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To the Editor:—My article of March 
9, on the Origin of Christianity, has 
elicited a reply from a good brother out 
In Pennsylvania, and as much that I 
shall say will be valuable to the public, 
I select The Progressive Thinker as a 
medium of communication between us. 
As I wish no advantage over our very 
zealous brother, I shall take the liberty 
of correcting any glaring defeet in 
grammar as far as possible, without de
stroying the force of his remarks. His 
letter is as follows:

Franklin, Pa., April 3, 1898. 
D. W. Hull, 
, Norton, Kans:

Dear Sir:—I have read your scientific 
lecture published in The Progressive 
Thinker of March 9, wherein you give 
your ideas of Christianity and how it 
was introduced into the world, etc. 
Well, I couldn’t, even if I wished to, 
bring any argument against your asser
tions. But one thing 1 do know, and 
that is, twenty-eight years ago, God, 
for Christ’s sake forgave my sins, and I 
was initiated into the mysteries of god
liness.

You are well learned in history, but 
your wisdom avails nothing with a 
Christian. The scripture says “The
wisdom of mai is foolishness with 
God.” You are "in the gall of bitter
ness and tlie bonds of iniquity,” and 
really know nothing as to God and pure 
Christianity.

There is where the great error exists: 
Churehianjty is not Christianity; neith
er (is) Catholicism, or Protestantism, 
or Mohammedanism. To be a Chris
tian is to be converted. I am a real 
Spiritualist, because 1 am blessed of the 
Holy Spirit. 1 know that there are 
many who are latter-day Spiritualists; 
believe firmly in spirit return, and I am 
one of them; but 1 believe in the 
Father, Son and Holy Ghost, and wor
ship God in spirit and in truth.

'A Christian is "not slothful in busi
ness, ((and is) fervent in spirit, serving 
the Lord, rejoicing in hope, patient In 
tribulation, continuing instant in pray
er,” God tills his children with all joy 
and peace in believing, that they may 
abound in hope through the favor of 
the Holy Ghost. It Is this Holy Ghost 
power that brings the joy of the Lord. 
Those like you who have mjj’er felt this 
power are as ignorant as tile heathen. 
Yes, you take it upon yourself to ex
plain Christianity, a thing you are per
fectly ignorant on. Have you ever felt 
the power of the Spirit? Have you 
ever drank of the spiritual wine of 
heaven, that makes glad the soul? A 
Chrlstlte Is led of the Spirit. They that 
are Christ’s have crucified the flesh. 
“The fruit of the spirit is love, joy, 
peace, long-suffering, goodness, faith, 
meekness, temperance, against which 
there is.no law.” 1 close.' With all 
your worldly wisdom, you are a poor 
Ignoramus, as to pure spirituality.

Yours for truth,

I was living up to all Mie truth that my 
poor Intellect could grasp or compre
hend. Zeal and earnestness is no evi
dence of the truth of a proposition, 
though it counts a great deal for the 
honesty of the person advocating it.

But it is of the ecstasy that we want 
to speak more particularly, at this time. 
Many persons, and my correspondent 
seems to be one of them, have a habit 
of referring to their experience, and 
the extreme felicity they enjoyed when, 
as they term it, they were first con
verted, as evidence that they are ex
actly right. When once a person 
reaches a condition in which he enjoys 
those intense feelings, it he is disposed 
to subordinate his judgment to those 
feelings he is out of reach of reason, 
and borders dangerously upon insanity. 
Indeed, In that one respect he is insane. 
This feeling is not peculiar alone to so- 
called Christianity, but is found largely 
in other religions. The worshipers of 
Baal no doubt worked themselves up 
into a fervor equal to that of any mod
ern worshiper of the ‘’true and only 
God,” (I. Kings 18:2(1-28). Indeed, in 
many instances what is supposed to be 
“the spiritual wine that makes glad the 
soul,” Is really an Intoxicant that in
duces a state of frenzy, that renders the 
victim of Inebriety dangerous, if con
trolled by the more animal or brutal 
Instincts. Jesus said "By their fruits 
ye shall know them,” not by the ebul
lition of their feelings. These ecstatic 
feelings have been experienced by the 
Hindus, Chinese, Japanese, Mohamme
dan dervishes, Slavs, Pythian Oracles, 
Bachatdes, Greenlanders, Flathead In
dians, Zulus, Shakers, Methodists, and 
perhaps many others. Says James 
Freeman Clarke:

“The Bacchic mysteries were gener
ally celebrated throughout Greece, and 
were a wild nature worship; partaking 
of that frenzy which has in all nations 
been considered a method of gaining a 
supernatural and inspired state, or as 
the result of It. The Siva worship in 
India, the Pythoness at Delphi, the 
Schamalsm of the North, the whirling’ 
dervishes of the Mohammedans; and 
some of the scenes at tlie camp-meet
ings in the western states belong to the 
same class as the Bacchic orgies.—Ten 
Great Religions, vol. I., p. 305.

Speaking of the "God-worshipers” in 
China this same author says:

John or St. Vitus, but I must beg that 
the reader will procure this work, as it 
only costs 15 cents, and read it for him
self. I have besides a long list of other 
peculiar phenomena, such as the Whip
pets, or Flaggellantes, mentioned by. 
Mosheim; the Crusaders, who marched 
with rejoicings and shoutings to their 
death; Simon the Stylite, and other re
ligious zealots, who took the witness of 
their feelings that they were in the 
right.

A Declaration of Principles, 
Considered.

MR. HULL’S ANSWER.
Norton, Kans., April 15, 1898. 

Brother J. McClellan:
Dear Sir:—As per note I sent you to

day, I propose to answer you through 
tip columns of The Progressive Think
dr, for the reason that I wish to present 
to the public “over your shoulders,” 
some expose of some very popular er
rors. You start out by Informing me 
that twenty-eight years ago, God, for 
Christ’s sake forgave your sins.

Two questions here naturally present 
themselves. First, what particular 
crimes had you been guilty of commit
ting? and second, in what way did you 
find out that be forgave your sins? and 
a third question might follow after the 
satisfactory answer of these questions; 
and that is, whether you have since left 
off sinning?

To the first two questions we may an
ticipate the common answer, that is, 
they feel it. One man in answer to how 
he knew he was right and 1 was wrong, 
pointed to his heart as evidence. This 
was evidence to him, but not to me, and 
since the heart is deceitful above all 
things and desperately wicked, (Jer. 
17:9) it should be insufficient evidence 
with him. We cannot know we are 
right or are “convened” because we 
feel that we are right or have experi
enced a high state of ecstasy. Jesus 
points out a set of self-deceived fellows 
that will come up and claim that they 
have prophesied In his name and In his 
name cast out devils, etc., (Matt. 7:22
23) and yet he will not acknowledge 
them. People are too apt to go by im- 

• pulse rather than reason. God gave us 
brains for the purpose of reasoning, 

’ and when we make the heart do the 
work of the brains, we are putting it to 
a wrong use.

I want to cover this whole ground as 
near as I can, and only regret that my 
correspondent was not more consecu
tive and «systematic in his letter to me. 
“To be a Christian,” he says, “is to be 
converted.” Granted: but how does 
he know that he is converted? Why 
should I not claim that I am converted? 
For twenty-nine years and eleven 
months I have enjoyed the most com
plete happiness in my religion. It seems 
to me that more complete happiness Is 
unattainable, and I am certain that I 
never enjoyed such sweet peace during 
the twenty years I was tn the church. 
And in the exercise of my religion I 
have been compelled to bear a cross 
that the easy-going church-member 
who claims that “I am in the gall of 
bitterness and the bonds of iniquity” 
can but poorly comprehend. Yet I feel 
a sweet peace in my mind which is a 
solace. I might dogmatically say a 
peace of which my friend knows noth
Ing; but then I would be asserting 
something I could not know to be true, 
except I take upon myself his condi
tions. But is that peace, that happiness 
within my soul, any evidence that I am 
right? Not a bit of it On the contra
ry, the assurance that I am living up to 
my highest mental light creates that 
condition within me. I might be wrong 
and yet feel that same peace ■within me, 

-not because I was wrong, but because

“Various striking phenomena oc
curred among them. Men fell into a 
state of ecstasy and delivered exhorta
tions. Sick persons were cured by the 
power of prayer.”—Ibid. 03.

In vol. 2, p. 257 this same author 
speaks of this condition of frenzy as 
follows:

Thus the Samoleds of Siberia have 
diviners who work themselves into a 
state of wild frenzy before delivering 
their oracles! The same notion of an 
inspired madness appeared in the in
sanity of the Pythian priestesses, and 
in the Greek diviners who fell into 
trances in which they lay without 
sense or motion. Plato speaks of one 
Pamphllus who lay ten days for dead 
on the field of battle, then revived 
when about to be put on the funeral 
pile, and related what he had seen in 
the three worlds.

“This same notion of inspiration as a 
kind of possession or frenzy, found Its 
way Into the religion of Greece, where 
it is seen as an alien element. It ap
pears In the mad dances of the Bac
chantes, and the shrieks and self-lacera
tion of the Corybantes. In the Hindoo 
religion we find it in the Yoga or one 
who seeks union with God by wholly 
withdrawing himself from outward 
things. The Yoga assumes painful po
sitions and contortions of the limbs, he 
suppresses his breath, and performs 
other incredible mortifications.

“So the Greenlander In his freezing 
climate, has his prophets whom he calls 
Augekoks. These also, abandon the 
converse of men, fast and torture their 
body ,and remain in a fixed intensity 
of thought, till they believe that thev 
see and hear spirits. The Flatheads of 
Oregon, the Indians of Brazil, the Zulus 
of Africa, have a similar belief in inspi
ration which comes from fasting, lone
liness and self-torture.”

A little farther on this author tells us: 
“In the great revivals In the begin

ning of this century In Kentucky and 
Tennessee these phenomena took the 
name of 'the jerks,’ The limbs of the 
persons who were present and indis
posed toward the revival would often 
jerk violently against their will, and 
this was supposed to be the influence of 
tne spirit. The dancing of the Shakers 
and the whirling of the Mohammedan 
dervishes belong to the same class of 
bodily exercises, which according to St. 
Paul, profit little.”

James Freeman Clarke, from whom 
we have been quoting, is a believer in 
Christianity, and therefore cannot be 
said to be unduly prejudiced on the 
subject. C. Pfoundes, in a lecture on 
“The Religions of Japan, in speaking of 
some of the Buddhist sects, says:

“Some work themselves up to a point 
of religious ecstasy, just like more or 
less ignorant and bigoted enthusiastic 
fanatics much nearer home to-day.”— 
Religious Systems of the World, p. 94.

Prof. W. R. Morfill, in a lecture on 
the Slavonic Religion, tells us: ’ '
- “Hanusch, who has written an elab
orate work on Slavonic mythology, 
considers that the nervous affection 
called St. Vitus’ dance took its name 
from the wild dances which were in
dulged in during the celebration of the 
Sobolka. He also sees a trace of the 
old Pagan worship of the sun In the 
epithet.”—Rel. Sy st Wo’rld, p. 263-4.

I might mention In this connection 
that the old Teutonic worship in the 
forests was characterized by the same 
evidences of ecstasy, but as I can’t rec
ollect just where I read it, I find it im
possible to turn to it at this.time. As I 
write I have before me a work entitled 
“The Dancing Mania of the Middle 
Ages,” by J. F. 0. Hecker, M. D. This 
was a species of insanity in which all 
were affected alike, yet it was conta
gious, It was called the Dance of St.

My correspondent tells me that “the 
wisdom of man is foolishness with 
God.” This is Scripture, and I suppose 
it is quoted to show that we are not to 
accept anything on evidence. At least, 
no other reason Is apparent. The Idea 
is, that the evidence I gave established 
that what we called Christianity was 
only Paganism, veneered with the 
name Christian, and that true Chris
tianity had been subordinated to this 
Paganism. But we are not to take a 
thing upon evidence, but upon the state 
of our feelings. I had the evidence and 
he had the feelings, and he having been 
converted twenty-eight years ago, gave 
bls feelings a priority over my evidence. 
It doesn’t matter that I feel different. 
His feelings are to be the criterion In 
the matter. It strikes me that my cor
respondent lias incorrectly understood 
this scripture. It does not mean that 
God prefers foolishness to wisdom but 
that Supreme intelligence includes so 
much more than the most profound 
wisdom of men, that as compared to
gether one becomes foolishness to the 
other.

Now a word as to “Father, Son and 
Holy Ghost,” which my correspondent 
professes to believe In. I fear my 
friend does not understand the meaning 
of those words. I am quite certain no 
one else does. One of the Christian 
Fathers, if I mistake not explained that 
the relations of this Godhead were a 
mystery. A man may assent to what 
he does not understand, but he cannot 
believe in it. Our friend perhaps has 
never thought that such a relation as 
is said to exist in Ulis trinity Is de
structive of infinity, and therefore was 
refutive of the existence of an Infinite 
God. If the three are complete God, 
then either of the other two or botli of 
the two, are Incomplete without the 
third part. But if God is infinite, he is 
indivisible. The fact that he may be 
divided into three parts, demonstrates 
that he is mutable, and if mutable he 
cannot be eternal. If God Is God with 
the Holy Ghost, he Is not God without 
the Holy Ghost, for he lacks just tho 
Holy Ghost of being infinite. Infinity 
Includes All. as to space, time and in
telligence. Therefore even Satan can
not occupy a place where God is not, 
neither can he have intelligence which 
God has not. If the Devil occupied 
space not filled with God, then God 
wants just so much of tilling immensi
ty, and therefore so much of being God. 
If God occupies all that the Devil occu
pies as to space or Intelligence, then to 
that extent God aud the Devil are one. 
In other words, the Devil himself is it 
part of God. So if there is a Son with
out God who exists as a separate indi
viduality, then God Is robbed of just so 
much of tlie attributes necessary to 
complete a God. If the son Is the "Ex
press image of his (God’s) person, then 
he fills Immensity, and has neither 
body nor- passions. But there cannot 
be two infinite immensities in exist
ence, for they cannot exist without 
crowding each other in space, which 
signifies they are not infinite Immensi
ties. If God has parts and passions, 
then he is not omnipresent. But unless 
he has bodily parts the Son cannot be 
the “Express image of his person.” 
Thus, our friend cannot be the intelli
gent believer in the “Father, Son and 
the Holy Ghost.”

Thus trinitarian doctrine was an
nexed to Christianity about the third 
century, and in translating the Bible 
King James translators strained points 
to carry out this view. The word Holy 
Ghost should have been translated a 
good or consecrated spirit, even though 
such translation should be the means of 
spoiling somebody’s nice system of the
ology. When we read the Holy Ghost, 
we should generally read a consecrated 
spirit. Such is the meaning of pneu- 
mati haglon. Sometimes it refers to 
an inward conscience or monitor, as in 
Matthewl2:31, where Jesuz used the 
word to show that men charging him 
witli beiug under the control of Beelze
bub. were violating their own sense of 
truth, and therefore never would be 
able to reconcile their consciences with 
their acts. Men can never forgive them
selves for doing what they know to be 
wrong.

But, my, brother, I must close, though 
much must be left .unsaid.

Yours, for the truth, not as It Is In 
Jesus, but as it appears to us through 
our best reason and intelligence.

D. W. HULL.

In the Thinker of April 30, is a very 
suggestive article by Dr. T. Wilkins 
upon the question, which, till after the 
National Convention in October next, 
will be dominant in the minds of Spir
itualists. But it is somewhat singular 
that so many of our writers persist in 
talking aboiit, and protesting against 
creeds. Creeds belong to churches, and 
cannot be Imposed upon Spiritualists, 
A declaration of principles cannot take 
the form of a creed, much less embody 
its substance, A creed is an affirmation 
of ignorance and uncertainty. It deals 
largely with the unknown and unknow
able. Creeds are founded upon the as
sumed revelations of the Bible.

Spiritualists, without exception, claim 
for themselves knowledge; hence, if 
they make any declarations, they 
must be of things known, as self-evi
dent propositions, or demonstrated by 
rigid scientific induction.

The simple question, then, Is this: Do 
we know anything which the world has 
not known In the past? Have we any 
revelations, through spirit phenomena, 
which afford us any new knowledge? 
If we do not know anything different 
from past teachings, if the spirit world 
has revealed nothing new, then it is 
time we shut up shop and hung our 
heads In shame over the world-wide 
pretense that we have something supe
rior 'to what mankind have ever 
known before. What are we writing, 
lecturing and organizing societies for if 
we have nothing new in principle to 
teach the world? What is Brother Wil
kins, or anyone else at work for? Is it 
to teach the facts and principles of Spir
itualism? What are those principles? 
Where can you find a summary of 
them? Is every Ignoramus who 
chooses to mount the platform, to be 
endorsed as an authoritative exponent 
of those principles? Spiritualist organ
izations ordain and authorize men and 
women to go forth and proclaim the sci
enee and philosophy, in other words, 
the principles of’Spiritualism. But they 
have no statement .of what those prin
ciples are; and hence, make no exami-

there is nothing in our phenomena 
which is new. That the Bible is full of 
it; and, indeed, that the church is satu
rated with it, and the pulpit largely in
fected therewith. What have we to 
say to these sweeping affirmations? 
Simply this: They are not true. The 
concept of Spiritualism, as it exists in 
the human consciousness to-day, is only 
fifty years old. Communication between 
incarnate and decarnate men, in the 
use of means purely natural, is a con
cept born in the present century. The 
birth of Modern Spiritualism was the 
birth of a perfect naturalism. Never 
before was it suspected even that natu
ral law governed spirit operations. Aud 
when that idea of naturalism was born 
in the human consciousness all super
natural dogmas died; and all forms of 
mlraculism were relegated to the cloud
land of ancient mystery and supersti
tion. The petted Dagons fell from their 
pedestals never to be replaced. All ab 
extra gods are sheer impossibilities. 
There is no place for them in a natural 
universe. Nor Is there a place for any 
of them In a Spiritualist declaration of 
principles. No Spiritualist will affirm 
mlraculism for our phenomena, or, in 
fact for anything else. Very few will 
affirm personality for God. We are 
then on good substautial ground for de
claring for a system of pure natural
ism; and this menus the rejection of all 
attribution of personal qualities to auy 
supposed Deific beiug. We shall reject 
entirely auy acknowledgement of a 
"Supreme Being,” or a “Great First

THE OLD AND THE NEW, 
Or, The Blue and The True 

Blue.

I am directed by the official board 
of our State Association to’announce 
that all societies, which on February 
24, 1898 (whèn the Chicago mass-meet
ing closed), held charters from either 
the National Spiritualists' Association 
or the Secretary of State at Springfield, 
will be re-chartered by the new State 
organization without any additional ex
pense therefor. It is hoped each inter
ested society will avail itself of the 
privilege without delay, and file its 
charter application not later than June 
15. Increasing interest in our State 
work foreshadows a very helpful union 
of our forces. Effectiveness in many 
ways will follow therefrom. Let old 
and new organizations step rapidly into 
line. The cause outweighs all pettiness 
of personality. .

Charter applications, also constitu
tions and by-laws can be obtained from 
this office.^ . .

Advise the secretary whenever you 
wish help in perfecting the organization 
of a new auxiliary! society, or in hold
ing an all-day Sunday revival meeting. 
The Association will lend you a hand

MARTIN H, McGRATH, ’ 
Fulton, Ill. Secretary,

nation as to the capacity of those sent 
forth to teach. And it is no exaggera
tion to sny that many of them cannot 
tell the difference between science and 
philosophy. Indeed, they don’t know 
what Spiritualism means. Take for In
stance the assertion, made over and 
over again, on the platform and 
through the press, that genuine 
Spiritualism and Christianity are the 
same! That is just as true, and no 
more so, than to affirm that Judaism, 
Mohammedanism, Brahmanism, Bud
dhism, Maglanism, Mormonism, etc., 
and Spiritualism are all the same thing. 
Spiritualism, it is said, teaches ’’the 
Fatherhood of God and the Brother
hood of man.” Spiritualism teaches 
nothing of the kind.

But this brings us to the one great 
disturbing question in the constitu
tion of a declaration of principles. 
What shall we do with the God ques
tion? I answer, settle. it, and do it 
thoroughly. As said before, Spiritual
ists claim knowledge; they are not ag
nostics. Therefore, if there is anyone 
who has any knowledge on this subject 
let him or her come forth and Impart it 
to us, so that we may be wise. What I 
know, I can Impart to another.

How can we settle this question? In 
this way. There are few or none who 
admit the existence of a personal God. 
They say he is the Impersonal Oven
soul or Inner Soul of the Cosmos. They 
clearly see that the Idea personality is 
utterly Insupportable. Personality nec
essarily Implies limitation, hence an an
thropomorphic God.- In other words, a 
human or originated being. Well, we 
will accept, for the time, the imperson
al Oversoul. What follows? Why, 
our God has no personal attributes. 
There Is neither will nor purpose— 
neither thinking nor feeling—love nor 
hate, In fact, our God Is a veritable 
“king log.” Neither creation nor de
struction can be attributed to him; and 
the glamor of a “tender father, pitying 
his children” is dissipated like tlie 
morning dew. We can admit no sub
terfuge here. God is a person or not a 
person. If a person, then the Bible Is a 
true revelation of his character and 
acts, and we are Infidels in rejecting it. 
We know what personality means for 
iVe are persons, an’d if God is a person 
he IS'like us—is our father and we his 
children. And, if r “Spiritualism and 
Christianity are the same,” most cer
tainly we and God are alike, for Jesus 
(“our elder brother”) declared that this 
personal, jealous, hating, loving, mur
dering God was his father; hence, ours. 
Limitation and imperfection inhere in 
the very nature of personality.

“Ah! you are an atheist.” Well, If to 
reject the concept-of personality as an 
Infinite Deity be atheism, yes. And, if 
to reject an impersonality, whether it 
be an oversoul or an Innersoul, as pos
sessed of personal attributes, yes, 
again. But so far as the imputation of 
atheism is concerned- our brothers and 
sisters, with .their impersonal God will 
be reckoned in the same category, un
less pantheism be. .thought a milder 
term. J-.j. .

It cannot life denied or disguised that 
there is a disposition, more or less pro
nounced, to ‘*f  use” with the church, on 
the part of ffiany Spiritualists. Hence, 
the desperate effort to ^construct some 
kind Of a mental concept that can be 
called god.aiid thus evade the charge of 
atheism. Thé calling of our societies, 
churches, and- the very general and 
Senseless practice of prayers, under the 
name of invocations, indicate the trend 
In that direction.

And let me say to Brother Wilkins, 
and others like him, that this condition 
is one of the most potent reasons why 
we should' work _ for a clear-cut, 
straightforward statement of what 
Spiritualism really is. The bane of all 
new movements has been the introduc
tion of the falsities of the old. How 
can it be prevented if there be no defi
nition differentiating it from tlie old? 
We are, told over and over again; that

Cause,” as there can be no first In that 
which is eternal. Effect Is as old as 
cause. Existence, Being is uncaused. 
Effect means change, or motion of or 
in substance, and this is infinite—unbe- 
ginnlng and unending.

Does anyone ask “whence came the 
universe?” We answer, it never came. 
The universe is infinite, hence there is 
no place for it to come from. It Is, It 
was, it will be. It can have no maker, 
as it is unmade; and it needs no ruler 
for it is equal to Its own needs.

But, if we are pressed for some more 
positive statements we say this, science 
proves that the universe is a live one— 
that the life principle is as infinite as 
the universe itself. That its modes of 
manifestation in and through substance 
are beyond number, and extend from 
the lowest forms of matter to the high
est consciousness of a spiritual being. 
But from the lowest to the highest, 
through all the vast series of life ex
pression, the attribute of adaptation is 
forever manifest. Two seeds from the 
same tree will produce the same species 
with perfect accuracy, but one planted 
in the open will grow short and busby, 
while the one planted In the thick forest 
will grow tall and slim, with but few 
limbs. Life spontaneously—automatic
ally adapts itself to the conditions of 
its environment.

Come, now, Brother Wilkins, let the 
old soldiers In the cause arise and put 
on the armor anew. For fifty years we 
have taught that Spiritualism was a 
natural religion and a religious natural
ism. We declared It to be a rational 
(not a revealed) religion, and a religious 
rationalism; in other- words, that the 
spiritual instincts and aspirations of 
man were married to ills reason. We 
have solemnized the bans and pro
claimed no divorce. Let us then have 
a declaration that shall leave no place 
for this old serpent of mlraculism to 
creep in with his mysteries of super
stition to blight and curse the beautiful

(Concluded from last week.)
Bacon, Laplace, Newton, Descartes, 

Leibnitz and Humboldt—all grand he
roes of science—suffered more or less 
from the venomed shafts of ridicule 
hurled at them by an enraged priest
hood.

But the Rubicon had been passed. 
Science had reared her enlightened 
bead never more to bite the dust. Its 
pure, white banner of blessing had 
come to stay. It would not down at the 
command or anathemas of mitred pre
lates. The denunciations of J.he pulpit 
fell harmless as straws before the wind. 
Liberty of thought and free speech 
could be impeded, but m> longer 
strangled outright. The martyrdom of 
the noble men wito perished and were 
maligned for the sake of science and 
free thought, only added lustre to their 
already shining light.

Every subsequent effort of the church 
to trail the fair flag of progress in the 
dirt only-added enthusiasm to the ardor 
of its apostles, and flung its promising 
folds higher and wider before the gaze 
of an unwilling but astonished world.

Up to this period, say A. D. 1600, the 
Christian world had literally clanked 
with the chains and fetters of heretics 
forged by the church and pinioned by 
its slaves on all who dared to doubt re
ligious dogmas or to declare a truth not 
In harmony with the Bible.

The Bible had hitherto been recog
nized as the only authority for truth 
Tlie escutcheon of the ehurch was and 
is inscribed: "Authority for truth;” that 
of the new era: "Truth for authority.”

As men begun to think for themselves 
a new theory of man’s origin, purpose 
on earth, and final destiny, began to 
prevail. According to this new theory, 
vail. According to this new theory, 
man is considered equally good with all 
other things; that he Is not naturally 
mean and vile; that it Is not wrong to 
desire wealth, nor to desire the good- 
wi'l of our fellow-men, or to aspire to 
honor or worldly fame.

The new theory teaches further that 
man needs no reversal of his natural 
motives; that his heart is not in the 
wrong place, that he does not need any 
other than the one he was born with, 
and that he was not born wrong end

Our Republic and the Pres 
ent War,

SPAIN, THE MOST BRUTAL AND 
SAVAGE NATION, SHOULD BE 
WIPED OFF THE MAP OF THE 
EARTH.
To the Editor:—The Progressive 

Thinker of April 30 coutained an article 
from the gifted pen of W. P. Plielon, 
M. D., under the heading of “Spiritual
ists and Spain,” to which, after delib
erately reading it twice, I feel very 
much as though I wanted to enter my 
protest, although greatly admiring the 
man, aud up to this time, everything 
I have seen from his pen.

I will admit the truth of what he al
leges, that “the dominant rich will 
grow still more purse-proud and un
bearable, and the poor still more help
less” in the case of a war for conquest 
or glory only, but totally deny his con
clusions when applied to a people strug
gling to be free from an accursed 
bondage. On the contrary, in the latter 
case, the grandest and noblest feelings 
of human nature are developed and 
strengthened, and true civilization 
promoted, not only for the time being, 
but for generations to come.

Dr. Phelon incidentally admits that 
such a nation as Spain, whose whole 
record has been one of murder and op
pression of the weak and helpless, 
ought to be stricken from the map of 
the world. He says: “She (Spain) has 
always been slaughter-mad. It is time 
her blood-red harvest should be 
reaped,” etc.

Now, Doctor, where is the nation that 
in eveby way is so well fitted to do this 
grand work in the interest of humanity, 
and a grand civilization for the future 
as the people of this Republic? For 
myself, although of Quaker origin, and 
loving the beatitudes of peace and kind
ly feeling toward all men, I think that 
we would almost forfeit our right to 
live if we did not liberate our Cuban 
brothers, and drive their bloodthirsty 
oppressors mot only from Cuba, but 
from every foot of ground over which 
her accursed flag floats in the Western

It is the excess and not the nature of 
our passions which is perishable.—Bul- 
wer. ... ■ ..

Falsehood is susceptible of an infinity 
of combinations, but truth has only one 
mode of being.—Rosscau.

foremost. Aud that Instead of his hav
ing originated a perfect being aud hav
ing continually deteriorated, the re
verse of the dogma of original sin is 
true; aud that the social, civilized man 
of to-day has evolved from the uncouth 
cave-dweller, aud he from the lower or
ders of nature.

According to the uew, there Is no 
royal road to happiness, and uo stand
ard or guide for ethical conduct other 
or better than human experience.

Experience teaches us that there are 
a great many quicksands aud pitfalls 
in life that we should avoid If we wish 
to be happy. It teaches us that there 
are many fruits pleasing to the senses, 
that turn to ashes and bitterness when 
eaten. It is experience that teaches us 
to let alone severely tills Dead Sea 
fruit, aud choose that which elevates 
and purifies without leaving the sting 
of sorrow on our lips. Too much nectar 
cloys and satiates the appetite. Too 
much study overworks the brain. Too 
much exercise weakens Instead of 
streugthening the muscles. Too much 
food Is repugnant to the stomach. Too 
much light Injures the eyes. Too much 
drink, even of eold water, dilutes and 
debilitates the natural processes of life.

In short, too much enjoyment or ex
ercise of any kind destroys’ the capacity 
to enjoy. Too much concentration of 
thought on any one subject Incapaci
tates the mind for study on any sub
ject. Excessive religious excitement is 
as harmful as the excessive use of any 
other faculty or organ.

Experience teaches that we may 
overdo the work necessary in auy de
partment of life, and thus throw na
ture’s methods out of proportion, pro
ducing undesirable results, ending in 
disappointment and despair.

To the new channel of thought tlie 
world is indebted for the blaze of civil
ization which sheds its halo of blessing 
on the millions of tollers to-day. To it 
we are indebted for all the improve
ments in science, tho arts and ethical 
culture. It is the star of hope for a 
race shackled with tlie thraldom of 
superstition. Its mission Is to sever 
the chains of Ignorance which the re
ligious intolerance and dogmatism of 
past ages have fostered and entwined 
around the consciences of men. It is 
the beacon light of progress to open the 
avenues of nature’s wealth and hap
piness; the unfailing fountain at which 
thirsty humanity can quench the laud
able desire for knowledge. Its mystic 
charm has led Inventive genius to ex
plore unknown seas of thought and ac
tion. It is the “open sesame” to the un
wasting fullness of nature's laboratory 
of treasures. By its signal pioneer 
thinkers have traversed the trackless 
ocean of discovery. Its magical sym
bols reduced to the precision of rack 
and pinion, steam and lever, have made 
all nations akin, and linked distant 
shores together with the golden chain 
of commerce. Its tendencies are to 
fraternize the races.

Its teachings prove that all men are 
“created free and equal” in the struggle 
for existence. “Equal and exact jus
tice to all, and special privileges to 
none,” are its mandates.

While the spirit of progress has given 
us the fearful Krupp gun Instead of the 
war club, it has also introduced the 
arbitrament of the pen instead of the 
sword. It offers the-olive branch of 
justice instead of the old-time demand 
of an “eye for an eye, and a tooth for a 
tooth.” It champions the rights of man 
instead of enforcing the brutal policy 
that “might makes right.” Il recognizes 
man as a rational being instead of an 
incarnate devil. It recognizes nothing 
supernatural, discarding all else but the 
universal ,economy of nature in the 
affairs of life, as well as in the agonies

enter the formula of the new and ' 
brighter dawn. The propitiation of ' 
angels or ghosts are no longer deemed 
of as much Importance as improved 
machinery and better methods of 
agriculture.

We are’to live in accordance with the 
laws of hygiene and physiology, instead 
of trying to comply with mythical, um 
meaning rites. ■

A positive life of enjoyment is en
joined instead-of a negative, lethargic 
self-denial. Life is to be made worth 
living, death having been robbed of its 
terrors. Death is no longer considered 
an accident—the sting of the fall—but ' 
a matter of course in the order of na
ture’s laws. It is as much our mission. I 
to die as to live. Did we not die, others i 
could not live after us. Our death i 
makes room for others to live. Others I 
died that we might appear on the stage, 
and when our play Is ended the curtain 
will fall. '

While we are living we are dying— 
such is the ever-changing program of 
the economy of nature. It is enough to ' 
prepare for living—dying will take care 
of Itself when the human clock is run 
down and we have nothing else to do. 
We are more interested in the work of 
the living present than in the relics of 
the dead past, or in the vagaries of an 
unknown and unknowable future. 
Whether we are to live again need not I 
concern us so much as correct living I 
now. Correct living will Insure correct' I 
dying. ■

Belief or faith does not and should 
not regulate the standard of human: I 
conduct. A man’s conduct makes or I
unmakes his character, and not his be- I
lief. It matters little what one believes I 
in regard to the unknown if lie makes a I 
good citizen aud discharges ids duties ' I 
to his fellows. It is this life in which 
we are more directly concerned than in ' I 
an Imaginary existence beyond the I 
clouds. ■I

The new theology—no, the new com- I 
mon sense view of life, death and I 
eternity—teaches us not to dogmatize : I 
where we do not know. It teaches US I 
to aspire to the highest, purest joys of- I 
the living present, regardless of the I 
gloomy past or the unknown future, I 
We are to make the most of life as we I 
find It, striving always to learn all wo I 
can of the true relations we should bear I 
to one another abd to the universe of I 
which we form a part. Our relations to I 
God, if there be one, we never can de. I 
termine. I

The seven kinds of. Adventists, the I 
seventeen kinds of Baptists, the seven- I 
teen kinds of Methodists, and tho I 
three hundred other kinds of ChristiansI 
with their .100,000 mouth-pieces, or I
preachers, and 12,132,017 eommuni- I
cants In tlie United States, exclusive of - I 
7,000,000 Roman Catholics, Moham- I
medans, Buddhists, and Confucians in ■ I 
all the world besides, have thus far I
signally failed to locate God, or define I
who, what and where he is; or whether, I
if a man die, shall he live again? I

'1 hen why need we worry over the I 
vagaries of faith, when the stern reall- I 
ties, the practical duties, of life, require I 
and demand all our earnest and honest I 
efforts? - I

To the Inspiration inspired by tho I 
uew and true view of the possibilities I 
of life and motives to human actions, -I 
are we indebted for the puff of the I 
locomotive that breaks the silence of I 
the mountain side, while the engine’s I 
whistle shrieks over the plain. ■ I

The sickle has been discarded for tho ' I 
automatis steel-binder. The rlug of tho , I 
scythe has given way to the rattle of I 
the mower. The flail of our boyhood I 
days has been superceded by the steam I 
traction thresher. •• - I

White-winged hope now cheers us I 
with promise of the bright future of I 
progress in science aud arts, where tho I 
dummies of despair once clouded men’s I 
thoughts. . ■

B e need not brood any more over the ' 
problem whether man has a soul that 
will survive his body. It is enough to ’’ 
know that we are here now! Let other ‘ 
and future worlds, if there be any such ' 
take care of themselves. If they do 
not, or can not. they will not compare 
fatotably with this one. Relegate all ■ 
theological dogmas to the realms of the 
mythical and there let them rest. ’ ■

What man can utilize of nature’s 
powers, let him hasten to discover and 
apply. Let him chain the lightning and ’ 
compel It to do his bidding. Let him : 
explore the distant regions of space and 
learn of the laws and mathematical 
precision of the movements of far-away; ' 
orbs. Let him study and appreciate •• 
the fact that the universe is governed - 
by law. aud not by a whimsical God.

When we penetrate to the bowels of - 
the earth-to secure the mineral wealth' 1 
hoarded there, we learn of the stupend
ous changes that have taken place in 
the earth’s crust during the ages of the I 
aim past. This book—the book of Na- ”’i 
ture—gives the best known account of I 
man’s origin and purpose on earth; but ■ 
as to his final destiny, it is as silent as 
the grave. Further than the ’ grave 
human research has not explored: be
yond the lids of the coffin science utters ■ 
no word.

As to whether death is'an open door 
of light to a land “fairer than day,”-or ■ 
a solid wall of annihilation and dark
ness, the preacher In his pulpit, or the ' 
scientist in his laboratory, knows- no 
more than the Zulu in the wilds of : 
Africa, or the dwarfish beings who in
habit the Terra-Del Fuego. '

The new era ushered in the printing 
press with its countless pages of kuowl- ' 
edge fluttering on the breeze to every - 
shore and to every clime. By its en- ■ 
lightening influence the world is beeom- 
ing civilized. The angularities of men’s 
passions are being rounded off bv the - 
constant interchange of ideas. ’

Superstition is fading Into its native 
gloom before the radiant light of a'free 
press. Its mission is world-wide, going . 
forth conquering and to conquer. In ' 
conjunction with free thought and free- ’ 
speech, the press is bearing aloft for 
recognition the claims of man’s co
worker and sister—Woman!

True.manhood is to be valued at Its 
worth; and woman is to be recognized 
as never before. She is to assume her 
place by the side of her brother as hla ' 
counter-part in the drama of existence. 
As she helps bear the burdens of life, so -’•

(Continued on page 8.) *'  ■No whimsical Gods or fiendish devils
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“From Soul to Soul.” By. Emma Rood Tuttle. Lov
ers of poetry will find gems of thought in poetic diction 
in this handsome volume, wherewith to sweeten hours of 
leisure and enjoyment. Price $L For sale at this office.
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EftMS OF SPIRITUAL LIGHT
OMANITARIANISM IS ONE OF THE CORNER
STONES OF SPIRITUALISM, AND IT IS MOST 

JJJJLAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED IN THE RED 
Across society—a statement in regard 
f TO THE AIMS AND WORK OF THE ORDER, 

WHICH IS IN THE HIGHEST DEGREE AN-
• GELIC.

In an article in the Times-Herald, Clara Barton writes: 
¡¡Will you kindly endeavor to instruct and induct tlie-press 

rjpf the country into use of the proper title for the Ameri
can National Red Cross? To say the American Red Cross 
Lfiociety is much the same thing is quite as awkward as to 

Bay that of the Postal Union Society. Both are the result 
of compound international treaties, the only compound 

; treat wo in existence,, and are simply mediums through 
•winch governments communicate in regard to the subject 
i for xVlneh they exist.
iThe American National Red Cross has only its staff 

officers—no other membership, no stated (society) meet- 
Uugs—but each ready on call, if needed in conference-— 
,po -dues—and acting only in accordance with the priv- 
‘•¡leges asked for by and granted to it by the international 
power which ratified the treaty and granted the charter, 

,which privileges were first to work in the relief of suffer
ing by war, second in the relief of sufferings from great 
'national or international calamities, but only when so 

■ great as to be such. We have never broken nor strained 
l our charter, have never interfered with small relief, never 
’mixed with other work, and with one or two early and 
¿lime-honored exceptions all that you read or hear of “Red 
’ Cross Societies’ ” work, etc., by the score over the country 
'are self-created, self-named, self-authorized, so far as the 
; national body knows, and in every way unknown to us.
* Do not misunderstand—this is not said as a complaint, 
•jior a criticism, but simply as a statement of facts, which 
'-you have a right to possess.

EXISTS BY A GREAT TREATY.
¿r As already said, the Red Cross is often spoken of as the 
’/'Red Cross Society,” and sometimes as the Red Cross 
fPOrder,” as if it had some secret features or some special 
Requirements for initiation into it. By some it is supposed 
Ro be a charitable institution for general charity relief.
S1 In fact, it is a great treaty, one of the greatest ever en- 
'-Ic-red iuto, and the nations that are parties to it are Great 
?(Britaiii, Germany, France, Belgium, Russia, Austria, 
.‘•S'yeden, Norway, 'Turkey, Greece, Spain, Italy, Servia, 
ipersia, the Roman States, Switzerland, the United States, 
^Venezuela, Bolivia, Chile, Peru, Argentina, Japan and 
Other governments to the number of forty or more. 
They have bound themselves to regard all sick or wound
ed persons in time of war as neutral, and to care for one 

■‘another’s disabled as they do for their own. A sick or 
■wohnded soldier, to whatever army he may belong, into 
^Whatever hands lie may fall, is a Red Cross subject. His 
?,nationality is merged in the humanity of the treaty, and 
ihc.is tenderly cared for. If cured he is sent to his home 
fas a nonconibatant. No days of suffering, relieved only 
illy death, can ensue, even if his comrades have passed be- 
'.yond reach of him, leaving him to the neglect or cruelty 
yof the enemy as in the days gone by. No starvation, no 
jdeath from neglected disease, can happen within the 
-•boundaries of a treaty nation. The civil arm of the Red 
iCross can extend through the lines to reach the suffering, 
Mthough the lines be bristling with the engines of war.

• WOULD HAVE BEEN A BLESSING.
i. One has but to recall the pitiable conditions of the sick 
and wounded in the great American war in order to ap
preciate what the Red Cross might have done had it ex- 
ijsted’then. It is true that the Confederate States could 
not have been a party to the treaty,not being a recognized 
nation, but the Red Cross Societies of neutral nations 
could not have been stayed from carrying succor to 
Libby, Belle Isle and Andersonville prisons.

By the terms of the treaty the hospital flag of every na
tion must be a red Greek cross, on a white ground, and 
•every person, ambulance or other part of the service must 
,be so designated.
: The prime thought that inspired the promoters of the 
‘treaty was the unavoidable insufficiency of the military 
(hospital service. History during all time had demon- 
Jilrated the sad deficiency, but, said these noble men of 
the Geneva Society of Public Utility, the great sympathy 
'of the people outside of the military will supply means 
'.and nurses in the most generous manner, and they will 
administer the relief in co-operation with the military, if 

i.yre can secure recognition and protection for them. They 
interested the officials of the Swiss government, and with 

•¡¡General Dufour, commander-in-chief of the Swiss army, 
at its head, a committee was appointed February 9, 1863. 
io forward the movement. That date marks the be
ginning of the Red Cross, although the great honor of 

¿Iconcching the ideas that culminated in the treaty of Ge- 
j^neva, in August, 1864, belongs to Henry Durant, who had 
J^been the unhappy witness of terrible and needless suffer

ing bxr the wounded at the great battle of Solferino, June 
2d 1859.
' NATIONS CONQUERED BY HUMANE IDEA.
- The labors of the committee resulted in a formal inter
national conference in October, 1863, and the final con
vention in August, 1861. So delicate and arduous was 
ilie work before the delegates of these great nations in 
Convention assembled for the purpose of mitigating the 
severities of war—men whose energies had previously 
been given to the mutilating of men and the conquests of 
war—that a fortnight was consumed in their delibcrat- 
*ons. But it was the greatest fortnight’s work ever 
known. The great nations of the earth had been con
quered by a humane idea. War had been robbed of its 
most barbarous aspects. It had been solemnly agreed that 
henceforth one common flag should be the symbol of mer-1 
cy,and wherever it floated there should the fallen heroes 
find friends and tenderness, there should they be secure 
Against the further horrors of war. ‘

The Red Cross flag has no Christian meaning in the" 
Sense that many suppose. It is broader than Christianity 
itself, because it has neither prejudice nor bounds; Chris
tian. Mohammedan and Pagan are the same in the eyes of

e Red Cross. The choice of the flag was a well-merited 
compliment to Switzerland, who had given her kind serv- 
’ces in the cause by officially issuing the invitation to the 
nations of the world to meet in conference, and by pro
dding the place. Her national flag is a white Greek cross 
n a red ground, and the.colors were simply reversed.
In each country that adopted the treaty one national 

organization is formed, and that society alone is recog
nized by its national government, also by each other na- 
"onal organization and an international committee 
oeated at- Geneva, Switzerland, the latter being the inc
ite of communication and assistance between nations. 
In order to prevent any possible complications by reason 
of nationality and jealousy.

HAVE NO AUXILIARY SOCIETIES.
[/The national ladies have the right to carry on the work 
i gathering funds and materials in such manner as they 
;em best In those countries where strict laws have 
gen -passed to prevent the misuse of the Red Cross (and 
leh is the case in most countries) local auxiliary societies 
e formed. In our own country no such laws exist; 
erefore it has not seemed wise or just to sanction sub- 
'eties. With no 'power to restrain them the tendency 

¿local societies would be to overreach and subvert the 
ses of the treaty.

l ean make but the briefest reference to the work per- 
ed by the societies. •.

The first war to bring the treaty into practical opera-1 
’ was that in 1866 in Germany, Austria, and Italy.

Austria had not yet joined, but her citizens raised’ and 
applied nearly half a million dollars. Italian societies 
raised nearly fifty thousand dollars. French and Swiss 
societies aided, this being the first instance of neutral aid.

Germany’s societies were fully prepared, and more than 
three million dollars was applied, and half a thousand 
volunteers, men and women, were employed. The results 
of this var fully proved the incalculable value of organ
ized, authorized civil aid.

Next came the Franco-Prussian war and the commune, 
1870-1871. In Germany more than two thousand com
mittees arose at once, with a. central committee at Berlin. 
More than fourteen million dollars of money was raised. 
Hospitals, hospital trains, and preparations on the grand
est scale were organized. France was not so well prepared, 
but upward of two million dollars was expended, and 
more than one hundred thousand wounded were cared 
for. Neutral societies also rendered great aid.

. AID TO FRENCH SOLDIERS.
One striking instance was that of 85,000 French sol

diers, who peacefully invaded Switzerland in a famished 
condition, ten per cent of them being sick. Their every 
want was provided for by the Red Cross of Switzerland. 
The international committee asked for and obtained from 
Germany 2,500 incurable French soldiers, suppjied'all 
their wants on their way through Switzerland, and re
turned them to their homes. _

The wars of 1876-78, involving Turkey, Senda, Mon
tenegro, Greece and Russia, furnished the next scenes of 
activity. The work of the Russian Red Cross was the 
most notable. Regarded with jealousy first "by the mil
itary, it was soon solicited to take control. It raised 
nearly $17,000,000, and applied more than $13,000,000 
of jt. In Turkey the Red Cross emblem found its first 
obstruction. The Turkish soldier regarded it from a re
ligious point of view, and so strong was their prejudice 
that a red crescent had to be substituted by that society. ■

The latest display of Red Cross work has been in the 
Japanese army. How frequently we hear it remarked 
that the Japanese displayed such astonishing mercy and 
civilization, that they are so quick to adopt the ideas of 
more advanced nations, etc.! In 1886 Japan joined hands 
with the Red Cross nations. Her ruler, the mikado, be
came a president of a Red Cross society in a civil capacity, 
and therein lies the secret of Japan’s wonderful develop
ment in humane ideas. She has been an adept scholar, 
and deservedly received the commendations of the world. 
Picture, if you can, the scenes that would have ensued in 
this year in the absence of the kindness and mercy in
culcated by the Red Cross.

AID IN TIME OF PERIL.
In our own country the war signal has not been bear'd 

since 1882, when we entered the treaty, but the elements 
have wrought sad destruction. Foreseeing these con
ditions, 1 asked of the other societies, through the inter
national head, the privilege to include calamities other 
than war when I organized the American National Red 
Cross. My request was cordially granted and hailed with 
enthusiasm. Other nations have since adopted it.

I need only tell in a few words of our own work. It 
includes thirteen fields of disaster in as many vears. 
Floods, famines, fires, epidemics and storms have caused 
the suffering, and more than $1,000,000 has been applied 
in the aggregate by the willing hands of those that have 
for the most part volunteered their services in belialf of 
tlie great cause of humanity. CLARA BARTON.

President of the American Red Cross.
- • • )o (:—:--------- ——

What the Catholic Church Has Done.
A lecture on “Church and Literature” was given by the 

Rev. James McDonald under the auspices of Phil Sher
idan Council No. 72, Y. M. L, iu Metropolitan Temple. 
Friday evening, which packed the building from the stage 
to the back row of the gallery.

The speaker confined his remarks mainly to the po
sition which the Catholic Church has taken in the spread 
of literature and deplored the historical text-books used 
in the public schools as being written altogether by 
prejudiced people, unfaithful and slanderous to tlie Cath
olic Church. He then touched ou the manner in which 
literature was preserved through the dark ages. “Ad
mitting the fact,” he said, “that the dark ages were all 
that historians claim them to have been, civilization has 
much to thank the church for, as it and it alone preserved 
whatever knowledge was extant at that time, and has 
handed it down to the present time. If we read a true 
and correct history we will find that all the works of the 
old classical writers were faitlifully preserved by the 
Catholic Church, and this alone gives the church a stand
ing in literary history.” He then cited many instances 
of valuable works of literature and history which owed 
their existence at the present time to the Catholic Church 
alone.—San Francisco Call.

The cat is out of the bag at last. The Catholic Church 
lias confessed what wc have always claimed, and that is, 
that all the writings of the ages 'in the realms of Chris
tianity were for centuries in'tlie clutch of the Roman 
Church, and that the Pope and'priests, as the agents of 
Constantine and other Christian butchers and rulers, re
vised all these manuscripts and made them to fit their 
fiendish purposes. There is no authentic history back of 
t he “dark ages” bearing upon Christianity. '

Dare to be true to your highest aim, 
Though others may gossip and jeer, 

Heed not the prick, nor heed not the pain, 
That little minds offer you here!

Dare to step out of the beaten road, 
No matter what people may say, 

. Steady and strong bear your own life-load, 
And hear it in just your own way!

Dare to do right, because it is right, . 
But not for tlie gain you may get;

Steep are the steps that lead to life’s height, 
And fierce are the foes to be met!

Dare to break down the fetters and chains, 
Society forges at will;

Throw off its cares, and throw off its pains, 
Serenely thy mission fulfill! .

Dare to confess the wrong you have done, 
For this you need courage sublime;

Battles with self, are hardest e’er won, 
And victory here is divine!

Dare to serve truth with ardor and zeal, 
Nor look for approval at all;

Honor is yours with stamp, and with seal, 
For truth will respond to your call!

Dare to befriend the friendless and weak,« 
Nor heed not the heartless, that jeer;

Shallow the minds that cruelly speak, 
And pointless their, wit, or their sneer!

Daré to meet death with calmness and peace, 
As friend, not as foe, will it come, ■

Bringing your freedom, bringipg release, . /
When work here below has-been done.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE,
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AFTER HER DEATH,
THE STORY OF A SUMMER.

BY LILIAN WHITING.
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KflREZZfl.
ETHICS OFJVIARRIAGE.

By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.
Karezzn makes a plea for a better birthright for 
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lations. It Is pure In tone and alm, and should be 
widely circulated. Price, cloth, SI.
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Power Given Through the 
Mediumship of

FRED, P. EVAl
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Woman, Church and State,

turc than all the Christians who had lived during all the 
ages of Christianity. It was while the Calas case was 
pending, too, that Voltaire composed his noble Treatise 
on Toleration, a work which caused Catherine 11. to

s ELLA DARE.

Alone and single-handed Voltaire procured the re
versal of a judicial crime, and this one solitary Free- 
41..iu _____  j . n » «... a .

FRÍM THE ’TEMPLES OF EGYPT.
f -------------- ■

Esoteric Meanings of Ancient Egyptian 
. Symbols.

'NUMBER FIVE.
In addition to the identity of basic principles and of 

history previously referred to, there is much iu the cere
monials, rites, vestments and implements in the Catholic 
church which an occultist, acquainted with ceremonial 
magic xvill recognize, such as the holy water, communion, 
sacred bread, wine, inceuse, processions, etc., as an exter
nalized presentation of the symbols used in magical cere
monies and handed down therein from the hoary antiq
uity of Chaldea, Arabia and Egypt. It is transparent, 
therefore, tirât the church represents an externalized sys
tem based upon the old secret magical teachings which 
were held esoteric and handed down from antiquity.

The symbols used in Masonry also show a similar origin 
as regards that movement. But as in the church general
ly (outside of some secret schools said to exist in Rome) 
the Masons appear to have lost the original meaning of 
the symbols they use, It is probably because of the iden
tity of origin so displayed, because primarily Masons pos
sessed similar knowledge to that held secret within the 
church, that the latter has so persistently sought to exter
minate and obliterate the Masonic fraternity, Thé aim 
of the Masonic brotherhood was to obtain the freedom 
and social progress of thé people during the ages of eccle
siastical tyranny and oppression, and was therein in direct 
opposition to fliat of the church, which sought to keep 
the people in bondage and ignorance, so that the priests 
might rule. It is easy therefore to comprehend the per
secution of the Templars, of the Knights of St. John and 
other of these fraternities, by the church during the Mid
dle Ages. Yet in this age of liberty, the original object 
of Masonic brotherhood has ceased to exist, and from the 
fact that Masons have lost all occult knowledge, the still 
existing enmity of the church has lost its rational basis. 
Yet that this enmity exists still, was revealed in the recent 
Leo Taxil scandal, and in the fact of the anti-Masonic 
league established last year among the Catholics, as re
ported openly in tlie German and French press.

Yet there still are schools in which teachings of cere
monial magic are 'handed on under pledges of secrecy 
which effectually prevent their revealment. But the 
church must seek elsewhere than among Masons to dis
cover' them. Yet this veil of secrecy is essentially un
healthy in its effect. It is true that these teachings are 
imparted in a spirit and mode in which it is intended 
tliat they should only be used for spiritual development 
and enable the trained adept to more effectually serve 
society unselfishly. But the influence on individuals of 
the possession of secret knowledge carries in itself an im
plied superiority which exerts an unhealthy etliical effect. 
This is further developed by hierarchical rank and rule. 
If this were otherwise, there would be no reason for the 
secrecy enjoined. '

It is not in accord with the laws'of the universe that

Mr. Swan, a London electrician, that musical sound vi
bration^ or words produced definite forms in the phos
phorescent film or luminous vortex rings which appear 
Authin the eyes in a dark room. Tins phosphorescence 
takes place within the optic nerve, and is due to the nerv
ous circulation. It is subjective consequently. But the 
experiments above referred to show that this fluid or ele
ment may also be exteriorized and remain subject to the 
same law. Thus an interrelationship between vibratory 
forces and the mental activity of thought is suggested and 
will open up. vast fields of research.

Keely again has shown that the same force applied me
chanically on the not-self or vital cosmos may alter the 
gravity of objects and even disintegrate them, which 
lends support to the magical claim that a word may kill, 
when applied in the domain of self. He affirms that by 
liberating the polar energy imprisoned within matter, or 
ether, by shaking its consonant chord or key note, he will 
be able to produce gigantesque force.

Experimenting- in another direction, De Roches has il
lustrated that the fables of sorcery rest on a solid founda
tion. If man’s exteriorized sensibility (vitality, aura, 
magnetism) is stored in an object and, that object when 
removed to a distance is pricked or burned, the pain re
acts in the subject whose magnetism forms the connecting

Thus modern science is approaching the domain of 
magic, the knowledge which has been held secret (in part) 
becoming public property.

(To be concluded.)
........... * — .)o(. . .
Voltaire and Zola.

, An interesting parallel might be drawn between some 
items in the careers of the two great French Freethinkers, 
Voltaire and Zola. It was when Voltaire had made his 
name, and had apparently finished his literary work, that 
he threw himself into the defense of the wronged Jean 
Galas, with all the insight and impetuosity which Zola has 
brought to bear on I’affaire Dreyfus. In 1761, when 
Voltaire had retired to Ferney, a tragedy of mingled 
bigotry, intolerance,' and cruelty was enacted in Toulouse. 
The scapegrace son of Calas, 'a respectable Protestant 
merchant, had hanged himself in his father’s shop while 
the family were upstairs. The priestly party, who ex
pected to turn the son a Catholic, scented crime. The 
father was arrested ‘for the murder, and was tortured to 
make him confess. He was first stretched on the rack 
until every limb was dislocated. This was the question 
ordinaire. And the question extraordinaire followed. 
This consisted in pouring water into his mouth from a 
horn, while his nose was pinched, until his body was 
swollen to twice its size, and the sufferer endured the an
guish of a hundred drownings. As he refused to confess, 
he was taken to execution. To the priest, who exhorted 
him at the scaffold, he said: “What, you, too, believe that 
a father can kill his own son?” He was bound to a 
wooden cross, and the executioner, with an iron bar, 
broke each of his limbs in two places before burning the 
body at the stake. Voltaire spared neither time, trouble, 
nor money to expose this foul wrong. Ue himself pro
vided for the widow and son of the victim. He employed 
the ablest lawyers to vindicate the memory of the mur
dered man. He issued pamphlet after pamphlet, which 
he had translated and published in England and Ger
many. He left no stone unturned to right the wrong, 
and rested not for over three years, till at length, on 
March 9, 17G5, Calas was pronounced guiltless, and his 
family compensated.

auy knowledge should yema’in in tlie privileged possession 
of a few. As, in harmony with the laws entailing the 
general progress of tyimanity upon this globe, man 
evolves into unselfishness; into the desire not only to live 
for himself but to ¡cohjtibule to the general good of the 
community in wliicli he is a unit; as man comes into sym
pathetic realization of the solidarity of the human race; . . , — —- — - .......„.j
of the truth that so'as best to live for himself he must be-' p'iMrer did more to procure the abolition of judicial tor- 
prepared to sin-render himself in part to the greater good 4 -1' n - ......................................
of the greater number,, then the possession of the knowl
edge of the basic principle involved in these esoteric sys
tems will become general. Aud in fact modern psychic, 
mesmeric and hypnotic experimental research is laying its 
hands on the forces which till now have been held secret
only because they were unknown to science. As Baron 
du Potet says in his “Magic Unveiled,” it is human mag
netism that is the basis of Magic, or the magical ele
ment. Dr. Luys has shown bow tliis element constitutes 
human sensibility or sensation, and is identical with vital
ity; how local insensibility can be produced by its local 
transference; how it can be exteriorized and stored (like 
electricity) in certain substances (water, wax, cloth, etc).

Professors Boviac and Janet have shown how subjects 
can be influenced from a distance, illustrating.thought 
transference and how a blindfolded subject can be de
termined mentally by unspoken commands. Doctors 
Moulin and Joire have shown how men can be made to 
kneel or walk etc., against their will. Doctors Bue and 
Baretty have shown that this force carried polarity. Dr. 
Moutin has shown that it carries motive energy and by 
its means objects may be made to move at a distance and 
to produce so-called “s])irit raps.” Another operator 
lias shown that objects can be transported through space 
by its means. Several operators have shown that clair
voyance called “lucidity,” is produced by its means. De 
Rochas has shown that the human double is constituted 
by the exteriorization of tliis magnetic or vital element 
and that this double may be made to rise in space, trav
erse solid walls or roofs, etc., and enter into relations with 
other human doubles, and with discarnate beings. An
other experimenter has shown that such a double may be 
made to trace an abducted girl; to track detectives, etc. 
In fact, most of the phenomena called Spiritualistic pro
duced through mediums, may be reproduced by its means, 
by a human operator acting on a human subject, as well 
as magical phenomena.

The existence of this impalpable force has been regis
tered photographically and shown to exude from the or
ganism in a similar manner as the lines of force radiate 
from a magnet. •

Dr. Baraduc, of Paris, first found that human magnet
ism (or psychic effluvia, or sensibility, or vitality, or neu- 
rie force as it has been variously termed by different peo
ple) impresses images on sensitized plates. His experi
ments were carried further by Commandant Darget; by 
Dr. Luys, who laid them before the medical faculty; by 
Dr. Adam. The chemists David and Brandt found that 
these effluvia resembled those radiated by a magnet, in 
their distribution, ’the fact that this force impresses im
ages on sensitized plates shows that it carries luminosity, 
and luminosity implies vibrations.

Commandant Darget-and Dr, Baraduc affirm that they 
can direct this emanation volitionally and make it im
press predeterminedMnfeges or forms on the sensitized 
plates. . And in this they illustrate the basis on which the 
occultists’ claim rejldsepwith regard to the production of 
“thought fems,” by Ure combined action of will and im
agination, by which thought is clothed in a substantial 
form or pabulum apd made into a messenger. This ac
tion was illustrated jin tire phenomena produced through 
Eusapia Paladino, in which visible but impalpable busts, 
hands were produce^. Jt is illustrated in hypnotic phe
nomena, in which a^uggcsled idea may assume a visual
ized form which is more real to the perception of the sub
ject than are the material things surrounding him

Some ether experiments by a daughter of Darwin have 
shown that the human voice' carries vibrations that cause 
substance to assume definite forms. Different notes en
tail different forms. It has been found that different col
ors (i. e., modes of vibration) accompany different notes 
of the voice, thus explaining the force that entails forms. 
If this force be applied to the vital emanation flowing 
from man above referred to, it will be seen that there is 
a rational basis for spells, or “man trams” or magic words 
and again for the production of thought-forms and for 
action ata distance. Further if the relation of this force 
in self, with the equivalent vital not-self in its many \ns- 
pects can be known, it will be recognized that magical 
action may be a possibility on the part of those who are 
willing to face the responsibility, and may entail influence 
ou the without ((but never on Ue transcendent). .

This is further confirmed by the recent discovery of

promise, if not to grant, universal religious toleration 
throughout the vast Russian Empire.

Voltaire was,of course, assailed by all the stupid calum
nies that in our day have been hurled al Zola. “He was 
paid by the Protestants. Avid for fame, he sought no
toriety by attacking authority,” and so forth. These 
contemptible insinuations usually betray the character of 
those who make them. Men like Voltaire and Zola do 
their work serene above all such littleness.

Zola may not have the happiness of Voltaire in un
doing a great wrong. But he has, at least, worthily up
held the traditions of Freethought, and of the citizenship 
of the republic of letters. lie has let his voice be hoard 
for justice and humanity in opposition to privilege and 
power. As Voltaire will ever be remembered not only as 
the author of Candide and the Dictionnaire Pliilo- 
sophique, but also as the defender of Calas; so Zola’s rep
utation will rest not solely on Les Rougon-Macquart, but 
also on his defense of French honor and justice in I’affaire 
Dreyfus.—Lucianus, in Freethinker.

: :)o(:—:------------
NOW DOAN’ ¥0’ GIT EXCITED.

Now doan’ yo’ git excited, fer dars time fcr ebcryting;
De trees dey doan’ begin ter bud foh de cummin’ ob de 

spring,
An’ de cattapillah’s baby in his lil’, wahm cookoon, 
Ef he gits in awful hurry he kaint git out too soom 
De lil’ squirls am chummin’ an’ de birds has ’gun ter 

mate,
An’ hit sets dis darkey thinkin'—kinder buzzin’ in his 

pate—
’Bout de stories dat dey tells him ob de Bible ez er whole, 
An’ dat now’s de time fer lookin’ ter de intres’ ob his soul.
Dey’s done gone tole me sartin, dat jist now’s de onlv 

time, ’
An’ yit dey says de sinnah dat repents at death kin dim’ 
Up on dat golden laddah jist ez clean ez eny saint, 
But yit I kaint beleeb it, fo’ de Lawd, I sartin kaint.
An’ I kaint see how dey reasons when dey reckons up two 

ways,
An’ hit leabs dis yere ole noggin in a kinder sorter daze; 
But dars nuthin’ lak er watdiin’ all de pints in nadirai 

law
When de preachah an’ de deacons am er pintin’ ter yoh 

flaw.
No use ter be in moshun when yo should be layin’ still, 
Ner be up an’ cummin’ airly when dar’s lots ob time ter 

kill,
Dar’s time fer work an’ loafin’, an’ er time'ter sing an' 

pray,
But de time ter whip de debbil’s when de debbil cums yoh 

way. .
Termorrer’s fer de promise an’ de yisterday am gone, 
But terday’s de time fer doin’; de season’s alius on;
But doan’ git in er hurry, you’ll be Iosin’ sho’s yo’ do, 
Dar’s uddah men er gittin’ an’ dey wants ez much ez yo’. 
Dar’s er season fer de buddin’ dat seems sweetes’ an’ de 

bes’, '
De growin’ an’ de ripenin’, an’ de season fer ter res’, 
But yo’ kaint push on no season no faster ef yo’ tries, 
An’ yer rushin’ arter money is er failure when yo’ dies.
All yoh rushinb arter Jesus lak er liongry pig fer co’n, 
Wid er tambereen an’.corjian an’ big bass drum an’ ho’n, 
Kaint fonhitch de chains ob.nacliure inore’n de church’s 

clangin’chime, ' .
An’ no saint kin git ter hebben much afo’ de gittin’ time 

'. DR.'T. WILKINS.
—-  T -

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to Old Records.” 
Told by Paul Carns. This hook is heartily recommended 
to students of the science of religions, and to all who 
would gain a fair conception of Buddhism in its spirit and 
living principles. Spiritualist or Christian can scarcely 
read it without spiritual profit. Price $1._ For sale at 
this office.
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Human Culture and Cure.
60wutitm' Cure. Paper cover,

Human Culture and Cure.
Devewpwent and

Social Upbuilding,
luoiiiding Co-operative Systems and thoHaDDlnoai 

and Ennobling of Humanity. Paper cover, 15 cents. 
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OLD AND NEW 
PSYCHOLOGY.

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

Report»ot twenty-four distinct lectures, recontlr 
delivered In Lew York, Brooklyn, Bouton, Pblladel- 
U?a.nd otliei! Prominent cities of the United 
States, have contributed tbu basts of tbls volume

Ibu chief alm throughout tbe volume baa been to * 
lu the workable posslblll- 

tlcsoi a theory of human nature.thoroughlyoptlm- 
1» tic and at the same time, profoundly ethical A*  
eeveral chapters are devoted to Improved methods of 
education, the writer confidently expects that muuy 
pureuts, teachers and others who have charge of the 
young, or who are called upon to exercise supervision 
over the morally weak and mentally afflicted will de- 
gaied6“““ b““"ruujtbe O^lrlues herewith promul.

CONTENTS.
™eTn>o Hast,of the Science.

Rational Isycbology as prvaeuted by Aris’otlo and 
Swedenborg, with Relleetjoijg thereon

Relation of Psychology to Practical Education. 
A Study of the Human Will.
Imagination; Its Practical Value.
Memory: Havcwe Two Memories?
Instluct, Ronson and Intuition.
Psychology and Paycurgy.
Mental and Moral Healing hi the Light of Certain New 

Aspens of Psychology.
Musle: lib Moral and Therapeutic Value.
IhcPowerof JhouglK; How to Develop and I- ¿■ease

Concentration of Thought. and what It Cau Accom- 
pllsh.

A Study of Hypnotism.
The New Psychology as Applied to Education and 

Moral Evolution
Telepathy and Transference of Thought, or Mental 

Telegraphy.
Mediumship, Its Nature and l’sen.
Habits, How Acquired and how Mastered : with some 

Comments on Obsession and its Remedy.
Seersblp and Prophecy.
Dreams and Visions.
The Scientific Ghost and the Problem of the Human 

Double.
The Human Aura.
Heredity and Environment.
Astrology, Palmistry and Periodicity: their Bearfr-a 

on Psychology.
Individuality v». Eccentricity

Price $1. Fur sale at wbl» ofllce.

“A book you ought to rend. A Imorb!ny»y
Ing, and should be In tile hands uf every thoughtful 
Blau and Woman. Noone, can read Its pages without 
being convinced of the existence of a future life. Thd 
book la of great value, not only to Spiritualist», but to 
those Interested In the problem of man’s future life, 
as well rm to those Interested In phenomenal re*  
search.”—J. J. Owen.

This volume Is superroyal octavo In size, beautifully 
bound In cloth and gobi, and profusely Illustrated.

Price 52, postpaid. For sale at ibis office.

Z'HE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN. 
formation succinctly and clearly «fated tn thlf 

volume of 5M page« 1s amazing. Tbc title, at*  above 
given, fall« to convey an Idea of tbe fulneaa and com*  
Eletcneas with wblcb tbe subjects arc treated. Tbe 

[Rtrlarchatc. or Mother-rule, is tbe theme uf the flrat 
chapter, In which much loro, quaint, qvecY and curl*  
oua, la brought to view lu elucidation of the subject. 
Thia U followed by chapters on Celibacy, Canon Law. 
Marquette. Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman and 
Work, The Church of To day, Past. Present, Future: 
and there Is not a chapter In the book that Is not 
handled In a masterly manner, and that for Quantity 
and quality of Information, 1s not worth the full price 
nf tbe volume. It is packed with knowledge well« 
arranged, and Intensely fnte.reatlng from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buying 1t; It is a val
uable addition to the library of any free and trutb-lov*  
Ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

THE SPiRITUACALPS”
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Ora few thoughts on bow to roach ;bat altitude 
where spirit Is supreme and all things ain subject to 
IL With portrait. By Moses Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you arc a spiritual Ifring, and to 
show you how to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price.bound In cloth, 40 cents; tn Mier cover, 25 
cents For safe at this office.

PHILOSOPHY -
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.

This work contains an account of the very wonder 
fui spiritual developments at tbe bouw of Rev. Dn 
Phelps Stratford, Conn , and similar cases tn «Q 
parts of the country, This volume Is the first froM 
the author directly upon the subject of ’’Splrltualliim? 
and has stood the test of many years. Cloth« tLX 
postage 10 cents. For salo at th:» ofllce.

Joys Beyond io Threshold
A SEQUEL TO

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH was wrlten to 

develop the Idea v! the principle of the permanence 
of the human eppl after death, and Iti reincarnation 
Ina chain of new beings, whose successive links are 
unrolled In the bosom of etherlal apace. “Beyond 
Tax Thrxbhold” continues on the same lines, an*  
larging and expanding the Idea by reasons and con*  
sldentlons drawn from science and philosophy; Claim*  
Ing that the certainty of a new birth beyond our- 
earthly end is the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness in the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
efid Istat superior to that of any rl the exlstdngre« 
llgions. From beginning to end It Is Interesting, cn*  
tertalulng. Instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accents It all or not, much will have been learned 
and much pleasure enjoyed In its perusal. Price 91,25 ’ 
For sale at this office. *

MEDniMISTTCEXPERIENCES"
OF JOHN BROWN,

, The Mealmnoi the Hoekies, with IntrodncUon by- 
J. B. Loveland. ThU Is the history nt one ot the 
most wonderful medium« Utt ever lived. ISTltrrt 
!>•««• J8T “o'" Hc“- Price, Went», For»»!»
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LIFE IN TWO SPHERES, • 
■Have you promised yourseli the rare nleasur» 

roadlog this beautliul work by the good, oid-UiS 
writer, Hudson Tuttlef Price, 50 cents. Coiitalii’l 
fine portrait ot tub ouibur. For mile ot this office”-*

POEMS FROM THE INNER MO
By Uzzlo Doteo. Thcae poems OI0 m a* 

mar. Price UM j____  w

The Development of the Spirit 
Aitor Transition. By the late M. Faraday. The ori. 
Bio or religious, and their lotlueoco upon the menffi 
development ot the human race. TruuaciiUed at tH 
KX0,a baud 01

• THE SOUL, ~ 
ass, &
mood, by her Guides. A book that every one who la 
interested tu re-lucaroatloo shouhl read. Price »1.00.

Romanism and the Republic,^
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STARNOS.
By Dr. Dello E. Davp. A rosary of pearls, culled 

from the works of Andrew Jockson DavK liitended 
for the light and solace of every sorrowlm? ini 
stricken heart, Price 50 centa. 1 "«»owlug and 

The Occult Forces of Sex

he said: “Spiritualism does not rest alone upon, or center 
■ ’ ” io! It centers in essential spirit,

THE VOICES.
■ By Warren Sumner Barlow. The Voices contain 

poems ot remarkable beauty and force. Thev ara 
most excellent. Price ii.ou. '

IngersoH’s Great Address '
On Thomas Paine, at the lute Paine celebration 
NewYorkClty. Price, 6 cents; ten copies lor 50 cent#*

God in the Constitution,
By Robert G. Ingersoll. One of the best papers ColOt 

nel IngerBull ever wrote. In paper cover, with 
nesaof author. Price, 10 cents; twelve copies for 11

THE QUARANTINE RAISED.
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Solt-Contradictioiis of the Bible,
One hundred and forty lour propositions, theological, ■ 

moral, historical and speculative; each proved affirm* 
ativelyand negathely by quotations irom Scripture, 
without comment. Price 15 cents.

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A blghto tatMestlni 
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Critical Comments on Current Questions 
. Confronting the Curious.

| in darkness have done the cause more harm, and called 
L for more explanations than every other ph(is§ of medjinn- 

ship, and have given the rascals, rogues and frauds all the 
foothold they ever got, in their field of operation. And 
the present condition of Spiritualism and the existence of. 
the “anti” element is directly traceable to dark seances 
paid dark workers. We therefore say, discard them, and 
all of their representatives, workers and‘defenders.” .

A Letter He Wrote Concerning the Fox 
• Sisters.

1

ARE WE BIGOTS, OR TRUTHSEEKERS
To determine this point, I will quote what two or three 

great minds have told us is necessary to constitute a pro
gressive thinker, as all Spiritualists should be.

Bacon says: “Read not to contradict or believe, but to 
weigh and consider.” How many Spiritualists are will
ing to “weigh and consider” thoughts which smite their 
prejudiced or preconceived ideas?

B. F. Underwood further illustrates the point when 
he says: “What is needed is the habit of verification, open
ness to new ideas and intellectual integrity. Mental rig
idity and inhospitably to unpopular thought constitute 
the real sin against the Holy Ghost. They cause despot
ism to steal like a mist over the mind. They give ‘intel
lectual peace at the price of intellectual death.’ As Em
erson says, Ceasing from fixed ideas is a great part of civ
ilization.’ Cluftige is essential to progress. It was this 
mental flexibility which made it possible for Greece, 
where ‘freedom rose like sunlight on the sea,’ to become 
the marvel of all later times.” ’

Though Spiritualists, as- a rule, are more tolerant 
than any other class of humanity,, yet even they are far 
from perfect. We should remember that the more truth 
is exposed the brighter it will shine, but that error can
not stand the light of reason. Therefore the thoughts 
I give under this head, if they be error, will be swept into 
the abyss of oblivion by the power of Reason; but if they 
be true, then they should be taken up by others and 
wafted onward until through the refining fires of debate 
they shall shine like the splendors of the morning sun. 
ECHOES OF ANNIVERSARY7- CELEBRATIONS.

Straws show which way the wind blows, and by noting 
the straws tossed up at the different celebrations of the 
Fiftieth Anniversary of Modern Spiritualism, the indica
tions are that a mighty reaction has set in against fakir- 
ism in general and the dark seance in particular. Here 
are a few straws:

AVhen Mrs. Elizabeth Lowe Watson (one of the most 
successful speakers that ever visited this coast, but who 
has been retired io her beautiful country home a few 
years to regain her health), said, in her grand address at 
the celebration in San Francisco, “Truth is above all 
creeds and isms, and true manhood and womanhood are 
above all systems,” she struck the key note of the future 
thought.

Mrs. R. A. Robinson, one of the most successful me
diums for private sittings in San Francisco, in her address 
at the'same celebration, said: “We know more about me
diumship to-day than we did fifty years ago; we know 
more of phenomena thaij we once knew, and we fur
ther know that angel visits are fewer and farther between 
than we once supposed them to be.”

Mme. Montague, the angel-tongued orator, who always 
attracts large audiences to witness her platform phenom
ena, at the same celebration, entered an earnest and elo
quent protest against the public platform phenomena, 
urging that it should be relegated from the public ros
trum to its proper lime and place.

W J. Colville, the noted psychic lecturer, in Iris anni
versary address at Philadelphia, said: “Spiritualism lias 
come to have a new meaning—it means something outside 
of fakirism and charlatanism.” (And it has now been 
discovered that most of our “wonderful” phenomena 
should be classed under that head).

Dr. J. M. Peebles, in his address at Hydesville, N. Y.. 
also sounded the tocsin of the new order of things when

THE FOURTH DIMENSION ARGUMENT.
Recently there has been niucli uncalled-for criticism in 

the-Spiritualistic press of the theory of “the fourth di
mension of space,” by those who do not seem familiar 
with the subject. .
_ The theory was advanced by Prof. Zollner, and while 
it was not claimed as an exact science, yet Zellner’s argu
ment upon it has interested more scientific materialists 
than any other argument ever advanced, and has been the 
means, directly or indirectly, of converting many. There 
are many mathematicians to-day who find indications of 
a fourth dimension, and certainly it is an argument that 
cannot be disproven, even though it be not-satisfactorily 
established as an exact science,

I will briefly sum up. the argument in such a simple 
manner that any intelligent speaker can use it, without a 
knowledge of mathematics.

The first dimensional being (whom we will denominate 
t]ie Pointlander), we will not consider, but the second di
mensional being (whom we will call the Linelander) we 
will describe. ,

Let us suppose there is such a being "as a Linelander— 
a being like a long straight hair, with an eye in each end. 
This being can move in straight lines, forward or back
ward, but cannot leave the surface of the earth, nor can 
it ]iass over or around obstacles in its path. The nature 
of its eye will only permit it to see points. It might see 
the imaginary Pointlander but an other Linelander it 
could not see as it was—it could only see a point at a time 
and therefore could have no conception of how it looked.

Now comes the third dimensional being, whom we will 
call the Spacelander. This being can not only see points, 
but lines and surfaces as well. He can move to right or 
loft, up or down. Hence he suddenly appears to the Line
lander, without the latter seeing from whence he came. 

.It is a mystery. The Linelander sees only a point—not 
the real form of the Spacelander. The Linelander tells 
the Spacelander what he looks like. This the latter is 
unable lo comprehend, supposing himself and all nature 
to be simply composed of points. He imagines his visitor 
to be a god. The Spacelander cannot describe the beau
tiful world to him, for he can only see points, and his 
power of comprehension is measured by that standard.

Then let us suppose there to be a fourth dimensional 
being, whose power of vision and locomotion is as far su
perior to the Spacelander (our own sphere) as the Space
lander’s is superior to the Luielander’s. Measured by our 
standard of capacity to see and understand, it would be as 
hard for such a being to give an account' of his appear
ance, and of his modes of life, as it would for us to ex
plain ours to the imaginary Linelander.

It is argued that spirits are the fourth dimensional be
ings and the spirit world the fourth dimension of space, 
thus explaining many mysteries.

CAN SPIRITUALISM BECOME DOGMATIC?
The principal argument thus far against a declaration 

of principles is that there is danger of Spiritualism fol
lowing in the tracks of Christianity, and becoming intol
erant and perseeutive. How any Spiritualist could con
ceive such an idea 1 fail to understand. All other relig
ions that have become despotic have fixed upon some one 
who had lived in past ages as their master, and whatever 
that person had said in life, or was reported to have said, 
was accepted as a law for all time. Spiritualism has no 
masters past or present. It says: “Take no man for inas-

A copy of a letter purporting to have been written by 
Horace Greeley, iiijii.strain very favorable to Spiritualism, 
is in the possession'df M'r. Thomas Lees, of No. 1021 First 
avenue. Mr. Lees is kiiotvn throughout the city as due 
of the most proiqijient Spiritualists in Cleveland, says 
Cleveland Leader, q. .

All of those in whose hands it has been, Mr. Lees said 
yesterday, firmly believe it to be in Mr. Greeley’s hand
writing. Mr. Lees took the pains to take it to the Public 
Library and to Chase Library and compare it with speci
mens of the Greeley hand writing.. He said yesterday 
that both the librarians, Mr. AV. H. Brett and Mr. Charles 
Orr, believe it to be an original document. .

The letter is addressed to Mrs. Clem, mother-in-law of 
Edgar Allen Poe, the poet. It reads thus:
. Tribune Office, New York, December 7,1850.

Dear Mrs. Clem:-—This letter will greatly surprise you, 
but I trust cannot, annoy or disquiet you; indeed, I have 
written it in the hope that it may prove a solace and a 
benefit. But I have no time for apologies.

You have doubtless heard something of the “mysteri
ous rappings,” or alleged “spiritual communications,” 
which had their first development in or near Rochester 
some years ago; and have, of course, concluded, with the 
majority of all who have heard of them, that they are a 
gross imposture. Well, perhaps they are, but 1 have seen 
a good deal of them, and have not yet detected the trick; 
on the contrary, I have had the most remarkable things 
communicated to me, as if from the spirit world, which 
completely baffle my powers of explanation. But Let me 
proceed to what concerns you,

Catherine Fox, a young, simple illiterate girl of four
teen (the youngest of the sisters through whom these 
communications were originally made), has been living at 
my house and going to school for some two months past. 
I do not see very much of her, for I reach home late at 
night when all are abed, and have barely time to eat 
breakffast before she is gone to school. But Mrs. Greeley 
bears the communications every day, and is firmly con
vinced that her departed son speaks freely and daily to 
her, and she is not a woman easily deceived. I have lis
tened to them generally on each Saturday or Sunday 
morning when at home, and have never detected any col
lusion or juggle, though on one occasion I strongly sus
pected it. And it is certainly true that the rappings are 
now heard and understood in two other,families in our 
city within the circle of my limited acquaintance, and 
where the individuals who appear to be the media of com
munication are far above the suspicion of deceit. I have 
heard them in one ease, and know they occur in the other. 
I bear of their occurring here and there—in two families 
in Boston—but 1 speak of what I know.

AVell, we sat down this morning (being my compara
tively easy day) to hepr something from this invisible me
dium, and some responses were received as if from our 
son. I then asked: .

“Will Edgar A. Poe speak to me?”
There was a prompt and clear response indicating as

sent. '
“YVill he tell me in what sphere of the spirit world 

he is?” '
(Answer spelled out by raps as the alphabet was caRed 

over). “Well, sir,, I am in the sixth sphere.”
I then said something to my wife about the probability 

that he would refuse to answer such questions as I might 
put to him, when lie responded without prompting:

“Ask—you need not be afraid.”
I then asked with'regard to religion and future life—

AN APPEAL AGAINST THE ADOPTION OF ANY 
CREED WHICH MAY HAMPER INTELLEC
TUAL GROWTH AND UNF0LDMENT.
'Pile minds of many Spiritualists have been agitated 

about the question as to whether-we ought to have a set 
of articles of faith or a code of creeds, and one might sug
gest a few as follows: We believe that the spirit spheres 
reach a few miles beyond the moon. We belieye in 
eleimftitary spirits. We believe iu Diakkas. We believe 
in stellar centres. We believe in water sprites. We be
lieve in spirit tobogganing tluough earth-life and spirit 
spheres, ou through the central soul of the universe, and 
eliding earthward again on another round, etc.

But would it not be far wiser to adopt none, nor build 
mental fences? We as Spiritualists, may not have learned 
all, and new and unknown forces may yet be found, and 
what we term the soul, selfhood, individuality or spirit, 
can be but very indefinitely described, unless we apply 
personifications as of old. To say that man is spirit, is as 
vague as where an orthodox Christian says “I live iu 
Christ.” If one means by spirit the beings the. media 
and clairvoyants observe, they can but see their spiritual 
clothing and form, like one sees the physical here, and 
not the soul, life-force or individuality—the actual ego or 
power-centre behind all clothing and form, spiritual or 
physical.

A still more potent reason why we should not make 
any declaration qf faith is, that in what we are pleased to 
call psychology, hypnotism, ete., or mental action over 
the minds of our sensitives, it may some day be proven 
that we are entirely ignorant of the forces employed, for 
the mind may only be an incentive agent awakening a 
latent power unknown to us to-day.

Again, by past experience and historical data we may 
learn that fence-building around mental possibilities is 
unreliable and unstable. Martin Luther overleaped the 
declaration of faith of the Catholic creed,which was quite 
a high fence in those days. He taught his own views, but 
in time, as his adherent! grew in number, they adopted 
another set of declarations of faith, which in like manner 
became a fence; and to believe beyond that was heresy. 
Alike fences were built by Calvin around bis creed, but 
all similar fences could not stand the progressive march 
of thought; and those who dared to think or believe be
yond such prescribed articles of faith were termed her
etics; hence, from their narrow creeds sprang the mul
titudes of beliefs all over the civilized world: Pres
byterianism sprang up in Scotland, Episeopalianism in 
England, which also was the birthplace of Methodism; 
then Quakers, Shakers and many others, until we have 
twenty-one different Baptist creeds, four Episcopalians, 
five Shakers, fourteen Methodists, sixteen Presbyterians, 
four Lutherans, and even the old Catholic Church has 
four sects. Hence we see that fence building around 
creeds is but the bigots’ highest aims. It is an impossibil
ity to build a fence high enough to hedge in any mind for 
any great length of time in a progressive age. Make any 
declaration ol faith, even on the most positive grounds, . 
and one single wave of unexplored law may topple your 
fences like all past restrictions upon human thought.

One thing more which modern thinkers must not for
get is, that outside of the old Greek school of philoso
phers, sound reasoning has either been a latent force or 
an outgrowth of necessity scarcely one century old, for 
even in our grandfathers’ time not one in a thousand

BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

This admirable work consists of throe pamplileta 
embodied In one volume, in wblcb questions of great 
Importance to the race arc discussed from the stand
point of an advanced social reformer, Price 50 cenfa. 
For sale at this office. '
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THE LAW OF NATURE, 
.'. TO WUIOU IB BDDBD

Volney’« Answer to Dr. Priestly, a Biographical Notlofl 
by Count Duru, and the Zodiacal Signs and :

Constellations Uy the Editor! '
Also, a Map of the Astrologies! Heavens t ■ 

the Ancients. •
Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, to large 

clear type, with portrait and Illustrations. One vol. 
postSvo, 218 pages; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. '

This Is undoubtedly one of the best and most useful1 
books ever published. It eloquently udvocatos the 
best Interests of mankind, and clearly points out the 
sources of human Ignorance and misery. Tho author • 
is supposed to meet In the ruins of Palmyra an apparf*  
tion or phantom, which explains the true principles of 
society, and the causes of both the prosperity and the 
ruin uf ancient states. A general assembly of ths 
nations is at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, the source and origin of religion, of govern*  ' • 
meut and of laws discussed, and the Law of Nature-
founded ou Justice and equity— Lb dually proclaimed 
lo au expectant world.
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1 have seen scores of a¡ -ounts of "test' public darli
seance phenomena in the Spiritualist press, but in the 
light of what 1 now know there was not one of them that 
I could not have explained on the hypothesis of fraud, no 
matter what the test condition.

1 know of a number of instances where materializa
tions have been reported by persons of unimpeachable
character 
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Association last fall, that

organization has refused to endorse or ordain any medium 
who uses darkness in the production of phenomena. 1 ho 
result has been highly beneficial to the cause here, ami 
the same resolution should be passed by all Spiritual or
ganizations. It has encouraged some of our grand old 
workers like Mrs. Watson, who had long since left the 
field in disgust, to return and take up the armor of truth 
with renewed vigor.

W. D. J. Hambley. a prominent worker of San Jose. 
and for several years known as a contributor to the Spir
itualist press, strikes the key note for future action as 
follows:

-It is about time that all Spiritualists discard dark 
work. If we have any religion, it is the religion of light, 
and we should have nothing to do with darkness. Dark 
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ligiOn that tncs to please all will succeed in pleas- 
:g none, ft e do not expect to please all. but we do ex- 
.ct to set our banners upon the heights of Wisdom and

w to those who desire to do so. "Come up higher- where 
drmk fivin the fountains of life and light, and 
veil forever to the vallevs of night."b

C 1 11 
nd fare’

Often
HOW MUCH DO WE KNOW?

we hear some old Spiritualist, of 40 or 50 years’ 
indmg as such, referring to "the stupendous fact of 

-pint coflimumon and spirit existence!"
t

Why any more a "stupendous'' fact than that we are 
now existing in the physical form, that we are enabled to 
communicate with each oilier half way around the world 
in the twinkling of an eve. or that tlio vast congeries of 
nuns and worlds move in then orbits with unerring pre
cision. or any other of the myriad facts in nature that sci
ence has thus far failed to explains

According to Dr. Peebles, if a belief in spirit commun
ion alone constitutes a Spiritualist, then nearly all the 
teeming millions of Asia, and in fact three quarters of the 
population of the globe are Spiritualists.

Every psychic who has written a book upon Spiritual
ism (and there are hundreds of books written upon the 
eubjCvt) Las gi.en to the world some new and valuable 
thought. Sift out these grams of gold from the heaps of 
rubbish, combine them m one book, and we would hâve n 
Bible that would revolutionize the world and make the 
race to rejoice here and now—and more so as new revela
tion is added from year to year. There is some truth in 
all theories and much dross in most of them.

The sooner Spiritualists learn that there is a million 
unies more m Spiritualism than the little simple fact of 
continued life and spirit communion, the better it will be 
for the cause. Spirit communion occupies about the 
same relation to Spiritualism that the alphabet does to a 
scientific and classical education. .

ban Francisco, Cal ERNEST S. GREEN.
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ley but if vou like to verify this matter, don't tell her or 
Coty that vou w^re ^elated to i'oe. or wish to hear from 
him, but say you are my friend, and want to hear from
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the. spiritual banner.

G

0. angel world! 0. angel world!
Thy pure, white banner is unfurled: 

And o er the earth is floating free.
Proclaiming truth and liberty.

Thy mort'al children all shall wake.
And of thi1 truths with joy partake.

And universal love shall be
The watchword of humanity.

Thy spirit voices whispering clear.
Proclaim to all that Heaven is near:

Tis not afar! It may be seen!
The veil is rent that lies, between.

The angel throng from the other side.
With trumpet sounding far and wide.

And outstretched hands with open scroll
Are searching every heart and soul

. The spiritual banner! May it ever wave!
To free from "bonds, overcome, the grave: 

The hope of the world, light of the lost, . ' 
. We 11 guard its honor at any cost.

Marlboro, Mass. MRS. E. J. BUCHANAN

. “Rarezza. Ethics of Marriage." By Alice B. Stock
ham, M. D. Pnce. $1. For sale at this office- ■ •
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SOME SIGNS AND SUPERSTITIONS

For a chair to break down upon which you are sitting 
denotes coming bad news.

When you move into a strange house throw in the 
broom first—it will keep away slander.

It is said that if vou iron a man s shirt on the back yon 
will iron all Ins wcalih away.

When a clock gives a whirling noise and then suddenlv 
stops, it is supposed to foretell evil.

A coal flying out of the fire in the shape of a purse 
predicts a sudden acquisition of riches.

If you find the scissors lying open, close them at once 
if you do not want a quarrel that dav-

To throw away shaving paper after using it. instead of 
burning it. is a sign of coming wealth.

WTien soup continues to boil after the kettle has been 
taken off. the cook will live to a good old age:

If you are homesick or worried over anytlung- you will 
be relieved by putting a handful of salt in the fire

To walk a chair on its legs instead of earning it signi
fies, it is said, that one of your near friends or relatives 
will be injured.

- ■ ■■” .-~-.^p^.——. —-

“Religious and Theological Works of Thomas Paine ” 
Contains his celebrated "Age of Reason." and a number 
of letters and discourses on religious and theological sub
jects. Cloth binding,. 430 pages. Price $1. For sale 
at this office. . .

-The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. A Menace to 
American Civilization." . By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lec
turer, upon physical, physiolosieal and psychic science
Demonstrator of the molecular or spiritual hypothesis of 
nature. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant Price 25 cents 
For sale at this office. -
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AN EXCELLENT WORK, 
T)EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE.

J-S The Si-cuRr Key- is ibo nhuosopbicRi intra» 
duvnon to the remiRuons contained in this boot 
Some idea of ibis nuie volume mar be pilned from chi 
following tabic oi concent«: 1—Death and the After» 

•Lue; 2—Scenes in the tummcr-Land; 8-Soclef.y lntM: 
Summer-Land; 4-&ociai Centres in the Summer-Landi 
5—Winior-Land and Bummer Land: 6-Langnm and 
Life in Summer-Land: 7~MatertM Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8-UiiJmaies in the Bummer-Land: 9-Votr« 
from v&mes »jvior WuSun. Thu enlarged edition con« 
tains more tnan douuic the amount or matter in fo» 
mcr editions, and is enriched by a beautiful fronni 
Kicce, illustrating the -formation of the SpirltuM 

ody.- Ciotb 75 cent» Postage 5 cents. Eta soli 
at this office. .

~HELEN HARLOW’S V0Wj~
Or Self-Justice. ;

By Lois Waisbrooker. Many hare read this book» 
many have re-road it. and many others oat to read IC. 
hsnonidbe read ny every man and woman tn the 
land. It Bhowe the falsities rampant in'Boclciy in 
matters of moral and social import, and the wrongs 
that flow therefrom to innocent victims of social 
ostraciRm. It contains a fine likeness of the author. 
Fine ciotn. 280 pages. Price |i.00 ‘

BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE,
-OR -

THREE-FOLD POWER OF SEX

This Is one of the author, most useful and trw 
ttrttcthe bools. Tula work should be read by every 
man and woman. Price, 50 centi. For aaleat thfi 
office.

“THE WATSEKA WONDER.’*"  
. To the student bf psychic phenomena, this pamphlet 
u Intensely inrcrestiug. It glrei detailed accounts of 
two eases x)I "double oonsdoumesB," namely Man*  
Lurancy Vennum. of Watseka. HI», and Mary Ref» 
nojds, of Venango county. Pa> rtrfrtodt W 
Price lo cents. . • :
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great horror at the loss of life, and re
peatedly said he wished he had died be-

and ef- 
Nature, 
My at-
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31, and June 1. Everybody come.

FRANK WALKER.
General Manager.
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Care Frank Walker, Gen. Manager,

IN TEARS AND DISTRESS.
Late advices from the Vatican repre

sent the Tope quite prostrated by the 
disheartening news of Spain’s defeats. 
Says the dispatch: “The Pope-expressed

-------- 1 same rates, which can be 
learned by Inquiring of your ticket

COMMUNICATION SAID TO HAVE of evolution, there inheres a natural 
BEEN WRITTEN ON BOTH SIDES tendency to adapt Itself to its cuvlron-

fWWnal »very Saturday at 40 leomis Street 
'----- —----------- - - - ----------------

FRANCIS, Editor and Publisher.

Jnterea nt Chicago Postofflcc ûb bçcoad-clafis matter.

TAKE NOTICE!
1ST At cxpiratlou of BubBcrlpUon, If not renewed, 

the paper Is dUcoutlnued No bllte will bo aunt for ex
tra numbers.
. If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
Write to us, aud errors lu address will be promptly 
corrected, aud missing numbers supplied gratis.

ty* ‘Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
changed, always give the address of the place to wbldj 
It Is then Bent, or the chauue cannot be made.

: BEitlTTANCES.
‘ Bcmft by Postofilce Money Order, Registered Letter, 
4>r draft on Chicago or New York. It costa from 10 
Mils cents to get checks cuubctl uu local bunks, so don't 
tend them unless you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Direct all letters to J. R. Francis, 
Jfo. dOLoomia biroet, Chicago, 111.

CJjIIBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
• As there are thousands who will at first venture 
Only twenty-five cents furTnt Phoghesbive Tminkkb 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those who receive 
h sample copy, to solicit several otbera to unite wlth 
them, and thus be able to remit from si to i 10, or even 
inure than the latter sum A large number of little 
amounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
the field oi our labor and usefulness. The same tug- 
geatlou will apply lu all cahcs of renewal of subBcrlp- 
uons—solicit others to aid In the good work. Yrou wHl 
experience no difficulty whatever ill inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for TJiuBuoauEssiVE Tuinkee, 
for not oue of them can afford to bo without the valua
ble iufonnutluu imparted therein each week, and at 
the price oi only about two cents per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents.
. Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 
-give you for 25 cents? Just pause and think for a mo* 
ment what an Intellectual feast that small investment 
Will furnish you. The subscription price of The Feo* 
enrssivE Tuinkeu thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
pilnd-refresblng reading matter, equivalent to a modi» 
um?aized book!

CONFISCATION of CHURCH PROP
ERTY.

An Associated Press dispatch, from 
Berlin, of date May 7, reads as follows:

“A private letter received by the 
Spanish wife of a Prussian general 
from her uncle, who is a high Spanish 
official, says that the government bus 
decided, after long opposition on the 
part ot the queen regent, to declare all 
church property In Spain national prop
erty, including the golden treasures, in 
many famous shrines and cathedrals?

“ ‘This action,’ the letter adds, ‘has 
beeu taken iu order to raise war funds.’

A HARVEST OF DESTRUCTION.
At a teacher's convention lately held 

at our neighboring city of Rockford, 
. .where some 900 pedagogues were in at

tendance, the mayor of the city, during 
his address of welcome, is reported to 
have said:

“I believe each city should approprl- 
- ate a small amount of money, say from 

$500 to $1,000, according to tlie popula- 
•. tion, for the employment of some di

rector who is capable of drilling all the 
boys above the age of 13, thereby giv
ing them some military discipline, if 

jBlieh was the case it would be of vast 
importance aud benefit to the nation at 
large in times of trouble, such as we 
are expecting at the present time.”

... The Progressive Thinker, with a con
stituency many times greater than bad 
Jlayor Brown, begs leave to remark 
that what is called “Christian clviliza- 
lion” seems to be based on violence, and

i thus the reason why It is proposed to 
। give a military education to boys of 13 
‘ years, and teach them the art of human 
slaughter.

It is bad enough to educate men for 
.war when their services are a necessity 
for national defense. Killing is not so 
intricate an art as to require it to be 

-taught in infancy to master it, thereby 
■ shaping the character of the mau for 
; deeds of valor.

We learn that Mayor Blown is a 
Methodist. He should have learned 
that “What ye sow ye shall also reap. 
If you sow to the wlud you shall reap 
the whirlwind.” It does not need in
spiration to confirm these positions.

War is, and probably will be inevita
ble until all nations shall learn that 
there is a better way to settle national 
disputes than by the waste of life and 

. destruction of property. Those coun
tries tlie least removed from barbarism 

• Will cling tlie most tenaciously to wai
ns a menus of redress for real or fan
cied wrongs. And if children are in
structed iu tlie arts of destruction rest 
■fissured treason, stratagem and spoils, 
as well as national defense, will follow 
as does night tlie day.

The “Mothers' Congress,” in session 
In Washington, at its opening on tlie 2d 
Inst., Wil’s addressed by its president, 
Mrs. Burney, who expressed the Idea of 
The Progressive Thinker. She said:

‘.‘Boys should be trained to games In 
.which there is no lighting. Mothers 
Should see to it that no toy drum or 
guns should be given them to foster the 
spirit of combatIveness. and the de
Struction of human life. Peaceful 
games should lie inculcated.”

Don't “sell your garments and buy a 
Sword.” even If a God so directs, unless 
you nre smitten on the cheek, then if 
you punish the assailant no censure will 
come from this office, sure.

part of Spain in the direction of prog
ress, without regard to the war, and is 
a thing all countries must do sooner or 
later, else the church will own every
thing. Says M. Thiers, iu his History 
of the French Revolution:

“The nobility and clergy possessed 
nearly two-thirds of the lauded proper
ty; tlie other third, possessed by the 
people, paid taxes to the crown, a multi
tude of feudal dues to the nobility, a 
tithe to the clergy, and was, moreover, 
subjected to the devastations of noble 
sportsmen and the depredations of their 
game. The taxes were burdensome,” 
etc.

Now that Is just the condition of 
Spain to-day. A thousand millions of 
pesetas, equal to one franc each, or 
.$200,000,000, is u vast accumulation of 
the people's wealth, which contributes 
in no way to national prosperity. The 
church deprived of this great treasure 
there would be hope Spain would cast 
oft a portion of her superstition, and 
regain her natural position with na
tions. ■

'The first marked step in the progress 
of Mexico was made when she confis
cated all the church property in that 
Republic.

lie who looks aright upon the United 
States, must see that the wealth of our 
own country is being absorbed by the 
churches. Our career as a nation has 
been a short one; but if the same ava
rice and cupidity which has marked 
our own church history for a hundred 
years, shall continue five centuries 
longer, and no obstruction shall be 
placed in the way of accretion, little 
will be left which is not under the con
trol of the church.

'Die hope of the world, and of the 
American Republic in particular, rests 
upon the probability that education and 
enlarged knowledge will arrest the 
march of the great usurper, whose 
chief ambition seems to be to tyrannize 
over humanity in the name of God.

Spain, the most oppressed country in 
the world, because of its religion, may 
arise from her weakness and stupor 
when sufficiently punished for the past, 
and become a giant in prosperity and 
greatness, but never while she is priest- 
ridden, as now.

“If the Spanish can be counted a civ- 
llized people,” said the Chicago Tri
bune, in the course of au editorial the 
other day, as if there was a doubt on 
the subject. Examine the history of 
that people for the last two thousand 
years, aud if a doubt existed before It 
will soon vanish. In acts of cruelty, 
duplicity, treachery and Punic faith 
they have no equals In modern times. 
Instead of advancing in learning, mor
ality aud nobility of character they 
have made scarcely any advance on the 
Moors, who, with shameless brutality, 
nere either slaughtered or expelled 
from Spain Iu 1492, the same year Co
lumbus discovered America.

It is the religion of Spain which has 
held her in check. Like Italy and Ire
land she has beeu dominated by the 
Pope. There is no tryanny like priest
craft, no slavery so profound as ecclesi
astical. A people can never rise to their 
native dignity while their every move
ment is directed by the clergy. The 
great inventors, thinkers aud discover
ers of the ages have bid defiance to the 
church. 'The genius of Spain for cen
turies was exhausted in inventing aud 
constructing instruments of punish
ment for tlie Inquisition, to rack, tor
ture and burn those who rose above 
the common level.

Sllvela, iu the Spanish Cortes the 
other day, rightly ascribed their pres
ent troubles to ‘t'lie genius of the dis
ciples of Loyola,” the father of Jesuit
ism. Of course he was repulsed; but 
the outside world well knows tlie ab
ject condition of that people is an In
heritance of ancient paganism, modern
ly labeled Catholicism. .

To the Jubilee 
ter, N,

Speelal rates have been secured from 
the railroads on the certificate plan.

To secure them ypu must buy a ticket 
from your station to Rochester, N. Y„ 
one way, and ask the agent for a certifi
cate to tlie Spiritualists’ Celebration. 
When you reach Rochester, present tlie 
certificate to Frank Walker, who will 
sign it and have 11 stamped by the rail
road representative m attendance; the 
holder can then buy a return ticket, 
over the route by which he came, for 
one-third the regular rate. Certificates 
are not kept at all stations. Tickets 
vith certificates can be bought only on 
May 21, 22, 23, 24 , 25, 26 and 27,'aud 
must be stamped by the agent in Roch
ester on or before May 31. They will 
then be good for a return trip ticket at 
one-third the regular tare, if presented 
at the company’s ticket office on or be
fore June 3.

These conditions must be strictly ob
served to entitle the person to the spe
cial rates.

The above rates have been granted 
on all railroads In the United .States 
east of Chicago, St. Louis, Memphis, 
New Orleans, and Nashville. The roads

Ao Argument from the Standpoint of Scientific 
Research.

OF LETTER PAPER IN FULL 
LAMP LIGHT.
The following communication was re

ceived by John 1), Vail and the rest of 
the click', at Marshalltown, Iowa, from 
Spirit John Turner. It was given 
through Mr. and Mrs. Buchanan.

To John D. Vail from John Turner:— 
Well, my friend, it has been some time 
since I passed out. Ot course I was n 
Spiritualist, but little I did know how 
1o live it. Well, I suppose'I knew bet
ter than I did, like many of the Spirit
ualists, but am glad to inform you, that 
I am progressing out. of the place 1 first 
was in. Say, John, this is about the 
most wonderful phase I have ever 
struck since I have been here. It takes 
one quite a while to learn how to op
erate it well; it is grand enough to semi 
our messages to you all. This is the 
same old “hand write upon the wall." 
Well, my subject to the circle to-night 
will be: .

IS THERE A GOD?
Reviewing the law of cause 

feet, evidences of design, etc. 
like man, has an infinite soul.

THEY WANT A NEW NAME.
The Episcopalians, who derive their 

name from the Greek episkopos, mean
ing overseer or bishop, seem to tire of 
their name, and want a new one. This 
matter is being agitated by the press of 
the denomination with a view to act 
upon it at the General Convention of 
the church in October. Some more defi
nite nanie than Episcopal is desired. 
The National Catholic Church, the 
Catholic Church of America, and the 
Catholic Chureh of the United States, 
have been suggested as preferable to 
the present name which was adopted in 
1789, when the American branch of the 
Church of England set ui> business for 
itself.

As the term Catholic applied to a 
church has already been appropriated 
and rendered very objectionable by its 
persecution and tyranny, and as its 
equivalent English word Universal 
has no stigma attached to it, would it 
not be a better name than either of 
those suggested?

Entitled the Universal Church of 
America, then strike out from creed, 
ritual and rubric all the nonsensical 
flummery about a triune God, his an
ger, with pacification and redemption 
by a half-God, half-man sacrifice, rele
gate the barbarism of the Bible to the 
savage priests who wrote it, substitute 
scientific knowledge for pretended in
spiration, and good works and faultless 
lives as a redeemer iu place of faith in 
a myth, then the church thus organized 
would be equipped to make its name 
worthy to contest with all others the 
right to survive as a Universal church 
for freemen.

Local Arrangements, Hotel 
Accommodations, Etc.

tjw kame. You cannot account for a 
house without connecting It in some 
way with mind. Is It not reasonable in 
accounting for a tree fo refer }t also to 
Intelligeuee? Nature Is an exhaustiess 
Study. One man sees intelligence in 
nature, an other does not. You all wifi 
agree, however, iu one tiling, the bound
lessness of nature, the limited capacity 
of man. Does this power produce good
ness? 'This is the eud of my message 
as I have it here in spirit world. Lovo 
to all my old friends.

Good-by. From JOHN TURNER.

KNOWLEDGE WANTED.
\ Prof, Chas. A. Briggs, of the Union 

Theological Seminary, by formal letter 
' to the Presbytery of New York, has 
s'., made announcement of his withdrawel 

from Presbyterianism, holding himself 
■. free, as he puts it, “to unite with that 
v ■■■ part of the holy Catholic church which 
. God in bis grace” calls him. Since then 

he has been formally received into the 
Eplsi opal church, and is a candidate 

;■ for holy orders.
. To gain admission into the Episcopal 
.church every applicant, besides indors- 
c ing the trinitarian creed, is required to 
' subscribe to the following:
- “I do believe the Holy Scriptures of 

the Old and New Testament to be the 
’ - Word of God. and to contain all things 
'. necessary to salvatun: and I do sol- 
v emnly engage to conform to the doc
, trine and worship of the Protestant 

Episcopal church in the United States.” 
y. . Prof. Briggs showed conclusively in 
.-.his higher criticism that parts of'the 
. Bible were corrupt and false. He In
J- curred the displeasure of tlie Presbyte- 
j rians because of those criticisms. How 
• much does a subscription to the article
:: of belief quoted above fall short of a 

' recantation? Will somebody learned
< theological quibbling tell? ’

in

: GOOD SUGGESTIONS.
. ■ The Spanish Bishops made applica

tion (o the Pope a few days ago, for 
permission to sell the treasures in their 
churches to raise money for the war 

. against the United States.—News item. 
- The Progressive Thinker has a sug- 
r gest ion to those Bishops which will add 

value to the proposition to raise funds 
for the war from the sale of relics and 

■-the stealings of the churches. Let 
those Bishops organize a brigade, and 

y give the command to the Cardinals.
Make the priests subordinates and 

’ ' members of companies. Arm them well, 
-- and let them go to Cuba. If the whole 
¡¿•. caboodle do not go into hiding the Pope 
if ¡trill have occasion very soon to release

-them from purgatory. Spain, in the in- 
terlm. will profit by the experience of 

sr her dons who have delighted. them- 
ÿ selves with spitting in the faces of pris

oners, who, fortunately, are now held 
in custody by those same prisoners who 

£> were outraged. - .

fore seeing such a war.” Poor old man, 
bls tears did not flow when tlie warship 
Maine was destroyed and near three 
hundred of her crew were ruthlessly 
murdered by his faithful devotees, but 
they were restrained until the perfidious 
nation these murderers represent is re
ceiving its just deserts, then tears fall 
in profusion!

On St. Bartholomew’s Day, Aug. 24, 
1572, the Protestants of France were in
vited to visit Taris under a solemn oath 
of safety. 'The King of Navarre was 
to marry Charles IX’s. sister, and the 
occasion was one for rejoicing and con
cessions. Thuanus tells the story; The 
Catholic butchers fell unexpectedly 
upon the people of nil ranks, and 
butchered them in cold blood:

“The streets and passages resounded 
with the noise of those that met for 
murder and plunder. The groans of the 
dying, and the shrieks of those about to 
be butchered were everywhere heard; 
the bodies of the slaiu were thrown 
from windows; tlie courts and cham
bers of the houses were filled with the 
dead, while those who fell iu the streets 
were dragged ruthlessly along, their 
blood running through the channels 
in such plenty that torrents seemed 
to be emptied luto the neighboring 
river. In a word, an innumerable mul
titude of men. women with child, maid
ens and children were all Involved in 
one common destruction; while the 
gates of the king's palace were be
smeared with blood.”

Thuanus estimates 30.000 were thus 
slain, and others fix the number butch
ered throughout France at 100,000.

When tlie news of this slaughter 
reached Rome the Pope and cardinals 
assembled in the church of St. Mark, 
and in the most solemn manner directed 
the people to give thanks to God for 
so great a blessing conferred on the See 
of Rome and on the Christian world.

“On the Monday after,” says the his
tory, “a solemn mass was celebrated in 
the church of Minerva, at -which the 
Pope, Gregory XIII, and his cardinals 
were present. A Te Deum was chant
ed, after which it was declared a jubi
lee shall be published throughout the 
whole Christian world, and the cause of 
it shall be declared to be, 'to return 
thanks to God for the extirpation of the 
enemies of the truth and the church in 
France.' In the evening the cannon of 
St. Angelo were fired to testify the pub
lic joy; the whole city was illuminated 
with bonfires; and no one sign of re
joicing was omitted that was usually 
made for the greatest victories obtained 
in favor of the Roman church.”

This shows tlie Pope’s tears only flow 
when his Catholic ox is gored; but when 
heretics fall by the hands of midnight 
assassins of his own faith he rejoiced, 
and would do so now when American 
freemen are slaughtered if the church 
would not.be prejudiced by the act. It 
is needless to say, we have no tears to 
mingle with the Pope on this occasion.

NEW STAKES TO BE SET.
It is reported that Emperor William, 

of Germany, is about to visit Jerusa
lem, to identify and re-locate the sacred 
places in that city. Helena, the mother 
of Constantine, is credited with having 
performed tills wondrous duty, A. D., 
32(1. But the saered places won’t stav 
located. They are constantly shifting, 
trying to accommodate themselves to 
enlarged knowledge. They who have 
given the largest attention to the sub
ject say the entire geography of Pales
tine, as given in the Bible,-is that of 
the 12th century, probably picked up 
during the Crusades. Kaiser William 
will do well, if he hns the requisite ed
ucation and independence of character, 
to investlgatethatclaim before he drives 
bis stakes too deep In the shallow soil 
of the Holy Lund.

The headquarters of the Jubilee and 
office of the General Manager will be at 
the Powers Hotel, where all are most 
cordially invited to call, register their 
names, and let their wants be known.

The principal place of meeting for 
lectures, entertainments and concerts 
will be at the Lyceum theatre.

The principal place of meeting for 
public seances and manifestations will 
be at Fitzhugh Hall.

The old St. Paul’s Church, on N. St. 
Paul street, Assembly Hall at New Os
borne House, and several other halls 
have been secured for special and over
flow meetings.

The Spirit Art Department Gallery 
will be one door south of Main street, 
on N. Clinton. .

The Children's Progressive Lyceum 
and Young People’s Departments will 
have special plaeds of meeting.

Special day rates have been secured 
at hotels as follows: Powers, at which 
headquarters is located, $3; Whitcomb, 
New Osborne, Livlpgston, Congress 
Hall and National, $2; Savoy, rooms, 
75 cents; the Chapuian, Crissey and 
Kremlin, .$1.25, and ojher hotels at low 
prices. ,

Free 'bus runs, to file Towers, Whit
comb, New Osborne, Livingston and 
Congress Hall, from all trains.

Accommodations can be secured at 
boarding houses, restaurants and resi
dences at reasonable rates.

Complete arraqgeiqents for the ac
commodation of visitors will be made, 
and all persons desiring to secure board 
or rooms in advance may write stating 
what they want, addressed as below, 
and their wants will be met. Police, 
railroad attendants and committees will 
give all necessary information. Hotels
in Rochester are considered 
best in the country.

Spiritualists, arouse! Do 
this event of a life time!

Address
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tempt to show, that by the discoveries 
of science the tact l:as been estab
lished, that there exists an infinite, in
visible and incomprehensible power, 
that this power permeates the whole 
vast universe, that binds the universe 
Into an organized and united whole, 
ami tl at every part of it pulsates with 
activity and life.

The object of this article is to consid
er the question: Does that power pos
sess intelligence? 'The prevailing voice 
of religion, appealing to the Bible as au
thority, replies in the affirmative. But 
what does nature say? Scientists are 
somewhat reticent on this point and 
when they do speak they differ iu opin
ions. All go to nature, but from her all 
do uot get the same reply. As you ap
proach her for examination you are at 
once struck with the fact that she is 
actuated with the principle of adapta
tion of one part to another. We see 
very little of independence of parts and 
unrelated action, but everywhere is 
visible in all departments interdepend
ence, and mutual relationship. Vegeta
tion does not grow and life expand ex
cept for the presence of sunshine aud 
rainfall. Rainfall does uot spread over 
the land except for tlie winds; winds do 
not blow except for the unequal distri
bution of heat; and heat is not unequal 
except for the rotundity of the earth, 
and the earth is uot round except for 
the liquidity of matter. All this rela
tionship of part to part reveals the law 
of cause and effect which so far as can 
be discovered has no beginning and no 
eud, outside of it nothing exists. With
out it all is chaos. As we travel back 
into the past every cause becomes tlie 
effect of some other cause. As you go 
on into the future every effect becomes 
the cause of some other effect. 'J'lie 
mind looking at these visible facts sees, 
or thinks it sees, in their existence and 
in the special adaptation of means to 
eud a design, a purpose, a mind that 
has an object In view. Its line of rea
soning is simply tills, when you see 
with what ease and safety a ship rides 
upon the bosom of tlie sea, you discover 
the cause to lie in the fact that the 
builder fashioned tlie ship to that spe
cial end. But the wing of the bird is 
not less equally well adapted to ride 
upon the ocean of air, and a purpose is 
not less plainly in sight when you see 
the engine so constructed that the pow
er of steam is applied to the wheels of 
the locomotive, you detect at once the

APPROVED STRATEGY.
In a bread riot at Talavera, Spain, on 

the 4th Inst., a Jesuit church was 
burned by the mob. This indicates that 
the people have a correct idea of. the 
source of their difficulties. How would 
it do to draft (he Jesuits into the mili
tary service, then imitate godly David 
who placed Uriah in the front of the 
battle, knowing be .would fall by me 
hands of the enemy? That would" be a 
species of strategy, my boy.

CHURCH AND STATE.
In the state of Delaware they have an 

old law by which the county pays $5 a
year to each Sunday-school taught 
therein. An attempt was lately made 
to repeal this law, but a majority of the 
Legislature sustained it. The average 
churchmah would love to see such 
law in force in every state.

a

TAKE NOTICE!
For the hundredth time we wish to

state that all orders for Ghost Land or 
Art Magic must be accompanied by a 
year's subscription to The Progressive 
Thinker. The two must come at the 
same time. That is, you cannot sub
scribe for the paper, and then one day, 
one week, one month or six months 
thereafter send for the premium books. 
If you wish to avail yourself of this 
magnificent offer, and obtain these 
books, the order for them must be ac
companied with a year’s subscription 
No attention hereafter will be paid to 
letters of inquiry desiring the premiums 
on any other terms than set forth 
above.

Music at the Jubilee.
Among the talent that has been se

cured to assist in tlie musical exercises 
of the Rochester Jubilee Celebration, is 
that of a gentleman who is considered 
by musical critics to be the equal of any 
pianist. Ills name is Mr. Harry Arn
old, of New York City, whose marvel
ous skill and soulful expression is the 
wonder and admiration of all lovers of 
good music.

Mr. Arnold is a graduate of the Ber
lin and other schools of music and 
stands with Paderewski and Joseffy in 
the highest rank in the profession.

Prof. Hans Mettke, professor of 
music, from Tennessee, vocalist and 
'cello player of rare merit, will be there.

Other talent has been announced pre
viously and arrangements are being 
made to secure more. Under the pro
ficient management of Prof. E. Adolf 
Whitelaw, our people may rest assured 
that music of a most charming charac
ter will be one of the leading features 
of the great Jubilee.

It is seldom that people have an op
portunity to hear any really great ar
tists in the musical Une without con
siderable expense; while at the Jubilee 
there will be an opportunity to hear 
some of the very best at a nominal 
cost. So arouse! ye Spiritualists! Go to 
Rochester and help make this convoca
tion one that will long be remembered 
as an occasion of great rejoicing and 
spiritual uplifting.

The Spiritualists who stay away will 
be filled with regret when they hear 
from those who attend of the grand 
and glorious work accomplished.

Y-RANK WALKER.

. intelligent adaptation of means to ends. 
But the fact that the roots of trees find 
in the soil elements of matter suited to 
the growth of the tree Is equally an ex
ample of the adaptation of means to 
end. In order to retain life it is neces
sary the blood of the human system 
shall come In contact with the oxygen 
oTthe air. What work of man displays 
more intelligence to accomplish that 
purpose than the construction of the 
the lungs and the whole breathing ap
paratus? The telescope of tlie human 
eye Is built upon the same plan and ap
parently for the same purpose and it ac
complishes the same end. Some things 
exist for which you can see no purpose 
but is it not reasonable, dear friends, 
to suppose that there would be some ob-

THEJJI0LEE,

There are thousands of subscribers 
on our list who did not know when they 
subscribed for the paper that Art Magic 
or Ghost Land would be offered as 
premiums. In order to obtain them, 
they must renew their subscriptions to 
The Progressive Thinker for one year, 
and also send the requisite amount for 
the books. .

TREACHEROUS SPANIARDS.
The traveler in Spanish countries says 

his real danger to life comes from at
tacks in the rear. While pursuing his 
way along an unfrequented road .he 
receives a stiletto thrust in the back, 
and falls to the ground dead. A cow
ardly wretch-had concealed himself 
from observation until his victim 
passed, then, nolslessly, he sprang forth 

-and struck the deadly blow. 'His object 
was to avenge some imagined insult.

. That was almost a parallel act which 
destroyed the warship Maine, and mur
dered her sleeping seamen. The elec
tric button was pressed, the mine was 
exploded, and the terrible consequences 
necessarily followed.

A soul without reflection, like a pile 
without inhabitants, to ruin runs.— 
Young.

What is fanaticism to-day is the fash
ionable creed to-morrow, and trite as 
the multiplication table a week after.— 
WendeU Phillips.

A .man really looking onward to an 
immortal life, on whatever grounds, ex
hibits to us the human soul In an en
nobled attitude.—Whe well.

My name and memory I leave to 
men's charitable: speeches, to foreign 
nations and to the next age.—Bacon.

I hare from the beginning, and I hope 
I shall to the end, pursue to the utmost 
of my judgment and abilities one 
steady line of conduct for the good 
the great whole.—Washington. . Of

To Lecturers;afid Workers.

It is nearly time’pr^ie Great Jubilee. 
Repeated notices Upve, been printed and 
circulars sent out urging you to send 
your names and adilrgpses to the under
signed, that correspondence could be 
had.

Many have paid!,'no'attention; it has 
been impossible ta letyn the addresses 
of some well-knopi speakers and me
diums; some have(beqn written to and 
have not responded.

It has been desired to secure the best 
talent and to. have Spiritualism pre
sented to the 'world by those who are 
best capable of doing it Not every 
public worker can be put on the pro
gramme for a leading part, but ail are 
wanted tn take part in the general ex
ercises.

You are, therefore, most cordially and 
fraternally invited in behalf of the Na
tional Spiritualists' Association -to at
tend and assist in making this celebra
tion an epoch in the history of Spiritual
ism and the.world. .

Workers, let us on this occasion make 
a united effort, so that the International 
Jubilee celebration shall be of such 
magnitude in numbers and enthusiasm 
that we may astonish the world.

Hoping to meet and greet you all at 
the Jubilee, I am,

Fraternally Yours,: 
FRANK WALKER, Gen. Man.

jects among the works of an infinite be
ing, the reason for whose existence the 
finite mind has not yet found out?

There is much yet in nature to be 
learned. There is, however, abundant 
proof of intelligence, you do not see. 
How the fish is adapted to the water, 
the stomach to the digestion of food, 
the foot to locomotion, heat and light 
to the production of life. Everywhere 
your eyes are turned nature swarms 
with evidences of intelligent purpose. 
This is called the argument from de
sign. It has been relied upon for ages 
to prove the existence of a God both by 
Christian and Pagan, by believer anil 
skeptic, by Socrates, Parley and Vol
taire, and by it God was termed the Di
vine Architect, and the greatest design
er. Now some, admit all the living or
ganism in its environment on which the 
argument from design is built, but they 
account for the law of adaptation in a 
different manner,' they claim it comes 
from what they term nature selection. 
To understand their argument it is nec
essary to consider what they teach. 
Some of their doctrine of evolution, is 
that the material universe located with 
vegetable and animal organisms came 
into its present form not by creative 
force without, but by the law of evolu
tion from within. There was a time 
when life-on earth, did not exist. By a 
natural union of element along the sea
shore vegetable life appeared in the 
form of seaweed. About the same time 
in the ocean bed existed a slimy sub
stance which science has named pro
toplasm. If a speck of tills be taken up 
and examined, it is seen to be a small 
globule of a jelly-like substance with 
consistency enough not to break apart 
as it is rolled over in the hand, with no 
head or feet, or limbs, or organs at all, 
apparently lifeless with no color and no 
definite form, a speck of thickened 
water. Yet this is an animal, the first 
animal that ever existed on earth. It 
is called moneron. It has no lungs, but 
breathes all over. It has no digestive 
apparatus, .but when a fragment of 
food comes to it, it spreads itself 
around it and holds it in its embrace 
till it absorbs what Is nutrient. It is 
neither male nor female but propagates 
its species by bisection, it contracts In 
its middle and finally breaks into parts 
and each part becomes an animal 
From this beginning, step bv step, one 
species of animal life after another was 
evolved, the last a little higher than the '• 
one before till the whole animal area- : 
tion came into existence. The doctrine t 
of natural selection is that in every liy- i 
ing organism thus produced by the law ■

, meats. As it changes, the organism 
changes to meet the requirements of 
the new conditions, and all organisms 

■ which fall to make the required change 
! or fail to make it soon enough perish, 
i So as fast as the change occurs they 
i are transmitted by heredity and thus 

preserved they travel down the' ages 
■ gaining strength at every step. To 11- 
• lusirate this Inherent tendency of an 
. animal organism to adapt itself to its 

external conditions, a common ringed 
■ snake, which in its natural state is 
■ oviparous, was confined in a cage in 

Which no sand was strewn, and it be- 
catue viviparous. Instead of breeding 
by eggs its nature changed and it gave 
birth to its offspring alive. 'The mone

, rou had no eyes nor ears but living m 
the midst of light and sound its off
spring in the lapse of ages developed 
the fiist crude beginnings of both eyes 
and ears which in time perfected them
selves. Those that lulled to do tins per
ished by being crowded to the wall by 
those better fitted for the struggle for 
life. It hud no means of locomotion, 
but the need of something of the kind 
gave birth in the snake species w’hieh 
descended from it to scales, and among 
the fish species to tins, each adapted to 
the elements in winch it was placed and 
finally in the higher species to logs 
which at first were crude and flabby 
projections, a mere beginning of legs 
and poorly adapted to their needs but 
which improved with age. Not much ot 
any Intelligence appeared m tlie moue- 
ron. But the enviroment became such 
with the increase of animal life, that it 
became necessary, and faint glimpses 
of it began to dawn. As animal organ
isms became numerous means of self
defense began to apjM'ar in answer to 
the need, and horns, and claws, and 
other protective agencies commenced 
their appearance, feebly at first but 
growing stronger with use. 'Those ani
mals perished whose organisms failed 
to respond to the demand of nature. 
'J'lie breathing apparatus of land ani
mals differs from the same apparatus 
of the sea animals because of the ten
dency in each organism to adapt itself 
to its surroundings. It must in*  remem
bered that these developments were not 
accomplished in any haste, but that 
they stretched over 1011,000,000 years of 
time and that they reach from "the sim
ple seaweed up to tlie lily, and from the 
pollywog up to man through many 
thousands of intervening species. Now, 
dear friends, the question confronts 
you. Has Darwinism excluded the 
need of intelligence iu nature to ac
count consistently for her operations? 
By no means. 'Though Darwinism has 
in part or in full dethroned the idea of 
an outside personal God who created 
and used nature as a machine to accom
plish certain ends above and beyond 
nature, It does uot settle the question. 
It simply shifts tlie question of intelli
gence from the outside to the inside of 
nature. It does not certainly empty Ha
ltin' of an abiding intelligence, lt’does 
not prove that nature’s Inlinite soul, as 
surely as a finite body Is pervaded by a 
finite soul.

While it tends to make void the old 
evidence from design, by n new law of 
evolution, it is well to notice, that this 
new law of evolution, contains in itself 
an argument for intelligence in nature 
perhaps as strong as tlie one it lias su
perseded. Tlie fact that an organism 
adapts Itself naturally to its environ
ments from a self-acting inward law. is 
Itself an argument for intelligence with
in. Fear whence the inherent tendency 
to thus adapt Itself? Does not inherent 
tendency necessitate intelligence? Let 
us see. The changes produced by in
herent tendency have been from tlie 
first, and coming down through mill
ions of years have always continued to 
lie iu one and the same direction, viz., 
from the lower to the higher. Mould 
this naturally be the case If these 
changes were the product of power 
alone, without intelligence? 'To answer 
this intelligently you must look around 
you, and s«‘ if you can find an example 
of simple power, without intelligence. 
Can you find such au example? Yes. in 
(he idiot or in the man who lias soften
ing of the brain. In him you see ¡rower 
without intelligence and‘what do you 
behold? Acts which are In no way re
lated, to each other, and which tend to 
no definite end. Acts fragmentary, and 
disconnected, inconsistent, and contra
dictory, acts which are just the oppo
site of those you see in nature. Of
course, the acts of a man devoid of in
telligence may be for a while consist
ent, and connected, but when they are 
so, it is by chance. There is no inher
ent tendency to act to a certain end. 
No dependence can be placed on what 
he says, or what he may do. He is ab
solutely unreliable. Thus you must 
conclude nature would be. if she lacked 
intelligence. But nature is unlike tills 
in every respect. No merely finite in
telligence can be found so consistent 
and reliable. Again out of all the works 
of man, nowhere is there displav of in
telligence equal to what you behold in 
nature. I am so glad I can come to this 
slate-writing medium, and thus con
vince you all of this intelligence. Now. 
some incredulous friend would say, 
well, it might have been done by elec
tricity. You can say to them. John, 
electricity does often leave the trace of 
its presence, but its fraces are belter 
skelter, like the scratching of the fowl 
In the yard, which shows power, but no 
intelligence, and your friend will lx? 
silent. He knew as you know that
mere power could not put this writing 
upon this paper and slates. ”
but intelligence could do it.

Nothing 
This • is

what makes believers iu Spiritualism, 
and with this medium, you are con
vinced the writings on the slates and 
paper were the work of intelligence, 
just as sure as you are when you look 
at the beautiful flowers in your gar
den, that no mortal band made them, 
and you are convinced that no mere 
power put this writing there but intelli
gence and power. There are people who 
behold the writing on these slates and 
yet deny it was the results of invisible 
intelligence. So are those who deny 
the living rose the work of an infinite 
intelligence. But to thus deny in either 
case is not rational nor consistent from 
the standpoint of observation, which 
your mind occupies. When you look at 
the beautiful cathedral you'know that 
magnificent pile existed first in a hu
man mind, and could not have been but 
for intelligence. So when you all open 
your eyes upon nature, with her castles 
of stone and her cathedrals of over
arching trees, you see an infinite intel
ligence, holding all these, and all other 
of nature’s glories in its fast embrace. 
A factory is tin organized industry pro
ducing results in certain goods; nature 
is organized activity, showing results in 
trees, grasses, flowers and fruits. The 
factory is the embodiment of mind. 
Analogy would teach that nature was

New York State Association 
of Spiritualists,

The first annual convention and elec
tion of officers of the above association

,1,e Chester, May 
n ’ 7?, ’ 5 “ p' iu the hall ofthe Chamber of Commerce.

'Ihe work of the convention will be 
10 th.e p»sluess of tlie State As

sociation and will probably be contin
ued over the the next day. A regular 
^ZT.“1.0 "?8. aFWd by Ibe board 
or tiustecs at their late meeting. The 
convention being held during tfi0 jUbt. 
or nCHle,bl’a,(10U /t'T’s un opportunity 

ran- mi !IL reduced railroad lutes. Ihe 'Spiritualists of New York 
State should see to it that this associa
tion receives their financial support and 
all should become direct members or 
ts local auxiliaries. This association 

is duly incorporated under the State 
from jul",lsdicl10“ by chartertioin the National Association. Every 
society m the state that has not done s'o 
s uigently requested to take out a 

ehni'im."f A,1'\ nuw bolding
laitei from Hie N. S. A., can relinquish 

it and take a charter from the State As- 
»n'^u " J"1,10“1 e?sl- His hoped that 
ail will take- immediate steps and do it 
so as to be represented at the coming 
convention.
t„T-lti J’11“,"eI f'"0 10 Ul'w s°cietles is $5; 
Individual membership, $1. is (bel.o 
any Spiritualist in tin*  state who con
not afford to contribute one dollar a 
year for membership in order to aid in 
tlie work?

A number of mass-meetings have 
> d ,lu,"iug *. he 1’U.SI year and tlie 
boaid of tiustees has worked hard and 
at considerable expense to most of its 
members to make it an institution of 
worth to our jieople. Spiritualists of 
New lork, sliow that you appreciate 
thiit which lias done for tin*  pur
pose of benefiting yon, and support 
tlie State Association.
n?n‘ IH'esent officers are Frank 
walker. President; Carrie E. S Twlng 
vice-president; Tilllie U. Reyno’lds. sec’ 
ond vice-president: Herliert L. Whit
ney, secretary. 953 Madison street 
Brooklyn; H. W. Richardson, treasurer 
Dr. E. F. Buti.'rfi.'ld, W. Wines Sar
gent, James R. Stone, W. B. Mills trus
tees.

All societies that have not done so 
shouhl send their credentials for dele
gates and annual lines on all of their 
chartered members at least, to the sec
retary at once.

Copies of the Constitution and By
Laws will lie sent on application.

„ FRANK WALKER.
Hamburg, N. 1. President.

Pope Leo and His Catholic 
Assassins.

During the entire Hellish work in 
Cuba, while over 200,0(1(1 peaceful coun
try people of all ages and sexes were 
starved ami murdered by Spanish Cath
olics, Pope Leo never said a word 
against these atrocities, to Ills Spanish 
subjects and his bishops who blessed 
tlie Spanish troops. But now the tele
graph informs us how deeply he is 
grieved with the greatest sorrow of ins 
life because these atrocities have been 
interrupted by the American heretics.

This shows the position of the Cath
olic church ever sine«' it was born In 
fraud at Rome aud destroyed Ilie orig
inal Christianity. What it" has done in 
Cuba is the same it did in the Nether
lands. when it could spend in vain ¡fSoil,- 
000,00(1 in tin» .Spanish war against lib
erty; but now, sunk in bankruptcy, it 
calls in vain upon Catholic Austria to 
save it from destruction, if all Spain 
and its Catholic population had been 
sunk in tin' ocean five hundred years 
ago, the world would lie far mon' popu
lous. prosperous and enlightenml than 
it is to-day.

JOS. RODES BUCHANAN.
San Jose, Cal.

FINAL STATEMENT
Regarding Mr. Coonley and 

His Exposures.

I have been accused by some of my 
critics of stating (iu my‘article in The 
Progressive Thinker of April 231 that 
Spiritualists should place Mr. Coonley 
on their platforms and defeud him; and 
tiles»' accusations have been made by 
well-meaning friends of mine. I never 
Insinuated such a tiring unless Mr. . 
Coonley’s motives and assertions were 
what he claimed in his expose in San 
I ranelsco, and I have since received 
abundant evidence that ins statements 
are wholly unreliable. However, he 
has taught us many shrewd tricks of 
impostors, aud wo should accept the 
facts and appropriate them for our de
fense hereafter, regardless of the chan
nel through which they came.

Spiritualists show as much human 
nature as their orthodox brothers. Un
less a fact comes through the right 
channel they will not examine it to see 
if it is a fact or not. IVo should seek 
truth for truth's sake, and not stop to 
investigate the channel through which 
it came.

The time to arrest fakirs for obtain
ing money under false pretenses is 
when they are actively engaged in rob
bing the people, and not wait until they 
have themselves confessed. To me it 
looks like cowardice to wait until a man 
confesses bis guilt, and then kick him 
when he has fallen, without having 
dared to strike the blow that caused his 
downfall. It is like kicking a dead lion. 
The time to act honorably is to meet 
the foe while he is in action.

Even the man Foulke, whatever his 
motives and however low bis character, 
has done Spiritualism a service in ex
posing one trick that hns deceived thou
sands of shrewd investigators. It is an 
ill wind that does not blow some good

As my motives and intentions may 
be again misconstrued and misinter
preted, I will say right here that I wish ' 
it distictly understood that I am not de
fending the character of anyone, but 
only advise Spiritualists to .beware of 
fakirs, whether they are ‘ confessed ■ 
fakirs or still iu the business.

ERNEST S. GREEN.
San Francisco, Gal. .
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Belvidere Seminary.
Belvidere Seminary is a pleasant, 

healthy, home-like place for children 
during the summer months. Kind and 
impartial treatment guaranteed to all. 
Terms moderate. Address BELLE 
BUSH, Belvidere, N. J. ¿43
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THE BIBLE, GHRISTIftNITY BSD GRIME REGARDING ART MAGIC.
them subject to the1 will of their mils-l"

CAMP-MEETING DIRECTORY.

CASSADAGA CAMP. LILY DALE GAMP.

L. 
C. 
c. 
of 
C. 

23,

Inquiries are already being made as to when certain camp-meetings will 
open. The officers of camps will promote the interest of their respective to-' 
calitles by sending the dates at once to this office, with names of secretaries.

IN HIS OWN DEFENSt I

Programme of Speakers for 
1898.

Old and New Attractions for 
Visitors.

Our mid-summer programme, which 
Is nearly completed, we consider the 
strongest as to ability and brilliancy 
ever presented by the C. L. F. A. Be
lieving our friends who contemplate 
.visiting the camp during the coming 
season, would appreciate a little fore
taste of the pleasures awaiting them, 
we present the same for their edifica-
tlon:

July 15, Pioneer Day; 1G, Mrs. E. 
Watson, of California ; 17, Lyman 
Howe; 18, Conference; 10, Lyman 
Howe; 20, Mrs. J. B. H. Jackson, 
Gland Rapids. Mich; 21, Lyman 
Howe 22 Mis. J. B. H. Jackson; 
Mary E. Lease, of Wielilta, Kansas; 24, 
Mrs. J. B. II. Jackson, Rev. W. W.
Hicks; 25, Conference; 2G, Mrs. E. L. 
Watson; 27, Rev. W. W. Hicks; 28, 
Mary E. Lease; 29 and 30, Moses Hull, 
of Buffalo; 31, Moses Hull, Mary E. 
Lease. August 1, Conference; 2 and 
3, Fiof, W. M. Lockwood, of Chi
cago; 4, Moses Hull; 5, Prof. W. M. 
Lockwood; <>. J. Clegg Wright, of 
Amelia, O.; 7, Rev. W. W. Hicks, J. 
Clegg Wi ight; 8, Conference; 9 and 10, 
Prof. H. D. Barrett; 11, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, of Washington, D. C.; 12, J. 
Clegg Wright; 13, Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond; 14, Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond 
and Rev. E. L. Rexford, of Columbus, 
Ohio; 15, Conference; 1G, Rev. E. L. 
Rexford; 17. Mrs. Cora L.V. Richmond; 
18, Rev. E. L. Rexford; 19 and 20, Hon. 
Dr. W. H. Montague, of Toronto, Ont.; 
21, Willard J. Hull, of Columbus, Ohio; 
22. Conference; 23. Carrie E. K. Twing, 
01 Westfield, N. Y.; 24, Willard J. Hull; 
25, Rev. V . W. Hicks; 2(1, Carrie E. S. 
Twing; 27,------------ ; 28, Carrie E. S.
Twing.

Mis. Maggie Waite, platform test me
dium, throughout the season.

Mesick, Mich., Camp,
Mesick (Mich.) Camp-meeting will 

open July 31. 1898, closing August 14. 
'All good mediums and co-workers are 
eordtally invited. Those expecting to 
attend, send in names before the first of 
June, to have them on printed pro
gramme. Address Jacob Bulltan, Me
sick, 11 exford Co., Mich. This assocta-

To tlie Editor:—We arrived at Lily 
Dale on May 1, from Chicago, and saw 
witli delight the dear old place had lost 
none of its many charms, but fresh 
beauties in its surroundings greeted us 
no every side, the air seems purer, the 
grass greener, and all things fresher 
after our absence. Truly Lily Dale 
grows more beautiful and charming ev
ery season. Its lofty hills, its spark
ling lakes, and glorious old woods make 
it, as many people say, a perfect heav
en on earth. Everything points to a 
large and prosperous season, and al
ready numbers of'people are arriving 
from all over the country. The im
provements are great and many. The 
Hotel Leolyn, under the direction of 
Mrs. Pettingill, its owner, has under
gone a magic change, and visitors to 
this charming hotel will be greatly 
pleased.

'The Grand Hotel has been leased

Not only do the examples and pre
cepts of the Bible foster and encourage 
crime, but in addition thereto the teach
ings of the Christian theology exert a 
vicious and corrupt influence on the 
minds of evil disposed persons who ac
cept them as truth.'As a starting point, 
it criminates the whole human race. 
Man Is a “child of wrath, sold under 
sin.” In Adam' all have sinned and 
come short of the glory of God. Jesus 
represents the heapt of man as being 
the abode of “evil thoughts, murders, 
theft, false witness and adulteries. 
Poor, ignorant fanatic! He did not 
know enough about chemistry to un
derstand that salt never lost its savor, 
nor of physiology to realize that the hu
man heart is a hydraulic machine, in
stead of a “Pandora’s Box.”

Paul declared that the carnal mind is 
at enmity with God and not subject to 
law, neither can be. Paul was simply 
long on animal propensity and short on 
moral sentiment, and sized up mankind 
from his own depraved condition. 
Luther at a later period voiced the dis
tempered sentiment of Jesus and Paul, 
and pedigreed man as follows: “We 
have altogether a confounded, poisoned 
and corrupt nature both in body and 
soul; throughout the whole of man is 
nothing that is good.’’ With such an 
idea of himself, it -is not strange that 
he denounced the liberty-loving peas
ants of the Netherlands and urged the 
German princes to destroy them. He 
declared that they were faithless, lying, 
perjured, disobedient knaves and vil
lains; rebels who have deserved death 
of body and soul many times. There
fore let us smite, choke and stab them 
publicly or secretly whoever can, and 
remember there cannot be anything 
more poisonous, injurious and devilish 
than a rebellious man.” This truly 
Christian appeal from the founder of 
Protestantism to the- Bible-believing 
princes had the desired effect, and over 
fifty thousand of the peasants, includ
ing women and children, were merci 
lessly butchered. .

Luther instead of suffering remorse 
for the grewsome part he had acted in 
tills awful tragedy, boasted of it in the 
following manner: “I, Martin Luther, 
killed all the peasants In their revolt, 
for I commanded that they should be 
killed. All their blood be upon my 
head; but I throw it off on the Lord 
God, for he ordered me to do it.” That

tion was organized April 1, 1,898, 
Mis. L. A. Mabee, state organizer. by

The New Era Camp.
Their many friends on tlie Pacific 

coast will be glad to learn that the 
management of the New Era. Oregon, 
camp has secured the services of Mi's. 
Loe F. Prior and Mr. Chas J. Anderson 
for the meeting to be held July 2 to 25. 
Ml». Prior is a widely-known medium 
and lecturer who has been laboring 
witli marked success in the south re
cent!}. Mi. Anderson, known as the 
“boy orator, ’ is conceded by such n dis
criminating judge as Dr. J. M. Peebles 
to possess niatked ability as an inspira
tional lecturer. The managers "will ex
ert themselves to the utmost of their 
ability to make this meeting the most 
successful ever held in Oregon, and so
licit the active co-operation of every 
Spit itualist throughout the Northwest 
to this end. Circulars will be issued in 
May and sent to all who apply to Wal
ter P. Williams, Salem, Orc., who is the 
coiresponding secretary. The Brock
ways are at Portland.

tyre before. The offense for which Mr. 
King suffered nil this Imprisonment, 
disgrace, outrage and cruelty was thjit 
of performing labor on his secluded lit
tle farm during the Christians’ Suudav, 
he having devoutly kept Saturday a’s 
his Sabbath, in obedience to the re
quirements of the ten commandments. 
To my certain knowledge, thousands of 
worthy men and women who are too 
intelligent, honest, truthful and hu
mane to accept the villainous doctrines 
propagated by Jesus and Paul, are be
ing ostracised, and in a treacherous 
way proscribed and persecuted as here
tics. Christianity is wrong in principle 
and hence cannot be right in iiractice. 

‘ Criminating the entire human race 
and condemning it to endless torment 
lor the sin of Adam, and then crucify
ing and torturing an innocent party to 
atone for this transmitted or entailed 
guilt, is a monstrous insult to justice, 
truth and intelligence. Christians 
glory in the cross. If I had one whom 
I loved, put to death by an instrument 
of torture, I would hold that instru
ment In utter abhorrence and detesta
tion, instead of reverencing it.

But then, I admit there is some con
sistency about Christians, after all. 
They have adopted for their coat of 
anils the cross’flnd tlie crown, one the 
insignia of torture, the other of tyranny 
—fit emblems of a people who have ex
ercised more tyranny and perpetrated 
more revolting cruelties than any other 
people ever characterizing the history 
of our religiou-eursed world.

WARREN SMITH.
Fort Du Chesne, Utah.

A Companion to Ghost Land 
That Is Its Equal In 

Every Way,

The subjects of improvement, ad
vancement and spiritual progress ought 
never to grow old or tiresome to a true 
Spiritualist, and if there is any one 
thing more than another that The Pro
gressive Thinker takes pride in it is the 
matter of improvement, advancement 
and progress being made in the whole

Straight Talk From Docto^ ’ 
Coonley, \

Reading an article from the pen 0/ 
Ernest 8. Green, in No. 439 of The ITof • ■ 
gressive Thinker, explaining some of / 
my work and in part my position, I de
sire to place myself and my work in its 
proper light before the public. I wish 
to firmly Impress on the minds of all, 
first, that I am a Spiritualist, a clair
voyant, clalraudient,trance, inspiration- '■ 
al and musical medium; second, I am 
not antagonistic toward Spiritualists, 
Spiritualism, or honest mediums; third, 
I am fighting with you against fraud 
and trickery, and to clean the ranks of 
Spiritualism of vile impostors, charla
tans and tricksters, who are defiling ■ 
and defaming the grand truth of Spirit
ualism by making a traffic of the souls 
of your departed, and preying on the 
credulity of the superstitious and ignor-' 
ant, under the guise of “mediums.”

Spiritualism, to me, is a grand rellg- 
ion and truth, and as such I determined 
to render it a service which I, as a pub
lic worker and firm Spiritualist, am the 
first to undertake, I sincerely believed 
it best for Spiritualists to crush out the 
fraud from their own ranks and not al- 1 
low any other religious or sectarian or- 
ganizatlon to do it for them,

It should be the alm and purpose of 
all true Spiritualists who have the ulti
mate good of tlie cause at heart to worlf 
to this end. To them and them alone 
should belong the honor of crushing 
that hydra-headed monster—fraud!

I have sacrificed a good business, 
home and many friends, to accomplish 
my purpose, and have spent hundreds 
of dollars in my work of ferreting this ' 
matter to the very root or foundation. 
In tills work I have spent nearly six 
years of time and given it a thorough 
and honest investigation. : '

I know many true and honest modi’ 
urns who are working for the good of 
Spiritualism, but in my investigation I 
have failed to find one physical medium 
who even believed that spirits returned 
to give physical manlestations, and I 
have been “in” with the best of them 
throughout the United States.

In your comment following Brother ;
Green’s article you state; ‘Tn Chicago 
there are independent slate-writers, '
spirit artists, trance and test mediums, 
etc., whoso manifestations are true ip 
all respects, and it is an exceedingly 
easy matter for tlie skeptic who is seek- ■ 
ing truth to find it here.” Then follows 
a description of bow to obtain a spirit 
picture, and then this: "Mr. Coonley is 
altogether too broad in his denials, and 
if in this city he could become eon- ;
vlnced at once that there is an abund- ;
ance of genuine mediums here who give 
only genuine manifestations.” <
, I have honestly and earnestly sought 
lor truth from every available source ■ 
and have (he honor (?) of knowing 
many of the physical mediums, slate- . ’ 
writers and spirit artists of Chicago, 
and know their methods. I have spent 1 
hours of time in their company, I have ■ 
liad sittings, been the recipient of num
clops methods from their hands where- ■ 
liy the public are deceived and duped. 
I have parted with good United States ■ 
coin for “mediumship,” and I stand •’ 
ready to duplicate the work of any so- I 
called independent slate-writer, spirit 
artist, materializing, trumpet or phvs- 
leal medium, in Chicago, New York, I 
Boston, or elsewhere. : \

It is time Spiritualists awoke to the 
nefarious practices which have been • ' 
perpetrated in tlie name of “medium
ship," and see to it that the terHble 
business of commercial and “grafting" 
mediumship is stamped out as you' 7 
would a viper. .

। ters. ; j
Hope and fear are the motives that 

control the, lowest criminal classes. 
• The Christian religion never inculcated 

right-doing for the;fcake of right. The 
world in its. estimation is utterly cor
rupt by nature, aud.ean only be moved 
by bribe or threat. ‘ .The central idea of 
Christ’s teaching was reward mid pun
ishment: Believe and be saved, believe 
not and be damned! Heaven was prom

' ised to those who were selfish and 
mean enough to accept his humiliating 
terms of salvation, and he threatened 
with endless torment those who had 
honesty and self-respect enough to re
ject his wild, unnatural and absurd the
ories.

There is no1 merit or spiritual growth 
in working for reward, or refrainlug 
from wrong doing to escape punish
ment. Hope and fear constitute the 
practical religion of the penitentiary. 
All the inmates are convicts, and so is 
all the human race, according to the 
Christian theology. The warden of the 
penitentiary tells the convicts that if 
they obey the rules he will credit them 
with good time and shorten their term 
of service, disobey and he will- flay 
their backs with the' rawhide. This 
method restrains the convicts, but does 
not reform them, because it appeals 
only to their selfishness. .

. The ecclesiastical wardens say to the 
universal convicts under their system: 
Confess your guilt and unworthiuess, 
have faith, join and obey the rules of 
the church, and we will give-you abso
lution for all your sins in this world,, 
and a harp and crown in the’ next; but 
if you refuse to confess your tost and 
fallen condition, and deny the faith, 
"the wrath of God abideth on you!”

We cannot see how any scheme of re
ligion could be fabricated that would 
appeal more strongly to the selfish in
stincts of man, than does the Christian 
system. During the Dark Ages when 
Christianity held supreme sway and 
dominated secular authority, the prev
alence of crime was simply fearful; 
and the reason why the Bible and 
church do not produce the appalling 
conditions to the same extent to-day, is 
because modern skepticism and free- 
thought have developed humane senti
ment, forced literal Interpretations of 
tlie Bible, and elevated the masses 
above the possibility of reducing to 
practice Its examples and precepts.

When we finish our treatise on the 
“Bible Christianity and Crime,” we 
may devote a few articles to the origin 
of crime and the proper means to erad
icate it.

Some Christians bitterly censure me 
for opposing the Bible, and aver that 
they are consoled and spiritually bene
fited by its teachings. The Bible teacli-

Touch of a Vanished Hand.
It is not long since one of the great 

Chicago dailies published what claimed 
to be an exposure of Modern Spiritual
ism, based upon^he confessions of 
Henry B. Foulke, of Theosophical 
fame. It would appear that he had 
practiced professional fraudulency as 
a steady habit without compunction or 
apology. Getting into trouble, he gives 
away his former secrets, to save him
self from more trouble. What we are 
obliged to think of his honesty in the 
first place, of practicing fraud for gain, 
throws suspicion upon his motives in 
the confession as well. If he falsified 
in the materialization, as he claims, and 
explains how he did it, perhaps he mis
represents to get out of jail.

One of his strongest "exposures” was 
the materialization of hands from dark 
cabinet, and he said it was accom
plished by kid gloves stuffed with saw
dust, and set on ice to cool for two or 
three hours. There was a cut of the 
glove, the sawdust, and the ice. That 
proved the whole thing. That a glove, 
stitched down the back in three rows, 
stuffed and chilled, should deceive any 
sane person, even in the dark, into 
thinking a real hand had shaken his 
own, seemed so preposterously improb
able, that the writer’s interest was ex-

is just what Gulteau said when he shot 
Garfield. When will this old deific 
monster, the God of Abraham, Isaac 
and Jacob, and of the Christians, 
cease to order his Moseses, Joshuas 
and Luthers to murder innocent people 
who are minding their own business, 
whether they be Amorltes, Midlanltes 
or the industrious, frugal peasants of 
the Netherlands?

John Calvin, the notorious heretic
burner and contemporary of Luther, 
states in his famous "Institutes,” once 
accepted by the Protestant world as 
standard Gospel truth, that “In vain do 
we look Into our natures for anything 
that is good. Everything In man—the 
will, the understanding, the soul and 
the body, is polluted. Mau is nothing 
else but concupiscence.” With such 
views as to the nature and condition of 
man, is it any matter of surprise that 
Calvin never manifested one single 
laudable trait of character In his life 
career, so far as known. Sqch are the 
effects of the Bible on persons ignorant 
and credulous enough to believe Its of
fensive rot. It simply qualifies them 
for the unbridled exercise of their low
est animal instincts, and deadens and 
dwarfs all of their higher faculties and 
refined sensibilities.

Calvin was a true illustration of the 
evil tendency which the Christian the
ology exerts on a mind capable of ac
cepting and practicing it. His clinrac-

Ings are two-fold—theological and eth
ical. The theological part was written 
by some parties d'esighated as Moses, 
the prophets, evangelists and apostles, 
and its tendency is most immoral and 
vicious. The ethiclil part of the Bible 
was plagiarized or stolen from the 
writings of the pagan pdiitosophers, and 
it is from tliesC'.phgan teachings that 
honest-minded beltovers draw their in
spiration. It is the theological part of 
the Bible against which I am offering 
my earnest’ protest. We have spent 
time and money chough to test it, and 
weighed in tne scale of experience it is 
found to possess not one single redeem
ing feature. Its mbntally deluded 
devotees, not content to propagate it at 
home, have fiireed It oh the heathen, to 
his detriment and injury. .
- John Wesley in one of his sermons 
used the following language: “Let any 
one survey the state of Christianity in 
the reformed parts of Germany, Switz
erland and France; in Sweden and 
Denmark, Holland, Great Britain and 
Ireland. Have they more justice and 
truth than the Inhabitants of China 
and Hlndoostan? Oli, no! We must 
acknowledge vrlth shame and sorrow, 
that we are far beneath them!”
“That we who by thy name are named, 
The heathen unbaptized out-sin.”

Here Wesley emphatically declares 
that in truth and justice, Protestant 
Christians are far beneath tlie heathen; 
and that tlie baptized Christian vastly 
discounts the pagan Hindoo in theconi- 
misslon of "sin.” This confession 
should be sufficient to cook the mission
ary business. The Rev. Canon Tay
lor, at a church congress held at Wol
verhampton, Eng., in November, 1887, 
quoting from the missionary report, 
stated that in the year 18SG,'84O mis
sionaries in India spent $240,000 in 
making 297 converts, or $875 to each 
convert; in Ceylon, 374 missionaries se
cured 207 converts at an expense of $293 
each; in Persia, Arabia and Egypt 109 
missionaries expended $59.020, con-

cited to visit a materializing seance, 
and see how it really was.

Finding the best one to be discovered, 
an Investigator with a friend or two 
went to the private residence of Mr. 
and Mrs. Hatfield Pettibone, at 3155 
Groveland avenue and 31st street, to 
watch the proceedings. A slight cabi
net, just four plain uprights, with a 
straight drapery of black cloth, and 
lights on; there was not much talk; tlie 
mediums, in u few quiet, well-chosen 
words, explained the theory of tlie de
velopment of form, as a photographer 
in his dark room. A little music, and 
quite a stir behind the curtains, which 
had been vacant before. •

Hands (without any stitching down 
the back) began to appear, and motion 
and gesture to different persons in the 
audience, and keeping a pretty time 
witli the music, with rapid gestures, as 
it were, sprinkling little electric cur
rents through the room. 'Die writer, 
seated near the cabinet, but remote 
from any possibility of coming In con
tact with any other iierson, felt a genial 
hand grasp the right arm, and give it a 
good, cordial squeeze. Another patted 
the sitter’s cheek, a hand exactly like 
anybody s hand, warm, responsive, 
electric, and caressed nil near witli 
movements that gave a magnetic 
influence, Inexpressibly soothing and 
agreeable. It was not a bit like saw
dust packed on ice. There were tlie lit
tle corrugations upon the linger nails, 
the wrinkles at the knuckles, the differ
ent finish of different fingers, which en
abled one person after another to recog
nize an old-time friend or acquaintance 
Slates were handed into the cabinet 
were written upon invisibly, and hanu- 
wrltlng recognized when returned out 
from the cabinet. Every guest was in
vited to look within the cabinet, and 
many did so, but at this time, nothing 
vias to be seen. Sometimes faces and 
forms appeared, and sounds were 
heard, and anyone desiring further ex
planations can learn of the methods on 
Friday evenings at the address men
tioned. and on Sunday evenings at 
Lakeside Hall, corner Indiana avenue 
and Thirty-first street. CH. F.

“Human culture ana cure, part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
chiding Methods and Instruments) ” Bv 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A very In
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as It well ful
fills the promise of its title. For sale 
at this office. Price 75 cents.

again to Mr. Frank Cook, who, with his 
genial wife will make things very pleas
ant for their guests. The many cot
tagers who rent rooms during the sea
son are fixing up and improving their 
places, giving those who prefer home 
life an ample opportunity to enjoy it.

There will be found every accommo
dation for the multitude at prices to 
suit the times, our programme for this 
season is the finest that could be pro
cured, and mediums, both physical and 
mental will be here in large numbers, 
representing every phase of medium
ship, and of the highest type; so there
fore, ye Spiritualists and Investigators, 
here is your haven of rest and brain 
food, and the beauties of nature to feast 
the eye upon, for this is the largest 
camp-meeting in the world devoted to 
Spiritualism. The board of directors 
have spared no expense or trouble to 
make this an ideal resort, and those 
who have been here In tlie past can well 
testify to their endeavors, and all visit
ors may expect a glorious lime, for the 
supply of spiritual food and physical 
enjoyments are unlimited. For those 
who wish bodily enjoyments we have 
boating, fishing, bowling, billiards, to
bogganing, while for the dancers there 
Is plenty of floor and space, with the 
music of the celebrated Northwestern 
Baud.

The Young People’s Society of Lily 
Dale is in a very flourishing condition, 
constantly receiving new members and 
helping the spread of truth. •

Mr. W. H. Bach, that Indefatigable 
worker, has left for Rochester, where 
be, as the superintendent of the Art 
Department, is busy making that de
partment a success.

We are pleased to announce to our 
many friends throughout the country 
that our new and commodious house at 
the entrance of the grounds Is about 
completed, where we shall be pleased 
to welcome old friends and make new 
ones.

F. Corden White, platform and test 
medium, is already installed at his 
pretty cottage for the season, and by 
the time of the June picnic we wiil 
have an array of mediums to suit all in
vestigators.

We have built a large gallery devoted 
exclusively to the exhibition of our 
spirit portraits, which we are now giv
ing especial attention to.

Therefore, we say. Come one. come 
all, to beautiful Lily Dale, and find food 
for the soul and health and enjoyment 
for the body.

CAMPBELL BROTHERS.

ter was simply a practical proof to 
what depths of degradation the Chris
tian religion will sink selfish disposed 
men and women. He was properly con
stituted to become a literal representa
tive of church theology. Sullen, mo
rose and gloomy in disposition, filled 
with hate and mallee toward all man
kind, with no trace of love or sympathy 
In his nature, he typified the lowest 
degree of mental and moral degrada
tion to which a human being can dete
riorate. He meditated on the "lost and 
fallen” condition of the human race In 
this world, and its "eternal torment” in 
the world to come, until the last ves
tige of humane feelings fled the confines 
of his callous nature and left him the 
literal embodiment of all that was ty
rannical, heartless and cruel. He ex
emplified more the character of an In
carnate fiend, than that of a human 
being. The Bibla had so perverted his 
sense of right that he executed honest 
men on the scaffold, and burned the 
distinguished Servetus at the stake, be
cause they refused to accept his of
fensive vagaries. Such is the tendency 
and effect of the doctrines of “lunate 
depravity" when honestly believed' 
No man accepting it can ever cherish 
aspirations for a higher life. It chains 
him to a sordid plajie above which he 
can never rise.

To

THOMAS LEES.

*1-» ~~ 1 f . .. ' - lVl U**‘*l* ilJAU ILUUl lilö Vil(per the ecclesiastical-slaves and hold it had done mil»

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the st.u 
dent of psychic phenomena, this nam 
phlet is Intensely interesting. It giVP= 
detailed accounts oftwocasos of '‘double

SPECIAL RATES.

Grand Ledge Camp, Mich.
Grand Ledge Spiritualists' Camp will 

open July 31, and close August 28 in
clusive. Mrs. Geo. Sheets, secretary 
pro tem.

Ottawa, Kansas.
The Leavenworth County Spiritualist 

Association will hold a camp-meeting 
at I’oiest Paik, Ottawa Kansas, from 
July 27 to August 2, 1898. inclusive. 
Boaid and lodging can be bad on the 
gi omuls for $2.50 per week. Reduced 
lates on all railroads leading to Ottawa. 
T. C. Deuel, president; Mrs. Emerick, 
secretary, Wallula, Kan.

Topeka Camp, Kansas.
We are going to have our camp-meet

ing this year, commencing September 
11th, and continuing until the 25th, 
making two weeks’ time, including 
thiee Sundajs. We have made arrange
ments to use the fair grounds again, as 
.lie can do better there than any other 
place.

We have no one engaged to speak as 
yet, but think we will have Will C. 
Hodge, of Chicago, who was with us 
last year and was liked by all. We 
have some very good mediums here In 
the citj. We think we will .have Mrs. 
L. N. Claman to help us in our camp 
•tins year. We want to have a good 
platfoim test medium with us; we have 
no one engaged for that yet. We have 
In oui city four Spiritual societies 
„ T. P. KELLEY. Sec’v.
211 E. Fourth St., Topeka, Kan.

Mt. Pleasant Park Camp.
. The sixteenth annual camp-meeting 

M the Mississippi Valley Spiritualists’ 
Association will be held at Mt Pleas
ant Park, Clinton, Iowa, Sunday, July 
81, and will close Sunday; August 28.

best of talent has been secured 
Circulars giving full information will 
be issued about Jung 15. For full in
formation address Martin H. McGrath 
secretary, at Fnlton, I1L ’

the Editor:—Will you please state 
in regard to the Rochester Jubilee, May 
2o to June 1, that if a party of fifty or 
more can be got together to start from 
Cleveland, 0.. round trip tickets can be 
obtained for five dollars, good for six 
days. For further information, and 
those wishing tickets, address me at 
1021 First avenue, Cleveland, 0.

Presentation of a Portrait,
A very interesting meeting of a gen

eral character was held at Weiber’s 
Hall, on Sunday afternoon; the ab
sence of a regular speaker was more 
than made up for by the services. At 
the opening, W. I. Frink presented a 
large, handsomely framed portrait of 
Mrs. H. S. Lake, the gift of herself, 
which was accepted by J .H. Taylor on 
behalf of the society, and he was re
quested by vote to write and publish a 
letter of acceptance. A special feature 
of the meeting was the singing of a 
group of little girls from the East Side 
Lyceum, under the instruction of Mr. 
Fred Weimar, which was heartily en
joyed. The following was accepted as 
the sentiment of the society:

Whereas, The Cleveland Progressive 
Thought Society has been presented 
with a beautiful large portrait of her
self, by Mrs. H. S. Lake;

Resolved, That we accept the gift 
with due respect and In the spirit of 
love which prompted it, and will exhlb- 
it our gratitude for the favor by re
membering the donor and sending her 
our highest thought and best Wishes for 
the work of humanity in which she is 
an esteemed co-worker.

For the society,
FRED HAYES, Pres.

Cleveland, O, .

After criminating the human race 
and rendering it bankrupt and hope
loss, the Christian religion recommends 
a plan of redemption that further do
grades It. No criminal can be reformed 
except by convincing him that his re
formation can only be accomplished bv 
the exercise of self-reliance and self
helpfulness. The Christians’ plan of re
demption discourages all effort in the 
hue of rtalit-dolng. by branding human 
righteousness.as "filth and rags” It 
strives to convince the penitents that 
they are hopeless bankrupts, paupers 
devoid of all self-merit, and that they 
cannot now, nor never will be able to 

farthln£ of their stupendous 
Indebtedness entailed by the sin of 
Adam. It brands them ns convicts “al
ready condemned,” with nothing toft 
them but a “fearful looking-for of 
judgment and fiery indignation.”

After convincing its dupes of their 
guilt, moral bankruptcy and utter help
lessness, it forces on them the ordeal of 
comptoteself-abncgatlon. a renunciation 
of all claim to merit, and a confession 
that they are leprous with sin and 
worthy only of God’s wrath. After 
thus humiliating the penitents and rob
bing them of the last vestige of self-re
spect and self-reliance, the church gra
ciously informs them that on certain 
conditions Jesus is willing to become 
their paymaster, cancel their awful re
sponsibility, and save them through his 
atoning blood.

verts. one. All for sweet Jesus' sake, 
and the delectation of as worthless a 
set of clerical deadbeats as ever fat
tened on the ignorance mid credulity of 
their fellow men. But what Is the’ re
sult of all this tremendous outlay of 
wealth? We will tot the Tablet, a ’lead
ing Roman Catholic paper of England, 
answer as follows:

“By converting the natives of India 
to our belief, we lower their moral 
status. Their natural morality is so 
high, that although they become Chris
tian, we cannot make them ns immoral 
ns we are ourselves. We should con
tribute our pennies and our energies to 
the moral improvement of our own 
countrymen in place of trying to de
stroy the morality and religion of a 
people who in truth should send mis
sionaries to convert us!”

Here is an admission from high ec
clesiastical authority, that converting 
the heathen to Christianity lowers his 
morality. Considering the effect of the 
Christian religion on« opr own people, 
this is no surprise td-nle. Like causes 
under like cireumtelawees invariably 
produce like effects.-----

। Spiritualistic movement. To the accom
plishment of this result there is nothing 

; more potent than the live, wide-awake 
. press that leaves no stone unturned and 

no sepulcher closed that will aid in 
bringing out all the truth there is to 
prove the statements, the declarations 
of its basic philosophy.

REASON AND TRUTH.
Reason Is only potent when on the 

side of truth. Wisdom can be naught 
without the truth at its base. Religion 
may, if eloquently and hypnotically 
presented, take hold upon the minds of 
the people temporarily, but if not based 
upon a knowable fact it must fall of its 
own weakness.

CANNOT BE CRUSHED.
Spiritualism is simply a fact, a know

able truth, and cannot be crushed by 
any amount of slander and misrepre
sentation; by all the fraud and charla
tanry and exposures of fraud and char
latanry; by all the Individual di
vergences and intricate and almost 
unsolvable problems along the line and 
within the outstretched arms of its 
many themes, theories and philoso
phies; by all the burdening barnacles of 
destruction that have become attached 
by reason of selfish desires and alms; 
of this be assured, but we must not for
get that the wheels of progress will not 
turn if the machinery is not cleaned up 
once in a while and oiled; if man fails 
in his duty, the machinery of which he 
is a very important part will lag. and 
the progress that is his will be slow.

OUR PROMISE FULFILLED.
We have promised the readers of 

The Progressive Thinker, each time we 
have given them something new, that 
it would not be the last or the largest 
donation that would be made to the 
cause and to their own personal com
pilation of valuable literature, so

HERE WE ARE AGAIN 
with a neat and invaluable work, a 
book of nearly four hundred pages, 
beautifully bound and plainly printed 
on clear book paper, and from type 
large enough to rest the eye from the 
strain necessary to obtain the current 
news from the secular press of to-day 
large enough to read at night without 
Injury to the eyes.

THANKS FOR PAST FAVORS.
We have no.ning but words express

ive of the highest appreciation for the 
manner in which the Spiritualists of the 
country received our last premium 
book, Ghost Land. We appreciate their 
eagerness manifest from the first in 
procuring that most wonderful work, 
and as we know each one who has been 
so lucky has received more than his 
money's worth many times over, it is 
only .with a feeling of thankfulness, 
hope and implicit confidence that we 
present to you this, our latest publica
tion. Thankful our effort has resulted 
in affording a means to a higher spirit
ual education for the masses, hoping 
for a continuation of the Interest in our 
liberal offers we present ART MAGIC 
to the public with all confidence in its 
power, as a literary work, to give the 
perfect satisfaction that has been so 
enthusiastically expressed, privately ' 
and for publication, of Ghost Land.

TERMS FOR ART MAGIC. j
Art Magic will be ready for distribu

tion June 1, but orders sent In now will 
be put on file and filled immediately 
after that date. '

The Christian’s cunning scheme is so 
formulated- as to keep its devotees in a 
state of constant dependency and bu
rn hty, to prevent the reassertion of 
self-respect and its consequent apos
tasy. The only alternative left the dev
otees of this system, is. to labor under 
a constant sense of their own unvrorthi- 
ness, beg God’s clemency, and become 
his eternal beneficiaries. . -

If this degrading system of so-called 
religion, after having criminated man. 
had given him a chance to work out his 
own salvation, some of the lamentable 
effects of the “innate depravity” theory 
might have been overcome bv self-ef
fort; but the merit of the individual 
was entirely left out, the better to ham-

“Poems of Progress.’’ By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read In her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay from 
lively to severe.” It is a book'to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially bv 
Spiritualists. The volume Is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1.

"Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Spirit-life.” “The Evolution 
of Man.” Two papers, given in the in
terest of spiritual science, by Michael 
Faraday. Price 15 cents,

"Principles of Light and Color ” pre 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight tn 
honor. The result of years of deen 
thought and patient research into Na- 
tore’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially and 
scientists, general Adders and students 
of occult forces will find Instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con- 
talning beautiful illustrative plates 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid.’ 
$5. It is a wonderful work and win win be delighted with It y

“Origin and Antiquity of Man ” Bv 
Hudson Tuttle A masterly phllosoph- 
leal work. English edition, nicely 
bound in cloth, $L For sale at thte 
offlea —“

"Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa G. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, $1.50. 17

“Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope” will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and practice» 
Rteraldbe read by all. Sold at this of
fice. Price 25 cents.

One dollar and twenty 
will get The Progressive 
one year and Art Magic. _ _
placed on file after the date of this 
palter will entitle the subscriber to Art 
Magic. No order will be filed without 
the accompanying $1.20.

cents ($1.20)
Thinker for

All orders

H e know that Chi'istimns arc so deep
ly prejudiced that they are wholly 
blind to the pernicious features of their 
system, and they hold ine in utter de
testation for telling 'the unpleasant 
Huths which they" cannot gainsay. 
They would still answer these truths 
with dungeon, stake 'anti fagot if they 
had the secular power to authorize 
them to do it. The tiger s teeth are ex
tracted, but his thirst for heretic blood 
is just as voracious "as When thev kin
dled the fires around those matchless 
philosophers and heroes Bruno and 
Servetus. They threw George Francis 
Train in the Tombs of New York and 
■exposed him to the horrid phases of 
prison life for the crime of polluting 
the mails by sending through them 
naked extracts from the Bible without 
comment. Mr. Wise, of Kansas, was 
arrested, .impoverished by unjust and 
cniel Utigation. and sentenced to prison 
simply for sending to the Rev. Mr. Ven
num an extract from the Christians’ 
Holy Bible on a postal card, and the or
thodox and secular press approved this 
medieval outrage? Mr. King, of Henrv 

TennesS|te, was arrested in 
189-, dragged from his humble home 
pleading wife and helpless child, and 
earned to jail and worked on the chain 
gang with hardened felons, until na
ture could endure Christian outrage no I > ,» ■.-------- uvuuielonger when death came and relieved consciousness^ namely Mary Lurancy 
him from his Christian persecutors as Rpvnnta»v^tSeka’4~<ni’’ anii ^arY

ART MAGIC AND GHOST LAND.
Art Magic is a companion to Ghost 

Land, written by the same author and 
issued by the same editor, Emma Har
dinge Britten, and until the first of 
June we will furnish The Progressive 
Thinker and Ghost Land at once, and 
Art Magic as soon as published, for 
ÿl.oO. We will also continue sending 
Ghost Land up to June 1, on its present 
terms.

If you wish to get Ghost ‘Land as a 
gift, you had better send in your Si 12 
at once or you will lose the only oppor
tunity you will probably ever have at 
this rate.

UNPARALLELED OFFER.
Where, when or by whom, aside from 

former premiums offered by The Pro
gressive Thinker, häs there ever before 
been such remarkable offers made to 
the Spiritualistic public in the matter 
of high-grade literature that have been 
up to their representation? We are 
obliged to make this slight difference 
between the price of The Progressive Thinker and Ghost Land and The Pr™ 
gressive Thinker and Art Magic, owing 
to the advance in the material of which 
the latter is composed. It makes but a 
few cents difference on each book, but 
to the one who furnishes ten or twelve 
thousand books it makes quite a per
ceptible deficit, and the offer still re
mains unparalleled. ,

Send in your/orders now and they 
will receive prompt attention.

Again do we call special atten
tion to our terms: GHOST LAND 
special terms will end' June 1st.

wiu bo ready for 
distribution June 1, and can be 
bad by paying $1.20 and getThe 
Progressive Thinker one year in 
the bargain.

By sending us $1.50 before the 
first of June you can get The Pro
gressive Thinker one year. Art 
Magic and G host Land. J c

I have heard the old, old cry of “no 
counterfeit without a genuine,” until I 
am disgusted with tlie paraphrase. I 
would ask those who advance that 
idea, where is the original of tlie first 
locomotive, telephone, or telegraph? 
Where the original of the first steam
boat, plow or reaper? A demand cre
ated the original. From whence came 
the old religious dogmas and beliefs? A 
demand created them, and so with 
many so-called manifestations. A de
mand on tlie part of Spiritualists cre
ated them, and the old adage does not 
apply. More has been demanded of the 
mediums than the spirit-world could 
supply, and the result has been the 
origination of the “wonderful phases of 
mediumship, in slate-writing, etc.

I admit there are thousands of good 
honest mediums (not physical), who 
would not countenance fraud in any 
term, and I know there are others who 
are apparently just as good and honest 
who are not adverse to receiving a 
“test” to give out at their meetings noi 
who have any fear in reading the in
scriptions on tombstones. I know oth
ers who have been struggling along 
with their mental mediumship, honestly 
and earnestly, and they see some ras
cally slate-writer and physical medium 
come into their city and by his nefari- • 
ous practices take the bread from tlie 
mouths of themselves and family and 
then they, too, resort to fraud to’make 
a living, and because Spiritualists have 
n,ntoe nl“iorit.-yi' become phenomena 

m aUv W1 a lo"’ a eood honest mental medium to starve while they 
crowd the seance-room of the fakir, and 
pour their hard-earned money into the 
coffers of unscrupulous rascals. ' 
, .^"V0 il llas ROn<> fro,n bad Io worse, 
until the ranks of Spiritualism have be
come undermined with the network of 

tlle S00UPr ll>e Spiritualists 
open their eyes to the true state of af
fairs and determine to pull the tares 
from the wheat, and do so, the better it 
will be for Spiritualism, and the sooner . 
true Spiritualism will take its place in 
the world as a respected, honored and 
advanced religion. Until it does this 
the same fight must be fought, the 
same struggle gone through with, and 
in the end the work of cleaning house 
done after all. b

It seems foolish to me to see Spiritual
ists refuse to attend an expose of the 
methods of fakirs and even denounce 
SUm1 i!’om their P'Mforms, for fear it 
will “hurt Spiritualism;” and I have 
seen Spiritualists stand in front of my 
halls, when I have given an expose, and ■ 
warn people away, that is, Spiritualists, 
and these people seek truth.

Spiritualism as a truth will ever 
stand; but where fraud and trickery 
are found, in the name of truth, Snirit- 
uallsts, let us crush it Stand together. 
I am for higher, truer, better Spiritual
ism-are you? Then let us put out
shoulders to the wheel together and 
yaSe a ivarfare of extermination 
against this tidal wave of fraud that’ 
threatens to capsize our grand bark. . .

I may seem harsh and broad in mv 
statements, but they are made wlthoiit 
fear or favor, and I have no retraction 
to make in any particular. I stand 
ready to prove every statement. ■ .
qi.av?. ?ouSUt the co-operation of 
Spiritualists, and Spiritualistic papers 
of the coast Irr my work. One society 
has said, “It Would not do.” One paper 
has said, ’T wopld not dare.” Seekers 
after truth, forsooth, white from manv .' 
of the most prominent Spiritualists I 
have received words and letters of 
praise, and to these I extend mv earn
est appreciation. I find my most bitter 
antagonists among Spiritualists them

. {Continued on page 8J
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GENERA SURVEY

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS 

DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER.

We would like to impress upon the 
minds of our correspondents that The 
Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must, make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and it is essen
tial that all copy, to insure insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side of the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to bis belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
who differ from you.

Miss L. Gordon writes: "The Uni
versal Society meets at Hopkins’ Hall, 
No. 528 West Sixty-third street, Engle
wood, over postottiee. Mrs. L. M. Tru
dell lectures aud gives tests every Sun
day at 2:30 p. m.; also conference aud 
tests at 7:30 p. m. All are invited to 
these meetings.

Carrie Fuller Weatherford, in addi
tion to iter Sunday work at Columbus, 
Ohio, visited Nelsonville, the 5th lust., 
and Pickerington, Ilie Otb, lecturing and 
giving tests iu both cities. Other cities 
in Ohio wishing her services for week
night engagements should address her 
at once. Will also answer calls to at
tend funerals. 80 W. Goodale street. -

Charles J. Anderson will attend the 
New Era Camp, iu Oregon, from Jmy 
2d to the 25tli.

Mrs. Lora Holton would like an en
gagement at some of the camps, as mu
sician or test medium. Address at 104 
North Harding avenue, Chicago.

Secretary writes: “April 27 Mrs. Dr. 
Hilligoss, of Anderson, Ind., dosed a 
very successful series of lectures at 
Danville, Ill. While Mrs. Hilligoss was 
here the First Spiritual Church was or
ganized; also a Ladies’ Aid Society. 
Mrs. Hilligoss is a worker In the cause 
that any society might be proud to 
have. During the month that she served 
the society she added about twenty-five 
names to the roll of membership, and 
;s tlie only lecturer who ever increased 
t)ur membership. The society was so 
¡veil pleased with her ability and her 
efforts that they engaged her for a 
term of ten months, beginning Septem
ber 1, 1898. Mrs. Hilligoss had an en
gagement at Chattanooga, Tenn., for 
the month of May, and wil probably 
divide the summer between there and 
Nashville, Tenn,”

J. C. F. Grumbine, assisted by W. W. 
Tatum, the well-known medium for 

. .flatrvoyant and physical manifesta
tions, will hold services, under the aus
pices of the Order of the White Rose, at 
Handel Hall, each Sunday of June and 
July, and hold classes and seances in 
the city. Mr. Tatum Is a stranger In 
Ilie city, but is said to be a fine medium. 
He sits at each seance under absolutely 
test conditions. President Edwin R. 
Eldridge, LL. D.. of the State Normal 
College, Alabama,wrote of Mr. Tatum’s 
work: “Professor Tatum's mediumistic 
powers are of a very high order Indeed, 
and I commend his exhibitions to all 
Students of practical psychology as be
ing full of phenomena extremely in
teresting and suggestive to the lover of 
that science, now reeognizAtl as being 
at the foundation of all human educa
tion and culture.” Mr. Grumbine aud 
Mr. Tatum will give a limited number 
of lectures and seances In the adjoining 
cities in the States of Illinois. Michigan, 
Ohio and Indiana. Address Mr. Gruni- 
bine, 7820 Hawthorne avenue (Station 
P), Chicago.

Mrs. Claman is now lecturing in 
Kansas City, Mo. Site can be ad
dressed there for engagements at No. 
309 East lltli street.

Mrs. A. E. Sheets will serve the Ionia 
Society of Spiritualists. Sunday, May 
22, morning and evening.

Julia Steelman Mitchell, lecturer and 
platform test medium, has regained her 
usual good health and will attend the 
Jubilee. Has June and September 
open dates. Will go South for January
mid February. 1899.
A, Newport. Ky.

M. E. Foster writes

Address Station

■Tlease say to
the public that Dr. J. ('. Phillips is the 
efficient superintendent of Mt. Pleasant 
Park Camp, and all wishing to engage 
tents or rooms before tlie opening of 

'enmp must apply to him at Mt. Pleas
ant Park. Clinton, Iowa.”

J. M. II. writes: "I am with Will C. 
Hodge on doing away with dark se- 
tnces. to lessen fraud, ‘(live us more
light.’ lion Warren Smith, April 23,
jives us many good shots on Crimes 

.and Murders iu Christian Lauds.” 
. Mr. M. B. Sheets, father of the speak

er, Mrs. A. E. Shwts. lies critically ill 
nt his home at Grand Ix>dge, Mich.

• Frank T. Ripley, test medium and' 
.speaker, has open dates for June. July 

t and August, and can be addressed for 
■ camp or grove meetings. He is now 
speaking and giving tests at South 
Bend, Ind., for the First Spiritualist So- 
clety. Address nil letters to him for 

...May, to South Bend, Ind.; for June, to
■s.Oxford, Ohio.

Mrs. Mary Miller writes from Louis
. ville, Ky.: “The First Spiritual Church 

of Louisville elected officers for the en
. suing year as follows: President, H. F. 

Marites; vice-president, A. Shellberg; 
financial secretary. Dr. Thomas Mc- 
Ahoy; treasurer, Mrs. F. F. Markes; 
corresponding secretary. Miss Mary 
Miller; librarian, Mrs. Mary McAboy; 
trustees, Charles Hoefstetter, Mrs. 
Lizzie Cane, aud Mrs. Mary Jewel. A 
great proof of the harmony prevailing 
is the re-election of all the officers. It 
was then decided to call on some of the 
Lyceum girls, so Hint the strangers 
present could see how the Spiritualists 
educate them so as to bring them out 
and make them co-equal before the 
public with man. The chairman 
:1a I mod that the Spiritualists had done 
more to bring ladies to the front, in the 

'fist fifty years, than all other religious 
■ lenominations together. After these 
txerclses Mr. F. W. Harper, of New 
Albany, Ind., was called upon. He was 
•ducated for a Methodist minister, but 
liter preaching that doctrine for sev- 
iral years his progressive mind forced 
aim to grow out of the church, and 
ifter investigating Spiritualism he got 
in to a broad platform, which he said 
i^lll lead any investigator to enjoy life

here below aud a happy future life be
yond. His half-hour discourse was lis

. tened to by an appreciative and intelll- 
; gent audience, and was highly com
' mended, He was followed with tests 
; by Mrs. E. W. Harper, Mrs. Mary 
’ Jewel, and Charles Hoefstetter. Dr. 
; McAboy then made announcement that 
( as the First Spiritual Church had not 
, missed one Sunday service since it was 
! organized, the people could expect it 
’ would continue. And he gave them all 
! a free invitation to come every Sunday 

night, and as we conduct our meetings 
i as other churches (free admission), he 
' thought and hoped we would continue 

to have »»full houfie at every meeting.” 
. M. St. Omer Briggs seems to be doing 
. a good work in Hamilton, Ohio. May 1 

she lectured on the “Needs of the 
. Hour,” a patriotic address, Gen. Benj.

F. Butler being tlie controlling intelli
gence. May 8, he took for his subject 
“The Condition of Spirits in the Lower 
and Higher Spheres,” which was a 
grand lesson. As we sow, so we shall 
reap. The audience was carried in 
words and description from the time 
tlie spirit left the body to Its search for 
heaven and loved ones, back to witness 
the mourners at the funeral of the mor
tal. The condition of those who passed 
away in the war and stained with 
blood, were described as difficult to 
work out of. But as the world became 
spiritualized wars would cease. Then 
we should recognize the brotherhood of 
num and the fatherhood of God.

P. C. Mills, state agent, writes that 
Mr. M. D. Wood, of Centralia, Wash., 
has been duly appointed financial agent 
for Lewis, Pacific and Wahkiakum 
counties, to receive aud solicit funds to 
meet the expense of arranging for and 
currying on a convention of .Spiritual
ists of Washington, to organize a state 
association, auxiliary to the N. S. A.

Secretary writes from Sturgis, Mich.: 
. “Mrs. R. W. Barton, now of Grand 

Rapids, Mich., was with the Harmonial 
Society of Sturgis, Mich., Sunday, April 
24 and May 1. This was the first time 
that she hud lectured for the society, 
and, although a stranger, and in a 
strange cliurch, did remarkably well. 
The tests she gave after each lecture 
were good, aud nearly all said they 
were true. She held one private circle 
during her stay here, and gave to each 
one of the twenty-eight persons in the 
circle a reading. I believe Mrs. Barton 
to be a true woman, good medium, and 
a conscientious worker.”

N. H. Eddy writes: "The annual meet
ing of the First Spiritual Church of 
Buffalo, N. Y’., for the election of offi
cers for tlie ensuing year, was hidd in 
the temple Friday evening, May G, and 
elected A. G. Atcheson, president, 274 
N. Division street; Mrs. J. H. R. Matti
son, first vice-president; Mrs. I). C. 
Metberell; L. C. Beezing, corresponding 
secretary. 1(12 Garner avenue.; Mrs. L. 
IE Eggleston, financial secretary; J. W. 
Beebe, treasurer; additional trustees, 
Ella Atchesou, W. F. Albee, J. C. Spen
cer and C. Whittemer. The regular 
meetings are well attended Sundays, 
and the people are reaping a line treat 
of spiritual food and instruction under 
the ministrations of Moses Hull and 
Mattie Hull, who labor with earnest 
zeal to disseminate spiritual knowledge 
and truths. Their teachings are deeply 
Interesting the people. The Young 
People's Spiritual Institute which was 
organized last October, has about fifty 
members and is in a flourishing condi
tion.”

Mrs. S. C. Seoveil writes: “We are on 
the eve of leaving Kansas City, and re
gret tlie change very much, but busi
ness matters pertaining to the settle
ment of my father's estate, and duty to 
an aged mother, make the move a ne
cessity. We leave here with an anxious 
desire for the future good of tlie cause. 
Notwithstanding tlie terrible weather 
ever since our coming here, our audi
ence has averaged two hundred people, 
by actual count. This shows an awak
ening of many whq have never investi
gated Spiritualism, only on the phenom
enal plane, but who are now awake to 
the philosophy. The spirit friends 
seemed to realize the needs of the hour, 
and when our hearts were tilled with 
regret at leaving so many hungry souls 
asking for the spiritual bread of life. 
Brother and Sister Claman came in 
from Topeka. They consented to re
main a few weeks at least, and perhaps 
by the time they are compelled to re
turn home, some other workers will be 
sent here. Mrs. Claman in well-choscu 
words accepted our trust, and with the 
assistance .of a good musician and a 
choir, who promised t heir help to her as 
to ourselves. Sunday. Mnv 15. she will 
take our place at Woodland Hall. Mr. 
Seoyell anil I will take up our work in 
Joplin and Galena, where with spiritual 
and material matters to look after we 
will have plenty to do. Galena, Kansas, 
will be our home as long as my mother 
is spared to earth friends. I will till 
camp engagements, but otherwise can
not accept outside work beyond the ter
ritory of Webb City, Joplin and Galena, 
only for funerals or weddings, not for 
public work.”

W. W. Hancock writes from Moons- 
ville, Ind.: "We bad Brother J. N. Hilli
goss, of Anderson, and C. J. Barnes and 
wife, with us May G and 7. The Doctor 
gave us two line lectures, one on the 
subject of Life and one otTLove. The 
Doctor Is a new speaker and is very in
spirational. Mr. Barnes gave us two 
seances which were very successful. 
Mrs. Barnes gave us some very beauti
ful tests, which were very convincing 
to all present.”

M. M. Comstock, secretary, writes 
from Wheatlaud, Mich.: “I am sorry to 
have to announce that circumstances 
are such that it is thought best to aban
don the camp at Birdsell’s Landing. 
Devil’s Lake, Mich., for 1898, and that 
all persons who paid their membership 
fee. except the members of the official 
board, can have their money by re
questing the same; or, which I think 
bettor still, turn it over to the State or 
National Association. Any questions 
will be cheerfully answered as far as 
possible by addressing the secretary.”

Mrs. C. R. writes from Ridgeway, 
Mich.: “Dr. P. T. Johnson, of Battle 
Creek. Mich., has been with us,.«nd we 
have had a very enjoyable meeting at

ON THE SIDE OF THE ANGELS.
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. The Independent Club, of Newbury
port, Mass., of which Dr. O. W. Hidden 
Is grand master, bps dosed its hall 
meetings for the season with all bills 
paid, money iu the treasury, and a snug 
t>tun Intlje bank, to serve as a nucleus 
for its building fund. During tlie sum
mer the dub and the Haverhill Spirit
ual Union will unite in a series of pic
nics in the woods and at the seashore.

Mrs. Maggie Stewart, of Piqua, O., 
has accepted a month’s engagement 
with the First Spiritualist Church of 
Washington, Pa., commencing on Sun
day, May 15. All correspondence will 
reach her there for the month.

Correspondents writes: “I speak of 
your wonderful offer of two valuable 
books and your paper, to everyone who 
comes in. Many who are acquainted 
with both desire me to ask if it is pos
sible to get more from the same pen, 

. and hope you will be able to feed them 
upon such food for some time. The 
author of those books writes from ex
periences aijd they are worth a carload 

. of theory. Prof. Geo. W. Walrond is 
taking a needed rest after two years 
continuous work. He works more hours 
than any worker in Denver, and accom
plishes more In a business way than 
any four mediums here. One of the 
few exceptions that combines many 
phases with business ability. He has 
held public meetings for a longer'time 
with greater success than any other 
worker here for several years. During 
his absence the meetings are continued 
by Dr. N. F. Ravlin, of San Francisco, 
and L. W. Van Dyke. Mrs. Bedell is 
holding private meetings weekly, which 
are well attended, and there Is renewed 
interest shown among investigators.”

H. F. Coates is now located at 2420 
Indiana avenue, where lie will hold 
dark trumpet circles, which have 
proved very satisfac^ry in Chicago.

D. W. Hull has been engaged for the 
camp-meetings at Liberal, Mo., August 
20 to 28, and Carthage, Mo., September 
10 through the meeting. Would like 
engagements in that direction before or 
after that time. Address, Norton, Kan.

P. J. Barrington, M. D., writes from 
Webster City, Iowa: "Just arrived at 
this place this evening. I will remuiln 
here perhaps two months. The grand 
old Progressive Thinker grows richer 
and rarer as the years come and go. 
How I do enjoy its pages .every week it 
comes.”

Mrs. Frances Ruddlck is with the 
friends at present in Lafayette, Ind., 
holding seances and giving slate writ
lugs very satisfactorily. She -wishes 
to engage for eamp work. She will be 
at Hgslett Park, accompanied by Miss 
Pearl Lucas, the noted girl trance me
dium of Lafayette.

Dr. Juliet H. Severance has open 
dates for the next season after close of 
camps. She would like to correspond 
with committees in reference to lecture 
engagements as soon as possible. For 
the present month address GG1 Milwau
kee street, Milwaukee, Wis.

The First Spiritual Church of Dan
ville, has Mrs. India Hill, of Decatur, 
111., as speaker, and Mrs. A. E. Klbby, 
of Cincinnati, O., for tests, for tlie 
month of May. These ladles are said 
to be very efficient workers.

Major C. II. Mathews, of New Phila
delphia, Ohio, who has been an earnest 
Spiritualist ever since March 31, 1848, 
being near 79 years old, aud feeling un
able Io attend the Jubilee at Rochester, 
N. Y„ has sept to W. H. Baeh for exhi
bition 22 pictures, spirit photographs, 
crayon drawings and copies of slate- 
written messages; all genuine and 
many of tlieih gems of art produced 
from the other side of life. He sends 
greetings and words of encouragement 
to all who are In search of truth.

A VETERAN PASSED ON
Harmon J. Clark, of Akron 

Ohio.

The Akron Spiritualists, and many 
warm friends of Harmon J. Clark were 
greatly shocked Sunday morning, Muy 
1, to learn of his sudden transition, 
wliich occurred at the residence of his 
sister, Mrs. Amelia Kingsley, of Wil
loughby. Ohio.

Brother Clark was the proprietor of 
the Buchtel Hotel, of Akron, at the

To Improve Spiritualism.
No doubt every earnest worker for 

Spiritualism desires to improve the 
public cause, aud pyery worker should 
unceasingly endetfvor to do so. We 
need more who are-willing to set aside 
self-help, making ' personal emolument 
and publie plaudits secondary to the 
good they may doi.i iVVith all the despot
ism and desire for piiwer manifested by 
the Christian churches, they have had 
self-saerificing men aud women who 
have earnestly sought to benefit hu
manity and alleviate suffering.

Spiritualism has ever been advocated 
as the cause of humanity. We talk of 
a desire to help human beings of all 
classes, and at.,the same time decry 
affiliation with persons whose character 
may ije tainted, or with whom gossip- 
ers may be taking liberty. Talmage 
has just preached for a church of 
wealthy and poor to commune together; 
and that would vastly improve the 
Christian Church. < And I feel like rais
ing my. voice for Spiritualism to be a 
refuge for both good and evil human 
beings, with all classes added thereto. 
Truth is no respecter of persons; and 
immortality is the destiny of all. •

What right have we to condemn? It 
is this petty spirit of caste that has de
stroyed the usefulness of the Christiaff 
churches, and Is barring the progress of 
associated Spiritualists to perform use
ful spiritual labors for humanity. It 
has destroyed too many local organiza
tions, and is the great preventive of 
present ones.

What humanitarian efforts are we 
putting forth? Our local cause is com- 
polled to be managed for financial sus
tenance rather than for a diffusion of 
spirit messages aud spiritual truths to 
the people. There is little soul in our 
efforts! Mediums and speakers must 
work for a bare sustenance, and cannot 
get help to "give of their gifts” to the 
spiritually needy. Too often are work
ers unwilling to use their gifts unless 
compensated by money. And that has 
greatly been forced upon them by the 
lack of support and by the Itinerant 
system of labor. Every localized me
dium knows rhe taxation made on his 
time and strength by social demands 
and by the poor and needy who are 
crying for help.

Having done much of continuous 
local labor in various localities, I can 
tell of demands exceeding ability of 
strength aud justice. 'The .Spiritualist 
exacts tlie most—and is often, very 
often-the most unwilling to financially 
help. Our cause suffers for money in 
this age of gold. When the spiritual 
era dawns, then we may be able to 
labor without price. Now we cannot 
do so all the time. But we must be 
able to do so some of the time. We 
must learn to présent spiritual truths 
and spirit helps to the world freely, sus- 
taiued by local public sustenance.

The Spiritualists should create an or
ganized body, freely sustained finan
cially, with employed mediums to mln-. 
Isler unto the spiritual needs of every 
communicant who seeks. Thal is why 
we need a Spiritual t-hurch! A church 
is the conservator of charity and spirit
ual help. The medium can become a 
useful laborer when fully equipped to 
utilize gifts of thé spirit without fear of« 
necessary food, clothing uud shelter. 
Our local cause would then assume 
vast proportions of public utility and 
not be isolated and struggling en
deavors to hold together for desultory 
labors. Yes, we need harmony and co
operation! We need a National Associa
tion fully sustained to ability of help
fulness for each struggling local so
ciety. We need individual Spiritualists 
to sacrifiée more (or at least a little) for 
the cause. We need to back spirit help 
by mortal help. We need a more self
sacrificing class of speakers and me
diums. We need no Spiritual politicians 
to hold high places, but must make it 
possible only for merit to attain the 
pinnacles of honor and utility. We do 
not need to hunt for fraud, for that will 
condemn itself. We need only search 
for truth, justice, honor, integrity and 
zeal—and these will be fully and freely 
exposed for our recognition.

Rochester, N. Y. G. W. KATES.

From Light, London, Eng.
Or try it on the side of poetry, always 

remembering that by poetry 1 mean in
sight set to mental music. The foolish 
think poetry is only fantastic phrasing 
or pretty spinning out of syllables and 
rhymes; but the wise know that true 
poetry belongs to tl(e well-springs of 
life, to the “fountain of tlie great deep” 
in man—to love and hate, to hope and 
fear—ay! to all that differentiates man 
from mere beast, and makes him indeed 
a living soul. As Browning has it—It is 
the poet who knows. Aud practically 
all the poets have been “on the side of 
the angels,” have seen in poor strug
gling man the making of an immortal 
spirit, have seen how all man’s destiny 
is determined from within, and how 
that destiny eaunot fall of its fulfil
ment.

TENNYSON, 
in these latter days, taught this on the 
highest reaches of thought and seer
ship, of inspiration and prophecy. He 
said: '
Man as yet is being made, and, ere the 

crowning age of ages,
Shall not aeon after aeon pass and 

touch him Into shape?
Prophet eyes may catch a glory slowly 

gaining in the shade, '
Till the peoples all are one, and all their 

voices blend in clioric
Hallelujah to the Maker—“It is fin 

ished, man is made!”
THE SUBTILE NATURAL LAWS 

have produced a Florence Nightingale, 
by slow degrees, from the Snarling 
brute in forestaud cave; and a Father 
Damien has taken the place of Caliban. 
Has not the process been wrought out 
from within? Is not the result a tri
umph of spirit over the flesh? And, if 
so, is not spirit the great reality? This 
is the sublime teaching of poetry; and 
it is the teaching of all life which, at 
every step, needs the explanations and 
promises of spirit, molding and con
quering the flesh, and consoling the 
struggler under tile sharp process of ev
olution or the being "born again.”

Or, last of all, try it
ON THE SIDE OF RELIGION, 

and here our difficulty is as much where 
to begin as where to stop. Religion in 
every form may be defined as a mode 
of manifestation of spiritual emotion; 
and even Mr. Frederic Harrison’s plea 
for Religion, from the 1’osltivlsts or 
sheer Secularists’ point of view, pro
ceeds from and carries us back to the 
purely spiritual forces of the inner spir
itual self, and bases itself upon an ideal 
of human life wliich has for its motive 
n negative of the brutal and an exalta
tion of the spiritual and ethical self; 
and his ideal world, so often and al
ways so charmingly described, would, 
if realized, be a world of happy spirits, 
using the material body and all mate
rial things as means to an end—that 
end being the reign of pity, justice,
sweetness and light and love, all 
which are purely spiritual.

In fact, Mr. Frederic Harrison's 
tion of religion

IS PURE SPIRITUALISM
on its practical side, and is not far

of

no-

re-

time of his transition, also one of 
leading members and supporters of 
First Spiritual Society of that city.

the 
the THE BROCKWAYS.

The Greatest op all 
Stei*-Savers.

subject whieli belongs to that which Is 
most vital In the history of the human 
race; and yet, before I turn from it, 
there is one question I ought perhaps to 
answer—“Even though all this is true, 
how does it prove the truth of what is 
known as ‘Spiritualism'?” Does that 
question really need an answer? Spir
itualism has two sides—the one relat
ing to spirituality, the other relating to 
phenomena. The first I have discussed; 
the second needs no discussing; it is 
simply a matter of experience. All I 
will say is, that if what I have ad
vanced is true, the immense probability 
is that the Spiritualists are right all 
through. If splriMife is the great re
ality; If to be a spirit is to be a pro
moted being, lifted into the larger and 
more subtile life of causes at first hand; 
if the sphere of spirit-life nearest to us 
is probably the sphere of the ether- 
ocean; It seems to follow that spirit In
tercourse is the most probable thing im
aginable; and the only wonder is that 
it is not universal and continuous—as 
perhaps it may be when we are fit for 
it and want it.

AT ALL EVENTS, 
to scorn the claim of spirit communion, 
to deem It impossible, to even treat it as
something to loathe and put down, 
must be taken as indicating a form of 
Atheism of the worst kind, none the 
less deplorable because it claims to
the defender of the Faith.

10 THE JUBILEE.
be

Greetings from One Who 
Will Not Be There.

A few days previous to the time tills 
Issue of The Progressive Thinker
reaches its thousands of readers and is 
being perused, it is hoped there will be 
gathered at Rochester, N. Y., the birth
place of Modern Spiritualism, the 
largest representation of the cause that 
has ever been massed at any one time 
on tlie globe, and yet there are thou
sands who must stay at home whose 
presence would be highly appreciated 
by all, but for reasons known only to 
themselves they will not be there.

All factions, and that means not a 
few in .Spiritualism, will be represented 
at the Jubilee, and every representative
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He was born in Chardon, July 24, 
1832, and was therefore nearly GG years 
old. At the time of tlie civil war he 
wa$ the first man to enlist from Geauga 
county, serving as First Lieutenant in 
the Geauga Rifles, aud continuing his 
service all through the war.

"Uncle Hannon,” as he was familiar
ly called, was universally known as an 
ardent Spiritualist, whose life was de
voted to tlie welfare of humanity, and 
the practical exemplification of the 
beautiful teachings of his loving spirit 
friends. By nature endowed with an 
active mind, with a very earnest and 
sympathetic lieart, and with a strong 
purpose to carry forward anv work 
which be considered beneficial to bls 
fellow-man; his earth-life was but a 
continual reflection of noble deeds, high 
aspirations, and unselfish love, that 
characterized his individuality.

In all that makes life beautiful, in 
deep earnestness, in kindness coupled 
with tenderness, and In doing well what 
one undertakes, Brother Clark was pre
eminent. His genial, loving nature, 
and quiet, spiritualizing influence, will 
be sadly missed by the many friends 
who had grown to love him.

The funeral took place on Tuesday, 
May 3, at his old home in Willoughby, 
and was largely attended by many 
friends from Cleveland, Warren, Akron, 
Zanesville and other towns.

The services were conducted by Dr. 
Schermerhorn, of Akron, a special 
friend of the family. The Willoughby 
Independent speaks as follows of the 
services: '

“His remarks were delivered inspira
tionally, and it is seldom that one Is 
privileged to listen to an address so 
hopeful, so consoling, so full of encour
agement, and withal delivered in such 
an eloquent manner.”

H. J. Clark leaves a sister, two broth
ers and a large number of nieces and 
nephews who feel that “Uncle Harm” 
will still continue to guide and encour
age them from his new home, where he 
has gone to reap the rich harvest he 
faithfully sowed in earth-life.

For many years Brother Clark has 
been a subscriber and sincere lover of 
The-Progressive Thinker, always keep
ing his Spiritualistic papers doing act
ive missionary work by passing them 
around among his many friends and ac-

Their Work in Portland, Ore.

All Books Sent Postpaid. Addressmust be subdued, must be laid aside; 
it means that all ambition of In
dividuals to rule, to dominate or dic
tate, must be burled beneath the sur
face and kept there during this great 
sessiou, for the sake of harmony, dig
nity and the cause, and for success.

This Fiftieth Anniversary Jubilee of 
Modern Spiritualism should only go 
into history as a peaceful, enthusiastle, 
intellectual assemblage of honest, 
soulful, considerate, dignified, reason
ing men and women for the purpose of 
commemorating the birth of the proof 
of immortality In this nineteenth cen
tury. If each one does a duty that the 
inner conscience prescribes, when the 
Golden Jubilee shall have become a 
thing of the past and the firm old rock 
of truth shall remain uumarred aud un
tarnished by the billows of contention, 
envy, greed, personal ambition aud un
dignified and unnecessary ventilations 
of pent, up anger, all can look buck to 
the time of this meeting with pride, and 
In tlie silence of their reflective mo
ments commune with their own mem
ories in sweet appreciation of tlie by
gone days of a loving Golden Jubilee.

This Is not nil. ’The world must be 
shown the light that has so long been 
kept under the bushel. People must 
know that there is a higher Spiritual
ism; that there is something in our phil
osophy, in our science, that the past 
generations- of prophets and philoso
phers only dreamed of, that all Cbris-

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

moved from that divine description of 
St. Paul’s; "The fruit of the Spirit is 
love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentle
ness, goodness, faith, meekness, tem
perance." Living for these, and living 
from these, he called "living in the 
Spirit"; and, from the point of*vlew  of 
Religion, properly understood, are not 
these the great realities—the great cre
ative and uplifting forces?

Then, beyond tills which, after all, 
only relates to man’s development and 
life here, Religion, in all Its forms, as 
generally understood, has always been 
inspired by a consciousness of, or by 
communion with,

THE UNSEEN POWERS.
This, of course, .does not prove the va
lidity of the world's religious trusts; 
but, when we remember what rellgiou 
has been and done in the world, it is 
only the word of truth and soberness to 
say that the belief in the unseen powers 
and the expectation of continued con
nection with them after what we call 
death, must be classed amongst-the su
preme realities of human nature and 
human life.

It is here that we come up with the 
glorious hope of a world of

FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS 
beyond the borderland of sense and 
time: and it is here that we part com
pany with Mr. Frederic Harrison nnd 
those who, like George Eliot, believe in 
living on only ns an influence in the 
lives of others, and whose ,

“0, may I join the choir invisible!” 
only means—O, may I do something 
Hint shall help me to live on In a height
ened general good to which I contri
buted!

WE DO NOT WANT A HEAVEN 
for the historical ones and for the finer 
cultured few, we want a heaven for the 
whole race; for the modest, and the re
tiring, and the poor, and the crushed; 
for those defeated In life's battle, be
fore they had endured the smoke; we 
want a heaven for the little loving mar
tyr souls—children, who, acting on the 
instinct of the eternal, shared their 
crust with their playmates and passed 
away before life's bud had blossomed; 
passed away—not in history, not in

THE FSYCHOGR^FH :
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1 and correctness of the communications received by 
It, aid. and a, a menu.- or drveluplns mediumship.

Do you wish to inveathjato Spiritualism?
Do you wish to develop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communications?

The Psycbograph Is an Invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

To the Editor:—The cause of Spirit
ualism is growing and gaining favor in 
tlie northwest. In the metropolis of 
Oregon much interest prevails. Three 
societies hold regular meetings weekly, 
while a corps of local workers arid me
diums advance the light of truth. Mrs. 
H. C. Westlake, of this city, is not only 
a reliable medium, possessing rare 
spirituality but is a lady highly gifted 
in song. Her instrumental and vocal 
music are an attractive feature of the 
weekly seances held by the Brockway 
family, at the auditorium, to enthusias
tic houses.

The Brockways are well and favor
ably known on this coast, and their re
markable mediumistic powers have 
awakened unusual interest here. Mrs. 
Broekway gives public tests of inde
pendent slate-writing,or written mes
sages on some article of apparel, by her 
hand merely coming In contact with the 
same. Charles Brockway, the son, in 
his “proof positive tests," exhibits won
derful power in reading sealed letters 
verbatim, giving full names and correct 
answers to all questions, and convinc
ing tests by his accurate delineation of 
personal matters known only to the im
mediate parties. So unaccountable are 
his powers, the modern skeptic raises 
the cry of “fraud.’! At the last seance 
one of this class asked that a committee 
be allowed on the platform to see if the 
sealed letters werectampered with, and 
to discover the trick as they stated. 
This request was 'refused on the 
grounds of inharmonic conditions, the 
one thing to be eliminated from a suc
cessful seance. In ¡order to satisfy the 
most skeptical present; Mr. Brockway 
said that he would1 not touch an envel
ope nor go nearMbé table on which 
were piled the sealed! betters. ne ac. 
cordingly remained on the front of the 
rostrum during themvening, and read a 
large -'number of sealed communica
tions, giving in each and every case full 
and complete satisfaction of the power 
of spirit to overcome matter and reveal 
things hidden from mortal sight. Many 
convincing testswere given to strangers 
present, who testified there was no pos
sible way in which the medium could 
personally know of them, their friends 
or affairs. The enthusiastic manner 
with which these statements were re
ceived by the audience, demonstrated 
the fact that the only fraud apparent 
was the fraud hunters themselves.

The work of this trio of-mediums in 
this city as well as elsewhere, causes 
many to marvel; others ponder, while 
a greater number recognize the truth of 
the philosophy that •

"There lies around us like a cloud,- 
A world we cannot -see,” /

and that our friends who have passed 
mortality’s veil are still near us, and 
can and do communicate. ■

HANNAH M. WALSER.
Portland, Ore. -

tlanity has hoped for and the world 
mentally and spiritually longed for 
proof of immortality and a sweet and 1 
loving communion with those from 
whom they were torn by the angel of 
death in the dark days of superstition 
and belief in a hell and an angry God.

It Is hoped that harmony will" prevail 
during the entire session, and that the 
Jubilee will be conducted In a manner 

-that will do credit to the entire manage
ment and make all who were not for- with every Instrument. Many who were not aware of 

their incdLunjlstlc gift, have, after a few riding«, 
. been able to receive delightful messages A volume 
i might bo filled with commendatory letters. Many 
who began with It as an amusing tc;». found that the 
Intelligence controlling ft knew more than them- 

“ndbecame converts to Spiritually.
> Capt. D. B. Edwards, orient, h. V, writes: "I had

tunatc enough to be there in person, 
feel proud of the representation and the 
presentation of their beloved cause to 
the world by this band of earnest work
ers, enthusiastic men and women and 
able advocates and demonstrators of 
eternal life and eternal love.
-Greetings to all from one who will 

not be there in person, but whose spirit 
is with every movement towards the 
unfoldment of the highest spiritual fac
ulties in man. such as be hopes will lie 
the predominant desire of everyone 
present.

LET US ALL SING.
Many are the sighs that are taken from

' the heart
By the knowledge that this life is not 

the all.
Many are the tears that are wiped 

away in part
By the voices of the loved ones as 

they call:
“Coming, coming, coming In the twilight 

of the day;
Coming, coming, coming from our home 

across the way.”
Many are the blessings and the com

forts In this wave
That is sweeping from the rich im

mortal shore;
It has robbed us of a devil and has 

opened up the grave,
And has proven our existence ever-

-» more.
“Coming, coming, coming when the 

moon is shining bright;
Coming, coming, coming In the silence 

of the night.
Many are the brave ones now passing 

over there
To that country where the spirits are 

all free;
Many are the kindred now waiting 

everywhere ,
For the coming of the Golden Jubilee.

“Coming, coming, coming in their 
purest, highest glee;

Coming, coming, coming to the Golden 
Jubilee.” - -.

communications (by the l^ychograph) from many 
cvcn from old whote grave- 

«tones are mow-grown In the old rr.rd. Thev have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Splr- 
H’mllsm la indeed true, and the communications have 
ffl'ep my heart the greatest comfort in the severeat 
,On J?ave ofpon, daughter, and their mother.” 

' Crowell, " hose writings have made his
name familiar to those Interested in psychic mnttera, 
writes as follows: "I am much pleased with the Pay- 
chograph. it la very simple tn principle and construc
tion, and I am sure must be far more sensitive to spir
itual power than the one now In use. I believe It will 

i £fn’’’‘ally supersede the latter when Its superior 
merits become known.”

| Securely packed, and sen t postage paid frem 
the manufacturer, for $1.00. Address!

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights. Ohio.

posthumous influences, not in the fu
ture life of manhood, but all lost as in
fluence for the good.
WHAT HEAVEN OF INFLUENCES 
is there for the thousands, whose wings 
and aspirations have struggled all their 
life in the mud through having to 
scrape for paltry pence to eke out a 
bare subsistence;'what heaven of influ
ence is there for those who have been 
known to possess lofty thoughts that 
might ■ have “pierced the night Hire 
stars” had they not been held to the 
earth by the rocking of too many 
cradles; by the washing of too many 
pots, by toiling at the bench and the 
desk for too many hours? When all 
this had been done, they had not energy 
enough left for the higher, though the 
germ of the higher was in them. If this 
cosmic idea were all; this after life all; 
it would be but a tomb for millions of 
broken hearts, and frustrated purposes, 
and blossoming hopes, and splendid 
lives crushed in premature decay. Our 
sense of unity demands conservation 
and the transmission of moral and spir
itual energy, the indestructibility of 
moral and spiritual forces, the trans
ference of it all by the laws of science 
to higher realms in the unseen,

..DOES ONE CALL THAT A DREAM
—“the baseless fabric of a vision?” I 
call it the finest blossoming and the 
richest fruiting on the tree of human 
life—the promise of something that will 
remain when
“The cloud-capp’d towers, the gorgeous 

. palaces,
The solemn temples, the great globe 

itself, _ '
Yea, all which it Inherit shall dissolve. 
And, like this insubstantial pageant 

faded, •
Leave not a rack behind."

ITS TWO SIDES.
But here I must leave this fascinating

Thumbscrew and Rack.
Torture Implement« employed In the XVth and 

XVIth centuries for the promulgation of Christianity 
with pictorial illustration«. By Geo. E. Macdonald! 
Price 10 cents.

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

To Advance Humane Education 
in All Its Phases,

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

His able and logical lec-
quaintances. COM.¥

ß-

DR. T. WILKINS.

Moorevllle.
tures there were most favorably re
ceived, and the improvised poems were 
simply grand. We think the Doctor 
one of our ablest workers, and his terms 
are very reasonable. Societies In need 
of his services will not be disappointed 
in engaging him.” -

Farmer Riley writes from'Marcellus, 
Mich.: “I wish to notify my many 
friends who write, me, I am laid up in 
bed with fever and inflammatory 
rheumatism. Tell them all I will an
swer as soon as able, if I ever get bet
ter on this side of the divide. I have 
been sick a long time and am worse 
now than ever.”

«'Encyeiopeaia or Biblical Spiritual- 
tsm: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or implv 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The weU-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results of his many years’ study 
of the Bible in its relations to Spiritual
Ism. As its title denotes, it is a veri
table encyclopedia of infomation on the 
subject Price ?1. For sale at thia 
pSca. • . ■ ■ ■ ■-

. .“The Priest, the Woman, and the Con- 
fdssional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chlnlquy, reveals the de
grading, impure Influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail ?L For sale at 
this office.

Lyceums and Societies that wish to get up cle« 
rating, interesting and paying entertainments can*  
not do better than to have a Prize Contest. The en
tire plan, with full directions, Is In the book, and 
may be easily managed. Nothing kindles enthusiasm 
more quickly than an Angell Prize Contest! Noth
ing Is needed more. Any Individual may organic 
one in his own town and reap a financial reward.

TBY IT! PBICE, 30 CENTS.
Address

EMMA EOOD TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

BOMANISM AND THE RE
PUBLIC.

A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OP 
Al Mi country ihonld bare nt hand for connut» 
Uon. By Bor. Isaac J. Lanilng, M. A. Thia la a roä 
able work, conalating of a Dlacuulon of the Purpoièf, 
Àaaumptlona, Principle« and Method, of tbe Bornait 
Cathode Hierarchy. TbevrorkoontalaiMTiiaf««, amj 
®ar be ooaMdared a mine of valuable totomatlon to | 
•vary patriot tette tend. Price »1. For «M at fell 
•Oto». '
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¡QUESTIONS | 
# ANSWERS |

A Tins department is under Hie management of

' HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights. Ohio.

SPIRITUAL GUIDANCE.
The Star of Truth, the Eternal Gyide o1 

the Soul.

II FRIENDLY GHAT WITH SOME
OF OUR 60RRESF0NDENTS.

LOriCE.—No attention will be given anonymous let
ters. Full name and address must be given, or the letters 
will not be read. If tlie request be made, the name will 
hot be published. The correspondence of tins depart
ment has become excessively large, especially letters oi: 
inquiry requesting private answers, and while I freely 
give whatever information I am able, the ordinary court
esy of correspondence is expected.
ri HUDSON TUTTLE.

Urrm A. Burlingame: Q. If you ever put tbe Ques
tions and Answers m book form, put me down as a sub- 
ecriber. I think it would make the best missionary book 
possible on (spiritualism, and there is need, for do you not 
think the prospect discouraging?

A- Tins has been repeatedly suggested by correspond
ents. and perhaps some passages worthy of preservation 
might be culled, but new and living questions are con
stantly pressing to the Iront, und there is not time to 
more than retain that portion ot past labor which assets 
the future. It is the questions which shape and give 
value to this department. It depends tor its inspiiing 
motive on the vast army of progressive thinkers who sene 
then1 questions.

We ought not to be discouraged by the prospect, 
ooircely fitly years, and the new belief, the Substitution 
of knowledge lor blind faith: the relegation of all spirit
ual ■ phenomena, to law; the exaltation of man as divine 
»nd immortal by heritage: the crumbling of ull creeds and 
togim’S’ the breaking oi the floods oi light, ull these have

■en realized- and the must indent cuuld nut uSk foi moie. 
_ iRconraged! We ought rather lo rejoice al the advance
ment. and take new strength.

Boin of the spirit oi love, of light and life, oi the 
illimitable and eteinul; clothed with the elements 01 
iKitei and cuitli, of air and lire: shaped by the impress oi 
vibiunt spheres, and nourished on the breast oi nature s 
bounteous store, the captive soul awakens to beiuold the 
t> orld oi limitation that surrounds it and to tee! the bond
age of its lite to iorces that environ it. From the deep 
daikneos enveloping the mystery ot that holy calm winch 
precedes the dawn, the young mortal enters the firm
ament oi hgl^t. The soft dews irom heaven kiss the lux
uriant foliage of sleeping nature, the golden rays of the 
morning twilight flush from that horizon where tlie rising 
dawn heralds the approach oi day. and the twinkling 
stare slowly iade from view. Then the beams oi the 
morning sun flood the skies with myriads of eti'canung 
energies, and the newborn mortal feels the stirring of an 
mesistible impulse within its breast, urging it on toward 
the restless sea of human activity: and in obedience to the 
law of progression it is borue away upon the astral cur
rent of time. In the early morn ot its earthly day it 
drifts along upon the happy stream of clnldliooiL where 
the npphng waves of pulsating hie softly murmur the 
lullaby of perfect joy. Youth listens to the babbling 
brooks, feasts on the perfume of the flowers, and revels m 
the beauties of forest and fields and drifting skies.

But siiiftly the stream of life moves onward with the 
passing, years. Ihe dawning ideals that thrill the soul 
with the glow uf hie lead ever on. through sunshine and 
cloud, through calm and storm, into the deep broad cur
rent of manhood s grave career. 1 lie bloom of innocence 
that flushed the face of youth begins to fade, the light of 
punty that beamed from the eye grows dim. But an un
seen guide gives courage to the faltering soul in moments 
oi despond, a silent voice is present 111 the tumultuous 
hour when hope struggles with despair, and with the 
magnetic power of love the angel oi man s better nature 
inspues him with light and iaitli. and leads him into a 
sphere of industry and usefulness.

Life on earth is not all sunshine, for it is here that the
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SPIRITUALISTIC LITERATURE.

APTER HLR DLATH. The Story of a Summer. Pervaded with pure and 
sublimely spiritual thought. Something to make the reader pause and 

reflect almost to enhancement. By Lilian Whiting. Price $1.00-• 
API ER HIE SEX STRUCK, or Zugassents Discovery. This book Ig 

intended to teach husband and wife how to agreeably adjust their dif*  
teiences. Highly agreeable is its contents. By Geo. N. Miller Price 25c 
AGL OT REASON. Being an investigation of true and fabulous theology.

A new and complete edition, from new plates and new type: 186 pag'eb 
By Thomas Paine. Price. paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

defines spiritualism.
Tjnaei the be«d -What Is Spiritual

ism s C, P. M.. Molme. IU.. gives tne 
fallowing, us ins individual solution of 
tins great question, upon wlileh there 
is as much difference of opinion among 
Spiritualists, as upou the God question । ................ * ••• —--------- >------- j---- 1-— ■— v*
among Cunstians: . enthusing ideas. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Berlin Heights. 0- Price 30 cent»

Spnituaiism is a knowledge that I INTIOTHTV TTxrvwr’w~- -
man exists as an embodied spirit upon I fi »^IdiID. Ancient Voices irom tne Bpint rteaims ah
this eaitn, and tne knowledge that ue I " intensely interesting work, carrying one deeply into the mysteries of tlie 
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hat doe» it teach? It teaches tue Romanism as it is to-day. Price 15 cents *
»citm-e (knowledge) or tne pinlosopny. I 1RCANA OP VATTTwr t t— - - T(law) of life and of immortality, past: fi A™lA 2.hTh0 History and Laws of Creation. Thq 
present and future. Ils radiations are v»sm°g<’Dy of Spiritualism. A genuinely scientific work in understand? 
numberless. | able language. By Hudson Tuttle. Price 75 cents «wwrsumui

unadulterated Is nature’s I A^tton^of historiroTf'II?‘ / Orlgln of Rel‘g‘ons“ A valuable compila>, 
refore a natural religion. nn - facta relating to the ancient conception of the necessity!
contained tne embodiment Ilor sav*ora.  By baiah E. fitcomb. Price, cloth $100 *

01 the only nue «nd scientific explana-I I POLLONIUS OF TYANA T-lp-ttiod -o - n> • T ■ non or man’s present existence, and of A derf-1 ..... — . . J;lleu.tlIled “8 lhe Christian Jesus. A wonv
bls future destiny.” . co“mumcation, explaining how his life and teachings were utilized
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ANCIENT INDIA, Its Language and Religions. Translations of the] 
articles ‘-Religion of the Veda." and “Buddhism.” The Study of the!

bansknt. By Prof, II. Oldenberg. Price 2« cents

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS. To advance Humane Eduoa»' 
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U present day 
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_ Price, paper, 50 cents, postpaid

COMMEN1AR1ES ON HEBREW AND CHRISTIAN MYTHOLOGY 
A profound rehearsal of the selection of primitive divinities and othea 

Ktklinnl T» . I 1 Tl ■ « .-r « . i. . ----- '•* ’

A book of the 1-tcvoluti
Trice, paper. 7 5 cents

A book to inspire the reader to lo 
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,_.j I . -J- Price, cloth, io cents: postage a cents
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progress as one realizes the advantages I Dy Prot. Ludwig Buchner, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.00. '
XaidtyWbrldglnga over time S“pa™“ I .NIGHT T° M°RN’ °r An APPeal t0 the BaPtist Church'

With the advantages we have In mech- • Put in R10 hands of church members, and of all inquirers,
anisms of art and sciences there is still I Does not antagonize, but wins. By Abby A Judson. Price 15 cents 
taSiFnXthfs Ufe wHhle un! I P?“ S°UP ™ S0UL’ This beautiful book of beautiful PO0ma « all: 
seen and breaking the cold barriers of ' 0 lndicates—profound, sublime and tunefully poetic and restful
doubt, through the light of Intuition, I “ its variation. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, cloth, $1.00.
that X ray of the soul, and gradually pOSPEL OF BUDDHA. According to old records A translation from 

t““ ",“bX iT*  Ti m'“ TT1 °f ““ 8“"
together and are intermingled. the Parliament of Religions. By Dr. Paul Carus. Price $1.00.

Spiritualism is making rapid strides OOSPEL OF NATURE. A book filled from beginning to end with sniritual

for its higher teachings. The new spir- llte' Gherman and V m. F. Lyon. Price $1.00.
itual temple here is filled to overflowing I ORE AT ROMAN ANACONDA, or Thirty-seven and a half years in the 
each Sunday to hear our Moses, the in- U Church of Rome. A 32-page pamphlet By Prof Georce P Rn. stal ed pastor, and the enthusiasm is dolnh Ph D Price 15 cents 7 g ' K
unabated. Everybody is preparing to I . X ’ 5 „ ' T & CentS'
attend tbe Jubilee to be held at Roches-1 HELEN HARLOW’S VOW, or Self-Justice. It shows the falsities rampant - 
ter, and a good time is expected and il in society in matters of moral and social import, and the wrongs that flow

By L.» Walker. Price
year and proclamation of principles de- JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, or Christ and Mediumship. A careful com- • 
fining, our position before the world—a J parison of some of the Spiritualists and Mediums of to-dav with those nf - out a Bibte BISHOP A BEALS I Bibl® timeS- By M°SeS HuU' 48 pageS" PriCe 10 C0ntS'

Buffalo, N. Y. ‘ |0AN, THE MEDIUM, or the Inspired Heroine oLOrleans. This is the '
------------------------ J most beautiful history of Joan of Arc ever written. Thrilllngly interest-

“After Her Death. The Story of a K® convincing. By Moses Hull.. Price, cloth, 40 cents; paper, 25 cents. 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. n0 |OYS BEYOND THE THRESHOLD. A Sequel to The To-morrow of 
faff to t f^Mand deUghtXto 1 1 i““™’ Bpi“’ fascinating. Will bring joy to
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com- thousands. By Louis Figuier. Price $1.25, .
binlng advanced Ideas on the finer and | ANGUAGE OF THE STARS. This important work is the first practicalI Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature-in relation to man-
phere of exalted spiritual truth, a lssue<k Price 50 cents. . . .
book for the higher life. For sale at | IFE OF THOMAS PAINE. Hlustrated with views of the old Paine home- 
thls office. Price, cloth, $1. |_ stead and Paine Monument at New Rochelle. By the editor of the

“The Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lois I National, with preface and notes by Peter Eckler. Price, cloth, 75 cents. 
"Xd™ tois «KtaP wWcS^ I11'® AND LAB0R IN THB SPIRIT-WORLD. Being a description of 
tlons of great Importance to the race are I »■ Localities, Employments, Surroundings and Conditions in the Spheres, 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad-1 through Miss M. T. Shelhamer. Price, cloth, $1.00, 
vanced social reformer. Price 50 cents. ■ vnwnxr citthv xt uj-« A- , t , , . « . -“Bight Living.” , By Susan Hwir II YCE™ ^UIDE- New Edition. Gives every detail needed for effective . , 
The author shows a wise practicality0)1^ I " organization, and for conducting the society when established. By Emma - 
her method of teaching the principle of Ro°“ Tuttle. Price 50 cents, postpaid; .

n,nnrre?ivoa1,^aUb^ctk.w,U11 MAHOMET, His Birth, Character and Doctrine. Historically correct which render the book more interesting "I No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Classics. Exact and perfect in everj 
and more easily comprehended. It is detail and beyond adverse criticism. By Edward Gibbon. Price 25 cents.

SSSfSJ MAH,0M?T,,™Ii JLSSTIT^.“‘“’°FIor r* ote- • 
teachers It may be made very useful I of tbl8 celebrated prophet of Arabia, containing 118 neatly printed
Young and old will be benefited by it I pagos. By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. Price 25 cents. 
Cloth $1. For sale at this office. i . .

nzing me
dium, Mrs. Anule Sing whose aspirations are tbe wooings of the In

In the sanctuary of the soul the word oi truth 
abides, and its presence inav be felt by the one who c^n 
silence the activity of the objective mind, and wifi liste» 
with concentrated desire to know of the voice 1 h»t i« 
soundless. In this holy of holies slunes the immortal 
flame which is fed by the fire of divine love. This is the 
innermost shrine of the temple of man, where the finite 
conies face to face with the Infinite. The voice of the 
higher self calls often to every soul. Every aspiration of 
the soul for truth, every longing for the good, and every 
silent prayer for the unattained ideal, is the outbreathing 
of the spirit, whispering its message of love.

It was the love of truth that lifted the soul serene 
above the consciousness of pain, when the fagots’ flames, 
kindled by the hand of bigotry, withered and scorched 
and burned the forin that held a martyr’s soul. It is love 
that lightens the burdens of life, love that animates to 
ceaseless toil, love that nerves the patriot in his country’s 
cause. It is love that makes existence sweet, love that 
builds the nation’s homes and fills the world with all the 
luxuries of life. It is the influence of love that refines 
tbe soul and makes sacred the circle of a happy home..

Then may every soul draw nearer the bright and beck
oning star of the soul’s supreme ideal where the angel of 
love forever dwells. May all abide in the secret place of 
the most high, that the purifying light of the all-seeing 
eye may search out the dark places of each life and with 
the omnipotent fire of Divinity consume the cankerous 
thoughts of limitation and sin.
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■IUTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME. A book that has dona 
more to enlighten the world of Catholicism than any other two published

By Rev. Chas. Chmiquy. ex-pnest Trice $2.25.

FORCE AND MATTER, or the Natural Order of the Universe with a, 
System of Morality Based I hereon. A very popular scientific exposition.

■plied that when such objects were seen the 
w them was perfectly normal, wide-awake

THE CODS. Memorial Oration by Col. Ingersoll
By Col. R. G. Ingersoll. Apimpbletaf ti PutekOn Roscoe ConMInf. Delivered beton (ho 

Worth tu weight in gold. Price Keeato. fork Legislotaro, May »,1888. filcsJMk W

F »Nature-Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and Rosa CiUonger. 
Excellent for every family. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at 
tips office. - ,

person who 
and unconscious of any influence. The fact that he saw,

it seems sue nas

{iroves that he was not normal, but under control of an in- 
elligcnt being, for a spirit cannot be seen by the physical 
eye.

Reader: Q. What was the language of Adam and 
" Eve, in which they named all created things?
• A. The arrogance of tlie Jews taught, and the Gliris- 

• tian world has believed that the Hebrew race began with 
.■ Adam, and all other nations were inferior branches.

Hence, of course the language of the first pair was He- 
■ "brew, and this vanity was expressed in the Talmud, which 

: states that this holy language is to be the speech of the 
future, and of the angels in heaven, and God will call to 
judgment in the last day in pure Hebrew. We presume 

• that on that dririd day, another miracle will be wrought, 
’ that the various nations may understand the harsh and 

barren form of speech.
The absurdity of the story of the creation is made ap

parent by the necessity of such a conclusion, which can
not be avoided if the Bible is accepted literally. The 
story of Adam and Eve as a phallic myth is exceedingly 
interesting and valuable. As the beginning of the Chris
tian scheme of the fall and redemption of man, it has 
worked the most incalculable harm to the races that have 
received it.

C. Petersen: Q. What is Christian Science, and does 
Spiritualism accept it?

", A. Christian Science is peculiar in the fact that it is 
not Christian, and the very’ antithesis of science. It as
serts everything and proves nothing. Its claims as to 
the power of spirit over matter, belongs to Spiritualism, 
is well as about every statement it makes that is truthful. 
Its extreme doctrines are not accepted by Spiritualism, 
simply because they are not true. This question has 
been discussed at length in preceding numbers.
Á ——

■• J. H. McElroy: Q. (1) Where shall I find this pas- 
rige: The children being partakers of flesh and blood, I 
¿kewise take part of the same?

. i (2) Who are these children?
. (3) Do we create dur own immortality?

'< A. (1) Hebrews 2:12; but the above is not an exact 
¡quotation. . ’
‘ (2) The children are believers.

'> (3) We cannot create our own immortality, for it is not 
%nferred because of belief, but is our birthrights <

If you would gain access to the hidden fire, seek the 
truth and live in harmony with your highest conception 
of the invisible ideal. Let intuition discover in the silence 
the principle of being, and recognizing that principle as 
the universal cause, allow it to penetrate the depths of 
your mind and illuminate the faculty of reason, until 
within the soul there is received a true conception of 
infinite law. And day by day, as the faculties of your 
soul are brought to the center of contemplation within 
the depths of spirit, and you seek earnestly to know, and 
strive faithfully to follow the monitions of the voice in 
the silence, you will soon feel the thrill of conscious 
power, born of that life whose dominion is from everlast
ing to everlasting. This consciousness of divinity is the 
at-one-ment of the triune principles of existence within 
the soul. It is the inflowing breath of the Infinite 
uniting with the spark within, the union of which creates 
the inextinguishable flame whose fight sheds its glorious 
rays upon the endless pathway of the soul’s progression 
through realms eternal. URIEL BUCHANAN

"Social Upbuilding, Including Co-operative Systems 
and the Happiness and Ennoblement of Humanity.’1' By 
E. D. Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises the last 

Îart of Human Culture and Cure. Paper cover 15 cents, 
'or sale at this office.

, "Origin and Antiquity of Man.” - By Hudson Tuttle. 
A masterly philosophical work. English edition, nicely 
bound in cloth, $1. For sale at this office.

i„o duugiiiLTs and a grana-dauglitnr 
wno are good mediums. Tbe youngest 
daughter and grand-daughter are with 
her, and from the account given by this 
writer they have some grand manifes
tations at their home, the particulars of 
which are so similar to like seances 
with other mediums that we need not 
mention each grand test. Other lan
guages than the medium's gave the 
messages to kindred tongues in the cir
cle. Remarkable manifestations are re
ported all through the seance.

THE CLOCK STRUCK ONE,
S. G. W., Baltimore, Md., says that no 

glass of any description has broken in 
his home recently, although he has used 
one new and an old puttied chimney on 
his lamps since Christmas. He ‘ has 
been blessed, however, with what he 
considers a good test. A little round 
clock that has not run for many months 
started up all of a sudden when no one 
was near it and struck,one. The hands 
indicated 4:55 and by another clock 
near It the time was: 5il5. He then 
started the little clock) ;bni it would run 
only a minute or two, and would stop 
without striking, . ,,-

He sends a dialect poem, entitled “The 
Warship Dixie,” by F/LuStanton, from 
the Atlanta Constitution! and thinks 
the same spirit that inspired it inspires 
Dr. T. Wilkins oecasipnally.

He also suggests that the X rav has 
something to do with Spiritual science. 
In regard to the religion!>as taught by 
the orthodox churches,.ifthe believed it 
he would fear to question some very 
questionable statements in the Bible 
lest the stars would iallrlupon him for 
his infidelity. ¡i .

Whenever a soul is-touched with the 
divine truth of Spiritualism, it seeks ex
pression, no matter what the environ
ments may be. Man’s spirit may be 
strong in its sensing capacity and weak 
to give vent Here is enthusiasm; here 
is sincerity, and we are glad to hear 
from S. G. W. ■

CALLS HIM BAD'NAMES.
An item somewhere In a previous is

sue of this paper, regarding one Geo. L. 
Behrens, of Columbus, O., who, it 
seems, contemplates a tour of lectures 
and expositions of “The tricks of medi
ums,” caught the eye of a lailr whom 
he, according to the laws of the land, 
has claimed .as his wife, but from 
whom he has been separated for almost 
a year. This of itself is no crime nor 
do we wish to make a crime of it, ot pa
rade it against him. She says: “I am a 
Spiritualist, I am proud to say and have 
the facts in my possession to expose

The price hereafter of this number of 
The Progressive Thinker will be as fol
lows: Three cents for single copy 
Where five or more are ordered, two 
cents per copy. Where one hundred or 
more copies are ordered, one dollar and 
fif ty cents per hundred.

MAN IN THE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE. A popular account oa 
results of recent scientific research regarding the origin, position and 

prospects of mankind. By Dr. Ludwig Buchner. Price, cloth, $1.00.
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that they are Buffering from some Chronic lesion, 
which must have treatment, they

Climatic condition# arc then favorable to a speedy 
cure. AU Nature la rejoicing In new strength and 
new life.

But what distinguishes them from other specialists 
Is their

which have never before appealed to them as of much 
consequence, and also to the fact that there is

And receive an ABSOLUTELY CORRECT DIAG
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FAMOUS 6HR0NIST, 
OF AYER, MASS.

Qnteii Cures!
Small Doses!

Semi age, name In full, anil two 2-cent rtaiupa and 
leading symptom, and we will send you

A Diagnosis of Your Case Free, 
and we wilt try and make the price of treatment right 
to you. Remember, please, ib-t we do not wtah tu 
take your case unless you are dtasattefied with your 
present treatment. Do not ask OUR opinion ot this 
doctor or that one, because we never express an 
opinion, nor have we auy one connected with us that 
le allowed to speak 111 of auy one or even to express an 
opinion. V) u kuuw some doctors do so. but we do not.

■ The day of sbot-guu prescription is past; drastic 
drugs in large duses will nut be gh eii leu years from 
nbw, AYc believe in the certainty of medicine aud in 
specific medication, but specific medication requires

SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS.
He who understands the action of drugs, aud who is 
gifted with the power of correctly’diagnoBing. is the 
successful physician to-day. -

Specific Medicine!
No Drastic Drugs!

A Book on “Chronic Disease” 
Sent for 2-ceut Stamp.

G.E. WATKINS, M. D„
AYER, MASS.

DR. G. E. WATKINS’ 
R lira!

ftealth
Brome

This Is In fact a large Sanitarium; only been 
Opened ii short time, yet It Is a most pronounced sue*  
CCSS. DR. B. W. BANKS, the greatest Healer the 
World has ever had, has Joined Dll. WATKINS In this 
grand work, and ta at the Hume six days in the week.
Write ub and we will tell you all about our 
jnetbodB of cure that we use at the Home.

DR. C. E. WATKINS,
AYER, MASS.

THE OLD ARD THE NEW.
(Oont Inued from page 1.)

is she to reap of Its joys and pleasures.
Paul's simpering about woman's in

feriority is now known to have been 
pious cant. Woman Is coming to tlie 
front despite the aspersions of a design
ing priesthood. Slit,- should no longer 
be a slave to man's lust, but should be 
Ills equal in the work of progress, if not 
his superior. She is to reign the queen 
of love and beauty. Before her temple 
of holiness we bow with manly pride. 
If anything lu nature’s domain is divine 
it Is <t pure, good woman.

The new era portends tlie ushering in 
of true millennial times. The ever
widening field of scientific discovery is 
being surveyed wiili a mathematical 
accuracy Instead of a dogmatic "thus 
salth the Lord."

Nature is now known to have evolved 
the universe as we behold it. The 
Mosaic cosmogony has been relegated

To the Editor:—I have watched with 
interest the discussion of the creed 
question as published in The Progress
ive Thinker; have just finished reading 
Dr. T. Wilkin’s article in the 30th of 
April number, and Brother Tuttle’s in 
May 7th number. , 
- It seems to me Wilkins and Tuttle 
have summed up the matter so all can 
judge for themselves.

I think all will agree that if any one 
wants a creed, cannot be healthy and 
happy without one, they ought to be 
gratified, even if they have to make one 
for themselves. .

There cannot be a scarcity, as there 
are several hundred ready made, all 
said to be good, the best; take your 
choice.

- We have a large number of Spiritual 
teachers, “pastors” who ean supply any 
further demand if required.

No doubt a large number will be re
quired; some short like Brother Tuttle’s 
and some long like Brother Dean 
darkens. The early converts from 1850 
to 1875 will each require a personal 
creed with a dogma attachment; that 
will be easy. It now appears as if 
stronger organizations are demanded 
by our leaders.

Why do they want them stronger, 
and where is the strength to come 
from? Can we have a simon-pure 
Spiritual creed aud a strong society 
without a dogma? Is there any j'qal 
demand for a special change at the 
commencement of this Jubilee year?

As I understand Modern Spiritualism, 
It is here as a revolutionary movement; 
it hds made a good beginning in the 
past fifty years; no other influence has 
been as potent; all other religious in
fluences combined have not been equal 
to Spiritualism.

Why, do you ask? Because Spiritual
ism came as a demonstration of the 
most important truth and philosophy 
ever questioned or considered by hu
manity. Has Spiritualism failed? Has 
it succeeded? If it has succeeded to do 
so much without creed, or dogma, will 
It not be wise to give the spirits fifty 
years morq to carry forward tlie good 
work, without the experiment con
templated by a few.

What has Spiritualism done in the 
past fifty years? It has demonstrated 
continued life, unfolded a large number 
to perceive Spiritual truth, com
municate with their departed loved 
ones by simple observance of Spiritual 
laws; no more far-reaching truth ever 
came to humanity In any age. To deny 
this great truth of continued life and 
spirit communion, one must put out 
eyes, muffle ears, and paralyze every 
organ of sense.

Every expression of love has felt its 
influence, every dogma lias been toned 
down, every creed modified, every 
hellish doctrine lias been re-translated, 
many hells have been turned into heav
ens by tlie pouring out of the light and 
love upon humanity from the spirit side of life. ‘

Why not be satisfied and thankful for 
tlie work begun and carried forward 
without materialistic forms, ceremonies 
or dogmatic influences? Taking a broad 
view of tlie progress of Spiritualism for 
the half century, there Is no reason for 
complaint, or anxiety for tlie future.

If it could be proven Hint creeds, dog
mas, or stronger organizations would 
popularize tlie truth, increase our num
bers and Influence, ii would still be a 
question whether the results would 
warrant Spiritualists in adopting old, 
worn-out forms and methods, that have 
been burdens mid shadows in churches 
tor centuries. If the simidnrd of Spirit
ualism is to lie raised, fraud eliminated, 
deception to be suppressed, no one wili 
be more pleased than the writer, or 
more thoroughly endorse.

TH-E JUBILEE
-OR-

International Semi-Centen
nial Celebration of

MODERN SPIRITUALISM,
TO BE HELD AT

ROCHESTER, N.Y., U.S.A., 

From May 25 to June 1, 1898.

Wanted—The name and address of 
every Spiritualist in the Ignited States 
to complete the census. For particulars 
address FRANK WALKER, 

General Manager, 
Hamburg, N. Y.

Pc LIBR/YRY
The Spiritualist who commences now 

to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
think, in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family In the 
United States. Commence now, we re-

to the vagaries of the Infancy of
human race. We have outgrown the
swaddling clothes of the past.

The dry crusts of the ohurch are
suitable pabulum for men aqd women. 
The vacillating notions of childhood are 
being discarded for the wisdom of 
riper years.

We need to turn to the portals of na- 
lure for salvation from the Ills of life. 
Faith in Gods and praying to ghosts 
and angels will uot supply our wants. 
We must take hold of tIve plow-liaudles 
of thought and action, turn over the 
clods of Ignorance, seeking knowledge 
at Ihe fountain bead. Following the 
dictations of science, reason and com
mon sense, we can rarely go astray.

Necessity is said to be the mother of 
Invention; and as our needs are legion, 
let us seek out new methods by which 
to soften the burdens of labor, and thus 
bring joy to every household. Let us 
worship at the shrine of honest toll. 
Banish the thought that labor is a 
curse; rather look upon it as tlie avenue 
td happiness. Labor comes with heal
ing on its wings: without it there could 
be no joys in the mansions of the rich 
or pleasure in the hovels of the poor. 
Labor represents the luxuries of the 
wealthy as well as the bread and butter 
of the indigent. The laborer is the boro. 

. 1he redeemer, who saves the world 
from starvation aud want. He is the 
mud-sill of society, and upon bis broad 
shoulders and brawny arms the entire 
fabric of political economy rests. All 
honor to him who labors with hands or 
brain to push forward the car of pro
gress and thus ameliorate the con
ditions which environ our race. Let 
not honest toil go unrequited. The 
"toiler is nature’s nobleman and worthy 
Of our highest meed of praise. '

All hail to the new era wherein man 
Is to rank high in the scale of being, 
woman is to be ndored, not only for her 
beauty, but for her worth and work; a 
free press is to dispel Ignorance and in
tolerance; and free thought is to be the 
rule, and universal mental liberty pre
rail. W. A. SIMPSON.

Philadelphia, Tenn.

IN HIS OWN DEFENSE.
. (Continued from page 5.)
selves. They who should be the first 
to welcome truth, however disagreeable 
it might be. I am still—and will con
tinue to be—a worker in the fields of 
right and truth, and an instrument for 
the enlightenment of my fellow-beings, 
and will pursue my. work as a public 
lecturer in Spiritualism and a medium 
In true mediumship, and I hope occa
sionally to let the light in on fraud, and 
thus put Spiritualists on their guard 
against fraud and trickery, and save 
them from the clutches of fakirs.

■ Y'ours for truth, .
Oakland, Cal. A. B. COONLEY.

’’Who Are Tnese Spiritualists ana 
(What Is Spiritualism T’ A pamphlet of 
00 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 15 cents. For 
Bale at this office, ,

Successful 
Specialists

ppat, to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for. The

testimonial.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 

—Find enclosed one dollar. Send Elixir 
of Life. 1 have received so much bene
fit from the use of your remedies that 
I do not wish to be without them.

Very respectfully,
Eureka, Cal. MRS. T. Y. CLYDE.

DO YOU WANT HEALTH?
Send for Elixir of Life, No. 1. This 

is the best remedy known for the stom
ach, liver, bowels aud entire system. I 
will seud one sample (only) to each per
son, postpaid, for 10 cents. This trial 
package is sufficient for seven days.

B. F. POOLE, Clinton, Iowa.

In order to get that remarkable book, 
Ghost Land, the order for it in all cases 
must be accompanied by a year’s sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker. 
You can not order The Progressive 
Thinker to be sent to you for one year, 
and then afterwards send for the book. 
The fact that you subscribed for the 
paper some time ago, not knowing 
about the offer of the premium (or 
neglecting to order it), does not entitle 
you to Ghost Land now by simply pay
ing the postage, 12 cents. In each and 
every ease a year’s subscription for The 
Progressive Thinker must accompany 
the order for the book as previously an-

compiled with in all cases, 
write to us for any other 
they will not be granted.

must be 
and don’t 
terms, for

This grand book, "Ghost Land,” Is a 
gift to all—to old subscribers as well as 
new ones, who comply with the condi
tions set forth in the above. Several, 
whose subscription to The Progressive 
Thinker did not expire for many 
years, have renewed for another year 
in order to get "Ghost Laud.” If you 
desire it, you can get it in the same
way.

is the all-absorbing topic in public and private life, in 
the smoking room of the club, by the fireside of the 
home—aud thia is as It should be. That our homes 
may be secure our Government must be. Much has 
been written ^nd said concerning the war. Though 
the sacrifice of human life is always to be regretted' 
yet there are greater evils. We have not yet reached 
that plane of existence where war can be entirely 
avoided. At times

It lifts suited our people aa nothing else could, Wp 
are as united, as patriotic, as though our people were 
of ope race and one blood, instead of being, as we 
are, the descendants of all races, tribes and tongues. 
<The war has brought out prominently many things 
Which before have been overlooked, and among these 
the fact that there are very few who are entirely 
well and strong. How many men have1 considered 
themselves

and yet, under the searching eye of the recruiting 
surgeon, they have found that there were such 
serious defects as to unfit them for military service; 
ant} were the same tests applied to women, how 
rarely would one pass the mustering surgeon and 
obtain the certificate necessary for military service.

Notwithstanding the excitement through which we 
are passing to day, as a Nation, DRS. PEEBLES & 
BURROUGHS have never had so many patients 
under their cure us at the present time; and this la 
attributed, by them, to the fact that many people 
have had their attention called to

When a Person Has Become 
Thoroughly Convinced

Naturally Turn to Drs. Peebles & 
Burroughs

DOCTOR A. R. DOBSON 
Still Heals the Sick Through 
the Mediumship of . . . . .

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Darker.
If you wish Good Health you 

should apply to her.

As a Spiritual Healer She Has 
No Equal.

With her Magnetized Herbs all 
diseases that flesh is heir 

. to are cured.

Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
toelpof hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her

DIAGNOSE YOUR CASE FREE.
Address aU Mail to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Bex 133. SAN JOSE, CAL.

DR. J. S, LOUCKS
Ift the oldest and most successful Spiritual Physician 

now in practice. His cures are
THE MOST MAHVELOUS

a?e' ,.nl? examinations are correctly made, 
to all Who seud him name, age, sei and luck 

“lamp“- He (lueem't aek fur
My. AddresS1™11 cl“”oyant doesn't need

J. S LOUCKS, M. D.,

m MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
ni?jren kU0WD p6,ycboiaetrtat and Business Medium. 
'Till..!.. —_i.i _ Y letter or photograph <i.txi.Three reasonable questions answered by mail for

Chl°"g0-

Mr. and Mrs. Hatfield Pettibone,
MEDIUMS,

8155 Groveland avenue, Chicago. Ill. Phenomenal 
Seances given in full light. All seances by appoint
ment every Tuesday and Friday evenings, at 8 ¿/clock 
ebarp- Developing and Magnetic Treatment a special
ty, Private sittings from 10 a. m. to 4 p.m. daily. All 
correspondence with stamp enclosed promptly an- 
BWort(1-______________ 4fiotf

DR. J. SWANSON,
PSYCHOPATHIST,

Aud biß Spirit Band treat all dtaeaBciB-phystca) aud 
mental—at auy distance, without medicine; also de
velop Healer». Testimonials from all over the United 
States. J. 1.1'. Grumblne aud Willard J. Hull recoin- 

8end for paniPhlet, tenne, etc.
1728 CUnum avenue, Miuueapulls, Minn. 447

INSPIRATION’S VOICE.
Aln“?le boolt complete for the Splilluallil'n every 

"“J“1 lnuslc <lf “te collection known, with 
suitable words. 50 centb, and postage 10 e.cnis 

tlhltf H. w. BOOZElt, Grund Rnpldv, Midi.
f----------- -------------

The Scientific Skeleton
Is needed It ta pre-eminently a book for Cbrlsllauß 
Students, ScieutistB and Spiritualists. It reveals some of the MISTAKES OF (the »elentlücl MOBEs! end 
gives philosophic retuous fur the hope of Immortality 
J rlue 250. Address SAMUEL BLODGETT, Grafton 
*-Dak-________ 445

SICK or ailing, send a lock of your 
hair, name, age, sex, leading symp 
tom, four cents postage, and I will di 
affnose your case and tell you what 
will cure your ailments. Address
DR. J. O. BATDORF,

Dept. F., Grand Bapids, Mich.
__________ S58tr

By the Use of Vitalized Flannel. 
Cures all Manner of Diseases.

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
Si^nn‘r.ltvS<>i ’Jkeweufie». Itwiudlug tbj 
°“? ? Electricity, Mind Cure,

b gh.'!r, icl?acopf life. Chemical affinity and 
baalc principles developed with their marvelous uj*  
plications. Students In four continents hare taken the 
molo8f n « cI°.llcKel,vlinrteiedand conlirallied® 

P'fieotor of Magnetics. By a system ol
KÄ 11™ »tudeuts cun take the courdu 

d!i!!,ulr““ tllclr owu homes. InstltuUffi 
t0 ?uutlJ Bi’Oftiln’fty, Los Angeles, GulfSJf,?““, B,r““t0l! u“<ler either tie New Jersey J

California charter. Semi Btanip for catalogue to 1
<41 tr E. D. BABBITT. M. D. LL. D.. Dean.

DR. MANSFIELD'S
HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES 
Aro compounded elalrvoyaulb’ for each patient finnJ AGTOSIS' and HIEE8^
be« NSS Ad of Cl‘S" ll- D

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D. 
162 Cedar Avenue, Cleveland, OLIq

Mediumship la a Growth.
Splrltuallftts „(halt this. Twlca i

DR. J. A. BAILEY, ’
No. 142 Fifth Avenue, Clinton, Iowa.

NODRUGS USED. NONE REQUIRED. 44itf, ■

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two 
Cureftill form, of stomueli, liver uud kidney dlfteisa, 
alftOCOBslIpnlo“. A sure cure for tint tiredI woimodl 

“uarauteed to aaetat your Byitem 'to ' with pure, rich blood, fluffideuc mSfity fS onS 
month sent forfl.OO. uuauwy lor one

One pickige of our Magnetised Compound for «ora 
eyes or poor eyesight. Hu, been used »nd praised b? 
thousands lu all parts of the world. Sent for™ cent? 
or all three sent postpaid tor n.oo. with Yurina’s 
photo and lustructfons Low tollve IDOyears. rma‘

Melted Pebble Spectacles!
showhm^vtai n^11, 1Wr,L®for Illustrated .Circular

Pj^.Fhttc?ta"tai‘iX ben<1 ita,U11 f0i /y2 
---------- .mg 

j.ouaPSYCHE
1“ tue InveuUuii uf a practical medium uudur snf Oft a?ll,!rlEue<1 tü “«M

lieu. Price, SI, „n,t 20 cents cxlra lof JïnSfte 
ur el‘ c Ibe office of r11E UHößlVK TuiNKEft

WANTED—GOOD MAN OR WOMAN 
a° f.el,resenl us In every town, llun&l 

rerereUet l<j<irGe8a Sdler- '™‘ glve

*;?,LKO COMPANY, 
____________ 6t> Dearborn St., Chicago.

Such a movement will require the 
two-edged sword of truth aud justice; 
populnr as well as unpopular deception 
inusl be readied. There Is only one 
royal road Io reach a higher standard, 
find that Is to live better lives, which 
signifies better examples; to practice as 
well as preach is the lesson that should 
be learned.

(.’reeds and dogmas could be no more 
than a retrograde movement from the 
spiritual to the material. A Salvation 
Army attachment to the Unitarian or 
Quaker form of religious service would 
be a farce, a burlesque, uo more so 
than would be a Christian, Jewish, or 
I agau form of service for Spiritualists.

As nn old-timer, 1 havn’t time or dis
position to even consider those old 
questions of creeds and dogmas, or a 
declaration of principles; 1 do not be
lieve Spiritualists want to go back into 
their old clothes; I would be glad to 
see Spiritualists come to tlie front and 
unite with the increasing armv of po
litical. medical and social reformers 
that are organizing everywhere for the 
purpose of uplifting humanity from the 
ptesent fearfully demoralized*condition-  
Spirltuiilist.s are needed lu this down on 
Hie ground work: no power Is more po
lent than the spiritual, and there is uo 
work or place where a broad, clear
headed Sjiirltuallst could find more to 
inspire or a broader field for good work 
.Spiritualism ■■ ■ ■ '

then evolutionary 
a time or more

first revolutionary, 
thore has never beim

, , u”«‘d of a thorough,
deep-down revolution than right now.

The unbrotherly competition, the 
labor strikes, the terrible poverty, the 
laige number of murders and suicides 
the brutality, the drunkenness and 
prostitution, the general demoralization 
of a large majority of the people, the 
present war; these are nil subjects and 
conditions that appeal to all thoughtful 
people; are they not conditions that 
command the attention of every Snirit- 
ualist? * 1

My hope and desire is that some one 
will be lifted up and inspired to lead at 
the Golden Jubilee and show Spiritual
ists their opportunity and duty as re
formers. DR. M. E. CONGER.

Chicago, Ill.

(Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free.]

Passed to the higher life, April 24, at 
her home in Newark, Cal., Addie J. 
Dugan, daughter of O. B. and Martha 
A. Lisher. aged 37 years and 4 months.

Mountain Grove, Mo. M. A. L.

Dr. A. G. Larson, a well-known 
speaker and test medium, passed to 
'spirit-life, April 26, 1898, of apoplexy. 
He was 46 years of age, and spent 
twenty-five years In public work. Ser
vices conducted by J. D. Lannln, as
sisted by Mrs. Westlake. J. d. L.

Portland, Ore. ’

“Human Culture ana Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and, Social Up! 
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu! 
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75c. 
Foi sale at this office.

PRICE OF THE “SEQUEL." 
The price hereafter of this number

The Progressive Thinker will be as fol
lows: Three cents for single copy. 
Where five or more are ordered, two 
cents per copy. Where one hundred or 
more copies are ordered, one dollar aud 
fifty cents per hundred.

In sending remittances to this office, 
write your orders ou a single sheet of 
paper, to tile away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It Is not safe to send money in 
a letter; if it is sent that way, and lost 
In the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do uot send jiersonal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will

COMMISSIONS.
Remember, authorized agents,

when you take a commission on The 
Progressive Thinker, that the party 
sending for the paper is not entitled to 
the premium, “Ghost Land.” Don’t 
forget that.

Failli and Hope Messenger
A thoroughly first-class Monthly Mag

azine devoted to Philosophy and Phi
lanthropy. Edited by W. J. Colville. 
This wide-awake periodical keeps in 
touch with all the live questions of the 
times, and it is a most instructive fam
ily companion. Subscription, 50 cents 
per year. Two sample copies sent for 
5 cents. Address “Editor.” 242 Hunt
ington avenue, Boston, Mass. 449

A Wet)derfal fleeljl 
1898. THE STARS SAY 1898. 

A Phenomenal

Bushes Yw!
THE FUTURE FORETOLD I

READ Ormsby's Almanac, Ephemeris, Busi
ness, and Weather Gnldi, for T898, and 

learn what the future has in store for the People 
of this Great Republic. Fifty-six Horoscopical 
lllustraticns.

A Reading for every child born during the year 
Birthday information for ML

All About Marriage! , 
When to many, when to have children, and 

how to make them what you wilL
AU About Health! '

This saves cost many times over. Price in 
paper, 50c. Cloth, $1.00. -

Dr. E. A. Read, eminent as an ad
vanced thinker, writes: “Brother Orms
by’s Almanac came O. K. It is the best 
I ever saw, and its usefulness should 
not be overlooked by the general public. 
It Is jf ell worth the price Akked.”

for this treatment. There are many reasons for this. 
Their long experience In the treatment of these dis
eases. and their education, has pre-eminently fitted 
them to successfully treat Uhrunlc Diseases. Coupled 
to the foregoing, they possess every facility which 
modern science or medical experience has dem
onstrated to be of value in the

This enables them to clearly understand and ac
curately diagnose the physical condition of their pa
tients. This accurate diagnosis is tho foundation- 
stone—the key-note of Buccessful treatment. No 
amount of medical education can succeed without it. 
Your physician must understand your condition or 
he cannot administer the necessary treatment. This 
statement Is self-evident. From time to time we 
have published voluntary testimonials of hundreds of 
reliable, honorable, trustworthy people, who have 
gladly testified to the

Wonderful Accuracy ot Our 
Diagnoses.

We add a few more:
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Indianapolis, Ind.

Dear Sirs:—1 received your letter with diagnosis 
aud it is correct. Respectfully.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Indianapolis. Ind.
Dear Doctors:—Your diagnosta Is correct. Yours 

truly, Mbs.L.L. DcnuaM,
May 8,1898. ____ New York, N. Y.

Dr«. Peebles & Burroughs, Indianapolis, Ind.
Dear Sin:—Your letter received and you have 

given me a correct diagnosis of my case. Your 
friend, Mrs. E. A. Hall:

May 1, 1898. ____ Sag Harbor, L. I.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Indianapolis, Ind.
DOir Doctors:— Ypur diagnosis of my cage was en

tirely correct. Respectfully,

Convincing Evidence That 
Positively; GtirC Chronic 

Diseases.

Drs. Peebles & Burrough  ̂IndlanapolfB, Ind.
Dear Friends:—I writer io express to you my grat

itude for the great benefit your treatment ban done 
me. 1 am so much better in every way that I feel 
more gratitude than A can express to you for what 
you have done for me. TTIth best wishes^foryour 
success, I am BincsrelFyours, *

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs; Indianapolis, Ind.
Dear Doctors:—I am. well and will not need any 

more medicine. I am«o glad 1 am cured and I thank 
you for It. I wish yoazuocess in your good work and 
the gdod you do the human family. Your friend, 
. Martha Ward all, •

May 1, 1898. ___ St. Ansgar, Iowa.

Drs. Peebles A Burroughs;-Indianapolis, Ind.
Dear Doctors:—I am etlU gaining in health and 

strength and can tray I feel just splendid. Nothing I 
have to do is any burden tome. I feel that I cannot 
thank you enourh for the health and strength I 
enjoy. Very, respectfully, Lovica O’Brtak

May 10, 1898. ____ Kellen P. O.. W. va.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Indianapolis, Ind.
My Dear Doctors:—1 am Improving everyday. My 

whole system has undergone a change for the better. 
Yours gratefully. J. B. Walk»,

May io, 1898. Caddo, L T.

IF ILL, SEND 
NAME, AGE, SEX and a 
LEADING SYMPTOM,

¡Van’s Mexican Hair Restorative] 
I A HAIR FOOD J

SUPEKIOK, W1B. Oct. 12, 1897' 
^Mexican Medicine Co. 4
>. ...Mi Deau Sms—Please send me another' 
abottleof Vans Mexican Hair Restorative i 
'I had been bothered for years with dandruff ' 
«my hair was gray and rapidly falling out 
Jl't-om the first application 1 have not been' 
«troubled In the least with dandruff, and nfieri 
-using Haifa bottle my hair stopped falling' 
«out, and although quite gray, to my surprise,^ 
Jhas turned to its onginnl color. S
d Most sincerely yours. A. L. TULL i 
' Pastor Jurst M. 1?. Church *

ONE DOLLAR PER BOTTLE ( k Agents wanted in unoccupied territory ' 

¡Mexican Medicine Go|MOHiQAaotg

Dr. A. W. Birkholz, the Healer.
Mrs. Mary M. Babbkr, DeKalb, ill., write«: “You 

remember I told you there wub BGinething growing 
under my nhurt ribs. It Is nearly all gone. 1 applied 
the nannel as directed aud tnit for treiitmenio every 
Tuetd'ty and Friday rvenlngb; ami have felt hands on 
my head. Send an trier vitalized flannel,"

Mus. EMKI.IK1 Tsi.ton. 108 Cherry street, West 
Newton. Muss., writes: "1 have hud ahsent treat
ments frum you for my cough aud feel lliat I Lave 
been benefited.”

Wm. Whkki.akd, Edgar, Neb., again write*:  "I hi» 
slowly linprtivlng; hate been out du»»r a little each 
day for the last week. Am gaining btrciigili faat. 
My heart 1h stronger, and gaining, but j« wi nk vet 
Have gained mure In the IhnI two weeks than In a 
year before. The last vitalized flannel did me mure, 
good than all thing*  combined that I ever took. I 
alinl! do all I cun fur you."

Ains. Wm. Lamiman. Clifford, Mich., again writes4 
Please send tin- another piece of the vitalized flan

nel, as 1 am better after using the last one."
August Rjckkrt, Valentine. Neb., writes: "I re

ceived your letter and flannel, ami am getting better. 
1 can feel It. My pains are getting less aud 1 fe«l 
better every way.”

Address

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ,
PEOPLE’S INSTITUTE. CHICAGO.

FATWMiss®
No starving, wrluk os or llaobluesa. Im-11 VI It 
proves general health and beautltea comnlMteSphv. 
Blclane and society ladles Indorse It. ffiHJ curSl

PATIENTS TREATED BY MAIL 
»nfideutlally. for particulars address, with etamp, 

DM. W. F. SNYDER, C

Si RiHCh nml Drxchipmcnt J5 rept« -hy Profe4ol 
Wiilnmil, opt iii llutiae Blm-k, Denver, Cuh>. 436Lf *

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley,
.““'Iil'T?"''“ •''I''111“1"' dully:‘hours,

10 to 4, Residence, 3ooi Vernun a\., Chicago, III,

Something New and Reliable 
if »-h’k, write me a letter stating tfir fart with mre 

and"? Win ’‘“.'J.‘“"'I'1''-'1"'1, ““<> »'•' .•fin» In starnM 
p v ll' 11 1 Jusl i0llr liuubles are by 
1 sy elile 1 ow.-r; also n means of a ri.pl I cure. I need 

Ill rbultstle Ketliedles In connection with 1'sychlC 
Power. Address or call, J

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
W K arren st., Stoneham, Mass.

YOUR, FUTURE

lnrB-____________________ ___ 434 If
TJOW To BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
Al home. \\ 111 «end n pnmphh'i giving instructions, 
ai-linjiitc jour pha«v of mediumship, and u Mdrltutl

ileglucjL A"drC“ MK8' V

FRED P. EVANS, “
The World-Famed Medium for lu-

dependent Slate-Writing.

1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY. 
». RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
8. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY.
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS?

I The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 
for a Historical Jesus.

In this volume the Jews arc clearly shown not to 
have been tho holy and favored peuple they claim to 
have been. The Messianic Idea fs traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 235<ryears B. C., and Ita history is 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until It la 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, in Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian era. •

The book demonstrates that Christianity and Its cen 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole syatem is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Ita rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions aro 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of the past; Its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read It without I istrnetjon and profit, whether 
be roaches the same conclusions with the author or 
otherwise. For sale at thia.office.

The Lyceum, devoted to the interests 
of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street. 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special Interest In it. It

PLANETS AND PEOPLE 
MAGAZINE, 

INCLUDING THE

American Journal of Palmistry, 
By Comte de Saint Germain, «nd a Personal Horo
scope or Ormsby's Geo-Bello Almanac as a Premium 

ALL FOR $1.00 A YEAR.
. Bend now, with date for Premium.

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,

Author of “Helen Hariow’b Vow,* 1 “The Occult 
forces of Sex.” “Perfect Motherhood," and many 
•ther Works. Price 2.5 cents. For sale at this office.

THE DIAKKA.
'THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH- 
J. hr Victims, by the Beer, A. J. Davis, la a very to- 

terestlug and suggestive work. It is an explanation fit 
much that la false and repulsive to SpirttuaUoD, em 
bodylnga most Important recent Interview with Jama 
victor witaon, a resident of the BunmvHMdi Fries 
Woeoto. rerstieetthtoofllA*  * ' :

INVALIDS
LL Jiro l^ILL SEND jroux CENTS /N 

41»eaM, or symptoms, will receive 
pamphlet and adrlce PBaato cure thamielTM without 
druga. The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY. Card
ington. Ohio 2

W. H. BACH’S LIST.
PSYCHE has developed hundreds of Mediums, Mime

times lu uue t>!ttlng, By express, prepaid, <1.20.
MEDIUMSHIP and How to Mesmerize. Fourth 

edition. Said by press and public to be Invaluable 
to the Investigator of Mediumship. Paper, 25c.

BIG BIBLE STORIES, mathematically calculated. 
The only book of the kind ever published. Cloth. flOc.

THE SPIRITUALIST BADGE, gold aud plated, 75c 
to <5.00.

HYDESVILLE COTTAGE PIN, a Semi centennial 
Budge, 10c; three for Ite.
Seud for circulars.

____________ W. II. BACH. Lily Dale. N. Y.

MH6. M. L. GILLETTE. INDEPENDENT SLATE
writer, 218 Eftst <2d place. Clilcnj-o. 417

GENII LOCK HAIR.^ATE OF BlliTH AND 25 
O cent» for reading. M. II. AHON.S2 Laflin street, 
Chicago, ID. Astrology, psychometry, healing, etc.
__________________________________________ 44S

psYCHOMETRYANDCLAIRVOYANCE-X-RAYS 
A of l^ychle Powers, bend fl and stamps for a 
correct rending of your business, social and affairs of 
life, aud get advice that will be Invaluable to you 
1. K. P. B. says: “Everything was rs vou said,‘and 
your predictions wore correct,” Address M. ST 
OMER BRIGGS. Hamilton, Ohio. 446

ASTRAL READING
And your phase of Medlutmlilp, with Imtructlona for 
development; atao a copy of "The Path to Power." 
Send date of birth and 25 cents (silver) to URIEL 
BUCHANAN, 743 North Park av.. Chicago, Ill. 444

psychometricTeadingT"
By mall, one dollar. Address ANN 8. PALMER 
PALMITER. Lock Box 438, Kanssa City, Mo. 447

CHRISTY SADDLE,
a

Kot to ride the Christy after 
It has been Indorsed by the 
leading physicians of the world 
as anatomically correct, aod 
when It can be procured on any 
make of wheel simply for the 
asking. Is to admit that vou 
have not studied the saddle 
question and the Injurious 
effects of the old style leather 
saddle. Avoid imitations. Try 
the Christy. Once a Christy 
rider, always a Christy ad
vocate. Christy Booklet free.

TESTS
By Astrology. Predicts the future; valuable In all 
affairs of life. Trial readings 24c, equal toothers' <1 
boroscopes; »2 horoscopes reduced to <1.50. “CLAIR- 
AUT” ASTROLOGER, Watertown, N. Y. 446

I. M. LANPHERE, M.D.
Paralysis, Nervous Prostration. Rheumatism and 

other Chronic Diseases cured by Magnetic Remedies. 
Send stamp, with lock of hair, age and sex, for free 
clairvoyant diagnosis. P.O.Box?, Cambridge. Vt. 446

IfRS. B. HASENCLEVER, INDEPENDENTSLATE- 
1x1 writing and Portraits. Trumpet circle every 
Tuesday evening, 25c. 412 W.’Division st., cor Robey.
____________________________________________ 446

BELIGI0N OF THE FUTUBE.
BY 8. WEIL.

-Cloth, I14S. ‘ - • . Paper, 60 cents
This is a work of great value, written by one of ths 

keenest, most powerful and most tnuy religions 
minds of the day. It is particularly a work which 
should be pnt Into the bands of those who have freed 
themselves from the dogmas of orthodoxy and from 
the dogmas of materialistic science, for It wtu 
strengthen the conviction of the free mind that mind 
and senses are not the whole of life.

Thechapters reveal s net? method In psychic and 
spiritual research. They shJir vivid glimpses ofa 
stupendous moral cosmos, that will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets Can survive, ana 
the Childhood period of fatth And fancy Will be super- 
sededby knowledge and facts. For salt at Uis tfflee.

Heh now located nt 108 W. 4 2d st., between Broad
way and Sixth av.. New York City. Agency fur Pay. 
cblciil and Occult literature. 438tf

College of Psychical Sciences.
To ensure Butlsfuciory, permanent unfuldmeut In 

P^chopaihy. Inspira
tion, Illumination, send n stamped, addressed envelope 
for booklet, terms, percentage of medial and spiritual 
glks, to J. C. F. (Jrumbtne. author and lecturer, 7820 
Hawthorne avenue 'Station 1’», Chicago.

••Clairvoyance: Its Nature and Law of Unfold- 
nient. ’ A work of llluininuiioii. Teaches how to 
pierce the yell of sense, !<> M... „phin llhl| unfold 
udeptbhlp. Priced.50. Address iliPittithor 
_____ .1. ( . F (.RI MBINE.

A LOCAL, 
CONSTITUTIONAL AND 

SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
Over a Quarter of a Centura 

before the public. Send for? 
• •True Theory of Catarrh*  * 
mailed fne.

DR. SYKES SURE CURE CO., 
843 W. Madison St., CHICAGO.

THE SCIENTIFIC SKELETON.
Kinder, did It ever occur to you that It Is un-

reasonable to suppose the sun. nx-u-i. planeta and all 
the stars started and are now on t .e;r round.-simply 
because they arc heavy that It is only t beh weight 
that makes them swim graceful!’, through II! Im 11 alilo 
----  ■" It will cost huir» cents to get THE SCI EN-
TIEIC SKELETON, whtcli gi>- „ i„.,r..‘ óutou’al 
view. Address SAMUEL BLODGETT, GfHltm. 
K Dftk. 443

Horoscope and five questions an-
•wered for 2.»’, Send «inte of blrih und year nuces- 

Fftry. V.M. DEVINE. Jefferson Park. 111. Box J29. 444
LESSONS IN PSYCIliC SCIENCE
Embracing Soul Culture. Clairvoyance. Pnj ebometry 
and Laws of Vnfoldtncnt. lor particulars address 
EMMA RUDER. 701 Central ave, Hhm.lu.n, O. 146

FREE TO

KIDNEY SUFFERERS

Dr. E. J. Worst.

Dr. Worst will 
mall his new Veg
etable Discovery 
for Kidney, Liver, 
Stomach Trouble, 

*l S i c k Headache 
and Rheumatism,

HIKE to all readers 
naming the 

Progressive
Thinker.

Read the following: 
Ashland, Ohio.—I have

been complaining with pains In my stomach 
and back for the last 24 years; hare spent 
between <8,000 and 14,000. but received no 
benefit. I bare been to Saratoga, Hot 
Springs, French Lick Springs, Infirmaries 
but ¿11 did me no good, was to New 
York City and consulted best physicians, 
but they did not find ont my trouble. I 
potlced an advertisement in a paper of 
your Persian Tabloids, wrote for one box. 
Have taken the one box and bare no pains 
Sflnce, and would recommend same to all 

ho inger with Stomach or Kidney tron- 
e. I will always hire the Tabloids in my

house. Yours respectfully,
. ZEKE SOLOMON,
No. 116 N. NlneteehthSt., Birmingham,

Ala.

SPECIAL OFFER
I will, for > (bort time, mail xay rester of tbl» 

piper one Vreek'i trial n-eitmeat of Dr. Wont's new 
discovery free, With ffin dlMoiloni. I will sito fa
cióte e rcgnlaj 11,00 box with ths simple. After 
using the simple, |f yon ire iltlified Yftti the re
sults, sfnB me It srd keen tSC. bOX, tf sot, kindly 
return It. Bç wise and order It td-flay, as how Is the 
best time to use it. .

DR. E. J. WORST,
Dept. 26, Ashland. Ohio,

MIND BEADING AND BEYOND.
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WONDERS OF THE INFINITE A VAGRANT WIZARD, THE SOUL IN THE HOURS OF SLEEP
Dawn of

BY PROF. J. RODES BUCHANAN

AC-

a

a

dreams and Biblical
dreams might be cited without num-

It

it

—Alice Johnston.

THE REASON
Why We Are Spiritualists,

>_

I-

thodoxy. Our country has disregarded
But in the sixty years since my dem-Wthe warnings of Jefferson, Franklin,

(Continued on page 8,) *

Man, the 
proaches the

appeared to 
story, throw 
The doomed 
at a glance.

be the next to the top 
up the sash and look out. 
man took in the situation 
There was no fire escape

assertion.
Historical

“Presto!” he repeated, and picked 
knife out of W. J. Connors’ right eye.

“Presto!” he said again and took 
dollar out of Frank L. Bapst's nose.

Spain, which will result in certain vic
tory for the United States.

“The cloud disappeared about mid

Search 
in hen

onstration of the Science of Man, what 
an increasing 'flood of light has been

1>UI.OM0C' vt UCIIVIOUU, TlllUhllUf 
Paine. Washington, Webster, Calhoun, 
Clay and Lincoln.

We want fewer things fo live in pov
erty with satisfaction than to live mag- 
nificeatij. .with riches.-■St, Eyremond. •

finite, perpetually ap- 
inlimte, which he calls

STRANGE PRESENTIMENTS OF burglar with curious interest. At the

EVENTS HAVE BEEN

showed that she was

y?

such a well, but a good many years be-’ 
fore it had been filled up. ~ '

right

erage of four drenins a night, 52 pey 
cent of the dreams being in the waking 
hours of the morning, between 5:30 and
8:30. ’

New Sciences, and Their Battles; Sixty Years 
■ of Progress.

I ' I'.’

God—a barbarian word—but as it is our 
only word at present, it is a necessary 
handle for the idea until we can do bet
ter. The God idea is like the nebulous 
element of the universe which science 
has not yet mastered.

But he does not advance to the idea 
knowingly, or by a conscious march; 
he approaches it unknowingly as a 
great tree approaches the sun in the 
growth of centuries. How many hun
dred thousand years has he been ad
vancing, and like the tree putting forth 
leaves to be killed by the frosts and 
then renewed. There are some who 
think the ancient world before, the ice 
age was wiser than the modern—who 
knows?

I But the tree that stands highest ou 
the mountain must ever battle with the 
snow and ice; like the men whose 
motto is Excelsior, the storm and the 
avalanche belong to the loftiest realms. 
Death is the penalty of the mountain 
climber. Socrates and Jesus, Hypatia, 
Joan of Arc and Bruno warn us it is not 
safe to rise too far above the age. 
Whether in ethics, in science or in gov
ernment the warning is the same—go 
not beyond your century. Thomas 
Paine, the hero-philosopher of three na
tions and foremost thinker of America, 
was overwhelmed with malice for a 
century. Garrison was slapped, mobbed 
and barely eseaped tlie rope; Wendell 
Phillips lived to find himself scorned 
by the aristocracy of New England; 
the anti-slavery leaders, forced into ob
scurity, were superseded by politicians. 
When Samuel Lewis had led them in 
Ohio, ’»• was -superseded by Chase, 
who Inflicted upon us the National 

\Baiiking system, for which he lived to 
'repent sadly.

The greater tlie merit the more severe 
Is the condemnation. Prof. Hare, the 
unequalled scientist, when he took up 
spiritual science as a fearless ami true 
scientist, lost the honors he had won iu 
chemistry, and met the jeers of the nar
row-minded members of the National 
.Scientific Association. When 1’rof. 
Crookes, the greatest scientist in Eng
land, did the same with unsurpassed 
ability, he met the same insolent re
ception from English scientists and the 
whole field of literature. When Prof. 
Denton entered the grand field of psy
ehometry, the foremost science of the 
century, his grand works were ignored 
by every college and even Spiritualists 
gave them scant attention (even his 
own family ignoring Spiritualism), and 
few have any conception of tlie magni
tude of the science which gives the sci
entist command of ancient history, and 
revealed for Denton the grandest won
ders of Paleontology—while the popu
lar curiosity is satisfied with experi
ments on gloves, trinkets and jack 
knives, by untrained practitioners, or 
sometimes by a report upon a letter.

Having entered the field of psychic 
science long before these eminent au
thors—begnlning In 1841, seven years 
before the Hydesville rappings, I met 
more opposition and difficulty in obtain
ing a bearing; though 1 took far great
er pains to offer demonstrations to sci
entific committees from Boston, Albany 
and New York, to Memphis antj Jack
son, and even obtained the endorse
ment of the Indiana University in 
1843, and tlie leading medical college of 
Cincinnati for ten years, while present
ing the functions of the brain and the 
function which makes the scientific 
basts of Spiritualism.

As with Prof. Hare, the National Sci
entific Association was hostile, and un
der the intrigues of a rival medical col
lege refused to receive my paper on 
Cerebral Embryology, in 1850, which 
none of them could have discussed if 
they had heard it; and the president of 

1 the National Medical Association an
nounced to me that the Association 
would not give any attention or inves
tigation to any discovery I had made, 
as I did not submit to their code of 
medical bigotry prohibiting free inves
tigation. But for my position at the 
head of a medical college and editor of 
two journals. 1 would have been 
crushed into obscurity; for I was the 
very’ first scientist to defend Spirit
ualism, and the only one who ever 
traced its anatomical and physiological 
basis in the human brain, which I 
taught from 1842 onward.

The comprehensive work on Anthro
pology which 1 issued at Cincinnati in 
1854 was not reissued, as other pursuits 
and writings engaged my attention, but 
in-tbe forty-four years since that time 
I have advanced and perfected the sci- 

.ences, which complete physiology be
yond the limits of materialistic colleges, 
revealing the entire constitution of man 
and Its laws in the two worlds he occu
pies. Justice to this momentous sub
ject would require a work of 5,000 
pages, for which 1 have the material 
accumulated, but near as I am now to 
the utmost limits of life. I could not 
promise more than 500 pages of concise 
statement, bearing the title of “The 
New World of Science”—the most orig
inal work that has ever been published, 
as it occupies a field in which I have 
stood alone as a solitary exponent of a 
comparatively neglected science for 
sixty years.

pouring out from the investigation of 
Reichenbach, Elliotson, Gregory, Es- 
daile, Ashburner, Charcot,^ de Rochas, 
Oahagnet, Howitt, Kerner, Home, Da
vis, Mapes, Edmonds, Owen, Peebles, 
Flaminarion, Stead, Coates, and a host 
of American investigators, too numer
ous to mention.

When in 1850 I taught that the pow
ers of the human soul were not limited 
by locality, but could operate anywhere 
around this globe, and that its intelli
gence could reach even the stars, I 

found no responsive faith. But now it 
is proved and believed extensively that 
the soul force can go forth and heal at 
any distance or can be transmitted by 
any convenient agency, and many psy
chic healers now are treating patients a 
hundred or thousand miles from home 
and receiving full testimony to their 
success. It is really tlie Spiritualism of 
the first century, when Jesus instantly 
healed patients far away, and St. Paul 
sent forth healing cloths from his own 
person. Jesus said his miracles would 
be surpassed, and they are being sur
passed to-day; and as men grow more 
spiritual, spiritual healing will make 
formidable inroads upon the revenues 
of materialistic colleges and graduates; 
when famous physicians will find aud 
heal their patients in every foreign 
country. One of my students has made 
a novel variation: He not only sends 
his healing power to patients at their 
homes, but by his magnetic power 
brings them in spirit to his home and 
treats them there. Perhaps others may 
learn to do the same. ■

I venture to predict now that circles 
of combined healing power will be 
formed, capable of sending their power 
instantly wherever it may be needed, 
and with the aid of similar circles iu 
the spirit world will achieve miracles 
beyond all records. Such institutions, 
which I say are destined to come,'will 
be able to visit places threatened with 
contagions diseases, discover the dan
ger Iiefore it is known, and check the 
epidemic before it has been heard from.

But I would not say this fifty years 
ago, as my own friends might have 
doubted my sanity, for the spiritual 
movement has been incumbered by the 
skepticism of those who do not investi
gate. -

Nor have 1 any hesitancy now in say
ing tliat the planetary bodies of the 
solar system will become familiar with 
each oilier, and the nature of the races 
that inhabit them will be known.

This is not more incredible now than 
my first experiment was in 1841, when 
I called up a lovely spirit in a brilliant 
fashionable parlor in Louisville, in the 
year in which my first experiments on 
tlie bruin aud the soul were announced 
throughout America, which are prob
ably forgotten now, but which caused 
Robert Dale Owen to speak of them in 
tlie New York Evening Post as the 
most wonderful thing in the history of 
science.

As to tlie planets, I speak not merely 
of what is to be, but what Is. I have 
been studying planetary life, and I am 
able at this time to give a full account 
of our neighboring planet Mars, its cli
mate, population and social conditions, 
and shall introduce the account in the 
"New World of Science.”

I have not kept myself and my sci
ence before the public, which has no 
hospitality for profound science, and 
very few have any idea of the vast 
amount of science concealed In my 
records.

The experiments of De Rochas In ex
teriorizing sensibility are but a fuller 
demonstration of a principle I have 
long understood.

The coining century will witness the 
grandest Intellectual demonstrations in 
the sphere of psyehometry—that exten
sion of intelligence and power which 
the nineteenth century was too dull to 
comprehend or appreciate. The spirit
ual heavens will be explored and the 
history of this globe beyond the ice age 
which is now the ultima thule of sci
ence will be known.

In that science 1 offered the world the 
key to universal knowledge, and 
claimed that it was “the dawn of a 
new civilization;” the coming century 
will prove it, and 1 shall in a higher 
sphere participate in the demonstration.

The knowledge that I have given 
forth has had so entirely inadequate a 
publication and reception except from 
a very small number that I do not ex
pect to offer anything which would too 
profoundly shock the conservatism 
that rules the world. In revealing the 
religious history of the past century 
through “Primitive Christianity” I 
have shocked the friends of churches, 
colleges and governments which are 
destined to Ite reformed or revolution
ized in the coming century.

Beyond that, I would merely show 
how to develop the soul powers in hu
manity, by which many grand truths 
may be revealed which will become ac
ceptable to many In fifty years, though 
it would be premature to present them 
at present.

The antagonism which I have met, 
which resisted Reichenbach, Elliotson, 
Gregory, Hare and Edmonds, has been 
greatly increased by the progressive 
moral degeneracy which I have ob
served everywhere in our country In 
the last fifty years—not only in the 
vast increase of crime that goes to 
crowd our penitentiaries, the robberies, 
the railway captures by desperadoes, 
the immense bank frauds and corpora
tion crimes, against which the people 
struggle in vain, while the money pow
er is becoming irresistible, and the in
crease of insanity and social strife and 
political corruption, but in the decline 
of hospitality and friendship and the 
increasing power of plutocracy and or- 

When in 1843-4 I had the sympathy 
of a university and of Theodore Parker 
and Garrison, and in Boston friendly 
committees of physicians and a noble 
reception by Pierpont, I found forty’ 
years later the degenerate Unitarians 
solldagainst progress as they are still, 
and their leading writer, James F. 
Clarke, in a commanding position, 
though well acquainted With my dis
coveries, which he privatqly accepted, 
publicly concealed his knowledge, mis
led his church, and thanked .God that

he had concealed from man all knowl
edge of his life in the spirit world.

Of other corruption I would say noth
ing now, and I must turn from the 
world-wide horrors of this century, in 
which liberty is gathering her forces 
for a mighty struggle, to speak of the 
bright coming future.

When Psyehometry, the nursing 
mother of all science, has extended 
their bounds with its telescopic and mi
croscopic power and dissipated all su
perstitions, then will come the most be
neficent of all sciences—the science of 
Destiny, with prophetic power to guide 
all nations out of their ancient dark
ness, their follies, crimes and wars, of 
blind statesmanship, and to guide with 
similar wisdom the life of every Indi
vidual.

This may be the nearest approach 
that man may make to God. Had I 
thirty more years of life I would under
take the task of realizing it; but in the 
crowded hours of my last days I have 
been able only to lay one foundation 
stone for that last temple of wisdom by 
developing the science of Periodicity, 
which measures tlie progress of nations 
and has been verified in our own his
tory.

That science shows when nations 
fall into the madness of war. It shows 
the evil periods of the United States in 
years and specifies even the months. 
Our ominous months extend from the 
22d of March to the 12th of May. Math
ematical science fixes it precisely, and 
in that time it was our fate, in the 
midst of financial intrigues against lib
erty and European hostility, which Ip 
malignant, to begin our war with 
Spain; piling up National debt in de
fense of sacred liberty, which we might 
have avoided by promptness in assert
ing justice to struggling patriots. All 
wars are calamities, but Mr. Lincoln 
approves this war as necessary to re
vive American patriotism.

But Periodicity is too large a theme 
to introduce here; I may present it 
hereafter. I would conclude these re
marks on the wonders of the Infinite 
by referring to a class of wonders that 
has not received serious attention. The 
wonders of materialization, which 
slow-going Spiritualists so long resist
ed, may be eclipsed in the higher re
gions of the atmosphere when the rari
ty of the air and tlie abundance of 
electricity offer the-'lmst conditions for 
spirituality. Even the high mountains 
are far more favorable than the valleys 
for spiritual life, and our temples for 
development should be located on the 
mountains.

Spirits can make grander displays in 
the sky than on the earth and they have 
made many such displays in the past, 
which produced only superstitious won
der. 'flu*  approach of war has fur
nished a worthy occasion lately.

The San Francisco Examiner recent
ly published a dispatch of April 18, 
from Portland, Oregon, as follows, 
heading it “Victory’s Sign in the Heav
ens":

"Portland, April 18.—The citizens of 
Huntington were greatly excited last 
night on discovering wlint they termed 
a war cloud. About 9 o’clock there ap
peared in the cloudless sky in a north
erly direction a large dark object, 
changing appearances at short Jnter- 
vals. First tlie object appeared in the 
form of a large bird, resembling tliat 
of the American Eagle with its beak 
wide stretched as if in readiness to 
pounce upon its prey. Next the clouds 
separated, assuming the shape of two 
ships, one a full rigged battle ship and 
the other much smaller in proportion, 
resembling that of a torpedo boat, 
which seemed to be engaged in battle 
with the larger vessel. A great many 
stars were seen passing rapidly from 
one cloud to the other, as though the 
vessels were exchanging shots, the 
stars representing the flashes of guns. 
This continued for about forty-five min
utes; then the smaller cloud gradually 
closed in with the larger one until it 
disappeared, leaving one object.

"There was a very strong northwest 
wind during this strange phenomenon, 
but it never changed its position in the 
least.

“The elder citizens of Huntington re
gard this as a sure sign of war with 

night, leaving a calm and cloudless 
sky.”

Such appearances have often been 
seen in this country in connection with 
war. In the secession war they were 
often seen and published in Northern 
newspapers, but could not be very defi
nitely described now. Their first ap
pearance that can now be recalled was 
in the spring of 1861. As described by 
those who recollect, large bodies of 
clouds would appear generally after 
sundown, rising from the North and 
South and meeting in the mid-heavens. 
Red and blue colors often appeared and 
sometimes a little white. As the masses 
approached their movements resembled 

K,the movements of military leaders and 
maneuvers of bodies of troops—some
times appearing to pass through each 
other and to continue various evolu
tions.

My informant (Mrs. Buchanan) wit
nessed much of this in Iowa, heard 
similar reports from Pennsylvania, and 
read much of it in the newspapers. 
She was accustomed to look to the 
skies, and saw something of this char
acter ten or a dozen times and became 
convinced they were followed by bat
tles. ■

She especially recollects such appear
ances in June and July, 1863, and just 
before the battle of Gettysburg. The 
most vivid experience reported from 
Pennsylvania was a day or two before 
the great battle of Antietam.
t After 1863, Mrs. Buchanan being- in- 
the Indian Territory, west of Nebraska, 
saw nothing more of it I presume 
there are many who could relate simi
lar experiences, and I hope that what
ever is observed during our present war 
will be fully reported. The age of mir
acles is approaching, for miracles-are 
the names given to dawning sciences 
which the world does not comprehend.

Does He Possess Occult 
Power?

ARTICLES VANISH IN HIS PRES
ENCE, SEEMINGLY DEMATERI
ALIZED—CARDS CHANGE WITH
OUT HIS. TOUCHING THEM—A 
MYSTERIOUS.BEING IN ALL HIS 
ACTS.
A squat little fellow with sallow com

plexion, curly black hair, Roman fea
tures qpd Italian accent, strolled into 
the buffet of the Iroquois at 8:30 o'clock 
last night, says the Buffalo Express. 
He was about twenty-four years old, 
smooth shaven, wore a dark suit, tan 
overcoaf and black derby hat. He 
walked up to the Hon. Cornelius Cough
lin, leader of the Democracy of the 
South, and smiled.

"Presjo!” he exclaimed in a soft gut
tural, and he plucked a lemon out of 
Mr. Coughlin’s left ear.

He threw the dollar up in the air and 
it vanished. He stuck tlie knife in the 
lemon and tossed them ceilingward and 
they never came back—at least no one 
saw them. He held out hisband, palm 
upward, closed it, opened it, and lo! it 
held a deck of cards. He shuffled the 
cards quickly with a fan shuffle.

"Look at the cards as I shuffle,” said 
he to William K. Kinch, “Don’t tell 
me what it is. You’ve thought? 
There’s your card,” and he threw a 
card face downward on the marble top 
of the table.

Kinch looked at the card.
"Wrong,” he said) and threw the card 

down again on its faee. “That’s the nine 
of diamonds. I looked and thought of 
the five of clubs.”

“Pick up the card,” said the wizard.
Kinch picked it up. It was the five of 

clubs.
“Presto!” said the magician.
He handed the deck of cards to James 

Kennedy, who was sitting beside W. J. 
Connors. '

"Look at a card,”'he said.
Kennedy peeped at a card. .
“Pass the deck on,” said the wizard.
Kennedy handed it to Connors, who 

peeped at a card and handed the deck 
to Coughlin, who'also peeped at a card; 
then they shuffled the deck and handed 
it back to the wizard, who shuffled the 
deck and took off the top card. He 
handed it to Kennedy. Kennedy looked 
at it.

“Wrong,” he said, and handed it to
Connors.

“Wrong,” said Connors, and handed 
to Bapst.

“Wrong,” said Bapst, and handed 
to Coughlin.

“Wrong.” said Coughlin.
The card was the ace of spades.
“Look at the card again,” said tlie 

wizard.
Coughlin looked. All saw It. The 

card was the three of clubs, the card 
Coughlin had selected in his peep into 
the pack. The wizard handed the card 
to Bapst, who looked at it, and lo! it 
was the jack of clubs, Bapst’s card. 
The wizard handed It to Connors, and 
lo! It was the queen of spades, Connors’ 
card. The wizard Jianded it to Kenne
dy, and it was the lice of spades again.

"Wrong," said Kennedy. "My card 
was the three of diamonds.”

“That’s the three of diamonds,” said 
the wizard.

All looked. It wjis the three of dia
monds.

By this time: the.yafe was crowded 
with people. Every one was jostling 
and eager to see what would happen 
next The wizard plucked cards from 
everywhere, and sent them spinning 
into nowhere. He asked Commissioner 
Martin Maher to blindfold him. They 
not only tied a handkerchief over his 
eyes, but a waiter tied a towel over the 
handkerchief. Then blindfolded, the 
wizard had four men select four cards 
without his touching the deck. They 
put the cards back in the deck, shuffled 
it, cut it Into three piles on the marble 
table. The wizard borrowed a knife 
from Kincb’s left ear and opened IL 

“Presto!” said he, and scattered the 
cards over the table with the point of 
the blade. ■

Then one by one he picked out the 
four cards the four men had looked at, 
and Impaled them on tire tip of the 
knife. He was blindfolded all the 
while, and had not touched the deck 
with his fingers. The spectators began 
to feel creepy. The wizard removed 
the bandages from his. eyes and took 
up a collection. His hat held a number 
of silver pieces. He jingled them and 
turned the hat upside down. There ’ 
was nothlpg in It. He bought a drink. 
The glass seemed' to vanish down his 
throat. He turned and took it out of a 
drummer’s hat. Helald 50 cents on the 
cashier’s desk, pointing at it, and it 
vanished. He snapped his fingers and 
a lemon lay on the desk. He threw the 
lemon up in the airtand walked out. 
The lemon vanished, and the wizard 
found it In a man’inat in the lobby of 
the hotel.

He halted and tore a button off Mr. 
Coughlin’s goat He put it back and 
told Mr. Copgilin to blow on it. Mr. 
Coughlin blgwWd the button was back 
in place, and bore no. sign of having 
been removed. He-threw a card up ten 
feet in tfie’air. It sailed back and rested 
on his open-palm,. He did it again. He 
tossed the card a third time and it van
ished. Thenithe wizard vanished, leav
ing a lot of dazed, and sleepy men be
hind him. . ' - 7

The above is most remarkable, and is' 
either a fine demonstration of occult 
power, or the result of most remarkable 
sleight of hand. OCCULT.

Buffalo,’N.Y.) - , .

We like-to divine others,, butf do not 
like to be divined ourselves.—Rochefou
cauld. , ’ '

In the pursuit of knowledge, follow It 
wherever it may be found; like-fern, It 
is the produce of all climates, and like 
cqin, its circulation is,not restricted to 
any particular class.—Colton."1

It Is Then Often Able to Predict Future Events and Cir
■" ’ cumstances.

FACTS IN THE HOURS OF SLEEP 
-SOME NOTABLE INSTANCES— 
FOREWARNING OF THE AYER 
FIRE GIVEN TO TWO PEOPLE
DREAMS IN WHICH MURDERS, 
ROBBERIES, AND SIMILAR

OURATELY FORETOLD.
The poet’s phrase, "Such stuff as 

dreams are made of,” In this prosaie 
age calls up the skeptic’s query, “What 
stuff?" It is said that more evidence 
has been collected to prove the reality 
of witches and witchcraft than to sub
stantiate any well-known fact of sci
ence or of history. And yet, who be
lieves in witchcraft? Likewise, thou
sands of intelligent people whose 
veracity is unquestionable will testify 
to having had dreams which fore
shadowed the future so accurately that 
they cannot be regarded as tlie chance 
vagaries of sleep. In nearly all of them 
it seems that the dreamer is conscious 
of a dual existence. His mind, all un
trammeled by flesh, wanders out 
out upon distant seas and into 
realms of futurity. But it is not 
purpose of this article to furnièh 
tistles or to speculate upon the 
entitle possibilities of the case. A

and 
tlte 
the 
sta- 
sci- 
few

Instances merely, known to the writer, 
or well-substantiated by others, will be 
glveu for what they are worth, says tlie 
Inter Ocean.

At least two persons in Chicago 
dreamed of tlie burning of the Ayer 
building the night before the tire oc
curred. A young man clerking for a 
firm in the Ayer building rented a room 
from a family residing on Lincoln.Park 
boulevard. The clerk came and went 
with little notice from the family, and 
some times they would not see him for 
days at a time. The night before the 
fire, however, Mrs. ---- , the landlady,
dreamed that the family was distressed 
because the young man had not come 
home iq the evening. It seemed that 
everybody manifested the utmost con
cern. and that they sent out several 
messengers In search of him. At last 
in her dream the door of the sitting
room seemed to open and the face of 
the clerk appeared. He was so black 
with soot and smoke as to be almost 
unrecognizable, and his hair and mus
tache were singed.

“I stayed at the fire,” he said. “I 
barely got out alive; and afterward it 
seemed I could not come away from 
the place.”

The next day the Ayer building was 
burned and the clerk just got out alive. 
The family feared that he had been 
killed, but late at night he appeared, 
saying that he had stayed at tlie ruins, 
hoping to be of assistance-in identify
ing his comrades, and also added that 
the spot seemed to have a fascination 
for him.
A PHYSICIAN’S WEIRD DREAM.

Au even more startling dream of this 
fire was that of a physician living on 
the West Side.—He dreamed that be 
started down town as qsual in tlie fore
noon and that the elevated train on 
which he rode was blocked for some 
time. Finally it started up, and at 
some place in the down-town district it 
ran through flames from a Are at the 
side of the track. The physician looked 
out of the window and saw what ap
peared to be a whole business block as 
a lake of fire. The fierce heat burned 
his eyeballs and he distinctly heard 
heart-rending shrieks above the roar of 
the flames. One building, the only one 
which stood out directly in his sight, 
bad not fallen in, but smoke an(l 
tongues of fire were shooting from the 
sides and licking the roof. He saw a 
man rush to the front window on what 

on that 'side and the flames were 
already enveloping the whole building. 
He drew a revolver, placed it to tlie 
side of his head and fell back in the 
flames. This was the dream. What 
really happened points to its verifica
tion. The physician really rode down 
on the elevated train after waiting for 
it a long while at the elevated station 
at Ashland boulevard, because trains 
were unable to get around the loop for 
some time that morning during the fire. 
He got off at Madison street and 
Wabash avenue. Everybody was talk

, Ing of the fire, and the air was dense 
with smoke and flying cinders. He met 
a friend, very much excited, who said 
to him at onee:

“My God, Harry, I hope I’ll never 
witness another such horrible sight,” 
and then the friend proceeded to say 
that a few minutes» previously from a 
building opposite he had seen a man in 
the burning Ayer block throw up a 
window, look around desperately, and 
then draw a revolver and blow his 
brains out Since then the physician 
has heard from several sources that 
this scene was witnessed by a number 
of people. At the time no mention was 
made of it in the papers, nor was any
thing said about the finding of a body 
of such a suicide.
MR BATES’ QUEER/EXPERIENCE.

One of the most curious instances of 
dream phenomena is that told by 
Thomas H. Bates, a former Chicagoan, 
and I believe now a resident of Fresno, 
Cal. That Mr. Bates is a man of un
doubted truthfulness and stands highly 
in the community is vouched for by 
several citizens of the place. In his 
own words, as nearly as possible, the 
weird recital runs thus: ......... .

“In August, 1870,1 boarded at No7 28 
Cottage Grove avenue, Chicago. One 
night I dreamed that a burglar entered 
my room and stolp my watch and other 
valuables from under my pillow. In 
mydream I seemed to be two persons— 
one outside of myself. I seemed to be 
watching myself lying asleep on the 
bed and viewed the proceedings of the

same time the sleeping self was con
scious of the'hot breath of the robber 
as he bent over me. He had a face of 
wonderful malignity, and as he ‘went 
through me’ he clutched a murderous- 
looking knife In one hand. His face 
was curious and burned Itself into my 
memory. In my dream I reflected that 
it bore the marks of born criminality. 
I felt that if 1 ever saw it again I 
would recognize it at once. It seemed 
to me that it took him about ten miu- 
utes to finish tlie burglary. I followed 
the man down stairs, saw him lift the 
night latch and disappear in the dark
ness. He entered by a window. In the 
morning the landlord laughed at me 
when I told him my dream, but it had 
been so vivid that I did not feel re
assured. On the third night from that 
time I was robbed, my watch and purse 
being taken from under my pillow.”

But the sequel, leading to the capture 
of the burglar, Is thq wonderful jiart of 
Mr. Bates’ narrative.

FINDS THE ROBBER IN COURT.
"A few nights after this,” he con

tinued, “an attempted murder and rob
bery took place at a house on Indiana 
avenue near Twenty-second street. In 
the struggle with the burglar a portion 
of tlie robber’s thumb nail was torn off 
by being caught in tlie hammer of a 
pistol. He made his escape and the bit 
of thumb nail was found on the floor 
by the police the next morning. When 
I saw the account of the affair it 
occurred to me that it might have been 
committed by the same man who plun
dered me, as it was so soon after and in 
tlie same neighborhood. In a week or 
two I happened to be attending a 
rather sensational trial In the court
room In the old Armory building. It 
was a contest between Wilbur F. 
Storey, the eccentric editor of the Chi
cago Times, and Lydia Thompson, the 
actress. Storey had published a crit
icism reflecting severy upon Lydia 
Thompson, who was appearing nt one 
of the theaters at the time. The actress 
met the editor upon the street and tried 
to administer a horse-whipping. Storey 
had her arrested, and it was this trial 
which 1 was attending. The court
room was filled with a motley throng. 
Suddenly, In looking over the faces of 
tlie crowd In front, I was astounded to 
see about midway of the room the face 
of the burglar 1 hail seen In my dream. 
It was the same evil eye and the same 
cruel leer. I recognized it Instantly. 
Edging back in the crowd carefully, so 
that he might not take alarm, I got a 
view of his hands. As I had susjieeti'd 
the left thumb nail was partly torn off. 
I commuuicatetUmy suspicion to Cap
tain Lull, a Chicago officer afterward 
killed in Missouri by the James and 
Younger boys. Lull charged the fellow 
with committing the robbery on In
diana avenue and in bls confession he 
all but admitted it, and was arrested 
and jailed. His name, I think, was 
Robert Seeley, and he came from 
Elmira, N. Y.. where he was known as 
an ex-convict. He was in jail waiting 
trial when the great fire occurred and 
I do not know what became of him. 
The name of the judge who presided at 
the Storey trial was Milliken.”

A dream as circumstantial and seem
ingly as closely connected with the oc
cult as the preceding Is told by a 
woman at Napier, New Zealand. It re
lates to the Ill-fated passenger steamer 
Walrarapa, which was wrecked some 
years ago in:passage from Sydney to 
Auckland. No anxiety had been felt 
for the ship, and the weather was ex
ceedingly favorable. Not far from port, 
In the middle of the night, she struck a 
rock, keeled over, and 150 persons were 
drowned. The narrator of the dream 
says that she had attempted on the 
evening of the wreck to do some lit
erary work to which she was ac
customed, but felt restless and unable 
to go on with it. She lay down on a 
lounge about ten o’clock, fell asleep, 
and saw the shipwreck distinctly In a 
series of dissolving views. She says:

"I saw a crowded ship leaving the 
harbor. It seemed that I was on board. 
The voyage was a calm and prosperous 
one. In the next scene the night wns 
black, but stormy. At midnight it 
seemed that the vessel struck on a rock, 
keeled over to one side, and commenced 
to go down. I saw the frightened pass
engers all up on deck, and the steward
ess fastening the life belts onto the 
women. I only appeared to be watch
ing the scene, and not to be taking any 
part in it. One of the stewardesses, I 
thought, was giving away her own life 
belt to aid a woman passenger. Then 
a great wave came and swept most of 
the people over into the sea.”

The next day the news came to Na
pier that two nights before the ship had 
gone down in the fray it had appeared 
in the dream. Special mention was 
made of the bravery of one stewardess, 
who took off her own life preserver and 
put it on, not another woman, but a 
little child. '
GREWSOME AFFAIR IN TEXAS.

Dr. Felix Oswald vouches for the fol
lowing story: A family removed from 
Indiana to Cameron County, Texas, in 
the early days of the latter State. 
They struck a good site, settled on it, 
and began to be happy in the prospect 
of owning a home. The neighbors were 
friendly, the range and soil excellent, 
and everything bid fair for a prosper
ous community. One night the rancher 
dreamed that his little cabin was at
tacked by . Mexican bushwhackers. 
They surrounded the place, killed the 
settler and his wife, and struck the boy 
down as he ran through the gate in an 
attempt to-escape. The dream-was 
most real; the pioneer noticed the 
horses and saddles of the greasers, and 
couliT hâve recognized the outfit any
where. - He did not become alarmed 
until the vision came to him three 
nightfi in succession. The morning after 
the third dream his wife said to him:

“Have you noticed anything queer 
about this place. It seems to me the 
ranch Is haunted. I have had a hor
rible dream for three nights running.”

And then she told her dream, which 
corresponded in every particular with 
that of her busband, They became 
frightened, made some excuse about 
not liking the water and the climate, 
and moved back East. They were 
ashamed to make known the real rea
son because the country there was en
tirely peaceful and no Mexicans were 
near the settlement. Two months after
ward the news came of the massacre of 
Pancho Parras, in which the whole 
community wag, wiped out of existence 
by Mexican greasers.

Dr. Oswald suggests that many ad
monitory dreams appear to be the mys
terious, instinctive promptings of self, 
preservation, He cites the case of ai 
young man dying of consumption, the 
result of too close confinement in am 
office. The young man related that in 
his boyhood days his sleep was always 
filled with visions of prairies of waving 
grass, of mountains, and precipitous 
torrents.

“Now,” he said sadly, “they failed in 
their warning and never trouble me 
any more since it Is too late.”

OTHER DREAMS OF NOTE.
A young newspaper writer In Chicago 

relates a curious experience In dream
land. Once, when a child, she had qj 
particularly vivid dream of a country, 
house and farm. Years after she visited 
for the first time an aunt living in the 
country, and io! there was the land of 
her childish dream. She remembered 
tlie location of all the farm-houses, the 
orchard, the gates, everything. One 
circumstance only was lacking. A well 
which, according to her dream, should 
have been in tlie edge of tlie orchard, 
was missing. No, the family declared, 
there liad never been such a well on the 
place. The grandmother at last came 
on a visit also and recollected at once 
that a long time ago there had been.

lx*r.  A hermit dreamed of the battle of 
Tours and predicted it five years before 
it took place. Joseph and Jacob and 
Pharaoh are famous Biblical dreamers. 
Coleridge’s pipe dream resulted in the 
beautiful fragment, "Kubla Khan.” 
There is a sort of happy, democratic 
feeling which invades dreamland to thq 
overturning of tradition. A young 
woman on tlie South Side, after a ten 
rible Sunday spent in searching for a 
boarding-house, dreamed that Queen 
Victoria had taken up her residence Ini 
Chicago and advertised rooms to rent. 
She approached the palace, got into a,1 
lively discussion with the Queen about 
prunes and Sunday evening lunch, and 
ended by telling her that she charged 
the highest price for poor accommoda
tion of any landlady in Chicago, 
Whereupon the Queen apologized and 
asked her to stay to dinner. Experi
ments have proved that healthy people 
of twenty-eight or thirty have an av-

The question is sometimes asked, 
Wlty are we Spiritualists?

The beauty of Spiritualism was re
vealed to me when I was in great soy
row. My^ grief was turned to joy, my, 
lamentations to singing. Through Spir
itualism I found that my loved ones 
who had passed to spirit life would 
come to me and till my mind with good 
thoughts whenever I would send out an 
earnest desire for their presence. 
Wherever true Spiritualism exists, 
darkness flees away. It shows to the 
one possessing it, that life is worth liv
ing. It helps us to overcome what 18 
not best in our natures, and teaches us 
to do good whenever we have an oppor
tunity. It takes away the fear of death 
and teaches us that what has been 
called the king of terrors, is in reality 
the angel of peace, opening wide the 
door to endless progression.

Spiritualism gives us knowledge that 
we can gain in no other way. It fills 
our lives with peace and contentment. • 
When trials and adversities come, we 
know it is a lesson we need for our ad
vancement, and strength is given from 
the spirit-world to help us on our way. 
I cannot tell all the reasons I have for 
being a Spiritualist, there are so many. 
Every day brings an added joy on ac
count of it. Ob! that all the world might 
see the beauty of it. Then darkness and 
sorrow would be in the past, peace and 
good will to all would be in our hearts; 
and heaven would truly be on earth. It 
is better to leave this life bankrupt as 
regards property, than to be bankrupt 
in good deeds.

“Ask and ye shall receive; seek and 
ye shall find; knock and it shall be ■ 
opened to you.” If this be so, there is 
nothing we can desire to benefit our
selves or others, but what we can ob
tain by earnestly striving for it. In 
every human being a spark of God’s 
life is implanted, and is given us as a 
talent to improve. If we earnestly de- ‘ 
sire to do a good work in the world, we 
will find it no easy path we have tp 
ascend. We will need constant vigilance 
to keep our thoughts and actions pure. 
We will make many mistakes; many 
times give expression to thoughts that 
are not the best, but we must not give 
up because we sometimes make mis
takes, but let them be beacon lights, to 
show, us where the weak places are in 
our natures, and strive to strengthen 
the weak spots by asking help of hint 
who understands our frailties. . ■

We are apt to be discouraged because 
the good we desire does not come to up 
at once. Our progress may be so sknyi 
as to be hardly noticed by ourselves, ; 
but if we are earnestly striving fofl- 
light, we are making some advance '•
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What

Woman, Church and State,
A Historical Account of the Statut 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, with Reminis

cences of the Matrl- 
archate.

All temptations to oppress my honest fellow-men; 
I’ve been honest to a cent, 
And a life of love have spent,

But if gold is God, I’ve lost it. Ah, what then? 
then?

y10» ttrodncüon bj

il u problem, the problem itself is not the foundation of 
{nathemalics, but is one of the things that he may solve 

>y the correct rule. The rules abide and are in his keep- 
< ing, and remain forever the foundation of all mathemat

ical solutions. When tlie architect builds a temple, or

wr

1 Discourse Dslivered through Mrs. Cora L V. Richmond, at Washington, 
0. C„ May 1,1898.

S . What the keystone is to the arch, such is the corner
stone to the temple.

S''. ,-- Li all building for architectural expression; in all tem- 
•- -pies, churches and other edifices that are set apart for an 

especial purpose, the laying of the corner-stone is an im- 
ilosing ceremony. Among the Freemasons this is an eso- 
eric ceremony; for it includes, hot only the external 

foundation, but the spiritual symbol of the foundation of 
j fcharacter, of righteousness, of goodly deeds. In the 
' great passages of Isaiah and Psalms you frequently hear, 

nr read, the expression of the “foundations” of things.
The four corner-stones constituted the ancient symbol 

’ of the four primal truths, and those primal truths were 
; all that were needed for human unfoldment. There
. must be a primal truth of love, wliich also serves as the 
‘ keystone in the arch, but there must be wisdom and jus- 

lice, and hope, and faith; these with love make up the 
'■ i foundation and the dome of the edifice.

। There must be a primal truth at the basis of all spiritual 
unfoldment, and that primal truth must constitute the 
one essential impelling force in life. It must not only be 
jlmt spirit is, but that there is knowledge of it, perception 
pf it. Many people mistake the results in human action 
for the truth itself; they say that the foundation is goodly 
deeds, loving works and words, and the manifestation of

• wisdom, and the attainment of knowledge. All these 
must be the results but tho primal truth must be there or

■; there can be no results. When the mathematician solves

fashions it from his thought, it is not tho temple that is 
permanent, but the geometrical rules, the proportions, 
everything that pertains to the laws of liarmony, taste and 
perfect construction. There must be no flaw in any an
gle; there must be nothing imperfect in the foundation, 
the corner-stone must be secure and steadfast, and all the 
walls, and all the pillars founded with reference to the 
perfect law of mathematical proportion; otherwise the 
building is in danger; otherwise the great law of indura
tion will sweep it away, almost before it is fashioned.

The shape of the ancient Egyptian pyramids and many 
of the structures in Egypt was because of this knowledge 
pf the fundamental laws of geometry. There had to be 
that which would resist, not only the attraction of out
ward substance, the induration of waters and storms, but 

- that which would make the base of the structure the 
strongest, for whatever would rise from the base must 

• not only reach toward the apex, but must express the in
dention in its breadth of foundation. In the symbolism, 
/therefore, which is thus expressed, the symbolism of spir
itual truth, the strong foundations of life are often mis
taken; are supposed, superficially, to be intellectual at- 
giainment, to be, so-called spiritual attainment. That 
' which is born of mere impulse, of impetuosity, of outward 

«Sympathy or attainment of tlie intellect cannot survive 
the stress, strain and shock of human experience.

- Many people suppose they have in their theology a 
■ strong religious foundation; when sorrow and death 
■Sweep in they find their faith as unstable as the shifting 
iands. A lady told us, that she had no doubt that her 

eligion would sustain her in the hour of trial; yet when 
■her beautiful daughter was taken away from her by the 

_ ';angel of death, the words of her minister sounded hollow. 
Sb strange and meaningless; she was left stranded on the 
^»shoals and quicksands of doubt and uncertainty.

.Many people think themselves well grounded in spirit- 
Mual truth by a certain accumulation of facts. They may 

intellectually convinced, but such convincemcnt must

S)f necessity fail if they have not the correct basis, if they 
rave not a stable foundation. Facts do not constitute 
■htrutli; truth alone can explain the facts of the universe. 

Hj’If you observe a fact from a mistaken standpoint, you 
^Bvpervert the fact. The ancients observed what appeared 
■:',o be the rising and setting of the sun and concluded that 
■ -the earth was the center, and that the sun, moon and 
^Bitars revolved around the earth, and were intended to 
■‘light this little speck of dust. They observed the appar- 
Wa?ent facts; as far as their observation went it was true. 
^TBut with the basis of true mathematics, and more accu- 
■i rate observation concerning the “precession of the equi- 
r^liioxes” and the shape of the earth’s surface, the final con- 
L'4-clusion that the earth revolved around the sun with the 

¡’other planets was a basis of (ruth that caused the first 
■ririnouucer’s persecution and the sacrifice of all that hu-

Iman life holds dear. But, nevertheless, theirs was a per
ception of truth. After that, the observation or the facts 
l.'became intelligible; after that, the true meaning of the 
I “rising and setting’ of the slm could be perceived.
I ■ The same is true in the spiritual realm: People observe 
I a .fact from the standpoint of materialism and it wears 
I,(me aspect, it is a mistaken aspect; they draw conclusions 
l.thcrcfrom and declare that these are correct. They ob
Iserve the fact from the standpoint of bigotry, of pervers- 
Hty, of obliquity of vision and the same results ensue. But 
Ilf the real basis of life, the real foundation, is understood. 
Idyery fact shapes itself in accordance with that basisi 
liYou can prove the measurement of a circle by the small- 
Ifist portion of an arc. Why? Because the accurate 
[knowledge of the curve and its measurement will give 
[you the size of the circle without the remaining portion 
being before your vision. That is because with the cor- 

Irect knowledge you know it cannot be smaller and can- 
Inot be larger than the indication of the certain arc, how
ever small the portion you perceive. So the indications 
[in human life, when properly observed, inevitably point 
|to a certain foundation. ‘
f WHAT IS TRUTH?
t It would be quite amusing, were it not so pitiful, to 
[hear people say questioning!}-: “What is truth? How 
lean anyone determine what is truth? Truth is problem- 
tatical; truth varies; truth is simply a name, a term; truth 
Kiffers in every age.” All this is childishness; there is no 
difference in truth from one age to another. Of course 
fthere js a difference in human perception. No one is 
IhgOtistic enough to suppose that his limited observation 
I facts is truth. If he has nothing better to give than 
I ih.at> he simply gives it as his opinion. Yet you hear poo- 

lie talk very glibly about facts, about truth, about perfec- 
ion, who have not the smallest perception of truth. Now, 

fre do not claim to have discovered truth, but we claim to’ 
know it when we see it, just the same as we know an angle, 
or a circle, or a square. With geometrical knowledge 
Won cannot be mistaken about a square, you cannot be 
mistaken as to the shape of a triangle, you cannot be mis
taken as to the circle; so truth either is truth or it is but 
[f human imperfection, a statement of a fact as the indi- 
[Jidual seesrit, but it may differ when compared with the 
¡Mine fact as seen by another individual, because human 
‘ “Hmony docs vary, even in courts of justice, so-called;

‘ legal trials the testimony of individuals must be 
en with great allowance, not because the facts vary, 

because the observations according to the percep- 
is vary, or because some one has tampered with the in- 
idu^l conscience, or because under the dominating in- 

ipnce .or counsel of friends a person considers that the 
tion of a fact is different from what it was sup- 

to be when seen.

EVIDENCE OF THE BENS^ '

Tliis shows you how very fallacious the observation of 
the senses must be unless there is an enlightened mind 
•behind the senses. have often heard people say: “Oh, 
welkl would not believe that unless I saw it.” Would 
you oeheve it if you saw it? Are you capable of believing 
ri ,^ne geutlem?n very frankly said, “If I saw a table 
htted in the air without any human contact, I would not 
believe it. ^ Simply because his mind was not trained to 
the perception of the fact. Many people think the best 
thing they can fip for their friends, is to take them to a 
materialization seance to prove immortality. Is the av
erage human mind trained to the perception of the fact 
ot materialization ? We answer no; because the average 
human mind straightway, and without any attempt to re
ceive the fact as true, endeavors to explain it away in ev
ery possible way; first as a trick or fraud, next as some 
sort of an illusion, and even resorts to an impossible 
mental suggestion” to explain that which could clearly 

be explained if there was a correct basis of mental and 
spiritual knowledge. The fact of a form being gathered 
together in the seemingly empty air is not beyond the 
range of comprehension of those who have spiritual per
ception, or those who have adequate material knowledge, 

he chemist can tell you that this is possible, though he 
may doubt it as the result of spirit agency; one sufficiently 
well acquainted with the laws of substance can tell you 
that a form may appear, that it may have, apparently, 
specific gravity and all the qualities of material organism 
and still it may not be any more solid than thin vapor, 
because form and specific gravity are simply conditions 
imparted to matter.

\s iS a Preface then to something broader and deeper: 
that knowledge does not come from without, but from 
within, that no amount of facts can produce a single per
ception in the human mind, unless quickened by the per
ceiving spirit; that of all the things which fell to the 
eaitli before that one apple, no one was ready to seize 
upon the fact of their falling as an illustration of the 
princijile of gravity; that from all tlie steam and vapor 
that had risen from the. earth and from boiling water no 
one was able to connect it with the mighty force that now 
is the motor power of the world, excepting the one mind 
tliat was prepared. If facts alone would suffice, you 
would not have waited all these years for men to Immv 
that the chained lightning may be your message boy. 
Dr. Franklin shocked the theologian and the bigot by 
ampering with “God’s lightning;” to-day the messages of 

the whole world are transmitted by tliis agency. The 
prepared mind, the understanding ‘which is illumined 
from within, the observation that is made under the guid
ance of an intelligent force or will is that which makes the 
tact valuable.

SPIRITUAL PERCEPTION.
We hear people talking all around the proposition of 

moral expression in human life, but this did not make the 
foundation of human character. The perception of what 
is right—we have said it before and we say it now; the 
perception of what is right is an endowment of the human 
soul, its unfoldment is not a question of the conditions of 
time and sense, but the conquest over time and sense. 
Jtight is right whenever and wherever, and under what
ever circumstances one may be placed. Delinquency, ob
liquity, divergency, excess of human ignorance and hu
man selfishness have endeavored to throw a cloud a veil 
of mystery over that which is right; yet having any per
ception at all of the basis of a true spiritual and moral 
life, no one can be mistaken whether to do a certain thing 
or not. That which relates to material affairs is a differ
ent proposition, there may be directions and pursuits in 
which ])eople may not be able to choose. But that which 
is based upon pure ethics, upon a proposition that is 
known within the soul, cannot be mistaken; every attempt 
to evade it is simply the voice of selfishness or policy, or 
some line of human reason.

Now what is the foundation primarily of this that has 
prepared the mind, sometime under unfoldment, to take 
advantage of the knowledge of facts, to discover the why 
and wherefore, and the arrangement of the manifesta
tions in the universe? What is this which enables, the 
mind to perceive only one demonstration of a certain kind 
und know that it is just as valuable as a thousand or a 
million? It is spiritual perception. You may know the 
difference between the minds that are prepared spirit
ually and those that are not. The mind that has not spir
itual perceptions needs to be convinced every day. The 
physical hunger requires to be satisfied every day; the 
mental hunger ,which is founded upon the senses needs 
to be satisfied every day. There is always a revolution, a 
doubt, something creeping in. But the prepared mind 
is capable of grasping the first fact of its kind that ap
pears. So in the beginning of Spiritualism, fifty years 
ago, there were people who journeyed to Hydesville; re
ceiving the raps and receiving the message they knew it 
was true. They did not look for the snapping of the 
toe-joints, (hey did not put the girls on glass plates, they 
did not do any of the things that the Buffalo doctors did, 
who arrived at the sapient conclusion, that the rappings’ 
were merely the snapping of the girls’ toe-joints. They 
could hear them upon the walls, upon the tables, upon 
newspapers, upon every article of furniture and glass in 
the room, and they did not require the foolishness of sub
stituting a most absurd explanation.

The same is true, oftentimes, of those who hear of 
spirit communion: Theodore Parker said, “I have not had. 
time, in the course of a very busy life, to investigate the 
phenomena of Spiritualism; but if Spiritualism is not true 
it ought to be.” He had sufficient spiritual perception to 
know, that it was the one thing iff the universe that ought 
.to be true. When Herschel said, by a system of exact 
proportion, that there “ought to be a planet” in a certain 
position in the solar system, he said it from a spiritual 
perception of the relation of things.^ The scientific 
world scoffed; he was the subject of criticism; he was sup
posed to be a monomaniac on his particular hobby. But 
when a telescope was fashioned sufficiently powerful to 
observe it, there was the planet just where he said it ought 
to be. When the spiritual manifestations came and the 
world was uplifted to the knowledge of life beyond death 
as Theodore Parker, in common with all p’rophets of 
mankind, said, there was the spiritual truth just where it 
ought to be, and just as it should be. The foundation of 
spiritual truth, therefore, is not the manifestation of it 
but the perception that it ought to be there; that it is the 
only one thing that will answer that purpose in the 
universe.

Emerson says: “There is no Deed of demonstrating im
mortality, the perception of immortality is innate.” If a 
man cannot perceive it, can you prove it to him? For 
forty years we have known a hard-headed materialist to 
investigate the manifestations of Spiritualism, he re
ceived tests enough to fill this room if recorded, enough 
to make and unmake empires, enough to form the record 
of all the bibles in the world, enough to make and un^ 
make all the sciences, and at the end -of forty years he 
wanted his doubt removed. Who could remove that 
doubt?,. Not all the facts in the universe, only the one 
awakening from egotistical, external observation to spir
itual perception. What would cause; that awakening? I

Perhaps the shaft of sorrow that would strike his beloved 
one down; then s^pding by tlie open grave with the 
casket holding the form of his beloved one, as did the 
great agnostic, Robert G. Ingersoll, he would feel tliis 
hope welling up from within. What said Robert G. In
geisoll? “We hopq for future reunion.” Aye! his hope 
transcended his philosophy; nis hope was superior to his 
agnosticism. For a time his hope took the reins of a most 
magnificent mind .and led the way unto the possible ful
fillment that redeemed agnosticism; the materialist is re
deemed the moment that hope is started from within.

(!“I KNEW IT WAS TRUE.”
. ^leye can be ^l|t one foundation for all this, and that 
is the ineffable, undying reality of immortal life, the in
effable and unfailing reality. Groping in the dark you 
feel that it ought to bo true if it is not; endowed with the 
hght you know it is there if it has not been proven. The 
first sound that comes from across the river of death is 
heard; it makes the heart that is prepared shout with joy, 
saying, “I knew it was true.” How many prophetic 
sounds are heard, how many warning messages are given, 
how much is felt in silence in the great strife of human 
struggle. You know it is true, but like tlie daily words 
that lovers never weary of saying dr hearing, like that 
which comes as a welcome sound from the lips of the 
child, from the lips of daughter and son, and from the 
bps of wife and husband; I love you. So the_message 
fiom the skies, across the barriers, across the deep silence, 
across the doubts and fears, and the external garments of 
rinrest that have been woven around huinan life, saying, 
I live and love you still,” strengthens every hope, fulfills 

every perfect aspiration, and you shout with rejoicing, “I 
knew it was true!” The voice, the testimony is the glad 
supplement unto your knowledge. The manifestations 
of this knowledge reach human conditions and gradually 
tlie breath, the thought in the world awakens at last even 
the perception that is slumbering, that is dull, that is ap
parently lifeless.

It is because of this inevitable result that Spiritualists 
do not feel any great urgency about saving souls. If you 
thought tliat, by people not knowing concerning immor
tality they would not be immortal, you would make much 
more effort than you do to let them know, you would 
manifest the light that is within you qiore; if there was 
something you had to rescue people from, as the 
Salvation Army has, to rescue them from hell, of 
course you would be up and doing. But you have to res
cue them from the fear of death, from the fear of what 
comes aj'ter death. You have to place in their way these 
blossoms of hope and faith, and say: These flowers I have 
gathered from the spiritual kingdom. They will ask: 
Can I gather them also?

A BEAUTIFUL RELIGION.
At a ministration similar to the one performed yester

day, when we spoke the last words over the mortal form of 
a lady who had just passed away, one Baptist lady said, 
“Why can we not have such beautiful services at our fu
nerals?” Another lady answered: “Because you have not 
as beautiful a religion.” That is quite true. Hope en
genders hope, and promise expectancy and the fulfill
ment. Beauty mjjst be the result of beauty. So with 
the lack of hope, or with a possible doubt concerning the 
future state of the ¡loved one, how can the service be beau
tiful? How can it be other than solemn, fearful and 
doubtful? “Hark from the tomb a doleful sound” in
stead of the glad acclaim of new life and joy.

We say that the knowledge of immortality is the basis 
and the foundation stone of spiritual truth. It gives fife 
to ethics. Of what value is it to do good to one another, 
to practice self-denial, to do that which will make, others 
happy if you die as the tree dies, or as it has been said the 
fruit dies so you may bequeath a certain sort of heritage 
to human life. But ydu cannot make people believe that 
heredity exists without spirituality. The most dismal, 
most pitiful story we ever heard was introduced in one of 
the small congresses in the Parliament of Religions, held 
in Chicago during the World’s Fair, by that noble woman, 
Helen Gardner. It treated of the case of a criminal, who, 
she claimed was made a criminal by heredity, as the result 
of tho mother’s condition before the child was born: A 
mother with noble impulses, with lofty aspirations, with 
great moral endowments, was obliged to take money from 
her husband’s pockets to obtain the necessary things with 
which to welcome tliis little stranger into human life. 
This was said to be ample basis for making that cliild a 
thief. It is falsehood, it is a falsehood! No human mother 
ever v as called upon under such circumstances to witness 
such a result. The spiritual condition of that mother 
was exalted; she did not fdel herself to be a thief; the 
moral responsibility of her nature was not debased, it was 
no real record of her. life. Doubtless if such child came 
into existence it would be the moral result of that kind of 
a father; for heredity has two sources, the father and 
mother. When Helen Gardner told that story a quaint, 
old-fashioned woman got up in the audience and started 
to say: “But I have an inheritance from the Lord.” This 
was not what the people wanted, they were so bigoted in 
seeking for the cause in heredity, that they did not listen 
to this voice that said “I have an inheritance from the 
Lord.” But nevertheless the inheritance from the Lord 
prevails ultimately, and the line of heredity cannot stamp 
out that inheritance from the Lord. In the midst of 
saintly people sometimes a criminal appears, and in the 
midst of vicious people a saint appears; thus wiping out 
material heredity by another line of spiritual purpose and 
spiritual inheritance.

Basis of morality.
Morality has its base either in the dust or in the sky. 

If it is in the dust, what is it? The larger consumes the 
smaller,‘the powerful overcomes the weak; everything 
succumbs in matter to that which is stronger than itself 
If in the sky, the majesty of winds and waves, the great 
changes of seasons, of cycles and conditions whereby the 
force of physical might conquers, apparently, that wliich 
is weak, and the destruction of the smaller and weaker by 
the larger and more powerful, all must be merged into the 
great ultimate purpose; but in human life the voice of a 
child crying in die night startles the man of affairs on the 
street, he does not rush .to his comfortable home, he does 
not rush away fronf‘the child because he can; the great 
import of his spiritual inheritance causes him to stay and 
assist the child if he cari. The time is coming when that 
influence of the spiritual inheritance will bid,the strong 
protect the weak in way. You would scorn and de
spise the man who Mid trample women and children 
under his feet. That is why you despise Spain among 
the nations of the earth. War between man and man is 
one thing; but when thd'brutes of North America, under 
the name of Unitpfl States soldiers, impaled Indian 
babies on their bayofifits^it was the same kind of brutality 
that you are conderiining in others and that the whole 
world revolts at. There were five commissions appointed 
by Congress to investigate a certain Indian massacre at 
Sand Creek; they all pfbnouneed it a wanton butchery. 
But the officer who headed the massacre was not even rep
rimanded. How can you expect from such an example 
from the most exalted of nations that other nations will 
do better?

There comes a time.when might is not right, when the 
great voice of eternity in the immortal soul cries out, 
Stay thy hand! There^omes a time when, in daily con
tact, you do not gain advantage of your friend, neighbor 
or brother because you can. If, in the hurry and mad 
bustle-of the crowded streets, a lame man is knocked 
down, hundreds cry,,Shame! If, in the conflict for 
business the weak, the iihpotent, the ¡-powerless, and the 
sensitive and conscientious are crowded to the. wall the 
voice of tins immortal soul at last cries,. Shame! and co
operation springs irfto existence, the precursor of rightful 
influences that shall at last prevail. b .
n ^0U budld iop time, everything is justified
that J ori witness in physical nature; if you build for eter- 
uriy> physical nature is to be subjugated and subverted to 
the uses, of the soul, and all that is beautiful, lovely and

fair in nature ig to be encouraged. One clay these fair 
blossoms will not need the protecting thorns; one day 
thistles and nettles will not propagate faster than lilies; 
the time will come when slander will not fly on the wings 
ot the wind like thistledown, and good words wall not be 
shut up in your own heart through envy. The time will 
come w hen you will make haste to tell one another all the 
good you know, of tlie light and beauty, and gladness 
that is youis; when no word of insinuation will ever es
cape your lips, but-when, if you can praise, there will be 
praise, . lime will come- when the best side of humanity 
will spiing to existence as spontaneously as May blossoms 
under the influence of the spring-time sun. Tills will be 
because that wliich ought to be true is true; that the basis 
or tiue morality is the know ledge of eternal life, as is the 
basis of truest and highest purity the knowledge of eter-

Nothing short of this will suffice; there is no substitute, 
there is no soplnstry. and there is no need of demonstra-

Yi en heai't and life and mind are quickened. 
Aids there are for the child to learn to walk, bqt the 
strength must come from within, as you all admit, anc 
the babe that would be forever borne in your arms would 
be a helpless babe. But the great voice of this eternal 
life sweeps in and through the soul, quickening the intel
lect to observation of facts and the purpose of them, il
luminating the moral nature to the highest and best en
deavor, and at last teaching the human life that these 
things are useless and valueless wliich do not belong to 
eternity. When one starts on a skyward flight he wishes 
to eliminate everything useless for his journey; when he 
goes by land on a freight train he takes everything with 
him, but that skyward flight means as little as is necessary 
for safety. By and by the pilgrim through time will 
carry with him only the tilings needed for the day and 
hour; he. will have his daily bread, there will be no need 
of storing up superfluous things, no need of hoarding Up 
treasures, no need of laying up for the “raipy day,” then 
the whole human family will help him. life will not stop 
irem labor unless overcome by weakness or old age, then 
will he find a stupendous hospital of the whole world. 
Over m Japan one who belongs to the high-class keeps no 
eXi illn“S) be "’het he needs from day to day; it is 
only the poor man who hoards up things. It It only the 
soul-pauper who hoards up material treasures and things, 

lo-morrow is something that never comes to the 
healthy, well-constituted mind. The spirit that lives in 
to-day is the eternal spirit; it is alight with all joy, and 
possesses the inheritance of the earth and the inheritance 
of the skies. Such is the possession of the life that has 
the foundation-stone, the corner-stone of spiritual

I live forever and all there is in eternity is mine!

Will the angels make me wait
'Round about the golden gate

Just because my clothes are shabby and are all 
through?

Do they watch me as I pass
Down the aisle to prayer or mass 

And then watch me back to see if I’ve a rented pew?
Do they look in my old purse
Flat and empty, even worse,

Full of holes and wrinkled with neglect and want of gold, 
When they want to judge my soul ’
For a place upon the roll

Of enlistment in the Master’s large and spotless fold?
Will my record stand the test
With the rich man at his best, 

Who has squeezed from others all the wealth he claims to 
own?

Do they spurn the righteous doer
Up in heaven if he’s poor? - •

Then the God is money and sits on a golden throne.
If ’tie gold that is the God,
And He rules with golden rod,

Then His crown must be of diamonds, costly bright and 
rare,

And the angels, one and all
Robed in white, within the wall 

Of that mansion must possess a wealth of golden hair.
If the rich are there preferred
Then the Master’s holy word

Was a falsehood when he spoke it through his only son, 
For he said without a doubt

_ That the rich were all barred out;
And in hoarding up their money they must others leave 

with none.
But sometimes I hear a voice,
And it makes my soul rejoice,

And it drives away the feeling that my life has been in 
vain,

For it tells me that the poor
Of a heaven are as sure

As the rich men, if their purpose is to give as well as gain.
I have worked and earned my bread
And have shunned with fear and dread

But my spirit tells me “No,*
That the God is Soul, I know; '

That Soul is Love and Spirit in universal law,”
And I wouldn’t give that thought
For all heavens that are bought, 

Or the mansions that are builded of aristocratic straw.
Let me wear these slouchy clothes
O’er a heart that always loathes 

The everlasting selfishness of man’s unholy greed, 
To the closing earthly day 
Of my spirit in its clay,

And I’ll trust my future welfare outside of money creed
DR. T. WILKINS. ’

KEEP IN THE LIGHT.

Keep in the light, keep in the new;
The Past has its mildew and gloom;

The heart that is true like fresh morning dew, 
Burst into newness and bloom;

The roses of youth may wither and die 
On the cheek of the feeble and old,

But the spirit still shines undimmed in the eye, 
With a power and beauty untold. . ’

Keep in the new, keep in the light, 
As it beams with the lustre of day;

With its quickening heart new messages start, 
And ever its spirit holds sway.

The dead Past lies hid in the grave of the new, 
Outlived is its mission in life; ’

More beautiful still is the new soul-felt will, 
When shorn of its weakness and strife. ’

Keep in the right, though lonely the way,’ 
And dark and bleak to the view;

Though the world be untrue, seek ever the new .
' And to conscience arid duty be true, ’ .

, The day mounts tlie hilltops sunkissed with gold 
. And the valleys are mantled with green, ’ 
The New must ever supplant the old' 
: With Truth's own radiant sheen.
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Human Culture and Cure. 
50c“uFirBt' TtoPl‘11MOPbyoI Cure. Paper cover, 

Human Culture and Cure.
8^U%71i^T'oT75ceSS.D0VC,OiIOCnt“ni1

Social Upbuilding, '
Including Co-operative Systems and the Hannlnem 

and Ennobling of Humanity. Paper cover» 15 cents.
Health and Power.
83teuts“db‘>t"£ Ot Curc'Et0' C10th'25 cent’i leat'atf, 

Religion.

«M® ’PlrItUttl and
Principles of Light and Color.
82OeX°eUra.Ere“totb00kSoi thollge' 13■

AFTER HER DEATH.
THE STORY OF A SUMMER. 

BY LILIAN WHITING.

Pric«lb,eiboJEbÄÄrK

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL.
SERIES ONE AND TWO.

BY LILIAN WHITING.

bettu“,ui-Eacu ««•

OLDWNEW ■ 
PSYCHOLOGY.

BY W, J. COLVILLE.

Reportaof twenty-four distinct lectures, recenth &eLe,Vu ew Yurk' Broukiy
ot ie1 „proujlaent clue, ot die Ualiel 

B lut“d b".sls ul t|i|" volume.
- lu. througbout the volume bos beenti

ereBl Iu the workable possiblH- <!ha°L5 of bu,u“u nature, thoroughly optim- 
tIme‘ l,rofoundly eiblcal. As 

devoted to Improved methods of Wl U‘.r C(J,lfldently expects that mani 
parents, tcacheru and others who have charge of the 
nvi»?hSrtW iOn rC CHlied UPUQ t0 exercise supervision 
over the morally weak and mentally utfllcted will da. 
rlv«.ome help from th« duculue. herewith1 rouml

CONTENTS.
TbuTrue Bail,of the Science. 

R kSfl/Vcll010Sy, ““ J"8“'“'« b>’ Aris-otle uul 
Swedeiiborg, with RofleciiouB liereou.

Relation of P.ychology to I'raotlcil Education. 
A Study of tho Human will.
Imagination; Its Practlcul Value.
Memory: Have we Two Memories?
Inetlnct,Iteneon and Iniultlou.
Psychology and Psycurgy.
Mental and Moral Healing lu tho Light of Certain New 

Aspects of Psychology. •»»».»
Music: Its Moral and Therapeutic Value.
The Power ot Thought; Huw to Develop and Iu«reM$ 
Concentration of Thought , and what It Can AocoK- 

A Study of Hypnotism.
^Ki SuoT “ Applled t0 Educal1” 

Tele4XyrX.'r,'“8,Orenca oi Tbouibt. w Meatal 
MediumjBhO« Nature and Uaei, 
Ha^ts.nQwAGqulMafidhow Mastered; wlthfloml 

Cofomeuts onObsesalouandfteBemody*
Seersbip and Prophecy» *
Dreams and Visions.

Double. ° Ghost and the Problem of the 
Th» Unman Aura.
Heredity and Environment.

onWy’cholLgn'7““11 r<Jrlodl<:ltIi ‘heirBeutnS 

Individuality Vs. Eccentricity
Price »1. For sale at this ofljco,

PSYGHOGRflFHy.
Marvelous Manifestations of PsycblQ 

Power Given Through the . '
Mediumship of

FRED, P.

"A book you ought to rend. AbsorblngtatttereA 
Ing, and should be In the bands ot every thouShtfdl

, No one can read Its piges WEfiJil 
being convinced of the existence of a future life 111« 

great value, not only to Spiritualists, but W 
interested 1q the problem of man’s ruturd Ilfs. 

sOarcb Ow°*n  *n^er<i8^e^ Phenomenal 

i,L011n;? 18,“P«rroy«l octavo In «Ire, beautifully 
bound incluth and gold, und profUHdy illustrated.

Price tt. postpaid. For sale at this office. •

ETHICS OF_MARRIAGE.
By Alice B. Stockham, M. D. .

•muZ?'. '“aKc8 “Plea fur a belter l.lrthrlprbt fol 
children, and alms to lead individual« io seek a-htghei 
development of themselves through most sacred re*  
latlons. It la pure In tone and alm, and should bl 
widely circulated. Price, cloth, si.

'T'HE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE TN, 
2. formation succinctly and clearly stated in tbll 

volume of SM pages is amazing. The title, as abovs 
given, falls to convey an Idea of the fulness and com
pleteness wfth which the subjects are treated. Ths 
Matriarchate, or Mother rule, is the theme of the first 
chapter, in which much lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous. Is brought to view In elucidation of the subject. 
This is followed by chapters on Celibacy, Canon Law 
Marquette, Witchcraft. Wives. Polvgamy. Woman and 
Work, The Church of To day, Past. Present, Future; 
and there Is not a chapter In the book that Ie not 
handled In a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of Information, Is not worth the full price 
of the volume. It is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and intenBelylnterestlng from beginning ta 
cn& Ii°.9Q0 P»“ibly regret buying It; 1t Is a vaf 
nable addition to the library of any free and trutb-lov*  
Ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS“ 
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Ora few thought« on bow to reach Ibat altitude 
where «ph-lt !ssupreme and all filings alii subject to It. With portrait. By Mosn. Hulu Jibi‘ the boo“ 
to teach you that you are a spiritual Irtng, and to 
show yon how to educate your spiritual faculties.

roiitaauha’offico.““1 10»

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.

This work contains an account of the very wonder 
ful splrltunl developments at tho bouse of’ Rev Dr 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar cases tn alj 
parta of the country, This volume Is the first frotf 
the author directly upon the subject of “Spiritualism? 
and has stood the test of many years. Cloth. 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office.

Joys Beyond ihelMold
A SEQUEL TO

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

~ BY LOUIS FIGUIEIL

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THE TOMORROW OF DEATH Vu wrlten to 

develop the idea oi the principle of the permanent« 
of the human soul after death, and its reincarnation 
in a chun of new beluga, whose successive links are 

. unrolled tn the bosom of etberlal space. "Bbtokd 
thx'Thbbsdold” continues on the same lines, en
larging and expanding the Idea by reasons and con*  
«derations drawn from science and philosophy; claim*  
lag that the certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means ot arming ourselves 
■gainst alt weakness In the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
tadtofarsuperfortothstofany of the existing re- 
Ugjoffs. From beglpnlngtp end It Is interesting, en*  
ttminmg. Instructive and fascinating, and whether 
old ddcebts It all Of pot, much will have been learned

M tffiWKdlalt! PCrUE&1- Wce“-%
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Without formal declaration war between Spain and 
the Dinted States has broken out. This tact causes the 
idealists as well as the realists much worry. That Spam 
should wage war is a matter oi course in the case of a 
European and monarchical state: but that the great 
American Republic, which in the 120 years of its exist
ence lias only twice taken up arms, and then was forced 
to do so. should, so to say. provoke a war is unheard oi. 
Spain very justly enjoys hitle sympathy and cannot count 
upon any effective support, but only upon an expression 
of more or less hearty sympathy, which will probably be 
added to the declaration that the right is completely on 
her side. On the other hand, the United States are ac
cused oi the meanest breach of justice, and against them 
is directed the wrath of a whole line of eager keepers of 
international rights, who do not remember any more that 
the political and social development of Europe is an un
broken chain of breaches of right, and who have 
altogether forgotten how many of these breaches of right 
they themselves have defended in the course of lime. 
"Verily, the hvpocnsy of which the Americans are accused 
has m Europe also quite many representatives.

"If the United States engage in war one may rest 
assured from the start that this is not done in any such

----- :)o(:—:----------

PITIES GOD.
Feels Extreme Sympathy for the 

Hosts.

Ihe futuie development of religious presentation 
v.ill piobably in accurd with biological or microcosmic 
law, be assuvuited with the more central precedential p<>w- 
ei represented in man by the heart, in which equilibrium 
1- pursed, m winch justice is tempered by mercy: in which 
truth is fertilized by love.

ihe ioice entailing such expression would, by above 
system oi interpretation, connected with and emanate 
iiOin the central hierarchy in ihe solar-self: while the 
d.spci.baLoi. no» paobing awS) wuuld have pertained tn 
tl iii ichy icp es nting tl 1 e d oi u t lie tu 1 f nc 
lion in the Solai-Self, winch wuuld explain its exaltation 
oi the iutl.vil.0ud. liuving buck the various religious 
S)bten.s on the basis of biolugical analogy oi process it 
might be possible to estimate the hierarchies in the Solar
belt ..Lo0e spevial activity hus been consecutively repre- 
seiitv-d in the course oi the evolution of
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way or the other: if not in kindness, then by force. 
Whatever in this connection becomes of Spain, the latter 
has fettle with itself.

“Spain reaps what it sows. There is now in course 
an act of the world’s history which is the world’s judg
ment The Spaniard could conquer, but not colonize; he 
could destroy, but not build up. Even the Spaniards 
who discovered America filled the world with indignation 
over their atrocities. They have there destroyed an old 
culture and devastated peaceful, flourishing empires. As 

■ hungry for gold as they were thirsty for blood, they 
roasted alive the Aztec king, Montezuma, and his people 
in order to squeeze more gold out of them. The history 
ofSpanish America is one continuous murder and robber 
story. As soon as the American people became conscious 
of its situation the revolution and the secession began. 
Thus Spain has lost one after the other.of all its colonies 
on the American continent, and now conies the turn of 
Cuba, ihe pearl of the Antilles. Spain has had time 
dnough to quiet the threatening storm by making Cuba 
free and happy, but it was not Spain’s way. The system 
which at home tortured the Moors and the Jews, per
secuted every free breath, brought nearly the whole peo
ple to the verge of beggary, and which even yet applies 
the rack, could be in Cuba no system of freedom, of en
lightenment and of public welfare. In the waters of 
Cuba two views of the world, two cultures, rub and push 
each other. In the north stands the free American with 
his feeling of equality, his independence, his strife for ed
ucation and work; opposed to him stands the Spaniard, 
who has learned nothing and can do nothing for hu
manity.

“The enterprise of the United States to free Cuba from 
the yoke of the Spaniards is no doubt an important step 
in the course of the pan-American policy. That America 
belongs to Americans shall not only be applicable to the 
continent, but also to the islands. Cuba is the nearest of 
those, and Spanish misrule there has challenged the 
Americans long enough. It would be futile to speculate 
about the possibilities of this war, but it is certain that an 
easy victory would stimulate the Americans in their 
course. They would attempt still further liberations, 
and they would make their system of self-sufficient ex
clusiveness still more pronounced. This is reason enough 
for Europe, in the midst of the strictest neutrality, to 
watch the course of events on the other side with the 
strictest attention. For the Americans, however, the 
same law applies which is effective in the whole history 
of humanity, and the violation of which has always ter
ribly avenged itself upon all, peoples as well as kings— 
the law of moderation. If the Americans violate this 
law, then not even the fact that they are Americans will 
protect them from the ominous consequences of their 
recklessness. For above the Americans, as above the 
Spaniards, rules dominating and decisive the world’s 
history as world’s judgment.”

not been a more bloodthirsty, barbarous set for 1700 
years than the Spaniards—all the result of the teachings 
of the church.

Now, nearly all of Europe are Catholic, except Great 
Britain, and are in sympathy with Spain in Us struggle to 
further oppress poor Cuba as she has for more than 200 
years, and all the Catholics of Great Britain are in favor 
of victory for tlie arms of Spain, while both Catholics and 
Protestants of America are in favor of the freedom and 
independence of Cuba.

All sides are fervently praying their God to give vic
-tory to their respective arms, and the Pope, the vicegerent 
of God, is hard pressed to “bless” the arms of Spain that 
they may gain the battle.

Spain has the sympathy of the Pope, and if he can per
suade the God of the church to throw his power on the 
side of Spain lie will do it; and equally so with the Prot
estants that offer fervent prayers to the same (supposed) 
God for the power that, in their imagination, he is able to 
give to either side he elects.

Now, as their God loves the Catholics more—as I be
lieve—then the Protestants, because of the more extreme 
ceremonial worship and fear, as well as numbers in the 
European countries, it is just like their God, the God of 
the church, both Catholic and Protestant, to throw his 
strength and might on the side of Spain.

Now, if the God of hosts should not favor the Span
iards, will they desert him? or will they lose their con
fidence in him? Or will they say: “The Yankees had the 
better navy and army.” AVell, it is perplexing^and I am 
glad that I am not their God. Archbishop Elder, of Cin
cinnati, has ordered prayers (formulated centuries ago by 
priests) to be said at all masses—“one ‘Our Father,’ and 
one ‘Hail Mary,’ at each mass.”

The Pope is prostrated at the news from Manila, and 
expresses horror at the terrible loss of life. Wonder if he 
was “prostrated” at the starvation of 225,000 innocent 
men, women and children in Cuba within the last two 
years at the command of the general whom the bishops of 
the church “blessed” when he left Madrid for Cuba, and 
at Havana when he arrived on his mission of devastation 
and death? Wonder if he was “prostrated” when Uncle 
Sam told Spain to stop such starvation and decimation 
and let the Cubans go free and have their independence? 
How perplexing it must be for their God!

——- - - l-H—— 
JUST WHERE THOU AKT.

Such is the well-considered and ably-presented view of 
the greatest journal in all Germany, and it is worthy of 
careful consideration by all.

“Spam reaps what it sows.” •
Truth; and yet a vital point for Americans to consider, 

and not Americans only but all other peoples, is this 
indubitable fact: •

The sowing by Spain, of the seed of the harvest she is 
now reaping, was all done under the controlling influence’ 
and guidance of the Romish priesthood and Romish 
Church. .

The atrocities of Cortes, the barbarities of Pizarro, the 
inhumanities in Cuba - and elsewhere, all have gone on 
under the banner of the church. The spirit that fostered 
the Spanish .Inquisition, that tortured Jews and Moors, 
|tjll dominates the Spanish priesthood, and the priegt-

Just where thou art lift up thy voice, 
. And sing the song that stirs thy heart;

' Beach forth thy strong and eager hand 
To lift, to save, just where thou art. - 

Just where thou standest light thy lamp, 
’Tis dark to others as to thee; ’

Their ways are hedged by unseen thorns, 
Their burdens fret, as thine fret thee.

Out yoncter, in the broad full glare 
Of many lamps, thine own might pale, 

And thy sweet song, amid the roar 
’ Of many voices, slowly fail; • '

While these, thy kindred, wandered on 
Uncheered, unlighted, to the end. - 

Near to thy hand thy mission lies, • ■• 
Wherever sad hearts need a friend.

- —Isabel Darling in the Penny Magazine.

- ' • • •: ' —
“The Watseka Wonder.” To the student of psychic 

phenomena, this pamphlet is intensely interesring. It 
gives detailed accounts of two cases of “double conscious
ness,” namely Mary Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, HL, 
and Mary Reynolds, of Venango County, Pa. For sale at 
this office. Price 15 cents. ■

“After the Sex Struck.” By deorge N. Miller, Price 
25 cents. Eel sale at this office. •

ter to the legendary slaying of Osiris by Typhon and his 
resurrection as the regenerate Horus; similar again in 
principle to the presentation by the Egyptian priests of a 
burial place and tomb of the “savior” Osiris.

Tire personal localized history of the really ideal hero, 
was in both cases an invention of the priests, who thrust 
that jiart of their narrative sufficiently far back into the 
dim past and barren wilds, as to prevent any possibility of 
its contradiction by historical verification.

It is probable that the same central ideas have come 
down to us in more dramatic form through the romantic 
Saracens in tire Parsifal legend. If taken as based on the 
Galic word Peredur or Pergedur, this term signified 
Searcher or Seeker. If taken as coming from the Arabic 
words Parsch-I'al, it means the pure or innocent one. TJie 
central idea in this legend is that redemption comes by 
pity ((charity) and surrender, sacrifice, suffering, but is 
wrapped up in mystical, romantic forms, in which Kab- 
balistic symbolism is apparent.

Amfortes, the guardian of the holy cup or vase, has 
^een wounded by the lance of Klingson, the magician 
representing selfishness. He is thus assailed by remorse 
when approaching the holy cup or spiritual truth. The 
orphaned searcher, Parsifal, wanders through the forest 
or the darkness of life in solitude. He retains his purity 
of mind, even after pressing through tire temptation of 
the senses represented by the girl-flowers and mbets those 
of the sorceress Kundry with pity or charity. He con
tends with and overcomes Klingsor or selfishness; forself- 
ness. He climbs the weary path of Monsalvet or the 
mount of salvation, i. e., the suffering entailed in the ex
perience of life, and delivers the Holy Grail; the cup of 
divine blood, from the guardianship of Amfortes who is 
pierced or wounded by selfishness, i. e., he discovers the 
divine spirit of love in the heart, which radiates forth its 
pure light-giving “illumination.”

When the system of critical research comes to be ap
plied to the comparative study of the religions of the 
world, it cannot fail to be recognized that the law of evo
lution applies in the domain of ideas, as well and even 
precedentially so, as in the domain of physical life; of 
biology. It will also ^ recognized that the expression of 
ideas is conditioned‘by the state to which the humalr in
struments through'w^om they have been mediated, had 
attained, and that ;fhej;e is no other mode by which ideas 
(whether called revelation, illumination, inspiration, ge
nius, invention, CQmpqsition) can be mediated into this 
plane, whatever the sqprce of transmission, than through 
human recipient instruments. The religions of the world 
may then be taken, as‘a gauge by which, to measure the 
civilization of the-p'eojiles through whom they were form
ulated, and may be çla^sified in relation to the stage of ev
olution to which they .pertained and the qualities which 
they reflect. '

Further it will tfen^e recognized that there can be no 
finality to religious conceptions but that the laws of 
growth and evolution apply in this as in.other domm'ns. 
Man will then cease to turn to the past for guidance in 
spiritual matters, but will rather look with hope and ex
pectancy to the future.

Already some writers are teaching us (Kidd’s Social 
Evolution) to look to biological law, as revealed in man’« 
organic system for analogical illustration by which to di
rect the social economy of the body politic; as the.best 
illustration from which to draw the lesson of, the surren-- 
der and.subordination of. derivative parts to the whole, as 
the best means of attaining the highest goal of each par
ticipant unit.

In this modern science is but coming to the recognition 
of the law already perceived by Kant and Hegel in philo
sophical introspection. Kant realized that “man con
tains the key of the whole situation; he illustrates aU in
ferior grades, explains each back' etepjn .the circle,” He-

. . . . -------- Anted to the present state
of evolution. Ihen may the "Voice of the Silence” be 
heard, within the temple built without hands.

He will then learn that recognition of and participation 
in that greater unity preimplies the equilibration of truth 
by love in the units thereof, and is sequential to the prece
dential, minor, mediate recognition and identification of 
himself by his own coniplemental, other, higher self; by 
which alone is equilibration attained. But this identifi
cation (which is tire sole real, true initiation and towards 
which external initiation is but a shadow), can not be ef
fected in the personality; can not be effected till personal 
aims> ambitions, ends have been transmuted in the fire of 
suffering and sorrow, into the surrender of personal will 
unto the Universal Will; as is depicted in the words: 
Thy will, oh, Father, not mine be done.

THE END. 
------- ----------------------

DON’T TELL MEI

Don’t tell me that God cursed this beautiful earth 
To punish poor ignorant man

For he knew from the very first date of his birth, 
The course of his wonderful plan.

Don’t tell me he planted the beautiful flowers, 
Then cursed all the work of his hands,

Made thorns and thistles to grow with the showers, 
And planted his curse in all lands. ’

Don’t tell me he made the fierce eagle to tear 
The quivering flesh of the lamb,

Or ordered the little ones killed by the bears, 
That his prophet had cursed in his name.

The Bible begins with a horrible curse 
To follow the children of men, 

And ends with a threat decidedly worse 
To smite earth with curses again.

Don’t tell me that this is a merciful God 
Whose anger is kindled each day,

Who smites children down with his terrible rod, 
And orders to kill and to slay.

When I hear the sweet cartil and song of the birds, 
And I list to the coo of the dove,

, My heart leaps aloft to the joy of my words 
That my God is a spirit of love.

Don’t tell me the story of serpent and sin, 
Or the curses that fell in their wake,

For the God of all wisdom knew how to begm— 
How could he make such a mistake ?

When I look at the records of earth in the past, 
And the wonders of nature compare,

When I look at the stars in the firmament vast, 
And the sunbeams that dance in the air,

When I stand by the sea with its proud swelling flood, 
' And see the waves dash on the shore,
When I hear in the thunder the voice of a God 

As I list to the wild tempest’s roar.
When I look at the fields and the wide spreading green 

And the lambkins at play on the aod,
When the hand of intelligence everywhere seen 

Interposes the presence of God;
Then tell me no more of the fables of yore, ' 

Recorded in.chapter and verse, — ■
- Or tell me that God with the stroke of his rod,' 

Ever blighted this earth with a curse.. . '
Oldtown, Me. G. E. NEWCOMB, M. D.
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“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood Tuttle.- Lov

ers of poetry will find gems of thought in poetic diction 
in this handsome volume, wherewith to sweeten hours of 
leisure and enjoyment Price $1. For sale at thi§ effieg.
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very few lines.

A cablegram from Hongkong, gives 
the following characteristics of Spanish

"Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa 0. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, ÇL50.

Cleverness is a sort of genfns for In
strumentality. It is the brain of the 
hand. In literature cleverness is more 
frequently accompanied by wit, genius 
and sense than by humor. —Coleridge.

These Spiritualistic meetings have .-¿AN« 
evoked more interest and curiosity than- • ' ' ’ 
any meetings of the kind ever heU--- 
here. The delegates left to-day.—At« 
lauta Journal.
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sage to you is that be is much better olf- 
thap if he had liveij in this world 
longer, for he would have beeu a crip« 
plo for life.”
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■ ; further notice, at the following terms. Invariably in 
vanee:

READ THIS NOTIGE

will claim him as a patron saint, and 
will sing paeons in bls praise, and give 
him an elevated seat with the

«wry Saturday al 40 laotnie Street
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Hardy a,,’ cheerful was that ere lad 
- n ballu.s whistlin’ when he passed
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, TAKE NOTICE!
,t3* At expiration of subscription, If not renewed, 

the paper Is discontinued No bills will be sent for ex
tra numbers.

tB" I* >ou do not receive your paper promptly, 
’toil»‘■"I.<’>'«>« 1» eddress will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.

.Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
changed, always give the address of tho place to which 
it is then sent, or the change cannot be made.

1

r ■ ■ i REMITTANCES.
■ . . Remit by Foatofflce Money Order, Registered Letter. 

Or draft on Chicago or New York. It coats froinlQ 
to 15 cents to get checks cashed on local banka, so don’t 

-. «end them unless you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount scut. Direct all letter® to J. B. Francis.

' No. 40 Loomis Street. Chicago, ill. .

CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
5 Asthere are thousands who will at first venture 
® twenty-five cents forfuEPnOGBEsaivuThxnkeb 

.eeu weeks, we would suggest to those wjio receive 
a sample copy, to solicit aevcm! others to unite with 

- them, aud thus be able to remit from si to $10, or even 
more than the latter sum A huge number of little 
amounts will make a large sum total, aud thus extend 
the field of our labor ana usufuluess. The same sug
gestion will apply In all cases of renewal of subscrlp- 
tloiin-sollelt others to aid.In the good work. Yuu will 

. experience no dlfllcuhy whatever in Inducing Spirltu*  
alibis to subscribe for TmePnogeesbivb Thineeb, 

- for not one of them can afford to be without the valua- 
. ble information imparted therein each week, and at 
• the price or ouly about two cents per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents,
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

give you for 25 cents? Just pause and think for a mo
ment what an Intellectual feast that email investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of The Pbo- 
GiiMssn a Thinkeb thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
cental For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
jnlud-refreshlng reading matter, equivalent to a medi< 

' wn-Blzcdbook!

CREDULITY AND SKEPTICISM.
> A learned English friend residing In 
Bombay, India, a prominent author, 
formerly the publisher of a Free- 
thought paper there, himself an Agnos
tic, wrote us quite recently:

"I have of late read some Spiritualist 
books, such as those of Prof. Crookes, 
Dr. Wallace, and others. What a 
étrange subject it is! How can we 
doubt the evidence, and the tests given 
by n man like Crookes; and yet It is a 
subject wherein personal evidence is 
necessary to conviction.”

Yes, it is a strange subject, evidence 
seemingly incontrovertible,, that if a 
man dies he lives again. The incredul
ity of the average Christian shows his

tome from those classed as dead! 
These witnesses are our neighbors, 
friepds, relatives, whose integrity can
not be called In question. Their pow
ers of observation are equal to the best. 
^Scientists, jurists, college professors, 
nil concur iu statement and opinion. 
Unbelievers In what is called revealed 
religion for want of credible proof, per- 
i?ons who interpreted philosophy as 
¡teaching that death is incidental to life, 
the ablest scholars and tlie most pro

. found thinkers readily become converts 
ItO this new and wonderful faith, while 
itho great mass of Christians, at the 
fliead of whom is the clergy, reject it, 
pud welcome the teaching that a boy 
¡was born 1900 years ago in Judea, of an 
Obscure and immaculate virgin, that he 
was sired by the Almighty Creator of 
the Universe; that this personage 
taught a system of religion entirely 
new, though the proof is positive that 
It had been existence hundreds, prob
ably thousands of years before he was 
born; and though half-God, half-man, 
he was crucified by men on a cross as a 
sacrifice to his father for the sins of the 
pvorld., When, where, and by whom 
these things were written no one can 
know; but such is the credulity of the 
-race all these unreasonable things can 
be believed, while statements made by 
truthful friends who are willing to con- 
¿rm their statements by affirmation are 
.wholly rejected.

Well, if Spiritualism is a humbug we 
would rather believe our own senses, 
and the observations of those who are 
dear to us, than the statements of 
priests Interested in promulgating their 
faith, whose fame nnd reward is con
tingent on their success in making con
verts.

PROVIDENCE NOT A FACTOR.
"Now we have providentially ac

quired a post in tlie East it seems to 
me we are under obligations to keep it.” 
—Lambert Tree.

: Were tho Philippine Islands, with 
their principal port at Manila, acquired 
by act of Providence, or by the superi
ority of our war ships, their armament, 
and the intrepidity, bravery, and labo
rious toil of the mariues, officers and 
men?

The gods used to fight with their sav
age worshipers. When the latter were 
defeated in battle they punished tbelr 
gods by beating them. The priests al
ways prayed loudest during the fight, 
and it was from them we borrowed the 
idea of chaplains in our armies.

: It has long been observed, other 
things being equal, that God gives vic
tories to the largest, best equipped and 
Oflicered battalions. That old Puritan. 
Cromwell, is reported to have instruct
ed his soldiers to “Trust in Providence, 
but keep your powder dry.” Aud the 
old woman of fabled memory trusted 
in him while going down bill until the 
breeching broke.

Not one of these pious divines who 
pretend to place such reliance on Prov
idence would trust him for bis dinner, 
having more confidence In his ability to 
make the women believe he has supe
rior influence with the heavenly pow
ers, thereby wheedling them out of a 
savory dinner of yellow-legged chicken.

' QUITE TOO GENEROUS.
, A London paper discoursing on the 
• ¡nobility of the Pope’s offer to mediate 
between the United States and Spain, 

> wonders why on earth the Venerable 
Pontiff did not interevene before.

7 "Why did he not protest against the 
Spanish misgovernment long ago?”

That is a legitimate inquiry, and one 
.we made three weeks' ago. Both Span
lards and insurgents are Catholics. 
There would have been propriety in the 
great religious head of the common 

_ faith to have interposed in behalf of 
'good government; but he was as silent 
. es the grave in that direction, until the 

¡ primes of the dominant power smelt 
tank to heaven, and outside parties in
terfered in the interest of humanity; 
-then the head priest, in whom Ameri
cans take no stock, proposed to “inter- 
i’ene.” As well aRow the butcher Wey
er to mediate and arbitrate our differ- 

ces with Spain as to allow the Pope 
do so.

JR

treachery; '
Tlie priests aud sisters of charity of 

the Cavite hospital, iu procession, bear
lug crosses, etc., petitioned Rear Ad
miral Dewey uot ,to massacre the sick 
and wounded, which, naturally, he did 
uot do. The Spaniards, it is asserted, 
thereupon thanked the admiral aud the 
Americans for their humanity, and re
paid them by informing them of a nar
row channel which, they said, was not 
mined, while the broad channel, they 
explained, was fully mined. Au inves
tigation upon the part of the Ameri
cans, however, revealed the contrary to 
be the ease And the mines were blown 
up by tlie sailors of the American fleet.

Rear Admiral Dewey, it is said here, 
fluds the Insurgents growing dangerous.' 
It is added that lie cauuot control thejn, 
nor can Ire enable the Spaniards to''do 
so.

The priests and sisters of charity 
gave a free exhibition of their moral 
worth by this act of shameless lying. 
But all the late dispatches from Manila 

•are to the effect that the insurgents 
cannot be restrained.

A German paper, ’the “Frankfurter 
Zeitung,” explains why the insurgents 
cannot be held in check. We quote:

"A petition addressed to the Queen 
Regent, and. signed by the natives of 
the Philippines who live in Spain, ar
dent patriots and entirely antagonistic 
to the revolutionary party, is given in 
evidence. It depicts a series of out
rages, cruel persecutions, inhumanities, 
robberies, inquisition methods—where 
people are actually tortured on the mar
ket place in front of the judicial pal
ace-lies and calumnies, which have all 
been perpetrated by the monks of the 
Philippines. When the inhabitants 
could stand these atrocities of the 
monks no longer, and tlie monks, con
science-stricken, realized that a revolu
tion was Imminent, the petition further 
recites, they went to the governor and 
notified him that a revolution was 
brewing. He wanted proofs. Shortly 
afterwards the police were notified that 
in certain houses arms and ammuni
tion were to be found. Raids were 
made and tlie householders were ar
rested. Under torture they of course 
confessed that they were conspirators. 
Executions followed, and their proper
ty was confiscated for the benefit of the 
cloisters.”

So it seems the great rebellion in the 
Philippine Islands, pending when Com
modore Dewey took possession, had iu 
view escape from priestly rule aud op
pression. The peculiar methods of the 
Inquisition—torture, Imprisonment, and 
confiscation of estates for the benefit of 
cloisters—were all in force there, and 
the natives resolved to tolerate those 
wrongs no longer. Who can blame 
them? Aud who wonders why It is so 
difficult or Impossible to restrain the in
surgents, when an opportunity occurs 
for partial redress, with the ability to 
recover some portion of their lost 
wealth? Priestly greed the world over,

“Rameses the Great, or Egypt 8300 
years ago,” in a foot note on page 4, 
says: “The correct spelling of ■ the 
Egyptian god Osiris, is Asirl, equal to 
Asura, one of tho oldest titles employed 
by man to designate God.”

Moore is always quoted with appro
bation wherein he said: “A rose by any 
other name would bo as sweet,” but it 
seems the proposition Is not true when 
applied to a God, at least not in Chris
tian countries. The Chinese worship 
tho unknown Ruler of the universe 
under the title Prussa, but the “holier 
than thou,” call them idolaters, for 
really no other reason than because 
they have a different name for their 
Supreme Being. Their Joss, or house
hold god, is ouly a rude image of the 
Divine, but the name displeases Chris
tians,- And Allah, the Arabee for God, 
whom Mohammedons adore, has every 
attribute of the Jewish Elohim save 
plurality; but he is defective because 
the Son and Holy Ghost are not- in
cluded in the godhead, so they are In
fidels.

The Brahmins have a three-headed 
God, as have orthodox Christians. 
Brahma is the Supreme God, the Crea
tor of tho world; Vishnu is tho Pre
server; and Siva is the Destroyer. They 
have no Holy Ghost, in the form of a 
dove, so their God is imperfect, and his 
worshipers are called Pagans.

It is unfortunate the religions of all 
peoples cannot agree upon a uniform 
name for their God, or Gods, as the 
ease may be, and thus have but one 
faith the wide world over.

APPRECIATION OF THE DEAD.
Rev. Frank 0. Bruner, chaplain of the 

Third Illinois Regiment, at Camp Tan
ner, Springfield, preached a discourse 
on the 8th instant, his subject, “Grant, 
a Christian Soldier.” Now It seems, the 
great General is to be apotheosized, or 
at least given a front seat in kingdom 
come with Lincoln, Garrison, and other 
distinguished opponents of the church. 
That is right. In a few years more 
when the worthy deeds of Thomas 
Paine are better known; when It shall 
be learned that he was not an Atheist, 
but that he wrote his Age of Reason to 
combat Atheism; that he was no more 
extreme In his views than are the ad
vanced Unitarians, Universalists and 
Quakers of to-day; that he was a be
liever in an Immortal life; and that it 
was conceded by the worthies of the 
Revolution, that “The pen of Thomas 
Paine did more towards securing our 
national Independence than did the 
sword of Washington;” aud when the 
honest Liberals shall succeed iu rolling 
away the stone of prejudice which has 
obscured his name, then the churches
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GHOST LAND cannot bo had 
as a premium with The Progress
ive Thinker for the mere postage, 
the two for $1.12, after June 1, 
1898. It can only be had in the 
following manner after that time:

AKT MAGIC, Ghost Land and 
The Progressive Thinker one year 
for $1.70.

AKT MAGIC and The Progress
ive Thinker one year, $1.20.

Send in your orders at once and 
take advantage of this remarka
ble offer.

Shall Not the Judge of All 
Do Right? ,

CORRECTING THE BIBLE.
Says The Literary Digest:
“The location of Galilee, as men

tioned in the closing chapters of several 
Gospels, has been a vexing Biblical 
question for 1500 years. A comparison 
of statements concerning the place 
where Christ was to meet his disciples 
and called ‘Galilee’ has convinced many 
that it is practically impossible to un
derstand by this term the most north
ern of the four provinces that made up 
Palestine.” •

Then the Digest goes on to state, that 
the veteran professor of theology at the 
University of Leipsic, Dr. Hoffman, has 
published a work wherein he claims 
the most northern of the three peaks 
that make up the Mount of Olives, 
over which the common road from Gal
ilee to Jerusalem passed, on which was 
an inn, was probably called Galilee. 
This mode out of the paluful dilemma, 
the author states, was first suggested 
by ooarius in 1580.

Now Is it not probable, if this device 
to correct an improbable Gospel had 
occurred before the Reformation, the 
sacred book would have been corrected 
so as to tell a reasonable story?

We are told of a planter in ante-bel
lum days, who was given to drawing 
the long bow when be had company. 
At the conclusion of bls story he al
ways appealed to his body servant, 
Saiiibo, for confirmation of bis improb
able narrative. On one of these occa
sions the veracious planter told of a 
hunting adventure, and of bis shooting 
a fine buck. Said he: “It was the most 
remarkable shot you ever heard of. 
The ball passed through bls hlud foot, 
bis loft ear, entered bls bead, and the 
beast fell dead; wasn’t it so, Sambo?"

“Yes. it was jes as Massa says. As 
massa drew up bls gun to fire, the deer 
he was feedin’ on de grass. He raised 
ills bind foot, to scratch his ear. In 
doin’ so be bent de enr down on bls

deemed, just as Rev. Bruner has just 
done by Grant.
THE FACTS FROm’aN ARMENIAN.

Anhokee, an Armenian correspondent 
of the New York Truth Seeker, gives 
the facts in regard to the late Armenian 
troubles in Turkey, which missionary 
organs so long falsified. He claims to 
write in the Interest of truth', and says: 
“Economic troubles, aud progress, {he 
mother of revolutions, moved the Ar
menians to demand reform.” Then he 
Informs his readers, in substance; the 
killing of Armenians, and the destruc
tion of their property was, “got because 
they were Christians,” but because of 
the revolt. All persons who were per
sonally cognizant of the facts, other 
than the missionaries, concur in this 
statement.

SPIRITUALISM HAS DONE THIS.
Mr. Thomas B. Reed has contributed 

to the current Cosmopolitan an article 
on the curious subject—curious consid
ering its source—“The Conquest, of 
Fear.” Mr. Reed observes:

“But if I ■were to select the greatest 
triumph of the human race; if I were to 
depict the mightiest struggle we ever 
went through, I should select our vic
tory over the fear of the unknown and 
the undiscovered; over demons and 
witches and all the false gods which 
mock when our fear cometh.”

PITHY.
A late medical writer In giving an 

outline history of medical discoveries, 
under date of 1531, says:

“Michael Servetus Indicated the out
lines of tlie true theory of the circula
tion. Ills medical studies were cut 
short by John Calvin, who disagreed 
with him on theology and burned him.”

Sambo begged him when he told dat 
story agin, to make it appear more rea
sonable, for lie did not want to preju
dice liis veracity by indorsin’ such an 
improbable tale.

The Biblical Sambos, known as com
mentators, bare been laboring for cen
turies to make the Bible statements 
harmonize with, facts. They have ex
hibited genius equal to that of the 
planter’s slave, In trying to harmonize 
discordant passages, filling in “it Is 
probable” to cure defects, after the 
manner of Prof. Hoffman, but It won’t 
do. The age is too advanced to wel
come such additions to holy writ. If 
God inspired the book it needs no 
emendations. If he did not Inspire it, 
It is too late to make the corrections 
now.

FAITHFUL TO THEIR TEACHING.
A tribe of people in the region of the 

Persian Gulf are in rebellion against 
the government there, because they be
lieve the authorities for three years 
have influenced the heavenly powers, 
and prevented any fall of rain.

Until science came into vogue the 
priests of even Christian countries were 
understood to have such influence, that 
they could control the elements, and 
cause rain at will, or the reverse, by 
prayer. In those benighted regions 
where priestcraft prevails, the people 
still expect relief from drouths by 
priestly interference. Even in Protest
ant countries at this time a protracted 
drouth or an epidemic is expected to be 
remedied, by prayer. '

WILL C. HODGE.
Will C. Hodge will attend the Jubilee 

at Rochester, N. Y., in the capacity of 
special reporter and correspondent for 
The Progressive Thinker. His head
quarters for the month of June will be 
at 314 West Willow street, Syracuse, 
N. Y. He Is open for engagements on 
vef-y reasonable terms for societies, 
grove and camp-meetings, and invites 
correspondence. He is engaged at the 
Delphos, Kans., camp, for the entire 
meeting, commencing August 12. Ad
dress until May 25, 98 Ogden avenue, 
Chicago, Ill. From June 1, 314 West 
Willow street, Syracuse, N. Y.

We have received an envelope from 
Smithfield, Utah, without any contents. 
Also a money order of GO. cents, from 
New Hartford, la., no name signed.

Also another money order—no letter 
enclosed—from San Diego, Call

For the hundredth time we wish to 
state that all orders for Ghost Land or 
Art Magic must be accompanied by a 
year's subscription to The Progressive 
Thinker. The two must come at the 
same time. That Is, you cannot sub
scribe for the paper, and then one day 
one week, one month or six months 
thereafter send for the premium books 
If you wish to avail yourself of this 
magnificent offer, and obtain these 
books, the order for them must be ac
companied with a year’s subscription 
No attention hereafter will be paid to 
letters of inquiry desiring the premiums 
on any other terms than set forth 
above.

There are thousands of subscribers 
on our list who did not know when they 
subscribed for the paper that Art Magic 
or Ghost-Land would be offered as 
premiums. In order to obtain them 
they must renew their subscriptions to 
The Progressive Thinker for one year, 
and also send the requisite amount for 
the books.

In making such a small remittance for such a 
valuable quantify of matter, the paper one year 
ani| two books, it makes me feel as though it is 
imposing on good nature to request the mag
nificent premiums you offer; but I conclude in so 
doing you make public the fact that you “Prac
tice what you preach,” and that you are a prac
tical illustration of the old axiom of “casting thy 
bread,” etc. Hoping that you may soon reap the 
most ample rewards for your magnificent offers 
and efforts in furthering the interests of our com-
mon causi, I remain very truly yours, 

R.J.MEENAN.

Dear Sir:—I herewith hand you a check for 
two dollars to renew my subscription to The Pro
gressive Thinker, which will soon expire. Your 
two books as premiums you can send tc my ad
dress. I desire you tu have one dollar for your 
books, as they are very cheap at that, considering
Ilie paper and binding alone. Yours, 

HORATIO NELSON.

The World Beautiful. Third Series. 
By Lilian Whiting. *

Those who have read “After Her 
Death,” or the preceding two volumes 
in the series of “The World Beautiful,” 
and have appreciated and enjoyed the 
same, will surely be pleased with this 
book.

The same fine tone of spirituality 
prevails, casting a charm over the mind 
of the reader who is spiritually attuned 
to vibrate in accord to the skillful 
touch of the author’s mentality; and 
the same finely intuitive perceptions of 
the finer phases of scientific truth in its 
psychic relations and spiritual out- 
reachlngs are manifest in these pages.

In fact, it might be said, these chap
ters Indicate advance beyond preceding 
volumes, for the author has kept in 
close company with the advance of 
psychic research, watching every move, 
noting the results of every experiment, 
knowing the thoughts of those inti
mately engaged in the work, and build
ing from the material thus furnished a 
superstructure of her own, which is ap
propriately entitled “The World Beau
tifuL” '

By the vein o^ deep seriousness, one 
is constantly reiplnded of that book of 
beautiful spiritual thought, "After Her 
Death.” It is dot ¡a book of trifles, 
written for triflers; liut the thoughts of 
a mind that reajjzes^ with Longfellow, 

“Life is realj life is earnest, 
And the grave ls not the. goat"

Hers Is a mind'that with clear in
sight recognizes? the) unity of the life 
that is'with that which is to come, so 
that in her consciousness of truth the 
present becomes a ivital part and fac
tor of the life ofrtbe future; the world 
seen Is one with the world unseen, the 
seen and the unseen being complement
ary parts of .one,;unitary whole. She 
says: . t

“It seems a confusion of terms to 
speak of this world as the physical or 
material, and that just beyond as the 
spiritual, because each of the succes
sive realms is a spiritual realm, the dif
ference being only of degree.

“The present is a spiritual world, and 
we are primarily spiritual beings, ex
pressing immortal energies through the 
medium of spiritual things. Leaving 
the physical body, we go to a spiritual 
world of higher' degree, and as the 
quality of life refines and exalts, sue2 
cessive realms open to the infinite prog
ress.” .

In leading those who can say with 
Whittier, -

“I am groping for the keys ;
Of the heavenly harmonies," 

the author says:
“To recognize the truth that life is a

whole of which the event of death does 
not break the continuity, and that im
mediate knowledge of God and of the 
encircling spirit-world is our normal 
state of existence, is to touch the key
note, and find the point of departure in 
all philosophies.”

Again: “What is our conception of 
God? A living spirit, or, rather, a spirit 
who is life; the Divine Source of all the 
life of the universe.,. .It Is the moral 
universe that holds in solution and con
trols the material universe.”

What a gem of thought is this:
“True success lies’ in the quality of 

life, in the simple, upright, generous, 
and loving nature.”

And this:
“He who Is living from the higher 

forces, in touch with the Divine life, 
cannot be unhappy.”

“The secret of living is to realize in 
outward acts and experience the spir
itual, the real self.”

Here is another thought worthy of 
study and remembrance:

“One attracts to himself from the un
seen world companionship of the same 
order and quality as that of his own 
spirit, with the exception that in pro
portion to purity of his aspiration does 
this quality of companionship come to 
him of a still higher order than his 
own. Thus one creates his own world. 
He need not abjectly feel that he must 
accept sorrow, trial, defeat, and disas
ter at the moment, because compensa
tion somewhere awaits him. Thé law 
of transmutation supersedes the law of 
compensation. One may bring to bear, 
oh the moment, the potent force that 
transforms all: that changes dullness 
into radiance, trial Into joy, depression 
into exaltation."

And here is another culled from the 
abundance of beautiful and helpful 
thoughts: ■

“The friendship with those in the 
ethereal'world may become so marvel
ously near and dear in their recogniz
able response, their Intimate sympathy, 
that they transcend entirely any possi
ble relations In this world. These com
panionships are satisfying and Inspir
ing beyond measure; these joys may 
constantly be entered into' and appre
hended by the spiritual self until man 
realizes that he is an inhabitant of both 
worlds.”

But why continue these excerpts? 
One must read thé book to thoroughly 
enjoy it; read it sympathetically, par
taking of its spirit, entering into its life, 
receiving its message of spiritual light 
and truth. .

For one dollar the book will be mailed 
from the office of The Progressive 
Thinker. Anyone ordering should be 
sure to mention the "Third Series.

ATLANTA, GA.
Mass Meeting of the N. S. A.

EXCELLENT RESULTS FOR THE 
CAUSE AT ATLANTA, GA.-AD- 
DR ESSES BY MRS. CORA L. V. 
RICHMOND, FRANCIS B. WOOD
BURY AND OTHERS—REMARK
ABLE TEST BY MRS. LOE F. 
PRIOR.
Gorilla Hall, Atlanta, Ga., May 10, 

was the scene of au interesting Spirit
ualistic demonstration. It was the first 
of a series of meetings here of tlie Na
tional Spiritualist Association.

The audience took the deepest inter
est iu the exercises, particularly the 
spirit communications by Mrs. Loe If. 
Prior.

While the opening number of the pro
gramme was being played by the or
chestra, answers to the question, “What 
Is Spiritualism?” written by Harrison 
D. Barrett, Thomas Gales Foster and 
Hudson Tuttle, were distributed 
through the audience.

WELCOMED TO ATLANTA.
The "Invocation” by Mrs. HUllgoss, 

of Auderson, Ind., was earnest, tlie au
dience standing. Then a selection from 
tlie Spiritualist hymn book was suug, 
after which Hon. N. McKinley, of this 
city, made a brief and neat address of 
welcome, which was responded to by 
Mrs. Cora Richmond, of Washington, 
D. C., the vice-president of the associa
tion. This address showed thought and 
culture, and was spoken with excellent 
articulation aud emphasis.

THE MYSTERIOUS POWER.
Tlie first Intimation of the mysterious 

power during the evening was given iu 
the address of Hon. F. B. Woodbury,jif 
Washington, D. C., in the course ot 
which he said:

“I was standing in the Pennsylvania 
depot in Washington the other day 
when a man, a boy and a girl came in. 
I saw at a glance that It was a family 
in trouble. The man looked as If all 
the joy of his life had gone out, the lit
tle girl’s hair was In a tangle about her 
very sad face and the little boy was in 
a condition that 1 cannot describe. I 
heard the littlp girl say:

" ‘Is mamma here?’ The man mur
mured in his anguish, ‘Mamma is uot 
here.’

"Very soon there rolled up to the de
pot an undertaker’s wagou and four 
stalwart men bore from it to a baggage 
car a long wooden box. The man 
sobbed, ‘Mamma is here,’ and as he 
bowed his head I saw that angel moth
er come and try to console that discon
solate family."

SPIRIT COMMUNICATION.
It was now announced that Mrs. Loe 

F. Prior, an excellent medium, would 
receive spirit communications, or mes
sages from loved ones in , tlie spirit
world. Mrs. Prior is a slender, dark
haired lady, full of nervous energy, 
quick-spoken and very fluent, Her 
voice is distinct and pleasant, aud her 
face is full of intelligence. Iler work 
on the platform was decidedly mystify
ing. Placing her hand over tier eyes 
for a moment she became greatly agi
tated, saying that the spirit of Mr. A. 
C. Ladd wished to speak through her 
to the delegates. The spirit wanted to 
welcome them. Then, through the ine-_ 
dlum, the message was delivered, an’ 
earnest little talk In which Mr. Ladd’s 
spirit stated that from the higher life 
he view with joy the progress of Spirit
ualism, congratulating tlie delegates 
upon their good work, and admonished 
them to struggle ever onward aud up
ward until they reached the happy 
state which he was now enjoying.

After the message had been spoken 
Mrs. Richmond arose and stall’d that 
several years ago before the death of 
Mr. Ladd, he said to her:

“When you meet in Atlanta I will 
speak words of welcome whether I am 
lu this life or iu the spirit-world.”

After this the messages came lu quick 
succession, Mrs. Prior delivering them 
promptly, and at times with an intense 
emotion. Among them were the fol
lowing:

“I am moved to speak to the lady 
seated by the post over there. Arc you 
not worrying, of late, about your moth
er’s grave—about having it attended to 
in some way—beautified, or the position 
of the upper eartli about it changed?”

The lady addressed bowed her head.
“Well, your mother begs me to say 

that you need not worry about die 
grave. She is not there, but living and 
rejoicing in the higher life.”

“A young man, six feet high, hand
some and anxious, stands before me. I 
am Impressed that he died suddenly, 
perhaps with heart disease. He says 
that this is tho first time he has re
turned to this world since his death. 
He wishes me to say to that gentleman 
seated back there that be Is happy in 
the spirit-world.”

The gentleman addressed said he had 
a friend who died suddenly, but from 
an accident.

Walking down the aisle the medium 
suddenly found an old gentleman and 
asked: “Did not you have a near rela
tive to die from drowning?”

The man shook bis head.
“Well, said she, “some one—a young 

man very dear to you—went off some
where, left, but did not return.”

The (pan bowed bls head.
“That young man asks me to beg you 

not to grieve about him any more. All 
Is well with him in the spirit world.”

Mrs. Prior now addressed a lady 
seated in the rear of the hall, saying:

“You have a picture of your dead 
mother in a small frame. You often

It Is proclaimed from almost every 
pulpit in our land, that all of the calam. 
ties that afflict humanity (either direct- 

¡y. °A Indirectly), are Godsends to pun
ish tho people for their sins. That he is 

our cou“t‘-y into war with Spain, that they may torture and 
thls ls true’ “ “ust be light. So wb are led tQ exclaim with 

Snrtn,“ God w* 18 about to destroy 
Sodom and Gomorrah: “Sfiaii not the 

alb the earth do right?" Or 
with Lincoln, while viewing the cai‘- 
rfn® ou, tho, battlefield of Gettysburg 
tatbrng his hand heavenward and ex
claimed: Just aud true aro thy ways 
Lord God AlmJuhfv ” y ’

•i a . ’""‘orolenoc,
with the existence of ¿9° ri'r°noncllo(1 
infinite power he „ni » ' ' Ho"’ eau 
and yet Infinite g^dnes0. 1° “ * 
undo or prevent fvil? H??e 
justice exact the “ '' cau ^finite 
every sin and v,.i l? “°;sl Penalty for 
don the sinner? 3 e luilulte mercy par- 
changeable *“1 amVoaHi“1!0^ 18 uu' 
Also, that he V d’ , lj“nge not.” 
soever eonieth ti '* 'vhat' 
Who knoweth al ,lle Lord’
ancient time tliiim ■' 1 g"’ eveu f,oul 
come to pass’’ if IUl "re t0

, . nappen, because He has fern

. , 11 "ould happen. As to result« 
hee«a“me 111.rlL‘ a“d, ‘'“■•eoi'dlnation are 

Bible n ‘.'.‘"T P ainl-v luuBbt lu tho 
all virn ‘ (i0,'"',nes be true, then 
to l < ^i e.da,llned,t0'',ernal torments 
in mu, ,lle damned because God h» = ~ined that they should^ and 
othnig can save them. Aiso

Unit aie to be saved in heaven cannot 
ordttned ' tl liri;l',eCai,Se God bas fore’ 
ami Codis > 'Py should bo «aved, anu God is unchangeable

Tills being true, I see no necessity tn 
¡nan’s making any effort to secure 
heaven, or escape hell; nothing to dcHn 
ditermiping his final destiny, for that 
was settled by God himself, “in the 
n^diffe^' S0 ? SePU1S t0 nie U maKe3 

o difference what he does, or how he lives; he will be either °aved 
damned anyhow, for his destiny has 
been decreed,.“from the beginning" by 

i , una bn’alile decree from an’ ut£ 
changeable God. Isn’t it just altogether 
too lovely for anything?

Attica, Ohio. e. TANNER.

look at that picture aud wish that the 
frame were enlarged. You are think
ing of changing the frame, are you 
not?”

The lady bowed her head.
“Well, your mother is standing near 

you this moment. She Is saying that 
you must not let the picture in the 
frame bother you, because the form 
which she wears in the spirit-world is 
nothing like the picture. She Is entirely 
changed, and you must not worry about 
her, as she is happy and always near 
you.”

There were several other remarkable 
spirit communications, but the above 
are sufficient to illustrate the work of 
Mrs. Prior, which was very mystifying, 
to say the least

LAST DAY’S SESSION.
The feature of the evening was the 

spirit communication of Mrs. Prior and 
the most striking and mysterious mes
sage was sent through the medium by 
a telegraph operator In the spirit land.

Suddenly Mrs. Prior threw her hand 
over her eyes and became greatly agi
tated. - ’

She spoke excitedly: “I have a mes
sage for that young lady sitting near 
the center of the hall—the young lady 
wearing the white hat. I can hear 
nothing but ‘Tick! tick! tick!’ What 
does it mean? You lost a relative who 
was a telegraph operator?” ’

The young lady bowed her head.
“He was lame, too; had some'disease 

which caused his feet and limbs to 
swell, until he almost lost the use of 
them. Oh, I see; it was something like 
blood poisoning.”

The lady bowed her head.
"Now,” said the medium, "this mes-

’ I reckoned he’d folks quite well ter do
; i»™, b,.

’ That I thought he “carried” ter earn
1 some dimes, 

Just ter "take in the sights" on the
• street
> Au’ you say he’d a mother, an’ sickly
I Ben; J

Who's Ben? Why Ben has fits, you
. see, • ’

Af°' out< U WQS b01 “ Molhpr 'vns Put

i In the storm, while father was on a
. spree;

And that with tlie worry and fritrht 
brought on 6

Something they called by a medical 
name

Tliat 1 can’t remember. When Ben 
was born.

Wily, he took it on, sir, just the same.
Well, I do declare, an’ I, 0](] Farmer 

Gray.
Might er gin that newsboy somethin’ 

wa rm,
When lie brought my paper clean out 

here,
On cold’ stormy niormn’s, to the 

farm.
An’ who knows but he whistled ’cause 

he s so cold
An’ hungry, an’ with all the rest be

side,
That Whistlin' Dick, a fine likely bov 

that I might ei helped, has up an’ 
died.

Farmer Gray walked off with head bent 
down;

I reckon I’m owin’ a bill, said he. 
To that ere Dick for the mouths he’s 

brought
The Mornin' News way out here ter 

me;
He was alius that bright an’ sunny like 

That I liked the boy an’ now he's 
dead.

It all comes back ter me, every smile 
An’ cheerful word that ere Dick said.

An’ I reckon God’s got a mortgage here 
That old Reuben Gray had better lift, 

For that boy said Dick got an awful 
cold

While er gittin’ here through a big 
snowdrift;

His clothes got wet an' clammy like,
An’ he had pneiimony that took him 

quick, ;
So I’ll hunt up his mother an’ slcklv 

Ben
An’ settle with God an’ Whistlin' 

Dick. .
He harnessed Dobbin and started out.

Found Dick’s wards, gave them a 
home and bread,

Cared for their wants through lofig,
. long months,

Till the angel “called" and both -were - 
dead. ■

Then he bought a lot and three marble 
, slabs; .
On them was “Mother," “Ben” and 

“Dick.” • - :
Then said Farmer Gray, I’ve paid the 

boy '
An’ lifted God’s mortgage clean an’ 

slick.
FRED L. HILDRETH.

Worcester. Mass.



BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES,

HUMAN CULTURE Ê CURE

BY E. D. BABBITT, M. D.» T.T„r>,

furnishes cM you desire.

the

the
Bf A & Hedían. MD. Price. ISM*

«

most dismal failures that have ever 
been known in the history of this world 
or any other. E. J. BOWTELL.

Do you want to oryanise a society, for ths 
social, intellectual and spiritual advance- 

tnentofthe children and adults? •

’„St?.®.'*?. el“v““ chapters are devoted entirely to 
manifestations of the fioullncarnate. with a ekor px«' position ortho payable philosophy. *
Ph»xeWurcU“1,t“S6l!tiMtu the

The last twenty chapters are devoted to an exooal-' 
ci‘P flmc1 Philosophy, with evidence in detail, 

much or It being personal experiences or tho author!
Xhe jirlce of the booh is $1. For salt 

at the offioe of Xhe Frogresslve Xhinhcr,

A most excellent and very valuable work bv thi.' 
Dean ot the College or Fine Forces, and author ot 
Bellen,"eta“1 V‘>1U“eS “ Ue“th’ SooW Bclei100.'

SCIENCE OF THE SWÏ 
rí i BY 111 

DOREN ALBERT SHERMAN.

ancestors or friends of the person thus

à

"For the vagaries of the clouds 
infidels propose to substitute the 
alities of earth; for superstition,

Grand Ledge Camp, Mich.
Grand Ledge Spiritualists’ Camp will 

open July 31, and close August 28, In
clusive. Mrs. Geo. Sheets, secretary 
pro tem.

Price, cloths 15 cents» For eale at this office« 

RIGrtTLIVING 
- BY - 

SUSAN H. WIXON,
Author ot -Apples or Gold," "Ail In » LÍrellme " 

“The Story Hour," "Summer Days at Onset,” 
“Sunday Observance," etc., etc. ■ J.

A Synopsis of Ingersoll’s Lecture on “^he Qods,” with 

an Introduction by Ernest S. Cp-een.

. 'Wu
». ua

ÇAMP-MEETINQ DIRECTORY,

Inquiries are already being made as to when certain camp-meetings will 
open. Tiie officers of camps will promote the interest of their respective lo
calities by sending the dates at once to this office, with names of secretaries.

CASSADAGA CAMP.
Programme of Speakers for 

1898.

Our mid-summer programme, which 
Is nearly completed, we consider the 
strongest as to ability and brilliancy 
ever presented by the C. L. F. A. Be
lieving our friends who contemplate 
visiting the camp during the coming 
season, would appreciate a little fore
taste of the pleasures awaiting them, 
we present the same for their edifica
tion :
. July 15, Pioneer Day; 16, Mrs. E, L. 
Watson, of California; 17, Lyman C, 

C. 
of 
C. 

23, 
. . ________ 24,

Mrs. J. B. H. Jackson, Rev. W. W. 
Hicks; 25, Conference; 26, Mrs. E. L.

Howe; 18, Conference; 19, Lyman 
Howe; 20, Mrs. J. B. H. Jackson,
Grand Rapids, Mich; 21, LymanHowe; ” ” - - — - -22, Mrs. J. B. H. Jackson
Mary E. Idease, of Wichita, Kansas

Watson; 27, Rev. W. W. Hicks; 28, 
Mary E. Lease; 29 and 30, Moses Hull, 
of Buffalo; 31, Moses Hull, Mary E. 
Lease. August 1, Conference; 2 and 
3, Prof. W. M. Lockwood, of Chi
cago; 4, Moses Hull; 5, Prof. W. M. 
Lock wood; 6, J. Clegg Wright, of 
'Amelia, 0.; 7, Rev. W. W. Hicks, J. 
Olegg Wright; 8; Conference; 9 and 10, 
Prof. H. D. Barrett; 11, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, of Washington, D. C.; 12, J. 
Clegg Wright; 13, Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond; 14, Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond 
and Rev. E. L. Rexford, of Columbus, 
Ohio; 15, Conference; 16, Rev. E. L. 
Rexford; 17, Mrs. Cora L.V. Richmond; 
18, Rev. E. L. Rexford; 19 and 20, Hon. 
Dr. W. H. Montague, of Toronto, Ont.;. 
21, Willard J. Hull, of Columbus, Ohio; 
22, Conference; 23, Carrie E. S. Twlng, 
of Westfield, N. Y.; 24, Willard J. Hull; 
25, Rev. W. W. Hicks; 26, Carrie E. 8. 
Twlng; 27,------------ ; 28, Carrie E. 8.
Twlng.

Mrs. Maggie Waite,'platform test me
dium, throughout the season.

Mesick, Mich., Camp, I
Mesick (Mich.) Camp-meeting wlll|

open July 31, 1898, closing August 14. 
All good mediums and co-workers are
cordially iuvited. Those expecting to 
attend, send In names before the first of 
Juue, to have them on printed pro
gramme. Address Jacob Bulllan, Me
sick, Wexford Co., Mich. This associa-
tion was organized April 1, 1898, 
Mrs. L. A. Mabee, state orgaulzer.

by

The New Era Camp.
Their many friends on the Pacific 

coast will be glad to learn that the 
management of the New Era, Oregon, 
camp has secured the services of Mrs. 
Loe F. Prior and Mr. Chas J. Anderson 
for the meeting to be held July 2 to 25. 
Mrs. Prior Is a widely-known medium 
and lecturer who has been laboring 
witli marked success in the south re
cently. Mr. Anderson, known as the 
“boy orator,” is conceded by such a dis
criminating judge as Dr. J. M. Peebles 
to possess marked ability as an Inspira
tional lecturer. Tho managers will ex
ert themselves to the utmost of their 
ability to make this meeting the most 
successful ever held In Oregon, and so
licit the active co-operation of every 
Spiritualist throughout the Northwest 
to this end. Circulars will be issued in 
May and sent to all who apply to Wal
ter P. Williams, Salem, Ore., who Is the 
corresponding secretary. The Brock
ways are at Portland.

Ottawa, Kansas.
Tile Leavenworth County Spiritualist 

Association will hold a camp-meeting 
at Forest Park, Ottawa Kansas, from 
July 27 to August 2, 1898, inclusive. 
Board ami lodging can be had on the 
grounds for $2.50 per week. Reduced 
rates on all railroads leading to Ottawa. 
T. C. Deuel, president; Mrs. Emerick, 
secretary, Wallula, Kan.

Topeka Camp, Kansas.
We are going to have our camp-meet

ing this year, comin-|nclng September 
11th, and continuing until the 25th, 
making two weeks’ time, including 
three Sundays. We have made arrange
ments to use the fair grounds again, as 
we can do better there than any other 
place.

We have no one engaged to speak as 
yet, but think we will have Will C. 
Hodge, of Chicago, who was with us 
last year and was liked by all. We 
have some very good mediums here In 
the city. We think we will have Mrs. 
L. N. Claman to help us in our camp 
this year. We want to have a good 
platform test medium with us; we have 
no one engaged for that yet We have 
in our city four Spiritual societies.

T. P. KELLEY, Sec’y. 
211 E. Fourth St., Topeka, Kan.

Mt. Pleasant Park Camp. 
■ The sixteenth annual camp-meeting 
M the Mississippi Valley Spiritualists’ 
{Association will be held at Mt. IJleas- 
fint Park, Clinton, Iowa, Sunday, July 
81, and will close Sunday, August 28. 
The best of talent has been secured. 
.Circulars giving full Information will 
1» issued about June 15. For full in
formation address Martin H. McGrath, 
»ecretary, at Fulton, I1L

, Lake Brady Camp, 0.
To the Editor;—Permit me a space In 

a column of your valuable paper, so 
. that I in this way may reach its many 

thousand readers, and convey to them 
tlie cheerful news from the Lake 
Brady Spiritualists' camp grounds, 

i The clouds that for so long have hung 
. over these beautiful grounds are fast 
• rolling by, the warm and cheering rays 
. of thé sun are returning and bringing 
, with them renewed life and oldtime 

vigor, filling the souls of those directly 
, interested with joy and renewed ener

gy. It was thought for a while by 
tbo80 J.n poslÎlo9 t0 kuow. £bat “° ca>“P 
could be had there tills year, but it is 
with pleasure I note the change, and in 
due season our lovely grounds will be 
open and ready for this season’s busi
ness. The managers this year will be 
strictly Spiritualists and no pains will 
be spared to make this season’s camp 
the banner camp of all others. Some 
of the best speakers within our ranks 
■are being engaged and reliable phenom
enal mediums will be permitted to hold 
seances on the grounds. The pro
grammes are now under way and. will 
be pushed to completion as fast as pos
sible.

It is to be hoped that the Spiritualists 
throughout the country will now put 
their shoulders to the wheel, come to 
Lake Brady this season, and by their 
presence show their willingness to help 
lift the bonds that have bound for so 
long a time our lovely camp grounds. 
In doing so, they will not only be bene
fited physically and spiritually, but 
they will greatly assist the spirit world 
In bringing about the desired results,' 
and to place our camp in a position that 
will defy tho world to wrench it from 
us. Any desired information will be 
cheerfully given by addressing Mr. D. 
A. Herrick, or Mr. Lafayette Smith, Ra
venna, 0., by enclosing stamp.

MBS. SADIE HERRICK.
Ravenna, 0.

Vicksburg Camp, Mich.
The Vicksburg camp, at Fraser’s 

Grove, opens August 5, and closes Au
gust 28, 1898. The following speakers 
have already been engaged: Osear A. 
Edgerly, Newburyport, Mass.; A. E. 
Tisdale, New London, Conn.; J. Frank 
Baxter, Boston, Mass.; D. P. Dewey, 
Grand Blanc, Mich., and Mrs. Marion 
Carpenter, Detroit, Mich, Other speak
ers and mediums will be added to the 
list. A new barn will be erected on the 
grounds this season, and other improve
ments made. The programmes will be 
ready in a few days, and will be sent to 
any one addressing the undersigned.

JEANETTE FRASER.
Vicksburg, Mich.

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free.]

Passed to a higher life, on the 25th of 
April, 1898, at her home in Waverly, 
Iowa, Mrs. Estella Cooper (flee Case), 
six months after marriage to Mr. Chas. 
Cooper. She will be remembered by 
mauy campers at Mt. Pleasant Park.

A. J. QASE.

Passed to. spirit-life, from Spring
field, Mo., April 19, 1898, Dr. E. Hovey 
aged 81 years, 7 months, 26 days. Born 
in Trenton, Oneida county, New York 
removed to Indiana in 1820, to Ohio in 
1826, to Missouri in 1840. A mill
wright about ten years, he was in the 
Campbellite ministry for some time', 
studied chemistry and medicine, finally 
concentrating upon dentistry—in which 
profession he achieved considerable 
distinction and was offered a chair in a 
St. Louis dental college. Dr. Hovey 
has been prominently identified with 
the spiritual movement in the south
west for many years. He was by na
ture a lover of truth and a friend of hu
manity. Gentle In spirit, kindly, sym
pathetic and charitable, he endeared 
himself to all. Funeral services by 
James Madison Allen and M. Theresa 
Allen.

Henry J. Miller, of 311 Alhambra av
enue, Frankfort, Ind., passed to spirit
life, In Milford, Ill., May 19, where he 
had gone on a business trip. He had a 
stroke of paralysis. He has been a 
Spiritualist ever since be was about 14 
years of age and he was a little past 73 
when he passed out.

ROLLIE MERRITT.

"From Boul to Soul” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought In poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment Price 
ILOO. For sale at this office.

“Human culture ana Cure.
First. The Philosophy of Cure, (in
eluding Methods and Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A very in- 
structlve and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as It well fui. 
fills the promise of its title. For sale 
at this office. Price 75 cents.

Part

"From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby a 
Judson. Gives an account of her expert- 
ence In passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted to place in 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15 cents.

“Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason," and a number of let
ters and discourses on religions and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price fL For sale at this office.

■»

tMt tte pdijnd wo«« occasionally 
open am) «wallow a fewof his darlings, 
and beside? all this, should establish a 
few volcanoes in the immediate vicin
ity, that might at auy moment over
whelm his children with rivers of fire? 
Suppose that this father neglected to 
tell his children which of the plants 
were deadly; that the reptiles were 
poisonous; failed to say anything about

splendid demonstrations and achieve
ments of science; and for theological 
tyranny, the chainless liberty of
thought. ,

"We do not say that we have dis
covered all; that our doctrines are the 
all in aji of truth. Wo know of no end 
to the development of man. We cannot

- .... , uui'avel the infinite complications ot
most abject and degrading obedience, ia!.ad t0 ^hing about matter aud force. The history of one
In order to please them, man must lay i.,,®i2aitbllla nn,d kel’Ltbe vcdcano mouad is as unknown as that of the 
his very face in,tlie dust. Of course, n,™',“®®8 a l?ro£ouud secret would we universe; one drop of water is as won- 
they have always been partial to the 1 ®??,llnce J1 „ >au?e 01 fl“ld‘ , x derful as all the seas; one leaf, as all 
people who created them, and have j'o r i , exactly wbat the tho forests; aud one grain of sand, asgenerally showih, their partiality by I Ol.t.1:oda\?„°a bns doue;, , ' , , I aU ‘1« stars.- ’
assistiug those, people to rob aud de- to the theologians, God “Felling forests is not the eud of
stroy others, amFib ravish their wives AJ tb , ,g ob® «Mncssly for the agriculture. Driving pirates from the

. --------------- ---------- -  and daughters. '(Jehovah is here plainly ba? fa pJ? , bi? lo\ed cblldreu> and sea ls not all there is of commerce.
Impressed. It is when in this negative)meant.) ■ ' RLt £le hlleu the forests with ferocious “We are laying the foundation of the'
or passive mood that “guides” may "Nothing is so pleasing to those gods I Sts,; p/1ace(i iu every path; I grand temple of the futuro-not the
answer prayer” by impressing persons I as the butchery of unbelievers. Nothing „„J ®, , ,'"’orld „AV»th earthquakes, I temple of all the gods, but of all the

what to do to help themselves. so enrages them, even now, as to have “?«ud®rued lts surface with mountains people-wherein, with appropriate
A. M. E. BISHOF SAYS GOD IS A someone deny their existence  P‘‘KoKviii, i..,, i- n «>. }'Hes, will be celebrated the religion of

NEGRO “The doctrine that future happiness Pi.nPihJ. m , g a V11?’told I bullllllllty- We are doing what little
' . depends upon belief is monstrous. It is J}} d ls ,tbat !t was wo can to hasten the coming of the day

Bishop Turner, of the African M. E. the Infamy of infamies. The notion Lc,, ,?d by a Pe.l:fect beiug’ and 18 when society will cease producing mil-
Churcr, is quoted by the Philadelphia that faith in Christ is to be rewarded I tbLlcfol'fraeecs,sanly pei'fect Tlle uext I Uonaires and mendicants-gorged in-
Inbune as saying: “We know that God by an eternity of bliss, while a depen- a,?,1»“»’!“’ t lCb,e,s,alue l,eri’ous will tell us I dolence and famished industry—truth 
m ,g„i Odt ofb !aek andtbat d°nce upon reason, observation, ami ex- P n a?\%ld ‘8 Cd.r?a,?: covered 'Xltb rags.’ aud superstition robed and
black chaos re gned millions, billions, perlenco merits everlasting pain, is too I P“,, s’}blbtle,s aud,lb«rus, aud that I crowned. We are looking for the time
trillions, quadrillions and eons of years I absurd for refutation, and can be re-1 • ,a,s doouied 10 disease and death, I when the useful shall be the honorable;
before God ever said, ‘Let there bo lieved only by that unhappy mixture of I PPP bot'auso our Poor, dear mother and when REASON, throned upon the
!lg V’.°r lel,tbere be wblte> We belIeve I insanity and ignorance called ‘faith ’ ! a .P) u coutlary to tbe command world’s brain, shall be the King of
God himself is a negro. I have no re- What man, who ever thinks can be- al'bdi'ary God... .. Kings and God of Gods.”
S H1' Ph uegr" wb0 does uot be: Heve that blood can appease God? And P of man bas ln’ ERNEST S. GREEN. ,
lleve that the God he serves and yet, our entire • system of relicion is al®a6ed Just to the same extent that re- _—; .
worships is a negro.” based upon that belief. The Jews Pi°U;S P0"-?1’ bas decreased. The iu- vm» ■■■■•Aiivir n ai ■ in

Ibis colored bishop may be clalrvoy- pacified Jehovah with the blood of am teIlect.ual advancement of man depends TUC Al MIHUTY Dfil I AD
aut apd may have seen his colored Imais, and according to the ChrisUan “i®“?«« °f P becan «change an old Illi. nLIYIIUll I I UULLAI1guide or control/’ and thought ho system, the'blood of Jesus softened the hujpera-tltion for a new truth. The —_
had seen God, just as Moses thought he heart of God a little, and rendered nos- pburcb nevel' enabled a human being * Vievi/ nf tho Onmnoncatinn
liad 8eeu the Infinite when the spirit slble the salvation of a fortuhatm few. P n.ake evcu oue:o£ tlleso exchanges; A V,eW OT the Compensation
Yet JmP Pbovab’ manifested to him, it is hard to conceive how the human W hG1' P°We1’ 8 been Question.
Yet these narrow Christian ministers mind can give assent to such terrible P “ Plevent them....... ........
accept the spirit that Moses saw as ideas, or how any sane maq can read „2®, ‘Jg?s a deadly cbufliet has been A tl j th . . .
their God, while they repudiate the theBible and stilli believe initsinsniraT waged between a few brave men and bva?oa‘Xar?f
spirit, or God, that their colored brother tion ucneve in its mspna-1 womeI1 of tbought nJ1(1 j th by Josepn Coopei, of Providence, R. I.,
saw,, or at leased sensed, and loudly “All that is necessary as it seems to n“? Sid®’ aud tbe great 1Sn01'ftUt re- Thinker0 ofPAm*fl D rnntnEnnSS1BVa®

just as much grounds for a belief in his human inventlon-of ^ai'bariaT inven*  Pi hav® al’l)ealed to reasou, to honor, the raul f of Sn rltnnH«t«OtdT

founded upon Ignorance. would of any other; get the bandage7 of f“Py A®. “PP’P t0 PtoJ“db*.  to the causes Ire the exorWtam nr ees
IS THERE A GOD ABOVE NATURE? roverenee from your eyes; drive from I kU0^U) “^’Xry hlreafte The I Charged by our speakers and mediums.”

No returning spirit has ever seen such yro“u htbJ1 tm™??“nf0P+P few bave said- "-t'hiukf ’The many have J'P yeP? \ llaP IIsteued t0 eom-
a being as a personal God, an Infinite cowie^foi-m^fPnnAraHHAn h’“ “ said- ‘Believe!’.... y plaints of the insufficient remuneration
Spirit, or Ruler of the Universe; the theHoiv Bmm »K^¿mTtben “Iu tbat vast cemetery, called the oul; platf°T 'vorkers' 4For yeals 1
highest archangel (spirit) has never] bat vmi eve?- for ^„71^ Past, are most of the religions of men 'aV° kno«'u that most of them haveheard of such an unthinkable being, or „Xi n Une? Af ma.m “‘ut’ sul? and there, too, are nearly al! tbelr S’ been 6t.ruggltog "'itb financial dlfficul-
of any other individual entity In the Ses^and nuritV 1^-Yiisdom’good: The sacred temples of India were ruind tles °'?u,g to ibat ‘“sufficiency. For
vvorld beyond who has not dwelt to the "ucKlwioran^inAdt«nJi?ntYAntUtIlO1’Oi lol)g ag0- Over column and cornice T8™ 1 bav(i kuo'v'“ that many have
flesh as we are living to-day; hence the “Our anreX^nnt hAni i^ <> ; over tbo I)aiut0(1 and pictured wails b , ?Ore,Z tcra,pYd des^rt
only God we will ever, find is Nature god-fYctoriM hnt ihov mX i d i?® l' cliug and creeP tbo trailiug rines! nT,k for the spint-worid and the en-
and her immutable laws. well ThXd dftv“s,as Brahma, tho golden, with four heads J‘gbtenment of man, and adopt some

The great majority of church-mem-./and fallen y aud four ,mus: Vishnu, the sombre better l)ay‘“S occupation. For years I
bers no longer believe in a personal S snecesYf.fl relniic- S tbe Posher of. the wicked, with his bavG b“own that some who might be
God, but claim that they are personify- d successful iciolts, some had three eyes, his crescent and his neek use£“l instruments have been deterredIng Nature, much as we peXlf“^^ ^owv^fo ds'T1 “} ‘7 of sk“llb‘ v<!the deMroye “ red fT entering up?u a beld Yber® tUelr
United States by calling it Uncle Sam. wife nf Y Y C 1°U1d’ witb seas o£ bl°od; Kall, the goddess; 7 w?re ““<ibi,needed- becauso o£
But we, as Spiritualists, if we would be devil?n 8 d °f »‘’““padi, the white-armed, and Chrish- b?tPoverty which they knew would in
classed as progressive thinkers, should ¿ui 7» LK ?17 sympathized ua, tlie Christ, all passed away aud left evitably ,rGSVlt- ,£ bavo k“0« n old
cease to pander to orthodox terminology YmoS wonderfffi fact- In1«?®!^® h ‘J*®  t?lroues of lleaven desolate. Along ^'^„h 1 .by th° 'lVay Rawing their
aud prejudice aud say what we mean hLma?; f ? nearly a111 tbo banks of tlie sacred Nile Isis no ^st breatb lu Peuu,T. and buried by 
that we may not obtain the same rep- |Honsh the de^ls’hnl»0!08 ®8’ a?d Fe' loug<ir "’anderlng weeps, searching for “bar“y- 1 have listened to the cry tliat
utation as the churches for Inconsist- humane n/7^if7YbeeYmUCb.mOl’e tbe dead Oslrls- Tbo 8badow of Ty- tbe ?ause °f ‘‘'“lb suffered through the
ency. When we say Nature, we deal r“Xn®‘h““ ‘ b“8“^---- phon’s scowl falls no more upon the o£ “GbGai> speakers,” “five
with a tangible reality, but when we hatloY^mf 7a,.W/ m adyance of tbe waves. Tlie sun rises as of yore, and S “Y ,a week speakers," and so on.
say God, we deal with a myth. renrotnM rt.rn.Wi?1, u. n®?.r°°.8 his golden beauis st“> sm‘to the lips of bear ? vo ce I’roclatatog £bat it

ra-i-nmir r’vn.nr T £btb deities with black Memnou, but Memnon is as voiceless I !S. uot 10w Prlees but b‘gb' tbat must be
- GERSOLL EXTOLLED. skin and curly jbair. The Mongolian as tho Sphinx. The sacred fanes nre blamed for all this. Verily this Is what

I consider Ingersoll the greatest ,ls ? yel«)y complexion and lost in desert sands; the dustv mum 1 bavo called ll-an “astounding reve- thlnker that ever lived, or that exists ±k almond-sha^d eyes. The Jews mles are still waiting ior the res“X I latlon'’’
to-day—uot only a thinker but a rne- P'.®10,? , allow«l to paint theirs, or we tion promised by their priests and the The word “price” in such a connection
dium. His great brain is the battery ..d bave ’Jeb°vah with a full old beliefs wrought iu curiously sculn- 18 ltself'an Improper one. Words of in-
through which telepathically vibrates I au oval fafe- aud ““ aquiline tured stone, sleeii in the mvsterv of n 8P,ration and communication from the
tbe new thought of all the great think- “ose- z®“8 '"’as 4-jjmrfeet Greek, and I language lost aud dead Odin tho an I ‘“visible should uot be considered as
ers of past ages. Like peals of thunder „° ‘°oked as though a member of the thor of life and soul, Vili and'Ve and art*c*es o£ merchandise. To speak of
which shake the mountains, these th“0“, .selJale' The gods of Egypt had the mighty giant Ymir, strode long airo tbe A'ul‘Sbty DoUar ‘s common s‘ang,
thoughts are hurled forth among the . pa£*eut £acff Placid look of the from the icy halls of the North- and but 11 *s obJect‘o“able not on that ae-
masses of humanity; like Hashes of 10V1“E People who made them. The Thor, with iron glove and glitterimr C0UIlt’ but b“*-' ““8“ ‘£ ‘8 untrue. The
chain lightning they penetrate the ad- gods “ortbot'“ countries were rep- hammer, dashes mountains to the earth I do‘lar may aid iu keeping life in the
amantlne skulls of the bigots and let in Jf8““1?“ warmly clad in robes of fur; I no more. Broken are the circles and I>bys‘eal body but it cannot purchase a
the light of truth; they unveil thetruth 1O.Se ?fr tb® ‘TP‘.CS ’"’ere naked. The cromlechs of the ancient Druids- fallen I slngl° gift of tbe sp‘rlt-
of antiquity, lift up the curtains of thelg.0 . 01 £ndla were often mounte(Tupon upon the summits of the hills and lbe wr“er of the article under con
future, let down the blaze of celestial] ®.®P7an^: tbose of 6?me l8‘a“ders were covered with the centuries’ moss are I 81derat‘on appears not yet to have pene-
llght from higher realms, and would set *1?h sw‘®mers, and the deities of the the sacred cairns. The divine fires of I trat<!d beyond the external. He judges
the world ablaze with human happiness I , ,c, .were I’ass‘onately fond of I Persia and of tho Aztecs, have died out of a 8Peakel’’a or medium’s work by 
and fraternity if all would read and I Y. „ a blubber. Nearly all people have in the ashes of the past, and there is I tbat wblcb 18 Presented to his outer 
tonrn. . iYY. Pa‘“£<,i£ representations of I none to rekindle, and none to feed the senses- £‘° 8ays £bey demand for

Though there is no more ardent Splr- L™.1 ^°dsi. au.d tbese representations holy flames. The harp of Orpheus is I about tbree bou1'8’ work from five to 
ituallst than I am, I say it in the name YY?’ H1.0 lower classes, generally still; the drained cup of Bacchus has !eu do“ars P°r bou‘’- Then all the work 
of truth, justice and right, that Inger- I'??!?» ?8-.<? .rea, gods’ and to tb<‘so beeu tbr°wn aside; Venus lies dead in Is d?ue ?n tbe P‘atform. Years devoted 
soil bas done more towards breaking lmage8 a“d ‘dols tb°y addressed pray- stone, and her white bosom heaves no t0 development or study, in many lu- 
down superstitions and spreading er8,> o£fered sacrifice....... more with love. The streams still s£ances tin!.e and money spent In educa-
spirltual truths than all other reform . Beyond nature man cannot go even murmur, but no naiads bathe; the trees tioD’ words of advlce, of counsel or in
forces combined. He is the leader of . thought-above nature he cannot still wave, but in the forest aisles no structlon £rce‘y K‘ven at all times, the 
all humanitarian reforms, even though “^betow nature he caunot fa“....... dryads dance. The gods have flown patleat «“durance of tho horse-leech
his teachings be not labeled. He knows , wo believe in a power superior to £l'om high Olympus. Not ev<m the sP‘rltualist who constantly sucks, 
the source of his power. He also knows “-T.’ U 8 Perf««tly natural to sup- beautiful women can lure them back sucks’ 6Ucka tbo v°ry vital substance of
his mission, aud is fulfilling it graudlv J>OSP t"?t ?, P°wer «an and will in- and Danae lies unnoticed, naked to the every medium he comes near to obtain
If the time is ripe ere he leaves the .. ®r? a Hle a®a‘rs o£ £b‘s world. If] stars. Hushed forever are the thun- I 8°mething to gratify his own curiosity
earth-plane he may yet label some of IY 18 no '“torference, of what prac- dei's of Sinai; lost are the voices of the 01 8e“‘sb“essi an agony long drawn out,
his religion, aud if he does, that label Use c.an sucb Power be? The Prophets, aud the land once flowing P£ wblcb no toiling laborer has any con-
will read—“Spiritualism,” unless Spirit- 8 Ve,.us tbe most wonderful with milk and honey, is but a desert 00pll°“’ ,a!‘ ,tbeso C0UDt £o1’ nothing,
ualism Itself should change its level be- accaun£s or divine interference: An- waste. Ono by one, the myths have £bese with long hours of learning at
fore that time arrives. His is the re ?“als £a*k llke men; springs gurgle faded from tho clouds; one by one the lbe fect of ‘“visible teachers, and other
“glon of the future. £rom, dry bones; tbe sun and moon stop Phantom host has disappeared and one long bours o£ ac£*ve,  energetic reaching

But I have said enough. Let tlie great t , 0 beave“s 1“ order that General by one> facts, truths aud realities have ?ut 11110 tbo b‘eber conditions of soul
orator speak for himself. Following is “a !“ay bave more time to murder; taken £b<-‘ir places. The supernatural ife' wrestling for help and strength 
a synopsis of about one-fifth of tbe on a dlal goes back ten de- bas almost gone, but tho natural re- and courase. are none of them work.
INCFRSor r ><s T F^8 *°  con,v‘“co a Petty king of a bar- mains. The gods have fled, but man is 1 s«pposft tbey aro a“ P1^-1XGLR80LL S LECTURE ON “THE barous people that he Is not going to die bere- ■“>« remedy does not lie in coinplaln-

“GODS." of a boil; fire refuses to burn; water “Nations, like individuals have their lng of sPoakers and mediums for being
“Each nation has created a eod. nn J E*  de.clines to.80011 lt8 ‘°vel, but Pei'‘od8 of youth, of manhood and de- ‘““«‘map or too dear. The higher paid 

the god has always resembled ills ri-n. , “ds “P ,lke a wall; grains of sand cay- Beligions are the same. The same sPeakers will usually.draw larger audl- 
ators. He hated and loved what tliev r°Comot,“ce; co““°“ walking-sticks, “exorable destiny awaits them all. I en,ces bccause man is prone to value 
hated and loved, and he was Invnrinhiv i gra,lfy a r“ere freak, twist them- rb9 Sods created by the nations must otbers according to the value they place
found on the side of those in nnwar i 8 nl° serI)ell‘s' “nd then swallow P°r‘sb with their creators. They were “P°n Biemselves. But it Is not possible
Each god was lutenselv natriotm nna . otber by way of exercise; mur- created by man and, like men, they to es“mate the extent of spiritual work 
detested all nations but his own aii “uri“S streams, laughing at the attrac- must Pass away. The deities of one accomplished by tho number of visible
these gods demanded nraise flntt/rv l 0U of sravltation, run up hill for age are the by-words of the next. The attc“dants at a meeting. Generally,
and worship. Most of tlm’» years’ fo“°wing wandering tribes from rc“E‘on of our day, and country, is no our speakers accept as small a remuu-

10 a P“re love of frolic; prophecy becomes ,uore exempt from the sneer of tbe fu- erat‘on as they can decently exist upon 
n . . . gons ture than the others have been. When under tbeir Present circumstances. The
enamored of the world’s Indla was supreme, Brahma sat upon rcal remedy would be found if Splrit-

; women are changed into salt for tbe world's throne. When the sceptre ““lists as a body would develop within 
"-----— ----- - passed to Egypt, Isis and Osiris re- tbcmselves a spirit of self-sacrifice cor-

ceived the homage of mankind. Greece responding to that which their platform 
with her fierce valor, swept to empire’ workers usually display. As it is, there 
and Zeus put on the purple of au- are “s“ally two or three in every so- 
thority. The earth trembled with the clety who do ail the work and find all 
tread of Rome's intrepid sous, and Jove tbe money, while the rest stand on one 
grasped with mailed hand the thunder- 81de and E‘ve nothing but discouraging 
bolts of heaven. Rome fell, and Chris- I words and thoughts.
tians from her territory, with the red 1 cannot forbear quoting the last 
sword of war, carved out the ruling Paragraph of Brother Cooper's article, 
nations of the world, and now Christ 1 llke t0 agree with every one as far as 
sits upon the throne. Who will be his 1 can> and bere is my opportunity: 
successor?.... “If societies are only run on purpose

“Notwithstanding the fact that In- t0 support speakers and mediums, the 
fidels in all ages have battled for the I B°o“or they close their doors the better 
rights of man, and have at all times and lct them try other fields of labor or 
been the fearless advocates"of liberty E° to tbe E°‘d mines in the Klondike.” 
and justice, we are constantly charged Truly so- If that be their object, shut 
by the church with tearing down with- them up at once, for then are they the 
out building again. The church-should —--------- ” ' '
by this time know that it is utterly im
possible to rob men of their opinions. 
The history of religious persecution 
fully establishes the fact that the mind 
necessarily resists and defies every at
tempt to control it by violence. The 
mind necessarily clings to old Ideas 
until prepared for the new. The mo
ment we comprehend the truth, all 
erroneous ideas are of necessity cast 
aside. -

Through all the ages of the past, in
dividuals have, in times of deep dis
tress, felt the magnetic vibrations of an 
uplifting, soothing presence. This has 
given rise to the belief in gods.and 
augels, but in reality—as clairvoyance 
has proven—this influence came from 
guardian spirits—usually some of the
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pleased with sacrifice, and the smell of ouPUr<7> °Ve ,frollc’ ProPhee5 
Innocent blood has ever been considered of God ¿com^ ^^ h-6t°-ry- 
a divine perfume. AU these gods have R ris? e
insisted upon having a vast number of 7. ’ . ------------ -------
priests, and the priests have always in- re«!??,???8® °<f ‘:ecl!luP a great event 
sisted upon belug supported by the neo-1 “•hds of men; an excellent
pie, and the principal business of those “rt cle brimstone Is imported from 
priests has been toVoast atout their ±7« dnty: clothcs refase t0 
god, and to Insist that he could easilv I out,for forty years; birds keep 
vanquish all the other gods %ut nrnnho^“? ieCd wa“dering
together. p ,iree. expense; bears tear

These gods have been manufactured mon “ F-®®?8 for laughing at old 
after numberless models, and accordine W gs: ®uscuiar develop-
to the most grotesque fashion Some I w?*  '?ep°nds u,pon the length of one’s 
have a thousand arms, some a hundred Pe°Ple come to life, simply
heads, some are adorned with necklaces ^® onJhelr enemies and heirs; 
of living snakes, some are armed with nna G°d blmself l>ecomes a stonecutter 
clubs, some with sword and shield tXrS™’ af.tCr having been a 
some with bucklers, and some have and dressmaker.......
wings as a cherub; some were invisible < deity ?nts,i(le of nature exists in 
some would show themselves entire’ ?otbln£’ ana is, nothing. Nature em- 
and some would only show their backs’ « C»S witb infllPt9 a™s all matter and 
some were jealous, some were foolish’ ali ,c' Tbat’ .wmch is beyond her 
some turned themselves into men, some is. destltpte. of both, and can 
into swans, some into bulls, some into “5™?. be ' worl?1iItbe worship .and 
doves, and some into Holy .Ghosts and I adora.tlon cyen <»f mam....
made love to the beautiful daughters of “Durlng that '^¡¿fitful period known 
men. Some were married-all ought to as tbe ‘Dark Ages,’’Faith reigned, with 
have been—and some were considered scarcely a rebellibuk subject Her tem
as old bachelors from eternity. Some ‘ ............'
had children, and the children were 
turned into gods and worshiped as their 
fathers had been. Most of these gods 
were revengeful, savage, lustful, and 
ignorant As they generally depended 
upon their priests for information, their 
ignorance can hardly excite our 
astonishment
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THE LYCEUM GUIDE.

“These gods did not even know the 
shape of the worlds they had created 
but supposed them perfectly flat. Some 
thought the day could be lengthened by 
stopping the sun, that the blowing of 
horns could-throw fiown the walls of a 
city, and all knew so little of the real 
nature of the people they had created 
that they commanded the people to lové 
them. Some were so ignorant as to sup
pose that man could believe just as he 
might desire, or as they might com
mand; and that to be governed by ob
servation, reason, and experience was a 
most foul and damning sin. None of 
these gods could give .a true account of 
the creation of this little earth. All 
were woefully deficient in geology and 
astronomy. As a rule-they were most 
miserable legislators.......

'These deities have demanded the

pies were ‘carpeted! with knees,’ and the 
wealth of nations Adorned her count
less shrines. The.igreat painters pros
tituted their genius to immortalize her 
vagaries, while-'the poets enshrined 
them In song; At her bidding, man 
covered the eirttP' with blood. The 
scales of JusticéiWre turned with her 
gold, and for her use were invented all 
the cunning instruments of pain. She 
built cathedrals Tor God, and, dungeons 
for men. She peopièd the clouds with 
angels and the earth with slaves. For 
centuries the world was retracing its 
steps—going steadily back towards bar
baric night! A few infidels and a few 
heretics cried ‘Halt!’ to the great rabble 
of ignorant devotion, and made It pos
sible for the genius of the nineteenth 
century to revolutionize the, cruel 
creeds and superstitions of mankind...
• “What would we think of a father, 
who should give a farm to his children, 
and before giving them possession 
should plant upon it thousands of dead
ly shrubs and vines; should stock It 
with ferocious beasts and poisonous 
reptiles; should take pains to put a few 
swamps In the neighborhood to breed 
malaria; should so arrange matters

“A surgeon once called upon a poor 
cripple, and kindly offered to render 
him any assistance in his power. Thé 
surgeon began to discourse very 
learnedly upon the nature and origin of 
disease; of the curative properties of 
certain medicines; of the advantages of 
exercise, air and light, and of the va
rious ways In which health and 
strength could be restored. ; These re
marks were so full of good sense, and 
discovered so much profound thought 
and accurate knowledge, that the crip
ple, becoming thoroughly alarmed, 
cried out, ‘Do not, I pray you, take 
away my crutches. They are my only 
support, and without them I should be 
miserable indeedl' T am not going,’ 
said the surgeon, ‘to take away your 
crutches. I am going to cure you, and 
then you will throw the crutches away 
yourself.’

Prof. Lockwood’s New Work
The historical phase of Prof. Lock

wood's Objections to Reincarnation and 
Re-embodiment will be found to be val
uable to all classes alike, as it outlines 
those cosmic changes which impressed 
the ancient Hindu with the ideal of 
transmigration, and cites the phenom
ena occurring in nature that gave rise 
to the omnipotence and omniscience of 
the Gods of past and present forms of 
worship. This pamphlet will be on sale 
at this office.

“The Infldelity of Ecclesiastlcism. 
A Menace to American Civilization." 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents., For sale at this office.

»'Arcana of Nature; or the History 
and Laws of Creation.’* By Hudson 
Tuttle. A well-known and most pro
found treatise. Cloth, |L For sale at 
thia office,

'■Edith Bramley’s Vision.” Vivid de
scription of a Jesuit spirit conclave, 
together with interesting corroborative 
testimony. Price 15 cents. For sale at 
this office. .
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and that I was a mere empty vessel
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BY E. D. BABbiTT, M. D. LL. D<
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suppressed. No one person has the 
tvhole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
Who differ from you.

To those who are inadequately 
quainted with *

THE LAWS OF MEDIUMSHIP

li

Take it In another way. If Beethoven 
could somehow take possession of 
piano, and put Into its body his soul,

PULPIT, PEW AND CRADLE?
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PAINE’S POLITICAL WORKS?
Common Sense, The Crisis, lilabls of Mun ete 

Illustrated edition. Post Svo„ 65u pages. Clou, .'tm! 
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Superstition in all Ages
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IT IS INTERESTING.
TIFE AND LABOR IV THE SPIRIT.

I mi. "'.“ï »Pfft Band or Ml» m t siæibS

GENERAL SURVEY.. ;

WRITE PLAINLY.

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 

DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER.

We would like to Impress upon the 
B®»j^tads of our correspondents that The 
¿^Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
fevLtaotype maehlue that must make 

equal to about four compositors, 
means rapid work, and it is essen- 

tjal that all copy, to insure insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
Jfovorable, should be written with ink
iph white paper, or with a typewriter, 
¡and on only one side of the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige

: The Progressive Thinker.

:: CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
er ■ Is alone responsible for any assertions 
F ■ °r statements he may make. The editor 
«... allows this freedom of expression, her

- lievlng that tile cause of truth can be 
I. best subserved thereby. Many of the 
L . sentiments uttered iu an article may be

-ilia met ideally opposed to his belief, yet 
J that is no reason why they should be

the name ol Modern .Spiritualism, and 
through it all not one drop of blood had 
been shed.” • ■

M. A. Sander writes: “I have re
ceived the book “Ghost Land” and sev- 
eial issues of your paper, and will say 
that they’ have more than satisfied my 
expectations. I do not regret the in
vestment.”

Coirespondent writes: “Win. E. Bon
ney commenced a series of Spiritual
istic meetings m Council Bluffs, Iowa, 
last Sunday and invites the outside 
W’orld to come and drink of the waters 
of truth. He asks the support of all 
earnest friends in that city."

O. N. Brown writes: “Mr, A. A. Fin
ney, of Grand Rapids, Mich., held a 
very successful trumpet seance at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. O. N. Brown, 
Plainwell, Mich., and the manifesta
tions and tests were very convincing to 
the company, antf may Mr. Finney’s 
gooij work go on until all will be con
vinced of spirit return.”

I. $. S. £ MEETING
An Interesting and Profit 

able Occasion,

Prof. J. Madison Allen is engaged in 
special literary work, In addition to his 
public labors, at Springfield, Mo., where 
he may be addressed either for camp or 
society work.

Mrs. 0, H. Horine writes: '“The usual 
Sunday afternoon and evening services 
flt 77 Thirty-first street, were of special 
Interest. Mrs.’ Gladys Cooley, pastor, 
delivered a beautiful Spiritual dis-

. course, followed by messages and 
names by Brother Max Hoffman so ex
plicit as to elicit much applause. The 
pastor closed the services with loving 
messages and names, bringing comfort 
to many. At the evening services the 
child violinist, Miss Britton Case,whose 
touch on the violin in classical music 
thrills with its exactness and an In
spiration as from the masters, was ded
Icated to that higher spirituality, truth, 
and love of the guardian world, if 
every child of Spiritualistic parents 
could thus be dedicated with a true un
derstanding of the spiritual benefit, 
what a power would be added to the 
future of Spiritualism.”

Mrs. C. II. Horine, president of tlio 
Ladies’ Mediums’ Home, writes: "The 
Ladies' Mediums’ Home Society are 
now planning earnestly and wisely for 
their new Home, and find there is so 
much to do and so many will go to the 
Jubilee and tlie camps for the summer, 
that it will be best not to open the 
Home until September or October. We 
expect to have a free reading-room, 
large double parlors for lectures, re
ceptions and all meetings of a Spiritual 
nature; modern accommodations, com
fortable, light, warm rooms; board and 
rooms at the lowest price, only to cover 
expenses; and as soon as we are able 
will, furnish hpmes to those who have 
not; and are nSt able to care for them-

Mrs. J. Reynolds writes: “I received 
Ghost Land a few days ago, for which 
I cannot find words adequate to express 
my thanks and gratitude to you for giv
ing us such a grand book at so low a 
cost. I find it .so fascinating I can 
hardly lay it down when I begin to 
read. I love the dear old Progressive 
1'hlnker better than all others.” .

Irene Gay writes: The people of Fen- 
on, Midi., had a rare treat on the even- 
ng of May 2d, when they listened to a 

lecture given bj’ Anna L. Robinson at 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. 
Jenks. The spacious parlors were well 
filled with an appreciative audience. 
May 3, the people again listened to an 
instructive discourse given through the 
entranced lips of D. P. Dewey of 
Grand Blanc.”

Mrs. F. Tower, secretary, writes: 
“Will C. Hodge lectured for the Lake 
View Spiritualist Union, on Sunday, en
tertaining his audience as always with 
the pleasing manner of representing 
the philosophy of Truth. He will serve 
our society for several Sundays. Next 
Sunday his subject win be ‘Mediums 
and Mediumship.’ We can promise an 
interesting lecture to all who may at
tend.”

The First Society of Rosicrucians will 
hold services at Handel Hall, room 508 
(LeMoyne Block) 40 East Randolph 
street, all of the Sundays of June and 
July at 11 a. m„ and 8 p. m., sharp. J. 
C. F. Grumbine will lecture aud W. W. 
Tatum will give experiments In mind
reading, clairvoyance, trance messages 
and physical manifestations. A special 
seance at the close of each lecture. Ad
mission fee at the door. Special classes 
for unfoldment of psychical powers 
will convene in suite 418 Le Moyne 
Block, 40 East Randolph street, every 
Tuesday aud Friday at 2:30 and 8 p. m.

May 8 was tlie third anniversary of 
tlie Spiritualist Society of Galveston, 
Texas. The annual election resulted iu 
a re-election of tlie former officers: H. 
A. Landes, president; Mrs. G. E. Wil-

.. selves. All who are good aud true and 
liberal enough to desire to be with us in 

■ theSpiritual work, public or private 
mediums, or Spiritualists who have not 
developed mediumship, all are wel
come; but only persons admitted of 
genuine mediumship and good ehar- 

. actor, decided on by a committee. Any 
donation, from a nicke1 to dollars, from 

, a dish to a carpet or bed-room set, will 
be most gratefully accepted and cred

, Ited. Tell your friends, and write us as 
. soon as possible, so that proper arrange

- ment can be made. Address Mrs. C. H.
Horine, 508 44th place, Chicago, Ill.”

p VIrchand R. Gaudhi, tlie Hindu phil- 
i osopher ami scholar, lectured Sunday, 
। May 22, at 6558 Stewart avenue, Engle

wood, at 3:30 p. m., under the auspices 
of the Englewood White Lodge, T. S. 
Subject, “The Relation of Evolution to

. Reincarnation.” Mr. Gandhi leaves at 
once for Loudon, England. Sunday, 
29th, Dr. Champlain will give a paper

; on "The Unity of Things.”
. : Prescott Robinson writes: “Ihave felt 

almost lost for the want of Tlie Pro-
• gressive Thinker during the time sluce 

■ my subscription expired, for I pro
nounce It tlie very best Spiritual paper 

: ever published since the advent of mod- 
.ern Spiritualism fifty years ago. I re
ceived the copy of Ghost Laud, for 
Which please accept my sincere thanks. 
It is a valuable addition to the immense 

.amount of Spiritual literature already 
- in existence.”
‘ The programme of the coming Jubilee 

Will contain tlie name of Julia Steel- , 
; man-Mitehell for lecture and public test 

seance. Sirs. Mitchell Jins been very ill 
for the past two months of nervous

. prostration, but happily finds her elair- '
voyance remains clear, and she will 
make every effort to be present at our 
celebration, and trusts she may not 
disappoint tlie managers, who deserve 
so much praise for their untiring efforts 
toward making the Jubilee an epoch iu 
history.

I son, vice-president; John AV. Ring, sec- 
i rotary and treasurer. Trustees, L. S 
I McKinney, G. A. Wilson, A. Olson. The 
: cause is moving smoothly on with the 
■ ministrations of the young insplration-

al speaker, Mr. John W. Ring,
Prof. W. M. Lock wood lectured at 

Genoa, Ill., on Saturday and Sunday, 
May 14 and 15. This week he goes to 
the Jubilee, at Rochester, N. Y., where 
he will deliver an address. The Profes
sor is a profound scientist, and his ad
dress there will no doubt, prove a de
cided hit.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs have re
moved tlieir office from Imllanapolls 
Ind., to Battle Creek, Mich., which will 
be their headquarters in the future. Dr. 
Peebles formerly lived there for seven 
years, and he is not, iu consequence, lo
cated among strangers, but a host of 
friends who will gladly welcome him 
there.

E. W. Sprague is home for a time. 
His permanent address is 416 Newland 
avenue, Jamestown, N. Y. He will at
tend the Jubilee at Rochester.

On Sunday, Muy 29, Oscar A. Edgerly 
will have completed a most successful 
season’s work, having during the sea
son filled engagements of a month each 
la tile following named places: October, 
Elkhart, Ind.; November, Genoa, Ill.- 
December, F. S. Temple, Boston, Mass.; 
Januaiy, Springfield, Mass.; February 
Berkley Hall, Boston, Mass.; March’ 
Norwich, Conn.; April, Haverhill, and 
hoxboro, Mass.; May, New York Citv 
and Fall River, Mass. Mr. Edgerly will 
be pleased to engage June with eamp 
associations. He has engagements for 
July aud August at the following 
named camps. Island Lake, Mich • 
Queen City Park, Vt.; Vicksburg, Mich.’ 
He will be pleased to hear from socie
ties either West or South for engage
ment. for October or November 1898 
Address him at 87 Chestnut ’street’ 
Lynn, Mass. ’

’ Illiuoifs State Spiritualists’ Asso
. elation closed its first session since its 

oiganizatlon, aecoiding to the program 
, published in your issue of the 14th in
, slant, notwithstanding the incessant 

rain. .
The forenoon meeting of Saturday 

was attended only by a sprinkling of 
devoted members, who were all abund
antly sprinkled for tlieir pains, but the 
afternoon session, alter the arrival of 
the officers, was very well attended, 
consideiing the downpour and the num
bers increased at each meeting there
after, until the closing one at 7:30 p m. 
bunday, -when our .spacious meeting
place «as well filled by an attentive 
and appreciative audience about one- 
half of whom were professed Spiritual
ists. The published programme was 
taken up at the first session, and was 
continued at each subsequent meeting, 
and carried out to the letter; and dur
ing all, a pile of Progressive Thinkers 
lay oft «ue of the tables, for free distri
bution.

The officers of the I. S. S. A. were cer-. 
tainly very -wisely chosen, if we may 
judge by the interest manifested by 
each one In ids duties, and the efficient 
and acceptable manner in which they 
were performed.

Brother-Warne adds to'all his other' 
qualifications of a good presiding offi
cer the rare ability of keeping the con
gregation and the participants all in a 
happy and interested frame of mind. 
During the whole five meetings of the 
convention, wet, gloomy and disagree*  
able as was the weather, there was not 
a single drag, or season of monotony 
even, but each one increased in interest 
and excellence until the last, which was 
a veritable feast ol reason and outpour
ing of the spirit, a season not soon to be 
forgotten. .

dTie address of Mrs. Emma Nickerson 
'Ya!'rn® °n U|ftt occasion upon the theme 
of Higher Spiritualism” cannot be too 
highly eulogized. It was one of the 
rare efforts, of a rarely glfteQ woman, 
one of the few occasions when a speak
er can get completely outside of and 
away from her own personality, and 
revel in the higher and sublimer realm 
of spirit; when the soul can east aside 
for the nonce its earthly moorings, and 
sail away into that region where truth 
is perceived aud felt, aud cau be ut
tered by mortal lips without the con
currence of the physical senses. Het
effort was philosophical, highly in
structive and deeply soul-inspiring, and 
never was an audience more deeply in
terested. Our people had heard her be
fore but never in flights like these.

But I must not forget other excellent 
papers and addresses, in my admiration 
of hers. Brother Geo. H. Brooks was 
with us in all the glory of his magnifi
cent physique, tempered by just as lib
eral an allowance of Spiritual blending. 
He came to us a stranger, but departed 
with the blessing and high appreciation 
ot all, and will be a stranger nevermore 
In the Evergreen City. He spoke often, 
aud always acceptably, but with in
creasing interest to his listeners at each 
new effort. If there is a society in the 
land that needs waking up, I commend 
to them Brother Brooks; if he cannot 
arouse them they are past recovery and 
need send for no one else. He captured 
us and went away a laurel-crowned 
victor. Long may he wave; and he will 
If he waves at all.

The paper read by Brother Clarence 
1 aike Johnson on Evolution, was a rare 
treat. As a literary, scientific and phil
osophical production, It was the gem of 
the occasion. All joined in the desire 
and request that It be published, and I 
trust it will be. It is far too valuable a 
paper to be listened to once and forgot
ten. It should be read and re-read

The paper by Brother F. E. Lofgreen 
was excellent, but his great modesty of 
delivery robbed it of one-half its real 
merit. He also, with Brother C. H. 
I’iguers, furnished each session with 
excellent and well-appreciated tests.

All together the convention was a 
success in the highest sense and mean
ing of that much-used word. Notwith
standing the unceasing bad weather, it 
was fairly well attended, and at its 
close at 10 p. m., on Sunday, all felt at 
parting that a good foundation had 
been laid for the usefulness of the 
State Association.

... , W. PACKARD.Bloomington, Ill.

JUBILEE.
The Spirit Art Department.

The Jubilee is near at hand and we 
ai-e straining every point to be ready 
fdr it when tlie time comes. From all 
over the United States letters indicate 
a large attendance.
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IDENTIFICATION OF SPIRITS. 
“iwra?’ni5;tlliesl in(lulrer writes thus: 
By the aid of a medium, I am in com

munication with spirits (?) who profess 
withetheh. rlatiives- rru°y caress ,u® 
with then hands and write freelv with 
acren^H 1 f“' decldedly inclined to 
be bnf“?6“1 for What they profess to 
factron/th“”11!0' Bhut my eyes to tlle 
fact that they have written nothin" at gested* ’ aot hav"
gested,...So much seems to hang on 
vonr OvUest,i0n of teentffication. Has 
y0l“.6XPel'tenee anything to offer?

3 ,Sxa fluesti°n Which suggests a book, not an article. But, before we 
thntunu we f«eD moved to point out 
that They caress me,with their hands” 
is very ambiguous. Does our corre
spondent mean that hands

OTHER THAN THE MEDIUM’S, 
hhn? 6plr,t hauds- ™ross
n ??at mediu'm’s hands are 
moyed to perform this office? Of 
comse, if hands, otheFthan the hands 
of those present in the flesh, caress him 
he has evidence which makes his note 
of interrogation hypercritical or, at all 
events, superfluous; and the absence of 

»„r"’ii“ ??. s reudel‘ed more bearable 
—not that the presence of spirit hands 
gives any evidence as to identity 
“Bn.fai' as !t strongly Indicates 

tonality, apait from the medium 
a distinct help.

In discussing this extremely
DIFFICULT QUESTION 

of tests of all descriptions, It is neces
sary to remember that sometime and 
somewhere every kind of test has been 
given. We have not the slightest hesi
tation in saying that. If testimony, a 
thousand times repeated, is of any 
value, it is certain that this Is so. Blit 
we are Inclined to think that, as a rule, 
the test should eome spontaneously or 
very’nearly- so. Why this should be’so, 
we do not know; indeed, as a rule, the 
safest thing to say Is, “We do not 
know.”

Perhaps, the test has to be carefully 
prepared ■! ।

BY THE UNSEEN fEOPLE, 
and as carefully worked up" to like 
some dainty experiment, in which ease 
urgent entreaty cannot help, and eager 
expectation might pull the thing to 
pieces Perhaps the right conditions, 
probably in the medluii, or in his sur
roundings, present:themsejves sudden
ly, like an opening, in “block” at a 
street corner, and the test can be got 
through. Perhaps mind differs from 
mind as glass differs from slate; and, 
Tor all we know, the unseen people need 
to do a good deal -of thought-reading 
or thought-transference in order to 
achieve a test. t. ,

Perljaps a medium who is
GOOD FOR MANIPULATION, 

as a writer is useless for writing tests. 
A hand that can be moved to write Iu 
general terms and a hand that can be 
moved to write special names and dates 
may differ as much as a wheel-barrow 
and a dynamo, or a spout and a tele
phone. Perhaps—but what is the use 
of guessing? We really do not know 
And yet “gtiessing” is hardly the word. 
Every one of these perhapses is a possi
bility.

The truth is that we are still only at 
the beginning as to understanding

WHAT MEDIUMSHIP IS.
There Is much to suggest that medium
ship and posesssion or obsession may 
be almost Identical, and that the pecu
liarity or intensity of any particular 
case of mediumship is determined by 
two things—the sensitiveness of the 
medium to spirit influence, and the in
nate faculty of fthe medium. In other 
words, that a medium is a person who, 
for some reason or another, is usable 
by spirits, and whose personal mental 
resources or part of them are at their 
disposal. If this is so, it is easy to see 
that even a Shakspeare or a Beethoven 
might cut a sorry figure if he tried to 
express himself, say, through Mary

pronounced impostors as he. Well, if 
this is so here, what is it likely to be on 
the other side, where everything must 
be so entirely new, and where, perhaps 
w-e shall forget everything about this 
old planet, except as we can think and 
see through others?

WE BID GOD SPEED 
to inquirers of every kind. We have 
no aversions, no pet methods, no favor
ite systems, no shut windows, no closed 
questions; we only know 'that we have 
merely reached words of one syllable
even if we have got clear of the alpha
bet; and on the whole, we think it is 
best to let things take their course, to 
avoid riding tests too hard, to be very 
patient, to take what comes, to keep an 
open mind. 1

From Two Worlds, London, 
England.

MR. ALFRED RUSSEL WALLACE.
The current number of the “Book

man” contains an account of a very in
teresting interview with Mr. A. R. Wal
lace, the eminent Naturalist and Spirit
ualist. Accompanying the interview 
are a couple of photographs of Mr. Wal
lace, a threequarter length, being a 
really excellent likeness. Too much 
space would be required to reproduce 
the whole of the interview; it will there
fore be impossible to give more than a 
tew extracts from it, and those persons 
who are desirous of reading the whole 
(and it will repay their doing so), are 
recommended to obtain a copy of the 
periodical mentioned.
tt1?1"' }Yu*tace,  it appears, was born at 
Usk, Monmouthshire, on January 8 
1823. Jie is, therefore, just 76 years of 
age. His father, Thomos Vere Wal
lace, who died when the young scientist 
was eleven years old, was of Scottish 
descent. A. R. was educated at Hert
ford Grammar School, which he left 
when fourteen years of age. Up to the 
age of 21 he worked with an elder 
brother (William), a land surveyor mid 
architect. Ou coming of age,'he left 
ills brother and became English master 
In the Collegiate School, Leicester. 
Soon afterwards lie became acquainted 
with the late H. W. Bates, and about 
this time commenced ids travels, the re
sults being recorded in his "Travels on 
the Amazon and Rio Negro,” and his 
other well-known books. Dr. Wallace 
does not agree altogether with Dar
win s conclusions, though he does for 
the most part.

A VETERAN SPIRITUALIST.
Dr. Alfred Russel Wallace boldly 

states his position: I have,’ he says, al
ways felt, like Herbert Spencer, that 
God is unknowable and unthinkable 
but directly we get the Ideal of a life 
beyond ours we can conceive the scale 
wn.?<±g.trlsl.Dg, hlgl)er nild tagher. 
whether It culminates in one personal
ity or goes on endlessly we cannot tell 
and ft does not matter. For thirty 
years before I became convinced of the 
truth of Spiritualism I was an agnostic 
My only religion Is what I get out of 
Spiritualism. The world Is the means 
of developing human souls, and our fu
ture depends upon our use of present 
opportunities. When we leave this 
world, having thrown aside the bodv 
our development goes on from the ex
act point we have reached here”

Regarding bls attitude ’

From Harbinger of Light, 
Melbourne, Australia.
TENNYSON A SPIRITUALIST.

♦hteV?6 ,iule 'renuyson passed out of 
this life, we quoted the testimony of in- 

f,liends to the fact that the most 
spnitual poet of his time, was also a 
Spiritualist. In the current number of 
Btaekwood, we meet with an interest
ing bit of evidence to the same effect. 
It is supplied by Professor Knight, in 
rn„??I)er *;to itled “A Reminiscence of 
Tennyson. The Professor writes at 
page 266: “We then went on-l do not 
romember what the link of connection 
pXn° “ c °£ Sl>lritualism, and the 
Psychical Society, in which he was 
much interested, and also of the prob- 
1?“? of dheis“i- He spoke of the great

? of tha Unknown, which sur- 
Vs; n? also known, aud haying intelligence at the heart of it- 

and he told more stories than one of 
spiiit manifestations as authentic ema
nations from the unknown, and as a 
reach us”’ °Ut °f dalkaess’ ^Skt could

THOMAS PAINE
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS.

Life of Thomas Paine,
toe NutlonHwlUi Preface and Not« vLn«ler. Illustrated with views of the all 

Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at Nma 
Peralta of Thomaa Clio R?ckmi? 

inni’tlc;wL,1l“rX Wollstonecraft, Madame BolanS 
rHo d,rt,etWr aD4 toe most prominent of Palrmhl
mend. In Europe and America, ‘cloth, 7S cent.. * 

The A^e of Reason;

» & 166 ’vo.' PaFerMft

Common Sense.
<(.A('?^o!1utl<)n."rLI’amPllleti addressed to tbelnhab. an EnS°li.h ?utbM^

The Rights of Man.
«tSS’XXo'Wn»

pages. Paper, 80 cents; cloth, 50 cent., '
Paiiie'ti Complete '

Theological Works.

Palne'hi Political Works

Tennyson had one of these
OPEN AND RECEPTIVE MINDS 

which are accessible to new truths, 
from whatsoever quarter they might 
reach him. Being a great poet, he was 
necessarily a medium; and listening to 
the voice of inspiration, when the poets 
of old breathed their exquisite music 
Into his ears, lie did not close them to 
tne other messengers who came to him 
from the unseen. And when the change 
came, that comes to all, the transition 
was easy aud beautiful; and he imme
diately recognized the spiritual origin 
Of his poetry; for speaking to the pres
ent writer, through the lips of the late 
Mrs Burbank, on the 5th of November, 
18JJ, he said: "I am now only just 
learning J J

THE POETRY OF HEAVEN;
the accents of which are constantly vi
brating in my ears; and, as I listen, 
each note seems to become sweeter 
richer deeper, more melodious and god
like than the last. At times 1 feel as 
if the very air 1 breathe were penne- 
ated and saturated by that grand and 
glorious music called Love; and a loug- 
ug takes possession of me to come 
back to earth; to pick up the broken 
thread I dropped when I passed away 
from St, and to tune my voice afresh to 
higher themes. I now know that

I WROTE UNDER CONTROL;

when the inspiration ceased...... For 
what are we? Mere strings of an in
strument for higher Intelligences to 
play upon; these acting in obedience'to 
G°v,’ W11.° 18 ,he Author of all pure and 
noble, all great and good ideas The 
world set me on a very high pinnacle of 
fame; made me the poet-laureate; en
nobled and magnified my name. But 
what would the casket have been, with-

-IN THE- 

PAS'l, PRESENT, AND FUTURE. 
A POPULAB ACCOUNT OF

B“UOTl»m Ye*i?i t research reKurdluK th,
origin, position and prospects of mankind8

Irum ihe Guruiun of
DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER

lures onUanvlB,”EW'. BUJ-ee

u.l’aml SmiuS !“ /’erpe«'
tel and ImtestructU-X-bim,leio' '¿ “a “ 
lie most enormous of toe celestial bmltem-th« .‘.ii ' 

1,1 or the water drop a» well as the hhrht -» 1

-------- '■ -i ■rei>«m.P, ■-.■H„i„ chitli,

In the Spiritual Messenger, Mrs. 
Mora McD. Denison gives her impres*  
sions of Moses aud Mattle E. Hull, who 
recently visited Toronto, where Mr. 
Hull gave two addresses. Among other 
things, she writes: “Spiritualism as 
Moses Hull understand it now is the re
sult of the study and investigation of 
the best' part of his life. He began 
thinking aud Investigating while still in 
an orthodox pulpit, aud the creeds got 

. too small and tlie contradictions too 

.many for him. It is a true saving that 
if a clergyman gets a progressive idea, 
he must bury it or get outside the 
church with it, and as Moses Hull had 
the courage of bis convictions be got 
out of the church with his ideas aud 
has been publishing them broadcast for 
the benefit of humanity ever since. Be
ing a theologian his work lias naturally 
been along the lines with which he was 
so familiar, but, unlike other liberal 
thinkers, such as Uol. Ingersoll, he has 
not denounced the Bible, with its many 
seeming impossible stories, but with his 
higher criticism of it aud his investiga
tions of psychic phenomena, he gives 
rational and reasonable explanations of 
it. Never did we listen to more elo- 

, quent language, to neater argument, or 
z . more humorous comparisons as Moses 
■#,> Hull , glided easily along his line of 
,. thought. Mattie E. Hull is an inspira

tional medium of very superior ability, 
I'.. attracting those fine poetic influences 
1 / and giving the world great metaphysf- 
i-cal truths in beautiful rhythmical 

measures. It is only necessary to give 
i^ -,Mrs. Hull a subject and the singers 

from the spirit land inspire her. Then 
ift; she weaves in easy flowing metre a 
ife-poem, never stopping for a word or 
f/t idea. This, perhaps, is one of the most' 
8:. convincing proofs of spirit Influence, for 

<*:  know of none of our famous poets ■ 
: even who have been able to handle a । 
'■given subject impromptu in not only , 
perfect rhyme and metre, but also logl- 
cal arguments and beautiful language. ‘ 

g.ySbe told of the battles fought and vic- ' 
g. tories won for troth and freedom under |

W. P. Tubbs writes: “Anyone know
; ing of a good location in Tennessee or 

neighboring state, for a magnetic heal
er, who can also hypnotize, develop 

; mediumship and clairvoyance will do 
me-a favor by writing me, describing 
the opportunities in their locality. 

, Address me at Dixie, Tenu. Refer
ences given.”

Great good sometimes comes from 
that Mormon stronghold, Salt Lake 
City. Utah. H. A. Brown sends $10 50 
for subscription to The Progressive 
thinker. He has our thanks therefor.

C. M. Wellington, one of the leading 
workers in the Church of the Soul and 
the Band of Harmony, of this city has 
gone to Rochester, N. Y., to attend the 
Jubilee. He was appointed by the man
agement of the Jubilee, as a financial 
agent for the Chicago district The 
Progressive Thinker wishes him the 
fullness of his anticipated feast of rea
son and outpouring and inflow of soul.

Miss A. M. Armstrong writes from 
Syracuse, N. Y.: “At the close of the 
Mass meeting held here bv the N Y S 
A. S.. we invited Miss Minnie Terry, of 
Brooklyn, to remain with us and give 
two lectures and test services Sunday 
May 8, in Meeds Clinton street hail.’ 
Thirteen new members were added to 
our society. All present expressed 
themselves as being well pleased with 
Miss Terry’s work here, and we hope to 
have her with us. again. Our annual 
election will take place June 26, 1898 
In Meeds Hall. ’
W ^dams writes: “H. F. Coates, of 

¿420 Indiana avenue, Sunday afternoon 
gave platform tests for the Universal 
Society at Hopkins’ Hall, No. 528 West 
63d street, Englewood. His tSsts were 
good and all were recognized, which 
was fully appreciated by a largo audi
ence. Mr. Coates has been engaged to 
give phenomena next Sunday, the 29th, 
at 2:30 p. m., at the same place. My& 
Trudell will lecture and give tests at 
7:30 p. m. All earnest investigators are 
invited.”

Ilie Art Department is nearest com
pletion of anything so far. Our rooms 
are ready aud the work of mounting 
aud preparing the pictures, slates and 
other phases of phenomena has been 
going on for several days with the idea 
of opening Monday evening.

Never in the history of Spiritualism 
has such a collection of the works of 
embodied and disembodied intelligences 
showing the peculiar phases of medi
um Stic power been gathered together.

Slates, paintings on all kinds of ar
ticles, drawings, independent and au
tomatic photographs and everything 
that mortal and spirit can think of 
Nearly all produced under strict test 
conditions, and representing the work 
of jteopie from the inception of the 
modern movement up to the present

WHAT WOULD HAPPEN?
To begin with, the Instrument would 
probably be in some respects different 
from any he had ever been accustomed 
to—especially of late; and, if he tried to 
express himself, it would have to be 
within the limits of this particular 
piano; and it by no means follows that 
R new Broad wood grand would be the 
likeliest to be possessed. It seems in
evitable that the unseen people must 
get In where they can, if they are to get 
in at all; and that, when in, they must 
be limited, at all events largely so, by 
the tabernacle they inhabit for the 
time—whether a piano or a medium.

HOW OFTEN WE HEAR

TOWARDS CHRISTIANITY, 
he said: "I do not hold any Christian 
doctrine whatever. I consider Christ 
was a great man, with very exceptional 
spiritual gifts, a great medium, and 
probably the man most nearly asso
ciated with tlie spiritual world in all 
history. We Spiritualists have no diffi
culty in accepting the whole story of 
his life and miracles.”

Asked how
HE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST, 

he replied: “When I returned front 
abroad in 1862 I read about Spiritual
ism and, like most people, thought it 
211 imposture, delusion, idocy. I met 
people, apparently intelligent and sane 
who assured me they had experienced 
wonderful things. Mrs. Marshall was 
at that time a celebrated medium in 
London, and after close examination I 
became convinced that the phenomena 
associated with her were perfectly gen
uine. But It took three years further 
investigation to satisfy me that they 
were produced by spirits.”

DR. WALLACE

THE JEWEL IT CONTAINED?
That, only, was of any worth, I mean 
tlie genius, which is the gift of God. 
O, Pride, pomp, and circumstance! 
strip off your trappings; and cast your 
crown and sceptre to the ground; for ye 

. uau8^t unless enriched aud fort
ified by that Divine Love, of which 1 
fain would sing. ...I was only an In
strument, I repeat, and yet what hon
ors were paid me! But they all crum
bled into dust

WHEN I CAME HERE.
And if I were able to speak to those who 
ennobled me, and crowned me king of 
verse, they would only receive mv 
words with derision. Tt cannot be tlie 
late poet-laureate,’ they would exclaim- 
and yet it is I, Alfred Tennyson ! 
When I was a boy, I used to sit under
neath the trees and commune with Na
ture. Ideas used to flow Into my brain 
and they troubled me until I took a pen 
in my hand and found relief in writing 
them down. And in later life, I cannot 
tell you what sleepless hours I passed 
In polishing my verse so as to fulfil 
own ideas of perfection of form aud 
pression.”

The Evolution of the Devil.

The Religion of Ilunianity;
IAS?'!0“!?.-,W LJ,C‘ Leon Banveil. 4
Beautiful niper-bound pamphlet, with ffirenew <3 

.'.nost v“!uabie pubilcstloa to ohcutnS
GX22!Vbrlitlau people. Price 15 cento.

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome 
bouP p^aÄCÄ^-prleM- A '•‘’“«“■kablo

POEMS OF PROGRESST
Frk-0M.w!’ D0t'“' T11'y “ro rea"y valuable,

PRINCIPLES ~
- OF —

LIGHT flflß COLOR
1 --'---

Workers, past and present, will be 
represented by their pictures. Manv 
as I have stated before, of our most 
prominent workers of the present dav 
have not felt the importance of having 
their pictures in this collection I r<5 
peat, if you have not sent them, do not 
blame the General Manager or the Su
perintendent if they are not exhibited

This department will be located at 7 
and 9 South Clinton street, just around 
the corner from the Whitcomb House 
and across the street from the Lyceum 
Theatre, and the admission will be 10 
cents. Do not fail to see it as it will be 
one of the most interesting parts of the 
Jubilee. W. H. BACH, Sup’t

“The Priest, the Woman, and the Con. 
fessioniil.” This book, by the weU 
known Father Chlnlquy, reveals the de- 
g5afe^?’Lre tefluences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
’*X e8'mPrice> “a« St For affie at 
thia office.

"Woman, Church and State” 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume 
of more than common Intrinsic value’ 
Tm?./Ub^Ct <18 trefted wlth masterly 
ability; showing what the church hae 
and has not dene for woman. It is roii 
of Information on the subject, and should 
be j read by every one. Price $2, post-

“The Fountain ot Life, or The Three
fold Power of Sex.” By Lois Wais- 
brooker. One of the authors most use
ful books. It should be read by everv 
man and woman, price 50 cent«,

- anxious inquirers say, “But surely 
• dear spirit, you remember your Chris
- tian name!” and perhaps, all the'time

the ‘dear spirit” is saying, “And I wish 
1,c?m,, oaIy Pet.myimedium to lay hold 
of it! It may be aisheer case of slate 
versus glass. We know a case. A eer- 
tain person in the Unseen had here a 
very curious Christlknaame. We have 
only known it in connection with one 
person, and that person himself. For 
over thirty years we have tried to get it 
as a test, but in vain, uffe have seen a 
hand shaken and twisted, as if in ag
ony to produce it-butdn vain. Once 
and only once the first two letters got 
painfully formed, and-then, amid dis
tressing scrawls and scratches, the rest 
went for nothing, it ■was and is evi
dently a ease of inability to sufficient
ly possess the medium-and still more 
of inability to convey that piece of men
tal furniture into the active brain even 
when possessed.

But, as regards vast numbers of tests 
• we entirely believe that the

UNSEEN PEOPLE FORGET.
Why, even we forgetf We only fancy 
we remember. The writer of these 
words.-In the hands of a skillful cross- 
examlher, or a persistent “sitter” 
might easily be bowled over, as a rank 
Impostor. He cannot remember the 
name of his schoolmasters. He has 
entirely forgotten the name of his fa
vorite chum, with whom he got un i 
magic lantern entertainments, and wild i 
schemes for running off to America I 
He has forgotten the names of some of • 
his fellow clerks in the old office. He < 
doep not know the date of his marriage i 
Without referring. And he believes vast ■ 

r nymbers oi people are as liable Jo be 1

was asked whetbc», like Mr. Gerald 
Massey, he held direct communication 
with the spirit world? “No,” he said
Sir. Massey is mediumistic; I am not’ 

I have never received any communica
tions, or had anything happen to me, 
except when I have gone to a professor 
or friendly medium.”

“Do you think the religion of the fu
ture will be based on Spiritualism?” he 
was asked. “Certainly. There is noth
ing else to base it upon. When on the 
one side you have facts and phenomena 
that are happening to-day, and on the 
other you have something that is al
leged to have happened two or three 
thousand years ago, and the first can be 
tested and the other cannot, it is ab
surd to expect people to accept the one 
that comes to them through ancient 
manuscripts and faulty translations, 
and to reject the evidence that is now 
before their eyes, especially when the 
ancient and modern phenomena are 
pretty much of the same kind ”

“Speaking of tests,” said the inter
viewer, “is it not alleged that that Is 
precisely the point at which Spiritual
ism breaks down?"

The allegation Is only partially 
true,” replied Dr. Wallace. “Usually 
those who at the very beginning de
mand tests are the wrong kind of peo
ple to get satisfactory results. Those 
who experiment in the proper spirit 
don t fail. Professor William Crookes, 
fi. R. 8., experimented in his laboratory 
ror years with the greatest success. 
Professor Oliver Lodge, Professor W. 
F. Barrett, of Dublin, and others have 
Deen more or less successful.”

Dr. Wallace once
CALLED UPON TENNYSON, 

‘iV8 rcquest, with Mr. AUington, at 
Aidworth. “After lunch we spent the 
afternoon In the study, Tennyson smok-

?.n H*®  time- He wanted to talk of 
Spiritualism chiefly, about which he 
was veiw sympathetic. At that time I 
don t think he had Been anything; he 
talked of having a medium. Tennyson 
feUowV0“ Nte Long-

and the phenomena of spirit control the 
latter statement may appear to con
flict with the idea of Inspiration. But 
this is not nt all the case. The controls 
communicate ideas; and it depends 
upon the medium's command of ian-

' work ln wlilcb tlio author exhibit«
toe results of year, of research, of a mind devoted 

ele»“ °»<1 tnitb, highly gifted with kieu Intui- 
and the psychic faculty uf clairvoyance. 

!" 10 dl,8c<Jverand elucld’alc facts and pdm clplcs not observable to ordinary ken. The book Is oi 
'ery great Interest and Importance, bringing to tight "«bl and color8 tQ 
ano leltm^in 1) s C“1 <'ire<'18 l"“1 Practical 

"I health mid the cure of disease and sickness, its» medical value is bp. 
Jynal|C6,lalatlun' au<1 lLS “'aehtnge should be known 

Finely Illustrated with cuts and colored plates.
PRICE, $3.00. POSTAGE, 3<ie.

Por Sale at The PmfnvMiire Thinker Oflice.

guage and power of literary composi
tion, whether these ideas And fitting In
terpretation or otherwise; and many a 1 
perfectly authentic message is often 
discredited, simply because the medium 
through whom it Is received, happens 
to be incapable of translating It into 
suitable teflns of human speech.

"Right Living.” By Susan H.WIxon 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes 1 TO|, ci. „ . -
Which render the book more interesting B* 16 Became a Spiritualist, 
nnd mnro nnoire j., ,. . Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judaea. This book

should be read by every SpirttuaUat Price u an Plstage 10cento. H.W|
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers It may be made very useful 
Young and old will be benefited by it 
Cloth $1. For sale at thia office.

••Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual 
ism: or a Concordance of the Princlnal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa 
ment Scriptures which prove or imnlv 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his 
tory of the origin of many of the 
important books of the Bible.” Bv 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results of his many years’ stnrH- 
of the Bible in its relations to Spirituni 
Ism. As Its title denotes, it is a verl 
table encyclopedia of Infomation on the ' 
subject Price ?L For sale at this!

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds" 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire 
by harmonizing their physical bodies 
and their physical bodies with 
universal nature and their souls with 
the higher intelligences, to come Into 
closer connection with the purer realms 
of the Spirit-World. It is written in the 
sweet spiritual tone that characterize 
all of Miss Judson’s literary works 
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 75 cents.

•’The Prophets of Israel." By Prof 
C. H. Cornili, of the University of 
Koemgsberg. A scholarly and apprecl- 
atlve historical review of the pronhef« 
of Israel and their works.- For sale 
Mi ibis office. Paper 25c, ■

CiHldreii s Frogiei-oivc Lvceiini,
A manual, with directions ter tlie orcanlraitnn «„a 

management of Sunday achoola. Bv Antow J. A.™ 
Davis, Something Indlspensabte. Price W cenu

STANDING UP FOR JESUS,- 
c,d.".or ot tbe Freethinker's Magazine 

thinks of him. Price, 4 cents; trventy-Qve copies tel 
ou cents. ----------

BIBLE MARVEL WURKEBSj 
/JHD the wondrous power 
/l -Which helped or made them perform might? 
works and utter Inspired words, together with »mi 
Personal Traits and CharacterlsUca ot Prophets. Anoal 
Ues. and Jesus, or Now Readings of “The Miracle«?

Putiam. Price 75 ce&Q. For sale at

i THE RIGHTS OF MAN.- 
.Jb?nl“.P’lDe-. .p,rt’ ? “«> H. Being al answer to Mr. Burke’s attack upon the Frenrf 
cS; M centC0“ e'■0•, ®

the real Fssue’ '
SXou?Ji!fc’ w Important additions, maklnff ■ 
staUsUM6?.?S«nd!<,or23cent8- Thl’kcontSJ 
the d documents, on the tendencies ofSls LfflcV“111 erer5’ On° E11OU1(1 luire‘ For “le M

SPIRITUAL SONQSTER.1 
rreete.tsonCTji?npte jtopopul«misli “S , 
of coDreratroDi, C1TCJ0B and famines. Price 10 
0M7 per hundred. For sale at this office. 10 }

The Myth of the Great DelmreT I
By James M. McCann. A complete and overwhelm’
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“seventh son (or 
i,” are to be taken

mediumship,” “being born with a veil,” 
daughter) of a seventh son (or daughter), 
in inverse ratio to their advertised varue. The really

QUESTIONS g 
# ANSWERS I

I This department is under the management of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio. ‘

NOTICE.—No attention will be given anonymous let- 
îers. Full name and address must be given, or the letters 
.Will not be read. If the request be made, the name wil 
hot be published. The correspondence of this depart
ment has become excessively large, especially letters of 
Inquiry requesting private answers, and while I freely 
give whatever information I am able, the ordinary court
esy of correspondence is expected. ■
h HUDSON TUTTLE.

J. Marion Gale, Bangor, Wash.: Q. What truth.is 
there in the claim that there is a band of glorious angels 
using a certain doctor in New Jersey to run the world, 
and also that a brilliant congress of spirits is hovering 
around Hot Springs, Ark., fostering a successor to Jesus 
Christ? . _

A. I know personally nothing of the above claims to 
angel ministry, but it is not necessary to investigate far
ther after reading them, to decide on their character. No 
man has a patent on the assistance of the spirit world. 
There has never been, nor is there now, a “spirit con
gross,” for the purpose of pushing the claims of a succes
sor to Christ. Whenever any scheme is brought forward, 
running in the ruts of theories of the past, attempting to 

. extend and fulfill doctrines and prophecies, it may be set 
down as false, with absolute certainty. For those old be
liefs were erroneous, the prophecies were false, and noth
ing is to be as the past generation expected.

There has been a constant succession of Christs, and re
peated prophecies of his second coming, yet have they all 
proved false, and because no man could represent in his 
life the Christ Idea, whiclrnever has been so represented.

The spirit world come in the individual capacity of 
friends, and there will be no high priest, or especial fa

- vonte, through whom the masses are to receive spiritual 
: . enlightenment. _

We see in such claims the outgrown ideas of Christ, his 
: mission and second coming; we see the old conception 

that the world is not controlled by law, but by tinkering 
spirits, and hence we may know that they are false, even 
it made from the highest source. All claims to “superior

true and superior medium does not extol his own merits, 
for knowing the -possibilities of mediumship, he is 
abashed at his limited powers of reception and expression. 
The half century of Spiritualism hasÆeen many attempts 
at leadership. Many have been inflated with the idea 
that they were called to great missions, and were the rein
carnations of Christ, or some sage or philosopher, to di
rect the spiritual tide. They have gone into the obscurity 
of inane things. The day of mediators, intercessors, 
(eadors with power from the supernatural, of church 
priests or spiritual priests, has gone forever, and the only 
credentials which give the right to ask a hearing, is the 
plain, common sense speaking of the truth.

“Poesy”: Q. Who Is the author of the poem having 
this line: “My dead love came to me and said:”?

A. Shetterley. The following-is a gem:
' My dead love came to me and said:
' • ‘God gives me one hour’s rest
■ To spend with thee on earth again;

: ■ How sliall we spend it best?’
. «‘Why, as of old,’ I said; and so

' We quarreled as of old;
v. But when I turned to make my peace
, That one short hour was told.”

• How careless are wc of our best and most loved, and yet 
were they from mortal sight, we would give all we possess 
and journey to the furthcrest part of the world for one 
word assuring us of their remembrance. Oh, if we cher- 
ishcd the living as we do the dead! That we held them 
with the sacred love we do the dead! We leave untasted 

■ - the full cup of sweet kindness, and waste the hours in idle 
jvords. Belter sweet thoughts and kindness for the liv
ing, than flowers and regrets for the dead!

I have scon a wife in casket banked with flowers, who 
had she received the love and tenderness they mutely ex
pressed, and had her petty cares relieved by half the 
money they cost, would have been in her house a joy in

- stead of leaving it in regretful mourning.
ij

., Geo. E. Coulter: Q. From my boyhood I have had 
- signs and visions, warnings of deaths, and two years after 

my mother’s death, I saw her spirit distinctly while walk
. ing in the street. I have been holding seances for the 

past four years; have the rappings, but they do not reply 
io questions. If I ask for a response they stop for a few 
minutes and then resume. Will you make it clear to mp 
why I do not get some intelligence from the rappings

A. A spirit may be able to produce a sound or a suc
.. cession of sounds and yet find it impossible to make them 

■ at the exact time required by a question. This corre- 
.spondent as shown by his statement is clairvoyant and 
highly impressible, and should cultivate his powers in 
shat direction. His awaiting for communications through 
rappings is to his disadvantage. He is thereby losing the 
greater and more desirable manifestations which are at 
his hand, for the lesser, which the constant vain attempts 
show to be difficult to receive, if not impossible.

1
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M. R. S., Rochester Ind., sends a few 
meditations, “not foi- publication,” he 

SPOOK- ON SENTRY GUARD—EVERY FRIDAY "says- bnt as many of the thoughts are
NIGHT THE GHOST WALKS ON BEAT NO. 7- apSSte sou^mS 
STRANGE STORY WHICH A NAVAL OFFICER oi /* ia friends, we give place to such as 
TELLS ABOUT THE SUICIDE OF A SENTINEL. I '"tethei“ upon

Post No. 7 had long been known as the haunted post at i'uiu'essions^or not, one thing» we do 
tta d ta 11.™ Mata, Cal. Tradition had‘it that

one night, years back, a marine taking French leave had I tions and our intuitions serve a good 
tried to swim from there over to the town of Vallejo, op- Purpose, and I am satisfied that if we 
posite. What the crabs and fishes left of the marine they °tul'.iudgmGU‘} traiu ourselves 
buried a week later, but regularly every Friday night, Sow a^be^
soon alter the second relief is posted at 11 o’clock, the “We are constantly reading about the 
sentry on No. 7 hears footsteps keeping time to his own. sreat: possibilities of the human mind,

“Halt! Who’s there?” comes the challenge, but there Iwl,11(!ut1lab01,' 
is no reply, and the footsteps cease. The sentry feels he I acres will not yteld a crop untss ' the 

is mistaken, shoulders his musket, and commences again husbandman plows, plants and culti- 
his motonous pacing to and fro. vates, and then the yield is abundant.

Pat-pat—again the footsteps are heard, and the sentry, a'°u,™X^10fAiiA™ %l“ke me ShU’
feeling that they are close by, wheels quickly around to mM; it must be “aroused, cultivated 
see who is stealing upon him from the rear. There is not and trained, . -
a soul, and again all is quiet. The feeling becomes un- “Not only can we by the force of 
canny; cold chills creep down the sentry’s back, and he “iad expand and beautify^our physical, 
feels his hair stiffening under his cap. Pat-pat-pat, still oughgaud^prinsUkingTfforu“ build up 
those iootsteps dogging, and the sentry in desperation and beautify the moral and spiritual 
goes under the lamppost at the farther end of his post, natures, the achievements of man in 
and in the comforting radiance of the light tries to reason I ra!h?1T1A+alHWOlld’ ^is lnvantlonai and 
it out calmly—an impossibility with a' pulse beating at forts, are “ indeed ^ rnarvemu““ Thfe 
the rate fils is. • comes from his strong love of life and a

Softly in the distance is heard the striking of eight I desb'e to obtain wealth that he may live 
bells on the old Independence, and the sentry in response in«?aSH.a“d S?1/?
sinirs out’ J " - In the world of morals and spiritual-

“k.ik h io > i i j Ry we see wonderful progress, but are
rost ho. 7—12 o clock—and a-a-11 s well the achievements of man on these Hues

We have uo Idea to whom this friend 
refers, but have failed to see or hear 
any ridicule of Spiritualism yet from 
our own speakers and writers. There 
may bo and is chance for ridicule of 
methods often, especially when some of 
the staid old adherents to the cause, 
who have seen the false and the true, 
and jhe ups and downs and should 
know the ins and the outs, are so teua- 

. clously wedded to the worst fakirs whe 
pose under the wing of spirit phenom
ena. It is truly hard to understand hu
manity, and this department isn’t yet 
ready to say with Barnum, “People 
love to be humbugged.” People do not 
love any such thing, but for the money 
there is in the business some people 
loye to humbug, and as many of the 
tricks that are performed by some of 
the tricksters are so openly fraudulent 
and so discernible, it is truly amaz
ing how people with even one eye can 
be led to swallow them as the grand 
and beautiful genuine. '

This correspondent evidently has ref
erence to some of the fraud exposes, 
but they are far from being ridicule of 
the truth. They should be the crucible 
where the pure is melted from the 
dross, and should only open the eyes of 
people to the genuine and the fraud.

Thomas paineb examination of the prophecies, a con*  
sidération of the passages in the New Testament, quoted from the Old, 

and called Prophecies concerning Jesus Christ. Price, 15 cents.

THE PRIEST, THE WOMAN AND THE CONFESSIONAL. This is
a most valuable book. It come? from an ex-priest, whose character is 

above reproach. By Father Chiniquy., Price $1.00. '
THE PROPHETS OF ISRAEL. Popular sketches from Old Testament

History, than which no branch of science, in the last generation, has u5*  
dergone a more profound revolution. By Carl Heinrich Cornell. Price 25 ct?, 
THE RATIONALE OF MESMERISM. Old and New Theories, Mes

meric Force. The Real Literature of Mesmerism, Side-Lights on tltf 
Phenomena, Curative Powers, ete. By A. P. Sinnett. Price, cloth, $1.25, 
THE RELATIONS OF SCIENCE TO THE PHENOMENA OF LIFE.

Ideas of life scientifically expressed In contradistinction from the old 
theories, - By Spirit Professor M. Faraday. Price 10 cents. •
THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM, Its Phenomena and Philosophy.

This work was written by that noble modem Savior and Grand man—Rev, 
Samuel Watson. A marvelous work. Price $1.00.

THERE IS NO DEATH. This is certainly a novel of the highest typô, 
based upon Longfellow’s poem of the same title. By that noted novelist^

Florence Marryat. Price 50 cents. (
THE SOUL. Its Nature, Relations and Expression in the Human EmbocL

iments. This is clearly a book on re-embodiment, or th? principles of 
reincarnation. By the Guides of Cora L. V. Richmond. Price $1.00, 
THE SOUL OF THINGS. These three volumes are among the most

popular works ever written in explanation of the Spiritual Philosophy? 
By William and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. Price $1.50 each; postage 15 etg» 
THE SPIRITUAL ALPS, and How We Ascend Them. A few thoughts on

“How to reach that altitude where spirit is supreme and all things ata 
subject to it.” By Mbses Hull. Price, cloth, 40 cents; paper, 25 cents. । 
THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, or Death, and Its To-Morrow. The Spirit»,' 

ualistic Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. A logical statement, proven 
both by facts and the Bible. By Moses Hull, Price 10 cents, -
THE SPIRITUAL WREATH. A new collection of words and music fqp

the choir, the congregation and the social circle. Containing 64 paged. 
ByS. W. Tucker, author of many muical publications. Price 20 cents. j 
THE STORY HOUR. For Children and Youth. A book of short stories,

written expressly to interest and instruct the young, A good work for 
Lyceums, By Susan H. Wixon. Price $1.00,

THE SUNDAY QUESTION. A historical and critical jevlpw, with 
replies to an objector. Its motto: All time too sacred to do wrong; no 

time too sacred to do good. Price 15 cents.

THREE SEVENS. A very interesting story along tfie line of the mystfo.
the common sufferings of the humah race ; from whencè they come anq- 

whither they go. By the Phelons. Price, cloth, $1.20.

THE TALMUD. Selections from the contente of that ancient book, ft 
commentaries, teachings, poetry and legends. Also sketches of the meh 

who made and commented upon it. By H. Polang. Price, cloth, $1.00. ' 
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH, or the Future Lifs According

Science. Is just what it pur[X)rts to be—what the title indicates—flj. 
every chapter. By Louis Figuier. Price, cloth, $1.00.

THE WATSEKA WONDER. Detailed accounts of two cases of doublfi 
consciousness—that of Mary Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, Ill,, ana 

Mary Reynolds, of Venango, Pa. Price 10 cents.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL. Series Ono and Two. Two choice volume^ 
of restful and educational reading, uniting the ideal and the real in t.hij 

life. By Lilian Whiting. Price, each volume, $1.00.

TREE AND SERPENT WORSHIP. Showing up the ridiculous side of th$
old, old story of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. By A. & , 

Hudson, M. D. Price 15 cents. ' t‘

LOOKING FOR A PROPHECY.
A. J. P., Beatrice, Neb., says: “I have 

looked in vain through the pages of 
your paper for some light upon our na
tional troubles from some prophetic 
medium. Now, if they can foresee 
coming events, why this silence? Are 
they waiting to put In a ‘post mortem’ 
claim? Or is it a fact that no mortal 
nor spirit can foresee coming events? 
For my part I never did believe in 
prophecy, for to my mind that would 
establish the truth of predestination. 
But mediums claim that they can tell 
what Is In store for us and if so why 
not enlighten us now and establish 
their claims?”

We have explained this matter in an
other place in these columns, in answer 
to another correspondent. Should we 
open our columns to the prophecies that 
eome to this office much of the more in
teresting matter would be crowded out. 
In the first place, every spirit sees ac
cording to his power of discernment, 
tempered somewhat with his or her 
prejudices, very much the same as we 
do on this side of life, and one would 
prophesy one way and another some 
other way. No doubt if each spirit had 
perfect control of the medium, or had 
some way independent of any medium 
to ■ express observations, prophecies 
might be more reliable. If a good psy
chic can read wholly from the soul 
side, get away from self and her own 
thoughts, psychometry Is about the 
most accurate phase for reading future 
events.

THE PLUNGE OF A GTIG^T commensurate with his possibilities?1 ■ rjjUlNGl’j A (jllObl. I Are we not compelled to believe that
The word “well” is hardly out of his mouth when there I T5 ?re .at a Btaga *“ ,our development 

is a splash in the water, followed by a blood-curdling Lw^a"  ̂

groan, borne or the new men have been known to have our wonderful strides rve are com- 
thrown down their muskets, and on $ dead run burst into I Pelled to enter upon a new plan of llv- 
the guardroom wliite as a sheet, and, wild-eyed, attempt Iug’ aud a rfd!cal, cban8e our gov- 
to tell their story to the sergeant of the guard, and, be- e” govemmel^are but little in 
coming incoherent, end m hysterical laughter. The advance of what they were 1,00(5 years 
commanding officer doesn’t eourt-martial a man for leav-1 a&°- Th® forms and ceremonies of re
ing his post under these circumstances—there have been J!gion are about the same; the same old 
too many men reported for the same thing-eo the K. O., bTwha/’knows'thatteeX°of7ov- 
who knows that the sentry is onlyjiuman, lets him off I ernment is wholly inadequate to the 
with ten days’ double irons. *’ needs of the present age? And this is

The old soldier who was assigned to post No 7, when I 60 *“ ,tb0 theological world. At least 
his tour of guard duty came on Friday, would swap guard believe theliwnfewlon of fa““ 

*i» t 1 i । i n * a >i u I xiuc umut LULix tuuicasiuu ui lulul.
with a Johnny-come-lately, all, of course, for the con-1 so that all in all, it is self-evident to the 
venience of the greeny. I student that a change must come, and

Ofae night, not long ago, several marine officers had as Ye euter tbe twentieth century we 
gathered in the officer of the day’s officer at one of the ZstTmefhrouJhXnc“S and“1^ 
marine ban acks on toe Atlantic coast*  Naturally tliey- so that'now, more Wau over, it he- 
drifted into yarn-spinning, with the scene shifting from hooves us to be mo/e srtidious and with 
aboard ship in every clime to anywhere ashore on the sea-1 “?,r b,est and n°hlest efforts to bend 
board of the United States. One of them-call him I Lumanity8" °f r‘ght
Lieutenant Barnwell—told the story that follows; he ’ __
gave no explanation. You can explain it to suit yourself:

“Three years ago I was stationed at the barracks at Mare SSIONARIgSiNEEDED.
Island, and on the night I speak of I had been doing duty in« Srttor’ । ^ia’’

___3 nt T, J5, < writes the following letter, descriptive at the post for more than a year. Of course, I had heard of three-fifths of the people of that part 
the yarn about post No. 7, and had seen mm punished for I of the state, including the colored peo- 
leaving that post. However, I am no believer in the ple’ and tbelr rellsloua ideas, to llhis- 
supernatural. Time and again I had visited No 7 at oTspX\We  ̂
night, seeing nothing or hearing -nothing unusual, and I “While in the North-ievery little out- 
laughed at the story of the phantom sent lying village and hamlet boasts its splr-

ctpnDTT fYNT QW\TfT'T?v on Itual society, and IS •"often visited by
bl UUIi. (JJN bjiJN LKi GO. Itinerant medlumsiand lecturers, in the

“One night I was on duty as the officer of the day, and trave* se.ve.7,11 liuudred
it t i e it ■ t l ■ it nt J>.. miles, to Atlanta or Nashville, to hear the early part of the evening I spent in the office reading a spiritual speaker.- We nw’d some 
some work on military surveying. M(ith my head full of I missionary work done. Our people as 
this stuff, shortly before midnight I started out to visit “ ru,e a,,° conservative and creed
sentries. Than ghosts nothing could have been farther I ,..a;}1^e’fiftbs ot tlie .country 
from my mind. First I wisited No. 9, then No. 8, and Who will let the “ffshm! Soothe 
rapidly came up toward No. 7. Without any assignable beclouded minds of these dear ones 
reason, unless it was the resonance of ffiy footstep^ I ex-1 wbo Iuslst ou “ reaI- palpable lake of 
lerlenced an uncomfortable nervous feeling of being cold, M°ne fo»r ,sinuers ,and b°1(J unnat- 
: walked more rapidly, but the feeling Only increased and “On^dea? oM^Zter01’™ to get

I became colder and more nervous. down, somehow, and be ‘God’s foot-
“There under the lamplight stood the sentry, who aloob’ A Methodist parson expects to 

challenged me in clear, sharp tones, his rifle, rattling as I Go,d i°’00° ,bcn’ Perhaps, 
he brought it up to ‘port arms ’ I halted and gave^he chiEM “□Xfc 

countersign and the sentry ordered Advance, officer of is old enough to know better—is deter- 
the day!’ I walked up to him, and as I did so I broke mlned to face God with her harp to her 
into a cold perspiration. At first there seemingly was !nou>tb,and ber pa,lm leaf £nn ln ber 
nothing unusual about the sentry, though I did not know p^pUd tX““meT to b!r Votheri°s 
the man s face. 1 ordered him to repeat the orders of his ‘damnation,’ if said parent Is sent to 
post and he did so, but instead of giving the recent or-1 he
ders of the post gave those that were in force several years I ¿God 'i“0"’,®.lf J were anJrtlll“K be- 
pm;™,'. Then I „otieod ttat th, glisfly

pale and that his eyes burned with a deep hollow fire, and housetops, aye, give my life if need be, 
that his rifle was rusty and damp. I frankly confess that t0 loose theso dear souls from their 
a wild feeling of terror overcame me. Cutting the man bonds of splrit«al ignorance. I, too, 
short in what he was saying I wheeled about and rapidly ^rCTrirtly11 tT the tenete “of my’ 
moved off. When I reached the end of his post, invol- church, yet torn with the hideous 
untarily I turned to take another look; the man had dis- knowledge that there was ‘something 
appeared. Criticise me if you will, but I am no coward r?lt?n in Denmark’—too much shifting 
The strain was too much and I broke into a run. In a Xb^inX
moment, however, I controlled myself, and, visiting the jured party, that is, those sinned 
other posts, I finally reached my office utterly exhausted. a6ainst- Then there came into my 
Sleep that night I could not, and I feverishly tossed, wait- hll,r!ds an ?ld’ old ProS‘'esslve Thinker, 
ing until day came, when I could investigate and explain nondm^; iZmbied with hope“^ 
matters- I fear; my narrow-minded, bigoted, little

PRIVATE BAXTER’S GHASTLY SUB. ?.ldxfonl expanded under the search
, . , . , light of progression Into a- good, clean,

Ihe following morning I started in and called up the reliable test mediumship used free for 
sergeant of the guard. In reply to my inquiry the ser-1 aI1 wbo c?me Illy wa-v- but those who 
geant said: J come are few in number, for few have
° “ fl*  ' i i i x • . , , , , . ) ever .heard of me in my quiet, countryIt was about twenty minutes to twelve when the home life. A course of 'spiritual lee
officer of the day informed me that he was going out to I tures by some missionary speaker 
visit sentries.’ would be a God-send to the Spiritual-

“‘C«M I possibly taw boon miking in w sloop,
. - , „ . 1 We would advise this earnest lady to

,Ao, sir, in surprised tones; Troth the corporal of the I be ’GSS sensitive regarding her own in
guard and myself were standing outside the guard-room abiliti,es-, sbak® heratimldity as she 
door, and neither of us noticed anything unusual.’ flnd i^nnri? oi crecd’

“ Tory well, sergeant Find out who was on No. 7, in those needful soulg^rof’0 whom m she 
the second relief, and ask him when I-visited his post last sPeaks. Many “shy> <51d white-haired 
night.’ women of 53” and 63jhavo come out

“The ™,l off on hi. orr.nd, and .tartly re- ££
turned, with every expression of surprise and incredulity I workers. She has the-metal and the 
in his countenance. ‘Private Baxter, sir, and he says you caliber, and needs but to make a stand 

i.:----- i.:i- i------------ . • , , . .... I to become of much service to the cause
and consolation to thosd “souls without 
light” t,.:a ■ ,

--- —i .!£

WAR NEWS WANTED.
J. C.| Rescue, Mich., asks us to fur

nish some war news from the other side 
of life, but as there has eome no report 
of a war on the other side of life, noth
ing but peace and advancement, we 
will be obliged to refer the brother to 
the daily press for bis reports of the 
war with Spain. While It seems prob
able, where a war Is waged for free
dom, for liberty and the advancement 
of man’s higher nature, that the spirit 
world might be deeply interested in 
such proceedings, it is just as probable 
that the spirits of Spain are as much 
interested In the cause of her people as 
are the spirits of decaruate Americans 
in the cause of America or Cuba, and 
from tlje spirit source such informa
tion, unless obtained from a very au
thentic source, might be as unreliable 
as that obtained from the conjecturing 
daily press. Sometimes there seem to 
bo remarkable fulfillments of proph
ecies, and many mediums are uo\v see
ing this as the beginning of a world
wide religious war. How true this may 
prove remains to be seen. The natural 
trend of religion to-day is for a higher 
moral and spiritual education and a 
general liberation from priestly bond
age.

TRUTHS OF SPIRITUALISM. This book narrates many of the striking;; 
experiences of its author as a lecturer and test-medium in the earlier -.

of Spiritualism. By E. V. Wilson. Price $1.00. \

TWO IN ONE. A compendium of Biblical Spiritualism. A combination 
of “The Question Settled" and “The Contrast” into one volume. By 

Moses Hull. Price $1.00. * i‘;
VOICES. The Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty apd force, ’ 

I hey are most excellent inspirations. Neatly printed and nicely boiffii < 
By Warren Sumner Barlow. Price $1.00. !
VOLTAIRE S ROM X.NCES. A new editiop, profusely illustrated. A * ■' 

delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing. 480 pages, with portrait 
and 82 illustrations, Price, cloth, $1.50; postage 15 cents.
If IEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. This book is a word-picture by 
I one of our best artists, Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly iuterestmff 
work. Price 15 cents; postage 5 cents. '
WARFARE OF SCIENCE WITH THEOLOGY, Information not pro- ■ 

curable in the libraries of the world in a half century, showing thd 
opposition of the church to science. Two vols., 900 pages. Price $5.00. .1 » 
WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUALIST? Curious revelatiolf 

from the life of a trance medium, together with portraits, letters aqd • 
poems. By Mrs. Nettie Colburn Maynard. Price, cloth, $1.50; papet, 75q 
WHY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST. A book of twelve lecture« 

couched in beautiful language, and on? that should be read by every
Spiritualist. By Abby A. Judson. Price $1.00; postage 10 cents. -’~ 
WHAT WOULD FOLLOW on the Effacement of Christianity? A concisd 

treatise on this popular subject By Gebrge Jacob Holyoake. Pried, " 
one copy, 10 cents; twelve for $1.00. - ...
WOMAN. A lecture delivered to ladies only, by Mrs. Dr. Hulburt, on the 

present status of Woman, physically, mentally, morally and spiritually, -
Marriage and Divorce. Price 10 cents. ’ ’
WOMANS BIBLE. Part 1. The Pentateuch. A galaxy of scholarly '.

comments by many of our brightest minfls regarding much of the Ola ‘ 
Testament, and the slight given the women. Price 50 cents. -
WOMAN, CHURCH AND STATE. A historical account of the statu? of 

woman throughout the Christian ages, with reminiscences of the Mat* 
riarchate. By Matilda Joslyn Gage. Price $2.00. ■
WOMAN. Four Centuries of Progress. Showing her gradual rise front ■ 

slavery and bondage of ancient times. By Susan H Wixon. A lecture ‘ ; 
of great value. Price 10 cents. .
WAYSIDE JOTTINGS. Composed of Essays, Sketches, Poems and ’

Songs, gathered from the highways, by-ways and hedges of life, froiR ’ 
the inspirational pen of Mattie E. Hull. Pricp 75 cents. ' ■
WHO ARE THESE SPIRITUALISTS, and What Is Spiritualism? Thia

is a pamphlet of much worth to Spiritualists, who often have plied to 
them these important questions. By Dr. i. M. Peebles. Price 15 cents. 
WORKS OF E. D. BABBITT, LL. D., M, D. “Human Culture and Cure.”

Part First. The Philosophy of Cure. Price, board cover, 50 cents.
“Human Culture and Cure.” Fart Second. Marriage, Sexual Develop- 1 

ment and Upbuilding. Price, cloth, 75 cents. Y-
“Social Upbuilding,” including Co-operative Systems and the Happiness : 

and Ennobling of Humanity. Price, paper, 15 cents. •; ■ '
“Health and Power." A Handbook of Cure, Etc. 'Price, cloth, 25 cents; ; ’ 

leather, 85 cents. ’ ■
“Religion.” Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent Price, cloth,: 

$1.00; paper, 50 cents. Postage 11 cents. ’ -
“Principles of Light and Color.” One of the greatest books of the age» r 

Price, $5.00; by mail, 32 cents extra ,
ZODIACAL INFLUENCES. Know thyself. This little pamphlet teaches' " • 

how to use the powers derived at birth from the position and influence of: 
the planets. By Charles H.Mackay. Price 25 cents. • < <
THE SPIRITUAL BODY REAL. Valuable testimonies of modem clair

voyants who witnessed the spiritual and physical separation. By Giles • 
B. Stebbins. Price 10 cents. • .

41»

SPIRITUAL HARP.
A Collection of VocaTMuslo ibr the 

; Choir, Congregation and Social 
Circles.

.uso

&

« . - — . VosUse 10 cent».'" '
Soni of Things—Vol IL

Illustrated. 450pp. Cloth........... .
_ • ~ —.Postage 10cents.
Soul of Things—Vol. ILL

lUIrtraicd. 8Örp. Cloth.............. ,
■ Fortage 10 conta.

. ByJ, M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett- R n mtiM» aJ Kc,r ed!Uon- cmiei from a wBe 
■ literature with the most critical care free 

from all theological bias, throbbing'with the soul of 
»-Ue prlndplea Virtues of

H. Smith, Co. E, 19th Infantry: Q. Is clairvoyance 
regarded as a fact by scientific men?

A. All those scientific men who have investigated the 
subject accept clairvoyance as a fact, and many of these 
are among the most distinguished in the ranks of science; 
as Alfred R. Wallace, discoverer of evolution, Cromwell 
Vrrley, electrician, W. F. Barrett, F. R E., Professor of 
Physics in the Royal College of Science, Dublin, Dr. 
Lockart Robertson, editor Journal of Medical Science, 
Camille Flainmarion, astronomer, Dr. Wm. Gregor)’, F. R. 
S. E., Dr. Ashburner, Prof. N. D. Wagner, geologist, Uni
versity oTSt. Petersburg, Prof. G. T. Fechner, and others 
too numerous to mention.

Miss Annie Martin: Q. Is the astral in the physical 
• body while we live on the earth-plane?
' A. If by astral body is meant the spiritual, then as a 

. part of the individual and most important part, it is con
tained in the physical body until the separation of these at 
death. Aside from this spiritual form, I know of no 
other.
<1 ------------ . •

Miss Mary Thompson: Q. Can you furnish “Solar 
biology,” and price?

A. “Solar Biology” will be sent by mail for $5.20.

’ ' = ... ■
- “Origin and Antiquity of Man.” By Hudson Tuttle.
, masterly philosophical work. English edition, nicely 
»und in cloth, $1. For sale at this office. ■ 
“Nature Cure." By Drs. M. E. and Rosa ’C. Conger.

Excellent for every family. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at 
this office. , • .

“Karezza. Ethics of Marriage.” By Alice B. Slock-' 
J^rUjM. D. Price, $1. For sale at this office

didn’t visit him while he was on his post last night’ ~
“I went into the office and tried to think it out, and 

finally determined to send for Baxter and question him 
myself. I was writing when the knock sounded on the 
door. Trivate Baxter, sir,’ and I looked up.

“I saw before me an entirely different man from the 
one I had seen under the lamp. Baxter insisted that I 
had not been near his post, and that shortly after twelve 
o’clock he had moved down to the water’s edge to in
vestigate a suspicious rustling among the rushes; that he 
could not possibly have been standing near the lamp-post. 
. “As the days passed the feeling of nervousness, or fear, 
if you will so call it, had entirely left me, and in its place 
came a feeling of rage. I visited No. 7 again and again, 
and fairly haunted the post night and day, but without 
result.- I can-offer no explanation of the circumstances- 
but this much I can certify to. I looked up the records 
of the post, and found that that night was an anniversary 
of the night on which the marine was drowned.”

Mare Island, Cal. . • .
. • • ) o (: : .......  . •

“Religious and Theological Works of Thomas Paine.” 
Contains his celebrated “Age of Reason,” and a number 
çf letters and discourses on religious and theological sub*  
^ects. Goth binding, 430 pages. Price $1. For sale

MORE ABOI^t ^REEDS.
J. B. C., Omaha, Ifletk, observes that 

people who are noLpq^ted in regard 
to" Spiritualism, asfc “¿Why Spiritual
ists have no creed, are opposed to rules 
pf order and are so divided in opin
ions,” and to which replies in substance 
that each is seeking truth’s fountain, 
but seeks it from his or her own stand
point, and as they differ in mentality so 
they must see from as many sides, 
with as many different eyes and dis
cerning powers, and must vaiy in their 
evolutions of the Intricate problems of 
Spiritualism; also says in part: “True 
Spiritualists love freedom, truth and 
progress, and realize that these princi
ples are right, summing it up thus:

“1. Seek truth to know right;
“2. Moral culture, the practice of 

charity, kindness, justice.
“/■ With positive knowledge of spirit 

communion, we desire harmony with 
all friends seen and unseen.

: “For over , forty years we have at
tended meetings and read-of- various 
societies, and have seldom known 
writers to ridicule their own cause until 
now.” -

A SEANCE.
A friend of The Progressive Thinker, 

in Rossburg, Pa., writing, has the fol
lowing to say of a seance held at her 
house, in which Dr. Woodard, of Sugai- 
Grove, Pa., was the medium:

“We placed the Doctor under strlctlv 
test conditions, viz.: Stripped him of bis 
clothing, placed some of my clothing 
upon him, put long-wrlsted mittens on 
his hands, then handcuffed him, turned 
the wrists of the mittens down over the 
handcuffs and sewed them there; then 
we put him in a sack with a gathering 
string in the top of it, drawn close 
around his neck. The string was tied 
at the back and sewed to the sack. 
Placed him in the cabinet in a chair, 
where there was a table with guitar, 
tambourine, triangle, and our own tab
lets and pencils. Then we formed a 
circle on the outside, with a good light 
After a few minutes’ singing ((by re
quest of the medium) we went into the 
Cabinet to see what had been done. 
We found six good pencil pictures of 
faces drawn. When we came out, the 
bells were rung, guitar and triangle 
played and tambourine held up on the 
end of a stick sometimes in full view of 
all present; guitar held on outside of 
the curtain and a tune played, where 
we all could plainly see. Many other 
things were done that were simply mar
velous.”

I BORN A CRIPPLE.
1 L. A. R., Dover, Me., says that he 
: "cannot refrain from sending The Pro
; gressive Thinker a few lines of praise 

for its vigorous support of Splritual- 
' ism,” and relates the usual story of 

having been a Congregationalist for
' many years, but found that In business 

his brethren were no more honorable 
than those whom they called sinners, 
but since he had proven the truth, of 
Spiritualism his life had been of more 
Importance" to him. The pathetic part 
of his story ought to go right home to 
the heart of every reader of these col
umns, who has been able to walk up
rightly on hiß feet, and in spirit, too, for 
that matter, considering the decrepit 
spiritual and physical condition of so 
many of the human family. He says:

“I was born a cripple, having been 
obliged to walk on my knees through 
this cold-shouldered world to the pres
ent age of 70 years. When I embraced 
'Spiritualism my life became more toler
able, and those who sneered then are 
now my best friends.” He also adds:

“We have a legally organized society 
of about twenty-two members, and are 
striving against strong opposition to 
keep it up. We are unable to hire 
speakers, which is a great drawback 
but we wait the event of time.” ’

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.’’ By E. D 
Rabbitt, LU. D., M.O. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culttfte and 
Cure. Paper coyer, IB cents. For sale 
at this office. - ' '

Soul of Things; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries, 

DY WM, AND ELIZABETH M. P, 
i R011^ a marvelous work. Though «metis aa

B, text-boofc, Il li as fasclMUng as a of fiction 
The reader will be amaied to see the curlosi facts here combined in support of thli DffWlF-discorettS 
power of the human mind, which win * thnn 
»»nd doubts and dtfflculde», make Geology u plain M ’ 
day, and throw light on an the grandBuWects aw ot? .h» - esoured by time. . jeca awoo*  the spiritual phtloaopH;,-------------

...........
aidQuartets, with piano, organ or melodrofaccbrS 
panlmcnt, adapted both to publlb meetings and th® 
loclal circles. Cloth, $2.00. Poeta^e U cento.

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing; 
______ 

The Devil and the___________ J
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SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.She Has

COBRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

CONSULTATION FREE

Enclose Stamp for Reply.

GHOST LAND A LOCK OF YOOR HAIR.

45085 Warren at., Stoneham, Mass.

ABSENT TREATMENTS

445N.Duk.

CONCERNING GOONLEY

Jhas turned to its original cc 
• à Most sincerely yours, 
" Pastor FA CHANGE.
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;A Book on “Chronic Disease’ 
Sent for 2-cent Stamp.

1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY.
•J. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
3. DERIVATION OR CHRISTIANITY.
A. WHENCE OCR ARYAN ANCESTORS?
tWwbole comprise, an earnest but fruitless search

Herbs all 
is heir

BY O. W. BROVVN, M. D.
Vol. 12mo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.SO.

generaiTdivision.

With her Magnetized 
diseases that flesh : 

to are cured.

DRS. PEEBLES & BURROUGHS
DIAGNOSE DISEASE
with unerring accuracy. There is

PSYCHIC PHYSICIANS.

“THE LYCEUM."

The Scientific Skeleton
1b needed It Ib pre eminently a book for Christians. 
Btudenu, SclentlBts and Splrltualtots. It reveals some 
of the MISTAKES OF (the scientific) MOSES, iind 
el ves philosophic reasons for the hope (if Immortality. 
Price 25o. Address SAMUEL BLODGETT, Grafton,

Speakers and mediums who do not 
Inform us at once when their meetings 
stop, will not be allowed thereafter to 
have their names appear In this list

Address all Mail to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

PSYCHOMETRIC READING, 
By mall, one dollar. Address ANN 6. PALMER
PALMITER. Lock Box 433, Kansas City, Mo. 447

INVALIDS
Tl, HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
rw itamM, ttalr 41mm*, w symptoma, will receive 

pamphlet and advice vbkb to cure themselves without 
drugs. The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card
ington. Ohio “

F=3 
J the 
»rivr

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Indlauapolh, Ind.
Dear Doctors:-1 am much better—nearly well. _ 

do not think 1 will need anymore medicine. Your 
psychic treatment does me bo much good. Very 
truly yours, Mary L. Hoag.

May II. 1898. 442 Newport avc., Chicago, ill.

This is in fact a largo Bapilarlum; only been 
opened a short time, yet it Is a most pronounced sue- 
cesa' DR B W- BANKS, the greatest Healer the 
world has ever had, has Joined DR. WATKINS iu this 
gfand work, and is at the Home six days in the week. 
Write us aud we will tell you ail about our new 
methods of cure that we use at the Home.

DR. C. E. WATKINS,
AYER, MASS.

PLANETS AND PEOPLE
MAGAZINE, 

' INCLUDING THE 

American Journal of Palmistry, 
By Comte de Saint Germain, and a Personal Horo
scope or Ormaby’a Geo-Hello Almanac a, a Premium 

AT,T, FOR $1.00 A YEAR.
Send now, with date for Premium.____

PLANETS AND PEOPLE,

and they have cured thousands of cases 
every year. Space will permit of but a 
few extracts from recent letters, which 
follow:
Dra. Peebles & Burroughs, Indianapolis, Ind. •

Dear Doctors:—I am well. 1 have Improved In 
health very much more than I was aware of. It 
seems marvelous that your treatment could work 
such a wonderful change. Yours sincerely,

Mbb.N.E.Tcfts,

CLAIRVOYANT READINGS BY MAIL.-SEND 25 
V cento (silver), »tamp, dale of birth, lock of balr. 
leading question». Write on one side of paper only. 
MRS. G. GERRY, Grand Rapid», Mich. Lock box 138. 

44b

Dr». Peebles & Burroughs, ludtonapolto, Ind.
Dear Doctors:—I have Improved so mucMhice 1 

began with your treatment, I can now do quite a 
day's work without feeling tired. 1 cannot half ex* 
press my tbuuks for the benefits 1 am receiving at 
your hands, but Heaven will reward you for your 
many acts of kindness to the afflicted. Sincerely 
yours, B. C. Ladd,

May 11.1898. Reading. Mas».

PSYCHE
to the Invention of a practical medium, under spirtl 
guidance, and is designed to develop mediumship» 
Many, by Its uso, have received long community 
lions from Bplrit friends, and express great »atlsfaa* 
tlon. Price. »1, and 20 cents extra for expreasag?. 
For »ale ut the office of Thk Pboghkssive Tuinksb,

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
lathe oldest and most successful Spiritual Physician 

now in practice- His cures arc
THE MOST MARVELOUS

of this age. Uto examinations arc correctly made, 
and free to all who send him name, age, sex aud lock 
of hair, and six cents In stamps. He doesn't ask for 
any leading symptom. A clairvoyant doesn't need 
any. Address

J. 8 LOUCKS, M. D.,

DR.W.M

DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
-THE- 

FAMOUS CHRONIST 
OF AYER, MASS.

Quick Gurus!
Small Doses!

Bond age, name In full, and two 2-cent Ftampa find 
leading Bjnnptoin. and we will »end you

A Diagnosis of Your Case Free, 
and we will try and make the price of treatment right 

,to you. Remember, please, that %e do not wish to 
take your case unless you are dissatisfied >\lth your 
present treatment. Do not ask OUR opinion of thia 
doctor or that one, because we never exprew an 
-Opinion, nor have we auy one connected w ith us that 
is allowed to speak Ui of auy one or even to express an 
opinion. Wo know some doctors do so, but we do uot. 
' The day of shot-gun prescription is past, drastic 
drugs In largo doses will not be given ten years from 
now, We believe in the certainty of medicine and In 
specific medication, but specific medication requires

SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS.
He who understands the action of drugs, and who Is 
gifted with the power of correctly diagnosing, la the 
successful physician to-day.

Specific Medicine!
i No Drastic Drugs!

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
Chicago.

The Church ot Unity. Services 7:45 
p. m., every Sunday, at Flynn’s hall, 
northeast corner North avenue and Ro
bey street. Reached by the Milwaukee 
avenue, North avenue and Robey (street 
cars; Humboldt aud Logan Square 
branches of the Metropolitan elevated 
to Robey street. Max Hoffman, pastor.

The Lake View Spiritual Union meets 
Sunday afternoons at 2:45 o’clock, in 
Belden Hull, Orchard and Lincoln ave
nue. Meetings conducted by Mr. Carl 
Wickland, assisted by Mr. Walter 
Finch. Spirit messages through Mrs. 
Carl Wicklaud.

The Baud of Harmony will meet here
after on the first aud third Fridays 
of each mouth, at 40 Randolph street, 
sixth floor.

The German Central Spiritual Union 
holds meetings every Sunday at 8 p. 
m., at 151 Randolph street, west of 
Hooley’s Theatre.

Spiritualists’ Sunday-school, every 
Sunday morning, at 10:30 sharp, room 
518 Handel Hall building, 40 Randolph 
street. All are welcome.
■'Irene M. Dobson, lecturerand test me

dium, will hold meetings every Sunday 
at 3 p. in., at her parlors, 3517 India ua 
avenue, for Investigators of Spiritual
ism; also will hold meetings every Sun
day at 8 p. m„ at Newman Hall, 6od 
street and Stewart avenue.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, meets In Handel 
Hall, No. 40 Randolph street, room 
401), between State and Wabash. (Take 
elevator.) Services at 2:30 and 7:30 
p. m.

The First« Society of the South Side, 
at Uulty Hall, 77 Thirty-first street. 
Conference meeting at 2:30 p. m., fol
lowed bv spirit messages by Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley, of California. 
Mrs. Cooley also lectures aud gives 
messages at 7 ;30 p. m.

Spiritual Endeavor Society meets at 
No. 1 South Hoyne avenue, near Laks 
street, at 8 p. in. Sarah E. Biomwell, 
pastor.

West Side Spiritual Society meets at
’ No 46 South Ada street at 8 p. m.

Christian Spiritual Society holds 
meetlugs .in Hygeia hall, Washington 
boulevard and Paulina street, at -:30 
aud 7:30 p. m.

i Church of the Star ot truth, Wieker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services every Sunday evening at 7:30

6. E. WATKINS, M. D.,
AYER, MASS.
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THE FROGRESSIVBvTHlNKBR.

ft LIBRftRY
The Spiritualist who commences now 

to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, Is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise; to pay for. We 
think, in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family in the 
United States. Commence now, we re
peat, to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library I by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 

—Find enclosed one dollar. Send Elixir 
of Life. I have received so much bene
fit from the use of your remedies that 
I do not wish to be without them.

Very respectfully, 
Eureka, Cal. MRS. T. Y. CLYDE.

DO YOU WANT HEALTH?
Send for Elixir of Life, No. 1. This 

Is the best remedy known for the stom
ach, liver, bowels and entire system. I 
will send one sample (only) to each per
son, postpaid, for 10 cents. This trial 
package is sufficient for seven days.

B. F. POOLE, Clinton, Iowa.

MAY SS, 1898.

DTs. Peebles
AND

Burroughs,

6I+RONI6 
DISEftSES

DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

ASTONISHING!
DOCTOR A. B. DODSON

StHl Heals the Sick Through 
the*  Mediumship of.............

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker.
If you wish Good Health 

should apply to her.

As a Spiritual Healer 
No Equal

Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her

DIAGNOSE TOUR CASE EREE.

ì COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
An Institute of reflaed Therapeutics, Including 

8un Cure, Vital Magnetism, Elcelrldiy. Mind 
and a higher science of life. Chemical afflnlty aBf 
basic prlnciplee developed with tbtto marvelous mh 
plications. Students in four contlncato have taken tflf. 
course. Tbo eoBege to cbarkered aud confer» tuft 40*  
greeof D. M., Doctor of Mafnettos. »yasystq^OT 
printed questions students can take thq course MA 
receive the diploma» at tbelrown homes. InstltutKWt 
removed to 258 South Broadway, Loa Angeles, CoL 
Diploma» granted under cither the New Jersey 
California charter. Send stamp for catalogue to 7 

441tf R. D. BABBITT, M. D. LL.D.. Dean.

DR. MANSFIELD’S
HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINE®
Are compounded clulrvoyantly for each patient. 
name, age, sex and leading symptom for FREE Dw 
AGNOSIB and “Methods of Cure.“ U. D. Barret^ 
Prest N. B. A., E. W. Sprague, Lyman C.Howe auft 
Moses Hull RECOMMEND

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D.
153 Cedar Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio,

Mediumship Is a Growth.
Philosophical Spiritualists admit this. Twlcq | 

week for twelve years I have sat for the higher urn 
foldmout in preparation for this work as a HealeJ, 
fi^nd Name. Ago, Sex, three stamps, own han» 
writing. FREE DIAGNOSIS.

DR. J. A. BAILEY,
No. 142 Fifth Avenue, Clinton, Iowa.

NODRUGS USED. NONE REQUIRED. 444tf,

j7‘

Explanation in Reply to Grit- 
icism.

o’clock. - „
A Swedish meeting is held every Sun

day, al 2 o’clock p. in., at Phoenix ban, 
324 E. Division street, near Sedgwick 
street. Dr. Elis Isidorous Jacobson, 
lecturer. Admission free. ■

Universal Spiritual Society, Hopkins’ 
Hall, No. 528 West Sixty-third street, 
Englewood, (over postottlce). Carrie 
Fuller Weatherford lectures and gives 
messages aud improvised songs during 
April at 7:30 p. in.

Hatfield Pettibone, the well-known 
demonstrator of spiritual phenomena, 
will hold meetings regularly each Sun
day evening, at Lakeside Hall, south
east corner of 31st street aud Indiana 
avenue.

Christian Spiritual Church, O’Donnell 
Hall, No. 107 Paulina street, corner of 
Madison, Sundays at 7:30 p. m. Mrs. 
Squire, speaker aud test medium.

First Spiritual Temple, in parlors of 
first flat, 510 N. Clark street. Lectures 
and tests by Mme. Lucille de Loux, as
sisted by Chas E. de Ricard. Services 
ut 8 p. m.

Spiritualistic Church, Students of Na
ture, hold service every Sunday, No. 
15(15 Milwaukee avenue, Nathan’s Hall, 
at 7:30 p. m. Pastor, Mrs. Summers.

In order to get that remarkable book, 
Ghost Land, the order for it in all cases 
must be accompanied by a year's sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker. 
You can not order The Progressive 
Thinker to be sent to you for one year, 
and then afterwards send for the book. 
The fact that you subscribed for the 
paper some time ago, not knowing 
about the offer of the premium (or 
neglecting to order it), does not entitle 
you to Ghost Laud now by simply pay
ing the postage, 12 cents. In each and 
every case a year’s subscription for The 
Progressive Thinker miîst accompany 
the order for the book as previously an
nounced. These conditions must be 
complied with in all cases, and don’t 
write to us for any other terms, for 
they will not be granted.

This grand book, “Ghost Land," Is a 
gift to all—to old subscribers as well as 
new ones, who comply with the condi
tions set forth in the above. Several, 
whose subscription to The Progressive 
Thinker did not expire for -many 
years, have renewed' for another year 
in order to get “Ghost Land.” If you 
desire' it, you can get It in the same 
way.

PRICE OF THE “SEQUEL.”
The price hereafter of this number of 

The Progressive Thinker will be as fol
lows: Three cents for single copy. 
Where five or more are ordered, two 
cents per copy. Where one hundred or 
more copies are ordered, one dollar aud 
fifty cents per hundred.

bearinIind.

Having received cutting letters from । 
personal friends who accuse me of de- । 
fending tlie character of Mr. Coonley in ] 
my article in Tlie Progressive Thinker 
of April 23, 1 wish to call their atleu- ' 
tion to tlie first iianigiapli of that ar
ticle, which is as follows:
“By way of introduction, I wish to 

State Hint' I do not wish to be under
stood ns placing myself on record as en- 
dorslng anything that Mr. Coonley has 
done in tlie past, or may do in the fu
ture; but lor the present, his exposures, 
and tbe manner in which lie conducts 
them, will result in great benefit to the 
cause of true Spiritualism, for it will 
teach investigators to investigate intel
ligently, besides teaching those who ac
cept everything they are unable to ex
plain as spirit manifestations that there 
are more ’tricks in heaven and earth 
that are dreamed of in their pbiloso- 
pity.’ ”
. Can anything be more plain? I even 
used the adjective, "distinctly,” to 
avoid misinterpretation, yet was mlsin- 
terpreted nevertheless.

Under the heading of “Wliat I Know 
About Mr. Coonley,” my reference was 
mainly to his career in Sau Diego, and I 

■ further stated in that article, that I had 
not kept track of him since that time 
and could not speak from knowledge.

Since writing that article, I have seen 
and beard an abundance of evidence 
that would indicate that Mr. Coonley’s 

• methods, while in the role of a fakir, 
were very questionable, to say the 
least, for one who was only in the 
work as a detective, as be claimed in 
his speech to have been. The evidence 

"Is quite conclusive that gold, rather 
than Truth, is now his guiding star, 
and has been for some time.

I have never known of such a change 
to take place in an individual in three 

■ ' years as has taken place in Mr. Coon- 
■ ley. It is an illustration of how evil 

spirits (both in the flesh and out), who 
frequent the public dark seance, can 
demoralize a young man with brighest

In sending remittances to this office, 
write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to seud money In 
a letter; if It 1b sent that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not seud personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable In 
Chicago or New York, and there can 

We now have ample office facilities. I be no loss.
We have a building of seven large Write names and addresses as plain 
rooms aud basement, devoted exclu- as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
sively to our offices. They iwssess ev- avoided, 
ery convenience, which cau be of as- 1 * ' '

irX"’irr“"" “d "”'"1 ~ COMMISSIONS.
„.'S SStMURTAi» ■ -*»•,  f-*  
treatment and cure of Chronic Diseases when you take a commissiou on 
anywhere to be found. Progressive Thinker, that the party

DRS. PEEBLES & BURROUGHS, sending for the paper is not entitled to 
Battle Creek, Michigan. | tlle premium, “Ghost Land.” Don’t 

forget that. .

Twice, since moving to Indianapolis, 
we have been compelled to increase our • 
(Alice room and facilities. At the pres
ent timo and for a year and a half part, 
we have been located in one of the 
largest and finest office buildings in the 
city. The amount of room occupied 
therein has been increased from lime to 
time until now our offices are very ex
tensive: notwithstanding this they are 
inadequate to our pres nt needs.

This has made the careful conduct of 
our work very difficult, and a location 
where the concentration of our offices 
and all our work is possible has become 
necessary. This has made a change 
from the present office building, where 
our principal offices are loca’.ed, im
perative.

We now have a large building, which 
is devoted exclusively to our offices. 
We have ample room adjoining to en
large this building from time to time as 
our work may necessitate.

Our location and accommodations are 
unsurpassed. We now have the largest 
and finest offices.In the United States, 
devoted exclusively to the treatment of 
chronic diseases. '

It is a matter of pride, to Spiritualists, 
that among their number should bo 
found the physicians having these ae- 
eOmn odaticns, and especially so that 
their old friend and champion, Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, is the one to achieve this won
derful success. It is a demonstration of 
the fact that the public, generally, are 
commencing to realize and appreciate 
the advantages which a Psychic phy
sician possesses. It is a recognition of 
merit and thorough medical and sci
entific education, supplemented by won
derful p ychic gifts. Our practice is not 
limited to adherents of Spiritualism, in 
fact, a large number of oar patients are 
members of orthodox churches.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs have made 
it a practice to claim nothing which 

. they do not actually do. They have 
staled a great many times that they '

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,
The well-known Psycbometrlet and Business Medium« 
Rending» personally, by letter or photograph «1.00« 
Three reasonable questions answered by mall for 
25 cento Address 54 N. 52nd uve., Chicago. Psycho
pathic treatments. 877Cf

Mr. and Mrs. Hatfield Pettibone,
MEDIUMS,

8155 Grovelaud avenue, Chicago. III. Phenomenal 
Seances given In full light. AB seances by appoint
ment every Tuesday and b rlduy evenings, at 8 o clock 
sharp. Developing and Magnetic Treatment a special
ty, Private sittings from 10 a. m. to 4 p. in. dally. All 
correspondence with stamp enclosed promptly an
swered. 430tf

DR. J. SWANSON
PSYCHOPATHIST,

And his Spirit Band treat all diseases—physical and 
mental—at any distance, without medicine; atoo de
velop Healer». Testimonials from all over the United 
Slates. J. C. F. Grumbine and Willard J. H ull recom
mend him. Send stamp for pamphlet, terms, etc. 
1128 Clinton avenue, Minneapolis, Minn. 447

INSPIRATION'S VOICE.
A music book complete for the Spiritualist's every 

use. Tbe finest jnuslc of any collection known, with 
suitable words, to cents, and postage 10 cents.

486tf H. W. BOOZER, Grand Rapids, Mich.

If sick or ailing, send a lock of your 
hair, name, age, sex, leading ay nip 
tom, four cents postage, and I will di 
agnose your case and tell you what 
will cure your ailments. Address

DR. J. 0. BATDORF,
Dept. 1?., Grand Rapids, Mich.

858tf

By the Use of Vitalized Flannel. 
Cures all Manner of Diseases.

Dr. A. W. Birkholz, the Healer.

POSITIVELY CURE 
CHRONIC DISEASES

i A HAIR FOOD J
? Superior, Wis. Oct. 12,1807 *
¿Mexican Medicine Co. £
’ Mv Dear Sirs—Please seud me another*  
Jjbottleof Vans Mexican Hair Restorative.g 
£l had been bothered for years with dandruff, J 
$my hair was gray and rapidly falling out.4 
*Erom the first application 1 have not been < 
¿¡troubled in the least with dandruff, and nfterA 
► using half a bottle iny hair stopped falling J 
&out, and although quite gray, to my surRrise,$ 
”has turned to its original color.

" ' ' A. L. TULL. $
Pastor First M. E. Church.V 

ONE DOLLAR PER BOTTLE | 
Agents wanted in unoccupied territory g

prospects of a future career.
•My reference to those who “ma

ligned" Mr. Coonley, applied to the 
fake fraternity in San Francisco, who 
gave It out that he only exposed bis 
own tricks, while all readers of my re
port of his expose will admit that it 
was the most complete ever given by 

• theany exjwser, not excepting even 
noted Hagaman. Of course their 
ject was to keep people away from 
exposes, for fear they might learn 
much.

It is an old proverb that “bees

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Curse all forms of stomach, liver and kidney dlseas&i 
alsoconsdpatlon. A sure cure for that tired, worn4ut 
feeling. Guaranteed to assist your system to healCfl 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for on© 
month sent foril.OO.

Ofte package of our Magnetised Compound for Kift 
eyes or poor eyesight. Has bean used and praised by 
thousands lu all parts of the world. Sent for 60 cento, 
or all three sent postpaid for 41.00, with Yarma’i 
photo and Instructions how tollve 100 years.

Melted Pebble Spectacles;
Eestorelost vision. Write for Illustrated Clreu]ar|l 

showing styles and prices and photo of Spirit Varma, J 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. I oau“ 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
your eyes in your own home as if you were In my 
office, us thousands can testify. Send stamp tor 
photo. B F. Poole. Clinton. Iowa.

WANTED-GOOD MAN OR WOMAN» 
to represent us In every town. lioness 
Article; Good Seller. Will give you 

references. Address
LEKKO COMPANY, 
50 Dearborn St., Chicago»

FATFOLKS^ra 
I ■ per mouth by a harm- XRk A

less treatment by proc- »W Wsw 
ticlng physician of 20 yean’experience. JkJL 
No baa effectoor detention from business.
No starving, wrinkles or ilafibineBs. Iin-1 11
proves general health and beautlta complexion. Phf 
Blclans and society ladle» Indorse It. Thousands curoL

PATIENTS TREATED BY MAIL 
confidentially. For particulars address, with stamp» 

DR. 0. W. F, SNYDER, C
PRACTICAL GUIDE TO SPIRITUALISM, HEAL- 
A ing and Occult Science, with complete rules for 
Semicos and Development—15 cents—by Professo» 
Wairond, Openi House Block, Denver, Colo. 43titi
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Mbs. Mabt M.Bxbiibb. DeKalb. 111., writes: "You 
remember 1 told you there was something growing 
under my »bort ribs, ll 1« nearly all gone. 1 applied 

■the llannel as directed and aat (or treatment« every 
Tuesday and Friday eveulugsi and have felt hand« on 
my head. Send another vitalized flannel,"

Mbs. Kmblikb Tbltos. 108 Cherry street. West 
Newton, Maaa.. writes: "I have had absent treat, 
meme from you for my cough and feel that 1 have 
been beticQled."

IVm. WH1BI.AXD, Edgar. Neb., again writes: "I am 
slowly Improving: bate been out door a little each 
day for the last week. Am gaining strength faet. 
My heart la stronger, end gaining, but Ie weak yet. 
Have gained more lu the lust two weeks Utsu In a 
year before. The last vitalized flannel did me more 
good than all things combined that 1 over took. I 
shall do all I can tor you."

Mus. Wn. Labi ma». Clifford, Mich., again writes: 
"Please send me another piece of the vitalized flan
nel, as 1 am better after using the Issl one."

August HtomniT, Valentine. Neb., writes: “I re
ceived your letter and flannel, and am getting better. 
I can feel It. My pains are getting loss and 1 fed 
better every way.’’

Address
DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ,

PEOPLE’S INSTITUTE, CHICAGO.

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
Trance and Business Medium, Sittings dully; hours, 
10 to 1, Residence, Vernon av., Chicago, HL

Something New and Reliable
If sick, write mo u letter stating tbe fact, with age, 

name, sex uud complexion and six cents in stamps, 
and 1 will tell you Just what your troubles are by 
Psychic Power; also a means of a rapid cure. I need 
no hair or leading symptoms; your letter Is enough« 
Herbnllbtfc Remedies in connection with Psychic 
Power. Address or call.

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
35 Warren ¿1., 8tonehanit AiaM.

VMTTD VTTTHDP accurately calculated by 
I VLI-tb i UI UltlJ Pruf. Geo. W. WalromL 
Astrologer, Rooms 6 & 7 Tabor Opera House Blocli 
Denver, Colo. Charts from 11. Bend stamp for circu
lars. 434tf
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Tho day is not far distant when the azine devoted to Philosophy and Phi- 
honest, eonscientious psychie physician, lanthropy. Ldited bj W. J. CoRille, 
who has a good medical education, lit- This wide-awake periodical keeps In 
erary and scientific attainments, will touch with all the live questions of the 
outrank aud outclass all physicians in times, and t is a most ins ructlve fam- 
the cure of chronic diseases Hy companion. Subscription, 50 cents

There is no line of work where psy- I>er year. Two sample copies sent for ehic gifts are of so much value as in rl 5 cents. Address ‘’Editor ” 242 Hunt- 
Hoving human suffering—being able to | ington atenúe, Boston, Mass, 
clearly understand a person’s physical 
condition—being able to locate the dis
ease and the causes for it, the psychic 
physician possesses an advantage over 
all" other physicians that will soon rev
olutionize modern, medical practice.

The fact that Drs. Peebles & Bur
roughs to-day possess the largest, finest 
and most complete offices, in the United 
States devoted to the exclusive treat
ment of Chronic Diseases is proof that 
this statement is not overdrawn.

DRS. PEEBLES & BURROUGHS, 
Battle Creek, Michigan.

fi ^epderfal
1898. THE STARS SAY 1898.

A Phenomenal

line of work where psychic gifts are of 
so much value as in relieving human 
Buffering—being able to clearly under
stand a person’s physical condition— 
being able to locale the disease and the 
causes for it, the Psychic physician 
possesses an advantage over all other 
physicians that will soon revolutionize 
modern medical practice.

for a Historical Jesuk _________
In tbi« volume tbo Jew« are clearly shown not to 

have been tbe holy end favored people they claim to 
have been. Tbe Messianic Idea Is traced to the Bae- : 
trian Philosopher, 2850 years B. C., and Ito history 1» . onuined fonSwlnkThe 'waves of emigration untillit 1. 1 
fully developed Into Cbrlstlanllr. with a mythical boro, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement . 
OiTho book demonstratoTthol Christianity and lu con 
tral hero are mythical: that the whole system is ba»ed 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Ito rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. I“*« ”’’ 'j'“1 
search among the records of the past, Its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority. and no per
son can read It without I istructloo and profit, whether 
he reaches the same conclusions with the author 0» 
otherwise. For aaie at tbla_office.

MRg. M. L. GILLETTE. INDEPENDENT SLATE- 
wrlter. 218 East 42d place, Chicago. 447

PSYCHOMETRY AND CL AIRVOY ANCE-X-RAYS 
of Psychic Powers. Fend 11 and stamps for a 

correct rending of your bnstnoss, social and affairs of 
life, and get advice that will be Invaluable to you. 
I. K. P. B. says: “Everything was h» you said, »nd 
your predictions were correct." Address M. ST.
OMER BK1GGS. Hamilton. Ohio.______________ 446

ASTRAL READING
And your phase of Mediumship, with Instructions for 
development; also a copy of “The Path to Power." 
Send date of birth and 25 cents (silver) to URIEL 
BUCHANAN, 743 North Park av., Chicago, Ill. 444

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWH 
homa. AV ill beud a pamphlet giving Instructions, 

delineate your phase of inedlum^hlp, and u spiritual 
soug-booR. All for 26 cents. Address MRS. J. A» 
BLISS. San Diego. Cal._______________________458

~ FRED P. EVANS, 
The World-Famed Medium for In

dependent Slate-Writing.
Heis now located at 103W.42d st., between Broad® 
way and Sixth av.. New York City. Agency for Psy
chical and Occult literature. 438tf

CoHege of Psychical Sciences.
To ensure satisfactory, permanent uufoldment In 

Psychometry, Clairvoyance, Psychopathy. Inspira
tion. Illumination, send a stamped, addressed envelope 
for booklet, terms, percentage of medial and spiritual 
gif»,», to J. C. F. Gruinblnc, author nud lecturer, 7820 
Hawthorne avenue (Station P), Chicago.

“Clairvoyance: Its Nature and Law of Unfold- 
inont.” A work of Illumination. Teaches how to 
pierce the veil of sen»», to sec spirits and unfold 
adepublp. Price «3.50. Address the author, ' 

J. C. FGRUMB1NE.

A LOCAL, 
CONSTITUTIONAL AND

SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
Overaaunnerot ■eonlnrj 

before the public. Bend fori 
‘ • True Theory of Catarrh1 «J 
mulled free.

DR. SYKES SURE CURE CO., 
843 W. Madison St, CHICAGO., 

J-‘or Sale at OruffaMt»

The Lyceum, devoted to the interests 
of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. til Willowdale street. 
Only fifty .cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special Interest In it. It 
Is published weekly. Try It. 437tf

TESTS
By Astrology. Predicts tbe future; valuable In all 
affairs of life- Trial readings 24c. equal toothers’ 11 
boroscopes; ¿2 horoscopes reduced to 11.50. “CLAIR-
AUT” ASTROLOGER, Watertown. N. Y._______ 446

I. M. LANPHERE, M. D.
Paralysis. Nervous Prostration. Rheumatism and 

other Chronic Diseases cured by Magnetic Remedies. 
Send stamp, with lock of hair, age and sex, for free 
clairvoyant diagnosis. P. O.Box 7, Cambridge. Vt. 446

RS. B. H ASENCLEVER, INDEPENDENT SLATE
writing and Portraits. Trumpet circle every 

Tuesday evening. 25c. 412 W. Division st., cor Robey.
446

Horoscope and five questions an- 
rwered lor 25c. Send dale ot birth aud > eMsnecea- 

sary. V. M.DEVINE. Jefferson Park. 111. Box 129. 444 

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
Embracing Soul Culture. Clairvoyance, I’sjciionietry 
and Lawa of Unfoldmcnt. For partlciil. ’.rs address 
EMMA RUDER. 704 Central ave., O. 440
-QLeAFNGS- 

FROM THE ROSTRUM.

hofiey from the liog-wailow,” and as a 
truth-seeker, I look for truth and 
knowledge wherever it may be found, 
regardless of the character of those 
who can give it to me. By reporting 
Mr. Coouley’s expose in San Francisco, 
in'The Progressive Thinker, I have ex
posed the whole system of fraud and 
the den of vipers that were tightening 
thfcmselves about the vitals of Spirit
ualism; and just wherein Mr. Coonley's 
personal character has anything to do 
with tlie affair, I fail to see. However 
that may be, I rest with the clear con
science of having done my duty for the 
eniiso of true Spiritualism.Cau«e oi u 1 ERNEST s. GREEN.

“Human Culture ana Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and.Social Ut>- 
hnllfilDEr ” By E. D. Babbitt, M. p„ 
LL D A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Soj'al Sp
ence” Religion. etc. Price, cloth, 75c. 
For sale at this office.

-Who Are These Spiritualists and 
what Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, tile well

author. Price 15 cents. For
V» r x n’ ■ • r

READ Onnsby’B Almanac, Ephemeris, Busi
ness, and Weather Guide, for 1B08, and 

I Mt ntAOUN. | learn what the future has in store for the People
, . I of this Great Republic. Fifty-six Horoacoplcal

(Continued Iruin page 1.) illustrations. ,
—------------------------------------- • ■ ---------------------- A Reading for every child born during the year
ment all the time, and many times Birthday information for all. ■
sowing good seed in tbe minds of others I All Ahout Marriage! 
that Will bring to US many golden I When to marry, when to have children, and 
sheaves In the-future. Never a day h°w “ Health I
passes but we have an opportunity to I AU About Health I
do a kindly act; or cheer some heart by This saves cost many times over. Price in 
a pleasant word. These little things PaPer' 5°°’ cloth’ ’I 0°- 
may seem like trifles to us—hardly Dr. E. A. Bead, eminent as an ad- 
worthy of notice, but they are long vanced thinker, writes: "Brother Orrns- 
strides in our progression. Many times by’s Almanac came O. K. It is the best 
I have been helped out of the little ruts I ever saw, and its usefulness should 
and depressions of life by a few words not be overlooked by the general public, 
uttered by those who at the time were It Is well worth the price asked. 
mv companions, and while they little ~~ * ' •
knew the great help they were to me, at I “After Her Death. The. Story of a 
tbe same time they were unwittingly Summer. By Lilian Whiting. No 
placing themselves on a higher plane mind that Joves spiritual thought can 
bv that one little kindly expression. fail to be fed and delighted with this 

There are many cross-makers in the I book. Beautiful spiritual thought, eqm- 
w’orld, but let all who call themselves bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
Spiritualists so live that they may ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
throw out such a good Influence in the 
world that cross-makers will have a de
sire to come out of the moral darkness 
they are in into the glorious light of 
truth and harmony. _

. MABY A. INGALLS.
Watertown, N. Y.
“Bellglon as Revealed by the Mate

rial and Spiritual Universe. By B. D. 
Babbitt, M. D., LL.D.” A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject’ philosophic, historic, analytical 
and’critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Sniritualist. One of the very best 
books on the subject. Price, reduced 
to $1, cloth; paper, 50. cents. F?r sale 
nt this office.

Dre. Peebles & Burroughs, Indianapolis, Ind.
Dear Sirs:—I have Just received the diagnosis of 

my case and 1 am delighted with It for it Is very cor
rect. Very truly yours, /

Mas. Abbie McCaslin, 
^May 14,1898. Upwn, Masa.

Dra. Peebles * BurrouBhs/IudlanapoliB, Ind.
Dear Sirs:—I recdvoByottr letter and the diagnosis 

la correct. Very respectfully.
CoBKsma Sohvtlee Pause.

May 14» 1898. Sheboygan, Wla.

the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For Bale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.

“Poems of Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may-be read. In her 
varied moods, "from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly, enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1. -

“Atlantis: Th6 Antediluvian World.” 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 

I of it given by Plato as veritable history.
It is Intensely interesting. Price, $2.

PLEASE REMEMBER
That DRS. PEEBLES & BUR

ROUGHS’ address is now

BATTLE GREEK, MIGH.
That they have She largest, finest and 
most complete dfHces in the United 
States, which ate exclusively devoted 
to the treatment of

CHRONIC DISEASES,
Their wonderful success and extensive 
practice has made the acquisition- of 
these Increased facilities necessary.

If suffering from any, CHRONIC
LESION,
SEND NAME, ■ :

AGE, SEX, and a „
LEADING SYMPTOM,

And receive an ABSOLUTELY COR
RECT DIAGNOSIS, Free.

Remember to address

Mbs s. f. dkwolf, independent slate
Writer and Test Medium, 241 Winchester avenue, 

Chicago. Van Buren cart, or Madison, transfer al 
Robey.. Ladles’ Circle. Thursday« at 2._________447

“LOOK AND LEARN.”
Tbe renowned physician of ability has been led by 

higher power to prepare a remedy of superior healing 
Qualities for suffering humanity, composed of Roots 
and Herbs highly Magnetized and Electrified; also 
an Electro-Magnetic Pad; both of which have given 
extraordinary proof of their power of curing diseases, 
having been thoroughly tried in private practice and 
nroving very successful. Now given to the public for 
the first time. For all Information of same Inclose 
twoS-ccnttftamps and address J. H. DICKEY. M.p., 
125 6. Division SL, Grand Rapids, Mich.________ 444

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
BY S. WEIL.

RATTLE CREEK, MICH

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,

Astior of “Helen Harlow’« Vow," ‘The Occult 
Force« of Sex," “Perfect Motherhood,” and many 
SherWorXa. Price 21 cento. foraaleatthliofflca.

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS. _
Gathered from the Highways, By-ways and Hedges 

of Life. By Mattie E. Hull. • This is a marvelously 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best poems, 
sermons and essaya, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of Moses Hull. Price, 
neatly bound in English cloth, 81. For sale at this 
office. . . '

THE DIAKKA.
'TffE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH 
J. ly Vlctima, by the Seer, A*  J. Davll, 1» ft very In« 

Uresting and suggestive work. Jt is an explanation oi 
much that to false and repulsive in Splrltttoltom, em
bodying a most Important recent Interview with ¿amei 
Tlotorwitoon, a resident of the SummeC-Llfid. FrtOt 
ID cento. Tw utoatUll offlofc . ■

This Is a work of great value, written by one of the 
keenest, most powerful and most truly religious < 
mind» of the day. It to particularly a work which ! 
Bbould be pat into the hands of those who have freed 
themselves from tho dogmtb of orthodoxy and from , 
tbe dogmas of materialistic science, for It will 
strengthen the conviction of tbe free mind that mind . 
and senses are not the whole of life.

The chapters reveal a new method tn psychic and 
iplrltu&l research. They show vivid glimpses of a ' 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can »arrive, and 
tbe childhood period of faith and fancy wlU be super> 
wded by knowledge and facts. For b£*  st this office.

Thu work to one that every one should retd*  It 
beam» throughout with rare genu of thought, prao- 
tical u» well m profound. There 1» »uuahlne sn4 
beauty in every sentence uttered. The work to deal*  
catcd to the author'» favorite slater,.Ssrah Frcnoh 
Farr, now passed to Bpirlt-llfe. Hudion Tuttle, of 
Berlin Helghto,Ohk gives an Interestinguetch of ths 
author’s Ute. ______

CONTENTS:
Dedication. ___
Sketch of the Life of B, nwiK).
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha-
Mohammed, or the Faith *nA  WSMOl 

Islam.
Joseph Smith and the BookOfifonnOn 
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency QfldOM, 
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Idftk 
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age,
What Is Truth?
Decoration Address.

i HUGE, SI.0Q. POSTBMB,

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS
Not Adapted to Modern Civilization, with the True 
Character of Mary Magdalene. . By Geo. TV . Brown» 
M.D. Price, 15 cento.

LIFE IN IWU SMS,
A Fascinating Work.

Tbe reader« of Thx PaoauMBrvs ThikkSb will re. 
member the story under the above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published ta lu columns. At th. 
time, constant Inquiries were made as to It« appeartaf 
in book form. This Wish has now been gratlOeil. Ij 
make« a volume of 243 pages, ta «trie and form like the 
"Conventof tbeSecreaHeart,” wlthaflnely-engrare4 ■ 
Ukeneaa of the author on tho cover. The scenes of th. 
itory alternately shift from earth to tbe spirit sphere«, 

.o... .. _________ ---------------------- and the philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation and
Paine HomesteSl and Paine Monument, at New mode« of lifts of spiritual beings, are presented ta th. 
Rochelle, also,, portraits of Thoma« Clio Rickman, form otnarrative....................................... ‘
JoeBsilow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland, Thefollowlngaretbe chapter-title«: Introductions 
Condorcet, Brissot, and the most promtnentof Paine’. The House of tho Sage; Home ot the Miser; Tbe Low 
.friend« ta Europe and America. Cloth. 78 cuts, | Socletie«; Hades; Chrlstmastldo ta tbo Spberee of
________  -  : Light; chrlBtmastlde and tbe Golden Gate; Tbo yn.

T-ur ners ATIAM I hannv Marriage; Easter Day ta Heaven;THE RELATION ! tne^artb; TboChange Called Death; Co™1“®I?,*! 1,®
Of »hoSpiritual to the Material Universe; and the ■ Knowledge of the Light; society ^aln hlJlM 
Law ot Control. New edition, enlarged anti revised, i Earth; To™»ken “A

VnrftflsiT Price 15 cents. - ■ Visit to ft Dtttent Globe; Reunion inweppu»»*  2”by M. Faraa&y. racew cents. ~ contentednes» Not Goodness; Address of tbe Sage, j

THE HISTORICAL JESUSa ® ®• . • __ • I. erfir-rpcntrlnEcnestlOns; a bookwblch will Intere»*?-And Mythical Christ. By Gerald Mueey. 1W page«, the ebureh member, nor repel the most prejudto® 
Uno. rriw Wouts. _ _: 1 Tbe price In paper UM com ¡auUafli PotmlH

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor of tbe National with Preface and Notes 

by Peter Eckler, Illustrated with views of the old w*» _ — _ .«4 Pein. Ifohhmawt fit XTfirv
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Future?--Organization—Shall We Have a Declaration of Prlnci-

in all

In our

under-

worlds is of works.
“The fault, dear Brutus, is not 

stars,
But In ourselves, that we are 

lings?’

sheaves, as harvested souls. Being 
good, doing good, and in saving others, 
we save ourselves. Salvation

sPIIylTUALIgjVI—Progress, tfre Uphtersal Lav? of fJatáre; Tboûgljt, tt>e Soldent of fier Problems.—SPIRITUALISM

B JUBILEE OF SPfflM
Fifty Years of Spiritualism in America--Our Past and Present—What of Our

ples?~0b8tacles in Dor Way—A Crisis—Etc., Etc. • • / ■ ■ .
A Brilliant Address by J, M. Peebles, M. D„ at the Celebration of the Golden Jubilee of 

Spiritualism, Rochester, N. Y.

Many emotions, memories and con- 
Bideration of vital importance, relating 
to the past and present—relating to this 
grand Jubilee and Its outcome, thrill 
my soul to its very depths. We have 
come to this modern Bethlehem from 
the North and from the South, the East 
and the West to review the past, to re
joice In the present, and to plan work, 
In connection with the higher heavenly 
powers, for the Incoming future.

The yesterday conspired to make the 
to-day. Without the past the present 
could not have been. For ages history 

. had recorded in briek and stone, on 
parchment, papyrus, and rock inscrip
tions tlie rise and growth, the decline 
and fall of nations in Asia and Africa; 
and later In Europe; but the history of 
America remained a blank, its very ex
istence being unknown to the swarming 
Orient.

At length a new land was discovered. 
Columbus, mooring bis ships on the 
coasts of this continent, found it peo
pled witli millions of aborigines, who 
with open hearts and hands received 
the white newcomers. They pt first 
supposed these Spanish to be gods, but 
soon found them to be ruthless in
vaders—selfish demons, greedy for gold. 
The cry of these Spanish Christians 
was, “Your lauds, or a war of ex
termination.”

Later there flocked from Europe the 
Hollanders, the Huguenots, the Scotch, 
and the Puritans, a strange national 
interblending. They fled from persecu
tion to become in time themselves per
secutors. They fled to a land magnfi- 
cent In Its resources; in its wide range 
of climate and rich products; with skies 
brilliant as those of Italy; winter re
sorts, the peer of Cannes, the Beviera, 
and Mentone; waters as healing as 
those of Carlsbad and Baden-Baden; 

•air as healthful as Algiers and Egypt; 
plains as productive of breadstuffs as 
the valleys of the Nile and the Gauges 
in their palmiest days; mines far richer 
than ancient Golconda and Ophir; a 
land of furs in the North, and of orange 
groves in the South; a land of progress, 
of civil liberty, and of human better
ment; a laud whose possibilités were so 
vast that tlie wildest visionary did not, 
and has not as yet scarcely begun to 
comprehend the mighty outcome; and 
a land where
“The sounding aisles of the dim woods 

ring
With the anthems of the free.”

It was here that angels planned to 
sow the seed, and plant the tree of life— 
Modern Spiritualism. The Fox Sisters, 
the discoverers and founders, were of 
a? little note In the world as were those 
historié women 6f old, who were “Last 
at the cross, and first at the grave” of 
the martyred Nazarene.

When the time for a new dispensation 
had come, angel fingers touched the 
electric button. The Fox Sisters caught 
the echoing sounds, translated them, 
and so demonstrated a future existence. 
Materialism was struck dumb, and sec
tarian orthodoxy sunk away, for the 
hour, In grim dismay.

HALF A CENTURY AGO.
Fifty years since those mystic rap

pings, and what marvelous changes! 
Watchman, what of the night? Is the 
star rising? Is the sun of truth in the 
ascendancy? Are those that are for 
us more than those that arc against us? 
What have Spiritualists during the past 
fifty years accomplished. What is the 
real foundation stone of Spiritualism? 
Do Spiritualists require any leaders? 
Are settled speakers desirable? What 
questions have Spiritualists settled? 
Has organization proven a success? 
What has been the character of spirit 
influence upon the lives of mediums? 
Have we any declaration of principles? 
What does Spiritualism in the estima
tion of the world stand for?

These inquiries, with others, quite, if 
not more important, require considera
tion and the best thought of the most 
highly inspired minds constituting this 
Jubilee Convention—each co-worker 
present will no doubt speak as fear

' lessly, as conscientiously, from his or 
her standpoint. Personally, no padlock 
shall fasten my lips, nor fear palsy my 
tongue. “If the truth offend,” said St. 
Jerome, “be ye offended.” Peace, if 
possible, is my motto, but the right, the 
truth at all hazards. This is the voice 
of all true manliness.

For many years I had no warmer, 
nobler personal friend that Prof. S. B. 
Brittan, and often since his resurrec
tion out of the mould of mortality into 
the higher' completeness of immortality 
have I had the most direct and satisfac
tory communication with him. He has 
never had any difficulty-in proving his 
identity. Just before leaving the Pa
cific Coast, ,<ând while having a sitting 
with Mrs. Freitag, unexpectedly Prof. 
Brittan announced his ’presence, and 
said In substance: -

“I sqe you are pondering and revolv
ing In your mind as to what will be the 
outcome of the Fiftieth Anniversary.^)! 
Modern Spiritualism. Doubtless it- will 
be an important occasion, and one that 
will interest us immortals, as you are 
pleased to denominate us, quite as

much as it will yourselves, who are yet 
clothed with mortality. While assuring 
you of my presence and that of others 
of the old pioneers, who went forth 
weeping bearing precious seed, I wish, 
if you feel so disposed, that you would 
make some use of one or more of . my 
positions while in the body upon a sim
ilar occasion. Inspired nt that time, I 
broached thoughts and expressed ideas 
In advance of my period, causing con
siderable controversy. Strangely as it 
may seem to you, there are spirits on 
our side opposed to organization, and 
others strenuously opposed to an inter
communion between the two worlds. 
Others still make use of the com
municating channels for selfish and va
rious uuspiritual purposes. I send 
greetings of good-will to the Jubilee.”

This communication, clear-eut and 
Brittan-like, reveals to us the interest 
that resurrected souls take in the better
ing of humanity. And why not, since 
consciousness, memory and identity In

■influx, Immortality! because God Is Im
mortality itself. This was original in
volution. God is spirit. God is life 
Itself. God Is energy, intelligence, 
power, wisdom, and love—infinite and 
unchanging.

Man stands upon the very apex of the 
earth's organic pyramid, made in the 
divine image. He is a finite spirit. He 
is the'cfowning glory of evolution. He 
can say to sun, moon, and stars, you 
may perish, but I, a thinking, conscious, 
progressive being, shall live on and on, 
traversing the immeasurable spaces, 
eternally approaching, yet never reach
ing infinite perfection.

The to-days largely fashion and 
function in the to-morrows. This life 
is a school out of which we graduate 
one by one into a life of infinitely better 
facilities. And by an Inexorable law 
we take the harvests of this life along 
with us. Never can self get away from 
conscious self. Though at death’s 
door, we move up one step higher—we

But such modern-coined phrases to rep
resent God as "the causeless cause,” 
“the underlying law,” "the infinite va
riety,” “tlie' absolute reality,” “the 
eternal force,” “the molecular polarity,” 
“the indwelling potency,” “the infilling 
energy,” fail-all most effectually fall 
In satisfying the reason ’or touching the 
soul’s deepest emotions. A potency, a 
presence, or an energy without intelli
gence is only comparable to an all
diffusing gas, or a boundless ocean of 
gaseous ether.

A God without consciousness, intelli
gence, wisdom, and love is in fact little 
more than provoking emptiness. Let us 
away then with qjl sophistries, and say 
with a straight-out manliness, Spirit
Infinite Spirit is God, in which are cen
tered life, force, intelligence, law— 
everything tliat is great and good and 
beautiful. These exalted conceptions, 
while carrying conviction, touch the 
great heart of humanity and command 
both confidence and reverence.

There are a few platform Spiritual
ists standing upon the stilts of their 
own fancy, who seem half afraid of the 
very word God. Mention it, and they 
fly back to the Jehovah of the Jews, 
and begin to furiously dilate upon his 
anger, his jealousy, his commands to 
“butcher t'he men, women and children 
of the old Oanaonftish nations." But 
stop!—I have said nothing about the 
Jehovah of the Jews, nor the Zeus of 
tho Greeks, nor the Jupiter of the 
Romans, nor any other national deity. 
I said God—God whom Proclus defined 
as Causation—whom Jesus pronounced 
Spirit—A. J. Davis, the Great Positive 
Mind, and whom Theodore Parker de
nominated in tones most tender—"Our 
Father and our Mother too.” If the 
ignorant confound God with Jehovah 
or Jupiter, tlie thinker is not to blame. 
If the depraved confound love with 
lust, the socialist is not to blame. If 
the unprincipled politician confounds 
liberty with license and anarchy, the 
statesman Is not to blame. No man is 
required to find both brains and com
prehension for others. Spirit is God, 
and Spiritualism, therefore, is of God!

SPIRITUALISM A SCIENCE.
What are our sources of knowledge? 

Obviously, the facts of observation and 
experience, as recognized by, and in
terpreted by reasoii. •

We are all conscious of such sensa
tions as color,- hardness, acidity, form 
and oUiers, which Teason arranges and 
classifies. And accordingly, out of 
these recognized facts of sensation we 
construct our science of matter
physics, In the broadest sense of that 
word. And further, relying upon our 
consciousness attd our intuitions, we 
determine that we are intellectual be
ings and also religious beings. As a

their deepest, widest sense accompany 
them to those evergreen shores of life.

To be or not to be, is not the question 
with Spiritualists. To be—to exist con
sciously in a future life of activity, is 
with them a settled question. They 
know that the dead, so-called, are allye. 
They know that these mortal bodies 
are raised again only in the mosses, the 
grasses, and the wild vines that twine 
alike around tower and tombstone. 
They know that those whom on earth 
they loved, live as conscious identities 
hereafter—live and love them still. 
They know these facts through spirit
ual phenomena, through science, phil
osophy, and the historic testimonies of 
the ages. They know the higher truths 
of Spiritualism through consciousness, 
reason, the soul’s intuitions, and the 
cultured judgment of the enthroned 
Ego within—the divinity in humanity.

Spiritualists are not materialists, for 
they consider matter as little more than 
Illusion. At best, it is only the covering 
and temporary instrument of Spirit. 
Spiritualists are not agnostics, for in 
place of “We don’t know,” they have 
inscribed in imperishable characters 
of light and truth upon the portal of 
their divine philosophy, “We do know!” 
We know that the so-considered dead 
are more vigorously alive to the activi
ties of growth and soul-unfoldment 
than are the magses yet dwelling In the 
fleshy tabernacles of mortality.

Job's inquiry, “If a man die. shall he 
live again?” is never asked or reiterated 
by Spiritualists; and because man
essential man—never dies! It is the 
body, the physical temple only, that de
cays. The body, however beautiful 
and perfect, is in no sense the man, but 
the machinery that ■ the spirit tem
porarily uses in accomplishing the va
rled purposes that pertain to this pri
mary stage of existence.. ■

This moment I am immortal! This 
moment I am a conscious,' individual
ized spirit, living In-a’dual world, the 
world of matter and the’.-over-arching, 
infilling world of spirit;’You, 0, fellow- 
pilgrims,-are all immortal now, clothed 
in Immortality. You are gods made in 
the image of God. ’ , . -

The prophet, when standing, upon the 
Mount of Vision, declared that “God 
breathed into man the breath of life;” 
that is, breathed into him conscious 
spirit, a potentlalized portion of him
self, breathed Into man by the law of

take consciousness, thought, purpose, 
and will with us. And this myself— 
this yourself—this mortal status'of at
tainment in this present life, determines 
our condition, at least temporarily, in 
that new and higher stage of existence.

Cause and effect are links in the 
never-ending chain of being. There are 
heavens of brightness over there and 
bells of moral darkness. There are 
prisons there, primary reformatories, 
higher schools, academic departments, 
and universities of transcendent bril
liancy in those magnificent mansions of 
the angels. Examinations — self-ex
aminations the most rigid, precede 
graduations and promotions in those 
higher etherealized realms of immor
tality. Over the golden portal of those 
celestial spheres is written, “Enter only 
when thou art worthy.”

No thought is lost. Memory is the 
recording angel, conscience, the un
dying worm. And the divine inmost 
Ego, the enthroned God within, is ever 
saying to the self-conscious depraved, 
"Depart, depart for further discipline” 
—depart and only return for promotion 
when bringing with you gammed

And yet, upward all things tend—no 
star sets that does not rise again.. 
God’s mercy endureth forevet.
“I can but trust that good shall fall 
At last—far off—at last to all, • ■ 
And every winter change to spring.” - 
“Not one life shall be destroyed, 
Or cast as rubbish to the void, 
When God hath made the pile com- 

pieté." •
SPIRITUALISM IS OF GOD.

Every structure /to be. permanent 
must have a substantial foundation. 
And the foundation ' of Spiritualism is 
Spirit, in which are embodied con
sciousness, force,' immutability. The' 
Trinity of Athanasius. AU of the old 
churchianic ideas of God must go. 
They well became the babyhood period 
of the races. But antiquity and its gods 
are all dead. Science and reason are 
nowjsusily engaged in burying them.

correct classification of the facts ob
served in the physical world in connec
tion with reason gives us a science of 
the Intellect, or psychology; so from a 
correct classification of Ute facts of 
psychical or spiritual phenomena, 
which no intelligent man, having re
spect for his intellectual reputation, 
now denies, we construct the science of 
Spiritualism.

It is not hypothesis—it is not assump
tion; but it is demonstrated just as 
definitely as any other science, by con
sciousness, observation, experience and 
sopud judgment. Spiritualists may in 
minor matters disagree. The forms 
and methods connected with Spiritual
ism may change—the same is true of 
the science of geology, the science of 
botany or chemistry. The whole ter
minology and science of chemistry has 
changed since my academic days; but 
the laws and principles underlying 
chemical action have not changed. New 
discoveries, new phenomena, and new 
hypotheses are continually being con
nected with or added to the science of 
Spiritualism. But the corner-stone, 
which is Spirit, remains fixed and 
abiding.

Metaphysically speaking, occultism 
or spiritism under some name was the 
light-bearer that, all along the cycling 
periods of the past, in a measure, 
illumined the world; while modern 
Spiritualism to Its truer, higher aspect 
is a science, a religion and a philosophy. 
Aye, more; it is the philosophy of all 
philosophies, encompassing the depths 
below us, the siderial heavens above 
us—the boundless universe Itself!

The phrase often used by some of ,our 
speakers, “Man is a religious animal,” 
must be dropped. Man Is not an animal. 
His spirit did not originate in, nor is it 
an output from the animal kingdom. 
Brutality does not—cannot evolve into 
spirituality. No—man is not “a re
ligious animal,” but a noble religious 
being, a possible angel, gifted with 
such powers and- mighty potent proph
ecies as to. warrant the eternal unfold
ment of all his God-given attributes.

No—I repeat, mauls not an animal— 
he does not crawl like the worm, walk 
on four feet like the jackal, nor root 
like the swine. 'Bodily, man has in a 
very large degree the animal organiza
tion; but man reaUy and absolutely is a 
spirit; or reversed—the spirit is the 
man, with a coflscidus mind that can 
soar high as the-ceriilean heights, dive 
deep as the Cimmerian depths, traverse 
space, count the- burning stars, and 
measure those rolling, circling planets 
that stud in grahdenr unspeakable the 
measureless spaced of infinity«

God being abSqlute'Spirit, mortals be
ing incarnated?■ spirits, and'our loved 
beyoiid death’s river being resurrected 
spirits, they necessarily sympathize, 
and also just as naturally communicate 
soul withsofipthrbu^b the psychic and 
vibratory laws of nature, as music re
spends to music. Spiritualism, there
fore, Is. naturallsp!. It is the science 
embracing the proven In all sciences, 
and the'good and sthe true in all re
ligions.
THE PROGRESS OF SPIRITUALISM 

. It is an undeniable fact that the pro
gress of- Spiritualism has been rapid 
beyond, comparison with anything to be 
found in the whole history of civiliza
tion • and the growth of ideas. The 
most of this progress is. to be credited 
to the spirits themselves.

Since the advent of these Hydesville 
demonstrations there, has been a thor
ough revision of the popular preaching, 
of our system of morals, of our phil
osophy an'd religion.' .The trend Is in

• the direction of liberalism. There is 
’ everywhere an enlarging sympathy. 
• There is a growing co-operation with 
i advanced minds regardless of religious 
’ professions. There is more charity and 
; more enthusiasm and union among all 
I classes and all religions for bringing in 
i tlie better day of universal brotherhood.

As a significant sign of the times, the 
• New York Herald advertised the pay- 
• ing of a thousand dollar prize last wln- 
' ter, to the preacher who would furnish 

the best sermon in a series of ten to be 
■ published, one in each Sunday’s issue, 
i The decision was to be left to three im- 
■ partial, unsectarian judges, The prize 

,was awarded to a Congregationalist 
preacher of Massachusetts. The ser
mon was beautiful in style; classic, 
sympathetic, and practical. But now 
mark—not one of these ten up-to-date 
sermons contained the doctrine of end
less hell-torments, a hint about a per
sonal devil, the resurrection of the 
body, or any vicarious atonement by 
substitution. What a change from fifty 
years ago! The seventeenth century 
creeds are shelved and worm-eaten. 
Theological dogmas are dying, priest
craft is nearly powerless, the devil is 
annihilated, and the old-time orthodox 
hell is transfigured into Gehenna gar
dens and vineyards, just outside 
Jerusalem’s walls, where purpling 
grapes now grow in richest luxuriance.

The secular press Is not only tolerant 
now, but liberal. Spiritualists, so far 
as my personal knowledge extends, 
have as free access to the press col
umns as do sectarlsts. The pulpit 
quietly, tacitly, acquiesces in Spiritual
ism; or preaches much of its phil
osophy with a very gracious sprinkling 
of the phenomena, under the eupho- 
neous phraseology of "the ministries of 
God’s dear angels.” The victory is 
well-nigh won.

Our army is constituted of millions of 
brainy thinkers. In legislatures and 
political parties, we have become a 
power to be reckoned with—a factor in
sisting upon a hearing—a religious 
body, only partially organized, yet as 
proudly, as loudly demanding our 
rights; being respectable, we are re
spected, and being honorable, we are 
honored for our conscientious convic
tions. If a simple belief in a present 
spirit communication constitutes one a 
Spiritualist, there are probably as 
many Spiritualists to the churches as 
there are out of them to-day. Our only 
violent opposers are the Seventh-day 
Adventists, some Protestant Christians, 
Atheists and Materialists.

Spiritualism is no longer considered 
a church heresy in the most enlight
ened quarters of the globe. All cul
tured preachers hope that it is true, 
and some of the most advanced in the 
Episcopalian, Congregational, and 
Unitarian ranks openly avow that God 
is neither a respeetor of persons nor of 
periods of time. They plainly see that 
the visions, trances, and marvels of 
Bible times, and those of the last fifty 
years must stand or fall together. They 
know that their churches are honey
combed with the beautiful and comfort
ing thoughts of Spiritualism. At fu
nerals they preach it. They know that 
many’ of their members consult me
diums and read Spiritualists’ literature; 
they know, and see the truth as it Is in 
angel ministries, marching on, and they 
further know that the truth in the end 
must come off triumphant.

Tills view of the field may be too op
timistic. But, from extensive travels, 
ft is my honest conviction. Never
theless the battle Is not fully fought. 
We are a church militant Contro
versies we court. We are on the spirit
ual war-path, with camps In England 
and upon the Continent—camps in 
South and Central Atoerlea, camps In 
South Africa, New Zealand, Australia, 
and the farthest isles of the ocean. 
These camps, churches, or societies 
have their lecturers, lyceums, mediums, 
conferences, healers and helping hand 
associations.

TO ABSORB, OR BE ABSORBED?
That is the question—or at least with 

us one of the burning questions of the 
hour and of the day. ?rfacts, the 
rational, beautiful truths embodied In 
Spiritualism will never die. But will 
they go on from conquest to conquest, 
until they wear the victor’s wreath, 
under their legitimate name?—or will 
the advocates and niedlums, in
strumental in disseminating these 
truths, prove such unprofitable serv
ants, prove so unworthy of the high 
trust imposed upon them by spirits and 
parliaments of angels, that others more 
worthy, will seize the prize, leave the 
palm and wear the crown of moral 
conquest.

No—“to be, or not to be” hereafter, 
with Spiritualists, is not the question; 
but it Is the all-important question, 
whether as a great body of Spiritualists 
we shall swallow or be swallowed, 
whether we shall absorb or be absorbed 
by the liberal Christian churches and so 
finally lose our Identity in the great 
ocean of liberalized and transfigured 
Christianity. This question is now in 
the balance being weighed. The result 
—the decision lies with us.
OBSTACLES IN OUR WAY OF

PROGRESS. .
Among these is our excessive individ

uality, the lack of enthusiasm, and fear 
of leadership. We have heard so much 
of “be thyself," “be independent,” ‘.‘be 
individualized,” that there are those 
among us whose proper symbol is “the 
fretful porcupines,” all quills erect. 
They become known f6r their tongue
thrusts, their quills and their quips. 
Abounding in an overheated self-es
teem, they do not deem it compatible 
with their royal dignity to acknowledge. ' 
any leadership. This is their misfor? 
time, ■ - ’
: Traveling in foreign lands, I found it 
desirable to have both leaders and in
terpreters—and we are all travelers— 
aH pilgrims. Think of it-*drqpped  
down by night in an Oriental crowd in 
a foreign city with no guide! <

G/>ing Into a coal- mine or Mammoth 
Cave requires a leader—college students 
require leaders, guides, masters and 
helps. General Grant did not belittle ; 
himself by securing a leader to conduct ■ 
him through Hong-Kong Immediately ■■ 
after the landing. In all human enter- । 
prises, teachers,, leaders are.necessary, ,

and the wisest gratefully accept them; 
while the porcupinish, self-sufliclent re
ject them. They are so “individual
ized” that they would prefer to go 
alone and be damned, than to follow an 
angel leader, and be saved.
“So much they scorn the crowd, that if 

the throng
By chance go right, they purposely go 

wrong.”
What kind of a Grand Army would 

we have without commanders and dis
cipline, everyone being left to push 
madly into battle according to his own 
individual impulses? What kind of a 
rendering should we have of a Grand 
Oratorio by a company without a lead
er. It would be little more than a mu
sical mob, each blowing, piping and 
fiddling on his own account. Carrying 
the illustration further—is it not possi
ble that we have in our great Spiritual
istic band, too many bass viols, consid
erably "base,” too many rusty trom
bones, too many who persist in fiddling 
on one unrosined string, too many who 
under the great names of poets impro
vise on their own little cranial whistles, 
and too many whose public platform 
“tests” would , drive old substantial 
Spiritualists out of the field, if their 
Spiritualism was not based upon some 
firmer foundation than rope-tying per
formances and platform phenomena, 
with admission fees to the show “just 
to bear expenses, you know.” If an an
gel should descend into some of our 
dirty, ill-ventilated lecture halls, it 
would be obliged to hold its nose while 
giving the communication. Let us not
further, with old tobacco-poisoned spit
toons and vile odors, Insult heaven!

Success is largely predicated upon or
ganization; and this implies leaders. 
Society must and will have them. The 
testimony of all human experience and 
universal history is that no people ever 
accomplished honorable ends without 
masterly minds, who upon high emi
nences planted their standards. These 
were leaders; not made, but born. Per
sonally, I have many leaders, some this 
side,-some the thither side of mortal
ity. Lucretia Mott for years was one 
of my leaders.

The greatest minds, afire with love 
and benevolence, are your masters and 
mine. The most original thinker of his 
time; the person with the deepest in
sight; the clearest interpreter of all hid
den realities, such as Emerson, the dis
coverer of nature's subtle principles, 
and subordinating them with all occult 
forces to the bettering of human inter
ests, by leading the hosts of humanity 
forward and upward—these are the 
world’s leaders—and yet tliey shrink 
from leadership. True greatness Is al
ways modest. Every Spiritualistic choir 
must have a leader, every society its 
president, every lyeeum Its conductor, 
all movements exacting success, neces
sitate able leaders. Those opposing 
leadership are generally mad because 
they are not—and cannot be leaders.
LACK OF ORGANIZATION AN OB

STACLE.
Organization is a law of nature, hold

ing good front monad to man. The first 
cell with its life-germ within sought a 
mate for co-operation. A marvelous 
system of reciprocities runs through all 
the past. In nature we look in vain for 
the revelations of life until matter as
sumes organic forms; and the lower 
forms as they advance, become more 
complex, but organization continues to 
be its law—and If so, why not apply it 
to every great moral enterprise? The 
idea that organization Is incompatible 
with individual liberty is most errone
ous. License and misrule come through 
non-organlzation, while the highest lib
erty comes through organization, intel
ligent co-operations, and leadership.

Non-organlzation, or unregulated 
competition, Is an Inheritance from the 
feudal ages. Competition there will be 
on some plane of action. The world 
moves on towards its highest Ideals un
der this law. It will never be swept 
away, but will be modified until justice 
more sweetly blends with mercy. The 
struggle for life and the struggle for 
the lives of others should co-operate— 
should go on together as helpers of hu
manity, violence giving place to justice, 
equity, and tenderest human kindness.

There are those among us of note who 
think it exceedingly dangerous to or
ganize, to build church edifices, and 
adopt a declaration of principles. This 
they say, “would be only adding one 
more” new sect with its creed to the al
ready long list. I am surprised at suth 
shabby logic and such childish fears. 
Children are often terror-stricken by 
phantoms of their own creation. That 
mysterious box of Pandora never so 
terrified the heathen Greeks as does 
the thought of a “declaration of prin
ciples” a few Spiritualists. Honestly, 
have we no principles? If not, what 
have we, boasting of our millions, been 
about these fifty years? We occupy al
most immeasurable space, it seems to 
me, but have little solidity. Expanded 
to almost inconceivable dimensions, we 
are largely without form, and certainly 
without a declaration of principles. 
Our state is nebulous,-our name, con
sidering our oft-claimed 20,000,000, is 
chaos.

Any Spiritualist who cannot distin
guish between a sectarian creed and a 
general declaration of principles Is on 
the verge, the very borderland of senil
ity. Cranial dementia is not uncom
mon in these times. This may be the 
reason so many are laggards by the 
way. Their spiritual clock struck one 
thirty or forty years ago, and there the 
hands have remained ever since—and 
they, too, have remained and still re
main, sitting on old arm-chairs to-day, 
sputtering or growHng Hke poor, tooth
less old bears against organization and 
a declaration of principles. They are 
the apostles of disorganization! 
"Gray-bearded Use, who, deaf and 

'blind, ■ . .
Groped for his old accustomed stone, 

Leaned on his staff, and wept, to find '
His seat o’erthrown.” ■ r _ ■ ■
Our. patriotic fathers founded this 

government in the interests of freedom*  
and rational liberty. It was an organi
zation with principles, and It Is needless 
to say that it was and is a grand suc
cess. The exigencies of the times have 
made It necessary to add other articles

to the great charter which defines tho 
inalienable rights of man and the privx 
ileges of American citizenship. ?

Now, why should we not organize in 
the higher interests of spiritual free
dom? In all the departments of life? 
we see the necessity for organization, 
for government, and the importance of 
a natural order and proper method in 
the arrangement of all human affairs— 
not only is organized force essential to'' 
life, but law is necessary to regulate the I 
vital processes of life. Not a day could? 
society hold together without organiza*  
tion and the restraints of law—and 
“law is beneficence acting by rule,’ said 
Burke. . .
Shall we further drift, continuing our? 
Shall we urther drift, continuing our 
wanderings? Shall we rest upon one 
re-discovered fact? Are we, after fifty 
years of work under the noon-day sun 
of this nineteenth century of discovery; 
and progress, so poor, and lean, and 
filmy, and shriveled to soul that we' 
have only one fact to hitch to and pro- ' 
mulgate to the world? The fact that J 
spirits communicate.

Is this all? Are these the only 
sheaves from fifty years’ sowing?? 
Shades of Professor Hare, Judge Ed
monds, Robert Dale Owen, Brittan, ] 
Denton and Epes Sargent-of states
men, scientists, authors, metaphysl*  | 
clans, embodying a very galaxy of in- I 
telligence! Have we, I repeat, but a 
single fact to lay at the feet of this 
semi-century of progress? Why, the 
Esquimaux have the same fact; so I 
have the Mormons of Utah, and the I 
Voudou negroes of Africa. They be-' 
Heve—know as do we, that spirits under I 
certain conditions converse with mon- I 
tais. Theosophlsts twit us of cuddling I 
this one fact—that they say is as old I 
as the Vedas, and of playing upon one I 
string until our music is little moré I 
than the monotonousness of emptiness. I 
If this be granted, the fact is, ueverthe- I 
less, momentous; and mediums are in- I 
dispensable to demonstrate this fact! ■ I 
They are Indeed lights upon the hills, .I 
sunbeams upon the mountains, show- I 
Ing us the vales and the evergreen I 
shores that lie stretching away to thé I 
Infinite distance beyond. We have dq.no I 
a mighty work—shall we now rest upon I 
our laurels? Shall we take no advance I 
step? I

There are some to our ranks, who af-1 
ter publicly cackling over this Fox-Sis*  I 
ter fact for half a century, are too. in- I 
different now, too doggedly willful, or I 
too cowardly, to come out before tho I 
world with a general declaration of I 
principles. Why is this? I

All too long have we suffered from I 
the tags, the barnacles, Impostors, cab-',I 
Inet frauds, moral pariahs, dreamy I 
mysteries, tlie trinities of transmigra*,  I 
tion, reincarnations, re-embodiments,, I 
re-potting of souls, septenary constitu- I 
tlons, new Messiahs and other spec!,- I 
mens of Oriental “flap-doodle” drawing..I 
the fire of culture, and causing an a}-. I 
most ceaseless scoffing from the literati. I 
of the land. I am not pronouncing upon I 
the truth or falsity of the above theo*.  9 
rles or any other—I am only insisting I 
that .Spiritualists, as an organized body, I 
should publish to the world a general I 
declaration of principles, thus relieving I 
themselves of a vast amount of froth, I 
slobber, and drift-wood. We certainly I 
have the fire from heaven. Shall wft I 
repeat the story of Prometheus? , ' I

OUR PRINCIPLES AND AIMS. ' ¿I 
No one would fight a fixed creed witlj' I 

more vigor than myself. Liberty of I 
thought must be unrestricted. The soul I 
must wear no shackles. The right to?I 
life, the right to think—the right to I 
speak our highest convictions, the right I 
of air to breathe and soil to till are all' I 
Inalienable rights. And so, Spiritual-?I 
lets have the right to promulgate a dec-: I 
laration of principles. Am I told that I 
tjie time for such action has not come? 'I 
This is the sluggard's logic—the idler’s''! 
babble. There are those among us whol 
move only when they are moved. They? I 
float as aimlessly as do dead herring’ l 
down the stream—“We’ve got along in I 
the past, let us keep on,” they say “in I
the same old rut” So sing the stupid.. 
If there is any one Bible text that they : 
richly, reverently admire, It is this— 
“Let us wait”—"wait and see the salva
tion of God.” Down on this slothful--, 
ness; let us be up and doing. Let?US? 
plant our standard upon the highest 
moral eminence, and then will its silken 
folds, waving aloft in the pure, clear air 
of heaven, gladden the eyes, Inspire the’? 
hearts of millions, shake our wide con
tinent, and command the respect of the 
enlightened world.

If Spiritualism Is misrepresented, if 
reporters ridicule it, if it is not respect- : 
ed, the fault largely lies at the door of 
its millions of believers. It certainly? 
has in it all the elements to convince; 
the reason, to enrich philosophy, to e n- . 
list the affections of the humblest dis
ciple, and to command the homage of- 
the proudest intellect. It appeals to the? 
young mother weeping over the casket;, 
of her first-born; to the materialist who ■ 
hopes for immortality; to the statesman?.] 
who casts the horoscope of nations; to'? 
the philosopher who scales the very . 
heavens with his far-reaching investl-? 
gatlons; and to the conscientious wor-'l 
shlper whose reverent spirit looks up 
and rests In trust upon the bosom of 
the Infinite.
OUR DECLARATIONS OF PRINCI

PLES. j
Negatively—We do not believe in the?i' 

jealous, angry, human-shaped Ged ofi 
sectarian churchdom; we do not believe I 
in the fall of man in the garden; do not .'I 
believe1 in total depravity; do toot be*-  I 
lieve in the Athanasian trinity; do not I 
Heve In the plenary inspiration of the .1 
Bible; do not believe in. the Athanasian ] 
trinity; do not believe in a personal-] 
devil; do not believe in the vicarious I 
atonement; do not believe in a future-•] 
general’judgment; do not believe in the -J 
resurrection of the physical body; doll 
not believe in future endless hell tor-d 
ments, nor that the keys of the king-, | 
dom of heaven were ever entrusted to. I 
any priest or pope. . ■ ? 1
. Affirmatively—We believe the founda- I 
tion stone of-Splritualism to be Spirit— :] 
Spirit, manifest ast life, intelligence and ] 
energy through all matter by fixed?] 
methods—fixed laws—the laws of n»4j 
'ture. :

•------- --- r:------ :--------- —. :.---- —(Continued on page eight)
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Jftt H-IGH-ER SPÎRITÜ/VU FORCES

8 Law of Sacrifice Fully Elucidateli by a Progressive Master Hindi
A SERMON BY REV. JENKIN LLOYD JONES,

THEREIN THEY DIFFER FROM THE LAV'S OF 
'CRUELTY—LIFE MUST SUSTAIN LIFE-COW’S 
i;CALF AND MILLIONAIRE’S SON BOTH HELD 
¿TO SERVICE—EVERYTHING IN NATURE 

J MUST GIVE UP ITS BEING FOR THE GOOD OF 
t HIGHER ORGANISMS. ' .

ft’ (Complete text of sermon delivered at All Souls’ 
j.ghurch, Chicago, May 22.)

’ When Dharmapala, the Buddhist representative from 
Ceylon, visited Chicago as ,a delegate to the parliament of 

dtehgions, he w as so appalled by the figures of our stock 
$ards, that they overlaid for him the whole city. They 
^adowed the landscape. He was loth to believe in the 
(genuineness of the kindness, generosity, hospitality, and 
¡geniality that seemed to exist here. All this, he thought, 
'inust be surface pretense, or at least shallow soil, for 
jvhere there was such a fundamental cruelty as was in
volved in the daily destruction of such multitudes of pigs, 
¡battle, and sheep there must be little significance in the 

Apparently contradictory facts. This evidence of harsh-

of life presents to the humanitarian profound food for 
thought. The carefid Darwin, in figures that have be
come popular, has shown how the sea itself would soon 
become one solid mass of codfish if the law of propagation 
were not inteifered with, lie has shown how even the 
slow-bi ceding elephant would in a few centuries take en
tire possession of this globe if it were aUowed to fellow 
the principles, of propagation and transmission that na
ture has provided within itself uninterfered with from 
the outside. It is instructive to watch the workings- of 
tliis law in nature before It reaches man. There is no 
evading the manifest law of sacrifice which we encounter 
everywhere, all the way. down to the lichens on the rocks. 
One of the nature studies prepared by the college of ag
riculture, of the Cornell university for the use of the 
teachers in the public schools is upon the toad, the story 
of whose humble life is told so truthfully and graphically 
in sketch and words, that all superstitious fear and the 
loathsome myths concerning it disappear, as they ought 
to, from the mind of the child. The mother toad annu
ally deposits her thousand or more eggs in the hospitable 
mud in the shallow pond, and most of them are devel-

$ress, cruelty, and coarseness, sickened him and he fled our 
¡^tyin disgust at the first opportunity, and he has since 
' xaracterized Chicago as “the great slaughter-house of 

ic world.” Unfortunately this paradox of the humane 
confined to Chicago, for the great thinkers of the 

world have not been slow to recognize this same paradox 
at flic heart of nature, for this is a world of cyclones and 
tornadoes, pestilence and death. It is true, Jesus taught 
•fliat God was a loving father, who noted even the fall of 
a sparrow and listened to the Cry of the orphan, but spar
tows and men are cruelly caught in the meshes of the 
■great mechanism, we call the universe. Millions are 

1 ¿rushed, as it were, by the cogs of the mighty machine 
■every year. From these grim facts John Stuart Mill rea- 
$oned against the theory of a loving deity, and even to 

■ Tennyson nature seemed “red in tooth and claw.” 
■ ' PARADOX OF THE HUMANE.

■I This drives home the nearer paradox of the humane. 
M .To study the agony of life in its widest range from worm 

man, to become conscious of pain and suffering on ev- 
ffiery hand, to note how deeply all our necessities are rooted 

■3 in suffering, much of it traceable and discoverable, is to 
Wu hang a pall over life, to take the zest out of every pursuit. 
;‘wf'dverlbok the large fundamental, inevitable laws of life, 
[ ri ¿else it- defeats its own end.
■k*  Let us frankly accept the facts that make this paradox 
M of the humane. Life must be extinguished continually 

and extensively or life becomes impossible. On the other 
■fi hand,- to take fife causes cruelty and seems inhuman. We 
■-¡“must not kick against tbe prides.” We cannot make 
■1 this world over. We cannot be wiser than the order of 
■l-nature or better than the Lord of life himself. In some 
■- way or another we must fit the law we cannot unmake. 
■[' Hence we must grope in search of that reconciliation 
■[iyyhich must exist somewhere and the discovery of which 
■¡•alone will bring peace and usefulness.
■¡.- One thing is sure: Wanton waste of life, blind interfer- 
■i'.ence with the process of nature, any serious disturbance 
■.\ with the delicate balance of life which nature, uninter- 
■;Tered with in the fullness of time establishes brings se- 
■:.vere penalties. The laws of death are as fundamental as 
■’ the laws of birth in nature, and we must be obedient and 
■^respectful to the one as to the other. Another thing is 
■i'certain, although not as readily admitted or as agreeable

(to our feelings. An excess of compassion may culminate 
in terrible unkindliness. The very effort to foster and 
! protect life may threaten life most seriously. The intro- 

jfunction of the mongoose in the West Indies and other 
¡¡.¿emi-tropieal countries, of the rabbit into America, has 

^■been the death of innumerable beings of a higher order 
than themselves, and in some way they threaten the life 

$of many orders more valuable to the world than they are 
■ ¡’themselves. In short, this is our paradox. Nature seems 
1 [to say thou shall five by killing; all life rests on other 

i-. lives; the spiral of evolution ascends on the ladder of 
Ideath, literally, being mounts on stepping-stones of its 

Itdead selves. On the other hand, the commandment, 
l&Thou shalt not kill,” is written into the moral codes of 
[.[■Civilization, is enforced by the diviner instincts of the hu- 
l‘3ftran, is the prompting of the humane. What are we go- 
Mg to do about it? Obviously there is a confusion some- 
jpvhere, and a confusion that Res at the foundation of 
’snucli of our thinking cruelty is of man The law of sac-; 
'flifice is perennial, the law of cruelty should pass away.

THE LAW OF SACRIFICE. .- ;

I'p Lit us look at thse two laws separately. ■
’feprThe round of life is conditioned upon sacrifice every-: 
Where from microbe to Calvary. The lower must ever be 
»crificed in the interest of the higher order. Progress 
^fterally builds upon the tombs of those who serve. The 
"ijiorid would become uninhabitable in a year were the law 
^sacrifice to be suspended, did the lower refuse to yield 
'pin to the higher, if life at any point failed to give way 

the next gtep upward. The more deeply one is versed, 
biological science the more impressive is this truth en- 

The fecundity of nature unillumined by this 
icrifice is simply appalling. The tremendous

oped into life, but no sooner have these thousand toads 
started upon their career than they become the feasting 
ground of newt and salamander while in the water, of 
bird and snake when out of it, so that out of the thousand 
that start our naturalist only displays two at the top of 
the column who have reached their maturity. This is 
well for nature, for however useful the toad may be in his 
humble sphere there certainly is not room in this world 
for every thousand toads that might grow out of the eggs 
laid by every mother toad each year in the happy days of 
their spring croaking. Inasmuch as the normal life of a 
properly protected toad is eight years, we can see that the 
natural output of a toad family is in the neighborhood of 
7,000 toads per family. It is a question for the high
school student to cipher out how long it would be before 
this earth would become entirely a kingdom of toads if 
the sanctity of their life was enforced without qualifica
tion. In the'case of the toad, perhaps, we are more rec
onciled that 998 have fallen out on the way to maturity, 
when we remember that the two that have survived have 
thrown their facile tongue over millions of flies and help
less bugs and have devoured worms enough to measure 
many a rod, perhaps miles of angle worms and their kin
dred. But the toad is a slow grower and a meager build
er compared to many of the lower orders. The statistics 
of the house fly are of far more startling nature, and when 
we sink still lower into the realm of the microbe we come 
again upon this inevitable law of over abundant life. It 
is only the unscientific that can think of microbes only in 
connection with typhoid, yellow fever, rabies, etc. A re
cent authority tells us that there are only eight or ten 
breeds of microbes that are known to be malignant ene
mies of human life; millions of them are inseparably con
nected with life itself. Without the microbe the world 
would become sterile in a year. It is the microbe that 
makes the butter come and makes it taste when it comes.; 
It is the microbe that makes the peach aromatic; indeed,; 
it prepares our fields for the mop and makes our gardens i 
fertile. Life is absolutely impossible without the mi
crobe. Still, in spite of this great claim and unquestioned: 
usefulness among the rights of the microbe which man 
or nature is bound to respect cannot be the inviolable 
right “to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness irre
spective of other Eves,” for experts teU us that while the 
milk elaborated in the organs of a healthy cow is abso
lutely free of microbes, by the time it gets into the pail 
there are about <50,000 microbes to the cubic inch even in 
a well-cleaned pail. They are ready for business as soon 
as the milk strikes the air; indeed, so energetic are they 
that they pass up the teats of the cow and meet it on its i 
way to the air. A well-ordered microbe multiplies itself: 
every half-hour. One microbe, at the end of a day num-: 
bers a progeny of over 60,000,000, a solid mass of mi
crobes t ha t would fill a pint cup. In three days it is away 
up in the trillions, and makes several hundred pounds, 
enough to kill us all. Certainly there is here a divine 
law of subordination that must keep the life of the indi
vidual microbe, secure as its life may be, subservient to 
the orders of the life above it

ifUNET,I898.

When we come to the realm of domestication this prob
lem of super abundant life becomes etill more imposing 
and complicated. Rrofessor Shaler in his great work on 
‘The Domestication of Animals” does not hesitate to lay 
down and sustain the proposition that the development of 
man from his primitive cave-dwelling nudity up to the 
highest state of civilization is inseparably associated with 
his skill in the domesticating of animals. According to 
this scientist man would stfll be down on cave-dwelling 
levels had he not won the companionship of the dog, 
learned to tame and thereby secure the co-operation of the 
horse; had he not become an intimate with the birds of 
the air and persuaded them to become fowls of the barn
yard; and, above all, if he had not made friends with the 
cowj whose milk is probably the only complete food “ca
pable, when taken alone, of sustaining life and insuring a 
full development of the body,’’ as Professor Shaler puts 
it. Man has raised the cow into a passive producer of 
milk, and still this benignant-flow of life must stop when 
the stream of life stops. The condition of the milk gup- 
ply is the annual calf which must somehow be cut short

made for the perpetuation in its career. He must give way to make room for others, j

or again t|le world ipifsses into the flojninion of the cow 
and the forces of name culminate in the bovine kingdom. 
Surely domestication greatly adds to the complexity of 
our problem. Professor Shaler again asserts that man’s 
success in transforming an animal closely akin- to the 
wolf into a shepherd dog, subverting entirely his original 
instincts, making of the natural foe of the lamb the most 
skilled, competent, and efficient guardian of the same, 
outreaeliing the shepherd himself, is probably man’s most 
majestic triumph'.oftigj any organism, including his own. 
Still the leiined and refining pleasures man derives from 
pets and the copartfiefehip of the animal kingdom brings 
him face to face ivit'i this inexorable law of overabundant 
life, as everyone who loves dogs or kittens knows. AVIiat 
io do with the offspring is one of the hard problems of the 
fireside, for the supply is always greater than the demand. 
Ilie humane societies of London and elsewhere have re
quested that all but one of every litter of dogs and kittens 
be humanely put to death as soon after birth as possible.

NATURE’S SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM.
Again, looking at the realms of life anterior to and in

dependent of man’s prerogative, there is no doubt as to 
nature’s solution of the problem. She has decreed that 
the lower order should not only give away, but contribute 
to the higher order. Life is perpetuated by transmigra
tion as well as transmission. Those living on one level 
become more living in the next higher, thus justifying 
Emerson’s saying, that

“The poor grass plots and plans ■■ 
t What it will do when it is man.”

As vegetation absorbs and. appropriates tíre elements 
that were infectious and poisonous to animal life, and 
gives in return the clarified elements necessary and con
genial to animal fife, so the lower orders in water and on 
land feed on the coarser or more'elusive materials, refine 
and incorporate them'in their own being, and then pass 
it along to nourishment of the next higher arder, finding 
th,ejr .apotheosis in serving the cause of progress and 
kilo wing .the beatitudes of a life beyond their ken. Tliis 

,is manifestly the working of that great law of sacrifice of 
iWmch man is product and witness, a law which, let us say 
it reverently, reaches from Calvary to the microbe. This 
law which In the spirit realm gives us the saint and the 
martyr, rests 'deeps in the biological realities of life. It is 
as much a law of the body as it is a law of the spirit.

And this law is benign and not malign. By it is the 
enlarged. We have overesti

mated the agonies of death. We have underestimated 
the felicities of life. Death is a momentary spasm. Life 
,?»an hn®easurea ecstasy. We need a new estimate of 
hfe—ran estimate that will measure it not by the selfish 
satisfaction to the individual, but by the contribution the 
individua!. ñiakés tq;t)^ whole. Service is not a volun
tary'contribution winch self-conscious and self-directing 
man may give or withhold, but service is the divine tax 
imposed by the master of life upon all the firing and it is 
a tax that will be collected by the bailiffs of God, if not in 
one way, then in another. If life fails to serve, then we 
may be sure death will pay the debt. The cow’s calf and 
the millionaire s son aró both held to this law of service. 
When they cannbLsetve the living by living, then they 
must serve by dyiqg. (.

PRACTICAL PERPLEXITIES.
What is the beariqg;of all this upon some of the practi

cal perplexities of th,q human conscience? In the first 
place what bearing l{as it upon the problem of human 
diet?I confess thaHor »years I hovered on the borderland 
of the vegetarian Philosophy. I reluctantly yielded to 
the manifest economic; Necessity and order of the universe 
a^d the obvious advantage in nourishment. But some 
such lines of studyras Jiere indicated cleared up the ques
tion for me, To-dayul cheerfully accept from the cow 
the service whicli'^' bright :fo be willing to yield to the. 

or$er'J "When I can serve the upward spiral 
of fife better by getting out of the way than by getting in 
it, I ought to be willing to go. There is one law that 
holds good for the mother of man and the mother of dogs. 
Personal comfort of fish or of patriot comes to a speedy 
teimination when general welfare demands discomfort or, 
if need be, death. I do not presume to solve the physio
logical problem as to whether man had better eat pulse 
or beef. This is a question for the physician and not for 
me. I am only sure it is a question about which experts 
disagree, and where doctors disagree it is not for me to 
decide. But I do feel free to say that there is no ethical 
short,cut io decide against all meat-eating, until the great 
economic law of life is thoroughly understood, and I pro
test against putting a moral stigma on that which has 
been a historic and appears to manifest destiny in great 
realms of human life,. After the physiological question 
is settled there still must remain the economic question, 
first as to whether the human family has the pre-eminent 
right to this world. When it comes to a question of 
tiger or man, must not the tiger so ? When it comes to a 
question of the life of horses or dogs being subservient to 
the human or the human submitting his interest to the 
wishes or feeling of horse or dog, I believe there is but one 
answer. The horse and the dog, creatures of man, are 
the servants of man, are the servants of man, not, indeed 
lor his own selfish interests, but for the manifest object of 
nature, the elevation of life, the perfection of being. The 
great economic question remains: How is the world to be 
fed from frigid zone to frigid zone, if the great food labo
ratories of human life, nature’s great mills that make 
grass and corn available to human stomachs, are to be 
stopped or their products refused ? I believe that the ter
rible famines that periodically sweep over India will con
tinue to devastate that country until tliis law of the suc
cession of life is recognized and the order of species is 
subordinated and nature allowed to do her full part in 
the struggle of life upward. And I believe that upon a 
close inspection this does not lessen the maximum of fe
licity in the animal world, and l use the world “animal” 
to cover all sentient organism, from the microbe to the 
insect. Who would not much rather be a cow in the 
dairy districts of the United States than a cow in India, 
although in the Orient the cow is regarded as the embodi
ment of some sacred ancestry, the incarnation o‘f the di
vine, and in Illinois, djp may be valued for the amount of 
butter or cheese, ultimate nourishment she yields to 
some higher orderrif'.being? The metaphysics of-India 
may be right ■ not incompatible with the practice 
of Illinois. Be th# tiring principle in the cow what it 
may, and to my mind ¡¡re cannot, overstate its dirineness 
I believe there is more-bovine joy in one month on the hu
mane farmer’s pr&iiltts in Illinois than there can be in 
a whole year of thetitarved, hunted, broken-down life of 
a cow in India, lorcdeath is the law of the cow, both in 
India and in Ulinas.'<i There it must be death from star
vation, from old iige,Jrom wild beasts, from the ineriU 
able neglect of a^pmpecunious people. Here it is the 
prompt, human, momentary transference from the max
imum of strength tadscare to the whatever that awaits the 
potencies in otherlorffis. Human nature has not yet de
veloped the power of,firing on hay. Probably it never 
can directly use resources of the great grass and forest 
areas of nature. Within an hour’s ride of . Chicago wfe 
come to the great Kankakee bottoms, which are yet be
yond the reach of the.plow and not amenable to the gard
ener, but the millions of tons of hay annually yielded here 
pass through the economy of well-sheltered cow and 
sheep soon to find their way into the-life of a man who 
does not pay back with interest, love, affection and fore
sight this debt he owes to the animals that transfer hay 
and cornstalks; into nourishment for babes and food for 
men and women,-they who literally convert grass into 
milk, leaves into loaves, and rushes into temples.

• SOME STATISTICS.
Let me not deal in generalities wholly. Note the sig

nificance of the -following figures,- which the statistician 
of?the Chicago stockyards, has taken the pains to furnish: 

According to tlie best autlionties there are now living1 
about 46,000,000 cattle in the United States, 15,000,000

of. them milch cows, This National herd, fostered, we 
might almost say created, by the thoughtful hand of man, 
yields an annual supply of 2,000,000,000 pounds of beef. 
This helps furnish to the meat consumers of the world an 
¡average of about twenty pounds per year. This computa
tion applies particularly to the users of knife and fork at 
the table; that is, the refined meat-eaters—cut and cooked 
meats. Tliis is but about one-forth of the family ration 
of meat, fish, pork, poultry, and mutton representing the 
other three-fourths. We find that this beef supply alone 
is an important factor in the sustenance of one million 
human beings, These figures do not include the 200,
000,000 pounds of commercial butter nor the milk from 
the 15,000,000 cows in the United States. Look at this 
mighty industry. During the last tliirty-two years there 
have been received at the Chicago stock yards: >

......... ............. 54,370,003 
halves........ ...................................  1,930,735
®wl»e -...............    .168,802,696
Sheep.................... 37,277,410

. Total,...,,   202,380,910
As many as 311,557 car loads of live stock have been re

ceived in Chicago in one year. The total valuation in 
thirty-two years has amounted to $4,783,583,502: It is 
estimated that more than six million homes have been 
kept thrifty in America on the basis of the live stock in
dustry.. Can we conceive of this immense human food
producing contrivance of nature being dispensed with in 
our inhospitable climate without plunging us into direst 
famines, sinking us into the lower levels of civilization?

It will not do to say that this energy might have been 
put into cereals and fruits. Fifteen pounds of ear-..corn 
and five pounds of fodder make a pound of beef on a 
frame that weighs 1,000 pounds to start with, which basis 
is formed chiefly by grass and forage plants no travail able 
to the stomach of man. Obviously the question is not 
howto do away with this immense element in civilization, 
but how to handle it that it will humanize man and beast, 
for all these .sentient creatures were., doomed to die at 
birth and doubtless the average longevity of ox and sheep 
in the United States is far higher than it would be among, 
their cud-chewing ancestors as they were left in their un
domesticated state.

It is in the interest of humanity then to beat into co
herency and nobility this law of sacrifice and make it ever 
opposed to that other law with which it is too often con
fused, the law of cruelty, this wanton interference with 
the order of life, the selnsh infliction of unnecessary pain. 
This is the lawless violation of the sanctities of being. 
The law of sacrifice is the law of God and is eternal; cru
elty is of the beast and must eventually be eliminated out 
of the life of man. Cruelty may come and often does 
come from interfering with the law of sacrifice. I have 
already alluded to the great pests of the West Indies, Aus
tralia and America. A few years ago the farmers in the 
Pennsylvania Legislature, solicitous for their chickens, 
procured the passage of a law placing a price upon the 
scalp of the owl. After paying in less than two years about 
$100,000 in bounty money, chiefly for the extermination 
of owls, the biological students in the Agricultural De
partment at Washington showed these farmers how tliey 
had lost several millions from the depredations of mice 
and other small vermin that thrive on the fruit and gar
den crops. Pennsylvania allowed these to come into un
due prominence because the owls, their natural enemies, 
had been disposed of by small boys for a premium. It is 
needless to add that the farmers hastened to repeal the 
stupid law that the wise balance might be restored.

Friends, I have tried to set forth this law of sacrifice 
that we may more clearly recognize the law of cruelty and 
that we may rise to the great business of man not only to 
suppress unkindness always and everywhere, but to elim
inate unnecessary violence out of the world, to fight wan
ton destruction in every way possible. The tiger and the 
lion, the noxious pests, and the poisonous serpents, and 
tile troublesome weeds, must go, but even they cannot be 
exterminated in the interest of a void. They must be 
exterminated by supplanting them. Their place must be 
taken with a better and a wiser thing. When I tried to 
present this argument at the meeting of the American 
Humane Society, at Nashville, last fall, prompt objection 
was taken thereto and since then that address has given 
serious offense to some of the humane workers in the 
country. My contention is that pity must be wise before 
it can reduce the pitiable facts of fife. It takes sense to 
direct the sensibilities. Sentiment must not be degraded 
by sentimentality. God lias not created tliis world ap-- 
parently for the pleasure of dog or bird, or man, but he 
lias put both dog and bird and man into the world that 
they might serve, not hinder. And I believe that horse 
and man must come under the domination of this princi
ple and in so far as man has more powers he has more re
sponsibility': He must not only administer the potencies 
which he has in a certain way called into beirA in the 
field, in the barn, in kennel and coop. Take Professor 
Shuler’s striking illustration in the book already alluded 
to. The fire alarm is sounded a mile away. The inno
cent horse is called upon to take the engine there in the 
shortest time. He is driven at the risk qf his life; appar
ently he enjoys it and feels his responsibility. WiR the 
Humane society cry “Halt!” and say that that horse has 
rights which man is bound to respect; he has no interest 
in the fire; let the house burn rather than be cruel? 
What does the fireman do on his arrival? He seizes the 
hose, dives into the smoke at a greater risk than the horse. 
Suppose fireman and horse both die, as they often do, in 
their splendid effort to save property and life, do they not 
die grandly in the line of their destiny? I say it is the 
divine right of the horse as well as of the man to offer up 
his life if need be for a great cause, when he can serve it 
better by dying than by firing. My dog is willing to suf
fer for me if an exigency arises; he would promptly risk 
his life for me. His death is not evidence to the law of 
cruelty, but something far higher and nobler.

VIVISECTION.
I wiU venture to go further here, as I did in Nashville, 

although I may incur here as there the cond'emnation of 
some tender hearts, and ask: What bearing does all this 
have upon the vexed question of vivisection ? Has a man 
a right under any circumstances to grope through flesh 
of animal in search of the mystic meaning of life, the 
law of health, and the nature of disease? I have borne 
witness in this place to the awful atrocities that have been 
perpetrated in the name of science. I would put an end 
to the wanton toying with life and lay the strong hand of 
the law upon the amateur who with idle curiosity dissects 
the quivering tissues of life, but in this holy quest for a 
method to reduce cruelty we must not beedme blind to the 
law of sacrifice and forget that ideas are costly things, 
that somebody or bodies, some order of beings high or 
low, have paid or must pay with their precious life blood 
in one way or another for eveiy new and saving idea that 
comes into the world. From microbe to man the price of 
an idea is high and the ideas are valuable to the whole or
der of beings. I will not join in wholesale rebuke or un
questioned dismissal of the great helpers of man, whom 
we call scientists. I revere too much the temper of such 
workers and the quality of their work. I will not believe 
that Pasteur was other than a great and a noble and a 
kind friend to man and beast, a high server of the cause of 
life in the world, whatever the final judgment upon the 
results of his investigations may be. I speak his name 
and that Of his fellow worker, Koch, and the rest of them, 
reverently, because I believe they have grappled with the 
awful-problems of pestilence and plague'with the devo
tion of intelligent- love and that they are on the right 
track, and they wiR even tally conquer these great calami
ties, the awful cyclones of cruelty. If my own arm in the 
hand of the expert may lead to a discovery valuable to my 
fellow beings, may point the way by which a thousand 
other arms may be saved, I offer that arm) as before now 
I have with a million other citizens of this country. Aye 
I wiR bare my breast to the bullet in the interest of. oth-1 
ers, when the occasion arises; I Will now, as then, guide
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loses his self-respecto»- Or we can mag-

saffi!

itation corpse of it all the same. The 
man who for any reason thus deals
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love which reaches from humanity to because the atom is indestructible, but 
an Ideal God. But if these particles are that the eternal existence of any human 
in discord, you find disease, unhappl- personality depends upon its develop- 
ness, misery and self reigning supreme, ment of its power of attraction into the
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no hell, no creeds and dogmas as useless baggage to im
pede his grand upward soul progression.
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we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and the prince! Of, , 
the cuurcb for what they have thought fit to do.° •;! 
Every one should read this work. Paper, 800 page*. -I 
it will be scut, postpaid, for fifty cents, For sale at 
this office. • |

is now demonstrated to be as true as ....._ ________
that caterpillar becomes immortal but- with a truth lowers his manhood, and 
terfly. That man Immortal carries with ------n~--------------------

either attract or repel one another. In cern that man is
hav^h^dth^ teppiness^^and'an’evolved ETERNALLY SELF-EXISTENT,

The first step demands that we recog
nize the relation qt ncien.ce to Modern 
Spiritualism. <Jran<l work has been 
done by noble men and women, who for

enquire into natural law; listen to and commune with *bow the relation of tlje fact of “human 
natural forces, in the laboratory, in the depths of the ot?er fucts

,, j ■ ii. ±1 v r.,, which the student of these phenomenaearth and sea, m the caverns and in the limitless ether ija8 not yet attempted to classify, 
gemmed with planets, suns, satellites and flaahingjneteors. - - - - ’

the horse iijto the way of the qjpnon and hold lum where 
the leaden bullets fall, and whether he falls or I, or both 
of us, our death is justifiable, what to xng is conscious 
service is my dog’s unconscious evidence to this law of 
life. . That dog is honored when he is counted in the holy 
sacrifice. If to me are given thought and foresight which 
will somewhat relieve Ay sufferings and reconcile me to 
my loss or pain, I believe that the love iu the dog justifies 
the thought that he would choose as I choose if he knew 
wlrnt 1 know. I believe that it is his! privilege as well as 
mine to serve the onward movement of the column of life 
by living when life serves, by dying when death better 
serves. .

I have not time to argue the final point, the reconcilia
tion of this law of sacrifice to our feeling, a recognition of

Intellectual, Moral and Spiritual Unfold- 
ment.

■ ■ •' —— >• .

There is no death, but change, and life throughout' all 
the^univerae; in the atom, the molecule, the ether, the 
mineral, vegetable and animal kingdoms, .

SCIENCE. ftÑD 
SPIRITÜftLISM

The Brahmin theory of life is that it is involved into 
the mineral kingdom from the sun’s rays, and that it 
evolves from the mineral to the vegetable, from this to 
the animal and man, requiring millions of years to ascend 

s i-4i j. 4i i-4- p 4i j “i i the scale of life to perfection; then passing into tlie life the iaet that the application of the same does not make lin:,,„vcni „n ___ __ iA„ mi. „ . . n i „.p-,, .ij i l j-ii*  ¿I 4- 4i 4-1 * 4i universal, losing all personality» X 1ms life would liavefor cruelty. 1 do not believe that the stock raiser, tlie .nnl„ i „ ¡J ,i i' • • 4. i -• j- i i ’ i only existence through matter, with no God, or angelfeeder of pigs, or of sheep, is engaged in a depraved or de- ;i,„„_ 2-i i ,■ ’ o i i, v a 4• 1 i t i r i i- ° , . i , . ,, , loved ones; then annihilation. Such belief we termpravmg work. I do not believe in the last analysis that material atheism '
i there is more cruelty in Illinois than in India.. I have no 
interest iu the tit-i'or-tat argument, but there and not 
here do we find the cruelties inflicted upon the child-wife 
victims and the harshness of the law of caste carried to its 
maximum. '

' THRIFT AND KINDNESS. . 1
Happily, here as elsewhere, thrift and kindness go hand 

in hand. The humane man is the successful man dealing 
with cattle, and the stockman is steadily elevating the life 
of the cow. Horns were meant for cattle in a state of 
war. The primitive, uncivilized cow had need of them. 
To the civilized cow they are ¿ menace and a burden, so 
the short cruelty of dehorning turns out to be long- 
ranged humanity to the herd. It is a well-established 
fact that a herd of horned cattle will commit and suffer 
more cruelties a dozen times over from their horns than 
they will from the acute pain of the single operation that 
makes them peaceful .for evermore. Philip D. Armour is 
quoted as saying: “Hornless cattle are preferred, because 
there is less bruised beef in their product;” while 6. F. 
Swift, another of our great purveyors, is quoted as say
ing: “There are shippers who are willing to pay from five 
to cents per hundred more for hornless cattle, and I be
lieve that this is in accord with the records of the Illinois 
ajid other humane societies in this-connection. But more 
than this, my general contention is tjiai it is possible, nay, 
that it is necessary, to abate the cruelly in order'to lift the 
law of sacrifice into the law of life, and this is in accord 
with the experience on the farm and in the stock yards.

James H. Ashby, general superintendent of the Union 
Stock yards and Transit Company of Chicago, in a recent 
interview is quoted as saying:

“Ever since the foundation of the Union Stock Yard 
and Transit company one of the cardinal principles in-

The expressions of life in all its varied forms of nature 
have never’ revealed to us its origin, and nature, fully as 
yet. We study its action with the microscope, and find 
it in the millions of animalcules. We conjecture, reason, 
investigate, and experiment, and are discovering its laws. 
These methods will ever be requisite, in the study of a 
molecule, a human soul, or the soul of the universe.

A knowledge of soul life, or spirit, is tlie foundation of 
Spiritualism. Nor can we say that soul life belongs ex
clusively to man. 'The scientist of to-day is attempting 
to prove that flowers have a brain and nervous system, 
and sentient life to some degree. Spirit, or life, is in
destructible, and when leaving the material continues to 
exist in its spiritual form. If not, what law is there

1 ! I '

Charles Dawbarn, Ihe California Philosopher, Pre 
seats His Views to the Jubilee at

Rochester, N. Y. .

AN ETERNAL EXISTENCE 
for the soul which cHujJjb to universal 
IVYi?.- Such is a brief statement of an 
ajl-huportaut truth to which Spiritual
ists Will do well to give heed. But it 
carries with it other'truths that are of 
6qtial interest. ,

Our butterfly existence is all that has 
been demonstrated by the phenomena 
of Modern Spiritualism. Form fs but 
little value as proof of identity, since it 
so rapidly changes under even a brief 
absence. Personality is composed of 
memories and experiences, witli au ex
ercise of will power that welds them 
into the oneness we recognize. This 

. oneness can only be expressed in form.
f

A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “Ttya 
Contrast” Into one Volume, t

----- - ;
BY MOSES HULL. [

His Address Was Read by Mr. Frank Walker, and Elicited 
Frequent Applause.

Such an occasion as this, it seems to 
me, calls for something more than mu
tual congratulations. Modern Spiritual
ism has been extolled as proving human 
immortality. So far as it has added 
knowledge to faith it has done good 
work. But unless its value to manhoefd 
be far greater than a mere presentation 
of certain phenomena, the present 
Jubilee would be an attempt to crown 
one single fact in human progress.

tain experiences, and may possibly 
have thus a friendly and visiting ac
quaintance with other atoms. But we 
see that Modern Spiritualism, ijke sqi- 
epce and theology, deals only with mo
lecular forms, of which all that is evi
dently certain is that sooner qr later the 
form will disappear. By thtis making 
vige of the facts of science, and adding 
to our one great fact of human im
mortality, we discover that creation lb

This highly Instructive and Interesting work to * 
ComblutiUon Into ono volume ot two of Mr. HulTl 

■ »plendUiwork». By this arrangement the coat to tuoi 
that the reader U enabled to secure the two boon 
combined at the jamo price as was formerly asked 
for thaiiipeparately. This volume contains 402 pwm 
and I> bindBOmolybound In cloth, aud contalue £Tc2 
oellent portrait of the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
to a call!tn! comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit 
uallsm. No book of the century has made so ma» 
convertn to Modern Spiritualism as this. The author*»  
alm, faithfully to compare the Bible with moderfi 
phenotnanu and philosophy, has been accomplished. 
The adaptation of Spiritualism to tho wants othumw 
Ity; its moral tendency; tho Bible Doctrine of anoal 
mluutitr; the spiritual nature of man, and tho objec
tions ollerod to Spiritualism, are all considered lutbs 
light ol the Bible, nature, history, reason aud common 
»euse, end expressed clearly aud forcibly. v •

THE CONTRAST
consists of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
cud Spiritualism. It Is a most able production, and 
’■ a perfect storehouse of facts for those who wish 
tc defend Spiritualism, or find arguments again.! thd 
assumptions of Orthodoxy.

proving it does not? Spiritual life no longer requiring 
sustenance to support a material body, would no longer 
prey upon the weaker, or lower creation, as ip the mortal; 
so that the existence of any one expression of life should 
not interfere with the existence of a higher or lower ex
pression. The existence of spirit animals belongs to the . 
planetary atmosphere, and not to the higher realms of- ; 
spiritual existence; but that they do exist in a spiritual 
body has been verified by too many truthful, well- 
developed clairvoyants, to be ignored as a delusion, or de- . 
nied by theory. As no law has ever been discovered that 
conflicts with the knowledge of spirit communion, but 
the fact of communion by telepathy; by one’s own spirit, 
while pistant from that body, yet connected magnetically 
with it; by spirits in spirit realms, with one another and 
with the mortal—goes conclusively to prove the facts 
attested by millions, and by such, men as Prof Hare, pro
fessor of chemistry of the University of Pennsylvania; 
Rev. Heber Newton, Baron Carl Du Prel, of Munich;

volved in its management has been to, by every agency Mathematical Society, London; the German philosopher, 
and method, reduce to tlie lowest minimum the injury in- J. H. Fichte, Alfred Russel Wallace, Savage, Beecher, 
cident to the handling of live stock consigned to the Chi- Lincoln, and others.
cago market. All live stock coming into our custody is -p - - -- - ’
handled with the great est of care, the use of whips, prod

, poles, etc., being strictly prohibited. In this work the 
• employes of this company are aided by both seller and 
buyer, prompted both by profit and humanitarian in
stincts, such as has been engendered by farm life and fa
miliarity with domestic animals. In addition to this, 
John B. Sherman, the general manager, and practically 
the founder of this, the first of the great live stock market 
system of America, was one of the earliest and most zeal
ous promoters of the Illinois Humane society, and has 
been an annual contributor to its support since its organi
zation. For nearly two decades through his specific in
structions, John McDonald, a most efficient officer of the 
Humane Society, was given supervision, with absolute au
thority to act in the premises to bring about the greatest 
good. Through the co-operation offered by the manu-

Lincoln believed in a God of justice, and angels of wis
dom, to whom he listened through the mediumship of 
Nettie Maynard in the White House; and an eternity of 
soul life.

Paine believed in one God, and one humanity, free, 
godlike in possibilities, with an eternity of soul life; he 
must have understood mortal life, to have so nobly and 
truly planned and wrote for its liberty and progression.

The great tendency of the human mind has been to

Other facts njust presently claim theii 
rights, and then the kiLo- loses his 
crown, for
¿TRUTH KNOWS' NO SOVEREIGN.
Here is a republic, with every fact de
manding equal' rights as a citizen. In 
my present address I shall attempt to

facturer of the food product of domestic animals by sei- ... . . „
entifle demonstration and expert dispatch, cruelty to ani- 11 is searching out causes of light, colors, vibrations, their 
male has been reduced to a much lower degree than that relations and effects. A resume of history antedating
which could possibly have obtained under the old meth
ods practiced at wide-spread, out-of-the-way places.”

Oh, for wisdom enough to respect the law of degrees, 
which is the gospel of reason. Because science teaches 
us how to use the silkworm to give employment to 10,
000,000 people on the globe and to convert the mulberry 
leaf into fabric, must I keep my mouth shut in regard to 
the wanton killing of the mother heron bird while the 
young ones are dependent upon her that the tail orna
mentations of the bird may become the head ornamenta
tions of the woman? I rejoice in the skill that can make 
a hundred pounds of beef out of twenty bushels of corn, 
enabling us to transfer this finer product to Chicago ivr 
40 cents, where thè freight on the grosser product would 
be $2.75, adding thereby so much to the feeding possibil
ities of the world. Must I on that account wink at the 
wanton destruction of some of the rarest birds just to 
prove the marksmanship of our “sportsman?” May I not 
believe with Shaler that the time is coming when hunt
ing for mere sport will be unknown among men because 
it is the survival of the primal animal instinct to destroy, 
and still believe that the pig is the poor man’s best friend 
because next to the pigeon he has been n jst improved by 
the breeder’s art; that a place has been'made for him in 
the world, that he might help the world along? There 
are real foes enough to fight without fighting either imag- 

Qfrnrv ones or contending with the eternal forces of the 
'Almighty. Only he who recognizes the law of sacrifice, 

is willing to accept and conform to the demands of the 
same, can wisely combat the awful cruelties of the world 
and reduce the atrocities of life.

------------:)o(:—:----------------

ANGELS E’ER ARE NEAR,

Constantine, and running down through the Dark Ages, 
will be more than adequate to establish how popery, self
ishness and ignorance overshadowed and overpowered the 
grand truths that had been discovered. The inspiration 
of the later centuries was marvelous, considering the limit 
of public opinion. "

Human liberty born in America formed a straight path 
in the wilderness, in which the upward trend of the hu
man mind could proceed and broaden, led on by the guar
dianship of angels, till Hydesville raps could be heard; 
the trance mediums and speakers, healers, materializes 
and so on dared to risk their lives for truth. This path 
of human liberty led out of our wilderness, around the 
world, liberalizing and liberating for the angels, as the 
centuries pass, to'free nations politically, purify them 
morally and socially, enlighten them intellectually, and 
spiritualize them. A true knowledge of soul life and its 
laws, extending into theAspirit realms, possessed by all, 
would so influence hum^jity with love, equality, justice 
and harmony, that its intelligent conscience would be the 
only law requisite. i’.

Education, organization and liberty are necessary to 
unfold and protect soul, or spirit, in this and in spirit 
land, and create this just, intelligent conscience. May 
seers and philosophers, martyrs and scientists, mothers 
and fathers, sisters and brothers, as ministering angels of 
that universal intelligence, highest and best, urge on
ward the work of soul growth, and may we keep step with 
their progress in the great labor qf love for humanity’s 
future. MRS. C. H. HORINE.

Chicago, Ill. ‘ ■
------------ :)o(:—:----------------

WILLIAM EWART GLADSTONE.

And this form, if we euliivate attrac
tion as love, becomes immortal, because 
repulsion has no raw material upon 
which it can work. If, on the other 
blind, our thoughts favor the repulsive 
force, tlie particles of which form must 
be composed are driven apart. There
fore, sooner or later, the personality we 
have known and recognized,

MUST CEASE TO EXIST.
But we must remember that even then 
all that is lost is the form life, which 
carries with it the memories of the 
form experiences. The Ego, which is 
the external atom, has made a failure 
of its attempt to build up an eternal 
personality,- and must now begin all 
over again.

So miich we get by a little scientific 
addition and subtraction, applied to our 
ofle fact of “spirit return.” But the 
process carries us yet further. If it be 
that the atom Is the only external ex
istence in the universe, then every atom 
must contain within itself the poten- 
tlpjjty of a kuipajr Ego. For if the hu- 
matr soul Is merely a molecule, built up

_____________________ ”~MIS OFF‘rtlt.

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE.

Angels e'er are near us, watching o’er our way;
We may hear their voices mid the toil of day, 
We. may know their presence, giving strength and cheer: 
Weary not, worry not—angels e’er are near.
Sunshine bright and shadows oft o’erspread our way, 
Joys and sorrows mingle in life from day to day;
Cloud or sunshine mark the hour, still keep heart and 

cheer;
Weary not, worry not—angels e’er are near.
Tho' the road be dusty and thq way seem long, 
Smooth it with good feeling, shorten it with song; - 
Be our aspirations pure, be our vision clear, ~ 
Weary not, worry not—angels e’er are near.
Life may seem a burden with its weight of pain, 
All its toils seem useless, all its pleasures vain; 
Yield not to depression, let your strength appear— 
Wearj’ not, won)’ not—angels e’er are near.
Angels e’er are near us—let us keep the thought, 
It will help and cheer us, that we falter not;
Let the pure and lovely in our thought appear— 
Weary not, wony not—angels e’er are near.

Hammond, Ind. —Jas. C. Underhill, in Lyceum.
--------------------------------------

Life is fraught with many burdens, to be borne—by each 
his own—

To be carried by each mortal till the mortal is outgrown, 
But true manhood never falters ’neath the burdens it 

must bear
In its labors for the masses—for advancement every

where;
This is taught us as the working of a grapd eternal Man;
In the deeds of William Gladstone, rightly chUed, “The 

Grand Old Man.” •

a score of years have dared to investi
gate the spirit side of humanity. The 
psychical societies of England and 
America has sifted chaff from wheat 
until, to-day, the avowed belief of some 
of its best-known leaders is, that while 
nqt less-;,than four-fifths of the phe
nomena'-are based upon man, the mor
tal, there is

A RESIDUUM WHICH ADMITS 
of no other explanation than the exist
ence of humanity beyond the grave. 
Many members of the Psychical So
ciety are leaders in some scientific 
specialty. Such men necessarily see 
that human Immortality, if true, is but 
one fact, having direct or indirect rela
tion to every other fact. Further, they 
well know that if any one fact be set 
upon a pedestal, and worshiped as "all
important,” the worshipers necessarily 
become narrow-minded bigots. Human 
history, both theological and secular, 
records this on every page. The true 
philosopher—lover of truth—js ever 
broadening, as each newly-discovered 
fact receives welcome in his sym
posium. I now propose, most de
liberately, to disturb and alarm certain 
of my highly-esteemed brothers and 
sifters by showing them die felatiqp 
of some other facts to their onS great 
fact of human immortality.

What do we mean by immortality? 
If the butterfly be simply an Immortal 
caterpillar, then it Is quite correct to 
speak of the returning Spirit as an im
mortal man. But the next question 
would go a step further than Modern 
Spiritualism has yet done. It demands 
whether the butterfly and the returning 
spirit are immortal? I know that spirits 
proclaim their beliefs and asserted 
knowledge on this subject, through 
mortal mediums, but their contradic
tions perplex and dishearten the honest 
investigator. So we pass them by as 
unprovable. and therefore unreliable, 
and turn to the facts gathered by sci
ence. We will make it our present en
deavor to place these facts in such re
lation to the returning spirit as shall 
enable us to solve the problem for 
ourselves.

Every form In nature is an aggregate 
of particles, each coming and going, ap
parently, according to its own sweetThat true greatness lies in goodness all humanity agree; . _ _

That true goodness with its motives from all selfishness wiu- Sooner o'r later every form dis
horn free " appears. The- scientist can destroy

Is immortal, and forever moves the conscience, free from He has discovered' that the ultimate 
guilt, particle, which bè^calls “an atom,” is

In the labor of its nature—cannot die when.bodies wilt— absolutely indfestructlble. Whether in 
Here is taught us as the working of a grand eternal plan, chaos or creatiP.n> atom is thus 
In the fife that Res before us, of this truly “Grand Old NATURE’S ONEs ETERNAL FACT.

Man.” , Deity and man.'m'ay blend or unblend
. it, that is compel-ilt into certain shape

All the world now pays due homage to a life of greatest ‘ ......
good;

To a life that in its greatness is not fully understood;
To a life that knew no falter when the right should be 

maintained;
To a life of true devotion to the best that life contained; 
To a man that loved all peoples- with a love no greater 

than .

for a time, but v^etber it be aggre
gated into universA microbe or man, it 
remains every1/‘ time and everywhere, 
the indestructible'atom. So the scient
ist the statesmaniand the socialist are 
fieoling only with groups of these won
drous atoms. We perceive that the the
ologian, in the name of his God, simply 
offers heaven and threatens hell to.col
lective forms, that in any. case win 
some day fall apart. All that Modem 
Spiritualism has so far demonstrated

“The Priest, the Woman and the Confessional.” This 
book, by the well-known Father Chiniquyj reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results of the Romish con- That now returned by all in blessings on this noble, 
iessional, as proved by the sad experience of many “Grand Old Man.” _
wrecked live» Price, by maU,«. For sale althi. dta. DB. T. WILKINS..

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the student of psychic ------------ :—:)o(:—--------- the grave.
phenomena, this pamphlet is intensely interesting. It «Wnmnn Church and Shric” Thr ‘ My next point is this: If man have•» ».i j _ _ f a £ tes . ri _ ®. woman, vnuren anci otatc. JHaulua Joslyn really an eternal existence in his owngives detailed accounts of two cases of double conscious- Qage A royal volume, of more thaiicommon intrinsic, right he must be Independent of form, 
nets, namely Mary Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, HI., ~ ™ . . 3 . , . -...... . „a ------ -
and Mary Reynolds, of Venango County, Pa. For sale at 
this office. Price 15 cents. /

“After the Sex Struck.”. By George N. Miller. Price 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

“Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and Rosa C. Conger. 
Excellent for every family. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at 
thisoffice, • ............... . ..

Value. The subject is treated with masterly ability: show- slnS? form is not, and cannot be in 
ing what the. church has and has not done for woman. itself Perma?e?t’ the human ego is evi- 
It is full of information on the subject, and should be 
read by every one. Price $2, postpaid. For sale at this 

• office.

dently one of these eternal and 
INDESTRUCTIBLE ATOMS.

Our usual estimation of size does not
...... -, . , , „ enter into thé question. Truth is just
“Origin and Antiquity of Man.” By Hudson Tuttle, as large when discovered by the micro- 

A masterly pliilosopliical work. . English edition, nicely scope as when viewed through the 
bound in doth, $1. For sale at this office. grandest of modern telescopes The

—------------- ------ ------->—
only, and can only be tlie blending of 
unereatotj atoms into form. In tkis 
sense man him^lf is also a creator, 
save that he cannot reach farther back 
than thg molecular for his raw ma
terial.' He is perpetually areatipg new 
forms, and his creations, like those of 
the Creator-in-Onief, contain within 
themselves the elements of their own 
destruction. So we are now ready to 
see what science hits to teach concern
ing this wonderful atom, which evi
dently represents the only true man
hood.

The atom stands to the scientist as 
the ineoncejvable remote. He declares 
that hig Instrument will never make it 
visible to mortal eye, so he "infers” its 
attributes from what he discovers in 
every group of atoms, which group he. 
calls a "molecule.” Under this infer
ence the atom Is seen to be what the 
scientist calls “polarized.” That is to 
say, it exhibits both attraction and re
pulsion. And herein, I venture to assert, 
is the wondrous

SECRET OF THE UNIVERSE.
Here is the only key by which the mys
tery of manhood can ever be unlocked. 
The atom is ever seeking a friend, and 
repelling an enemy. It makes woeful 
mistakes In unions, sometimes, and 
therein is its experience. Attraction Is 
that which binds and holds together. 
When carried on step by step to its 
highest it becomes what we call love. 
Ignorant of this truth it has never oc
curred to man that the source of “love” 
was simply the unfoldment of bis own 
Inherent faculty of attraction. So he 
has called “love” divine, and worshiped 
it as God. On the other hand, repulsion 
is that which drives atom from atom, 
and is equally one of the attributes of 
the Indestructible atom. It evqjves and 
unfolds Into what we call “malice, hate, 
revenge, lust, evil thought,” and in a 
word, into everything that tears apart. 
So man of the past dignified It as 
“devil,” and crowned it

AS SATANIC MAJESTY.
Yet this faculty is all important to the 
atom, since, properly used, its power 
drives off every other atom which 
would not be in harmony with that 
which attractive Intelligence desires. 
Yqt we must remember that effects, 
whether we call them good or 111, are 
only outwrought by dissociation into 
form. The atom itself, the real Ego, 
although it is apparently ever blended 
with Intelligence and force, can gain 
no experience of either attraction or re
pulsion, save by blending with other 
atoms. Alone it thus stands as an 
eternal atom. Let it once blend with 
other atoms, however long the journey, 
it has entered the path which may lead 
to the archangel and beyond.

That man becomes ■
IMMORTAL SPIRIT

of atoms, then the power that built it 
could take it to pieces, and its

CLAIM TO IMMORTALITY 
would rest upon a very uncertain basis. 
Such is actually the faith held and 
taught by the theologian.

Science seems to demonstrate that 
every atom is associated with intelli
gence and force. Assuming that eveiy 
form lias but one central and dom
inating Higo, it seems as if attraction 
and repulsion were at work, more or 
legs, u’u^er the guidance of this intelli
gence and force. The other Egos, 
coming and golikg, are thus possibly, 
and even probably, preparing them
selves for a like central position. But 
therein is a field of thought that seems 
beyond any possibility of demonstra

tion to infin of to-day, either by science 
or spirit return. We are more con
cerned with the result of thus blending 

,our one fact pf "spirit return” with 
facts of equal authority upheld by 
science.

It is well for us to remember that we 
have been dealing with forms, them
selves

BLENDINGS OF MOLECULES, 
and never with the eternal Ego. We 
have called the form the man. We have 
loved, hated, worshiped or seorneij 
form. It is true we nave thought of 
spirit form as the butterfly man, but 
Ifeyond that wc have not traveled even 
in thought. Our God hijs been pictured 
as a foym, creating or destroying other 
forms at his oiin good.will and pleas
ure. Those who have tried to do with
out any personal deity have, for the 
most part, found themselves atheists 
sailing on an uncharted ocean to an un
known port. Our one fact of spirit re

This excellent book is written In the interest of hq. 
maulty, of liberty, and of patriotism—a book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
dangers that beset us on every side, and more ejpfr 
dally to the hostile attitude and the Insidious wiles or 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous fqo-3 
the Catholics. Washington's words of warning. 
Lincoln's apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant are all Included In the volume. Archbishop 
Rvan.of Philadelphia, In a recent sermon said: “To® 
church tolerates heretics where she is obliged to do 
so. but she bates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses ail her power to annihilate them, Our enemies

JESUS AND THE MTOIUMS,
-on- ■;

CHRIST AND MEDIUMSHIP. 1
Careful comparison or some or tho Splrltualten 

and Medlumsbtn or tho Bible with that ot to-day. W; J 
Mobk.Hull. An Invincible argument proving that i 
Je»ua waa only a medium, subject to all I*«  ooitw 1 
tlona ot modern mediumship. It also shora-that ill i 
the mantrestatlous throughout th» OK and Now Ti»U> J 
ment were under the same conditions that mediums' 
require to-day; and that the coining ot Christ Is tM turn of mediumship to thoW&li 48 najes. PrieS t| 
lOeents. For soleatthi» oiyce. * s mw. rJ

jVIA]-IO|VI€Tr
His Birth, Character and Doctrine, I

turn comes to the assistance of such 
minds, but their facts bring with them 
blessings for us too. The god of the 
Ignorant man is always very close to 
him; a sort of next door neighbor. But 
our Deity, when, like the scientist, we 
ca ll him

THE FIRST GREAT CAUSE, 
is placed further and further back, 
until we acknowledge blip incompre
hensible to a finite mind. But our own 
powers and possibilities become mag
nified beyond ally dream of the past. 
We find within ourselves the very root 
of all we have called “Godlike.” We 
discover that under our own powers of 
attraction and repulsion we may evolve 
guch harmony as shall turn the present 
hell of competition and misery into an 
earthly heaven of brotherly love. We 
have thought It our highest possible 
conception to call Deity a God of love. 
We can now see that love itself Is but 
an evolution from the inherent prin
ciple that belongs to every Ego in the 
universe. Cultivate this and presently 
we find oprselves loving both God and 
man. But all the qame It is man who 
wields this love, and not Deity. We see 
that nil the horrors that curse life on 
earth have come from Ego choosing 
wrong mates. He thus lives in an 1 
atmosphere of repulsion, and the re- I 
suiting discord is the earth life of to
day. Let man but begin to cultivate the

HARMONY OF HIS OWN SOUL 
in thought, word’and deed, and he has 
taken the first step towards a possible 
adejjtshifi that is grander than any 
dream of Mahatmas who are biding 
from every-day life amidst thq crags of 
Asia.

We thus see that without our grand 
fact of human immortality science is 
seeking an impossible pathway to the 
unknown. But without the facts gath
ered by science our own one great fact 
will not rescue us from a slavery to 
theology, on .the one hand, and on the 
other an equally dangerous trust in 
spirit return to justify our living god
less and manless Utes on eartli.

In the light of these facts what 
should we do? If we hesitate to add 
fact to fact we limit our own develop
ment. We can deal with the one fact 
of spirit return as is done with a corpse. 
We can throw a sheet of hypocrisy or 
respectability over it and hide it from 
sight. But we have made but an 1m-

Tble Is No. 8 of the Library of Liberal Classics, ft J 
1b conceded to be historical)? correct, and so exact and 1 
perfect In every detail as to be practically beyond thf 
reach of adverse criticism. This work will De found 
Intensely Interesting. Price, 2.1c. Sold at this office. .

SOCIAL UPBUILDING, 
Includtaa Co operative Sy.tema and tho Happlne« 
and Ennoblement of Humanity. By E D Babbitt 
1iL.DL' “• *?'  Jhls comprlBo, tho laet purt ot Hum« 
Culture and Cure. Paper cover, 15c. For sale at 
thisoffice. .

HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION 
• jilui.those seeking information con*  
eerning that most damnable Institution known la I 
Mstorv—the। Roman Catholic Inquisition. Bver*  I 
American cltlten should become acquainted with I 
facts so succinctly stated in this valuable record, it I 
•hows the methods used by tha Kointsh Church toe» 
terminate those who reject ttc. beliefs and claims. 
For sale at this office. Price 25 cents. • ' I

HYPNOTISM IIP TO DATE
An entertaining manual of hypnoUim. niotn! to 

Btuaeuls of the subjoin. In the forin of dialogue and 
0, tbo author uroBuuiB vorjr »uooeaefuUy a con

id account of hypnotism, Ite theory and practice 
up to date. Price, paper, 25 cla. Sold at this office.
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The Effacement of Chrl.thmlty? By George Jacob ' 
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Freethougbt literature. Bound In paper with goo«' 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve oonlei< 
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“ IMMORTALITY.“^
A.poem In Ove cantos "If n man die, shall ho Uvat* 

1b fully anawered. B • w. B. Barlow, author all 
Voice». Price 60 cents. »«miw w
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Ing how the great forces of the Itoman Catholic 
Church are seeking to control all movement» 
talnlng to human progreaa that arc InoPMdtfonth For^cT^oS.10““

CHURCH AND STATE. ,i
The Bible In tno Public Schools; the Now <‘*meii.T  

lean" Party. By “Jefferson.” Third edltlon.TMi " 
beautiful pamphlet of 23 pages Is the most thorourt ! 
presentation of the Church aud State question thS 
has appeared, Price 10 ccuu. ' 7*1

him everything but his mortal body has 
been abundantly demonstrated by Mod
ern Spiritualism. Now add tb these 
facts the great scientific fact to which 
I have ju^t called your attention. The 
?plrit, Ilk? the mortal, is occupying a 
orm composed of particles which

Of course, either, as so depicted, are ex
tremes. Usually they are so mingled
as to permit man of to-day to fight a 
battle of life to average longevity. 
When the earth body has fallen off we 
have discovered by our experiences in 
spirit return that its future becomes a 
question of tendency. If that tendency 
is still to discord, hate, revenge and in
harmony, the law of repulsion is at 
work, and such form .must surely 
travel downwards to total disintegra
tion. If the tendency be towards love, 
which is the supreme evolvemenit of the 
law of attraction,1 the Ego continues 
attracting that which represents the 
very highest personality. It does not, 
and cannot disintegrate, because repul
sion has been overcome, and attraction 
reigns supreme. So the law which the

pou««. ... scientist calls “polarity,” carries within
atom may blend with atom to gain cer- • itself the certainty of

nify our one fact till we behove, and 
want everybody else to believe, that It 
Is the one central fact of the universe. 
Some day we shall discover that truth 
has no center, and no circumference, 
and then every fact will become an at
tribute of manhood. We shall then dis-

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

Advance Humane Education 
in All Its Phases. ‘

grandeur of universal love. Spirit re
turn will remam as a great demon-
strated fact, but its value will be seen 
to be dependent upon its relation to 
other facts of equal importance. And 
one of the grandest of those facts is 
that every mortal by a wise and cul
tivated use of this same law of attrac
tion, may have' daily communication 
with spirits who have achieved a true 
immortality; meeting and greeting 
them on a plane of thought where 
fraud and deceit become impossible. 
He can thus evolve harmonies of 
thought that will surely realize for him 
the highest aspirations of his soul. And 
that iajhe only heaven possible to arch
angel or mortal man. And such Is the 
possibility open to those who are 
willing to add the truths revealed by 
the mortal scientist to the great fact 
brought to earth by spirit man.
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tlon. By Eev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. This Is a 
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Catholic Hiewcby. The work ooatataiiglfq 
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it 
aclaimed that Jesus was crucified on 

cross.

leged founder of Christianity. Not un
til Constantine adopted it as the symbol 
of his reconstructed Paganism, was
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• «very Saturday at 40 Zoomit Street 

.FBANCIS, Editor and Publisher. 

M Chicago PoBtolllce as »»copd-ol»»» matter. 

TJHUtfS Of- SWSVJBWTlOlf. 
JgsItaooBSssivy Tiiikxbu will be furnished until 

Wnctlce, nt the following terms, Invariably in

iwatlit.......weeka.
W.......

INTELLIGENCE BEJEUT8 A JESUfl.
Babbit Wise is quoted as most excel

lent authority on Josephus. Why is be 
not just as good authority on Jgsus? 
We hold In our hand as we write an
octavo volume, entitled, “The Martyr
dom of Jesus,” by Rev. Dr. Isaac M. 
Wise, from the press of “The Bloch 
Publishing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.” 
We quote from page 134, for the delec- 

• 1.001 tat1011 bf U11 who indorse that prolific 
was author, and yet believe in the personal

Ity Of Jesus:

INFI öUNe

THE 60LDEN JUBILEE
Proceedings Reported by Our Special Correspondent

Below is the official of an over
ture to the Presbyterian Generar As
sembly, regarding the recent work of 
jhe Rev. Dr. McGiffert, which was 
adopted by the Pittsburg Presbytery, 
late in session:
.“The Presbytery of Pittsburg, lu'ses-

»»mithvPA. “Intelligence believes no longer in
J«sus or the gospels, although faint 

joccntBtogetcueckBcaBhc(ionioc(iibaiike,fiodoR't shadows thereof still hover on the im- 
wouXTJ® °f unclear and undecided

«OLoomt» street, Chicago, iu.--------- ' I thinkers. As It was at the end of Ro
-------------- -  tnun Paganism, so it is now; the masses 

;^.WbUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION! are deceived and fooled, or do it for 
wlil ot mst venture themselves; and persons of vivacious 

Phantasies prefer the masquerade of 
di “venU Other» to unite with delusion to the simple sublimity of ma- 

JuMlc Mut naked truth. Therefore fa- 
'v.lu s lttrF) ,ulu towi, end thus uteud uaticlsm is in the minority and withoutMX® energy, so that the Church is subjected

■ ii«n»-Tsoiicit others to »id iu the good work. You wii Mie State, in Berlin and in Rome
I ffclbu» ’I'Me decline of the Church as a political

', I -1■ th™ can uiiord to be without the vuiu»! Power proves beyond a doubt the de
!' faith. The conflicts

I*  ------ --------------——!—_________  of Church and State all over the Euro-
Jy , A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents. I Pean continent, and the hostility be
. - •lin’J'nn “J",01» bountiful harvest than we can tween intelligence and dogmatic Chris-I te£.»Xtu^^  ̂ I demonstrate the death of Chris,
A v nlBii0U- 1 be subscription price ot Tus Pao- tlology in the consciousness of modern! gn"Wt^ hultai'e- « is useless to shut our eyes
|-Z £»ar pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and to tMese facts. Like rabbinical Juda- 
r‘> WsU^dbSkl8toamedl. ism, dogmatic Christianity was the 
t, ---------------------------------------------------I product of ages without typography,
r TAKE NOTICE! telescopes, microscopes, telegraphs,
K ..w At expiration of subscription, If not renewed and tbe Power of Steam. These right 
i ‘ |r» numbers “16M“Uuued No bm» wiu be eent tor ex; I ar,ns of intelligence have fought the tl
’ mi vou do no. rorn.v» ______ _ .. tanlc Matties, conquered and demolished
f ■ Xi'Ho to ub, and the ancient castles, aud removemow the
I “dD1,i8108 number» supplied gratte. ' debris, preparing the ground upon
[,: shall be reared the gor-

it is thou sent, or the chauuo cannot be made. geous temple of humanity, one univer- 
1 — , sal republic, one universal religion of

SvriTnnav invv . .eno intelligence, and one great universal.SATURDAY, JUNE 4, 1898. brotherhood. This is the new covenant,
jT.."' . " , the gospel of humanity.”
I PRAYER AND PRAISE, Quotations have heretofore appeared
j Sir Edward Lytton Bulwer, near sev- in tMese columns, made by eorrespond-

iw

; enty-flve years ago, published his ents from the publications of- Rabbi 
■ “Athens, Its Rise and Fall; with Views Wise> laboring to make it appear lie be
; of the Literature, Philosophy and So- Moved in a personal Jesus, the hero of 
I dal Life of the Athenians,” in 4 octavo the gospels, but these are his latest ex
. ¡Volumes. Turning over its well-filled I Passions on the subject, and the most 
.pages the other day, we found some I)oiut('d-
marked passages we had made many SPAIN NEEDS CIVILIZING 
years ago in regard to the gods. Oom- It, , ..................
meaning on p. 50, vol. 1, of the London Bulwer’ 111 Mis Rise and ball of Ath- 
edition we read- eUS' 8ays tlie evideuce of a11 history is

“The early Greeks imagined their h"““ °"’e
gods might be won from them by the I ° clvilizatlou ,lnd enlightenment to 
more earnest prayers, and the more | forel8nei-s- “To be civilized they con
splendid offerings of their neighbors 
r---- How far the Jealous desire to re
tain to themselves the favor of tutelary 
gods was entertained by the Greeks, 
may be Illustrated by the instances 
specially alluding to the low and whis
pered voice in which prayers were ad
dressed to tho superior powers, lest the 
xmetny should hear the address, and vie 
with Interested emulation for celestial 
favor.”

\ Considerably more than two thousand 
- years have come and gone since those 
. times of which Bulwer wrote, when the 

.Greeks were telling their god, In hou- 
•. eyed words, how good, how great, and 

■ glorious he was. They exhausted their 
genius and their language in inventing 

-»nd expressing terms of adulation. 
( The same practice then in vogue is 
. common now, but the “whispered 

„ tones” have been changed, as Ire who 
/. attends a revival, or a Methodist camp

I meeting, which the spirit controls, will 
, Boon discover. They seem to fancy their

God is deaf, and elevate their voice ac
cordingly. Flattery may gain favor 
■With the uncultured, but it accomplishes 
Jittle when addressed to persons of edu
cation. Possibly it may be disgusting 
to a God. YVho knows?

■ This fawning to greatness probably 
had its origin In the abasement of the 
subject as he approached the king on 
..bended knees, almost licking the dust, 
While he implored especial favors^ 
Later this process was employed to 
gain the favor of a God.

f, Hymns of praise, laudation, applause, 
I are sung in all the churches, aud are 
j >generally employed in family worship, 

t Instrumental music was very generally 
Opposed by churchmen fifty years ago 
because It lacked the words of abase

! men't which the church had popularized 
i in their prayers and hymns. And the

. i. tickling, of tire ear of Omnipotence in 
the form of flattery, is to be prolonged 

. through eternity in one continuous
. Chant of “Holy, holy, holy Lord God Al
, .mighty, who was, and is, and will be 
- forever.”

Will not the terms become monoto
; nous by the time the millionth year is 
■ rounded?

i - A SCHOLARLY PREDICTION.
A gentleman of large experience and 

I ¡. observation, wrote us from New York, 
. b on May 1:

L .“I believe this is the beginning of a 
P .'dong struggle in which the whole world 
i will be more or less Involved before the 
i "end comes. Limited to the United 
< Slates and Spain it will be soon over, 
ht:iand,there won't be much left of Spain; 
Ite but this contest is only a prelude to a 
fte greater to come later on. It is tire cur
! tain-raiser to the great drama of Inter- 
■i national conflicts which to me seem in- 
,Inevitable. Germany and Austria will 
r probably side or sympathize largely 
1 i-Wlth Spain, while England will join 
||iWith us. Russia bates England, and 
('there is danger she will oppose us to 

punish her rival Excuses for the in- 
;j.Aerference of the Powers will not be 

wanting. France will lead In forming 
a,Latin alliance against the Anglo-Sax- 
ions.

“But there is a war-cloud beyond all 
this. Let me prophesy: The ultimate 

I development will be a religious war; 
'¿the Roman Catholic against the ‘infidel’ 
f,-the Protestant, the Liberal, and all 

I) who oppose actively or passiveIy?HoIy 
it Mother Church.’ Rome has her claws 
already firmly fixed in the heart of 

'..America, so that If a division should oc- 
hl,lr »Me would have tbe best in the con
flict. If the Pope was to call the Amer- 
icun Cathohes to arms to-day to fight 

I for Catholic Spain a formidable army 
l.would be the result. But the time has 
not yet come for that; but it will eome 

•later on after the Latin alliance has ma-
tferlalizeffi We may not live to see this, 
but it will come, and be the outgrowth

-of the struggle just commenced.”
Ar-We-are disposed to put our friend 
^record, and wait the outcome.

on

. AS A SCHOLAR VIEWS IT.
Moncure D. Conway, one of the 

^brightest scholars of to-day, well wrote: 
' “This one generation, with its vulgar 
{feteam whistle, has witnessed the van

ning of more shadows from the earth, 
seen more men and women disen

thralled, more rays of Intellectual light 
jfhed abroad upon mankind, than any 
¡feirgenerations which have preceded it 
tfire it ceases that shrill signal shall 
¡•well to the dimensions of the last 
' mp, bringing to the bar of humanity 
ttery creed or institution of the earth,”

quor or are conquered, visit or are vis
ited. A tribe neither colonizing nor con
quering is not redeemed from a savage
state."

Spain made her principal advance
ment under Charles V., 1500 to 1558, 
when an attempt was made to overrun 
all Europe. At the same time she was 
tyrannizing over the semi-civilized peo
ples of Peru, Central America and
Mexico. But she rested in her grand 
march forward. Inheriting the spirit 
of conquest from both her Roman and 
Carthagenian ancestors, she made but 
slight advancement in letters. The 
masses of her population are still sunk 
in Ignorance and superstition. Her lit
erature has been mostly of a religious 
character. Her arts and sciences be

' tray little advance beyond the Medieval 
Ages. A dash of modern thought dif
fused among such a people, will arouse 
them from their protracted lethargy, 
and thrill them with a new sense of be
ing. It seems to be the province of the 
United States, the latest in the brood 
of nations, to apply the requisite stim- 
ulous to advance them in mental, moral 
and material progress.

Spain has been handicapped and 
weakened by her extended territorial 
domain. A country may be prospered 
for a time with boundless posessions; 
but finally ruin will overtake her. It 
was bo with the great Assyrian empire; 
it was so with Greece; it was so with 
the Phoenicians; it was so with Rome. 
Spain feels it to-day; Great Britain may 
feel it to-morrow. Our turn may come 
in time; for a divided people, with ad
verse interests tend to dissolution.

Stripped of her outside possessions, 
her strength concentrated at home, ed
ucation extended to all, and freedom to 
think and act Independent of a crushing 
and dominating hierarchy, Spain may 
outgrow her treacherous, cruel and 
jealous character, and become a great, 
united, prosperous and free people; but 
never while under the dictation and 
control of a tyrannical priesthood, and 
a usurping church, which rob the peo
ple of their liberties in the name of 
God, and degrade them to the condition 
of serfs for their own personal aggran
dizement.

GRASPING A STRAW.
Sometime ago a very rough wall

scratching was found In Rome, in which 
perpendicular posts wore represented, 
with a cross bar, forming a sort of por
tico, with ladders for mounting. Sev
eral persons were rudely represented In 
outline, with names almost illegible 
written over their heads, among which 
an active imagination made out Nostu
lus, Eulogius, Secundls, and finally 
Pilatus, though of the latter only “il” 
and “tus” appeared. •

Now that was not a wonderful dis
covery, nor a very striking picture, but 
the great need of the church is such it 
was interpreted to represent a crucl- 
fixion scene, while a hole In the inscrip
tion, with CRE on one side and S on the 
other was interpreted to read Crestus.

As the drowning man is said to grasp 
at a straw, so the Christian grabs at 
immeasurably more trifling objects to 
aid in sustaining his faith. The whole 
fabric of this revised Paganism is as 
baseless as is this “graffite,” which 
pious archaeologists now reluctantly 
concede they don’t know what it 
means; “it may have been,” they say, 
“a sketch for a mason's scaffolding, or 
a plan for a rope-walker’s acrobatic 
performance, with the names of the 
principal actors.” ,

A MAJORITY BECOME INSANE.
It is asserted that “A majority of the 

nuns of Italy die of madness before 
they are twenty-five years of age.” If 
this statement Is true of Italy, where 
the statistics have been collected, is it 
not probably true of Spain? of all Cath
olic Countries? The world shut out and 
no ear to take cognizance of their suf
ferings, is it not probable the prison 
houses for lovely woman under Cath
olic control In America experience the 
same torture as do their sisters in other 
countries? : . ■

NOT HEALTHFUL.
"What about the McGittert case?” in

quired a delegate to the Presbyterian 
General Assembly now in session, and 
received for answer from a clergyman1 
“I hope there will be nothing done 
about It. I haven’t read the book and 
will not. It is not healthful to give 
such subjects notoriety.”
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closely printed matter; and the first stay will be made so pleffea
point which strikes those who examine
that mass of literature with a view to 
seeing what the Christians of the first 
three centuries thought and wrote con
cerning the execution of Jesus and the 
symbol of the cross, Is that the execu
tion of Jesus was hardly so much as 
mentioned by them, and no such thing 
as a representation of the instrument of 
execution is once referred to."

Writing to a fine Greek scholar we 
ciled a portion of the above quotation. 
He replied:

“The word stauros, occurring in the 
Greek Testament, and translated cross, 
means simply a stake. And then the 
passage, Col. 2:14, ‘nailing it to his 
cross.’ correctly rendered would read, 
‘affixed to the stauros—stake,’ for they 
used no nails. The word ‘nails,’ iii 
John 20:25, betrays a modem hand, 
either as original writer or interpolator; 
for nails did not come into use until a 
much later period."

Though the cross In a multitude of 
forms was in use as a religious symbol 
for many centuries before the Christian 
era, it seems it was not employed as an 
instrument of punishment on the al-

TROUBLE ALL AROUND.
At the Illinois Association of Congre

gational Churches, late in session In 
this city, Rev. E. 8. Carr, of Stillman 
Valley, offered a resolution denouncing 
those clergymen of the denomination 
who are preaching a modified Univer
salism, like Dr. Gordon, of Boston, and 
Rev. Haynes, of Chicago. The commit
tee on resolutions declined to present 
them, holding that Congregationalism 
was not setting up creeds at this period 
in its history. The report says, Rev. 
Carr was greatly displeased at the ac
tion of the majority, and declared he 
would yet offer his resolution as a mi
nority report

The suppressed brother sets forth In 
his resolution that the creed of the As
sociation teaches “the future resurrec
tion of the body, a final judgment, when 
all mankind will be judged according to 
their works, and the wicked shall go 
away into everlasting punishment, but 
the righteous into life eternal.”

The Congregationalists, In their In
ception, were Calvinists. With an edu
cated clergy many of its members have 
outgrown their creed. Independent In 
church government they have probably 
made greater advance in liberal thought 
than has any other bf the evangelical 
churches. Many of the Unitarian 
churches of New England were rooted 
in Congregationalism.

ADJOURNED FOR ONE YEAR.
. On account of the prevailing plague 
in Bombay, the projectors of the Parlia
ment of all Religions announced to be 
held at Delhi, British India, the coming 
autumn, has been deferred to 1899. it 
is well for another reason: The pend
ing war with Spain has grentlv 
abridged travel, and would have pre
vented attendance from Western coun
tries.

tat your 
int and

agreeable that you will carry away 
with you pleasant recollections of our 
city and your visit here.

Response to the Mayor's address was 
made by .

H. D. BARRETT, 
President of the National Association, 
in part as follows:

It is with great pleasure that I am 
privileged to come before you this 
afternoon to respond to the words of 
greeting from the chief magistrate of 
this great city of the Empire State. On 
this city at the present hour is centered 
the thought of Spiritualists the world 
over. The difference of thought that is 
apparent to-day, as compared with that 
which existed fifty years ago, shows 
that thought moves along evolutionary 
lines. ■ ‘

Spiritualism to-duy teaches us that 
we are one common people bound for 
one common immortality. The old cycle 
of the past fifty years closed in March 
of the present year. It witnessed the 
birth and development of the Modern 
Spirit ualism. The new cycle of the next 
fifty years should mark still greater ad
vances.

imotogray..
Pa tment is represented by the work of 
In. Hausman, Mumler and F N 
Foster. A great variety of ¿late- 
wrltings by nearly all the meduums for 
that phase of manifestation is a feature 
of the exhibit, ns well as the paintings 
on porcelain by various mediums.

There is a very large display of 
photos of workers, and these are 
grouped under the headings of me
diums, scientists, writers, magnetic 
Healers, lecturers and physical me
diums and our arisen workers. There 
are also views of Island Lake, Onset 
Bay. Cassadaga, Lake Helen, Etna, 
Me.; Lake Pleasant, Haslett, North
western and Queen City Parks. A very 
unique exhibit is a case containing va
rious colored ribbons, which are tied in 
ail manner of knots and which was ac
complished while the ribbons were be
tween closed slates. Taken altogether 
the exhibition is very creditable and Is 
the largest ever attempted, though 
there are many articles which came too 
late to find place in the collection.

SSBUhTiETIJl«
FINAL N0TI6B

In order to accommodate all, we 
extend the time l'or obtaining 
GHOST LAND and ART MAGIC 
in connection with a yearly sub
scription for THE PROGRESS
IVE THINKER tty JUNE 15. 
Until that time thé x>apqr one 
year and the two books $1.50.

rt ■’

Until further orders 
IO and THE PBÒ 
TH1NKEB one year, $1.20, 

GHOST LAND will not be 
sent out as a gift after June 1.

ÄÄÄSLüs "»«!*««  »»many in the South who knew nothing of 
the extent of Spiritualism in other parts 

and wh0 had 110 idea of the literature extant upon the subject 
and he declared the great drawback to 

“^er8ftandin® of tUe BUMJeet was 
the lack of organization.

A contralto solo was then given bv
?• Rochester

and the session closed with the benedic
tion by Elizabeth Lowe Watson.

EVENING.
A grand concert was,.on the program 

for the evening. This called out a 
large and enthusiastic audience who 
were well repaid for their time and 
money. A program that would do cred
it to an Auditorium audience in Chi
cago at a dollar admission, was given 
by genuine artists, for the small sum of 
twenty-five cents.

•Ihls little city of Rochester is fa
vored with an unusual number of high- 
class singers, and they are doing much 
to add to the interest of this Jubilee 
meeting. Mrs. Giles, Mrs. Kate Dewey- 
Hanford, Mi-. Engel and J. M. Hays are 
a quartette who produce fine harmony. 
Mt. Whitelaw, of New York, is one of 
the finest violinists of the country 
while Mr. Arnold as a pianist, is pro
nounced a wonder. It can be safely 
said that Manager Walker has kept 
faith with the public in promising that 
high-class music would be an Important 
factor in the Golden Jubilee.

The evening entertainment concluded 
with the wonderful fire test, by Isa 
Wilson Kayner, of Chicago.

A committee of eight persons, among 
whom were prominent local physicians, 
members of the press and Dr. Paul 
Gibier, of the Pasteur Institute, of New 
York, took charge of the medium; they 
were critical In their examinations and 
at the close of the manifestations gave 
in their report to the end that the con
ditions were entirely satisfactory and 
the manifestations beyond the ordinary. 
The large audience was deeply im
pressed with the seance and Is wonder
ing what will come next.

Every session Increases in interest 
and enthusiasm, and the success of the 
Golden Jubilee Is now assured. Among 
the prominent arrivals yesterday were 
Maggie Waite and Edgar W. Emerson, 
and with other well-known demonstra-

bhe gave a number of convinci»?, S 

speaker. She said S, %elomeilt 
Me buf hR bloSSOIU “M011“^“ ee a? 
higher branchi T™neT “i

mists of death it U.Way thu

human love bv which tlle

evening program, and was plentifully 

Slretaci°USiOf by the audience
J'of'sm-iM ,rPr 

dience -?he8riJW''’ givwl'by the au
“ t ’ lbe M-M'vation of the Soul."

wùrl^’shc1 a‘ 0U7 M'Wfded to her 
incidents » dc's,','1l|l|ou.s. names,
her tests whi? ^UShi‘,S rupidly'aud 

usis with oue exception wori» 
readily recognized. Among others sho 
described an old man, wire c n n ed .? 
one time to have been Mayor oJ 
Roihcster at the time the rapniu-s -it 
Hydesville originated, and giving? his 
full name. Calling fo!- a n.Sp„llsé 
hole was no one in the audience who 

knew the facts in the ease Streak e
s-ys S‘‘reCaeUt’ |H‘e llu™M<g Herald 
sajs. As a matter of fact, John B 
1847 a ltelS M“yHr °f Mochcsler in J84., a little over fifty years ago nnd 
about the lime that the Fox rappings 
camo Into public notice." 11

The speaker then launched Into a 
brilliant forecast of the coming pro
gress of Modern Spiritualism. It should 
teach mankind that instead of electing 
to legislative halls men who were 
chosen simply because of their wealth, 
men should be selected for office be
cause of their sense of justice and truth 
and the love of their fellow men.

Spiritualists were urged to record 
themselves as opposed to the needless 
shedding of human blood—the present 
war for the freedom of Cuba was pro
nounced a righteous war—but as en
gaged in that larger, grander warfare 
for the recognition of the universal 
brotherhood of mankind.

A protest was made against capital 
punishment; against legislation that re
stricted the freedom of the individual 
and promoted a 'medical monopoly 
against the violate , 6f the laws of 
health by the practice,of vaccination, 
which filled the bodies of men with 
poison In order that other men might 
fill their pockets. ui< ”

The speaker boldly arrayed Spiritual
ists on the side of ■’that other reform

The second day of the Jubilee opened 
under favorable auspices, with a con- 
lerence at Lyceum theatre, at 10 a m 
Subject for discussion: “The Accom
plishments of Spiritualism in Fifty 
Years.” Mrs. Richmond, who occupied 
the chair; introduced as the first speak
er, Moses Hull, who reviewed the ac
complishments of Spiritualism, giving 
due credit for the things we have done 
and then briefly related the many 
things we hare not done, and which re
main to be accomplished. He was fol
lowed by Rachel Walcott, J. J. Morse 
of England, Mrs, Loe F. Prior, Dr. Fred 
L. II. Willis, Mrs. Helen Palmer Resse- 
gue and Dr. J. M. Peebles, all of whom 
seemed touched with the fires of a gen
uine Inspiration, and the session was 
unanimously voted to be thus far the 
most interesting in the Jubilee proceed-

tors of the phenomenal side, the Jubilee 
is now equipped for the presentation of 
the phenomena as wrfLas the philoso
phy. Programs are flow arranged and 
from (his time there will not be a dull 
hour in the entire proceedings.

The Art Department under charge of 
W. H. Bach, is proving a very Interest
ing feature, and is largely patronized. 
There is a prevailing sentiment of har
mony and unity of purpose, and this in
sures success.

THIRD DAY-FRIDAY, JUNE 27.
The morning session opened at 10 

a. m. with Mrs. Richmond in the chair. 
Subject for discussion, “Shall We Have 
a Declaration of Principles?” The first 
speaker to declare bls convictions was 
the world-wide traveler, Dr. J. M. 
Peebles, who took decided ground in 
favor of the proposition. He was fol
lowed by Rev. A. J. Weaver, of Old 
Orchard. Maine, who seemed apprehen
sive that if we allowed such discussions 
to proceed there was danger of in
harmony in the convention and there 
would be a division among the Spirit
ualists. Dr. Gibier, of the New York 
Pasteur Institute, was the next speaker, 
and was followed by Mrs. E. L. Watson 
of California. Dr. Fred. L. II. Willis 
read an interesting letter from Judge 
and Isabella Beecher Hooker, contain
ing greetings to the friends assembled

>/Me -Vom'K People's meeting assem
bled in the parlors of the Osborne 
Ilouse end held a business session 
Committees were named on rules and 
by-aws, and J. J. Morse, of England 
spoke Interestingly of the movement in 
hat country and Its success. 1. C. I 

Lians was elected chairman of the 
meeting, and he spoke of his work as 
superintendent of the young people's 
department. There was some discus
sion as to tire name for the societv 
»bAvi,i(‘> 01' n°l tl,e llallK‘ "Spiritualist" should be used. This was led bv Mrs 
Richmond and the matter was referred 
to a committee.

There way also a business meeting of 
the New lork State Association, held 
at the Chamber of Commerce rooms 
which was continued to the afternoon 
aud which will close at the next ses
sion with the election of officers. The 
various sessions are increasing in inter
est. There are new arrivals on everv 
Iraln we are cordially received bv the 
people of Rochester, are treated j’usllv 
and generously by the entire press of 
the city, and we at least ought to be happy. ” .

movement which .began about fifty 
years ago, the enfranchisement of 
women at thè ballot tàx. In all these 
movements of progrék tend enlightened 
development SpIrltiiàlisÈsare to set the 
example by living Alile of pure desire 
and earnest pùrposé to .fio good. To be 
good and to dò good, should be the 
watchword of the Spiritualistic faith.

After Mr. Barrett's address there was 
a piano solo by Harty E. Arnold, of 
New York. E. Adolf Whitelaw, of New 
York, gave à magnificent violin solo 
captivating the entire audience.

Frank Walker followed in a short ad
dress, during' which he read an eloquent 
and characteristic letter from’Andrew 
Jackson Davis, which was received 
with many tokens of delight and ap
preciation. He closed by presenting the 
Jubilee to thè president and board of 
managers of the National Association.

J. J. MORSE, OF ENGLAND, ' 
was the next speaker on the program 
and he was received with a hearty web 

He brought greetings from the 
Spiritualists of his own country, and 
said that, however far wo might be 
sundered as regards distance, we were 

in, Purpose and aspirations, and 
that while he happened to be born upon

AFTERNOON.
The afternoon was devoted to music 

and short speeches, with H, D. Barrett 
as chairman.

The first number-on the program was 
a baritone solo, by Mr. Engel, of Roch
ester. This demanded an encore, after 
which followed an invocation, by Mrs. 
Tillie Reynold^. A piano solo by Miss 
Fannie Brighton, of Providence, R T 
followed. ’ ’

> Manager Frank Walker then read a 
paper from the Pacific Cqhst phlloso- 

! pher, Charles Dawbarn. Subject- 
.Pacts of Science and Spiritualism.” 
The applause was frequent as the tell
ing points in this paper were reached 
and it was heartily approved as a 
whole. A tenor solo by J. M. Hays 
was nextin order; Ahis also demanded 
an encore, and was followed by an ad
dress and spirit messages by Mrs. Anns 
L. Robinson. She said that she ex
pected there were critics In the audi
ence, and hoped there were, for If we 
had no critics we should not have 
grown to what we are to-day. We see 
our greatest joys through mists of 
tears. Those of us who have not 
known sorrow cannot-enjoy the truths 
of Spiritualism. It is those who have 
stood the trials of grief who can see the

whole world Is made up of 
Spiritualists, but they do not know It. 
It is the natural religion of the soul ' 
_A vocal duet by J. M. Hays and Mrs. 
Giles, of Rochester, was beautifully 
rendered, and was folio wed by an ad
dress by Geo. p. Colby, of Florida, who 
gave an interesting talk regarding the 
progress of Spiritualism id the South

and expressing regrets that circum
stances prevented their attendance. 
Speeches followed by Jennie Hagan 
Jackson, Hou. A. Gaston, Dr. Smith of 
Brandon, Vt„ and Dr. Willis. The 
chair announced that a continuance of 
the discussion could be looked for at a 
future session.

There was a large attendance at the 
afternoon -session and plenty of en
thusiasm. The session was interspersed 
with fine musical numbers and they are 
a feature of the Jubilee meetings.

Harrison D. Barrett read an interest
ing paper by Dr. Dean Clarke, “Shall 
We Have a Declaration of Principles?” 
which was well received by members 
of the convention, at the conclusion of 
which, on motion of Mrs. Richmond, 
the address was unanimously referred 
to the proper committee, to be pre
sented at the annual meeting of the 
National Association.

Wm. C. Hodge, of Chicago, was the 
next regular speaker, who took for his 
topic, “Fifty Years.” He referred to 
the great advance Spiritualism had 
made in the past, and this without or
ganization, without educational Institu
tions, but thought much more might 
have been accomplished with them. 
He said: “If we have no houses of .
refuge, no almshouses, we can console 
ourselves that as a people we have 
little need for them. If we have built 
no jails and penitentiaries, let us be 
thankful that we have not contributed 
to fill those already existing. If we 
have built no churches we Will not 
grieve over the fact, for if Spiritualism' 
continues to advance as In the past, we 
can buy churches much cheaper than 
we can build them.” He stood squarelv 
for mediumship, but wanted straight 
goods, and scored the unprincipled 
charlatans who make merchandise of 
the holiest emotions which we are 
capable of entertaining.
. Mrs. Loe F. Prior, of Atlanta, Ga,

THE JUBILEE.
’ r nea.d, .The rr°8ressive Thinker care

fully this week. We spread before voi 
a grand feast. You can have ’the 
Jubilee in your own homes. Dr 
Peebles, Dr. Dean clarke, Charles 
Dawbarn and II. D. Barrett have some
thing especially important for you to 
consider—enough intellectual food for 

.digesl for a si“fIe >»onth. 
t aluable items from our correspondent 
After getting through with tho grand 
d.scourses of the Jubilee then tackle 
the sermon delivered by Rev. Jenkin 
Lloyd Jones. You will find it choek- 
fu! of interesting and instructive mat
ter. Taking a casual glance at the 
EaP®[’ Jr,e,W0Ildrr Mow any thinking 
Spiritualist can do without it. yet it is 
a fact that not one Spiritualist~In 300 
takes any Spiritualist paper whatever.

DON'T TRUST THEM.
Jesuits are tendering their services to 

the government as army chaplains. 
Don’t trust them. Their loyalty to the 
Pope is superior to their loyalty to the 
land of their birth.

KISSING THE BIBLE.
The London Lancet continues Its war 

on the dangerous habit of kissing the 
Bible in court It calls this habit “a 
comparatively modern and useless in
novation.” ■' .

THEY JOURNEY TOGETHER.
It Is reported that Gen. Booth, of the 

Salvation Army, is fitting out a contln-
gent for the gold fields of Alaska, while1=1-rri, . w AiasKa, wnuo
an Edinburgh firm is sending 30,000 
bottles of whisky. It is ever thus.
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n VERY ftBLB, COMPREHENSIVE AND GRITIGflL ANALYSIS

An Address Containing Some Exceedingly Unpalatable Truths, yet Good

Delivered by President H. D. Barrett, at the Golden Jubilee of Modern Spiritualism 
Rochester, N. Y.

■ , [This address was kindly furnished 
for publicatlQU in, The Progressive 
Thinker, by the speaker, in compliance 
iwlth a telegram from this office, desir- 
[ng to spread it before our readers.]

This theme is at once inspiring and 
saddening, and fills the mind with 
^hanging emotions of pleasure and pain 

: as one contemplates the present stand
ing of our cause ip America. The his
tory of fifty years is now before the 
world to be read alike by friend and 
foe, by the purblind partisan and preju
diced bigot, according to the under
standing of the respective readers. It 
is a history of

LIGHTS AND SHADOWS, • 
successes and failures, trials and tri
umphs, hopes and fears, wild specula
tions and grand realizations, bright 
promises and bitter disappointments. 
The waves have run high upon the splr- 
itual ocean, have leaped far up the 
rocky shores of materiality, bathing the 

.. barren soil with the pure waters of 
(spirituality, only to recede ever and 
Anon leaving the rank weeds, the un
gainly rocks, and yawning chasms to 
again offend the eye, until another 
wave of progress hid them for a longer 
period from mortal sight.

Evolution has been likened to the 
swaying of a pendulum that swings far 
out in one direction and then as far 
back in the opposite way, but whose 
return carries the race a little farther 
forward than did its predecessor, hence 
these oscillations, to and fro," served to 

. instruct humanity as well as to bear 
forward the cause of progression. In 
Spiritualism this figure of the pendu
lum may well be applied; in 1818 it 
Swept the thoughts of the masses far 
out in the direction of spiritual things, 
but swung quickly baek again at the 
call of the priests and prelates who saw 
that the spiritual impulsion would 

■ surely destroy their trade unless they 
could stay its progress After a few 

. ^ears scientists, statesmen and rational 
thinkers were impressed by and with 
the truths of Spiritualism, and again 
the pendulum of thought swung in the 
direction of spiritual progress, carrying 
with it scholars, statesmen, kings, 
queens, potentates, princes, and other 

. leaders of men, who were compelled to 
: ; accept ’ the truths of Spiritualism 
. through the demonstrations given them 
, by honest mediums, who eagerly court

.: ed nn opportunity to prove the fact of 
spirit return.

This wave served to popularize Splr- 
'itualism and interested all classes of 
people in its claims. The social re- 

■ former, dietetic reformer, political re
- former, reformers of every conceivable 

order came Into Spiritualism, hoping 
thereby to secure the adoption of their 

: especial theories through its agency. 
, 'On the crest of this wave the social re

former managed to secure the first 
place for himself, and through careful 
maneuvering succeeded in making him

— self the foremost factor in Spiritualistic

done before. In’1893 Spiritualistic work 
was divided into three distinct classes, 
viz.: Lectures, public tests from thg 
platform, and phenomenal manifesta
tions in public-circles. The lectures 
were often then and still are followed 
by tests of delineations or messages 
through a test medium. Spiritualism 
had come to such a pass that its leaders 
felt that people did hot cate to hear lec
tures bearing upon its scientific, philo
sophical and religious Unes of thought, 
but would gladly come out to witness 
the presentation of all sorts of phenom
ena. They did not care to know the 
source of these phenomena, provided 
the people were in attendance' at so 
much per head. During the past five 
years an attempt has been made to de
termine the source; which fact has 
given rise to much discussion among 
the Spiritualists of America.

The lecturers, or those who assume to 
be sueh, now before the Spiritualistic 
public number about three hundred and 
fifty persons of both sexes, varying in 
age from fifteen years to eighty. From 
this number societies are privileged to 
select such ones as they may wish to 
dispense spiritual food unto the people. 
A very few of these spehkers are per
manently settled. I do not believe that 
there are ten persons who have perma
nent settlements as pastors. The vast 
majority of them are in fierce competi
tion With one another, and await calls 
from the various societies at prices va
rying from two to fifteen dollars per 
Sunday. There are not twelve socie
ties in the United States that pay more 
than fifteen dollars per week to their 
speakers. The fact- is that many 
speakers deem themselves lueky if they 
secure one engagement per mouth, and 
either by means of private test work or 
the kindness of friends, get enough to 
live upon from one day to the next. 
There may be twenty platform test me
diums who can be properly classed by 
themselves. They have more definite 
plans because they are fewer In num
bers and are in such demand as to give 
them constant employment, usually at 
good wages. Some of these are forced 
to add to their iueomes by means of 
private sittings. A few of them com
bine lecture and test work, hence com
mand tlie largest salaries.

In viewing the present condition of 
the lecturers and platform test medl-
urns, no ratldnal mind can fail to 
that it is

FAR FROM SATISFACTORY.
They make precarious livings and

photography, etc., are no doubt found
, ed upon fact, but their present status is 
>; far from being what it should be. The 
-. splendid work of Mary Andrews at 
tj Moravia, N.Y., has been supplantediuthe 
I. field of materialization by that which 
t will not bear careful investigation, 
i; Test conditions to-day are not granted, 
: and the medium feels insulted it asked 
• to give them. Those who attend such 
■ seauces often feel it to be an outrage 
, upon the medium if he he asked to sub- 
■ mit to an examination, or give reason- 
■ able test-proof conditions. The spe- 
• cious plea that materialization was scl-

entiflcaliy demonstrated by Sir Wlll- 
' lam Crookes and therefore it is abso
' lutely unnecessary to again prove it, is

the acme of folly. It is a complete beg- 
glug of the question and opens wide the 
door for the rankest kind of humbug. 
In studying materialization in America, 
I find that the same loose methods of 
conducting a seance prevail every
where. Some so-called mediums hold 
a seance every day, some two or three 
per day, others two, three and four 
times per week, always at fifty cents to 
two dollars per head admission. From 
twelve to fifty persons frequent these 
seances, hence the medium, be he good, 
bad or indifferent, manages to secure a 
good income from those who are willing 
in many cases to be imposed upon by 
him. Materialization has been demon
strated ou several occasious to be a fact 
in nature. I am as certain of the truth 
as I am of the fact of spirit return, 
hence wish to go on record not as one 
who believes in materialization but as 
one who knows it to be true.

Its present condition and the crude 
methods employed in its presentation 
are matters o’f grave concern to every 
true Spiritualist. The genuine materi
alizing medium is obliged to compete 
with those who are tlie veriest hum
bugs, with those who do not hesitate to 
employ confederates, or to play the 
“spook" themselves, with those who are 
determined to make money by any and 
all means in their power; hence the 
genuine medium has little incentive to 
go on with his work, when his honest 
efforts are so completely Ignored or un
appreciated. The genuine materializing 
medium seldom produces ten full forms 
at a single seance. Above that number 
his strength will not permit him to go, 
hence he fails to satisfy the public be
cause the average attendant at these 
seances expects to see many times ten 
forms in the course of a single evening. 
This places the genuine medium at a

FEARFUL DISADVANTAGE;
he gives quality in ills work, while his 
counterfeiting competitor gives quan
tity, which is more in demand by the 
Spiritualistic public.

Materialization to-day is the height of 
attainment to many Spiritualists who 
accept everything given them as gospel 
truth. A counterfeiting medium is in 
full tide of popular favor because he 
can produce from twenty-five to one 
hundred forms at a single seance? How 
does he do it? By means of paid con
federates and paraphernalia prepared 
for use beforehand. Trap-doors, sliding 
panels, back entrances to the cabinet, 
witli confederates in the circle who sup
ply paraphernalia for costumes, etc., ac
count for many of these pretended phe
nomena. It should also be remembered 
that sufficient material to make up sev
eral forms can be compressed into such 
small proportions as to be concealed in 
one hand or a small tube. I have met 
people who played spook for certain so- 
called mediums in many sections of the 
Union. I know of people to-day whose 
sole Income is derived from the work 
they do at certain seances and this is 
by no means the worst feature of the 
case. People have been approached by 
the counterfeiters with direct offers of 
money to travel with them to play 
spook at the pretended seances. The 
craze for signs and wonders has result
ed in producing a condition of affairs 
that is

SADLY DEMORALIZING.
The licentious practices of the materi
alizing seance-room beggar description. 
We cannot from a public rostrum give 
voice to a narration of facts that would 
pollute the surrounding atmosphere. 
Suffice it to say that almost every form 
df physical vice has been indulged in 
under the cloak of angel manifestations 
until these seances are looked upon by 
the intelligent public as the cesspools 
of Spiritualism. The angel world now 
rises up through the lips of those who 
are endeavoring to promulgate the 
truth, that unquestionable evidence is 
at hand to prove that there is scarcely 
one out of twenty materializing medi
ums who is. not simply preying upon 
the credulity a portion of the public 
and feeding upon the weakness of the 
other.

While I am proud to say that true 
Spiritualism is not responsible for these 
awful things, they are yet, as I have 
stated, carried on in its name and con
stitute a part ot the present status of 
our cause. There are many other con
ditions of similar moment and import 
attached to the presentation of the phe
nomena of Spiritualism to-day, that are 
even defended by many Spiritualists 
because the parties involved are real or 
pretended mediums.

In the trumpet test, slate-writing, |,

■thoreore noe tbwi- 
ield from one to three

work. He rode his hobby very hard 
feii ' and reached the highest position in his
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career in 1873. Then this wave began 
to recede, and for twenty full years car- 

\ rled the tide of thought far away from 
/' everything pertaining to progress along 

advanced lines of spiritual thought. 
During the advance of the wave, people 
Who had everything to gain and notb- 
big to lose in character and social 
standing, sought the

SHELTER OF SPIRITUALISM.
There were the counterfeiters and ehar
latans whose work served to turn the 

■ : wave of spiritual progress iu the oppo
site direction and did all in their power 

■’ to make merchandise out of that which 
is of the soul, hence iu truth can never 
be bought and sold with the money 

, made of material things.
. They made good use of the field 
. thrown open to them by the retro

gressive wave of 1873. By their slmu- 
Jatloii of medial powers,'they held the 

.- attention of many people from whom 
they unhesitatingly took all the money 
they could get and even had the effront- 

. ery to exult over
7 ’ THE AGONIES OF SOUL

' of those whom they systematically 
robbed. Signs and wonders multiplied 
during the twenty years of anarchy 
that followed the blow of 1873. Ac
countable to no one, to no body of peo
ple, to no chartered institution pro- 
teeted by law, those who were without 
heart and conscience had a fine field in 
which to work, and they did not hesl- 
tate to make hay while the sun shone. 
Had the Spiritualists been thoroughly 
organized, the counterfeiters could nev
er have gotten such a strong hold In 
their ranks. As it is, the door was 

. opened to all classes of people, and 
good, bad and Indifferent rushed in to- 
getlier. Men and women who had been 
found wanting by other denominations, 

, graduates from penal institutions, and 
those who had found the church too 
narrow for license sought Spiritualism 

j as a field where they could do as they 
■ pleased and be called to account by no 

.one.
In 1893 the spirit world determined to 

issue a call for an advance movement 
- on the part of their allies on earth. 

This they did in one emphatic demand 
for co-operation on the part of mortals. 

'A new Spiritual wave was set in'mo- 
tion and the pendulum of progress was 
started by It on its return in the right 
direction. Obedient to the call of the 
arisen leaders of men, the present Na

z’ tional Spiritualists’ Association was or- 
gauized September 29, S. E„ 45, A. D. 
1893. For five years it has held steadily 
on its way, urging the devotees of Spir
itualism to follow its lead out of the 
realm of disorder and chaos into the 
calm of spiritual knowledge and wis- 

> dom. It has done a good work, and its 
history is one of which no Spiritualist 
need to feel ashamed. It could have 
done more had the Spiritualists of 
America heeded the call of their angel 
friends and clasped hands with them in 
the spirit of co-operation for the sake 
of suffering humanity.

It is fitting that we should consider 
the condition of Spiritualism when the 

.National Association was formed In 
1893. There has been a decided

CHANGE FOR THE BETTER 
.within the past five years, yet the pres
ent condition of things in Spiritualism 
Is such as to Indicate that even greater 
feform work is to be done in the next 

ew years to come than has ever been

often in want of food, clothing and shel
ter. They are compelled to travel from 
point to point, and are given no oppor
tunity to improve their minds by the 
reading and studying of the- works of 
the wisest writers of the ages. They 
are expected to have a barrel of Inspi
ration ready to tap at a moment's no
tice, and many there are who care noth
ing for the kind of instruction given, 
provided it is labelled Inspiration. They 
seldom speak more than two Sundays 
in one place, and the frequent change of 
speakers has resulted in giving the peo
ple a mental dyspepsia that makes 
them uncomfortable and dissatisfied 
when fed solid food. This disease can 
be cured, is being cured, and soon will 
be cured by thorough organization.

The work of the platform test medi
ums is of unique character, hence 
should not be classed with that of the 
lecturers. From tho days of Miss Liz
zie Keyser down to the present time, 
the platform test has been much in de
mand on the part of many Spiritualists. 
It originally served the purpose of 
awaking an interest in Spiritualism and 
was the means of converting many. 
The genuine coin can always be coun
terfeited and this phase of mediumship 
was no exception. Men and women 
whose sole object was money, no mat
ter how or by what methods they ob
tained it, have come into the ranks and 
under the claim of mediumship have 
palmed off a series of

PRE-ARRANGED TRICKS
in lieu of the genuine manifestations of

er tjia
sons tifa lì-Jay I f tetai tljls <ilaS8 of metings, and it is

------- o their mediumship ' witbin on0> meetings for personal prof
I their own. homes, ..unpi'of46slonally,| “' You wiU flud them liberally ad ver 
without regard to tlH financial ptpfit. ■ “sedin every city where thferc are Spli 
The unprofessional medium, the home ltuall6ts and constitute probably a ma- : 
medium, is doiilg aud has always done: JOrity of all the meetings held in the' 
a good work; throtfgh him thè spirit of of Spiritualism. They are to be¡ 
investigation has been awakened and fouud leagued against legitimate organ
people led into a knowledge of the 1 because it wo^ild take away the, 
truth by means of seleutlflc demonstra- occuPa1tlon °f these conductors and 
tion. The professional medium has also I dwnPel them to earn their own living, 
aided iu this good work and will con-1 Iu opinion, they have retarded the 
tlnue to do so just sol long as he is true I Progress of our eguse in many localities : 
to his mediumship. The simulation of and have certainly caused it to be held ; 
the physical phenomena and the ease : up to ridicule by our opponents. What- ¡ 
with which some of the montai phases €vor of good they may do, and I will, 
can be duplicated, have served to put aduilt that they do some good, I must i 
an undeserved stigma upon mediumship co«tend that it is completely overshad- ' 
itself. To-day the question is how to j owed the ridiculous travesty it puts 
discriminate between the genuine and I uP°n Spiritualism before those who are 
the spurious in mediumship. How can uot familiar with its teachings.
the true1 medium be protected and de- L0t us now return to the legally or- 
fended and the public relieved of the gauged societies. They are not nearly 
possibility.iff being imposed upon? The I 80 uulllerous as the class just men- 
public, as well as the genuine mediums, I tioned, but the influence of the former 
should be given some consideration in o£ten overshadows tlie latter, and does 
this matter. No honest investigator uot leud tlielu t0 assume their proper 
should be .subjected to imposition, nor I stations in the communities where they 
preyed upon by the human vampires iu I are ^eld- '■*' hey have the elevated halls, 
the sacred name of mediumship. P001’ music, and ten-cent door fee to 

But how can this be obviated? By which I have referred; they also wish 
systematic business-like organization, I “Pd exPect every speaker to pay for 
to tlie lack of which is largely due the I 11¡mself while the majority of the mem
present fearful state of things iu Spir-1 1)61-8 feel offended if asked to make up 
itualism. Had the Spiritualists been a deficit in the revenues. The members 
thoroughly organized, these counter- are often suspicious of their officers and 
feiters could have been disposed of long of one another; they doubt the hon- 
ago. Without organization they were es,y 01 llle one who collects the fees at 
accountable to no one and were not tlle door, of the secretary, treasurer, 
obliged to present any credentials as to and oil others through whose hands the 
character and genuineness of medium- money of the society must pass. All of 
ship. The presentation of the phenom- tlle8e difficulties and deplorable condi- 
ena could have been arranged in such tion8> are present facts that must be 
a way as to make every seance fraud- I met aud a remedy fotind.
proof, without injury, or prejudice to the | 1 venture to suggest the remedy: It is
medium, if there had been thorough I systematic orpantzatiam organization in past years. Beyond ORGANIZATION.
this also, the public would have been If or one hundred persons In any 
Informed as to the antecedents of all of community were to sign a paper agree- 
the pretended mediums and warned I Ing to give one or two dollars per month 
against those who were unworthy of to the support of Spiritualist meetings, 
confidence. But the failure to organize I a sufficient revenue would be derived 
properly has given us the present status therefrom, with collections taken at the 
in medial manifestations, and foisted meetings, to provide comfortable halls 
upon our movement the counterfeiters I on the ground floor, good music and the 
for whom we have paid a high price. I best of platform talent. No Spiritualist 
As Spiritualists we wanted the marvel- is so poor as to be unable to do this, un
ous and the demand was promptly sup- less he or she be in the alms-house. If 
plied by these human harpies, whose Spiritualists will but unite in a legally 
consciences were closed to every mor-1 organized and duly incorporated body, 
al Influence and whose natures were so they can soon determine whom they 
perverted as to make them unable to can depend upon and can conduct their

business in a business-like manner.

pep week lij the United States 
alone. At each ÔÎ these cjrcjeç they 
capture, relieve or instruct from twelvè 
•to ono huHÿped darkened spirits, Let 
us assume thiii thd' average number is 
twenty who are relieved at each se
ance; lot ilk also assume ihat the aver
age number of circles held by each one 
of these spirit helpers.is two; we now 
•see that forty spirits are helped by each 
of them and that forty thousand Is the 
total number relieved each week. Mul
tiply forty thousand by the fifty-two 
weeks of the year and you find that two 
million and eighty thousand spirits are 
annually grabbed or instructed in the 
United Slates alone. If this work has 
been kept up for ten years, we have the 
enormous sum of twenty million, eight 
hundred thousand souls as the number 
relieved; in ten years more we have a 
number beyond all reason. I do not 
doubt that there are dark or evil influ
ences on the other side of life; I do not 
doubt that some of them can be and are 
aided by coming into contact with peo- 
pie yet in the form, but I also believe 
that our spirit friends, those who have 
been in spirit life for centuries, are '

FAR BETTER QUALIFIED
to take care of the denizens of the spir
it world than we mortals are. There
fore, I fëel that the tendency to lay too 
much stress upon the capturing of evil 
spirits should be checked by calm, dis
passionate reasoning. I have no word 
of censure for those who have drifted 
into this practice; I merely wish to call 
the attention of the Spiritualistic public 
to the growing abuse to the end that it 
may be obviated in the near future. 
The agent to remove it is Systematic 
Organization.

Despite these untoward circumstances

the true platform test medium. In
formation bureaus have been estab
lished throughout the country, through 
which these pseudo-mediums have pos
sessed themselves of certain facts con
cerning many people whoso relatives 
and friends have passed to the higher 
life. These facts have been compiled 
and carefully arranged, either in cipher 
or in print in a little book’often referred 
to as the “blue-book,” from which tests 
(?) can be drawn at will.

You are all familiar with many of 
the startling manifestations given by 
this method at some of our camp-meet
Ings and local societies. These so-called 
tests nine times out of ten are given to 
Spiritualists of long standing, whose 
records are known to tliis secret broth
erhood. I myself was at one time 
rated as a “dead easy” subject and re
ceived the same stock tests from doz
ens of these pretenders. I must not be 
misunderstood in this connection; there 
are genuine platform test mediums, 
whose work

IS ABOVE REPROACH, 
and are themselves above suspicion in 
all directions. I do not refer to them, 
but I do refer to the tricksters pure and 
simple, and to those who, having genu
ine gifts, will yet descend to counter
feiting because it is easier for them to 
satisfy a hungry audience in that way. 
The exchange bureau'is also a factor 
that must be considered in connection 
with this matter. A man or woman 
collects information in a certain city or 
town, which is furnished to every one 
who is willing to descend to the prac
tice of fraud when filling an engage
ment In that place. The Informant is 
paid so much per month by the frater
nity whom he serves. Through this 
bureau the names of all Spiritualists 
are made known as well as the names 
of aU Interested friends, curiosity
seekers and investigators. The bureau 
of information and exchange bureau 
partake of the same nature but differ in 
their methods of work. We find them 
active and prominent at the present 
time in connection with bogus test work, 
in Spiritualism. I say again that I do' 
pot refer to the true test medium In 
this discussion.

Let us now consider other phenom
enal phases of mediumship very briefly. 
Materialization, ethereallzation, the 
trumpet test, independent voices, spirit

ethereallzation, transfiguration, inspira
tional speaking and other forms of 
manifestation there are many simula
tions- and much pretense. But none of 
them involve licentious practices to the 
extent the above do, hence do not re
quire extended notice.' With confeder
ates and the power of ventriloquism, 
coupled with a thorough acquaintance 
with the exchange bureaus, a counter
feit trumpet medium can give a reason
ably good seance. By means of pre
pared slates, with false fronts, or 
sleight-of-hand work, independent 
slate-writing can be duplicated; The 
use of chemicals, cosmetics, illuminated 
doth and transparencies will .make 
ethereallzation very easy for a counter
feiter. These are facts in connection 
with the present condition of Spiritual
ism, that have served to bring it into 
the questionable state it is in to-day. It 
must be admitted that fraud in me
diumship and pretense on the part of 
some of our speakers are not conducive 
to win the respect of the rational, hon
est minds among men.

Education is also a remedy for exist- I ^ 'le Christian church lias set Splritual- 
ing ills. The overcredulous ones in our lsts a 8°011 example in this direction, 
ranks should be led to see the right und a BQod example is always worthy 
path by honest endeavor on the part of of emulation. By this means, Spirltual- 
our teachers. The leaders of local so- ism w111 be dignified in every communl- 
cieties should be influenced to see that aud Spiritualists will command the 
right is right and that fraud should not respect of all denominations through 
be given the people because it pays in a I their respect for themselves.
financial sense. This instruction can The Present condition of our true 
only come through legitimate organiza- speakers and mediums is also deplor- 
tion. When we have this, the public able- Local societies do not hesitate to 
can soon be made to see that cancel their engagements, and by every

__  possible means seek to induce them to 
CHARACTER MEANS ¡SOMETHING reduce their prices. I venture to assert 
on the Spiritualist platform, and that that no speaker or medium in our ranks 
while we believe in the largest possible I caa support himself and family upon 
liberty, we do not believe, in unqualified I the income derived from our platform 
license. Through- its ¡instrumentality to-day. He must have other work, 
also the world can be made to see that Railroad fares, board, rent, and other 
Spiritualism is a reform movement as expenses must be met. yet our speakers 
well as a scientific principle aud philo- nl'e expected to work for from two dol- 
sophlcal cult. We shall then have a lars to fifteen dollars per Sunday, which 
scholarly ministry inspired by the most 18 sometimes paid to them very grudg- 
advanced minds in spirit life, in place iugly by the local bodies. Tlie wear and 
of the present unsatisfactory condition I tear of travel upon their physical forms 
of our rostrum. , ■ •:____________ must be also taken into account. They

The present condition of our platform sh°rten the terms of their natural lives 
demands the serious attention of every I through the hardships they are com- 
true Spiritualist. Ninety-nine out of ?®Ued to undergo and through the self- 
every hundred of our local societies are J81111®88 “nd indifference of many Splr- 
numerlcally and financially weak and ituallsts. A remedy for this ill can 
are lamentably inharmonious affairs in easily he found in systematic organiza- 
the majority of instances. They hold tlon’ through which will come the set- 
their meetings upon the third floors of tlement of our speakers and the proper 
buildings without elevators, and seek 8UPPort of the same.
to put anything and everything upon Spiritualism to-day does not have the 
their platforms that will draw a crowd, 'utluenee it should in social, political, 
The kind of phenomena, the character iudustrlal and educational circles. Its 
of the speaker and the effect produced force ls wastod through the expenditure 
are as nothing to those who act as offi- oi energy and money In railroad travel 
cers of these societies, and In many I and t,le Iack of Proper organization, 
cases to the members of the same. They Sectarian text-books are in many of our 
have what passes for music but it Public schools, class legislation is enact- 
would hardly be recognized as such out- ed by the majority of our States; the 
side of the halls where these societies uveuues of reform are closed to re
meet. The main object seems to make PPntaiit sinners and the politicians ra
the speaker or medium pay for himself, fusft to recognize our people as factors 
and if possible leave a few dollars In ln the body Polltto. Laws against our 
the treasury, so that the officers and medlums and magnetic physicians are 
members will not have to pay anything upon the statute-books of 
out of their own pockets in case the I FORTV-Fonn wwi?« next speaker fails to “draw” an audi- U ClY 1 OLR bTATES
ence large enough to pay his meagre °f Union. In some states It is even 
salary. Illegal to hold Spiritualist meetings on

At tlie present time, I find probably Sunday, because Spiritualism is not
FOUR HUNDRED MEETINGS “IU 'S

held every Sunday in the United States anything else of value, if It were to be 
for individual profit only. These meet- judged by some of the meetings held 
Ings arc organized either by some phe- I forth in its name. The remedy for the 
nomenal medium or by some one who H'8 mentioned in these several dlrec- 
has influence with a certain class of me- tions is systematic organization. This 
diums. The medium or individual hires would make true and worthy men and 
a hall in his own name, advertises the women the public representatives of 
meeting and charges a ten-cent ndmls- Spiritualism, and result in the retire- 
sion at the door. All money taken in ment of all questionable elements from 
over and above expenses goes into the their positions as officers of societies, or 
pocket of the medium. In cage the platform speakers.
manager is not a medium, he invites all I wish hero to introduce a few para
mediums desirous of public engage- graphs in all kindness of spirit, concern
ments to take part in the meetings un- Ing a matter of no little moment to our 
der the plea that if they do take part cause. During the past five years I 
the practice of speaking or test-giving have had occasion to visit a large num
will aid the development of their psy- her of cities and towns In connection 
chic powers and perhaps fit them for a with my work in Spiritualism. I have 
broader field of labor for which every- found one condition that nearly every
one aspires. To these meetings flock where obtains which I believe is being 
the half-developed mediums and those carried too far. I have found scores of 
mediums who do not scruple to supple- places where Spiritualists have with- 
ment their real powers with spurious drawn from all work in connection with 
manifestations as well as the tricksters Spiritualism and are devoting them- 
who are in search of information to be selves to select circles for the purpose 
used in their private sittings. These of capturing evil spirits or of removing 
meetings often draw larger crowds than evil influences from those who claim to 
dp the legitimately organized societies, be obsessed. That there are evil influ- 
It should be remembered, however, cnees and spirits In darkness on the 
that the people who go .to them wish other side I know full well; that they 
amusement rather than, Instruction, and need attention I freely admit; that 
care nothing whatever about the phll- those who hold these circles are In- 
osophy and religionv of Spiritualism, tensely honest I also know, but that 
The manifestations at these irregular mortals should neglect their work on 
meetings are generally,’’ very crude, earth to do something that the higher 
often ludicrous, and ¿ometlmes abso- I forces in spirit life are much better 
lutely , 7 I equipped to do seems to me to be open

RIDICULOUS AND-VULGAR. J° ques‘ion' 1 1111 ve met Pe°Ple who
_ ,, t, ,ff have told me that they have pulled

The English language Is outraged In ev- I more than one hundred evil spirits off 
ery possible way, white the tests, delin-1 from the spinal coluins of their patients 
cations and psychom^tric'readings are I and away from their hearts (for which 
of an order indescribable;’ The people they were paid nfany dollars), but that 
present are largely cfirlbslty hunters, the patients would be cured as soon as 
fuibof fun and determined to have a I a few more scores of evil influences had 
good time. I have hcard.many people I been extracted. I have met people who 
characterize these gatherings by every I have said that they did not care to go to 
conceivable title, and' suite . that the Spiritualist meetings any more, because 
show is as good as a circus.” The ten-1 they had to pay ten cents admission at 

cent fee at the door certainly places the I the door, whereas they could stay at 
meetings on the level of the dime mu- I home or visit a neighbor and 
seum entertainment, hence it is not un- catpr the r m «ptrtvc natural that they should be classed as I GATCH THE BAD SPIRITS

by which our Spiritualism is confront
ed to-day, its condition is by no means 
hopeless. In fact, its present status is 
in many ways very encouraging. Be
lief in and effort in behalf of organiza
tion gain ground every day. Local so
cieties are swinging into line as legally 
Incorporated bodies, and are seeking to 
put themselves upon a business basis. 
No less than

SIX HUNDRED AND FIFTY 
meetings are held every Sunday under 
Spiritualistic management. The pres
ent tendency is to become more thor
oughly organized, and now that the 
objects of the National Association are 
better understood, they are seeking to 
unite with it. The need of an advance 
step is apparent to all, and I am 
pleased to note that it will be taken as 
soon as the way is shown. There are 
now fifteen State Spiritualist Associa
tions in existence, twelve having been 
organized during the past five years. 
We also report over fifty camp-meet
ings scattered over the nation which 
are doing an excellent work.

Schools are now being agitated and 
two of them have been established un
der the leadership of Spiritualists, one 
at Belvidere, N. J., and the other at
Mantua, Ohio. Charitable work is also 
receiving attention and a home for aged 
Spiritualists and mediums has recently 
been purchased by the Veteran Spirit
ualists’ Union. I wish I could report 
that the said home was free from debt 
and open to the public. As it Is nation
al in character, it should be under such 
auspices as will lead the Spiritualists of 
the nation to properly support it.

A few temples and chapels have been 
erected by the Spiritualists. The num
ber is possibly seventy-five, while tem
ple and camp-meeting property in tho 
United States alone is not less in value 
than one million, two hundred and fifty 
thousand dollars. The tendency is to 
secure permanent homes for our local 
societies throughout the land, and the 
outlook in this direction is at least en
couraging. Spiritualism will be esti
mated at its proper value as soon as its 
societies own their places of worship.

The Childrens’ Lyceums or Sunday
schools are far from satisfactory but 
their present condition Is much better 
than It was five years ago. There may 
possibly be fifty lyceums in the United 
States. A
NATIONAL LYCEUM ASSOCIATION 
has been organized as an adjunct of the 
N. S. A., and will become a powerful 
ally if properly supported. Through
out the country I find new interest in 
the lyceums, hence feel that a bright 
future Is before us if we continue to 
work earnestly for organization.

Over one hundred journals and mag
azines are now published in the inter
ests of Spiritualism In different parts of 
the globe. Forty of them are In the 
Spanish tongue, twenty in English, six
teen in French, and the remainder di
vided among the German, Portuguese, 
Russian, Dutch and Scandinavian lan
guages. It is difficult to estimate the 
number of books that have been writ
ten and published during the past fifty 
years in the name of Spiritualism. It is 
probably upwards of one thousand vol
umes, some of which have gone through 
more than forty editions. Many of 
these works are of but little value from 
a literary standpoint, yet the majority 
of them will compare favorably with 
the best works of the ablest authors of 
other schools of thought. If Spiritual
ists supported their journals better, if 
they would read more of their best 
books that have been published, they 
would certainly be better able to labor 
for the good of the cause than they are 
to-day. It is a significant fact that our 
opponents are better posted with re
gard to our literature than are our 
Spiritualists. Our journals are eagerly 
read by clergymen of all denomina
tions, while our books are studied with 
care In order that their claims may be 
refuted. It is a shame that our Spirit
ualists do not do likewise.

Spiritualism is affecting the utter
ances of many pulpits; it is finding its 
way into all of the novels of the age; 
and is tempering the philosophical de
ductions of the wisest minds in all de
partments of learning. It has assumed 
proportions that its opponents cannot 
ignore, and is now

RECOGNIZED AS A FACTOR 
in the religious, social and reform work 
of the day. Through its State and Na
tional Associations it commands the 
respect of the secular press and is now 
discussed with some degree of tolera-
tion by the scientific world. It has 
made it necessary to organize societies 
for psychical research through which it 
is demonstrating its facts and forcing 
its acceptance upon minds heretofore 
fettered by the lifeless chains of ma
terialism. It is now forcing an Interest 
in political and social reforms on the 
part of Spiritualists. It is calling a 
halt upon class legislation, and 5s ever 
urging its followers to work together to 
secure the repeal of every measure in
imical to progress. It demands medical 
freedom as well as political freedom; it 
stands forth as a loyal champion of the 
doctrines of a “sound mind in a sound 
body,” hence is opposed to vaccination 
in every form. In fact, It stands for 
every measure designed to benefit the 
human race.

Within our ranks a mighty change 
for the better has been noticeable 
during the past five years. The con
science of every Spiritualist has been

such by the visitors. By these meet-1 by the dozen throughout an entire even
ings the public is led to believe that all I Ing for nothing. These spirit capture™ 
Spiritualist gatherings are of a similar I are generally honest, and always In 
nature, and (t is not to be wondered at ] earnest. They firmly believe that’they 
that intelligent people fail to see any I are doing a higher, a more beneficial 
good in Spiritualism. It is here objected work for Spiritualism, than are all of 
that these meetings often a',<l in the de-1 our platform lecturers, and test medi- 
velopment of true and worthy workers, rums combined. Wherever local socle- 
but my experience leads me to conclude I ties have once existed and are now no 
that where one is helped to do a legit- more, one, two, and sometimes a half 
¡mate work, a dozen are induced to fol-1 dozen of these secret circles are to be 
low questionable methods to obtain pat-1 found working Tor the good -of the be- 
ronage. It makes the exchange of tests I nlghted denizens of the spirit world to „ 
very easy indeed, and gives the half- the utter neglect of there who are n I o’all tree SMritolii^te to thJ3 ^an«) to bid for I need of spiritual food on this side. ?bat fraud Sust go; teat a h® 

> t I wish the Spiritualists to consider J moral tone for the platform is neces-

wnoeauce, taunwallty md crime c«’"’" 
qo longer be tolerated by ftoMtoallst«, , ■ fele - tertutib’ iefllfife Wh 
charm selling ana evefy rjrxn Qf ?ham- 
ttary have fio place In cbtmecHofi wlfli 

4 demand lias been growing 
within ihoso y6nii for a cpnfcervatijm 
of energy on the part of sfieikefs, ' 
alums and the, societies employing 
them, vital energy Is now being wasted 
ui long, tedious railroad travel» and

c. ^In,{acV ra^orih is in the air, and every 
Spiritualist can take courage frftm the 
auspicious omens for the future pf 
Spiritualism) with the settlement of .. 
speakers for a full yeah or more over a 
society, with ’

FRAUD TO BE ELIMINATED 
from mediumship and the platform, 
with a full, broad and elastic declato- 
tion of principles to be placed before 
tho world, with schools, colleges, libra
rles, hospitals, sanitariums and temples 
to be established, with missionaries to 
be supplied to sections where Spirit
ualism Is now unknown, we have ideals 
of a high order to work for, and the : 
promise of a great victory It we per
severe to the end. The task can bet 
easily performed if we will each one dd 
our several parts, and defend principles 
Instead policy. We have the means 
by which this work can be done; it 15 
organization, pure, simple, business-like 
organization. Ouf National Association 
is our servant, ready, willing and tinx- 
ious to do the necessary work. If it Is 
properly supported, if its claims are 
duly presented to the world, it will only 
take a very short time to eliminate 
every objectionable feature from Spirit- 
ualistie work. ‘

The National Association awaits thq 
orders of its master; it is strong in tha . 
affections of the people, but has not yet ■ 
found its way into their lives to leaq 
them to properly support It. Co-opera- , 
tion Is now the watchword of our angej 
and mortal friends; with that thought 
in mind, with that word emblazoned 
upon the banner of progress, tho Nfl- 
tional Spiritualists’ Association will bs ’ ■ 
the clbud by day and pillar of fire by ■ 
night to lead the Spiritualists of - 
America out qf the Egypt of fraud, of- 
mediumlstlc development at fifty dob . - 
lars per head, of organized Injustice, of ? • 
Intolerance and bigotry, of doubt, skep< . 
ticism, and blind credulity into the 
Canaan of promise, where Truth is . 
king and mortals and immortals his 
willing and faithful servants. 7

MAN I MAN I
Some Cogent Reflections 

Thereon.

Man is a temple of the living and 
eternal forces and intelligence of na- 
lure; or he is a part of these living 
forces; or, as the Christian sayp, he is 
a part of the living God, and Is at one 
with God; or, in our morenberal fan- 
guage, man Is a part of the living uni
verse, and is Immortal only in the sense ’ ' 
that he is a part of these living forces 
that are eternal and can never die. Bui 
that we are eternally individualized, I ‘ 
very much doubt. Because, while wo 
do have a positive proof that we con- 
tlnue our existence beyond this earth 
life, we have not one lota of a proof 
that man lives and exists fn spirit or ■ 
soul-life forever. For it is not possible • 
for us to obtain this proof, for not a 
soul ever came back from the land of 
forever to report that be had reached 
the ‘tend of time,” and had “lived ’
forever.” ■

And when Mr. Schnarrenberger A
makes that assertion he bis proved 1
nothing, onlj' he has made an assertion • . 
that he cannot sustain. Even if thou
sands have returned and proclaimed 
that they live In spirit life forever, it ig 
yet only an assertion, it proves nothing; ■ 
there is no fact sustained.

So I yet assert without fear of con- . 
tradictlon, that we have not one lota of 
proof tliat man is an individualized 
entity and exists in all the ages of an 
eternal time that shall last forever and 
forever. ' 7

This proof cannot be obtained in any 
manner whatever, for the end of tlmd, > 
which would not even be the forever, 
has not come to us yet; that forever is 
a long way ahead of us mortals, and we ? 
cannot even comprehend when forever ■ 
Is or will be.

THE BRAIN OF MAN.
Dr. C. W. Hidden says: “The more 

we study and the closer we investigate, ' 
the more convincing appears the evl- / 
dence that the brain is not the source A 
of thought. Its tree source is as yet •: 
beyond the grasp of physical science; it ' - 
seems dependent upon some outer ’ 
agent or agency.” How true these ' A 
words are. “The more we study and 
the closer we investigate, the more we A 
find that man’s brain is not the source ' 
of thought.” ■

To explain, man's brain is a sensitive 
organ, as Is his whole nervous system, . 
and his soul consists of an atom of in- 
telllgence, or rather a scintillation of 
Intelligence from the great eternal in- ’ 
telligence of the universe around us, In 
which we move, live, and have our be
ing; therefore just as much as man's ■ 
brain is capable of receiving, just so 
much soul will he have; or just as 
much as his brain is capable of being 
acted upon by the great soul of the uni
verse, just so much intelligence will he - 
display; therefore the Doctor is right ’’ 
when be asserts that man’s brain is not ' 
the source of thought any more than 
his whole body is the source of thought. 
Man’s body—spirit, soul and all—and ’
all the earth and all it contains, are but 
the outward expression of the soul of 
the universe, and the God of this whole 
creation is simply the soul of all things A 
whose body nature is.

Buffalo, N. Y. J. W. DENNIS.

•»

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” ’ 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded- 
leafed to all earnest souls who desire 
by harmonizing their physical bodies 
and their physical bodies with 
universal nature and their souls with 
the higher intelligences, to come Into 
closer connection with the purer realms 
of the Spirit-World. It is written In the 
sweet spiritual tone that characterizes 
all of Miss Judson's literary works. 
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 75 cents. ;

“The Dead Man’s Message,” an occult 
romance by Florence Marryat The 
autoor’s wide experience in Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
have preparedherto write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up in the course of her invest!- 
gatlon and studies. Cloth fl. For sale 
at this office. ; ■

“From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A. 
Judson, Gives anaccount of her expert- 
ence In passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light afid knowledge of • 
Spiritualism. It is written In a sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted to place. In 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15 cents.

"Human culture ana Cure. Part 
First The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods and Instruments).’’ By ’ 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A very in- 
struetive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well ful
fills the promise of its title. For sale ■ 
at this office. Price 75 cents. ’

From the most reliable resources I j private work. These meetings are”also 1 7 ' ““““learn that there.are about 1 soie source of income pf many of ’ tffiSfl«stl“n fo7a moment ™I am”
sary and must be forthcoming; that
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THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, I 
j DOINGS, ETC.. TF|EWORLD OVER. , I

WRITE PLAINLY

We would like to impress upon
minds oi’ our correspondents that

the 
The

tlcal, Sh§ will remain .with us a few 
weeks longer. Hr. Harlow Davis, the 
platform test medium, ha$ returned for 
a short visit and is holding meetings in 
Elks Hall to crowded houses. Mrs.
Esther Thomas, the Inspirational, 
poetic and test medium, holds her meet- 
lug£ every Sunday iu I’eltis Hall, in 
connection with Mrs. Ada Foy. These 
meetings will be continued indefi-

England.
The people of 11 .

THE OTHER WORLD 
are uot satisfied that darkness and

I-have felt
■with the 

A sense sul

p presence that disturbs me 
py-of elevated thoughts, 

. ------dime of sbmetbing far more
deeply infused, 

A motion a;|d a spirit that Impels 
AU thinklug things, all objects of 

thought, qnd rolls through all tilings.

■ i , i ultely."tUelUs»h t Ä “S “widí1 I - 9’ P’ Perkllls mul’u to Chicago, 
box oui ta¿ "dn

tilimpet, a huge music-box on the table | call after Juue h The us'al cir{,lesVI VUi LUI 1VOIJUUUI Ilio tutti -» aav /,r41.,, i , ,
Progressive Thinker is set up on a ed t0 I)'a}? aud hands wele-w- . , . . * - « li) IÍI IlTUtti 1H n 111*  /i P a nx tLinotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That menus rapid work, aud it is essen
tial that all copy, to insure insertion in 
the paper, all oilier requirements being 
lavorable, should be written with ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side of the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, aud oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

laid upon many of the most aggressive
ly skeptical, as well as on believers.”

Dr. Clarence S. Tisdale writes from 
Joplin, Mo.: “I will accept calls to lec
ture for camps in Kansas and Missouri, 
on conditions that my expenses are 
paid. I will accept no other fees; 
camps desiring something Interesting 
and scientific will do well to address me 
for further information without delay.”

Dell$ B. Platt writes from Battle

Monday and Friday evenings and 
Thursday afternoons will be resumed. 
Ohio, last Sunday evening. The con-

Memorial services were held by the 
First Spiritual Society of Hamilton, 
trolling intelligence was Benj, ' 
Butler.

FALLIN! FALLIN!
F.

doubt should prevail, Hhey feel the 
world needs light, and with an elevated 
and loving spirit,,they work continually 
to spread the truth. Aching hearts con
tinually supplicate for consolation; , the 
drear, dark outlook of the materialistic 
thinker causes Jjiin to call for help and 
light, the grotesque ideas which prevail 
regarding heaven and hell need to be 
displaced, and the hereaiter printed in 
true colors, aud therefore many of the 
elevated spirits of nationalities spread 
the truth through the avenues they can 
open up, feeling that in thus working 
they perform the true will of the All of 
Being.

A PHILOSOPHIC CHINESE

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
who differ from you.

Secretary writes: “The Lake View 
Spiritualist Union has listened with 
great pleasure aud profit during the 
past month to the able lectures of Will 

, C. Hodge, aud all wish that he might 
continue the work among our people. 
Mr. Hodge has a peculiarly clear and 
pleasing manner of speech, which holds 
his audience from beginning to elose of 
his lectures. Nothing is uttered that' 
could offend the most sensitive, while 
the clear and instructive lessons de

; rived, backed up by personal experi- 
■ enees of the speaker, must convince the 

■ most skeptical of the truths in our 
beautiful philosophy. Mr. Hodge has 
gone tov Rochester, to attend the Jubl- 
lee. Our good wishes attend him aud 
his work in other fields. We can heart

. lly recommend him as a faithful worker 
to any society, as one who has always 
an encouraging word for the right, ever 

. fearless In putting down fraud wher
ever known.”

P. C. Mills, State Agent, writes from 
Edmonds, Washington: “At a prelimi
nary meeting at Tacoma, Washington, 
it was decided to hold the State Con
vention at that place ou Wednesday and 
Thursday, June 22 and 23. It was also 
decided to have the representation eon- 
Bist of two delegates from each society 

' now chartered by the National Spirit
ualists’ Association, and the president 
of such chartered society shall be a 
voting member by virtue of their office. 
This includes only such societies as are 
chartered now by the N. S. A. All 
towns and districts shall be entitled to 
one representative; the large cities to 
be divided so as to give them a fair 
representation. All Spiritualists are 
earnestly and cordially solicited to con
tribute their influence to this movement 
and make it a success by sending dele
gates to take part in the deliberations, 
and plans for future work.”

J. M. White writes from El Dorado 
Springs, Mo.: “I have been working in./ 
Fort Scott, Kas.,for some time, but as 
the city has an ordinance against me
diums, it is hard to get people together 
there, although there are many who 
would like to investigate. They seem 
to fear the law and the Christian ele
ment. I expect to remain in this place 
for a fortnight, as there Is a great in- _ — - - . - Iterest here and many are seeking I 
light, owing to the untiring efforts 
Mrs. M. H. Andrews, who is about 
leafe for another field. 1 am open 
camp engagements from June 14

the 
i of 
: to 
i to

to
■ Argust 20, when I expect to attend the 

Catalpa Park Camp at Liberal, Mo.”
Mrs. J. W. Kratz is ppen for engage

ments for camps, as also for the fall 
and winter season as lecturer and test 
medium. Terms reasonable. Address 
her at 224 Cherry street, Evansville, 
Ind.

Chester S. Rouse writes: "Your ed
itorials have taken a wide theme for 
elucidation, and if all appreciate them 
as I do. many will be convinced of tbe 
rottenness of Christianity and its spu
rious claims. May you long labor in 
your chosen field and be appreciated at 
your true worth, is my best wish for 
you.”

R. C. Richardson writes from Osh
kosh, Wis.: “Mrs. Kayner came here 

. last Friday for the purpose of holding 
some meetings, but on Sunday morning 
she got a telegram rom her husband 
desiring her return, to go to attend the 
Jubilee: so 1 Invited a few friends for a 
little meeting in my bouse for the pur
pose of introducing Mrs. Kayner. Over 
thirty were present. Including a doctor, 
lawyer, minister, and two professors of 
our Normal School. Mrs. Kayner gave 
us a little talk, then iu her pleasing 
way entertained us for an hour and a 
hall, giving readings from articles. All 
left very highly pleased with her. She 
left a promise to return again soon to 
renew the work here.”

Tbe meetings of the Lake View Spir
itualist Union, at Belden and Lincoln 
avenues, will be discontinued until Sep
tember. The society contemplates 

-holding frequent grove meetings during 
the summer, due notice of which will 
be given. The society eloses a profit
able year’s work, with the prospect of 
opening tbe regular meetings in Sep
tember in a desirable location, with 
able workers to assist iu presenting the 
truth to those who may attend.

Paul S. Gillette writes from Omaha, 
Neb.: "Mr. and Mrs. Wm. E. Bonney 
have been doing an effective work at 
Blair, Neb. They have organized a so- 
clety at that place of twenty-five char
ter members and taken out a charter 

. from the State Spiritualists’ Associa
tion of Nebraska. Encouragement is 
due to such duty as Mr. and Mrs. Bon
ney have rendered Nebraska Spiritual
ists during tbe last six or seven 
months,”

Geo. W. Walrond. trance lecturer and 
Inspirational musician, has resumed his 
Sunday evening services in Denver, 
Col. Large appreciative audiences as
semble at each meeting to listen to the 
old, old, yet ever fresh story of spirit 
return and to receive spirit messages 
from their loved ones, which Mr. IVal- 
rond is able to give under spirit in
fluence. His musical Improvisations on 
the piano astonish everyone.

Vere V. Hunt writes: “An interesting 
seance took place on the evening of 
May 20, at the residence of Mrs. C. M. 
Anderson, 201 West Erie street, Chi
cago,. G. V. Cordingly being the me
dium. Two physicians, a lawyer, and 
a druggist, were among the circle of 
thirteen that sat round the table, and 
of the thirteen tpore than nine were 
skeptics regarding spiritualistic phe
nomena. Two. of these skeptics held 
foe medium’s hands, and placed their 
Kpet on his. Almost immediately many

Creek, Mich.: “Mrs. Sarah A. Walters, . . ., D . .
of Auburn, N. Y., gave a very fine and I Up tn© Ranks, StlC
instructive lecture in Royal Temple Forward March Hall, Sunday afternoon, May 15.” FOrwara, IWarCD,

There will be a jubilee and festival Snji.itualists of Illinois- given by the Progressive Spiritual I 1, ‘ 1 illlnols‘
Church aud its members, under the It s cleaning time for healthy souls; 
auspices of G. V. Cordiugley, Wednes- Glt «» «“<1 dust I the spring has come.”
day evening, June 8, at Handel Hall, An opportunity now confronts you to
40 Randolph street, large auditorium, make the most thorough organization of 
An excellent musical and literary pro-1 our forces ever effected in Illinois. The 
gram will be presented, comprising I official board decided at its Blooming- 
many well-known artists. In addition, ton meeting, on the 14th inst., to donate 
Mrs. Hatfield Pettibone, Max Hoffman to every ■ society which applies for an 
and G, V. Cordingley, will give tests. I auxiliary charter by June 15, a sum

F. J, York writes from Toronto: I equal to the required charter fee, thus 
“Toronto has, during the past ten days, removing an obstacle to the co-opera- 
been receiving showers of spiritual I tion of several struggling bauds. Every 
blessings. Ou Sunday, 15th of May, society in the state is Invited to enroll 
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Kates opened itself at ouce.
a series of Spiritual meetings which I While seeking to transform all wisely 
have increased in interest and attend- located city meetings into permanent 
auce until ou the closing evening it was centers of power, we are equally aux- 
estimated oue hundred people were ious to organize in every town, hamlet 
turned away. Meetings w’ere held every I aud neighborhood, where seven or 
night in the week, Mr. aud Mrs. Kates more Spiritualists from three or more 
attending as speakers, but the latter I families can bo banded together. The 
spending an average of one hour each small but active societies are an essen- 
evening in giving tests, and these being tial factor iu the spread of our truth, 
in every instance recognized. The lec- Only through local organization can 
tures were really excellent expositions your community secure representation 
of the Spiritual philosophy in many iu the State Association, to which you 
phases, and nothing more eloquent, in- will then be entitled to send annually 
spiring aud -edifying has ever been oue delegate for every ten members or 
heard in Toronto. It was the privilege major fraction thereof. If you muster 
of the writer to have been associated as only the required seven you will be en
a co-worker with Mr. and Mrs. Kates in titled to oue representative iu the State 
Tennessee over eleven years ago, and Councils.
tbe improvement noticed In their work Illinois can only secure voice and vote 
is something truly wonderful. The in the National Association by means of 
spirit tests of Mrs. Kates are especially representatives sent from the present 
convincing. Mrs. Kates would give the State organization.
names of spirits iu every case, and de- Unity of action thus becomes the.key 
scriptions, with Incidents In their lives to effective work for our homes, our 
that made their Identity beyond ques- State and the Nation. ’ .
tion. The hall was very tastefully dec- Advise the secretary, at Fulton, Ill., 
orated, the speaker’s platform being when and what kind of assistance you 
banked with - pretty flowers, crowned I need in the way of special meetings.
with Easter lilies, the gift of Mr. Honorary memberships (one dollar)the gift of Mr. Honorary memberships (one dollar) 

Their work In Toronto together.with any donations, should be 
liable Spiritual I’eute- sent to Ervin A. Rice, treasurer, 6646 

cost.” Perry avenue, Chicago.
Mrs. J. W. Kratz writes: “I find I “Is that a sacrifice which brings its 

can’t keep house without The Progress- own blest reward in healthful activity, 
Ive Thinker. 1 felt there was a part of the consciousness of doing good, peace 
myself missing while away from home, of mind, and a bright hope of a glorious 
in not receiving it promptly. As soon destiny hereafter?” .

George Oliver.
has been a veritable

as it arrives work ceases until 1 have The officers are but creatures of the 
read its pages. I received an automatic passing hour, while a strong organiza- 
sketch for the Thinker which I sent to Hon continues unbrokenly.
the Art Department at Rochester for GEO. B. WARNE, Pres,
the Jubilee.” M. H. McGRATH, See'y.

Mrs. Maggie Waite attended the ’ ---------- •■ ■■»• ■——----
Jubilee at Rochester. The Pathos of a Single Life.

W. F. Peek has finished ills season at oue of these single women, after 
Minneapolis with large and enthusiastic living alone In ber little hut on Cape 
audiences. He speaks oue Sunday in Cod, until old age, a reticent, miserly 
St. Paul, then goes home to St. Louis creature, became at sixty suddenly 
for a month’s rest before the camp- und violently insane. " ' ' ‘
meetings. , • • ------- ------------------------Her physician, 

wiser than 'bls kind, prescribed no 
. from medicine but procured a huge doll and

Peoria, Ill.: “The First Spiritual the clothes of a baby and gave them to 
Church of Peoria met Monday, May 17, her. She was at once quieted. She 
and appointed a new minister to take treated the doll as If it were alive, fed 
the place of Dr. C. T. IL Benton. This- it, slept with it in ner arms, worried 
tees were deeded for the ensuing term, over its diseases, ran to the neighbors 
who afterward ordained Mrs. Sara A. to -tell of Its sayings and pretty ways. 
Ostell as minister. There are some It was her child; God had given it to 
sixty members enrolled, and it is hoped her at last. While she lived it kept her 
the spirit of good will and harmony occupied and happy.—Rebecca Harding 
will unite all our hearts for the good of Davis in the Century.
our cause.”  . 

J. Burger, secretary, writes

The First Society of Rosicrucians 
(under the auspices of the Order of the 
White Rose) meets every Sunday of 
June and July, at 11 a. m. aud 8 p. in., 
at their conference hall, 508 LeMoyne 
Block, 40 East Randolph street,, J. C. 
F. Grumblne, lecturer. Mr. W. W.

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free.]

spirit, with a band of others, have been 
the controlling intelligences of J. J.

,‘Morse, and for over twenty-five years I 
there have_been delivered discourses on I 
all manner of subjects, which Alfred 
Russell Wallace has said, for high and 
sustained eloquence, noble thoughts 
aud high moral purpose, surpassed the 
best efforts of any lecturer or preacher 
within his experience, and this was 
said at a time when J. J. Morse was but
a youth, with only the most limited ed
ucation, without knowledge of books, 
or any ideas beyond those of the 
average person.

His life had
BEEN ROUGH AND CHEERLESS, 
cast amid strangers, and although one 
of the great unthinking mass, he was 
pressed into spirit service by those who 
had waited for the full time to arrive. 
Almost from the first time that he was 
brought into contact with the subject 
he was controlled, and became the 
mouthpiece of wise spirits who 'spoke 
out thoughts that the world needs.

SERGEANT COX, 
a London magistrate and a capable lit- 
erateur.once said of him: “I have heard 
an uneducated ‘barman,’ when in a 
state of trance, maintain a dialogue 
with a party of philosophers on ‘Reason 
and Foreknowledge, Will and Fate,’ 
and hold his own against them. I hove I 
put to him the most difficult questions 
in psychology, and received answers 
always thoughtful, often full of wis
dom, and invariably conveyed in choice I 
and eloquent language. Nevertheless, a I 
quarter of an hour afterwards, when 
relieved from the trance, he was unable I 
to answer the simplest query on a jihil- 
^sophical subject, and was even at a 
loss for sufficient language to express 
a common-place idea.”

Another phase of mediumship asso- 
elated with the Spiritual movement, 
and which it is'perhaps difficult to sep
arate from that of trance, is what is 
called » 1

INSPIRATJQNAL SPEAKING.
Here we have the "instrument” con
scious of the inflowing of thought, the 
breathing in of sentiments which he, or 
she, interpretates and expresses. Some 
may say this ¡s upt evidence of spirit 
working, but spygly it gives a hint of 
how the so-calldd' ‘sacred literature of 
the world was produced, of how the I

SHELLEY AND KEATS 
alike show clear spiritual insight which 
camo from other realms than ours. 
How beautiful has Adelaide Annie 

I Proctor written her spiritual truths in 
“The Lost Chord,” and in words like 
these:
Why should’st thou fear the beautiful 

Angel, Death,
Who watts thee at the portals of the 

skies,
Ready to kiss away thy struggling 

breath,
Ready with gentle hand to close thine 

eyes. .
I Oh, what were life if life were all.

Thine eyes '
I Are blinded by their tears, or thou 

would’st see
I Thy treasures want thee in the far-off 

skies,
And death thy friend will give them 

all to thee.
Milton says: “Millions of

From Light, London, Eng,
* GUIDING VOICES.

I have just had an Interesting inter
view with Mr. J., an unpretending 
working mau, skillful aud prosperous 
m certain handicraft, and he told me of 
voices that speak to his inner ear, much 
as Jeanne d’Arc must have heard them. 
There is nothing in tbe man’s manner 
to indicate a temperament given to 
fancy or sentiment, nor could one well 
doubt his sincerity and integrity. His 
moral sentiments seem well developed, 
but I should not say that lie is relig
iously inclined. He says these voices 
often follow him, as he goes about his 
work or walks along the street, and say,

“DO THIS! DO THIS!”
naming something specific—or “Don’t 
do that! Don’t do that!” until he yields 
obedience. Sometimes it is to do some
thing he does not want to do, or that he 
can see no reason for doing, or that it 
would seem absurd or impertinent to 
do; yet, if he obeys, he finds they were 
true guiding voices, and the object of 
his mission is made plain in the per
formance. He gave me one instance in 
detail,, which I will try to reproduce as 
near as possible in his own words—an 

i >. • , ---- -- ------- experience of which he said he hadI ?.ne' h°wev€r> reveals the close connec- never spoken to anyone-
tion between Spiritualism, as we un- “I went to bed eariv one Sntnrdav 
derstand it, and the works of genius, night, for I had been working very hard I more than Tennyson, who had a face to through tfie week and was up a part of 

Ida°ce fil'enomena' tbe night before with a sick friend I I As, ^id, in dealing with the slept heavily for a white but was soon
subject of his life, “The possession of awakened suddenly by hearing a voice certain psychic gifts is almost in- ------ - y sealing a voice

I variable in prophets, founders of great 
religions, and the men and women who

SPIRITUAL BEINGS 
walk the earth, seen and unseen.'

The MoWar Hypothes^
OF NATURE. ’

By pkof. w. M. LOUKWOOn,,

nliiXd wuichtely irom the th00rlR8 
Demonstrates continuity of life and our 

ronment of spiritltualinltuenoos, ?
IcliicT.8 d“‘“ 0< “odela 1’Lytlcal aud phynlotogiail

SplrltuallBt, an Impregnable fownlatton Ct 
sclentlilo data and verified fact. ™

materialist aud skeptic, a revelation oftha lv\>nHnocnerg es °Perot|ve Iu Nature'« formula cl 
vioiuiiou. .
a t-11? eccleslastlc, a new heaven aud a new earth/ 

t0 Btut>y onil think about. A coni doused volume of actcatlfic luformaUon tor 25 cenuk 
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BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
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A CONCORDANCE
Toths principal passages of the Old and Nest 

Testament Scriptures which prove 
or imply Spiritualism)

Together with a brief history of tho origin of many cl' 
the Important books of the Bible.

BY MOSES HULL,

i

f

/

say: ‘Get up and

have been privileged to embody in 
verse the sublimest aspirations of the 

| race, They are all more or less seers, 
who dwell on the Borderland, seeing 
things that are invisible to ordinary 
men!”

Some of the men I have named were 
I more or less unconscious of the inflow

ing power, as to how it came, but with 
Tennyson it was otherwise; he was 
aware all the time that his best work 
was due to the
INTRUSION OF THE OTHER 

WORLb
into his life, or rather to his ability to 
enter into the other, which to him was 
more real than this. You see so many 
glimpses of real knowledge scattered 
through his poems; hymns which we 
Spiritualists sing because they are a 
clear statement of our.facts. At times, 
with St. Paul, he could say of his ex
periences, “Whether in the body I can
not tell, or whether out of the body I 
canuot tell.” The reality of the unseen 
was to him no speculation but a con-
scious knowledge. You get all I 
claiming in these lines of his in 
Memoriam:”
So word by word, and line by line, 

The dead man touched me from 
past,

And all at once it seemed at last

am 
“In

the

TAKE A FIVE-DbLLAR BILL 
and spend it for F. He is siek and out 
of work, and he and his family are suf
fering from cold and hunger.’ The 
man named was oue who had tried to 
Injure me a few years ago as no other 
man ever did, and it was only that I 
was able to establish my Innocence that 
kept me from going to prison. To be 
called upon to leave my warm bed ou a 
winter’s night to help—that man of all 
others! It was too much to ask, and I 
said to the voice, ‘I can’t do this.’ Why, 
I would rather take every dollar I have 
and put it in the Are than take five dol
lars and spend Jt for F.’ ‘But you must; 
you really want to do It,’ the yoiee in
sisted. ‘I don’t want to do it,’ I re
turned. 'Besides, I don’t know where 
he lives.’ ‘Get up and get the things 
and I’ll tell you where to take them!’ 
sounded in my inner ear imperiously 
•To-morrow will be too late.’

“I arose aud
DRESSED RELUCTANTLY, 

then glanced at the clock aud saw it 
was 10:30 p. m. I knew the shops in 
the adjoining tenement-house district 
would be open till midnight. I stopped 
at the first place I came to where coal
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and kindling-wood could be had, bought 
a supply, and told the man to follow me 
to deliver them. I also stocked a large 
basket with food and bought some bed
covers at a second-hand store. I went 
along as one in a dream, the voice 
seeming to lead the way, while my con
scious, reasoning self seemed to protest 
at every step at such an unheard-of 
proceeding as carrying comforts to an 
enemy who, when I last heard about 
him, was comfortable enough on his 
ill-gotten gains.

“At the door of a
MISERABLE BASEMENT

tenement I got the command to ‘Stop!’ 
I went in without ceremony, aud had 
the supplies deposited. There indeed 
sat F„ emaciated and in rags, holding 
his hands before a smoky kerosene 
lamp in an effort to get a little warmth, 
while his wife and little boy were try
ing to forget their misery in sleep on a 
pile of rags and straw. I held out my 
hand to the man, and said: ‘Why, F., 
I’m sorry to find you

The living soul was flashed on mine.
You can see little or no difference in a 

man like Tennyson, called a normal 
worker, and a woman like Lizzie Doten, 
who calls herself

A SPIRITUAL MEDIUM.
From her lips, under the gush of the 
spiritual afflatus, have poured glowing 
thoughts, which breathe of beauty or 
burn with sacred fervor. Poets gone 
out of the body, like Poe, have come, 
and through her organism given the 
most complete evidence of their

prophets were moved moved by an In- 
telllgence which they could not identify I 
with their own,’that they believed to be I 
divine. I know there is difficulty in 
separating thlsi pliase of mediumship 

.from the work of men of genius, aud I 
certainly for one would make no such 
distinction, for I believe this form of 
inspiration has been common in all 
ages, and that the masters of music, 
among others, were cognizant of it

BEETHOVEN SAID, 
in explanation of his great gift: “From 
the focus of inspiration, I feel com
pelled to let the melody stream forth 
on all sides;” and Mozart, the marvel
ous man, who sang wisdom, says: 
“Whence and how the ideas come I 
know not, nor can I force them. My 
soul is fired and the subject enlarges, 
becomes methodized and defined, and 
the whole, though it be long, stands, 
complete and finished to my mind, so 
that I can survey it like a fine picture 
or a beautiful statue at a glance. I 
hear the parts, as it were, all at once. 
What a delight this is I canijot tell. All 
this inventiug, producing, takes place In 
a pleasing, lively dream. This Is per
haps the best gift I have my Divine

identity. It was not a case of catching 
his trick of method when dealing with 
poetic subjects, but the man was un
doubtedly able to express himself in 
his old way. Had she but written as 
other poets do, she might have had 
honor and renown.

From The Freethinker, Lon
don, England.

THE DECAY OF PIETY. 
Religionists who look hack to the 

thegood old days are ever lamenting__
decline of religious fervor, the desecra-

IN THIS PLIGHT.
I’ve brought a few things to meet your 
present needs, and I’ll look after you 
until you are better; then I’ll get some 
work for you |f I can.’

“I hadn’t intended to say anything of 
the kind, but my better self seemed in 
the ascendency; and somehow I was 
not sorry. F. recognized me, started to 
grasp my extended hand In a shame
faced way, groaned, aud hid his face in 
his arms on the top of the rickety table 
before which be sat. It was too much 
for me, and I turned about with a queer 
feeling in my throat. I hastily made a 
tire in the little cook-stove, and left 
without a further word.”

Mr. J. paused as if his narrative were 
concluded. “But what was the out
come of all this?” I asked, unwilling to 
have the story close so abruptly.

“Oh, the man got well aud got work 
in another town, and, so far as I know, 
behaved himself. Some months after
wards a woman came to my 
WORK-SHOP, HEAVILY VEILED, 
and asked for a dollar's worth of a cer
tain article. I wrapped up the parcel 
and handed it to her, when she gave me 
in exchange a bill all crumpled up, 
which I supposed was a one-dollar note. 
After she had gone I straightened it 
out, and to my surprise found that it 
was a ‘five.’ I hastened to the door to 
call after her and have the mistake cor
rected; but she was nowhere to be seen. 
Returning to my shop. I was further 
mystified by finding that my strange 
customer had not taken the goods she 
bought, but had laid the package on a 
box near the door. The incident puz
zled me for a long while, but I finally 
concluded that this woman might have 
been the wife of the man I was sent so 
strangely to help in his dire distress; 
still, I have never known positively, 
and probably never shall.”

We may make of this little incident, 
which Mr. J. told me, what we will. 
For myself, I do not profess to offer

I

1
tion of the Sabbath, and lessening 
church attendance. Statistics, so far as 
they can be ascertained, fully bear 
them out. Church-going is decreasing 
even In villages, still more so in towns, 
aud most of all In cities; while in Lon
don the bulk of the population never 
think of entering any place of worship.

IN A RECENT SYMPOSIUM 
in a religious contemporary it was ad
mitted on all hands that even where 
church and chapel attendance was 
maintained there was a great falling 
off in former piety, seen iu the general 
decline of family worship. Bible read
ing, family prayer, and even grace at 
meals are becoming things of the past.

THE MEN OF GOD 
are ceasing to be little gods themselves, 
even in the rural districts. People are

H-ERESY, 
... OR ... ’ 

LED T0 THE LIGHT.
A. Thrilling, Psychological Story ofXvangeU. 

cation and Free Thought. It is to Protest- ■ 
autism what the '‘Secrets of the Con

vent” is to Catholicism.

This is to Inform my friends of the
I’atum will give clairvoyant and psy- I departure for the spirit world, of Har- 
■hical phenomena at each service, riet M. Blakeman, my pure loving, and

T

Special classes for divine science and dear wife, a staunch Spiritualist for 
spiritual unfoldment, by J. C. F. Grum- over 45 years. Aged 76 years. Leaving 
bine, meet in suite 418 LeMoyne me behind to mourn my great bereave- 
Block, 40 East Randolph street, at 2:30 ment, although I know that my great 
and 8 p. m. each Tuesday and Friday, loss is great gain to her.
Approved literature sold after each La grippe, paralysis, and finally a se- 
funetion. Miss Florence Hedriek, Hous accident, she being suddenly 
pianist, and Miss Elsie Hedrick, sec- thrown from a carriage, were the 
retary. means of her mortal death.

J. C. Blodgett writes from Mt. Pleas
ant Park, Clinton, Iowa: “I have been 
spending a few days at Mt. Pleasant

Circleville, O. E. D. BLAKEMAN.

Passed to spirit-life, April 26, 1898,
Park, aud must say, with its beautiful from his home at Lake Geueva, Wis., 
wild flowers, its luxuriant grass and its at the age of 79, Mr. M. D. Cowdry. 
dense foliage of trees, make it the most For over forty years Mr. Cowdry has 
delightful spot in the Mississippi Vai- been an ardent Spiritualist, and his 
ley. Under the able management of our home, not only In Sandusky, O., but in 
worthy superintendent, Dr. J. C. Phil- Lake Geneva, Wis., was ever open to 
lips, he has made it a perfect Garden of the workers in our cause. He not only 
Eden. I was very much pleased to I was a firm believer in the spiritual pbi- 
learn that so many of our people are losophy, but it entered into every act of 
taking advantage of the beauty and his life. No one who ever lived in Lake 
comfort of our park, to make for them- Geneva' was more highly respected, 
•selves permanent homes. There are Ever seeking to do good, not only In 
nine families already permanently lo- wise counsel, but of his means, no one 
cated in the park, who together with ever appealed to him in vain.
the roomers and boarders, make quite He lias gone into the spiritual life, 
a nice little colony. The sound of the and they who were blessed with his ac- 
axe, hammer and trowel are heard on quaintance and friendship can but feel 
every hand and many new cottages aud the “inner life” is ujade brighter, earth 
permanent improvements are being made better by his coming and going, 
made everywhere, which speaks vol- -He leaves a wife, three sisters and a 
times for the future of Mt. Pleasant brother, besides hosts of friends to 
Park. Every Indication looks favorable mourn his loss. The funeral was very 
for a very successful meeting of our as- I largely attended. The writer, an old 
sociation the coming season. We in- friend, officiated. G. H. BROOKS.
vite all to speak a kind word for our 
success and urge their friends to spend 
a month with us. In this connection I 
would suggest to the friends who con
template visiting our camp this year, 
that they apply early to our superin
tendent, J. C. Phillips. Clinton. Iowa, 
for cottages, rooms, or tents, so he may 
have ample time to prepare for all, and 
they may secure what they desire."

All Spiritualists of Washington are 
requested to meet in Tacoma, June 22 
and 23, to organize a State Association, 
auxiliary to the N. S, A. Delegates will 
be entertained. Write for further in
formation to Frances A. Sheldon, State 
Organizer, Chehalis, Wash.

Universal Spiritual Society, 528 West 
63d street. Hopkins’ Hall, Englewood. 
Mrs. Trudelle, pastor. Meetings at 
2:30 and 7:30.

Ralph Stanley writes from Seattle, 
Wash.: “Seattle is enjoying a veritable 
Spiritual boom, it being honored by 
some of the best mediums and speakers 
in the country. Prof. Swarts, of Chi
cago, well-known to every part of the 
United States, is giving his lectures 
here with great success. Dr. York, the 
noted liberal orator, enjoys large au
diences on Sunday evenings at the Ma
sonic Temple. Mr. and Mrs. Dovejoy. 
of San Francisco, are doing a good 
work with tests and lectures. Mrs. Ada

Another veteran entered into rest 
after a long and painful illness. The 
spirit of Wm. Hammond departed this 
life May 16, from his home in Lima, 
Ind. Born a progressive thinker, he es
poused the cause of the new dispensa
tion soon after the little raps aroused 
the world from its spiritual lethargy. 
Sympathetic ’to a fault, his home was 
ever open to the friendless and unfortu-

Master to thank for.”
The world has been filled with men 

we call illustrious, who were largely I 
played upon,

AS INSTRUMENTS ARE, - 
by residents in another sphere of being, 
who knew nothing or but little of the 
source of their power. All persons are 
really illuminated according to their 
condition, aud I feel certain when the 
panorama of this life is unfolded, we 
shall readily recognize how often the 
action of super-mundane people affect
ed us here. It should be easy for the 
world to admit the fact of Inspiration. 
No great men or women ever claimed 
that they shone with powers that, were 
theirs alone, but each one was’ con
scious at times of a pouring in of wise 
thoughts, melody of expression, or new 
truths in nature.

THE INSPIRATION OF GENIUS 
is the best key to modern spiritual in- 
spirings. Ancient literary efforts, mas
ter-pieces of art, some of our wonderful 
scientific discoveries, have undoubtedly 
come from the spirit side. I know, of 
course, what organization does for a 
man, what cultivation will bring forth, 
but these only help to bring out a 
clearer message, or a richer and 
sweeter melody of truth. AR poets I 
(have had a feeling; more or less vivid, 
that they were Balded from above; the I 
unsplritual poet is as yet unborn. 
Burns wrote continually of the outside 
power that maqp'^im sing:
Know the greaLgepius of this land 
Has many an apgelband,

Who all benea.th.his high command,

beginning to think for themselves. Re- 
llgiou has become attenuated. Its in
fluence has declined; Its area been cir
cumscribed. It no longer commands 
the absorbing Interests of all classes, as 
It did but a century or two ago. The 
modern man thinks more of tho social 
improvement of this world than of 
heaven. There are a thousand and one 
secular affairs which leave little more 
for attention to theology, and which 
direct the mind into other channels.

Primarily this
DECLINE OF PIETY 

must be attributed to decline of faith. 
If people really believed that their 
eternal happiness or misery depended 
on certain observances, they would 
faithfully perform them. Despite every 
taboo placed on the propagation of 
Freethought, most people are aware 
that there are those who reject every 
doctrine of Christianity, who deny its 
claims and challenge its pretensions.

IN THE SECOND PLACE, 
the church has rival attractions, even

either theory or explanad, 
terested me deeply, and so I

ion. It In-
offer it

the readers of "Mind” as I heard it.
to

nate. R. SPALDING.

Passed to spirit life, Mrs. Jane Pat
erson, from the home of friends in 
Otisco, Mich., at the age of 84. She 
was loved by all who knew her. She 
leaves two brothers to mourn her loss. 
They are firm Spiritualists, and feel 
therods no death, she has only gone a 
little before them. A goodly attend
ance at the services, which were con
ducted by Mrs. J. H. Dunham. X.

“The Fountain of Life, or The Three
fold Power of Sex.”. By Lois Wais- 
brooker. One of the author’s most use
ful books. It should be read by every 
man and woman. Price 50 cents.

“The Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lois 
Waisbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in this volume, in which ques
tions of great importance to the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vanced social reformer. Price 50 cents.

Harmoniously Jis arts or arms they 
- understand^

Their laborffW.
They Scotias jTfee,tfmong them share: » 
Some fire the stJHgfc on to dare, 
Some rouse tlie'phtrlot up to bare

Corruption'sjieiirt.
Some teach theBaM a darling care, 

The tuneful Art.
The world waders at the wondrous 

results produces.",, 
' BY A SHAKESPEARE, 
with his limited opportunities, and? seeks 
at times to tear the laurels from his 
brow, attributing to other men what 
has enchanted the world, because, 
without the recognition.of inspiration it 
seems Impossible he could have given 
out such transcendant light Long
fellow admits he had to wait til! the 
angel said write. Victor Hugo was 
conscious of the Other side of life, and 
listened to its promptings. ' 

'WORDSWORTH
was the poet prophet of spiritual life, 
and felt the soul of the universe spoke 
to his, a spark of it, which feeling gave 
him the intimations of immortalitv, 
whibh helped him to beat cheerfuliv 
life’s troubles. '

on the day of which it claims a mo
nopoly. Universal elementary educa
tion 'and cheap reading have given a 
beter means of Alling the mind than 
going to church to have lithographed 
sermons, written by ladies, read to you. 
The Sunday newspaper is a rival to 
morning service, and books and private 
entertainments a rival in the evening. 
Above all, to Indoor workers there is 
the attraction of the open air. The 
bicycle has given easy access to the 
country, and even in kirk-going and 
clergy-cowed Scotland is breaking up 
the. sanctity of the Sabbath.

“Woman, Church and State.’. -------- By
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than common Intrinsic value.
Thé Subject is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what the church has 
and has not dene for woman. It is full 
of Informationen thesubject,and should 
be read by every, one. Price ?2, post
paid.

"Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances In Spirit-life.” “The Evolution 
of Man.” Two papers, given In the in
terest of spiritual science, by Michael 
Faraday. Price 15 cents.

Spiritualist Home.
To all who are interested in an Aid 

and Spiritualist’s Home: The ladles of 
Chicago wish to say that in September 
or October they will open a Spiritual
ist’s Home for all who are honest, sin
cere and liberal enough to desire to 
work with them, mediums or Spiritual
ists who have not developed medium
ship. Only persons of good character 
and genuine mediumship admitted by 
the investigating committee. There will 
be a free reading-room, double parlors 
for lectures, receptions and all meetings 
of a Spiritual nature. Modern accom
modations, comfortable, light, warm 
rooms; board and rooms at the lowest 
price to cover expenses, and as soon as 
able homes will be furnished free to 
those unable, to care for themselves: 
Chicago is a most desirable place to 
live. To those out of our city or State 
come, and tell your friends, especially 
at the camps, of this new Home for 
Spiritualists. All donations gratefully 
received, from a nickel to dollars, any 
article of house-furnishing, dishes, table 
linens, carpets, etc., all will be merited 
to the donors. Write at earliest con
venience, addressing Mrs. C. H, Horine, 
508 Forty-fourth place, Chicago, Ill.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

The distinguished author. Hudson Tuttle, require*  
do Introduction to the readers of The Proghe8|itm 
Thinker, but the following headings of chapters will 
show them whai they may expect from the book:

Contents:—An idyl — Fmlbain ~ Building th*  
Church—The Evangelist- Blood~Th< Siiloon-The 
Lost Daughter—Law—Tbe Harvest of Souls—Jan® 
Grey—The Mother of Caln- Evolution-,Stella—The 
Cell—Death—A Step Forward -The HomeClrcle-Tbe 
Double Role—Heresy-Annette Tbe Bank RoMiery-« 
Liberty-All is Well That Kutis Well-The New 
Church—The Now Way; Led to tbe Light

Every chapter le devoted to one idea, and the whole 
presents ao many tableaux moving onward to the cU*  
max. The fiendish career of the revivalist Is con
trasted with the character of the honest minister and 
the thinking agneettc. Tbe steps hr which a preacher 
emerges from the church, and the difficulties he meew 
arc graphically presented. The new church and prtp 
grewive lyceum evolved out of tbe old, form an In
teresting §ju<ly to those seeking now methods. >

It li a beautiful volume of 223 pngea. and the price 
accordance with our new depiirture, is SO centa, 

¡>o*cpaid,  or five copies for si '¿r> For sale at the 
<»mre of The Progressive Thinker.

Mahomet, the Illustrious?
BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

Thia work 1b one of the Library of Liberal Classict. 
No author wm better qualllied to write an Impartial 
aud honeet life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume is Intensely Interesting. It should bd 
read In conjunction with Gibbon'« work. For salo at \ 
this office. Price. 25 cents._____ v

ATOLLONIUS^OKTYANA. ’ 
Identified as the Christian .Taan^ 

A wonderful communication, expl bar Ml 
life and teaching, were utlllzedto for GMlIb 
anlty. Price 15 cents. For «Hearth! ,

GLeAiNijNCig-
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.

Thli work la one that every one ahonld read. It 
beama throughout with rare ¿em? ot thoakht, prao« - 
tlcal aa well aa profound. There la atmfiilncTend 
beauty tn every aentence uttered. The work la dedl. 
cated to tbe author'a favorite elater, Sarah Frencn 
Farr, now paaaed to Spirlt-llfe. Hndaon Tuttle, at 
BerttoHe^hU’Ohlo.gtveaanlntereattatiketcboftlW

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch of the Life of A. B, BNCSb. 
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and W*N0f

Islam. ‘
Joseph Smlth'and the BookofMormOQ 
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency QfldeMt 
The Unknown. '
Probability, of a Future LUK 
Anniversary. Address.
The Egotism of Onr Age.
What Is Truth?
Decoration Address. .

„-met »waPoimMfc

Let us not be too harsh in onr judg
ment of men, for but very few of them 
are as bad as they would like to be.



*

SPHINX OF DEATH, 
them the Sphinx of Death,

ages; «If 
again?”

THE
Through

/ Tftf, GOLDEN JUBILEE.
V Ringing Address try Dr. Dean Clarke, Read at 

Rochester, N. Y., by Prof. H. 0. Barrett.
I (Fellow Spiritualists: You have met 

. from far and near, to commemmorate 
and glorify the greatest event of mod- 
fern times. It was no less than the 
¡opening of intercourse with an unseen, 
and almost un unknown world.- More 
than that, it was the inauguration of a 
New Dispensation, and the ushering in 
fit a New Era in human affairs. The 
.then-called “Rochester Rappiugs,” like 
many another momentous occurrence 
in human history, seemed at first, ap
pearance to the average observer, triv
ial and inconsequential.. Even to-day, 
after half a century of astounding de- 
Vblopments, the great time-serving and 
¡unthinking masses are not aware of 
ithclr vast significance,

So accustomed have we become, in 
this age ot wonders, to startling events, 
great discoveries aud marvelous inven
tions, that l.-imiliarity with the wonders 
of Modern .Spiritualism, almost ob
scures their true magnitude even with 
those who know and best appreciate 
them. Therefore it behooves those who 
here convene to celebrate the advent of 
the greatest wonder-worker of the nine
teenth century, to glorify as it deserves 
-the birth of Modern Spiritualism.
, THE ELECTRIC AGE.

When messages of human thought fly 
on lightning’s wings, annihilating time 
and spaqe in transmission; when almost 

/ e whole civilized world Is ablaze with 
. .c t-trie light that turns night into day; 

when the wheels of palatial chariots, 
\ aud much of the world’s vast machin

ery are whirled by the unseen motor 
-which rolls stars and suns in their stu
pendous orbits, we just begin to see the 
significance of those tiny sparks which 
flew from’ Franklin's kite! Shall we 
then be looked upon, by those who have 
seen only the rush-lights of the “dark 
ages," as ^redulpus dupes and insane 
enthusiasts, because we come to this 
Mecca of spiritual illumination to do 
honor to the greatest discovery of ail 
the ages?

Only think of it! Those tiny sounds, 
paltry as they seemed to the superficial 
observer, were pregnant with results of 
infinite Import to the human race. They 
broke Ilie eternal silence of the grave, 
gave voice again to the so-called dead, 
and brought “glad tidings of great joy,” 
never before equaled in human experi
ence. They furnished, for the first time 
in human history, a means of communi
cating with deearnate spirits, and set- 
tied forever the great question of the

it teachers, and of a consensus of the
competent who are its earthly expo
nents? .

I-

a man die, shall he live

1 that had sat as a monument of despair, 
grim and silent before the portal of the 

’ Great Unknown for untold ages, found 
yolee and answered: “Mun is a spirit, 
and spirit is deathless. I, who have 
been dreaded as "the King of Terrors,” 
am humanity’s greatest friend and beu- 
efactor. 1 am the resurrection unto life 

. eternal and lo joy Ineffable. Fear not!”
Had this been the only revelation, it 

. would have justified all that can be said 
or“ done on this important occasion to 
glorify that unique event. But it was 
only the beginning of a great variety of 
wonders and revelations transcending 
In Importance all hitherto known. 
Those tiny sounds were another “voice 
from heaven,” saying: “Lo! the klug

. flom of heaven is again at hand to ful
fill a promise of more light, to establish 

. justice, righteousness, and peace on 
earth."

They were the tokens of a new de
scent of the angels among men, women 
anti children, to minister both to their 
temporal and spiritual needs, and to 
show them bow to make the most and 
beat of this life, as a needed prepara
tion for a spiritual existence of eternal 
progress. They were the heralds of a 
great variety of signs aud wonders, the 
Symbols of spirit power aud intelli
gence, which have laid the foundation 
Of a new scientific and philosophic re
ligion, that destroys all supernatural- 
|sm and superstition, and brings hope, 
trust, joy, aspiration and an exalted in- 
splratlon tliat purifies and ennobles all 
souls that appropriate its great spirit
ual truths.

. SPIRITUALISM A SAVIOR.
We celebrate the dawn of Modern 

Spiritualism as the birth of a savior, 
H teacher, a helper, a reformer, a liber
ator, and a benefactor which baptizes 
tis with divine power, instructs us with 
the truths of nature, leads us in the 
paths of menial aud moral progress, 
and cultivates all our higher faculties 
till harmony, purity and love give us a 
foretaste of joys unknowu before.

We rejoice not only that we can hold 
sweet communion with kindred and 
friends who love us still, but also, if 
we live so as to attract them to us, with 
saints and sages who have solved the 
great problems of nature, of life and of 
destiny, and can give us wisdom, 
knowledge and occult power nowhere 
else to be obtained. We rejoice tliat we 
have been given a rational religion 
which fills the highest aspirations of 
our souls, and teaches that spirit is im
manent In the universe, so that we

“take no private road
But look through Nature up to Nature’s 

God,”
and have no use for man-made gods in 
his own image, and hence more human 
than divine.

. SPIRITUALISM EMANCIPATES
Its votaries who drink deeply of its 
fount of truth and wisdom, from all the 
narrow and superstitions concepts of 
by-gone ages, so that they have no use 
for the elementáis, ghosts, goblins, de
mons, and idols of the mythical past

The supernatural and the miraculous 
it brings within the domain of Nature^ 
laws on the spiritual plane of manifes
tation, and philosophically spiritualizes 
nature and naturalizes spirit so that 
,we see in every natural object not only 
a symbol of a divine idea, but the ob
jective manifestations of a spiritual en- 
tlty within.

its work in the past fifty years neces
sarily has been largely iconoclastic; it 
,was however .
i‘But the ruin of the bad—

The wasting of the wrong nqd ill, 
iWhate'er of good the old time had ~

Is living still.”
Having cleared the ground of its rub

bisk, as we enter upon the new cycle of 
its development, the work before us Is 
more constructive than destructive. 
¡With this understanding, how better 
can we serve the purpose of. this great 
occasion than to lay a firm and sub
stantial foundation for the Great Tem
ple of Spiritual Religion for which ma
terials have been accumulating during 
the half century now past? Is It not 
nigh time that chaos among us was re
duced to order, and the confusion of 
tongues relative to what Spiritualism 

should be harmonized by a ■
. DECLARATION OF-PRINCIPLES. ! 

th? authority of our wisest splr- ;

The signs of the times Indicate a 
wide-spread demand for a synopsis and 
a sjnthesis of .Spiritualism formulated 
as a platform, that all may kuow where 
«e stand, aud ou what foundation we 
build. Surely, we have neither a sci
ence nor a philosophy, that can be sys
tematically and authoritatively taught, 
till the facts aud principles which Spir
itualism has given us are systematized 
iu logical order aud relationship. The 
Babel aud Bedlam of beliefs aud theo
ries now extant are the result of a 
chaos of speculations and ideas that 
have not been competently sifted and 
scientifically classified. Why all this 
line and cry against a creed, or more 
pioperly a declaration of principles? 
Do we not kuow many truths, and ra
tionally believe many ideas to be true? 
Do we not hold many doctrines iu com
mon? If we have anything more than 
Pic-re speculation, if we have any real 
knowledge, as we claim, why not put it 
iuto tangible shape, so that all inquir
ers may know that we have a cult that 
is not a mere spectre of dubious faith 
which cannot be materialized in com
prehensible form? Do not our organiza
tions need a soul of ideas, facts and 
principles to vitalize them, and give 
them aggressive force for propagand- 
ism? Mere business organizations with
out a defined purpose and a basis of de
clared principles, lack cohesive attrac
tion and soon dissolve.

If political parties need a platform, 
why do not religious and reformatory 
parties or sects need to define their po
sition and purpose, so that all may 
kuow “where they are at," and what 
they are at? If the platform contains 
naught but demonstrated truths and 
well-established doctrines, it cannot 
hamper mental growth, nor freedom of 
thought In tire least. Truth does not 
change, nor does it enslave any-one, but 
on the contrary, makes all free! The 
Constitution of the United States, the 
“creed” of our Nation, does not enslave 
American citizens but secures their 
unity and liberty. So, too, may a Dec
laration of Principles of the Spiritual 
Philiosophy be a Declaration of Inde
pendence from Error, and be a nucleus 
of organization and a bond of unity aud 
fraternity, without in the least curtail
ing freedom of thought and speech. 
Are we such a heterogeneous mob of 
“cranks” that we have

NO COMMON FAITH, ' 
no unity of purpose, and no general af
filiation of ideas? For one I resent 
such an impeachment of mental sound
ness, and Insist that all who have un
derstanding of our philosophy sufficient 
to render them worthy of ranking as 
Spiritualists, do hold sufficient ideas In 
common to make a platform capacious 
enough fpr all to stand upon, without 
any one’s encroaching upon the free
dom of his neighbor, and without 
fencing in anybody’s thought except 
from cavorting into delusions and fan
tasies. •

The stars of heaven move in sublime 
order and harmony, with all the room 
they need, because they are organized 
into solar systems around a common 
centre or nucleus of attraction that 
keeps them in order, so that they do not 
fly off ou a tangent and wander like 
comets (aud ereedless Spiritists), as 
aimless, lawless, useless prodigals of 
creation!

Let us, then, imitate Nature, or rather 
conform to her laws and methods, and 
have a nucleus of Principles as a com-
mon bond Of sympathy and unity 
around which ’ 'we can revolve and

. pel tlie fear of death and all <other su
, perstitlous tears; and give to mortals a 
i foretaste of the life divine.
: PRELIMINARY,

While Spiritualism demands unre
stricted liberty -of thought, and insists 
on the “right of private judgment" in 
al) matters of belief, and hence does not 
allow of a fixed and inflexible.creed, it 
does not forbid, but requires a mani
festo of its cardinal doctrines as a basis 
of organization, to the end that all may 
know uliat Spiritualism is, and what 
the organization is designed to promul
gate and promote. In accord with this 
understanding,' the following articles 
are adopted, subject to change when
ever found to contain error, or to be too 
narrow for the growth of ideas.

PRINCIPLES AND TEACHINGS.
1. In its most comprehensive sense, 

Spiritualism teaches tliat the universe 
is the manifestation of Infinite spirit, or 
inherent energy, which is the creator of 
all organic forms; the primal source of 
all life, motion, sensation, and intelli
gence; whose material evolution is Na
ture; whose vital expression is natural 
law; and whose spiritual manifestation 
is in universal mind.

2. That man is the highest known 
manifestation of the Infinite Spirit; 
that intrinsically he is a spirit, clad 
with an ethereal, and a physical body, 
whose separation is called “death,” but 
is really his birth into the spirit world.

3. That as a spirit having a spiritual 
body the counterpart of his mortal 
form, he is unchanged in powers and 
faculties, and enters by the law of at
traction into environment corresponding 
to his spiritual development, where he 
progresses in the ratio of his efforts 
and capacity, continually- graduating, 
as prepared, into higher spheres.

4. That as mind acts on mind and 
matter, there as here, by mental telep
athy he may communicate with mor
tals, or through the psychic force of 
mediums, may produce physical mani
festations to the same eud.

5. That the spirit world is in space, 
and Its first sphere or grade so inter
blends with ours that we are constantly 
In the presence of kindred spirits, who 
come to us to aid or be aided; that the 
spirit spheres aye as diversified as the 
nature $nd character of spirits, and are 
as objective and tangible to them as 
earth is to us.

fl. That heaven and hell are condi
tions, not localities, and are the effect 
of our thoughts and deeds; that through 
the law of compensation and retribu
tion, we reap what we sow, regardless 
of religious faith or ceremony; that as 
long as we sin, we shall suffer; and 
must work out our own salvation by 
ceasing to do evil and learning to do 
well; by so doing all finally become 
happy.

7. That the Ethics of Spiritualism, 
based on human brotherhood, demand 
that we should be absolutely just, hon
est, dutiful, and charitable—doing as 
we would be done by, and loving our 
neighbor as ourselves, forgetting self 
so far as possible; that we should be 
spiritually, not carnally minded, and 
ever strive to live up to our highest con
ceptions of right.

8. That there is no personal devil, as 
taught by Pagan and Christian mythol
ogy, but spirits that were perverted and 
degraded while in the flesh, for a while 
retain' their malign dispositions and de
praved propensities and do the evil 
things attributed to a devil and his 
imps. It Is our duty to help them to a 
higher condition—overcoming evil with 
good'. .

3. That all Bibles are the word and 
work of man in and out of the flesh; 
therefore none of them ore Infallible, 
nor more authoritative than are spirit 
communications to-day—all of which 
should be subjected to the ordeal of 
reason and science, and accepted only 
so fur as they teach the truths andJi/ln- 
ciples of Nature, the only “divinereve
lation.”

X. That Spiritualism is a science, be
cause it treats upon mental and phys
ical facts; a philosophy, because it 
teaches the principles of Nature, and 
explains the facts of science; a religion,

It made appeal to common sense, 
With facts to showlats source and 

alm, . 3'
And when attacked, made strong de

fense
With “tests" to prove1 from whence it 

came. , -
The New Religion was'kionnuenced 

With fuels of sclence-Yor its proof, 
And though it was ffeln heaven dis

pensed, 1111
All Nature furnishedAyarp and woof;

The spirit world was s'hqwn to be 
Evolved by Nature’J'Iaws from tills, 

We now are in Eternity—
'Twlxt heaven and earth is no abyss.

Man is a part of one great whole, 
From which by law doth he receive 

Both mortal body aud his soul, 
As writ of Adam and of Eve.

He is from Nature first evolved, 
Without spirit formed to rise, 

And Nature’s plan is further solved 
When death transports him to the 

skies. .
Death robs him only of the flesh, 

From which, through It, he is reborn 
With spirit body young and fresh

As roses are at dewy morn;
He still evolves by Nature’s law, 

By will and effort as when here, 
While mental fault and moral flaw 

By growth of spirit disappear. ,
A grand religion such as this, 

In time to come must wide prevail, 
The end it seeks it cannot miss

Though sometimes it may seem to 
fail;

The progress made in fifty years 
Gives promise of complete success, 

There is no cause for doubts or fears, 
'Tis bound still faster to progress.

For, armed with truth and mailed with 
facts,

The spirit power has cleared the way, 
And judging now by all its acts, 

'Tis certain that 'tis bound to stay; 
“The powers that be”' have tried in 

vain - ■
To stop its onward wide career, 

For it has made a constant gain 
With pace increasing year by year.

Already it has won the day
In every contest with its foes—

The more they try Its march to stay, 
The faster on it always goes;

Though not received In Fashion’s 
courts,

And by the churches still tabooed, 
’Tis undermining all their forts 

Whose walls against it long have 
stood.

It conquers by the might of Truth 
Before whose prowess all must yield, 

For though ’tis only in its youth, 
The world is now its battle-field;

To those who stand on lofty height, 
And watch the progress of its star, 

Its day of triumph looms In sight, 
And only mlsts-its egming bar!

Then let us bravely “hql(dfthe fort,” 
And firmly stand at,duty’s post, 

“Through evil and through good re--
port”

No matter what may S'd *the  cost;
And when our last groat victory’s won 

And we from pain and death are free, 
We’U hear the angels say,: “Well done— 

Now hold Life’s Grandest Jubilee!”

TWO SlNN^p.

o I
A man there was, it is said, one time, 
Who went astray In bls youthful prime. 
Can the brain keep cool ¡and the heart

keep quiet et' v,
When Che blood Is a riwpr. that is run- 

nlng riot? . n lo ..
And boys will be boys/-tee: old folks 

say, - ‘ ■
And a man’s the better who’s had his 

day.
The sinner reformed, and the preacher 

told
Of the prodigal son who came back to 

the fold,
And Christian people threw open the
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THOUGHTS.
Topics of Interest to All 

Thinkers.

the present time what is the ad-
vanned thinker’s place and duty? It 
seems to me to be a duty to instruct. 
To not withhold truths, but hand these 
forth to others. In truth, advanced 
thinkers are far more scarce than sup
posed to be, to-day. But I will not tell 
you why this is,, at present. I will 
leave you to find out from my paper if 
you are given to thinking.

At the present time we have—the 
United States has—a war on hand. It 
has been led up to by causes based on 
beliefs that are erroneous. All wars 
originate because of mistaken ideas as
to what makes right; have their cause 
in ignorance of the true, in 
fellow-men. The present 
been opened up, in part .. ras>, 
through humane instinct in American
breasts, because of inhuman

justice to 
war has
at least,

treatment
from one body of people to a less strong 
people. Erroneous religious teachings 
have led to the inhuman treatment on 
the part of Spain, to the Cubans. A 
vengeful God has always made of ignor
ance a vengeful people. That we have 
humane hearts in America, who go 
forth to do battle in behalf of suffering 
Cuba, is owing to America’s greater en
lightenment. It is more of a civilized 
nation than is Spain. Protestantism 
rules in America, Spain is almost 
wholly Catholic. Free-thought is also 
abroad in the United States, swaying 
Ils forces ove.r minds. The Protestant 
Christian’s God is becoming more and’ 
more loving as minds shake a little free 
from the rule of tyrannic popes. How 
have the pope’s and their helpful 
priests lielcj minds in check along the 
u$e?l, Doqe this by limiting their re
search, by preventing them from redd
ing. Have Interpreted to their people 
the scriptures they claim as divinely in
spired.

VftLjUftBLE. LIBRARY
. , .. .OF...

SFIRITUftLISTIG LITERATURE

evolve, each In our own free orbit, but 
joined to a centre of attraction which 
unites us, by common ideas and a defi
nite purpose of action.

The fact that many religionists in the 
past have b(>en creed-bound, and have 
persecuted those who rejected their 
shibboleth, forms no reason, or even a 
probability that we shall thus belie the 
genius of our free thought movement. 
There is

NO REASON TO FEAR 
that we shall crystallize aud fossilize 
because we state in synthetic and scien
tific form, some of the great truths we 
have learned, and need to give to oth
ers in comprehensible shape. As our 
thoughts and knowledge expand, jso will 
our statement be altered or amended. 
Progression Is our motto, aud we do 
not propose that any fixed “creed” 
shall

Tie us to "one peculiar spot
To draw nutrition,” stagnate and rot, 

but we propose that our creed shall 
“grow with our growth, and strengthen 
with our strength," if it lacks any es
sential truth when formulated. A creed 
on paper to which reason and common 
sense assent, is not half so dangerous 
as the dogmatic self-conceit which de-' 
nottnees organization, and scornfully 
disapproves of every attempt to secure 
unanimity of thought, purpose, and ef
fort! Bigotry and Intolerance do not 
spring from creeds, but are born of an 
imperious, conceited spirit, that kicks 
at all statements of truth not emanat
ing from its own egotistic conceits! But 
enough by way of answering querulous 
and sophistical objections to “a creed," 
which we do not propose to make. 
Granting that no statement of doctrines 
or principles will suit some who are 
nothing if not critical, we have the te- 
merlty to formulate a few generally re
ceived teachings of Spiritualism, which 
we offer for the consideration of this 
august body of representative Spirit
ualists. Though necessarily brief, and 
therefore Incomplete, it contains some 
of the most essential cardinal principles 
of our philosophy, and we hope may 
serve a good purpose. ,
DECLARATION OF PURPOSE, ETC.

We as Spiritualists organize in local 
societies, State and National Associa
tions, that we may more effectually co
operate with our spirit helpers in phi
lanthropic labors, some of the objects 
of which are as follows:

L To demonstrate man’s existence 
after death.

2. To renew soda! intercourse be
tween mortals and spirits.

3. To reveal the conditions of spirit 
life, and its relations to this life.

4. To aid us in every work of reform, 
that purity, peace, justice, fraternal 
love and universal liberty may prevail 
on earth.

6. To teach a true, science and philos
ophy of life to guide human. conduct, 
make known the true purpose of human , 
existence, and properly prepare us for 
spirit life. \ .

C. To. quicken man’s spiritual nature 
by a perpetual inspiration; to reveal im
portant philosophical, ethical and spir
itual truths; and to correct the many 
errors which false philosophy and the
ology have taught

7. To inaugurate a New Dispensation 
reviving all “spiritual gifts” of the past 
and adding all .others posslMe; to flis-‘

because it reveals the spiritual signifi
cance of the facts and principles of Na
ture, and teaches man’s relations to, 
and dependence upon Nature's Infinite 
Soul.

Now, to rest your minds from the la
bor to which we have invited them, we 
offer the following rhythmic tribute to 
the day we celebrate, which we entitle 
THE BIRTH OF MODERN SPIRIT

UALISM.
The years that glide away so fast

We count them only when they lapse, 
Now number fifty with thé past

Since came the wondrous Hydesville 
Raps; -

That strange event so “big with fate” 
To all who live upon this sphere, 

Compared with others ranked as great, 
In great results has not a peer.

No fluent tongue nor graphic pen 
Though moved by Inspiration’s spell, 

Can bring its grandeur to our ken, 
Nor Its great value fully toll;

Nay, time alone can all reveal
Of good for man it had in store, 

The most of which doth heaven conceal, 
But is revealing more and more.

So great a thing was never done 
Where battle-flags in triumph wave, 

As that great feat at Hydesville won 
When Death was rapped into his 

grave;
The “King of Terrors” then was slain, 

The grave of its great fear was 
robbed. .

The “dead” to life was raised again
And Life Immortal clearly proved. . 

Not all the wonders of this age ;
By which we conquer space and time, 

Nor any found on history’s pagè, 
Compare with that great feat sub

lime;
It brought an unseen world to view, 

Where dwells the vanished human 
race, • -

Whose home is in ” j starry blue
Long thought t >6e but empty space. 

Those raps that seemed but empty 
sound.

Scarce worth the effort then to hear, 
Possessed a meaning most profound

Which greater grows from year to 
year;

Of secrets deep they were the key 
Through which they since have been 

revealed,
To treasures vast the “Open Sesame” 

Whose magic has their use unsealed. ’
Behind them was a power divine,

With will and purpose firm anfl 
strong,

To let the light of knowledge shine 
To banish error, vice, and wrong;

It was a power that came to earth ■ 
With truth to set the people .free, j 

Which gave a new religion birth ‘ 
That, soon made superstitions Fee.

It fiercely smote old faith and creeds 
■ With Troth’s all-conquering sword, 

And cut them down like grass and 
weeds ' . .

To clear the way for God’s New 
Word; .

It boldly challenged priest and king
To prove their claim of “right divine,” 

Demanding that some “sign” they bring
Or else their claim and rule resign.

It made demand of "right of way” 
To those anew inspired from heaven,

That facts and reason have .full sway ■■ 
And faith no more be blindly given; '

door
With a warmer welcome than 

fore.
Wealth and honor were his 

maud,
And a spotless woman gave 

hand.

ever be-

to com-

hlm her

And the world strewed their pathway 
with flowers a-bloom,

Crying “God bless lady and God bless 
groom.”

A maiden there was who went astray 
In the golden dawn of her life's young 

day;
She had more passion and heart than 

head:
And she followed blindly w’here fond 

love led;
And love unchecked is a dangerous 

guide,
To wonder at will by a fair girl's side.
The woman repented and turned from 

sin, ,
But no door opened to let her In;
The preacher prayed that she might be 

. forgiven,
And told her to look for mercy In 

heaven, •
For this Is the law of earth, we know, 
That the woman Is scorned, while the 

man may go.
A brave man wedded her, after all;
But the world said, frowning, “We 

shall not call.”
—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Protestantism, still accepting the 
bcok as having come from God’s fingers 
or voice, finding, by reading it, points 
of difference, thought it wise to allow 
of men’s reading the Bible. Thinking 
to hold their followers to them by the 
Interpretations they themselves had 
placed and would preaeh from the pul
pits thereon. But as “many men are 
of many minds” Protestantism has 
come to have many branch churches, 
each governed by some difference of 
beliefs. These, in turn, branch out to 
do for self, until to-day America is a 
land of varied religious opinions.

Reading leads 'to thinking. The more 
and the wider the range of reading, the 
deeper the thinking done. And this is, 
in part at least, the cause that produced 
free thought in minds and has led to 
these banding ,to some extent, as free- 
thought bodies.

Minds lose fear as there is unfold- 
ment. Infidelity has become a power 
■with a purpose. Its purpose is to de
stroy myths.

Now, there has come, to many coun
tries, another power. This has taken 
holds on minds to an extent surpris
ing to many. Some of those of all of 
the beliefs I have considered briefly 
herein, hqve, In some way or another, 
become interested in, changed b^ this 
now active power in our midst known 
under the name of Spiritualism.

What are its teachings? They are 
numerous—and for good reasons. Spir
itualism has so far been builded on the 
statement of many, very many differ
ent beings classed as spirits and an
gels. It has been proven, beyond a 
doubt, that men and women aud chil
dren never die. That they exist after 
they lay down the physical In the spir
itual. It is evident to the thinkers 
among this newer banded people, that 
these men and women we had been 
taught to believe dead, or dead to our
selves at present, retain each their own 
opinions. The mind, which lives, and 
has the ability to make known this 
fact, retains—for a time Indefinite—the 
“same opinions st|ll” the person held 
immediately before passing from our 
mortal view.

So that the fact of their telling differ
ent tales, or teachings, on returning to 
earth friends, is, there as here, but a 
mark of their unfoldment intellectually. 
Here the studious mind—especially the 
fearless—unfolds in degree according to 
his or her research. Truth comes to the 
seeker—but he must seek boldly. As in 
“hiding the thimble,” one must seek 
widely; so if truths be found, we must 
ransack all the mind can find to search.

And when one has fearlessly, and for 
years studiously, been in search of 
truths, regardless of what of the old 
that has had to be discarded, these are 
they -whose duty it is to Instruct others 
in truths. But, as I said at first, how 
few have become advanced thinkers.

Spiritualism is—this is obvious to all 
who think at all fearlessly—the leading 
movement for the improvement of the 
race, because it alone gives any proof 
of a continued life for man. The rea
soner can understand how very natural 
to accept the statement I now present: 
We gain most of truth from those “gone 
on” who thought most, searched widest, 
after facts in nature, or that accorded 
with natural laws, while they remained
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SUMMER IÑ TOWN.

Oh, for the trill of a robin's note!
And, oh, for the scent of the clover 

blooms!
A song that never was siing by note, 

A scent all unknown in city rooms!
Oh, for the meadow’s silvery sheen, 

Bright in the sun and dark la the 
shade! , ,,

Waving billows of shac^Wy green
Where the ground-bird's-nest is fur

tively made! i t-y .
Every stone of the pititeUf&treet

Weary feet have falternrgly trod!
Every flower of the meidotv-land sweet 

Sendeth a blessing ufpftom the sod.
-fAdtt C. Sweet
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mortals. For Instance, Darwin gave to 
the world facts that overthrow unsci
entific statements taught by the relig
ionists of the past—when the Bible was 
taken as it reads. Darwin would not 
return to teach other than as he had 
gleaned facts, unless ’twere to teach 
more advanced scientific research facts, 
in evolutionist once, an evolutionist 
ever after. Facts are stubborn things. 
Thinking men and women cannot go 
back on facts.

We would not expect to receive from 
the great, mind of Thomas Paine—who 
lives not alone in the hearts of many, 
but is active, -in personality still—a re
traction of fils logic, left behind him for 
reaching minds to feed upon. He will 
tell us heaven is not a place where 
Gods sit in judgement, and condemn by : 
far the greater portion of humanity to. 
tortures unending. Lincoln has not 
been retrograding. Our most enlight
ened minds of the past are our most re
liable Instructors returning to teach us 
regarding the conditions as they really 
exist'in the spirit world.

If the reader does not accept the fact 
that these minds are still in existence' 
as individuals, or the fact that continu
ity of life is proven, then he or she has 
not thought enough to lead to research,. 
and should awaken from mind lethargy. 
And those who do have fhe knowledge 
of spirit return will give evidence of- 
their own enlightenment, in degree, ac
cording as these are broad In their 
views or tinctured with fear of, and 
faith in, Gods. .

You may know a man by the com
pany of the gods he keeps hold on, in 
belief. The more vengeful his God, the: 
less huma ne the man. The less he wor
ships, the more he unfolds in intellect, 
and the greater his aspirations for 
truths the larger his soul-growth, be
cause these attract truth.

ALLIE LINDSAY LYNCH.
Chicago, 111.
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and spiritual health. Worth many times its cost. Price 10 cents.

PROPHETS OF ISRAEL. Comprises in the main popular sketches from 
Old Testament History. By Carl H. Cornill, Doctor of Theology and 

Professor of Old Testament History. Price 25 cents.

PRIMARY FACTORS OF ORGANIC EVOLUTION. By E. D. Cope, 
Ph. D., Member of the LT. S. National Academy of Science, Professor of 

Zoology in the University of Pennsylvania. Price, cloth, $2.00.

PSYCHIC SCIENCE. Studies in the Outlying Fields—Spiritual Phenom- 
How to investigate, form circles and develop mediumship. A test 

of genuine mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

PSYCHOGRAPHY. Marvelous manifestations of Psychic Power, given 
through the mediumship of Fred. P. Evans. Beautifully bound in cloth 

and gold, and profusely illustrated. Price $2.00, postpaid.

fSYOHOPATIIY, OR SPIRIT HEALING. A book that every Healer.
Physician and Spiritualist should read. By the spirit of Dr. Benjamin 

Ru$h, through the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. Price $1.5o. 
PULPIT, PEW AND CRADLE. Second paragraph in book, last two 

lines, reads: ‘‘Christianity is one thing for grown men. It is quite another 
thing for women and children. ” By Helen H. Gardner. Price 10 cents. 
REAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. You will not become weary while 

reading this excellent book. Very interesting and instructive. Given 
inspirationally by Mrs. Maria M. King. Price 75 cents.

RELIGION OF THE STARS. Containing 19 full lectures delivered in the 
Temple of the Magi, Chicago, upon occult subjects. Three upon “The 

Human Soul." By O. H. Richmond. Price $1.25 postpaid.

RELATION OF THE SPIRITUAL TO THE MATERIAL UNIVERSE, 
-and the Law of Control. New edition, enlarged and revised and greatly 
improved. By M. Faraday. Price 15 cents.

Religious and theological works of thomas paine 
Here is a book that should be in the library of every Spiritualist and 

Freethinker in the land. Price, cloth, $1.00.

RELIGION OF SCIENCE. Treats of Principles, Faith and Doctrines, 
Immortality, Mythology and Religion, Christ and the Christians, Cath

olicity of the Religious Spirit. By Dr. Paul Carns. Price, muslin, 50 cte. 
RIGHTS OF MAN. Parts I and IL' Being an answer to Mr. Burke’s 

attack upon the French Revolution. By Thomas Paine. Post 8vo.; 279 
pages. Price, paper, 30 cents; cloth 50 cents.

RIGHT LIVING, This book gives an admirable course of study in ethics, 
and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical text-book adapted to the com

prehension of children. By Susan H. Wixon. Price, cloth, $1.00.

ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. Every patriot should read this 
decidedly patriotic book. Of inestimable value to liberty-loving Ameri

cans. By Rev. J. Lansing, M. A. Price $1.00.

SCIENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN. By one of the scientific minds of The 
Progressive Thinker corps of contributors. Rich with profound thought 

By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 bents.

SEERS OF THE AGES. Embracing Spiritualism, past and present. 
Doctrines stated and moral tendencies defined. Nearly 400 pages of 

grand reading. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. Price, cloth, $2.00.

STANDING UP FOR JESUS, or what the editor of thp Freethinker’s 
Magazine thinks of him on general principles. Profound, Biblical, sar

castic. Price 4 cents; 25 copies for 50 cents.

TALLEYRAND’S LETTER TO THE POPE. This work will be found 
especially interesting to all who would desire to make a study of Roman

ism and the Bible. Price 25 cents.

TEACHINGS OF JESUS, Not adapted to modern civilization. With the 
true character of Mary Magdalene. A book full of truth. By Geoige 

W. Brown, M. D. Price 15 cents.

THE BRIDGE BET WEEN TWO WORLDS. A book on Development 
of Mediumship by Terrestrial Magnetism, or the laws of harmonizing the 

body with universal nature. By Abby A. Judson. Price $1.00.

THE CANDLE FROM UNDER THE BUSHEL, or Thirteen Hundred and 
Six Questions to the Clergy. Nut? that are hard for them to .crack. An 

interesting book. By Wm. Heart Price 40 cents. ■

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPIRIT—After transition. The origin of re- ’ ’ 
ligiens, and their influence upon the mental development of the human 

race. By the late M. Faraday. Price 10 cents.

THE DREAM CHILD. R«ads like an inspiration. Treating clearly upon , 
the laws of affinity, love and the attendant pain and sorrow invariably 

experienced therewith. By Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents. ' 
THE FAIRY LAND GF SCIENCE. This beautiful book fills a niche in 

the hearts of the young people. Lyceum library literature. By Arabella'
B. Buckley. Price $1.50.

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE, or Threefold Power of Sex. A work that 
should be studied by both man and woman. It is one of the author’s 

most useful and instructive books. By Lois Waisbrooker. Price 50 cents.

j THE OTHER VYOBLD AND THIS, ¿compendium of spiritual laws. A 
| J volume of thirty-nine dmptas, and *U replete with Spiritualistic thongbfc 

By Augusta W. Fletcher, M, D, Price 11,60, :

“The Religion of Humanity, a Philos
ophy of .Life.” By J. Leon BenweU. 
An Interesting and thoughtful pamph
let Price 15 cents. For sale at thu 
OfiCa ■

w

THE GODS. This is one of the greatest lectures ever delivered by the • 
world-famed Infidel «rater, Robert G. Ingersoll, and has, in pamphlet 

■form, had a wide circulation. Price 20 cents.

THE GOD IDEA OF THE ANCIENTS, or Sex in Religion. A sensible, , 
logical statement , of opinion, but not of a revolutionary or sensational 

nature. - A good book all through. By Eliza Burt Gamble. Price $2.25.

THE INFIDELITY OF ECCLESIASTICISM. A Menace to American 
Civilization. A trenchant and .masterly treatise. By Prof. W. M. Lock

wood. Price 25 cents. ■ -

THE MOLECULAR HYPOTHESIS OF NATURE. Demonstrates -the 
continuity of life and our environment of Spiritual influences. Free from 

all theories of superstition. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 25 cents. 
THE ORDER OF THE WHITE ROSE, or Spiritualism Integrating the 

Religions of the world. Something of the intent, purpose and fellowship 
of the Order of the White Rose. By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price 20 cent«.



ASTONISHING!
IMPORTANT!

FORSTERSPECIALISTS IN

1059 MARKET STREET,

Quick Gares! A CHANGE CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED
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Dr. A. W. Birkholz, the Healer.

THE FUTURE FORETOLD I

A Book on “Chronic Disease” 
Sent for 2-cent Stamp.

This is In fact a large Sanitarium; only been 
opened a short time, yet It Is a most pronounced suc
cess, DR. B. W. BANKS, the greatest Healer the 
world has ever had, has Joined DR. WATKINS In this 
grand work, aud Is at the Home six days In the week.

Twice, since moving to Indianapolis, 
we have been compelled to increase our 
office room and facilities. At the pres-Send age, name in full, and two 2-oent stamps and 

leading symptom, and we will aend you

A Diagnosis of \’our Case Free, 
and we will try and make the price of treatment right 
to you. Remember, please, that we do not wish to 
take your case unless you are dissatisfied with your 
present treatment. Do not ask OUR opinion of this 
doctor or that one. because we never express an 
opinion, nor have we any one connected with us tbat 
Is alloh cd to speak 111 of any one or even to express an 
opinion. Wo kuow some doctors do so, but we do not.

The day of shot-gun prescription 1b past» drastic 
drugs In large doses will not be given ten years from 
now, We believe In the certainty pf medicine and in 
specific medication, but specific medication requires

SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS.
He who understands tbe action of drugs, and who is 
gifted with the power of correctly diagnosing, is the 
successful physician to-day.

PEEBLES’ ADDRESS.
(Continued from page 1.)

With her Magnetized Herbs all 
diseases that flesh is heir 

to are cured.

Write us and we will tel! you all about our 
-methode of cure that we uae at tbe Home.

DR. C. E. WATKINS,
AYER, MASS.

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCE! 
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Wanoud, opcra PrS0’

DR. MANSFIELD’S 
homeopathic medicines 
MmeXe0“^anTlelSin“atlyiorc‘‘cllI>atl>'nt- 
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Moses Hull REC0j?MEl?D KUe' Lyu‘“ C’ U°w,1 

, W.A. MANSFIELD, M. D. 
153 cedar Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

Mediumsh7pn8aGrowth7^

writing, FREE DIAGNOSIS ‘“ape' 0"'u

DR. J. A. BAILEY, 
No. 142 Fifth Avenue, Clinton, Iowa. 

NO DRUGS USED, NONE REQUIRED. 4«tT, 

BETTER THAN GOLD. 
Elixir of Life Nos, One and Two 

alsoconsUpaUAsure curorer ‘bat tired1 dli8aBSl 
tee lOg, Guaranteed £ S“J"!
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient 'month sent for 41.00 BU“CWat Quantity for om '
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your eyea iu your own Irï. t cI?,8 “ Perfectly tv 
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OR. G. E. WATKINS, 
-THE- 

FAMOUS GHKONIST, 
OF AYER, MASS.

more into the Stillness—more into the b1- 
rir06 spirit communion.
“To your tents, then, O Israeli” To 

h?.me seances,.0 Spiritual
ists i Make the weekly home circle an 
altar of devotion to the truths of an
gelic ministries. Let the voice of prayer 
be there hegrd. Angels and archangels 
pray; demons in hades ridicule prayer. 
Prayer Is aspiration—an uplifting of 
the soul to thé good, tlie true—the Infi
nite Over-Soul. Let the family home 
and the family seance be veritable a|- 
tars in youu. houses. Where youth and 
age alike may reverently worship the 
All-bather in spirit and iu truth. Here 
should center the heart’s warmest, pur
est, and teuderest affections. Here 
should we recall the memories of the 
dear departed, and with them hold 
sweet soul-communion.

/VLIBR/YRY.
The Spiritualist who .commences now 

to form a Spiritualist or Occult library 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
ihlnker and obtaining Ghost Land, Is 
wise. If be reject this offer, bls neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over (p borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
t£inkt in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family lu the 
United States, Commence now, we re
peat, to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Dis. Peebles
AND

Burroughs,,

CHRONIC 
DISE/YSE8

'JUNE 4, 1898.

Specific Medicine!
No Drastic Drugs!

6. E. WATKINS, M. D„
AYER, MASS.

OR. G. E. WATKINS’ 
R lirai 

ftealth 
/tome

We believe man to be the crowning 
Work ot nature’s processes physically 
connected with all the lower orders of 
creation, and spiritually related to spir
its, angels, and the Infinite Spirit.

We believe man to be a trinity In 
unity, constituted of a physical body, a 
spiritual body (or soul), and the conf1

I

sclous spirit—the spirit being the real 
man.

I. We believe that death is simply a re
lease—a shedding of physical mortality., 
and that the resurrection is the raising 
of the spiritual out of the decaying 
physical body.

We believe that spirits have spiritual 
bodies in the future life and, being con- 
sclous identities with memories and 
reasoning faculties, can and do, under 
proper conditions, couiniunicatetbrough 
natural law with the mortals of earth.

We believe that the spirit-world is 
here and everywhere, and that with us 
walk, all unseen, our sympathizing spir
it friends, aiding aud impressing us at 
times from their higher planes of wls- 
dom.

We believe that these spirit spheres, 
more conditions than far-off localities, 
are as diversified as are human intelli
gences, and at death each enters the 
sphere that his mortal life and moral 
conduct have fitted him for.

We believe tbat punishment or com
pensation naturally follows the viola
tion of law in all worlds, and that the 
heavens and hells are conditions rather 
than fixed localities In space.

We believe that salvation is of works 
rather than of faith or of grace, each 
earning the heaven that he will Inhabit 
in the next stage of existence. It may 
be expressed in one word, character.

We believe in the brotherhood of the 
human race—that the last and tbe low
est in tlie line of evolution, has in him 
all the possibilities of the angel, the 
archangel, the arsaph.

We believe in the personality of God, 
predicating that personality not upon 
shape, avoirdupois, or any form of an- 
thropomorphlsin; but upon conscious
ness, will, and purpose. J. S. Loveland 
.'Wisely said, “An Impersonal God Is no 

-God at all.” Dawbarn always connects 
intelligence with God. Prof. Alexander 
.Wilder docs the same.

We believe that Gautama Buddha, 
Sociates, I’lato. Jests and others of 
those grandly inspired souls of the past, 
were leaders of human thought and 
helps to human advancement.

We believe in maintaining under all 
circumstances our selfhood, accepting 
spirit messages not as authorities, but 
as helps touching this life and tbe life 
to come.

We believe in the wisdom of better 
supporting the Spiritualist press; of 
employing regular speakers; in sustain
ing of lyreunis: in building up educa

. tional institutions, and in encouraging 
■home circles in the place of public, pro
miscuous seances; and in living such 
just, uptight and ennobling lives as 
will make a heaven bere and now.

In expressing the above beliefs, I am 
spchking only for myself. Beliefs arc 
not principles. I mention the above be
liefs as possible helps in the construc
tion of a broad declaration of princi
ples.

To say, as some agnostics do—“One 
world at a time is enough," is equiva
lent to saying, one day at a time is 
enough; such a dogma would never 
plow a furrow, plant a fruit tree, edu
cate a child, nor build a railroad. No
men must realize that they are building 
to-day for to-morrow—next year, for 
eternity. Spiritualism must be ag- 
gress.ve in the better, higher sense of 
that word, chivalrous, patriotic, hu
manitarian. There has been too much 
and too rough destroying in the past 
for destruction’s sake. Those Boaner
ges hare done their work. The con
structor fe now demanded. The waster 
must drop his sledge-hammer and be- 
gome the builder. Let the rude din of 
noises,, then, be hushed and let us go

DOÇTffR A. B. DOBSON DR. W. M
StiU Heals tlie Sick Through 
the Mediumship of . .

Mre. Dr, Dobson-Barker.
If you wish Good Health you 

should apply to her.

Every child’s soul is a garden of 
Eden, and every babe’s smile is a bene
diction. Innocence ever beholds the 
faces of the angels, The orioles in the 
lilacs by my window sing of heaven. 
Every murmuring stream is to me a 
flowing Kedron. Every towering oak 
aud elm a shrine of worship. Nature is 
pur mothel- and how I delight to nestle 
closely to her great warm pulsing 
bosom. The flowers, the growing 
grains and the rippling brooks are in
centives—are among the rungs in Na
ture’s ladder by which we climb to the 
habitations of the gods. Nature, sci
ence and religion are a trinity in unity.

One of the great overwhelming needs 
of the hour is a fresher and deeper bap
tism of the Divine Spirit—the Christ 
baptism of love, of truth, and enthusi
asm for the upbuilding of the right. 
Dream—slumber as we may, there is a 
crisis upon us. The political, social, 
and religious elements are in comple
tion. To be absorbed in the other 
great, growing, liberal religious bodies 
—or not to be absorbed—Is a vital ques
tion. Men are naturally religious. 
They will worship somewhere. Their 
physical bodies no more require phys
ical food than do their spiritual natures 
spiritual food.

TESTIMONIAL. _
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir:. 

—Find enclosed one dollar. Send Elixir 
of Life. I have received so much bene
fit from the use of your remedies that 
I do not wish to be without them.

Very respectfully, 
Eureka, Cal. MRS. T. Y. CLYDE.

DO YOU WANT HEALTH?
Send for Elixir of Life, No. 1. This 

is the best remedy known for the stom
ach, Jiver, bowels and entire system. I 
will send one sample (only) to each per
son, postpaid, for 10 cents. This trial 
package is sufficient for seven days,

. B. F. POOLE, Clinton, Iowa.

PRICE OF THE “SEQUEL."
The price hereafter of this number of 

The Progressive Thinker will be as fol
lows: Three cents for single copy 
Where five or more are ordered, two 
cents per copy. Where one hundred or 
more copies are ordered, one dollar and 
fifty cents per hundred. .

As a Spiritual Healer She Has SAN FRANCISCO, GAL. 
No Equal

We are in the midst not only of a war 
with Spain, but a war with old theol
ogy, a war with iron-clad yet perishing 
creeds, and a war of almost non-essen
tial theories among ourselves. Profes
sing tlie harmonial philosophy, the 
most of us are painfully inharmonious. 
We have uot profited as we should by 
our angel ministries. Tlie tares must 
be burned. Changes are rapid. Recon
struction there must be. These changes 
we must lead, and lead aright, or be 
overwhelmed by them. 1 repeat—the 
crisis is upon us. Are we ready? The 
times demand consecrated men and 
women; consecrated hearts; conse
crated prayers; consecrated seances; 
consecrated wealth and consecrated en
ergies. Shall Spiritualism have them, 
exhibit them, live them, and through 
them crown this fading century with a 
fadeless victory?

The Fox-Sister period of the old pio
neers called for the battle-axe and the 
battering-rain, for peals of thunder and 
flashes of vivid lightning. Tlie old foot- 
weary pioneers did their work and have 
passed on, and up higher, God, heaven 
and good angels bless the few remain
ing old veterans. The sandals of these 
are way-worn. Their feet are <javy 
witli years. The snows of many win
ters are upon their heads. They were 
persecuted; they were wounded and 
scarred on many a moral battle-field, 
but never in the back! They faced the 
foe with Demosthenes’ eloquence, and 
Paul’s courage. At their approach, su
perstition and bigotry sought their hid
ing places, and the ereed-incrusted 
priest hood was silenced whenever it 
ventured into the arena of public de
bate. 3Tio.se were stirring old times. 
But few of tlie original tollers remain. 
10 such, and to my fellow-workers all, 
I say In the poet’s words:
“Oli, comrades, look backward no 

longer,

BEAR IN MIND.
In sending remittances to this office 

write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to send money in 
a letter; If It is sent that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as It costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print,, and mistakes will be 
avoided.

Faith and Hope Messenger
A thoroughly first-class Monthly Mag

azine devoted to Philosophy and Phi
lanthropy. Edited by W. J. Colville 
This wide-awÿike periodical keeps in 
touch with all the live questions of the 
times, and ft Is a most instructive fam
ily companion. Subscription, 50 cents 
per year. Two sample copies sent for 
5 cents. Address “Editor,” 242 Hunt
ington avenue, Boston, Mass. 449
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A Phenomenal

Melted Pebble Spectacles; ’

u?unit,hr?e two-cent stamps, age, sex. I - •
___________ , „hr 0IJe symptom, I . .

, CONSULTATION FREE.

tneieln has been increased from time to I _ 7
time until now our offices are very ex- Address all Mail to -07106050 Stamp fOT. R&plu.
tensive; notwithstanding this they are I |1__ n n I n ■

Of- Dobson-Barker,
our work very difficult, and a location Box 132’ »AN JOSE, CAL. ------ ------------ --- ---------------------------- ---------
where the concentration of our offices " T ”----- - ---------- -- 1 I fiPlf fir Villll) 111 in
necessary. This faw*made's change J. S. LOUCKS fl ™ OF YOUR HAIR, 
from the present office building, where l6the <,We“t “Bd ni0Bt successful spiritual Physician
our principal offices are located, im- THI™mS If kIC;K or ailin«, send a lock of your
perative. ’ Lthlr° to°8T MA-KV-ELOUS I hair, name, age, 6ex, leading symp

We now have a large building, which I “d I wi‘! di
is devoted exclusively to our offices, jjj will cure your ailments. AddrX
iXltebXgX 85War^sf.SXsM‘D” . DR- J- C. BATDORF.

®-d Rapids. MICH.

unsurpassed. We now have the largest -------------
and finest offices in the United States, KnVltt SW1 ify fnaH for nDyCMT TDE A TMCMTO
devoted exclusively to the treatment oi CMcago. Psyei., A DO 111 I I Kt A I ffitN IS
CIt°te a matter of pride, to Spiritualists RIr’ M1'S' Hatiield Pettibone, v. .. o TT ’ , __ „ j 
that among their number should be 81B5 a . « MEDIUMS’ BVhe USC °f Vltaiized Flannel,
found the physicians having these ac- I Cures aH Manner of Diseases,
commodations, and especially so that 
their old friend and champion, Dr. J. M. au
Peebles, Is the one to achieve this won- Bwerej-____________1 utloelia
derful success. It is a demonstration of r\ D I 4» m r, ■> «
the fact that the public, generally, are 11 II -I A |A| H N \ O M
commencing to realize and appreciate Cz \J 111
the advantages which a Psychic phy- I PSYCHOPATHIST.

entilic education, supplemented by won- Btil?.1 “ft.“f.
derful psychic gifts. Our practice is not SX.XTtaXW tc™‘’ 
limited to adherents of Spiritualism, in ------------------------------ '---------- —
fact, a large number of our patients are INSPIRATION’S VOICE, 
members of orthodox churches. iurSplrUu«ii«t’»every

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs have made
it a practice to claim nothing which H’ w’Bu0ZEB. «read iuPids, Mich.
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POSITIVELY CURE 
CHRONIGJ DISEASES.

' The false must give place to the true, 
The fruit that has ripened and fallen,

Gives place to the bloom of the new. 
“We have looked on the old In its glory, 

We have seen It grow rusty and gray, 
We have watched the proud stars of its 

chaplet
Grow pale in the light of to-day, 

“The wine-press of truth must be 
t, trodden,

Our souls for the convict are strong, 
The needs of the future are many.

And creeds have triumphed too long. 
".Hark! Down through the on-rushing 

ages
Peal out the glad notes of—to .be;

Press on! Break the chains of oppres
sion—

Fill earth with the shouts of the free.
“Cling not to traditions that vanish 

When the winds of reality blow,
Nor store In the musty old bottles

The glorious wine of the new,”
Give us a broad, flexible declaration 

of principles, with unity of spirit, and 
love as the central force, and in fifty 
years more Spiritualism will be tbe ac
knowledged religion of the enlightened 
world.

“Lo! I see long blissful ages, 
When these Mammon days are done.

Stretching forward In the distance, 
Forward, to the setting sun.”

All intelligent persons know that 
there are multitudes of Spiritualists in 
this and In all enlightened countries— 
they further know that there are mill
ions of people noted for their intelli- 
genre, conspicuous for their honesty 
famous for their scientific attainments, 
noted for their good moral character, 
and scholarly adepts in psychic re
search, who solemnly testify that on 
strictly scientific principles they have 
investigated and demonstrated tlie fact 
of a future life through spirit manifes
tations. Their testimony is as direct 
and overwhelming as it Is unimpeach
able! And Spiritualism—this gospel of 
the Fatherhood of God, brotherhood of 
man and tbe present inlnistrv of spirits 
is sustained by the higher intuitions of 
all races. It is in harmony with the 
great law of evolution; it is in agree
ment with pure reason; in accordance 
with the heart’s sweetest hopes; and in । 
consonance with the soul’s highest as- | 
pirations. It is God’s living witness of 
a future conscious existence. It is ■ 
truth and truth Is immortal; and, love, , 
pure love, is as abiding as the stars. ’ । 
“The Golden Age lies onward, not be- 1 

hind. I
The

The

And

pathway through the past has led 
us up.
pathway through the future will 
lead on, 
higher. We are rising from the 
beast

READ Ormsby’s Almanac, Ephemeris, Busi
ness, and Weather Guide, for iBgS, and 

marn what the future has in store for the People Hiultilti^1 RePUbUC’ Fif'y-ail «oroscopi^

DAS?adin5 ,or eYerv child born during the year 
Birthday information for all.

All About Marriage!
■ When to marry, when to have children, and 
, how to make them what you will«
1 All About Health!

This saves cost many times over. Price in 
paper, 50c. Cloth, Jj.oo.

Dr. E. A. Read, eminent as an ad
vanced thinker, writes: “Brother Orms
by’s Almanac came O’. K. It is the best 
I ever saw, and its usefulness should 
not be overlooked by the general public. 
It Is well worth the price asked."

"After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer." By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought com 
binlng advanced Ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.

"Poems or Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay from 
lively to severe." It is a book’to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially bv 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastilv 
prlnted and bound. Price $L

"Atlantis: The Antediluvian World ” 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in 
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the descriotlon 
of It given by Plato as veritable hlstorv 
It is intensely interesting. Price, $2.

“Religion as Revealed by the Mate 
rial and Spiritual Universe. Bv E n 
Babbitt, M D., LL.D.” A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed bv 
every student and especially by everv 
Spiritualist. One of the very best 
books on the subject Price, reduced 
to $1, cloth; paper, 50 cents. For sale 
at this office.

“Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine.* ’ Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let« 
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding 430 
pages. Price $L For sale at this office.

“From soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood ■ 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand- : 
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 1 
hours of leisure and enjoyment Prien 1 
41.00. For sale at this office.

and they have cured, thousands of cases 
every year. Space will permit of but a 
few extracts from recent letters, which 
follow: -
Drs. Peebles * Burroughs, Indianapolis, Ind.

Dear Doctors;—I am well. I bave Improved In 
health very much more than I waa aware of it 
seem« marvelous that your treatment could work 
such a wonderful change. Yours sincerely,

Uflvit toon Mbs. N. E. Tvpts,May “■1898' _____ Mlddluton, Mus«

Dre. Peebles & Burroughs. Indianapolis, Ind.
Dear Doctors;—1 am much better—nearly well I 

Dsvchk^trenr. WlV 5ecd “"y Inorc ‘““’Heino. Your 
?r’Ìlyhyoun? 0068 Very

May 11.1898. 442 Newport ave., Chicago^ in.
DnL£ee,v!.e8.4 Burroughs, Indianapolis, Ind. I

Dear Doctors:-—I have improved so much since I 
began with your treatment, I can now do aulte a 
irLi ,e?lluK I cannot Saif ex*
press my thanks for the benefit# I am receiving at your bands, but Heaven will reward yoÌ JorvoSÌ I 
many acts of kindness to the afflicted. Sincerely

Ma'?I1’1898- Reidfflg, Mass. I

DRS. PEEBLES & BURROUGHS

diagnose disease

with unerring accuracy. There is no 
line of work where psychic gifts are of 
so much value as In relieving human 
suffering being able to clearly under
stand a person’s physical condition
being able to locate the disease and the 
causes for it, .the Psychic physician 
possesses an advantage over all other 
physicians that will soon revolutionize 
modern medical practice.

Dre. Feeble« * Burrough«, Indianapolis, Ind.
Dear Sira:—1 have Juet received the diagnosis of 

my case and I am delighted with It for It li?err 
root. Very truly yours, his very cor-

May 14 1398 MK8' Adbi1 MoCaslik, 
May 14,1898. ____ Upton, Masa.

Dre. Peebles 4 Burroughs, Indianapolis, Ind.
1.7™ 8 "W1 recclv<!‘I your letter and the diagnosis 
is correct. Very respectfully. 'u-suvsis

Ma. re IMS C0BKK1.U SohuVLEB Pabkb.
May 14,1898. Sheboygan, Wla.

PLEASE REMEMBER

That DRS. t PEEBLES & BUR
ROUGHS’ addness is now

RATTLE GREEK, HIGH.
That they have the largest, finest and 
most completes offices in the United 
States, which are exclusively devoted 
to the treatment of ,

part's Mexican Hair Restorative! 
) A HAIR FOOD 2 
^Mexican W‘S' °Ct 1697

f £Eai< Sirs—Please send me another’ 
Vans Mexican Hair Restorative d 

intvahnVeU bothered fo.r ycara with dandruff,'! 
jmy hair was gray and rapidly falling out 
a r°'int ‘J1' application I have not been®

I Most sincerely yours, A. I,, TUIX 4 
Pastor First M. H. Church ’

ONE DOLLAR PER BOTTLE
Agents wanted in unoccupied territory 5 

H^yiwco.60oH7SoBtf 
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I Researches in Oriental History.
BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.

One FoL IBma, 407 Pages, Cloth,

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES 1ST JEWISH HISTORY. 
X. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
8. DERIVATION OE CHRISTIANITY. s 
4. WHENCE OCR ARYAN ANCESTORS?

1 Tbe whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 
for a Historical Jesus.

In this volume tho Jews are clearly shown not to 
nave peen tbeholy and favored people they claim to

The Messianic idea is traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., and Its history la 
outlined, following tbe waves of emigration, until ft la 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical hero.

W* ,n b^d after tbo commencement 
of the Christian era. ■,

The book demonstrates that Christianity and Its cen 
tral hero are mythical; tbat tho whole system la based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. Itahowa vast re- 
aearcb among the records of the past; It« facts are 
mostly gleaned from Cbrtatlan authority; and no per
son can read It without listructlon and profit, whether 
he reaches tbe same conclusions with tho author or 
otherwise. For sale at ihluofflco.

“THE LYCEUM.”
The Lyceum, devoted to tbe interests 

of the young, and to lyceum work is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street. 
Only fifty rents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special Interest in it. It 
is published weekly. Try it. 487tf

REDUCED TO $1.00.
PLANETS AND PEOPLE 

MAGAZINE, 
including the

American Journal of Palmistry, 
By Comte do Stint, Germain, and a Personal Horo
scope or Ormsby’s Geo-Hello Almanac as a Premium 

ALL FOK $1.00 A YEAR.
Send now, with date for Premium.

iu
• — — - — — w XX.
PLANETS AND PEOPLE, 

- 16» Jackson, Chicago.

S sKTket?lng New and Reliabl«

Now?onLELTVJ'S;OI:>I Intve'bUd7 alZ' “<i“U~cure.’
SboSeJ"“ /Or 'ny00Ugh a"d tbatl bave I !

“ "'FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
My ^rt"'t ^war^st., Sto^aa., Ma„.

Have gained more In tbit last two weeks than G „ ------------------------------------------------ -----------
Joodbth»UIe’»iiT!!et 111,1 vll“llz,'tl flannel did mo more YOUK FIITTIIIR fcccare'yea'rulatudbT good than all thlug. combined that I ever look 1 A. !Ui' .. U LHUl 1'rof. Geo. W Walron7 «ball do all I can tor you.” 1 Astrologer It,«tins 6 * 7 Tabor Open, Hou« . IltaS

Mbs. Wm. Lamiman. Clifford, Mich., again writes- lor“.'"”' Cb“rt“ ir0‘“ ,L SelK1 “““'P ior clrcu- 
Please send me another piece of tbe vitalised ------------------------------------------- ------ <34d

nel, as lam better after using tbe last obo.” TJOW TO BECOME A MEDlt;M~lNl^uK(7ii5
Auovst Riokbut, Valentine, Neb., writes: “I re- I JA, bo“"!- "'III send a pamphlet eh lug instruction?

T r«i?dZ0!lri? t wr 8011 B,n netting belter. Ia!:ure your phase of mediumship, and a spiritual

Address I ' - -

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ
PEOPLE'S INSTITUTE, CHICAGO. | ^k^Xlly"

““•‘‘»OP.invalids
01' FveMcal Science«.

¡ngton. 01119 ta“11!In.”tlon. '<-'1“ “ »mnped. uddreueJ euvelop,
------------ --------------------------------------------------—— Klf^7ok y<'Cr"c’rm.ri''<"'“gl'°,f <»1 atld B|>lrllU»l
MRwriil; o;sGvILL?o17E' INDEPENDENT SLATE- lldwiboi-nc a’vunue isLuoo ““'ad "ngo.1CCtUrer’ 7620 

oritur, 218 Last 42d place, Chicago. 447 | Clatnoyauce: Its Nature and Law of Unfold
-------- - - iliS?1; hA Won1£ Illumination. Teaches bow to

PW WB. uaf0M
toraluX“^1^' ' J' ' G11UMB,I‘E-

vour iredirtiiii kyerytblng was a« yuu said, aud 
your predictions were correct. Addrp#« m ct OMER BRIGGS, Hamlltou, Ohio. M'^T'

PSYCHOMETRIC READING, 
KÄÄÄÄ mofal^r

TESTS
By Astrology. Predicts the future; valuable in an 
affairs of life. Trial readings 24c. pqtmi toothers' si 

horoscopes reduced to41.50. "CLAIK
AUT” ASTKOLOGEH, Watertown. N, Y. 446

I. M. LANPHERE, M. D.
Paraly«!« Nervous Prostration. Rheumatism aud 

otber Chronic Diseases cured by Magnetic licmcdlev 
Send stamp, witb lock of hair, age and sex, for free 
clairvoyant diagnosis. P. O, Box 7, Cambridge. Vt. 446 

M3!?'?;,HASEFC,l,EV1'-Ii'1NI>EPl':NDHNTSLATE 
JIA writing and Portraits. Trumpet circle overv 
Tuesday evening, 25c. 412 W. Division st., cor Robey 
___________________________ _ _____________  446 
MRw..S- F-j?eWOLK. INDEPENDENT slate

Writer and Test Medium, all Winchester avenue 
uuicago. Van Buren cars, or Madison, transfer a 
Robey. Ladles Circle, Thursdays at 2. 447

A LOCAL, 
CONSTITUTIONAL AND

SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT 
. Orer a quarter of a oentnrl 
before the pablio. Bend ton 
“True Tfutory of Catarrh,,‘ 
mulled free.
DR.SVKES SURE CURE CO., 

843 W. Madlsoa St., CHICAGO., 
For Salo at Druarriott,

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
hinbrac.lng Soul Culture, Clairvoyance, Puycbometry 

i'or pwili'uto» address EMMA KUDER, <04 Ccutral ave.. Hamilton, 0. 446

OUR $5 GIFT
To advortiso our victorious plan of sdilne 

furniture from factor}- to fireside, wo Rive? 
absolutely free, with every couch, as shown 
below, an elegant quadruple silver-nlated

±P_Ot' and to wear tor 10
) ears. A cerllflcato of warranty, signed by thotnanufao. 

a s oach tenpot.- Subscriber, to thia pub. 
llcatlon need send no money In advance. If tho good« 
sn an<1 ™tlr,L1>' satisfactory, remitJ?!,0®’ i W1'?lo“,®/«'I<»7 price of the couch alone, 
mJ days after shipment; If not, return at ourexpense. *“LOOK AND LEARN.”

Tbe renowned physician of ability has been led bv 
1’<’.wcr ‘IPrepare a remedy of superior hoallng 

qiialItlcifor suffering humanity, composed of Roots 
and Herbs highly Magnetized and Electrified' «iso 
an Electro-Magnetic Pad; both of which have given 
extraordinary proof of their power of curing diseases 
having been thoroughly tried In private practice and 
proving very successful. Now given to the public for 
the llret time. For all Information of sumo Inclose 
two 2-cent stamps and address J. H. D1CKFV M n 
125 6. Division St.. Grand Rapids Mich. ’ ' 145 '

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor of the National with Preface and Notea 

by Peter Eckler, Illustrated with vlewa of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Bocbolle, also, portraits ot Thomas Clio Rickman. 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland1 
Condorcet, Brlssot, and the most prominent of Pain«'« 
triends In Europe and America. Cloth. 78 cento

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
BY 8. WEIL.

_ crath, tus. - - - Paper, 50 cento 
J™'' i" * »wk ot great value, written by one of the 
JSPjJ’S .P0*?  Powerful and most truly religious 

**•» daP' A I® Particularly a work which 
have treed 

the of orthodoxy and from
SP.x'PP?'8?,.01 fflaterlaUstlc science, for It will 
strengthen tbo conviction ot tbe free mind tbat mind 
and senses are not tho whole ot life.

ptcrs r9vea'fl new" method In psychic and They Bho''' T1Tld glimpses of a 
rrmrnereP8^0!81 S0Bm0B filet will supersede moral 
tbiihtffiJS VP1"1»11!«1 tenets can survive, and 
«^wttnTt^

THE RELATION
Of «.0 spiritual to the Material Universe; and the

OBSESSION. ’

THE.HISTORICAL JESUS 
mo^rtkowrento i UM'er’ »IW

Weoffer this conch for trial orders because It's onant 
re nSrn?taitAb"r5^'”- FulllilM‘—29x72 In. Upholstere* 
-nv «TinSd0<í ,ni'10r'e(',9Plred corduroy or veloureJ 

standard shade or color. Full set best snrinw
I'oeP','Bri1lt-tnftcd. Sample^»

•Ore Irei?: ’V'nraA'_,T1’'‘te“P0"’«tra>“rg®-- 
Aii -diameter. Ordertoday. Don’tputltoff.Allthat e necessary is to savvou’re a reader of
Offer Nriít4on\1nir0rt*,í]’it^,lt yon BCCCPl onr Samp)« 
d«l^ aid JS7$? .’¿‘»'■/’«recolor ofupholster&J 

cSM

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES?
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of Th« Pboobbsbitb Thikkzb will re» 
member the story under the above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published in It« columns. At th« 
time, constant inquiries were made as to iu appearing 
in book form. This wish has now been gratified. It 
makes a volume of 24S pares, In style and form llke the 
• Convent of tbe Sacred Heart,” with a finely-engraved 
likeness of the author on tbe cover. The acenes of tha 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit sphere«, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation and 
modes of lift ot spiritual beings, are presented in tha 
pleasing form of narrative.

chapter-titles: Introduction: 
Poms of tbo Miser: The Low 

Societies, Hadee; Christmastlde in the spheres of 
Light; Chrlstmistlde and the Golden Gate; The Un
happy Marriage; Easter D«y In Heaven; AVlsltto 
the Earth; The Change Called Death; Comlngtoth. 
Knowledge of the Light; The Society Again V1MU 
Ear,1'1: The Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
VI si t to a Distant Globe; Reunion tn the Splrlt-wortd: 
Contentedness Not Goodness; Address of the Sage.

It Is a book the Spiritualist wm be delighted with; » 
book In which tbe Investigator will find answer« to 
evcr-recurrlng questions; a book which will intcretf 
the church member, dot repel the most prejudiced. 
The price la paper Is 50 cents; muslin elf postpaid

BIE3LE OF BIBLES, ~ 
F"Rr->,-vG-«vpA r.w'—-ii-wnarr,,,;. ywaau*

■ÍALAIRVO’YANT READINGS BY MAIL,—BEND 23 
V cent« (silver), «tamp, date of birth, lock of hair 
I?!?.1“? questions. Write on one side of paper onlr 
MRB. G. GERRY, Grand Rapids, Mich. Lock box 133. 
.______________ ■___________  445 '

The Infidelity of Eccleslastlctsm 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lock wood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

"Arcana or Nature; or the History 
and Laws of Creation.” By Hudson 
Tuttle. A well-known and most nro- 
found treatise. doth, $1. For gate at 
this office. ■

“After the Sex Struck.” . By Geortra N. Miller. Price 25 cents. f W
“Origin of Life, or Where Mau Comes 

I'rom. ‘The Evolution of the Snlrit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows ” 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents 
For sale at this office. •
. “Edith Bramley’s Vision." yivid de
scription of a Jesuit spirit conclave 
together with interesting corroborative 
testimony. Price 16 cents. For sale at 
this office. ■ ■.

CHRONIŒDISEASES.

BATTLE GREEK, MICH.

Unto the Christ and human brother
hood.”

«THE WATSEKA WONDER.” 
a To the etadent of psychic phenometULthliDambh] u Intensely Interesting. It gives detailed account» 
two cases of “double conedousnesV* bmpstt 
XtUrancy Vennum, of TT.iteeka, nu flaA ti«£

Their wonderful success and extensive 
practice has made the acquisition of 
these increased facilities necessary.

If suffering- from any CHRONIC 
LESION,

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
!!»

neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best nopinZ 
ITS!?? CMsys, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of Moses Hull Prirp neatly bound In English cloth, «.For side auS

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,

Author of ’Helen Harlow’s Vow,” “The Occult 
Force, of Bcxf "Perfect Motherhood," and many 
other worx«. Price 25 cents. Tor «ale at this office .

LIFE, A NOVEL. ’
Pricl^ento • «Hä K rtsclnatlng.'THEDIÂKKA and their earth, 

a re Victim«, by tho Beer. A J. Davi», la a verr in. 
iSJSnX- fl.” “ exptautlon d 
srach that is ftue and repulsive ln-BpMtaallsn,en> I wstkttî ’Dïhatïttlt/v àvttì ni.u '

»beato nrMtatihUdUc» I d

THE DIAKKA.

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and. Social Un
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D. 
LL.D. A most excellent and very vain’ 
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Scl- 
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75c 
For sale at this office. '

“Who Are Tnese Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 15 cents. For 
sale at this office.

“Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa O. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, $L50. J

SEND NAME, 
AGE, SEX, and a

LEADING SYMPTOM,

And receive an ABSOLUTELY COR
RECT DIAGNOSIS, Free. 

Remember to address

3Tio.se
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SCIENTIFIC BftSIS
OF SPIRITUALISM

$
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I.

Now, we do know enough of our envi-I-

on io work for the ends which, some--

i-

(Contlnucd on pace-5.1 •

senses, that 
ment to our 
ment grants

2d

Ö
»

entranced or inspired medium, merely 
because he is an instrument of an un-

the exercise of mediumship would soon 
be three or four times us great as it is 
at present! Mediumship would be ele-

reached by Spiritualism as it is to-day, 
would begin to take a serious interest 
in the subject, and that the demand tor

is a matter of small mo- 
argument. For his State
ns all the mental states

1s complete; 2. one in which some phe
nomena occur under law, and some do 
not, and, 3. one in which there is no 
law,.in which all, therefore, is chaos.

the magnetic telegraph, they are mar-1 and stony path of classifying facts and 
velous only to those who do not under- reasoning upon them is the only way to 

ascertain truth. It is the reason and

gPIWUALIgjyi—Progress, ffre Universal Law) of fiatare; TboCigty, tye gotaerjt of fier Problems.__ gPII^ITUALISM

ftnd What It Suggests for Our Future Guidance.

An Address Prepared for the International Jubilee of Modern Spiritualism, in 
Rochester, N. Y„ by Rev. T. E. Allen.

Upon August 1, 1853, Judge John W. geration to say that the universe was 
Edmonds, that able aud fearless plo-1 uot the same tor our great-grandfathers 
neer of Spiritualism, wrote these words ! as it is lor us, aud that in all probabll- 
in his “Appeal” to the public iu which i ity it will be utterly different for our 
he defended the course of couduet i great-graudclilldreu. The universe is u 
which had made him a couvert: variable quantity, which depeuds upou

“We are taught that noue ot these ex- | the keeuuess aud structure of our or- 
traordluary things which are witnessed , gans ol sense, and upou the fineness of 
by so many, are miraculous, or flow 1 our powers aud instruments of observa- 
froui auy suspension ot nature’s laws, | tion (ppl5-18)...... There is uo short cut
but are, on the other hand, iu conform- j to truth, uo way to gain a knowledge of 
ity with, and in execution of, those | the universe except through the gate
laws; that like the steam engine aud | way of the scientific method. The hard

stand them, or are not familiar with 
them; land] that those laws, and the 
means by which they produce such re
suits, are as capable of being found out 
by human research.”

Again, In a letter written January 3, 
1858, he said: "Let us ever bear in mind 
that spiritual intercourse is not super

. natural, but in compliance with fixed 
laws affecting the whole human family. 

( We may understand those laws as well 
as any other that operate around us, 
and it is our ignorance of them alone 
that causes us to be astonished at their 
operation. What astonished the abo
rigines of America at the white man’s 
power, but their ignorance of the gun
powder be used? What now could 
amaze a savage of the Rocky Mount
ains more than a steam engine, to us a 
familiar thing, but to him a marvel, be

. cause of his Ignorance of steam and Its 
laws?”

It is well to recall such words for 
many reasons. You will remember the 
behavior of the Irishman’s flea, how, 
when he put bls hand where it was, It 
wasn't there! The phenomena of Spir- 
nualism have impressed thousands of 
people as being just as elusive. They 
have despaired of capturing even one of 
them, and tying It up In a corner long 
enough to take a good square look at 
it, so as to learn something about it, 
and to be able to recognize it the next 
time they happened to meet it, if, in
deed, there was any chance for such a 
piece of luck. Many Spiritualists there 
are, also, it would seem, who, while by 
no means placing the phenomena out
side of the realm of law, are disposed to 
look upon tile laying of a truly scientific 
foundation for Spiritualism as well- 
nigh, if not quite impossible. The fact 
that the phenomena cannot be com
manded, as the chemist and physicist 
can count upon the results expected un
der right conditions, produces this kind 
of an Impress upon their minds.

Then there are a few, I fear, who 
think of the phenomena as above sci
ence, as superior to it; as though the 
methods of science were altogether too 
coarse and material to enable it to deal 
with any tiling so subtile in its nature. 
Now, on account of some little conflict 
of thought, and many misapprehen
sions, and because I regard a scientific 
basis lor Spiritualism as both possible 
and absolutely essential for the future 
well-being of Spiritualism and there
through of humanity, 1 will give some 
of my reasons for believing that we 
can, If we will, so recast the evidence 
now In the world and so supplement it, 
that Its form will be scientific, in the 
most rigorous sense of the term; while, 
at the same time, itg power to trans
form the thinking of the educated 
World shall reach a maximum.

GRAMMAR OF SCIENCE.
In his “Grammar of Science,” Prof. 

Karl Pearson, writing of the scope of 
science, says: “The reader may, per
haps, feel that I am laying all stress 
upon method at the expense of solid, 
contents. Now this is the peculiarity of' 
the scientific method, that when once it 
has become a habit of mind, that mind 
converts all facts whatsoever into sci
ence. The field of science is unlimited; 
its contents are endless; every group 
of natural phenomena, every phase of 
social life, every stage of past or pres
ent development, is material for sci
ence. The unity of science consists 
alone in Its methods, not in its material. 
The man who classifies facts of any 
kind whatever, who sees their mutual 
relations and describes their sequence, 
is applying the scientific method, and is 
a man of science... .It is not the facts 
themselves which form science, but the 
method In which they are dealt with. 
The material of science is co-extensive 
with the whole physical universe...... 
When every fact, every present or past 
phenomenon of that universe, every 
phase of present or past life- therein, 
has been examined, classified, and co
ordinated with the rest, then the mis
sion of science will be completed------
Great as the advance of ■ scientific 
knowledge has been, It bas not been 
greater than the growth of the material 
to be dealt with. The goal’of science is 
clear; it is nothing short of the com
plete Interpretation of the universe. 
But the goal is an Ideal one—It marks 

JLhe direction in which -we move and 
"strive, but never the point we shall act
ually reach:

“Now, I want to draw the reader’s at
tention,” continues Prof. Pearson, “to 
two results which flow from the above 
considerations, namely: That the mate
rial of science Is co-extensive with the 
whole life, physical and mental, of the 
universe, and furthermore that the lim
its to our perception of the universe are 

, T&nly apparent, not real. It is no exng-

not the imagination which must ulti
mately be appealed to (pp. 20, 21).......
The touchstone of science is the uul 
versal validity of its results for all nor
mally constituted aud duly instructed 
minds” (p. 30).

When Prof. Pearson says “that the 
material of science is co-extensive with 
the whole life, physical and mental, of 
the universe," it is clear that the state
ment is broad enough to cover every 
possible kind of psychical phenomenon. 
His picture of the universe as changing 
from generation to generation, with the 
impress which it makes upou the miuds 
of men, is certainly as striking as it is 
true. If In his owu thought he happens 
to think of the organs of sense, of 
whose "keenness aud structure” he 
speaks, as limited to the physical

ronment to know that the third kind of 
universe, the chaotic, is not the actual 
one in which we live. It may not be 
possible to make a rigorous demonstra
tion that we live in a universe where 
everything is determined by law, in
stead of one in which some things are 
left to chance. But, be this as it may, 
all of the knowledge the race possesses, 
all of the achievements of humanity in 
the past, and all of the ideals and long
ings that fill us with hope and lure us

that men ever have had or can have as 
the ultimate materials out of which 
their knowledge of the universe must 
be built up. Furthermore. Prof. Pear- 
sou is as much bound by his philosophy 
to grant the possible reality as a mental 
state of tile clairvoyant’s vision, as of 
a school-boy’s perception of an apple 
hanging on a tree. With this much con
ceded, and with the proper evidence, 
clairvoyance can be established as a su
pernormal mode of perception In pre
cisely the same manner, logically 
speaking, as the sense of sight was 
proved.

SUBJECTIVE AND OBJECTIVE .
I have just spoken of mental states 

as the ultimate materials out of which 
knowledge Is built up. Now, these 
states may have, theoretically, either 
one of two sources; theymay originate 
immediately within .the mind—but not 
remotely—in which case they are called 
subjective, or they may originate out
side of the mind, In which case they are 
called objective for the reason that the 
cause is objective. You look off at a 
distance and see steam rushing out of 
the whistle of a locomotive, aud a few 
seconds later its-shrlll blast strikes your 
ear. Not only this, but as soon as you 
saw the steam, you knew that you 
would hear the sound very soon. This 
is a case of knowledge of cause and ef
fect, of sequences. Your mind is so 
equipped that as soon as you experience 
a certain mental state, you instantly ex
pect that a certain other state will fol
low. Beefsteak is placed before you. 
It produces a mental state. The con
viction arises that it will satisfy hunger 
and nourish your body. Here there are 
bound together in the beefsteak Itself 
certain qualities that enable you to rec
ognize it through the sense of sight, 
and certain others by virtue of which 
it has the power to carry a supply of 
force into your body. The two quali
ties, or sets of qualities, exist together, 
or co-exlst, and thus we possess a 
knowledge of co-existencies. The only 
knowledge—if, Indeed, anything else 
can properly be called knowledge—that 
possesses any value, is the knowledge 
of co-existences and sequences.

It is true that the mind has recollec
tions of states which have not been 
bound to other States in the ways de
scribed. These furnish so much raw 
material which becomes transformed 
iuto a useful product, into true knowl
edge, as fast as we attach a given state 
to others by discovering its relation to 
them. Now, everybody knows—very 
few have ever denied it-dfflat we live 
In a real universe, thatk.iere is a stu
pendous play of forces going on all 
around us, which is entirely independ
ent of your recognition of it, or of mine. 
This real universe determines or pro
duces mental states in us, and the final 
reason why we are concerned to know 
all that we can.about it, is that it has 
the power to produce mental states 
which we do not like, and aiso that it 
is only through a co-operation with it, 
made possible'by knowledge, that we 
are able to determine agreeable states 
that we do like

We act upon Nature, and Nature re
acts upon us. We act upon humanity, 
and humanity reacts upon us. We act 
upon an invisible world of Intelligence, 
and that world, in turn, reacts upon us.

The ultimate purpose’ of both science 
and religion Is the same—to guide, con
duct We all have ends in .mind which 
we would like to realize. The only way 
in which they can be realized, is 
through a knowledge of co-existences 
and sequences, and the progress of hu
manity demands that constant -addi
tions shall be made to this knowledge, 
considered as a race possession,

THE UNIVERSE. ’
There are three possible kinds of uni

verse: 1. One in which the reign of law

how, we have faith we shall be able to 
achieve In some to-morrow—all of these 
plead eloquently for a universe of law.

The universe of law says to man, "I 
am intelligible. By right effort and 
persistence you cau know as much of 
me as you will. You find Ideals aud 
longings within. I placed them there; 
therefore, the means ,are at hand by 
which you can realize them. I am 
moral; therefore, I am incapable of 
arousing desires and expectations that 
I cannot and® will not satisfy. 
Know the law arm obey, and all things 
shall be yours, all longings satisfied.” 
The mixed universe, part law and 
part chaos, has the temper of a mock
ing demon, saying: “Poor fool! Wouldst 
scale the heavens on the ladder of law ? 
fear-fear that some of the rungs are 
missing, that by no strain of muscle, or 
leaps, or bounds cau you clutch the wel
come support above! Tantalize your 
soul with the thought that what ap
pears the highest ideal, the worthiest 
thing to which to sacrifice all near-by 
pleasure, for which to wipe the perspi
ration from your brow times without 
number, marking the seconds of endless 
and unrequitable toil—tantalize your 
soul with the thought that from your 
ladder rounds may be lacking, but that 
—fiends of the darkest hell, rejoice ye 
all!—you may never be able to assure 
yourself whether or not the rung for 
which you grope is really there and the 
way to heaven open!”

In more literal phrase, we can not dis
tinguish between phenomena which oc
cur under a law not yet discovered, and 
phenomena which, by hypothesis occur 
outside of law. Science postulates an 
intelligible universe, one in which, 
therefore,' all things are under law. 
Dispute if you will, that she can prove 
It, she has the fplth and wisdom to as
sume it, and to walk forth with confi
dent tread, as though it were unques
tionably true, fearing no pitfalls, for 
this glorious faith energizes her will. 
In my own thinking, then, I place all 
psychical phenomena under the reign 
of law.

It may be a stumbling-block to some, 
militating against what I have said, 
that phenomena can not be command
ed; as though, forsooth, that were in
consistent with the occurrence of phe
nomena under law, when they do take 
place! What believer in the spirit hy
pothesis would reason thus about mun
dane affairs? How brilliant it would 
be to rush to the telegraph office in 
Rochester, and say to the operator, “I 
have been told that this process of tele
graphing takes place under law. If 
that be so, I want you to get a telegram 
from my friend Jackson In New York, 
in thirty minutes, and If you can’t do it, 
I shall be satisfied that your system is 
unreliable, that there is no law at all 
behind your clicks, that it is all luck, 
and that if I sent word to my broker in 
New York, ‘Sell my Central Stock at 
the market,” like as not you would de
liver a message to him reading, “John, 
come home; baby’s got the measles!”

“But, my dear sir,” replies the phllo- 
sophical operator, “we don’t keep your 
friend Jackson caged up in our Broad
way building and ‘on call’ whenever 
you want to reach him. Our lines are 
in working order.' If he wants to send 
you a message, he writes it out and 
hands it to an operator in New York. 
The operator transmits the message to 
me by making a clicking on his key that 
corresponds exactly to what was writ
ten. The whole thing may seem non
sense to you, but I read these clicks, 
and write down the same words that 
your friend supplied. There’s no doubt 
about the matter, it has been proved 
over and over again. If you telegraph 
about stocks, there won’t be anything 
about the baby in it, you can rest as
sured of that. We do all that we claim.. 
It’s science from the word go, too- 
thought transformed into electrical vi
brations, and re-transformed into the 
same thought at the other end. What 
more do you want? Must the keys 
click all the time, and you get just the 
message you happen to want to enable 
you to see law in the system? If so, 
you seem to be the kind of man that is 
equal to saying, ‘If the apples don’t fall 
off that tree at the rate of ten a second, 
for twenty-four hours, I shall not be
lieve in the law- of gravitation.’ And 
now, I’ve delivered my little lecture; 
hefre’s a’ call—good day.” .

PSYCHICAL SCIENCE.
I am convinced, then, that psychical 

phenomena occur under law. From 
this It follows that they furnish'mate
rials for a true science, and it is on ac
count of this that l believe that Spirit-

uahsm is of inestimable value to hu
manity, and that tile forces are m act
iveopeiation to-day which are destined 
to bring about a radical change iu both 
scientific and religious thought in the 
uot-far-dibtant future. Mark, however, 
upon the other side, that if I did not 
believe that such phenomena occur un
der law, I should affirm again and 
again, that no one has any right to say 
that hq knows that Spirtaaalism is true, 
since without law there can be no 
knowledge of causes; and that, even if 
It were true, it would be worthless, or 
worse than worthless, to humanity, 
since it could throw no light whatever 
upon the pathway leading to its goal.

To' deny the operation of law, to as
sert, “you can never make a science of 
Spiritualism,” is to sound the death
blow of our movement as a permanent 
factor in the life of humanity I It were 
well, then, not to so much as waste 
one's breath by pronouncing the word! 
It is because the phenomena of Spirit
ualism are as surely based upon law as 
are the changes with which the chemist 
and physicist have to deal, that It is 
within your power, if we are wise, to es
tablish authority In the psychical do
main, and then to reap the tremendous 
advantages that flow from authority
advantages which guarantee nothing 
less than the conversion of the edu
cated classes in all civilized countries 
to a belief in spirit eommuniou! Does 
this seem an extravagant claim? I 
point you for proof to the history of sci
ence, and to the way in which the 
world at large accepts the conclusions 
of men of science. From opinions 
bearing upon my assertion from which 
I might select, I reproduce the words of 
Dr. William James,. Professor of Psy
chology in Harvard University, printed 
in the Forum for August, 1802:

“Orthodoxy is almost as much a mat
ter of authority In. science as in the 
church. We believe In all sorts of laws 
of nature which we can not ourselves 
understand, merely because men whom 
we admire and trust vouch for them. 
If Messrs. Helmholtz, Huxley, Pasteur, 
and Edison were simultaneously to an
nounce themselves converts to clairvoy-*  
ance, thought-transference, and ghosts, 
who cau doubt that there would be a 
prompt popular stampede In that direc
tion?....The present writer (not whol
ly insensible to the 11! consequences of 
putting himself on .record as a false 
prophet) must candidly, express bis own 
suspicion that sooner or later the cat 
must Jump this Way.” Thus far Prof. 
James. ■

If the thinking world as a whole, and 
the masses generally, in the churches 
and out, who follow tjielr lead, are ever 
to be converted to a belief in the spirit 
hypothesis, It will be found to be, In the 
end, chiefly because groups of serious 
students of psychical phenomena, held 
in high esteem by their contemporaries 
and believed to be competent to their 
task, have published to the world their 
firm conviction that the carefully-sifted 
evidence in their possesion has made 
them morally certain that the spirit hy
pothesis Is true, or, stronger still, that 
that evidence has furnished ample ma
terial which they have been able to 
shape Into a truly scientific demonstra
tion of that hypothesis. The organiza
tion of such groups, and the publication 
and dissemination, broadcast of all of 
the evidence upon which they base 
their conclusions, are matters which 
deeply concern all who have the best in
terests of Spiritualism at heart.

SCIENTIFIC DEMONSTRATION.
But, as an organized movement, Spir

itualism is to-day very far from having- 
realized the practical ideal of which I 
have just spoken—very far from having 
built its house upon a rock that no 
storm or flood can break down or wash 
away. Some there are in the ranks of 
Spiritualism, I believe, who are amply 
justified In saying,'“! know;” either be-
cause, being mediums themselves, they 
have had experiences Which they are 
sure can only be explained by the spirit 
hypothesis, or because, while hot me
diums, they have been particularly for
tunate in receiving convincing evidence. 
Even this minority, however, high’ 7, fa
vored as they have been, would betien- 
efited- in many ways by the scientific 
demonstration of the spirit hypothesis.

In the next class I place the believers. 
Some are very strong in the faith, and 
some not so strong. When mediums 
are exposed, the faith of some is not 
weakened, when It ought to be, and, on 
the other hand, the faith of others is 
lessened when it ought not to be. There 
are quite a number of Spiritualists in 
these United States, I verily believe, 
who have been conyerted by fraudulent 
evidence. Surely, to .the members of 
this second class, the;-existence of a su
preme court of the kind described 
would be most valuable.

In the third and last class I place the 
mass of the people.' Slany there are, it 
It is true, who are sb. prejudiced that 
nothing, apparently^ pan reach them in 
this life. But, there'are literally mill
ions, who, if they really know any
thing about Spiritualism, either honest
ly think that Spiritualists are deluded, 
or else that it is altogether too difficult 
and expensive, and especially in view 
of the much fraud that is practiced, to 
get at first-hand thp, evidence that 
might convince them. So far as the 
more elementary-aspect of the matter 
is concerned, thls/ls. the class that 
would be most' benefited by the decision 
of our supreme court Were they con- 
vinced—as millions will be in the future 
—that groups of psychical scientists 
had placed the -facts and theories in 
their department upon ¿-foundation ev
ery whit as reliable as that upon which 
chemical and- physical phenomena now 
rest, many would accept upon author
ity, and many others would be brought 
to an attitude of mind where they 
would investigate for themselves, and 
then, as soon as, a little experience had 
given them a sense of reality, they 
would accept the whole, body of estab
lished truth. The scientific basis, then, 
will enable us to escape from some of 
the consequences, or at least to lessen 
their severity, of the present go-as-you- 
please individualism. , ‘ '

By the plan I advocate, we can cut 
loose from a mass of uncertain evi
dence whose value is frequently sub
jected by exposures io sudden fluctua-

tlons, like those of a stock market in 
tunes of panic, and pin our faith in
stead to silted evidence which will 
stand the severest tests that human in
genuity and a knowledge of scientific 
method make It possible to apply. By 
such means, we can equip ourselves to 
satisfy the world that we have evi
dence that cannot be shaken.

We can use that evidence, too, as the 
foundation for a bodyrof philosophical 
and religious truth with which to solve
the greatest problems ot life, to satisfy 
the highest needs of humanity, to sus
tain faith and hope, aud to afford con
solations for the sorrows of our race, 
death included, as no other existing 
form of religion—not even Christianity 
can. The result of all would be, were 
the plan I advocate generally adopted 
by the Spiritualists of the country, that 
thousands of people who can not be

vated in the esteem of the general pub
lic, too, aud well-developed, conscien
tious mediums would be respected, and 
congratulated as possessors of the spir
itual gifts mentioned by Paul, and 
prized In the early days of Christianity.

Consecration, self-sacrifice, brains 
and money—and where the first three 
exist the latter will be forthcoming— 
can bring a reformed Spiritualism into 
the very focus of human thought, and 
Cause it, within a few years to occupy 
tlje-. high place that belongs to It. But 
If the Spiritualistic movement is to con
tinue along the old lines, it is so onen 
weak Intellectually, such a misrepre
sentation of the grand reality, and so 
unequal to the fulfillment of Its mis
sion, that the sooner it dies and fertil
izes the ground for the nourishment of 
the good seeds It does enfold, the bet
ter. Then would the enlightened cry, 
“Spiritualism is dead, long uve Spirit
ualism!”

That we may be rightly Joined to the 
spirit world and profit by our com
merce with it, let us begin by emanci
pating ourselves from the spirit world. 
Where is the Spiritualistic platform 
from which the churches have not been 
taunted with their slavery to tradition? 
And yet do we Spiritualists follow a 
wiser course when we humble our
selves in the dust, as It were, before the

seen power, not knowing positively, 
either, as a rule, to what exteut he is 
usually or then an Instrument?

Is it not time that some one should 
drive home to the consciousness of 
Spiritualists that the more external 
tests do uot avail us, that the spirit may 
have been uneducated, narrow and big
oted in this life, with little experience 
in’ the other world, and yet, so careless 
of the truth and so conceited withal, 
that it matters not to him that the “ju
dicious grieve,” so long as he can “split 
the ears of the groundlings?” If you 
say to me that these words prove that 
I do not appreciate mediumship, I have 
but one reply to make, and that should 
be all-sufficient—I am myself a me
dium!

SPIRITUAL BONDAGE.
But—and if this should be heresy, 

make the most of it—I see no differ
ence in principle between the bond
age of the Catholic to the priest and 
the bondage of many Spiritualists, 
whether through Ignorance or careless
ness, to the medium! I do not come to 
Rochester in a spirit of exultation, be
cause Spiritualism has done so much 
for the world iu fifty years, but I come 
in sackcloth and ashes, in sadness and 
heaviness of heart, because it has al
lowed so fair a domain to grow so 
largely to weeds. I do not eome to 
Rochester to solicit, incidentally, your 
financial support in exchange for such 
sincere words as I may utter upon your 
platforms, because you have a pathway 
of ease and a generous living to offer to 
me and to my family; for, had these 
things been primary with me, 1 should 
have sought them where they are to be 
found—and that is not with you—and I 
should not have compromised my pro
fessional progress and sailed along the 
ragged edge financially, as I have done 
for years, because I dared to speak a 
word for Spiritualism in my pulpit, to 
persist in studying psychical phenom
ena, and to appear occasionally upon 
your platforms. I have come to Roch
ester, on the other hand, to speak the 
truth as I see it, and careless, thank 
God, like a Hebrew prophet of old, 
whether you like it or not.

Now, I rejoice to say that from the 
ill-advised conduct of both Catholic and 
many a Spiritualist, freighted as it is 
with most unhappy consequences, there 
is a door of escape. The way out is by 
employing the scientific method in our 
effort to discover truth in religion, with 
the same thoroughness that the scien
tist does in studying Nature. “There is 
a widespread misapprehension as to the
scope of reason. There Js a fear upon 
the part of many Christians and also, I 
am inclined to think, upon the part of 
many Spiritualists, that If you concede 
too much to reason you will be forced 
to give up pretty much everything you 
believe and see any good In except the 
multiplication table and a few mathe
matical things of that sort. This view 
is entirely erroneous. The strongest 
charge that can be brought against rea
son by persons of this class Is, that It’ 
may refuse to accept certain revela
tions which, nevertheless, are actually 
true.. '

“Let us suppose that a man should 
appear, before us and state something 
that no person had ever heard before, 
that what he said was -really true, and 
that a thousand years hence it is des
tined to become a commonplace and 
very useful jdea.' What Should be our 
attitude towards this teaching? Natu
rally, the very first thing we would do 
would be to compare the statement 
withcverything that we already know 
in order to determine whether the evi
dence is for or against it; If the evi
dence be against it, we are forced to 
say, it is false, if we say anything at 
all. The prophet of the new idea must 
then give up the attempt to convert us, 
or he must show, to onr satisfaction

that those conceptions which testify 
against his view, aud which we now be
lieve to be true, are really false, in this 
manner so changing the preponderance 
of evidence that it is now for the idea 
instead of against if. If he succeeds in 
this, we accept ills ideas as true aud 
are justified in doing so. If, on the olh- 
haud, we can find nothing within us 
that assimilates with the teaching so 
as to furnish the slightest intimation as 
to whether it is true or talse, we ought 
not in the first place to attempt to 
judge of its truth, and in the second 
place, without such u point of contact 
the knowledge that it is true would not 
be of the slightest benefit to us at that 
time, since all of the conditions for any 
piactlcal application of it are wautlug.

"This leads us, then, to the very im
portant truth, that reason not only can 
but must pass upon the truth, falsity 
or doubtfuluess of every doctrine of 
positive religion, or of any other doc
trine whatever. If there are points of 
contact connecting it with life, we can 
pass judgment; if there are not, we can 
let it rest without the slightest fear 
that we are Ignoring a great truth, 
since not until it comes Into relation to 
our welfare so that we can judge of it, 
can it be for us either great or a truth. 
... .It is the very effort of each person 
to test for himself the several teachings 
ot a revelation, that enables him to re
ject what may be false aud therefore 
Injurious, or that leads him, upon the 
other hand, to a more or less luteuse 
realization of their truth, aud to the 
reaping of a corresponding benefit.”

The above argument, trained original
ly with reference to revealed religion 
and applying to the principles and laws 
that govern the well-being of man, also 
holds for the teachings of our fellow 
men and of spirits—If, Indeed, what is 
called revealed religion is not mostly or 
entirely composed of the teachings of 
spirits. If we care for the truth, If we 
realize that It alone can point the way 
to permanently satisfactory ends, while 
error means defeat arid misery, we 
shall give heed to the warning con
tained in this argument.

For, the same issue that confronts ev
ery Christian, confronts every Spirit
ualist. He must work out—mind, I said 
work out—his own salvation. He can 
be a free man, or he can be a slave. To 
be the former, he must pay the price of 
freedom which is to take upon bls own 
shoulders the responsibility of bls life, 
to be alert, to “prove all things" that 
he may accept and be guided by truth 
and reject error. But does he prefer to 
shirk responsibility, to live in what may 
appear to him ease, then is he infalli
bly a slave! Then is the master’s 
brand upon him, then does he go where 
the master wills, then are the master’s 
blood-hounds put upon his trail when 
he seeks to escape! Spiritualism comes 
not to substitute one slavery for anoth
er, a mere change of name; It conies to 
abolish nil slaveries. My words are to 
those who would be free—let others 
stop their ears, and crawl back to their 
kennels!

BRAVE WORDS.
When the president of the National 

Spiritualists’ Association spoke brave 
words in the Bijou Theatre in Boston, 
March 31, it was said in criticism that 
we do not expose our sores to the gaze 
of the public, but to the doctor. Very 
true, but the only physician that can 
heal the sores with which the Spiritual
istic movement is afflicted is the whole 
body of Spiritualists—every mother’s 
son of them—hence the absolute neces
sity of exposure in public. And after 
all, It is better to probe the sore spots 
ourselves, than to trust them to the 
tender mercies of strangers; for, evade 
the probing we cannot! Let us not cry 
peace! peace!! when there is no peace. 
One of old, It is said, came to bring a 
sword. Let us not turn aside from the 
sword of truth, but face It even to the 
death!

It may be thought that In advising re
liance upon the findings of groups of 
psychical scientists as properly author
itative, and then insisting that each 
person must “prove all things” for him
self In the domain of religion, whatever 
the source of the doctrines, I am incon
sistent. I do not think so. The author
ity to which I appeal is based, profess
edly, upon a correct use of a sound 
method. The results obtained, and the 
details of the method employed are al
ways open to revision. All that is nec
essary is for an intelligent critic with 
deeper insight upon some point to call 
attention to a defect, and the authori
ties are bound to take notice and to cor
rect the error. If for any reason they 
neglect to do this, it is a matter of but 
a comparatively short time before 
many others also see the flaw, and then 
the Increasing pressure compels a recti
fication. Science is a single body of 
coherent doctrine, and while at times 
there are two or more opinions upon 
certain points, its devotees recognize 
that they must submit themselves to 
the arbitrament of more light, and that 
this in the end will give authority to 
some one view, adding it to the body of 
received truth, and discredit all the oth
ers. To show the care with which sci
entists guard their treasure-house of 
truth, I will qpote a statement of Prof. 
A. E. Dolbear. “All physical phenom
ena,” he says, “so far as they have be
come a part of physical science, have 
been examined and reported upon by 
physicists; and both phenomena and 
their interpretation have been the sub
ject of remorseless criticism, and have 
been adopted, if at all, on compulsion; 
their acceptance has been a matter of 
last resort. This is true in all depart
ments.” The same rigorous course will 
give the world an equally reliable au
thority in psychical science.

HOW TO BE SAVED.
When we turn from this view of sci

ence to consider the condition: of relig
ion in our time, we find a very different 
state of affairs. Instead of, in the main, 
a unanimity of belief, we find a babel 
of voices crying, “If you expect to be 
saved, you must come our way!” For 
the great majority of Christians there 
exists no court of final appeal such as 
we find in science In the “consensus of 
the competent” based upon the scien
tific method. True, there is an alleged 
infallible Bible, but the infallible inter
prefer, whether residing in an individ-

ual, school, or method and which it log- 
ca ly demands, is wanting, and this 

lack has split Christianity into frag
ments which no group of men lias the 
necessary wit and power to piece to- ' 
gether. The “infallible interpreter” 
needed, or, at least, the nearest ap
proach to it that exists anywhere, is the 
scientific method, though this, so fan 

suhordmate in any sense to ■’ 
the Bible, is a mill for which that book ■ 
itself must furnish grist! '

Unitarianisin has great merits and 
lias done a valuable work. -Its most 
clear-headed leaders have transcended 
the authority of Jesus, and understand' 
that the scientific method must be ap
plied in religion. Its great defect lies 
in Its agnostic attitude towards the so- - 
called “supernatural.” By its timidity, 
in dealing with Spiritualism, in order ' 
that It may pander to hociuI prestige, it 
has lost its position in the van of relig» 
ions progress. . . <1

I make bold to believe, that Spiritual- 
isui, placed upon a scientific foundation, ■ 
declared to be entirely independent o£ 
Christianity, aud entering the field as a. 
rival, can, if intelligently managed, : 
bring older out of chaos in the religious 
world, and grow rapidly at the expense : 
of Christian sects. But, unless it be in- 1 
telligeut, aud unless it begin by reform
lug Itself, it cau not achieve these great - 
ends. It has the power to conserve the 
truth that is in current religious 
thought, strengthening, at the same 
time its foundation, aud to add a char- 1 
acteristle body of truth ot its own of - 
such vast importance that any religion 
that Ignores or misinterprets It, is life« 
essauly defective and Incapable of sup- » 
plying even the present needs of a 
growing humanity. .. V?'

THE OPEN DOOR. '
Not only does Spiritualism call our « 

attention to Important laws which wo 
have it In our jiower to verify, but It -il 
opens the door, I believe, to a reliable •’ il 
knowledge concerning the environment, ‘ ii 
occupations, etc., of spirits. Without 
discussing this point, I will merely exr «’i 
press my conviction that whatever :' d 
knowledge of the other world the high: Il 
er spirits consider that it would be prof- 
liable to mortals to have, will be given, ' 
and in a way fitted to satisfy critical: 
minds who have an elementary knowl' 
edge of psychical phenomena. Howi ■ -] 
much of such reliable Information haa d 
already been given, I am not prepared ¿¡I 
to say. ..p-U

We believe that we have removed the q 
partitions between the two worlds; : ■ I 
therefore, In order to be consistent, rec- ’■ I 
ognizlng that there are wise and honest! 
men iu this world, and foolish and false e| 
spirits in the other, let us accept and i-J 
appreciate the good upon the mortal 
side, as well as that which comes from .'■■•■.J 
the beyond, aud reject the trivial, mis- ’ J 
leading aud demoralizing from l>eyond, .1 
as persistently as though it had only a 1 
prosaic, mundane origin. Iu other ’ 
words, let us apply the same standard- <■] 
of judgment to both spirits aud mor- <;l 
tals, unless we are very sure that there ■ I 
are good reasons for doing otherwise. I

Having given amongst other matter, 1 
what seem to me to be satisfactory rea- I 
sons for believing that a true psychical .1 
science is possible, we come next to th® I 
questions; to what extent does a true -’. I 
psychical science already exist? What 1 
forces are at work that promise to de- I 
velop this science? and, how can we a®/ 1 
Spiritualists co-operate so as to aid -I 
those forces in the attainment of the I 
ends towards which they are tending? J

PSYCHICAL RESEARCH. ] 
I can best answer these questions by I 

giving a brief account of the Society : I 
for Psychical Research, its purposes I 
and method, and by citing the attitude -I 
of some of its leaders aud the co’uclu- I 
slons to which they have arrived. --.I 

“It was in the early months of 1882,”- I 
Mr. Frank Podmore informs us, “that -I 
the Society for Psychical Research was I 
founded under the presidency of Pro? I 
fessor H. Sldgwick, with aims which I 
are thus stated in its first manifesto:' , I 

“It has been widely felt that the pres- !S 
ent is an opportune time for making an "'I 
organized and systematic attempt to in- -- I 
vestigate that large group of debatable : I 
phenomena designated by such terms - ; I 
as mesmeric, psychical and Spiritual- I 
istic. - I

“From the recorded testimony of I 
many competent witnesses, past and I
present including observations recently, I
made by scientific men of eminence in ’I 
various countries, there appears to be, I 
amidst much delusion aud deception, ‘ 'I 
an important body of remarkable phe- I 
nomena, which are prima facie inexpll- 'I 
cable on any generally recognized hy- I 
pothesis, and which, if incontestably es- I 
tablished, would be of the highest pos- - I 
sible value. I

“The task of examining such residual 
phenomena has often been undertaken 
by individual effort, but never hitherto 
by a scientific society organized on a 
sufficiently broad basis.

“Six committees were forthwith ap
pointed to take over different parts of 
the wide field of inquiry, viz.: -

“1. An examination of the nature and 
extent of any influence which may be 
exerted by one mind upon- another, 
apart from any generally recognized 
mode of perception.

“2. The study of hypnotism, and the 
forms of so-called mesmeric trance, 
with its alleged insensibility to pain; 
clairvoyance, and other allied phenom
ena. ■

“3. A critical, revision of Reichen
bach's researches......... - .

“4. A careful investigation of any re
ports, resting on strong testimony, re
garding apparitions at the moment of 
death, or otherwise, or regarding dis.- 
turbances in houses reputed to bo 
haunted. .

“5. An inquiry into the various physi
cal phenomena commonly called Spirit
ualistic; with , an attempt to discover 
their causes and general laws. ,.

“8. The collection and collation of ex-: 
isting materials bearing .on'the history - 
of these subjects. ’ ’ ‘ ■

“Desiring to do a work of permanent 
value to the world, it has been the aim 
of the Society to make the evidence in 
every case investigated as exact and ’ 
complete as possible—in short, to apply: ' 
the scientific method. My opinion is :r
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M JUBILEE ODE. 1898.
Quina, Poetic Inspirer of Mrs. Oora L 

V. Richmond.

I.
When forth from Nox and Chaos came 
. Order and Law and Harmony, 
When suns and systems burst aflame, 

t Edict of Logos’ great decree
. ' The primal meaning of “To Be”;
’ When the young Earth anear the Sun 

Was cradled, and Time with eager eyes 
- - Longed for the conquests to be won, 

And souls from out their Paradise
Pressed Earthward into mortal guise; ' 

■ Into the house of life were sent
Three; to abide forevermore—z . ;.

Or until Heaven’s full intent • ■ * ■ 
- Was tilled, or on Earth’s shore

, The beating waves of Time were spent.
. First of tlie three was Birth; so fair,

So helpless, with wide, wondering eyes, 
And form so tender and so rare, 

. And longing lips mute with surprise;
Veiling tlie wisdom of the skies.
Many attendant beings came 

With Birth; sweet parentage, 
The sacred Mother-Father Love, 

The one divinest heritage ■ 
And crown of life in every age. ! <5
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Ever in plant, and flower, and tree, 
And germ of seed, and bird, and man, 

The same sweet messenger to be
Of new-found life; the primal plan, 

Finite life and Infinity. ■
And second of tlie Three came Love; .

. So blest; from crown of curls to tip
Of rosy fingers beautiful;

Jove envied mortals the dewy lip,
. Aiid angels bent the kiss to sip.
. Ah, Eros; Thou wert fair; so fair;

■ Thy brows, thine eyes, thy form, thy face, 
Thy self, in whom, more blest and rare, .

The very Soul of thee we trace, . .
In all thy sweet embodied grace.

- Last of the Primal Three came Death;
So snowy white, so cold and still;

Working sucli change to life; nor breath, 
Nor any fortresses of will

Could hinder thee tliy work to fill.
Leveler of created things;

The King and Beggar one in thee;
E’en Love before Thee drooped his wings, 

Baffled awhile, and then set free ,
By tliine all-potent ministry.

II.
The Earth was beautiful and fair;

The seasons brought recurrent good;
And all the music of the air,

. And all the silence of the wood ,
Rejoiced in richest plentitude. >
The hills were crowned with living green, ’

The mountains reared their snowy heights 
Unto, tlie cloud pillars between, 

• Upbuilding the dome of delights; 
The temple of all days and nights.
Birds caroling among the groves,

Flocks of the shepherds on the hills,
A myriad voices of sweet loves, 

A myriad sounds of dancing rills
, Revealed the joy that nature fills.
.Sometimes rare Inspiration came 

. With genius, and kindled here 
An altar fire, a vestal flame, 

And glimpses of another sphere, 
And light of faith surpassing dear. 
Poets that sung of themes divine, 

Prophets and seers that raptured saw 
The sun of truth and reared its shrine •

To mandate of Eternal Law;
Perfect without a single flaw.
But sordid lives heard not the strains, 

And minions of material bower, 
By tortures and by cruel pains

Quenched each life yielding Truth’s fair flower 
Who taught the Soul’s immortal dower.
Hope well-nigh perished; Doubt’s dull trance 

Eclipsed Faith’s over-brooding wing, 
Doubt of the Soul’s inheritance

■. And of the Soul; so dread a thing 
As drear Annihilation’s sting.
And Sorrow came; with Care and Pain, 

And all the ghastly-visagcd throng
Of Mortal Ignorance and stain;

The brood of Selfishness and Wrong, 
Of Greed and Passion suffered long.
War, Pestilence and Famine came;

The children of foul Hatred’s lust
Under full many a sacred name, 

And Falsehood, blotting out the trust
And confidence that God is Just.
How Selfishness on Earth appeared, 

The Hydra-headed monster Greed,
Bringing all crimes the world hath feared, 

■ Sowing the deadly’ upas seed,
¿We may not tell; ’twere sad indeed.

in.

But weeping eyes mourned o’er their dead, 
And weary hearts throbbed on with pain, 

The hungry spirits oft were fed
On stones, and tears forced back again, 

Of those who found no “daily bread.”
-False theories of life appeared;

The sopliistries of human minds 
That unto dust had grown endeared;

So subtle is the chain that binds 
The Intellect that falsehood winds. 
Promethean were the fetters made; 

.. Lost fires of Heaven; Science bore • 
No hope that could the world pervade,

No “Balm in Gilead” to pour 
On the world’s heart, sin-sick and sore.
Religion’s name was made the curse
. And terror of the frightened soul;
A Hades on the Earth, and worse 

Beyond the din and shadowy goal, 
Where all the waves of torture roll
While Art and Science reared their heads 

- ‘ So beauteous in the young World’s prime— 
No longer Life with Spirit wed, 

< Treading the paths of Love sublime, 
Filling the earth with rapturous rhyme, 
But harnessed to Utility, ’• . ■ .

The tread-mill of dull, daily toil, .
The handmaidens of greed to.be, 

Life’s efflorescence to despoil
And drown the Soul in Time’s tiirmoil.
-Tis true that through the whole dark woof 

And web of life a golden thread
Was ever woven; lives aloof '

. Ever perceived the Truth instead
Df Error and knew naught of dread;

Teachers and leaders of the world 
Beat back the bitter waves of scorn, 

The glorious banner oft unfurled, 
, Of Truth’s blest light, then newly born, 
And prophesied a brighter morn, 
Long waited the aliungered earth;

Time had grown old, and Error strong; 
The children of this human birth 

Wearied of fetters forged by Wrong, 
Pined because of Death’s dismal song. 
Ah, was the Golden Promise given

In vain by prophet and by seer?
Was the sweet blessed voice of heaven 
- Porever silenced, voice so dear, 

. Came there no glad, Millennial Year?
IV. ,' ■ ■ . w

Into the House of Life one day
A wondrous Message-bearer flew; if 

Three little girls amid their play , :
The Messenger to answer drew, : 

The meaning of the ankwer knew.

M

. Near aud far o’er all the laud—
O’er all the earth tlie message spread, ; .

Moving as with a mighty wand: ■ :
“All ye who mourn for us as dead, i 

We are the living ones instead.” r
• Children untaught in lore of earth . 

Became the teachers; maidens fair, 
And matrons at the homestead hearth, : 

And sons and sires were moved to bear 
The Heavenly tidings blest and rare.

, Gifts of tlie Spirit, bountiful; -
•' Of “wonders,” “Healing,” “Wisdom,” “Love,” 

Of “Tongues,” “Interpretations,” full
Of “Knowledge” and great power to prove 

The Truth so new and beautiful;
So new-old; ancient as Death and Birth,

. And Love divine; yet ever new; 
Restored unto the sops of earth, 

Returned once more Life to renew 
As pure as e’er while she withdrew.

<As many as the buds of Spring , 
That into bloom and leafage burst;

- As many as the songs that spring 
From warblers singing as at first, 

With all their rapturous caroling, 
Ab many as the waves that break 

Upon the golden-sanded shore;
As many voices as the winds—

' Aeolus’ song to Boreas’ roar, 
Were the voices that this message bore.

■ Visions of Hope and Prophecy 
Filled eyes that had been wont to work;

Faith merged into blessed centainty, 
And guardian spirits seem to keep 

Watch and ward while mortals sleep— 
While they sleep and while they wake, 

1 Vigilant, loving and wise;
Urging mortals for love’s sake 

To learn the wisdom of the skies, 
To seek Truth’s mighty potencies. 
Urging, impelling force of life;

Never ending, never begun;
Ways of peace to conquer strife 

When victory o’er Self is won, 
When Time’s race on the earth is run.

V.—JUBILATE.
Now once again the Primal Three 

Return or arc returned to man .
In all their pristine purity;

In all the primal perfect plan; 
For this we hold our Jubilee!

Now birth no more means pain and grief 
And all the bitter fruits of wrong;

Knowledge of truth brings sweet relief, 
To make the coming races strong;

For this we hold our Jubilee!

Blind passion is no longer held 
To human hearts in guise of Love, 

The mists of Selfishness dispelled, 
Eros again on Earth may move;

For this we hold our Jubilee!

The vultures grim, Disease and Pain, 
And Sorrow, spread their shadow wings 

And pass to nothingness again, 
No more to poison Life’s pure springs;

For this we hold pur Jubilee! _

The ancient Parent of all Curse;
The first oppressor of the race 

The craven Fear whom cowards nurse, 
Departing, leaves behind no trace;

For this we hold our Jubilee!

And Death, now known as-Life and Love, 
The primal Mother Beautiful, 

Among Earth’s children now doth move, 
Dreaded no more but Wonderful;

For this we hold our Jubilee!

Transfigured at her altar stand
The dear, the blest, the glorified, 

The arisen ones on either hand, 
Whom mortals long thought had died; 

For this we hold our Jubilee!

The Soul, alive, awake, aware, 
Moulds all the energies with sway 

Toward Perfectness; its methods rare 
Shape life unto a fairer way;

For this we hold our Jubilee!

The Sims of systems blaze anew
With Light; Logos, the Primal Word, 

Brings new creations unto view,
Mandate of Law, and Love’s blest Lord; 

For tliis we hold our Jubilee!

Fraternal bonds o’er sea and land ’
Unite in one Eternal Good ■ 

All Souls, and they at Truth’s command 
. Press on to crowning angelhood;
For this we hold our Jubilee!

------------:)o(:—:-----------------

BLOW BY BLOW.

THE GOLDEN JUBILEE OF SEIRITUNLISM 
What May Be Expected of Spiritualism Before the 

Second Jubilee? By E. W. Gould.
Judging from wflat'lias been accom- capacity to accommodate our present 
llShfiri in tho flrci^f+xT v/m».o U h. ?.« ..j xV. _____ 1 ...plished in the first'fifty years, It is im

possible to estimate What may not be 
accomplished In the next half century.

Among the many Important things 
thaF demand our . attention one of 
the first is, to utilize and make avail
able what has already been accom
plished, that is of value iu prosecuting 
the great work.

The history of what is familiarly 
I known as the “Rochester Rappings” is 
I too well known to require special ref- 

ereuee at this time.
I So, too, with the rapid developments 
I aud the more satisfactory phenomena, 

. carrying surprise and conviction to the 
thousands tliat were attracted to this 
neighborhood, from all parts of the civ- 
illzed world. :

I No event in ancient or modern history 
I ever occurred that created so rapid and 

wide-spread exclteinent, reaching all 
classes and conditions of men anil wo
men.

No class, perhaps, was so much dis- 
.furbed aud confounded, as were the dif
ferent sects in what is known as ortho- 

1 dox Christianity.
| It was soon discovered by the clergy, 
I and the leaders of that sect, that some- 
J thing must be dope at once to check the 
I wild enthusiasm that, was interesting 
1 and captivating their members, and 
| promised ere long to dismember their 
J churches. .

Every device was resorted to by this 
Class to dlyert the attention of their 

. members and to prove that these won
derful developments, made through the 

I Fox Sisters, were frauds and were the 
I devices of the Devil to deceive and de
I stroy the Influence of the church.

■ The attention of scientists, materlal- 
I ists, infidels and agnostics was arrested 

with varying results.
I Notwithstanding all the efforts to put 

down the phenomena, to ridicule and 
persecute those that accepted the evi-

I deuces of spirit Influence, It spread rap- 
idjy, not only in this country but in all 

| other civilized countries; and now, as 
] we know, Spiritualists are numbered by 

millions.
I They, are representatives from every 

denomination, sect, nationality, class 
color and condition.

The Methodist denomination has 
I probably contributed a larger number 
I of'slncere Splfltuallstssto this organiza- 
| tiou than any other oijeisect. .
! Early In the movcfn^nt, efforts were 
I made to formulate organizations, sor 
I eietles and such otherageueles, for the 
1 peipetuatlou and fi'dv.'ftiee of the great 
I truths that were lielugideveloped.

But even at thatjfafly date, evidences 
of inharmony and selfish ambition were 

I apparent, and serial, of the first at
I tempts to perfect blgahizatlons proved 
failures, from the IfiaotXhat some of the 
leading members <>f the new pblloso- 
phy, or new religion, ]iad formed the- 

I orfes of their own, from the teachings 
coming through mbdlulns, aud refused 
to yield their opinions’or modify their 
views.

1 lienee JnlmjrmonB prevailed, and the 
I organization was broken up. '

In other organizations it was claimed
that a spirit of jealousy prevailed, and 
us all that wanted office and the man- 
ngement could not be accommodated, 
discord and Inharmony soon overcame 
the efforts of the conservatives, and the 
natural result followed. And not until 
1893, was there- a permanent organiza
tion effected, although there were many 
spiritual societies formulated long be
fore that time, a few of which still re
main and hundreds of others have been 
added to thorn since.

From this casual glance over a few 
of the prominent events that have oc- 
cured In the history of Spiritualism in 

I the first half of the century, we are In 
position to judge of “what may be ex
pected of Spiritualism before another 
Jubilee” or half century shall have 
passed.

All that look back and realize what a 
I wonderful revolution has been produced

In the last half century, and know that 
Modern Spiritualism was developed at 
that period, must admit a singular co
incidence,- If they are not liberal 
enough to recognize the influence of 
spirit power, in the development of all 
the wonderful changes in social, moral, 
mechanical, political and educational 
experience, since that time.

All true, sincere Spiritualists who al
low themselves to think, and to reason 

I front cause to effect, know full well 
that it is only through spirit influences, 
that they have been educated, aud 
taught the beautiful theories, now so 
comforting to them.

I They know, too, that when they fail 
to recognize that Influence, and to look 
to that source for consolation, in time 
of their great sorrow and affliction, that 
the fault is their own.

There are so many things the half 
I century has developed that remain 'un

done, and should be .accomplished be
fore the next Jubilee, it is difficult to

I tell what is the most Important, or 
I which Is the most necessary to be first 

considered.
As strange as It may seem, however, 

I when considering a moral question or 
1 proposition, that a financial question 

should be urged as.thejnost Important 
And still my observation leads me to 
the conclusion that- the financial ques- 

| tion is by far the most potential in its 
influence upon thq-na^e of Splritual-

I Ism, nt the present tiihe of all others.
It will not be eipeqed of me, how- 

I ever, at this time or’ptace, to enter into 
1 argument to prove mthis assertion.
I Neither is it necefl^irys For I believe 
I all who have considered this subject in 
] all its bearings will admit the claim I 
I make, and if any hjSp’iogy is necessary 
j for introducing lt,dfis Among the first 
j and most important) qf all present re
I forms, for the sue^esji' and advance- 

ine billow burets on the rock-bound coast, and then -ment of our caus&- a moment’s reflec-' 
goes hissing home, ■ I Bonelli satisfy any thinking practical

-And the only trace of its savage night is a sheet of flash- a“com-
. - , I plished, to place Spiritualism in the

And the raindrop falls on the mountain side, and is lost front rank of ali moral or religious re
in. the fronded fem, I forms, and insure its permanent sue-

tol "Ei!"" ito"“j”%££“a ,s

T ’ i. - . suggested Is, how best to obtain this
But the waves wash in with relentless force, and smile great and important desideratum?

with a heavy hand, I Am°1“gthe various schemes proposed,
Till the constant crash of the coming tells, and the rock noneiBeem 80 Practical and possible of

la -riolAlnn- > auu LU,i r0CK | success as organization.A 4 tt.18 j ® it z-n , • I That, in its literal and universal appli-
And the raindrops fall till they fill the ’Streams, and the I cation, as applied .to Spiritualism, 

.; streams swell day by day, - ' I means the organization of all those who
Till the river roaring rips its banks by the hundred vards STu1 traths taught by sincere 

awav • I Spiritualists, into Mcieties, to be regis
-zi. . , . . fared and governed by rules and offl-And so it is with great reform, though the work is plain I ccrs, selected by themselves.

when done, • This is a simple and easy process, if
"T” “a bl™ T« to »¿tog Md I £”££ and th0

Though the strife he fierce, and the gains seem small, we the atlcnt'on'ot an r-d tKUWs ortho 
must keep on striking home, . cause, and the question will at once

And to win the cause of the great reform we must build 6UsEe,st itself : Can we not build for 
. . as they builded Rome. I Pnr^lve® a comfortable and an at-

J _ Exchange. | tractive house of worship, of sufficient

necessities, aud of the near future?
If we may judge by the results of all 

our contemporaries iu other sects, there 
seems no good reason why every com
munity of Spiritualists numbering fifty 
or more should not proceed at once to 
obtain the necessary means to provide 
themselves with a suitable spiritual 
home or house of worship.

While this may not afford immediate 
relief for the pressing demand for 
means to carry forward the various re
forms and the missionary labors now 
contemplated by the National Spiritual
ists’ Association, it will, If successful, 
insure à rapid increase of organizations 
throughout the country, and bring to 
the support of the cause thousand^ who 
are able and will be willing to contrib
ute to such an object when such efforts 
are made to entertain them and educate 
their children, as are afforded by every 
other religious denomination within 
their district.

When Spiritualists show as much 
anxiety to attract and entertain those 
seeking for truth, as do other denomi
nations, there is no doubt of the result.

Our principal field of missionary la
bor is, at present, among Spiritualists,

A small per capita tax per annum 
from all our people will furnish a rev
enue for all practical purposes.

The next important feature in the 
practice of spiritual teaching that has 
heretofore been largely neglected, and 
still demands earnest . and persistent 
care and culture, Is that of vocal and 
instrumental music. Especially the 
former. '

Nothing Js so important, so elevating 
in spiritual teaching, as sweet music 
—songs that are carefully selected and 
performed by the congregation or by 
individuals.

Even the popular revivalists, like 
Moody, gam Joués and others, admit 
they can do nothing with their threats 
aud sympathetic appeals, without sweet 
songs, to enthuse and captivate their 
audiences.

How much more effectual must such 
music be to those who realize that it Is 
only through tho harmonizing influence 
of music, that they receive their most 
cherished communications from the 
spirit side of life?

. This reform should be entered upon 
in earnest, early in the next half cen
tury, as it Is at a low ebb at present, ex
cept in rare eases.

When it receives due attention in spir
itual circles and societies, a great re-

prove, protect and advance Spiritual
ism.

However sincero and worthy the de
sire or the ambition of advanced think
ers, to Introduce radical changes or new 
theories, experlencb and observation 
show conclusively that with the ten
dency of tlie age to change to new 
thought and independent action, the 
true policy ot Spiritualism is conserva
tive and co-operative.

The combined effort and influence of 
so many classes, sects and denomina
tions arrayed against us, suggests the 
necessity of a sfrong united policy; 
based upon the cardinal principles in 
which all sincere Spiritualists agree.

Then, trusting to the wisdom of the 
National Spiritual organization, and 
the influence of our friends from the 
spirit side of life, to carry successfully 
forward to the next Jubilee the great 
work so auspiciously introduced fifty 
years ago—never forgetting that our 
hope of success, our peace of mind and 
our influence upon society will always 
depend upon harmony and co-operation, 
and our devotion to the great cause of 
humanity, as developed through pure 
spirituality.

THE GOLDEN JUBILEE.
Letter and Poem from 

i M. T. Longley.

To the friends of progress, 
Golden Jubilee of Spiritualism 
bled;—Greetings and love from

Mrs.

at the 
assem- 
fellow-

vival of pure spirituality may be ex
pected.

Another, and perhaps quite as Im-I-
portant a change of heart, practice and 
feeling, yet remains for the second half 
of the century to urge and to Intensify 
by example and precept.

I refer to the necessity of more har
mony and co-operation in our daily in
tercourse with eacli other; more sym
pathy with the erring and the poor. 
“More love of the brethren.”

As soon as the financial question is 
settled, and our people recognize that 
they owe to the cause, and to the world, 
a duty that cannot be performed with
out sacrifices, and without money, the 
philanthropists and moneyed men and 
women of the last half of the century 
will realize that upon them devolves 
the important duty of building schools 
and Institutions of learning, at which 
Spiritualists as well as all others may 
be educated, regardless of sectarian iu-
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AFTER HER DEATH.
THE STORY OF A SUMMER. 

BY LILIAN WHITING.

♦h£SrP?eí wJlh ?ure and beautiful spirituality of 
“M 'm1 trnd helpful to all who love aud 
Su*«  Wilier and finer way« of spiritual experience. 
Price, 91.00. lor aalo at this office. •

THE WOBLO BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE AND TWO. 

BY LILIAN WHITING.
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workers and Spiritualists in the far-off 
Golden State of California. Though the 
breadth of a continent divides us from 
you In the flesh, we are with you in 
spirit. Our hearts go out to you iu ten
der association and sympathy, aud as 
your words of truth fall upon listening 
ears from both sides of life, so do we 
bend in spirit to catch tfielr beauty and 
instructive force, that we, too, may be 
uplifted by them. Our own songs and 
our own thoughts go surging out to 
that Mecca of Spiritualists—Rochester 
—at this time in no uncertain sound 
aud strength of loyalty to the cause of 
Spiritualism and the truths of medium
ship that we so dearly love.

We would that we were with you face 
to face and shoulder to shoulder In your 
beautiful observance of the golden wed
ding day of Heaven and Earth.

With what joy we would look Into 
your faces and clasp your hands, ex
changing fraternal greetings and con
gratulations that we had lived to see 
this blessed day.

But this cannot be; yet we mourn not, 
for the really united in sentiment and 
aspiration cannot be divided, and 
though continents may stretch their 
vast plains and mountain ranges, 
though seas may roll in shining beauty 
between them, yet separation is un
known. Therefore are we with you in 
spirit, thankful that Spiritualism has 
passed through its first half century of 
work and achievement, aud that its rec
ord is one that we may well be proud of 
and of which no loyal advocate need be 
ashamed.

True, there has been much foisted 
upon our cause that may make honest 
mediums blush and pure-minded men 
aud women among us cringe. Thore 
have been those calling themselves Spir
itualists, who were never such in 
thought and deed, but who are only 
pretenders and hypocrites; but they and 
their deeds have been no part of Spirit
ualism, aud as the specks of dust may 
be washed from the lovely rose, so shall 
these parasites be cleansed from the 
heart of Spiritualism and be swept 
from sight, while our noble cause goes 
marching grandly on to victory and re
nown.

From our long connection with Spirit
ualism-Professor Longley as composer, 
poet and singer, I as medium and 
writer for the Spiritualistic press—for 
fourteen years with the grand old Ban
ner of Light, and in other years with 
The Voice of Angels, etc., we feel that 
we must contribute our little quota of 
recognition and of thanksgiving to the 
Golden Jubilee, and therefore our songs 
and sympathies are wafted to you, one 
and all, as dear and personal friends, 
across three thousand miles.

OUR GOLDEN JUBILEE.
Praise God who doeth all things well 

The Great, Eternal, Good—
To Him our notes In rapture swell, 

That Life is understood
With greater meaning by tlie world 

Than It were e’er before
Since Death’s great mystery was un

furled
By hands from Eden’s shore.

No echoes from the tombs awake 
From voices calling there,

For mourners now fresh courage take, 
Their vision cleaves the air,

And fixed on heavenly homes, ajar 
It sees the golden light

More glorious tjian sun or star 
That quenches gloom and night.

And angels from each heavenly place 
With love-beams In their eye,

Come floating down with shining grace, 
With blessings from on high;

OLD AND NEW
PSYCHOLOGY.

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

?.ortLo, ‘»•W-four distinct lectures, recently a,iI'ew'“rk'< fiwokll». Boston, Plilladei 
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istic and at the same time, profoundly ethical. Ab 
aevera! chapters are devoted to Improved methods of 
education, the writer confidently expects that many 
parents, teachers and others who have charge of the 
young, or who are called upon to exercise supervision 
over the morally weak and mentally afflicted, will de- 
rivosome help from (he doctrines herewith promul-
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fluence or control. .
In the last thirty years important 

work has been done by the Children's 
Progressive Lyceum. But there yet re
mains to be done, by the next half cen
tury workers, much more.

I apprehend the principal difficulty 
that has heretofore existed, in sustain
ing these lyceums, will be overcome by 
the suggestions before made, viz.: that 
every society of fifty persons shall own 
their church, chapel, or house of wor
ship.

Tlie interest that will be created by 
such ownership will not only insure 
the attendance of Lyceum children, but 
of thousands of inquirers, who now 
take no notice of any congregation that 
holds its meetings In public halls, often 
up two or three flights of steep, danger
ous stairs, with nothing In the hall that 
is comfortable or attractive when 
reached, to Lyceum children or to 
adults, except perhaps what may be 
said from the platform or pulpit.

A Lyceum fund sufficient to pay a 
small salary to a competent Lyceum 
teacher and a competent teacher of 
music will go a good ways towards 
making all Lyceums successful. A set
tled pastor over each society will do 
much more.

There are other reforms that might 
be referred to, which have been under 
consideration by reformers in spiritual 
work, and are still in the catalogue of 
the National Spiritualists’ Association, 
and will of course-go with it into the 
second half of the century, into which 
we are now entering with so much en
couragement. '

In closing these desultory remarks, 
there is one more Important subject I 
desire to call attention to.

Such Is the diversity of conclusions In 
the human mind drawn from the same 
premises, It is not strange, perhaps, 
that such wide différence of opinion 
should exist upon doctrinal points, in 
the various sects of religionists through
out Christendom.

So dominant and universal was this 
disposition, In the early history of the 
church, that its founders deemed it nec
essary, to bind its adherents, by creeds, 
dogmas and iron-clad oaths, to the ob
servance of what they pleased to term 
sacred obligations or dogmas, the viola
tion of which was subject to severe 
penalties.

Later, as the world became better ed
ucated, more enlightened, and the peo
ple learned to think for themselves, 
other sects developed, among them 
Modem Spiritualism. .

The freedom of thought arid speech 
that was recognized by this new relig
ion, gave to all a license to interpret the 
new theories and teachings as their 
fancy or judgment dictated.

It Is this natural right and Inclination 
that has in the past, and still prevails, 
created so much • discord and Inhar
mony among Spiritualists, and has un
doubtedly encouraged the practice of 
much Of the fraud of which we com
plain.

All are aware that our system is not 
perfect, and that our theories and 
teachings may be improved. ,

But I submit, that thfise who are dis
affected, and see, or think they see, 
faults and grave errors in our teachings 
or principles, and propose to remedy 
them by radical changes, or the intro
duction of new theories, may accom
plish what they desire without friction 
or inharmony, all that is practical or es
sential to the progress and well-being 
of the great cause, by uniting their ef
forts with the National Spiritualists’ 
Association which is doing all in its 
power, with its limited meftm^ tqlm-

And as they come, the mourners find 
These angels are their own,

Their loved ones, come to teach man
kind

That Truth Is King alone.
The rivers Into music break,

The forests wave in song, 
The mountain echoes gladly wake

In triumph loud and long;
The golden stars together sing, 

And worlds in harmony " ‘
In sweet rejoicing ever ring j 

Through all the symphony.
Because In eighteen-forty-eight ' 

The door was set ajar,
And angels through the golden gate, 

From heavenly life afar,
In majesty and glory came

To free the world from fear ' 
And set it with Truth’s light aflame, 
’ That ne’er could disappear.
Praise God from whom all blessings 

flow,
For elghtecn-forty-elght,

Praise'Him as on our march we go, 
This day we celebrate;

Praise Him, ye mortals, sweet and long, 
Who by the Truth áre free;

Praise Him In happy speech and song, 
This Golden Jubilee. /

MRS. M. T. LONGLEY. - 
Los Angeles, Cal.
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A Historical Account of the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris« 
tian Ages, with Reminis
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BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

7HE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN
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Elateness with which the bubjccte are treated. The 

latriarchate, or Motherrule, Is the theme of the flrat 
chapter, In which much lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous, Is brought to view In elucidation of tho subject. 
This Is followed by chapters on Celibacy. Canon Law, 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman and 
Work, Tho Church of To-day. Past, Present, Future; 
and there Is not a chapter in the book that Ie not 
handled in a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of Information, is not worth the full price 
of the volume. It Is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and Intensely Interesting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buying It; It is a val
uable addition to the library of any free and trutb-lov- 
Ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.
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AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.
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where spirit Is supreme and ail tilings bid subject to 
Lt. With portrait ByMosxsHuLL. Oust the book 
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“The Bridge Between Iwo Worlds." 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to ail earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical bodies 
and their physical bodies , with 
universal nature and their souls with 
the higher Intelligences, to come into 
closer connection with the purer realms 
of the Spirit-World. It Is written In the 
sweet spiritual tone that characterizes 
all of Miss Judson’s literary works 
Price, cloth, ?1; paper, 75 cents.

“The Fountain ot Life, or The Three
fold Power of Sex.” By Lois Wais- 
brooker. One of the author's most use
ful books. It should be read by every 
man and woman. Price 50 cents.

"The Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lois 
Walsbrooker. Three pamphlet« are em
bodied in this volume, in which ques
tions ofgreatimportance fo the race nre 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad- 
XUMd social reformer, Price 50 cents.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.
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UTRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
. THE TO MORROW OF DEATH--mu writes to 
develop the idea of the principle of the permanence 
of the human soul after death, and Ite reincarnation 
tn 8 chain of new beings, whose successive links are 
unrolled Ln the bosom of etberlal apace. “BeyonO 
the Threshold" continues on the same lines, en
larging and expanding the idea by reasons and con. 
sidérations drawn from science and philosophy-; claim
Ing that tho certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ourselves 
ngainet all weakness in the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by Science and philosophy to that 
end Is farsuperior to that of any of. the existing re
ligions. From beginning to end it Is Interesting, en
tertaining, Instructive and fascinating, and whether 
oûe accepte It all or not, much win have been learned 
«id much pleasure enjoyed In iu pcrnsaL PriceSi.25- 
For sale at this office.
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A Very Remarkable Test of Spirit Return,

TRIED TO SftVE ft SINNER 
ftND LOST HER OWN SOUL

Story of a Smooth Villain Who Wrecked a Happy Home—Religion, Music and 
Hypnotism the Means-Loads a Loving Wife Astray.

“We, the jury, find the defendant, Catherine Meyer, 
guilty of conspiracy to poison Charles E, Meyer, her hus
band, and fix her punishment at a fine in the discretion of 
.the Court.”

Suddenly a woman’s voice rang out in agony: “It’s 
cruel—hideous! Where can I go?”

All eyes in the court-room had been riveted on a frail 
figure clad in black, save for a bit of cardinal satin on the 
corsage, that seemed all the more to accentuate the pallor 
of her spirituelle face; pached lips just parted, cheeks red 
with a hectic flush of shame and anguish, heaving breast 
and straining brown eyes. As the solemn words of dpom 
were pronounced all the pent-up misery of her soul burst 
forth in a cry of pity, and then she fell limp and senseless 
to the floor.

Over against the white wall of the room another figure 
claimed attention. A stalwart man, swarthy, muscular, 
broad-shouldered, eyes of sparkling black, full lips, 
parted in a sneering smile, glanced over to the spot where 
his accomplice had been. No sense of shame, no particle

months in the county jail, charged with larceny.
April 2, 1885—Under the alias of Cory Miller, sen

tenced to five years in the Joliet penitentiary by Judge 
Gary, for larceny.

Nov. 12, 1890—Under the alias of George Leonard, 
sent to the Joliet penitentiary for five .years for larceny, 
by Judge Tuley. .

Oct. 11, 1894—-Under the alias of Charles Marland, 
sentenced by Judge Goggin, to six months in the house of 
correction, for larceny.

Feb. 3, 1898—Under the alias of Cory Miller, convicted 
before Judge Baker on a charge of conspiracy to murder, 
May be kept in the penitentiary for five years.

II1S INFLUENCE GROWS APACE.
Mr. Meyer was delighted with Corydon’s fervor. His 

zeal in leading the singing was only equalled by his-elo
quence in urging sinners to seek salvation and redemp
tion.

“Believe me, friends, I do not speak idly,” he would

KATHPftfrtE
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of sympathy for the frail partner in his guilt was there.
It was the denouement of one of the most engrossing 

melodramas of real life that had ever culminated in a 
temple of justice. A woman, the honored wife of a 
wealthy man, highly respected for his piety, his ready 
sympathy for the downtrodden, and an ex-convict, a 
burglar by profession, found guilty last week of a plot to 
poison this kindly, generous, lovable old man!

THE MEYERS’ HAPPY HOME.
To the minds of the residents of Lasalle avenue, 

Chicago, there was not a more congenial couple in all the 
city than Charles E. Meyer and his sweet, frail, pretty 
wife. They had been mariied ten years, and still the 
forty-mile post had not been passed by the woman. 
Their fine home was worth $30,000. It was tastefully 
decorated, richly furnished, delight!ully hospitable. Mr. 

.Meyer had reached a point where he came to realize that 
mere money-gathering was not all. In his library Bax
ter’s “Saints’ Rest,” Fox’s “Martyrs,” Heber’s and Mrs. 
Hernan’s spiritual songs held prominent places alongside 
of the classics of antiquity. Mrs. Meyer’s love for her 
husband, together with her tractable nature and ready 
sympathy for all those in distress, led her to add her 
efforts to his in reclaiming the base and fallen. Mr. 
Meyer was deeply interested in one of the missions of 
Chicago, and his wife was a faithful adjutant in his work 
in the slums. When her household cares and social de
mands permitted she accompanied him. Sometimes ac
quaintances chided her for not joining more frequently 
in the mild dissipation of the fashionable neighborhood 
where she and they dwelt. She laughingly repulsed them 
and said: “Oh, we are tiring of such gayeties. After they 
pall on you there will come a time when you will find 
diversion and real absorption in amusing others, hearing 
their troubles and forgetting your own.”

So she pursued her work in the slums, till Mrs. Meyer 
was almost as familiar in Poverty Row and Bell’s 
Kitchen as her older and more experienced helpmate. 
She was not robust nor able to do hard work, but her ear 
was always ready to receive the tales of woe that hearts 
hungering for sympathy poured into it. She comforted 
the poor, as her husband contributed substantial aid; she 
consoled the sick, as Mr. Meyer offered to provide for the 
little ones destined for orphanhood.

ENTER THE TEMPTER.
At the mission in the purlieus of Chicago’s White

chapel demesne there came one night a big, handsome 
fellow, so utterly unlike the frayed, downcast, crouching 
majority that he at once attracted Mrs. Meyer’s notice.

“What brings you here, my brother?” she asked in ten
der gentleness.

“Rum, ma’am.’
“Oh. that’s too bad! Tell us something of yourself. 

Maybe I can help you to put aside that awful influence.”
In a full, rich baritone voice this swarthy prototype of 

Othello related how he had left a good, Christian home 
far away, where a father, ordained to preach the Word, 
had vainly sought to inculcate morality and loftiness of 
aim, and here, there and everywhere had experienced 
fortune and misfortune, until alchohol and dissipation 
had laid him low. From the pauper ward of a hospital 
he had come to seek the warmth and shelter of the mis
sion. A hymn was started. All were surprised and de
lighted to hear the deep-chestcd stranger join in and in 
full, round baritone surpass the leader in volume and 
unction. Very soon it was found he could play as well as 
sing, and shortly “Cory,” as he was known, was leading 
the exercises at the mission every night and twice on Sun
day. Sometimes he sang a solo. Then with swelling 
chest and uplifted gaze, he poured forth the notes of

say in exhortation. “For years I went on, conscious in 
my strength, defying the powers of Good and courting 
the Devil. But when -death and trouble came I had to 
find solace in tlifthings I had despised. Forsake the van
ities and short-lived pleasures of sin and dissipation and 
cling to that which is noble and enduring.”

After the meetings were over Millard would walk home 
with Mr. and Mrs. Meyer, discussing ways and means for 
reaching the unbelievers and outcasts. Sometimes he 
was invited to call. Then he fairly electrified Mrs. Meyer 
with his power of song and narrative. From the boom
ing resonance of the “Grenadiers” to the soft, insinuating 
love songs of Tosti he ran in inexhaustible repertoire. 
Ingenious, unscrupulous, daring was he. The conquest 
was not long-drawn out.

Mrs. Meyer seemed entranced. She pondered over this 
man’s mysterious sovereignty. All who met him were 
charmed—she more subtly than the rest, it seemed. He 
was so big and manly, instinct with life, courage and 
bubbling good spirits; withal so sincere and tender. His 
glittering eyes lured yet frightened her, and in the soli
tude of her chamber she was sometimes distressed at this 
man’s entrance into her life and the weird power he ex
erted over her. Her whole nature seemed to change. 
She saw him smiling courtier-like, and then black as a 
thunder-cloud, imperious as Caesar. Not a syllable did 
he utter to prejudice her against her husband, but she felt 
herself drifting away from him. It was Corydon who 
shared her very thought, not Charles. She tried to an
alyze it all, and in her despair asked her protege what 
strange, occult power possessed him that he could, seem
ingly,. without effort or design, exert so potent, so myste
rious an influence over her. She felt his presence was a 
sinister one, yet of naught could she accuse him. They 
had prayed together, sung together, read from the same 
psalter, broken bread together, and through it all he had 
acted as gentleman and friend.

GOSSIPING IS BEGUN.
But a change came. Neighbors «had observed the 

growing intimacy of the wife and the stalwart, handsome 
stranger. Gossip began. Rumor, with its hundred 
tongues, ran riot, just as in the Aeneid aeons before. Mr. 
Meyer refused to listen, and when kind friends pointed 
out the impropriety of letting this suave individual with 
a past figure as a necessary adjunct of the Meyer menage 
he only pitied them for their intolerance. Insidiously, 
inch by inch, the tempter had stolen in, however. A 
time came when the presence of this rare stranger perme
ated the whole household. Meyer confessed he was an
noyed to find his wife so often absent-minded when he 
spoke, and anon disturbed by the sound of his voice. He 
suggested a trip to her relatives in Michigan. It was 
straightway seized. This chagrined him. He had ex
pected protestations, but no urging was necessary. Per
haps he had wronged her and dishonored himself with 
unfounded suspicions.

About as soon as Mrs. Meyer had left Chicago Cory
don found a sudden call upon his affections in the direc
tion of the old homestead. He had thoroughly reformed 
and he wanted to see his aged father again before it was 
too late. It would be such joy to show him his son re-' 
claimed, an earnest worker in the same field as the father. 
It Wes' so natural and so creditable to his better nature 
that Mr. Meyer applauded the idea and assisted in its ex-

gll. -He suggested ( <osa surveillance and rigid scrutiny 
of Cory’s movements,Hand in a little while M1'- Meyer had 
ascertained enough ly sjlbstaffijgte lii§ worst fears. He 
was very guarded injas demeanor^ Every ctq'e was taken 
that no opportunity should arise for the plotters to carry 
out their diabolical plans. Shre’wd watchers were con
stantly in attendance to frustrate every movement of evil 
import, but abundani’iatitude was allowed for enmeshing 
the pair in their own net. Then warrants were issued, 
but at the lust moiqjijjt the husband faltered. He could 
not bear to subject his own dear wife to the ignominy of 
arrest, a public trial, the recital of all the loathsome de
tails, the ultimate conviction and crushing sentence. His 
friend and counsellor insisted upon it as a duty to himself 
and the community.

_ Then came a new phase of the case. Cory, the saved 
sinner, the repentant one, the stirring exhorter, was ar
rested for stealing a pair of shoes. Quickly Mrs. Meyer 
went to a lawyer and tried to get her protege out. She 
wanted to sign his bonds, but as she had no absolute title 
to the Meyer property she was unable to do this. The 
attorney went with her to the East Chicago avenue police 
station, He told her to step into a drug store near by un
til he could learn the exact status of affairs and see if any
thing could be done, to liberate Cory.

At the station-house the attorney was shocked to learn 
that a charge of conspiracy had been lodged against Cory 
in addition to the theft accusation, and that Mrs. Meyer 
was named as a co-conspirator. A detective had a war
rant for her arrest and she was less than half a block from 
the station. He went back -to the drug store and called 
Mrs. Meyer out. They slowly walked up LaSalle avenue. 
As he told her of the detective and the warrant for her 
arrest, she paused, gasped and fell to the pavement as if 
shot. After an hour’s work she was revived.

THE CLIMAX AT HAND.
The climax was swiftly approaching. Mrs. Meyer 

grew more and more peculiar and eccentric. She strove 
as only a woman whose nature is enlisted in the struggle 
to save her most precious possession—her good name. 
But she did not falter in defending Cory, either. She 
tried to procure a loan on her property, but was unable to 
do so because of the mortgage on it. Every one she had 
called friend she besought to help her. They turned a 
deaf ear. She gave up all she had. She daily visited 
Cory in jail and sent him delicacies as long as she could. 
She had no place to lay her weary head save at the home 
of the attorney she had enlisted to defend Cory. There 
she was sheltered for three weeks.

Then came the awful ordeal of the court-room. For 
four days, weak and fainting, with her wan face suffused 
■with the flush of excitement, she was carried into Judge 
Baker’s court-room. All the nauseating details of Cory’s 
villainy, hypocrisy and damnable ingrAtitude were told. 
Then her own weakness and subjection to a dominant in
fluence were skilfully brought out, prosecution weaving a 
cloth of sombre colors; defense introducing feminine 
weakness and occult demonism as lighter threads in miti
gation. All she would say for herself was:

“I was trying, oh, so hard to save him! His father 
gave him to me to save!?’ .

There was no other defense. The jury took the view 
that her whole nature' had been changed, as a glass of 
pure, sparkling, crystal' water is changed by the injection 
of a drop of ink, tliiovi^li her association with the ex-con
vict. Her self-inflicted torture was so patent that they 
recommended only'a fine in additiob as expiation for 
transgressed justice? $11 through the trial the partner in 
her platonic friendship, and her companion in conspiracy 
sat stolid and indifferent, his dark features showing no in
terest in the welfart of the delicate, carefully reared wo
man whose association itith him had blighted her life and 
brought her into a court of justice to answer a foul crim
inal charge. Too often had he faced stern prosecutors, 
seen them handle dark lanterns, revolvers and stealthy 
sand-bags in view bf tjie twelve arbiters of his fate, to 
shrink now when men’s sympathies contended with their 
disgust and vengeance. His solid figure betokened health 
and strength; her frail beauty was indicative of hysteria, 
humiliation and unutterable mental anguish. They did 
not exchange a glance, but in the rear of the crowded 
court-room the troubled face of an elderly man, dressed 
like a widower and shaking with emotion, ever and again 
looked at the man and then toward the woman. He was 
soon to go to a silent, lonely, dishonored home, where 
every old familiar object would be a rnute reminder of the 
odium he must endure.

The man in the dock, with cold, sneering face, sat una
bashed. He was to resume his wonted place in the lock
step brood at Joliet, and doubtless lead the Sabbath sing
ing, contemptuous, phlegmatic as when he first went be
hind the bars twenty-seven years before. And she? One 
more unfortunate!—New York World.

i»raise that thrilled the little band of devotees. None 
istened with the rapture of Mrs. Meyer. His sincerity 
was unmistakable, she felt; his power and expression as 

swaying as that of a De Deszke. There was not that 
same thunder of applause when he had finished as she 
had often heard at the Auditorium, but instead gleaming 
eyes, moist with tears, told the same story of music’s won
drous dominion over mortals. A convulsive grip of the 
hand, a sigh?*i>id  the singer knew what she would have 
expressed. A iNendship, platonic and palpable, sprang 
up. He loved to tell how he had been saved by her wo
manly tact, unobtrusive kindliness and lovable nature. 
She sat breathless as he related his adventures, his early 
life, his sister’s fond helpfulness, his reverend father’s so
licitude; of his passion for music and art; of his vicissi
tudes through drink and, in whispered tones, his fall'from 
grace. In truth, Corydon had had his measure of adven
ture, but he did not acquaint his benefactress wifli these 
pages from his life’s diary:

Oct. 30, 1875—Under the name of Corydon Millard, 
sentenced by Judge Jameson to two years in the Joliet 
penitentiary, for burglary. . .

Jan. 15,’ 1880—Sentenced by Judge Jameson to one 
year in the house of correction, charged with larceny.

Jan. 16, 1880—Sentenced by'Judge Jameson to two 
years in the Joliet penitentiary on charge of burglary, 
and former charge of larceny set aside. '

June 13, 1883—Sentenced by Judge Barnum to six 
months in the house of correction, charged with larceny.

Feb. 21, 1884—Sentenced by Judge Gardner to four-

ecution. Off went Corydon. This was last May. Only 
last week from the lips of a witness Mr. Meyer heard, as a 
whole gaping court-room did, of the hiring of apartments 
on Loomis street, Chicago, by one Charles Gray, identified 
then and there as Corydon Millard, alias George Leonard, 
alias Charles Marland, and the subsequent appearance 
there of Mrs. Gray, also identified as the pale, weeping 
woman subpoenaed under the name of Catherine Meyer. 

(It was a stunning blow to the honest Samaritan, the shep
herd who had housed warmed, clothed and fed the wan
derer. The viper he had warmed in his bosom had stung 
him to the heart.

At the expiration of a few weeks Mrs. Meyer had re
turned to the family domicile. Cory had also come back 
to the mission as fervent, as helpful as ever. The old 
calls and visits to LaSalle street were resumed. Cory and 
Mrs. Meyer enjoyed the liquors, the pates, the fromage— 
all the delicacies of the well-stocked larder as before.

, THE PLOT UNFOLDED.
One night Mr. Meyer overheard the conversation of the 

twain as they sat on the shady porch in the rear of the 
mansion. He could scarcely believe his ears when he 
heard talk of getting rid of some one vaguely referred to 
as “him.” Surely, two such high-minded workers in the 
vineyard as Catherine and Cory could harbor no foul in
tentions against any human being. He listened, all the 
while reproaching himself for playing tlie revolting role 
of eavesdropper.. No; he was not mistaken. There was 
an allusion to poison and deadly drugs—silent, evanescent 
weapons-of destruction. He crept away. His heart 
seemed like a stone in his body; his head swam. He 
roused himself and left the house quietly and went to 
consult an old friend, a trusted adviser of many years. 
They went over the whole story. It was thrilling as the 
fond husband and simple, benignant evangelist rehearsed 
it, and the friend stopped him in order to comprehend it

An Open Challenge to the Challengers.
To the Editor:—I iln^Ml aware of the fact that there 

is much agitation at present regarding physical phenom
ena, and also that so many exposes have been made and 
published that a great many have almost lost all faith that 
genuine phenomena really exists. I have also learned 
that in many towns and cities skeptical persons have of
fered rewards or challenges of various amounts, ranging 
from $100 to $1,000 for any medium to produce any 
physical phenomena under absolute fraud-proof condi
tions. I have also observed with the greatest surprise 
that weeks, months and years pass by without their offers 
being accepted. It is for that reason and in order to get 
rid of the constant reproach and ridicule to which the 
Spiritualists are subjected on account of such challenges 
never being accepted, that I beg the favor of space in the 
columns of your valuable paper.

D. D. Home is regarded as one of the greatest mediums 
the world ever produced an,d his phenomena were sub
jected to the closest senitiny and investigation by such 
scientists anckkeen intellects as Alfred Russel Wallace and 
Prof. William Crookes. I am ready at any time to re
produce his independent playing of musical instruments 
under same conditions, and to all skeptics, scientists and 
challengers, I make the following proposition. '

A committee of scientific or competent persons to be 
chosen, a chairman,to be elected, the challenge money to 
be paid over to chairman.

This committee, together with tlmparties interested, to 
select their own secjtt room, placing their own table in 
the center with cloift fhlling down to the floor, with mu
sical instruments underneath, banjo, guitar and zither; 
the medium together with one or two companions, to be 
brought to the hofléè, 'thoroughly searched and led into 
the room, the medi,tini being allowed to place his hands 
upon the top of the table, the fullest opportunity being 
given for everybody; everv moment, to have his entire 
person in full view. tìSJ that of his one or two compan
ions. Under the0 absolutely fraud-proof conditions 
the following phen^m^na to be produced by an unseen 
force possessing apparent human intelligence. The in
struments to be mìrtei about also strings twanged and 
tunes played. ! ■ m

Upon the production of the phenomena the challengers 
being unable to duplicate or explain said phenomena, and 
the coinmittee, acknowledging their inability to see any 
fraud, collusion or trickery whatever, the money to be 
paid over as per contract. H no phenomena are obtained, 
absolutely no charge being made. Also if any trickery of 
any kind is discovered, full permission being given to en
ter the charge against The medium for trying to obtain 
money under falserpretenses, or for playing trick game.

The above phenomena to.be given for sufficient sum 
of money anywhere in the world ii any building, open 
field, or before open court. -

I am ready to produce thè phenomena under the de
cidedly conclusive and satisfactory ■ conditions named, 
and shall anxiously await the imihediate replies of all 
challengers, skeptics and scientists. .Address me at Gen
eral Delivery, Buffalo. N.’ Y. ■ - D. H. LEE.

MRS. BOWERS TALKS WITH FRIENDS IN CAN
ADA IN FIFTEEN HOURS AFTER PASSING 
INTO SPIRIT LIFE.
To the Editor:—Your issue of April 19th contains an 

article signed “Objector,” to which you will kindly permit 
a reply, being an explanation of a remarkable case of 
spirit communication. We are truly thankful that an ob
jection is not an argument, nor a well-authenticated 
truth. “Objector” is apparently nonplussed at the prin
ciple involved in spirit communion through mediumistic 
sources, and evidently prefers assigning the truth so 
transmitted to that of individualized thought transfer
ence, or something akin thereto, which is not clearly set 
forth in the article referred to.

_ The facts of this remarkable test of spirit communica
tion stands out so clearly that it cannot be based upon any 
other hypothesis. “Objector” appears in a hurry to cre
ate an objection without even investigation, and has 
almost deified Hudson Tuttle, in saying: “I want nothing 
better than Hudson Tuttle’s column to convince me that 
there is a simpler explanation of the so-called spirit phe
nomena.” There is no question about Mr. Tuttle’s ability 
as a writer in the philosophy of Spiritualism, and “Ob
jector” has evidently lost the trend of thought portrayed 
in the article alluded to. We prefer the broad enlighten
ment of spirit communion with the sainted dead, rather 
than the erratic conceptions of the world-absorbed minds 
of individuals conveyed through telepathy.

A recital of facts of this remarkable test of spirit power 
and intelligence through the channel of mediumship will 
be in order, and may prove of infinite value to the res
toration of “Objector’s” mental equilibrium.

In writing to Mrs. Dederick, of Lily Dale, to furnish 
proof establishing the correctness of the message received 
from Mrs. Bowers, it was not our intention to have the 
letter of inquiry published, but merely to convince the 
members of our circle of the truth of the communication. 
We did not doubt the correctness of the message at the 
time, but wanted confirmation as honest investigators. 
The test was of such a remarkable nature that Mrs. Ded
erick permitted a number of friends to read the letter of 
inquiry, and Prof. Bach sent it to The Progressive Think
er, the main contents of which are:

“Mrs. Bowers came to our circle on Friday night, tell
ing us she had passed to spirit life the night before, 
stating that you (Mrs. Dederick) were taking care of the 
old body. Mrs. Bowers told me to write, asking to be re
membered. She said there was a great welcome given 
her when she entered the joys of spirit life and was un
able to recount the happiness realized.”

The objection raised by “Objector” states that the com
munication of Mrs. Bower’s death passed mentally 
(thought transference) between myself in Seaforth, Can
ada, and Mrs. Dederick, in Lily Dale, N. Y., a distance of 
nearly three hundred miles, and then quietly assumes the 
of the statement that that solves the problem of spirit 
communication, thereby dissolving this remarkable test 
into supposititious thought transference.

Now, this fallacious idea of “Objector” must be set at 
rest once and forever. Mrs. Bowers did not communicate 
these intelligent messages through my mentality, but 
they were given through another. The communication 
was given elairaudiently through a literary gentleman, 
who does not seek notoriety in the direction of medium
ship, but is privately seeking knowledge in the psychic 
realm as an honest investigator of the mysteries of 
spiritual science and godly wisdom. It was through this 
avenue of spirit communication that Mrs. Bowers spoke 
to earth friends of her conscious intelligence and exist
ence, thus bringing positive proof that there is life be
yond the ashes of the urn.

It was during the continuance of our circle, on March 
4, that the spirit of Mrs. Bowers manifested and gave the 
name “Auntie.” We did not recognize the spirit and be
gan plying her with numerous questions as to identity. 
She addressed herself to me thus: “I met you at Lily Dale, 
but did not meet your husband. I recognize him through 
a group picture you had taken at Lily Dale. Of course 
we all know Mr. Neelin, but he won’t remember me to
night.” She then asked me if I remembered the lest 
about “new shoes.” 1 at once recognized that it was Mrs. 
Bowers, through this test given at her home circle during 
the camp of 1896.At that time this test created a strong 
impression upon my mind, and to have it so unexpectedly 
recalled to memory illustrates the fact that Mrs. Bowers 
carried with her to the spirit world strong mental vigor. 
We have since learned that Mrs. Dederick arranged the 
clothing upon Mrs. Bowers’ body preparatory for crema
tion, and it was the exact time, 10 p. m., when Mrs. 
Bowers stated that “she (Mrs. Dederick) is taking care of 
the old body.” This is very conclusive evidence that the 
spirit of Mrs. Bowers knew at the exact time what was 
happening upon the earth plane.

The guiding influences of our angel friends are pre
ferable to the blind assumption of so-called thought 
transference, as in the former we live daily in the 
spiritual sunshine of the celestial hosts.

“I follow thee, safe guide, the path
Thou lead’st me, and to the hand of heaven submit.”

MRS. MARGARET WEIR.

A Certain Cure for Rheumatism.
Judging from his article in the Wiener Medizinische 

Presse, Dr. Franz Zeller is an enthusiast in the adminis
tration of caustic ammonia in rheumatism. For several 
years he had been a sufferer from severe muscular rheum
atism in the right shoulder; he had taken all the anti
rheumatic remedies, with but little alleviation, when he 
began to reason that in rheumatism, as in gout, there may 
be a uric acid diathesis; he thought that liquor ammoniae, 
on account of its rapid volatilization, would be the rem
edy most readily absorbed and the most prompt in action.

In almost the same moment in which he took one drop, 
diluted with water, he felt a complete relief from the 
pain, which had lasted for ten hours; he was now able to 
move freely the arm which, an instant before, he could 
scarcely bear to have touched. The remedy, he claims, 
has proved a positive cure in all recent cases of muscular 
rheumatism which have fallen under his observation; he 
cites numerous cases in which relief, as instantaneous as 
his own was experienced. He also observed its effects in 
several cases of acute rheumatism, in two of which six 
drops sufficed to subdue the pain and swelling within a 
period of twenty-four hours. In one case of chronic 
rheumatism of a finger-joint, which had lasted for over 
half a year, the simple administration of the ammonia 
completely dispelled the inflammation and pain in the 
joint within two days.

He then discusses the mode of action of his remedy. 
“If we consider an excessive acidity as the cause of the 
rheumatism, we can scarcely claim, in the cases in which 
one drop will instantaneously relieve the pain in recent 
rheumatism, that one drop was sufficient to counteract 
the effects of the excess of uric or (according to Fuller) 
lactic acid. -

“Nothing remains, therefore, but for us to seek for the 
source of rheumatism in a morbid nervous activity in
duced by disturbances of nutrition, and to believe that the 
ammonia acts as a nervine directly upon the nerves.”

After the cure of one attack of rheumatism, our object 
should be to put the patient in such a condition as to pre
vent their recurrence. This, the writer thinks, can be 
done by building up the general system, and thus dimin
ishing the nervous excitability.—The Clinic.

“After the Sex Struck.” By George N. Miller. Price 
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NONPLUSSED.

was invited to call. Then he fairly electrified Mrs. Meyer 
with his power of song and narrative. From the boom-

TRIED TO SftVE ft SINNER 
ftND LOST HER OWN SOUL

Story of a Smooth Villain Who Wrecked a Happy Home-Religion, Music am 
Hypnotism the Meaos-Leads a Loving Wife Astray.

“We, the jury, find the defendant, Catherine Meyer, 
guilty of conspiracy to poison Charles. E. Meyer, her hus
band, and fix her punishment at a fine in the discretion of 
.the Court.”

Suddenly a woman’s voice rang. out in agony: “It’s 
cruel—hideous! Where can I go?”

All eyes in the court-room had been riveted on a frail 
figure clad in black, save for a bit of Cardinal satin on the 
corsage, that seemed all the more to accentuate the pallor 
of her spmtuelle face; pached lips just parted, cheeks red 
with a hectic flush of shajne and anguish, heaving breast 
and straining brown eyes. As the solemn words of dppm 
were pronounced all the pent-up misery pf her soul burst 
forth in a cry of pity, and then she fell limp and senseless 
to the floor. . ' ■

Over against the white wall of the room another figure 
claimed attention. A stalwart man, swarthy, muscular, 
broad-shouldered, eyes of sparkling black, full lips, 
parted in a sneering smile, glanced over to the spot where 
his accomplice had been. No sense of shame, no particle

months in the county jail, charged with larceny.
April s, 1885—Under the alias of Cory Miller, sen

tenced to five years in the Joliet penitentiary by Judge 
Gary, for larceny. • ’ '

Nov. 12, 1890—Under the alias of George Leonard, 
sent to the Joliet penitentiary for five .years for larceny, 
by Judge Tuley. . . '' '

Oct. 11, 1894—-Under the' alias of Charles Marland, 
sentenced by Judge Goggin, tp six months in the house of 
correction, for larceny. J '

Feb. 3, 1898—Under the alias of Cory Miller, Convicted 
before Judge Baker on a charge of conspiracy to murder. 
May be kept in the' penitentiary for five years.

HIS INFLUENCE GROWS APACE. '
Mr. Meyer was delighted with Corydon’s fervor. His 

zeal in leading the singing was only equalled by his-elo
quence in. urging sinners to seek salvation and redemp
tion. ...

“Believe me, friends, I do not speak idly,” he woulc
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of sympathy for the frail partner in his guilt was there.
It was the denouement of one of the most engrossing 

melodramas of real life that had ever culminated in a 
temple of justice. A woman, the honored wife of a 
wealthy man, highly respected for his piety, his ready 
sympathy lor the downtrodden, and an ex-convict, a 
burglar by profession, found guilty last week of a plot to 
poison this kindly', generous, lovable old man!

THE MEYERS’ HAPPY HOME.

say in exhortation. “For years I went on, conscious in 
my strength, defying the powers of Good and courting 
the Devil. But when-death and trouble came I had to 
find solace in theMhings I had despised. Forsake the van
ities and short-lived pleasures of sin and dissipation and 
cling to that which is noble and enduring.”

After the meetings were over Millard would walk home 
with Mr. and Mrs. Meyer, discussing ways and means for 
reaching the unbelievers and outcasts. Sometimes he

Tc the minds of the residents of Lasalle avenue, 
Chicago, there was not a more congenial couple in all tlie 
city than Charles E. Meyer and his sweet, frail, pretty 
wife. They had been mariied ten years, and still the 
forty-mile post had not been passed by the woman. 
Their fine home was worth $30,000. It was tastefully 
decorated, richly furnished, delightfully hospitable. Mr. 
Meyer had reached a point where he came to realize that 
mere nionpy-gathering was not all. In his library Bax
ter’s “Saints’ Rest,” Fox’s “Martyrs,” Heber’s and Mrs. 
Hernan’s spiritual songs held prominent places alongside 
of the classics of antiquity. Mrs. Meyer’s love for her 
husband, together with her tractable nature and ready 
sympathy tor all those in distress, led her to add her 
efforts to his in reclaiming the base and fallen. Mr. 
Meyer was deeply interested in one of the missions of 
Chicago, and his wife was a faithful adjutant in his work 
in the slums. When her household cares and social de
mands permitted she accompanied him. Sometimes ac
quaintances chided her for not joining more frequently 
in the mild dissipation of the fashionable neighborhood 
where she and they dwelt. She laughingly repulsed them 
and said: “Oh, we are tiring of shell gayeties. After they 
pall on you there will come a time when you will find 
diversion and real absorption in amusing others, hearing 
their troubles and forgetting your own.”

So she pursued her work in the slums, till Mrs. Meyer 
was almost as familiar in Poverty Row and Hell’s 
Kitchen as her older and more experienced helpmate. 
She was not robust nor able to do hard work, but her ear 
was always ready to receive the tales of woe that hearts 
hungering for sympathy poured into it. She comforted 
the poor, as her husband contributed substantial aid; she 
consoled the sick, ns Mr. Meyer offered to provide for the 
httle ones destined for orphanhood.

ENTER THE TEMPTER.
At the mission in the purlieus of Chicago’s White

chapel demesne there came one night a big, handsome 
fellow, so utterly unlike the frayed, downcast, crouching 
majority that he at once attracted Mrs. Meyers notice.

“What brings you here, my brother?” she asked in ten
der gentleness.

“Rum, ma’am.’
“Oh, that's too bad! Tell us something of yourself. 

Maybe I can help you to put aside that awful influence.”
In a full, rich baritone voice this swarthy prototype of 

Othello related how he had left a good, Christian home 
far away, where a father, ordained to preach the Word, 

" had vainly sought to inculcate morality and loftiness of 
aim, and here, there and everywhere had experienced 

" fortune and misfortune, until alchohol and dissipation 
had laid him low. From the pauper ward of a hospital 
he had come to seek the warmth and shelter of the mis
sion. A hymn was started. All were surprised and de
lighted to hear the deep-chested stranger join in and in 
full, round baritone surpass the leader in volume and 
unction. Very soon it was found he could play as well as 

. sing, and shortly “Cory,” as he was known, was leading 
the exercises at the mission every night and twice on Sun
day. Sometimes he sang a solo. Then with swelling 
chest a’nd uplifted gaze, he poured forth the notes of 
praise that thrilled the little band of devotees. None 
listened with the rapture of Mrs. Meyer. His sincerity 
was unmistakable, she felt; his power and expression as 
swaying as that of a De Deszke. There was not that', 

‘ same thunder of applause when he had finished as she 
had often heard at the Auditorium, but instead gleaming 
eyes, moist with tears, told the same story of music’s won
drous dominion over mortals. A convulsive grip of the 
hand, a sighed the singer knew what she would have 
expressed. A iHendship, platonic and palpable, sprang 
up. He loved to tell how he had been saved by her wo
manly tact, unobtrusive kindliness and lovable nature. 
She sat breathless as he related his advenftires, his early 
life, his sister’s fond helpfulness, his reverend father’s so
licitude; of his passion for music and art; of his vicissi
tudes through drink, and, in whispered tones, his fall "from 
grace. In truth, Corydon had had his measure of adven
ture, but he did not acquaint his benefactress wifh these 
pages from his life’s diary:

Oct. 30, 1875—Under the name of Corydon Millard, 
sentenced by Judge Jameson to two years in the Joliet 
penitentiary, for burglary. • .

Jan. 15,’ 1880—Sentenced by Judge Jameson to one i 
year in the house of correction, charged with larceny.

Jan. 16, 1880—Sentenced by'Judge Jameson to two 
years in the Joliet penitentiary on charge of burglary, : 
and former charge of larceny set aside. ’

, ing resonance of the “Grenadiers” to the soft, insinuating 
, love songs of Tosti he ran in inexhaustible repertoire.

Ingenious, unscrupulous, daring was he. The conquest 
. was not long-drawn out.

Mrs. Meyer seemed entranced. She pondered over this 
t man’s mysterious sovereignty. All who met him were 

charmed—she more subtly than the rest, it seemed. He 
was so big and manly, instinct with life, courage and 
bubbling good spirits; withal so sincere aud tender. His 
glittering eyes lured yet frightened her, and in the soli
tude of her chamber she was sometimes distressed at this 
man’s entrance into her life and the weird power he ex
erted over her. Her whole nature seemed to change. 
She saw him smiling courtier-like, and then black as a 
thunder-cloud, imperious as Caesar. Not a syllable did 
he utter to prejudice her against her husband, but she felt 
herself drifting away from him. It was Corydon who 
shared her very thought, not Charles. She tried to an
alyze it all, and in her despair asked her protege what 
strange, occult power possessed him that he could, seem
ingly, without effort or design, exert so potent, so myste
rious an influence over her. She felt his presence was a 
sinister one, yet of naught could she accuse him. They 
had prayed together, sung together, read from the same 
psalter, broken bread together, and through it all he had 
acted as gentleman aud friend. '

GOSSIPING IS BEGUN.
But a change came. Neighbors «had observed the 

growing intimacy of the wife and the stalwart, handsome 
stranger. Gossip began. Rumor, with its hundred 
tongues, ran riot, just as in the Aeneid aeons before. Mr. 
Meyer refused to listen, and when kind friends pointed 
out the impropriety of letting this suave individual with 
a past figure as a necessary adjunct of the Meyer menage 
he only pitied them for their intolerance. Insidiously, 
inch by inch, the tempter had stolen in, however. A 
time came when the presence of this rare stranger perme
ated the whole household. Meyer confessed lie was an
noyed to find his wife so often absent-minded when he 
spoke, and anon disturbed by the sound of his voice. He 
suggested a trip to her relatives in Michigan. It was 
straightway seized. This chagrined him. He had ex
pected protestations, but no urging was necessary. Per
haps he had wronged her and dishonored himself with 
unfounded suspicious.

About as soon as Mrs. Meyer had left Chicago Cory
don found a sudden call upon his affections in the direc
tion of the old homestead. He had thoroughly reformed 
and he wanted to see his aged father again before it was 
too late. It would be such joy to show him his son re-' 
claimed, an earnest worker in the same field as the father. 
It was' so natural and so creditable to his better nature 
that Mr. Meyer applauded the idea and assisted in its ex
ecution. Off went Corydon. This was last May. Only 
last week from the lips of a witness Mr. Meyer heard, as a 
whole gaping court-room did, of the hiring of apartments 
on Loomis street, Chicago, by one Charles Gray, identified 
then and there as Corydon Millard, alias George Leonard, 
alias Charles Marland, and the subsequent appearance 
there of Mrs. Gray, also identified as the pale, weeping 
woman subpoenaed under the name of Catherine Meyer. 
It was a stunning blow to the honest Samaritan, the shep

herd who had housed warmed, clothed and fed the wan
derer. The viper he had warmed in his bosom had stung 
him to the heart.

At the expiration of a few weeks Mrs. Meyer had re
turned to the family domicile. Cory had also -come back 
to the mission as fervent, as helpful as ever; The old 
calls and visits to LaSalle street were resinned. Cory and 
Mrs. Meyer enjoyed the liquors, the nates, the fromage— 
all the delicacies of the well-stocked larder as before.

, THE PLOT UNFOLDED.

all; -He suggested I Sosa, surveillance and rigid scrutiny 
of Cory’s movements,^end in a little while Ifr. Meyer had 
ascertained enough 1/substantiate hjs worst fears. He 
was very guarded injns demeanor. IJveiy'c^j'e was taken 
that no opportunity should arise for the plotters to carry 
out their diabolical plans. Shrewd watchers were con
stantly in attendance io frustrate every movement of evil 
import, but abundant latitude was allowed for enmeshing 
the pair in their own net. Then warrants were issued, 
but at the last monjf^t the husband faltered. He could 
not bear to subject his own dear wife to the ignominy of 
arrest, a public trial, the recital of all the loathsome de
tails, the ultimate copS'iction and crushing sentence. His 
friend and counsellor insisted upon it as a duty to himself 
and the community.

_ Then came a new phase of the case. Cory, the saved 
sinner, the repentant one, the stirring exhorter, was ar
rested for stealing a pair of shoes. Quickly Mrs. Meyer 
went to a lawyer and tried to get her protege out. She 
wanted to sign his bonds, but as she had no absolute title 
tp the Meyer property sire was unable to do this. The 
attorney went with her to the East Chicago avenue police 
station. He told her to step into a drug store near by un
til he could learn the exact status of affairs and see if any
thing could be done to liberate Cory. \

At the station-house the attorney was shocked to learn 
that a charge of conspiracy had been lodged against Cory 
in addition to the theft accusation, and that Mrs. Meyer 
was named as a co-conspirator, A detective had a war
rant for her arrest and she was less than half a block from 
the station. He went back-to the drug store and called 
Mrs. Meyer out. They slowly walked up LaSalle avenue. 
As he told her of the detective and the warrant for her 
arrest, she paused, gasped and fell to the pavement as if 
shot. After an hour's work she was revived.

, THE CLIMAX AT HAND.
The climax was swiftly approaching. Mrs. Meyer 

grew more and more peculiar and eccentric. She strove 
as only a woman whose nature is enlisted in the struggle 
to save her most precious possession—her good name. 
But she did not falter in defending Cory, either. She 
tried to procure a loan on her property, but was unable to 
do so because of the mortgage on it. Every one she had 
called frjend she besought to help her. They turned a 
deaf ear. She gave up all she had. She daily visited 
Cory in jail and sent him delicacies as long as she could. 
She had no place to lay her weary head save at the home 
of the attorney she had enlisted to defend Cory. There 
she was sheltered for three weeks.

Then came the awful ordeal of the court-room. For 
four days, weak and fainting, with her wan face suffused 
with the flush of excitement, she was carried into Judge 
Baker’s court-room. All the nauseating details of Cory’s 
villainy, hypocrisy and damnable ingrAtitude were told. 
Then her own weakness and subjection to a dominant in
fluence were skilfully brought out, prosecution weaving a 
cloth of sombre colors; defense introducing feminine 
weakness and occult demonism as lighter threads in miti
gation. All she would say for herself was:

“I was trying, oh, so hard to save him! His father 
gave him to me to savel?’

There was no other defense. The jury took the view 
that her whole nature' had been changed, as a glass of 
pure, sparkling, crystal' water is changed by the injection 
of a drop of ink, tlifopgli her association with the ex-con
vict. Her self-inflicted torture was so patent that they 
recommended only' a fine in additiori as expiation for 
transgressed justice. All through the trial the partner in 
her platonic friendship, and her companion in conspiracy 
sat stolid and indifferent, his dark features showing no in
terest in the welfare of the delicate, carefully reared wo
man whose association kith him had blighted her life and 
brought her into a court of justice to answer a foul crim
inal charge. Too often had he faced stern prosecutors, 
seen them handle dark lanterns, revolvers and stealthy 
sand-bags in view pf t|ie twelve arbiters of his fate, to 
shrink now when men’s sympathies contended with their 
disgust and vengeance. His solid figure betokened health 
and strength; her frail beauty was indicative of hysteria, 
humiliation and unutterable mental anguish. They did 
not exchange a glance, but in the rear of the crowded 
court-room the troubled face of an elderly man, dressed 
like a widower and shaking with emotion, ever and again 
looked at the man and then toward tlie woman. He was 
soon to go to a silent, lonely, dishonored home, where 
every old familiar object would be a mute reminder of the 
odium he must endure.

One night Mr. Meyer overheard the conversation of the 
twain as they sat on the shady porch in the rear of the 
mansion. He could Scarcely believe his ears when he 
heard talk of getting rid of some one vaguely referred to 
as “him.” Surely, two such high-minded workers in the 
vineyard as Catherine and Cory could harbor no foul in
tentions against any human being. He listened, all the 
while reproaching himself for playing the revolting role 
of eavesdropper.. No; he was not mistaken. There was 
an allusion to poison and deadly drugs—silent, evanescent 
weapons .of destruction. He crept away. His heart 
seemed like a stone in his body; his head swam. He 
roused himself and left the house quietly and went to 
consult an old friend, a trusted adviser of many years. 
They went over the whole story. It was thrilling as the 
fond husband and simple, benignant evangelist rehearsed

June 12, 1883—Sentenced by Judge Barnum to six 
months in the house of correction, charged with larceny. ____________________

Feb. 21, 1884—Sentenced by Judge Gardner to four - it, and the friend stopped him in order to comprehend it

The man in the dock, with cold, sneering face, sat una
bashed. He was to resume his wonted place in the lock
step brood at Joliet, and doubtless lead the Sabbath sing
ing, contemptuous, phlegmatic as when he first went be
hind the bars twenty-seven years before. And she? One 
more unfortunate!—New York World.

------------ :-:)o(:-:------------

An Open Challenge to the Challengers.
To the Editor:—I ai^RMl aware of the fact that there 

is much agitation at present regarding physical phenom
ena, and also that so many exposes have been made and 
published that a great many have almost lost all faith that 
genuine phenomena really exists. I have also learned 
that in many towns and cities skeptical persons have of
fered rewards or challenges of various amounts, ranging 
from $100 to $1,000 for any medium to produce any 
physical phenomena under absolute fraud-proof condi
tions. I have also observed with the greatest surprise 
that weeks, months and years pass by without their offers 
being accepted. It is for that reason and in order to get 
rid of the constant reproach and ridicule to which the 
Spiritualists are subjected on account of such challenges 
never being accepted, that I beg the favor of space in the 
columns of your valuable paper.

D. D. Home is regarded as one of the greatest mediums 
the world ever produced apd his phenomena were sub
jected to the closest scrutiny and investigation by such 
scientists and-keen intellects as Alfred Russel Wallace and 
Prof. William Crookes. I am ready at any time to re
produce bis independent playing of musical instruments 
under same conditions, and to all skeptics, scientists and 
challengers, I make the following proposition. '

A committee of scientific or competent persons to be 
chosen, a chairman .to be elected, the challenge money to 
be paid over to chairman.

This committee, together with the,parties interested, to 
select their own sec'rbt’ room, placing their own table in 
the center with cloih falling down to the floor, with mu
sical instruments underneath, banjo, guitar and zither; 
the medium together with one or two companions, to be 
brought to the house, thoroughly searched and led into 
the room, the medium“being allowed to place his hands 
upon the top of the table, the fullest opportunity being 
given for everybody; every moment, to have his entire 
person in full view, alfb that of his one or two compan
ions. Under thest absolutely fraud-proof conditions 
the following phenomena to be produced by an unseen 
force possessing apparent human intelligence. The in
struments to be mbVect about also strings twanged and 
tunes played. ;

Upon the production of the phenomena the challengers 
being unable to duplicate or explain said phenomena, and 
the committee, acknowledging their inability to see any 
fraud, collusion or trickery whatever, the money to be 
paid over as per contract. H no phenomena are obtained, 
absolutely no charge being made. Also if any trickery of 
any kind is discovered, full permission being given to en
ter the charge against the medium for trying to obtain 
money under false-pretenses, or for playing trick game.

The above phenomena to, be given for sufficient sum 
of money anywhere in the world in any building, open 
field, or before open court. -

I am ready to produce tlie phenomena under the de
cidedly conclusive and satisfactory conditions named, 
and shall anxiously await the imhmdiate replies of all 
challengers, skeptics and scientists. .Address me at Gen
eral Delivery, Buffalo. N.Y. ■ D.H.LEE.

MRS. BOWERS TALKS WITH FRIENDS IN CAN
ADA IN FIFTEEN HOURS AFTER PASSING 
INTO SPIRIT LIFE.
To the Editor:—Your issue of April 19th contains an 

article signed “Objector,” to which you will kindly permit 
a reply, being an explanation of a remarkable ease.of 
spirit communication. We are truly thankful that an ob
jection is not an argument, nor a well-authenticated 
truth. “Objector-” is apparently nonplussed at the prin
ciple involved in spirit communion through mediumistic 
sources, and evidently prefers assigning the truth so 
transmitted to that of individualized thought transfer
ence, or something akin thereto, which is not clearly set 
forth ip the article referred to.

The facts of this remarkable test of spirit communica
tion stands out so clearly that it cannot be based upon any 
other hypgthesis. “Objector” appears in a hurry to cre
ate an objection without even investigation, and has 
almost deified Hudson Tuttle, in saying: “I want nothing 
better than Hudson Tuttle’s column to convince me that 
there is a simpler explanation of the so-called spirit phe
nomena.” There is no question about Mr, Tuttle’s ability 
as a writer in the philosophy of Spiritualism, and “Ob
jector” has evidently lost the trend of thought portrayed 
in the article alluded to. We prefer the broad enlighten
ment of spirit communion with the sainted dead, rather 
than the erratic conceptions of the world-absorbed minds 
of individuals conveyed through telepathy.

A recital of facts of this remarkable test of spirit power 
and intelligence through the channel of mediumship will 
be in order, and may prove of infinite value to the res
toration of “Objector’s” mental equilibrium.

In writing to Mrs. Dederick, of Lily Dale, to furnish 
proof establishing the correctness of the message received 
from Mrs. Bowers, it was not our intention to have the 
letter of inquiry published, but merely to convince the 
members of our circle of the truth of the communication. 
We did not doubt the correctness of the message at the 
time, but wanted confirmation as honest investigators. 
The test was of such a remarkable nature that Mrs. Ded
erick permitted a number of friends to read the letter of 
inquiry, and Prof. Bach sent it to The Progressive Think
er, the main contents of which are:

“Mrs. Bowers came to our circle on Friday night, tell
ing us she had passed to spirit life the night before, 
stating that you (Mrs. Dederiek) were taking care of the 
old body. Mrs. Bowers told me to write, asking to be re
membered. She said there was a great welcome given 
her when she entered the joys of spirit life and was un
able to recount the happiness realized.”

The objection raised by “Objector” states that the com
munication of Mrs. Bower’s death passed mentally 
(thought transference) between myself in Seaforth, Can
ada, and Mrs. Dederick, in Lily Dale, N. Y., a distance of 
nearly three hundred miles, and then quietly assumes the 
of the statement that that solves the problem of spirit 
communication, thereby dissolving this remarkable test 
into supposititious thought transference.

Now, this fallacious i<lea of “Objectoi-” must be set at 
rest once and forever. Mrs. Bowers did not communicate 
these intelligent messages through my mentality, but 
they were given through another. The communication 
was given elairaudiently through a literary gentleman, 
who does not seek notoriety in the direction of medium
ship, but is privately seeking knowledge in the psychic 
realm as an honest investigator of the mysteries of 
spiritual science and godly wisdom. It was through this 
avenue of spirit communication that Mrs. Bowers spoke 
to earth friends of her conscious intelligence and exist
ence, thus bringing positive proof that there is life be
yond the ashes of the urn.

It was during the continuance of our circle, on March 
4, that the spirit of Mrs. Bowers manifested and gave the 
name “Auntie.” We did not recognize the spirit and be
gan plying her with numerous questions as to identity. 
She addressed herself to me thus: “I met you at Lily Dale, 
but did not meet your husband. I recognize him through 
a group picture you had taken at Lily Dale. Of course 
we all know Mr. Neelin, but he won’t remember me to
night.” She then asked me if I remembered the test 
about “new shoes.” I at once recognized that it was Mrs. 
Bowers, through this test given at her home circle during 
the camp of 1896.At that time this test created a strong 
impression upon my mind, and to have it so unexpectedly 
recalled to memory illustrates the fact that Mrs. Bowers 
carried with her to the spirit world strong mental vigor. 
We have since learned that Mrs. Dederick arranged the 
clothing upon Mrs. Bowers’ body preparatory for crema
tion, and it was the exact time, 10 p. m., when Mrs-. 
Bowers stated that “she (Mrs. Dederick) is taking care of 
the old body.” This is very conclusive evidence that the 
spirit of Mrs. Bowers knew-at the exact time what was 
happening upon the earth plane.

The guiding influences of our angel friends are pre
ferable to the blind assumption of so-called thought 
transference, as in the former we live daily in the 
spiritual sunshine of the celestial hosts.

“I follow thee, sale guide, the path
Thou lead’st me, and to the hand of heaven submit.”

MRS. MARGARET WEIR.

A Certain Cure for Rheumatism.
Judging from his article in the Wiener Medizinische 

Presse, Dr. Franz Zeller is an enthusiast in the adminis
tration of caustic ammonia in rheumatism. For several 
years he had been a sufferer from severe muscular rheum
atism in the right shoulder; he had taken all the anti
rheumatic remedies, with but little alleviation, when he 
began to reason that in rheumatism, as in gout, there may 
be a uric acid diathesis: he thought that liquor ammonifle, 
on account of its rapid volatilization, would be the rem
edy most readily absorbed and the most prompt in action.

In almost the same moment in which he took one drop, 
diluted with water, he felt a complete relief from the 
pain, which had lasted for ten hours; he was now able to 
move freely the arm which, an instant before, he could 
scarcely bear to have touched. The remedy, he claims, 
has proved a positive cure in all recent cases of muscular 
rheumatism which have fallen under his observation; he 
cites numerous cases in which relief, as instantaneous as 
his own was experienced. He also observed its effects in 
several cases of acute rheumatism, in two of which six 
drops sufficed to subdue the pain and swelling within a 
period of twenty-four hours. In one case of chronic 
rheumatism of a finger-joint, which had lasted for over 
half a year, the simple administration of the ammonia 
completely dispelled the inflammation and pain in the 
joint within two days. '

He then discusses the mode of action of his remedy. 
“H we consider an excessive acidity as the cause of the 
rheumatism, we can scarcely claim, in the cases in which 
one drop will instantaneously relieve the pain in recent 
rheumatism, that one drop was sufficient to counteract 
the effects of the excess of uric or (according to Fuller) 
lactic acid. -

“Nothing remains, therefore, but for us to seek for the 
source of rheumatism in a morbid nervous activity in
duced by disturbances of nutrition, and to believe that the 
ammonia acts as a nervine directly upon the nerves.”

After the cure of one attack of'rheumatism, our object 
should be to put the patient in such a condition as to pre
vent their recurrence. This, the writer thinks, can be 
done by building up the general system, and thus dimin
ishing the nervous excitability.—The Clinic.

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS Ol 
PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work essays to utilize aud explain the vast tut 
ruy of facta In Its field of research by referring them 
to a common cause, aud from them arise to the laws 
and conditions of Mod’s spiritual being. Third edf 
tlon. Price, 75 cents.
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCh 

ENCE.
Not servile trust to the Gods, irat knowledge ot the 

1»WB or the world, belief In the divinity of man and 
Iris eternal progress toward perfection Is the founda
tion of this book. Price, Bl. .

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES. •
In tills story the scenes are laid on earth, and I# the 

i plrlt-world presenting the spiritual philosophy and 
the real life of spiritual beings. All questions which 
arise on that subject are answered. Price 60 cents?'

ARCANA OF, NATURE. ,
The History and Laws of Creation. Revised and 

iuiaihrn6" ^Prlc^ M Cosmogony of Bplri

THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THE 
SPIRIT-WORLD.

English edition. Price, si.
THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN, 

Containing the latest Investigations and discoveries, 
and a thorough presentation of this Interesting subi 
Ject. English edition. Price, si.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF 

THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, and baa been 

pronounced equal In its exposure of the diabolical 
methods of Catholicism to “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.« 
Price, 25 cents.

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.
A thrilling psychological story of evangcllzatlob 

and free thought. It is to Proiestautlsm what *‘Th3 
cents’1'01 th6 Conv“t"1B Catholicism. Price, 54

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to Investigate. How ta form circles, and del 

yelop and cultivate mediumship. Names of eminent 
Spiritualists. Their testimony. Eight-page tract ml 
mission work. Single copies, 5 cents; 100 for ¿1.23.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume contains th< 

best poems of the author, aud some of the most pobtu 
lar songs with the music by eminent composers. Thi 
poems are admirably adapted for recitations. a| 
pages, beautifully bound. Price, 11. .

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum and societies. A manual 

wLmfw“!. *“tel,le<!tual and spiritual culture. Bl 
Emma Hood luttle. A book by the aid of which« 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or liberal society mil 

?nd conducted without other assistance' 
Price, w cents; by the dozen, Id cents, Expresl 
charges unpaid. 1 v .
ANGELL PRIZE CONTESTRECITATIONSs

J'“"1““0 Education, with plan of tbo Angel 
J । Oratorical Contests. By Emma Rood Tuttle, 
rnce, 25 ceuts. • ‘
AU Books Sent Postpaid, Address
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THE PSYCHOGRAPHI V
-OR- : U

DIAL PLANCHETTE. y

This Instrument is substantially the same as that 
employed by Prof. Hare in his early investigations. 
In Its Improved form it has been before the public fOB 
more than seven years, and 1n the bands of tbouaaftu 
of persons has proved its superiority over the Plaffi 
chette, and all other instruments which have been 
brought out fn Imitation, both 1n regard to certainty 
and correctness of the commuutcatlona received hr 
Its aid. and as a means or developing mediumship. *

Do you wish to Investigate Spiritualism? ' 
Do you wish to develop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communications?

Tbo Psychograph is an Invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation
I

with everv instrument. Many who were t&t aware of 
their mediumistic gift, have, after a few ridings; 
been able to receive delightful messages A voluma 
might be filled with commendatory letters. Many 
who began with ft as an amusing toy, found that the 
Intelligence controlling it knew more than them« 
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D.B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y.. writes: “I hid 
communications (by tbo Psycbograph) from mans 
other friends, even from old settlers whoso grave« 
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. They bar« 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spir
itualism Is indeed true, and tbo communications have 
{riven my heart the greatest comfort in the severeil 
°tT 1 o ve dmighter, and their mother.”
Dr. Eugene Crowell, whoso writings have made hf< 

name familiar to those Interested in .psychic matters, 
writes as follows: "1 am much pleased with the PsyJ

18 verj’ In principle and cqnstruo« 
tiou. and I am sure must be far more sensitive to ipirt 
ituai power than the one now fn use. 1 believe ft win 
generally supersede the latter when Its euperfoi 
merlto become known."

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
tho manufacturer, for $1,00. ¿ddresst

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
______________Berlin Heights, Ohio.

ANGELL PRIZE CONTESI
RECITATIONS.

To Advance Humane Education 
in All Its Phases. i

Lyceums and Societies tbnt wish to got up elo 
rating, Interesting and paying entertainments can
not do better than to liaro a Prize Contest. Tito en
tire plan, with full directions, is in the book, and 
may be easily managed. Nothing kindles enthusiast# 
more quickly than an Angell Prize Contest! Noth, 
mg Is needed more. Any Individual may orgnnlzq 
one In hie own town and reap a financial reward.

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Address

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, .
______________Berlin Ohio*

HERESY, .«
.. . OR . .. ' -

LED TO THE LIGHT, j

J. Thrilling, Psychological Story of Evangels* . ' ■ 
ration and Free Thought, It is to Protests -

antism what the ••Secrets of the Con* < 
vent” is to Catholicism, J •-.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE. .

The dtetlnrulihed author, Hudson Tuttle, require» 
no Introduction to the readers of The PBOGBEsnm 
Thinkek, hut the following headings of chapters will 
show them what they may expect from the book:

W-F’Wmr Binding tha 
Church—The Evangelist- Blood-Th< Saloaff-The 
Lost Daughter—Law—The Harvest of Bonls-Jonr 
Grey—The Mother of Calu-Evolutlon—btella—Thej 
Cell—Death-A Step Forward-The Home Clrclc-Thei 
Double Bole—Hergy—Annette-The Bank Robbery-1 

-Liberty—All Is Well. That Ends Well-The Ntw: 
Church—The New Way; Led to the Light. - ' ’

Every chapter is devoted to one Wea, and the whole- 
presenuso many tableaux moving onward to the cn«? 
max. The fiendish career of tre revivalist is con-' 
trusted with the character of the honest minister anil ’ 
the thinking agocetlc. The steps by which a preacher: 
emerges from the church, and the difficulties he meete 
arc graphically presented. The new church and pro- 
grdMlvc lyceum evolved out of the old, form an in- 
terestlDg study to thosp seeking new methods

It is a beautiful volume nf 223 pages, and the prica ' ' • 
in accordance with our new departure, 1s 80 cents,' 
postpaid, or five copies for si.23. For cole at th»4 , 
office Of Kix Pbogressivr Tuiskbb.
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Proceedings Reported by Our Special Correspondent

The Spanishas rivals of Cordova

LAMENTABLE.
A Bare Statement of Facts.
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WILL 0. HODGE.in the case.
Syracuse, N. Y.
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"Arcana or Nature; or the History 
»nd Laws of Creation." By Hudson 
!Tnttle. A well-known and most pro
fount? treatise. Cloth, |1. For sale at 

. Ihlaoffice, . ■ ..

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest tbnu wo can 

give you for 25 cents? Just pause aud thluk lor a mo
ment what an Intellectual feast that small Investment 
Will furnish you. The subscription price of Tub Pbo* 
OEBssivkTiuksku thirteen Weeks Is only twenty-five 
neats! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating aud 
mtud-refreslilng reading matter, equivalent to a med|< 
um-skedbookl

j< >.•V5r» . ■ , . ■ ■ .■
■AfhUtred e.1 Chicago I’oetofflce aa tccoud-clasa matter.

•t ■ I " -..... ■■■« .... —— I
TEltMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

. Tbs TiioniUiSBKK Thinker will bo furnished until 
further notiw, ßt tho following terme, invariably lu 
advance: . . .

CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!

8 As there lire tboueauds who will at first venture 
My twenty-five centsiorTuE Pnooiinssivs Tuiskkb 
itrteeu weeks, we would suggest to those who receive 

a eatnple copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, and thus bo able to reuilt from st to 810, or even 
more than tho latter aunt A largo number of little' 
«mounts will make a large turn total, aud thus extend 
the field of our labor ana usefulness. The same sug- 
5e«Uon will apply In all cates of renewal of subscrip- 

Ions—solicit others to aid lu the good work. You will 
xperleuce uo difficulty whatever lu Inducing Spiritu

alists to subscribe for Tub Pbouubesivb Tuinkbb, 
for not one of them can afford to bo without the valua
ble Information Imparted therein each week, and at 
the prko of only about two cents per week

AN AWKWARD DILEMMA.
A telegram from Hartford, Wls., an

nounced that “St. Mary’s Help of Chris
tians” were about to assemble on Holy 
Hill to engage in special prayer, pre
pared by the Catholic hierarchy of the 
United States, to Invoke divine favor 
for America in the pending Spanish 
war. Right in connection is the addi
tional statement that at Lourdes, in the 
Pyrenees Mountains, between France 
nnd Spain, this same branch of Catholic 
Christians are to offer prayers for the 
success of Spanish arms.

Does not such action on the part of 
his worshipers place God in a dilemma? 
If he lends a hand, and helps the Span
ish whip Americans, won’t his Catholic 
devotees in this country go back on 
him? And if he answers the prayer of 
the same wing of his church militant 
in America, and helps their side, allow
ing the Spaniards to be slaughtered, de
stroying their forts, sinking their ships, 
and wresting from them a portion of 
their empire, won’t they have just 
cause to complain that he don’t tote 
fair?

Wouldn’t the prayer of the poor In
dian when he met a bear in his path In 
the forest, better fit both sides than the 
one the hierarchy has framed for them: 
“Oh, God, if you can’t help the Indian, 
don’t help the bear, and you will see 
the d---- (1st fight you ever witnessed In
■fllfyour days.” '

IGNORANT OR DISHONEST.
The Presbyterian General Assembly 

passed unanimously the resolutions re
ferred to in our last issue, omitting bi
cycle riding and Sunday excursions. In 
their first resolution they set forth that, 

. “The law of the Sabbath is a law of 
perpetual binding obligation upon all 
men.” Then they call upon “all friends 
of God to use their personal influence 
tor the Biblical observance of the day, 
py abstaining from purchasing and 
reading of Sunday newspapers, from 
all riding and rrlvlng for pleasure or 
•recreation on the Lord’s day."

Those delegates to that Assembly 
well knew the only day mentioned, or 
referred to in the Bible, as a day of 
rest, was the Sabbath, Saturday, the 
last dny of the week, instead of Sun
day, the first day. They knew that 
Sunday, or Lord's day, was unknown to 
the Bible writers; that originally the 
first day of the week was set aside by 
the Emperor Constantine for worship 
of the sun; that only as the sun was the 
Lord, and was worshipped as such, was 
there any Lord’s day. If not grossly 
Ignorant they know the facts are as we 
state, and it is simply an outrage on 
modern intelligence to attempt to give 
a Christian significance to Sunday; but, 
like Christmas, Easter, Ascension day, 
in fact the whole list of feast days, fast 
days and holy days, it' was of Pagan

FOOLS NOT ALL DEAD.
The General Assembly of Presbyte

rians, in session at Winona Lake, Indi
ana, demonstrated the fact that imbe
ciles abound in the Presbylerian pulpit. 
Rev. Saunders, of Emporia, Kansas, 
presented a petition lo be sent Presi
dent McKinley, asking that no needless 
work be done on the Lord’s day, either 
in the army or navy, and to refrain 
from calling men to duty on that day. 
“Laid firmly on the tabic.” says the re
port. But immediately there bobbed up 
resolutions against Sunday newspapers, 
bicycle riding, and all forms of riding, 
'driving, amusements, excursions and 
visiting on that holy day. Even pas
tors should not ride on railroads or 
street cars on Sunday. Then they got 
after the Trans-Mlssissippi Exposition 
nt Omaha, and declared its gates should 
be closed to prevent Sunday desecra
tion. Why did not some D. D. move to 
instruct God to shut off the sunlight on 
Sunday? It was evidently overlooked 
in the multiplicity of other duties.

TO BE OPEN ON SUNDAYS.
By a vote of 24 to 12, the directors of 

the Trans-Mlssissippi Exposition, at 
Omaha, have decided to keep the gates 
open from 1 p. m. to 10 p. in., of Sun
days. There is no good reason for 
keeping the gates closed during tne 
forenoon, for those who prefer attend
ance on the church in the morningcould

. OFF TO ENGLAND.
' Mr. William Richmond and his wife, 

. Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, started for 
• London, England, last' .Wednesday.

•' They will attend the Congress of Splr- 
;- ttualists to be held there. .

^NWilhed fiery Saturday at it) Leemia Street

j. K FRANCIS, Editor and Publisher.
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Kemit'byPostofllce MonvyOrfler.Begistercd Letter. 

Or draft on Chicago or New York. It costa froiulO 
<015 cents to get checks cash cd ou local banks, eo don't 
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(0.40 Looinit Street, Chicago, 111.

TAKE NOTICE!
O’“ At expiration of subscription, if not renewed, 

the paper is discontinued No bills will be sent forex- 
tranumbera, « -
: Ry If you do not recelvo your paper promptly, 
write to us, and errors in address will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.

Ry* Whenever you desire tho address of your paper 
changed, always give the address of the place to which 
it is then sent, or the change cannot be made.
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A correspondent of the Chicago 
Times-Herald, shows that Spain has t!io 
dramatic, narrative or lyric poets; thep 
he Inquires: ii

“Who ure her historians, her critics, 
her novelists? Who are her scientific 
authors—leaving out Arabs—her philos
ophers, her essayists?” Then he says: 
“Out of the thin soil of mediocrity, 
which neither gods nor men can toler
ate, there has only sprang Cervantes, 
with his Don Quixote. For two hun
dred years Spain has wallowed in the 
barbarism of a nation without a book jt 
can call its own. She has not a single 
writer whose thoughts appeal to the 
English-speaking world. She has given 
nothing to science or to art. Her cruel
ties are notorious wherever men read 
books.” ■

This is Spain now. Let us turn back 
a few pages in the history of the world. 
When all Europe was sunk in barbar
ism, save a glimmer in the South-West; 
when the darkness of the Middle Ages, 
like a dense pall, shut out the sunlight 
of literature from that great country, 
down there In Southern Spain was a 
land of hope, a country occupied by the 
Arabs, worshipers of Allah, and Ma
homet was his prophet. Prof. Draper, 
in his Intellectual Development of Eu
rope, has carried us back to those times. 
Indeed, he has rolled up a curtain, black 
with ignorance, superstition, treachery, 
and the crimes of centuries, and shown 
us a land fairer than
“Indian Isles of spice, and marts of far

Cathay.” '
Turn, good reader, to Vol, II. of Dra

per, p. 30, and lo, the scene:
“Cordova under Arab administration, 

at its highest point of prosperity, boast
ed of more than 200,000 houses, and 
more than a million inhabitants. After 
sunset, a man might walk through the 
city in a straight line for ten miles by 
the light of the public lamps. ‘ Seven 
hundred years after this time there 
was not so much as one public lamp In 
London. The streets of Cordova were 
solidly paved. In Paris centuries after, 
whoever stepped over his threshold on 
a rainy day stepped up to his ankles in 
mud. Other cities, as Granada, Se
ville, Toledo, considered themselves 

Mohammedans had brought with them 
all the luxuries and prodigalities of 
Asia. Their residences stood forth 
against the clear blue sky, or were em
bowered in woods. They had polished 
marble balconies, overhanging orange
gardens; courts with cascades of water; 
shady retreats provocative of slumber 
in the heat of the day; retiring rooms 
vaulted with stained glass, speckled 
with gold, over which streams of 
water were made to gush; the floors 
and walls were of exquisite mosaic. 
Here a fountain of quicksilver shot up 
In a glistening spray, the glittering par
ticles falling with a tranquil sound like 
fairy bells; these, apartments into 
which cool air was drawn from the 
flower-gardens, In summer, by means of 
ventilating towers, and in winter 
through earthen pipes imbedded in the 
walls, breathing forth volumes of warm 
and perfumed air through these hidden 
passages. The walls were not covered 
with wainscot, but adorned with ara
besques, and paintings of agricultural 
scenes and views of Paradise, From 
the ceilings, corniced with fretted gold, 
great chandeliers hung, one of which, it 
is said, was so large it contained 1804 
lamps. Clusters of frail marble col
umns surprised the beholder with the 
vast weights they bore. In the bou
doirs of the sultanas they were some
times of verd antique; and Incrusted 
with lapis lazuli. The furniture was of 
sandal aud citron wood, Inlaid with 
mother-of-pearl, ivory, silver, or re
lieved with gold aud precious mala
chite."

We don't know where to stop this 
gorgeous description of the homes of 
these people, the occupants of whom 
Ferdinand and Isabella, the patrons of 
Columbus, expelled from Spain, else re
duced to slavery, compelling even edu
cated and refined princes to do service 
as scullions in Spanish kitchens. “Ca
liph Alhakem's library,” says Draper, 
was so large the catalogue filled forty 
volumes. He bad apartments for the 
transcribing, binding and ornamenting 
of books.” On page 33:

“To these Saracens we are Indebted 
for many of our personal comforts. Re
ligiously cleanly, it was not possible 
for them to clothe themselves according 
to the fashion of the natives of Europe, 
in a garment unchanged till it dropped 
to pieces of itself, a loathsome mass of 
vermin, stench, aud rags.”

But It was of the books and literature 
of these people, they who preserved for 
us, as far as they were able, the liter
ature of the earlier ages we purposed to 
write. We quote from Draper, p. 36:

“The Caliphs of the West carried out 
the precepts of Ali, the fourth successor 
of Mohammed, in the patronage of lit
erature. They established libraries In 
all their chief towns; it Is said not few
er than seventy were in existence. To 
every mosque was attached a public 
school, in which the children of the 
poor were taught to read and write, 
and instructed In the precepts of 
the Koran. For those in easier cir
cumstances there were academies, usu
ally arranged In twenty-five or thirty 
apartments, each calculated for accom
modating four students, the academy 
being presided over by a rector. In 
Cordova. Granada, and other great 
cities, there were Universities fre
quently under the superIntendance of 
Jews; the Mohammedan maxim being 
that the real learning of a man is of 
more public importance than any par
ticular religious opinions he may enter
tain.” And then:

“The Mohammedan liberality was in 
striking contrast with the intolerance 
of Europe. Indeed, it may be doubted 
whether at this time any European na
tion is sufficiently advanced to follow 
such an example. In the Universities 
some of the professors of polite litera
ture gave lectures on Arabec classical 
works; others taught rhetoric, or com
position, or mathematics, or astronomy. 
From these institutions many of the 
practices observed in our colleges were 
derived. They held Commencements, 
at which poems were read and orations 
delivered In presence of the public. 
They bad also, in addition to these 
schools of general learning, profession
al ones, particularly for medicine.”

But Ferdinand and Isabella-drove out 
those people or enslaved them; they ex
tinguished the schools of learning; they 
lighted the fires of the Inquisition; they 
organized the Jesuits; and to show 
their hatred of literature the libraries 
were destroyed, whilst Cardinal Xim- 
enes, the successor of Torquemada, as 
Inquisitor General, burned on the pub
lic square of Granada 80,000 volumes of 
Arabec manuscripts, many of them

translations of the Grecian and Roman 
classics.

Is it any wonder such a people, with 
such an infamous history—sixty-eight 
and one-tenth of whose population at 
this time can neither read nor write- 
have no scholars, are ignorant, brutal, 
treacherous, and are exceedingly sensi
tive of national honor? And is it not a 
fact that Catholic Spain, with all her 
cruelty and tyranny did more—Italy not 
excepted—toward making Christianity 
what it is than any other country? 
Without stopping to examine the rec
ords, she has probably furnished a 
larger number of the Cardinals and 
Popes, of which Alexander VI., better 
known as Rodrigo Borgia, the brother 
of Lucretia Borgia, is a type, than any 
other country. And it should be remem
bered that it was Theodosius, the Em
peror of the Roman empire, a Spaniard 
by birth, who first declared by royal de
cree, A. D. 380, according to our present 
corrupt chronology, that they who wor
ship the triple-headed God of Father, 
Son and Holy Ghost, which Constantine 
had set up half a century before, should 
be called Christians.

THEY WANT NO MORE HERESY 
TRIALS.

Before the Presbyterian General As
sembly, late in session at Winona Lake, 
Ind., adjourned it concluded to dispose 
of the McGiffert case, which came up 
on petition from the church at Pitts
burgh. The Professor’s book, entitled 
“Christianity in the Apostolic Age,” did 
not please the Assembly. They wanted 
to destroy the influence of the book, 
but they had the painful experience in 
the Briggs and Smith cases, and they 
probably recalled the experience of the 
Church of England in deposing Bishop 
Coleuso from the ministry, afterwards 
reinstating him so as to have the power 
of discipline over him; their refusal to 
pay bls earned salary; his recovery of 
it witli interest in a suit at law; and 
thereafter declining to deal with recu
sant members for merely difference in 
belief. Whether influenced by these or 
other motives, here is their final action, 
in the form of a resolution, which was 
preceded by a series of whereases:

“The assembly, therefore, In the spirit 
of kindness, no less than devotion to 
the truth, counsels Dr. McGiffert to re
consider the questionable views set 
forth in his book, and if he cannot con
form with the standards of our church 
then peaceably to withdraw from the 
Presbyterian ministry.”

A member declared “the church 
wants no more heresy trials," and the 
action of the supreme body of the de
nomination proves he was correct in his 
statement. But those outside the church 
must see that tho great scholars, the 
head and front of modern Christianity, 
are not in accord with its old-time 
teachings. They are mostly held In re
straint to avoid discipline, or to retain 
their livings; yet it is believed these 
personal motives will not always con
trol action and an honest expression of 
belief.

THE JUBILEE A GREAT FAILURE 
AS TO FINANCES AND NUMBERS 

To the Editor:—I will briefly say, that 
sirfnr as finances of the Jubilee are con
cerned, the claim was made that we 
were short about six thousand dollars. 
I asked President BpTrett on the last 
day of the meeting if he knew how 
matters stood, and he said a conserva
tive estimate would place the figures at 
four thousand dollars! The claim of 
bad management was freely made 
among the friends during the progress 
of the meeting, while Mr. Walker 
claims that from reports received from 
various sources, he had a right to ex
pect attendance of fully three thou
sand. They failed to materialize, how- 
fever, and there was not one thousand 
all told.

Preparations were made on a large 
scale and great expense incurred in 
consequence.

Had the manager hired Fitzhugh Hall 
with a seating capacity of about four
teen hundred, and then waited to see 
whether he needed more room, it would 
have saved a thousand dollars In the 
rent of Lyceum Theatre alone. Anoth
er great item of expense was In print
ing and advertising. It seemed to me 
that three thousand dollars would have 
been ample for all expenses.

We did have very fine sessions, and 
the picture is not overdrawn so far ns 
the exercises are concerned, but the 
fact remains that as regards numbers 
and finances the Jubilee

WAS A FAILURE.
There was no way for me to get at 
facts and figures, as no statement of re
ceipts and expenditures was made; the 
idea presented was that expenditures 
would be met, though they did not say 
how, but evidently counted on the help 
and generosity of Spiritualists at large 
to pull them out of the hole. It Is an
other lamentable case of Chicago camp
meeting, only on a much larger scale, 
and perhaps another lesson has been 
given regarding the importance of con
ducting the business of a great meeting 
upon strictly business principles. I did 
not feel like rushing into print with the 
statement that the thing was a great 
failure, especially as Mr. Walker stated 
publicly that he fully assumed the 
financial responsibility.

There were not, all told, a thousand In 
attendance, and the expenditures ex
ceed receipts from four to six thou
sand dollars. These are the bald facts

Dr. Birkholz In Court.
On the 11th of May, the State'Board 

.of Health of Illinois, commenced pro
ceedings against Dr. A. W. Birkholz, 
under the statute of the State because 
he healed, the sick without first getting 
permission from that august body in 
order to do so. But the Doctor will try 
issues with the Board in the Supreme 
Court of Illinois, and as soon as con
victed .in the Justice Court, as he will 
be, he will at once apply to the Supreme 
Court for a writ of habeas corpus, 
which will try the constitutionality of 
the law under which he Is prosecuted, 
and.it Is predicted by the best legal tal
ent that he will win. The suit will be 
tried in Justice Court, June 7, and the 
writ of habeas corpus will be issued as 
soon as the Doctor and his attorney 
can get to Springfield to the Supreme 
Court.

SATURDAY—MAY 28.
Meeting opeuefl. at 10 a. m., Mrs. 

Richmond presiding. The report of the 
foreign correspondent, Dr. F. L. IL 
Willis, was su|)inl.ted. Over five hun
dred letters were’„written, though the 
responses were not so numerous. Let
ters were received from many’ distin
guished persons, among them Prof.Wm. 
Crookes, Alfred R. Wallace, Mr. and 
Mrs. Everett, of London; Win. T. 
Stead, who also furnished a very in
teresting paper pertaining to the move
ment generally and the status of me
diums particularly; a letter from the 
editor of Light; E. W. Wallace, of The 
Two Worlds; Dr. Helen Din^low, of 
London; O. Murray, Emma Hardinge 
Britten, W. H. Terry, of the Harbinger 
of Light; in fact, from every quarter of 
tlie globe, including two from South 
Africa. .
' J. J. Morse, of England, then pre
sented letters containing greetings 
from the Manchester Association, the 
London Spiritual Alliance, the Mary- 
lebone Association, the Spiritualist 
Lyceum Union, and tlie Liberal Chil
dren’s Progressive Lyceum of Liver
pool. President Barrett presented let
ters of greeting from Prof. James of 
Harvard and from Lillian Whiting.

The letter from Prof James was sig
nificant of the great change of senti
ment in the minds of the public, as he 
represents the institution that many 
years ago expelled Dr, Willis for the 
crime of being a medium. The Doctor 
feelingly alluded to the change of sen
timent and probably realized the force 
of the adage that “all things come to 
him who waits.” Dr. J. M. Peebles fol
lowed in a very interesting talk, and 
the session closed with greetings from 
Ohio, presented by Carrie Fuller 
Weatherford. This proved one of the 
most interesting sessions of the Jubilee 
program and another session will be 
devoted to hearing of other reports and 
letters from foreign lands.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
The first number on the program was 

an address from Carrie Fuller Weather
ford, who was followed by “The 
Pilgrim,” who is always interesting as 
he always has something to say and 
knows how to present his thoughts in a 

■plain and practical manner. He said 
"he could see the cause of Spiritualism 
going on to conquest until the whole 
world would accept its doctrines aud 
we would hold monthly Jubilees." He 
paid his compliments to the ministers 
of to-day by spying-that for the most 
part they were sincere, but that they 
did not know much.'

“Our Moses” followed with one of his 
characteristic dikeourses upon the Spir
itualism of the Bible. He declared 
that no man in the world thoroughly 
understood the Bible, and no man ever 
would, but with the higher criticism 
the Bible is being gifted and the truth 
is being separated from the chaff. He 
compared it to the ear of corn which is 
given for our sustenance, and while we 
throw away thi? Jiusks and the cob, we 
utilize the golden grain. He referred to 
two classes of his opponents, one class 
who declared that'he did not believe 
enough Of the bobk, while the other 
declared that lib believed entirely too 
much; nnd froth both classes he re
ceived the appellation of “Infidel.” “I 
only wish," said he, “that I could make 
Christians believe the Bible, and, oh, 
how many converts to Spiritualism I 
could make.”

Edgar W. Emerson closed the ex
ercises of the afternoon with one of ills 
remarkable test seances. He gave many 
messages and names, all of which 
were recognized. There is only one 
Emerson.

THE EVENING SESSION
opened with an invocation by Mrs. 
Richmond, followed by a very ex
cellent and practical address by Carrie 
E. S. Twlng, who took for her topic 
“Touched by the Angels." She prayed 
for the speedy coming of the time when 
all would be touched by the angels, in 
our private lives, and in our homes; 
that the nations of the world might be 
touched by angel hands, and when this 
was done, war would cease and “Old 
Glory” could wrap her protecting folds 
around our little sister Cuba without 
bloodshed. "If,” said she, “we could 
feel the touch of the angels, how many 
knotty problems would be solved? We 
need their touch in the church, in 
every avenue of life, and in the halls 
of justice. We need it, that woman 
may take her place and assist in 
making laws by which she must abide, 
and also help prevent the evils that to
day are menacing our nation. She took 
strong ground against capital punish
ment, declaring it to be a relic of bar
barism, and deprecated the employ
ment of girls in stores and factories at 
starvation wages. Her discourse was 
an eloquent plea for justice, humanity 
and the general betterment of con
ditions that confront us to-day.

Mrs. Marlon Carpenter followed with 
remarks, closing with many tests and 
messages from arisen friends.

Dr. Spinney, of Michigan, followed 
with an address reviewing the accom
plishments of Spiritualism-in the past 
fifty years. He paid his special compli
ments to the old system of medical 
practice, and declared that in no form 
have we had such opposition and per
secution as has come from the regular 
medical practitioners; and he warned 
his hearers against that apathy which 
will allow these- enemies of progress 
to cause the enactment of laws' sub
versive of our’filbert les. The session 
closed with tests byilsa Wilson Kaynor. 
NEW 10RK StATE ASSOCIATION.

Tlie closing session of the New York 
State Spiritualist Association was held 
in the Chamber-.of Commerce, with 
Moses Htill, G. SV.. Kates. Mr. Attrldge, 
Mrs. Collins, ¡Mr., Sauer and. Mrs. 
Twlng, J. J; Morse, George P. Colby 
and A. B. Spinney-, as speakers, all of 
whom gave shopt addresses. Mr. Morse 
was unanimously; elected . honorary 
member of tlie -State Association. 
Election of officers^ followed, and re
sulted as follows:; President, Frank 
Walker; vice-president, Carrie E. S. 
Twlng; second vice-president, Tillie U. 
Reynolds; secretary, Herbert L. Witt- 
ney; treasurer, H. W. Richardson; 
and a board of trustees composed of 
Edward F. Butterfield, W. Wines Sar
gent, J; W, Starr and Mrs. Comstock 
Ellis.- -

There was also an adjourned meeting 
of the Young People’s Society for the 
transaction of ufifinished business. The 
day has been an unusually busy one 
and all feel the need of rest preparatory 
to the carrying out of an extended Sun
day program. ~

SUNDAY, MAY 29.
Exercises opened at Lyceum Theater 

at 10 a. m. The first on the program 
was a thoughtful and eloquent dis
course by Dr. Fred, L. H. Willis, on 
the relation between Spiritualism and

Christianity. The speaker said: “Our 
Spiritualism is not a modern idea. It 
is not a new truth. It is as old as the 
eternal source of all truth.” He spoke 
of the mediumship in ancient times as 
recorded in the Old Testament, and 
later of the mediumship of the 
man Jesus. “Do not think that I 
would in any way belittle the phe
nomena, for no one recognizes their im
mense importance more than I. Tfiey 
are the foundation stones of that glo
rious temple of truth that all genuine, 
true-hearted Spiritualists are engaged 
in building, block by block, to be in the 
coming time the sacred shrine of the 
only scientific religion the world can 
ever know. What we need most to 
know is our whole duties to others, 
whether they be in the spirit world or 
here on earth. No person can be a true 
Spiritualist who neglects a single duty 
to his fellow man.

A piano solo by Fannie P. Brighton 
followed, after which a lecture by 
W. II, Bach, whose topic was • “Our 
Young People in Spiritualism.” He Is 
the only speaker thus far who has 
given especial attention to the needs of 
the young people. He declared it a 
mlstake,'to draw the curtains and send 
the yonuger members of the family to 
bed when the seance hour drew nigli, 
aud that we could not expect the young 
people to take interest In the movement 
when they were not allowed opportuni
ties for investigation. He eited the 
case of his father's family, every mem
ber of which took part in their home cir
cles, with the result that every member 
of tile family is a staunch Spiritualist. 
There were many telling points in his 
discourse, and the young people have in 
him an eauest and able advocate of 
their cause.

Other musical numbers followed, 
after -which E, W. Sprague gave tests 
aud delineations, the morning session 
closing, with singing “Jubilate” by the 
entire audience.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
Services were opened by the Male 

Quartette of the Central Church, 
Rochester, followed by a violin solo by 
E. Adolph Whitelaw. Elizabeth Lowe 
Watson, of California, gave the opening 
address, taking for her topic “Spirit
ualism. The address was at once elo
quent and practical and demonstrated 
that she has lost none of her old-time 
eloquence and power.

One of the old pioneers, George A. 
Bacon, then paid worthy tribute to the 
ascended workers, taking for his topic 
“The Passing of the Grand Army of 
Spiritual Pioneers.” He said: "While 
it would be Interesting to know how 
many win their crowns of victory on 
earth, still such statistics can only be 
found in the archives of heaven. The 
pioneers of great truths are only .ap
preciated by the world at large in later 
years. All hail to that band of pioneers 
who went up aud down throughout the 
country, proclaiming enlightenment to 
those who sat in darkness.

After again listening to the Male 
Quartette and a tenor solo by Mr. 
Singleton, came the address of Mrs. 
Richmond.

She spoke In her usual effective man
ner and her sentences were concise and 
telling. The readers of The Progress
ive Thinker will have the privilege of 
reading the entire discourse.

The evening session opened with a 
solo by Miss Gertrude Burns, of Wash
ington. She has a fine voice and is a 
decided acquisition to the musical com
bination. She was followed by Marion 
Carpenter in tests nnd delineations. 
Hans Mettke. of Nashville, Teun., gave

direct, some being very remarkable, 
and every one recognized. A piano solo 
by H. E. Arnold, and then a remark
able test seance by Edgar W. Emerson. 
Not a failure in the ease of either of 
these remarkable mediums, and It is 
needless to say that the audience was 
enthusiastically demonstrative.

J. J. Morse gave the closing number 
for the evening, in a‘general lecture on 
Spiritualism, illustrated with the 
stereopticon. •

He presented views of famous scenes 
and portraits of prominent Spiritualists 
in England and America. The first por
trait shown was of President McKinley, 
which was followed by "Old Glory,” 
amid the greatest applause. The ex
hibition was a very interesting one to 
all Spiritualists, as well as to many 
others. ’

This was the red-letter day of the 
Jubilee. The weather was all that 
could be desired, while the number in 
attendance was greatly augmented by 
new arrivals. The program was of un
usual excellence, the music grand and 
Inspiring, the audiences large and en
thusiastic, and nothing was lacking in 
both quantity and quality as well as 
variety to make the Sunday sessions a 
pronounced feature of the Jubilee pro
ceedings. To many, notwithstanding 
the superb programs, the best thing in 
this Golden Jubilee Is its social aspects. 
Here are gathered from East, North, 
South and West, and from across the 
sea, many of the pioneers, celebrated 
speakers, mediums and musicians, and 
it will prove the opportunity of a life
time for many in which to meet the 
grand workers of the past who still 
linger on the shores of time, as well as 
the new workers who are preparing to 
take up the burdens when the old 
pioneers shall lay them down. The 
time has passed very rapidly, nnd only 
three days more and this convention 
will have passed, and the workers be 
scattered among the various fields and 
camps, with new hopes, new courage 
and new aspirations, as well as new 
inspirations born of this Golden 
Jubilee. Owing to the fact that_the 
Lyceum Theater opens on Monday for 
the regular summer season, the re
maining ¿es?ions of the convention will 
be held in Fitzhugh Hall.

MONDAY-MAY 30.
The sixth day’s session of the Jubilee 

opened in Fitzhugh Hall at 10 a. m„ 
with a.continuation of reports from our 
foreign correspondent, Dr. Willis. Some 
of these letters'were extremely inter
esting, notably one from Alexander 
Aksakoff, of Russia, grandfather of the 
present Czar. The Count expressed re
gret that his advanced age prevented*  
his attendance at the Jubilee. He ex
pressed his deep interest in Spiritual
ism, which may be gauged by the fait 
that he has ■written and translated 
more than fifty volumes in the interest 
of Spiritualism.

Another letter, from M. T. Falconer, 
of the Alessandria University, of Italy, 
of which he is the professor in chemis
try. One from Flammarion, of France, 
and others from Mexico, Switzerland 
and from Klondike.

Dr, Glbier, of the Pasteur Institute, 
gave an interesting talk flu the status 
of Spiritualism In France.

Letters were received from Emma F. 
Jay Bulleue, Emma Hardinge Britten, 
Juliet H. Severance, Giles B. Stebbins, 
A. B. R'cnmond, George A. Fuller, J. 
Madison Allen, Luther R. Marsh, J. S. 
Loveland, A. H. Daly and from the 
Woman’s Progressive Union, of Phila
delphia.

Reports from State societies then fol
lowed, Mrs. Richmond representing Illi
nois; Rev. A. J. Weaver, Maine; Mr. 
Colburn, Vermont; Ida P. A. Whitlock, 
Rhode Island; Mrs. Shaw, Connecticut; 
Frank Walker, New York, and Hon D. 
P. Dewey, Michigan.

Brother Dewey convulsed tlie audi
ence by relating a story of the boy who 
was sent to round up the sheep, and ap
plied it to the efforts made iu organiz
ing Spiritualists. The boy reported that 
in looking after the stray sheep he 
found one together, two by itself, aud 
three over among Parkins’, one.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
Memorial services were held in the 

afternoon, aud the session opened by 
singing the Star Spangled Banner by 
the audience. This was followed by an 
invocation by the guides of Mrs. Rich
mond, after which, Mr. Hayes, assisted 
by the quartette, sung “Old Glory.”

There was a symposium of speakers 
for the occasion, consisting of Nellie 
S. Baade, Mrs. J. D. Storrs, Tillie U. 
Reynolds, Dr. A. B. Spinney, Ida T. A. 
Whitlock, Lyman C. Howe, Rachel 
Walcott, Mrs. Cadwallader, W. W. 
Hicks aud Moses Hull.

Jennie Hagan Jackson was the lust 
speaker and after referring briefly to 
the work in the South and the senti
ment there of a real union in thought 
nnd purpose with the people of the 
North, both spiritually and politically, 
closed with a fine Improvisation, taking 
for her subjects, “Old Glory,” "The 
North and the South,” and “Thought Is 
King.”

The exercises throughout were inter
spersed with high-class musical num
bers consisting of violin and piano 
solos, patriotic songs and vocal solos, 
closing with “America” by tlie audience 
aud benediction by Mrs. E. L. Watson.

The large hail whs beautifully draped 
with flags and other emblems of patri
otism, and there were many beautiful 
floral pieces among the decorations. 
Among these was a basket of rare flow
ers, brought by Mrs. H. B. Chapin, of 
Boston, in commemoration of Dr. H. B. 
Storer, and other arisen members of 
the Veterans’ Union.

But little reference was made to the 
arisen workers in Spiritualism. It be
ing Decoration day, and after witness
ing one of tlie finest parades even given 
on Decoration day, It was no wonder 
that In spite of tlie fact that these serv
ices wore Intended to be of memorial 
character, and to an extent were so, yet 
the patriotic sentiment crowded to the 
front aud would not down.

EVENING SESSION.
The evening session opened with a 

duet by Mrs. Hanford and Mr. Hays, 
and was one of tlie finest musical num
bers yet given In the convention. Plano 
solo by Mr. Arnold, which demanded an 
encore, and a violin solo by Mr. White
law were among tlie musical numbers. 
Mrs. Billings JSdday, an inspirational 
musician, gave an exhibition of her 
powers, Improvising both words and 
muslfe, and it proved a very interesting 
feature of the session.

Dr. W. W. Hicks was the speaker of 
the evening, and announced that he 
should base liis discourse upon tlie dec
laration of principles submitted to the 
Jubilee committee by Dr. Dean Clarke.

His remarks were both forcible and 
eloquent. Like the other speakers, he 
could not refrain from expressing the 
patriotic side of the question, as the vi
brations of the whole atmosphere in 
and around Rochester as elsewhere 
were of that character. He paid a 
glowing tribute to the great emanci
pator, Abraham Lincoln, but declared 
that there were yet other slaves be
neath the folds of the flag, aud it was 
the duty of Spiritualists to assist in 
their liberation. He said a worse 
slavery existed to-day than could have 
existed among the negroes of the 
South, even though it lasted for a hun
dred years.

Moses Hull said the question pro
pounded to the sphinx on the banks of 
the Nile was: “What can Egypt do to 
preserve its civilization?" He declared 
that the sphinx was now removed in 
spirit to the United States, and our pres
ent government will not last another 
century if we do not answer the ques
tion, “What can America do to preserve 
her civilization?” Taken altogether 
this was one of the most interesting 
sessions of the Golden Jubilee yet held.

TUESDAY-MAY 31.
The morning session opened with a 

continuation of reports. The first 
speaker, Mrs. E. L. Watson gave greet
ings from California, and made an elo
quent plea for unity and charity.

A violin solo by Miss Brighton fol
lowed, which demanded an encore.

Alonzo Thompson gave greetings 
from Nebraska, and was followed by 
Sadie L. Hand, In behalf of Massachu
setts. She gave a very interesting ac
count of work in that State.

Mrs. Cadwallader represented the 
First Society of Philadelphia, which 
claims the distinction of being the old
est organized society In the work, they 
having organized as a psychological so
ciety In 1841, and from that time have 
held continuous meetings. .

Carrie E. S, Swing followed with, a
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short speech, after which Mrs. Qatlln 
gave an interesting talk concerning the 
work, the aims aud purposes of the 
Church of the Soul, of Chicago.

F. B. Woodbury, secretary of the N. 
S. A., represented the District of Co
lumbia, and Jenuie Hagan Jackson 
gave a very interestlug account of tho 
work in the Lone Star State.

A letter of fraternal greeting from 
Alien F. Brown, was followed by Mrs 
Klein, representing Ohio. ’

Samuel Wheeler, president uf the Sec
ond Society of Philadelphia, gave a 
short, but very earnest talk regarding 
the work of that society, and other lo
calities in Pennsylvania.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
The afternoon session was opened by 

the venerable S. P. Kase, who present
ed a message from Abraham Lincoln, 
and then gave an Interesting recital of 
events connected with the life of the 
great emancipator. He gave an account 
of the investigations of spiritual 
phenomena witnessed by Abraham 
Lincoln, and settled the question lu the 
affirmative in tlie minds of the audl- 
ence:"Was Abraham Lincoln a Spirit
ualist?"

A voeal solo by Gertrude Burns, of 
Washington, was followed with a very 
earnest and practical address by Tillie 
U. Reynolds, of Troy, N. Y.

E. W. Sprague, of Jamestown, N. Y., 
was the next regular speaker and he 
took for Ills topic, “Punishment."

He claimed that punishment was the 
leading Idea of tlie Old Testament and 
denounced the idea of continually hold
ing before humanity tlie idea that It 
must suffer and be punished for Its mis
deeds as utterly wrong, and any relig
ion that is founded on punishment is a 
hindrance to civilization. He declared 
the mistake of Christianity to be tho 
accepting of the Bible as an infallible 
revelation, and claimed that the view 
was responsible mainly for the enslave
ment ami the degradation of woman.

EVENING SESSION.
The evening exercises were inter

spersed with musical and voeal selec
tions of a high order. An Invocation 
by Mrs. Twlng was followed with an 
address both earnest and eloquent, by 
Ida P. A. Whitlock, on the "Phenomena 
of Spiritualism.” Slie scored the fakirs, 
but declared they were no worse than 
the wonder-seekers among Spirituallts, 
and declared that the present state of 
affairs could only be remedied by scien
tific methods of investigation. That 
when we met in seances for the pur
pose of investigating tlie reality of the 
phenomena, instead of demanding tlie 
visible presence of our grandmothers 
nnd all other members of Ilie entire fam
ily, the result of our Investigations 
would prove far more valuable than 
they have In tlie past. She was really 
eloquent In portions of her address and 
her utterances were frequently and 
loudly applauded.

Mrs. Sprague followed with tests and 
delineations, after which W. J. Colville 
interested the audience in a lecture on 
the relation of Spiritualism to the prac
tical reforms of tho age. His lecture 
was replete with fact and logic and 
was entliuslasticaIly received by the en
tire audience. A fen I lire of the even
ing's program was an inspirational solo 
with piano accompanimenl. by Mrs. 
Gage. Her voice has a large range and 
possesses sweetness of tone, and she de
lighted her hearers though she spoke in 
a foreign tongue.

Edgar W. Emerson closed the session 
with one of his inimitable test seances.

From a spiritual standpoint tint Jubi
lee has been a grand success. From a 
financial standpoint tlie case is quite 
different. It was expected that the at
tendance would be phenomenal, and 
plans were accordingly made on a large 
scale. These expectations have failed 
to materialize aud receipts have not 
been equal to expenditures. A good 
portion of the afternoon was devoted 
to raising money to meet obligations, 
and responses were many and gener
ous.

Many visiting mediums and speakers 
have donated their expenses, officers of 
the association have done the same, 
and with liberal donations from other 
sources it is probable that the financial 
part of the Jubilee will be satisfactorily 
adjusted.

WEDNESDAY-JUNE 1.
Owing to the fact that there were 

many who wished to join the excursion 
to Hydesville, the regular program was 
omitted and a musical program and test 
seance was held instead. Many vocal 
and Instrumental numbers were given, 
among them an inspirational vocal 
solo by Lulu Billings Eddy. This lady 
is a decided phenomenon in her hue of 
work and she delighted every one with 
her singing and instrumentation. De
lineations were given by Isa Wilson 
Kaynor and Loe F. Pryor, that were - 
eminently satisfactory, and the session 
closed with an instrumental trio by E. . 
Adolph Whitelaw, Mrs. Deyo and Hans 
Mettke. . .

AFTERNOON SESSION.
A party of about fifty who joined, iff 

the Hydesville excursion returned in 
time for this session, and they reported 
a royal good time. Speeches were made 
by J. J, Morse, Mrs. Cadwallader, Dr/ 
Fred L. H. Willis and others. A large 
circle was formed in the open air under 
the trees, where poems wore given by 
the guides of W. J. Colville and Mrs.' 
Richmond, after which all joined In. 
singing “Blessed Ba tha^Ha^ThaF -:
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“Rigoletto.”—Mrs. Giles, Mrs. 
ford, Mr. Engle and Mr. Hays.

I shall not undertake to say to-day to 
what extent a true psychical science
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Richmond:
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Grand Ledge Camp, Mich.
Grand Ledge Spiritualists’ Camp will 

open July 31, and close August 28, in
clusive. Mrs. Geo. Sheets, secretary 
pro tem.

SlBltto thlB Mecca of Moflem Spirituftl- 
im. - 1
Tho regular program opened with a 

.vocal trio, by Mrs. Giles, Mrs. Hanford 
and Nr. Hays. Invocation by Ida P. A. 
(Whitlock. Tenor solo by Mr. Hays, 
after which was received the report of 

,(he committee appointed to draft resolu
tions in response to greetings from our 
.brothers and sisters from over the sea. 
-Reports of other committees were re
ceived, when Lyman C. Howe took the 
•platform for the first regular address. 
Topic: “What Are the Relationships 
Between Worlds?"

This veteran worker is showing the 
marks of time, but notwithstanding his 
enfeebled physical condition, still gives 
evidence ot his wonderful ability as a 
mold painter, and It is needless to say 
that he delighted his audience with the 
fires of genuine inspiration. He closed 
with a fine poem.

Capt. E. W. Gould, of Washington, D. 
.C., presented a very thoughtful and 
practical paper upon the present needs 
pf .Spiritualism, and containing recom
mendations for future action.

On motion of Mrs. Richmond, a vote 
of thanks was unanimously tendered 
Gapt. Gould for presenting the most 
practical paper offered during the entire 
proceedings of the Golden Jubilee.

Erancls B. Woodbury followed with a 
short address that had the right ring, 
pvlien Haus Mettke gave one of his in
comparable 'cello solos.

Mjiggie Waite of California then came 
on for a test seance. Her tests and de
lineations were simply marvelous, not 
a single mistake being made.

Our esteemed and valued friend and 
brother, J. J. Morse, of England, who 

'jwas compelled to leave the city on the 
evening train, In eloquent language and 
with much feeling,, returned thanks for 
(his glorious reception by the manager 
and patrons of the Jubilee, and gave us 
his parting blessing. .
EVENING AND CLOSING SESSION.

A fine concert was arranged by our 
musical director, E. Adolph Whitelaw, 
which occupied an hour before entering 
upon the regular program,

1. Vocal Quartette from the opera

2. Plano solo—Hurry E. Arnold.
3. Voeal duet—“Pearls of Love”— 

Mrs. Giles and Mrs. Hanford.
4. Trio—Violin, piano and 'cello—E. 

Adolph Whitelaw, Mrs. Deyo and Hans 
Mettke.

5. Contralto solo—“As the Dawn”— 
Mrs. Hanford.

6. Violin solo—“Mazourlfa de Con
cert”—E. Adolph Whitelaw.

7. Vocal duet—“The Fisherman”— 
Messrs. Hays and Engle.

There was no extra charge for admis
sion to the concert and it is seldom that 
an audience of Spiritualists listens to a 
musical program of such rare excel
lence.

Invocation by the guides of Mrs. 
Richmond, after which, I. C. I. Evans, 
president of the Young People’s Union, 
qvas presented, giving an interesting 
talk concerning their organization, 
■jvhat they had accomplished aud their 
aims for the future.

Alter another delightful piano solo by 
H. E. Arnold, Prof. W. M. Lock wood 
(Was presented as the regular speaker of 
ithe evening. He has been in this city 
before as was evidenced by the perfect 
ovutlon which greeted his appearance. 
For an hour he held the closest atten
tion of his audience notwithstanding 
the lateness of the hour. His dem
onstrations of tho principles of Nature 
and their application to the philosophy 
pf Spiritualism are winning their way, 
and he demonstrates as no other man 
¡has or can, that our philosophy does not 
rest upon the facts of spirit communi
cations however valuable they may 
be, but that it rests upon the eternal 
principles of Nature itself. When he 
pours the solid shot, shells and even 
dynamite from Nature’s batteries upon 
the fortress of ecclesiastical supersti
tions, the old bricks and timbers fly

Aneut his effort, Mrs. Richmond said: 
“That for the first time lu the history of 
tbe world, science, religion and philos
ophy have clasped hands in fraternal 
fueling,” while Rachel Walcott de
clared It to be a fulfillment of a proph
ecy made many years ago, that the man 
was forthcoming who would from a sci
entific standpoint actually demonstrate 
tin1 glorious fact of continued life be
yond the grave.

There were short addresses by Loe F. 
Prior, Mrs. Walcott aud Mrs. Rich
mond, after which a vote of thanks was 
tendered to the people of Rochester, 
And particularly to the entire press for 
their eminently just, courteous aud 
very generous treatment. The attitude
of the press during the proceedings of 
tins Golden Jubilee, of itself marks a 
new era in Modern Spiritualism.

The session closed with a joint poem 
by the guides of W. J. Colville aud Mrs.

JUBILEE OF MODEftl’l SPIRITUALISM
would cuijy us deeper both both countries, forming now a single. 

by promise. The well-disciplined army, will overrun andIt (1T T rl A1'A n a 11 t-_ I. s i ■ • « — r ... ... >
by achievement and'by promise. The 
discovery that there was a life in man 
Independent of blood aud brain would 
be cardinal, a dominating fact in all 
science and iu all philosophy. And the 
prospect thus opened to human knowl
edge—in this or in other worlds—would 
be limitless indeed.” We can not say, 
surely, that Mr. Myers does uot appre
ciate the Importance of the spirit hy
pothesis! .

subjugate the old civilization. The re
sults will be mdgnificeut, and later his
torians will do justice to both psychical 
researcher with his splendid organizing 
power, and to hardy Spiritualist who 
nobly served humanity by persisting 
that he had discovered somethiug, 
though the majority jeered at him, and 
called him a fool!

Report of the Superintendent of the Young People’s 
Department-List of Officers, Etc.

pronounced bv Dr. Fred L. H. Willis, 
and the International Golden Jubilee of 
Modern Spiritualism passed into lils- 
torv. It has been a grand and glorious 
opportumtv of meeting the grand work
ers in our cause, not only the defenders 
of our philosophy, who are too numer
ous to be mentioned by name, but the 
world-renowned psychics as well, 
among whom were, Edgar W. Emer- 
soh. Mneeic Waite. Marion Carpenter, 
Loe F. Prior, Isa Wilson Kayner, Anna 
L. Robinson and Mr. and Mrs. E. W. 
Sprague. 1 he philosophy aud phenom
ena can never be divorced, however 
much we may try. and it takes both to 
properly represent the claims of Spirit
ualism.

7 here is a slight tinge of sadness as 
the pleasant associations of the last 
eight days are being sundered, smiles 
and tears mingle, but hope crowns all 
as we wend our various ways, going 
forth to do battle against darkness and 
error, and propagating the grandest 
gospel ever given to mankind.

WILL C. HODGE.

SCIENTIFIC BASIS 
OF SPIRITUALISM 

• (Continued from page L)

that had not Spiritualism been in the 
world, the Society would not have been 

r organized. Messrs. Edmund Gurney 
’ and Frederick W. H. Meyers were two 
-of the prime movers in the organization 

of the S. P. R. Speaking of their meet
ing with Rev.W.Stainton Moses for the 
first time, on May 9, 1874, Mr. Myers 
says, “That evening was epoch-making 
in Gurney’s life and mine.”

“ Here is something from the pen of 
Mr. Myers about eight years after the 
birth of the Society, that rj’l reveal his 
thought upon the great issue that has 
brought us here: “The question whether 
dught in man survives the death' of the 
body Is of course, and undeniably, the 
most important which researches sfieh 
ns ours cau ever hope to solve. It is 
jnore than this; it is the most important 
problem in the whole range of tbe uni
verse which can ever become suscept
ible of any kind of scientific proof....
Could a proof of our survival be oi>

In his presidential address, January 
25, 1889, Prof. Henty SIdgwick of cam
bridge University, said; “It is some
times thought that those of us who de
clared in favor of telepathy thereby be
came hostile to. thè Spiritualistic hy
pothesis; that having once identified 
ourselves with telepathy, we have a 
morbid attachment to the idea, and are 
disposed to force it on phenomena that 
ulore naturally suggest a Spiritualistic 
explanation, In truth, there is not one 
of us who would not feel ten times 
more interest In proving the action of 
intelligences other than those of living 
men, than in proving communication of 
human minds in an abnormal way, if 
only we had as decisive grounds for 
the former conclusion as we believe our
selves to have for the latter.” What 
fault can any Spiritualist find with the 
attitude of this gentleman?

The work of the Society may bo veiy 
imperfectly summed up for my present 
purpose, as follows:

1. It has been demonstrated in the 
opinion of many'—and certainly to my 
own satisfaction—that psychical phe
nomena occur that do not demand the 
assumption of spirit agency. This is 
notably true in the case of telepathy 
concerning which it has published an 
enormous mass of evidence. It follows, 
then, that in a given case we may not 
be limited to fraud and the spirit hy
pothesis as the only explanations to be 
reckoned with.

2. It has shown its entire willingness 
to publish facts that count strongly 
prima facie for the spirit hypothesis; 
some of which all Spiritualists would 
certainly claim can not reasonably be 
explained by any other theory. This is 
Strikingly shown in two lengthy papers 
upon the “Experiences of W. Stainton 
Moses,” in which Mr. Myers has pub
lished most remarkable phenomena in
cluding some of the eases from Mr.
Moses’ own work, “Spirit Identity."

3. Some of tbe most active workers of 
the S. P. R. have affirmed that they be
lieve in the genuineness of some phe
nomena which can only be explained 
by the spirit hypothesis.

In a paper “On Recognized Appari
tions Occurring More Than a Year 
After Death,” Mr. Myers says: “I be
lieve that telepathy—the transference 
of thought through other than sensory 
channels—exists both as between em
bodied spirits and as between embodied 
and disembodied spirits. I hold that 
there is a continuous series of manifes
tations of such power, beginning with 
thought transference experiments and 
hypnotism at a distance, proceeding 
through experimental apparitions and. 
apparitions coincident with crisis or 
death, and ending with apparitions 
after death; the results, hi my view, of 
the continued exercise of the same en
ergy by the spirits of the departed.”

Elsewhere Mr. Myers states, “In these 
two papers I have given, 1 think, a suf
ficiently full account of Mr. Moses’ 
physical phenomena, explaining my 
reasons for believing In their genuine
ness; and also a sufficiently full ac
count of communications professing to 
proceed—and as I believe, for the most 
part really proceeding—from spirits 
who have recently quitted this earthly 
life."

After a study of trance phenomena 
and automatic writing through Mrs. 
I'lper for more than ten years, Dr. 
Richard Hodgson, secretary of the 
American Branch of the 8. P. R„ 
says in his recently published report of 
300 pages: “I cannot profess to have 
any doubt but that the chief 'communi
cators,’ to whom I have referred in the 
foregoing pages, are veritably the per
sonalities that they claim to be, that 
they have survived the change we call 
death, and that they have directly com
municated with us whom we call liv
ing. through Mrs. Piper’s entranced or
ganism.”

Tlioiy arc members of tbe S. P. R. 
who do not agree witli Messrs. Myers 
aud Hodgson. Mr. Poffinore, for ex
ample, who may well bo called the 
leader of the conservatives, seeks to ex
plain phantasms of the dead by telep
athy from the living, adding for this
purpose to the demonstrated sphere of 
telepathic action, several extensions 
which, if not wholly unsupported by 
tho facts are, to say the least, extreme
ly doubtful. Whether, on the one hand, 
Mr. I’odmore is entirely sincere iu his 
course, or whether, on the other, fear
ing that the facts are driving the socie
ty ship too rapidly upon tbe Spiritual
istic beach, he is dropping anchors to 
hold her, by resorting, after tbe not un
frequent practice of lawyers, to special 
pleading, 1 do not profess to say. But 
tills much 1 do believe to be true; that 
by making the strongest ease possible 
for telepathy from tbe living, which is 
now the only really formidable rival to 
tlie spirit hypothesis, Mr. Podmore has 
helped to confirm tbe latter by clearly 
revealing the weaknesses aud the insuf
ficiency of the telepathic explanation! 
I hold, then, that we are under obliga
tions to him.

Many Spiritualists are greatly mis
taken in their estimate as to the means 
which are adequate to convert the 
world to their way of thinking.- Tbe 
kind of men who are easily convinced 
and who at once become thick-and-thin 
Spiritualists, applauding everything 
that in their superficial opinion booms 
Spiritualism, and hissing and groaning 
at everything that sounds like a criti
cism or an interpretation of phenomena 
other than the Spiritualistic, are not 
men who give weight to the movement 
or whose testimony is regarded as more 
than dust in the balance by people of 
any critical capacity.

Given, upon the one side, a group of 
men equipped with tbe best modern 
weapons and Inoculated with the pre
possessions, some of them certainly un
sound, of their teachers, yet standing 
upon the boundary of what they deem 
an unexplored country, eager to ad
vance, and on the other, nomadic tribes 
roaming over that country, many of 
their members superstitious, credulous, 
and jealous of strangers who speak an 
unfamiliar dialect, and conflict between 
thé two is Inevitable. This represents, 
approximately at least, tbe relation of 
psychical researchers and large num
bers of Spiritualists.

The new country has resources which 
are of Inestimable value to humanity, 
bu£ in order that they may become 
available, a sturdy band of pioneers, 
trained in the processes and methods of 
civilization, must subjugate it and es
tablish a higher type of government 
This warfare will change both conquer
ors and conquered. The former will 
win riches exceeding those of an Eldo
rado, and will discover that many of 
the notions received from their teach
ers, both with respect to the country it

. self and the proper tactics to be pur
' sued, were wrong. The latter will cast

h voted to paying for refreshments, ete., ]‘l .udb this is a happy moment, a at their social meetings. Any person 
riwulr?'11 C1‘ '“° lave.louHluK1y looked tailing to fulfill his or her part on the 
flu V n’iUU °ecas‘°.u Oi,vabt lutercst t0 l’10^ to which he has bemi assign^ 
the uotld in general and to the religious j is fined ten cents; each person chooses 
ioSdYu?dreds' ua?'e’1118 °'vu sub^- SX 

, , - --------------------  --------  „ P H 8d8,u! “lu,ds are t°'dny sending rulb provides that no one should be al
to lay the foundations of such a sel- I °“ , «'«1 good will to lowed admission to membership who is
ence! Their work is not beyond crlti- “J“?'0*“- ¿“at, ls Begun here. Thou- not or will not prove to be iu the most
cism, it is true, and it is not reasonable 01 miuds af° to-day regretting perfect harmony with all the rest
to suppose that it could have been- .„,a.d -not bo Posent on this They find their meetings are brlnglnii
what efforts of fallible men ever are? f“"1 c8“d tbFy look fo1'- ‘he young people together in a very sat
in a paper entitled “Overworked Te- 'y., „£*  • anticipations to see isfaetory manner, and, gathering from 
lepathy,” sent to (he International Con- I 1Çsult of y our labors, ihls is an I the general tone of the letters received
gress of Spiritualists to be held in Lon- °““ 2™ importance to our phil- it would be well to pattern, to some ex' 
don next month, I have pointed out l by o£,1 lu, > ul)ou y°u depends tent at least, from the general workings
why it is that I believe that the work- S161}*-extent  the future of Spirit- of that society, as I earnestly believe it 
ers of the society have been biased by „.i,}8“1’ -lae great workers of to-day meets most requirements, aud has so 
prepossessions borrowed from ortho- , 11 ,aI"ays. fiele t0 continue in tar been eminently successful.
dox physical science, and, relying upon L„‘“ I’01118 of duty, but the There is oue thing especially that the
the proverbial English love for fair- ! 1UL '''J1 come nlicn they will be called Spiritualists need to better their meet
play, I believe that my arguments will l?,a a,Kller duty and their places on ing, and despite the efforts that have 
lead to a re-lnterpretation of some ■ caitli must be occupied by the been made iu the past, has uot been 
things in a way more favorable.to the I Keueratlon- L J8 your duty to I excepting in a few instances, as suc- 
spirit hypothesis, or to an analysis of I oy ,al?, Prepared for ccssful us It should be, as it ought to be,
my claims that will reveal where I am 1 , e*tat  work that Is before them. In aud as It must be to till its proper 
in error. a few years hence the young people of sphere, and that is music. Our very
Tn 1890-91, when I was chiefly iu- ?. 8,llou?der.tbe gre.at I souls crave and require music and slng-

strumeutal in organizing the American I k “ nt 18 bel,!lg ed on by I lug, and mauy of our people, young and 
Psychical Society, I misjudged the S. ,„.tb e ( el,‘S’ aud,,£greatly depend old, are attracted to the orthodox 
P, R. I am glad to make a public ac- “Pou you to see that our banner-bearers churches because of the better singing 
knowledgment of that fact. Two ay “'allled aud instructed. A they have there. I have received let- 
friends, upon whose judgment I relied, ®*® ar J“*“-’.’P011 the results of ters from all parts of the country urg- 
felt that they were trying “how not to erat«>us here, and each and I ing that some definite action be taken
do it,” to discredit the spirit hypothesis. oaa1must, b 8 B110,Mdel’t0 the I by the young people iu this line. There 
If I ever had such a feeling myself, it I S”61™, J* ’ for ?ur future salva- is nothing like siugiug to unite our 
was certainly weak; bitt, had I then I ¡„°“: is a tlme ®f rejoicing, but it I hearts more firmly iu the bond of bar-
known as much about the Society’s “t1,,6?,8 • e for 'vorlr- , , I monious feeling. Our very natures de
work, even up to that time, as I do now, ,.as 77 y’Ju1 su7n'ised- about the mand It. Singing is made oue of the 
I should have proved to my friends that {“kt, ?r Iast Peeember, to receive a principal features iu the orthodox 
they were mistaken. I did believe that 11 ,, trom Mr- Frauk Walker, our I churches and their young people’s 
the S. P. R. was taking a round-about Juaaagai‘> asktag nre to take meetings, aud must be in ours. The
route, that they ought to devote more I 2!larfaP°5i.„ r . nUD^ Fe°P* e’s Depart- most enthusiastic aud sweetest-voiced 
time to the first-hand investigation of {? , e Jubilee, Informing me that singers are generally found among the 
mediums. I could not understand why I LK,eu daelded ta make such a I young ladies, aud the main reason, it
the results of eight or nine years’ ef- „I8/?011 °.1!6, special features, and seems to me, why we have not more
fort were so meagre iu this branch of ,,,. 1 ,, selection had been I and better singing iu our meetings is
the work. My own experience and SlgX,bjro!“a ,’P?I?b“'8_ YPung because the songsters do not attend
study have enlightened me upon this y0!, ? Spiritual Union of Lily Dale, them. They attend the churches where
point. I N- J- J immediately' replied, thanking their singing is given greater fpromi-

1. They felt, doubtless, that the study , 101 “*B confidence in me, but de- nenee and more encouragement than in 
of telepathy and hypnotism should pre- c,,g t0 aecePt such an important our meetings. They love to slug as 
cede, in logical order, the study of Spir- ælsslau' 08 I thought it should be well as we love to hear them, aud oue 
ituallstic phenomena. There are good I’lacea in the hands of some one who of the main objects of this National De
grounds for such a claim; 2. They have ! ad 1“"’e .“f'ta u thau 1 Partaient should be to arouse au inter-
been somewhat handicapped by uu- ~fta’ aud a|8° tashould be given to est iu that liiie aud Induce these young 
sound prepossessions, aud this, all 8ome °ue w ,? b?d , Uloro exl’w’lence singers to join our meetlugs aud be- 
th'ngs considered, was unavoidable; Lu sy1’*1 work. In the course of a few come one of us. Let our meetlugs be 
3. If I may judge by my own expert- aay$ 1 received another letter urging an incentive for bringing the young 
ence, they have found It exceedingly Ï1®;.® reco“B>dcr my declination aud to people together and from these weekly 
difficult to get the co-operation of suit- 110 J“,® be8t 1 eould lu the way of or- meetings iuto the Lyceum aud Sunday 
able mediums. This, I think, has been gan zing the yqpug people, to which I services.
the chief difficulty. A skeptic might in- “ually Sfve my. cqpsent. Once started ' CRITICISM 
fer from the talk of some Spiritualists, J.bave doue utmost iu aequaluting w . . . ’ . , , fi
that all he has to do is to luvest'a dol- I tlle youug P00!11® tllat B«ch a prop-1 nf 'L,,„pi7a cd t0 stal d,tb® fir® 
lar around the corner aud conversion o,sltloa was under way and requesting ?vi>V >1 ' on . belng aud
will follow! There are many who have lb®m t0 f01-ward suggestions relative to '' 1 b® subJLe,Ltl- the American peo-
not found it so however A nd 4 h I tllp organization, l”e espt-'Çlully have au inalienable right
takes money to run a psychical society My lilst effort was to secure the K®ui'VriHT’nAi8 l)rlvl.1®|i® c<i,lal' t® a11 
-a geat deal to run it at a maximum of nalnIes of as mqny of the young people aad où/v 0? our “nmks but’
efficiency, as I could, ai;d in this Hue I was y outàldt- üi °U1 laul‘B but

1 wish to plead with you to-day to I ®Bl’eclally assized by our good work- ?i* 1?,01’1?’ ,aad 1 dou t 
help the S. P. R. 1. We ought to study ers’ Mr’ and •’'ll'ii- W- H- Bach- Mr- taSml ra“™!h“J S1, llluallblh al'° more 
the publications of the Society iu order H- D’ Barrett, Mr.,Frank Walker and U .mil?-,“ tllau auy ®lher Body 
that we may kuow at first hand tlæ I Mr- E' w- Sprague, I also went to the “ i“t’1,?^lole0pIc;,'t ls ®hamcterist c 
merits and defects of its work. We National Spiritualist headquarters aud , *???  geneially
ought to give them the benefit of our tbel’° seeured .addresses of the sec- lnd American Spiritualists especial
insights. We need them, and they need (r®tarleB of a11 societies of which nn\e„?X?ibk ’iwnni^n,”!??’10^8 1° 
us. 2. We ought to do all we can to se- lb?re,was rec®rd- I wrote to them and I aJ“an^^a.*̂? lb’., 1 ,w.e eacb 
cure for them the co-operation of good asked for a llsf of *he names and ad- q(1.lni? taennltinn L ? ! I0“,““11 lave a 
mediums. I think that a hostile feeling I dresses oC the ypmiff people of their ac-1 m ,? 1 ab.d b« our ®wn
on the part of maiiv Rnlritnnltata in- I QW^lntance. I think I wrote to some-1 ®ws, butuhen a member of our fnm- wards the society has tended iu the I tbing ®ver tw0 llua<lred societies, lu va- n*,?? 1’!6 aud,!n need ®ur as’
past to create au atmosphere which has rl°us Parts of the States, but only re- t our tongues ^re^n ’th°<“ri-ta nLp 
operated to deter mediums from nlac- I ceivwl replies from probably half a I n„. , ’ ’“e th ,Bbl
lug themselves at the disposal of the I d?zeu or so’ aud oa>y three or four fur- , ?*;  ourselv';i’ l° re
Society. As a matter of fact n well Ulshed me any names. ply to these questionings aud critical as-
developed medium cau do uo nobler S.luce tlle ,nonth of January I have y'1^10®8' nadJ.1 J,?nlb®p®d ‘‘‘.f. 111 tb®
work for tbe cause or for huimmitv written somethiug over a thousand Ï0UUS 1 ‘°Ple8 clab® "e "'*1  have the
thau by allowing herself to be thé sub- lftltor,s' alld have received from one to nossTble“ minIner<>tIo ‘'æ ?Mt
jeet of experiments conducted by this !.w.° hundred letters in reply. Out of «°
society. this number there have been received , 10 , , bP1IltUdli!’111 h>, what it has

Aud 3. Spiritualists can help the so- ¡»'t about forty letters containing prac- fcauj’ what“Îtsffi -l'astre for“Z fn' 
ciety by endowing its American Branch ‘ cal «»gK^tions regarding the work. We ave -ot re hmrn in th 
to the extent of fiftv nr nnn hinuirnd number have been received which . 10 «khi in tlic fiist
thousand dollars. There are Individual PPU'auded the effort that was being P'?®® Yh^^nrénf111111?1 ulca“s’ s,° tbat 
Spiritualists who cau afford to do this*  ”ind® »»the attempt to organize such a . “ 1/SSnM,rai''m"“ S 1 
It is vour work that the society is do National Association of the Young Peo- ° b? s Spiritualism, we can 
lug. There has been talk of a hundred ple’ but most of ,llcm contained but g|Ot 1° 1(‘ai'"thousand dollar temple iu Washington lew ’“'^Testions regarding the Hues I * 1 ‘
Invest one hundred thousand dollars in a.po.n wlllch we should organize. Never- hay" gone before us n o^he HR^be 
the American Branch of the S P R Breuss, apart from these discouraging Z8'? R?,? ntlorc us Into the life be-
and in twenty-five years I wiil show f“atur®s’ b "’as faaad »mse who were Ztn?st. X ®ar'‘ll‘at Spir- 
you as a harvest oue hundred such tern- '“«'rested at all were usually interested th m a i thlneT at^’1/ïhnes nnd 
pies scattered all over our country! !® a great degree and have assisted me ® ’ 1 «» ‘.s autl
For theirs Is the kind of work that will I 111 mn,ly ways to work up general en- “ d?,’ *},*  circumstanccs. Spiritualism 
prove most telling iu the end. It will so ,huiasm’ 'rh® Spiritualists seem now fr^rrftann« V,'1'01,0?
sift and arrange the facts of tbe psv- !° be “wakening from their lethargy, the Vnm riT’i ““A ? f“ i
chieal domain that the spirit hypothesis but ft bils 1,0011 liard work aIld took ‘ . 1,ne“.t„( £.th JA L8.1’„ én f i,11alterua 
shall be erected upon a scientific, a rock I oonsta"t relliug to arouse them, show-1 Æ K m \ C“d
foundation, aud then, it will be beyond lug’ moBt eonclusively, lack of luterest f?e us t0
the power of any medium or group of lu ““tlonal affairs, aud proving more tnlLi0Jhm°na?d’ flB l’^®vlo“ÿ 
mediums, by any-process or line of ‘éou- ‘llaa a^biag c®,»« the great need Se at Inffianlo°lh In
duct whatsoever to compromise or to for °!11' peopl® to organized and SoCm(! „hteh thev enH “The 
impugn the reality of the essential 1)r°ught in closer union with each v„,„ >> 1 i cn Tb®
truths of Spiritualism! We can and otll®r- rt is oulJ’ through organized V? ™.outb ar?ought to trust the men who are doing off<,rt lllat we can receive strength and ^uVbe^advisable tar n^’tTmnk« 
so much to re-make Spiritualism for us end«r«uce to withstand the trials that r?,.8?,', T* b ° fiOr, U l? mako
aud for the world, am] to do*a'lHhat  we ar®1bofor$ us: ^'reugh organization we ¡yémtaes “ °Ur
can to strengthen their bauds. vill be able to mass our strength aud , , , ,

lu the prophecy made through Mrs. “eeomplish that which it is utterly Im- r ln order‘° alake this study more uni
Emma Hardinge' Britten many years P°sslble to accomplish while our forces f,01ul ,and ,, at tke Y°,,nR people 
ago, aud which I quoted at Oiiset last are Ro scattered as at present. The riiroughout the country may be brought 
August, the following statement was world looks with greater favor upon a 11 cIoser union, it has been proposed by
made concerning the third aud last ne- tlloroughly equipped body of members, sevcl'al , lat a Journal be published 
riod into which the first half-centurv ,her<?b.v making it easier for us to sue- w!lleh sbal‘ conta n reports of the 
was divided: “Still another fifteen years coed lu~a11 our undertakings. In- J':oang I1C0PIe s societies be their offi- 
would be required,” said tbe guides divldually we cau accomplish little or ™ organ, contain original communi- 
before tho first principles of a time sel- «othtag in the way of reform, or of car- cati°ns ,floni the •voull8 People on pertl- 
enee could bo evolved. During that ne- r-'«uK 0UI lpe grand ideas which our re- llen^ subjects, suggestions and proposi- 
-iod the phenomena of spirlt-commun- pgion teaches; but united, aud with the ,tloas regarding the weekly meetings,

............  ■ 1 powerful forces of the spirit world toplcs for dlscuss!on and other matters 
working in unison with us, we cau ac- general interest. It should keep 

.... i abreast of tbe times, opening its col
umns to the publication of meritorious 
topics from Its subscribers, In -which 
current events of significant bearing 
eould be freely discussed, and offering 
to all vigorous encouragement upon all 
subjects providing for the advancement 
of its readers and the country In gen
eral, and should pursue a broad-minded

ri-iod the phenomena ___________
pon would be silently, yet surely wrest
ed from the hands of the spoiler, and , ■ _____ —
its religious teachings be rescued from comPHsh wonders.
the vagaries of speculative theorists in 1 must admit that quite a number of 
order to ground it on the rock of im- y°uu8 people have written to me,
mutable and well-proven truth. At the statinS B'ey would join the National
close of this third epoch, Modern Spirit- Department as soon as it was organ-
ualism would celebrate its year of Juhi- izcd’ put tpcy wanted first to know
lee, aud triumphantly- enter, upon its what tlic-v Joining. This is also 
possession of the promised land, where-1 true of a fow societies that are already 
in the unity of science and religion I in Sood working.-order.
should be fully demonstrated.” The suggestions Which have been re-

Whether or not this prophecy has 
been exactly fulfilled in the mattes of 
time, the work of the society for Psy
chical Research—which was founded, 
by the way, sixteen years ago, shortly 
before the third period—is evolving “the 
first principles of a true science,” 
grounding our religious teachings “on 
the rock of immutable and well-proven 
truth,” and demonstrating “the unity of 
science aud religion.” At the same 
time, also, it is discrediting “the vaga
ries of speculative theorists,” and open
ing the door to the emancipation of hu
manity, the overthrow of all slaveries, 
by applying the scientific method in ev
ery department of human thought and 
effort. .

Prof. Lockwood’s New Work
The historical phase of Prof. Lock- 

wood’g"Objections to Reincarnation and 
Re-embodiment will be found to be val
uable to all classes alike, as it outlines 
those cosmic changes which impressed 
the ancient Hindu with the ideal of 
transmigration, and cites the phenom
ena occurring in nature that gave rise 
to the omnipotence and omniscience of 
the Gods of past and present forms of 
worship. This pamphlet will be on sale 
at this office.

ceived have beep .varied, and it will be 
somewhat of a difficult matter to crys
tallize the trend' bf"thought into prac
tical Unes of organization, but it is be
lieved that the'general line of work 
which the young! po6pie in Indianapolis 
are now following,-aptly illustrates the 
kind of societies which would be the 
most successful, yid therc are some fea
tures of that society which are not 
practical or advisable for adoption in 
all localities. In brief, this society holds 
one business meeting a month, two 
meetings devoted to’literature (the sub
jects usually being-selected by those 
called upon to serve) and one evening Is 
known as social evening, when they 
either have a little party at the church 
or are entertained by one of the mem
bers of the club. One feature of that 
society, however, while apparently suc
cessful there, would not be practical ev
erywhere, and that is married people 
are not eligible to membership, al
though they usually ask a young mar
ried couple to be with them on their so
cial evenings. - - ' '

When these socials are held-at mem
bers’ houses they Invite only a. few out
siders to them, but when held iq their 
hall they generally send out from thirty 
to forty invitations. This feature serves 
as a means of bringing outsiders Into 
their circles on the most opportune oc
casions. Their membership fees are 
ten cents per month, and as they have

and unbiased course.
It would probably be 

the present to have 
semi-monthly, in order 
scription rates might be 
cents per annum.

'fi

CAMP-MEETINQ DIRECTORY,

Inquiries are already being made as to when certain camp-meetings will 
open, The officers of camps will promote the Interest of their respective lo
calities by sending the dates at once to this office, with names of secretaries.

Cassadaga Camp, N. Y.
This favorite place of resort opens 

July 15 and closes August 28.

Onset Bay Camp, Mass.
Onset Bay (Mass.) Camp-meeting 

commences July 3, and continues to 
September 4.

Devils’ Lake Camp, Mich.
Dr. W. O. Knowles writes that the 

Devil’s Lake Camp-meeting will be held 
as usual. It has not been abandoned. 
It will commence June 11, and end 
July 4.

Marshalltown Camp, la,
The fifth annual camp of the Central 

Iowa Spiritualists’ Association will be 
held at Marshalltown, Iowa, on the 
same grounds as last year, commencing 
Sunday, August 28, aud closing Sunday, 
September 18.

Several good mediums are expected, 
and nearly every phase of spirit return 
will be demonstrated. The grounds are 
situated about one-half mile from the 
Iowa river.

Circulars will be ready about August 
1. Those desiring circulars or further 
information will receive same by ad
dressing MISS L P. BEESON.

Albion, Iowa.

Mesick, Mich., Camp,
Mesick (Mich.) Camp-meeting will 

open July 31, 1898, closing August 14. 
All good mediums and co-workers are 
cordially Invited. Those expecting to 
attend, send in names before the first of 
June, to have them on printed pro
gramme. Address Jacob Bullian, Me
sick, Wexford Co., Mich. This associa
tion was organized April 1, 1898, by 
Mrs. L. A. Mabee, state organizer.

The New Era Camp.
Their many friends on the Pacific 

coast will be glad to learn that the 
management of the New Era, Oregon, 
camp has secured the services of Mrs. 
Loe F. Prior and Mr. Chas J. Anderson 
for the meeting to be held July 2 to 25. 
Mrs. Prior is a widely-known medium 
and lecturer who has been laboring 
with marked success in the south re
cently. Mr. Anderson, known as the 
"boy orator,” is conceded by such a dis
criminating judge as Dr. J. M. Peebles 
to possess marked ability as an inspira
tional lecturer. The managers will ex
ert themselves to the utmost of their 
ability to make this meeting the most 
successful ever held in Oregon, and so
licit the active co-operation of every 
Spiritualist throughout tbe Northwest 
to this end. Circulars will be issued in 
May and sent to all who apply to Wal
ter P. Williams, Salem, Ore., who Is the

Brock-

Ottawa, Kansas.
The Leavenworth County Spiritualist 

Association will hold a camp-meeting 
at Forest Park, Ottawa Kansas, from 
July 27 to August 2, 1898, inclusive. 
Board and lodging can be had on the 
grounds for Ç2.50 per week. Reduced 
rates ou all railroads leading to Ottawa. 
T. C. Deuel, president; Mrs. Emerick, 
secretary, Wallula, Kan.

Topeka Camp, Kansas.
We are going to have our camp-meet-

ing this year, commencing September 
lltb, and continuing until the 25tb, 
making two weeks’ time, including 
three Sundays. We have made arrange
ments to use the fair grounds again, as 
we can do better there than any other 
place.

We have no one engaged to speak as 
yet, but think we will have Will C. 
Hodge, of Chicago, who was with us 
last year and was liked by all. We 
have some very good mediums here in 
the city. We think we will have Mrs. 
L. N. Claman to help us in our camp 
this year. We want to have a good 
platform test medium with us; we have 
no one engaged for that yet. We have 
in our city four Spiritual societies.

T. P. KELLEY, Sec’y. 
211 E. Fourth St., Topeka, Kan.

| Bankson Lake Camp, Mich, 

Bankson Lake Camp-meeting, at 
Lawton, Mich., commences July 23 and 
ends August 14. * •

vYicf®^rg Camp, Mich.
Ihe Vicksburg camp, at Fraser’s 

„ °.v‘Lop.e„n?. August 5, and closes Au
gust ¿8, 1898. The following speakers 
have already been engaged: Oscar A. 
Edgerly Newburyport, Mass.; A. E 
lisdale, New London, Conn.; J. Frank 
Baxter, Boston, Mass,; D. P. Dewey 
Grand Blanc, Mich., and Mrs. Marion 
e,s nn“t ’ a?“’01'’ Mlcb' Otller 6Peak- 
eis and med urns will be added to the

WiH be «^ed Ohthd giounds this season, and other improve- 
remlv inla.dr' 'ahe I),0Britai«>es will bo 
ready lu a few days, and will be sent to 
any oue addressing the undersigned

Vicksburg, MicK™ I'KASER-

Island Lake Camp, Mich.
Fourth annual camp-meeting of . tho 

I aked ?at?p ,Assocla<lon, Island 
' Lake , Mich., beginning July 1, and en(1. 

ing August 81 1898. ■ ■
Officers-?. 0. Hudson, president; A.

G. Brown, secretary; Wm. Murray ' 
treasurer. uuuy’-,,

Board of Directors-?. O. Hudson 
HU'hn 1 p G’ r,™"'“’ Detr°B; James 
H. White, Port Huron; Asa B. Smith. 
Nortlivdie; Wm. Murray, Salem; Tracy, 
¿eedChy’.LflU8i“g: A' B’ Splune*

Island Lake Camp Grounds consist of 
twenty-one acres of second-growth 
grove land, chiefly white oak and hick
ory situated upon the northwest Side 
?L?bland, L?ke’ ,haIf-way between Do. 
n. 1 ,aud ?nilslll8, on tbe Detroit, 
Grand Rapids & Western Railroad’ , 
Upon these grounds “The Island Lake 
Camp Association" has erected a hotel. 
auditorium, barns and other buildings 
foi the successful management of a 
camp-meeting and summer resort.

1HE SPEAKERS.
I he Island Lako Camp Association 

ms been especially fortunate in secur- 
ng first-class talent for Its platform ■’ 

this year. While it has no inferior ' 
speakers, some of Its speakers are ■ 
among the best iu the world. Look at : 
the following list:

Dr. Fred Schermerhorn, of Grand • 
Rapids, Mich., chairman of the meet- 
K,„from .‘i1,0 be8lulii“S to the close. 
Beside presiding at all of the meetings : ■ 
he will speak as occasion may require “ 
Mass“1 A Edgorly’ o£; Newburyport^

Mrs. Marian Carpenter, of Detroit ■
Moses Hull, of Buffalo, N. Y. ' 
J. C. F. Grumblne, of Chicago ' 
Anna L. Robinson, of Port’Huron, 

Mich. ■■■■'.
Edgar M. Emerson, of Manchester, ■

Lyman C. Howe, of Fredonia, N. Y. 
though uot an old man, Is perhaps the 
oldest speaker ou the Spiritualistic plat- - 
form. He is eloquent, Instructive, poet
ical, practical, medlumlstic, and thor
oughly reliable. He usually speaks in 
an entranced condition. ms lectures 
are replete with eloquence and good 1 
thoughts. ? <1

W. H. Bach, of Lily Dale, N. Y. ;

Lakeside Park Camp, Mo.
^The Southwest Missouri Spiritualists’ 

Camp Association will hold its second 
annual, meeting at Lakeside Park, Jas
per county, Missouri, commencing Sen- 
,co0)er. ld’, aPd ‘’losing September 20, 
1898. A glorious time is expected, as 
the camp-grounds are all that could be 
wished for as to beauty of location and
in all its appointments for tbe comfort 
and pleasure of all who visit the park

Lakeside Park is owned by the' 
Southwest Missouri Electric railroad 
company, the line running from Car
thage, Mo., to Galena, Kansas, and the 
company very kindly furnish the 
grounds; large auditorium, boats upon 
the lake with grounds and auditorium 
lighted by electric lights, free of-cost.

A cordial Invitation is extended to all 
friends of our beautiful philosophy to 
come and enjoy a grand spiritual feast 
viiih us. Good mediums will be with 
us' B. G. SWEET, Prest,'

Empire City, Kansas. (

It Is also proposed that this Journal 
be co-operative with the Lyceum move
ment, shall contain the Lyceum lesson 
and topics relative thereto. If properly 
conducted and managed, there Is’every 
reason to believe that it will be an im
portant undertaking and should be 
¡pven earnest thought and considera
tion by this body.

NAME.
Another important feature to be con

sidered, and I truly believe it is one of 
the most important features to be de
cided by you, is the name by which this 
body is to be known.' Are we to be 
publicly known as Spiritualists, or are 
we to hide that fact from public view 
until we have Inveigled the young peo
ple into our societies, and then after 
they have become interested advise 
them that we are teaching Spiritual
ism? It is argued on the one side that 
if we publicly call ourselves Spiritual
ists and have qur meetings or clubs so 
designated, many will be kept from 
joining on that account; that while they 
may believe In Spiritualism they deem 
It prudent not to let that fact be gener
ally known, This is not a theoretical 
condition, it is a fa<?t. Communications

(Continued on page eight)

Mt Pleasant Park Camp.
The sixteenth annual camp-meeting 

of the Mississippi Valley Spiritualists’ 
Association will be held at Mt. Pleas
ant Park, Clinton, Iowa, Sunday, July 
31, and will close Sunday, August 28. 
The best of talent has been secured. 
Circulars giving full Information will 
be issued about June 15. Por full in
forma tien address Marfin Hl McGrath 
secretary, at Pulton, I1L ’

Lake Brady Camp, O.
The Lake Brady Camp will open July 

10, and close September 4. Programmes 
will be printed later. D. A. Herrick 
will preside as chairman during the ses
sion. All mediums wishing their names 
on tbe programme, send them to D A
Herrick, Ravenna, 0. '

This book is heartily commended to stm 
dents of the science of religions, and to 
al! who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism In its spirit and living nrinel- 
ples. Spiritualist or Christian “an 
seircely read it without spiritual profit 
Price $1. For gale at this office.

“The Great Roman Anaconda.” Rv 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D.. ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, 0. A sham 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hdrtsmaim 
It is good reading, and should be wide v 
distributed, that people may be enltaht 
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15- 
For sale at this office. ’

"Human culture and cure. pflrt 
First The Philosophy of Cure nd 
eluding Methods and Instruments) ” nJ 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A reiv in 
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as It well f> i 
fills the promise of Its title. For sale 
at this office. Price 75 cents. 88 B

“Bible and Church Degrade Woman " 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comnrispq 
three brief essays, on The Effect “of 
V\ oman Suffrage on Questions of Mor
als and Religion; The Degraded Status 
of Woman in the Bible; The Christian 
Church and Woman; written in Mrs. 
Stanton’s usual trenchant style; For 
Mie at this office. Price 10 cents.
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very warm feeling for Brother Perkins 
for his untiring efforts to build up the 
cause of Spiritualism."

Charles L. Ge Frorer
Philadelphia, Pa.: “The

writes from 
Philadelphia

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD-ITS WORKERS, II 
. DOINGS, ETC.. THEWORLD OVER. ||

WRITE PLAINLY.

Efe:'We would like to impress upon the 
Kfcjniilds ot our correspondents that- The 
E?- progressive Thinker is set up on a 
KSLinotype machine that must make 
kC speed equal to about four compositors. 
IfeThat means rapid work, and it is essen- 
Bj' iial that all copy, to insure insertion in 
L. the paper, all other requirements being 
L favorable, should be written with ink 
k- on white paper, or witli a typewriter, 
p and on only one side of tlie paper. If 

you are not a fairly good penman, 
E’ please have your communications 
r copied by some one who is, and oblige 
? The Progressive Thinker.

p CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor
L iu alone responsible for any assertions 
L cr statements he may make. The editor 
[‘ allows this freedom of expression, be- 
Fikiieving that the cause of truth cau be 
r Jbest subserved thereby. Many of the 
I, , (sentiments uttered in an article may be 

• diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
I that is no reason why they should be 

suppressed. No one person has the 
L; whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
i. should always be entertained for those 
I who differ from you.

B - Mr. Geo. W. Walrond’s services every 
B-• Sunday evening at Gay’s Academy, 
BL Denver, Colo., continue to attract large 
B; and appreciative audiences. On Sun- 
B day last he replied to Dean Hart’s de- 
Bk= jnmelation of Spiritualism, and was 
Bi,'several times applauded during the 
B' course of thfe lecture. At the close he 
B' gave an original inspirational musical 
B piece on the piano, test's, spirit mes- 
B- sages, and answered some sixty ques- 
B.. tlous psychometrically. Mr. Wnlroud 
B is one of the busiest mediums in the 
Bi' country, and his offices are crowded 
B • daily, and his seances and developing 
B classes largely attended.
■L At the annual meeting of the Central 
Bb Spiritual Union, of Detroit, Michigan, 
■ May 29, tlie following persons were 
B. elected as officers for the ensuing year: 
B Dr. C. W. Burrows, president; Miss 
B Margaret Kinman, secretary and treas- 
B nrer; C. C. B. Jackson, Mary E. Jenkins 
B and Prof. Carl Leibert, trustees. Dr. 
B; Burrows was the unanimous choice as 
■ pastor in charge of the society. This 
B society, now ending its second year, is 
B in a prosperous condition, aud doing a 
B good work. -
H - Tlie Psychic Research Society meets 
B' at Mrs. Lora Holton's residence, No. 
B 1C4 N. Harding avenue, near Indiana 
B . and West Fortieth streets (take Lake 
B? street Elevated aud get off at Hamlin 
Bi. avenue) every Sunday at 7:30 p. in. 
B'•Lectures, music and messages.
B". - Will C. Hodge is open for engage- 
B'lineiits for grove aud eaflip-meetings, 
■ ■band for societies iu any part of the 
B; United States. He is engaged for the 
K- Delphos Camp, in Kansas, for August. 
KV He desires correspondence relating to 
■gt. work for the fall and winter months. 
[» Address for June, 314 West Willow 
K- street, Syracuse N. Y.

Dr. Juliet H. Severance has returned 
■(. to the city, and is now at home at No. 
■ ; G118 Drexel avenue. She Is ready to 
■»■'answer calls to lecture, attend funerals 
■’> or treat patients. Give her a call. ' 
■ ' Cortland Ball writes from Indiauap- 
■it. plls, Ind.: “A more intelligent and ap- 
■ predating audience never assembled in 
■ithe First Spiritual Church, corner of 
■'¿East New York and Alabama streets, 
ufe-than the one present Sunday evening, 
■\'May 22, the occasion being the closing 
■■bwork for the season of 1897 and 1898, 
■vand- the last opportunity, for some 
■^months to come, of hearing the sublime 
■s.ntid beautiful soul-uplifting thoughts 
■'¿and words that are voiced from the 
■'¿.spirit world through the organism .of 
■..Mrs. Marlon Carpenter, of Detroit, 
■eMich. Last September was her first 
■ appearance before an Indianapolis au- 
■ dlcnce, and at that time she completely 
■'.captivated all whose good fortune it 
■ was to meet her. When Mrs. Carpenter 

returned the first of May she was ac- 
■ icompanied by her husband, and he 
■ assisted her the two last Sundays, and 
Bi the tests that were given by him were 
l £ • numerous and very remarkable, and 
tarn were Invariably recognized. 1 con- 
Bj .slder him one of the very best upon the 
’ .1 spiritual rostrum. The Children’s I’ro- 
r J- gressive Lyceum of the First Spiritual 
f ■ Church will continue to hold Us regular 
Ij^: meetings every Sunday at 2:30 p. m. 
■ during the summer. Mrs. A. M. An- 
B; cable, an old veteran In the spiritual 
Bt - work, a trance speaker and test me- 
■ ditim, will hold meetings In Mansur 
■ ..Hall, corner of Washington and Ala- 
■ bama streets, every Sunday at 7:45 
■ ’ p. m. Mrs. Gehring, test medium, and 
■ her daughter, a trance speaker, are 
■' holding meetings at 3(J’/2 West Wash- 
■ -Ington street, at 7:45 p. in. every Sun-

I ■•.day. Strangers visiting Indianapolis
r will receive a cordial greeting al the 
I First Spiritual Church, at 2:30 p. m. 
k'durlng the summer months, and at the 
■above-mentioned places. The regular 
" work nt the church will be taken up 
again the first Sunday in September, 
when Mr. J. F. C. Grumbine will serve 
the society again.”

*. Lily M. Thiebaud writes from Ander- 
Leon, Ind.: “I feel that your readers 
t will enjoy bearing about Memorial Day 
L in Anderson. Our society sent an in
ti vitatlon, for the first time, to the 

■G. A. R. Woman’s Relief Corps and 
[¿Sons of Veterans, to attend at the 
LTemple, May 29, for memorial service. 
;.The invitation was accepted 'and a 
•larger number than is usual was in the 
I!procession that marched in promptly, to 
[;tlic music of drum and fife. The ceiling 
[-.was decorated with bunting from one 
Lend of the room to the other, flags were 
L on ail sides; a picture of Dewey hung 
Labove the speaker's stand, and pictures 
L Of Washington and Lincoln rested on 
hfeisels, among beautiful flowers, each 
LBide of the desk. Mrs. Eva Pfuntner 
[.delivered the memorial address. One 
Land all express themselves as well 
hpleased with the music, decoration and 
[ address, Many for the first time heard 
ka Spiritualist speaker and are well 
L pleased with the experience. We be- 
lilleve much good cau be done by such 
'•meetings.”

I,' Mrs. C. H. Horine writes: “There will 
hbe a literary, musical,.and test message 
Entertainment, at 77 Thirty-first street, 
khall A, on the evening of June 15, in- 
Ititead of June 8. It will be the last 
8nd most entertaining of the year.

Ira, Jaqueth, Mrs. Cooley, and others 
ISW1U give messages. Come and hear 
[g&Oin your loved ones, and the literary 
|md musicale will afford you a stock of

I Ikughter until next year.”
^Decoration Day was duly remem- 
Sered by the First Spiritual Society, 

rafcrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, the pastor, 
Woke with feeling and eloquence on 
Mur National Heroes and Memorial Day,” rendering honor to the soldiers nM their patriotism and sacrifices. Mrs. 

SpeWolf also spoke of our heroes, and

of the battle that must be fought and 
won for a nobler humanity. The vet
eran Brother Dominny spoke of his 
arisen comrades and their reunion In 
tlie beautiful beyond. In the evening 
Mrs. Coolej’ spoke on “Our Arisen 
Heroes.” Both discourses were not 
only eloquent, but beautiful in their 
spirituality. '

H. 8. Harris writes from Washing
ton,-!>._£!.: “.Spiritualism, if I under
stand ’ it correctly, should make one 
thoroughly unselfish; and if each per
son in tills world would forget himself 
a little, and give out a helping hand to 
the struggling ones, the world would 
be better for it, for so many lives are 
darkened by deepening shadows; so if 
each one would try to send out more 
sunshine in bright thoughts, the world 
would be happier and better. We, here 
in Washington, have been just living in 
the sunshine coming to us in the beau
tiful thoughts that have been given us 
through Mrs. Edith Nickless. She has 
indeed scattered seeds of sunshine 
which have lighted up many a weary 
heart, toiling along life’s pathway. Her 
Sunday evening lectures have been 
followed by tests of so convincing a 
character that the greatest skeptic 
could not but believe. In her surpass
ing vindication of the doctrine of 
Spiritualism, she opens up to the en
raptured vision a grand sublimity, in
spiring in itself, sufficient to generate 
full belief in the minds of all who -were 
not like Ephraim.”

Mrs. E. M. Dole, psychometric, pro
phetic, test and business medium, ean 
now be found at 1081 North Clark 
street. She has Just returned from an 
extended trip to California, greatly im
proved in health. She will be glad to 
see her friends at any time.

Farmer Riley’s home address is at 
Marcellus, Midi., where he can be ad
dressed for engagements.

Serlbe writes: "We have an assoeia- 
tion here at Danville, Ill-., with some 
thirty-five members on the roll. Mrs. 
Dr. Hllligoss labored with us during 
the month of April very acceptably. 
We call ourselves the First Spiritual 
Church of Danville, Ill. During the 
month of May India Hill, of Deeatur, 
Ill., and Mrs. A. E. Kibby, of Cincin
nati, have been with us, and continue 
with us into June. The interest these 
ladies are awakening is gradually in
creasing, and we hope in time to build 
up a strong and lasting association.”

Moses and Mattle E. Hull are at Man
tua Station, Ohio.

Word comes from Baltimore, Md., 
that the notorious Jules Wallace is 
there, working the gulllbles, under the 
name of “Rolands.”

The Spiritualistic Church of the Stu
dents of Nature closed its public meet
ings May 29 at Nathan’s Hall, 1505 Mil
waukee avenue, for the season, but in
tends to open them in the fall.

Mrs. India Hill lectured for the Spir
itualists of Delphi, Ind., May 24 and 25. 
Mrs. Kibby assisted by giving tests.' 
Both ladies are enthusiastic workers in 
the cause of Spiritualism.

Leon Fellows, manager of the Bank- 
son Lake Camp-meeting, of Lawton, 
Mich., would like to correspond with 
some one to furnish music for the 
camp-meeting, commencing July 23, 
and closing August 14. .

Mrs. J. W. LeSieur, of this city( 
writes: “I was authorized to request 
you to state that the Band of Harmony 
has changed its meetings back to the 
original evenings—Thursdays; the first 
and third Thursdays of each month. 
This is a permanent change.’

Clarence Parke Johnson, of Spring
field, Ill., will speak at the First Spirit
ualist Church of the South Side, No. 77 
31st street, on Sunday evening, June 12. 
By request, Mr. Johnson will give lec
ture entitled “Educational Ideals,” 
which merited him so much praise at 
the mass meeting held by the Illinois 
State Spiritualists' Association, lield"at 
Bloomington, a short time since. Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley will follow with 
spirit messages.

The Sunlight Center Baud voted at 
their last meeting, June 2, to have a 
basket picnic excursion on steamer 
State of Ohio, to St. Joseph, Mich., on 
June 21, it being the second anniver
sary of the ordination of pastor and 
president, Mrs. Sarah E. Bromwell. 
Tickets can be obtained by addressing 
the secretary'at No. 1 So. Hoyne ave
nue, Mrs. Lucy Hubbard. Other socie
ties are cordially invited to Join. One 
dollar round trip.

A. M. writes from Marion, Ind.: “The 
Marion Society of Spiritualists organ
ized in April, and officered by some of 
our best people, is growing with in
creasing audiences each meeting. We 
have employed for our pastor for six 
months, Dr. H. C. Andrews, of Mich
igan, an able inspirational lecturer and 
test medium. We bid fair to be one of 
the strongest societies in this section of 
Indiana, with our gifted speaker, who 
ranks with the best of our land. We 
wish tlie grand paper—The Progressive 
Thinker—the greatest success, and long 
may it stand to speak the truth boldly.”

Mrs. M. E. Proctor writes from Attle
boro, Mass.: "We had with us on Mem
orial Day, Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn, of 
Stoneham, Mass., who held special ser
vices in memory of the unknown and 
other brave men who gave their lives 
for their country and our Star Spangled 
Banner. She was invited by the Wo
men’s Relief Corps to give her original 
memorial exercises, assisted by eight
een of the sons and daughters of the 
members of the-Post and Corps, after 
which she gave a very interesting ad
dress. The services were held In the 
Unlversalist church, owing to the G. A. 
R. Hall not being large enough to ac
commodate those desiring to attend. 
Every seat in the church was occupied 
and her address one of the best given 
on Memorial Day in Attleboro.”

D. L. Carpenter writes from Fort 
Wayne, Ind.: “The First Spiritual So
ciety of this place having disbanded for 
the summer at the close of Mr. Brooks’ 
engagement, a few of us outside the so
ciety concluded to continue ior a short 
time, 'and by the kind assistance of a 
few of the old organization, we suc
ceeded In securing the services of 
Brother G. F. Perkins, of the Beacon 
Light Church, of Chicago, for the 
month of May, which has just closed. 
We have, had a series of meetings very 
interesting as well as instructive, and- 
we regret very .much. that'Brother Per: 
kins could 'not remdln ' with>us‘ longer 
We think Brother Perkins is the man 
we need to wake up some of those that 
have seemingly gone to sleep in the 
cause. His lectures while here was 
Spiritualism pure and undefiled, and 
without any sarcasm or throwing mud 
at any other belief, which we think is 
the only way to draw from other de
nominations the majority of the Spirit
ualists, In Fort Wayne . we have a

Spiritualist; Society held its closing ser
vice last Sunday evening, to a large 
audience, who were attracted by the 
fine inspirational discourses by Mr. 
Thomas J. Grimshaw, of St. Louis. Mr. 
Grimshaw lias met with a well merited 
success, and our society has been glad 
of the opportunity to engage him for 
next season. Apropos of the Jubilee, 
we sent our vice-president, Mr. Samuel 
Wheeler to represent us there. As to 
the question of the census of Spiritual
ists in Philadelphia, I should say that 
a hundred thousand would not be too 
large an estimate. It would be a hard 
matter here to go into any small gath
ering of any kind and not find some 
Spiritualists, or at least Spiritists, and 
the only reason Philadelphia has not 
forwarded a census is because it is too 
great a task to undertake. The steady 
and successful advance of our society 
has been maintained during the season 
just closed, and we look forward to 
next season with anticipation of suc
cess. Our engagements are: September, 
Victor Wildes; October, Lizzie Harlow; 
November, Maggie G«ule; December, 
Harrison D. Barrett; January, E. W. 
Sprague; February, W. M. Lockwood 
and May S. Pepper; March, Prof. Lock
wood; April, Mrs. Marian Carpenter; 
May, Thomas J. Grimshaw. While our 
society is not the oldest there is no 
question at all as to Its being the fore
most and most successful organization 
of its kind not only in Philadelphia, but 
in Pennsylvania. We have paid all our 
obligations, not forgetting the N. S. A., 
and expect to be represented at the con
vention next fall upon a clear financial 
and social basis.”

SPIRIT COMPANIONS,
______ > . '

Children Are Favored with 
Spirit Visitants,

I am often asked if children have 
spirit friends, spirit companions, and I 
answer yes. Those who have mothers 
to care for them, who would sacrifice 
their lives for them, whose every 
thought is for the welfare and happi
ness of their children, do not need the 
influence of spirit friends. But the lit
tle ones who are east upon the world 
early in life, who have no one to com
fort them, where would they get love or 
consolation except through the influ
ence of spirit friends; through the chil
dren who come to them with all that 
love can bring?

When I was a child I found, ah, too 
early, that I was alone in the world, de
pendent upon my sister to educate me 
and to bring me up. She realized that I 
was the last, and one too many. She 
never let an opportunity go by to tell 
me this, by word or deed. And this 
made my life sad. I knew, child that I 
was that there was no sunshine in life 
for me, so I would steal away to some 
part of the hopse where I might be 
alone, and there I would look out 
through the vista of clouds and wait for 
the little children to come—my spirit 
friends! 1 loved their voices, I loved 
the flowers and all the sentiments, and 
all the good cheer they brought to me.

L ■ ■ 41IJ‘J I

self or spirit canM6 r certain things, 
therefore the embodied spirit can do 
the same things, U may be. true 
within certain limitations, bijt the shite 
of each differs in many particulars and 
each is governed by a-law applicable to 
any given case. Tim embodied self 
writes by a mechanltal process. He is 
conscious when he ij-ltes. Others can 
see his hand move. .He can see every 
movement himself. There is not a case 
on record where aiij'" embodied spirit 
wrote between slates Securely fastened 
together. If it were possible, he would 
be conscious of the'Yact.' I do not be
lieve in “unconscious’ consciousness;” 
consciousness and '{iiiconseiousuess at 
the same time is a positive contradic
tion of terms, and certainly is illogical.

If the “dream-self” theory is ad
mitted, then good-bye forever to all re
ality, actuality and rationality; life is 
only a dream.

But as “Objector” evidently is in 
search of light, I will relate another 
actual experience. At a private seance 
(only medium and seif present) my at
tention was attracted by a rustling 
noise behind me. I turned and saw 
near the ceiling a white object, about 
as large as a pocket handkerchief, 
moving from side to side. It slowly 
elongated from above downward. I 
arose and approached the figure, which 
soon assumed the form of a female, 
with long, flowing white robes. She 
began talking to me while suspended in 
mid-air, her feet four or five feet from 
the floor, where I stood watching the 
changes. She slowly descended to the 
floor. I at once took her by both hands 
and held a conversation with her, then 
walked across the room to the cabinet 
with her. She entered and disappeared. 
Soon after I was called into the cab
inet, was directed to hold the medium’s 
hands after carefully scrutinizing the 
cabinet and contents. No one was then 
Visible but the medium and myself. 
While holding the medium’s hands the 
white, gauzy object dropped at iny feet. 
It soon began to move, and in p. few 
moments there " stood before me the 
same form that materialized in mid-air; 
at least she looked the same and gave 
the same name. I then asked her to 
allow me to hold her hands while she 
dematerialized. She replied I could do 
so, and she would try, but did not know 
that' she could do this, as she had never 
tried the experiment. We stepped out
side of the cabinet and she slowly dis
solved, until only the upper part of the 
chest, arms and head remained. In a 
faint voice she whispered, “let go.” I 
did so, when she vanished instantly, 
leaving her outer garment lying on the 
floor. I picked it up, and dropped it 
again. It began to, move, and within 
thirty seconds she again stood before 
me, a full-formed female, and re
marked: "1 did not quite succeed, but I 
believe I could do it next time.”

Friend “Objector” please tell us what 
kind of a self was this? The medium 
was a large, fleshy woman, the form 
that materialized was very slight and 
slender. All this I siiw—it was no
dream. . •!

Grand Junction, Odio. 1
o. w.

SLATE-WRITING.
An Answer to Mr; Coonley’s 

“Straight Talk.”

Life would have, 
would have been 
spirit companions. 

Children have

indeed, been hard, 
dark without my

motives, plan and
think. Sometimes they have more phil
osophy than older brains. Old brains 
are not always mature brains. One of 
our great authors lias said that it would 
be better if people would shed their 
milk brains, as they shed their milk 
teeth. Then something would take the
place of those brains that 
honor to the man or the 
children plan for life, and 
encouragement could do

would be an 
woman. So 
with a little 
wonders in

tills world with their plans. But freeze 
these ideas in the bud—would they 
blossom? No, only blight and wither.

When I was a child I used to watch 
my sister, to see if I could not get a 
smile now and then, and encourage
ment of my ideas, that seemed to me so 
beautiful, and so worthy of accomplish
ing great things in life, for I was very 
ambitious. But this I never received. 
She seemed sometimes to study my 
thoughts, and as soon as she learned 
them, they were blighted. It seemed to 
me that If I could but have raised my 
eyes as other children did, I could have 
soared to the skies; but when I moved, 
it was only to feel my fetters, and to 
hear the clang of unkind words that 
chained me in my dungeon of despair. 
Had I been without my spirit compan
ions I would have indeed been desolate. 
I shrink from the thoughts of what my 
life would have been. But when I was 
all alone my little friends would come 
to me, to cheer and encourage me, and 
when I would pray to them to take me, 
they would say: “No, there is some
thing in life for you to accomplish, and 

■all the hardships you are going through 
but form a crucible in which you are to 
be refined, and thus do good to those 
who suffer like yourself.”

MRS. ELIZABETH SHELDON.

A POSER.
Could This Phenomenon 

a Dream-Self?
Be

I wish to offer a few comments on 
“Objector’s” reply in May 7th number; 
He says: “The Information could come 
from your own dream-self.” If this be 
true, how does “Objector” or any one 
else know that he ever received a letter 
through the postofflee that be did not 
himself write, or that contained one 
idea of information that did not origi
nate with his own “dream-self?” How 
can he or any one know any fact? His 
hypothesis places everything in this 
world in the realm of non-reality. Evi
dence, no difference how conclusive or 
strong, is valueless. You cannot prove 
anything.

We have always supposed that some 
things could be demonstrated as facts. 
“Objector" denies such a ‘possibility, 
that is he substantially denies the pos
sibility of proving any specific fact or 
allegation. What seems like truth may 
come from your own unconscious 
“dream-self.” He says “you cannot 
prove that it did not.” If so, he cannot 
prove the occurrence of the most in
tricate or the most common-place 
events of life.

I affirm that I do know that tin; 
writing that appeared upon my sealed 
slates was not done by any mortal in a 
human body. I further declare that I 
do know that it was done by some in
visible intelligence. I do not know that 
my departed wife dictated the message. 
I do hot know that the medium’s guides 
did the writing, but some Intelligence 
did it, The answers were germain, 
and gave me Information which I did 
not before have. I had no means of 
proving if it were all correct. There 
was no effort made to hypnotize either 
the medium or myself (no others were 
present).

It is certainly rather extravagant to 
assume, that because a disembodied

As an offset to Mr. Coonley’s auda
cious challenge that he'will “duplicate 
the work of any so-balled independent 
slate-writer,” etc., lbt Jme say that 
Pierre,Keeler has bien :n: slate-writing 
medium for more than sixteen years, 
beginning in the city of Washington 
and spending much of his time here, 
and 1 have yet to learn that he was 
ever detected in any fraud. I have had 
three sittings with him and I know 
there was no fraud.

Let me tell part of what occurred at 
my last sitting, April 9, 1894. I pre
pared four sealed ballots. In one of 
them I wrote this:

“Dr. J. R. Monroe:—Can you write a 
Une for the ‘Ironclad?’"

• “W. H. Burr.”
I sat half an hour and the ballots 

were never out of my sight. Mr. 
Keeler remarked: “Monroe does not 
like to be called Doctor.”

“That is queer,” I replied, "for he 
was a surgeon in the army, and Is fre
quently called ‘Doc’; and I have always 
addressed him as Doctor."

“Which of the ballots is addressed to 
him,” inquired Keeler.

I selected the right one; it contained 
a bit of lead pencil, and I told him so, 
with an apology for hoping to get an 
answer in the ballot‘itself instead of on 
a slate.

“Put It In your pocket,” said he.
I did so. After a while, and before I 

got any slate-writing, he told me to take 
the ballot out of my pocket, as it was 
written on with the bit of pencil, and I 
would find the pencil worn.

"Shall I open it here?" I asked.
“Yes,” said lie.
I cut It open and found the pencil 

worn. The answer was plainly written 
as follows:

“I shall be pleased to write some
thing for the ’Ironclad,’ but cannot do 
it on this paper. If you will sit in an 
evening circle here I will materialize a 
hand and write a short article for pub
lication, which I trust will prove Op to
the standard. J. R. Mom

Then on one of the slates I got a fur
ther communication from him, twice as 
long, and under the signature was the 
word “Doc.” But though I attended 
several light circles thereafter, and an 
effort was made by a materialized vis
ible hand to write on a tablet held by 
me, the promise to write a line for the 
“Ironclad" was not fulfilled.

Yesterday, my wife went for a slate
writing. She could get none. I had sent 
by her a sealed ballot','Hhe contents of 
which she did not know or suspedt. Mr. 
Keeler told her there!was a bit of pen
cil in it and mentioned d name written 
within. He said it would be answered. 
My wife brought it back to me untam-- 
pered with. I opened ,nnd io! my ques
tion was answered by (the controlling 
spirit, George Christy, "whom I ad
dressed. I ll'f‘3

Dr. Hausman, one® aogreat skeptic, 
has got hundreds of slatefc full of spirit 
writing, and the latesW^S. Lincoln, M. 
0., got nearly a thousand. He would 
get as many as twenty' At one sifting.

Washington, D. C. J'TO, H. BURR.

“Woman, Churen aimU State.” By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage.- A'royal volume, 
of more than common intrinsic value. 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what the church has 
and has not dene for viOrnan. It Is full 
of Informationon the subject, and should 
be read by every one. Price $2, post
paid.

“Progression,' or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Spirit-life.” “The Evolution 
of Man.” Two papers, given in the in
terest of spiritual science, by Michael 
Faraday. Price 15 cents. -

“The Universe.” What Force Is, 
The Beginning of Creation. What Mat
ter Is. The Creation of the Earth. 
The Beginning of Life. Immortality. 
The Substance of Its Environments. 
Psychic Science, What the “Soul of 
Things” Is. .Bong of Psyche. A pamph
let "by L. M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
sale at this office.

From the Agnostic Jour
nal, London, England.

REFLECTIONS ON DEh'Y,
I give the term “Mainspring” to what 

might be called the great vital cosmic 
force, or Deity. The popular name for 
what is held as the omnipotent is God; 
I mean by this that it is the appellation 
given to what the Indians call "Man
itou,” or Great Spirit: the same term 
(God) is used by the Anglo-Saxons, the 
Teutonic peoples, and Scandinavians. 
Now, the term God, which means noth
ing more or less than good, does not 
satisfy me. I am inclined to think that 
cowardly sycophants, to suit their own 
purposes, applied this name to what I 
call the “Malnspijng,” not because they 
really believed he was all good, or mag
nanimous, but in order to ingratiate 
themselves into his favor through flat
tery. The Latin term “Deus”—Deityr- 
I like ipueh better, and it ranks second 
in popularity to the name God among 
the followers of Christ.

The word “Deity” had its origin, like 
many other words of similar nature, in

WHAT IS TERMED PAGANISM.
It is Arabic, and owed its birth to the 
phonetic monotone Dee, Dee! This note 
is the shrill cry of Eastern vultures, as 
high in air at early morn they behold 
the glorious sun, darting his rays to 
light and wake from slumber the 
weary denizens of earth—the sun was 
tile universal Eastern god, thus we find 
that Deus a. god, and Dies, a day, have 
but one significance.

I find in Italian Bibles dated four 
hundred years back, that day is printed 
iii Genesis “Di.” This is very curious, 
it would appear that the Bible makers 
were not so very far removed

FROM SUN-WORSHIPERS, 
as the word is printed with a capital 
"D." The modern Italian word for 
Deity is Dio. Some of the ngmes of 
the days of the week, in Italian and 
Spanish, have the terminal syllable 
spelt de, while the ultimates of the 
other days are different.

FEASTING DAY.
The Spanish call the word day dias or 

dia; while Deity they term Dios. Even 
in some English words we .use the 
original Arable system, for examples, 
diurnal, diary, etc. The French word 
for Sunday is “Dlmanehe," signifying 
day of eating or feasting; the word is a 
corruption, it should be spelt Dlmange, 
from manger, to eat. The other six 
days of the week all end in “di”—mean
ing day. Strange to say, I have never 
yet met a Frenchman who could tell 
me the etymology of “Dlmanehe;” but 
In every case when I have given the ex
planation, it was a revelation, and all 
agreed that I was right. Although other 
nations utilize Sunday as a day of fast
ing, the French are the only people con
tent With the gross name of "Feasting 
Day,” but as I have shown, the sig-
niflcance is lost to them. 
Spanish and Portuguese 
the Day of the Lord.

I said I prefer the
TERM DEITY TO

The Italian, 
call Sunday

GOD,
and my reason is that God expresses 
qualities or attributes which may or 
may not have foundation in fact. 
Whereas we cannot cavil at the word 
Deity, seeing it conveys no quality 
whatever, it indicates neither good, 
bad, nor indifferent; therefore I assert 
it is a most appropriate appellation for 
that which we know nothing about

What gave origin to this article was 
thinking over the ruthless and

WHOLESALE SLAUGHTER
of Japanese some time ago by a tidal 
wave. Over thirty-seven thousand 
human beings were suddenly wiped, or 
rather washed, out of existence; think 
of the helpless wives and children, be
sides others dependent upon these hap
less victims! But, after all, this is only 
one of the endless tragedies by which 
millions of human beings are thrust out 
of the world without either rhyme or 
reason. At this present moment we 
have had a prolonged death-dealing 
with famine and plague in India, and 
eighty-one millions of people are being 
fed by the charity of the nations.

The catalogue of awful calamities 
produced by what is called

“THE ACT OF GOD,”
would fill enormous tomes, although we 
have never heard of one-thousandth 
part of the famines, the plagues, and 
the pestilences which have run riot and 
devastated this globe during the long 
chiliads that man has dwelt upon it.
. In northern Italy, some centuries 
back, the people died in thousands

LIKE ROTTEN SHEEP,

DESOLATION AND DEATH.
Enormous areas are quite unfit to 

support any kind of life; these areas 
few have ever seen, while we know 
that there are almost limitless tracts 
that no human eye has ever beheld, or 
probably ever will behold. A great deal 
that I say about this globe will, un
doubtedly, fit well as descriptive of my; 
rlads of planetary spheres. There is 
not one of them that does not contain 
within it the elements of destruction; 
pent up gases and steam accumulations 
are continually rending, or tearing to 
pieces some one of these vast bodies. 
Each one Is a
THEATRE OF WANTON CRUELTY, 
but these forces must have vent in 
spite of anything. And, all the time, 
the "Mainspring of the Universe” is 
powerless to prevent the endless dis
asters, even if he had sense enough to 
see what was going on, and felt it was 
incumbent upon him to stay the ruln.-

How beautiful is this world! Yes, 
some parts of it. How beautiful is a

CLEAR AND NOBLE STREAM 
flowing between,lines of mighty forest 
trees. But empty that river and we 
find the bed full of dead and rotten tim
ber, with every kind of putrid filth and 
slime that can be imagined, and so it is 
with this globe and every other sphere 
capable of supporting life. Each will 
be found to contain vast areas hideous 
to the sight, as well as utterly worth
less.

We are very apt to associate that 
which is pleasant to look with the good, 
and that which is ugly with the bad. I 
consider a great deal that we find in the 
universe as good, and a very

LARGE PROPORTION AS BAD.
We mqy rely upon it, that the bad laws 
of nature are by no means exceptional, 
or it is not at all Improbable' that man, 
with all his evil qualities, is Just as 
good as the rest of creation. I think 
we may reasonably conclude that the 
wicked or bad elements will be found 
everywhere throughout the universe.

THE COSMIC MAINSPRING
I estimate as possessing no ethical at
tributes whatever, his might lies not on 
the spiritual, but the material side. He 
is gifted with eternal force, a force that 
will life forever. As his glory always 
was, so It is now, and ever shall be, 
world without end.

The Ritual describes the glory in the 
beginning; there Is no logic in such 
senseless words, for how could that 
which is eternal ever have had a be
ginning? Although I grant (the ever
lasting attributes of the cosmic vital 
force, the Mainspring, I reiterate,

IS DEAF, DUMB AND BLIND;
In fact, he is non-sentient, and conse
quently is irresponsible for the endless 
cruelties and tragedies which not only 
occur on this globe, but are found 
everywhere in the vast theatre of the 
universe.

This is a bad, ruthless and reprobate 
world, It always was so, and so It will*  
ever continue. The men, the superior 
and inferior animals, the birds, the 
fishes, the reptiles, the insects, and all 
the microbes down to the last dis
covered—the microbe of the blood
prey, the one upon the other, and in a 
general way, they are more or less all

THIEVES AND ROBBERS.
Wedded, like weakness to strength, like 
the atom to the mountain, like darkness 
to the light, like death to life, and like 
beauty unto ugliness, good and evil are 
Inseparable. Thus It is patent that evil 
can never be eliminated.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.
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the Material and Spiritual
Spheres,
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The Other World and This.
ISE ER HUMAN, JIS’ ER ROOMIN’

Dar's er qulvah 'roun' my livah 
An’ my nerves begin ter jerk, 

An’ my lalgs am glttin’ weakah, 
So dey fails to do de work, 

An’ I knows Ise glttin’ ole, 
But de spark am In my soul

An’ I nebber wuz fum duty known 
Shirk,

Shirk,
Shirk.

Ise er waggin’ an’ still draggin’ . 
Out dis weary life below, ;

An’ I kinder has de feelin’ • 
Dat my time am cornin’ sho',

Fer my jints am glttin’ loose 
- An’ my noggin’ haint much use, 

Fer ter help eroun’ de fambly any 
Mo’,

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws« 
No. 1, New White Cross 

Literature.

to
BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER. M. D.

Id this volume the author, In the thirty nine 
chapters, discusses a wide variety of subjects per*  
talnlug to Sp.ritualism, from a spiritualistic stand- 
Eolnt. She evinces the powers •**  a trained thinker, 

oth in matter of thought and fine literary style, and 
capability of thought expression. The subjects aro 
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ings.
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of plague. The number will never 
known. During the great plague

be 
in

Mo’.
Ise er human, jlst er roomin 

In dis piece of culluhd clay,
I doan know wbar Ise cum fum, 

Ner when Ise gwlne erway,
But I knows dat Ise er sperlt;
De voice say so; I heah it,

An’ I’ll be ez white ez enyone some
Day,

IT IS A MOST EXCEL
LENT WORK-

London the people could not bury their 
dead. In 1770, in Bengal, ten millions 
of wretches died from starvation, and 
in 1877 it is estimated that China and 
India had twenty millions laid low by 
famine.

On an average one hundred thousand 
people pass away every twenty-four 
hours. The groans of the dying make 
one long

CEASELESS WAIL OF AGONY, 
while the tears of the mourners 
molten the dust of a hard-hearted, 
cruel and wicked world. The suddenly 
destroyed are by far the most mer
cifully dealt with; many miserable be
ings only breath their last after a 
lingering agony of twenty years or 
more.-

When a wreck, an epidemic, or dis
astrous convulsions of nature overtake

POOR HELPLESS HUMANITY, 
no distinction is ever made; the good 
equally with the bad perish together— 
vainly they call for help. The “Main
spring” of the universe is, truly, no re
specter of persons. Nothing has ever 
happened on this earth to prove that 
the “Mainspring” has ethical attri
butes, but everything tends to show 
that the Mighty Power has no more 
feeling than has the mainspring'of a 
watch. Now, granting this, I have no 
complaint to make against the -

COSMIC "MAINSPRING.”
He is not sentient; so, in the absence of 
emotion or feeling, he is utterly deaf, 
dumb, and blind to the convulsions of 
nature, and has no more to say in the 
matter than the mainspring of a watch 
has when the chain is broken. We can
not,, help believing that we are only an 
atom in creation. Then, judging from 
what we see here, in our mind’s eye, 
what endless pictures open out before 
us when we contemplate the myriad 
spheres which people the boundless 
universe. I often wonder if the. in
habitants beyond are better or worse 
off-than we are. It is often said, ’ ' .

"THIS IS A WICKED WORLD.”
The speaker sometime^ gets response 
by another saying, “No, It is not the 
world,' but the bad people who are in 
it.” “Quite right,” replies the first 
speaker, “I meant that.”

Now, without doubt, there must be a 
great deal of the wicked, or bad, on 
this globe, I mean altogether irrespec
tive of the human race. We see the 
good parts of this sphere, but there are 
vast portions where reign darkness,

Day, 
Day. 

DR. T. WILKINS.

UNANSWERED.

Her eyes are closed, that were the door 
Through which the light had found 

access
To her sweet soul forevermore 

The fair soul-house is tenantless.
Her eyes are closed; yet, in th? night 

That saw her fuller life begin,
The watchers knew the clearest light, 

Just dawned, was that her eyes shut 
in.

0 strangely radiant gates of death!
Could we look past you through her 

eyes,
Should we, too, lay aside our breath 

With such eternal glad surprise?
—Century.

This work is by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, assisted bj. 
PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It has been sold for 
12, but the price now has.boen reduced to fl. It is a 
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Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inlier*  
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Entities; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; Tho 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immurtalltyi 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spirft 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Sire and Distance; Splrltu-j 
el Organisms: Born Again; The Key; Spirit Blogra«! 
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master; etc., etc. I

Tho author says: “Each Individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for themselves, and that Is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupIL 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour
ishment of which I Individually partake and digest. 
My soul must expand by virtue of the soul essence 
which I Individually gather ami comprehend or digest.**  
For sale at this office.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA,
According to Old Records.

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.
A translation from Japanese, made under tht> aub. 

Dices of the R'JV. Shaku Soycn, delegate to the Par« 
¡lament of Religions. Was lately published In«apan*  
Price 41» For sale at this office*
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LITTLE BROWN EYES;

Bright little Brown Eyes from Baby-

I

land
Is winking and blinking at me 
feel the touch of a dimpled hand 
As he clambers upon my knee;

The tiny fingers tug at my heart, 
And I fold him in my embrace, 

The sweetest picture kkall the world
Is my Brown Eyes’ ’dear little face.

Little Brown Eyes, I am all your own— 
Cling fondly to me, baby boy—

Your mother’s lap is your kingly throne, 
Yo.ur subject’s heart is full of joy.

Take all the treasures of life away— 
I ask not wealth or station grand—

But leave, O heaven, I humbly pray, 
Little Brown Eyes from Babyland.

—John T. Burke.

••Right Living.” By Susan H.Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many:brief narratives and. anecdotes. 
Which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use In Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful 
Young and old will be benefited by It 
Cloth $L For sale at this office.

The price hereafter of this number of 
The Progressive Thinker will be as fol
lows: Three cents for single copy. 
Where five or more are ordered, two 
cents per copy. Where one hundred or 
more copies are ordered, one dollar and 
fifty cents ger hundred. -

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PABTL THE PENTATEUCH.

Comments on Genesis, Exodun, Levltlcns, Number« 
and Deuteronomy, by

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Lillie Devereux 
Blake, Bev. Phebe Hanaford, Clara Be

wick Colby, Ellen Battelle Dietrick, 
Hire, Louisa Southworth, Ur

sula N. Oestefdd, and 
France» E, Barr.

“In every Bout there I. boned np some troth and 
some error, end each gives to the world Ct thought 
what no other one possesses."—Cousin.

The brttht «nd scholarly comments or this pdixy 
ot bright minds ere ot deep Interest, and throw a 
strong and new light on tho Bible teachings relating 
to woman. All should read It.
Price 50c. For sale at this Office.

COMMON SENSE
By Thomas Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlet, ad. 

dressed to the Inhabitants ot America In 1776. with 
explanatory notice by an English author. Paper. 
15 cents. ’

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRI! 
— AND — 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE,

Amo!t able «nd Interesting presentation ot a tnort 
Important subject. Every Spiritualist and every In*  
qulrer Into the proofs and philosophy of Spiritual

I tan should have this excellent book. Its value Is roo- 
ognlzed and acknowledgeu all over the world. Price. 

I doth, ib for sale al this offica. .
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REGARDING ART MAGIC.

a&

sus-»-

-

and as we know each one who has been

;)°C

±¿&
*!<•?*

that 
was

man 
pass

the torture; oh, the agony. As though 
all the fiends and furies were using

, The subjects of Improvement, ad
vancement and spiritual progress ought 
never to grow old or tiresome to a true 
Spiritualist, and if there is any one 
thing more than another that The Pro-

. .If your apron becomes untied if ty tm indication that 
somebody içspçÿijpg of yay, “ - - ? :

A SPIRITUAt VISION

<n

£

: QUESTIONS
ii- ANSWERS

L This department is under the management of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given anonymous let
ters. Full name and address must be given, or the letters 
.will not be read. If the request be made, the name wil 
not be published. The correspondence-of this depart
ment has become excessively large, especially letters o” 
inquiry requesting private answers, and while I freely 
give whatever information I am able, the ordinary court
esy of correspondence is expected.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

II. P. Lovering: Q. Is electricity or electro-magnet
ism valuable in therapeutics; if so, what kind or form is 
most effective and how applied?

A. At one time, like almost everything else mysterious 
or bizarre, electricity was accredited with marvelous heal
ing powers, in fact hailed as the sought for fountain of 
perpetual youth, the erne for all maladies. Many devices 
or forms of batteries and machines were patented and 
books published explaining just how the current shoulc 
be applied, and the position of the positive and negative 
poles dwelt on with emphasis.

After the trial of years, it is now generally conceded 
that the value of electricity or of electro-magnetism has 
been overestimated, and it may be well doubted, if beyond 
its influence on the imagination (its mental effect), 
.whether it is in the least curative. By strong charges, it 
may be exceedingly harmful. :

Ina normal state the body never indicates the presence 
of electricity. It is constantly thrown off as a result of 
chemical changes, but this is entirely secondary, and it at 
once passes off. If the body was perfectly insulated, the 
health would be affected. There is not the least dif
ference in electricity of the same tension, and the effects, 
whatever be the source, are the same. In paralysis there 
may be some advantage in the use of gentle currents long 
continued.. This, however, has yet to be proven.

In applying electricity the current should be sent along 
the nerves in conformity to the direction which the will 
takes in coming from the brain. This may be followed 
by placing the negative pole on the farther side and the 
positive on the inner, As an illustration, if the arm is 
affected, grasp the negative pole while the positive is ap
plied to the. summit of the shoulder. If the spine is af
fected, the positive should be applied to the back of the 
neck or top of the head, and the negative to the base of 
the spinal column.

T

SPIRITUAUSTSJND SPAIN.
Reasons Why War Is Sometimes Neces' 

sary.

Peace is indeed sweet, but never to be purchased at the 
price of human liberty. Nor do we use the word liberty 
in a selfish sense; we mean liberty to the whole wide 
world. When blood-thirsty Spain rose up and wantonly 
slaughtered tens of thousands of innocent men, women 
and children, simply because they dared to think, and be
cause they dared to humbly ask for the right to life, lib
erty and the pursuits of happiness, it was time that every 
civilized nation should arise and wipe her off the face of*  
the earth unless she should repent and guarantee equal 
rights and justice to her subjects. In the language of the 
immortal Patrick Henry, “Shall we acquire the means of 
effectual resistance by lying supinely .upon our backs and 
hugging that delusive phantom of hope until our enemy 
shall have bound us hand and foot?”

Dr. I’helon, in The Progressive Thinker of April 30, 
says that “War will turn back the hands on the dial-plate 
of the century many years.” In tliis I must disagree with 
the writer. We have but to glance at the pages of history 
to see that war has ever been the harbinger of progress 
and enlightenment. It has been man’s only redeemer 
from .tyranny and despotism; it has ever stricken the 
shackles from the slave and loosened the deadly clutch of 
priestly vampires who not only enslaved the. physical 
forms of mankind, but also the minds—the immortal 
souls, and blighted them by the curse of ignorance. The 
strongholds of this deadly dragon that has for nearly two 
thousand years sought to strangle the race in its loath
some coils, are now menaced, and may the thundering of 
cannon never cease until they are stricken down never to
rise again,

Irene Ackerman, a Spiritualist lady of New York, has 
summed up the situation in the following lines of fade
less truth: ■

Oft have I asked myself and thought,
What has on earth the most good wrought, 

And man raised up to what we find liim—
Free in body, free in soul,
Making the heavens themselves unroll 

Their mystery before him?
. Some say the Bible, some the pope,
’ While freedom cries, I cut the rope, ’ 

When church and state had bound him? •
• But how was freedom given to man

When kings and church join in one plan . - 
To guide, control and bind him.

____  every torture ever known to fill me fu 
i i « T73'- I,of Paln- Yet I did not flinch, for I
Love S Great Sacrifice and knew tbat every drop of my life's blood

Abundant Rau/ard E »* 1 gav® woul® make the burden
ADunaani Kewara. lighter, And so I gave it, drop by drop,

—77. I d!'°p by drop, year after year, a Jabor
To the Editor:—I venture to send you , lore, that my fellow-creatures might 

another scrap of my. experience, which leai'u t0 Ure without pain or discord; 
I would perhaps call a vision, but for without sin or selfishness.
the fact that at theJime It was given I Aud as the burden grew lighter that 
me I lost all sight,'^dund and con- glorious face smiled brighter, and 
sclousuess of my iqpnediate surround- brighter, coming nearer and nearer, till 
Ings and conditions of life, and seemed H seemed to fill my whole being with 
to really live through the experience, I Us radiance,
enduring the pain and suffering and A1‘d as the last drops were given and 
feeling the joy that came afterwards, d'e world’s discord stilled forever to 
all as really as though it had so hap- ,nY ®al'®< the radiant glory filled me till 
peued to me. Why it was given to me 1 stood forth as an embodiment of all 
so, I had at the time no idea whatever, H® grandeur and magnificence, A be- 
whether as a prophesy or what. Now, lu£ Purified and glorified, I felt my 
however, the spirit friends are making soul float upward, In the light which 
the conditions such that I must give to Mted the world out of the shadow Into 
the world all I can of the best there Is *' 10 sunlight of love. For I had become

E. B. Maulsby: Q. I have had some experience, have 
been, I thought, mediumistic, but when I look over the 
field and see many of the stalwarts who do not believe in 
materialization; Dr. Peebles publishing—a year and a 
half ago—a horoscope of Bryan, predicting his election; 
several of the smart set advocating reincarnation; A. J. 
Davis teaching that the planets are inhabited, except the 
moon; Swedenborg saying it is, and you that none of 
them is by any beings similar toman; Mr. Davis and you 
teaching different locations for the spirit-world, and the 
N. S. A., with a theosophical tail to it, I scarcely know 
whether I am a Spiritualist or not.

- A. The position of this correspondent is not unique, 
nor does he stand alone. The conflicting views and in
terpretations perplex, and where it would be inferred 
that perfect agreement should exist, there are directly 
opposing statements. All this, however, is the flotsam on 
the surface. Because the millions of men do not agree; 

-because they hold to almost as many beliefs as there are 
individuals, does not prove that the races of mankind do 
not exist. No more does this conflict prove spirit exist
ence a myth. It simply shows that infallible statement 
has not been made, and that we have a great deal to learn, 
however much we glorify the little we think we know. 
The old belief in the infallibility of spirits, should be 
among the first of which we should divest ourselves. 
There are spiritual beings who know vastly more than the 
best informed men; there are vast numbers who know less. 
Thousands of men “prophesied” and were so confident of 
their knowledge that they wagered large sums, and many 
would have wagered their lives, that Bryan would be 
elected president. There were as many more equally 
ready with pledges that he would not be. It is best to 
“cast a horoscope” after the event. All statements should 
be brought before the tribunal of reason, and if not dem
onstrated, held in abeyance until evidence is furnished.

All the disagreements that can be brought do not inval
idate the affirmation of a single identified rap or the intel
ligent moving without human aid of a ponderable object;« 
or identified spirit control.

Lowell A. Mason: Q. (1) Is it not highly probable 
that the “Jehovah” whose bloody record leaves such a 
crimson stain on the pages of the Old Testament, was, if 
we admit the account being true, merely a departed hu
man spirit, ambitious for his own glory and aggrandize
ment? _

(2) Is it not a fact that most Christians confound this 
improbable tyrant with the Unknowable head of the uni
verse?

A. The theory that Jehovah or Yahveh was an ambi
tious spirit has been advanced and is a plausible solution, 
granting the accuracy of the Biblical narrative, but this 
account is of no more historic value than the myths of 
Ormuzd, Jupiter or Osiris. Jehovah was the name of the 
imaginary being evoked by the craft of the priests, and 
the ignorance and superstition of the people made them 
slaves to his tyranny. • . »

Jehovah is the one God of the Christian world, as he 
was and is of the Jews. To say that he is “unknowable” 
is heresy, for the Bible gives all his attributes in detail.

. - Allen Hogue: Q. What is the difference between 
' God and Nature? Would it not be more correct to call 

all Nature, than to use the other name, which has no spe- 
cifie meaning?

. A. The physical universe has been likened to the body 
of which God is the soul. The idea originated in a com
parison of the universe with man. Nature is the body 
acted on, God the acting spirit, power or force. But the 

' most recent conclusion of science is that force cannot be 
separated from matter. Without its moving energy it 
ceases to he matter. Hence the creative (nature) is a unity, 
inseparable—what lies beyond the laws of nature, of the 
force which impels, we do not know, and the speculations 
of the most ignorant are as valuable as those of the most 
wise. The term God has as many meanings as there are 
those who use it It may be extended to include nature 

’ as is done by the Pantheists, who believe God to be all 
things. If infinite, this must be true.

On the other hand, Cosmism takes the universe as a 
.Whole, making more or less admissions as to God. It is 
'difficult to shake off the superstitions, inherited and edu
cational. . . ■ ■ . ■ ‘ .

. The God question, we repeat what has been already) re
iterated, is one of the least consequential. Its discussion 
is only by matching fancy against fancy, with the assur
ance that all such conjectures are false. It must be also 
remembered that the nature find attributes of God were 
not the outgrowth of thought, or given by revelation, but 
forced on the Christian world by the sword. It must also 
be remembered that the sword, the flames, the dungeon 

--have been the. means of deepening and extending the re-
■ ceived ideas of God, and reason has never been called in 
.evidence. ■ ■ . ... ■■■■. ■- • ■ • ■ ■ • ■ ■■

. And then I turned to history’s page,. . .
And there I found in every age, 

It was war alone that freed him; '
’Twas that which peace doth most abhor,.
That poets love and orator— 

It was war that freed him.
Warriors struck down the crown,
Warriors tore off the gown

From all who dared to rule them; ■ 
Warriors whose only spires 
Were the spear-tops and the fires

They raised above them.
These were the men and war the thing 
Which to this earth most good did bring— 

This freed our land.
We owe to war the greatest praise—
Our flag by it did heavenward raise - 

By God’s command.
Then teach our j'outh the art of war;
Let all the world, both near and far, 

Look here and see
America doth ready stand, 
Ever prepared with sword in hand 

To fight for liberty.
The fact is, this war was ingeniously planned in the 

spirit world to further the cause of humanity, and the 
hand of invisible powers has been manifested through it 
all- ERNEST S. GREEN.

: —.) o (: : -

THE SPIRIT OF NIGHT.

I met in a starless midnight a Spirit upon the way;
The blood of a brother was on his hands—for God gave 

him power to slay.
He wandered wild o’er the world of men—chainless he 

went and came,
Yet lurked from light, with a brow of blight, in a scarlet 

robe of shame.
He halted grim where a hovel’s dim, drear light, like a 

lamp that gleams
In marble cities of Silence, where the dead are with the 

dreams,
Beat at the midnight blackness as a bird’s wings beat the 

strife ’
Of the storm. And he stood where Hunger hugged the 

dying embers of life.
And the flame died out in darkness, and the life from 

starved lips fled
With the last cry they uttered to the Spirit’s God, for 

bread. —
With the last cry to heaven, that knows what its children 

feel.
But the voice of prayer was stifled neath the Spirit’s iron 

heel.
And then, to the hills of Pleasure—to the violet, velvet 

vales, .
Where Love was the ¿reath of living and sang in the 

spicy gales. . .
And the cheeks of Love grew pallid, and his lips were 

white with fear,
And he gave him gyves and scarlet stripes, and a crown of 

thorns to wear. .
And lo! where the organ thunders shook the temple, tow

ering high,
Whose cross of gold, cloud-cleaving, was lost in the misty 

sky,
The Spirit stood in silence—scorned of the saintly train, 
But a soul in his clasp grew crimson, and lay at the altar 

—slain. . .
But I pray to the God of the Spirit: “At Thy great Last 

■ Day to be, , x
Let not this scourging Spirit stand ’twixt my own and me!
If now thou canst not chain him from wrecking the souls 

of men,
Let him not, like a flame of fire, blast Love in Thy pres

ence then!
“Tempted, we fall and perish. Yet Thy world, Oh, God,

, • is sweet,
With the beautiful flowers of Love, and the print of chil- 

dren’sfeet. .
Shall these go down in the tempest? Shall the Spirit of 

ancient sway, . '
Take the babe from the breast of the mother—drown the 

prayers that Thy children pray? .
“At Thy greatest Day remember: Thy world is the 

dream ol Thee: . . . ■ . . .
Let not’ the Spirit of darkness stand ’twixt my own and 

me! . ........ . ■
Or then—if, still all-prevailing, at his feet in the dark 

they moan, '
Let me go with my loved ones waiting, from Thy face to 

the Night—with my own!” —Exchange.

‘U me. as one with my Creator,' as all souls
I have walked through the plains and I may when they give their lives thus for 

valleys of an earthly life, such as most humanity. ■’
of my fellow creatures have, but the I -A* 11! now, dear friends all, though it 
way was full of thorns and rocks, and I may not be much that I have to give, 
have not always been able to see my yet will I give it, because I miist, 
way clear. Now, however, my life is I -And I pray that all high and holy 
changing; I must look upward, for my spirits come to me and lead and teach 
pathway lies up a steep hill which I *ne,  and I will do my best.
must climb before my- feet can rest or In love to all humanity.
my spirit find peace. And so I follow OVELLA STEVENS INGHAM.
the light that was given me In this ,
vision or experience. .

It was a hot day, too hot and still and ||DCCQQ|flM 
oppressive to stay indoors, I was rest- UDuLuOlUlii
less and uneasy. The scorching wind • ■ ' ’
from the bare plains made one sleepy, io nt-:i_:____i. r ।yet I could not sleep—at least not in the ® Tn6f6 Philosophy In LOVQ"
house. Murder?

I took a pillow and went outside, ,
choosing the pleasantest place I could „find on that side of , the house where J}“* Wby,’ 8 not
sun nor wind could reach me, and lay I mSr\?ein?H°¥.e/ s^anS® lssue- ■ 
down on the ground. The old cow q^n|.ol?^V~alU,', / le, Pl'08ressive
stopped chewing her cud and stared at I UUtS -ft VeU 5
me, The chickens unci ducks all gath- L°'.e1 Insld®. aud
ered around, turning their heads first I tbele 8 a ,crude conflict of
one side and then“ tfie other to' get a E!l6S °n between people when one wo- 
■good look at me, but I heeded them not. '“afl eefftraets a sort of savage love for 
The birds In the pear-tree chirped, and yoman' 01\ when one luan’s 
hopped nearer and nearer, trying to I ,,.7} °t,\egal(i centers upon another 
satisfy their curiosity, and even a grey I 1?°k8 80 “““ntural.
squirrel, seeing me lying so still, crept „ ^8 0 ? 8al(i wlleu gbe heard
slyly up and sniffed at my dress. But I I a'vaF i?°(men getting 
gave hardly a thought to any of them, I dou t stand to reason.
I felt oppressed, as though something J1®¿“cldent of the tragedy between
were about to happen. I ™ Mitchell, of Memphis, and Freda

A great fly came and buzzed in front I Aikansas, 1851, Is quite enlg-
of me, coming almost into my face. His * ,
noise irritated me. I drove him away, illendship contracted at
but there he was back again. Then I ’'' a, ?*??  augmented by 
there were more of them—a swarm of subsequent social visits. hollowing 
them seemed to settle around and sought;an opportunity and sprang upon 
buzzed in my ears, coming nearer and I U1> a liel‘ce and insane jealousy, even 
nearer and buzzing louder and louder. aiore v*oJ ent than if the two had been

Then I seemed to lose sight of tlie 01,?^®8*1®8®^'..., 
files and everything, (but the buzzing -J rt-da 'tas visiting her filend Allee in 
grew louder than evict'» 1’erhaps 1 had MeniPhIs, but at length grew weary of 
dropped asleep, and J seined to dream her a“d avol(JedT h?r company. She be- 
or live through the ¡following ex- ca,n<r 3®al°us; Jealousy can not remain 
perlence during the time that I was P',lss ve,? Jealous very long, it must act. 
asleep, if sleep it was/pf any rate, the .?.vd sentiment grew. At length, 
noise in my ears increased each mo- l)10v ding herself a keen razor, Allee 
meat, louder and irnder, nearer and 80“gU„ aa a“d ,sl)™uguPou
nearer, till it seemedflbaair was filled I ie! and with well-aimed strokes 
with noise. Louder A Mud louder yet, 1 ,?Jd?’ "ards throat, and she bled 
until it seemed as if alF-the discordant t0„ eat ? a few “tautes.
noises of the'-whole ui)|yf‘rse were pour- I ,Jfere 8 love-murder, also jealous mur
ing into my ears at Wee. Oh! what a ae,!? , . , , ,,
noise it was. What I fehlble sound; a 'vliatllc,au ke the theory and phl- 
mlghty roar, each moment growing in losophy of this stiange ttagedy? l<or 
intensity, increasing -In »plume. I J.*} 11/® J14!®“1* at.,lt8 so:

It grew’ horrible! unbearable! lutlon. But I bclict e it is to be explained
Oh! mercy, it was itorture! Would It I theory or principle of .obsession.never stop’? What coqW if mean? Was I Obsession is so insidious and deceptive 

there uo way to stoirell? And then a \vieSC.aie.
voice like a silver bell sounded clear JJ ?’¡jaslc- When it is admitted 

““Hud swvet above the roiirnnd AJiid*  I Aiat splilts live with, Abide, act, and
"You can help to stop it if you will.” 1?.ov® wlth us ln m,uudaD,e Hie, our iden- 
“Oh1 tell me how ” 1 cried tlty bec0Ules perplexlngly mixed. Our
The voice renlied- “You in-iv not wish Personality becomes a thing in question.

to do It, when I tell you what it will Uoubt reigns In perplexity. V ith this cost you” 1 problem before us, enigmas in the
"Tell me, tell me quick,” I cried. dra.ma of llf® are to solved !n ratio“- 
And then the silver voice replied: a . ,
“What tortures you see consist of the , 4. ce Mitabe11 ,bein8 obsessed, as we 

discord, the inharmony, the misery, be' eve aad dominated by a passionate 
hate,crime, and selfishness that abound lnnl® ®P rIt> would explain all her sup- 
throughout the world. posed abnormal acts, She would de-

“The machinery of tlie world seems liel'6<df 111 slr'ct accord with the 
to you to be all out of tlx. The wheels ious ofHluale( 8plrlts’ , , 
are rusty and do not run smooth. The ,,^el sonHment® veie not her own; 
cogs slip by, and that jars you. All is th,?.y were,tho®e of aa obtruding man. 
confusion, discord, misery, pain. .le,C iS D,° otker ralional

’’You see and hear it on every side, 80,l!!t,011 oi such conduct.
and it seems to von tluu-e 1« no liiln lals matter of obsession is little un- 
If vet it nalns vou so vou cannot bonr dcistoo<l by many Spiritualists, still 
it. It is this you hear. If you would }ess ,by tbe Pubbc. I am confident it 
help to stop it; if you would bring bar- bas beea largely overlooked with re- 
monv out of discord - if von wouldI gal'd to the unfortunate inmates of asy-uivuj vui UI IXIqUUIU, XI j Uli nUUKl LHIyG Ii . *
music instead of this confusion of ter- L'11”,8 for Insa“e- A large number, 
rible sounds; if you w’ould have joy, Perhaps well on to one-half of those 
peace and love abound, instead of mis- I P,oor, unfortunates in our asylums for 
oi*v  oriiDi1 nnd bsitn vnn ithiri riinirn I insane, are victims of medically 
your life a sacrifice to it ” misjudged obsession. No medical

“Oh! tell me how ’’ I cried or commission whose office it is to
The silver voice renlied*  “You hold upon the mental Integiity of the 

within, you something which If given lunatic, is Qualified for
to the world will help to bring the re- duty’. who 18 a. Splrltualis I 
suit you desire; will help to grease the । about t0 say’ who has not a ful1 know1' 
wheels and make the machinery run 
smoother, to help lessen the Ignorance, 
the misery and wickedness of the 
world.”

“Take it, then," I cried. “Take all I 
have, and give it to the world.”

“But you will suffer much,” the voice 
replied. “You will sacrifice everything 
that mortals love on earth. You cannot 
live for self, but must live for the good 
that you can do the world. The sac
rifice must be great, for you must give 
up everything that tends to earthll- 
ness.” '

I cried: “What matters if I ease the 
pain of others, or prevent pain, which 
is better still ?” . .

In solemn tones the voice replied: “It 
will be torture, and ’twill last for years; 
a lifetime. Your heart will give its life
blood drop by drop till not a drop re
mains.
. “Think twice before you leap, for 

onee your decision cmade you cannot 
turn away, but must-sulunlt, and do as 
thou hast sworn.” P .70 ■

1 bared my breast to-show my heart, 
and turned my face towards heaven, 
and cried: “What amitibut an atom in 
the great universe? 5Oh! my Creator, 
what is my life but >an Unsatisfactory 
struggle What has my life been worth 
so far to myself or my fellow-crea
tures? I have not been’able to create 
happiness for myself .or others. I strug
gle here alone In darknebs,’ and accom
plish nothing. Yes, and/'all my fellow
creatures are struggling utoo, and what 
do they accomplish? j Nothing but sor
row. Through my Wn sorrow I can 
pity them. Some few-there be I see 
who give their lives tdrtflcss their fel
low-beings. -Pure spirits, whose un
selfish love gives them .the strengh to 
labor on alone arid unrewarded, save 
by the light that shines through them 
to those in darkness. Oh! let me be one 
of these. Oh! take me. Use me as 
thou wilt,-so that my life be given In 
love to bless, to teach, to lead, to lift; 
that so I help on the divine plan of 
eternal harmony. ■

■ “And If perchance some pain be 
spared to others for the life I give, Oh!

.then it will not be in rain.”
And then I saw a face.'
It only smiled, but such a smile. And 

then I felt myself lifted and borne 
away. Soon I began to feel a sense of 
sinking, of suffocation, and a weight 
seemed pressing on my breast. It 
crushed me. Oh! it crushed me till it 
seemed as if I could not bear It more. 
But still I knew I must, and so was pa
tient. -And that sweet face was Smiling 
still in mine. I fixed my eyes on it, and 
grayed for strength to bear.. But, oh,

A Companion to Ghost Land 
That Is Its Equal In 

Every Way.

gresslve Thinker takes pride in it is the 
matter of improvement, advancement 
and progress being made in the whole 
Spiritualistic movement. To the accom
plishment of this result there Is nothing 
more potent than the live, wide-awake 
press that leaves no stone unturned and 
no sepulcher closed that will aid in 
bringing out all the truth there is to 
prove the statements, the declarations 
of its basic philosophy.

REASON AND TRUTH.
Reason is only potent when on the 

side of truth. Wisdom can be naught 
without the truth at its base. Religion 
may, if eloquently and hypnotically 
presented, take hold upon the minds of 
the people temporarily, but If not based 
upon a knowable fact It must fall of its 
own weakness.

CANNOT BE CRUSHED.
Spiritualism is simply a fact, a know

able truth, and cannot be crushed by 
any amount of slander and misrepre
sentation; by all the fraud and charla
tanry and exposures ot fraud and char-

liberal offers we present ART MAGIQ. 
to the public with all confidence in its 
power, as a literary work, to give thd 
perfect satisfaction that has been sd . 
enthusiastically expressed, privately ’ “ 
and for publication, of Ghost Land. '

edge of spiritual lore. For whoever is 
endowed with a ripe knowledge of Spir
itualism, can be no other than a Spirit
ualist. Such is my mature conviction 
for the last quarter of a century.

Without such special knowledge, a 
medical examiner, in a case of suspect
ed lunacy, Is a special ignoramus.

A. S. HUDSON, M. D. 
Stockton, Cal.

UNPARALLELED OFFER.
Where, when or by whom, aside from 

former premiums offered by The Pro? 
gresslve Thinker, has there ever before 
been such remarkable offers made t<i 
the Spiritualistic public in the matted ” 
of high-grade literature that have beejf ‘ 
up to their representation? We ar« ' 
obliged to make this slight differencS ! 
between the price of The Progressive 1 
Thinker and Ghost Land and The Pro3 ! 
gresslve Thinker and Art Magic, owing 1' 
to the advance in the material of whlefll - 
the latter Is composed. It makes but ' 
few cents difference on each book, but ' •' 
to tho one who furnishes ten or twelve? ' 
thousand books it makes quite a per»/’ !1 
ceptlble deficit, and the offer still i-M ■ 
mains unparalleled. । .

Bear in Mind. , ‘
In sending out Art Magic for 20 cents • - 

post paid, In connection with a yearly - 
subscription to The Progressive Think-'1 
er, we are giving to each one a portion;1 
of the actual profits of this office. Art! ’ ' 
Magic has been sold for as high as $25,1 
yet you are getting it for less than Its1 
actual cost. Neatly printed and ele-‘ 
gantly bound, It will prove an attractive 
addition to the library. ■. ...

Art Magic. n
As Art Magic comes in as our regular ' 

premium after the first of June, Ghost 
Land can also be had In connection by I 
paying $1.50 for the three—The Profi 
gresslve Thinker one year, Art Magic ■ '■
and Ghost Land. Almost enough with
In themselves to establish a small libra*  I
ry for the entertainment of your Uteri' '

“Encyclopedia ot Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
Important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results ot his many years' study 
of the Bible In its relations to Spiritual
ism. As its title denotes, It Is a veri
table encyclopedia of infomation on the 
subject Price $L For sale at this 
office.

“Social Upbuilding, Including uo-op- 
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D 
Babbitt, LL. D„ M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office.

"From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives anaccount of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 

, spirit and is well adapted to place In 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15 cents.

“Who Are Tnese Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
W pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 15 cents. For 
sale at this office.

"The Dead Man’s Message," an occult 
romance by Florence Marryat The 
author’s wide experience In Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
have prepared herto write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up in the course of her investi
gation and studies. Cloth $1. For sale 
at this office. -

“Human Culture and cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and; Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence,-Religion. etc. Price, cloth, 75c. 
For Mie at thia office.

“Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. B. ana 
Ron U Conger. Excellent for every 
family. <3oth,|L5O. - -

latanry; by all the individual di
vergences and intricate and almost 
unsolvable problems along the line and 
within the outstretched arms of its 
many themes, theories and philoso
phies; by all the burdening barnacles of 
destruction that have become attached 
by reason of selfish desires and alms; 
of this be assured, but we must not for
get that the wheels of progress will not 
turn if the machinery is not cleaned up 
once in a while and oiled; if man falls 
In his duty, the machinery of which be 
is a very Important part will lag, and 
the progress that is his will be slow.

OUR PROMISE FULFILLED.
We have promised the readers of 

The Progressive Thinker, each time we 
have given them something new, that 
It would not be the last or the largest 
donation that would be made to the 
cause and to their own personal com
pilation of valuable literature, so

HERE WE ARE AGAIN
with a neat and Invaluable work, a 
book of nearly four hundred pages, 
beautifully bound and plainly printed 
on clear book paper, and from type 
large enough to rest the eye from the 
strain necessary to obtain the current 
news from the secular press of to-day, 
large enough to read at night without 
injury to the eyes.

THANKS FOR PAST FAVORS.
We have no.aing but words express

ive of the highest appreciation for the 
manner in which the Spiritualists of the 
country received our last premium 
book, Ghost Lahd. We appreciate their 
eagerness manifest from the first in 
procuring that most wonderful work,

/nurtfíut

ary friends who wish to spend a few 
hours in spiritual research. If you 
would educate your family in spiritual 
thought you cannot afford to waste thld 
splendid opportunity. This book will 
instruct them In ancient and modern 
cults, and at least prevent the possibil
ity of prejudice through worldly asso
ciations. This of Itself is worth tho 
price of the book, whicln by the way, is 
almost given to you. If your friends 
or neighbors are Spiritualists, they. 
should not borrow the books to read,' 
but should at once subscribe for The 
Progressive Thinker, and obtain them' 
and thus become a part of the Divine 
Plan we are inaugurating. :

Bear In mind that after June 15, the

so lucky has received more than. h|s 
money’s worth many times over, it is 
only with a feeling of thankfulness, 
hope and implicit Confidence that we 
present to you this, our htest puhUca.- 
tion. Thankful our effort has resulted 
in affording a means to a higher spirit
ual education the masses, honing 

.for a coqtlnmLttoiiof tlwinterest W bur

paper one year and the two books, 
Ghost Land and Art Magic, will cost 
you $1.70. The Progressive Thinker 
one year, and Art Magic, $1.20.

More Light.
Spiritualists have not the whole 

truth; If they had, there would not be 
such a diversity of opinion in regard to 
simple questions. When leading minds 
differ as to the existence of animals on 
the spirit side of life, it Is proof con
clusive that the common investigator 
has no very stable ground to stand 
upon in establishing a belief in that one 
respect There Is no use in trying to 
evade the exact status of our cause on 
these simple questions Where there is 
such a variety of opinion. While such 
i§ the case. Art Magic steps in and 
simply demands a hearing oh a gfegf 
variety of subjects, and it le entitled to 
it ■yvhile Tre know that Spirttualjsm la 
one of the grandest o$ t 
religiouo-yèt ft hafr wi 
learn.- ‘
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CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

CONSULTATION FREE.

Enclose Stamp for Reply.

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.
THIS is an important statement. Its If

BEAR IN MIND.
In

ABSENT TREATMENTS

ington avenue, Boston, Mass. 440

Dr, A. W. Birkholz, the Healer.
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and I may convince them of the 
of spirit return.

which can be of service in our work.
The success of our work is best por

trayed by the voluntary statement of 
our patrons. A few follow:

Mbs. H. C. Hutton, 
Amacortos, Wash.

Respectfully yours, 
Miss Lizzie Shanks, 

Ft. Beutou, Montaus.

Mbs. S. 6. Bbuboh, 
208 Hampton Bt., Bastón, Pa.

Mns. A. Mobano, 
East Port, Me.

Mbs. C. S. Payne, 
Webster, 8. D.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Friends:—1 am feeling so well I want to thank 

you again for curing me so quickly. Since taking 
your medicine I liavo fleshed up so I find it quite 
difficult to get my dresses to fit me.

Yours respectfully,

Dre. Peebles & Burroughs, Buttle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:-I have been taking your medicine 

for one week and feel one hundred per cent better.
Yours respectfully,

A. D. Edwards, 
. 349 Prospect St., Cleveland, O.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—It has been some time since I wrote 

you. I have Improved wonderfully In the past few 
weeks. I thank you most kindly for what you are 
doing for me.

With best wishes, I remain, your patient,

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—The treatment came to hand 

Thursday evening, and I at once commenced to use It 
as directed. By Sunday morning I saw a great 
change In my condition. I was so much better In 
every way that I cannot And words to express It. I 
must say It is wonderful.

Respectfully yours,

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Buttle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—1 have not written for a long time. 

I feel well and do my own work, which I have not 
been able to do before In over three years. 1 do not 
need any more medicine. I am so thankful for what 
you have done for me.

Very respectfully,

¡/[ ßeeljl
1898. THE STARS SAY 1898.

A Phenomenal

With her Magnetized Herbs all 
diseases that flesh is heir 

to are cured.

“After Her Death. The Story 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting.

"THE LYCEUM."

INSPIRATION’S VOICE.
A music book complete tor the Spiritualist's every 

use. The Hues! music ot any collection known, with 
suitable words, 50 cents, and postage 10 cents.

dSGtf n. W. BOOZEK, Grand Rapids, Midi.

Drs. Peebles &. Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mlcb.
Dear DoctorsMy brother is well. I think he 

doesn’t need any more medicine. Thanking you for 
what you have done for him, 1 am,

Researches m Oriental History. 
BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.

One Fol, l$hno, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.60.

This is In fact a large Sanitarium; only been 
opened a short time, yet it Is a most pronounced sue- 
cesf. DR- B- W. BANKS, the greatest Healer the 
world has ever had, has joined DR. WATKINS In this 
grand work, and Is at the Home nix days in the week. 
Write us and we will tell you all about our new 
methods of cure that we use at the Home.

DR. C. E. WATKINS,
AYER, MASS.

PLANETS AND PEOPLE 
MAGAZINE, 

INCLUDING THE

American Journal of Palmistry, 
By Comte de Saint Germain, and a Personal Horo
scope or Ormsby’s Geo-Hello Almanac as a Premium 

- ALL FOR $1.00 A YEAR.
Bond now, with date for Premium. z

PLANETS AND PEOPLE, 
4,4 • 169 JnckBon, Chicago.

agnoee your case and tell you what 
will cure your ailments. Address
DR. J. O. BATDORF,

Dept. F., Grand Rapids. Mich.
858tf

DK. J. SWANSON
PSYCHOPATHIST,

And Ills Spirit Band treat all diseases—physical and 
menial—at any distance, without medicine; also de
velop Healers. Testimonials from all oyer the United 
States. J. C.F. Grumbine and Willard J. Hull recom
mend him. Bend stamp for pamphlet, terms, etc. 
1728 Clinton avenue, Minneapolis, Minn, 447

sending remittances to this office, 
write your orders on a single sheet of

CLAIRVOYANT HEADINGS BY MAIL.—SEND 25 
V cents (silver), stamp, dale of birth, lock of hair, 
leading questions. Write on one side of paper only. 
MR8.G. GERRY,Grand Rapids, Mich. Lock box 183.

446

Mrs. Mary M. Barijer, DeKalb, 111., writes: “You 
remember I told you there was something growing 
under my short ribs. It Is nearly all goqe. J applied 
the flannel as directed and sat for treatments every 
Tuetdiiy and Friday evenings; and have felt hands on 
my bead. Send another vitalized flannel,”

Mns. Emelins Telton, 108 Cherry street, West 
Newton, Maas., writes: “I have bad absent treat
ments frum you for my cough and feel that I have 
been benefited.”

Wm. Wheeland, Edgar, Neb,, again writes: “I am 
slowiv improving; have been out door a little each 
day for the last week. Am gaining strength fast. 
My heart Is stronger, and gaining, but Is weak yet. 
Have gained more Iu the last two weeks than in a 
year before. The last vitalized flannel did me more 
good than all things combined that I ever took- I 
shall do all I can for you."

Mbs. Wm. Lamiman, Clifford, Mich., again writes: 
“Please send me another piece of the vitalized flan
nel, as 1 am better after usiug the last one.”

August Rickert, Valentine, Neb., writes: “I re
ceived your letter and flannel, and am getting better. 
1 can fed it. My pains arc getting less and 1 feel 
better every way."

Address

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ,
NEW BUFFALO, MICH.

A LOCAL, 
CONSTITUTIONAL AND

SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
Over a quarter of acenturi 

before the public. Send for 
“True Theory of Catarrh** 
mailed free.

DR. SYKES SURE CURE CO.. 
843 W. Madison St., CHICAGO.

Dept For Sale at Drugaittf,

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE
Embracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance, Psycliomctry 
and Laws cf Unfoldment. For particulars address 
EMMA RUDER, 704 Central are., Hamilton. O. 446of a 

No

INVALIDS
IX, JfO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
rr (tempt, their dii6M$,or aymptomi, will receive 

pamphlet and advice free to cure themielvei without 
drug«. The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY. Card
ington, Ohio tf

THE RELATION
Of the Oplrltn.1 to the Material Unlrcne: and the 
Lbw of Control. Newedltloa, enlarged and revised, 
by M. Faraday. Price 15 cents. .

- OBSESSION. "
How evil spirits influence mortals. By M. Farata 

P. 23. Price 10 cents. .

THE HISTORICAL JESUS 
And Mythteal Christ. By Gerold Massey. 130 pares. 
12cw. Price 50 cents.

" LIFE, A. NOVEL.
It beams with advanced thought, and 1«

Price, 50 cenX

KIDNEY SUFFERERS
I have made a 

New Vegetable dis- 
coverj- for Kidney, 
Liver, Stomach 
Trouble, Sick Head
ache and Rheuma- 

14 tiem. I will mail a 
week's treatment 
llree to all readers 
naming the

Progressive 
Thinker.

IF YOU REQUEST IT.
I will mall a regular 91.00 box vlth the sample 

treatment. After using the sample if you are aat- 
liflcdwlth the résulta, «end me 91.00 and keep the 
box; If not, return It. Honesty of purpose and no risk 
to my patroni la my motto. Address

DR. E. J. WORST,

sick or ailing, send a lock of your 
hair, name, age, sex, leading svmp 
tom, four cents postage, and I will di

TESTS
By Astrology. Predicts the future; valuable 1n all 
affairs of life. Trial readings 24c, equal toothers’ll 
boroscopes; $2 horoscopes reduced to 91.50. “CLAIR- 
AUT" ASTROLOGER, Watertown, N. Y. 446

I. M. LANPHERE, M.D.
Paralysis. Nervous Prostration. Rheumatism and 

other Chronic Diseases cured by Magnetic Remedies. 
Send stamp, with lock of hair, age and sex, for free 
clairvoyant diagnosis. P. O. Box 7, Cambridge. Vi. 446

Melted Pebble Spectacles;
,how|tnJe«t?i,.V1‘lA1' ,Wrlte f°r Illustrated Circular, 

styles and prices aud photo of Spirit Yarma.d,0iel°!!e<1 ‘his clairvoyant power In me I Sm 
your era h,e ^?rPebble> sPec“clea aa Perfectly0*? 
office6*.?! !? your own home as If you were la my 
ft. ws «k6eud iM

I’SVCIil
is the Invention of apractical medium under antrft 
guidance, and is designed to develop mediumship 
Many, by Its use hive received long commuMca: 
tions from spirit friends, and express great satlsfac- 
hen. Price,»Land M ¿cuts extra for exprasaiS 
For sale at the office ot Tiro PitouiutssivitTarox£q

WANTED-GOOD MAN OR WOMAN.
A°rHnli!e6en 1 j® I“,‘OWIl. 110116,1 

references Addreas r' W1U slve 7°“
I1®,LKO COMPANY,

________________ 0» Dearborn St., Chicago.

MUS. M. L. GILLETTE, INDEPENDENT SLATE
writer, 216 East 42d place, Chicago. 447

pSYCHOMETRY AND CLA1RVOYANCE-X RAYS 
± of Psychic Powers. Send 91 und stamps for a 
correct reading of your business, social nnd affairs of 
life, aud get advice that will be invaluable to yon. 
1. IL P. B. says: “Everything was as you said, and 
your predictions were correct" Address M. BT. 
OMER BRIGGS, Hamilton, Ohio. 446

PSYCHOMETRIC READING,
By mall, one dollar. Address ANN 6. PALMER 
PALMITER, Lock Box 43«, Kansas City, Mo. 447

OPIUMS
Ur. J. C. Hoffman, -112 Isabella Bldg., Chicago, 11!,

ASTRAL READING-
Mi dluiu.lilp, with Instruction, tor 

lopniom, also a copy ot 'Tile Path ti Power.” 
■ bay«. 1 In- rradhig >vu» correct. Tliere were 

laps, «nd I got automatic willlug the llrat rtiffiur» 
BUl'HAKAK Alrtb “'m “““ (“llve,'> t0 UiHBIiJJuLHAN AN, Aurora, Mo.

pRACilCAL GUIDE TO SPIRITUALISM. HEAL- 
£ „ ng &ud 9c^u,t with complete rules foi

D^vel0P’'i<‘ui 15 centa-by Professor 
Wairond, Opuailouse Block. Denver, Colo- 43Utf

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
Trance and llualncis Medium. Sittings dally; hours. 
W to L liosldenoe, kuoi Vernon a?., Clilcugo, li

Something New and Reliable
If sick, write me a letter stating the fact, with ago. 

naiue, st x and coinplt-xlun aud six cents In stamps, 
oud 1 ulll itll jou Just wbul your troubles are oy 
1 sjunlc 1 out r, also a meant: of a rapid euro 1 need 
no hair or leading symptom,; your Inner Is enough. 
Htrbalistic Remedies in cunuectlou with Psychic 
Power. Address or call.

FRANCES L. LOUCKS, 
aa n'arren st., Stoneham, Itlum.

YOUB, FUTURE SWo’'
Astrologer, Rooms 6 & 7 'labor Opera House Block 
Denver, Colo. Charts from 11. Bend stump for circu-

___________ ,31«

DR. J. S. LOUCKS 
lathe oldest and most successful Spiritual Physician 

now In practice. His cures are
THE MOST MAItVELOUS 

of this age, His examinations are correctly made, 
and free to all who send him name, age. box and lock 
pi hair, and tdx cents In stamps. He doesn't ask for 
any. leading symptom, A clairvoyant doesn't need 
any. Address

J. 8 LOUCKS, M. D.,
35 Warren st,, Stoucbam, Mass. 450

“ MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Psychometrlst and Business Medium
Headings personally, by letter or photograph ,1.00- 
Three reasonable nuesilons answered by mall for 
25 cents Address 51N. 52nd ave., Chicago. Psycho
pathic treatments. S77cf

Mr. and Mrs. Hatfield Pettibone,
. MEDIUMS,

8155 Groveland avenue. Chicago. IJ1. Phenomenal 
Seances given in full light. All seances by appoint
ment every Tuesday and Friday evenings, at 8 i/clock 
sharp. Developing and Magnetic Treatment a special
ty, Private sittings from 10 a. m. to 4 p. m - dully. All 
correspondence with stump enclosed promptly an
swered. 430tf

IMPORTANT!
Spirits Guide Her Fingers 

at the Keys.

JUNE 11, 1808.

K-- i
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DR. C. E. WATKINS, 
-the- 

FRMOUS CHRONIST 
OF AYER, MASS.

Quick Cures!
Small Doses!

Send age, name In full, and two 2-cent Hamps and 
leading symptom, and we will send you

A Diagnosis of Your Case Free, 
find wo will try and make the price of treatment right 
to you. Remember, please, that wo do not wish to 
take your case unless you are dissatisfied with your 
present treatment. Do not ask OUR opinion of this 
doctor or that one, because we never express an 
opinion, nor have wo anyone connectedwith us that 
is allowed to speak 111 of auy one or even to express an 
opinion. We know some doctors do so, but we do not.

Tho day of shot-gun prescription is past; drastic 
drugs In large doses will not bo given ten years from 
cow, We believe in the certainty of medicine and in 
apeclflc medication, but specific medication requires

SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS.
Hd'wpo understands the action of drugs, and who Is 
gifted with the power of correctly diagnosing. Is tho 
successful physician to-day. . • ■

Specific Medicine I 
No Drastic Drugs!

A Book on “Chronic Disease” 
Sent for 2-cent Stamp.

6. E. WATKINS, M. D.,
AYER, MASS.

DR. G. E. WATKINS’ 
Rural 
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I. C. I. EVANS’ REPORT.
■d (Continued from page 5.)
I have been received from several earn- 
‘ esf Spiritualists who stated that if it 
nvas publicly known they were Spirlt-

1 -ualists they would immediately lose 
| their positions, and others have stated 
litluit they would to a greater or less ex
igent and In various ways be placed at 
a. disadvantage should their religious 
'-belief become known to their mends 
and acquaintances. Yet, on the other 
band, it is argued that if we, professing 
<to be a National body of Spiritualists, 
an official organization, do not so call 
ourselves, the Intimation will be gener
ally understood that we are somewhat 
Shy of that word ourselves.

While It will, undoubtedly, be to the 
present disadvantage of some, and pre

. (vent them from joining with us, still I 
believe the time has come when we 
Should announce ourselves clearly and 
fearlessly before the world as “Spirit
ualists.” Let us make and keep Spirit
ualism in its true light, let us cany out 
our principles aud the world will very 
soon learn to respect us and know that 

;4he word “Spiritualism” means true hu- 
I'inttnity.
i .There are at the present time 120 
| charter members, representing various 
istates, from Maine in the East, to 
S Texas in the South, California in the 
jWest, even from far-aff Alaska and 
from Canada, making the list particu

larly National In Its scope. There have 
been received from all sources, $40.97, 
and the disbursements have been 
$26.09, leaving a net balance of $14.23 
In the treasury. The expenditures have 
)een almost entirely in the Une of post

age and but verj- little other expense 
lias been incurred.

. Before closing my necessarily brief 
report I desire to express my apprecia
tion of the financial and moral support 
given me bj’ the members of the 
Young People’s Spiritual Union, of Lily 
Dale, N. Y., who alone contributed al
most one-half of the entire receipts. I 
am also greatly indebted to tlie Pro
gressive League of Chicago, Ill., the 
Young People’s branch of the Church 
of tho Soul and Band of Harmony, the 
society over which Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond was pastor for so manj’ 
years.’ Nineteen of the members of 
that society have joined with us, there

. tyy showing their approval of the move
ment by giving it their hearty support, 
both financially and morally. The so
ciety at Indianapolis, “The Now,” has 
also rendered all assistance possible 
pnd gave to the movement Its untiring 
co-operation.

. Individually I must not fall to men
tion the zealous co-operation afforded 
by Mrs. W. H. Bach, of Lilj- Dale, N. 
Y. ; Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Barrett, of Bos

: ton; Mrs. Lou Porter Moore, of Buffalo, 
N. Y.; Mrs. Emma D. Bush, of Chica
go; Mr. Lester Teegarden, of Indianap
olis, and Mr. Walter I. Prentiss, of 
•Worcester, Mass., who, by their Inde
fatigable labors and suggestions have 
proved themselves worthj' of the name 
of loyal Spiritualists. Last of all, but 
not least, though hardly appropriate for 
me to mention, still 1 feel it my duty to 
say. a kind word for the valuable as
sistance my good wife has afforded me. 
Without her support in various direc
tions I would not nearly have been able 
to accomplish the vast work which has 
been necessary to do at home after the 
completion of my official duties. Time 
nnd again has she labored with me until 
far into the night, assisting me with the 
correspondence, foregoing almost all 
pleasures and enjoyments for the duty 
of the hour.

-.. Five months has been but little time 
for working up enthusiasm in this de

- partment, securing suggestions front 
■: the young people as to the best and 
~ most advisable lines upon which to or-

Mrs. J. W. Oliver, of Indianapolis, 
Ind., Is an accomplished musician and 
yet does not know one note from an
other, says the Chicago Journal. This 
acquisition of .musical ability came sud
denly and without previous prepara
tion. It is the result of some mysteri
ous power, an explanation of which 
Mrs. Oliver is unable to give.

She is not a believer in Spiritualism, 
and jet she realizes tliat some power 
guides her fingers as she sits at the 
keyboard. Neither does she pretend to 
know what she is playing nor whether 
she is plaj'ing in harmony or discord. 
She has no conception whatever, bo she 
claims, of what classical musle is, and 
she has never heard Beethoven, Wag
ner or Sousa productions, and yet ac
complished musicians who have gone to 
her in doubt report that she is a won
derful performer of the moBt difficult 
pieces. She never pretends to read 
notes of any music placed before her, 
nor is it necessary that the sheet should 
be exhibited. All the notes are Greek 
to her. She only know’s that the pieces 
sho plays are wliat they are claimed to 
be purely because musicians tell her so.

She has never attended a May musle 
festival, for instance, and yet when 
there is a request for some of tlie pro
ductions there rendered, she repeats 
them with ease on the piano. She can 
only play the best music. Common
place music, such as hymns, are not 
embraced in the repertoire of the power 
which influences her. Every musician 
who has witnessed her playlug pro
nounces her a wonder. They can not 
explain her mysterious ability, no more 
than she.

Mrs. Oliver is the wife of J. W. Oli
ver, and is nearly 60 years old. In her 
girlhood days she attempted the study 
of music, but was unable to master the 
art. . Her voice also proved to be inca
pable <rf cultivation, and her musical 
education was abandoned at an early 
dat<k . '

Her wonderful musical gift 1b now be
lieved to date back to the death of her 
sou, who, just before he died, called 

ther to his bedside, prophesying for her 
a musical development and predicting 
that she would be the wonder of the 
world. This is a story, however, of 
wltleh Mrs .Oliver will not talk.

Mrs. Oliver lias reared-a family, but 
none of the children are musically in
clined. “Knowledge of the gift came to 
me three years ago,’' said Mrs. Oliver. 
“I was writing, when suddenlj- my pen 
stopped, and with iny fingers still 
clutching one end, It beat a tune in the 
air. A short time ater that I laid down 
my pen for some purpose, and as I did 
so a strange impulse seized my hands 
and sent them flying back and forth 
across tlie table, performing exactly the 
same movements as though I were 
playing a piano, beating my fingers so 
hard upon tlie boards as to cause them 
to ache for some days afterward. 
These manifestations, although I could 
not In the least explain them then, nor 
can I now, caused me to send for an or
gan. After owning it for six months I- 
concluded I could do better work on a 
piano, and ray husband purchased an 
instrument for me. I do not know one 
note from another. I do not do the 
plaj'ing. Some power guides ray hands 
over the kejiboard. What that power Is 
I do not know. When I sit down to 
play I do not know what I am playing.”

Mr. and Mrs. Oliver live iu a hand
some home in Eden place. The furnish
ings are costly and in good taste, a 
beautiful piano, finished in mahogany, 
being among the equipments. One can 
not help but notice, however, the strik
ing absence of written or printed music 
of any kind. Not a sheet is to be seen 
anywhere, not even a hymn-book.

Young People’s Spiritual 
Union.

The list of officers elected by the 
Young People’s Spiritualist Union is as 
follows; President, I. C. I. Evans, Wash
ington, D. C.; vice-president, Mrs. Lou 
Porter Moore, Buffalo, Ji. Y.; secretary, 
Miss Anna M. Steinberg, Washington, 
D. C.; treasurer, Alfred B. Van Dyke, 
Chicago, Ill.; first trustee, Mrs. Rozella 
Lauferty, Van Wert, O.; second trustee, 
Walter 1. Prentiss, Worcester, Mass.; 
third trustee, Mrs. IV. H. Bach, Lily 
Dale, N. Y.

Above officers to serve until the sec
ond annual meeting of the union, the 
second Tuesday of August, 1899.

The Spiritualist who commences now 
to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, aud 
he will sueak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. Wo 
think, in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family in the 
United States. Commence now, we re
peat, to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clluton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 

—Find enclosed one dollar. Send Elixir 
of Life. I have received so much bene
fit from the use of your remedies that 
I do not wish to be without them.

Very respectfully,
Eureka, Cal. MRS. T. Y. CLYDE.

DO YOU WANT HEALTH?
Send for Elixir of Life, No. 1. This 

is the best remedy known for the stom
ach, liver, bowels and entire system. I 
will send one sample (only) to each per
son, postpaid, lor 10 cents. This trial 
package is sufficient for seven days.

■. B. F. POOLE, Clinton, Iowa.

PRICE OF THE “SEQUEL.”
The price hereafter of this number of 

The Progressive Thinker will be as fol
lows: -Three cents for single copy, 
Where five or more are ordered, two 
cents per copy. Where one hundred or 
more copies are ordered, one dollar and 
fifty cents per hundred.

paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to send money in 
a letter; if it is sent tliat way,'and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable In 
Chicago or New York, aud there can 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided.

Faith and Hope Messenger
A thoroughly first-class Monthly Mag

azine devoted to Philosophy and Phi
lanthropy. Edited by W. J. Colville. 
This wide-awake periodical keeps In 
touch with all the live questions of the 
times, and it is a most instructive fam
ily companion. Subscription, 50 cents 
per year. Two sample copies sent for 
5 cents. Address "Editor,” 242 Hunt-

READ Ormsby’s Almanac, Ephemeris, Busi
ness, and Weather Guide, for 1808, and 

learn what the future has m store for the People 
of this Great Republic. Fifty-six Horoscopical 
Illustrations.

A Reading for every child born during the year 
Birthday information for ail.

All About Marriage I
When to marry, when to have children, and 

how to make them what you will.
All About Health !

This saves cost many times over. Price in 
paper, 50c. Cloth, $1.00.

Dr. E. A. Read, eminent as an ad
vanced thinker, writes: “Brother Orms
by’s Almauac came O. K. It is the best 
I ever saw, and its usefulness should 
not be overlooked by the general public. 
It Is well worth the price asked."

POSITIVELY 
CURE 

CHRONIC 
DISÈ/VSES

importance is due to its truth. Thou
sands have testified to their personal 
knowledge of its accuracy. From week 
to week we have printed voluntary tes
timonials in the columns of this paper, 
believing that the

FAITHFUL, 
TRUTHFUL 

STATEMENTS

of our patients would appeal with 
greater force to sufferers than anything 
we might say, no matter how stated, 
nor with what fidelity of word-painting 
we portrayed the facilities possessed by 
us for the pure of these cases.

This is a day of facts. People do not 
care for theories. It is the man of 
knowledge who is in demand. Our 
success in '

CURING 
CHRONIC 

DISEASES

has made repeated enlargement of our 
offices necessary, until to-day we possess 
the finest and largest offices devoted to 
the treatment of Chronic Diseases. Our 
work is now carried on with a prompt
ness and accuracy which is surprising, 
considering its magnitude. We possess

EVERY IM- ,T 
PROVEMENT 

AND FACILITY

DOCTOR A. B. DOBSON
Still Heals the Sick Through 

tlie Mediumship of.............

Mrs. Or. Dobson-Barker.

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
An Institute of refined Therapeutics, Including w 

Bun Cure, Vital Magnethin, Electricity, Mind Cui 
and a higher science of life. Chemical afilutty an 
basic principles developed with their marvelous a 
plications. Students Iu four continents have taken th*  
course. Tho college is chartered and confers the <16« 
gree of D. M., Doctor of Magnetics. By a system of 
printed questions students can take tuc course anA 
receh e the diplomas at their own homes. Institution 
removed to 253 South Broadway, Los Angeles, On). 
Dlplouias granted under either the New Jersey or 
California charter. Send stamp for catalogue to

441U E. D. BABBITT, M. D. LL. D., Dean.

If you wish Good Health 
should apply to her.

As a Spiritual Healer She 
No Equal.

Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her

DUBNOSE YOUR CASE FREE.
Address all Mall to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

iVan s Mexican Hair Restorative; 
A HAIR FOOD

> . Superior, Wis. Oct. 12,1897’
^Mexican Medicine Co. £
L My Dear Sius—Please send me another*  
alxjttleof Vans Mexican Hair Restorative i 
JI had been bothered for years with dandruff,' 
amy hair was gray and rapidly falling out i 
J From the first application I have not been*  
atroufiled in the least with dandruff, and ufteri 
Juslng half a bottle my hair stopped falling? 
aout, aud although quite gray, to my surprised 
Jhas turned to its original color. ?
a Most sincerely yours, A. I,. TULL, £ 
J Pastor First M. E. Church ?g ONE DOLLAR PER BOTTLE i 
. Agents wanted in unoccupied territory J 

iMexicanMedicineCo.80^^!

By the Use of Vitalized Flannel. 
Cures all Manner of Diseases.

DR. MANSFIELD’S
HOMEOPATHIC MEDIUINEg( 
nJ,?,.C“!.n.1>0UIlt'ei1 c!“!r'W“0tly tor cacti patient. Bend 
SSJ6ex> “>? syuiplom tor FHEE DI
Prat NBR Ad sw“a*  °' Gu.re'” UV.D- u“rrotk 
MoBC^iS^E^MÄ’1’“' Li'm“ C' H“We

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D, , 
IBS Cedar Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio,'

Mediumship Is a Growth.
WBialr Twice &

MritfuiVliEE^IAGN'osis60 BU“P8’ °Wtt baBd-

DR. J, A. BAILEY, ,
No. 142 Fifth Avenue, Clinton, Iowa« 

NODRUGS UbED. NONE REQUIRED-

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two 

of ®t0I1>ach, liver nnd kidney dlseuer 
J? ‘rf* ‘ °“'. A,6.“rc c“roior tired, worn-out 

tpeUns. Guaranteed to aaalat your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for ono 
month sent fortl.OO. u“'

One package of our Magnetlred Compound for sera 
eyeaor poor eyesight. Has been used and praleedby thousanda in all parts ot the world. Sent for 60 cent/ 
or all three sent postpaid for »1.00. with Yarma’i 
photoand Instructions how tollvc lOOyears.

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN Yl'lUR OWN 
home. Will semi u pamphlet giving lustniellouB, 

delineate your phase ot mediumship, uud u spiritual 
soug hook. All tor 25 eeuts. Address Mils J A. 
BLISS, San Diego, Cal.

Bangs bistehs, phenomenal mediums. 
ludepeudetn Slate and Paper Writing dally Be! 

ances for J'sycltleal Phenomena In the light Sunday 
and Wednesday erenlugB at b o'clock. Spirit Portrait 
work a specialty. Bend Btnnip for cln ulur. t.'4 West 
Adams st.. Chlcngo. Accessible by way of Madison. 
Ogden avenue nnd Metropolitan car liuefc. 446

College of Psychical Sciences.
To ensure satisfactory, permanent unfohlmcnt In 

rsycliometry. Cldrvoyauec, Prycboputhv. Inspira
tion, Illumination, scud a stamped, addressed envelope 
for booklet, terms, percentage of media) nmlHpIrhual 
gifto J. C. F. Grumbine. author and lecturer, 7820 
Hawi home avenue (Station Pj. Chicago, 

'•Clairvoyance: Ils Nature und Law of Unfold- 
ment." A work of Illumination. Teaches how to 
pierce the vol) of souse, to see spirits and unfold 
adepteblp. Price S3.50. Address the author,

J. C. F GRUMBINE.

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY.
». RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM,

■ 3. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY. .
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS?

I Tho whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 
for a Historical Jesus. ■

In this volume the Jews arc clearly shown not te 
have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic Idea is traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2330 years B. C., and its history la 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until It is 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 1 
at Alexandria, in Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian crt. -

The book demonstrates that Christianity and its cen 
Irai hero are mythical; that the whole system is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of the past; its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read It without listructton and profit, whether 
he reaches the same conclusions with the author or 
otherwise. For sale at tbluoffice.

OF INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS.
Anyone who is sick and failed to find 

relief, should send their name and ad
dress (with stamp for reply) to Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Call., and I will 
(through spirit power) send you the 
cause and condition of your trouble; 
and after 1 give you a correct diagno
sis, if you wish help I will make my 
terms within your reach.

N. B.—The above advertisement is for 
the benefit of suffering humanity, and 
if you know of any one who is sick, and 
is skeptical, show them the above ad.

When my dolly died, when my dolly 
died,

I sat on the step and I cried, and I 
cried;

And I couldn’t eat any jam and bread, 
’Cause it didn’t seem right when my 

dolly was dead.
And Bridget was sorry as she could be, 
For she patted my head, and “O,” said 

she,
“To think that the pretty has gone and 

died!”
Then I broke out afresh, and I cried 

and cried.
And all the dollies from all around
Came to see my dolly put under the 

ground; '
There were Lucy Lee and Mary Clack 
Brought their dolls over, all dressed in 

black.
And Emmeline Hope and Sara Lou 
Came over and brought their dollies, 

too.
And all the time I cried and cried, 
’Cause it hurt me so when my dolly 

died. ’ . .
We dressed her up In a new white 

gown,
With ribbons and laces all around; ' 
And made her coffin in a box 
Where my brother keeps his spelling 

blocks,
And we Bad some prayers, and a fu

neral, too;
And our hymn was “The Two Little 

Girls in Blue.” •
But fpr me, I only cried and cried, 
’Cause It truly hurt when my dolly 

died.
We dug her a grave in the violet bed, 
And planted violets at her head;
And we raised a stone and wrote quite 

plain,
“Here lies a dear doll who died of 

pain.” •
And then my brother he said “amen,”
And we all went' back to the house 

again.
But all the<time I cried and cried, 
Because ’twas right when my' doll had 

died/ • - ' ..
• . 0 '■ . ■■ : - ': ■■ ■

And then we had more jam and bread, 
But I didn't eat ’cause my doll was 

dead..
But I tied some crape oh my dollhouse 

door,
And then I cried and cried some more.
I couldn’t be happy, don't you see!
Because the funeral belonged to me.
And then the others went home, and 

then :
I went out and dug up my doll again.

- —Will Allen Dromgoole,

The Lyceum, devoted to the interests 
of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. (>1 Willowdale street. 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special interest in it. It LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.

A Fascinating Work.
The readers of The Pbooressive Trinkkb will re» 

member the story under the above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published In Its columns. At the 
time, constant Inquiries were made as to Its appearing 
In book form. This wish has now been gratified. It 
makes a volume of 243 pages, in style and form like the 
"Convent of the Sacred Heart,” with a finely-engraved 
likeness of tho au cbor on the cover. The scenes of tho 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation and 
modes of life of spiritual beings, are presented in the 
pleasing form of narrative.

The following are the chapter-titles: Introduction! 
The House of the Sage; Home of tho Miser; The Lot? 
Societies; Hades; UbrlstmaBtide in the Spheres of 
Light; Cbrlstmastlde and the Golden Gate; The Un
happy Marriage; Easter Day In Heaven; AVIsltto 
the Earth; The Change Called Death; Coming to the 
Knowledge of the Light; The Society Again Visits 
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion tn the Spirit-world; 
Coatentcdness Not Goodness; Address of the Sage.

It Is a book the Spiritualist will be delighted with; a 
book In which the Investigator will find answers to 
ever-recurring questions; a book which will interest 
the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced. 
The price in paper is 50 cents; muslin91» postpaid« 

“ BIBLE OF BIBLES, ’ 
ByKeroeyGroves. It win well paypemal

“THE WATSEKA WONDER.”
To the student of psychic phenomena, this pamphlet 

te Intensely interesting. It gives detailed accounts of 
two cases ot “double consclousnees," namely Mary 
Lurancy Vennum, of Wnteeka, UI., and Mary Rcy* 

aiolds, of Venango county. Fa. rttrMteat this office. 
Frice is cents. __

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor of the National with Preface and Notes 

by Peter Eckler, Illustrated with views ot tho old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument; at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman. 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland, 
CondorccUBrlBsot, and the most prominent of Paine’S 
friends In Europe and America. Cloth. 75 ceote.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE?
BY 8. WEIL.

mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced Ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.

“Poems or Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume Is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1.

“Atlantis: The Antediluvian World.” 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all In
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
ot it given by Plato as veritable history. 
It Is Intensely Interesting. Price, $2.

“Religion as Revealed by the m«»«. 
rial and Spiritual Universe. By E. D. 
Babbitt. M. D., LL.D.” A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist One of the very best 
books on the subject Price, reduced 
to $1. sloth; paper, 50 cents. For sale 
at this office. ■ ' •

“Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine.” Contains bls celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price $1. For sale at this office. 
—From Soul to SouL” By Emma Rood 

Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gdms 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment Price 
11.00. For sale at this office.

"The Infidelity of Ecclesiastlelsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
J^lqe 25 cents. For sale at thU cfSe«,

MR8. B. HASENCLEVER, INDEPENDENT SLATE
writing and Portrait«. Trumpet circle every 

Tuesday evening, 25c. 412 W. Division st., cor Robey. 
______________ 446

MRS. 8. F. DeWOLF. INDEPENDENT SLATE 
Writer and Test Medium, 241 Winchester avenue, 

Chicago. Van Buren cara, or Madison, transfer at 
Robey. Ladles' Circle, Thursdays at 2. 447

Dept. 26.

Cioth, tl.fc. Paper, 50 cent«.

I. fl. I, EÏAKS,

THE TEACHINGS OP JESUS <
Kot Adipted to Modern ClvtUnUon, with the Tros i 
Chmcter bt Mary Magdalene. By Geo. If. BrowK ■

A SEX REVOLUTION, 
BY LOIS WAISBROOKEBj

Author of “Helen Harlow’s Vow,” “The Occult 
Forces of 8cx,” “Perfect Motherhood,” and many 
ather Worka._Pricc 25 cents. For «ale at this office,

THE AGEOF REASON.
By Thomu Djlne. Being an InrertlgsUon of True 

ana Fainloak Theology. A new and complete cdl-

MIND READING AND BEYOND.1
By Win. A. Hovey. 200 inure«, wiih nioitratlon» of 1 

the «object« treated upon. Brice 11.25.

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.!

This Is a work of great value, written by one of the 
keenest, most powerful and most truly religion! 
minds of the day. It is particularly a work which 
should be put Into the bands of those who have freed 
themselves from the dogmas of orthodoxy and from 
the dogmas of materialistic science, for It wilt 
strengthen the conviction of the free mind that mind 
and senses are not the whole of life. -

I The chapters reveal a new method in psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of •

1 stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
' confusion; that only vérifiable tenets can survive, and 

the childhood period of faith and fancy vrill be super-! 
Xdedby Knowledge and facta. Formal at this office.1

Ashland, Ohio.

ABSOLUTELY CORRECT 
DIAGNOSIS.

* r ganize, but with the unanimous support 
of the spiritual press, to which we are 
greatly Indebted, we have done our 

■-best, and submit this report, together 
.with al? relative correspondence, for

~ Meh action as you may dgcldtf.

With a thorough medical education— 
with the best of facilities, the purest Of 
medicines, there is every reason for us 
to succeed; but the distinctive features 
of our treatment! is the fact that we 
understand the causes of disease and 
remove them. ’ ' . .

Our diagnosis is! absolutely correct. 
We have proven this times without 
number. It will ■ be more convincing to 
you, however, to send your

NAME, AGE, SEX, AND A LEAD
ING SYMPTOM,

and receive by return mail a correo 
statement of your own case, which we 
will send FREE on receipt of the 
information above mentioned. Your 
prompt acceptance of this offer may 
have an important bearing not only on 
your health, but upon your success.

Remember our address is 1 ;

“Old Auntie’s... 
Yarb Tea.”-■ Z Vil, the Complex
ion and positive cure for constipation, tor
pid liver, sick headache, nervousness, loss 
ot appetite and sleep. IT TONES UP THE SYS
TEM, removes “that tired feeling,” purifies 
the blood, overcomes functional disturb
ances of female organism, and brings back 
the glow of health and high spirits to all. 
It is a scientific combination of nerfes, roots, 
and barks In their natural state, in such 
proportions as to secure marvelous results, 
it cures while vou sleep. Prepared and sold 
by the HOUSEHOLD REMEDY COMPANY, 
SUITE 9, 70 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO. Sent 
by . mall oh receipt of 50 cents. Agents 
Wanted. '

IL

K

Drs. Peebles &> Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.
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tind The entire inner surfaces of theEX-MEDIUMS. A RABBI’S VIEW. PROPHECIES.drawn in

Mrs.
entranced,

SPANISH MISRULE.

A PREMONITION

pressore.

messages, 
responsesseveral of them containing 

from two spirit friends. In

lookout 
not do 
or see

"THE DREAM-SELF.”

Your heart will be happy if it’s in the 
right place, and is the right kind of a 
heart. _ ■. .

that the medium did 
anything with my slates, 
what name I wrote on

four slates covered with messages and 
a bouquet of flowers neatly 
five or six colors of crayon.

There were eight separate

. that way
replies came from thirteen—the exact

prepared in the usual way.
Brockway was '. , when
tlie control said, In substance: “We

gPIfflTUALISM—Progress, foe UrjiPersal LaW of fiatare; Tboûgbt the SolVerçt of fier Problems.—gPIl^ITUALIgJVI

Their Assertions, As a Rule, 
Are Without Foundation.

.There is a class of ex-“mediunis,” of 
which Coonley, oi California, is a mem
ber, who on every occasion seem to de
light in asserting that there is no such 
thing as genuine spirit phenomena; or, 
in other words, that all the phenomena 
of Spiritualism are to be classed as the 
product of fraud. Because they have 
been guilty ol deceiving tlie credulous 
and Ignorant, and succeeded in making 
■themselves known as mediums, they 
appear to delight in reiterating the as
sertion that all other mediums are of 
the same class and character as them
selves and that there are no genuine 
phenomena.

Now In themselves such statements 
to the experienced Spiritualist are of no 
consequence; knowing their falsity, 
they are apt to let them pass undisput
ed. But I dare say all the papers that 
are devoted to spiritual matters aie 
read each week by numbers who are 
only beginning to investigate and study 
tills subject, and it may be that many 
of these are so situated that they do not 

■ have a chance to visit 'genuine medi
ums, or, having the opportunity but be
ing inexperienced have difficulty In 
knowing how to determine what is 
false and what is true. Reading the 
statements referred to, they may con
elude that after all there Is nothing but 
fraud among mediums. And the pub
lication of such so-ealled exposes tends 
to discourage them from investigating.

One of this class of exposers held 
forth at the leading church of my town 
some time ago, and loudly proclaimed 
that he would duplicate anything in the 
way of slate writing, etc., that any 
other medium could produce. I attend
ed (at the request of a skeptic who 
hoard his boasts the preceding evening) 
pnd took with me a couple of slates on 
.which I had obtained writing under 
conditions that to my mind excluded 
■the possibility of fraud. But this boast
ful exposer would not even permit me 
to state the conditions that obtained 
when the writing was done, but said 
that of course there might be some new 

'trick that he was not familiar with 
.which would explain any phenomena 
be could not duplicate! The fact is, he 
lied, and no doubt knew he lied when 
he said he could duplicate any phe
nomena, and that it was all fraudulent. 
And so fur as I am individually con
cerned, I do not doubt that all these ex
mediums lie knowingly When they 
make such sweeping assertions. I refer 
to Coonley simply because he happens 
to be the last one to come to the sur
face.

In your issue of May 21, this man 
says: “I stand ready to duplicate the 
work of any so-called Independent 
slate-writer” anywhere. If that is not 
a play upon words, and he means what 
he seems to say, I should like to have 
him duplicate some slate-writing that 
has been done for my wife and myself 
in the presence of Mrs. A. Brockway, 
or to even tell how it could be done. I 
would like to make the Invitation more 
general, so that it will -include the 
whole class of exposers including Ha
gaman, Covert, and Coonley. If 1 have 
been the victim of deceptive practices 
and so credulous as to have accepted 

-fraudulent manifestations, believing 
them to be genuine, I want to know it. 
And I am wilting to pay for such 
knowledge according to my ability.

In May, 1896, Mrs. Brockway was at 
Portland. Without any correspondence 
with her or any one else on the subject, 
I sat down at home and wrote out thir
teen questions addressed tn as many 
spirit friends and relatives. These 
questions 1 sealed up in an ordinary 
business envelope. I took a couple of 
my own slates and marked them In 
Buch a manner that I would have no 
difficulty in identifying them, but so the 
medium would not be likely to discover 
the marks.

Thus equipped 1 preceded to visit the 
medium, fifty-two miles distant. From 
the depot I went direct to interview the 
medium, it was in the forenoon. 1 
found her giving another gentleman a 
sitting. I waited until she was at lib
erty when she greeted me pleasantly, 
and being asked if she could give me a 
sitting for slate-writing said she could, 
inquiring if 1 had brought my own 
slates. Telling her I had, she requested 
them, put them on a stand near me and 
placed one hand on each slate “to mag
netize them,” as she said. She asked 
about my questions, and when I showed 
her the envelope containing them, she 
objected that it was too large, pro
cured a small, druggist’s envelope and 
asked me to take the questions out of 
the large and place them in the small 
one, first, however, signing my,, name 
to them, all of which I now think was 
unnecessary. I complied with the re
quests, meanwhile keeping a sharp

the questions. After about five min
utes we repaired to the seance-room, 
she taking a pair of her slates in addi
tion to the ones I brought. She procured 
a bowl of water and the four slates 
were thoroughly washed and then 
wiped dry in my presence. The room 
.was well lighted. The' little stand at 
which we sat was in the middle of the 
room and upon it there was a small 
■tablet of scratch paper and -two small 
wicker receptacles partially filled with 
chalk, crayon and slate pencil ends. 
The question were placed between 
two of the slates and a strong rubber 
band held them together. The other 
two were fastened together in the same 
manner with nothing between them. 
Neither pair of slates was out of my 
sight for a moment. At the close of 
our seance, (during which the medi
um had been partially 'entranced and 
given me many names of Spirit friends, 
and messages from some of them, in 
that way answering a part of one ques
tion in the envelope) raps were heard, 
apparently beneath the slates and I 
was Informed “they” were through. 
Removing the rubber bands, I found 
Che envelope of questions intact, sealed

number I had addressed—but, strange 
to say, two that I had addressed did 
not report. In their stead two came 
whom I had not called for—one of them 
a very dear relative of whom the medi
um could not have heard by any rea
sonable probability—and the other glv-’ 
ing the name of “Dr. Stansbury”—un
known to me—and a very nice little 
message. Eleven of my questions were 
answered, explicitly, clearly and unmis
takably. Some, of these answers con
tained information that was beyond 
the medium’s knowledge entirely, and 
at least one contained a statement that 
1 could not verify for some days after
ward, when I found It was correct.

There were something like a half
dozen different styles of writing. I 
brought back my slates with the writ
ten messages upon them. Both of them 
had writing on, produced by some in
visible Intelligence at the seance above 
described, as I verily believe—Is it too 
much to say I know it?

Will some one of these noble ex-me- 
diurn exposers kindly point out how 
the messages were put on those slates, 
by whom, and where the party or par
ties got the information, and at what 
particular time they did the writing, 
and how it was done? Explain or apol
ogize!

At that time niy wife was in Califor
nia and did not meet Mrs. Brockway 
nor have any communication with her. 
In the fall of 1806 she went east and re
turned in the following April—nearly a 
year after the sitting referred to. 
Stopping over in Denver for a couple of 
days, she noticed that the Brockways 
wen*  there and concluded to have a sit
ting. It so happened that she was in
troduced to Mr. Brockway by a man 
named Williams, without any explana
tion as to where she was from or who 
she was. An appointment was made 
for the following day, and at the hour 
fixed she presented herself to Mrs. 
Brockway. Questions and slates were

know these Influences, for they have 
been here before. We know your hus
band, W. P. W., and he had a sitting 
with our medium in Portland, Oregon. 
We will give you a slate for him.”

And she brought me a slate contain
ing almost a dozen names of spirit 
friends, some of which were not familiar, 
to Mrs.' Williams, and brief messages 
from several of them. Surely, the me
dium must have a remarkable memory 
to be able to recollect all those names 
nearly a year after she heard them for 
the first and only time!

On Friday, May 6, 1898, finding my
self In Portland and having heard the 
Brockways were there, I repaired to 
their rooms In the afternoon. After a 
social chat with the family, I suggested 
a slate-writing seance to Mrs. Brock
way, who expressed her willingness to 
assist. Again she requested questions, 
and I complied by writing three or four 
and adding this: "Shall be glad to hear 
from any spirit friend or friends.” 1 
folded the questions, placed them In a 
small envelope made of strong brown 
paper and sealed it. Mrs. Brockway 
took four slates from a pile against the 
wall as high as my shoulder, and we 
went Into the seance room, leaving Mr. 
Broadway and Charlie chatting with a 
lady caller. Mrs. B. washed the four 
slates and I wiped them dry. The en
velope containing my questions was 
placed between one pair, put into a bag 
of black cloth just large enough to hold 
them, and a stout rubber band put 
around them. The other pair was put 
In a similar bag and fastened, then both 
bags placed on the table at which we 
sat as in the first seance. Neither pair 
of the slates was taken from the table 
(taring the sitting. My left hand rested 
on one pair almost constantly, and the 
medium's hands were on the other pair 
most of the time.

As before, she was partially en
tranced and gave me names and mes
sages which I jotted down with a pen
cil, using the tablet I had written my 
questions on. Two that I addressed re
plied, or at least the questions were an
swered by messages on the slates. But, 
strange to say, of the eight slate sur
faces in the two bags, but one had no 
writing on. While we were sitting she 
spoke in an aside as follows: “Yes, 
that is all right; you can write It full. 
Talking about writing the slates full. 
He will be only too glad to have it He 
will appreciate your kindness.” She 
gave me the names of twelve or more 
spirit friends orally, and messages from 
some of them.

There are two messages from the me
dium’s guide, written from right to left, 
making it necessary to hold the slate 
before a mirror in order to read it. Cw*  
explains why one spirit addressed did 
not respond. It is written apparently 
with a green crayon. The other is 
written in brown and explains that a 
lot of queer-looking characters on an
other slate (in light green crayon) are 
hieroglyphics placed there by an an
cient, which I shall sometime under
stand. On the slate containing these 
odd-looking characters is a bouquet in . 
bright colors, over which is a dove : 
with a scroll in its beak containing the 
word “Greeting,” in neatly formed cap
itals. My . wife, (who is .a better judge 
than I) says there are fourteen differ
ent shades of color on this slate. It 
presents a very strange appearance. On 
the opposite side is a message from one 
dear to me who has long been in the 
spirit realms, signed with her first and 
last names in full .

Across the top of another slate is the 
name of a well-known spirit friend, in. 
light blue Crayon;, just beneath it, in 
light brown is the following character
istic note: “Williams, you are on the 
right now. T.L. S.—.” Below and to 
th*  right, written cornerwise and in 
w®t seems to me a shade of purple 
crayon, is the following: “I still live. I 
must outgrow wrongs I committed. L. 
8.—The first one quoted is from a 
former minister of the gospel whom I

well knew for many years, and who 
has long since outgrown his theological 
teachings. 'The last one is from his 
son, who committed suicide in Portland 
a few weeks before this seance—at 
least it is signed by his. name. I have 
not seen the boy since he was a. little 
fellow and had entirely forgotten his 
name, but my wife knew It well and 
when I inquired of her, at once said his 
name,is Lester. I understand he had 
some trouble with a woman. Evidently 
he has been under the loving tuition of 
his father since his transition and now 
understands that he must outgrow the 
legitimate ana natural consequences of 
his misdeeds before he can progress. 
Just above this and at the right of the 
first message, written in a very fine 
hand, apparently with a slate pencil, 1? 
a two-line message signed by the. full 
name of a very dear young lady friend 
who has been a long time on the other 
side. I addressed no questions to either 
of these. How, when, where and by 
whom was this writing done? .The. 
slates were blank, clean, free from 
writing at the beginning of the sitting. 
During the seance they were not taken 
from the table, nor out of my sight for 
one second of the time (except that they 
were inside the cloth bags) and at its 
close seven of their surfaces contained 
writing or drawing. The medium did 
not do the writing through her physical 
form, because I know just what she 
was doing all the while we sat there, 
which was probably not. more than fif
teen or twenty minutes at the ■ most 
Where was the opportunity for fraud? 
So far as 1 could judge, there was none, 
But, if there had been, I seriously ques
tion if the medium could have produced 
the drawings and messages as they ap
pear on those slates in ten hours, or 
twenty-four, hours or at all. I have not 
described all that came, but enough for 
the purpose intended.

I write of Mrs. Brockway, simply be
cause I have had more experience with 
her as a sensitive for slate-writing than 
with any one else. She seemed per
fectly willing to accede to any requests 
I might make, and I failed to detect 
anything whatever that savored of 
fraud or deception in my sittings with 
her. I have been told that Coonley ad
vertises to expose her methods of 
slate-writing. Will he undertake to du
plicate what I have described? To do 
this will necessitate the following:

That in the light of day, on the 
marked slates of a, sitter unknown to 
him and of whose coming he Is not ad
vised, he is to produce messages from 
the spirit friends of said sitter, answer
ing sealed questions to which he has no 
access, explicitly, plainly, fully—the 
said slates being all the time and entire
ly in the plain view of the sitter; and a 
message from one or more of the sit
ter’s spirit friends to whom he has ad
dressed no question and from whom he 
has not thought of receiving a message; 
said messages to contain information 
not accessible by either medium or sit
ter for at least a week after the seance. 
. WALTER P. WILLIAMS.

Salem, Oregon. -

Which Rescued from a Fire 
the Child of Dr. J. L. 

Reese, of Chicago.

Owing to a premonition of its mother, 
the one-year-old child of Dr. and Mrs. 
Joseph L. Reese, of 5420 Halsted street, 
is alive to-day. Altogether there is a 
story of death, injury and flames con
nected with the happy premonition of 
Mrs. Reese.

The physician and his wife dwell In a 
flat. Two weeks ago there was a fire 
in the store beneath the flat, and since 
then the doctor and his wife have had 
their child taken care of by Mrs. Fannie 
Morrison, a nurse, in a barn at the rear 
of the flat building. ”

Last night the parents were out visit
ing and they left the baby in charge of 
the nurse, who was sixty years old. 
When they returned late they decided 
to leave the child with Mrs. Morrison 
for the remainder of the night

But Mrs. Reese could not sleep. There 
was something wrong, she did not 
know what. She kept worrying and 
worrying,until at last she told the doc
tor she must get'the child and bring it 
back to the flat. She did this, and then 
sleep came.

Two hours latex a fire was discovered 
in the barn. Jesse Watson, the coach
man, gave the alarm, attracting the 
attention of Policeman Patrick Savage, 
who summoned the fire department. 
While the engines were on the way the 
coachman went to rescue the nurse. 
Escape, by the stairway was cut. off by 
the flames, but the loft door could 
easily be reached. Watson aroused the 
aged woman and conducted her as far 
as the loft door. Then he told her to 
jump. She looked down to the ground, 
not more than ten feet below, but re
fused to jump. Instead she retreated, 
and, going to the bed, hid herself under 
the covers.

Watson then tried to drag the woman 
from the bed, but she only exclaimed: 
■TH stay here.” At last, in sheer des
peration, the coachman ran to the door 
and jumped, to save himself. At that 
moment a patrol wagon from the Stock 

(Yards; police station turned the corner 
and Watson shouted that a woman was 
above. The wagon was followed by 
engine 64, and Lieut. Palmer-heard the 
coachman's words. He ran through the 
flames to the floor above, which Tell 
with him and his human burden just as 
he seized the form of. Mrs. Morrison. 
The lieutenant was buried in the burn
Ing wood, from which he and the 
corpse of the nurse was drawn forth by 
Lieut Shippy.

Thomas Elliott, of truck company 18, 
Capt. George Weller of truck company 
20, and Marshal Fitzgerald were ail 
more or less severely burned about the 
face and hands. Lieut Palmer’s in
juries on the face and hands were se
vere, but he will . recover.—Chicago 
Journal. ■

Intelligence Does Not Rejec 
Jesus.

To the Editor:—In your issue of June 
4 is an article under the caption of 

, “Intelligence Rcjcqjs a Jesus,” refer
ring to Rabbi Wise and his authority 
upon the subject. The article really 
surprised me, because I knew—abso- 
lutely knew—that Rabbi Wise and ev
ery other equally learped Rabbi, so far 
as my acquaintance-extends, believes In 
the existence of Jesus of Nazareth.

I have had for years Rabbi Wise’s 
books, and he Is not such a self-stultify
ing writer as to write a book on the 
"martyrdom of non-existing persons.” 
It is true as this eminent Rabbi states, 
that “intelligence" rejects Jesus as 
God—for this is what the Rabbi means.

. I do the same. •■
The following is the Jesus that the 

learned Rabbi does not believe in: “0 
Holy God, 0 Holy Almighty, O Holy 
Eternal, who was crucified for us, have 
mercy on us.” (Greek Church Liturgy.)

Neither Rabbi Wise nor myself have 
any more doubt of the existence of 
Jesus of the New Testament’s time, 
.than we have of the existence of Soc
rates or Pythagoras. ■ The quotation In 
The Progressive Thinker from the mar
tyrdom of Jesus Is not the Rabbi’s 
‘.‘latest expressions upon the subject.” 
Not three months ago I spent the best 
part of a day in the Hebrew Union Col
lege, Cincinnati, with Rabbi Wise and 
several other Professors; and without 
an exception they einphatieally ex
pressed their belief in the existence of 
Jesus, and were kind enough to read to 
me, passages from the; Talmud that 
speak of him. Said Rabbi Wise, after 
showing me some of the passages and 
translating them into 'English: “We 
have here some five thousand volumes 
of Talmudic and Rabblnfcal literature." 
I hope that no Spiritualist will contend 
that all these thousands of volumes 
were manufactured by it handful of 
Benedictine monks of the,sixteenth cen
tury. ' f

But to my proofs. I hold in my liand 
a book of 535 pages nponjhe "Origin of 
Christianity," by Rabbi. Wise. ( In the 
preface to this volume lie tells us that 
he had spent upon this subject twenty 
years of individual?research.

“The Rabbis of the Apostolic age, we 
have mentioned before, stood in close 
connection with the Apostle James. 
They call him In the Talmud, ‘Jacob, 
the man from.Kephar-Sekanla, one of 
the pupils of Jesus of Nazareth.’ His 
home, Kephar-Sekauia, is Identical with 
Kephar-Samiah, a town in the vicinity 
of Nazareth." (Page 228, ‘Origin of 
Christianity’.) ,

"We know that Pilate, true to bls 
brutal policy, must have slain Jesus, as 
he did thousands of other patriots. The 
question is only this: Why did the 
Christian writers of the second century 
put the crucifixion of Jesus on the 
shoulders of the Jews? The only his
torical reply Is, the quarrel between the 
Gentile Christians and the Jewish 
Christians, and the desire to please and 
win the Romans, dictated the crucifix
ion story, in which there is but one fact, 
viz., that Jesus was slain by command 
of Pontius Pilate, because.he had been 
proclaimed the Messiah," “Three Lec
tures on tho Origin of Christianity,” 
published by Rabbi1 Isfiac M. Wise, in 
1888—page 26.)

“Jesus having become aware of the 
failure of which the Messianic procla
mation had proved, and fully aware 
that every demonstration In his favor 
would cost the lives of his friends and 
heap misery upon his people, could not 
and did not expect to escape the re
vengeful jealousy of Rome. Herod and 
the high priest were probably the only 
persons who might have saved him; 
but neither of them had the independ
ence or probably the desire to save him; 
both were slaves to Rome. Jesns was 
to Herod no better, bitt more terrible 
than John; and the high priest could 
have been no particular friend of one 
who had come to carry into effect that 
which the theocratic opponents of priest 
and prince preached and desired. So 
the doqm of Jesus was sealed. After a 
few days, giving him scarcely time 
enough to expound his scheme of salva
tion, the Romans captured and cruci
fied him, as thousands of Jews were 
crucified In those days, some by the 
same Pilate." (Page 14,' "The Three 
Lectures.”) ■' ' .

“I maintain these paradoxes In contra
diction to these' modern critics who ad
vance that Jesus was ion Essene; and 
especially to the unfquniled theories of 
Mr. Renan, that Jesús Whs an Ignorant. 
phantast, with Gteco(Roman Ideals and 
Jewish prophetical spoiitaneity. The 
Talmud often mentions 'the name of 
Jesus; his teacher, Rabbi Joshua, with 
whom he was in Egjtó his disciples, 
one of whom stood in mdse communica
tion with several of titd most prominent 
Rabbis, and he stood at the head of the 
nascent church. In thie Talmud, men
tion is made of a sort -of manuscript, 
then well-known to .the Habbis, which 
Jesus wrote in Egypt and brought to 
Palestine. An original (Hebrew or Ara
maic Gospel is mentioned there, from 
which passages of the1' four Gospels 
must have been taken.' These passages 
of the Talmud to which "we refer bear 
the names ancLJbe stamp of prominent 
contemporarics-óf Jesus and the Apos
tles. This settles the question.’’ (Page 
8, “The Three Lectures.”)

“Rabbi Wise is quoted as most excel
lent authority on Josephus. Why Is he 
not as good authority on Jesus?” asks 
this writer in The Progressive Thinker. 
He is,' and accordingly ron page 31 of 
his “Three Lectures on the Origin of 
Christianity,” he says: “The Talmud 
mentions six of. them (the apostles)'. 
They were undoubtedly a‘number of 
young and humble tradesmen of Gali
lee, who for some time enjoyed the ben
efit of their Master’s Instruction. They 
were certainly young, because the Mas
ter himself was but thirty or thirty- 
three years old when he died on the 
cross.” ■ ..

. The above quotations and testimonies 
In proof of the existence of the man 
Jesus are comparable to the few rain-1

drops before the copious shower. My 
quiver is full. '

After opposition, contempt, unpopu
larity, semi-starvation and crucifixion 
heaped upon this Jewish medium, 
(Jesus) it seems almost maliciously 
cruel for a little party in the face of 
archeology, history, and erudition to 
wriggle and struggle to further crown 
him with non-existence, or apnlbllation. 
Heavep pity the mediums of the ages!

Should anyone reply to this article, 
he will do himself the honor and me the 
favor of signing his name thereto. Im
perfect as my articles may be, I am 
willing to father my productions. 
Truth—and truth only is the object of 
my search, and having found it I will 
defend It, though the fagots be kindled 
and the cross again be built.

.. J. M. PEEBLES, M. D. 
Battle Creek, Michigan.

The Tolling of the Century 
Bells.

An Elucidation of the Sub' 
ject.

To the Editor:—I am much Interested 
In the subject of this dream-self. Mr. 
Hudson, in his book, is entitled to 
some credit for collecting, assorting 
and arranging the popularly expressed 
Ideas concerning this visionary being. 
I write now more especially with re
gard to our apparently sincere friend, 
“Objector.” Suppose I sit with a sen
sitive, with desire to obtain a message 
from my deceased wife, and receiving 
such message, ask “Objector” to ex
plain; he will refer me to the impress 
made by my mind on the sensitive’s 
brain.

Either this theory should then be all
sufficient to explain this case, or It 
ought to be abandoned.

A daughter of the writer, who lost by 
death a baby boy, was receiving a de
scription of the child from a sensitive- 
all of which was in the daughter’s 
mind, when the sensitive paused; the 
daughter noticing she had not yet re
ceived Information of the sex of the 
child, asked, “Is It a boy or girl?” 
After a pause came the answer: “I can
not give the sex; I am often mistaken 
as to that!” A very small point, but It 
contains a volume for reflection. Since 
the daughter sat there with mind full 
of the subject, why should not this also 
have been impressed?

In this same instance, the daughter, 
in Brooklyn, N. Y., holding the seance 
for the writer’s benefit—he being In 
Kansas at work in bls office and Ignor
ant of tlie seance—obtained accurate 
answers to queries put with reference 
to the writer. Were those answers 
pumped from the writer's mlud while 
he was engaged in other matters in far 
Kansas, or were they from the daugh
ter’s. One would hardly stretch cre
dulity so far as to accept the first hy
pothesis. •'What of the other? The 
daughter was herself ignorant as to the 
answers that should be given. Nay, 
worse yet, she was perfectly sure lu her 
own mind that two or three of them 
were wrong. She was told that at the 
time the deceased passed away (de
ceased being the supposed narrator), 
he took my hand and asked me to 
press his If I was conscious. I tried to 
press the hand, but could not, but I 
think I shook my head. Now tlie 
daughter did not know this, and the 
writer was at the time entirely alone 
with his wife.

I have tried an experiment which, if 
“Objector” has never tried, may inter
est him. Select some excellent sensi
tive, like Mrs. Potter or Mrs. Dearborn, 
of New York, and with your mind 
thoroughly convinced these answers do 
not come from spirits, try to,make the 
medium tell your story in your own 
way. If you fail, why is it so? In 
s|jort, why Is it that when we try to 
impress our own individuality on the 
sensitive, we fall, but when not endeav
oring to do so, we produce that result? 
To me the claim that there is a kind of 
sleeping-self which exercises this pow
er, seems the acme of all absurdities, 
having not a shadow of support, eitlier 
In practice or experience.

It is a common vague reply when 
asked, “How explain the clairvoyant’s 
visions of the departed, which are 
true,” to reply: “Why his mind has 
been wrought up to conceive of no 
other explanation, and is thus influ
enced to call his own shadows spirits.”

Now, that theory would be very good 
Indeed if it did not lack the element— 
truth! Children have often had such 
visions, yet entirely ignorant of the 
•spiritual theory. Madame Esperence 
assures us that she actually took these 
visions for real persons.

How did it happen that the mother of 
the little Fox girls, in the primitive 
dawn, received information that these 
communicants were spirits? Had their 
minds been loaded down with the spirit 
theory at that time?

The question is put with great confi
dence, “If the spirit freed from the 
body can do these things, is it not just 
as plausible that the spirit in the body 
can do them?” We each possess our 
mental characteristics. Mine are such 
as to make this question comically 
ridiculous—comical by reason of its 
assumed earnestness, and ridiculous 
because of its assumption of such an 
unwarranted absurdity. If a man In 
natural freedom from restraint can 
make a watch, can he riot, surely do 
the same when gagged, hand-cuffed 
and bound? It would seem rational 
that the spirit in the body can only do 
those things for which that body is pro
vided when we have physical ends in 
■view, but that when furnished with a 
spirit body, we might expect the mental 
phenomena which we actually receive.

In conclusion, let me add: I can ap
preciate forcing a point to establish a 
grand and sublime doctrine—that is, I 
mean one is in a degree pardonable for 
so doing. But to resort to chicanery- 
solecism—and force conclusions from 
unwarrantable premises seems un
pardonable when the whole object is to 
prove annihilation of the human soul. 
I do not mean by this, ' however, that 
we should exert ourselves to establish 
our doctrines if wrong. -

. •. ? B. R. ANDERSON.
Concordia, Kans. .

> To the Editor:—I wish to publish 
- through your columns what was writ

ten on my type machine the 29th day of 
March of the present year, under what 

■ purported R> be the influence of the 
spirit, Victor Hugo, who has at some 
other times dictated messages to me. 
But betore giving It, will state that In 
1885, under an influence the personality 
of which I did not have the honor to 
know, I wrote the following lines, in 
two forms and at different times and 
places, but near together as to time;
There’s a time acoming and you will 

see it.
It is a pity that all should not know: 

Many graves will be left unfinished,
And many will fall us they go.

'Tis war and death beyond the ocean, 
Plague and famine on foreign shores.

In our own land the pest and fever
Will blight our hopes and mock onr 

fears.
It will be noted that in the passage 

written over twelve years ago, the In
fluence did nut suy that It wus Im
minent, simply stated that it was 
coming and that the writer should see 
it. But in the present message It is 
positively stated that it Is near at hand. 
Here follows the remarks of the spirit, 
verbatim:

This world, as it is called, is as 
naught in comparison with that that 
lies on the other bank of what you call 
time. But of all the sources there are 
none that you can view with disdain. 
Every movement of the mind and 
every act of the body has its import
ance and its measure with reference to 
the outgrowth of the soul and the finer 
forces of the spirit. 1 love all the times 
and the ways of all, and I sense the 
fires of the mist that is to engulf all 
things and consumed even the solid mat
ter out of which the earth and the 
other planets are constructed. But It is 
not in the light of these things that I 
would address you on this occasion. 
There is a time coming that will try 
the souls of all, and It is not far off. 
The influences of principles must be 
recognized, add It must be considered 
that it Is not the prayers of the saints 
which cause the rain nor the shouts of 
the soldiery that win the battles. Laws 
in the social and political affairs of men 
are as much the ruling power as in the 
physical world. They are unerring in 
the production of certain and positive 
results, as are those that govern the 
planets and the stars in their formation 
and movements in their orbits and 
courses. Matty tired and drooping 
hearts are waiting for their surcease of 
pain and suffering. Many are not able 
to see the dawning of the light of the 
ages, nor are they even in sight of it, 
except from the position of the seer. 
Such persons do not know the laws of 
the physical nor of the spirit. Had 
kings not been made until after the 
Idea that the earth was the center of 
the solar system was exploded, then 
kings never would have been. As It Is, 
kings have lost their power, but repub
lics could not have a healthy growth 
beneath the shadow of their crowns 
and their castles. Religion was lib
erated, but like the fish which in the 
progress of nature comes to laud and 
assimilates with the character of it, 
must return often to the saltwashed 
shore to lick its brine, and yet an 
animal possessing powers of locomo
tion suitable to the higher habitations.

0, mighty men of earth!—called 
mighty, but weak and feeble; 0, great 
women!—called great, but very small, 
what shall I say to you? There is 
nothing so poor as a man or a woman 
who trusteth in self. You rfill soon see 
what is before you and that it is all 
vain to trust in riches or in the strength 
of Ute physical powers and forces, if 
Indeed there are such.

I hear the pitiful wails of the suffer
ing and it is not music to my ears, savé 
in the sense that I know that such 
things must be. The same wave that 
brings a lover home to the arms of the 
one who awaits him with anxious 
heart-throbblngs, may break some 
ship's keel In twain and bury the crew 
and passengers beneath the main.

Then It is one or two that rejoice, and 
hundreds that weep and mourn. I will 
go and stand with you on the moun
tain’s crag and in the cleft of the rock 
which looks out on the raging billows, 
and what do I see? I’ hear the wind 
sighingas he says: “I am the messenger 
of health and yet am the voice of the 
angel of wrath.” But yonder stands in 
the cloudy temple where the light plays 
in the folds of the curtains of the skies 
and the myriads of forms seem to come 
add go through the airy windows, the 
angel of eternity, and he speaks the 
words of the everlasting. The soul of 
man repeats his words and every day 
they pile up the history of the earth on 
which we live. What is history but the 
songs of the living and the dying? That 
which we know of the past is only val
uable as it is used for example to be 
imitated or as warnings of evils to be 
shunned. The present and that which 
Is to come is of more importance to 
know and appreciate. Thousands are 
sitting and -waiting for they know not 
what, and they will not know until 
some trumpet’s blast startles them to a 
wild surprise. As we see it to-day the 
whole- world of mind is tense like the 
triggers of so many guns, resting upon 
springs that only need to be touched in 
order to have them fly against other 
springs and set off the explosion of the 
first gun. This would be the signal for 
the onslaught that is to scarcely have 
an end until. the days, if prolonged, 
would leave the habitations of man de
serted and useless. I stand before you 
as if in thé fire of the earth’s crucible 
and tell you not to despair. Nay, do 
not weep nor mourn for the houses that 
are to be torn down nor for those who 
are to fall by the sword and the pes
tilence. The poor, the faint and the 
weak will not suffer more than at pres
ent, and the times cannot last as things 
now are. You know full well that the 
present state of mattere are not to be '

permanent, ana you also know that the 
tendency is not to the better but to,.the 
worbe. The voice of reason is not heard 
nor can it be until the old things have 
passed away and all things are made 
new. Kings will not release their hold 
upon the chains that fetter the people. 
Rulers will not yield that arm of 
strength which continues their sway 
over the masses. It does not take the 
oyo of a piophet to behold the times 
that aie near at han^l. There Is a storm 
gathering in the eubt and it will reach 
the ^ebi and tin cad over the whole 
earth The war fiend will be satiated 
and the soil and tlie clay will have their 
thirst satisfied with the blood of the 
slain, 1 he knight of the sword will 
t all by tho pestilence and he who would 
die for fear of tlie slaughter may hide 
from it among the graves of the pest 
and the fever.

Hie northern empire will overcome 
*?’8bty isles of the sea and they 

w 1 fall In their pride and glory. There 
will be no rime for them, for tiiey have 
had their triumphs, and their glory will 
fade like the suns which have burned 
out, and they will die to live no more, 
llieir greatness will be as the shadows 
of the pyramids of the Ptolemies, and 
tlielr songs w 111 not be sung among the 
victorious.

All the banners shall fall and all 
nueis bhall lose their power and tho 
piinciples of humanity will come to th® 
fore. There will be the small centers 
of attraction here and there In tho 
earth, and they will come together and 
the light will begin to shine in such 
places, and those who would become 
rich shall not live. I stand before you 
and tell you that the day is hastening 
and is even here, when peace shall be 
the child of war. It is boasted that 
peace reigns In the land now. I say 
that it is war. There is no time for the 
poor (o have peace. There is no holiday 
for the laborer. Every day is a cam
paign with him that gets hotter every 
day and every year. His children are 
born in sorrow and his women are the 
mothers of a sorrowful race. He eats 
the bread of pain and his dreams are 
the visions of woe and disappointment,

8. J. BIGELOW DAILY, M. D. 
Boston, Mass.

The Cause of the Revolution 
in the Phillipines.

As many may not clearly understand 
the primary cause of the rebellion 
which has existed In the Philippine 
Islands since July, 1896, it may be' 
stated that it was the corruption and 
instiable greed of the Spanish officials, 
dominated as all things Spanish are 
everywhere, by the Romish priesthood, 
leading them to extremes of taxation 
and persecution, to enrich themselves 
at the expense of the oppressed people. 
The oppression led to revolt, and the 
first cry of the revolutionists was 
“Down with the taxes,” which soon 
wascbanged to “Down with theclergy” 
and finally to “Down with tlie Spanish.’’ 
The government and ecclesiastical au
thorities were joined in an unholy alli
ance to wring profit from tho misery of 
the natives. Tho richer class is made 
up of foreigners, Germans, Chinese, 
Englishmen, and a few Americans, 
who, exacting a greater tribute from 
the native agrlcultrlsts, pay a less to 
Uie governor and a host of greedy 
alcaldes and minor officials. Briefly, 
these were the causes which led to the ' 
Insurrection in Cuba as well as the- 
Philippines, and which in the end will 
rob Spain of the two last gems of her ' 
colonial crown. Wherever there was 
disaffection it was encouraged by Re- ! 
publicans and Spanish Carlists, hoping 
in the end to serve themselves by 
weakening the kingdom. '

In the Philippines there is added to 
official corruption the shocking im
morality of the European clergy, be- ' 
longing to all known monastic orders, 
who encourage abuses of governmental 
autliorities that they may gain im
munity from any interference in their 
nefarious business. Year by year the 
taxes have been increased and have 
assumed proportions out of all reason
able relation to the yield of rice fields 
and sugar plantations. The people pro
tested feebly against new impositions, ' 
but as opposition to the government in
creased the rigor of the rule grew7, and . 
hundreds of the men and women were 
deported without trial to the penal col- 
onles of the Caroline and Marianne 
Islands. Within recent years a means . 
for secret meeting has been given by 
the introduction of Masonic lodges, 
which have been increased rapidly in 
number and membership. The clergy 
brought to bear all of its immense in
fluence with authorities both at Madrid • 
and Manila for the suppression of these ■ . 
organizations, and so severe was - the 
persecution of the Freemasons and so 
great became the abuse of the arbitrary 
power of alcaldes to imprison and de- : 
port suspects that the Spanish govern
ment issued a decree declaring that 
every individual whose culpability was 
not proved after forty-eight hours’ im
prisonment should be given his liberty.

Posing as the friend of the poor and 
the oppressed. Romish influence is 
given to the side that is likely to yield 
to the church the richest returns in 
shekels for the church’s coffers and the 
sustenance of the greedy priests, and 
the monastic orders. This burden was 
saddled on the Philippine Islanders, 
and the taxation enforced by the 
Spanish authorities, and it is no matter' ' 
for wonder 'that the oppressed people 
have learned to hate the Spanish rule 
and the Romish clergy, their joint op-

X-RAY.

In a Pontiac (Mich.) Sunday school a 
little girl timidly told the story of Sol
omon and the disputing mothers In thi? 
wise: “Solomon was a very wise man. 
One day two women went to him quar
reling about a baby. One woman said, 
‘This is my child,’ and the other womad 
said, ‘No, ’taint; it’s mine.’ But Sol
omon spoke up and said, ‘No no, ladies; 
don’t quarrel. Give me my sword and 
I'll make twins of him, so you can bqth 
hare one.’ ’’—New York World*
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f HFOROPI+ V ' I beCiJu^ tKey to be ten; and so it h with1 ■ ■ I f ■ I’ I ™os®-who have passed out of the physical body; finding 
' , . . | that death did not deprive them of conscious life, of aci i-■ . MA AX FX1"" la I ■ 1 n ■ '■ X’ a« I.W existence, tltatitlley were in. possession of their facui-<- / VI <J LJ L il IN r ITT I I I 1 Rr I I M Pm S^y^er extent, they have no doubt been’ «VX!-*»- 1 <1 1 Vzl II || I u/ | Ll<^/VI -able to bring back to you this knowledge With the fuhre

------------------------------------------------- ' jolcing of their spirits that they had lived through the 
• I change, and of course they should live forever! . Well,

iW Address Delivsred at A. 0. U. W. Hall, Buffalo, N. Y. Bv Mrs. M. C.
Lincoln, on the Subject: Theosophy! Its Relation to Spiritualism.”

_________________ . physical life, that holds just as much of life as it is possi- 
I ble for you to comprehend here. It has its activities; it 

had given to them any evidence or manifestation of its its realit>r just as luuch as y0U1'
hfe, of its consciousness; but Modern Spiritualism has Bo ’ ^ , AT 14
helped to bring this to these many despairing souls. We cn). How do T a^out,, Jou
love to think of this; we love to know that it is true, and Ui0Se liÌhmtn ih» X?“ ' T X i
we love io tell it to the world. But it has onlv riven I tll0S2.11\ulff 011 ,the physical plane who do know; have had 
this. And you say, is not this enough? And Answer dciu81.exPeBence m that direction; and what is an act- 
you, no; and I answer you from your own hearts no’ it is 1 exPerieuee to one, might be, can be, an actual experi
not enough, because you are asking for more;’it d not ’ ■ " ’ when Vay
enough, because you know that there is something more; 't hitimì sm fn ■ i!fhnf’VXì Ì 
and althoughthe mere fact that you are Taking for something X IVC\aB your " orld io-day has n0
brings with it evidence to your thinking mindthat what- “P1®11.™11 Spintuahsm that is better -than 
ever the human soul demands, is like ! command of the poblfgX Ì
infinite law, and brings back to you in accordance with 2Ìd vour nS If Ìn 1 S Spntuahsm-dp 
the power with which you mri^ur demand. ^C^^^ust know, if you are

Do1? com°e hap? 7 Ìì*  “ h rea80ni»& thinking’beings, that it is not derogatory to
histrimnlv ask fl 1“ f J'™ these past fifty years; it is saying more
£e ofPtl e l fe t jh?fretUrn t(7atls*r y0UTth evi-1 Ì01' Spiritualism than the world has ever given it credit 
tion ‘DVliat of flmf lifoV t ^0I ’11; is eaUn£ We.for your Spiritualism than you have
tion, AMiat of that life beyond?.. What is it like? Will ever thought it was possible to sav because it savs 
thing rfffiat1 eri«tonPPe f 7™ ’T? me “that it is greater,, wjder, deeper dow2 into life than you 
eSrifllefaw^HlK ’ X'« n for solved it. It is the Science of Life, and, as the
than n Jo niwf tdli tlu^ hody of - ay’ Very fact Seience of Liie> you would be obliged, if you would un- 
SriritMlSn^riviv“ W ° pro°f tojop.that derstand the whole science, and be able to understand 
Spiritualism can give you something more. Now the every problem, to look deeper down into its mysteries 
those °ivhoB’return to vn° ?” rld stud/ more closely than you ever have ¿fore^n youi
those who return to your homes? Is it necessary that lives. This study will bring you just what Theosophy is 
vou th toiowledne?1 T UnieF 8^te’ that:tì“y may give seeking to bring tb the world to-day. This study 0Pf ma- 
Ziv There n tout to ¿T °mX “n f™31 life is j^st^vhat the teachings of Theosophy will 
essai j. Iheie is a fact in Nature that it would-be well bring to everybody. Now, when I say .this I recognize 
foi you as a people, to understand.. That fact is that of I most fully that Theosophy, as it is taught in the world to- 
mean tlmt HthoXvl nt “ V 1X“ by ? day’ 1138 not be°11 ful^ received ™ W understood, 
mean that if those who have passed out of your sight and The same principles that lie back of Theosophy he back 
whom vou 'Xi 1 °reS ° - i siunmerland; if those of Modern Spiritualism; the same principle! that lie back 
are ims H P K rn I? T manifested un.to J'011 until you of these two great movements, lie back of every religious 
they have this i * X" a f3011“ existence; if movement in the world. It is the great principle of 

ej have this conscious existence there, it is proof to you truth; and remember, truth belongs to ¿very corner of the 
cau e OfU1X Zni to a 7“ Bc' V3rth’ U is fouud at every center5 and with its vast rami-
«X- w !; law, that gives to each and everyone fications it extends over the vast surface of the earth until 
else tbitthi! t0 yOn In W iatF“ to eWbody H touches everything; and when it touches these different 
else, that gnes no more to those who have passed out of I movements that give to you of its religious teachings it 
jour sight than to those who remain with you. The con- touches you in a vital spot. It makes its demands upon 
c ousness of the individual is not in the body of flesh; you and asks you to investigate; and if you do not inveii 

the consciousness of the individual is in the soul, The gate, it is your fault, and not the fault of the truth. If 
snXnpX!8 °vthe 1C‘F us What determines what con- you do not kùwanorc about Spiritualism than you have 
nf fh^pi,ln«n?0Ur lwt recognize the beauty learned in the past fifty years, it is not because Spiritual-
nLI n ry-Ur feet «CaFOt le . W .iat1 Ylbrallons ism is at faults ■ M you know nothing about Theosophy 

’1 ierC \S ’J° part.of your Physical body that and its relatiomtoaSpiritualism, the fault is not in these 
nn Ito 1 ior whait ,c°asci0U8ness is, except that in- two great movements. Where does the fault lie? In the 
nei subtle something which we have been taught to call I minds of humanity to-day. They have made a gulf be
! I h I’ i IVing P3rtj th3t part which escapes I tween the trutbB ofi the past aud themselves; between ev- 
«aLh • "i i 'i iy°U PUH t ia b-°dy1n'vay; lt; 18 tbat subtle I eiT isni of the past and Spiritualism. The world is con
ZS V *a mTi^ 11 lha!.ac,ts’ and tliatis re- atantly making these gulfs, only that it may in future 
n d l im Sldv i iat 11 m S'i thG trTUÌh- time llave eomftllW lo do tbein iu> and Diake one
h’l V“ asseit ihat \t I*,  amply because I have! level plane of J.Jlut I want to say to you that in that
rHnrn f Of "° 13Ve j'0 T7 ?vldence8 of thel spirit of scpurficuss, you are putting yourselves as far
and ns tllkin“ "’1° have paS8ed au,€ °.f tbe ln.?rtal bodL away from the^rm? individual spirit of life, of brother- 
u i to Ito ° tb yoa Spiritualists to-day, if we know hood and spirituplUy, as it is possible for you to move; but
,m™lC'nldiniie mcanB’.11. 16 “mp!y "’hat we have experi-1 in the spiriti unity, recognizing it as a principle, you 
nfl nr’ F°u to’ gl??ug 113t. exPe>’ience one to the bring these isms so';clog.ely to you, that you can reach into 
oilier, it corroborates the experience and fixes that as a I them and take the very kernel and gem out of the cen- 

a<tom our lve5, ter, and appropriate it for your own ism, making it wholly
N ow, if 1 say to you that I have had conscious proof of "'hat it should be a veritable truth. And this is the 

this one truth tliat the consciousness of the individual teaching that I am glad to bring before the minds of the 
can be as great upon the physical plane as it can upon the I people to-day. •
astral plane (or spiritual world, if you please to call it I have stood upon the platform for many years, seeking 
that), then what, will you tell me, is the reason whj’ we to voice the truth of these wonderful things that the 
cannot be as conscious of all these things that we ask of world has recognized through Modern Spiritualism. I 
the others who come to us, as it would be were we to ask have not stood aloof; I do not stand aloof to-day; but I 
them to come into our midst and repeat to us that which stand where progression has jflaced me—a student of ev- 
wc may learn for ourselves? This is the part and portion ery fact in Nature; a student that would look at every- 
of Spiritualism which the Spiritualistic world has ignored thing, at every side, that will ignore nothing, but would 
up to uearlj' the present moment. _ The great body of penetrate into the verj’ bowels of the earth, if necessary, 
Spiritualists to-day hold within their ranks those very and bring from thence the dirt and soil, and placing it in

[IFriends:—The subject which I shall take up for coji- 
(Ijderaiion this afternoon has already been announced, 
hat of . “Theosophy, Its Relation to Spiritualism,” a sub- 
eet which 1 feel is one which should interest us all; first, 
jecause we have known of Spiritualism for fifty years; 

J|ve, as people of this Western hemisphere, have known 
Jjfhore or less of its teachings, have known something of its 
‘ Phenomena, and It has been a wonderful factor in the un-
,'fpldment of the human mind. It has directed human 
pwught into wider channels; it has caused humanity, as 

. i whole, to look deeper into life; and because it has done 
; 1 jhis, we should be ever ready to receive more which it can 
> feive; we should be ready to look deeper into its principles;

¡¡we should be ready to study more closely its methods by 
•' ¡which it has become knowJJ, and we should be open to re

ceive all of its truths,. The Spiritualism of old has 
prided itself upon being free from sectarianism, free from 

' the conservatism of the church doctrines and people, free 
■. from the bigotry and the dogmatism which Christianity

1 has seemed to engender in the minds of its advocates and 
devotees; and the Spiritualists, as a class, have taken a ;

?as.to be Eatisfie3- And yet with a deeper
stndy ox |he subject I learned to realize what life meant 
without a physical body, It was a strange experience 
" hrch brought me this knowledge. You have but to 
drift out and leave your body for a little time, and then 
attempt to come back to it, if you want to know what it 
means. You will realize then what it means to be with
out a physical body.: It taught me that I knew but very 
little of any other sphere than this. It taught me that I 
had but little experience on different planes of activity; 
cn because I bad not gained that knowledge, I was not 
fitted to function there to any great extent. But that 
was not all. There was something more than that, 
there was a deeper point to consider than all this; that 
deeper point I shall say to you is this—“it is here that 
you gain your self-consciousness.” ' Why? Because here 
is the very foundation upon which your feet rest. You 
(as you may learn afterward if you do not already know 
it)— you will learn that you have lived on different 
planes, and they did not satisfy you; you will learn that 
you have lived in bodies that wduld be invisible to the 
sight of mortal here, and you were not satisfied with 
them; you will learn that as a spark from the Infinite Soul 
ot the Universe j'pu have reached for this very country 
which you inhabit to-day; you have traveled steadily 
downward, downward, until you have touched this physi
cal life for a purpose, and the purpose, has not been 
gained, - Hie very proof of this is in the fact of your ex
istence here, that you may gain the purpose. 'When you 
aslc for proof, as you invariably will, to every statement 
that is made, I shall turn your mind to your own selves 
for proof. You do not need to go outside of that. You 
have proof of everything within you—of everything that 
will ever come to your knowledge. Not a single tiring 
can, you gain from another. It is all through yourself 
that you have consciousness or perception of any life at
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.great deal of pride in claiming that they were free from 
!ill of this, they were free to think, they were free to be- 
Jeve, they were free to investigate and to analyze every- 
Jiing which Modern Spiritualism could bring before 
hem. And this afternoon, on this, the fiftieth anniver

sary of that great movement known .as Modern Spiritual
ism, I would apk you the question if you feel that, as Spir- 

. itualisls, you are ready to make that claim good; that you 
j^rc- ready to look into your own hearts and determine that 
ÿou are just as free as you were fiffy years ago to investi
gate everything that comes before your mind in the light 
of a truth? It is a question for every Spiritualist to ask 

• Jiimself.
What do anniversaries mean to us as a people? What 

Is a birthday anniversary' to individuals, unless it be that 
-.that individual remembers tliat he *has  lived 365 days 
more than he had at his last birthday, and in that 365 
(lays hq must have learned something new; he must have 
had many ideas presented to him; he must have gained 
something in the line of progress in thought, and that it 
,js his place and time to look over the past year to know 
what that progress has been, and what it Lias meant to 
him as an individual. And in this same way would we 
look at the anniversary of Modern Spiritualism, and ques
tion whether we have learned anything new in regard to 
the subject during the past year; if we have gathered to 
ourselves more of that great truth with which the uni
versal storehouse is filled. Do woknow something more 
Of life here and hereafter, as Spiritualists? Have we 
learned of some new phenomena, and have we 
learned to analyze them? have we learned to 
know of the principles embodied within the new 

"»nd the old? Are we ready to say that we under
stand the causes that lie back of these phenomena? If 
we cannot, of what use is it to take pride in the day to 
feel that we are growiug older, and that we can look upon 
'Ourselves as matured beings fifty years old, if to be fifty

If I should tell you that these flowers were white and 
yellow and green—if you had no perception to under
stand this, could I make you understand? 0, no. It is 
jou that understands through your consciousness of life; 
and it is necessary for you to be conscious of this life, or 
the astral life, or the spiritual world and all that it holds 
and contains, before you know anything about it. Then 
what does that prove? It proves that until j'ou have 
lived here long enough to have gained all the conscious
ness that this life can give, you are not through with it; 
and if it is necessary for you to staj' here one year, it is 
necessary for you to stay here just as long as you possibly 
can; beckuse unless you do this you are lessening your op
portunities of gaining the knowledge which you so much 
want—that knowledge which you came here to get, which 
is individuality.

Some of these old Spiritualists will say: “Yes, that has 
jeen the speaker’s hobby for years—that of individ
uality. ’ But I will say to you now, we will give it 
another word that maj' be more pleasing to your ears, that 
oi self-consciousness, of becoming so conscious of one’s 
self that he knows what he can do; and when he knows, a 
knowledge of the result of the action is just as clear as the
action itself. That is why that statement to-day is such 
a reasonable one to me. Why, I can reach out and touch 
hands with every brother who agrees with me upon that 
subject—that here upon the physical plane, the world of 
causation, the world of creation—is where we gain our 
self-consciousness; consequently we need our physical 
bodies just as long as we can hold them.

jneans no more than though we were ten? Spiritualism 
Jias been a wonderful tiling to the world. Spiritualism is 
no less to-day than it was fifty years ago; indeed, it is vast
ly more. It embodies as much of truth to-day as it did 
•in that long ago time; it holds the same truth, for that
matter. It is not changing, in any sense of the word 
whatever; but it is individuals that must change the great 
world oi Spiritualistic thinking men and women that 
must change in their attitude towards Spiritualism, that 
we may know what it holds for us; that it may not be a 
storehouse so far away that we cannot draw aside the cur
tain that hides it from our sight; but that it is a vast
storehouse, and that we have prepared ourselves for enter
ing into that house and taking therefrom all that it holds, 
taking it lo ourselves as a possession. We cannot de
plete it. It is a part and a portion—I might say, the 
.whole—of life, when we regard it as a science. Spirit
ualism is
1 THE SCIENCE OF LIFE,

■ Init it embraces what? Spiritualism per se, embraces 
’ {Modern Spiritualism as a tiny infant child; just as the 

mother would hold to her bosom the offspring that she 
Joves, that she treasures, that she hath given of her very 
|ife-being. And this is the relation wjiich Modern Spir
itualism holds to Spiritualism per se—Spiritualism as a 
.whole, looking at it as though it were the Science of Life.

Shall we enumerate to you the wonderful blessings that 
Jiave reached the world through the teachings of Modern. 

. $pirjtualism? Shall we tell you that the materialistic' 
-.mind has been turned into a different channel? Shall

! . ,we tell you that when he clung to the earth-mould, and 
1 ii ensured'every part and portion of that life which was

[f tangible to his physical senses, because he looked upon 
material life as the sum and substance of his existence, 
find that when the cliange came that caused the body to 
become inert and dead, the materialist could pronounce 

■ it as dead, as having lived its life, as having filled its place 
■■ in the great economy of Nature, and that having done its 

[ Work, had ended its life and its principles? And with 
ibis materialistic idea swaying the people, surging 
hrough their ranks, and leading men and women blindly 

L into a darker fate than they would otherwise have found, 
p Spiritualism touched them, quickened them into active 
P thought, and with eyes wider open and ears attuned to 

pound they listened to hear the faint whisper that came 
J to them across the bridge, or across the gulf, that to them 
L had hitherto meant darkness, over which phenomena now 
r had brought to them a faint gleam of hope; and with eyes 
| Strained to pierce into that outer darkness, they had 
If caught a glimpse of light that was beaming far off on 
£' some other shore; or felt the impalpable touch of loving 
R’ ]iands which they could not see. And lo! the matcrial- 

isiic mind was ready to respond to all which Spiritualism 
I? Could give, and this response helped him to have a broad- 
L ■ er conception of physical life; this response gave to him 
fl . a new hope that buoyed him over the many troubles and 

trials.of life, and made him a better being! It helped 
him to penetrate beyond the dark walls which supereti- 
Jion and dogmatism had builded around human lives. 
Even the mother who knelt at the altar with her heart

E

¡filled with anguish when she recounted to that unknown 
.God the trial of her life, the disappointment of her heart, 
as,she watched the fading out of the fairest life-.flower, 
the dearest child of her bosom and felt that it had drifted
away so far that her human eye could not see, her human 
ear could not hear, her-hands could not touch nor fondle, 
èhe felt that life itself was slipping out from under her 
Sect, leaving-hér desolate and alone; her one feeble hope 
.was the cross; dim, vague and misty, was the God that 
Swell so far away; yet to Him she prayed; and yet even 

k jvhile kneeling there, the whisper came from across the 
& hirbid waters, “I am not dead; I am not dead; I live.” 
K^lApd in that one sentence, the mothers heart - grew 
^-«trbnger and her faith gtew brighter, and instead of 

¡pursing the God she was striving to love and adore, thé 
g- treat impulse of her heart wa$ to piaise Him forevermore 

that she was ijqt left ignorant of this wonderful truth of 
’ grave. Ajid in this way we could picture 

thousands, aye, millions, of human souk 
pw Ûiqt there was aught beyond the great 
hey were taught to call Death, for no one

fr'
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people who are conscious of delving and diving into these 
conditions outside of your physical life; people who can 
give to you these wonderful truths, if you seek for them. 
But they are people of that nature, of that character and 
of that growth, that they recognize the fallacy of giving 
to an individual knowledge of that which he does not care 
to know anything about. Just as soon as an individual 
mind is turned into the path wlierc he asks for knowledge 
and his face is set in that direction, and he turns deliber
ately away from bigotry, from conservatism, from super
stition, and only asks for the truth that may be given him 
in that path of knowledge, that moment the truth comes 
flowing into his soul. But if he closes the door, and 
says “I have learned enough—I have learned enough to 
satisfy me that when I am through with my physical body 
I shall live beyond, consequently I am sure of immortal- 
ify”—if he saj's this, he is simply the veriest child of the 
natural world; he is asking for the tangible existence of 
the to-day, and knows nothing of the to-morrow. Why? 
Because an individual Spiritualist—I do not care where 
you look for him, nor under what circumstances j'ou may’ 
find him; whether he is a medium of long standing, or 
whether he is a teacher of the principles of Modern Spir
itualism as it is taught to the world to-day; no matter 
what position he may take—if he has no more knowledge 
of an immortal life that what has been given to him by 
his investigation of Modern Spiritualism as the world un
derstands it to-day, he has no knowledge of immortality 
whatever. I know that is a strong statement to make, 
but it is a statement that I think I can prove to you is 
true—a statement which it is necessary’ to make in this 
day and age of Modern Spiritualism.

anu iiring irom mence tnc curt and soil, and placing 
my hands I would analyze it through that law of psy- 
chometry which Modern Spiritpalism just touches 
upon, and then leaves for fear of what it may 
give them. I would make use of that law of psy- 
chometry, that science which is a portion of the great 
science of life, and through that power I would analyze 
even the very dirt of the earth; and then I would take
blossom after blossom, leaf after leaf; I would take the 
rock from the great boulders that fly in pieces, and as they 
crumble away under my touch, I would learn to separate 
them under my will, or disintegrate them. Why? That 
I might become master of my position, and as a master be 
pre-eminent over all matter. The necessity for becoming 
a master over matter, is what Theosophy teaches; that is 
what Spiritualism may teach when it clasps hands with 
these different movements that are starting all over the 
world to bring to people more than they have ever re
ceived before.

What has Modern Spiritualism proven to the world? 
It has proven to the materialist only that there is some
thing beyond that which is called death; it has proven to 
him that there is a continuation of the life from the phys
ical plane to the next one—and that is all. Well now, if 
he had turned his attention the other way and gone a lit
tle back into the past he could have learned the same 
truth—by looking backward, instead of reaching outward 
into the futtire. He would have had to study, per
haps, along different Unes; it would have been a little bit 
harder for him to acquire that knowledge than it has been 
in the past to go to a medium here and there qnd receive 
the evidence of the return of some spirit, and the identity 
of that spirit; but the truth would have been the same; 
and mayhap it would have been of more value to him if 
it had been a little harder for him to gain the truth. I 
have learned tliat what an ipdividual pays dearly for has 
some value to him, and unless he pays the price, and a 
good round sum at that, it amounts to but little to’him.

WHAT SPIRITUALISM PROVES. '

Now let me tell you what I mean when I say that Mod
ern Spiritualism has not proven immortality to the world. 
It has proved continuous life; it has proved that when the 
individual soul dropped off its body of clay it lived in oth
er regions; lived in a different atmosphere, in a different 
life than this physical- life. But has anyone ever been 
able to Tell you how long he had lived? Because he had 
made the change, could he tell you that he would live on 
and on through the eternal ages? No.' He may have 
ihought perliaps he would; but then that “perhaps” many 
times is a feature with yoimg minds here: they flunk they 
can live always because they have livQfl a litHe time. 
Young people think they can live to he 70—y^a, 80Ind

Now, as thinking men and women, you should close in 
with the great army, and through the rank and file, by 
contact with them, you would get that impetus which the 
spirit of investigation gives to everybody, and by that im
petus you would move further along the path; and when 
the end comes to your phj'sical body you would realize 
something more of immortality than the mere fact that 
you live beyond the grave. What would you learn? You 
would learn that the. physical body was of just as great 
consequence to you as any other body that you could in
habit; aye, that it was even more tb you than some of 
these other bodies-—spirit though you may name them. 
I ha ve been told for years, even as a Spiritualistic teacher, 
teaching Modern Spiritualism, that the physical body was । 
the body I musf/clRig to; that the physical body was the 
great body whiçjh R needed most; and if that is a truth to 
me; if that is a factfln Nature; and that I can understand 
the great economy^ life better by functioning in a phys
ical body, them that is a fact for you, a truth for you to 
take up and analyse and see what it means to you and 
what it holds fftr ypu. I was told the reason why the 
physical body was ¿é such importance and value to me, and 
that it was necgssgry- for me to hold to it—was because 
this was the woildoy plane of creation; this was the plane 
of causation. And.what didf understand by that? But 
very little at find;.,nWhen.it was first told me I thought 
it was a very strmgd statement, for like thousands of oth
er Spiritualists, when.trouble overtook me, I looked out 
so wistfully towaidsithat Summerland, and hoped that the 
end .was almost'Béai; to step across into the border coun
try; and therefore J felt as a great many Spiritualists do, 
that it would be a beautiful thing to drift out of the phys
ical, and live in the Summerland; but while I was think
ing these very thoughts—I Was met, as it were, upon the 
very threshold of that other world, with this statement: 
“Keep in your physical body; it is the best body for you; 
it is the best body for a human soul to inhabit.” And 
when I questioned what it meant the answer came: “Here 
is the world of creation; here is the plane of causation, 
it is here that you-can dp, and you can live, that you can 
be a conscious active being, and it is upon this plane that 
you will receive your self-consciousness.” This state
ment required a great deal of study. I was dissatisfied 
with it, even though.! recognized‘that it came from 
higher planes of existence, fl was dissatisfied because in 
a way it seemed to taljc awav the beautiful mystery of the 
otherhfe; it seemed to say to me That it was inefficient tq 
satisfy the soul, and the great longing of a human soul

THEOSOPHY A COUNSELOR.
Now, the relation of Theosophy—for this is what The

osophy teaches—to Modern Spiritualism seems to me 
something in the manner of a counselor or friend, one 
who advises the Spiritualist to study more closely the na
ture and character of the physical body and its relation to 
life as a whole. It does not ask him to give up the truth 
which he has gained—but. only advises him to make use 
of that truth for further progress and knowledge of life’s 
great mysteries.

I get the thought from many here in this hall this 
afternoon, that if this ip necessary for human souls, to 
hold to a physical body lust as Ipng as they possibly can 
isn’t it a wise thinu, then, to call those back who’ have 
already lost their bodies, and give them an opportunity 
of holding to physical life, that they may learn a little 
more? 1 his would be well enough if you could call them 
back and demand of them that they take a body of their 
own; but to call them back that they may absorb the 
vitality, the consciousness, as it were, to a certain extent, 
of an individual being here—I know that it is not the 
highest nor best condition for the spirit who has passed 
out of the physical body, nor the highest and best for the 
mortal who must act as a medium in this case. How do 
I know it? By that everlasting law of justice that appeals 
to you as it appeals to me; justice;—in this way; every 
hour and moment of our lives belong to us; every part 
and portion of our strength and energy is ours to use as 
best we can, to help us along the great path which leads 
upward, upward beyond the heavens, aye, beyond the 
clouds; and it belongs to us. Why? Because when we 
are in possession of our faculties, when we are in posses
sion of our full consciousness, every moment in the phys
ical body we are constantly appropriating, gathering up. 
that which shall in future years be the very substance of 
our character and ot our fives; and if we allow others to 
infringe upon the domain which is our own; if we allow 
others to take possession of that which belongs to us. we 
are not only unjust to the self, our own being, but we are 
unjust to those whom we allow to do this very thing. You 
would say it was an injustice for me to allow a small child 
to steal that which belonged to gnother; no matter if that 
child was hungered, starving, though it may be, it is my 
duty and yours to give, but not allow another to steal. 
And this principle, tins law, remains good whether it is 
operative between those on the physical plane, or those on 
the invisible plane of life as they are dealing with mortals 
here.
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- LAW OF INTERCOMMUNION.

That law of inter-communion, when there is desire 
upon the part of those who have passed out, is just in ac
cord with the universal law; but when we make the de
mand, and that demand is granted because of the weak
ness or because of the ignorance of that other, we have 
overstepped the bounds that would insure us justice, anc 
we have infringed upon our rights and the rights of 
others. And we who are studying for individuality, we 
who are seeking to know more of that great and wonderful 
fact of life, should know every part and portion of it; we 
should know the truth of justice; we should know how to 
apply it; we should understand the minutest law of the 
kingdom, and know how to make it applicable to our
selves and others. ■

How can we do this? Spiritualism teaches that we, as 
passive instruments, can place ourselves in position to re
ceive messages and communications from the Other world. 
Spiritualism teaches that we can do this without detri
ment to ourselves; but investigation proves that while it 
is commendable in many instances, where there is a 
proper plan, and a condition by which every obstacle is 
tomoved from the path of the operator .and the one 
operated upon, that it is admissible, that it is but just and 
right; but there is another side to consider, when we 
know by analyzation, that our insane asylums are. filled 
to-day with the victims of this state of passivity; they are 
filled to overflowing by that class which, when once 
looked at in the right light, we should call mediums.

I tell you what it is; Spiritualistic friends, that the un
trained mind is no better than the untrained sight or the 
untrained ears. They are not ready to do this masterful 
work without proper guidance and proper pfens and 
directions. And Spiritualism to-day has’gotten into that 
flace where the whole world is clamoring tor phenomena, 
rithoyt any common sense with it. In the past—what 
have we to say abcut the past? Wewill say that it was a. 
movement that was started by intelligences high above 
' he earth; we will say that the movement Was a movement
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faJD&vidqftlize the race; we iffl ffiy jhfti jt wss a proper | 
. movement in ite time and place, and had humanity dealt I 

wjtb it always in the same mood and condition as wheijit 
entered upon the earth-plane, it would not have needed 
any new movement to taxe its place; but the people have 
drifted into that shilly-shally way of doing business; they 
have no conception of the real principles which lie back 
of phenomena, and consequently clamor for the surface 
V 01 k, and leave out that finer genii of Spiritualism, the 
principles embodied in phenomena.

I am not speaking against phenomena; the world is full 
of it; LJiold a body which is simply the result of phe-

M 
¡c 
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nomena. It is a phenomenon, to say the least, as a result 
from the everlasting principle of building.

DANGERS TO AVOID.
But I say to you, when you deal with phenomena, and 

you do not know the causes lying back of it, you are deal
ing many times with that whieh will prove to be danger
ous to you. None of you would like to receive a strange 
packet through the mail in these serious times; you would 
carry it right to the police station the first thing you did; 
place it in the hands of somebody who you felt would un
derstand better about the nature of explosives than you 
did; and yet 1 think that this is just the way that these 
untrained minds are placed when they are reaching out to 
receive phenomena of every kind and description, without 
knowing what directs it, without knowing what lies back 
of it; and if.you would be preserved from this condition 
which ignorance alone of course would bring, do, I beg of 
you, be cautious how you deal with phenomena. But I 
would advise you to interest yourselves in a study of the 
physical hie; of the life that is constantly being acted 
around and about you; studying the nature of your own 
bodies, and studying to know, if possible, who you are, 
and what you are, from whence you came, and why you 
came. These things will bring you evidence enough of 
phenomena. As you deal with these subjects you will be 
unfolded in that very realm from whence phenomena 
comes; and with eyes and ears trained, you will know bet
ter how to deal with the subject of Modern Spiritualism 
than you have ever known before. '

Now, as I have said before—for I will not tire you 
longer—here stand these two great factors in the wond’s 
unfoldment, Modern Spiritualism and Theosophy. They 
stand wide apart to-day, because people have placed them 
there. Within themselves the principles are the same. 
The movements have been started by the same powers; 
and, as individual actors upon this great stage of physical 
life, if you bring yourselves together as one common band 
and study the principle underlying both of these great 
movements, you will at another anniversary day find that 
you have gained more of the knowledge of what Modern 
Spiritualism really is, than you have in all of these many 
years of the past, for you got through studying a long 
time ago, and have just simply been accepting. Now, the 
old-time Spiritualist did study; the old-time Spiritualist 
did seek to know what these things meant whieh were 
brought to them in these various forms and phases 
through mediumship. But to-day the crowd does not 
study them; they simply accept, and rush hither aijd 
thither for a test. Yet they do not need to know of a 
test of the hie beyond, because they have already had 
hundreds and thousands of them; that has been well dem
onstrated. What is it a test of? It is a test that strange 
things can be done.
/ WONDERFUL SPHERE.

0, wonderful region of life that holds within its great 
storehouse the causes that are constantly doing strange 
things. 0, wonderful universe of life that gives to the 
human mind just what it asks for. 0, wonderful spirit 
of life, that breathes upon the earth and gives to it 
vitality; that makes its demands upon the sands of the 
shore, and lo! out from the very depths, under our very 
feet, come surging the whispers of a past so wonderful, 
and yet recorded in thy great pages of memory.

0, wonderful sphere of life, I wonder, as I look at thy 
blossoms, how it is possible that you can be so strange to 
me; I who have lived so many ages; I who have slept, un
folded, as it were, in the very bosom of the earth; I who 
havQ penetrated into the caves, and through the mysteries 
of cave-lite; 1, who have dwelt with the fishes in the sea; 
who have touched animal life in its every stage and 
career; I wonder how it is that you have escaped me; and 
that only as 1 come into physical life, even after I have 
lived years upon this mortal plane, that I can turn to you 
and see that you are wonderful. And yet it is true, liie 
is so wonder! id. Every face is a wonderful thing; yet 
eyes, nose, hair and mouth hold for me a lesson so much 
more wonderful than all that physical life outside of the 
human can portray; for I know in every face I cun see the 
varied cycles as they come p .d go; I can see the principles 
as-they are represented of all planetary life; I can see the 
wonderful rave of the sun as they Jieam out and stream 
through human windows, until they affect the whole 
human race. 1 can watch the formation of the nose, and 
lo! rising before me I can see that wonderful system of 
order that sets everything in its place, and brings out of 
everything that perfect system which we can recognize 
even now.

And then these ears so wonderfully constructed—do 
they mean just that I may hear your whisper; that I may 
hear the roar of the sea; that I may hear the faintest 
vibrations of sound? 0, no; they mean something more 
than this. What do they mean? They mean that life 
is full of wonderful things for us to study; for, as we 
study the formation of the ear, we study the formation of 
cverv object that brings to us sound. We stray out be
yond the power of the eyes to see, and lo! we are upon a 
different plane; sound greets us that to us would be un
known if we depended wholly on this little drum of the 
ear as we recognize it; and then I find that esoterically 
there is a life-principle that is far more wonderful than 
that which exoteric-ally is presented to me. And lo! I am 
a different being; then I stand no longer upon feet made 
of physical clay; but I rise upon the wings of the mind, 
and I float from one sphere to another, and I gather up 
the treasures that have been given to me through the long 
Qges of the past, and I bring them back and lay them be
fore you that vou may know what you are, as individual 
beings. The fact of life means this to me; it means it to 
everyone; it means it to every child of the mortal world— 
that you and J, traveling the self-same path, joining 
hands and interests, can read the self-same lessons from 
the self-same pages. And lo! no longer will life be such 
a mystery if these two great movements will cement 
themselves together, and make a concrete unity rather
than an idea of separateness.

Thank you, friends, for this hour of cpmmunion. 
us work together for the good of the whole.
. - ------------ :—:)o(:—:------------

WAITING.

Close by the river I’m waiting, 
Its beautiful shore I can see;

“River of Life” and boatman, •
Who waves a signal to me.

“Hither, come hither, frail mortal, 
Up higher bright laurels are won;

Finished, thy work on the earth jfiane;
The race of immortals begun.

“At last the fetters that bound thee
Are broken—-thy spirit set free; ’

The wavelets of time around thee • ■
Flow on to-eternity.” • : . < 5 •

MRS. E. J. BUCHANAN-.

At the close of the week, when weary of the cares of the 
home, the shop or office, one loves to wander through the 
forest and study the handiwork of nature. In different 
localities the lessons vary somewhat, but the final result is 
the same. Out on this Pacific Coast the distance from 
the sea level to the lofty mountain’s summit is in some 
places Rut a short distance. In the few miles one would 
have to travel from the ocean to the mountains, there are 
many lessons of. great value to one studying this symbol 
language—the only perfect language.

We find the willow growing near the sea level or on the 
river’s bank where plenty of moisture can be secured, and 
as we reach higher ground we find the ash, oak, fir, and 
last the pine.

In many localities where the distance is great from the 
valley to the mpuntains, as in the Mississippi Valley, 
where one has hundreds of miles to travel over valley, 
hills and plain before reaching the mountain, one will 
find the cottonwood, elm. ash, hickory, oak and many 
other useful varieties of trees before reaching the fir or 
pine of the mountains. z >•

We can retrace our footsteps back to the sea level and 
river’s bank in the low valley^ and find yet another class 
of useful trees, those planted and cultivated by man; 
these are tender. In the orchard we find fruit trees of 
tender varieties—the orange, peach, plum, cherry, pear 
and apple. We could go over the same ground many 
times, and each time take one single department of nature 
and learn a valuable lesson, if our hearts and minds are 
right, The flowers and birds met with on the way are of 
no less importance than the trees, in this symbol lan
guage. These are in the material world, and each dif
ferent tree, whether fbrest or fruit tree, has a meaning in 
the realm of nature. .

The finite cannot understand the things of the Infinite. 
In nature there seems to be many departments, and each 
department seems- to have a well-written language of its 
own,-and a way of recording its history of passing events. 
The. declaration that “God is a spirit,” is an improper 
translation; it should read: ‘‘Spirit is God.” There is all 
the difference in the world in the two translations. '

Trees, flowers and birds, from a material standpoint are 
like every other material thing. They pass so rapidly 
away, or from one form to another, they are properly 
called shadows. To say, then, “there is only spirit,” or 
to say, “there is only God,” is to speak truthfully, for 
all material forms are but crystallization of one substance, 
spirit. When we say “there is only spirit,” the mean
ing is that as matter changes form so rapidly, the real 
basic principle is spirit, the only real substance.

When we enter Silence and behold how perfectly the 
Spirit answers our questions in clairvoyant symbols by 
the use of trees, flowers, birds, and other material things, 
we say, “how simple and wonderful.” I am not able to 
tell why the Spirit answers a question by sending an oak 
tree, instead of using any other kind of tree. I only know 
it is the case, and J am not complaining that it is so. 
Every student of mental science knows that such is the 
case, where the student has advanced far enough into the 
science to be able to read the symbol language, coming 
from clairvoyant sight while in Silence.

Heaven is not far away. “Heaven is within you.” How 
little the materialistic world of to-day knows of heaven. 
Many a traveler, footsore and weary, has turned aside on 
a warm summers day, and finding a shady retreat, has 
gone into Silence, opened the gates of Heaven, and has 
feasted his soul on the wonders of that other world, which 
is so far away to so many, and yet so near to a few.

A person rambling through the material forests sees 
trees, shrubs and vines in all degrees of perfection, from 
the tall stately pine to the decaying fallen tree that was 
once the proud monarch of the forest. One sees here and 
there branches, and small trees and tender shoots, broken 
or cut down.

When in Silence, when forests come floating by, the 
different scenes changing with lightning rapidity, and we 
see in the realm of Spirit what we have seen in the ma
terial forests, we then wonder in which realm,the material 
or spiritual, we should have taken our observations. 
Trees in clairvoyant symbol always mean persons, birds 
and flowers mean success and enjoyment.

When we ask in silence about the welfare of any per
son, and the spirit answers by sending a live tree, that 
person is well. If a dead tree is shown, then that person 
enquired after is dead.

Now comes the singular part of the symbol language: 
An apple tree has a meaning of its own, different from a 
forest tree. A mental scientist in Washington State, 
learning the name of a lady editor and publisher of men
tal science literature, residing in New York City, asked 
the spirit to give him some information relative to this 
la’dy publisher. Instantly there • appeared in clear 
clairvoyant vision a thrifty, healthy peach tree, planted 
in rieh ground and pleasantly surrounded. A more com
plimentary answer could not have been given. The man 
understood'the symbol perfectly and was fully satisfied 
with the answer.

The same party on a former occasion was interested in 
the welfare of a party who was being tried on a criminal 
charge in a matter that greatly affected the prisoner’s 
honor. In silence the mental scientist asked the spirit 
how the matter would terminate. The answer came in 
the form of an apple'tree with nearly every limb torn 
from the tree, only one single limb left remaining. Soon 
after that the trial came off. The case was taken under 
advisement. The party made another enquiry as to his 
welfare. This time there appeared an apple tree, perfect 
in limb, but far out in a field alone, not a tree of any kind 
near it. The final termination of the case was, the de
fendant was allowed to go on his good behavior, subject 
to being called to account on first violation of the rule he 
had previously broken.

Late in the night a party was awakened from sleep, 
when there appeared before him an oak tree. The tree 
was dead. At the instant the tree appeared there were 
five axes of different sizes each with a short handle, and 
by unseen hands these axes were hurled against the dead 
tree. The next morning the party learned a friend had 
died at the same time of seeing the vision.

. Why, after we dream of wading snow drifts, or see snow 
in clairvoyant vision, we have to wrestle with poverty and 
cruel adversity, I am not able to tell you. I am sorry it is 
so. If poverty is in store for you, your spirit will teU you 
so, and let you get ready for the ordeal. I could ask for 
no better fortune than to have you relate your dreams of 
gathering flowers—sweet, fragrant flowers, or see birds 
hopping about in search of food. Fortune and happiness 
would then attend your every effort.

Are you satisfied with the above illustrations? I can
give you hundreds of them, but I cannot convince you 
there is any reality in the wonderful symbol language un
less you direct your mind into the spirit realm, and away 
from materialistic thoughts. It may be only too true 
that -only a few learn the sweet lessons the spirit has to 
impart. The way is open to all who want to learn. You 
ask: “Where can I find an instructor?”' The deity within 
you will instruct you cheerfully, if you will only keep 
silent and let him. It is not safe to trust to anyone else 
to'instruct you. This school needs but one scholar, 
there is only, room for one in the realm of spirit. Wfien 
you-have learned a few lessons in this wonderful symbol 
language, your spirit will give you other lessons in the 
realm of usefulness, such as you little dream of now. 
“There is only Spirit.” F. P. WAGNER.

Vancouver, Wash. .

DONS SWAMI’S ROBE.
Mrs. L. V. Comer Becomes Priestess of an 

Oriental Cult.

SEVERS WORLDLY TIES—TAKES THE NAME OF 
SHRADDHANANDA, MEANING “FAITH IN 
BLISS”—QUAINT CEREMONY OF ORDINA
TION TAKES PJACE IN THE ROOMS OF THE 
ADWAITA SOpljjiTY.
Before a rude altar, says the Chicago Inter Ocean, that 

had been reared in the apartments of the Adwaita So
ciety, Cottage Grove avenue and Twenty-fourth street, a 
woman stood last night and renounced the world and all 
earthly possessions and ties that make life dear to the ma
jority of her kind. Before the strange rites winch be
tokened such sacrifice were solemnized, the woman had 
been known as Mrs. L. V. Comer. After her vows had 
been spoken she, became the Swami Shraddhananda, 
which signifies “Faith in Bliss,” and which will be her 
title henceforth. ; '

The newly ordained Swami is the first American of her 
sex to be thus exalted. In fact, the ceremony has been 
performed in the Western World but four times all told, 
and. never in Europe,' According to those of the same 
spiritual persuasion as the new Swami and the Swami 
who ordained her, she has reached the highest state that 
exists. For she is God, they say. ' •

That the little band of faithful who witnessed the cere
mony were sincere in their belief of the literalness of this 
condition, there could be no doubt. That the candidate 
for the high honor was herself convinced of its infal
libility, was equally manifest. Hers appeared to be no 
fleeting conviction, the result of feverish hysteria.

During all of the solemn and trying function her face 
was as serene as a clear sky. She had earned the ochre- 
hued robe she was wearing for the first time, and she bore 
her honors with no evident sense of false pride or worldly 
vanity. ....
FEW PERSONS PRESENT AT THE CEREMONY.

The ceremony was private, only members of the ^five 
branches of the order, which is the most ancient order of 
monks in the world, and of Hindoo origin, being present. 
Long before the ceremony began the air had been made 
heavy with burning incense, whieh glowed in the censers 
back of the altar. This had been covered with snowy 
linen cloths and rieh tapestry, which, by the way, was one 
of the few reminders of the Oriental splendor of whose 
nature the ceremony partook. From frames on the altar 
itself and from the walls back of the altar, the faces of 
Christ and some of the saints recognized in the Catholic 
and Episcopal Churches looked benignly down, and 
grouped with these appeared portraits of the dark
skinned prophets of the East, exponents of the Buddhist 
faith, for the order recognizes neither race nor sex nor 
creed,-and preaches only universal love and truth. Their 
doctrines are the: synthesis of religion, morality, and 
philosophy. , r

To the right of the altar stood a pan-like furnace, upon 
whose sides rested seven pine sticks, grouped so as to form 
a triangle w'ithin a square. This arrangement was sig- 
nificent of the three'forms of divinity—creation, pres
ervation, and destruction. The square signifies absolute 
unity. ,

DETAILS OF ORDINATION SERVICE.
Swami Abhayaijanda, who has been at the head of the 

order in Chicago, performed the ceremony. She led the 
candidate before the altar by the right hand, and, after a 
moment of profound silence, explained the purpose of the 
ritual. Both the Swafni and the candidate wore robes of 
ochre serge, double-breasted to the right, and twice en
circled by a girdle of' the. same hue. The ochre color 
means purification by fire, the double girdle stands for 
“twice” born, and the manner of fastening the garment 
to the right signifies that the wearer is a Brahmin. 
During the initiation of the candidate, the officiating 
Swsjni set fire to the contents of the pan, the candidate 
foi initiation replenishing the blaze by pouring oil upon 
the flames, from a vessel that had been handed to her. A 
part of this formality was also the clipping of-a lock of 
hair from the candidate’s head, which lock was placed 
upon the flames and the fumes from the ashes inhaled by 
the candidate.

The meaning of this was explained as the renunciation 
of all flesh and worldliness—the purification by fire. A 
staff and a water pot were also handed to the candidate, 
the former signifying her position of teacher, and the 
latter the only possession of Sannyain. Then came the 
most solemn moment in the ceremony.

SOLEMN WORDS OF CONSECRATION.
“Let the power of your love go to her!” said the high 

priestess, impressively. “Let us surround her with our 
love.” There was a deep silence which lasted several 
minutes, after which the candidate was relieved of the 
staff and pot, and told to face the four quarters of the 
globe with uplifted hands. As she turned each time she 
repeated after her instructor:

“From to-day let no being be afraid of me. I will in
jure no one, by thought, or word, or deed.” Then the 
following vows were taken: “I give up all attachment to 
personalities; I give up all ties that mean separateness; I 
declare that all is One, all is the Spirit of Spirit; I give up 
desires for wealth, fame, honors; I give up all things that 
belonged to my former life. They have all become the 
Lord’s, and not mine. I take the vow of celibacy, of 
absolute continence, of poverty, of non-resistance, of serv
ice to all beings in the universe.”

' After the burning of the lock of hair, the high priestess 
said: “Thou hast become fearless. Thou art above name 
and form, above time and space; but so long as tins body 
shall last you will carry the name of Shraddhananda. 
Henceforth, Pure One, let the wide universe be your 
home, the sky your canopy, humanity your family, the 
animals your care and solicitude.”

During the ceremony the speaker invoked the spirits 
of Moses, Buddha, Shonkerer, Jesus of Nazareth, Ra- 
manya, Ma'dhaver, and Plotinus, and other great ones to 
surround the candidate with their love. And there were 
a number of the : audience who declared they saw the 
spirits of these, upoirthe premises, aiding in the.perform- 
ance of the ceremonyri They described the spirits in de
tail and designated Rhe positions they occupied with 
reference to. the altari"

The newly ordained Swami has followed the.calling of 
a divine healer. Shetelaims to have cured 5,000 persons 
through prayer. Before she joined the order of which 
she is now a member dhe was an Episcopalian.

__■' 1 D-___jjj.________  •

Alas, is it herej
In this country so drear,,
Is it here I must bury my soul? '
Is it in this cold clay <
That my spirit must stay 
Whilst the years, of eternity roll?

Sol thought in the past, —
And my soul was o’ereast ■ .
With the chill of the infidel pall, ■'
And enwrapped in deep night ‘ 

f That hid all things from sight • .
• I feared in Death’s arms to fall. ' . . -

' ■ < -i
But a voice o’er the grave ■ > . ' - 
From the gloom did me save, - , . -
The voice of one loved long, and lost, . ’ . ■ 
And I watch and I wait, v.
With a hope grand and great, ■ . ■. .

r . For our meeting when death's Wave is crossed. 
Chicago, Hl. ‘ . VERE V. HUNT. '

As Illustrated by the Editor of the New 
York Herald. '

MOSES HULL’S BOOKS,,
A List of His Noted Work#

A dead soldier! That is the conventional phrase, but 
it contains a false statement. If we can place any reliance 
on our faith, unless we have indulged in a dream and 
called it religion, he-is not dead, but more alive than 
when, under the flag of the country, he met the enemy 
and fell. He was somebody’s son or father or husband, 
and he simply left a lower sphere of activity for a higher 
in obedience to a sudden call which could not be dis
obeyed. .

I wish the word death could be' eliminated from our 
language, for it has no' place there. If death is really 
death, then it is a pity we are alive. We should find it 
hard to hold any relations whatever with the Lord if we 
thought him a cruel, despot who at one moment said 
“Live!” and at another moment said “Die!” Religion is 
utterly impossible unless it covers immortality. If there 
were no other life the moral restraints of this life would 
be greatly lessened, if not obliterated. One cannot five 
like a god if he knows that he is to die like a dog. It is 
his future that makes a man large or small.

When I think of our soldiers who are not with us I 
think of them as brave, undying souls who have left their 
imitprms behind and their knapsacks, and are now dwell
ing in some land not on our maps. And I know that the 
courage and self-sacrifice of those awful years did in a 
mysterious way transform many of them—developed 
their characters as a century of ordinary experience gould 
not have done, gave them a new view of themselves, 
aroused new desires and ambitions, furnished a wholly 
new outlook, and fitted them for entrance upon a new 
career in heaven. The demands of the war broadened 
their narrow village life, the constant presence of mortal 
danger filled them with serious thoughts whieh no 
preacher could have impressed upon them—thoughts 
which they never spoke of in their letters to dear ones at 
home—thoughts which enlarged their souls and made 
them heroic and noble.

The spiritual life of the soldier is seldom referred to by 
us, and he very seldom referred to it himself. But the 
man who left the quiet pursuits by whieh he obtained a 
livelihood and, imbued with a great idea, went forth to 
meet whatever might come, had many an hour of serious 
meditation. He recognized the uncertainties in which he 
was enmeshed, he communed with himself, and on the 
eve of a great battle saw what might possibly happen or 
what would probably happen. Under such circum
stances no man can be thoughtless, and we do our soldiers 
grave injustice if we regard them as impelled by a tre
mendous excitement only or moved only by an irresistible 
enthusiasm. They knew what they were about, and I 
have no doubt that in the stillness of the night in camp 
or when doing picket duty in the dangerous outlying dis
trict they had strange spiritual experiences, for they were 
alone with God and death, which was the equivalent of a 
new birth.

The best part of religion came into their hearts—the 
religion which tells us that we are in the hands of Prov
idence, and that whether we live or die on the morrow he 
will be with us and care for us. I do not care what kind 
of a man a soldier may be in ordinary times—uncouth, 
ragged, desperate or immoral—1 am sure that when in 
actual service he thinks deeply and solemnly of matters 
to whieh he heretofore has given no heed. 1 like to dwell 
on that side of the soldier’s life, for it is the loftier side- 
loftier than his recklessness in the field. If you could 
gather the thoughts which pass through the minds of an 
army corps on the night before a battle they would be so 
impressive, so pathetic, so solemn, that the whole world 
would weep.

We do well therefore to place bright, fresh flowers on 
the graves where sleeps the dust of our dear ones. Per
haps they see what we are doing, and are made happier by 
the tribute. As the faint echoes of music are heard in 
distant hills, so the loving remembrance of brave sons and 
fathers is noted in heaven. They are not dead, but they 
have been ennobled by the sterling characters which bat
tlefields have developed. Not dead, but more truly alive 
than we are. Not dead, but on another shore with the 
cloud of smoke between them and us. Not dead, but in 
the Father’s presence, in the Father’s home, in the man
sions not made with hands, where some time we shall 
meet them. It is well with them, better, perhaps, than it 
is with us.

. Flowers are a token of kindly remembrance. We never 
send flowers to those to whom we are indifferent, for they 
speak only the language of love and admiration. As a 
symbol of a nation’s gratitude they should be7given with
out stint. But when we place them on a grave it ought 
to be with the feeling that we pay our tribute to the dust 
only, and that a blessed immortality has claimed the 
loved ones whose memorv we cherish.

“ GEORGE H. HEPWORTH.
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Joan, the Medium,

Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
aaa Leader of Armies. By Mosbb Hull. This Is at' 
once the most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
cao of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
ever written. No novel was ever more thrillingly Jn- 
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The Heal Issue,
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All About Devils,
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and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day. By 
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require to day; and that the coining of Christ is the re*  
turn of ir^Wbip w the world. 48 pages. Price. 
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The Spiritual Birth, 
or Death and Its To-Morrow,

Tlxe Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 
Moses Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Bplr*  
lluuHstic Interpretation of many things In the Bible— 
Interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavens and hells believed in by Spiritualists. Price. 
10 cents.
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Ended. Prlee 10 cents. • ■
SpiritualuSongster, r

By Mattie E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull’! 
sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the tup 
of congregations, circles and families. Price. 10 Ctl« 
or $6 per hundred. •
The Mediumistic Experience ■

of John Brown,
The Medium of the Rockies, with introduction by 

J. K. Loveland. This 1s the history of one of tbq 
most wonderful mediums that ever lived. 107 largo 
pages. Price, 50 cents.
The Deoil and the Adventists, ■

An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. Btf 
Moses Hull. Price, 5 cents. ’
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Woman, Church and State,
A Historical Account of the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris« • 
tian Ages, with Reminis

cences of the Matrl- 
archate.

When you look into the mirror 
At that mass of snowy hair, 

Do you feel that you are nearer 
To that land so bright and fair?

Do you think when life seemed dearer
Or was freer from dull care;

When your eyes discerned much clearer 
Grandest beauties everywhere?

Do you see within the olden,
Back of toil and care and pain, 

That same head of hair—a golden
Or a black or brown again?

Do you see just how beholden
To Dame Fortune—just how vain— 

Bow your pride did once embolden
Youth’s ambition for life’s strain?

Do you hear a baby cooing
There upon its mother’s lap. 

While those eyes of love are viewing
In that face thy future’s map?

Do you hear that song, imbuing 
Little eyes to take a nap?

While a mother is renewing 
Baby’s stockings, dress and cap?

Do you travel o’er the highway 
Or the pathway of the past, 

O’er the rough and winding by-way 
Where your lot of life was cast, 

.When you thought, “If I had my way
Time would never fly so fast; ‘ 

I would fashion life all thy way,
Happy childhood, to the last?” .

That silvered head is but a token •>';
Of a journey nearly o’er,

Of many ties by time unbroken, ' ' 
Formed in blessed days of yore; '

Of kindly .words afid harsh ones spoken, 
And of souls made glad-and sore;’

Yes, all those locks are but a token ■ 
• Of the days to come no more. -

DR. T. WILKINS..
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bandied In a masterly manner, aud that for quantity . ' . 
and (juallty uf Information, h no; worth the full pride ; . 
of the volume. It Is packed with knowledge well« - 
arranged, and Intensely intereetlug from beginning to 
epd. No one can po^lbly regret buylnglt; 1t Is a vaj- 
liable addition to the library of any free and truth*10T*  ' 
tnginlnd. .

Price, $2.00. For sale at tills > ' 
office.

The To-Morrow of Death?
■■■OR THE---

Future Life According to Science

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH
BY S. R. CROCKEE. ■ '

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
This fine volume might well have b&on entitled ' 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It Is written ’• 
in that peculiar Interesting style In which French < 
writers excel when they would popularize aclentlflO' M 
subjects tn adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. The author Is not a Spiritualist—ho even 
mentions Spiritualists as '•devotees of a new super*  '• 
siltlon.'’etc., etc.. In which he munlfests the usual*'.  < 
animus of Hie “sclentliic class,” yet ho says agalnt u 
“There 1s a true and respectable idea In Spiritualism,*•  >-
and regards us proved "the fact of communication 
between superhuman» and the Inhabitant! of Earth;” 
and he goes on to relate instances of fact In evidence, : ;1 
There is, toa Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy 14 a 
thcauthors’s Ideas, but the well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of the ‘ 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. The author holds the < 
theory of reincarnation. Price $1.50. For solo at "■ 
this office. ' »

«■<wTHE ~~

World's Sixteen Saviors, 
-OR-

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

BY KERSEY GRAVES.

New and startling revelations tn religion, history ■ 
which disclose the Oriental origin of all tho doctrines, 
principles precepts and miracles of the Christian New 
Testament, nod furnishing a key for unlocking many 
of its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the Hto' ’ 
toryof Sixteen Oriental Crucified Goda. This wofi*  
derful and exhaustive volume will, we arc certain*  • 
take high rank as a book of reference in the field 
which the author has chosen for It. The amount of 
mental labor necessary to collate and compile the 
varied information contained tn ft must hare been se*  
vere ana arduous indeed, and now that It is in such 
convenient shape, the student of free thought will not - 
willing<y allowit to go out of print, zButrthe book to 
bynotneansa mere collation of views or statistics; 
throughout lu entire course the author—as will be 
seen by his title-page and chapter-heads—follows a 
definite Une of research and argument to the cloie. 
and hto conclusions go, like sure arrows to the mark. 
Printed on fine white paper, 380 pages. New edition; 
revised cud corrected, with portrait of aut&or.
Prioe (If.50, Postage 10 8019 01

this o,ffiee,

THOMAS PAINE’S ~ 
Examination of-the Prophecies#

A consideration of the paisagei tn the New Tost*,  
“»sr

GOSPEL OF NATURE.”
By M. L. Sherman and Wm, F. Lyon. A book replete 

With Spiritual truths. Price 11.00»

WHITE MAGIC ~
Taught tn “Three Sevens," a book of 2> 1 pages. It ts ■ 
really a very Interesting and snKeetlVc WOHfc Pric ■ 
gL25- For sale at this office.

A VALUABLE WORK. “ 
Researches in Oriental History, - 

Embracing the Origin of the Jewa, the Riae and Dorel*  - 
opulent of Zoroastrianism and the Derivation of 
Christianity; to which is added: Whence Onr Arya. 
Ancestorsf ByG. W.Brown, M. D. OneoltbetnM 
valuable works everpublisbed. Price tl JO. :

“ APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.” 
Identified, as the Christian Jesn*

A wonderful communication, esplkh 
Ufe and tt&cblngs were utlllredto formi 
Baity. PrtccC5cento. For antoalthlM

THE TALMUD. ’
Belectionntrom tho contents of that ancient boot' '■ 

It. commentaries, teachings, poetry, and legends’ 
Also brief sketches of the men who made and crim 
5mm J”,u Br H> rolans- 859 w-

“Woman, Church and State.”- By Matilda Joslyn 
Gage. A royal volume, of more than common intrinsic 
value. The subject is treated with masterly ability; show
ing what the church has and has not done for woman. 
It is full of information on the subject, and should be 
read by every one. Price $2, postpaid. For sale at this 
office. ■
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can never antagonize the sciences, 
can never believe the Bible story 
creation, or of a universal Hood.

glory again, and the people will be 
pbedient slaves.

TAKE NOTICE!
gy At expiration of subscription, if not renewed, 

the paper Lb discontinued NoxjUIb will be sent for ex
tra numbers. .

9V~ If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
Write to us, and errors In address will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.

Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
Changed, always give the address of the place to which 
U is then senL or the change cannot be made.

ALWAYS IN THE LEAD.
It must be plainly discerned by all the 

Spiritualists of the land, and even of 
other lands, that The - Progressive 
Thinker never does anything by halves. 
In order to give a full report of the Ju
bilee and as many of the addresses as 
might be handed in, we used two issues 
Of the paper, to the exclusion of much 
Other matter of importance.

Although holding the serious objec
tion, previous to the call for a Jubilee, 
pi having the N. S. A. or any of its offi
cers or any one else engrossed in an un
delinking so inauspicious and so prom- 

• . islng of failure, after the call our pages 
were thrown wide open to its advertlse- 
meats of every description, and we 

. ;. made a donation besides in cash, to 
(help the sanguine leaders to make it a 

' risuccess. But all our work and all the 
. work of others combined could not 

more than make it an Intellectual feast 
»nd a financial failure.

We haye published all-thal has been 
• fient us spontaneously and all from the 

pen of our special correspondent. We 
r have done more than all other papers 

combined and are willing to stand the 
, Curse and the praise and let one bal- 
b tince the other.
<’ The Jubilee is now a thing of history 

ps an occurrence in the life and move
' inent of Spiritualism. It is now duly 

(recorded as having passed the half- 
(Century mark. What will be Its prog
ress in the next fifty years?

PROTEST OF PHYSICIANS, ' 
Two score of medical practitioners, 

who believe state supervision of their 
profession is too severe,' met a few 
evenings ago nt the Great Northern Ho
tel, this city, to effect preliminary ar
rangements for the organization of a 1 
local branch of tlie National Liberty 
League. The primary claim of those 
present was that the public should be 
privileged to choose who shall minister 
to its ailments, regardless of license. 
The objects of the association, when 
formed, will be to prevent legislation 
which, in the minds of the members, is 
derogatory to their interests and to se
cure the enactment of laws which will 
protect unlicensed healers. Charles M. 
Hovey, secretary of the national organ- 
izatiou, acted as chairman of the meet
ing, and there were addresses by Dr. J. 
II. Randall, Dr. G. B. Charles and Dr. J. 
N. Gregory. Another meeting is about 
to be held, at. which officers will be 
•elected. Thus reports a city exchange.

Is it not time a revolt should be made 
against the tyranny of legislation in the 
interest of the medical profession, 
though falsely claimed to be in the in
terest of tlie people?

They who lived seventy years ago 
knew of but one school of medical prac
tice in America. Blood-letting, blisters, 
emetics, cathartics and leeches were the 
principal remedial agents employed. 
Calomel was an indispensable in the 
medicine case, and was called into ser
vice on all occasions. A few old-school 
practitioners noted the ill effects of this 
pernicious treatment, which had has
tened if not destroyed the life of Wash
ington, and organized a school of their 
own where remedial herbs took the 
place of mineral destructives. This 
system gradually grew in popular fa
vor; the old school modified its practice; 
the homeopathists sprang into being 
with their minute doses, and though 
warring for years all schools seem to 
have united to crush out medical re
forms, unless inside of one of the legal
ized systems. They act as power al
ways does, whether in church or social
ly, to crush all opposition.

If perfection has been attained by 
either of the three schools of medicine; 
if there is no possibility of further 
progress, or if practitioners are so wise 
there is nothing more to learn, then it 
may be proper to restrain, by act of 
law, further attempts to enlarge med
ical knowledge. But somehow there Is 
a feeling that the ultima thule of hu
man progress In medical lore has not 
been reached. If so then a great wrong 
is being done by legal enactments, 
which, to an outsider, looks as if, in
stead of discouraging quackery, it is an 
effort to encourage It.
"The Progressive Thinker, in tlie inter

est of true science, welcomes this new 
movement, and sees in it a germ which 
in its full development may accomplish 
a vast good.

THE DIFFERENCE.
Two scholars commence a search

THB JUBILEE OVER WITH
HET US NOTE THE RESULT-

IGNORANCE AGAINST EDUCATION
To retain the old-time faith of the 

Churches it is very evident a retrograde 
povement must be made in regard to 
Education. Au educated ministry can 
¿ever preach the religion of hate. It

it 
of 
It

1 paiit’t believe the Red Sea was ever dl- 
.• ¡tided, so as to allow a straggling band

Of fugitives passing through on dry 
.- laud. Neither will they believe the suu 

¡was retarded in its action at the caprice 
' of any man; or that the dial of time 

.Was turned back by omnipotence that 
... ft band of mountain robbers could have 

a longer day In which to slaughter their 
enemies. Neither will they credit vir- 

c. gins with motherhood, even to give 
. birth to a God.
. ■ And educated laymen cau never wel

come the doctrine of endless damnation, 
? or purgatorial fires, nor the ransom of 

pinners by the death of a God.
' All the horrors of the creeds were de
Mees to hold the Ignorant lu restraint 

• 4b the will of tub priest, wlio professed
io voice Divinity. Abolish tlie whole 

- system of education; relegate the 
.-.■■■ mergy to the Middle Ages, when very 
.. few of them could read or write; make

pie Ignorant hprd tools of the educated 
few, who profess to have an Inspired 
word of God in their keeping, but it Is 
too sacred for ordinary mortals to look 
fiipon, then the eliureli will be iu its 

its

i A NEEDED REFORM.
- A very earnest movement lias been 

Set on foot to arrest the destruction of 
Cur native birds. It bus been found 

. that they are decreasing at a rapid rate, 
• , and insects are multiplying In a like 
. ratio. Continued for a series of years, 

and our natural songsters wiU give
•• jplace to the pests, which, living, they 
t ¡destroyed.
I As the destruction of the forests have

■■■■ dried up the springs, causing the se
vere floods, making waste our bottom 
lands, so the farmer and the horticul
turist has cause for great alarm, as he 
¡Sees his co-Iaborers in the destruction 
of the enemies of his fields slaughtered. 
Hills are now pending in both branches 
-of Congress proposing to remedy this 
great evil. Every reader of The Pro
gressive Thinker will gladly lend a 
£and in aid of this movement.

- i PAGAN EASTER.
. Five thousand pious and go.dly Chris- 
;■ tlans.' labeled Roman Catholics, attend- 
• cd a lion and bull fight on the late 
. Easter -Sunday in the city of Mexico. 
' JlVhj not? The bull fights, the cock 

¡fights, and the animal contests of every
¡variety are inheritances of the gladi- 

k ¿tonal sports of the ancient Romans.
: The goddess Eastre was a personifica-

I-

*
• tion of the opening year, the beginning 

of spring. It was a period of joy, In 
■ which all Nature sympathized. The

•Persia ni celebrated tie day as did the 
' Romaiis. It remained for Christians to 

■ pting the day Into disrepute by farcfal 
exhibitions, in which the clergy joined, 

s pelting from the pulpit stories and leg
" rinds, with a view to excite laughter.

t was a day of boisterous joy with the 
tomans, which grew into license with 
Jhn^tlans. Protestants have attempt 
a to reform the use of the day, but in 
ill Catholic countries, It Js the same 
¡Bunday of joy” which their Pagan an- 
fytora enjo?ed, When the slaves re- 
elved temporary freedom, and engaged 
B the general mirth.

the origin of Christianity. Oue discov
ers Its beginning was a myth. He tells 
the people so, and produces a long list 
of facts and quotes authorities, in sup
port of bls position. He shows that ev
ery step of Christian progress rests on 
fraud. He details those frauds, and 
shows they were of priestly origin. He 
was an honest mnn, reputed as such 
by every one before he made his dis
coveries. Perchance he occupied a 
Christian pulpit, and stood at the head 
of his profession as a scholar, a teacher 
and a moralist. But for no wrong but 
telling the truth be is branded a skep
tic. If he does not voluntarily leave 
the church he Is pronounced an Infidel, 
and,- probably, a tissue of falsehoods 
are invented to tarnish his reputation 
and destroy his influence. He strug
gles wltli adversity; tlie clergy and 
their ciackers combine against him, and 
he sinks into obscurity, robbed of his 
character, perhaps branded an Atheist 
—the foulest whelp of the church.

Another occupant of a pulpit discov
ers the same lack of evidence as did 
bls heretical brother. He avoids giving 
publicity to the truth, but gathers up 
what he knows Is forged evidence and 
thrusts those forgeries In the face of 
the credulous as revelations from heav
en. He forges interviews between 
Jesus and Pilate; he manufactures a 
Moabite stone, and destroys it that his 
fraud may not be detected; he pro
duces letters which he alleges were 
written by Jesus, and a handkerchief 
on which he represents that myth im
printed the picture of bis face; he ex
hibits pieces of wood which lie says are 
parts of the original cross; be shows the 
coat of a God. ah, a shirt, too, and the 
bones of bls grandmother’s wrist; lie 
makes books and fills those forged 
books with Interpolations as his needs 
demand, in aid of the general fraud. 
To detail all his crimes would fill vol
umes; but he Is welcomed as one of the 
staunchest defenders of the faith; he is 
elected to occupy its highest places; his 
purse is always filled with the generofis 
contributions of the wealthy; and when 
he dies lying epitaphs adorn a costly 
monument erected to his memory, and 
a nation mourns his loss as a bene-
factor of his race, and a favorite 
God.

LOSING PUBLIC ESTEEM.
Says the Congregationalist: “The min-

istry as a divine calling in recent years 
has been declining in public esteem.”

As the people become educated they 
know the claim of the clergy to inspira
tion from heaven Is a sham, a delusion, 
a fraud, and when they And the morals, 
of those holy cheats fall below the aver
age of those in other learned profes
sions, almost on a level with the crimi
nal class in wickedness as regards the 
social relations, a large majority 
preaching what they do not believe, 6f 
course little “esteem” is felt for them.

Let the preachers become honest, and 
truthful, if possible; cease to tel} about 
God’s will and plans, and his require
ments; teach only what they know, and 
instead of sinking their manhood and 
native Independence In a creed formu
lated by ignoramuses hundreds of years 
ago, let them declare the truths of scl- 
ence, then they may regain self-respect 
and the approbation of those they 
would serve. Till then they will, and 
justly, sink lower and lower in public 
esteem.

AND THOU, ALSO, SAM?
The Rev. Sam Jones gives it as

opinion that every preacher who .falls 
from grace—that- Is, rejects the holy 
trinity and an endless hell—should be
hanged. • ’

That Is a marked improvement on the 
Rev. Bapi'» former teaching. A few 
years ago be vtould have said “He 
ought t6 be damped.’' This shows that 
the corned? pfetlch« '

We do not know that any one now in office sought the 
same, but
’ THEY. HAVE WORKED HARD i 
and have simply kept up the organization. Tins is more 
than has ever before been accomplished by the Spiritual
ists ^of this country, and aside from a small resolution 
adopted by the first convention, it has been accomplished 
without any special “creed” or “declaration of princi
ples.” They have had their by-laws and constitution, 
qpd. a brainy, energetic, sincere band of officers and ambi
tious agents, building up auxiliary societies throughout 
the hind, but they have about exhausted tlieir.

• ’ INFLUENCE IN THIS WORK 
and should rest. There are others, and still others who 
have done but little apd are capable of much were they 
placed where they had to work. This comes not from 
a spirit of envy or personal ambition for any position 
whatsoever; in fact none would be accepted under any 
circumstances, but it is sensed as the best thing to do.-

The Jubilee, for the purpose of pausing from our 
strides of rapid advancement we read so much about, of 
telling to the world that Modern Spiritualism has reached 
the half cent ury mark, was an undeniable success, but the 
same money laid out in other ways would have .given 
to the world more benefit and the cause a more substan
tial standing among tlie important institutions of to-day 
¿nd among substantial people. Besides there had been 
local jubilees held all over the country but a short time 
previous.

Spiritualism, through a superstitious prejudice long 
drawn out, and from a reluctafiee in keepipg the best and 
most perfect sanitary condition within its possessions, has 
lacked prestige, has lacked that quality of business tact 
to inspire confidence in its power to fulfill the require
ments that would naturally accrue to an institution that 
set forth such broad claims. Here the N. S. A. has filled 
a niche, but there are other niches farther up. In a 
business way, or rather, in the material transactions that 
should put it on a good financial foundation, the cause 
has been ■

DRAGGING ALONG IN THE REAR, 
as an organization, Jmt its truth has permeated all the 
religious denominations on earth, and inspired science 
with ideas heretofore a perfect blank, a stopping place. 
On, on the force of spirit goes, manifesting here, demon
strating there, and saying to those who hold to their souls 
the cause most sacredly clasped, “I appeal to all the world! 
You hold no mortgage on the spirit; that is general and 
common property!”

Our ideas cannot be too broad and unselfish; neither 
should we impose upon the health or generosity of those 
who would step down and out of the harness. There 
must be others in the ranks as competent, who can step in 
fresh and vigorous, and move the car of progress another 
length ahead. If there are none capable aud willing, 
then let it stand that these are the rightful officers and 
owners of the institution.

. We do not believe in too long a
CONTINUATION IN OFFICE
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“ART MAGIC.”

ART
Sould We Not Cease to Play for Glory at 

the Expense of the Cause,

»Spiritualism lias much to contend with that seenis 
needless, and it is not all along the line of the phenomena 
either. To be afflicted with slander on the outside atld' 
scandal on the inside is indeed a very serious condition for 
anj' kind of an organization, but to this dual affliction 
add the button-holer, the wily wire-puller, and we have 
a complicated case on our hands. ~

The rapid advance of (Spiritualism has come from the 
coveted truth that lies beneath it, and the almost innum
erable methods of investigation accompanying it.

Looking back into the remote past through all histories 
available, Spiritualism is summed up as the oldest and

MOST DEEP-DELVING AND FAR-REACHING 
cult that'ever puzzled the brain of man or touched the 
consciousness of spirits.' . .: • • -

Mentioned as the Lord, the angel, the God, the mean
ing is ever the same—Spirit”—whether it be the em
bodied ego or the disembodied personality, it is ever the 
spiritofman. . . > '

Prophets and statesmen, and even kings have held to 
the philosophy of spirit return and in their divergencies 
and tfyeir egotism, in their pent up ambition to rule the 
ignorant, priest-ridden masses of their day, brought on 
religious wars, carrying millions upon millions, frenzied 
to a fiendish thirst for blood and vengeance, into the bat
tles of the most savaige nature, to fight and perish for the 
mere interpretation of a religion, for the vindication of 
that which was given them for truth.

There are still a few descendants of those wily old pa-, 
triarchs.roaming about the earth, and some have invaded' 
the sacred possessions of Spiritualism,-but the masses are 
not so ignorant or priestridden, except in certain sections 
of the world, as they once were; in fact the masses are be
coming so grandly enlightened that they have little recog
nition for self-constituted intellectual giants who would 
herd them as cattle. In ninety-nine cases in a hundred 
those '

WHO SEEK TO RULE 
any cause are but the victims of bigotry, of egotism, and a 
selfish ambition. The man who just fits the place seems 
born to fit and will arise out of the midst of discontent
ment, out of the nervous desire that prevails among peo
ple where necessity is making a demand for its own eter
nal fitness.

This will be the case in regard to the proper leaders for 
the successful upliftment of Spiritualism from its condi
tion of divergence, inharmony and financial incompe
tency. The right leaders are among us, but are yet be
hind the scene, while upon the stage are a host of actors,• 
stare in oratory and profoundness. 'u •

Oratory, science and even poetry are often the 
for the accumulation of a fortune, but it does not follow 
that the most accomplished orator, profound scientist, or 
sweetly poetic person is an organizer, a financier, or pos
sesses any executive ability. Again, one may be a fault
less parliamentarian and lack the very trait necessary to 
hold the forces to be thus controlled in working order.

THIS IS NO WORLD OF CHANCE 
or a human world, to be owned and controlled by man, 
but a universe controlled by fixed principles that know no 
failure of purpose nor equivocation for the interest iff 
man more than for the beautiful flowers and the rippling 
rill, the busy bee and the crawling worm. Each is born 
to fit a niche, and each niche has been drilled by the sfidfit 
¡lower of nature, soul, if you please, that is the same in all 
things, animate or inanimate, for the coming being and 
is ready when that being arrives. This power seems to be 
the executor of intelligence or of ideas, systematic, math
ematic and at once demonstrable.

As believers in Spiritualism we are taught that in for
mulating our plans for the highest advancement of man 
we are ably assisted, if not controlled by wiser spirits out 
of the body. But these wiser spirits

ARE NOT YET PERFECT, 
and often differ as widely upon the proposition as to just 
what advancement means and what the correct mode of 
operation, as do those whom they purport to control or 
who seek their advice.

Again, according to the philosophy, as spirits pass from 
the body to the realm of spirit, they are bom into a higher 
state of existence, taking with them their education, bom 
of earthly experiences, which differs as much as do all 
their personalities and experiences, and that by the time 
they have been unfolded into the wisdom of the higher 
life they have in a great measure, if not entirely, been 
jorn out of all care or concern for the insignificant ma
nipulations of man’s material interests or his modes of ex
ecuting the plans of his own mind.

Nevertheless, spirits who were once interested upon 
earth in the cause of Spiritualism, and who have more re
cently joined their spirit guides in the work from that 
side will, no doubt, for a time give us the advantage of 
their clearer perception'of the best and most efficient 
methods for bringing about the best general results,, re
gardless of all personal ambition and selfish motives of 
mortals who imagine they are bom and built to fit that 
niche.

Wo have had leaders who were efficient, and Spiritual
ism has grown. We have had misleadere and Spiritual
ism as an organization has failed, only to again be raised 
from the ground floor into prominence'by efficient men 
and women. Its strength to rise agaii has shown plainly' 
to the world - ' '

THAT TRUTH.IS ITS BASIS, 
and the world is rapidly making its own new discoveries 
along this line and utilizing those discoveries.

Had we not been burdened with any destructive envi
ronments there is no estimating exactly what our growth 
might have been, and the fact that we have had them and 
still have them to withhold our more rapid progress is too 
well known to need comment here, but that they are nof 
all at the bottom, or base, in the phenomena, is plainly 
evident to all who- have eyes. <

We have no fault to find with the personnel of the pres*  
ent management of tjie N. S. A., nor do we make any per- 
scnal reflections upoh their work as officers, although" 
there is an occasional flying rumor from prominent 
sources as to the inside inhahnony and wire-pulling to 
“oust” some and “boost” others and as tb the outside dis^ 
satisfaction with the inside schemes. c"

For five years D- D. Barrett has been the energetic ex
ecutive head of this institution and has put forth about 
all his strength and iqeans to make a success of the N. Si 
A., and by the organization of auxiliaries all over tlid 
country as feeders, and by accepting donations and plead
ing for funds, has kept the institution alive, aided by 
other similar workers- J

any more than we believe in the potency of tlje royal fam
ily and its ownership of the crown for the masses, and 
know that an occasional change is for the best in all or
ganizations, political, religious or secret. Too long a 
term is not compatible with our republican form of gov- 
'ernment, or to the best interests of Spiritualism.
, The report from our special correspondent at the 
Jubilee indicates that the affair was financially a most 
disastrous failure. To say that the National Association 
¡made a serious mistake in inaugurating it, is putting it 
mildly. The whole project was carried on to its final 
failure through its instrumentality, and it must alone 
shoulder the consequences. It was inaugurated when the 
grpat body of Spiritualists was under an exceedingly se- 

•Vere financial strain in order to sustain the National 
Association and local societies, and it seems as if its pro
moters had lost their heads or common business judg
ment iu increasing that strain to a high tension, when 
really no especially practical or wise ends could be sub
served. Jubilees had already, been held only a few weeks 
previous by local and State societies, and they were con
ducted in a most successful, painstaking and enthusiastic 
manner. We allude to the anniversary exercises which 
occur each year, and which have become a component 
part of Spiritualism.

The National Association, seemingly inflated with too 
much confidence as to its influence, at once

ORDERED ANOTHER JUBILEE .
to supplement those already held, indicating that it might 
have a slight touch of “cranial enlargement,” which noth
ing by t experience could suppress or cure. It has hac 
the experience, and now It must swallow the results, how
ever unpalatable they may be.

There is no use in disguising the palpable fact, that 
this failure has already so weakened the status of the 
present National Association, that a change in its per
sonnel in some respects is being demanded on the part of 
many prominent Spiritualists. They say they will not 
calmly consent to remain under a management which in
augurated such a failure as the Jubilee proved to be. It 
wap a dismal failure as to numbers, and how could it be 
otherwise, when each one who went there, even from 
near-by Slates, had to incur an expense of $50 or $100 
each.

There are several ¡reasons why thjs failure is felt keenly. 
It pqorly-becomes Spiritualists to Inaugurate such an ex- 
lensive project as this Jubilee proved to be, while there 
s not an endowed home for destitute and worn-out me

diums In this, broad land; and while there is so little to 
exhibit to the outside world of philanthropic work in 
behalf of t|ie poor and downtrodden.

The National Association had conducted with excellent 
•esults to Spiritualism large mass meetings in several 
afge cities, and under the impetus probably that they 

imparted, it wanted to crown this noble work with a 
grand Jubilee, and thus more securely establish itself In 
ihe hearts of Spiritualists. It simply overestimated its 
influence and capacity, and the financial capacity of Spir
itualists, and in a measure has destroyed its influence for 
good. .. . .
, j It is all right to use every possible means at hand for 
ithe

Key to Nature’s Secrets and 
the Mysteries of the Ages.

Were it possible to focalize all the wis
dom of all the sages of all the ages into 
one volume, together with all the reve
lations in the vast fields of psychic or 
occult science of to-day, we might say 
that task has been accomplished bv the 
mysterious author of "Art Magic," and 
the able editor of his work, Emma Har
dinge Britten, Although it Is bv the 
same author as “Ghost Land,” It lias no 
resemblance in character to that book, 
save In Its high literary style. In 
“Ghost Land,” the author gives Ills al
most superhuman experience, when a 
boy, as a somnambule for the material
istic European occult secret societies, in 
which his magnetlzers caused bls soul 
to leave the body and visit all parts of 
the world, communicating with other 
similar societies, etc., and later, after 
the death of his strange master, he con
tinued his investigations of psychic sci
ence and philosophy independently, in 
all parts of Europe and Asia.

In “Art Magic” the author Ims dis
carded many of the fantastic dreams of

But tlie Association is not tipon^as good, and firm a 
financial basis as it should be., “For this condition the 
Spiritualists are themselves to blame, for not taking hold 
of the matter,” we are told; which of itself is evidence 
that there is either no necessity for such an organization 

- >r that the right ffiiW-agement has not yet been secured tb 
wing about the success that is desired, is as plainly evi
dent as that vfro and two are four. No more is it the 
fault of the president. t^an of the other officers, all of 
whom have been' uutjring in their efforts to place the or
ganization upon a Solid foundation; but the fact is before 
us that a change would be in- order at the next annual 
meeting. These officers nlust be tired of their wearying,the corned? pf»r 16 preparing to “ - 6' °mcers “T De nre? ^ ?elr varying, 

join the great procession of advanced Y.omsome> thankless positions, anq it is no wonder, 
thought | Most of them have beeh.in the harness for several years.

: ' EXTENSION AND ELEVATION
of the cause into the higher walks of life as well as the 
Ibwer, but it is not right to go beyond our means. No 
one with any conception of the financial condition of 
Spiritualists should have sprung such un elephant upon 
them as the Jubilee proved to be.
“‘The Progressive Thinker did all to make a success of 
the Jubllee that could be .expected of a paper that could 
not sanction such an undertaking, that could not see the 
irudence in such an act, while there is almost a superhu- 

taan effort being put forth to support the N. S. A.
■ ,:It is usually easy enough to ascertain what assurance 
can be had from the people that there is a demand for a 
eneral display or exposition of the advancement made in 
iny department of life, and any financial necessity can 
letter and easier be obtained with a grand, good time, a 
!>ig tiling for the cause while that '[big tiling’ is in pros
pect than after the affair is over with. It is unnatural for 
people to be very anxious to pay for a “dead horse” they 
had no interest in and didn’t need, dead or alive.

We are truly sorry that such a clumsy failure has beeh 
made, and presume we shall be criticized by many for this 
criticism, but had we spoken as tfe felt previous to the 
Jubilee we would have been accused-of working, agqinst 
he cause, with no proof .to the contrary. Private patties 
in ye had to be responsible for the deficit. This is wrong; 
it is a .bad precedent; it Is an imposition upon the gener
osity of an able, willing person, but it is an object lesson 
that the projectors .and movers had to have, even at the 
expense of the whole cause of Spiritualism.

' his youth, which pervade “Ghost 
Laud,” his earlier work, and has firmly 

, placed his foot upon the rock of psy
chic science, after having studied deeply 
the works of all the great mystics of 
the past, and having investigated thor
oughly the revelations of Modern Spir
itualism, as well, in all parts of Europe, 
Asia and America.

I have read the 72 chapters on “Nat
ural Magic." by Henry Cornelius 
Agrippa, “The Master Mystic of tlie 
16th Century,” and many other occult 
works, but I find in “Art Magic” the 
kernel of them all, with tlie shucks 
missing, while vast funds of knowledge 
are added. Copies of the first edition 
have sold at as high as $25 each, and 
then the supply was not equal to tlie de
mand. And no wonder, for it is worth 
its weight in gold to the true ethical 
and spiritual student.

The author is not dogmatic, but lays 
before Ills readers the result of his life
long researches, In which he has 
wrested many secrets from the bosom 
of nature by experiences through which 
none could have passed but for angel 
ministry and guidance, and leaves it to 
the reader to accept or reject any of ills 
teachings that do not appeal to the in
dividual reason. To Illustrate how lie 
would have his book read, ,he quotes 
from Agrippa's fourth book of "Occult 
Philosophy,” as follows:

“There be four sorts of readers— 
sponges, which extract all, without dis
tinguishing; hour-glasses, which re
ceive and pour out as fast; bags, vjjiich 
retain only the dregs of spices, and let 
the wine escape; and sieves, which re
tain tlie best only. Some there are of 
the last sort, and to them I present this 
Occult Philosophy, knowing that they 
shall reap good thereby.”

While there will be many who cannot 
accept all in this rare book as truth, yet 
It contains a vast fund of historical, 
spiritual, philosophical and occult 
teaching which will prove of priceless 
value to all.

It was my intention at first to write 
a general review of “Art Magic,” for 
The Progressive Imnker, but when I 
discovered that every page scintillated 
with the most brilliant gems of new 
thought—bright stars in the firmament 
of Infinite wisdom—I concluded that the 
book was not reviewable, unless in a 
volume at least half the size of itself. 
Therefore, I must be content to give a 
few examples from its pages selected at 
random. In the Introductory chapter 
occurs the following illustration of the 
author's method of reasoning:

“Oh, how' long! how wistfully, and 
yet In what agonizing yearning for 
light—light upon the mystery of self
knowledge, light upon the problems of 
who am I? what am I? whose am I? 
whence do I come? and whither am I 
bound?—has the I Am of mortal exist
ence waited? Can the answer ever be 
rendered? If so, it must come from the 
realm of true knowledge, the esoteric 
innermost from whence and to which 
the exoteric is but a temporary pilgrim. 
Those who have stood face to face with 
this esoteric sunbeam, who have beheld 
It vanishing behind the clouds of matter 
for the span of a mortal term of exist
ence, but emerging again into the clear 
noonday. radiance of a day which 
knows no night, a firmament whose un
hounded vistas enshroud no mysteries, 
a realm of being limited only by the ca- 
paclty of finite perception—such an one i 
surely has the right to say, I know, and 
such an one writes and alleges he will 
reveal_the order of Divine wisdom as । 
manifest In human existence, and de- । 
dared by the souls who have lived and 
struggled behind the veil, broken their 
way by the sword of death through its 
misty envelopment, and finally at- 
talned to that breadth of vision where 
cause and effect cohere like pearls on 
the unbroken thread of destiny, where , 
past and future lie outstretched in the I 
boundless panoramas of a never-begin
ning, never-ending present.
- “Any attempt to elucidate the prob
lems of being, conducted In one direc
tion, and by one method alone-, must 
fail...... When every method has been
exhausted, and all avenues to the way 
of light have bee» carefully traversed,

I then, and not till then, can the soul of 
man venture to affirm, I know; then, 
and not till then, are we In a irositlon to 
challenge the bigoted adherents of a 
single school, or a solitary method, and 
say, “I have entered upon a grander 
vista of truth than you—follow me!” 
Emerging from the many branching av
enues of knowledge which tlie study of 
spirit and matter, fact and theory, intu
ition and phenomena afford, let us lay 
out the scheme of the Universe, and 
then proceed from its underlying prin
ciples to such results as (heir action 
have given shape and organic life to.”

In chapter two, tlie author speaks 
wisely concerning theology as a factor 
or nou-faetor in considering the deep 
problem under discussion when he 
says: "\\e cau accept nothing, learn 
uothlng, hope for nothing, from modern 
theology; for it teaches no philosophy, 
owns allegiance to no science, and is 
amenable to no requirements of reason 
or justice.”

All that is needed is a eonvordanee to 
make "Art Magic” the Hilde of Spirit
ualism—not as au ultimate authority, 
but as a key to help |s to interpret the 
mysteries of life here and hereafter; or 
rather, as a key to the interpretation of 
“nature’s divine revelations.” "Ghost 
Land” was but a forerunner of this 
marvelous work, which is not, like Its 
forerunner, to be read and laid aside, 
but every chapter should bo studied un
til we enu read between the Hues all 
the vast ocean of wisdom which the au
thor seems to have possessed.

He who lias mastered the lessons of 
this book, aud who has in addition the 
weekly illustrations aud object lessons 
of Its teachings in The Progressive 
Thinker, cannot be less than a mental 
giant among men, for he will have at
tained as near to the gales of infinite 
wisdom ns Is possible for mortals at the 
present time. What tlie near future 
may reveal, we know not.

Notwithstanding tlie almost priceless 
value of “Art Magic" and "Ghost 
Land,” the two are offered in con
nection with n year's subscription to 
Tlie Progress.ve Thinker—a triple com
bination—till for the ridiculously low 
figure of $1.70. They are worth at least 
$100 In gold to any thinking man or wo
man. This combination should be 
placed in every home where tlie Anglo
Saxon language is read, and every Spir
itualist should appoint himself a com
mittee of one to aid iu doing it. (When 
I say "himself,” I also mean herself, all 
mankind, of whatever sex, but use the 
masculine pronoun for brevity, accord
ing to custom). Were these suggestions 
followed out, then would we behold the 
dawn of the new day of whieh sages 
and poets have sung, when the mists of 
ignorance shall arise from the world, 
the morning of wisdom shall dawn and 
Reason alone shall rule the world as 
king of kings and lord of lords, for 
where Reason reigns, there will Justice, 
Truth and Right abide.

ERNEST S. GREEN.

Off to London, England.
The delegates to tlie Internatiou&l 

Congress of Spiritualists, to bo held In 
June, sailed on the steamer Kensington 
from New York. June 8. The party 
consisted of Mrs. Richmond (vice-presi
dent of the N. S. A.). Mr. Richmond. Dr. 
J. M. Peebles. Mrs. Jennie II. Jackson 
and Mrs. M. E. Ctidwallader, vice-presi
dent of the First Association of Spirit
ualists of Philadelphia, the oldest asso
ciation of Spiritualists in the world. At 
the late Jubilee at Rochester, it was rec
ommended that the Philadelphia Socie
ty send Mrs. Ctidwallader as a delegate 
to the International Spiritual Congress, 
to represent this pioneer association, 
over half a century old. The question 
was put to vole and unanimously car
ried. Mrs. Cadwallader goes also as a 
delegate for the Voung People's Spirit
ualist Union, organized at the late 
Rochester Jubilee, thus representing 
the oldest as well as the youngest asso
ciation of Spiritualists in the Cnited 
States. Mr. J. J. Morse, the delegate 
from England to the Rochester Jubilee, 
was the escort of the party.

CORRESPONDENT.

Description of the Book.
"Art Magic” contains nearly 400 large 

pages. It Is neatly printed on first-class 
quality of paper, and bound in cloth in 
exquisite style; in fact but very few 
books to-day are so neatly and sub
stantially gotten up, and yet it is to be 
sent forth practically as a gift. It will 
be an ornament to any center table, and 
its contents will be perused with avid
ity by all reflective minds, however 
much they may dissent from some of 
the opinions presented.

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker 
One Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
und The Progressive 
Thinker One Year, 
SUO,
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INDEPENDENT SLATE AND LET-

What Spiritualism Is Doing.
OUR LOYAL MOUNTAINEERS.

to-day.

■ Dear 
eua of 
writlug

corresponding secretary. The 
ways are at Portland.

TER WRITING.
Erlends;—The oceult phenom
independent slate and letter 

is a fact so well established as

Grand Ledge Camp, Mich.
Grand Ledge Spiritualists’ Camp will 

open July 31, -and close August-28, In
clusive. Mrs. Geo. Sheets, secretary 
pro tem.

"After the Bex Struck.” By George 
N. Miller. Price 26 cent*

tion was organized April 1, 1898, 
Mrs. L. A. Mabee, state organizer.

T. P. KELLEY, Sec’y.
211 E. Fourth St, Topeka, Kan.

INDEPENDENT MATE AND LETTER WRITING.
The Laws and Logic of This True Philosophy Clearly 

Explained.

J The following lecture on “Indepen
dent Slate and Letter Writing” was re
ceived In a well-lighted room, at a pub
lic seance, which consisted of fourteen 
persons, at Mr. Bozart’s home in Cedar 
Falls, Iowa, through the mediumship of 
Mis. M. Buchanan, of Marshalltown, 
Iowa, ¡May 22, 1898, and was addressed 
to Mr. C. O. Buren (one of the circle, 
who is president of the First Spiritual 
Society of Waterloo, Iowa), by the 
spirit who wrote it.

The writing came upon paper, which 
previous to the seance hud been hidden 
in another room, but which was de
materialized by the spirits, and brought 
to the room in which the seance was 
held, and there materialized under the 
table and between the slates (whicu 
were held under the table in the me
dium’s hands), by the spirits who 
wished to communicate to their earthly 
friends. ■

This independent writing is placed 
upon the paper with such lightning
like rapidity that one hundred and 
twenty closely written pages have been 
written within eight minutes of time.

Tills lecture is only one of the many 
long communications received by mem
bers of the circle at the seance above 
mentioned, and several skeptics re
ceived most convincing messages and 
tests on paper and also on slates, as 
Mrs. Buchanan also possesses the me
diumship ot slate-writing.

Mr. and Mrs, M. Buchanan are doing 
t noble work for the cause of Spiritual
ism in this State, and the Spiritualists 
of Iowa are proud of them and thor
oughly appreciate the good work these 
true mediums are doing for the ad
vancement of the convincing truths of 
Spiritualism. -

F. M. SCHNARRENBERGER.

force. What it is or by what certain 
fixed laws it is governed, Is yet a 
mystery. '

It is easy for jugglerg and showmen 
to perform feeble imitations of its won
ders, but it is Impossible for them to 
produce Its actual results. No magician 
ever lived who could by his art alone, 
write an Intelligent sentence on the 
surface of two slates, or on paper, as 
we are doing here to-night. He might 
as well try to raise the dead, or compel 
the wands and the sea to obey him.

Immutable laws govern the realm of 
mind as well as matter, and those laws 
never falsify to man. You may not 
understand them, it is true, and for this 
reason sage and savant may formulate 
erroneous theories that apparently fit 
the universe, and yet it is soon dis
covered that they have clipped the 
universe to fit their theories.

The most learned anatomist never 
sees anything but matter at the end of 
his scalpel, nor the chemist anything 
but matter In his crucible, alembic or 
retort, and therefore their theories are 
as circumscribed as their means of 
knowledge.

The elements of the realm of mind do 
not exist alone in the physical organiza
tions, or material forms, but outside of 
them, while matter is their obedient 
servant, and moves and acts in accord
ance with their irresistible demands.

to defy contradiction. Where then is its 
logic? What does it prove? Well, I 
will tell you this:

First, that there is a force outside of 
this pencil, and human contact, that 
moves it.

Second, that the force has human in
telligence.

Third, that it has memory of the past 
events, and that it has the mental char
acteristics of persons that have passed 
away. .

Now, this can be produced In day
light when good conditions prevail. 
There Is no opportunity for deception, 
pr the work of magic, and you know, 
dear friends, that there is no magician 
living, and that no one ever did live, 

• who could or ean make an inanimate 
fragment-of stone perform an intelli
gent act

What, then, causes this well-known 
/phenomena? Science has been unable 
’to explain it. Well, I can tell you all 
here that there is a spirit world, and 
these evidences are true.

The soul does live after death, pre
serving all of- its knowledge of earth 
life, retaining all Its love, friendships 
and memories of tho past. Then is 
the explanation, simple and easy, for 
who can dare say from any knowledge 
possessed by theologians or savants 
that the spirit, that does yet live, why 
not return?

Spirit life does exist, and It can be 
satisfactorily proven, that Is, by evl- 
denee of its actual existence, and this 
cannot be done by faith and hope alone. 
Neither can It be accomplished by 
written or printed page, no matter how 
much they may be revered as divine 
revelations.

Science recognizes no so-called “holy” 
books as evidence in her laboratory. 
She accepts no theological dogmas, or 
creeds of churches, in her investiga
tions, -but she worships facts with all 
the ardor of a devotee.

The earthly organization, that once 
held the soul of your friend, has long 
since been resolved .into dust of its 
original parentage. It no longer lives, 
and if the mentality which it possessed 
in Ute life, depended upon the com-
binatlon of the thirteen elements, that 
formed its home while here, when these 
elements had become dissipated by 
death and decay, the mind that ema
nated from that combination would 
vanish luto nothingness. But if that 
mentality can come back to you and by 
any means whatsoever write the his
tory of its past by mutual memories, 
loves and incidents of its earth life, as 
they have hundreds of times, you can 
positively know that the soul you all 
loved so dearly is not dead, but lives 
and can communicate with you through 
the mysterious phenomena of spirit 
manifestation.

Now, dear friends, this is the logic of 
this beautiful philosophy. This Is the 
evidence, which we call a demonstra
tion, not only of a future life, but also 
a continuance of your mental per
sonality.

The phenomena of spirit return are 
becoming more and more convincing, 
add It Is clearly demonstrated that you 
are, at times, in the presence of the un
seen intelligence that possesses all the 
characteristics of the human mind, and 
a most convincing feature of this evi
dence is that this intelligence, under all 
circumstances, when and wheresoever 
it is manifested, tells the one story that 
is true: “I once lived and loved as you 
do. 1 did not die, but only passed into 
another and more perfect state of ex
istence.”

Now, dear friends, may you not 
logically conclude that the force that 
causes tliese phenomena possesses 
sufficient intelligence to know its own 
parentage, from whence it comes and 
why It so manifests Itself to Inquiring 
minds?

If. then, it is not spirit manifestation, 
when sage, savants and scientists are 
searching patiently for its origin, is it 
not passing strange that it does not aid 
them with some slight suggestion of its 
mundane character?

Of course, like other phenomena, it is 
governed by natural laws. Why, then, 
should nature’s laws so persistently 
falsify to honest inquiry by asserting a 
spirit origin.to a force, that is only in
herent In matter and evolved from 
chemical combination of the elements 
Of the human organism? -

If ilio so-called spirit phenomena are 
not from the spirit world, why Is it that 
when the intelligent force Is asked by 
the Investigator: “What are you, and 
from' whence do you come?” that it 
does not point to the crucible, the 
microscope, the spectroscope or the 
alembic and say: "Search for me there 
and. in time you will find me?”

hut no, if it belongs to this earth and 
life alone, then with the tongue of 
Ananias, or Sapphire, it persists In re
peating falsehood. .
71 am a decarnate spirit. Jugglers can 
pnly- perform feeble Imitations. No 
candid inquirer who will honestly and 
patiently Investigate this phenomena 
.Within easy reach of your observation, 
/will fall to discover evidence of the 
operation of an invisible intelligent

25t YEARS OF INERTIA.
Presbyterians Congratulate 

That They Have Not 
Advanced I

On the 22d of May, the General As
sembly celebrated the 250th anniver
sary of the adoption of the Confession 
of Faith and Catechism of the West
minster divines, at Winona Lake, Ind. 
The gavel used by the moderator was 
made of Westminster oak, and was 
over 600 years old. It was an orthodox 
gavel and so dry and bard that when it 
was used to call to order, it flew of the 
handle and struck a press renorter. It 
was very significant and emblematical.

It is the desire of The Progressive 
Thinker to keep its readers posted in 
the spiritual and religious ncw| the 
world, and hence mention Is p i of 
this somewhat notable affair. “Fite as
semblage of men accredited as being 
learned and profound thinkers, congrat
ulating themselyes that they are exact
ly where there leaders were 250 years 
ago; that there has been no advance be
yond the Westminster catechism, is of 
itself remarkable. Than that catechism 
which Presbyterian children have been 
made, all these years to learn, nothing 
can be more untruthful or damaging.

One of the leading speakers claimed 
that Presbyterianism was the founda
tion of this country: “The men of the 
Westminster standard are the men who 
made this country what it is,” and 
again “The men of thejlevolution al
most without exception were believers 
in the Westminster catechism.” The

OBSESSION
Case That Will Excite 

General Interest.
Its Changes, Improvements 

ana Attractions.

DEWEY’S NEPHEW BACK AS 
FROM THE GRAVE —MYSTE
RIOUSLY DISAPPEARED FROM 
HIS HOME, ¡AND AS MYSTERI
OUSLY RETURNED. :
Whjle Admiral; Dewey has been win

ning fame in the Bhilippines bls rela
tives and friends'in, Vermont have com
bined their- admiration for’ the naval 
hero with wonderment over the return 
of a prodigal member of the family. 
Edward Blackwell, who married a 
niece of Admiral Dewey, has just 
turned up after an absence of- nearly 
two years, and spins a strange yarn to 
account for his mysterious absence. 
Ills return last Monday was as un
expected as was his departure twenty- 
one months ago. It was as though the 
grave had given up its dead.

Mr. Blackwell’s wife is a daughter of 
Charles Dewey, Admiral Dewey’s 
brother. He left his home on Septem
ber 5, 1898, He visited Burlington and 
Brandon, and then went to Boston, 
where he transacted business at several

No scientist has ever yet discovered 
the faintest evidence of mind, or in
telligence, existing in matter because of 
its combination, while the whole uni
verse is a demonstration of the opera
tion of an Infinite Mind that designs, 
guides and controls it. ,
’ If. matter is purposeless it is mind 
alone that has a purpose and directs 
matter to perform it. The fixed, un
alterable laws settling the same effect 
on the same cause. Could any but a 
knowing, prudent being cause such 
motions and assign such laws?

Science has demonstrated that all 
phenomena are governed by Immutable 
law, that everything that happens is 
but a link In the great chain of cause 
and effect, and that while in the Infinite 
Mind of the universe there can be no 
succession of events, all past, present 
and future being eternal, now yet with 
finite beings there must be a series of 
incidents, all the events of antecedent 
causes, and the study- of these forms, 
the scientific theories of the various 
schools of philosophic inquiry and 
research.

Science has also demonstrated that 
all matter Is Inherent, that it has no 
power to put itself in motion when nt 
rest, or at rest when In motion. This 
vis inertia can only be overcome by 
some force external to matter itself, 
and if it moves in the accomplishment 
of a design or purpose, it is evident that 
it must be governed by intelligence.

It is certain that an inanimate frag
ment of stone cannot write an intelli
gent sentence unless it is moved by a 
force directed by an Intelligent mind. 
One of the attributes of mind is mem
ory, and when manifested by the action 
of matter you are as certain of Its pres
ence as you are of that matter Itself.

If you, as Individuals, have a per
sonal consciousness, you know that it is 
yours, and that no other ean possess it, 
counterfeit or purloin it.

Dear friends herd to-night, we can 
tell you that you do live beyond tho 
grave, and long after your material 
bodies have been crumbled in the grave 
an inanimate fragment of stone could 
not write the secrets of your past life 
on slates and tablets as we are doing 
here to-night. Isn’t the evidence enough 
that It is our living mentality that 
guides this pencil as it writes' these 
messages to you all here? What else 
could do It?

All that saint, sage or scientist ever 
knew cannot account for this strange 
phenomena, or formulate a theory that 
explains It, save one. and that is that 
you do live beyond the grave, and that 
your dear spirit friends can and do re
turn to the earth when the conditions 
of our new being are fulfilled. How 
do you know that you now exist except 
through your own consciousness? Your 
spirits do live beyond the grave, and 
they are governed by the laws that en
viron them, and their manifestations 
would be as varied as the conditions 
that surround them.

In this life you are governed by nat
ural laws, Incident to this life alone, 
and these laws, acting together under 
such a variety of combination, produce 
all the different conditions of mankind.

Plagues, wars, famine and prosperity, 
storms and sunshine, poverty, compe
tence and riches are all the effects of 
natural causes, the offsprings and re
sults of circumstances often beyond the 
control of man. You see the finite 
effects but not the infinite cause that 
produce them, and truly, as it has been 
said, the mysteries of life are before 
the cradle and not beyond the grave, 
and this spiritual phenomena must ex 
necessitaterl be varied in both con
dition and results.

It is a scientific axiom that like 
causes must produce like effects, and 
the investigation of the claims of Spirit
ualism must consist first In determining 
true phenomena, and to-night we can 
say you have the true, genuine phenom
ena. and you must appreciate It for it 
affords your dear spirit friends the 
privilege, as soon as they come en 
rapport, to send you all loving mes
sages. Good bye.

T see by a secular paper that one Rev. 
Dr. C. W. Gullitte, of Trinity M. E. 
Church, in locating heaven, says:

“As air penetrates all substances, 
even the granite, so an ethereal world 
penetrates this material world. As 
light passes through and floods the air 
so the spiritual flows around and 
through this physical world. We do not 
see them any more than we see the 
electricity that carries the message 
along the wires, but angels and depart
ed saints glide about us day and night"

How is this for a Methodist divine? 
And why are we discouraged when fifty 
years of Spiritual teaching has so com
pletely revolutionized the sentiment of 
an orthodox people? What can we ex
pect in twenty years more of rational 
teaching? Can we not predict a grefit 
awakening among the intellectual 
thinking men and women. Touched by 
the force or spiritual Influx of thought 
which is being directed from the higher 
spheres of the spirit world? A new 
heaven and a new earth will then dawn 
upon humanity; a new heaven because 
man will be spiritually unfolded to dis
cern a brighter glimpse of the future 
state or condition of the soul, a new 
earth because man recognizing the 
great responsibility which rests upon 
him In cultivating and unfolding the in
ner or soul part of his being, can then 
realize that we are all one common 
brotherhood, all tending - to the one 
common end, and that being eternal 
progression.

MRS. S. A. CROSSFIELD.
Muncie, Ind.

amazing “cheek” of these assertions 
would be amusing, if a large following 
did not unquestioningly receive them as 
true. .

That Thomas Paine and Jefferson lived 
and ruled during the Revolution and 
had such noble following that the Dec
laration of Independence they wrought 
was received, Is enough to cause such 
wanton falsifiers to blush with shame. 
It Is not true that this government, is 
founded on the Westminster catechism, 
or that Presbyterians were especially 
active in its creation. Our government 
Is due to the “Infidels" more than any 
other class, for its form and excellence.

It Is true that it made no progress un
til It broke from the bondage of this 
same Presbyterianism, and half the en
ergies of the advancing mind has been 
absorbed in the battle with the doc
trines and the effects thereof, of that 
concrete formularization of supersti
tion and Ignorance—the Westminster 
Catechism.

The climax of self-laudation was 
reached when Gen. Beaver fulminated 
a speech. He was more reckless in his 
statements than the theologians. His 
definition of “the people," is ingenious:

Who are the people? History has an
swered that question. Emperors and 
popes, kings and queens are not the 
people. They have never been for the 
people. The people have always had to 
stand for themselves. As society Is 
no\v organized the rich are not the peo
ple; they are against the people. Those 
who disseminate anarchy are not the 
people. The Idle pleasure seekers and 
paupers are not the people. You can 
gness now who are.

Who are the people? Why the Pres
byterians are "the people,” and all the 
people of the least consequence, They 
number, according to Johnson's Cyclo
pedia, less than a million members of 
the true blue kind, for slight as the 
difference may be the Congregational
ists and other minor branches are “not 
in It,” and not the people! Then he con
tradicts himself by saying:

“The people made the Presbyterian 
church. The obligations growlng.out of 
this means that they must stand by the 
Word of God as the Infallible rule of 
faith and practice; stand by the sover
eignty of God and tho divinity of 
Christ; stand by the holy Sabbath and 
stand by our system of education."

The Presbyterians are the people, and 
the people make the church, which 
must stand squarely for all the out
grown Ideas and dead dogmas of the 
jaundiced, blear-ey^d theological despots 
since Calvin burned the noble Servetus 
for daring to think contrary to him!

Well, right in the middle, of bls most 
astonishing periods, General Beaver 
fell over in a fainting fit and was car
ried from the rostrum, not like a war
rior on bls shield, but like a limp rag, 
and brought round with sal volatile and 
smelling salts!

The grim orthodox did not recognize 
the “hand of God" In this fainting fit 
They do not see how weary God must 
get with listening to the thousands and 
millions of Presbyterian prayers, and 
sermons. One cannot imagine a more 
trying place than God’s in regard to 
that church!

That the general fainted is not re
markable. His recovery after bls reck
less assertions is the astonishing part, 
and proves that "cheek," and pre
suming ignorance are not necessarily 
fatal.

We call attention to the claim that 
the catechism made 250 years ago, 
remains the bedrock of belief. All else 
has changed. Scarcely an Idea In sci
ence but has been modified. The Bible 
has been “revised” until the very texts 
on which the catechism Is based have 
been revised out of it, yet Presbyterian
ism has remained unchanged. It ruth
lessly persecutes every one who would 
modify its galling dogmas, and with the 
complacency born, of that egotism 
which comes from Ignorance of the 
great reaches forward in all directions 
made by the'tblnkers of the world, It 
boasts of its inertia, and plumes itself 
in being a brake on the wheels of prog
ress. HUDSON TUTTLE.

places. He attended the theatre with 
Edward R. Houghton, his nephew, and 
then disappeared as though the earth 
had opened and swallowed him up.

Mr. Blackwell was for several years 
cashier of the Montpelier National 
Bank, and later was connected with the 
Thomson-Houston Company, manufac
turers of electrical supplies. During his 
connection with this firm he was in
strumental in placing upon a paying 
basis many electric light plants, which 
had before been running at a loss. He 
severed his connection with the Thom
son-Houston- Company to assume the 
management of the Consolidated Light
ing Company, with offices in this city. 
His accounts were found to be ab
solutely correct and his family and 
business relations were most congenial.

The wanderer’s strange story is best 
told by himself. “Overwork did it all,” 
he told me. “I realize now the words 
of warning that were spoken to me by 
my friends at that time, "but I did not 
realize that the brink was so close. I 
remember leaving home that Septem
ber day and going to Burlington, Bran
don and Boston, but can’t recall, only 
in a vague way, my transactions in the 
last named city,

“It seems many years ago. I remem
ber going to the theatre with my 
nephew, and leaving him after the per
formance, but from that time for many 
days my mind is a blank. When I 
came to my senses I was on board a 
ship In a very hot climate and lay on a 
mattress placed on the deck of a large 
ocean steamship, I felt that I had been 
ill. How I came there I did not know. 
I was feeble, and'my mind was not 
clear. Those on board the ship were 
kind to me. They called me by a 
strange name. They asked me if I had 
been ill long before I came on board, 
and I fell in with the idea that I had 
been ill. Day by dayi I became stronger.

“I ascertained that we were sailing in 
the Caribbean Sea,, and that the ship on 
which I was a passenger was bound for 
Colon, United .States of Colombia. 
When I was able to be about and walk 
the deek I looked over the ship’s books 
and found that I had been put down 
under a name that:was not my own. 
The passengers and | officers called me 
by that name, an,d m jural reluctance to 
telling that I bad just recovered from a

The years glide swiftly by, bringing 
their joys ami their sorrows, their hopes 
and their disappointments, all educa
tional and uplifting if we interpret 
them aright and profit by the lessons 
they bring us. This Is the twenty-sec
ond anniversary of the dedication of 
Onset by the Spiritualists, and what an 
immense power for good has been 
brought to bear during that time. It is 
predicted by many that this will be the 
grandest, the busiest and most largely 
attended season yet experienced. 'Sev
eral who formerly summered at other 
and more exposed resorts along our 
shores, we understand, have hired cot
tages for the coming season at Onset, it 
being more sheltered from the enemy’s 
guns, should they by an}’ means at
tempt to carry on a flirtation that might 
prove more forcible than agreeable.

The management propose to extend 
the camp-meeting one week longer than 
last year, commencing the first Sunday 
in July and ending the first Sunday in 
September. Some of the speaker's en
gaged are quite new to this platform, 
making the programme more varied 
and Interesting. '

CHARMING ONSET

What mean these strains of martial 
air?

These skies with banners rainbow 
spanned,

This concourse of the brave and fair, 
Mingling their shoutings o’er the 

land? '
See yonder rising, brilliant star, 

As it comes drifting from the sea;
Its birth from out the throes of war— 

A child of Mars of high degree.
It shines with an effulgent light;

Born of the spirit of the free;
It rises from the realm of night 

To join the hosts of liberty.
“Old Glory" gives to thee her power, 

Her sympathy on spotless wing.
Thy cry is heard, and in this hour 

She speeds to thee relief to bring. ’
We send to thee'our boys in blue, 

Strengthened with love,’ begemmed 
’ with tears, ■.

None more courageous and more true 
Than these, our loyal mountaineers.

MORGAN MORGAN, Spirit

"Arcana of Nature; or the History 
and Laws of Creation.” By Hudson 
Tuttle. A well-known and most pro
found treatise. Cloth, fl. For sale at 
this office.

•'Edith Bramley’s Vision.” Vivid de
scription of a Jesuit spirit conclave 
together with Interesting corroborative 
testimony. Price 15 cents. For sale at 
this office.

fit of Insanity forbade me from giving 
out any information regarding myself, 
so I allowed them to address me by the 
name that had been given on the ship’s 
books. It was not long before Colon 
was reached.

“My mind was yet in a weak state, 
and I feared to do anything to excite 
myself lest It should turn back again to 
the channel from which I had had such 
a narrow escape. I remained in Colon 
a few days, but did not like the country 
and, deciding to get back to civilization, 
went to Panama and crossed the 
Isthmus, going up the Pacific Coast to 
San Francisco. .

“I had about $200 with me. I was de
crepit and broken down, but was 
shown great respect on the way. I be
lieved that I bad returned to America 
to die. My family believed me dead, I 
supposed, and I was as good as dead to 
them. My mind was yet in a dazed 
state, and for fully eight months after 
leaving Boston I was not completely 
myself. One of the first things I did 
with the small amount of money I pos
sessed was to purchase a bicycle.

“With this, during the time I was in 
California, I travelel more than 4,500 
miles. I rode out into the country, be
cause I realized that I must build up 
my worn-out constitution. I became 
ncqualntd with a large ranch owner, 
and through his kindness remained at 
his place two months. I took hold and 
tried to make myself useful about the 
place, my knowledge of engines and 
machinery being of much help to me.

“A large part of the ranch was Irri
gated, and there was a large engine to 
pump water from a spring. The engine 
was out of order owing to insecure 
foundations. I easily repaired this, and 
the work so pleased the owner that 
nothing -was too good for me, and when 
I came to go away he was sorry to 
have me depart

“This work' was the first that I had 
done. It braced me up to think of 
something besides brooding over my 
unfortunate condition, and I felt a hun
dred times better for it My next move 
was to become agent for a magazine. 
I rode from place to place, taking or
ders, realizing thpt out of door work 
was what I required/to rebuild myself. 
During this time I w^nt under the same 
assumed name, libecame interested in 
various electrical enterprises in Califor
nia and Oregon, but owing to the fact 
that I had no references I could not ob
tain responsible positions. In one town 
I secured the franchise for an electric 
plant I wore a tiicyble suit while can
vassing the town Tor support,'and was 
called by my opponents the ‘bicyle 
tramp.’ But I won the Board of Aider
men over, and the company of business 
men I represent1 holds the franchise

“I worked hard to' get news from 
home, without revealing my. identity. 
Business interests that were confided to 
me gave me my first opportunity to 
come East, and I left San Francisco 
about a month ago.”

The above remarkable account is 
from the special-correspondent of the 
New York Herald, at Montpelier, Vf., 
and illustrates a clear case of obsession.

New York City. . ' LUCRETIUS.

Prof. Lockwood’s New Work
The historical phase of Prof. Lock

wood’s Objections to Reincarnation and 
Re-embodiment will be found to be val
uable to all classes alike, as it outlines 
those cosmic changes which Impressed 
the ancient Hindu with the ideal of 
transmigration, and cites the phenom
ena occurring in nature that gave rise 
to the omnipotence and omniscience of 
the Gods of past and present forms of 
worship. This pamphlet will be on sale I 
at this office.......  • |

The favorite Bridgewater Band, R. H. 
Ferguson, leader, will discourse sweet 
music, as formerly.

’ Mr, A. J. Maxham will be with us to 
lead the singing all through the season, 

! Instead of the first half as has been his 
' custom heretofore. Other musical tal- 
1 ent will also take part.
; We are pleased to announce that Dr. 
1 Geo. A. Fuller, a gentleman highly es- 
‘ teemed for his integrity and loyalty to 
’ the cause of Spiritualism, has been en
' gaged for another season as the plat- 
■ form president of this camp. .

Mr. Gifford will have charge of the 
Headquarters Book store.

The auditorium has been Improved, 
an addition of more office room made, 
and a waiting room for the talent add
ed, also another entrance for the band, 
which will obviate the necessity of 
crowding at the entrance.

More ornamental trees have been 
added to the grounds.

The Onset Improvement society are to 
hold a mammoth fair in the Temple, 
the 1st of August, to continue one week, 
for which the residents have been In
dustriously working through the win
ter, also others in their several homes, 
and It is expected a handsome revenue 
will be the result of their labors, the 
same to be used in improving the acous
tic properties of the temple, which is 
very much needed, also to repair and 
improve the arcade. .

The Children’s Progressive Lyceum 
has continued through the winter and is 
in a flourishing condition. Meetings for 
lectures and tests have been held regu
larly at Firemen’s Hall.

But few cottages have been built 
since last season, the most noticeable 
of which is that of Mrs. Kate R. Stiles, 
on W. Central avenue, which Is an or
nament to that location.

The steamer Genevieve will make her 
trips as formerly to Monument Beach 
and other places of Interest. Fishing 
and sailing yachts will be available at 
all times. Bathing facilities are numer
ous, and the bathing good.

The following are the names of some 
of those who have been called to the 
spirit side of life since last season: Miss 
Harriet JL Miner, whose pleasant face 
and cheery smile has greeted us for 
many seasons, passed away in January; 
Mrs. Wm. Whitwell, a resident medium; 
Mr. Hiram Tilson, who formerly kept 
a grocery store here; Mrs. B. Haines, 
who lived on W. Central avenue; Miss 
Lydia Atwood, of Onset avenue; Mrs. 
Fairbanks and Mrs. West, of Long
wood avenue.

The Onset Wigwam Society intend to 
open the Wigwam for free healing and 
test circles, July 15.

The O-ne-set Harvest Moon Society 
was the first auxiliary society formed 
in Onset, in 1883, under the name of the 
Ladles’ Industrial Union,,which In 1890 
disbanded, and reorganized again in 
1892 taking its present name and with 
its former officers; its object being two
fold, viz., to perpetuate the Harvest 
Moon Festival at the request of its orig
inator, the late Dr. I. P. Greenleaf, and 
to build a memorial hall with library 
and reading room, also relic room for 
the use of visitors and residents alike— 
a place where strangers can be made 
welcome and feel at home. While it 
was under its former name much good 
was done, although a small society, av
eraging but seven working members, it 
accumulated upwards of seven hundred 
dollars. Some of its proceeds was used 
for buying books and flags for the Chil
dren’s Lyceum, which was large and 
flourishing at that time, also for buying 
shoes and clothing for such children as 
could not otherwise attend the lyceum 
It also bought the first street lamps, 25 
in number, for Onset, and maintained 
the lighting of the same for several 
years; and last but not least this society 
was the first to entertain and agitate 
the idea of the necessity for a fire de
partment in Onset, giving the first $200 
donated for that purpose.

A charter was obtained in 1895, since 
which time more Interest has been 
taken in the work of building a library, 
and its membership and finances have 
increased to such an extent that last 
fall the society was able to buy two lots 
for the erection of their library in the 
near future. A small cottage situated 
on one of the lots was included in the 
purchase, where the society proposes to 
hold its business meetings, sewing cir
cle and library, until the larger hall can 
be erected. The librarian appointed has 
already received upwards of a thousand 
books, and many more are promised be
sides a few choice relics. The spiritual i 
papers can be bought here and spiritual 
books are solicited from those who de- i 
sire to contribute. This property is sit- i 
uated on Onset avenue, opposite the i 
water company’s office. i

Onset is a rare spot for a summer va
cation. Situated as it is among leafy 
groves and picturesque scenery, with 
splendid bathing facilities, and fish of 
every variety in their season, combin
ing all the attractions the most exact
ing could desire, it is seldom or never- 
that a visitor leaves without words of 
praise and a determination to come 

-again. Sailing up the bay the view is 
delightful. .We heard a gentleman say 
a few days ago, who had just returned 
from the South, that nowhere did he see 
anything in his travels to exceed the 
beauty of Onset scenery. .Truly the 
poet has sung: ’ -
“None other like,-Onset hath charms so 

entrancing,
Unequalled in beauty, this gem by the 

sea.” ■ . . ■ . ■
The hotel accommodations are tinllm- 

ited, there being nine first-class hotels 
with restaurants and booths galore. ’

Onset is located fifty miles from Bos
ton on the Old Colony division of the 
New.York, New Haven and Hartford 
Railroad. Excursion tickets, good from 
May 1 to October 1, are sold at all the 
leading ticket offices of the country.

AUGUSTA FRANCES TRIPP.

CAMP-MEETING DIRECTORY.

Inquiries are already being made as to when certain camp-meetings will 
open. The officers of camps will promote the interest of their respective lo
calities by sending the dates at once to this office, with names of secretaries.

Cassadaga Camp, N. Y.
This favorite place of resort opens 

July 15 andfloses August 28.

Onset Bay Camp, Mass.
Onset Bay (Mass.) Camp-meeting 

commences July 3, and continues to 
September 4.

Devils’ Lake Camp, Mich.
Dr. W. O. Knowles writes that the 

Devil’s Lake Camp-meeting will be held 
as usual. It has not been abandoned. 
It will commence June 11, and end 
July 4.

Marshalltown Camp, la.
The fifth annual camp of the Central 

Iowa Spiritualists’ Association will be 
held at Marshalltown, Iowa, on the 
same grounds as last year, commencing 
Sunday, August 28, and closing Sunday, 
September 18.

Several good mediums are expected, 
and nearly every phase of spirit return 
will be demonstrated. The grounds are 
situated about one-half mile from the 
Iowa river.

Circulars will be ready about August 
1. Those desiring circulars or further 
information will receive same by ad
dressing MISS L P. BEESON.

Albion, Iowa.

Mesick, Mich., Camp,
Mesick (Mich.) Camp-meeting will 

open July 31, 1898, closing August 14. 
All good mediums and co-workers are 
cordially invited. Those expecting to 
attend, send In names before the first of 
June, to have them on printed pro
gramme. Address Jacob Bulllan, Me
sick, Wexford Co., Mich. This assocla-

by

The New Era Oamp.
Their many friends on the Pacific 

coast will be glad to learn that the 
management of the New Era, Oregon, 
camp has secured the services of Mrs. 
Loe F. Prior and Mr. Chas J. Anderson 
for the meeting to be held July 2 to 25. 
Mrs. Prior Is a widely-known medium 
and lecturer who has been laboring 
with marked success In the south re
cently. Mr. Anderson, known as the 
“boy orator,” is conceded by such a dis
criminating judge as Dr. J. M. Peebles 
to possess marked ability as an inspira
tional lecturer. The managers will ex
ert themselves to the utmost of their 
ability to make this meeting the most 
successful ever held in Oregon, and so
licit the active co-operation of every 
Spiritualist throughout the Northwest 
to this end. Circulars will be Issued in 
May and sent to all who apply to Wal
ter P. Williams, Salem, Ore., who is the

Brock-

Ottawa, Kansas.
The Leavenworth County Spiritualist 

Association will hold a camp-meeting 
at Forest Park, Ottawa Kansas, from 
July 27 to August 2, 1898, Inclusive. 
Board and lodging can be had on the 
grounds for $2.50 per week. Reduced 
rates on all railroads leading to Ottawa. 
T. C. Deuel, president; Mrs. Emerick, 
secretary, Wallula, Kan.

Topeka Camp, Kansas.
We are going to have our camp-meet

ing this year, commencing September 
11th, and continuing until the 25tb, 
making two weeks’ time, including 
three Sundays. We have made arrange
ments to use the fair grounds again, as 
we can do better there than any other 
place.

We have no one engaged to speak as 
yet, but think we will have Will C. 
Hodge, of Chicago, who was with us 
last year and was liked by all. We 
have some very good mediums here in 
the city. We think we will have Mrs. 
L. N. Claman to help us in our camp 
this year. We want to have a good 
platform test medium with us; we have 
no one engaged for that yet We have 
in our city four Spiritual societies.

Mt Pleasant Park Camp.
-The sixteenth annual camp-meeting 

of the Mississippi Valley Spiritualists’ 
Association will be held at Mt. Pleas
ant Park, Clinton, Iowa, Sunday, July 
31, and will close Sunday, August 28. 
The best of talent has been secured. 
Circulars giving full Information will, 
be issued about June 15. For-full in
formationaddress Martin H. McGrath, 
secretary, at Fulton, HI.

Lake Brady Camp, 0.
The Lake Brady Camp will open July 

10, and close September 4. Programmes 
will be printed later. D. A. Herrick 
will preside as chairman during the ses
sion. All mediums wishing their names 
on the programme, send them to D. A. 
Herrick, Ravenna, O...

¡Bankson Lake Gamp, Mich.
Baukson Lake Camp-meeting, nt

Lawton, Mich., commences July 23 and 
ends August 14. ■

Vicksburg Camp, Mich.
The Vicksburg camp, at Fraser’s 

Grove, opens August 5, and closes Au, 
gust 28, 1898. The following speakers 
have already been engaged: Oscar A. 
Eagerly, Newburyport, Mass.; A. E. 
Tisdale, New Loudon, Conn.; J. Frank 
Baxter, Boston, Mass.; D. P. Dewey 
Grand Blanc, Mich., and Mrs. Marion 
Caipenter, Detroit, Mich. Other speak
ers and mediums will be added to the 
list. A new barn will be erected on the 
grounds this season, and other Improve
ments made. The programmes will be 
ready in a few days, and will be sent to 
any one addressing Ilie undersigned.

JEANETTE FRASER..Vicksburg, Mich. • :

Island Lake Camp, Mich.
Fourth annual camp-meeting of tile 

Island Lake Camp Association, Island 
Lake Mich., beginning July 1, and end-' 
lug August 31 1898. ■

Officers—!’. O. Hudson, president; A. ■-• 
G. Brown, socrelary; Wm. Murray, 
treasurer. ■” ,

Raard of Directors-!'. O. Hudson, < 
t, y„7, -y: G- Bruwu, Detroit; James 
1, ?J,e’ L?11 Ill"'ou; Asti B. Smith,
Noithville; \\ m. Murray, Salem; Tracy 
J. Merrell, Lansing; Dr. A. B. Spinney. 
Reed City. •”

Island Lake Camp Grounds consist of 
twenty-one acres of second-growth
grove land, chiefly white oak and hick
ory, situated upon the northwest side 
of Island Lake, half-way between De
troll and Lansing, on the Detroit, 
Grand Rapids & Western Railroad! 
Upon these grounds “The Island Lake 
Camp Association" has erected a hotel, ■ 
auditorium, barns and other buildings 
for the successful management of a. ’ 
camp-meeting and summer resort. -

THE SPEAKERS.
The Island Lake Camp Association ’ 

has been especially fortunate in secur- ■' 
ing first-class talent for Its platform ■ 
this year. While It has no inferlolf 
speakers, some of its speakers are 
among the best in the world. Look at 
the following list;

Dr. Fred Schermerhorn, of Grand 
Rapids, Mich., chairman of the meet
ings, from the beginning to the close. « 
Beside presiding at all of the meetings 
he will speak as occasion may require,

Oscar A Edgerly, of Newburyport, 
Mass. 1 ■ ;

Mrs. Marian Carpenter, of Detroit.
Moses Hull, of Buffalo, N. Y. • ■ 
J. C. F. Grumbiuc. of Chicago. ■ 
Anna L. Robinson, of Port Huron “ 

Mich. ' - I
Edgar W. Emerson, of Manchester. ? : 

N. II. ; ' ■
Lyman C. Howe, of Fredonia, N. Y., ' i 

though not an old inau, is perhaps the ' 
oldest speaker on the Spiritualistic plat- , 
form. He is eloquent. Instructive, poet- 
leal, practical, mediumlsiic, and tlior- ’ 
oughly reliable. He usually speaks Ju • 
an entranced condition. His lectures ’ 
are replete with eloquence and good 
thoughts. ■

W. H. Bach, of Lily Dale, N. Y. - '

Lakeside Park Cany), Mo.
The Southwest Missouri Spiritualists’ 

Camp Association will hold Its second 
annual meeting at Lakeside Park, Jas
per county, Missouri, commencing Sep
tember 10, and closing September 28, 
1898. A glorious time is expected, as 
the camp-grounds are all that could be 
wished for as to beauty of location and 
in all Its appointments for the comfort 
aid pleasure of all who visit the park.

Lakeside Park is owned by. the 
Southwest Missouri Electric railroad 
company, the lino running from Car
thage, Mo., to Galena, Kansas, and the 
company very kindly furnish the 
grounds; large auditorium, boats upon 
the lake, with grounds and auditorium 
lighted by electric lights, free of cost.

A cordial invitation is extended to all 
friends of our beautiful philosophy to 
come and enjoy a grand spiritual feast 
with us. Good mediums will be with
us. B. G. SWEET, Prest. 

Empire City, Kansas.

Chesterfield Camp, Ind.
Chesterfield Camp-meeting will begin 

July 21 and close August 21, 1898. The 
speakers engaged are J. Clegg Wright, ■ 
Mrs. Eva Pfuntner, Willard J. Hull, 
India Hill, B. F. Underwood, Moses 
Hull, and Dr. Nellie Mosier, test me- ’ 
dlum. For programmes address Flora 
Hardin, Sec’y., Anderson, Ind. Presi
dent, G. W. Parkinson, Yorktown, Ind.

“The Great Roman Anaconda.” By ’ 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-priest - 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann. 
It is good reading, and.should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enllght- - 
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and Its priesthood. Price 15c 
For sale at this office. *

"Human culture and Cure. Part 
First The Philosophy of Cure. (in.- ’
eluding Methods and Instruments)." By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A very In
structive and valuable work. It should ’ 
have a wide circulation, as it well ful. I 
fills the promise of Its title. For sale ; 
at thia office. Price 75 cents.

'The Priest the Woman, and the Con - 'I 
fessIonaL” This book, by the wel ' 
known Father Chinlquy. reveals the de. ‘I 
grading, Impure Influences and result«' - 
of the Romish confessional, as proved -'T 
by the sad experience of many wrecked ' 1 
fives. Price, by mail JL For Mie at ' $ 
Sila office. . _ -d
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THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, || 
DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER. t|

. We would like to Impress upon the 
£ Winds of our correspondents that The 
^/Progressive Thinker is set up on a

Linotype machine that must make 
apeed equal to about tour composite!». 
That menus rapid work, and it is eM>ea- 

/■‘ tial that all copy, to Insure insertion iu 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with Ink 
on while paper, or witli a type«liter, 
and on only one side ot the paper. 11 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

«

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
in alone responsible for any assertions 
cr statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
uentiments uttered iu an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
Suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those- 
who differ from you.

L Ervin A. Rice, president writes: “Mrs. 
k Cora L. V. Richmond has accepted the 

■/■call from the Church of the Soul, for 
the month of September, after which 
she will return to Washington. Possi
bly we may have her with us later In 
the season for a few weeks.”

Professor Geo. W. Wulrond, of the
. Opera House Block, Denver Colo., was 

‘ suddenly prostrated last week with 
heart weakness and general derange-

• ment of the system, brought on prluci- 
• pally through overwork. We hear he Is 

progressing favorably towards recov-
■. ery and will resume public work at an 

1 early date. He holds public meetings 
"• every Sunday evening at 8 in his Occult

■’ School in tlie Opera House Block, and 
developing seances every Friday even
Ing.

Mrs, Lizzie Giles writes that Mrs. Mc- 
Gibney deserves honorable mention for 
the good work she is doing In conduct
Ing a spiritual mission on Fulton street, 
near Reid avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. The 
mission is in an orthodox locality, but 
bids fair to blossom out in a society at 
no distant day.

E. A. Doty writes from Albany, N. Y.: 
“The cause of Spiritualism is not in as 

■ flourishing a condition in tills city as I 
had hoped to And it, when coming here 
a few months since. The Unitarian 
church society seems to have absorbed 

■ most of the old-time workers in the 
spiritual vineyard. Under the able 
leadership of Rev. Wm. M. Brundage, a 
former Methodist, the cause of Llberal- 

, Ism is growing rapidly. Rev. Minot J.
. Savage occupied the rostrum a few 

weeks since, and delighted his immense 
audience, which packed Odd Fellows’

/ Temple, where the regular meetings are 
■ held. A few evenings afterward, nt a 

■' church society meeting, a paper was
read on ‘Immortality,’ after which Mr. 

■ Brundage requested each one present 
• to give his or her best reason for a be
' lief in Immortality, and stated that he

■ had talked with Mr. Savage when here, 
and that he (Mr. Savage) was a believer 

: In the Intercommunication between 
; mortals and tbe socalled dead. Some of

the Spiritualists present availed them
selves of the opportunity aud gave 

■ their reasons. Last evening Rev. B.
Fay Mills, of Boston, formerly a Pres- 

■ byterian minister of this city, occupied 
the pulpit and gave us a magnificent 
discourse on ‘Twentieth Century Relig
ion.' During the delivery of which he 

■ ‘was frequently applauded by his large 
; ■. frild appreciative audience, lu a priv

ate conversation with Rev. Mr. Brun- 
■ dage he assured me that more than one- 
■. third of his church membership were 

• Spiritualists. Ari’we being'absorbed 
■ by Liberal Christianity ?”

• J. W. Brinton writes: “I had the 
• pleasure of attending the services at 

■ the Spiritual Hall In Marion, Ind., on 
' ■ Sunday evening lately. A large au- 
■■/ tlicuce greeted the speaker, H. An
; draws, who is now serving that asso
ciation. Subjects were handed the 
j.. speaker by the audience, each one of 
ji.' which were handled in tbe usual easy 
¿ ■-and able manner by his guides. For a 
Is- closing subject, some one gave tlie doc-
-/.tor a white rose with the request that 

he should improvise a poem from it.
' which was done in a manner beyond 
’ the ability of my tongue or pen to de

scribe.”
•■- J. S. writes from Louisville, Ky.: 
’■ ‘‘During the month of May Mrs. Jose

phine Ropp, of Indianapolis, Ind., oc- 
/■•cupled the rostrum of the People's 
-Spiritual Church of Louisville, Ky. Her 
' tests were given in quick succession, 
, with the names of all concerned, correct 
. and convincing, giving undoubted sat

> isfactlon to the audiences.”
■ W. C. Mann writes from Louisville, 

Ky.: “Mrs. Josephine Ropp. of In- 
dlanapblis, Ind..has just closed a five 
week’s engagement with the People's

- Spiritual Church of tills city. During 
■ tho five weeks she was with the society 

she gave 122 tests, and all but five or 
six were recognized. She can be found

. at her home, 1414 Washington street, 
■ Indianapolis, Ind., for the present.

' Mrs. Annie E. Thomas, of Newport,
Ky., has been engaged for the month of 

; June. She commenced her labors in 
’. this field Sunday evening, June 5, to a 
f large and intelligent audience. After 
' her lectures she gave some fifteen tests, 
; and they were all recognized.”

Mrs. Virginia Barrett writes: “I am 
J . open for engagements with camps and 
[-• societies as test, musical medium. I 
| -. will make positively satisfactory terms. 
!. I want to say to the friends that I shall 
t be glad to send them a circular of the 
I ‘Grand Psychic Circle Association,” to

and then- ilry husks anil Hocking to our 
life-giving meetings every Sunday. Al
ternately witli our trumpet seances at 
2:30, we have a conference meeting at 
which time the inexperienced mediums 
are accorded every privilege and en
couragement at our command. Come 
and co-operate with us.”

Dr. A. B. Spinney, of Reed City, 
Mich., writes: “I want to inform the 
Spiritualists of Michigan that our able 
speaker and noble worker, Lyman C. 
Howe, ot Fredonia, N. Y., would like 
engagements in Michigan during Au
gust, September and October. 1 need 
not speak of ills worth nor his ability, 
and the great good he can do any so
ciety. You have only to hear him to 
love and appreciate him. He has 
given forty years of his life to Spiritual
ism and humanity. Keep him busy 
while he is with us in the form, and 
thus bless him and the cause of Spirit
ualism, truth and humanity."

Mrs. M. J. Crilly, test medium for 
platform and private work, is now lo
cated at 30 West Diamond street, Alle
gheny Pa,

G.. F. Perkins writes: “I opened my 
meetings again June 5, at 617 N. Clark 
street, and will continue probably 
through the summer. Tuesday of last 
week I went to deliver the funeral ad
dress of Mr. Rittenhouse, of Dubuque, 
la., who passed away suddenly. I am 
at the same address for private read
ings, 587 N. Clark street.”

The First Spiritual Church of Roches
ter, N. Y„ is legally chartered by the 
State and is also an auxiliary of the N. 
S. A. They have a leased place of 
meeting ' furnished by themselves. 
Their meetings are well-attended and 
the fairness of the public press and pul
pits in Rochester, in accepting Spirit
ualism as a recognized mental, psychic 
and religious force is due to the local 
society under the leadership of G. W. 
Kates and wife, who are engage^ for 
the third successive year as lecturers 
and mediums.

D. V. Emmons writes from Gales
burg, Mich.: "I wish to say that our 
cause here is in the ascendancy. We 
are receiving some beautiful thoughts 
through the mediumship of our little 
girl medium, Miss Alma E. Gault. Her 
hand is controlled, and while writing 
beautiful thoughts from the other shore 
she may be holding conversation with 
some one in the room, or not unfre- 
quently playing with some pet of hers. 
She is doing a world of good here for 
our cause.”

In Handel Reception Hall a very 
large audience attended the opening of 
the First Society of Rosicrucians. J. C. 
F. Gruniblne speaks for June and July. 
Services will be continued in the same 
hall during June and July at 10:45 a.
in. and 7:45 p. m. The hall is on 
third floor, 40 E. Randolph street, 
Moyne Block. Take the elevator.

Carrie Fuller Weatherford closes 
second month’s engagement with 
First Society at Columbus, Ohio,

the
Le

her 
the 
the

last Sunday of this month, and it also 
is the close of a very successful and un
interrupted year of work in the lecture 
field. Mrs. Weatherford will be at Lake 
Brady, July 29, 30 and 31; Summerland 
Beach, August 7 to 21. She has two 
Sundays unengaged during the camp 
season. Managers desiring her services 
for lectures, tests and Improvised songs 
will do well to address her at once at 
89 W. Goodale street.

Dr. and Mrs. Noyes have located per
manently at 1908 Broadway, Bay City, 
Mich., where they have furnished a 
modern cottage and will hold spiritual 
meetings Sunday nights in their large 
double parlors.

Dr. Dean Clarke, who for a long time 
did an efficient work on the Pacific 
Coast In behalf of Spiritualism, can 
now be addressed for engagements at

those desiring to become members. It—is a great international circle. I am

i.

Wellesley Hills, Mass. He 
from three to twelve months’ 
meats. His experience and 
with high inspirations, ought 
him constant employment.

desires
engage
ability, 
to give

Mrs. S. A. Crossfleld, of Muncie, Ind., 
writes: "1 have just completed a six
weeks' engagement for the 
ciety of Spiritualists, and 1 
work will result in much 
audiences were composed

Muncie So- 
believe my 
good. Our 
mostly of

S^honornry secretary for the State and 
lis elsewhere. Address me at 819 East 
^■ Slxteeutli street, Indianapolis, Ind.”

'J. Q. Adams writes: “The Englewood 
Spiritual Society, though only three 

^-.months old, has set a pace in its march 
of progress w hich many thinkers have 

^heretofore pronounced impossible, and 
¿/■we hope to see many others get up a 
wilttle more steam and come alongside. 
feEvery other week at 2:30 in the after- 
h*noon  we give a trumpet seance in the 

;^publ!c hall and each alternate Sunday 
^/evening at 7:30 we give a materializing 

[¿¿Seance in the same place. Our success 
• k/haS been beyond our expectations. May 
•Sæth Mr. H. F. Coats gave a trumpet 
'p«eance which was well attended and 
•femany messages recognized. Mrg. True- 
< ÎRïêlI, our pastor, feeds our souls on splr- 
iÆ linai manna on all other occasions. Our 
|;©<e#et of good, things is so diversified and 
ligfpundajit, tfiat many who are hunger

anfi thirsting for the knowledge 
at will enable us to beautify our life 

and our hwpes In the life to come, 
breaking away from the churches

■of the season. The society-will hold 
but a few more Sunday meetings, as va
cation time Is approaching.”

E. W. Sprague tjpil wife have the fol
lowing camp-;neeting engagements tor 
this siason: Cassadaga, N. Y., June 17, 
182 and ll);Maple Dell,Ohio, July 29 to 
August’S; Grand Ledge, Mich., August 
6 to 11, inclusive; Lake Brady, Ohio, 
August 17 to 21 inclusive; Haslett Park, 
Mich., August 27 and 28. They would 
be pleased to make other engagements 
for time not taken, and are also open 
for monthly engagements for the com
ing fall and winter. Address them at 
416 Newland avenue, Jamestown, N. Y.

Carrie Fulle;- Weatherford conducted 
the services |it Summerland Beach, O., 
Sunday, June 12, and the Columbus so
ciety added to the pleasures of a Sun
day outing an out-door service of lec
ture, tests and improvised song.

James F. Raymond writes to the Spir
itualists of the Northwest: “Receiving, 
as I do, from day to day, letters making 
inquiry relative to our usual camp
meeting, I am, much against my incli
nation, compelled to say that the North
western Spiritualists’ Association will 
hold no camp this year. Another year, 
however, we are in hopes will bring 
things about in such a shape that our 
annual gathering will take place, with 
the customary attending luippy results.”

L. S. Burdick, president, writes: “The 
Spiritualists of Southwest Michigan 
will hold their annual mass-meeting in 
the popular resort grove, at Lake Cora, 
Van Buren county, Mich., Sunday, June 
26, 1898. Talent engaged: Mrs. Adah 
Sheehan Horman, of Cincinnati, and 
Mrs. Anna L. Romnsou, of Port ijurop, 
Mich. Excursion trains will run to the 
meeting from Kalamazoo, Grand Rap
ids, South Haven, Benton Harbor, and 
Chicago.” ■

E. A. Brooks, president, writes: "The 
First Spiritualist society of Harlan, 
Ind., will hold their second annual 
grove meeting on July 3, 'in A. W. 
Brooks' grove, one mile south of Cham
berlain. Mr. Geo. H. Brooks vyill lee- 
ture on the great subject of the day. 
We anticipate a large attendance, for 
the people and especially the ministry 
are very much stirred up by the efforts 
of our small society.”

F. Tower writes: "Those who Were 
present at the first lesson in the course 
of study given by Mr. J. C. F. Grum- 
blne, were highly entertained with the 
beautlfuLaud instructive thoughts pre
sented. These courses as referred to in 
your valuable paper, will prove a bene
fit to all who are Interested in these 
lines of advanced thought and mental 
culture. We hope many will avail 
themselves of this opportunity, and also 
hear the able lectures given by Mr. 
Grumblne in Handel Hall during this 
month and next.’’«

Jacob Rummel writes: “Herewith 
find a list of names of a few subscrib
ers iu addition to my own. If you 
could so arrange that the spirits of the 
grandmothers would peep out from be
hind The Progressive Thinker, while it 
is being read, you could get a million 
subscribers in a few weeks; but the 
deep scientific subjects, and grand phi
losophy taught in its columns, are not 
appreciated by the great majority of 
Spiritualists. I do not ignore phenom
ena, as I consider it the base upon 
which will rest the future superstruct
ure of Spiritualism, but in my opinion 
too many people are satisfied with the 
foundation and fall to build upon it; 
but I also recognize the fact that the ev
olution of the psychic man is slow, and 
it will require a long time before the 
race generally will develop to the true 
status of completeness on this planet; 
therefore I am content to labor and 
wait.”

C. W. Hartcng writes from Akron, 
Ohio: “The good work is going on. Last- 
Thursday and Friday nights the well- 
known medium, Mrs. Hattie Tiffany, of 
Minerva, Ohio, was with us, holding 
large circles in Mrs. Jay Sherbondy's 
parlor. She also gave us some private 
sittings which have proven to be very 
satisfactory to the patrons at Sher
bondy Hill and vicinity. She is Invited 
to return soon, and it is hoped that she 
will accomplish great good.”

skeptics who were much interested in 
the discourses. I find the public sen
timent of all denominations changing 
and gradually submerging into one 
general belief in regard to tl;o final des
tiny of the human race. Our society 
has discontinued its meetings until 
after the camp season, when we hope 
to see much good done in the cause we 
love so much.”

E. J. Bowtell is engaged at Freeville 
(N. Y.) Camp. For dates at other camps 
and for season of 1898-9 he may be ad
dressed at 11 Isbell street, Bingham
ton, N. Y.

Subscriber writes: “The First Spirit
ualist Society of Port Huron, Mich., 
closed their season of Sunday lectures, 
June 5. The attendance has been good. 
The growth of the society steady and 
sure. The young people here have 
shown a great activity and have a 
splendid society as an auxiliary to the 
main one. At the business meeting, 
June 7, Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, w..o 
has already served the society five 
years was unanimously chosen pastor 
for the coming year. She has, how
ever, already made some outside en
gagements. which she will fill. The re
mainder of the time she will give to 
Port Huron. The society feel to con
gratulate themselves on securing her 
services If only for a part of the year, 
and to feel she is still their pastor. The 
Lyceum children are delighted to know 
they will still have her help a portion of 
the time at least. As a worker among 
the young people she has no superior. 
We have a number of promising young 
mediums who are preparing themselves 
to take up the work, only wishing they 
were near enough the Maple Dell 
school this summer to attend. Mr. B. 
Renwick is giving entire satisfaction in 
his seances and demonstrating a future 
life in an unmistakable manner. Fred 
Manchester, son of Mrs. Robinson, is 
working quietly though earnestly to de
velop the beautiful gift which came 
into expression a few months ago. On 
the whole we are all doing well and 
feeling confidence in the future for our 
cause.”

Mrs. Horine writes: “The many 
friends of the South Side Spiritual So
ciety, No." 77 Thirty-first street, will un
doubtedly be pleased to hear that an
other good time awaits them at tbe en
tertainment to be held next Wednes
day evening, June 15, In Sail A, at the 
above named place. An excellent mu
sical and literary program has been ar
ranged, comprising some of the best 
talent in iJiO city. There will also be a 
spiritual feast, as several of our best 
mediums will voice messages from the 
worlfi beyond. Come one, come all, as 
this will be the closing entertainment
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WORK IN THE SPIRIT WORLD.
Your readers whoiiAve seen the ar

ticles containing an, .account of the 
"■Work iu tlie Spirit World,” iu which I 
have been engaged, cannot full to note 
the striking similarlt^''between the ex
periences so graphically uud earnestly 
described by Mr. Thomas Atwood in 
his recent address before the London 
Spiritualist Alliance, and those that 
have come to us. To me this similarity 
is very strong evideiW of the reality of 
tlie work; ami it tlie 'work is real, it 
surely is not necessary to dwell upon 
what must be plainly apparent to every 
thoughtful person; namely, its tremen
dous significance and importance.

It it really Is true that persons in the 
flesh possess tlie means to

DISSEMINATE THE LIGHT, 
the love, and the strength of the heav
ens among disembodied beings whose 
spiritual growth was neglected while 
on earth, and who, as a consequence, 
find themselves helplessly abiding in 
various degrees and kinds of wretched
ness in a state of existence for whieli 
they often are utterly unfitted, we have 
only to consider the spiritual condition 
of multitudes passing through death iu 
order to recognize the extent of the op
portunities for good presented to those 
willing to devote themselves earnestly 
and thoughtfully to the work.

For several years we have been 
bolding.

TWO SITTINGS WEEKLY
for this purpose only, and our ex
perience during that period has con
vinced me that it is hardly possible to 
exaggerate the importance of this par
ticular branch of practical Spiritualism, 
while its possibilities' extend beyond 
the limits of human conception. I may 
add that when our medium’s develop
ment began, we had no idea of the pur
pose of the invisible operators so 
powerfully influencing her; and it was 
largely by means of their instruction 
that we at last came to understand 
what was expected of us.

It is remarkable how closely Mr. At
wood’s plan of - procedure corresponds 
with the one we have been led to adopt. 
Our sittings are •
OPENED WITH AN INVOCATION, 
which is followed by an address in 
which we very often .make use of the 
same spiritual texts selected by Mr. 
Atwood. The spiritual significance of 
the Parable of the Prodigal Son we 
have many times expatiated upon. Also 
we have spoken of the Good Shepherd, 
with his crook of love, searching not 
for the lost sheep, but for those that 
have temporarily gone astray.

Our experiences cpncprnlng the truly 
magical power of,.prayer also agree 
with Mr. Atwood’s., ¡Veyily the fervent

PRAYER OF AN EARNEST MAN 
avalleth much. I confess that the 
realization of this momentous truth has 
been almost forced pppp me; for It has 
been difficult to free njyself from the 
still prevalent skepticism of these un- 
spirltual times. Never shall I forget 
the request of one poor soul brought to 
us to be enlightened. Controlling the 
medium, he cried put |n great terror, 
"Where am 1? In a moment of time I 
was hurled into this bottomless abyss 
of Impenetrable darkness!” We spoke 
words of comfort tp film, and advised 
him earnestly to ask, help from the one 
Infinite Source of Love and Power. 
This, however, lie seemed powerless to 
do, so paralyzed or atrophied were his 
spiritual faculties, but turning the face 
of tbe medium close to.mine he said im
ploringly, “Won’t you pray for me?” It 
Is not possible to describe the pathos of 
that request.

Very helpful, also, ,
TO SPIRITS IN DARKNESS

is the suggestion that the one most 
dearly loved ami cherished by them Is 
at hand, ready to aid them in their Spir
itual growth and to greet them when 
they reach the portals of the Higher 

.Life. “Do you know who that person 
is?” we say to them; and usually there 
Is an Immediate response, "Yes, that is 
my mother, or my wife.’ Upon one oc
casion an Irishman spoke up, “That’s 
the gooff oid mother; she wouldn’t de
sert her boy!” One poor soul—who had 
committed murder during a bar-room 
brawl—when we spoke of bis mother, 
begged us, in a whisper, not to let her 
know anything about the matter.

Very suggestive are Mr. Atwood’s re
marks regarding “the awakening 
brought by the human voice carried

INTO THE DARK SPHERES 
by the machinery of the unseen world," 
and Impressed upon the consciousness 
of poor souls dwelling In the gloom of 
their own Ignorance and perversity. 
Often we have been urged to speak and 
to fill our words with all possible ear
nestness and enthusiasm, “even though 
it may sometimes seem that you are ad
dressing only the empty air.” “Give 
them the best you have,” one bright co
worker advised us. The following, 
taken from my note-book, are some of 
the experiences resulting from our ad
dresses:

“While we were addressing the Invis
ible audience—delivering the message 
of hope and love—the medium could 
see that we were surrounded by

AN IMMENSE THRONG.
Away In the distance, as far as her vis
ion could reach, she saw swarms of 
spirits. Those nearest appeared to be 
more intelligent and better clad than 
those in the background, who were 
rugged and unkempt, some of them al
most concealed from view, by heavy 
black clouds. We urgefi, them to organ
ize into companies’ and prepare to 
march out of their presbnt gloomy con
ditions, suggesting that! they call them
selves Angels of Light,-”; and promising 
that the way wouldo be shown them 
when they were ready to make the 
start. s'-1’ ' '

One man seemed to bp specially inter
ested in our remarkpZ The medium 
watched his earnesUface as he listened; 
and when he had fltnsiied speaking he 
turned to us with the! Question, “How 
do you know that all: ydu say is true?’ 
We answered that! we derived our 
knowledge from wiseland Ibvlng beings 
whose great desire it was to aid their 
less advanced brothers to reach the 
bright “'■'.
PORTALS OF THE HIGHER LIFE. 
Then he faced the crowd and called out 
in a loud voice, “Say, you fellows in the 
rear, can you hear what is being said?’ 
Turning to us again, he remarked, “I 
couldn’t go and leave all those poor fel
lows behind—they’ve got to come with 
me!” With that, he began to address 

‘ the others. He seemed a natural ora
tor, and spoke as- one inspired—which 
was without doubt the case. Occasion

. ally he would address his words to 
some particular group, pointing his 
finger at them to attract their attention; 
and marvelous was the effect. Those 
who a moment before had been dull and 
listless were now all activity; and the 
medium could see that they were form
ing into ranks. While this wap going 
on, however, the time for the sitting (al
ways exactly one hour) expired, and the 
vision was withdrawn."-

Expenses Will Be Reduced.

Arrangements are completed by 
which the cost of board-at the school 
will be greatly reduced. The camp As
sociation has given the use of the hotel, 
with the grounds and cottages, to the 
school, free of charge. The teachers 
and pupils are organized into a club. 
At the end of every week the expense 
of the table will be divided equally 
among the members of the school and 
each one pay his share. The cottages 
will be free. Under this arrangement 
it will cost students no more to live at 
Maple Dell than at home. We expect 
many who have been kept away from 
the school because of the expense, will 
avail themselves of this reduction and 
came at once to the school.

A. J. .WEAVER,
Mantua Station, Ohio. Supt.

Spiritualist Training School.
The Spiritualist Training school com

menced Its summer term for 1898 on the 
8th Inst., with its full corps of instruct
ors. At present writing the school has 
been In session two days. The follow
ing towns are represented: Buffalo, N. 
Y.; Old Orchard. Me.; Boston, Mass.; 
Grand Rapids, Mich.; Thousand Island 
Park, N'. Y„ and Auburn, N. Y. We are 
in receipt of information that students 
will reach us in a few days from Lima 
and Akron, 0.

A few changes have been made in the 
curriculum of the school since last sea
son. Psychology, parliamentary law 
and comparative theologies will be in
cluded in the course of evening In
struction. .

Occasional conference meetings will 
be held during the school term for the 
benefit of the pupils.

Public services will be held every 
Sunday at 10:30 a. m., and 7:30 p. m.

Special arrangements can be made 
with those who desire to attend the 
school and take a partial course.

All communications pertaining to the 
school will receive prompt attention.

Address MATTIE E. HULL,
Sec’y Spiritualist Training School. 

Mantua Station, Ohio.

•‘Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual- 
15m: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or Imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
Important ’ books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The . well-known .talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results of his many years’ study 
of the Bible In Its relations to Spiritual
ism. As Its title denotes, it is a veri
table encyclopedia of Infomation on the 
subject. Price ?1. For sale at this 
office.

"Social Upbuilding, Including co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
the last part of . Human Culture and 
Cure. .Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
Ht this office. .

A Quadrupla Silver-Plated Taapotfworth $5, FREE with Every Cabinet 
—ye— ........... . If pleased, remit lu 80 days; If not, return at our ex-

pexi*e.  ThoJuniorCablnethaswhlUwoodtop, 27x42 iu.; hard» 
wood legs und frumo, finished untiqno; onu metal bottom swinging 
flour bin, partitioned, each compartment holding 25 lbs.; a touch 
wiU open or close it, empty or full; one drawer, partitioned for 
spices, etc,; one largo breadboard which slides into Iruuio. Price, 
SS.ouboqrdcarBln Chicago. The Senior OuMiic-t Is exactly as shown In Illustra
tion. Top, 27x47In.; tno blns, ono hokUng 60 lbs., tho other purtltlonea aa 
shown, two drawers—ono partitioned; ono bread, and ono moat-board. Price, 
80.BO, on boanl cars hi Chicago. Tho teapot goes tree with every cabinet, either 
Junior or Senior. It Is oxtralargo-r-10 lu. high, 0. lu. diameter; best quadruple 
silver plate, warranted towearlorlO years; ouch teapot contains a signed certla. 
cate ol warranty. Worth $5—represents what you save by sending direct to the 
..... ’’ “ ” .....-* A 1 — • SyrunCupand Plate,Bai-

Tub Greatest of all 
Ltep-Savers.

•DIG

To-day the newspapers are full of Mr. 
Gladstoue; his life, his work, aud his 
passing on. He, who for so many years 
filled so large a place in tlie esteem of 
his countrymen, and in the history-mak
ing events of the nation aud of the 
world, has at last finished his work on 
this side of the borderland, and men of 
all shades of opinion are full of sympa
thy for the old hero ol so many battles. 
The nation lias undoubtedly been spir
itually enriched by ins nobility of char
acter aud the infiuenee of‘his life; ills 
purity of motives must have had an ele
vating and an ennobling eifect upon the 
nations of tlie world. His work was 
not. narrowed down to one groove, or 
solely to the development of the coun-. 
try which gave him birth, but, like 
Thomas Paine, ills country was the 
world; and the human family as a 
whole are better that he has lived.

The references in the press to Mr. 
Gladstone’s passing on,

ARE ALMOST RIDICULOUS
In their sombre sackcloth and ashes 
dressing, and tears over the. “sad 
event.” To refer to the end of a great 
life, to the translation of a great soul, 
who worthily acted his part in the af
fairs of the world for a long tale of 
years as a “sad event," is surely the re
sult of unthinking habits, and not the 
expression of the real feelings of the 
writers or the readers.

For more than the usual
SPAN OF PHYSICAL LIFE, 

Mr. Gladstone has tolled for his country 
and the world, according to his light. 
For nearly nihety years, full of health 
and activity, he found in political life 
congenial employment for his great tal
ents. His position; socially, made him 
free from all the harrowing cares of 
poverty which, with weakness of body, 
have burdened so many other great 
souls.

The natural end to such an hororable 
life cannot by any stretch of Imagina
tion have anything sad about it. Rather 
should

A TONE OF GLADNESS 
be the key-note of the many references 
to his passing on from a sphere where 
his work is ended to one where, with 
renewed vigor, he will find greater 
work to do for the humanity he loved so 
well and did so much to benefit. The 
removal from a field where he had 
fought a good fight, but was hampered 
by restricted powers and a physical en
vironment which got narrower day by 
day as the years went by, to one of no
bler possibilities, where his great facul
ties will find conditions so much more 
fit for their exercise and expression, is 
nothing to be sud about but rather a 
matter of joy.

The Rev. G. F. Freemantle, at Tol
lington Park Church, referring to the 
near end of Mr. Gladstone's earthly ca
reer, said: “Oh, thou greatest of all 
great men, would that thou couldst lin
ger a little longer with us! Would that 
we could but hear the music of thy 
voice once again! Speak to us, ere thou 
blddest us farewell forever! It seems 
hard for us to have to realize that at 
last thou hast fulfilled thy mission—thy 
work Is done!” is the pity not rather 
wanted for the minds which are so full 
of so much pathetic sadness, who, look
ing Into the "dim unknown,” see noth
ing but an end! Where “thou art at 
rest” and "thy work is done!” “Fare
well forever” is not the right note.

For the new birth of Mr. Gladstone, 
or of any other who has lived a long, 
useful life, we should have nothing but 
FEELINGS OF JOY AND GLADNESS 
Universally there is great joy at the 
birth of a child who has arrived in the 
fullness of time. All preparations aro 
made to welcome the new comer with 
gladness, and the only anxiety is at the 
possibility of Its non-arrlval, or that any 
accident should arlse^o mar the pleas
ure which at such a time vibrates in 
the heart of everyone. So, why not, 
when the birth Into spirit life takes 
place in the fullness of time? Joy that 
another soul is born to greater things 
than were ever possible to it while so
journing here!

To die young, before one’s work is fin
ished, or may be well begun, is “sad,” 
not only because of the evils which 
might fall on others in this civilized 
country as the result of such calamity, 
but because the want of experience on 
this stage of life’s drama means being 
less fully equipped to

PLAY ONE’S PART WELL
In tbe next. But to “cross the bar” at 
high tide, when the storms are all lulled 
and the peaceful swell of tbe ocean Is 
carrying us lovingly out of danger, and 
when those who were dependent are 
out In the open, steering their own 
barque on the sea of life; to get freedom 
from the physical poverty of age, and 
satisfaction when the soul Is hungering 
for the regenerating air of the other 
side, is not a mtter of sadness by any 
means.

Mr. Chamberlain, at the Civil Service 
Dinner, referring to “the passing to his 
rest of the greatest statesman of the 
age or of our generation,” said, “Now 
he Is followed by the sympathy, the re
spectful sympathy, of all his country
men,” is, I think, giving the truer ex
pression to the feelings of all right 
thinking men and women. .

Sir John Lubbock says, “The best of 
us is just a sentry at his post.” And 
Mr. Gladstone, having filled his watch 
with credit to himself and to the main 
army, is withdrawn from sentry rank 
and sentry duty to occupy a higher po
sition with the goodwill of all whom he 
walked sentry for. Death having made 
him free, let us heartily, not sadly, wish 
him all good wishes for success in his 
new career, and work so that the day 
may soon come when all men shall real
ize not only the beauty, but the value to 
humanity of a long, well-spent-life!

"Who Are Tnese Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 15 cents. For 
Bale at this office.

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and, Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by tbe Dean ot the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75c. 
For sale at this office.

"The Religion of the Future.” By S. 
Well. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, ?1.25; paper, 
50 cents.

' "The Dead Man’s Message,” an occult 
romance by Florence Marryat The 
author's wide experience in Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
have prepared herto write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up in the course of her investl- 
gatlon and studies. Cloth ?1. For sale 

| at this office. ■

IBLE
STORIES

BYWH.BACtf

For Sale at this Office. Price, Cloth, 60c.

From the Agnostic Jour
nal, London, England.

THE EXISTENCE OF A DEITY.
Mau has always sought to discover a 

cause for thlugs. Iu the dawu of human ' 
reason he saw, or thought he saw, ! 
divinities in natural phenomena. 
"Either fire, or wind, or the swift air, 
or circling stars, or raging water, or the 
luminaries of heaven, were thought by 
men to be the gods that rule the world" 
Is the description of that time given by 
the writer of “The Wisdom of Solomon” 
(xiil.).

FROM FETISHISM, 
man drifted into religion. As science, 
or the knowledge of things, advanced; 
as the reign of law and order revealed 
Itself, though slowly, to man’s growing 
Intelligence, the need seemed to arise 
for combating a new belief which 
threatened to resolve the Kosmos into

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES. •
Have you promised yourself tbe rare pleasure of 

reading thia beautiful work by the good, old-tlnii 
writer, Hudson Tuttle? Price. 50 cents. Contains A 
fine portrait of the author. For uale at this office.

POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE
By Lizzie Doten. These poems *0  m —»1« 

sugar. Price <1.00. ... *

them the workings of a 
power. Then It was

THAT RELIGIOUS 
conscious of the divine 
fearful lest morality and 
perish were it generally
no god was immanent in nature and 
humanity, sought for proofs that he did 
Indeed exist. The early church fathers 
(Tertulllan, Clement, and Augustin), 
Insisted that man had an lunate con
sciousness of God which he had put in 
their souls, and which It was Impossi
ble to get rid of. These men argued 
from the religious sense which they 
themselves possessed in a large degree; 
but the argument was, of course, 
worthless to those who had no such 
sense, for the spirit alone can discern 
the things of the spirit.

Anselm, a later father of the church, 
says (in his I’roslogian), that the idea 
we have of God is of

THE ABSOLUTELY PERFECT; 
and he then maintains that we must 
conceive of the absolutely perfect as 
objective and actually existing—else it 
would be imperfect as lacking the con
dition of existence. But here, again, an 
innate idea of God is assumed; and the 
proof attempted to be based upon it, of 
God’s existence, is addressed only to 
those who have such an idea and do not 
recognize its assumption.

As the wonderful order, and the
NO LESS WONDERFUL BEAUTY, 

of the universe, unfolded themselves to 
man’s perception, the evidence of de
sign seemed to manifest Itself. Stu
dents noticed that all tilings appeared 
to work together for a common end; 
that each power bad its purpose, each 
natural agency Its appointed course. 
Reasoning from the recognized fact 
that all human actions were but the

OUTCOME OF HUMAN WILL 
and design—hidden, may be, from ac
tual view, but, nevertheless, trans
parent in the results—these men argued 
that the evident design in tbe world of 
natural phenomena betokened a De
signer—an Intelligent Will—who first 
created, and now upholds, all things by 
Its power. When we see a book we at 
once assume that the words and sen
tences did not, of their own accord, fall 
into their perceived relations. We know 
intelligence inspired them. So the vol
ume of nature suggests to us intelli
gence of an incomparable grandeur.

LOOK AT THE SIMPLE ACORN L 
The countless number that beautify 
our oaks year after year, are each and 
all living germs, admirably adapted for 
the exigencies that may happen. There 
is no chance work here! Either one of 
them, if subjected to those surround
ings which in. nature are proper to such 
germs, will develop Into a tree of one 
particular kind. A certain order of 
events, and a certain relation of those 
events to one another, may be predi
cated with certainty of each acorn. 
Here, surely, Is evidence of a most in
telligent design; and the whole world 
teems with such illustrations.

It has been well said that If the world
WERE A MASS OF DEFORMITY 

and misery; if all flowers were black 
and exhaled offensive odors; if animals 
were hideous, and all things in a state 
of contradiction and confusion, the 
term Atheist would be unknown. So 
wretched a state of' things would in
evitably be ascribed to some malignant 
deity. '

But the case is otherwise! The world 
is clothed with beauty, and yet .

SOME DENY A CREATOR.
Happiness is, or at least may be, our 
lot, yet men fail to recognize the spring 
of happiness. But we must still bear in
mind, that though the evidence of de
sign is strong, It is yet only a presump
tive proof that an'lntelligent will first 
formed and now sustains all.

This admirable work consists of three pamphlet! 
embodied in cue volume, in which questions of great 
Importance to tbe race are discussed from tbe stand*  
point of an advanced social reformer. Price 60 centA» 
For salo at this office.

-VOLNEY’S RUINS
—AND—

THE LAW OF NATURE,
TO WHICH IB ADDED

Volney's Answer to Dr. Prlcatly, a Biographical Notice 
by Count Daru, and tbe Zodiacal Signa and 

Constellations by tbo Editor;
AIbo, a Map of the Astrological Heavens < 

the Ancients.
Printed on heavy paper, from new plntCB, tn large» 

clear type, with portrait and lllustrations. One vol., 
pout8vo, 248 pages; paper, W cento; cloth, 75 cents.

Tills is undoubtedly one of the best and most useful 
books ever published. It eloquently advocates tbe 
best Interests of mankind, and clearly« point« out tbe 
sources of human ignorance and misery. Tbe author 
Is supposed to meet in tbe ruins of Palmyra ru anparb 
tlon ur phantom, which explains tbe true principles of 
Boclctv, and the causes of both tho prosperity and the 
ruin of ancient states. A general ussemhly of tuq 
nations to at length convened, u legislative body 
formed, the source and origin of relicion, of govern*  
Infnt. and of laws discussed, and tho Law of Nature-»« 
founded on justice and equity—1b finally proclaimed 
to an expectant world

God in the Constitution.
Bv Robert G. Ingersoll. Oncol tbe best papers Colo

nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like
ness of author. Price. 10 cents: t welvcconies f >r <’.00.



SOIIWOF FRAUD. CATHERINE LINYARD. SIGNIFICANT
ACROSTIC,

bear the

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

TRIBUTE TO A. E. TISDALE.

pcrieuco is true. • B. S. M.

' for sale at this office.

ta THE WORLD'S SIXTEEN SAVIORS, 
lee I key to all the sacred mysteriös of the

By Dre. M. E. ana e; 
BxeeUeat for eTery tl A • . . *- '«I* —

family. Cloth, $1.50.

'‘Nature Cure." 
Boia 0. Conger.'

Presented at a reception in Boston, by 
Dean Clarke.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free.]

— - -------------- or Christianity Before Christ. A
>-. - -. the sacred mysteries of the present religions and their- Oriental 
formation. By Kersey Graves. Price <1.-50; postage ]Q cents. -

. ■ Who’ve listened to his silver tongue
Social Upbuilding. Including Co-operative Systema On which with rapture they have hung.

very reliable at some times, and very 
unreliable at others; but If they are 
once deceiving, they must ’

---------  Though long deprived of outward sight,
Ti „ „1-4. #.u. „.x ... . ' He now has ample inward light,_ it a slat tails out ot the bed, it is a sign, of coming And though the paradox seems queer, 

riches. He is in fact a wondrous seer. ’

FOLLOWED BY A VOICE.

Vi

'‘Nature Cure.”

&

QUESTIONS 
£ ANSWERS |

i .This department is under the management of 

HUDSON TUTTLE.
(Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio., i ■ ■ ■

An M. P. Relates a Very Curious Ex
perience.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given anonymous let
ters. Full name and address must be given, or the letters 
.will not be read. If the request be made, the name will 
hot be published. The correspondence of this depart
ment has become excessively large, especially letters of 
inquiry requesting private answers, and while I freely 
give whatever information I am able, the ordinary court- 
çsy of correspondence is expected. : . ‘
; ' HUDSON TUTTLE.

I was raised near the town of Ottumwa, Iowa, and until 
almost eighteen years of age I had not been out of the 
county of my nativity. During the glimmer of my 
eighteenth year, 1886, I went to my uncle’s place near 
Council Bluffs, fn the fall of that year I was aware of 
being followed by an invisible something which flitted 
from tree to tree, or bush to bush, making a noise similar 
to a katydid and somewhat louder at times.

This noise was incessant and uncanny. I found by a 
close search that it was not a bird or a katydid/ or any 
•other thing visible. This made me think of ghost stories 
and I felt uneasy and nervous. So at the beginning of 
winter I went back home. .

I remember that winter of hearing that noise in a leaf
less tree in which' a bird could not Rave hidden, and 
neither could such !a thing as a katydid have been there; 
this was double proof and it queered me. ■ . ■
• . The noise ceased'then for the winter; it always did that 
way, and began next spring. It got louder and louder as 
the years went by.: ’ ' ' . ' ■

In 1889 I went to Texas; during that year I ex
perienced a trance.: It was near 9 o’clock at night, some 
time in August, that I was lying op a cot, wide awake, 
when I began to feel strange. I placed my hand over my 
heart to see if it was beating regularly, when it made two 
or three hard beats and stopped.

I then experienced the sensation of dying. A warm 
sensation passed oyer my body, then came a chilly sensa
tion, oh, so cold. Then I was unconscious for an instant; 
then it seemed that I became conscious but separated 
from my body, and some unseen power ushered me into a 
strange desert country, where the light was dim like star
light. ! • • •- :

. On that desert pjain I saw an uncountable number of 
black roeks. - As ¡soon as I had noticed these tilings 
there came a bright), sun-like figure rising above the east
ern horizon. Before it had reached the zenith it hac 
changed to a human form. This figure said with a lout 
voice: “Arise, dead.” Then all the roeks op the plain- 
assumed human form. They were as black as coal. I 
was held by an unknown power far above the plain, and 
at this juncture was forcibly returned to my body.

I slept none that night. Under the strain of this

John Price, Elliotsburg: Q. I send you a printed 
sheet of I860, written by Andrew B. Sinolnekar, in which'! 
the following prophecies occur; as I think you niainiaifl 
the power of prophesy possible, I would like your.opinion 
ot these: ■ •; ■ '" \ .. '

“There will be a great destruction in this country.as 
there is in Europe, if it shall not be stopped by receiving 
and spreading our mission of peace. According to our 
knowledge, whoever is elected president he willjie a curse 
to this republic without a knowledge of what has been 
performed m our mission to the nations. The measure 
of iniquity is so filled ip this country, that if it does riot 
break out before, it must break out during the next pres
idential administration, if not prevented by elevating the 
people from the existing degradation and corruption upon 
the platform of this message.” . ..

A. Dr. Smolnekar'was elevated by his critical studies, 
to-a high place as Professor of Biblical Literature in the 
Catholic church. Like many others susceptible to spirit 
power, he was pushed on, out of that church into Protest
antism, and then he stood alone. Like all others who 
have thus come out of the churches, tlie old forms and 
methods of expression cling to him, the ivine of^ new 
thought is retained-in the old goat skin bottles. Yet of 
his mediumship, and the correctness of his forecast of 
events there can be no doubt. That there was a great _ „ ___ __
and prolonged effort of a band of spirits to avert the aw- vision I joined the Baptist Church in 1890. 
ful struggle of the rebellion lias beeu again and again re- I returned home that year, my parents living in Mis
iterated in spirit communications. In Abraham Lincoln souri at the time. During the summers of 1891 and 1892 
they found a mind they could in a great measure mould my companion, the “voice,” grew louder. I hoped to get 
to then’ great purpose, and through and by him they away from so ghostly a companion, so I went to Califor- 
ncarly reached the mark of their high aim. His death nia in December, 1892, thinking that such a long ride 
was the direct result of counteracting forces which at the would carry me away from that strange noise; but no, it 
last moment gained ascendency. * J- -1 ■

-Geo. A. Wood: Q. (1) When did the orthodox re
ligion originate; what was the beginning and what did 
they call themselves?

(2) How many different religious beliefs are taught in 
the world to-day?

A. (1) The church at Rome, arrogating, falsely, to 
have been founded by Peter, and by its situation in the 
imperial city, reflecting the prestige of the capital, 
claimed to be the central church, and its bishop became 
known as papus, and at length as pope. It also set up the 
claim that its doctrines and power made it more than Ro
man; it was the universal, or catholic church. When the 
patriarch of the Byzantium began to assume equality of 
power, the dissensions of the churches of the east and 
west, hastened as much as any other cause the downfall of 
the empire. Until the eighth century there was only one 
acknowledged head of the Christian church, that of Cath
olic Romanism, although there were numerous schismatic 
sects. Then with the division of the empire came the di
vision of the church, and the Greek church became almost 
as strong as the Catholic.

The name Protestant came into general use in 1529, 
after the Edict of Spires, as designating all those denom
inations which protested against the pope.

(2) All denominations or sects differing from the Cath
olic, are called schismatics. The more noted in the early 
times were the Ebionite, Novatian, Militian, Arian, and

only seemed to aggravate it. '
In the summer of 1893 the Christians (Campbellites) 

were holding a revival in a tent in Anaheim, California. 
I went down there one day and joined them. I was 
working that year for a farmer, W. J. Smith, some four 
miles from Anaheim. On the evening of the day that I 
joined that church I rode from the farm in a road cart
with a friend to the camp-meeting. All the way along 
the road I heard the “voice” flit from tree to tree and 
from bush to bush, uttering a warning cry. However I 
went right along. Wien I came to the tent door I saw 
a large crowd of men and boys outside about the door of 
the tent. The “voice” angrily and warningly flitted to 
the top of the tent. Lfound a seat in the crowded tent 
and sat down. The “voice” suddenly became as loud as a 
mocking-bird or whippoorwill and assumed a position 
right above my head about ten feet from the ground.

The crowd outside suddenly became quiet; most of 
them left. The people sitting near me became pale with 
fear, and it seemed as though my heart was in my mouth. 
This noise lessened when I started away.

I came back to Missouri in 1894. In 1895 I began 
studying medicine under the instruction of a doctor who 
used to live near my present postoffice. One evening 
while I was staying at the doctor’s house, he being gone, 
his wife and I were alone, she heard the “voice,” and 
noticing that it was uncommon, she asked me: “What 
kind of a katydid is that?” But I quickly turned her 
attention from it, for fear she would become scared.

these continued until the consolidation of Catholic power tbPo?ledic^ ®obe?e,!lt; Keokuk, Iowa, during the 
enabled that church to crush all who doubted or opposed. ierr11 “ and 1896, 1 became acquaintd with two slu- 

- ■ ‘ ‘ dents to whom I told my psychic' experience. One of
them borrowed a book from the town library, called “The 
Law of Psychic Phenoipenh.” I read the book and saw

Since the Reformation the. activity of thought caused by 
its liberation has given rise to almost countless sects, dif
fering on slight shades of doctrine, yet vindictively op
posing each other the more as the differences of faith 
were less.

The number of these may bç stated from one to three 
thousand, as the distinctions are given greater or lesser 
weight. However, there is not more than a dozen great 
and well-beaten Protestant thoroughfares said to lead 
heavenward. The others are slight deviations drawn 
from the forced or ignorant rendering of scripture texts. 
All these Protestant sects, in the eyes of the true and only 
Catholic Christian church, the church that retains all the 
traditions of the fathers, and the early beliefs sacred,-as 
having been supposed to come in unbroken descent from 
the apostles themselves—are damnable heresies leading 
direct to perdition. ■

About all there was of the primitive Christian church, 
the church as it stood consolidated by the centuries 
down to Luther’s time, was the very principles he and his 
Protestants protested against.

that my case was like that of Socrates and bis daemon.
During the last two winters “raps” or knockings have 

“evolved” in my presence until lately they are tolerably 
loud. They make no replies to questions.

I would like to know how to get sensible answers from 
the questions I ask them? ■

Ever since the memorable night in Anaheim, I have 
grown suspicious, and at last disgusted with the church. 
Finally went over to freethought. I have my own ideas 
about these strange tilings.

I could tell you of several other strange things. Other 
people may tell stories, but I know that the above ex-

- - - - - - - -m- - - - - - - -
SOME SIGNS AND SUPERSTITIONS.

Laws of Cause and Effect in 
Deception.

* ■ 1 Ê’î
To tho Editor:—The war waged 

against fraudulent and deceiving me
diums of late assets greatly in purging 
Spiritualism of [^tenders, aud a great 
deal of misunderstanding entertained 
by church go-erg, (\i general; but the 
question lias nçvgf been raised: How 
did these instruments in the hands of 
the angel host (the media) ever lose 
caste and practice dishonesty? Now the 
dishonesty practiced in most cases are 
effects, the causes of which we may try 
to trace; and such causes hold good in 
materializing as well ns in other trance 
mediumship, to-wit; As a rule, a trance 
medium is at first unconscious, or near
ly so; then what is given is subject to 

.conditions of thé sitter, the media and 
the ones controlling; and in most cases 

■ wjiere truth is sought, truth will be 
given. Later on, said medium becomes 

¡more.conscious under control, and the 
sitter may be overanxious to obtain 
full data and’ tidings, and tests extreme
ly explicit; and the ■ communication 

¡given partakes of the channel it passes 
through. Still later In the experience of 
the medium he or she becomes nearly 
conscious of all there is said, and at 
times feels that the communication 
given Is unsatisfactory to the sitter; but 
in order to satisfy, the medium in try- 
lug to explain or enlarge in flowery 
words may add inferences which may 
not be intentionally misleading, but at 
times prove, effectually so.

Again, tiffs medium has to earn a living 
through the course bls or her destiny or 
the angel world, lias pointed out, and 
advertises to that effect; but sickness 
atid unfavorable surrounding condi
tions becoming ¿¡bar to spirit control; 
still it was advertised, and there is 
b.rOgd and butter to earn, and Said me
dium will give what is termed “im
pressions”; and here the first great mis
step is taken, fpç the bright, truthful 
control will be supplanted by spirits of 
a lower order, who do not think that 
prevarication and guess-work is a lie. 
These spirits then will impress such 
medium that they deem slight prevari
cations harmless, and the medium in 
turn draws his or her control from that 
class; hence we have mediums who are

stamp of “fraud.”
Now if dur test mediums were paid 

by Spiritualist organizations, like the 
orthodox preachers are treated, and not 
having the gaunt wolf of hunger stand
ing at their doors, then there would be 
no excuse for deception. Mediums, as 
a rule, when cogiilKlnt of what is said, 
will try to pleasé’flind 1 hope that only 
few use deception' from love thereof.

For more thnii/Q years I have been 
an earnest student of Spiritualism, 
without the Ism,'and I have found the 
above facts to Uiilÿ/bne with the other; 
and also found tllat'inediuiiis, us a rule, 
have more to e<5fit8ild with from neo
phytes iu Splrlttfiiiisin than from hon
est orthodox liiVfestigiitors. These 
first-named ones ft'M tlie ones who in
fest mediums with ’ misleading ques
tions, and they illriiVlably receive a lie 
in return, or thé’ sifine material they 
brought; and tliei) t.liey cry "fraud!” I 
pity a falsifier mbre than 1 condemn; 
but who can woiide? that deception is
sues from these1/sensitives nt times, 
when many bf.'Wanes visiting them 
are teeming with tlie wild restlessness 
of the stock boird, the modern courts 
and bars, tlie legislative liallg and the 
tricky politicians’ dens; and remember, 
that each one brings his own Spirit 
friends, be they ex-gamblers, preachers 
or thieves.

1 thank my destiny's star that I was 
never blessed with any perceptible mo- 
dlmnistlc gifts for tlie unthinking ones 
to ridicule, and for pharisees to despise. 
All I wish to Impress upon the reader 
is, “Search for truth, aud you will find 
It;” and if you have outgrown the eat
ing of dead hogs, dressing for show 
miiinly, valuing gold above honor, parti
sanship above patriotism, defending a 
criminal offering a big retainer, doing 
good for reward only, thinking yourself 
better than you are, and using policy in 
your dealing with your fellow-man, 
then throw the first stone.

C. J. JOHNSON. 
Pocatello, Idaho.

With honors due, we greet our brother 
As brethren should greet one another, 
And, as a tribute just to pay, 
We offer him this humble lay.
An unpretentious, modest man, 
He has achieved what few men can, 
And well deserves the high regard 
Which is true manhood’s just reward.

T. N. Travis: Q. (1) Is Father Chiniquy yet in the' When working in pastry never cut the dough with a Kind spirit friends, who love us all, 
body? knife. In his misfortune heard him call,
t„Ita, idol» bmging from how are . ,lgn of mk
iimivii iu iiui vdotr wealth..

(3) Does Theosophy deny spirit visitation, and does it t# >n , . ... His Inspirations high and grand,teach that Spirits lore their individuality between pe- 8mg whde makmg bread’ W1U CI? before *16 ?ave, “ade .................
riods of reincarnation, and also lore all the experiences — mus
gained in a former embodiment?

A. (1) Father Chiniquy is yet able to do earnest bat-

ilm noted through our land, 
------- . -------- must be a stupid wight ’ 

To forget to put coffee in the coffee pot is a sure sign does not hear him wlth deUght 
of a prize. His words are not mere empty sound,

IT a cork pops out o! , bottle suddenly, you have on m. ‘SS S gX’K.’SJX
known enemy. . mense, b,-1.

When one breaks a pair of scissors it is a sure sign of a A11-that he 6ays JR““011 sense- " 
divorce in the family. ■ . Although he wlelds>u. mighty hammer,

lBtS “ S““* “ He^he^eaKK^w“:
laying upmoney for you. • • And is an howr ofc cause.

If a knife _be thrown off the table and falls on its back, Though not a-feher, church-in- 
it is a sign of a wedding. ■ stalled,

She Conducts an Investiga
tion.

SHE RECEIVES A COMMUNICA
TION FROM THE OTHER WORLD 
THROUGH THE MEDIUMSHIP OF 
FRED P. EVANS, THE NOTED

• SLATE-WRITER.
The Sunday Telegraph's photographic 

studio is the scene of many strange ex
periences, but nothing more odd than 
an incident which happened [he other 
day has probably taken placé at any 
gallery.- Catherine Liuyard was one of 
the figurants and the other, Fred P. 
Evans, a psychist from the Pacific 
coast. .

Miss Liuyard is not a believer in Spir
itualism, but consented to pose with Mr. 
Evans in a demonstration of slate-writ
ing before the camera. Several who 
have claimed to give an expose of slate
writing have given their version of thé 
art before the camera, but this Is prob
ably the first time that any one claim
ing to produce the manifestation has 
consented to do so under conditions per
mitting of photography. The seance 
took place under the usual glass sky
light, which excluded only the direct 
rays of the sun and seemed to render 
impossible any attempt at trickery.

As a first step a number of ordinary 
slates were produced from which Miss 
Linyard selected two, which she care
fully cleaned with a cloth, after exam
ining carefully for any trace of writing. 
One was laid on the table and placing 
thereon a small piece of pencil, Mr. Ev
ans covered it with a second slate, fas
tening the two together with a rubber 
band, He then directed Miss Linyard 
to write upon a slip of paper without 
permitting him to see it, the name of 
some deceased friend from whom she 
desired a communication. This was 
done, and the paper slipped, writing 
side down, under the band. After a 
short pause, during which the sound of 
writing was heard, the slates were un
fastened, and it was found that one 
side had been covered with a commu
nication, incomplete in Itself, and again 
two slates were fastened together and 
subjected to the same test. This time, 
when the slates were again examined it 
was found that both were covered with 
writing completing the communication 
begun on the first, which Miss Linyard 
declares treated of matters which could 
not have come to the knowledge of Mr. 
Evans, and signed by the frend whose 
name she had written on the slip of 
paper.

Once more slates were fastened to
gether, and this time a general commu
nication was received, done in several 
colors, and later a message purporting 
to come from Edwin Booth, was found 
on another slate.

On the first slate the message was 
written in an easy, flowing hand, and 
however it was produced, certainly in
duced an uncanny feeling in those pres
ent in tlie gallery, for the surroundings 
were certainly not conducive to manip
ulation of the slates, and as far as 
could be determined by those present, 
were open to no suspicion. Miss Lin
yard in particular was greatly amazed 
at the success of the experiment, for 
she had previously expressed her skep
ticism at any practical results being se
cured under these or any other condi
tions, and when she began the seance, 
made many laughing comments on the 
foolishness of attempting to secure any 
communication from the spirit world 
with an unbelieving camera looking on. 
—New York Telegraph.

Leonora Palmer Shull passed to splr- 
lt-llfe, from her home in Allen county, 
Ind., on Sunday, May 29, 1898, aged 55 
years and 8 months. Deeeased has been 
an ardent Spiritualist for many years. 
She leaves four children to mourn her 
loss in the physical form, but conscious 
that she is often near then? in spirit 
The writer officiated at the funeral.

F. D. DUNAKIN.

At Downey, California, May 22, 1898, 
Jesse Scott passed to spirit life, aged 75 
years. Funeral services by Dr. An
drews, of Los Angeles. He was burled 
in Greenwood Cemetery, with his com
rade soldiers. WM. B. MORRIS.

A. W. Pierce, of Londonderry, Ver
mont, threw off the mortal to put on 
Immortality, May 30, aged 79 years, 11 
months and 4 days. A close student of 
nature, he early embraced the teachings 
of our harmonlal philosophy, and be
came one of our most earnest defend
ers. He leaves a wife and ten children, 
all honored members of society, scat
tered from Vermont to California. 
Alonzo Hubbard ,of Tyson, Vermont, 
an Inspirational speaker, brought words 
of cheer and consolation to heal the 
wounded heart and cause us to realize 
that death, do-called, was robbed of its 
sting. D. D. WAIT.

Passed to spirit-life. May 28, at her 
home In Northville, Mich., Mrs. Mener- 
vla Smith, aged 60 years, wife of Mr. 
Asa L. Smith. It was the first Spirit
ualist lecture ever given in the mace, 
and a large audience assembled to lis
ten to the funeral services conducted by 
Mrs. Anna L. Robinson. XX.

tie against the superstition of the ages as embodied in 
Catholicism.

(2) Molly Fancher yet remains a mystery to the med
ical profession, and setting to naught, the theories of sci
ence. She is a demonstration of the superiority of spirit 
over matter. Her life is maintained because there is 
such a slight draft made on the functions of her body, al
though her spirit is intensely active.

(3) There is such a wide difference in belief between
those calling themselves theosophists, that it is not possi
ble to define their belief as a whole. Many are Spiritual
ists. while others are not. The spirit must remain the 
same individual, and retain its former experiences, or the 
purification and progress for which this reincarnation is 
performed would be defeated. All recollections, how
ever, between the states is lost. This must be held in 
order to rebut the evidence of the senses. Many claim, this office, 
however, to have more or less faiiit memories of former

______ tiii - . He sure is one whqnfGod has “called, 
Illi . . And one whom angels no w employ

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to Old Records.” To preach “s1“4 Wffis.of great joy.” 
Told by Paul Cams. This book is heartily recommended AVi tli “spirit gifts]! mbst richly blest, 
to students of the science of religions,“ arid to all who He ranks as speakeiffmong the best; 
would gain a fair conception of Buddhism in its snirit and £n,d what ,Yas ,ln- Nature’s plan, 
living principles. Spiritualist or Christian can scarcely H than spaal“r~ae 8 a Man- 
read-it without spiritual profit. . Price $L For sale at „° Messings need’Wn.sk to fall,«• r v For many of them come from all

¡flutes, when they were famous personages, kings emperors and the Hap& EnnEent d
pr sages None have memories of having been latorere E. D. Babbitt, LL. D, M. D. This comprises the-12 
or vagabonds! Sometime m the last embodiment, all part of Human Culture and Cure. Taper cover 15 ceX 
Hie experiences will come back to memory and make up For sale at this office. - - -
Hie final character In the parental Theosophy, this last frD r - .
Hate is reached, at the same time the spirit meets final ab-*  n ^tebgiouB and Theological Works of Thomas Fame.” 
sorption in the bosom of infinite nothingness. * - Contains his celebrated Age of _ Reason,” and a number

_ . o ot letters and discourses on religious and theological sub-.
m “ jecte. Cloth binding, 430 page?. Price $1. For Bale

1 “The. Watseka Wonder.” To the student of psychic at this office.- ■ . '
phenomena, this pamphlet-is intensely interesting. It “Karezza. Ethics of Marriage.” By Alice B Stock
gives detailed accounts of two cases of “double conscious- ham, M. D. Price, $1. For'sale at this office

VflnCy Ver Wa>k%I117l “Hie Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. A Menace to 
and Itary Reynolds, of Venango County, Pa. For sale ail American Civilization.” By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lec- 
this office. Price 15 cents. _ tarer upon physical, physiological and psychic science.

By Drs. M. E,-and Rosa C. Conger. Demonstrator of the ifiolecular or spiritual hypothesis of 
elm^t for every family. Clothj §>1.50. For sale at nature. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. Price 25 cents.

’ For sale at this office. - ,

The angels who are with him now, 
Have twined their chaplets ’round his 

brow) . ■
So let us mortals bring a crown , 
Of well-earned honor and renown.• • ■ ■v.' ■■ y .. ... • •

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
. By Abby A. Judson, This book is ded

icated to all earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical bodies 
and their physical bodies with 
universal nature ¿nd their souls with 
the higher intelligences, to come Into 
closer connection frith the purer realms 
of the Spirit-World. It is written in the 
sweet spiritual tone that characterizes 
all of Miss Judson's literary works. 
Price, doth,-$l; paper, 75 cents.

Passed to the higher life, from his 
home in Hardwick, Vermont, May 22, 
1898, 0. N. Shedd, aged 79. years 9 
months and 4 days. He had added to 
his faith, knowledge, he and his wife 
having been true Spiritualists over 
forty years; so he was fully prepared 
for the change that awaited him.
He has passed through years to a ripe 

old age,
In the book of his life there’s no blot on 

a page, .
And in heaven they placed another 

bright star,
When he passed through the gates for.

■him left ajar. .

Containing a List of Valuable Publications for tha 
Spiritualists and Truth-Seekers.

THOMAS PAINE. Was He Junius? A very interesting critical and 
biographical pamphlet by a scholarly author, regarding a great leader.

Dy Wm. Henry ¡Burr. Price 15 cents. •1

HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION. Just the book for those seeking i n 
rormation concerning that most damnable Institution known in bistory-i 

the Itoman Catholic Inquisition. By Cyrus Mason, M. D. Price 25 cents. ’ 
FVERLASTING GOSPEL. Consisting of a series of lectures, messages 
*5 P?ems> written and delivered in public through the mental organism 
of Mrs. Magdalena Kline. Price $1.50, postpaid, •
□OEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND AND WITHIN. From the poetic ini, 
I epilations of many centuries and of different peoples Spiritual poetry 
translated from many tongues. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price $1.00.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE, a book for thousands who have been born 
oat°f.orthodoxy and materialism into the higher light of Spiritualism.

Dy S. Weil. Price, cloth, $1.25;paper, 60 cents. ■ / '
OF ®®^> Three pamphlets embodied in one volume;

Of great importance to the race, by an advanced social reformer By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price 50 cents. J
GLEANINGS FROM THE ROSTRUM. It beams with rare gems & 

thought practical and profound. Sunshine and beauty in every sentence 
uttered. By A. B. French. Price $1,00, postpaid. '
RELIGION. A profound philosophical treaties on this world-wide subjecl 

of contention, ft is a good book for students preparing for the spiritual 
rostrum. By E. D, Babbitt. Price, cloth $1.10; paper 60 cents, , 1 '
EVOLUTION OF THE DEVIL, The most learned, accurate, scientific and

pcfeophical analysi8 of His Satanic Majesty ever published. By HCiiry < 
mnWAjie independent preacher of New York City. Price 25 cents.

SUPERSTITION IN ALL AGES, or “Le Bon Sens.” Testimony of '
Catholic priest who abjured the Christian religion and asked God’s pardott ■ 

for having taught it. Price, cloth, $1.00; postage 14 cents. ’
SCIENCE OF THE SOUL. A scientific demonstration of the existence of 

the soul of man, the continuity of life and the actuality of spirit return. 
By Loren Albert Sherman. Price $1.00; paper 60 cents. ;-
INGERSOLL'S GREAT ADDRESS on the life and character of Thomas 
I Paine, at the late Paine celebration in New York City. Price 6 cents- ten 
copies for 50 cents.

VOLNEY’S RUINS and The Law of Nature. This is undoubtedly one oi 
the best and most useful books ever published. It eloquently advocates ' 

the best interests of mankind. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. i 
ECHOES FROM THE WORLD OF SONG. A collection of new and 

beautiful songs, with music and chorus, iu book form. By 0. P Long.' ' 
ley. Price $1.00; postage 15 cents. '
THE ELIMINATOR, or Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal Secrets, profoundly ' 

reverent, but thoroughly radical; exposing the fabulous claims of ancient ' 
Judaism and dogmatic Christianity. By Dr. R. B. Westbrook. Price $1.50.< 
HYPNOTISM. Its Facts, Theories aud Related Phenomena, with explana- < 

tory anecdotes, descriptions aud reminiscences. Largely a record of ox- 
periences and observations of the author. By Carl Sextus. Price $2.00. •
INFLUENCE OF THE ZODIAC UPON HUMAN LIFE. This book states 
I the simple principles of the Zodiac iu simple terms, and m a manner highly 
interesting and instructive. By Eleanor Kirk. Price, cloth, $1.00. *
MATURE CURE. This is an excellent book for suffering humanity. It- 

simply tells how to prevent and cure the ills of the flesh iu a natural way/'
By Drs. M. E. and Rosa C. Conger. Price, cloth, fancy $2.00; common $1.5q4 
KAREZZA. Ethics of Marriage. A plea for a better birthright for cliil-- 

dren and a higher development of parentage through the most sacred - 
relations. By Alice B. Stockham, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.00. - <
EDITH BRAMLEY’S VISION, a thrilling appeal to all who are interested- - ■ 

in learning how the great forces of the Roman Catholic Church are seeking ’ ■ 
to prevent the progress of liberalism. Price 15 cents. '
RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORY. In four parts; the whole com- , 

prising an earnest but fruitless search for a Historical Jesus. A volume
of 407 pages, bound in cloth. By G. W. Brown, M. D. Price $1,50 ' >
POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE. These poems are full of soul inspira- ' 

tion—are real poetic gems; sweet with the highest thought. By Lizzia ’ 
Doten. Price $1.00.. >
UNKNOWN LIFE OF JESUS CHRIST. Since the writing of the New < 

Testament no book has appeared of as great importance to Christianity as ’
this work. By Nicolas Notovitch. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper 25 cents.

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS, and the wondrous power which helped or 
made them perform mighty works and utter inspired words. Personal 

characteristics of prophets and apostles. By Allen Putnam.’ Price 75 cents • 
IIFE WORK OF CORA L. V. RICHMOND. An interesting book regard!
L ing a world-renowned inspirational lecturer, a pioneer worker in Spiritual, 
ism. Compiled and edited by H D. Barrett. Price $2.00, postpaid.
of the two spheres. By Hudson Tuttle. Price, muslin, $1.00; paper, 50 ctsy 
INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS. A real visit with friends on the other 
I side of life and a familiar talk. An interesting book. Bv Carrie F, 8 . 
Twing, medium. Price 50 cents. J ’ V d

STARNOS. A rosary of pearls, culled from the works of Andrew Jackson < 
Davis. Intended to imbue the sorrowing and stricken heart with new- • 

inspiration. By Dr. Della E. Davis. Price 50 cents. ¡-:’
HISTORY OF ATHARAJEL. Life in the Stone Age. The history of '■ 

Atharael, chief priest of a band of Al Aryans. Written through U G ! ■ 
Figley. Is very interesting. Price 30 cents. ’ ' . -. . v
IMMORTALITY. A. poem in five cantos. “If a man die, shall he live?”

is fully answered in beautiful style. A very interesting work. Bv W S ■ 
Barlow. Price 60 cents. J ‘ * . ¡i
NEW THOUGHT. Volumes I and II, in all containing 863 beautifully “

printed pages. Presenting the truth of Spiritualism in a very interesting ’
manner. By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, $1.50 and 75 cents. 8 -I
GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION. One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll H

overwrote. Of importance to everyone. In paper cover, with likeness! 1
of the author. Price 10 cents; twelve copies for $1.00. 'J
HOW TO MESMERIZE. Ancient and modern miracles explained by mes-- ' ;''5

■merism. An invaluable work. By the late Prof. J. W. Cadwell one of ‘ -1 
the most successful mesmerists. PriceL paper, 50 cents. ’ 4
OUT OF THE DEPTHS INTO THE LIGHT. This little book will be - H 

read with intense interest by thousands. By Samuel Bowles: Mrs Carrie I
E. 8. Twing, medium. Price 25 cents. * . ';/
UNIQUE BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK Old Testament stories comically '] 

illustrated. Exposure by ridicule; exposure by facts. The stories'’ ■] 
humorously told. By Watson Heston. Price, cloth, $1.50; boards $1.00. '5' ‘ 
SPIRITUAL HARP. A collection of vocal music for the choir, congrega- '

tion and social circles. By J. M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett- E H ' • 
Bailey, musical editor. Price $2.00. ' ’ -* - i
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM, or a Concordance ' .1

of the principal passages of the Old and New Testament Scriptures which ’k 
prove or imply Spiritualism. By Moses Hull. Price $1.00. • -

BIBLE AND CHURCH. DEGRADE WOMAN. By Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton. Comprises three brief essays on The Effects of Womanguf- 

’Twas only transition to heaven from on ,Questions of Morals and Religion. Price 10 cents. :' 
wb earth’ . . ., pLD AND NEW PSYCHOLOGY. Twenty-four distinct Inspirational lec-

newZriTte " 8-UB U tU.re8’ de^red “ New York. Brooklyn, Boston, Philadelphia, and other
in th?tan®te ta^dreamed of-a land’ °itWB' By W* J’ Colville’ Price ^’00’

just above,. . - ■ . \ . HRIGIN, DEVELOPMENT AND DESTINY OF MAN. A Scientific and
W • •receIved and 8reeted U Philosophical Treatise upon a subject of which man never tires—that of
n . • ' himSelf- Thos. P. Fletcher. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cents. .
°,sh^ret a requiem, one chord that is VORAN. Commonly called the “Alkoran of Mohammed.” Translated. 
But' join with .the angels In feeling so ■' English from the original Arabic, with explanatory notes taken from

glad s . . the most approved commentators. Price, cloth, $1.00.
•"I W0» BGITT.or tte Sotaw of Ite Soul and to Btm Agrand 
Where the pains of the earth-life can ■ workot profound philosophical deductions, on a theme of great interest 

reach him no more. . to everybody. Price $2.00. . .
S'N> INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS before the New York Unitarian Club. The 

Lfl.ret of “ Wei before a Christian Association. One of his 
------  12 pages, neatly printed. Price 6 cents; ten copies 50 cents.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER. A collection of thirty-eight Inspirational Son°-s, 
adapted to_ popular music, for the use of congregations, circles tfcd - 

families. By Mattie E. Hull. Price 10 cents, or $7 per hundred. '

“From Night to Morn, or An Appeal best, 
to the Baptist Church." By Abby a 
Judson. Gives anaccount of her experi
ence ip passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
iplrit, apd Is well adapted to place t„ 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15 cents. - .
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DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
-THE- 

FAMOUS CHRONIST 
OF AYER, MASS.

QiiiGK Cures!
Small Doses!

Bend age, name In full, and two 2-ceut stamp« nnd 
pGleading symptom, and we will send you

A Diagnosis of lour Case Free, 
And we will try and make the price of treatment right 
to you. Remember, please, that we do not wish to 

; t«kc your case unlcftp you are dissatisfied with your 
jBeaent treatment. Do not ask OUR opinion of this 
itoctor or that ono, because we never express an 
Opinion, nor have we any one connected with us tbat 
¿«allowed to spe’uk ill of any one.or even to express an 
opinion "We know some doctors do so, but wo do not.

Tho day of shot gun prescription is past; drastic 
drugs in large doses will not be given ten year« ffom 
Dow, We believe in the certainty of medicine and in 
apeclllc medication, but specific medication requires

SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS.
Be who understands tbe action of drugs, and who 1« 
gifted with the power of correctly diagnosing, is thp 
>UCcesBful physician to-day. -

Specific Medicine!
No Drastic Drugs!

! A Book on “Chronic Disease” 
Bent for 2-cent Stamp.

6. E. WATKINS, M. D.,
AYER, MASS. >

DR. G. E. WATKINS’ 
Rural

f+ealth 
. f+orne

¿^-:Tbto Ib In fact a large Sanitarium; only been 
p Opened a ebort time, yet it la a moat pronounced auc- 
'< cesB. DR. B. W. BANKS, the greatest Uealer the 
^Wdrldbas ever had, baa joined DR. WATKINS In (hie 

jpand work, aud la at the Home six days In the week. 
Write us and we will tel! you all about our new

s.-asethods of cure that we use at the Home.

DR. C. E. WATKINS,
. AVER, MASS.

ANNUAL CONVENTION
Of the New York State Spir

Itualists Association.■ • ■ \
'i*  The first nnnual convention of the 
;-:<New York State Spiritualist Assoeia- 
-ytlontlon was held in the city of Rocbes- 
:-ter, N. Y., May 27 aud 28, 1808, and 
'• though in the midst of our Golden Jubi- 
* lee, and only one of many centers of at
i’* traction, was well attended, and great 
¿interest manifested.

The address of Welcome was dellv- 
^■ered by G. W. Rates, of Rochester, and 
3 was answered by Moses Hull, of Buf- 
‘ lalo.
a. The following delegates were present: 
/-'Auburn, Mrs. S. C. Ellis; Batavia, Dr. 
¿■■Geo. Houghton; Brooklyn, Herbert L. 
fijWhitney; Cortland, H. C. Sessions; 
'¿East Aurora, H. W. Richardson; Ham

burg, Miss Eliza Walker; Hannibal, 
sr Lester Louis; Hornellsvllle, Stephen 
< Coston; Jamestown, E. W. Sprague and 
li. Mrs. C. A. Sprague; Majone, Mrs. S. G. 
['.■■Boyce; Moravia, Mrs. Mary W. Jayne; 
F, Potsdam, Mrs. E. E. Ewing; Syracuse, 
i.Mts. M. H. Cowan; Wellsville, Homer 

b.IA. Elliott; West Potsdam, Mrs. Laura 
LIA. Holt. Thirty-five individual mem- 
L. bers were also present.k Prof. A. E. Whitelaw, of Brooklyn, 

-gave us some very flqe viollu solos.
■s- Adresses were delivered.by J. J. 
■'’ Morse, of London, Eng.; George B. Col- 
K by, of Florida; Dr. Spinney, of Mich- 
■ . igon; G. Wr Kates, of Rochester; Moses 
■ Hull, of Buffalo.
■ 'The following officers were unani

mously elected for the ensuing year:
■ ■ President, Frank Walker, Hamburg; 
■ ' first vice-president, Mrs. Carrie E. S. 
■ • Twing. Westfield; second vice-presi- 
■ dent, Mrs. Tillie U. Reynolds, Troy; 
■¿ secretary, Herbert L. Whitney, Brook- 
■ lyn; treasurer, H. W. Richardson, East 
■ , 'Aurora. Trustees: Dr. E. F. Butter- 
■• field, Syracuse; James R. Stone, Waver- 
B. ly; AV. Wines Sargent, Brooklyn; Mrs. 
■ S. Comstock Ellis, Auburn.
■ . The motion was adopted that a vote 
B. of thanks be extended to the Banner of 
■- Light, Evolutionist, Tbe Progressive 
B Thinker, Light of Truth and other spir- 
B , itual papers for their courtesy in print- 
B ing notices and other articles of Interest 
Kito State Association; also to the daily 
■ . press of Rochester for fair and extend- 
B~«d reports. Also to the owners of the 
B'.Chamber of Commerce Hall for tueir 
■«-donating it to the State Association, 
■■'-free of expense.
K;; Twenty-five societies have joined the 
■¿..State Association during the past year. 
■.kThirty Individual members joined the 
■■¿Association during the convention.
K There are still on the books in unpaid 
■¿ Subscriptions, $385.
K - Five societies bave been transferred 
■«•.from the National Spiritualists' Asso- 
■- elation.
■ ■ Tl)e Spiritual Educational and Pro- 
■fctective Union donated to the N. Y. 8. A.
■’;-S. a fund to be kept separate an3 apart 
■j' to bp known as the S. E. P. U. Hpme 
K Fund, ?18.50. They also donated a cash 
■imbalance of ?6.i < and all books and their 
■?i Beal, the Union having disbanded.
■$- From its organization the N. Y. S. A. 
■ft-S. has received from all sources the sum 
■?.-of $731.53. Total expenditures during 
■i;iame period, $765.86. .
■-] Subscriptions were pledged at the 
Bt'~’.Hoehester meeting to the amount of 
«'■.-?248. '
®.i - Received cash at convention from 

sources, $157.75. .Bk Total disbursements of our Rochester 
■¿/.convention, $185.88.
■&/-• Respectfully submitted, • -■ 'Bfe“ HERBERT L. WHITNEY, 
Bfr ' • ■ Secretary.
Bk953 Madison -street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

."Religious and.Theological Works of; 
omas Paine.” Contains his celebrated

•e of Reason,” and a number let- 
and discourses qn religious and tra

gical subjects. CJoth binajng, 430 
price $L For sale at this office.

COONLEY’S ONSLAUGHT
It Is Unreasonably Broad 

and Sweeping.

To the Editor:—Tlie cause of truth 
demauds that some notice be taken of 
tlie radical position assumed by Mr. 
Coonley as published iu No. 443 of The 
Progressive Thinker.

There is no class of persons more de
sirous of knowing the truth and hold
ing to it, antj who detest fraud in me
diumship, than Spiritualists. It is sim
ply an Insult to the intelligence of the 
thousands of that class, aud in
vestigators of the phenomena, to as
sume that they are not competent to 
discriminate iu the matter, but must 
confide in the teachings of one like the 
above, who makes the assertion that he 
has “failed to find one physical medium 
who even believed that spirits returned 
to give physical manifestations." Think 
of that. Is it ignorance of the subject, 
or is there some othei- motive back 
ofit? ■

Again he makes the broad assertion 
that, “I have honestly and earnestly 
sought for truth from every available 
source, and have the honor of knowing 
many of the physical mediums, slate
writers, and spirit artists ot Chicago, 
and know their methods; I have spent 
hours of time in their company. I have 
had sittings, been the recipient of nu
merous methods from their hands 
whereby the public are deceived and 
duped. I have parted with good U. S. 
coin for mediumship; and Ustand ready 
to duplicate the work of any so-called 
independent slate-writer, spirit artist, 
materializing, trumpet or physical me
dium in Chicago, New York, Boston, or 
elsewhere.”

We do not need to quote more than 
the above from his pen to show his 
animus towards some of the best evi
dences attainable of the reality of spirit 
return, or their manifestations.. Such 
wholesale, indiscriminate accusations 
of fraud against mediums, public and 
private, is not worthy of respectful no
tice, except, when given such publicity 
much injustice is done to .the cause, if 
not refuted.

If sincere in the matter, why is lie not 
explicit enough to give the names of 
the alleged Impostors and specify par
ticulars? We don’t want generalities 
in so important a matter.

The fact is that simulation of spirit 
phenomena does not militate against 
the genuine, and if one would have us 
believe, as this man assumes to, that 
there is no genuine physical me
diumship, lie should explain how the 
tricks are done, and let the intelligence 
of tlie investigating public decide 
whether they are duped or not. ■

Hermann, Kellar and others have 
shown how they account for the man
ifestations, and the so-called explana
tion only goes to strengthen faith in 
what is received through genuine and 
honest mediums. Tlie conditions are 
entirely different, as all impartial in
vestigation has substantiated.

The writer has had the privilege of 
witnessing materializations through no 
less than thirty different mediums for 
that phase, and some of the seances re
peated scores of times; also had sittings 
for independent slate-writing and spirit 
art, with no less than a dozen for that 
phase; and many times repeated, re
ceiving grand results.

Being somewhat critical also, I have 
observed closely, and have invariably 
been accorded the most satisfactory 
test conditions. This study has been 
assiduously followed up through a pe
riod of over twelve years at many 
places far and near, and I can honestly 
say that I have run into very little so- 
called fraud; If is hardly worth men
tioning when one considers that most 
of that which seems so is either 
brought about by physiological con
ditions, or on close study and investiga
tion is cleared up satisfactorily and has 
a logical explanation on the spiritual 
theory.

I have seen no explanation yet that 
explains away my experiences, or has 
shaken my confidence. I want to be 
enlightened as far as possible, aud only 
seek for the truth wherever it may lead.

Mr. Coonley to the contrary, I wish 
to say, Hint one-tenth of the evidence it 
has bi*cn  my privilege to receive of the 
fact of spirit life and the ability of our 
departed friends to return and identify 
themselves through physical and men
tal phases of mediumship, ought to be 
sufficient to convert the world, if only 
the people were ready to receive it. 
Aud that has also been the experience 
of thousands, as attested by numerous 
reliable reports published in our 
Spiritualist papers.

Let not tbe earnest enquirers and in
vestigators lose encouragement by 
those pessimists who are continually 
harping on fraud, and misleading the 
truth-seeker by their widespread de
nunciation of mediums in general, the 
Instruments of the spirit world, while 
trying to make it appear that they are 
in harmony with the cause by smoothly 
writing columns of apologetic ver
biage. Give the people the broadest 
enlightenment and then let common 
sense govern. CHAS. P. COCKS.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

In Memoriam, Rufus Ritten
house. .

Rufus Rittenhouse, .of Dubuque, la., 
was killed by his horse team running 
away and hurling him against the curb
stone, on June 4, 1898.

Ills only daughter, by a strange coin
cidence was passing in a street car near 
the accident, and arrived in time to 
have the awful experience ■ of holding 
the crushed bead of her aged father a 
few minutes as he gasped his life away.

The funeral was held at his farm, 
June 7, when a large audience of 
friends and relatives gathered to pay 
their last respects to as honest and as 
useful a citizen as ever lived in Du
buque.

He has been a liberal patronizer of 
Spiritual literature, and supporter of 
qieetings, lectures and public mediums 
for more than forty years.
' He lived and passed away a Spiritual
ist, and all who knew him felt bound 
to honor and respect Rufus Ritten
house.

He has written a number of poems by 
inspiration, and also published a small 
book entitled “Boyhood Life in Iowa 
Forty Years ago as Found in the Me
moirs of Rufus Rittenhouse.”

There mourns at his farm home a 
faithful wife, in feeble health, an only 
remaining child, Mrs. Mtjry Thorp, and 
the -widow of a son, William Ritten
house, who passed into the realms of 
progression eighteen months ago:

The funeral services were cqnducted- 
by.Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Perkins, of Chl-
cago. CORR.

"Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From.” “The -Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.’’. 
By Michael Faraday. - Price 10 cents. 
For sale at this office.

.- "Thomas Paine: Was He Junius?” 
An interesting pamphlet by Wm. H. 
Burr. Price 15 cents, For sale at this 
pffice.

/¥ LIBRARY.
The Spiritualist who commences uuw 

to form a Spiritualist or Occult library,, 
by subscribing for Tho Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Laud, Is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his poigh- 
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
think, in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thlpker should 
visit every Spiritualist family in the 
United States. Commence now, we re
peat, to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 

—Find enclosed one dollar. Send Elixir 
of Life. I have received so much bene
fit from tlie use of your remedies that 
I do not wish to be without them.

Very respectfully,
Eureka, Cal. MRS. T. Y. CLYDE.

DO YOU WANT HEALTH?
Send for Elixir of Lifts, No. 1. This 

is the best remedy known for the stom
ach, liver, bowels aiid entire system. I 
will send one sample (only) to each per
son, postpaid, for 10 cents. This trial 
package is sufficient for seven days.

B. F, POOLE, Clinton, Iowa.

PRICE OF THE “SEQUEL."
The price hereafter of this number of 

The Progressive Thinker will be as fol
lows: Three cents for single copy. 
Where five or more are ordered, two 
cents per copy. Where one hundred or 
more copies are ordered, one dollar and 
fifty cents per hundred. .

POSITIVELY 
CURE 

CHtRONIC 
DISEASES.

ASTONISHING!
DOCTOR A. B. DORSON 

Still Heals the Sick Through 
tlie Mediumship of ... . .

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker.

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

REAR IN MIND.
In sending remittances to .this office, 

write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper,.to file away for future reference, 
If £ou have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to send money in 
a letter; if it is sent that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable In 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided. '

Faith and Hope Messenger
A thoroughly first-class Monthly Mag

azine devoted to Philosophy and Phi
lanthropy. Edited by W. J. Colville. 
This wide-awake periodical keeps in 
touch with all the live questions of the 
times, and it is a most instructive fam
ily companion. Subscription, 50 cents 
per year. Two sample copies sent for 
5 cents. Address "Editor,” 242 Hunt-
ington avenue, Boston, Mass. 449

^epder[al ßeefyl
1898. THE STABS SAY 1898.

A Phenomenal

THE FUTURE FORETOLD !

READ Ormsby’s Almanac, Ephemeris, Busi*  
ness, and Weather Guide, for 1808, and 

learn what the future has in store for the People 
of this Great Republic. Fifty-six Horoscopical 
Illustrations.

A Reading for every child born during the year 
Birthday iniormaiion for all.

All About Marriage 1
When to marry, when to have children, and 

bow to make them what you will.
All About Health 1

This saves cost many times over. Price la 
paper, 50c. Cloth, Jr.00.

Dr. E. A. Read, eminent as an ad
vanced thinker, writes: “Brother Orms
by’s Almanac came O. K. It is,the best 
I ever saw, and its usefulness should 
not be overlooked by the general public. 
It is well worth the price asked."

OF INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS.
Anyone who Is sick and failed to find 

relief, should send their name and ad
dress (with stamp for reply) to Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Call., and I will 
(through spirit power) send you the 
cause and condition of your trouble; 
and after I give you a correct diagno
sis, if you wish help I will make my 
terms within your reach.

N. B.—The above advertisement is for 
the benefit of suffering humanity, and 
if you know of any one who is sick, and 
Is skeptical, show them tile above ad. 
and I may convince them of the truth
of spirit return. 448

“After Her Death. The Story 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting, 
mind that loves spiritual thought

oi a 
No 

can

If you wish Good Health 
should apply to her.

As a Spiritual Healer 
No Equal,

With her Magnetized 
■ diseases that flesh 

to are cured,

you

She Has

Herbs all 
is heir

Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
lock of hair anil one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her

DIA&MOSE Y09R CASE FB8E.
Address all Mail to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, OAR.

Consultation by Letter Free
Send Postage Stamp for Reply.

CORBESPONDENCÏ ÉVITED.

No “Lock of Hair” or “Reading 
Symptom” Required.

Yhe following 1« taken from tho Ban Francisco 
“Progress” of November 7,1805:

"It gives us great pleasure to quote, from tho Light 
or iruth commendations of California and Califor
nians. In a late Issue we read: ‘We note with pleas
ure the continued success of our friend aud brother, 

Forutw. of Bau Francisco, California. 
California has become noted for its mediums; and 
although Dr. Forster Is not a native of the United 
States, the people of California have learned to claim 
a prom-letary Interest In him Just as If he were a 
native son. We hear good reports of him from all 

quarters, and it gives us much pleasure to add our 
endorsement to tho many accorded this gifted 
medium and educated gentleman.”

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.

THIS is an important statement. Its 
importance is due to its truth. Thou
sands have testified to their personal 
knowledge of its accuracy. From week 
to week we have printed voluntary tes
timonials in the columns of this paper, 
believing that the

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is the oldest and most successful Spiritual Physician 

now In practice- His cures are
THE MOST MARVELOUS

of this age. Hi« examinations are correctly made, 
and free to all who send Ulm name, age. sex and lock 
ofhftfr, and six cents In stamps. He doesn't ask for 
any leading symptom. A clairvoyant doesn't need 
any. Address

J. S LOUCKS, M. D.,
85 Warren st., Stoneham. Mass.. 450

If 3ICK or ailing, send a lock of your 
hair, name, age, sex, leading symp 
tom, four cents postage, and iwiil dl 
agnose your ease and tell you what 
will cure your ailments. Address
DR. J. O. BATDORF,

Dept. F., Grand Rapids, Mich.
• 868tf

FAITHFUL, 
TRUTHFUL 

STATEMENTS

of our patients would appeal with
greater force to sufferers than anything 
we might say, no matter how stated, 
nor with what fidelity of word-painting 
we. portrayed the facilities possessed by 
us. for the cure of these cases.

This is a day of facts. People do not 
care for theories. It is the man of 
knowledge who is in demand. Our 
success in.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Paychometrist and Business Medium- 
Readlnga personally, by letter or photograph 11.00- 
Three reasonable questions answered by m&ll for 
25 ceQts Address MN. 52nd ave., Chicago. Psycho
pathic treatments. 8?7ti

Mr. aaid Mrs. Hatfield Pettibone,
MEDIUMS,

8155 Groveland avenue, Chicago. Ill. Phenomenal 
Beances given in full light. All seances by appoint
ment every Tuesday and Friday evenings, at 8 o’clock 
sharp. Developlpg and Magnetic Treatment a^sptclul- 
ty, Private sittings from 10 a. m. to 4 p.m. dally. All 
correspondence with stamp enclosed promptly an
swered. 48Qtf

ABSENT TREATMENTS
By the Use of Vitalized Flannel. 

Cures all Manner of Diseases.

CURING
CHRONIC

DISEASES

has made repeated enlargement of our 
offices necessary, until to-day we possess 
the finest and largest offices devoted to 
the treatment of Chronic Diseases. Our 
work Is now carried) x>nt with a prompt
ness and accuracy which is surprising, 
considering its magnitude. We possess

DK .1, SWANSON
PSYCHOPATHIST.

And hl« Spirit Band treat all diseases—physical and 
mental—at any distance, without medicine: also de
velop Healers. Testimonials from all over the United 
States. J. C. F. Grumbine and Willard j. Hull recom
mend him. Send stamp for pamphlet, terms, etc. 
1728 Clinton avenue, Minneapolis, Minn. 447

INSPIRATION’S VOICE.
A musio book complete for tbe Spiritualist’s every 

use. The finest music of any collection known, with 
suitable words. 50 cents, and postage 10 cents.

486tf H. W. BOOZER. Grand Rapids, Mich.

EVERY IM- - 
PROVEMENT 

AND FACILITY

which can be of service in our work.
The success of our work is best por

trayed by the voluntary statement of 
our patrons. A few follow:

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mlcb.
Dear Doctors:—My brother Is well. 1 think he 

doesn’t need any moro medicine. Thanking you for 
what you have done for him, I am,

May 27,1898.

Reepecifully yours, 
Miss Lizzie Shanks, 

Ft. Benton, Montana.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mlcb.
Dear Doctors:—1 have not written for a long time. 

I feel well and do my own work, which I have not 
been able to do before In over three years. 1 do not'*  
need any more medicine. I am so thankful for what 
you have done for me.

Very respectfully,

May 27, 1898.
Mbs. C. 8. Paynb, 

Webster, B. D.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Friends:—I am feeling so well 1 want to thank 

you again for curing me so quickly. Since taking 
your medicine I have fleshed up so I find It quite 
difficult to get my dresses to fit me.

Yours respectfully,

May 27, 1898.
Mbs. A. Moeang, 

Eastport, Me.

Drs. Peebles A Burroughs, BatUe Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—I have been taking your medicine 

for one week and feel one hundred per cent better» 
Yours respectfully,

A. D. Edwards, 
849 Prospect St., Cleveland, 0.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—It has been some time since I wrote 

you. I bave Improved wonderfully In the past few 
weeks. I thank you most kindly for what you are 
doing for me. * .

With best wishes, I remain, your patient,

May 27,1893.
Mbs. H. C. Hutton, 

Amacortea, Wash.

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES /
«toed TberapeuticB, luciiKllug th»Vlul Electricity, Mtail CurZ .. : .'SF

11 B11?r, *01?ncc vi Hie- Chemical afllulty aud - ' 
developed wltfl tbolr inumlou. »<3. ’ ‘ '

plication«. Students Id four continents have taken til« ■ ¡ -
nAS ooHeBelt chartered and oontirathedfi ' '
D-M;'D°etor ot Magnetic». Byaeyatem ii .

printed question» »tudenta. can take the con™ and - -'

remored to 263 South Broadway, Loa Angele», Cal,- . - - 
Diploma» granted under either tlie New Jeraey ot - - !

charter. Bend »tamp ior catalogue to -■ - ; 
<«« B. D. BABBITT, M. D. LL D-, Dean.

DR. MANSFIELD’S
HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES
Aro compounded clairvoyant)/ for each nation t finn/*  
AGNÒ8I8 Ind “« Jra^.iug symptom for FREE DI- Preat NR ** of Cu,re' H- D- B'“rr,4

C. Howe adì

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D.
162 Cedar Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio,

Mediumship Is a Growth.
weri!' “dralt this. Twice a
ge|r Sf, xa1?«:

aVan^-EEAKDeiA&^^C 6tam>'8'
DR. J, A. BAILEY,

No. 142 Fifth Avenue, Clinton, Iowa.
NODRDGS USED. NONE REQUIRED. ttltf,

BETTER THAN GOLD. 1
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cure.au form« of Btomucb, liver aud kidney dlseasei 
SSS. “ /P.at °“' A.6ure curo ior tbat tlrad, worn-oul 
feeling. Guaranteed to as.l.t your ay.tem to baaltn 
montfaent foril.OO?011' 8UHcleue QUOaU,y for

One package of our Magnetized Compound for aora 
eyeti or poor eyesight. Has been used and praised bv 
thousands In all parts of the world. Bent for 60 centi 
or all three sent postpaid for «1.00, with Yarma'i 
photo and instructfons bow to live 100 years.

Melted Pebble Spectacles; 
.ii^wBi^relOfii Write for Illustrated Circular! 
■Rowing styles and prices and photo of Spirit YarmA. 

mv mCu tJilB' cftlrvcyant power In me. 
yoiwevM vm.rPellb “î sP°otaclei »» perfectly M 
Offli»67,?! H y°ur own home aa K you were In my 
ShnA eau testify. Send «tump foi
photo. B. F. j>ooi.g, Clinton. Iowa.

fall to be. fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced Ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere,; of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book tor the higher life. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $L

“Poems or Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moo’ds, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to ba 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1.

“Atlantis: The Antediluvian World.” 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all In
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history. 
It is intensely Interesting. Price, $2.

“Religion as Revealed by the Mate
rial and Spiritual Universe. By E. D. 
Babbitt, M. D., LL.D.” A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist One of the very best 
books on the subject Price, reduced 
to $1, cloth; paper, 50 cents. For sale 
at this office.

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gem» 
of thought In poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith fo sweeten 
hours of -leisure and enjoyment." Price 
$1.00.For sale at this office.

, “The' .Infidelity of Ecclesiastlclsm. 
A Menace., to American Civilization.'’ 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood; lecturer 
upon physical, -physiological, and psy-" 
chic science.. Demonstrator of the mo-, 
lejcular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

“Origin and Antiquity of Man.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. A masterly philosoph
ical work. English edition,, nicely 
bound in cloth, $1. For sale at thia

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mlcb.
Dear Doctors:—Tho treatment came to hand 

Thursday evening, and I at once commenced to use It 
as directed. By Sunday morning I saw a great 
change In my condition. I was so much better in 
every way that I cannot find words to express it. I 
must say it is wonderful.

Respectfully yours.

May 21, 1898.
Mbs. B. B. Bbubob, 

208Hampton BL, Easton, Pa.

ABSOLUTELY CORRECT

With a thorough medical education— 
with the best of facilities, the purest of 
medicines, there is every reason for us 
to succeed; but theadiitfactive features 
of our treatment isathe fact that we 
understand the causes- of disease and 
remove them.

Our diagnosis is absolutely correct. 
We have proven thia times without 
number. , It will beffno;e convincing to 
you, however, to send /our

NAME, AGE, SEX,AND A LEAD
ING. SYMPTOM,

and receive by return mail a correc 
statement of your own case, which we 
will send FREE on receipt of the 
information above mentionel. "Your 
prompt acceptance of this offer may 
have an important bearing not only on 
yourbealth, but upon your success.

Remember our address is ■

Drs.Peebles&Burroughs
- BATTLE CHEEK, MICH.

tvairs Mexican Hair Restorative?
A HAIR FOOD 9

Soperiok, Wis. Oct. 12,1897M 
■Mexican Medicine Co. ■

Mv Deak Sirs—Please send me another*  
ibottleof Vans Mexican Hair 1<estorative.4 
’I had been bothered for years with dandruff,” 
imy hair was gray and rapidly falling out.i 
’From the first application I have not been” 
»troubled in the least with dandruff, and after! 
■using half a bottle my hair stopped falling^ 
»out, and although quite gray, to my surprise,® 
■has turned to ita original color. 3
■ Most sincerely yours, A. L. TULL, ■ 
’ Pastor First M. E. Church.’S

ONE DOLLAR PER BOTTLE 9 
j Agents wanted in unoccupied territory 3 

'Mexican Medicine Co.°B0HicAaoSt’3

Researches in Oriental History.
BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.

One Vol. IBmo, 407 Page», Cloth, $1.60,

Dr. A. W. Birkliolz, the Healer.
Mm. Maur M.'Babukh, DeKalb, Ill., write.: "You 

remember I told you there was something growing 
under my short ribs. It is nearly all goue. I applied 
tlie flannel as directed and sat for treatments every 
Tuesday and Friday evenings; and have felt hand« on 
my head. Send another vitalized flannel,”

tMbb. Emhlinx Tklton. 108 Cherry street, West 
Newton. Mass., writes: “I have baa absent treat
ments from you for my cough and feel that I bave 
been benefited.”

Neb., again write.: "I am 
slowly improving; have been out door a little each 
flay for the last week. Am gaining strength fast. 
My heart Is stronger, and gaining, but Is weak yet. 
Have gained more In the last two weeks than in a 
year before. The last vitalized flannel did me more 
good than all things combined that 1 ever took I 
shall do all 1 can for you.”

Mbs. Wm. Lamiman, Clifford, Mlcb.. again writes: 
“Please send me another piece of tho vitalized flan
nel, as I am better after using the last one.” '

August Rickibt, Valentine, Nob., writes: “I re
ceived your letter and flannel, and ata getting better. 
I can feel It. My pains are getting leas and 1 feel 
better every way.”

Address

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ,
NEW BUFFALO, MICH,

.PSYCHE
Li.uS.6« nventl“1i “Practical medium, under iplrlt Mnn5nCLl I,“11 “ de“1Kucl1 t0 develop medlumShtL 
thm/'from Vnirh8/.: h5ve rtjcelv^11 louS c-juimunlek- 
tion iirW'’ “nd eiPrc8« B>eat »utlafad-
lion. Price, «1, and 20 cents extra for extireBHaae 
tor sale at the office of The Progressive Thinker

WANTED—GOOD MAN OK WOMAN, 
“si“,,“very town. Honest 

_ -Artlclej Good Seller. Will give von 
reference». Address B you

company,
60 Dearborn St., Chicago.

ADI IS m |®E laudanum
* ... ■ Stoppedatonce

bavnihMM and penuaneut home cure. Trial treatment free on request
Dr. J. C. Hoffman, 442 Isabella Bldg., Chicago, III.

ASTRALREADING
And your phase of Mediumship, with Instructions for 

.alfc0 a of "T,lt‘ Rath tJ Power.”
11. w.bays: ‘Ihe reading whs correct There were 
raps, and I got automatic writing the tlnd bitting.” 
nmuM * rtl) “'i*,  25 10 UH1BL
BUCHANAN, Aurora, Mo. 449

PRACTICAL GUIDE TO SPIRITUALISM, HEAL
Ing aud Occult Science, with complete rules for 

Seances and Developinent-15 ccuts-by Profeesor 
Walrond, Opera House Block, Denver, Colo. 480tf

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
Trance aud liuKlnesB .Medium, Bluings dully: hour«. 
10 to 4. liosldeuce, 3001 Veruon av„ Chk-ago, Ilk

Something New and Reliable
If sick, write me n letter »rating the fact, with age; 

name, sex aud complexion aud six emu In stump«, 
amj 1 will tell you Just what your troubles are by 
Psychic Power; also a moans of a rapid cure. 1 need 
no hair or leading symptoms; your h iu«r 1« enough. 
Herballstlc Remedies In connection with Psychic 
Power. Address or call.

FKANUES L. LOUCKS,
35 Warren st., Stoneham, Mass.

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES ZHT JEWISH HISTORY» 
»» RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM»
8, DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY. <

I 4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS? 1 

f The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 
for a Historical Jesus.

in this volume the Jews arc clearly sbowfi not to 
bave been the holy and favored people they claim to 
bave been. The Messianic Idea is traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2850 years B. C., and its history Is 
outlined, following tho waves of emigration, until it Is 
fully developed Into Christianity, wlthamytblcal hero, 
at Alexandria, jn Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian era. .

The book demonstrates tbat Christianity and Ito cen 
tral hero are mythical; tbat the whole system is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among tbe records of the past; Its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian autborlty; and no per
son can read It without instruction qnd profit, whether 
he reaches tbe same conclusions wltH tbe author or 
otherwise. For aaie at thla.offlc&

INVALIDS
nr, ato »rau skwd tour cents in 
rrtoM, tkrtr dlieM«,0T ipaplsmi, wlllroqelr» 
p*naphl,t  and advtca rani to our» tliemselroi without 
dmgi. Tho THOMAS BATTEBY COMPANY, Card
ington, Ohio tt

MRS. M. L. GILLETTE, INDEPENDENT SLATE
writer, 218 East 42d place, Chicago. 447

PSYCHOMETRIC READING, 
By mail, one dollar. Address ANN S. PALMER 
PAJLMITER, Lock Box 488, Kansas City, Mo. 447

"THE LYCEUM.”

I.M. LANPHERE, M. D.
Paralysis, Nervous Proitratiou. Rheumatism and 

other Chronic Diseases cured by Magnetic Remedies. 
Send stamp, with lock of hair, age and sex, for free 
Clairvoyant diagnosis, P.O. Box 7, Cambridge. Vt. 4W

1LTB&. 8. F. DbWOLF, INDEPENDENT SLATE 
JR Walter and Test Medium. 241 Winchester avenue, 
Chicago. Van Buren cars, or Madison, transfer QL
Robey. Ladles’ Circle, Thursdays i^t 2. 447

YOUll FUTURE
Astrologer, Rooms 6 A 7 Tfibor Opera House Block, 
Denver, Colo. Charts from fl. Semi stamp for efreu*  
tors. 434 tf

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
borne. Will semi u pampIHct giving Instruction», 

delineate your pbiueof mcdlumMilp, ami a spiritual 
soug-book. All for 25 cents. Address MRS. J. A. 
BLISS, Suu Diego, Cal. 458

’4

The Lyceum, devoted to the interests 
of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street. 
Only, fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to Its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special Interest in It. It 
Is published weekly. Try it. 437tf

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE
Embracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance, Psyohometry 
and Laws of Unfoldment. For particulars aadrds« 
EMMA RUDER, 704 Central ave., Hamilton, O. 4W

CoUege of Psychical Sciences.
To ensure satisfactory, pmiiaueut unfuldnicnt in 

Psycbomctry, Clairvoyance, Psvcbopathy. inspira
tion, Illumination, send a etamped, addressed envelope 
for booklet, terms, percentage of medial and spirit uh) 
glfvfi, to J. C. F. Grumbine, author and lecturer, 7820 
Hawthorne avenue (Station P). Chicago.

“Clairvoyance: Its Nature and Law of Unfold- 
ment.” A work of Illumination. Teaches bow to 
pierce the veil of sense, to see spirits and unfold 
adepUblp. price 43.50. A-ddresi the author,

J. C. F GRCMB1NE.

i

A LOCAL, 
CONSTITUTIONAL AND 

SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
Over a quarter of a centort 

before the public. Bond fori 
«t Theory of Catarrh*' 
mailed free.

DR. SYKES SURE CURE CO.. 
843 W. Madison St., CHICAGO.

For Sale at Druggiftt.

“Old Auntie’s...
Yarb Tea.”* *** * V/C*,  the Complex
ion and positive cure for constipation, tor
pid liver, sick headache, nervousness, loss 
otappetiteaudsleep. ITTONES UP THE SYS 
TEN, removes "that tired feeling,’’ purifies 
the blood, overcomes functional disturb
ances of female organism, and brings back 
the glow of health and high spirits to all.- 
It is a scientific combination qf herbs, roots, 
and barks in their natural state, in stick 
Eroportions as to secure marvelous results.
t cures while you sleep. Prepared and sold 
y ‘he household remedy company, 

SUITE ?, 70 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO. Bent 
by mail on receipt of 50 cents« Agents 
wanted»

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKEB,

Author of “Helen Harlow’s Vow,“ “The Occult 
forces of Bex,“ “Perfect Motherhood,’* and many 
Kher works. Price 25 cents. For *ale  at this office. 
" THE AGE OF REASON.

By Thomas Paine. Being an Investigation of Trua 
and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edi
tion, from new plates and new type; 186 pages, port 
Svo, Paper, 25cents: cloth, 50 cents. ■

AN EXCELLED IWORK,
TXEATH A HD THE AFTER-LIFE, 

J-S The “Stellar Key’’ Is tho philosophical intro
auction to the revelations contained In thia book. 
Borné idea of this little volume may be rained from the 
following tahlfi of contenu: 1—Death and the After 
Life; 2—Scene« in the Summer-Land; 8—Society in the 
Bummer-Land; 4—Social Centre« In the Summer-Jjand: 
5—Winter-Land and Summer-Land; 6-Language and 
Life In Bummer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate« In the Summerland: 9—Voice 
from Jame« Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con
tains more than double the amount of matter in fO 
mer editions, and is enriched by a besntirni tronns 
piece, illustrating the “formation of the Spiritua. 
Body.” Cloth 75 cents. Postage 5 cents. For o«K 
at this office- . . ... 

ÏNGÉRSOÜJS^ADDRËSS
Before the New York Unitarian Club. The first time 
Ln the history of the world that a Christian Association 
ever Invited a noted Infidel to lecture before them. 
The lecture Is a grand one, and was received .by ths 
Club with continuons applause fromhegtanlng to end. 
The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed. 
PriceCccnte; ten copies, so cents. . • ...

— BIBLE OF BIBLES, “
BjKmerGrarra. itwtnweHwptnMMnM

A. HASENCLEVER, M. D.
Cures all diseases of long standing, no matter what 
your disease may be or bow many physicians have 
failed to cure you. He Is assisted by a strong force 
of spirit doctors, who never fall in their diagnose. 
Patients can be treated at a distance the same as here 
in tbe city. Consultation by mail. ll.00. Office, 181 
W. Madison street, suite 323 and :»4. Residence, 412 
W. Division street, Chicago. 111. 450

~ OBSESSION.
How evil iptrlta Influence mortal». By M. F»radsa 

P. 23. Price 10 cent».

MIND READING AND BEYOND.
By Wm. A. Hovey. 200 pages, with illustration« nf 

tho subjects treated upon. Price 11.25.

interviews with spirits. 
Bl Canto B.S. Twins, mediam. CriMSOoonto. 

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

The reader» of The Progressive Tbinkeb wlllrO' 
member the stdfy under tbe above title, by Hud»o& 
Tuttle, which wm published in 1U columns. At th« 
time, constant inquiries were made as to Ito appearing 
InbOokform. Tbls wish baa now been gratified. It 
makes a volume of 243 pages. In style and form like the 
"Convent of tbe Sacred lieart,” with a finely-engraved 
likeness of the author on the cover. The sacnes of the 
itory alternately shift from earth to tbe spirit sphere», 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, tbe occupation and 
modes of life of spiritual beings, are presented in the 
pleasing form of narrative.

The following are tbe chapter-titles: Introduction! 
The House of the Sage; Home of tbe Miser: Tbe Low 
Societies; Hade»; XThrlstmastlde in the spheres of 
Light; Chrlstmastlde and the Golden Gat«; Tbe Un
happy Marriage; Easter Day in Heaven; A Visit to 
tbe Earth; TbeChange Called Death; Coming to th« 
Knowledge of the Llfcht; The Society Again Visit» 
Earth; The Forsaken aud Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion In the Spirit-world; 
Contentednes« Not Goodness; Address of the Sage. .

It is a book tbe Spiritualist will be delighted with; a 
book In which tbe investigator will find answers to 
ever-recurring question«; a book which will interest 
tbe church member, nor repel the most prejudiced. 
The price in paper to 50 cento) muiitall; postpaid. 

■religioToftW future.“
BY S. WEIL.

JUBILEE SOUVENIR.
Hand painted picture uf Hydesville Cottage in 

watercolors, gold lettered title, bound with rlubou, 
very pretty. Sent bv null; price 25 cents. A. W. 
MOORE. Artist, 16 Shelton live.. Rochester, N.Y. 452

Nicely furnised bed-room to rent in A
Spiritualist family, with use of parlor; one gent, 

fl.50 per week; two genu. 82. Including plain wasti
ng nnd mending. 2-117 Calumet av.. third floor. 429

SEND a CENTS AND DATE OF B1IÎT1I, FOR 
Horoscope—five questlous answered. V. M. 

DEVINE, Jefferson Park. 111. Ika 129. 447

ASTROLOGY
Reveals past, present and future. “Trial Readings’’ 
24o. equals others’ si horoscopes; «2 horoscopes re
duced to 11..xl; circulars and testimonials for address.
"CLAIRAUT," Watertown, N. Y. 450

A Souvenir of the Jubilee.
1 have secured a copy of a fine picture of tbe Fox 

family and tbe bouse at Hydesville, which war on 
exhibition in tbe Art Department of tbe Jubilee at 
Rochester, N. Y.

Every Spiritualist Should Have a Copy*
I will mail nicely finished cabinet photo of above to 

your address for twenty-five cents In silver, or six 
copies for one dollar, r. N. FOSTER. 305 Tompklm 
ave., Brooklyn, Y. 447

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHS
Taken by me, and which were on exhibition In the 
Art Department of the late Jubilee at Roche dor. 
N. Y.. attracted universal attention. My circular, 
which I will mall to any address on receipt of a two- 
cent stamp, will tell you how you can get one of 
these remarkable pictures by mall. Address

F. N. FOSTER,
803 Tempkins Ave., Jii'co*,- ’yn, N. Y.

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.
Gathered from the Highway«, By-way« and Hedges 

of Life. By Mattie E. Hull. This is a marvelously 
neat book of selections from Mra. Hulls best poems, 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of Mose« Hull. Price, 
neatly bound in English cloth, «1. For sale at tbls 
office. .

Cloth, It.». Paper, SO cents.
This 1« a work of great value, written by one of the 

keenest, most powerful and moet truly religious 
minds of the day. It 1« particularly a work whlbh 
should be put into the bands of those who have freed 
themselves from the dogma? of orthodoxy and from 
the dogmas of materialistic science, for It will 
strengthen the conviction of the free mind that mind 
and sepses are not the whole of life.

The chapters reveal a new method la psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid gumpsds of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, ape 
the childhood period of faith and fancy WfU be super
seded by knowledge and facts. For aalB at this office,.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. ~
By Editor ot the N»tlon«l with Preface and Note, 

by PeterBckler, IllnBtrated -with view, of the old 
Paine Homtetead and Paine Monament, at New 
Rochelle, ano, portrait» of Tbotnu Clio Rickman, 
Joe Bulow, Mary Wollitonecraft,. MadMne Roland, 
CondorcekBrluot, and the molt promlntmtof Pilnt'i 
frlendi Ingurope and America, CMO. W owu. -

“THE WATSEKA WONDER.”
To tbe student of psychic phenomena, th!« pamphlet 

Is Intensely Interesting. It give« detailed accounts of 
two cases of “double consciouspesV’ namely Mary 
Lur&ncy Vennum, of Watseka, ul.. and Mary Rey
nolds, of Venango county« at this office»
Price 15 cento«

THEDIAKKA.
• TWA DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH. 

J. ly Victim», by the Seer, A. J. Duvl». U . very In- 
terertmg >w suggestive work. It Ie tn ezpUnwoad 
much thet la false end repulsive In Bplritnellim, em. 
bodying a most Important recent Interview with June» 
VlctdrwilKn, a resident of the Summerlud. PiW« 
SOceata. For Mie at tola offle“ . ..

HELEN HARLOWS VOW;
Or Self-Justice.

By Lol. Wal.hrookcr. JIsnj- hare read tbls book, 
many hare re-read (f, and many other« out to rend It. 
It should be read by every man ahd.wotnfm In the 
land. It.ahown th? talrttlc. rampant la «ôclc'.y In 
matter, of moral and social Import, and the wroiiaj 
that flow therefrom to Innocent rietini Of aoclU 
ostracism. It contains a fine IlkeneH Of Ürt »uthof. 
Fine cloth, 880 pasci. Price 11,00
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ft HIGftER SPIRITUALITY HER SIGHT RESTORED.VAIN IMAGININGS. DR. BIRKHOLZ, HEALER
Its Demand Is That “Thou Shalt Not Kill.”

Cense raising tlie bovines and the

A PRIMARY LESSON

WEIGHING HEARTS,

make such an assertion.
It is idle foolishness to 

idea that something can 
nothing—or that nothing

present the 
result from 
can be the

purity 
ripened 
animal 
such a 
Itself.

Then it will be conceded 
right-minded persons that 
meant the prescribing of 
And yet Mr. Barnes holds 
eluded treatnlents in any

celted assumption.
It Is self-evident to all that 

boundless universe, with all its
the 

ma-

direct from mother earth
in the sun and free from 
taint, and he will smile that 
question should even suggest

by every 
to "treat" 
medicines, 
that it in

manner—

h-

belief In the “survival of the fittest.
MAN VS. ANIMAL LIFE.

The fact that animals sacrifice their

gPIl?ITUALIg]yi—Progress, tlje UrjWersal LaW of datóre; Tboágbt tye goLerjt of fier Problems.—gPU$ITUALIg]VI

A Comprehensive Lay Sermon in Reply to Jenkin Lloyd 
Jones’ Recent Discourse. -

SUBJECT OF FLESH DIET—KILL
ING OF ANIMALS FOR FOOD IS 
HELD TO BE INDEFENSIBLE— 
SCRIPTURAL INJUNCTION HAS 
BACK OF IT THE WELL-BEING 
OF THE HUMAN RACE-BY C. M. 
LOOMIS.
There is enough earnestness in Mr. 

Jenkin Lloyd Jones' sermon, as printed 
in The Progressive Thinker, to coun
teract any seeming error into winch 
that gentleman may have fallen. Prob
ably no more able or thoughtful dis
course was ever preached from tlie ros
trum. In one sense Mr. Jones is right, 
in that he speaks his convictions; wrong 
in the minds of certain of ills hearers, 
In that his argument falls to recognize 
some of tlie finer truths relating to the 
present development of tlie hpmtin 
race. ’ To justify the killing and eat
ing of animals, because beast eats 
beast, to me is objectionable. It is only 
to that portion of the sermon that 1 
wish to call attention; there is much 
else of fact contained therein that is 
unanswerable.

With the speaker personally 1 have 
no quarrel; with some of his principles 
I certainly take issue. But when tlie 
great edict of manifestation went forth 
from the One it was evidently ordained 
that as the human instinct should be 
evqjved, mind should oppose mind, 
force strike at force, tlie whole to be as 
the grist in tlie hopper, a necessary 
grind to reline and help subdue the 
wayward spirits ot earth. Therefore, 
when minds meet, while there may be 
a fever heat, there must lx*  absolute tol
erance as well. Thus do we invite and 
foster progress.

THE FORCES OF NATURE.
Though at tlie present time the meat 

eaters preponderate in multitudes, 
there Is a steadily growing sentiment 
against flesh-killed food little dreamed 
of by those who are uninformed. No 
more striking error was written in Mr. 
Jones’ sermon than that man’s (imper
fect) interference is necessary to keep 
In balance the needed supply of animal 
life. As soon believe that the turning 
of the planets can be regulated from 
Lake Geneva, or that the kinship of 
human love can be annulled or pre
served by tlie divorce courts. Mr. Jones 
tells us that “obviously there is confu
sion somewhere, and a confusion that 
lies at tlie foundation of much of our 
thinking and feeling.” To the man or 
woman who lias been emancipated from 
tlie thralldom of gross appetites, engen
dered by flesh eating, there is no con
fusion. The confusion comes from our 
Imperfect attempts to be consistent. A 
thinker who goes into throes of despair 
because miscreants go out and shoot 
birds to deck women’s bonnets, and yet 
eats the flesh of slaughtered birds and 
animals, and wears calf boots, must 
needs expect “confusion.” It is true, as 
stated, that no short-cut ('diet can be 
laid down for nil. I do not claim this. 
But I do say that he who lias so appro
priated the forces given him by nature 
that lie is content to take his food from 
the supply first-handed, instead of wait
ing until it passes through an organism 
more or less diseased and impure, is 
more nearly a servant of God and a 
master of himself. Dr. Kellogg is said 
to have been cured of meat-eating by 
seeing the cook cut into a full-grown 
abscess secreted in a quarter of beef. 
Other vegetarians stoutly declare that 
man should not feed upon the same 
kingdom to which lie belongs; theoret
ically that he is man, a creature en
dowed with attributes above the animal. 
If he is manifestly above the beasts 
and birds, and can subsist directly 
upon the generous abundance of the 
earth—as thousands have proved by 
actual experience—must there not be 
some forthcoming rescue for us from 
the time-worn habits of our fathers? 
We are progressive beings, come what 
will. The race is becoming refined. 
What was once right and justifiable 
may not be right now. Change is the 
law of the universe. We see change in 
every atom—everything is moving, 
nothing is permanent. This is evolu
tion. Then, of. all things, must it be 
supposed that man, still a creature 
among creatures, can at his best pre
sume to help regulate nature's law of 
supply and demand? Though Darwin 
may have figured out that “the sea 
Itself would soon become one solid 
mass of codfish if the law of propaga
tion were not Interfered with,” who, let 
me ask, interferes with that law of 
propagation? Does the infinitesimally 
small number of fish taken by man’s 
net and hook make any possible differ
ence? It is most assuredly nature’s 
own masterly Interference—among the 
animals for animals, and, if you will, 
among the human family for the 
human family. To the most devout 
thinker in the cult, it is a perplexing 
fact that from nearly every nest of

same, My experience has proven that 
it Is not at all necessary. Here Is my 
one important reason for abstinence 
from meat: The Instant the animal is 
killed the refuse matter throughout its 
organism, and »which is on its way to 
be excreted, is stopped, and, of course, 
Hie impurities in each fleshy cell goes 
into the human stomach for better or 
worse—some intestines to receive and 
cast off said impurities, others to per
mit the taint to find its way into the 
blood. Incidentally I am of the opinion 
that all flesh eating is a mistake, 
handed down to us along with many 
other errors of the past. But be this as 
it may, a dozen years of abstinence in 
my family has served in an incalculable 
degree to encourage cleanliness of body 
in other ways, until now it would be a 
sacrifice ot both our moral and physical 
welfare to eat that which we no longer 
crave. Ask the vegetarian if it is not 
more Godlike to take his food m all its

tiens, meet new difficulties, accept new 
truths, and live new lives, even as the 
chemist rejects the fact of yesterday 
for the discovery of to-day.

It was only a few weeks since that 
our city papers chronicled tlie case ot a 
pig-kfiler at the stock yards going stark 
mad, so that it took several policemen 
to overpower him. Is not all this con
sistent with the man’s calling? Cal
lous as may be the human perceptions, 
somewhere in the butcher’s conscious
ness is a pang of remorse of every act 
of killing. We have no right to take a 
life which it Is not in our power to re
store.-We go out and slaughter the 
beast—not in anger or in self-defense, 
but deliberately—and to that flesh food 
has been transmitted a murderous 
taint. Our son eats of that flesh and 
perchance goes out and kills a neighbor. 
Should we wonder at this? With brain 
finely organized, he may be thrice sus
ceptible to the taint we have put into 
tlie flesh, and unable to master himself 
he commits the crime in a moment of 
irresponsible frenzy. Ask him why he 
did it and he will tell you he does not 
know. We, the parents, are the ones to 
blame for the atrocious act.

NO USE EPR THE HOG.

birds, every litter of pets, and every
school of fish, only a small percentage
of the progeny reach maturity. And
yet, that it is so, we must for the pres-
ent be content. Birth and blight go
hand in hand everywhere, and we must
console ourselves with the unalterable

lives to animals of the .higher orders,
stops right there as a fact. Draw the
Une we mùst, for on earth there is no
higher order than man. In the astral
currents about him there are doubtless
pernicious influences from which man 
is warned, lest his individual selfhood

devoured or obsessed. It Is a faulty
parallel, and a meager credit to man, to 
suppose that bo must subsist on flesh

THE WONDERS OF SCIENCE.
Mr. Jones’ premises tliat the “lower 

orders in water and on land feed ou the 
coarser or more elusive materials, re
line and incorporate them into then- 
own being, and then puss it along to 
Hie nourishment of the next higher or
der,” is a physiological verity so liir as 
it goes; but my plea is tliat the tillable 
soil on earth can produce one hundred 
times more sustenance than the human 
family needs, therefore the stomach 
chemicalization of the beast above 
alluded to need not enter into human 
necessity. Already we have a cooking 
hit made from cocoainit and cotton 
seed tar superior lo bird, wholly vege
table and quite as cheap. It is said that 
science has produced a sole leather 
made wholly from wood Über, and were 
we to be deprived oi the hides of beasts 
there would soon be found a way to 
produce ample foot coverings by sci
entific discovery. In other words, all 
that Is contained in tlie animal or
ganism can be gathered from vegeta
tion, combined, chemicalized and trans
muted to supply our needs, and, be
cause of our discoveries, doubtless come 
to us In far superior qualities. I be
lieve we have only an inkling of tlie 
wonders of science. If certain proper
ties of nutriment are contained in the 
cow’s milk, were tlie supply stopped, ne
cessity would soon demand, and there 
would be produced a carefully prepared 
substitute for the babes. True, there is 
a warming, wholesome companionship 
between tlie farmer boy or girl und the 
dumb creatures upon the farm, and I 
say that to foster that I would use my 
every effort—foster it by omitting the 
killing thought entirely, und thus ob
serve the commandment “Thou shalt 
not kill,” in all Its simplicity of diction.

Because only two of the hundred 
toads come to maturity, must we argue 
that ninety-eight out of every hundred 
babes born must be destroyed to keep 
in balance the law of propagation? 
Speaking of tlie slow-breeding elephant, 
which in a few centuries might over
stock tlie earth, does not Mr. Jones 
know that there is a far-sighted evolu
tion going on in the animal kingdom of 
untold interest to man? tliat the masto
don of old exists not to-day, and that 
tlie animal species are growing stead
ily smaller, while man is growing larger 
in soul-stature? In time the elephant 
will be extinct also, not by man’s ef
forts, but by divine law. The savagery 
of the animal kingdom will abate by 
divine law also, the same as it has 
abated among mankind. We are in a 
great cycle of refinement. Many exam
ples are there of people who have pro
gressed beyond the habit of flesh diet 
and do not know it, and who are suffer
ing from dyspeptic ailments in conse
quence. Let them put aside the old 
habit for one year, and I dare say that 
in a large number of cases the unwel
come ailment will take flight
EFFECT OF EASTERN ASCETICISM

Mr. Jones reference to the people of 
India is not new. But a later cult has 
explained the terrible famines and oth- 
ersufferings thatperiodlcallysweep over 
tliat land. It is not that “this law of 
succession of life” is not recognized, but 
because of the exclusive thought and 
associations of the people. Thought 
has a dynamic force which is just be
ginning to be understood. Shut in the 
inhabitants of a commonwealth and 
deny them a liberal intercourse with 
the outside world, and the sterility of 
their thought breeds devastation, of 
course. In America we are constantly 
enriching our blood with the blood of 
other nations. Is it any wonder that 
■we are advancing as no other nation 
ever advanced? The foreign element 
acts as a fertilizer to our physical and 
mental soil, else we would, with our
rapid strides of civilization, soon grow
finespun and impracticable.. . The peo
ple of India have encouraged asceticism
and they must take the consequences, 
Right herels where we and the whole 
world must recognize the coming level-
ing of caste, and the establishment of
the universal brotherhood. That all ev-
olution tends to universality Is alreadj 
apparent, and the nation which de
pends upon lineage and family blood 
for its rulers will not survive as in the.
past. Refinement, yes, and along with
this must be a mixing of the races, a 
cutting away from animal instincts and
animal diet, that the great master plan 
of progress be not delayed. Whether
animals are bred and killed in India or
not, has nothing whatever to do with
the question of plagues. When wé en-
ter the great laboratory of change we 
musf constantly take on new condl-

hog, and when the superfluous demand 
does not exist nature will kindly regu
late the supply. How beautifully has 
Edward Bellamy alluded to tnls sub
ject in his book, "Equality.” In the pe
riod of which he writes, nearly 100 
years lienee, there is an absence of the 
former extensive hay fields in Massa
chusetts. Why? Because the animal, 
no longer a beast of burden, nor is he 
eaten, has ceased to be raised, and 
therefore the hay fields have been 
turned into vast acres of flowers and 
needful vegetation. The human fam
ily is at peace, and the love principle 
has at least triumphed. When that 
age arrives Mr. Jones’ doctrine of sacri
fice will be greatly modified, because 
we shall have contented ourselves with 
the merely natural laws of use and 
conscience.

But we have need to lie the most tol
erant, since we are aware that only 
those who have become emancipated 
from the meat-eating habit know the 
freedom thereof. 1 mean truly emanci
pated, not acting under the lash of duty 
without conviction. There is less pas
sion coursing through the veins of vege
tarians; they are cooler in summer and 
warmer In winter (I speak from person
al experience); they think better, sleep 
better, have better health, while appe
tites for strong drink, so prevalent with 
excessive meat-enters, is unknown 
among them. Mr. Jones admits that 
cruelty to animals has existed among 
shippers of cattle and hogs. Cruelty? 
Ay, and why, even in the slightest de
gree? Confine 100 cattle in a ear, pant
ing, thirsting, hungering—is it right? 
See the crates of fowls thrown unmer
cifully upon wagons down on Water 
street, a custom so common that it does 
not provoke a remonstrance from any 
one. Must not every human soul ac
count for these barbarities in the great 
reckoning? I believe they must. I 
would not dare, with my present views 
of right and wrong, lo give pain to a 
single creature. Since I put aside meat 
diet my attitude toward the animal has 
changed. I see in the great mastiff's 
eye the devotion of a human saint, and 
in the face of the motherly cow a trace 
of sublimest affection. But when I was 
pursuing the dumb brute to kill him I 
saw not these things. I was blinded by 
the race thought which commands us 
to do as our ancestors did before us, re
gardless of conscience or sentiment.

QUESTION FOR INDIVIDUALS.
The assertion made by Mr. Jones that 

he does not “presume to solve the phys
iological problem as to whether man 
had better eat pulse or beef” is a mark 
of worthy prudence. Nor do I. It is 
well to leave the solution of the prob
lem wholly to the individual—not to the 
physician, surely, for I contend that a 
person’s wisdom of his own bodily 
wants is all that needs to be consulted. 
If he lias not that wisdom, then let him 
suffer in ignorance. With all my set
tled convictions upon vegetarian diet 
and the other habits of cleanliness, I 
would not turn my hand over to make 
one more vegetarian, because all at
tempts to discard meat before the race
thought of the past has been overcome 
and voluntarily is in vain. There comes 
a time when a reform is Imperative, 
when the physical and mental growth 
demands it. Then, and only then, must 
the summons be heeded, the same as 
we cast aside a religious conviction, be
cause it gives us pain of mind of body 
or heart. It is certainly astonishing 
how new and timely phases of belief 
come along to supplant the old; how 
new methods of training, for the young, 
new and formerly hidden forces are 
discovered, just in their right time to 
match the scientific progress we are 
making. Then ought we to take it 
upon ourselves to reform mankind by 
precepts and finely-worded arguments? 
Certainly not All reforms are inev
itable, well-timed and necessary, 
though we speak not a word of moral 
suasion. • •
TRANSFORMATION OF VEGETARI-

. ANISM.
“But,” says the njeat-eater, “you are 

taking life unconsciously. every breath 
you draw.” True, so we are. But un
conscious are we then of a motive to 
kill; hence there is no violation of the 
moral code. It is when a man says, “I 
must slay this creature; its wonderful 
organisms must be torn asunder and 
the God-given life-essence be driven 
out, that'my hunger shall be appeased” 
—an act of violence, mind you,'back of 
which must be the thought of the de^ 
stroyer—that the wrong becomes mani
fest. What is the reverse of this? The 
abstainer says, “No pain shall I inflict, 
no thought of taking life shall possess 
me, and on the most nutritious foods 
given me by nature will I subsist.” 
Truly, there comes into the soul of such 
a one a peace which transeendeth all 
things. .

In my immediate family the transfor
mation has been complete. My daugh
ter, now nearing 13, has grown up with
out meat, and has a most remarkable 
vitality and mental aptitude. We have 
no desire for nor do we use tea or cof-1 
fee, tobacco, nor stimulants; we keép no '

medicine chest, nor have we a family 
physician. Before the change from a 
meat diet I was the victim of ill health 
and was scarcely out ot pain a moment. 
For years past we have had health in 
abundance. The time lias gone by for 
the belief that vegetarians must neces
sarily be a cadaverous looking people. 
I only refer to the above to show that 
what I have written is not merely the
ory, but the results of actual every-day 
experience. And yet, because of our 
discovery, we do not wish to found a 
sect, nor do we wish to promote a fad, 
or abridge one iota the liberties or diet 
of other people.. We merely offer our 
testimony for wliat it is worth.
FLESH DIET EXCITES TEMPER.

While Mr. Jones rejoices in "the skill 
that can make a hundred pounds of 
beef out of twenty bushels of corn,” 1 
rejoice that with no boasted skill what
ever, and by following the mere in
stinct witli which my stomach and mor
al sensibilities are endowed, I can get 
along with one-half the food consumed 
by tlie meat-eater, have no taste for 
condiments, very little for sweets, and 
none for tobacco or liquor, and yet keep 
my weight, my health, and my temper, 
and, in a measure, woo to my aid that 
elixir of youth which tlie learned al
chemist of tlie past has sought to in
voke by mechanical transmutation. It 
is surprising when we come to know 
just what a normal appetite is. When 
food is properly assimilated, few deli
cacies placed upon ¿hp table, and when 
a natural stomach proving comes to us 
regularly at meal time, only a merest 
amount of food is necessary. It is our 
attempt to depart from simplicity that 
damages our vitals. Our back-of-the- 
ears propensities and animal passions 
are increased by a flesh diet. Necessa
rily, then, the habit is a gross one. Wit
ness the inflammable temper of the 
tiger, the lion, the hyena, and other 
carnivorous .animals. Then recall to 
mind tlie docility and wonderful endur
ance of the camel, the remarkable 
memory and unwearying kindness of 
tlie trained elephant, the faithfulness 
and fortitude of the horse or ox, the 
sleekness and beauty of the deer, tlie 
hannlessness of the sheep or goat—all 
herbivorous animals. Can we ask for 
better evidence as to the degrading ten
dency of a meat diet? If flesh diet acts 
thus upon the beast,Iso it must in some 
degree upon tlie individual who humors 
bls appetite for flerti; All tho efforts 
and preaching of temperance advocates 
will do no good so- long as meat is 
eaten. Meat is a stimulating food; 
with some temperaments it creates a 
taste for stimulating drink. A sad ver
dict this, since so much time, money, 
add prayers have been spent in the 
drunkard’s behalf. Has any person 
ever discovered a saloon within the 
boundaries of a vegetarian community? 
The very thought is incongruous and 
illy matched with the sobriety of meat 
abstainers.

The laws of sacrifice may differ from 
the laws of cruelty, and yet as the 
world advances sacrifices will become 
a soul and not a body offering; and cru
elty and barbarity will exist only upon 
the pages of past history.

The Development of Spirit
ual Perception.

Much may be done in the develop
ment of spiritual perception, and its 
practical realization, by regular and 
systematic exercise of certain qualities 
every day. These qualities will build 
reliable channels, by ■which the various 
territories of tlie §oul may be brought 
into communication. They are the fol
lowing: The cultivation of receptivity. 
This is to be acquired by the practice 
of Self-surrender; namely, emptiness of 
“thought objects," coupled with willing
ness to receive—not anxiety to hold, 
and get—but simple willingness, un
opposed by any pre-existing desire or 
prejudice. The second quality is ab
solute faith or expectancy, which is the 
attitude of a child toward a loving pa
rent, who gratifies all wholesome needs.

The third quality is persistent pa
tience. Try agalnrond again to achieve 
the innermost ideal;-the highest concep- 
t.on of good, which lean be framed in 
the thought. Seek for truth, not only 
for self-advancement, but for universal 
helpfulness.

This is the recognition of that un
alterable law of, good, the unity or 
oneness of the. many.

Through efforts based upon these 
underlying principles, knowledge of 
vast import may be Required, and cour
age too, that will meet’and conquer the 
stubborn foes of '¡passion, led by 
ignorance and selfishness, and met in 
all the dally walks of-life.

Ask of the “OverAyorld,” and of its 
teachers. Ask in trust and jiurity of 
purpose, and lessons’ will be learned, 
that will shine like light In darkened 
ways. • - '

The great map of the soul, and its in
heritance, will be unrolled, and as little 
by little, you acquaint yourself with its 
geography, you wllí’Conqucr sense lim- 
itatlons, and piiss ouU into unexplored 
regions. An exaltation of spirit will 
lead you into fields-pf truth, unfettered 
by bond or limit; ■ , I '

If jqu seek fóKtests, you will find 
¿tíiéfn-ín the unanswdrable. logic of your 
'own consciousness,! a thousand fold 
more worthful than’, the external phe
nomena expressed through other in
dividualities. .

If you ask for guidance, in the .com
plex ways about,-listen to. that voice 
that speaks within flip-templed domé 
of your own soul. ,’Óut of the soundless 
silence it will give'’you counsel. -

Prove all things by your own highest 
measure of truth and justice. It will 
never fail you. > : .

Around you, and: about you, as dose 
to you, as breath itself, are the answers 
to your questions. Bo ready to receive 
them. Apply them' to universal good, 
and countless more will wait to do you
service.

Austin, Ill.
ELLA DARE.

»No subject can be too sacred to be un
derstood.—Ingersoll.

A Great First Cause” and 
“A Beginning.”

Mi I ad a Cerny, the Wonderful 
Baby Pianiste.

Arrested by Order of State 
Board of Health.

To the Editor:—Many people in their 
extremities of thought, and not having 
sufficient knowledge of the proof, fall 
into vague and erroneous conceptions, 
and inconsistencies; resort to vain 
imaginations, presenting them as con
clusive arguments, thinking thereby to 
bolster up some untenable position they 
may have fallen into, without due con
sideration of the facts in tlie case, and 
the blighting influence of such conclu
sions on the following generations. 
Such positions generally are taken by 
that class of people who are setni- 
enllghtened (and in fact some of the 
more enlightened), misguided, er
roneously taught, and whose limited 
minds are filled witli obsolete and an
tiquated ideas, handed down by some 
equally dark und benighted mind ante
dating their own.

We often read about and hear such 
expressions as “A Great First Cause,” 
and “A Beginning.” The one implies 
tliat there existed prior to, and pre
ceding all subsequent causation, a 
causation force, or power, tliat ante
dates all cause and results, and is the 
prime causation of all subsequent phe
nomena.

The other, that there was a positive, 
indefinite time fixed, that the whole 
universe was ushered into a tangible 
existence from an unlimited chaos, 
from an absolute nothing, and filled an 
unlimited vacuum with a tangible ma
terial, by the mighty wand ot some 
unseen power. In these rush days of 
the present age, Intelligence is the 
pioneer of, and keeping pace with, all 
progress, mid all old fossilized ideas 
and theories that had their origin in 
past ignorance and siqa-rstition are be
ing relegated to tlie past, and all results 
are traceable to legitimate cutises, and 
within the bounds of rational solution.

Now it is an undisputed fact that 
there never was anil there never can 
be a result obtained without a legiti
mate cause, and that cause within the 
limits of possibilities, and tliat will 
stand the crucial test of the closest in
vestigation. It would be a very short
sighted and incomprelienslve mind Unit 
would take a stand and argue to the 
contrary, in these more intelligent and 
enlightened days, in fact for any one to 
advance the theory that there wits 
“a great first cause” or “a beginning” 
to all universal nature, without pre
senting a philosophic cause, would be 
pusillanimous imagination, and con-

terlal solar systems, of radiant lumi
naries, twinkling stars, flashing comets, 
are in existence. No mortal man, ao 
immortal spirit, of whatever name or 
grade, can trace its origin, or assign 
the cause. It would be egotistical 
effrontery, and an Insult to all common 
sense and reason, to present the idea 
that there existed a great first pro
ducing cause, within the bounds of 
nowhere, or within the borders of end
less space, with sufficient power to call 
into existence a boundless universe 
from an eternal chaos, with a single 
stroke of fiat will or power; and none 
but those of warped and undlsceruiug 
minds and limited Intelligence in re
gard to the law of cause and effect, 
would presume to take such a stand, or

prime generator of something; and yet 
there are many among us to-day, who 
call themselves highly educated, teach
ers of the public, who still hold to such 
preconceived and antiquarian , ideas. 
But the critic will say: “From whence 
the ponderous material universe, with 
all its intricate and controlling laws?” 
To which I reply: We stand face to 
face with a result, or fact, an actual 
existence, the origin of which is a pro
found problem to solve. Now as this 
result is beyond the scope of any 
known intelligence'to locate a cause, it 
stands to reason, that its existence is 
eternal in its nature. Now, as the result 
must be like unto jbe producing power 
or cause, so the 'producing power or 
cause must be like unto the product 
Thus the result and the cause cor
respond—which Is, an eternal existence. 
Now the life principle in all the ma
terial universe is Spirit, and we, being 
the denizens and offspring of the earth, 
which is a small portion of the vast 
whole, which is a compound of spirit 
and matter, are consequently endowed 
with the same eternal living spirit, or 
principle, that has existed from all 
eternity, and thus will continue to ex
ist in a never-ending eternity. Thus 
Immortality. But, he says again, that 
such a position taken, would obliterate, 
or annihilate, a creative cause, which 
would be rank Infidelity. Can’t help 
that, there is yet no proof that such a 
power does exist, or ever did exist; 
Imagination will not obtain in this 
case, consequently nothing to. disprove.

It is a lamentable fact that error, 
superstition, ialse teaching, early 
training, and misconceived ideas, with 
their traditional effect, are so strongly 
entrenched and grounded in the minds 
of the people, brought down from ages 
past; by the law of succession, that 
ages yet In the future will have to be 
jived out and passed before such teach
ings will become eliminated and erad
icated, and Truth gain preponderance 
and a universal sway of the human 
mind. . C. P. MITCHELL.

Moline, Ill. - - - • - • - •

Four-year-old Malada Cerny, the baby 
piauiste of Chicago, Is a strange child 
of fortune. Scarcely two years ago this 
Infant prodigy sprang Into publicity 
with her perfect interpretation op the 
piano of master compositions. Without 
warning the precocious child, a real 
nine days’ wonder, was suddenly 
struck with blindness, and the short 
tour planned for the larger Eastern 
cities never came to pass. The little 
musician disappeared from public view 
as meteor-like as she had made her 
miniature bow, and wondering critics 
soon forgot to discuss her seemingly 
superhuman powers.

In the meantime Mother Nature, ever 
kind to the offspring of art, gently 
touched the sealed eyelids and sight 
was partially restored'to the little one. 
Within the past fortnight this child 
wonder, whose coming career assumes 
a strikingly interesting aspect, has 
been fully given her second sight.

This young musical marvel, whose 
tiny legs dangle almost all day long 
from the piano stool, is a direct de
scendant of Czerny, the famous com
poser. Her father, the president of the 
Bohemian Conservatory of Music, is a 
struggling musician, who lives m a 
simple way down In the Bohemian 
quarter of the city.

ONLY FOUR YEARS OF AGE.
The child, who is extremely delicate 

in health and looks no older than three 
years, is seldom shown to visitors now
adays, tlie father wisely wishing to 
give the little Bohemian genius every 
chance to make a secure start on the 
highway of success in the course ot a 
few years.

The re]H>rtory of tills tiny tot, whose 
baity fingers find such sweet melody in 
ivory keys, includes twenty-four high- 
class compositions. When she gave two 
recitals for the best musical critics in 
Chicago before her misfortune, the 
pieces played were "The Slumber 
Song,” "Gipsy Rondo” and "Bohemian 
Air,” by Merz; "Tarantella,” by Plt- 
zowska; "Sonatina,” by Clementi; 
“Bohemian Dances,” by Ondricek; 
“Grand Fantasia,” by Wanaus, and 
others of equal pretensions. The critics 
marveled much at tlie extraordinary 
rendition, perfect m every particular, 
and prophesied great things for the in
fant musician. Then came the sudden 
blindness and the future seemed dark 
for the little one.

This tiny blue-eyed, flaxen-haired 
baby shyly hangs her head at the ap
proach of a stranger and only answers 
in low monosyllables at the urging of 
her father.

“Are you going to be a great mu
sician some day?” was asked the little 
genius the other morning.

“Yes’m,” was the sole but reassuring 
word lisped by the baby lips after mucli 
coaxing.

MUSIC IS THE CHILD'S LIFE.
Music is the life of the little one. The 

restless fingers of the child are always 
moving, awake or asleep, as if playing 
the piano. She thinks or dreams of 
nothing but melody. The toys of the 
nursery are nonsense to her, and her 
sensitive little soul Is satisfied only 
when the tiny fingers are making music 
on the big piano or when her father is 
giving a lesson to some aspiring pupil. 
Then Baby Mllada sits by in rapture, 
and, the lesson finished, clambers upon 
the stool and repeats with precision the 
piece just executed, probably for the 
first time in her hearing.

Not long ago the child was playing a 
Hungarian melody for a visitor when a 
single small mistake was made. The 
little performer pulled her hand away 
from the instrument as if burned. She 
pouted after the fashion of much older 
musicians for a few minutes and sim
ply would not be consoled. Finally she 
was Induced to try again and played so 
perfectly from first to finale that the 
baby face was wreathed with happy 
smiles.

“The child is altogether so cranky for 
music,” said the proud but perturbed 
father at parting the other morning, 
“she actually cries for it. Of course we 
know she should have perfect rest at 
this critical time, but we simply cannot 
keep her from the keys. What the out
come will be I don’t know, I'm sure. 
But we hope—we do hope so much.” 
And there suddenly came a glad light 
into the eyes of the struggling father of 
this little genius.

To the Editor:—The intelligence of 
every progressive thinker is again in
suited by the autocratic State Board of ! 
Health m the arrest of Dr. Birkholz, 
simply and only because he "treats” 
and cures the sick of all manner of dis
eases that many of the best medical 
doetois in the world have given up as 
incurable.
, Mr. Baines is the attorney for the • 
Boaid, and he made ihe comphunt upon 
which the doctor was arrested. He had 
read carefully the hundreds ot testimo- 
nlals in tlie papers wherein it was 
stated,under oath that the patients had- 
been treated by many, sometimes a 
score, of the best physicians that money 
and influence could obtain, and yet ! 
grew noise and were given up as incur
able, but when treated by Dr. Birkholz ■ 
they were restored to health and were 
as well as ever. All those testimonials 
the attorney tor tlie board had read and 
he believed them. He also knew that 
Dr. Birkholz used no medicines nor > 
knife in any of his treatments; and yet 
he argued to the Jury in tile (in)justice 
court that Dr. Birkholz was "practic
ing medicine" under the statute of 1887, < 
that says: “Any person shall be regard
ed as praeud^ medicine, within the 
meaning otw®fc act who shall ’treat/- 
operate on, LiRpresiTibe lor any phys*--» ’ 
leal ailment of another.”

Tliat act was passed in 1SS7, when > 
there was not enough "treating of pa- ¡s 
tlcnts for bodily ailments ’'without the .. 
use of medicine or knif e" to be notice- ■ 
able, and hence such treating was not 
in contemplation by tlie legislators ' i: 
when the act was passed; but was■•••.r 
meant to cover the • treatments” of v 
physicians by the use of medicines, It .., 
is a very miTiral expression, " >> lint 
physician is ’treating’ you.'” and lionq ■ 
but tlie vulgar would ask, "What physi- 
clan (or doctor) Is doctoring’ you?

The impartiality of history is not that 
of the mirror, .which merely objects,, 
but of the judge who sees, listens and 
decides.'—Lamartine.

No man upon earth can have the least 
spark of love for a God who holds in 
reserve eternal, hard, and violent chas
tisements for ninety-nine hundredths of 
his children.—Jean Meslier.

Not a true thought, a pure resolve, or 
a -loving act, has ever gone forth in 
vain.—Robertson. ........

In this world in which we’re living, and 
where each one plays his part,

And where all our life-deeds measure 
the largeness of the heart,

Should there come some day a judg
ment, and a test should then be 

made '
According to their lives on earth, each 

heart should then be weighed,
What think you of the weighing, as 

each one’s heart is scaled?
Of those who won success in life, of 

those.too, who had failed?
Would there not be some changes, sur

prises to us all?
For some would have their hearts en

larged, and some have none at all.
There would be th^ hearts all selfish, 

whose only thought through life,
Was greed and- gain, and selfish aim, 

crushing others in the strife.
How disappointed they will feel, when 
. to the Stales they go, .
To find the heart that beats for self, 

weighs but an ounce or so.
And still more humbled they will be, to 

find those they despise,
Who lived Tor others, doing, good, with 

■ hearts just twice their size.
So make your life-work here below, one 

of kindness and of love,
And then your heart will scale all 

right, should it be weighed above.
BYRON STILLMAN.

No man can tell whether he is rich or 
poor by turning to his ledger. He is 
rich according to what he is, not accord
ing to what he has.—H. W. Beecher,

even with or without the laying on Of ; 
the hands and no medicines. And I < 
heard Mr. Barnes s?iy that "even if 
Jesus Christ should come to Illinois 
and heal tlie sick, lie would have him 
arrested for It, unless lie applied to th® 
State Board of Health and obtained a 
license to practice medicine." ■:

I would like to ask the State Board of- 
Health: In or on what would you cXt 
amine such an applicant? All you';, 
know is what you have learned from : 
books. There is no formula In any 
book In existence tliat prescribes the 
manner for healing in tlie way that the ■ 
Christ did. Hence it would be an im- . 
possibility to get a license even if ap
plied for, and "healing" in tho only nat
ural way would have to forever cease, 
and the medical doctor would compel 
the sick to be "treated" by them or die 
—and the most of them die. anyway, If 
“treated” by the régulai-” physician.

I was in the (¡injustice court when 
the State’s attorney went through the 
farce of a trial of Dr. Birkholz. The 
doctor was not present in court. Mr. 
Barnes Introduced the sworn state
ments and other testimonials before the : 
jury, to show that Dr. Birkholz was 
“treating” patients in the city of Chi
cago. Then a detective was sworn and 
stated that he was in the waiting-room 
of the offices of Dr. Birkholz, and saw 
patients go in and come out of the 
treating-room, but took no treatment 
himself, and came away after talking 
with some of those who had been 
treated. That was all the evidence that 
was introduced, and yet under the . 
claim of Mr. Barnes, the jury found 
that Dr. Birkholz was practicing medi
cine within the meaning of the statute,, 
without a license from the State Board : 
of Health. . . :

The court then fined him $100 and 
costs and immediately, and without de
mand for the payment of the fine and 
costs, the court Issued a mittimus and 
had the Doctor arrested. He then took ■ 
his lawyer and went to the Supremo 
Court at Springfield and applied for a 
habeas corpus to test the constitution
ality of the statute under which he was 
arrested; but the Supreme Court 
sent him back to the circuit court, to 
try that issue, and, if beaten, ho would 
have the right to appeal to the Supreme 
Court. The doctor then gave bond for, 
his appearance “when wanted” and 
left the matter in the hands of ills at
torney, to be taken up at tlie conven
ience of the court, which, probably, will 
be In October next; and Dr. Birkholz is 
now under bondsand resting at his sum
mer home at New Buffalo, Mich.

But when his vacation is ended he 
will again open offices in Chicago and 
continue to “heal” all who come .to him 
for “treatments,” just the same as lie 
did before his arrest, for he holds that 
men and women who are sick have 
“rights” which even the Suite Board of 
Health are bound to respect, and that 
Is an inalienable right to be cured of • 
their infirmities by whomsoever they 
may elect to “treat" them, whether 
with or without medicine.

Hence, September 1, will find him 
again in commodious offices, "healing” 
the sick of all manner oi diseases and 
ailments, in the city of Chicago, that 
the sick may not die, but recover In ■ 
spite of the medical doctors who knowr 
nothing except they have read it in 
some book, and can repeat that to the . 
State Board of Health and for which 
repeating they get a license to “treat” .
the sick. CHARLES HOWELL.

People's Institute, Chicago.

A Michigan pastor recently surprised 
his congregation with this announce
ment: “Remember our quarterly meet
ing next Sunday. The Lord will be with 
us during the morning service, and the 
presiding elder in the evening.”

He surely is in want of another’ll pa
tience who has none of his own.—Lava- 
ter. -

A Christian isn’t really much of a 
Christian, unless he’s a Christian whgtj 
there is nobody watching him. ■'
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ego aspire to the highest, and sooner or later the highest 
will be his, whatever may have been his physical and men
tal experiences in earth life. .This doctrine can, as I be
lieve, and have tried to show, be substantiated and up
held by natural facts, as discovered and recorded by the 
scientist, when examined in the light of spirit return. I 
have further tried to show that all teachings; founded on 
the, “say so” of a spirit will ever remain uncertain, con
fusing, and for the most part, misleading, owing to the 
impossibility of perfect communication between the two 
states of existence.

San Leandro, Cal. :

1 Most European Spiritualists are believers in reincarna- 
lion, as taught by Allan Kardec. Very few^ American 

v Spiritualists have accepted such teaching. —-i
prominent and highly esteemed American mediums main- 

j tain that it is a truth founded upon natural law. I be- 
r?’-iieve they make a distinction between the French concep

tion of reincarnation and what they term re-embodiment. 
■.. But for the purposes of this article I need not attempt to

LI ” ¡describe the microscopic difference, nor do I deem it nec
- fssary to discuss, or attempt to analyze the difference, be

B tween the belief of Theosophists and that of such Spirit
fl- palisis as accept the doctrine. .

We notice that the Spiritualist who is a believer has ac- 
copied the teachings of certain spirits, who, through their 
mediums, uphold and proclaim the dogma. If all return- 

■ jng spirits were alike in asserting reincarnation to be a 
■ -’ truth in their own experience it might compel our re
fl’ Spec!, and careful examination of such an (asserted) nat- 
■ lira! fact. But when we perceive the great majority of 
■>« (American mediums contradicting the inspired statements 
fl - of their brothers and sisters in Europe, it becomes the 
fl' paid of wisdom to quietly ignore either and both sides of 
■ such “revelations.” The prudent investigator will pre
fl" .fer to determine liis belief from the facts at his disposal, 
fl gathered by the scientist in earth life. He has already 
I. policed that most prominent workers in the field of me- 
■ - diumship and psychometry are in the habit of hurling 
Hi..their bombs from a mortar of “thus saith the spirit, ’ and
B" forthwith expecting opposition to disappear, like the 
fl- Spanish ships at Manila. And the aforesaid prudent in- 
■:<. >estigator well knows that it has been such claims made by 
fl«-- leaders in Modern Spiritualism that have led most of the 
■..world’s thinkers to smile at even the asserted proofs of 
■ ' human immortality, for they feel that the judgment of 
■ : a “spirit worshiper” is not to be relied upon in any ques

tion of fact.
MYSTERIOUS MAHATMAS.

• Our Theosophical brethren have occupied a different 
position, but equally opposed to what we may call the 

• “common sense” of our every-day life. Their mysterious 
■ Mahatmas are, at the best, an unknown quantity, when it

is sought to collect the proofs of reincarnation. Their 
• leaders urge us to accept the belief on the ground that it 

explains life’s mysteries in a lucid and attractive manner. 
But we find, as we read or listen, that their entire con

’ ception and belief is really based on what they themselves 
deem most right and proper under the circumstances. In 
other words, having made up their minds what they 
would do if they wielded tbe powers of the universe, they 

-■ -assume that to be Nature’s plan, and by the aid of a culti
vated imagination, evolved through untold generations of 

. unwashed, but saintly Hindoos, they divide time into fig
ureless periods, and space itself into segments, wherein 
and whereon the play of reincarnation may amuse and in- 

■ 1 teyest the gods for ever and ever. Amen.
I " wSo the man of to-day who would study tlje past, the 

present and the future of human life must, first of all, re
fuse to be influenced by the “say so” of any spirit. And 

k in the next place he will recognize that he can hope for 
no rational assistance from the Mahatmas and leaders in

But several The scientist has two grand instruments, the telescope 
and Use microscope, both dealing with that which is re
mote from his daily life, and beyond the powers of his un
aided senses. For our present purpose we will ask him to 
tell us what he discovers in his search amid the almost in
finitely small. Just as no, dividing lines can be dis
cerned between animal, vegetable and mineral, so the for
mer division between tire organic and inorganic is becom
ing obsolete. Intelligence—force—matter, the insepar
able and only “three-in-one,” are, so far as he can judge, 
the actual All in All of the Universe. He tears molecule 
from molecule, watching the effects of extreme heat and 
cold, and at last reduces the solid to vapor, and then to 
invisibility. But he still holds it in his grasp. He may 
not see it, but he can. still weigh and meausre it. In’ that 
way he discovers the limit of his power. This wonderful 
“tliree-in-one” laughs at his puny efforts, and remains 
exactly as it was when he commenced his investigations 
and experiments, save that it has changed its form of 
manifestation to his senses. Every particle is there un
changed, save in its relation to other particles. He is in 
presence of the eternal. He can measure and weigh the 
portion of it he has under experiment, although the infi
nite whole is-as far from liis grasp as ever. He will tell 
us that what he calls “law” rules, by whieh he means that 
he can never escape from the effect pf intelligence acting 
upon matter by force. Whenever he can exactly repeat 
conditions, “law” asserts itself in the same manner. And 
it is always by one or other of two methods of action. 
This mysterious and indestructible particle is always at
tracted or repelled by its nearest neighbor. The scientist 
is well aware that he has never come face to face with the 
ultimate particle, nor does he ever expect to. Indeed he 
smiles at one well-known and talented writer who de
scribes its shape, and tells us there is a hole in it. It is 
a gathering of such particles which the scientist examines, 
and calls a molecule, and it is with such that he experi
ments. All of the universe that bides within the reach of 
liis telescope and his microscope is composed of groups of 
his molecules. So the ultimate remains beyond his grasp. 
He has, however, learned that it embraces matter, force, 
intelligence; or if matter be deemed a manifestation of 
force and intelligence, he may count the atom as dual in
stead of triune.

Theosophy.
I*  STUDY REINCARNATION.
I.- Modern Spiritualism has given tbe believer spirit re
I - turn, and therefore human immortality. Apparently ev
I- ’frything beyond that must be acquired by hard work, re

suiting in a collection of facts which can be proved and 
I; attested in the schools and laboratories of every-day life. 
I. The student who aspires to unfold the highest that is 
»' "within him soon discovers that it is neither the physical 
I'- ;por the intellectual. It is true both those demand care
I ful development, but wisdom demands that they be har- 
l'‘ pionized with the powers of his own spirit, a segment of 
R. which scientists are beginning to recognize and specify as 
® * firn unconscious or subliminal man. So when I wish to 
1/ examine and study reincarnation I find no help either 
I*  from “spirit return” or Mahatma lore brought from Asi- 
■<,. ptic wilderness. I must turn to such natural facts as 
fl' - have been gathered for me by the self-sacrificing scientist, 
1'gta Whom the discovery of a single new fact amply adorns 
I- 'p life of three-score years and ten. I have the right to 

make my own inferences and deductions from his attested 
kl’ fact. But all the same his fact may be a truth, and my 
I- inference an error. The inference is but a theory, ac- 
■- $epted until proved untrue. And this is my position. I 
■7- propose to take certain natural facts, and infer from them 
I', the past, the present and the future of man. I hope to 
I - know more in the future than I do to-day, and unless my 
H' present belief harmonizes with that coming knowledge, 
■/¿I'shall gladly discard it, and accept tbe higher truth. 
■'-Such is my position, and the only one to which I invite 

the reader. The student must be prepared to do a little 
■"solid reading and thinking, if he would hope to form a 
■? definite and intelligent opinion on this abstruse subject. 
■ T am not proposing to invite him to share my belief, but 
■'. will try ami show him certain facts in nature by which he 
■y.imay form an opinion for himself.

■ N Y1LR1 S RLINCARN YTION
■"- 'Nature seems to realize a species of reincarnation in 
■safhose organisms winch require more than one mother be- 
■;xfore they atpnn the special maturity to which we object. 
■ -Some of our dearest and most attached enemies, such as 
■istiie'tapeworm, belong to tlus class. But a yet more 
■^marked illustration is the - fluke.- which makes the life

I?

IE

:of tlie innocent sheep very unhappy, besides spoiling him 
for mutton. After the fluke has made himself at home in 
the liver of the sheep, at the expense of his host, he be- 
.comes the patriarch of a family which is expected to find 
its-way into water bv natural process, before it emerges 
■from, its egg. After hatching it becomes, or tries to be-

l&Eiome the guest of a water snail, to whom it gives the op- 
foportimity of much suffering before another "reincarna
' -tion” takes place. I he round is only completed when 

-some sheep or lamb quenching his thirst, becomes a liv
ing sacrifice for the benefit of the reincarnated fluke.

Ik

4

Ip: Nntprahsts will, if you care to listen, instruct you in 
Ivemany such murderous processes of our good and •‘kind 
[’/■-Mother Nature." The point I am making is tins. The 
|v .-student may here take his choice. He may choose to ig- 
k iioie 11 such facts, and picture for himself a Deity' who is 
|t. only good, and loving and kind, except when he gets an

That is the theological and Christian Science meth- 
k-od. Or the student may slop and theosophisc a little.. 
feand fancy Mr. Water Snail and Mrs. Sheep as perhaps 
Iteaionmg for having, made other folks unhappy when they 
Iffixweremen and women. The fluke himself may be imag- 
fejned as having been a cold-blooded scientist, sentenced bv 
i kjTature to continue his experiments on a somewhat lower 
I stjdane. '. .Or he may. and this is what I suggest, just take 
lathings as they come, the facts as they exist, and try to 
sfejjearn .their lesson. It is obvious that the discovery of a 
^factis of little value until the fact is put to use. Some 
wets fit into machinery, from others you may manufact- 
^ure a theory; and it is tlus latter class that I now propose 

press into our service.

ATTRACTION AND REPULSION.
But his investigations now lead him a step further. Ev

ery molecule is a group of atoms which attract one an
other. They do more than this. They repel as well as 
attract. That this is so is demonstrated by what he calls 
“elements.’ He may vaporize and drive apart such mole
cule gloups into invisibility, but the attraction remains 
unbroken; the intelligence which chooses its mates is 
active as ever. So finding he cannot get back of this law 
he declares that he has found an “element.” The es
sence of an element is that its attraction is its predomi
nating manifestation of force. Yet if some more learned 
scientist were some day to dissolve and dissect element 
after element, it would still be to at last come face to face 
with the inseparable. And it is that inseparable—inde
structible, and therefore eternal particle which is under
stood by the term “atom.”

Something may be said to be known of this atom, al
though it must itself always remain imaginary to the sci
entist. He is obliged to dignify it with the attributes or 
powers of attraction and repulsion. This he calls “po
larity.” Each atom is assumed to differ in some respect 
from every other atom, for such is the law of the universe, 
which demands such individuality that no two grains of 
sand, no two leaves in the mightiest forest are exactly 
alike. Therein we have the eternal principle of individ
uality, which we thus discern to be entirely independent 
of form. Chaos may thus be imagined as slumbering 
atoms, floating in space. Wake those atoms and the play 
of creation commences. The power that awakens is the 
unknown but mighty Great First Cause. To'it we 
ascribe “infinity” and therefore incomprehensibility. All 
theology is founded on attempts to comprehend the in
comprehensible. So most reverently I worship in silence. 
But I claim the right to investigate that in wliich the 
evolved intellect of man will become all powerful to play 
the creator, subject always, and everywhere, to the limita
tions imposed by the Great First Cause on the eternal 
atom. The limitation that may be called “Ignorance of 
the Knowable” has claimed Divine Royalty along the 
ages. But the day hasxome for that kind of limitation 
to be uncrowned, and divested of its sanctity.

MYSTERIOUS LIFE PRINCIPLE.
Since our present study is man, we have these scientific 

verities to guide us in our investigation. Man the mor
tal is easily analyzed. The salts and minerals and gases 
of which he is composed are taught to the children in 
our schools. But it is also true that bevond t.hps» 
is a mysterious life principle pertaining to every separate 
atom in the organism. Lach seems to come at its own 
will, do the special work for which it is fitted while it re
mains, till presently tired, and perhaps exhausted- it take« 
its departure. But in its presence and its work it exhib
its tne qualities of force, intelligence and matter which 
as wfi have seen, inhere to every atom in the universe 
Now what brings it to the service, holds it to dutv and «t 
last bids it begone? We have but to recall its all-potent 
-attraction and repulsion - to find the answer- It-come« 
because attraction is dominant. So long as attraction 
rules it remains, but when repulsion gains control it is 
driven from its position, like the comet from its central 
Sun. But the attraction to which it is thus subjected is 
far more potent than that exerted by its molecule neigh
bor. -Thought’- is the mighty potter. which, as soon as 
it awakens in the human organism assumes and maiufaina 
control for good or ill, so long as the personality of man
hood is maintained.. Everyone knows that thought can 
both kill and cure. It attracts and repels that which in
jures or blesses, and the atom obeys the call every time

THE EGO NOT MOLECULAR.

The automatic work done m the organism by an intelli- 
gonce which dominates certain organs and function« 
seems distinct from the thought power upon which i« 
founded true manhood. This last is central and auto
cratic, the expression of an ego which is impatient of in
terference by another will. This we recognize when we 
speak of hypnotism and mediumship as "abnormal ” To 
subject this ego to another will, save for a very limited 
period, is injurious to the development of its selfhood- 
and is so recognized by both spirits and mortals- But 
tlus ego is not a molecule group of atoms. Were it «0 
then, like every other molecule, it could be taken apart 
and its identity destroyed. Nav. the lesson of sciencn 
gathered from the universe, is that all molecules and their 
blendings sooner or later drop apart. From speck to «nn 
the law is that first attraction rules, and form i« evolved- 
Afterwards repulsion dominates, and the form dissolve« 
Hqrem is the vast import to humanity of the fact of spirit 
return; The scientist, haring proved the truth of the

general principlel^lattrjction and repulsion, has applied 

it to man as much as to planet. He has left his loved one 
in the grave, and.ytóumed to seek what comfort he might 
in liis philosophy of universal law, as applied to the mat
ter he senses andlanalyzes. Spirit return comes to con
vince him that man, like the forms in our illustration, has 
¿ore than one birth. Under tliis law the man who ap
peared to the scientist to be dead enters on a new present, 
linked to his own .'past, and with still and ever, an un
known future before him. Tills is as much a question of 
fact as liis present investigations, although it demands 
other tools, and must be made under different conditions 
from those of his laboratory experiments.

THE EGO INDESTRUCTIBLE.
Our question now becomes an enquiry as to how and 

why the human ego, or any other ego, can thus claim a 
second birth when the form it animated and controlled 
has dropped apart. We find the answer in the scientific 
fact that every form is composed of molecules that, by 
universal law, lose, their form existence. And therein is 
the logical demonstration that the Ego is not a molecular 
formation, because it survives the destruction of form. 
In other words, the ego survives death because it is itself 
an indestructible atom. In all life’s experiences the ego 
remains unchanged because it is an atom and not a mole
cule. The experiences of an atom can only be through 
its attraction and repulsion of other atoms; so at this 
point we return once again to the manifestation of the 
ego in man which we have called his “thought power.”

Thought is the activity of the ego’s self-hood, mani
fested, so far ae- we can judge, only in attraction and re
pulsion. Every thought is attracting certain atoms, and 
repelling others. The moment another atom has been at
tracted to an ego we have a molecule or form, which, as 
we have seen, it mqy be within the power of science to 
drive apart. If tire atoms so attracted are harmonious, 
and continue harmonious, that form experiences all the 
blessings of harmony whieh we term health and happi
ness. But if some of the atoms so attracted prove mliar- 
monious to the other atoms, we have what is called “dis
ease.” And whether tliis result be on the mental, physi
cal or spiritual plane depends upon the class of atoms at
tracted by the ego. So “thought” is perpetually attract
ing certain atoms, and repelling others. If it attract 
those that are beneficial to the form on the mental plane 
we have happiness. And if the opposite, then it is mis
ery. And yet further, if the same law be at work on the 
spirit plane of human consciousness, we are face to face 
with its consequences to what the scientist calls the sub
liminal or sub-conscious man, which is, however, but a 
fragment of the true spirit, although all that he has yet 
demonstrated in his investigations. Qn every plane alike, 
harmony means a building up of the form; and dishar
mony results in the destruction of the form. We term 
the results of this thought action, good or ill, according 
to its effect upon the form. And we have learned by ex
perience that thoughts of peace and love and good will to 
all constitute such attractive harmony that the form is un
der the best possible condition for its continuance. On the 
other hand, we Imvp- also learned that thoughts based 
upon self, expressed in hatred, envy and sensualism are 
evolvements of .the repulsive principle, and therefore 
tending to drive the form atoms widely apart.

Herein we come to a logical inference from this scien
tific base. If wq could continue thoughts that were har
monious in every ¡respect and detail, form would necessa
rily continue indefinitely. Even on the mortal plane, no 
three score years and ten, nor thirty score, nor any other 
limit could dissolve ,the form that continued to attract 
only the harmonious. What we call “death” must and 
would cease, simply ¡because nothing was repelled, save 
only that which would be inharmonious to the organism. 
But the student will at this point, take careful note that 
death is the pratent; result of the very experiences the 
ego is gaining in its earth life. He is learning to attract 
that which blesses him, and to repel that which is inju
rious. He is, as yet, very far from having learned his 
lesson, and therefore, until harmonious thought shall 
have been evolved, and become supreme, the fond dream 
of those who are seeking an earthly immortality must re
main a dream reality, and nothing more.

MAN’S PERSONALITY.
Man’s form life on earth constitutes what we call a 

“personality,” wliich includes something qiore than the 
molecules which the scientist analyzes aS &lts, and min
erals and gases. The memories and experiences born of 
the Ego’s attractive energy are blending into molecules 
of atoms that are beyond reach of the earthly scientist. 
But they are necessarily also forms, subject to the same 
law of attraction and repulsion, but on a plane above that 
of the physical wliich we call the material. So death, or 
dissolution of the material, does not affect them at all. 
The personality is as much alive as ever, because memo
ries and experiences cannot be expressed by the molecu
lar form we call mortal man. But the law continues su
preme. Tliis personality must attract the harmonious or 
it will not continue. If, on the contrary, it grow inhar
monious, then the personality must, like the earth form, 
drop apart; that is. disintegrate. It is quite possible that 
this process may be so slow that the personality may re
main for periods we would call “epochs” rather than cen
turies; but that must depend upon the extent of the in
harmony. At this point we reach the field where, if ever, 
we should find ourselves face to face with reincarnation 
or re-embodiment, if such be a natural law. But most as
suredly from a scientific standpoint, we find no room for 
it, no possibility of such a form experience under nature’s 
law. The ego having passed from earth life is just as 
much a person as ¿ver, for liis physical form never was 
a person. His memories and experiences are, as they 
were before, in active subliminal existence. His spirit 
personality continues to attract and repel just as before- 
and under the sam,e law. with the certainty of the same 
results. If he can attract the harmonious lus personality 
will remain. If he fail to do that, and actually attract 
the inharmonious, his personality must disappear sooner 
or later. His ego will return to its primitive starting 
point for perhaps another round, but so far as we can 
judge, with no possibility of re-entering earth hie. save 
as another and distinct personality.

iMAN’S FUTURE.
Although our ¿¿pcricnces m spirit return seem to in

dicate that many intelligences belong to the class of per
sonality that is slowTy falling apart, there are abundant 
evidences that mvriáds are achieving such powers of at
traction that notlihig but the inharmonious will be re
pelled. There rf hoqfield in that direction, nor any ne
cessity for reinciftnation. They love not self, but oth
ers. Every thought has become harmonious until their 
individual powerfak^gos. out of which attraction itself 
was evolved, compels- every force of nature into creative 
actmtv, subject fcr-their will. Harmony is thus supreme 
Immortality is. irf itself, notlung but the persistence of a 
personality that cin be recognized after one form has dis
solved, and another remains. The butterfly is an immor
tal caterpillar. If the remaining form itself dissolve- im
mortality would cease.. Eternal existence as a personal
ity is quite another thing. It depends upon this mighty 
power of attracting that winch will bless, and repelling 
that which would prove: harmful. He who can achieve 
tins becomes monarch of a universe founded on love in 
harmonious action, winch we call wisdom.

.Such I offer as man s undoubted future . from the 
standpoint of science, welded to spirit return. Many a 
side issue has suggested itself to the writer, but has been 
repressed lest tins article grew too lengthy for the average 
reader and student. If 1 have succeeded in offering n 
clear statement of my own beliefs the reader will have no
ticed that I have place m my thought for neither rein
carnation nor the orthodox Deity. I know too well that 
hcawn and hell are lus who will take them, and make 
them to suit himself. EarthJife, so padly full of inhar- 
montc-s, expresses nothing of'finality. Let the human

REINCARNATION-A CRITICISM OF “ADVANCE
. THOUGHT-FLASHES.”

To the Editor:—In jbur issue of May 14, an article ap
peared under the heading of “Advance Thought
Flashes.” The thought that is advancing with rapid 
strides among cultivated scholars, among the profound 
thinkers and reasoners, the unbiased, and unbigoted is the 
study of reincarnation and the basis thereof.

The writer says: “While I have long vainly challenged 
anyone to give any evidence'of reincarnation that I could 
not explain on the hypothesis of spirits hypnotizing mor
tals and causing them to view the'scenes that they had 
known, and practically to live the lives that they had 
lived in the form for a brief season, yet I receive some 
teachings on the subject from those in the other life that 
compel me to think (though not literally true) there is 
some basis for the claim.”

If in order, I would like to ask the gentleman if he can 
bring forward any evidence that reincarnation is not true 
on any other hypothesis than that which he claims? I 
also receive teachings on the subject of reincarnation 
from those in the other life that compel me to believe 
that their teachings are literally true. It seems to me 
that the scales are evenly balanced as regards this mo
mentous question. There is as much evidence in favor 
of the truths of reincarnation as there is against it, and I 
challenge any one to prove or give any evidence that it is 
not true.

The gentleman admits that he has received teachings 
from the other life on the subject which compel him to 
think that there is a basis for the claim. If he has re
ceived one iota of evidence from the other side, what is 
he going to do with it? Is it not as true as the other 
teachings he claims to receive from them? Can it be 
cast aside as only human theories? How does he know 
but that all the teachings are but hypnotized theories that 
he receives? All the mysteries that confront us cannot 
be solved in our short life, delve as we may.

Why man should take the flattering unction upon him
self that he is the origin of a soul is a question “confront
ing the curious” who believe in immortality of the soul, 
or that it lias no beginning and no ending, it seems con
ceit born of egotism to even consider it. What can be 
proven if the gentleman’s explanation be correct? Have 
not all human theories a starting-point? Is there not 
some basis for all advanced thought? Where does it 
come from? Are we sure that we live now and have an 
identity? Could we not be hypnotized and made to be
lieve that we are mortals when in reality we are some oth
er species of the animal creation? If the spirit world 
can hypnotize us in one way it can in another. What 
can we absolutely prove? There have been well-authen
ticated statements of animals appearing after death. The 
door of all knowledge is not opened in one life; we cer
tainly have had that truth demonstrated.

The little child that fought its way into this life, 
through some fault of the environments, or ignorance, 
breathes for a moment, then all is still, and we call it 
death. It is reasonable to believe that it does not awake 
from its magnetic sleep till it is safe again in the soul 
realm.

If it is necessary to live at all, I mean to be flesh-clothed, 
it is necessary to experience the law of matter, and that 
some soul will of necessity try the journey again. Where 
is the evidence that this theory is not true? Those who 
have arisen to the “highlands of immortality” tell us it 
is true, and that the mists, after repeated fives, will all be 
cleared away.

There are persons who lead exemplary lives, whose tes
timony on any subject would be taken without a question, 
until they tell you that they distinctly recollect a scene 
passed through in some other life. That is enough to 
brand them as insane or demented, while superstition and 
bigotry would burn them at the stake, had evolution not 
warned them of the signs of the times.
Comes sweetest glimpses often on my soul, 
AVliile long-past joys fondly o’er me roll, r 
Again I faintly catch an echo like a bell; ' “
I have lived before; where, I cannot tell.

Said Plato, “I have lived before. I have reasoned 
I know that I have, but where, I cannot tell, 
But memory holds the visions that often will arise 
Of other lives passed under other skies.”
Many are reasoning, and, logically, too, 
And the knowledge of evolution they sense is true. 
They know that before they have counted years, 
For glimpses of past lives with griefs and tears

well.

Bring back the touch of a loving hand, 
A watchful tenderness the soul understands; 
Again they feel the lips that gave the sacred kiss, 
And helped to frame the hours of perfect peace and bliss.

I agree with the gentleman that ignorance and bigotrv, 
with superstition, walk hand in hand, that the root of all 
evil (or what we call evil) is bom in the household of 
these three worthies, and only repeated reincarnations can 
bring the soul to the consecration of that oneness whieh is 
divinity, and winch in its purity we call heaven. Can 
tins be proven? I repeat that only the whisperings of 
past lives can awaken the soul to this knowledge. But 
to those whose pleasure it is to doubt and deny all spirit
ual life and being, deny the great over-soul whom we call 
God, wc would say put forth all your powerful exertions 
of magnetic skill and there will be nothing wonderful in 
it, since it can all be traced to ignorance and egotism, and 
lack of reincarnations that yet must be experienced to fit 
the soul for the everlasting glory of life beyond all expe
riences.

All, all must attain such joy. or fife, spirit, and God be 
a failure.

It is through agitation and questioning, that the spirit 
can progress, can look at the beyond without fear and 
trembling; can feel that the cause which sent it here will 
lead it on to a higher school of progress and knowledge
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BY W. J. COLVILLE.

Boporteof twenty-four distinct leeftree. recently-/ r—’ 
delivered in Now York, Brooklyn, Boston, Pblladel- 
pula and other prominent citiee of the United 
States, have contributed the haute of thia volume.

The chief alm throughout the volume haa been to 
arouae increased Interest lu the workable pOMlblli- 
tie« or a theory of human nature, thoroughly optlm- 
iatioaud at the same time, profoundly ethical, Aj 
aeveral chapters are devoted to Improved methods of 
education,The-writer confidently expects that many 
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youug, or who are culled upon to exercise supervision 
over the morally weak and mentally afflicted, will di 
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NEED OF A NEW BAPTISM.

the neighboring city of Omaha stands Machinery 
with wheels innumerable, shafting by the mile and

of the church in the newer settlements denied

To the Editor:—What better evidence can we get 
the disintegration of creeds than that furnished by their
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material prosperity of all Spiritualists. This means your 
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HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE

THE BIBLE, CHRISTIANITY AND CRIME
Considerations on the Causes for the Prev 

alence of Intemperance.
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steeples dounsli over six' thousand saloons.
Lhe late lamented Mayor oi Chicago informed me that 

these saloons could not. pay rents, insurance, gas bills, 
county and municipal tax on an income of less than thirty 
dollars per day. I hat is. each saloon woufd Have to re
ceive that amount over its counter every day or close 
business. Unit they continue business and seem to flour
ish, is evidence that their receipts on an average is in ex
cess of thirty dollars. Taking this as the minimum, 
thirty times six thousand is one hundred and eighty thou
sand dollars spent daily in the church and saloon-ridden 
city of Chicago to promote poverty, crime, degradation 
and misery. This fact proves Christianity another fail
ure as a reformatory system. It may be a howling success 
as an.antidote for the effects oi sin in another world, but 
it is an utter failure in preventing crime in tins world. 
In fact, instead of preventing vice and crime in tins file, 
evidence indisputable goes to prove that it only aggra
vates and increases them. One hundred and eighty thou
sand dollars to pay the whiskey bills oi Chicago ior a 
single day! What a showing for Dwight Moodys boasted 
system oi salvation by faith, alternated with regulation 
doses of "savin grace!"

Mr. Moody not long since asked that a season of prayer 
be held for the "conversion of moral men." AV hat does 
tins mean? To convert a moral man into a modern or
thodox Christian, would simply signify an exchange ol 
the moral mans honesty, integrity, sobriety and gen
erosity. for the Christian s hypocrisy, ianaticisni and 
small-fry meanness.

That pestilent clerical renegade. Sain Small, in a ser
mon preached in harwell s Hall. Chicago. February 24. 
1886. declared that he would prefer a drunkard as a 
teacher m the public schools to an infidel, and his Chris
tian congregation heartily applauded linn. I do not 
blame Sam Small for expressing a preference lor his kind, 
but his congregation did an indiscreet dung in giving a 
public expression oi his free whisky sentiment.
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moral action. A short and easy route to heaven without 
encountering the manifold stern duties of life. How ex
tremely accommodating to the men and women desirous 
of enjoving the broadest license of action, without regard 
to its quality.

Evangelist Pearson said, in a sermon preached in Nash
ville. Tenn.. May IU. 18-ju. that the sin of unbelief is the 
greatest and most damning sin .in the whole long cat
alogue. and the most pernicious. It is the black upas 
tree that overtops everything in the dark forests of hell. 
Thus we see that moral qualification and action are en
tirely ignored and not considered a necessary factor in 
the Christian scheme of salvation. This fact is proven 
by the criminal statistics, beyond refutation, lhe prison 
records of America, recently scheduled, go to show that 
within a period of ten years, nine hundred and eighty
seven priests and preachers had been incarcerated for 
crimes committed, and this is not a tithe in number com
pared to the clerical crimes perpetrated and never found 
out, or condoned and concealed by the church.

In the month of June, 1887, Bishop Hogan, of the 
Kansas City diocese, exposed thirty priests who were 
guilty of drunkenness and shameful liaisons with the ewe 
lambs of their several flocks, and for thus exposing the 
private practices of God’s anointed, Bishop Hogan was 
arraigned before the Pope and severely disciplined for 
giving to the world the professional secrets of the church 
and interfering with the secret privileges of his 
subordinates.

There is no moral [Bible] reason why a Christian can
not get drunk as often as he chooses and stay drunk as 

. long as he pleases. Noah and Lot, of Bible fame, were 
' guilty of the most beastly intoxication, and we learn from 
the Bible that Noah was a “preacher of righteousness,” 
while Lot was the only “righteous” man in Sodom, and 
the New Testament writers specially refer to him as 
“righteous Lot,” and to his soul as a “righteous soul.” 
Only tliink of this brace of disreputable old bums being 
represented by the Bible as exemplars of “righteousness!” 
And honest men and women laying claims to respect
ability, approving this outrage against clean morals and 
decency; how deplorable! And then our innocent Sun
day-school children are encouraged to sing about “good 
old Lot” and “good old Noah.” Oh, shame! where is thy 
blush? '

Solomon is the Bible paragon of wisdom, and as such 
he is a Christian standard of instruction. Several years 
ago there was kept in New Orleans a celebrated dive and 
joint called the “Clipper Shades,” and the proprietor 
formulated a popular card to increase and extend the pat
ronage of his place. On one side of this card was the 
name of the dive, with street and number; on the other 
side was the following:

OLD TESTAMENT:
“Give strong drink to him that is ready to perish, and 

wine to those of heavy hearts, and let him drink and for
get his poverty, and remember his misery no more.”— 
Frov. 31:6, 7. -

NEW TESTAMENT:
“Drink no longer water.”—Paul to Tim.
“He who loves not wine, women and song, remains a 

fool his whole life long.”—Martin Luther.
•When a celebrated brothel and drinking saloon can find 

appropriate precepts in the Christian’s Bible to advertise 
its man-polluting and woman-destroying business, we 
would decide it high time to call a halt on the Bible cir
culating business. We defy any Christian to put his 
finger on one sentence in the writings of those two illus
trious infidels, Thomas Paine and Thomas Jefferson, or 
any'’other infidel writer, that can be used to encourage 

. vicious or depraved habits. The Bible and doctrines of 
the church are a standing menace to the honesty, candor 
and virtue of mankind—virtually a lock on the wheels of 
man’s intellectual and spiritual advancement; and yet 
thousands of honest men and women candidly believe 
that if it were not for Christianity, the world would soon 
go to the demnition bow-wows; and are also deluded with 

' the idea that it must be sent as a safety measure to the 
heathep. Eternity alone can reveal the appalling wrongs 
and frightful outrages the heathen has suffered at the

hands of the Christian nations, especially from those, two 
direful curses, the slave and Liquor traffic. . -

Archdeacon larrar. in tho Contemporary Review, of 
July, 1889, gave the following statistics in regard to the 
accursed outrages perpetrated against the heathen bv 
(. hristian commerce:

Liquor annually exported irom Christian natío: 
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I hat clerical fishmarket slang-slinger. Sam Jones, in 
One oi Ins vulgar and indecent tirades delivered m Nash
ville, ,lenn, March 16. of the present year, stated: "I once 
said that more than half the liquor sold m Nashville 
was sold by members of the church. The papers jumped 
on me, but investigation proved that eighty percent of the 
saloon-keepers are members of the church." If such he 
the fact, why does Mr. Jones advocate the church as a re
formatory institution? Eighty per cent of the saloon
keepers church members! The reason of this is obvious; 
for they know the awful responsibility of their deathiul 
traffic and to insure against their just deserts they em
brace the church’s cheap, easy and convenient method of 
salvation. I can assure Mr. Jones that, while 80 per cent 
of the saloon-keepers are church members, the remaining 
2u per cent are sincere Bible believers and get much 
sweet consolation from contemplating the characters of 

Good Old Eoah" and "Righteous Lol."
I have just received a letter from a devout "mother in 

Israel, in which she states that she has adjured God to 
convert we at once, or send me to heli and stop my soul

destroying career. If the Christian's God and hell were 
not myths, it might result in something a little incon
venient and slightly uncomfortable: but under the cir
cumstances the adjurations of the sisters do me no harm 
and allord them much sweet comfort.: and hence I do not 
object to the consolation they derive from their hell, as it 
now constitutes their most important stock in trade.

(To be continued.)

the machinery through which the churcli works, are in 
splendid order—fully equipped and competent to con
quer this laud and the world for Christ, but they are not 
doing it; they wait the application of divine power—the 
baptism of the Holy Spirit.

Not only is the church not advancing all along the line, 
but it is not even holding its own. In places it is retreat
ing; needed re-enforcements are not furnished; con
secrated men and women, separated by the Holy Ghost 
for mission work, are not and cannot be sent for want of 
funds. Missionaries who through heroic self-denial have

gubjiei privileges ure nuiKiug sinpwrecK of ineir souis; 

some new and growing centers of influence left without 
the molding and restraining influences of the gospel aiid 
a “remembered Sabbath” are laying the foundations of 
future socialism and anarchy. Many talents are hid in 
napkins and buried; many stewardships are unrecognized 
and many Christians are robbing God by withholding a 
portion of the offerings that are his due; the church, 
through her boards, is in debt, and the cry of the mission
aries suffering from “deferred payments” and “reduced 
salaries,” ascends before the most high God. The cries 
of church members scattered as sheep without a shep
herd—the cries of your children going down to destruc
tion—are heard all over the land.' They reach to heaven, 
they- are as solemn as eternity.

To your closets, 0 church of the living God! file 
great and overwhelming need of the hour—of our coun
try and church—of our souls, is the fresh and impiediate 
baptism of the Holy Spirit—a baptism which shall set 
every heart on fire of God to possess this land for Christ. 
At the close of this century we face a future of great un
rest—of reconstruction—of marvelous and rapid changes. 
And the church must lead and control these changes or 
be overwhelmed by them. We are Bring in one of the 
great crises of the world’s history. The age demands 
consecrated men and women; consecrated time, con
secrated energies and consecrated wealth. Shall it have 
them? “Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse, that 
there may be meat in my house, and prove me now here
with, saith the Lord of Hosts, if I will not open you the 
windows of heaven and pour you out a blessing, that 
there shall not be room enough to receive it.”

“Begin to possess, that thou mayest inherit the land.”
X.

—---- ¡-¡.¡-j----- -
WEALTH MUST LEAVE ÏOU AT THE TOMB

Why not be contented with the little you possess, 
And just give the world the richness of your bloom? 

Why not give your surplus to your kindred in distress?
For you know your wealth must leave you at the tomb.

Why should you breed sickness in accumulating wealth 
When it only brings the soul eternal gloom?

Why not be contented with your labor and your health? 
For you know your wealth must leave you at the tomb.

Why not stay the hunger of your starving fellow-man, 
And thus pay the world the rental for your room;

Feed them with the surplus of your fortune while you 
can?

For you know your wealth must leave you at the tomb. 
When to gain a million ever means to rob and squeeze,

You must know the crime will seal your spirit’s doom, 
Then be up and seeking pain and sorrow to appease; ' ■

For you know your wealth must leave you at the tomb. 
There are threads of gold and silver for your soul to wear, 

When you weave them on your own life’s honest loom; 
But the ghost of hoarded wealth will haunt you over 

there, ■ "
For you know your wealth must leave you at the tomb. 

. - DR. T. WILKINS.

Colonization Advocated as tho Remedy for 
Ills and Dangers.

Ve take no step in that direction, beyond 
shouting for its necessity. While this is true, we are 
wliirhng along in the other direction as fast as the rapidly 
growing adversity can carry us. We are drifting m the 
turbulent stream of competition which still compels one 
to thrive (if at all) at his neighbors expense. We are al
ready m the eddying whirlpool of physical (financial) de
struction and swiftly approaching the fatal vortex wliose 
depth, is all the more deadly because hidden beneath the 
placid surface of secret pride and vain delusive hope!

What a picture! Individually we listlessly dream that 
sweet dream of the home of the soul in the great beyond, 
where all is harmony, peace and love. Collectively we go 
on drifting, already sinking together, each fairly cursing 
the fate of all, yet each shouting censure and execration 
against his neighbor tor not co-operating! In the name 
of consistency, I ask. when sliall this senseless clamor for 
the impossible be changed into a well-directed energy 
which shall result m the rescue of our helpless little 
barque and tow us safely to land? Echo answers, when? 
1 he answer should be in the language ot Brother Love
land s proclamation of a year ago. "Now or never!"

I have already stated that the only way possible out of 
this maelstrom of death and destruction is to colonize 
upon the general plan of mutual reciprocity. Wherever 
distance, loealitv and numbers are sucli as to justify the 
founding of a colony, let tliat colony be formed at once, 
or with as little delay as possible: not forgetting that the 
preliminary business, to be well settled, is to determine 
what special hue or lines of industry can be best pursued 
in that particular colony when m working order, all 
things considered. The very fact that we are Spiritual
ists is evidence that we are gifted with the faculty of rec
ognizing the truth when it is plainly presented. Argu
ment on a proposition like the above would be super
fluous. 1 he disease which afflicts us is competition gone 
to seed, ingrained, sprouting out in great sores all over 
the body politic, lhe remedy is co-operation that co-op
erates. Ihe disease, so long as we sufler it to torment us. 
compels us to devour one another m order to exist. The 
remedy is to start us in the way to aid one another in or
der iliat we may live. Ihe disease has been foisted upon 
us by the unhappy element ol greed rankling in the hu
man constitution from time immemorial, lhe remedy 
consists of love, the mighty conqueror of greed within us. 
Spiritualism develops this well-spring of love. I'his 
greed spirit has iiuinilested itself in two phases of activ
ity. 1’irst. the grasping propensity that seeks to rob al! 
with whom it comes m contact, as shown in the career oi 
the unscrupulous - financier; Second, the instinct that 
grips and hugs the gold as onlv a miser knows how. When 
these two powers blend in the same person, then and 
there we behold greatness. Such a one is great in in
famy. .

In dealing with these facts which stare us so plainly in 
the face on every hand, it is necessary to use plain lan
guage. The time has gone by for timidly touching the 
enemy with gloved lingers. IVe must now beard the lion 
in his den. IV here is this enemy. Greed, that we may 
find him? How shall we attack him and wage the 
battle with relentless vigor, till victory, glorious and com
plete shall crown our efforts? This victory over greed 
must be won, or our success is hopeless. Is this deadly 
enemy of the human race, this monster greed, found only 
where great wealth exists? Is it possible that none love 
gold except those who are. "rich?" This question is best 
answered by asking another, how many or us are "poor" 
from choice? Not one in ten thousand. Put a pin here, 
my friends. The proverb is as true to-day as in the olden 

compass so small as to leave but little capacity for enjoy
ment “in that Home of the Soul” in the “Sweet by and 
by.”

Manifestly then, the “rich” alone cannot be accused of 
this spirit of greed. In a certain degree it is inherited 
by us all. Right here the great test of Spiritualism 
comes in. Right here the real battle is fought. If I love 
my gold more than I love humanity, let me dismiss at 
once and forever the sweet dream that I am or ever have 
been a Spiritualist. This test holds good, remember, 
whether I am rich or poor. For one rich miser there are 
ten thousand poor ones; for a miser is one who loves gold 
—not that he necessarily has it in abundance. Show me 
the “poor” miser and I will show you a case of misery 
compounded—rubbed in to the bone and marrow! My 
moneyless friend who reads this, how is it with you and 
me? Ah! they tell me thoughts are things! Yet a hell 
like this is more fervid than the furnace where the three 
men walked unharmed. It seemed the angel was there 
to shield them. The Angel of Love must dwell with us 
in our dire affliction to-day; for the oppression is none 
the less real, even though our love ((or desire) for gold 
may- not be excessive!

The “rich” miser knows well that he can not take liis 
riches with him to the spirit world. The philanthropist 
whether “rich” or “pooM on earth, will be rich over there. 
While writing this page. I have heard and felt the raps 
come tap, tap, tap, on the under surface of my table, as if 
to urge me on To still plainer talk. Volumes might be 
written conceniihg covetousness and stinginess, which are 
but. the positive and negative poles of the same propen
sity, perverted- to. /illegitimate use. But what are vol
umes and libraries,of argument by the million when ar
rayed against this giant power of evil and oppression, till 
now carrying everything before it, laughing at every ap
peal of starring humanity imploring it to stay its hand; 
stifling the voice,.of conscience within, impelled by the 
fierce excitemept of success to still more deadly plots and 
schemes of plunder in the vain effort to satisfy this now 
thoroughly savage,lust for more! It is enough.

Spiritualism .has come to tell us. we have now reached 
the beginning of the end of this system of unmitigated 
savage robbery,,- J^Ve'cannot hope to recast the old and 
hardened criminals of our time,-grown callous from long 
experience, but our glorious literature issuing from the 
spiritual press and echoed from a thousand rostrums, like 
good seed, will grow—is growing—is bearing rich fruit 
in molding thought and instilling aspiration in millions 
of the rising generation, already catching glimpses of the 
divine law of eternal progression.

Now, as has been many times told in the various pe-' 
. riodicals, the great bulk of Spiritualists are poor in purse.

To bring this matter home, therefore, and deal with 
the subject directly on its merits demands a few more 
plain words to the “rich” brethren. In the times in 
which we live, colonization is utterly impossible without 
money. This is not primarily an appeal to your generos
ity. It is a test of your philanthropy. What kind of a 
heaven is possible for you, either hereDr lierafter if you 
are not a philanthropist? Remember now, please, we are 
keeping in mind the one thought so dear to us all, the 

work of colonization. Right here we must lav our plans 
On this ground is the AVaterloo of savage competition 
You, niy rich brother, are the Wellington, and this day it 
to be made glorious by the victory to be won by the vig
orous action ot the rank and tile who Shall light most val
iantly under your generalship. IVho is this Wellingtoni 
Wlio assumes the tremendous responsibility? 1 answer 
your name is Legion, ior ye are many.

Oakland, Cal. THOMAS H. B. COTTON.
------------ ;)o(;—;---------------— •

GRAVE OF OSIRIS DISCOVERED.
Orthodox Theology Knocked Out and His

tory to Be Revised.

It is well known to students that the Christian Bible is 
composed almost wholly, both Old and New Testament, 
of localizations and plagiarisms of the teachings of 
Osins. Confucius. Buddha and other great reformers who 
have been deihed in later ages. So great were the sim
ilarities between the stones oi the Bible and the teachings 
of Osiris, that Christians have ever consigned Usms to 
mythology, denying that such a person ever existed, and 
declare that the Osmans have borrowed from the Bible 
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names and attributes. Horus becomes in turn a popular 
god. being accepted as the chief figure in the widelv pre
vailing worship of the sun. Temples are erected iu va
rious cities to Osins. Isis and Horus, the human quality 
is lost sight of in the divine, the nods have lost all sim
ilarity to human beings.

Uns sketches the progress of the idea of divinity as it 
must have developed in Egypt, now that the tombs ot the 
god kings have been found. It is a natural and simple 
process, winch explains itself and upsets at a single blow 
the numerous theories which have been set down as the 
“science of religion,” or the development of “religious 
concepts.”

Volumes have been written upon this subject, evolved 
from the inner consciousness of the writers, often regard
less of facts. Many of these works have been branded as 
more fanciful than the myths which they attempted to 
explain, but nothing could so condemn their fancies as 
the discovery of the old stone sarcophagi of the gods— 
hard facts, too hard to be denied.

The a priori savants, who draw their theories as the 
spider spins his web, from tlieir own inwardness, will be 
rather tangled up in this web by M. Amelineau’s discov
ery. It is rather difficult to reconcile the tomb of a king 
with the theory that there never was such a being, and 
that the personalities Osiris, Isis, Set and Horus are 
nothing but personifications of the forces of nature. This 
is the way the theorists went to work. They took all the 
legends of the Egyptian gods and noted that one divinity 
is spoken of as “God of the Nile,” another is the "Sun 
God,” another is the “Dog Star,” and they jumped to the 
conclusion that all of the traditions were pure myths, 
based upon nature worship. They forgot that the great 
cemeteries, the necropolis at Abydos, for example, had as 
tlieir central idea the burial of a great god king, and 
could not see that there must have been some great facts 
behind the myths—not merely the facts of sun, star and 
river, but'the more concrete facts of a human king.

If we could go to Luxor and see the massive ruins of 
the temple, if we could dig beneath the sands of Abydos 
and see the hundreds and thousands of tombs of great 
men and small clustered around the tombs of the god 
kings, we might be convinced that these kings were once 
upon the earth. Here are the countless mastababs, or 
truncated pyramids, built for the reception of the ancient 
dwellers in Egypt. Some of the less wealthy were sat
isfied with mere wells, into which their coffius were 
lowered. Others had their mausoleums built in the shape 
of grottos, where whole families.were buried. In later 
times the tombs at Abydos took the shape of small pyra
mids, with a more elaborate interior arrangement. A 
stele from Abydos, now in the Leyden Museum, belonged 
to “the hereditary prince, and the prince, the nearest 
friend of the king, the high priest, with the right to wear 
the royal apron, the judge and prophet of Ma’at, the great 
priest of Osiris,” buried here near his god.

Now, through the latest discovery the true “history is 
imparted to us,” and we know that Osiris was not a “mere 
allegorical character.” Herodotus may have misled many 
Egyptologists by his statement that the “Egyptians rid
iculed the Greeks for pretending to derive their origin 
from deities.” But this is not the first instance of mis
leading on the part of the “Father of Lies.”
. The broad effect of M. Amelineau’s discovery- will be a 
revision and rewriting of the history of ancient Egypt, 
especially of its earliest section! There ,will be a still 
greater result in making the scholars of the wprid more 
tolerant and open minded toward the most,ancient
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.WAR THE NORMAL CONDITION OF 
L CHRISTIANITY.

. The historian will remember that the 
F? Roman empire was ever engaged in gl
-; gantle wars. There were but few very 

r, short periods when she had not a eon- 
I test on hand. She crushed the Cartha-

. genlans after nearly a hundred years of 
[ bloody and desolating strife; she de
ll. stroyed the Grecian power in Egypt, 

‘ and set up her own; she overran Syria;
' suboidinated to her arms all the mag- 

nlfieent conquests of Alexander iu 
Asia; made the Grecians tributaries; 

. held all Europe in her thrall; and after 
, long years of violence and bloodshed 

I defeated her great rival, the Parthian 
empire. Then Rome dictated laws to 

I the whole civilized world.
The Popes at Rome, the inheritors of 

, the Roman religion and rule, re-enacted 
the same role. Pretending only to ex- 

L ercise spiritual power, yet she swayed 
the destiny of humanity, nnd parceled 

tout the public domain to her liege sub- 
¡jects. Klugs were but vassals, obedl- 
ent to the Pojw’s dictation. Wars set 

: j on foot against outside powers involved 
•. the whole, of which- the Crusades may 

L..{ be cited as examples.
I The bloody qrama in which all Eu- 

Njopo was Involved, incited by the refor- 
mtitlon Inaugurated by Luther, has not 

l,-jwho))y closed to this time. There are 
;; constant outcroppings of the same -old 
. .. pirife, which he Who sees clearly traces 

I. . to the ancient spirit of Roman eon
. Quest, transmitted to Christianity and 
r entailed on the present generation.

... The only way to end these terrible 
। ponteáis wherein human life is held at 

li so cheap a rate, is to strike at the root. 
I . Get lid of the infernal system which 

teaches that the shedding of blood is es
, . sentlul to progress, and the way to sal- 

ration; substitute peaceful arbitration 
. for (he settlement of International dis

I pules, and lusist that acts of aggression
.: by one nation on another shall be pun- 

|: Ished with exemplary damages. There 
I. Is no good rpasón why nations shall not 
L be compelled to do justice as well as lu- 

divldtnls. Our system of jnrispnt- 
I; dencc needs enlarging, so us to bring 
I... nations in their corporate capacity in 
I subjection to a great court where now 
I only personal rights are passed in re
I view.

I: A RELIGIOUS DEMAGOGUE
A demagogue is defined as one who 

acquires Influence with the populace by 
L pandering to their prejudices. Said Ma
; caulay: “In every age the vilest speci- 
L’ ¡mens of human nature are to be found 
feftmong demagogues.” The good Paul 
B-. (Stands forth as a self-confessed dema
L gogue of the first water, though the 
I ’-church has crowned him a saint. In I. 
J,.. Corinthians 9:20, 23, he says, quoting 
i 'ufrom tlie Revised New Testament:

fe are under the law, as under 
h’ law, not being myself under 
£ law, that I might gain them that are 
b linder the law; to them that are with- 
p out law, as without law........that I
E. might gain them that are without law. 
k To the weak I became weak, that I

might gain the weak; I am become ail 
L things to all men, that I may by all 
I.' means save some.”
L: Talk about politicians pandering to 
i popular prejudice to gain office! With
! in the whole domain of vulgar deceit 
[. and duplicity to gain an end, we chal- 
[c.Jenge the world to designate a more 
^.marked example than this of the great 
&/Apostle, a lesson to all engaged in the 
Lf'eame profession, and very faithfully 
I:; observed. Such a man could well write,

fc A learned Christian scholar who had 
pnelther the fear of the church nor a 
iirfrowning God wrote very truthfully In 
ksi-reviewing Paul’s Epistles:
Y “If the student picks out from the 
¿-Epistles, and arranges together all the 
¿significant alleged autobiographical 
^Statements of Paul, he can but derive 
lijjjtrom thorn the impression that, if there 
|:t.;renlly was such a person, he was the 
I fittest inconsistent and incomprehensible 
I ;;.:'man that ever wrote. If he adds to this 
l ^Bturty the legends In the Acts, the be- 
r&Wilderment will increase, and the prob- 
I'felem must be abandoned as utterly de- 
Jjs-fying solution.”

, And yet, to the critical scholar who 
-.Swill direct his investigation in that dl- 
A’rection, these “inconsistent and ineom- 
frprcliensible” Epistles, which Paul des- 

Afjteoates “my gospel,” Rom. 2:16, and 
ijSThough we or an angel from heaven, 

ifjpreacli any other gospel unto you than 
’Sthat which we hare preached unto you, 
iWt him be accursed,” GaL IS, are the 
SHmuc of all the subsequent gospels, and 
’.fthe foundation of the Christian faith. 
<•$>:?■ ■ ■  -------- —— -----------
.^’'Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
¿¿Objections to the Dogmas of Reinear- 
ijftatlon and Re-Embodiment.” By Prof, 
Of. M. Lockwood. A keen and master

treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
thia office. ,

As. Viewed by the Banner of 
Light.

We aro In receipt of many inquiries 
concerning the Rochester Jubilee and 
the cause of such a large deficit In 
finalices. It is also asked why the Na
tional Spiritualists’ Association does 
uot step iu to meet the deficiency, as 
the Jubilee was held under Its auspices. 
For the benefit ot an interested public 
we will explain tlie matter in full, hop
ing thereby to induce our Spiritualist 
Iriends throughout the country to come 
forward at once with their free-will of- 
leritigs to meet the present emergency.

The Jubilee was planned two years 
ago, tmd the General Manager thereof 
received his commission as such in No
vember 1896. It took no little time and 
labor to secure the addresses of even a 

■tew of the Spiritualists of the United 
States, yet the General Manager set 
about the work with a stout heart, feel
ing sure that the. Spiritualists ot the 
country would recognize the great Im
portance of the Jubilee, and promptly 
rally as one man to make it a grand 
success. It required money’ to pay 
postage upon the letters of inquiry’ he 
sent out; it required money’ to defray 
the expense of postage upon the 
letters he answered; it required 
money to pay’ for tlie printing of circu
lars to advertise the Jubilee; it required 
money to defray’ the expense of freight
age apd express charges, as well as the 
hundred and one other items that had 
to be met.

There are seventy thousand post-of- 
flees In the United States alone. If the 
General Manager had sent one letter 
only to each office, the postage bill 
would have been fourteen hundred dol
lars. It is not at all likely that he did 
write to every office in the land, but we 
know that he has been obliged to’ write 

-to some offices dozens of times each. It 
is reasonable to suppose that the bill 
for postage alone during the past two 
years is above two thousand dollars. 
Of course this includes postage on cir
culars, letters and merchandise. We 
see nothing at all exorbitant Jn this es
timate; the Jubilee was designed to be < 
an event worthy of Spiritualism in its 
highest sense, therefore it was only 
right that every Spiritualist should be 
asked to take an interest in it.

The matter of printing was no small 
item, and required quite an outlay. The 
several departments of the Jubilee bad 
to be advertised, as well as the event it-, 
«elf. People could not understand tlie 
newspaper statements concerning the 
several features of the Jubilee, hence 
sent many letters of inquiry. It was 
easier and cheaper to answer these by 
means of explanatory circulars than by 
pen, hence it was economy to have a 
large supply of literature ou hand. To 
secure the printed matter required, the 
General Manager pledged Ills private 
credit, and only by that means could he 
meet the demands made upon him. It 
is only just to him to say that he did 
the same thing with regard to postage.

The rent of halls in Rochester is an
other important item. The General 
Manager has been censured for engag
ing more than one hall, and for paying 
for them after they were engaged. Let 
us be just in regard to this matter also. 
From the assurances received by letter, 
the General Manager was led to believe 
that ten thousand people would visit 
the Jubilee. He made an allowance of 
one-half in estimating the number that 
would actually be present, and engaged 
his halls accordingly for five thousand 
people. The Lyceum Theatre, Fitzhugh 
Hall, Assembly Hall, and Chamber of 
Commerce would accommodate about 
that number. He therefore contracted 
for the two former positively, and ar
ranged for the latter conditionally. 
This, It seems to us, was a practical, 
business-like thing to do.

When the Jubilee opened it is prob
able that not more than one thousand 
jajople were present from outside of the 
city. Then it was found that Fitzhugh 
Hall alone would have been sufficient 
to accommodate the people. But a con
tract is a contract, and It binds Spirit
ualists as well as other people when it 
is once signed. Had five thousand peo
ple been present, the Lyceum Theatre 
and all other halls named would have 
been required. As It Is, hall rent was 
an expense of at least fifteen hundred 
dollars. We submit that, in view of the 
promises received by the General Man
ager, he acted with wisdom and fore
thought In the matter of hall rent.

The next item of expense concerns 
the speakers and mediums in attend
ance. They, one and all, gave their 
services, but requested with reason, 
that their traveling expenses and hotel 
bills should be met by the Jubilee man
agement. This was only fair, and was 
promptly agreed to. This expense in
volved at least fifteen hundred dollars. 
We submit that It was a necessary ex
pense, and respectfully ask the critics 
of the General Manager what the Jubi
lee would have been without the plat-, 
form talent? In connection with this 
topic, the services of the musicians 
must also be considered. Their work 
was of the very best, and they earned 
all they received, but the few hundred 
dollars paid them must be added to the 
total expenses of the Jubilee.

The General Manager had to have 
help to carry on the great work he un
dertook. His devoted sister gave up 
her business, and entered heart and 
soul into the movement with him. Sten
ographers were indispensable, and had 
to be paid. These workers all had to 
have food and clothing, hence money 
v’as needed for living expenses. Our 
friends will note the next point, as the 
responses to appeals for financial aid 
were so few and small, the General 
Manager, out of his love for the cause, 
and firm faitli in the Spiritualists of the 
nation, hired the necessary funds, 
pledging his personal and real property 
as security, in order to make the Jubi
lee a success. We claim that this is de
votion of a high order, and to accept 
this sacrifice of him and his sister 
would be the basest ingratitude on the 
part of every Spiritualist in America. 
We do not believe our American Spirit
ualists will permit this gross injustice to 
be done, now that they know the facts.

Why does not the National Spiritual
ists’ Association make up the deficit? 
The General Manager contracted with 
the national body to carry on the Jubi
lee at no expense to it, and agreed to 
turn over the entire surplus, if any ac
crued, to its treasury. “This is unbusi
ness like,” we hear some one say. Pos
sibly it is, but it is also positive proof of 
the General Manager’s devotion to Spir
itualism, and his firm faith in bis fellow 
Spiritualists. He dared to risk his all 
for the cause, and has met with the un- 
exepected at the end. But beyond the 
matter of contract, the National Spirit- 
uállsts' Association has not the means 
to meet the present deficit, hence the 
necessity of calling for a popular sub
scription to cover the same. The most 
conservative estimate that we can 
make places the loss at between four 
and five thousand dollars. The items 
of expense are labor, rent, talent, post
age, music, special- departments, and 
printing. Tho total cost Is between . 
élght and. nine thousand dollars, while 
the total receipts are not over four 
thousand dollars.

We do not ‘claim that no mistakes 
¿Continued on page 6.) I

What a Flattering Picture to Present to the 
Spiritualists for Their Sanction and 

Kindly Erasure.

Il seems almost like a piece of impudence for a few so- 
called leaders to lead Spiritualism into a financial hole as 
deep as the one into which we have been so needlessly, 
plunged by the Jubilee; an undertaking that was never 
sanctioned bj- the general Spiritualistic public, in fact 
regarding the prudence and opportuneness of which their 
constituency were never consulted, and then set up a cry 
for help to pull (hem out.

We take tire position that, under the business de
pression, the general financial strain, and the prospects of 
war with Spain, all tending to unfit the minds of the peo
ple for spiritual things, it was no time to undertake so 
enormous a celebration as was planned for the Jubilee, 
and yet had we said so in the first place we would have 
been accused of working against the interests of Spirit
ualism; would have been roasted from the rostrum and 
excoriated by ■ every tongue whose enthusiasm far ex
ceeded its owner’s judgment, throughout the land.

(Spiritualism is a priceless gem, only to obtained 
through tedious, tiresome, discouraging research, with 
endless obstacles as hindrances to its progress and highest 
unfoldment, and we must learn that it needs no aristoc
racy to- give, it tone, to popularize it, to hold it at its 
proper elevation; it needs no airs and vainglory lo make 
it grow into the hearts of the world and choke out the, 
prejudice of the age. It only-needs a clear, logical rep
resentation, a truthful, genuine demonstration, and when 
there is a fund on hand for the purpose there will come a 
time to feast and spread our wings and crow.

We have had sparkling'gems of inspiration from on 
high; we have heard much of the beautiful beyond, the 
sweet by-and-by; we have had positive demonstration of 
the continuity of life and proof of its similarity to this 
life, but we have lacked business tact. ’

Our chosen and unchosen leaders, in their zeal to do 
something grand, to spread our glorious truth, have 
lacked a wheel, in some machinery called a governor, in 
others a balance wheel, and have so often plunged us into 
debt and financial discredit that it really keeps us busy 
apologizing to the world and paying for a “dead horse,” 
and we are truly tired of it. If we cannot combine ex
ecutive ability with oratory; if we cannot correlate tact 
and judgment with our holy inspiration what need have 
we for a concentrative organization?

Our guides, our spirit friends, are doing their work of 
spreading tlie gospel better than we are providing them 
a respectable base of operation. They are seeking the si
lent avenues of soul, of spirit, in the church and out, for 
the dissemination of their wisdom and truth while we'are 
parleying over some declaration to the world that we hold 
the title in fee to the land of spirit, discovered by those: 
sweet and innocent children in 1848; while we are busy' 
over-reaching and thanking some one for the privilege; 
while we are evoking something for the harmony mani
fest and for the inspiration at the expense of some over- 
enthusiastic member of our cause.

What a flattering (?) picture this is, and how apropos 
this intellectual cry of “fraud” in connection with the 
phenomena. There are phenomena and there are frauds; 
there is philosophy and there is bigotry and imprudence.

So far as the N. S. A. is concerned, and those who liave 
hoped to gain a permanent salary through its mainte
nance, if there are such, it is to the interest of one that, 
the other has the hearty support of united Spiritualism; 
but this can only be had by meriting the confidence of 
united Spiritualists, and confidence is the, sequel to suc
cess in every avenue of life. But success docs noi mean 
to auspicate some great event, contract-for its exe
cution and after a failure shift the responsibility on the 
unfortunate contractor in order to make a more effective 
and personal appeal to the sympathies of the people to 
help pay for the glory already experienced, or imagined.

The aim of The Progressive Thinker is the upliftment 
of the whole cause regardless of partizanship or personal 
ambition, and in the-matter of the Jubilee, which origi
nally met with no earnest sanction from the paper, we 
have cleared its name from the stigma and the curse that 
would have been, by working with all the means at hand 
for the success of the undertaking. It can not be said 
the failure was frpm lack of advertising in The Progress
ive Thinker, or other support from that source. We are 
sorry for the manager, Mr. Walker, who spared neither 
money nor time to make a success of the Jubilee, and 
when others equally able and more interested shall have 
done as much as The Progressive Thinker, the indebted
ness will be wiped out and the discredit raised from the 
name of Spiritualism. •

•—:-----------------

DON’T TRUST THEM. ’
Our Brother Tuttle, in reply to an inquirer, expressed 

it as Iris opinion that horoscopes could be best cast after 
the events, and then gives some striking examples of fail
ures to cast them correctly in advance. The same is 
doubtless true of prophecy. Years ago the world was as
tounded with what purported to be predictions of M. Ga
zette on the eve of the French Revolution, in 1789, 
wherein he told at a feast the terrible destiny of many of 
the assembled guests. The account was vouched for by 
La Harpe, and sundry others. It had a wide circulation 
in numerous occult publications, and is still doing valu
able service in proof of prevision; but, unfortunately, 
there is said to be no authentic history of the event. It 
was written long after the actors were all dead, and no 
trust whatever can be placed in the narration.

We-have shown on numerous occasions that the proph
et Daniel is a marked example of prophecy after, the 
event, as all the Scriptural prophets are believed to have 
been. It was an ancient method of writing history, and 
modems of culture have been greatly misled in conse
quence.

The spirit of prophecy is nicely illustrated in the case 
of the second coming of Jesus. Accepting Christian 
chronology, and the genuineness of church history, and 
for near 1900 years, lo, he who was to Appear'within the 
lifetime of the then generation, and who has been expect
ed at any time ever since, yet he has not put in his appear
ance. Really, it is not safe to trust astrologers, necro
mancers, Judean, Christian or even Spiritual prophets, 
unless they delay their, predictions until the event has 
transpired, as did the distinguished Daniel.

——;---
THE TYRANNY OF CATHOLICISM.

A London correspondent of the Associated Press, says 
the insurrection in the Philippine Islands was really an 
uprising against the church. “It was conducted by a se
cret society organized to oppose the priests, a sort of free
masonry, which has spread throughout the island. The 
religious orders have been accustomed to squeeze the na
tives, and have accumulated much valuable property.”

Between the plunderings of theqieople by the church, 
and by government officials, little was left. The same 
state of facts exists in all the Spanish provinces. May 
we not hope when .the present war is ended all the coun
tries subordinated to American valor may enjoy religious 
freedom, exempt from church rule and priestly dictation?

Th© Obligation that Rests Upon Spiritualists 
in Consequence of Its Inoppor

tuneness and Failure.

No one is more devoted to tho grand and glorious 
cause of Spiritualism, from whatever standpoint it may be 
viewed, than ourself. While we have been inclined to re
gard it as a science and philosophy instead of a religion, 
we will not at this present time raise that point. Our 
devotion to Spiritualism has been conducted along in
dependent lines, being conscientiously opposed to pleading 
the baby act, to begging or asking alms, or to accepting 
a financial gift. e inaugurated The Progressive Thinker 
on a self-reliant basis, asking no one for any special 
financial favors, and spurning with kindly contempt any 
gift that might be offered. Of all things on this earth, 
we fully realized that the publication of a Spiritualist 
paper, combining cheapness and excellence, was an un
tried undertaking; a perplexing business problem that 
had never been fully solved; an uncertain quantity in 
business affairs that the mathematician had not been 
called upon to consider, and with this outlook we de
termined to lead no one to financial ruin—if such must 
be the fate—but ourself. With those reflections we 
placed $3,000 in the bank to afford a superstructure or 
backing for our own well-settled opinion and judgment, 
resolving that if we failed no one should suffer but our-
self alone. Everybody knows the result—not one dollar 
sunk, but a gradual increase of the $3,000 from the 
start!—and The Progressive Thinker a grand success—a 
miracle in journalism!

Now, what is true of the individual, also holds good 
with the corporation, whether in religion, mercantile 
affairs, or in science and philosophy. If the principal 
agents or representatives of the people, inaugurate fail
ures, you must measure thorn thereby’—particularly so 
when they inaugurate an untimely movement, in which 
you had no voice, and which, if you had not approved, 
would have brought down upon you the anathemas of thè 
promoters.

One thing in connection with thé Jubilee is absolutely 
certain—either Spiritualists were too slow and intensely 
apathetic to respond to the wishes of its promoters, or the 
latter overestimated to an inordinate extent their influence 
and capacity in a work of this kind. You must assume 
one or the other positions of the dilemma.

Now that the failure has come with all its hideous 
deformities, it is certainly in order to analyze, to criticise, 
to weigh carefully and systematically, and to thoroughly 
consider as to what is the duty of Spiritualists generally . 
To put it mildly, Spiritualists have a “dead horse” on 
their hands, and no amount of talking, no amount of 
plaintive explanations, or tremulous excuses cau hide it 
from sight, or obliterate it from view.

We had just such a calamity as the failure of the 
Jubilee happen in Chicago—a camp-meeting inaugurated 
at an inopportune moment, leavings deficit of $5,000. 
That debt still remains as a pathetic object lesson to all 
careful, scrutinizing observers, and it will never be paid 
by the great mass of Chicago Spiritualists. Those who 
first inaugurated this camp were inexperienced, were un
business like, were over-officious and scheming dreamers, 
and when some noble men and women stepped in later on 
(particularly Mr. and Mrs. Warne) and tried to avert the 
impending ruin, they were too late to accomplish any 
lasting gpod.
' The National Association, composed of those who are. 
highly gifted intellectually and spiritually, should have 
foreseen that the Jubilee was equally as inopportune as 
the Chicago camp-meeting, and should have governed 
their actions accordingly, and thus averted the colossal 
failure. As the Chicago Spiritualists would not paj' one 
cent towards liquidating the indebtedness of the camp
meeting here, which they had no voice in inaugurating 
or conducting, will they feel like lifting a like load from 
the agent of the National in the loss that occurred at the 
Jubilee?

If Mr. Walker, led and influenced by blind, in
experienced zeal, consented to assume all liabilities that 
might accrue from the Jubilee, and remained unpaid, it 
was a voluntary act on his part, and he must suffer the 
consequences just in the reverse proportion that he would 
have received the merited approbation if success had been 
achieved.

We cannot conceive why the National, with its brilliant 
array of talent, should make such a terrible blunder, 
resulting in such a dire disaster, and then piteously, call 
upon Spiritualists everywhere to come promptly forward 
and pay the expense of its folly. The National was not 
instituted for the purpose of inaugurating a grand spec
tacular Jubilee, with an exhibition of intellectual pyrotech
nics, at an expense ranging iron $25 to $100 to those who 
attended from points outside of. Rochester. Spiritualists 
are not in the habit of indulging in such a luxury_ if it
may be so considered, and when the matter is viewed 
from the right standpoint, with the curtain rung down, 
and receipts counted, the great mass of Spiritualists will 
regarcL-the present National as weighed in the balance and 
found wanting in common business-like perception and 
sagacity. _

“But this deficit or debt will beggar Mr. Walker," say 
some. J

Perhaps it may. But haven't we scores of mediums 
already beggared, homeless and suffering, and is any one 
any better than they are? Under these sad circumstances, 
known to all the world, it was in extremely bad taste to 
get up an expensive Jubilee; it was, indeed, cruelty.

We have no patience with those who conceived this 
Jubilee, at such an inopportune moment, and who are 
flying.industriously around trying to avert the impending 
calamity which may befall the one on whom they unwisely 
thrust the colossal burden, not -one having the keen 
3u?iness-like ot spiritual perception to realize the nature 

impending disaster which is now overhanging our 
jelbved cause like a dark cloud, and which should result 

jima general house-cleaning when the National Convention 
^convenes next fall.

c. 1 —_____

•i)ear heart! fond, heart! dry now that weeping eye; 
¡Keep it set ever till death ' •
On the cerulean aky, :• ? : -

nWhere those dear, who disappear ' 
In the drear path called life, , 

•«Wait in love to welcome above ’■ c 
Loved ones released-from strife,

1 Abd who around ofttimes are found • 
When we most need their aid, - • .
And whose forms _we descry, with the clairvoyant eye, 
In a beauty no time can fade. - •
Some glad day, over the way ' : . ■ ~
That leads to the land of love, ■ • ; ■
You and I, joyful shall fly, - „ '
Guided by those above. •
Guided and cheered through the portals we feared, 
And, shudderingly, once called “death,” - 
But found by the wave, just beyond the-grave, .
We again with our lost had met, ' > ......
Never to part, no more to smart . . —
’Neath the scythe of the reaper grim, : .
But to rejoice, with exultant voice, 
And love's light in the orb once dim. ' .

VERE V. HUNT.

I paid, about six months ago, sixteen dollars 
for an original copy of Art Magic, which now sells 
for a mere trifle by you. It is an extraordinary 
book and is worth its weight in gold.

J. C. F. GRUMBINE,
. Lecturer and Author.
If you are. a Spiritualist) Freethinker or The 

osophist, or devoted to the study of Occultism, you 
should have Art Magic. The Progressive Thinker 
one year and Art Magic, $1.20. The Progressive 
Thinker one year and Art Magic and Ghost Land, 
$1.70.

REPLY TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Adverse criticism was expected to the 

series of articles published in these ed
itorial columns, commencing with the 
issue of March 12, under the title of 
Parallel Religions, and thereafter under 
various headings, omitting two num
bers, until May 14, giving the derivation 
of the name Jesus, and the origin of 
Christianity. The writer well knew 
the claim of Christian scholars, that 
Jesus was 'a. derivative of the Hebrew, 
rendered in our English Bibles Joshua. 
This was done with the understanding 
that Christianity is an ingraft on Juda
ism; but It has been maintained in these 
papers that It is an outgrowth from the 
ancient Paganism of Rome, slightly 
changed save in name.

It might have been urged with great

Paganism, and bad absorbed a multi
tude of its errors. We only differ from 
those reformers in contending that the 
Catholics are merely successors of Ro
man Paganism; that they had given a 
false history of their origin, and were 
so successful as to mislead Luther, 
Melancthou and their associates.

Christian scholars and Jewish have 
all drank from a common polluted 
fountain. Each has been ambitious to 
trace graft and root back to the very 
beginning. Each wanted his to appear 
as the primal religion, so they have mu-

that she should give birth to a sou of 
whom he was the father, and that 
“Thou shalt call his name Jesus,” and 
that “the Lord God shall give unto him 
the throne of his father David," and 
shall reign forever—see Luke 1:31, 32, 
33—are uot prepared to look to any 
other source for the origin of the name. 
Eusebius gave the derivation of the 
name from the Greek lasls, healing. So 
did Cyril of Jerusalem. Even Chris
tian scholars of modern times do not 
agree as to the origin of the name. Osi- 
ander, the German Protestant reform
er, 1498, 1552, Instead of tracing the 
name to Joshua, credits it to the He
brew Shem-ham-pho-rash. The truth is: 
It Is only conjecture that traces the 
name to Hebrew. Christian writers, 
whoever they were, or where living, 
having located their hero In Jerusalem, 
they sought next to derive his name 
from Hebrew; but It should be remem
bered a name given a child attends him 
through life, unless changed for cause, 
to prevent his being traced, so as to es
cape detection, and possibly punish
ment. If a Hebrew mother named her 
son Joshua, it was Joshua In every 
country, save as adapted to the new 
tongue, as by the addition of the Latin 
terminal US to the Greek JES. Jes, as 
heretofore stated, was one of the many 
Greek names of Dionysus, also Bac
chus. He was a sun-god, identical with 
the Persian Mithras, the Egyptian Osi
ris, and many think with Crishua of the 
Brahmins. Thus much for critic No. 1.

An Inquirer wants to know If any dis
tinguished Christian scholar of recent 
times concedes that Paul’s epistles an
tedate the Gospels, as was stated In our 
article, April 30,entitled “Allowed to As
sume the Name Christian," which see, 
and that all the material points in 
which the Gospel writers—as well most 
of the apocryphal—agree, were previ
ously stated by Paul, from which all 
could have copied.

Inquirer will open to the article 
“Jesus Christ,” Encyclo. Britannica, 
vol. xlii, p. 031, 1st column, written by 
Archbishop F. W. Farrar, D. D., F. R. 
S., author of the Life of Christ, and un
til his late death the head of the Church 
of England. Who could be higher or 
better authority? He mentioned Paul's 
epistles to the Galatians, Romans and 
Corinthians, and says: “These may be 
truly regarded as a fifth Gospel," and 
“Is earlier than that of any Gospel.” 
Near the head of the second column, he 
says:

“If we had the epistles of St. Paul 
alone, we could find a contemporary 
testimony to almost every single fact 
of primary importance in the life of 
Christ—his birth of the seed of David, 
his poverty, his Mesiahship, his moral 
teaching, his proclamation of the klng- 
dom of God. his calling of the Apostles, 
his supernatural power, his divine 
claims, his betrayal, his founding of the 
Last Supper, his passion, crucifixion, 
burial, resurrection, and repeated ap
pearances. If we add the testimony of 
the other epistles, we have further tes
timonies to almost every fact of Im- < 
portance in the Gospels, as we have . 
also In the catholic epistles and in the , 
Revelation of St John.” I ,

Some writers have found what seem 
to them-good evidence that Paul wrote 
04 years before the beginning of the 
Christian era, and others maintain with ' 
equal earnestness, that he was a priest i 
of Serapls; but without regard to date, I 
whether before the Christian era, or i 
near 1,500 yean later, as has been ably i

contended, that “earlier gospel" which 
eeelesiastical writer's claim was the 
base of the gospels, is the production of 
the, “hooked nose” Paul. Hear him:

“The gospel which was preached of 
me is not of man. For I neither re
ceived it of man, neither was I taught 
it, but by the revelation of Jesus 
Christ.” Gal. 1:11, 12. “Though we, or 
an angel preach any other gospel unto 
you than that we have preached unto 
you, let him be accursed.” Gal. 1:8 In 
Romans 11:1(1, Paul calls these teach: 
Ings “my gospel.”

Paul gained his knowledge of his 
facts, not from observation, nor from 
any mortal witness, but through what 
he is pleased to call a vision, during 
what modern science Interprets a sun
stroke. But right before us as wo , 
write is our New Testament, accident
ally opened, and the eye falls upon a 
marked passage to attract attention, 
Romans 111:7:

If the truth of God hath more 
abounded through my lie unto his 
glory why yet am I also judged a slu- 
ner?”

That is a conundrum we shall not try 
to answer; but we do insist that Paul 
was the inventor of the story about 
Jesus, and that the Gospels, and all 
other accounts of that character, were 
derived from him, and were efforts tb 
make real a character whose origin was 
in Paul’s fertile brain.

THEY ARE ALL MORIBUND.
1 he editor of the religious depart

ment of the New York Sun has made 
the sage discovery, and has declared it 
is his deliberate conviction, that “The 
Presbyterian Church is disintegrating 
and going to destruction.”

Bless his venerable heart, does he not 
know that all the churches, by what
ever name, are moribund—death-struek, ‘ 
and are hastening to extinction? Even 
the Roman church, having Its rise near 
seven hundred years before the present 
era, and the legitimate parent of all 
other churches, is passing into a rapid 
decline. These churches, the produc
tions of a designing priesthood, resting 
on the ignorance of the masses, flourish 
best where education is at a low ebb, 
as in Italy and Spain. The Deweys,’ 
the Schleys, the Sampsons, the Mileses 
and the Lees, with their co-laborers, 
will soon open the way so a Hood of in
tellectual light will fall on the latter be
nighted country, ami awnl.e the people 
from the stupor of ages. Some nations 
can only be aroused from their lethargy 
by a clash at arms, bursting bombs, 
cities In flame, and reversion to social 
chaos, and Spain is clearly of that num
ber.

GIVE THE DEVIL HIS DUE.
Why is not something being done in 

these Inst days for the glory of the 
Devil? According to Milton be invent
ed gunpowder. The priming press was 
the product of his genius, if the state
ments of the old-time clergy can be 
credited. Printed books were the prod
uct of the black art. The revelations of 
astronomy wore of the Devil. The the
ater was a device of the almighty fiend 
to lead souls to perdition. All the arts 
and sciences one by one as they have 
come into use for the amelioration of

I looked for President Barrett's 
statement in the matter of the Jubilee 
deficiency with a good deal of interest 
and was not a little surprised at the in
sufficiency of the same.

According to bls account the manager 
wrote between two and three hundred 
letters dally during two years!

I think it is due to the subscribers 
that a detailed statement of receipts 
and expenditures be furnished by the 
appointing committee.

It is to be regretted that so feeble an 
apology was sent out by the president, 
as It tends to weaken confidence in his 
business capacity.

It seems folly to justify a grave error 
simply on account of an unbalanced en
thusiasm and an empty pledge to as
sume all liability!

Several friends have asked why Dr. 
A. J. Davis’ letter was not published, 
and why the manager took the occasion 
to inform the convocation, the seer of 
the 19th century had his faults?

SUBSCRIBER.
Saratoga, N. Y.

SUGGESTIVE THERAPEUTICS. .
A magazine every healer or physician 

should read. Published monthly by 
the Psychic Publishing Company,’ 
Times Herald Building, Chicago, IU." 
Terms, ?I per year. .

“The World Beautiful.” By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought. 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete in it
self. Price, cloth, $1 per volume. For 
gale at this office. -



THE VOICE OF TRUTH.
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all would hear and heed the word
less voice—

with true, unselfish love 
stand

Some one 
would

Grand Ledge Camp, Mieb.
Grand Ledge Spiritualists’ Camp will 

open July 31, and close August 28, in
clusive. Mrs. Geo. Sheets, secretary 
pro tern. - .

Nature, through all her works,'in 
great degree, borrows a blessing from 
variety.—Churchill.

of electricity given off by each human 
body. A machine shop over a hundred 
feet in length is being built, and in this 
will bp made many of the new instrii-

line can touch elbows against a 
mon foe.” .

Freeville Camp, N. Y.
This camp opens July 30, and closes 

August 14.

Cassadaga Camp, N. Y.
t । fav°rlte place of resort opens 
J Uly 15 and closes August 28.

CAMP-MEETING DIRECTORY.

Lakeside Park Camp, Mo.

• • “J " XJU1 , 1 llîîl.

Empire City, Kansas.

Island Lake Camp, Mich.
Fourth annual camp-meeting of the 

Island Lake Camp Association, Island '■ 
Lake , Midi., beginning July 1, and end. 
ing August 31 1898.

Banks on Lake Camp, Mich.
Bankson Lake Camp-meeting, ai 

La wton, Mich., commences July 23 and 
ends August 14.

Inquiries are already being made as to when certain camp-meetings will 
open The officers of camps will promote the interest of their resp^tive lo- 
aittles by sending the dates at once to this office, with names of secretaries. -

PA

MEASURES THE MIND.
Prof. Cates’ New Invention 
^ Touches Psychometry.

I “Inspiration made to order” probably 
best characterizes the method which 
1’rof. Elmer E. Gates, of Washington, 
proposes to apply in ills scientific re
searches in his laboratory at Chevy 
Chase. If you are at all puzzled as to 
tiie meanlug of the phrase hear Dr. 
.Gates speak for himself:

“I am going to apply to invention and, 
business,” he said to me, “the same
pientative processes I have .hitherto 
applied to scientific investigation—that 
?s, when I take up Invention iu any par
ticular an or line, tlie first thing I do 
is to build new structures in my brain 
avith reference to that subject.” ,

.So far so good. To make his mean
ing more clear tlie Doctor went on to 
say Unit lie had found that inventors 
and investigators measured by him 
have as a rule only about five to eight 
per cent of tlie “sensation memories” 
winch the objects and phenomena ob
served in tlieir work can give them 
.with reference to tlieir particular sci
ence. When he himself begins an in
vention lie will first get access to all 
of the known apparatus, objects, phe- 
poniena and experiments in that partic
ular line. 'Then he will busy himself 
tor some days in acquiring, us he says, 
“every distinct sensation” which each 
such subject can give him—every sen
se lion of touch, pressure, warmth, cold,- 
muscular teeling, smell, taste, color or 
sound.

By this process of mental training, by 
aid of the instruments used and the 
phenomena observed, and “not,” as he 
says, “from text books witli their va
rious theories and hypotheses,” he ex
pects to acquire what he calls correct 
sensation memories, Images, concepts, 
Ideas and thoughts. The next step will 
be to accumulate the sum of human 
knowledge on the subject, find out 
what has already been done and thus 
learn what Is yet.to be done.

“I do not set out to invent this or that 
particular thing,” said he, “but to dis
cover whatever concepts and ideas may 
arise by the inentative process, and if 
any of these results are available in the 
arts they are at once made the subject 
of special study.”

HE MEASURES THE MIND.
Dr. Gates has a list of six hundred 

human subjects who come to him reg
ularly to have their minds measured by 
a strange process which he has devised 
for himself. Including these he has 
measured eleven thousand people, the 
greater part of them at random. Thirty 
or forty parents have agreed to bring 
their babies once a year that he may 
note their development. In this way 
he has studied men of all classes and 
nationalities, including Hindoos, Per
plans and Indians. He has also made 
detailed measurements of animals. All 
of these records will some time be com-

Lessons and Leadings In the Culture of Spirit Communion
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meats which will be needed in the 
work—instruments which no one else 
but the inventor will be able to make.—
New York Herald. 11

Superior Spiritual Forces of 
Humanity.

pared, and thus he hopes to learn how 
different pursuits, climates, etc., affect 
the mind.

When Joseph Jefferson was last in 
.Washington he spent several days at 
the Doctor’s house and submitted to 
a lengthy phychologlcal examination. 
During this time the great actor-painter 
finished some landscape scenes, which 
are hung in the parlor of the Gates res
idence. The psychologist was amazed 
at the rapidity with which Jefferson 
handled his brush, at the same time 
blending his colors into purely ideal 
Beenes. Speaker Reed is another fa- 
pious man- who has lately been studied 
at the laboratory. When asked to de
scribe exactly how the studies were 
made, Dr. Gates said:
' “I select a certain definite part of the 
fjody, say the space between two joints 
Of the little finger, and I find the least 
.weight which the sense of touch can 
feel thereon, the least degree of tem
perature which the person can detect, 
the least difference in two pressures, 
the. least distance apart which two 
points must be so as to feel as one 
point. I also measure the least differ
ence he can detect between two tints, 
shades or hues of a color. I measure the 
rapidity of his imagining capacity’, in
tensity of his emotion, amount of elec
tric waves he can give off, and so on. 
That is, I measure certain measurable 
mental functions month after month, 
or year after year, so as to discover 
■h’liat kind of measurements belong to 
certain classes of people.”

“I have found, for instance, that per-
Sons of genius and mental capacity 
have much more acute measurements 
than mediocre persons. I have also 
found that vocation makes difference 
in measurements, as also do different 
diseases. But, as I have been making 
these measurements from time to time, 
I found some persons who suddenly fell 
off in their former acuteness of sensi
bility. Thus one could feel one-half of 
a milligramme of weight upon the skin 
of his Utile finger and could see a half 
per. cent difference between two tints of 
red, but one time when he came to be 
measured lie could not feel a half milll- 
gramme. He could feel no sensation 
until I used the weight of four milli
grammes. Instead of seeing a half per 
cent difference between two tints of red 
he could see only three per cent In 
Similar manner I have found others 
whose measurements suddenly fell off 
from their former acuteness of speed, 
and m all such instances, within two or 
three months thereafter ora year there
after, they would become siek with a 
chronic disease.

TO DETECT DISEASE.
“That is, long before a person himself 

knows he is sick, long before he has the 
slightest symptoms of a long-coming 
disease, long before any known meth
ods would reveal It, these psychologic 
measurements Indicate its approach. 
It is my intention to follow out this 
line of research, so as to discover, if 
possible, what diseases are indicated 
by these different psychological defec
tions, and also to see how far methods 
can be applied toward the removal of 
these psychologically detected diseases 
before the first symptoms become 
piauifest. .

“We may predict that it will soon be
come a precautionary custom to get 
psychologically measured every year so 
as to detect the approach of a disease 
long before we feel the first symptoms.”

In his old laboratory Dr. Gates said 
it required six hours to make a com
plete psychological measurement of a 
man. His equipment for such work 
consisted of fifty-two delicate instru- 
Jnenls; Since his new laboratory has 
been finished the same can be accom
plished in but one hour and a half, 
though over twice as many Instraments 
Ijvill be used. This speed of measure
ment will be the result of electrically 
automatic devices for turning wheels, 
revolving clyinders and' color disks, 
feeding black paper to recording cyl
Inders, working air pumps and con
densers for creating artificial differ
ences In climate, supplying currents to 
now non-flickering electric lights of 
high power and to X-ray machines. 
During my visit he unpacked and 
fhowed to me a number of delicate de
sloes for measuring exactly the amount

Its Advantages and Its 
advantages.

To^he Editor:—Since my letter ap
peared in your paper enthusiastically 
extolling the East in contrast to the 
West, and the dry condition of Califor
nia at this time of the year, I have been 
called to account by some of my critical 
triends of that State, and with the 
courtesy of your paper, I will answer 
them, one and . all. No one who lias 
made California his home and who has 
seen tiie grandeur and beauty of that 
country, its equable climate, topogra
phy, the fertility of the soil, the adapt
ability to all kinds of fruits, can but ac
knowledge its superiority oveirthe East, 
Unit it is a veritable Garden of Eden 
and only awaits the hand of time to 
perfect its growing possibilities. The 
soil even produces a weed that takes the 
place of hemlock bark for tanning pur
poses. There also grows the mulberry 
tree, upon which the silkworm weaves 
its beautiful thread. Ostrich farming 
is carried on with unqualified success; 
while to speak of its grape and orange 
crops is to state something that every
one knows. The lemon and olive in
dustries are among the most successful 
of Southern California’s attempts to' 
verify the prophecy that everything 
under the sun can be raised from its 
fertile soil, even to raising the banana 
plant,

Southern California is so situated and 
so blessed by the gifts of nature that 
with the little a’1 of man it could be 
made the spot of which the poet writes, 
the dreamer dreams and the philoso-' 
pher realizes his grandest anticipations 
and Ideals. What can man wish for 
more than such a laud continuously 
kissed by a gentle sun and surrounded
by all the luxuries that nature pro
duces, with perennial bloom of ravish
ing sweetness, and the brooding smile 
of perpetual summer?

But all countries have their draw
backs and difficulties to contend with, 
and (California is no exception to the 
rale. The great trouble that confronts 
the future growth of that State and the 
prosperity and health of our people is 
that the railroads of our country to-day 
are stocked and bonded for three times 
their actual value. This is a very grave 
condition and it makes it more serious 
when those bonds are held by for
eigners. It is reputed that England 
holds five billions worth of gold-bearing 
bonds on the railroads of this country. 
When \yill our country shake off this 
incubus’and come out of the shadow of 
monopoly and Imperialism, aud Ameri
can principles rule and„dominate the 
land? BISHOP A. BEALS.

Buffalo, N. Y.

The silent voice of truth’s eternal 
tone—

All minds would be at p^ice, all hearts 
rejoice.

No one would toll, unaided and alone, 
Along the weary way. Some helping 

. hand -
Would be outstretched to aid the 

struggling soul;

To point the way unto the higher 
goal. '

If all the gentle whisperings of love, 
All longings for the good and true in 

life,
Were quickened by the light of realms 

above,
The soul would free Itself from hu

man strife,
And fill earth’s valleys with the sacred 

song
Of living truth. The eager heart 

would leap
With newborn hope, and life 

flow along
Toward the mystic sea—the 

deep.
If all could feel the ecstaey and

Of joy—the peace divine that those 
have known

Who lived in tune with God's eternal 
Will—

All grief and fear would cease. No
- plaintive moan

From hearts disconsolate for something 
sought

In vain—or something lost—would 
then arise.

For all would be inspired to earnest 
thought,

And all would seek the wisdom of the 
wise.

As come the voices of the spring—the 
sound

Of winds, the swelling seas, the kin
dling fire

Of Nature’s pulse—life’s forces play 
around

The soul, and give new strength to 
each desire

For upward growth. Truth whispers 
from within;

Its voice gives wings to faith, reveals 
the way

For reason’s flight, whose slow ascent 
will win

The goal at last—the soul’s eternal 
day. URIEL BUCHANAN.

MARVELOUSLY CORRECT.
The Methodist Protestant, a Balti

more Journal, made the interesting an
nouncement, in the course of a late ed
itorial, that, .

“The rank and file of. the ministry 
will compare favorably with any other 
class of citizens, and when their moral 
character is brought into the compari
son, there is no class of men that can 
show such a record as theirs."

Now that Is just what we have in
sisted on for years, and for proof that 
our position is correct we refer the 
reader to the “Sequel to the Hull-Cov
ert Debate” published some time ago, 
which we mail, single copies, three 
cents; five or more copies, two cents 
each; one hundred or more copies, for 
clergymen to distribute among their 
congregations, at thé rate of ?1.50 per 
hundred. Same rate to laymen, to send 
to the preachers. ,

"Arcana of Nature; or the History 
and Laws of Creation.” By Hudson 
Tuttle. A well-known and most pro. 
found treatise. Cloth, JL For sale at 
this office.

“Edith Bramley’s Vision.” Vivid de
scription of a Jesuit spirit conclave, 
together with ’nteresting corroborative 
testimony. Price 15 cents. For sale at 
this office.

“After the Sex Struck.” By George 
jj, Miller. Price 25 cents. .

"There's a light that shines o’er my 
pathway,

A glory in my soul; ■ । ,
A star of hope that bears me on— 1 1 1110 “tguer pha^s of mediumship

On to the heavenly goal.” ' aie educational and uplifting, and 
,ni,„ . never conflict witfy Individual growth;.»•I I)0'velful, all-conquering forces they are potent agencies in thecultiva- 

evolymg from tho interior life of hu- tion of spirituality, whereby the rnedl- X^faifint01,enlug y;ide.vtbe?oui;d- uiu eau abov/t^XsVss of 6en. 
wllet, u 'limited renlin feuous environments, and attain to a 
Jah ih.. iifc 1 human life to explore to condition of at-one-uess with elevated 
constantly enlarging dimensions. What beings, and become tlie recipient of “o Xfredelbt10Hm“f?raV0UW ha<Ve beL? th?1' iasbb'at>°^ which flo^i in Uke a 
i>uin« Hd by tbe Wysses as impossi- still, small voice, penetrating the soul 
n" edictsP1’eS W “S d“ ?ud lifting it to closer relations with 

n» divine iountuins of love find wls-eJtrtnKfi?e»«nnV“lnii° assel'tlo?s tba| dom, which are ever open to aspiring 
cu ain ideas aie the. operation of mimls.”-Albert Morton’s “Psychic 
chimeiical minds and cannot be pro- Studies ” $
duced as actualities of life. And while ' ____ .
we have slumbered, some energetic Im „spirit has received a spark of the im- I he s?\c,ere seeker after spiritual 
mortal fire; has penetrated into that in- “f,„d.ThV?«™ C°me J“,80“8 “f
terlor chamber from which comes the pe,leuee„ !llat ule Bilcred beyond the inspiration that glveth strength to ?. ‘^«Wtoteil. It may 
grapple with the forces of life that be- I bc at, ,heIItw,U1.g11* . bour of. even,ag' 
foie appeared unconquerable; and has L !eu u B0U‘ revety or musing, spirit 
entered as an intrepid explorer that ■nns coaie aud B°> leaving message in 
field which formerly was marked un- W0T(1 Iook’ that give soul uP’lft “> 
knowable, and by the power of that !'eall‘‘ °f Peace and spirituality. It may 
ministration has removed the barriers Pe a‘‘be noontide hour of rest, or while 
Hint hindered the admission of light, J!1 1110 luldBt of tlle busy, bustling 
and prepared the wav for still greater V“'oug' a €alm, sweet influence comes 
conquests. down, fills the mind and lifts the

Whether it is within the realm of the ‘bou£bts upward iuto the beautiful re
forces thutappearto us todomiuate aud I ffluns of spiritual thought and an ideal
control our earthly existence, or within “y t(? b® walked in experience some- 
tlie boundaries of our spiritual life, the , 0 ‘".JGod s greal iorever that awaits 
call is for more light, The determlna-1 -
tion that is manifest to grapple with V,is a season of interior silence, a 
those subtle forces that apparently are sPll'“unl listening, and the receiving of 
trying to elude the searchlight turned I ‘b°ughts Uowlng from spirit source— 
upon them by the advance guard of sei- thoughts that thrill and fill the mind 
ent Ifle research is causing us to realize aud spiritual uplift and eularge- 
that the dividing line between what we nient of vision.
term the material and the spiritual Is r° tlle busy one there may perchance 
more imaginary than realt We say that co,me> during the toils of the day, a 
certain bodies are opaque or im- minute, a few minutes, a half-hour per- 
penetrable to light, and others are baPs> o£ cessation from toil, that can 
transparent. In tlie discovery of their be taken, when one can sit down or lie 
existence, and tlie development and ap- down iu attitude of relaxation and rest, 
plication to beneficial uses in life of the mental and physical. These may be 
X-rays, showing that those subtler made seasons of rieh spiritual profit, 
forces have penetrated and opened to I 'rbeJ' may be spiritual oases in an oth- 
the sight what before remained hidden. I erwise sterile desert of care and trouble

To those individual lives whose spir- about many things—gardens of bloom, 
itual development is yet dormant, the I whose fragrance shall spread afar over 
intrusion into what to them appears a £be outlying wastes, extending a heal

. mysterious and forbidden realm is I inS aud saving influence into and over 
fraught with dangers that should be Ibe humdrum and material elements of 
avoided; but those who have received daily life—a perfume of spirituality 
the. divine commission to grapple with that shall enter into all the work and 
those hidden forces and Illuminate the I toil and care of the day. Tlie minute 
pathway upward which human life is may be a benison felt through all the 
moving, realize not the sensation of day.
fear. Some of the so-called scientific While it is true that this closet of sl- 
minds, in their unwillingness to recog- leuce may be entered in spirit even in 
nize the fact that the dominant object Ihe midst of surrounding turmoil, or at 
in investigating and developing tlie in- odd moments during one's daily avoea- 
terior forces of life should not be con- Hon, it will be found advantageous to 
fined to the childish play of dealing take the hour of early inorning, before 
with effects, but to study and under- arising, if need be, or the twilight hours 
stand the underlying causes, have en- of evening, for then there is a stillness 
shrouded their mental horizon with the in Nature that is peculiarly quieting 
mists of dogmatic bigotry, causing and harmonious with the attitude of in- 
them to think that the boundaries of terior quietness that should prevail, for 
their vision is the outer circle of the best results. .
infinite universe. Having entered pur closet, let our

M hen the project was first being se- thoughts ascend in aspiration for help, 
rlously considered of ocean steam navi- for light, for ihstruction in the things of 
gallon, one of the so-called scientific the spirit. <
men of England came forward with the I We need not cease to think, but when 
statement based upon what he thought a thought is given us, let us study it, 
actual knowledge of its power, "that weigh it, follow it, as'the surest step to 
what else could be done with steam, its further leadings. '
Unen!n °CCaU navigatlon was aa impos- I It is a very common notion that to re
s J?1 , 1 eeivo highest inspiration one must be

Ihe doubt and uncertainty in the abil- entirely “passive.? -My own experience 
Ity of the human soul to understand Is that while .consciously enjoying the 
and use those forces that were formerly highest flow of inspiration my mind is 
so enshrouded in mystery has -given most thoroughly active and positive. It 
way to the feeling of wonder that they is then I am, Instead of being passive, 
"rai? not und®™to®d before. The ra- most intensely positive in mental atti- 
pldity with which those thought forces tude and action. The thoughts re
have penetrated human life, causing I ceived stir my mind into highest aetlv- 
the development of those wonderful iu- ity; the conjunction of minds seems to

d <lUril]g, ?e p,lst ci!ntul’y lift botb t0 higher flights and more alert *“ 8bty P°wer t0 con* I and active positiveness of attitude. So 
,mntella'^ elements and cause far as i eau judge, my only passiveness 

them to become the servant of man in- consists in an attitude of willingness 
stead of ills master, has ceased to ex- I and desire to receive.
cite wonder. Hie question now is, I may add, by way of further illustra- 
«n°Hinrn?hotbm " V alS? .‘^de.cI®*} 1’ tlon- that, at times, on these occasions, 
so that the moral and spiritual life so far from being merely passive mv 
could receive its full portion of that mind enters into lively prftlp|a»> ->.¿1 
aWd the nmt”side?derfUlly illumln’ m opposition to the thought

Nothing short of a full presentation of itS; and somet mes I remain convinced the truth will satisfy the progressive ¿at I arc’ kthe right C d
soul after it has received a portion of Snlrlra nra not infniiihio „it°» AX“™."a„e S"\n°wb<M societY on many ques- missionary errand) tejl me to use my 
J formerly it was at least I own best judgment Concerning wlint
indifferent, and insisting that light shall ever thoughts mav be nresontod tn mvbe turned upon the causes that have Xd S 5 e preseutcd t0 m-v
been productive of the false conditions It ls m„ OI)inIon that on„
of life under which It has been living, Ways main tain conscious Zto ? hl« 
and demanding their removal, is evi- „wh mindh hl« HndtrSl b i 
dence to prove the fact that darkness sacred^ thing that should*  never ho 
is only a negation, that it cannot sup- over to the control o ■ „¿„raESiSr - 

ditions * mortal nas a moral right to seize upon
Above the storms and convulsions and dse, me "tncon-whlehat times assail our globe and I “.n i,?; ““dJe sh„ould alwaJ'‘5,be so 

cause such great destruction to the ma- niS^SfC’ S °D °f 0Ur oun4 nd as
terial Interests of life are the mighty ° °i U,se °U\ ow^ judgment
constellations that for ages have shown may b® Sa d and done
with undiminisbed splendor and sent Tn FiJoc^UI owa or8n‘>'sm.
their light earthward So stincrlor nnd ln tbese sacred moments tho .mind
above the upheavals that at times are a J dlstracting things, cast
slinking the religious and political I L8,*.*! 6 aI1 tll0UShts of things that par
world, is that Divine Bower which is ¡C wIon’y> resentment and
the source of all light and life, and is I ““osIty; Riat there may be internal
using those conditions as a means to <Julatude and Placidity of spirit 
clear the avenues through which may Thus “enter into thy closet,” and hav- 
come that light which will enable the 1Dg C,OSC11 tbe door against outward 
prophetic prediction to be verified. “I Perturbing thoughts and sounds, “com-
will shake all nations and the desire of 
all natipns shall come, and I will fill 
this house (the human soul) with glory, 
saith the Lord.’

HAMILTON DE GRAW.
Shakers, N. Y. •

TRUE RELIGION.
A writer in the Westminster Review, 

defines “true religion” as “reverence 
for, and -strict adherence to an ethical 
standard In every daily act. Whether 
compliance with this definition is ac
companied by a belief in some dogma 
or not is a matter of little importance, 
if It Is understood that there can be no 
true religion without Integrity in the 
ordinary affairs of life,’ .. ,

That is not Christianity. Faith in 
the Lord Jesus Christ, without regard 
to character, is the essential; whilst 
good deeds are scarcely taken Into ac
count A person may be a model in all 
the virtues, faultless in character, yet if 
he does not believe in Jesus, and accept 
his atoning blood, be is an Infidel and, 
only fit for purgatorial fires, or a sul
phurous heU. .

Absconding or murdering Sunday
school superintendents, defaulting bank 
presidents, cashiers, and trusty clerks, 
are always good Christians, for. they 
are always generous in their contribu
tion .of other people's money for the 
spread of the gospel. - '

the good angels who wait to meet and 
help.

There is an interior stillness, a closet 
of the soul, into which one may enter 
at any time and anywhere, at home or 
elsewhere, alone or amidst the busy, 
noisy throng—and enjoy sweet converse 
with the angels of light and goodness.

Like the martyr Stephan, even in ex
tremity of physical J;difetress, one can 
look up and see heaveniojpened.

It is scarcely possible! that one can 
always be on the “Delectable Mount
ains” where, surrounded with perfect 
rest and beauty, one could almost say, 

My willing soul wopld stay
’ In such a frame ,as thig, 

And sit i.nd sing-ltsblf away 
To everlastingjbliss.”

Though one may, > &s It were, look 
across the valley, and In; longing, soul
ful anticipation sing; . ’ i ■

There I shall bathq; my weary soul 
In sea of endless rest,

And not a wave of' trouble roll 
Across my peaceful breast”— ~

we are not yet “over there,” and 
seems that, though out headsVnay __ 
crowned with the halo of spiritual sun
shine, our feet still are plodding along 
the dusty highways and. of times thorny 
paths and darksome valleys of earth
life, and many a painful laceration and

CROSS PURPOSES.
Says a distinguished New England 

lecturer and writer:
“Churches are built to keep light out 

of the world; school-houses are buUt to 
bring light into the world.” , .

The Progressive Thinker endorses! the 
above truisms, and will vote for the 
school-house every time.

bruise and discomfort will remind us 
that not yet are we free from the ills 
and weakness of mortality.

The necessities of the physical being 
require attention, and their call is the 
call.of moral obligation. Besides, there 
is work to do in the world’s great vine
yard, of mental and spiritual culture.

So, no matter how high or how far 
our spiritual flight, we must come back 
to our allotted labor-and fulfill our 
earthly vocation—not wholly casting 
away, however the perfume of the gar-

dens of spiritual I. -m and beauty 
which we may liate^ili permitted and 
assisted to enter anqgujoy.

Tlie Influence of these seasons of spir
itual endeavor, of bpecial spiritual as
piration and enjoyment, of communion 
"Ith and inspiration from the good and 
helpful spirit intelligences we may call 
to us by sending out our thought aud 
desire, will leave an impress on our 
dally thought and life; more and more 

fonu tbe babit al«l become 
wedded to its practice and enjoyment. 
Ihe experience of each one may’ enable 
him or her to truly feel to say: “I have 
food to eat, that the world knows not

11 you were to see and converse with 
n11.;,ugh‘;.ga.1,'bed nugel. for even one 
no , ’ r1,0 would not the

influence of that brief visit remain with 
?h«..d>UinUg “J1 H1° dlly’ aild color y°ur 
‘ al‘d tone your aetlons-not 
“ST1 tat

1.110 presence of and converse with 
the unseen ones, though not so palpa- 
qmi ^£,yet be consciously realized, 

d exercise a potept Influence, unlift’ 
ual nature. g 0Ue’B W‘Ud “Ud S1,lr,t’

re?ln! of sI)b'it Intelligence 
and wisdom is open and accessible 
wdmihwS: lt.d®l’euds upon ourselves 
ihl ^b?.U ask and receive from 
i.i^i l)u,le aud the good even unto the 
b S]>est, the Ineffable Divine Source of 
HfeHt. JAS, 0. UNDERHILL.

Hammond, Ind.

THOUGHTS
______ /

On Topica of Interest to All
Thinkers.

««niraH6 Clali“ed tbat tbe greate*'  oao’s 
aspirations for truths, the larger the r21?dgl'°iWtb' you would havefe‘ruths, 
feailessly call for these; constantly 
ra,-''6 we .T1 reaellluS for and attract 
mg. Words can be very empty, there
fore, aspirations do not gain by word
ing these to long drawn out petitioning 
plaints. The invocation of the soul 
oses in strength just in degree of pub

licity given to it, and the prayer be
comes a trifle, having little or no good 
foi its purpose. To be soul-reaching is 
to be self out-reaching; not to plead for 
some one or thing to reach down to 
you and bestow blessings. Instead of 
calling attention to your words, send 
your attention to seek facts. Don’t 
stand before an audience to be heard of 
them, in prayer, but let your aspira- 
lons lead you onward. Minds from the 

higher life care not for reverence, but 
enter the presence, and become com
panions of those whose minds attract 
them. 7 is little minds who care for 
reverence; coneeit that prizes fawning. 
Ihe gods and ignorant spirits enjoy 
your prayers to them; the angels, or 
the wise minds in spirit realms, will 
ehoose your company if you prove 
yourself companionable. They are 
fearless and they seek the fearless
among mortals. They are brave to do 
for truth’s sake,and they select for their 
mediums those they know to be also 
brave advocates of truths.

The spiritual being who holds to 
Christian dogma, gladly returns to tell 
the Christian-tainted medium the little 
he may know. He enjoys hearing you 
Implore the dear unseen to come in 
your midst; he likes to sing with you 
the olden songs he loved. Yes, dearly 
does he love to be looked up to with 
adoration. But the truly wise, the real 
angel of unfoldment needs only to 
know, by what the mind reveals, of 
your willingness to glean more knowl
edge.

The angel mind sees the narrowness 
and fear that Is clouding earth minds. 
He does not come to these to have them 
do his bidding, for his bidding is to de
stroy errors. Unless it is one who loves 
the individual, because of olden ties of 
earth, and who—himself or herself (the 
angel) having unfolded through knowl
edge, these do not select their mediums 
from the class who have fears.

When a medium remains a Chris
tian—and to whatever degree this ex
tends—he or she has not fearlessly de
termined to take bold hold on truths— 
nor have their guides. When a medium 
is dishonest, guides without principle 
are attracted. When a medium records 
within bis or her soul a determination 
to be fearless in all things, guides who 
have not feared to know all truths are 
at once attracted. And the more of soul 
aspiration they discover in a medium, 
the more do the soul-unfolded draw 
near and desire to be guides, to instruct 
through such Instruments.

Banish fear and worship, if you wish 
to go onward rapidly in wisdom's way’s, 
by being taught truths by the angels. 
All are not angels who have passed 
from earth. Angels wish naught of 
man but man’s own unfoldment that 
fits him for the companionship of 
angels. Mediums will do well to Dear 
these statements in mind.

ALLIE LINDSAY LYNCH.

PATRIOTIC SENTIMENTS.
Bishop Fallows, in an address at Cen

tral Music Hall, a few evenings ago, said 
he had just returned from a visit to 
Canada; that he had an interview with 
Lord Aberdeen, at Ottawa, and he 
knew that Canadians of every class 
were as deeply Interested in the war we 
are waging with Spain as if It was 
their own. He said the international 
sentiment between the English speak
ing nations was no more wonderful, or 
more deep seated, than that which had 
taken place between the North and 
South, giving young Sartoris a place on 
the staff of General Fitzhugh Lee. He 
characterized those who opposed the 
war, In the language of Samuel Adams, 
as “peeling, pusillanimous cowards and 
traitors.” Said he, “I feel like singing: 
‘Mine eyes have seen the glory of the 
Lord,’ when I see these days of unity 
when men on both sides the northern

WHERE?
Where are Messrs. Covert, Becker & 

Co.? Where is their promised journal? 
Where is that- powerful organization 
which was to sweep Spiritualism from 
the earth? And where is the vast 
wealth pouring in upon the managers, 
and piling up in bank vaults, which 
was to sustain this gigantic movement? 
And Echo, loud and clear, repeats the 
several Inquiries - with a boisterous 
"Where?” We wait with nervous anx
iety an early reply.

Onset Bay Camp, Mass.
Onset Bay (Mass.) Camp-meeting 

commences July 3, and continues to 
September 4.

Devils’ Lake Camp, Mich.
Dr. W. O. Knowles writes that the 

Devil’s Lake Camp-meeting will be held 
as usual. It has not been abandoned. 
It will commence June 11, and end 
July 4.

Marshalltown Camp, la.
The fifth annual camp of the Central 

Iowa Spiritualists’ Association will be 
held at Marshalltown, Iowa, on the 
same grounds as last year, commencing 
Sunday, August 28, aud closing Sunday, 
September 18.

Circulars will be ready about August 
1. Those desiring circulars or further 
information will receive same by ad
dressing MISS L P. BEESON.

Albion, Iowa.

Mesick Camp, Mich.
Mesick -(Mich.) Camp-meeting will 

open July 31, 1898, closing August 14. 
All good mediums and co-workers are 
cordially invited. Those expecting to 
attend, send in names before the first of 
June, to have them on printed pro
gramme. Address Jacob Bulllau, Me
sick, Wexford Co., Mich. This associa
tion was organized April 1, 1898, by 
Mrs. L. A. Mabee, state organizer.

New Era Camp, Oregon.
Their many friends on the Pacific 

coast-will be glad to learn that the 
management of the New Era, Oregon, 
camp has secured the services of Mrs. 
Loe F. Prior and Mr. Chas J. Anderson 
for the meeting to be held July 2 to 25. 
Mrs. Prior Is a widely-known medium 
and lecturer who has been laboring 
with marked success in the south re
cently. Mr. Anderson, known as (he 
"boy orator,” Is conceded by such a dis
criminating Judge as Dr. J. M. Peebles 
to possess marked ability as an inspira
tional lecturer. The managers will ex
ert themselves to the utmost of their 
ability to make this meeting the most 
successful ever held in Oregon, and so
licit the active co-operatlou of every 
Spiritualist throughout the Northwest 
to this end. Circulars will be issued in 
May and sent to all who apply to Wai
ter P. Williams, Salem, Ore., who is the 
corresponding secretary.

Ottawa Camp, Kansas.
The Leavenworth County Spiritualist 

Association will hold a camp-meeting 
at Forest Park, Ottawa Kansas, from 
July 27 to August 2, 1898, inclusive. 
Board and lodging can be had on the 
grounds for $2.50 per week. Reduced 
rates on all railroads leading to Ottawa. 
T. C. Deuel, president; Mrs. Emerick, 
secretary, Wallula, Kan.

Topeka Camp, Kansas.
We are going to have our camp-meet

ing this year, commencing September 
lltb, and continuing until the 25th, 
making two weeks’ time, including 
three Sundays. We have made arrange
ments to use the fair grounds again, as 
we can do better there than any other 
place.

We have no one engaged to speak us 
yet, but think we will have Will C. 
Hodge, of Chicago, who was with us 
last year and was liked by all. We 
have some very good mediums here in 
the city. We think we will have Mrs. 
L. N. Claman to help us in our camp 
this year. We want to have a good 
platform test medium with us; we have 
no one engaged for that yet. We have 
in our city four Spiritual societies.

T. P. KELLEY, Sec’y. 
211 E. Fourth St., Topeka, Kan.

Mt. Pleasant Park Camp, la.
The sixteenth annual camp-meeting 

of the Mississippi VaUey Spiritualists’ 
Association will be held at Mt. Pleas
ant Park, Clinton, Iowa, Sunday, July 
81, and will close Sunday, August 28. 
The best of talent has been secured. 
Circulars giving full information will 
be issued about June 15. For full In
formation address Martin H. McGrath, 
secretary, at Fulton, III

Lake Brady Camp, O.
The Lake Brady Camp will open July 

10, and close September 4. Programmes 
will be printed later. D. A. Herrick 
will preside as chairman during the ses
sion. AU mediums wishing their names 
on the programme, send them to D. A. 
Herrick, Ravenna, O........... .

Southern Cassadaga Camp, Fla.
The Southern Cassadaga Camp meet

ing, near Lake Helen, Fla., will open on 
the first Sunday in February, 1899, and 
continue four weeks. There will be an 
entire change in the management of the 
hotel, and good board will positively be 
provided. Good music and first-class 
speakers and mediums will be engaged 
For information write to the corre
sponding secretary, Emma J. Huff, Lflv 
Dale, N. Y. - - . '

Vicksburg Camp, Mich, 
The Vicksburg camp, at Eraser’s 

^r°ve, opens August 5, and closes Au
gust ^8 1898. The following speakers 
have already been engaged: Oscar A. 
ÄIy’MNeWTburyPort’ Mass*:  A. E. 
lisdale, New London, Conn.; J. Frank 
Baxter, Boston, Mass.; D. P. Dewey 
Cnropn.Bla“c'.Uleb - uud Mrs. Marjoii 
era ’ B?trolt’ Mich. Other speak- 
eis and mediums will be added to ths 
list. A new barn will be erected on ths 
grounds this season, and other improve- 
readv l)rogr““»mes will In

nn ¿ d.ayS' a“d W1" be SGUt 
any one addressing tlie undersigned 

v. . . JRANEITE FRASER. Vicksburg, Mich. '

The Southwest Missouri Spiritualists' 
Camp Association will hold Its second 
annual meeting at Lakeside Park, Jas
per county, Missouri, commencing Sen- 
íooober.10’, nud clos|ng September 20, ■ 
loJ8. A glorious time is expected, as 
the camp-grounds are all that eould be 
wished for ag to beauty of location and 
in all its appolhtmeats for the comfort 
and pleasure of all who visit the park.

A cordial invitation is extended to ali 
friends of our beautiful philoáophy to 
come and enjoy a grand spiritual feast 
with us. Good mediums will be with ; 
us- B. G. SWEET, Prest. ,

Chesterfield Camp, Ind.
Chesterfield Camp-meeting will begin 

July 21 and close August 21, 1898 The 
speakers epgaged are J. Clegg Wright 
Mrs. EVa Pfuntner, Willard J. Hull’ 
India Hill, B. F. Underwood, Moses 
Hull, and Dr. Nellie Mosier, test me
dium. For programmes address Flora 
Hardin. $ec’y., Anderson, Ind. Presi
dent, G. W. Parkinson, Yorktown, Ind.

Haslett Park Camp, Mich.
Haslett Park Spiritualist Camp will 

open July 31, aud contiuue five consec
utive Sundays, closing, August 28. 
Good talent has been secured. Pro
grammes will soon be distributed. For 
information and programmes, address 
I. D. Richmond, Secretary, St. Jolins, Mich.

Harmony Grove Camp, Cal.
The Harmony Grove Camp will open 

at Escondido, tjan Diego, county, Cal 
Sunday, August 14, closing Sunday. Au
gust 28. •”

It is ourliopes and intention to have a 
grand, glorious time, and we hope ev
ery one hearing of this will come, feel
ing that they are indeed a part of this 
pimp; that it is with tlieir honest love 
for the cause and united efforts that 
oui success lies. We hope the young ■ 
people will all come. A dancing plat
form has been laid for the amusement 
of the campers, and those attending 
must not forget to bring their ham
mocks, to hang beneath the wide- 
spreading branches.

Remember that you are all cordially 
invited to join in this jubilee of South
ern California.

For further particulars, enclose 
stamp and address the corresponding 
secretary, Miss Mary Nulton, Escon
dido, Cal. ’

Mass Meeting.
The Spiritualists of South-western 

Michigan will bold a mass-meeting in 
the popular resort grove at Lake Cora, 
Van Buren county, Michigan, Sundav 
June 28, 1898. Talent engaged: MrV 
Adah Sheehan Horman, M. D., of Cin
cinnati, O., and Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, 
of Port Huron, Mich. Good music in 
attendance. Annual election of office™ 
will occur at the close of the morning 
service. Services at 11 a. m. and 2 p 
m. Usual gate fee obtained. Very Low 
rates and special train service from all 
Chicago and W<ist Michigan stations, 
Grand Rapids to St. Joseph inclusive, 
have been arranged for the occasion, 
connecting with Hartford with special 
train on the S. H. & E. for Lake Cora. 
For Schedule of trains aud rates, see 
railroad bill or inquire of any C. & W. 
M. agent Low excursion rates by the 
steamer Williams from Chicago to Lake 
Cora and return. Start from Rush 
street bridge, Chicago, Saturday. June 
25, at 11:30 p. m. .

L. S. BURDICK, Pres. 
„ „ Texas, Mich. .
MISS SELLA WAITE, Sec’y*.

'¿^Decatur, Mich. •

“The Great Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Goo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-priest ' 
Of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann 
It Is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods '■ 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15c. 
For sale at this office. '

“Human culture and cure. Part 
First The Philosophy of Cure. (In
eluding Methods and Instruments),” Bv 
E. D. Babbitt, 'M. D„ LL. D. A very In- 
Btractlve and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well ful
fills the promise of its title. For sale - 
at thle office. Price 75 cents.



have been made, but we declare -our
mood, and it is well to get a good ready 
for future labor, based upon results ob
tained. The public voice should be

the mistake of over-creating expense. 
We are at present in a contemplative
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general somnolence of the spiritists, is erection of temples and supply free lee-

When suffering has youln its gripA ». zl <» • ■ _ • • >4 _ -,   a  not see,
ou’ll only need a tiny sin 
EACH night of J bans! Remedy

spirit friends cannot coin money that by careless behavior. Conserve every
belongs to mortals, but they can stand energy to the building of the great su-
at your back while you read this, and perstructure. Let Its proportions grow i-send to your soul that still, small only as needs for its habitation in-
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they love Him might, with some rea-■
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For it is difficult to conceive of so wide-SQUELCHED HIM
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SPIRIT HOMES.

BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ,

man

sonableness, be said by their opponents 
to mistake their own sentiments; led

representative, 
body; its offi-

ward as a strong presumptive proof 
that such a Being, or Beings, exist.

time 
and 
this

Crutches Destroyed 
after ONE BOTTLE

very small deviation from perfect 
curacy.

In Ceylon I heard of a monk who 
POSSESSED A SPECIFIC OIL,

mendous
PROCESS OF DEVELOPMENT;

and, in the light of it, as “E. P. P.” re-

PRISON HOUSE FOR A SOUL, 
but that it is a product of eternal evo-

Thts work It one of the Library of Liberal Clastic« 
No author was better quenned to write ah Impartial fttlulinnCtat. life» rtf llahnma, •*,»«. __ . *

when education, both medical 
scholastic, cannot dispense 'with 
powerful assistance.

I am acaualnted with a medical

brought us fifty years of this great Then, the per capita dues of twenty
truth, that the debt be left for Brother I live cents will be all-sufficient; yea, will 
Walker to pay. grandly run the N. S. A, and build col-

The stringency of the times, and the I leges, mediums’ homes, aid in the local

From Lightrflondon, Eng.

16 cents. -
••Woman, Church ami State.” By 

Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume 
of more than common Intrinsic valued

IN RE THE JUBILEE 
(Continued from page 4.)

life or thought, which breaks up the ac
tivities of body and mind.

BEAUTIFUL VERSES.
In the “Richmond Free Church Cal

YOU CAN TEST IT FOR FORTY DAYS FOR 25 CENTS.
RHEUMATISM! RHEUMATISM!

nent and abiding, and accompanied 
with no evil effects. I forsee a

gratitude to the noble promoters of this I A. do that without support?" True! 
enterprise, and in the midst of our re- I Hence, we must have every local sod 
joiciugs, that our spirit loved ones have ety as an auxiliary.

-n.,.__________ . .... . M. J. HUNT, TO East 51st St., Chicago.
The following gentlemen know of the above facts and that they are true:

FRANK W. DUNNE, 
________________ ,________  WM. STONE.

and women. Their capacities are in- ~-----  .
finitely superior to the Oriental, and «Y PROF. W. M. LOCKWOOD, 
more traceable In the higher regions of 
thought. .. *b.c, onlr treatl.e ever offered tlie reading and 

thinking public In tbe Interest of modern Spiritual
ism, that Is absolutely free from the theories of super
Button, and which

01 more uiuu wiuuraa mtnnsic value. I NO author w„ better qumned to write ah Impartlti 
The subject is treated with masterly 1111111 Godfrey iiigginr,
ability; showing what the church has re;d
and has not dene for woman. It is full lhl"o!l!ci''- Pr'.-n.o^—-____________■ __________
£ ‘^Tby eX“ Priœnî2S‘post i W FROM THE INNER LIFE

‘ 1 By hlKrio boten- Thue Poeai «• M rMs u
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!k0 worth ,00 and to wear for tea years. A certificate of w&r- 
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Reader* of thia Publication Heed Sondilo Money In Advanco
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BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
...OR . ..

A CONCORDANCE
To the principal passages of the Old and Heu 

Testament Scriptures which prose 
or imply Spiritualism,•

Together with Q brief history of the origin of muy of 
the Important books ot the Bible.

CadtvH/.NSJ RiM.EPJ gives an opportunity to test its wonderful curative property for 
FORTY days for the trifling sum of ag cents. Large bottles are Ji.oo-lasts from 4 to 5 months. 
Six large bottles (5.00. Procrastination is the thief of time Write immediately

THE JHANSI REMEDY COMPANY, Dep’t 5, CHICAGO.
Agents Wanted. 17 TO 21 QUINCY STREET.'

WRITE PLAINLY.
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This work Ib one that every one should read. It 
beams throughout with rare gem. ot thought, prac
tical m well as profound. There Is sunshine and 
beauty In every sentence uttered. Tbe work la dedi
cated to the author's farorite sister, 8amh French 
Farr, now passed to Bplrlt-llfe. Hudson TutUe/S 
Berlin Heights,Okie gives an Interesting sketch of tlM 
author’s life.

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 
DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER.

• M e would like to impress upon the 
' minds ot our correspondents that Tlie 

Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 

.: speed equal to about four compositors.
Thal means rapid work, aud it is essen
tial that all copy, to insure insertion in 

- the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with iuk 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side of the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
io alone responsible' for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be- 
lieviug that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sientlmeuts uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
who differ from you.

The “Beacon Light” meetings are pro
grossing finely after the vacation of 
May. It is expected that after July 1, 
tlie Sunday afternoon meetings will be 
held as usual. G. F. Perkins can be 
found at the old stand, 587 N. Clark

'street, Chicago.
Mrs. Maggie Stewart, of Piqua, 0., 

is serving the Sixth Street Spiritualist 
Church, of Pittsburg, Pa., for the 
month of June. All correspondence 
must be addressed to her at 315 Penn 
avenue, Pittsburg, Pa.

J. C. F. G rumbine lectures In Gene
seo, 111., June 22 and 23, iu Freeman’s 
hall, at 8 o’clock. He will give two 
private lectures at the home of Mrs. K. 
McFarlane, at 2 p. m„ Wednesday and 
Thursday, on Psychical Unfoldmeut. 
The public lectures are to be given at 
8:30 p. ni„ Tuesday, at the home of Mrs. 
K. McFarlane.

Prairie Flower, the little Indian con
trol of Mr. de Ricard, will celebrate her 
birthday anniversary, on Thursday 
evening, June 23, 1898, at 8 p. m. Music, 
dancing and other amusements will be 
the features of the program. Tests will 
be given by all mediums present. The 
party will be held in the parlors of first 
flat, 510 N. Clark street.

On Sunday, June 12, after a season 
of successful aud uninterrupted work, 
the Church of Unity, 401 W. North ave
nue, Max Hoffman, pastor, held its 
closing meeting for tills season. It will 
re-open in October on his return from 
the camps.

Lizzie D. Lyness writes from Minne
apolls, Minn.: “.Sunday, June 5, a large 
number assembled to hear the farewell 
-remarks of Sister Ella J. Davis. She 
is now Mrs. Dr. Tyler, of Eagle Bend, 
Minn. For sixteen years she lias la
bored faithfully for the cause of true 
spirituality, giving her services in this 
lllbor of love, working with the angels. 
She and Brother W. S. Smith have been 
holding conference meetings in Labor 
Temple. Mrs. T. has endeared herself 
to the hearts of all who have come into 
her benign Influence. Our loving 
thoughts and kind wishes go with her.”

W. E. C writes from Oxford, Ohio: 
“Frank T. Ripley has been very 111, 
near death's door for the last two 
weeks, but is now convalescent.”

Geo. W. Walrond writes from Den
ver, Colo.: “I propose closing my pub
lic meetings for tlie summer mouths, 
July, August aud September. I am get
ting up a series of out-door meetings in 
the publie park and gardens; also a 
gummer revival in August.”

T. D. Kayner writes: “At the close of 
the Rochester Jubilee, where we had 
what Father Wilson used to call ‘a 
feast of reason and a flow of soul,' Mrs. 
Kayner and myself were persuaded to 
go to Bradford, Pa., for a short time 
and try to arouse an Interest in our 
cause in that city. We were met the 
first evening with but a few present, 
but eaclt succeeding meeting the num
ber increased. Mrs. Kayner’s tests 
Were very marked, and one told another 
and recommended them to attend the 
next meeting. Thus considerable seed 
was sown that may eventually bring 
forth fruit. There was some private 
woVk which was very correct; thus by 
hard iabo' overcoming a groat deal of 
prejudt- e caused by tlie wrong-doing of 
part'es that have boon there before us. 
Tve then received a call to come over the 
mountain to Olean, N. Y., where we 
found nn organized society that was al
most dormant, and for three nights we 
have tried to awaken them from their 
lethargy, but it is uphill work. The i 
membership are not financially able to 
do really what is necessary, although 
they have control of a beautiful, airy 
hall, and have a very line quartette that 
leads the singing, but there seems to be 
a lack of our western push. Thursday 
of this week we shall go to Lily Dale, 
to attend the annual three days’ picnic, । 

' and we are in hopes to be kept busy iu 
that vicinity until the camp opens, so i 
that we may be in attendance there i 
this year. It seems as though the ex- : 
eltement of the war had become the 
only topic of moment, and that but very i 
few had any time to give to spiritual 
matters and development,” i

Mrs. C. H. Horine writes. “Chicago 1 
Spiritualists were favored last week by • 

■ a visit from Prof. Johnson, of Spring- 1 
field, Ill., who lectured on Sunday even- 1 
ing at 77 31st street, on the subject of ' 
‘Educational Ideas.’ The Professor is 1 
connected with the educational work at 1 
Clinton Camp, and was analytic, logical 1 
and scientific in the unfoldmeut of his । 
subject, with excellent delivery. The 1 
pastor, Mrs. Cooley followed with spirit । 
messages and description of many of ' 
the Professor’s guides. The society’s i 
entertainment on Wednesday evelniug 
,was an enjoyable affair. The good 
doctor (whose name I have forgotten) 
brought glorious news from Boston, 
Mass., of victory over the medical fra
ternity. The Ladles’ Home and Aid So- 
defy will give a grand entertainment 
and strawberry festival. June 25, at 8 
p. m., hall C. 77 E. 31st street. Enter- 

■ tainment and strawberries, only 25 ' 
cents. Music, tableaux, pantomime 
recitations with Uncle Sara and the

• Goddess of Liberty, talking it over. 
Come and aid us iu the good work of 
establishing a free reading room and 
Spiritual Home.”

“Cosmian Hymn Book.” A collection 
- of original and selected hymns, for lib- 

'■■■ eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash- 

j ■ burn. This volume meets a public 
: want. It comprises 258 choice selections 

of poetry and music, embodying the 
* highest moral sentiment, and free from 

all sectarianism. Price, 50 cents. For 
sale at this office. -

GENER/YL SURVEY..
............ ( JWW ,K|I1

OUR PRESENT STATUS.
As It Is Viewed by a Critical 

' Thinker.

The experience of the last five years 
has developed a greater financial sup
port to our public cause of Spiritualism 
than we had supposed possible at this 
time. There is a willingness to give a 
liberal financial help, but no possibility 
of great amounts. The N. A. has 
certainly developed the tendency to give 
liberally to our cause, but it has made

firm conviction that they were of tlie 
head and not of the heart. They can 
be lived down, and a happier estate . . __ ...
made possible for all true Spiritualists. I consulted. The great body of Splritual- 
We ask our friends if they deem it I ists are each personally-concerned and 
right or just to permit General Mana- should speak. If the N. S. A. does not 
ger Walker and Ins sister to lose their represent tlie whole body, it should do 
all, even their home, through the fall- so at once, or
uie of the Spiritualists of this country I tit? nitmreiwnito co-operate with them in order to , BE DISBANDED!
make the Jubilee worthy of the pure ilas Souo far enough as a minority 
and sacred name of Spiritualism? If bod-v controlling the whole system.
not, then let us all speak with generous , 1 have latelX had a struggle to'keep a 
contributions to make up the deficit. local society as an auxiliary to the N.

HARRISON D. BARRETT, s- A- '-t'M' asked the old and ever-per- 
Prest.. National Spiritualists’ Associa- tlneut Question, “What help is the N. 

tion. S. A. to us?”
___ _ There has been no direct help to any 

A CALL to wtiwiiii« wunmifii local auxflmry so far; perhaps, but In- AMLDIUMS directly it has been a great help to 
AND INDIVIDUALS TO OBTAIN build the public cause. True, the can is 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO LIQUIDATE incessant to help the N. S. A. It had to 
THE EXPENSES OF THE JUBI- be developed. But, the N. S. A. has its 
LEE.__________________________ sure development only in the greater
T , .. . . . , ,, „ , I Permanency of local organizations.I see by the last issue of the Spirit- Without the latter the former 

uaiist press that there is a large deficit I T„ „
in the Jubilee expenses. IS NOT POSSIBLE,

I wish to suggest, through your valu- I nor needed. Therefore,- the first busi- 
able paper, to the Spiritualists of Amer- I ness of the N. S. A. Ip to help local so
lea that we as a people cannot afford cleties and not tax them excessively, 
for a single moment, out of common But, we are asked, ‘‘How can fhe N. S.

no reason why Sir. Walker should turers and mediums occasionally to 
suffer. struggling localities.

The Jubilee was conducted upon the It is obvious, then, that we must cut 
proper scale, not lavish, but befitting down salaries and all venturesome ex- 
the dignity of our cause. Nothing was penses to a minimum of actual needs 
left undone for the comfort of visitors upon a conservative, instead of as now, 
which the management could attend to. an aggressive basis. Confine the N. S.

I wish to suggest that every medium A.’s labors for one year to only getting 
in the land ask for one dollar contrlbu- local auxiliaries, giving to these locall- 
tions next Sunday, as a first trial to- ties a little needed free help, and the 
ward raising this indebtedness, and charters will so multiply that we will 
that tlie names of contributors be pub- have a flow of per capita dues the next 
lished in the Spiritualist press, each so- year to make the N. S. A. what it should 
ciety being given due credit, aud that I be, a great protective and helping body, 
this course be followed at our societies The official work can be done without 
and camps until that four thousand dol- very much expense. The body of work- 
lars be paid. ers are nearly all willing to-glve of time

We us Spiritualists want a new build- and talent freely to the public cause., 
ing for the National Association next Official positions should be executed, 
year, and much as we need this it never for a time at least, without salary and 
can be accomplished until we put our- for expense only.
selves right with the Jubilee expenses. We are climbing up the ways of finan-

Come, dear Spiritualists, it is high cial support, and we must be careful 
time that we are awake and doing. The not to knock the props from under us

thought that you can spare one dollar crease.
toward showing the world that we ap- The N. S. A. is the 
predate our beautiful truths. and not the controlling

There is one fact that Spiritualists cers are
have not yet learued, I am sorry to say, servants NOT 
and that is that every dollar they spend „ ’
for Spiritualism will be brought back “ we desire to protect our cause, we 
twice, and that every day’s work for >uust organize it as accords with our 
Spiritualism brings mortals two day’s I Present development. The future will 
strength, when otherwise they would care tor Itself. Luther Colby, the 
be ill in bed. Mediums have learned former editor of the Banner of Light, 
this long ago, but it has not yet been always opposed a national organization 
brought home to the understanding of untll local societies should develop a 
the average Spiritualist. proper sustaining power. We used to

Let us hear from you one and all, Bet a »»1« provoked with him in our 
dear friends; remember It will make zeal f°r a popular organization; but, the 
your loved ones rejoice—the sweet little Pl“11 's the- only correct one. There 
ones, the angel father and mother, the must l>e a solidity to the local organlza- 
dear companion, all will be happier for ll°n- N- 8- A reports show a very 
your being among the number of happy precarious quality of auxiliary mem
givers. bers- Clearly we must not outline

CARRIE F. WEATHERFORD. Kreat enterprises for the N. S. A. until 
Columbus, 0. Missionary N. S. A. local supports are made more firm.

1 They must not be over-taxed. Money 
will be forthcoming when actually 
needed. That has been demonstrated. 
There are no people who love their 
cause better than do the Spiritualists.
But the time has not come for any offi-

How Admiral Dewey Put a elal to say; “There is nothing too good 
c. . <\_i :„*!  for us.” It is only a question of ac-

\ OlOp TO uaiumniating compllshlng the best we can with 
Pnatnrala in Manila means at hand instead of in prospective.

____  This lesson is sadly learned! The 
question of help to the local society

An official with Admiral Dewey must be solved by some generous and 
writes a friend in the Navy Depart- wholesome labor in their interests—for 
ment that the admiral astonished a each locality will exact a spirit of reel
high church official out there at Manila proclty.
very much recently. The N. S. A., if properly developed,

“The bishop of Manila,” so the letter will be a great help to each locality and 
runs, “had been circulating pastorals, the cause in general. M'e need organ
urging his people to rise up and kill izatlon. We should each gladly add 
‘los heretleos’ (the heathen Americans), our mite, but we must prevent any bur- 
who would not permit the sacraments densome efforts.
of matrimony or the last rites for the With proper and generally supported 
dying to be administered. Dewey efforts, our cause will eradicate inter
waited until he could fix some of these nal evils and the protection needed will 
stories definitely upon the reverend ensue from internal capacity to 
Ananias, and then wrote him a note, in achieve. The need is not so great to 
which the admiral expressed his bunt out the bad and the fraudulent, as 
astonishment that an archbishop could to develop the good and the true. There 
so far forget aud debase his holy office Is nothing that makes the genuine and 
as to be guilty of lying, and lying so earnest society effective more than at- 
basely. If he heard any more of these tending to its strict business of devel- 
falsehoods from his reverence or any of oping the special labors for which it is 
the minor clergy, he, Dewey, would orgauized, aud that is Spiritualism for 
turn his guns loose upon the arch- the Spiritualists. Our present position 
bishop’s palace at Cavite and the has not been gained by fighting fraud, 
cathedral at Mauila, and level both to but by attending to our own cultureand 
the ground. 'False teachers shall not to the uufoldment and utilizing of medi- 
disgrace tbe holy name they pretend to umship backed by earnest purpose and 
reverence by uttering the most absolute purity of desire.
falsehoods in tlie name of God.' Fraud cannot live and the genuine

“A French priest, who has a brother CANNOT BE DESTROYED.
that is a chaplain in tbe United States T ___ _ „ .... ,
naw undertook to carrv the note to Lot 6tand upon merlt and Personal- 
the archbishop. In three days there ^„5^ °r warrim^our moraf or^nsv0 
came back a most abject apology to the
American commandant, in which the ^r rSrerentative fo al? SffiVgo  ̂
holy man denied that be had ever said na„ t. <„ „„, „>.11,1 „„a,1 1 . ,1 . , , A , H'O can acincve. it is our enua ana notor thought the wicked things imputed t guardian
to him. In reply, Dewey simply sent °f0? mreThave labored to achieve 
the archbishop his own pastoral letter prop(!I.y representative organization 
that he hnd somehow obtained that what was ten(J1U!j to ugurn nnwarrant- 
contained the very words and expres- eq prerogatives, met with sudden 
sions the other had sworn he never I dpath Whatever is born of the «inirlt

esa "sed'.Thi!.e,nded is immortal and will never require 
the coirespondence« But the archbishopJ porthlv heln to existence and ntilitv 
was snuffed out like a tallow dipf with ] axcent as nersonallties mav imhido 
a siz and a very bad smell. • from its fountain sources. We need

not labor for glory or renown, and not 
even for emoluments; for these will en
sue only from purity of purpose. Good 

Hasten, hasten, mortal, hasten; I results will come to the cause of Spirit
Days are passing swiftly by; uallsm only by sincere application of 

Use them before they’re numbered— desire to help. All selfish and vain de
Build a home you‘11 love, on high. I slres w111 be frowned upon by the great 

host of spirits who have this movement 
Every thought, wish, word or action— for human growth and good in charge. 

Be it wrong or be it right— I it is not only a mortal movement;-but 
Helps to build a home of sadness, jt is jointly the mortal and spirit effort 

Or a home of joy and light. fOr humanity, to unfold peace, purity
Every prayer and every effort, Pr0|res^ ,®n earth, for the proper

Blessings rich to bring mankind, ntS tOi effect birth
Will unto our heavenly treasures; ln‘°

Add what soon with joy we’ll find. Xe. ^.eea. ^'e- . I local work and thus insure the national
Homes in spirit life are fashioned efforts to be the proper expression of 

\ By pure. Hyes and lives of sin; our sincere devotion 'to truth, / which 
And we’ll find they’ll niaféh exactly ever includes purity and justice.

With the kind of folks we’ve been.' Rochester, N. Y. G. W. KATES.
STEPHEN H. BARNSDALE. ---- -------------------------

Burlington, Wis. Some to the fascination of i name
—--------—----------- ------ surrender judgment hoodwinked.—Cow-

"Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and per.
¡ Rosa 0. Conger. Excellent for every Let them obey that know not how to 
J family. ,Cloth, 81.50. . yule.—Shakspeare.

“MODERN ASTROLOGY’"
for February, 1898, Is by no means a 
cheery print. One of its articles begins 
with tills paragraph: -

“According to the table in “Kabalistic 
Astrology, 1898 is governed by . Mars, in 
the cycle of Meteury. A mixture' of 
Mars aud Mercuqy is not a very peace
ful combination, and the signs of the 
times indicate a terrible year of war
fare, strife ail'd'';>fraud. 'The United 
States, governeij.by Mercury, will feel 
the martial elemen,t surging through it, 
if this particular cyclic system has any 
real value.”

INFLUENCE OF THE MOON.
M e find in this number tbe following 

restatement of an old doctrine concern
ing the influence of the moon:

It is a. fact well-);nown to most gar
deners that the trees which are planted 
aud the seeds which are sown, in tlie 
decrease or wane qf the moon never 
thrive, and it was long ago observed by 
the ancient philosophers that her occult 
influence extended even to matters of 
general business.

Let those, therefore, who would have 
any pursuit or undertaking successful 
observe the course of the moon, and 
above all tilings begin nothing of conse
quence in the decrease, for long experi
ence has proved that there does not ex
ist half the chance of success to any 
pursuit during that time, aud that, on 
the contrary, affair's, and speculations 
of every kind ■which are begun in the 
moon’s increase, have a far better pros
pect of success, allowing for natural 
obstacles, than at the opposite period.

It may be added as a singular corrob
orative fact, that nearly all the unsec- 
cessful publications which are continu
ally appearing, and as constantly fail
ing, are ushered forth to public notice 
whilst the moon is in her decrease, and 
the successful periodicals on the con
trary. The astrological reason is, that 
the moon sign lies not only the com
munity at large, but also those changes 
in popular opinion which are, apparent
ly without motive, so constantly occur
ring.

Writing In “The New Unity,” “E. P. 
P.,” whose studies are always attract
ive, has some deep but perfectly clear 
thoughts concerning the monistic con-' 
eeption of the human being; that is to 
say, the human being regarded as a 
whole and a unity, all alike the product 
of evolutionary processes, through he
redity. Gifts indefinable have come 
down to us as the
HARD EARNINGS OF ANCESTORS. 
Breathing itself Is the result of “long 
processes of conscious effort, which 
now has become '-unconscious and in
stinctive.” “An instinct in us is sim
ply that which was an exercise of 
choice and will in some antecedent 
form of life.” Habits are "results of 
laborious efforts' carried on through 
hundreds aud thousands of years.” 
And now we are learning that body and 
mind (or, shall we say, flesh and 
spirit?) are close partners in this tre-

minds us, Paul’s affirmation has a 
mighty meaning; “Know ye not that 
that your bodies are the temples of the 
Holy Ghost?"

The new,psycho-physiology declares 
that the body is not a

lutlon, and saergd^ In all its correlated 
functions. The modern teacher does 
not say to his pupil, you may abuse or 
degrade your body, but by all means 
save your soul; but he assures him that 
both body and soul, as a single entity, 
are his heredity from God. ,

However strong the body may be, 
and, however healthy, any course of

THOUGHT THAT IS CORRUPT 
will degenerate the physical function
ing; while, on the other hand, depraved 
physical action will as certainly create 
Intellectual decay and moral Incapacity. 
Take the habit of dishonesty, which at 
first it may seem possible to strictly 
confine to the intellectual and moral 
life, yet it will be found that truth-per- 
vertlon involves of necessity certain ir
regularities of nerve action and brain 
control. The liar, although less appar
ently, yet quite as truly, enters upon a 
process of physical degeneration as the 
drunkard. We are led by this to a new 
definition of sin as that course, of either

endar,” the following beautiful verses 
appear, in memory of the Dowager 
Countess Russell, a member of that 
brave little church: -
At last thy radiant path, all sweet and 

pure,
Found fitting close in perfect peace se

cure;
No haste to go, no anxious wish to stay, 
No childish terror of the untried way.
In The- far North, where, over frosts 

and gloom,
The midnight skies with rosy bright

ness bloom,
There comes in all the year one day 

complete, •
Wherein the sunset and the sunrise 

meet.
So, in the region of thy fearless faith, 
No hour of darkness marked the ap

proach of death;
But ere the evening splendour was 

withdrawn, '
Fair flashed the light along the hills of 

dawn. .
When speaking through' a temporarily 

materialized rep^sentatire form spirits 
cannot ,

BRING THE; EXPERIENCES 
of their normal decarnate state of being 
Into physically embodied consciousness. 
The two degree^ are discreted. Their 
normal state is !shut off and closed to 
them pro tem. Tlieycannot even gather 
up the memories pertaining to their 
past earth life, ¿unless these are sug
gested to them, because their true self
consciousness aiid memories are dis
creted. Those whoiire repeatedly pro
jected here, llke'the guides of the cab
inet of materializing- mediums, and ac
quire consecutive experience in that 
state, develope ah alternate secondary 
personality, similar ’to the secondary 
personalities exhibited in the case of 
subjects suffering from psychical de
rangements. ”

These cabinet guides who appear reg
ularly at tiie

SAME MEDIUM’S SEANCES, 
and make commonplace remarks and 
stupid jokes, and even display rudeness 
and intolerance, are generally projec
tions from sel ves in . the somnambulic 
sleep state which intervenes between 
the physical and psychical deaths. 
Representative forms projected from 
that state can evidently know nothing 
with regard to true spiritual states. 
The experiences- so constituted do not 
emerge into their normal consciousness 
and memory. They are awakened tem
porarily into a state of active somnam
bulism, effected through tlie medium of 
their double, and lapse back again into 
sleeping somnambulism. These ‘’cabi
net guides” pertain to the same life

chain or hierarchy as the medium, and 
represent its inner links. Their quality 
may, therefore, be gauged by the char
acteristics of the medium. ■

MATERIALIZED FORMS
often take up the recollections of their 
previous similar experiences as if no 
interval of time -had elapsed between 

^those experiences; thus displaying that 
those experiences do not emerge Into 
their waking consciousness,, or that 
their normal consciousness is quiescent 
during the intervals.

From tlie Agnostic Jour 
nal, London, England 

intelligent will.
The physical harmony of the universe; 

the absolute prevalence, so far as man 
can ascertain, of the apparently funda
mental laws of matter, seem to prove 
further, the unity of this Creative, In
telligent Will.

But here again, also, we have to re
member that the argument is valueless 
to those who can see no design in Na
ture. Let us be candid enough to ad
mit there are difficulties in the way of 
accepting the theory that an Intelligent, 
All-wise and Benevolent Being (for 
such God-is represented to be) should 
have so formed the world and the vari
ous living creatures found thereon, in 
such a manner that the life of some 
ean only be maintained at sacrifice of 
others.

THAT SIN AND WRONG, 
too, should have been allowed an en
trance into a universe planned by an 
Infinite God, is a fatal stumbling-block 
to the acceptance by some of the the
ory of a Final Divine Cause. Yet the 
argument from design has some force, 
for it is Impossible to conceive of a re
sult without admlttingnot only a cause, 
but an adequate cause.

the Evolution theory
does not help those who deny a First 
Cause; for, granted that the present 
Kosmos has been evolved from some 
single germ that, millenniums ago, 
found itself bursting with self-con
tained energies, we must still account 
for the presence in that germ of the po
tentiality which was destined to achieve 
such grand results; nay, would not 
such a germ and such an evolution tes
tify to a design of the most magnificent 
kind? And, where design is, there pre
viously must have been a designer, ac
cording to all rules of human thought.

Some philosophers, like Kant, noting 
how the best and purest affections of 
man were called into being by religion, 
based tlieir proof of God's existence 
upon the fact of bis being loved. Man, 
said they, cannot love that which

HAS NO EXISTENCE;
the fact of his loving God, is a proof 
that there is a God to be loved. But 
this argument, like the others already 
mentioned, is only of force to those who 
do love God. The mind that is unable 
to recognize the existence of a God 
with surrounding facts, does not, of 
course, love Him, and hence Is not open 
to the proof (such as it is) that God is 
known to be because He is loved. Fur
ther, might not such a one argue that 
because some do not love God, there
fore God is not, else all would love 
Him?

If God had made it a condition of His 
being known by, and of men that He 
should be loved by them, that love, It 
would be argued, would be

IMPLANTED IN.EVERY SOUL. '
As there is no scientific proof possible 
to us of God's existence, those who say

away by their education and en
thusiasm.

This belief in a Being, or Beings, su
perior to themselves, having the

COMMAND OF THE ELEMENTS 
and all natural forces, is almost univer
sal among the various races of men. 
This, of itself, might be brought for-

spread and deep-rooted a belief being 
entirely erroneous; and this, too, wheth
er we regard man as having been origi
nally endowed with a religious Instinct, 
or as having acquired such by natural 
causes.

Darwin says: “The belief in God has 
been advanced as not only the greatest, 
but the most complete of all the dis
tinctions between man and the lower 
animals.” It is, however, impossible to 
maintain that this belief is Innate, or 
instinctive, to man. On the other hand, 
a belief in all- pervading spiritual agen
cies seems to be universal, and appar
ently follows from a considerable ad
vance in the reasoning powers of man, 
and from a still greater advance in his 
faculties of imagination, curiosity and 
wonder. I am aware, he continues, 
that the assumed instinctive belief in 
God has been used by many persons as 
an argument for his existence. But this

IS A RASH ARGUMENT, 
as we should then be compelled to be
lieve in the existence of many cruel and 
malignant spirits, possessing only a lit
tle more power than man; for the belief 
In them is far more general than in a 
beneficent deity. The idea of a uni
versal and beneficent Creator of the 
universe does not seem to arise in the 
mind of man until he has been elevated 
by long-continued culture.

From Harbinger of Light, 
Melbourne, Australia.

A SUGGESTION.
Psychic students might profitably em

ploy some of their time in making ex
periments which would lead to useful 
results. Baraduc, de Rochas and others 
have added considerably to the sum of 
human knowledge by their painstaking 
and daring researches. Are there no 
Australian students willing to pene
trate the obscure jungle of mental phe
nomena, and bring back some of the 
treasure awaiting exploration? ,

PSYCHOMETRY, CLAIRVOYANCE 
and clairaudience are now almost ac
cepted facts of nature, admitted by 
even some advanced scientists. The 
branches have, however, received little 
systematic care or attention by a great 
many Spiritualists who acknowledge 
their existence. Yet the knowledge 
which may be derived from the study 
would‘be of Incalculable value to his
tory, botany and sclefice in general. 
Take the simple case of strengthening 
the memory. What a blessing this 
would be to a student or man of busi
ness, or in the matter of education, the 
whole moral nature of a child may be 
changed by a course of hypnotic sug
gestion, the lazy, idle, indolent and 
vicious can be transformed. I speak 
from experience on this matter—and I 
can vouch that the results are perma-

• CURED BY

____ JHANSI remedy
Has no rivals! No In urious ingredient. Not compoundedto 
sell, but to CURE, which It does- Sneedu relief follows Its 
I^Ourmost effective advertisement is those who have

THE JHANSI REMEDY COMPANY. CHICAGO April 1 1898
Gentlsmen—I have been a great sufferer from Rheumatism for nearly 15 vears. Tks 

ablest doctors and professors of this city pronounced my case hopeless. I tried every known 
remedy I could find or my friends suggest. Went to Hot Springs, Ark., Mt. Clemens, Mich, and 
West Baden, Ind., but always with the same result. I received no permanent good from any oi 
them. For weeks I was in plaster ot naris at hospital, and I feared I should be a sufferer as fonfi 
* -e as I lived. A» you know, I commenced treatment with vou?

Company January 12, 1898. In a few weeks the pain iu my back 
left me, and have not had it since. Isuffer no pain now. Front 
the commencement of your treatment my general health hai 

• i pe?* ec* a?d complexion clear. The beauty of your system 
. . i8i that instead of merely relieving pain, you remove impurities
from the whole body; while others treat the effect, you appear to eradicate the cause. A largo 
number of people who have known me for the last ten years, knew also of the quite unexpected 
resuUs of your treatment of ray case. I think you have the only remedy for Rheumatism, and 
will cheerfully answer any inquiries on this subject. J

THE JHANSI REMEDY COMPANY. CHICAGO, Sept. 10,1897
Gentlemen-Your Dyspepsia Cure has been of great value to me; after taking about one 

and one-half boxes of your tablets I am feeling quite sound and well. During the past summer 
and spring I suffered from weak digestion. I was so bad that I could not eat anything without 
dist ress afterward, especially at night. Now I can eat anything I want and sleep perfectly All 
of the sour stomach and nervous condition I formerly endured is now cured. I have recommended 
your remedy to others afflicted as I was, and have had the pleasure of receiving their thanks on 
account of the benefit derived from their use. Yours very truly, ”

t WESLEY MORGAN, 115 Sedgwick St.
Rheumatism, Paraplegia, Paralysis, Backache, Headache, -------r* •
Heartache, Insomnia, Neuralgia,and Malaria aUflybefore AndlmMotes yoVdo »o{srer'P 
this Greatest Modern Specific, JHANSI REMEDY. It has You’ll only need a tiny sip * I 
no rival for Dyspepsia and Kidney Trouble. Each night of jhausl Remedy

In England who has several volumes of 
manuscript bound, all treating of dis
ease, and all

GIVEN BY A CLAIRVOYANT.
Such knowledge has never been ad
mitted. Why should this useful chan
nel of information be hid or ignored? 
Ought prejudice, bigotry, or false pride 
stand in the way of acquiring stores of 
useful information? The time is past 
for all reticence, small groups of stu
dents should lose no time in approach
ing the subject in a proper scientific 
spirit, taking one or either of the sub
jects, aud pushing it to its furthest in- 
trenchment. My own experience lias 
been chiefly among Oriental subjects. 
Since coming to this country I have had 
trial of only about a dozen white men

Here are a few samples: A lady In 
this city, whose name I have not per
mission to give, invited me to put her

IN THE TRANCE CONDITION
ip order to see the range of her ca
pacity. I consented. In tlie presence 
of two of her friends—both ladles of 
culture—in less than seven minutes, she 
entered the condition, described mi
nutely the dress and actual occupation 
of her husband several hundred miles 
distant, then diagnosed the complaint 
of one of her friends, described tlie 
aura surrounding me, and some other 
matters of an interesting character. 
She had a strong tendency to wander 
into the arupa stages, and required 
more repression than stimulation.

Another lady whom I was treating 
for disease

BECAME CLAIRVOYANT.
Wishing to test her accuracy I asked 
her to make an appointment with a 
friend in Queensland, for a certain time 
In the evening. At the time fixed she 
went into trance from 8 to 9 p. m. She 
described what took place at her 
friend’s house. I had the particulars 
committed to paper and forwarded 
them to the lady in question, asking 
her to verify the statements. The facts 
were substantially correct, with only

good for asthma. Knowing how un
willing they are to divulge any of their 
secrets. The journey to the Pansala in 
Vihara was over twenty miles into the 
Interior, and the only means of convey
ance a bullock cart; so I hesitated 
about going. On questioning the clair
voyant he assured me that the old 
monk would give me the oil. I went; 
found the place and man. and also re
ceived a bottle of the coveted fluid. On 
asking for the recipe for making it the 
priest assured me that be would give it 
with pleasure only he had forgotten 
where he had left it. The clairvoyant 
at once indicated the box and room in 
the monastry where the missing docu
ment lay among some Olla leaves. I 
have the document with me still. •

“Social Upbuilding, Including co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office.

Why Not Enlist in the Army 
WHb Agent» who arc seHing Eureka Non Alcoholic 
r iavorlng Powders, and make money? Here 1» th« 
experience of one: "1 have sold a great many dif
ferent artielet*,  but have never »old anything that 
Bella aa well a« these Eureka Flavoring Puwder» 
Every family uses them. They bell just as well in 
hard times as good, so for tills reason they are the 
best aelllng agents’articles ou the market They urn 
made from the ptirrsi fruit juice, and the whole 
natural strength of the fruit Is preserved, so they are 
stroiifer, more delicious, and more ecuhotidcul than 
the liquid flavors. 1 sell t wo ui three kinds at every 
house. A good agent nw.-r makes less than |30t)a 
day, and often as mtit-h ab iLoU.” Write for a General 
Agency tu sell the Eureka }• luvorlim Powders tn tim KUHhKA NOVELTY Ct).. Ueju. •.) ¿b lUdie ave 
Allegheny, Pu. 4j9 •

The Molecular Hypothesis
OF NATURE.

Demonstrates continuity of life and our envU 
ronment of splrititual influences,

ISSm.94*“ of “od'rn pbyBlc“ sod PWotostoil 
. ?° frirituallst, an Impregnable foundation ot 
Scientific data aud verified facts.

To the materialist and skeptic, * revelation of th® 
ivoi1tlon“<:rgle’ °PeratlV° ,n fonnu1» of

To tbe ecclesiastic, a new heaven and a naw earth. 
A boox to read, to study aud think about. A con. 
acnsed volume of scientific luformatlOO for 25 cenn 
Address your orders to
The Progressive Thinker, 40 Zoomit rffeefr

Much that Is In this book appeared Io an abridge*  
form In a series of nine full pages of Tn*  Pnooansa- 

were prepared0 at^the 
“a ?Lh^nd,re?s of Spiritualists who Alt the need ot 
some klud of document for ready reference. Thew 
only seemed to wbet the appetite for more' hence th® publication of this work. M

y“11'. wrlttcn m“y volamei 
'IltaalIstlBtlo «nd other themes and each one Is 

rain *1 ud?i 011 the 8ubJ’ct chosen. Mr.
Hull In bls Introduction of this work says:

’«I sctvo to lead the people out of the wilderness or doubt and despair; and that 
♦hen Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from 

enemies. It will not'spike' It, but will 
?£S,*!,$  ?Ltter dow? the ot Christian supersll

Iffeefauce. I send It out on its errand of en
lightenment with the humble prayer that It will proro 
a filvlee benediction to every reader." 
oniS'l-FSSI01'0’’?1'1 B1D1’CXL SrinrruALiBU 
contains 385 pages, beautifully printed on good paper. 
SS?11“ ? (nil-page portrait of the author and la 
b!v?n.'?.c.ILli?und ln cl0lh- Krery Spiritualist should 
DwiC mis work.
PRICE $1.' FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE,

<3LeA]\ri]Mes 

FROM THE ROSTRUM,

CONTENTS: 
Dedication.
Sketch of the Life of A. B, FMOSb» 
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and WbmoI 

Islam.
Joseph Smith and the BookofMOTmOB

“Bight Living.” By Susan H.Wixon. 
The author shows a wise practicality Jn I 
her method of teaching the principle of! 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with i 
many brief narratives and anecdotes,! 
which render the book more interesting! p__fli_j.-fT.ft, -----
and more easily comprehended. It is.................... - - ■ ------“ 18. The Power and Permanency of Me«*  

The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Ltf*  - 
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age.
What Is Truth?
Decoration Address.

especially adapted for use in Children's 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by it 
Cloth $1. For sale at this office.

“From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.”''By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives anaccount of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It Is written in a sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted to place In 
the hands of Christian people. Price

-WUC& »1.00, ponraa ~

Mahomet, the Illustrious.
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QUESTIONS1 g 
£ ANSWERS |

| This department is under the management of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights. Ohio. ■

NOlICl'j.—No attention will be given anonymous let
ters. I< ull name and address must be given, or the letters 
Will not be read. If the request be made, the name will 
not be published. The correspondence of this depart
ment has become excessively large, especially letters of 
inquiry requesting private answers, and while I freely 
give whatever information l am able, the ordinary court
esy of correspondence is expected.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

As superintendent of the Toung Peoples Department 
of the Jubilee, and us president of the newly formed or-, 
faumzatioii, it becomes niy duty to report for the benefit I fie 
of those who were not present on that auspicious ooca-1 lusion 
.non, „hat „uo accomplished at Rochester by the young 
people, mid whut plans tliey have formulated for the 
future.
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SPIRITUALISTIC LITERATURE.

II- >8- Mitchell: Q. You say in answer to a question 
in I lie Progressive Thinker. "The result of all forces and 
substances concentrated in an individual, produces tout 
complexity we call a spirit. As such it did not exist be- 

• fore:" what I would like to inquire is tins: At what point 
of growth is immortality reached?

A. The only reply that I can give is by quoting from 
the "Arcana of Nature." where the spirit authors have re
plied: .

■ "A spirit is not necessarily immortal, but can become 
gradually extinguished like a lamp burning for a time and 
then going out. Such is the condition of the lowest races 
of mankind- They exist after death, but with them there 
1,6 no progress, no desire for immortality, and slowly, atom 
by atom, they are absorbed into the bosom of the univer
sal spirit-essence. as the spirit of the animal is numediate- 
jy after death. If it be asked at what age the spirit of 
Siian retains its identity, it may be said in reply that no 
certain data can be given, for it vanes with the develop
ment of the parents. •

' Ira Smith: Q. Are you in favor of ordaining lectur
ers. etc., to have supervision of our spiritual affairs?

A. The ordination of ministers, presupposes that 
those who ordain have special power and right conferred 
by God to do so. In the Church of Rome, it is claimed 
^hrist gave Peter, the first pope, the keys of heaven and 
hell, and lie has conferred the same power from pope to
pope in an unbroken succession, and they through bishops 
to every priest, so that every one is ordained by Christ. 
It is all a fraud, but is superstitiously believed by the 
devotees. .

The Protestant churches feebly ape the rites of this tre
mendous assertion, in their ordinations of preachers by 
other preachers, liaving no more authority than they, ex
cept that other preachers have ordained them. They do 
not claim any succession of preachers from the apostles, 
and if they did would at the reformation, have to trace it 
through detested Catholicism.

‘.’.A yet feeble attempt has been made at ordination by 
spiritual societies, winch amounts simply to the endorse
ment of the speaker by tlie society. Ibis has been con
ferred with such careless levity that we hear of the most 
arrant rascals gaining the confidence of societies by cer
tificates of ordination." from national societies.

The only "ordination" that is valid is the power to in
struct. to entertain, backed by a righteous character.

There is no danger of an "ordained mediumship." set 
to control the great spiritual movement. Those who at
tempt to lead in that direction will find scant following.

And yet it is pitiable to observe how superstition for 
t]je old lingers: how "reformers" delight in aping the 
ways of the churches: putting their thoughts into old 
forms of speech: calling their speakers -pastors." 
their lyceums "Sunday-schools." their organizations 
‘•churches." opening their services with prayer—softened 
into "invocation." and closing with benediction. It gives 
a sop to the orthodox world, that the orthodox world 
rightly accepts as weakness. Oh. it is difficult to cast off 
that' Old Man of the Sea. and stand up free and inde
pendent.

Inquirer: Q. Rev. J. B. Atwood, the Presbyterian 
minister here, made the assertion last night: that Col. 
Robt. Ingersoll went down on his knees and praved to the 
Lord, once when crossing the ocean and the ship seemed 
tOkbe in immediate danger of sinking. Kindly apprise 
me through the columns of The Progressive Thinker, if 
the above assertion is true or not.

A. This story has been given wide publicity and has 
become a part of the stock of preachers and evangelists, 
with the falsehoods about Paine and other freethinkers. 
Two years ago a revivalist told the story in identical 
words, at a meeting in Milan. Ohio. Mr. .bred Fish wrote 
Mr. Ingersoll, and received a letter in reply, from the fa
mous infidel, saying that he had not been on the ocean in 
twelve years, did not take passage in the ship named, in 

.short that the whole story was “an orthodox lie!” The 
letter was widely published, and no one can plead ignor- 
afice. The ministers knew the truth. They know that 
the.story is a wilful falsehood, repeated for the purpose of 

■ deceiving Hieir hearers, and libel a man so far transcend
ing them that they cannot comprehend him. Yet they 
will-go on repealing it, as they do “the awful deathbed 

: scene” of Paine, which they also know is absolutely false 
in’every detail.

It is a satisfaction to deny these slanderous falsehoods, 
but if anyone expects the ministers will stop repeating 

: them, even if the evidences are before their eyes, they 
will find their mistake.

“Student,” Manchester, Eng.: Q. Is the theory of 
■ Professor Schenk, of Vienna, in regard to determining 
thefspx of children according to the desire of the parents, 
true? I ask this question in the light that you have pre
viously said that sex was an “accident.”

A. Sex is an accident, because thus far it has been be- 
yond.control, and no theory has been advanced which was. 
supported by the facts. The embryo starts with the ca-- 
pabilijy of becoming either nlale or female. What may 
beithe cause of its taking one or the other form is almost 
absolutely unknown. As in the case of twins, the condi
tions are identical, yet they may be of opposite sexes. 
This single fact completely refutes Professor Schenk’s 
theory that sex is the result of food consumed by the 
mother. Virchow, one of the greatest biologists, says 
that .the theory is not proven, and all'attempts to solve 
'the problem have failed. .

The primal cause must be looked for at the very be-' 
ginning of‘embryonic life, and any attempts to determine 
sex thereafter must be futile.

j. Simon Emery, Bangor, Me.: Q. Sitting by the stove, 
.Warming myself, I fell into a drowse, from which I was 
Suddenly awakened with a strong impression that some 
pne was standing by my side, and in a moment I saw what 
appeared to he a hand and wrist of a person. It remained 
a few moments and then disappeared. Did I see this 
with my natural eyes, or spiritual? ■ ; '

A: The natural eyes can only see natural, things, 
ind hence the spiritual must be perceived by means of 
spiritual perception. At the moment between sleeping 
>nd waking, is often a. highly impressible condition, 
which is taken advantage of by spirit friends. The re
cipients being conscious, stoutly affirm that they were 
Vwake and hence must have received the phenomena 
Ihrough the bodily senses. ‘ : .
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CELES UAL DYNAMICS. A normal course of study in the Astro

Magnetic foices of N«tuic. Just the book for the mental healers or 
students in the science. 107 pages. Price $100

CHILDREN'S PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM. A Manual, 
the organization and management of Sunday-schools.

pensable. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price 50 cent«

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION. The astronomical and 
of _11 religions. A richly sarcastic poem, bv Dr

Trice 50 cents. ' '

CHURCH AND STATE. The Bible in the public 
American party. A profound presentation of the

question. By "Jefferson." Price 10 cents

'f

with directions for 
Something indis*-

astrological origins 
J. H. Mendenhall.

schools: tho new 
Church and State

CLAIRVOYANCE. A book of 109 neatly-pnntod pages, pertaining to d 
system of phdosophy of clairvoyance, its law. nature and unfoldmenfc 

By J. C. 1, Grumbiue. Price, cloth. $3 50 ■'
COMING AMERICAN CIVIL WAR. This excellent book Is written in 

the interest of humanity, of liberty, and of patriotism. By Burton 
Ame„ Huntington. 300 pages. Price, paper. 50 cents, postpaid- 1
COMMENTARIES ON HEBREW AND CHRISTIAN MYTHOLOGY

A profound rehearsal of the selection of primitive divinities and other • 
Biblical myths. By Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price, paper- 75 cents 
COMMON SENSE. A book of the Revolution, and vet adapted to tKb ' 

pre_ent day. A book to inspne the reader to love his free America By’ 
Ihomas Paine. Paper. 15 cents " --
QOSMIAN HYMN BOOK. A collection of original and selected hymns for - y 

liberal and ethical societies, for schools and the home- Compiled by ® 
L. K. Washburn. Price, cloth. $1.00: paper. 50 cents '
CRIMES OF PREACHERS. This book is just what its title indicates-« •

a thorough exposure of the inner life of those elect of earth A very '
nteresting book. Price 25 cents- ' J <
DEATH AND THE ALTER-LIFE. An excellent work relating to thp

transition moment; scenes and society in Summer-land: Winter-land.' ■' 
By Andrew Jackson Dans. Price, cloth. 75 cents: postage r> cents ■ <
DIAKKA and Their Earthly Victims. A very interesting and suggestive

work. It is an explanation of much that is false and repulsive ifi ■ 
Spiritualism. By A. J. Dans. Price 50 cents. ,j . - -
EVOLUTIONISM. A series of illustrated chart lectures upon the evolu- -

tion of all things in the universe. From atoms to worlds. From atoms 1 ■ 
to souls. By Olney H. Richmond. Price, cloth. $1.25. A ।
FAITH AND FACT. Illustrating conflicts between credulity and vitalized ■ ' 
I thought. Prefaced by Robert G. Ingersoll in his own descriptive elo* ' >' 
quence. By Henry M. labor. Price, cloth, $1.00. 'i1
FIFT Y YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME. A book that has done ■ 
f more to enlighten the world of Catholicism than any other two published« 'z 
By Rev. Chas. Chiniquy. ex-priest. Price $2.25. ,
Force and Matter, or the Natural Order of the Universe, with a

System of Morality Based Thereon. A very popular scientific exposition.
By Prof. Luuwig Bucuiifr, ju. D. Price, cloth, 81.00. • >
FROM NIGHT io MORN, or An Appeal to tne Baptist Church. Just

the thing to put in the hands of church inembers, and of all inquirers.' * ''' 
Does not antagonize, but wins. By Abby A. Judson. Price 15 cents.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL. This beautiful book of beautiful poems is all 
that the title indicates—profound, sublime and tufiefully poetic and restful - 

in its variation. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, cloth, $1.00.
fiOSPEL OF BUDDHA. According to old records. A translation from 
U Japanese, made under the auspices of the Rev. Shaku So^en, delegate to 
the Parliament of Religions. By Dr. Paul Corus. Price $1.00. ,'
GOSPEL OF NATURE, a book filled from beginning to end with spiritual

truth of the most sublime and soul-stirring character. In touch with aU i 
life. By M. L. Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. Price $1.00. ‘ <
GREAT ROMAN ANACONDA, or Thirty-seven and a half years in the 1

Church of Rome. A 32-page pamphlet By Prof. George P. Ru*  1 
dolph, Ph. D. Price 15 cents.

%

HELEN HARLOW S VOW, or Self-Justice. It shows the falsities rampant 
in society in matters of moral and social import, and the wrongs that flotfr 

therefrom. By Lois Waisbrooker. Price $1.00,
IESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, or Christ and Mediumship. A careful com-' 
J parison of some of the Spiritualists and Mediums of to-day with those of 
Bible times. By Moses Hull. 48 pages. Price 10 cents, < ’
JOAN, THE MEDIUM, or the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. This is the' 

most beautiful history of Joan of Arc ever written. Thrillingly interest
ing and convincing. By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40 cents; paper, 25 cents. 
10 YS BEYOND THE THRESHOLD. A Sequel to The To-morrow of 
J Death. Interesting, instructive, spiritual, fascinating. Will bring joy to’ 
thousands. - By Louis Figuier. Price $1,25. , ;
LANGUAGE OF THE STARS. This important work is the first practical 

exposition of the Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature—in relation to man— 
yet issued. Price-50 cents.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. Illustrated with views of the old Paine homd-i 
stead and Paine Monument at New Rochelle. By the editor of the 

National, with preface and notes by Peter Eckler. Price, doth, 75 cents. V 
LIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT-WORLD. Being a description' bf 

Localities, Employments, Surroundings and Conditions in the Spheres, 
through Miss M. T. Shelhamer. Price, cloth, $1.00. ' '
LYCEUM GUIDE. New Edition. Gives every detail needed for effective

organization, and for conducting the society when established. By Emma 
Rood Tuttle. Price 50 cents, postpaid; •
MAHOMET, His Birth, Character and Doctrine. Historically correct, 
III No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Classics. Exact and perfect in every 
detail and beyond adverse criticism. ■ By Edward Gibbon. Price 25 cents.

MAHOMET THE ILLUSTRIOUS. An apology for the life and char- - 
act;.’ of this celebrated prophet of Arabia, containing 118 neatly printed 

pages. By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. Price 25 cents.

MAN IN THE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE. ~ A popular account oe- 
results of recent scientific research regarding Vhe origin, position and 

prospects of mankind. By Dr. Ludwig Buchner. Price, cloth, $1.00? '

THE GODS. MemorialOrationby CoLIngersoll

“Religious and Theological Works oi Thomas Paine.” 
¡Qonteins his celebrated “Age of Reason,” and a number 
of letters end discourses on religious and theological sub-

ofi PriC? ßaie

teaci.es


SHAKER SPIRITUALISM. ASTONISHING!
IMPORTANT!

Peebles you

COBBESPONDENCK INVITED.
Has

new

BOOK REVIEWS.

4S8

an interest-

and critical 
and wisest

A Book on “Chronic Disease” 
Sent for 2-cent Stamp.

This ts In fact a large ßanllariuin; only been 
opened a short time, yet It Isa most pronounced sue- 
opas. DK. B. W. BANKS, the greatest Healer the 

'world has ever had, lias Joined mt. WATKINS In this 
«rand work, aud Is at the Home six days In the week.

•search, closest observation 
analysis, by the noblest 
minds.
, Dr. I’lielon has long been 
ed Student of the Esoteric

A LOCAL, 
CONSTITUTIONAL AND 

SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT 
Oraraquarlerpf >m|in 

before the public. Send fori 
“True of Catarrh1' 
mailed fme.

DR. SYKES SURE CURE CO.. 
843 W. Madison St, CHICAGO. 

Depl ¡tor Sale at Oruaalatg.

Send age, name in full, aud two 2-ccut atairips aud 
■ • leading symptom, and we will scud you

A Diagnosis of Your Case Free, 
and wo will try and make tho price of treatmen’; right 

• to you. -liemember,please, that wo. do not wish to 
. take your case uoletg you arc dlfieafhfled with your 

pichcut treatment. Do not ask OUR opinion of this 
. doctor or that one. because we never express ,au 

opinion, nor have we any one connected with us that 
is allowed to speak ill of any one or even to express au 

. opinion. We know some doctors do so, but we do not.
.- The day of shot-gun prescription is past; drastic 

diugs In large doses will uot be given ten years from 
-• now, We believe in tho certainty of medicine and in 

specific medication, but specific medication requires

SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS.
v- Jie who understands tbe action of drugs, and v'ho is 

gifted with the power of correctly diagnosing, is tho 
successful physician to-day.

Wrlte ub and we will tell you all about our 
methods of cure that we use at the Home.

DR. C. E. WATKINS,
AYER, MASS.

---------  side of Na
ture, including Human Nature, and es
pecially the liner processes involved in

Consultation by Letter Free
Send Postage Stamp for Reply.

JUBILEE SOUVENIR.
Hand palmed picture of llvdoi lilt (.'uthurc In 

water-colors. gold lettered ihle. bound with ribbon 
'’ery .preny- feeol by mail; pi le.- •>”, ceilt8. A W 
MOORE. Artist, 16 Shelton me,, Ru<-be»(er, N’.Y 452

Superior, Wis. Oct r* ovr 
«Mexican Medicine Co. ’ ,

^>y hai/^X^nd
jFrom the first application 1 have n.u bee„1 
pus?nr hn'lf 'mSl wilh ‘'a"dr»n. uud «fieri 
i“,, Uf„! “'f,® botle !“>’ hair stopped falling^ 
8 has turned In ’ o my surprise,I*.nas turned to its original color. ’

Most sincerely yours, A L TUI I । 
main- r,«. , •1‘astor First Church.1 
ONE DOLLAR PER BOTTLE |

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
',";"‘<’"'»l«Hum. Sluing, daily- houra 

W to L nddeuce, axil Vernon „ . Chicago, nJ 

Something New and Reliable 
nun.ÄVnÄ 
SfROi

FRANCES L. LOUCKS, 
ad H arren ft., Stoneham, Maw. 
yoübItjtüre»murale!)’cak-ulatodby , 
A.tro^i ifiu^A
Denver, Colo. Chun, from ,i. S.-id »Unitor'S 

-------- ----- -

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES 
/

Printed «ueMlM/sfud" nu "cun‘lake 
receive the diploma, »? thHr .S ‘ k the course and 
removed to ¿3° Scutl BrnnXi“ bt“*-“8’. lnstltutlon' 
Diploma, grafted 1 ■
California charter 6end atLmn tJe,“e> or

JOiSflELDT 
homeopathic medicines* ^eXPe???xdednT!er^et,J' f‘"' ‘

Mo,es Hun BEC0ilME®BUe’ L)U“U u'H0W8»»i

A* MANSFIELD, M. D. 
158 Cedar Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

MediumshiplsaGrowth^ 

foldiueut in preparation *or higher un
Bend Name/ Age s0? nfJiU ,w'ork M a He«’er. 
writing. FUEeThagnOSi" “ l”' ”™ h“l‘- 

„ DR-j-A. BAILEY, 
No. 14- Fifth Avenue, Clinton, Iowa 

NODBUGS USED, NONE BEqUlBED Oltf, ' 

BETTER than COLD. 
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two 
SXStten' A’Ce^ur1^ kld"°>' dl8««‘i 
feeling, Guarauteed“uL<ii?«l<!Urotl, worh-oui 
with pure, rich blood ttBRiMra\our to health 
month sent for,1.00. 6uDlel,lnt Quantity fur om
Ve“orI’iM?ry“.'lghtr.MHSn,'aC<iCo,?I,OUB<t

Mb,. Mary M. Babiibi;, DeKalb, in writes- “Von 

uie iia .ut 1 as diieoied and sat for trammonta »v«».,, 

meSi .“S’

C8bl.,u,eUiU.<i.u fur uud feel that 1 Lave 

'SXvtS' b ’̂S-’oT^Xi^S

My hmt T, ‘¿UeT;ndA^

"ban do S *

Mus. Wm. Lamiman. Clifford, Mich., again writes- 
Please aeud me another piece uf the vitalized flan

nel, uh 1 am better after using tbe last one.”
Auopst Rickkut, Valeutiue, Neb. writes- “I m 

1 can feerritetMrva?.d|,,““‘'e1' “"d K«'U“S better, 
be'wrever^.y« “““ *re le8“ “hU 1

Address

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ, 
NEW BUFFALO, MICH.

psYCllOMETHIG AND CLAIRVOYANT KFAD- 
m M m.',- .ue'n b»ndwrltlng, „ aud sump, for advice 
M S'' o ti Slrirltual matters, to

8*• BRIGGS, Hamilton, 0. Extracts from 
etters: \ ery well satisfied,*’ "Reading currecu” 461 

THE SILVER-CHATN 
DEVELOPING CIRCLE.

A circle at large. All members, wherever located sit 
at saine hour, and are brought Into spiritual unity through uniform thought-topics. Also Hl-'ALTH 
Circle, and monthly MESSENGER. For parti-u- 
Urs address, with stamp, J. M. 4 M T li i pv Springfield, Mo. 1' »■ m. i. ALLEN,

the Healer.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS 
lithe oldest and most successful Spiritual Physician 

now In prance- His cures aro
THE MOST MARVELOUS

a®e- His examinations arc correctiv mart* 1 »ho send him name, a^sex audtock 
“nd “lx Cents In stamps. He doeTit “k (o? 

¡W. Address7“'11101“' A “‘“‘t'-ojovt iloesn’L ueed

J. S LOUCKS, M. D.,
85 Warren st., Stoneham, Masa. 450

~ MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,

Three reasonable questions answered bv mail *nr

INSpYraTION’S voice? 
a»

8 486«e word«- 60cvnts. and postage iO cents. ’ 
^86tf_____ H- W. BOOZER, Graud Rapids, Mich.

DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
-THE- 

FAMOUS GHRONIST 
OF AYER, MASS.

Quick Giirßs!
Small Doses!

Specific Medicine!
No Drastic Drugs!

G. E. WATKINS, M. D
AYER, MASS.

DR. G. E. WATKINS’ 
Rural 

ftealth
M’orne

.1

JUNE 25, 1898.
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v Healing, Causes aud Effects. By W 
P. I’lielon, M ,IJ„ author of "Three 

.Sevens,” “A Witch of the 19th Ceu- 
■tury,” “Esoteric Vibrations,” Etc.
- The study of “vibrations” in the line 
of mental and spiritual force and ac
tion has in recent years assumed much 

■importance and engaged tlie serious and 
-most thoughtful attention of philo
sophic minds.

The action and interaction, tlie rela
tions and Interrelations, of the physical, 
mental and spiritual attributes of man 
of this mortal sphere afford matter of 
great import to human welfare and 
progress, worthy of the most ardent re-

I 
r-

re

the opera lions of healing through the 
. action of the silent Invisible forces that 

may be used, guided, controlled aud dl- 
reeled by the instructed mind of man.

The table of contents ot this booklet 
. shows a fine bill of fare, comprising 
■'. chapters on Physical Force vs. Spirit- 

pal Force; Auralc and Magnetic Force; 
Man’s Aura; Unseen Forces; Unseen 
Helps; Polarized Atoms; Self-Poise; 
Adepts, Mediums and Sensitives; At

. One-Ment with the Universal Currents; 
Projection of the Astral Body; Fear;

■ Instructions; Admonitions.
. Within tbe compass of 100 pages the 
author has condensed and yet perspi- 

, caclously treated more Important aud 
instructive topics than are found iu 
many a large unwieldly volume, such 

..as the “regulars” of the medical pro
fession are addicted to writing; and, as 
to tbe quality and value, this small 
book may well be said to comprise more 
of genuine good to man than whole li
braries of tbe regulation lore of the 
medical colleges. And why? Because

Is on a higher plane and takes hold 
on the spiritual nature of man; whereas; 
the ordinary line of medication, and the 
study of medicine, is on the line of 
gross materialism. It Is a remarkable 
fact that medical men of the “reg
ular" schools are very largely under 

-the influence of materialistic views. 
. The character of their training and ex
perimentation is probably responsible 
for it. Anatomical operations, cutting 
With knives and digging and tearing 
with pincers in physical tissues, mus
cles and bones, to the neglect of the 
higher and finer forces which cannot be 
subjected to the scalpel of the physical 
anatomist, are not conducive to an un
derstanding of the qualities and forces 
.of the spiritual nature of man. In the 
“regular" medical education, therefore, 
these finer forces are measurably ig
nored, or at most made merely subsidi
ary to the materialistic element; when 
■in fact they should be regarded as of 
prime Importance, as principal factors 
in the being of man. and in the patho
logical and the therapeutic—tbe dls-

-. ease-giving and the health-giving agen
cies, to be studied and understood in

k order that the physician may be prop
erly and thoroughly equipped for ‘the 

1116’■wise and successful practice of 
profession.

. “We make a distinction,” says 
author, “between soul, spirit

the 
and

body. The vital spars of Divine Intel
ligence is spirit. This Is the inner of 
the inner, of the soul, being clothed 
•with the astral body on the outer. The 
astral body is of light Had we a bit of 
phosphorus, in oxygen gas, hermetic
ally sealed in a glass tube, and this Inl- 
mersed’iri a glass of water,’the light 
given ■ out, by permeating every part 
.would'illuniinate the’water. In like 
manner the spirit shines through, Il
luminating the soul, and permeating all 
the atoms of the body.”
.Not-flll Spiritualists will accept the.... - ■- • ' — ~ Z1 • 1 ** i

in hlsdbook.Vail them8elves of

flne 8Pjrlt»“’ ‘one of this book 
win be seen in this excerpt:

It is better Always, for man to move 
up and on to the higher plane. There 
he can perceive tlje theories of all vi
brations, movements and unfolding, 
from the lower to the higher. Thus bv 
tiansinutatioii of the lowest, by the In
crease of vitality, by the new vigor and 
strength that must come, and is intend
ed should come from the lower planes; 
the transmutation of all these into 
realms of the higher, obtains for us the 
best results. Redounding the most to 
advancement and progress are these results.

It is the victory of overcoming, by 
using the result of transmutation, that 
man can expect to find food for his con
t nued investigation along the lines of 
the spiritual. Man stands in his rela
tions, a spiritual ego. Surrounded by 
material conditions, he can draw all 
that is brutal and gross, yet strong and 
vehement, and making for himself that 
which it is best he should be.” 
i sc’euco spiritual medication or 
healing is worthy of earnest and deep
est study, and Dr. Phelon has here 
made a fine, unique and valuable con
tribution to its elucidation.

Price, paper covers, 50 cents. For 
safe by the author, W.P. Phelon, M. D., 
4006 Grand Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.

_The Heterodox Marriage of a New 
Woman, By Mary Ives Todd.

Crisp, bright, sparkling, and radical 
In thought, this is not the right book to 
take in hand If one wishes to send him
self or herself, off to sleep.

Rae Raymond is declared to be a typ
ical Chicago girl, and as such, of 
course, has decided notions or ideas of 
her own. Tho advanced ■■ thoughts of 
“the new woman,” free from the ruts 
of orthodox conventionalities so much 
made-of by the ordinary class of so
ciety women, are hers by right of dis
covery or conquest, as the case may 
ehance to be.

Interesting Information Con 
cerning the Same.

To the Editor:—I think J. M. Peebles 
did well iu mentioning the Shaker man
ifestations, but he should have stated 
the time seven years, instead of three 
that they were in constant exercise 
throughout all the1 societies, after 
wliich somewhat of a decline, although 
never an entire discontinuance.

The work was spontaneous, uo sittiug 
for “development,” nor particular 
hours for “seances,” nor auy “dark 
circles” held. Nor was there auy 
money-making in the work, It was all 
free,' and the mediums felt grateful for 
the privilege of being instrumental in 
bringing forth blessings from the 
higher life to mortals below; happy 
that through them the visible aud in
visible could hold communication with 
each other. Tlie “gifts” amongst all 
our people were truly appreciated, aud 
uere considered to be a special out
pouring from the higher heavens, aud 
the mediums especially chosen for the 
work by the hand of “God himself,” 
and very seldom was there the least 
fraud made manifest.

The materializations were never wit
nessed among us, only through outside 
mediums many years later. Nor did 
we ever have the table-tipping phase, 
until brought in from outside, and their 
it was only practiced for a short time 
(although many mediums were capa
ble), for the leaders did not greatly ap
preciate this movement.

DOCTOR A. R. DORSON 
Still Heals the Sick Through 
the Mediumship of ... . .

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker.

DR. W. M. FORSTER, 
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

If you wish Good Health 
should apply to her.

As a Spiritual Healer -She 
No Equal

Its

FAITHFUL,

Dr. A. W. Birkholz,

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

of

T)

May 27,1888.

he 
tor

[Obituaries to tlie extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free.] trayed by the voluntary statement 

our patrons. A few follow:

Mbs. H. C. Hvttom, 
Amacortea, Wash.

PRICE OF THE "SEQUEL."

With her Magnetized Herbs all 
diseases that flesh is heir 
• to are cured.

"THE LYCEUM.”

ÿ ONE DOLLAR PER BOTTLE Í 
* Agents wanted in unoccupied territory 2 

fessesi

Dm. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mlcb.
Dear Doctors:-My brother Is well. 1 think 

doesn't need any more medicine. Thanking yuu 
what you have done for him, 1 am,

‘Ää-of’^vÄ,^“1.'116 6an Fnmoi8c°

au’ncrJ°Md nV?’1 gowlrePort801 him from an 
Äraonmi? S'.V* "8 I“u™ Pleasure to add our 
medium uudodîeated genÄ “n“rded “**’ elited

HYPNOTISM SES
moralities. In developing tbe mind aud Mediums and 
influencing others. Diplomas and Degree given ¿rad- 
uates. IKKI forfeited any, completing course who are K,"nSle;n,-%1')P',"t,2,e “n<1 ““e «■^•'•thm .u^es ri,Sy

Clev^£^'VK (incorporated

nrnrrouirHAiRDrs. Peebles 4 Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mlcb.
Dear Doctors:—The treatment came to hand 

Thursday evening, and I at once commenced to use It 
as directed. By Sunday morning I saw a great 
change in my condition. I was so much better In 
every way that I cannot find words to express It. I 
must say It Is wonderful.

Respectfully yours,
Mbs. S. S. Bbusou, 

May 21, 1633. J08 Hampton St., Easton, Pa.

ASTROLOGY
Rrvcal, past, present nnd inturt-. -Trial R.-ndlngi'' 
21c. t-qunls other»' ,1 horo.ropo; lioroM-ope, re.

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS. ~
Gathered from tbe Highways, Ih' w&vs anri iindir*.MLire. By Matti. E. Ht-hi. ’ 1!,’¡ft ,X.'S 

neat book of »election» from Mr«. Hulls b.-at pot-ins* 
eermonsand essRj s.and contains a splendid portrait 
ortho author, also a portrait or Moses Hull Price 
neally bound In EuiH.lt cloth. ,1. For „lent uni

THIS is an important statement.

1
/

. Of course in her repertoire of new 
ideas adapted to the “new woman” of 
this most modern and up-to-date age 
were Included the latest “advanced” re. 
formatory views of woman’s natural 
equality with man, her equal natural 
rights to life, liberty and the pursuit of 
happiness, find the means of securing 
and preserving the same, implying the 
right of suffrage and all that pertains 
thereto, The rights of woman involve 
the question of marriage, and her 
equality in marriage relations.

Of course, as an advanced “new wo
man” Rae Raymond’s ideas will clash 
with the notions of the conservative 
old-time woman whose views of “the 
proprieties” are the outgrowth of ages 
of churchly and priestly teachings 
from tlie time of tlie Jewish patriarchs 
and priesthood, down through Paul and 
bls successors to the present day— 
classing women as “unclean,” as not lit 
to be teachers, as beneath man—a sort 
of secondary grade of human beings, 
created, like tlie beasts of the earth and 
the cattle of the fields, for man’s use 
and pleasure!

Rae condemns the regulation mar
riage ceremony because, as she says, “it 
requires us to promise what we eannot 
be sure of fulfilling.”

Rae’s marriage is heterodox, because 
it expressly omits the obligation bind
ing “till death.”

The character of the sentiments of 
the book are sufficiently indicated by 
these remarks. As the readers’ senti
ments may differ, so will their estimate 
of the book; but even those who most 
object to its radicalism will agree that 
It is sprightly, instructive and enter
taining. The price is $1. Published by 
Robert Lewis Reed & Co., 63 Fifth ave
nue, New York. u.

I was eight years old when the man
ifestations first took pjace in Tyrlng- 
ham, Mass., which was in 1837, and 
they continued until 1844 without in
termission, then a decline, but never an 
entire cessation. And in this case it 
was only a revival of what had always 
more or less been a marked character
istic of the Shaker order, from the 
time Mother Ann Lee was first made 
cognizant by angel influence of tlie di
vine mission to which she was called— 
that of establishing a “new church” in 
tills land of liberty, free America, to 
which she immediately repaired, leav- 
ing-behind her own native England and 
working with zeal and without the 
least misgiving, as the angels directed, 
until her mission was fully and faith
fully accomplished.

JULIA H. JOHNSON. 
Los Angeles, Cal.

Pt LIBR/tRY.
Ihe Spiritualist who commences now 

to form a Spiritualist or Occult library 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
think, In view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family in the 
United States. Commence now, we re
peat, to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

TESTIMONIAL.
B F. Poole, Cliuton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 

—Find enclosed one dollar. Send Elixir 
of Life. I have received so much bene
fit from the use of your remedies that 
I do not wish to be without them.

Very respectfully, 
Eureka, Cal. MRS. T. Y. CLYDE.

No “Lock of Hair” or “Leading 
Symptom” Required,

POSITIVELY 
CURE 

GrtRONlC 
DISEASES.

Importance is due to its truth, Thou
sands have testified to their personal 
knowledge of its accuracy. From week 
to week we have printed voluntary tes
timonials in the columns of this paper, 
believing that the

STATEMENTS

of our patients would appeal with 
greater force to sufferers than anything 
we might say, no matter how stated, 
nor with what fidelity of word-painting 
we portrayed the facilities possessed by 
us for the cure of these cases.

This is a day of facts. People do not 
care for theories. It is the man of 
knowledge who is in demand. Our 
success in

CURING
CHRONIC

DISEASES

has made repeated enlargement of our 
offices necessary, until to-day we possess 
the finest and largest offices devoted to 
the treatment of Chronic Diseases. Our 
work is now carried on with a prompt
ness and accuracy which is surprising, 
considering its magnitude. We possess

EVERY IM- ’
provement

AND FACILITY1

which can be of service in our work. J 
The success of our work is best por- ।

inpbDAf twP’cent stamps, age, sex, 
with °e n a ‘ an“ one leadlng symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her

PMKOSE YOM CASE FREE.
Address all Mall to

Mrs, Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

ivan s Mexican Hair Restorative 
A HAIR FOOD !

ADSENT TREATMENTS - V -- - —- - -
By the Use of Vitalized Flannel. 

Cures all Manner of Diseases.
photo and Iu,truotftiua£og toUvo’lSi/oui. Y“rm‘<

ked Pebb,e Spectacles, _ 
«howlug »1”le,lBndVrlIYl,,BI<’r1 Illu“t«tod Circular! 
who developed tht. ii.*, 8 “nii P|10tu uf Spirit Varma 
•dJuat my Melted PebbrnS1, |,01wer <» »»• Im 
your eyes In vour ou?n > Sp0otaclei as perfectly to office.'S thouMBd!"!.110?1’“ you were In my 
Photo. “end atump° frr

. I’SYClfl
guidance, and VdeVgned'So J“"*1.““1- under »Pirll 
Many, by iu use, hive reoelred’i m. Iuetllum8hlP- 
Gons from sbirit friftndffi OI,K ooiumunlct*

references. Address St r' "61 give you

lK«li»K0. company, 
----------------- ttearboru St., Chicago. 

OPIUMS
A never-fajiinff harrniimx n. a S^PPod at onee 

Orii. C. Hotlnun, 445 Isabella Bldg., Chicago, III 

_ ASTRAL READING—

rapt*, and 1 gui iiutomaH.. lv.di. f L, Ihere were Send (lute of I th aud J 1
u“|“«

pRACTK’AL GUIDE TO SPIl’i'H; ii hvii «“aWe» I'"* «■XV'iul’e^r 

Walrond. Opera Honsj Blo.-kTp^r.'UX

In the town of Hampden, Columbia 
county, Wis., May 22, 1898, Geo. W. 
Tripp passed to spirit life. He was a 
native of New York, and since 1845 a 
citizen of Wisconsin. In 1857 he be
came an Inspirational speaker of the 
most exalted type, for two years giving 
his talent to an audience seven miles 
from his farm home. Being in poor 
health, he afterwards labored In pri
vate circles, an honor to society and an 
ornament of home.

MRS. M. R. THOMAS. 
Fall River, Wis.

Passed to spirit-life, June 7. from his 
home in Merrimack, Mass., Wm. Jones, 
aged 68 years. A son and daughter 
preceded him to spirit life. His wife 
lias been a medium for many years, 
aud they have had the blessings that 
the truth of Spiritualism brings to all, 
to gladden their lives, ever since the 
transition of their daughter. He was of 
a kind and loving nature; his genial dis
position won for him many friends.

Many beautiful floral offerings were 
brought by loving friends. The serv
ices were conducted by the Rev. Mr. 
J odd. assisted by the writer, closing 
with the beautiful services of the G. A. 
R., at tbe grave.

AMANDA A. CATES. 
Haverhill. Mass.

"After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer." By Lilian Whiting. Sfo 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
bopk. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.

“Religion as Revealed by the Mate
rial and Spiritual Universe. By B. D 
Babbitt, M. D., LL.D.” A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist One of the very best 
books on the subject. Price, reduced 
to $1, cloth; paper, 50 cents. For sale 
at this office. -

"From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment Price 
$1.00. For sale at this office.

"Origin and Antiquity of Man." By 
Hudson Tuttle. A masterly philosoph
ical work. English edition, nicely 
bound In cloth, $L For sale at this 
office.

■Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Spirit-life.” “The Evolution 
of Man." Two papers, given in the in
terest of spiritual science, by Michael 
Faraday. Price 15 cents.

“The Universe.” What Force is. 
The Beginning of Creation. What Mat
ter Is. Tbe Creation of the Earth 
The Beginning of Life. Immortality’ 
The Substance of Its Environments’ 
Psychic Science. What the “Soul of 
Things” Is. Song of Psyche, A pamph
let by L. M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
sale at'tbls office.
“The Prophets of Israel” By Prof 

0. H. Cornlll, of the University of 
Koenigsberg. A scholarly and appreci
ative historical review of the prophets

Rf),o

DO YOU WANT HEALTH?
Send for Elixir of Life, No. 1. This 

is the best remedy known for the stom
ach, liver, bowels and entire system. I 
will send one sample (only) to each per
son, postpaid, for 10 cents. This trial 
package is sufficient for seven days.

B. F. POOLE, Clinton, Iowa.

The price hereafter of this number of 
'he Progressive Thinker will be as fol

lows: Three cents for single copy. 
Where five or more are ordered, two 
cents per copy. Where one hundred or 
more copies are ordered, one dollar and 
fifty cents per hundred.

DEAR IN MIND,
In sending remittances to this office 

write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It Is not safe to send money in 
a letter; If it is sent that way, and lost 
In the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. . Send postal or express order 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss. ’

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided.

Faith and Hope Messenger
A thoroughly first-class Monthly Mag

azine devoted to Philosophy and Phi
lanthropy. Edited by W. J. Colville 
This wide-awake periodical keeps in 
touch with all the live questions of the 
times, and it is a most instructive fam
ily companion. Subscription, 50 cents 
pei'.year. Two sample copies sent for 
5 cents. Address “Editor,” 242 Hunt
ington avenue, Boston, Mass. 449

Kespeetrully yours, 
Miss Lizzie Shanks, 

May 27, 1898. pt. Beutou, Moutuua.

Dra. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—1 have not'written rdr a long time. 

I reel well and do my own work, which 1 have not 
been able to do betore In over three years. I do not 
needauy more medicine. lam so tbuukrul ror what 
you have done for me.

Very respectfully,
,, Mrs. c. S. Payne,
May 27, 1898. Webster, 8. D.

Dre. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek. Mich.
Dear Friends.-—I am feeling so well 1 want to tbank 

you again for curing me ao quickly. Since taking 
your medicine I bave fleshed up ao I find It quite 
difficult to get my dresses to fit me.

Yours respectfully,
Mbs. a. Mobano, 

May 27, 1898. £a6li por^

Dre. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—I bave been taking your medicine 

for one week and feel one hundred per cent better« 
Youri respectfully,

A. D. Edwabds, 
849 Prospect St., Cleveland, 0.

Dre. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—It has been some time since I wrote 

you. 1 bave Improved wonderfully in the past few 
weeks. I thank you most kindly for what you are 
doing for me.

With best wishes, I remain, your patient,

Researches in Oriental Histoiy.
BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.

One Fol. 12mo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.BO.

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY, 
¡s. researches in Zoroastrianism. 
S. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY.
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS?

c°™l’rl8e« an earnest but fruitless search 
for a Historical Jesus.

I In this volume tbe Jews are dearly shown not to 
have been the holy and favored people they claim to

I l!iT0 6Se,?: T!* e Meadanlc Idea Is traced to the Bac- 
W.,? pjhe»epl>er, 2350 years B. C., and Its history Is

I 2“,?*“?d’ fe»“"’1“« the waves of emigration, until it Is 
fully developed Into Christianity, with a myihlcal hero 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of tho Cbnstl&n era.

Tbe book demonstrates tbat Christianity and Its cen 
tralhero are mythical; that the whole eystom Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions aia 
out survivals of ao-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among tbe records of the past; its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per- ; 
son can read It without instruction and profit, whether 
ho reaches the same conclusions with the author or 
otherwise. For aale at tbiiLoffice.

The Lyceum, devoted to the Interests 
of the young, and to lyceum work is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special interest in it It 
Is published weekly. Try it. 437tf

“Old Auntie’s... 
Yarb Tea, ’’ SieacUfleie°'i
______ a___ ...____ * th* Complex- 
,5s,. PO’Ulve cure for constipation, tor 

pla liver. Bick beadache, nervousness, loss 
of appetite aud sleep. IT TONES UP THE SYS 
LE‘,L,r.e“0™ ‘'that «red feeling,” purifies 
tho blood, overcomes functional disturb
ances of female organism, and brings back 
the glow of health and high spirits to all. 
“ » »cientlflc combination of herbs, roots, I

P* elr natural state. In such 
PJSR°fV0Il8..a8 *°  *®cure  marvelous results. 

pr®Pared nnd sold
<mn H0LD rEMEDY COMPANY, 
hv LE.n'20.DE*.R?05N,ST - CHICAGO. Sent 
by mal! on receipt of 50 cent«. Agent« 
wauted« -

invalidsTT, HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 

gSSSS
I. M. LANPHERE,M.dT

Send stamp with jock of hair, age and wx."Ò.A?; 
ciati\ojiiut diagnobls. P.O.Box 7,Cambridge*.  Vt. -159 

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
Embracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance Pavciiomptrv EMMA mmriY11'??/r,lcnt' For rtfùiH^B^drS 
■EMMA RUDER, ,0} Central ave., Hamilton, 0. 460 

ÀTTiÀSENCLEVÈRrivrD:
dleea,M «tandlng.no matter what 

fall«/ è1' cBnrem!n’.>bC l’>‘y»l<-ians bave
ri17“. l.nre J°u- He 1« assisted bv a strona force 
of spirit doctors, who never fall tn’their diagnose 
I’ot'ouu t-au be treated at a dlatancc the .ante aB here 
w MieuL ty’ <-OU8,lllatlon by mail, <1.(10. office i«l 
w' mi 6,rcet’ 328 “ud 3'-‘- Bealdence" 412 
W, Divi,Ion street, Chicago, Ill. "«""■cut.e^u

NK'ELY FURN1SED BED-ROoM TO RENT INA
Splrltunllhl family, with use ui parlor; one genu 

11.50 per week; two gentit. U Including plain wash
Ing find mendfug. 207 Calumet av., third floor 42»

OF INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS.
Anyone who Is sick and failed to find 

relief, should send their name and ad
dress (with stamp for reply) to Dr. J 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Cali., and I wlli 
(through spirit power) send you the 
cause and condition of your trouble- 
and after I give you a correct diagno
sis, if you wish help I will make my 
terms within your reach.

N. B.—The above advertisement is for 
the benefit of suffering humanity, and 
if you know of any one who is sick; and 
is skeptical, show them the above ad 
and I may convince them of the truth 
of spirit return. 452

“Poems or Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read In her 
varied moods, “from grave to' gay from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especiaUy bv 
Spiritualists. The volume is testily 
printed and bound. Price $1.

“Atlantis: The Antediluvian World ” 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up ail in 
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history 
It Is intensely Interesting. Price, $2, 

“The Infidelity of Ecclesiastlclsm 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy. 
chic science. Demonstrator of tbe mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant

ABSOLUTELY CORRECT 
DIAGNOSIS.

With a thorough, medical education— 
with the best of- facilities, the purest of 
medicines,-there; is every- reason for us 
to succeed; but the distinctive features 
of our treatment ‘is the fact that wé 
understand the causes of disease and 
remove them. .

Our diagnosis/is absolutely correct. 
We have proven- this times without 
number. It will be more cinvincing to 
you, however, to send your "

NAME,.AGE, SEX, AND A LEAD
ING SYMPTOM,'

and receive by return mail a correo 
statement of your own case, which we 
will send FRÉE on receipt of the 
information above mentioned » Your 
prompt acceptance of this offer may 
have an important bearing not only on 
your health, but upon your success:

Remember our address is

Ors. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

A SEX REVOLUTION, 
BY LOIS WAJSBROOKER,

Author of “Helen Harlow’s Vow,” “The Occult 
ForcM of Sex," "Perfect Motherhood,” and 
ether Works. Price 2S cents. For sale at this office?*

THE AGE OF REASON.' 
By Thomaa Paine. Being an investigation of Tm. 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edl
’°«

AN EXCELLENT WORK", 
DEJ J1® ..THE AFTER-LIFE. 
JS The “Stellar Key” is the nhllosonhleni fnH«!

40 pe revelations contained In this book. 
Borne Idea of this little volume may be gained from tbs 
i±^MUble^^nt2nU: l-Deathwd the Aften 
Life, 2—Scenes in tbe Summer-Land; 3—Society in *h«  

a°elal CcntCe!the Summe rLand: 
iTir, Summer Land; 6-Language anJLife In Summer-Land; 7-MaterIal Work for SnlrltuM 
Workers; B—rnttmates In the Summer-Land: 9—Voice 
tain! w118»’?' TWb calarS€d edition con
tains more than double the amount of matter in fes mer editions, and is enriched by a beantutu fronria

I r?i8t?s HE?** §nn*'l 0D of the Sptrltua 
lUhls office/1 75 CCnt& PoBtase 6 oent8- “»•»

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS 
toaetiis,?,” sisiitKS sswtsis 

ever Invited., noted Infidel to lecture before them 
nilh wiS." “w8 grsna one’ 8n^ was received by tho 
ThiiYrewo0?1 nuoa.B “fW* 1180 iroln beginning to end 
PrtcKinLs tocci“'.rrloted.

’ BIBLE OF BIBLES,
ByKeraeyGraree. ItwiliweUjaypenaaLFH6»tl.W

OBSESSION.
«•

MIND READING AND BEYOND
ttaiub^t& «

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS. 
By Carrie S.&Twins medium. Btfctflo cwt*.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor of the National with Preface and Notea 

by 1 ctcr Eckler, Illustrated with view, of the old 
Paine Homestead and Palno Monument at New 
Bocbolle, also, portraits of Thomu Clio Rlckmam 
Joe B.ilow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Ibdm. tS 
Condorcet, brtssot, and the meet preSSSof

If you wish to know what ails 
you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. G. BflTDORF, M. D.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of Thm PBOGREtervz Thikkkb wiBre*  
member the story under tho above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published tn Its columns. At the 
time, constant inquiries were made as to Its appearing 
In book form. This wish has now been gratified. It 
makes a volume of 243 pages, In style and form like tbe 
“Convent of the Sacred Heart,” with a finely-engraved 
likeness of the author on the cover. Tbe scenes of tbe ' 
story alternately shift from earth to the sptrltapheres, I 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation and 
modes of life of spiritual beings, arc presented in the 
pleasing form of narrative. *

The following are tho chapteMltles: Introduction; 
The House of the Sage; Home of the Miser; The Low 
Societies; Hadcr; Chrlstmastlde tn the Spheres of 
Light; Chrlstmastlde and tho Golden Gate: Tbe Un
happy Marriage; Easter Day In Heaven; A Visit to 
the Earth; Tbe Change Called Death; Coming to the 
Knowledge of tbe Light; The Society Again Visits 
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion in the Spirit-world; 
Contentedness Not Goodness; Address of the Sage.

It Is a book the Spiritualist will-be delighted with; a 
book In which tbe investigator will find answers to 
ever-recurring questions; a book which wm Interest 
the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced. 
Ine price In paper Is CO cents; muslin (1; postpaid.

RELIGION OF THEFUTUEE.
BY S. WEIL.

_ Cioth, tt.£. - - - Paper, 50 cents. 
sZSA!8 b of great value, written by one of thewrtnAn8!# ♦P0Sa ani most truly relleiouB
zoinds of the day. It is particularly a work whirh 

those who have freed ?! dogmas of orthodoxy and from
the dogmas of materialistic science, for It win 
strengthen the conviction of tbe free mind that mtnS 
and senses are not tbe whole of life “ “ l 
B„Lu,,c?aptcr9rcJeftLa new method In psychic and 

!CBearc?‘ They show vivid glimpses ¿ a 
nnnfuolnn . _ Ibat Will supersede moral I

22—raetg. Forna&at<fclsoffice.

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS'1

“THE WATSEKA WONDER”
To the student of psychic phenomena, this namnhl.t 

to Intenselr Interesting. It gives detailed ocboums of 
two cases of double consciousness,” namely Mar.

Jennmni °f Watseka, IB., and Mara n*7  
Price'isfcenu.ne° C°UIlty'****>« «w7offici

1 HE DIAKKA.
"TTIE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH
A •» Victims, by the Beer, A. J. Davis. I, a vera tn.

"ltKe8tl;c ’rork' n Is Bn explsuaura 3 
much that la false and repulsive in Spiritualism eth, 
SiiSJVfrfceul Interview with Janet 
Victor Wilson, a resident of tbe Summer-Land. Prien ' 
90 cents. For aale at this offlea rncf ■

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW: ~ 
Or Self-Justice.

By Lois Walsbrookcr. Many have read this book, 
“r/u «•«’»'’*«■  »“d “*ny  others ont to read It

?.na '¿'"’Jreft<1.,’ye.ry m"n ani1 w°ma“ in th« 
land. It ahowa the falsities rampant In Boel,- v tn and 80C,'aI ”n,,or‘' and the wrong?
that How therefrom to Innocent victim» of mx-1S 
ostracism. It contains a fine likeness of the author Fine cloth, 280 pagea. Price »LOO author.

Real Life in the Spirit-Land
wraTt? l1n,i,lrat|onaUy by Mra. Marla M. Klug. Voa 
bo^VriceTcen^ rea<lia8 thl*

THE SPIRITUAL BlRTH, ^
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Idea of Death. Heaven and Hoti u«r " 
HnnHeKAFV* ’ ThI® P&mPhlct besides giving tbe'cn?Z 
LanL,8tl? l?AcrPretat'°a of many thingsTin the BiHrl 

interpretatibns never before elven exoiatn« rha • heavens and bells believed In by spIrltuaUM? P,|A 
10 cents. For sale at this office. 1 >"ce'

LETTER TO THE POPE.
b.e fon?d e«Peclany Interesting to all 

of Eo®ani™and IS®»?« e* » e fficts stated, and the keen 
be?eXCSW^S 'S .atn?httC"hoal'i

JOAN, THE MEDIUM. ~
Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans n as a Leader of Armies. By MOs^ 

once the most truthful history of Jom of Ari »is 
one of the most conrlnclngarguments on Sntid^Jn^ 
overwritten. Ko novel wis ever more i i?teresttng; no history more true “prireto c«h In 
cenle^npercovcr.® cents. For sale n?t)“ i- ’

The Development of the Spirit
Py.tbo late M. Faradty. The orf» fci^1Igi?n2ja°dJbe,rlnflQence apon the meffiS' 

development of thehutnan race, TraosMbM at dSL 
request ota bud or ancient phSwoSm FriSa

EuiH.lt
tandlng.no
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CURED WE, SLEEP MAMMON, THE SOUTHLAND.
As It Is In the Church

guaiuiuua.

HYPNOTISM LOSES CASTE—NOV- mother, and the habit would have been

You

AN APPEAL.

his

In 
the 
the 
but

of certain ideas upon the mind, and 
evil form is simply the opposite 
the first case an improvement in 
form of knowledge is the result; in 
latter case there is also knowledge,

tious regarding the behavior of 
neighbors. .

The old Scythians painted blind 
tune’s hands with wings to show

I knew a wise man who had for a by
word, -when he saw men bastqp- to a 
conclusion, “Stay a little, that we may 
come to the end sooner.”—Bacon.

The average man Is very conscien-

quietly. You must not awake.

for- 
her

broken, but it is weir to remember that 
our greatest ally in.’this work is the 
quickness. of the child-mind tò appro
priate to Itself, as a partpf itself; a love 
of good and distaste for evil. The

gPIffITUALIg]V[—Progress, tbe Universal LavQ of fíatúre; Tboâgbt, tbe Solvent of fier Problems.__ SPINITI!ALIiBJVl

Thought Suggestion as a Curative Agent, in a 
New Form.

EL PLAN FOR THE TREATMENT 
OF VARIOUS COMPLAINTS-NER- 

‘OUS PEOPLE, INEBRIATES, AND
BAD CHILDREN MUST BE 
SOOTHINGLY TALKED TO AS 

. THEY SLUMBER.
Little more than a year ago the atten

tion of psychologists in America was 
first called to the development of a new 
agency in education—viz., the extraor
dinary power of a person in a condition 
of natural sleep to accept suggestions 
or ideas impressed upon his mind dur
ing that sleep. .

The general opinion is that a ‘person 
asleep is, for the time being, dead to 
the world, but a knowledge of the ex
treme wakefulness of the subconscious 
mind should make us careful of what 
we say in the presence of a sleeper.

The process of education, and of cur
ing certain diseases, during natural 
sleep was first detailed by me in an ar
tide published in the journal then 
known as the Hypnotic Magazine, now 
the Journal of Suggestive Therapeutics. 
Some comment was created at the time 
of the appearance of tbe article, and 
since then several experiences, bearing 
out the results claimed by the origina
tor, have been published. First a moth
er announced that she had cured her 
child of a minor complaint by talking 
to the little one during her sleep at 
night. Then followed accounts of ex
periments of a similar nature, con
ducted by parents, by means of which 

- idle nnd disobedient children were ren
dered Industrious and obedient, without 
punishment—without censure—simply 
by suggesting to the children that the 
old habits were put aside, and that 
henceforth they would be unattractive.

Quite recently, Dr. Paul Farey has 
written an article in the Revue del 
Hypnotisme, Paris, the great authority 
upon matters of psychological import, 
setting forth his opinion that suggestion 

' during natural sleep Is superior in effl- 
pacy to hypnotic suggestion in the 
treatment of mental diseases, and glv- 
ing examples of cures made in some 
cases of insanity by himself with this 
method.

'ANALYSIS OF THE PROCESS.
Suggestion during natural sleep is 

thus attaining a world-wide signifi
cance. To give all the facts of re
search is a long story, and difficult to 
condense, but perhaps I can make plain 
tbe salient points of this treatment; the 
reason why; the results to try for; and 
how to proceed. When the simplicity 
of this process is understood there will 
be no hesitation in adopting it, and it 
may thus do much good.

1. Why should an idea suggested dur
ing sleep have more weight than the 
same idea Impressed upon the waking 
mind? Surely, because during sleep
the consciousness is narrowed down to 
a point of concentration which is.rarely 
arrived at during the waking state. 
The sleeping, or subconscious mind is 
receptive, because it is fixed upon a 
single Idea. There is not diffusion of 
attention, as in the waking state. Use
ful education Is simply the engrafting 

‘ ‘ ’ ■’ the

scarcely improvement. It is necessary, 
then, in order to break up the habit, to 
drive out, not tho knowledge itself, for 
that cannot be done, but the attractive
ness of the knowledge; to make it repel
lant, and to turn the thoughts of the 
child or man to something higher. Good 
aud evil are only relative terms, aud in 
this work, without regard to, or moles
tation of, any one’s faith or religious 
belief, we go upon the principle that 
evil is by no means tbe natural heritage 
of the child. Evil to us is merely ab
sence of good, or Ignorance of good. An 
evil may, therfore, be voluntary or in
voluntary; its presence indicates ab
sence of right thought

Children are trained to distinguish be
tween good and evil at an early stage 
in their careers by persuasion, admoni
tion, or punishment. But our present 
methods of education of the young re
sult in the serious blunder of impress
ing upon the child’s mind that to do 
wrong is easy; whereas to do right is 

’ very hard. This is both unfortunate 
and untrue, because by the child both 

'good and evil thoughts are acquired, 
not inherited. Having learned, how
ever, that it is hard to do right, the 
child, like all other activities in nature, 
follows the line of least resistance, and 
forms bad habits. Evidently it would 
be wisdom to prevent the formation of 
bad habits, and thus avoid the after-ne- 
cessitv of correcting them, but, accept
ing the fact that the habit is formed, 
let us see how it is generally checked.
ILLUSTRATION OF THOUGHT

SUGGESTION.
For illustration, here is a child, a girl 

7 years old, who bites her finger nails. 
Her mother rebukes her, perhaps pun
ishes her, and thereafter, while 1» her 
mother’s presence, she bites her nails 
no more. But when alone and plunged 
In abstraction the child will revert to 
the- habit unconsciously; or, when 
alone and free from observation, she 
will bite her nails because she knows 
she will not be found out. These are 
the two examples we need of voluntary 
and involuntary habit. Now the mother, 
by her rebuke, has made an impression, 
but not a< very deep one, upon tbe 
child’s mind. The mother’s views have 
been Impressed upon the child, but the 
child’s own powers have not been 
called into play to break the habit. The 
mistake lies there. Had the impression 
been deep enough in the first place, the 
views of the child would, of course, 
¿aye been merged In the views of the

mother’s, suggestion to the child should 
therefore have been, not a rebuke, but 
a positive suggestion, which would set. 
up an entirely new train of thought, 
such as: .

“You will not bite your finger nails 
again because you will not want to. It 
it not a nice habit and you do not like 
to do it. You don’t wish to do things 
like that,” "

Then is established In the child the 
thought that she herself dislikes to bite 
her finger nails, and very naturally she 
will not do what she dislikes to do. 
This breaks the habit.

The evident reply of the skeptic to 
this will be that the child will prompt
ly answer, either to her mother or to 
herself, that she “does like,” and that 
the suggestion will have no weight on 
that account. But the skeptic’s obser
vation is superficial, because it is evi
dently merely a matter of driving into 
the child’s mind the idea that "she does 
not like,” in place of the idea that “she 
does like.” In other words, success or 
failure is determined only by the depth 
of the impression made, and it Is imper
ative to know how the deep or perma
nent impression may best be made.

To go back a moment to the first part 
of our illustration, I said that the 
child, during a peripd of abstraction, 
would perhaps revert to the habit. 
This means that the mother’s rebuke, 
while powerful enough to Influence the 
waking mjnd of thé child, was not pow
erful enough to Impress the subcon
scious mind. During a reverie the child 
Is oblivious to surroundings, and is only 
conscious of the working of her imagi
nation. She is in a waking dream. She 
has not quite lost touch with its own 
fancy and memory pictures, and the 
outer world Is forgotten. During this 
reverie the subconscious mind is active 
and independent. It is attending to her 
breathing, to her footsteps, to the pro
cesses of digestion and assimilation, 
and to certain automatic actions, to- 
wit, to the performance of the act of 
biting the nails. Here, then, is the clew 
to the cure of the habit. The impres
sion, to be effective, must be'deep 
enough to reach the subconscious mind, 
in order that the habit may be neither 
voluntary nor involuntary.

An almost identical condition pre
vails during sleep as during a reverie, 
that Is to say, as regards mental action. 
The waking mind is passive or resting, 
while the subconscious is most active. 
We dream; we sometimes talk In our 
sleep; we sometimes get up and move 
about; our dreams are Influenced by 
our thoughts on going to bed; by the 
supper we have eaten, etc.; we are still 
in partial relation to waking life.
DIRECTIONS FOR THE EXPERI

MENT.
The child's attention during sleep is 

fixed upon the dream-pictures evolved 
by herself. She Is not, therefore, at 
first in a condition to give heed to the 
spoken suggestion of her parent. It is 
necessary to gradually draw her atten
tion away from her own field, and fix 
it upon the thought to be suggested. 
Naturally, If one were to speak sharply 
and loudly to the little sleeper, she 
would return at once to waking con
sciousness. That must be avoided. 
There are two consciousnesses: The 
consciousness of waking life, and the 
consciousness of sleep. We desire to 
reach her sleep-consciousness, and the 
method to be pursued is as follows: Be
fore the child goes to bed the mother is 
to say:

“I shall talk to you to-night while you 
are asleep, and you will answer, me 
without waking. You will hear me, and 
understand what I say, but you will 
not wake up.”

Children, as a rule, betray great in
terest in this experiment, and some
times declare that they will keep awake 
“o’ purpose;” but a child’s sleep is 
sound and swift. After this prelimi
nary preparation, and when the child Is 
fast asleep, the mother must go to her, 
and sit quietly by the bed. for a few 
minutes, stroking the child’s forehead. 
This will have tbe effect of accustom
ing the sleeper to her presence, and the 
speech which follows will be less likely 
to disturb the slumber.

Then begins the talk, the mother call-’ 
ing the child softly by name, and say
ing distinctly but in a low tone: ■

“This is mother talking to you. Sleep

can speak to me without waking. You 
are perfectly comfortable and quiet. 
Sleep sound. Do you hear me talking 
to you? Say yes. You will not wake 
up. Now I touch-your lips with my 
finger, and you can speak! Say yes.”

.' In many cases it is very difficult at 
the first attempt to get this answer 
from the child, but at the second ot 
third it is easily given; generally with a 
long-drawn-out., hissing. sound . that 
makes gravity- difficult to sustain. 
Should the child stir uneasily; and open 
her eyes, the mother must not .relin
quish her attempt, but close the eyelids 
with her fingers, and suggest, “Sleep
ing quietly. Nothing will disturb you. 
You can hear me,” etc. Then follow 
the special suggestions directed to the 
case; biting the nails, disobedience, 
idleness, untidiness, untruthfulness, or 
whatever the fault may be. They 
should be forcible, positive suggestions, 
couched in terms the child, can readily 
understand, thus: ' '

“You will remember what I say to 
you. You do not like to bite your nails. 
You will not wish to do it any more. It 
will be hateful to you. I want you now 
to promise me that you never will.”

Repeat this once-or twice, and the 
promise so given will be kept.

AN INTERESTING EXPERIMENT.
Although it has nothing to do with 

curing a habit it may be well here to 
give the outline of an experiment which 
Will convince any mother that she can, 
by these means, enter into relationship 
with her child during the latter’s sleep. 
The experiment is a common one in 
suggestive therapeutics, but is probably 
new to most persons. When the child 
makes her answer, but not before, the 
mother must say, before proceeding 
with her suggestion:

“Now, you’re going to have a lovely 
dream, it’s a beautiful day, and the 
sun is shining, and you’re so happy, be
cause you’re oiit in the woods, picking 
flojvers. See here they are all around 
you. Violets and great big primroses, 
and daisies, heaps of them. Now you're 
picking, a large bunch to take home 
with you. Aren’t they beautiful?”

The child says, “S-s-s-s-s.” The moth
er goes on:

“You feel well and strong and happy. 
My little girl will Wake up when I 
count three, and tell me all about It— 
where she’s been, and what she's seen. 
Then she’ll go fast asleep again, and 
you’ll remember to bring a bunch of 
flowers home with you. One, two, 
three, wake up.”

The child wakes, puzzled, but smil
ing, and seeing her mother, wonders. 
Then the dream memory comes to her, 
and she looks about for her flowers. 
Not finding them, she wonders again, 
but breaks forth suddenly into a narra
tion of her dream, which is yet some
thing more than a dream to her. It is 
curious to note that these suggested vis
ions are far more Intense than the us
ual dream. Remember that the child 
has not been acting her dream; she has 
been lying perfectly still with her eyes 
shut, and sometimes only a change in 
the breathing will denote the images 
crowding her mind. Not until she 
wakes will the mother know how firm 
a hold the things she has said have 
taken upon the child’s mind.

USEFUL IN SEVERE ILLNESS.
You may gather from this how much 

a mother might do by directing her 
child’s dreams during any sickness un
der whieh the latter might be suffer
ing. How easily the fevered head might 
rest if the mothers knew how to put 
their children to sleep and how to talk 
to them while they were asleep. But 
these things are mysterious to most 
people. .

To continue the first experiment: On 
waking in the morning the child will 
have forgotten the whole matter. Tba+- 
simply means that It Is not within the 
memory of the waking mind. But the 
necessary Impression has been made 
upon the subconscious mind, and Its ef
fect will be noticed during the day. 
This treatment should be repeated ev
ery night for a week, but I have seen 
cures resulting from one treatment

Some readers may harbor the opinion 
that It will be sufficient for the.mother 
to think these suggestions, without ut
tering them aloud. I am afraid I can 
not agree to this. Thought projecting, 
or telepathy, is a very doubtful nud ca
pricious agency, aud not to be relied 
upon at ail. It is necessary to secure 
the child’s ‘attention through the avenue 
of the physical sense of hearing, and to 
be assured of the child’s attention by 
her word of mouth. Thought project
ing seems to me to be about as useful 
in this connection as praying fpr rain 
in a land where Irrigation Is a neces
sity. This work is wholly practical, and 
takes nothing for granted.
ITS EFFECT UPON INEBRIATES.

With regard to the application of this 
method of suggestion during natural 
sleep to adults addicted -to Intemper? 
ance, I have not made any experiments 
along this line, because of lack of op
portunity. But such a task might be 
safely undertaken by the wife, and it 
is very reasonable that as drunkenness 
may be cured by hypnotic suggestion, it 
may with equal certainty be cured by 
suggestion given during natural sleep. 
The hypnotist does not, during his su
perior will power, magnetism, or any 
nonsense of that kind, compel his pa
tient to abstain from drinking. He 
merely rouses in tlie latter’s subcon
scious mind, by his suggestions, an an
tipathy to alcohol, pud that is precisely 
what the wife might do by suggestion 
given during natural sleep.' There is 
one very important limitation. to this 
method which must be regarded when 
dealing with an adult, namely, that a 
suggestion which is objectionable to the 
Waking man will be objectionable to 
the sleeping man, and will not be ac
cepted. Drunkenness and vicious hab
its are due tojnental conditions, but 
they can be cured by suggestion only 
when the patient has fully agreed In his 
waking condition that he earnestly de
sires to be cured, but has not sufficient 
will power to break off. Suggestion will 
supplement his will power. It would 
be useless, therefore, for a devoted wife 
to approach her husband with a view 
to securing in this manner the price of 
a new bonnet, because the suggestion 
would not be regarded with favor.

In just the same way as subconscious 
and conscious thought influence our ac
tions, they Influence the condition of 
the body; and there are many .nervous 
diseases which can be cured’by simple 
suggestions given during natural sleep. 
It is 9«ly necessary to call attention to 
the fact that a depressed-! condition of 
the mind Will result in a;morbid condi
tion of of the functions of the-body to 
prove how. near is the relation existing 
between mind and matter, and sugges
tion during natural sleep is very, valu
able. In .breaking up neuralgias, head
aches, and all nervous irregularities of 
function. These things‘here spoken'M 
are yet In their infancy, but they should 
be proclaimed upon the house tops.

TESTIMONY OF THE DOCTORS.
W. Xavier Sudduth, M. A., M. D., Re

liance building, is a Chicago physieion, 
who has made an exhaustive study of 
psychological subjects, and has pub
lished several theses upon the relation 

•of mind to matter. When asked for his 
opinion upon the value of education 
during natural sleep, Dr. Sudduth said:

“I have been testing this agency for' 
several years, and have found that sug
gestions given by the mother or nurse 
to a sick child; during natural sleep 
have been most useful in assisting the

usual medication to re-establish condi
tions of health, In one case the sugges
tions were given entirely by the nurse, 
and were successful in breaking up the 
dlstic-salug habit of enuresis from 
wh|ch so many children suffer. But es-
P< in tira correction of such habits 
a'--. temper and insubordination in 
chlldied is suggestion during natural 
sleep to be employed by parents or 
guiutnuus. This is almost an unex
plored field, but its importance can 
hardly be overestimated. Natural
sleep is not a condition of insensibility 
to external impression's. It is rather a 
condition of Inattention. The sleeper 
hears, but he does not heed. It is not 
difficult to introduce ideas to his con
sciousness which shall make a perma
nent aud deep impression through his 
sleeping or subjective mind upon his 
objective or waking mind. This, in 
fact, suggestion during natural sleep 
accomplishes, it makes a deep impres
sion. I have not applied this method in 
the case of grown persons, but under 
my direction, the. results attained by 
mothers in cheeking, bad habits in chil
dren, upon whom no Impression had 
been made by punishment or adihonl- 
tion in the waking state, have been 
most successful.”

INDORSED BY DR. BURR. .
From Albert Hi Burr, M. D., adjunct 

professor of tbe practice of medicine, 
at tlie Chl'cago Coljege of Physicians 
and Surgeons, a similar endorsement of 
this method of treating stubbornness 
and bad habits in, children, and even 
the gravest mental irregularities, was 
received. '

“It is most reasonable that the mind 
should be amenable to suggestion dur
ing natural sleep,” ’said tbe doctor, 
“seeing that external suggestions are 
continually modifying and varying the 
dreams of the slbeper. For instance, 
tbe striking of a Clock is accepted in a 
dream as the strokes of a church bell; a 
constrained position faxes the attention 
of the sleeper Upon । pains resulting 
therefrom, and a'sefise of pain in the 
limb affected is incorporated into the 
dream. These are .jdmple every-day 
happenings, and the^ show those who 
heed the signs that ¡the mind of the 
sleeper may be influenced both from 
within and from without. I have been 
working for some ¡time along these 
lines, and believe that by suggesting a 
certain dream, fof-example, to an ine
briate, a dream which would make a 
powerful impression Aipon his imagina
tion, we might succeed in instilling into 
his waking thought a dread and horror 
of alcohol. As a’corroborative instance 
of this possibility, a patient whom I am 
now treating by suggestion for the cure 
of inebriety was actually broken of the 
habit of taking morphine by a dream. 
He dreamed that his mother’s spirit 
stood by liis bedside, and the effect 
upon him when he woke was such that 
from that time to the present he has 
not touched morphing. If a dream 
evolved by tlie sleeper himself has such 
power, how reasonable It Is to assume 
that a dream suggested by some one in 
relationship with the sleeper would be 
equally effective, knowing, as we do, 
that we can hold the attention of sleep
ing persons by quiet speech, and that 
they will realize to an Intense degree 
the vision suggested.” .

SYDNEY; FLOWER, LL. D.
OH, WHY SHOULD WE MOURN?

When the spirit has '¿own to the great 
unknown, ' '

And the loved one Ues still and calm, 
Oh, why should we weep, or the senses 

steep
In the sorrow that knows no balm?

She was not there, i was well aware, 
For those pale lips could not speak,

And the tears fell fast as I gazed on her 
last, '

And kissed the cold, dead cheek.
Oh. could we but know when these 

fountains flow,
Of the' joy of the angels there, 

O'er the spirit's birth from the scenes 
of earth,

Into regions divinely fair,
Then our eyes would beam with a joy 

supreme,
And we’d dry those bitter tears, 

And the heart would yearn for the glad 
return , J’

Of the loved ones of former years.
We'd be willing té stay in this house of 

clay
And battle the world alone,

For the joy that awaits at the beautiful 
gates, '.

Till the summons shall call us home.
Then we’ll open our. eyes to the glad 

surprise '
That awaits pur coming there, 

When we meet with; our lost, who the
• rived crossed ; ; -

And left us in deep ddspalr.
In that beautiful world, when our ban

ner is furled, - c <
And the battle o£ lifii Is won, 

Then we’ll soon forget the sorrows 
we’ve met I ’

When our journey qn earth is done. 
G. E! NEWCOMB, M. D.

. “God Bless; Olir Home.”
I never see the above familiar prayer 

in frame and hungAipon the wall of the 
family residence,.but l am reminded of 
another prayer no® any in ore exclusive 
if more selfishly"expressed, which runs 
as follows: ; • ■ \ ;. . '

“God bless mehfid my wife,
. My son John and hia wife, 

- Us four and no more —Amen.” '
These prayers illustrate better than 

rany words ;of mine can do, the selfish
ness of the Christianity of to-day, 
which seems to have very little if any 
of the spirit of Christ in-it. I would be 
glad to see substituted,for the motto 
which heads .this article, that other 
motto, which needs no ornamentation, 
a prayer which, when placed upon tae 
wall unadorned, is adorned the most: 
“God help us to observe the Golden

Rule.”
I am inclined to believe that if the 

"Golden Rule” , was observed by every 
family in the land, God’s blessing on 
the home would follow as a natural re
sult. I may be wrong in this, but I 
give it as my honest opinion.

H. V. SWERINGEN.

MT. PLEASANT PARK.
A Delightful Resort —Its 

Summer Population.

PERMANENT BUILDINGS AND 
OTHER IMPROVEMENTS BEING 
MADE - PERMANENT HOMES — 
THE MEETING.
Year after year goes by and the beau

tiful Mt Pleasant Park, in the west 
part of Clinton, grows more dear to the 
hearts of the members and visitors of 
the Mississippi Valley Spiritualists’ 
Association.

Nature adds to its beauty. Oaks are 
growing sturdier, with broad reaching 
limbs supporting umbrageous foliage; 
the sodded slopes grow prettier; the 
glens more attractive; the city sweep
ing off 'cross the lowlands toward the 
grand old Mississippi from the foot of 
the bluffs on which rests Mt. Pleasant 
Park, Increases in its magnitude and 
beauty. On the ridges and hills of the 
park the evidence of Improvement by 
human agency is more marked. Broad 
walks and graveled drives, leading up 
the principal avenues—Grand avenue, 
Maquoketa avenue, Gleun avenue, and 
the others, while the lawns, in front of 
substantial cottages, bordered with 
beautiful flower beds, creeping vines on 
sturdy oaks, or draping broad verandas, 
lend much to the beauty of the scene; 
yet residences give it dignity and speak 
of the great civilization of the age, tell
ing of comforts of home to be had in 
this bit of otherwise natural forest.

They are called cottages,'but several 
reach beyond that and to greater dig
nity, for a three-story building is not 
unusual, several being already occupied, 
others in course of construction.

Just as you enter the main gate, past 
which the electric cars run, you will 
find on the right a rather substantial 
frame of a two-story cottage with base
ment, being erected for Mrs. McKidoy, 
01 Springfield, Mo., who Is coming here 
to reside permanently. She has kitchen, 
In' basement, then dining, parlor and 
other rooms on second and third floors.

N. G. Olmstead Is furnishing his cot
tage at Glenn and Grand avenues, 
making It a permanent building, with 
stone basement, where is kitchen and 
other rooms, with two stories above 
plastered and finished ready for occu
pancy. He now resides at Tama, but 
may conclude to come to Clinton per
manently. He is one of the park 
trustees.

Dr. J. S. Cooper, who is just across 
the avenue, has been here all winter, 
and his spring care of flowers and yard 
are quite noticeable.

Miss Alkln, who for twenty-two years 
was engaged In business at Dixon, with 
Miss Whitmore, has just returned from 
Chicago, to her spacious residence at 
the head of Grand avenue, and vines 
are springing up around the broad 
porch, flower beds show attention, aud 
other evidences of home are seen about 
this popular cottage.

Dr. J. C. Blodgett is busy with Lib
erty Cottage, on Grand avenue. Ma
sons, carpenters, plasterers and paint
ers are busy. Broad plate windows, 
heavy doors, and other modern im
provements are being made in the sec
ond and third stories, while the first is 
being fitted for a splendid kitchen. Mr. 
Blodgett' is a commercial man, but be
came ill on the road a month ago and 
was compelled to go under the care of 
physicians, but he is again about, 
about twenty-five pounds lighter, that 
much happier, and thanks to good 
nursing, is now able to sprout potatoes, 
mix mortar or eat a good dinner Mrs. 
Blodgett prepares.

Sir. Jackson, who has lived on the 
park several years is in very feeble 
health. He was sitting up Friday, but 
seems to be failing. Mrs. Cole Is still 
here, but expects to return to Chicago 
shortly and then come back if her 
father fails.

Mr. and Mrs. Prindell, of Chicago, 
arrived last week and have taken pos
session of their cottage for the summer.

Mrs. H. C. Stafford, of San Francisco, 
Is at the park temporarily. She is a 
great traveler, and speaks pleasantly of 
the park, but thinks there is no place 
like the Pacific Coast. She has been to 
Australia, Labrador, throrgh South 
America, Mexico, the West Indies, 
Alaska and all the States, so must be 
considered a competent authority. She 
is now returning from Washington to 
the West;

In all there are ten families, several 
boarders and roomers at the park, while 
arrangements are progressing to fill the 
forty residences, and the many tents 
that are in use during the summer sea
son of the association, which opens the 
last Sunday in July and continues until 
after the fifth Sunday following.

Dr. Phillips, who has charge on the 
park, is very busy getting ready for 
this meeting. The park is in splendid 
shape, and the program being arranged 
is an attractive one.

Noted personages in the field of 
Spiritualism will be here. The famous 
Bangs Sisters, whose fame Increases,, 
being among them. By the way Dr. 
Phillips Is showing two remarkable 
pictures by them—one of Rev, Dr. 
Brooks, and one of Feather Brow, an 
Indian chief. Close inspection is what 
the pictures bear best—whether erf 
crayon or water colors or 611 work, one 
is confused in deciding. They are said 
to make them in closed dark caskets, 
set in the center of the room, on canvas.' 
furnished by one, and, strangest of all, 
they not being near the casket, which 
Is securely closed. . ' •

• By the way, it has been just fifty 
years since the fkmous Fox Sisters first 
got spirit rappings at Hydesville, hear 
Rochester, N. Y’., and the occasion was 
celebrated from May 25 until June 1.

The park is open now to visitors, and 
offers a pleasant terminus of a stroll 
Sundays—The Age.

EDITORIAL TN THE CINCINNATI 
LANCET-CLINIC, JUNE 18, 1808.
The Cincinnati Lancet-Clinic is not 

exactly a church organ, but its editor is 
to some extent interested in the re
ligious work of churches. This work 
sustains such intimate relationship 
with that of the medical profession that 
it is utterly impossible to divorce them, 
even if such a proceeding were desira
ble; the bonds are indissoluble. Hence 
It is that the church is deeply in
terested in medicine and in the medical 
profession, while pliys’clans are cor
respondingly interested In religion and 
churches. It Is a representation of the 
temporal and spiritual go'ng along to
gether with a Siamese-twin attachment 
holding them together.

These thoughts are brought out 
through a call from an exceedingly 
pleasant gentleman who handed the 
writer a business card of the “Western 
Methodist Book Concern, Printers, En
gravers, Binders, Electrotypere, 220-222 
West Fourth Street, Cincinnati.” The 
Introduction being through, the gentle
man said he was canvassing for the 
mechanical department of the Book 
Concern, and woulo like to have an 
opportunity to bld for the work of the 
Lancet-Clinic. The writer suggested 
that possibly the Methodist Church, 
which conducts and owns tho Concern, 
was departing from the line of legiti
mate church work when it went out 
and sought through solicitors the com
mercial patronage of the public; that 
the work of the church was supposed to 
be mainly of a spiritual character, and 
devoted to a salvation of souls through 
conversion of the unconverted and a 
bettering of the condition of the poor 
and helpless, instead of going out Into 
the highways and byways in search of 
business that was of a purely mercan
tile character for the financial profit 
there is in It, they competing with 
working people In business. It struck 
the writer that the church was getting 
Into the Mammon field pretty far when 
such methods were being adopted.

For the church to have its own office 
and work-rooms for the printing aud 
disseminating of its own church and 
other religious literature no exception 
can be taken, but when the field of 
Mammon is deliberately entered, with 
the deliberate purpose of rivaling other 
men and firms in business, it seemed to 
be very much out of Its own proper aud 
legitimate field.
- As the gentleman who called was a 
clergyman, a very active and good one 
at that, the hospital diversion of pa
tients from the hands of their medical 
attendants very naturally came up, in 
which it was further shown that the 
church was out and in the fields of com
merce and even professional trade for 
the lucre there is in It. The gentleman’s 
attention was directed to the present 
scandal In the United States Senate, 
where the Methodist Church is openly 
charged with obtaining more than two 
hundred thousand dollars by false pre
tenses.

No one can more sincerely regret such 
criminal practice upon the part of any 
church than the writer, and such a 
blow as this will be hard to recover 
from, and on account of it there should 
be a sitting in sack cloth and ashes by 
some people. As a body the member
ship of the Methodist Church is per
fectly innocent, but still the church as 
an organization is accountable.

This evil mentioned is but an out
growth of tbe raving desire for wealth 
such as is displayed by the Western 
Methodist Book Concern of Cincinnati 
when it enters as a competitor for trade 
in common commercial fields. Its hos
pital in this city is now conducted upon 
a commercial basis, not as a charity, 
except as charity is made to further tlie 
financial betterment of the institution. 
Out for gold, that is the scheme; get it 
honestly if they can, but get it. That is 
the text devoid of glittering gen
eralities.

The Methodist Church is only better 
and worse in Its commercial drives than 
other churches in proportion to its ag
gressiveness in.Mammon’s field. So long 
as the church does the Good Samaritan 
act,confining its hospital work to purely 
charity patients, it has the sympathy 
and co-operation of the medical pro
fession, but when the church becomes 
blind in its work, and takes to methods 
belonging to purely worldly occupa
tions thereby lowering the capital and 
business of its own members, there is 
something wrong. So, too, when it 
deliberately sets about the work of 
depleting the practice of reputable 
physicians by tolling patients out of 
their hands into hospital wards there is 
a wrong done that is despicable.

Some leaders among the church peo
ple will do well to consider these things, 
and do it on their knees and in their 
pulpits. Corruption like that shown up 
in Washington is the natural sequel of 
church commercial methods. One fol
lows the other as naturally as the phe
nomenon of water running down hill.

Too Much to Stand.
Lawyer—“Well, Aunty, what can I do 

for you?”
Aunt Ebony—“I wants a dee-vo’ce 

from ma husban'.” . - '
Lawyer—“What has he been doing?”
Aunt Ebony—“Doin’? Why be dun 

got relig'n,'an’ we hain't had er chicken 
on de table foh ef month.”—New York 
Weekly. .

Never let a man Imagine that he can 
pursue a good end by evil means. The 
evil effect on himself is certain.— 
Southey.

If manners are superficial, so are the 
dewdrops which give such a depth to 
the morning meadows.—Emerson.

gifts come swift aud suddenly.—Chap
man. .

There are women in this world, so it 
is said, who prize a clear complexion 
more highly than they do a clear con
science. ; . ;•

The Cause of Spiritualism in 
the South.

This has been a great year for Spirit
ualism, and will be long remembered 
by alj who visited Rochester, where the 
Golden Jubilee was celebrated. No 
doubt this great 'gathering 1ms helped 
the cause in many ways. It will show 
how universal Spiritualism has become, ' 
and will demonstrate to the general 
public that it is a strength in the land. 
Also it will draw the attention of Spirit- " 
ualists and mediums to tlie different' • 
sections of our country, and in that con
nection to the South also, with regard -■ 
to which the general opinion lias been 
that Spiritualism was very little known. 
Mediums are almost afraid to como 
South. Yet we hope that they have now < 
learned that there is a great field for 
their labors here, where die people aro 
ready and anxious to hear them; pro
vided they are representative workers 
of this great truth. We mny say in • 
passing, that the people of this section 
of our country are very anxious to pro- 
grass—the present generation at least; > 
and are ready and willing to grasp hold "■ 
of all reform ideas.

One reason for the small advance we 
Southern Spiritualists have made, We 
are sorry to say, has been tho In
efficiency of some ot die lecturers and ' - 
mediums themselves, who have visited ■'•'’ 
us in the past. But whenever we have 
been permitted to listen to words of ■' 
wisdom and trulli, which have fallen ;; 
fioin the lips of those who are pro- ■ 
ficlent, we may say without egotism, 
that they -have always been treated ' 
with courtesy, and as soon as the public 
has become acquainted with them, the A 
hand of good fellowship has been held 
out, and they are warmly welcomed, '•••i 
1 he hospitality of the South can never 
be questioned by those who are 
worthy of receiving it. There is no 
place here for those who are not true. •' 
The fraud and the fakir would find no■' ' 
resting place. .

We have been fortunate In having ■' 
Mrs. Loe F. Prior lor tlie past two 
years, to lecture for the Society of Spit- 
itual Science of Atlanta, Ga.‘ She lifjs ■ 
served our society faithfully, leaving 'fib' ‘i 
stone unturned whieh she thought . ' 
would advance the ctiu.se of truth In 
dus section. We fully realize the in
fluence that has emanated from her 
personality, in the way our work has . ' i 
grown. The number and class of people o 
who compose the audienre of her meet
Ings are representative thinking people '.¿J 
of this city. As one of die reporters 
stated In one of our daily papers, “I 
was surprised to see the people who ■ 
compose her audiences, as it would A 
compare favorably wltli any church in 
the city.” And so her work is carried ■ - 
on. Not only do we gam in number, ' 
but our society is drawing people who 
a few years ago were ashamed to say : 
that they had been to a Spiritual meet- ' 
ing. We think this is a great step In- 1 
advancement.

During Mrs. Prior's enforced absence 
in March, Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twlng oc
cupied our platform. All who know - 
her, know that she endeared herself to : 
us by her sweet, gentle influence, and 
the iove which seemed to pour forth 
from her. Her lectures were much ap- 
preclated and we hope to welcome her 
to the Southland again. ,

We are only two years old, and our 
second anniversary service was held in 
May—a three-days’ mass meeting, con
ducted under the auspices of tho . 
N. S. A. These meetings were very 
successful and helped us much. One of 
the city papers says: "These meetings 
have presented Spiritutilism as it lias • 
never been before, a nd' will leave a last- < 
ing influence.” Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich- . 
mond, vice-president of the N. S. A.; 
Mr. Francis B. Woodbury, its secretary, 
and Mrs. Hilllgoss, of Anderson, Ind., 
were our guests at this time, and' by 
their presence added much to the suc
cess of the meetings. Much interest 
and enthusiasm was created by the 
words of truth and wisdom that were 
given utterance to. Mrs. Loe F. Prior 
gave test's at all the meetings, which 
were a surprise and revelation to many 
present, as all were readily aVkhowl- 
edged and of striking truth and charac
ter. The outcome of this meeting lias 
been an increase in attendance and a 
general growth of interest in the work. 
We are well pleased with the success. 
Now that we are drawing near to the 
end of the lecture year, and review iho 
past work, we are encouraged with its 
results; much being due to the faithful 
and efficient work of our beloved pas
tor, Mrs. Prior.

We hope that these remarks will lead ' 
some of the good lecturers and me
diums to look southward. We have had 
so much success that we do not wish to 
close our hall even during the summer 
while Mrs. Prior takes a much-needed 
vacation, hence we have two or three - 
months to fill, and would be pleased to 
hear from all lecturers and test me
diums who may wish to visit these 
parts. H. P. BOYAN’S.

Thou great eternal infinite— 
Thou great unbounded whole;

Thy body Is the Universe— •
Thy spirit is the soul. '

If thou dost fill Immensity, ■ 
If thou art all in all; -

If thou wast here before I was.
I am not here at all.

How could I live outside of thee? 
Dost thou fill earth and air?

There surely is no place for me 
Outside of everywhere.

If thou art God and thbu dost fill 
Immensity of'space; .

Then I am God, think as you will, 
Or else I have no place.

And if I have no place at all, 
And if I am not here;

I surely, surely can’t be damned, 
For then I’d be somewhere.

So I must be a part of God, 
No matter if I’m small;

And if I’m not a part of him;
There is no God at all. —Ex,

ctiu.se
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SUNSHINE AND SHADOW

It is hard for a philanthropist in sympathy with higher 
.realms to endure the slow progress of evolution, though 
Jie knows it is bringing all that he hopes for.

j*  . The world seemed entirely stagnant for more than a 
¡• Thousand'years, before it could be said that the Dark 

(the Medieval period) had ended.
- The spirit world has been trying in all past ages to 
reach its descendants on earth with only very limited suc
cess—and why? Because man’s moral or spiritual nature 
has developed so slowly. He has not yet learned in any 
nation nor recognized in any national government, that 
his mother, to whom he is indebted for his life, and all 

; the virtue that he has,"is equal to himself in natural 
' rights, though a truly noble son would recognize her supe
s- riority, if there is any difference in rank.

The tie of love that should be eternal is broken by 
' death: and it has been in vain that either mother or father 

has sought to reach and guide their offspring. The mes
: sage from the departed has for more than two thou

- sand years (under the guidance of Jewish and Roman 
churches) been repelled by burning alive every messenger 
or by hanging or drowning. In many cities formerly the 
fires were continually ready for this horrible crime, and it 
is still a crime where Spiritualism has not dawned, to

• commune with heaven and make it known.
> And even now, after the demonstration that the de

parted can return visibly-—can write or paint directly, and 
can give wise counsel to the, sick, where doctors have 

' failed, or instructive messages to their friends, by spirit 
writing or by words, through a good medium, either vo
cally expressed or in writing, how few are there to sus

, tain t'he spiritual press, and to go where they can com
mune with their best friends, whose clear intelligence and 

, pure love would guide their earthly friends and children 
in the paths of wisdom and prosperity. Wisely has Mrs.

: Richmond said: “Surely there is no man or woman so su
I '. preme in their own methods as to scorn the assistance of 
i the “great majority” who have passed on; even those, 
i,; who, as special guides and teachers, must have greater pp- 
r. portunities of spiritual knowledge.” -
; I have called such things the dawn of a new civilizá
is. tion, but how few are willing to be civilized! The very 

professors of Christianity which in the days of the Apos
" ties continually maintained this spiritual communion, 

hpve sunk under the reign of the Pope and the Westmin- 
r.; ster confession and catechism into the animal darkness of 
ir something worse than materialism, which surrenders to 

annihilation, while orthodoxy surrenders to perpetual 
burning!

■ Spiritual communion is the greatest luxury on earth 
■ to the enlightened. It brings us into the real aristocracy 

k of the Universe, where all the wisdom and refinement of 
b a hundred thousand years is concentrated. In compar- 
L ison to this, what is all that earth can offer; kings and 
•'-queens, statesmen, orators and philosophers; millionaire 

masters of mankind, and even all tlie grace and beauty of 
woman, in her highest development?

, Earthly society is of no importance to me, when in my . 
• modest cottage I can enjoy all that is best and noblest, 

• and receive their love and commendation for all that I 
I "Can do for humanity, to dispel its darkness and illuminate 
I. its paths, which are so often painful to the weary trav

elers.
I Fain would I invite the wanderers in mental and moral 
I darkness to share my pleasure. But ignorance of higher 

_ .J. science and jealous distrust are in the way, and I say but 
BO • little to the public. Only a few friends are aware of my 

joys and treasures.
But I can assure them that the same pleasures are in 

. their reach if they have the right spirit to seek them, and 
they will have greater faith and greater pleasure in what 
they obtain for themselves than in anything that I have 

^■ obtained. My feeling is different—I delight in all that 
^■ others gain but the average man will neglect the flowing 

fountain of wisdom unless it flows by his own door-step or 
M into his own back yard—such has been the treatment of 
M . Spiritualism.
^H.. If I report the messages from the wisest, they are not 

p commercial article—they are foreign to current opinions 
and fashions—never orthodox. If I report their kind 

^■.-. and loving language, it is not sensational. It is forty- 
four years since General Washington came to me unex- 

^■Mpectedly, when I was at the head of the leading medical 
college of Cincinnati, announcing himself by raps with

K a-.; which he gave his messages alphabetically. Lincoln, 
^L'- Franklin and Jefferson have communicated so often that 
■ Mr. Lincoln now calls me his “old friend,” thóugh I had 

p never seen him. My ancient friends are very numerous, 
^■;s and messages come often from unexpected sources; and 

when the world is really ready for spiritual wisdom I may
■I ’ be tempted to publish.

' But I took up the pen merely to encourage the public 
to follow my example in seeking spiritual wisdom from 
Their friends. I have long enjoyed the cordial co-opera
tion of Mrs. Longley, so long the famous medium and 

^■•s author at the Banner of Light, who is proficient in every 
department of psychic science, and being an M. D., gives 
attention to patients. Her good works will be her monu- 

^■pment.
Now, I have another to mention, a very modest and 

^■/• honest gentleman of Los Angeles, Cal. (Mr. C. L. Walter, 
^^L’ 443 Temple street), who I think is destined to become 

famous. Dr. B. Elliott, who is certainly one of the finest 
magnetic healers I have ever known or heard of, informed 
me that he kept up regular communication with his spirit 
friends through Mr. Walter, and relied mainly for practi
cal advice upon Dr. John Bovee Dods, a famous lecturer 
and author.

M Though very doubtful of the result, I addressed some 
. questions to Dr. Dods through Walter, and was agree
ably surprised at the result. Dr. Dods replied in six 
pages, very satisfactorily, fluently and ably—a letter 
worthy of publication; and when this had been written a 
number of my old spirit friends approached, insisting 

^■i.upon writing to me, and I received three letters from my 
^Myold friends, Rev. John Pierpont, Wm. Denton and Robert 
^^B’ Dale Owen—and then came a great surprise—a letter 
^M;/from Carlyle, England’s greatest author. I admired his 
^^■• bold, vigorous style of thought, but never suspected that 
^^B he had any knowledge of my doctrines or writings, which

-.this letter indicates. In all that comes through Mr. Wal- 
^M;ter I recognize the style most appropriate to the spirit 
^^■ ¡ authors. Mr. W. writes with great ease and rapidity.

Not desiring to come before the-public in the compli- 
^M' mcniary language of my spirit friends, I prefer to present 
Mk the evidence of Mr. Walter’s absolute reliability and give 
^■i a fair sample of his letters.
HHi. Our friend Mrs. L., of this city, whose life had been 
^■heaved by the magnetic treatment of Dr. Elliott wrote to

Walter and has received several letters with which she

refers to the delay in bringing out the second volume of 
Primitive Christianity, I would mention that it will be 
printed before the end of the month of June.

The following is Mr. Worthington’s letter, of whom I 
can say that he. was a gentleman of the highest integrity 
and refinement.

MR. WORTHINGTON’S LETTER.
To Elizabeth:—The light from tlie spirit world draws 

the elements of all love and it seems as if from the hun
gering hearts there comes a yearning that is irresistible.

To you at this time I can only say the boundless and 
unquenchable love exists beyond the grave, and is yours 
to-day, to-morrow and throughout eternity.

To say that I am pleased to communicate to you to-day, 
but feebly expresses it, yet I will be in a measure crude, 
until I can come in accord with the instrument. Tuned 
and sensitive to a high degree there are variations to be 
learned, and I must come completely en rapport ere I can 
expect to give, in all the beautiful and grand truths in 
fitting language. I am sure that I will try to please you, 
try to make glad your heart, but Elizabeth forgive my 
imperfections and accept what I do give as the efforts of 
a soul who would give you the strength, financial bless
ings and everything that is grand and beautiful in life if 
in my power so to do. To bring our circle of friends 
within the domains that surround our dear medium will 
take a little time, for the atmosphere is filled with those 
who seek the privilege of communicating through the 
same channel, but by perseveran.ee in the fulness of 
thought and love we will gain our point, I believe, and it 
will be a rare and blessed privilege.

No, you have not gained satisfaction through mediums 
regarding me yet, my dear, It has not been the fault of 
the mediums; they al! have the faculties for their partic
ular work, but you have not happened to find the chosen 
instrument. Whether this source of information will 
prove reliable and satisfying to you remains to be seen.

To give you a comprehensive account of my passing out 
of life material, would take a volume of many pages, but 
briefly, it is easy to give you a synopsis. I did not suffer 
only in a sense of peculiar sensations. There seemed to 
be a roaring and surging in my ears, and a pulling, snap
ping or tearing sensation about me, like the breaking of 
cords. Then came darkness, and the feeling of being 
lifted or carried away on great waves of vapor. I felt the 
sensations, realized that a great change was going on, 
but was unable to resist the movements. I seemed, 
finally, to enter a cool cavern. I could hear the rippling 
of waters, the singing of birds, and the soft, humming 
sound of beautiful melodies. Then I seemed to rest 
upon a couch of down, and seemed to sleep for hours, per
haps days. Finally I opened'my eyes, and saw the faces 
of loved ones about me, and although we seemed to be 
forms and tangible, yet we were and are only thoughts as 
far as tangibility is concerned.

It is hard to explain to you, but we are not the beings 
you would imagine. Life seems just as real, as vivid as in 

!the material, but we lack the physical woes and the 
maddening rage for gold and earthly things. It may 
seem strange to you, but I have not met all the old 
friends, nor will I until they come upon the same plane of 
thought. The senses are keener, the perceptions more 
acute, but oh! the grand experiences, the freedom of ac
tion; the chances to develop are manifold. Our ideas of 
earth as a residence place is such that we would not‘re
turn, would dread to take up the old coat ,and wear it, but 
we do want to ameliorate the suffering of the races and 
bring about a higher sense of the power of the faculties. 
I will tell you, Elizabeth, at some future time a great 
many of my experiences, but not now, it would take 'too 
long. Enough is to say the spiritual realms for the truly 
developed need be nothing but joy, and our greatest foe 
is ignorance and licentiousness. I want to advise you 
about financial matters. I want to see you bring out the 
work of the Doctor’s in time for him to enjoy the fruits. 
What to advise at this time is hard to determine, but 
enough is to say that influences are at work, that we trust 
will turn the tide. It is not necessary to chide the 
Doctor; he realizes the mistakes, but he has not been as 
just to himself as he has been to others, and is suffering 
from the ingratitudes of men. But let your heart be 
cheered by the assurance that we are straining every 
nerve, as far as spiritual influence goes, to build you up, 
and relieve the terrible strain. You are naturally hope
ful, and in your exercise of will to will for the good, you 
have accomplished a good work, and every strong thought 
has been caught up in the atmosphere and found a re
sponsive chord in our hearts. I feel that an uplifting 
and a relief will come within a short period of time, but 1 
can’t advise you now to make any radical change in plans. 
Keep strong in faith and do not despair, and with all our 
united force surely some good will be accomplished.

You ask about your guides. Well, Elizabeth, I know a 
few familiar spirits that surround you; some ancient, and 
some of the modern era, and I am sure they have a great 
bearing on your Efe. Spurzheim is within the home 
circle; Plato, also Bruno and Benjamin Franklin. Gall 
is one of the greatest powers, and in A. Lincoln you can 
rely for good advice. You have a great collection of in
tellects surrounding you, drawn by the forces of Rodes 
and yourself, and they seem to lead both of you. I would 
judge that Socrates would give you wisdom, and in aU the 
group there seems to be a great desire to harmonize and 
help you in gaming power and strength. Call them by 
thought and I am sure that A. Lincoln, Franldin, and the 
ancient philosopher Plato, as weH as Socrates, can give 
you valued help. Let me reiterate, That I feel confident 
that means will soon come to hand to bring out the 
“Second volume of P. C.” Tell the boys that I am with 
them in the fight, trying to build them up and guide 
them to the harbor of prosperity, and teU them to be 
brave, not to despond, for the “land of promise is in 
sight.”

There is so much that can be said, but I am hurried 
along. To Will, poor fellow, he has made some sad mia- 
takes, but has learned wisdom. I have nothing to say 
only he has my best wishes, and I want him to look up 
and keep on building up thé character and developing 
the good that is in him. You know what he passed 
through in life, and surely a word of friendship from me 
cannot come amiss. . -

Well, EHzabeth, you remember the .deep questioning 
of your heart when you had two roads before you? You 
chose one, and have you regretted the step? It was per
plexing at the time, and I willed it otherwise from my 
view of matters, but you chose your road, and it has been 
a trial in many ways, but your indomitable will and faith 
have carried you along and kept your head above water. I 
am losing strength now, dear, but you will surely excuse 
me when you knowtit is my first attempt to communicate 
through this channel. •

Now, “Lizzie,” let me say a few words of love. When- 
I tell you again, that the affection is imperishable and I 
will greet you beyond the grave-with loving hands, and , 
lead you into the charmed circle of all those we love and 
that have left you alone.

Give the Doctor my friendship, and I hope to see the 
day when his grand- labors will be appreciated by the 
world. It is sure to come. •

pas delighted; not only by their beautiful descriptions of 
£.Spirit Efe, but by their references to family matters which 
fjmade a perfect test, as when for examjfle her mother men
tioned things known only to herself and her mother. I 
[i.-iiave seen the letters and they are Very convincing.
|h- Mrs. Buchanan, who has a very spiritual constitution, 
¡(giving her wide sympathies and prophetic impressions, 

Ifyas been very successful in receiving letters through Mr. 
[Walter from Mr. Worthington, Frances E. Willard, Kate 
I afield, Phoebe Carey, Dr. Dods, Charlotte Cushman and 
¡Ithe Ancient philosopher Plato-^-all of which are character^ 
lifeUc and satisfactory, though the one from her former 
'^lUsband, Mr. Worthington, is of course, most decisive as 
“ 'test of the identity of the author. •

i Worthington was the only one to whom her in- 
~ _ w§s addressed. The other letters were spontaneous 
ifi ufllkpected expressions of friendship. As^Ir. W.

THE WAR WITH SPAIN.
.. . .. - ‘N. . .■ - _ ■
How the Pope of Rome Regards the Same.

AS A CONTEST BETWEEN PRQTESTANTISM

AND ROMAN/CATHOLICTSM—SENTIMENT OF 
MEMBERS OF THE “SACRED COLLEGE” ALSO 
UNFRIENDLY,TO THE UNITED STATES—THE 
POPE SETS UP CLAIM TO CUBA—SPECIAL 
CABLEGRAM -TO THE GLOBE-DEMOCRAT 
FROM ROME, DATED JUNE 11.
Although every effort hae been made in Vatican circles 

to prevent the matter from becoming known,, the Pope is 
in such a delicate condition of health that four times 
during the last three weeks Dr. Lapponi, his chief phy
sician, warned his immediate entourage as well as the 
papal camerlengo, Cardinal Oreglio, who, by virtue of his 
office, assumes on the death of the Pope charge of all the 
affairs of the papacy pending the election of. the new 
pontiff, to prepare for the worst.

It is not that he has suffered from any specific illness, 
but there has been a most alarming decline in vitality and 
in strength, and that has brought about syncope of such 
alarming character that Dr. Lapponi expressed fear that 
the aged pontiff would never recover consciousness.

The physician as well as those about the Pope do not 
hesitate to attribute his altered condition to his grief on 
the score of Spain, and he has on several occasions in
timated to his attendants, and likewise to the Marquis 
Merry Del Vai, the venerable Spanish ambassador to the 
Vatican, that he felt that his hour had come, and that 
Divine Providence would assuredly not permit him to 
live to witness the downfall of a Catholic nation so dear 
to his heart as Spain. .

There is no doubt that the sympathy of the Pontiff, as 
well as the papal court and of the sacred college, are dis
tinctly and pronouncedly in favor of Spain, and that the 
present war is regarded at the Vatican as a conflict be
tween Catholicism and Protestantism, and that a defeat 
of Spain will be considered in the light of a blow to the 
Catholic Church. .

As pointed out to me to-day by a foreign diplomat ac
credited to the Vatican, and who has spent many years of 
his life in that capacity, there is no power in the world, 
not even Italy itself, which from time immemorial has 
maintained such intimate relations with the papacy as 
Spain. The latter has always been the chief ally of the 
holy see in combating the reformation, and, since the 
Council of Trent, the theology, the philosophy and the 
entire influence of the papacy has been Spanish rather 
than Roman. Moreover, the three most influential mem
bers of the sacred college at the present moment, namely, 
Cardinals Rampolla, Jacobini and Mocenni, have all 
spent long years as nuncios in Madrid, and are avowedly 
pro-Spanish, while:the favorite prelate in attendance on 
the holy father and,.the one who enjoys to the greatest 
degree his confujenee and affection, is Mgr. Merry Del 
Vai, the son of tlje Spanish Ambassador here.

The pontiff tlioroughly disapproved of the present 
Liberal cabinet ipnSpain and deplored the policy which it 
has pursued, as well,as the neglect of which its members 
have been guilty , in making proper preparations for the 
conflict with the, United States. Premier Sagasta has 
never stood well,here, owing to the fact of his being the 
grand master offeree Masonry in Spain, while the Lib
erals, whenever in office, have incurred the animosity of 
the holy see by; introducing reforms that were an
tagonistic to the church

But the relations of the holy father with the Queen 
Regent remain as intimate as ever. He is in constant 
communication withiher, and, although since the rejec
tion by the United' States of Iris offers of mediation, he 
has been forced to maintain an officially neutral attitude 
for fear of offending the influential Catholic element in 
the United States, yet he has never ceased for a moment 
to labor through Iris, nuncios, and particularly through 
the order of the Jesuits, for an intervention by the con
tinental powers in behalf of Spain, with a view to a ter
mination of the war. He is perfectly indifferent to the 
loss of Cuba, but desires at all costs to maintain the 
Queen Regent and her son on the throne of Spain, and 
likewise to secure the retention by Spain of the Phil
ippine Islands, where the Roman Catholic Church owns 
vast property. .

The holy father takes the view that both the Philippine 
Islands and Cuba are, strictly speaking, the property of 
the papacy, Spain holding them from the holy see, as fiefs 
granted three centuries ago, and Leo XIII. claims that 
from the moment that Spain ceases to fulfill the con
ditions of the fief, and is unable to retain control of these 
dependencies, the fief ceases to be operative, and the de
pendencies revert to the holy see.

While the pontiff is not prepared to put forward any 
arguments on this score with regard to the Antilles, 
where the church interests are relatively unimportant, he 
is doing so in the case of the Philippines, and there is no 
doubt that, were France or even Germany to secure from 
Spain a lease of the Philippines in return for an advance 
of the money needed to pay the war indemnity, which 
will doubtless be exacted by the United States, the the
oretical claim of either of these two leading powers might 
be strengthened by a transfer to them of the fiefs by the 
papacy.

It is intimated in Vatican circles that the unfriendly 
sentiments of both the pontiff and the sacred college with 
regard to America, in connection with the present war, 
will be demonstrated at the forthcoming consistory by 
the failure of the pontiff to fulfill his original intention 
of conferring a red hat upon one of-the most conspicuous 
of the American archbishops, who is known here to have 
been chosen for this-honor,

. The Vatican takes, the ground that it would be in ques
tionable taste to give at the present moment to the United 
States so striking a demonstration of pontificial regard as 
the creation of a second American cardinal, and the can
didate for the dignity in question is, therefore, likely to 
have to wait-for a, new pope before he can hope to receive 
the hat. . '

In . conclusion, T.wculd add, on the most reliable and 
positive authority^ that Leo’s condition is so alarming 
that the news of ppy; great Spanish disaster, or of a rev
olution afMadridj9imght.be followed by fatal results; and 
culminate in a coftolnye, that is to say, the election of his 
successor to the cWfciof St Peter..

■ ■ H-l-l---------- ---
SOME SI^AND SUPERSTITIONS. <

If a child whir^ g'chair about it is a sign he will re
ceive a whipping y^r^soon. - .. c < v

For sparks to. tftrn5a carpet is a sign of a wedding or 
birth im.iI' - . •-

. Three candles buriaing in one .room forebode a mar-

It is unlucky, tb sjt against the-grain of the table at 
cards.- < . -: •■<••■•" ’!■-■

To insure godd sleep place your shoes with the toes 
fromthebed. ; " •
’" Th’e falling of several tin pans at ond timeiindicates a

‘’Wedding. ‘
To bredk the point off a lead pencil when writing is a 

sign of bad news. ; •
It is a sign of a quarrel.to take a piece of soap from a 

friend’s hands. •■•••. '
•. If you drop food at the table it is a sign that somebody 
is begrudging it to you.

When a rocking-chair moves along while you rock in it, 
you are going to have a caller. ~

> Never mark your linen or anything to be used in mar
ked life, with the initials of your fiancee, as it is said you 
rill never have occasion to use the initials if you do. •

Suggestions Toward Lending a Helping 
Hand.

In every life, from the cradle to the grave, is mingled 
sunshine and shadow in a greater or less degree. We 
sometimes see individuals who seem to be born with a 
happy temperament, either through prenatal conditions, 
or. by hereditary tendencies. They seem to scatter sun
shine wherever they go, and brighten the pathway of all 
with whom they meet. Again we see others who seem to 
have more than their share of the trials of life, and we 
often wonder why fortune’s favors are so unevenly dis
tributed. The wise mother knows her child would never 
learn to walk if she never let him try lus strength. He 
must fall and rise, and fall again repeatedly before 
strength will come to the limbs and courage to the heart.

Human nature is so varied that some require greater 
trials than others to bring out the pure gold of their na
ture, aud fit them for the work to which they are best 
adapted.

Sometimes in the school of Efe we fail to discern the 
true meaning of our lesson, and then it must be repeated. 
In the time of our country’s upheaval it is difficult to un
derstand why the innocent should suffer for wrongs that 
others have brought about; but we are members of one 
great family, and by the great law of the Universe if one 
member is affected, all must suffer in a greater or less de
gree. Every lesson we receive, if we make a proper appli
cation of it, will bring us up to a higher plane of unfold- 
ment, and will fit us to sympathize and help others who 
have been less fortunate than ourselves. How Ettle sym
pathy the fallen ones of earth receive from the great mass 
of humanity. Few in comparison take into consideration 
the environments that have surrounded them. How 
easily we might put a Ettle sunshine into their Eves, if we 
would take as much pains to help them up as we do to 
give them a push downward by our unkind looks and 
scornful ways. I think many a poor girl who has made 
a false step would be brought back to the path of virtue 
and become a noble woman, if her own sex would reach 
out a helping hand to her2 instead of passing by on the 
other side.

As the evenings begin to lengthen next fall, will not 
some influential women who read these Enes, or some 
young ladies who want a mission in Efe, endeavor to open 
free reading -rooms in the various towns in which they re
side, for the use of the laboring classes of both sexes? I 
think people would donate liberally to such an enterprise 
to elevate the moral tone of their towns, by keeping 
young men from saloons, and young girls off the street. 
Homes all over the land are accumulating good Eterature 
whicE would be gladly donated to such a cause. A little 
music early in the evening would help to draw the young 
people off the street. With some one to see that good 
order was maintained, it would make a respectable place 
for young people to meet, and encourage a taste for read
ing. It would build up a monument of lasting good, the 
influence of which would be felt for miles around. Should 
anyone follow out these suggestions, will they let it be 
known through the Spiritualistic press how they succeed, 
that others may be encouraged to go and do likewise.

Another class who need what sunlight we can bring 
into their Eves consists of those whose undeveloped condi
tion has brought them to the penitentiary for a number of 
years, or during their natural Eves. Some will say they 
deserve all they get. Without doubt they may. For that 
reason they need our heartfelt sympathy. Let us remem
ber that surrounded by the same conditions, we might 
have done just as badly, and perhaps worse. When hu
manity has developed far enough to abobsh capital pun
ishment, perhaps some of the thinking men and women 
can devise some plan whereby the moral nature of crim
inals may be developed, and not only the sunshine creep 
into their Eves while suffering the penalties they have in
curred, but when they reach spirit Efe they will be fitted 
for a higher plane than they occupied while here.

Watertown, N.‘ Y. MARY A. INGALLS.

The Transition of M. B. Sheets.
Notwithstanding the fact that clairvoyantly I was per

mitted to follow our dear father into spirit realms, when 
his loyal soul passed away, Sunday, May 15, we are sad 
and lonely without his physical personality. May 4, he 
was attacked with la grippe. From the first he knew he 
would not recover, and he selected his pall-bearers. He 
had exacted a promise before, that when the time should 
come for the last service that the writer would give the 
funeral address in the home, and would also say the part
ing at the crematorium.

On Tuesday afternoon, in the presence of a large as
sembly of neighbors and friends, his- form resting beneath 
exquisite floral tributes, we complied with his wish. 
Wednesday his remains were conveyed to Detroit, where 
the guides inspired the farewell words, ere we gave up all 
that we so dearly loved of the physical. The ending of 
his nearly seventy-seven years of earth life was what we 
should expect of one who was a Spiritualist in the true 
sense. He had been a medium for about forty-two years, 
and was at aU times on the side of humanity in all ques
tions pertaining to progressive reform movements. In 
his work in and for Spiritualism, he was seconded by his 
companion, our mother, who, in her characteristic way is 
bearing the trial of separation with patient fortitude. A 
son and two daughters are left, each of whom with her, is 
somewhat upheld by the knowledge of the continuity of 
life and possibihty of intercommunion between the two 
conditions. His faculties were clear until the last; he 
tbld us Saturday he would pass out Sunday. With his 
spirit friends whom he saw about him with a child-Eke 
trust and peace, he sank serenely into the arms of the 
angel of life, leaving us to continue in the path of duty 
until we, too, are released. ABBIE E. SHEETS.

Grand Ledge, Mich.
--------—:)o(:—:------------

- WE’RE NOT ALONE.

E. D. BABBITTS WORKS,
Human Culture and Cure.

Part First. Tho Philosophy of Cure. Paper cover, 
ou cents. . —,

Human Culture and Cure.
Fart Second. Marriage, Sexual Development and 

Social Upbuilding. Cloth, 75 cents.
Social Upbuilding,

Including Co-operative Syateiuaaud the Happiness 
and Ennobling of Humanity. Paper cover, 15 cents.™ 
Health and Power.

A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Cloth, 23 cents ; Leather. 
80 cents. . . *
Religion.

Most thoughtful, apliitual and excellent Cloth. 
•1-, paper, 60 cents.

Principles of Light and Color.
One of the greatest books of the age, Kl by mall 

82 cents extra. 1 ’

THE STORY OF A SUMMER.
BY LILIAN WHITING.

Pervaded with pure and beautiful spirituality of 
thought. Instructive and helpful to all who love and 
seek the higher and flnerways of spiritual experience. 
Price, 11.00. For sale at this ofllco.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL 
SERIES ONE AND TWO.

BY LILIAN WHITING.

Two choice volumes, each complete In Itself, tn 
which spirituality la related to everyday life lu such 
sway aato make the world beautiful. Each ,14».

For Bale at thia office,

OLD AND NEW 
PSYCHOLOGY 

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

Reports of twenty-four distinct lectures, recently 
delivered In New York, Brooklyn, Boston. Philadel
phia and other prominent cities of the United 
States, have contributed the basis of this volume.

The chief alm throughout the volume has been to 
arouse Increased interest In the workable possibili
ties of a theory of human nature, thoroughly optim
istic and at the same time, profoundly ethical. As 
several chapters are devoted to improved methods of 
education, the writer confidently expects that many 
parents, teachers and others who have charge of tho 
young, or who are called upon to exercise supervision 
over the morally weak and mentally afflicted, will de
rive some help from the doctrines herewith promul
gated.

CONTENTS.
What Is Psychology? The True Basis of the Science, 
Rational Psychology as presented by Aristotle and 

Swedenborg, with Reflections thereon.
Relation of Psychology to Practical Education. 
A Study of tho Human Will.
Imagination; Its Practical Value. 
Memory; Have wo Two Memories? 
Instinct,Reason and Intuition. 
Psychology and Psycurgy.
Mental and Mora! Healing In the Light cf Certain Hew 

Aspects of Psychology.
Music: Its Moral and Therapeutic Value.
The Power of Thought! How to Develop and L :reaM

Concentration of Thought, and wbav van Accom
plish.

A Study of Hypnotism.
The New Psychology as Applied to Education and 

Moral Evolution
Telepathy and Transference of Thought, or Mental 

Telegraphy.
Mediumship, its Nature and Uses.
Hablu, How Acquired and how Mastered; with some 

Comments on Obsession and its Remedy.
Beersblp and Prophecy.
Dreams and Visions.
The Scientific Ghost and the Problem of the Human 

Double.
The Human Aura.
Heredity and Environment.
Astrology, Palmistry and Periodicity; tbelr Bearing 

on Psychology.
Individuality vs. Eccentricity

Price 11. For sale at ibis office.

FSYGHOGRflPHY.
Marvelons Manifestations of Psyohlo 

Power Given Through the 
Mediumship of

FRED, P. EViV’N

“A book you ought to read. Absorbtntfrt^BMst*  
Ing, and should be in the bands of every thoughtful 
man and woman. No one can read its pages without 
being convinced of tho existence of a future life. The 
book Is of great value, not only to Spiritualists, but to 
those Interested In the problem of man’s future life, 
as well as to those Interested tn phenomenal re
search.”—J. J. Owen.

This volume Is superroyal octavo In size, beautifully 
bound In cloth and gold, and profusely Illustrated.

Price 12, postpaid. For sale at this office.

KflREZZfl.
ETHICS OF_MARRIAGE.

By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.
Karczza makes a pica for a better birthright fot 

children, and alms to lead individuals to seek a blffbei 
development of themselves through most sacred re
lations. It Is pure In tone and alm, and should bo 
widely circulated. Price, cloth, 11.

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
HTTF SHE HECAITE A SPIRITUALIST.

2M pigea. Ono copy, 11; tlx coplea, M.

FBOM EIGHT TO MORE/
Or, An Appeal to tiie Baptist Churoh.

82 pages. One copy, IS ceota; ten coplee, IL

THE BRIDGE BET WERE THO WORLDS.
209 pages. One copy, bound In cloth, SI: paper, 7J 

cents.

For Salo at this Office, 40 Loomis Street.

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism, 
A Monaco to American ClrilUation. By Prof. W. M. 
Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly treatise. 
Price 25 cents.

; We gaze upon tile still, cold clay, 
- Which held our loved ones here;

A dark cloud obscures the way, 
As flows the silent tear, /

And darkens the brightest day. ' .
And yet; we’re not alone. , .

- As we gaze within the grave ■ ’’
- At things beyond our will, 

, : Friends beyond our power to save,
'Unseen, they soothe us still, ' 

- Whispering peace beside the grave, 
For there, we’re not alone. ,

• The living might doubt our love, , 
. - Tears are so quickly wiped away 

By unseen angel hosts above, 
Who smoothe our paths each day 

And fiR our lives with love. .
Glad thought, we’re not alone. .

. - Ah, ’tis but a narrow strand : .
. . Traversed by hosts galore, . ; - ..

Which divides that mystic band • . • ; >
> And bears our spirits o’er • -
To form that happy band. ’ ‘ ...

■ Oh, joy! we’re not alone.
Smile, sad heart, be of good cheer,. : :

• Our dear ones are with us still, . 
They help, they walk beside us here, 

' They smoothe our paths until
They lead us to all things dear, 

And then, we’re not alone.
Brooklyn, N. Y... BEATRICE A. DEZENDORF.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Or a few thoughts on bow to reach Shat altitude 
where spirit la supreme and all things alii subject to 
It. With portrait. By Mosm Hull. Just tbs book 
to teach yon that you are a spiritual iiAig, and to 
show you bow to educate your spIriUiaTtacultles. 
Price, bound In clotb, 40 cents; Inuawr corer. 23 
cents For sale at this office.

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.

This work contains an occonnt of the very wonde> 
fol Spiritual developments at the bouse of Rev. Dn 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn., ind similar cases lo aQ 
parte of the country, This volume is the first fro® 
the author directly upon the subject of “Spiritualism? 
and has stood the test of many years. Cloth, SL3L 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office.

Joys Beyond the Threshoifl
A SEQUEL TO

THE T0-M0BR0W OF DEATH.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
. THE TOMOEBOW OF DEATH was wrlten to 
develop the Idea the principle of the permanence 
Of the num&n soul after death, end Its reincarnation 
In a chain of new beings, whoee successive links are 
unrolled In.the bosom of etherlal space. "Beyond 
tux Threshold" continues on the same lines, en
larging and expanding the Idea by reasons and don*  
slderarlona drawn from science and phllosophy;c:aim*  
Ing that the certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end la far superior to that of any of the existing re*  
Hglona. From beglnnlngto end It Is Interesting, en*  
tstalnlng, instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accept*  It all or not, much will hare been learned 
and muon pleasure enjoyed In Its perusal. Triccll.S 
For Bale at this office.

’mediumistic experiences 
OF JOHN BROWN,

Tho Medium of tlm Rockies,' with Introduction by 
J. S. Loveland. This it the history of one of the 
most wonderful mediums that ever lived. 167 lam 
PMgft B^rMoats Hull, price, 90Cfftt. For aaU -
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"GOOD SHEPHERD” TRIAL IS ON.
f.. — _ _A Fine Illustration of the Catholic Church’s 

Teachings.

proper court would be sufficient to preclude tbe sitting on 
any jury of any members of the Catholic chinch. .

Attorney Butts claimed that as the. House of Good 
Shepherd was purely a Catholic institution, no member 
of the church should-want, or should be permitted to sit 
as a juror in this case. He told the court Unit the chinch 
taught its members, under pain ot excommunication, to at 
all tunes stand by tho church.- whether they were violat
ing the law or not. He claimed, and offered to show by 
their official books, that an oath taken before a court, 
where no intention was had to keep it, was not an oath. 
He claimed that the church taught mental reservation, 
and that in the Hill benunary and other colleges, they 
were teaching doctrines of murder, high treason and per
jury. and that any Catholic was particularly disqualified 
to sit on a jury where an institution of the church was 
being tried.
' I1’. B- Hester was the first juror examined, who practi
cally corroborated Mr. Butts in his claim that nu Cath
olic should be on the jury.

Mr. Hester, on examination, admitted once having 
been a member of the police force fur several years.

He admitted being a Roman Catholic in good standing.
He admitted that he was acquainted with the teachings 

of his church in spiritual matters.
He admitted that he considered it a sacrilege to bring 

a priest or nun into court, or m any way interfere with 
their conduct. *

He admitted that he thought it his duty to believe the 
word of the sisters given in court.

He admitted that his religion made it his duty to sus
tain the sisters, whether right or wrong, and to protect 
defendants, right or wrong.

lie admitted that the sisters were his superiors: that he 
had no right to criticize them or to pass judgment upon 
them, and that it was sacrilege to sue them in the state 
court: Unit they were above him. and had the right ami 
power to determine for him what was right and what was 
wrong: that the only persons who could rightfully try 
these defendants were their superiors m the church.

He also admitted, when asked by Attorney Butts if it 
was not a fact that an oath in court was no oath under the 
instructions of his church, unless there was intention on 
the part of the affiant to keep it. Hester answered “(hat 
such was the case.”

He admitted that, by the teachings of his church, he 
understand that an oath was not a valid oath if the inten-: 
tion was wanting.

Pierce Butler then took a turn at the juror.
He asked him if he could not, as a juror, decide impar

tially in a case where a sister or a priest was a party, as in 
a case where people were not of his church were parties.

Mr. Hester said that he could. .
Even if the case were Mr. Butts against Archbishop 

Ireland?
Mr. Hester hesitated. He was nonplussed for a time, 

then, answering, said that he should decide for the arch
bishop, which created great laughter in court.

Judge Otis excused the juror from further service.
The testimony of Mr. Hester, being a Catholic, came 

like a thunderbolt upon the Irish attendants upon court.
All along they have been trying to evade tlieir own doc

trinal teachings. All along they have tried to force their 
people upon the jury, and at last an uncoached juror un
wittingly lets the whole cat out of the bag, thus exposing 
the entire traitorous system of the church.

All day Friday was devoted to the examination of Mr. 
Hester.

Mr. Hester is doubtless an honest Catholic, and an
swered as he had been taught to believe was correct. His 
frankness was a sad blow to the hypocritical sect that 
•have all along tried to conceal their teachings.

Juror Ivey, upon being challenged for actual bias, ad
mitted that he had a strong opinion, and that he would 
like to dynamite and blow up the entire building. He 
was excused.

Many jurors were examined who testified in a similar 
strain, who were excused from service.

The whole ambition of the attorneys for the defense 
was devoted to getting Catholics upon the jury. All day 
Friday, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday forenoon was 
consumed in the selection of a jury, four of whom are 
known Catholics.

The names of the jurors selected to try the case are as 
follows: Henry F. Lange, John Dean, Chas. W. Emmert, 
Henry Sternberg, George Hess, Malcolm McBain, John 
R. Lesh, John Hedlund, Henry Katz, R. C.; John Froe- 
mel, R. C.; Frank Gaul, R. C.; Frank A. Farley, R. C. 
Those marked R. C. are known Catholics.

Yesterday afternoon Attorney Butts made his opening 
speech to the jury, outlining the case in a very precise 
manner, taking an hour and a half in so doing, after 
which he called Cecelia Sterling to the witness box. At
torney Clapp, for the defense, thereupon arose and re
quested of the court that the. jury be permitted to visit 
the institution before proceeding with the taking of tes
timony. Mr. Butts objected to such proceedings unless 
the court would permit a deputy sheriff to accompany the 
defendant to protect her and companions against insult 
and attempted assault. He claimed that, on a previous 
visit several inmates were permitted, in the presenceyof 
the sisters, to threaten and use vile epithets to plaintiff, 
and otherwise insult her. Attorney Clapp objected to 
the delegation of a sheriff for the purpose, assuring that 
proper trcatment,would be accorded.

Mr. Butts persisted, and was thereupon furnished with 
two deputies, who accompanied the plaintiff, with Mrs. 
Sterling and gentleman escort through the institution.

At the proper time the party went out, returning at 
6 o’clock. The plaintiff found many new and interesting 
changes made since her escape. She found all new iron 
bedsteads, painted and whitewashed walls, new laundry 
machinery, clean bedding, less bedbugs and other vermin. 
She also found that several little girls had toys, and books 
to read and play with. Some of the little girls were 
togged up quite well. There were seen several visitors, 
who were evidently invited in for the effect on the jury. 

. The changes will be explained in court when the 
taking of testimony will begin. •

The court house is crowded daily to its utmost capacity 
by the curious public, who are anxious to hear the tes
timony in one of the most important, cases ever brought 
against one of these socalled religious institutions.—The 
Breeze, St. Paul, Minn. •

’i l ■—~—H’1‘1  ■■ • :' . ..

1 ^Social Upbuilding. Including Co-operative Systems 
and the Happiness and Ennoblement of Humanity.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises the last 
part of Human Culture and Cure, Paper cover 15 cents. 
For sale at this office. •

“Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and Rosa 0. Conger. 
Excellent for every family. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at

. Ahis office.... ' \

THE MEDICAL LAWS.
M. Ds. Have Made Them for Them

selves, and Not for the People.

not only m tlie State of Illinois, but in every state m the 
Union. ■

It is not enough that this band of professionals should 
take complete control of all the medical laws of the coun
try, but they have secured exclusive right to the healing 
art in every way it may be performed, right here in 
Illinois.

this city, for practicing without a license. <
• To procure a license requires one to pass a medical ex
amination, and there are few magnetic healers who can 
do that. Theirs is a different system and requires no 
drug medication or complicated education for its prac
tice. This power is better understood than acknowledged 
by the M. Ds. They have ample evidence from patients 
whom they have drugged to the very brink of the grave, 
who have been restored to health and vigor through mag
netism. mental science. Christian science and many other 
ways not their own and they see their utter inability to 
keep the facts from the people, and the only way to con
trol such a State of affairs is to ignore all these glaring 
facts and combine to control through money and law. 
making it a.crime for a man to use Ins mental. Spiritual 
or physical powers to relieve his best friend from pain, 
without a license; making it a crime for a mother whose 
system has been made whole through a few magnetic 
treatments to employ the same healer for her child unless 
he has a license.

If there is anything more tyrannical, oppressive and 
damnable even in the old Blue Laws of Connecticut, it 
has been so long buried from sight that its echo never 
touched ground in its peregrinate vibration down the ages 
until the M. Ds. of this country, this free (?) America, 
formed their trust.

No doubt the majority of the legislators who voted for 
that bill, which was made a law. never took the pains to 
analyze its construction or discover its meaning or effect. 
Hundreds of bills are railroaded through by legislators 
employed for the purpose at every session of everv legisla
ture in the Lmted States. The M. Ds. know this and 
see to it that many of the fraternity become members of 
one house or the other, and wlibsc influence can be relied 
upon for anything they want. This law might easily be 
construed to refer only to the medical practice, by three 
or four oily-tongued advocates in each branch of the legis- 
ture, and the real intent and scheme of the bill be kept 
obscure from the careless, uninterested representative.

The explanatory clause bf the act reads as follows: 
“Any person shall be regarded as practicing medicine, 
within the meaning of this act who shall treat, operate on 
or prescribe for any physical ailment of another.”

Had there been more pressure brought to bear in opposi
tion to the bill, its effect could have been killed by amend
ments, and the matter might be successfully accomplished 
yet, However, a decision as to its constitutionality will 
be as effective, and all who ‘are interested—which means 
the afflicted public—will look with extreme anxiety for 
the final decision of the supreme court on this question, 
and thank the good angels for sending a man to the front 
with means and stamina to make this fight for human 
rights. ■

This is not the first time the violent hands of the sup
porters of this oppressive law have been laid upon mag
netic healers in this State, and this case should be carried 
to the supreme tribunal of the United States if need be, 
to test its constitutionally, its application to the healers 
who use no drugs in their practice.

If people who are afflicted can have no choice as to 
their own mode of recovery, and must bow submissively 
to the dictates of a certain school, whose aim is to so com
plicate the studies as to make the system sound scientific 
and obscure in its mysterious hieroglyphics, in order to 
hold the public in awe at its magnanimity and profound 
wisdom; if the sick must turn over in their beds of pain 
and anguish, must thrash about under the gnawing pangs 
of disease for fear of getting a friend into trouble by hav
ing him lay his hands on him until a college graduate 
conies with his superior—egotism and poisons, it is time 
the guardians of the afflicted, either upon this side of life 
or the other, apply the reins of control to the educated 
masters for awhile and teach them a republican or repub- 
lico-democratic form of government, and that their own 
individual health and that of their proteges is of first tad 
highest importance, and that their right to control the 
matter should be supreme.

There is every reason to believe that Dr. Birkholz will 
succeed in this test case, because right and justice are cer
tainly on his side.

With his law and bitter potions, 
And his knife and little pills, 

This great man goes through the motions
Of monopolizing ills;

But he’ll find when he gets older ’ 
In experiences of life,

That the form that he made colder 
With his medicine and knife, 

Held a spirit that is liying
And has a power over skill 

To build up the forms he’s giving— 
By the law—his patent pill.

No such system of wrong-doing
Can be permanent on earth; '

No such law can be subduing.
But a moment spirit’s worth.

DR. T. WILKINS. -
. -------------:-:)o(:-:------------

Presbyterian Minister Turned Spiritualist.
, ■ Rev. Joseph Milburn, pastor of the Second Presbyte
rian church of Indianapolis, Ind., caused a great surprise 
among his congregation recently by affirming what has 
been construed to be a belief in the possibility of Spirit
ualism. . . ■

He" was discussing the necessity of securing the truth 
wherever it could be found, and declared there was noth
ing repugnant to the truth in the belief that a mother, 
who had tenderly watched over a child in life, might com
municate with him after death.

He referred to the fact that angels ministered unto 
Christ after the temptation, and it did not appear improb
able that the spirits of those departed should he in touch 
with loved ones remaining on earth.—Chicago Time’s^ 
Herald. 6

- 0o(:—-
r “The Priest, the Woman and the Confessional.” . This 
book, by the well-known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results of the Romish con
fessional) as proved by the sad’ experiehce of many 
wrecked lives. Price, by mail, $1. For sale at this office.

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood Tuttle. Lov
ers of poetry will find gems of thought in poetic diction 
in this handsome volume, wherewith to sweeten hours of 
leisure and enjoyment. Price $1. For sale at this office.

COURAGEOUS.
As Viewed by .the Editor of the 

Herald.

tinii»! themselves upon us. Me shall learn that- there is 
a good deal more moral courage among our acquaintances 
than »e have credited them with. That is one of the sur
prises which await us in heaven.

I believe, and I am glad to believe, that divine pos
sibilities are hidden in the average man and woman— 
hidden now, aiffl perhaps to remain in hiding until 
eternity begins. So on an ocean steamer the great fires 
in the furnace may be banked and there seems to be 
Lurdly enough steam to sluggishly persuade the propellers 
to revolve. But once open the draught and the mass of 
coal is all ablaze, the water in the boilers frantically turns 
to steam and the propellers drive the leviathan at a mar
vellous rate of speed.

1 am nut optimistic in my respect for my kind. It is 
not a theory that 1 speak ot. but the result of long and 
critical observation. Me so plainlv see the faults of men 
and we so dimly see their virtues, our first impulse is to 
be uncLuiitable, and it is-sometimes difficult to overcome 

even of looking for, the bright side in the cJinni 
those about us. That is tlie injunction of Christ, 
wisdom in this matter cannot be impeached. Even when 
the poor, fingile »omini who had sinned against the laws 
of euith ami heaven fell at his ieet he pined rather than 

. c should make life quite a different 
thing if we followed the divine example.

Ihat all men are capable of heroism can be easily seen 
in such an emergency as this war presents. Those who 
have euhsted ure simply average material, not in any wav 
exceptional, hey achieved no special success up to the 
time » hen they dunned a uniform, and in many instances 
they seemed tu have made a hiilure in life. Uns was be
cause no opportunity had presented itself, nothing to 
show the mettle ¡of 'their souls. But when volunteers 
were called for to'goduto the very jaws of death, did they 
hesitate? All at'onSe we found ourselves looking into 
the eager faces Of a'multitude of giants whose courage 
knew no bounds,<who thought it a rare privilege to make 
the sacrifice demahdeil. Tlie gratitude of those who were 
chosen was no máteConspicuous than the disappointment 
of those who were rejected. ,

Such incident^ prove the capacities of'human nature, 
and give us a stringe feeling that all of us have qualities 
which this lower life affords no chance to develo]). We 
are awestruck as*  wo contemplate the grandeur of a soul 
and make a thunderous demand for immortality, that we 
may some time comb to be all we are capable of being. 
We are like barréisbf gunpowder which no exploding 
spark has yet touched. We have titanic spirits chained 
within the bodies of dwarfs. We are conscious that the 
few hours we spend here before the night shuts down are 
strangely inadequate, and we cry out for more time that 
we may grow to maturity.

If there is heroism in the field there is equal heroism in 
many a home which the world knows nothing about, 
which only the angels see. There are fathers who grand
ly struggle against the tide of fate, and never lisp the se
cret of their despair, whose young dreams have all faded, 
but who patiently bear their allotted burden with what 
tries to be resignation. There are noble women whose 
domestic afflictions of all sorts would crush them if they 
were not heroines, who silently suffer and make the best 
of their disappointed years. They sing in the minor key, 
but still they sing, and so the world thinks them happy 
when they are only brave.

I bend the knee to them all, and there are many of 
them. I know that there is a spark of the Godhead in 
every one of us, and that it may be fanned into a flame 
that will fill the whole of life with general heat and en
thusiasm. There are nobler elements in us than we have 
ever dreamed of. Whatever there is to do, we can do it; 
whatever there is to bear, we can bear it. Borrowing our 
strength from the Almighty, we can conquer our circum
stances. Trusting in Him, we can also trust in ourselves. 
Life will be filled with good cheer when we know that we 
■are in-the hands of Providence, and that nothing can hap
pen to us that we cannot use for the formation of a char
acter which will be worthy of immortality.

GEORGE H. HEPWORTH.

A Search for the Missing Link.
Spiritualists, standing in the front ranks of the highest 

thought and greatest reforms of the world, are still trying 
'to solve the great question of evolution, or in other words: 
Whence came man? The special literal creation theoiy 
has long since-been discarded, and the Darwin hypothesis 
looked over and turned upside down and back again, and 
we find many fine things in the almost impregnable prin- 
ciples'of evolution or the descent of man.

The theory is apparently well founded, were it not for 
the one great break in the chain connecting the lowest 
type of man with the highest type of animal, but here is 
the ¿tump which seems to break the chain. Now, my 
philosophical bftthfen, I have a thought to express about 
this breaking or «disconnecting link’ which I want you to 
analyze and critMse by giving your best thoughts 
through The Progressive Thinker. I am one who thinks 
he knows that materialization is a fact, and if it he a fact, 
lying back behind ii is a law through which that fact is 
nut only producing-materializations now, but has done so 
through all the age^of the past.

Go into the’ legends of antiquity. Here we . read of 
ghosts becoming the fathers of earthly children. Now, 
is it a fact that spiritual materialization is the source 
from which all thesb so-called superstitions have arisen, 
and who is there krffong us who can determine the power 
of these materializations? May they not be able, under 
right conditions-,ito Overshadow the sleeping or entranced 
female and produce an offspring? , Perchance the mother 
selected may be affiigh type of her race, and the spiritual 
father also high and holy, and the union of the two may 
partake of a celestial affinity and thus the child brought 
into the world be of a higher order than his race, or even 
than his mother. Now, if we find that there is a law by. 
which this grand higher result may be accomplished, then 
by tracing that law back down through the descent of 
man, we may find the connecting link between the high
est animal and the lowest man, who may have been of a 
spiritual as well as of an earthly origin. If this is so, we 
may yet find in this law the true key to evolution, and 
perhaps, to the fatherhood of many of the great spiritual 
lights of the past. : . G. L. JONES.

। Shell Lake, Wis.

SOME REMARKARLE PROPHECIES.
Put on Record Last March, and Seven of the 

Most Important Already Fulfilled.

is requested to furnish a collection oi proph
ecies to go on record in the Philosophical Journal. ' 
were mailed on March 17. and appeared in the issi 
Unit journal dated March 31. They were as follows 

On the 21th of January. (1898) I had a vision 
cermng Cuba. I was standing by a long on.

£

MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL
OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 

UPBUILDING.

plioyed. One city in Uns land of ours will be swept away 
bj » uter, and m 189-J one city beyond the oeea 
fei the same late. America will see the greatest fire it 
has ever witnessed in its history.

1 Ins biubli »uh Spain will not be the end of the war: 
it will only be the beginning of it. It will end in a relig- 
iuus war, and there will be much suffering.

B e will have three assassinations of high-standing of
ficials—two across the Atlantic and one here: also France

Price, cloth» 75 centt. For gale at this office-

COSMIAN HYMN ROOK.
A COLLECTION OF

Original and Selected Hymns 
For Liberal and Fthical Societies, ¡or School 

ti.O Hdinti

16 to be in trouble over Germany. One of those 
aonuBBimiUuns comes to Germany and one to France, be
fore 1900. ' '

Russia will be divided before 1910. -
SpiiiiualiBin will be recognized by all people, nations 

and chinuhes, and we will become a body stronger than 
any that Im» ever been m history, but there is up-hill work 
before this happens.

Ihe Lmted States will lose one more warship by ex
plosion.

Ihere will be a train wreck m the vicinity of Oakland 
in which many lives will be lost..—Arajor." (the Doctor’s 
prophetic guide).

At this time, June 17, seven of these prophecies have 
already been fulfilled in part or wholly.

The destruction of one city by earthquake........ across
the ocean, was fulfilled, as shown in a press dispatch dated 
the day after the prophecies were written, and first ap
pearing in the morning papers two days thereafter, in 
which it was stated that “Amboyna, a town on the island 
of that name, one of the Molucca group, was compleiely 
destroyed by an earthquake.” ‘

The second of these prophecies fulfilled was the one 
that one city in this country would suffer from an earth
quake.- This was fulfilled on March 30, in the heavy 
earthquake which did so much damage in San Francisco 
and its neighboring navy yards.

The third verification was in the flood that swept away 
Shawneetown, Ill., on April 4.

- The war with Spain fulfills the fourth, although it is 
evident that but one battle was shown the Doctor.

The fifth was fulfilled in the train wreck which oc
curred on the Oakland Mail, May 22, in which a trainload 
of 200 people was derailed, the fireman killed,^others in
jured aud all narrowly escaped being precipitated into the 
bay.

The sixth prophecy to be verified was the loss of “one 
more warship by explosion,” which occurred on June 3. 
Though the Merrimac was only a collier, yet it was<a ship 
belonging to the navy, and therefore would be shown in 
a vision as a warship.

The seventh verification was in the flag of Uncle Sam 
being raised on Cuban soil, June 10.

THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL.
COMPILATION OF THE LEO I 

turea given by t)ie Spirit Band through the mo- -I 
dlumehip ofMra. MagdaleuaKline. This volume con- 
slate of a series of lectures, messages and poema 
written and delivered in public through the mental or« - I 
ganlem of Mra. Magdalena Kline, a trance, clalrvov*  
ant and inspirational medium. Thdr tone Is excellent 
and their spirit good; and eveu though oue may find 1 
some Ideas that differ from those be hat1, held, yot he . I 
will find much to please, benefit and itYffiruct. Thfl ’ 
reverence with which Jesus Is mentlonod will plem 
many, although tbe Ideas advanced concerning Jeaui 
and C’hristlaulty are not after the orthodox standard. 
The book coutalus 488 large pages, and will bo sent ■ 
postpalc for 11^0. For sale at tbh> office. .

ATHE .'.

PAPPUS PLANETARIUM, 
WITH EPHEMERIS.

This Planetarium Is not only the latest, but the beat,, .. 
most simple and complete arrangement for showing I 
Iu a practical manner tbe daily position of all the' I 
Planets and Moon. Any child who can read figure». I 
can adjust the Planets In tlieir proper places for any’ I 
day in the year (same being movable when desired). .1 
Every man with a family should have one, thus en I 
abllng bls children to become familiar with the mag*  ; | 
nltude, grandeur and sublime majesty of the many? - I 
worlds around us, while older people will be deeply- .1 
Interested in their occult or philosophical meanings. ,| 
The Planetarium gives the diameter of the Bon, the ■ I 
Planetsand tbe Moon, also tlieir mean distances from rl 
the Bun, their velocity in orbit, and their siderlal p» - d 
riod In days. We have two styles—one Satin, th< | 
other Cloth; slie, 14x18; handsomely mounted end ■ 
framed; the planets are made of tin, with enameled ;l 
faces, -I

Every member of the Temple of the Magi should I 
have this Planetarium. - - I

Prices With Ephenyjris: 'I

I have known Dr. Muehlenbruch for several years, and 
know of many other remarkable prophecies given to indi
viduals, that have come true. He is not only a psychic of 
unusual power, but thoroughly honest and conscientious 
in his dealings. Let us hope that the “religious war,” if 
if occurs, will only be a mental war.

ERNEST S. GREEN.

The Y. P. S. I.
The National Institute of the Y. P. S. I. is being or

ganized. We have waited for local institutes to take ac
tion. The Young People’s Union, organized here during 
the Jubilee, does not comprehend the scope‘or plan of the 
Y. P. S. L, and does not conflict. The local institutes 
can join the union if they desire. The union does not 
provide for a local plan of organization, but allows any 
form. The National Union will be only a delegate body. 
The institute organizes in every locality upon the same 
plan, and is mutually co-operative. Its regular meetings 
are for members only, for personal development and to 
enjoy mediumship. The secret part is to provide for only 
members to attend and to visit other institutes.

All ages over sixteen years are accepted. Fees will be 
reduced to ten cents per month, and twenty-five cents for 
admission. The National Institute will perform its 
functions and be fully sustained by ten cents per capita, 
without any begging. And it expects to do a great work.

There will be no conflict between the union and the 
institute, and they both expect to charter with the 
N. S. A. All local institutes can do the same if they de
sire. We believe in co-operation. For that we are 
organized. We expect to furnish sustenance and other 
help to the public cause.

The Y. P. 8.1, has been in the field for a year past, and 
its work so far is highly successful/ Localities about to 
organize a Young People’s Society, will do well ter apply 
for rules of the Y. P. S. I., and to accept its helps, which 
will be cheerfully given. Fraternally,

Rochester, N. Y. G. W. KATES.

■Will be sent to any address on receipt of price and’ ' 
85 cents for express charges. Address Tub Pro- ' . 
OBEssLvx TniNKBB, 40 Loumis Street, Chicago, Ill. ■ 

VULTAIRE’yOMANCESi 5
A New Editiont Profusely Illustrated» . '

“I choose that a story should be founded on proh . 
ability, and not always resemble a dream. I deslrotc 
find nothing In it trivial or extravagant; and I doslr< \ 
above all, that under the appearances of fable, then 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to the discern 
ing eye. though 't escape the observation of-th« 
vulgar.“—Voltaibk. .

Ono volume, post 8vo, 480 pages, with portrait and 81 
niUBtratlona. Extra vellum cloth, ei.Wj postage. • .• 
15 cents. • .*■ x

“Voltaire’s satire was keen and fine-pointed ue ■ ' 
rapier.”—Magazine of Am. History. '

"A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing? x 
—Boston Commonwealth. * • ’

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve. <

JJY LOIS WAISBROOL'ER. THIS IS 
JD a novel written with a purpose, and that’ 1 
purpose Is not merely to enable an unthinking, iule 
mind to while away the time In a state of idle blessed*  I 
ness, devoid of earnest thought or care for cither ) 
self-improvement or the good of humanity. It Is ft-’-'.-I 
book designed especially, primarily, for mothers and 
those who are to ne mothers; ajd secondly, through- 
tbe mothers, to effect the well-being and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon tbe child of proper surroundings end infiu- 
ences bearing upon tbe mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon varioue tblngi. 
in modern social and business life, which ai’fl unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon the Individuals compos- 
tng society as a whole. Tbe book It trenchant Ihstruc- 
tlve and very interesting, even when regarded merelj 
u a novel, and Is especially commended to “women I 
•verywhere,” to whom it Is dedicated. It ftlso tbor- 
oughly shows up tbe Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic - 
Church; advanced Ideas relating to tbe Spiritual pbll- 
psophy arc introduced It contains a fine Ukcacss of 
the author. It contain*  R45 nsges. neatly bound in 
<U»th. Price by mall, prepaid.»!.

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL

ZIFE IN THE STONE AGE. THE I 
history of Ath&rael, Chief Priest ot a Band cf A> . I 

Aryans. This pamphlet, containing BI pages, was wi’lh I 
ten through tbe mediumship of U.G. Flgley, and li In
tensely interesting. Trice 80 oettft For aaJe at Oil I 
<Bce. I

—ALL ABOUT DEVILS. '
Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism I 

end other Great Reforms come from His Satanic I 
Majesty and His Bnbotdlnates tn the Kingdom of J 
Darkness, 60 pages. By Moses Hull. Price, 15 centa. .! 
For-ale at this office. <

SEERS OF THE AGES, i 
Embracing Spiritualism, .'art and present. By J. I

M. Peebles, M. D. An encyclopedia oi'taterestlna I 
and Instructive facts. Price tW. I

ANGEL WHISPERINGS . I
Iter the Searcher After , Truth.' I 

BY HATTIE J. EXIF. ' I
AD who lore genuine poetry, <t? raoril J

tDd spiritual quality, should read this book. Th I I 
work is handsomely bound and is clearly printed fl 1 I 
good paper. For «ale at this office. Price IL .1

HEALTH ANU W.
^handbook of Cure and Human Upbuilding by tl ; : | 

ftMofntw, refined and powerful methods of natun ' .] 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., author of “Principles <=■ 
Light nd Color,” “Philosophy of Cure,” etc. PMa ..¿-I 
•loth. 35 cente; Leather. 85 cents.

Romanism and tho Republic, . I 
By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, XI. A. Bren

ibould read it. Price <1.00. ~

. “The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. A Menace to 
American Civilization.” By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lec
turer upon physical, physiological and psychic science. 
Demonstrator of the molecular or spiritual hypothesis of 
nature. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. Price 25 cents. 
For sale at this office.

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to Old Records.” 
Told by Paul Carus. This book is heartily recommended 
to students of the science of religions, and to all who 
would gain a fair conception of Buddhism'in its spirit and ' 
living principles. Spiritualist or Christian can scarcely I 
read it without spiritual profit. Price $1. For sale at 
this office. ' ,

’ “Woman, Church and State.” By: Matilda Joslyn 
Gage. A royal volume, of more than common intrinsic 
value. The subject is treated with masterly ability; show
ing what the church has and has not done for woman. 
It is full of information on the subject, and should be 
read by every one. fPrice $2, postpaid. For sale at this 
office.
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; BARBARIC SPAIN.
< They who wish to glance backward, 

and seo Spain under Christian rule, un
der the beneficent reign of Ferdinand 

. and Isabella, In 1492, when Columbus 
set sail to find n new world, will turn to 

■ Prescott’s History of those personages, 
' vol. 2, p. 450. He was relating the perse

cutions Inflicted on unbelievers, and the 
terrible doings of the Inquisition. Wo 
quote:

"From that disastrous hour religion 
wore u new aspect in this unhappy 
country. The spirit of intolerance, no 
longer hooded In the darkness of the 
cloister, now stalked abroad In all its 
terrors. Zeal was exalted into fanatl- 
clsm, and a rational spirit of proselyt
ism Into one of fiendish persecution. It 
was not enough now, as formerly, to 
conform passively to the doctrines of 

? the church, but it was enjoined to make 
war on all who refused them. The 

. natural feelings of compunction in the 
discharge of this sad duty was a crime, 

; and the tear of sympathy, wrung out
; by the sight of mortal agonies, was an 

offense to be expiated by humiliating 
penance. The most frightful maxims 

r were deliberately engrafted Into the 
I. code of morals. Any one, it was said, 
< might conscientiously kill an apostate 

: ; Wherever he could meet him. There was 
. some doubt whether a man might slay 
; his own father, if a heretic or Infidel, 

but none whatever as to bis right In 
j that event to take away the life of his 

(¡on or hlit brother. These maxims were
y ■ hot a dead letter, but in the most active 
• operation, as the sad records of the 

dread tribunal too well prove. The 
character of the nation underwent a 
melancholy change. The milk of char
ity, nay of human feeling, was soured 
in every bosom. The liberality of the 
old Spanish cavalier gave way to the 
fiery fanaticism of the monk. The taste 
for blood, onee gratified, begat a canni
bal appetite in /he people, who, cheered 
OU by the frantic clergy, seemed to vie 
with one another In the eagerness with 
which they ran down the miserable 
game of the Inquisition.”

At this period so forcibly described by 
Mr. Prescott, Catholicism was the es
tablished religion throughout all Eu
rope, and the same general principles 
prevailed as In Spain. This was Chrls-

■
-

I erant of all religions; but it was 
! . .modified by monks and royal decrees 
i Into “the gospel of peace.” Under the 
r- new form It became intolerant, cruel, 
I\ blopd-thlrsty and deadly. Such It was 
I ...when the revolt was made under 

Luther, though that revolt was scarce
ly ly felt In Spain; but It made the church 

. leaders there still more tyrannical and 
I oppressive. There was no substantial 
,. amelioration until 1808 when Joseph 
y Bonapart became king of Spain. He, 
¡ professedly, crushed the Inquisition 
. .. throughout his kingdom, still It is be- 

■ lleved the system prevails, and is se
* cretiy enforced to a modified extent.

THEY NEED To” BE CIVILIZED.
, ■ Humanity would be vastly served If 
i‘ the great powers of Europe would com- 
■: bine with America, and take measures 
: to civilize Spain. The first task should 
F be to suppress the bull fights, a disgrace 
■ to any age or country. Spanish'women 
। attend those brutal exhibitions. They 

shout with delight at the hellish sport, 
i and pass on the love of such brutality 
t;-:to other generations. Children are edu
!.. cated before birth to relish violence and 
• -become oppressors in turn, with no re- 
i'.spcct for others' rights. Christianity 

does,not civilize such a people,,but per
petuates their vices, under the assump
tion that they are already favorites of 

I - heaven. They need to lie educated 
j-pnway from Middle Age barbarism, and 
i'-. the habits of a savage ancestry. The 
: ¡ horrible Inquisition could never have 
' ¡ been what it became in any other coun
I. try than Spain.

BEWARE.
The Christian World tells of the at

i. mospbere of a church at Southwark, 
, Eng., being found heavily loaded with 
: „that deadly gas, carborllc add, as If 
< such poisonous and deadly conditions 
: ¡were not common to churches. The ed- 
yAtor should know that every 111-veiltl- 
" lated church, closed to the sunshine, is 
¡ .in tlie condition of the one he mentions. 
;6 Perhaps the preaching of a sulphurous 
' hell In some of them aggravates the 
I condition, but certain it Is, they are the 
^sources of disease, and millions in the 
i Ages gone, bad they possessed the 
:■ proper knowledge, could have traced 

1 uthe beginning of their disease, ending 
j in death, to the toxic exhalations of dis

; eased or oven healthy lungs settling in 
lithe lower part of a great church 
httructuro, as does the same substance 
Pin unused wells. Let the cautious be- 
¿'Ware of the foul air of churches.

-; - * * T r T 
y ’•Who Ara ineso Spiritualists and

Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well
own author. Price 15 cento. For 
• at this office.

The Progressive Thinker has no con
troversy with Brother Peebles. We 
differ In opinion, and have a right to. 
As for Rubbi Wise, he is. probably his 
own best Interpreter. Ho took pains to 
write his views, and publish them In an 
octavo volume entitled "The Martyr
dom of Jesus,” several years after he 
wrote his "Origin of Christianity.”

If tho Rabbi has changed his views 
since ho published that book he has 
failed to declare it through the press. 
Wo are confident our patrons will be 
glad to read further extracts from his 
latest printed production, without re
gard to what he may have stated in 
private. On p. 131, he says:

"Posterity infatuated with Pagan 
apotheosis made of that simple mar
tyrdom a big bubble colored with the 
myths of resurrection and ascension to 
that very heaven which the telescope 
has got out of man’s way. The simple 
fact has been made the foundation of a 
novel myth to suit the gross concep
tions of ex-heathens.”

Passing to the next paragraph, on p. 
132, Rabbi Wise says:

"The Christian story; as the gospels 
narrate it, Is a big bubble. You ap
proach It critically and It bursts. Dog
matic Ohrlstology built upon it is a 
paper balloon kept afloat by gas. All 
so-called lives of Christ, or biographies 
of Jesus, are works of fiction, erected 
by Imagination on the shifting founda
tion of meager and unreliable records, 
There are very few passages in the gos
pels which can stand the rigid applica
tion of honest criticism. Therefore, 
Schlelerinacher's “Religion of Christ,” 
or rather the religion based upon the 
life of Jesus, Is no less the work of 
phantasy than the orthodox dogmatism. 
Philosophy and science have overcome 
the latter, and criticism has made Im
possible the former. In modern sci
ence and philosophy, orthodox Chrlstol- 
ogy is out of the question. Nobody at
tempts any longer to save a mere shade 
thereof. The ghost lias returned to 
Hades. In modern criticism, as this 
our last and probably also least contri
bution shows, the Gospel sources be
came so utterly worthless and unrelltv 
ble that it takes more ’than ordinary 
faitli to believe that any portion therof 
is at all true. The eucharlst was not 
established by Jesus, and cannot be 
culled a sacrament. The trials of Jesus 
are positively not true; they are pure in
ventions. The crucifixion story as nar
rated is certainly not true, and It is ex
tremely difficult to save the bare fact 
that Jesus was crucified. What can the 
critic do with books in which a few 
facts must be Ingenuously guessed 
from under the mountain of ghost sto
ries, childish miracles, and dogmatic 
tendencies? It Is absurd to expect of him 
to regard them as sources of religious 
Instruction, In preference of any other 
mythologies and legends. All the relig
ious precepts expressed in the gospels, 
and a good many more, are derived 
from the Old Testament, and systemat
ically complied In the author’s "Juda
ism; Its Doctrines end Duties,” with
out any Satan, ghost stories, miracles,' 
and Improbabilities. Hence, we have a 
perfect right to expect of all readers 
the acknowledgment that our book is 
superior to the gospels; nevertheless we 
do not expect to be considered a supe
rior mortal. We challenge all ortho
doxy to produce from the gospels any 
sound, humane, and universal doctrine 
not contained In our “Judaism," etc.; 
still we know that we ore no special son 
of God. What good will books with 
Salmi, ghost stories, miracles and im
probabilities do us from the religious 
standpoint, it an ordinary mortal like 
this author can write a better book on 
religion without- that incumbrapce on 
reason? That Is the point where mod
ern critics arrived, therefore the gospels 
have become books for the museum and 
the archaeologist, for students of myth
ology and ancient literature. The spirit 
of dogmatic Chrlstology hovers still 
over a portion of civilized society, in 
antic organizations, disciplines, and 
hereditary forms of faith and worship; 
in science and philosophy, and In the 
realm of criticism, its day is past. The 
universal, religions, and ethical element 
of Christianity has no connection what
ever with Jesus or his Apostles, with 
the Gospel or the Gospel story; It exists 
Independent of any person or story. 
Therefore It needs neither the Gospel 
story nor Its heroes. In the common 
acceptation of the terms, one can be a 
good Christian without the slightest be
lief in Jesus or the Gospels. It Is use
less for us, who are men and thinkers, 
to deceive ourselves and others—nay, It 
Is Immoral to do It. In this quarter of 
the nineteenth century the INTELLI
GENCE BELIEVES NO LONGER IN 
JESUS OR THE GOSPELS, although 
faint shadows thereof still hover on the 
Imagination of unclear and undecided 
thinkers. And as it was at the end of 
Roman Paganism, so it Is now; the 
masses are deceived and fooled, or do 
It for themselves, and persons of viva
cious phantasies prefer the masquerade 
of delusion to the simple sublimity of 
majestic but naked truth."

For the residue of Rabbi Wise’s con
clusion, to the end of ills book, turn to 
our editorial of June 4, entitled, "Intelli
gence Rejects a Jesus,” to which 
Brother P. took exceptions in our Issue 
of June 18. We have quoted verbatim 
the Rabbi’s words wiUiout the least 
abridgement, or addition and prefer to 
allow it to stand just ns he wrote It 
without being mutilated by any one.

B.

POINTED QUESTIONS.
If during the first fifty years of Spir

itualism twenty millions ot persons, or 
even Unit that number outside and in
side of the churches have espoused the 
philosophy, without any formulated 
creed, Is it probable the numbers would 
have been greater If they had organ
ized with articles of faith? Is It not 
more probable the movement would 
have been retarded, because of antag
onism to some avowal la such creed? 
Uniting in the belief that spirit is an 
entity, capable of a conscious Individ
ual existence when the material body 
has returned to Its native elements, 
would not any addition to that declara
tion be a source of division and weak
ness, instead of a harmonious union 
and strength? Are not leading minds 
In the churches trying to get away 
from their non-progresslve creeds, with 
their errors? Why should Spiritualists 
Imitate the blunders of Christianity, 
which have been obstacles in the way 
of reform from their very inception? 
Eloquence and fervid zeal, as In case of 
Peter tbe Hermit when preaching up a 
crusade, may not always be In the 
right. '

KANSAS LIBERALS.
The Liberals, Spiritualists and The- 

osophists of Kansas, are to meet in 
their eighth annual convention, at Ot
tawa, from August 2 to 8, inclusive. 
We trust they will have a large and 
profitable session.

THE PUHPOSE OF THE JUBILEEJjpMnuel’sveins,” just so loBgwülX^mmZbofSpîrit-' " ’ • M WsM (j iiaJiBin be called on to copy after the organisations and
'■ '■ ' ■ --- inspirations that produced such hymns. And we can’t

prevent it—only time and good nature can cure it.
Such people are not logical. They decry phenomena, 

yet seemed totally oblivious to the fact that they were 
celebrating the Jubilee year of the advent of phenomena, 
pure and simple. 'There is lots of fun in tliis world if 
you only have a nose for ¡it. I

lam content that no harm has come from the Jubilee, 
but that good has resulted by renewing the zeal and 
strengthening the devotion of many. Of course there was 
jpresent the usual amount of personal ambition and jeal
ousy among the anointed, but that only proves that this 
world as well as the spirit world is made up of human 
people. These little frictions are only temporary and 
with the few.

Its Horoscope Could Have Been Accurate?, 
ly Cast in Advance. ’

To the Editor:—Well, the Jubjlçe has come and gone/ 
and we can look over tlie ground fully—thanks to The 
Progressive Thinker, that has given us the full proceed-' 
iugs. I am not given to compliment or blarney, but I 
want to tell you that The Progressive Thinker is a news
paper. I have read all that you have printed, even to thé ' 
lung epistle of E. T. Allen on scientific Spiritualism.

1 do not intend in what is here said to be partisan or 
express my own opinions as of any importance, but we 
all see tilings through our own mental lens, and it is 
necessarily colored by our own spectrum. So if anything 
crops out that may seem biased this law of the ego will 
explain.

An observer of the Spiritualist public movement 
during a few years past could have anticipated the ac
tive factors in the Jubilee and cast the horoscope of its 
pronunciamentos and purposes just as well before the 
meeting as after its adjournment. And this fact ac
counts for another fact: That the assemblage was notable 
almost as much for tlie familiar names absent as for those 
present. Or, in other words, the purpose and action 
were discounted in advance.

Organization is of two kinds: To combine together for 
b usiness.purposes is what Spiritualists as a mass feel the 
need of and favor. But organization to formulate opim 
ions, doctrines, beliefs, and a propagandism in their be
half, is what a vast majority of real Spiritualists do not 
favor. ' . ■

The purpose and action of the promoters of the Jubilee 
are embodied in the report of the Committee on Declara
tion of Principles, which, not acted on, was referred to a 
like named committee of the National Spiritualists’ Asso
ciation. This “report” is divided into six “principles” 
and nine “indorsements”—of mixed objects. It is not 
my purpose here or'anywhere to criticise or discuss them, 
or any of them—for they are generalities, and wisely so— 
but to point out what seems to be the omission of the cen
tral, governing, overshadowing fact in the whole Modern 
Spiritual movement. For all the committee I have great 
respect for some of them almost an uncritical reverence 
that goes put to teachers and sufferers for truth. The 
omission then of this vital fact is to me explainable on 
only one hypothesis—the unprepared condition of the 
average Spiritualist mind for the logical result of the re
cognition of that fact. With it included a creed or a set 
of doctrines is impossible—and at bottom this is what 
is aimed at by the post clerical element in our ranks. And 
this “plank,” as the politicians would call it, is just what 
the advocates of “scientific” Spiritualism and formulated 
beliefs do not want to see adopted as a foundation con
cept of Modern Spiritualism. That proposition may be 
briefly stated. It is:

That Modern Spiritualism has established by ample 
evidence and conclusive proof that no communication has 
ever come from what we call the spirit world or higher 
life, save from a human spirit. e-

That declaration, now established, at once and forevef, 
annihilates all the creeds, theologies, and divine inspira
tions that have plagued, confused and emasculated the 
intellect of mankind in all times. Yet it is the one paçy 
amount teaching of all spirit communication, since the- 
rappings at the Hydesville cottage. ?

There is not an intelligent Spiritualist on the earth 
to-day but recognizes this fact. And why omit it in a 
declaration of principles? Just weigh that declaration i!n 
the light of history and logic, and where does it land you? 
At one fell swoop, so to speak, the whole théologie struc
ture of the hges disappears, for its foundations are sworn 
away. The entire “hosts of heaven,” the- angelic }iW 
archy, the Michaels, the Gabriels, the white throne, thV 
judgment seat, the tipstaves, court criers, winged bailiffs 
and servers of processes upon earth disappear, and the 
battles between the knightly insurgents under Lucifer 
and the royalists under Michael are relegated to the 
myths of the nursery ages of the world’s infancy—just as 
the Ju-ju beliefs of the primitive peoples of the African 
forests exist at this day.

This fact also corrects another belief that has stood in 
the way of man’s self-ownership: That this is a hand
made world, a colony of heaven, to which fatherland we 
go when we die—if we are good.

It tells us this iconoclastic fact: That before the spirit 
world—our spirit world—was, we were. Or, that this 
planet necessarily preceded its spirit world. As there is 
no communication, no message from anyone save from 
once inhabitants of our earth, they had to go from it to 
send a message back. . .

No Spiritualist declaration of principles can ever ob
tain the assent of the masses, or of real Spiritualists, as a 
whole, that does not recognize this basic fact. This is 
and must be the paramount objective of Modern Spirit
ualism, for its acceptance and comprehension can alone 
give individual mental freedom to humanity.

Just look at our so-called, and too often self-called 
leaders. One insists we must recognize, in terms, a per
sonal God. Another ridicules the suggestion as a soften
ing of the brain. Again, one regards Jesus as the great 
divinely inspired pattern teacher, and bitterly berates all 
who differ with real orthodox unction. An equally in
telligent man laughs at this and regards the Nazareno as 
a myth founded on a myth. And so we go.

Next comes the scientific Spiritualist, if anyone can 
tell what that is. Read Dawbarn’s paper on atoms, sent 
to the Jubilee, and then turn to Lockwood’s address on 
the molecular hypothesis as necessary to spirit com
munication, and then to Mrs. Richmond’s discourse on 
the X-ray, and finally to Abby Judson’s letter on 
“Whirls,” and then try and fix up a common platform on 
which they and their sympathetic thinkers.can all stand. 
Where will be the golden mean for the harmony in
dispensable for cohesion in any sort of organization? Is 
anything more needed than this summing up to show the 
untimeliness of this movement to make of Modern Spirit
ualism a thing to be handled by a hierarchy?

I have read very carefully your editorial in The Pro
gressive Thinker of June IB, and I think that in what 
you say and what can be read between the. lines you have 
got the situation about right, and! can leave it there andl 
speak about the underlying cause of all this mixed 
counsel and suggestion, and why it is too soon to do. 
otherwise than organize to meet the world’s demands- 
upon those dealing with it—for the external needs of 
Spiritualism as an educational factor in society, to pro-, 
vide the ways and means for concentrated action needed < 
to protect our civil rights and citizen privileges. 1

This demand for a declaration of principles comes 
largely from the more recent accretions to our ranks from ' 
the churches. They are accustomed to such agencies,! 
and are like children if placed outside of them. It is a 
condition resulting from natural causes, and as a rule 
calls for respectful treatment by the more acclimated in 
our ranks. But there is an element among them that 
should not be so charitably treated. It is the clergy/ 
tired or otherwise of their sects, and who with a phe
nomenal conviction of the truth of Spiritualism seek to 
make out of the movement a religion, of which they shall 
be ministers and dictators after the ecclesiastical fashion. 
Nine-tenths of the inharmony noticed at Rochester you 
will see came from these people—I had almost said mis
chief makers. They have no conception of the basic 
truths of Spiritualism and seem to seek only to teach a 
reformed Jesus with all the old ¡machinery of the ancient 
God idea intact. .

Tliis is a condition existing and must be dealt with as 
best we may. As long as the ranks of Spiritualism are 
recruited from those of the churches, these questions in 
the very nature of things will be. The fact that some
body in a Spiritual seance or circle will start the hymn, 
“There is a fountain filled with blood, drawn from Im-

Other topics are suggested, but this is long enough for 
tliis timé. If it meets the favor of printing I may re
sume the topic again. SAR’GIS.

AN OPEN WAY.
‘.‘The Cates Will Never be Closed.”

Socrates was a great philosopher. He was also a clair- 
andient medium. He said that he heard the voices of the 
gods every day. For this he was arrested, tried, con
demned and put to death. Had Rev. Covert lived at that 
.time, he would have denounced Socrates as a fraud and 
liar, and would have presented the poisoned cup to his 
lips, and thought he was doing God’s service,

Jesus Christ was a great medium, and performed many 
wonderful acts. Had Rev. Covert lived at that time, he 
would have said to Christ: “You claim to do many things 
that I cannot’do, No man can do them. These acts are 
all tricks. You are a fraud and liar. You shall be cru
cified,” and straightway he would have helped to nail him 
to tlie cross, selecting the roughest nail and driving it to 
tlie head into the quivering ilesli of the iunocent victim. 
Then he would have mocked Jesus by saying: “If thou bo 
tlie Son of God, prove it here before these people by 
taking yourself down from the cross; failing to do tliis 
ypu will prove yourself to be an impostor.

Later on, tlie Maid of Orleans appeared on the earth. 
She was one of the most wonderful mediums that ever 
lived. A poor, ignorant country girl, she, by the aid of 
spirit power,saved her king and country at a time when 
all seemed to be lost. For doing this she was arrested, 
tried, condemned as a witch, and burned at the slake. 
Had Rev. Covert lived at that time, he would have said: 
“Joan, you are a liar, a fraud, an imp of the devil, a witch, 
and you shall be burned; for behold! is it not written in 
the book of the old Jewish God that all witches shall be 
killed?”

The laws of our country, under the influence of an ad
vanced civilization, have abolished the poison cup, the 
cross and the stake. But tlie old spirit of religious in
tolerance still lives. Tliis spirit prompted the first mur
der recorded on earth, and it would, if it had the power, 
»murder every medium in our country to-day. It cannot 
do that, but it shows tlie same old spirit by trying to 
stamp out and destroy all mediumship. But, thank God 
■apd tlie angel world, it cannot be done. 'Tlie golden 
gates that swing so freely to the touch of angel fingers are 
now wide open between tlie two worlds, and they are care
fully guarded by a host of spirits who are far beyond the 
reach or power of Rev. Covert and his forces.
i In the midst of that grand host I discern the form of a 

bright and beautiful spirit, who stands arrayed in a robe 
of spotless white and illumed by flashes of spirit light. 
On her head arc two stars and a crescent. They are of 
silvpW’hu®, bitt bright as the rays of the sun. Three 
months ago she, while in materialized form, explained to 
me the symbolic meaning of those beautiful ornaments.

And now, as she stands with an angelic smile upon her 
face, and with a gentle wave of her hand, she says: “The 
gates that were between us have been, as you know, wide 
qpen for more than seven years. In that time I have 
come to you in every phase known to the spirit world. 
You have seen me often in the materialized form. In 
that form we have talked face to face. You have seen me 
materialize and dematerialize. I have given you beau
tiful pictures and messages on slates Hud on paper; I have 
talked with you for an hour at a time; I have done oil I 
could to make you a better man; I have tried to scatter 
flowers and happiness along your pathway, and I know I 
have succeeded. While you never saw me in earth life, 
yet you have seen me in spirit form so often, and we have 
communed together so much, that I know that you are 
nearly as. well acquainted with me as with your own 
.family. I know that you are happy in tho' light and 
knowledge that has been given you. Do not be vexed at 
the unfriendly acts of those who are yet groping in dark
ness. They can never close the gates between us I will 
continue to help you until the time comes to cast off the 
mortal shell; then I will, with loving hands, escort your 
spirit to its beautiful home in the spirit world. Stand 
firm in defense of the truth, but treat kindly those who 
would persecute you. They should be pitied, for they 
know not what they do.” S. H. IVEST.

I--: )o(.-—:—
National Children’s Progressive Lyceum.

I have not seen any report from the Lyceum Depart
ment of the Jubilee. Whilst the department was not or
ganized and the National conductor was absent, yet some 
very important action was taken.

A few friends of the Lyceum met and formulated a 
National Constitution and ratified the present officers as 
appointed by the N. S. A. It was agreed to charter local 
lyccums at two dollars each and accept personal members 
at twenty-five cents each. ■

The annual meeting is to be held in Washington, D. C., 
next October, during the N. S. A. Convention. Each 
lyceum can send a delegate, and each locality where no 
lyceum exists be represented by one personal member.

It is very important that each lyceum should take an 
interest in this movement and decide, at least, if a Na
tional organization is needed, and if so make it a useful 

lone. To be useful, it should be representative. There 
’it a great deal of talk about the lyceum work. What is 
needed is the interest that will cause workers to give time 
'arid support. The lyceum can be developed anywhere. 
Experienced workers are not needed. You soon gain 

. that. Commence in any manner, by getting children and 
■adults to meet. H a coterie of adults will take an in- 
'terest, the children will appear. - ,
1 "There is no special need to follow any specified pinna, 
¡until you can develop sufficiently to adopt them. Take 
up the Sunday-school plan and form classes or groups; 
but study nature instead bf catechisms. Make the meet
ings interesting and a lyceum will unfold. Don’t let us 
talk so much about the lyceum work, but execute a little 

■ more. A local work will surely bo builded by the lyceum 
effort,- and as I said a number of years ago, no society of 
Spiritualists will ever prosper until a lyceum is developed 
in that locality. Take the little lyceum paper published 
in Cleveland, Ohio, and gain helps from it, and then con
sult the Lyceum Guide and thelfanual, and you will be 
fully posted about the lyceum work, except you will find 
the need of genius, zeal and devotion. Fraternally,

Rochester, N. Y. G. W. KATES.

“The Watseka Wonder.” . To the student of psychic 
phenomena, this pamphlet is intensely interesting. It 
gives detailed accounts of two cases of "double conscious
ness,” namely Mary Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, Hl., 
and Mary Reynolds, of Venango County, Pa. For sale at 
this office. Price 15 cents.

“Karezza. Ethics of Marriage.” By Alice B. Stock
ham, M. D. Price, $1. For sale at this office.

AN IMPROBABLE STATEMENT.
The Jews are now flocking back to 

Jerusalem in great numbers. If the in
flux Is maintained It will become again 
a city of Jews.—Pall Mull Gazette.

That statement is misleading, if by 
Jews is meant descendants of the an
cient Inhabitants of Jerusalem, unless 
history Is greatly at fault. Because of 
the mountains surrounding the Holy 
City its greatest length never exceeded 
one mile, and its breadth but little more 
than half a mile. Two great valleys, 
that of Hinnom, rendered Gehennah in 
the Greek New Testament, and trans
lated Hell In our authorized English 
version, bounded the city on the west, 
while that of Jehosaphat, -which is to 
be the scene of the last judgment—see 
Joel 3: 2, 12,— and the throne of the 
Lord, bounded it on the east. That 
learned Christian traveler, Rev. Dr. 
Robinson, author of biblical Re
searches, measured the zig-zag walls 
surrounding the ancient city, and found 
them less than two-and-a-half miles in 
length. Taking the most populous city 
of the world as guide, it is stated Jeru
salem could never have contained a pop
ulation to exceed 23,000. Mostly low, 
one-story buildings, it is hardly prob
able Its permanent population was 
greater than 15,000.

And now Josephus, which Christians 
Indorse with all his numberless false
hoods as authentic and real history, 
says, at tlie siege of Titus, A. D. 70, 
1,100,000 persons perished .by famine 
and the pword, while 97,000 were made 
captives and transported to Rome to 
serve as slaves, while a very few fa
vored ones were allowed to go free.

Observe: The Phoenicians, called 
Philistines in the Bible, inhabited the 
eastern coast of tlie Mediterranean, and 
for ten miles inland, to the Lebanon 
mountains. They, like the pretended 
Jews, came from Chaldea, on or near 
the Persian Gulf; they were a great 
commercial people, their capital at 
Tyre. They founded Carthage, and 
numerous colonies in Spain. Until re
cent discoveries they were credited with 
the invention of letters, and of a writ
ten language. The Jews and Phoeni
cians were identical in physiognomy, 
with black hair and hooked noses. 
Both had customs In common, employed 
the same language, used the same char
acters in writing, and were to all in
tents and purposes the same people. 
Until the descendants of those Phoeni
cians are accounted for, and the slaves 
sent to Rome shall be shown to have 
regained their freedom, and became an 
unusually prolific people, we shall 
never believe there are any real Jews 
going back to Jerusalem.

On the contrary, they who are now 
posing as Jews, and have been since the 
Crusades, are doubtless descendants of 
Hie ancient Phoenicians; for we first be
come acquainted with them in Spain. 
Moses Maimonides, their principal 
scholar, was resident nt Cordova at the 
close of the 12th century. They were 
expelled from Spain with the Moors, 
about 1492, and from thence spread 
over Europe. They have been Imposed 
upon by Christian-chroniclers, who fab
ricated the story that tho Roman Pa
ganism, nourishing under a new name, 
was an outgrowth of Judaism.

Between tho period of the final expul
sion of all Jews from Jerusalem In the 
year 135, when they were forbidden to 
approach the city on pain of death, 
1703 years have passed; how can It be 
truthfully said tile Jews are now going
back to Jerusalem, with more than 
generations Intervening?
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- A MIRACLE IS NEEDED.
If Utere is any one thing in this age of 

general skepticism which Is needed to 
confirm the teachings of Christianity, It 
Is some display of Almighty power, vis
ible to all men, that shall be distinctive 
in its character, impossible of miscon
struction, and permanent In Its effects, 
so ns to be an unerring guide to all peo
ples, for all time.

The Spiritualist has demonstrations 
that are satisfactory to him; for they 
wlio are called dead return In spirit, 
and give evidence of an immortal life. 
Not so, however, with tho Christian, 
lie rejects this evidence, so overwhelm
ingly conclusive to the honest and care
ful Investigator. The Christian needs 
a miracle, something wonderful outside 
of nature, like tbe fabled cross Constan
tine is represented to have dreamed 
seeing in the sky.

Some twenty or thirty years ago an 
ardent believer in tbe efficacy of prayer 
and quoting the words of the Master us 
given In Matthew 21:22: “All things 
whatsoever ye shall ask in prayer, be
lieving, it shall be done, proposed 
through the public press that all Chris
tians of every sect the wide world over, 
on a certain day named, should join In 
prayer, and invoke tho good Father, 
and all his heavenly host, to place a 
Symbol in the sky, a cross If consistent 
with divine will, and allow It to remain 
as a token to all tho world that the 
Christian religion Is of heavenly origin.

Either the clergy did not want such 
evidence, else bad no confidence In the 
words of Jesus; for they very generally 
opposed the proposition. Certain It Is, 
the prayer was not granted. The pro
ject, Instead of multiplying believers, 
had an opposite effect, and so continues 
“even unto this day.”

The test, if successful, would have 
been quite as convincing as was tbe 
“mark,” rendered “than,” otherwise 
tau, the sign of tbe cross which was to 
be stamped on the foreheads of those 
who sighed because ofthe abominations 
that were occurring In the midst of 
Jerusalem. See Ezekiel 9:4, and tbe 
Douay translation. Those not thus 
marked were to be slaughtered. Said 
the Lord, otherwise Jehovah, for lie 
was the God of blood throughout the 
Bible:

“Let not your eye spare, neither have 
ye pity; slay utterly old and young, 
both maids and little children and wo
men; but come not near any man upon 
whom Is the mark [T], and begin at my 
sanctuary.”

Oh, those were blessed times, and if 
we could only get that cross In the 
sky, by hook or crook, If the people 
would not then believe It would be 
proper to re-enact those brutal scenes 
proclaimed by Ezekiel, which justified 
tho Spaniards for Inflicting those In
quisitorial tortures.

PROF. O. PAYSON LONGLEY.
. Through the Instrumentality of his 

music and songs, Prof. Longley has 
made a deep impression upon Spiritual
ism. His works have been Instrumental 
In elevating the cause to a higher plane, 
and Spiritualists should be devoutly 
thankful to him for it. "The Grand 
Jubilee,” is the title of a new song by 
him, which was enthusiastically re
ceived at the Rochester meeting. For 
sale by Mr. Longley, at 517 South Olive 
street, Los Angeles, Cal.

•ThomM Paine: Was He Junius?" 
An interesting pamphlet by Wm, n 
Burr. Price IS cento. For sale at this 
office.

■*

gratul- 
out of

of them to offer their services 
tously rather than got entirely 
touch with the pulpit.”

CONFLICTING PRAYERS A 
DAL.

SCAN-

AN INTERESTING INTERVIEW.
Rev. John Page Hopps, editor of 

"The Coming Day," a monthly of Lon
don, was recently Interviewed by F. J. ' ■ 
Gould, a distinguished Liberal writer ■ 
and author, reported in tho Literary 
Guide, from which we extract. During 
the interview, Mr. Hopps remarked:

"I believe In the application of rea
son to everything.”

"I thought you were a Spiritualist," 
remarked Mr. Gould, to which Mr. 
H. replied:

“I am a sort of Spiritualist, because I 
am a Rationalist. The facts beat me. 
What is the use of being a Rationalist if 
you don’t give in to facts? Science and 
Its modern revelations have accus
tomed me to believe chiefly In the un
seen forces. They seem to be the most 
agile and the mightiest. Evolution into 
the unseen seems reasonable, Inasmuch 
ns evolution has produced, on the high
er reaches, a being whose supreme 
parts or functions appear to be not what 
we usually call animal or physical."

Mr. Gould digresses to say ho had 
glanced over a book written by Mr. 
Hopps, entitled, “Death a Delusion/1 
wherein is recorded incidents regarded 
as proof positive of the existence of 
spirits able to communicate with mor
tals, and quotes therefrom:

“I believe there is no escape from the 
tremendous conclusion that just beyond 
the thin hiding veil of what we call the 
senses there Is a new or undiscovered 
world where all the subtle forces are, 
and where the myriads of God’s chil
dren who have vanished live, and love, 
and think, and work."

Continuing the interview Mr. Gould 
remarked; “You have seen beneficent 
changes In religious thought?" To 
which the reply:

"My Interest In religious subjects ex
tends practically over fifty years. I be
gan at thirteen. There has been a rev
olution. Hero and there one meets 
evangelical preachers, tract publishers 
and writers who say what was every
where said flfty years ago; but all the 
strong forces go the other way. Such 
men as Canon Wilberforce—the repre
sentative of many others In the church 
—Dr. Horton, of Hampstead, and my 
own fellow-student, Dr. Clifford, of 
Paddington, may use what phrases 
they like; but they are far away from 
the old camping-ground. In no one par
ticular do such men talk about the 
Bible, the Fall, the Atonement, Salva
tion and Hell, ns the men of over twen
ty years ago did. It Is all changed. 
Even nine-tenths of the modern talk 
about the Incarnation only means the 
manifestation of the Unseen Creative 
Power in the human race, and In Christ 
only as a supreme specimen.”

The whole Interview Is full of Inter
est, but space will not permit further 
extracts. Rev. Mr .Hopps ministers in 
the Free Christina Church nt Welles
ley Road, where they have no rules, no 
officers, no minute-books, and don’t 
want any. Tlieir members are all over 
the world. The Fatherhood of God, 
and the Brotherhood of Man Is their 
bond of union.

HERE IS FURTHER TRUTH.
Says the Literary Digest which lias 

been kindly sent us for several months, 
by a Florida patron, to whom our 
thanks: “Tho complaint made a year or 
more ago, of an over-supply of clergy
men In the United States, is echoed now 
from Canada, the Toronto (¡lobe print
ing a report by the clerk of the Toronto 
Presbytery, which shows a ministerial, 
supply much In excess of the demand. 
In that city alone there are nearly fifty 
Presbyterian ministers physically com
petent, who are without charges. Not 
only are these men without calls, but 
they do not even get chances to ‘fill 
supplies.’ It is not infrequent for some

That staid old journal, the New York 
Evening Posl, expresses Its displeasure 
at the bishops preparing a form of 
prhyer to be used during our war with 
Spain. It says the Spaniards are also 
praying busily for the protection of 
their soldiers. Quoting the Post ver
batim: "In every war between Chris
tian nations these conflicting prayers 
have been a scandal ever since the 
foundation of Christianity, and we 
hoped they bad ceased."

Is It not a fact that Spaniards pray as 
long, as earnestly, and with even great
er faith than do Americans? It is re
ported Hint every Spanish soldier, be
fore he sets out on Ills mission of war, 
is baptized, blessed, and on his bended 
knees before an Image of the Immacu
late Virgin Mary, calling all the saints 
to witness bls earnestness. Invokes tbe 
Father, Son and Holy Ghost to give 
him victory over his enemies. Will 
these prayers on either side Induce God 
to Intervene between the contending 
parties? We apprehend not. Eliminate 
the prayers, then the chaplains could 
be eliminated from the army, but, oh, 
how the priests would bowl If this was 
done.

Description of Art Magic.
“Art Magic" contains nearly 400 largo 

pages. It Is neatly printed on Ilrst-class 
quality of paper, and bound In cloth In 
exquisite style; In fact but very few 
books to-day are so neatly and sub
stantially gotten up. and yet It is to bo 
sent forth practically as a gift. It will 
bo an ornament to any center table, and 
Its contents will be perused with avid
ity by nil reflective minds, however 
much they may dissent from some of 
the opinions presented.

ART MAGIC and Tho 
Progressive Thinker 
One Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year, 
$1.70.

"Principles ot Light and Color." By 
0. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
Whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na*  
ture's finer forces are here, garnered 
and made amenable to the.well-belng of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general waders and students 
of occult forces will find Instruction of 
great value and interest A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con- 
talnlng beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It Is a wonderful work and you 
win be delighted with It - .

»•Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. 0. and 
Boss 0. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, |L50. “
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CAMP-MEETINQ DIRECTORY.

Inquiries are already being made as to when certain camp-meetings

us.

Hotel Leolyn.

yet, but think we will have Will 
Hodge, of Chicago, who was with 
last year and was liked by all.

Grand Ledge Camp« Mleh.
Grand Ledge Spiritualists’ Camp will

C.
: US 
We

B. G. SWEET, Prest 
Empire City, Kansas. ‘

Onset Bay Camp, Mass.
Onset Bay (Mass.) Camp-meeting 

commences July 8, and continues to 
September 4.

This hotel is situated on the shore of 
Lake Cassadaga, and the grounds join 
the Cassadaga Lake Free Association.

Freeville Camp, N. Y.
This camp opens July 30, and close# 

August 14.

Cassadaga Camp. N. Y.
This favorite place of resort opens 

July 15 and cioses August 28.

AN INFINITE GOD.

Bankson Lake Camp, Mich.
Bankson Lake Camp-meeting, at 

Lawton, Mleh., commences July 23 and 
ends August 14.

ucxug uiuae as io wiien certain camp-mp^tingg 
open. The officers of camps will promote the interest of their respective lo- 
aiitles by sending the dates at once to this office, with names of secretaries.

Spiritualism.

ror of his central consciousness the one

?

*

ART MAGIC AS VIEWED BY A PROMINENT THINKER.

or

“ ONE, TWO, THREE."

her

and

was

little

east

AN EVENING IDYL.

4006 Park Chicago. Wi Pi PHÊLONj M. 0.

the

at

probably remain here for a month 
two and then return to the East,

And the boy who was half-past three. 
—H. 0. Bunner.

its glorious truths. The spiritual self
consciousness dawns; and introverting

in a day. At times he is guided by in
telligence, at other times he is influ-

The following is the record of an oc- 
currenceof recent date and published 
in the Chicago Times-Herald:

supreme ideal whose recognition gives 
perfect wisdom, truth and life.

URIEL BUCHANAN.

With a One and a Two and a Three. 
And they never had stirred from their

Nature’s Prayer. 
'A-high mountain rises In the

repose in the silent void, unknown to it
self, and unknowable. But as exist
ence could not have come from nothing
ness, there is of necessity a spiritual I 
subsistence which is the absolute cause

the human chest for breath is an aspi
ration of the soul, gasping for the In
spiration of a superior life; and by this 
method the elements of the material

r-

and source of all. Out from the Great 
Central One, Into the restless external, I 
came forth the galaxy of worlds, the 
blazing suns and all the constellations 
of heaven, sweeping through the vast

awakens to the knowledge of bls right
ful Inheritance, his eternal day, and the

I860 their mothei- died, and immediate
ly afterward their father died of a

prominent Catholic and Lutheran pas
tors In Germany, asking Information

Having been .requested to make 
known my views upon this subject, I 
hereby offer a few suggestions, as fol
lows: ..• .

consciousness of spiritual reality, man “You are .up in papa’s big bedroom, 
nwnkens tn th» l.-nnwlnd„» »f i,i„ I jn ¿hegt wlth thg que(;r key l

He and his sister, who is two years
older than.he is, were born in Germany, onmnivirnnfi Hmh.mn«;’’”* 

?thiscoiunti'yrv?
cago when he ivas six months old. In

Ihencement exercises, after awarding 
Mt®,diplomas, was entertained by ad- 
Idresses from Chancellor Sims, of New 
ffork, and several other distinguished 
gentlemen of the denomination. Presi- 

■Ident Smith, of the University, must 
(have nearly paralyzed his people when 
(be said in his address:

“What is to become of the Christian 
church if education is given over to 
State institutions? State institutions 
for higher education are false to their 
Intended purpose. It is an open secret 
itliat the atmosphere pervading State in
stitutions is anything but a friendly 
one to the religion of Jesus Christ.”

How is that? In State institutions 
science—knowledge—is taught, and 
•where tills condition prevails it is true 
speculative creeds have no place. To 
■perpetuate the dogmas of the church, 
inherited iron» Paganism, it is neces
sary science shall be expelled from the 
Bchool-room. It is by false education 
all the follies of the church are perpet
uated. Honest men, learned men, like 
the late lamented Gladstone, are ham
pered with error in childhood. They 
spend a life-time with books, and in 
active business or political life, never 
Stopping to question the authenticity of 
their inherited religious belief. They 
spurn all teachmg that shows their 
faith is founded on dreams or fable. 
Of course such persons pass through 
lite steadfast in the religion of their 
parents.

The Struggle of the Human 
Nature with the Divine.

ue leqrns that all things are governed 
by inexorable law. But the race beliefs Rafaei-incr +A • 
and superstitions cannot be a&iflhltated ■ 10 1
’ ' Belief in

There is an eternal Identity which 
pervades the shoreless and fathomless 
sea of Infinity. This Identity is the om
nipotent, omnipresent and omniscient 
Oue whom we call God. In His being 
is embraced all the potentialities of the 
boundless universe. Without this sub
sistence there could be no forms and at
tributes, expressible or inexpressible— __ ____ _ tluu uiu^nuus
no creature to feel, no being to think, no his gaze- he sees reflected upon the mir 
God to know. Absolute oblivion would r~~ ’ - ■ ■ • ■

enced by ignorance and fear. He seeks’ 
for a more perfect knowledge of the dlL’ 
vine; but seeking it In nature, there is 
much that Is veiled from 'sight. Then 
slowly the old ideals pass away, and 
the light of the divinity within his own 
soul begins to illumine his mind with

i Basis for a 
Modern

It seems evident tthjit Modern Spirit
ualism, as taught?t Yus far. by its phe
nomena and philosophy, may be based 
upon the several simple tiropositions 
hereinafter mentioned. It also seems 
evident thaMhey embrace all that it is 
expedient to put forth, as a basis for a 
belief in Spiritualism at the present 
stage of the movement. -

The Negative Testimony of 
Nature Considered.

ocean of expanse, bound harmoniously 
together by being’s law.

From the restless molecule to the 
glowing sun there is constant motion, 
unceasing, untiring, knowing no law 
but that of incessant change. Life, 
which is born of the forces centrifugal 
and centripetal, has given existence to 
tlie innumerable forms of the material 
universe; and from the elements of

Brother and Sister Reunited. 1 a,ln c,onvineed that any tendency to
wards ultimates or finalities should be 
avoided; as we see what great stum
bling blocks they have been in the way 
of progress in the past, we should profit 
by the lessons of the ages in tills re
spect, in establishing our basis for a be
lief lu Spiritualism. It is deemed most 
important that the factors or prop
ositions with which to form such a 
basis, should be brief, concise, and eo 
simple, that a child could grasp and

F. M. Lochner, a house painter, living 
at 242 Indiana street, was reunited 
with his sister, Mary M. Seafkan, re
cently, in a wonderful manner, after a 
separation of thirty years.

Mr. Lochner’s real name is Seafkan.

Missed Opportunities.
How many of us know a great deal 

more about this sort of opportunity 
than any other. It is a part of our liv
ing, that we come in touch with many 
things; and that many things come In 
touch with us. Of these, some are tests 
for us, and the rest are undoubtedly 
tests upon us, for the benefit of others. 
It is in the deciding and the receiving, 
that we are.to gain our knowledge, of 
whether we have Improved the chances 
offered us; or whether we have missed

’ the opportunity of doing, of accomplish
ing, of enjoying. How often words 
held back repress the desire to accept 
that ’which we so long and hunger for; 
and still the link is lacking that permits 
the flash of the electric current to thrill 
and sway and unfold volumes of hlth- 
erto sealed thoughts.

The repression holds, the favorable 
moment passes. Weeks become mouths 
and the months years, and no recur
rence of the golden moment comes. 
Nay, jve may not know that we have 
met an irreparable loss, until long after. 
Then, perhaps, If we are wise, there 
comes another offer of the same kind. 
An acceptance of the second opportu
nity will not find us able to attain all 
we might have reached at the first, for 
the persistent weaving of the web by 
the lia nd of fate, has carried the-pattern 
and the color beyond the point of repe
tition. It requires Intuition, by the side 
of which the wisdom of Solomon would 
be’chlld's play, .to judge what, when, 
and how the favorable conjunction of 
opportunities may occur.

How often we seek from others, just 
one word of comfort, of helpfulness 
and our Intent being mistaken, it is de
nied us. How often is it offered to us 
to act the part of the Good Samaritan, 
and we refrain, because we fear we 
might be misunderstood, and our ten- 
derest and holiest thoughts thrown 
back upon us.
. How often, word leading to word, we 
almost lift the veil of Isis, and are 
ready to perceive thé hidden mysteries, 
then even as tlie hand is stretched 
forth, a dumb palsy seizes it, and we 
turn away with a feeling of baffled at
tempt, that tlie outer does not warrant; 
but which tlie inner consciousness is 
fully aware of.

How often we might have made a 
comrade happy for life, perhaps, by an 
effort that would have brought us 
naught but joy and pleasant memories, 
and we did not do it Oh, missed op
portunity!

Again and again, we are brought face 
to face with tlie chance to start a se
quence of acts, that would pr .vent days 
of agony, pain and disquietude, a living 
death, a rankling memory, it is simply 
torture,-when we must suffer this. It is 
the torment of the hells, when we know 
that our Inanity, our stupiuity or worse, 
has made us fall to speak the word, or 
perform the act, which should be of 
such Inestimable concern to others.

We can, and always must, regret all 
missed opportunities that can in the 
least Increase the sum tptal of loving 
acts, or self-sacrifice in the world. 
¡We can never call that a missed 
opportunity, when we have not been 
able to cut another’s soul, by the sharp
ness of our words, or the keenness of 
our sarcasm, or the ringing words of 
bate. We can always miss all that to 
our advantage now, and our joy In the 
¡hereafter.

Count we then opportunities missed, 
.where we have falleu to increase the 
sum total of the love of the world, and 
the devotion of the deathless. May the 
(holy messengers of the Invisible guide 
our stumbling footsteps and arouse our 
dumbed inspiration to a full perception 
of our birthright to give and take love 
to its fullest.

W. P. PHELON, M. D.

with the red glories of the departing 
Sun-god cresting the top, at the foot of 
which runs a river ever scintillating 
with the ever-changing color in its de
parting rays. Trees and rushes grow 
on the banks. In the distance rises the 
rock hills; at the base of them softly 
flows the waters of the bay. Floating 
down the stream a boat. A bird sings 
softly its last song for the dying day, as 
the hush of the evening steals over the 
scene. A soft, zephyry stillness, as if 
all nature was wajtlng for something. 
The flowers ceased their nodding, the 
Insects their hum. Even the man in the 
boat ceased rowing and listened. To 
,what? Nature’s prayer time. The 
communion of all things animate with 
the soul of nature. We feel, but we 
cannot explain the feeling. All life 
seems harmony, every string-on the 
harp of Nature seems in tune. We rev
erently bow. our heads, and our spirit 
drifts out to meet the infinite. There 
,we feel the greatness of the Unseen 
and the smallness of the I. Then we 
can partly realize the depth of the vast 
sea of knowledge and the struggles of 
Science and Genius.
!A fragrance of lilies scents the air, 
A. soft sweet something; Nature’s 

prayer,
phaius my senses and holds In repose, 
ijChe fluttering birds and the budding 
, rose. ■

’As science has struggles with the 
mysteries of Nature and gains victory 
Btep by step, as the mysteries of the 
planets and space is being gradually 
unfolded to the eyes of the student, so 
Spiritualism climbs the ladder to suc
cess, and round by round, Truth, Pur
ity and Patience will reach the top and 
gain the victory.
- ~ STELLA BEARDSLEE.

water and earth, of air and fire, it 
weaves the beautiful and myriad scenes 
that give to nature its diversity and 
grandeur. Life’s restless wave is in the 
whirlwind and surging sea, in the 
earthquake and the lightning’s flash, in 
cloud and storm, in the growing plant 
and bursting bud. Evolving to the 
plane of consciousness, its presence is 
voiced in the shrill note of the Insect’s 
cry, the song of the nightingale and the 
cooing dove. .Reaching the realm of 
self-consciousness, within the spul of 
man, there are awakened infinite long- । „ ... „ , .. -- ■ ,—
ings to reach the tranquil sea of the a, 61ate-writing Spiritualist medium, 
life divine. Each involuntary heave of 'vho wrotG oa a slate ‘bat bi? {atl>el’’s

this Information, he wrote 160 letters to

form are being continuously energized, 
and raised nearer to the primal source 
of being.

Go back to the first manifestation of 
life—back to tlie time when darkness 
filled the trackless deep and all the sub
stance of the countless stars were but I 
infiirtesimal atoms of impalpable dust, 
floating In the silent sea of space—and 
behold the moving ol the spirit, the ap- 
pearanee of light, the condensation of I 
fire and flame to the flashing meteor 
and glowing sun; pass through the un
numbered ages to the Incrustation of 
molten worlds; the Uvislon of sea and 
land, the multiplicity of animate things; 
follow the spiral of progression througu I 
countless generations, and think of the 
marvelous power and wisdom, love and I 
goodness of that One who.has evolved 
from the scattered elements a perfect 
human life and form, made In the im
age of its God! Think of the wonders 
of chemistry, and themaglc of alchemy, 
to have shaped from'.me one primordial 
essence the infinite- variety of forms 
which inhabit the broad expanse of the 
universe. The atoms which now pul
sate to every throb of the human heart 
have responded to life in other forms— 
in beast and bird; in plant and stone; in 
sea, and air, and fire—through aeons of 
time. And these forces bounding 
through our veins possess the attributes; 
of Infinity; being Indestructible, immor
tal, undying; myriad streams of energy 
flowing from the fount of Universal 
Life.

Tills primeval force of the universe, 
issuing in living streams of light, per
vades the sjlent soul of every living 
thing in this and all the other worlds. 
It breaks upon the shores of time in 
the melody of sound,’ and unites hu
manity In a living song of life. It pen
etrates from the Inmost center of spirit 
to the external consciousness of man’s 
being; and the currents thus estab- 
llshed through him charge every cell 
with an electro-magnetic energy of har
monic motion which proclaims the life 
presence of the Deity, and proves tho 
at-one-ment of the created with tho 
Creator. There is an eternal inner 
union between God, Man and Nature— 
the inseparable trinity of being. There 
resides in man’s will a potential power 
of affinity and sympathy which unites 
him to humanity and nature, to the uni
Verse and God. When advanced to the

measure of his power and inspiration is 
increased in proportion to the degree 
that his will acts in accordance with 
the will divine.

Man’s limitation is due to his dlverg- I 
ence from the divine law of being; and 
when the finite will departs one lota 
from any one of the laws of the Infinite 
Will, there must be suffering and con
fusion. There can be no rest or peace 
of soul until the erring one returns to 
its celestial home.

So long as the soul is unconscious of 
its divinity, life is shrouded in mystery; 
and the earth is like a vast, windowless 
dome, through which the enslaved soul 
wanders in darkness, groping its way to 
an unknown goal, and pining for the 
light and freedom of a world it sees 
only In dreams. But when the light of 
eternal truth flashes Its first faint rays 
across the untrod hall of the firmament, 
the dim consciousness of the awaken
ing soul is aroused from its troubled 
sleep, and the mind becomes alive to the 
living verities of the spiritual universe. 
Then comes the high resolves, the uri- 
worded soul struggles, the broken 
vows; days of conflict, when hope 
struggles with despair; days of Indiffer
ent silence; then hours of voiceless 
prayer, with uplifted, eager eyes, seek- I 
ing the light which few can see, and 
live.

In the heat and inspiration with 
which this moral, and spiritual power 
takes possession of the man who de
cides to invoke its energies, he cannot 
fail to recognize the great responsibility
of the position he assumes. Awaken
ing to an ever keener consciousness of 
the Imperfections of earthly existence, 
and recognizing the fulness of that cur
rent which now flows into his bosom 
with a renewing force, charging every 
sense of soul and body with palpitating 
life, man comes to that juncture in his 
growth where the human nature strug
gles with the divine. In the realm of 
soul there are emotions and loves, per
sonal alms and desires, which conflict 
with the divine will of the spirit.

The lower existences follow implicitly 
the guidance of instinct, which leads 
them to live In harmony with the laws 
of nature. The highest spiritual beings 
are guided by the voice of Intutitlon, 
which Is the true interpreter of the unl- 
versal law. But during the transition 
stage from an animal to a god, man is 
the arbiter of his own destiny; and 
there are many pitfalls along the as
cending path of his onward march. On 
the first stage man Is but little above 
the animal, swayed by his appetites 
and passions. At times he catches 
brief views of something higher than 
he, without the soul unfoldment to com
prehend It, and straightway places the 
vague, invisible ideal on superstition’s

broken heart. Mr. Lochner was adopted 
by John L. Lochner, the propretor of 
the Italia Theater in Milwaukee ave
nue, whose name he took, and whom he 
supposed for a long time to be his 
father. His sister went with a grand
mother back to Germany,

As Mr. Lochner grew up he learned 
that he was not the son of his foster 
father and that he had a sister some
where. But it was not until 1891 that 
he became possessed of the idea of 
finding her. His first step was to visit

Within the last fifty years the ma
terial has been accumulating with 
which to form a groundwork for our 
belief. That the time when this foun
dation should be established has ar
rived, is evinced by the numerous sug
gestions upon the subject from press 
and rostrum. <

concerning his family, and asking that 
the letter be read in the churches.

When the letter was read in a 
I Lutheran church in Hamburg a cousin 
I of Mr. Seafkan heard It. The result 

was that Mr. Seafkan heard that his 
sister had been drowned. But the truth 
was that she had moved to London and. 
was then living in New York. About 
the same time that her brother began 
to hunt for her she began to hunt for 
him, and inserted advertisements in the 
Chicago newspapers repeatedly. Mr. 
Seafkan’s letter carrier, who knew of 
his double name, read Miss Seafkan’s 
advertisement and answered It, and got 
Miss Seafkan’s reply, and then showed 
It to Mr. Seafkan. A correspondence

I and interchange of likenesses then took 
place between the brother and sister, 
and recently Miss Seafkan arrived In 
Chicago and met her brother.

Mr. Seafkan is unmarried and is still 
living with a relative of his foster 
father. Miss Seafkan is unmarried also, 
and Is a thrifty dressmaker. She will

It was an old, old, old, old lady, !
And a boy that was half-past three, 

And the way that they played together 
Was beautiful to see.

She couldn’t go running and jumping, 
And the boy, no more could he;

For he was a thin little fellow, 
With a thin little twisted knee.

They sat In the yellow sunlight, 
Out under the maple tree;

And the game that they played L’U tell 
you,

Just as it was told to me. ,
It was hlde-and-go-seek they were 

playing,
Though you'd never have known it to 

be—
With an old, old, old, old lady 

And a boy with a twisted knee.
The boy would bend his face down, 
On his one little sound right knee 
And he’d guess where she was hiding 

In guesses One, Two, Three.
“You’re In the china -closet!"

He would cry and laugh with glee— 
It wasn’t the china closet; , 

But he still had Two and Three.

And she said; “You are warm and- 
warmer,

But you're not quite right," said she.
“It can’t be the little cupboard

Where mamma’s things used to be—
So it must be the clothes press, gran-

ma,
And he found her with his Three.

Then she covered her face with 
fingers,

That were wrinkled and white 
wee,

And she guessed where the boy ’ 
hiding,

places, 
Right under the maple tree—

This old, old, old, old lady
And the boy with the lame

knee—
This dear, dear, dear old lady

Dear Mame, it’s years ago
Since you went to that mysterious land 
From whence ’tis said no traveler can 

return;
But as I sit before the fire
And watch its ruddy glow, 
I feel again the touch of your soft hand 
And see your hazel eyes and nut brown 

hair, .
Where waves of gold delight to shine 
, and burn. ' : .
Life has not been all a summer day, - 
Dear Mame, but oft we drank the bit

ter cup ,
And wandered in the valley of despair; 
But when I think of thee 
And thy sweet gentle way, 
It helps me to be cheerful and look up— 
The world takes on a brighter hue, .
And I know that I’ll be happy over 

there.
’Tis true, those who pass through the 

gate
Can return, for as I sit at night alone 
And think of thee, I feel thy-presence 

here, .
And know you'll watch and wait 
Until I’m taken home;
And if my burdened heart grows tired
You whisper comfort and dry away • 

tear.
I am so thankful the law of nature 
Makes it possible for you to come 

will;
So giad your sweet voice ! hear;- 
For since you found the way •
To tell me you are true
Perhaps the gate will, swing wider still
And all the loved will come and hover 

. near.
MBS. MAGGIE MILLER.

It is not remarkable that many of 
those who have embraced Spiritualism, 
should have drifted into a condition of 
extreme individualism, after being 
mentally enslaved, by priestcraft and 
a false religion, but as we enter upon 
the second half-century of the Spiritual 
movement, the necessity for more co
operative methods is becoming quite 
evident to a large number of the lead
ing minds within,the Spiritual ranks. 
I consider the movement to establish a 
basis, or foundation principles, which 
can be accepted at: least by the ma
jority of Spiritualists, to be one of the 
methods to meet-that necessity.

It is a well-known fact that there is 
power in concentration and oneness of 
thought. For this reason as well as 
for the purpose of general co-operation, 
this moyement should prevail.

In view of the considerable number of
so-called foundation principles, as set 
forth in the Spiritual press and from 
other sources, and as only a small mi
nority of our people are scholars, I 
have thought they were too extended 
and complicated for the masses to 
grasp and understand. Furthermore, 
from the fact that the future of Spirit-

Every religion in the world’s history 
Is an outgrowth of some more ancient 
religion. Every one of them has clung I 
to some traditional superstitions of its 
antecedent. This connecting lluk has 
always grown from a molehill to a I 
mountain, until the adherents of the 
new religion have awoke to find that 
dogmatic theology had crept like a mist 
over their minds, and that they were no 
longer free, but slaves to an avaricious, 
despotic priesthood. Then the voice of 
Reason spoke, and liberty was again 
restored by the shock of war. I

In declaring our principles, let us not, 
as Spiritualists, make the fatal mistake 
of our ancestors. Let us preserve no 
dogma or tradition of antiquity, no mat
ter what analysis we may give it, but 
place ourselves in harmony with scl- 
euce and reason, accepting the unknow
able only as it is scientifically revealed 
to us.

The one dogma that has clung to all 
religions is a belief Jn an Infinite Being, 
who is supposed to preside over the des-1 
tlnles of nations and individuals.

A noted American general once re
marked that God was always on the 
side of those who had the heaviest I 
guns. Perhaps he should have added: I 
When backed by Intelligence and cour
age on the part of those who manned 
them.

Our proposition Is, that Reason, Jus
tice and Liberty form the triune god of I 
nations, and in ratio to the extent of 
these qualities among the masses, so 
will be found the power of a nation, 
providing its numerical strength is 
equal. In other words, a just, reason
able intelligent nation, can conquer one 
Of double its number where ignorance, I 
injustice anl superstition reigns.

If there were an Infinite Ruler of the I 
Universe—and we could not conceive of 
God as anything less than Infinite— 
then we might speak of “the Father-
hood of God.” But let us see if such a 
being exists! An Infinite Father would 
make all his creatures perfect. He 
would lay no Eden-apple snares to I 
trap them; create no serpents or deadly I 
poisons to harm them; allow no sin or 
death to enter his realm, and no pain, 
sorrow or afflictions of any kind to de
spoil what Is fair. All nature would

Devils’ Luke Camp, Mlcb.
Dr. W. 0. Knowles writes that the 

Devil’s Lake Camp-meeting will be held 
as usual. It has not been abandoned.

. ------ --------  It will commence June 11, and end
blossom as the rose, and no storms or July 4.
earthquakes would ruffle the celestial 
joys of our happy earth.

But we do not find these conditions. 
The shock of the earthquake and the 
voice of the storm are ever in evidence 
to lay waste the fair fields of earth, 
while the gaunt ghosts of famine, pestl-

Marshalltown Camp, la.
The fifth annual camp of.the Central 

Iowa Spiritualists’ Association will be 
held at Marshalltown, Iowa, on the 
same grounds as last year, commencing 
Sunday, August 28, and closing Sunday, 
September 18.

Circulars will be ready about August 
1. Those desiring circulars or further 
Information will receive same by ad
dressing MISS L P. BEESON.

Albion, Iowa.

Vicksburg Camp, Mich, 
The Vicksburg camp, at Fraser's 

and closes Au
gust 28, 1898. The following speakers 
nave already been engaged: Oscar A. 
T&y’MNewTburyp°rt’ Masa-i a. e. 
llsdalc, New London, Conn.; J, Frank 
Baxter, Boston, Mass.; D. P. Dewey 
Grand Blanc, Mich., and Mrs. Marion 
Caipenter, Detroit, Mich. Other speak
ers and mediums will be added to the 

hY baln w111 be erectGd on the 
grounds this season, and other imnrove- 
read’v 'a110 P'^rammes will be 
ready In a few days, and will be sent to 
any one addressing tlie undersigned

. JEANETTE FRASER.' Vicksburg, Mich.

Island Lake Camp, Mich.
r J°Tb ?UDUal camp-meeting of tho 
J n.d ¿alfe °a“P Association, Island 
Lake Mich beginning July 1, and end-' 
ing August 31 1898.

The Progressive Thinker Publishing House has 
¡igeln ‘'done itself proud.” The new edition of 
Art Magic is, in every way, typographical, artistic 
and substantial, a masterpiece for tire use to which it 
s to be putOne would suppose that Brother Francis 

was trying to see how large a percentage of his 
receipts he could return to his subscribers. I can
see the excellent quality of The Progressive Thinker; 
the abundant quantity of its reading matter; its 
alertness and persistence in the maintenance of its 
opinions of right and justice for human freedom and 
spirit growth without limitation. I can also see, 
with the premiums offered the subscribers, a nickel’s 
worth is returned for every penny they send to The 
Progressive Thinker office. But the thing which 
strains to the utmost all my power of perception, is 
to understand where the publisher’s profits come in. 
It would seem to a man up a tree, that when the 
white paper bills are paid, the account of income i 

nd expense would balance. We know, however, 
rat Rrother Francis has a big-hearted way of doing 

things, and has learned the mystic secret of how to 
put out all he has and constantly receive all he needs. I 

Morah For all who have never subscribed for 
The Progressive Thinker, subscribe for it at once, 
and thus get library for half price, and a year’s 
subscription for a live, earnest paper thrown in.

ualism will dependiiupon the growth 
and training of thepyeung in its.phil
osophy, it is highly,important that our 
basis' should be slmijle and easy of 
comprehension. 1

I am of the opinion that the God 
question should not bo included, for the 
ieason that there Is.StlCh a diversity of 
opinion, or belief, upon that question, 
that evidently only a Ismail minority 
could agree upon tint [point. In view 
of the strong bias of education, and in 
the absolute lack of knowledge con
cerning the Deity, If that question was 
embraced in the formula under con
sideration, I believe it would cause such 
a disagreement as would prevent the 
desired result. Therefore It seems best, 
at least for the present, not to pursue a 
course that would invite unprofitable 
discussion in relation to the unknown.

With these brief suggestions, I offer 
the following simple basis for our belief 
in Spiritualism: •

We believe in the brotherhood of 
mankind.

We believe in the continuity of life.
We believe In the intercourse between 

the mortal and spirit worlds.
We believe In the endless progression

of the soul.
Philadelphia, Pa.

B. B. HILL.

“After the Bex struck.” By George 
N. Miller, price 25 cent*,

Mesick Camp, Mich.
Mesick (Mich.) Camp-meeting will 

open July 31, 1898, closing August 14. 
All good mediums and co-workers are 
cordially invited. Those expecting to 
attend, send In names before the first of 
June, to have them on printed pro
gramme. Address Jacob Bullion, Me
sick, Wexford Co., Mich. This associa
tion was organized April 1, 1898, by 
Mrs. L. A. Mabee, state organizer.

New Era Camp, Oregon. -
Their many friends on the Pacific 

coast will bo glad to learn that the 
management of the New Era, Oregon, 
camp has secured the services of Mrs. 
Loe F. Prior and Mr. Chas J. Anderson 
for the meeting to be held July 2 to 25. 
Mrs. Prior Is a widely-known medium 
and lecturer who has been laboring 
with marked success in the south re
cently. Mr. Anderson, known as the 
“boy orator," is conceded by such a dis
criminating judge as Dr. J. M. Peebles 
to possess marked ability as an Inspira
tional lecturer. The managers will ex
ert themselves to the utmost of their 
ability to make this meeting the most 
successful ever held in Oregon, and so
licit the active co-operation of every 
Spiritualist throughout the Northwest 
to this end. Circulars will be Issued in 
May and sent to all who apply to Wal
ter P. Williams, Salem, Ore., who Is the 
corresponding secretary.

Ottawa Camp, Kansas.
The Leavenworth County Spiritualist 

Association will hold a camir-meetlng 
at Forest Park, Ottawa Kansas, from 
July 27 to August 2, 1898, inclusive. 
Board and lodging can be had on the 
grounds for 52.50 per week. Reduced 
rates on all railroads leading to Ottawa. 
T. C. Deuel, president; Mrs. Emerick, 
secretary, Wallula, Kan.

J Topeka Camp, Kansas.
We are going to have our camp-meet

Ing this year, commencing September 
11th, and continuing until the 25th, 
making two weeks' time, including 
three Sundays. We have made arrange- 
meats to use the fair grounds again, as 
we can do better there than any other 
place.

We have no one engaged to speak as

have some very good mediums here in 
the city. We think we will have Mrs. 
L. N. Claman to help us in our camp 
this year. We want to have a good 
platform test medium with us; we have 
no one engaged for that yet. We have 
in our city four Spiritual societies.

T. P. KELLEY, Sec’y.
211E. Fourth St., Topeka, Kan.

lence. and disease stalk abroad in the 
land. Deadly foes are on every hand; ■ 
danger lurks in every nook.'It re
quires the constant vigilance of man to 
keep the elements from laying waste 
the labor-of his.hands. .The fields and I 
the forest are. made . desolate by the 
flames, thè lightning, the flood and the 
cyclone, while the volcano buries cities 
beneath its flood of molten lava.

We might continue ad infinitum to 
enumerate the destructive agencies of 
the universe, but they are self-evident 
facts.

Suffice it to say, there are two forces 
in nature—the positive and negative 
poles. The positive is ever destroying; 
the negative is ever rebuilding. The 
only god of this world is man, and as 
he is now beginning to abandon super
stitious traditions—ceasing to depend 
on outside dcific agencies, and is de
pending more upon the light within his 
own soul, he Is sweeping onward with 
mighty bounds towards the Eden of 
Wisdom where Reason reigns as Lord 
and King. ERNEST, S. GREEN.

“Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment." By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at this office.

Lakeside Park Camp, Mo.
The Southwest Missouri Spiritualists’ Camp Association will bold its second 

annual meeting at Lakeside Park Jas
per county, Missouri, commencing’ Sen- 
Í89Rbe\10’i a?d eI.°,slng Sel>tember 26, 
1898. A glorious time Is expected, as 
the camp-grounds are all that could be 
wished for as to beauty of location and 

“11,Its appointments for the comfort 
and pleasure of all who visit the park.

A cordial luvltatlon is extended to all 
friends of our beautiful philosophy to- 
come and enjoy a grand spiritual feast. 
with us. Good mediums will be with

Chesterfield Camp, Ind.
Chesterfield Camp-meeting will begin 

July 21 and close August 21, 1898 Tho 
speakers engaged are J. Clegg Wright 
Mrs. Eva Pfuntner, Willard J. Hull’ 
India Hill, B. F. Underwood, Moses 
Hull’ and Dr. Nellie Mosier, test me
dium. For programmes address Flora 
Hardin, Sec’y., Anderson, Ind. Presi
dent, G. W. Parkinson, Yorktown, Ind.

Haslett Park Camp, Mich.
Haslett Park Spiritualist Camp will 

open July 31, and continue five consec
utive Sundays, closing, August 28 
Good talent has been secured. Pro
grammes will soou be distributed. For 
luformatlon and programmes, address 
1. D. Richmond, Secretary, St. Johns, Mich. *

Harmony Grove Camp, Cal.
The Harmony Grove Camp will open 

at Escondido, San Diege, county, Cal 
Sunday, August 14, closing Sunday Au
gust 28. • •

It is our hopes and intention to have a ' 
grand, glorious time, and we hope ev- ■ 
ery one hearing of this will come, feel
ing that they are Indeed a part of this 
camp; that it to with their honest love 
for the cause and united efforts that 
our success lies. We hope the young 
people will all come. A dancing plat
form has been laid for the amusement 
of the campers, and those attending ■ 
must not forget to briug their imm- 
mocks, to hang beneath the wide- 
spreading branches. ■

Remember that you are all cordially ' 
invited to Join In this Jubilee of South
ern California.

For further particulars, enclose 
stamp and address the corresponding - 
secretary; Miss Mary Nulton, Escon
dido, Cal.

Maple Dell Camp Opening.
The grand opening of Maple Dell 

Camp-Meeting will take place on Sun
day, July 17, with Rev. A. J. Weaver 
and Moses and Mattie Hull as speakers, 
and Mrs. Marion Carpenter, of Detroit, 
Mich., as platform medium and inspira
tional singer. 1 .

A 50-cent round trip ticket has been 
_ _ . granted by the Erie Railroad from

I open July 31, and close August 28, In- “ , t0 Mantua. An excursion 
elusive. Mrs. Geo. Sheets, secretary wlh ¡eave the Erie depot on South 

| pro tern. Water street every Sunday at 8-30
1 --------------- a. in., returning at 5 p. m. This low faro

Mt. Pleasant Park Camp, la. "°. d°nbt. *’e advantage of by 
The sixteenth annual camp-meeting ronndm^tnwn? ^e>anduand sur" 

of the Mississippi Valley Spiritualist^ °JD®’.'lnd add to the
Association will be held at Mt Pleas- weI1-reeulated Spirit
ant Park, Clinton, Iowa, Sunday, July nJj08® audlt0,riura
31, and will close Sunday, August 28. „».«.Si comfortab¿W® P£0Tp!?tJ?ln or 
The best of talent has been secured. e' THOMAS LEES,
Circulars giving full information will Excursion Agent "
be issued about June 15. For full In
formation address Martin H. McGrath, 
secretary, at Fulton, III.

“ Lake Brady Camp, O. —a» 2-^cLn.c a? 1VC iCLbsucmuon» *
The Lake Brady Camp will open July 11 is surrounded by beautiful forest ■

10, and close September 4. Programmes Lrees and we"-kePt lawns. It is newly 
will bo printed later. D. A. Herrick “tted and furnished this season—hot 
will preside as chairman during the ses- and cold batlls and aI*  tbe modern im- 
slon. All mediums wishing their names Provements. First-class table. Good 
on the programme, send them to D. A. service- Rates 52 per day. Reduced 
Herrick, Ravenna, O. rates made to families and parties

------ ---------- coming for the season. For information 
Southern Cassadaga Canip, Fla. .prendeusast> manager,

The Southern Cassadaga Camp meet- My Dal<5’ ?hautauqua Co- N- Y
ing, near Lake Helen, Fla., will open on ---------- ’ ------ ------ — :
ithe first Sunday in February, 1S99, and “The Great Roman Anaconda" Rv 
continue four weeks. There will be an Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D„ ex-priest 
entire change In the management of the of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sham 
hotel, and good board will positively be and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann 
provided. Good music and first-class It is good reading, and should be widely 
speakers and mediums will be engaged, distributed, that people may be enllght- 
For Information wrde to the corre- ened concerning the ways and methods 
spending secretary, Emma J. Huff. Lily of Rome and Its priesthood. Price 15e. " 
Dale, N. I. For sale at this offico-
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LIGHT AND COLOR. SCIENCE OF THE SOUL

they are looking as though 
was producing considerable 
for them, spiritually and

¡West, and 
the world 
enjoyment 
physiai ily.

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical: exncF 
ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaiein and ic~- mntTA ill, »<C t lo .11 ♦ tr nAnlAtAlA™ _ ___ ... ■ .

2i --- >xxb Uiuiuvouo nuouu I
atlon and not a poieon. A genuine sensation * 
Price For Sale at this Office,Common Sense.

A Revolutionary pamphlet. addreMed to theluhab- 
Haute ot America In 1776, with explanatory notice by 
an English author. Paper, 15 cents.
The Rights of Man.

Parts I and II. Being an answer to Mr. Burke's 
attack upon the French Revolution. Post 8vo-, 878 
pages. Paper, SO cents: cloth, 50 cents,
Paine’s Complete

Theological Works.
...■AB8 °J,..lleaB™' Examination of the Prophecies, etc. 
Ulus, edition. Post 8vo„ 432 pages. Cloth, »1.00
Paine’ei Political Works.

Common Sense, The Crisis, Rights of Man, etc. 
Illustrated edition. Post 8vo„ 550 pages. Cloth, ll.OOi 
postage, 2(1 cents. • '

h

AN INTERESTING BOOK.
The Candle From Under the Bushel; or Thirteen 

Hundred and six Questions to the Clergy. By Wm. 
Hard I'rlca 40 cents.

This admirable work consists ot three pamphlets 
^mhodled In one volume, In which questions of great 
Importance to the race are discussed from the stand
point of an advanced social reformer. Price 50 cente. 

. r or bale at thie office. **

LIFE, A NOVEL
It beams with advanced thought, and Is fascinatine 

Price, sócente.

THE VOICES.
By Warren Sumner Barlow. Tbe Voice« contain 

poems of remarkable beauty iiud force. They ura 
moat excellent. Price UM J

POEMS OF PROGRESS Views of Our Heavenly Homa
Bv tirrte Tu» .. | By Andrew Jackson Davis. A hlgjdff tDCarestinaPrice ti.üO. Doteu’ They are rc®Ry valuable, work. Price 75 centa. Postage 5 cenK?"

JVhen a mere boy, his son'tells us, 
that lie possessed this power of abstrac
tion from his surroundings, which en
abled him to dwell with the invisible, 
and hear the voices of his silence.

- • vo n, V- ..I -rz n.fvns VPj|UIn (.Jod), g].

Echoes From the World of Song. 
A collection of new aud beautiful Bonn wi?h 

music and chorus, in book form. By C. P. Price 11.25. Postage 15 cents. / v. r iiontiey. 

SupeFstitionin all Ages 
Or “Le Bou Sens,”

By JEAN MESLIER,
Cathol*c priest, who, after a pastoral service 

of thirty year» In France, wholly abjured religious 
dosm»»’ and asked God's pardon for having taught the 
wni 82. nU*re. B on'. tie, left this volume aa Ida last 
will and testament to his parishioners and to tlie 
world. Translated fronktbe French original by Miss 
Anna Knoop. 1

Post bvo., 889 pages, with portrait. Cloth, tl.00: 
postage, 14 cento. ’ ’

‘•The work of the honest pastor Is the most curious 
and the most powerful thing of tbe kind that tbe last 
century produced. . . . Paine aud Voltaire bad re
serves, but Jean Mesller had none. He keeps nothing 
back ; and yet, after all. the wonder Is not that there 

la\cl,c?u one priest who left that testimony at 
lilt? death, hnt that all »rk^ts do not.”—.James Parton

The Evolution of the Devil.

Thle Is one of the author’s most useful abH tn. 
etructlve books. Tbh work should he ?ead bi eve» 
ay,1““1 WOU“U1' » «oot». I'or »»le’at thli

DR. LUDWIG BÜCHNER, I H ,
Aut±'Â-'la!t“CE“*ï-»Ntt»rt and ombudledVn

Bdenoe, Pliy»loiuglcai Pictures," “Six Lee- Impuri ance t

“■rite great mystery of existence cotulate in perpet
ual and uninterrupted change. Everything!« fmmor- ‘ 
tai and Indestructible—the smallest worm as wel 1 as 
tbe mos| enormous of tho celestial bodies,—the sand 
frraln or the water drop as well as tho highest beluir in 
iri,“.1,1.0?:,““? “".i his thought«. Only the forms In 
which being manifests Itself are cbatiglug; but Being 
itself remains eternally tho same aud Imperishable 
w bon we die we do uot lose ourselves, but only out 
personal consciousness. We live on iu nature, in out 
luce, lu our children, lu our deeds, In our thoughts— 
in short, lu the entire material and physical contribu
tion which, during our short personal existence, we 
uaye furnished to the subsistence ot mankind aud of 
Mature In general."—Buechner,

THE SOUL,
Ita Nature, Reietlons and Bxpreeelon In Human Em- 
bodlinents. Given through Mrs. Cora L. V Rich

I mond, by her Guides, A book that every one who Is 
Interested In re-lucarnatlou should read- Price «100 

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE, 
— OR —

THREE-FOLD POWER OF SEX.'

STARNOS. ~
By Dr. Della E. Devi«. A roaary of pearl», culled 

from the work« of Andrew Jackaon Davia, Intended 
for the light and solace of every aorrowlnu and stricken heart. Price 50 centa. 1 »ad

VOLNEY’S RUINS ”
—AND—

THE LAW OF NATURE, 
A TO WHIOB IS ADDBD

Volney'« Anawer to Dr. Prleitly, a Biographical Nolle« 
by Count Daru, aud the Zodiacal Sign« and

COMtellatlon« by tho Editor;
Also, a Map of the ABtrologlcpl Heavens o 

the Ancients.

H?nry Frank, the Independent preacher of New 
York city. The moat learned, accurate, scientific and 
ph losopbical analys|8 of III« Satanic Majesty ever 
pub shed. The book contain« 65 page«, and “«beau- 
pficoM irate. W1U* SU“” UUe pase'____

The Religion of Humanity; I God in the Constitution.
r A Philos«pl1? Ci Life. By J. Leon Banwell. A By Robert G. Ingersoll. Oneof the best papereColo- 
beautiful puper-bound pamphlet, with Hkeneu ¿2 uel 1D8('r8011 ever wrote. Iu paper cover, with like- 
author. A most valuable publication do nosaof author. Price, lOcents; twelvecopleBforSLOQ.
CSXSTihrtitian people. Price 15 cento. miTi? atu n i iTmrxvwV • 4. nt t r- t. THE quarantine raised. 

Fiity years in the Church of Rome v°r tli<! Twenty Year« bmho Again»t« wort»»
BrRev. Chas. Chlnlquy, «-prte.t, A remarkable .“thte offi^°’“ “ Oentt' Fo1' «“•

book. Page«, 832. Price H.IKi. »1 ini» omca.

PASi’S".™' The Occult Forces of Sei^J
Results of recent scientific research regarding the — -______

Origin» position and prospects of mankind. . r
From tbe German of “““““ i BY BOIS WAISBROOKER. (

warranted 10 years. How can we do it? ■
----- - Send for descriptive circular No 14. 1

KT„, „ „ QUAIilsK VALLEY MbG.. CO., 355 West Harrison St., CHICAGO !
G,en“llleJAiiuker X alley furniture is never sold through retailers- uIwuvk ‘ • 

direct from factory to fireside. I he teapot represents the retailer's profit ou the Cabinet

COMMUNION WITH THE 
OTHER WORLD.

Life of Thomas Paine,
By Editor of tho Natlonrlwlth Preface and Notes 

by Polar Ecklor, Illustrated with views of tbe old 
ralno Homestead and Paine Monument, at Now 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman, 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Rolaud- 
Coudorcet, Brlssot, and the inoat prominent of Palue's 
i ends In Europe uud America. Cloth, 75 cents. ,„B i»uulou«cis;ms or ancient Judaism and dog- 

The Age Of Reason; I ““tic Christianity, containing many .alartllngconclu-
olo'i?8A?m vcat!8“tloa1 T™ ana Fabulous The- niythteal'cimmite^^
ology. Anew and complete edition, from new plates »ant stories, and proving that Jesus was an Imnanom 
and new type; 180 pages, post 8vo, Paper, 25 cents; atlon and not „ 1
cloth, 60 cents. ’

W|W 0*  Light,|Fran) BofUdrland. London 
.. GENER/tL SURVEY.. Melbourne, Australia. England

Z& If On another page of Harbinger of ARE BORDERLANDERS.
|| THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, || ualisin and Its Pheuomeu^, | The ^po^ession'o'f certaliFpsychi'^gHU

it DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER. If BY CHARLES DAWBARN, H3 almost invariable in prophets 
** ‘ XX which we commend to the serious at- f0UUik‘1» of great religions, and the

AAA*  A A^> A A A A A A *.  A A . A A A . .Y « *.,..,11 __ A 11 . . _ . I Ill A O Bllil Wninatl TvllA Lmrn Kaa.-. «->1,1x7

■ We would like to impress upon the 
minds ot our correspondents that 'the 
Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, aud it is essen
tial that all copy, to insure insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with mk 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side ot the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, aud oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
in alone responsible tor any assertions 
cr statements he may make. The editor 
Allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
Eentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
who differ from you.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker, accompanied 
by her husband, called at The Progress
ive Thinker office for an exchange of 
courtesies and compliments, last week, 
en route from the Jubilee and a visit in 
the East, to Maquoketa, la., and the far

songs ol 'Mary coined here, mid J'ohn 
comes there,’ believing it a spirit can 
return and say I am here and I am with 
Jou a great deal of the time, etc., and 
when you ask for the name it Is John, 
Bill or Mary (everyone has these names 
somewhere in their family relations), 
the spirit should be able to use the force 
for its lull inline, winch would be more 
convincing than Indian gibberish and 
nonsensical phrases."

Regardless the warm weather, earn
est work is being done by tlie Spiritual
ist Soeietj' of Galveston, Tex. Mr. John 
Ring, regular speaker, now assisted bj' 
Dr. Lotus Schlesinger, the test medium.

Parties in Central or Western Iowa, 
having a suitable place, and wishing to 
secure the permanent .location of the 
Iowa Central Spiritual Association, will 
confer a lavor by writing immediately 
to II. M. Beeson, Albion, Iowa.

N. H. Eddy writes: “Prof. W. M. 
Lockwood, the scientific lecturer and 
demonstrator of the principles of Na
ture, has been serving the society of the 
First Spiritual church of Buffalo, cor
ner Jersej’ street and Prospect avenue, 
during the month of June. His lec
tures are able, scholarly,- Intellectual 
and instructive. He is a-great thinker 
and reasoner, going to great depths of 
thought in his analysis of both the 
physical and spiritual philosophy 
or principles of nature. He em-

Franh T. Ripley is not engaged at 
-Lake Brady this season, as has been re

. ported, but is ready to engage at any 
camp <* j grove meeting. For July aud 

- 'Aligns*  address him at Oxford, O., xox 
.August address him at Oxford, O., box

Geo. y. Colby, of Lake Helen, Fla., 
called while iu tlie city last week, to re
new old acquaintance. He has been 
lecturiaij in Michigan City, Ind., and is 
going tf- tlie Pacific coast to work dur
ing the coming season, returning home 
late Ip. tjiejall. He looks in flue condi- 
tlajp “ffi the good work he always does 
(When j»ice in tbe field.

. Will C. Hodge, who has been visiting 
friends at Syracuse since the closing of 
the Jubilee, is now at Lily Dale, N. Y. 
AH correspondence should be addressed 

. there during July, care of South Park
Hotel.

The Church of tbe Soul will hold ser
vices in Handel Hall, No. 40 Randolph 
Street, during the month of September 
next on Sundays at 10:30 a. m., with 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond as pastor. 
'After September, Mrs. Richmond re
turns to Washington.

The, Children’s Progressive Lyceum 
of Cleveland, O.. has adjourned, as is 
its custom, its Sunday sessions until 
September. Its anuual grove meeting 
and picnic lias this year been postponed 
until the opening day of the Maple Dell 
camp-meeting at Mantua, when the ly- 
eeum and its friends will go iu a body 
on the excursion train which leaves the 
Erle depot at So. Water street, at 8:30 
a. m. Round trip tickets, 50 cents; 
Children, 25 cents.

Mrs. S. M. Cooper writes: “The First 
■ Spiritual Society of Isabella aud Gratiot 

County, Midi., held Its third annual 
meeting at Shepard, June 12. We are 
very much encouraged. Our prospects 
are brighter for our cause.”

Mr. G. S. Klock, vice-president of the 
Society of Spiritual Truth, writes from 
Lincoln, Neb.: “The society is flourish
ing under the management of Mrs. Car- 
He L. Bean and Miss Edith Edwards. 
Mrs. Bean is tlie lecturer and psyeho- 
metric test medium, and Miss Edwards 
lias done some phenomenal work. Her 
phases are independent voice and test, 
also inspirational music. W. Chapman 
Pierce has been with us for the past 
■two weeks, and gave a flue talk to a 
large audience Sunday evening, which 
was much appreciated.”

Mr. and Mrs. Levi Wood write from 
South Haven, Midi., of seances held at 
their home and other places ,by a Mr. 
Jones, from Ohio. Articles were taken 
from one person to another in several 
cases, all present were patted with 
hands ou the head aud face. Several 
spirits spoke through the trumpet.

Mrs. C. II. Mullin writes from Peo
ria, Ill.: "Sunday evening we listened to 
a fine address given by Mrs. Tillie Rcy- 
Holds, of Troy, N. Y., who is here vlsit- 

■ dng. We held a very pleasant seance 
iiere at the Home of the Friendless, 
twenty persons being present, Mr. Me- 
'Alpine, tlie Unlversallst minister and 
Ills wife making up the number. Many 
readings were given by Wilhelmina, 
Which were recognized at once. With 
an address to tlie children of the Home, 
the seance closed, aud all expressed 
their gratitude."

Professor Geo. W. Walrond, of Een- 
,vcr, Colo., has fully recovered from bls 
late serious illness, and is continuing 
his Sunday evening Spiritualistic scr- 
.vices at Gay's Academy, as usual. 

... These services for the past twelve 
months have been the most successful 
ever held in Denver, and hundreds have 
embraced the philosophy and religion 
of Spiritualism as more comforting, 
more rational and far more reaching 
than the doctrines and dogmas of man
made Christianity. The Progressive 
Thinker as a smart educative Spiritual
istic paper, holds a good place In the 
hearts of the Denver Spiritualists.

-Mrs. L. A. Frazier writes from Mat
toon, 111., of a sealed letter test given 
by H. F. Coates, Chicago, Ilk: “The 
questions, eight in number were writ-

, bodies in these lectures the facts that 
t demonstrate the truths and science of 
■ life in all points of interest to human
, ity, both individually and collectively. 
. He has the interests and welfare of hu
. inanity at heart; he puts that energy 

and soul force into operation which 
deeply interests and instructs his hear
ers. Long may he live to bless human
ity, aud lielp them to a better under
standing of those principles aud unfold
ing processes of nature that shall free 
them from the bondage of those creeds, 
superstitions or theological dogmas, 
that are hindering many from gaining 
tlie light of Eternal Progress.”

Attend the seventh grand annual In
dian pow-wow and picnic, given by the 
members of the Progressive Spiritual 
Church, G. V. Cordingley, pastor, in 
honor of Chief Red Jacket, at Reissig 
Grove, Riverside, Saturday, July 2. A 
special program has been arranged by 
special speakers and test mediums. 
Pow-wow circles will be held at 11 a. 
in. and 7 p. m.; conference lecture and 
tests at 2 p. m. All mediums are in
vited to attend and take part in all se
ances. Co-workers, let us all unite and 
be as one on this great day. These 
grounds have a first class reputation 
and have every facility for picnics. For 
those who enjoy dancing, a flue pavilion 
witli excellent waxed hardwood floor, 
w.U be managed by Mr. H. W. Miller. 
Dancing from 3 p. -m. to 10 p. m. The 
grounds can be reached by Lake street 
L road, connecting with electric La 
Grange cars at 52d street. Fare 15 
cents. Admission to grounds, 25 cents; 
children, 15 cents. Positively no liquors 
will be sold, and no unfavorable influ
ences will be tolerated. By order, of 
Committee.

Miss Alice Brown writes from Toledo, 
Ohio: "The South Side Spiritualists, led 
by Sirs. Challan, of Newberry street, 
have been holding very successful 
meetings at their little hall, corner of 
Broadway and Wabash crossing. On 
Sunday evening, June 19, this little 
band of workers enjoyed a very instruc
tive and interesting lecture by Mrs. 
Schauss, of 1037' Orchard street, this 
city. Her tests were truly a rare treat. 
Her dislike of publicity caused her to 
work quietly but earnestly at home, 
and her weekly meetings there have- 
proven a blessing to many. We should 
have more like her.”

J. W. Brinton writes from Jonesboro, 
Ind.: "C. E. Winans recently gave se
ances here for one week. In one of 
these seances, the wife of the writer, 
who has been in spirit life over two 
years, came out of the cabinet, passing 
at once to her husband. After greeting 
iilm in tlie most loving manner, she 
took her hair (which hung loosely down 
to her waist), and holding it in her 
hand allowed it to fall in fan shape 
over his head and face. She then went, 
unsupported by mortal, to each one in 
tlie circle, acknowledging an introduc
tion and covering their head aud face 
with her hair in the same manner. She 
then passed Into the cabinet, and re
turned a moment later , bringing with 
her our little daughter, who walked to 
a vacant chair iu the circle and sat 
down while the mother stood beside 
her. One little girl came from the cab
inet, and passing back of tlie sitters, 
greeted her grand-parents, who were 
present, then passed through the arch
way into another room, and after 
calmly surveying her surroundings 
walked to the front door, and lifting the 
shade, stood for some time looking out 
on the street, aud then came back and 
returned to the cabinet. An old gentle
man, well-known to each one present, 
who had passed to higher life four 
days before, came from the cabinet, 
aud calling his daughter and son-in-law, 
and also the writer and one other gen
tleman to the cabinet, stood talking for 
some time in the most Intelligent man
ner, and to one lie gave the sign of tbe 
Masonic order perfectly. All this took 
place in good light.”

J. W. Hartzog writes from Lima,O.: 
“Wonderful was the seance held at tbe 
home of Mr. Frank Detrieh on last Sun
day evening. The medium was Miss 
Maud Cravens, of Springfield; Mo. The 
lady was placed under the most secured 
condition by a committee selected by 
those present, and all present were 
amazed. Some twenty forms made their

AU great poets are Borderlanders. 
The possession of certain psychic gifts 
is almost invariable in prophets, 

_ founder» of great religions, and the
tentlou of all present aud pros^live I SA“11 w?IufuC"’110 hav,e been 
piactical investigators of spirit phe- J? eiubodyjp veree the sublimest
nomena, or seekers for spirit teachings. l oU>b of -ltbe »ace. They are all
It presents in a simple manner, Ulus- «n,.?,,“,1 fceiils> dwell on the 
trated by analogy, the law of spirit i“gS ^“i are 
communication, which, unfortunately, 1 nien, aud, therefore,
is unknown and unthought of by the i'm,,,1 1>elly deBenbe‘l ils Border
vast majority of those who enter upon u b’ •'
the investigation. Ignorance of tliis THAT OTHER WORLD, 
law is the rock upon whieh they are While writing out the “Penny Poets ’ 
continually striking, and those who I was much impressed by the constant 
fall to gain wisdom by dearly bought I reference to the other world in English 
expei icnce- are ultimately stranded, poetry. To our greatest poets that other 
Whereas, with a chart and the exercise world is as real as this material one 
ot reason, they would have undoubtedly whieh alone is recognized by tlie ma- 
leathed the coveted destination. Light jority of men. From Shakespeare aud 
is yeiy much needed on this subject, I Milton downwards the poets nearly all 
and when a few months since, it was bear testimony, more or less emiilintic 
deteimined.by the Victorian Associa- ot the existent® of other beings than 
tion of .Spiritualists to offer facilities to the embodied spirits whom we call men 
Its members to hold circles in their I and women. Shakespeare abounds 
loom, a sub-committee was formed to with references to spimual beings ca- 
fiame rules for their guidance, wliich I pable of exercising more or less influ- 
weie prefaced by the following direc- enee upon the lives of mortals. Milton 
‘ ,p*! s: asserted in the strongest way that mll-

Ihe object in forming a circle to elicit lions of spiritual creatures walk the 
SPIRITUAL PHENOMENA, I en£th unseeu by mortal eye.

or receive teachings from the spirit constantly1 °Ur P°etS’ fCW have becn s° 
world, Is, by a combination of the mag- Dovi;J
netic aura of its members (which is the PSYCHIC AS LORD TENNYSON, 
connecting link between the embodied In the case of other poets the vision 
and disembodied), to give the necessary I was more or less unconscious' with 
power for spirit intelligence to act I them it Is part of themselves; they did 
either on material objects or on the not know how it came or whither It 
mind, nerves, or muscles of the most went. Tennyson was more conscious 
sensitive of those present. Unless these of bis unconsciousness-lf I may use a 
auras blend Lie conditions are reverse paradox—and was well aware that 
to orderly results. It is therefore essen- most of his best work was due to the 
tlal that certain rules should be ob- intrusion of the other world into this 
served by each and all the persons con- life, or rather to his ability to rid him- 
8 iS n8 t le cbc'e' I 6eb- biB material surroundings, and

1 he very enter Intjj tliat other world which to
EMANATIONS FROM YOUR BRAIN I ,was mueh more real than that 
should be pure and unsullied. Keep ** Shad°W that P“SSe8
yourself as much as possible during the The annenranoA nf iua r *iday preceding your meeting from dis- JebpOe?lZreate’U his son Ha lam 
thoughtsnflUeilCeS a“d PUl’ely mundane tbe »¿««ent Lord Tennyson, naturally 

The circle may consist from eight to “A“’““1 'nSlgllt lnt° the
twelve members, an I PSYCHIC LIFE OF THE POET.

ADMIXTURE OF BOTH SEXES Jv^ffing from the Memoir,-it is probable
and in view of the seriousness of Ue
objects sought, it is advisable to open father nossessed to A,?
and close the sittings with an invoca- ordinary degree has not been inherited 
tion, and the occasional joining in a bv the shn ti>a +Ana„„" Jaaerited tMting11 eleVatiDg cbaracter dul'luS rnpber is to minimi^ Instead of em-

The rules prescribe regularity of at
tendance, abstinence on circle day that bls genius.'was“argejy re“k
FROM ALL STIMULATING FOOD, of his psychic fife; that he was able to 
preliminary ablutions, and, if nrac- abarm> instruct,„and inspire men of bls 
ticable, change of clothing—singleness I geneSat. onl, be,ca-as<? ln bls higher mo
ot object (either eliciting evidence of “entB be dwelt,habitually on a mystic 
spirit communion, or the reception of I ,ne t0 wliiclj.-,th^y seldom or never 
teachings from the spirit world), self- ga'u acceSB- . .
abnegation, each realizing the duty of u,08}aplier who was more in sym- 
passivity and harmony, to give tbe P°<by with occult things would easily, 
most favorable conditions, leaving the I Dy a ','ery , touqnes, have conveyed 
spirits to select the person whom they a luuc11 more WlWive picture of 
can most readily Influence, and neither TENNYSON AS A MYSTIC 
by word or thought craving special In- —of Tennyson di n rtwAiim- m ♦».« .. ■ fluence or communication fir them- Spirit But eveVin A ? a“ 
selves. These, with recommendations fact is unmistakable It mnH nni i ntPe 
for the appointment of n chairman, and been hidden wiSout altnrpHilv w 
the postponement of suggestions oi- dis- lug the whole± eussion til! after the circle, contain the 0^n“S? h^s so^and 
DawbainedemandsU C°''e1’ M1'- P/°^ssoi' ^'“dall, together ’with

Many thffik tbe^ conditions Irksome, ±r“hOw
but we may remind them that It is rare I that this was Ue veX SaHa,^ 
that anything of value can be attained the philosophy and religion which dom- 
WITHOUT EFFORT AND SAC- I mated his whole life. To Tennyson Uis 

RIFICE, was but Ue
and if they cannot see in what Spirit- ANTE-CHAMBER OF ETERNITY, 
ualism promises sufficient inducement With him the passionate faith in ner- 
to make such sacrifice as is here im- sonal immortality was Alpha and 
plied, they had better leave practical I Omega. Without that life would have 
investigation of it alone until such time been to him the hollowest of mockeries 
as they realize (to use acommon ex- if not tlie crudest of tortures. Everv- 
pression) that ' the game is worth the thing that he wrote was more or less 
candle.” Men give much time to the directed against the materialism which 
study of mundane subjects of tern- brooded over the world like a nail of 
porary Interest, and devote much more lead.
to the pursuit of athletic sports, and And when we come to Inquire as to 
evening amusements, yet begrudge two how it was he arrived at this intense 
or three hours a week to the study and coneiousness
elUC1<Jatl0U °f OF LIFE AFTER DEATH

THE PROBLEM OF LIFE, th)s abgolute
and a satisfactory answer to the ques- him to combat the materialist enemv 
tion—Does man live after death? and from the standpoint of one who kndws, 
its concomitants. There is no painful and has seen that of which he sneaks 
ordeal demanded of them, only dis- we come directly to this central fact of 
eipline and the observance of reason- his life. It was due to his capacity to 
able conditions, whieh, if acceded to, go out of himself, to become as it were 
produce harmony and consequently I to a certain extent entranced, and to 
pleasurable emotions, whieh are eon- enter for a time into a secret spiritual 
siderably enhanced when fluent com- I region In which he attained a realizing 
munlcation with the denizens of the consciousness of the Infinite nnd 
spirit world is established. Eternal.

We would not discourage “THE ANCIENT SAGE ”
VISITING PUBLIC MEDIUMS, This io \. . . This is nowhere more clearly brought

but would recommend the exercise of out than In the poem of “The Ancient 
discretion in selecting those of estab- Sage.” Tennyson wrote this after read- 
llshed reputation, where something im- ing the “Life and Maxims of the Phil- 
pressive Is likely to be obtained which I osopher Laot-ze,” although there Is no 
will encourage the Inquirer, and stlm- attempt to embody In the poem the 
ulate investigation, Reading and study philosophy of the Chinese teacher The 
of good standard works should follow; I poem is throughout, as Professor Tyu- 
for novices, a little book, “Spiritualism dall says, a discussion between a be- 
Explained, in Seven Lectures, by B. W. "---- "
Wallis,” will be found an excellent pre
liminary; for deeper students, the

assure myself of the existence of mv 
own body I am sometimes obliged to 
grasp an object like this and shake it,’ 
It was at the Red Alp, mid I believe by 
tjlf Vito PjvfCfiisor Bonamy Price, that 
this incident was communicated to me. 
lite condition here referred to appears 
to be similar to that 'union with God’ 
which was described by Plotinus aud 
Porphyry.

THE POET’S REAL LIFE.
This lemaik was made twenty-eight 

j ears before "Tlie Ancient Siige” was 
published, and great was Tyndall's sur
prise to Imd there expressed in verse 
tbe experience which Tennyson had de
scribed to him so long before. Tcnny- 
sou’s experience was, therefore, a con
tinuous tluug, which lasted through his 
life. Indeed, it would be perhaps not 
au exaggeration to say that these mo
ments of transcendent wonder and ap
parent isolation of the spirit from the 
body, were more his real life than the 
mundane existence which he spent 
among his fellows. It contjnued to the 
end, aud it appears to have begun very 
early in lite, for, writing of- "The 
Ancient Sage,” tbe poet once said:

"The whole poem is very personal. 
The passages about ‘Faith’ and tbe 
'Passion of the Past’ were more 
especially my own personal feelings. 
This ‘Passion of the Past’ I used to feel 
when a boy.”

Makes Kitchen 
Work Easy

No matter.■

We sell the Quaker Kitchen Cabinet for 
$5 on 3.0 days’ trial. Pay if you’re pleased? 
if not, return at our expense. With every 
Cabinet we send, free, an elegant quad
ruple silver-plated Teapot, worth $5 and

THOMAS PAINE
SOME OF ins NOTED WORKS.

THE ELIMINATOR 
-OR- 

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, In large noXTii^11 llorlrult“ni> Illustration». ' One vort 
postS vo, 248 pages; paper, St) cents; cloth, 75 cents. 
v—Ti1’8 ’8 undoubtedly one ot the best and most useful 
books ever published. It eluqueutlv advocates the 

?t8 ut Mid clearly points out th.
sources of human Ignorance and misery. The author 
8 supposed to meet lu the ruins of Palmyra aa 

! n "'bl,'h L1,1’1“!“8 tr"° principle« of 
8'.r, an(1 the causes of both the prosperity und the 
™ ? “J “ucleut “'“'O’- A general asaembly of the 

i Ji 1 1,'us'11, “ legislative body
folmed, the source and origin of religion, of novern- 1 n“1 <’1 O'-“»‘“■'1- “'"I I be K’ Of N^re™
founded on jusikte and equiiy-h finally proclaimed 
to aa expectant worl-l.

ten, keeping a copy of the same. The 
letter was then folded and stitched sev
eral times across upon machine, placed 
in envelope and sealed. Then taking 
the letter to our city express agent, Mr. 
M. H. Williams, he rescaling with his 
stamp, It was then mailed to Mr. 
Coates. Tbe letter was returned to me 
.with all questions answered but one, 
and farther, were answered in rota
tion, Justus they were asked, and verily 
the seal had not been broken.”

W. Brockway writes from Tacoma, 
(Wash.: “On last Sunday, in Parker 
■HaU, we commenced a series of meet
ings. It was well attended and from 
what we have heard of our work we 
.will be compelled to get a larger hall to 
accommodate the people who are gasp
ing for the truth of spirit return. In all 
places our audiences generally increase 
.until we have to get larger halls. On 
account of Charlie having a sprained 
ankle, Mrs. B. had to conduct the whole 
evening alone. Fifty-six tests with full 
names and incidents were given, which 
almost paralyzed the audience, and 
there has been a constant Une of inves
tigators at our parlors for the past two 
days since the last Sunday meeting, so 
you see our work is appreciated. We 
nave endeavored to do away with the 
Mark seance work and the old worn-out

appearance, and 
time. After the 
lady was found 
mittee left her.

one and two at a 
seance was over the 
secure as the com- 
The committee had

searched the lady, and compelled her to 
don the clothes that they furnished, 
which was black skirts and dress. Then 
they sewed her fast to a large rocking 
chair, and were rewarded by the above 
results.”

A. T. Honeyman writes from Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: “We have now closed 
our meetings and have some time to 
breathe and look around, till the first 
Sunday of September next. The 
spiritual and Intellectual advancement 
of ourselves and others has always 
been our great aim. The phenomena 
of fhodern Spiritualism, or rather 
“Spiritism,” is believed and practiced 
by many amongst us; but even if It 
does prove a “future existence” or 
“continuity of life,” we do not accept It 
as proof of “immortality.” We know 
well that there are lying spirits, both 
embodied and disembodied. The sci
ence of the times brings out the truth 
of tbe hlstoiy and works of that great 
exemplar who trod the hills and valleys 
of Palestine centuries ago. Men haye 
scorned his doctrines and condenmned 
his “miracles.” The skeptic has ridl- 

(Continued, on page 7.) ~

works of A. J. Davis, Hudson Tuttle, 
and W. Stainton Moses, are recom
mended, but do not be in a -hurry to 
commence practical investigation, the 
mind must be prepared, and more solid 
headway will probably be made by 
spending six or twelve months in the 
preliminaries suggested, than in Imme
diately joining a circle where conditions 
are not understood.

We have had in the past large ex
perience in connection with circles, 
which has tended to demonstrate that 
a private circle

MUST BE PROGRESSIVE, 
or disintegration sets in; with a public 
circle, where there Is a constant 
change in the elements, the medium is 
usually controlled by a positive intelli
gence or band, who may keep up the 
same class of phenomena for a length
ened time, but these sometimes grow 
into higher forms, and on the other 
hand, where the mediums overtask 
themselves or fail to maintain their 
moral stamina, there Is usually retro
gression, and these instances are 
pointed to by opponents as the natural 
result of Spiritualism. They are the 
natural results of disorderly Spiritual
ism, but the natural result of orderly- 
Splritualism is mental and moral ex
pansion.

liever in immortality and one who 's 
unable to believe, and the groundwork 
of “The Ancient Sage’s” argument 
against matrlallsm, and in favor of per
sonal immortality, was the description 
of an experience which this Memoir

Speaking of his boyhood:
"As he wandered over the wold or by 

the brook, he often seemed to be in 
dreamland, so that one who often saw 
him then called him ‘mysterious being, 
seemingly lifted high above other mor
tals, and having a power of intercourse 
with the spirit world not granted to 
others.’ ”

But Tennyson himself has repeatedly 
referred to this capacity for
DWELLING IN ANOTHER WORLD, 
as a faculty which he had possessed 
from childhood up. On one occasion he 
said:

‘ A kind of waking trance I have fre
quently had, quite up from boyhood, 
when I have been all alone. This has 
generally come upon me through re
peating my own name two or three 
times to myself silently, till all at once, 
as it were, out of the intensity of tlie 
consciousness of individuality, the in
dividuality Itself seemed to dissolve 
and fade away into boundless being, 
and this not a confused state, but the 
clearest of the clearest, the surest of 
the surest, the weirdest of the weirdest, 
utterly beyond words, where death was 
an almost laughable impossibility, the 
loss of personality (if so it were) seem
ing no extinction, but the only true life. 
This might,’ he said,‘be the state which 
St. Paul describes: Whether in the body 
I cannot tell, or whether out of the body 
I cannot tell.’ ”

He continued: “I am ashamed of my 
feeble description. Have I not said tlie 
state is utterly beyond words? But hi 
a moment, when I come back to my 
normal state of ‘sanity,’ I am ready io 
tight for mein Hebes Ich, aud hold that 
it will last for aeons of aeons."

{IIS MYSTIC EXPERIENCES.
It would be difficult to state more 

vividly, or to assert more passionately, 
the importance of this mystic ex
perience. On those occasions when he 
referred to tbe experience with mem
bers of his family, or with those whom 
he had deep spiritual intimacy, his 
words were uttered with a glow of 
passionate fervor, which left an Indelll- 
ble impression upon those who heard 
him. -For Instance, speaking of a con
versation with his father, in January, 
1869, his son records what he spoke io 
them with deep feeling.

“Yes, it is true that there are mo
ments when the flesh is nothing to me, 
when I feel and know the flesh to be 
the vision, God and the Spiritual the 
only real and true. Depend upon it

THE SPIRITUAL IS THE REAL; 
it belongs to one more than the hand 
and the foot. You may tell me that my 
hand and my foot are only imaginary 
symbols of my existence, I could be
lieve you; but you never, never can 
convince me that the ‘I’ is not an eternal 
reality, and that the spiritual is not the 
true and real part of me. These words 
he spoke with such passionate earnest
ness that a solemn silence fell on us as
he left the room.”

“THE HOLY GRAIL.”
After “The Ancient Sage," possibly 

even before it, as an expression of his 
inner life is the poem of "The Holy 
Grail.” His son says:

"Of all the ‘Idylls of tbe King,’ ‘The 
Holy Grail’ seems to me to express most 
my father’s highest self. Perhaps this 
Is because I saw him, in the writing of 
this poem more than in the writing of 
any other, with that far-away rapt look 
on his face which he had whenever he 
worked at a story that touched him 
greatly, or because I vividly recall the 
inspired way in which he chanted to us 
the different parts of the poem as they 
were composed.” '
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* I 11t BY 111
BY E. D. BABblTT, M. D. LL. D. LOBEN ALBERT SHERMAN. :

A truly groat work In which the author exhibit« 
the result« of years of research, of a mind devoted 
to science and truth, highly girted with keen Intui
tive Insight and the psychic faculty of clairvoyance, 
enabling him to discover and elucidate facto and prin
ciples not observable to ordinary ken. The book Is of 
very great Interest and Importance, bringing to light PP1™ n 
many Important points concerning light and color In boodle 
their mental and physical effects and their practical 
application in the conservation of health and the 
cure of disease and sickness. Its medical value Isbe- 
iond estimation, and Its teachings should bo known 

y all.
Finely Illustrated with cuts and colored plates.

PRICE, $5.00. POSTAGE, 36a. 
Par Sale at The Progressive Thinker Office.

Set. forth the Philosophy of Existence, with detailed 
evidence. It appeals to Christians and Spiritualist, 
alike, as It demonstrates the truth of the spirit mani
festations of Jesus Christ, upon which the Christian 
reunion Is based, as well as the actuality of modern 
Tint manifestation«. Ite tlUo page claims that tho

A SCIENTIFIC DEMONSTRATION 

of the

Existence of the soul of mvin as his coir. 
sclous individuality independently 

of the physical organismi 
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CONTINUITY OF LIFE 
and the

ACTUALITY OF SPIRIT RETURN.

IT IS INTERESTING.

¿/PE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT
World: Being a description of Locelltlee, Employ- 

mente, Surroundings, und Conditions In tho Sphered 
By members of the Spirit-Band of Miss M. T. Shelha- 
tner, medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth »1.00. Postage to cent». For »ale at 
thli office.

PULPIT. PEW AND CRADLE^
By Helen H. Gardener. One of her brlgbteiL wit

tiest and strongest lectures agaluat the Bible. Ererv 
woman should reed It and know her friends and en
tales. Price 10 cents.

PAINE’S POLITICAL WORKS.
Common Sense, Tho Crisis, Rights of Man etc 

Illustrated edition. Post 8 vo,, 630 pages. Cloth, »ion- 
postage, 29 centa.

Why She Became a Spiritualist,’
Twelve lecture«. By Abby A. Judton. Thli book 

should be road by every Spiritual!*,  CHm tl.00i 
postage 10 cent».

Guildren’s Progressive LyceuniT 
A manual, with directions for tho organization and 

management ot Bunday schools. By Andrew Jackson 
Davis, Something Indispensable. Price 50 cent«.

STANDING UP FOR JESUS,-
Or Wirt the editor ot the Freethinker's Magazine 
think« of him. Price,» cent«: twenty-five coplei tor 
50 cents. ■

Tbe first eleven chapters arc devoted entirely to 
manifestations of tbe soul Incarnate, with a clear ex« 
position of tbe psychic philosophy.

The succeeding four chapters set forth tbe nblloio- 
phy of tbe Infinite.

Tho last twenty chapters are devoted to an exposi
tion of spiritual philosophy, with evidence In detail, 
mneh of it being persona) experiences of the author.

The price of the book is $1, For sale 
at the office of The Progressive Thinker,

Tennyson himeif says:
“THE HOLY GRAIL”

is one of the most imaginative of 
poems. I hare expressed there 
strong feeling as to the reality of

proves was Tennyson’s own. The pass
age in question is as follows:
“And more, my son! for more than once 

when I
Sat all alone, revolving in myself 
The word that is the symbol of myself, 
The mortal limit of the self was loosed, 
And past into tilt nameless, as a cloud 
Melts into heaved. 1 touch’d my limbs, 

the limbs \
Were strange, lot mine—and yet no 

shade of doubtp
But utter clearness; and thro’ loss of 

self az .
The gain of suclfllai^e life, as matched 

with ours, t j jol
Were sun to sparkM-unshadowable in 

words, nt in
Themselves butishtkdows of a- shadow

world.” fl?" ’
THE TENNYSOSlAN TRANCE.

One night at fiSngfbrd, Tennyson, 
Jowett, and Tyiffiall sat talking about 
the power of ^Imagination as an in
strument of scientific discovery. After 
Jowett had retired, 'fyndall and Tenny
son continued to .'converse. Tyndall 
thus records what Tennyson said:

“With great earnestness Tennyson de
scribed to me a state of consciousness 
into which he could throw himself by 
thinking intently of his own name. It 
was impossible to give anything that 
could- be called a description of the' 
state, for language seemed incompetent 
to touch it. It was an apparent isola
tion of the spirit from the body. Wish
ing, doubtless, to impress upon me the 
reality ,of the phenomenon, he ex
claimed, ‘By God Almighty, there is no 
delusion in this matter! It is no neb
ulous ecstacy, but a state of transcend
ent woruer, associated with absolute 
clearness of mind.’ Other persons with 
powerful imaginations have had, I be
lieve, similar experiences. Walking out 
with a friend one evening, the poet 
Wordsworth- approached a gate, and, 
laying hold of its. bars, turned to his 
companion and said,, ‘My dear sir, to

my 
my 
the

unseen. The end, when the king speaks 
of his work and of his visions, is In
tended to be the summing up of all in 
the highest note by the highest of 
human men. These three Unes in 
Arthur's speech are the (spiritually) 
central lines of the ‘Idylls:’
In moments when he feels he cannot 

die,
And knows himself no vision to himself, 
Nor the High God a vision.”

BORDERLAND IN HIS POEMS.
If Messrs. Macmillan and Company 

did not Interpret the laws of copyright, 
so severely as to render it practically 
impossible to give any adequate quo
tations from tne poet’s works, it would 
be easy-to multiply the extracts from 
Tennyson’s writings referring to his 
psychical experiences. I must, however, 
content myself with references to his 
trance experiences. One of these is in 
the 1895 section of “In Memoriam.”
So word by word, and line by Une,

The dead man touch’d me from the 
past,

And all at once it seem’d at last 
T>.e living §oul was flash’d on mine.
And mine in this was wound and 

whirl'd 7

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,
AND THE WONDROUS POWER 

which helped or made them perform might? 
work« and utter Inspired words, together with soma 
Personal Trait« and Cbancterlatlca of Prophets, Apt» 
ties, and Jobos, or New Readings of “The Mlraclea?*  
frALLKVPtrauit. Price 73 oenta. For sals at thM

IMMORTALITY,
...OR . ..

FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL
ING PLACES.

BY DR. J. M. PEEBLES,

AN INVALUABLE WORK!
Tbit admirable work contain» what a hundred 

«ptrlu, good and evil, eay ot their dwelling-place». 
Give ui detail«—detail« and accurate delineation« ot 
Ute in the Spirit-world 1—1« the constant appeal of 
thoughtful mlnde. Death 1« approaching. Whither- 
oh, wbltber! Shall I know my friend« beyond tbs 
tomb? Will they know me? What 1« their pretent 
condition, and what their occupation«? In this vol
ume the eplrlte, differing as they may, are allowed to 
«peak for themselves. No man Is better qualified 
than Dr. Feebles to place a work of this kind before 
tbe people. He treats of tbe Mysteries of Life: 
Doubts and Hopes; Tbe Bridging of the Elver; Fore
gleams ot the Future; Testimony ot Saint«; The 
Growth and Perfection ot tbe Spiritual Body; la It 
the Soul or Body that Bln«?; Clothing In the Spirit
world; Our Little Ones In Heaven; Tho Personal Ex
periences ot Aaron Knight; The Bed Man’s Testi
mony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians tn Spirit-'' 
Life; Tbe Homes of Apostles and Divines; Tbe 
Friends and Shakers In Splrlt-LIfe; Spirit Homes ot 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit
Land. Many other matters are treated, too numer
ous to mention. Price »17'. postage, 12 cent». For 
sale at this office. ________________

Sslf-Contradictions of the Bible.
One hundred Md forty-four propositions, theological, 

moral, historical and Epcculatlve; each proved affirm
atively and negatively by quotation« trom Scripture, 
without comment Price 15 centa ‘

' THE RELATION ~ 
Of ‘hcC'plrltual to the Material Universe; and tha 
Law of Control. New edition, enlarged and revised by M. Faraday. Price 15 cento. reriseo,

of

POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE
By Lizzie Doten. TImk POeSM M M Mto u 

»ugar. Price »1BO. - - -

TREE AND SERPENT WORSHIP
BJ A-S.HudKin.MD. Prtcfc U Mt a, . w

THE RIGHTS OFMAN.
By Thomas Paine. Parts I sad IL Being aa 

answer to Mr. Burke's attack upon the French 
Revolution. Post 8vo„ 279 pages. Paper. 80 cents: 
cloth, 50 cents.

About empyreal heights of thought, 
And came on that which Is '

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
Bv Hattie E. Hull. Thirty-eight ot Mrs. Holl'» 

lweete«t song«, «dsptcd to popular music, for the use 
of congregation«, circle« and families. Price 10 cents, 
or »7 per hundred. For sale at this office.

The Myth of the Great Deluge.
By James M. McCann. A complete and overwhelm 

Ing refnution of tbe Bible story of the Delure. Price 
15 cento.

Out of the Depths Into the Light, 
ny Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Currie E. S. Twine, me

dium. Thl« little hook will be read with Intern in- 
tcreitby thouaaadi. -Price 25 cento.____

and

THE REAL ISSUE.
By Mosxb Hull. A compound ot the two pamph« 

leu, “The Irrepressible Conflict," and “Four IiiEwer 
or Your Life;’’ with Important additions, making a 
book of 160 page« all for 25 cents. This book contains 
statistics, facts and documents, on tbe tendencies of 
the times, that every one should have. For sale at 
this office.

Married.
Married,. at the residence of Miss 

Delphia Hughes, Wheatland, Mich./ 
June 14, Mrs. Vine Belding, of Allegan, 
and Mr. M. Comstock, of Wheatland. 
Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, of Port Huron, 
performed the ceremony. Hearty con
gratulations are extended to the happy 
couple by their many iriends.

' ’ A'L'R'
“Woman, Cliureii and State.” By 

Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than common intrinsic value. 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what the church has 
and has not dene for woman. It is full 
of Information bn the subject, and should 
be read by every one. Price «2, post-

caught
The deep pulsations of tlie world.
Eonian music measuring out 
. The steps of Time—the shocks

Chance— •
The blows of Death. At length my 

trance
Was cancell’d, striken thro’ with doubt.
Vague! but ah! how hard to frame 

In matter-molded forms of speech, 
Or ev'n for intellect to reach

Thro’-memory that which I became.



Information from the spirit world may be of greatest

A CURIOUS CASE.

-X

will, which had been witnessed by McCarthy, but when 
search was made for the instrument it could not be found.

[ This dopaitment is under the management of 

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Addi ess him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

“Origin and Antiquity oi Man.” By Hudson Tuttle. 
A,ifia8terly philosophical; work. English edition, nicely 
hound in clotht $!• For sale at this office.

QUESTIONS ji 
# ANSWERS I i

NO11C1 —No attention will be given anonymous let
ters 1 till name and address must be given, or the letters 
will not be lead If the request be made, the name will 
not be published. The correspondence of this depart
ment has become excessively large, especially letters of 
inquny icque ting private answers, and while I freely 
give whatevci information I am able, the ordinary court
esy of coucspondence is expected.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

1 W Mcnitt Q. Charles Dawbarn, in a recent ar
ticle Ilie Liolution of Spirit." makes the statement 
' J hat it is useless to base an argument on information 
fiom those now living in the spirit world, since we meet 
a bewildeiing maze ot contradictions, of individual opin
ion allnining and denying what we seek to prove.

11ns statement, if true, is “a stunner,’' and enough to 
ciu e the Spuituahst of average intelligence and observa
tion to pause and begin to inquire for the -seat of 
authoiity and the question arises are we sure of any
thing puipoiting to come from spirits?

A Ihe same argument might be used m reference to 
the knowledge obtained from the people of the earth. 
Theie aie world wide differences of opinion and belief on 
the most pressing subjects, and measureless argumenta
tion and discussion. In halls of legislation, in discus
sions of law and medicine, m the practical business of 
every day life there is "a bewildering maze of contradic
tions” Vhat shall w’e do? Shall we repine for 
“authority Shall we lose faith m ourselves and the
woild’ No We subject all that friend or foe brings us, 
to the light of our reason, and accept only that which has 
the muk of truth. In exactly the same manner must we 
treat the communications from the spirit world. Per
somi communications, having become satisfied of their 
souice, may be taken on the character of those who give 
them but when communications refer to questions of 
ethics, science, etc., their value depends on their ability 
to sustain criticism, exactly as any other statement of 
opinion

Hiere would be far more danger, if messages from the 
spirit world were infallibly true, and of binding au
thority Then leison would be dwarfed by disuse, while 
now in this life and that to come it is made the vigilant 
guardian and pilot.

The only authority is in truth. When that is reached 
we shall feel the ground firm beneath our feet. As it is 
gained point by point, conihction of opinions will cease.

If a man comes with an opinion, a theory, a discovery,- 
he gains recognition by proving his claims. He must 
demonstrate his theory’, the value of his invention, the

ÓGRéSBIVBÌTHÌNKER
a notorious blunder 1^ translation. We must remember 
heie.as elsewhere, tho^e who know the least make greatest 
pietensions, and tlie pastor of a four-corners church not 
onlj knows the purposes of God, but has an intimate 
Knowledge of past and present designs of the devil-

W. 1. Holdman; ,-Q. Was Jesus the only child of 
Mary and Joseph ? •

A. According to orthodox belief he was not the son 
of Joseph. If he wnot a miraculous conception, the 
whole scheme of Christianity, founded as it is on his 
dnme natuie, is utterly baseless. It he had brothers, 
they weie half-bi others, for there are a score or more 
saviois, fiom laisons between confiding women on one 
hand and gods on the other.

Alex. Porter, Sunbridge. Ontario: Q. What assur
ance can Spiritualists have that their souls are saved? 
Hou can spirits by returning save souls ?

A. The assurance that souls are not nor ever have 
been lost! If an infinite, all-wise God. either directly or 
by means of law created man. he must have been created 
just as God desned him to be. Man is journeying up 
fiom the low lands of darkness to the day. not downward.

The only salvation of souls is by knowledge, saving 
fiom ignorance, and spirits may and do thus save by 
bringing the knowledge that all these old beliefs are rub
bish, which should be consigned to the waste-heap of dead 
and forgotten things.

I. P., National Military Home, Kansas: Q. How can 
I improve my memory?

A. Memory may be cultivated by exercise, com
mitting verses, proverbs, numbers and names, and by 
means of classifying or associating the things to be re
membered. But these means will be of email value to 
this coriespondent. Uis loss of memory comes from a 
low state of nervous function, and can only be improved 
by regaining healthful activity. As this condition I per
ceive to be the result of great strain suffered m the past 
it will fie probably m vain to seek more than a palliative 
remedy.

James A. Richardson; Q. I hear so much about the 
mortal and spiritual mind, or objective and subjective 
mind. Has man more than one mind?

A, Man has but one mind, and all these terms indicate 
theories which are no more than baseless fancies. This
jargon of tjrms confuses the understanding and leads 
directly away from a scientific consideration of 
subject.

the

if
Some Significant Dreams.

Who dare say there is nothing m dreams ? ’
I believe it was near the year 1862 when my grand

father moved from New York State to Iowa. The climate 
not agreeing with Ins constitution, he soon passed away 
with consumption. A. short time before Ins decease 
mother, who remained in New York State, dreamed she 
saw him sitting up with an old army Coat on. in the morn
ing. Mother spoke of her dream, but said it must be all
.magiuution, ud uiy giuudfathur lefi mui oiu coat nere; n 
must be in the garret somewhere. My grandmother 

-r. ... wrpte soon that grandfather had sat up in the old coat,
application of his ideas If a spirit comes, the same which they had taken with them, and said my mother had 
methods are to be applied, and the conclusions drawn in been there> placed her hand bis gid Jand the . 
the same manner. ...................................was much better.

Several years ago, I being at the time upon a visit to 
my brother, I dreamed I saw a funeral procession, with 
father and mother chief mourners. In a week I received 
a letter to come home. My sister passed away in a few 
weeks. I wish to state that I saw her beautiful spirit the 
night after her burial. Her hands were filled with the

.value, though the simply expressed opinion of spirits is 
of little more weight than those of earth life.
k --------

1 Mi's. M. E. Loomis: Q. 1. Why are the fauna and
flora of Australia so entirely different from any other por- _ _ ________  ______
tion of the globe? flowers of heaven, for I have never seen such ones upon

2. By what power were the stones of the great pyra- earth, and the sweet and joyful smile upon her dear face 
mids brought from the quarries, 700 miles distant? One I can never forget. My friends all told me. it was 
of them originally was 764 feet square at base and 488 imagination, bqt I know it was her freed and happy soul, 
feet in height, and estimated to contain 3,000,000 tons of About two weeks before the illness of my dear boy, who 
stone; covering 13 acres. - was two years old, I dreamed that he had passed away,

8. Is the south polar area inhabited, and is the climate’ arid he was taken with that terrible disease of childhood, 
.................. cholera infantum, and lived but three days. The earnest 

prayer welled up from my soul toward heaven that my 
gister would ever guide my darling’s footsteps. A friend 
living miles away sent me word she felt impressed to tell 
me that my prayer would be answered.

as cold as Alaska?
A. 1. The wonderful fauna and flora of Australia, at 

first led to the theory of a separate creation for that con-, 
tinent. All the animals were marsupials—the kangaroo, 
opossum, etc. They were of a lower type, and the 
theory of evolution appeared to fail in accounting for the 
facts, yet it is now taken as one of the most admirable 
evidences. That great continent was cut off from the 
others by broad oceans and swift currents when there 
were no other animals but marsupials, as early as the 
Oolitic Age. While intense struggle for existence has
changed the forms of plants and animals on the con- ■ 
tinents, conditions have remained so unvarying in Aus- an 
traha that all forms have been preserved. They are liv
ing fossils.

2. The titanic masses of stone were brought down the 
Nile on rafts or along canals excavated for the purpose. 
The Egyptians were acquainted with the wedge, roller 
and inclined plane. By constantly raising the road-bed

I once had a dream about my father, which so worried 
me I wrote him, telling him to be careful, as I felt some 
terrible accident would happen. In a week I received an 
answer saying he had fallen upon the ice and injured 
himself internally. It was weeks before he could get 
around, and I think will never be as well as before.

I could relate many more dreams which prove there is 
i intelligence guiding us, but these will suffice. .

' MRS. EMMA DUELL.

L

OEAUTIFULJIIY DALE.
A Charming Vi&v of this Fa

vorite Resort.

Io the Editor;—We have had many 
letters of inquiry in relation to Cassa
daga Camp, at Lily-Dale. N. Y- and 
would state to our numerous friends 
through the columns .of your valuable 
paper that there is biot the slightest 
truth or foundation in’ the report of a 
tire having destroyed part of the build
ings. I here has never been one build
ing destroyed by tire or accident since 
the camps formation eighteen years 
ago. M e have just held the annual pic
nic of three days, on June 17. 18 and 19. 
with the marked -success as in former 
years, and many people who have been 
accustomed to attending the gatherings 
were seen, with the addition of many 
new faces, some coming hundreds and 
thousands of miles to participate in the 
pleasures that are here found. Tins is 
the eighteenth annual celebration of 
tins picnic, which is only a forerunner 
ot a long and instructive round of 
pleasure, for the season of this beau
tiful camp opens Friday. July 15. and 
continues until August 28

Ihe opening lecture of the picnic on 
I-nday was by E. W. Sprague and wife, 
of Jamestown. The same was largely 
attended. Saturday afternoon there was 
a lecture by Mrs. E. L. Watson, of Cal
ifornia. .

On Saturday night we had the usual 
hop at the Auditorium. The North
western Band was in attendance and 
discoursed new and sweet strains to 
the tripping of many feet. I have said 
the usual hop. but it was an unusual 
one, for we had double the number we 
generally have at the .picnic dances 
and all thoroughly enjoyed themselves

Supday morning we had alecture by 
Mr, Sprague, also a number of very 
good tests by Mrs. Sprague.

Sunday afternoon Mrs. E. L. Watson 
gave a very forcible lecture. AR these 
were largely attended and greatly ap
preciated.

We regret to say on Sunday morning 
we had rain, which fortunately cleared 
off at noon. Had it not been for the 
rain we think we may safely say we 
would have had the largest picnic In 
years.

Sunday afternoon there was an ex
hibition of spirit portraits obtained 
through the mediumship of the Camp
bell Brothers, which was held at their 
new cottage at the entrance of the 
grounds. Hundreds viewed these works 
of art, and they were fully appreciated 
by those who viewed them.

Sunday night there was a reception 
given at the Grand Hotel, in which 
many speakers and mediums took part 
in entertaining those a trembled: taking 
it altogether, the Juae'plcnic of '98 was 
a grand success, for-people all over the 
country are begmnliig to realize this is 
an Ideal spot, and by the numbers that 
uuve uireauy taiten up tueir quarters 
here for the summer'Season, one can 
readily see that thld béhutlful place Is 
becoming more and mote popular every 
season. This season- of,*08  the manage
ment have presented »ne of the finest 
programmes possible to procure from 
the lecture field. There will also be an 
array of the finest physical mediums in 
the United States, embracing all phases 
of the phenomena. Many physical 
mediums are airead^' hete,and numbers 
are arriving to stay ¡throughout the

1 he improvements oh (he grounds are 
still la progress, which will delight the 
eye of the visitor. _

The Grand Hotel looks refreshing 
with Its new decorations, and Is now 
open for the reception of guests.

The Hotel Loelyn is also open for 
guests, and has many improvements 
and beautiful surroundings.

The camp at -Lily Dale has never 
looked more beautiful, and all outside 
troubles are forgotten in this charming 
resort on the lakes, where one can come 
and say, “I feel at peace with all the 
world.” Programmes for the season of 
'98 can be had on application to the sec
retary, Lily Dale, N. Y.

CAMPBELL BROTHERS.

they could deliver the stone at the top of the work, layer 
by layer, and after completion the mass of earth could be 
removed. It must be remembered that labor was then 
of no more value than it would be in an ant’s nest, every
one toiling, and if a thousand men could not move a 
block of stope after being mounted on rollers running 
on a movable track, then two thousand were called, and 
the task-master, as shown in the carvings on the temple 
walls, applied the lash.

Details of An Old Accident Told by a Mys
terious Boy,

Vestal, N. Y.—Believers in the previous existence of 
those now inhabiting the earth will be interested in a case 
that may soon come before the Broome County courts for 
adjustment

. .. Some forty years ago, William Hannafin, who owned
■_ 3. The South Pole is situated on an ice-covered con- a farm and several thousand dollars’ worth of other prop
tinent, and the climate there is far more inclement than erty in this section, was killed in a runaway. A friend 
pt the Arctic. Thomas McCarthy, who was riding with him at the time*

sustained fatal injuries and died without regaining con
sciousness. It was known that Hannafin had made aJ. 0. Clark: Q. I have heard the statement' made 

that the evidence of butchers is not taken in court, and I 
have heard it denied. Which is correct?

A. There is no law against the testimony of butchers 
in this country. ■ In England there is a strong prejudice 
against their serving as jurymen. There is no doubt that 
their employment makes them unfeeling and destroys the 
finer sensibilities. The destruction of living beings tends 
to cheapen the value of life, and causing pain, to weaken 
the sympathy felt for suffering in any form.

Hannafin had a brother, Michael, with whom he had 
quarreled several years previously, and as this brother was 
his only relative, he made a will giving his property to 
strangers and deposited the paper in the keeping of one 
of the beneficiaries. Subsequently he became reconciled 
with his brother and drew up a second will, the one wit
nessed by McCarthy, which made the brother heir to the 
estates. When the missing will could not be found the

J«e Zimmermaa: Q Ca,, ™ ini.™ m .he„ I
can procure a history of the birth, crucifixion and resur- naltrv$300 6 \
rection of Christ, written at or near the time those events 
transpired?

A. Outside the four evangelists, there is not a word 
from any cotemporary historian. We presume this cor
respondent has heard of “Caesar’s Court,” that wonderful 
manuscript said to be found in. the Vatican, being an 
official report of Pontius Pilate, the Roman commander 
of Judea, on the arrest, trial and crucifixion of Christ. 
This manuscript, about which so much has been, said, is 
one of the most barefaced forgeries, of the long line of 
shameless frauds. '
V*
J. C. Conner: Q. We have Christian Scientists here 

who claim that table-tipping is produced by the power of 
mind, and others who claim that this manifestation as 
well as automatic writing is of the devil.. What is the 
argument against these,assertions? .Where do they find 
so much about the devil? - ■ ■ -. -

A. , If anyone thinks .that physical matter can be 
moved by the mind without tangible contact, they had 
better test this matter until satisfied that it is impossible. 
Those who assert this theory have the burden of proof,' 
and there has never been, nor can there be, the least evi
dence in its support. As for the devil theory, it'belongs 
to a-past-age, and does not merit a passing thought. All 
that is said.or written about the devil, is fancy, and of a 
piece with Bluebeard and Jack the Giant-Killer. The 
Bible gives no hint of his character except that made by

paltry $300. *
Recently William Harrold, a boy eighteen years of age, 

a total stranger to the Hannafin family, called on them 
and asked if they ever had any trouble over a will. Re
ceiving a reply in the affirmative, Harrold told the story’ 
of the will, saying it had never been told him, but -had 
“come to him.” Neither he nor his parents or friends 
knew the Hannafins or had heard their story, but he 
could distinctly remember witnessing the will, which, at 
the request of Mr. Hannafin, was placed in a hollow oak 
near the house.

He also described the runaway accident, and said the 
last thing he remembered, was when the horses took fright, 
and, running down the road, the wagon collided with a 
tree. There was a crash, and all was blank. Harrold 
and the dead man’s brother visited the tree and found it 
had been cut down. In a hollow of the stump, however, 
was found a piece of manuscript, which crumbled at the 
touchy which bore the signatures af Hannafin and 
McCarthy. Harrold has furnished explicit details re
garding the sigping of the will which were heretofore un
known, and an effort will be made to recover the property-. 
The matter will be placed in the hands of District Attor
ney Perkins, who will be asked to bring a civil action to 
recover.

I A Wonderful Phenomenon 
; To the Editor:—In the issue of your 

paper of June 18, 1898, I observed an
! account of a remarkable Independent 

slate-writing, by F. M.Schnarrenberger, 
said to have occurred at Waterloo, la., 
which describes the manner in which 
the writing was obtained. To me it is 
truly a .wtjnderful phenomenon for the 
reason that the communication pub
lished is an almost verbatim copy of a 
portion of one of my published lectures; 
some of the paragraphs are verbatim. 
When my lecture was published the 
type-setter committed on error, which 
I observe the spirits copied in the se
ance referred to. A paragraph near the 
middle of tlie second column com
mences as follows: ;

“Science lias demonstrated that all 
matter is ‘inherent.’ ” I wrote it, “all 
matter Is ‘inert.’ ”

Is it not strange that the spirits when 
writing through the medium, should 
commit this absurd error, which ren
ders the sentence meaningless?

I have no further remarks to make, 
only this: If the spirits actually com
mitted the plagiarism, I feel compli
mented that my articles should be ap
proved in the spirit world, only they 
should have been careful not to make 
such an absurd mistake.

There are a few interpolations evi
dently made to suit the occasion when 
the wonderful writing was done by the 
medium. I think the spirits should have 
given me credit for tfie lecture.

With malice toward! Sone and char
ity for all, I remain, yOtrs fraternally, 

A. ICHMOND.
---------- — —trim—-—=

"Human Culture and’Oure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and; Social Up
building.” By E. Dn.IBabbltt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the DchnqoC the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other Im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75c. 
For sale at this offic^.y

"The Bridge Between'Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. ‘This book is ded
icated to all earnest, souls who desire, 
by harmonizing theft*,physical  bodies 
and their physical -bodies with 
universal nature and tiifeir souls with 
the higher intelligences,, to come Into 
closer connection with, the purer realms 
of the Spirit-World. It Is written in the 
sweet spiritual tone that characterizes 
all of Miss Judson's literary works. 
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 75 Cents.

I ! .'’r . ■ .. c ’■
JT-he Religion of the Future.” By S.

Well. This Is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with It, and 
well repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper 
50 cents. ’ .

"The Dead Man’s Message,” an occult ' 
romance by Florence Marryat The ' 
author’s wide experience in Spiritual-
ism and her study of occult science < 
have prepared her to write this romance ’ 
which will be found laden with gems i 
picked up In the course of her investi- 1 
gation and studies, Qoth $L For bale i 
at this office. ■ . ’ .

GENERAL SURVEY.
(Continued from page 0.)

culed the Idea of fanlr or ’belief’ as a 
fopllsli and childish credulity, and now 
it begins to appear that it Is the heal- 
e; s secret power, and that even ’moun
tains may be moved by him or her who 
hnous how to use aright that effective 
weapon. It now appears that •Spirit
ism io merely a stepping-stone to eter
nal tiuth; that the great philosophy of 
the world Is Christian Spiritualism, the 
brotherhood of men. the fatherhood of 
God, the power to live forever! The 
tree of life!”

. E. Bonney s headquarters is at 
Blau, heb., where he can be addressed 
for engagements. He would like to 
hear from all persons or societies in 
Nebraska or Iowa who have any inten
tion of securing speakers for grove
meeting!
work

camps or general missionary
Correspondence solicited from

all such persons.
Lockwoods new brochure, entitled 
Historical, Logical and Philosophical 

Objections to the Dogmas of Reincarna
tion and Re-embodiment.” fully por
ttays the Idiosyncrasies of the picturing 
power of the human mind, when un- 
tiammeled by reason and consistent 
thought. Read it, for in its pages you 
will hud the history of the gods, great 
and small, and the source of most of 
the religious vagaries of modern times. 
For sale at this office. Price 20 cents.

Dr. Hasenclever is now permanently 
located at 274 Warren avenue, near 
Robey street, where he will open a de
veloping class' for magnetic healers 
only. Mrs. Hasenclever will give her 
tiumpet circle on Thursday and ma
terializing seance on Wednesday even
ing.'

Ihe Psychic Research Society held at 
Mrs. Lora Holton s residence, will close 
its sessions until September 1.

O. T. S. Cook writes: "Mrs. Marlon
Carpenter gave two lectures at Kal
amazoo, Mich., June 14 and 15. It has 
been n long time since any Spiritual 
lecturer was here. The first evening 
there was a good attendance, the sec
ond evening there was a jam. ninny go
ing away, as they could not get inside 
tlie ball. Comments were unusually fa
vorable; many learned they were fspir- 
Ituallsts, but did not know it before: 
they said, If this is Spiritualism, then 
I am one. She had the closest atten
tion, and there was a general expression 
of desire that she should come again 
Mrs. Carpenter goes from here to Stur
gis, Mich., two days’ meeting. Mrs. 
Robinson and Dr. Peebles will be with 
her."

Dr. Adah Sheehan Horman passed 
through the city last Saturday, on her 
way to the Lake Cora meeting, in Mich
igan. She has spoken there on several 
different occasions and is a great favor
ite among the Spiritualists there.

Mr. and Mrs. Hatfield Pettibone leave 
on Friday of this week for Cleveland 
Ohio, where they will remain and hold 
„ea„e, s until Jul, lu, »Lvu uuvy win 
go to Lily Dale, where they will remain 
during the camp season. They had 
most excellent success with their meet
ings and seances while in this city, and 
leave many friends behind.

B. F. and M. E. Hayden write: "As 
the ‘outing season’ Is here we are ar
ranging to attend some of the many 
camps that are being noticed In The 
Progressive Thinker. We are desirous 
of . making a trip through the eastern 
states during the summer and fall 
months’and are particularly anxious to 
be placed in correspondence with so
cieties and individuals throughout the 
states of Ohio, Pennsylvania, New 
York and New England states and pos
sibly into Canada, If calls reach us 
from that section. Terms reasonable. 
Satisfaction assured. Platform tests, 
private readings, inspirational lectures, 
etc. Will answer all calls either for one 
or both of us Immediately. Address 
us at 1627 N. Arsenal avenue, Indian
apolis, Ind."

Young People’s Spiritualist 
Union.

xho Committee on local Arrange
ments for the First Annual Convention 
of the Young People’s Spiritualist 
Union, organized at the Rochester Jubi
lee are actively at work.

The Convention will be held at Lily 
Dale, N. Y., on the Cassadaga Camp 
grounds, August 9, 10 and 11.

In connection with the regular busi
ness sessions there will be a Young Peo
ple’s meeting, a public reception to all 
visiting delegates, an entertainment and 
one or two pleasure trips to points of 
interest near the camp.

Sub-committees are being appointed, 
young people in various parts of the 
United States and Canada are being 
communicated with regarding the pro
gram and the printed programs will be 
reaay for distribution by July 4.

Miss Etta Prettyman, Lily Dale, N. 
Y., has been appointed correspondent 
for the convention and all who wish 
general information can secure same by 
addressing her, enclosing stamp. ‘

Information concerning the business 
of the convention can be had by ad
dressing the National secretary, Miss 
Anna M. Steinberg, 506 12th street, N. 
W., Washington, D. C.

Programs may be had on application.
EVIE P. BACH, 

Chairman of Committee on Local Ar
rangements.

“Encyclopedia or Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or Imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
Important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results of his many years’ study 
of the Bible in Its relations to Spiritual
ism. As its title denotes, It is-a veri
table encyclopedia of Infomation on the 
subject Price $L For sale at this 
office.

“History ot the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution known as the Inquisition 
The animus of Romanism against all' 
institutions,-beliefs and parties not In 
conformity- with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
In these statements of veritable history. 
The devilishness and murderous ma
lignity of the “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled In all the world’s 
records of inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office, and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25 cents.

“Ancient India: Its Language and 
,,Religions.” By Prof. H. Oldenberg 
The, subject is of unusual interest at 
the present time, and it Is here treated 
in a way to interest and instruct all 
readers. For sale at this office. Paper, 
price 25c. . •

“The Occult Forces Of Sex.” By Lois 
Waisbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in this volume, in which ques
tions of great importance to the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vanced social reformer. Price 50 cents.

“Social Upbuilding, Including co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. p., M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture ana 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office. .

VftljÜftBLE. LIBRftRY
...OF...

SFIRITUftLISTIG LITERATURE

Thomas paine s examination of the prophecies, a con.
Bidei-ation of the passages in the New Testament, quoted from the Old, 

and called Prophecies concerning Jesus Christ. Price. 15 cents.
THE PRIEST, THE WOMAN AND THE CONFESSIONAL. This is 
| a most valuable book. It comes from an ex-priest, whose character is 

above reproach. By Father Chiniquy. Price $1-00-

THE PROPHETS OF ISRAEL. Popular sketches from Old Testament
Histoiy, than which no branch of science. In the last generation has un» 

dergone a more profound revolution. By Carl Heinrich Cornell. Price 25 cts- 
THE RATIONALE OF MESMERISM. Old and New Theories. Mes- 

menc I’Oice. The Real Literature of Mesmerism, Side-Lights on the 
Phenomena, Curative Powers, ete. By A. P. Sinnett. Price, cloth, $125

The relations of science to the phenomena of life.
Ideas of life scientifically expressed in contradistinction from the old 

theories. By Spirit Professor M. Faraday. Price 10 cents

THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM. Its Phenomena and Plnlosophy- 
Tlns woik was written by that noble modern Savior and Grand man-—Rev-

Samuel Watson. A marvelous work. Price $1.00-

THERE IS NO DEATH. Tins is certainly a novel of the highest type, 
based upon Longfellow s poem of the same title. By that noted novelist, 

Florence Marryat. Price 50 cents.

THE SOUL. Its Nature, Relations and Expression in the Human Embod
iments. 3 his is clearly a book on re-embodiment, or the principles of 

reincarnation. By the Guides of Cora L. V. Richmond. Price $1.00.

THE SOUL OF THINGS. These three volumes are among the most 
popular works ever written in explanation of the Spiritual Philosophy.

By William and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. Price $1.50 each; postage 15 cts. 
THE SPIRITUAL ALPS, and How Me Ascend Them. A few thoughts on

■ ‘ How to reach that altitude where spirit is supreme and all things are 
subject to it. By Moses Hull. Price, cloth. 40 cents; paper- 25 cents- 
THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, or Death, and Its To-Morrow. The Spirit

ualistic Idea of Death. Heaven and Hell. A logical statement proven 
both by facts and the Bible. By Moses Hull. Price 10 cents.

THE SPIRITUAL WREATH. A new collection of words and music for 
the choir, the congregation and the social circle. Containing 64 pages-

By S. W. Tucker, author of manj’ mmcal publications. Price 20 cents.

THE STORY HOUR. For Children and Youth. A book of short stories, 
written expressly to Interest and instruct the young. A good work fol

Lyceums. By Susan II. Wixon. Price $1.00.

THE SUNDAY QUESTION. A historical and critical review, with 
replies to an objector. Its motto: All time too sacred to do wrong; no 

time too sacred to do good. Price 15 cents.

THREE SEVENS. A very interesting story along the line of the mystio, 
the common sufferings of the human race: from whence they come and 

wlnthqr they go, By the Phelons. Price, cloth. $1.25.

THE TALMUD. Selections from the contents of that ancient book, it 
commentaries, teachings, poetry and legends. Also sketches of the men 

who made and commented upon it By II. Polang. Price, cloth, $1 00 
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH, or the Future Life According to 
I Science. Is just what it purports to be—what the title indicateo—la 

every chapter. By Louis Figuier. Price, cloth, $1.50.

THE WATSEKA WONDER. Detailed accounts of two cases of double 
consciousness—that of Mary Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, Ilk, and 

Mary Reynolds, of Venango, Pa. Price 15 cents.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL. Series One and Two. Two choice volumes 
of restful and educational reading, uniting the Ideal and the real in this 

life. By Lilian Whiting. Price, each volume, $1.00.

TREE AND SERPENT WORSHIP. Showing up the ridiculous side of the 
old, old story of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. By A. 8.

Hudson, M. D. Price 15 cents. -

TRUTHS OF SPIRITUALISM. This book narrates many of the striking 
experiences of its author as a lecturer and test-medium in the earlier days 

of Spiritualism. By E. V. Wilson. Price $1.00.

TWO IN ONE. A compendium of Biblical Spiritualism. A combination 
of “The Question Settled" and “The Contrast" into one volume. By 

Moses Hull Price $1.00.

VOICES. The Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty and force, 
itiey are most excellent inspirations. Neatly printed and nicely bound.

i$y Warren Sumner Barlow. Price $1.00.
ROMkNCES. A new edition, profusely illustrated. A 

J1™?!1. reproduction, unique and refreshing. 480 pages, with portrait
and 82 illustrations. Price, cloth, $1.50; postage 15 cents.

VIEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. This book is a word-picture by ., 
one of our best artists, Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly interesting 

work. Price 75 cents; postage 5 cents.

WARFARE OF SCIENCE WITH THEOLOGY. Information not pro
curable in the libraries of the world in a half century, showing the 

opposition of the church to science. Two vols., 900 pages. Price $5.00. 
WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUALIST? Curious revelation 

from the life of a trance medium, together with portraits, letters and 
poems. By Mrs. Nettie Colburn Maynard. Price, cloth, $1.50; paper, 75o 
WHY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST. A book of twelve lectures, 

couched in beautiful language, and one that should be read by every
Spiritualist By Abby A. Judson. Price $1.00; postage 10 cents.

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW on the Effacement of Christianity? A concise 
treatise on this popular subject By George Jacob Holyoake. Price.

one copy, 10 cents; twelve for $1.00.

WOMAN. A lecture delivered to ladies only, by Mrs. Dr. Hulburt, on the 
present status of Woman, physically, mentally, morally and spiritually 

Marriage and Divorce. Price 10 cents.

WOMAN S BIBLE. Part 1. The Pentateuch. A galaxy of scholarly • 
comments by many of our brightest minds regarding much of the Old

Testament, and the slight given the women. Price 50 cents.

WOMAN, CHURCH AND STATE. A historical account of the status of 
woman throughout the Christian ages, with reminiscences of the Mat

riarchate. By Matilda Joslyn Gage. Price $2.00.

WOMAN. Four Centuries of Progress. Showing her gradual rise from * 
slavery and bondage of ancient times. By Susan IL Wixon. A lecture 

of great value. Price 10 cents.

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS. Composed of Essays, Sketches, Poems and 
Songs, gathered from the highways, by-ways and hedges of life, from 

the inspirational pen of Mattie E. Hull. Price 75 cents. '
WHO ARE THESE SPIRITUALISTS, and What Is Spiritualism? This 

is a pamphlet of much worth to Spiritualists, who often have plied .to 
them these important questions. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price 15 cents;

WORKS OF E. D. BABBITT, LL. D., M. D. “Human Culture and Cure." 
Part First The Philosophy of Cure. Price, board cover, 50 cents.

“Human Culture and Cure." Part Second. Marriage, Sexual Develop
ment and Upbuilding. Price, cloth, 75 cents. ■

‘ ‘Social Upbuilding, ’’ including Co-operative Systems and the Happiness
and Ennobling of Humanity. Price, paper, 15 cents.

“Health and Power. ” A Handbook of Cure, Eto. Price, cloth, 25 centsr 
leather, 85 cents. ■;

“Religion." Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent Price, cloth, s 
$1.00; paper, 50 cents. Postage 11 cents. -

“Principled of Light and Color,” One of the greatest books of the age» 
Price, $5.00; by mail, 32 cents extra

ZODIACAL INFLUENCES.' Know thyself. This little pamphlet teaches, 
how to use the powers derived at birth from the position and influence of 

the planets. By Charles H. Mackay. Price 25 cents. /
THE SPIRITUAL BODY REAL. Valuable testimonies of modern clair- ’ 

/voyants who witnessed the spiritual and physical separation. By Giles
B. Stebbins. Price 10 cents.

Soul of Things; or Psychometric SPIRITUAL HARP . 
Researches and Discoveries. ' A Collection of Vocal Mnsio ¿r the 

ELIZABETH M. P-. dwir, Congregation and Social .
X-J Denton*  AmuTeiouiTvortc. Though Ciroles

Barrett! B. H. Bailey, ' 
here combined in support of .thli newlv-dlBcorurftd «¿u hew edition. Culled from a widepower of the human mind, which will resolve a thou Jh 4e mort wi^calcare, free •
aand doubts and difficulties, make Geology as «lain aS Jibbing with thesoul of
day, and throw light on all Ihe grandsib%c£ thffiP^pies and ft

ww^voli. . ■ iSBSSS 
S.U1 . . . . . 'mwtrafcl 450 np? Cloth............... .. ..................uja »oclal circles. Cloth, »2.00. Fosta«u¡coat»“
„ _ ____ ; . Pojtage 10 cents.----------------------------------------------
Soul of Things—Vol. HL 

lU’r’ratod. SC2np. Cloth...........
Postage 10 cents.

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing,
AwriMorieHOMon the relMlotuof the enlrfta

The Devil and the Br tie eplri t ot Dr. »» '
a. au. ,___ - aiunuMpof Mra.Cor*L.  V.Rtchttona. 'TbokkMAauW e»ew heeler,jnhjilolen »si SpIrltuUUt UoSj
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LETTER AND ANSWER Pc LIBRARY ASTONISHING!

IMPORTANT!

DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
-THE- 

FAMOUS CHRONIST, 
OF AYER, MASS.

Quick Gures!
Small Doses!

Send age, name In full, and two 2-ccnt rtamps and 
leading symptom, and we will send you .

A Diagnosis of Your Case Free, 
find we will try and make the price of treatment right 
to you. Remember, please, that we do not wkh to 
take your case unless you are dissatisfied with your 
present treatment. Do nut ask OUR opinion of this 
doctor or that one, because we never express an 
opinion, nor have we any one connected with us that 
Is allowed to speak Hl of any one oy even to express au 
opinion. Wo know some doctor« do so, but we do not. 

* Tho day of shot-gun prescription Is past;' drastic 
drugs In largo doses will not be given ten years from 
now, We believe lu the certainty of medicine and in 
specific medication, but specific medication requires

• SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS.
He who understand« the action of drug«, and wlm is 
gifted with the power of correctly diagnosing. Is the 
successful physician to-day.

Specific Medicine!
No Drastic Drugs!

A Book on “Chronic Disease” 
Sent for 2-cent Stamp.

6. E. WATKINS, M. D.,
AYER, MASS.

DR. G. E. WATKINS’ 
Rural 

l+ealth 
ftome

Thli Is m fact a large Sanitarium; only been 
opened a short time, yet It Is a must pronounced suc
cess. UR. B. W. BANKS, the greatest Healer the 
world has ever had, bus Joined DR. WATKINS In this 
grand work, and is at the Hume six days in the week.
Write us and we will tell you all about our 
methods of cure that wc use at the Home.

DR. C. E. WATKINS,
AYER, MASS.

new

• Lake Brady Camp, O.
To the Editor:—Thinking that a short 

article from this locality will be of In- 
(crest to the many readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker, I venture to note In 
brief the opening service of the season, 
rWhlch precedes the general opening, 
iwhlch is to take place July 10. The 
managers of the camp thought best to 
hold Sunday services for several weeks 
prior to the general opening, 'for the 
benefit of the regular campéis and oth
ers who might wish to attend.

Meeting had been announced for 9:30 
a. m., and 2 p. in., but owing to the 
threatening condition of the weather in 
the forenoon the morning meeting was 
postponed and about uoou the clouds 

-rolled away and the beautiful sunshine 
made the campers feel a new Inspira
tion. They gathered at the new audito
rium, where at the appointed time, 
chairman D. A. Herrick, with his usual 
good-humored and pleasant way, 
opeued the meeting with his address of 
welcome, stating that the “dark cloud” 
that hung over Lake Brady Camp was 
fast rolling away, and that the pros
pects were never more favorable for a 
good camp-meeting than at the present 
time. After congregational singing, the 
chairman introduced the writer who 
gave the opening address, followed by 
Mr. O. II. Figuers, the noted test me
dium, of Cleveland, 0., who proceeded 
at once to give some very satisfactory 
tests, all of which were correct in the 
smallest particular and readily recog
nized. I understand that the prospects 
for the success of Lake Brady was 
never better and under the present 
management it bids fair to be one of 
the leading spiritual camp-grounds of 
the country. Some of the best talent of 
the country have been engaged, and ev
erything will be done to make all who 
attend feel that they are welcome."

F. D. DUNAKIN.

To The Spiritualists of the 
Northwest.

The State Spiritualists’ Association of 
Minnesota is arranging for its annual 
convention, to be held in Minneapolis 
the first Tuesday in September, and de
sires to correspond with speakers aud 
mediums who contemplate traveling 
this way, and would like, also, to hear 
from all mediums traveling through the 
State at any time, with a view to giving 
thnm engagements during the' fall and 
winter. Preference will be given to 
those having State credentials. We 
also wish to urge on the Spiritualists of 
Minnesota the necessity of organizing 
societies in all the towns in the State 
and applying at once for a charter from 
the State Association, in order that they 
will be represented by delegates at the 
convention In September. Local me
diums will be granted credent áls ac
cording to respective phases of me
diumship, if upon careful examination 
they are found to be worthy. All appli
cations for credentials must be accom
panied by «1. Applications for charters 
must contain the names aud address of 
the officers and incorporators, and the 
name by which the society is known, 
and by ?5 to pay for the charter. All 
persons wishing to aid the State Asso
ciation can do so by becoming coutrlb- 
utary members at SI per year. We 
want the State thoroughly organized by 
September, and all Spiritualists who 
¡have not sent in their names are re
quested to do so in order to complete 

• the census of the State. Remember that 
it requires the help of every true Spirit
ualist to make this movement a sue-

-cess, and Spir.cualism will take the first 
place in the field of reform and pffil- 
psophy. Address J. H. Maxwell, 1908 ’

■ Rondo street, St. Paul, or the secretary 
óf the S. S. A. of M., 506 Globe Build
ing, St. Paql. • • '

’’Origin of Life, or Where Mau Comes 
From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
Ry Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents. 
For sale at" this office.

Equal Privileges for Young 
Women.

Office of
Young Men’s Christian Association..

Elkhart, Ind., May'll, 1898. 
Mr. C. H. Murray,

City.
Dear Sir:—Having passed another 

milestone in our history, we are about 
to outer upon another year’s work. As 
in previous years at this time we pre
sent our needs to you, asking your aid 
in carrying on this vAirk. The Associa
tion has had as prosperous a year as 
any in its history, but if we are to 
branch out aud take up new lines of 
work, and to fill the place the Associa
tion should occupy on the railroad and 
lir the community, it will be necessary 
to have increased income. We feel sure 
of your interest aud friendship in the 
progress of the Association aud request 
a renewal and, if possible, an increas’e 
of your usual contribution towards the 
support of its growing work for the cur
rent year.

Enclosed -we send you subscription 
envelope and a stamped return envel
ope, Only by a prompt and favorable 
response to this call .can the work be 
property maintained. . 1

Yours sincerely,

Treasurer.

REPLY.
Dear Sir:—Your circular requesting 

me to contribute to the Young Men’s 
Christian Association is received. 1 
shall not give a penny, for the sole rea
son that the title of your institution is 
narrow, mean and ungenerous. It is 
based on.the unmanly assumption that 
tlie salvation of one sex is more import
ant and consequential than the integ
rity of both. If you say that young 
womeu co-operate with you and that 
their assistance is. accepted In your en
tertainments and socials, that does not 
alter the fact that your association is 
impliedly exclusive of the other sex, 
andtliat their presence on any occasion 
is simply a matter—not of right but of 
sufferance. We liave, even In this little 
city, several hundred working girls or 
women that are engaged in some spe
cific kind of occupation and who earn 
their own living. They liave as much 
right to be Included in your efforts to 
better the condition of society, ns the 
young men have; they have fully as 
much right to 'be provided with the 
menus of bathing—a privilege that 
many of them ure totally denied. You 
give many lectures in the course of a 
year exclusively to your young meu; is 
there nothing that young women can be 
informed about that should most ap- 
proprlately be given to them privately? 
It strikes me that those who are to be
come the mothers of future society 
should be taken precious cure of aud 
enlightened. When you cliiinge tlie title 
of your institution to tlie Y’oung Peo
ple’s Christian Association and include 
in your efforts for the betterment of tl«? 
world, both sexes equally and alike, al
though my income and fortune are 
meager, I shall do my best towards con
tributing to nu organization that builds 
for and considers both sexes as equally 
Important in the structure of society.

I remain, very truly yours.
Elkhart, Ind. C. H. MURRAY.

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of teu lines 
only will be Inserted free.]

Passed to spirit-life, nt Elm Hall, 
Mich., May 21, 1898, C. D. S. Prince, 
aged 84 years. He was a firm .Spiritual
ist for many years.

MRS. SUSAN COOPER.

Flavious Jones passed to the higher 
life, from Cleveland, 0., Saturday, June 
18, 1898, in the 76th year of his age.

Mr. Jones was attacked with la grippe 
four or five years since, while sojourn
ing with his wife at Lily Dale camp
meeting, aud never fully recovered 
from It. The funeral services were held 
from Ills late home, 785 Woodland ave
nue, Mr. Thomas Lees, of Cleveland, of
ficiating, the Russell family singing.

The remains were taken to Pittsburg,
Pa., for Incineration. T. L.

Wm. Austin Lathrop passed to spirit
life, from his late home, 87 Merchant 
avenue, Cleveland, 0., Saturday, June 
4, 1898, aged 85 years. Until incapaci
tated by old age Mr. Lathrop' was one 
of the most and active workers In the 
cause of Spiritualism since 1850. He 
was a man highly respected by all who 
know him.

There was a large attendance at the 
obsequies, at the home, conducted by 
Thomas Ia-cs, a co-worker with tlie de-
ceased for over thirty years

Passed to spirit-life, at 
Mich., May 17, 1898, Lucy

T. L.

Elm Hall, 
B. Oliver.

She has been a resident of Michigan for 
many years; also a medium aud Spirit
ualist from au early day.

SUSAN COOPER.

SUGGESTIVE THERAPEUTICS.
The above is the name of a new mag

azine edited by Sydney Flower, LL. D., 
Times-Herald Building, Chicago. Terms 
$1 per year. To healers, physicians and 
hypnotists the magazine will prove 
of great value. Send for It. On the 
first page of our paper is an article by 
Prof. Flower that is worthy of careful 
perusal. It is a mine of valuable in
formation. It flrM appeared in the 
Inter Ocean.

"After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought ean 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for,the higher life.’ For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.

“The -World Beautiful.” By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought. 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete in it
self. Price, cloth, 81 per volume. For 
sale at this office. •

“Religion as Revealed by the Mate
rial and Spiritual Universe. By B. D. 
Babbitt, M. D., LL.D." A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic,- historic,' analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist One of the very best 
bqoks on the subject Price, reduced 
to 8L>eloth; paper, 50 cents.: For sale 
at this office. '

“From Soul to Soul.’’ By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lqvers of poetry will find gems 
of thought inpoeticdiqtlon in this hand-.- 
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment Price 
«100. For sale ai thls office. '

“Edith Bramley’s Vision.” Vivid de
scription of a Jesuit spirit conclave, 
together with interesting corroborative 
testimony. Price. Uvents. For sale at 
this office.

The Spiritualist who commences now 
to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, Is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, aud 
he will sneak over to borrow what he
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
think, In view of what we are "
that The Progressive Thinker 
visit every Spiritualist family 
United States. Commence now, 
peat, to form a Spiritualist or

doing, 
should 
in the 
we re
Occult

eenies
/

J DOCTOR A. B. DOBSON 
StiH Heals the Sick Through 
the Mediumship of ... . .

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker.

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 

—Find enclosed one dollar. Send Elixir 
of Life. I have received so much bene
fit from the use of your remedies that 
I do not wish to be without them. .

Very respectfully,
Eureka, Cal. MRS. T. Y. CLYDE.

DO YOU WANT HEALTH?
Send for Elixir of Life, No. 1. This 

Is tlie best remedy known for the stom
ach, liver, bowels and entire system. 1 
will send one sample (only) to each per-' 
son, postpaid, for 10 cents. This trial 
package is sufficient for seven days.

• B. F, PQOLE, Clinton, lo.wa.

PRICE OF THE “SEQUEL.”
The price hereafter of this number of 

The Progressive Thinker will be as fol
lows: Three cents for single copy. 
Where five or more are ordered, two 
cents per copy. Where one hundred or 
more copies are ordered, one dollar and 
fifty cents per hundred. .

BEAR IN MIND.
sending remittances to this office, 

write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed-

In

Itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to send money lu 
a letter; If it is sent that way, and lost 
In the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as It costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss. .

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will bo 
avoided.

Faith and Hope Messenger
A thoroughly first-elnss Monthly Mag

azine devoted to Philosophy and Phi
lanthropy. Edited by W. J. Colville. 
This wide-awake periodical keeps in 
touch with all the live questions of the 
times, aud it Is a most instructive fam
ily companion. Subscription, 50 cents 
per year. Two sample copies sent for 
5 cents. Address "Editor,” 242 Hunt-
ington avenue, Boston, Mass. 449

OF INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS.
Anyone who is sick and failed to find 

relief, should send their name and ad
dress (with stamp for reply) to Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Cali., and I will 
(through spirit power) send you tlie 
cause and condition of your trouble; 
and after I give yon a correct diagno
sis, if you wish help I will make my 
terms within your reach.

N. B.—The above advertisement is for 
the benefit of suffering humanity, and 
if you know of any one who is side, and 
Is skeptical, show them the above ad. 
and I may convince them of the truth
of spirit return. 452

FREE TO KIDNEY SUFFERERS
AND 

Readers of the Progressive 
Thinker.

Dr. Worst has recently made a new 
vegetable discovery for kidney, liver, 
stomach trouble, headache and rheuma
tism. He will mail any reader of The 
Progressive Thinker one week’s trial 
treatment with full directions free, or 
8 weeks' treatment for only gl. Ad
dress, Dr. E. J. Worst, Dept. 26, Ash-
land, Ohio. 449tf.

“Poems or Progress." By Lizzie 
Doteu. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1.

"Atlantis: The Antediluvian World.” 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all In
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of It given by Plato as veritable history. 
It is intensely interesting. Price, $2.

•The infidelity of Ecclesiastlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

•■Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Spirlt-llfe.” “The Evolution 
of Man.” Two papers, given in the in-
terest of spiritual science, 
Faraday. Price 15 cents.

“The Universe.” What 
The Beginning of Creation, 
ter Is. The Creation of

by Michael

Force Is.
What Mat-
the Earth. 

The Beginning of Life. Immortality. 
The- Substance of Its Environments.
Psychic Science. What the “Soul of 
Things” Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
sale at this office. :

“The Prophets of Israel" By Prof 
C. H. Cornill, of the University, of 
Koenlgsberg. A scholarly and apprecl*  
atlve historical review of the prophets 
of Israel and their works., For sale 
at 41118 office. Paper covers, 25c.

"Origin and Antiquity of Man.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. A masterly philosoph
ical work. English edition, nicely 
bound In cloth, |L For sale at this 
office.

"Arcana or Nature; or the History 
and Laws of Creation." By Hudson 
Tuttle. A well-known and most pro
found treatise. Cloth, |L For sale at 
thia office. :,

"Bible and Church Degrade Wornan." 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises 
three brief essays, on The Effect of 
Woman Suffrage on Questions of Mor
als and Religion; The Degraded Status 
of Woman in the Bible; The Christian 
Church and Woman; written In Mrs. 
Stanton’s usual trenchant style. For 
sale at this office. Price 10 cents.

“Human Culture and Cure, part 
First The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods and Instruments).” By 
B. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A very in
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as It well ful
fills the promise of Its title. For sale 
at this office. Price 73 cents.

SUCCESSFUL

PSYCHIC
PrtYSIGI/VNS

Success in auy line of work, in any 
profession, in this day of sharp com
petition and specialism, cannot be the 
result of accident. The speculator, by 
a fortunate combination of circum
stances, or-luck, may make avast sum 
of money; a physician, by hanpy chance, 
may select the right remedy and luck 
favor him in the dose, and thus cure a 
suffering patient—but this is not suc
cess. The successful man to-day is a 
hard worker;—by diligent research and 
hard work he masters the details of his 
business or profession, and assisted by 
the appliances of modern science he is 
able to carry to a successful termination 
his underlakings. He is a successful 
man. -

A person suffering from a disease 
which has prevented the enjoyment of 
life and hampered all his undertakings, 
does hot care to intrust his health—his 
life, even—to the treatment of the un
skilled, unscientific and unsuccessful 
experimenter, even though his an
nouncements may be pleasingly worded, 
and the allureme ts most enchanting. 
Rather the sufferer turns to those whose 
long experience, established reputation 
and recognized success carries assur
ance that promises will be fulfilled and 
the desired return to health be accom
plished in a reasonable time. It is 
because DRS. PEEBLES & BUR
ROUGHS are SUCCESSFUL that 

THEIR WORK IS GENUINE, 
that it has been necessary for them to 
increase their accommodations and im
prove their facilities, until to-day their 
offices are unexcelled in size, complete
ness and perfection of appointments. 
Their advertisements consist largely of 
the ’

VOLUNTARY STATEMENTS OF 
CURED PATIENTS,

who are best qualified to judge of their 
ability. These voluntary testimonials 
are received each day and are valued 
more than gold or silver by tho Doctors, 
who labor conscientiously for the wel
fare of those who have intrusted their 
health, even their lives, to them.

Dr«. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
My Dear Doctor«:—Having takea your medicine 

one month 1 consider myself well. Yours respect
fully. A. D. Edwards.

June 15,1898. 849 Prospect St., Cleveland, 0.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—! am well and will not need any 

more treatment. I will always feel grutefullto you 
for your skill lu treating chronic disease«, and I wish 
vou all the success Imaginable in your new quarters. 
May God and the good angel« forever bless you. 
Very respectfully, Wm. H.Giubr,

June 17.1E98. Clinton, III.

Dre. Peebles ¿.Burroughs, Battle Crock, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—! am Improving rapidly and will not 

need any more medicine, I receive great benefit 
from the psychic treatment. Very truly,

Juno 14, 1898.
Mrs. E. J. Reed. 

Naugatuck, Conn.
Dr». Feeble» & Burrough», Battle Creek, Mich.

Dear Doctor»:—Your treatment hai helped mo 
wonderfully and I do feel very much pleated and 
grateful to you for getting me so well and strong. 
May you be blessed In this and the world to come for 
the good you uro doing and have done to humanity. 
V ery truly, Mbs. A. C-PnoWN,

Juno 18,1898, Lakeport, N. H.

CORRECT DIAGNOSES.
The -keynote of success in the treat

ment of disease is correct diagnosis, and 
the psychic powers of Drs. Peebles and 
Burroughs enable them to discern the 
exact physical condition of their pa
tients, and thus administer the necessary 
treatment to remove causes, and when 
the causes are removed their effects 
necessarily cease. The following brief 
statements are given as further EVI
DENCE of the ABSOLUTE ACCU
RACY with which Drs. Peebles & Bur
roughs diagnose CHRONIC DISEASES:
Dr». Feeble« & Burrough». Battle Creek, Mich.

Dear Sir»:—Your letter I» received and what you 
have told me about my case Ie true. Respectfully, 

Mbs. Svsib Jones,
June 15,189a Edmore, Mich.

Drs. Peebles & Burrongiu»„BMtle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sira:—I recoWetf your letter and you have 

told me about my cane just as It Is.

June 21,1898.
Relltb Lukdt, 

Sycamore, 0.

Drs. Peebles & Burrtragho^Battle Creek, Mich.
Sir«:—Have received iterar diagnosi« end you bave 

got my case down rlgbtr I have decided to use your 
treatment and know Wwin do me good.

Very truly, c. Btobokb,
June 20,1898. Dodge, Ncbr.

■ The Doctors will be more than pleased 
to hear from anyisuSerer, and will most 
cheerfully giveiiany information cal
culated to benefit any sufferer, whether 
such person undertakes treatment with 
them or not. They are issuing a num
ber of booklets upon Chronic Diseases, 
which contain . the latest scientific pro
nouncements -in those. diseases, which 
they will be pleased to mail free upon 
application. IF YOU ARE A SUF
FERER you should accept of this gen
erous offer to which no strings are 

'Attached. They desire to benefit,.as far 
as possible,j|those who may need and de'-' 
sire their services. You should

WRITE TO-DAY,
giving NAME; Address in full, with 
SEX, AGE and a LEADING SYMP
TOM, and receive their carefully ore- 
pared CORRECT DIAGNOSIS of your 
case, with valuable printed matter con
cerning it, free. Address

Drs.Peebles& Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH,

If you wish . Good Health 
should apply to her.

As a Spiritual Healer She 
No Equal.

you

fias

With her Magnetized Herbs all 
diseases that flesh is heir 

to are cured.

Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and'plain address, and 
he convinced of'the wonders of spirit 
power by having her ,

DIAGNOSE YOUR CASE FREE.
Address all Mail to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
la the oldest and moat «ucce«fifui Spiritual Physician 

now In practice- Ills cure« are
THE MOST MARVELOUS

of thia age. Hi« examination« are correctly made 
and free to all who send him name, age, sex and lock 
ofuatr, aud alx cent« in stamps, Jie docau't oak for 
any leading symptom. A clairvoyant doesn’t need 
any. Address

J. S LOUCKS, M. D.,
85 Warren at., Stoneham, Mass. 450

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Peychometri«; aud Business Medium. 
Headings personally, by letter or photograph 11.00. 
Ihree reasonable questions answered by mail for 
2o cent« Addre«« 54 N. 52ud ave., Chicago. Psycho
pathic treatments. 877tf

INSPIRATION’S VOICE.
A music book complete to.- the Spiritualist's every 

use. Ihe finest music of any uollectlou known, with 
suitable w^rds. 50 cents, and postage ¡0 cent«.

486tf II. w. BuOZEK, Grand Rapid«, Mich.

¡Vaifs Mexican Hair Restorative! 
1 A HAIR FOOD i 
Imex.cak Med1cXTo,OS' WIS' 0Ct' 12’

pfcAH Sirs—Please send me another*  
¡pbotileof \ ans Mexican Hair Restorative.A 

I had been bothered for years with dandruff 
emy hair was gray atid rapidly falling out.4 
.From the first application I have not been^ 
«troubled in the least with dandruff, andaftenS 
fusing half a bottle my hair stopped falling^ 
¿•out, and although quite gray, to my surprise,«^ 
Jlias turned to its original color.
a Most sincerely yours, A. L- TUIJ< £ 
> Pastor First M. I£. Church.®
J ONE DOLLAR PER BOTTLE £

Agents wanted in unoccupied territory 1 

¡Mexican Medicine CoI CHICAGO

Researches In Oriental History.

One
BY G. W. BROW, M. D.

Vol. ISmo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.50.

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY. 
». RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISH.

■ 3. DERIFATION OF CHRISTIANITY. ■ 
I d. WHENCE OCR ARYAN ANCESTORS? ' 

1 Tbe whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 
for a Historical Jesus.

lu this volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 
have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. Tbe Messianic Idea fa traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., and its history is 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until it Is 
fully developed into Christianity, wlthBmytliical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian era. •<- .

The book demonstrates that Chrhtlanlty and Its cen 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear aud force; nnd that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitious are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of tbe past; its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read It without hstructlon and profit, whether 
he reaches the same conclusions with tbe author or 
otherwise. For«aieattiila.offlce»

"THE LYCEUM.”
The Lyceum, devoted to the interests 

of the young, and to lyceum work is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special Interest In it. It 
Is published weekly. Try It. 437tf

“Old Auntie’s... 
Yarb Tea, ’ Beautlfier of , *** * vu) the Complex.
Ion ana positive cure for constipation, tor 
pld liver, sick headache, nervousness, loss 
of appetite and sleep. IT TONES UP THE SYS 
TEM, removes “that tired feeling,” purifies 
the blood, overcomes functional disturb
ances of female organism, and brings back 
the glow of health and high spirits to all. 
H Is a scientific combination of herbs, roots, 
and barks In their natural state, in such 
proportions as to secure marvelous results. 
It cures while you sleep. Prepared and sold 
by tho HOUSEHOLD REMEDY COMPANY, 
SUITE 9, 70 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO. Bent 
by mall on receipt of 50 cents« Agents 
Wanted« ■

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,

Author of "Helen Harlow'» Vow," “The Occult 
Force» of Bex," "Perfect Motherhood," and many 
ether work». Price 15 cent». For «ale at thl» office. 

- THE AGE OF REASON?
By Thoma» Paine. Being an Investigation of True 

and- Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edi
tion, from new plate» and new type; 186 page», post 
Bro, Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cent«.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
T\EATH AND TBE AFTER^UFE.

The •‘Stellar Key” is tho «ihilosophlcal Intra
duction to the revelations contained In this book. 
Some Idea of this little volume may be gained from the 
following table of contents: I—Deathand the After 
Life; 2—Scenes tn the Bummer Land; s—Society In the 
Bummer-Land; 4—Social Centres In the Summer-Land; 

Winter-Land and Summer Land: e-Language and 
Life In Sammer-Land; 7-Materlal Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate® In the BummerLand: 9—Voice 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con
tains more than double the amount of matter in fee 
mer editions, And Is enriched by a beantlfu frono*  
piece« illustrating the "formation of the SplritnaZ 
Body.” Cloth 75 cents. Postage 5 cento, eor mM 
at this office. ■ .

INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS 
Before the New York Unitarian Club. The first time 
In the history of the world that a Christian Association 
ever invited a noted infidel to lecture before them 
The lecture la a grand one, and was received by the 
Club with contlnuous applause from beginning to cud. 
The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully n*!nted.  
Price 6 cents; ten copies. r»o cents. *

BIBLE OF BIBLES.
By Keney Graves. It will well payperaial.

' OBSESSION.
How evil spirit» Influence mortals. By M. Fsi^» 

F. 23. Price 10 cents.

MINO READING AND BEYOND.
vlth IHuetrstlonsrf the subjects treated upon. Price S1.23.

INTESV1KW8 WITH 8P1BITS.
By Carrie B.&Tiffii&moiUaa. FrktWeoMa.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. ~
By Editor of tbe National with Preface and Notes 

by Peter Eckler, Ulmtrated with views of tbe .Id 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, New 
Bothelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rlcknun. 
Joe Bulow, Mary WoUitonecraft, Madune Roland. 
Condorcet, Brl««>t, and the mort prominmtot Pataa’a

Consultation by Letter Free
Send Postage Stamp for Reply.

CORRESPONDE^ INVITED.
■ ------- :----------

No “Lock of Hair” or “Leading
Symptom” Required.

. J,A~ioU.?wM 10 uken from the San Francisco 
“Progreea” of November 7, 1895:

*qt?Ae® U8 8rcat> to quote from the Light 
2inforQtT co,“^epilation« of California and Callfor- 
J!i.%AIaaJatoJ08Mewo reud; ‘We note with pleas
ure the continued auccees of our friend and brother, 

of S?ui Frouekco, California. 
A1H m.ii an tt vbec,01ner noted for lts mediums; and 

prater Is nut a native of the United 
States, the people of California have learned to claim 
?naWl™"yl?ie?CW ,U iMBt 08 ,f b° wtre 8 
nauvo son. we hear good reports of him from all 

quarters, and it gives us much pleasure to add our 
endorsement to the many accorded this gifted 
medium ftud educated gentleman.”

^ABSENTTREAfMENfT
By the Use of Vitalized Flannel. 

Cures all Manner of Diseases.

Dr. A. W. Birkholz, the Healer.
Mks. Mary M. Babbkr. DeKalb, III., write«: “You 

remember I told you there was uoinetbiug growing 
under my short rib«. It is nearly all gone. I applied 
the tlaonel as directed and sat for treatments every 
linn day and Friday evenings; and have felt bauds ou 
my head, bend r.n ither vitalized flannel.”
-Mus. Emkline Tklton, 108 Cherry street. West 

Newton, Muss., writes: “I have had ubseut treat
ments from you for my cough and feel that I Lave 
been benefited."

Wit. Wherland, Edgar, Neb., again writes: “I am 
slowly Improving; have been out door a little each 
day for the last week. Am gaining strength fast. 
My heart is stronger, sud gaining, but Is weak yet. 
Have gained more In tho last two week« than In a 
year before. Tbe last vitalized flannel did me more 
good than al! things combined that 1 ever look. 1 
shall do all I can for you."

Mrs. Wm. Lamiman, Clifford, Mich., again writes: 
Please send me another piece of the vitalized Han

ne!, as 1 am better after using tbe last one."
Avgust Rickert, Valentine, Neb., write«: "I re

ceived your letter and flannel, aud am getting better, 
lean feel It. My pains are getting less and 1 feel 
better every way.”

Address

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ,
NEW BUFFALO, MICH.

PbiCHOMETKIC AND CLAIRVOYANT READ
Ing». send handwriting, 11 and »tamps tor advleo 

?“ Social aud Spiritual matter», to
M. bl. OMI'.Il BIUGUS, Hamilton, 0. Extracts from 
letters: "Very well sallBtled," "Rendlug correct," 451

HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
»«nupuin», wlllroc.lv« 

pamphlet and advice rasa to cure themselves without 
i.”.8*-  Â*l 0 1H0MAB BATTERY COMPANY, Card
ington, Ohio

l- M. LANPHERE, M. D.
PiirulyslB, Nervous Prostration. Rheumatism and 

other Chronic Diseases cured by Magnetic Remedies. 
Bend stamp, with lock of hair, nge and sex. for free 
clHlrvoyauc diagnosis, p, 0.Box 7,Cambridge, Vt. 45U

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
Kinbruclug Soul Culture, Clairvoyance. Pfiycliometrv 
and Law» of Uufoldinent, with free reading. For par- 
Uculjr» addre»» EMMA RUDER, 101 Central ave., 
Hamilton, Ohio.

A. hasenclever, M. dT 
Cure« all disease« of long Btandtng.no matter what 
your d «ease may be or how many physicians have 
failed to cure you. He is assisted by a strong force 

spirit ductors, who never fall in their diagnose.
Potleuts can be treated at a distance the same as here 

/,ty* Consultation by mall. 11.00. Office. 1«1 
Madison street, suite 323 und 324. Residence 274

M arren avenue, Chicago, 111. 450

THE SILVER-CHAIN
DEVELOPING CIRCLE.

A circle at large. All member«, wherever located «it 
at same hour, and arc brought into spiritual unity 
through uniform thought-topic«. Al«o HEALTH 
Circle, and monthly MESSENGER. For particu
lar« address, with stamp, J. M. & M. T. AL1.FK 
Springfield, Mo. «8

A LOCK OF YOUR HAHL
If you wish to know what ails 

you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. 6. BflTDORF, M. D
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Trial reading 12 cts.-write your name 
plain In full. DR. S. Z. BARNEY, 1262 8. Division 

st., Grand Ranlds. Mich. 44g

REED CITY SANITARIUM
REED CITY, MICH.

A. B. SPINNEY. M. D., Proprietor; E. W. SPINNEY. 
M. D . Resident Physician, with consulting physlcluns 
and surgeons and professional nurses. The cheapest 
Sanitarium In the world; a place for the poor and 
middle classes. Arc you sick and discouraged? Wc 
give ONE MONTH'S TREATMENT FUKE by cor
respondence. Send for question list, prices and 
journals. 449tf

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of Thi Progressive Thinker win re» 
member the story under the above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published tn Its columns. At tbe 
time, constant Inquiries wore made as to lu appearing 
tn book form. This wish has now been gratified. It 
makes a volume of 248 pages, tn style and form like tbe 
“Convent of the Sacred Heart," with a finely-engraved 
likeness of tbe author on tbe cover. The scene« of tbe 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres, 
and tbe philosophy of Spiritualism, tbe occupation and 
modes of life of spiritual beings, are presented tn the 
pleasing form of narrative.

Tbe following are the chapter-titles: Introduction; 
The House of the Sage; Home of the Miser; The Low 
Societies; Hades; Chrlstmastide In tbe Spheres of 
Light; Chrlstmastide and the Golden Gate; The Un
happy Marriage; Easter Day In Heaven; A Visit to 
the Earth; Tbe Change Called Death; Coming to tbe 
Knowledge of tbe Light; Tbe Society Again Visits 
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion in the Spirit-world; 
Contentedness Not Goodness; Address of the Sage.

It Is a book tbe Spiritualist will be delighted with; a 
book in which tbe Investigator will -find answers to 
ever-recurring questions; a book which will Interest 
the church member, nor repel tbe most prejudiced. 
The price In paper 1159 cent*;  muiUnfl; postpaid.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 
BY S. WEIL.

Cloth, ti.B. Piper, 50 centi.

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES J 
a.ê“n!?Ut®?. Aeto®4. Ï terapeuti!». Includi» tte.u ■,*  
Suu Cure Vital Magnetism, Electricity, Mind
K?.,,11 !gh.or. «lenceor lite. Chemical uülnlty»M-F j 

uclp e? 4e\el0Ped with their marvelotu UP- J 3
lu four uuutlueuts have token the I. fl

c“,lc«el‘ chartered anti confers the de- Ì d
gree nt D. M., Doctor of Magliette». By a »y»tem of II

»Wteut» eau take the cour»e and' J recelle the diploma» at their own home». Institution ISSmi. 0 ?outD C'^dway. Loa Angele», Oil. J
Cnnininu under either tho New Jersey or q 

charter. Scud stamp for catalogue to ‘
441tf- E. D. BABBITT, M. D. LL. D.. Dean.

DR. MANSFIELD’S
HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES
Mme°X»S!Cln.r¡"'ii'““'1»'ior euctl PMIwt. Sena 
AGNÒS1R .«il “ I Mte wwptom for FREE DI
Prat sW tW1 of H- D- B»rr6t‘i 
mS^.T/ec&nT’'16' Lim“u c'Howe“4

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D.
170 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

Mediumship Is a Growth.
Philosophical Spiritualists admit this Twica a 

foiihnZiY !welve ye“r?1 llave 8“l for tho higher ur*  
Senii 5‘n, “ fur till, work U» a Heal“.
WriUng^^'EE^iAGNbsis" WU hlUlà-

DR. J, A. BAILEY, <
No. 142 Fifth Avenue, Clinton, Iowa.

NODRUGS USED, NONE REQUIRED. 444tf,

Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two 
Cureaall forms of stomach, liver and kidney dlsaaaer 
alsoconstlpatlOD. A sure euro for that tired, worn-oul 
feeling, Guaranteed to assist your system to health' 
m»ihP";if2?ii.w0,L 8l“aclf’“t QU“"Ilty i°r“’

U;o“8»nd» In all purls of tho world. Bent for 60 cent/ 
or all three sent postpaid for ,100 with Vnrma-I photo and Instr uctfona how lollvii IDOyears. Y“™‘*

Melted Pebble Spectacles. 
»howltni.reAOvit.J!,Bldn' ,WrlIe !or IHustrated Circulars 
whodeveiKn.?iff* pVie'nnd b110!"0' Spirit Yarma,- 
ad uet mVW. '5 »cl,a,l!'''0>'“llt power In me. I can

Photo’. bJ‘poO“"k“ cilntom^ow'a Se“'‘ ,t8“P

I’SYCIIl

Wanted-good man or woman 
to repreBent us In every town. Honest 

rofereuces? <Ad'dress>tl ße“er' WiU “°“ 

,ÆlîitO COMPANY, 
50 Dearborn St., Chicago.

OPIUM— curt?' Tr!,airtfali|Dg' th?r,,llesb 11,1(1 penuSEei^hom! 
cure. Trial treatment free on request.
Dr. J. C. Hoffman, 445 Isabella Bldg., Chicago, III.

astral “re a di n G
will, lunruetlOMfor 

H w si ■ "The I’Mhu Power."
ii. n.bajb, ifie reading was correct There wera 
rapt, and 1 gut automatic writing t)H! tilting”

Si iini cs mid Develupim nl -15 <:i'ui»-by l‘rofe»»or 
W airuud, O|i.-ra Houtu Block, Denver, Colo. 436tf

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
Trance and Business Medium. Siltings dally; hour». 
10 to 4, Residence, Bool Vernon av., Chicago, HL

Something New and Reliable
If tick, write me a letter stating tbe fact, with age 

name sex aud eemplexlun und six crms ln »tamp» 
and 1 will tell you Just wbat your troubles uro by 
1 sycnlc 1 ower; uko a means of u rapid cure. 1 need 
no hiU ror leading symptoms; your letter Is enough, 
llerballstlc Remedies In connection with Psychic 
Power. Addre*«  or call. f

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
S3 Warren st., Stoneham, Masa.

YOUR FUTURE
Astrologer, Rooms 6 & 4 Tabor Opera House Block, 
Denver, Colo. Charts from fl. Send slump fur clrcu« '
Iare- ____________ 434tf

fe

TJOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
JJ. home. Will send a pumphlel Riving liibtructlon». 
dellneiile your phase of mediumship, and u spiritual 
song book. All for 25 cent». Adur.ua MRS. J. A. 
BLibS, San Diego, Cal. 45g

A LOCAL, 
CONSTITUTIONAL AND 

SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT 
. Qvar a quarter of a oentun 
before the public. Send for 
f,True Theory of Catarrh” 
mulled free.

DR. SYKES SURE CURE CO., 
843 W. Madison St., CHICAGO.,

Dept Vor Sale at Druaglsts.

JUBILEE SOUVENIR.
Hand palmed picture of Hydesville Cottage tn 

waler-color», gold lettered title, lioinitl with ribbon, 
very pretty. Seul by mall; price 25 cents. A. W. 
MllOltE, Artist, 16 Shelton uve., Hochosler, N.Y. 452

KTICELY FURN18ED BED ROOM TO RENT INA 
1*  Spiritualist family, with use of parlor; one gent, 
• 1.50 per week; two gents. 82. Including plain wash
ing aud mendlug. 2417 Calumet nv., third Hour. 429

ASTROLOGY
Reveal« past, present and future. "Trini Headings” 
24c, equal« others’ il horoscope»; 82 horoNcopes re
duced to 81.50; circulars aud testimonials for address.
"CLA1RAUT,” Watertown, N. Y. 450

HYPNOTISMII 1 I HU I lull! cured aud lu-tructcd hun- ■ ■ ■ ■ ii v 1 iviii drc(is, nnd will forfeit 1100 
to ANIONE unable to master all modern methods of 
HYPNOTIZING aud using SUGGESTION lu correct- 
lug Diseases, Habit«, Immoralities; developing the 
mind, mediums, etc., by taking our Inexpensive 
course. Diploma and Degree given graduates. Send 
Wc for complete lesson: -Suggestion and How to Use 
IL” Terms of course and treatment mailed. The 
Cleveland (America’« oldest) School of Suggestive 
Therapeutic« (Incorporated), Cleveland, 0. 449

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS.~
Gathered from the Highways, By-ways and Hedge« 

of Life. By Mattik E. Hull. This is a marvelously 
neat book of selection« from Mr«. Hull« best poems, 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of Moses Hull. Price, 
neatly bound in English cloth, <1. For sale at thia 
office.

“THE WATSEKA WONDER.”
To tho student of psychic phenomena, this pamphlet 

Ja Intewely Interesting. It give» detailed account» of 
■ two case» of “double consciousness,” namely Marv 
• Xurancy Vennum, ot Watseka. Hl., and Marv Rev
' soldi, ot Venango county, Pa. Far MI, MUUa office.

Price 15 cents.

i HE DIAKKA. ~
-TWA DIANKA AND THEIR EARTH-

vlc“®*-  >>T Beer, A. J. Davis. 1» a very to- 
terestlng and suggestive work. It Is an explanation <5 

, much that 1» raise and repulsive tn SptrimaUan, enj 
! S^Tlnga most important reccnttntervlew with Jamas 

Victor Wilson, a resident ot tho Scmmw,un, Pries 
SO cents. For M)e at thb offic“

i Real Life in the Spirit-Land.
■ Given Inspirationally by Mra. Marla M. Xing. Vo, 
’ ’'111 become weary while reading thl« excellent 
. book. Price 75 cents.

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Idea ot Death, Heaven and Hell. Br 
Mobs» Hull. This pamphlet betide» giving the Splr- 
tuallBtlc Interpretation of many thing» In the Blble- 

Intcrpretatlpn» never before given, explain» the

__ talSyrand-s —
LETTER TO THE POPE.

This work will be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. The historic facts stated, end the keen, 
scathing review of Romish Ideas and practice! abonid 
be read ny all. Price. 23c. Sold at this office.

“JOAN, THE MEDIUIVL~
Or, the Inrotred Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 

tan Leader of Armlea By Maass Hulu This i» S 
once tbe most truthful history of Joan of Arc. and 
one of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
evcrtvrltlcu. Nonovcl was evermore tlnllllr =-iv In. 
tercctlng: rchhfr— w.,re true. pr’-- 40PA-UC I - t .. U

Th!« Ii a work of great value, written by one of the 
keeneit, most powerful and ■ most truly religious 
mind« of the day. It is particularly ft work which 
should be put into the hands of those who have freed 
themselves from tbe dogmas of orthodoxy and from 
the dogmas of materialistic aclence, for It win 
strengthen tbe conviction of the free mind that mind 

new “«Sod tn psychic and I The Development of the Spirit 
spiritual research.- They show vivid gllmpsei of a After TraMitlnn PvlhaiitAir Varaiiir

- - - - - - - ssnsssass »->-*««»■«  «—“»a
çonfnilón; tbnt bnìy verifiable tenete cantarvi

Btandtng.no
Adur.ua
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ing Results in Psychical Research

OF CONSCIOUSNESS. e
hallucination is due to post mortem

1agency of some kind or another,

pursue witli both interested students

universal

I.

I-

lo

our imaginary Interlocutor Avere to. .. 
contend that every so-called subjectiv

in 
50 
be

as to 
sarily 
ment, 
kinds 
flnite.

lucination were 
mortem agency, 
of the cases it 
for the latency

wrong.” We will now 
subject from another

states of consciousness neees- 
involve, as a correlative state- 

that the possibilities as to tho 
of perceptive power are also in-
Hence it is, I take it, that tho

Podmore’s own words, “clearly inade
quate.”

We come next in our review to. telep-

approach the 
point of view. 
TESTIMONY

AN APT ILLUSTRATION.
1. Suppose that we have a box 

which are placed 50 white balls and 
black ones, well mixed. Let them

gators on a priori grounds, they have 
always been " ~ "

and unscientific scientists is to bring 
them face to face with the

really cases of post- 
The evidence outside 

is invoked to explain, 
of telepathic impres-

that whenever the scientific men of any 
age have denied the facts of investl-

gPII?ITUALIg]\fl—Progress, foe Universal LaW of flatáre; Tboúgbt foe Solx>ei)t of fier Problems.—gPI RITUALI g]V[

OVERWORKED TELEPftTftY

1 Discussion of Principios Which Must Be Reckoned with in Interpret

A Paper Prepared for the International Congress of Spiritualists, Held in London, 
England; June 19 to 24, 1898, by Rev. T. E. Allen, ’

One of the things for which the Spirit
ualists assembled at this congress 
should be profoundly grateful Is the ex
istence and activity of the Society for 
Psychical Research. We owe an Im
mense debt to Messrs. Gurney, Myers, 
Sidgwick, Lodge, Podmore, Hodgson, 
James, Mrs. Sidgwick aud others for 
the brave stand they have taken in 
banding themselves together for the 
purpose of making a scientific study of 
psychical phenomena, in the face of the 
prejudice and bigotry, scientific as well 
its religious, whose existence some of 
us realize so keenly, I regret that I 
cannot at this time pay au adequate 
tribute to their ability and consecration, 
and enlarge upon what I conceive the 
relation of their work to be to the well
being of Spiritualism aud uppn the rev
olutionizing effect of that work upon 
the leaders of thought in the uot-far- 
djslaut future. Suffice it to say, how
ever, that I regard the S. P. It. as one 
of the most potent of forces for reveal
ing to the world a body of truth which 
we believe stands iu vital relations to 
the highest interests of humanity.

But to express, as we ought, our ap
preciation of their services, does not 
require us to keep silent concerning cer
tain errors and short-comings in their 
work. I am sure, too, that they will 
welcome aud consider the criticisms 
which I shall make to-day, satisfied 
that my motive, like their own, is to 
help make a life-sustaining crop in the 
refractory soil of that borderland do
main which each of us is trying to cul
tivate according to his several ability. 
With this much by way of introduction, 
let us address ourselves to our subject.

drawn out one by one. Before each 
draw the chance of drawing a white 
ball can be calculated, as all, the neces
sary data are known at every step. 
2. Let it be known that there are 100 
balls, some black and some white; but 
not how many of each. The number of 
white balls may be anywhere from 1 to 
09. Here, (he calculation of the chance 
of drawing a white ball is Impossible, 
though it is possible at each step to 
calculate the limits between which the 
probabilities will fall by making the 
number of white balls a maximum in 
one case and a minimum in the other.

3. Suppose that we know the ratio of’ 
white to black balls, but not the total 
number. Before the first draw, the 
chance of drawing a white ball can be 
calculated, but after that we are en
tirely at sea. For, even when tbe balls 
have been drawn In the original ratio, 
the most favorable condition for suc
cess, the 'balls may be entirely ex
hausted, or a very large number may 
remain. In this case, then, the differ
ence between the maximum and mini
mum number of white balls assignable 
by hypothesis is so great tbat an at
tempt to calculate, the limiting prob
abilities after the first draw so as to 
furnish a definite indication is doomed 
to failure.

4. Let us suppose, finally, that we 
have to deal with balls whose total 
number, colors, and ratios are entirely 
unknown. The number may be ten, a 
thousand, a million, or even more, the 
colors, one, one hundred, or upwards. 
Obviously, we have no data whatever, 
at any time, with which to compute the 
probability tbat the ball drawn will be 
a white one. For, tlie balls may all be 
white, or amongst thousands or mil
lions there may not be a single white 
one.

But let us assume tliat some man 
claims tliat he is able to reckon the 
probabilities in this last case quite ac
curately. He says to a friend, “Try 
me,” aud then makes his figures. The 
friend draws and reports a green ball. 
“It cannot be green,” the math
ematician exclaims, “there are no green 
balls in the box. I have tabulated the 
results of more than a hundred thou
sand draws. There are black, white, 
red, blue, yellow and pink balls, but no 
green ones. You are a poor observer. 
What you say is not worthy of 
credence.”

“Look and see for yourelf,” retorts 
the friend.

“What’s the use of that? It would 
be a waste of time. I know positively 
upon a priori grounds that there are no 
green balls in the box and, therefore, 
tliat you did not draw one out. You are 
color-blind. You have drawn a blue 
ball, and you don’t know the difference 
between green and blue.” ’

Now, should a person maintain that 
he can predict the state of conscious
ness which any one will experience at a 
given time, he would be like this foolish 
mathematician, fatally ’led astray by 
his prepossessions and false reasonings. 
For. the human mind may be said to 
be like the box just described which 
contained an unknown number of balls, 
and of an unknown number of colors, 
related to each other In unknown ratios, 
and from which we may draw, an in
definite number of times. The truth 
which I have illustrated by the -ex
periments in drawing balls can be 
verified, over and over again, by’an ap
peal tó the history of science. Lavoi
sier had tabulated his hundred thou
sand draws and knew that there were 
no green balls; hence <t was that he 
affirmed that there were no stones in 
thè sky and that, therefore, none fell to 
tbe earth. Dr. A. R. Wallace well said: <4 ggsert without fear of contradiction,

“First Principle: The testimony of 
consciousness as to its own states fur
nishes knowledge which is > ultimate 
and certain.......From the nature of the
ca^e, there must be something in our 
thought life which is ultimate,which we 
accept as true upon faith, and eannot 
go beyond; otherwise, all of our think
ing rests forever under a painful sus
picion. This something is a state of 
consciousness. Such states furnish all 
of the raw materials dealt with by 
memory, imagination, and reason—in 
short, by every intellectual process— 
and, thetefol’e, necessarily precede 
them.......The mind is so constituted
that it cannot doubt the reality of its 
states, or suspect that those states are 
anything other than they are felt to be. 
Since, then, they are instinctively ap
praised at their face-value, and we are 
powerless to doubt them, they furnish 
certain knowledge. ["Principles of 
Science," Second Ed., p 235.]

"Jevons says: ‘The mind Itself is 
quite capable of possessing certain 
knowledge, and it is well to discrimi
nate carefully between what we can 
and can not know with certainty. In 
the first place, whatever feeling is ac
tually present to (lie mind is certainly 
known to that mind. If 1 see blue sky, 
I may be quite sure that I do ex-
perlence the sensation of blueness. 
Whatever I do feel, I do feel beyond all 
doubt. We are, indeed, very likely to 
contuse what we really feel with what 
we are inclined to associate with it, or 
infer Inductively from it; but the whole 
of our consciousness, as far as it is the 
result of pure intuition aud free from 
Inference, is certain knowledge beyond 
all doubt.’

“Finally, the authority of our state of 
consciousness is supreme. By this I 
mean that no subsequent state or men
tal process... .can ever cast doubt upon- 
a previous state of consciousness. This 
statement is, indeed, implied in our 
principles; for what is ultimate and 
certain must also be supreme in au
thority...... No state of consciousness is
superior in authority to auy other state. 
This may be called the doctrine of the 
parity’ of mental states...... We have
not to do now with the causes of states, 
but simply with the states them
selves.......

"The inquiry as to the credibility of 
what is testified [1. e., upon internal 
grounds] is entirely irrelevant!. ..From 
our first principle, it follows that there 
can be nothing in one’s experience 
whlch-can ever justify him in denying 
[upon internal grounds] the credibility 
of tbe report that may be submitted to 
him by a fellow-being relative to any 
state of consciousness whatever which 
be says that he has experienced! 
Should It be said that this statement 
requires qualification, my answer is, 
that any exceptions will be apparent 
only. One may report, ‘I have had a 
state of consciousness in wliich a man 
lifted himself over the fence by his 
bootstraps.' What shall we say in such 
a case? First, that though his con
sciousness may have reported the 
movement of a man over a fence, and 
though the attitude and facial ex
pression may have seemed to indicate 
tbat he lifted himself over,nevertheless, 
the allege;] cause was an inference, and 
did not exist lu his state of conscious
ness. If tbe testimony is given by a 
truthful man, we must accept It so far 
as it relates to what was actually pres
ent in his consciousness; but as tlie 
cause was not present, we cast doubt, 
not upon the testimony of his conscious
ness, but upon the legitimacy of his in
ference. Or, second, we may question 
the veracity of the witness, which is a 
different matter from passing upon tbe 
credibility of what is reported upon ac
count of its strange or unique char
acter.” [The Author’s Essay,. “The 
Search for F;.. is.” The Psychical Re
view, Vol. I., pp. 248-251.]

Our Immediate and absolutely certain 
knowledge is confined, then, exclusively 
to a consciousness of our own mental 
states. The many frequently repeated 
states, which, though not completely 
identical, yet contain fixed co-relations 
of parts and follow each other in fixed 
orders, together with other considera
tions not necessary to review here, have 
produced lu an overwhelming majority 
of persons a conviction that there ex
ists a real universe outside of the self. 
In addition to this, it is a received truth, 
and a part of the dominant evolutionary 
philosophy, that directly or Indirectly 
all states of consciousness are de
termined In us by the impact of this 
real universe.

By this last claim, that mental states 
are determined in us by forces. acting 
from without, we bind the whole uni
verse Into a single whole and take the 
step, demanded by utility and by every 
high consideration, whether scientific 
or religious. For, satisfactory achieve
ment, whether we look to a selfish end 
or io an unselfish and universal one, 
Imperatively demands a knowledge of 
the power of real things and entities in 
the notself to generate certain states of 
consciousness in the self. Every item 
of knowledge of this sort adds a new 
strand to the cords that consciously 
bind an entity to the cosmos, and in
creases the resources which may be

used in the attempt to realize pis su
preme end-in-itself. In fact such knowl
edge makes him potentially more sci
entific and more religious, since the aim 
of both science and religion, in the last 
analysis, is to guide conduct.

Since “the testimony of consciousness 
as to its own states furnishes knowl
edge which is ultimate and certain,” it 
follows that the calculus of probabili
ties can not be applied to mental states. 
Where there can be no doubt, there can 
be no estimate of Hie relative prob
ability of two or more alternatives. 
Furthermore, the application of the 
calculus of probabilities in any case, 
proceeds upon the assumption that we 
already know positively certain things, 
and it then goes on to deal with con
tingencies which have to do, not witli 
the particular aspect of the data from 
which we set out, for that is not In 
doubt, but with some other aspect. ‘

There are infinite possibilities of 
causation to draw upon corresponding 
to the infinite possibilities of mental 
states determined by those causes. 
Hence it follows that no conceivable 
cause can properly be treated as in any 
degree, even tlie slightest, inherently 
Improbable; and consequently, also, we 
can make no comparison, iu the ab
stract, of the relative probability that 
two or more causes are actually 
operative in the universe.

The instant we pass, however, from 
this general view, having no definite 
content, to the consideration of deflnite 
states of .mind, and then ask ourse'ves, 
“What cause actually operative in the 
universe do these mental states compel 
us to infer iu order that we may explain 
them and bind cosmos and ego to
gether?” that moment the scene 
changes. If the mental states suggest 
at once to all who consider them the 
same cause, leaving no room for any 
alternative explanation, then all com-

Myers and Podmore, and the latter 
especially, have shown themselves to 
have been biased in their reaction upon 
testimony, both with reference to its 
evidential value, and its true interpre
tation, by their views relative to in
herent incredibility; The following 
passages from the Proceedings of the 
S. P. R. fully establish this claim:'

MYERS AND PODMORE.
We will first listen to Mr. Myers; 

“Human testimony is on its trial. It 
ii’emaius, that 18“ to say, to be seen 
whether science can accord to honest 
testimony (of a kind which can rarely 
be confirmed by direct experiment) a 
confidence sufficient to bear the strain 
put upon it by the marvelous matters 
for which that testimony vouches." 
(Part XVI.,p. 316.) As students of psy
chical science, we are ah indebted to 
orthodox physical’ science for the val
uable equipment of method with which 
we entered upon our labors. But we 
have not burled our talent in the 
ground, and, having used It with some 
energy and wisdom, we are prepared to 
repay to science its loan with generous 
interest, by giving the assurance that, 
strictly speaking, nothing “marvelous" 
ever happens, that of all the things that 
really do happen, no one is any more or 
less natural, “marvelous” or miracui 
lous than any other, and that the 
alleged "strain" put upon confidence is 
purely imaginary, since, according to 
the principles herein laid down, a phan
tasm of the dead, or the appearance of 
a full-form materialized spirit is a no 
more inherently Improbable phenom
enon than the fall of an apple under 
the influence of gravitation.

In fact, by the concession here wrong
ly made to orthodox science, Mr. Myers 
very greatly weakens his whole case. 
What is this “strain? of which he talks? 
How does it originate? Its existence is 
due to the assumption'that past experi
ence furnishes reliable data for calcu
lating the probabilities for and against 
the truth of the testimony under consid
eration; whereas, as I have shown, past 
experience eannot furnish an lota of 
such data! To say thiit it can is equiv
alent to granting that it is possible to 
compute the chalices for and against 
drawing a white brill from the box 
above described! Tlie proper course to

tells us, “it would be almost impossible 
to obtain conclusive evidence of the la
tency of a telepathic Impression for auy 
lengthened period. At all events, iu our 
present ignorance, to postulate au un
known cause is more hazardous than to 
assume an improved extension of tlie 
operations 'of a familiar agency.” 
(Part XVI, p. 283). We find here tlie 
weighing of one probability against an
other, where, us already shown, such a 
process cun not bo applied. But, leav
ing this aspect of the ease, let us exam
ine the statement from another point ol 
view. He uses the latency of a telep
athic impression to explain a number 
of cases, though he grants that "we 
have little positive evidence for the la
tency of a telepathic impression.” (P. 
283).

In the latency theory, A experiences a 
subjective hallucination which is tele
pathically transmitted to B, and wliich 
makes itself manifest in his conscious 
mind some minutes, hours or days later. 
When we inquire about subjective hal
lucination, Mr. Podmore tells us that "if

bine in saying, “Wb are satisfied that 
this is the true cause of the states, and 
we need seek no further.” If, on the 
other hand, other causes present them
selves as possible explanations, then 
there is a chance for a difference of 
opinion, which can only be harmonized 
by reviewing the mental states in the 
light of others produced by further ob
servation and experiment, the process 
being continued until doubt disappears 
by the retiring of all but one from the 
field.

THE TRUE ATTITUDE.
Let us recapitulate somewhat, though 

with additions. 1. In our search for 
facts, we must apply our tests not to 
the states of consciousness themselves 
reported by others, but to the trust
worthiness, competence, etc., of the wit
nesses. We are to seize upon the good
looking caskets, assured that the 
jewels within cannot be paste. The 
true attitude? the attitude which alone 
makes science a race possession and 
authority possible and valuable, is 
summed up in the words: “As a con
scientious 'recruiting officer completely 
ignores the like or dislike he may hap
pen to have for a particular candidate, 
and bases acceptance or rejection upon 
the tests applied by the examining sur
geon, so when testimony fulfills certain 
conditions we ought to accept it as 
true, whatever the thing testified to 
may be, and whether or not our own 
personal experiences have rendered it 
possible for us to conceive how it can 
be true.”

2. In inferring the cause from facts 
we should be governed by the following 
principle: The cause of a group of sim
ilar mental states which should be 
adopted, at least provisionally, is that 
cause which is Immediately and most 
forcibly suggested by the states them
selves. Now, I maintain that this prin
ciple is certainly sound. Say, if you 
please, that new observations and ex
periments cause you to change your 
conception of the cause, what then? 
The new cause is that which Is now 
“immediately and most forcibly sug
gested” by a new group of states, even 
though it Includes all the old ones! If 
It be objected that by following this 
plan our knowledge of causes loses its 
certainty and becomes tentative, I 
would like to inquire: 1. How many 
causes are we so positive about that 
more light may not change our views? 
and, 2, What more reliable principle 
can be formulated? It is in a peren
nial Sensitiveness to new light, and a 
constant readjustment of belief in har
mony with its requirements, that we 
find the true spirit of science man
ifested, and in glaring contrast with the 
temper of fossilized dogmatism.

3. In the case of experimental 
thought-transference, w‘here what we 
call chance was opposed to the hypo
thetical operation of intelligence, the 
calculus of probabilities was admirably 
adapted to the work of discriminating 
between the two causes—or, rather, be
tween no cause and a cause. No other 
procedure, probably, could have pro
duced so profound a conviction of the 
reality of telepathic action. This sug
gests that the calculus of probabilities 
may be a great help in deciding be
tween the different causes which im
press thinkers as suggested by the facte. 
Indeed,.I think I see a way in which it 
can aid in separating the true cause or 
causes, which it is one of the aims of 
psychical research to discover, from all 
others.

In view of the above statement of 
principles I think it can justly be said— 
without stopping to consider the output 
of other workers—that both Messrs

principles wliich govern the evolution 
of Intelligence, aud.tben hold them right 
there, refusing to permit dust to be 
thrown in our eyes, dr to let them shift 
their ground upon any plea whatever.

When this stand is taken and main
tained, Mr. Myers will be In position to 
introduce any and all testimony that 
conforms to the critical standards of 
the S. P. R. absolutely without refer
ence to its content and implications! In 
the language of the card-player, it may 
be said that Mr. Myers has carelessly 
discarded his highest trump. I throw 
down my gauntlet before any thinker 
who dares deny the principle of tire 
parity of mental states with entire con
fidence that I shall not emerge from 
the contest second best!

It is about time ’for psychical scien
tists—yes, I dare use tbe title, why not? 
—to assert themselves, and serve notice 
upon tbe high and mighty authorities of 
physical science, that1 they are not lords 
of quite all creation, that there Is a flaw 
in their title, and that we propose to 
contest it! .

“Once more,” says Mr. Myers, “before 
actually committing ourselves to any 
hypothesis involving so extreme a sup
position as the continued action of dead 
men, we may naturally Inquire, as Mr. 
Podmore has done... whether these soi- 
disant apparitions of the dead may not 
still be explained by the more familiar 
conception of telepathy between the 
living. In my reply... .1 have set forth 
certain reasons which seem to me to 
maktf this explanation insufficient. I 
am, therefore, for my part, bound to go 
on and to face the enormous difficulties 
involved in the very idea of intercourse 
between an incarnate and a discarnate 
mind.” (Part XXII, p. 171). If the 
facts suggest, as Mr. Myers believes, 
and as I believe, that the “dead” are 
still alive, and that Intercourse does 
take place between Incarnate nnd dis
carnate mind, then surely the consider
ation that the facts themselves have 
“immediately and most forcibly sug
gested” the reality- of spirit agency, 
proves them quite broad-shouldered 
enough to sustain an explanation 
branded upon their very face, and we 
can laugh at the “extreme” character 
of the supposition npd the “enormous 
difficulties,” and then, if anybody is 
spoiling for a fight, twe can cry with 
alacrity, “Lay on, ¡Macduff!” for the 
odds are heavily iix otir favor.

should be at a loss to prove his position 
untenable. But it is clear that iu a se
rious argument the burden of proof 
would lie upon him who invoked an un
known agency.” (P. 239).

Again, he says, "lu the great majority 
of the cases under consideration, how
ever the hypothesis of latency is clearly 
inadequate, and the suggestion of 
thought-transference from the living re
quires further justification.......There
is evidence that a man can transmit the 
image of some inanimate object—a pic
ture or a card—from his own mind to 
that of another person. There is evi
dence also that he can cause a halluci
natory image resembling himself to ap
pear to another person. There is even 
some evidence already for our hypothe
sis [i. e., telepathy from the living], the 
evocation of the hallucinatory image of 
some person other than the agent.” (P. 
285).

Speaking of a phantasm of the dead 
observed by several people on different 
occasions where A’s experience Is ex
plained as “a purely subjective halluci
nation” and tlie others by thought
transference from A or his wife, he ob
serves: "The explanation may seem 
far-fetched and improbable; but the 
critic should be reminded that we have 
much evidence for the operation of tel
epathy between living minds, but we 
have very little for the existence or the 
agency of disembodied spirits.” (P. 
27(1).

We have in these citations several 
things to deal with 1. Experimental 
thought-transference; 2. Subjective hal
lucination; 3. The latency of telepathic 
impressions; 4. Telepathy from the liv
ing; and 5, Post-mortem agency. We 
agree that thought-transference has 
been proved. Subjective hallucination, 
the latency of telepathic impressions, 
and telepathy from the living alone or 
in combination are opposetfas explana
tions to post-mortem agency. From 
Mr. Podmore’s point of view, which is 
that also, so far as method iseoncerued, 
of orthodox science, experimental 
thought-transference stands upon a 
higher evidential level than an/ of tlie 
others, because his colleagues aud him
self have had the advantage of observa
tion at both ends of the line, the agent’s 
end, and the percipient’s end. Or, iu 
other words, they have been able to 
verify their conclusions.

Of the four alleged causes left upon 
the lower evidential level, tlie advan
tage which the other three have over 
post-mortem agency is the faot that 
they all Involve what are held to be 
known causes, while post-mortem 
agency is regarded as an unknown 
cause. He does not claim that his 
causes have been observed from both 
ends of the line, or if so, that the evi
dence is more than very meagre—that 
they have been experimentally verified. 
He confessedly would find it difficult to 
stand his ground against one who 
claimed that his cases of subjective hal-

mony with the principles laid down in 
this paper, tliat such agency is the in
dicated, true cause, and that, Mr. Pod- 
moie to the contrary notwithstanding, 
the burden of proof Ues not upon one 
who claims post-mortem or spirit 
agency, but upon him who alleges auy 
other cause!

What wonder that, according to Mr. 
Podmore, “we have very little” evi
dence “for the existence or the agency 
of disembodied spirits,” when ills own 
reaction upon evidence lias been so 
biased by prepossessions whose distort
ing effect I have pointed out! At tlie 
present time these prepossessions can
not be urged as discreditable to him, 
however, since he came by them so hon
estly, having received them, along with 
many sound and valuable doctrines, at 
the hands of thinkers of high repute. 
(See in this connection Third Edition of 
"Miracles and Modern Spiritualism,” by 
Dr. A. R. Wallace, pp. 1-53 Preface, and 
in which fallacies of Hume, Lecky aud 
others are exposed.)

It will be well to examine more close
ly Mr. Podmore’s claim that "to pos
tulate an unknown cause is more haz
ardous than to assume an unproved 
extension of tlie operations of a fa
miliar agency.” Speaking of post
mortem agency he says, "But it may lie 
pointed out that it involves not one 
assumption, but two. It assumes, in 
the first place, tlie survival after death 
of some form of consciousness, and in 
the second place, the affection bv this 
consciousness of the minds of persons 
still living.” (p. 285.) His thought is 
that in assuming the "unproved exten
sion of a familiar agency”—here tlie 
latency of a telepathic impression—he 
lias the known agent, a mortal, to start 
with, and needs only to make an ad
dition to the proved scope of telepathy 
to produce a workable hypothesis, and 
he thinks his position much stronger 
than that of tlie advocate of post
mortem agency, who must furnish Him
self witli both au ageut, as yet un
acknowledged by orthodox science, 
aud some kind of force joining this 
ageut with mortals.

Mr. Myers says, on tlie other hand, 
“1 prefer to put my own theory In my 
own way—as a single postulate which 
will carry with it all that I am endeav
oring to show iu detail. 1 assume, then, 
that the individualized energy which 
generates veridical plnuitusuis. is not 
coeval with the body. It has not, 1

consequently, to prove the reality of the 
three inseparable factors—object, force 
and sensitive channel—corresponding to 

°1- luentul state involved, 
without the laying down ot a single 
postulate!

The further question arises, Is the ob
ject perceived iu the mind ot a mortal, 
of a spirit, or is it a spirit or object in a 
non-material world? Without fully dis
cussing this question, we will consider 
two points- which throw light upon it, 
aud which, in my judgment, point to 
the means through wliich that nll- 
powertul “consensus of the competent” 
that sttays the thought of the educated 
world is to be brought to the side of the 
spirit hypothesis.

1. There are many veridical cases of 
supernormal perception where tlie in
formation conveyed includes stare, 
ments of the form, “It is I, C, who tell 
you these things.” In spite of the pos
sibilities in the way of personation by 
lying spirits, I question whether’ this 
characteristic of many such perceptions 
has ever been accorded proper weight. 
Well does Dr. Wallace eall our atten
tion to the "low morality, its constant 
lies’’ of the " 'second’ or ‘sub-conscious 
self,’ " since au appeal to it so often 
makes it dishonest in that it represents 
itself to be a discarnate spirit when the 
corresponding conscious self is above 
misrepresentation.

2. It is universally conceded with ref
erence to tlie physical senses that the 
right sort of use increases their dis
criminating power, and makes their re
ports more accurate. Tlie savage on 
the plains, and the old salt, distinguish, 
objects at a distance wliich the or
dinary man overlooks entirely. The 
artist and musician detect differences 
of color aud tone imperceptible to’ the 
majority. To what is tills difieren«) 
due? Chiefly to the repeated attentive 
use of the special sense involved. When. 
Mr. Podmore says, therefore, that "tho 
argument in favor of adopting" the ex
planation of subjective hallucination 
"will be perceptibly strengthened it we, 
find that the primary percipient or one 
of the percipients has liad previous hal
lucinatory experiences (Part XVI., p. 
239), according to all that we know of. 
perception In general, he is clenrlv hl 
error. There would be great force in 
tills claim were It true that our knowl
edge of man’s perceptive powers is ex- 
luiustive. But the infinite possibilities

slons is acknowledged to be weak, and 
I fear, even then, that such evidence 
may have been misinterpreted. In the 
majority of cases, too, and those, prob
ably, most favorable prima facie to 
post-mortem agency, it is, using Mr.

Speaklng of the Experiences of W. 
Stainton Moses,” Mfr. Myers observes: 
“The passages, which’1! have selected 
for quotation aye simply such as best il
lustrate the’ subject matter—the most 
striking and characteristic samples of 
the recorded phenoftona. This may not, 
perhaps, be the-m&st politic course, in 
view of the reader’s'difficulties of be
lief; but ,(as already; Implied) there 
seems no valid ground for selecting 
what he might Tegtad1 as the least in
credible among so inany incredibilities. 
The evidence for All‘the incidents is 
practically. the saine; tlie whole group 
of witnesses are aff fully pledged, say, 
to the falling of pthrls‘’from the air as 
to the automatic Script, or,the trance 
phenomena.” (Part XXV, p, 254). In 
the previous quotation we’ldealt with 
an explanation of phenomena; this 
time, with phenomena, themselves. We 

.have already seen why. it is that Mr. 
Myers cbuld not pick out. certain spe
cies of facts as more credible than oth
ers. Tlié considerations Which forced 
him to receive them as. facts were all 
external, all related to the characters 
and capacities of the witnesses, and all 
entirely independent of the internal 
characteristics or the Inherent nature of 
the alleged facts. Again,'we cannot le
gitimately talk of “incredibilities,” and 
the best way to smooth out tbe “read
er’s difficulties " aud to win at tbe same 
time all the elbow-room we want, is to 
call his attention to‘ the fallacies; com
bated herein, which have led him 
astray. • ;

Let us turn, now to Mr. Podmore 
“From the very nature of tile case,” he

athy from the living. When, in a prima 
facie case of post-mortem agency, it 
can plausibly be supposed that the con
tent of the mental state under consid
eration was in substantial agreement 
with the cohsclous-thoughtat tbe time 
of a person cognizant with the facte, 
and under conditions similar to those 
which have been found to prevail in 
cases of veridical (or truth-telling) cases 
of telepathy, then the case Is ambig
uous and should not be labeled “telep
athy from the living” until evidence is 
obtained from tbe mortal agent proving 
it to be veridical. But, in such, cases, 
when there is no reason to suppose that 
the content of the mental state was en
gaging the conscious attention of a 
.mortal who might be an agent, when 
an appeal to a living agent would re
quire the telepathic act to proceed from 
an unconscious part of the agent, then, 
strictly speaking, the efficient cause 
invoked, taken in its entirety, is as 
much an unknown cause as Mr. Pod
more alleges post-mortem agency to lie, 
and, even from his point of view, has 
a no stronger claim upon our attention. 
On the other hand, when he says in a 
certain case explained as telepathy 
from the living that "the explanation 
may seem far-fetched and Improbable,” 
I take his statement to be an admission 
tbat the cause he invokes is not ithe one 
“immediately and most forcibly sug
gested” by the facts, as required by. the 
criterion I have laid down; for, were it 
thus derived, it could not be called “far
fetched.” In other words, his state
ment seems a practical admission that 
his alleged cause is not the true one.

Furthermore, In opposition to all of 
his assigned causes, where the cause 
“immediately and most forcibly sug
gested” is spirit agency, I claim, in har-

mean, the same duration as the body; it 
may have pre-existed, and it may sur
vive.” (p. 319.) This claim that a single 
postulate Is sufficient, If just, neutral
izes, from Mr. Podmore’s standpoint, 
the advantage he believed himself to 
possess, since the score is now one to 
one Instead of two to one, a known 
agent with an unproved power vs. an 
unknown agent witli a proved power.

It will be worth while, however, to 
make an independent analysis of the 
theory of spirit agency In order to dis
cover whether It involves two postu
lates, or one, or even none at all. To 
begin witli, we have two factors, a man 
and a real, objective universe. Certain 
states of consciousness command the 
attention of the man. How did they 
arise? 1. Some, we know, were pro
duced by the impact of the objective 

■ universe. 2. Some wo eall “subjective 
hallucinations,” since we fall to trace 
them directly to such an Impact, and, 
following good authority—whether 
wisely or not, I am not prepared to 
say—receive as having originated 
within the man’s mind or body, or both; 
and 3. Some we are in doubt about. 
Now, when a mental state results from 
impact from without, there are certain 
prerequisites. There must be; 1, Some
thing real that initiates a vibratory dis
turbance; 2, a force that transmits the 
disturbance, and 3, a sensitive channel 
belonging to (be mind that permits the 
disturbance to determine a mental 
state.

Let us reassure ourselves upon these 
points, as they are important. If we 
omit 1—the object—we can assume, if 
you please, that there is a continuous 
impact of vibrations upon the mind, but 
as the quality is always the same, they 
have no power to produce a state of 
consciousness. If we omit 2—the force 
—the link between object and sensitive 
channel is removed, and the possibility 
of the object determining a mental 
state is destroyed. And finally, if we 
omit 3—the sensitive channel—there 
may be any number of vibratory rays 
outside capable of producing mental 
states, but the mind is insulated from 
them, tlie door is closed and locked, and 
they are practically non-existent. Bring 
all three into operation again aud, at 
once, objects initiate or reflect vibra
tions which may be said to transmit a 
definite and constantly-changing con
tent, and these find a door of the mind 
flung wide open to receive them, the 
dynamic unity is then restored, aud a 
state of consciousness results.

Is it right now to say, .that because 
analysis has disclosed these three fac
tors, we have laid down three indepen
dent postulates which must be sep
arately verified every time we come to 
deal with what is really, or apparently, 
a new type of mental state? No; for 
the three cohere so closely that, as I 
have shown, they can no more be split 
apart and perception continue than tbe 
atom of hydrogen can be removed froflj 
a molecule of water without destroy
ing it!

The real question, when a new type 
of mental state comes under considera
tion, is this: Is this type of mental state 
initiated from without or from within? 
Is it a new thoroughfare connecting the 
mind with a real universe, and of great 
probable value, or does it merely 
lengthen that seemingly blind alley 
named “subjective hallucination?” We 
naturally prefer the thoroughfare to 
the alley, and we shall .establish its ex
istence, if we can prove that the new 
type of state is veridical, that it reflects 
something in the objective universe. 
We can accomplish this, if we can suc
ceed in obtaining confirmatory informa
tion through already-trusted’ channels. 
If A have an hallucination conveying 
information of which he was ignorant, 
concerning B, who is deceased, and C, 
a living relative, confirms it, the hal
lucination is then known to be veridical 
and this corroboration tends to estab
lish the existence of a new class of per
ceptible objects in the universe, and,

recognition of one or more mental ~ 
states wliich impress the subject as 
unique or inexplicable by known modes ' 
of perception, should at once suggest 
the query: Have we not here evidence • . 
of a new kind of perceptive power ■ ’ 
which may (or must?) prove of value to 
humanity? :

With not less justice, then—and pos- . • 
slbly with more—might 1 claim the . 
repetition of hallucinatory experiences ■ 
as an argument in favor of supernormal 
modes of perception by which the mind 
is made cognizant of real, even though 
not material, objects existing in the - 
not-self. The cultivated supernormal 
perceptions of mediums like Mrs. Piper " 
and Rev. W. Stainton Moses should bo 
more accurate than those of percipients 
who have bad but a single “liallucl- ■: 
natory experience.” We ought to in- I-.' 
voke the testimony of such persons in a 
more intelligent manner than has or
dinarily been done. I do not hesitate to - c 
affirm that now I see a horse, now re- ■ 
member one, and that now I Imagine -i 
one with a barber’s pole growing, as it 
were, out of his back. I suspect that ; ■ 
the experience of some mediums might - - 
enable them to affirm with conviction, 
"This comes from the mind of a spirit, 
but the other is an object in the "T. 
spiritual world.” ..

We are bound, then, to appeal from . 
tbe comparatively narrow range of phe- - ’ 
nomena upon which Mr. Podmore’s in
ductions here discussed are based, to ? 
the whole content of the psychical field, 
and especially to the experience of well- . 
developed mediums. It is probable, - 
that it is exclusively upon the tes
timony of such persons as to their 
states of consciousness, and as to tho ' 
scope and characteristics of their super
normal perceptive powers as viewed by " 
themselves, and as Inferred from their . 
reported mental states by psychical stu
dents, that we must rely in obtaining a 
positive answer to many of the un- >i 
settled questions bearing upon super- i 
normal modes of perception. . -i

I have tried to show why It is tbat I 
believe that telepathy from the living 
has been overworked, or illegitimately ‘ . 
applied as an explanation of psychical ■ 
phenomena. I have also Indicated cer- . I
tain principles, which, it seems to me, 
must be reckoned with if we wish to 
Include all the evidence tliat should bo l 
taken Into account, to make our re- : 1 
action upon evidence as normal as pos-. I 
sible, and to infer from it the true cause 
orcauses.

In conclusion, I must express my pro
found conviction that before many 
years most of the principal invest!- I 
gators and authors of the S. P. R.—and I
perhaps all—will be converted to tho • 1 
spirit hypothesis, for the establishment . 
and propagation of which they will I 
then have done a mighty work. Cer- > I 
tainly, the tide may fairly be said to. ■ J 
have set in that direction. I confess, .1 
however, that in view of Mr. Myers’ • 
defense of phantasms of the dead, and ‘ 
his published statement that some, at ' | 
least, of Mr. Moses’ phenomena point - I 
unmistakably to spirit agency, and of • -I 
the recent acknowledgment of Dr. . I 
Hodgson in Part XXXIII. of Proceed- ■ I 
ings, that spirits are concerned in some I 
of Mrs. Piper’s phehomena-I confess, I 
in view of these things, that I cannot I 
claim that such a conviction is based- I 
upon the possession of any appreciable I 
development of the gift of propheev. . I

“Right Living." By Susan H.Wixon. 
The author shows a'wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives. and anecdotes 
which render the book more Interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 1 
especially adapted for use in Children’s «-■> 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by It §] 
Cloth >1. For sale at this office. ' "^9
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Tl+E JUBILEE Suggestion

BY HUDSON

¿2d

I0UI Principles Have Been Ignored, and 
Autocratic Powers Assumed.

i .The long-advertibcd Jubilee, marking the fiftieth anni- 
piyersary of the advent of Spiritualism has passed, and 
jthe National Spiritualists’ Association has found its 
-.Waterloo. It is not Spiritualism that has met disaster; 

^that has fallen on the plans of those who would con
’ tool it.

For tlie misfortune of Brother. Walker no one can oth
erwise than have deepest sympathy. He was misled by 
representations which had no solid backing. He misun
derstood the motives and character of Spiritualists, and 
in the hands of the National Association, became what 

" theatrical people call an “angel.” ■ When a dramatic com- 
k Paily fid8 th a corner financially, the manager looks 

around for some one having money, and a penchant for 
the stage. When this “angel” is found, the prospects are 

:,,painted in losy colors, and the company Jive well until the 
“angel’s” money is gone, and he retires with a sad lot of 

: experience. .
, The company is ready to absorb all profits and repudi

ate all losses, and will hold a junket after the last play, 
wherein his last dollar has disappeared.

; The world over, in law, a bargain all on one side is 
looked on with suspicion. If the National Association 
“commissioned” (that is the high word used) Mr. Walker 
to transact all the business in its name, with the under

- standing that it was to have all the profits, morally and 
we hold legally, it should share the losses. Everything 

Mr. Walker did met-its favor, and is not now critieisec 
unle-s it be he did his work too faitlifully. With the ap
peal now sent forth to Spiritualists to come forward and

.. help make up the several thousand dollars of loss for Mr. 
Walker’s sake, it is to be hoped that tliey will. Yet if they 

r do not, they are pot to be censured as some writers are 
’ hotly doing. Let it be remembered that this Jubilee was 
gs not of their recommending. Those who v-anted the gath

ering '
-3 SHOULD PAY FOR IT, '
^,and not blame those who did not, and were not in attend- 
xance. -

There were a few exuberant souls who began urging the 
J matter. It may be observed that the president of the 
“''N-, S, A. was not one of that number. Devoted as he is to 
*. - the cause, he was impelled by the conditions which sur- 

< rounded him, and evidently against his highest impres
sions. No one can impugn his motives, his high sense of 

/ ■honor and justice.
. Unfortunately he was by his official position the execu- 

live of the schemes which were concocted by jingo brains.
We were told by one of the writers, in The Progressive 

Thicker, to get into the wagon, for if we did not we’d 
( have to crawl in at the hind end! A great many Spirit- 
r ualists did not want to ride in that w'agon, and many w'ho 
j did get in,

Loung People’s Spiritual Union. Tliis was pushed over 
the head of the association for like purpose, of Mr. Kates, 
which had already taken form and substance. Mr. Kates 
and other workers were severely ignored, and after much 
advertising and laudation, it is reported that twenty-five 
members of the Young People’s Spiritual Union were 
present at Rochester! It will be borne in mind that there 
existed ihe Progressive Lyceum,

FOUNDED BY ANDREW JACKSON DAVIS, 
for the purpose of drawing together the children and 
young people, and which with its leaders’ meetings and 
other special features entirely’ covered the ground of this 
“long-felt want.” Not only preoccupied it, but in a man
ner which allowed extension in any direction desired.

Its membership is free. There is no central organization 
to pay for the privilege of existing. Whatever funds are 
contributed, are applied directly’ to the uses of the society. 
Contrast this with the new organization. Each member 
has te pay $2 and a yearly fee of 25 cents. Thus a lyceum 
of fifty members would pay $112.50^ and $5 for a national 
charter—$117.50—for what ? For the name of Young Peo
ple’s Spiritual Union! And what benefit would it gain? 
The strength of the central society is received from the 
local societies, and nothing is reflected back to them. 
Now we ask, would it not be far more promotive of the 
local societies’ interests to us.e this money for their qwi 
requirements? It would furnish a valuable library, and 
a small part of it would supply the members with all the 
'valuable magazines and journals. ;

The Progressive Lyceum was handed down from the 
spheres by

THE GREAT SEER. ' 
and is as remarkable for its adaptation to all conditions 
and requirements of a liberal organization as the ConstL 
tution of the United States is for a republic. True it is 
not qualified by the word “Spiritualist,” wliich some hold 
essential. Is it well to always put that word forward? 
Are we not to take for granted that we are Spiritualists? 
Is it not as sectarian, and bigoted to label ourselves Spir
itualists, to the exclusion of all else, as for Methodists or 
Baptists to shut themselves within the narrow bounds of 
their respective churches? Would not this distinctive 
name debar many most desirable people who otherwise 
would become identified?

Often those who are least spiritual are loudest in claim
ing the name. They stem to think the only way to be 
Spiritualists is to sandwich themselves between bulletin 
boards bearing the name.

We are Spiritualists, and glory in the title, yet we do 
not approve of compelling others to take the name in 
order to enjoy the privileges of association.

THE PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM.
is founded on the cardinal principles of Spiritualism. It 
is the most vital movement of the grand philosophy of 
life, here and hereafter, yet it is so broad, so catholic, that 
it welcomes all, nor asks if they are adherents of any of 
the countless isms.

To its many diverse interests the N. S. A. had the Pro
gressive Lyceum by way of “brief mention.” According 
to Brothei’ Kates’ report, “only two officers appointed at 
Washington were present," and “thesame officers, asap- 
pointed by the N. S. A., were held over.” He further.......... WISH THEY HAD NOT.

j Many thought the time inopportune, with public atten- 
'.tion disturbed by war, and financial stress. Others did 
, not relish ihe marking of the era by the rappings at Roeh- 
; ester, but preferred putting forward the great intellectual 
¿and spiritual awakening by the seership of A. J. Davis. 
5, Others declared that the angel world demanded the cele
’ bration, and if the spiritual wisdom of the high officials 
y did, not speak against it, their silence was eloquent con

sent. J:
. Yet the Spiritualists at large did not feel that the 
movement was theirs. They were not consulted, and saw 

■ nothing to attract them to Rochester. The would-be 
leadeis gave small heed to the wishes of those who 
thought differently. One was reminded strongly of the 
vote taken by the “Pilgrim Fathers”:

(1) Resolved, That this earth and the fullness thereof 
belongs to the saints.

1 (2) Resolved, That we are the saints.
. _ Probably the N. S. A. cannot pay the bill. It has per

sistently begged for money with the perseverance of an 
Arab sheik pursuing a bewildered traveler, and has made 
promises of wonderful things to be done or in want of do
ing, yet it has not performed anything more than pay the 
salary of its officers, and their expenses to the few mass-

z meetings it has called. Even for the report of its pro
ceedings it has depended on the generosity of the spiritual 
press.

' The fundamental law of beginning to
, BUILD AT THE BASE
, was ignored. The managers began at the top of the roof. 
_ There was- no support. Now glance over the history of 
~ the various attempts made to “organize” Spiritualists, and 

always, everywhere this blunder. The Central Assoeia- 
( tion is only a society of itself, and its meetings “mass
‘. meetings.”
r Take the National. A central organization to be ef
; fectire must bind the societies on which it rests. -The 
, delegate? must have power to vote for tlieir constituents 
'and that vote carry with it the obligation of such constit- 
„¡uents. Let us see how the National Association is made 
~ up, ostensibly from delegates from societies haring char

ters issued by its decree. These delegates assemble, pass 
resolutions, and vote on business measures. Are the so

cieties they represent responsible for their action? Not 
’ in the least. The delegates cannot pledge a dollar, or 
' vote on a resolution of “principle,” and bind their so

cieties to stand by them. What, then, is the National 
Association but a mass-meeting, with its officers perma
nently retained? In what manner does it represent the 
Spiritualists of this country? Not one Spiritualist in a

‘thousand belongs to it, or ever will. Why? It did not 
■ heed the lesson of experience. “

IT BEGAN AT THE TOP.
'A few leaders organized a “National Society,” and then 
Set to work to make local societies subsidiary.
, Such a course may be effective with a secret order, the 
'“Knights of the Brass Bodkin,” or the “Sons of the Patri
archs of Pumpkinville,” where the object is place and 

’kpelf for the few officials at the expense of the many laity 
^but it never will succeed with Spiritualists. ’

The Erst organization is with the local societies. When 
'''these have become strong and feel the need of uniting for 
^greater purposes, there is a base to build on. Then, the 

central organization is the creation of the local societies, 
and not the societies of the central. ’
. The United States government rests on the States. It 

■is strong as the States are strong. They came first, and 
/.when they felt the need of union, united. These organiz
ers would have a United States Government before there 
¡are any states, and then
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THE STOBY OF A SUMMIT 

BY LILIAN WHITING.

BEAUTIFULJJASSADAGA.
Notes of the Improvements Being Made 

at this Popular Camp.

About this time of the year people begin to talk and 
think seriously of what they are going to do during the 
summer months, and among Spiritualists the question is 
usually decided in favor of some of the camps. »

Ihe first question is one of expense. What does it cost 
to stay on the camp grounds?

Speaking of the Cassadaga Camp-meeting, at Lily Dale, 
N. Y., I can answer, and it will apply practically for all of 
the camps in the United States and Canada—for we have 
a new camp in Canada this year.

Most camps charge ten cents a day as a ground fee. 
Cassadaga charges fifteen cents admission and ten cents a 
day afterwards or $3.50 for a season ticket covering the 
entirq fortyffive days of camp. Board and room can be 
had at all prices, but during th? season it averages about 
one dollar per day, unless you go to the'high priced ho
tels,, when it ranges from $7 to $12 per week.

But to those who wish an outing at the lowest possible 
price, the proper tiling to do is to secure a room at from 
$1.50-per week to $1 per day, which two people can oc- 
euPy> bring an oil stove with you, a few :dishes and keep 
hpuse yourself. You need not be afraid you will be con
sidered small or sting)’, as you will have lots of company.

There are two grocery stores on the grounds, which 
carry a complete stock of goods especially adapted to 
campers use; two bakeries and restaurants where regular 
meals can be had at 25 cents each. This makes living as 
cheap as it is at home.

All lectures, conferences and thought exchanges are 
free, not even a collection being taken at any of them. 
The ten cents a day pays for everything the association 
runs.

This season there is an especially cheap way of reaching 
Cassadaga camp. The Baptist Young People’s Union 
hold a convention in Buffalo in July. Tickets will be 
sold for half fare and people desiring to come from a dis
tance can get tickets to Buffalo, take them to the termi
nal agent and deposit them with him, paying fifty 
cents for the accommodation and they will be good to re
turn up-to September 1. They will be on sale about July 
12 to 15. This will enable visitors to come to camp and 
remain through the entire season at a fare of one way for 
the round trip and their ticket from Buffalo to Lily Dale 
which is about $2 to $3, according to the rate established 
for the summer, which I have been informed is $2.15.

Most of the camps have lagged a little the past few 
years, but we are far from laggards at present. More im
provements are being made than have been made for 
years. Campbell Brothers have just completed a magnifi
cent residence right at the entranee on the site of the old 
Chase cottage, which was moved for the purpose of im
proving the place. Mrs. Todd, who bought the Bond 
cottage, has put on an addition. Mrs. Ross has made a 
large addition to her cottage, while the sound of hammer 
and saw is heard in every direction, and the smell of paint 
fills the air, showing that internal improvements still con
tinue.

! Its Use as aij Aid in Medical Practice.

■ Since the dawn of history a belief in the existence of an 
imponderable force/ now popularly known as “Sugges- 

^las teen acknowledged by most thinking people.
This force, which is inherent in the animal economy, 

has been used for biith good and evil purposes, and man
kind, while ignorant? of the principles on which it op

' erated, and lackifigrin a knowledge of its mysterious 
cause and the laws rriiich governed it, have generally ad
mitted the fact of its existence, unseen, yet marvelous in 
its influence on the destinies of mankind.

_ We stand iu awe when we consider the future possibili
ties of this wondrous force; all animal life seems to ex
ercise tliis potent influence, the bird singing to its mate, 
the mother praying for her child,or the physician anxious 
to cure his patient, all seem to call this agent into action. 
Frpm tliis a lessou. should be learned, that thoughts are 
tilings, and the happiness or misery of mankind greatly 
depends on the good or evil thoughts we harbor towards 
those with whom we daily come in contact. .
_ The laws governing this agent have been but little, un
derstood until recent years, and indeed at the, present 
time we only stand on the threshold of the temple of 
knowledge, which contains the. secrets and hidden mys
teries of nature; but in the Middle Ages, and as late as 
the early portion of the present century, persecution anc 
even death frequently followed the exercise and use of 
this divine power. Priestcraft, unmindful of the teach
ings of the scriptures and fearful (like the silversmiths of 
Ephesus) that their occupation would be gone, denounced 
all tampering with this power, as indicating a union with 
the Evil One. The proneness of humanity to seek after 
that which- is condemned, however, led many to investi
gate, and in spite of persecution, the light was kept 
burning.

After a time, when the people became more enlight
ened by education and persecution became less frequent 
and severe, a class of charlatans grew up, who in their 
endeavor to foist spurious imitations of some of the 
effects of “Suggestion” on the people, brought tlie study 
of the laws governing this force somewhat into disrepute, 
and so we have it to the present day.

In this connection, however, it is interesting to note 
the trend towards liberality of modern thought. A few 
years ago the , word “impossible” was in common use, 
to-day few but the ignorant use tlie term except where a 
lie is apparent.

The steam engine, the telegraph, the telephone, the 
microphone and the X-ray have all done their parts in 
liberalizing human intellect and humanizing human 
thought. .

Not mpch progress can be made while we are confined 
to mere routine, whether it be in the practice of medicine, 
the study of theology, philosophy or any of the sciences, 
freedom of thought is as necessary for the progress of 
human mind as is a pure atmosphere for the maintenance 
of our physical, health; we must have “freedom of 
thought and perfect freedom of expression.”

Science has demonstrated that the “impossible” is pos
sible, that muehilhiit has been attributed to supernatural 
or diabolical agencies is due entirely to natural causes, 
and we now have’ chloroform and ether outdone by psy
chological methods; most difficult surgical operations per
formed without pain, the sensibilities of the patient being 
temporarily removed ¡by suggestion.

But it is not albne in the fields of surgery that this won
drous power comes iito play, history in all ages gives ex
amples of the hcalirig powers of individuals, which can 
only be accounted for by the theory of suggestion; sug
gestion, thereford,--must be admitted as an aid not to be 
ignored if we desire to obtain the best results in medical 
practice. Let uS »“try all tilings and hold fast to that 
which is good.”

While advocating the use of suggestion in medical prac
tice, I by no means wish to be understood as overlooking 
the necessity of using other methods of cure. It must be 
said, however, that suggestion enters into every method . 
of practice and forms a large constituent part of it, 
whether realized by physician and patient or not.

Faith in a physician is generally admitted to be a pre
requisite to a cure, and mental contact in some form, at 
frequent intervals, is also necessary for the continued con
fidence of the patient. The physician who can inspire 
the most confidence is assured of the best results, pro
vided his treatment and judgment are correct. I quote 
from the Eclectic Medical Gleaner of February, 1898: 
“The better the psychologist and hygienist the better the 
doctor.” " ■
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says: “I was appointed on a committee to help select a na
tional organ for the N. S. P. L.”

INFORMATION WANTED.
We ask for information: By what right does the N. S. 

A. appoint officers for the central lyceum? By whom 
was tliis high power conferred? This “National” Ly
ceum, so weak only two of its officers attend, and the pro
ceedings so vague they cannot be officially reported, must 
feel, an “official organ,” one of its great “wants!”

There is Mr. Tom Clifford furnishing a paper for the 
lyceuins, head and brain given to the work, for which he 
feels any sacrifices too small, who by his zeal furnishes an 
“organ” ready to hand! What is the objection to it? If 
it proves itself desirable, it will be supported, and in the 
measure it satisfies, become the organ of the movement. 
Its selection by a committee will not make it so, nor its 
rejection condemn it. Spiritualists are not blind, nor 
under the necessity of being led.

Many lyceums have paid for charters, and it would have 
been democratic and correct form, for the delegates of 
these to have voted who should be their central officers. 
Only the autocratic Czar furnishes example of the high
handed appointment of officials without consulting those 
over whom they are placed.

■ MINISTERIAL ELEMENT.
There has been from the beginning a strong ministerial 

element in Spiritualism. • It has come from the reformed 
preachers from time to time dropping into its ranks; from 
those once accepting the dogmas of the churches, and the 
reflection from the spirits who have not outgrown the su
perstitions of earth-life. This element has constantly 
advocated strong organization, local lecturers, missionary 
effort, and the machinery of the churches. There have 
been “spiritual churches” with ordained ”pastors” and the 
routine work of the orthodox service. A “Declaration of 
Principles” is demanded, that “the world may know what 
we believe!” In other words a creed, so that by and by, 
the man will be stretched on these declarations to find out 
whether he is a Spiritualist or not!

All this because they mistake the trend of this great 
movement. They cling to the idea that it is a matter of 
form and worship, instead of science and fact. They for
get that the preacher is outgrown and a back number to 
Spiritualism, and the press has taken the place of the lec
turer in a great measure. Spiritualism may make rapid 
growth where there is no organization. It often makes 
none at all where there is. Countless times the attempt 
to push “tests” and trance spealdng on a curious public 
has brought sneers and contempt on the cause. People 
must grow into Spiritualism; they cannot be “mis- 
sionaried.”

Well, there has been progress in fifty years, such prog
ress as history makes no record of, in regard to any other 
belief. Yet this has been

DONE WITHOUT ORGANIZATION, 
without leadership. The impelling force has been in the 
spirit-world, and those on this side who have sought to di
rect this force, to become leaders, have sank into obscur
ity. It has been the leaven which has infected the whole 
world of thought. • _

In mental diseases we know that placebos frequently 
works wonders, but only when the patient has confidence 
in the physician, but where shall we draw the line at men
tal diseases, as every organ in the body is more or less 
under the influence of the mind, consequently more or 
less open to the influence of suggestion.

In reading the scriptures, we find that Jesus anointed 
the eyes of the blind man-with an ointment composed of 
clay and spittle. No one supposes that this unguent 
effected tho cure. It is considered that the ointment was 
merely used for conveying suggestion to the man, who 
could not see the healer, and in this way arouse his faith 
that something was being done to help him. The result 
of his faith was restoration to sight. .

I do not, say that organic diseases can be cured by sug
gestion alone, but I believe that much more favorable 
conditions for cure can be obtained by proper suggestive 
methods than without their aid. We know that certain 
medicines give positive results, when given according to 
certain indications, and I believe that the action of these

Not to be outdone by the rest, your humble servant has 
also improved, and visitors to the camp will see the result 
of it in a neat Chinese pagoda, tastily ornamented and 
painted, occupying a prominent place in the center of the 
park between the auditorium and the Grand Hotel, where 
a complete stock of Spiritualistic, Free Thought, Astro- 
ogical, Theosophical and other books can be found, also

the Spiritualistic papers and an opportunity for leaving 
your subscription for the same; also souvenirs of the camp1 
will be for sale.

More cottages and rooms, both in cottages and hotels, 
lave been rented than has been the case for years back 

and everything points to a complete success.
As some people get the names Cassadaga and Lily Dale 

mixed I will explain This is the Cassadaga Camp, as it is 
run by the Cassadaga Lake Free Association; it is located 
on one of the four Cassadaga Lakes; our railroad station 

• is Lily Dale and our post office the same. This will ex
plain so that no difficulty need arise. As there is a Cas
sadaga station and postoffice, these points should be re
membered.

It is unnecessary to mention the program. The best 
is never too good for us, and when you decide to come to 
Cassadaga camp you can count upon hearing the best tal
ent to be had both on and off the Spiritualist platform.

In conclusion, Spiritualists, if you want a good summer 
outing, go to one of the camps. All of them will present 
programs that will well repay you for the time and money 
spent, and as many of you as can do so, come to Cassa
daga and you will never regret it. If it is lectures you 
want, we have the best; if it is the phenomena, nowhere 
in the United States, can you find a greater variety of the 
best mediums than you can here. W. H. BACH.

Lily Dale, N. Y.

FSYGHOGRflFHY.
Marvelous Manifestations of Psyohlo 

Power Given Through the 
Mediumship of

FRED, P. EVAl.
. ‘ought to read. Absorbing*,^©rest 
ing, and should be In tbe bauds of every thoughtful 
man and woman. No one cau read tu pages without 
being convinced of the existence of a future life. The 
book Is of great value, not only to Spirituallsts, but to 
those Interested in tho problem of mau's future life, 
as well as to those interested in phenomenal re
search. —J. J. Owen.

This volume^« superroyal octavo in size, beautifully 
Q end gold, and profusely Illustrated.

Price |2, postpaid. For sale at this office.
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ETHICS OF-MARRIACE.

By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.
.«.te“*“»* “ *.  Pie».ter a belter birthright for 
CDiidren, and alms to lead Individuals to seek a blrher 
development of themselves through moat sacred re
lations. It la pure in cone and alm, and should be 
widely circulated. Price, cloth, il.

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS?
Hix BHJE JtBCAXtB A. SPIRITUALIST, 

26< page«. One copy, »1; Elx copies. »5.

TROM BIGHT TO HORRi
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church, 

82 pages. One copy, 15 cental ten copies, 11.

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS,

°“ bound to cloUi- »
for Sate at this Office, 40 Loomis Street,

The Infidelity of Ecclesiastieism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. W. M 
Price'acent^ nichant and masterly treatise.

—----
A Little Boy’s Prayer.

_ A little boy in the east end has taken too great interest 
in the war question. His mother frequently cautions him 
against showing a cruel spirit, but his father, who is some
thing of a belligerent himself, says nothing. The other 
day—it was Sunday—the youngster was extremely war
like, boasting what he would do to the Spaniards, and 
lopping off the heads of imaginary dons at a great rate. 
His mother overheard some of his talk, and at once said 
to him:

“Now, Frankie, you have shown yourself a very 
naughty boy. Such talk is wicked, and I want you to go 
right into your bedroom and ask God to put aU naughty 
thoughts out of your head.”

So Frankie went into the bedroom and hastily shut the 
door behind him. It didn’t latch, however, and this is 
the prayer which his father heard through the narrow 
opening:

“0 Lord, you know that women don’t like to fight, and 
my mama is a lady. Men is different. There was a coal 
wagon man swore at mamma 'once, and papa hauled off 
and knocked the stuffin’ out of him. I want to be like 
that when I get big ' And, 0 Lord, you know that those 
starvers are a-starvin’ and murderin’ poor little babies and 
women and men. JYou’ve seen the pictures, and you 
know what they look like. You know those starvers have 
got to get à darn good lickin’ for all that, and for sinking 
the Maine, too. Papa says you must never fight except 
your cause is just. You know how that is, cause you’ve 
licked the devil so many times. And, now, 0 Lord, please 
let Uncle Sam go ahead and do what he thinks best, for 
ever and ever, amen.”—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

.. —77r?'~—- ■
Material Life Is Like a'River.

The waters of the river first come from the clouds in 
the rain drops; they collect together and trickle down in 

• little streams, and come together th the brooks, creeks and 
rivers, arid filially are lost in the ocean. But when the 
spirit of man leaves the material form and is apparently 
lost in the ocean of Infinity, it is only so to the material 
senses. We have no reason to believe the ego of individ
uality is lost in the Infinite Whole, as we know the drop 
of water to be lost in the great ocean, "from when it is 
again taken up by conditions in nature, and once more 
formed into drops of water. This merely represents the 
ever-changing condition of material nature, while the in
tellectual spiritual ego, we have reason to believe, ever re
tains its individuality while apparently lost in a universal 
vhole. _ R. EL. AYTCH.

—-------:-:)o(.—:------—
“Religious and Theological Works of Thomas Paine.” 

Contains his celebrated “Age of Reason,” and a number 
of letters and discourses on religious and theological sub
jects. ■ Cloth binding, 430 pages. Price $1. For sale Î 
at this office. ; i

SEND OUT "MISSIONARIES;

OF JOHN BROWN, 
ThcMMlomcf the T*th

J. B. Loveland. This t. the Wstety Bost wonderful mediums that ararUved. iVLÎÎ 
SS» Äi0“8 «Ci, W CW» -

SOMETIME.

&
organize States. These States organized out of mate

rnal too weak to unite without assistance thus afforded, 
pend delegates to form the tail to the official head center' 

ho vote, pass declarations, resolutions and laws, which 
«fjrind no one, and have no means of being enforced. It is 
^TVOrse than a farce—-"it is a sham. .

There is no use for a central organization until it can 
ibet created and maintained on and by local societies. It 
trusts at their expense. Every dollar it has it draws from 
£them. The charter it gives, and the fees it exacts, an 
just so much taken from such societies, for which there it 
OTeturn. If tliis he disputed, the record of the Natìonàl 

Association is in evidence. What has it done for the so
’ ieties in return for the money paid for charters and mem 
jership? Has it not been an entirely one-sided affair?

.It has drifted on these years, to this Jubilee, which ha' 
ught chagrin and humiliation. '

- To the main purpose of the Jubilee were attached othe> 
Jcanches. as subsidiary, one off the leading being the

Last night, my dariing, as you slept, 
I thought I heard you sigh, 

And to your little crib I crept, 
And watched a space thereby;

And then I stooped and kissed your brow, .
For, oh! I love you so— • '

You are too young to know it now, " , 
But some time you shall know.

Some time when, in a darkened place ‘ ‘ 
Where others come to weep,

Your eyes shall look upon a face 1 
Calm in eternal sleep, , .

The voiceless Bps, the wrinkled brow, . ; 
The patient smile shall show— -

You are too young to know it now, ■> ■ ' 
But some time you may know. ‘ -

Look backward, then, into the years, ' 
And see me here to-night •

See, oh, my darling, how- the tears 
Are falling as I write; .

And feel once more upon your brow 
The kiss of long ago—

You are too young to know it now, 
But some time you shall know. -

< —Eugene Field.

medicines would be greatly accelerated and their in
fluence for good increased if accompanied by suggestion. 
The impress on the mind of the patient by the thoughts 

. of liis physician (the physician being confident as to the 
result of his treatment) oftentimes changes the lines of 
thought of the patient from fear and doubt to that of 
confidence and hope, and so sustains the failing energies, 
that time is gained and nature and the remedy prescribed 

.frequently effects-.a cjire. . .
The masterful influence exerted on the body by the 

mind or soul, is ygt far from being realized or fuUy un
derstood, and I often think that many of the cures sup
posed to be madft-by the higher attenuations prescribed 
by our Homeopqthjg brethren are reaUy due in a great 
measure to the influqpee of suggestion. And what matters 
it, if-it be so, pri\ri4eji cures.be effected?

.. Let us be liborab in other words, let us be Eclectic 
and choose, fron^ %ll sources the means■ necessary to 
alleviate human-^lufffring. ..

I stop here, , n^t .bpcause all has been said, but enough 
I think to show^f osaeof the . possibilities of suggestion 
when used as an aid-in the practice of medicine. ’ 
-San FranciscOjoQaL W. M. FORSTER, M. D.

“j0" ®:—!—--------- '

“The Infidelity, .pf Ecclesiastieism. A Menace to 
American Civilization.” By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lec
turer upon physical,. physiological and psychic science. 
Demonstrator of the molecular or spiritual hypothesis bf 
nature. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant Price 25 cents. 
For sale at this office. ■

“The Priest, the Woman and ihe Confessional.” This 
book, by the well-known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, impqre influences and results of the Romish con
fessional, as proved 'by the sad experience of many 
wrecked lives. Price; by mail, $1. For sale at this office.

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to Old Records.” 
Told by Paul Carus. This book is heartily recommended 
to students of the science of religions, and to all who 
would gain a fair conception of Buddhism in its spirit and 
Bring principles. Spiritualist or Christian can scarcely 
read it without; spiritual profit. Price $1. For sale at 
this office. ‘ ‘

The New and the Old,
Or the World’s Progress tn Thought. By Moses Hull 
An excellent work by this veteran writer and thinker 
rnce 10 centB.

PBACTICAL METHODS TO IN- 
8UEE SUCCESS.

A valuable little work, fun of practical Instruction 
In mattcrB pertaining to physical, mental andsn’r'^uai 
health. « ortb many times Iu coat. Price 10 cents. 

~THE SPIRITUALALPS^ 

AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.
Ora few thought« on how to reach ;hat altitude 

where spirit Is supreme and all things ain subject, tn t. With portrait By Moses Hctt" “Jit the boo“ 
to teach you that yon are a spiritual ».«ng, and to 
show you how to educate your splrlhiai fecnltlea. 
Price, bound In cloth, 40 cenu: tipflttr cover. 2S 
cents For sale at ibis office.

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIBITUAL INTERCOURSE.

This work contains an account of the very wonder, 
tul spiritual developments at the house of Rev. Dn 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn, and similar cases tn al 
pans of tbe country. This volume Is tbe first troa 
the author directly upon the subject of ‘•Spiritualism? 
and has stood the teat of manv yeara. ciintjxaiwi 
Postage 10 centa. For sale at this office.

Joys Beyond the Threshold
_________ A SEQUEL TO
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER,

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THE TO MORROW OF DEAIH ra writer to 

develop the idea or the principle of the permanence 
of the human soul after death, and reincarnation 
In a chain of new beings, whose snccestlve Huke are 
unrolled in the bosom of etheriai apace. “Bsyonp 
ths Threshold” continues on tbe same lines, en*  
larging ana expanding the idea by reasons and con
siderations drawn from science and philosophy; c alm*  
Ing that the certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In the presence of death, end 
that ihe help offered by science aud philosophy to that 
end isfarsuperior to that of any of the existing re*  
llgion*.  From beginning to end It is interesting, en*  
tertatnlng, instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts it all or not, much rill have been learned 
aud much pleasure enjoyed in its perusal. Price ti.25 
For sale at this office.
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WHY I LEFT MY CHURCH.

ery,

pray for thy dear self that thou may’st finally be 
free.

And

gaged more of my attention, and the discords in the music

other points. The business transaction miscarried and

you’ll-be-damned-if-you-do.:
A week later the widow set off on foot for the rebel

shipment home, that henceforth I would neither ask nor

Until a few days ago I took no active part in the war
fare, but times have changed now. Last week I had a 
friend, who was a noble young man before he became a 
victim of the religionists. But it killed liim, and I re

may
Feel on my brow thy tender sigh, the soft warmth of 

thy breath.

fog in the mortal mind realm becomes less dense and 
allows more heavenly light to penetrate, and soon it will 
be altogether absorbed by the resplendent brilliance of 
this higher light which seeks ingress everywhere for 
beneficent results. -

and the weeds in the garden became more conspicuous 
and offensive. T1'-1 n...* n....

spring one day “ ’
A simple, humble flow’ret, Life victor over Death, 

Sweet symbol of my loving soul, ah, kiss the dew away. 
Approach to it thy gentle lips, that in my cold tomb I

out thinking. But it is the common experience of Spir
itualists who have left behind them the old hobgoblins

Integrity and purity form the way to success.
Van Wert, Ohio. MRS. M. KLEIN.

gruity I forgot the sermon and saw only the farce. As 
one takes a deeper interest in music or in gardening when 
by prolonged attention they become better understood, 
so the Lord’s Prayer and the Sermon on the Mount en-

POET, PROPHET ANO MARTYR.
Life Sketch and Last Poem of Dr. Jose Ri

zal, Executed in Manila by Spanish
Tyrants—Died for Equality,

Married on the morning of his execu
tion, HIS WIDOW RECEIVES A HERITAGE,OF 
VENGEANCE.
The following remarks by the correspondent who sent 

this very pathetic statement to tlie New York Herald are 
flue as a preface to the narrative and beautiful poem:

At the present juncture, when public attention in the 
United States is directed toward Manila, perhaps the en
closed translation may interest you.

Last year when insurrection was raging in the Philip
pine Islands, among the rebel chiefs executed was Dr. 
Jose Rizal. He was a remarkable man, and his death was 
accompanied by some dramatic episodes. He had high 
scientific acquirements and . was a'physician of great re
pute. In a difficult and successful operation on a patient, 
Iris daughter, an Irish girl, became attached to him, and 
when he was condemned to death she was married to him 
in prison a few hours before the execution of the sentence.

Ebbs put, on scaffold, or in combat, or under torturer’s 
knife, . ■ '

We welcome Death if for our hearths, or for our coun
try dear.

I die while dawn’s rich iris hues are staining yet the sky, 
Heralds of the freer day still hidden from our view

Behind the night’s dark mantle. And should the morn- 
ingnigh

■N eed crimson, shed my heart’s blood quickly, freely, let it 
dye > ‘

The new born light with th’ glory of its ensanguined 
hue.

My dreams when yet were ling’ring my childhood’s care
less years,

My dreams, my hopes, when vigor pulsed in my youth
ful heart,

Were that one day, gem of the East, thine eyes, un
dimmed with tears, .

Might darkly glow, that I might see unwrinkled, free 
from fears,

Thy lofty brow wherefrom for aye all blushes should- 
depart. . '

Hail unto thee, dreams of my life! My dying soul doth cry 
All hail to tliee! And ye I hail, my aspirations deep

And ardent! Oh, how sweet it is to fall beneath thy sky, 
To die that thou mayst live, and, for thy welfare high, 

In thine enchanted bosom eternally to sleep!His death caused a great sensation on. account, also, no 
doubt, of the romantic marriage which preceded it. The _
Spaniards themselves, admitting his merits, regretted that If on my grave, midst the thick grass, thou shouldst see 
political necessity compelled them to shorten such a valu- ' '
able life.

All these particulars were known to you, and you will 
certainly find them in greater detail on looking up your 
files, but I do not think you ever published a translation 
of the remarkable verses which he wrote a few hours be
fore his death, and which form at the present moment an 
interesting historical document. .

Z. VOLPICELLI. 
.Via Pontaccio, 7, Milan, May 15, 1898.

Whatever may be the ultimate fate of the Plrilippine 
Islands, the death of Dr. Jose Rizal will be remembered 
as an exquisite piece of heric martyrdom. His life was 
filled with romance. He was the leader in the uprising 
against Spanish tyranny, and the love of his native coun
try took precedence over all else. It did not require his 
remarkable poem, written but a few hours before his exe-
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SPIRÇÜALMEDIUMS,
Questions anc^ Answers Relative to 

diumistic Experiences, Etc.

Question asked of a spirit by a mortal:
“What distinguishes a spiritual medium from 

persons?” ,
Answer; A spiritual medium is one who has that 

degree of developed ¡¡sensitiveness that can be readily 
approached and usqd by spiritual beings, for giving 
messages to their earthly friends. They, in reality, do 
not differ from other people in their mental and physical 
make-up, but they do differ in this, that their brains are 
like sensitized plates, which readily respond to the mes
sages sent in upon them on the vibratory line, by an in
visible operator. You all know the telegraphic click 
represents a system, apparatus and operator. So, in like 
manner, the tiny spirit rap was made use of by higher in
telligences to represent a system, viz.: that of mental and 
soul telegraphy. The human brain and nerve system 
represent this system and apparatus of which the dis
carnate spirits are the operators. The individual system 
is contained in and operative in, as well as operated by the 
universal system filling space, and which may be termed 
the Over-soul, or God’s loom in which thought is woven. 
It is well to say here, that there is a difference between 
soul substance and soul tissue. The tissue is to the sub
stance and nerve system exactly what the insulation is to 
the wire. Over the nerve system of man course the 
electric currents constantly. Mediums, as we said, are 
attuned to them and catch the messages, while others not 
so attuned do not realize this constant action going on 
about and through them.

It is a fact in nature, man included, that induction, 
respiration, and exchange of substance and thoughts, are 
constantly going on, for, it is in reality, the vibratory 
rhythm of soul telegraphy. It is only in these latter days 
that man has reached the plane of mental manifestations, 
that sufficient connections can be made to the brain cen
ters to bring these grand facts to his view and understand-

these must be charged for their respective purposes. In
terference proves disastrous to those who interfere and 
brings loss to the different companies’ works. Try to 
reason upon these things. Have more genuine sympathy 
for your mediums. Make better conditions for them, 
and do not ask them to receive and give more than is 
possible at one service; for if you inquire on different and 
opposite lines of mental traffic you invite the difficulties 
against which so much is said. Expect nothing miracu
lous to happen, as all effects are and must ever be, results 
of natural causes, and the sooner this common-sense view 
is taken by the people and conditions made for good 
work, the better, and all that is objectionable will be 
banished, .

Now a word of advice from a spirit: In accordance 
with one’s mental activity in quality and range, is one’s 
power for good or ill. Beware of persons who", them
selves being selfish and given to impure thought, do ever 
watch others in order to think and speak ill of them, for 
all such are harm workers. Beware of those who think

PUBLICATIONS
- OF —
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A LIBRARY OF SPIRITUAL! 
SCIENCE.
——-o--------—

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OP 
PSYCHIC SCIENCE,

This work essays to utilize and explain the vast ar
ray of facta In Its field of research by referring them 
to a common cause, and from tbam arise to the laws 
and conditions of Mau’a aplrltual being. Third edi
tion. Price, 75 cents.
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI.

ENCE.
Not servile trust to tbe Gods, out knowledge of the 

laws of tbe world, belief In the divinity of man and 
hl» eternal progress toward perfection 1» the rounds- 
Hon of thia book. Price, |1.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In thia .tory tbe scenes »re laid on earth, and tn the 

iplrlt-world presenting the spiritual philosophy and 
the real life of spiritual beings. All questions which 
arise on that subject are answered. Price 5,ceutC

ARCANA OF NATURE.

Let o’er my grave the placid moon shed its soft tranquil 
light;

Let-cool dawn’s fleeting splendor shine on my resting 
place;

Let the deep murmur of the wind caress it in the night;
And if above my lonely cross it stay its restless flight, i, i T UV------"7,"

’Twill breathe a prayer of peace and chant a canticle of Sl casing him to realize how largely he figures in this
grace 1 ? 1 syetem>by hls oulPul and receipt of thought. Daily the
o fna in Ihn mnrlol ,.„..l.„ 1,„„_____  Y.„ 1____ ,

Oh, let the rain rise pure to heav’n beneath the sun’s hot 
rays .

And carry to the throne of God my loving, last re
quest.

Let friendly souls weep for my end, and in the after days, 
On evenings clear, when o’er my tomb some gentle being 

prays,
Pray also thou, 0 Fatherland, for my eternal rest.

Pray for all those who died alone, betrayed, in wretched
ness. '

For those who suffered for thy sake torments and mis-

cution and which the Herald prints to-day, to prove that. 
Rizal was not an adventurer. He was a man of culture, 

a learned physician, and as president of the Manila Uni
versity was looked upon as a leader in the educational and 
scientific as well as the social life of his “beloved Filipi
nos.” , But above all he was a lover of equality. Spain’s 
yoke did not chafe his shoulders, but he looked about him, 

, and saw that his fellow-countrymen were not so fortu
nate. “Why should my lot be different from theirs?” ex
claimed this impetuous South Sea islander. ,

No idle dreamer was this man. It is true he was a poet, For our poor, loving mothers’ hearts, who weep in bitter- 
but he was a poet of humanity. He did not view life ness, 1
through rose colored glasses. He looked the world For widows, tortured captives, orphans in deep distress, 
squarely in the face, and his muse held a scalpel in her *-• ’----- 1 - J1 1 ’* > • • ■ - -■ -
hand. He tore the bandages from the blinded eyes of 
Justice, that she might see the hypocrisy, the cruelty, the 
oppression which surrounded hey.

He was not satisfied in his own mind that the pen was 
mightier than the sword. “1 will find out,” he said. 
And he fought with both.

As a revolutionist he at once became prominent. The 
natives of the lower class regarded him with superstitious 
awe and reverence. They said he was favored of the gods.

It was while living in exile at Perin, on the island of 
Dapitan, that Dr. Rizal met the woman who became his 
wife and his widow in one day—December 6, 1896. On 
that day he was led out in the prison yard at Manila, and 
shot in the back.

Just before his execution he prophesied that if the sen
tence of death was carried out Spain would lose the Phil
ippines within ten years. He little dreamed that in less 
than eighteen months the gallant Dewey would enter Ma
nila harbor and humble Spain in the dust.

The romantic marriage in Manila prison was one of the 
notable events in the career of this remarkable man. The 
bride was born at Hong Kong, although her parents were 
Europeans. Her father was in poor health, and in Au
gust, 1894, she accompanied him to Manila, where it was 
thought the climate would be beneficial. After a so
journ of six months at Manila they journeyed to Perin, 
where Dr. Rizal was called in as attending physician.

It was a case of love at first sight, and ultimately the 
engagement was announced. Upon promise of his free
dom, Dr. Rizal was tricked into returning to Manila, 
where he was placed on board the Spanish cruiser Castilla 
and conveyed to Spain.

On arriving at Barcelona he was detained by the au
thorities, who declared that he was one of the chiefs of the 
Katapunin and ordered that he be sent back to Manila for 
trial.

The time of execution was fixed for December 6. At 
six o’clock on that fateful morning Miss Taufer was ad
mitted to his cell. A priest was in attendance upon the 
condemned man. In two hours the execution would take 
place. The scene was most affecting.

Dr. Rizal, seized with a sudden inspiration, proposed 
that a marriage ceremony be performed, to which Miss 
Taufer eagerly assented. And there, with the early rays 
of the tropical sun streaming through the little barred 
window of the cell, resting like a benediction upon the 
heads of the sad little group, the solemn words were 
spoken which joined the lovers in the holy bonds of wed
lock.

“Till death do us part,” repeated the bride and groom. 
A stifled sob burst from the throat of the sombre robed 
priest.

The wife remained with her husband until the sum
mons came. Then they led her away. Dr. Rizal was 
conducted to the place of execution. He remarked that 
he freely forgave all those who had done him evil as he 
hoped for forgiveness himself. There was no tremor in 
his voice as he spoke. A hush fell upon the group of sbl- 
diery as he proudly asserted his martyrdom and predicted 
the downfall of Spanish rule. .

And when dark night enshrouds in gloom the silent cem
etery,

When but the lonely dead are left watching by the sea, 
Disturb not tlieir repose, nor dispel the mystery, 
Perchance then shalt thou hear cithern or psaltery

Well tuned, ’tin I, 0 my dear country, ’tis I singing to 
thee.

And when the memory of my grave has faded from the 
mind,

When my tomb bears nor cross nor stone to mark 
where I lie dead,

Plough o’er the spot, turn up the earth, and scatter to the 
wind

My ashes ere they return to naught; let them go uneon- 
fined

To form thy rolling meadows and flower-covered glade.

No matter, then, if all forget, still, still shall I be near, 
Still shall I breathe thy od’rous air, still wander in thy 

ways,
And dwell in space; a thrilling note loud sounding in 

thine ear;
I shall be perfume, light and shade, sound, color, refrain 

clear,
Telling forever of my faith and singing thy dear 

praise.

Farewell, adored country! I leave my all with thee, 
Beloved Filippinas, whose soil my feet have trod, *

I leave with thee my life’s loves deep. I go where all are 
free,

I go where are no tortures, where th’ oppressor’s power 
shall be . ■

Destroyed, where faith kills not, where He who reigns 
is God.

. •
Farewell, my parents, brothers, friends of my infancy, 

Dear fragments of my heart, once to my bosom pressed 
Round our lost hearth. Give thanks to God in glad tran

quillity
That after day’s long, weary hours I sleep eternally, 

Farewell, lov'd beings, stranger sweet; to die is but to 
rest. JOSE RIZAL.

The Merciless System.
Why should Spiritualists seek to clothe themselves in 

the livery of the wily foe which seeks their destruction?
Does not common sense and experience teach that one 

cannot serve two masters, and be loyal to both? Why, 
then, this cringing and apologizing, to the empty forms 
and enslaving dogmas of orthodox creed? A “Christian”

The lime is not distant when soul telegraphy, or as 
»ome prefer to call it, “mental telegraphy,” will'be gen
erally recognized and become practical to the extent that 
man will recognize it as a system supremely established 
in nature, as well as in man, in accord with nature’s own 
law of evolution, to thus exchange vital substance aud 
thought for the regeneration of man and progress of all 
things. By this gystem the upward course of all things 
is insured, communication with the so-called dead and the 
living is not only possible, but quite natural and easy, as 
we have shown. But,, without these mediums or sensi
tives, these operations, ¡natural though they be, could not 
be brought to map’s notice and gain his attention and 
study, whereby he may find that it is nothing exclusive, 
but belongs to all, jf they but fit themselves to make use 
of it as is the Divine purpose.

Question: If this be true, pray tell us why mediums 
sometimes get mixpd up in the receiving and delivering 
of messages?

Answer: The different faculties and cells of the brain 
are unevenly developed. Some are quite well attuned to 
these vibrations directed upon • them by a-spiritual 
operator, while others are sluggish. There are, also, dif
ferent operators for, different messages, from different sta
tions of spirit life, and,some of the lines not being in fit 
condition for use, they send in their messages over Lie 
lines that can be used to the brain centers. This causes 
confusion, and not infrequently a halt must be called by 
the guardians of the subject so used, until order is re
stored and messages are sent in proper order upon what 
we call legal or corresponding lines. These messages 
usually differ widely as to tlieir import, owing to the fact 
that operators from different planes of spirit life send 
them. This causes misunderstanding, and lo! instead of 
searciring for the cause of such effects, man decries the 
whole grand system, with all its dispensed truths, and 
calls it a satanic invention, a delusion. We know the 
same class of people decried the printing press as the in
vention of Satan, and many more great aids to the civ
ilization and education of man fared as badly. .

Therefore take courage, faithful workers, and struggle 
on through this conflict to victory, for the great benefit 
mankind will derive from constant and assured com
munication with those departed from earth to higher 
planes of expression. It is by this means man is taught 
the true use of all his great mental and spiritual powers. 
Even the bodily mechanism will be more carefully re
garded in order to serve spirit and soul well in their 
efforts to manifest and draw to themselves such sub
stances as are necessary to give tangibility to the immortal 
form and cause it to be strong as well as brilliant. Soul 
telegraphy is the true method of intellectual and spiritual 
improvement. .

Question: Why is it that there are things predicted 
by spirits through mediums, some of which are fulfilled, 
while others fail? ■ ..

Answer: We answer this by comparison. For in
stance, a business man of New York is largely interested 
in business, say at Chicago. He receives a wired message 
from a friend in the latter city to this effect: “Come on 
first train. Important business to be transacted.” He

Like thousands of other Spiritualists, I was reared 
among the influences of the Christian system. Four 
years I thought, I investigated, I studied. I compared 
the old system with the new, and about a year and a half 

At last the fatal moment arrived. The order was given ng0 1 a SPÎri“. ’Twas a struggle,
to fire. There was a rattle of musketrv, and the ngid thî'i r ’ ° breal^lo.os.ei ir0.n?the old wa-v oi believing with- 
body of ihe hero of the Philippines swayed, then fell for- rh!nkl.?,g' v, v c?iamon experience of Spir-
waril. The surgeons pronounced him stone dead. Seven J 1S. S, ¡'10 bave left behind them the old hobgoblins 
Spamd. buUds b.d pon.Med bls bspk ploughed 
their way through the vitals.

returns answer: “Will start at once; will be there at------
time”—calculating the distance, connection and speed of 
trains. He starts, all goes well until within one hundred 
miles of his destination, when suddenly an accident oc- 

o • •, , . , , - ------ -— curs, he is delayed so long that when he at last reaches
5 nininUnOi be 3 aUd earDeSt sl'PP°rter of the the city the parties interested had been summoned to

"■P... ..P SOP1!- . _ . . .. other noiuts. The business transaction misrnrriprl anrl

camp at Imus. She was hailed as a modern Joan of Arc,
, and was received with a great demonstration. She as

sumed command of a companv of insurgents armed with "VY “* t" " I? LT i"“v “uu ie"rifles and took the field, winning more than one victory fi«lved’ a,s J saw ^e,c,offin being placed ot the tram for 
over the. Spanish troops. She made her headquarters at 
Naic, in Cavite province.

Mrs. Rizal is now in this country, and is said to be 
working with a view of creating a" Philippine Junta, to 
work in conjunction with the Cuban Junta.

The following is a translation from the Spanish, in 
which language this remarkable poem was written by this 
scientist, poet, prophet and martyr to the cause of the 
common people:

. MY LAST THOUGHT.

Farewell, adored fatherland! Our Eden lost, farewell!
Farewell, 0 sun’s lov’d region, pearl of the Eastern sea! 

Gladly I die for thy dear sake; Yea, thou knowest well 
Were my sad life more radiant far than mortal tongue 

could.tell, ■
. Yet would I give it gladly^ joyously for thee.

On bloodstained fields of battle, fast locked in madd’ning 
strife, . . ’

Thy sons have dying blest thee, untouched by doubt or 
fear. - - , . ■ ■

No matter wreaths of laurel; no matter where our life

give quarter. '
How did they kill him? Why, with their many-horned 

devil, and lake of fire, and unforgiving God. The mental 
pain and terror drove him into a fever, and his imagin
ings of cloven-footed devils with bloody pitchforks robbed 
him of hope and the ambition to get well. But it is only 
one instance added to the countless millions.

caused disappointment which neither party could well 
help. You see one man had, by way of the message sent, 
pledged his business integrity to the other, and neither 
party would be justified in doubting it because of an un
avoidable interference. But, when a band of spirits drafts 
an event according to all they can discover in a fixed dis
tance, and calculate IhC condition of persons and things 
connected therewith ati faithfully as mathematical pre
cision wiU allow, arid’then make predictions of certain 
events through their f^peetive mediums, and it so hap
pens that some of the'’mortals connected in such drafts
form an allegiance to bther invisible operators on other 
force lines, and jointly disturb the procedure of con
ditional workings ujfotf-which results are based, then the 
medium if, decried b's i' fraud and the controls as lying 
spirits, when the fait is, in nine cases out of ten, that the 
very ones who howl the5 loudest at the miscarriage are the 
ones who, by their diversion and double-dealing, caused 
the failure, which can only be made good again in a time 
that cannot accurately be stated. It is for such reasons 
that all higher spirits ■ give prophecies in accord with 
eternal time, because they know that conditional inter
ferences are frequent, and while they do not destroy' im
portant events for being experienced, they delay andI believe Spiritualism will he eventually purified and

exalted in consequence of the assaults of the enemy- W £Z“nUvZ expenencea, tney-aeiay andcome what may, your humble servant, theSSed is fi Si ,5 re-SUlt6’ the
in the fight to Gw full extent of his feeble abiH^’ “ KSXS a?eS” there’
- Deadwood, S. D. . LOWELL A. MASOH. tor® appearances are changed.^ _ ..

...;-Now in conclusion we will add a few more words on the 
'' ’ Jines of comparison, concerning the confusion of mediums

in receiving and giving messages. There is at times what 
may be termed a force contingency, the lines used in this 
brain service are all tapped by different operators, from 
different planes, because each one is eager to convey some
thing on the topic under treatment, upon which much 
may be dependent for principalities on different planes of 
thought and force exchanges. The besieged brain is then 
like a center of traffic in’ a city where telegraphic, tele
phonic and . electric light lines converge. Now all of^

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the student of psychic 
phenomena, this pamphlet is intensely interesting. It 
gives detailed accounts of two cases of “double conscious
ness^ namely Mary Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, Hl., 
and Mary Reynolds, of Venango County, Pa. For sale at 
this office. Price 15 cents. :

“Karezza. Ethics of Marriage.” By Alice B. Stock
ham, M. D. Price, $1. For sale at thia office.

themselves superior to others and ever cast evil thoughts 
and venom which fail not in causing unpleasant ex
periences for those against whom they are directed. Be
ware of the cunning and sensually inclined, for they have Th. nis,„rv ,„rt . . „ ,
so many influences of that kind attached to them, that “»“f»*»?,Englishediuoi  ‘TbeCo»mogouyórdsp^ 
one can never be sure what power may turn in its force " "m r M’ 
streams for effects; their nature being responsive to the 
crude states, they are unreliable. They may promise 
much and in their better moments mean to do right, but 
no sooner is their baser nature tapped by a congenial in
fluence thereto than off they are, every high resolve shat
tered, and lo! every time they do that which brings harm 
to others and later on to themselves.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THE 
SPIRIT-WORLD.

English edition. Price, tl.
THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN.

Containing the latest Investigation» anddlscoverlet, 
and a thorough presentation of this iuterostlag iuh*  
JecL English edition. Price, 11.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF 

THE SACRED HEART.
Thia hook was written for an object, aud liaa been 

Ktou.<“ee‘l Si11!?1 A“.11’ o? tbe diabolical 
“ace'nS““10“0"“ “ U““‘ T°m'# C‘b“L"

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LICHT,
A thrilling psychological story of evaugellratloil 

and free thought. It la to Proieetantlsui what "The 
Secretsuf theConvent"!» to Cathollclam, 1'rlce. 60 
Lenta,

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
_ _ circles, and de.
Becomes Tired of Churchly Incongruities, g“« 

a mission work. Single copies, Scents; 100for 11.25.

On June 2 the following letter was printed in The 
Kingdom, a religious weekly newspaper published in 
Minneapolis. The editor of The Kingdom, says the 
writer is well known to him, and is a man of large 
wealth, fine character, and of the most invincible courage 
and sincerity.

That was a beautiful church in the city of------, where
I had a pew for twenty years. The architecture was ex

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. Tills volume contains tht 

nest poems of the author, and some of tbe moat popu
lar songs with tbe music by eminent composers Th# 
poems are admirably adapted for recitations. 225 
pages, beautifully bound. Price, si.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyeeum and societies. A manual 

of physical. Intellectual and spiritual culture. By 
EmntaRood 1 uttle. A book by the aid of which*  
progressive lyeeum, a spiritual or liberal society matf 
be organized and conducted without other nuRlst-gpr./ 
Price, 60 cents; by the dozen, 40 cents, Expreif 
charges unpaid. 1 M

quisite, an elaborate Gothic, gray stone without, terra ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS, 
cotta brick within. From the exposed rafters overhead wllu J”“ Angd
carved seraphim beamed down upon the congregation, li0°J
and there were illuminated memorial windows with saints AU UookH Sent Postpaid. Address 
and angels in flowing purple robes. The preacher was 
equally attractive in the pulpit and at dinner parties. The 
congregation comprised the “best people” of the city
solid, conservative, well-dressed and not effusively re
ligious. Every sermon was perfect in morals and literary 
style. The choir was the best that money could buy— 
soprano, alto, tenor and bass, just like some grand opera 
company, and the organist was a master.

There was nothing lacking but harmony between the 
preaching and the practice. Jesus Christ and these his 
disciples were not in the same class. The sermon on the
Mount did not lit the pews. The Lord’s Prayer was an 
anachronism. No blessing could descend on the meek 
and lowly in this house, for there were none there. Our 
course dinners, beginning with blue points and ending 
with “cafe noir” in hand-painted Haviland cups and 
“Bene Victoria” Havanas, could not mean “daily bread.” 
The coming to earth of the kingdom as it is in heaven, 
with everybody equal and no “hired help,” would disrupt 
our social structure.

I used to wander from the really eloquent and highly 
moral sermon over io the Sea of Galilee and imagine the 
Carpenter of Nazareth in his simple robe, with empty 
purse, preaching by the wayside and saying always to the 
rich who added house to house and dined sumptuously at 
the club, that they could not possibly enter the kingdom 
of heaven. When the Lord’s Prayer was repeated in 
measured tones, I used to think of the bare rooms facing 
on the alley in the rickety quarter, and of the tobacco fac
tory and shoe factory girls who lived in them, and I would 
wonder if Jesus would dare to introduce those rude gum
chewing girls to the cultured daughters of the proprietors 
of those factories who held their heads superbly in ihe 
pews down the center aisle.

As the years passed by the inconsistency of the thing 
became more and more evident. Absorbed in ihe incon-

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

THE FSYGHOGRflPHI
—OR—

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

Tbit faatrument la substantially the tame at that 
employed by Prof. Hare In bl a early Investigation!, 
In Ha improved form it has been before the public for 
more than seven years, and in tbe bauds of thousand! 
of persona hat proved its superiority over the Plan*  
cbatte, and all other Instruments which have been 
brought out (a Imitation, both In regard to certainty 
and correctness of the communications received by 
Its aid. and as a means or developing mediumship. *

Do you wish to investigate Spiritualism?
Do you wish to develop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communications?

Tbe Paychograph is an invaluable assistant, X 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation
of Mediumship .1

with every Instrument. Many who were tot aware of 
tbelr mediumlstic gift, nave, after & few dctlng!, 
been able to receive delightful messages A volume 
might be filled with commendatory liters. Many 
who began with It as an amusing ley, found that thfl 
intelligence controlling it knew more than them*  
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Cape. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y.. writes: ‘‘I had 
rri 'ir i ji n j , ? ,, communications (by tbe Paychograpb) from many
J 11C SelllSll motives that ruled these other friends, even from old settlers whoso grave«

church-goers’ lives were the discordant notes in the sym- 
nhonv of ChnsHfin innoliincr*  ilw HPnanmi«™« nf rniinnrl ’"indeed true, and tbe communications havernuiJJ icucning, LUC seilbUOUblieSS OI 1011110(1 given my heart the greatest comfort In the severest

1 bnve had of son, daughter, and their mother." 
Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bls 

name familiar to those Interested In psychic matteri, 
, follows: "I am much pleased with the Pay- 

cbograph, n is very simple In principle and construe« 
lion, and I am iure must be far more sensitive to spir
itual power than tbe one now in uie. 1 believe it will 
generally supersede the latter when its superior 
merits become known."

tastes and the sensuality of high living were the big and 
little weeds that overshadowed and crowded out the 
useful vegetables and the beautiful flowers. Could the 
spirit of Christ thrive in the atmosphere of this church? 
Could it exist at all ? Were he present on a Sunday morn
ing would he not drive us all out as he did the other 
money changers out of the other temple?

This Sunday display of clothes and art and Pick
wickian religion was making me cynical. Worship, in 
spirit and in truth, there could be none; communion, of 
such as sought to bring God’s kingdom on earth, there 
was none; charity, of that sort which seeks to bear the
other’s burden, there was none. There was modified pa
ganism—not spectacular like the Moqui snake dance, nor 
noisy like the Spanish bull fights, but artistic, intellectual 
and decorous. It was “perfectly lovely,” our fascinating 
butterfly debutante friend would say of it, as she does of 
the stately wedding procession.

Can any one tell me why I should go to such a place? 
Is there any inspiration in the word “church” or in the 
word “worship” under such circumstances? May I not 
better read Thomas a Kempis or Robertson or the Psalms 
or the Gospels or even Marcus Aurelius—better worship 
in the woods—better be anything than a Pharisee? N.

This letter has created a furor of excitement among the 
churches of the country, and The Kingdom has invited 
responses from two score or more of the leading preachers 
of the country as to the justness of the criticism of the 
writer, which are printed in the same number as the letter 
itself. Most of these responses admit the existence of the 
causes against which the writer of the letter complains, 
in the wealthy churches of our cities.

Rev. Byron R. Long, pastor of the Mayflower Church, 
of Columbus, has an admirable response, *in  which, while 
justifying to some extent the criticism of the dissatisfied 
writer, he yet thinks his experience as the member of a 
fashionable metropolitan church was exceptional.

But that the writer of this letter expresses the feelings 
and impressions of many sincere church members and 
attendants in the more conventional churches of our 
large cities there can be no doubt. The’ religion that 
does not teach fellowship and equality both by precept 
and example is of no value. It is a mere idle ceremony, 
and those who take parkin it waste time to no purpose. 
It was not such a religion that Jesus of Nazareth and his 
disciples left as a legacy to the warld.—Evening Press 
Columbus, Ohio. , ’

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-operative Systems 
and the Happiness and Ennoblement of Humanity.” By 
E. D;~Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises the last 
part of Human Culture and Cure. Paper cover 15 cents. 
For sale at this office. ■

“Origin and Antiquity of Man.” By Hudson Tuttle. 
A masterly philosophical work. English edition, nicely 
bound iu cloth, $1, For sale at this office. ~

Securely packed, and tent poetage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1,00. Addreui

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio,

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

To Advance Humane Education' 
in All Its Phases.

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

Lyceums and Societies that wish to get up ele*  
rating, interesting and paying entertainments can« 
not do better than to have a Prize Contest. Tho en
tire plan, with full directions, is In the book, and 
may be easily managed. Nothing kindles enthusiasm 
more quickly than an Angel) Prize Contest! Noth
ing Is needed more. Any Individual may organize 
one In his own town and reap a financial reward,

TRY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Address

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, 
______________ Berlin Hol-i-g, Ohio.

HERESY,
.. . OR . . .

LED TO THE LIGHT. !
A. Thrilling. Psychological Story of Bvangel^ 

eation and Free Thought. It it to Protest- ■ 
antism what the “Secrets of the Con- 

rezit’'*  to to Catholicism» '

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

Tbe dlstlngnlrtea antbor. Hudwn Tattle, require» 
no IntrodncUon to tbe reader, of Tua PBoesK.irra 
Tuixexr, but tbe following beading, of chapters win 
show them what they may expect from tbe book:

Coktxnts:-An Idyl - Firdham - Building th» 
Chnrch-The Evangel 1st- Blood-Tbc Saloon-Th« 
Lost Daughter—Law—Tbe Harrest of Bonls-Jan» 
Grey—The Mother of Catn-Evolutlon-Mella-Tba 
Cen-Deam-A Step Forward-Tbe HomeCIrcle-The 
Double Role—Heresy—Annette—The Bank Robbcry- 
Llbetty—All Is Well That Ends Well-The Naw 
Church—The New Way: Led to the-Llght '

Every chapter u devoted to one Idea, and the whole 
presents ao many tableaux moving onward to the cli
max. The fieadlsh career of tbe revivalist Is con- 
feasted with the character of the honest minister and ’ 
the thinking agneaUc. Tbe steps hr which a preacher 
emerges from tbe church, snd tbe difficulties liemeets 
are graphically presented. The new church and pro
gressive lyeeum evolved out of the old, form an in
revesting study to those seeking new methods.

It is abesntlfol volume ot 523 pnges. and the pries 
•n nccordance with our new departure, la 30 cents, 
M.tpsld, or five copies for st.as. For sale at th» 
’nre of Tun I’aoor.xssrrE Tuikxxk.

"the teachings of jesuF 
Not Adapted to Modern Civilisation, with the Trim 

.Character of Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Brown. 
M.D. Price, licenxs. ..•>»««»
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THE JUBILEE AND ITS LESSON YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

Fùbìitiied tvery Saturday at 40 LwmlaStrwt

JÍ.R. FRANCIS. Editor aud Publisher.
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leisure. He says: /
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TERMS OF SVllSCRTETIOX.
THkPnoniiKKBivETuiNXZB'willbe furnished until 

further notice, at the following terms, invariably in 
Advance:

Watch the Number on the Yellow 
Tag.

neither prudence in the method adopted 
of one-man management, nor wisdom 
in that one man hazarding his all on

DECLINE OF EVANGELICI8M.
The literature of the world seems to 

be obnoxious to evangelldsm, and it is 
constantly making revelations showing 
its decline. Mr. Richard Heath, in the 
Contemporary Review for May, copied 
In the leading literary journals of 
America, tells some unpalatable truths, 
which religionists will digest at their

ItEMJTTANCEfi.
. Remit by P/iBtofilcc Money Order, Registered Letter, 
cr drift on Chicago or Few York. It cdaIb from 10 
tol5cento to g^t checks cashed on local hanks, sodon’t 
send them unless you wish that amount deducted from 
the am unt sent. Direct all letters to J. R. Francis, 
No. AbLoomls Street, Chicago, III.

CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
As there are tUous&Dds who will at first venture 

only twenty-five cents furTuEPKOGunbeivK Thinkeb 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those who receive 
• sample t-opy, to solicit several others to uuHewlth 
them, ana thus be able to remit from 91 tu 110, or even 
more than the latter sum A Urge number of little 
amounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor and usefulness. The same sug
gestion will apply iu all cases of renewal of subscrip
tion»—eollcit others toaldlu the good work. You will 
experience no dllllculty whatever in inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for Tuk Phogrebsive Tuinkeb, 
fur not one of them cau afford to be without the valua
ble information imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

give you for 25 ceuts? Just pause and thluk for a mo
ment what au intellectual feast that small investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of Tus Pao- 
•UESsivK Thinker thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
ceuts! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent teamed!- 
um-sized book I

TAKE NOTICE!
TF At expiration of subscription, If not renewed, 

tho paper is discontinued No bills will ba sent for ex*  
tra numbers. -

MT If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to us, and errors tn address will be promptly 
corrected, and missing nunbera supplied gratis, 

tar Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
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THE TALMUD.
The Talmud having been cited as au

thority on the Jesus question, some of 
,our readers, and probably all of them 
•whose attention has not been specially 
pointed in that direction, would like to
know more of “that wonderful monu 
ment of human industry, human wis-!-

■?•> dom and human folly,” as Dean Mill
,, man characterized the production.
• In Hebrew literature the Talmud is a 

collection of the traditions of the elders, 
t and is claimed to furnish explanations 

< of the more obscure passages of tlie 
1 Jewish scriptures. Said to be handed 

? - down from generation to generation 
■ they have almost acquired tlie force of 

inspiration with orthodox Jews. A 
. writer In the Edinburgh Review, of 

, July, 1873, p. 18, said:
■ “The Talmud may compete with the 

‘Constitutions of Loyola’ for the right 
r. to be considered the most irresistible 

organ ever forged for the subjugation 
of the human will. It stands quite 

- alone, its pge and origin considered, as 
j! a means of perpetuating a definite sys- 

tern of religious bondage........The Tal
mud not only awaits the infant at birth 

• ' and regulates every incident of that 
event—even to the names of angels 

. that are to be inscribed on the door, 
’’ e aud the words on the four corners of 

the apartment—but anticipates each 
i. circumstance from the earliest moment 
, - of probability. In every relation of life, 

in every action, in every conceivable 
circumstance—for food, dress, habit, 
language, devotion, relaxation—it pre
scribes almost every word to be uttered, 
and nearly every thought to be con
ceived. Its rule is minute, omnipres
ent, inflexible. Its severity is never re
laxed.”
: The book Is the work of many genera
tions, and as the special property of 
the Jews has been subject to the fate of 
that people. It is said whole wagon
loads of the Talmud were burned at 
Paris in 1242, because It blasphemed 
Jesus of Nazareth. The Rabbis replied: 
.“It is not the Jesus of Nazareth tlie 
Talmud mentions. It was another 
Jesus, who lived a hundred years be
fore.”

Dr. Farrar, in his “Life of Christ," 
vol. 2, p. 485, says:

“Anything more utterly unhlstorical 
than the Talmud cannot be conceived. 
It Is probable that no human writings 
ever confounded names, dates, and 
facts with a more absolute indiffer
ence.”

Dr. Isaac Da Costa, in his “Israel and 
the Gentiles,” p. 116, says:

“The Talmud is a book which seems 
In some parts entirely devoid of com
mon sense, and in others filled with 
deep meaning, abounding with absurd 
subtleties and legal finesse, full of fool
ish tales and wild imagination... .It is 
a heap of rubbish, at the bottom of 
which a few bright pearls of eastern 
wisdom are to be found.”

The Talmud’s Jesus lived a century

“The Revivalists, Salvation Army, 
Christian Endeavorers, and all other 
heroic means for the propagation of 
Christianity are on the decline.” ■

The Literary Digest, of New York, 
says of Mr. Heath’s facts:

“They amount to ail indictment of the 
evangelical movement started by Law, 
carried on by Wesley and Whitfield, 
later by Finney, and still later by 
Moody, Spurgeon, and ‘General’ Booth. 
....It is a waning movement—rapidly 
waning.,..By evangelicism Mr. Heath 
means tlie movement that is really one 
In doctrine with the Methodist revival 
of the Wesleys, based upon the fall of 
man, the sacrifice of Christ not only on 
behalf of man but in place of man, 
grace the sole originating cause of 
man’s salvation, justification by faith, 
the new birth, and the sustaining action 
of the Holy Spirit.”

Then it is shown that “Two hundred 
thousand sermons, two every Sunday- 
more than ten millions a year”—have 
been the product of this Revivalism, 
while thousands of missionaries have 
been sent out to proselyte, and a vast 
number of churches and chapels have 
been built to advance the common in
terest.” Now, says the writer:

“The Evangelical denominations are 
declining in membership, or at least are 
not keeping pace with the population. 
.... In Birmingham and Liverpool, 
while the church accommodations have 
been greatly enlarged since 1861, the at
tendance upon the sei-vlces has greatly 
decreased... .The French Protestapt 
churches are declining at the rate of 
one church—6,000 members—a year. At 
this rate there will be no more Protest
ants in France at the end of the next 
century. In Berlin, It is said, only 10 
percent, of the population attend 
church; and in Hamburg only one and 
one-fourth per cent.”

It seems in place of churches and 
schools of bigotry, fraternal, humanita
rian, and ethical societies are springing 
up everywhere, while love of man, and 
love of country are taking the place of 
love for an ideal. Is not this as it 
should be? .

HOPE FOR THE DESPONDENT.
Book writing and publishing are not 

always successful as business ventures. 
Herbert Spencer, the great scientist, 
lately wrote:

“During the first twelve years of my 
literary life every one of my books 
failed to pay for its paper, print and ad
vertisements, and for many years after 
failed to pay my small living expenses 
—every one of them has made me the 
poorer.”

“No publisher,” says an exchange, 
“would look at his first book, ‘Social 
Statics,1 and he issued it at his own 
cost. The edition was 750, and it took 
fourteen years to sell. Other volumes 
followed, and in going back upon his 
accounts he found that in the course of 
fifteen years he had lost nearly £1,200. 
Ultimately, however, the tide turned, 
and Mr. Spencer’s books began to pay, 
and twenty-four years after he began to 
publish ho had retrieved his position."

The more profound the author the 
greater the time required to popularize 
his productions, and the more enduring 
they become at last. Let those who

.».J !.. ■^■-,^.,.^,1,^-1 ,„-,i,i|', ■ii.i

BIGOTS AT WORK, -
“Are you a Christian?"- This inquiry 

constitutes the first display line of an 
advertising slip issued by the pastors 
of several evangelical churches In an 
outside city. It Is fully Indorsed by the 
“President and Board of Trustees of 
the Presbyterian Church,” and Is vised 
by “Pastor, Church of Christ;” so 
there is no question of Its genuineness. 
Its object is to announce a series of 
“Union Evangelistic Meetings,” and 
probably, to make the clergy indorsing 
the call better known to the public. It 
is unprofessional for lawyers and doc
tors to advertise their wares; not so, 
however, with the priest. The call 
urges all to attend divlue service, and 
aid In the “salvation of souls.” “Are 
you Unsaved?” is the second display 
llne, in large black letters, and then 
“Remember you have but one life
time and that will soon be gone. Time 
files—heaven beckons—Jesus invites— 
the Spirit strives—conscience admon
ishes—devils would prevent It—hell 
threatens—death approaches—eternity is 
at the door—the judgment is coming. 
Oh, repent and believe the gospel—be
lieve NOW.”

Such is the slush to which the church 
resorts to swell its numbers and main
tain power. No appeal is made for bet
ter lives, for worthy deeds, or a higlier 
standard of morals. Help for the needy 
and distressed is not hinted at, neither 
do they ask for an enlarged faith based 
on better knowledge; but, still quoting 
from the slip: ,

“Who is on the Lord’s side? 
Who will serve the King?

Who will be a helper, 
Other lives to bring?”

But, “Oh. repent and believe the gos- 
pel—believe NOW.”

Belief Is the result of evidence, and is 
not the subject of will. We may be told 
the sun rises In the west, and, if fully 
hypnotized, may believe it for a time; 
but in full possession of an active brain, 
reason and observation proves to the 
contrary.

And repentance! Of what has the 
good map to repent? other than of his 
Ignorance, possibly that his parents, in
stilled a false religion in his mind in 
credulous childhood. Still repentance 
is made an essential In the Christian 
system. Carpoerates, one of its pre
tended early founders, thought It neces
sary a person should engage in all man
ner of wickedness so as to have some
thing to repent of, and be able to obey 
the mandate of the Master. Even the 
good Paul seemed to think lying for the 
glory of God, was a meritorious act, 
probably with a view to after repent
ance. ■

have become discouraged for the 
of appreciation, take courage, 
world Is advancing, and in due 
will reach their standard.

want 
The 
time

POUNDING RELIGION INTO HER.
Rev. Charles Rumpf, of Elizabeth, N. 

J., was lately arrested for beating his 
wife. He had failed to make a suitable 
impression of his Christian faith on the 
dear woman, so he attacked and beat 
her over the head with the family Bible. 
No doubt he hoped she would absorb 
enough of the contents of the divine 
book, because of the raps orthodox, to 
make her loyal to its holy teachings. 
The mean of it was, the good preacher, 
only intent on making a convert to his 
creed, was arrested, and doubtless 
fined, on complaint of his neighbors. 
When the men of God are persecuted 
the cause they represent necessarily

Abput ths Qod Idea.
Reading the va^ous pronouncements 

at the Jubilee, the disabilities environ
ing any formulated doctrine, belief or 
creed for Bpirituafls,ts must impress the 
thinker more aha more. And I am 
tempted to ghj$~ expression to one 
thought on the subject. It is this:

The whole subject of Immortality and 
its related things must be recast and 
considered from other premises than 
as now popularly; ¡done. As long as the 
so-ealled orthodox-',concept of a God is 
recognized, just^qlong will our science, 
religion, philosophy or theology be un
satisfactory and nebulous.

The disability begins at the God con
cept. The anthropomorphic idea of 
God is the germ of all superstition. The 
difference between the God of Leo XIII. 
and that of the Voodoo chief, is simply 
an intellectual one—not substantive. 
No intellect is free to think along the 
lines suggested by the phenomena of 
nature that once accepts this god idea. 
Theology is the inevitable outgrowth of 
such a premise—and as varied as hu
man minds are different. The philoso
pher- can never quarrel with the priest 
if he once concedes his premise. Sci
ence itself is helpless before a popular 
audience if it recognizes this element
ary disability.

In the discussion of the question be
fore thinkers it is not needed to dema
gogue about a belief in an “over-ruling 
power.” Unless we can discuss the 
problem without catering to the dog
matists, we had better not talk at all.

Let us take the broad ground that 
there is only one god—Nature—and that 
her phenomena are the only sources of 
knowledge of any kind. The “decrees 
of God” of which the world has heard 
so much are written on the planet we 
are on and, for us, nowhere else, To 
our powers of knowing our capacity for 
living, it is the creator, the preserver, 
the destroyer—and beyond Its condi
tions there is no appeal. It is the god of 
all good, the;devil of all evil, the giver 
of health, the proihoter of disease—ex
actly as we know and conform to its 
forces. There is no intelligence we ean 
worship, no agency we can fear- or suf
fer from except ourselves,- no sin we 
can commit save,against our own nat
ural good or against that of our neigh
bor—and an Injuryto him hurts us more 
than it does him in the end. We need 
not believe any thing to “Inherit eternal 
life”—for that comes from nature just 
ns life itself does. We only know as is 
given us the capacity to know, and to 
live by the light of that knowledge. 
That is the worship of God in the only 
way we can see, know or do any
thing. As well curse a mountain 
because it does not change Its place, or 
a fig tree because It does not fruit out 
of season, as to damn people for being 
as they are born to be. As long as we 
follow another’s Ideas and govern our
selves by his teaching, we cannot know 
ourselves—or God.,.

Then in discussing the problems of 
humanity let us begin from a human 
premise—that Wan, himself is all that 
we can know of Qpd—or that through 
human knowledge ‘is the only way to 
rise in the scale of living. That this is 
true becomes ^.xiqmatic to every one 
who thinks. u. ■„

Take all the ^aerqd books or writings 
or traditions of,all|the ages of all the 
religions and of .alj the gods since man 
can be traced quthe planet, and there 
is not a word In apy or all of them that 
Is not from a ftumiin source—a human 
being spoke it; or (wrote it. Even our 
own “Inerrant word of God” come from 
an. uncounted, Jipst!:of man writers—no 
two of them ageing, as to what they 
were inspired to write. Even children 
laugh at this childish fiction in this age 
of spelling-books and first and third 
“readers.” What, then, is the use In 
longer dallying with these Infantile con
cepts of a semi-barbarous era of hu
manity? The fact that our creeds were 
born before Columbus, Copernicus, Ba
con, Newton or Franklin lived is 
enough to laugli them out of common 
sense society. How could men Interpret 
the counsels of the Infinite when they 
were as ignorant of nature as the aver
age barbarian of to-day? Rev. John 
Jasper is laughed out of court now, yet 
he is the exact parallel in cosmic knowl
edge that St. Augustine and John Cal
vin were—no less—though he may be 
more than they.

That nature is the expression of in
telligence goes without saying, for the 
universe is nothing but Intelligence. 
There is no such thing—as we use the 
term—as nature being the result of a 
personal purpose and plan—no more 
than there can be an infinite personal
ity. A term only used to express limi
tation cannot define the unlimited. We 
can use the terms creative power, in
finite knowledge and like forms of 
speech as symbols of ideas or to make 
thought communicable by objectivity, 
but not to make expressive of personal
ities. The human mind Is as varied as 
human personality in its expression, 
but no one such mind is paramount. As 
collective It is the expression of intelli
gence and becomes or may become po
tential. But only so as all nature is 
where there is nothing higher.

If we must have an ideal of the infi
nite let It be as the whole—not nature 
as a result of a part of Itself. They tell 
us we can't know,, can’t conceive, can’t 
think God. Then why worship what 
we cannot know, conceive or think? 
And why denounce people as heathen 
for worshiping the sun or the devil, as 
they can form some idea of the one and 
the other. •

I have purposely omitted spirit, for 
one thing at a time is enough for busy

THE SPIRITUAL MESSENGER EX
POSES TO VIEW THE MANAGE
MENT OF THE JUBILEE IN A 
PROPER LIGHT, AND ILLUS
TRATES THE INOPPORTUNE
NESS AND MISMANAGEMENT— 
NOT OVER FIVE HUNDRED 
PRESENT OUTSIDE OF ROCHES
TER, AND PROBABLY NOT THAT 
NUMBER—THE SPEECH OF MAN-
AGER 
SOME

funds in order to make the Jubilee a 
success. He also, it is said, guaranteed 
to the N. S. A. that if they gave him the 
management that he would not only as
sume the entire liability, but turn over 
to the N. 8. A. treasury the entire prof
its, if there were any. That was more 
than mere devotion to the cause, that 
was fanaticism run mad. There was

IVAri.-l.-n r-n.rno.T.-,, uuui uumuuiub 111» nil uuv\ ALduat, GOMI arino • the slim chances of success of a project
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condemned as unwise by so many be
forehand.

!-
SPANISH ASSASSINS, NOT CAL
CULATED TO REPLENISH HIS 
EXHAUSTED TREASURY.
The International Celebration of tile 

semi-centennial year of Modern Spirit
ualism has passed among the events of 
history, and all we have left of It are 
its memories and its lessons. To many 
who attended no doubt the former- will 
be pleasing and profitable, aiid to the 
management at least the latter, If prop
erly applied, ought to be valuable.

In some respects it was a grand suc
cess. Never before has there been gath
ered together such a splendid sympo
sium of talent representative of the 
cause. The speakers and mediums did 
their duty nobly, The mental and psy
chic force at the Jubilee was a marvel
ous display of the power back of our 
cause. Its results will ever be for great 
good, and perhaps atone for the extrav
agance and defects otherwise.

The art department was a very cred
itable display of articles produced 
through spirit agency, and consisted of 
spirit portraits taken through the medi
umship of Mumler, Foster, the Bangs 
sisters, and many other most novel and 
Interesting features. Mr. Bach was in 
charge of this department, and proved 
most capable and efficient.

This enumeration completes the Items 
of success of the Jubilee, however. The 
financial shortage is serious, and this 
might have been avoided by the exer
cise of business prudence and economy. 
If proper calls through local workers 
had been arranged the entire expense 
of the Jubilee would have been paid in 
advance. Several halls in Rochester 
were engaged—any one of them would 
have been sufficient. After the first 
day the meetings were concentrated 
into the Lyceum Theatre at a rental of 
$200 per day, when as Urge a hall had 
also been secured at $50 per day. After 
the fifth day they moved Into the more 
humble hall. At no one meeting were 
there more than 600 persons present, 
and most of them comprised only two 
or three hundred, half of these being 
citizens of Rochester. It is likely a 
large estimate that not more than 500 
person^ attended the Jubilee from the 
country at large outside of Rochester. 
This Is a wide difference from the man
ager’s expectancy of 10,000 people. 
While the small actual attendance is a 
bad showing of the enthusiasm of tlie 
Spiritualists, the managerial anticipa
tions were the wildest of Utopian 
dreams. Tlie expense of attending was 
heavy, and tho people who make the 
majority of Spiritualists are poor. The 
hotels in Rochester charged the full 
rate and gave a percentage to the Jubi
lee fund, so the visitor was paying to 
tlie fund In every possible way. A fee 
of twenty-five cents was charged to 
most of the meetings, and ten cents to 
the art department, so that attending 
the Jubilee was expensive.

A large sum was needed to pay the 
expense, hence several collections were 
taken and the people responded very 
liberally. Manager Walker, however, 
felt a little sore over the losses, as he 
had guaranteed the N. S. A. officers 
that the Jubilee would pay Its ex
penses, but he has been so extravagant 
that the loss Is his own fault. Local so
cieties everywhere have tried to help 
the Jubilee, and should not be scolded 
for not doing more. They are each 
struggling to keep open doors and to 
present the cause in their own locality. 
Yet Mr. Walker scolded a great deal’ 
about tlie Spiritualists taking no inter
est in the Jubilee, and on the platform 
the last day of the exercises, he said: 
“Very few local societies have helped 
the Jubilee fund, and not one anniver
sary meeting has sent me a dollar. I 
will not mention what some of them 
have done, but the Spanish assassin is 
superior to some of them.”

Such language must come from a

We regret exceedingly Mr. Walker’s 
personal losses. It has been an expen
sive hobby, a dearly bought experience. 
A public subscription to make up the 
deficit is talked of, a necessary prelim
inary to which would be, of course, a 
financial statement thus far.—Spiritual 
Messenger. ■

SCIENCE AND SPIRIT,
Prof. Cray Speaks Out in the 

Chicago Times-Herald.

Besides keeping strict “tab” on the 
religious movements of the age it has 
been an assumed duty of The Pro
gressive Thinker correspondent corps 
to keep track of the scientific world. It 
will not do to lose sight of either for 
any great length of time lest the paper 
fail to keep abreast of the spiritual 
work, for the spirit Is In it all.

EUsha Gray, Ph. D., LL. D., has had 
for some time past and has at present a 
series of articles, one each day, in the 
Times-Herald, of this city, entitled 
“Elementary Talks on Science.”

I have often discovered the closeness 
of this professor’s approach to the spir
itual, but there he would pause, seem
ingly conscious that there was some
thing beyond the material into which 
he could not penetrate under present 
environments. He has copyrighted 
these articles, and therefore only au ex
tract can be used, but that will suffice 
to illustrate the acknowledgment of 
science that there is a spiritual realm.

In “Chapter CLI,” of his “Talks,” so 
far as Professor Gray is concerned, at 
least, science has made the following 
deductions:

We have seen that the food of plants 
is taken from the mineral kingdom. 
Man’s food, however, is derived from 
the vegetable or the organic world. He 
cannot, like the plaut, draw his food di
rectly from Inorganic substances, but 
it must have been selected and given 
an organized structure under the direc
tion of a vitality that has been handed 
down, through an untold lapse of time, 
from one life to another. Whence its 
origin, physical science does not tell. 
Evolution has failed to solve the prob
lem, as the closest Investigation has 
shown that there is no such thing as 
spontaneous generation—that all life 
comes from another life. To attempt 
to produce something that does not in
here in Inanimate matter (that is, to 
derive life from no life) will be as fu
tile as the attempt to produce a ma
chine that will perpetually propel Itself 
without the aid of any power extrane
ous to its own. As compared with min
eral compounds, all organized struct
ures are chemically unstable. The veg
etable kingdom is more unstable than 
the mineral is in its structure, while the 
animal kingdom is still more unstable 
than, that of the vegetable. And those 
parts of the animnl that are susceptible 
of the most delicate and discriminating 
work are the most unstable structures 
of them all. The moment the life prin
ciple 1b taken away the structure be
gins to break down.

The highest forms of life are found 
associated with the most delicate ma
chinery-machinery that responds to 
the most delicate directive touch, and 
yet that directive touch is beyond the 
reach of scientific analysis. A mine 
may be laid in a harbor and so ar
ranged, with reference to colateral ap
pliances, that the most delicate touch 
of a child’s finger will be sufficient to 
release enough energy to destroy—In 
the twinkling of an eye—the largest 
battle ship that ever ploughed the 
ocean, and yet that slight touch is just 
as necessary as though it required the

Description of Art Magic.
“Art Magic” contains nearly 400 large 

pages. It is neatly printed on first-class 
quality of paper, and bound in cloth in 
exquisite style; in fact but very few 
books to-day are so neatly and sub
stantially gotten up, and yet it is to be 
sent forth practically as a gift. It will 
be an ornament to any center table, and 
its contents will be perused with avid
ity by all reflective minds, however 
much they may dissent from some of 
the opinions presented.

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker 
One Year, $1,20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost land
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year,

MRS. COOLEY GIVEN FREEDOM.
Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, pastor of 

the First Spiritualist Church, was 
purged of the charge of larceny by Jus
tice Martin yesterday. The decision 
ended one of the most famous justice 
court eases on record and one which oc
cupied nearly four mouths.

Mrs. Cooley was arrested last March 
in A. M. Rothschild & Co.'s store, ac
cused of stealing a bolt of veiling. She 
was taken to the Harrison street sta
tion, and the next day was arraigned 
before Justice Foster. She took a 
change of venue to Justice Martin. W. 
S. Forrest assisted City Prosecutor Con
don in the prosecution, and. Captain 
Black defended her. Two days each 
week for ten weeks were devoted to tes
timony. Mrs. Cooley and her witnesses 
said she was merely taking the veiling 
toward the light to inspect it.

Mrs. Cooley lives at 3001. Groveland 
avenue.

The above from the Times-Herald, of 
this city will be good news to the many 
deeply interested friends of Mrs. 
Cooley. She has had the sympathy of 
the Spiritualists of Chicago and else
where, and the co-operation of her more 
intimate friends, through her trial and 
mental strain incident thereto, and has 
gone right along lecturing and giving 
tests at the old stand in full confidence 
in the power of the splrlt-world and 
Captain Black, her attorney, to estab
lish a complete vindication of her char
acter by the positive proof of her inno
cence of the crime of which she was ac
cused—that of “larceny”—and long ere 
the ending of the tiresome case sho 
must have felt the thought-wave of the 
people, that she was “not guilty” of the 
charge.

For ten weeks have the lawyers and 
detectives of Rothschild & Co.’s big de
partment store tried to find evidence 
against this medium and lecturer, that 
she had stolen a piece of veiling that 
she was caught holding between her 
eyes and the light, to Investigate Its 
quality We are glad of this ending of 
what seemed a plan of persecution of 
a spiritual lecturer who Is gaining p >p- 
ularity with each public appearance, 
and making noticeable additions to the 
Spiritualistic ranks.

There are thousands of Spiritualists 
in the city, ladies and gentlemen, who 
will probably never go into this store 
again, just through fear of similar 
treatment if they are seen in the act of 
examining goods. We venture the as
sertion that ao Spiritualist ever goes 
into that place, who has ever heard of 
this trial, without revolving the case in 
their mind, and it is bound to produce
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before the Jesus of the Gospels.
The statement has been current 

Christian countries that the Jesus 
the New Testament was mentioned

breaks down on examination.' 
fact is worth remembering.

languishes, and the wicked report 
clrurch is going to the dogs.

420 convicts, all Catholics.”
Verily, of such Is the kingdom 

heaven.

Almighty ruler of the universe; 
three places?

an effect, whether noticeable by 
flrm or not, on their trade.

: “Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and 
Boia U. Conger. Excellent for every 
«amily. Cloth, $1.50.

A LOATHSOME BROOD.
The seeds of superstition, planted

. NO COMMENTS NEEDED.
A dispatch, dated Trenton, May

the

THE LYCEUM BADGE PIN.
The lyceum cause has of late received 

a -wonderful impetus. . New lyceums 
are starting up^h many places and with 
those established interest has in-

-a Hebrew copy of the Talmud on exhi
bition in Jerusalem. This was urged 
with such pertinacity some two years

■ ago- a Christian commission, learned in 
Hebrew, was sent out from London to 
visit Jerusalem, and search the uncor
rupted Talmud, and publish to the 
world the Important revelations the 
Jewish Rabbi is making for the delec
tation of visitors to the Holy City. Let 
us wait their report before we endorse 

. revelations made to travelers ignorant 
of the Hebrew language.

In the Rise of Christendom, by a 
learned Hebrew scholar, we are told, 
p. 294:

“Everything relating to the Syna
gogue cult had to begin in Spain; con
sequently the whole theory of a suc
cession of Rabbins and ‘Princes of Cap
tivity' in the East, reaching up so high 
as even the 7th century of our era,

Says: “At the New Jersey State prison 
this afternoon, Bishop Mr. Faul, of 
Trenton, administered the sacrament of 
confirmation to fifty-nine convicts, in
cluding two women and twelve colored 
persons. In the audience there were

■: darkness, germinated in ignorance, and 
'cultured by the credulous, have grown 
Into forests whose roots Interlace and 
support each other, their branches fur
nishing roosts for foul birds of every 

■feather to occupy, and propagate their 
kind. The most loathsome of the spe
cies dominate the whole, subjecting the 
minor varieties to abject bondage.

badly disgruntled man. After hearing,__.y_?‘S5r? -!.er hear,ln? weight of a ton to produce the effect,
love, charity and forgiveness preached By n0 possible refinement of machinery
at each meeting of the Jubilee, it falls

INFORMATION WANTED.
Will some stickler for the accuracy of 

the translation of the Jewish Scriptures 
into our English vernacular, a person 
well learned in Hebrew, be so very kind 
as to advise us why the word Elohim, 
signifying Gods, occurring in Exodus 
32: 11, 16, 27, is rendered God, In the 
singular number, and is capitalized, 
while the same word occurring in 
verses 1, 4, 8, 23 and 31 of the same 
chapter, are given a plural rendering, 
commencing It with a small g, and mak
ing it appear as gods? Was it the pur
pose of the translators to deceive its 
English readers? If it was gods in five 
places In the chapter, by what species 
of legerdemain did it become God, the

SHE WAS' RIGHT.
That distinguished author, Lydia Ma

rla Child, to Whom we are indebted for 
“The Progress of Religious Ideas,” in 
three volumes, and numerous other 
learned publications, wrote:

“If nothing worse than wasted men
tal effort could be laid to the charge of 
theology, that alone ought to be suffi
cient to banish it from the earth as one 
of tlie worst enemies of mankind. What 
a vast amount of labor and learning has 
been expended as uselessly as emptying 
shallow puddles into sieves.”

HORNS FOR MEN AND GODS.
News and medical journals have been 

searched, and records found of numer
ous persons vjho have been favored 
with horns. One author who has pub
lished a book on the subject, gives a 
history of seventy-one cases, a majority 
of whom were women. The longest 
pair are preserved In the British Muse
um, and are eight Inches in length. A 
Mexican is mentioned, who had a horn 
seven inches long, with branches like 
the horns of a stag. Some of the an
cient gods were portrayed with horns, 
as emblems of power, but our God, not 
Jehovab, but Elohim, “had horns com
ing out of his hand.”—Habakkuk 3:4. 
No wonder the “everlasting mountains 
were scattered,” “the sun and moon 
stood still,” the prophet's “belly trem
bled, bis lips quivered, and rottenness 
entered into his bones,” as he saw the 
terrible sight. The hands are an un
common place for horns, but possibly 
they are essential to Gods. Who 
knows?

HUDSON TUTTLE.
We have given some prominence, in 

quantity of space, this week, to Hudson 
Tuttle’s criticisms of the Jubilee and 
the N. S. A., his philosophical analysis 
of the cause of so much failure and so 
little success.

The prominence of Mr. Tuttle In the 
ranks of Spiritualism,.In fact before the 
Spiritualists and the Freethinkers of 
the world, makes unnecessary any lau
dations of his worth and work in the 
cause. His profound logic and perfect 
freedom of reasoning upon all subjects 
of Spiritualistic and scientific nature 
have made him a name greater than 
our feeble words can depict, and In oth
er languages than our.

We are glad to have his candid dellb- 
eratlons upon this very important mat
ter, and feel that It has no tone of per
sonal animosity or envy of the. promi
nence attained by others.. This, in fact, 
is a commendatory feature of Mr. Tut
tle’s writings on all questions. He has 
a faculty of burying bias if he has it, 
and strives to deal justly with all con
cerned and with due regard to the 
rights of others to their own Individual 
opinions, and charity for those who 
are so born and educated as to become 
the targets of their fellow-beings. His 
philosophical works are read all over 
the world and by his works he is 
known. '

“The Priest, the Woman, and the Con. 
fessioual.” This boon, by the well 
known Father Chlniquy, reveals the de
grading, Impure Influences and results 
ot the Romish confessional, as proved 
by tne sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail $L For sale at I 
tills office.

. SAR'GIS.

We mentioned ima previous number 
the membership cards that had been is
sued, ah artisftt '‘fiiece of work. We 
are now in receipt Of a specimen of the 
Lyceum BadgébPlà. It Is a beautiful 
symbol. It ' refinements the “sun of 
Truth rising outóPthe clouds of error," 
with the words.’Progressive Lyceum 
around the margini: It may be worn as 
a badge duringthe lyceum session, or 
constantly by thoSé who wish to show 
their faith. Itl’lsà badge no one will 
need to apologize < for wearing. The 
pin and card can'be obtained by ad
dressing The L'yceum, Cleveland, Ohio, 
The price has been' made almost nomi
nal to lyceums ordering a. dozen or 
more. Two cents > for the card and 
three for the pin, prepaid. Single pins 
sent by mail for five cents, prepaid. 
Every member and worker in the ly
ceum should wear one of these beauti
ful pins. - - ;

“The World Beautiful.” By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought. 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete In it
self., Price, cloth, $1 per volume. For 
sale at this office. ;■ (

“Who Are These Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?’ A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well, 
known author. Price 15 cents. For 
sale at this office. : .

doubly harsh to hear such words from 
the manager. Mr. Walker will stand 
outside the pale of common gentlemen 
until he offers a full and ample apology 
for that briftal language.

If there is any body of Spiritualists 
whom the general body should be able 
to look to for examples of conduct, it 
should be the officers of the National 
Association. The usual petty jealousies 
of individual Spiritualists in ordinary 
walks of life could not, of course, find a 
lodgement within the bosoms of such 
distinguished teachers. On what other 
grounds, however, can we account for 
the utter contempt with which the 
Rochester soçiety and Its regular 
speakers have been treated by the Jubi
lee management. Mr. and Mrs. Kates 
are workers who stand in the front 
rank, and would adorn any platform In 
Christendom. It is the usual proced
ure, the universal practice, to co-operate 
with the local representatives of the so
ciety for the furtherance of local ar- 
arrangements. In this case, however, 
the local society was entirely Ignored, 
and the local speakers were not invited. 
Why?

Rochester may almost be said to be 
the birth-eity of Modern Spiritualism, 
and when the entire country was pre
paring to celebrate the fiftieth anni
versary of the Rochester tappings it 
was eminently Atting that that city 
should lead with the most important 
celebration of the nation. This appears 
to have been looked upon as daring .pre
sumption by the N. S. A. in the face of 
the great International Jubilee to come 
later. So the Rochester society was 
punished by being utterly ignored in 
the following greater event. What a 
petty, childish spirit for mature Spirit
ualists to display? How much better 
it would have been to have acknowl
edged the right of the Rochester society 
to hold their local celebration, and still 
shown a kindly, brotherly disposition, 
inviting their cordial co-operation, and 
thus exemplified one of our most fre
quently preached maxims. This course 
would be incumbent on any ordinary 
society, but in the casé of the National 
Society it was their sacred and bounden 
duty. Instead," however, they have 
given to the world a display of petty 
jealousy that is a disgrace to our 
cause.

The National Association is no doubt

could we get along without this direct
ive energy, behind which, somewhere, 
lies an intelligence that determines the 
time and the how a thing shall be done.

The lesson to be learned by a study of 
the laws of energy—so far as it is re
lated to life—is that energy as it is re
lated to Inanimate matter can never ac
count for all the phenomena exhibited 
in life and growth. Here, at length, we 
come to the border land. We look over 
from the realm of the physical into the 
realm of the spiritual and intellectual, 
and there we see a train of facts that 
are just as real as any fact in the world 
of "material. Vice, virtue, love, hate, 
mind, intelligence, religion—these are 
facts that the student of nature can no 
more ignore than he can the facts of 
heat, light or electricity. We are bound 
to recognize these facts, although we 
may not be able to explain them. They 
cannot be explained from a purely 
physical standpoint, but before the phi
losopher can reconcile them with the 
facts of the natural world he must 
know and recognize these latter facts. 
There Is no correct thinking without a 
mutual recognition of the facts in both 
realms, by both the physicist and phil
osopher. DR. T. WILKINS.

OH, LORD, HOW LONG?
How long will it be before the Spirit

ualists learn to take warning of their 
friends?

We learn with a degree of sorrow, 
that Harry Clifton, whom The Pro
gressive Thinker published as having 
been exposed In this city some time 
since, and who, it will be remembered, 
was caught by Spiritualists, G. L. S. 
Jenifer among the number, In the act 
of fraud, is now “doing” St. Paul and 
Minneapolis. We hope to prevent some 
of onr good Spiritualists from a fate 
similar to those who were duped by 
him here, by advising them to be care
ful who they place confidence In.

IMMORTALITY.
J. C. F. Gnimblne, of 7820 Hawthorne 

avenue, has commenced the publica
tion of a monthly magazine bearing the 
above title. We hope he will meet with 
abundant success.

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam-

dlrectly responsible for the Jubilee, but 
for-the extravagance In management . . . __
only the manager should be blamed. pMet 19 intensely Interesting. It gives 
The result of the whole affair will no detailed accounts of two cases of “double 
doubt be a general demand for the gen- consciousness,” namely Mary Lurancy 
era! reorganization of the N. S. A., as Vennum of Watseka, III., and' Mary 
there Is a growing feeling that the Reynolds of Venango County, Pa. For 
present officers have outlived their use- «Ale at this office. Price 15c.
fulness., The next annual meeting will, rrrino doubt witness such a result FronT.” “The eVoIu^ou of“tte%«?

It Is said that the great burden of the from Matter Through Organic Pro
financial loss will fall on Mr. Walker cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
personally, he having pledged his per- By Michael Faradav. Price 10 cents 
sonal and real property as security for For sale at this office. '

tea

Born of love and hope, 
Of eestaey and pain, 
Of agony and fear, 
Of tears and joy;
Dowered with the wealth of two united 

hearts; -
Held in happy arms, 
With lips upon life's drifted font; 
Blue-veined pud fair;
Where perfect peace finds perfect form; 
Rocked by willing feet, 
And wooed to shadowy shores of sleep. 
By siren mother singing soft and low; 
Looking with wonder’s wide and 

startled eyes,
At common things of life and day; 
Lived by light and flame;
Charmed by color's wondrous robes; 
Learning the use of hands and feet, 
And by the love of Mimicry 
Beguiled to utter speech, 
Releasing prisoned thoughts 
From crabbed and curious marks, 
On soiled and tattered leaves,• 
Puzzling the brain with crooked num

bers
And their changing tangled worth;
And so through alternating day and 

night.
Until the captive grows familiar with 
The chains and walls and limitations of 

a life -
And time runs on in sun and shade, 
Until the one of all this world is wooed 

and won,
And all the lore of love is taught aud 

learned again.
Again a home is built,
With the fair chamber wherein faint 

dreams,
Like cool and shadowy vales, 
Divide the billowed hours of love. 
Again the miracle of birth— 
The pain and joy, 
The kiss of welcome, and the cradle 

song,
Drowning the drowsy prattle of a babe. 
And then the sense of obligation and of 

wrong,
Pity for those who toll and weep, 
Tears for the imprisoned and despised, 
Love for the generous dead, 
And In the heart the rapture of a high 

resolve.
And then ambition,
With its lust of self and place and 

power,
Longing to pyt upon its breast 
Distinction's worthless badge. 
Then keener thoughts of men, 
And eyes that see behind the smiling 

mask of craft, •
Flattered no more by the obstreperous 

cringe of gain and greed.
Knowing the uselessness of hoarded 

gold
And honor bought from those who 

charge
The usury of self-respect.
Of power that only bends a coward's 

knees.
And forces from the Ups of fear the Ues 

of praise,
Knowing at last the unstudied gesture 

of esteem,
The reverend eyes made rich with hon

est thoughts,
And holding high above all other 

things—
High as hope’s great throbbing star 
About the darkness of the dead— 
The love of wife and child and friend. 
Then locks of gray, 
And growing love of other days, 
And half-remembered things;
Then holding hands of those who first 

held his,
While over dim and loving eyes 
Death softly presses the lids of rest. 
And so -
Locking in marriage vows his children’s 

hands,
And crossing others upon the breast of 

peace.
With daughter’s babes upon his knees; 
The white hair mingling with the gold— 
He journeys on from day to day
To the horizon where the dusk Is wait- ' 

ing for that night;
Sitting by the holy hearth of home, • 
As the last embers change from red to 

gay,
He falls asleep within the arms 
Of her he worshiped and adored, 
Feeling upon his paUid Ups, 
Love’s last and holiest kiss.

COL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

"Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price |L For sale at this office,
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law to the

IN ABSENCE.

THE HISTORICAL JESUS.

Funeral of Dr. James Cooper.

The funeral address by Mr. A. B.

on him by the court. 
It is right to apply the

turer, of Clyde, Ohio, was pronounced 
by all who heard It a model of ex-

fence in your case is that---- ”
The prisoner interrupted.
“Your honor,” he said, “

On her Ups, her eyes, her face, 
Till I come to take your place, 

Kiss and kiss her, winds! .
—Phoeb^Cary.

trade and has also farmed. “I have French, the well-known Spiritualist lee- 
built houses, contracted and ranched,” ’ - — - ■
he declared.

“But there Is more money In spirit
ualistic business?’

“No, there isn’t,” Gillman replied, 
thoughtfully.

In the Investigation of Spir 
iluaiism.

GILLMAN SENT UP TWO YEARS— 
SPIRITUALISTIC FRAUD GIVEN 
'THE LAW’S LIMIT—AN INTER
ESTING DIALOGUE WITH THE 
JUDGE—PLEADED FOR MERCY 
FOR mg ACCOMPLICES-MRS. 
JOHNS AND THE RICHARDSONS 
SET FREE.
Judge Chapin's jury at noon con

victed Medium E. Medford Gillman of 
It a nd practiced upon the public.

"Have you anything to say why sen
tence should not be passed upon you?” 
the judge asked the Spiritualist.

Gillman arose from his seat, folded 
Ins arms and replied:

“Well, your honor, this is all new 
business to me. I never had the inten
tion to deceive or defraud anyone. I 

• merely gave entertainments and al
ways have been particular to state be
fore I gave my entertainments that 
those who did not like them or their 
conditions were at liberty to leave and 

■ have their money refunded.”
“What did you mean by giving ma

terializing seances?" inquired the court.
; "Why, your honor, that simply desig
nated the form and character of the 
entertainment, so that people who came 
to my rooms to see these entertain
ments might know what to expect. 
.There are, for instance, trumpet, slate
writing seances. And so mine was a 

'materializing seance."
. NOT MATERIALIZATION.
“Then you claimed to be able to ma

terialize the spirits ef the dead?” sug
gested his honor.

“I beg your pardon, I did not. I 
merely gave representations and ap- 
petitions. I always told the audience 
that I could not materialize the spirits 
of the dead. And I cautioned them 
to dispel from their minds what they 
had heard or reaij about me. People 
were often very enthusiastic over my 
work and I had to caution them to be

. Heve,only what they saw themselves.”
“Why was it necessary to seat the 

audience in a circle and make them 
join hands In order to produce better 
results?"

“Well,” and Gillman smacked bls lips, 
while a broad smile went over his face, 
“you see, by seating people in a circle, 
everybody can see better. Everybody 
has a front row, and of course the ar
rangement produces a better result.
' “As to the joining of the hands, there 
are a great many nervous and ex
citable people who go to these circles. 
When they are required to join hands, 
Of course, that forces them to sit more 
quietly, and the result produced is a 
more orderly audience."

WHY THERE WAS SINGING.
“Why was it necessary to have 

music?”
"Because it is a part of the entertain

ment. The entertainment consists of 
music, some singing and some Im
personations.”

“Why was It necessary to sing songs 
like ‘Nearer My God to Thee' and ‘In 
the Sweet Bye and Bye?’ Wasn’t that 
mixing the sublime with the ridicu
lous?”

that you have some conscience left.”
THANKED THE COURT.

He was then given the full limit of 
the law; two years in the House of 
Correction. Gillman said:

“Thank you very much, your honor.”
Maude Johns also made some ex

planations. She said that by reason of 
some strange powers—especially his 
talk—Gillman had gained complete con
trol over her and made her leave a 
home, which he had succeeded in 
making distasteful to her.

“He made me believe I was his soul
mate,” she stated, • “and I was com
pletely under his influence, though at 
times he was repulsive to me."

"You were a Spiritualist once?” 
marked the court.

“I was.”
•‘And you are still a Spiritualist?” 
“I am not,” she said emphatically. 
Richardson also entered into an

CANDIDATE BEBB ■CANNOT 
PREACH BECAUSE HE DOUBTS 
THE JONAH AND WHALE STORY 
-PRESBYTERY IS ANNQYED—NO 
DOUBT OF DIVINE INSPIRATION 
OF THE BIBLE, HE ADMITS, BUT 
WHAT OF ITS STORIES?
Two young graduates of the Union 

Theological Seminary were before the 
New York Presbytery for hours, one 
day recently. They were examined to 
determine their fitness to be licensed as 
ministers of the gospel.

There was no question about the or
thodoxy of Julius A. Bewer, but there 
were grave doubts about William B.planation, denying all Intention to 

hornswoggle the public. He and his 
wife and Maude Johns were let off on 
suspended sentence.

The trial of the case lasted nearly two 
days and was conducted by Assistant 
Prosecutor Hunt for the people and 
Attorney Jeffries for the defense. It 
served to expose the fraudulent meth
ods of the Spiritualistic mediums of the 
city, and is the forerunner of a number 
of other cases which Prosecutor Frazer- 
will institute.—Detroit Evening News.

Right, but Sad.
Prof. Gillman, who has been playing 

upon the credulity of the Spiritualists 
of Detroit, Mich., has just been sen- 
fenced to two years in the house of cor
rection for his fraudulent practices.

He was clearly proven a fraud .and 
deserves the punishment that is to be 
inflicted. But in his deception he 
dragged others down with him to the 
very threshold of the prison door. He 
made Maude Johns believe he was her 
soul mate and led her into the courts as 
an accomplice, tout pleaded for clem
ency for her and a male accomplice 
just before sentence was pronounced

criminals; it Is right that the people 
have some protection, but it is so sad 
that Spiritualism has to bear the curse 
of so much fraud.

This office is in possession of more ev
idence of the rascality of tills man Gill
man than of any one wearing the name 
of medium, except, perhaps, Prof. 
Copeland, and yet, no doubt, there are 
good, honest, patriotic old Spiritualists 
ready to swear that he Is genuine, and 
that bls trial is another instance of per
secution. The Progressive Thinker 
seldom contains an item of such facts 
regarding any fakir that letters evinc
ing the sorriest eases of dupes do not 
arrive in abundance for a week or 
more.

We have no desire to shield a fraud 
even by silence. It would be deroga
tory to the welfare of the cause; suicide 
to the. truth that underlies the whole 
foundation of Spiritualism, for the 
press to Ignore so glaring a fact. We 
would soon be cried down, and justly, 
too, by the world. On the other hand
we have no disposition to persecute any 
genuine melum, and have repeatedly 

"No, not exactly. You see the singing ''*' fused t0 Publlsb seaular press reports was not absolutely necessary. In fact ° exl?oaeBOu?*®. 88 youcbl;<l ^<)r bJ’ the re- 
there have been seances without It” ' 8P0US*bJ® Spiritualists of the communl- 
. “Who made the outfit for the ghosts?" £“.T” 8 case a er8ttt ““i 'vho

“The paraphernalia? I made it." attended bls seances profess to know
“What did you have the cabinet end 

the trapdoor for?”
“To properly give my entertain

ments.”
“Did you ever undeceive people who 

really believed that you materialized 
spirits?"
PRODUCED THEIR OWN SPIRITS.

“I have, sometimes. You see, there 
have been people at my seances whom 
I did not need to deceive. They were 
Spiritualists themselves, and often saw, 
by their power of clairvoyance, the 
spirits before I actually produced 
them."

"How Is it that you claim to be able 
to foretell the future?"

“By certain indications.”
“But can you foretell your own fu

ture?”
“Well, your honor,” and the broad 

smile again appeared, “I think that 
from all indications I shall spend part 
of my future in prison.”

This clever answer captured the 
courtroom. Even the judge roared.

KNOWING THE FUTURE.
“In your advertisements you say: 'No 

one is better suited to the position of 
counselor and friend titan he who 
knows the future as thoroughly as most 

• men do the affairs of yesterday.’ Now, 
I know what happened here yesterday, 
but I could not pretend to tell the fu-
ture. How could you?”

“Why, does your honor not see the 
little catch? I did not say that I could 
do It, either. All I said was that he 
who could tell the future as other men 
the past was best suited as counselor. 
I did not say that I was that party.”

“How long have you been In the 
business?"

“Five years.”
SPIRITUALIST MINISTER.

Gillman then told that he was born in

splration of the Bible from a historical 
point of view. He cannot accept the 
story of Jonah being swallowed by the 
whale, for instance. So deep was the 
interest in Mr. Bebb’s examination that 
the presbytery remained in session for 
five hours without even taking a recess 
for luncheon.

That of Jonah and thé Whale

the churches here, caused a decided 
„ ,. - , ------- ----------------— -•• flutter to-day by the affirmation of his
Bebb, and a decision regarding his belief in Spiritualism. It came as a tre- 
lieense was held in abeyance. - . . _

Mr. Bebb has doubts about the in-

TOO BIG A STORY COMING'OUR WAY.

». ifcl

Another ^Yraw Showing 
Which Way the Wind 

Blows.

PASTOR OF AN' ORTHODOX PRES
BYTERIAN CHURCH CREATES A 
PROFOUND 0 SENSATION — DE
CLARES THE FOUNDATION OF 
SPIRITUALISM NOT UNTENABLE 
Indianapolis, ■*  Hid.—Rev. J. A. Mil

burn, pastor of thd'Secoud Presbyterian 
Church of this city, who ranks among 
the ablest thinkers of tliat denomina
tion in the West, while his congregation 
is the largest aud most influential of all

mendous shock. His sermon discussed 
the importance of laying hold of the 
truth wherever found, citing Theosophy 
as the basis of all religious beliefs and 
referring more directly to the doctrine 
of Spiritualism he asserted that there 
was nothing repugnant to the truth in 
the belief that a mother who has felt an
interest in the welfare of a child may 

, communicate after death with the loved
.the examination of the two candi- one. After asserting that every man 

dates was begun last week, which was who yearns toward the infinite is a 
to have been the last meeting until fall, "" ' '
but the uncertainty with regard to their 
orthodoxy caused an adjournment.

In Greek, Hebrew, ehurch history, 
chureh polity, and the sacraments, tlie 
young men were found to be deeply 
versed, and the presbytery promptly 
voted its approval. Mr. Bewer had not

Theosephlst,no matter what belief he 
professes, he passed to the considera
tion of Spiritualism by saying: “It has, 
I believe, always been considered

A PART OF ORTHODOXY

HONORABLEACQUITTAL
Justice Triumphant; Right 

Reigns.

they had proof of his genulnness. Bo 
there it Is. We have the findings of the 
court and Gilman’s own admission of 
fraud, when he advertises to hold ma
terializing seances, and so represents 
them to Spiritualists, and to the judge 
he denied being able to do any such 
thing, or that he so represented it.

Those people who still believe in him 
we are sorry to wound, but facts should 
be shown though they temporarily 
wound the cause; but to expose and 
purge from our ranks all fraud will far 
overbalance that harm in the good that 
will result.

Watch her kindly, stars.
From the sweet protecting skies 
Follow her with tender eyes, 
Look so lovingly that she 
Cannot ehoose but think of me.

Watch her kindly, stars!
Soothe her sweetly, night.

On her eyes, o'er wearied, press 
The tired lids with light caress. 
Let that shadowy hand of thine 
Ever in her dreams seem mine. 

Soothe her sweetly, night!
Wake her gently, morn.

Let the notes of early birds
Seem like love's melodious words. 
Every pleasant sound my dear, 
When she stirs from sleep, should hear.

• Wake her gently, morn!
Kiss her softly, winds.

Softly that she may not miss 
Any sweet, accustomed bliss.

New York State thirty-five years ago, 
and that he was ordained a minister of 
the Spiritualist gospel in San Francisco 
and Dallas, Texas.

“Have you ever preached?’ queried 
Judge Chapin.

“Preaching is not the term we use— 
we say lecturing. I have lectured in 
Chicago.”

Further questions brought out the 
fact that Gillman is a carpenter by

“And you are still a Spiritualist?”
“I am a Spiritualist.”
The court then questioned him re

garding his relations with Maude Johns.
HE HEALED MRS. JOHNS.

“I wish to state here,’’ explained the 
prisoner, “that I am also a healer. Elec
tricity, Tnassage, anto-suggpstion, etc. 
Mrs. Johns was sick and I gave her 
some treatments, which benefited her. 
When I came to this city Mrs. Johns 
had another spelt Her mother asked 
me to resume my treatments. But as I 
do not charge anything for my medical 
help—I am always willing to help the 
sick and needy—I could not afford to go 
to Oshkosh, so Mrs. Johns came to this 
city. Her husband knew of it and.pald 
her fare.”

“Well,” concluded the court, “you are 
the most consummate scoundrel that 
ever, came into this courtroom. Sen-

your sentence may be, before you pro
nounce it, let me ask for mercy and 
leniency for those who have been ac
cused with me and whom I have got 
Into this trouble. I am not a coward 
and am willing to assume the sole re
sponsibility.”

’Well," remarked the court, "I see

The funeral of Dr. Cooper, occurring 
on Monday afternoon last, was largely 
attended by sympathizing friends, num
bers of whom having been his patients, 
feeling that to them his death .was a 
personal loss; others again remembered 
him sorrowfully as their trusted coun
sellor and friend, while everyone pres
ent seemed to recall some reason for 
regret.

cellence, peculiarly eloquent and appro
priate to the occasion. Most feelingly 
he spoke of the deceased as his personal 
friend, recounted the sterling virtues he 
had illustrated in his life, and bespoke 
for him a blissful future in the new life 
upon which he had entered. Years ago 
Dr. Cooper had exacted a promise from 
Mr. French to officiate at his funeral, 
and now the promise has been well and 
faithfully fulfilled. ,

The sweetly solemn vocal Interludes 
by the trained voices of the Pres
byterian church choir added very much 
to the impressiveness of the services 
and the occasion.

After a long, useful and kindly life 
among us, respected and honored by all. 
Dr. James Cooper has passed beyond 
the utmost limit of our vision, and we 
shall see him with our earthly eyes no 
more. Peace to his ashes.—Bellefon- 
tain Examiner.

“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer." By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought ean 

. fall to be fed and delighted with this 
'whatever boot- Beautiful spiritual thought, com

bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos-
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher Ufa. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, 51.

“Alter the Bex Struck.” By George 
N. Miller. Price 25 cents.

the slightest difficulty in satisfying the 
clergymen as to the thorough orthodoxy 
of his theology. He was accepted 
unanimously.

It was different with Mr. Bebb. He 
told the presbytery that While he was 
confident of the divine inspiration of all 
the scriptures purely religious, he was 
doubtful of the historical accuracy of 
parts of the book. He was pressed for 
specific instances,

“The story of Jonah and the whale is 
an Illustration,” said Mr, Bebb, sturdily. 
“I have been'forced to accept the con
clusion that upon questions not relating 
exclusively to religion—that Is, on bls 
torical questions without an evangelical 
bearing—the Bible may not be inspired, 
or even correct.”

The young man was very cool, very 
earnest, and very honest. He appre
ciated his situation. He knew that it 
was oiie of the old questions which have 
agitated the Union Theological Sem
inary in its relations to the presbytery 
breaking out again.

There was no doubt that Mr. Bebb 
had made a most favorable Impression 
upon the ministers of the presbytery. 
They had regarded him as eminently 
fitted to adorn the ministry until this 
question of his orthodoxy was raised. 
Such men as Rev. Dr. Robert F. Sample 
of Westminster Church; Rev. Dr. 
Thomas Douglas, of the West Fifty- 
first Street’Church; Rev Dr. Sutton and 
Rev. Dr. Shearer said they could not 
approve of the views held by the appli
cant for a license.

When it came to a vote the moderator 
announced that the result was a tie. A 
second vote showed no definite result. 
A third was taken, and It was an
nounced that the presbytery had de
cided not to approve of Mr. Bebb’s the
ology by a vote of 26 to 25.

The members of the presbytery were 
so Impressed by Mr. Bebb that they did 
not want to lose him altogether. It was 
decided to appoint a counseling commit
tee of three to labor with Mr. Bebb 
through the summer and try to con
vince him of tlie error of his doubts, so 
that he might be fitted to be a Pres
byterian minister.

This committee consists of Rev, Mal
colm Shaw, of the West End Church; 
Rev, Dr. Isaac M. Gregory and Elder 
Francis Booth. They are to do their 
best to convince Mr. Bebb that be is 
wrong to doubt the story of Jonah and 
the whale. The committee Is to report 
at the fall meeting of the presbytery, 
when it will again consider the licen
sing of the candidate.—Chicago Journal.

to rebuke this speculation, and a great 
many ministers of the chureh think
that they are doing a service to the 
Lord when.they hold this belief up to 
the derision and contumely of the 
world. And of course there may be 
many things offensive to good sense 
associated with this belief that con
ceives the spirits of those who have 
gone before to be in loving touch with 
the spirits of those that yet remain to 
do their task upop this earth.. No doubt 
there may be a great many fatuities 
and absurdities associated with this be
lief, and yet I don’t see why you and I 
should necessarily be

OPPOSED TO THIS BELIEF
In the intercommunion of spirits in its 
purest form. I don't see why its great 
central truth is untenable. It seems to 
me that if we were to think about this 
truth it would become very reasonable 
to us—a truth most natural; for why 
should those who have gone before us 
no*  surround and minister to us as the 
legion of angels surrounded and min
istered to our Lord after his tempta
tion?

“Why should they not In some subtle 
way be guiding'us and leading us? 
Why should they not be acting as our 
monitors, our instructors, our guardians 
and inspire™, as liejps and aids to this 
life? Why shoilld riot the mother who 
has gone before be with her earth
wandering child,' a light unto that 
child, if God so rvills it? Why should 
not those spirits that, have been in 
affinity with us Hero

CONTINUE IN AFFINITY
with us when they have passed beyond 
the range of sight aud touch? It seems 
natural enough’,1 'does it not? The 
angelic hosts knbw: nothing of space. 
Heaven Is everywhere, and why, then, 
should not the Spirits that have loved 
each other here htill'be bound together, 
even after death 'hits wrought the sep
aration of the sjilrit from its tabernacle' 
of the body?” -

These remarks "«hused a profound 
sensation among1 til'd1 conservative mem
bers of the church. Although Mr. Mil
burn is noted for his liberality of 
thought, tlie declaration of to-day Is the 
most radical departure from estab
lished lines he has yet taken, and it has 
caused profound surprise, while many 
fear that it will bring him in conflict 
with the established authority of the 
church.—Cincinnati Enquirer.

Fateful words, though few in num
ber, were,spoken on the afternoon of 
June 27, by James C. Martin, a police 
magistrate of Chicago. They were sub
stantially as follows: “I have goue 
again over the testimony lu this case 
((some six hundred pages), and fall to 
find therein a reason for holding Mrs, 
Georgia G. Cooley to the grand jury, 
and therefore discharge her.”

Late in the afternoon of Saturday, 
March 12, 1898, Mrs. Cooley, the well- 
known pastor of the First South Side 
Spiritualist Society’ of Chicago, entered 
the department store of A. M. Roths
child A Co., with her husband. He car
ried a telescope valise containing spe
cial articles of dress which she had 
briefly worn a little earlier at a photo
graph gallery. While Mr. Cooley went 
to the drug counter to ascertain about 
the delivery of goods purchased there 
some two hours earlier, Mrs. Cooley 
stopped at the veiling counter. She 
partly unrolled à bolt, tried its meshes 
over her hand, measured it about the 
brim of her hat and stood at the counter 
holding jthe goods, with her fingers 
marking the length desired, as she 
waited attention from a saleswoman.

Suddenly she was seized from behind 
by a strange man, hurried a short dis
tance along the aisle down to a private 
office in the basement. There zealous 
employes tried to force from her a con
fession that she was a thief, twitted 
her with being a professional member 
of the light-fingered class, confronted 
her with tlie charge that her husband's 
innocent telescope was a receptacle for 
plunder and insulted her with language 
only appropriate to a woman of the 
street. She was hurried to a cell ip the 
Harrison street police station, whence 
she was released a little before mid
night by President Druliuer, accompa
nied by her husband.

The astute store detective who made 
tlie arrest was an ex-railroad watchman

ç AM P MEETING^

CAMP-MEETINQ DIRECTORY,

Inquiries are already being made as to when certain camp-meetings will 
open. The officers of camps will promote the Interest of their respective lo
calities by sending the dates at once to this office, with names of secretaries.

' Cassadaga Camp, N. y. Bankson Lake Camp, Mich.
T11,„ 8_ favorite place of resort opens I Bankson Lake Camp-meeting, ai 
Juiy is an(j cioses August 28. Lawton, Mieh., commences July 23 and

. —-,—,—cuds August 14.
Freeville Gamp, N> Y. - ------ --------- -

This canjp opens July 80, and closes Vicksburg' Camp, Mich, 
AuSt>stl4. The Vicksburg carop, at Fraser’s

--------------- Grove^ opens August 5, and closes Au-
Onset Bay Camp, Mass. Fust 28> 18oa’ The following speakers 

Onset Bay (Mass.) Camp-meeting eii?y ,been ensaged: Oscar A. 
commences July 8, aud continues to 'j'iRHniZ,M^ewJ,uryP0Id’ ^asa-> A, E. September 4. lumiuuee w ii8dale> New Lon(]on Conn , j

Baxter, Boston, Mass.; D. P. Dewey
— .. . . . ’ Grand Blanc, Mieh., and Mrs. Marion
Devils’ Lake Camp, Mich. Carpenter, Detroit, Mieh. Other sneat 

rxD1?., 'Y' 9- Knowles writes that the «« and mediums will be added to the 
• ------- Devil s Lake Camp-meeting will be held list. A new barn will be erected on the'

A change of venue was taken from as usual. It has not been abandoned, grounds this season, and other imnrove- 
Justice Poster to Justice Martin. J. C. It will commence June 11, and end ments made. The programmes win

from Moline, who had been in the em- co„lmnn(1« 
ploy of the store five days. The firm for Sentemh^a' 
which he acted is so fortunate as to Beptembei «•
number among its stockholders, Nelson 
Morris, the wealthy packer at the stock 
yards, while another one is Mr. Morris’ 
son-in-law, A. M. Rothschild.

EQUAL RIGHTS TO ALL.
The Medical Laws are Un 

just and Unconstitutional.

Condon of the City Prosecutor’s office, 
aided by W. 8. Forrest, a criminal law
yer of established reputation and spe
cial counsel for Rothschild & Co., con
ducted the prosecution. Capt W. P. 
Black, the friend of tlie unfortunate, 
was Mrs. Cooley's leading counsel, and 
was efficiently aided by Clyde E. Marsh 
of Dow, Walker & Walker, and the 
quiet counsel of ex-Judge C. D. F. 
Smith. Some twenty-five continuances, 
covering one hundred and seven days, 
Intervened before the end of the prelim
inary examination.

Three disinterested women, all 
strangers, who witnessed the arrest, 
volunteered their testimony corroborat
ing Mrs. Cooley lu all essentials, thus 
running the gauntlets of notoriety, 
abuse of opposing lawyers, and shad
owing of detectives.

A very important factor in the contest 
was the stubborn loyalty of the mem
bers of Mrs. Cooley’s society, ns shown 
by their constant attendance, their un
faltering expressions of confidence and 
generous financial aid. Active sympa
thy was manifested by Spiritualists 
from all sections of the city. Men and 
women In private, commercial and pro
fessional walks of life, who are not 
Spiritualists, openly declared the ar
rest a mistake. The publicity thereby 
given the business of Rothschild & Co., 
Is hardly of the nature that a judicious 
advertising manager would crave.

The State Association's part in the af
fair has been a minor one. Two mem
bers of its executive board were in reg
ular attendance upon the case, five of 
the seven were present at some session 
of the hearing, and one of the number 
was chairman of the defense committee 
chosen by the h irst South Side Society.

We await the outcome of Rothschild 
& Co.'s reported attempt to have the

It will commence June 11, and end monts made. The programmes will be 
July 4. ready in a few days, and will be sent to

--------------- any one addressing the undersigned 
... , , JEANETTE FRASER. 1 icksburg, Mich,Marshalltown Gamp, la,

The fifth aunual camp of the Central 
Iowa Spiritualists' Association will be 
held at Marshalltown, Iowa, on the Island Lake Gamp, Mich, 
---- - „„ lao, Fourth annual camp-meeting of the 
Sunday, August 28, and closing Sunday, jsiand Lake Camp Association, Island 
September 18. ]‘ake • Mich., beginning July 1, and end

Circulars will be ready about August -^ußust 31 1808.
1. Those desiring circulars or further —■--------- —

same grounds as last year, commencing

luformation will receive same by ad
dressing MISS L P. BEESON.

Albion, Iowa.
Lakeside Park Camp, Mo,

Mesick Camp, Mich.

Ibe Southwest Missouri Spiritualists’ \| 
Gamp Association will hold its second ■ ' 
annual meeting at Lakeside Park, Jas
per county, Missouri, commencing Sen- 
ituouher*ld', a.!ld cl01siu‘=' September 26, 
1898. A glorious time is expected, as

Mesick (Mieh.) Camp-meeting will
open July 31 1898, closing August 14. --------- ------ -- #8
All good mediums and co-workers are the camp-grounds are all that cnnfii im 
cordially Invited. Those expecting to ”......- • • • ‘ 1 11,0
attend, send In names before the first of
June, to have them on printed pro
gramme. Address Jacob Bullion, Me
sick, Wexford Co., Mich. This associa
tion was organized April 1, 1898, by 
Mrs. L. A. Mabee, state organizer.

New Era Camp, Oregon.
Their many friends on the Pacific 

coast will be glad to learn that the 
management of the New Era, Oregon, 
eamp has secured the services of Mrs. 
Loo F. Prior and Mr. Chas J. Anderson 
for the meeting to be held July 2 to 25. 
Mrs. Prior Is a widely-known medium 
and lecturer who has been laboring 
with marked success in the south re
cently. Mr. Anderson, known as the 
“boy orator,” is conceded by such a dis
criminating judge as Dr. J. M. Peebles
to possess marked ability as an inspira
tional lecturer. The managers will ex-

Some Spirit Messages Con' 
cerning the Subject.

My criticism of the communication 
from Pontius Pilate, In “Antiquity 
Unveiled,” has brought to my notice 
another one, given through Thomas C. 
Buddington, at the house of the Hon. 
Robert T. Van Horn, of Kansas City, In 
1888. In this communication Pontius 
Pilate says:

“Roman law did not recognize the 
justice of death for blasphemy, and for
bade it. It did allow the death penalty 
for Insurrection, when proof was suf
ficient that insurrection was plotted or 
declared. There is not even a shadow 
of a charge that Jesus ever meditated 
revolt against the imperial government 
I should have lost my official position if 
not my head had I dared to sentence 
him to the cross after washing my 
hands in testimony of his innocency. 
On a less Important charge than that, I 
did lose my procuratorship and was 
summoned to Rome to answer for the 
power entrusted to me.. . .It was nearly 
two centuries after my death that such 
charges were preferred against me, and 
those who made them were not content 
with their vile work, but they supple
mented them with a series of forgeries 
that are of a piece with their original 
fabrications. But at last the doors of 
the spirit world are open. The foul 
charges were made upon earth, and it Is 
there that they must be refuted. There
fore I come to put my hand and seal., 
upon the work that will help to put an 
end to the fabrication of lies as re
ligious truths.” •

Herod Antlpas says he knew no Jesus 
even by rumor.

Annas, the high priest, denies that the 
Sanhedrim had any part in condemning 
a man to death for blasphemy. He 
says: “The 'birth and death of the so- 
called Nazarene were both the work of 
Pagan craft, that afterwards passed 
into history as Christian truth....I 
deny that I ever knew or saw any such 
person as Jesus of Nazareth.”

Emperor Trajan says: “I never per
secuted any sect or race because of 
their religious beliefs. In fact, I never 
thought that religious belief was of 
enough consequence to warrant im
perial recognition of condemnation.... 
There is hardly a shadow of evidence 
obtainable here of the existence of any
one claiining to have been a son of 
Jehovah or any other God at the time 
attributed to Jesus. We think it a 
sheer fabrication of another class of re
ligionists.”

I make no comment on the above 
further than to say I do not believe 
there was a Jesus crucified under Pon
tius Pilate; but as to the existence of a 
person named Isa, as described in the 
Arabian chronicles and often alluded to 
in the Koran, I am not prepared to deny 
it. Isa answers in time and character 
to the gospel Jesus. He was assailed 
by a mob in the reign of Herod Antlpas 
but escaped execution. There was n< 
Pontius Pilate concerned In that affair

W. H. BURR.

In No. 448 of The Progressive Thinker 
appears a letter from Charles Howell on 
the persecution of Dr. A. W. Birkholz, 
and in No. 447 an article, “Protests of 
Physicians.” Now I wish to say I am 
lu sympathy with every movement 
which gives to the people greater lib
erty. But at the same time we ad
vocate reforms, let us see that the lib
erties we have given to us as American 
citizens, under the Fourteenth Amend
ment of the Federal Constitution, which 
defines the word liberty, “to earn a 
livelihood, regular maintenance, for the 
material support of our families.”

The condition we find ourselves in to
day is simply appalling. For an illus
tration: Laws have been passed in Ohio, 
the “Otis Bill,” for Cincinnati, giving 
the Mayor of the city the appointing 
power of a Board of Legislation; and 
for this city a “Ripper Bill," passed in ; 
the Legislature, giving the Judge of 
Probate Court the appointing power of 
a similar board! In both cases the bills 
mean a disfranchising of the people, 
until the time of those appointed ex
pires; then the people can vote to elect 
Both bills are now being .contested in 
the courts, as to their constitutionality.

I have mentioned both In private and ' 
public meetings, that all such legisla
tion must be illegal, as they deprive us 
as citizens, either naturalized or native 
born, of our right to vote for whom we 
will to manage the city affairs for the 
people, and the people have a right 
which ought to be respected. The same 
in regard to medical legislation. In the 
various States lajvq1 called "Medical” 
have been passed/.'for the protection of 
the people.” Maric ine phrase, “protec
tion;” but it means teethe M.D.’s and not 
the people. My attention was called to 
an article published- : in the “Medical 
Brief,” of SL Loqis, ta the March num
ber, entitled “Medical Legislation,” and 
I am pleased to sÿy. that the editor, and 
several others of c:the medical profes
sion, have opposed t^e passing of such 
laws as a disgraceffojpur statute books. 
In the March number Is quoted a de
cision from the Supreme Court of the 
United States, which was an appeal 
case from that State,Tuamely, Allgeyer 
vs. Louisiana, decided in favor of 
Allgeyer, by the Supreme Court, on the 
interpretation off the, word “Liberty.” 
Said article In Medical Brief concludes 
by saying that if- the medical laws of 
Louisiana are unconstitutional, said de
cision will be applicable to all the other 
States, and as we have just as good 
legal authority among Spiritualists, I 
hope they will not stand aloof, on this 
important question, which affects so 
many Spiritualists, for they are nat
urally the ones who seek the aid of the 
psychic healers; and many are like Dr. 
George, of Nebraska, have not the 
means to carry their case to thé Su
preme Courts, but must languish be
hind bars, as martyrs to the cause of 
“Liberty," and the people’s rights.

Yours for Liberty. A. HEALER. 
Hamilton, Ohio.

grand jury now sitting indict Mrs. 
Cooley, Independent of Justice Mar
tin's decision.

The vindication due an innocent wo
man will certainly come to Mrs. Cooley, 
if the fight is to be continued. ’ 

GEO. B. WARNE.
Pres. Ill. S. S. A.

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

. [Obituaries to the extent of ten lta«s 
only will be inserted free.]

Passed to spirit-life, W. J. Terpenney, 
at 541 60th Place, Chicago, after a long 
illness. Our beloved brother served as 
vice-president of the First Spiritual So
ciety, 77 31st street, during the year 
1897, an enthusiastic and noble worker. 
Messages to his wife, and regarding the 
joys of his new life, have been given to 
the society through Mrs. G. G. Cooley 
and others. Our beloved brother Is not 
dead, but lives to joys and truths eter-
nal. MRS. C. H. HORINE.

"Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medica' men especially, and 
scientists, general - Aders and students

•Thomas Paine: Was He Junius? 
An interesting pamphlet by Wm. H 
Burr. Price 15 cents. ’For sale at this
office.

wished for as to beauty of location and 
lu all Its appointments for the comfort 
and pleasure of all who visit the park, 

A cordial invitation is extended to all 
menus of our beautiful philosophy to 
come and enjoy a grand spiritual feast 
with us. Good mediums will be with 
us- B. G. SWEET, Prost,

Empire City, Kansas.
us.

Chesterfield Camp, Ind.
Chesterfield Camp-meeting will begin " 

July 21 and close August 21, 1898. The ' 
speakers engaged are J. Clegg Wright • 
Mrs. Eva Pfuutner, Willard J. Hull’ 
India Hill, B. F. Underwood, Moses ' 
Hull, and Dr. Nellie Mosier, test me
dium. For programmes address Flora 
Hardin, Sec’y., Anderson, Ind. Presl- ; 
dent, G. W. Parkinson, Yorktown, Ind. '

Haslett Park Camp, Mich.
ert themselves to the utmost of their Huslett Park Spiritualist Camp will 
ability to make this meeting the most °Pen Joly 31, and continue five consec- 
successful ever held in Oregon, and so- atlva Sundays, closing, August 28. 
licit the active eo-operation of every k001* talent has been secured. - Pro
Spiritualist throughout the Northwest 8rammes will soon be distributed. For 
to this end. Circulars will be issued in *n*o rn>atlon and programmes, address 
May and sent to all who apply to Wal- J;,1?- R'ehmond, Secretary, St. Johns, 
ter P. Williams, Salem, Ore., who is the Mleb-
corresponding secretary.

Harmouy Grove Camp, Cal.
Ottawa Camp, Kansas. The Harmony Grove Camp will open 

The Leavenworth County Spiritualist at Escondido, San Diego, county, Gai.
Association will hold a camp-meeting Sunday, August 14, closing Sunday. Au’ 
at Forest Park, Ottawa Kansas, from , gust 28.
July 27 to August 2, 1898, Inclusive. It is our hopes and intention to have a 
Board and lodging can be had on the grand, glorious time, and we hope ev- 
grounds for 52.50 per week. Reduced , ery one bearing of this will come feel
rates on ail railroads leading to Ottawa. ”-------- -  ’ ’
T. C. Deuel, president; Mrs. Emerick, 
secretary, Wallula, Kan.

ing that they are Indeed a part of this 
camp; that it is with their honest love 
for the cause and united efforts that 
our success lies. We hope the young 
people will all come. A dancing plat
form has been laid for the amusement 
of the compere, and those attending 
must not forget to bring their ham- 

_ , _____ mocks, to hang beneath the wide-
three Sundays. We have made arrange^ I spreading branches.
ments to use the fair grounds again, as I . Eemeniber that you are all cordially 
we can do better there than any other i lnvlted to join in this jubilee of South- 

• ern California.
| For further particulars, enclose 
stamp and address the corresponding 
secretary, Miss Mary Nulton, Escon
dido, Cal. -

Topeka Camp, Kansas.
We are going to have our camp-meet

ing this year, commencing September
11th, and continuing until the 25th, 
making two weeks' time, including'

place.
We have no one engaged to speak as 

yet, but think we will have Will C. 
Hodge, of Chicago, who was with us 
last year and was liked by all. We 
have some very good mediums here in 
the city. We think we wiU have Mrs. 
L. N. Claman to help us in our camp 
this year. We want to have a good

scientists, general - Aders and students platform test medium with us; we have 
of occult forces will find instruction ot .no one engaged for that yet. We have 
great value and Interest. A large, fourff in our city four Spiritual societies.

’ ’ ' ‘ ' T. P. KELLEY, Sec'y.
211 E. Fourth St., Topeka, Kan.

*«*•»*'  MUU U lUUf«
pound book, strongly bound, and con- 
talning beautiful illustrative plates. : 
FOr sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
55. It is a wonderful work and yon 
will be delighted with It '

Maple Dell Camp Opening.
The grand opening of Maple Dell 

Camp-Meeting will take place on Sun- 
day’duly 17, with Rev. A. J. Weaver 
and Moses and Mattie Hull as speakers, 
and Mrs. Marlon Carpenter, of Detroit 
Mich., as platform medium and Inspira
tional singer.

Grand Ledge Camp, Mieh.
Grand Ledge Spiritualists’ Camp will

A 50-eent round trip ticket has been 
granted by the Erie Railroad from 

— ..«.j —------ - ----- p* evenad, t° Mantua. An excursion
. . -■ --------- elusive. Mrs. Geo. Sheets, secretary “?in ‘eave the Erie depot on South

nation and Re-Embodiment” By Prof, pro tern. Water street every Sunday at 8:30
"T T J ’ --------------- a-m-, returning at 5 p. m. This low fare

Mt. Pleasant Park Gamp, la. □ °, d?ubt, be taken advantage of by 
The sixteenth annual camp-meeting ritya sts of cleveland and sur- 

of the Mississippi Valley Spiritualists’ J^nninX a“d udd la,rgeII ¿° the 
Association will be held at Mt. Pleas- u arLty of ‘J1,18 well-regulated Spirit
ant Park, Clinton, Iowa, Sunday, July “a -l.nB’„ ™£ose a“d-torium 
31, and will Close Sunday, August 28. cMnl comfortably 2,000 people, rain or 
The best of talent has been secured. ne' THOMAS LEES,
Circulars giving full information will Excursion Agent.

“Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Relnear-

open July 31, and close August 28, in-

W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master-
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at this office.

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction In this hand-
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment Price 
$100. For sale at this office.

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to be issued about June 15. For fuR in- —--------- • - ■  ---- ,—_
Old Records.” Told by Paul Carus. formation address Martin H. McGrath, Hotel Leolyn.
This book is heartily commended to stu- secretary, at Fulton, HL This hoteI ls sltuated on the eh()rc of

^be science of religions, and to ■ Lake Cassadaga, and the grounds iolnBuddh?sm°infisspirit and Wriffie n°in°|f ]Lak® Brady Camp, O. tne Cassadaga Lake Free Association,
nles. Spiritualist or ChrildnV^nn The Lake Brady Camp wiU open July Xt ls surrounded by beautiful forest
srarcely read It without suirituainrnfl? 10, and close September 4. Programmes trees and well-kept lawns. It is newly 
rKL For s2e at tth offi- P wlu Prlnted Iater’ D- A. Herrick flttPd “d furnished this season-hot 

, ce’- ■wlllpresIde»schainnanduringtheses-andcoWbathsandallthemodernim-
“ReUglon as Revealed by the Mate sion. All mediums wishing their names Provements. First-class table. Good 

rial and Spiritual Universe. By E. D. on the programme, send them to D. A service. Rates 52 per day. Reduced 
Babbitt, M. D., _LL.D.” A compact Herrick, Ravenna, O. ' ' rates made to families and parties

F " coming for the season. For information;and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist. One of the very best 
books on the subject Price, reduced - ----- < .uoo, auu xuv »uuiuu anaconua.” Rv
to 51. cloth; paper, 50 cents. For sale c0“tlnu® four weeks. There wifi be an Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-nriest flt this Affifi. pntlrA nhnriFA In thA mfl'nnwATnft«*  a* xt  ji--« 

Southern Cassadaga Gamp, Fla. PrentJer£ast, manager, .
The Southern Cassadaga Camp meet- Chautau<lua °0” N’ Y'

ing, near Lake Helen, Fla., will open on ---------- - ------------ '----- •
the first Sunday In February, 1899, and “The Great Roman Anaconda.” Bv -

entire change in the management of the of the diocese of Cleveland; O? Aihara
“Edith Bramley’s Vision.” Vivid da. ^ote,'-a5d ??od,board positively be and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann. • 

scriptton of a Jesuit sffirit ZónHn™ prov ded> G°od “usic and first-class It is good reading, and should be widely 
together with ’nt^resting corroSfra BPeak,er8 and “Odiums will be engaged, distributed, that people may be enlight- ’
testlmonv Pnn.‘ Jr ront= For Information write to the corre- ened concerning the ways and methods '

rnc* 10 cents, Fo- «ale at spending secretary, Emma J. Huff, Lily of Rome and its priesthood. Price ite
v“"v“*uo- Dale, N.Y. For sale at this office. . .4
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THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, It
DOINGS, ETO.. THE WORLD OVER. 8

From Borderland, London,
England.

LORD TENNYSON A SPIRITUALIST
In the “Idylls of the King,” there is 

another allusion to the same trance ex-

. - - «-Jen "key the iron-
grated gates of tho. charnel house, he 
throw»- them wiffe open. And forth 
issue from theflimiost gloom the 
colossal presence 44 the past, majores 
humane; some as they lived, seemingly 
pale and faintly smiling; some as they 
died, still suddenly frozen by the chill 
of death; and some as they were buried, 
with dropped eyelids, in their cerements

From Harbinger of Light, 
Melbourne, Australia.

MAGNETISM AS THE -GREAT 
SPECIFIC.

| WRITE PLAINLY.

. We would like to impress upon the 
fit , minds of our correspondents that The 
R?. Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
.. Linotype machine that must make 

speed equal to about four compositors, 
k■■ That means rapid work, aud it is essen

tial that all copy, to insure insertion lu 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with ink 

i . on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
< and on only one side of the paper. If 

you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

to John’s revelation, and the similarity 
of their controls, proving that Washing
ton cpmmuued with spirits just as much 
as Jesus or John, and what Washing
ton saw has been fulfilled to date. The 
first vision was the Revolutionary War; 
the second vision, one hundred years 
later, the Civil War; the third is noiv 
being demonstrated. The hall was 
crowded with a very appreciative audi
ence, among whom I noted some of the 
prominent men of the city. The music 
rendered by Mrs. Holton was of the 
patriotic order, closing with America. 
At the close of the lecture the tests 
given by Miss Thomas were very re
markable, and the more so because 
given to entire strangers.”

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
' is alone responsible for any assertions 

cr statements he may make. The editor 
Allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
test subserved thereby. Many of the 
Bentimeuts uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that Is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
Should always be entertained for those 
who differ from you.

Harvey J. Leonard writes from Alex
andria, Ind.: “Miss Bertha Gehring, of 
Indianapolis, Ind., a young lady of only 
17 years of age, gave one of the most 
interesting lectures ever delivered lu 
the Spiritualist Hall in Alexandria, 
Ind., to the largest audience that ever 
assembled in this place to hear the 
beauties of Spiritualism expounded, 
alter which, her mother, Mrs. Aliee 
Gehring, gave some very interesting 
tests from the platform, which were all 
acknowledged. We hope to have Miss 
Bertha with us again in tiie near fu
ture, as she is a very blight aud intelli
gent lady, and one that we hope will do 
a great good for tlie grand and glorious 
cause of Spiritualism.”

H. H. Scoville writes of the good 
work done by the Christian Spiritual 
Society, presided over by Miss Thomas: 
“Tlie writer believes that Miss Thomas

I has done more to advance the cause of 
r Spiritualism in Chicago than all other 
I societies put together, because instead 
I- of antagonizing the church people, her 
I work has been to assimilate, aud she 
I. has succeeded. Every Sunday evening 
I for eighteen mouths the average attend
I- unco at her meetings has not been less 
I: than two hundred aud fifty, aud nearly 
I- all of them seeking evidence that spir- 
L. its can and do return. 1 assure you 
■ that hundreds have been convinced by 
F. the tests given them by Miss Thomas.

■ I have heard at least fifty testify that 
they had been converted to the belief 

• and received the gift of mediumship 
themselves, aud many times that num
ber state that they now believe in the 
return of spirits, and their power to 

> communicate with mortals. As an old 
' Spiritualist, fifty years in the harness, 
- one who has felt tbe odium attaching 
<' to the name, attributable entirely (I be- 

Heve) to the fact that as soon as one 
finds the truth of spirit return, nine out

I of every ten think the proper thing to 
b- do is to whack at the church, forgetting 

■' where they hail from, and that many 
: of their friends are still there. I feel 

* strongly, as I would like to have every 
- one know the truth, and I wish that 
-. other mediums would follow the lead of 

| the little colored woman.” 
h The Sunlight Center Baud, Mrs.

■ Dr. Harlow Davis has been holding 
; platform test seances at Seattle, Wash., 
■ for the past eight weeks. He left on

July 1, for New York City, en route to 
London, Eng. He can be addressed un
til July 15, at the Sturtevant House, 
New York City.

Mrs. Dr. Weyant writes from Toledo, 
Ohio: “On Sunday, June 26, we closed 
a most successful work in this city, for 
our summer vacation. The lyceuni 
started last winter in my parlor, a 
handfull as it were to begin with; now 
closing our work in a large hall with 
large attendance. ‘The Church of the 
New Revelation,’ founded last fall, has 
built a sure foundation, and we feel 
good has been done.”

The Advance Spiritual Conference, of 
Brooklyn, N. Y., reorganized on June 5, 
and elected the following officers: Geo. 
A. Deleree, president; Jeffrey Simmons, 
vice-president; Mrs. Alice Ashley, secre
tary; Mrs. Marie Robinson, treasurer; 
Mrs. Mary Green and Mrs. L. A. Olm
stead, advisory board. We hold meet
ings every Saturday evening, at Single 
Tax Hall, 1101 Bedford, near Gates av
enue. Mediums and others visitlug 
Brooklyn, are Invited to attend the 
meetings. If they’ will make them
selves known, they' will receive a cor
dial welcome from their co-workers in 
the cause of truth.

Correspondent writes: “The Spiritual
ists of Southwestern Michigan had a 
most delightful grove meeting at Lake 
Cora, ou Sunday, June 26. Dr. Adah 
Sheehan Horman, of Cincinnati, and 
Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, of Port Huron, 
were tlie speakers. Dr. Horman gave 
a stirring and Inspiring address on sub
jects up to date and of interest to all 
Spiritualists. Mrs. Robinson gave a 
number of excellent tests, all of which 
were recognized. Lake Cora is a beau
tiful spot, aud evidently intended by 
Nature for a Spiritualist meeting-place. 
The day' was perfect and every one, 
from the genial president, L. S. Bur
dick, to all visitors, seemed to have a 
delightful time.”

Mrs. Grant, writes from Baker City, 
Ore.: "The first Spiritual society, of 
Baker City has been favored for tho 
past month by a visit from Mrs. H. 0.

pericnces—an allusion which the Spec- ------------- meirwreiuems ।
tutor assures us was more or less a und their winding-sheets.
transcript of Tennyson’s own ex- I “The listeners creep closer to each 
perience. ihe King excuses himself I other, they were afraid of the drawing 
trom following the Holy Grail on the of their own breatlifa,the beating of their 
ground that he has his work to do, own hearts. The voice of him who 
which must not be interfered with. But speaks alone, like :ii’ 'mountain stream 1 
his work being done- on a still night, fills' tip aud occupies the !
Let visions of the night, or of the day silence. He stands,d‘as it were, on a 
Come as they will; and many a time yuutuge ground. HA1 becomes tbe mln-1) 

they come Ister and expounder of human sym-
Until this earth he walks on seems not llftikies. His words find the heart like 

earth, «e arrows of truth. Those who
This light that strikes his eyeball is not I *# uglied long before have long ago De

light, come solemn, and those who were
This air that smites his forehead is not I Bolelnu before feel the awful sense of 

air, ' unutterable mystery.' The speaker
But vision—yea his very hand and I

foot— I Wherefore,’ says one, ‘granting the
In moments when he feels he cannot inieutjity of the feeling, wherefore this 

die, fever and fret about a baseless yision?’
And knows himself no vision to himself, Inot assume,’ says another, 
Nor the high God a vision, nor that One I that visIou 18 baseless?’ " 
Wh0 have sfei“’ What ye APPARITION AT ARTHUB HAL

t. „ 1 a , . LAM’S DEATH.It may, therefore, be taken as estab- _
lished that the foundation of Tenny- ^be essay breaks off appropriately at 
son’s philosophy of life, and of his re- I a? observation which Is thoroughly 
ligion, was gained in the Borderland, characteristic of the poet, and one 
and that if he was able more than any I ^bich embodies a truth too often for- 
other poet to express in his verse the S°tteu- We should not assume that 
aspirations and longings of the soul of anJ’ vision is baseless. Tennyson did 
his generation, it was because he him- not> bence he was ever ready to ex
self, while living among men was not alu'De with eager interest every story 
of them, but I °‘ vision of what is called supernatural.

DWELT IN A WORLD APART 25 ^r686 ®tori®s a feW are Preserved in 
m AIVVKDD41AH1, the Memoir. One such relates to an ap- 

out of which he emerged from time to parition that was seen at the poet’s 
time to lead the daily life of ordinary home in Lincolnshire just before 
men, but it was in no sense the whole Arthur Hallam’s death. The entry is 
or even the most important part of his I as follows: 
existence. “A. went to London. Tilly (Matilda
SPIRITUAL BUT NOT THE LESS TennJ'son) in the evening told me how, I

PRACTICAL I on an autumn evening at Soinersby, I
v ’ just before Arthur Hallam’s death, she
xet no one can say that Tennyson I and her sister Mary saw a tall figure. I 

was not a man intensely alive to all I clothed from head to foot in. white, and 
that concerned his material life. He they followed It down the lane, and saw 
lived a very full life, aud his interest I it pass through the hedge where there I 
was unabated to the very end. He was was no gap; and how she was so awed 
a man of affairs, as well as a poet. He that on reaching home she burst into 
was a student of science as well as a tears. She then related how, being at 
mystic, and for more than half a cen- I Spllsby for her dancing lessons, she had 
tury he met and mingled as an equal, brought home the letters, and one 
and more than an equal, with the fore- I among them from Clevedon. This was I 
most men of his time. Tills, It is well addressed to A. She gave it to him, as 
to remember, in view of the prevailing he sat at dinner, and went to take off 
disposition on the part of materialists her bonnet, and she heard afterwards 
to argue that dwellers in the Border- that he lin’d suddenly left the table, and 
,“’a?Yei<^ poor Elully was tllen summoned

then full share in the busy lire of mor- to him to have the terrible news broken 
tai men. lennysou’s conviction ot what to her”
may be called the evanescent and tran- „„„
sitory nature of the material universe BELIEF IN SPIRIT COM
In no way weakened his grasp of busi- MUNIQN.
ness, nor did he, because of his dreams, It was the death thus nnnminooa 
ever fail to see to it that he secured the which inspired the “In Memoriam ” 
noemq11 UC i01 the eopyl'iB'Jt o£ hls that immortal pppm, of immortality, 
1 ' which was the flower pf hls meditations
BEHOLD THE DREAMER COMETH. I during the period of bitterness when he 

Never since the days of Joseph, said “?urned over thq. grave of hls friend.
Gilfillan, could it be said with such , „ BOn 1s?ys tbat,on,one occasion hls 
truth of any man as of Tennyson, ...m?’,?a,n , J.
“Behold the Dreamer Cometh;" for it Jhat her° lnlgIlt be a more Miniate 
was in his dreams he gained much of ™111111 uni on than we could dream of be- 
his inspiration. M. Taine had a theory !he 11?!lng uud' ,he delld’ at a11 
that Tennyson must have lived In lux- eveuts for a Ume- <;

On tho 1st of July, 1896, a spirit, giv
ing himself the name of George Bour- 
<len, wgs introduced to tlie present 
writer at a private sitting, by his old 
friend, Aubrey Bowen, and made tlie 
following communication, which was 
taken down as spoken through the lips 
of a trustworthy medium, having no 
knowledge whatever of the speaker:

“I studied medicine at Montpellier. I 
have not been long gone from the earth. 
I was not an eminent physician; but I 
was well-known in my own city. I 
found great pleasure in my daily work, 
for I loved my profession, and was very 
successful in it. I have been sent to 
this medium to help him; for, mark 
this, whenever an instrument asks for
certain controls, for unselfish purposes, 

I there are always those who are ready 
to go; and who solicit permission, iu

I deed, to proceed upon such a mission.
THE PETITIONS ARE HEARD, 

| and we are sent iu compliance with 
them, as I have been to this medium. 

| We are all magnetic healers here. You 
have'never heard, I will venture to 
affirm, of any medical man coming 
back and upholding the system he prac
ticed on earth. They condemn it, one 
and all. Abernethy used to say that 
drugs killed far more people than they 
cured. Aud this is true, for there have 
been as many legalized murders com
mitted by the faculty, as would almost 
people another planet. Of all the sci-
ences in your world, that of medicine, 
among the civilized nations, is the most 
backward. Thè medicine man, among 
the untutored savages, is far more suc
cessful in the treatment of disease than 
the ‘learned’ white doctor; because the 
red----man

ASKS THE GREAT SPIRIT
for guidance, listens to his voice, and, 
obeying it, heals the sick. I say that, 
with ail your boasted civilization, myn- 

I kind has retrograded in regard to the
rapeutics. Cases of great difficulty, that 
would puzzle a duly qualified prae- 
titloner, yield to the treatment of au In- 
dlan medicine man. The formula of 
some of the most efficacious of what 
are known as patent medicines, have 
been filched from some poor savage.

“How’ many physicians understand
THE CURATIVE PROPERTIES OF 

EARTH!
Yet an aboriginal takes some red clay— 
often ferruginous—from the botlom’of 
a creek, applies It to a jagged wound, 
binds it up, and it heals. And, again, 
fuller’s earth will cure an external ab
scess, by drawing it out. The simplest 
remedies are invariably the best; but 
it wojld be better still to study your
self, observe the laws of health, aud 
never fall siek.

“How foolish most of your magnetic 
healers are in jealously clinging to a 
few controls, instead of inviting the 
ASSISTANCE OF ALL THEY CAN;

YOU CAN TEST IT FOR FORTY DAYS FOR 26 CENTS.
b BHEUMITISM! RHEUMTISMI
hitiMak CURED BY ' ■

KB JHANSI REMEDY
Not coniDoundedto sell, but to CURE, which It does- Speedy relief follows its 

pw most enectlve advertisement is those who have

THE JHANSI REMEDY COMPANY. CHICAGO Anri! i iwa
.. Gbntlbmbn-I have been a great sufferer from Rheumatism for nearly 1? years Th. 

ablest doctors aud professors of this city pronounced my case hopeless. I t&deven- known 
remedy I could findor my friends suggest. Went to Hot Springs, Ark., ML Clemens Sick and 
them BFV,eAl.I!.1ld:’rbUt, J’*' ay,*L'Y* tH S r,e8ul‘’ 1 recei ved no permanent good f rom any »f
them. F or weeks I was m plaster ofparis at hospital, and I feared I should be a sufferer as loig 
“ as I lived. As you know» I commenced treatment with vour

Company January 12,1898. In a few weeks the pain in my back 
left me, and have not had it since. Isufierno pain now. From 
the commencenient of your treatment my general health has 

• ?Bert,?fíí,eC.t “^“rapiex.o.i clear. The beauty of your'system 
irom the whole body; while others'treaUlie effect,°yóueapjrear1ÍtoVÍéni2kate0theecauseÍIUXllirárg2 
number of people who have known me for the last ten years, knew also of the aX u„«¿eí£t 

of yo“V‘reatment of my case. I think you have the only remedy for I?heumaS aid 
will cheerfully answer any inquiries ou this subject. J - "-ucumausm, ana

Crutches Destroyed 
after ONE BOTTLE

The following gentlemen know of the above fact“ S‘'' Chi°aiî0'

FRANK W. DUNNE. 
_________________________ WM. STONE.

THE JHANSI REMEDY COMPANY. CHICAGO Sent in wot
GFNTLBMBN-Your Dyspepsia Cure has been of great value to me; after taking about on. 

and one-half boxes of your tablets I am feeling quite sound and well. During the oast sum™?! 
and spring I suffered from weak digestion. I was so bad that.I could not "at anything wHhoSt 
distress afterward, especially at night. Now I can eat anything I want and sleep perfectly * AH 
of the sour stomach and nervous condition I formerly endured is“now cured I liavePrecomnwn^1 
your remedy to others afflicted as I was, and have had the pleasure of receiving thelrCthi^h«<InS 
account of the benefit derived from their use. Yours very truly their thanks on

, WESLEY ¿1
Rheumatismi Paraplegia, Paralysis, Backache, Headache, 
Heartache, Insomnia, Neuralgia, and Malaria all fly before

[ORGAN, 115 Sedgwick St.

Heartache, Insomnia, Neuralgia, and Malaria all fly before ^SdintíditM™8,,5’̂ in !t6 gripl 
this Greatest Modern Specific, JHANSI fiEMEDY. It has Yot’u SSiy need a tiny “ip

... <\ » <r/>. ~ EACH uight.of Jhansi Remedy!Ho rival for Dyspepsia and Kidney Trouble.
FOBTYd^vfgiVeB yo? an oPllort“ni‘y to test its wonderful curative property for 
ct. ,y8.J?r'l* e sum of as cents. Large bottles are $i.oo-lasts from 4 to 5 month. 
Six large bottles $s-oo. Procrastiuatiou is the thjef of time. Write immediately '

. THE JHANSI REMEDY COMPANY, DepM S, CHICAGO.
Agents Wanted. 17 TO 21 QUINCY STREET.

0UR $5.00 CIFT
ore/ound <w represented and entirely satisfactory, re

m« SO, wholesale factpry price of the couch alone, 
days after^P>nent} if not returnat our expense

f«W.
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a
Btered In finest grade imported ilgured curduroy or vrioire ai v Mander 1“'i'“1“8- ,1,1111 "lt0' £Sl7! ln- Uphol- 
«ring free on request. Full “ot beet springs. SmlniXeêLXrn n’.'‘ê nor V.u!or; «"«'I11®8 of eov- 
The teapot is extra largo, KHiuhlgli, «-in. diameter. Fino eUimlofinieh and luftod- Best wool fringe.
ter, we will send, in Heu or thStoapot, a syrup cun and! rSïw. I.mïiî JSb?raU'lj' “"Braved. If you p’e- 
eame high-grade ware, and fLily waiintejUoFtêXf.v'S’raerto d.v bo"'1 of
easary la to say that you’re a reader of this publication (this Is important! th.?1 put 11 An that’»neo.
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vvunut VAu.br MHi. CO., 3S5 Wi Harrison St., CHICAGO,
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[’•■,• Bromwell, president, will hold a basket 
picnic and excursion at St. Joe, Mich., 

I on the magnificent side-wheel steamer, 
L State of Ohio, Saturday, July 9. Boat 

■ leaves north end of State street bridge 
’ at 9 a. m. Round trip, $1,

I.. ■ Tho Young People's Progressive Ly- 
L cettm, organized at the Golden Jubilee, 
R ; have gotten out a very pretty badge 

, pin. The rising sun In pale yellow rls
- ing from beautifully tinted clouds, with 
;' the words “Progressive Lyceum" in 
p black letters.
k- • Mrs. 0. H. Horine writes: “Tlie serv- 
h ices of our pastor, Mrs. G. G. Cooley, 
I - for tlie past year, closed last Sunday. 
I-.- She may leave soon for the camps. The 

services rendered the society iu the 
• hundreds of messages testified to by 

her audiences as truthful and spiritual, 
have been most efficient; also the sev

I . enty lectures on the life beyond, and Its 
L- I’elations to this life, have brought 

much of light aud beautiful truth Into 
k. our midst. We wish her a glorious 

■ camplug season, but cannot be sure 
: that she will be with us the coming 
? year. The hand of justice has swept 

back the material clouds, and a glorious 
triumph is dawning for her. Our bless

- ing goes with ber.”
■ The Fifth Annual Convention of the 

'Michigan State Spiritual Association 
L.. will be held in Lansing, August 16, 1898, 

10:30 a. m. A large attendance of del- 
• egates is desired from the various local 

'•- societies. The meeting will be held nt 
? ■ -Spiritual Temple (Old City Hall) ,Mleh- 
' -igan Avenue E. Committees will be In 
k attendance to receive delegates at all 
ly trains.

Secretary writes from Pender, Neb.: 
“Some two weeks ago W. E. Bonney, 
who has for a number of mouths been 
with the people of Blair, Neb., came to 

1“ our town, and has held parlor meetings 
[-in several commodious houses, and one 
b. meeting In the court-house. He Is in no 

sense what can be called a sensational 
5- medium. His lectures are written in
r; opirationally and read from manuscript, 
p- The delivery is easy but impressive. 
fe.Tlie first lecture given was entitled 
[ “The World’s Redeemer.” and dealt 
L, with the world-wide dependence on 
r, outside saviors, anti after taking a com
p - prebensive outlook on the different 

faiths and their tendencies, such as 
y could come under one general influence, 
L he points his audience to tbe only real 

’¿ savior of the world, who resides within 
E each human soul, and can only save 
[¿ through the spiritual development of 

’ that soul. The last and crowning lee- 
I ture given by Mr. Bonney was entitled 
[. “The Unseen Forces of the Universe,” 
K: and it fully justified its title,”
F . Mrs. Steelman Mitchell and husband 
k have disposed of their home in Keu- 
E’-tpcky and have located at North Ev- 
fc'anston, III. Mrs. Mitchell will not at- 
K’.'tend any camp this season, being en
t-gaged in the far North for the summer. 
■ Hereafter she may be addressed as 
■ above, 2328 Hartzell avenue, North Ev- 
Banston, III.
K H. H..Scoville writes: “The Christian 
FJ^iritual Society held its last meeting, 
IgKnday evening, June 26. September 1 
IK will commence again at the same 
Inflace, Hygeia Hall, which has been en- 
Egaged for another year. The subject of 
fe’the evening was ‘Washington’s Vision 
BFat Valley Forge,’ in the winter of 1777, 
fewhlch from its opening to the close ’ 
gihows the mediumship of Washington, 
fc At the close of the vision the spirit in- 
ife.lerpreted what bad been shown to him 
p'as the birth, progress and destiny of the 
¡¿Bepublic. Miss Thomas compared it ;

Westlake, of Portland, Ore. Her lec
tures have been interestiug and praise
worthy; also the readings which fol
lowed. Being a master of music, the 
walls of our hall vlbrgted with the 
strains both vocal and instrumental. 
On the 24th ult., a reception was given 
her by the members of the society, at 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Mc
Clelland. Monday, June 27, Mrs. West
lake left for her home In Portland; 
many friends accompanied her to the 
depot, aud were loth to bid farewell to 
one who had lifted the clouds in our 
midst, but with the frank promise from 
her guides to visit us again in Septem
ber, we bade ber adieu.”

J. Q. Adams writes: “While many so
cieties are closing up, we are building 
up. While our growth seems rapid, yet 
I feel as though it is solid aud far- 
reachlug. The signatures of our cre
dentials committee upon the certificate 
of a medium shows that the bearer has 
passed through tbe crucible of our test 
conditions, and has been found worthy 
of sympathy and patronage wherever 
they go. Mediums are admitted free to 
all our meetings. Tests and messages 
follow tbe lecture by our pastor, Mrs. 
L. M. Truedell, every Sunday at 3 p. m. 
At 8 p. m. trumpet and materializing se
ances follow the lecture. July 10, even
ing, Mrs. Truedell's subject will be Re
incarnation, to be followed by a trum- 
]>et seance by Harry F. Coates, of 2420 
Indiana avenue. Each alternate Sun
day evening we give a materializing se
ance by Miss Ethel Hodge, of 3127 
Wabash avenue. Admission to after
noon meetings, 10 cents; evening meet
ings. 25 cents. Membership cards admit 
to all meetings free. Come and join us
and help spread the truth. 528 
63d street, over the post-office.”

A correspondent writes from 
Brady: “The lovely grounds at

West

Lake 
Lake

Brady are now open for this season’s 
business, aud the various picnic excur
sions that come to this lovely resort 
during camp season, together with the 
hosts of our best speakers, phenomenal 
mediums, cottagers and campers, all 
tend to make Lake Brady a very busy 
as well as a very pleasant place during 
the camp. With Mr. Lafayette Smith 
as manager, Mr. D. A. Herrick, chair
man. aud E. R. Kidd, the company's 
hustling excursion agent, the clouds 
that for so long a time have hovered 
over these lovely grounds are fastmov-

ury In his early life, owing to the splcn- May all'lové,
dor and magnificence of hls deserlp- His love, unseen but'felt, o’ershadow 
tions in his early poems; but, as a mat- thee, .
ter of fact, Tennyson’s early life was Till God's love set thee at his side again! 
not spent in marble palaces, and when STATE OF SOUL after nEA'rrr he was asked where he obtained that 4)K1ER DEATH,
intimate acquaintance with tbe in-1 At all eveuts, for a time It is a sig- 
teriors of stately pleasure houses, he “ifl,cant remark which shows that he 
replied, from the “Arabian Nights’ Eu- llttd arrived at much-the same conclu- 
tertainments and from my dreams.” I slon as bot11 Tbeosophlsts and Spliltual-

In this book there is not mucu said istS| as *°  tlle souI onIy being able to 
CONCERNING wu nni-jvq communicate with those left behind forCUNCEKMNG HIS DREAMS, a short time after death. Hls Memoir

but there is one reference tbat Is worth contains much speculation as to the 
quoting, which is very Interestiug, not state of life after death, of which the 
merely for its own sake, but because of following Is a sample:
what it suggests as to the bearing of “To some short notes on Tn Me- 
dlet upon dreams: morlam,’ which he had written for fu

ff never saw any landscape that ture publication, one explaining Section 
came up to the landscapes I have seen XLIII. was added: ‘If the immediate 
In my dreams. The mountains of Swit- Hie after death be only sleep, and the 
zerlaud seem Insignificant compared spirit between this life and tne next 
with the mountains I have imagined, should be folded like a flower in a night 
One of the most wonderful experiences slumber, then the remembrance of the 
I ever had was this. I had gone with- past might remain, as the smell and 
out meat for six weeks, Pving ouly on color do in the sleeping flower; and in 
vegetables, and at the end of that time, that case the memory of our love would 
when I came to eat a mutton chop, I last as true, and would live pure and 
shall never forget the sensation. I whole within the spirit of my friend 
never felt such joy in my blood. When I until after it was unfolded at the break- 
I went to sleep I dreamt that 1 saw the I Ing of the morn, when the sleep was I 
vines of the South, with huge Eshcol over.”
the^orth >?'1IiUg 0Ver the «laciers of HIS SPIRITUALISM.
A __________ As‘lt is wfiI1 known, Tennyson paidANDREAM OF IHE GREAT DUKE, great attention to the phenomenon of I

A curious dream of Lady Tennyson, Spiritualism, and held many seances 
which is mentioned in the Memoir Is 'wlt11 the “oted mediums of his time, 
well worth quoting, it was shortly ThIs' however, was kept secret, nor Is I 
after Tennyson had written the ode on there anY reference to these seances in 
the Duke of Wellington, that the dream tlle Memoir. There Is, however, one 
occurred. Talking of It In after life to slgulflcant passage describing a visit 
the painter, Mr. Watts— Paid by the poet to his brother, who

“He told Watts of my mother's dream was evidently a
after that ode was written. The Duke, STRONG SPIRITUALIST HIMSELF 
heeroseafromCtheedRO^Otnt«ie“ï’ but was convinced that his brother was
with SbeeÎ X feared^o4 take“ the^a offi The
^”1 of S’ «“«’ iusfead a ‘^y^nde had grown more of a Spir- 

living hand which grasped itualist than ever, believing in table-
“Of n rrrncTia » rapping; and In an unmusical girl being. , , x , GllOblb. .made t0 plQy the most dlfflcult muglc

As might be expected from one who on the piano by invisible influence;’ and 
dwelt so much in dreamlaud, and in an old gentleman having been ‘çon- 
whose real life was spent in waking veyed through solid walls all in a'mo- 
trances, ghosts were to him very real ment, and found in the courtyard of a 
things. Hls son begins his preface to ..... .....................................
the book by an unpublished sonnet to 
his father, which was written originally 
as a preface to “Beckett.”

so as to enlarge the sphere of their own 
usefulness. Pride and self-conceit are 
the main obstacles to spiritual growth 
aud advancement. It is the humble 
minded man who progresses. The proud 
man builds a wall around himself and 
cannot see over it. His range of vision 
is restricted within the narrow circum
ference of himself. He is shut up in a 
mental prison, and is unconscious of 
anything outside of it; whereas the In
tellectual and spiritual horizon of the 
humble-minded man is perpetually en
larging; for he knows that the path of 
progress is endless.

"I never think of sanctioning the use 
of the knife in surgery now. He who is 
fond of cutting and hacking the human 
body, ought to be a butcher. He is not 
a surgeon; for true surgery is conserva
tive and not destructive. The conscien
tious practitioner will never use t he 
knife, but in the last extremity. The 
man who loves to operate, for the sake 
of operating, is a brute. We are

ALL MAGNETIC HEALERS
here, I repeat; and although a knowl
edge of anatomy, physiology and band
aging is very serviceable to our earthly 
instruments, they may depend upon 
their guides for all the rest. We do not 
work with a case of instruments, as we 
did when we were in the flesh; but with 
a human instrument; and there is no 
pain nor fear connected with magnetic 
healing; and the more tender and sym
pathetic our human Instrument is. the

A SPIRITUALIST?
- OR-

Curlous Revelations from the Life 
of a Trance Medium, 

-BY-
MB^. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD

Together with Portraits, Letters and 
Poems. Illustrated with Engrav

ings and Frontispiece of Lin
coln, from Carpenter’s 

Portrait from Life.

SUSAN H. WIXON,
Author of “Apples of Gold," “All lu a I.lteilme, 

“The Story Hour," "Summer Days at Ousel," ' 
“Bunday Observance," etc,, elc.

Living I. an art, a tnetbod of expreaalng great

K,ve®. an admlruble course of study in 
«upplieK a long-felt want of an ethical 

! Hdf ehi)eip,tl|y adapted to tbe comprehension of 
children, ua well as older persona whom it la wisely 

. und appropriately designed to Interest while teaching 
them valuable ethical lessons. leacmn»

*“lbort fchow.8» wise practicality in her method 
of teaching the principles of ethics, bbe illustratM 

brief narratives and anec- 
w mC leildrr tbe book muro Intere-ilng and 

Wpr!d?ail't 11 18 e«pechlly adapted 
™ Ji i . eh>,l*lr«“ b lyrauma. In the handa of tnolb- 

S'? 1 ln“y 1,e millle vfry uaofiil. Yuun. and old ..a,...... lt 1/0 mob|1 CICelleB|

Thle book will be fonnd peculiar, curious, startling!
--more®o than any work Ibiued since Uncle Tom’s 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten whispers which the rust 
of time bad almost covered, and which have been 

■ "f oblivion. It deals .umay ue ms
with high official prhate life during the mostmoment*  and old will be benefited bv 1t 1l i 
?mm nSd|!?A?|!| CaniHI,t0.rJ’' ““d |S “ Becrct P‘B’ booli aud hbouW be widely circulated 
from the llfp of him whom time serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
“Abraham Lincoln." CONTENTS:

Il
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Í

warm 
hers.’

Old ghosts, whose day was done ere 
mine began,

If earth be seen from your conjectured 
- heaven,ing away, nnd instead, we have the. v„„ " ,merry nleasure-seekintr throne on mietile know tbat history is half-dreammerry pleasure-seeking throng onichie

days, cheerful Spiritualists all the 
while. Lake Brady is rapidly coming 
to the front as one among the most pop
ular Spiritualist camps to be found any
where, and from the present outlook, 
this season’s camp bids fair, in many 
ways, to eclipse all former camps held 
here. A cordial invitation is extended 
to the many thousand readers of The 
Progressive Thinker to favor us with 
their presence for a few days, to say 
the least, during this season’s camp.”

Conference meetings every Sunday at 
77 Thirty-first street. All are welcome 
to assist in the services at 2:30 and 8 
p. m. every Sunday during the summer.

J. Schindler writes from Lincoln, 
Neb.: “Held a very interesting meeting 
last evening. Mrs. C. L. Bean, pres
ident, delivered a beautiful poem;- Miss 
Edith Edwards an exquisite piano solo, 
W. Chapman Pierce delivered the lec
ture of the evening, it being brief, 
pointed and very interesting^ followed 
by tests by Mrs. C. L. Bean,¿Miss Edith 
Edwards and W. Chapman Pierce, all 
doing good and convincing Work. I am 
happy to say tbat our audiences are 
growing larger every Sunday lately, 
which speaks well, as the weather is 
very sultry.”

G. A. W. writes from West Pullman, 
in a very laudatory manner of a trum
pet medium by the name of Jones, of 
Columbus, Ohio. , ' .

Some one sends ?1 from Hudsonville, 
Mich., but fails to sign a name.

even i—ay,

house a mile and a half distant, the 
gates of which were closed and locked.’

Who breathes must suffer, and who 
thinks must mourn.—Mathew Prior.

The man’s life in the letters of the man 
There lies tlie letter, but it is not he 
As he retires into himself and Is;
Sender aud sent—to go to make us this 
Their offspring of this union. And on 

me '
Frown not, old ghosts, If I be one of 

those
Who make you utter things you did not 

say,
And mold you all awry and mar your 

worth;
For whatsoever knows us truly, knows 
Tbat none can truly write his single 

day,
And none can write it for him upon 

earth.
HIS ESSAY ON “GHOSTS."

This, of course, it may be said, is only 
a phantasy, that Tennyson did not be
lieve that the old ghosts whom he ad
dressed had any real existence, but 
that is not the opinion which will be en
tertained by those who are most sat
urated In Tennyson lore. It.Is a curious 
fact that the essay which he wrote, as 
an undergraduate, for the Society of 
the Apostles, at Cambridge, was upon 
“Ghosts.” He.was too shy to deliver it, 
and the essay itself perished excepting 
for the preface, which is thus printed 
in tbe Appendix: .

“He who has the power of speaking 
OF THE SPIRIT WORLD, 

speaks in a simple manner of a high 
matter. He speaks of life and death 
and the things after death. He lifts thé 
veil, but the form behind it is shrouded 
In deeper obscurity. - He raises the 
cloud, but he darkens the prospect. He

A lively discussion took place between 
him and my father about these so-called 
revelations. My father spoke after this 
fashion: ‘I grant you that Spiritualism 

MUST NOT pE JUDGED
by its quacks; but I am convinced that 
God and the ghosts of men would 
choose something other than mere 
table-legs through .which to speak to 
the heart of man. 9Tbu tell me if it is 
my duty to give uflieverythlng in order 
to propagate Splri.tuhllgm. I cannot see 
what ground of pro’of’ias yet) you have 
to go on. There IS ‘really too much 
flummery mixed up vhth it, supposing, 
as I am inclined To11 believe, there is 
something in it”’ ?i iff
MORE OF PUCK;9 lit IT THAN OF 

THE 2dE|d.
That there was something in it, Ten

nyson was not.only;inclined to believe, 
but knew, as a mattenof fact, but what 
that something was; he was very much 
like the rest of us.r.Ott one occasion he 
remarked, speaking of communications j 
which were alleged to come from the 
departed, that they; seemed to him to 
be much more of PuckHhan of the per
sonality of the deceased. That is a very 
pregnant remark, and one which em
bodies a conclusion that has often been 
forced upon the attention of Invest!-1 
gators. ' ; . '

more effectual and permanent will 
the cure we can effect through him 
her. Magnetic healing, with the

AID OF CLAIRVOYANCE,

Ite 
or

will Ite the medical science of the fu
ture. Every such healer should have 
the assistance of a clairvoyant, with 
some knowledge of physiology and 
anatomy; and then our work is com- 
partively easy. If—as we sometimes 
must—we use scientific terms, when 
speaking to a medium, it is necessary 
be or she should understand their 
meaning."

Valuable Books and Pamphlets.
We have on hand a limited number ot 

copies of the various writings and lec
tures of Mrs. Maria M. King, whose 
name ranks high in the list of Spiritual
ist authors, for profundity in philo
sophic thought Her elucidations of va
rious questions pertaining to the science 
and philosophy of Spiritualism, as well 
as the related field of natural science, 
are truly remarkable for their depthand 
clearness. These books and pamphlets 
constitute of themselves a noble Spirit
ual library, of sufficient intrinsic value 
to worthily engage the study and 
thought òf the wisest students in spir
itual science.

Although slightly shop-worn, they are 
in good condition, and we offer them at 
reduced rates, as follows:

The Principles of Nature, as Discov
ered In the Development and Structure 
of the Universe. Material and Spiritual 
Magnetic Forces. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations and Mediumship. Spir
itual. Planes and Spheres. Given Inspi
rationally, by Mrs. Marla M. King. In 
three volumes, 8vo. A remarkable 
work; among the greatest In the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price reduced 
from $1.75 to 51.25 per volume. Post
age 12 cents.

PAMPHLETS. x
The Spiritual Philosophy versus Di

abolism. Two lectures by Mrs. Maria 
M. King. Price reduced from 25 cents to 
20 cents.

Mediumship. A chapter of Experi
ences! By Mrs. Maria M. King. Price 
10 cents. ' ■

God the Father, and the Alan, the Im
age of God. Two lectures! By Mrs. 
Maria M. King. .Price- reduced from 25"Woman, Churcn and state.” By _ ____

Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, I cents to 20 dents.
Theinsubjtec“lsC<)S wHh'malterly I Shall Spir

ability; showing what the church has 
and has not dene for Woman. It Is full 
of informationonthesubject,and should 
he read by every one. Price ?2, post-

Ituallsts Have a Creed? Two-lectures 
By Mrs. Marla M. King. Price rei 
duced from 25 cents to 20 cents.

“The Religion of Humanity, a Philos- 
•phy of Life.” By J. Leon Benwell. 
An interesting and thoughtful pamph
let Price 15- cents. For sale at this 
office. . ■

Social Evils: Their Causes and Cure. 
By Mrs. Marla M. King. Price reduced 
from 25 cents to 20 cents.

The Brotherhood of Man, and What 
Follows from It Two lectures. By 
Mn. Marla M. King. Price reduced 
from 25 cents to 20 cents.

CloiA, limo, ilhutrated, pp. $I,50f 
Paper, 75 cents.

For Sale at this office.

NEW EDITION.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE
Do t/ou want to organise a society, for the 

social, intellectual and spiritual advance
ment of the children and adults?

THE PBOGRESSIVE MUM
fuvnltlus all you de,ire.

? acmau.talnlng .oclety, founded on 
the basic principles of the spiritual DhilOBonhv?THK PROGBKS8IVE LvceWV 

a Byaiem of evolution by Interna! 
growth; not tbe old cup and pitcher Sunday-achool It has something to Interest and advance even? mm! 

active "“»«i

NO SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED. 
THE LYCEUM GUIDE gives every detail needed 

for effective organization, and for conducting tba locletv when established vunuucimg cue
It has Golden Chain Recitations: the prettiest cam» Md music; choral re.pou.en; i eervlie ror a Bwd 

of Mercy, calisthenics; how to make the badtea. 
JrnrtiSi1! .banuc^8; ®trchlng exercises; mil

, SnraniulCe™eUU“g th° °Xerc“eB' wlth 

,n 18ol«tlon. have formed 
others have banded, 

two or three famlle. together, while largo aocletiea □ five nrfffinlvaeB nn fhn ___B ■’/'■‘»vno« .

night Living. Wbat Is Morality? What Is Ignor- 
Khiriulm,“0?lo4fie ,lbo Ureilt Tica.ure, Concerning 
Educutlon. Conduct; or night Dolug. Virtue, the 
RW S”"’r v’ Prudence, an Economy of Life. 
What Know Yeof Justice? Fortitude a Noble 1’oa- 
of Tniureln”"’"“106 Int0l"P|,'a“ce. 1. the U.e 
rhL0.““««»““g'rou.? Cultivation of Individuality. 
Character, a Jewel of Great Price. Idleness An- 
otber Name for Loss. Industry, tbe Staff of Life 
Valueof a Trade. Recreation a Neceaalty. Games of 
o!1«a?vCf>Trclhi>'nii Fal8e110011- What l.anO,*i?or

orjh of a Promise. Fraud a Crime. ThePol.on 
Vforal n’'l>oerlsi'? Conscience, or

Gr«?o„5i 1 i Ike Menace of Society.
«i'^J^ktFloycrofLIfe. I. Reverence 

i. ..tV„bel,Iiel,“nce. Self-Conirol. SekKe.nect Foolish Pride and Billy Prejudice. Anger, tlie’llla- 
<s.»tC,r'wTb<!. Augcl of Forgiveness. Observation a 
PnniLiiu tyn r°■’c'er“nce. tlie Friend of Man. 
l unctuallty, a Promoter or Success. The Dlnicultlea 
or Lilt. Temptation, the Demon on tbe Highway. 
Habit, Second Nature. Power of win. Courage. « 
Neceaahy to Rlylit Living. Jn Regard to Concealed

!U1 Cl‘ai"v' FWvmy. tbe Olver of 
blreuph andI Honor, Value ol Wealth. Avarice, Not 
, Atl?118«10, be.t End. Good Nature, Oue of 
tits.® oBcat. mossoins. Reason aud Free Inquiry. 
niaht.‘'!l?er>1;>a A ' o" '’fe1"- IHullts of Animals. 
AVilH 0,,t11"?rcn- .net"«! Hights; or the Equality 

Mural Cleanliness. I-ullteneas-rThe Gentle- 
E.’.“,' teness—Contlnued - The Gentlewoman. 
Best Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wisdom.
Price, Cloth, $1, Sold at this Office.

The Other World and This.
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws, 

No. 1, New White Cross 
Literature.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.
b«iVirK«nUoTon7hn“ro.M,m' •0c,letl8J ! J“ thl> volume the »nthor, In the thirty nine
great Interest ta foand dl^uT8 u wld/ varl«y of »“Mecta per

taining to Spiritualism, from a splritualistic stand
point. She evinces tbe power» of a trailed thinker, 
both in matter of thought and fine literary style, and 
capability of thought expression. The subjects are 
well-handled wltbconcheneas and yet with clearness. 
’‘J111 r«-8 r's11 8,?!la1?“ to any Bplrituallet'a ceum work Questions pertaining to ly-. library, and a most excellent book for any one seek-

Th. price of THE LYCEUM GUIDE I, 50 cenU, post- !^n,orm‘d“ »“cerntaK Spiritualism anti It. teach-
Bhakti ~ fVl? dozen, 40 cents each, by express, “
charges paid by receiver. Address

___ * ,. ,. *7  ““ ““ i'i»uunn, ana 
treat Interest tn this self-instructive method.

“missionary” to come to your as
sistance, but take bold of the matter yourself, nro- 
curc copies of the GUIDE, end commence with the few or many you find Interested. °

ood TuJ* 16 <addrej»Bt Berlin Heights, UhlO) Will anawftr nil nnnoiMh«

For Sale at this Office. Price, Ä1-R0

HUDSON TUTTLE,
BERLIN HEIGHTS, O.

THE GOSPEUIF NATURE
IT IS A MOST EXCEL

LENT WORK-

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.

BY FATHER CHINIQUY.
o.T?.1.' boolt' It comes from sn Ex.
rrlest, wboie character la above reproach, aud who 
mhTn WpJi.ie.,,onU1iltll’g ,ll0UL Everybody ,bould 
terr ^r cc’ contain, the following chap-

_. CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before tho Surrender of Womanly Self, 

respect lu tbe Confessional. J
..................................CHAPTER II.

Frk". Confc“1011 • Dc'P mt of Perdition for ths

JI- L- SHERMAN. «Misted ty PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It hu been sold for 
<2, out tbe price sow has been reduced to |1. It is a 
book that will Interest and Instruct. It contains 480 
pages, and Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sbsr- 
man was a medium of rare qualities, and bls work Is a I 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of the < chaptfr th
J0,?1 of TWngs; Intelligence In Substance; Animal In- ’The Confessional is the tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; I Sodom
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inher- I nnw ♦»,. Vz,_ Jv» .ent tn Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles are . H V jfuXin*?  ot thc Pr,Mtl 11 mtdc 
Entities; Justice; Impregnation of tie Virgin; The I Auricular Confession. 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality; ', CHAPTER V.
Mourning; Tbe Confounding of Language; The Spirit he highly-educated and refined Woman In the Con- 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Site andDIttance; 8plritu- - ----------- ------------
al Organisms: Born Apto; Tbe Key; Spirit Blogra- 

Heaven; A Slave Master; etc., etc.
HnH? . .Each. indlvlduBl partakes of
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him- 

Eacb.on® digest their various kinds of food 
KA®“!?1"!’ aDd.that 18 dl they can possibly do 

PTle.st °r Unnan, teacher or pupil, 
expands by virtue of that food and now 

<Bnmeat of which 1 individually partake and digest 
7 ®J8t expand by virtue of tbe soul essence 

gather flnd comprehend or digest” t or sale at this office.

< ““ ‘vuuvu uurnau tu me U0H- 
feaslonal—Wliftt becomes of her after uncondluoa- 
al surrender—Her tyreparable Ruin.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
The Most Important Eevelations 

Concerning the True Origin 
of Christianity.

’■oor notice “AntiquityUn- veiled, Itjs with the sincere hope that you are earn 
v. Of any Otherwilldeeply Inte&T^

’’•»‘«Slye tho work.

, _ CHAPTER VI.
Auricular- Confesalon destroys au the Sacred Ties ol 

Marriage and Human Society.
. CHAPTER Vn.

S°°Ued NaUoni? Confe“lon tolerated among Chll-

„ , CHAPTER VIII.
Doe. Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soult

„ CHAPTER IX.
the Dogma of Auricular Confesalon a S.crllesloui 

Imposture. •
„ J . CHAPTER X.
uod compel. the Church of Rome to confess ths 

Abominations of Auricular Confession.
. , , , CHAPTER XI.
Auricular Confession In Australia, America, and 

i rante.
* ~...................   CHAPTER XII. *
A Consideration of Legislator«. Hus-

Fathers—Some of the matters on which 
the Priest ot Rome must Que.tlon his Penitent.

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

COMMON SENSE.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA,
Accordihg to Old Records.

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.
T3y Thomas Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlet, ad. 

dressed to the Inhabitants of America tn lîTS. with 
Î5?JSStOry n(,"° Entl"h *uthor' ^pCr, immens ox jugions, w.sl.tel 
w cents. - j&Jcefl. Fer eue U this office.

A translation from Japaneae, mafia ondar th. aoa 
picea ot tbejkv. Shako Boyan, delegata to tha Pm 
Uameut of xMllgioni. Wai lately pabllahM in >1» »rlM.1. a. ÍVI. -a...
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By James M.

M. Faraday.

AN ANGEL’S VISIT.

the

and

f iie Spiritualist his more th
Indeed with 'bun tin

that wuleii ■seems so is transi-

inspirationally by Mrs. Maria M.

I

B. Buckley. Price $1.50.

most useful and instructive books. By Lois Waisbrooker.
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Uns department is under the management of 

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights. Ohio. 1

11c

JULY 9,1898 THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER,0111 ._- ■ - I ■ -
(¿) The consensus of spirits is that the spirit body is 

moulded m-form bv the physical. '
(3) According to the vision ot clairvoyants, and as re

corded by A, J. Daws, the seer. Hie spirit withdraws itself 
from the physical body upwards from Hie head. .

(4 add 5) It must be constantly borne in mind that 
spiiit cannot be recognized by the physical senses. 
c«n only be seen by the perception of the spirit, 
phenomena of double presence has been reported ___
Such caielvssiiess, und often apparently for the purpose of 
making a good story, that it is dillicult to give an expla
nation that will apply to all instances, and probably one 
theory will not cover the ground-

SPIRITUALISM.
W. D. Richner Replies to Dr, 

Colemartßellers.

kOHCh.—No attention will be given anonymous let
ters. 1> nil name and address must be given, or the letters 
v ill rot be read. It Hie request be made, the name will 
nut be published. Ure correspondence ot this depart- 
n e t 1 is become excessively large, especially letters of 
inq iy requesting private answers, and while I freely 
gne 1 atever information I am able, the ordinary court
esy of correspondence is expected.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Practical Illustration of the Pernicious 
Effects of Catholic Teachings.
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1 d Hartman: Q. I have been wondering about life 
tn I il n world and the future from the day I was born, 
an 11 tl ink I shall die before I ever find the truth. I am 
coni sed over the answers I have received from spirits. I 
1 1 eird of a spirit going through the gates of heaven
led l.y Jesus, and another says that Jesus was a myth. I 
heu d ot a spirit mother coming to her son, advising him 
1 oi to live, but he had to promise on oath not to tell any 
one el e. She was not. she said, permitted to come 
again N ow. who are the bosses who give spirits permits f 
11 m again, a medium has a whole pud ot writing that 
looks like scribbling, but the spirits say is Greek, being a 
part of an ancient history that is lost. Is this tiue? 
The say there is no personal God op a tnrone, yet stem 
to I e under control like slaves.

This correspondent starts with the old idea, almost 
lly entertained, that spirits are all-wise and mlul- 

lle has nearly« outgrown this, yet it lingers and 
s his understanding. 1 he new views of spirit and 
it-world are so radically different from the old 

eflatter must bfe completely swept txum the mind 
Lei ie clear views can-be gained. Ihe same difficulty is 
exjeneieed by spirits. who. educated in the belief that 
God duectly orders aliatrs. and spiritual : beings me espe- 
ciallj under his orders, do not soon outgrow their super
slit un They speak ot being permitted and of being 
allo ed to perform certain missions, whereas the plain 
fact is that spiritual beings enjoy greater iicudoin than
wl lie in physical life.

To eay Jesus met and led them through the gates of 
heaven would be the phraseology a zealous chinch be
liever would use. while the spirit entering the iivXt life 
fiee from such beliefs, would recognize in the bright be
ing- who conducted him. his dear friends.

Ihe writing spoken of. is often met with where medi- 
unrdnp is undeveloped, the hand being controlled suffi
ciently to be moved, but not perfectly enough to write in
telligently. It is noteworthy that when tins set foim of 
scnbble is once begun, it is unvaryingly continued, and 
raiely overcome.

Such diversity and contradictions are not stumbling
blocks in the way of those who take the new view of spir
itual hfe. Ihey are to be expected, just us we would ex
pect J eople here to dilfer. some telling the truth and oth
ers Les some intelligent, others ignorant. Nor are wc to 
conclude that the spirits communicating falsely are will
fully so If one should ask an Esquimaux to describe Hie 
eaitli he would say it was covered with ice, and the sun 
va on the horizon the greater part of the year. If one 
should a ik a native of Africa, he would say the sun blazed 
from the zenith, and the heat was excessive. Both would 
spe k the truth. Then it one was asked, who had trav
eled around the world and become widely acquainted with 
its diverse climates, an entirely different description 
would be given, and truthful.

Ask a Trinitarian about God. and he will tell you that 
he is three: ask a Unitarian, he will tell you God is one. 
As «pint? they would answer exactly the same, until they 
lr 1 outgrown their superstition, and that would be after 
an indefinite time.

E B Estes. Tacoma. Wash.: Q. (1) In the upward 
-nd outward growth of a plant, as of a tree, does it grow 
from the top or from the botton. or both, and why does it 
grow up yard and outward instead of obliquely, horizon
tally or downward? ■

(2) M hat is your explanation of the microcosmic tri
une?

(1) Every plant, unless prevented by some obstacle, is 
adjusted exactly to the direction of gravitation. Its mam 
root goes down straight toward the center of the earth, 
and its stem in an opposite direcuon. The sap ascends 
again t this force, and is balanced on every side. It does 
this under the forces of capillary attraction, heat, and 
light especially the chemical rays. A plant growing in 
a dark room will direct its growth toward the least crevice 
where light enters, ihe sunflower turns constantly to
ward tl e sun as the strongest point of light. Trees in 
dense forests push upward to the height of hundreds of 
feet to bilhc their topmost branches in the light. By 
the diffusion of ravs the most light falls directly from the 
zemtl and hence it is in that direction plants tend to 
groti Their growth is neither from the top nor bottom. 
There is a change and addition to cells throughout the 
whole structure, and in a large class a layer is added year
ly over the outside of the wood and inner side of the 
bark I Ums apparently make upward growth, because it 
is b> a central bud pushing upwards that growth is cx- 
pre ed

{¿) Tl e trinity in nature, in God and man. which has 
cai ed o much controversy and scholastic hair-splitting 
and bloodshed, has no foundation in fact nor recognition 
in science. Ihe number three has no more significance 
tha i four or five, and the triangle is a no more holy form 
than the cube or hexagon. Only by metaphvsical meth
ods can the trinity be sustained, for n exists only in the 
ns i med data of the disputants.

Tl e gods of the various peoples have been grouped in 
tnmtic consolidated into godheads to preserve unity— 
and n ture classified in the same wav. Man was said to be 
a triune being of body, spirit and soul, though there is no 
more place or use for a soul than for a fifth-wheel to a 
coach Three being assumed as a sacred number, the ar- 
bitr ry classification was made, and facts forced to sup
port it.

Captain Brady, Kent, 0: Q. (1) The aura of the hu
man body: Is the substance, or the substances which com- 
po e it constituent elements, exhalations of the body, or 
mh l t ons of the surrounding ether, or is it a statu-quo 
sub«t nee? What are its specific functions, and how- if 
in am w y does it affect the body?

(2) Is there a spiritual body corresponding with each 
and every internal and external organ of man ?

(3) From what part of the human body does the spirit 
of n n make its exit after the death of the body?

(4) js the Doppelganger, or a person’s double, as seen 
by themselves, the atmospheric spirit or the internal, 
spirit?

{}) Can a person be in possession of all his faculties 
sensuous and intellectual and see his double or spirit en
tirely removed from his body?. . ....

A (1) The aura is not a substance. but’MWationa in 
the spirit ether, in the same manner as light and heat are 
Tibr'ition-, and not elementary. It has no relations whai> 
?ver with any emanations of the body, any more than 
light is an emanation from the burning oil. or heat of the 
fioal. The brain is a pulsating center, just as a lamp is a 
pulsating center of light. These vibrations represent 
thoughts when they impinge on another brain impressible 
far their reception. .

1.. ”■ - ■ ... ■ .. .

It is a well-known fact that for centuries Spain has 
been the jnost loyal nation on earth to the Catholic See at 
Home, on account of which distinction the late King ot 
Spam received from the Pope the title of.“Most Catholic 
Lmg.- • ...... ■■ . ....... .

By wqy of introduction, I will quote a passage from 
B. E. French, in which he sums up the case m a nutshell
In speaking of the condition of Spain, he says:

Ihe very antithesis of liberty seems to control the 
spiiit of the ruling class. Is not such people the nat
ural ieDult of the teaching of such lies as. that sins no 
n.attei Low cnonuuuH, may all be forgiven for a few dol
lais goeji to the ch arch? And even though one should 
die minus absolution by the priest, a sufficient amount of 
gold would raise the one for whom it was given from the 
lowest purgatory to the highest state of bliss. Such dog
mas.produce tyrants, and the natural conclusion to be 
drawn from such teachings is. that might makes right 
that justice can be thwarted by gold, that the God of the 
universe is a puily to the vile contract, and that liberty 
and freedom are only for the rich and powerful "

It.is not to be wondered at that under such pernicious 
rehgibus teachings we have a soulless, cruel, bloodthirsty 
people as the ruling classes of Spam. By the ruling 
Classes, I mean the musses, a majority o/ whom can 
neitl.ei lead noi wnte. Be it smd to the credit ot the 
land, however, that there have been published there for 
son.e time several goud Lieethought and Spiritualistic 
jouinak, i, Inch La,e sown much good seed, but the free
dom of thought of the editors was limited to certain laws 
and to all who dared to speak out the whole truth, the 
pi ...on bais „tie ever icudy to receive them, and numy 
there uie ,,l,o have suffered tins penalty—imprisonment 
—for defending our sacred cause—Truth-

the follov.nig statement of conditions as they existed 
m the Philippines under Spanish rule consists of an ex
tract iioia a,< aiticle written tor the San Francisco Ex
aminer and New York Journal by the Rev. R. B. Hobbs 
a lecturer and traveler, of Springfield. Ill., who lias re
cently ictuincd fiom Manila, and who is well acquainted 
with the natives of the Island of Luzon-

Ihe burdensome and exacung system of taxation and 
the raclubive and tyrannical form of government arc un
doubtedly the cause of the uprising of the people. The 
municipal colonial governments are wholly in the hands 
of Spaniards. 1 he natives are not allowed to hold office 
Tl.e system of tuxativii, the cruel manner of enforcing 
their collection and the selfish disposition of them are 
Hie chief causes of the discontent among the natives In 
tl.e fiist puce, all the natives of th- islands have to pay an 
identfficutioii tax, similar to our poll tax in this country 
raugn.g fiom $l.uo to $25, according to the ability of the 
bubject to pay. As the opportunity of the natives for 
eunimg money is very limited, and as he is hardly able to 
make moie tLan t,.n ur fifteen cents a day. it may be seen 
how oppressive this is.

In additional to Hus personal tax the native- if he is 
fortunate enough to own any property, is taxed on every
thing he has, and taxed on everything he does If he 
keeps a little shop, sells anything on the street, lulls an 
animal for fovd, or does any kind of business or conducts 
any kind of amusement, he has to pay a tax or license for 
it. 1 i.e eollvction of these petty taxes, too. i« enforced 
with barbarous cruelty, which is characteristic of Spanish 
procedure, and there is no exemption for the poor victim 
If a native fail to pay Ins taxes, the first punishment is to 
str.p him to the uawt, tie him to a post and administer a 
severe whipping.

All members of the family of a delinquent are subject 
to similar treatment if the tax is not paid '

If this punishment fail to secure the payment of the 
tax, the offender is deported to the penal colony his prop
erty or whatever he possesses confiscated, and his family 
left to starve or get along as best they can. The worst 
feature about it, too, if there is any worst, ib that these 
taxes, what are not aboorbed by the greed and corruption 
of the colonial officials, are all sent to Spain. Not a dol
lar is spent for the benefit of the people or the improve
ment oi the country." .

No wonder the Philippines are in rebellion! Think of 
ri, here in these waning years of the last decade of the 
nineteenth century, a whole nation of several millions of 
people in abject slavery to a Chnstianf!) nation- which is 
equal in despotism to any nation the world has ever seen 
unless perhaps during the reign of Constantine—the 
reign of Nero not being historically established outside of 
pnestlv mythology!

Rome, thou spreader of the veil of ignorance- the fruit 
of thy teaching hath grown rank m the realms of Iberia 
and hath become a stench in the nostrils of nations 
Mene, Mene, Tekel Upharsin! Thou art weighed in the 
balance and found wanting, and thy sun hath set upon 
the far seas of Luzon (the great light), for no more will 
it shine m thy crown! ERNEST 8. GREEN

. .) o (.—~~

. THE GRANDMA.

Old, old. the life behind her lay !x .
Like a long country full of light; • 

She gazed there with the inner eye
For round her here was the falling nighty 

But turned across her path to see
What lovely splendor crowned the height! 

And. as the fates once trod on wool.
All sounds came muffled to her ears

Yet still her fancy heard her tune -
Of bubbling laughs, of frolic fears,

Of tender whispers in the dusk. 
Grown tenderer because of tears.

The gay sweet spirit in her felt ’ 
The joyous movement of the dance, 

■Albeit her faltering feet refused
The tripping measure. If perchance 

She sang, alas! the sad old voice ”
Was like one singing in a trance. .

So fresh, so strong in all her thought 
That by the cruel mirror spelled, 

Or in the glass of young girls' eyes, 
It seemed a phantom she beheld 

Masked with gray shadows of gray lines 
Enchanted ma shape of eld. -

And knowing then the soul in her 
Swelled, ever swelled with fine increase

And essence of immortal youth:
So she possessed that soul in peace, 

And sat the slow bright summer day,- 
Smiling and waiting her release. ■ 

. —Harper’s Bazar.

sleep one or its astute members rises, 
like Banquos gnost. and attempts to 
buiuboozle tire public by labored snal- 
low tricks ana cans it an exposure of 
spiritual mediumsnip.

J. ne Doctors confession is that all the 
years of ms experience with mediums- 
has disclosed fraud and trickery only. 
How, then, Is it possible for this fraud
hunter to know the existence and possi
bilities of spirit at ail? And. inclosing 
himself within a wail of dogmatic un
belief as expressed in his egotistic as
sertion: -The natural laws of the earth 
preclude the manifestations of dwellers 
in a spiritual world." now is he able to 
demonstrate the fact or falsity of spirit 
communication t His prejudice and un
belief does not satisfy. Another man’s 
faith nor the faith of the past is suffi
cient for to-day. We must nave per
sonal knowledge, demonstration of 
life s continuity and spirit return. Has 
tne doctor this knowledge? If not what 
is the use of talk, wiiat intelligence 
does it give to those wno desire and 
need this information. Without this 
personal knowledge our faith is vain.

I had not thought to treat this subject 
seyiousiy with the doctor, but when I 
witnessed tne fine-appearing audience, 
largely ladies, educated and intelligent, 
hypnotized to such a degree as to be
lieve the shallow, halting stage trick.« 
attempted, sufficient to confute Spirit
ualism, I felt nue simply ridiculing the 
transparent watery performance.

•’Amoozin' " enough forehildhood. per
haps, but. then I felt pity that the peo
ple who in this life of trial need to-day 
mote than anything else, sympathy and 
the beautiful, inspiring nope the Intel
ligent grasp on immoMlty. which only 
tne demonstrated knowledge of spirit 
return affords. >•> "»

Ilie effort and literature that encour
ages intelligent investigation of life’s 
continuity fosters tne ujore wholesome 
order rather than tt)4"skeptical view. 
Admit the mnteriaiftstit’ argument, and 
what is the gain? Nothing, absolutely 
nothing, save tne gases of dissolution. 
On tne other hand the Improvement se
cured by the knowledge of life’s conti
nuity, is great gain here and now as

Hie Doctors frequent bunts for spe
cial strings tnat would slip knots easily, 
notwithstanding nis several confederate 
assistants kept the •’amoozed" audience 
considerably on a "string.” His at
tempted tricks were tediously slow, al
beit be was sufficiently sagacious to se
lect some very easy ones. I have wit
nessed physical phenomena a thousand 
foul more difficult, performed in a 
twinkling, without the aid of confeder
ate, by spirits only. I can intimate 
many, to perform anv one of which I 
challenge him. with a forfeit.

Besides, his antiquated talk in dispar
agement of -table-tipping, slate-writ- 
mg, strange tapping in the wainscot
ing,- etc., as being all undignified, easy 
tricks, amounts to little, insomuch that 
tne great universal spirit has chosen 
the weak and simple things of this 
world, and things foolish to confound 
and bring to naught things considered 
mighty and wise.

The phenomena of Modern Spiritual
ism differs little in simplicity from that 
found among the ancients. For the 
good reason doubtless that the law of 
manifestation is the same, a law per
vading the universe, the law of condi
tions essential for the manifestation of 
uil life. Possibly the great compen
dium of spiritual experience and phe
nomena, the Biuie, is not authority with 
the Doctor. With Hebrew ajid Chris
tian it is sufficient. •• There are two 
ways of doing every difficult problem." 
says Dr. Sellers. Bv what method did 
the prophet cause the sunken axe to 
rise and float on the surface of the wa
ter. And the widows flour to not give 
out and her cruse of oil not to fail- 
W hut the means used by the angels— 
spirits once inhabiting mortal bodies— 
to provide a cooked meal ready for him 
to eat m the desert?

About these phenomena there is at 
least the dignity and utility of service- 
But is there dignity in the sight of 
three hundred stalwart men getting 
down on all fours at the river side, to 
lap water like the dog lappeth?” This 
as a preparation to attack an army of 
thousands of trained soldiers, armed to 
the teeth to destroy them. Yet the sim
plicity of method an/j power of spirit 
proved in this case.,«greater than the 
sword. And as to aqngel dignity of 
method, reflect on tluxpipjnomcna of the 
dumb ass speaking, man’s voice 

and rebuking the ma<|ne$s of .the pro-h
et. Is this dignified,’ .with the acme 
of wisdom to me. learned?

The Doctor has •‘mingled so much 
With frauds to learn-their tricks.” and 
the dual method of petf aiming them he 
will hardly believe wemave clairvoy
ants and mediums Inr-uur midst fully 
as capable, truthful oanfl honest not 
less dignified than the best of ancient 
days. If this is not-,tree there is no 
meaning in progressive inspiration, 
mental and spiritual hclsierement and 
twentieth century dntfelligence and 
progress. The present, iw better and In 
every way superior to the far away 
past -■ ■

The Doctor talks also about the 
••miracle" of^pirit return, I will give 
him or any other man a handsome 
premium If he or they will name an en
lightened Spiritualist who claims spirit 
phenomena miraculous. There are no 
miracles, all spirit phenomena is to-day 
and ever has been in accord with the 
natural law of conditions. -Mediumship 
is natural, not supernatural. We h»ve 
no dealings with the preternatural 
There Is nothing above nor outside of 
nature. Nor is tnere anything formed 
without a purpose under the sun. We 
are spirits now, clothed upon with mor
tal bodies. .

The finest, most thrilling literature of 
the Bible is its spirit phenomena and 
our relation to these experiences. Quite 
aU modem phenomena holds Its coun- 
.terpart In the book. Belshazzar saw 
the •■spirit hand that wrote’’ the oml-

j et lu Uiu flesh.
Spiritualists are too passive to influ- 

eiices solely bent on mischief. This 
uui>e,fany commission ought to be en
joined not to use tne iseybert bequest 
of $eu,000 until the legal conditions of 
the contract are complied with. “No 
committee .learned or unlearned.” said 
iScivntitie News, on tile appearance of 
tiieit very thin preliminary report, 
puce $], ever reported the results or 
investigation, disclosing such a spread 
of melancholy work. These professors. 
M. Ds., and D. Ds. labored night and 
day in the presence of mediums of all 
kinds: they coaxed them, teased and ca
joled, ail to no purpose, not a genuine 
rap, zig nor zag of spirit message 
cheered their covert despondency: ail is 
fraud say they: trick, legerdemain. A 
pitiable showing for years of labor of 
these astute, dignified professors. T-uey 
need rest greatly."

W. D. BIOHNER.

Tno winds tnat scarcely stir’ll 
leaves.

Were all we heard of sound: 
And Earth, who sometimes sobs 

grieves.
With silence deep, was crown’d-

Then Reverie, silver-tongued and still. 
Breathed forth ns word of speech.

And told in its own way. Its will— 
Hie life sublime did teach—

And I was awed by what I heard. 
Though scarcely could I tell 

ihe reason whyi My soul was stird.
As by some magic spell.

And in the silence of tnat Hour.
W here solitude aid reign

I felt the num of conscious power.
Till ecstasy was pain:

And all the Past returned to me.
As when m sleep we dream.

And In our dreams, the Pasi we see: 
E en Deatn. alive doth seemi

1 was Reverie alone, who eat 
In silence there with me— 

iniio us still voice had power like 
that—

What name? Who could it be?—
It sat and talked of what Had been: 

It told of what should be:
It cheered with hope, reproved my Bln: 

Its word was plain to me:
And thus I knew that not alone.

I.sat mid silence deep:
Almost I thought I caught me tone.

Like voices in our sleep—
That cultured speech, where mine was 

rude
Revealed an angel, fair—

0 voice, so still, of solitude.
I ve found thy secret rare!

J. O. M. HEWITT.

THE HOUSE BY THE SIDE OF THE 
HOAD.

There are hermit souls that live with
drawn

In the place of their self-eontent: 
mere are souls, use stars, that dwell 

apart
In a fehowless firmament: 

mere are pioneer souls that blaze their 
paths

W here the highways never ran—
But let me live by the side of the road 

And be a friend to man.
Let me live in a house by the side of 

the road.
Where the race of men go by—

The men who are good and the men 
who are bad.

As good and as bad as I.

Let me live m a house by the side of 
the road

And be a friend to man.
I know there are brook-gladdened 

meadows ahead
And mountains of wearisome height: 

That the road passes on through the 
long afternoon

And stretches away to the night. 
But still I rejoice when me travelers 

rejoice
And weep with the strangers that 

moan.
Nor live in my house by the side of the 

road
Like a man who dwells alone.

Let me live in my house by the side of 
the road

Where the race of men go by— 
They are good, they are bad. they are 

weak, they are strong.
Wise, foolish—so am I.

Then why should I sit in the scorner’s 
seat.

Or hurl the cynic’s ban?
Let me live in my house by the side of 

the road
And be a friend to man.

—Sam Walter Foss.

NIL Pleasant Pant Camp, la.
Seeing an article in your last number 

taken from the Clinton Age of recent 
date, reminds me that very little has 
been given you for publication of our 
beautiful Mt Pleasant Park, and our 
next camp-meeting, so soon to convene 
Having been too busy in caring for the 
park to write myself. I have looked so 
wishfully for some of our able writers 
to portray the loveliness of not only our 
location but the advantages to be de
rived from a four weeks’ sojourn at MU 
Pleasant Park. So far the indications 
point to the largest gathering of Spirit
ualists ever convened on these ground»

There are many who have never at
tended a camp-meeting that will be 
with us this season, and it is this class 
especially I wish to reach. There are 
many questions such would like to ask: 
as to what and how many little things 
they ought to bring with them to make 
themselves comfortable while in catnp 
I would say to all such. I shall be 
pleased to answer any and all question« 
regarding camp life that any may 
choose to write me. Remember all our 
tents have good, solid substantial floors 
that may be carpeted, and flys that pro
tect from the intense heat and rain

All letters addressed me at Mt. Pleas
ant Park, Clinton. Iowa, will be 
promptly answered.

DR. J. C. PHILLIPS. Sup'L
••The Bridge Between Two Worlds,” 

By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire 
by harmonizing their physical bodies 
and their physical bodies with 
universal nature and their souls with 
the higher intelligences, to come into 
closer connection with the purer realms 
of the Spirit-World. It Is written In the 
sweet spiritual tone that characterizes 
all of Mln Judson’s literary works. 
Price, doth, |1; paper, 75 cents.

A veiy necessary and interesting study for sensitives By 
23 pages. Price 10 cents.

-U? 91" THL GREAT DELUGE. A complete and overwhelming 
refutation of the Bible story of the Deluge. Avery interesting pamphlet- 

McCann. Price 15 cents.

I

King. Price 7 5 cents.

By Arabella

Pnce 50 cents
the author’s

By Helen II. Gardner, knee 10 cents
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SFIR1TUALISTIG LITERATURE.
MANSILLS ALMANAC, of Planetary Meteorology, for 1898- This la 

the th.rty thud annual publication of this excellent Astronomical Alma
nac. Valuable for those on land and sea. By Richard Mansill Price 2-r'O 

MARGULRIIL HUNim A narrative of life in the material and splr- 
itual sphere^, Lj a co-opeiative spirit band, combined with chosen media 

of eai th, gi>en through independent slate-writing.- Price $1 00 ■
MEDIUMISriO EXPERIENCES OF JOHN BROWN, the Medium of the

Rockies, with an introduction by Prof. J. S- Loveland This book 
Snould be m the hands of every one interested in Spiritualism. Price 5C cts 
MEDIUMSHIP AND ITS DEVELOPMENT, and How to Mesmerize to

Assist Development An everyday useful instructor in Psychic Science, 
By W. Il, Bach. Price, cloth. 50 cents: paper. 25 cents

MEMORIAL ORATION BY COL. INGERSOLL, on Roscoe Conkling.
Delivered before the New York Legislature. May 9. 1888- A word 

picture of an illustrious man. Price 4 cent« ■

OBSESSION. How evil spmts influence mortals, and how to guard against 
the same. A veiy necessary and interesting stndv for sensitive« Bv

ORMSBY'S GEO-HELIO EPHEMERIS ALMANAC. This Is a lesson
book of Astrology, and business and weather guide, containing Horo

scopes for each month. By Prof. Ormsby. Pnce. cloth. $1.00: paper, 50c 
OUTSIDE THE G ATLS, and Other Tales and Sketches. Written by a band 

of spirit intelligences, through the mediumship of Mqry Theresa Shell- 
hamer. A most excellent Spiritual work Price $100.

PEOPLES FACES, and How to read them. Physiognomy Defined 
leaches how to read character nt a glance. If you wish to marry learn 

to choose, By John Nils Larson. Price 25 cent«.

PERFC1 MOTHERHOOD, or Mabel Raymond s Resolve. Dedicated to 
woman everywhere, that children may cease to be born accursed By 

Lois Waisbrooker. Price, cloth. $1.00. '
PETALS FROM WHITE ROSE. A neat little pamphlet of poems—as 

stated on the tide page—"I he first fruits of inspiration from Casa Guldi 
in Summerland. By J. C. F. G rum bine. Price 25 cents

PHILOSOIHY OF PHENOMENA. Physical and Metaphysical. Matter 
phenomena and Lfe phenomena. Objective and subjective phenomena 

Hyperbole metaphysical. By Geo. M. Ramsey. M. D. Price, cloth. $1 00 
PHILOSOPHY O.l SPIRI1UAL IN 1LRCOURSK. Contains an account of 

the very wonderful spiritual developments at the house of Rev. Dr Phelps,
Stratford, Conn. By A. J. Duvns. Price, cloth. $i.z5: postage 10 cents 
POLITICAL WORKS OP THOMAS PAINE. Containing the three 

volumes—"Common Sense, ” the “Crisis" and “Rights of M-m”—three 
volumes in one. Just the book for patriotic Americans. Price, cloth $1 00 
PRACTICAL METHODS TO INSURE SUCCESS, a valuable little work 

full of practical instruction in matters pertaining to the physical mental 
and spiritual health. Worth many times its cost. Price 10 cents

PROPHETS OL ISRALL. Comprise» in the main popular sketches from 
Old Testament History. By Cai-1 H. Cornill. Doctor of Theology and

Professor of Old T estament History. Price 95 cents

PRIMARY FACTORS OF ORGANIC EVOLUTION- By E D Cope 
Ph. D., Member of the U. b. N ational Academy’ of Science. Professor of

Zoology tn the U niversity of Pennsylvania. Price, cloth $2 00

PSYCHIC SCIENCE. Studies in the Outlying Fields—Spiritual Phenom
ena. How to investigate, form circles and develop mediumship. A test 

of genuine mediumship. By Hudson T’uttle. Price, cloth 75 cents- 
PSYCHOGRAPHY. Marvelous manifestations of Psychic Power given 

through the mediumship of bred. p. Evans. Beautifully bound in Cloth 
and gold, and profusely illustrated. Price $9.00. postpaid

PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRIT HEALING. A book that every Healer, 
Physician and Spiritualist should read. By the spirit of Dr. Benjamin

Rush, through the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L- V. Richmond- Price $1 50

PULPIT, PEW AND CRADLE. Second paragraph In book, last two 
lines, reads: “Christianity is one thing for grown men. It is quite another 

thing for women and children.

REAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. You Will not become weary while 
read.ng this excellent book. Very interesting and instructive- Given

RELIGION OF THE STARS. Containing 19 full lectures delivered m the 
Temple of the Magi, Chicago, upon occult subjects. Three upon “The 

Human Soul. By 0. H. Richmond. Price $1.25 postpaid.

Relation of the spiritual to the material universe.
and the Law of Control. New edition, enlarged and revised and greatly 

improved. By M. Faraday. Price 15 cents.

Religious and theological works of thomas paine 
Here is a book that should be in the library’ of every Spiritualist and 

Freethinker in the land. Price, cloth. $1.00.

RELIGION OF SCIENCE. Treats of Principles. Faith and Doctrines, 
Immortality, Mythology and Religion. Christ and the Christians. Cath

olicity of the Religious Spirit By Dr. Paul Carus. Price, muslin- 50 cts- 
RIGHTS OF MAN. Parts I and II. Being an answer to Mr. Burke's 

attack upon the French Revolution. By Thomas Paine. Post 8vo. •- 279 
pages. Price, paper. 80 cents: cloth 50 cents.

RIGHT LIVING, This book gives an admirable course of study in ethics, 
and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical text-book adapted to the com

prehension of children. By Susan H. Wixon. Price, cloth. $1.00.

ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. Every patriot should read thia 
decidedly patriotic book. Of inestimable value to liberty-loving Ameri

cans. By Rev. J. Lansing. M. A. Price $1.00.

SCIENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN. By one of the scientific minds of The 
Progressive Thinker corps of contributors. Rich with profound thought. 

By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 cents.

SEERS OF THE AGES. Embracing Spiritualism, past and present 
Doctnnes stated and moral tendencies defined. Nearly 400 pages of 

grand reading. By J. M. Peebles. M. D. Price, cloth. $2.00.

STANDING UP FOR JESUS, or what the editor of the Freethinker a 
Magazine thinks of him on general principles. Profound, Biblical, sar

castic. Price 4 cents: 2o copies for 50 cents.

Talleyrand s letter to the pope, tius work win be found 
especially interesting to all who would desire to make a study of Roman

ism and the Bible. Price 25 cents.

TEACHINGS OF JESUS, Not adapted to modem civilization. With the 
true character ot Mary Magdalene. A book full of truth. By George 

W. Brown. M. D. Pnce 15 cents.

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS, A book on Development 
of Mediumship by Terrestrial Magnetism, or the laws of harmonizing the 

body.with universal nature. By Abby A. Judson. Price $1.00.

THE CANDLE FROM UNDER THE BUSHEL, or Thirteen Hundred and 
Six Questions to the Clergy. Nuts that are hard for them to crack An 

interesting book. By Wm. Heart. Price 40 cents.

THE DEY ELOPMENT OF SPIRIT—After transition. The origin of re
hgiens, and their influence upon the mental development of the human 

race. By the late M. Faraday. Pnce 10 cents.

THE DREAM CHILD. Reads like an inspiration. Treating clearly upon 
the laws of affinity, love and the attendant pain and sorrow invariably 

experienced therewith. By Florence Huntley. Price, cloth. 75 cents.

THE FAIRY LAND OF SCIENCE. This beautiful book fills a niche in 
the hearts of the young people. Lvceum library literature.

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE, or Threefold Power of Sex. A work that 
should bs studied by both man and woman. It is one of

THE GODS. This is one of the greatest lectures ever delivered by the 
.world-famed infidel orator. Robert G. Ingersoll, and has. in pamphlet 

form, had a wide circulation. Price 20 cents.

THE GOD IDEA OF THE ANCIENTS, or Sex in Religion. A sensible, 
logical statement of opinion, but not of a revolutionary or sensational 

nature. A good book all through. Bv Eliza Burt Gamble. Price $2.25- 
THE INFIDELITY OF ECCLESIASTICISM. A Menace to American 

Civilization. A trenchant and masterly treatise. By Prof. W- M. Lock-* 
wood. Price 25 cents.

THE MOLECULAR HYPOTHESIS OF NATURE. Demonstrates the 
continuity of life and our environment of Spiritual influences. Free from 

all theories of supers tition. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 25 cents.

THE ORDER OF THE WHITE ROSE, or Spiritualism Integrating the 
Religions of the world. Something of the intent, purpose and fellowship 

of the Order of the. White Rose. By J. 0. F. Grumbme. Price 20 cent».' ' . _ —   ' .   —     — • .   — . •   — _ _ _ _ _ s

THE OTHER WORLD AND THIS. A compendium of spiritual laws. A- 
volume of thirty-mne chapters, and all replete with Spiritualistic thought 

By Augusta W. Fletcher, M. D. Price tl.50.
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1059 MARKET STREET,DOCTOR A. B. DOBSON <SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,

Peebles
COBBKPONDENCE INVITED,

SUCCESSFUL

85 Warrep at.. Stouebam. Maas, 450

Dr. A. W. Birkholz, the Healer.

Researches rieiital History.452

Juno 14, 1858.

June 21,1893.

'*¿0#

^8

Mns E.J.IIsbd. 
Naugatuck. Conn.

By Editor ot tho National with Preface and Notai 
Jy Peter Eckler. Illustrated with view» of the «14 
False Homettead and Patna Monument, at New alan nnrtwaba Zr.i- .

Croth, 11.25. ... Paper, 60 cents.
Thia to a work of great value, written by one of the

Bellti Lundy, 
Sycamore, O.

IhilÄVumö WITH SPIRITS, 
By Carrie & 8. Twins, medium. Price 80 ooou. __¿

Lii’E Ujo liiUMAS PAINE.

BIBLE OF BIBLES.
ByKerseyGnvei. ItwniweUpavnarn««i.

"THE LYCEUM.”

Consultation by Letter Free
Send Postage Stamp for Reply.

mrs.~qTpartridoe,
S!Xeil‘taowu UsycbometrlBt and Business Medium« 

J’er8uoaHy. by letter or photograph «1.00. 
Three reuBOuablc Questione answered by mail for 
Sid“1? Address 54 N. 52nd ave., Chicago. Psycho
pathic treatments. 877tf

INSPIRATION'S VOICE.
. A ‘"i1?1“ ,buok complete for the Spiritualist'« every 
inob.i,10 llu1c“‘ «'“"‘»«f “OY colle.Hou known, with 

J,!?.; »ords. 60 cents, and postage 10 cents. 
4a6tf »■ w. BllOZEII, Grand Rapid«, Mich.

Real Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given hupIraUonally by Mn Mu-lsM. Kins, yon'

THE RELATION
Of rlioOpIrltnal to the Materiel Universe: and tbo 
Law of Control. Jiew edition, enlarged ani revised 
by M. Faraday. Price 15 cents. I

Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two

monili sent for,1.00 ' 6u<a'J,,ut “uuullty for om < 
s-SSSSEB 

or all three «eut postpaid foi ^ceul?’
Photoand Inetructlonshuw tollveìuóyears.

Drs. Peebles A Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Slrv—Have * recetvttl 'gour diagnosis and you have 

got my case down rlihL' I have decided to use yonr 
treatment and knowU will do me good.

C.Stobokb, 
June 20,189B. -Dodge, Nebr.

9 -----  .
. Agents wanted in unoccupied territory

HJB 1 BQ IH F. » S ft* .. Aft I i A Cl mV. r. mm 1

POEMS FH°M THE INNEB LIFE

ASTONISHING! DR. W. M. FORSTER,

Well

60. cents.

IMPORTANT!

DR. G, E. WATKINS, 
—THE— 

FAMOUS CHRONIST 
OF AYER, MASS.

Quick Cures!
Small Doses!

Send age, name In full, and two 2-ceut «tamps and 
leading symptom, and. we will tend you

A Diagnosis of Your Case Free;
BBd we will try and make the price of treatment right 
to you. Remember, please, that we do not wlali to 
take your case unless you are dissatisfied with your 
present treatment. Do not ask OUR opinion of this 
doctor or that one, because we never express au 
opinion, nor Have we any one connected with us that 
Jb allowed to speak ill of any one or even to express an 
opinion. We know some doctors do so, but we do not. 
’ -The day of shot-gun prescription is past; drastic 
drugs In large doses will not be given ten years from 
now, We believe In the certainty of medicine and in 
specific medication, but specific medication requires

SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS.
Re who understands the action of drugs, and who Is 
gifted with the power of correctly diagnosing. Is the 
successful physician to-day.

Specific Medicine!
No Drastic Drugs !

A Book on “Chronic Disease” 
Sent for 2-cent Stamp.

6. E. WATKINS, M. D„
AYER, MASS.

DU. C. E. WATKINS’
Rural

Hrealth 
ttorne

This !b In fact a large Sanitarium; only been 
opened a abort time, yet ft In u most pronounced sue- 
Ceaa. CH. B. W. BANKS, the greatest Healer the 
world has ever had, has joined DR. WATKINS In this 
grand work, and Is at the Home tlx days in the week.
Write us and we will tell you all about our 
KPCthods of cure that we use at (be Home.

DR. C. E. WATKINS,
AYER, MASS.

READ OUR

uew

SUMMER OFFER
During the month of July we will ac

cept of new pat louts, and old ones, who 
were compelled io stop treatment owing 
to the hard times, for three months’
treatment for $10,

We are tlie only physician who makes 
this offer each year. Sueli patients tak
ing advantage of this offer must send 
their age, sex and leading symptoms, 
and $1, and tbe names of live siek 
friends, when we will at once diagnose 
your ease and send you by return mail, 
and If you are satisfied with the diag
nosis, remit us $4, the second month $5, 
and the third month you need not remit 
us anything. Or you may remit to us 
?fi In advance—$1 when you send for 
diagnosis, and $8 when ordering medi
cine. This will be only $3 a month. We 
find that when we make this offer once 
a year, hundreds take advantage of it, 
and we therefore charge $1 of the $10 
for our trouble when request is made to 
diagnose the ease ‘ ‘We always give the 
same care to the poor patient that we 
do to tbe rich, and kindly remember we 
do not answer questions about other 
physicians. We have all we can do to 
attend to our own affairs—no time to 
gossip.

If you are taking a course of treat
ment with some other physician, then 
do not write us now. If you are receiv
ing no benefit from them, then cut out 
this article and when your agreement 
with them is up and if you are still sick, 
send us this article and we will then 
take your case at tins reduced rate the 
same as if you line] begun with us in 
July. These reduced summer rates are 
also made at our Health Home. Price 
of treatment and board thatwe charged 
$15 per week for, we now charge but 
$8; $10 room, $7 per week; but treat
ment at Home must begin during Julv 

DR. C. E. WATKINS.’ '
"Social Upbuilding, Including uo-op- 

eratlve Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E D 
Babbitt, LL. D„ M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office.

Eucyciupeaia or Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Princlual 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or Imnlv 
Spiritualism; together with a brief hfe. 
tory of the origin of many of the 
Important books of the Bible.” b» 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results ol his many years’ study 
of th. Bible In Its relations to Spiritual
ism. As its title denotes,- it Is a veri
table encyclopedia of infomatlon on the 
subject Price $1. For sale at this 
office.

•The Religion of the Future.” By s 
’ This is a work of far more than 

ordinary power and value, by a bold 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with It, and 
well repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
this offlce. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper

From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives anaccount of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 

„ .parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted to place in 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
16 cents.

’•The. Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood Is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
In succinct form the substance of his 
-hetures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
Of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book- is commended to 
|ill who love to study and think. For III« at this office. Price 26 cents.

BOOK reviews.
Historical, Logical and Philosophical 

Objections to the Dogmas of Réincarna
tion and Re-embodiment. By Prof. W. 
M. Lockwood.

Through his oral lectures and his pub
lished treatlses*on  “The Molecular Hy
pothesis of Nature,” “The Infidelity of 
Ecclesiastieism,” ete., the author’s style 
and methods are well known and appre
ciated by many readers of The Pro-' 
gressive Thinker. Habits of careful 
philosophical analysis in matter of ab
struse thought, of patient independent 
Investigation on. scientific lines, and 
studious research iu matters pertaining 
to facts of history, are acknowledged 
characteristics of tlie writer of tills 
brochure, in which tlie dogmas of rein
carnation and re-embodiment receive 
some well-delivered, crushing blows 
from the arsenal of science and logic.

Mere mythological tales have little 
weight with Professor Lockwood; they 
are of little service except as their in
ceptive underlying principle or reality 
of basis may be clearly evoked and 
made to Illustrate and strengthen some 
matter-of-fact point or claim, .

Nor does the addition of hoary age, 
even to time immemorial, in any de
gree strengthen the claim of any super
stition to be regarded as truth.or as an 
evidence of tlie truth' of any proposi
tion. That reincarnation or re-embodi
ment, transmigration of the soul, etc,, 
in any of the phases of these dogmas, 
was taught and believed by Egyptian 
priests, or Hindu teachers, long ages 
ago, is not demonstrative proof that the , 
theory or dogma is true. A lie is none 
tlie less a lie because it is an old one. 
If it were, the basis of- tlie Catholic 
cliureh would be unassailable.

The author’s study of the Hindu cults 
of Brahmanism and Buddhism is suc
cinct and clear in its statement of tlie 
various ideas and nations held and 
taught by these schools of religious 
thought and practice. A slight touch of 
sarcasm occasionally serves to make 
more conspicuous the ridiculousness of 
some of thé practices enjoined to bring 
one into the possession of some great 
virtue or coveted phase of spiritual un- 
foldnient. . . '

“Just imagine,” says our author, 
"these teachers of the occult, who on 
our public rostrums paint in roseate 
colors tlie spirituality of Yoga practice, 
sitting in one of tlie cross-legged posi
tions alluded to; swallowing their 
tongue and looking cross-eyed nt tlie tip 
of their nose, muttering the mysterious 
syllable ‘Oni,’ and you have an object 
lesson in the practice of Yoga, illustrat
ing the practical application-of a relig
ious Oriental ceremony, to modern sys
tems of thought.” And yet it was
among such teachers of tlie olden times 
that the dogmas of reincarnation, etc., 
had their inception and development.

The idea that a higher "God-wisdom” 
may be acquired by Yoga practice, than 
by the use of common-sense methods of 
spiritual culture, under tlie enlightening 
influence of Spiritualism, seems exceed
ingly ridiculous, unless, indeed, fantas
tic Imaginings be taken for highest wis
dom. Concentration of mind in ab
straction, coupled with intensity of will 
and desires, such ns is Indicated by long
continued attitude of discomfort, as in 
the Yoga practice, may conduce to cer 
tain phases of abnormalism in thought 
—but hardly to the development of a 
heajjhy mentality or spirituality.

Much of the Yoga practice of later 
times Is probably the result of a bald 
material misconception and misinter
pretation of a poetie or mystical ideal 
veiled in language not understood ex
cept by instructed ones in earlier times, 
and certainly not understood by the 
modern practlcers of Yoga, who essay 
to follow the outer, materialistic, literal 
idea of interpretation of the "direc
tions” for Yoga practice. Hence arises 
the absurdity and ridiculousness, as 
now practiced. The devotees lose the 
hidden meaning and go astray into 
senseless vagaries, and absurdities of 
belief and action.

Crisply the author says: “Theosophy 
postulates that ‘the universe, and every
thing that exists, is divine thought In 
expression.’ We object, for the reason 
that this premise makes God account
able for the crimes, wars and horrors of 
past and present centuries. These con
ditions have existed and still exist, and 
If these are ‘divine thought in expres
sion,’ tho God of the Theosophist with 
his ‘divine thought in expression’ is a 
barbarian of pagan type. “

"Theosophy postulates that ‘the uni
verse is tlie living thought of a living 
consciousness.’.... As disintegration is 
as much a factor of evolution as inte
gration, we could say with equal logical 
force, that the universe is a dying 
thought of a dying consciousness.”

The real gist of the author's treatise 
is embodied in the “Logical Objections,” 
and “Philosophical Objections” which 
he considers In the final chapters. In 
these are to be observed the skill of the 
logician, and the comprehensive depth' 
of the philosopher’s vision, combined 
with and reinforced by the studies of 
the scientist, epitomized in masterly 
argument and array of reason in oppo
sition to the dogmas which furnish the 
occasion for his essay.

Though but a small pamphlet in size 
it is weighty in thought, distinctly In
structive, and worthy a high place 
among the efforts of Spiritualist au
thors. It should be read by all who 
may feel an interest in the mooted sub- ‘ 
ject of reincarnation, re-embodiment, 1 
etc. Fdr sale at the offlce of The Pro- : 
gressive Thinker. Price 25 cents. 1

U.

Occult Philosophy or Magic. By the 
Famous Mystic, Henty Cornelius 
Agrippa Von Nettesheim, Counselor to 
Charles tlie Fifth, ’ Emperor of Ger
many, and Judge of the- Prerogative 
Court. Book One. Edited by Willis F. 
Whitehead. . .

This volume includes the early life of 
Agrippa, his seventy-four chapters on 
Natural Magic, new notes, illustrations, 
Index and other original and selected 
matter.

The world is never too much ablaze 
with wars and rumors of wars to study 
the occult. In fact it seems a matter of 
past history that the two go hand in 
hand and yet they are as different as 
day and night. But to know the occult 
will make man fearless of what is 
called death. To know the true condi
tion in the spiritual realm he makes for 
himself by his acts here, is like a man 
Inspecting the place he expects to make 
his home, before he moves. This is the 
mission of the above named book. It is 
certainly interesting and highly in
structive to one who would advance 
in Occult Science, in magic lore; who 
would learn more of the nearness of his 
own selfhood to the great, living, mov
ing universe of spirit and matter all 
around and about him; if he .would 
know more of the virtues of things nat
ural, depending'immediately-upon ele
ments; the occult virtues of things.

This is a book to study as you- would 
the rudiments.of education in school, 
not to read and cast down as a novel. 
It is a book you should incorporate with 
what little you know, that you may 
know more. *

It is printed in the best style of the 
art, on heavy paper, with plain type 
and beautifully bound in mellow-tinted 
cloth, and contains nearly BOO pages 
Price, $5. K ‘

/V LIBRARY
The Spiritualist who commences now 

to form a Spiritualist ór Occult library 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
be will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
Ihlnk, in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family la the 
United States. Commence now, we re
lient, to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for Tlie Pro
gressive Thinker.

^TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa-Dear Sir: 

—Find enclosed one dollar. Send Elixir 
of Life. I have received so much bene
fit from the use of your remedies that 
I do not wish to be without them.

. Very respectfully,
Eureka, Cal. MRS. T. Y. CLYDE.

DO YOU WANT HEALTH?
Send for .Elixir of Life, No. 1. This 

is the best remedy known for the stom
ach, liver, bowels and entire system. I 
will send one sample (only) to each per
son, postpaid, for 10 cents. This trial 
package is sufficient for seven days, 

B. F. POOLE, Clinton, Iowa.

PRICE OF THE “SEQUEL."
The price hereafter of this number of 

The Progressive Thinker will be as fol
lows: Three cents for single copy. 
Where five or more are ordered, two 
cents per copy. Where one hundred or 
more copies are ordered, one dollar and 
fifty cents per hundred.

BEAR IN MIND.
In sending remittances to this offlce, 

write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do.so on a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to send money in 
a letter; if it is sent that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss. .

Write names and addresses ns plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided.

OF INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS.
Anyone who is siek and failed to find 

relief, should send their name and ad
dress (with stamp for reply) to Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Cali., and I will 
(through spirit power) send you the 
cause and condition of your trouble; 
and after I give you a correct diagno
sis, if you wish help I will make my 
terms within your reach.

N. B.—The above advertisement is for 
the benefit of suffering humanity, and 
if you know of any one who is sick, and 
is skeptical, show them the above ad. 
and I may convince them of the truth
of spirit return.

FREE TO KIDNEY 8DFFERERS 
AND 

Readers of the Progressive 
Thinker.

Dr. Worst lias recently made a now 
vegetable discovery for kidney, liver, 
stomach trouble, headache and rheuma
tism. He will mail any reader of Tlie 
Progressive Thinker one week’s trial 
treatment with full directions free, or 
8 weeks’ treat inent for only .$1. Ad
dress, Dr. E. J. Worst, Dept. 26, Ash
land, Ohio. 450

“Poems or Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in lier 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1.

“Atlantis: The Antediluvian World ” 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history 
It is intensely Interesting. Price, $2. ’

“The Infidelity of Ecclesiastieism 
A Menace to American Civilization.’’ 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 26 cents. For sale at this offlce.

"Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Spirit-life.” “The Evolution 
of Man.” Two papers, given in the in-
terest of spiritual science, 
Faraday. Price 16 cents.

“The Universe.” What 
The Beginning of Creation, 
ter Is., The Creation of

by Michael

Force is. 
What Mat-
the Earth. 

The Beginning of Life. Immortality 
The Substance of Its Environments. 
Psychic Science. What the “Soul of 
Things” Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
Interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
sale at this office.

"The Prophets of Israel.” By Prof 
O. H. Corelli, of the University of 
Koenlgsberg. A scholarly and appreci
ative historical review of the prophets 
of Israel and their works. For sale 
at this offlce. Paper covers, 25c.

"Origin and Antiquity of Man.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. A masterly philosoph
ical work. English edition, nicely 
bound in doth, $1. For sale at this 
office.

"Arcana or Nature; or the History 
and Laws of Creation.” By Hudson 
Tuttle. A well-known and most pro
found treatise. Cloth, $L For sale at 
thisofflee.

"Bible and Church Degrade Woman.” 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises 
three brief essays, on The Effect of 
Woman Suffrage bn Questions of Mor
als afid Religion; The Degraded Status 
Of Woman in the Bible; The Christian 
Church and Woman; written in Mrs. 
Stanton’s usual trenchant style. For 
sale at this office. Price 10 cents.

“Human culture ana 'Cure. Pan 
First. The Philosophy' of Cure. (in. 
eluding Methods and Instruments).” Bv 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A very in
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as It well ful
fills the promise of its title. For sale 
at this offlce. Price 75 cents.

"Ancient India: its Language and 
Religions.” By JProf. H. Oldenberg 
The subject Is of unusual interest at 
the present time, and it is here treated 
in a way to interest and instruct all 
readers. For sale at this offlce. Paner 
price 25c. '

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character"and 
Doctrine.” By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 0 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct,, and so exact and perfect in 
-»very detail as to be practically beyoad 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
26 cents, For sale at-this offle*

Still Heals the Sick Through 
the Mediumship of ... . .

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker.
If you wish Good Health you 

should apply to her.

As a Spiritual Healer She Has 
No Equal.

With her Magnetized Herbs all 
diseases that flesh is heir 

to are cured.

No “Lock of Hair” or “Leading 
Symptom” Required,

PSYGftIG 
P/tYSICI/VNS

COLLEGE OF FINE FORDES
Au Instituto of refined Theranfliitfoti inoimitn*  eEIPeetJ S|8ty‘in¿;iUu‘l,I,a 

and a h gher science of life, chemical alllultvl developed with thilr maSiouV
I llcatlons. Students in four coutlucuts have taken tb. g?eerof D M n1“'?' 18 «^‘““<1X“ cSAreíiM“ Te’ 
Uwí Que^l^^^t^g^lSc

~DOflfiSHELD;S 
homeopathic medicines 
name,0Se?“x'!»nd“lleíSÍnLntly für,c“cl‘ P«»™>• Bend

Moses Hull iiecoWendBU1!' 'Lilul“‘ ‘'’•Howoani

W. A. MANSFIELD, M- D.
17a Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio,

Mediumship Is a Growth?
wfekSw^1. 8l,lrlluallsl» admit this. Twice a
Send“ Tame ‘b“'8

writing. FUSE DIAGNOSIS “ °"“ h“nd’

DR. J. A. BAILEY,
No. 142 Pjfth Avenne uiil|t0I1 fowa 

KO DRUGS USED. NONE HEQL'JBED. S4«f,

Success in any line of work, in any 
profession, in this day of sharp com
petition and specialism, cannot be the 
result of accident. The speculator, by 
a fortunate combination -of circum
stances, or luck, may make a vgst sum 
of money; a physician, by happy chance, 
may select the right remedy and luck 
favor him in the dose, and thus cure a 
suffering patient—but this is not suc
cess. The successful man to-day is a 
hard worker;—by diligent research and 
hard work he masters the details of his 
b siness or profession, and assisted by 
the appliances of modern science he is 
able to carry to a successful termination 
his underiakings. He is a successful 
man.

A person suffering from a disease 
which has prevented the enjoyment of 
life and hampered all his unde, takings, 
does not care to intrust his health-his 
life, even—to ‘he treatment of th» un- 
sk lied, unscientific and unsucces ful 
experimenter, even though his an
nouncements may be pleasingly worded, 
and the allureme ts most enchanting. 
Rather the sufferer turns to those whose 
long experience, established repu ation 
and recognized success c a-ries assur
ance that promises will be fulfilled and 
the d sired return to health be accom
plished in a reasonable time. It is 
because DRS. PEEBLES & BUR
ROUGHS are SUCCESSFUL that 

THEIR WORK IS GENUINE,

, ®en^ tbree two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
,iair an<i one leading symptom, 

with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit, 
power by having her.

MOSE W CASE FREE.
Address all Mail to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 133. SAN JOSE, CAL.

DRrT S. LOUCKS
1« tho oldest and most successful Spiritual Physician 

now in practice- His cures aro
THE BJOsT MARVELOUS 

of this ago. His examinations arc correctly made 
and free to all who send him name, age,’ sex and lock 
?iJ ui«’’..undalx ceut8 ia BDmiPfi. He doesn't ask for 
»Ei. leA^“.S.S)'1“1,tom' A «Wrvoyant doeni’l need 
ttiij • auqi ess

J. S LOUCKS, M. D.,

¡Van’s Mexican Hair Restorative!
A HAIR FOOD 1 

^RXfCAN MEn,C^CO.°R’ WIS' 0Ct' I3' WA 

ihntt?'f VEASMIaS—Pleose MIld nie another^ 
ot tie of \ ans Mexican Hair Restorative d 

botllercd f"r 5’«*™  with dandruff,? 
Jiuy hair was gray and rapidly falling out £ 
Itro^l’i ‘ ?.rst, al’l>lli;atlon I have not beenX «troubled in the least with dandruff, nndafteri 
¿"mag half a bottle my hair stopped fallings 

aJtllough quite gray, to my surprise 
has turned to its original color.

$ Most sincerely yours. A 1« TUI I 4 
. l’astor First M. E. churehA 

ONE DOLLAR PER BOTTLE £
r '

the S6n 
n# Trnli68 U8 Pleasure to quote from the Light 
nlan^Utln ftOifl^e?dat 0118 of California and Califor
nians. In a late Issue wo read: ‘We note wttii nia««. Dr* W° ‘ucc;Bt,?f 0“r frieudjin.l brother,

Forster is not a native of tho United 
« P00?1® of California have learned to claim
a proprietary interest In-him just as if he were a 

^ear good >'«Portsof him ironfall 
quarters, and it gives us much pleasure to add our 
miitrnn“10“/ }° th? luany ttccwded this gifted 
medium and educated gentleman.” b

ABSENT TREATMENTS
By the Use of Vitalized Flannel. 

Cures all Manner of Diseases.

Mns. M*ny M. Babbxb, DeKalb, 1||„ wrlles- -Yun remember I told you there was sumcthlug6growinff 
under my short ribs. It la nearly all gone. Applied 
lilt da iu-1 us directed and «at fur irealineuia every 
l ue-dny and 1’rlday evenings; and have felt h?mds ii 
my head. Send am,tlier vitalised Haanel,"

Mbs. Emblixb Tbi.ton, 108 Cherry afreet West 
hewrnn Masa., writes: "I have had absent' treat. 
KniieiScr ,Or U‘iCOUgb ‘,Ud that 1 have

ji. HEEI.AND, Edgar, Neb., tigaln writes1 ”1 nin 
daTfur Th r°i'Y’ ‘'“¿° 'I““" 0111 dour “ lltlle e"ch 
Mv a.bt week- A,n K»hdng Strength fast.My In art Is stronger, and gaining, but Is weak yet. 
Have gained more iu the last two weeks than In a 
) ear before. The last vitalized rianm l did me more 
Ka'“1!1:?11 curaWU‘‘d that I ever tuuk. f 
shall do all 1 cau for you.”

Mus. Wn L.M11UN, Clifford, Mich., again wrhes- 
Ileaaesem line another piece of the vitalized Ilan- 

nel, as 1 am better aft er using the last one.”
AUIIIUT Rickbiit, Valentine, Neb., writes: "I re- 

< eh rd jour letter and Hunnel, and am getting better. 
iXXW. p“lus ‘le

Address

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ,
NEW BUFFALO, MICH.

PSYCHOMETRIC AND CLAIRVOYANT HEAD- 
.7. ¿‘I88, ''.«"'Iwrlllng, «1 and stamps for advice 
M ST omrr ninui"’«8“!? “' matter«, to
, *• 8*• BKJGGb, Hamilton. O. Extracts from 
letters: \ cry well satisfied.” "Reading correct.” 451

that it has been necessary for them to 
increase their accommodations and im
prove their facilities, until to-day their 
offices are unexcelled in size, c mplete- 
ne s and perfection of appointments. 
Their advertisements consist largely of 
the

VOLUNTARY STATEMENTS OF 
CURED PATIENTS, 

who are best qualified to judge of their 
ability. These voluntary testimonials 
are received each day and are valued 
more than gold or silver by the Doctors, 
who labor conscientiously for the wel
fare of those wh ■ have intrusted their 
health, even their lives, to them.

Drs. Peebles A Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
My Dear Doctor«:—Huvlbg taken your medicine 

one month 1 consider myself well. Your» rcanect- 
iuj’y „ . A. D. Edwards.

June 15, 1898. 849 Prospect St.. Cleveland, O.
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.

Dear Doctors:—! am well and will not need any 
more treatment. I u HI always feel gratelull to you 
for your skill in treating chronic diseases, and I wMi 
you all the success Imaginable In yuur new quart<-ra. 
May God and tbe good angels forever bless you 
Very respectfully, Wm. H. Grikr.

June 17, lt>98. Clinton. IB.

Drs. Peebles & Burrough*, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—1 am improving rapidly and will not 

need any more medicine, I receive great benefit 
from tbe psychic treptment. Very tru y.

Dr«. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mk h.
Dear Doctors:—Your treatment has helped me 

wonderfully and 1 do feel very much pleated and 
grateful to you for getting mo so well and str ing. 
Muy yuu be blessed In this and the world to come for 
the good you are dulng and have done to humanity. 
Ycry truly, Mm. A. C Brown.

J une 18, 1898, Lakeport, N. H,

G0RREGTD1AGN0SES.
The keynote of success in the treat

ment of disease Is correct diagnosis, and 
the psychic powers of Drs. Peebles and 
Burroughs enable them to discern the 
exact physical- condition of thei. pa
tients, and thus administer the necessary 
treatment to reu.ove causes, and when 
the causes are removed their effects 
necessarily cease. The following brief 
statements are given as further EVI
DENCE of the ABSOLUTE ACCU
RACY with which Drs. Peebles & Bur
roughs diagnose CHRONIC DISEASES:
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.

Dear Sir«:—Your letter'!« received and what you 
have told me about my case Is true. Respectfully, 

, ........„„ Mbs. Susie Jokes.
June 15, 1898. Edmore, Mich.

Dr». Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sir»:—I.received your letter and you have 

told me about my case Juft as It Ur

The Doctors wlllibe more than pleased 
to hear from any sufferer, and will most 
cheerfully, give i any information cal
culated to benefit May sufferer, whether 
such person undertakes treatment with 
them or not. They are issuing a num
ber of booklets upon Chronic Diseases, 
which contain the. latest scientific pro
nouncements .ini those diseases, which 
they will be -pleased to mail free upon 
application. IF YOU ARE A SUF
FERER you should accept of this gen
erous offer. to which no . strings are 
attached. They desire to benefit, as far 
as possible, those who may need and de
sire their services. You should

WRITE TO-DAY, 
giving NAME; Address in -full, with 
SEX, AGE and a LEADING SYMP
TOM, and receive their carefully Dre- 
pared CORRECT DIAGNOSIS of your 
case, with valuable printed matter con
cerning it, free. Address

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE GREEK, MICH.

BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.
One Vol. 1‘Jmo, 407 Page», Cloth, $1.60,

GENERAL DIVISION.
I. RB8EARCBE8 IN JEWISH HISTORY. 
H. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM. 
S. DERIVATION OR CHRISTIANITY.
4. WHENCE OUfl ARYAN ANCESTORS?
The whole comprile« an earnest but frultleas search 

for a Hletorlcal Jesus.
■?e.ws shown not to

nave been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic idea Is traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2850 years D. C., and Its history la 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until It I» 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical hero 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian era.

The book demonstrates that Christianity and Ita can 
trai hero are mythical; that the whole system la based ' 
pu fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 1 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of the past; Its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read it without I istructlon and profit, whether 
he reaches the Bamc conclusions with the author o»*  
otherwise. For »ale at this-ofllce.

Melted Pebble Spectacles.
«bow'nJ«yie»imi”„T1Wr“e{or Circular,
who Sd, "c Phot« of Spb-ll Varma,
adjust my Melted Pebhm °R.“il’olww n me’ 1 c“n 
yuur eyes in your own bum l “ Pcr,6cGy to 
office, us thousand« “ you '™'°“r

J- F Poul-K. Clinton lo1^ ‘’e“d elainP

PSYCHE 
guidance, uud° h^cuigS’^o UUiJtir «Plrli 
Many, by its use h«v. t0 id<'.e40i) llllH|luinslifp. 
dun“

“■ •"«--«««xxbb.-

Wanted-good man or woman 
ArnX-8 cLd6 L", .ever)',0™

references. Addrea,0 be er' Wl11 L’lve you

LEKKO COMPANY.
____ __________ Beurboru St., Chicago 
o p 11ia

| a BJI Iwl laudanum

ur. J.c. Hoffman. 445 Isabella Bldg.. Chicago, III. 

pRAtl JCAL GUIDE TO Sj’l Rl’iT M ISM hi'ai

Wairond, o,,.-,a Hu,.sJ 1

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
w’io Vnitn'""8 M,'dlu"'- sl'I,h'Ks «ally/bour. 
W to I, Residence, axn Ve,,,,,,, cblcsgo lib

Something New and Reliable
If Bick, write we a Iruer Stating tbe fact with no» 

name, sex and eompleiion ami 6|.‘ cenu hi mni’ 
Payehle Poi-'-'J y<iU J'"’t ?uur Gould« «re by 

»“Jiid'S'of!’::./" w-'i»

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
35 Warren st., Stoneham, Mass.

YOUR FUTURE
Astrologer, Rooms fl & 7 Tuliur opera Hoiinp Block' 
jirJVcr' t0 u' Charts from 51. Send stamp tor chcm

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOEROWN 
home. A\ Hi b<*nd  Q pamphlet giving In.-iruritoiis 

delineate your phase of mediumship, and a spiritual 
BL&D^gi^ W“'“’

JUBILEE SOUVENIR."
Hand painted pl.-lure of Hydesville Collage |n 

water-colors, gold letlere.l title, bound with ribbon LnS|,,,l l'y ui.ll; price 25 cent«. A °Y.’ 
MOOhh, Artist, 1G Shelton ave., Koeliest.-r, N.Y Ir2

The Lyceum, devoted to the interests 
of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. G1 Willowdale street 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, ail classes will find 
something of special Interest in it. It 
is published weekly. Try it. 437tf

“Old Auntie’s... 
Yarb Tea,’’ Boautlfkr“! . . , ■ the Complex
ion ana positive cure for constipation, tor 
pld liver, sick headache, nervousness, loss 
of appetite and Bleep. IT TONES UP THE SYS 
TEM. removes “that tired feeling,” purifies 
the blood, overcomes functional disturb 
ancesof female organism, and brings back 
the glow of health and high spirit» to all. 
It la a scientific combination of herbs, roots, 
and barks in their natural state, in such 
proportions as to secure marvelous results. 
It cures while you Bleep. Prepared and sold 
by the HOUSEHOLD REMEDY COMPANY, 
SUITE 9, 70 DEtRBORN ST., CHICAQO. Sent 
Want receipt of 50 cent»« Agents

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,

Author of “Helen Harlow’« Vow," “The Occult 
!2.rce!-of, 8eit_. “PertMt Motherhood," and many 
athor Works. Price Zl cents For «ale at this offlce

THE AGE OF REASON.
Sr'? ‘c^188 ™

AN EXCELLENT WORK?
T\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE, 

£i;,211L“Kt'I’llr W *• Philosophical Inti» 
duction to the revelation« contained tn tbl» book.

be Priced from the following table of contents: 1-Deatband the After 
Life; J—Scenes In the Summer-Land; 3—Society In th» 
xlwTnCt«J'Tnd!i4~§Oa1,u Centre®iD ^0 Summer-Land’ 
?7,r.lntocl2'lnrf Snd Summer Land; 6-Language an J 
Ufe in Bummer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate« In the Summer-Land: 9—Volce from Jame» Victor Wilson. Thia enlarged edition cot? 
tains more than double the amount of matter in fc*  

cwlched tor a beatttfm tronn» 
ssssww: g?s

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS 
Before the New York Unitarian Club, The first time 
tatho history of the world that a Christian Assoclathm 
ever Invited a noted Infidel to lecture before them 
rPnh “mf® hH*  Krnn<1 one’ and recel'’od by the 
Club with contlnoou« applanse from beginning to end.

.conteIn,’ 12 Pasea, beautifully printed! :Tricescents, tencopi- " •nnta >

Jr, HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
” «ymptom«, will receive pamphlet »nd idrlc, mi to our. th.mielrea without wX.ohto TH0MAS battebt company, cU 

i I- m.~lanpherejvi7d7~
Send stamp, with lock of hair, age and sex, for free 
clairvoyant diagnosis. P.O.Box 7, Cambridge. Vt. 150 

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE

A. HASENCLEVERTlvirE
2' IonEu no matter what

“ m“ybe or how many physicians have 
failed to cure you. Ho Is assisted by a strong force 
Of spirit doctor«, who never full In tbclr dlaBgno,e? 
in tth?tllrtn br a ‘¡lht"nc0 91‘C same as here
w MeaS.lty’ .Con‘ultatlon by mail, «1.00. Olllce, 181 
W. Madison street, «ulte 323 and 324. Residence 274 
Warren avenue, Chicago, 111. «csiuouce.^i,

THTSIlVEFCHAiN
DEVELOPING CIRCLE.

A circle at large. All members, wherever located sit 
at same hour, and are brought into spiritual unity 
through uniform thought-topics. Also HEALTH 
Circle, and monthly MESSENGER. For particu
lars address, with «tamp, J. M. & M T Al IPS Springfield, Mo. *’ 4,/'’

A LOCK OF YOURla
If you wish to know what ails 

you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. 6. BflTDORF, M. D
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

ASTROLOGY
Reveals past, present and future. -Trial Readings" 
ÍL<Í„5‘1,““!1! ''»‘"'P'S «2boru<l-upesro-

! rS1..Lw‘“ Mr6 “"d '.“'■Umunlals lor address. 
CLAIKAl T," Watertown, N. Y. 450

pilEEDOM-S BATTLE CRY. PATRIOTIC W aR 
-L bung: Words and muele written unot-r ln.plration, 
dtailug with the pnaent wur whh Spain. 2oc. A 
Groom, 1610 Vine et., Philadelphia, Pa. 452 ’ 

Horoscopes on character, health.
Marriage, Biisinefs, Finance, Prraouai Questions 

'I’«' readings 25 cents,’ 
bend fur descriptive circular on ustrulugv. Address! 
Fbbd. 1'. Brandt, 253 Hastings st., Grain! Rapid«, 
Mlcl1-__________________________ ___  453

MRS.SMITII, SCIENTIFIC PALMIST: MH8.LOOM-
A . . »■’-‘»dingt«. pant, present ami future. 50cts. 

116 S Oakley av, near Madison hi. 450

astral r e ad I ng ~ ~ 
And your phase of Mcdlumahlp. with instructions for 
development; aho a copy of “The Path to Power “ 
D. 8. F. writes: ‘’The reading Is Hiirprl.slngly correct 
You enter Intomy inmost deed rea «nd neeU^wlth mar
velous accuracy, bringing out just tlie points 1 was 
apprehensive would be overlooked, or nut understood

Í,« *•* ““ '"''%“

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE. “
This medium, who Is clalrandlont, clairvoyant psy

chometric and prophetIc. can bo consulted at No 1680 
North Clark st. Chicago. Engagements can be made 
toy letter.__________________________ 450tf

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS?'
Gathered from the Highway«, By-way, and Hedges 

Sih E. Hull. This Isa marvelous)«
neat book of selections from Mr«. Hulls best puems 
sermons and essays, and cunlalns a splendid portrait 
of tbe author, also a portrait of Mose« Hull Price 
neatly bound In English cloth, «. For talc al thia 
office.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES,
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of Tnx Progbkbsivx Thinker wid re< 
member the story under the above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published in its columns. At the 
time, constant inquiries were made as to Its appearing 
in book form. This wish has now been gratified. It 
make» a volume of 243 pages. In style and form like the 
“Convent of the Sacred Heart,” with a finely-engraved 
likeness of the author on the cover. The scenes of the 
story alternately shift from earth to tbe spirit spheres, 
and tbe philosophy of Spiritualism, tbe occupation and 
modes of life of spiritual being», are presented in tbe 
pleasing form of narrative.

The following are tbe chapter-titles: Introduction; 
Tbe House of tbo Sage; Homo of tbe Miser: Tho Low 
Societies; Hadee, Ubrletmastldo tn tbe Spheres of 
Light; Christmastlde and the Golden Gate; Tbe Un*  
happy Marriage; Easter Day In Heaven; A Visit to 
tbe Earth; The Change Called Death; Coming to the 
Knowledge of tbe Light; Tbe Society Again Visits 
Earth; Tbe Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion In tbo Spirit-world; 
Contentedness Not Goodness; Address of tbe Sage.

ItlBabooktheSplrltuallstwllIbedelightedwith; a 
book In which the Investigator will find answers to 
ever-recurring questions; a bodk which will Interest 
the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced. 
The price in paper is 60 cents; muslin|1; postpaid.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 
BY S. WEIL.

“THE WATSEKA WONDER”

two cases of “double consolouanees." namely Mar» 
Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, ni., and Mary ReZ 
nolds, of Venango county. Pa. Fer tola at thisPrice 15 cento. wm omoe»

f ME DIAKKa.
'THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH- 

.±...1Zylot!,5?' Beeri A-•>- DavU U a vary tn- tCTMtfngand«nggcatlvo work. It 1« anexplnnntlonS 
much that 1« falsa and repulsive in Splrituallim, am. 
bodytnga moat Important recent interview with 
Victor Wilson, a resident of tbe Summer-Land. m&Z 
SO cents. For sale at Uda offle*  69

HELEN HAKLOW’S VOW; ~
Or Self-Justice«

By Lois Walabrookcr. Many have read this book, 
many have re read It, and many others out to read It. 
It should be read by every man and woman in the 
land. It abowa tbe falsities rampant In aoriciy In 
matters of moral and social Import, and the wrong» 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victims of social 
ostracism. It contains a fine likcnesi of the author. 
Fine cloth, 280 pages. Price 11.00

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORKOW.
„T?±8Rr,£Lt?a,l*Ji ,‘ °t Death, Heaven and Hen. By 
Mobbs Hull. This pamphlet betides giving the Snir- 
inallsUc Interpretation or many thing, In the Illi. 

Interpretation« never before given, explains the 
hnnvAnn nnd hallo hnlfa<-Arf __ .. ?uc

rtouMbepStiSSthe h?n£"t'those who Ure treed , lllc,!°ts- For relè nt tine office.
themselves from the dogma» of orthodoxy and from 
the donnas of materiullBtlo science, for it will 
strengthen the conviction of tbo free mind that mind 
and lenses are not the whole of life.

• noccccmar ; . JA®Chapters revealla new method In psychic ands Uuwtvulviii * ; «ptritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a

a.«. rriMiuuuw ; tho cblldbood period of faith and fancy win be super
MIND READING AND BEYOND I ’ l^etosudfac^ ForsaldatthlsoÆe.

IM Ice,

LETTER TO THE POPE.
Thirwork will be found especially Interesting to all 

Who irould desire to make a study of Romanism and 
tbe Bible. Tho historic facts stated, nnd tho keen 
scathing review of Romish ideas and practices should 
be read by all. Price. 25c. Sold at tb!» office.

“joanTthemedium.^
once tbo most truthful history of Joan of Av nu.t 
one of the most convincing argument» on BidrI > in 
overwritten. No novel was ever more thtiiPi 'n 
teresring; no hlFtorv nnro trno- Prk »• «"• sn cer1' - n..w»r <»'••

' The Development of tlie Spirit 
After Transition. By the Ute M. Faraday. The' oH. 
Sin of religions, and their tnllnence upon the TnentS 

erelopmemt of the human raoe. Transcribed at the 
Irai Of‘ b»n4 of . ancient PhUotsttan. ftl?» 
lucenu. • i' ■■■ ■ ■
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INTERNftTlONrtL CONGRESS

Held at London, England, June 19 to 24,1898.
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond Appears Before it

SHE DELIVERS AN ADDRESS ON 
' “SPIRITUALISM IN THE NEXT

k* *.  ta

Spiritualists were accustomed to resist 
every new phase of phenomena with 
sueh remarks as this: “Oh, yes; I be 
lieve in the lappings, but I cannot ac
cept slate-writing;” another would say: 
“I believe in slate-writing, but not in 
materialization.” One phase of the va
ried phenomena of Spiritualism is just 
as well attested as another; for if a 
spirit can move one atom of matter, in
dependently of the usual processes of 
dynamic or chemical action, every form 
of manifestation is just as probable as
any one form. There is, however, no 
science of spiritual phenomena known 
to human minds. The facts witnessed 
by such scientists as Mapes, Varley, 
Hare, Wallace, Crookes, Zollner, FJam- 
marlon, and more than a score of 
others, have never been reduced to sci
entific methods. They stand as facts 
illustrating the great truth of the power 
of spirits, when in a disembodied state, 
over matter. The Western mind has 
not yet become prepared to accept the 
Oriental claim, that the “adepts” of the 
East have similar power unaided by 
spiritual disembddied beings.

The philosophical and religious sides 
of Spiritualism have been borne for
ward by scores of able minds, many of 
them trained to philosophical methods 
of- thought in human schools, and many 
of them taught under Inspiration of 
their spirit teachers. To one seeking a 
knowledge of the teachings of Spiritual
ism, its literature offers a boundless 
field of research and thought.

That which does not occur to the 
casual reader,or Investigator is, never 
theless, true: that underlying all the 
phenomena and pervading the entire 
philosophy, ethics, and religion of this 
gigantic movement is a unity of purpose 
and an entirety of plan capable of 
bearing it forward to the perfect ful
fillment; that fact and truth, phenom
ena and philosophy, physical basis and 
spiritual genesis, are all conserved for 
the great next step in human progress 
—the moro perfect knowledge of the 
soul, Its nature and immortal destiny.

Unless Spiritualism is the precursor- 
aye, and the revealment, in its highest 
sense—of this, it is nothing. Facts mul
tiplied by facts, theories by theories, 
will not move the world forward In any 
direction. The awakened perception to 
understand the meaning of facts, the 
intuition that points to the only true 
understanding of the universal plan of 
life, this must be the real foundation 
for that superstructure of life which is 
being bullded.

Humanity is now standing upon the 
apex of the ages: the sciences which 
relate to the material uinverse are 
yielding their uttermost results: within 
the half century just past, the mighty 
force of steam has been made to bear 
the burdens and perform the labor of 
the world; electricity has been made 
the messags-bearer of the nations; 
the message-bearer of the nations; light 
has been discovered in its highest po
tencies, until the “X-ray” can be found 
to penetrate opaque bodies, and the in
teriors of organisms stand revealed. 
Mind bears the message not entrusted 
to the tardy steam horsp and the swift 
pinioned lightning: “Hypnotism” is 
borrowing the methods of spiritual 
healing; and “Gifts of the Spirit” are 
being wrought in other forms under 
many appellations.

The message from the skies is being 
read by many minds under many 
names, but having the same signifi
cance. Spiritualists must not forever 
stand at the portals of the spirit realm 
reading the answer to the ancient ques
tion: “If a man die shall he live again?” 
Both question and answer are obsolete. 
Man does not die; there is no death, 
therefore the answer is unnecessary.

Life is endless; soul Is eternal. Those 
who have found the solution of the 
problem of the next step of existence 
in the spiritual state must not forever 
pause at the vestibule. We only know 
the purpose of a part of life by under
standing it as a whole. A work of a 
master mind—a statue, a picture, a 
musical composition or a book—may, 
Indeed, be analyzed in its several parts, 
but there can be no appreciation of the 
work unless taken as a whole.

Spiritualists have been busy reading 
the needed message of love from their 
loved ones in the next state of exist
ence, forgetting, or not heeding, the 
more Important message of the soul, 
the Being Eternal. Many another, not 
heeding the answer to the first lesson, 
may have heard the greater message 
and declared it.

The spiritual treasuries of the cen
turies are laid at the feet of those who 
inhabit the earth to-day. You are being 
prepared for the greater fulfillments of 
the coming years.

We predict to you a race more 
awakened to perceptions of the spirit, 
needing less and less of material meth
ods—a race more perfect In physical 
health' and possibilities of life as spirit 
more and more dominates the body; a 
rate endowed with “Gifts of the 
Spirit” from birth, or with that rarer 
intuition which needs no outward 
“sign and token,” but is aware from 
within. As Spiritualism to-day inter
prets the many mysterious phases of 
human life—the many hidden cham
bers, dark passages and haunted cas
tles of the past—so will the Spiritual
ism, or the soul-teaching in coming 
.years interpret to human understand
ing the. inexplicable shadows, the mys
terious experiences, and darkened con
ditions of Auman life to-day. The 
thoughts and teachings of this year 
are preparing the mind of humanity 
for. the greater perception of the 
coming time.

Spiritually there is rebirth in this 
century; faculties, powers, perceptions, 
intuitions long dormant or never 
awakened, are now becoming the pus
sessions of the race. As children are 
fairer in face and more perfect and 
graceful in form, they are also more 
richly endowed with spiritual posses
sions.

In the coming half century every 
university will have its “Psychological 
Department,” not only In the modern 
scientific sense as the manifesting 
power of mind through the organic 
functions and brain, but in the higher 
and original meaning of the power of 
the soul itself. Every form of religious 
belief will gradually yield to the per-1

FIFTY YEARS.”'
The tiny raps at 

years ago were the 
movement second to

Hydesville fifty 
ushering in of a 
none In human

history. The heralds of Modem Spirit
ualism had already announced its com
ing, Psychology and its co-related 
name, mesmerism, had already pre
pared the way for a new system of 
thought concerning the mental and 
spiritual powers of mankind. The 
clairvoyant had penetrated into the 
hidden realm of spirit and had brought 
therefrom many wonders; but the man
ifestations upon and through insensate 
substances proved emphatically the 
source from whence they came; us dis
tinct and separate from embodied 
human minds.

The ensuing years up to the present 
time have been fraught with rapid and 
Important changes In the consciousness 
of the human race concerning spiritual 
themes. A step has been taken which 
opens up a new realm to even the or
dinary student of psychology, and to 
one really Interested in the continued 
life beyond the change miscalled death 
there is an absolutely new atmosphere 
surrounding the entire subject of a 
future existence. ’

. Three remarkable changes have taken 
place in human thought, the result of 
the compelling presence of the facts 
and truths of Modern Spiritualism:

1st: Science has been compelled to in
vestigate and deal with a force that is 
not only able to act upon substance in
dependently of those methods recog
nized within the domain of, so-called, 
“natural law,” but, evidently, from the 
very nature of the manifestations, has 
control of substances from another 
standpoint, one more intimately related 
to causation. Scientific minds have, 
therefore, been compelled to enlarge 
the domain of “natural law,” or to add 
another realm to that heretofore recog
nized: “Spiritual," “psychical,” “super
natural” or “supermundane”—or what
ever name will best express this added 
realm. t ,

2nd: An Intelligent communication 
between that operating power and hu
man beings, revealing every attribute 
of human intelligence and Identity, and 
always purporting to be disembodied 
spirits, thus compelling a recognition of 
that realm heretofore only known or 
believed in by faith.

3rd: Entire change in what we may 
be permitted to designate the ethics of 
death and tbe after life; with the added, 
most important ethical consequences 
upon human lives in (a) The impinging 
of the spiritual upon the human states, 
(b) and the awakened knowledge con- 
corning the spirit and soul 
while existing in the earthly 
expression.

The spiritual growth unto 

of man 
state of

greater
knowledge of man’s real nature has 
never been so marked in so great a per
centage of the human race as within 
the last fifty years; evidencing a won
derful culmination in what must be a 
cj’cle of spiritual unfoldment.

The spiritual growth thus briefly out
lined has been Individually more than 
associatively. All spiritual unfoldment 
must be from within, and must be man
ifest in thought, then in action. When 
thought is crystallized into institutions, 
one of two things must ensue: The 
growth either ceases and only the im
perfect harvest is attained, or there is 
an entire change in the spiritual basis 
of all associations based upon thoughts 
co-relatcd to the new presentation of 
truth.

Spiritualism, in its present aspect, 
presents the particular Illustration of 
this point. Its influence has been per
vading, sometimes disintegrating. In
dividuals have been borne forward in 
its forceful, inflowing tides; thoughts 
have been changed in many Instances 
so gradually that the individual has not 
realized the change, and into societies, 
churches, and general literature the 
thoughts and truths of this movement 
have penetrated so silently that, until 
the essay or the sermon of to-day Is 
compared with that of half a century 
ago, one is not able to realize the vast 
changes that have taken place in ail 
thoughts concerning the soul and its re
lations to the universe.

To one fully realizing all that is pass
ing in the world of human thought to
day concerning the spiritual nature of 
man—the soul—the present outlook 
must portend a still greater change in 
the coming half century.

There are many who expect a more 
complete and perfect manifestation of 
the physical phenomena of Spiritual
ism; such minds regarding the phenom
ena as the highest expression of spirit 
power, and especially “materialization” 
as the crown and culmination, apt only 
of proof of spirit presence but of Spirit
ualism Itself. This view ' of the case 
would unavoidably be trrfe if there had 
been found no other method of .com
munion, or if action upon materialAub- 
stances by the methods adoptei.'by 
spirits is to be universal; in oig\r 
words, if control of substance by spirit 
ual processes is to become general, the 
result of discoveries of a new system 
of laws heretofore relegated to th“ do
main. of superstition, or only to be 
called into exercise when there Is a new 
outpouring of spiritual truth upon the 
world.

If the “signs and tokens” accompany
ing this, and all past cycles of spiritual 
Influx are especial, and only to intro- 
luce the knowledge of future existence, 
then, in all probability, the phenomena 
will gradually cease and the message 
»f Spiritualism be borne forward by 
ether methods. If, as many claim, 
than Is to be unfolded, even in the hu-

OF SPIRITUALISTS

man state, a knowledge of more subtle 
and occult forces than those heretofore 
recognized by science, and human be
ings are to' be endowed with greater 
power over substance through thought 
alone, then much of the phenomena will 
be retained, or will take on other phases 
as the .changes in human growth 
require.

There are many things to be met and 
perceived in the present state of phe
nomenal Spiritualism that tend to the 
decadence of that form of presentation 
of the truths of Spiritualism. The inti
mate association of the real phenomena 
with those which are apparently sim
ulated has a tendency to cause people 
to seek other avenues of evidence, 
which, being mental, they consider less 
liable to be successfully imitated. But 
by far the most cogent reason is, that 
only a certain amount of spiritual in
struction accompanies the physical phe
nomena, usually, and the student hav
ing become fully possessed of the evi
dence of a future existence, desires to 
pursue and obtain knowledge of all 
those realms and themes to which that 
evidence has been the steppingstone or 
vestibule.

Undoubtedly, for actual skeptjes—and 
their name is legion—the phenomenal 
phases must long continue; yet past ex
perience has shown that phenomenal 
evidence without mental preparation is 
valueless. xMany people have made the 
mistake of seeking the physical phe
nomena without any knowledge of the 
philosophy of Spiritualism, and have 
been totally unable to accept the results 
as proof of spirit power. Years after
wards, when some portion of the phil
osophy had percolated the understand
ing, they have returned to the phenom
ena—no more actually needed—and 
found an interesting study. The phil
osophy and spiritual teachings—the 
knowledge of the soul—actually re
vealed by Spiritualism should be con
served and presented on all possible oc
casions as the real Spiritualism. Too 
persistently dwelling upon the phenom
ena and allowing the teachings of this 
sublime philosophy to float into the 
public mind instead of being presented, 
has led to the erroneous idea fostered 
by the secular press that there is 
nothing in Spiritualism except “raps” 
and “■table-turning.”
Theosophy and Christian Science have 

not only come into existence on the In
coming tide of Spiritualism, but have 
taken the essential philosophy that 
Spiritualism has brought, and presented 
it under other names. This is largely 
the fault of Spiritualists themselves, 
who, in their zeal and anxiety to con
vince the skeptic, have forgotten that 
the skeptic has a mind and soul to sat
isfy as well as the senses; in fact, very 
often does not require the evidence of 
the senses.
Ye reap what ye have sown, the years

Bring fruitage of the planted seed;
If sown in bitterness and fears 
The heritage is doubts and tears;

If sown in life the seed must be 
Heritage for eternity.

If only sown for earthly sense, 
The heritage must be of clay, - 
And will survive but for a day;

If of the soul the fruit must be 
Knowledge of Immortality.

Spiritualism as a movement was from 
the spirit side of life. No human dis
coverer, no earthly school of thought 
Invented it; it came freighted with the 
all-important message for the hour: the 
knowledge of a future existence of the 
Iranian spirit, and the intercommunion 
with the two states/Of existence. Was 
that Its entire message? In all the 
phases of its presentation did it include 
nothing more? We answer: All that 
pertains to the human spirit, the essen
tial Ego, is Spiritualism, and has been 
included in its philosophy; all that re
lates to the contact of spirit with body, 
with earth or other worlds, all that re
lates to the entirety of its being, is in
cluded in Spiritualism.

It rests with mortals whether they 
will limit its meaning to the next day 
after death or expand it to the ui 
limited range of immortal life. The 
wider and higher its range the more 
perfectly Is it adapted to human needs; 
the sunshine is not diminished by the 
ray that tin photographer captures in 
bis camera; ihe electric vibrations are 
not limited by the amount the elec
trician requires, and the universal 
“ether” Is not measured by the limited 
capacity of one mind.

The next fifty years will either place 
Spiritualism where it belongs and 
where it has been for the last half cen
tury’, in thy van of the entire train of 
modern psychic movements, or, its in
terpreters having narrowed Its meaning 
to a very limited range, its name will 
give place to the name or names that 
will express its entire message..

Pardon us If we refer to our own in
terpretation of its message and there
upon predicate what .its future will be. 
It not only reveals the future or spirit
ual life beyond the death of the body, 
but the eternity of the soul. In the 
coming time this proposition Is to be 
its central idea—immortality, past as 
well as to come; Soul, as’the Ego, and 
earth life and spirit states As a portion 
of the Soul's expression. । .

It will more and more, become evident 
to human minds that if there is to be an 
unending future there must have been 
a past that had no beginning. Soul thus 
related to an unending, inheritance can 
have no fear of death in any and every 
stage of its expression.

If Spiritualism is to survive the first 
half century of its presentation, its ad
herents must cease to combat any new 
Idea or phase of its manifestation. 
Many among the ranks of the older

xneatlug influence of the prevailing 
thought of spirit presence and com
munion and the deeper influence of the 
potencies of the soul. All philosophy 
will be based on the realities, instead 
of the manifestations of life, and the 
true centre of existence will be found 
in soul instead of substance.

Not in another half century will all 
this be realized fpr all mankind, or 
even a moiety of those among the en
lightened nations Of the earth ; but 
strides as rapid (even more rapid) will 
be taken as in fije, past half century, 
and the world will spring forward to 
such palpable recognition of spiritual 
truth as will surprise those who think 
they have toiled And waited long.

Never was spiritual harvest ripened 
so swiftly as that which you are 
gathering to-day; no long ages of bit
terness and persecution have been 
ours, dear co-workers; the fruitage 
gathered at this hour in this Jubilee 

1 -year has not been sown in the blood of 
martys nor amid the sound of physical 
warfare. Peacefully, and with but lit
tle human apposition, hath the seed 
been sown irj. human lives, and—except 
for the struggles of self-conquest—the 
growth and ripening have been peace
able. .

Peaceable will be the conquest of this 
truth in the years tacóme. Its methods 
are of thought and spiritual force; its 
greatest victories are within each hu
man heart; it seeks to build for itself 
no vast earthly .temples; few institu
tions has It founded or will it found ex
cept within the'.üfiàrts and lives of 
those whom It blrèhes; its charities are 
ever-present beneficence; its schools, 
all avenues of knowledge; it will mold 
and govern those, who rule the affairs 
of nations by Ito just and -fraternal 
principles; it will’pervade religions by 
the true interpretation of the spirit, 
and to such as have w> outward shrine 
it will be the incense of hallowed truth 
upon the altar of-Ihe heart.

The vibratory wave of rejoicing that 
sweeps around the world to-day unites 
the many who have found this light in 
a new tie of fraternity Which cannot be 
severed more by - time, nor war, nor 
death, nor aught «in: human life; for it 
means the prophecy Of that Fraternity 
which is common to oll mankind—the 
great Bond of H.umawBrotherhood and 
the Fraternity of Soplfl.

» •1 '• ' '• 1 1
TO THE GOAL.

To the goal! To the goal!
•Pn, on!

There’s a heaven, in the soul, 
That has seen the way brlght’nlng; 
That has seen God’s .swift lightning 
Sweep its fiery path along 
To the heart of the wrong;
That has seen, the rays of promise shin

ing in the younger dawn.
On, on! .

Never stop, never rest.
On, on!

There’s a throne in the West, 
Shining through .a mist op dream, 
Where the people reign supreme; 
And that empire Will be found,
When the slave has been unbound; 
When we work'Tor one another, 

the reign of greed is done.
. On, on!

and

To the golden age that waits, 
On, on!

Open wide the morning’s gates, 
That will flood the Future’s face 
With the light of bptter days; 
That will let thé glory, forth . 
Of a heaven upon „earth, 
With fraternity, equality and liberty 

begun.
■ Orii du!

To the better, to thq brighter, 
On, on!

Where the human path grows lighter; 
Where the love of man is ever, 
Like a sunny, winding river, 
Broader, deeper, fuller growing, 
Onward through the nations flowing, 
Till it links the world together, and the 

peoples are as one.
On, on!

The young world Is sweeping
On, on!

Their paths, the stars are keeping.
Let humanity despair not, 
And its heavy bondage bear not. 
While the earth is swinging dawn- 

■ ward, •,i
Let it keep its journey onward,
Till the hate, file wrong, the tyranny, 

that bind file human down, 
All are gone.
: J. A. EDGERTON. 

Lincoln, Neb. { .

WHY THUS'LONGING?

Why thus longing,rtjnBS forever sighing, 
For the far-off, ’utiaitalned and dim, 

While the beautiful,' all round thee 
lying, ■ i ?

Offers up its low, perpetual hymn?
’ . 1Wouldst thou listen:,to Its gentle teach-

Ing, i '
All thy. restless □learnings It would 

stiii; ■ ’ ;.
Leaf and flower and: laden bee are 

preaching'- C’ .
Thine own sphere,, though humble, 

first to fill. (
Poor, Indeed,-thou must be, If around 

thee .
Thou no rajr^ifand joy canst 

throw, ■■ ' ■ '
If no' silken cgre&rlp'te hath bound 

thee ” r' ’ b jRfc f-i - .
To some little world! through weal 

and woe; . '
If no deaf.eyei |hy.fond love can 
. brighten— .' -

No fond voices answer to thine own;
If no brother's' sorrow1 thou canst 

lighten,' - •
By daily syfnpathy' and gentle tone. : 

. “ —Harriet Winslow.

“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” ’ By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that; loves, spiritual-thought can 
fail to be . fed- and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of' exalted ^spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, SI.

SUGGESTIVE THOUGHTS
Spiritual Forces, their Up 

lifting Operations.

The spiritual forces ’ which descend 
now into the body of humanity are tak
ing control of thg organisms of all who 
make the conditions required for their 
reception—awakening self-knowledge 
where there was Ignorance, purity 
where there was sin, hope where there 
was despair. Bound by the power of 
God’s love to the duties that progression 
claims, many are conscious of the Inspi
rational currents of the spiritual sun, 
and are being regenerated by its puri
fying rays? There bursts now upon the 
earth a new-born cycle, whose glorious 
light penetrates the inner spaces of 
man’s being, and makes him responsive 
to the moving force of Universal Life.

As a material being, man’s highest ob
ject is to eat and drink, sleep, and grat
ify his animal appetite. His life is 
spent in the pursuit of Ignoble aims and 
the attainment of selfish desires. Un
responsive and unattuned to the higher 
law, he cringes and crawls. He is in
fluenced by fear, swayed by the impulse 
of hate, and cursed by superstition. 
He is weakened by disease and racked 
with pain. He gropes through the dark
ness of ignorance, and struggles with 
the adverse forces of nature. Man, as 
a child of earth, is but an atom of force, 
bound with many others to a grain of 
sandh-one amid the countless numbers 
that strew the shores of Infinitude. But 
man, as an offspring of the Infinite—.", 
component of the universal vital exist
ence-may become conscious of the lite 
presence of the Deity within liis own 
soul, and float In an ocean of ecstasy 
preluding heaven. Only that man who 
has responded to the inflowing breath 
of omnipresent life, and has felt tbe 
calm presence of the soothing currents 
upon the vital centers of Ills being, can 
experience the thrill of true joy—can 
know the meaning of light and free
dom, life and love; a life that touches 
tlie soul with a sensation of such per
fect faith and purity as to surround and 
clothe It with an aura whose emanating 
rays have power to heal. Turn the in
trospective eye and in silence examine 
the human soul; the only being before 
whose subtle and mysterious power all 
animate creation stands in awe, by 
whoseilnfluenceall inanimate things are 
uplifted and transformed. Man, as a 
true microcosm, is a creator within the 
sphere of his existence—differing to the 
Infinite, as a creator, only in the degree 
of his power and extent of his environ
ment. Man thinks and the invisible 
takes form. Creation does not mean 
that out of nothing there is created 
something. It is Inconceivable that 
Deity itself could possess such power. 
Creation Is the moving of thought 
through the universal sea of spiritual 
subsistence; and the utterances of that 
Intelligence are crystallized in the num
berless forms of the material universe.

From this subsistence the soul draws 
into its dominion the qualities cprre- 
sponding to the nature of its desire and 
will. And being conscious of these in
fluxes, the soul Is on a plane of exist
ence where choice can be made of 
them. Hence man may cause to enter 
his being the higher principles of love, 
the exalted ideals, and pure desires. 
He may turn from selfish pursuits and 
Ignoble thoughts, personal hates and 
particular loves, and abnormal yearn
ings for things in the outer world, and 
through the appropriation of the life 
qualities from on high, come en rap;>ort 
with the spiritual beings of the occult 
world. Such communication with the 
inhabitants of higher realms tunes up 
the sympathetic chords of the soul to 
respond to tbe Influx of eternal truth. 
Then the soul may break the forged 
chains of ignorance and fear, unfasten 
the shackles of heredity and erroneous 
belief, that its limbs may be prepared 
for unrestrained action in the broad 
empire of progressive life.

When the clogs of mortal sense are 
removed from the understanding, the 
awakened mind discovers that under
neath the veil of external things there 
glows the creative heat of the spiritual 
fire—the electro-magnetic light of eter
nity—which illuminates and vivifies the 
soul. In the degree that the soul be
comes receptive to the purifying rays of 
the spiritual sun, will the mortal sense 
and organism respond, and experience 
the thrill of joy which the Influx of di
vine potency awakens. Creative life 
vibrates throughout the universe of 
manifested being; and when the bar
riers to Its approach have been re
moved, it penetrates and energizes ev
ery cell of man’s material form.

In the human will resides that poten
tial power which extends beyond man’s 
own body, and enables him to control 
circumstances of life beyond his own 

. soul. When his will acts 'In harmony 
with the Divine Will, he may not only 
radiate a helpful influence which will 
extend to other human beings, but be 
may control the elemental forces of na
ture which exist in myriads about him. 
And, further, he may make acquaint
ance with advanced spiritual intelli
gences, and obtain their services In the 
co-operative work of redemption.

Science recognizes the existence of a 
latent force permeating all things—the 
circle of being which encompasses the 
seen and the unseen. Jt binds and holds 
the planets in their places. It is the 
source of all power, the sustaining in
fluence of all existence, and the moving 
force of all material things. And those 
who seek initiation.into the mysteries 
of occult arts, must learn to utilize the 
slubbering energies of being; and ev
ery act should be in harmony with the 
purpose and design of the Most High. 
For to develop the powers of the soul 
to the. utmost, it is essential that the 
desire and will take the direction of the 
vital ascensive current of redemptive 
life...

In our relation to each other let us not 
forget that we are human beings, bound 
to the sphere of earth with common in
terests, animated by the same desires, 
and seeking the same goal. The hand 
of destiny points to a critical hour In 
the life of the world. The wave of un
rest has reached the high and low, tbe 
rich and poor, the lettered and the Hllt- 

erate—no human being who has not felt 
stirring within his soul a mighty force, 
ominous with a meaning which few. can 
read. From the deep heart center of 
humanity, outward to every sentient 
thing, the spirit of restlessness flows. 
And happy should be the one who has 
felt the loving presence of angels— 
God’s messenserstoman—soothing with 
their love and assurance the troubled 
soub Happy the one who has felt the 
gentle touch of spirit fingers, and has 
heard the wooing whisper of some dear 
departed friend. Happy the one who 
has felt within his being the breath of 
the infinite, inspiring the soul with a 
hope and belief that the purifying fire 
of universal spirit will penetrate the 
miasma which now enshrouds the 
globe, and consume with its heat the 
debris of the world’s disasters, that 
from the purified soul of humanity may 
arise the new ideals, destined to redeem 
the race.

The masters, instructors and guides 
have united their efforts with the ad
vanced souls on earth, to reconstruct 
the social and political laws—to concen
trate their thoughts upon the minds of 
those who occupy the seats of power, 
that they may be impressed to act In 
accordance with wisdom—to obliterate 
the love of self, and place, and power, 
and instill Into the hearts of all the at
tributes of love, justice and truth. And 
it is our duty, as students of the deeper 
things of life, to come into closer rela
tion with the unseen, and into the full
ness of universal life and love; to co
operate with the Brotherhood of the 
Spirit, and dedicate our lives to the no
blest cause this planet knows—to en
lighten the ignorant and uplift the op- 
pressed—to serve, and succor, and re
lease.

We have but to lift the curtains of a 
century back to see the seething masses 
of humanity writhing in the throes of 
almost universal hatred. Amidst a civ
ilization whose culture is of the mind 
and body, to the neglect of the soul, the 
ignorance and passion of the dark ages 
are kept rankling in the hearts of men 
and women; and the brutal spirit of 
conflict of to-day is but the echo of the 
savagery of a former age. Some believe 
that through war, progress is made and 
freedom gained. And this was true in 
the early’ stages of the world’s progres
sion, when the cruder forces of animal 
strength and power governed man, and 
the degree of physical endurance was 
considered the measure of his worth; 
when passion and Impulse controlled 
his every act. So, too, there was a time 
when the conflicting elements of nature 
convulsed the globe—when the earth
quake and the volcano, the electric 
storm and the cyclone caused death and 
destruction. But a time came when the 
struggle ceased, the raging storm quiet
ed; and the creative elements now work 
silently and undisturbed In the unfold
ment of life in plant and tree, in crea
ture and man. The world, clothed with 
beauty and fruitfulness, basks in the 
golden glow of mellow sunlight, and is 
bathed with sweet air. The hills are
plumed with luxuriant foliage; and the 
valleys ore carpeted with green sod, 
figured with sun-kissed flowers, watered 
by sparkling streams.

In the wave of progress there has 
been destruction of the old, that out of 
the ruins might arise new life, in forms 
more perfect. But it was not for de
struction’s sake that the elements of na
ture clashed. We may think of nature 
as a great workshop. Spirit is the work
man. In the early stages of building 
there is apparent destruction, but in the 
course of evolution each part finds its 
appropriate place in the universal de
sign. So may humanity build—not to 
destroy, for the glory or prestige of any 
class or nation; but by the patient 
hands of toil, let us build a nobler, bet
ter world—that this may be a land 
of freedom for all mankind, where all 
may dwell in universal brotherhood 
and peace.

The experience man has gained has 
been the work of ages. It is no wonder 
that primitive nian, uneducated in the 
arts of civilization, should have been 
thrown into relation of antagonism with 
his fellow-man. But the crude forces 
of brutality should now yield to the 
finer forces of spirit.

What is war but wholesale murder, 
instigated by love of gain, by hate, by 
revenge, and every brutish passion. It 
desolates homes, fills the land with the 
sad spectacle of wrecked human lives, 
degrades the citizen, and debases the 
government. It is the lifeblood of the 
politician, the hotbed of crime, the 
cradle of poverty, and the harbinger of 
despair. ■

In the midst of battle, we hear the 
roar of the conflict, the clash of arms. 
Man meets man on the field of death. 
Few of the promoters of war are there. 
It is the innocent who suffer; the faith
ful bearer of arms—the soldier of war. 
Far away is a maiden in whose heart is 
the shadow of unspeakable sorrow; she 
had watched and waited in silence till 
the waiting grew long—and at last the 
news had reached her that the one of 
all the world to her was dead. Tom by 
shot and shell, his. life had slowly ebbed 
away among the bruised and crimson 
leaves of grass, upon the gory field of 
war.

The mangled forms of the brave and 
noble rest In unknown graves; the 
bones of many of the good and true lie' 
whitening on the silent fields, careless 
alike of the sun’s fierce glare, or of the 
solemnity of the quiet stars; others 
have gone down amidst the roar of the 
torpedo, the din of bursting shell—si
lence, like the waves of the sea, has 
closed over them forever.

Patriotism is not passion, not ambi
tion; it is not love of pomp and power; 
It stakes not life for reputation, nor 
seeks to possess the spoil of the van
quished, The true patriot is, as he ever 
has been, ready to fight and to dare for 
freedom’s cause. He would remove the 
yoke of bondage from the neck of hu
man brothers; would free, from the 
dark and dreary dungeons of Ignorance, 
the imprisoned, the despised, and greet 
them with a ray of light, with a word 
of cheer; he would break the chains 
that superstition binds and rivets about 
the soul, place man’s feet on the high
way of truth, and bld him walk with 
head erect and free. The true patriot 
keeps the lamp of hli mind filled with

the oil of truth; the wick is trimmed by 
experience, and kept burning with the 
light of wisdom. He loves peace, not 
war; truth, not error; honor, not shame; 
freedom, not bondage. And when he 
must right—for the honor of his home, 
the liberty of Jtiis country, or for the 
freedom of the..'oppressed in foreign 
laude-he marches proudly away, under 
tueifag of the eternal right; not in the 
neat'of passion, not with the cry of re
venge; but in the name of justice, in the 
name of humanity, to do and to die for 
a sacred cause. .

URIEL BUCHANAN. ]

“THE LAW OF GOD.”
The Sacredness of Sunday]

The Times has received from Rev 
Joshua Stansfield, formerly pastor of 
the M E. Church lu this city, now of 
Detroit, a communication on the Sun; 
day base ball question, in which ha 
criticises the F. & P. M. Railroad Com- 
pauy foi Violating the law of God ” 
and asks the Times to editorially con- ■ 
demn Sunday amusements. We hava 
also received from W. D. Brown a coin
munication condemning Sunday basa 
ball, winch is published, with Mr. 
Stansfield’s, in this issue.

H’ there are laws on the statute books 
of the State of Michigan which forbid ’ 
the playing of base ball on Sunday ths " 
limes is in favor of their enforcement, 
bo far as the "Law of God” is eon< ■ 
cerned, We concede that all who ehoos« 
to believe that the creator and ruler ol ’"■■■ 
the universe communicated to a wan- 
iTrl?£.!rll)e ef jobbers and murderers : I 
in Northern Africa and Western Asia? 
some three or four thousand years ago. 
commands and laws that the whole '-I 
worid was bound to obey thereafter^ 
should be quite at liberty to do so. But । 
» this age, for the people holding such I 
belief to assume the right to force iti 
acceptance upon the people of th« 
United States at large, or of any other 
country, would be carrying us back ta 
the dark ages. Sunday base ball play- I 
lug may be against public morality and' 
the general welfare of the people, fol ' I 
many reasons, but a good reason.'can« I 
not be Hebrew legend, religious preju« ■■ 
dice, or superstition of any sort. . . I

Tho rule that people should refrain 
from enjoyment, or the performance Ql ”” 
any act that they consider to tbeir own ' 
advantage, because such enjoyment oi ■ 
act might “cause a brother to offend,” 
is a good one; yet those who believe In 
the Hebrew commandments as thq 
“Law of God" must cease to hold ; 
views, subscribe to creeds and doc
trines, and perform nets, that offend 
their brethren in such faith, before 
they can condemn others who do not so 
regard the Mosaic law. The Protestant ■ 
offends the Catholic In his religious I 
doctrines and practices, and the Cath- I 
ollc offends the Protestant. ’ The Bnp- I 
tist creed holds Immersion necessary I 
for salvation, and only by a liberal In- I 
terpretation of that creed can it be con-' 
ceded that salvation is possible for any I 
person who has not been so baptized. , I 
And so it is, or has been in the past/ I 
with nearly all the sects. They offend I 
each other by their doctrines and prac- j 
tiees and therefore violate the moral I 
law that brethren should not offend; I 
each other. -|

The Times does not defend Sunday I 
base ball playing. We believe , that - I 
Sunday as a day of rest from the or- • I 
dlnary avocations of life is an institu- I 
tion that should be maintained by law ’ I 
and practice. We also believe that it is ' I 
“sacred,” in so far as a large number I 
of people honestly hold the opinion that- I 
Almighty God has so commanded. But I 
still further, we believe that the views; I 
desires and Inclinations of that large I 
portion of the people of the State of I 
Michigan, and of the United States at -I 
large, who do not accept the laws and ■ : I 
commandments of the ancient Hebrew I 
priesthood as the “Word of God” are - I 
entitled to just as much consideration ■ I 
as the opinions and desires of those I 
who do. - I

The time Is past when any man need -I 
hang bis head in shame because some -I 
other man who preaches prevailing re- -I 
liglous tenets and doctrines rails at him '¿I 
for violating the “Law of God.” The ; I 
real “Law of God” among men is, or 'I 
should be, that line of conduct which -I 
permits the largest personal liberty.- , I 
consistent with the common good and ¿J 
the highest standard of morality, with-''VI 
out reference to ancient “command-. ’I 
ments” devised by priests and rulers to /I 
hold the people at large In subjection.— 
Port Huron (Mich.) Times. . '. I

Celebrate Their Jubilee.
On Sunday, July 3, Mr. and Mrs. \ 

Alvin D. Rice, of Tipton, Mich., cele
bra ted their golden wedding jointly".' 
with the fiftieth anniversary of Spirit- •' 
ualism. Mr. and Mrs. Rice became - 
Spiritualists, after investigation, In 
1848, and are well-known to the Spirit
ualists of Southern Michigan. Amid <■ 
the greetings of children, grandchil- - 
dren, relatives and friends who had 
gathered from far and near, the half 
century pledges of love and loyalty 
were renewed. Letters of congratula
tion and regret from absent friends 
added interest to the occasion, and 
many beautiful and valuable presents -I 
testified to the depth and sincerity of 
the love and good will of the various, i 
donors. A poem written for the oc- j 
casion by “Ouina,” through the me- I 
dlumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, . 
and a feeling response by the semi
centennial bridegroom, touched a ten
der chord in the hearts of those pres
ent and kindled anew the flames of . 
love and friendship of many years. -

Mr. and Mrs. Rice have three chil
dren (Rollin D., Emma J., and Victor I 
S.). in spirit and four who remain on | 
this side to cheer the sunset of their 
lives: Mrs. Lucy 'M. Sickels, superintend I 
dent of the Michigan State Industrial I 
Home for Girls at Adrian, Mich.; Delos '] 
E. Rice, of Joliet, Ill.; Dr. Oscar N. •1 
Rice, of Tipton, Mich.; and Ervin A. .‘1 
Rice, of Chicago, more or less known to . 1 
Spiritualists of this State as an. active • J 
worker In the cause, and as treasurer 1 
of the Illinois State Spiritualists’ Asso- fta 
elation. - .¿a
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•rtlLOSOPf+Y: PftST, PRESENT, FÜTÜRE

Influence in Guiding the Intellection of the Ages and Developing the 
Activities of the Soul.

Lecture Delivered before ihe Labor Lyceum of Western New York, by William Co^.
S of Rochester, N. Y.

Philosophy is a product of intellect. It is the offspring 
' of Truth and Reason.
; Philosophy’s food is the fruit of science.

Philosophy’s aim is to discover man’s duty.
Philosophy’s work is to explain the meaning of things.
The object of this paper is to review philosophy, its 

history, progress and achievements from the testimony 
found in the books and data of recorded evidence. To 
examine all the records would perhaps be rather unprofit
able, but it will be fit to view'those which lie upon the 
surface or seem to be most reasonable. -

Political philosophy consia^Jn pursuing the course of 
actiofl'tliat will make the people prosperous and happy.

Economic philosophy goes righiito the foundation of a 
slate, examines what it produces, why it is produced, and 
how it is distributed. . '

Economic philosophy has to do with the care, preserva
tion and use of that which the State produces. The pru
dent and equitable use of what the state produces will in 
return bring to the whole body and system of the people 
contentment. Contentment is the end aud aim of the 

. complete and perfect work of scientific social economic 
pliilosophy, „ „ , . , „

Home say the Hebrews were God’s chosen people and all 
philosophy and wisdom came through them. Some be
lieve philosophy sprang from the Chaldeans and Persians, 
others that the Egyptians were the first who used philoso
phy. Again, others think the Hindoos were first in phil
osophy. The Greeks who inhabited the southern part of 
Europe, were a highly cultivated people, and held the 
niost conspicuous place in the pages of early history, they 
were lovers of philosophy. The Parthenon, erected at 
Athens, one of the most celebrated temples, and regarded 
as the most perfect specimen of Greek architecture, was 
dedicated to the Goddess of Wisdom. In this temple 
philosophy was taught founded on the ideal of attaining 
the highest excellence of beauty and wisdom in all things. 
Philosophy has been the idol of thinkers in all ages. The 
Gospel says “As for Wisdom, what she is and how she 
came, I will tell you; Wisdom is a living spirit that will 
not enter into a malicious mind; nor dwell in a body sub
ject to sin.” Chephale, or things pertaining to the head, 
was the most ancient seat of her worship. In Chephale a 
temple was erected for the adoration of Wisdom; in this 
temple of the head Wisdom was born. Personified, Wis- 

i dom is the symbol of prudence united with power, and 
f everything stands under her protection, the performance 

of which requires reflection and spirit; epne.cially is she 
the tutelary deity of peace. Everything wnich gives 
prosperity to the people is her work. She is the patron 

■ of inventive genius and industrial arts. She also pro
tects cities in war against external foes, hence fortresses 
and walls are under her protection; thus she becomes the 

bddess of war, but only of that war, conducted with pru- 
ence. Wisdom is seldom seen and always in disguise.

Perception is the act of the mind in obtaining knowledge 
through the senses. Seeking is the act of the mind in 
exploration. Seeking and Perception are the parental 
forces, or the father and mother of Truth. The faculty 
of Reason is the offspring of Theory and Practice. 
Theory is the mother and Practice is the father of Rea-
son.

Truth and Reason are the instruments by which Phil
osophy’s work is produced. Things are perceived by and 

‘ through the sense of sight; if light be absent we cannot 
Bée. Wisdom is the light, by which the faculty of Reason
discovers Truth.

There ure many departments in mind and matter under 
which things are classified by various names, as Physics, 
Ethics, Logic, Theology, Mathematics, etc. From such 
material, speculative concepts are formed, which in sensa
tion, make up the body and mind of philosophy. It is 
difficult to enquire, or estimate the scope, method and 

, /value of philosophy. The mind of man strives after sys
tematic completeness in his knowledge and consequently 
seeks to attain a science of ultimate principles and the 

i law of nature, and also of their mutual relation.
Scientific knowledge is possessed when we know the 

. necessary connection between a thing and its cause. The 
■materials with which investigators have to deal is internal 
;or external, or mind and matter. The internal comprises 
all that make up the empire of Intellect The external 
-material consists in the events which have exerted an in
fluence on the development or depression of intellect. 
Mathematical problems are good exercises or events, to 

■ aid in developing the exploring part of the mind known 
as the faculty of Reason. Reason is the faculty that leads 

|-from that which is perceived to that which is not per
ceived. Reason, matured by experience, perceives in the 
(iconduct of man, that temperance is moderation in all 

tilings; those who possess the habit of temperance are 
qualified to enter the department of prudence in which 
they- may obtain the knowledge of discriminating be
tween the ever contending elements of Good and Evil. 
Notwithstanding the contention raised by Discord on the 
difficulty of Trouble, Reason, with the help of temper- 

'ance and prudence, calms contending elements into har- 
'.monizing peacefulness; thus reinforced and fortified these 

; influences work together for each individual’s good in 
|"ripening into excellence the pure and complete virtue of 
f.the mind.
' All mankind have one entrance into life, and even so 
t in like manner, as soon as we are born we begin to draw 
‘ to our end A newly born child is a germ from the tree 

of life, it draws in the air and the first voice that it utters 
is.as all other babes; no one had any other beginning of 

-life. A well-born child is heir to the intellectual wealth 
f:-of the past, and is the best and noblest work of nature;

arid;by U isdom it is ordained that such should have do
minion over the birds of the air and the beasts of the field 

¿and everything which creeps upon the face of the earth. 
^Experience teaches that a mind with a moderate stock of 
knowledge, strengthened by courage, will, by its devel- 

f.oped faculties explore the nature of things; Influences 
drawn from such investigations lights, as it were, a lamp 

tin the understanding, mirroring forth all things blended 
or linked together in motion, and all governed and di- 

irectecl by an intelligent, eternal and unchangeable law.
Behold in the vaulted sky, the sun, the moon and the 

[grand army of stars all moving with system, perfect in 
'¿order, governed by Law. For a moment let us call to 
j'mind some of the mental stars that have appeared in the 
Iiathway of earth. The investigator must begin with 
ight. Light is the first source of illumination, and by its 

ipower Reason perceives, the Troth. In looking through 
¡.the telescope of history, mental stars are perceived that 
¡¿•have.enlightened the mind of the world. There are 
[Hesiod, Theognis, Thales, Anaximenes, ^ Anaximander, 
^Anaxagoras. Pythagoras, Alcmeon, Heraclitus, Diogenes, 
^Empedocles, and others, who by their light illuminated 
ithe horizon that preceded the morning of Greek intelli-. 
¡igence and who, by their influence, developed the pro
verbial philosophy voiced by the seven wise men. Peri- 
imder, 'of Corinth, said, “Restrain anger; Thales; the Mi- 
esian, said, “Avoid being a security.” Bias, of Priene,

ared “The majority are the worse;” Solon, of Ath- 
sai'd, "Consider the end of lifer’ Cleobuhis, the Lin- 

said, “Moderation is best;” Pittacus, of MytileneJ

said, “Nothing in extremes.” But) Ghilon, of Sparta, 
said, “Know thyself.” .

The influences aiding in bringing forth this mental 
fruit were formulated by elementarles, and they in turn 
became the parental forces, or co-causes that gave them 
birth; or, in other words, the seed by the aid of influences 
becomes the tree, and in the fruit of the tree is contained 
tlie germ of other trees, so with the mind, mental germs 
developed by influences, attain to knowledge, knowledge 
blossoms forth the buds of understanding, and in under
standing is the germ by which the order of growth and 
decay is exemplified in the process again.

Eight hundred years before the Christian era, Hesiod 
sounded the keynote of philosophy. ■ He said:

'Tar does the man all other men excel, 
Who from his wisdom thinks in all things well; ... 
He, too, is good, that, to the wiser friend, 
His docile reason can submissive bend;
But, he that is not wise himself, nor can
Hearken to reason, is a useless man.” .

Theognis was'an interpreter of the nature of things; 
he was the first who taught philosophy based upon the 
birth, generation, or, origin of things. His energies were 
employed in establishing method in education. Theog
nis deplored the intermarriage of good and noble-minded 
women with the sons of depraved and vicious men. He 
said, “To rear a child is easy, but to teach morals and 
manners is beyond our reach; to make the foolish wise, 
the wicked good, that science never yet was truly undeiv 
stood.”

No man is wholly bad, nor completely good, nor uni
formly wise; in every ease habit, accident, and time and 
place affect us; ’tis the nature of the race. Theognis be
lieved that retribution overtook the wicked; those who by 
questionable means having.obtained wealth, will not be 
likely to agree with him, for he said: “Lawful and honest 
gains the gift of heaven is lasting and abides where it is 
given, but, where a man by perjury, or wrong rises in 
riches, though secure and strong in common estimation, 
though he deem himself a happy man and so may seem, 
yet the just sentence on his wicked gains already stand 
recorded and remains for execution.”

Thales, who lived 600 years B. C., was one of the earli
est of philosophers who appears to have been convinced 
of the necessity of whatever was put forward to be be
lieved, He was a mathematician and astronomer. Her
odotus says that he predicted the eclipse of the sun which 
happened in the reign of Alyattes, king of Lydia, 609 
years B. G. Thales asserted that water is the origin of all 
things, that everything is produced out of it, and every
thing is resolved into it, he also asserted that it is the 
soul which originates all motion, so much so, that he at
tributed a soul to the magnet. He is represented by Aris
totle as saying that “everything is full of the Gods.” 
Anaximander is said to have been a pupil of Thales; he 
deserves especial mention as the earliest philosophical 
writer of the Greeks; he devoted himself to speculation 
concerning the generation and origin of the world; he 
considered that all things were formed of matter which 
he called the infinite; which was something everlasting 
though not immortal. He considered the infinite as con
sisting of a mixture of simple unchangeable elements 
from which all tilings were produced by the concurrence 
of homogeneous particles already existing therein, a pro
cess which he attributed to the conflict between heat and 
cold, and to the affinities of particles.

Anaximenes held that the earth was of cylindrical 
form, suspended in the middle of the universe, and sur
rounded by water, air and fire, like the coats of an onion, 
but, that the interior stratum of fire was broken up and 
collected into masses from which originated the sun, 
moon, and the stars, which he thought were carried round 
by the three spheres in which they revolved, or respect
ively fixed. He thought that all animals, including man, 
were orignally produced in water, and proceeded gradu
ally to become land animals. Anaximenes’ theory that 
air was the first cause of all tilings, and that the other ele
ments of earth were resolvable into it. From this infinite 
air he imagines that all finite things were formed, by 
compression and rarefaction produced by motion, which 
had existed from eternity; so that the earth was gener
ated out of condensed air, and the sun and other heav
enly bodies from the earth. He thought, also, that heat 
and cold were produced by different degrees of diversity 
of this primal element air, and that it was the air which 
supported the earth, and kept it in its place. Even the 
human soul he believed to be, like the body, formed of 
air; he believed in the eternity of matter, and denied the 
existence of anything immaterial.

Anaxagoras differed from his predecessors and sought 
for a higher cause of all things than matter. This cause 
he considered to be intelligence, not that he thought this 
intelligence to be the creator of this world, but, only the 
principle that aranged it and gave it motion. His idea 
was that matter had existed from all eternity, but that 
before intelligence arranged it, it was all in a state of cha
otic confusion, and full of a number of homogeneous 
parts, from the heterogeneous, and in this manner the 
world was produced.

Pythagoras was a man of great learning and is said to 
have been the first who assumed the title of philosopher. 
He is the first who founded a system with the idea of 
blending a philosophical school, a religious brotherhood, 
and a political association, inseparably united in method 
and mind. Pythagoras’ system was purely intellectual, 
based on the science of numbers. He thought that a cer
tain one of numbers was Justice, another Reason, soul 
and. intellect, and Music and harmony played an import
ant part in his system. His idea appeared to be, that, 
order, or harmony of relation is the regulating principle 
of the whole earth. The doctrine taught by Pythagoras 
was the continuity of the soul through diversified forms. 
The Ethics of Pythagoras consisted more in active prac
tice and manner for t)ie restraint of the passions than on 
any scientific theory. Wisdom he considered superior to 
Virtue as being connected with the contemplation of the 
upper and purer regions, while virtue was conversant 
only with sublunary parts of this world. Happiness he 
thought consisted in the perfection of the Soul, and the 
main object of all endeavors of man, was to resemble the 
deity as far as possible.
’ Alcmeon was a natural philosopher, and said to be the 
first who wrote on natural philosophy; he asserted the. 
immortality of the soul, and. said that it partook of the 
divine nature, because like the heavenly bodies them
selves, it contained in itself the principle of motion.

Heraclitus declared all things were fire, from which he 
saw the world was evolved by a natural operation; he 
further said that this fire was the human life and soul, 
and therefore a rational intelligence guiding the whole 
universe. • ' . . ■ ■ • ■ - .

Diogenes, of Apollonia, maintained that air was the 
primary element of all things^ that there was an infinite 
number of worlds, and an infinite vacuum. The air con
densed and refined produced the different numbers of the 
universe, that nothing was generated from nothing. That

the earth was rou|^, supported in the centre, having re
ceived its shape from the whirling round of warm vapor, 
and its concrete hardness from cold, he also imputed to 
air, an intellectual energy, though he did not recognize 
any difference between mind and matter.

Empedocles was a scholar in natural history and med- 
cine. His philosophy contained the elements of various 
systems, most nearly approaching that of Pythagoras, 
and Heraclitus, but-differing from the latter principally, 
as Empedocles more expressly' recognized four elements, 
Earth, Water, Fire! and Air. The world he believed as a 
whole, to be divide;.' He taught that at some future day 
all tilings must a^airi sink into chaos; he drew a distinc
tion between the world as presented to our senses and 
that which he presumed to be the type of it, the intellectual 
world. From this supreme intelligence, lie believed the 
demons to emanate to whose nature the human soul is 
allied—man is a fallen demon, there will be a return to 
unity, a transmigration of souls, and a change of forms. 
The soid he defined as consisting of a combination of the 
four elements, and its seat he pronounced to be princi
pally' in the blood. He appears to have made a distinc
tion between good and evil spirits. These were some of 
the mental luminaries whose-influence developed the plii
losophy of the seven wise men, and who also in their day 
were governed by the law of mental expansion and be
came in the order of things, the parental forces, that gave 
birth to other intelligences, that revolved in and around 
the temple at Athens dedicated to the Goddess of Wis
dom.

Six of these philosophers were materialists, viz: Thales, 
Anaximander, Anaximenes, Heraclitus, Diogenes, and 
Empedocles. Three were deists, viz: Alcmeon, Pythago
ras and Anaxagoras. And two werd Theosophists, viz: 
Theognis and Hesiod. ..

Four hundred years B. C. men of vast and varied learn- 
appeared; luminaries of surpassing brilliancy; there 

were mental giants indeed inthose days. Men whose en
ergies wrought into form works that for all time will at
tract the gaze of the wondering world. Mighty and ma
jestic as pyramids of luminous light they stand colossal, 
unequaled and alone. These were the days of Hippoc
rates, Herodotus, Democritus, Eschylus, Sophocles, Euri
pides, Damon, Aristophanes, Phidias, Plato, Xenophon, 
and Aristotle, and a host of lesser lights whose efforts 
aided the illumination that in all subsequent time has 
enlightened the world. -Hippocrates formulated medi
cine to defend mankind from disease.

Herodotus, the king of historians, who by virtue of his 
excellence, immortalized all Greece by writing her wars, 
her conquests and her glory. Democritus, investigating 
the nature of things, found all to be comprised of atoms. 
Eschuylus, Sophocles and Euripides,imitating scenes from 
life, delineated the errors of passionate judgment, speed
ing through various pathways to death.

Aristophanes, by the droll representation of eminence, 
satirized the follies of men; Damon, blending sounds 
acute and grave, incorporated Rhythm into the soul of 
Harmony.

Phidias found the form of the Gods hidden in marble. 
One of tlie wonders’ of the world was the statue of Zeus 
at Olympia, sixtyfeet high in a sitting position, made of 
ivory and gold. iW'd may form some idea of the excel
lence of this workJ by the inscription which was carved on 
the statue after his death. “Either the God came from 
heaven to earth to’show his form to thee, or thou Phidins 
didst go to heaven do'¿ee the God.”

Socrates, in hi&day/ was deemed by the Oracle to he the 
wisest of men; het taught the Science of Morals and Man
ners founded on a rational intelligent being. To do to 
others as you woikld liave others do to y'ou, was hie rule. 
The object of Soerates’ philosophy was the attainment of 
correct ideas concerning moral and civil obligations and 
their practical application. Socrates, was not the 
founder of a philBsophical school, yet by his character, 
his example, by WhaMie taught, and his manner of com
munication by question and answer, he rendered as a 
wise man, and popular teacher immense service to phil
osophy, by calling the attention of enquirers to those sub
jects which are of everlasting importance to man, and 
pointing out the source from which our knowledge to be 
complete must be derived. That is from an investigation 
of our own minds. He, it is said, first called philosophy 
down from heaven and established it in cities, introduced 
it even in private houses and compelled it to investigate 
life and manners and what was good and evil among men. 
He was the first man who turned his thoughts to and dis
coursed distinctly on the subject of Ethics. Deeply im
bued with sincere religious feelings, and believing himself 
to be under the peculiar guidance of the Gods, who at all 
times admonished him by a divine warning voice, when 
he was in danger of doing anything unwise or improper, 
he believed that the gods constantly manifested their love 
of and care for all men, in the most essential manner, in 
replying through oracles, and sending them information 
by sacrifices, signs or prodigies, in eases of great diffi
culty, he believed that if a man were diligent in learning 
all that the gods permitted to be learnt, and if he was as
siduous in paying court to them, and in soliciting special 
information by way of prophecy, they would be gracious 
to him. Such, then, being the capacity of man for wis
dom and virtue, his object was to impart that wisdom to 
them and the first step necessary he considered to be erad
icating one great fault which was a barrier to all improve
ment; this fault he described to be, “the conceit of knowl
edge without the reality.” A large, portion of Socrates’ 
life was mixed with pain; he was ridiculed, vilified, tra
duced, and at last indicted for introducing new gods and 
corrupting the youth of the city of Athens, he was con
victed and suffered death. The spirit of Socrates may be 
perceived in his prayer to nature: “0 beloved Pan! and all 
ye other gods of this place, grant me to become beautiful 
in the inner man, and whatever outward things I have, 
may be at peace with, those within, may I deem the wise 
man rich, and may I. have such a portion of gold, as none 
but a prudent man can. either bear or employ.” ,

Plato ,the man of mighty mind, the “maxinius philoso- 
phorum” of whom Eusebius so beautifully observes, “that 
he alone of all the Greeks reached to the vestibule of 
Truth and stood , upon its threshold.” It was the pure, 
simple-minded moralist Socrates, that imbued Plato with 
that true philosophic spirit which gave a right direction 
and exalted object to rail his after pursuits. Plato studied 
the speculations offtlwse. that preceded him, and from the 
many ideas, he chohertiiose that .were best, and from these 
he formulated thorideal philosophy that has been ad
mired by thinkeraninirall subsequent time. Plato, was 
tell instructed infthteimystic lore of Egypt, the mysteries 
of Mithra, and EleuHna, and the Dionysian rites of the 
Pelagians. Fromvthfc knowledge he obtained in these 
schools he formed /system of dogmatic philosophy, and 
in the Academy be «taught the principles of rationalism, 
or pure reason. • Plato, by ’birth and ancestral lineage, 
was endowed with distinguished talents for philosophy. 
By the advice of-Socrdtes he attached himself to this pur
suit, he held famiiia»intercourse with the most enlight
ened men of his tiifiehjnd in this manner was formed this 
great philosopher; surpassing perhaps all by the acuteness 
and profoundness of his~views, and the correctness and 
elegance with i which he expressed them, , while 
his moral character entitles him to take "place 
by the side of -Socrates. He founded the Aca
demic school of philosophy which for a long time was 
take place by the side;of Socrates.. He founded the 
Academic school of philosphy which for a long time was 
the nursery of virtuous men-and profound thinkers. His 
works are models of excellence_for the rare union of a 
poetic and philosophic spirit. He had certain knowledge 
“Agrapha. Dogmata” which he did not communicate ex- ; 
cept to those whom ho entrusted with his Esoteric philos
ophy. Plato by his education, and the superiority of his i 
mind had placed himself on the' highest position of i 
thought, which gave him a commanding, view of the sys- i 
terns of his contemporaries, without allowing himsnlf to 1 
be involved, in their prejudices, he embraced the highest <

aim of humanity, together with the theoretical part of the 
reason, and always considered theoretical and practical 
philosophy as forming the essential parts of the same 
school, and considered that it was only by means of true 
philosophy that human nature could attain its proper des
tination. His critical acquaintance with preceding sys
tems and the appreciation of their aims enabled him to 
form more adequate notions of the proper end, extent and 
character of pliilosophy; under this lesson he compre
hended a knowledge of the universal, the necessary, the 
absolute, as well as the relation and essential property of 
things. Science he viewed as the form of philosophy, 
philosophy lie defined to fie science so-called. The source 
of knowledge he pronounced to be, not the evidence of 
our*  senses, which are occupied with contingent matter, 
nor yet the understanding, but ‘Reason, whose object is 
that which is invisible and absolute. He diligently in
vestigated the character of Troth and detected the'signs 
of appearances. Plato’s Republic is the earliest system
atic treatise on socialism, and the philosopher is the earli
est scientific socialist. Beauty he considered to be the 
sensible representation of moral and physical perfection, 
consequently it is one with truth and goodness, and im
pels tlie love which leads to virtue. Plato blended into 
one system the physical pliilosophy of Empedocles, the 
intellectual pliilosophy of Pythagoras, and the moral pliil
osophy of Socrates; from the physical philosophy he drew 
the doctrine of the Good, from the Moral, that which is 
True, and from the Intellectual that which is Beautiful. 
The Good, the True and the Beautiful he defined to be as 
one, and that one, God.

Xenophon, anotlier pupil of Socrates, whose mind was 
by his manner of teaching so favorable to the develop
ment of original thinkers, wrote Anabasis, or the retreat 
of the ten thousand, a treatise on the constitution of 
Sparta and Athens, also a system of politics based on the 
life of a wise and sagacious ruler; and Economics exem
plified in the happy life of husband and wife.

Aristotle was the intellectual hercules of his time and 
a pupil of Plato, with whom he resided for twenty years. 
He flourished at Athens when Athens was the soul of the 
world; he mastered the philosophical and historical sci
ences of his age, and started upon the exploration of Na
ture. Philosophy, according to Aristotle, is science 
arising out of the nest of knowledge, and science is 
knowledge founded on certain principles. Aristotle dif
fered from Plato in his ethical system, the latter investi
gated what is good, the former, what is good for man. 
Aristotle above other philosophers enlarged the limits of 
philosophy, he comprised therein all the sciences, ra
tional, empiric and mixed, with the single exception of 
history, and appears to have divided it into speculative 
and practical. Speculative, contemplated the real order 
of things, which is not dependent on our caprice; practi
cal, the accidental and voluntary; it comprehended Eth
ics, Politics and Economics. Speculative comprehended 
Logie, Physics, Theology, Psychology, Mathematics, etc. 
Aristotle drew from his preceptor Plato, all practical 
ideas that were good for man. He was the preceptor of 
Alexander the great, and whilst Aristotle had mastered 
the mental empire, he taught the Alexander who con
quered the world. Aristotle invented the science of 
Logic; he was the first to subdivide the cause of things 
into four departments, the formal, material, efficient, aud 
the final.

Forty-three years after the death of Plato,' Epicurus 
opened his school at Athens, and five years later Zeno 
founded the Stoical school, whilst forty years previous, 
Diogenes and Pyrrho and Anarchus the skeptics flour
ished. Epicurus held sway at Athens for thirty-five 
years. According to him philosophy directs us to happi
ness by means of pleasure, consequently Ethics forms a 1 
principal part of his system. Pleasure he conceived to be 
the chief good of man, for all beings from their birth 
pursue pleasure and avoid pain. Pleasure consists in the 
activity or repose of the soul, in the enjoyment of those 
agreeable sensations and the absence of those which are 
painful. To attain happiness, therefore, it is necessary 
to make a choice and to rule our desires by the help of 
Reason. He held the soul to be of-a corporal compound, as 
is attested by its sympathy with the body, but at the same 
time of a nature more refined, involved in one less perfect. 
The soul and the body are united in the most intimate 
manner, the latter is born with the body, and perishes 
with it, by tbe dissolution of its component atoms. To 
suppose the soul immortal is to contradict all our notions 
of the characteristics of an immutable and eternal being. 
By these and other similar arguments, Epicurus would 
disprove the immortality of the soul which Plato main
tained.

The Cynics placed the supreme good of man in Virtue, 
which they defined to consist in abstinence and privation, 
as the means of arriving to our independence of external 
objects; by such a course they maintained that man can 
reach the highest perfection, the most absolute felicity, 
and become like to the deity. Nothing is so beautiful as 
Virtue, nothing so depraved as Vice; all things are else in
different and consequently unworthy of our efforts to at
tain them, on these principles they built a system of prac
tice bo excessively simple, as to exclude even the decencies 
of life, and for the same reason preferred a contempt, for 
speculative sciences. They were called Cynics for the 
rudeness of their manners, and were defined by their op
ponents as “Men who had neither discovered the world’s 
greatness, nor their own littleness.” Diogenes, of Sin
ope, is said to have lived in a tub; indeed it was this very 
man, (and to maintain how much he surpassed the Per
sian King in his manner of life and fortune) who said 
“for that he himself was in want of nothing, whilst the 
other never had enough.” The Cynic school finally 
merged in that of the Stoics.

The Academic, the peripatetic, the Stoic, and the Epi
curean schools held sway for four hundred years preced
ing the Christian era. The dogmatism of the Stoics called 
forth the opposition of the Academics in this manner; 
from the Socratic school arose four dogmatic systems, di
verging from one another in theory and practice, and in 
addition to these a school decidedly skeptic, which ran 
along parallel with them, and raising objections to the 
philosophy enunciated by the others. Pyrrho, main
tained that Virtue alone is desirable, that everything else, 
even science is useless and unprofitable. By this doctrine 
Pyrrho and his school was called Skeptic from “Ephetic,” 
suspension of judgment, and “Zetetic” and “Aporetics,” 
investigators and doubters. The ten sources of doubt ol 
the Skeptics, were first, from.the diversity of animals, 
second, from that of mankind considered individually, 
third, from the fallibility of all our senses; fourth, thi 
circumstances and condition of the subject; fifth, posi
tion, distance, and local accidents; sixth, the combina
tions and associations under which things present them
selves to our notice; seventh, the diversified dimensions 
and various properties of things; eighth, their mutual re
lations; ninth, the habitude and novelty of sensations; 
tenth, the influence of education, and institutions civil 
and religous; in short, skeptical objections were opposed 
to every part of dogmatic philosophy. Among these 
many healthy, robust and painstaking fathers of learning, 
there were four phenomenal luminaries, that led as many 
schools of thinkers down to the Christian Era. The 
Stoic teaching the gospel of Virtue, as the chief good of 
life; Epicureans, advocating pleasure and avoiding pain; 
The Academics, upholding that the cause of all things 
can be explained by subdividing philosophy into three 
divisions, namely, Physics, or the law of Nature, Ethics, 
or the law of morals, and Logic, or the law of the mind. 
Tlie Perapetctics divided philosophy into the theoretical 
and practical; the theoretic included Physics, Metaphys
ics, Mathematics, including numbers, Music, Geometry 
and Astronomy. The practical included Ethics, Econom
ics and Politics. In this manner these philosophical 
schools.continued and maintained their disputes, and it is 
true, that all their disputes had not settled the problem ir 
question; whether there be any eolid foundation and
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- principle in particular for philosophical knowledge to 

fest upon. <
.The doctrines taught in these schools in turn became 

the model of the Romans. One hundred years B. 0. Lu- 
• cretins, the Roman, wrote a philosopliical poem on tho 

Nature of Tilings, founded on the Atomic theory. He 
seems, as it were, to he fascinated by the sweetness and 
light of Epicurus, the charm of whose teaching operated 
in upfolding the petals of his sensitive mind, by the influ
ence of their virtue; he blossomed forth the maxim that 
“Happiness consisted in pleasure,” not such as arises from 
sensual gratification, or from vice; but, from the enjoy
ment and sweety of Virtue. '.Lucretius idolized Epicurus, 
and in this manner expresses Iris love: '

“The active energies of his mind were the first to break 
the bars of superstition; accordingly the vivid force of 
his intellect prevailed and proceeded far beyond the flam
ing battlements of this world, and in his soul and thought 
traveled the immensity of space. He not only adores, 
but he prays to him as if he were a God, thus: ‘Oh, thou 
who from so great a darkness was first to raise such an ef
fulgent light, thou art the discoverer of truth, thee I fol
low for the love I feel for thee; thou supplied to us fath
erly precepts, and as bees gather from all the'flowers of 
the flowery glade, so we feed upon thy golden words, most 
worthy of perpetual existence. In thy divine intelligence 
you indeed discovered that discipline of life which is 
now called Wisdom; and also by the science of philoso
phy, placed human existence from amid so great waves of 
trouble, and so great darkness of mind, in so tranquil a 
cdndition, and so clear a light. Thy wisdom first im
proved life and established laws, and afforded sweet con
solation of existence. Endowed with such mighty ge
nius, I bless thee who poured forth instruction on all sub
jects from thy truth-speaking mouth, and may fame 
spread abroad thy discoveries and reach to the enLof the 

~'Bkies? ”
Ovid, in similar manner, worshipped Pythagoras. He 

says: “There was a man, a Samian by birth, that mentally 
held converse -with the gods, although far distant in the 
regions of the heavens, and what nature refused to hu
man wisdom he viewed with tlie eyes of liis mind, and 
with watchful study, he gave them to be learned by the 
public. And he taught the crowds of people as they sat 
m silence, and wondered at the revealed origin of the 
vast universe, and the cause of things, and what nature 
meant, and what was God—whence came the snow— 
what was the cause of lightning—by what laws the stars 
took their course—and whatever besides lay concealed 
from mortals, he unfolded things never before investi
gated by the intellect. I delight to range among the 
stars, it delights me having left the earth far behind, to 
be borne amid the clouds and to be supported on the 

¿nighty air, to look down from afar on minds wandering 
in uncertainty and devoid of reason; and so to advise 
them, alarmed and dreading extinction, and to unfold the 
things ordained by law. AH things are ever changing, 
nothing perishes, the mind travels from that to this; from 
this to that, and takes possession of any matter whatever. 
As the pliable wax is molded into new forms, and no 
longer abides as it was before nor possesses the same 
shape, but is still the same wax, so the soul is ever the 
same, but passes into different forms. The time was 
when only as embryos, and the early hope of human be
ings, ue lived in the womb of our mothers; nature applied 
her skillful hand and brought us forth into the air, 
brought to light the infant which soon like a quadruped 
it uses its limbs, after the manner of animals,. By de
grees it stands upright, shaking and still with knees un
steady, the sinews are supported by some assistance; thin 
he becomes strong and swift, and passes over the hours of 

- his youth, and the years of middle age too now past, he 
glides down the steep path of declining age.”

.Thus by physical exemplification is taught the trans
migration oi souls—from mortal to immortality. Next 
to those of Epicurus the philosophy of the Stoics ob
tained the greatest success at Rome. Especially among 
men of severe character who had devoted their lives to 
public affairs; with such men the stoical philosophy, being 
more closely applied to real life, and exercising a marked 
influence over legislation and the administration of the 
laws, naturally acquired a more practical spirit and began 
to disengage itself in some degree from speculative sub
tleties. To men like Cato these doctrines found easy and 
welcome lodgment,

Cicero, in idolizing Greek philosophy, surpassed all 
Romans. Like many other young men of good family, 
he was instructed by Greek professor's. Plato and the 
Academic school were Ids model; he said he would rather 
be mistaken with Plato than to be right with others. 
Cicero consecrated his leisure hours to the interpretation 
of points of philosophy of the Greeks into his native 
tongue. He held that of all things most best is wisdom, 
or the knowledge of things divine and human which com
prehended the fellowship of Gods and men and the so
ciety within themselves; therefore those that court her 
are termed philosophers. “For philosophy, if it be inter
preted, means nothing but wisdom. It is by reason man 
enters heaven, man alone observes the course of the stars, 
their rising and setting. By man the days and week, 

. month and year is determined, he sees the eclipse of the 
. sun and the moon, and foretells them to futurity, mark

ing their greatest duration and precise time. From con- 
temptation of these things the mind extracts the knowl
edge of universal law. Is not the contemplation of these 
things part of the natural food which nourishes the un
folding mind? We certainly are elevated by it, we seem 
to be raised above the earth; we look down on human 
affairs and by fixing our thoughts on high and heavenly 
things we despise the affairs of this life as small and in-
considerable. The mere investigation of things of the 
greatest importance, which at tlie same time are very se

. cret, has a certain pleasure in it.” Briefly, from the time 
of Socrates to the noonday splendor of the golden age of 
Rome, such were the dogmas held and defended by the 
different schools. The Academic said: “From all good 
things choose those that are best.” The Peripatetics 
said: “By and through virtuous energies happiness may 
be attained.” The Epicureans said: “There is nothing 
good but pleasure.” The Stoics said: “Nothing is good 
but what is honest.”

- In this manner intelligence budded, blossomed and 
fruited and then went again to seed. Domitian, in the 
year 82 A. D. banished the philosophers and math
ematicians from Rome. Justinian, the Greek emperor, 
in 527 dosed the schools of Philosophy at Athens. The 
result of such policy is scarcely necessary to mention. 
But by the unerring and unalterable law of growth and 
decay intelligence went to seed till about the year 900, 
when it began again to sprout, then for a period of 600 
years two so-called schools of scholastics flourished; one 
asserting that ideas conceived in the mind were real 
tilings; the other maintaining they were but as castles in 
the air, therefore only normal. On these declarations 
they wrangled; dire was the clash of words, the very air 
trembled, philosophy became enervated and typhoidal, 
but the Reformation came and it begun again to seek 
nourishment by newer methods to restore its enfeebled 
languor after undergoing four great changes: First, from 
a commixture of reason and poetry by the Greeks; second, 
from subserviency to priestcraft arid superstition during 
the dark ages; third, from a speculative and dogmatic 
treatment of the real and nominal by the Scholastics; 

' fourth, from a mechanical system introduced by Coper
nicus and Galileo, founded on chaotic or imaginary 
causation as taught by the scientists of. to-day. "

At the present philosophy is. divided between the care 
of the two last systems, i. e., the Real or Nominal, and the 
Chaotic. ' -

Justice requires us to abstain from condemning any 
honest phase of thought, but a retrospect ■■ review of 
philosophy we have been considering, will convince us 
that, like a dropsical body, it has gained more in apparent 
extent than in any real value to the health of the system. 
In fact, all reasoning has been so influenced by super

stition; that. nature never was approached by common 
sense, such hasffieen the fate of philosophy even to our 
own time, it must not differ from theology, and therefore 
makes no public advance. Philosophy, with all the 
nobleness of its ancestral lineage and careful nourish
ment with scientific fruit; with its lofty aim to discover 
man’s duty and to explain the meaning of things; with all 
of its change, transformation, and development, is yet 
confronted with the fact that it has no solid foundation 
or principle for correct scholarship to rest upon, or to 
lead back the spirtt of research from its wanderings to the 
true source of all philosophic enquiry. It is surprising at 
this late day to contemplate how little mankind know 
aliout the mechanism of the human mind and the law 
that governs its movement. The schools of our day are 
more ignorant of proximate causation than an average 
Greek in the days of Pericles, 2400 years ago. Principles 
never change, they are the same yesterday, to-day and 
forever.

Influences that develop principles are invisible forces 
that operate on the mind, by exhilaration or depression. 
It has been said that a newly born child is a germ from 
the tree of life, within it, held in embryo, are the pos
sibilities of all things knowable. An intellectual germ 
operated on by the influence of attention, construction, 
wisdom, harmony, and order, will develop stage by stage, 
degree by degree, until it unfolds ten principles of in
tellect; viz.: Power, Knowledge, Experience, Reason, 
Strength, Courage, Zeal, Virtue, Justice, and Mercy. 
These ten are not individual units; they are constituent 
elements, blending together by the attributes of Friend
ship, Love, and Truth. ,(

Intellect, or Life, is the moving power of all matter. 
Life is in its permanence, not in the agencies through 
which it works. All conditions, forms and results of fife, 
are expressed through material agents, that cause every
thing which is. to be what it is.

The two great evils that afflict mankind to-day are the 
monstrosities avarice and fraud. These two robbers have 
fed and fattened so long on the hard earned fruits of in
dustry and invention that many of their victims have 
gradually become a miserable lot of senseless, starving 
idiots. These voracious monsters have not only crammed 
their throats with the fruit of Labor’s work, but they 
have filched and drank the milk that should have nour
ished Industry’s offspring. Avarice is a greedy devourer; 
its nature is simitar to the dropsy, the more the subject 
afflicted with it increases in size, the greater becomes the 
disease. ,

Fraud is a terrible vampire, a villainous compound 
made up of the characteristics of many animals, among 
which are the fox, rat, ferret, badger, dog, viper, leech, 
spider, snake and skunk, with a nature tinctured with the 
essence of all the cold-blooded reptiles of earth.

The philosophy of the present day may be likened to a 
dried-up, cold, withered old man with one foot in the 
grave and the other ready to follow, who has endeavored 
to explain to the people the use and abuse of life by com
paring it to a piece of mechanism that he knows nothing 
about or the purpose for which it was made; whereupon 
they become disgusted and with mobocratic spirit hurry 
to assist at his funeral. In olden time there was a prov
erb which read, “The Gods for tabor sell us all good 
things.” To-day the Gods of Avarice and Fraud for 
Labor, give us a ticket to Misery and Death.

But brighter days are coming. The philosophy of the 
future is fast approaching and might be personified as a 
beautiful woman advancing down the pathway of time, 
bearing upon her queenly brow a wreath of living green 
interwoven with the motto, “Equality and Justice for 
All.” .

------------ :-:)o(:-:------------

A CATHOLIC NATION.

A writer in a prominent English review takes for a text 
the ignorance prevailing in Spain. The statistics of 
illiterates, bad as they are, fail to tell the whole story. 
While 16,000,000 of the 18,000,000 inhabitants of Spain 
cannot read or write, the educated ninth, in the opinion 
of this author, are not, in the general sense, well in
formed. The advantage of the lettered, it is strikingly 
said, “consists less in the greater number of ideas pos
sessed by the educated than in the elegance with which 
they express the pathetic delusions common to -all.” A 
college course in Spain means an almost exclusive de
votion to Spanish literature and affairs. No gift among 
the cultivated is as highly prized as oratory, and the style 
most prized is that which fires the Spanish sense of na
tional and personal superiority. Every Spaniard is 
taught that his country is the foremost on earth, and its 
inhabitants the first in blood, in courage, in chivalry and 
in historical renown. Little is known of the outside 
world, geographically or otherwise. Its lack of resem
blance to Spain is regarded as a hopeless misfortune. 
Whatever is wrong in the life of the people is accepted 
and even glorified because it is Spanish.

Ignorance may be called the national cult of Spain, 
and, as another and more prominent English writer has 
said, the country is proud of what ought to bring it 
shame. The people of the United States find it hard to 
understand Spanish methods of thought. Deception is 
habitually practiced by their public men, and is seemingly 
expected and required by the masses.- In some cities the 
battle of Manila was celebrated as a Spanish victory. It 
was the most terrible defeat of recent years, but the fact 
does not square with the pride of Spaniards and so is ig
nored. In the Philippines the rulers have been driven 
from one fiction to another. The Captain General will 
turn over "Manila to a subordinate to be surrendered, in 
order to claim that the sovereignty has not gone into 
other hands. Any subterfuge passes with the common 
people of Spain. They are plundered and befooled 
through life by their officials, but haughtily draw their 
cloaks closer and assume that the grandeur of Spain is so ■ 
great that it can be impaired by no defect, nor lessened 
in the least by comparison with the progressive nation^ of 
the world.

The ease with which the Spaniard is deceived by those 
in authority subjects him to all manner of bad treatment, 
but he enjoys it and hugs his chains. He is required to 
fight under cruel disadvantages. If taken prisoner he is 
left to languish because his government malignantly re
fuses to exchange. It can spite Americans by holding 
prisoners, and so leaves its own soldiers and sailors in 
confinement without the slightest concern for their wel
fare. Spanish soldiers in Cuba are expected to continue 
thq war indefinitely without government supplies or a 
cent of pay. Sometimes the thought occurs that Spanish 
ignorance will eventually be aroused and realize the sys
tem of corruption and lies to which it is subject, and the 
degradation of lacking the first elements of modern 
knowledge. But the trouble with Spain may be a sort of 
paresis, the victim of which imagines that he is great, and 
rich, and powerful; instead of a poor, demented and hope
lessly stricken creature.—-St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

Thought Outgrowing the Barriers of Creed.

In spite of creeds, articles of faith, declarations of prin
ciple, and all other tjevices whereby the human mind has 
been shackled and hindered in its search foi\and free ac
ceptance of truth, the spirit of investigation, of inquiry, 
of searching analysis, of what have long been regarded as 
bjisic principles and doctrines that-must verily be be
lieved, is making headway and-is becoming rampant even 
in headquarters ofi ¡cljurches and church institutions of 
learning. It seems to the writer that herein is a lesson 
for the benefit of Spiritualists. At a time when active, 
progressive minds are effectually bringing about a revolu
tion within the sacred precincts of orthodoxy of the “most 
straightest sects,” it would seem to be unwise policy, and 
a definite step backward, for Spiritualists to set about any 
degree of imitation of creed making. , '

In an editorial article on “Faith and Agnosticism,” the 
New York Sun tjays that the refusal of the New York 
Presbytery to give a license to preach to a graduate of the 
Union Theological Seminary because he confessed his 
doubt of the infallibility of the Bible,’ as, for example, the 
miracle of Jonah and the whale, was strictly in accord
ance with the doctrine of the Westminster Confession; 
but how does it harmonize with the practice of Pres
byterian tribunals in refraining from punishing the jame 
offence when committed by ordained ministers?

Dr. McGiffert, a professor of the Union Theological 
Seminary and a minister of thePresbyterian Church, pub
lished a book recently, in which he denied the paschal 
character of the Last Supper, and consequently its typical 
and sacramental quality, going to the very essence of the 
doctrine of the Atonement; but the Presbyterian General 
Assembly dodged the difficulty and the responsibility of 
considering his heresy. He pursues a theory of Biblical 
criticism which destroys the infallibility of the scriptures, 
and substitutes foi' the reverence with which his profession 
of faith regards them, a purely secular and skeptical 
demand that they should bear the test of human science 
and stand or fall by it. His pupil, rejected by the New 
York Presbytery on Monday, questions merely matters of 
general history not related to religion, but Dr. McGiffert 
overthrows a fundamental pillar of Christian faith with
out suffering punishment. Practically he denies the 
whole authority of the Bible; yet he goes unharmed.

The refusal to this young man of a license to preach, it 
seems, was carried by a majority of one only, or 26 to 25, 
showing that the disposition of the General Assembly to 
escape from dealing with the heresy of the new and fash
ionable school of Biblical criticism prevails extensively in 
the New York Presbytery also. Is such timidity due to 
the discovery that Briggsism and McGiffertism are so 
general in the Presbyterian Church that they cannot be 
stamped out heroically without danger to its integrity? 
The very foundation upon which rests the Westminster 
Confession is assailed, yet„the church fears to come to the 
defence of its declared faith.

This would seem tojndicate that the skeptical and sci
entific schools have .obtained the mastery. At any rate, 
they have silenced their opponents, and can go on in the 
propagation of thejr subversive views without fear of dis
cipline. Denial iff the infallibility of the Bible, upon 
which alone the faith'of Presbyterianism rests, is made 
permissible. It d°eS| not constitute . heresy requiring 
ecclesiastical condemnation, but is a variety of opinion 
tolerated in the ministry and among theological teachers.

One of the members of tho New York Presbytery, in 
explaining tlie attitude of its bare majority, said that 
while acceptance of the confession of faith is manifestly 
requisite in a Presbyterian minister, every individual has 
the right to dissent,frqm that standard, but he should join 
some other denomination to exercise it. What denomina
tion among those classed as orthodox rejects the infalli
bility of the Bible and treats the scriptures as simply 
human productions and properly -criticisable as such? 
The young man to whom the presbytery refused a license 
to preach belongs properly in the ranks of the agnostics, 
who believe notliing except what can be proved by sci
entific demonstration; and with him should go Dr. 
Briggs, Dr. McGiffert, and all of their school. Anywhere 
else they are out of their logical place. .They cannot re
main among the people of faith without sacrificing their 
moral and intellectual consistency. .

In The Progressive Thinker of July 2, I showed that 
the Spanish people were the natural result of such teach
ings as, that sins, no matter how enormous, may all be 
forgiven for a few dollars given to the church, no matter 
whether iri) spirit life or this; that a sufficient amount of 
gold would raise the one for whom it was given from the 
lowest purgatory to the highest state of bliss; that might 
makes right; that justice can be thwarted by gold, and 
that the God of the universe is a party to such vile trans
actions.

. To prove that such dogmas produced tyrants, I men
tioned a few things seen by a recent traveler in the Pliil- 
ippines, but I now find that the conditions mentioned 
were pleasant to contemplate compared with atrocities de
scribed by another American who was there in the 
capacity of a newspaper reporter. In the American 
Monthly Review of Reviews for June, is an article by this 
man to whom I refer—Joseph T. Mannix—entitled 
“What an American Saw in the Philippines.” He was in 
Manila last autumn, and on page 695-696 of the magazine 
above mentioned he says, under the sub-heading: 
EXECUTIONS AS THE FASHIONABLE PASTIME.

“The announcement that more than a hundred rebels 
and ‘suspected’ rebels had been deliberately suffocated to 
death in the famous ‘Dark Hole of Manila,’ in one night, 
was given only passing notice by these officers of a sup
posedly chivalrous people. This most terrible affair— 
the darkest chapter in the whole rebellion, with its many 
inquisitorial features—was a mere incident in their 
minds. They knew these unfortunate men had been 
thrown into a pestilential dungeon—the old inquisitorial 
prison in the base of the main fortifications, on the Pasig 
River, a dark and unsavory hole below the ground level, 
unused for more than a hundred years, with stagnant 
water, poisoned, stifling atmosphere, inhabited by rats 
and other vermin—and there allowed to die. These 
Spanish officers had heard that the miserable creatures 
called piteously for air during that long and awful night, 
and that instead of humane response to their dying ap
peals, their condition was made still more terrible; acting 
upon the order of a heartless lieutenant, the sentinel in 
charge covered up the only air-hole in the dungeon.

“The incongruity of the Spanish character was clearly 
illustrated through the medium of the many public ex
ecutions at Manila. These executions were generally 
made the occasion for quite a jubilee—a turnout of the 
elite, a gala day, a time for rejoicing. The fact that there 
was to be an execution was prominently, joyously an
nounced, officially and otherwise, in the local newspapers. 
There was at least one military band in evidence, and the 
morning when unfortunates who had protested against 
Spanish misrule were to be shot found the Spanish colors 
flying from a great many buildings, and the warships in 
the harbor ‘dressed.’ The Philippine capital had a hol
iday aspect.

“The deadly work was usually performed in the cool of 
the morning. That these events were fully appreciated 
was shown by the presence on the Lunetta of thousands of 
people. Hundreds of fashionably dressed ladies and 
gentlemen ‘graced’ the occasion with their presence. For 
the most part these fashionables came in their equipages, 
these ladies would stand in their vehicles, determined not 
to miss any part of the ghastly show. The signal from 
the commanding lieutenant that the victims were dead 
was the signal for these delighted lady spectators to wave 
their handkerchiefs or parasols as evidence of their sat
isfaction.

As a general thing these were frightfully grewsome 
affairs. There was a firing squad of five for each un
fortunate. This squad of executioners would be sta
tioned about ten paces immediately to' the rear of their 
human target. In most instances the soldiers constitut
ing the firing squad were natives. They were secretly in 
favor of the rebellion, and no member of the squad cared 
to fire the fatal shot. Consequently each man would aim 
for the arm or leg. ----- -- —i- J J ■’
horror of the affair.

“The Infidelity of Ecclesiastieism. A Menace to 
American Civilization.” By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lec
turer upon physical, physiological and psychic science. 
Demonstrator of the molecular or spiritual hypothesis of 
nature. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant Price 25 cents. 
For sale at this office.

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-operative Systems 
and the Happiness and Ennoblement of Humanity.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises the last 
part of Human Culture and Cure. Paper cover 15 cents 
For sale at this office. < ‘

“Origin and Antiquity of Man.” By Hudson Tuttle. 
A masterly philosophical work. English edition, nicely 
bound in cloth, $1. For sale at this office.

But for the blinding, stunting and stultifying effects of 
creeds, etc., the progress of thought in the churches 
would have been vastly more rapid than it has been. Men 
who have found the truth have been compelled to hide 
their convictions and their knowledge, because of the 
churchly ostracism and persecution that would follow any 
attempt to give their new-found truth to the church and 
the world.

The standards of faith must be upheld, the dogmas of 
the creeds must be accepted and taught, even though the 
advancing light of sciençe and scholarly research dem
onstrates their falsity and immorality.

Such is the tendency of creeds—always has been and 
always will be—no matter by what milder name they may 
be called. Spiritualists as a body have no use for any
thing of the sort. X-RAY.

------------ --------------------------

A Symbolic Vision.
On last Easter Sunday I received the following vision: 
I was shown a monument made of white crosses, in 

Southern Europe. A man, well dressed and well fed, sat 
on top of the monument, with a crown on his head and a 
whip in his hand. I noted that while this man looked 
pleasant and smiled, he also- lashed the people with the 
whip. • ■ .

For a while those around the monument did not realize 
who was whipping them, because the man on top looked 
pleasant and smiled. Presently they saw the source of 
the whipping, and using long poles removed the crown 
from the man who was lashing them.

Instantly the monument tumbled and out of the ruins 
rose up a smaller one, much smaller and not very high, 
and darker in color. This ended the vision.

I would interpret this symbolic message as follows:
The monument oof white crosses, to be churches; the 

man on top, the priesthood; the crown, to represent sec
ular power; the stalling countenance representing the 
more persuasive measures in vogue since the Inquisition 
methods have become impossible; the whip stands for 
every means by which Ithe masses are held in superstition 
and ignorance by itheifpriesthood; the removing of the 
crown by the people would indicate that the secular 
power will be entirely ¡withdrawn from the church; the 
falling of the monument would indicate loss of power 
over the people bpuMrch and priest. The small, dark 
monument remaining stands for those countries who will 
tolerate priestcraft for a season longer.

Whether the retaovihg of the crown, or secular power, 
will be accomplished through violence or not, I was not 
shown, only that the^ masses were thoroughly aroused, 
and it would seem to indicate more or less of revolution in 
Catholic countries. • Some may say the secular power has 
already been withdrawn from support of the church. 
Yes, in .a measure; practically no, not even in the United 
States, touch less in Spain and Italy.

Perhaps the present wàr may be the beginning of tiré 
end of the fulfillment of this prophetic vision.

Indianapolis, Ind. BYRON W. BARGE.

This, of course, only added to tbe 
There was one occasion when thir

teen leading members of the secret revolutionary society, 
the Catapunan, were executed. There was not a single 
instance at this execution where the unfortunate was 
killed by the first volley. In a majority of cases three or 
four volleys were required, and in one instance five volleys 
were fired before the surgeon declared the man dead. The

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to Old Records?’ 
Told by Paul Carns. This book is heartily recommended 
to students of the science of religions, and to all who 
would gain a fair conception of Buddhism in its spirit and 
living principles. Spiritualist or Christian can scarcely 
read it without spiritual profit Price $1. For sale at 
this office. , .

announcement that all were dead was the signal for mu
sic by the band—gay, triumphal music.

“Probably the most horrible exhibition was that of sev
en months ago, when a tad, apparently not more than 
eighteen years of age, was executed. 'Die boy fell to the 
ground when the first volley was fired, but'he was not 
mortally wounded. A second volley was fired at close 
range, but thb unfortunate fellow twisted and writhed in 
his agony, and another volley was ordered. The surgeon 
made a motion that the band-master mistook for a signal 
that the boy was dead. A gay Spanish air was struck up, 
and the regiment of troops doing guard duty started to 
march away. The surgeon, observing that life was not 
extinct, ordered a member of the firing squad to put the 
muzzle of his rifle into the miserable boy’s mouth and 
fire. The head was practically blown off.”

ERNEST S. GREEN.
■' ■ —■:—-)o (:—-

Apparition in a Death Chamber.
Mrs. Mary Malville, a simple, pious old woman, lay dy

' ing, recently, in her little frame house at Tarrytown, N. 
Y., within a few doors of St. Theresa’s church. Around 
her were grouped her children, several of her oldest 
friends and two sisters of the Franciscan order. Sister 
Clara sat at the elbow of the half-conscious woman.

• The room, on the ground floor, was darkened except 
for the light that came from the room adjoining. The 
ill-fitting Holland blind was drawn down .and tapped 
closely over the edge of the window of the frame. The 
clock pointed to five minutes after 3.

Then the men and women in the room say they became 
aware of a remarkable presence. Over the part of the 
blind that covered the frame of the window, they say, 
there seemed to spread a white cloud that grew and deep
ened as the minutes wore on. Then instantaneously in 
bright colors, they say, there shone out a figure which all 
of them knew. There, complete, distinct and clear, they 
saw a picture of the immaculate conception. The Virgin 
stood with hands extended. All gazed speechless and ri- 
lent in wonderment. The two sisters—cultivated, refined 
women—were, like the others, confounded and deprived 
of the power of speaking.

When they recovered their presence of mind they hur
ried into the next room in the hope 6f finding Romo expla
nation. There on the wall was the figure of the Virgin 
Mary, but in this painting her hands were clasped in 
prayer. They say they covered the picture and turned 
down the light, but the wondrous appearance in the bed
room only shone out the brighter.

Neighbors were brought in, no word of preparation be
ing spoken, and as they entered the room they started and 
pointed to the picture. On the outer side of the blind 
nothing could be seen. All^means of solving the mystery 
were tried, but each failed, and at last the neighbors ac
cepted it as a visitation from heaven and waited until, as 
the day dawned, the vision faded away. . .

The dying woman saw the figure and spoke of it She 
had passed away two days later. Once again the figure 
appeared, the next night, but this time only for a few mo
ments. All who saw it agree that it was small, but was 
wonderfully sharp and clear in its outlines.—Exchange.

A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled” and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.
---------- . '

This highly Instructive and IjitereBtlng work fi t 
combtifktlcn into ono volume (?f two of Mr. Hull’a 
yplendk. works. By this arrangement ihe cost 18 mon I 
that the reader is enabled to secure the two hoow 1 
comj.uud at the Jame price as was formerly naked 
for th jjH iioparately. Thia volume contains 4u2 page? 
end la handsomely bound In cloth, und contains an ex« 
cellent portrait of the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
Is a cahifol comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit 
uaHfim. No book of the century has made bo map; 
cpnveriH to Modern Spiritualism as this. Tbeauthon 
aim, faithfully to compare the Bible with modert 
phenopiDoaand philosophy, has been accomplished. 
The adaptation of Spiritualism to tbe wants of humaui 
ity;:Its moral tendency;.the Bible Doctrine of angd 
mmiatnr; the spiritual nature of man, aud tbe objeo 
tionsolte£edto Spiritualism, are all considered In thi 
light oi the Bible, nature, history, reason and commoi ' 
sense, ind expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
eonelBts of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It is a most able production, and 

a parfect storehouse of facts for those who wish
tc defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against ths assumptions of Orthodoxy. vm

PRICE $1. FOR s* 1 17 *T  THIS OFFICE, 

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE? 
iwi D*T11’ 8oIQeUUa* »°“

The ReHgion of Spiritualism^
Its Phepom«m, sad Philosophy. By Bev. Samuel 

Watson. Thl» work wa» written by a modern Bavlor 
»grand and noble man. Price ,1.00. *•

THE COMING ""

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.
BY BURTON AMES HUNTINGTON.

This excellent book Is written in the Interest of hu 
inanity, of liberty, and of patriotism—a book wrlttel 
for the purpose of calling attention to tho dead]] 
dangers that beset us on every side, and more espd 
dally to the hostile attitude and the insidious wiles d 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe**  
tbe Catholics. Washington's words of warning 
Lincoln’s apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant are all Included in the volume. Archbishop 
Rvan, of Philadelphia, In a recent sermon said: “Thd 
church tolerates heretics where she is obliged to dd 
so. but she hates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
know how she treated heretics in the Middle Ages, ana 
how she treats them today where she has the power, 
We no more think of denying these historic facts than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and the princes oi 
the cnurch for what they have thought flt to do.’’ 
Every one should read this wurk. Paper, 800 pages. 
It will be seut, postpaid, for fifty cents, T’or sale at 
this office.

JESUS AND THE MEMUMSL 7
-OH-

CHRIST AND MEDHJIHBHIP. ' 
Oaroful comparison of some ot the Splrltuallin 

and Mediumship ot the Bible with that of to-day. 1J5 
MoskbHull. An Invincible argument proving thM 
Jesua was only a medium, subject to all th*»  <y?hdl- 
tloue of modern mediumship. It bIbo shows diat ml ■ the manifestations throughout ths O’Z and New ''cMul 
meet were under I be same coudltlonB that medium, 
requ lie today, and that the coming of Christ la tbe re
turn ot mediumship to the world. 48 pages. Price, 
lucent,. For Bale at this oldce. ‘■‘M,
7MAHOMGTT 

His Birth, Character and Doctrine,

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

. This Is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Classics, ft - ' 
Is conceded to bo historically correct, aud bo exact ana 
perfect in every detail as to be practically beyond tha 
reach of adverse criticism. This work will be found 
intensely interesting. Price, 2Jc. buid at this office.

SOCIAL UPBUILDING?’

LI. D„ M. 1). This comprises the last part of HuS ; 
tw's“'1 Cure-lupcr cover'lic- .4

HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION

wIlou3?u Catholic inquisition. Evers 
American citizen ehonld become acquainted with the 
facts so succinctly stated In this valuable record. It •' 

used by the nomleh Church to ex*??“e reJect be»ef8 and clalni 
For ctue at this office. Price 25 cento.

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY ELOWEB.

An entertaining manual of hyncngUm, usofnl to 
atudenta of the subject. In tbe form of dialogue and 
story, the author presents very successfully a con» 
densed account of hypnotism, Its theory and nraettea 
up to date. Price, paper, 25 cis. Boid at this office.

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW
The Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob ‘ 
Holyoiike. This 1b a most valuable contribution to 
Freetliought llteralun.. Hound In paper with Bond 
I“.“' aUtb°r’ PrlCe’ W °eDtS1 t''C1V° '.

. THE KORAN. H
8al0> Price. SAaFSi® a<!a, ' 

EDITH BRAMLEY’S VISION. ’
A thrilling appeal to all who are Interested In learn. : 

Ing how tho great forces of the Itoman Catholla 
Church arc seeking to control nil morements ncr- 
talnlng to human progress that are in opposition to 
their dogmatic religious teacluuKSL ETtaa IS rear. 
tor salo at this ofilx. “ ’

CHURCH AND STATE. T:
The Bible in tne rumic Schools; tbe New "Amen, 

lean 1 arty. By "Jenerson." Third edition Thl» 
beautiful pamphlet of pages Is the most thorough 
«^^^ce^l^e,!';?^ S““ '

THOMAS PAINE. ~
Was He Junius?

Sl/thn. Henry Burr. Price 15 ccnU. |

Ouisnie the Gates, and Other Tales 
and sketches. By a band of spirit Intelllirpncea. 
through the mediumship of Mary Theresa Shelbumen 
An excellent work. Trice 11.25.

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION."
The astronomical and aetiologies! origins of an re*  

llglons. A poem by Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. Price SO 
cento.

Thumbscrew and Rack.
Torture implements employed In Uto XVth and 

XVIth centuries for the promulgation of Christianity 
with pictorial illustrations. By Geo. E. Macdonald! 
Price 10 cents.

ROMANISM aiw THE 
PUBLIC.

A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER 0» 
hla country should have at hand for consult*  

tlon. By Rev. Isaac J Lansing, M. A. This Is a most 
able work, consisting of a DIbcumIou of the Furposer. 
Assumption*,  Principles and Methods of the Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contain*«?
may be considered a mine of valuable tafoniMlon ftr| 
every patriot tn 08 toad. Price «1. For M at tbl| 
«9100»

• .. . . ^vouiiy
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P, Fletcher.
Xorrorrs: The Beginnings; Fundamental Prlnct» 

plcs; Formation of Constellations, Systems, Buns 
Planets and FteteP.lt si. The Origin of Meteo»*  end 
Cometo;TueOrgsnB Kingdom; The Origin of Man: 
Man—His Attributes and Powers; The Soul—How It 
Receives and Impaito Knowledge; How the Soul Re*  
celves I a Highest Impressions; The Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense; Ihe Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the 
Bible; The Bible aud Christ; The Summary: “What 
Must we to ” For sale at this office.

FteteP.lt
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tries, enforced by the sword, 
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it is.

TIED BACK TO A CREED.
Dr. W. R. Harper, president of 

Chicago University, exemplifies In

were present at the Jubilee outside of 
Rochester. As there are 10,000,000 
Spiritualists in the United States only 
one out of 20,000. attended, hence as to 
numbers It was a total failure. It

j TEHMS OFSUHSi'tttPTlO*.
' TaiHKKTt will be furati]>ed until

tartber notice, nt the lolloviug terms, Availably In
■ Mranco.i '
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TAKE NOTICE!
ty* At exnjratt n ot subscription, If not renewed, 

the paper Is dheontinued No bllla will bo sent tor ax* 
tra numbers.
jy If you do not receive your paper prompuy, 

write to ub, and errors In address will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.
tir Whenever you desire the address of your paper 

changed, always give the address of the place to winch 
It is then sent, or the change cannot be ipade.

CUSS LEGISLATION

I

. BXMIT'FANCi:^. ■
■ RawltbyroatofflccfcloiieyOrdcr, Registered Letter, 
ttdrftfton ChlcftRo or New York. It CD«is froinlO 

.. tol5 ccntB to ciieckB casi'ed on local i ftDks. Bodou't 
Mud them uuIosb y ou wieb that amount deducted from „: the am uut sent. Direct all letter's to J. II. Frauds, 

< Ka tOLoomU Street, Chicago. 111. .. ..<

r OliUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
_ A« there »re thousands who wm »t ttrat vouture 

. ■ A&ly twenty-live ctuui for Tee PiiQGB£86L¥R'iuiNKi;B 
: thirteen weeks, we would suggasttotbusu who receive 

. ••ample • opy, to solicit several others .to unHewltb them, and tbus be able m remit from 11 to HQ, ar even 
« Aaretbau the Utter sum A largo Dumber of little 

i amounts will make a Urge sum total, aud thus
the field of our labor and usefulness. The same Bug
Station will apply iu all cases of renewal of subscrip- 

ons-solicit others to a<d U tho good work. You will 
' axperiepoe no dllUoulty whatever in Inducing Pplrltu*  
" ■ allats to subscribe for TukPbqgukwivs Tuinkk^, 
. - tor not one of them can afford to be without the valua*  

hie Information.imparted therein each week, aud at 
the price of only about two ccuts per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cants.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

gh e you tor 25 cents? J use pause and think tor a mo*  
. mentwhstanktellectual feast that small investment 

will furnish you. The subscription price of The Pro- 
anxssivE Tuinkkr thlruen weeks 1b only twenty-five 

• cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 

. mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent to a uiedi« 
um-siieii bookl ...

SECTARIANISM VS. CONSTjTU- 
TION.

• Ours is u non-sectarian government, 
by provision of Constitutional law, but 
Congress has just passed an act allow
ing the Secretary of War, in his dis
cretion, to permit any church, or any 
.religious sect, to erect its house of wor
ship upon the West Point Military 
■Reservation. Such is the interpretation 
by Congress, of the 1st article to the. 
amendments to the Constitution of the 
United States, which declares: “Con
gress shall make no law respecting an 
.establishment of religion." It was the 
expressed Intention of the founders of 
the government to separate church and 
State; to make this, in every respect, a 
secular government. But by the provis
ion of this new law public lands de
voted to military purposes, may be set 
apart for any church to build houses 
‘for religious uses thereon. It is not 
limited to one sect, but each of the 
thousand religious sects are at full lib
erty to build a church on this military 
reservation, restrained only by the 
“discretion” of the Secretary of War.

The real motive of the act of Con
gress is to allow the Catholics to gain a 
foothold in the army. The church 
Wants to indoctrinate the cadets at 
West Point, to the end that when in
trusted with military commands Cath- 
-Qlic chaplains shall be appointed to 
regiments, and when the time shall 
come to crush out opposition to the Ro
man Anaconda, Catholic officers will be 
In command of the armies.

No place is secure from the encroach
ments of the church. Intrigue and ag
gression is an inheritance, and right 
well they ply their arts to secure their 
coveted possessions. When Girard 
founded his great college for the edu
cation of orphans, he employed the best 
legal talent of Philadelphia, to make 
provision in his will that bls trust 
should never be diverted In any man
ner from its expressed purpose, and 
make It teach sectarianism. He even 
prohibited in express and positive terms 
any ordained minister crossing the 
threshold of the college. This provis
ion was first annulled by allowing li
centiates, but not “ordained" ministers, 
to go through the mummery of relig
ious services within the college. Still 
later the trustees have allowed a 
chapel to be erected on the college 
campus, where students are required to 
attend devotional exercises.

No governments, no compacts, have 
any weight with churchmen. They are 
determined to set up a hierarchy, with 
a myth as king, and a high priest as the 
interpreter of his will, in place of “a 

.., government of the people, by the peo- 
■ pie, for the people,” and our law-mak

ers at Washington are contributing 
। legislation to hasten that end,

> EARLY CHRISTIAN MARTYRDOM.
‘.'Churchmen have made massive rep- 

■ resentatlons of the prevalence of the 
Christian name in the early times, and 
we are bound to demand massive con- 

.• flrmations. Instead of this we find the 
famous monogram [a capital P with an 

. X across the stem] has nothing what
ever to do with the crucifix or Cbrls- 

- tianity, and the sepulchres of the Ro
. mans remain utterly unconscious of 

the presence of a new body of religlon- 
ists, or of a body of martyrs,, whose 
horrible sufferings for unintelligible 
reasons occupied the crudely artistic 
pens of the monasteries.”

Thus from pp. 44 and 45 of the schol
arly "Rise of Christendom.” If the au
thor was not a Spiritualist, he wrote 
like one. We quote a paragraph from 
page 47, in conclusion of his exposition 1 
of the falsity of the Christian martyrs:

i “Let us, though late, the more thor
oughly make amends to the spirits of

■ „the mighty dead. The debt of our cul
- ture Is heavy to the men and the insti

tutions of the Roman Empire. If we ' 
... cherish any longer the Medieval mis- ' 

■ representations on this subject, we do , 
. deep wrong to our friends in the world .

of the departed, and we wilfully ob- 
~ scure the luster of the Roman maj- ' 

esty.” '

’ MALIGNING JOSEPHUS.
A miserable newspaper down In 

Texas, says, “Josephus was a war re
porter of the first magnitude,"and that 

■ is why he puts no trust In his state- 
• ments. Now the misfortune with Jo

sephus was, he was evidently guided 
by the same motive that directs some 
of our modem newspapers, to "never 
correct an error, or misstatement, how

;. ever great” Some war correspondents 
manage to keep up an interest In their 
reports by drawing , on their Imagina

, tlon for the Incidents of to-day, and re- 
’riving the interest by correcting them 
.to-morrow. But Josephus wasted no 
time in making corrections, and went 

Iright on with new exaggerations.
: “From Soul to SouL” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction In this hand
tome volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment. Price 
fLOO. For Mie at this office.

Prof. AUem, of tha Bertis GooJog- 
Ical Society, who latdj returned frm 
a tour of observation through the 
Islands of the Pacific, in his report, de
scribes his discoveries in Dawson's 
Island, a lone body of laud, rising far 
above' the watery waste, but he has 
failed to give its accurate location. 
There is a Dawson Island iu the Straits 
of Magellan, but this location will not
fit the Professor’s description. We 
quote: I ।

“Stretched out before us was a broad 
table laud, probably three miles in ex
tent, and utterly devoid of vegetation. 
For the most part It was as smooth 
aud flat as If leveled by the hand of 
mail, aud upon it were shewn masses 
of wonderful ruins in all stages of de
cay, Here were the remains of bulld- 
lugs that had probably once been well- 
formod structures, and the last crum
bling remains of walls of which only a 
few feet now remain standing. Far In 
the distance rose a huge pile that 
crowned the extreme edge of the 
plateau and. looked majestically out 
over a deep volcanic ravine that ex
tended for hundreds of feet below. 
Around this on all sides could be seen 
the ruins of structures iu the last 
crumbling stages of decay. The na
tives took us around to [lie side of a 
mountain, where they said the work
shops of this long-dead people had been 
located. This side of the mountain was 
of hard volcanic rock, which rose In a 
series of ledges of from ten to fifteen 
yards each to a peak several thousand 
feet high. Upon each ledge was a 
number of gigantic stone heads. Some 
were cut off at the neck, while in oth
ers the whole bust was shown. They 
ranged in size from ten to thirty feet 
high, and were hewn out of solid vol
canic rock. Some of these images were 
thrown down upon curious platforms, 
that looked as If they had been special
ly constructed to hold them, and upon 
which they probably had once stood. 
Others, again, were broken, and some 
had tottered so far over that they 
seemed ready to crash down upon 
those below. All the faces bore a strik
ing resemblance, and the expression 
was most sinister. In each case the 
head was long, with protruding chin 
and expanded nostrils, and all of them 
appeared to be the faces of men, The 
whole place Is full of the most remark
able archaeological remains,"

Easter Island, formerly known as 
Davis’ Land, Is a detached body of 
land in the Eastern Pacific, in latitude 
27 degrees, 20 minutes south, and longi
tude 109 degrees, 30 minutes west. It 
lies about 2,800 miles due west of the 
northern line of Chili. It, like Daw
son’s Island, is of volcanic origin, and 
rises some 1,200 feet above the sea. It 
belongs to the Polynesian archipelago, 
forming its southeasterly extremity. 
The Island is thirty miles iu circumfer
ence, with an estimated savage popula
tion of 2,000, evidently of the Polyne
sian race, tall and robust, with regular 
features arid dark complexion.

“The remarkable feature of the 
Island,” says the American Cyclopedia, 
“is, that It contains several hundred gi
gantic statues of stone well chiseled. 
The largest of these are 40 feet high 
and measure 9 feet across the shoul
ders. Many of them stand In the crater 
of the great volcano, while others are 
scattered about the island, usually 
prostrate. They were cut from the 
common rock of the Island, and many 
unfinished statues are yet to be seen 
In the quarries. Nothing Is known of 
the origin of these statues. They were 
certainly not made by the present race 
of Inhabitants, who have no tools ade
quate to their sculpture, nor any means 
of moving such huge masses. The na
tive traditions about them are puerile, 
and seem to ascribe them to a super
natural origin. The conjecture has 
been advanced that the island Is the 
remnant of a submerged continent, and 
that the statues were made by an ex
tinct people who worshiped their idols 
in high places, and to whom the cra
ters of volcanoes were peculiarly sa
cred.”

The discovery of this new but small
er island of Dawson, doubtless in this 
same Polynesian group, strengthens 
the suggestion of a submerged conti
nent. All the islands of the Pacific are 
doubtless elevated plateaus in the an
cient continent, which went down, per
haps when the Andes arid Rocky Moun
tains were uplifted, for aught we know 
to the contrary, millions of years ago. 
In the oscillations to which this earth 
is subject, that submerged continent 
may again emerge from the ocean, and 
again become the home of man; while 
our present America, with its bustling 
life aud activity, may play its part in 
the world’s history which the sub
merged Pacific continent is now doing.

HANDS OFF.
But very few of our readers will dis

sent from the expressed views of 
“Sar'gis,” of two weeks ago, wherein 
he wrote:

“It is the clergy, tired or otherwise 
of their sects, and who with a phenom
enal conviction of the truth of Spirit
ualism seek to make out of the move
ment a religion, of which they shall be 
ministers and dictators after the eccle
siastical fashion. Nine-tenths of the 
Inharmony noticed at Rochester came 
from these people—I had almost said 
mischief-makers. They have no con
ception of the basic truths of Spiritual
ism, and seem to seek only to teach a 
reformed Jesus with all the old ma
chinery of the ancient God Idea Intact.”

The great struggle of Spiritualists 40 
to 50 years ago, was to get rid of their 
church Inheritance. They had been ed
ucated to believe in all the machinery 
of eccleslastlclsm, and It was hard, 
work to discard a three-headed God, 
fallen angels and men, total depravity, 
redemption through the atoning blood 
of a crucified savior, • an over-head 
heaven, and an under-the-earth hell. 
The clergy who embraced the modern 
faith, wanted to engraft It bn the old 
creed. But there was antagonism. 
They would not blend. The proposed 
graft could not unite with a revised. 
Paganism. And there is where we are 
to-day, and there Is where we shall 
make our future conquests, -

While the great leaders of the church 
are exposing the errors of the Bible, Its 
false history and its characters, it is 
well to “keep hands off,” and not try to 
force any of the old and depreciated 
stock in trade on the enlarged and bet
ter faith. . '

NOT A CANDIDATE.
We wish it distinctly understood that 

we are not a candidate for President of 
the National Spiritualists’ Association, 
as mentioned in a late Banner of Light 
Under no circumstances would we con
sent to have bur name go before the 
convention. We had rather be editor 
and publisher of The. Progressive 
Thinker, speaking to 50,000 each week, 
than be President of the United States, 
or Emperor of Russia.

JUBILEE REFLECTIONS.
WEIGHED IN THEiBHLflNGE. Who May Be Properly Held Responsible?

For several years there has been but 
very little criticism of the National 
Spiritualists’ Association. The desire 
has been almost universal to give it a 
fair chance to thoroughly establish it
self, and iu the mean time do a most 
excellent york in behalf of our cause. 
The success it has gained has been ac
complished without any serious opposi
tion, aud although there have been 
some objections to its methods, yet 
they have not interfered with the con
summation of its plans, so far as that 
has been possible. The same president 
has been elected year after year, aud 
the subordinate officers, If they proved 
refractory, have been promptly sat 
down upon or relegated to the dismal 
rear when the annual election arrived, 
and others elected in their places.

The work that has been accomplished 
in the organization of the various so
cieties as component parts of the Na
tional, has not been of an Intricate 
kind where one’s Intuition and keen 
foresight must be brought into active 
play. The societies were in existence, 
and It was a simple process, indeed, to 
systematically urge them to unite with 
the National, In order to meet the 
pressing demands of the times, The

dosed with a dqfinlt of several thou- 
,simd dollars—a seripus fahuretinancial- 
ly. As to talent If was in no wise supe
rior to an ordinary camp-meeting, 
where the ablest men and women are 
jjeueyally employed;' .

In all departments of life those who 
fail in an important, undertaking are 
temporarily brusp^d aside; they lose 
caste; their slgnlfleappe and importance 
as leaders vanis.h;' Buch Is the irony 
of fate, and by kugp a rple the leaders 
in the National Association must bo 
judged.

There Is no other standard, though 
it may be cruel in , spine respects, and 
however bitter the pill may be, the Na- 
tlonal’must calmly take It, and abide 
the result of Its therapeutic action. 
Mr, Walker is a living monument of 
the National’s extreme shortsighted
ness and folly, while he, actuated by 
blind, inexperienced zeal, assumed a 
burden which he was unable to carry, 
Imparting to him a lesson he will never 
forget.

various other matters considered were 
of an order not in the least intricate, 
and were easily handled, in fact the 
various questions that have come up 
before the national have not been In 
the least degree puzzling, only requir
ing good judgment and sound discre
tion. So far, with the exception of the 
Jubilee failure, it has met with a meas
urable degree of success, and we give 
it all the credit therefor.

But when the National undertook to 
organize a grand Jubilee at Rochester, 
one that would excite the admiration 
and surprise of the world, It evidently 
got far beyond its depth, A problem 
confronted it which it was unable to 
solve. It had not the spiritual percep
tion—it is evident, as results have 
proved—to clearly discern the future. 
It had not the business capacity to deal 
successfully with the great mass of 
Spiritualists throughout the country. 
The guides of those actively engaged 
in inaugurating this movement were 
inadequate, It seems, as the facts show 
plainly to all, to fully realize how Spir
itualism was drifting. Finally, the re
sponsibility of conducting and carry
ing to a “successful" conclusion the 
whole movement was shifted onto the 
shoulders of Mr. Walker, of Hamburg, 
N. Y., who was willing to assume all 
the financial liabilities that would at
tend the preparation for, and conduct
ing of, the Jubilee. This seemed to be 
a godsend for the National Associa
tion. Mr. Walker is said to be a good 
man, and to shoulder all the responsi
bility of conducting to a successful ter
mination the Jubilee, was assuming to 
carry an elephant which the National 
itself had not the bravery, strength, or 
capacity to stand under. Here was a 
brave, enthusiastic man, with an excel
lent reputation who was willing to as
sume an exceedingly large burden, and 
the National seemingly was too glad 
to have him do It, thus, as is proved, 
conferring a load upon him which he 
was not able to bear. Here we have an 
example of bravery, fortitude, generos
ity, and great enthusiasm (blind though 
It was) on one side, with apparently but 
little capacity on the other, spiritually 
or intellectually, to discern whether 
this was not an altogether one-sided af
fair—the whole responsibility of the 
success of the Jubilee dumped onto 
one man’s shoulders, with the compla
cency on the part of the National that, 
to say the least, it would not suffer fl

NOT ON A RELIGIOUS BASIS.
The Ethical World says;
“The Bishop of New York recently 

said: T do not think a candid study of 
tho New Testament would show that 
Jesus established the point of contact 
between himself and the world on a re
ligious basis, ' I do pot find that he ever 
gave the religious idea specifically as 
the reason why he did anything for 
anybody. Thé introduction of a relig
ious test as a means of getting hold of 
people Is often the source of great hy
pocrisy and disingenuousness, and the 
results have often been disastrous to 
those who have been too eager to intro
duce it.' " ■ '

It is really marvelous to note the 
great discoveries backwoods preachers 
have made, whose principal education 
has been limited to a study of the 
Bible, aided by a concordance, the bet
ter class assisted by some priestly com
mentator whose .mathematics taught 
him “one is three, and three are one," 
while the real scolars of every sect, are 
making the unpalatable discovery that 
tholr ideal, if ever q living entity was 
not a teacher of dogmas heretofore 
credited to him. -

Tho famed sermon on the mount, an
alyzed by reason,, is a mass of mean
ingless platitudes. "Blessed are tho 
poor in spirit; for ilielrs Is the kingdom 
of heayen. Blessed, are they that 
mourn; for they shall be comforted. 
Blessed are the meek; for they shall in
herit the earjh. Blessed are they 
which hunger; ftajflley shall be filled." 
And thus on to iirifi>nelunlon.

It seems the New_York Bishop, who
ever he may have been, had critically 
examined Jesus’tallefeed teachings, and 
came to the conçlqflon thousands of 
others arrived at bfefore him, that the 
founder of Christianity “never gave the 
religious idea as:hfs motive for doing 
anything for anÿbi/dy;” on tho contra
ry, commencing ’With his first miracle, 
tho manufacturé1 of a counterfeit wine, 
at a wedding f&ijsf' when the guests 
were already “Well drurik," to his last 
act in the Imaginary drama—his flight 
Into heaven—he’was impelled by con
siderations of ari.’qiijlrely different na
ture; the' burdetf'of which was “Who
soever'bejieveth1 o'fi 'tfiy'slihir nflt parish, 
but have everliiktliik life. Believe or 
be damned!” These seem to be per
sonal and selfish reasons, not religious 
ones.”

It is riot to be expected all will agree on the merits and 
demerits, duties and responsibilities and legitimate de
mands upon the Spiritualists at large, which the late 
warming up at Rochester involves. Nor should any dis
agreement, or fair criticisms disturb the friendly relations 
between workers for a common cause,' If, ■ as stated, 
thousands of Spiritualists from all parts of the country 
signified theii' intention to attend, Mr. Walker had some- 
tiring to build on in making Iris plans. But that does iio 
involve any responsibility on the part of those so express
ing themselves, unless the letters took the form of a 
pledge, to be counted as a business contract, and people so 
writing may have had good reasons for failing to appear 
at the appointed time. That five to ten thousand people 
in this country could well afford an outlay of from $50 
to $300 each for the pleasure of an eight-day jubilation, 
does not seem probable, in view of the financial strain 
that has been upon us the past six years. It is not likely 
that many Spiritualists regarded it as a duty to patronize 
the Jubilee. If they went it was for fheir own benefit 
and pleasure—not to help the management financially. 
Only those who shared in planning aud directing it, oj 
who directly approved and encouraged it, can justly be 
counted responsible, or asked to help meet the deficit. It 
may be proper to appeal to all who love the cause, to help 
out, and if they please to do so, it is their privilege; but 
certainly no blame should fall to any for refusing to help, 
if they had no part in the matter, Nor is it any disgrace 
to the cause if they fail to respond, any mor? than it is 
that they do not give freely to any other worthy enter
prise.

If the cause must bear the disgrace of a)l the sordid 
selfishness of Spiritualists that has manifested in a thou- 

-sand ways for the past fifty years, it will be hopelessly 
buried, never to rise again, If those who planned the Ju
bilee and who urged it on, and supported the men and 
methods that directed it to its conclusion, fail to stand by 
'the man they authorized to act for them, the disgrace is 
theirs and theirs only. Suppose the Jubilee had put ten 
thousand dollars in the hands of the general manager and 
the N. S, A., would they have divided the profits with all 
the people who supported the Jubilee, and paid their 
money to attend? Was it a business enterprise? Or was 
it purely missionary enthusiasm? Or was it both, with 
business first and the cause afterwards? I would not dis
courage any from giving according to their means. I 

(hope the debt will be honorably shared by the persons di
rectly responsible, and by as many more as feel it a duty 
or pleasure to help.

There are thousands who might send a dollar and 
scarcely miss it, and thus make it easy for all; and the ob
ject lesson of the Jubilee, and the real spiritual gain to 
the cause should be ample reward for all the help any one 
may feel to give. But I protest against holding the great 
body of Spiritualists of America responsible, financially, 
or morally, for the failure of an enterprise in which they 
had no voice or part; or perhaps even disapproved and 
protested as far as their counsel was sought; and they have 
a right to repudiate the charge of “disgrace” as applied to 
them, for refusing to share in the burden after the enter
prise has involved the management in financial disaster. 
I know there were some who did share it that were not 
able to do so. If all who favored the Jubilee, would do 
as much, according to their means, as did many of the 
speakers and workers, the debt would be cancelled at 
once.

Brother Walker is not omniscient, but he knows more 
now than he did three months ago. By our mistakes we 
are educated. He is not the only one who has made mis
takes; and "'o may all learn sometlring from the mistakes 
of others. First let those who projected the Jubilee, and 
engineered it through, and all who sustained it by their 
direct approval and encouragement,-come forward and 
pay as liberally as a few have done, and then, if there is 
still a debt to be lifted, it will be time enough to call upon 
the charity of those who opposed, or had no voice or share 
in it.

Should Be Wiped from our Statute Book#, 
Root and Branch,

It is impossible to say all at one time or in one short 
article that should be said on se important a matter as 
medical laws” and the profession as it now stands.

These laws are ingeniously and deliberately planned 
and deliberately engineered thrqugh the legislatures for 
the .purpose of throwing the monopoly of the doctorinn
business into the hands of a ceriain school, to the coim 
plete exclusion of every other system and school. This 
is evident as shown in many ways.

place the colleges are constantly grinding 
out sheepskin covered scientists, and must find work for 
them or shut up shop; young men with book knowledge 
and no experience to handle the poisonous drugs with 
which to fill the human system; young men who know, by 
the time they are through the dissecting rooms and the 
laboratory, that there is but little of a rear corrective na
ture, of a health restoring nature in anything ad
ministered to the sick in the powders, pills and liquids 
that they have learned to handie.

These colleges have been built at great expense and are 
maintained in the. same proportion, and insure to the fac
ulty large salaries, and it is well understood that if the 
healing, the treating art cannot be confined to their sys
tem the schools must close and their employment cease.

There is no objection to these people learning and. 
teaching to the rising genertions all that can be found by 
their mode of discovery regarding the human organism, 
and there can be no serious objections to the uniting ’of 
medical systems for the regulation and use of poisonous 
drugs; but there is reason for a strong protest against a 
monopoly in any line of business, and there is need of ac
tion to break the bonds these men have thrown around 
the people regarding the use of simple, home remedies; 
their recommendation or administration, and the mental 
and magnetic modes of treatment. They are schooled,
though only babes yet, in the laws of physics, and they . j 
can no more control the investigations and deductions of T fc
science along this line than could a mosquito have sufficed 1 ’
during the blood-letting period of medical lore to tan a 
patient. . ■

nanclally. This certainly smacks 
strongly of cowardice, and the old say
ing, “riding a free horse to death,” 
comes In very impressively, but ex
ceedingly sadly, against the National

The National has its spirit guides. Its 
devotees boast of their great wisdom 
and foresight. Did they not discern 
the prominent signs of the times? Did 
they not see that under all the circum
stances ft would be a base Imposition 
to allow Mr. Walker to assume the fi
nancial responsibility of the Jubilee? 
The statement has been repeatedly 
made that the National was born or 
conceived by those on the Spirit side of 
life! Then why this short-sighted
ness on their part in engulfing one man 
in serious financial difficulties, nearly 
to the verge of ruin? These' are perti
nent questions—questions that will not 
down under the circumstances, and 
which will afford food for reflection as 
to whether they had not better step to 
the rear and allow other spirits who 
are more far-reaching and far-seeing, 
to take their place.

PERTINENT FACTS. .
In all the varied departments of life, 

in all the domains of business, in this 
ever active, busy world, success is the 
golden criterion by which each one 
must be judged. ■ •

own person the value of a barbarian 
creed. The Doctor Is a splendid schol
ar. He has dared to read and think, 
something all scholars do not attempt. 
Still better for the Doctor, he is a little 
careless, and sometimes tells what he 
thinks. The University Is under Bap
tist rule, the close communion sort, but 
that did not make Its learned president 
suppress his honest convictions.

Rev. Dr. William Jones, not the Im
mortal Sam, delivered an oration quite 
recently, to the students of Richmond 
College, another Baptist institution. In 
that address the scholarly Dr. Jones is 
reported to have said, referring to Dr. 
Harper: '

“A man who said there were two 
Isaiahs, and that the statements con
cerning Daniel and Jonah are to be 
classed with the tales of Roman myth
ology, is not a safe man to follow."

And worse stll^ he Is reported to 
have classed Dr. Harper with “Tom 
Paine, Voltaire and Bob Ingersoll,” 
saying: “He [President Harper] is a 
dangerous leader. It would be better 
to engage Ingersoll to address the stu
dents, for everybody knows where In
gersoll stands.”

Now as Bose has yelped, Tray, 
Blanchard, Sweetheart, and the whole 
canine kennel will join In chorus, their 
bark finally swelling into a howl, until 
Dr. H. either resigns his place and 
leaves the University and the ministry, 
else Is expelled for heresy. He must be 
taught that a’creed is better than any 
man's opinion.- What are creeds for, if 
not tn enslave the mind? "

They smile now at the ignorance of their forefathers; 
others will smile at them for a similar lack of knowledge 
fifty years hence, and as justly, too.

In Geo. H. Hepworth’s editorial sermon in a recent 
hew York Sunday Herald, in trying to explain “Who Are 
the Christians,” he says of Christ:

When he put Iris fingers on the blind man’s eyes and 
restored their sight, when he cured one stricken with 
palsy, when by a word of command he raised the dead, the 
audience were wonder struck. They were ignorant of a 
whole domain of law with which he was well acquainted. - 
They were school children listening to a teacher who 
spoke not to them only, but to the fortieth generation 
after their time.

When his disciples expressed something like alarm he 
told them that ‘greater things than these shall ye do,’ and 
it is fair to say that he included among his disciples those 
of all ages and climes who followed him.

‘‘Too much theology spoils our spiritual digestion, for 
Christianity is a spirit, an attitude toward God, a mys
terious and glorious something which is omnipotent, but 
beyond tho reach of exact expression.”

This is said to be a Christian nation, which really 
means adherence to the doctrines said to have been taught 
by Jesus Christ, but these dear Christians have allowed 
the M. D.’s to tear down the gospel, bv making it a crime 
to heal the sick by any other method than theirs.

The simple fact is there is a higher law than that of 
physics, the law which they have monopolized, the knowl
edge and utility of which can only be obtained by coming 
in touch with the spiritual intelligences, by living in har
mony with the laws of life, the laws of being, the laws of 
spiritual aud physical corelationship.

They are shrewd enough, too, to undertake to control 
by law the science of hypnotism, “for fear that if prac
ticed by unskilled minds the people will be injured.”

Oh, they do have such a deep interest in the “dear 
people!” They are so fearful that some one else will gain 
their confidence, will let some one die a natural death, 
that a law has been made requiring that a “regular” shall 
be in attendance with a corkscrew or something to help 
him draw his last breath.

This is simply a sample of the tyranny of all class legis
lation, and all lovers of freedom should unite to crush

-We commend the successful mer
chant, the shrewd lawyer, the able 
General, the brave officer, and the one 
who climbs to .the summit in the at
tainment of any worthy object

It is success that is so highly ap
plauded, and so thoroughly esteemed.

It was a crowning success, the great 
pyramid of Cheops that stands to-day 
loudly proclaiming the grandeur "of the 
past and the Inimitable skill of the 
plodding ancients.

It was a grand success when Menes 
4,500 years B. O., constructed the arti
ficial lake Moeris, 450 miles in circum
ference, and 350 feet in depth, as a 
reservoir for the waters of the Nile. 
. Success is the crowning triumph. It 
gives confidence. It builds fresh hopes. 
It adds stability to' human character. 
It makes one a leader because always 
triumphant The summit of any un
dertaking can not be attained without 
success. All are judged by it It is a 
balance in which all are placed, and 
rated therefrom. No one can escape 
the trying ordeal.

You are measured by your success; 
you are weighed by it

If an editor, your circulation tells the 
joyous news of your success, or the 
sad knowledge of your failure. :

The Jubilee must come under the ex-

BLUE LAWS OF CONNECTICUT.
"No one shall be a freeman, or 

give a vote, unless he be converted and 
a member In full communion In one of 
the churches allowed In this Dominion.

“No man shall hold any office who Is 
not sound in thd’filth, and faithful to 
this Dominion; rifl'd’?whoever gives a 
vote to such a person’ shall pay a fine of 
£1; for a Second '¿ffefise he shall be dis
franchised. ' ”” •

“Each freematfi'Sbhirsweif by the 
blessed God to bteuO true allegiance to 
this Dominion, and that ’ Jesus is the 
only King.” ’m n<

The above qift’tations are extracts 
from the Blue Liiws'uf Connecticut, In 
force at the opening of the Revolution, 
according to Rev. _Mr. Peters. The 
Truth Seeker Is ^publishing those laws 
at length. With God, Jesus Christ and 
the Bible In the Constitution, the code 
will be re-enacted With all its oppress
ive’rirovislons.'-Tt'tvas by laws of a 
like character in most Christian coun-

“If we err in human blindness 
And forget that we are dust, 

If we miss the law of kindness 
When we struggle to be just, 

Snowy wings of peace shall cover 
All the anguish of to-day, 

When the weary watch is over 
And the mists have cleared away.”

LYMAN C. HOWE.
------------ :—:)o(:—:------ ------

The Recent Jubilee at Rochester.
To the Editor:—After reading the views of the Banner 

of Light, and also The Progressive Thinker, relating to 
the conditions which brought the recent Jubilee at 
Rochester into such financial straights, the thought has 
occurred to me that there is another side worth in
vestigating. Unquestionably the time selected for the 
celebration under the existing circumstances of war and 
financial depression, was unwisely chosen, but when we 
reflect that Mr. Walker and his sister nobly came forward 
as sacrifices for the good of their fellow beings, it does 
seem to me that their example of individual heroism 
per se, is deserving of praise, and that their very mistakes 
(if mistakes they can be called), may teach a lesson of 
great value to the Spiritualists throughout the civilized 
world. I know your own generous nature well, and ap
preciate what you say about Mr. Walker, who seems to 
)e much more to be pitied than blamed, and in looking at 
this matter from a humane and brotherly standpoint, it 
seems to me .that all Spiritualists who can spare even a 
small amount would feel better about the heart if they 
forwarded it to the man and woman who so bravely stood 
in the breach in a cause which they firmly believed to be 
a good one. I have already forwarded my mite to Mr. 
Walker, who while here in Boston personally endeared 
rimself to many with whom he came in contact, and my 

violin, with voice and music, is ready to co-operate with 
any Spiritual society in giving entertainments to help out 
a worthy brother and sister in rectifying their mis
fortunes, such as might befall the wisest.

Are not SpiritualiEts making the very mistake that 
churches avoid? There is a good story told of two col
ored people who were discussing the merits of their re
spective boarding-houses. “Sambo,” said one ‘-fmy 
hoarding-house is the best in town; we have the best of 
everything, and especially the best butter.” .

“What kind of butter do you use?” responded his 
friend.

“Well, Sambo, we use Union’ butter.” -
“Well, why is “Union’ butter any better than any other 

butter?” ’ '
“Why Sambo, don’t you see that Tn Union there is 

strength.’ ” ... .. _
Cannot Spiritualists draw a lesson from this colloquy? 

' Fraternally yours, J. JAY WATSON.

rial and Spiritual Universe. By . 
Babbitt, M. D., LL.D.” A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub

___________  ject; philosophic, bistoric, analytical 
act and comprehensive, analytical and critical; facts and data needed by 
measurement—either success or failure every student and especially by every 
—the one'or the other. It Is now —”"1 'r'~*  “" ~ '
claimed that not over 500 Spiritualists books on the subject Price, reduced 

to $1, cloth; paper, 50 cents. For sale 
at this office. .

“Nature Cure.” By Dra. M, E. and 
Rosa U. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, |L50. ■

. FOUND AT LAST. .
The New York Journal makes the statement that Bev. 

Dr. Bruesselbach has discovered an ancient papyrus hear
ing the hand-writing and signature of Jesus Christ. How 
ridiculous! What next? ?

------------ 1—i)o(:—i—-------- - 
PATRIOTISM.'

“God can do anything/’ said the Sunday-school teacher 
who was instructing her pupil on the power of the Su
preme. ■

“I don't believe he can lick Dewey,” responded the 
juvenile but patriotic skeptic.

out, to wipe from our statute books every vestige of class 
legislation. There is no greater curse to our boasted 
Americanism than the fact that we sit like dummies and 
let these damnable trusts make our laws. The time is 
ever now and the place is ever here to act in our own be
half. We could easier prevent these laws than we can 
fight them after they arc laws, and the place to kill those 
we now have is at their root.

We believe in the effect of thought concentration, in 
agitation as a corrective force. People will follow the 
leaders in a movement in their interest when it can be 
proven to their interest.

The “regulars” have gained their points through their 
educative and politic modes of operation. It is not be
cause their system is thoroughly efficient for the eradica
tion of disease, for they do let people die. It is not be
cause they have more feeling for the condition of people, 
for their charges arc usually exorbitant. But they have 
schools through which all pupils must pass after four 
years’ hard study of every nerve, every bone, every fibre 
and muscle, of the human form and their Latin names, 
before they are entitled to practice, and these pupils are 
sons and daughters of public men, of our business men, ' 
influential men, and when they graduate they know 
something, and must make money from their knowledge; 
their graduation at once gives them publicity and pop
ularity and the system is considered great, is upheld and 
the way of life made sure; they are the “whole thing” 
with the public. '

In spite of the popular idea of the second coming of 
Christ, he would have a terrible rough time establishing 
his identity, with the Christians to challenge his religion 
and the M. D.’s to fight his method of healing; his walk 
would be among thorns and thistles. Perhaps this is the 
reason for his long absence from the earth plane. He 
tried it once, and the world wasn’t ready to recognize him 
for what he was worth, didn’t want him, and therefore 
crucified him. He has no disposition to try again until 
we have outgrown such crude ideas; until the age of 
mammon has passed and the age of reason and a higher 
principle has come, and he can feel sure of a welcome.

It is strange what a hard and rugged path Truth, Jus
tice and Right have by any name in this world of ours. 
But it will ever be thus until men cease tb worship at the 
golden throne of the almighty dollar and bow only to 
principle, to conscience, to soul.

However, there are many errors that bring oppression 
to the masses, inequality before the law, and it remains 
for this generation to pave the way for the next, at least, 
by correcting them, by obliterating everything that has 
that tendency. This is easier said than done, but it can 
be done and should be done. DR. T. WILKINS.

“From Soul to Soul.5' By Emma Rood Tuttle. Lov
ers of poetry will find gems of thought in poetic diction 
in this handsome volume, wherewith to sweeten hours of 
leisure and enjoyment Price $1. For sale at this office.

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the student cf psychic 
phenomena, -this pamphlet is intensely interesting. It 
gives detailed accounts of two cases of “double conscious
ness,” namely Mary Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, Ill., 
and Mary Reynolds, of Venango County, Pa. For sale at 
this office. Price 15 cents. • ..
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OAMP-MEETINQ DIRECTORY,
’ ■ ■Caa«adatra Gamp, N, Y.

Tins favorite place of resort opens 
July 15 and closes August 28,

Freeville Camp, N. Y, 
: This camp opens July 30, and closes 
. August 14.

. Onset Bay Camp, Mass.
■ Onset Bay (Mass.) Camp-meeting 

commences July 3, and continues to 
September 4. - '

Niantic Canip, Ct.
The Niantic Camp-meeting com- 

tnenees June 24, and continues until 
September 8, inclusive, Excursion 
tickets to Niantic can bo obtained at all 
stations on the New London Northern 
railroad at little more than half fare.
Lookout Mountain Camp. Tenn.

Lookout Mountain Camp-meeting, of 
Spiritualists begins July 10, and con
tinues during the month. Stockholders 

. or their proxies are desired July 12. 
, All are invited. Jerry Robinson, pres- 

,'ident.
Lake Sunnpee Camp, N. H,

The nineteenth annual Lake Sunapee 
’ Spiritualist Camp-meeting will be held 

.nt Blodgett's Landing, N. H., for five 
weeks, commencing Sunday, July 24, 
and ending Sunday, August 28, 1898.

Marshalltown Camp, la.
Commences Sunday, August 28, and 

closes Sunday, September 18. For fur
ther information address Miss L. P. 
Beeson, Albion, Iowa.

Mesick Camp, Mich.
Mesick (Mich.) Camp-meeting will 

open July 31. 1898, closing August-14. 
For particulars address Jacob Bullion, 

- Mesick, Wexford Co., Mich.
. New Era Camp, Oregon.
Commences July 2, and closes July 

25. Circulars will be sent to all who 
apply to Walter P. Williams, Salem, 
D'-0., who is the corresponding secre
lary. ।

ART MAGIC.
The Premium Book of The 

Progressive Thinker.

To the Editor:—Thanks for “Art 
Magic,” which arrived safely. I have 
just finished reading it. How nicely 
bound in color it is. The Motto of our 
occult class, “God Understands," with
in a silver star, crowned with its title, 
* Art Magic,” on one side, is beautiful! 
Although I once received the book as a 
present, from the gifted author, and 
prized It beyond any work in my libra
ry, its place I found one day vacant. 
It is the logical, philosophical, deep- 
toned voice of spiritual existence. It is 
the star of all works on occult teach
ings, Its research into the realm of 
pre-existence is sublime. It is the true 
and peerless companion of “Ghost
Land.’’ It leads on to the sublime 
heights of. elevated progression. Its 
spiritual intelligences know that their 
trusted aud true medium, Mrs. Emma 
Hardinge Britten, will find thousands 
of friends in America who will forever 
bless her.

Occult students appreciate aud un
derstand Art Magic. They feel blessed, 
renewed and soul-strong from reading 
its pages, as the author seems to be in 
touch with wisdom worlds invisible to 
the senses of most mortals. She is truly 
in correspondence with the realms of 
the center of light, and shines as the 
psychic prophetess of the age. The 
grand and glorious work accomplished 
through The Progressive Thinker 
stands out clear and bright; in its gen
erosity unparalleled. It. has broyght 
these valuable premium books within 
the reach of all its readers. Upward, 
upward, ou, on to the heights where 
lies repose, and bless the giver of all 
good. ROSE L. BUSHNELL.

Summerland, Cal.

FOR POOR CHILDREN
A Palace for the Little Ones 

of New York.

AMUSEMENT AND INSTRUCTION— 
PLENTY OF SUNSHINE, GAR
DENS, PLAYGROUNDS, SWIM
MING POOLS, GYMNASIA AND
ALL KINDS OF 
GAMES—LIBRARY 
ERS.
The true Spiritualist

TOYS AND
FOB MOTH-

. --------  is a humanita
rian. As a humanitarian he feels an 
interest in all movements and enter-

. Ottawa CEtjup, Kansas.
. „The Leavenworth County Spiritualist 
.’Association will hold a camp-meeting 
commencing July 27 and closing Aug. 2. 
T.-C. Deuel, president; Mrs. Emerick, 
Secretary, Wallula, Kan.

Topeka Camp, Kansas.
Commences September 11 and contin

uing until the 25th. T. P, Kelley, Sec
retary, 211 E. Fourth St., Topeka, Kan.

. Grand Ledge Gamp, Mieh.
Grand Ledge Spiritualists’ Camp will 

open July 81, and close August 28, In
clusive. Mrs. Geo. Sheets, secretary 
pro tem.

Mt. Pleasant Park Camp, la.
Commences Sunday, July 31, and 

closes Sunday, August 28. For full In
formation address Martin H. McGrath, 
secretary, at Fulton, 111.

Lake Brady Camp, O.
Opens July 10, and closes September 

4. D. A. Herrick will preside as chair
man during the session.
Southern Cassadaga Camp, Fla.

The Southern Cassadaga Camp meet
ing commences the first Sunday in Feb
ruary, 1899, and continues four weeks. 
For information write to the corre
sponding secretary, Emma J. Huff, Lllv 
Dale, N. ¥. 1

Mantua Station Camp, o.
Commences July 17 and closes Aug.

22. D. M. King, president •
Ashley Camp, O.

National Spiritual and Bellglous 
Camp Association, Wooley Park. Com
mences August 21 and closes Septem
ber-11. H. Baxter, president; W. F. 
Randolph, secretary.

Bankroll Lake Camp, Mich.
Bankson Lake Camp-meeting, at 

Lawton, Mich., commences July 23 and 
ends August 14. .

Vicksburg Camp, Mich.
The Vicksburg camp, at Fraser’s 

Grove, opens August 5, and closes Au
gust 28. Programmes will be sent to 
anyone addressing Jeanette Fraser, 
Vicksburg, Mich.

Island Lake Camp, Mich.
■Fourth annual camp-meeting of the 

Island Lake Camp Association, Island 
Lake , Mich., beginning July 1, and end
ing August 31 1898.

, Lakeside Park Camp, Mo.
Lakeside Park, Jasper county, Mo., 

commencing September 10 and closing 
September 20. B. G. Sweet, president. 
Empire City ,Kans. .

Chesterfield Camp, Ind.
Chesterfield Camp-meeting will begin 

July 21 and close August 21, 1898. For 
. programmes address Flora Hardin, 
secretary, Anderson, Ind. President, 
G. W. Parkinson, Yorktown, Ind.

Haslett Park Camp, Mich.
Opens July 31, closes August 28. For 

Information and programmes, address 
I. D. Richmond, Secretary, St. Johns, 
Mich.

Harmony Grove Camp, Cal.
The Harmony Grove Camp will open 

at Escondido, San Diego, county, Cal., 
Sunday, August 14, closing Sunday, Au
gust 28.

For further particulars, enclose 
stamp and address the corresponding 
secretary, Miss Mary Nulton, Escon
dido,-Cal. - ■ -

Lake Pleasant, Mass.
Lake Pleasant Camp opens July’31, 

and closes August 29. Albert P. Blinn, 
secretary. . '

‘'Edith Bramley’a Vision.? Vivid de
scription of a Jesuit spirit conclave, 
together wHb ntarestlng corroborative 
testimony. Pnc*  u cents. For sale at 
Uns office. .

Description of Art Magic.
“Art Magic" contains nearly ,400 large 

pages. It is neatly printed on first-class 
quality of paper, and bound in cloth In 
exquisite style; In fact but very few 
books to-day are so neatly and sub
stantially gotten up, and yet it is to be 
sent forth practically as a gift. It will 
be au ornament to any center table, and 
its contents will be perused with avid
ity by all reflective minds, however 
much they may dissent from some of 
the opinions presented.

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker 
One Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Lard 
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year, 
$1.70.

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION.

Watch the Number on the Yellow 
Tag.

It is easy to tell when your sub
scription expires. For example, this 
number of the paper is 451. showing 
that The Progressive Thinker has been 
issued that number of weeks, You 
will find the same number on the right 
hand corner of the First Page. Now 
examine the number on the \ ellow 
Tag of your paper. The difference 
between the two numbers will show 
the number of weeks you are yet to 
receive the paper. Like the following:

John Smith 451 
Smithville N Y

which means that John Smith should 
renew at once to prevent his name 
being dropped from the list.

If, however, a name stands as fol
iotvs:

James Doe 461 
. St Louis Mo

Then he is to receive ten more Pro
gressive Thinkers, the difference be
tween the present number of the 
paper and the one opposite the name.

“History of the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution known as the Inquisition 
The animus of Romanism against ali 
institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
In these statements of veritable history 
The devillshness and murderous ma
lignity of the “Holy Inquisition” i8 
scarcely paralleled in all the world’s 
records of inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office, and will be mailed 
postpaid for 25 cents.

“The Great Roman Anaconda.” Bv 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-priest 
brthe diocese of Cleveland, O. A sham 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann 
It is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15c. 
For sale at this office.

"After the Sex Struck.” By George N. Miller. Price 25 cent*  ' *

prises whose intent is the amelioration 
of the condition of human kind. Such 
an enterprise, of a highly unique char
acter may be found iu the project of 
Mr, Wilson L. Gill, for a “Children’s 
Palace,” for the east side of New York 
City, as described by the New York 
Herald. The readers of The Progress
ive Thinker will surely note with deep 
Interest the features of Mr. Gill’s noble 
design.

This building is planned to cover a 
full block and has many curious fea
tures. The principle behind it is, 
“Teach children by controlling their 
games and amusements.” •

Happiness such as they have never 
dreamed of, rapture aud new delights 
are being planned for the children of 
New York’s east side. If the project 
now being mapped out is carried to a 
triumphant realization it will com
pletely revolutionize the lives of the 
boys aud girls down there. Much 
money is needed for it, but this, it is 
thought, can be gathered together.

It is planned to establish, in the 
midst of the homes of the very poor, a 
“Children’s Palace.” \

Only a faint hint do these words, 
“Children’s Palace,” convey of what it 
is proposed to put within the four walls 
of such a building . In ,ts rooms, halls 
and center court there will be games 
by the score for these youngsters of 
poverty. There will be miniature work
shops of the various trades. On the 
floors above kitchen and sundry other 
apartments will be found, where girls 
may learn domestic science of the 
latest sort, Under the roof, in several 
great nurseries, the babies of the tene
ments will find comfort and joy. A 
theater, baths and gymnasium are not 
to be lacking.

While such a programme would seem 
to minister only to the enjoyment of 
these children of the poor, there is a 
deeper motive behind it. In this plan 
lies the gist of a new theory for the ed
ucating of the masses. It is a modern 
philosophy that has many converts 
that declares that not in books alone is 
educatlon'and training to be had.

This new theory demands that these 
children of the pool- be watched over 
even more out of school than in. It 
seems that the streets furnish -the 
worst possible training for them. 
Under control In their leisure hours, 
these children will have less chance of 
“running wild.”

More than this, it is now commencing 
to be realized that the games he plays 
do a very great deal toward making 
the child what he later develops into. 
Herein lies the heart of the first prin
ciples of the “Children's Palace." It 
will take hundreds of tenement-bred 
boys and girls and give them a new 
life, far more delightful and pleasura
ble than the old, and yet a life that will 
be training them without their knowl
edge..

The building is to be ’ designed 
especially with regard to this latter 
purpose. Its floors will not be cut up 
into “cubby holes,” small rooms, where

In the basement/beside*  the usual 
heating apparatus, there will be placed 
ample baths antj two large swimming 
pools, one for girls and the other for 
boys. An entire side of/this basement 
is set aside for the gymnasia, a com
plete room aud equipment for each sex, 
these gymnasia Extending up on the 
flrst floor. 7.-!

The ground flo6r, only a few steps 
above the street' will contain these 
gymnasia, reception rooms and offices, 
a theater or assembly ball, the stage of 
which curves into {he center court aud 
which will have entrances directly on 
the street, and play .aud club rooms so 
arranged that hy .“sliding back par
titions at will many combinations of 
apartments of all sizes can be made.

It is on this floor that games, pure 
and simple, will rule. It is the plan, as 
has beeu said, to regulate the games of 
the children of the poor, tyy the simple 
process of bringing before them the 
best amusements that the year has de
vised. Thus, in these rooms and in the 
court will be found every variety of 
toy and opportunity for every kind of 
sport. Proposed are wonderful collec
tions of dolls aud baby houses, with all 
their equipment, competitive games in 
profusion, quantities of building blocks, 
mechanical toys, aud in the court Itself 
swings, merry-go-rounds and space for 
balls; tenuis and such amusements.

Four stories are proposed in all. On 
the second floor there will be a perma
nent exhibit of toys and games, to
gether with such a showing of what
ever relates to child life in any way, in
eluding clothing and Ideas for prepar
ing food. These articles will be purely 
for the examination of visitors, and 
will not be in use at any time.

, On this floor there will be amateur 
shops for the boys and girls, where ac
tual work will go on in printing, car
pentering, smithing, engraving, plaster, 
stone and clay.

The third floor has a kindergarten 
and a kitchen garden, besides a library 
for children, containing books on the 
science of „education and child life, A 
reading room will be included, and this 
and the library will be at the disposal 
of the mothers. ,

Where the flow of sunlight Is great
est, up on the fourth floor, will be the 
paradise of the babies of the tenement 
—a series of glass covered nurseries.

It is enough to make one envy the 
possessor of wealth, that one might 
have the means to elaborate and estab
lish such or similar projects, which 
cannot fail to accomplish much good In 
building up noble qualities .of character 
in those who otherwise, without this 
helpful uplifting and training, might 
grow downward rather than upward in 
intellectual and moral status and ten
dencies. J. O. UNDERHILL.

Hammond, Ind.

A CORRECTION.
..................ÄMistakes m,„ figures Se

S
OVER THE RIVER.

The Journey Into the Be
yond, and the Return,

To the Editor—I send you a truthful 
account of an experience my1 sister had 
some two months ago, thinking it will 
be of Interest to some of your readers.

Very truthfully yours, ■
MBS. CABBIE SHUMWAY. 

Manhattan, Kan.

<n
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the children will be shut in by them
selves, but the partitions will be mova
ble, frequently mainly of glass, and 
often only a railing fence in the space. 
Thus, at work or at play—and these 
two words will mean largely the same 
thing in the “palace”—the children will 
be in full view of the visitors walking 
along the passageways.

As laid out, iu fairly complete detail 
even now, this children’s palace is an 
ambitious scheme and oue curiously in
teresting.

The num who has planned it all and 
who has drawn the sketches aud de
signs that accompany this is no dream
er, but an experienced worker in the 
cause of education. He is Wilson L. 
Gill, founder and president of the Pat-

To the Editor:—Tf ,it was not for the 
effect it would baye upon people who 
know as little of/titc Young People's 
Spiritualist Union ggd its objects as 
the writer of the article on page 2 of 
The Progressive . Thinker of July 9 
does, Its absurdity would simply make 
us laugh at the oversight or mistake 
made and let It go.at.that. As it may 
influence some of ,the...people who do 
not, know, and u^.to the. present time 
lu}v® {“id no opppmpify of knowing, 
what the Y. P. S. U. and Children’^ 
I regressive Lyceum organizations aim 
to do, iu justice to us we ask the space 
to answer said article.

rlotlc League of this city, which has as 
Its object the instilling of the lessons of 
patriotism into the minds of every 
schoolboy and schoolgirl, and the, in
ventor of the Gill school city. ’

This Idea has been turning Itself over 
In his mind for some years. He pro
posed the Children’s Building at the 
Chicago exhibition and roughly drafted 
the scheme for it, giving the board of 
lady managers complete plans and de
tails. The building, as finally elabo
rated, was carried out on his lines. 
This children's palace is the final work
ing out of the idea, made practical and 
complete.

It has already won attention and fa
vorable comment. At the recent Con
gress of mothers in Washington, Mr. 
Gill, especially Invited to speak on this 
topic, gave a full outline of bls plan. 
The “mothers” listened with a great 
show of interest and enthusiasm, and 
before Mr. Gill left Washington, Mrs. 
Birney, president of the congress, had 
a long talk with him, in which she told 
him she had suggested to the delegates 
from New York and its vicinity that 
their local organizations could do no 
better work than to give up their whole 
time for the collection of funds for 
such a “palace.”

The delegates, Mrs. Birney went on 
to say, seemed most favorably im
pressed with the plan and promised to 
take it into Immediate Consideration.

Meanwhile Mr. Gill is elaborating his 
plan and working out its details.. To 
carry it out successfully, to put such a 
palace in. operation so that It would 
from the start do good work, he cal
culates would require a fund of not far 
from $2,000,000.

It is a huge structure, erected around 
a center court The building itself is 
planned for 300 feet long and 200'feet 
wide, and the court takes a strip 200 by 
000 feet out of this. Thus the palace, 
around the four sides of this court, has 
a uniform width of fifty feet, of which 
ten feet is set aside for halls and 
passageways.

The court serves a double purpose, 
that of light and air for the big build
ing being the most important Here 
are to be playgrounds, fountains and a 
garden, where in the midst of the city 
there can be childish sport unrestricted.

On the roof as well will there be 
playgrounds and gardens, grasp and 
asphalt walks, the size of the structure 
giving a wide stretch of territory. 
Each window on the court—and such a 
point is to be made of sunshine that the 
building will be nearly all windows— 
will be protected by nettings, that ball 
playing and the like may go on without 
danger. Here, too, in this court, the 
children may scream and shout without 
the noise getting to the ears of an un
sympathizing outside world.

Within, tire building is planned on 
novel and yet scientific Unes. The 
sketches will definitely show the pro
posed arrangement, But the taking of 
each floor in detail wiU be of interest.

Eirst why does he call up the name 
ot Mr. G. W. Kates as being “ignored” 
by the Y, P. 8. U. movement? Mr. 
Kates is not eligible to active member
ship on account of his age. His work 
is appreciated by all, and the fact that 
he has worked in the interest of the 
younger generation of Spiritualists is 
one of the brightest stars in his galaxy.

But the membership of the Y. P 8 U 
is for the purpose of giving the younger 
generation an opportunity which has 
been denied them by just such people 
as tlj? writer of that article. They do 
not put anyone into office or Into prom
inence unless said person is between 
tile ages of 1G and 40. To every fair- 
minded person this charge falls to the 
ground with Its own weight.

What au absurd statement that It 
would cost a society $117.50 to become 
a member of the National body, sup
posing it had 50 members. The idea is 
too ridiculous for consideration. Where 
did the information come from? It 
must have originated in the fertile 
brain of the author of said article.

A charter costs $2 for a society 
whether there are seven members or 
seven hundred; 25 cents annual dues 
for each member and $2 for the charter 
(no necessity for joining the N. 8 A 
unless they want to-the Young 
People’s Spiritual Union is not a mem
ber at present) and the entire cost is 
but $14.50, or $103.00 less than the fig
ures given by the writer of the article.

It is for the purpose of carrying on 
the work that was so ably presented 
by Andrew Jackson Davis that the Na
tional Lyceum was- started. If those 
who should be its friends do not throw 
so many obstacles in Its way that it 
cannot do any work, it will be an aid 
to the Lyceum movement at large.

All the Young People’s Spiritualist 
Union asks of a few of the older gen
eration of workers who have opposed 
the progress of the younger element 
wherever they could is to let them 
alone and stop misrepresenting them. 
Whether they do or not the ability 
manifested In the njovement and the 
interest that has Ijeejp shown all over 
the country by the; ¡younger generation 
will prove that they pap be just as suc
cessful as their eldqns,-!- -

But the attitude pf ^at writer is not 
the attitude of the Spiritualists at 
large. That Is fortunate for Spiritual
ists and.those who;dcslre to see the 
movement progress. j-,:c

In thè name of common decency stop 
misrepresenting un,,ajtd if we make 
mistakes help us" to. correct them in
stead of trying to teiii'’hs to pieces.

Lily Dale, N. Y. ■= W. H. BACH.

I was taken with a very severe pain 
in my left side, near my heart; could 
not take a long breath—just panting for 
half an hour at a time. After- one such 
spell I began to tremble violently, and 
my husband being alarmed, said he 
would go for a doctor, but I told him I 
could not let him go long enough to 
even send for one, and that the trem
bling was a control. That is the last I 
remember before being thrown into a 
trance. •

Then I knew I left my body and 
went up a steep hill without climbing- 
seemed to float. The hill was covered 
with bright lines and all different in 
color and shape. One person with me 
was known as a guide, and several 
others I did not recognize.

We went over the hill and down to a 
stream or silvery water, and the guide 
said: “That Is the river of death" I 
said: "Then we can’t cross that,” He 
replied: “Oh yes, we can;" and wo 
floated over it. We went down along 
the valley slowly, enjoying the beau
tiful scenery, almost every variety in a 
short distance.

As we passed on we came to a place 
which seemed to be a habitation of 
spirits, but I did not notice any houses. 
Soon I saw my father. He said: “Why, 
Nora, Is it possible you were so sick 
you had to come over here and I not 
know’ of it?"

He reached out his arms to take me, 
but the guide said: “No, you must not 
touch her, for she Is going back—she Is 
not dead, and if everything goes right 
I am going to take her back.”

That is the first I knew but I was 
dead and had left earth life.

Then a young lady appeared at my 
father’s side, and I asked him who that 
was. He said that was my sister 
Abbie; she died when I was so young I 
did not recognize her.

I said: “Well, Abbie, I will know you 
the next time I see you. (I had seen 
several spirits long ago, but did not 
know which was her.) Then we con
versed awhile, but I can’t remember 
what was said.

The guide said “we must go on,” and 
I wanted father and sister to go with 
us, but the guide said no; if any more 
went with us he was afraid something 
would happen so he could not take me 
back to my body again.

So we went on; came to my mother
in-law. She said: “Why, have you 
come over?” and offered to shake 
hands, but the glude said “no, I had to 
go back.” Soon her husband came up, 
much surprised to see me, and said in 
his natural abrupt way: “What are you 
over here for? You belong down there 
with Isaiah” (my husband). I told him 
I knew it and was going back soon; 
that I had “come over to see them all.”

Mother talked to the guide and asked 
him if he wouldn’t try to bring her 
daughter over In the same way, tor 
she knew that nothing but being 
brought face to face with her would 
ever convince her daughter that she 
woul live after death.

The guide said he would if it could 
be done, and he believed her to be that 
kind of a medium and that he could.

The guide said we must return, and 
I knew nothing more till I was back in 
my body and my guide gone.

My husband said that when I went 
Into the trance the control said they 
were going to try to take me out of the 
body, and If everything went well they 
would bring me back, and if it couldn’t 
be done, I could fltft live six hours; but 
for him to keep the room warm and let 
no one touch the body under any con
sideration, and that a spirit would hold 
the body while I was away and he 
would answer questions if asked. He ’ 
thinks the time was between one and 
two hours. '

LILY DALE CAMP.
Fourth of July Is Celebrated.
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REGARDING ART MAGIC.
A Companion to Ghost Land 

That Is Its Equal In 
Every Way.

The subjects of improvement, ad
vancement and spiritual progress ought 
never to grow old or tiresome to ji true 
Spiritualist, and if there is any one 
thing more than another that The Pro
gressive Thinker takes pride in it is the 
piatter of Improvement, advancement 
and progress being made in the whole 
Spiritualistic movement. To the accom
plishment of this result there is nothing 
more potent than the live, wide-awake 
press that leaves no stone unturned and 
no sepulcher closed that will aid in 
bringing out all the truth there is to 
prove the statements, the declarations 
of Its basic philosophy.

REASON AND TRUTH.
Reason is only potent when on the 

side of truth. Wisdom can be naught 
without the truth at its base. Religion 
may. if eloquently and hypnotically 
presented, take hold upon the minds of 
the people temporarily, but If not based 
upon a knowable fact it must fall of its 
own weakness.

CANNOT BE CRUSHED.
Spiritualism is simply a fact, a know

able truth, and cannot be crushed by 
any amount of slander and misrepre
sentation; by all the fraud and charla
tanry and exposures of fraud and cbar-

latanry; by all the Individual di
vergences and Intricate and almost 
unsolvable problems along the line and 
within the outstretched arms of Its 
many themes, theories and philoso
phies; by all the burdening barnacles of 
destruction that have become attached 
by reason of selfish desires and aims; 
of this be assured, but we must not for-
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liberal offers we present ART MAGIC 
to the public with all confidence in its 
power, as a literary work, to give the 
perfect satisfaction that has been so 
enthusiastically expressed, privately 
and for publication, of Ghost Land.

UNPARALLELED OFFER.
Where, when or by whom, aside from 

former premiums offered by The Pro
gressive Thinker, has there ever before 
been such remarkable offers made to 
the Spiritualistic public in the matter 
of high-grade literature that have been 
up to their representation? We are 
obliged to make this slight difference 
between the price of The Progressive 
Thinker ami Ghost Land and The Pro- 
gressfve 'Thinker and Art Magic, owing 
to the advance In the material of which 
the latter is composed. It makes but a 
few cents difference on each book, bui 
to the one who furnishes ten or twelve 
thousand books It makes quite a per 
ceptlble deficit, and the offer still re
mains unparalleled. '

Bear in Mind.
In sending out Art Magic for 20 cent? 

post paid, In connection with a yearly 
subscription to The Progressive Think
er, we are giving to each one a portlor 
of the actual profits of this office. Art 
Magic has been sold for as high as $25 
yet you are getting it for less than Its 
actual cost. Neatly printed and ele
gantly bound, it will prove an attractive 
addition to the library.

Art Magic.
As Art Magic comes In as our régulai 

premium after the first of June, Ghost 
Land can also be had in connection by 
Paying $1.50 for the three—The Pro
gressive Thinker one year, Art Magic 
and Ghost Laud. Almost enough with' 
In themselves to establish a small libra
ry for the entertainment of your liter-

MISTAKES IN TTGURES.
They will occur* : sometimes in the 

best regulated fomjftes,,and when they 
do, a little soberness and a little calm 
reflection wlU set them right, and all 
will be well, and nobody be hurt. The 
writer of the article referred to above, 
Mr. Hudson Tuttle, would not inten
tionally wrong anyone. His whole life 
and that of his estimable wife have 
been devoted to the young. We have 
published several editions of their 
special work for the Lyceum. It has 
had a very large sale. Mrs. Tuttle’s 
work, “Angell Prize Contests,” is de
voted almost exclusively to the young. 
Thousands of copies have been sold. 
Her humanitarian work is widely 
known and highly appreciated. .

Mediumship. A chapter of Experi
ences. By Mrs, Maria M. King. Price 
10 cents

This charming resort and camp of 
Spiritualists Is now clothed with all the 
beauties of Nature, and on every hand 
preparations are being made for the 
annual assembling of the people. 
About two hundred people are already 
here, and to say that we are having a 
delightful time but faintly expresses 
the situation. I do not wonder that 
your correspondents sing the praises of 
Lilly Dale, for it is truly an ideal spot, 
restful alike to mind and body.

In the absence of any regular pro
gram for commemorating the nation’s 
anniversary, a few campers decided 
that we could not let the day pass with
out some recognition, and a committee 
was appointed to make arrangements 
for a picnic and a general good time so
cially. The day being cool and the 
ground somewhat damp from recent 
rains, the pavilion was utilized for the 
■occasion. The glorious news from 
Shafter and his army and from Samp

-son and his fleet, furnished an unusual 
amount of patriotic ardor, and all 
caught the inspiration of the time and 
place, while the result was all that was 
anticipated by the most sanguine. 
Tables accommodating the entire 
crowd were filled with a bountiful re
past and were made beautiful with 
flowers and flags, and if there was a 
single person who failed to enjoy the 
day it was no fault of the committee or 
the occasion. ■

The exercises opened with the sing
ing of patriotic airs, led by Mrs. Gage, 
after which full justice was done to the 
viands, and a merrier crowd of people 
it would be hard to find. There were 
no speeches, everyone feeling that the 
work of the army and navy was more 
eloquent than any words that might be 
uttered. The afternoon Was spent in 
social games until the twilight ap
peared, when an impromptu social 
dance closed the program in the pavil
ion. The celebration was continued, 
however, as many repaired to the va
rious cottages for a continuation. The 
ubiquitous small boy was on hand with 
torpedos and cannon crackers and for 
his share of ice cream and other things 
which delight the palate of the rising 
generation, irrepressible, as usual, al
though his continued fusiiade of fire
works added to the Zest of the occasion. 
F. Cordon White was master of cere
monies and, it was due to himself and 
other members of the committee who 
spared no effort to make things pleas
ant for the company assembled, that 
such a thoroughly good time was re
ported by all.

The program for the regular camping 
season is an exceptionally good one, 
and all are looking forward to a suc
cessful and enjoyable season.

WILL C. HODGE.

get that the wheels of progress will not 
turn If the machinery is not cleaned up 
once in a while and oiled; if man falls 
In his duty, the machinery of which he 
Is a very important part will Ing, and 
the progress that Is his will be slow.

OUR PROMISE FULFILLED.
We have promised the readers of 

The Progressive Thinker, each time we 
have given them something new, that 
it would not be the last or the largest 
donation that would be made to the 
cause and to their own personal com
pilation of valuable literature, so

HERE WE ARE AGAIN 
with a neat and Invaluable work, a 
book of nearly four hundred pages, 
beautifully bound and plainly printed 
on clear book paper, and from type 
large enough to rest the eye from the 
strain necessary to obtain the current 
news from the secular press of to-day, 
large enough to read at night without 
Injury to the eyes.

THANKS FOB PAST FAVORS.
We have no.aing but words express

ive of the highest annreciation for the 
manner in which the Spiritualists of the 
country received our last premium 
book, Ghost Land. We appreciate their 
eagerness manifest from the first in 
procuring that most wonderful work,

and as we know each one who has been 
so lucky has received more than lug 
money’s worth many times over, IL is 
only with a feeling of thankfulness, 
hope arid: implicit confidence that wo 
present to you this, our latest publica
tion. Thankful our effort has resulted 
In affording a means to a higher spirit
ual edu< atlon for the. masses, hoping 
for a continuation of the Interest in our

ary friends who wish to spend a few 
hours in spiritual research. If you 
would educate your family in spiritual 
thought you cannot afford to waste this 
splendid opportunity. This book Will 
instruct them in ancient and modern 
cults, and at least prevent the possibil
ity of prejudice through worldly asso
ciations. This of itself is worth the 
price of the book, which, by the way, is 
almost given, to you. If your friends 
or neighbors are Spiritualists, they 
should not borrow the books to read, 
but should at once subscribe for The 
Progressive Thinker, and obtain them 
and thus become a pan of the Divine 
Plan we are inaugurating.

Bear in mind that after June 15, the 
paper one year and the two books, 
Ghost Land and Art Magic, will cost 
you $1.70. The Progressive Thinker 
one year, and Art Magic, S1.20.

More Light
Spiritualists have not the whole 

truth; if they had, there would not bo 
such a diversity of opinion in regard to 
simple questions. When leading minds 
differ as to the existence of animals on 
the spirit side of life, it is proof con
clusive that the common investigator 
has no very stable ground to stand 
upon in establishing a belief in that one 
respect. There is no use in trying to 
evade the exact status of our cause on 
these simple questions where there is 
such a variety of opinion. While such 
is the case, Art Magic steps in and 
simply demands a hearing on a great 
variety of subjects, and it is entitled to 
It. While we know that Spiritualism Is 
one of the grandest of truths-leads all 
religious—yet it has something vet to 
learn. -



THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, 
DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER.

GENER/YL SURVEY..

'i«;u

WRITE PLAINLY.
PS'5-’“ -------
& - , We would like to impress upon the 
il minds of our correspondents that The 
B?Progressive 'Thinker is set up on a 
Ig?- Linotype machine that must make 
Pi " speed equal to about four compositors, 
v? That means rapid work, aud it is esseu
lé. tial that all copy, to insure insertion in 
¿ the jjaper, all other requirements being 
-r ; favorable, should be written with iuk 
1.: on white paper, or with a typewriter,

• end ou only oue side of tlie paper. H 
t? you are uot a fairly good penman, 
P please have your communications 
(P copied by some one who is, and oblige 
L-.-. The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
iu alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
(sentiments uttered In an article may te 
diametrically opposed to Ills belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person haSi.,tue 
whole truth, hence kindly feeljngs 
should always be entertained for those 
who differ from you.

; Mrs. Virginie Barrett writes: “I wish 
to fell the friends that I have a number

■ of copies of a little French journal, 
‘Spiritualisme Moderne,’ published in 

■ Paris. It is a beautiful journal. I 
shall be pleased to send It upon in- 

'• quiry. I will also send information re
guiding the ‘Grand International Psy
chic Circle Association,’ headquarters 

T at Melbourne, Australia,' and for which 
circle I am honorable secretary. Ad
dress me, 819 E. 16th street, Indianap-

1 oils, Ind.”
> Geo. A. Gillet writes from Council 

Bluffs, la.: “I would like to tell the 
many readers of The Progressive 
'Thinker about one of Mrs. E. E. Long’s 
flower seances, which I had the pleas
ure of attending a few evenings ago. 
There, were thirty-six persons present 

i v besides the medium. While the ladies 
i' were disrobing and dressing Mrs. Long, 
( tlie men thoroughly examined the room, 
I - which had no carpet on tlie floor. All 
l the furniture was removed except the 
k chairs and a very small table. After 

; every one present was satisfied there 
r were no flowers in tlie room, the light 
' ■ was extinguished and tlie music start- 
j ■ ed. The room was not perfectly dark. 
- There were 182 flowers produced In 

Ip twenty minutes, consisting of beautiful 
El roses, pansies, pinks, sweet peas, sweet

Mrs.ll. L. Bigelow writes: "The First 
Spiritual Union of San Jose has moved 
into Maccabee Temple, 151 S. First 
street. Mrs. Cowell, of Oakland, was 
with us in May and June, and is also 
engaged for the present month. The 
meetings are all well-attended, the hall 
of evenings being packed. Meetings 
free. Sunday before the Fourth was de
voted to the subjects of liberty and pat
riotism. The children of the lyceum 
are to have a picnic next week. The 
Ladies’ Aid Society still keep up their 
meetings sometimes going to assist in 
tlie red cross work.”

“Veteran” Is of the opinion that rein
carnation of the ego is inconsistent 
•with the idea of immortality and indi
vidual progression. Also that all ani
mal life is reabsorbed into the unln- 
divlduallzed life that is in space. He 
also feels inclined to laugh at the ab
surdity, as he claims, that, if any one 
can heal through spirit aid, it is neces
sary to have age, sex, lock of hair, 
leading symptom, etc. Other, things In 
sopie ‘ads’ excite his risibilities. Prob
ably these ‘absurdities’ can be made to 
appear to him in a different light.

Dr. H. C. Andrews writes: “Our so
ciety at Marion, Ind., flourishes finely; 
hall filled at each meeting. Our meet
ings will close July 24, until September 
1. We shall attend the camp at Ches
terfield, Ind,, also fill other engage
ments. Correspondence solicited. Ad
dress Jonesboro, Ind.”

G. W.Katesand wife were given a call 
by about twenty-five members of the 
First Spiritual Church of Rochester, N. 
Y., Tuesday evening, July 5. It was 
the occasion of the eleventh anniver
sary of their wedding. An enjoyable 
time was the result, with ample re
freshments and also a spiritual feast by 
the controls of Mrs. Kates. Meetings 
are being continued all summer by the 
church, and several social functions are 
yet in store. _

The Temple of Truth where it Is 
claimed advanced and progressive 
thoughts are promulgated Is located at 
506 North Central avenue, Austin, Ill. 
It is under the control of Mrs. Georgina

From Borderland .London, 
England.

THE POET TENNYSON.
At the same time there is no evidence, 

at least not in this book, that he ever 
relerred to communications irom 
across the borderland as justifying bis 
conviction iu the permanence of the 
individual after death. Some oue wrote 
to him once, asking him as to his be
lief iu the. hereafter. He replied as 
follows:

“Sir, I have been considering your 
questions, but I am not a. God or u dis
embodied spirit that I should answer 
them. I can only say that I sym
pathize with your grief, aud if faitli 
mean anything at all it is trusting to 
those instincts, or feelings, or whatever 
they may be called, which assure us of 
some life after this.”
WILBERFORCE AND THE TABLE.

In tlie very sparing references tliat 
are made to the spiritualistic expe
riences of the poet, there is one curious 
story which shows that the late Bishop 
Wilberforce had also participated in 
the investigation. Tennyson on one 
occasion in the last years of his life 
spoke of his pleasure in Bishop Wilber
force’s last visit to him, of his sudden 
death, and of tlie bishop’s story of the 
“table-turning’’ when lie was staying 
with Judge Alderson at Farringford. 
A table moved towards the door where 
the bishop-was standing, he exorcised 
the supposed spirit, and then the table 
stood still, rapping out, "I can’t abide 
a bishop.”
EXPERIENCES OF MESMERISM.

There seemed to be a good deal of 
Puck in that spirit. Jowett, the Master 
of Balliol, writing on this side of Ten
nyson’s character, says:

“He was one of those who, though 
not an upholder of miracle-mongers, 
thought that the wonders of heaven 
and earth were never far absent from 
us. He had many stories to tell about 
mesmerism, which had some effect 
upon his mind, though he can hardly be 
said to have seriously considered the 
subject. There is no trace of such
stories in his writings.”

Tennyson not only ..
BELIEVED IN MESMERISM, 

but was himself possessed of the ca- 
ex-paclty to mesmerize. Here is an 

tract which, speaking of a certain Mrs.

Mclntyre.
The First 

which met in 
pie Building,

Society of Rosicrucians 
room 804, Masonic Tem- 
has closed its meetings

■ -alyssum, forget-me-nots, daisies, smi- 1 
[s' tax and ferns. Tlie seance was a com- ' 
| plete success and highly appreciated by

’ all present. Mrs. Long is a very fine ' 
medium. She has been iu our midst 
for the past five mouths, and has a host

I" of friends. ’
p. Air. and Mrs. Parker, of Elgin, trum

pet, automatic writing and rapping me- 1 
l'.: diunis, will be at Mt. Pleasant Park : 
I. camp for the season. '
I,-' Win. Roberts writes from Joliet, Ill.: ' 
Ip “I wish to Inform the many readers of ' 
I’" The Progressive Thinker that the cause 1 
I'-' of truth is moving on steadily here. ' 
lb We have Mrs. Irene M. Dobson for our 1 
r speaker, and she Is very well received. 
L. > We have a comfortable place for our . 
|; meetings and have good attendance. 
L'- We are in the battle for truth.” 1 
I Dr. Rosa C. Conger writes: “Hudson 
I - Tuttle's article in your last issue is ex- I 
I- : cellent, strong and to the point. Should 
I ' think every growing person would 
I i want The Progressive Thinker. I can 
p. not do without it; always look forward 
I. to its issue.”
It' Moses and Mattie Hull passed 

...through Chicago on the 7th inst., on
I their way to Winfield, Kansas.

W. 0. Mann writes from Louisville, 
|i Ky.: “Anna E. Thomas, of Newport, 
r": Ky., has just closed a very successful 
J.«., four weeks’ engagement with the Peo- 
L pie’s Spiritual Church of this city. Her 
I} ' lectures, four in number, were the best 
|v ever heard in this city, and did a great 
¡¿ deal In elevating Spiritualism to a 
p higher plane. Her tests, about seventy- 
l“v. .five in number, were all recognized and 
I’’, -- were given in such a manner that the 
I;, most skeptical were compelled to I'.'*-  recognize them. We tried to prevail on 
l«:i. her to stay with us another month, but 
l-s ■ other engagements rendered it impossi- 
p ble for her to stay.”
I> ' D. H. Getchell writes from Tacoma, P«'. Wash.: “Last Sunday night, at a meet- p;’ ing given by the Brockway Family. 
■a\ among the many good tests given I rep' celved the following: Charles, the son, p'-- was telling what was written on a card pi . iir'a sealed envelope. All at once he p-.. sajil: ‘I see a rain barrel; I see a hand I extended.’ Then he saw on the head 
Ik of the barrel the name of George; then

' a violin; then came tlie letter G; then p' the name, George Getchell. I then ad
it- mitted I recognized the name and I. violin, but not the rain barrel; but on I ■ thinking a moment it came to me of I what took place with George Getchell I; more than thirty years ago. He played I a violin left-handed, and one night I- while he was playing for a dance, his I left arm bad a shock and became par- 
■ ' alyzed, and he ran down stairs and put I his arm in a rain barrel of water at the p corner of the building.”
P-- Mr. J. C. F. Grumbine has for the I- present closed his meetings in Chicago, 
p Prof. Lock wood returned to Chicago 
Bl last week, after delivering a successful 
■ ■ course of lectures In Buffalo. He can 

be addressed for engagements at 98K Ogden avenue.
Addie Burdge writes from Port B Royal, Noval Station, S. C.: “Having B“ thrice read your unrivaled premium, B ' Ghost Land, I feel I have gained P double the value of a year's subscrip- p. tlon to your valuable paper. Ghost 

■' Land should te an Inducement to every B; Spiritualist to subscribe for The Pro- By gressive Thinker. My intention is to 
■ secure Art Magic also.”
■- Dr. H. C. Andrews writes: “About P twenty of the friends of Mr. J. W. p Brinton met at the residence of Mr. p”- and Mrs. Elijah Carter, at Jonesboro, ps Ind., and celebrated his birthday. The p- gifts were presented by the writer and P < a general good time was enjoyed by all P ■ present. It was a complete surprise to P' - Brother Brinton, and as the day H- marked his fiftieth mile-stone upon P- ' life’s journey, we lingered for some P time after a bountiful repast, to make P’< glad memories rise of this bright day.”

Mrs. Virginie Barrett writes: “I am 
■i'- at home for the present, taking a P-', needed rest I have my missionary 
By- certificate from the N. S. A., and shall K1' be pleased to correspond with societies 
P?.-' and persons for engagements at rea- 
wktf'aonable terms. Part of money earned 
Bk-' -Will go to help the N. S, A. I have 

~ about a month this summer to serve at Pity camp, aside from my regular work. I' 
will accept a musical directorship. Ad- 

■BP-t:dress me at 819 E. 16th street, Indian- 
B& wpolis, Ind.” -

■■ ■ - ' ■

for the season. Mr. Grumbine will re
open the meetings this fall. He goes 
to Island Lake Camp, July 30, and to 
Mount Pleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa, 
August 13. He will be in Indianapolis 
in September, and lias January, Febru
ary, March, April and May, 1899, open 
to eastern and western societies.

James Madison Allen writes from 
Winfield, Kansas: “Camp opens to day. 
We arrived last eve. Prospects good. 
Present speakers on the ground besides 
the undersigned, are Moses and Mattle 
Hull. D. W. Hull is expected in a day 
or two, and others perhaps. The Abers 
represent materialization. Test medi
umship from the Allens, Mrs. Aber and 
others. Professor Allen has direction 
of musical department. The camp 
grounds are beautiful, ample and ac
cessible, being the famous ‘Chautau
qua.’ ”

STORY OF THE MYSTIC.
One Sister Takes Poison and 

Her Twin, Miles Away, 
Dies.

Students of the curious will find lots 
of material for investigation in the fol
lowing queer story: Mary and Anna 
Carter were twins. They were born in 
Indiana in 1856. From infancy the 
girls were inseparable companions, and 
as they grew older a bond of sympathy, 
stronger than that usually existing be
tween two sisters, was noticeable. If 
Mary was sick Anna was sure to feel 
badly. Mattel's went along iu this way 
until 1880, when Mary was married to 
Alonzo Whlttam, and later removed to 
Broome county, New York. Two years 
after Anna was married to William 
Schnell and took up her home at Cairo, 
Illinois.

The sisters corresponded frequently, 
but as family cares pressed, their let
ters grew infrequent, and when, four 
years ago, Mrs. Schnell moved to Okla
homa they ceased entirely. The strange 
result of the sympathetic bond which 
made one sister feel 111 when the other 
was sick did not end, however.

Ono day iu February last, Mrs. Whit- 
tam, feeling unwell, took what she sup
posed was a dose of medicine her hus
band bad procured for her from a phy
sician in \ Binghamton, but which 
proved to be tincture of aconite that 
had been set away and forgotten. Soou 
she began to feel ill, and her busband 
hastily prepared antidotes and a neigh
bor was sent for a physician. When 
the physician arrived Mrs. Whlttam 
was in a comatose condition, and it 
was with the greatest difficulty she 
was revived.

She recovered, however, and about a 
montli afterward received a letter from 
Mr. Schnell, saying her sister was dead,
and that 
manner.

On the 
Whlttam

death occurred in a peculiar

day in February that Mrs. 
was taken sick Mrs. Schnell

fell suddenly and violently ill. No 
cause could be assigned and the physi
cian who was called pronounced all the 
symptoms to be those of poisoning. At 
first it was suspected she had tried to 
commit suicide, but this was disproved; 
then suspicion centered on the hus
band, but there was nothing to impli
cate him, as their life bad always been 
extremely happy. A post-mdrtem ex
amination revealed the fact that the 
heart had been strangely affected, asjn 
aconite poisoning, but no poison could 
be found in the system.

When Mrs. Whlttam wrote an ac
count of her suffering, relatives con
cluded that death was the result of the 
sympathetic bond existing since child
hood. Both had been affected alike, 
but Mr. Whlttam, knowing the cause 
of the difficulty, administered the prop
er antidotes, and his efforts, seconded 
by those of the physician, were suc
cessful, while Mr. Schnell and the doc
tor, being in the dark as to the cause of 
the illness, could not combat it success
fully.

Some persons in the Schnell neighbor
hood still hold to the theory that the 
woman died from heayt disease, but

-the majority believe her death was due 
to an accident.—Chicago Inter Ocean.

“Social Upbuilding, Including utHip. 
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For salé 
at this office. -

Mursden, Lord Tennyson records that 
through his mesmerism Before her 
marriage she recovered her health:

“We were staying at Malvern. Dr. 
Marsden was attending my wife and 
said to me, ‘Instead of paying me my 
fee, I wish you would grant me a fa
vor. Come and mesmerize a young 
lady who is very 111.’ I said, ‘I can’t 
mesmerize, I never mesmerized anyone 
in my life.’ But the doctor would 
take uo refusal, and said, ‘Pooh! look 
at your powerful frame!’ So I mes
merized her according to the doctor’s 
instructions. The first day it took me 
about an hour to send ter to sleep; 
afterwards only a few seconds. Once 
she had a pain over her eye, and the 
doctor said, ‘Breathe upon her eye!’ I 
did so, then begged her pardon, saying 
that I had forgotten I had been smok
ing. Dr. Marsden said, ‘She cannot 
hear you, that one breath has sent her 
off into the deepest of slumbers.’ In a 
little while tlie lady grew better, and 
we moved to Cheltenham. A week or 
two afterwards I returned to Malvern 
for a few- hours, but I had not thought 
of telling anyone that I was coming. I 
met Dr. Marsden in the street, who at 
once went and told the lady. Before 
the doctor had said more to her than 
‘I have good news for you, the lady 
said, “I know wlmt you have come to 
tell me, I have felt Mr. Tennyson here 
for half an hour.”

WHENCE THIS IMPULSE?
But everything relating to this side 

of life had a strange fascination for 
him. Here Is a story, which readers 
can explain according to their in
dividual bias, of an American clergy
man, who wrote to assure him that he 
had once by an uncontrollable impulse 
recited “The Charge of the Light 
Brigade” In his pulpit instead of 
preaching a sermon, to tlie great scan
dal and Indignation of his congrega
tion. Some days later a man called on 
him and said, “Sir, I am one of the sur
vivors of the Balaclava charge. 1 have 
led a wild, bad life, and haven’t teen 
near a church, till by accident and 
from curiosity I went into your church 
last Sunday. I heard you recite that 
great poem, and it has changed my 
life; I shall never disgrace my cloth 
again.” “So,” said tlie clergyman, 
“though I may have lost my congrega
tion, I have saved a soul by your 
poem.”
THE SON OF A PRAYING MOTHER.

Tennyson was brought up very 
strictly. His father was a clergyman, 
his mother a very good, pious Chris
tian, whose prayerful anxiety for tlie 
welfare of her son found expression in 
the following letter:

“O, dearest Ally, how fervently have 
I prayed for years that our merciful 
Redeemer would intercede with our 
Heavenly Father to grant thee hjs holy 
spirit to urge thee to employ the tal
ents he has given thee, by taking every 
opportunity of endeavoring to impress 
the precepts of his holy word on the 
minds of others. My beloved son, 
words are too feeble to express the joy 
of my heart in perceiving that thou art 
earnestly endeavoring to do so. Dear
est Ally, there Is nothing for a moment 
to te compared to the favor of God.” 
BROUGHT UP BY A CALVINISTIC

AUNT.
In his early youth he seems to have 

been rather unfortunate in the severity 
Of the theological views of some of his 
relatives. This aunt was a rigid Chris
tian, who would weep for hours be
cause God was so infinitely good. “Has 
he not damned,” she cried, “most of my 
friends! But me, me, he has picked out 
for eternal salvation; me, who am no 
better than my neighbors.” One day 
she said to her nephew: "Alfred, 
Alfred, when I look at you I think of 
the words of holy scripture: ‘Depart 
from me, ye cursed, into everlasting 
fire.’ ”

It is not difficult to trace the recoil 
from this teaching in many of Tenny
son’s poems. For instance: The fol
lowing lines my father would quote as 
giving his own belief that “the after 
life is'one of progress:”
“No sudden heaven nor sudden hell for 

man, , '
But through the will of One who 

knows and rules—
And utter knowledge Is but utter love— 
Eonian evolution, swift or slow, 
Through all the spheres—an ever open

Ing height,
An ever lessening earth.” -
TENNYSON ON THE ASTRAI

BODY.
“I believe that beside our materia 

body we possess an immaterial body 
something like what the ancient Egyp 
tians called the Ka. I do not care b 
make distinctions between the soul am’ 
the spirit as men did in days of old. 
though, perhaps, the spirit is the best

word to use of oflf higher nature, that 
nature which; I bBHeve,- in Christ to 
have been truly divine, the very pres
ence of the FatheW the One only God, 
dwelling In the perfect man. ’ Though 
nothing is such a distress of soul to me 
as to have this djYiuity of Christ as
sailed, yet I feel we must never lose 
sight of the unity.bl' the Godhead, the 
three persons ot the Trinity being like 
three candles giving together one light. 
I love that hymij, i‘Holy, holy, holy, 
Lord God Almighty? and should like to 
write such a one.".-.,. '

OUR LIFE BEYOND.
“We shall havq much to learn in a 

future world, and. r think we shall ail 
be children to begin with when we get 
to heaven, whatever our age when we 
die, and shall grow on there from 
childhood to the prime of life, at-which 
we shall remain forever. My idea of 
heaven is to be engaged in perpetual 
ministry to souls in this and otter 
worlds.” '
THE ESSENCE OF HIS RELIGION. 
The essence of it stated in many forms, 
varying according to whether he was 
writing to bis sovereign or to some un
known correspondent, is always the 
same. After a conversation with 
Bishop Lightfoot, Tennyson wrote:

“Tlie life after deaj.li, Lightfoot and I 
agreed, is tlie cardinal point of Chris
tianity. I believe that God reveals him
self in every Individual soul; and my 
idea of heaven -is the perpetual min
istry of one soul to another.”

His whole hope was .
ANCHORED ON ETERNITY.

On this subject there is an extract 
given .from tlie queen’s private journal 
which is very interesting:

“He talked of the many friends he 
had lost, and what it would be if he did 
not feel and know that there was 
another world, where there would be 
no partings; and then he spoke with 
horror of the unbelievers and philoso
phers' who would make you believe 
there was no other world, no immor
tality, who tried to explain all away In 
a miserable manner, We agreed that 
were such a thing possible, God, who is 
love, would be far more cruel than any 
human being.”

He felt he had firm holding ground 
for his anchor on the other side, and as 
he wrote to her majesty on another oc
casion:

“Ab to the sufferings of this momen
tary life, we can but trust that in some 
after-state, when we see clearer, we 
shall thank tlie supreme power for hav
ing made us, through these, higher and 
greater beings.”

He was a man saturated through and 
through with faith

IN THE INVISIBLE WORLD 
which encompassed him, and of which 
he believed he had direct personal ex
perience. Always it is with him, as he 
on one occasion exclaimed, “What mat
ters anything In this world without full 
faith in immortality df the soul and of 
love.” Shakespeat'e and the Bible were 
his book, of books. Jowett says:

“He spoke of two' things, which te 
conceived to be beyond the Intelligence 
of num, and it M’as certainly not re
peated by him from»any Irreverence; 
the one, the intellectual genius of 
Shakespeare—the “other the religious 
genius of Jesus Christ”
SPIRIT MORE ^EAL THAN MAT

TER,
There was ever'present with him the 

thought that this ’tifo was but a 
shadow, and butea small part of the 
great world’s'llfeJr Abd again he says:

“Matter Is a 'grerttbr mystery than 
mind. What sucWia-tfiing as a spirit is 
apart from God and man I have never

ar ........»¡»■J »c,
be fclt in yeara to come.

The Art Gallery was an attraction 
that will be long remembered. Mr. 
and Mra. Bach were faithful workers 
aud their efforts contributed much to 
the success of tlie Jubilee. Many 
quaint aud suggestive curiosities were 
to be found iu the Art, Department. 
Among them a pair of shoe buckles 
aud spectacles that belonged to Thomas 
Rune; and a gold bracelet presented to 
one of the Fox .Sisters by Horace 
CJreeley. Paintings by the Bangs Sis
ters, Anderson, Mrs. Blair-Murdock, 
were conspicuous, and when their his
tory is known tliey are all wonderful 
The shades of the venerable Isaac aud 
Amy Post adorned the walls aud were 
full of beautiful suggestions.

President Barrett as presiding officer 
lias few equals, aud perhaps uo supe
rior. He has done noble work in his 
line, ami, whatever his mistakes we 
should not forget the honors due him. 
His enthusiasm may carry him out of 
his orbit, at times; but it is preferable
to the sellish apathy that kills all 
touches.—The Cassadagan.

BEAUTIFUL ONSET.
it

Notes of Doings of Interest

been able to conceive. Spirit seems 
me to be the reality of the world.”

JUBILEE JINGLES.
to

Lily Dale Expresses an Open 
Opinion.

SPIRITUALISTS EVERYWHERE 
FOLLOWING THE LEAD OF THE 
PROGRESSIVE THINKER IN EX
PRESSING HONEST OPINIONS- 
WALKER’S PANEGYRIC OW 
PRESIDENT BARRETT REGARD
ED AS IMPERTINENT AND VUL
GAR.
Though confessedly a financial fail

ure the Jubilee, as an educator, was a 
decided success.

Isa Wilson Kuynor astonished the re
porters and awakened thought by her 
remarkable feats in handling fire, 
thrusting a bank bill into the flame 
without scorching it, etc.

Mr. Walker’s extravagant panegyric 
of President Barrett, that “no other 
name is so dear to American Spiritual
ists as that of Harrison D. Barrett” 
may be a key to the "true inwardness" 
of the Jubilee, but with Dr. Fred L. H. 
Willis, Dr. J. M. Peebles, Cora L. V. 
Richmond, Will C. Hodge, Carrie E. S. 
Twiug and others sitting upon the plat
form, most of whom had been dear to 
the Spiritualists-of two continents be
fore Mr. Barrett ever appeared as a 
Spiritual advocate, and whose work 
forty years ago, was vastly deeper, and 
more widely felt, than any that Mr. 
Barrett hns yet accomplished, strikes 
the ear of onlookers as immodest, not 
to say impertinent and vulgar. Mod
est praise of high merit Is proper and 

। becoming; but such exhibitions of 
flunkyism on a Spiritual platform are 
nauseating to intelligent people.

The music was varied and of a high 
order, (when weighed in the financial 
balance!) but less music and more time 
to hear from-all the speakers, which 
the people went there to hear, would 
have left a tetter impression and given 
tetter satisfaction to. those who made 
great effort to attend,:the Jubilee. Less 
panide and mora. direct work would 
have accomplished more.

Dr. Willis' foreign correspondence 
was Interesting and instructive. It 
should be published and read by Amer
ican Spiritualists.-^ , ■

Dr. W. W. Hicks stirred the sleepers 
into a lively flame, and painted the 
walls of Decoration Day with his vivid 
imagination and-i florid eloquence, 
which surprised and,-enthused the Ju
bilants. .i -

The Young People’s Spiritualist 
Union ought to te a jtfiiccess and multi
ply until millions are counted in its 
ranks. But the attendance was not 
flattering as to wumbers. Mr. Bach 
thinks it an important beginning, and 
we hope his highest hopes may be real
ized. ' ' -

The Lyceum Theatre was a costly 
luxury. It may have tickled the van
ity of would-be aristocrats, and the 
seats were very comfortable, but for 
speaking and hearing it is far inferior 
to Fitzhugh hall,
.Rumor has it that our Jubilee paid 

fife expenses of England’s represent!! 
five and sent four in return to repro 
?ent America in London, and they, o- 
onr Jubilee, paid their own expenses 
's this true? Is it just?

Mrs. E. L. Watson, Will C. Hodge 
'lore. L. V. Richmond, Dr. J. M 
Peebles, Dr. A. B. Spinney; Carrie E. S 
Twing, E. W. Sprague, Prof. Win 
Lockwood, J. B. H. Jackson, Francis B 
Woodbury, and others made eloquent 
speeches, the impression of which may

Sunday, July 3, was the opening day 
of the Onset Camp-meeting for the sea
son of 1898. The sun shone brightly. 
The air in the early morning was cool 
and bracing; the odor of the many-hued 
flowers from well-kept gardens was re
viving to the senses as we walked the 
clean and shady avenues to the morn
ing services at the auditorium, which, 
by the way, has been enlarged, im
proved and newly painted. A goodly 
number of people were in attendance.

“The Phenomena of Mediumship,” 
was the subject taken by Dr. Geo. A. 
Fuller for consideration. As we learn 
more of the laws of spirit control we 
shall get better results. Cultured and 
enlightened mediumship will be the de
mand for the future. The phenomena 
of Spiritualism must be philosophically 
arranged. There Is need of great cau
tion because of the great principle in
volved; there must be a knowledge of 
methods. Mediums should come in 
contact with the best minds; they 
should be educated. Spiritualism should 
be exalted both by the conduct and in
telligence of its mediums. Supersti
tion flourishes in the fields of ignor
ance. Education uproots the fables of 
the past. We want common sense ed
ucation, an education that shall lead 
the world out of despair and darkness 
into a condition of love and harmony. 
Spiritualism is the only scientific relig
ion worthy of the name. By its magic 
influence even the lowest are lifted into 
spiritual activity. Each year’s research 
is bringing us nearer the realm of the 
unseen. The medium occupies an in
termediate condition between the two 
worlds—an Instrument how easily and 
yet how unscrupulously used. We 
hear of fraudulent manifestations. It 
would be ridiculous to deny that there 
are many, but frauds abound every
where. We hear of them in the 
churches; of discrepancies on the part 
of ministers; of frauds in the banks 
and of frauds everywhere, and as Spir
itualists have come largely from the 
churches, it is no wonder we have them 
in our ranks. We are in part to 
blame for fraudulent mediumship. We 
are never satisfied, always calling for 
more; the medium feels he must do all 
he can or his finances must suffer; but 
frauds are excrescences which must be 
removed and it is our duty to make our 
own lives sweet and clean, then the 
frauds and charlatans cannot live In 
the pure atmosphere. Organizations 
are starting up everywhere. Discus
sions upon temperance, woman suf
frage, the establishment of schools in 
the slums and hundreds of other re
forms will lead away from vice to tet
ter and more useful lives to the golden 
age which is before us.

We do not want to fritter away our 
time in the frivolities of fashionable 
life. Coming to Onset meaits education 
and growth, and our influence will go 
out to' all the world. See to it, then, 
that we make a wise use of our time 
wlille here, for the golden age has al
ready come and has reached Onset. 
Discourse closed with a poem. Song 
by Mr. Maxham.

At 1 o'clock there was ft band con
cert of one hour. The'2 o’clock services 
commenced with a song by Mr. Max 
ham. Poem by Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn. 
Song by Mr. Maxham. Invocation in 
rhyme by Mrs. Allyn. Subjects taken 
from the audience for lecture. Prlnci- 
pal subject, “Why This Unrest?"

The following are the names of some 
df the mediums who are located here 
for business: Thomas Grimshaw, Dr. 
C. D. Fuller, Mrs. Sarah Law, Mrs. 
Nellie Kllenlians, Mr. and Mrs. George
Trask, 
Stiles.

The 
where 
selves

Dr. A. Proctor,

O-ne-set Library is 
all who wish can

Mrs. Kate

now 
avail

open, 
them-

of its privileges by complying
with the few simple rules set down in 
all public libraries.

The Ladies’ Improvement Society 
are anticipating large sales at tiieir 
fair which will take place the whole of 
the first week in August.

The naptha launch “Siren” and the 
steamer “Genevieve,” Capt. Burgess, 
will make their hourly trips to Monu
ment Beach and Grey Gables and other 
points of interest.

The yacht Fleetwing, Capt. Tripp, 
will take out fishing and sailing par
ties as usual.

We have to record the departure to 
a higher life of one of our oldest Spirit
ualists and property owners here, Mr. 
Luther S. Handy. A gentleman whose 
heart and hand were ever extended to 
help the mediums so far as lay in his 
power. Mr. Handy had been a suffer
er for some time. Saturday, July 2 his 
body was laid In the family burying 
ground at Pocasset, his native town. 
He leaves a sorrowing wife to whom 
we extend our heartfelt sympathy.

AUGUSTA FRANCES TRIPP.

“Principles ot Light and Color.” -By 
H. D. (Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly, 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medica’ men especially, and 
scientists, general . aders and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with It

“The Bridge Between Iwo Worlds.” 
By Abby 'A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical boules 
and their physical bodies with 
universal nature and their souls with 
the higher intelligences, to come into 
closer connection with the purer realms 
of the Spirit-World. It is written in the 
sweet spiritual tone that characterizes 
all of Miss Judson’s literary works. 
Price, cloth. $1; paper. 75 cents.

The Brotherhood of Man, and What 
Follows from It Two lectures. By 
Mrs. Maria M. King. Price reduced 
from 25 cents to 20 cents. '

YOU CAN TEST IT FOR FORTY DAYS FOR 25 CENTS. 
miHiimisMi rheuni 

CURED BY ' ’’ 1 ’

JHANSI REMEDY
Has no rivals! No injurious inoredient. Not compounded to 

W« sell, butt0 CURE, which it does- Speedu relief follows its 
i^ggse. Our most effective advertisement is those who have

THIS!!
THE JHANSI REMEDY COMPANY. CHICAGO, April 1, 1898.

Gentlbmen—I have been a ijreat sufferer from Rheumatism for nearly 15 years. Th*  
ablest ductors and professors of this city pronounced my case hopeless. I tried every known 
remedy I could find or mv friends suggest. Went to Hot Springs, Ark., Mt. Clemens, Mich, and 
West Baden, Ind., but always with the same result. I received no permanent good from any oi 
them. For weeks I was iu plaster of pans at hospital, and I feared I should be a sufferer as long

a--------------------------------------------
Crutches Destroyed 
attor OMB BOTTLE

as;I lived. As you know, I commenced treatment with your 
Company January 12,1893. Iu a few weeks the pain iu my back 
left me, and have not had it since. I suffer no pain now. From 
the commencement of your treatment my general health baa 
been perfect and complexion clear. The beauty of yoursystemA'___________________ a ueeu perieci aua complexion Clear. I lie beauty ot yoursystexn

• w la, that instead of merely relieving pain, you remove iinpuritiei
from the whole body; while others treat the effect, yon appear to eradicate the cause. A. largd 
number of people who have known me for the last ten years, knew also of the quite unexpected 
results of your treatment of my case. I think you have the only remedy for Rheumatism, and 
will cheerfully answer any inquiries on this subject.

. M. J. HUNT, 773 East 51st St., Chicago.
The following gentlemen know of the above facts and that they are true:

FRANK W. DUNNE.
_________________________ WM. STONE.

THE JHANSI REMEDY COMPANY. CHICAGO, Sept. 10, 1897.
Gentlemen—Your Dyspepsia Cure lias been of great value to me; after takiug about ow 

attd one-half boxes of your tablets I ant feellug quite sound and well. Duriugthe past summei 
and spring I suffered from weakdigestion. I was so bad that I could not eat anything without 
distress afterward, especially at night. Now I can eat anything I want and sleep perfectly. At 
of the sour stomach aud nervous condition I formerly eudured is now cured. I have recommended 
your remedy to others a filleted as I was, and have had the pleasure of receiving their thanks Ol 
account of the benefit derived from their use. Yours very truly, -

WESLEY MORGAN, 115 Sedgwick St.
Rheumatism, Paraplegia, Paralysis, Backache, Headache, * yl 
Heartache, Insomnia, Neuralgia, and Malaria all fly before 
this Greatest Modern Specific, JHANSI REMEDY. It has Y' 
no rival for Dyspepsia and Kidney Trouble. ,

When suffering has you in its grip 
And antidotes you do not see*  

'ou’ll only need a uuy sip 
EACH nighl of Jhansi Remedy

JHANSI REMEDY gives you au opportunity to test its wonderful curative property lot 
FORTY days for the trifling sum of 25 cents. Larpe bottles are $i.00—lasts from 4 to 5 mouth*.  
Six large bottles $5.00. Procrastination Is the thief of time. Write immediately.

THE JHANSI REMEDY COMPANY, Dep’t 5, CHICAGO.
Agents Wanted. 17 TO 21 QUINCY STREET«
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Makes Kitchen 
Work Easy

No matter.

We sell the Quaker Kitchen Cabinet for 
$5 on 30 days’ trial. Pay if you’re pleased; 
if not, return at our expense. With every 
Cabinet we send, free, an elegant quad
ruple silver-plated Teapot, worth $5 and 
warranted 10 years. How can we do it?

Send for descriptive circular No. 14.
QUAKER VALLEY MFG. CO., 355 West Harrison St., CHICAGO.

NOTE—Genuine Quaker Valley furniture is never sold through retailers-always 
direct from factory to fireside. The teapot represents the retailer’s profit on the Cabinet.
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STORIES
ByWHtBacií

For Sale at this Office. Price, Cloth, SOc.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT
-AND -

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

A most able and Interesting presentation of a most 
important subject. Every Spiritualist and every in- 
Sulrer Into the proofs and philosophy of Spiritual

ini should have thia excellent book. Its value is rec
ognized and acknowledged all over the world. Price, 
doth, |L For sale al this office.

int mvmfuid DÍD1X
PABTL THE PENTATEUCH.

Comments on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers 
and Deuteronomy, by

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Lillie Devereux 
Blake, Bev, Bhebe Hanaford, Clara Be

wick Colby, Ellen Batldle Dietrick, 
Hrs, Louisa Southworth, Ur

sula N. Gestefeld, and 
Frances E, Barr,

“Tn every soul there Ib bound up some truth Bud 
■ome error, and each Rives to the world cf thought 
what uo other one posseBBeB."—Couilu.

The bright and scholarly comments of this galaxy 
of bright minds are of deep Interest, and throw a 
strong and new light on the Bible teachings relating 
to woman. All should read It.

4
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Philosophy of Phenomena,

BY GEO. M. RAMSEY, M. D.,
Author of ••Cosmology.” 

JN TWO PARTS.
I. METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

II. PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
CONTENTS.

PART METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
Chap. 1. Philosophy ol Phenomena; 2, Metapbyeleal 
lillosophy; 8, Ileal; 4, Functional Phenomena; 6( 

Jan; fl. Objective and Subjective Phenomena: ?, 
•■Who by Bcarchlugcau find God?’’ 8, Hyperbole Mot. 
aphyulcal; 9, "To the Unknown God, Whom ye Ignor
antly Worblp;” 10, "The Father Is greater than I,” 
JI, True and Spurious Gode; 12, “1 am the Resurrec’ 
tlon and the Life;" 18, Au Imaginary God and soma 
of Bls Exploits; 14, ‘-Jie la Free whom the 7 nub 
hath made free;” 15, All Animates Originate from 
Eggs; 16, Trance Phenomenon; 17, Philosophy oi 
Healing; JR, Worahlpof Deity; 19, Sense uud ftonscnM 
Intermixed; 20, Plurality and Tri unity ut Gctf*  21. 
Vagaries ; 22, Misapprehension ; 23, "What Is Sin?2^ 
Suns, Planets and Satellites of the Unlverae; 25. Be*  
ginning without Ending; 21, Design or Accident, 
which? 27, Chance Venus Law; 2s, Summary.

PART 11,-PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
Chap. 29, Nebula*;  80, Air Pressure and Air Motion 

BB a Motor; 81, Air and Orbital Motions; 82. Water 
Made to Run up HD]; 83 I’hIloaophy of Cauvona, Whea 
and How Formed; 31. Glacial Phenomena; 3 >. Mooni 
and their Motions; 86, Ethnological Phenomena; 87, 
The Colored Man.

APPENDIX.-Problcmi: Physical and Metaphya*  
leal Phenomena. Rd lufinltuin.

The topics treated receive a handling that 1« df»- 
tfnclly tense, yet papular. The a»tylc ui ibv author 
throughout is epigrammatic— compact with clear
thought-, Tlie book le a rcniHrkuhlc one In every M*

?ect. Being compact with thought luelf, ll will not 
all to compel thought In others.
With a steel plate portrait of the author. Cloth, 

I2mo, pp. 20b. Price ei.00. For Bale at this office.

Price BOc. For sale at this Office. ,
GLeAiNlHQS i 
Drum TUE DfiCTDIIIU I

MARGUERITE HUNTER.
FROM THE ROSTRUM. A Narrative Descriptive of Life in

BY A. B. FKENCE.

This work la one that every one should retd. It 
beams throughout with rare gema of thought, prac
tical u well u profound. There la sunshine and 
beauty la every sentence uttered. The work la dedi
cated to the author's favorite sister, Sarah French 
Farr, now passed to 8plrft*llfe.  Hudson Tnttlc, of 
Berlin Hetghts,Ohlo. gives an interesting sketch ortha 
author's life.

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch of the Life of A. B, FrtDgb« 
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and W*NO1  

Islam. ’
Joseph Smith and the BookafMormon 
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency QfldSM^ 
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future LlfK 
Anniversary Address., 
The Egotism of Our Age.
What Is Truth?
Decoration Address. .

the Material and Spiritual 
Spheres,

Transcribed by a Co-operatlve.Bplrit Band, combined 
with chosen media of earth. It was given through In« 
dependent slate-writing. The Illustrations were given 
In oil paintings on porcelain plate by Spirit artlsta. It 
Is not a fiction, but a narrative of real Ufa, without a 
parallel In the literature of Spiritualism, being a clear 
and succinct exposition uf the philosophy, religion and 
science of Spiritualism fbe book contains 260 pages 
With six Illustrations In half-tone, and twelve pages 
In original Independent writing. It is beautifully 
bound in blue Bilk cloth, stamped in silver. Price, 
11.25. For sale at this office.

ENCYCLOPEDIA
. . . OF ...

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM

mcE.«i.oo,posmMft

Mahomet, the lllustrieus,
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.. . OR ...
A CONCORDANCE

To the principal passages of the Old and Neu 
. Testament Scriptures which prove w

or imply Spiritualism}
Together with a brief history of the origin of many d 

the Important books of the Bible.

BY MOSES HULL.
Much tbit Ie la this book appeared la aa abridged 

Ilona In a FerieB of nine full pages of Thb Pbogkmb* 
m Thikxkk These articles were prepared at till 
call of hundreds of Spiritualist! who felt the need of 
acme kind of document for ready reference. They 
only seemed to whet the appetite for more; hence th*  
publication of this work.

Theauthor, Moses Hull baa written manyvolamee 
on Bplrltnallstlstlc and other themes and each one ll 
full of careful study on the subject chosen. Mr, 
Hull, la his Introduction of this work says:

•'Hoping that this book will servo to lead the peoplt 
out of the wilderness of doubt and despair; and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from 
its‘sanctified’enemies, it will not‘spike’ It, but will 
use it to batter ¿own the walls of Christian superstl*  
tlon and Ignorance. I send it out on its errand of eh*  

o, wim. Hghtcnmcnt with the humble prayer that It will prerrt 
Paper, a divine benediction to every reader.”

Thk Engvclopedia of Biblical Spibitualibx 
contains 885T>agea, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contains a full-page portrait of the author and f| 

-----  . _ handsomely bound in cloth. Every Spiritualist should
ByM. L. Sherman and Wm.F.Lyg^ AbMtNBMB bave thia work.

VttbSKritultratM .Mm«« "RICE SI, FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

Thia work Ib one of the Library of Liberal Classic». 
Ho author was better qualified to write an impartial 
and honest lire of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume Is intensely interesting. It should be 
read in conjunction with Gibbon’s work. For sale at 
Chis office. Price. 25 cents.

. COMMON SENSE. ~
By ThoraM Pilno. A ItevotutloDory pamphlet, ad

dressed to the Inhabitant« or America tn 1776. tt 1th 
explanatory notice by an English author, r
15 cenca.

GOSPEL OF NATURE.
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QUESTIONS g
# ANSWERS §

: Hub department is under the management of 
HUDSON TUTTLE.

Address him at Berlin Heights. Oluo.

NO licit.—Ro attention will be given anonymous let
ters. I ull name and address must be given, or the letters 
Will not be read. If the request be made, the name willIf the request be made, the name will 

The correspondence ot tins depart-not be published, ine correspondence ot this depart
ment has becuiiie excessively large, especially letters of
inquiry requesting private answers, and while 1 freely 
give whatever inlorniauon I am able, the ordinary court- 
tsy of c rreBpondence is expected.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

Al 1 ue. U. S. S. Oregon, off Santiago de Cuba: Q. I 
1 tile Progressive Thinker, and am deeply interested 
111 Sj iiiiualism. I wish to know how I slw.ll proceed to 
11 l ligate?

A Questions have come to this department from al- 
1 u t t ery civilized country) but none ever appealed 
mu e deeply to: our sympathy thaq Hus. That the great 
problem of life and death should awaken interest m the 
very center of the storm of wur. shows how vital its solu
tion is to human happiness. AV hen the nation with. 
brc"tl'lc‘>s interest watched the splendid race of the great 
buttle ship from the other side of the globe some hearts 
ii ere faint and foreboded disaster. They had no cause, 
foi th destibire of nations depended on that ship, and 
1 ei v y was . 'yled by that power which controls human 

d\ 1 cement, ¿^jie set her prow to the far-off conflict 
end turned not by wind or tide from the courageous en- 
deuvoi She was needed in the heat and front of the 
battle and thither she came as fast as her throbbing en
gines w mild impel her. She had work to do, she yet has 
the greatest of ail and will not fail until it is accom
plis! ed A grateful nation will remember the Oregon 
i nd 1 ei heroic crew, to the end of histone time.

Tin- correspondent will not find the antagonistic at- 
110'pl ere of a warsluji congenial to spiritual culture, but 
bj concentration of mind, he may gain sufficient har
mony to allow of the reception of messages from spirit 
sources The same rules as to the formation of a circle, 
or itting alone apply as elsewhere.

The correspondent is already a sensitive, aud the great 
de ne he has for spirit communion is a reflection oi the 
equally earnest longing to impress him with their pres
ence from friends very near and dear to him on the other 
side This being the ease Ins success in taking a forward 
step is almost assured.

It ib with pleasure we mail him the books we deem 
most serviceable 111 gaining a knowledge oi the laws aud 
conditions of spirit-life and mediumship. Surely no 
philosophy can give stronger courage to bear life s respon
sibilities and imminent dangers to the end. and unflinch
ingly meet the hour of death than the Spiritual.

Hugh Murray: Q. In reading W. G. Hodge s report 
of the Jubilee, m The Progressive 1 hinker it is said a let
ter was read as among the foreign correspondence, from 

Alex nder Aksakof. of Russia, grandfather to the pres
ent Czar ' Is not this a mistake?

A Count Alexander Aksakof is one of the leading 
Spmtu lists of Russia. lie was born in 1832. and re
ceived tl e title and office from the fortunes of Ins father 
of hereditary governor of the province of Penza. He is 
rcl ted to the Czar by cousinship. He is uncle to the lady 
who married the wonderful medium. D. D. Home.

M M L.: Q. What will be the final result of the 
mingling of the negro and white races in the Lnited 
St tes?

A The negro and white races do not mingle, and tins 
is the most important consideration. Ihe various 
branches of the white races blend freely, and the off
springs partake of the strong qualities of their parents, 
but the negro diverges too much from the white and the 
offsj r ng too plainly indicates in color and facial ex
pression their composite origin. Civilization represents 
the accumulation of all the force of mental culture of the 
past of a people, and the older, other things being equal, 
the more rapid the advance. In the case of the negro, 
he is thrust into civilization representing the accumulated 
force of thousands of years, concentrating from innumer- 
ible sources of mingling nationalities, while his own 
progress began not more than three or four generations 
go There are abnormal cases, like Douglass, of aston

ishing mental power, but the race as a race must remain 
outside the dominant people, impelled forward not by a 
force of its own. but by the current which sweeps for
ward the white race.

It is thus brought into a struggle for existence, for 
wh el it is unequal and unprepared, and stimulated be
yond its capacity. As a result, insanity and consump
tion 1 ive alarmingly increased with the negro, even in 
tlio’e st ies where the struggle is less severe. Thus m 
1860 U ere were only 44 insane negroes in Georgia, while 
in 1880 there were 910. In North Carolina in 1880 
there were 91 insane blacks, while in 1896 there were 370. 
In Virgma m i860 there were 60 insane colored, and 
not then are over 1.000. From the reports of hospitals, 
it aj j irs that the death rate from consumption, of negro 
patiei is is almost double that of the white. These 
cm c_ ill eliminate the weaker race, as it has done in all 
c _e vhere two races of unequal advancement confront 
each other. The attempt to force our civilization on the 
American Indians, on the Sandwich Islanders, on the 
New Zealanders, are similar instances and alike failures.

Tl e al inning cry raised soon after freedom was grant
ed the negroes of the South, of miscegenation, and the 
greater proportional increase which would dispossess the 
whites, is thus shown to be groundless. There may be 
here and there marriage of whites and blacks, the occa
sional. appearance of notable individuals, but the forces 
working for the separation and maintenance of race will 
slowly and surely extinguish the less advanced. ■ '

Percival G. Allsop: Q. (1) What good is there to be 
obtained from a knowledge of a spiritual life? .

(2) Why are some incapable of ascertaining for them
selves the truth of Spiritualism?
■ A. (1) The demonstration of the fact that we exist 

' as the same individuals after death is the most important 
of human existence. It at once sweeps away all the dog

matism, faith and superstitions of the past; all the vain 
attempts to explain man’s origin and destiny on religious 

. grounds, and gives in their place knowledge of the future.
It brings value to every mourning heart; assurance to the 

. doubters, and a consistent philosophy of life.
(2) Everyone by investigation can ascertain the truth 

of .Spiritualism. All are not able through their own me
diumship, because this differs in degree, and in many is 
not sufficiently developed. Why? It might as well be 
asked why there is. difference in sight, hearing, and men
tal endowment. •

Rqbt. Wilcox, Avery, O.: Q. ; (1) What evidence 
have’we that humanity as a whole is making spiritual
progress? ■ ...

(2) Would Sunday laws, such as the churches are agi
tating, be of benefit to morality?

A. (1) The vast airay of historic evidence. Man he- 
gan as a savage. Civilization may have its dark spots; but 

^no one can claim that the civilized mu-ri’ jg not more apirit-

the p
ually inclined than the barbarian; We have only to read 
of the cruelties, tortures, and inhumanities of the past 
century to b,e thankful that we are so far m advance.

(2) In the Puritan days. Sunday was held sacred, and 
Severest punishment meted out to those who did not re
spect it. The people then were not more moral than at 
present. Hie churches cannot expect to bring the na
tion back to the superstition and bigotry of those days, 
for the preachers have lost then- grasp on the people, who 
no» are belter informed limn they. So far from being a 
benefit morally, such repressive laws, foster hypocrisy and 
crime.

P. L.; Q. How did the city of Cincinnati come to re
ceive that name?

A- It was so named by General Gt. Clair, then Gov
ernor of the Northwestern Territory, m 1790. from tit« 
solely of Cincinnati, an organization that was in favor at 
the lune, and of winch he was an officer.

Delano Bates; Q. What has the patient a right to ex
pect in a clairvoyant examination?

A. Ihe diagnosis in this case is paroxysmal tachy
cardia of long standing. T he patient has a right to ex
pect of the clairvoyant a full and complete statement of 
his diseased condition and its lustory. If tins is not given 
better than it can be by a physician, there is nothing 
gamed by the consultation. It is usually inferred that it 
a physician can tell what the disease is. or describe the 
symptoms, he can surely prescribe a remedy. Tins is er
roneous, for the difficulty comes m. not at the diagnosis, 
but at the curative agency. Thus it is a mere matter of 
obseivation through,a microscope to determine cancer, 
but the experience of all physicians prove that no remedy 
can effect a cure. Ihe one agency which restores health 
is the.persistency of vital force, which given the best hy
gienic conditions, restores the disturbed organic func
tions to a normal state.

In the case under consideration, there probably is no 
oi game.change in the heart, but defective nerve-nutntion. 
and if the vital forces can be restored by diet, air and ex
ercise the trouble will disappear.

G. L. Park: Q. Please tell me through The Pro
gressive Thinker if Abraham Lincoln was a Spiritualist? 
Did he attend seances and communicate with spinta 
through mediums? Did he attend any Christian church 
regularly while he was in Washington as President of the 
United States, and were the Catholics m any way re
sponsible for his assassination? If so .where can I find 
the proof?

A, Abraham lancoln was a Spiritualist, as is fully 
proven in Mas Abraham Lincoln a Spiritualist?" by 
Nettie Maynard, a medium whom he kept for a time in bis 
household at Washington. His consultation of spirits 
through mediums is therein fully given.

. He was not a church-member, for his mind was too 
broad and liberal for a creed. .

1 here is no doubt that his assassination was a Catholic 
plot, as the expose of Father Chmiquy. published m The 
Progressive Thinker, several years ago. fully demon
strated. /

H. Kem: . Q. Can you supply books on Magic and 
the Magic Mirror?

A. I have no confidence or belief m Magic or the so- 
called occult. I can procure the various books on the 
subject, and the Magic Mirror. The latter is held at a 
high price, and is no better, except for the prestige given 
by being far-fetched, than a silver dollar, a bright bit of 
glass or even a glass of water. A large glass ball- such as 
grp used as marbles, is a fine substitute’. The value of 
one and all is that by intently gazing at them the atten
tion is fixed, the mind concentrated and the hypnotic 
state thus induced.

As for the books, they have no basis in truth except 
the little taken from Spiritualism, which the latter more 
completely and understandmgly expresses, and furnishes 
the key to all the mysteries" which have been kept as se
crets by -adepts ' and fakirs.

H. H. H., Springfield, Mo.: Q. (1) Will you please 
define Atheism and Infidelity, and are Spiritualists as a 
rule such?

A. (1) An Atheist does not believe m a distinct cre
ative God.

Infidelity is simply unbelief. A Christian is an infidel 
to a Mohammedan; a Parsee to a Christian.

Spiritualists are of all faiths, and no two identical in 
belief, yet it may be stated that in the main they are ag
nostics, receiving only that which admits of proof, and 
allowing that which does not to pass as secondary. The 
attempt to solve the problem of the character and nature 
of God has caused more bloodshed and misery to man
kind than all other causes combined. It began with the 
hatred of savage man for those who worshiped different 
gods, and has ever since that remote time kept the sword 
wet with human gore.

It has come into the present with its hatred of those 
who dare to think and speak against the colossus, born in 
ignorance and nurtured by priestcraft, and has made be
lief in this being the alternative of social ostracism.

Yet calmly considered this problem is the least im
portant to mankind. In its nature impossible of solution 
by finite minds, it is only a haunting chimera of an age 
that is dead. I he great problem which confronts us is 
the advancement of man, and we know whatever God 
may be, the glory of man in perfection, is the only true 
worship.

J. K. Hammerli: Q. If there were no command
ments. or laws before the time of Moses, the law-giver by 
what code of laws was Cam punished ? The same with 
the steward, butler and baker m Pharaoh's house? The 
same with Benjamin, the brother of Joseph, who was ac
cused of stealing the vessel?

A. The belief that there were no laws or moral order 
before Moses is utterly unsupported. That there ever 
was a Moses'is unsupported, ikid the “laws” he is said to 
have written were current property of mankind before 
transcribed into the Hebrew books. Zoroaster,, in Per
sia, was much more ancient, and his commandments are 
almost identical with those said to have been given by 
God from Mt. Sinai. Jewish arrogance and Christian 
fraud are responsible for the propagation^ the mon
strous falsehood. - ..,

The Egyptians were thoroughly acquainted with the 
moral laws, and well expressed them in their civil code, 
and had enjoyed the reign of law and order many hun
dred years before Moses, is said to have been born.. The 
vaunted laws of; Moses are a faint echo of the splendid 
code of Egypt, with its faults of theocratic rule intensi
fied. . . . " ' ' '

S. N. 8.: Q. My tongue often-speaks sentences which 
I do hot think, and I have spoken in French, Indian, etc., 
and all this time in a conscious state. How is this possi
ble. What can I do to become a test medium, for noth
ing but that will get me before the public? - •

A. As the hand moves “automatically” to write, so 
does the tongue to speak, and this phase does not require 
unconsciousness. Getting before the public should'be 
the last thing thought of. Seek for a sensitive, impress
ible spirit within yourself, first, and if you are worthy 
your desire will be answered. But if you set out with the 
desire to astonish others with the tests you give, you are- 
bound for disappointment. - ■ - ’

------------ :-:)o(:-:—----- ..... - .
“Nature Cure.” By Dra. M. E. and Rosa C. Conger. 

Excellent for every family. Cloth, 41.50. For sale at 
thisoffice.

CORRESPONDENCE. phenomenal
The International Congress 

of Spiritualists.

J.» tlie Editor;—Here we- are. tne 
guests of Dra. Emmet and Helen Deus
more, at their beautiful home in tills 
great metropolis of tno world.

Ou Juue 8 our party.- comprising Mr. 
J. J. Morse, England's representative 
at me lute Jubilee In kocnester: Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond. DV. J. M. Peebh-s. 
Mio. Jennie Hagan Jackson, tno ac
credited representatives of the Na- 
tivuul fepintuulisis Association of tlie 
United States and Canada at tlie luter-
national Congress of Spiritualists in 
Loudon (Lilian M hiring, uie otner rep
resentative, having preceded us upon 
another steamer), and myself. <>m- 
baikud Ou the Red Star Line sienmsuip 
Kensington. M’e liaifia calm ’
enjoyable passage. THei
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An Account of Some Re
markable Manifestations.

One of the most wonderful mediums 
in this country is Mrs. French, of 
Rochester. N. Y.. who. for many years, 
uas been tne instrument through whom 
independent spirit voices nave com
muned with mortals. Hundreds of 
noted Spuiiuansts and investigators 
have, during the past ulteeu years, uau 
tne privilege of listening to ihe loud, re-
sonant voice or "lieu Jai 
the cmef control of Mrs. 
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saioou at 11 o’clock." and at that hour 
tne bell solemnly tolled the passenger« 
11110 the saloon. An Episcopal clergy
man officiated nt tlie service. His re
marks were purely lipmiiniiarian. to 
which we all could subscribe. After 
that meeting iiiere was another notice 
on the bulletin board, saying. "Tiiere 
will be aevotional services 111 the saloon 
at 8 p. m." The passengers on the snip 
had aiscovered that there was a party 
of Spiritualists among them, including 
Mrs. Richmond, and had sent her a 
petition signed by a majority of the 
passengers to give tnem a discourse 
Sunday evening. At 8 o’clock the bell 
again tolled us to the saloon. There 
was a larger gatherlug than at the 
morning service. The subject of Mrs.
Richmonds diseoursi
ism,

'as -Spirit
at Uie conclusion of wmcii Mrs.

Riciiniond and Mrs. Jackson impro
vised a poffln jointly on subjects sug
gested by the captain aud surgeon of 
the snip. Tlie audience was delignted 
from beginning to end and was unable 
to restrain ns enthusiasm.

Ine passengers on tne steamsnips 
always get up an entertainment of 
some kind for tne benefit of the sea
men s fund. Ours, held Thursday even
ing, was arranged principally by Mrs. 
Cadwaiiader. It consisted of music, 
vocal aud instrumental—one piece, a 
beautiful violin solo, by a Chicago girl, 
whose mother, a Spiritualist, was 
taking her abroad tqicompieie her mu
sical education—readings, recitations, 
etc. Mr. Morse took ffiut in it: Mrs. 
Richmond gave two, pome poems. Mrs. 
Jackson gave a pofflii >on a subject 
given her by one of the company. Mrs. 
Cadwaiiader recited & selection. So you 
see the Spiritualists we«e very much in 
evidence during mat, passage of that 
ship. ,.i

M e arrived m London Saturday.June 
18. Tne initial meeupg pf tne Congress 
was held Sunday evening. As "Light” 
is publishing the prbcccdings in full I 
will not say much about4 them. But the 
final meeting was a conversazione, held 
F riday evening in St. James’ Hall, to 
which 2,000 invitations had been is
sued. There were about,J.tiOO present. 
It was certainly tiie.,iipoBt brilliant 
assemblage of Spiritualists I have ever 
seen. Tne Congress was a great suc
cess from beginning to cud. There 
were learned papers and addresses 
from many prominent Englishmen, and 
representatives from many European 
countries, but the lady from Chicago. 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, seemed to 
be the acknowledged superior of an: 
whenever sue appeared anywhere or 
her name was announced, there was 
great applause, and whenever there 
was an opportunity sue was called 
upon for remarks.

Last evening Mrs. Richmond spoke 
for the Marylebone Society of London. 
The doors had to be closed long before 
the services commenced as tne hall 
was packed, and as many were turned 
away as were In tne ball. She will 
speak for the same society July 8 and 
17. July 10 she will speak at New- 
castie-on-Tyne. We will return in time 
to be at Freeville. N. Y.. August 5. We 
will reach Cmcago tne latter part of 
that month.

Mrs. Jackson spoke in Glasgow. Scot
land. last Sunday. Next Sunday she 
and Dr. Peebles will be at Keithly to 
attend the meeting of the Federation 
of Spiritualists of Great Britain, and 
the following Thursday uiey will san 
for the United States.

The old acquaintances of Mrs. Rich
mond. whom she met on former visits 
here, gave her a most cordial welcome.

We are enjoying tne best of health, 
and hope it is so wtm you. Mrs. Rich
mond joins in fraternal regards to Mrs. 
Francis and yourself. Please give our 
kind remembrances to ail Chicago 
friends.

Yours most truly.
WM. RICHMOND.

P. S.—Our host and hostess give a re
ception m our honor next Saturday 
evening, for which a large number of 
invitations have been Issued. W. R.

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted tree.] .

Maud E., infant daughter of E. W
and May White, of Bay City, Mich., 
passed on, June 29, 1898, age 2 years, 2 
months, 9 days. E. W. White Is a Spir
itual lecturer well khown in Kansas 
and Michigan. Dr. Cbno B. Noyes offi
ciated. om h • .

Passed to the higher life, June 30, 
1898, our friend andlwbrother, • John 
Baker, at the age of 76 years.’ He was 
an ardent Spiritualist? and one of Na
ture’s noblemen. He was at Orange 
visiting a nephew, tfikdimomplalned of 
not feeling well, andtturied to go to the 
house. He had proceeded but a few 
steps and fell dead. D. Edison Smith 
officiated at the fun«[alSl

•: -MR& G. ARNOLD.
Santa Ana, Cal. or.« \ .
. ; ", -wa ■ .
Passed to spirtt-llfo,’-.an- Wednesday, 

June 29, Mrs. Eliza JzTrescott, of Ollt- 
arice, O. The departed’had long been 
an earnest advocate of Spiritualism.

The funeral services were conducted 
by the writer ,in the Independent 
church, July 3. The’ floral offerings 
were beautiful, and though no badge of 
tnournlng was visible on that occasion, 
never wa? the physical departure of a 
mother more keenly felt than by the 
daughter left in Grandma Trescott's 
home. She is the one Spiritualist among 
the relatives, but true to her own con
victions and remembering how dear 
Spiritualism was to- her mother, she 
alone, arranged for the services.

_ __ MATTIE E. HULL.
“The World Beautiful.” By Lilian 

Whiting. Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality of. thought. 
Series 1, 2, and 3, eac£ complete in It
self. Price, cloth, $1 per volume. For 
sale at this office.
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is in tne interest of Spirit
uiinsm ana to give enquirers nie oppor
tunity to witness spirit manifestations. 
Muen of Her labor Has been in the mis
sionary field.

me Society for Psychical Researcn 
became interested in her pnase of me- 
diuinsmp and examined Her powers, 
under test conditions of the most ex
acting kind, and declared all the man
ifestations of independent voices to be 
perfectly genuine.

Other scientific men. and Spiritual
istic experts nave, during fifteen years, 
constantly attended her seances and 
endeavored by every ingenuity tuat 
could be conceived to unravel the mys
tery of tne voices, but Mrs. French has 
never had the slightest suspicion of
fraud last upon uer during uer long
career as a medium, for although sne 
11ns only hud independent voices for 
about fifteen years, she has been con
trolled otherwise ever since sue was a 
child, over naif a century ago. Sue be
longs to the ancient family of Pierre- 
ponts. uie head of which is the Right 
Honorable tne Earl of Manvers of 
Holme Pierrepont. • Nottinghamshire. 
England, and ner name, and mat of 
her daughter, is registered 111 the rosier 
of American Pierreponts in a biog
raphy of the members of the family 
who nave helped to muke.msiory in the 
United States during the past century. 
Among tne members of uie American 
branch was the late Judge Flerrepout. 
Minister to England.

At a recent seance given by Mrs.
French at 
Boardman, 
cultivated 
whom is

tue residence of tne Misses 
two wealthy aud highly 

ladies of Rochester, one of
a remar Kami

ritmg medium, and a
e automatic 
lorrespondent

of tne famous Mr. Stead, of London. 
England.ex-editor of tne Review of Re
views and auinor of "if Const Snouid 
Come to Cmcago." some very wonder
ful manifestations took place.

mere were present on tne occasion, 
besides the two ladies mentioned, cue 
Honorable Dean Snuart. ex-judge of 
tne Surrogate Court: Frank Ranny and 
several others, two or whom are 
notable merenants. and me medium. 
After tne usual manifestations of in
dependent voices, during winch "Red 
Jacket" delivered an oration, tne latter 
informed the circle that a spirit called 
"Lilly" was present and desired an op
portunity to give a manifestation 
whicn sue Had promised to "Nellie” 
and "Edgar” so soon as sue could dis
cover the proper conditions and media 
for the purpose.

Sue said: "1 think tne present con
dition of this circle will enable me to 
accomplish what 1 desire, and if suc
cessful I worn ask that an account of it 
may be forwarded to The Progressive 
Thinker, so that Nellie and Edgar may 
know of it." Tins was promised by 
members of uie circle.

"Lilly then requested Mrs. French 
to stand in front of Judge Shuart and 
take hold of both bis bands. Tne Judge 
was told to spread a pocket handker
chief over ins knees. These instruc
tions having been complied with the 
little company sang one of their fa
miliar airs. Some beautiful lights were 
seen floating through the room, which 
seemed to cluster near the ceiling over 
tile .luacc and medium, and at length

tiful scintillations downwards Into the

"Something nns laneu on my Knees:
The medium was then requested to 

stand in front of one of the others pres
ent. when tne same phenomena oc
curred.

Then the voice of -Lilly’- was heard 
to say: "I tnank the medium and the 
circle for having provided the psychi
cal conditions wnich has enabled me 

>to accomplish the feat of materializing 
flowers, whose whitpness is an emblem 
of spiritual purity and love divine."

At the close of tne seance Judge 
Shuart and me other gentlemen found 
two bunches of white flowers, com
posed of rose-snaped clusters of small 
petals, the like of which, up to the pres
ent writing, has not been found grow
ing in Rochester by those who have 
searched.

I have written this for The Pro
gressive Thinker at the request of the 
gentlemen present at the seance, who 
vouch for its truthfulness and to the 
fact that the phenomena produced

THOMAS PAINE. Was He Junius? A very interesting critical and 
biographical pamphlet by a scholarly author, regarding a great leader 

ny Win. Henry Burr. Price 15 cents '
HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION. Just the book for those seeking i n 

foi .nation concerning that most damnable institution known in history-» 
tue Roman Catholic Inquisition. By Cyrus Mason. M. D- Price 25 cents 
Everlasting gospel, consisting of a series of lectures, messages 

and poems, written and delivered m public through the mental organism 
ot Mis. Magdalena Kline. Price $1.50. postpaid.

POEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND AND WITHIN. From the poetic in*  
spuatious of many centuries and of different peoples Spiritual poetry 

translated irom niuny tongues.. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price $1.00- 
RELIGION or THE FLiTURL. a book for thousands who have been born 

out of orthodoxy and materialism into the higher light of Spiritualism.
By S. Veil, Price, cloth, $1.25: paper. 50 p?nts

OCCULT FORCES OF SEX. Three pamphlets embodied in one volume,;
Of great importance to the race, by an advanced social reformer By 

Lois Waisbrooker. Price-50 cents. ’
GLEANINGS FROM THE ROSTRUM. It beams with rare gems of 

thought, practical and profound. Sunshine and beauty in every sentence 
uttered. By A. B, French. Price $1.00. postpaid. '
RELIGION, A profound philosophical treaties on this world-wide subjecl 

of contention. It is a good book for students preparing for the spiritual 
rostrum. By L. D. Babbitt. Price, cloth $1.10 : paper 60 cents

EVOLUTION OF THE DEVIL. The most learned. accurate, scientific and. 
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever published By Henry 

Frank, the independent preacher of New York City. Price 25 cents

SUPERSTITION IN ALL AGES, or “Le Bon Sens. ” Testimony of a 
Catholic priest who abjured the Christian religion aud asked God's pardon 

for having taught it. Pnce. cloth. $1.00: postage 14 cents

SCIENCE OF THE SOUL. A scientific demonstration of the existence of 
the soul of man, the continuity of life and the actuality of spirit return ' 

By Loren Albeit Sherman. Price $i.00: paper 60 cents ■
INGERSOLLS GREAT ADDRESS on the life and character of Thomas 

Paine, at the late Paine celebration in New York City. Price 6 cents' ten 
copies for 50 cents.

VOLNEY S RUINS and The Law of Nature. This is undoubtedly one of 
the best aud most useful books ever published. It eloquently advocates 

the best interests of mankind. Price, cloth. 75 cents; paper 50 cents 
ECHOES PROM THE AVORLD OF SONG. A collection of new and 

beautiful songs, with music and chorus, in book form. By 0 P Long
ley. Price $l.0u: postage In cents.

THE ELIMINATOR, or Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal Secrets. Profoundly 
reverent, but thoroughly radical: exposing the fabulous claims of ancient 

Judaism and dogmatic Christianity. By Dr. R. B. Westbrook. Price $1 50 
HYPNOTISM. Its Facta, Theories and Related Phenomena, with explana

tory anecdotes, descriptions and reminiscences. Largely a record of ex
periences and observations of the author. By Uarl Sextus, price $2 00 
INFLUENCE OF THE ZODIAC UPON HUMAN LIFE. This book states 
I the simple principles of the Zodiac in simple terms, and in a manner highly 
interesting and instructive. By Eleanor Kirk. Price, cloth. $100 
NAI URE CURE. J his is an excellent book for suffering humanity It 

simply tells how to prevent and cure the Uis of the llesh in a natural way 
By Drs.M. K and Rosa C. Conger. Pnce. clotli. fancy $2.00; common $1 50 
KAREZZA. Ethics of Mamage. A plea for a better birthright for chil- < 

dren and a higher development of parentage through tho most sacred 
relations. By Alice B. Stockham. M. D. Price, cloth. $100.

EDITH BRAMLEY S VISION. A thrilling appeal to all who are interested ; 
in learning how the great forces of the Roman Uathollc Church are seeking 

to prevent the progress of liberalism. Pnce 15 cents.

RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORY. In four parts: the whole com- 
pnsing an earnest but fruitless search for a Historical Jesus. A volume 

of 407 pages, bound in cloth. By G. AV. Brown. M. D. Price $1 50 
POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE. These poems are full of soul Inspira

tion—are real poetic gems: sweet with the highest thought. By Lizzie 
Doten. Price $1.00.

UNKNOWN LIFE OF JESUS CHRIST. Since the writing of the New 
Testament no book has appeared of as groat importance to Christianity as 

this work. By Nicolas Notovitch. Price, cloth. 75 cents; paper 9r, cents 
BIBLE MARVEL A\ ORKERS, and the wondrous power which helped or 

made them perform mighty works and utter inspired words Personal 
characteristics of prophets and apostles. By Allen Putnam. Price 75 cents
I IPE WORK OF CORA L. V. RICHMOND. An interesting book regard- 
L ing a world-renowned inspirational lecturer, a pioneer worker in Spiritual
ism. Compiled and edited by H D. Barrett. Price $2.00. postpaid- 
of the two spheres. By Hudson Tuttle. Price, muslin. $1.00; paper 50 ctsy
INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS. 
I side of life and a familiar talk.
Twing, medium. Price 60 cents.

A real visit with friends on the other 
An interesting book. By Carrie E 8-

STARNOS. A rosary of pearls, culled from the works of Andrew Jackson 
Davis. Intended to imbue the sorrowing and stricken heart with new 

inspiration. By Dr. Della E. Davis. Price 50 cents

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL. Life in the Stone Age. The history of 
Atliarael, chief priest of a band of Al Aryans. Written through U G 

Figley. Is very interesting. Price 30 cents

IMMORTALITY. A poem in five cantos. “If a man die shall he five?" 
is fully answered in beautiful style. A very interesting work By W 8 

Barlow. Pnce 60 cents.

MEW THOUGHT. Volumes I and II. in ail containing 863 beautifully 
printed pages. Presenting the truth of Spiritualism in a very intere=ting 

manner. By Moses Hull. Price, cloth. $1.50 and 75 cents.

GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION. One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll 
ever wrote. Of importance to everyone. In paper cover with likeness 

of the author. Price 10 cents; twelve copies for $1.00.

HOW TO MESMERIZE. Ancient and modem miracles explained by me°- 
merism. An invaluable work. By the late Prof. J. AV Cadwell, one of 

the most successful mesmerists. Pnce. paper. 50 cents

OUT OF THE DEPTHS INTO THE LIGHT, 
read with intense interest by thousands.

strict test conditions. I E. 8. Twing, medium. Price 25 cents.
Such manifestations form valuable | 6

features In the alphabet of the spiritual 
philosophy. A. W. MOORE.

Rochester, N. Y. Unique bible picture-book.
illustrated. Exposure by ridicule;WF WJ HUlLlUCj

humorously told. By Watson Heston.

SPIRITUAL HARP.
_ _ _______ social CÙ

crai and ethical societies, for schools 1 Bailey, musical editor.

'Cosmian Hymn Book.' A collection

and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash-
burn. This volume meets a public 
want It comprises 258 choice selections

This little book will l e
Bj SalDuci Bowies ; Aira. Carrie

Old Testament stories comically 
exposure by facts. The stories 
Price, cloth, $1.50; boards $1.00.

. A collection of vocal music for the choir, congrega- 
circles. By J. M. Peebles and J. 0. Barrett; E. H. 
“. Price $2.00.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM, or a Concordance 
of the principal passages of the Old and New Testament Scriptures which• ■ I————I •• Dl^v.1- K.H 111 ___ - . .

of poetry and music, embodying the prove or imply Spiritualism. JBy Moses Hull. Price $1.00.

tfsssrsttjrtiit'js r1?“ “»““s»»»"« wo“-“- b?sale fit thIB office. . ritanton. Comprises three brief essays on The Effects of Woman Suf-
frage on Questions of Morals and Religion. Price 10 cents. ."The Religion, of Humanity, a Philos- ~ -

ophyof Life.” By J.. Leon Benwell. AND NEW PSYCHOLOGY. Twenty-four distinct inspirational lec- 
An interesting and thoughtful pamph. U tures, delivered in New York, Brooklyn, Boston, Philadelphia, and other 
office.^00 W Cent8' For t!ale at th,a । prominent cities. By W. J. Colville. Price $1.00.

“Human Culture and Cure; Marriage, DEVELOPMENT AND DESTINY OF MAN. A Scientific and
Sexual Development, and. Social’Up! U Philosophical Treatise upon a subject of which man never tires—that of 

„S 3JLWSA&1** “ »Th“- * doth, »! 00; paper, M ee«.
------ .. -v. — ---- < - u VORAN. Commonly called the “Alkoran of Mohammed." Translated 

|\ into English from the original Arabic, with explanatory notes taken from 
the most approved commentators. Price, cloth, $1,00. '

able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other Im
portant volumes on Health, Social -Set 
enee. Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75c. 
For ssle at this office. :

‘“The 1’ouuuilu of Life, or The Three
fold Power of Sex.” By Lois Wais- 
brooker. One of the author’s most use- 
,ful.books. It should be read by every 
man and woman. Price 50 cents.

"I Ue uead Aiaus Alessuge, an occuli 
romance by Florence Marryat The 
author’s wide experience in Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
hare prepared herto write this romance 
which will be. found laden ¿with gems 
picked up in the course of her invest!.' 
ration and studies. Cloth fl For sals 
at this office.

LIGHT OF EGYPT, or the Scienceof the Soul and the Stars. Agrand 
work of profound philosophical deductions, on a theme of great interest 

to everybody. Price $2.00. .
INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS- before the New York Unitarian Club. The 
I first lecture of an Infidel before a Christian Association. One of his 
best. 12 pages, neatly printed. Price 6 cents; ten copies 50 cents.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER. A collection of thirty-eight Inspirational Songs, 
adapted to popular music, for the use of congregations, circles and 

families. By Mattie E. Hull. Price 10 cents, or $7 per hundred. ’ 
THE WORLD'S SIXTEEN SAVIORS, or Christianity Before Chnst. A 

key to all the sacred mysteries of the present religions and their Oriental 
fotmation. By Kersey Grave*.  Price $1.50¡postage 10 cents-
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Pt Gíeat Offer!

IMPORT/VNT!

DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
• —THE- 

FAMOUS GHRONIST, 
OF AYER, MASS.

READ OUR
SUMMER OFFER

During this month we will accept of 
new patients, and old ones, who were 
compelled to stop treatment owing to 
the hard times, for three months’ treiiT- 
ment for $10. . . „ ,
• We pre the only physician who makes 
this oiler each year. Such patients tak
ing advantage of this offer must send 
{heir age, sex and leading symptoms, 
and $1, and the names of five sick 
friends, when we will at onefe diagnose 
your case and send you by return mail, 
and if you are satisfied with the diag
nosis, remit us $4, the second month $5, 
and the tliird mouth you ueed not remit 
us anything. .Or you may remit to us 
$9 in advance—$1 when you send for 
diagnosis, and $8 when ordering medi
cine. Tins will be only $3 a month. We 
find that when we make this offer once 
a year, hundreds take advantage of it, 
and we therefore charge $1 of the $10 
for our trouble when request is made 
to diagnose the case. We always give 
the same care to the poor patient that 
we do to the rich, and kindly remember 
■jve do not answer questions about other 
physicians. We have all we can do to 
attend to our owu affairs—no time to 
gossip. '

If you are taking a course of treat
ment with some other physician, then 
do not write us now. If you are receiv
ing no benefit from them, then cut out 
this article, aud when your agreement 
with them is up and If you are still 
sick, send us this article and we will 
then take your case at this reduced 
rate the same as if you had begun with 
us in July. These reduced summer 
rates are also made at our Health 
Home. Price of treatment and board 
thpt we charged $15 per week for. we 
now charge but $10 aud $7 per week; 
but treatment at Home must begin 
during July. Write at once.

DR. C. E. WATKINS^

.Island Lake Camp, Mich.
'Island Lake Camp-Meeting opened 

July 3, under favorable conditions; 
With a fair attendance. The chairman 
for the season, Dr. F. Schermerhorn, 
delivered the address of welcome, 
which was responded to by W. H. 
Bach, of Lily Dale. The national holi
day was fittingly debated. W. H. Bach 
being the orator of the day. lu the 
evening there was a flue display of 
fireworks from the island in the lake. 
The Michigan State troops, who are 
encamped across the lake, united with 
the camp association in furnishing the 
fireworks.

The exercises of the day closed with 
a social hop, in which many of the sol
diers participated. Every effort is be
ing made by the executive board of this 
association, through the management 
of the secretary and his wife, to make 
the session of this year a successful 
one in every respect. This Is an ideal 
location, and the program is an un
usually good one.

F. SCHERMERHORN, M. D.

THE WORLD WHAT WE MAKE IT.

I've seen some people in this life 
Who always are repining, 

Who never, never yet eotild see 
The storm cloud's silver lining.

There always something is amiss, 
From sunrise to its setting;

That God's hand made their map Of
life, 

They seem the while forgetting.
And I have seen a blessed sight

•To sin-beclouded vision,
Some people who, where’er they be, 

Make earth seem an Elyslnn.
They nlwavs see the brightest side— 

The direful shadows never—
And keep the flower of hope In bloom 

Within their hearts forever.
The one can make the sunniest day 

Seem wondrous sad and dreary;
The other smiles the clouds away, 

And makes a dark day cheery.
This life of ours is. after all, 

About as we shall make it, 
If we can banish grief and care, 

. Let’s haste to undertake it
. —Exchange.

"Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual- 
|em: or a uuuvurdaure of the 1'riuelpal 
Passages ol the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or implv 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
ami s'bolnrly author has here embodied 
the t 'suits ol his many years' study 
Of th Bible in its relations to Spiritual
ism. As its title denotes, it is a veri
table encyclopedia of infomation on the
subject. Price 
office.

.-The Religion 
Weil. This is a 
ordinary power

$1. For sale at this

of tne Future.” By S. 
work of far more than
and value, by a bold, 

untraiuuielcd thinker. Spiritualists who
love deep, clear tlioiiRlit. reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
welt repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 
50 rents. .

■ ■ 1 he Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records.” Told by Paul (Jarus. 
I bis book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism In its spirit and living princl- 
pies. Spiritualist or Chrfetlan can 
scarcely read It without spiritual profit 
Price (L For sale at this office.

“Right Living.” By Susan H.Wixon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her metnod of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
ioung and old will be benefited by it

loth IL For sale at this office. .

RURAL HEALTH HOME.
To the Editor—Some time since I 

read in your valuable paper an article 
or letter on the Rural Health Home, by 
one John Strong, and thought at the 

■close, “pretty strong John.” Taking 
something of an interest in these mat
ters, I concluded that I would devote 
an off day to the Home and 'see if it 
was all a “guileless rainbow story,” or 
whether there was a bit of fact to “tie 
to.” A pleasant ride of an hour on the 
Fitchburg Railroad, through field, , vil
lage and town, transferred me from 
Boston to Ayer. Then for a slight con
sideration the liaekman in about fifteen 
minutes landed me at the “Eden of 
Rest,” from which in my imagination 
emanated the seven distinct colors of 
the aforesaid bow.

Well, I found the house, no myth, but 
large, roomy and very much as it had 
been described by John, only I think it 
would stand just a touch more of color 
than he gave it—for the stately elm 
and maple trees were in full dress, and 
a promise of a good supply of apples, 
cherries and small fruits. In the per
son of “Banks the Healer,” or resident 
physician I found one gifted to quite a 
degree with the faculty of making one 
feel perfectly at home in the least pos
sible time—genial, conscientious, en
thusiastic in his work—and from what 
I heard, fairly successful in his partic
ular line. I asked how he could work 
in harmony with pills and powders. 
“Oh! no one has a monopoly on the 
Elixir of Life; in many cases mag
netism works seeming wonders, so also 
pills aud powders, while others require 
both; but here we depend largely, for 
results, upon quiet, rest, diet, good air, 
water, exercise, manipulation, baths 
and nature, under the watchful eye of 
a skillful practitioner?’ '

I could ■ npt contradict him, so I 
listened and looked, Hotise fairly well 
furnished, comfort the essential feature 
consulted, >Was introduced to a num
ber of the people and all seemed to be 
satisfied with the attention received 
and progress made. ; Obe, lady told me, 
“Three weeks ago life was hardly 
worth living, for I suffered torments; 
to-morrow I go home a well woman, 
and shall never'cease to feel grateful 
to Dr. Watkins.” I of course concluded 
that this'was one of thé casêb where 
pills, powders and slch did their work.

Others spoke of magnetism—others 
of the effect of vapor baths, etc. My 
curiosity got rather the best of me, so 
1 proposed a vapor. Well, I got It— 
hot—rather, but then many of your 
readers know all about that. After I 
got out of the hands of the artist, I was 
surprised to find how tired I had been. 
And now came a half hour when de
licious languor held full sway. Boston, 
business and troubles of life in general, 
seemed to fade into the distant past. 
“Allow me to introduce Dr. Watkins,” 
brought me back to the present, and 
although I was not arrayed quite like 
Solomon (’twas more like the lily), I 
had a pleasant ten-minute chat with a 
rather stout gentleman, cordial, open- 
hearted, aud at that time full of 
business. .

The only fault found with Dr. WaG 
kins while I was there was that his 
visits at the Home are too short; but 
on speaking to the Doctor laughingly 
about what the patients said about his 
short visits, he said: “Well, there is a 
good deal of me, but I can’t make 
myself go all around the world at once,. 
Two hours a day at my Home Is all I 
can spare from my private practice”— 
which, by the way, extends all over 
the world.

At Dt. Watkins’ Invitation I stepped 
into his carriage and had a pleasant 
ride over to his private residence, 
where I soon saw why lie could not 
spare longer time at the Home. In his 
office building I found some eight 
rooms, n+l full of clerks busy as bees. 
It Is astonishing the amount of work 
this man does. With such a large and 
successful practice, the Doctor laughs 
at those who, through envy, try to in
jure him in every way they can.

While I was there I asked for a 
diagnose of my case. I saw Dr. Wat
kins put a bit of pencil between two 
clean slates. I heard the pencil writing, 
and read the diagnose. After it was 
written it was a most perfect descrip
tion of my dise. I then saw him 
diagnose eighteen other eases in like 
manner. This Is true, honest, psychic 
power. I asked him if he knew of any 
psychic who diagnosed disease in the 
same way. He said: “Yes, there is 
one—Dr. Mansfield. Others claim won
derful psychic powers, but Dr. Mans
field and myself are the only ones who 
can diagnose disease by independent 
writing. After looking over his beau
tiful place I returned to the Home and 
found dinner ready.

They put up a remarkably good din
ner, that struck me, and I did not seem 
to be alone in the enjoyment. After
that I was wicked, I suppose, 
wandered out into the grounds 
smoke. On my return I found a 
of whist in progress. One lady

for I 
for a 
game 
sang

“I Cannot Sing the Old Song”—but I 
didn’t agree with her, for I never heard 
it rendered better. Four of the people 
played croqqet, and as I looked them 
over I could not help wondering where 
all those aches and pains had gone. 
One gentleman told me: "Sick? No, not 
I; only I was all tired out. A friend of 
mine was here for treatment, so I 
thought I would come and rest for a 
week. Feel just as much at home as I 
should in my own house, with the ad
vantage of being free from care. Shall 
stay not less than a month,” etc. With 
the interest taken in their cases, and 
the energy displayed by these two men, 
it is no wonder to me that their people 
look upon the Home ns a sort of Mecca 
where they find the panacea for all the 
evils and ills that flesh is heir to.

Tlte roads are fine and the drives re
markably pleafcant. It was with a sigh 
of regret that I found the carriage 
waiting to convey me to the station. I 
have to thank Honest John for a day of 
real pleasure, and, like him, fully 
believe .

There's a method in their madness, 
By which many ills are cured.
Yours truly,

james McFarland.

“From Night to Mom, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A 
Judson. Gives anaccount of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted to place in 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15 cent«.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
In succinct, form the substance of his 
]• ctures .on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The bbok is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For 
sale at this office. Brice 25 cents.

•il,.-!loneal. Logical aud Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment.” By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at this office. ‘

/V LIBR/VRY ASTONISHING!
The Spiritualist who commences now 

.to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for Thé Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his nelgh- 
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
thlnli,1 in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family in the 
United States. Commence now, we re
peat, to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

DOCTOR A. D. DORSON
StUl Heals tjie Sick Through 
the Mediumship of ... . . 

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker.

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STBEET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Dr. Max MiißiUßiibruGli,
PROPHETIC SEER,

If you wish Good Health 
should apply to her.

you

Consultation by Letter Free
Send Postage Stamp for Reply.

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 

—Find enclosed one dollar. Send Elixir 
of Life. I have received so much bene
fit from the use of your remedies that 
I do not wish to be without them.

Very respectfully,
Eureka, Cal. MRS. T. Y. CLYDE.

DO YOU WANT HEALTH?
Send for Elixir of Life, No. 1. This 

is the best remedy known for the stom
ach, liver, bowels and entire system. I 
will send one sample (only) to each per
son, postpaid, for 10 cents. This trial 
package is sufficient for seven days.

B. F. POOLE, Clinton, Iowa.

PRICE OF THE “SEQUEL.”
The price hereafter of this number of 

The Progressive Thinker will be as fol
lows: Three cents for single copy. 
Where five or. more are ordered, two 
cents per copy. Where one hundred or 
more copies are ordered, one dollar and 
fifty cents per hundred. . "

BEAR IN MIND.
In sending remittances to this office, 

write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so.on a separate 
sheet. If is not safe to send money In 
a letter; if it is sent that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and’there can 
be no loss. _

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided.

OF INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS.
Anyone who is sick and failed to find 

relief, should send their name aud ad
dress (with stamp for reply) to Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Cali., and I will 
(through spirit power) seud you the 
cause and condition of your trouble; 
and after 1 give you a correct diagno
sis, if you wish help I will make my 
terms within your reach.

N. B.—The above advertisement is for 
the benefit of suffering humanity, and 
if you know of any one who is sick, and 
is skeptical, show them the above ad. 
and I may convince them of the truth
of spirit return. ' 452

FREE TO KIDNEY SUFB8ÏRS AK'P 
Readers of the Progressive 

Thinker. < -

Dr. Worst has recently made a new 
vegetable discovery for kidney, liver, 
stomach trouble, headache and rheuma
tism. He will mail any reader of The 
Progressive Thinker one week’s trial 
treatment with full directions free, or
8 weeks’ treatment for only $1. Ad-
dress, Dr. E. J. Worst, Dept. 26, Ash
land, Ohio.

"Poems or Progress." By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1.

"Atlantis: The Antediluvian World.” 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history. 
It Is. lntensely Interesting. Price, $2.

“The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticlsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

• Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Spirit-life.” “The Evolution 
of Man.” Two papers, given in the In-
terest of spiritual science, 
Faraday. Price 15 cents.

•Tbe Universe." What 
The Beginning of Creation, 
ter Is. The Creation of

by Michael

Force is. 
What Mat
the Earth.

The Beginning of Life. Immortality. 
The Substance of Its Environments. 
Psychic Science. What the “Soul of 
Things” Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
sale at this office.

"The Prophets of Israel.” By Prof. 
O. H. Cornill, of the University of 
Koenigsberg. A scholarly and appreci
ative historical review of the prophets 
of Israel and their works. For sale 
at this office. Paper covers, 25c.

“Origin and Antiquity of Man." By 
Hudson Tuttle. A masterly philosoph
ical work. English edition, nicely 
bound in cloth, $L For sale at thia 
office.

“Arcana of Nature; or thé History 
and Laws of Creation.” By Hudson 
Tuttle. A well-known and most pro
found treatise. Cloth, $L For sale at 
this office.

• Bible and Church Degrade Woman.” 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises 
three brief essays, on The Effect of 
Woman Suffrage on Questions of Mor
als and Religion; The Degraded Status 
of Woman In the Bible; The Christian 
Church and Woman; written in
Stanton’s usual trenchant style. 
Bale at this Office. Price 10 cents. 

"Human Culture and Cure.
First. The Philosophy of Cure.

Mrs. 
For

Pan
. . ------ (in

eluding Methods and Instruments).” Bv 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A very in
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well ful
fills the promise of its title. For sale 
at this office. Price 75. cents. ~

"Ancient India: Its Language and 
Religions.” By Prof. H. Ok’enberg. 
The subject is of unusual interest at 
the present time, and it is here treated 
In a way to interest and instruct all 
readers. For sale at this office. Paper, 
price 25c. . '

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrine.” By Edward Gibbous. This 
Is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Glas- 
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
-averv detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this office,

SUCCESSFUL

PS Y 6 rt 16
PHrYSIGI/VNS

Success in any line of work, in any 
profession, in this day of sharp com
petition and specialism, cannot be the 
result of accilent. The speculator, by 
a fortunate > combination of circum
stances, jor luck, may make » vast sum 
of money; a physician, by happy chance, 
may select the right remedy and. luck 
favor him in the dose, and thus cure a 
suffering , patient—but .this is not suc
cess. The successful man 10-day is a 
hard woker;—by diligent research and 
hard work he masters the details of his 

' b elness or profession, and assisted, by 
the appliances of 'modern science he is 
able to carry to a successful termination 
his under akings. He is a successful 
man.

A person suffering from a disease 
which has prevented the enjoyment of 
life and I ampered all his undertakings, 
does not care to intrust his health—his 
life, ev<n—to ihe treatmentof the un- 
sk lied, unscientific .and unsucces ful 
experimenter, even though his an
nouncements may be pleasingly worded, 
and the allureme ts'most enchanting. 
'Rather the sufferer turns to those whose 
long experience, established repuation 
and recognized success, curries assur
ance that promises will be fulfilled and 
the d sired return to health be accom
plished in a reasonable time. It is 
because DRS. IPEEBLES & BUR
ROUGHS are SUCCESSFUL that

THEIR WORK IS GENUINE, 
that It has been- necessary for them to 
increase their accommodations and im
prove their faedittos, until to-day their 
offices are unexcelled in size, oomplete- 
he^B and perfection of appointments. 
Their advertisements com is t largely of 
the

VOLÜNI’ABïtSTATEMENTS OF 
. CUBEB PATIENTS, 
who are best qualified to judge of their
ability. These voluntary testimonials 
are received each day and are valued 
more than gold or silver by the Doctors, 
who labor conscientiously for the wel
fare of those wh > have intrustbd their 
health, even their lives, to them.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
My Dear Doctors:—Having taken your medicine 

one month I consider mytclf well. Yours respect
fully A. D. Edwabds.

June 15,1898. 849 Prospect BL, Cleveland, O.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mlcb.
Dear Doctors:—1 am well and will not need any 

more treattncoL 1 will always feel gratefull to yuu 
for your skill lu treating chrnnlc 'dtoeases, aud I wh-h 
Jou all the success Imaginable In vour new quarters, 
lay God and tbe good angels forever bless you.

Very respectfully, Wm. H. Grieb,
June 17, lb98. Cllnton.lll.

Drs. Peebles & Burrough*,  Hattie Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—1 am improving rapidly and will not 

need any more medicine, 1 receive groat benefit 
from the psychic treatment. Very truly,

Mrs E. J. Reed.
June 14,1898. Naugatuck, Conn.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—Your treatment bus helped me 

wonderfully aud I do feci very much pleu»cd and 
grateful to you for getting me bo well and strong. 
May you be blessed In this and the world to come for 
the good you are doing and have done to humanity. 
Yery truly, Mbs. A. C Biiown,

Juno 18,1888. Lakeport, N. H.

CORRECT DIAGNOSES.
The keynote of success in the treat

ment of disease is correct diagnosis, and 
the psychic powers of Drs. Peebles and 
Burroughs enable them to discern the 
exact physica' condition of their pa
tients, and thus administer the necessary 
treatment to re ove causes, and when 
the causes are removed their effects 
necessarily cease. The following brief 
statements are given as L rther EVI
DENCE of the ABSOLUTE ACCU
RACY with which Drs I eebles & Bur
roughs diagnose CHRONIC DISEASES:
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Bnttlc Creek, Mich.

Dear Sira:—Your letter Is received and what you 
have told me about my case to true. Respectfully, 

- Mrb Subir Jonks,
June 15. 1898. Edmore, Mich.

Dre. Peebles & Burroughs. Bnttlc Creek, Mich.
Dear Sira:—-! received your letter and you have 

told me about my case ijurt «title. - •

June 21,1898.
Hellie Luxdt.

Sycamore, 0.

Dra. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich, 
Sirs:—Hare received .‘your diagnosis and you have 

got my case down rlghU I have decided to use your 
treatment and know mwlll do me good.

Very truly. . c. Btobokb,
June 20» 1898. Dodge, Ncbr.

As a Spiritual Healer She 
No Equal.

Has
COWONDENCE INVITED.

Herbalist,.Psyehometrist and Medio-

With her Magnetized Herbs all 
diseases that flesh is heir 

to are’cured.

No “Lock of Hair” or “Leading 
Symptom” Required.

Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her

DIAGHOSE YOUR CASE FREE.
Address all Mail to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

The following Is taken from the San Francisco 
"Progress" of November 7, 1855: ’
. gl.U8 U! 8rent pleasure to quote from the Light 

of Truth commendations of California and Califor
nians.' In a late Issue wo read: 'Wo note with pleas
ure the continued success of our friend and brother, 

.MvF.or.8ter' of s.“n. Francisco, California. 
California has become noted for Its mediums; and 
although Dr. Forster Is not a native of the United 
»tetes, the people of California have learned to claim 
a proprietary Interest In him just as if he were a 
native soil’ We hear good reports of him from all 

quarters, and it gives us much pleasure to add our 
endorsement to the many accorded this gifted 
medium aud educated gentleman."

al Clairvoyant.
. Diagnosis of disease by lock of hair *

(NO SYMPTOMS REQUIRED) 
five two cent stamps.

One read Psychotnetrlcally.......................   <
Full life readings by wall.................. ••••.,
P.O. Box 118 Oakland Cal. ””

.82.00 

.82.00

ABSENT TREATMENTS

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
Au Institute or relined Tlier«peutlcs, Including the 

Suu Cure, Vital Magnetism, Electricity, Mini Cure, 
"o'cnc'- or life Clicmlcul affinity aal 

•hwelopod with tlielr marvelous 
plications. Students in four continents have taken ths 
course, rhe college 1s cliancred and confers the de« 
gree of D. M., Doctor of Magnetics. By a system of 
printed flu*8tIons  students can take the course and 
receive the diplomas at their owu homes. Institution 
removed to 253 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal. 
Diplomas granted under either the New Jersey ol

... charter. Scud stamp for catalogue to 
<41^f E. D. BABBITT. M. D. LL. D.. Dean.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
lx the oldest and most successful Spiritual Physician 

. now In pfactl ce- IHa cures are
THE MOST MARVELOUS

of this age. His examinations are correctly made, 
and free to all who send him name, age. sex and lock 
of hair, and six. cents In stamps. He doesn’t ask for 
any leading symptom. A clairvoyant doesn’t need 
auy. Address '

J. 8 LOUCKS, M. D„
85 Warren st.. Stoneham. Maes. . 455

mrs. g. partridge,
The well-known Psycbonietrist and Business Medium. 
Readings personally, by letter or photograph il.iMJ. 
Three reasonable questions answered by mall for 
25 cento Address 54 N. 52nd ave., Chicago, psycho
pathic treatments. 877tf

INSPIRATION’S VOICE.
A inutile book complete tor the Spiritualist's every 

use. The flnest mush: of auy collection known, with 
suitable words. 50 cents, and postage 10 cents.

I86tf H. W. BOOZER, Grand Itaplds, Mich.

¡Van’s Mexican Hair Restorative 
A HAIR FOOD

L, Superior Wis. Oct. 12,1897’
¿Mexican Medicine Co; 4
•. .. ,M Bear Sirs—Please send me another ’. — - ....... * ociu 11IC uuouier -
«bottleof Vans Mexican Hair Restorative.^ 
JI Had been bothered for years with dandruff ’ 
aniy hair was gray and rapidly falling out.i 
J From the first application I have not been“ 
«troubled tn tile least with dandruff, and afteri 
.using half a bottle my hair stopped falling'? 
aout, and although ouite gray, to my surprise,£ 
Jhas turned to its original color. S
a Most sincerely yours, A. L- TULL. £ 
" Pastor First M. E. Church.”

ONE DOLLAR PER BOTTLE £& Agents wanted in unoccupied territory ! 
fifi Dearborn 8t.$

CHICAGO A

liesearches n oriental History.

Ont

BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.
FoL 12 mo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.50,

GENERAL, DIVISION.
1. BE8BAS0HBS IN JEWISH HISTORY. 
». RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISH.
S. DERIYATION OB CHRISTIANITY.
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS?
The whole comprises an earnest bat fraltlcss search 

for a Historical Jesus. ;
In this volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 

have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic Idea fs traced to the Bao*
trlan Philosopher. 2350 years B. C., and Ito history Is 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until It It 
fully developed into Christianity, with amythlcal hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian era.

, The book demonstrates that Christianity and Ito cen 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of the past; its facto are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read it without I mtructlon and profit, whether 
he reaches the same conclusions with the author o’* 
otherwise. For sale at tbla.office.

The Doctors will be more than pleased 
to hear rom any sufferer, and will most 
cheerf lly give sany information cal
culated to benefit any sufferer, whether 
such person undertakes treatment with 
them or not.’ They are issuing a num
ber of booklets upon Chronic Diseas s, 
which contain the;, latest scientific pro-. 
nouncements in t o-e diseases, which 
they wilL be pleaded to in41 free upon 
application. IF YOU ARE A SUF
FERER you .-should accept of this gen
erous offer to .which no strings are 
attached. They desire to benefit, as far 
as possible, those who may need and de-, 
sire their services. You should

giving NAME: Address in full, with 
SEX, AGE and a LEADING SYMP
TOM. and receive their carefully'm-e- 
pared CORRECT DIAGNOSIS of y.> r 
cae, w.th valuable printed matter "con
cerning it, free. Ad ress.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

By the Use of Vitalized Flannel. 
Cures all Manner of Diseases.

Dr. A. W. Blrkholz, the Healer.
Mas. Mart M. Babukb. DeKalb, Ill., writes: "You 

remember I told you there was aometltlug growing 
under my ,110« riba. It la nearly all gone. 1 applied 
the da uel as dlreeted and sat for treatments every 
Tuetday and Friday evenings; and have felt hands on 
my head. Send another vitalized flannel,"

Him. Emelins Tilton, 108 Cherry street. West 
Newton. Muss., writes: "I have had absent treat
ments from you for my cough aud feel that I have 
been beneflted."

Wm. Whbblakd, Edgar, Neb., again writes: "1 am 
slowly Improving; have beau out duor a little each 
day for the last week. Am gaining strength fast. 
My heart Is stronger, and gaining, but Is weak yet. 
Have gained more In the lust two weeks than lu a 
year before. The last vitalized flannel did me more 
good than all things combined that 1 ever took. I 
shall do all I can for you."

Mbs. Wm. Lamiman, Clllford, Mich., again writes: 
"Please send me another piece of the vitalized flan
nel, as I am better after using the last one."

August Rick but, Valentine, Neb., writes: “I re
ceived your letter and flannel, and am getting better. 
I can feel It. My pains are getting less aud 1 feel 
better every way."

Address

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ,
NEW Bl FFALO, MICH.

PSYCHOMETRIC AND CLAIRVOYANT READ- 
Inga. Sand handwriting, ll and stamps for advice 

ou Minerals, Business, Social and Spiritual matters to 
M. ST. OMER BRIGGS, Hamilton. O. Extracts from 
letters: “Very well satisfied,” “Reading correct," 451

IN V A LID S ~ 
rr, HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
r r «ta»»«, tk«lr (liuu, ar will reeeir«

pamyhtat ud adTloe nsiio enra thamteiro, without 
druga. Th« THOMAS BATTERX COMPANY, Card- 
ingtoa, Ohio

LEB80N8INP8YCHIC SCIENCE 
Embracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance, Psycbometry 
and Laws ef Unfoldmont, with free reading. For nar- 
tlculaw address EMMA RUDER, 704 Central ave 
Hamilton, Ohio. ¿(XJ

"THE LYCEUM,”
A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR

The Lyceum, devoted to the Interests 
of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Olilo, No. (51 Willowdale street. 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to Its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special Interest in it. It

If you wish to know what ails 
you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps, Mate age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. G. BftTDORF, M. D
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Is published weekly. Try It. 437tf

“Old Auntie’s... 
Yarb Tea,”• M the Complex
ion and positive cure for constipation, tor 
pld liver, sick headache, nervousness, loss 
of appetite and sleep. IT TONES UP THE SYS 
TEM. removes “that« tired feeling,” purifies 
the blood, overcomes functional disturb 
ancesof remale organism, and brings back 
the glow of health and high spirits to all. 
It Is a scientific combination of herbs, roots, 
and barks In their natural state, in such 
proportions as to secure marvelous results. 
It cures while vnu sleep. Prepared and Fold 
by the HOUSEHOLD REMEDY COMPANY, 
SUITE 9, 70 DEARBORN ST.. CHICAGO. Sent 
by mail ou receipt of 50 cents« Agents 
Wanted»

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,

Author of “Helen Harlow'« Vow," “The Occult 
Forces of Bex,” "Perfect Motherhood," and many 
•therworke. Price fficecta For «ale at thia office.

'THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thomas Paine. Being an investigation of True 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edi
tion, from new plates and new type; 1S6 pages, cost 
8vo, Paper, 25cents; cloth, 50 cento.

AN ExutLLENf WORK,

REED CITY SANITARIUM
REED CITY, MICH.

A. B. SPINNEY. M. D.. Proprietor; E. W. SPINNEY, 
M. D . Resident Physician, with consulting physicians 
and surgeons and professional nurses. The cheapest 
Sanitarium tn the world; a place for the poor and 
middle classes. Are you sick aud discouraged? We 
Wil! give free diagnosis by mall. Send for Question 
list, prices and lournuls. 4<9tf

SIX NEW LESSONS
IN MEDIUMSHIP.

Send 25c to J. M. * M. T. Allen, Sprtngflcld. Mo., 
and secure a set of these valuable Lessons. 558

SEND 25 CENTS AND DATE OF BIRTH, FOR 
Horoscope— five questions answered. V. M.

DEVINE, Jefferson Park, Hl. Box 12». 451

CHART FREE.
By a Bohemian Gypsy Astrologer and Clairvoyant. 

Send age. color of ey« s and hair, tn own handwriting. 
Address GEO. WELLES. Bux 180, Newark. N. J. 452

WONDERFUL TESTS.
. Your future revealed. Tria) readings 21c, equals 
others 11 Horoscopes. Special reduction In prices. 
Horoscopes, ll. Send birth data. Circulars, testimo
nials. “Claihaut." Astrologer, Watertown. N. Y.454

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of Tax Pioonxssrni Thikkkr win r«r 
member the story under tbe above title, by Hudson 1 
Tuttle, which was published in Ils columns. Al the 
time, constant Inquiries were made as to Its appearing 
tn book form. This with has now been gratified. It 
makes avolums of 248 pages, in style and form like the 
“Convent of tbe Sacrea Heart,” with a finely-engraved 

ouuuucrMuu; <-docihi ucmresin tne MimmpM likeness of tbe author on the corer. Tbe scenes of tho 
5—Winter-Lan’’ and Summer Land; G-Language aS 8tory alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres. 
Life In Bummer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual - Philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation and 
Workers; S—Ultlmates in the Summer-Land: ¿Voles modes of life of spiritual beings, are presented in the 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition co*  . plewlng form of narrative.— .L.. ,l..----- - Tbe following are the chapter-titles: Introduction;

The House of the Base; Home of the Miser; Tbe Low 
Societies; Hadet, chrlBtmsstide In tbe Spheres of 
Light; Cbristmastlde and the Golden Gate; Tbe Un
happy Marriage; Easter Day In Heaven; A Visit to 
tbe Earth; The Change Called Death; Coming to the 
Knowledge of the Light; Tbo Society Again Visits 
Earth; Tbe Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distent Globe; Reunion In the Spirit-world; 
Contentedness Not Goodness; Address of the Sage. ,

It Is a book the Spiritualist will be delighted with; a 
book In which tbe Investigator will find answers to 
ever-recurring questions; a book which will Interest 
the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced. 
•’•*'<»  nrlce in paper is 50 cents; muslin 111 postpaid.

T\EATJI AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 
IS The “Stellar Key" 1« tLJ nhlloeophlcal Intro
duction to the revelations contained In this book. 
Some Idea of this little volume may be gained from tb« 
following table of content»: 1—Death and the After
Life: s—Scene« in the Summer-Land; S-Soclety In th« 
Bummer-Land;«—Social Cientree In the Summer-Land:

tains more than double the amount of matter In f?
mcr editions, and is enriched by a beuttnu fronu*  
piece, Illustrating the "itonnation of the Splritua 
Body.” Cloth 75 cento Postage 5 cento iw ua*  
at thia office.

INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS
BeforetheNew Tork Unitarian Club. The first time 
In the history of the world that a Christian Awociatlon 
ever Invited a noted infidel to lecture before them. 
The lecture la a grand one, and was received by the 
Club with continuous apphuse from beginning to«^ ’ 
The pamphlet contains 1? pages, beautifully n- - 
Price a cents: ten err’' ’•♦«. ’

BIBLE OF BIBLES.
ByKencyGi-aves, ItwlUwellpayperuiM. EHoetm

Bow evil spirit« Influence mortal«. By M. Fuads« P.23. Price 10 cento

MIND READING AND BEYOND.
By Wm. A Hovey. 200 page«, with Illustration« of 

the eubjecte treated upon. Price 11.25.

.»x±n oj.xiui'S.
Bj Carrie B.S. Twtns. median. Brice 50 wnu.

i

ajxvx' vx I'-tiE FUTUltE. 
BY S. WEIL.

Cloth, I1.Ä Paper, 50 cent«.
This Is a work of great value, written by one X'f the 

keenest, most powerful end most truly religious' 
minds of the day. It Is particularly a work which 
should be put Into the handr of those who bare freed 
themselves from the dogma» of orthodoxy aud from 
the dogmas of materialistic science, for It will 
strengthen the conviction of the free mind that mind 
and senses are not the whole of life.

The chapters reveal a new method In psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and

- the childhood period ot tallh and fancy will be toper 
tiiowleageand facts. For*-office.

By Editor of the National with Preface and Notes “THE WATSEKA WONDER,”
-.Ot y>0 eld To tbe »indent of piycblo Jbenowe«*,  (M, pamphletPaine Homestead and laine MonumenL at New interoct-int? it Hm pem-innf« nfWnr.he»Tl» - atan nAeHtab. «/ TSa«... “tmTCW- WUMC™WT uHCTobHOg. ib gives QCkBUOQ accounts Qf w 9110 ^ckmaa, two cases of “double jpnMlouwea,” Utmely Mary 

joe Banow, Mary- wolislunecraft, Madame Roland*  LurancT Vennum. erf Wsteeka. Die, aM Marr npv. 
Condorce^jrlMot, andthfemostpromlmsitof Paine’s poids, of Venango coturtf, FaTrlrMtoMttli oAms 
friends !■ Sauve and Asiierioa. rfrth. TT m. ran Iff «ato*  •’ vaow

DR. MANSFIELD’S
HOMEOPATHIC medicines
A,r,e coupoiiudcd clalrvoyuutly tor each pallent. Send 
AGNOMk “v for FREE DI-PrGeit°NSs ¿‘'ly'“'1“ of CuIre" “• D- Barrett.

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D.
170 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio, 

/ ~ ' --------- ---- ---------- -----
Mediumship Is a Growth.

Philosophical Spiritualists admit this Twice a Xi±.f.?flrKveyfH sat for Ibe' bliriwr uiv 
foldmuit lu piepanition for tbto work as a Healef - 
SWWftM*.  -»■ - -

DR. J. A. BAILEY,
No. 142 Fifth Avenue, Clinton, Iowa.

NO DRUGS USED. NONE REQUIRED. ««f,

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Curesail forms of stomach, liver and kidney diseases 
f««M Hn,r Of, a. . a. .. -> a - ' . - f tllBt tilBd, worn-oul 
fe«>n|” fi““,™“1®"11 to asilsl your «yatem to health 
with pure, rloli blood. Sufficient quantity tor ono 
month Bem tor,1.00. * ’

One package of our Magnetized Compound for «ora 
eye« or poor eyelight. Ha« been used and praised by 
thoujuinds In all parts of the world. Sent for 60 centl 
or all throe eeul po»lnald for ,1.00. with yarmai 
photo and luBtrucllouB how tollre lodyear.

Melted Pebble Spoct-aciesi
'■filon. Write for Illustrated Circular« «bowIm styles and prices and photo of Spirit Yarina. 

wl o <ievei011|.(| t„|s Otalrvoy,llt 110wcr me. irSui 
ycir^vl'f J’ebble Spectacles u perfectly to 
office Z.u n, >our “wn «• If you were tn my 
nh . : n can testify. Send stamp tor
_lL Pool«. Clinton. Iowa.

I’SYIIII
Is the invention of apractical medium, under spirit 
guidunce, and to designed to develop medlumsliiD. 
Many, by It« use, have received tong communica
tion« from bpirlt friends, and express great satisfao- 
Uon. 1 rice, ei, und 20 cento extra for expressage. 
rorsule at tbeotiiccof The Biiogekmbive'1'hinkkb,

WANTED-flOOD MAN OR WOMAN, 
to represent us In every town, lloneit 
Article; Good Seller. Will give von references. Address K v you

MORPHINbT
COCAINE 
LAUDANUM 

. ______ ___________ . Stopped at onceA never-failing, harmlen*  and permanent home 
cure. Trial treatment f rec no request 
Dr. J. C. Hoffman, 44S Isabella Bldg., Chicago, III.

PRACTICAL GUIDE TO SPIRITUALISM, 1IEAL- 
1 lug and Occult S<-l<-nec. » lib complete rulea for 
peunccs and Development -15 cents—by Professor 
n airond, Opera House Block, Denver, Colo. 436tf

MIKKO COMPANY, 
_____________ 68 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
Trance and BindueM Medium. Sittings dally; hours, 
10 to 4. Residence, 3001 Vernon av„ Chicago, HL

Something New and Reliable
If Bick, write me a letter suiting tile fact, with age, 

name, bcx and complexion and tdx cento tn stamps, 
and 1 will tell you just what your troubles are by 
Psychic Power; also a means of a rapid cure. 1 need 
do hair or leading symptoms; your letter to enough. 
Ilerbaltotlc Remedies lu connection with Psychlo 
Power. Address or call.

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
35 Warren st., Stoneham,

YOUR FUTU
Astrologer, Rooms 6 & 7 'labor Opera House Block, 
Denver, Colo. Ciiarts from SI. Seud stamp for clrcu« 
lara. (Sttf

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
home. Win «cud a pamphlet giving Instructions, 

delineate your phase of mediumship, ami a spiritual 
songbook. All for ^5 cents. AddrctS MRS. J- A. 
BLISS, San Diego, Cal. 458

JUBILEE SOUVENIR.
Hand jaintetl picture of Hydesville Collage in 

water colors, gold lettered title, bound with ribbon, 
very pretty. Sent by mall; price 25 cents. A. W. 
MOURE, Artist, 16 Shelton nve.. Kocbester. N.Y. 452 
FREEDOM'S BATTLE CRY. FaTRRH’IC WAR

Song; words and tnuMe wr tten un er Inspiration, 
dealing with (he pr s- ; t war with Spain, 2Uc. A. 
Groom, 1610 Vine st.. PliIu !clidiln, Pa. 452

Horoscopes on chara ter, health,
Marriage. Bi.dness. Finance. Personal Questions, 

etc. Life resdt.-gs si.ou. Test readings 25 cents. 
Send for descrl; live circular on astrology. Address: 
Fred. P. Bna.sdt, 253 Hastings bl.. Grand Rapids, 
Mich. 453

ASTRAL BEADING
And your phase of Mrcltum>bi;'. with Instructions for 
development; also a cuiy of ’The Palh 11 Power.” 
D. S, F. wrlicR: ••Tim reading to surprtolngly correct. 
You enter Into my InmoM d*  circs and needs with mar*  
vclotiH accuracy, bringing out just the points I was 
apprehensive would be overlooked, or not understood 
by you.” Send date of birth and 25 cents (stiver) to 
URIEL BUCHANAN. Aurora, Mo. 453

MRS. ELLA M. DOLeT-
This medium, w.k» to clelrnudlent. cl Inuyank pay- 

chomcirlc andpnp ctk. cau be consulted nt No. 1680 
North (.'lark st. Chicago. Engngvmcnt» can be made
by letter. 450if

The Dr. Worst Medical 
Company.

AU diseases treated by mail, cheaply 
and succes fully. Send for question 
blanks for free diagnosis, testimonials, • 
etc. Address Dll. E. J. WORST.

452 Dept. 9, Ashland. O
17 QUESTIONS CORRECTLY ANSWERED FOR’ 
I you by «ending age, color of eye«, lock of hair, and , 
1 ‘«Kkj to pay lor a trlnl character and prophetic read- . 

‘.ng, as a test. If posslb <• eend photo, it wlilbcre- 
turned with reading Full reading 50c. Adbub 
Kerlew. box 247, North Pomona, Call. 451'

H. F COATES

Will Not Gn to Any Gamp.
I will not visit an.v camp this season, but willbi 

!.:und at my permanent lorutlon,at 2-‘2O Indiana ave. 
(hicago.ctch day.except Sunday.frum Wn-m-tol 
p. <n.. for Independent slate writings and readings, 1 
•a'UI also bold public circles on Sunday, Tuesday ani 
Friday evenings of each week at the same address 451

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH,
DR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 
Muses Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Splr*  
itualtotlc Interpretation of many things la tbe Rlhic- 

! interpretations never before given, explains the 
■ heavens andbells believed In by Spiritualists.

iOcent«. For snto ‘ nfjice. • ’

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. The otf 
tin of religions, and their Infinence upon the mental 
development of the human race. Transcribed at Uh 
request of« band of ancient rhflnKHtm Frltt' 
ID cento
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An Account of a Political Medium in St. Petersburg, from 1880 to 1886

A Paper by Dr. George v, Langsdorff, of Freiberg, Baden, Germany, Read Before the

I- International Congreso of Spiritualists, London, Eng., June 21,1898

p

The following striking paper by Dr, cess, and declared that now it would be 
George V. Langsdorff, Freiburg, Ba-1 entirely Impossible that Henry could 
den, Black Forest, who was present on I ever return to Russia. But the medium
the platform, was then read:

As I suppose that but very few of my 
hearers have read my publication, "Die 
Scliutzgeister” (The Guardian Spirits), 
which appeared in 1897 in Leipzig, I 
thought it would be interesting for you 
to hear something of a remarkable, and 
still living, political medium, whose
mission was to save the 
sian Empire from a fatal 
tho Nihilists.

Henry v. Langsdorf’s

mighty Rus- 
revolution by

father was

&

‘.«Ì

born In Rio de Janeiro, in Brazil, and 
his grandfather, Baron George v. 
Langsdorf, was the Russian Ambassa
dor there from 1820 to 1829, and re
turned in 1830 to Europe. Henry’s 
father was one of the republican lead
ers in the revolutionary times of 1848, 
and was compelled to emigrate to 
North America, where Henry, the rne- 
dium referred tp, came Into this world, 
in 1850, in Erie, Pennsylvania.

When an amnesty had been granted, 
Henry’s parents returned to Germany 
as convinced Spiritualists.

In tlie great war of 1870-71, Henry 
had to join the Baden forces against 
France; was wounded tlie day before 
the capitulation of Strasburg; returned, 
when healed, to his regiment before 
Belfort; and eiime, disgusted with mil
itary affairs, to his parents.

He desired to try his fortune as a 
merchant in the United States of 
America; and his Intentions finding no 
opposition from his parents, he re
turned to his, native country—North 
America. But the fatal crisis of 1873-4 
drove him back to Germany. He 
started business at Frankfurt with 
another young man, but did not suc
ceed, either there or in Freiburg, in Ba
den. In the latter place he married a 
supposed rich lady, whose father was 
too niggardly to support bis daughter 
and son-in-law.

One day she left her husband and re
turned to her parents. His mother was 
at that time a good speaking and, oc
casionally, clairvoyant medium. So it 
came to pass that when Henry once in
troduced a Russian gentleman (Mr. 
Munster. 1893, who was likewise a 
Spiritualisti, ills mother went into 
trance and said: “If this elder gentle
man would magnetize this young man, 

, the latter would become a grand me- 
mlum.”

Mr. Fr. Munster was a magnetizer, 
and had already developed some me- 
diunis in Belgium and Paris. So it 
happened that Henry in a very short 
time became a speaking, writing, nnd 
physical medium. Twice flowers were 
brought, and in July two ripe nnd 
sweet grapes. (N. B.—In that year, 
1879, the grapes did not ripen at all, 
not even in October, as usually.) 
Shortly after this the medium wrote a 
very well-executed manuscript, with 
remarks in Greek, though he bad never 
had a Greek book In his hands.

At that time many Spiritualists who 
visited tbe medium received the most 
convincing tests. His guardian spirit 
called himself "Dabot,” and said that 
his name when on earth was Dominic 
Francois Aragon, and that he was born 
In Paris in 1793, where he was em
ployed as director of the Astronomical 
Academy. But his identity could never 
be verified. Besides “Dabot’’ there 
were also “Hahnemann," the father of 
Homeopathy, and "Napoleon 1.." who 
professed to be guardians of the me
dium.

From other mediums ns well as 
Henry’s mother, when in trance, came 
the prediction that he would have a 
mission to fulfill In Russia. This the 
parents did not believe, nor would they 
give their consent thereto.

Once I asked “Napoleon I.,” who 
spoke several times through the me
dium's mother, “How is it that you will 
now help Russia, although it was your 
prime object when on earth to make 
war upon that country?” To which 
Napoleon answered in an earnest man
ner: “Millions perished in this land 
through my egotism, and I suffered tre
mendously in consequence. I can re
lieve my conscience only by helping 
millions to happiness.”

Finally the parents consented, but 
the evening before the medium started 
they proposed to hold d seance en 
fainllle, when “Dabot” persisted that 
the medium had a mission In Russia, 
and his farewell words were: “Look to 
him who is the source of all goodness 
and sublimity. Farewell, au revolr!”

The medium started for Leipzig, 
where he expected to see Mr. Aksakow, 
who was at that time in Paris, and who 
returned to Russia via^Lelpzlg. But 
“Dabot” informed the medium: “This 
is not the man who canintroduce you 
to the Czar.” ■

■ Henry then went alone to St. Peters
burg, but while tbe parents expected a 
letter from Russia there came the news 
again from Leipzig’(September 4,1879): 
“I am expelled from Russia, but shall 
soon return there again.” •

The Emperor of-Jlussla had gone to 
Warsowia just tbe day before, and 
General Surow, then Governor of St. 
Petersburg, to whom Henry presented 
himself in his capacity as medium and 
protector of the Czar, believed him 
(Henry) to be crazy; he ordered him to 
be examined by a physician, who knew 
nothing of Spiritualism, and who de
clared Henry W be insane.
. Mr. Munster, the medium’s- mag- 
netizer, then gave up all idea of suc-

himself never gave up his hopes. 
Meanwhlle/ihe father declined to sup
ply bjs son any further with money, 
and wrote to Henry to look out for a 
situation in a mercantile house.

Meanwhile Henry gave tests in Leip
zig, and was entirely without means. 
One day "Dabot” told him: “Now Is tbe 
very time to return to St. Petersburg." 
“All right, good guardian,” was tbe re
ply, “but I am out of money.” “Oh, 
nothing so easy for us as to support 
you. Pay a visit to such and such per
sons.” The medium followed the ad
vice, and was greatly astonished to get, 
unasked, from two persons three hun
dred marks each as remuneration for 
tlie many tests they received.

On January 19, 1880, the parents got 
a letter from him from St. Petersburg, 
commencing: “Hurrah! the spirits have 
won the battle.” The medium had ar
rived in St. Petersburg in the evening, 
and next morning his guardian whis
pered in his ear: “Now go to the Hotel 
de 1’Europe and ask for the Countess 
Calves; she will introduce you to the 
Grand Duke Constantine, and through 
him you will lie Introduced to tbe Em
peror." His curiosity as to whether 
there was such a lady In the hotel 
named was mixed with doubt; but soon 
after reaching the hotel he learned 
from tlie porter that the Countess oc
cupied three saloons in the front part 
of tbe house.

Tbe Countess was astonished to hear 
from the young man about his medial
mission, and asked if he could give her 
- proof.a

"Oh, yes,” said the medium.
“When, if you please?”
“Well, immediately, if you wish."
He then went into a trance, and 

when he woke up found the Countess 
in tears. She then said that the Grand 
Duke would come to-morrow to take 
tea with her, and that she would speak 
to the Grand Duke about him, and 
three days afterwards the medium re
ceived an invitation to appear before 
the Grand Duke, who also asked for a 
test. The medium agreed, and when 
he came to his normal state he saw his 
Highness, in tbe presence of his sec
retary, taking a writing-slate out of a 
drawer. He handed him the slate, with 
the words:

“I asked you a political question—the 
same question that 1 lately asked the 
medium Slade, nnd he gave me that. 
Read for yourself.”

On the slate was written: “This ques
tion will soon be answered to you by a 
German medium.”

"You are this medium; yes, I will 
present you to tho Emperor,” said tbe 
Grand Duke.

A strong feeling of gratitude to the 
Almighty came over the parents when 
they read Henry’s letter, which con
tained the ratification of the medium’s 
mission.

The medium received a monthly sal
ary and rooms in tbe Grand Duke's 
palace, and married afterwards a 
Swedish lady.

At that time Russia was ruled bv the 
grand dictator, Melikow, protector of 
the Czar's personal safety. But the me
dium always was a greater detector 
than he (Melikow). For instance, in 
November, 1880, the Emperor was in
formed by the medium that the Winter 
Palace was undermined. The Czar 
would not believe it, and said: “My 
dear Baron, you have given me many 
tests of your clairvoyance, but such a 
thing is impossible for me to believe.”

"Your Majesty, I will draw a line on 
the street under which the wire has 
been laid; it comes from the house op
posite.”

“No, young friend, I cannot give an 
order to explore that spot; it would be 
a mistrust of my brave soldiers, who 
stand on guard.” (This shows the good 
and faithful character of Alexander 
IL, of whose kind feelings and doings 
the medium gave me many examples.)

"Well.” said the medium, “then must 
fate have Its accomplishment; in half 
an hour the catastrophe will come.”

(Here I must interpolate that at that 
time the Prince Ferdinand of Bulgaria 
was on a visit to the Czar. They spoke 
together about this prediction, which 
delayed their going to dinner for half 
an hour.)

In the street the medium met an 
officer, who asked kita: “Ah! Baron, 
you have had an interview with the 
Emperor?"

“Yes, the Winter Palace is .under
mined, and will blow up In half an 
hour, but his Majesty will not be
lieve it.” t, ’ '

“What! What do ¿’■you say? The 
Winter Palace . undermined? That’s 
impossible! May I go with you?”

Both entered a restaurant which was 
near at hand, and exactly at the ex
piration of half an hour the explosion 
took place, and immediately after
wards a lackey made his appearance 
and called the medium to the Emperor, 
who embraced him,, saying: "Oh, dear 
friend, how I regret not to have paid 
attention to your warning.”

The dictator Melikow saw a rival In 
so clever a medium, and, when the 
Czar, as he generally did in the spring, 
went to Livada (May, 1880), Melikow 
sent the medium with important doc
uments to Paris. He handed him a 
thousand roubles, but at the same time 
were given secret orders that he was 
to be robbed before reaching the Ger-

man frontier. The medium told me 
afterwards that-he at a certain time 
became very sleepy; and when he 
nwoke his pocketbook was gone; but, 
strange to say, the documents were 
still An his possession. In Berlin he de
posited these documents at the Relchs 
Bank, and obtained an audience of the 
great Relchs Chancellor, whom he told 
freely about his spirit mission in Rus
sia, and that Melikow had sent him 
W’ith documents to Paris, and that he 
had been robbed of the roubles but not 
of the documents.

The great Chancellor appointed a 
second interview with Henry for the 
next day, and then asked him, in evi
dent astonishment: “What position did 
you hold in St. Petersburg? How came 
it that you got such documents into 
your hands?” Henry knew very well 
the contents of the papers, but asked: 
“Are those documents, then, so very im
portant?” “Important!” exclaimed tbe 
Chancellor; “so long as 1 have been 
Minister I have never had such im
portant proofs in my hand.”

The medium had several audiences, 
and the third time found the great 
Moltke present; but I must not tell 
what discourse those two heroes had 
with the medium.

Henry did not fail to go also to the 
Russian Ambassador In Berlin, and to 
tell him of tlie robbery Unit had be-‘ 
fallen him. Some days later the Grand 
Duke Constantine came to get. back the 
documents. To him and to the Ambas
sador Subarow, in Berlin, tho medium 
repeated that he had warned the Em
peror not to go to tlie manege, or if he 
did so to return always at a quick gal
lop. Without this precaution he would 
be lacerated by bombs. This prediction 
was also given by other mediums.

(Here 1 will remark that Spiritualism 
is well known at the Court of Berlin; 
that Wilhelm I. mid Frederic Wilhelm 
IL, and likewise Bismarck mid Moltke, 
were well acquainted with it. For In
stance, Moltke, in the above mentioned 
audience w’ith the medium, related that 
one morning in 1870, just before march
ing against France, be was lying in his 
bed, not dreaming mid not sleeping, but 
in a kind of light slumber, when, as he 
said, “At once I saw a white flag un
furling Itself before my eyes, and 
thereon was written, in golden letters 
“Be moderate in victory.” Do you 
know, B., how often I had to remind 
you of that flag? You always wished 
for more.”]

New’ troubles awaited the medium as 
soon afterwards Alexander II. was 
lacerated by bombs. The medium was 
now without means in Berlin, but his 
guardians always told him to keep 
quiet, and that he would return again 
to St. Petersburg.

He found In Berlin an appointment 
as book-keeper in a brewery, and was 
so far contented with his lot, and so 
also was his wife. But fate is often 
very mutable. His principal came to 
grief, and in consequence Henry lost 
bis situation, and was glad to accept a 
position as inspector of a particular 
branch of the Hygienic Exhibition in 
Berlin (May, 1882). But fire broke out 
in the exhibition, and his little hut was 
also destroyed, together with his small 
stock of furniture and clothing. He 
and his wife had then nothing left 
them but what they were wearing. The 
committee, however, paid him an in
demnity of a hundred marks, and act
ing on an inner Impulse he then went 
to Frankfurt.

Strange to say, the Russian Govern
ment must have watched him. In 
Frankfurt he received the visit of a 
man of the Russian Embassy In Wies
baden, who asked him if he would not 
like to go to Geneva, where three Rus
sian generals would receive him. The 
medium agreed, but asked for the 
means for this journey, and these he 
received. On October 8, 1882, he went 
to Geneva and entered the hotel, the 
name of which had been given him 
where the generals were waiting for 
him. “

“What do you wish from me?” he 
asked. . •

“Well, there are three Nihilists, who 
are the leaders of different committees 
and we wish to know if they are here 
of elsewhere. We were told' that you 
are the man to find that out”

“Perhaps, yes. But have you pho
tographs of them.

to turn to the left In the indicated street 
the medium ordered the driver to stop. 
Thpy stepped out arid went along.
i ’“Here is No. 24,” the medium said, 
“but don’t stay; come along to the next 
corner.”

Here they deliberated as to who 
should go in to assure himself ot the 
fact Each wished that the other should 
go. ‘(Well,” said, the medium, “of what 
arp you afraid? Just go up stairs aud 
ask if n room there is’ to be let.” 
“Parbleu!" exclaimed the one, “I did 
not fear the cannon-bails before Plevna, 
and why should I ndw tremble before 
one Nihilist?"

,A few minutes'later he came back in 
great exultation, saying: “Je l’al vu, je 
l’ai vii; e’etait lui, je- vous assure, c’etalt 
lui, e’etait le veritable homme!” (The 
conversation was carried on in French, 
because one of the generals could not 
understand German.)

Tlie medium had some trouble to 
quiet the excited general, so as not to 
create any sensation.

The second aud third addresses were 
likewise verified in the same way, and 
the medium had given the very best 
proof of his capacity. On the following 
night the medium was Informed of 
many other things in regard to the 
Nihilists, and every notice was sent to 
St. Petersburg by the generals.

The medium having been instructed 
by his guiding spirits, for his own se
curity, to take private lodging, on the 
third day the three high officials en
tered his room in high exultation. The 
generals related that, sitting in a res
taurant and conversing in Russian, 
near a man who wms reading a news
paper, and was sharply listening, as 
they went away, tlie man followed, and
soon was joined by a second, and 
by a third, all of them standing 
before tlie house.

“Why!” said the medium, “and 
you come to me? Well, now I am

then 
now

now
com-

“Certainly;’here they are.”
“Well, to-morrow morning I shall be 

able to give you clear guidance.”
The medium, on going to bed, offered 

up a fervent prayer, and asked, for in
formation. ¿.After that he heard Hie 
well-knownwolce whispering in his ear; 
“The persdnf.represented by. the .first 
portrait lives in that and that street, 
No. 24, the first floor upward, the first 
door to the right.” The domicile of the 
persons of the second and third pho
tographs was also accurately given. 
The medium wrote the different ad
dresses on the back of the pictures and 
went to sleep. The next morning he 
saw the generals, who at once asked: 
“Well, can you give us what you 
promised?” ’

“Yes; look here, I put the addresses 
on the back of therphotographs.” ‘

Their astonishment was great. They 
asked: “But how could you get that in 
such a short time? And what shall: we 
do now?” .

“Well now, let us first have our 
breakfast, and then we¿will take a cab 
and look for the addressep.”

They drove off, and before they had

promised. Hut let me look at them.”
As he went to the window he felt 

some power pulling his coat and heard 
the whispered words! "'Tell these three 
generals to leave Gepeva immediately; 
if not, they will be killed this evening. 
You may stnj’ until to-morroW, but the 
first train must bear you home.”

The medium repeated to them the 
warning, and they followed the advlee 
in great haste.

The medium paid, g visit to a friend 
and reached liouiq late. A« he opened 
the house door, he fpltagain the warn
ing pull, and heard the whisper, “Speak 
first In the passage before you enter it.”

“Who is there?” he cried aloud. No 
answer came. “Who is there? Answer 
or 1 fire.”

He then heard the rustling of a silk 
dress, and in the gas-light appeared a 
lady of about thirty years old, who 
said: “Who are you? What force have 
you about yourself that hinders me 
from raising my right hand? Why Is 
my right arm lamed?’!/

The medium took the lady out into 
the full gas-light, aud asked: “Tell me, 
what wrong have I done to you that 
you intend to kill me?”

The lady replied: “Not to me, but to 
our holy mission. You are an enemy to 
Russia, aud upon tne fell the lot to kill 
you. 'The Russian people live under a 
mightily oppressing ruler. My owu 
father was sent- to Siberia without 
knowing for what. > I was then sixteen 
years old, and swpfe to avenge him. 
Now’ the very time has come. I am a 
Nihilist, and perhaps you do not kuow 
the sacredness of this word."

"What do you now intend to do?” 
asked the medium.

"We will keep quiet through the win
ter, but when spring comes we will 
strain every nerve to undermine the 
government.”

"Keep quiet,” said the medium. 
“Russia will be saved from the -op
pressive power, but not by the Nihilists; 
by another force.” .

The lady exclaiming, as If suddenly 
freed from a charm, “Heaven! What 
have I done! Oh, iniserable creature!”

The medium: "What have you done 
that is so very extravagant?”

The lady: “Oh, you know nothing 
about our binding oath. Oh, I am a 
traitress!”

The medium tried to console the poor 
lady, aud told her to have courage. 
“The three Russians are not killed, and 
you can say that you could not find me. 
Good-bye, perhaps ! may see you In 
better times.”

The three generals were willing to 
take the medium away w’ith them to 
St. Petersburg, but he wished to stop a 
fortnight with his parents and to gain 
power for his new great work In Rus
sia. Exactly fourteen days later the 
medium received money wherewith to 
go to St. Petersburg.

What next followed I am not yet 
allowed to tell; but I took notice of all 
that I heard by means of letters or com- 
jnunications from the medium; more
over, he himself keeps memorandums 
and holds them securely.

[N. B—In a manuscript, “Spiritual
ism in Freiburg,’! I narrated everything 
that the medium- had! told me, but I 
deem the time not yet arrived to pub
lish it in full.] ■.

The medium had now almost every 
evening and often in the daytime a pri
vate seance with .Alexander III. and 
the Empress.., At ¿times tlie medium 
spoke in trance, but '-tnostly through a 
very simple psyghogfaph, constructed 
by the spirits. ÓiÜ'i board the letters 
of the'alphabet w$rp; written, not in or
der, blit promisc®)iisly; then a saucer 
was marked on o®v point with a black 
spot. By laying tit© hand of the me
dium on the saucer it moved quickly 
about. The Emperor called the letter
pointed out by thj- black spot, and the 
Empress wrote iÿ down. (The reason 
of this manner’of communication was 
that the controlling power could not in 
that manner be disturbed by other 
spirits,). .

Every advice of the spirits was 
strictly followed. The Emperor had to 
promise that only tlie notorious robbers 
who. committed murder should be trans
ported to Siberia. The young men. 
especially the Nihilist students, were 
placed’Tor punishment” in the military 
school, “By such mildness you create 
reconciliation and win intelligent offi-' 
cers,” the spirit said.

The medium was also admitted to

every session of the Minlsterium; and 
every Minister had to take a sacred 
oath never to speak about the medium 
—on pain of immediate deportation to 
Siberia.

And the medium himself, his guar
dian spirit forbade to accept any dec
oration, title, or present of money, ex
cept his salary for living; but the me
dium had free lodging in tlie Imperial 
palace, coach and horses out of the Im
perial stable, and a free card to all 
public institutions.

What I heard by letters and sayings 
of the medium I dare not make public, 
but it is preserved in a special man
uscript that I have written down. It 
may" be sufficient to say that the above
named magnetizer of the medium 
(Friedrich Munster, who once came to 
St. Petersburg, on a visit to his sick 
old father) wrote to me (April 15, 1883): 
"Dabot [the medium’s guardian] ful
fills one wonder after another, and if it 
so goes on, the end will be brilliant. I 
am glad to have seen and beard per
sonally so much.” ■

The Imperial Coronation (May 8, 
1883), of the preparations for which the 
journals related so much, only came to 
puss when, by the astonishing detection 
of the medium, it was found out that 
eighty-seven chests, signed and ad
dressed So-and so, with the declaration, 
“Glassware from New Orleans, N. A., 
were deposited in Moscow. These 
chests (so the spirits said) were filled 
with small, flat glass shells, besmeared 
on the surface with a chemical prepara
tion. As soon as they were thrown 
over the multitude of the people they 
would have exploded, and would have 
done great damage. The search showed 
fully the truth of the warning. 'The de
tection of this mystery brought great 
depression on the Nihilists. Many of 
them were killed as supposed traitors 
by their own confederates.

The moment for the crowning cele
bration was now, therefore, very pro
pitious, and It went off without a sin
gle disturbance.

Here I must add: Did "fate,” on May 
30, 1896, when Nicholas II. was 
crowned, demand the death of so many 
people as generally lose their lives on 
such festivities? On the Chadlnsky 
field were killed, ns reported, 3,600 peo
ple, ami. 1,800 were wounded. Fate is 
inexorable!

It was ordered, then, by the spirits, 
through the medium, that not only the 
different distributors of food aud drink 
(mostly Germans), but four bands of 
military music should cross Ute Cha
dlnsky field without Intermission in or
der to divert the crowd of people. Why 
was that not done also in 1896?

Tbe medium had to go with the Czar 
aud Czarina to Moscow. Whilst driving, 
the medium went into a trance, and 
must have spoken important words, as 
the medium, when coming to his normal 
state, found both their Highnesses in 
tears.

During the whole of the festivities 
the medium had, without interval, to 
be at the side of the Czar. When all 
was over, the Emperor asked the me
dium, "Now, dear friend, what do you 
wish now for yourself?” The medium 
afterwards told me: “It was then as if 
a great hand laid Itself on my lips, and 
I felt compelled to say: “Your Majesty, 
I have no wish.” The Czar was 
astonished, but ordered au increase of 
my monthly salary from 100 roubles to 
200 roubles. An enormous quantity of 
money was otherwise spent. For in- 
stanqe: Forty-eight million roubles of 
unpaid bills of taxes were annulled; 
also twenty-one millions for redemption 
of military services; fourteen millions 
of various other unpaid bills for travel-

spirits told him that it would not be 
wise to lead the Emperor like a child; 
for the Emperor knew now how to 
manage jiolitles, and had to work on 
his own responsibility. “But,” said the 
spirits, “you receive from us, for your 
willingness to serve us, the power of 
healing. Go and make a good use of it.” 

For three full years Alexander 111. 
received the best advice from the 
spirits. The Nihilists’ power was 
broken; the act of crowning was ac
complished without a single mis
fortune; a war with England in 
Afghanistan was averted with benefit 
to Russia, considering Merv; and for 
Danubian affairs were given good sug
gestions. Besides, tlie Czar received 
many tests of tbe great truth of Mod
ern Spiritualism and—notwithstanding 
the great kind feeling—no gratitude.

The eminent German Chancellor once 
said to this medium: “If you, with all 
tbe testimonies you can give, would 
publish what you have done, you would 
throw the whole European politics out 
of order."

On the 20th of March, 188(1, the pa
rents of the medium received the joyful 
news of their son’s return with his 
wife. They began a new household 
and everything went well. His mag

SUCCESS IN FAILURE
Another Lesson Extracted 

From the Jubilee.
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ing passes, land tax, decoration 
and thirteen millions for unpaid 
taxes.

Of the political efficacy of the 
dlum; of a previous prevention of a

tax, 
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flict with England; of discourses of the 
medium with Germany’s greatest 
statesman (whose son was expressly 
despatched to the Ambassador of Ger
many In order to watch tbe medium); 
of political revelations and advices, and 
finally of the detection of the chief 
press of the Nihilists lu tlie cellar of tbe 
Imperial Institute for young ladies in 
Warsaw (at first the Czar could not be
lieve this), and many other things, I 
must at present not tell anything. Only 
this much may be said, that both the 
Emperor Alexander III. and her 
Majesty were highly esteemed by tbe 
medium, as most excellent human 
souls, who lived in exemplary wedlock 
and were full of love for the welfare of 
the Russian nation. Very often the 
Czar (also his father, Alexander II.) 
was willing to give a free constitution 
and a parliament, but the spirits taught 
them, through the medium, that such 
an act at that time would lead to great 
calamities; first, they said, let the peo
ple be instructed to read and to write; 
and stop the corruptibility and cheating 
of the commissioners. It would have 
been a crime to give a free vote to an 
uneducated population; even as it had 
been a great mistake to annul the serv
itude at once, instead of doing so by- 
and-by. ' i*

The medium Kid likewise a high 
qualification as a magnetic and clair
voyant healer. He gave great proofs 
thereof in healing cases where the pro
fessors, as the last hope, resolved on an 
operation, and where so-called surgical 
science was at fault. • ;'.

He was once sued for chatlatanisnii 
but he laughingly showed .hlS’ citation 
to the Minister (Worenjow Daschkow), 
who, without further deliberation, 
tipped on the telegraph and brought the 
accusation to an end; whereupon the 
professors and doctors, who appeared 
in great numbers, went away with bit
ter feelings. The medium became tired 
of politics, and longed to return home, 
to do good there as a healing medium.

The Czar never felt it'd duty to make 
a present to the medium. Henry re
ceived nothing but a good salary for his 
many sleepless nights, the long, nerve- 
.’iffecting. seances of- three and four 
hours’ duration. Nevertheless, the me
dium possessed tbe full confidence of 
the Emperor Alexander III., who once 
called him his “only true friend on 
earth.” This was good aha wise in so 
far as the medium could part now 
without any counter-obligations. The

brain, whom the professors declared in
curable. In a few months he was 
cured, and tlie mother of tbe young 
man persuaded the medium to go to 
England, where he could charge pounds 
Instead of marks. He—sad to say—be
lieved it, but soon he found out tlmt lie 
hud made a mistake. He settled then 
In Wiesbaden, but with small pe
cuniary success. 'Phen he was called 
us healer to "Bill’s Natural Sanatory 
Establishment,” near Dresden. Here 
he had good success with an adequate 
Income; but again he was persuaded by 
a lady to settle in Dresden, as there he 
would earn more money. After that he 
cured in Gorlitz, and finally in Eliern, 
near Rheinbollen, in Rlieinish Prussia. 
From tlmt place he was brought lately 
to his 7(1 years old father, In a state of 
incurable insanity, and he will now end 
his active life, which was so abounding 
In wonderful deeds, in an asylum!

Such cases of an unfortunate ending 
of mediums are, alas! often recorded. 1 
remember to have read once an answer 
given in the Baunev of Light on the 
question: "How comes it that good me
diums are abandoned by- their guardian 
spirits and become incapable of work
ing in the same manner as formerly?” 
The answer from the spirit-land was: 
“It occasionally appears that a medium, 
who is easy to be controlled, nets tinder 
the Impressions of low spirits; but this 
happens ouly conformably to the nat
ural law, "Like attracts the like.” In 
such cases tho soul of the medium is 
too weak to follow the impulse of the 
inner spirit or the conscience, and the 
body falls Into ruins. The only way to 
come right again in such cases is to 
attract good spirits by pure living, by 
earnestly repenting, and by holy pray
ers in order to regain purity of soul and 
the influence of good spirits."

The medium we speak of had not 
this power. He was brought to me 
three months ago In an advanced state 
of insanity, and with so-called softening 
of the brain, and awaits now his end 
in the asylum.

Ladies and gentlemen! I suffer very 
much by closing my address with the 
confession that this medium is my own 
son!

The chief aim of Modern Spiritualism 
is, to develop morality in mankind. 
Teaching alone will never make tlie hu
man race much better, but faults, mis
fortune, suffering, tribulations, troubles 
and unfaithful hopes may be great 
helpers to forward it.

I thought it, ladles and gentlemen, 
very necessary’ to make this confession, 
and I hope that all mediums may be 
Iteneflted by this my sad experience. 
Thus the experience which I aud my 
son had to go through may be ben
eficial to others. «

‘There is nothing succeeds like sue- 
cess,” someone has long ago remarked, 
and thousands have caught the maxim 
aud used it as a «stimulus in every em 
terprise. .

But what is success? The majority; 
or business men would reply, “The ac
cumulation of wealth in the shortest 
possible time.” ,

The politician would say, “Getting 
there ahead of the other fellow.” Num
bers, crowds, aud phenomenal growth, • 
are not always success, in its true 
sense. . ’

One man has a phenomenal success 
in a newspaper enterprise, and for a 
time the readers are eagerly perusing 
its pages and praising tlie manager for 
his wonderful success—and perhaps be
hind the scenes the so-called success • 
has ruined tlie health of the manager, 
brought on complicated physical dis
arrangements, and his life is cut short) 
many years—and his newspaper enter
prise lu oilier hands soon dies. , ■■

.Success to-day does not imply a con- ’
Unital growth. Abnormal development 
of any particular faculty of the mind, . 
will rob some other portion of the brain 
power. •

.Spiritualists have been committing '' 
suicide by tikis continual cry of "What—, 
a success it was,” "A crowded hull,”-. - 
"Marvelous manifestations,” "The au
dience was held spell-bound,” whatever ' 
that may lie. v

In 1891 1 wrote an article for Tho ■'■■■ 
Progressive Thinker, from Onset Camp, ■ 
in which I gave the same warning that;’, 
is being given by the best speakers and * 
writers in tlie ranks of Spiritualists 
to-day.

The worthy president of the N. S. A’. 
is a grand man, and capable of occupy- ' 
Ing the positions that the public lias en
trusted him with, but he laughed at tho 
sentiments uttered by myself in 1892, 
but now lie is more radical than I. Tho 
Light of Truth is also giving out the 
sentiment tlmt I have been severely re- ■ 
bilked for, regarding the “niarvMous,”' 
“wonderful,” etc. The “Profs.,” "Drs.,'I 
“Madames,” the "startling mnnifesta- .. 
tions” of 170 full names given by ono ■ 
medium upon a platform, that has been ' 
reported, and the 60 full form material- 
izatlons at one seance—all of the 1m- 
possibilities have been called a phenom- . 
enal success. "Packed" houses have 
been the results. /

Thousands of dollars havo changed 
hands from the untliinklng, credulous, 
wonder-seeker’s hands to the wily. :

OS,

An

READ! READ!
Excellent Suggestion.

Perhaps it might be well to suggest 
that instead of spending so much 
money on tho “marvelous” at the camp
meetings, two or three dollars be saved 
up with which to provide yourself with 
books that will give you something to 
think about

It was Emerson who said: “Beware, 
when the great God lets loose a thinker 
upon this planet!” Suppose some of the 
enthusiastic would-be mediums pur
chase “Encyclopedia of Death and Life 
in the Spirit World,” “Ghost Land,” 
“Art Magic,” and other books of inter
est to all intelligent people. I think it 
impossible to estimate the true value of
these books. G. F. PERKINS.

Out West
The convention held in Tacoma, 

Washington, Junfe 22 and 23, resulted 
'in an organization to be known as the 
State Spiritualists’ Association of 
¿Washington, with charter from N. S. A.

The following officers were elected to 
hold offices until the next session, which 
will be held September 28 and 29, 1898: 
Francis A. Sheldon, president, Chehal
is;’ Mrs. L. Nagell, vice-president, Ta
coma; Esther Thomas, S. M., secretary, 
Seattle; G. W. French, treasurer, Cen
tralia. Trustees: J. H. Naylor, Ever
ett; P. 0. Mills, i Edmonds; George 
Knowlden, Tacoma; Mrs. "M. E. S. Mc
Call, Tacoma; Dr. George Castiday, Se
attle.. :

Twenty-four delegates were present, 
and much interest was shown. The at
tendance at open meetings was very 
large. - ■ .

Any subordinate societies desiring in
formation regarding organization can 
receive same by writing tp either presi
dent of secretary.

ESTHER THOMAS; S. M„ Sec’y. 
2003 Second avenue, Seattle, Wash.

trickster's pocket, who laughs gleefully 
when aloue counting the money.

“Managers” of publie meetings and 
societies have repeatedly said that 
“they expected the medium to draw a 
crowded house and to make money, 
else what did they want them for?”

This same class have over been ready 
to ridicule tbe one who chose to work 
for principle’s sake even to a financial 
loss, by saying: "What do you run 
meetings for if it doesn’t pay?"

The chief alm of a large majority of - 
people has seemed to be—“Get ai 
crowd”—"Make money”—“Let’s havo 
a big time.”

The "marvelous” mediums have been 
the drawing card. “Give them tests”— 
no matter how you get it, If you don’t 
get found out—has been told platform 
mediums.

The very success of the camp-meet- 
lugs many times has proven to me 
conclusively’ that aside from tbe mo-, 
mentary enthusiasm and the few dol- ■ 
lars gained, the affair was a dismal - 
failure.

Tbe recent Jubilee is to me an indica
tion of a commencement of a successful 
growth in true Spiritualism. ,

If it has done nothing more than to 
stop the mad desire for speculation in 
spiritual manifestations, it will be a " 
success.

The hot-house growth of Spiritual- ■■ 
ism must succumb to the heat of the 
sun—through the mid-day.

When real genuine desire for mental 
Improvement and spiritual growth to ■ 
the end that we live better lives and bo 
more tolerant with each other, and use 
reason instead of blind, foolish cre
dulity or stubborn skepticism that is 
prompted by selfishness in all our lu- 
vestigations and associations with 
each other, takes possession of us. 
Spiritualism will then have done its 
work in the world. •

The avariciousness of the money
getting medium, so-called, is no worse 
than the grasping president of a so
ciety or camp-meeting who beats down 
the price of a lecturer’s services to a 
street-sweeper’s salary. •

The unhealthy, feverish demand for 
the impossible phenomenal manifesto- 
tions furnishes the supply in the shape : 
of a medium and his circle, who gives 
back to the material seeker, that for 
which his coarse nature craves.

“Success” may come for a time to the . 
mixture of the genuine with the tricks, 
but later on the prison cot awaits him.

The average seeker will eagerly seek 
admittance to a crowded hall and listen 
to the “trash” that is causing the ig
norant to laugh, and the Investigator 
reports a “Big success—house was full.” 
The same man will turn away in dis
gust from a small audience aud a grand 
spiritual lecture and report it a “fizzle.” .

A crowded bouse and enormous 
patronage of any public man or woman 
to-day in nearly every instance are In
dications of fraud and deception on the 
part of the operator—to some extent at ‘ 
least. ' ■

We have lost our heads on numbers, 1 
and quantity. Suppose we have more 
quality. • .

Suppose an honest, decent worker in ' 
whatever capacity he may operatCj be - 
given due credit for his motives at least ?

Suppose character and natural 
ability should have a hearing in the ex
amination of his merits. The so-called ’ 
failure of the Jubilee is the grandest, ■ 
successful^ enterprise in which Spirit- • 
uallsm has ever figured. 1

Chicago, Ill. G. F. PERKINS,
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RÜELTIE8 OF THE CONVENT

B the American Men and Women Who Love Liberty and Hate Oppression, 
' Superstition and Cruelty, This Narrative Is Dedicated.

INTRODUCTION. .
■ ‘‘To-day on these shores where no bond-man can be, 

F Where fetters must burst and the slaves be set free, 
i- ;; Are prisons of darkness all over the land; .

• Their keepers unseen and their doings unseanned;
Where haply the innocent pine in despair, 
And cannot escape to the light and the air, / 
But worn by the vigil, the scourge and the fast,-„ 
Rot into the grave, their sole refuge, at last.”

What do Americans propose to do with these prisons 
(for they are nothing less) that are so numerous all over 
thib fair, free land of ours? Yes, prisons wherein slaves 
are confined. Surely when the negroes were emanci
pated there was a great blessing bestowed upon the en
slaved; apd to-day we boast of our free country; but we 
never stop to think of the many slaves still in our midst.

Slaves far worse than the negroes ever were, for when 
the African was brought to these shores and sold into 
bondage he had no education, he had no mental powers, 
except those bestowed upon him by nature; but to-day 
those who were once free, many with fine educations and 
accomplishments, some of the fairest daughters of our 
land are in a slavery worse than death. What is worse 
than mental slavery—the bringing of all our intellectual 
powers under the will and control of another?

It is true some will say if it were not the wish of these 
women, they would not be compelled to stay in these con
vents. How little you know, dear friend, when you make 
this remark, that there are those who would only too will
ingly leave forever that miserable life of serfdom and 
mental degradation if they could be promised protection 
from persecution.

. The door of every citizen’s dwelling is open to the law; 
; .the door of every factory and workshop is open, that the 

law may enter and see to it that no oppression and cruelty 
is practiced upon the inmates of such institutions; but 

‘ when the law comes to the door of the convent, it finds it 
’iyshut—bolted, barricaded, and barred—and let the op

pressive cruelty and crime which is enacted behind these 
closed doors be what they may, law cannot enter either to 
prevent or punish the perpetrators of the crimes com
mitted therein.

; Every Protestant institution is open to public inspee- 
5 tion, and the officers of the law can enter at any time and 
,■ assure themselves that all within is well and as it should 
gibe. The door of the Popish convent alone is closed and 
^" barred against all intrusion.
- Are Americans aware of this? Or are they willing that 
r an anomaly so unfair, so alien, to the whole spirit of the 

. American Constitution, and which is creating a new
‘ slavery on American soil should be continued? Our 
. forefathers—yes, and many brave men, still living, have 

! spilt their blood on the battlefield, fighting for the great 
cause of Freedom. We boast of our love of liberty and 

"a the inttant a slave sets his foot on our soil he is a 
free man; and yet without lifting a finger or uttering a 

; protest we have allowed, and still allow these institutions 
’ of the worst kind of slavery (mental slavery) to remain 

closed against public inspection.

How Girls Become Brides of Christ—A Peep into the 
' Convent. '

1, The philosophy of conventual life is very little under
stood. The general idea is, that a woman to become a 
nun must be either violently crossed in love, or crazed 
with care, or a sour old maid, disgusted with the unreal

p*  ity and hollowness of life. Ixit us be candid and admit 
1?. that, although each and all of these causes conduce to the 
J - conventual life, there is yet another, and higher than all. 

- In this age of materialism and skepticism, there are 
nevertheless, millions who esteem devotion to God, and 
complete obedience to his divine behests, the true science
of living, and among these are some whose anxieties in 
this direction are special.

Such persons cannot deem it possible to follow their 
Savior’s example of working and praying in the world, 
yet not of it. Their world is contained in some pro- 

‘ pensity, perhaps intrinsically harmless, or some passion 
.'with sinful proclivities. To live in that world would in 
- ■ their estimation, with a full consciousness of their weak

ness, be to risk salvation. By a renunciation of that for 
which they felt a strong inclination, they may hope to 
escape the pangs of a remorseful repentance consequent 

. on its gratification. These are some of the motives which 
have been admitted to me; and more than this, some re
nounce the world from ardent love of God.

The total crushing out of all natural instincts is the 
first principle of conventual life. If they are virtuous 
and innocent—say, love music, flowers and children— 
their immolation is an act of self-denial. If they-are ca
pable of perversion /‘since noblest things find vilest 
using,” it is a duty. All humanity is self-willed, because 
proud and conceited. It is the hardest possible tiring to 

- obey—yes, even when love dictates the command—else 
- why do we ever disobey our parents? To renounce the 
; will is therefore the second principle of conventual life. 
> A mother’s love is a sweet strain of music underlying 
‘ the harsh discords of life, the one green spot in a life of 
<sin which the hot breath of temptation has not withered. 

Rut the nun who is true to her conventual rule must re
, nounce it. If there are fair and beauteous things that 

suggest home and endearing memories—a book, a strain 
of music, certain flowers, a picture, a poem may do tliis— 
she must eradicate them from her mind. Eyes framed to 

.* make a summer of joy by the light of their own loveliness 
must learn to veil their radiance and look ever downward.

her free. She regularly entered the convent, after serv
ing her novitiate, in 1840. Ln 1848, because of alleged 
bad conduct, of which she declares herself innocent, she 
was thrust into a half-underground cell next to the privy 
sink of the convent, The cell window’ w’as then walled 
up with bricks and cement, by Fr, Calenski and the Lady 
Superior, Mother Josepha, no aperture being left to it 
but a narrow’ slit near the top of the wall, about six inches 
long and twro inches wide. But the wall is so thick that 
no fight ever conies in through this slit, and no fresh air. 
The door has always been kept tight shut and bolted, 
only being opened once every’ other day, to 4II0W a crust 
of bread, oy a dish of moldy potatoes, and a mug of water 
to be quit in to poor Barbara. There is nothing in this 
cell of horror but a little straw’; no bed, chair, or table; 
not even a stool. And the scanty clothes she had upon 
her when she was first put in the dungeon, have been 
completely worn out and rotted away years ago. 'And 
now this wretched woman, who has thus been buried in 
this underground vault, which is only eight feet long by 
six feet wide, for twenty-one dreadful years, has almost 
become a w’ild beast. She is shrunk away to a skeleton; 
she is perfectly naked, and her whole body is covered wh 
long, coarse hair, like that of some animal. And yet she 
still hopes for deliverance. If you will send an officer 
you will have proof for yourselves. Do not let the Con
fessor or Lady Superior- put him off; but let him insist on 
seeing Sister Barbara when he first goes to the convent.”

He who thus read was the Vice Judge of the Court.
“Can such barbarity be possible?” he exclaimed, turn

ing to the President Judge, who was listening.
“I have heard some strange stories about Fr. Calenski 

and the Lady Superior of Carmelite convent,” replied the 
latter. I do not think the bishop can be aware of all that 
goes on there; for though he is a good and holy man him
self, his nature is unsuspicious, and they can deceive him 
easily if they are in collusion with each other. At any 
rate I will immediately write to him and ask his permis
sion to investigate this horrible story.”

The President Judge at once wrote the proposed letter, 
and enclosing the anonymous note, called an officer of the 
court, and dispatched them to the bishop’s palace. On pre
senting the letter to the prelate, he was astounded; and 
yet, bethinking himself of many anonymous communi
cations which in times gone by had been sent to him by 
evil-disposed per sons, he remarked- that this was doubt
less of a like character and would be found to be false. 
At the same time he promptly wrote the necessary order 
for the admission of the officer to the convent, so that the 
Judge might see for himself that the story was a base fab
rication.

In a short time the officer of the Court of Correction
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I hollow cheeks nelly touching each other, and her- great 

wild eyes flashing and glaring out from their deep sock
ets! ..There shg | cowered and kneeled before the 
bishop. He gazed upon her awliile, and then as great 
tears of pity’ rolled down his face, he went to her and 
gently attempted io raise her up, speaking words of kind
ness, hope, and comfort in her ears, that had long been 
used only to abuse. But her intellect was too much shat
tered to comprehend him, and she shrank from him in 
abject terror. Then his anger burst forth, and turning 
suddenly' upon flip Lady Superior and her sister nuns, he 
exclaimed: Jl

“Oh, wicked, wicked women! Is tliis your sisterly 
love? Is this tlie way you expect to come to heaven? 
You are not women! You are not sisters! No! You 
are furies!”

Writhing under his terrible words, some of the sisters 
began to excuse themselves, and stammer forth explana
tions, but the bishop instantly rebuked them and would 
not listen to them, exclaiming:

“Silence! silence, wretches! miserable.creatures! . You 
utterly disgrace religion! Away! begone out of my sight! 
Nought that you ckii do will ever atone for this horrible 
iniquity!” . .

At this instant Fr Calenski, the confessor, who had 
just come in, and was in ignorance of what had occurred, 
entered the cell, to see w'hat the excitement was, never 
dreaming that his bishop stood there to upbraid him for 
his villainy.. The bishop ordered the confessor and the 
Lady Superior to stand together before him, and in the 
presence of all administered to them the most scathing 
denunciations for their crimes, concluding as follows:

“I not only suspend you of all your powers and author
ity, but I also shall turn you over to the civil authorities, 
to be dealt with as they may decide. Your convent shall 
be abolished, and I shall see that the mantle of the church 
shall not shield you from punishment!”

Before he and the officers left, he ordered poor Bar
bara to be washed and clothed, and taken to clean apart
ments. As the attendants were leading her away, she 
asked:

“You won’t take me back to my grave, will you? Why 
did you bury me there? I did not deserve it. Yes! yes! 
I have broken my vows; but these, these are no angels. 
These sisters are far worse than I am!” At this instant 
she seemed to remember her wrongs from the Confessor, 
and rushing at him with her hands clutched and her eyes 
fairly blazing, she shrieked out the words—“Oh, you 
beast! you beast!” With these words she fell at his feet 
insensible, and was carried away.

Every appliance that skill could command, was put in 
requisition, and tenderly cared for, pool’ Barbara began 
to mend. But towards evening she became so wild and 
excited that it was found necessary to take her to the 
mad house. When she saw the sunshine and the green 
grass in the convent garden, as her attendants were tak
ing her away the next morning to the asylum, she was 
convulsed with joy, and, breaking away, she flung herself 
down and kissed the waving green blades with the most 
frantic delight. Not long did she do so, however, for the 
shock of going into the fresh air overcame her, and once 
more she became insensible; in which condition she was 
conveyed to her new’quarters. For some time she could 
not lie in a bed, but^would constantly be getting up and 
pulling back the, carpet so that she might crouch or lie 
down upon the bai’e, board floor.

As was to be ¡expected, when the story of Barbara’s 
cruel treatment yas poised about the city, the infuriated 
populace, although nine-tenths of them are devout Cath
olics, rushed to tjie cqnvent, and at once attacked it. The 
military were cabled out, and only succeeded in saving 
the building fropj u|ter destruction by their discretion, 
patience and braypry.

that she comprehended my full meaning—'St. Frances, 
we are sent for you I’ °

Several others spoke kindly to her, but two addressed 
her very harshly, The poor creature turned round with 
a look of meekness, and without expressing any unwill
ingness or fear, without even speaking a word, resigned 
heiself to our hands. The tears came into my eyes. 1 
had not a moment’s doubt that she considered her fate as 
sealed, and was already beyond the fear of death. She 
was conducted or rather hurried to the staircase, which 
was near by, and then seized by her limbs and clothes, and 
in fact almost dragged up stairs, in the sense the superior 
had intended. I laid my own hands upon her—I took 
hold of her, too—more gently, indeed, than some of the 
rest; yet, I encouraged and assisted them in carrying her. 
1 could not avoid it. My refusal would not have saved 
her, nor prevented her being carried up; it would only 
have exposed me to some severe punishment, as I be
lieved some of my companions would have seized the first 
opportuntiy to complain of me.

All the way up the staircase, St. Frances spoke not a 
word, nor made the slightest resistance. When we en
tered with her the room to which she was ordered, my heart 
sank within me. The bishop, the lady superior, and five 
priests were assembled for her trial. When we had 
brought our prisoner before them, Father Richards began 
to question her; she made ready but calm replies. I can
not pretend to give a connected account of what ensued; 
my feelings were wrought up to such a pitch that I knew 
not what I did, or what to do. I was under a terrible ap
prehension that if I betrayed the feelings which almost 
oveicame me I should faU under the displeasure of the 
cold-blooded persecutors of my poor, innocent sister; and 
this fear on the one hand, with the distress I felt for lier 
on the other, rendered me almost frantic. As soon as I 
entered the room I had stepped into a corner on the left 
of the entrance, where I might partially support myself 
by leaning against the wall between the door and window. 
This support was all that prevented me from falling to 
the floor; for the confusion of my thoughts was so great, 
that only a few of the words I heard spoken on either side 
made any lasting impression upon me. I felt as if I was 
struck with some insupportable blow, and death would 
not have been more frightful to me. I am inclined to 
the belief that Father Richards wished to shield the poor 
prisoner from the severity of her fate, by draring from 
hei expressions that might bear a favorable construction. 
He asked her among other things, if she was not sorry for 
what she had been overheard to say (for she had been be
trayed by one of the nuns,) and if she would not prefer 
confinement in the cells to the punishment which was 
threatened her. But the bishop soon interrupted him 
and it was easy to perceive that he considered her fate as 
sealed, and was determined she should not escape. In 
reply to some of the questions put to her, she was silent; 
to others I heard her voice reply that she did not repent 
of words she had uttered, though they had been reported 
by some of the nuns who had heard them; that she still 
wished to escape from the convent; and that she had 
firmly resolved to resist every attempt to compel her to 
the commission of crimes she detested. She added that 
she would rather die than cause the murder of harmless 
babes. ‘That is enough; finish her!’ said the bishop. 
Two nuns instantly fell upon the young woman, and in 
obedience to instructions and directions given by the lady 
superior, prepared to execute her sentence. She still 
maintained all the calmness and submission of a Iamb.

“Some of those who took part in this transaction, I be
lieve were as unwilling as myself; but of others 1 can 
safely say that I believe they delighted in it. Their con
duct certainly exhibited a most bloodthirsty spirit. But 
above all others present, and above all human fiends I 
ever saw’, I think St. Hippolyte was the most diabolical.1 
She engaged in the horrid task with all alacrity, and as
sumed from choice the most revolting parts to be per
formed. She seized a gag, forced it into the mouth of 
the poor nun, and when it was fixed between her extended 
jaws so as to keep them open at their greatest possible dis
tance, took hold of the straps fastened at each end of the 
stick, crossed them behind the helpless head of the victim, 
and drew’ them tight through the loop prepared as a fas
tening.

“The bed which had always stood in one part of the 
room, still remained there, though the screen which was 
usually placed before it, and was made of thick muslin, 
with only a crevice through which a person behind might 
look out, had been folded up on its hinges in the form of 
a W, and placed in a corner. On the bed the prisoner was 
laid, with her face upward, and then bound with cords, 
so that she could not move. In an instant another bed’ 
was thrown upon her; one of the priests sprung like a 
fury first upon it, and stamped upon it with all his force. 
He was speedily followed by the nuns, until there were as 
many upon the bed as could find room, and all did what 
the^ could not only to smother but to bruise her.

‘ Some stood up and jumped upon the poor girl with 
their feet, some with their knees, and others in different 
ways seemed to seek how they might best beat the breath, 
out of her body and mangle it, without coming in direct 
contact with it, or seeing the effects of their violence. 
During this time, my feelings were almost too strong to 
be endured. I felt stupefied, and scarcely was conscious 
of what I did, still fear for myself remained in a sufficient 
degree to induce me to some exertion, and I attempted to 
talk to those who stood next, partly that I might have an 
excuse for turning away from the dreadful scene.
. “After the lapse of fifteen or twenty minutes, and when 
it was presumed that the sufferer had been smothered and 
crushed to death, the priest and the nuns ceased to tram
ple upon her, and stepped from the bed. All was motion- 
ess and silent beneath it.
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was at the Carmelite Convent knocking for admission. 
The sister who opened the door, asked him his business. 
He showed her the order of the bishop, and requested to 
see Barbara Ubryk. The portress turned pale, and stam
mered that it was impossible, she thought, but she would 
go and inform the Mother Josepha. With the shrewd 
perception that policemen invariably acquire in their pro
fession, the officer perceived that the story was true. He, 
therefore, instantly, but with all proper respect, laid his 
hand upon the portress and said:

“Pardon me, but I command you, in the name of the 
emperor, not to do so. In the name of the emperor, I 
also command you to lead me directly to the cell of Sister 
Barbara Ubryk.”

Perceiving that resistance and evasion were alike use
less, the portress led the officer into the convent, then 
down a flight of stone steps, then along several damp, 
gloomy corridors, and finally halted before the vault door 
behind which languished Sister Barbara. It was locked; 
and, as the key was in the possession of the Lady Supe
rior, she was summoned to come and open it. At first 
she was furiously angry, and threatened the officer to havé 
him punished by the bishop. But when he showed her 
his authority, directly from the bishop himself, she be
came deadly pale. Quickly recovering herself, however, 
she tried her keys, and pretending not to be able to find 
the right one, she requested the officer to come again in 
the afternoon, by which time the cell would be opened.

The latter, seeing through this shallow artifice, took 
the keys himself and soon opened the door. As he did so 
he actually staggered back, almost overcome by the hor
rible stench that rushed forth out of the cell. He could 
not see the imprisoned nun, for the dungeon was perfectly 
dark. But a half-wild cry, issuing from the dreadful 
gloom, told him that the captive was at least alive, and he 
instantly ordered a light to be brought. When it came, 
and he entered the den, or rather leaned in, the sight that 
met his gaze appalled him. Only for a few moments did 
he look upon the living thing—once a woman, now al
most a wild animal—that crouched in the farthest corner, 
and stepping back into the passage, and partially closing 
the door, he exclaimed: “God of heaven! That is the most 
horrible sight I ever beheld, and I have seen a good many 
in my time! I command you to send at once to the Pres
ident Judge of the Court of Correction, and tell him to 
come immediately here, and to bring the bishop with 
him!”. • 1

At hearing this the Lady Superior sank on her knees, 
and begged the bishop might not be summoned. Any
thing but that. But the officer was inexorable.

“I will stand here on guard,” he said, “so that nothing 
may be disturbed, and the bishop shall see you in your 
true garb.”

Within a short time the bishop, accompanied by the 
President Judge of the Court of Correction, arrived at 
the convent, and as they came up to the faithful officer 
he threw open the cell door, and bade them look in upon 
the scene. The party all then entered, though they were 
obliged to hold their handkerchiefs tightly over their 
mouths and noses, to prevent the stench from making 
them sick. Sister Barbara, crouching in a heap in the 
comer, shrieked in terror: “Oh, do not beat me again! I 
will obey! I am'so hungry! Pity me and give me a lit
tle meat, and I will obey! I will say it was my fault!

HOlfeotlS OF A NUNNERY.

What spectres pursue me, what visions of fright, 
Whenever the day-beams give place to the night; 
Then gloom, dread and horror my bedside attend— 
Oh, then above all things I long for a friend.

Unkindness and terror, so oft and so long 
Have been my companions; my foes are so strong, 
I fear the calm evening and e’en the fair morn; 
Oh, would my past freedom and peace might return. 

False religion has clouded the sky o’er my head, 
And Rome sends her demons to fill me with dread. 
Superstition surrounds me with darkness and fear; 
Sweet friends of my childhood, oh, would you were near. 

Harsh, rude and unfeeling are they who control; 
These dreary abodes send a chill to my soul;
Vile priests at their summons compel me to bow— 
My father and guardian, oh, where art thou?

Long a pris’ner, oppressed, lone, and vainly’ I’ve grieved— 
Ah, fatal delusion! I’m now undeceived;
But my tyrants are round me, and fill me with dread— 
Noble brothers, sweet mother, oh, come to my aid!

Believe not the falsehoods the wretches will tell 
When they say I am happy, and choose this dark cell; 
Haste, open my prison, delay npt to come, 
Unbolt my damp dungeon, and carry me home.

FSyGHOGRflFHy.
Marvelous Manifestations of Psychic 

Power Given Through the 
Mediumship of

FRED, P. EVAL’

“A book you ought to rend. Absorblnyf^^oaf^ 
Ing, and should be Id the bauds ot every thoughtful 
inan and woman. No one cun read its pages without 
being convinced of the cx|Bieuce oi a future life. The 
bouk h of great value, nut only to FpIrltualMs, but to 
those interested In the problem of man's future life, 
as well as to those interested In phcuumenai re« 
search."—J. J. Owen.

This volume hauperroyal octavo In size, beautifully 
bound In cloth end gold, and profusely Illustrated.

Price $2, postpaid. For sale at this oliiee.

KftREZZfl.
ETHICS OF_MARRIAOE. 

By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.
Karfzxn makes a plea for a belter birthright fot 

children, aud ahna (u lend 1 ndhiduah tu heck a blgbei 
development of tlieinnelvea through iiio^t «tiered ro 
latlone. It h pure In tune und aim, and should b< 
widely circulated. 1'rhe, doth, fl.

MISS JDDSON’S BOOKS.
WHY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST.

SiM pages. Oue copy, el, all copies, ,5.

FROM NIGHT TO MORN;
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church.

82 pages. One copy, 15 cents; ten copies, »1.

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS.
,«9 Pagea Ono copy, boned In cloth, tit paper. » 
Cems,

Nor Sale at this Ogtce, 40 Loomis Street.

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism, 
A Menace to American Civilisation. By I’rot. W. M. 
Luckwood. A trenchant and masterly treatlco. 
Price 25 cents.

To quote from Maria Monk, who escaped from the 
Black Nunnery of Montreal, Canada. Here is an extract 
in which she tells the story of “The Murder of a Beauti
ful Woman”:

“It was about five months after I had taken the black 
veil when the superior sent for me and several other nuns 
to come to her room. The weatherVas cool; it was an Oc
tober day. We found the bishop and some priests with 
her; and, speaking in an unusual tone of fierceness and 
authority, she said, ‘Go to the room for the examination 
of conscience, and drag St. Frances upstairs!’ Nothing 
more was necessary’ than this unusual command, with the 
tone and manner which accompanied it, to excite in me 
the most gloomy anticipations. It did not strike me as so 
strange that St Frances should be in the room to which 
the superior directed us. It was an apartment to which 
we were often sent to prepare for the communion, and to 
which we involuntarily went whenever we felt the com
punctions which oufeignorance of duty and the misin
structions we received inclined us to seek relief from self
reproach. . Indeed; Ir had seen her there a little before. 
What terrified mm was, first, the superior’s angry manner; 
second, the .expression she used, being a French term, 
whose peculiar uqa Iffiad learnt in the convent, and whose 
meaning is rather softened when translated into ‘drag’; 
third, the place to which we were directed to take the in
teresting y’oung niin^iand the persons assembled there, as 
I supposed,.to condemn her. . My fears were such con
cerning the fate that) awaited her, and my horror at the 
idea that she was in some way to be sacrificed that I 
would have given hnjtthing to be allowed to stay where I 
was. But I fearbd (the consequences of disobeying the 
superior, and pratheried with the rest towards the room 
for the examination of Conscience. _
. “The room to which we were to proceed from that was 
in the second story, and the place of many a scene of a 
shameful nature. Itis sufficient for me to say that things 
had occurred there which made me regard the place with 
the greatest disgust. -

“St. Frances had appeared melancholy for some time. 
I well Imew that she had cause, for she had been repeat
edly subjected to trials which I need not name—-our com
monlot. ■ ' = ■ . ■

. “When we had reached the room which we had been 
bidden to seek, I entered the door, my companions stand
ing behind me, as the place was so small as hardly to hold 
five persons at a time.; The young nun was standing 
alone near the middle of the room. She was-probably 
about twenty years of age, with light hair, blue eyes, and । 
very fair complexion. I spoke to ner in a compassionate ; 
voice, but at the game time with such a decided manier i

1

Hands trained to love’s gentle ministry must learn the 
' coarse details of household drudgery. Natures, instinct- 
■ ivcly delicate, and shrinking, must grow familiar with the 

horrible and loathsome. Life that in the glow of youth
!. ful hope looked fair as a summer landscape must be 
¡ loathed and hated.
. The Mother Superior is the one will of the convent.

Her commands must be implicitly obeyed. The power of 
p death has never been taken from a superior by enactment, 
■ but society has rendered it dangerous to indulge it. It 
I is resorted to by other means, as in the case of Barbara 
; . Ubryk, the Polish Carmehte nun, an extract of which we 
/‘give here:
r THE CONVENT IIORROR-A SWORN STATEMENT 
r On the 21st day of July, 1869, a man dressed like a 
^peasant or wood-chopper, approached the door of the Po
ly lice Office in Cracow, and watching his opportunity threw 
•k-info the box a letter directed to the Court of Correction, a 
gicourt to which any poor and- oppressed person can always 

appeal and be sure of obtaining justice against the op-: 
.’ ^pressor, no matter how rich and powerful.

The strange man immediately disappeared and was 
¡.feJost to view in the gloom of the rapidly falling evening. 
'-fAWhen the letter was opened by the proper magistrate, he 
flittered an exclamation of astonishment. It read as fol- 
;j££Iowb: “There is in the Carmelite convent, close by the 

Botanical Gardens, of the North Suburb, a nun, Barbara 
bryk by name, who prays you, in the love of God to set

She ended her supplication with a shrill, wild, yet sup
pressed, wailing scream, and huddled herself still closer 
into the corner. No one spoke for horror and wonder
ment, during the space of several minutes; but all con
tinued to gaze, first at the naked, wild creature that had 
once been a beautiful girl, and then at the Lady Superior 
and the nuns who had gathered ¿bout. ’

In this dungeon, covered with filth, in the midst of 
which were a broken plate with two moldy potatoes upon 
it, and a black jug of water beside it; in this hole, without 
fire, bed, table or any article of furniture; into which the 
light of a sunbeam had -never entered for twenty-one 
years, had the inhuman Superioress and Confessor buried 
that poor girl, who should have been their companion in 
religious love. • During that long, dreary time had they 
and the sisters, passed and repassed the living tomb of un
fortunate, helpless Barbara, many times daily without 
looking in upon her, or giving lier a word of pity.

Alas! wretched victim I Then such a young, lovely 
girl, now a wild, frightful-appearing, semi-human beast; 
her body entirely nude, bristling with long, jagged hair, 
filth and vermin; her limbs shrunk and bent like withered 
sticks, her head and hair squalid and diseased; her thin

They then began to laugh at such inhuman thoughts 
as occurred to some of them, rallying each other in the 
most unfeeling manner and ridiculing me for the feelings 
which I in vain endeavored to conceal. The}- alluded to 
the resignation of our murdered companion, and one of 
them tauntingly said, ‘She would have made a good Cath
olic martyr!’ After spending some moments in such con
versation, one of them asked if the corpse should be rc- 

'inoved. The superior said it had better remain a little 
while. After waiting some time longer, the feather bed 
was taken off, the cords unloosed, and the body taken by 
the nuns and dragged down stajj-s. I was informed that 
it was taken into the cellar, and thrown unceremoniouslv 
into the hole, covered with a quantity of lime, and after
wards sprinkled with a liquid of the properties and name 
of which I am ignorant.” -

She tells of several nuns who were closely impris
oned in some of the lowest, darkest, dampest rooms, on a 
level with the cellar, where only a dim light prevailed, 
and where they were fed only on bread and water, and no 
one allowed to see or talk with them. Why they were 
thus imprisoned she knew not, but tliis continued all the 
time of Miss Monk’s stay in that ante-chamber of hell. 
She tells of certain remote rooms in the building, called 
the “Holy Retreat” of the priests. It would be given out 
to the public that the priests had retired for a time from 
work, and their parishes, to commune with God in this 
retreat, and become holier in soul. She found, however, 
that this “holy retreat” was really only a place where the 
priests were being treated for loathsome diseases, the 
suits from an indulgence of their sensual passions.

(To be continued.)

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM, 

Ora few thoughts on bow to reach ihat altitude 
where spirit fa supreme and all things aiij subject to 
IL 151th portrait. By Moss? Hull. Just the book 
to tench you that you are a spiritual Ifflng, and to 
ahow vou how to educate yuur spiritual facottle*.  
Price, bound In cloth. 40 cents; la DMier cover 23 
cents For sale at this office.

PHILOSOPHY “ 
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.

This work contains an account of the very wonder« 
ful spiritual developments at the house of Rev. Dr, 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar cases tn an 
parts of the country, This volume Is the first fro® 
the author directly upon the subject of “SplrltuallMn? 
and has stood the test of many years. Cloth, ti M 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at thia office.

Joys Beyond Hie Threshold
A SEQUEL TO

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH,
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH w&b wrlten to 

develop the Idea o! the principle of the permanence 
of the human soul after death, and its réincarnation 
In a chain of new beings, whose successive links are 
unrolled tn the bosom of etherlal space. “Bktond 
tri Threshold” continues on the same lines, en
larging and expanding the Idea by reasons and con« 
sidérations drawn from science and philosophy; claim
Ing that the certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of any of the exlsttngre- 
Ugiona. From beginning to end it Is Interesting, en- * 
tertalnlng, ■instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts It all or not, much win bare been learned 
and much pleasure enjoyed In Its perusal. Price tl.25 
For sale at this office.

MEDIUMISTIO EXPERIENCES 
OF JOHN BROWN,

IJe Medium of the BocklM, -v’li Introduction bi 
J, 8. Loveland. This is the history of one nr thi 
most -R-ondertul modi urns that overlived.0 %’,‘¿2

b^obkbvu. M
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Marriage.” By Alice B. Stock- 
For sale at this office.

TheologyTHE JUBILEE AND ITS LESSON.
Some Useful Reflections Adapted to the 

Occasion.

Excellent for every family. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at 
this office. • -
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To the Editor:—It may be a just and reasonable move 
for the leaders of Spiritualism to plan a National Jubilee, 
meet and enjoy all that the occasion could afford, and go 
home and ask the laity to pay the bills, but I don’t think 
so. As a member of Spiritual societies for more than 
forty-five years, I naturally expected to be called upon to 
vote on the question of Jubilee, or no Jubilee, but no 
such opportunity was afforded, therefore I cannot con
eider it as aijy of my business whether it was a failure or 
a success, only as its influence affects the general subject 

,of Spiritualism, which this letter will consider.
The managers have their expedience as well as empty 

pockets. ' ' ' ;
1 desire space in your columns to probe causes. Some 

of your readers may remember that a part of my business 
is the study of causes; causes may be my forte, you may 
judge. I feel confident it is not my forte-to puff and 
praise anybody publicly, but I enjoy giving encouraging 
words to the strugglers as I meet them from day to day-.

I have clipped the following two paragraphs from the 
editorial page of The Progressive Thinker; I endorse the 
articles they are taken from; jf .the editor had rilid less he 
would have been unfaithful; from my point of view. The 
clippings are worth reproducing, and answer as a text for 
some points I shall try and make in this article.

This is a gem, surely:
“Spiritualism is a priceless gem, only to be obtained 

through tedious, tiresome, discouraging research, with 
endless obstacles as hindrances to its progress and highest 
unfoldinent, and we must learn that it needs no aristoc
racy to give it tone, to popularize it, to hold it at its 
proper elevation; it needs no airs and vainglory to make 
it grow into the hearts of the world and choke out the 
prejudice of the age. It only needs a clear, logical rep
resentation, a truthful, genuine demonstration, and when 

• there is a fund on hand for the purpose there will come a 
time to feast and spread our wings and crow.

“We have had sparkling gems of inspiration from on 
high; we have heard much of the beautiful beyond, the 
sweet by-and-by; we have had positive demonstration of 
the continuity of life and proof of its similarity to this 

. life, but we have lacked business tact.”
The following is a just recognition of a condition that 

exists in every city of ten thousand or more; what are 
Spiritualists doing or going to do about it?^

“ But this deficit or debt will beggar Mr. Walker.,’ say 
some

“Perhaps it may. But haven’t we scores of mediums 
already beggared, homeless and suffering, and is any one 
any better than they? Under these sad circumstances, 
known to all the world, it was in extremely bad taste to 
get up an expensive J ubilee; it was, indeed, cruelty.”

There must be a cause, or causes, for the results as ex
pressed in the above paragraph. I think the lesson of the 
Jubilee may result in much good to Spiritualists, if a suf
ficient number of the laity will come to the front and give 

: free, frank expression of their views.
First! Did the three or four hundred Spiritual societies 

of America authorize, by their votes, the Jubilee? If 
they did not, why not? What are Spiritual societies for, 
if 1’: t to have a voice in National Jubilees ' and some-
thinif to say about business affairs? What docs the con
stant, continued effort and cry of organization mean, if 
not business? If it means business, how much value 
would there be in a thousand organizations made up of 
the class pictured in one of the J ubilee papers, written ex
pressly for the occasion?

It is suggested that organizations would shut out fraud, 
chicanery, and the hoodlum element which retards simón 
pure Spiritualism.
. It is broadly hinted that the rank and file in all our 
large cities are phenomena and sign seekers; I should like 
to know the kind oi organization that would revolutionize 
the organizers, or restrain them after they were organized.

Does water rise higher than its fountain?
Organization, to be beneficial, must have an object; the 

greater and more comprehensive the object, the greater 
the responsibility. Blueing important responsibilities 
upon unresponsible shoulders is one of the causes of 
weakness apparent at this time. Organizations can never 
raise standards, they simply express the status of the so- 
cieiy, club, or party they are organized to serve. Is it not 
a notorious fact that faulty, unbusiness-like organizations 
have «recked hundreds -of societies, and caused more 
friction and shame than can possibly be charged to fraud
ulent mediums? "

If the laity had planned the National Jubilee, what 
would the leaders say? Incompetency, a reckless dis
regard of duty, ignorance and violation of every principle 
of the laws governing democratic society!

Do you say that our camps are great spiritual successes; 
I ask for results. Are they not as a rule controlled and 
managed by similar influences that attend a first-class 
circus? Are not the drawing cards sought out, and en
gaged to perform the four-horse spiritual act? Ingersoll, 
Sam Jones or a Talmage will do, if they will only draw. 
Is it the simón pure spiritual, or the external phenomenal 
kind ol Spiritualism, that controls our camps, and as a 
rule all other gatherings?

One of our leaders deprecates individualism, ascribes 
the failure of the Jubilee largely to “indifference and ex
treme individualism,” and in the next breath declares, 
“our spiritual talent compares favorably with any re
ligious or secular body of people in America.”

• I believe our spiritual talent is all right, but “where are 
we at?” Our talent all have to eat and wear clothing, 
pay car fares; I judge the bread and butter question cuts 
quite a figure in the religion of Spiritualism, as well as 
other religions. Can we charge up the Jubilee lesson to 
our spiritual talent?

Our present condition is characterized as “perilous;” if 
so, what has led us into this position? Shall we charge 
it all up to the indifference and individualism of the 
masses? Could this be called just? Indifference is a re- 

’sult—treat the cause. Individualism is a positive virtue; 
we may possibly have too much of a good thing; one 
seldom feels like complaining of people having too 
much character and independence. Catholic priests and 
Protestant clergy lead their blind followers because they 
láck character and individuality; Spiritual “pastors” and 
“reverends” will do the samé, if their followers will 
submit.

We want more Salvation Army work, and less, much 
. less deception, hypocrisy, and preaching. If the “Jubilee 
Lesson” does not revolutionize some methods from the 
foundation to the pinnacle, Spiritualism as a distinctive 
reformatory movement will be lost sight of during the 
next decade. It is now high time that we have a radical 
change,we want the masks and muzzles removed from our 
press, our teachers and leaders; we want to know where 
we stand. I do not for a moment believe our position is 
perilous, nothing of the kind; we are simply facing re
sults, legitimate results that we have drifted, or been led 
into; a right about face and a thorough change of 
methods is our only course. ’

It is admitted that the standard of Spiritualism ought 
to be raised. I thoroughly believe it; have we not too 
long depended upon our spiritual talent? Can spiritual 
standards be raised by depending upon talent, or growth? 
What-are the facts we have to face here and now? What 
does history teach ? That growth and progress is a result 
of religious or spiritual talent, or in spite of it? Isn’t 
there something out of joint in our position, in our meth-' 
ods as Spiritualists? Is it not time for us to begin to do 
something, and sing the sweet by-and-by as soon as our 
wings begin to grow ?, -

Nearly three, years ago I wrote a brief article, which 
was published in The Progressive Thinker, advocating a 
change at our camps, introducing class instruction—a

«:---------------------......... .......... .
I pnmary school that would be educational. The article 

elicited several letters urging me to press the subject. I 
made a second effort a year ago. I mention this fact here 
to show that there is a demand for a change in our 
methods.

If we desire more perfect spiritual expressions, we must 
make the better conditions, have better-mediums, which 
signifies more perfect and more finely attuned physical 
organisms. Mediums should be educated and protected; 
they should be taught the necessity of maintaining per
fect health by right living; harmonious music requires a 
perfectly strung and.tuned instrument. . .

Perfect freedom is every Spiritualists’ birthright; I am 
opposed to limitations of every kind, shade and color. For 
the past twenty years the efforts to limit, override and 
dictate have increased rapidly in government, in the pro
fessions, and in business. This effort of limitation is 
dangerous, especially in the hands of the ambitious and 
selfish. Spiritualists should watch as well as pray, and 
keep one eye open to the danger of putting power into 
the hands of anyone through limitations.

I am an advocate of freedom and equality for Spiritual
ists as well as government; I personally will not submit to 
any limitations that can be avoided, my “vibrations” are 
the most healthy and harmonious in perfect freedom. 
National, state and local organizations will succeed by 
refusing fo submit to all efforts at limitations outside of 
those imposed upon us by infinite law. Spiritualists must 
lead .in all practical reforms, or be led; the day they con
sent to,be led, they will begin to disintegrate, go to seed, 
and be" ready for the “unquenchable fire,” and will de
serve it. Full-fledged Spiritualists need no further dec
laration of principles, they have not made such a request.

Some sort of a creed would soon follow any declaration; 
such efforts grow, as history proves. We are human, 
fallible; the Jubilee lesson proves it. Our principles 
were declared by the “rap” fifty years ago, and were the 
most thoroughly revolutionary of any that had been ex
pressed for two thousand years; they questioned the very 
foundation of Christianity, and declared that the corner
stones of atonement, a visionary heaven, and a lake of fire 
and brimstone, prepared by an infinite God for his own 
children, was a myth, a burlesque; continued life was pro
claimed not on faith, but upon demonstration, positive 
spiritual demonstration, Such a declaration of principles 
was sufficient for all time; the only reason I can see for 
asking for anything further as a foundation for Spiritual
ism, is ignorance or some selfish motive; I may be wrong, 
I do not like to be severe, but I haven’t time to palaver 
with such questions, I must be true to truth as I per
ceive it. -

Go on with the revolution should be our watchword; 
evolution, growth, and harmony will be the result. Our 
organization should be strictly’ business, the best men and 
women should be chosen as officers, measured by’ their 
real spiritual status; wealth or material position in society 
should cut no figure in Spiritual organizations; when 
order and harmony reign within, the externals will be 
more satisfactory.

It is a shame, a disgrace, for Spiritualists to ape or 
adopt Christian methods, forms, robes, ceremonies or any
thing connected with their mummery; spirits have for the 
past fifty years demonstrated that their foundation is a 
myth, their God a medium, all their forms, ceremonies 
and emotional efforts tricks of designing priests and 
clergy, sugar coated with enough charity and kindness to 
make the dose attractive for the thoughtless class they 
desire to dominate and limit.

“The spirit-world has its own ways for the spread of 
its golden truths among men. It bends near to earth, 
with its mighty hosts of angels, to lift the pall of gloom 
from the grave—something that the religious teachings 
of the centuries have not only been unable to accomplish, 
but which have actually added to the soul’s burden the 
dismal darkness of a false and unnatural theology.

“The mighty ones who are moving upon this planet 
will brook no denial. The puny opposition of a man is 
to them as naught. The light of truth is breaking in 
upon hosts of the children of earth, and will continue to 
increase until the world is flooded with its divine rays.”

' DR. M. E. CONGER.

------------ --------------------------

CONTEMPLATION.

When long gone scenes of happy youthful days 
Invade the precincts of the lonely mind, 

Striking like sunbeams with effulgent rays
To leave sweet memories in their wake behind;

Over the hills and lofty mountain tops, 
By dashing streams I guide my nimble feet, 
And see afar the waving yellow- crops, 
And scent the new-mown hay in fragrance sweet.

On flowery banks I mused and plucked the gems 
That grew beside decaying fallen trees,

Nodding in beauty on their slender stems, 
As if on purpose human eyes to please.

I watched the water-bubbles slowly glide 
Adown the stream, soon to be lost to view, 

The speckled beauties sporting in their pride, 
With baited pinhook to the shore I drew.

On wave-lapped stones along the rugged way, 
The little snipe alights with piping cry,

And builds her nest beneath the cataract’s spray, 
In some lone niche secure from human eye.

There rears her young, who early learned to walk 
Along the pebbled bottom of the brook,

Or on some lowly rotting log to stalk, 
Or dive beneath the spray ere we can look.

Alone with nature midst alluring scenes, 
In spirit oft I backward wend my way

To flowery banks and creeping evergreens, 
And where the cataract dashed its rainbow spray.

The mighty power of wisdom and of love 
I contemplate mid nature’s spreading green,

In rocks and streams and craggy juts above ' 
Is where the God of nature can be seen.

Amid such scenes why should we mourn or cry, 
Or long for brighter, better worlds than ours?

Sure t’would be sweet when called upon to die, ' 
To sleep among the budding things and flowers.

Again I contemplate those beauties rare 
Are but a foretaste of the world unseen,

To teach us of the glories over there 
With but a flimsy veil that hangs between.

All tilings immortal in the wide domain .
Of nature must obey its laws;

Things that appear to die will bloom again, 
To glorify their wondrous unseen cause.

G. E. NEWCOMB, M. D.

The Economic Deacon.
At a recent meeting in Boton to raise funds for the 

support of Parnell, the following anecdote was related of 
a pious deacon at a church meeting. The deacon got 
upon the platform to advocate repairing the church and 
opening a subscription therefor. A good many members 
wished to tear down the church and build a new one. 
He was of an economic turn of mind and he said: “No, 
let us repair the old church instead of going to such a big 
expense, and'I subscribe. £5 for that purpose.”' Just as 
he uttered these words the ceiling fell down and struck 
him on the head.. Tie looked up, saw the very damaged 
condition in which the old church was and was gen
erously struck, and said: “I will subscribe £50.” Where
upon a pious member said: “Oh. good Lord, hit him 
again!” '

Man is, but God is not. Man is real, God is a myth. 
.Man lives, breathes,'Thinks; God is a phantom. The 
child imagines, the adult reasons. The childhood of the 
world imagined, the now maturing mind is commencing 
to reason and seek th'o logic of things. ■

_ Mental, like material forces take the course of least re
sistance. There is less resistance to imagination than 
logic. . , ■.

Man had not emerged far from the baboon before he 
began to be curious about the phenomena he witnessed 
all around him, their whence and whither. He imagined 
every extravagant form. He imagined life in everything, 
even in a rock, and dangerous life, as horses now do. 
Fearing, he devised ways to win its favors. This was the 
origin of sacrifices.

These strange live things finally came to be called gods. 
And gods multiplied At last the gods were divided into 
classes, good and bad. This was the origin of the venge
ful god in the Bible.

By the struggles of the nature in man, alternating be
tween the pleasing and the painful, he progressed, till 
wildly exaggerated stories to account for the phenomena 
were created, such stories as the Indians create, that pass 
into traditions. Thus mythology originated.

All these stories had observed phenomena as a basis. 
Here their mode corresponds to the scientist, who first 
seeks a fact,\then builds a theory on it. Thus in reason
ing from the known to the unknown, it was developing 
incipient science.

While the extravagant theories were often weird 
enough, they not infrequently contained sentiment 
touching and beautiful.

ORIGIN OF PAGANISM.
The childhood of the world progressed, and discovery 

was made that such stories bordered on the ludicrous; and 
religion was born. Religion consisted of an attachment 
to a higher order of gods, and less in number. Thus 
Paganism had birth. Uuder the name of Paganism 
some great truths were taught, but these were no part of 
Paganism. They were the unfolding laws of nature in 
spite of Paganism.

As evolution progressed the gods decreased, till Chris
tianity reduced them to three. This was a long stride of 
advance. While some of the miraculous was retained, a 
greater amount was eliminated. Under the head of Chris
tianity, still other beautiful truths were proclaimed, but 
these again were no part of Christianity. They were the 
higher expressions of nature in man. Under Christianity 
colleges were established. The first of these were purely 
theological, had no other purpose than to teach theology, 
such theology as was still believed in. Gradually nature 
worked into them, until now, little more than a trace of 
the original idea remains.

Worship had its origin in a desire to, please the good 
gods and thus win their favors. Prayer also had the same 
origin. 11

From the three gods of the Christians, Thomas Paine, 
followed by the Unitarians, reduced them to one. Here 
the mystic further disappears, and the light, intelligence, 
and simplicity of nature grew apace.

Christianity, likri alT'the preceding religions, will pass 
away. The passing will not be sudden, but gradual.

Thomas Paine performed a herculean task in reducing 
the gods to one. Thej dispensation succeeding Chris
tianity will complete j|ie work, and have no god. That 
will be the end of all the gods, all the religions, all the 
worship, and all the player; for without a god none of 
these are possible. Th'en the pulpit will merge into the 
rostrum, the church into the lecture hall, and the priest 
into a beautiful, naturpj, teacher.

“But,” some will sap, “there must be something, there 
must be a supreme power.” Certainly there is; and this 
supreme power is the whole power of the universe; its in
telligence, force, energy, and law. The universe is his 
own master, and admits no other. As the plant, the 
animal, the bird, and man, has each intelligence unto its 
needs, so has the universe; and this universe, with its in
telligence, always was.

Some otherwise marvelously intelligent spirits return 
and preach that without a god you can’t make poetry. 
Such spirits, with all their delightful collateral knowl
edge, are still in a theological rut. Better, grander, 
sublimcr poetry can be made from the real supreme power 
than from any god. The Indians call this supreme power 
the Great Spirit; the French call it Dicu; and the He
brews call it Jehovah, and so on. The pulpit stage play 
of the gods is passing.

In further support of the god theory, the Christians 
and Christian Scientists declare there is no sensation in 
matter, and put the dead body in evidence. Let us see. 
A muscular organ, without nerves, never has sensation. 
Why do nerves have sensation and muscles not? It is by 
reason of varying combinations of matter composing 
each. Why does the sensitive plant shrink at the ap
proach of the hand, while another plant will not? For 
the same reason. Oxygen is life to a man and death to a 
plant; because of the varied chemical combinations. It 
is demonstrated that sensation is the product of the ac
tion of definite primal elements in combination. By the 
action of the body at decease, certain elements pass from 
the physical to form the spiritual body, thus destroying 
the combination essential to physical sensation. The 
sensation of the spirit is definite combinations of the finer 
elements there. Thus as sensation is the product of mat
ter, definitely arranged, and does not exist apart from 
matter, it is clearly false to charge that matter is without 
sensation.

Where the soul derives ecstacy from the church, it is 
the action df the finer forces of nature, all unknown. It 
is a rose by another name.

THE NEW DISPENSATION.
The next dispensation will teach there is nothing 

higher than nature.
We do not despise the cradle we were rocked in, rather 

do we honor it. So all the gods, religions, forms of 
worship and prayer; will be honored as cradles, without 
which the present development would not be. All hail 
the glorious outcome!; Man is to stand upright and be 
free at last. His trust will be in things which change 
not,and are without Variableness. Under this new dis
pensation the systems of life will be so perfected that the 
most delightful satisfaction will be perennial. Want, 
ignorance and suffering will be no more. Joy will go 
unconfined. F i '

When the church commands something done in the 
name of God, that means a surrender of your liberties; it 
means robbery of ynumfreedom; it means that priesthood 
would still continue: iffi ball and chain on you to obstruct 
further progress, r s

For such as still feel .the need of a god, we say: Have a 
god of reason rather than of love, for reason can’t exist 
without brains, while-love can. -•
. The Bible is aldo passing. The future will have no 
bible. A bible without myth is no longer a bible. Adam 
and Eve, Abraham: and- Noah, -Buddha and Confucius, 
are myths. The miraculous conception Christ, apart 
from Jesus the man, is a myth. The future centuries 
will be governed by their own knowledge, not by such as 
was unfolded by the childhood of the world.. There are, 
however, various definitions ota bible. One says base 
ball is his bible. Another is satisfied with business as his 
bible. Another avers Shakespeare to be his bible. 
Another calls Emerson his bible. 1 Still another, with 
scholarly mien,- is content with the university for his 
bible. With these interpretations of a bible, it follows 
surely that science will be the bible of the future, for sci
ence is already the most useful system of knowledge.

Theology will go, to be replaced by something better. 
Some will still contend they dan see God in the grasses.

flowers, trees. If the church had so educated the imagina
tion, they would just as readily see his satanic majesty in 
a field of tfiistles. Imagination is a good servant, but a 
bad master, When reason gets full sway imagination will 
find her right place.

The custom, too, of asking a blessing at the table will 
be outgrown, as a truer light, a higher knowledge of 
human life and universal life beams on man's under
standing. ' . •

The world was not made for man. Man is part of the 
world-building. Discoveries in nature establish this." 
Jian1 has nothing to lose but everything to gain by the dis
covery.' It makes him co-partner with the universal 
whole. Nature and her laws are inexorable. When man*  
accepts this authority, and aids in its development, he 
wifl have peace and harmony-.

The new light is not all observed in a moment, nor an 
hour. It has gigantic proportions.

There is one tenet that will endure forever; this is, 
Faith in good works. -

Much has been published about the sufferings of the 
early Christians. These sufferings were at the hands of 
the heathen. Sometime there will be chronicled the 
sufferings of the early Spiritualists, at the hands of the 
Christians. In forty-four States of our Union laws, in 
one way or another, have been passed against Spiritual
ists. In some of the States it is made an offense for 
Spiritualists to hold meetings on Sunday. The Chris
tians, in their desperation, have resorted to heathen meth
ods. But their days are numbered, and it is to be re
gretted that they are unable to yield more gracefully. 
This statement does not apply to all Christians, for the 
most of them are better than their creeds.

The world lacks nothing so much as educated 
naturalness.

Spiritualism is great, to have discovered the other 
world, its location, nature and conditions; what is and 
what is not there, is very great, the greatest discovery of 
the nineteenth century. Yet.it is not all. Individual 
judgment must still guide. Spirits are divided in opinion 
there, on many important subjects, the same as here. A 
spirit may be amazingly learned in other respects, yet re
turn and teach to hold fast the traditional god. He will 
admit not having met him, but continues to believe the 
teachings of the childhood of the world.

There are other greater spirits, such as Paine, Franklin 
and Darwin, from whose eyes the scales have fallen, that 
return and bring a truer light.

By getting right knowledge, right thinking and right 
doing follow.

In well doing, and knowing from profoundest knowl
edge it is well doing, and doing according to specific 
talents, and not overdoing, but simply’ to the degree of 
full pleasure, and natural taste, there is derived a satisfac
tion and solid happiness tenfold greater than is possible 
from any religion, any system of worship, or any form of 
prayer.

Not all are yet prepared to sing, Farewell the old, all 
hail the new! But they will be as the mists continue to 
clear away. E. W. BALDWIN.

Verona, Wis.

In The Progressive Thinker of July 2, 1898, appeared 
short aiticle entitled “A Wonderful Phenomenon,” 

which contains a number of glaring mis-statements, 
which might lead one who was not acquainted with the 
facts in the case to form an erroneous, or untrue, opinion 
of the lecture as well as cause someone to doubt the gen
uineness of the mediums.

I think it my manifest duty, not only to the cause of 
Spiritualism, but in justice to the mediums, and spirits as 
well, to call attention to and correct the mistakes the 
author of “A Wonderful Phenomenon” made.

It is stated in the article that the seance “occurred at 
Waterloo, Iowa,” which is untrue. The seance was held 
at Cedgr Falls, Iowa, as mentioned in the introductory to 
the lecture.

It was not “an account of a remarkable independent 
slate-writing,” but was simply a description of a lecture 
being received on paper, and was, therefore, an account of 
an independent paper-writing. The writer says: “There 
are d few interpolations, evidently made to suit the oc
casion when the wonderful writing was done by the me
dium.” This might cause someone to conclude that fraud 
was practiced by the medium.

If there was any interpolating done, it was perpetrated 
by the spirit, or spirits, and not by the medium, as the 
writing was placed upon the paper by the spirit, or spirits, 
entirely independent of the medium, or anyone in the 
room. The spirits simply used her strong power of me
diumship, through which they were enabled to come 
more easily en rapport with their friends in the circle, to 
whom they sent personal messages as well as lectures.

It is hardly possible that the writer of “A Wonderful 
Phenomenon” wilfully misconstrued the plain facts in 
order to show contempt for truth, but, no doubt, made 
the mistakes through carelessness in neglecting to read 
the introductory to the lecture before commenting upon 
it. I hope the latter presumption is true.

The medium and members of the circle, who were- at 
the seance mentioned, have never had the pleasure of 
reading the lecture, of which A. B. Richmond claims to 
be the author, before, and therefore supposed that the 
lecture which was received was original, but are never
theless glad to know that the literary efforts of our friend 
are appreciated by the spirits, even 'if they do not sign or 
credit them properly. Fraternally,

FRANK M. SCHNARRENBERGER.
Waterloo, Iowa.

Build From the Base.
I wish to say a word in emphasis of an important truth 

in Hudson Tuttle’s Jubilee article of issue July 9. It is 
that of beginning by “building at the top, instead of at 
the base.”

While Hydesville gave us the physical demonstration 
of Modern Spiritualism, its intellectual presentation was 
ante-dated through A. J. Davis. In the Harmonial Phil
osophy there given, we have the principle of growth 
plainly laid down. First comes assimilation of the com
ponent parts, and organization follows after. This is na
ture’s process, and the Harmonial Philosophy, whose 
depth has certainly never been exceeded by the many 
teachers of classes in spiritual wisdom since, always puts 
forth nature as our object-lesson in things spiritual. Or
ganization is a natural result in the process of growth, 
and not a beginning of that growth. This “cart-before- 
the-horse” blunder has done untold injury to the cause. 
What we want is to have thenndividual Spiritualist alive 
to his great truth. He must be an individual worker. 
When there are other workers found, a society is the re
sult; and when the societies are multiplied and demand 
co-operative action, then form a central movement, which 
shall be the servant of the societies. Never lose sight of 
the fact that all rests on individual effort.

“The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. A Menace to 
American Civilization." By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lec
turer upon physical, physiological and psychic science. 
Demonstrator of the molecular or spiritual hypothesis of 
nature. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant Price 25 cents. 
For .sale at this office. . .

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-operative Systems 
and the Happiness and Ennoblement of Humanity.” ByJP1 Babbitt, LL. D.; M. D. This comprises the-last 
part of Human Culture and Cure. Paper cover 15 cents 
For sale at this office.' -’

FIFTY YEARS
. IN THE '

CHURCHj'ROMB, 
k Remarkable Book.

This is a remarkable work by Eatheh CniNOun 
It exposes even to the minutest details the corruption 
that exists In the Church of Home It Is a work of 
pages, and should be read ns a matter of. history bi 
every Spiritualist. The following Is a partial list of thi 
table of contents: T*

. .. CHAPTEK I.
The Bible and the Priest of Koine. 

CHAPTER II.
My first School-days at St. Thomas—The Monk and 

Celibacy.
_______  . .CHAPTER III. 
The Confession of Children.
m CHAPTER IV. I
The Shepherd whipped by hU Sheep. ’ 
_ CHAPTER V.
The Priest, Purgatory, and the poor Widow’s Cow. 

CHAPTER VI.
FestlvlMes in a Parsonage. ■

CHAPTER VII.
Preparation for the First Communion—Initiation to 

Idolatry. .
_ _ CHAPTER VIII. • /
The First Communion. / ■
. CHAPTER IX. '
Intellectual Education in the Roman Catholic College.

CHAPTER X. 
Moral and ¿a the Roman Catho*

Jo Coliesgs-----
w i3?APTER XI.

Protestant Children in the Convents and Nunneries of 
Rome.

„ CHAPTER XII.
F^me and Education—Why does the Church of Roma 

hate the Common Schools of the United States, and 
want to destroy them?—Why docs ohe object to 
the reading of the Bible in the Schools?

CHAPTER XIH. )
Theology of the Church of Ruiue: its Antl*Soclal afid 

Anu-Chrlstlan Character. '
... „ _____ CHAPTER XIV. :
The Vow ot Celibacy. ■

CHAPTER XV.
The Impurities of the Theology ot Rome- - 
M n CHAPTER XVI. ’
The Priest of Rome and the Holy Fathers; or, howl 

swore to give up the Word of God to follow the ■ ■ 
word of Men. . ..

CHAPTER XVII. .
The Roman Catholic Priesthood, or Ancient and Mod» 

ern Idolatry. ;
t CHAPTER XVIII. :
Rine Consequences of the Dogma of Transubetantta*

tlon—The old Paganism under a Christian name. । .
CHAPTER XIX. :

Vicarage, and Life at St. Charles, Rlvlerro Boyer. - ■ . 
CHAPTER XX. ’ ’

Papineau and the Patriots In 1888—The burnlug of “Lt 
Canadlen” by the Curate of St. Charles. .

CHAPTER XXI. -
Grand Dinner of the Priests—The Maniac Sister of a 

Rev. Mr. Perm.
CHAPTER XXII. . '

Jam appointed Vicar of the Curate of Charlcsbourgh .
—The Piety, Lives and Deaths of Fathers Bedard 
and Perm. .

CHAPTER XXIII. .
The Cholera Morbus of ism—Admirable courage and 

seif deulal of the Priests of Rome during tbeepb : 
dernlc. . . . ,

CHAPTER XXIV. •
1 am named a Vicar of St. Koch. Quebec City—The • 

Rev. Mr. Tetu—Tertulllau—General Cargo—The 
ScalSklns. . ■< :

CHAPTER XXV. i
Simony—Strange and sacrilegious traffic In the so*  . -' 

called Body and Bloud of Christ—Enormous sumi . :■ 
ot Money made by the sale uf Musses—The Society : 
of Three Mussos abolished and the Society of OHfl 
Muss established. 1 .

CHAPTER XX 71. •
Continuation of the trade In Masses. -

CHAPTER XXV11. . ,
Quebec Marine Hospital—The lirst time I carried th® 

“Bon Dien” (the wafer god) In my vest pocket ■ 
—The Grand Oyster Soiree at Mr. Buteau’s—The ' 
Rev. L. Parent and the “Bon Dleu-’ at the Oyster - • 
Soiree. .•»

We have not space in this notice of Father 
Cblnlquy’s work to give the beads of all the Chapters. 
Those omitted are of especiul value. The following, ■' •' 
however, are of thrilling Interest: '

CHAPTER LIU. •
The Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary. ‘ ’ 

CHAPTER LIV. ’ '•
The Abomination of Auri'-ular Confession. •

CH'‘a 'EK LV. .
The Ecclesiastical Xvfreat—Conduct of the Prlestg 

—The Bishop Forbids Me to Distribute the Bible, • ■ a 
CHAPTER LVi. - ?•:

Public Acts of Simony—Thefts and Brigandage of • 
Bishop U'Regau—General Cry of Indignation—I . 
determine to resist him to bls face—lie employs 
Mr. Spink again to send me to Gaol, and Ue fails -
—Drags me as a Prisoner to Lrbana In the Spring 
Of 1850 and falls again—Abraham Lincoln defends 
me—My dour Bible becomes more than ever my . .
Light and my Counselor. ’

CHAPTER EVIL -
Plsbop O’Kegun sells the Parsonage of the French 

Canadians of Chicago, pockets the money, an^ -
turns them out when they come to complain—Ho . 
determines to turn me out of my Colony and send 
me to Kuhokia—Ho forgets It next day and pub« 
Hshes that be has Interdicted me—My People send . ' 
a Deputation to the. Bishop—His Answers—Tha •'
Shum Excommunication by three drunken Priests. '

CHAPTER LVIII.
IMfcas from my People, asking me to remain—I am - 

again drugged as a prisoner by the Sheriff to Ur«- ? 
buna—Abraham Lincoln’s anxiety about the Issue. ’ 
of the Prosecution—My Distress—The Rescue— 
Miss Philomena Moffat sent by God to save me—Le«‘ ( 
Belle’s Confession and Distress—My Innocence. ’ 
acknowledged—Noble Words and Conduct of Abra» u _• 
ham Lincoln—The Oath of Miss Philomena Moffat.

CHAPTER L1X. i 'A moment of Interruption in Hie Thread of my “Fifty; ■-■■■ 
Years in the Church of Rome, to see how my sad ‘ < 
Previsions about my defender. Abraham Lincoln, 
were to be realized—Rome the Implacable Enemy 
of the United Stales.

CHAPTER LX.
The Fundamental Prludplos ol the Constitution of th® ' • 

United Slates drawn iron: the Gospel of Christ—My 
first visit to Abrahum Lincoln to wuru Ulm of tha 
Plots 1 knew against bls Lite—The Priests clrcu« 
late the news that Lincoln was born in tho Church 
of Rome—Leiter of the Pope to Jeff Davis—My 
last visit to the President—His admirable refer
ence to Muses—His willingness to die for hl® ‘ 
Nation's Sake.

CHAPTER LXI.
Abraham Lincoln a true man ol God. and a truo DI®» 

ciple uf the Gospel—The Assassination by Booth 
—The tool uf the Priests—J uhu Surratt s house«— 
The Rendezvous and Dwelling Piece ot the Priest® 
—John Surratt Secreted by the Priests after th® 
murder of Lincoln—The Assassination of Lincoln • 
known aud published in the town three hours bu*  
tu'e Its occurrence.

CHAPTER LX1I. .
Deputation of two Priests scut by the People and the 

Bishops of Canada to persuade us to submit to the • 
will of the Bishop—The Deputies acknowledge 
publicly that the Bishop Is wrong and that we aref 
right—For peace sake, 1 consent to withdraw from 
the contest on certain conditions accepted by the ' 
Deputies—One ot the Deputies turns false to hl® 
promise, and betrays us, to he put at tho head of 
my Colony—My last Interview with him and Mri 
Brassard. .

CHAPTER LXIII.
Mr. Desaulnler Is named Vicar General of Chicago t6 ■ 

crush us—Our People more united than ever to de
fend tnelr rights—Letters of the Bishops of Mon» 
troul against me, and my answer—Mr. Brassard • 
forced, against bls conscience, to condemn us—My •
answer to Mr. Brassard—He writes to beg my .. 
pardon.

CHAPTER LXIV.
t write to tho Pope Plus IX, and to Napoleon. Emperor ' 

of France, and send them the Legal and Public - 
Documents proving the bad conduct of Bishop 
O’Regan—Grand Vicar Dunn sent to tell me of my 
victory at Rome, and the end of our trouble— I go 
to Dubuque to offer my submission to the Bishop 
—The peace sealed and publicly proclaimed bJJ ' 
Grand Vicar Dunn the 28th of March, 1858. -

CHAPTER LXV. . .
Excellent testimonial from my Bishop—My Retreat 

—Grand Vicar Saurin and bls assistant, Rev. M. 
Granger—Grand Vicar Dunn writes me about tho 
new storm prepared by the Jesuits—Vision—Christ . 
offers Himself as a Gift—I am forgiven, rich, happy 
and saved—Back.to my people. . -

CHAPTER LXVI. -
Che Solemn Responsibilities of my New Position—We .

give up the name of Roman Catholic to call our
selves Christian Catholics—Dismay of the Roman 
Catholic BUhops—My Lord Duggan. Coadjutor ot- • 
St. Louts, hurried to Chicago—He comes to 6c. .
Anne to persuade the People to submit to hfs . — 
Authority—He is Ignominiously turned out, and 
runs away in the midst of the Cries of the People.

CHAPTER LXV1I. ! : ' :
Bird’s-eye View of the Principal Events from my Con< ; . 

version to this day—My Narrow Escapes—Th®. . 
end of the Voyage through the Desert to th® - 
Promised Land. :*?

Price, $2.26, Post*p«id.  - - vs

The Influence of the Zodiac
UPON HUMAN LIFE.

BY ELEANOR KIRK. " ’
Thiele the only book which states the simple prill*-  

cipies of the Zodiac in simple terms, making the entire 
matter dear to the »verge understanding. -

This volume indicates the location, characteristic« 
and Influence of each sign of the Zodiac, giving the 
days which each sign governs, and the gems and. 
astral colors associated with each.

The diseases of the body, how to cure them, and tha 
faults of character incidental to the dlffgrcntdomains.

The methods of growth for each human being-
The domains from which companions, husbands and 

wives be selected.
The characteristics of children born in dlfferentdo*  

mains, and the conditions to be observed In their care 
and education.

The personal ability and talent of the individual 
with reference to domestic, social and business sue« 
cess.

This work is the result of profound research, and tn 
hs^reparatlon the^author has been largely assisted by

Bound in Special Cloth, a - Price, $1,' ’?
For Salo at This Office.

A VALUABLE WORK.
Researches In Oriental History, 

Embracing the Origin of the Jews, the Rise mid Detel 
opment of Zoroastrianism and the Derivation at 
Christianity; to which II added: Whence Our Aryai 
Ancestors P By G. W. Brown, M. D. Ono of tho mo. 
taluableworksevernnbllBhed. Price HAO.

APOLLONIUS OK TYANA.
Identified as the Christian Jesus

A wonderful communication, explaining ¡NV Itk 
life and teachings were utilized to formuStt (JbCMI 
anity. Price 15 cents. Foi Mieasiiii jQ __

WAYSioh jurriNOs.-
Gathered from the Highways, By-ways and Hcdgef 

of Life. By Mattie E.. Hull. This is a marvelously • 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best poems
sermons and essaya and contains a splendid portrait ’ ' 
of the author, alio a portrait of Moies Hull Prlca 

.neatly bound in English cloth, tl. Por aainatthG’ 
office. . •
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THE IN T E UNA TIO N A I,
From all reports the 

Congress of Spiritualists, 
don, Eng., June 19 to 2-1,

. ' TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION.
' TesPbogbibsivx Thicker will be furnlBhed until 
ijtartliernoUce, at the following Urina, Invai labi y in 
advance:

The Brotherhood of Man, and What 
Follows from It Two lectures. By 
Mra. Maria M. King. Price reduced 
from 25 cents to 20 cents. ?

VERY CORRECT.
While a “Sunday Observance

. A NEW PRECEDENT.
On June 30th the United States Sen

ate was opened by prayer from Rabbi 
Jacob Vborsanger, a Jew. It is proba
ble such a thing never occurred before..

VERY CORRECT.
While a “Sunday observance

POINTED QUESTIONS.
The Christian Register, in a late is-.
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«Thirteen weeks...
copy........ :
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WHAT IT IS.
in HanqL

BOTH SIDES SEEK THE INTER
VENTION OF GOD IN THEIR EF
FORTS TO 'SLAUGHTER EACH

SEES 6REAT SUCCESS

, BElilTTAKCEfi.
Remit by rostofflce Money Order, Registered Letter, 

or draft cn Chicago or New York. It coats from 10 
to 15 cents to got checks cashed on local bunks, sadon't 
40ad them unless you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Direct all letters to J. R. Frauds, 
NaMOLoomia Street, Chicago, 111.

CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
Afi there are thousands who will at first venture 

Only twenty-five centsiorTiiEPiioQunssivKTuiKKEB 
thirteen weeks, we would sutge&t to those who receive 
a sample copy, to solicit several others u> unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from el to s 10, or even 
more than the latter sum A large number of little 

’ amounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor aud usefulness. The same sug- 

•-"gestlou will apply In all cases of renewal of subscrip
tions—solicit others to aid iu the good work. You will 
experience no difficulty whatever in inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for The Progressive Tuineeb, 

. for not one of them can afford to be without the vulua- 
. ble information imparted therein each week, and at 

the price of only about two cents per week •

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents.
' Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 
give you for 25 cents? Just pause aud think fora mo- 
meut what au intellectual feast that small investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of Tub Pbo- 
GBEssiVE Tuinkeb thirteen weeks la only twenty-five 
cants! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent to a medi- 
um-slsed book!

TAKE NOTICE!
ty At expiration of subscription, if not renewed, 

the paper Is discontinued No bills will be sent for ex
tra numbers. • • •

UT If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to us, and erróre in address will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers euppHecLgratis.

tST Whenever you desire the address of • your paper 
changed, always give the address of the place to which 
It is then scut, or the chanse cannot be made.

TOM AND HIS SISTER.
‘’Tom knows everything, and don’t 

leave anything for me to know,” was 
the plaint of little Anna to her mother, 
and the poor child suffered intensely, 
because of the overbearing conduct of 
her brother, who assumed greater wis
dom than his fragile, but no less intelli
gent sister.

Now it is a fact there is a great deal 
to learn in a life-time, and it is hardly 
proper for any one to assume to know 
the whole. There are dei>artments of 
literature into which very few have en
tered, just as there are primeval forests 
the human foot has never trod. History 
has Labyrinths concealed from the mass 
of scholars, which only the most pro
found have entered. One student may, 
perchance, stumble into one of these, 
and bear away treasure's unknown to 
all others, like the mining prospector 
searching tor iron, finding a vast de
posit of pure gold. The greater the dis
covery tlie more incredulous are they 
to whom he makes known his observa
tions.

We have thought sometimes that if 
Tom would not assume to greater 
knowledge than all others, his little sis
ter included, he would be a great deal 
■wiser in the end.
; Error lias a habit to hide behind 
great names and in secret recesses.. It 
is the province of Truth to explore 
those recesses, though concealed in 
darkness.
•• When Chainpolllon directed bls atten
tion to the hieroglyphics of Egypt, de
ciphered the Rosetta stone, and began 
to unravel tlie tangled thread of ancient 
learning, he was ridiculed by the all
knowing scholars of his time; for there 
were Tonis then as now. By long and 
fatiguing toil Champollion struggled on 
alone. As success began to reward his 
zeal others came to his aid. Now the 
inscriptions on walls and sepulchres of 
Egypt are read with the ease of the 
unpointed Hebrew. Even the Egyptian 
language lias been recovered, and lexi
cons are published making us familiar 
by careful research, with Egyptian 
thoughts of 4,000 years ago. They who 
Were wiser than Champollion now rest 
in unknown graves, but their imitators

bitter attacks by critics on the produc
tions of others, that the world would lie 
bettered if those same critics would 
tell what they know, instead of rid
iculing those who are many times wiser 
than they. And it is positively mortify
ing to see professed scholars, who boast 
of an academical education only, de
nouncing those who have distinguished 
themselves in the higher walks of lit
erature, after having graduated with 
honors from the best schools of learn
ing tlie world has ever known. Is it 
not the tallow dip trying to illuminate 
the world when the mid-day sun is 
riding in glory ?

AN ADDED CURSE.
The National Congregational Church 

of the United States is in session at 
Portland, Oregon, as we write. A res
olution has been adopted urging 
churches to “use increased care to 
maintain the intellectual and educa
tional standard of the Christian min
istry, and on no account to lower tlie 
requirement upon pastoral officers.”
-If.this means an enlargement of the 

mind of candidates for the ministry, a 
better acquaintance with the sciences, 
and the revelations of Nature, added to 
a familiarity with history and the les
sons It Imparts, having In view the ex
posure of the dangers of ecclesiasti- 
cism, it Is well. If, on the contrary, it 
contemplates a better knowledge of 
what is usually termed “revealed re
ligion,” as inculcated in the Bible, with 
the logic of uncivilized chieftains, 
whose narrow creeds have cursed the

: JOINED HIS ASSOCIATES.
Parker Pillsbury, the distinguished 

disunion abolition lecturer of fifty 
years ago, of the school of Wm. Lloyd 
Garrison, Wendell Phillips, and Abby 
Kelley Foster, died a few days ago in 
New Ilampshire. He left the church at 
an early day, as did his compeers, and 
became known religiously as a Come- 
outcr. so designated because its be

’ lievers came out from the church on ac-

li U » pleasure to have lived, and 
learned, and wrought, in this glorious 
period of time when the old is every
where giving, place to the new; when 
ideas born of savage ancestors are 
passing away and are giving place to 
those developed by knowledge. As a 
flat earth and vaulted sky receded, re
ligious and speculative theories "built 
on mistaken astronomical suiipositlons 
have gradually declined until now the 
dawning light is succeeded by a noonday 
sun. The darkness of thq Middle Ages 
seems more dense as we contrast it 
witli the beuign effulgence of a more 
luminous era. Heaven, its streets paved 
with gold, and graced by an ivory 
throne, on which was seated a tyran
nical and vindictive king, whilst far be
low was a hell where demons and 
damned persons with indestructible 
bodies dwelt in hottest flames, subjects 
of God’s almighty auger—all have gone 
with the old mythologies and the 
damnable creeds, their outgrowth.

Such were our reflections as we read 
a late address, by Rev. Minot J. Savage, 
preached the other Sunday in the 
Church of the Messiah, New York, and 
published in the Christian Register, 
Boston. As evidence that the world: is 
advancing we. cannot tetter consume 
space than by making a quotation from 
that address. Rev. Savage hacf been 
discoursing on the past age, and the 
transitions to the present, with the
ological systems crumbling and giving 
place to modern thought. In Illustra
tion of his points he said:

“I was talking with a prominent 
Presbyterian clergyman within the 
past year—one whose name is familiar 
to you all should I mention it—and he 
gave me his view of the infallibility of 
the Bible something after this fashion. 
He said: ‘If I believed God ever made 
an infallible revelation to the world, I 
should regard it as the most dishearten- _ 
ing thing imaginable; for, if he ever did 
give the world such a revelation, it is 
certain we have it not now.’ Aud this 
he regarded as indicating that God had 
somehow lost control over human 
affairs.

“I was talking not a great while ago 
with an Episcopal clergyman—I use 
these illustrations, not in auy offensive 
way, but simply because they body 
forth what I wish to say iu a more clear 
and forcible manner than I can say it 
in any other way—and I asked him 
what it was necessary to believe. I re
ferred to the ‘Pastoral Letter1 of the 
Bishops, issued with a great show of 
authority two or three years ago. He 
replied: 'We pay no attention to that; it 
has no binding force.’ I referred to the 
Athanaslau Creed, which is still held by 
the Church of England. He said: ‘Of 
course, we pay no regard to that.’ I re
ferred to tlie Thirty-nine Articles, still 
published in tlie prayer-book. lie said: 
•They have no authority whatever over 
our consciences to-day.’ I asked in re
gard to the body of the prayer-book. 
I said: ‘For example, here is the form 
for the baptism of Infants, which still 
teaches, by plain implication, the dam
nation of such infants as are not bap
tized. Do you regard that as binding?’ 
‘Not at all,” he replied. I asked him 
what he did regard as binding. He said: 
•Simply the Apostles’ and the Nlcene 
Creeds,' aud these be felt at liberty to 
Interpret as he pleased.' Then why 
may I not become au Episcopal clergy
man?’ He did uot see any reason why 
1 could not. This is allowable ortho
doxy within the limits of one of the 
great historic churches. -'

"There Is a prominent Episcopal 
clergyman in one of our great cities 
whose belief so far as I can learn it in 
many a long conversation, is almost 
precisely identical with my own. He 
tells me he regards the Nlcene creed— 
•God of God. Light of Light, Very God 
of Very God' [applied to Jesus] simply 
ns a magnificent statement of theism. 
Instead of making these words apply 
to only one man, lie makes them apply 
to humanity, to the race.

"One of the public eduentors of this 
country has made public the fact that 
he regards religious belief, In the creed 
sense, as of no importance whatever. 
He has joined n ehureli the creed of 
which he does not believe, nnd he has 
said so, and, when asked to explain his 
position did so after this fashion: ‘If I 
should refuse to unite with a church be
cause I do not accept its creed. I should 
be confessing that tlie creed was of 
some importance, which I deny.’ ”

According to this position the candi
date for admission into the church who 
rejects the creed, makes public con
fession to a Ue on becoming a member, 
aud subscribes to a lie when he signs 
the church roll. And yet, with a full 
knowledge of the position of church
men, there are those who are urgent a 
creed shall be formulated for Spiritual
ists.

Continuing the quotation from Rev. 
Minot:

“Where, then, are tlie points of the 
theological system of the past? Almost 
every one of them has disappeared. 
Dr. Gordon, of New York, tells us that 
belief in eternal punishment is prac
tical Atheism. And so you may take 
them, one point after another, aud 
nearly every one has faded out of tlie 
vital belief of the modem world. This 
system is crumbling. It belongs to the 
past. The early church made one grave 
and serious mistake. It accepted cer
tain supposed historical narratives, le
gends, traditions, of the Hebrew people, 
along with certain letters and writings 
of her own disciples of the first cen
tury as being an Infallible diviue revela
tion. They Identified, in a certain sense, 
these theological beliefs with religion 
itself. And so, as the world has gone 
on and outgrown these beliefs, they 
stand affrighted and trembling, for 
fear that religion Itself is in danger. 
This whole conception of the universe, 
of God, of man, of duty, of destiny, is 
passing away. It is refreshing, I think, 
to escape from the midst of these crum
bling ruins, and climb up to the heights 
that are luminous with clear truths.... 
They have come to us as a new and 
grander revelation of God, conceded to 
this 19th century.”

Professor Lockwood occupies a • high 
position as a scientist and lecturer on 
scientific subjects, and his thoughts, ex
periments and illustrations In reference 
to the wondrous laws of nature and 

.their connection with the spiritual 
forces of the universe, come forth with 

. refreshing clearness and beauty to the 
minds of his audience. He occupies a 
niche peculiarly his own,1 achieved after 
many years of painstaking study and 
investigation in the realms of matter 
and spirit, and we take especial pleas
ure iu referring to his grand work. 
Every Spiritualist Society in the United 
States should have a course of his lec
tures, and thus learn some fresh facts 
in regard to the mysterious part which 
nature's potent forces play.in connec
tion with our grand philosophy. As an 
educator in the laws of spirit and mat
ter, and those wonderful potent forces 
that connect tlie Spiritual with the ma
terial, he stands forth a master mind, a 
clear-headed, logical, eloquent speaker, 
and Tlie Progressive Thinker takes 
great pride in referring to him at the 
present time. He has a series of six 
subjects which he designates his “Class 
Course of Scientific and Philosophical 
lectures upon the Molecular qr Spiritual 
■Hypothesis of Nature,”. which will 
prove especially Instructive to Spiritual
ists generally. With his scientific ap
paratus he will so lucidly explain his 
various ideas and statements that all 
can fully understand him, and realize 
as never before the beauty and grand
eur of God’s' vast universe. We do not 
hesitate to advise Spiritualist societies 
everywhere to engage the Professor for 
a course of lectures. He has proved a 
drawing'card in the East and West 
wherever he has lectured, eminent 
thinkers of all classes flocking to hear 
him. His home address is No. 98 Og
den avenue, Chicago. _

PRAISE GOD..
President McKinley issued a procla

mation two weeks ago, to the people of 
the United States, asking them to “offer 
thanksgiving to the Almighty God,” for 
having watched over our cause against 
Spain, “and brought nearer the success 
of right and the attainment of just and 
honorable peace.” The wonder is the 
President did not send a special mes
sage to Congress, suggesting a joint res
olution by that body, in which he would 
have joined, and voiced the people, 
thanking that august Ruler for his 
faithful services in watching over us in 
tlie crisis just passed. And while about 
it he might have designated him our 
tutelar Deity, aud thus secured his per
manent guardianship.

But there is another party interested 
in this matter. What is Spain to do? 
Her subjects placed greater trust in 
God than did the Americans. If the 
good Lord aided iu fighting our battles 
he must have gone back on that coun
try whose priests and rulers caused the 
slaughter of more heretics to God’s 
glory than all other countries. The 
Progressive Thinker has an idea that it 
was our brave American heroes aud our 
superior war appliances, that won our 
victories; and if thanks are to be ren 
derpd let them be to those who made 
sacrifices on their country’s altar.

MORTAL TERROR.
It Is really pitiful to note the false 

ideas the captured Spanish held of 
Americans. If they did not suppose 
our soldiers were cannibals, they did 
suppose we slaughtered our prisoners 
taken in battle. After Admiral Cer- 
vera ran up his white flag, and the 
Brooklyn was approaching the Colon, 
to take possession of its prize, aud re
ceive officers and crew, numbering 504 
persons, the Spaniards cried “Long 
live Americans,” and begged for 
mercy, exhibiting mortal terror, show
ing they expected to be exterminated.

A similar incident when the captured 
land forces were being removed to a 
camp well in tlie American lines, they 
asked to be killed where they were, and 
not be marched to a distant point in the 
hot sun to be slaughtered. Probably 
the unfortunate and Ignorant soldiers 
had been stimulated to greater activity 
under tlie representation that the Amer
icanos would kill indiscriminately ev
ery captured prisoner. Doubtless they 
would have treated their prisoners that 
way if not restrained by their more in
telligent officers. Savages! Yes, savages 
of the most brutal character. Their 
past history confirms the statement.

. A PRACTICAL LIE.
A monastery was blown up by dy

namite awhile ago at Kursk, in Russia. 
An image of the Virgin Mary, un
injured, was found in the ruins, whilst 
everything else was wrecked. This in
cident was quoted as a miracle, evi
dence of the divine character of the 
holy Virgin. Government investigation 
revealed the fact that the monks of the 
institution blew up the monastery, first 
removing the sacred image to a place 
of safety until the ruin was effected, 
then returning it to its accustomed 
place, and showing it to visitors who 
came in crowds to see the wonder, the 
object to gain generous donations for 
pious uses. This was a practical lie for 
the glory of God, one of countless mil
lions perpetrated through the ages to 
foist Roman Paganism on the credulous 
under a new name.

was pending in the Orange Free State, 
Africa, Its advocates urged that if a 
stringent Sunday law was passed and 
enforced “rinderpest and all other 
plagues would vanish.” The Truth 
Seeker inquires: “What will be gained 
by the ' extermination of the minor 
plagues of a country, if a greater 
plague is substituted?" And then: “It 
was not rinderpest that brought Spain, 
Italy and Ireland to their present con
dition.”

It is my desire« to do an ungrateful 
aud unpopular duty of calling the attend 
tlon of the public to au error under 
which large portions of our citizens 
still labor, andi nvhlch our civilization 
still failed to shed;

My object isIfWiioint out certain er
rors in popular tiitious, regardless of 
consequences, but I have a faint idea 
that if the subject was investigated 
with unbiased reason the result would 
be the shedding of some of the supersti
tious notions gathered on to humanity 
during more ignorant ages.

. The subject aud direct cause of this 
attempt is President McKinley’s call 
upon the nation to give thanks to God 
for our success ill this war and to pray 
against disease, Spanish missiles, etc., 
to our army. With some such call may 
be popular, but are the results of pray
ers such as to justify such step from a 
civil government? Do experience and 
reason count for naught when matched 
with blind faith? The call admits of 
two explanationsi-either that God has 
and will take part in the disputes pnd 
struggles of men and so change the op
eration of natural laws as to favor one 
side or the other, or that our national 
intelligence, including that of its chief 
executive, is still in its infancy. That 
God does not change the relation of 
cause to effect on the prattles of men is 
self-evident, and should need no fur
ther comment. Tlie unerring operations 
of natural laws are as constant as exist
ence itself. Ten times ten is a hundred, 
and perpendicular Is ninety degrees to 
the horizontal, prayers or no prayers, 
and where the contrary seems true It is 
due to ignorance or tlie deception of 
men. President McKinley's own pray
ers for peace were failure. No more 
sincere prayers were offered than those 
of our nation for the preservation of 
President Garfield, also with failure. 
An iufldel doctor with X-ray could have 
located and removed the cause of his 
death with safety, while the X-ray It
self, like most all other Inventions bene
ficial to mankind, has been discovered 
with brain, without prayers. Countless 
examples of failures in depending on 
prayers might be cited, yet there are 
still some even at the head of oui; gov
ernment who fall to learn by experi
ence. To reason Hint when our desires, 
in the shape of prayers are realized that 
God has chauged the course of nature 
to please us is a disastrous logic not re
alized iu fact.

This childish faith In the efficiency of 
prayer has been kept (Hive among us 
by theological organizations who set 
their hidebound} lunulas for belief, re
gardless of evl^ejitjp, in the ignorant 
long ago, and njjw, ¡refuse to keep step 
with the advqneqment of knowledge 
Just as though ^heir very existence de
pended on the ^jirrival of aid notions. 
How they thrive at the expense of the 
producers without'' contributing their 
labor toward ln|jlia'n wants, even at the 
crib of a seeu^r government, will be 
appreciated when we consider that they 
hold about $90(^000'000 worth of prop
erty free from, taxation and draw as 
chaplains in the ar,uy ?100 to $200 per 
month, while the trjie defenders of our 
flag who do the'work and brave the bul
lets get $13 to $14 per month. What re
turns wq will gqf from them after death 
we don’t know, .bui;, tlie investment for 
our national welf/ire Is a failure. The 
fight in congress could not be worse, 
and In the buttle not better, if opened 
without a chaplain. But a thorough 
test could be made by matching all of 
our chaplains with their bibles against 
as many Spaniards with guns. This 
would also test the sincerity of the 
chaplains and their confidence in their 
goods.

Spain, the most orthodox and devoted 
nation on earth, has beeu under the 
guidance of the mother church long 
enough to serve us as example. Devi
talized nnd Ignorant under such guid
ance, her sous have entered this un
equal struggle with all the appeals to 
God that tills pious nation could make. 
The failure of those apjieals Is evident. 
It cannot be reasoned thnt God is on 
the side of right, which he might be, 
without prayers. Throughout his plan 
might conquers regardless of right. 
The strong thrive on the lives and suf
ferings of the weak. Every mouth is a 
slaughter house and every stomach a 
tomb. But one life In thousands reaches 
maturity, nnd the beautiful nnd good 
nre as ruthlessly destroyed as the bad.

We as a nation have undertaken a 
task for the promotion of human liber
ty nnd hnpplness in freeing the inhab
itants of Cuba from oppressive author
ity. Present generation alone consid
ered would not justify the loss of life 
and human suffering it will occasion. 
Were we able to destroy those Individ
uals responsible for the misgovernment, 
our conscience would not ache, but we 
are obliged to inflict suffering aud death 
on thousands who were sent to the 
front regardless of their will, and 
should we be thankful to God for the 
successful slaughter of them? If God 
took sides between men he would not' 
have let it come to this. We should, 
however, be grateful to our boys who 
volunteered their service, not only to 
defend our nation with useless prayers 
at a safe distance, but to face the hard
ships and risk their lives in battles for 
the extension of human rights and lib
erties. Their numbers, determination, 
intelligence and resources make the out
come certain. But to thank' God for 
the deeds of our men does not even give 
the Devil his dues. •

We should alfeb be grateful to the 
founders of our tbnffiltutlon prohibiting 
religious laws 't'hfiT when dur chief 
priest orders worthless prayers that we 
don’t have to pecqpie hypocrites and 
get down on oqr.kpe'es. Meanwhile we 
can regard sugk .¡.proclamations as 
farce. DR. A. SLAMAN.

Lennox, S. D. ?■( 1»

The President's Thanksgiv*  
ing Proclamation,

To the Editor:—I am surprised and 
dumbfounded that w.p have a person 
for a president who holds to the saute 
perceptions of a God of hosts, a fighting 
God, a God full of all manner of evil 
aud which he expressed whenever oc
casion afforded, a God that was the 
cause of millions upou millions of men, 
women, children and suckling babes 
having been slaiu in cold blood that a 
few bloodthirsty barbarians might oc
cupy Canaan, that had been promised 
by McKinley’s God to Abraham and his 
seed forever, a land that was then occu
pied by good citizens that had beeu in 
peaceable possession for many centu
ries—seven large nations in all; and yet 
all were killed and their cities burned 
and not a thing left alive that breathed. 
That is the God of the church, Jew, 
Catholic and Protestant alike; and that 
is tlie God. that Mr. McKinley asks all 
ceremonial worshipers to thank for the 
victories achieved by Dewey and Samp- 
sou on water, and the army on land.

Did he not know that the Catholics 
are the strongest in Spain—in faet 
have as many there as there are Cath
olics and Protestants together in the 
United States; aud did he not know 
that the Pope is the vicegerent of God 
úpon earth, and has the ear of God all 
the time? and that if God helped any
one he would help Spain which has 
been his faithful, more than zealous, 
servant in bloody slaughter all its ex
istence? Why, brother thinker, it seems 
blasphemy and mockery to spend time 
and energy in thanking a God that is so 
closely allied to the enemy, for the vic
tories that were gained at such “ a fear
ful cost,” as the president puts it. If 
their God is omnipotent, why did he not 
win the battle without sacrifice of life 
to us? Why did he not just get up a 
hurricane and blow Cervera’s fleet to 
the bottom of the gulf, aud the same 
with “our enemy” at Manila? Or, why 
did he uot kill the Spaniards, especially 
Weyler, when he made the order that 
starved to death 225,000 reconcentra
dos? If their God is omnipresent he 
must have known the Spaniards were 
and had been for aver two hundred 
years oppressing the poor Cubans, and 
he was omnipotent and could have 
stopped it. Had he done that, would 
it not have been better than to wait till 
war came on with all its horrors and 
took so much blood and treasure to 
avenge the sinking of the Maine?

If their God is impotent, 1 would not 
desire to worship him or have anything 
to do with him. If he is what the 
church claims for him—omnipotent, om
nipresent and omniseient—and then did 
not assuage the awful conditions on 
earth, in fact, prevent them in tlie first 
place, I would despise him; he is not a 
fit ruler.

All Europe is in sincere admiration 
because of the splendid navy we have 
and the good gunnery done by our boys 
on shipboard, and yet Mr. McKinley de
sires us to thank his God for the victo
ries.

I despise cant and hypocrisy. Spain 
has “religion” so thick that you can 
slice it off as one would pork; aud so 
has Mr. McKinley; both have the same 
religion (in fact there is but one relig
ion), and then one thanks the God of 
both that he assisted in wiping the oth
er fellow out. Very convenient God! 
All Spain is doing the same thing, and, 
no doubt, the same God is bowing ac
knowledgments to both the Yankee and 
Spaniard alike for the “thank offering.” 

But I now, right here, desire to ask 
this God of war a question: Why did 
uot you jog the arm of the Spaniard 
just a little when they were shooting at 
our boys, that the bullets might have 
sped wide of the mark and thus saved 
the lives of several hundred as good 
boys as ever existed? Why did not you 
strike Cervera, Blanco and all the hosts 
of Spain dead, just as you used to the 
opposers of the Hebrews Iu olden times, 
before they came to Cuba to further op
press the Cubans? If you had that 
power then, why not now? Will final 
victory against tlie Spaniards trader 
your leadership weaken tlie confidence 
of the Tope and his dupes in you? Aud 
why did you not make the Spaniards 
let Cuba go free without the terrible 
ravages of war? You could have done 
it, for is not the Pope your “mouth
piece" on earth? and would not a word 
from you through him settled the ques
tion without bloodshed? And why is it 
that the Spaniards, being the most de
vout to you, fearing you the most of all 
the nations on the earth, having the 
most religion to the acre, having the 
most churches, and the largest per cent 
of members that pay you devout hom
age, yet are the most cruel, blood
thirsty, barbarous, tyrannical aud most 
ignoraut of all people on earth? Why? 
You may make reply through your vice
genent, the Pope. We will not ask that 
you humble yourself to make answer 
through an ordinary man, and not at all 
through a woman who is simply per
mitted to keep silent in your presence.

Had I been the president of these 
United States, the highest Office In the 
gift of the best people on earth, I would 
have been ashamed to have so exposed 
my ignorance of the Law of Being; 
been ashamed that I ceremonially wor
shiped, even in imagination, a God that 
would be engaged in killing human be
ings It is bad enough for undeveloped 
man to do that; and yet all churches 
“thank God'that the president is a God
fearing man;” and that Dewey and 
Sampson are “God-fearing men." I am 
exceeding glad that I am not. If to be 
“God-fearing” is to be thankful that hu
man beings are killed by others.

CHARLES HOWELL 
People's Institute, Chicago.

Each week since the Jubilee at Roch
ester, we have been regaled with state
ments of its financial failure, aud tlie 
various criticisms incident to this state 
of affairs. All of these may । be just, 
but I would look upou the Jubilee in a 
somewhat different light. I was inter
ested in the idea of having a Jubilee, 
because I believe that I am a Spiritual
ist, and hold most sacredly the knowl
edge that was born of those tiny raps at 
Hydesville. I am also interested in the 
N. S. A., because I am a Spiritualist de
voted to whatever tends to promote its 
teachings aud benefit humanity iu gen
eral. ■

We believe the motive actuating the 
Jubilee movement was loyal to Spirit
ualism. We believe that grand work 
was accomplished by the many noble 
Inspired workers present upou that oc
casion. Can we call the movement a 
failure, when we realize the grand 
thoughts expressed during that convo
cation of eight days? Shall we place 
money above genius and Intellectual 
ability?

Could we place a moneyed value upon 
the foreign correspondence presented 
by Dr. Fred L. H. Willis? If tbis could 
be published In The Progressive Think
er, it seems to me that It would bemuch 
more interesting and instructive read
ing matter for a thinking people, than 
a constant repetition of a financial fail
ure. Just the one fact, that the Roth- 
ester press published so generously the 
reports of lectures given, spreading be
fore many readers gems of truth along 
our line of thought, is of untold value 
from my standpoint. Let us look more 
closely upon the intellectual aud edu
cational side of this question, and I be
lieve we shall all agree
That the Golden Jubilee was a grand 

success,
In pearls of wisdom and gems of 

thought;
The motive was loyal, and noble and 

true,
And the highest good for all was 

sought.
Ah, how could a failure ever obtain, 

With the noble workers we know 
were there?

Their souls in touch with higher 
spheres

Voiced golden precepts we all might 
share.

MRS. J. A. CHAPMAN.
Norwich, Conn.

An Explanation.
To tlie Editor:—In perusing your 

paper of July 9, I noticed au article 
headed, “Mrs. Cooley Given Freedom,” 
aud in quoting from the Times-Herald 
mention was made to the effect that my 
witnesses aud myself said “I was mere
ly taking the veillug towards the light 
to inspect it." No such statement was 
sworn to by any one throughout the en
tire cnse. I was not taking the veiling 
towards the light, as the store was well 
lighted, nor had 1 any such intention. 
1 was standing at the counter waiting 
the attention of saleslady, wheu I was 
roughly seized from behind by the over- 
zealous and amateur detective, who ere 
tills time, has undoubtedly found out 
the error of his movement.

I know my many friends and readers 
of The Progressive Thinker will be 
pleased to hear of my vindication, like
wise of au action taken immediately 
upon the decision of acquittal. That 
is the Institution of a damage suit 
against the firm for $50,000.

I am ut present enjoying my freedom 
at Island Lake Camp, which is located 
in one of the grandest groves in the 
State of Michigan. Everybody seems 
to be enjoying themselves and perfect 
harmony prevails. Oscar A. Edgerly 
has been witli us for the past week and 
we have been greatly benefited by his 
profound aud instructive lectures, as 
well as pleased and lifted nearer to the 
angel world by his spiritual messages.

From tbis point I expect to leave for 
Lily Dale for the remainder of my va
cation, thence to Clinton, la., aud Kan
sas, to fill camp engagements; and Chi
cago will again greet me ere the snow 
flies, as I resume my church work there 
in the fall.

I wish all the dear renders could be 
here to enjoy the beauties of nature 
and drink in the inspiration from same.

GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY. 
Brighton, Mich., Island Lake Box.
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Spiritualism Is Simply Nat 
uralism.

Spiritualism ahd Chrlstiaulty~are op- ( 
posed, the one to the other, because the r 
former represents nature aud the lat- ! 
ter, art. Nature is always true to her
self if unobstructed, but art is seldom 
if ever true to nature. -

Christianity is a manufactured article 
bearing different trade-marks according 
to the factory, syndicate or trust that 
produces IL These trade-marks are 
known also by the name of creeds. 
Spiritual ism is the native ore or basis 
of the manufactured product-the foun
dation upon which all religious Indus- 
ries have been built. These different 

lentous denominations have not been 
constructed in true accord with this 
foundation; they are not plumb with it, 
and are therefore disintegrating, falling 
to pieces. The foundation is all right 
and when the debris upon it is entirely 
cleared away the superstructure of 
bpintua ism wifi majestically rise upon 
it to enlighten and gladden the genera
tions of the fqture.

Spiritualism in all Its rugged, native 
simplicity, is well represented by the 
red man of the forest, “whose untu
tored mind sees God in the cloud and 
hears him in the wind,” or by the poets 
ideah 'e °f Wh°m Byr°n 18 a notuble 

“There is a pleasure in the pathless 
woods, j

there is a rapture on the lonely shore, ' 
1 here is society where none Intrudes

By the deep sea, and music in its 
roar;

I love not man the less, but nature 
more,

From these our interviews, iu which I 
steal

From all I may be, or have been before, ‘ «■-
m,lnSle wIt11 the universe, and feel

” hat I eau ne’er express, yet ean not* ’*' ; 
all conceal.”

This is Spiritualism. The Spiritualist 
enjoys society where no embodied in
telligence Intrudes—the communion of 
kindred spirits gone before.

H. V. SWERINGEN.

MR. E. W. AND MRS. M. II. WALLIS.
Mr. E. W. Wallis, editor of The Two 

Worlds, Manchester, England, aud one 
of the world's best trance speakers, ac
companied by his wife, Mrs. M. H, 
Wallis, who is an inspirational speaker 
and clairvoyant, will sail for America 
July 30, arriving iu Boston about Au
gust 8.

Mr. Wallis has been granted a six 
months’ leave of absence from the sanc
tum of The Two Worlds, and has 
chosen a tour of tins country. He was 
in Chicago about 17 years ago and 
made many warm friends who will be 
glad to welcome him to the most noted 
city on the continent, and show him tlie 
Immense leap of progress of a people of 
nerve and energy, of enterprise and 
push.

We cheerfully recommend these noted 
noble workers of Europe to the Spirit
ualists of America, and ask that they 
be shown the hospitality and attention 
their goodness ami devotion to the 
cause demand, and hope they may be 
kept busy somewhere between our east
ern and western coasts during their so
journ.

They will probably visit the Lake 
Pleasant Camp first after landing, and 
hope to work together when possible, 
but can be engaged separately when 
desired by Societies. Address them 
care Banner of Light, Boston, Mass.

was pending in the Orange Free State, 
. Africa, its advocates urged that if a 
“stringent Sunday law was passed and 
enforced “rinderpest and all other 

■plagues would vanish.” The Truth
Seeker Inquires: “What will be gained 
by the extermination of tlie minor 
plagues of a country, if a greater 
-plague is substituted?” And then “It 
Was not rinderpest that brought Spain, 
Italy and Ireland to their present condi- 
IRm.”

AN INCIDENT IN SCHOOL.
Sixty years ago Cobb’s Spelling Book 

came into use in many of the schools of 
the Eastern and Middle States. A 
reading lesson of monosyllables, while 
teaching the young pupil to read, also 
conveyed a suggestion of kindness to 
the lower forms of life. And here the 
text, and the conclusion, by a little brat 
who had an opinion of his own:

Lesson—“There is a fly in the milk. 
If left a-lone he will drown. Take him 
out Put him on a rag. Let him dry. 
See! He be-glns to crawl. He will live.”

Brat.—“If he lives he will bite. Knock 
blm on the head. Let him die. He is 
nd good.” •

. MUNITIONS OF WAR.
It is reported that “the quartermaster 

of the commissary department” has 
just bought in Cincinnati, 5,000 rosaries 
for the army. These, we suppose, are 
purchased as munitions of war, but we 
shall class them as munitions of super
stition.

“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer." -.By . Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought' can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office,' Price, cloth, $1. .

‘ Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents. 
For sale at this office. .

“Thomas Paine: Was He Junius?” 
An Interesting pamphlet by Wm. H. 
Burr. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office.

Question: What iff the main difference 
between the doctrine of Buddha and 
other religions? , .

Answer: Budtflilsju teaches the high
est holiness andjwiidom without a per
sonal God; the highest understanding 
without revelation; a moral order of the 
world and just compensation, which are 
of necessity consummated on the prin
ciple of the laws.pf nature and of our 
own being; a continuity of individuality 
without an immortal soul; an eternal 
beatitude without‘a local heaven; a 
possibility of redemption without, a 
vicarious redeemer; a salvation at 
which each one is his own savior, and 
which can be attained by one's own 
strength, and already gained in this life 
and upon earth without prayer, sac
rifice, penance and outward rites, with
out cousccrated priests, without the me
diation of saints, and without the ac
tion of divine grace.—“Buddhist Cate
chism” of the Ceylon school, quoted in 
“Yoga or Transformation,” by W. J. 
Flagg, 1898, a very edifying book.

“Religion as Revealed by the Mate
rial and Spiritual Universe. By E.. D. 
Babbitt M. D., LL.D.” A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist. One of the very best 
books on the subject Price, reduced 
to SI, cloth; paper, 50 cents. For sale 
at this office.

“From Soul to SouL” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought In poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment Price 
$1.00. For sale at thia office.

“Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope” will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and practices 
should be read by all. Sold at this of
fice. Price 25 cents.

"The Priest the Woman, and the Con
fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure Influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by tne sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail $1. For sale at 
this office.

“Who Are These Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 15 cents. Fpr 
sale at this office.

From moss-grown slab in forest deep 
I read aloud: Here lies ask'ep 
In death, within the wild-rose shade, 
A hero, which the war has made.
My heart rebelled; I murmured: No! 
No voice nor pen can make it so, 
For heroes in tlie minds of men 
Do dwell, aud thus they live again.
Then seemingly, close at my side, 
The hero stood, and thus replied: 
“Your words doth wrong impressions 

’ give,
For I have never ceased to live.
“When torn and bleeding ’neath this 

tree,
My heart lay cold, it dawned on me 
That I still lived, and saw and heard— 
Even the chirping of a bird
“Attracted me; and soon I stood 
And saw my comrades, in this wood, 
Place my cold form deep out of sight. 
Nett, I was dazzled by the light
“And beauty of my new estate.
But soon I wondered: What the fate 
Of those brave boys who fell with me? 
When all at once, about this tree
“They gathered round; some strong, 

some weak,
(With them I heard our captain speak). 
The weak were those whose lives had 

been
Not altogether free from sin.
“But weak or strong, each one was 

brave—
Had tried his country’s flag to save, 
And has the honor now, that he 
Assisted man to liberty.
“Now oft we go where soldiers walk 
To gather round and hear them talk. 
And when they speak our names we try 
To make them hear our ‘Here am I.’
“So when 'tis said, ‘Here lies a man,’ 
Ask them to prove it if they can— 
Let it be shown the man is there,_ 
That naught but truth the slab may 

bear.
“Ask that the cold, still form of 

thought—
Of knowledge and of love be brought, 
And placed in earth—within the head— 
Ere they shall write, ‘The man is dead.’
“Speak not of death, nor of the dead; 
But let the truth of man be said;
And when ’tis known he breathes ho 

more. ■ .
Just say, ‘He walks an other shore.’? 

JULIA STEELMAN MITCHELL.

way tlie success anticipated. There 
were at each session fully five hundred 
persons in attendance and at what was 
known as the Conversazione, eleven 
hundred were present.

A commendable feature of the Con
gress was that our English brothers 
had made sure of the expense in ad
vance, and everything went well from 
the opening to the closing of the Con
gress, and even after.

The American delegation frequently 
took part iu the proceedings, and were 
always welcomed.

The London press did as well by them 
as the American press did by the Jubi
lee, and taking all in all the popular ef
fects must be felt for the cause In 
grand returns many years In the future.

sue, makes the following pointed 
quiries:

“How many people are there In 
United States who are Christians 
conviction, aud because they could 
honestly be anything else? Is It
fair to believe three-fourths, nt least, of 
all the people in the churches are Chris
tians by accident? They have been 
born and brought up to think them
selves Christians. They have followed 
“the line of least resistance” in joining 
their respective churches. But you are 
very sure, as you watch their lives and 
hear their conversation, that the form 
of their religion is quite accidental. 
You suspect that many who are Prot
estants in America would have made 
very contented and equally bigoted 
Catholics in France or Spain. Mul
titudes would be respectable Moham
medans In Turkey or Buddhists tn 
Japan. In other words, their religion is 
a matter of convenience and contiguity, 
or of Inheritance, rather than their own 
thoughtful and intelligent chniee.”

It is unquestionably true that en
vironment shapes our destiny. It is 
during childhood's sunny hours we 
learn to reason and to think; but the ■ 
opinions of parents become our own ' 
without regard to thought. The poet 
well expressed the idea:
“Just as the twig is bent the tree’s 

inclined.”
The conquests of Christianity were 

made by grim-visaged war. Its pro
mulgators overran all Europe. They ' 
subordinated one-nation after another . 
to their power, and compelled the peo- 
pie, at the sword’s point, to adopt their 
cruel creed. What was first established 
by force in another generation became • 
theirs by inheritance. To this has been 
added education, from which there is 
no escape but by counter-education and 
enlightened reason. The process is a 
slow one, but the victory over super
stition and inheritance will be the 
greater when the end is attained. .

"Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa C. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, $1.50. ‘

“The Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lois 
Waisbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in this volume, in which ques
tions of great Importance to the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vanced social reformer. Price 50 cents.
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A SLUMBER SONG.

And watch—and wait! I

If

3SS5

Mediumship. A chapter of Experi
ences. By Mrs. Maria M. King. Price 
IQ cents. _

Delphos, Kansas.
Commences August 5, closes on 

2_d. M, Blanchard, secretary.
Catalpa Park, Mo.

you open the gate no one will know; 
The guard will never guess.

That look at you, dear, In mute sur
prise, '

While we stand by the gate, 
And watch and wait, 
And watch—and wait!

H

1

Uassadatia Camp, N. Y.
• This favorite place of resort opens 
July 15 and closes August 28,
. Freeville Camp, N. X.
This eamp opens July 30, and closes 

August 14. ■ >
Onset Bay Camp, Mass.

Ouset Bay (Mass.) Camp-meeting 
commences July 3, and continues to 
September 4.

Niantic Camp, pt.
The Niantic Camp-meeting com

mences June 24, aud continues until 
September 8, inclusive. Excursion 
tickets to Niantic can be obtained at all 
stations on the New London Northern 
railroad at little more than half fare. 
Lookout Mountain Camp. Tenu.

Lookout Mountain Camp-meeting of 
Spiritualists begins July 10, and con
tinues during the month. Stockholders

Youug People’s Spiritualist Union
First annual convention of the na

tional body of the Youug People’s Spir
itualist Union will be held at Lily Dale, 
N. Y., on the; grounds of the Cassadaga 
Camp-meeting Association, August 9,
10, 12, 1898. President, I. C. C. Evans, 
Washington, D. C.; secretary, Miss 
Anna M. Steinberg, Washington, D. 0.

the

CASSADAGA.
Prospects for a Successful 

Season.
Has It a Rational Basis?

A REPLY TO) QUESTIONS PRO-
POUNDED BYrfAN ADVOCATE OP 
THE THEORY. .
In The Progressive Thinker of June 

25, a very able aud worthy advocate of 
the theory of reincarnation objects to 
my assertion in.¡the issue of May 14, 
that I had yet received “no evidence of 
reincarnation that j could not explain 
on the hypothes|s.qf spirits hypnotizing 
mortals and causing them to view the 
scenes that they had known, and prac
tically to live the lives that they had 
lived in the form for a brief season.”

Keep Yourself Well Informed

pr their proxies are desired July 12. 
All are invited. Jerry Robinson, pres
ident.

Lake Sunapee Camp, N. H.
The nineteenth annual Lake Sunapee 

Spiritualist Camp-meeting will be held 
at Blodgett’s Landing, N. H., for five 
weeks, commencing Sunday, July 24, 
and ending Sunday, August 28, 1898.

Marshalltown Camp, la.
Commences Sunday, August 28, and 

Closes Sunday, September 18. For fur
ther information address Miss L. P, 
Beeson, Albion, Iowa.

Mesick Camp, Mich.
Mesick (Mich.) Camp-meeting will 

opeu July 31, 1898, closing August 14. 
For particulars address Jacob Bullian, 
Mesick, Wexford Co., Mieh.

New Era Camp, Oregon.
Commences July 2, and closes July 

25. Circulars will be sent to all who 
apply to Walter P. Williams, Salem, 
Ore., who is the correspoudlng secre
tary.

Ottawa Camp, Kansas.
... The Leavenworth County Spiritualist 

o’ 'Association will bold a camp-meeting
Commencing July 27 and closing Aug. 2. 
T. C. Deuel, president; Mrs. Emerick, 
secretary, Wallula, Kan.

Topeka Camp, Kansas.
Commences September 11 and contin

uing until the 25th. T. P, Kelley, Sec
retary, 211 E. Fourth St., Topeka, Kan.

. Grand Ledge Camp, Mieh.
Grand Ledge Spiritualists’ Camp will 

open July 31, and close August 28, In
clusive. Mrs. Geo. Sheets, secretary 
pro tern.

Mt. Pleasant Park Camp, la.
Commences Sunday, July 31, and 

closes Sunday, August 28. For full in
formation address Martin H. McGrath, 
secretary, at Fulton, Ill.

Lake Brady Camp, O.
Opens July 10, and closes September 

. 4. D. A. Herrick will preside as chair
man during the session.
Southern Cassadaga Camp, Fla.

The Southern Cassadaga Camp meet
Ing commences the first Sunday in Feb
ruary, 1899, and continues four weeks. 
For information write to the corre
sponding secretary, Emma J. Huff, Lllv 
Dale, N. Y.

Mantua Station Camp, O.
Commences July 17 and closes Aug. 

22. D. M. King, president.
Ashley Camp, O.

National Spiritual and Religious 
Cam]) Association, Wooley Park. Com
mences August 21 and closes Septem
ber 11. II. Baxter, president; W. F. 
Randolph, secretary.

Bankson Lake Camp, Mich.
Bankson Lake Camp-meeting, at 

Lawton, Mich., commences July 23 and 
ends August 14. .

Vicksburg Camp. Mich.
Tlie Vicksburg camp, at Fraser's ' 

Grove, opens August 5, and closes Au
gust 28. Programmes will be sent to 
anjone addressing Jeanette Fraser, i 
.Vicksburg, Mich.

Island Lake Camp, Micb. - 
Fourth annual camp-meeting of the

Island Lake Camp Association, Island 
Lake , Mich., beginning July 1, and end
ing August 31 1898. ]

Lakeside Park Camp, Mo.
Lakeside Park, Jasper county, Mo., i 

commencing September 10 and closing 
September 26. B. G. Sweet, president, . 
Empire City ,Kans.

Chesterfield Camp, Ind.
Chesterfield Camp-meeting will begin 

July 21 aud close August 21, 1898. For 
' programmes address Flora Hardin, 

secretary, Anderson, Ind. President, 
G. W. Parkinson, Yorktown, Ind.

Haslett Park Camp, Mich.
Opens July 31, closes August 28. For 

information and programmes, address 
I._P. Richmond, Secretary, St Johns, 
Mich.

Harmony Grove Camp, Cal.
Tlie Harmony Grove Camp will open 

nt Escondido, San Diego, county, Cal., 
Sunday, August 14, closing Sunday, Au
gust 28.

For further particulars, enclose 
Stomp and address the corresponding 
eeciefrtry, Miss Mary Nulton, Escon
dido, Cal.

Lake Pleasant, Mass.
. Lake Pleasant Camp^opens July 31, 
hnd closes August 29. Albert P. Blinn, 
secretary.
Woolley’s Summerland Beach, O

The camp-meeting at Woolley’s Sum- 
tnerland Beach commences the first 
Sunday in August and continues two 
weeks. Near Millersport, O., 30 miles 
east of Columbus. S. I. Woolley, pres
ident.

Catalpa Park Camp-meeting, at Lib
eral, Mo., commences August 20, and 
closes September 20, Mrs. Allee Wal
ser, secretary,

Verona Park, Me.
The annual camp-meeting of the Pe

nobscot Spiritual Temple Association 
will be held at Verona Park, Me., Au
gust 5 to 22.

Franklin, Nebraska.
The Northwest Kansas and South

west Nebraska Spiritualist camp-meet- 
lug will open August 25 and close Sep
tember 12, at the Rose grove, Franklin, 
Nebraska. For particulars address the 
secretary, D. L. Haines, Franklin, Neb- 
box 27.

Catalpa Park Camp.
The managers of the Catalpa Park 

Camp-Meeting, at Liberal, Mo., have 
made every arrangement for a grand, 
good meeting this year. It will com
mence on the 20th of August and end 
on the 4th of September. The pro
grammes are already out, and can be 
had by anyone who will drop the sec
retary, Mrs. Alice M. Walser, a card de
siring some.

The park has been greatly improved 
and beautified. Everything necessary 
for the comfort and entertainment of 
the visitors has been arranged for. 
We have secured tlie following gifted 
speakere and mediums: D. W. Hull, 
Sallie C. Seoveil, Josie Folsom, O. 8^ 
Tisdale, Charles Winans, W. W. Aber, 
Sallie Aber. We hope and expect many 
others on our list before the meeting 
commences.

We would be glad to have the many 
readers of The Progressive Thinker to 
mention our meeting to ns many per
sons as possible, and all come who*can.  
We will have no gate fee this year 
The grounds will be free to all. The 
Christians propose to make salvation 
free to those Who believe, while we will 
make It free In fact by spreading the 
light that all may see, and seeing, ap
preciate what great good we are doing.
. G. H. WALSER.

Mantua Station. Ohio.
To the Editor:—This beautiful spirit

ual camp-meeting ground, at Mantua 
Station, Ohio, will be formally opened 
for its tenth season, Sunday, July 17, 
continuing until August 22.

Speakers for the opening day are Rev. 
A. J. Weaver, of Old Orchard, Maine, 
aud Mrs. Marian Carpenter, of De
troit, Mich., one of the most phenome
nal and versatile mediums on the 
Spiritualistic platform.

From Cleveland a special train will 
leave the Erle Railroad depot, on South 
M a ter street, at 8:30 a. m.. stopping at 
Willson avenue, aud Newburg Station. 
Round trip tickets, fifty cents; children, 
twenty-five cents.

In honor of the occasion a large dele
gation of Cleveland Spiritualists is ex
pected.

The Children’s Progressive Lyceum 
will also attend, and hold Its annual 
picnic in Maple Dell Park.

Friends, let us have a grand rally on 
this, our opening day.

D. M. KING, Pres.

Baby you stand by a gate that leads 
Into a land of dreams;

There's a drowsy watchman here who 
heeds '

Never the straggling gleams
Of light that stray from the far-off 

sun—
Always for him its twinkling begun— 

And we stand by the gate, 
And watch and wait,

Little one, hear what the stream sings 
of

Here in this quiet land;
It sings of the joy of mother love— 

Sings to birds In the sand— .
To the strange, tall birds, with dreamy 

eyes,

You must open It gently, slowly—so, 
No one has heard, unless

Those dreamful birds, or the dream
land sheep,

Heard you stealing through their land 
of sleep

While I stood by the gate, 
To watch and wait, 
And watch—and wait!

Oh, strange are the birds and the sheep 
that dwell

Here In thé land of dreams,
But you must not see, and you must not 

toll, ■
However strange It seems,

Or they’ll never let you In again,
And it would not please you, baby, 

then, 
. Just to stand at the gate, ■ .
And watch find wait, .
And watch—and wait!

' —Meredith Nicholson.

Will you kiifdly mention that Mrs. Isa 
Wilson Kayner aud myself came to this 
beautiful place night before last, and 
huVv taken cottage No. 4, on second 
avenue, for the camp season, where we 
shall be pleased to meet our friends, or 
those who knew E. V. Wilson in the 
years that have gone, as well as those 
who may come here to investigate, per
haps for the first time. Every xlay 
brings some one who comes to “put 
their house in order” before the open
ing of the camp, aud the “oldest inhab
itants” seem to think the outlook is I ]adv the„ «T 
good for a larger attendance this year flsk the gentleman4if he can brine Vr 
than for some years past, as they have I >vald anyevidence that reincarnation 
received more letters of inquiry than jS uot true on any other hypothesis than usual, j have had the praises of Lily that whieh he claims?“ 1)othe&1Uhuu 
Dale rung in my ears many times by Certainly, and with pleasure The frumds that had been here, but it can laws Of heredity, environment,- etc 
°“ y those who come wlU accouut for ^n that wns uo¡ cg¡¿
here and seo it foi themselves. nrlsed in mv former atntoinAnt if'azt

The list of speakers for this season is formity, disease, lack of intelligence 
Hm?6.?11.’ anl °. ler altlac" other misfortunes to which certain
tion.s that are expected to give satisfac- of me human family fall heir were 
tlon. On Sunday evening, the 24th tost, punishments, or in any way the result ñS “JM “Plr® Te8-t” I of former lives, tíen Xuld\re not sa? 
litio in tha laige auditoiluiu, and ^vill I tlio dwarfed treft or nlont war ni«n 

®Ive u after the middle the result of crime in a past life, in- 
nn<tAr£.UnSOM^Sin^le^t Y®‘e 6cient*? c stead of the bare fact that the seed had 
aud respected Investigators upon the I fallen In less fertile ground, or that 
two committees when she gave the I ym*inin  had anawed nt its rnntQ? i’lw manifestation at Rochester we feel ^“tMtgovmus the tree or planiffi 
i1erl|li?ei.lII.ü™AP.vt?ePíWerthaíilt’ 7 I the law tbat governs the development 

i1!®.1 J? !®1 has been_well estab- of the human Individual; yet we dis- 
lished. It was the means of convincing cover me iaws or the erowth of n ninnt 
mme than one skeptic, that there is in- I while we overlook, the laws whieh re- 
im.renmn5°n?etiaud «ai>aljle oí I tai'd the growth, or development of our
contiolling matter outside of our own I own souls. Man,, however, with the 
iL a. proper education,' has it within his

t Iconic Mrs. Kayner I power to overcome many of the dlsad- 
and I went from here to Bradford, vantages of heredity aud environment, 
where we were able to continue the by tlie application of his own mental 
woik commenced before. We theu tried power, or the “inner light,” and the 
Olean, N. Y„ for ten days and from efU.uer lu Ufe each individual begins to 
there went to Salamanca, N. Y.,. where exercise the undeveloped faculties of 
we were told it was too near the open- I the brain, and to overcome the abnor
Ing of th s camp to be successful In mally-devqloped ones, the more easily 
public work, but that if we could come will the task be accomplished there this fall, they thought we would I Another IjypothesisThave to offer in 
. . í , “.lud fljeud tbe,r® saw some evidence against tjre theory of reiuear-

of her friends and acquaintances and nation is, that it is illogical to suppose 
succeeded in getting up a circle for that any person who has had the expe- 
Mrs. Kayner Friday evening, when she rience and education of a lifetime 
gave some marked psychometric read- I could so far retrogrado as to foi-oot nil’ 
lugs to those present. Ihe friends that life’s experience, become a help- 
kindly extended the hospitality of their ]eas infant and be compelled to learu all 
hpme, and made us feel that we were the lessons of a former life over again, 
not aloue, even though many miles The “basis” for relncarnatlon-or the 
from our prairie home. I theory—to which I referred as coming

The weather here is pleasant nud I from “the other side,” was to the effect 
cool, the nights being quite chilly, and that the germs of life which had exist- 
preparatlons are being made upou all ed in the world from the time it was 
sides for a successful camp seasom first prepared to sustain life, went 

1. D. KAYNER. through a chain of evolution, manifesl- 
•-. ,— |ng In the plant first and then all the

Lake Brady Camo-Meetlnsr way U1> the. B,ea>£ of evolution, an ad- „„ ,, y H mcouiig. vanceluent beiiiging(le from one specie
Lfie seventh annual session of Lake to another between,the material maui- 

Brady Camp is now fully opened, the I festatlons or inciiniations. On this hy- 
flrst regular meeting being held Sun- pothesls It might lii possible that In
day, July 10. A very good audience fants, idiots, or ’infl/ilor races may be 
was present at the opening. The audl- reincarnated. It',might also be possi- 
torlum was beautifully decorated, the I bie that each person may have some 
national colors predominating. Slaugh- dreamy memories of past lives In other 
tors orchestra, of Ravenna, rendered forms all the way iip the scale of evo- 
some beautiful selections, after which lutlon. I haviTrecently found that 
chairman D. A. Herrick introduced the others have received similar teaching 
speaker of the day, Mrs. Carrie E. S. from the “other ¡ide.” In "Art Magic,"

J' efJ *'  14’ k’ Y’ I for instance, is almost identically the
Mrs. Iwing has the happy faculty of same theory set'forth far more clearly 

getting en rapport with her audience, than I could give it' in this brief arfi- 
speaking rather to tlie heart than the I ele, though not a!i ctoarly as It has beeu 
head. Her talks so far have been earn- shown to me. 1 
est, practical and common sense, and This writer asks 'several questions, 
cannot possibly help lifting the stand- which may all be sq&ined up in the two 
ard of Spiritualism still higher. We I or three I will quote. .She asks, “If he 
wish space -would permit us to quote has received one lota of evidence from 
in full her excellent discourses, but as the other side, what is he going to do 
she will be with us some time longer, with it?” 
we hope in our next report to say more Theories coming from the unseen 1 
of this exceptionally good speaker. As have found to be of no more value than 
a story-teller she has scarcely a peer, human theories, In most cases at least; 
Me must add at least one of her happy therefore I weigh them all In the bal- 
anecdotes In speaking of tlie conserva- mice of reason, accepting wliat is ra- 
tive element following the “calf paths tlonal and rejecting the illogical. Many 

le <m : llave been 1<?d 11110 serious complica-
A v!lu , nntllral 8as was discovered tlons and trouble by blindly following 

upon the farm of an old tody who was the advice of spirits, through their own 
interviewed on the subject and Informed mediumship; and In this matter I am 
of the fact. “You are a rleh woman, not without experience myself, and 
and your farm Is worth just what you I know whereof I speak. When we come 
choose to ask for It,” declared her in- in contact with higher spheres we may 
formants. “Name your price and allow learn, but must always accept all state- 
the vein to be opened.” The old tody meats from the unseen with reserve, 
gazed for a moment over her spectacles. All mysteries have never yet been 
“Me use that stuff!" exclaimed she. rsolved, neither by those on earth nor in 

Do you think I will put a pipe to my spirit spheres, and some never will be, 
111 11]e other end to hell? No, for the reason that the finite cannot 

111 let it stay there till the Lord needs grasp the infinite.
xt , Again the writer asks, “Have not all

. j, ’ M°sler’ tote oi Cleve- human theories a starting point?" As- 
land, has followed each of Mrs. Twlng’s I suredly they have, and when we study 
lectures with a test seance. Every man- them to analyze and sift out the grains 
ifestation has been fully recognized, of truth, rather than to confirm the the- 
PatrloLsm seems to prevail even to the ories, whether true or not, we will then 
spirit world. One message from an old be on the broad highway of rapid pro
soldier declared: “Old Glory is bound to gression. The only way to discover 
win; she always has, and always will." truth is to reason by analogy from 

Much sympathy is felt for the medi- I cause to effect, or to follow the lines of 
um, owing to the fact that she now has inverse reasoning, 1. e., from effect to 
a son lying In Ihe hospital at Key West, cause.
Florida, with both legs crushed. He Evidently the tody has misunderstood 
was one of the rough riders of the Cu- my position as regards the origin of the 
ban campaign, in which he received his human soul, but the above brief state
wounds. ments will, I hope, make it clear.

fle notice several new and pleasing I I yet await proof of the reincarnation 
features, chief of which is a substantial of the normally- developed (Intelligence) 
wooden canopy over the auditorium. human soul. ■

We notice the following mediums ERNEST S. GREEN,
now on the ground: Mr. M. Henry, tele- ______ ■ , - ■ ,______
graph medium; Mrs. Mary Brigham, drops from thf spriko waxen hands, trumpet and independent FROM THE SPRING,
voices; D. B. Allen, musical manifesta- I „„
tlons in the light; Mrs. Cooper and Mrs T1“p’,<)!1 raaSlcaI P’nions 
McFarland, test mediums; D. B. Jim- Evolvin8 the years by tlie score 
erson, physical manifestations; Mrs ChanSes our creedB an<I opinlons- 
Jennings Donovan, independent slate- Opens eternity’s door.
writing; Mrs. N. C. Mosier, M. D., Mrs. The spirit enlightened bv knowledge 
dlnms T g d D Pleuere’ test me-1 Is led- from the chaos of time

, To climb to the mountains of wisdom 
InhnitnhU S1™“ ““r® .°f?er To learn of Go<1’s JUst!ce dlvlne-
inimitable Ichabod seances. Ichabod, 
when in earth life, was a professional DeeP from the heart of the mountain, 
entertainer, and he certainly has lost The waters of ^aijity flow, 
none of his power to create amusement, I E°wn through the.clpinnels of mercy, 
and in the laughter created by his droll On missions of ip,erpy below, 
sallies one was almost tempted, to for
get that it came from the spirit side of 
life. ----------------MRS. M. MÒCASLIN.

INVOCATION.

Who drink of the'Bvaters of wisdom 
Partake of the nfectars of Jove;

Who seek for.the’heauties of heaven, 
Climb to the mo|mfhlns of love.

-------  The life of the soul Is eternal, 
Come to me again, my loved one date o£ incePtlon unknown;

Let me hear thy voice once more Progression, the m-Tif our being- 
Let me feel thy presence near me ' The law of the W**  One. , 

As I used in days of yore. -n. i, / ®T-CHAFFEE-
| Binghamton, NJY. u 

Now the winds are softly sighing _______ _ T»-')'________
In the daylight’s fading glow, t.-.. . _ . „ ' ..And the rippling waters murmur I rLnn’ nPhilT
In the valley green and low i Life. .Bv j. Leon. Ben well.. y s w' I An Interesting and thoughtful pamph-

.Walk , with me again, my loved one, ' let Price 15 cents. ‘ For sale at this 
Down the pathway green and dim, office. . : .

Let our ^pirits hold communion . “History of the inquisition.” Every 
While the forest chants Its hymn. citizen Of our country should read this 

concise history of that Romish chtirchlv 
institution known as the Inquisition•Wbtmi j1“ nc’ I The animus of Romanism against all

J?6 1s?a,dojy? deepen Institutions, beliefs and parties not to 
And my spirit calls to thine; I conformity with the ruling powers of 

Calls thee from. the. realms above me I the^Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
From the home of peace and light! I *n these statements of veritable history. 

Thou hast found thy. soul’s fruition, ’ net^evi;is??ess.an,d ninrderous ma- 
But I walk alone to-night. . °*  th® , Inquisition” Is

■ . “ scarcely paralleled in all the world’s
Pausing now I wait and listen I records of Inhuman atrocities. It Ib for 

While my soul with joy is stirred, sale at this office, and will be mailed
For a tender voice now calls me, postpaid for 25 cents.

And I know my prayer Is heard. “The Fountain of Life, or The Three- 
ASTRA. I fold Power of Sex.” By Lois Wais*  

r— ---------- brooker. One of the author’s most use-'After the Sex Struck." By George I ful books. It should be read by every
H. Miller. Price 25 cents. | man and woman. Price 50 centih

r.

I

YOU CAN EASILY DO SO BY READING

HE PROGRESSIVE ÏHIIBB
The well-informed persons are always al Ihe head of the procession, 

while the ignorant, the lazy and unthoughtful hang on to the rear. If a 
Spiritualist, you should subscribe at once for The Progressive Thinker and 
keep posted in liberal, Spiritualistic and occult thought. It is almost crim
inal for one to remain in ignorance while the opportunity to gain knowledge 
is open to all at a nominal price. Bear in mind that all subscribers to The 
Progressive Thinker get a valuable premium, which has sold as high as 
S25. You should have it in your library. .

LYCEUM INTERESTS.
The C. P. L„, and Y. P. S. I

The Children's Lyceum National As
sociation and the Young People’s Asso
ciations should, not be confused. 
Brother Tuttle is earnestly desirous 
that the Lyceum should take its proper 
place in the cause of Spiritualism—aud 
so are all who are interested in the pro
gress of our associated efforts.

The Y. P. 8. I. aud the Y. P. S. U. are 
distinct movements for the youug peo
ple, and there is no conflict between 
them. It is hoped they will mutually 
work for the same ends—namely, to in
terest aud Jfold tile vigorous working 
Spiritually;' The Y. P. S. 1. was in the 
field a yeiK ago and was recommended 
by the committee on resolutions at the 
1897 N. S. A. convention. It accepts all 
ages over sixteen years. Tlie Y. P. S. U. 
was organized by a small delegation at 
the Jubilee for ages between sixteen 
aud forty years. It would seem that 
the Y. P. 8. I. should have been given 
the necessary opportunity to develop 
its ability, or at least the effort made to 
unite its Interests with tlie Union 
formed at the Jubilee. If its main fea
tures had beeu used, and tlie age limit 
it employs of fifty years for local offi
cers, there would indeed have beeu a 
union. But all local Institutes of the 
Y. P. 8. I. can join the Uuion If they de
sire. The Y. P. S. I. fees permit of that, 
as it costs but ten cents per capita, an
nually, to affiliate with tlie National 
Institute as now organized. The Y. I’. 
8. I. has also a distinctive form that 
eaeb local institute works under, and Is 
a secret society to the cud that meet- | 
Ings shall be for members only. As tlie 
Y. P. S. U. Is only a delegate associa
tion, there will be no conflict, and the 
Y. P. S. I. heartily hopes for its success.

The National Children's Progressive 
Lyceum will have its own autonomy 
and will not be dominated by the 
N. S. A., to which it cau be an auxiliary 
as it is to each local society. As the 
local societies do not control the Ly- ' 
ceu'ms, so the N. S. A. will not. An
auxiliary Is a helper, but Is sovereign in 
its own capacity.

The coming convention at Washing
ton is to settle these points of relation
ship of the National Lyceum to the 
N. 8. A. aud should cause each Lyceum 
to send a delegate. To that end I de
sire to labor. The National - Lyceum 
charters to local Lyceums is to eost two 
dollars for each Lyceum, and not per 
member, and will be payable only once. 
Surely the poorest Lyceum can afford 
that. Tlie annual per capita of twenty- 
live cents each member is likely to be a 
burden upou most of the Lyceums, as 
they are composed of children in the 
majority. Ten cents would bo a suf
ficiency; indeed, no per capita at all 
should be necessary. If each auxiliary 
Is to pay twenty-five cents per capita, It 
should be that local auxiliaries would 
not be expected to charter with the 
N. 8. A., and the latter might add to its 
claim for support by setting aside an 
annual fund for the National Lyceum 
support But, I opine, the National Ly
ceum can do its needed labors without 
taxing either local Lyceums or the 
N. S. A., for it will be able to secure 
special contributions not proceeds of 
meetings. The expense should be very 
little, and it has no need to pay salaries. 
Officers of tho National Lyceum should 
serve for the love of the cause.

What cau the National Lyceum do? 
The president, or conductor, might be 
an organizer; and his time would be 
splendidly compensated by the meet
ings he could hold, even if giving all of 
bls time. Necessarily, this office should 
be held by one able to hold meetings 
and free to give time.

Other officers could do the same, but 
the presiding officer would carry force 
wherever he would go. The system of 
lessons could be made a feature. Spir
itual literature for children would be 
encouraged, and essential songs also. 
Lyceum papers would have added 
strength. Enthusiasm would result.

The National Lyceum Convention 
should be movable from city to city, 
and not added to the N. S. A. Conven
tion, where there would be a conflict of 
Interests.

There must be those who are waiting 
for some Jubilee help to organize a Ly
ceum. Into such localities a national 
organizer would cheerfully go. They 
who join the National 'Lyceum work, 
should do so with only one purpose, to 
help develop the Lyceum interests. I 
am sure the local conductors and offi
cers of Lyceums will each join this 
effort to make a representative and 
helpful National Children’s Progressive 
Lyceum. Agitation of the need and 
purpose is all that impels me to make 
suggestions. Fraternally, .

Rochester, N. Y. G. W. KATES.

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby Ai Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire 
by harmonizing their physical bodies 
and their physical bodies with 
universal nature and their souls with 
the,higher intelligences, to come into 
closer connection with the purer realms 
of the Spirit-World. It Is written in the 
sweet spiritual tone that characterizes 
all of Miss Judson’s literary works 
Price, doth, ?1; paper, 75 cents. '

“The Great Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann. 
It is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15c. 
For sale at this office. -

M

SPIRITISM
ART MAGIC.

The Premium Book of The 
Progressive Thinker.

To the Editor:—Thanks for “Art 
Magic,” which arrived safely. I have 
just finished reading it. How nicely 
bound in color it Is. The Motto of our 
occult class, “God Understands,” with
in a sliver star, crowned with its title, 
“Art Magic,” on one side, is beautiful! 
Although 1 once received the book as a 
present from tlie gifted author, and 
prized It beyond any work In my libra
ry, Its place I found one day vacant. 
It Is the logical, philosophical, deep- 
toned voice of spiritual existence. It Is 
the star of all works on occult teach
ings. Its research Into the realm of 
pre-existence is sublime. It Is the true 
and peerless companion of "Ghost
Land." It leads on to the sublime 
heights of elevated progression. Its 
spiritual intelligences know that their 
trusted aud true medium, Mrs. Emma 
Hardinge Britten, will find thousands 
of friends in America who will forever 
bless her. .

Occult students appreciate and un
derstand Art Magic. They feel blessed, 
renewed and soul-strong from reading 
its pages, as the author seems to be in 
touch with wisdom worlds invisible to 
the senses of most mortals. She is truly 
in correspondence with the realms of 
the center of light, and shines as the 
psychic prophetess of the age. The 
grand and glorious work accomplished 
through The Progressive Thinker 
stands out clear and bright; in its gen
erosity unparalleled. It has brought 
these valuable premium books within 
the reach of all its readers. Upward, 
upward, on, on to the heights where 
lies repose, aud bless the giver of all

Description of ArtMaglc. '
"Art Magic" contains nearly 400 largo 

pages. It is neatly printed on first-class ' 
quality of paper, and bound in cloth In '■ 
exquisite style; in fact but very few 
books to-day are so neatly and sub- • 
stantlally gotten up, and yet it is to bo 
sent forth practically as a gift. It will ' 
be an ornament to any center table, and 
its contents will be perused with avid- ■ 
ity by all reflective minds, however <■;' 
much they may dissent from some of -, 
the opinions presented. ' '

Premium Ternis

good.
Summerland, Cal.

ROSE L. BUSHNELL.

REMEMBER that all or- / 
dors must be accom-. 
panied by their requi
site amounts, vizi

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker 
One Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker One. Year, .
SI.70. -

“Principles ot Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medlcai men especially, and 
scientists, general waders and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful Illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
?5. It is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with It

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrine.” By Edward Gibbons. This 
Is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
•avery detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach -of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

“Social Upbuilding, Including co-op. 
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 

.Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. -Paper cover, 15 cefits. For sale 
at this office.

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and! Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D.,‘ 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75c. 
For sale at this office.

"The World Beautiful,'

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION.

Watch the Number on the Yellow 
Tag. .

It is easy to tell when your sub 
scription expires. For example, this 
number of the paper is 452, showing 
that The Progressive Thinker has .been ‘ 
issued that number of weeks, You 
will find the same number on tho right 
hand corner of the First Page. Now ' 
examine the number on the Yellow 
Tag of your paper. The difference 
between the two numberswill show 
the number of weeks you are yet to ' 
receive the paper. Like the following:

John Smith 452 
Smithville N Y

which means that John Smith should 
renew at once to prevent his name 
being dropped from the list.

If, however, a name stands as fol-, 
lows: .<•'

James Doe 462 
St Louis Mo

Then he is to receive ten more Pro
gressive Thinkers, tho difference be- ' 
tween the present number of the ■ 
paper and the one opposite the name. ■

By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought. 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete in It
self. Price, cloth, $1 per volume. For 
gala at this office. ■ . . ,

"Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
"Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
gages. Price ?!. For sale at Uis office,



GENER/VL SURVEY

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, g 
DOINGS, ETO.. THE WORLD OVER. g

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
OF SPIRlftjflLISTS

Held at London, England, June 19 to 24, 1898

WRITE PLAINLY.

We would like to impress upon the 
minds of our correspondents that The 
Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and it is essen
tial that all copy, to insure insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with ink 
on white paper, or witli a typewriter, 
aud on only one side of the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
iu alone responsible for any assertions 
cr statements he may make. The editor 
allows tills freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
who differ from you.

Edmund Hersey writes: “I find the 
paper more than Interesting, being tilled 
with new nnd valunble thought in the 
Hue of progress. 1 am glad that there 
are more people to-day than ever before 
who are becoming interested, and are 
understanding better than ever before 
psychical truths.”

Will C. Hodge writes: "At this late 
day I am informed by the Topeka Gump 
management that, owing to tlie finan- 
ciitl outlook they have decided to de
pend upon home talent for their annual 
camp meeting. This decision necessi
tates the cancelling of my engagement 
at Delphos also. I am open for engage
ment in any locality for August and 
September, and for the fall and winter 
months. Address for July, Lily Dale, 
N. Y., or40 Loomis street, Chicago, Ill.”

A member writes of the good work 
done by Dr. ami Mrs. St. timer Briggs, 
at Hamilton, O. Under somewhat ad
verse conditions, they opened tlieir par
lors for meetings, anil soon hail a good
ly number of attentive listeners. Fi
nally a society was organized, of which 
Mrs. Briggs became tbe pastor, and liy 
her advice it was incorporated as a re
ligious body under the state laws, and 
she presented her license to the Pro
bate Court and it was recorded. Mrs. 
Briggs Inis endeared herself to the so
ciety by her earnestness and honesty in 
all things spiritually, and by her elo
quent inspirational discourses and Hie 
loving messages she has voiced. Tlie 
Ladies’ Auxiliary meets every Thurs
day evening.

Mrs.E. D. Ormsby writes from Beld
ing, Mich., sending a clipping from her 
home paper—a record of an expose of 
a Mrs. Vernl.v Darrow, in tlie act of 
fake materialization. She had a man 
by the name of N'atlioo with her as an 
accomplice. Our correspondent endorses 
the expose, anil states tliat the Spirit
ualists are glad it occurred. The circle 
was composed of Spiritualists and skep
tics, about equally divided.

. Mrs. Alice Gehring, of Indianapolis, 
goes to Chesterfieli) Camp next week; 
Will be there during tlie season. I’lmses, 
independent slate-writing and trumpet.

The Spiritual Trulli Seekers of Ken
sington, with the assistance of tlie Ken
wood and Lake View Spiritual Socie
ties, will hold a grove meeting, July 24, 
1n their old meeting-place, on 119 street 
between Sliurtleff avenue and Portland 
avenue. A good time is in store for all 
who wish to partake. An Invitation is 
extended to all. Take Calumet electric 
cars to West Pullman.

H. VV. Boozer writes: “C. E. Winans 
lias blessed Grand Rapids, Mich., with 
a six weeks’ visit, durrag which Time lie 
has been the Instrument of giving com
fort to many sorrowing liearts and anx
ious investigators.”

• G. H. Brooks left his home at Wheat
on, HL, July 13 for the Lily Dale Camp, 
where he Is to serve again as chairman. 
His address will be there. Lily Dale, N. 
.Y., until tlie last Sunday in August.

W. W. Shipp writes from Cordele, 
Ga.: “On Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock, 
I wrote that 'Cervera was in despair, 
and had made an attempt to escape; 
was discovered by three war ships, ami, 
oh, for four hours of peace.’ I told 
some friends tliat he had made the ef
fort. It now shows that at that time 
the battle was on. What I know in re
gard to any spiritual science lias been 
gleaned through The Progressive 
Thinker, having never had any oppor
tunity to see any mediums.” 

■ Sunday evening. July 2t. at H<>i>kii;s’ 
Hall, 528 63d street, Englewood, Dr. 
D. S. White will lecture for the society, 
Which is gaining in numbers, aud a 
deep interest is being manifested. Tlie 

• Doctor spokfc for the society July 10. 
He is an able speaker. Following tlie 
lecture Mr. Coates, of 2420 Indiana ave
nue, will give tests and trumpet mani
festations. The society also has an nf- 
.ternoon meeting at 2:30, consisting of 
lecture and tests.

■ G. F. Perkins writes: “The Beacon 
•Light is still shining at 617 North Clark 
street, Chicago, notwithstanding tlie

’ persistent declarations of others. I am 
still in Chicago at the old stand every 

¡¡■-‘‘Sunday, 2:45 and 7:45 p. m., and will 
f give readings at the resilience as usual, 
[ 587 N. Clark street.”
! The I. S. S. A. has issued charters to 
t four socieites within n month. Now is 
' the time to send for instructions to Sec- 
•r rotary M. H. McGrath. Fulton. Ill., or 
-'»President Geo. B. Warne, 3402 Prairie 
-. . Avenue, Chicago.

Fanny Glearen writes: “In the issue 
of your paper, June 18, 1898, I observed 
an explanation of clairvoyant symbols, 
written by F. P. Wagner, which was 
worth one year’s subscription to’me.

■■■■. Being the same iu my own mediumship, | 
.A I was very much pleased and interested ।

In his symbols.”
Jr Wm. Thompson writes from Muncie, I 

Ind.: “Myself and family have been in
' ivestigating spiritism a little over two

JULY 23, 1898

August ”0 and September 10. At Ca
talpa I will give astral seances. I will 
be glad to make engagements for fall 
and winter work in southern Kansas or 
Arkansas.”

Mrs. Martin, of this city, writes: “As 
our President has issued a proclama
tion, asking all churches to hold special 
services on account of the victories of 
the American arms in the war with 
Spain, should not we as Spiritualists, 
also offer up prayers and thanks for 
the victories that have been won? We 
should not only thank our God, but 
should thank our departed generals, 
that are interested in this war, and 
standing by our gunners giving them 
courage iu the hour of our country’s 
need. They must surely have had help 
from the unseen power, or our loss 
would have been greater. So in all cir
cles at home, at all meetings in halls, at 
camp grounds, everywhere, where there 
are Spiritualists, let us thank our 
Washington, our Lincoln, our Grant, 
and the many veterans that are watch
ing our country’s safety, same as they 
did when on this earth.”

Mr. anil Mrs, O. R. Arnold, formerly 
of No 3007 Indiana Avenue, have re
moved to No 293 Thirty-fourth street, 
where they will hold trumpet and test 
seances. They have been very success
ful in tlielr work, convincing many 
prominent people uiat Spiritualism is 
true.

If there are any places in Michigan 
that would like the services of that vet
eran worker, Lyman C. Howe, for Sep
tember and October, address him soon 
at Fredonia, N. Y'.

A SPIRIT’S RETURN.
An Evidence of the Truth of 

Spiritualism.

I am desirous of adding my tes
timony to tbe many which are given 
through The Progressive Thinker, to 
the direct evidence of a spirit's return. 
I read an article in Tbe Progressive 
Thinker which related the faet of a 
spirit’s return very soon after death. 
This incident I relate can be vouched 
for by both Theosophists aud Spiritual
ists.

In July of last year a number gath
ered at the home of Mr. aud Mrs. C’htts. 
McLain, Peoria, Ill., to listen to the 
teachings of Mr. Price, a prominent 
theosophical teacher. It was a lovely 
night and tbe company were sitting on 
tho lawn awaiting tlie arrival of one of 
the members of the society. The Spirit
ualists were simply oil-lookers as it 
was a gathering of the Theosophists. 
While waiting and wondering at the 
nou-arrival of the member expected, 
one of the McLain boys came running 
up with the sad news of a terrible ac
cident, and that the lady wo were ex
pecting had been crushed beneath the 
wheels of the electric car. Our little 
company hurried to the scene of the ac
cident. Our poor- friend had been lifted 
on a cot, and in spite of her terrible
agony knew me. 
and said, ‘‘You 
to a reading she
weeks 
daughter

before,

She caught my band 
were right,” referring 
received from me two 

where her spirit
warned her of this very

event. She was carried into a physi
cian's house near by until the am
bulance came and removed her to the 
Cottage Hospital. We were a sad com
pany the rest of the evening and nat
urally our thoughts turned to the life 
after death. In a short time we were 
Intently listening to Mr. Price's re
marks on the Astral, an answer to a 
question from one of tlie members. 
Suddenly Mrs. Vaughn, the injured 
lady, stood before me, smiling and 
beautiful, not a trace of the cruel 
bruises which bad disfigured her face 
when I saw her lying on the cot just as 
they drew her from under the wheels. 
I spoke low to Mrs. McLain, who sat 
next me (so as not to disturb Mr. Price 
in iris remarks, "There is Mrs. Vaughn. 
Slip lias surely passed on.”

Mrs. McLain turned nnd requested 
her son to go in and see wliat time it 
was. He did so, and it coincided with 
her going away. We could not verify 
it then, ns tlie bospltnl was nearly two 
miles away. Mrs. McLain insisted on 
my telling tlie friends, and I did so, 
asking the question whether we should 
accept the vision as a spirit or an 
astral. ’ 1 contended from the ex
pression of the eyes and the freedom 
from all pain that Mrs. Vaughn had 
passed over and was delighted with 
the change, so niueli so that she wished 
to comfort us by coining in the spirit as 
she intended to do in the body when 
she left borne that night to meet 
with us.

There were other convincing inci
dents that evening, but we will not 
take space to give them. Suffice It to 
say, the next morning an account of 
her death was in tlie paper, and the 
time corresponded with tbe time when 
she visited us, only a few moments 
after being free from the mortal.

Anyone doubting tlie above can write 
to me and I will give them tbe names 
of those present, and they can be cor
responded with in regard to its truth. 
This is an undoubted return of the so- 
called dead, and I trust others will be 
able to give other accounts "to the pub
lic. that skeptics may have something 
to think about nnd at Inst become con
vinced tlmt Spiritualists can prove 
what others only believe, thnt we still 
live after leaving this mortal body.

SARA C. SCOVELL, 
Galena, Kansas. .

, years only. We now fully realize tbe 
¡truth of spirit return, by sight, hearing 

f nnd feeling their touch. A parlor lec-
-• Iture given by tlie guides of Mrs. S. A.'

“The Dead Man’s Message,” an occult 
romance by Florence . Marryat The 
author’s wide experience in Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
have prepared her to write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up in the course of her Investi
gation and studies. Cloth $1. For sale 
at this office.

The Principles of Nature, as Discov
I ered in the Development and Structure 
' of the Universe. Material and Spiritual 
Magnetic Forces. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations and Mediumship. Spir
itual Planes and Spheres. Given inspi
rationally, by Mrs. Marla M. King. In

’ Crossfield, at our home, on tbe subject I 
c of unfoldment of man’s natural possi- 
•fJMIities, was something that I would all 
s.-could have heard. Muncie is proud of 

RC having one who is a champion of truth, 
£ either on the rostrum or in the parlor. 
Ei’iWe hold meetings weekly, and receive 
Ui rich blessings and invite all intellectual

friends, without price.”
J.M. White writes from Sheldon, Mo.: 

Sj.*'For  several weeks I have been stop- 
Esping at this place, resting and develop- 
SLing for service at the camps at Catalpa 
[FijPark, Liberal, Mo., and Lakeside Park, 

Carthage, Mo., beginning, respectively

three volumes, 8vo. A remarkable 
work; among the greatest In the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price reduced 
from $1.75 to $1.25 per volume. Post
age 12 cents. '

The Spiritual Philosophy versus Di
abolism. Two .lectures by Mrs. Maria 
M. King. Price reduced from 25 cents to 
20 cents. " ' '

God the Father, and the Man the Im- 
age"of God. Two lectures. By Mrs. 
Maria M. King. Price reduced from 25 
cents to 20 cents.

Social Evils: Their Causes and Cure. 
By Mrs. Marla M. King. Price reduced 
from 25 cents to 20 cents.

Prominent Spiritualists from Various Parts of the World 
Present—Opening Address by the President, 

E. DAWSON ROGERS. 1

The president delivered the opening 
address as follows: -

Ladies and Gentlemen:—Owing to the 
fact that I happen to be tlie president of 
the London Spiritualist Alliance, in suc
cession to my dear friend Mr. Stainton 
Moses, I am told that it is my duty to 
preside at this the inaugural meeting of 
the Congress. I comply—but I do so 
with fear and trembling, greatly im
pressed asl am by a sense of the loss 
which we apparently sustained in the 
removal of our friend, and by a sense 
also of the superior tact and talent 
which' he would have brought to bear 
on the Initiation of this week’s delibera
tions. Personally I have little doubt 
that in spirit he is, and will continue to 
be, present in our midst, and I can but 
hope and trust that he will be able to 
inspire us with some measure of the pa
tience, tolerance, apd love which char
acterized him as we knew him here, 
and which we cannot but recall with 
gratitude and with something very 
much akin to reverence.

Before proceeding to the immediate 
business of the day, I desire, speaking 
on behalf of the London Spiritualist Al
liance; of the National Federation, rep
resented here to-day by its president, 
Mr. E. W. Wallis; of the Lyceum Union, 
represented by Mr. J. J, Morse; of tbe 
Marylebone Society, represented by its 
president, Mr. Thomas Everitt; of the 
South London Spiritualist Mission, rep
resented by its president, Mr. W. E. 
Long; of our Scotch friends, represent
ed by Mr. James Robertson, president 
of the Glasgow Association of Spirit
ualists; and of the numerous other so
cieties both iu London aud the provin
ces, to assure you all, and especially 
our friends from the United States and 
from various parts of the European 
Continent, of our most cordial welcome 
to this the first International' Congress 
of Sijlrituallsls ever held in Great Brit
ain. We take you to heart as brothers 
and sisters, united in the one grand 
purpose of offering to the world that 
which the world so greatly needs, irre
fragable evidence of the continuity of 
life after so-called death; the proof 
that, in very deed,
There is no death! What seems so is 

transition;
This life of mortal breath 

Is but a suburb of the life elysiau,
Whose portals we call Death.
I turn now, with your permission, to 

a few thoughts suggested by the oc
casion which bus brought us together— 
the celebration of the Jubilee of Mod
ern Spiritualism. Can we review tlie 
past with satisfaction? Have our en
deavors hitherto been crowned witli 
full success? Can we look forward 
with increasing confidence? What are 
our plans ami purposes iu regard to the 
future? Doubtless we have abundant 
cause for congratulation anil gratitude. 
In the face of cruel, I had almost said 
wicked, misrepresentations; in the face 
of bigoted and bitter opposition on the 
part of those who, as religious teachers, 
ought to have been amongst the first to 
welcome the gospel which we proclaim, 
of a future life—a gospel which they 
also profess to believe, but tbe truth of 
which they, unlike ourselves, admitted
ly fail to demonstrate; In the face, 
moreover, of the sad besmirching of 
our cause by the frauds and trickeries 
of some who, pretending to be our 
friends, have in reality been our most 
deadly enemies—I say that, in fnee of 
nil these hindrances, our labors have 
been so far blessed tliat we have con
verts and co-workers in every country 
of the civilized world; science is march
ing on with giant strides to the corrobo- 
ra'ion of our facts; and there is at least 
some ground for the. confident anticipa
tion that even the Society for Psychical 
Research will ere long come humbly up 
to the penitent form and make .full con
fession of Its conversion to the faith 
which, in its ease long delayed, we 
reached by the same process of careful 
and critical investigation many, many 
years ago. As and when these newly- 
found friends come over unreservedly ' 
to our ranks—as they most surely will, 
for honest research can have no other 
conclusion—they will find us ready, aud 
waiting, to accord to them a cordial 
welcome! .

I have alluded to the facts on which 
our conviction is based—facts which 
afford abundant evidence of a con
tinuity of life after so-called death, and ( 
of a possibility of communion with the 
departed—for that is what we mean by . 
Spiritualism, nothing less and nothing 
more. To most of you these facts will 
be familiar, while there may possibly 
be others present who know nothing of 
the nature of the phenomena which 1 
form tbe basis of our confident assu’r- . 
ance. For the sake of these more par
ticularly it may be useful to refer ’ 
briefly—very briefly—to a few of our ! 
elementary facts, confining myself ex- 
cluslvely to such as have come within 
my own personal experience, during the \ 
thirty years which I have devoted to i 
tile Inquiry. ’

I have seen material objects moved 
without visible physical contact. I 
have seen a small table, which stood in . 
a comer of tlie room, come up to us 
who were seated at a large table in the , 
centre of the apartment. I rose from ! 
my seat and replaced it in its original . 
position, whereupon It came up again j 
to tbe centre of the ream, and leaning , 
against the larger table rapped out in- ( 
telligent messages from a deceased . 
daughter. ,

I have been a frequent witness of di
rect writing—that Is to say, of writing j 
done by invisible intelligent beings, • 
such writing taking, the form, some- ] 
times of short, loving messages from , 
departed friends, and sometimes of 
long and learned disquisitions on sub- .

myself had through 'the mediumship of 
a private lady now in this hall—a lady 
whose integrity has never been called 
in question, and who for many years 
has placed her great gifts at the serv
ice of inquirers without fee or reward. 
And it was in the presence of this same 
lady that many of the phenomena oc
curred of which I have just spoken- 
very often in my own home.

I have said sufficient—perhaps I have 
said too much—about my own ex- 
perrences. I will therefore only add, 
on this question of the evidence of 
identity, that instances occurred in tbe 
experience of Mr. Stainton Moses, and 
are recorded in his books, and that one 
of the latest converts to Spiritualism, 
Dr. Hodgson, whose honesty and 
acumen no one will dispute, has de
clared that, as the result of long and 
searching tests.of Mrs. Piper, he has 
reached the conclusion that the Intelli
gence controling that lady was really 
the personality he claimed to be, as he 
gave information concerning himself in 
regard to matters unknown to the sit
ters, and certainly unknown to the me
dium, but which information on in
vestigation was proved to be correct.

Of course there are people who will 
give no heed to evidence, however 
abundant aud however strong, and who 
will complacently dismiss all such mar
vels as I have mentioned with a word 
which wise men are chary of using at 
the end of the nineteenth century—the 
word “impossible.” I do not care to 
discuss the question of their possibility: 
I only say that they happened—that 
similar phenomena are occurring daily 
in all parts of the world, and that tes
timony to our facts is at the present 
moment borne by thousands of com
petent witnesses, Including many of the 
coolest and keenest intellects of the age.

But wonderful as our phenomena 
really are—calculated, as they should 
be, to awaken in honest and candid 
minds a consciousness of the faet that 
there are two sides to human life; that 
we are closely related with a world 
other than that which appeals to our 
physical sense only—these phenomena 
are obviously degraded if they are 
sought for the mere gratification of 
idle curiosity, and if we fail to learn 
their true and very serious significance. 
I am not one of those who decry the 
value of physical phenomena. Men are 
so constituted that'tbey can seldom be 
really roused from the lethargy of 
doubt or disbelief without palpable 
proof that there arMnws and forces for 
which they cannot Heeount on any 
purely materialistic hypothesis. Phe
nomena should, 'thei'efore, be en
couraged and cultlvhteil to a reasonable 
extent as Introductory evidence for the 
uninitiated Inquirer. But to the con
vinced Spiritualist," if 'he be wise and 
faithful, phenomena are but the ABC 
of his newly-found revelation, easy and 
safe stepping-stones -Io greater alti
tudes, 'intellectual ''and spiritual. Un
speakable blessings' hate come to him, 
tlie consciousness of which should itself 
till him with gratitude ftnd with a desire 
to make himself a worthy comrade of 
the angels. Hitherto, perhaps—as with 
many who liave but a hazy faith, a 
faith without evidence, in a future 
life—he had only thought of the spirits 
of the departed as whiffs of cloud or 
vapor flitting about somewhere lu the 
great beyond; but now he lives in the 
sure knowledge tliat the dwellers in the
spirit world are veritable men 
women still, with greater .powers 
possibilities than when they were 
izens of eartli, and with unabated 
for those they have left behind.

and 
and 
den- 
love
He

jects with which we were totally un
acquainted. On one occasion over 900 
words were thus written in sis sec
onds—that is to say, at the rate of 150 
words a second, or sixty times a good 
short-hand speed, to say nothing of the 
fact that the communication was writ
ten, not in shorthand, but in longhand.

I have seen materialized forms grad
ually built up in the middle of a well- 
lighted room by the side—or rather, to 
all appearance, out of the side—of the 
medium, who was all the time distinctly 
visible. And finally, I have many scores 
of times seen, touched, and held audible 
converse with, beings who were cer
tainly not present In the flesh.

But it may reasonably be asked: 
“Granted that these marvels are oc
curring, where is the evidence that they 
are enacted by discarnate human be
ings, for if so these beings could surely 
give some evidence of their identity by 
telling you something about themselves 
which you did not know?” My answer 
is that such evidence has been re
peatedly. afforded. That evidence I have

knows, too, Hint the spirit world is not 
afar off, but is in very truth round and 
about us, nnd he has a keen sense of 
the immediate presence and influence 
of his unseen friends and of their con
tinued interest in all that concerns his 
highest welfare. By converse with 
them lie has learnt, also, with an as
surance he never had before, that all 
men, of whatever creed or nationality, 
are indeed brethren, all equally children 
of the Supreipe; that men enter the 
next world as they leave the present; 
that no special creed or belief can act 
as a passport to a condition of happi
ness in tbe world beyond; that in tbe 
other life differences of opinion iu re
gard to doctrines and dogmas do not 
separate congenial souls who find their 
true union and abiding bliss in a love 
of good and a mutual desire to promote 
tlie happiness of others iu their, own 
world and In ours.

With such blessed knowledge the 
faithful Spiritualist has, of course, a 
corresponding responsibility, and it is 
gratifying to be able to testify that 
there are amongst us good men aud 
women who recognize this fact to the 
fullest, who give of their means un
grudgingly, and devote their energies 
without ceasing to the endeavor to 
carry the new gospel to their fellows. 
All honor to them! They will, of a 
surety, reap their reward in the con
sciousness of duty done and of the hap
piness brought to those who have wel
comed their message with grateful 
hearts. But are all of our supposed 
friends thus faithful to duty’s call? Do 
all those who have themselves come to 
a knowledge of the light seek to diffuse 
its beneficent rays to those who are as 
yet in the shadow fef'darkness? Alas, 
no! Unhappily thebe'"nre some who, 
having found conibltttion for them
selves In the truffisrof .Spiritualism, 
never by word or deedf'feo far as we can 
discern, help the fttfitheranee of our 
cause, and would ^on0 no account so 
much as allow tbelf names to be men
tioned In association with a subject so 
unpopular as ours. 'Fo? sueh I have no 
word to offer. Tlie'ji ate simply tlioral 
cowards. They kntfw 'their duties and 
responsibilities butl'hfled them not. I 
can only say, “Heaton 'help them when 
their day of judgm£iit l&>mes.”

I now pass on f6 «¡"question which 
seems to me, as I liave"no doubt it will 
seem to you, to bti’onb of paramount 
importance—I refer« toJour relation as 
Spiritualists to the religious world. Of 
all sections of the community we might 
reasonably have expected that the 
churches would cordially welcome our 
message, would eagerly and seriously 
examine our evidence, and if found to 
be well established, would receive it 
gladly, as a potent factor in the suc
cessful prosecution of their own labors. 
In this respect, it is true, we have not 
been altogether without encourage
ment, but it would be worse than folly 
to shut our eyes to the very patent and 
very disappointing attitude of the re
ligious world as a whole in regard to 
our testimony in support of the doctrine 
of a future life. Why is this? There 

'must be a cause somewhere for what 
is to us so strange, so perplexing an 
anomaly. What is that cause, and 
.whatever it is, can it be removed?

(These are Important ..questions, which, I 
think you. will agree with me, this is a 
fitting time anxiously nnd honestly to 
ask ourselves as we enter upon the 
second hnlf-century of our work.

In what I am about to say I wish it 
to be clearly understood that I speak 
for myself only, that no one else is in 
apy degree responsible for my utter
ances, apd that I claim for them no 
special authority—simply submitting 
them to you for your candid and careful 
consideration. zIf you concur in the sug
gestions I shall offer I shall be glad; if 
not, I shall at least have the satisfac
tion of having been faithful to the 
promptings of my own conscience.

I liave asked why the religious world 
so generally rejects our appeal, and 
what is the remedy for our failure with 
those whose sympathy we should nat
urally hope for and expect. The reply 
is that, as I am most profoundly con
vinced, the fault lies—not, perhaps, 
altogether, but certainly to a large ex
tent—at out- own door’s, and that we 
have the remedy in our own hands. To 
indicate the nature of our mistake, as 
I regard it, it is sufficient to ask our
selves whether we have always pre
sented our cause in the most attractive 
light. Have we always made it evident 
that we have sought no glory for our
selves, but that our sole aim has been 
the good and happiness of our fellows? 
Have we not oftentijnes obscured our 
own special mission—the absolute 'proof 
of another life-by the noise and din of 
battle against theological creeds with 
which, as Spiritualists, we have no di
rect concern? Have we not frequently, 
when inviting attention to our facts, 
shocked and repelled our friends by 
sneers at their religious creeds—creeds 
which to them are very sacred?. Instead 
of trying kind and gentle persuasion, 
have we not sometimes had recourse to 
expressions of contempt for a dearly- 
cherished faith? _

The eagerness with which some of us 
have, apparently, sought out a creed 
which we might attack, suggests the 
proverbial Irishman who, with no prov
ocation, was forever appealing to his 
companions with the exclamation: 
“Here is a head; let’s hit it.” But surely 
that is not the way to win the esteem 
and sympathetic attention of reason
able men. There is a wise saying that 
you can catch more flies with honey or 
molasses than with vinegar. So, I 
would suggest, if we wish to win men 
to Spiritualism, courtesy and kindness 
will be found more efficacious than pug
nacity, rancor, and ridicule.

But, it may be asked, would you liaye 
us keep silence on every question ex
cept the one topic of tlie evidence for a 
life beyond the grave? Heaven forbid! 
If you have come to the acceptance of 
views specially calculated, as you 
think, to benefit tlie world, you are 
bound in honesty, to proclaim them. 
But what I desire to suggest is that we 
should, in all our efforts, give die pre
eminence to our own special work of 
offering to the world the Inexpressible 
happiness and consolation which come 
of a certain knowledge that their de
parted friends still live and love. For, 
depend upon It, we are but playing into 
the hands of our enemies if we allow 
them to entice us off tlie sure ground of 
facts, and to obscure the issue by con
troversy in regard to theories about 
which men must ever differ. "Quot 
homines tot sententle” was always 
true, and always will be, seeing that 
men are of necessity differently con
stituted and are distinguished from 
eacli other by varying degrees and 
qualities of intelligence.

And amongst Spiritualists, ns amongst 
all other classes, there must inevitably 
be diversities of faith and doctrine; and 
so it comes to pass tliat in this Congress 
we have men of all shades of creed— 
Unitarians, Evangelical Nonconform
ists, members of theChurch of England, 
and Catholics—all good Spiritualists, 
nevertheless, whom it is our delight to 
welcome, because, however much they 
may differ in regard to many the
ological problems, they are cordially 
united In the advocacy and support of 
our distinctive cause. And after all, 
why should we quarrel and dispute 
over matters of no serious import to 
our future well-being? Diversities of 
thought are the very salt of social aud 
intellectual life, and in themselves are 
good and not evil, 'rhe evil comes when 
there is a want of humility and love— 
when pride and self-conceit induce a 
man to conclude that bls own particular 
truth is the only truth In the world, and 
that all other creeds are held at the risk 
of eternal condemnation.

There is a curious fiction tliat St. 
Peter holds the keys to tlie entrance 
gates of heaven, and examines all ap
plicants for admission as to their fitness 
for the society within. What questions 
will he put to us? Will he ask—What 
were your views on the subject of 
Original Sin, the Dual Nature of Christ, 
Apostolic Succession, and Baptismal 
Regeneration? Did you believe that : 
Christ died to reconcile an angry God ! 
to man, or sinful man to God? Did 
you hold the doctrine of the Real Pres- ; 
ence in -the Sacrament of tbe Lord’s 
Supper? And did you accept the 1 
Filloque clause of the Nlcene Creed? , 
Nay, will not St. Peter rather ask— ■ 
What,was your life on earth? Did you : 
honestly strive to exercise the grace of 
love and charity to all? Did you do j 
what you could to' promote good-will .
amongst men? Were you honest 
just in all your dealings? Were 
content to sacrifice yourself for 
good of others? Did you help 
succor the poor and needy? Did

and 
you 
the 

and
. . ----you

visit the fatherless and widow in their
affliction, and keep yourself unspotted 
from the world? Then welcome, 
brother, for of such is the kingdom of 
heaven!

I have but few words to add in 
further support of my suggestion that 
we have better work before us than a 
controversy about creeds. Creeds are 
so various and diverse that they cannot 
be vital. I would urge that the churches 
should be left to settle their own dif
ferences of faith, and that we should 
refuse to allow our energies to be dis
sipated in vain disputations to the par
tial neglect of the best interests of our • 
own cause. Some of our friends, I ob
serve, take apparent pride in the motto: 
“There is no Religion higher than 
Truth.” To that proposition I cannot 
assent. No Religion higher than Truth! 
Whose truth—yours or mine? For out
side the range of demonstrable facts 
what seems truth to one seems falsity 
and folly to another. Our estimate of 
truth depends upon the character and 
quality of our respective judgments; 
and Pope was right when be said:
’Tls with our judgments as our 

watches; none
Go just alike, yet each believes his own.

No Religion higher than Truth! Then 
what of justice, honesty, mercy, tender 
sympathy with the poor and afflicted, 
brotherly love, kindness and charity to 
all men—in short, goodness of life/ 
Surely there’is no religion higher than 
Goodness—for, verily, in respect ’ of 
truths, men may be very wise and at 
the same time very wicked.

With what I have ventured to say 
many of you, I hope, will cordially con
cur; others possibly may dissent. To 
the latter I can only say that I have 
spoken from a strong sense of duty. I 
am jealous of the fair fame of Spirit
ualism. I desire, that Spiritualists
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a——----------------------------------- ft “ I lived. As you know, I commenced treatment with you?

iS."™»11? i??ttary J85?'.. a Weeks the pain in my back 
left me, aud have not had it since. I suffer no pain now. From 
the commencement of your treatment my general health has 

-• r' .i PJU“1 a!,’d complexion clear. The beauty of yoursystem 
from the whole body; while others'treaOlie effect,°youCappenr11teoVieraS?cate0tlieeca0use'nlAUirarg« 

peopie ha,Te,kn°wa “e for Ute last ten years, knew also of the quite uneipectel 
wm rhJIr?0!1!1 treatluellt of my case. I think you have the only remedy for Rheumatism, ana 
will cheerfully answer any inquiries on this subject. J

Crutches Destroyed 
I after ONE BOTTEE 

9 —-------------------------- ;------

, ,, , . , , , m. J. HUNT, TO East Slsl St., Chicago.The following gentlemen know of the above facts and that they arc true:
FRANK W. DUNNE.

_ _______________________ WM. STONE.
THE JHANSI REMEDY COMPANY. CHICACO in ibot

^SThE<MEM_Xour D>'sl',eI‘si?- Cure has been of great value to me; after taking about ona 
and one-half boxes of your tablets l am feeliug quite sound and well. During the oast sunimtr 
dlLi^luF.l8U.ffTd «om weakd^esiiou. I was so bad that I could not eat anything withal 

afterwar^» especially at utght Now I can eat anything I want aud sleep perfectly All 
of the-sour stomach and nervous condition 1 formerly endured is now cured. I havtFreconiinended 
your rem edytootlterp afflicted as I was, and have had the pleasure of receiving their ihanks on 
account of the benefit derived from their use. Yours very truly, b on

t WESLEY MORGAN, 115 Sedgwick St.
Rheumatism, Paraplegia, Paralysis, Backache, Headache, ;----------—-------- < I
Heartache, Insomnia,Neuralgia, and Malaria aU fly before "£¡5 V, idTi'fs rip
this Greatest Modern Specific, JHANSI REMEDY. It has You’ll only need'a liny sip ’ I 
oo rival for Dyspepsia and Kidney Trouble. . Each night of Jhansi Remedy

¿W RmM.ERJ e‘TCS y0,u aa °PPortuIli*y  to test its wonderful

When suffering has you in its grip 
And antidotes you do not see, 

’ou’ll only need a liny sip 
EACH night of Jhansi Remedy

FORTVdovfLr.i . -o- tr‘VCSyO<UanOppDrt,i1‘,‘y 10 test its wonderful curative property foi
SI, lnfl‘6unl bottles are $i.oo-lasis iron. 4 to 5 mouth». ‘
Six large bottles »J.oo. Procrastiiiation_is the thief of lime. Write immediately ’

THE JHANSI REMEDY COMPANY, Dep’t 5, CHICAGO.
Ageuts Wanted, 17 TO 21 QUINCY STREET.

“REMEMBER THE NAME
Van’s Mexican Hair Restorative.

Co , . , Winona, Mlun., 873 Fifth Ave., April 19. u,l>7.
tr,t^nv H,y,°TUr fav2ru ‘ haud rel?,llve to Mexican Hair Restorative.” I can 
DurnoaeTnr whWi regard it as an excellent, harmless and meritorious preparation fur Ibe 
m-mi,lit ii intl;aded- It,“Ot only restores tlie natural color of the hair, but it

easilv annflBd waft ‘V68 d»ndruf7,Itchlug, etc., Is a cleanly hairdressing, aud is
SI nnPc!ednV'.1.t.h reeardB'1 am very truly, WM. T. HI BBJJLL.

mexicin riedicine co.___ AGENTS WANTED, ______________51) Dearborn St., Chicago, HI.

should ever manifest a spirit of good
will, not merely to one another, for "If 
ye love them tliat love you, what thank 
have ye?” It is so easy to love those 
that love you. I am solicitous that Dy 
our courtesy and unfailing charity io 
all men, of whatever creed, we should 
commend our own Gospel to the world. 
I fear lest if we commit, ourselves to 
nedlcss controversies, we should in 
some degree lose sight of our respon
sibilities to the glorious cause which is 
so very dear to us—tlie sure and certain 
knowledge that our life is not ended by 
the body’s death, and tliat the best 
preparation for another world is a good 
life in this.

In conclusion, I again quote with 
sympathy the catholic poet I’ope:
For modes of faith let graceless zealots 

fight;
He can’t be wrong whose life is in tlie 

right.
In Faith and Hope tlie world will dis

agree,
But all mankind’s concern is Charity.

At tlie conclusion of ills address ihe 
president inlrodueed the veteran Dr. 
J. M. Peebles, referring Jo bis extensive 
travels and tlie work which, in spite of 
his advanced years, lie continued to 
perform in connection with tlie move
ment.

Dr. Peebles then delivered an nil
dress, entitled “Spiritualism iu All 
Lauds.”

The Molecular Hypothesis
OF NATURE.

ÍIY PROF. W. M. LOCKWOOD.

The only treatise ever offered tbe reading and 
thinking public In the Interest of modern Spirln^y 
wm, that la absolutely free from the theories oi suoer- 
Btitlou, aud which
Demonstrates continuity of life and our envi» 

rontnent of epirititual influences,
from the data of modern physical and physiological 
science.

To tbe Spiritualist, an Impregnable foundation of 
scientific data and verified facts.

Tp the materialist and skeptic, a revelation of the 
Invisible energies operative in Nature’s formula of 
evolution. v

To the ecclesiastic, a new heaven and a now earth. 
A nook to read, t<< study and think about. A con
densed volume of scientific Information tor 25 cents. 
Address your orders to
The Progressive Thinker, £0 .Eoofflfe Street?

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE.
IT IS A MOST EXCEL 

LENT WORK-
This work is by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, aside ted be 

PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It has been sold for 
•2. but the price now has been reduced to 91. It Is a 
book that will Interest and Instruct. It contains 480 
pages, and Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher
man was a medium of rare qualities, and his work Is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence in Substance; Animal In
tellects; Punty; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inher
ent tn Substance; Tho Nebulous Theory; Particles aro 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning: The Confounding of Language; Tho Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Biogra» 
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master; etc., etc. •

Tbe author says: ” Each Individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest tbelr various kinds of food 
for tbemnelves, and that is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or puplL 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour
ishment of which J Individually partake and digest. 
My sonl must expand by virtue of the soul essence 
which 1 Individually gather and comprehend or digest,” 
For sale at this office.

❖ ❖<a>THE

World’s Sixteen Saviors,
-OR —

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

BY KERSEY GRAVES.

MOSES HULL’S BOOKS
A List of His Noted Woiks.

For Salo at the Office of The Pro. 
gressive Thinker.

Wayside Jottings,
Gathered from the Highway«, By-way« and Hedaei 

of Life. By MAi-rra h. liven, 'i lila 1« a nierveiousel 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls beat no “n,i 
«ermou»and essays, and conlalns a splendid noi-tralll 
of tbe author, also a portrait ol Mosca Hull ph,“« neatly bound In English cloth, «1. 1 rko<
The Spiritual Alps

anil Hew IFe Ascend Thesn.
Ora few thoagliu on how io roach that altliuda 

<1 U'llh r./.nlvni? 11.. II jblllgd are subjec^ta
> With portrait. Hy Moses II, t.,“ Just ¿o book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
«how vou how to educate your spiritual faculties 
Price, bound lu cloth, -10 cent,, lu paper cover,

New Thought.
X olume I. Nicely bound fu cloth, 679 large. boautL 

fully printed page«. Portraits of several of the beat 
speakers and mediums. The matter all original and 
Prc-enUng in an mtradlve form the highest phase of 
the bplrkual Phllocuphy. 1‘rlcv, only ti.su.
New Thought,

Volume II. 884 pages, beautifully printed and 
nicely bound. Original matter. Six portraits. Clulh 
bound, <5 cents.
Joan, the Medium.

Or. the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Splritualleir 
as a Leader of Armies. Bv Moses Hull. This Is a? 
unce the most truthful history of Joan of Arc and 
one of tbe most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
everwrltien. No novel was ever more tiirllHngly in
teresting; no history more true. Price lu cloth 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents.
The Real Issue.

By Mosks Bi ll. A compound of th<? two pampb*  
lets, "Ibe irrepressible i unilkt," nnd “Your Answer 
ur Your Life;” with Important additions, making a 
Look of 160 pages ull for 25 cents. This book contain« 
Diatlstlcs, facts and ducunii'iitN, on the tenuejciis of 
the times, that every une should have.
All About Devils.

■ Or, an Inquiry aa lo whether Modern 
and other Great llefiirius come Iron, 
Majesty and Uis Subordinates lu the 
Darkness, u) pages. Hy Moans Jit-i.u Ft

i Spiritualism 
III“ Kutunlc

i Kiugdwn of 
’rice, 15 centi.

Jesus and the Mediums, 
or Christ and Mediumship,

Careful comparlsun of home of the Spiritualism 
.'.nd Mediumship ot the Bible with tlint of lo-dny. By 
MofoHcll. An Invincible iirgumrut proving that 
Jesus was only a wniliim, subject to all the eumll- 
tiom< of modern mediumship. It also bliows that all 
the manifestations throughout the old und New Testa« 
mi nt were under the same conditions that mediums 
require to day : and that the coming ot Christ It, the re
i urn of to the world. 48 pages. Price,jo cents. •
The Spiritual Birth, 

or Death and Its To-Morrow,
The Spiritual Idea of Death, llen'on «nd Hell. By 

Mobhjl jIvi.i.. Thh patnjdilct besides gl i Ing the Splr« 
lluallslle Interpretntlou of many things In the Bible— 
Interpretation*  never before given, explains tho 
heavens and hells believed lu by Spiritualists. Price. 
JU cents.
The Quarantine Raised,

Or the Twenty Years Battle Against a Worker 
Ended. Price 10 cents.
SpiritualQSongsUr,

By Mattik E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull’s 
sweetest songs, adapted to ixipulnr music, for the us6 
of congregLtlons. circles and families. Price, WcU, 
or fti per hundred.
The Mediumistlc Experienec 

of John Brown,
The Medium of the Rockies, with Introduction by 

J. S, Loveland. This Is the history of one of the 
most wonderful mediums that ever lived. 1(U large 

' pages. Price, GO cents.
The Devil and the Adventists.

| An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By 
Mosks Hull. Price, 5 cents.

New and startling revelations in religious history 
which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doctrinea, 
principles precepts and miracles ot tbe Christian New 
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many 
of Its sacred mysteries, borides comprising tho His 
tory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. This won
derful and exhaustive volume will, we are certain, 
take high rank as a book of reference tn the field 1 
which the author has chosen for IL The amount of .

Woman, Church and State.
A Historical Account of the Status 

of Woman Through tlie Chris
tian Ages, with Reminis

cences of the Matri
archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

ZHE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN 
formation succinctly nnd clearly stated In thli 

volume of 654 pngc? It ainazlnp. The title, nc nlxivo 
given, falls to convey an Idea of the fulnew and com- 
Eletenew with which the subject« arc treated. The 

latrlarchatc, or Mother-rule. 1« the theme of the first
chapter, In which much lore, quaint, qv^er and curi
ous. la brought to view in elucidation of the subject. 
This ifl followed by chapters on Celibacy. Canon Law. 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives. Polygamy, Woman and 
Work, The Church of To-day. Past, Present, Future; 
and there 1b not a chapter In tbe book that Is not 
handled In a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of Information, If not worth the full price 
nt the volume. It le packed with knowledge well-nuivu lUOOUSUVi UMVUUSVUIVI AU 1QC BmOUDl OI ■__ __ j j*  .. ?---- ' f.~

mental labor necessary to collate and compile the ! and Intensely ntcrcetlng from brglnnlng to 
varied information contained in It mart bave oeen se- LJ?ui'fSiÎHn*. cÎÎÂ)B» u5 rcpSet bujlnglt: ii Is n yal-
vere and arduoua Indeed, and now that It Is In such 
convenient ahape, the atudent of free tbonght will not 
wining,y allow It to go out of print But the book la 
bynotr.eanaa mere collation of rlewa or statistics; 
throughout Its entire course the author—a« will ba 
seen by hts title-page and chapter-heads—follows a 
definite line of research and argument to tbe cloce. 
and hie conclusions go, like sure arrows to the mark. 
Printed on fine white paper, S80 pige». New edition, 
revised end corrected, with portrait of author.
Price (If.SO. Postage 10 Mwtfe JBw Mie at 

this njfioe.

cable Addition to tbe library of any free and truth-lov
ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

The To-Morrow of Death,

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.
k .--ORTHE---

Future Life According to Science.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

The Most Important Revelations 
Concerning the True Origin 

of Christianity.
Reader, in bringing to your notice “Antiquity Un

veiled,* 1 It is with the sincere hope that you are earn 
catty looking for the truth, regardless - of any other

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH 
BY S, R. CROCKEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.

J ... }»«yu, ivKoruivBB• ui auj uiuct wfi 
consideration. If such ts the case, thl« advertisement 
Will deeply Interest you, and after reading this brief 
description yon will doubtless wish to give the work a i 
careful perusal. Price »1.50.

Thl« Ano volnme might veil hare been entitled 
Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It is written 
tn that peculiar Interesting style In which French 
writers excel when they would popularise scientific 
“Ejects In adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. The author Is not a Spiritualist—he even

The Science of Spirit Return
By Charle» Dawbarn. Pnce 10 cent». .

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES?

mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a new super
stition,” etc„ etc., tn which he manifests the usual 
animus of the “scientific class,” yet he says again: 
“There Isa true and respectable idea in Spiritualism,” 
and regards ns proved “the fact of communication 
between superhuman^ and tbo inhabitants of Earth;” 
and be goes on to relate Instances of fact In evidence.
There la, to a Spiritualist, a manifest dlscrepancj la 
theauthors's Ideas, but the well-read mind trill readily 
select and arrange the pros and cona, and out of thete- • . _ ____ - j____________ ____ te._ - fcUÇ mua nuu UUUB, CkUU VUk VI WO

Have yon promlBoa yourself the rare pleasure of , whole will find not only good mental culture, tut 
reading this beantlfol work by tho good, old-ttmo , much valuable Information. The author bolds tbe 
writer, Hudson Tuttle? rrlce, 50 cents. Contains a theory of reincarnation. Price ll.stx. For sale et 
Une portrait of the author. For sale at ÜHb office. - thUoffic».
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Etrengtl en the vital force that is demanded, 
other hand there arc those who with best inter 
without the organic peculiarity, act as absort 
tai e up or neutralize the vital force. Just wh:

matter is by means of vibrations, or waves, propagated in
an all pervading ether, as sound is conveyed in the atmos- 
pheie When you strike a bell you can see the vibrations 
of the metal and feel them if the bell is touched by the

mediumship being of organization, does not. Some p 
sons me mediumistic. and assist at a seance, been

but n tl mg short oi. infinite attenuation would meet the 
nd there is limitation to the atom or the

QUESTIONS i 

£ ANSWERS

lai linent is under Uie management of 

HUDSON TUTTLE.
pfddress him at Berlin Heights. Ohio. ■
F11 " ~ _ 1 1 1 . • . " —

NOTICE.—No attention will be given anonymous iet- 
|eib. I ull name and address must be given, or the letters 
Avili not be read. 11 the request be made, the name will 
not be published. The correspondence of this depart
ment has become excessively large, especially letters of 
inquiry requesting private answers, and while I freely 
give whatever information I am able, the ordinary court
esy of currespondence is expected.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

I fail tojmd any such • 
teiiufier/ I hose preachers bot h recognize innate good- 
neoo in ina^i, and the burden of each sermon was: Choose 
the right, shun the wrong, and thus develop tlie latent 
geiui of goudness, the leu ven of the heavenly kingdom, 
within you.
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SFIRITUflLISTIG LITERATURE

Vm Salsbury: Q. (1) Is it beneficial or otherwise 
in niediuniistic development for a subject to be hypno
tized’

(2) If the operator was subject to the whisky or mor- 
|J i e 1 'ibit. would the subject take ou his conditions.''

A (1) A noble, pure and uplifting operator would by 
i i ot m be of great assistance in calling out latent im- 
[ie I ilitv.

The-subject would not take on the character and 
Lal if of the operator unless he so suggested to them, and 
even in that case, unless the subject is prepared by like- 
nes m organization and desires, the suggestion will have 
no influence. .

A The "molecular theory and the atomic have 
loi g since been-abandoned by,scientists. I lie rapidity of 
tlie i oiement of light. 192.(100 miles in a-second, forbids 
the si pi osition that it is matter, for matter moving with 
Buch ii conceivable velocity. ■ striking the eye would de
stroy tl t delicate organ. In answer to this objection it 

id that the light atom was exceedingly small,

J V Clark: Q. I have frequently attended circles 
wheie the table Upping occurred at a lively rate until I 
placed i ly hands on the table, when all movement would 
instantly cease. Why is tins? I am a firm believer, ho 
two mediums have given me the same answer as to the 
cause

A The character of the communications depends on 
ihe i nity and morality of the medium, but the state of

game peculiarity may be is difficult to ascertain, and yet 
its presence is one of the most marked features of most 
seances The medium feels the presence of such a person 
in a moment, and at once is aware that no manifestations 
need 1 e expected.

An electrical jar to be charged must be insulated, and 
hence if it is touched by a single conductor, it escapes and 
no one c n tell where it has gone. In a similar manner 
there m y be one or more such absorbent members in a 
circle and no manifestations occur, because there is no 
means for their production. It is often found that the 
one most injurious perhaps is a member of greatest zeal. 
In such cases, the negative individual should not attempt 
to sit in the circle.

Ar M : Q. I desire to become a medium, and am 
told by a person here that if I will become initiated into 
an occult order I will acquire all the phases of medium- 
«lup W ould you advise joining?

A Everyone who advertises to sefl mediumship, or 
bestow it through secret organization, is a fraud, for it 
c nnot be bought or sold. There are no secrets about it. 
and no society can bestow it. V rite it down, however 
pla i«ible the pretentions or persuasive the inducements, 
thei are frauds, and all the time and money given for that 
purpose is worse than wasted.

H L Bullinger: IVhat answer have Spiritualists to 
the dual mind theory and telepathy as an explanation 
of the pl enomena of Spiritualism.

A W lien it is proven that man has more than one 
mind it will be time to consider that theory. At present 
it r ' baseless conjecture.

Telepathy or the influence of one mind on another, is 
readily explainable bv the theory which regards thoughts 
as gomg out as waves in ether and impinging on another 
mind This is the ideal method of transmitting intelli
gence and the one used bv spiritual beings. By what 
process of reasoning telepathy can be made to explain the 
physic 1 manifestations, as the moving without mortal 
contact of ponderable bodies, is one of the many diffi
culties tl ose who will admit any explanation rather than 
the spiritual have to meet.

I W Stephenson: Q. (1) What is the difference be
tween electricity, galvanism and magnetism: and what is 
.the difference between terrestrial and animal magnetism?

(2) Are thoughts tilings, and do they ever take forms 
SB living entities?

(3) Is there both matter and spirit, or is all spirit, and 
what we call matter merely a phenomenon? Is force sep
arate from spirit?

A. Electricity is the active current, magnetism the 
constant attraction of the magnet. Galvanism is the phe
nomena of electricity excited by chemical action, as in a 
battery. The latter is an obsolete term. Electricity, 
from whatever source, is the same, its intensity of action 
depending on the rapidity of vibrations in the electric 
ether.

(2) Thoughts are not things. They cause vibrations 
In spirit ether, and when these impinge on a receptive 
mind they may impress themselvbs with such force that 
they appear to the receiving mind as clothed and having 
tangible form. But this is purely subjective. .

. (3) Matter and force are distinct, yet they are a unity. 
Force is expressed through and by matter, and matter is 
the vehicle for the manifestation. If force could be de
stroyed the existence of matter would be unthinkable. 
Spirit in the broad sense is the expression of all forces in 
the universe. Individualized spirit is the individualiza
tion of such force in Connection with spiritual matter 
¡(substance) as the physical body is of matter.

Reading the one and listening to the other sermon, and 
i effecting upon the fuct that they are not exceptional m 
these closing years of the nineteenth century. I am en
couraged to hope that the early years of the century about 
to dawn will witness the renascence of the church found
ed by his apostles upon the teachings and hie of Him who 
spake as no other man eveT spoke, and lived a life winch 
by taking it as a pattern, we will surely be redeemed from 
the dominion of sm, and come into the fullness of union 
with Him and His Father, and our Father. That church 
was the Church of Love and Duty.

The dogmas of the Athanasian creed were unknown in 
the early years of the church. They were elements of 
drscord from their origin in 325 A. D. There had been 
no peiBeeution for opinion s sake by the church previous 
to the Nicene Council. Anus, the Libyan, could present 
his views of Christ as freely as Athanasius, till then: but 
the adoption of the dogmatic opinions of Athanasius, as 
the Creed of the church, at once put Anus in the position 
of u heretic, and heresy was now a capital crime. In view 
of hie great following, Constantine deemed it dangerous 
to behead that scholarly and saintly presbyter, so he ban
ished him instead. lor preaching the doctrine of Anus, 
uo against the dogma of the 1 rinil«.. as held by Athana
sius, Culvm pronounced Servctus aVfferetic. and he was 
burned at the stake. The crime is not justly chargeable 
to Culvin, but to the fact that the church held that a 
stud adherence to the AUninasian dogma was essential to 
salvation,and that whosoever varied from it m his preach
ing, put the souls of his hearers in peril of eternal danjna- 
tiuii, it were a mercy to the world to silence linn, and to 
Silence Juin m a manner that would deter others from 
propagating Anan heresy.

Soiuu years ago, on handing me a letter of introduction 
to a distinguished Presbyterian preacher. Thomas K. 
Beecher said. Dr. P. is our Presbyterian Bishop by 
courtesy, because of his striking resemblance to John Cal
vin, but he is one of the sweetest-souled men you ever 
niet. And on becoming acquainted with him. I could 
most heartily endorse Mr. Beecher s estimate of him. I 
opine that if it had been Calvin s good fortune to have 
Lved in Boston m these days, he would fraternize with 
the Congregational minister, whose sermon I listened to 
to-day.

Men feel alike, but they think differently, says Rev. 
Dr. Cave. Opinions vary very little as to duties, but in 
mutters of theory they are as wide apart as the aurora bo- 
reuhs and the Suuthmr cross: hence union is impossible 
unless »e permit the utmost freedom in theological belief 
and demand nothing more than the religion of love and 
duty, the righteousness in heart and life which Jesus re
quired. "■

In righteousness and in righteousness alone." says 
Professor Momene, we find an idea capable of indefinite 
expansion, and of increasing application to the ever- 
chuuging and ever-growing necessities of human life."

And this being true, it follows that only as the church 
ceases to demand dogmas and builds on righteousness 
alone, can she have a basis on winch ull good people may 
unite and work together." says Dr. Cave.

•Jesus prayed for union of his disciples, that the world 
might believe. Uns union is possible only when dogma 
lusus its power to keep Christian men and women apart-

Congregationalism is the nearest approach to freedom 
of belief of any sectarian form of Christian organization 
It needs only to do what it has the power to do under its 
sy stem, Cut entirely loose from dogma, to call back into 
its fold the disciples of Anus, who followed Channing 
out of the old home, not only, but to gather into its fold 
all true dioCiples of Him who taught that men are judged 
by their deeds and not by their professions

Boston, Mass. PROF. T. A. BLAND M D 
--------—:)o(:—:------------

SING OF TRUTH AS HIGHEST DUTY.

Ohl ye crowned and blessed mortals. 
Lingering at the golden portals 
Where ye hear the mystic numbers. 
Hear the holy rhythmic numbers. 
Sweeping through the universe. 
Learn, oh! learn, in loftiest verse. 
All their sweetness to rehearse: 
Learn to be m truth a poet.

W ake no sounds that only sadden. 
Breathe no words that chill or madden; 
Let your passion-fever die.
And their heated lava he 
Neath the wealth of feeling high. 
Like the scoria that sinks 
Down into tlie abysmal sinks. 
From the fountains whence you drink
Leaving on each flowery brink 
Only sweet refreshing draughts: 
Let your songs be nectar draughts. 
Giving joy whoever quaffs.
Sing of hope, that to us wafts 
Dreams, that came like floating rafts; 
Drifting on. with sinning masts. 
Toward us and the sliming past. 
Sing of love, that sinks her shaft 
In our hearts, and stays to graft 
In the flowering tree of life 
Buds that shall not bear us strife- f 
Sing of faith, and holy peace.
Sympathies that never cease, '

■ Joys, that in their use increase, .
Charity that thinks no ill, 
Though a brother climb a hill, 
Up which we have toiled for hours, 
By a nearer path than ours.
Sing of life, and love, and duty;
Sing of hope, and joy, and beauty; . ' 

. Sing of Truth as highest duty.
Seminary, Belvidere, N. J. BELLE BUSH.

■ :)o(:—:———--
That man is not poor who has the use of things neces

sary.—Horace.
If God has spoken, why is not the universe convinced? 

—Shelley. ’ , -
Yon- gray lines that fret the clouds are messengers of 

day.—-Shakspeare.
Love is not blind; it is an extra eye which shows us 

what is most worthy of regard.—Barrie.’ ,
“God” is the magnified Self whom we conceitedly wor

ship, hence our intolerance of doubters.—E. C. Walker^ 
A church that can stand the disgrace of teaching as 

God’s holy word a book that Is unfit to go through the 
mails, must be founded either upon hypocrisy or stupid
ity.—Investigator. ■■.’•■•

It was a disinui failure, as to num
bers. And uow could it be oilier wise, 
when eucn one who went tuere. even 
from iiear-by States, bad to incur an 
expense of $50 or $100 eaeli.” etc.

Having seen no comments upon your 
suggestions, and believing from knowl
edge and observation of all tue facts 
connected wnn this Jubilee, and tne 
valuable, work the present officers of 
tue National Association uave accom- 
pnsued since its formation, it has oc
curred to me that notwithstanding all 
you cnarge in regard To the Jubilee is 
true, mucii good may result yet from 
tue Jubilee. And as ull was intended 
for tne best, and no remonstrance came 
from any source, it was only from the 
force of circumstances tnat tne failure 
occurred.

All are liable to mistakes, and there 
is no inclination ou the part of any of 
tue officers of tue National Association 
to suirk any responsibility or to justify 
tue mistakes.

Hence I submit tuat. under the cir
cumstances, is it not better to accept 
tne situation gracerully. tide over the 
cuasm philosophically, and proceed to 
overcome the error by adopting the best 
and most conservative method to pay 
off tne deficiency that remains, as fast 
as our circumstances win permit?

If we arraign tne officers of tne Na
tional Association, and proceed to retire 
them by electing a new board at the 
next convention, win it not imply cen
sure—a neglect of duly, inefficiency: 
charges that no one. 1 apprehend, is 
prepared to make.

IV ill it not lessen the anxiety of their 
friends to pay off this indebtedness? 
mere are many whose sympatny is en
listed in tiieir behalf, believing they 
have done the best titfy could, and who 
will exert themselves ,fo restore con
fluence in tnose tuauifloijiot realize tne 
great amount of laljqr Involved m the 
duties of tuese trustee^ or tnat tuey 
are nt fault. ।

mere is in tuis .connection a still 
more important poll# that should not 
be overlooked. I refer to tne dllilculty 
of finding competent individuals that 
win be willing to accqpt tuese offices. 
Just at inis nine. you.say "tuere are 
otners, and still otuqrs. .who uave done 
but little, and are capable of much, 
were they placed wflcijp they had to 
work." .. ,

But you do not naipe uiem. The suc
cess Hint nas resulted .from tins Asso
ciation is largely due. to tue efficiency 
and uard work of ns.trustees. .

And one of me most serious questions 
mat nas ever presented itself nt tue 
annual conventions where the trustees 
are elected, uas been. Who that is com
petent and available can be elected?

If wnat you affirm is correct, when 
you say. Tn ninety-nine cases in a iiuu-

discontent, out of me nervous desire 
mat prevails among people where ne
cessity is mating a demand for its own 
eternal utuess. •

■ ibis will bo tue case in regard to the 
proper leaders for ihe successful np- 
liftment of Spiritualism from its con
dition of divergence, inharmony and 
financial incompetency. The right 
lenders are among us. but are yet be
hind the scenes, wuue upon me stage 
are a host of actors, stars in oratory 
and profoundness."

If you are correct in this. I sav. you 
must recognize the great difficulty in 
selecting managers for the "successful 
upliftment of Spiritualism." although 
you claim they are among us. but yet 
behind the scenes.

lour long and intimate acquaintance 
with Spiritualism, and with leaders and 
with wise and practical trnnuers. should 
enable you to name, and to bring to the 
front, these -right leaders, winch are

not upon as good and firm a nnancial 
basis as it. should be. For tms con
dition tue Spiritualists themselves aro 
to blame, for not taking hold of the 
matter."

Yes, I am glad. Mr. Editor, you. as a 
Spiritualist and a representative, recog
nize this important fact, d ue most im
portant feature with which we have to 
deal, and stin the most unwillingly con
sidered of all others.

You continue: -This is no more the 
fault of the president than of the other 
officers, all of whom have been untiring 
in their efforts to place the organization 
upon a solid foundation. But the fact 
is before us. tnat a change would be 
in order at the next annual meeting.” 
■These officers must be tired of their 

wearying, womsomp, .riianKiess po
sitions, and it is no wonder." "Most of 
them have been In harness for several 
years. We do not kppw tnat any of 
them now in office, nought the same. 
But they have worked .hard, and have 
simply kept up the organization."

This is more than,has ever before 
been accomplished by Spiritualists in 
this country." etc. i„-n.

NvW, Mi. Ellilvl,- mese offi
cers for whom yon -express due sym
pathy, should decline p. prelection if the 
same should be tendered, them, believ
ing their services we no-not appreciated? 
What would you suggest?

From your standpoint while there 
are plenty of competent Spiritualists in 
our ranks to fill the positions, “they are 
yet all behind the scenes/’ and if they 
were not, have you -any: evidence that 
they could be elected, or that they 
would serve If elected? -But you affirm, 
“the fact is before us, that a change 
would be In order at the next annual 
meeting.”

Now Brother Francis, if my memory 
is correct^ you have never honored the 
National Spiritual organization . with 
your personal presence at any of their 
conventions, although you have some
times been ably represented by your 
worthy companion, and always by a 
liberal donation of your valuable paper.

You are fully aware of the import
ance of the conventions, and of the ne
cessity of delegates to represent all por
tions of our people, and all legitimate 
Interests. Also the Importance of co
operation and a concert of action, in all 
measures for the promulgation of the 
great truths we advocate. There is a 
large amount of business brought be-

•me price of wisdom is above ru
bies.-—Job. xxvin., 18.

We no sooner hear that a man has 
died tmm we asK? How much was ne 
worm/

lue answer to that question depends 
on who gives it. and ou tue standpoint 
from which tue maws career is ob
served or criticised.

If you or I were to give it we should 
probably nave special reference to ms 
nuiiucial condition, this is neither un
natural nor improper. Money, when its 
aggregate assumes large proportions, 
indicates qualities of character which 
are necessary to the progress of me

inuniiy. No one can accompnsn great 
results in any direction, wit bout be
coming a Kind of electric battery, 
wnose current rerons in tne nervous 
system of thousands of ouiooKers and 
rouses them to an activity Hitherto un-

a hard fignt wim circumstance ana in 
tne end victory.

I am not at all inclined to deprecate 
tne pursuit of wealin. for m a certain 
uroatl sense mo Happiness of inanaind 
is mixed up wim our love of money, 
me rivalries of commerce are me 
nioreer of invention, one of tne corner 
siones on wuicu are reared me spienaiu 
institutions wnicn are a messing to an 
masses aune. Neuner uo 1 believe mat 
me spirit of true religion is in any de
gree averse to mat universal activity 
which, while it produces large fortunes

wnoie aspect of tne case. Il' we are to 
uiko a snort journey we mtiKo one kind 
of preparation, and if we are to take a 
long Journey our preparations will be 
of a different cnaracter. If we are to 
die at sundown, and not only tms day 
but all days are to end for us. we may 
feci inclined to do many things whicli 
it would be imprudent to do if we are 
to live to-morrow and tue next day. 
wun a whole crop of consequences 
ripening in our fields.

When, therefore. I ask an angel wuat 
a man is worth I am miner startled by 
his answer. He tens mo we are ail 
worth what we can take with us into 
tne next life—no more, no less. No man 
is worm a million dollars ten minutes 
after ms death. The grave makes us 
ail alike poor so far as any bank ac
count is concerned. When a mans 
body is in its cofltn uis dollars win buy 
nothing. lie has lost control of the pur
chasing medium. There is no pocket in 
a snroud winch win uoia either stocks 
or bonds. He has suddenly been de
prived of what made uim tue envy of 
ms feuows during the years of ms 
eartmv life. Riches and graveyards 
have no relation to each other.

When a mans feet press the other 
snore, therefore, he is to be reckoned as 
worth ms quantics of character, for 
nothing else counts to his advantage. 
If he is sturdy, true, loyal, noble in 
soul, he is rich, whatever ms previous 
condition has-been: and if he is grasp
ing. self-seeking, covetous, or avari
cious. and withal dishonest in soul, bo 
is a very poor man. His position m tne 
next world will not depend on his 
ability to draw a large cueck in this 
world. Tne wealth of heaven consists 
of high thoughts, holy aspirations ana 
the memory of good deeds. If he pos
sesses that kind of wealtii he will be all 
rigiit mere, as be is an right here. If 
he does not possess it. he is ail wrong 
here and ue will be all wrong there. 
Forty creeds will not make him a noble
man in the sight of the Lord. Believing 
is nothing more than tne plan of the 
nouse. but doing is building the house, 
if you island beiore uie Lord Wiui a 
grand plan and nothing done about it, 
you will ¿take great shame to yourself.

The whole matter can be summed up 
in a few words. Christ’s purpose was 
to teach you certain principles on which 
to base a character. What he requires 
of you is the character, which is your 
life work, and not simply an enumera
tion of its principles, which is merely 
youg creed. You are to .be and to do 
what will last, and all else is incidental. 
Your money is a side issue; your char
acter is the important thing. A man 
may make money, but he must leave it 
If he makes character he takes it with 
him. Money perishes; character Is im
mortal. GEORGE H. HEPWORTH.

“Cosmian Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry and music, embodying the 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all sectarianism. Price, 50 cents. For 
sale at this office.

What Is Spiritualism? and Shall Spir
itualists Have a Creed? Two lectures. 
By Mrs. Marla M. King. Price re
duced from 25 cents to 20 cents.

AI PER HER DEATH. Ihe Story of a Siummer. Pervaded with pure an 
subhmely Bpiiilual thought. Something to make the reader pause an 

idlest almost to enhancement. By Lilian Whiting. Price $1-00.

AFTER the SEX STRUCK, or Zugassents Discovery. This book if 
intended to teach husband and wife how to agreeably adjust their dif

ferences. Highly agreeable is its contents. By Geo. N-Miller. Price 25o 
AGL OI REASON. Being an investigation of true and fabulous theology

A new and complete edition, from new plates and new type: 186 pages 
By Thomas Paine. Puce, paper. z5 cents: cloth. 50 cents. •

ANCIENT INDIA, Its Language and Religions. Translations of ths 
articles “Religion of the Veda,” and “Buddhism.” The Study of the

Sanskut. By Prof. II. Oldenberg. Price 2r> cents

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS. To advance Humane Educa
tion m all its phases, A book especially adapted to Lyceums. Full of 

enthusing ideas. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Berlin Heights. O. Price 30 cents

Ancient Voices iroin tne Spirit xteaims. ah 
M ii.tensely interesting woik, carrying one deeply into the mysteries of the 
past. By J. M. Roberts. Price $150

Ap. A. MANUAL. A complete exposition of the principles and objects 
I ot uie American Protective Association, with a vivid description of 
nomamsm as it is to-day. Price 15 cent« 1 ’

ARCANA OF NATURE. The History and Laws of Creation. Th« 
. Cosmogony of Spmtuahsm, A genuinely scientific work in under«tand- 

ame language. By Hudson T utile. Price 75 cents
1RYAN SUN MYTHS. The Origin of Religions. A valuable compila
It t.on ot hutoucal facto relating to the ancient conception of the necessity 
for sat lore. By Suiah E. Iitcomb. Price, cloth $1 00

Apollonius of tv ana. identified ।is the Christian Jesus. A won
derful communication, explaining how his life and teachings were utilized 

to foimulate Christianity. Price 15 cent«

A SEX REVOLUTION By the author of “Helen Harlow’s Vow ” “The 
Uccult 1'orces of Sex," “Perfect Motherhood.” and many other works ■

liy hois W aisbrooker. Price 25 cents '
1UTOMATIC OR SPIRI1 M RI j ING, witfi oilier Psycfiic experiences of 
M tue a..tiioi. A book util ,>oiili the price, for ns valuable suggestions to 
others wi„hiua the phase. By Sarah A. Underwood. Price, cloth $1 50 
BIG BIBLE S1ORIES. Placed in the crucible of mathematics, they are 

made too atauid for anyone who can count 
three etc. New and unique. By W. II. Bacb-

Celestial dynamics.
Magnetic forces of Nature,

CHILDREN’S PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM. A Manual, 
the organization and management of Sunday-schools, 

pensable. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price 50 cent« 
CHRISTIANITY A FICTION. The astronomical and 

of all religious. A richly sarcastic poem, by Dr.
Price 50 cents. •

CHURCH AND STA1L. The Bible in the public 
Amencan party, A profound presentation of the 

question. By Jefferson. Price 10 cents

CLAIRVOYANCE, 
system of piulóseCLAIRy OYANCE. A book of 109 neatly-primeid pages, pertaining to a 
system of philosophy of clairvoyance, its law. nature and unfoldment, 

By J. C. I. Grumbine. Price, cloth. $3-50-

COMING AMERICAN CIVIL WAR. This excellent book
the interest of humanity, of liberty, and of patriotism. By Burton 

Ames Huntington. 300 pages. Price, paper. 50 cents, postpaid.

COMMENT ARIES ON HEBREW AND CHRISTIAN MYTHOLOGY
A profound rehearsal of the selection of primitive divinities and other 

Biblical myths. By Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price, paper. 7s cents 
COMMON SENSE. A book of the Revolution, and vet adapted to the 

present day. A book to inspire the reader to love his free America By 
Thomas Fame. Paper. 15 cents. '

COSMIAN III MN BOOK. A collection of original and selected hymns for 
liberal and ethical societies, for schools and the home. Compiled by 

L. K. AY ashburn, price, cloth. $1.00: paper. 50 cents

CRIMES OF PREACHERS. 11ns book is just what its title indicate«—> 
a thorough exposure of the inner life of those elect of earth. A very 

ntoresting book. Price 25 cents.

DEATH AND IHE ALlhR-LIkh. An excellent work relating to the 
transition moment: scenes and society in Summer-land: AV inter-land

By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price, cloth. 7a cents: postage :> cents.

DIAKKA and Their Earthly Victims. A very interesting and suggestive 
work. It is an explanation of much that is false and repulsive in 

Spiritualism. By A. J. Davis. Price 50 cents. .
EVOLUTIONISM. A senes of illustrated chart lectures upon the evolu

tion of all things in the universe. From atoms to worlds. From atoms 
to souls. By Olney II. Richmond. Price, cloth. $1.25.

FAITH AND FACT. Illustrating conflicts between credulity and vitalized 
thought Prefaced by Robert G. Ingersoll in his own descriptive elo

quence. By Henry M. Tabor. Price, cloth. $1.00.

FIFTY VEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME. A book that has done 
more to enlighten the world of Catholicism than any other two published 

By Rev. Chas. Cinniquy. ex-priest. Price $2.25.

FORCE AND MATTER, or the Natural Order of the Universe, with a 
System of Morality Based I hereon. A very popular scientific exposltibn- 

By Prof. Ludwig Buchner. M. D. Price, cloth. $1.00.

FROM NIGHT TO MORN, or An Appeal to the Baptist Church. Just 
the thing to put m the bands of church members, and of all inquirers- 

Does not antagonize, but wins. By Abby A Judson. Price 15 cents.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL. This beautiful book of beautiful poems is all • 
that the tide indicates—profound, sublime and tunefully poetic and restful 

In its variation. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, cloth. $1.00.

GOSPEL OF BUDDHA. According to old records. A translation from 
Japanese, made under the auspices of tue Rev. Shaku Soyen delegate to 

the Parliament of Religions. By Dr. Paul Carus. Price $1-00

GOSPEL OF NATURE. A book filled from beginning to end with spiritual 
truth of the most sublime and soul-stirring character. In touch with all 

life. By M. L. Sherman and AV m. F. Lyon. Price $100

GREAT ROMAN ANACONDA, or Thirty-seven and a half years in the 
Church of Rome. A 32-page pamphlet. By Prof. George P- Ru

dolph. Ph. D. Price 15 cents.

HELEN HARLOW S VOW, or Self-Justice. It shows the falsities rampant 
in society in matters of moral and social import, and the wrongs that flow 

therefrom. By Lois AVaisbrooker. Price $1.00.

JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, or Christ and Mediumship. A careful com- ■ 
parison of some of the Spiritualists and Mediums of to-day with those of 

Bible times. By Moses Hull. 48 pages. Price 10 cents-

JOAN, THE MEDIUM, or the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. This is the 
most beautiful history of Joan of Arc ever written. Thrillingly interest- : 

ing and convincing. By Moses Hull. Price, cloth. 40 cents: prper 25 cents 
JOTS BEIOND THE THRESHOLD. A Sequel to The Tomorrow of 

Death. Interesting, instructive, spiritual, fascinating. Will bring joy to 
thousands. By Louis Figuier. Price $1.25. •
LANGUAGE OF THE STARS. This important work is the first practical 

exposition of the Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature—in relation to man—* 
yet issued. Price 50 cents. •
LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. Illustrated with views of the old Paine home-;

stead and Paine Monument at New Rochelle, By the editor of the 
National, with preface and notes by Peter Eckler. Price, cloth, 75 cents. - 
LIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT-WORLD. Being a description of

Localities, Employments, Surroundings and Conditions in the Spheres, ■ 
through Miss M. T. Shelhamer. Price, cloth, $1.00. > u
LYCEUM GUIDE. New Edition. Gives every detail needed for effective

organization, and for conducting the society when established. By Emm« ■ 
Rood Tuttle. Price 50 cents, postpaid; * '
MAHOMET, His Birth, Character and Doctrine. Historically correct, 

No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Classics. Exact and perfect in every 
detail and beyond adverse criticism. . By Edward Gibbon. T^ice 25 cents. 1 M AHOMET THE ILLUSTRIOUS. An apology for the life and char- '■ 

act."' of this celebrated prophet of Arabia, containing 118 neatly printed 
pages. By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. Price 25 cents.

MAN IN THE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE. A popular account o< 
results of recent scientific research regarding the origin, position ami 

prospects of mankind. By Dr. Ludwig Buchner. Price, cloth, $1.00.
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s
DR. G. E. WATKINS’ 

’ GREAT WORK.
Owing to the fact that so many have 

taken advantage of our special offer to 
the poor, we desire.to say that after 
July the offer will positively be with
drawn. And please remember, the offer 
js only, made to the poor; not to those 
Who are tn comfortable’circumstances, 
por the rich, 'but the' poor, who cannot 
afford to pay our regular rates.
¡MORE TESTIMONIALS, UNASKED 

FOR,
Showing Dr. Watkins to be one of tlie 
most successful physicians of the age. 
Not the most successful, nor does he 
Claim to be tlie most wonderful; but 
does believe his long list of patients 
cured, should prove he is one of .the 
successful physicians of the day. His 
psychic powers are known to be tlie 
most perfect, as he has stood the most 
critical tests for twenty-four years, be
fore the skeptical public. His psychic 
gifts are not a new thing to him, or the 
public. His poweii to cure the sick is 
proven by the hundreds of testimonials 
published from time to time in the spir
itual and secular press of the country. 
He never asked for a testimonial in his 
life; all tire sent to him as evidence of 
cures made through bis wonderful un
derstanding of disease, and the proper 
remedies to give.

Andover, Mass., July 10, 1898.
Dear Dr. Watkins:—I want you to 

know how much my husband is improv
ing under your treatment. His bowels 
are regular every day; for three years 
he has had to take physic, until this 
month. Appetite is good, and his 
weight lias decreased from 236 to 217 
pounds. He is growing stronger each 
day, iu strength and courage.

MRS. M. E. WHITE.

cure. We try to let othei's do the real 
-advertising. We acknowledge we like 
to hear of. others speaking well of us; 
In fact, we are much pleased, because 
we dislike to speak of our own gifts be
ing in any way superior to others. But 
we do know that we cure chrome dis
eases, as well as others. We also know 
that others can cure disease. But the 
fact remains, that we are tlie only one 
who offers twice a year to treat the 
poor at greatly reduced rates, in fact, 
much below cost. Remember, for the 
poor, three mouths’ treatment for $10. 
All others, during this month, who be
gin treatment at once, we will charge 
but $5 per month.

Direct all letters to

G.E. WATKINS, M. D,
AYER, MASS.

Pt LIBR/VRY
The Spiritualist who commences now 

to, foym a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by - subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If he reject this offer, bls neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
think', in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should
visit every Spiritualist family 
United States. Commence now, 
peat, to form a Spiritualist or

in the 
we re- 
Ocetilt

Peebles
BOOK REVIEWS.

„Golden Jubilee Souvenir Song Book 
of Modern Spiritualism. Published by 
R. Shepard Lillie. /

Tliis highly gifted lècturer and impro
visatrice, whose inspirational poems 
and flowery sentences have thrilled 
vast audiences froth the Atlantic to the 
Pacific, and from the far north to the 
extreme south iu this country, ought to 
receive a constant stream of dimes and 
words of admiration for this little pub
lication. Her address is 305 Larkin 
street, San Francisco, Cal. It is ¡»deed 
a neatly printed pamphlet of beautiful 
original and selected songs.

library by subscribing for Tho Pro
gressive Thinker.

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 

—Find enclosed one dollar. Send Elixir 
of Life. I have received so much bene
fit from the use of your remedies that 
I do not wish to be without them.

Very respectfully,
Eureka, Cal. MRS. T. Y. CLYDE.

DO YQU WANT HEALTH?
Send for Elixir of Life, No. 1. This 

is the best remedy known for tlie stom
ach, liver, bowels and entire'system. I 
will send one sample (only) to each per
son, postpaid, for 10 cents. Titis trial 
package is sufficient for seven days, .

B. F. POOLE, Clinton, Iowa.

ASTONISHING!
DOCTOR A. B. DOBSON 

Still Heals the Sick Through 
the Mediumship of..........

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker.

DR. W. M. FORSTER, 
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Dr. Max Muehlenbrudi.
PROPHETIC SEER,

If you wish Good Health you 
should apply to her.

Consultation by Leiter Free
Send Postage Stamp for Reply,

f

$

Burroughs
As a Spiritual Healer 

No Equal.

With her Magnetized 
diseases that flesh 

to are cured.

SUCCESSFUL

PSYGftlG
PH-YSIGI/VNS

She Has

Herbs all 
is heir

Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her

DIAGNOSE YOUR CASE FREE.

COBBESPOMDENCS INVITED.
Herbalist, Psychouietrist and Medio

No “Lock of Hair” or ^Leading 
Symptom” Required.

Orange Mass., July 10, 1898.
Dear Friend:—Your letter received. 

My daughter ¡s well and happy, thanks 
to you; and it makes me very happy in 
seeing lier well, and her own dear self 
once more. Tsee you are making a 
large discount to the poor this month. 
That is good of you, and am glad you 
feel you can treat for that very small
amount. MHS. W. WHEELER.

■ Amherst, Mass., July 12, 1898.
■ Dr. O. E. Watkins:—I am feeling 
much better, and I am very grateful to 
you for nil the good you have done me. 
I tell nil of my friends how much you 
have done for me. Gratefully yours,

• MAY H. WALES.

GOUS VISITING AND FINDS SOME 
OF THE DOCTOR’S PATIENTS.

- Stoney Creek, I’li., June 1, 1898.
Denr Doctor:—You no doubt iue 

thinking that Mrs. Watts is not doing 
as she should in reporting to you each 
week. I am much stronger; never have 
those weak attacks; do not know of any 
ache or pain. Mrs. Geary thinks I 
should leave here, as June in this cli
mate is very trying to new comers, it is 
so malarial. My visit to our mutual 
friend, Mrs. Geary, was a very enjoy
able one. She is an unusuall.v bright 

.woman. Her snowy white hair, clear 
skin, expressive eyes, deep dlmjiles, 
make a beautiful face. She is so differ
ent since you treated lier. Mr. Guiles, 
Of Pennsylvania, who is (here also, was 

'greatly benefited undej your treatment. 
. Was it not odd, there were three of 
your patients there al once? Mr. 
Guiles, of Pennsylvania; Mrs. Geary, of 
.Virginia; and Mrs. Watts, of Indiana.

■ . Yours kindly,
MRS. J. A. WATTS, 

830 Indiana avenue, Hammond, Ind.

. Pomona, Cal., June 28, 1808.
Dear Doctor Watkins:—I am getting 

along nicely. I am much stronger than 
when 1 commenced your treatment. 
And I gladly recommend you to my
friends. EULA WEST.

Milford. Ill., June 25, 1898.
Kind Doctor:—Enclosed you will find 

money order. I am getting along niee-

The Universe As It Is. By William 
F. Wright, Lincoln, Neb, ’

The author' states that he became 
early convinced that some one general 
principle or law underlaid the whole of 
nature. Observation and reason lias 
led to the conclqsion that this principle 
is found as a law of spiral vibrational 
action, running witli varyiug-modifica- 
tions, throughout all matter,, inorganic 
and organje, from plant down to the 
tiny right . and lefl-hauded crystls, 
from the monad to man, establishing a 
universal relation or brotherhood as a 
fact in nature. This spiral principle he 
has applied to nature as a whole, em
bodying it in a system which, he says, 
may be termed the Vortex Spiral Vi
brational System. As clear an idea as 
possible to be given In brief, of the au
thor’s views as out wrought in this vol
ume, will perhaps be found in the fol
lowing excerpt from pages 22 and 23:

“First—If there is a Creative Intelli
gence, Unit has brought the universe of 
worlds into existence, that Creative In
telligence must be infinite. Second— 
This Creative Intelligence must take in, 
compose and include the whole universe 
of worlds and all they contain, and is 
infinity with all It implies. Third- 
Then if infinity, or the Creative Intelli
gence, takes in, composes, and includes 
the whole universe of worlds, is not the 
universe of forces and elements in all 
their variations, infinity or Creative In
telligence, or All Life. Matter exists in 
an ever ascending degree of fineness, 
and each degree is measured by Ilie 
fineness of the vibration coinciding with 
that grade or form of matter. All for
mation of mutler proceeds on vibration
al principles, as will be shown In an
other chapter. Creative intelligence, 
pure spirit, liberates the finest vibra
tions; these change to a slightly 
coarser series, and so on In ever de
scending grades, and with each down
ward step, these unseen forces ap
proach nearer the tangible, material 
world, as comprehended by our senses.

“All life manifesto lions proceed in the 
orderly sequence of natural law from 
that shown in the lowest form of mat
ter up to pure spirit or first cause, or 
conversely, down to matter, merging 
gradually, Imperceptibly, from one to 
the other. 'This harmonizes completely 
with the proposition that creative in
telligence is all-pervading infinity.”

It is a book usually strong in deep 
thought, and will prove of great Inter
est to philosophic minds inclined to the 
study of the deeper problems of .nature 
and existence. Il is especially com
mended to the attention of such, as

PRICE OF THE “SEQUEL.”
The prlcejiereafter of this number of 

The Progressive Thinker will be as fol- 
low« Three cents for single copy. 
Where five or more are ordered, two 
cents per copy. Where one hundred or 
more copies are ordered, one dollar and 
fifty cents per hundred.

Tho Dr. Worst Medical 
Company.

All diseases treated by mail, cheaply 
and successfully. Send for question 
blanks for free diagnosis, testimonials, 
eto. Address DR. E. J. WORST.

452 Dept. 9, Ashland, O.

BEAR IN MIND.
In sending remittances to this office, 

vrite your orders on a single sheet ofw
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside ot that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to send money in 
a letter; if it Is sent that way, and lost 
iu the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser,. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be uo loss.-

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided.

OF INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS.
Auyoue whj» is sick aud failed to find 

relief, should send their name aud ad
dress (with stamp for reply) to Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Call., and I will 
(through spirit power) send you tlie 
cause and condition of your trouble; 
aud after I give you a correct diagno
sis, If you wish help I will make my 
terms within your reach.

N. B.—The above advertisement is for 
tlie benefit of suffering humanity, and 
if you know of any one who Is sick, and 
is skeptical, show them the above ad. 
and I may convince them of the truth
of spirit return. 452

worthy of their perusal. U.

ly. 'Feel 
years. I 
of good.

well—much better than for 
think you have done me lots
Yours in faith, 

ALVINA WlIITESEL.

Lewiston. Me., July 10, 1898.
Dear Doctor:—I am better than when 

I wrote you last. Feel I am getting 
well fast, for which I thank you.

Yours truly, 
■ ' ANGIE S. RICE.

God Knocked Out by Lightning 
While the dedication of a church was in 
progress in North Dakota, lightning 
struck Hie building, knocked an end out 
of it and killed two people. The Item 
was so briefly mentioned in the tele
graph that it may have been overlooked 
by some one who would be glad to 
draw a moral from it.—San Francisco 
Dully Call, June 26.

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

"Poems or Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doteu. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, "from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It Is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Splrltqallsts. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1.

"Atlantis: The Antediluvian World.” 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history. 
It is Intensely Interesting. Price, $2.

“The Infidelity of Eccleslastlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

“Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances In Spirit-life.” “The Evolution 
of Man." Two papers, given In the in-

The Basis of Correct Treat
ment Is

CORRECT DIAGNOSIS.

Address all Mall to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

Tl'o following 1b taken from the Son Francisco 
"Progress'’ of November 7.16S5:

•‘It gives us great pleasure to quote from the Light 
<?f Truth commendation« of California and Califor- 
DlapB. In a Ute Issue wo read: ‘We note with pleas
ure the continued success of our friend and brother, 
£r- W. Forster, of Suu FrsncHco, California. 
California has become noted for Ite mediums; and 
although Dr. Forster is nut n native of the United 
btutes, the people of California have learned to claim 
a proprietary Interest in him just as if he were a 
native sou.’ We hear good reports of him from all 

quarters, and It gives us much pleasure to add our 
endorsement to the many accorded this Kitted 
medium and educated gentleman.”

al Clairvoyant. 
Diagnosis ot disease by lock ot bnlr

(NO SYMPTOMS REQUIRED) 
live two cent slumps.

One read Psycliomelrlcaliy.......................   ,
Full life readings by mall...................••••............. ।
F. O. Box 118 Oukluud Cui. ...............

42.00
42.00

Í

ABSENT TREATMENTS

COLLEGEOFFINEFORGES
An Institute of retined Therapeutics, Including tlte 

Sun Cure, Vital Magnetism, Electricity, Mind Cure, 
and a higher science of life. Chemical affinity ana 

principles developed with their marvelous ab» 
plication«. Students in four continents have taken th® 
course. The college 1« chartered and confer« the de*  
grec of D. M., Doctor of Magnetics. By a system of 
printed questions btudentr cun take the course and 
receive the diplomas at their uwn home«, fnetllutlqa 
removed to 258 South Broadway, Lus Angeles, Oil. 
Diploma« grunted under cither the New Jersey or 
California charter. Send stump for catalogue to

.41 If E. 1>. BAI11IJTT. M. B. LL. D.. Dean.

l

LETTER FROM AN OLD PATIENT.
The kind of letters we like to receive 

from old patients, that we have cured. 
And those letters are a great comfort 
to the weary physician. In fact, this 

world gives us no happier moments 
than to sit down aud read such letters 
from those who kindly remember our 
fight against disease in their ease.

• West Potsdam. N. Y., June 26, 1898.
. Doctor Watkins—Dear Friend:—The 
books and note were duly received. I 

■shall lake pleasure In complying with 
your request. Since I received treat
ment from you 1 have spoken many a 
good word for you. One year ago I 
was at Mr. Henry Barnum’s of North 
Bangor, N. Y„ for a short visit. He 
was sick and, I thought, in a precarious 
condition. His home doctor failed to 
give any relief, and he seemed very 
much discouraged. He finally, before I 
left, told me that ho thought of consult- 

-ing you: I urged him to do so. aud to 
not delay. I very soon was informed of 
the very correct diagnosis lie received 
from you, and of the great benefit he 
received under your treatment. At tlie 
present time, he is quite well. I be
lieve you saved his life; his home doc
tor said he Could not live. Now you 
may know all this, but as you also must 

/know you cured him. it may give you 
some pleasure to be assured that some 
one else knows how he got bis health. 
. .....I beg your pardon for taking 
your timoi but trust the long letter will 
not prove entirely uninteresting.

. ZELIAA.OWEN.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten Unes 
only will be inserted free.]

Mrs. Anna Crowell passed to higher 
life, February 24, 1898. Thus her sub
scription ends to a paper that was al
ways welcome. Her sister,

MRS. D. FREEMAN.
Orange City, Fla.

terest of spiritual science, 
Faraday. Price 15 cents.

“The Universe.” What 
The Beginning of Creation, 
ter Is. The Creation of

by Michael

Force Is. 
What Mat
the Earth.

< Amesbury, Mass.. June 15, 1898.
?: Dear Doctor:—I feel that I have al

ready advanced that far iu health, as 
to be able to give you a good recoin

- mendation. like others. For several
■ years previous to the time I began your 

v ■ treatment, I was unable to hear but 
very little with the right car, but now

■■■ I can equally as well as the left. I had 
i them examined by three of our most 

noted physicians, and each told mo I 
- must go away at once, and have them 
-treated by a specialist. But I told them

< I was not at all slarmed, for fear of be
> coming permanently deaf, and as soor 

as the cause was removed my ears 
'■would be all right;-and so they are, 

thanks to you. Thanking you for youi 
.skill, and kindness, I remain, very re

y- fipeetfully, - MRS.F. NICKERSON. 
; 7 . : Atlantic avenue. ■

Please remember, that we only adver- 
X tine to reach those who are searching 
¡y.' tor health. We try to show yon that 

ithere are cored under our treatment, 
nd jfhat others «ay of our ability to

“From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives an account of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted to place in 
the bands of Christian people. Price 
15 cents.

“The Molecular. Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Win. M. Lock wood. 
Prof. Lockwood Is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on .lie spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
h-Ctures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For 
sale at this office. Price 25 cents.

"Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment.” By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at this office.

"The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records.” Told by Paul Carus. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
'all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit 
Price SI. For sale at thifl office.

"Right Living.” By Susan H.Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. Site illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book more Interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the bands, of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very usefuL 
Young and old will be benefited by it 
Cloth SI. For saie at this office.

"The Religion Of the Future.” By S. 
Weil. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by Its perusal. For sale at 
tbis office. Price, doth, $L25; paper, 
B0 cents.

The Beginning of Life. Immortality. 
The Substance of Its Environments. 
Psychic Science. What the “Soul of 
Things” Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
sale at this office.

"The Prophets ot Israel.” By Prof. 
C. H. Cornill, of tlie University of 
Koenigsberg. A scholarly and appreci
ative historical review of the prophets 
of Israel and their works. For sale 
at this office. Paper coversu25c.

"Origin and Antiquity ot Man." By 
Hudson Tuttle. A masterly philosoph
ical work. English edition, nicely 
bound In doth, $L For sale at this 
office.

"Arcana or Nature; or the History 
and Laws of Creation.” By Hudson 
Tuttle. A well-known and most pro
found treatise. Cloth, JL For sale at 
this office.

“Bible and Church Degrade Woman.” 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises 
three • brief essays, on The Effect of 
Woman Suffrage on Questions of Mor
als and Religion; The Degraded Status 
of Woman in the Bible; The Christian
Church and Woman; written In 
Stanton’s usual trenchant style.
sale at this office. Price 10 centk’ 

"Human Culture and Cure.

Mrs. 
For

Part
First The Philosophy of Cure... (In
cluding Methods and Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A very in
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well ful
fills? the promise of its title. For sale 
at thia office. Price 75 cents.

"Ancient India: Ils Language and 
Religions.” By Prof. EL Oldenberg. 
The subject is of unusual interest at 
the present time, and it is here treated 
In a way to Interest and instruct all 
readers. For sale at this offief. Paper, 
price 25c. • ■ '

“Encyciopeaia; of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or implv 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory'of the origin of many of the 
Important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results ot his many years’ study 
of tho Bible in its relations to Spiritual
ism. As Its title denotes, it is a veri
table encyclopedia of Ihfomatlon on the 
subject Price $L For sale at this

. pBoe. . . .

• Without a proper understanding of 
the case under treatment a cure is im
possible. Symptoms are Misleading, 
The same symptoms may indicate.any 
one of a score of diseases. Chronic dis
eases are very obscure, and only those 
who have given these diseases their 
special study are capable of diagnosing 
them with accuracy.

The ordinary practitioner whose la
bors are confined to acute diseases is 
notoriously unsuccessful in diagnosing 
or treating chronic complaints. It is out 
of his sphere

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs are 
admitted to be the most successful spe
cialists in chronic diseases. W’ithin one 
year’s time they have Diagnosed. 
Over Five Thousand cases of chronic 
diseases; of this enormous number there 
has not beeu one which was inaccurate. 
This record has never been equalled. 
Their unparalleled success is due to 
their

Wonderful Psychic Gifts, 
and the fact that each of these physi
cians has devoted his time and study 
exclusively to chronic diseases.

DB. P1SEBLE8 has made extensive 
research along his lines of labor in all 
parts of the world, gathering a fact here 
and one there, until the fund of inform
ation he possesses regarding chronic 
diseases and their treatment is une
qualled by any living physician.

DK. BURIIOUDH8 has been the 
assistant of Dr.Peebles and his cola borer 
for fifteen years. For the lust five years 
he has done all the harder work connect
ed with their practice, and possesses an 
amount of information regarding this 
line of work, euined from study in for
eign countries and actual experience in 
the treatment of ¡thousands of cases each 
year, which eminently fits him for the 
position he holds among the world’s 
greatest healers.

The Doctors Will be pleased to hear 
from any sufferer, and will cheerfully 
give any information calculated to ben
efit, whether such person undertakes 
treatment or not. They are issuing a 
number of booklets upon Chronic Dis
eases, which contain much valuable in
formation, which they will mail free 
upon application.

We append hereto
A FEW STATEMENTS 

from parties who have recently bad 
their cases diagno-ed, which will con
firm the foregoing. For accuracy of 
diagnosis and certainty of cure DRS. 
PREBLES & BURROUGHS have few 
peers and no superiors.
Dr*.  Pccblci & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.

My Dear Sir«:—Yuur diaguouts of my case was per
fectly correct. Your« truly, Mrb. Emma Moon.

June 80, lb'98, Grand Rapid«, Mich.

Dr«. Feeble« & Burrough«, Battle Creek, Mich.
My Dear Sir«:— The diagnosis of my granddaughter 

1« very correct and concise. Y ours kindly,

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is tho oldest aud most successful Spiritual Physician 

now in practice. 111« cures are
THE MOST MAltVELOUS

of this age. His examination« are correctly made, 
and free to all who «end him name, age, «ex and loqk 
of hair, and «lx cent« in stamps. Ho doesn’t ask for 
any leading symptom. A clairvoyant doesn't need 
any. Address

J. S LOUCKS, M. D., 
85 Warren st., Stoneham, Mass. 455

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known PbycUometrlst and Business Medium
Readings personally, by letter or photograph sum. 
Three reasonable question« answered by mail for 
25 cents Addie«« 54 N. 52ud aye., Chicago. Psycho
pathic treatments. 877tf

INSPIRATION’S VOICE.
A music book complete for the Spiritualist’s every 

use. Thu finest music of any collection known, with 
suitable words. 50 cento, and postage 10 cents.

48Ctl ’ H.W. BOOZER, Grund Rapldb, Mich.

Researches in Oriental History.

One

BY 0. W. BROWN, M. D.
Fol. IDino, 407 Paget, Cloth, 01.30,

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES Ilf JEWISH HISTORY. 
H, RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM,

' 3. DERIVATION OR CHRISTIANITY.
/ 4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS^ ! 

f The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 
for a Historical Jesus.

In this volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 
have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have beeu. The Messianic Idea fs traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., aud Its history is 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until It to 
fully developed into Christ faulty, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after tho oommeucement 
of the Christian eru. -

T)ie book demonstrates that Christianity and its cen 
tral hero are niytlileal; that the whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, tear and force; and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas mid superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of the past; its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
Bou can read it without I istructicn and profit, whether 
he reaches the same conclusions with the author or 
otherwise. For sale at this office.

"THE LYCEUM."
The Lyceum, devoted to the interests 

of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. til Wlllowdale street. 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to Its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special Interest In It. It
Is published weekly. Try It. 437tf

Julyl, 1898. A. Bbowk, Dlxou Ill,
Dr«. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.

Dear Doctors:—Your diagnosis of my case was told 
to me much better thuu 1 could have told It.

July 1,1898. Chas. Granger, Soldiers Home, Mich.

Dra. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
My Dear Sirs:—1 received your diagnosis to-day 

which Is correct, and 1 am very, well satisfied with It.
Respectfully, Lillian M. Askey, 

Juno 27,1898. High Park, Colo.

Dra. Peebles & Burrougha. Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctor«:—Your diagnosis of my son’s case to 

correct Iu every respect. Your« truly.
June 24,1898, Esther Butlkb, Avon Maes.

Being-capable of

CORRECTLY DIAGNOSING 
chronic diseases DRS. PEEBLES & 
BURROUGHS are enabled to speedily 
cure them. Their medicines are mild, 
vitalized and magnetized—drugs and 
poisons being entirely eliminated from 
their laboratory. The following are ex
pressions of gratitude from recent cor
respondence: -
Dra. Peebles & Burrough«. Battle Crock. Mlcb.

My Dear Doctor«:—i am gaining In strength and 
flesh every day. Inin better now than I have been 
fur five year«. 1 have recommended you to all my 
friend«. Very truly, Mznv Hoag, Newport ave.,

July 12,18118. Chicago, Ill,

Dr«. Peebles & Burrcugiu-. Dat tic Crock, Mlcb.
Denr Doctor«:—Your treatment hns done me so 

much good. 1 feel that I owe you a debt of gratitude. 
With much respect and esteem, Nelson Nye. ,

July)!, 1898. • Sheldon, Vt.

Dra. Peebles & Burrough«. Battle Creek. Mich.
Dear Doctor«:—1 am weJL 1 have no pain or ache, 

no bad feeling or aympiom of disease, Hoping that 
God will spare you loug for the relief of suffering hu
manity, 1 am, most gratefully, J. B. Walker,

July 13, 1898. Caddo, LT.
Their Psychic :Treatment Accom

plishes Wonders.
This feature of 'rtheir treatment has 

never been duplicated. The following 
are a few extracts from recent letters 
concerning their psychic treatment.
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs Battle Creek, Mlcb.

My Dear Doctors:—I bdro great faith In your psy
chic treatment. It fetls like a battery. I have en
joyed It and know thaidt helps me. Yours truly,

June 24.1898. Frask’Vosdhiiau,Perrysville, pa. 
Drs. Peebles & Burrougha.-Battle Creek, Mlcb.

Dear Doctor«:—When-sitting for psychic treatment 
It seems as though thereds a battery turned on me.

Your« truly, 
June 26,1898.

Wï, Griffith, 
High Park, Colo.

But what will be more convincing to 
you will be to write and receive a cor
rect diagnosis of your case. Remember 
that Dr». Peebles & Burroughs not 
only correctly diagnose but they

Absolutely Cure
Chronic Diseases

Where Others Fail.
If you are a sufferer .

givingNAME, AGE, SEX, and aLEAD- 
1NG SYMPTOM, and receive an abso
lutely CORRECT DIAGNOSIS free of 
charge. Address

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

By the Use of Vitalized Flannel. 
Cures all Manner of Diseases. DR. MANSFIELD’S

HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES
Are eouipounded clulrvoyan Uy fur each path'll t. Send

bBi. “'!? ¡“'“•Ing sympioni fur FREE 1)1-
AGNOSlb and "Methods ut Cure." IL 1). Darrett 
l,1 ““•■ J)- •>■ A.. E. W. Sprague, Lyuiau C. Howe ani 
Mose» Hull RECOMMEND .

w. A. MANSFIELD, MJ D.
176 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio,

>A A

Dr. A. W. Birkholz, the Healer.
Mas. Mary M. Barber, DeKalb. 111., writes: “You 

remember 1 told you there wits boinething growing 
under iny khort ribs. It 1« nearly all gone. 1 Applied 
the fiiiuuel an directed uud «at fur irei.tmi’UlB every 
Tuesday aud Friday evening*:  aud have fell hand« ou 
my head. Send am tlier vitalized tlannei,”

Mrs. Emelinb Telton, w8 Cherry street, West 
Newton. Mnss.. writes: “I have hud absent treat- 
meutB from you for my cough aud feel that 1 Lave 
been benetlied.”

Ww. Wiikei.and, Edgar, Neb., again writes: “1 am 
slowly improving; hate beeu out door a little each 
day for the last week. Am gaiulug strength fast. 
My heart 1« strouger, aud gaining, but 1« weak yet. 
Have gained more in Hie laH two weeks than In a 
year before. The last vitalized flannel did me more 
good than all things cuinblued that 1 ever took. J 
shall do all J can fur you."

Mns. Wji. Lamiman, Clifford, Mich., again writes: 
“Please send me another piece of the vitalized flau- 
uel, as 1 am better after using the Ian oue.”

August Rickkut, Valentine, Neb., writes: “I re
ceived your letter aud flaunel, and am getting belter, 
lean feel It. My pains are getting less aud I feel 
belter every way.”

Address „

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ,
NEW BUFFALO, MICH.

rr, »0 WILL SEND NONE CENTS IN 
r r lluiM, Ualr <Uieu«, or «rmptoau, wUl racalve 

pamphlet and adrtoe naa to cure themBalvoa without 
drug,. Tha THOMAS BATTEBY COMPANY, Card
ington, Ohio u

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
Embracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance, Psycboinctry 
and Laws »1 Unfoldment, with free reading. For par
ticulars address EMMA RUDER, 704 Central ave., 
Hamilton, Ohio. 400

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR

Mediumship Is a Growth.
jq.llosuplilcal Spiritualists lulinlt tills. Twice a 

St.

DR. J. A. BAILEY, 
No. 142 Fifth Avenue, Clinton, Iowa. 

HODBL’GS USED. NONE HEQI IHED. illtf,

Elixir of Life Nos. One aud Two 
Curesail forma of stomach, ilvcr ami kidney disease*  
also constipation. A bure cure for that tired, wofn-oQt 
feeling. Guaranteed to assist your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient Quantity for oua 
month sent foril-OO. '

One package of our Magnetized Compound for ior6 
eyes or poor eyesight. Has been used and praised b» 
thousands tu all parts of the world. Sent for 60 cento 
or all three seut postpaid for si.oo, with Yarma’i 
photo aud lustructfuus how to live luoyears.

tfiT^

Melted Pebble Spectacles;
Kf.storclo«t vIbIuq. Write for Illustrated Circulars 

Knowing st} lea and price« and photo of Spirit Yann«, 
who developed this clairvoyant power in me. I can 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacle« aa perfectly to 
your eye« in your own home as if you were In my 

can tesitfy. Send «lamp for
photo. B. F. Pool«. Clinton. Iowa

PSYCHE
1« the Invention of apractical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and 1« designed to develop mediumship. 
Many, by Its use, have receh od long cuminuulca- 

<UU8 t»0?1 sI)*rb friends, and express great satisfac
tion. 1 rice, |1, and 20 cents extra fur ex|»rc»suge. 
r or sale at the office of The Pkoukkssive Thikob«

pRACHCAL GI'IIIE To SI’IIIITCALISM, ir AL 
A Ing aud Occult Science, with complete ruh - tor 
Seances and Development-15 c<nl»-by Prolessor 
Wnlrond, Opera House Block. Denver, Colo. cjGtf

(

“Old Auntie’s... 
Yarb Tea.”1 *** 1 the Complex
ion and positive cure for constipation, tor 
pld liver, sick headache, nervousness, loss 
of appetite and sleep. IT TONES UP THE SYS 
TEM. removes “that tired feeling,” purifies 
the blood. overcomes functional disturb
ances of female organism, and brings back 
the glow of health and high spirits to all. 
11 Is a scientific combination of herbs, roots, 
and barks In their natural state, in such 
proportions as to secure marvelous results. 
It cures while you sleep. Prepared and sold 
by the HOUSEHOLD REMEDY COMPANY, 
SUITE S, 70 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO. Sent 
by mall on receipt of 50 cent«. Agent« 
Wanted.

If you wish to know what ails 
you and what will cure you, send 
a look of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. 6. BñTDORF, M. D
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,

Author of “Helen Harlow’« Vow,” “The Oocult 
Forces of Sex,” '‘Perfect Motherhood,“ and many 
ether works. Price 25 cents. For «ale at this office.

THE AGEToFrEASOnT
By Thomas Paine. Being an investigation of True 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edi
tion, from new plates and new type} 186 pages, post 
8vo, Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. '

AN EXCELLENT WORK, 
T)EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE, 

JL/ The ’‘Stellar Key” is tho Philosophical Intro
duction to tho revelations contained In this book. 
Some idea of this little volume may be gained from the 
following table of contents: 1—Dealband the After 
Life; 2—Beenes la the Summer-Land; 8—Society in the 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centresin the Summer-Land; 
5—Winter-Land and Summer Land; 6-Language and 
Life In Summer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate« In the Summer-Land: 9—Voice 
from James Victor WIIsgd. This enlarged edition con
tains moro than double the amount of matter In fan 
mer editions, and Is enriched by a beanttnu fronti» 
piece, Illustrating the ‘‘formation of the Spiritual 
Body.” Cloth 75 centa Postage 6 ceota For oaM 
at this office. .

INGE RSOLL’S ADDRESS 
Before the New York Unitarian Club. The first time 
In the history of the world that a Christian Association 
ever invited a noted Infidel to lecture before them 
The lecture Is a grand one, and was received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end. 
The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed. 
Price 6 cents; ten copies, so cents.

BIE3LE OF BIBLES,
ByKenerQnvea. Itwlllwellpaypenual.ftjoeem

~ OBSESSION.
How evil spirits influence mortal». By IL Facafisn 

P. 23. Price 10 cento.

MIND READING AND BEYOND.
By wm. A. Hovey. 200 pages, with illustrations of 

the subjects treated upon. Price 11.23.

INTEBVIEWti WITH SPIRITS. 
Bx Cattle&&TwIn& medium. fticeSD anti. 
- LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.

By Editor of the National with Preface and Note, 
by Peter Ecltler. Illustrated with views of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Bochelle, also, portraits ot Thomas Clio Rickman, 
Joe Bailow, Mary -Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland, 
Condorcet, Brissot, and the most prominent of Paine's 
friends la Europe and America. Cloth, is coats.

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, 
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW. 

' Tho Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 
Moses Hull. This pamphlet besides giving tho Spir
itualistic interpretation of many things In tho Bible
Interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavens and bells beHeved in by Spiritualists. Price, 
10 cents.' For sale at this office.

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
Or Sèlf-Jnstice.

BEED CITY SANITARIUM
REED CITY, MICH.

A. B. SPINNEY. M. 1)., Proprietor; E. W. SPINNEY, 
M. 1).. Resident PhyHtcian. with consulting physicians 
and surgeons and professional nurses. The cheapest 
Sanitarium in the world; a place for the poor aud 
middle classes. Are you sick aud discouraged? TVc 
will give free diagnosis by mall. Send for question 
list, prices and Journals. 449tf

SIX NEW LESSONS
IN MEDIUMSHIP.

Send 25c to J. M. 4 M. T. Allen, Sprlngdeld, Mo., 
and secure a set of these valuable Lessons. 558

1. M. LANPHERE, M.D.
Paralysis. Nervous Prostration. Rheumatism and 

other Chronic Diseases cured by Magnetic Remedies. 
Send stamp, with lock of balr. age and sex, for free 
clairvoyant diagnosis. P. O.Box 7.Cambridge. Vt. 463

CHART FREE.
By a Bohemian Gypsy Astrologer and Clairvoyant. 

Send age. color of cyet and hair, In own bandwriting. 
Address GEO. WELLES. Box 180. Newark. N. J. 452

WONDERFUL TESTS.
Your future revealed. Trial reading» 24c, equals 

others 41 Horoscope«. Special reduction in prices. 
Horoscopes, fl. Send birth data, circulars, testimo
nials. “Clairaut,” Astrologer. Watertown, N. Y. 454

THE SILVER-CHAIN
DEVELOPING CIRCLE.

A circle at large. All members, wherever located, sit 
at same hour, and are brought Into spiritual unity 
through uniform thought-topics. Also HEALTH 
Circle, and monthly MESSENGER. For particu
lars address, with Stamp, J. M. & M. T. ALLEN,
Springfield, Mo. 452

LETTER TO THE POPE.
This work will be found especially Interesting to all 

who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. The historic facts stated, and the keen, 
scathing review of Romish Ideas and practices should 
be read wy all. Price. 25c. Sold at this office.

| “THE WATSEKA WONDER”
I To the student of psychic phenomena, this pamphlet

to Intensely Interesting. It gives detailed accounts of 
two cases of “double consclonineas,” namely Mary 
Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, HL, and Mary Rey
nold«, of Venango county, Pa. Fit Mto thia office. 
Prien 15 cent..

JOAN, THE MEDIUM.
Or, the inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 

ou a Leader of Armies. By Mosks Hull. Thiele at 
once the most tyutliful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel was ever moro thnlllngly in
teresting; no htotory more true. Price in cloth, 40 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents. For sale at tbto office.

theTdiakka.
DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTff- 

J. ly Victims, by the Seer, A. J. Davta, to a very In*  
terestlng and suggestive work. It to an explanation ol 
much that to false and repulsive In Spiritualism, cm- 
bodying a most Important recent interview, with Jama 
Victor Wilson, a resident of the Summer-Lsnd. Price 

' 50 cents. For Bale at thia offic*

WHITE MAGIC
Taught tn “Three Seven«,’’ a book of 271 page;. It U 
really a very interesting ana BuggesUn WML Frio, mb ^.1^ .4 4VI. aw«. .Bf LoIb WilBbrookcr. Many hove rwd thia book. U-“.

many have re-read It, ami many others onttoreadit. Fw tale at Uils office. 
Itshonldbo read by every man and woman In the 
land. It shows the falsities rampant fe society in 
matters of moral and social Import, and the. wrongs 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victims of social

THE RELATION
oitrsctsm. It contain« a fine IlkcneM Ct tke author. 
Fin, cloth, «Optra. Price ,1.0) . .

THE BUND MEDIUM. II. W. SlXCtAIH, WILL 
send a Life Rending, with dales and mimes. Mail 
lock of hair and un<: dollar. II. tf. SINCLAIR 419 

nest uv., Jackson, Mich. 45ft

Mrs. m. l. Gillette,"independent slate’- 
writer, 218 Eaut 42d place, Chicago. 459

DOXWNEX 
The well known Psychic Healer and Physician 1» 
auccohsful in treating all chronic dlivascb uf eilbef 

body or mind. Graduate in medicine and magnetic«. 
Fifteen years’ practice. Psychic power developed, 
which alone will enable you to cure yourself ami pre*  
vent disease. Send four2-cent stump«, date of birth, 
«ex, name and leading symptom, ami receive my can« 
did opinion of your cuso. Address 132 Michigan ave..
Detroit, Mich. 453

¡I -

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
Traaccand Buduess Medium, Sidings dally; honra, 
10 to 4, Hesldence, 93 Bowon av., Chicago, Ill.

Something New and Reliable
If rick, write me a letter stating the toct. with age, 

name, sex and complexion aud six cenu In stamps, 
and 1 will tell you Just what vonr troubles are oy 
Psychic Power; also a mean« of a rapid cure. 1 need 
no hair or leading symptom«: your letter 1« enough. 
Herballstlc Remedies In connection with Psychic 
Power. Address or call. *

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
35 Warren et., Stoneham, Nass.

YOUR FUTURE KTS W.M 
Astrologer, Rooms 6 & 7 Tabor Opera House Block, 
Denver, Colo. Charts from $1. Send stamp fur circu
lars. 43411
AlOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOTR OWN 
H home. Will «end a pamphlet giving hibtructfous; 
delineate your phase of medlumsiilp, and a spiritual 
song-book. All for 25 cents. Addrcis MRS. J. A.
BLISS, Sau Diego. Cal. 458

JUBILEE SOUVENIR.
Band painted picture of Hydesville Cottage in 

water-color«, gold lettered title, bound with ribbon, 
very pretty. Scut by mall; price 25 cent*'.  A-W. 
MOORE, ArtlKt, 16 Shelton avc., Rochester, N.Y. 453

FREEDOM'S BATTLE CRY. PATRIOTIC WAR 
Song; w«r<l8 and music written under Inspiration, 

dealing with the present war with Spain, 'A>c. A»
Groom. 1610 Vine st., Philadelphia, Pa. 452

Horoscopes on character, health.
Marriage. BualncKa, Finance. Ptrwnul Qucbtloni, 

etc. Life readings 41.00. Teat reading*  25 cents. 
Send fur descriptive circular on aHrology. Address: 
Fred. P. Brandt, 258 Haatlng» tt.. Grand Rapids,
Mich. 453

ASTRAL READING
And vour phase of Mediumship, with Instruction« for 
development; also a copy of “The Path to Power.” 
D. S. F. write«: “The reading Is hurprlslngly corrett. 
You enter into tny Inmost desire« and needs with mar
velous accuracy, bringing out ju«l the points I was 
apprehensive would be overlooked, or not understood 
by you.” Send date of birth and 25 cents (silver) to
URIEL BUCHANAN, Aurora. Mo. 453

MRS. ELLA M- DOLE.
This medium, who Is clairaudlcnt. clairvoyant, psy*  

cbomctrlc and prophetic, can be consulted at No. 1680 
North Clark st. Chicago. Engagement# can be made
by letter. 450tf

7 QUESTIONS CORRECTLY ANSWERED FOR 
yon by sending ape. color of eyes, lock of hair, and 
20c to pay for u trial character and prophetic read*  

ing, as a test. If possible send photo, It will be re
turned with reading. Full reading 50c. AdriaX 
Kkrlkw. box 24“, North Pomona, Cali. 452

OPIUM MORPHINfc 
COCAINE 
LAUDANUM

_ _ _  _ _______ ___ Stopped at once
A never-failing’, harmless and permanent borne

cure. Tris! treatment free on request.
Or. J. C. Hoffman. 445 isabella Bldg., Chicago, III.

WANTED—GOOD MAN OR WOMAN, 
to represent ns In every town. Honest 
Article; Good Seller. Will give you 

references. Address
LEKKO COMPANY, 
59 Dearborn St., Chicago.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
BY S. WEIL.

Ciotti, tt.B. Paper, 50 cents.
This to a work oi great value, written by one of tho 

keenest, most powerful and most truly religious 
minds of the day. It to particularly a work which 
sbouldbe put Into tbehandf of those who have freed 
themselves from the dogma« of orthodoxy and from 
tho dogmas of materialistic science, for It will 

. strengthen the conviction of the free mtnd that mind 
and senses are not the whole of life. ■

The chapters reveal a new method in psychic and 
. spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 

stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and 
the childhood period of faith and fancy will be super- 
’ed?d by knowledge and facts. For sale aUhlsoffica.

Of fjoCplrltn»! to tho Material Vnlrene; and tho 
Law of Control. Hew-edition, «»larged ana terlfod 
by M. Faraday. Price 15 coati.

Real Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given Inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. King. Tow 

■ Till not become weary while reading tbli excellent 
. book, Price 75 cent«. ■ • -

&
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LIFE. fVND DEftTft WH7YT IS SHRITÜ/VLISM ?

Who Are Spiritualists? And Who Are Mediums? )What Is Life and Death to the Spiritualist?

L-
L-

mo*

has

he caunot es-

JUBILEE REFLECTIONS.

some mediums excel “

Hartford, Conn.

and

Chicago, Ill. DR. R. GREER.

walk in wis- 
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Fools cannot think; bigots will 
think;, cowards fear to think; and
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truth 
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sented to them will be so 
scrutinized, so earnestly and 
vestigated, that when they 
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ndt 
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not censure. No'condemnation, no un
helpfulness, no unsympathlzlng con-

too, of spiritual me- 
the fineness of tex-

human executioner, but 
eape the Divine.

Happy are those who 
dom’s ways, their lives

hearing about his vegetable diet 
way of living.

all persons were mediums, then 
many would be gifted as well as 
few. It is the few only which are 
tingulshed as mediums.

But what might be the secret of

some persons are 
are not, or why- 
others.

Another secret, 
diumship lays In

Christian Churches—thus make 
a little more popular as well as 
useful. Yours for Spiritualism.

HELEN L. P. RUSSEGUE.

leaves only a few philosophers to do the 
thinking for the multitude. Were it 
not for our philosophers our world 
would be one vast, uncovered lunatic 
asylum.—Independent Pulpit,

at one thing and find it impossible by, . 
long training, to become ever respect- -• 
able in other things, and this is why v nle(jiUIUg> all(] others A

gPI^ITUALIgJVl—Progress, tt>e Universal Lav? of fiatare; Thoùgft, fljegolVeijt of fier Probien^.—SPIRITUALISM

Mrs. Hslen Palmer Russegue’s Address at the Annual 
Convention of the Connecticut Spiritualists.

I have selected for my subject this 
evening, “What is life and death to the 
Spiritualist, aud how can we prepare 
for each condition incident to the 
changes of earth?”

To the Spiritualist there is a most pro
found meaning in life, It no>t only im
plies that we are to meet the necessities 
of the outer or material life, but that 
we make ready for the reception of all 
that contributes most to the upbuilding 
of the interior or higher self. _

q Spiritualists and all thinkers, it mat- 
“ters not to what denomination of 
thought they may belong, recognize the 
duality that belongs to human exist
ence. There is a natural body and 
there is a spiritual body, but there is a 
spirit which inhabits both bodies. 
There is a living principle which in
heres in all life, to which the human 
being belongs, and to which all else in 
the universe is tributary. We are in 
God’s laboratory. Everything that is, 
whether it be the hidden mystery of na
ture, the unveiled wonders of science, 
the marvelous truth of revelation, or 
the whisperings of philosophy, or the 
outer breathings of a deep religion— 
there are in nature to be found the won
derful avenues through which the 
Divine Spirit makes itself known to 
human consciousness.

THE ENDLESS JOURNEY.
We are to recognize in life that there 

is no stay in the development of the 
outer or material world, there is no 
place to stop on the journey of the soul 
made manifest through the body during 
its earthly career. There is not a mo
ment wheli the operations of the body 
of man are for one instant stayed or 
stopped. The function of every mus
cle, of every nerve, of every tissue, of 
every bone which belongs to this hu
man tenement is active, whether dic
tated to by the will of mau or by the 
inherent law which belongs to the 
universe, and is the link by and through 
which he is allied to the universe.

There is no condition in this material 
world which does not find an expres
sion through the human being; there is 
nothing that exists in nature, however 
low it may be, however undeveloped it 
may appear, however unformed its 
manifestation may seem, but that finds 
a counterpart In the component parts of 
the human being. There is nothing in 
the metallic world, nothing in the vege
table world, nothing in the animal 
world, nothing in this wonderful world 
of thought, of spirit, that does not find 
its reflection aud its existence in the 
human embodiment. You are in your
selves the instruments through which 
the mightiest manifestation of Deity 
has been made to the world, that has 
ever spoken to the soul of man or to 
the world of thought. Y’ou are in your
selves the reflection of a divine law. 
Upon your souls is Inscribed the highest 
divinity that exists in this whole 
universe of mind and matter.

Emerson says that this world to 
which man belongs Is in Itself the high
est expression of law—the chemlc 
lamp, the wonderful potency of the 
spirit, arrives at the plant to make it 
grow, he says; arrives at the animal to 
make It walk; arrives at the man to 
make him think—and here we find the 
highest manifestation of deific life. In 
this day we find the reflection of all 
that is in the universe above or below. 
We are attached, we belong to, we are 
the outcome of everything that has pre
ceded us. Man to-day has needed all 
the unfolding qualities of the eternity 
behind him to make him what he is, or 
what he ever may be. He requires 
every condition of matter or mind, and 
he is but the fruit on the tree of life, 
that the tree has produced, and he is 
the prophecy of what will come.

SPIRITUALISM UNIVERSAL.
. Spiritualism thus involves all phases 
of human life. It involves all con
ditions of human thought. It Involves 
all conditions of human manifestation. 
It belongs to, and is a part of, this uni
verse, from which it cannot be sep
arated. Spiritualism believes that there 
is and must be the same life, the same 
force, the same potent energy which in
spires and quickens the tree to put forth 
its leaves in spring, to drink up 
from the earth its moisture, its 
strength, its force, and to receive from 
the sun and sky their contributions to 
its - development. It believes that the 
same law which Inheres in the material 
world belongs as divinely to that world 
and emanates from the same source as 
does the spirit which inhabits his body 
This being true the world is mutually 

‘ interdependent. It is dependent upon all 
that exists, whether it be the lower or 
the higher in life. God is as dependent 
upon the lower for the unfolding of 
the qualities which are a benefit to man 
as be is dependent upon the higher, 
which contributes strength or inspira
tion. He is as dependent upon the ig
norance of the world for the marvelous 
development of this wonderful flower 
of knowledge; he is as dependent upon 
the ignorance that he may bring to bear 
upon it the sunshine of divine truth, 
that he may bring, into relation with 
the necessities of human life that truth, 
as he is for the aspiration which leads 
him into a higher realm of thought.

To the Spiritualist God must be 
everywhere—and what does this imply? 

' He is not an unutterable God. He is 
not an unthinking God; he Is not an 
ignorant God; he is not a God that has 
attained to his highest and holiest and 
divlnest perfection. He is the Innate 
power; be is opening into vaster worlds, 
into higher regions of intelligent evolu
tion. He is. the growing spirit that 
brings from within the mighty prin-

ciples which carry force and energy to 
move the world.

What is science? There would be and 
could be no such thing as science with
out the mighty influence of human in
telligence behind it to appropriate it to 
the highest uses of mankind. There 
would be no such thing as philosophy 
If there were not an intellect to utilize 
and apply it to everyday necessities. 
There would be and could be no such 
thing as religion if there were not 
hungry souls and needy spirits that re
quired the application of the sympathy, 
the brotherly kindness, the holy aspira
tion, the unfolding of the needs of the 
human being that is made manifest 
through everyday, life. Spiritualism 
brings that divinity home, and It finds 
its highest altars upon the intelligence 
of mangind.

Man may look about him, and what 
does he behold? He may look to the 
stars to find there the revelations of 
divinity; he may look to the ancient law 
of old philosophers and religious au
thors, to find there the opinions which 
may define his needs; he may look to 
the science that is unfolding the mys
teries of the universe, and he finds 
nothing there unless he first recognizes 
within himself the adaptation to con
dition that he may appropriate it to his 
needs.

Spiritualism has brought to the world 
a wonderful influence for the benefit of 
the world. It has taught man that the 
highest justice Is the highest good to 
all. It draws no line of distinction be
tween the wise and the Ignorant; it 
makes no condition for saint or sinner; 
it builds no future for any individual, 
but it teaches him how and when and 
Where to build his own. It teaches him 
that life here is the product of all that 
has been, and the life to come is but 
the fulfillment of the prophecy of 
to-day.

In this cognition of the conditions of 
life what are our relations to each 
other? We are dependent upon the 
world beneath us for all that Is trib
utary to our physical evolution, so far 
as the aggregation of matter is con
cerned in the formation of our material 
bodies. We are dependent upon the in
herent life for the unfolding powers 
that are made manifest through that 
body. We have no means of securing 
unto ourselves benefits which we do not 
earn—for our religion, our philosophy 
and our science is based upon the un
changeable and unchanging law of 
pure, simple, truthful, divine, Godlike 
justice, and through this justice mau 
receives exactly what he merits, 
whether it be pain or joy. This holds 
good for the spirit.

WORK OF THE THINKERS.
Go with mp to the riverside where 

Thoreau lay upon his back that he 
might behold the conditions of the air— 
looking up through the branches of the 
oaks he dreamed while waiting, and he 
said to his soul, “Behold the mysteries 
of Godliness, behold the manifestations 
of God,’? because he saw the order, the 
symmetry, the beauty, the wonder, the 
majesty of nature; because he recog
nized in this wonderful order of the 
universe the inherent law of the uni
verse; because he traced the manifesta
tion home to the cause; because he di
vined not the word, but the spirit, of 
that law.

So with every thinker of the age. To
day the world presents a galaxy of 
thinkers of varying beauty and 
strength; it presents a galaxy of intel
lect that has defined the conditions of 
human relationship in such a manner 
as to awaken thought, inspire action 
and prophesy the fulfillment of what 
this life portends. And what were they? 
They are mot the men who walk in the 
beaten paths of theology; they are not 
the believing scientists who do not in
vade the wonderful kingdom of this 
universe to find there Its hidden mys
teries; they are not the philosophers 
who dream with those of olden time, 
and whose souls are not attuned to the 
revelations of to-day; but they are the 
men who are opening door after door 
and window after window into this 
great world that knows no limitation, 
no bound: ry, which belongs to man. 
For there is nothing here nor there 
which doer not belong to the soul of in
telligence. which belongs to every in
dividual that lives. There is no limita
tion to the possibilities of human life. 
There is no possibility that can arise 
before the intellect of man that it is not 
possible for him to overcome, or t</ 
aspire to attain to its perfection.

Who are these thinkers? Who are 
they that have opened this wonderful 
world, this realm that is full of revela
tion, whose first pages’ we are only 
turning to-day and are receiving the 
whispering prophecy of what may come 
to-morrow? Tyndall, Huxley, Wallace, 
Crookes, Draper and Gates, and a hun
dred more who are not satisfied with 
the wonders that have been revealed, 
but are only receiving the lessons’ 
learned by other men as keys to open 
worlds to be discovered and explored 
by them.

That wonderful spirit, that spoke to 
the world, telling them that there was 
a ray of light that had been rejected by 
science; a ray, of light that was of no 
account, the lowest that' had been dis-, 
covered and was rejected because of its 
inutility—a man whose spirit had.been 
attuned to the. spiritual vibrations of 
the universe, whose heart had been 
touched by the quickening fingers of 
spirit communion, who had invest!- 
gated the higher and more profound 
law of man—Professor Crookes—found 
what? That there was a mighty po-

1 tency in this rejected ray. He invented

the wonderful tube through which the 
X-ray Is to-day made manifest, and 
that ray of light which was impotent to 
the unbelieving soul; and which was re
jected by scientists, is to-day the light 
of the world and the corner-stone of a 
new temple under which the illumina
tion of the universe shall become more 
clear and pure.

If this marvelous power that has 
been so long latent in the universe Is 
but to-day awakened, what more is 
there? This same ray can be utilized 
to the unfolding of higher possibilities, 
until it shall invade the higher realm of 
being, a higher realm of thought, until 
the spiritual life shall so reflect itself 
upon the mirror that men may behold 
the wonderful photographs that belong 
to those they love, who have gone 
through the open door into a brighter 
eternity, .

LIFE AND NOT DEATH.
Spiritualism is a prophecy of life, not 

of death. It comes to speak of life and 
not of death. Its proclamation fifty 
years ago, uttered to a little child, was 
that of life. Its prophecy has been and 
still continues, life inward, life upward, 
life outward, not downward. Its inspi
ration is from within; its truths are 
unfolding; it’s principles are expanding; 
its science is investigating, its eyes are 
penetrating the universe to which it be
longs.

Spiritualism you consider, many of 
you, a worthless element. Have you 
ever stopped to consider that anything 
which pertains to the higher nature of 
man cannot be useless? Anything 
which pertains to the higher develop
ment of his spirituality cannot become 
an element in the world to be rejected. 
Have you ever stopped to think that 
anything which opens a broader life, a 
broader world to you, must be helpful, 
must be uplifting, must exalt you, must 
ennoble you? Anything which teaches 
you how to make use of the little things 
that surround you in daily life, that 
shall contribute to your best and 
highest good, is to you a benefactor and 
savior. Again, Spiritualism has come 
to the world, teaching that world that 
you are to find saving truth, or salva
tion in truth. It has come to draw the 
line between sin and goodness; it has 
come to prove to mankind that there is 
no such thing as absolute good, and 
there is and can be no such thing as ab
solute evil. It teaches the world that 
there is no such thing as absolute sin 
upon the earth. There is no condition, 
however vile it may be, however un
attractive It may seem, but that It is 
open to the light of divine love and con
tains within itself powers that shall un
fold and make it so closely allied to the 
best, the highest, the truest, the noblest, 
the most divine that man can become 
conscious of, that It inspires man to be
gin this wonderful work of evolution 
within himself. ’

WHAT IS RELIGION?
Religion,—what is it to the Spiritual

ist? It is not something to think about 
and lock away. It is not something that 
nerals a creed to protect and shelter it. 
It is not something that confines itself 
to one room In this great apartment 
house, the universe. It is not some
thing that does not belong to everyday 
life. It is not something that can form
ulate itself In any set opinions. It is 
not something that can outline any con
dition of living that shall apply to 
every human soul alike. It is not some
thing that can outline good and evil for 
all the world. For you know very well 
that what is good in one locality is evil 
in another; that conscience is the out
come of Intellectual development; that 
religion is the product of intelligent 
evolution; that It is just what the world 
makes It—for God has never made a re
ligion yet for mankind. Religion is 
what the world has created, and, 
whether your theories or your creeds 
allow you or not, your practical com
mon sense recognizes that the religion 
which you respect most is that which 
makes the most profound impression 
upon human action. That which in
volves the higher duties of one man to 
another, is that which portrays to you 
your highest conception of religious 
merit. It makes no difference what you 
profess, to what creed you subscribe, to 
what theory you bow your head—you 
are subservient to the will of the law 
that governs each one of you, and that 
is, that which is best to you is your best 
religion.

Absolute evil, where is it? Has any 
man ever discovered it? To-day you 
look to Spain, and you consider that 
there is a wrong so stupendous that it 
involves the rights of humanity to 
make the wrong right, to convert the 
sin to goodness. Have you traced tliat 
wrong to a cause, have you questioned 
what produced it? Stop with me for a 
moment and consider; Spain has lived 
under the religious dictation of form
ulated dogmatic -faith. It is just what 
that dogmatism has made it, and that 
dogmatism belongs to its inhabitants. 
They see from their standards, they 
judge from their own ideas of right; 
they recognize the merits and demerits 
of their own land from their standard 
of right and wrong. The cannibal be
lieves there is no wrong in burning and 
eating human beings. His conscience 
is just what his environment, his in
heritance, his association, his education 
has made it, and to him there is no 
wrong in partaking of the dainty 
morsel that may be presented to him in 
the delicate ‘ body of the child. But 
here, with a broader realm of thought, 
with a higher standard of judgment, 
with a clearer perception of truth, with 
a greater responsibility to-men’s selves, 
there comes to you a higher conscious
ness of the rights of man, and what is 
wrong to the cannibal is not to you so 
great a wrong, but what is right to him 
is the wrong that confronts you. -

The law holds good through all life. 
Go with me to the garden, the garden 
that God has made, that has” never 
known the plow-share, that has never 
known the band of the tiller of the soil. 
What does it produce? It may produce 
flowers, but it produces thorns and 
brambles and imperfect manifestations 
of beauty. When intelligence is applied 
to it, when the souls of men have made 
themselves manifest through its pro
ducts, it brings forth its wonderful ben

efactions for the sustenance of man— 
and these spiritual gardens are of the 
same character. The law holds good
man is born Innocent, What is he? 
He Is born ignorant;-he only has his 
heredity to begin with, but his environ
ment, his association, his education, his 
inspiration, iris hope, his conception of 
right and wrong, are just what the cir
cumstances of cultivation or education 
make him. Thus his life is to be 
judged only from the standard of the 
condition in which he exists, and what 
does Spiritualism say just here? ■

It says that of the two Cs so fre
quently applied to human life, only one 
is to be recognized, and that is charity, 

demnatlon—only the spirit of love and 
the dews of affection and kindly sym
pathy are those that cultivate the best 
and the highest that belongs to human 
life.

THE ETERNAL CREATING.
Spiritualism again teaches that life 

means something more than to eat and 
drink and be glad, It means that it is 
eternal, and all that you acquire here is 
but a preparation for what awaits you 
at the grave. Spiritualism teaches you 
that there is no death; natural law 
teaches you that not one particle of 
matter is susceptible to death. There is 
nothing in nature that can die. You 
look to the body when the spirit has 
flown from it, aud with streaming eyes 
and bleeding heart you proclaim it 
dead. There was never a moment in 
the existence of that body when the 
chemical laws which inhere In that 
body were so active as when the spirit 
has gone out of it. ¡Dissolution has be
gun. The change of the relations of 
that body became so wonderful and ac
tive, that there was never a moment In 
its existence before that it was so ac
tive in all its relations to the world In 
which it lives, as ‘after the soul 
given it up.

There is nothing to which man 
apply the term of death, only to 
soul of man. He dedares my sbn, 
brother, my father; my sister, or 
wife or mother is dead, and yet when 
he will look from the standard of good 
judgment and real common sense he 
knows the body is not dead, and how 
dare he affirm that the spirit of man 
can die, when.lt Is the breath of eternal 
life? Subject to, law, subject to the 
demonstration of tjte law, subject to 
the unfolding power of the law—can it 
die? If it does not.jand can not die, 
what is the Inference? No man, no 
scientist would affirm for an instant 
that if life exists it stands still. Life 
means growth, means unfolding, means 
advancement, means progress, means 
growing nearer to the'law out of which 
and to which it is moving.

Spiritualism believes in no creation, 
but it believes in the eternal creating of 
all life. Spiritualism believes in no 
termini in life—It only knows that there 
is an endless march awaiting the souls 
of men. Spiritualism believes that man 
lives beyond the grave; not only be
lieves it, but knows it, and how? From 
natural inference. No scientific thinker 
can for one moment prove that there is 
death for the spirit of man. He may 
declare “He Is gone, and I do not know 
where he is gone,” but from the man
ifestation of life In matter, In thought, 
in principle, he caunot draw any 
reasonable conclusion that there can be 
such a thing as death. If in the won
derful geological world you only find 
that in every particle which becomes 
necessary to the body of man; if in the 
starry heavens you find a law which is 
just as directly and definitely appli
cable to the conditions of human or 
material life as it is to the geography of 
the heavens; if you find that through 
all the periods of transition through 
which this earth has passed, it has been 
one steady march toward the perfection 
that has been attained to in human life, 
then you must recognize tliat there is'a 
firm foundation for an eternity of prog
ress that every, human soul must 
inherit.

This may be inferential, but it is evi
dential nevertheless. You may infer 
this condition, but it is real, notwith
standing your unbelief. But Spiritual
ism comes freighted with evidence. It 
came fifty years ago, not because it 
was just born, for it is as old as time; 
its light rests upon the crest of every 
hilltop; its warmth has gone down into 
the souls of every condition of human 
life; its manifestations have been made 
all along the journey, contributing to 
the hope, the belief, the knowledge that 
man cannot die. Modern Spiritualism 
came when the world was clamoring 
for evidence; it came when the world 
was seeking for pome avenue through 
which faith might be converted to fact; 
through which faith Jesus, in heaven 
might be brought down to the basis of 
reality; itcamerepeating the Manifesta
tions that occurred many years prior to 
those tiny knocks, but It came selecting 
the instruments through which it could 
make manifest its’wonderful potency. 
The whole world Ivas sending out its 
prayers; the belief of the Christian 
Church in the-Immortality of the soul 
had sown the seeds that had grown up 
in human nature,' and »the mother’s 
heart that was crying In the agony of 
her despair, “Wiere is my child?” 
“Where is my treasure?” “Where is 
my friend?” found a resting place. 
Where is heayo:? Where Js home? 
Where are my treasures that I have 
cherished witj^sdCh 'loving care and 
with such wfirm affection? Where are 
they gone? S^IrltualiBm came to an
swer that Cry,’,to Answer tliat prayer.

It came so yarding in its -manifesta
tions that every degree of skepticism 
may.be satisfied to fthe earnest and 
careful thinker ¿and'investigator. It 
comes with $fich . a variety of man
ifestation that every demand of the un
believer has’ bcen met.hpon every side. 
When the tiny rap came, among those 
who Investigated it was Mr. Greeley, of 
New York, who said, “If they can rap 
intelligently, why cannot they write?’ 
Soon there was , an avenue made for 
that expression of spirit power, the 
writing that was automatic. Every 
conceivable test was applied to the me
dium through which this manifestation 
was made, and through these applica
tions the evidence became so clear, bq 

well-defined, so direct, that a friend 
could be identified by friends. Then 
came the demand, “Why can we not 
see?” And then clairvoyance, which 
had only been developed here and there, 
over the earth, became more general in 
its unfolding. Clairaudlence followed; 
healing of the sick by the laying on of 
hands, and all the requisites which 
Christ imposed upon his followers have 
been fulfilled through the law which 
Spiritualism has developed.

LIFE FORETOLD.
All these conditions foretell what?; 

They foretell life. You have a right to 
investigate; you have a right to ques
tion; you have a right to sift testimony; 
you have a right to object; you have a 
right to reject all evidence that is pre
sented to you,.and you have a right to 
demand the testimony that appeals to 
your good judgment and to your high
est, best sense, by which you may dem
onstrate the truth. Remember that 
when you Investigate the manifesta
tions of Modern Spiritualism, if you 
do it with sincerity of purpose, with 
earnestness of spirit, with such faith as 
inspires the chemist in his laboratory to 
experiment again aud again until he 
has found that for which he is seeking 
—Spiritualism contains enough within 
Itself to demonstrate itself in just such 
a manner. It is open to your scrutiny, 
it is open to your close observation, it is 
open to your questioning, and he or she 
who will accept any one phase of its 
manifestation without question, with
out investigation upon the mere affirma
tion of another individual, is the same 
as he or she who accepts salvation 
through, mediation on the ground of 
faith. R.cad just as soon encounter a 
Chrlstiafi a heretic, an agnostic, who 
believes’what somebody else tells him, 
as I would a credulous Spiritualist.

1 want Spiritualists so intelligent 
that every manifestation that Is pre- 

pelled to, and not till then. Then faith 
becomes knowledge, then trust becomes 
reasonable truth, then the shadow be
comes the substance and leads us to the 
fountain of life.

Spiritualism, friends, is only the 
means to a higher unfolding power. 
.Spiritualism contains not all the good 
there is jn the world, for every soul, 
every phase of life, every condition of 
society, every grade of humanity, has 
some of the good—enough of it to 
entitle It to the Divine Fatherhood.

A Woman Expresses Her 
Views.

To the Editor:—I have been reading 
“Jubilee Reflections” with Interest, in 
the last issue of your esteemed paper. 
I cannot feel that Mr. Walker should be 
subject to criticism from every source, 
but, rather, a lesson full of suggestion 
should be drawn from his experience. 
Mr. Walker Is a man in earnest; full of 
an honest, earnest enthusiasm for a 
truth that he holds in highest esteem. 
To him Spiritualism stands for what Is 
highest and best in the religious world; 
believing that it should imply as much 
to all who accept it as a truth, he at
tempted to create circumstances that 
should “clear the way” for a more rapid 
growth in the land, and to give Spirit
ualists an opportunity to affirm their 
fealty to the highest principle that 
Spiritualism presents to the thinking 
world.

For this effort I consider that Mr. 
Walker Is entitled to the highest com
mendation, and should be. encouraged 
by every Spiritualist in this and all 
lands—even though he was.not success
ful. His example should; suggest the 
importance of a little more practical en
thusiasm being awakened In and for 
our cause, if it stands for anything 
at all.

I do not pity Mr. Walker, but I do 
sympathize with him in having learned 
the lesson that every speaker and -me
dium of merit has been obliged to 
recognize, that to do for truth requires 
a devotion and sacrifice that a warfare 
with dogma always Incurs.

It might be well, however, for Spirit
ualists to whom Spiritualism has come 
as a benefaction, to ask themselves, if 
it would not answer a higher purpose to 
help Mr. and Miss Walker, by offering a 
portion of their contributions now be
stowed to maintain that which thgy do 
not believe in—orthodox Christianity

Vegetarian Victory.
The Berlin correspondent of the Dally 

News telegraphs:—A very Interesting 
walking match took place here last Sun
day over a distance of about 70 English 
miles. There were 22 starters, amongst 
them 8 vegetarians, and the distance 
had to be covered within 18 hours. The 
Interesting result was that the first six 
to arrive at the goal were vegetarians, 
the first finishing in 14% hours, the sec
ond in 14% hours, the third in 15% 
hours, the fourth in 16 hours, the fifth 
in 18% hours, and the sixth in 17% 
hours. The two last missed their way, 
and walked five miles more. All 
reached the goal In splendid condition. 
Not till an hour after the last vegeta
rian arrived did the first meat-eater ap
pear, completely exhausted. He, more
over, was the only one, the others hav
ing dropped off after 35 mites. The 
Victor presented himself, at the request 
of several high officials, to the War 
Minister, who took a great interest in

Dr. Robert Greer Presents His Views in Answer, to the 
Questions. ' ,

Although Spiritualism, in general, is 
much better known now than in former 
years; yet there are millions among the 
nations who know nothing of it. They 
know not that Spiritualism and its man
ifestations are here, that ministering 
angels are present, that God has spoken 
in these latter days, now as anciently, 
that messages are given by spirits to 
mortals, proving that there is no dead, 
that if a man die he shall live again.

It is for such persons, unacquainted 
with Spiritualism, that the following, 
gathered from the general thought of 
our spiritual literature, and from our 
own experience, is intended. Hoping 
thereby that some such may be induced 
by a spirit of inquiry to investigate 
Spiritualism and know it for them
selves.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
Spiritualism is the great invisible life 

and intelligence of the universe, and 
known everywhere as God, Angel, Spir
it or Demon, and dwelling in the upper 
air, or spirit world. Very little, how
ever, is known of these celestial inhab
itants, only as they happen to occasion
ally reveal themselves in “signs and 
wonders," and in various ways, from 
“the still small voice” to the most ex
alted type of oratory, to certain among 
mankind, and such as they are now do
ing among Spiritualists end mediums.

Thus Spiritualism, pure and simple, is 
a revelation of the Divine, and a re
markable demonstration of intelligence 
from the upper air, or spirit world.

Spiritualism, too, is the Providence 
that governs everywhere in Nature. 
There Is nowhere in Nature where Spir
itualism is not, for good or for evil. For 
evil, as a Nemesis to punish or discip
line the wayward transgressor, esi>e- 
clally the transgressor of the “Golden 
Rule.” Thus the divine executioners 
are everywhere abroad, taking cogni
zance of the nets of men, that the guilty 
might not escape. He may escape the 

unholy agencies, or spirits of evil. They 
need no divine discipline, they are truly 
blest.

Here it might be asked: “Doctor, did 
you ever see a spirit?” I answer, Yes; 
I have seen and talked with spirits, 
face to face, hundreds of times. Hun
dreds of times they have appeared to 
me in psychic vision, bringing mes
sages of warning, counsel aud encour
agement, and more than once in my 
life, when injured by falls, they have 
nursed me back to health, giving me 
spiritual food to eat, and celestial wa
ters to drink, aud actually fed them to 
me with their own hands. Besides, 
many times spirits have Instructed me 
in regard to my patients, and their 
counsel and advice have always proved 
Infallible.

Once several years ago I found my
self out of my body, and an invited 
guest to mansions in the sky and plac
ing me at the head of the table there, in 
company with a large assemblage of di
vinely grand and noble personages, 
they feasted me in most royal manner 
on fruits and flowers and cold, living, 
sparkling water.

On that table, too, in that banquet 
ball, there was not the slightest evi
dence of any sacrifice of animal life, for 
there was neither flesh, fish nor fowl. 
No cooked food of any kind, nothing 
but simply sun-baked food, or the raw 
material, the product of the celestial 
vegetable kingdom, suggesting to me 
the thought that if these people were 
not vegetarians, they were certainly 
fruitarians. So much then for a vision 
of spirit life in the regions of immor
tality.
BUT WHO ARE SPIRITUALISTS?

Spiritualists are a people who have 
espoused the cause of Spiritualism, or 
who accept the great central thought 
connected with Spiritualism, namely: A 
spirit world, human immortality, the 
re-appearlng of the dead, and the com
munion of spirits.

Spiritualists, too, are a people whose 
faith is well-founded. Spiritualists are 
distinguished for strong character, re
markable independence and general in
telligence. Spiritualists rank higher 
than church people for general intelli
gence, they believe nothing without ev
idence, hence they appreciate facts 
more than theories, and they despise 
superstition.

Spiritualists represent all the reforms 
of the age, especially reforms in relig
ion and theology.

There is an impression abroad that 
Spiritualists are “free lovers.” This is 
a gross slander. On the contrary Spir
itualists are a law-abiding people, and 
moral as a rule.

Spiritualists, if they are not, ought to 
be the most moral people in the world, 
and you ask the reason why? I will 
tell you: The religion of Spiritualism 
demands that we put away all sin and 
Iniquity, ’that we live “the Golden 
Rule,” so as to have a clear conscience, 
and be happy In well doing. In a word, 
Spiritualists ought to be the most moral 
people, for they possess superior light 
and wisdom, they realize more than any 
other people that the all-seeing eyes of 
the spirit world are upon them, and by 
which they are all surrounded, and be
cause, too, where much Is given much 
is required. ;
- Besides, Spiritualists do not believe in 
the forgiveness of sin, nor in any theo
logical blood atonement for sin. That 
idea, to them, is preposterous. They 
believe that according to the law of 
compensation, in Nature, retribution 
must follow as a consequence of sin. 
They know that every unjust, unkind 
or fanmoral act one may commit against 

another must Injure himself or herself. ’ 
and destroy one’s own true happiness, 
They know that right and wrong ar® ‘ 
natural principles, that virtue contains v 
its own reward, and sin or crime It« ■ 
own punishment.

I will add: Spiritualists have no creed 
nor ceremonial in their religion. 7

The Sermon on the Mount is their, ' 
only creed. . j

The Sermon on the Mount is their ' s 
only ceremonial. Salvation is for all, ' 
but every man must be his own savior. "

AND WHO ARE MEDIUMS? '
Mediums are persons distinguished 

for spiritual gifts, or as agents for the 
spirit world.

Why some persons are mediums and 
others are not is a mystery. At any 
rate not all persons are mediums. If i 

diumship? The secret of mediumship, ■ 
in my. opinion, is a finely sensitive na- ' 
ture, or a nature susceptible of psycho- -■ 
logical Influence, or spiritual power, ‘i 
Just as the mesmerist or psychologist 
controls the brain of his subject, so । 
spirits control the brain of the sensl* ' 
five, inducing certain intellectual phe- I 
uomena, called trance or inspiration.

This trance or inspiration Is simply, 
an intellectual ecstasy, or exalted eondl- 
tlon of mind. It is called trance, but It 
Is only a partial trance, because it 1« q 
the brain only which is entranced. '■ '

But what are the personal require- J 
meats to mediumship? or what are the d 
peculiar mental qualities of the me
dium?

Mediumship greatly depends uporU ■ 
mental temperament, and mental tem- ; 
perament largely depends upon the de
velopment of the brain. The brain of I 
the medium Is the same In structure ■ 
and composition as that of others, but 
the mental temperament is generally in 
excess, imparting a high degree of sell- I 
sitlveness and vivacity to the mind, and 
giving a passionate disposition to , 
thought and observation. All persons; 
therefore, who possess large mental ■ 
temperament are sensitives. The brain ‘ 
is the organ or instrument of the mind. I 
The mind has many faculties, some of ■ 
which may be stronger or weaker than I 
the rest, in the same person. Each fac- ■ 
ulty or propensity of the mind has its 
special organ. Size of brain, if th® • 
quality or texture be good, is the truo I 
measure of its power. The brain when I 
deficient in size or poor in texture on I 
quality is always connected with a loxy, 
degree of mental power. I

As each function of the body lias its | 
specific organ, so each faculty of th® ;l 
mind, each sentiment, and propensity, .-.¿I 
has its own organ. If this were not so, “I 
each person would exhibit the sam$i, il 
amount of talent or power, on all sub- .1 
jeets, such as mathematics, language, I 
music, mechanism, painting, memory, | 
reason, love of property, courage, pru- ’I 
deuce, pride, etc., love of truth and jus- ' 1 
tiee. I

Everybody knows that all person« '“I 
don’t show equal talent on all topics. . I 
For instance, a man may be a genius ’I

lure, or quality of the bones of the era- I 
nium. For instance the temporal bones 
of the head, and the frontal bone form- g 
Ing the forehead consist of thin plate," > 
and it is remarkable, the thinner these ■ -I 
plates, the more sensitive the individ
ual, and this is why thick skull people ' I 
are frequently called ‘■numskulls.’’ : |

But besides all these visible indica
tions of mediumship, there may be in- -' 
visible soul power we know not of. At J 
any rate, persons who are mediums are 
generally possessed of a highly nervous ' 
and sensitive organization, and a supe
rior religious and spiritual nature. ,

Speaking of mediums, or sensitives, it 
is strange, but it is a fact, no matter : • 
bow superior you maybe in intelligence. • 
to the sensitive, and if you are not a 
sensitive, the sensitive, however iilit- ’ 
erate, will be superior to you in the ' “I 
acuteness of all the finer superior I 
senses, such as Intuition, perception or 
psychic penetration. . I

The brain of the sensitive Illumined I 
by psychic vision, may be compared to I 
a mirror or camera, reflecting the forma I 
of the Invisible or ethereal world, and . I 
even reflecting your very thoughts. I 
While most distinguished mediums are I 
not made, but born, yet there are those I 
who are self-made mediums, the result ' I 
of method, effort or culture. -I

There are others again who have I 
grown into mediumship without any. | 
effort, but simply by association with J 
persons who are mediums, for by the I 
interblending of spiritual aura, medl- I 
umshlp is sometimes “catching.” -I

And now you ask bow about the mor- : I 
allty of the medium? I answer, your I 
test or message is not in any way- de- I 
pendent upon the morality of the medl- ; I 
um. Mental capacity, not moral qual- I 
Ity, is the requisite for Intellectual me- I 
diumship. Notwithstanding that such I 
is the case, immoralities are not en- - I 
joined, nor sanctioned by Spiritualism. . a| 
On the contrary, the reverse is the case.: <1

Let us, turning away from the illu- . 
sion of a directing intelligence, look 
earnestly for something better than a 
god, seek for something higher than J 
prayer, and lift onr souls to be with the ; 
more than immortal now.—Rs Jeffries. V
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Joys Beyond the Threshold
A SEQUEL TO

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

the American Men and Women Who Love Liberty and Hate Oppression, 
Superstition and Cruelty, This Narrative Is Dedicated.

Miss Monk relates how young, and all unsuspecting 
''girls would he enticed, in various cunning ways, into be

coming nuns, and of their consequent ruin by priests, and 
their misery, and often death afterwards. Rarely indeed 
Would parents or friends ever be permitted to see them 
again. When they would call and desire to see their 
daughters or sisters, they were always deceived and put 
off by some plausible lie, such as that the girl was doing 

'penance, or keeping a sacred vow, or some holy exercise, 
could not leave her duty to God even to see her parents 
or brothers, but was very happy. So perfectly were the 

. nuns all trained in lying and deception that they never 
failed to satisfy inquiring friends, who, having all confi
dence in the ‘‘holy sisters,” “holy priests,” and “blessed 
mother” superiors, were only too easily and too complele-

- ly deluded by these agents of Satan.
. Miss Monk describes fully the cruelties and oppressions 

of all kinds inflicted upon the nuns, and in hard work ex
acted of them, and of the demoralization, treacheries, 

■ hatreds, and all the evil passions, feelings, practices and 
< miseries necessarily resulting from such immoral and 

wicked lives and teachings. The effects upon the lives 
pud moral characters of these nuns were just such as be
long to the inmates of any other brothel, for this nunnery 
was nothing but a brothel, under another name and the 
guise of religion. It would occupy far too much space to 

. repeat the twentieth part of all that this escaped nun re
veals. The above are only samples of the whole. She 
describes minutely and in detail, the underground en

. trance in the cellar, the deep pit for dead infants, the 
lime, the vitriol bottles,the rooms of the imprisoned nuns,

; all the other rooms and secret chambers, the furniture ol 
* the rooms, the various openings, the instruments of tor
’s- ture to punish the nuns, the gags, etc. She describes the 
ft material of which the carpets and bed-clothing and othei 
^'■filings are made, the various passages, doors, windows, 
' and'in a word, almost everything and their character, the 

•■location of everything in tbe building from garret to cel- 
tylar. ■ It is very important to remember this as the reader 
‘■ will see by and by. Miss Monk also gives the names, and 
■■ in many cases the description of one hundred and forty 
.priests and bishops whom she met in this nunnery many 

times, all of whom she knew perfectly well, and who were
1 also known to the public.
1 \ 1 That Miss Monk told nothing but the truth in all her 

awful disclosures, dreadful as they are, there can not be 
'the least doubt. But such horrible things as Miss Monk 

¡reveals are nothing new or strange. They are going ou 
^everywhere where popery prevails. The missionaries in 

Mexico lately wrote an account of their purchasing an old 
nunnery or convent confiscated by the government, and 
fitting it up for a school for Mexican children. In the 
back cellar part, of this building they found a deep pit

... half-filled with the bones and skulls of infants, the mur
?- dered offspring of priests and nuns of former times. The 
:■ workmen shoveled up these bones and carted them off as 

bo much rubbish. Some years ago an account was pub
lished of a reservoir near the union depot at Pittsburg, 
Pa., having gone dry, revealing the shocking sight of a

,t vast quantity of infant skulls and bones. Right above 
y and almost over this reservoir, a nunnery had existed for 

many years.
> When the St. Lawrence river several years ago, sank 

lower than ever in its history, a large drain revealed the 
bottom of a dam covered in like manner with the bones

.- and skulls of babes. This drain Jed directly from a large 
?; convent close by. And so many other instances, all sim
? jlaj, have come to light in many different places, and in 

two or three instances the same kind of underground pas
sages have been accidentally discovered to the surprise of

• .the public, just as that subterraneous passage in Montreal, 
leading into the nunnery cellar was discovered by accident 
in laying a waler main. Popery was supreme, however, 
in that city, and the excited priests soon had the matter 

'.smothered up. “All murder will out,” and so at times 
‘ will the dark secret and fearful crimes of popery be re- 
y.vcaled in spite of all her efforts to prevent it.

Again at Louvain, a nun of good family was placed in 
• a damp underground cell. The police got scent of the 

- matter and forced an entry into the convent, where five 
u other nuns were found in a similar position. A superior 
' can flog a nun even to drawing blood, she can confine her 

• on bread and waler; she can torture her mildly by com- 
Aipglling her to swallow nauseous substances; putting rep

tiles and vermin in her room; forcing her to wear hair gar
ments of rough and prickly texture; branding her with 

• hot irons, and compelling her to make the sign of the 
cross on a filthy floor with her tongue till it is traced in 

’blood. “(Dec. Monas, in library of the Vatican.) These 
and many more such powers are vested in the superiors of 
convents in Rome where there is no appeal. They are 

.more or less employed to coerce young and ardent spirits. 

. In Rome the youngest noble (laughter of every noble 
' house is-compelled to be a nun. Her father or brother 

cannot give a dowry sufficient for her to wed a person of 
her own station. But this dowry small as it is, entitles 
her to a place in a convent. Generally, being forced into 

-.repugnant vows, she evades them all she can. Her rank 
preserves her from gross outrage, but her spirit is broken

t by a process no less sure. The sisters are encouraged to 
/heap indignities upon her by way of breaking her will. 
“She is made the scavenger of the household. At chapter 
,’ythey tell all they can to her disparagement, while she 
ykneels in the middle of the room, and receives penance 
’ She wears the oldest clothes and goes bare-footed. If 
¿visitors call she is said to be in retreat, and is not allowed 
ffb see.them. She is denied all sorts of recreation, and if 
■there is anything she particularly dislikes, she is com- 
Vpelled to eat or do it. This ends in making her spiritless. 
s?At first she is rebelhous, but starvation tames her. Want 
hof sleep is also a great reducer of mental vigor. I have 
'‘Been a nun like this fall asleep in the confessional from 
¡.-absolute prostration. In every convent there is the bully 
ii;O.f the superior, generally a lay sister promoted over the 
Lchoir sister, and a person of coarse and vulgar mind. She 
has her spies who fear her. General distrust is the feel- 

fcing aimed at. No one trusts another, and love is un- 
gknown. Even the affection which women unrelated will 
¡ sometimes cultivate in the world is here unknown. Too 
f jnueh kindness and civility of one nun to another is held 
gio be suspicious.

In the year 1867, says ex-priest T. O. R. Keatinge, we 
iwere present at the reception of a young daughter of an 
¿ancient Roman house, destined, whether by choice or pa
trental determination, to the little known order of nuns, 
¡¡Commonly called in Rome, the “Buried Alive.” Of course. 
Shis does not mean physical interment. Let us explain 
Bhat.it does mean. The building occupied by these 

dies is a “strict enclosure.” The bare-footed Clares is 
i$lso such, but not in this sense. A strict enclosure means 
¡that the nuns do not go out in the world, and are denied 

intercourse with it. It is a walled building, partly an- 
(tique, partly modern. Its interior I only know from the 
“escription of the confessor of the order. The convent is 

tided into two compartments, the first is for the dying, 
ggfro correspond to the novices of other orders, except that 
Spiether they are satisfied or otherwise they cannot depart.

They are here initiated into the severity of living and 
austerity of penance, whose full acquirement fits them for 

r the second compartment, the dead. Once within the por- 
\ tai, over which is inscribed, “We are buried with Christ,” 
[ there is no past nor future for the nun this side of the 
। grave but that which lies within the walls. Her habit is 
, black, the light of day is excluded, and, if true to her vo
. cation she hastens to die by penances that abridge life as 

surely as poisons. She ceases to belong to the world as 
, much as if her requiem had been really said, and not in 

semblance. Family' and friends see her face no more, nor 
। know when her last breath goes forth or her remains are 
, buried. The priest who hears her confession does not see 
• her; she receives the eucharist through a small hole large 

enough for a mouth. The bishop who was my informant 
told me the nuns generally die /without extreme unction, 
as no priest could administer it. They never speak 
lo each other except through the superior. They dig 
their own graves and fill them up each 31st of December, 
placing in them a record of something to which they have 
learned to die that year. They scourge themselves, fast 
whole days together, habitually eating but one meal daily 
of vegetables, without salt or other condiment, dry bread 
and water. They he on beds of ashes, and never disrobe. 
For the very few dealings they have with the world, a sol
itary lay sister is kept, who conducts business this way. A 
circular wheel is fixed in the convent wall, divided into 
halves. It works on a jiivot. A person outside the wall 
wishing to convey a parcel or message to the inside, rings 
a bell, and placing it on the half of the outside, wails for 
his answer. On hearing the bell the lay sister turns the 
wheel—it cannot move without her—and the outside 
conics inside. The answer is then placed in it, and the 
wheel turns again, so that without seeing or hearing any
one, communication may lake place. The sisters never 
see this lay sister, who lives outside their enclosure in a 
cell near her wheel, to which, like Ixion, she seems 
chained. When death comes in reality the sister is taken 
to the chapel, and laid upon her bier. The office for the 
dead is then chanted, and, while the awful De Profundo 
breaks on her ear, she dies. In her habit, as sh.e lived, 
they bury her, regretting her happiness in going hence. 
It is probable they do not live more than ten years, but, 
as it requires a special dispensation from the pope to pene
trate inside the walls to the superior, no one knows ex
actly. _

On the occasion of a reception, ecclesiastics are allowed 
into the chajiel, but no one sees the nuns. It is a very 
pietly little chapel, but simple in the extreme. On the 
day we were present it was filled with the elite of the 
priestly world—cardinals, bishops, monsignori, Jesuits, 
Franciscans, Dominicans. The niece of a cardinal and 
the daughter of a priest was tn be professed. The altar 
was dressed with flowers, but the frontal was black, and 
the chapel was decorated as if for a funeral. The service 
began by the solemn chanting of the Dies Irae, during 
which all eyes were resting on the nun elect. She stood 
beside her mother for the last time, and a lovely married 
sister, whose son, a fine boy looked on in wonder. The 
father, pale, collected and stern, stood on her right. She 
was dressed in costly bridal white; gems glistened on her 
black hair, but her face was pale, and her eyes red. The 
father lookdd unconcerned. The cardinal-vicar of Rome 
officiated in robes of cloth of silver, and miter set in dia
monds. His voice sounded like that of a judge pronounc
ing the death penalty. The mass began and proceeded 
up to. the gospels; then a Franciscan friar preached a ser
mon in which he painted in glowing colors the joy of the 
bride of Christ—an inconsequent rambling discourse of 
one who spoke from hearsay only. They the cardinal sat 
in his faldstool with miter and pastoral staff, and the 
young girl was presented to him. She was very young, 
about seventeen apparently, and certainly could not un
derstand the dread import of such an undertaking. The 
oath of obedience upon the crucifix, and the relics was 
taken—the complete surrender of self. Then while pros
trate on her face upon the altar steps, Palestini’s magnifi
cent “Miserere” was chanted. The young girl was lifted 
up and carried to a small screened inclosure, during which 
the Te Deum was chanted. She reappeared divested of 
her bridal attire, and clad in black serge, her hair hanging 
dishevelled, and her feet bare. A priest presented to the 
cardinal a pair of gold scissors, the beautiful head bent 
before him, and in an instant the long, black curls lay 
scattered on the altar steps. A black veil was thrown 
over her, and she received a crucifix and rosary. The lit
any.of the saints was then recited, and the solemn bene
diction of the nun given with incense and holy waler. 
She turned to embrace mother and sister for the last time, 
The nephew whispered “you’ll come to see us soon.” The 
father laid his hand on her head in silence, and then 
placed her hand in that of the cardinal. By this act the 
parental tie was forever gone, and he had no more author
ity over her. The choir began the .anthem, “The king
dom of heaven is like unto ten virgins that took then- 
lamps and went forth to meet the bridegroom.” The car
dinal leading the nun, approached the convent door and 
knocked three times with his pastoral staff, exclaiming 
“Sister Catarina awaits in the name of the Lord.” A 
voice within, that of the superior, answered, “Deo gra
tias.” A key turned in the lock; the door opened, the nun 
entered, the cardinal vicar locked the door, and turning to 
the congregation, exclaimed: “Our sister is dead!” As if 
for the physically dead the priest replied: “May she rest 
in peace.” ■

The spectators had looked for the last time on Sister 
Catarina in this world.

Methought it astpd like a spell upon her, .
And.she was cajpiig off her earthly dross; ,c 
Yet it was sad as sweet, and ere it closed, 
Came like a dirge. When her fair head was shorn, 
And the long tresses in her hands were laid, 
'That she might fljug them from her, saying, “Thus, 
Thus, I renounce the world!” When all was changed 
And, as a nun, jn homeliest guise, she knelt, 
Veiled in her vcil^ crowned with her silver crown, 
Her crown- of lilies, as the spouse of Christ, 
Well might hen strength forsake her and her knees 
Fail in that liopr!/ Well might the holy man, 
He, at whose fe^t|she knelt, give us by stealth 
(’Twas in her utmost need; nor while she lives 
Will it go from her, fleeting as it was) 
That faint but fatherly smile, that smile of love 
And pity! ’

Like a dream the whole is fled; 
And they that came in idleness to gaze 
Upon the victim dressed for sacrifice, 
Are mingling in the world; thou in thy cell ■ 
Forgot, Catarina. Yet, among them all, 
None were so formed to love and to be loved, 
None to delight, adorn; and on thee now 
A curtain blacker than the night is dropped 
Forever! In thy gentle bosom sleep 
Feelings, affections, destined now to die, 
To wither like the blossom in the bud, 
Those of a wife, a mother; leaving there 
A cheerless void, a chill as of the grave, 
A languor and a lethargy of soul, 
Deathlike, and gathering more and more, till death 
Comes to release thee. Ah, what now to thee, 
What now to thee the treasure of thy youth! 
As nothing!

But thou canst not yet reflect 
Calmly; so many things strange and perverse 
That meet, recoil, and go but to return, 
The monstrous birth of one eventful day 
Troubling thy spirit—from the first at dawn.

. :-:)0(:-:-.... .. .

‘‘WHERE ARE WE AT?”

By Samuel Rogers.
’Tie over; and her lovely cheek is now ' 
On her hard pillow there, alas, to be 
Nightly, thro’ many and many a dreary hour 
Wan, often wet with tears, and (ere at length 
Her place is empty, and another comes) 
In anguish; in the ghastliness of death; ’ 
Ker’s never more to leave those mournful walla 
Even on her bier.

’Tis over; and the rite, 
With all its pomp and harmony, is now 
Floating before her. She arose at home 
To be the show, the idol of the day; 
Her vesture gorgeous, and her starry head— 
No rocket, bursting in the midnight sky, 
So dazzling. When to-morrow she awakes, 
She will awake as though she still was there, . 
Still in her father’s house; and lo, a cell - . . 
Narrow and dark, naught through the gloom discerned, 
Naught save the crucifix, the rosary, ■ •
And the gray habit lying by to shroud ,
Her beauty and grace. . - ' ■

When on her knees she fell, ■ - ‘
Entering the solemn place of consecration, ' 
And from the latticed gallery came a chant - 
Of Psalms, most saintlike, most angelical. . 
Verse after verse sung out, how holilyl ■ .
The strain returning, and still, still returning, ,

The oft-quoted words that are at the head of this ar
ticle, have been forcing themselves upon my mentality for 
several days, and with them come many visions of the 
past, present and future of Spiritualism. In the variety 
of communications in The Progressive Thinker from 
week lo week and month to month, the ground of the past 
and present of Spiritualism has been pretty thoroughly 
covered, but what of the dim and almost impenetrable 
future?

For many years there has been settling around and 
about the base of our cause a great variety of fraud. Per
sons without knofvledge of the real truth and its sublime 
relations to the fulpfif of man; persons with no interest at 
stake save to operate' hlong the line of the mysterious for 
money-getting; pdrsohs without conscience aud without 
honor, have so eriwrapl the phenomena in fraud, in imi
tation, that we, to-day, hardly know where to find the 
genuine in physical manifestation, and know not where to 
find it in all the superabundance of so-called phenomena 
now presented. 1

With their perlect'system, their central and local se
cret organizations, tlibir schools of practice in legerde
main along the eiact'line of imitation, their methods of 
getting pointers hnd'recording them and passing them 
around, they have' either driven genuine mediums from 
our ranks into ottyer gvocatiogs or into their own, where, 
until a few instructions and a little practice, they find it 
possible to produce better and more clinching tests than 
through genuine mediumship.

For instance, it is easy, when you have names, dates 
and locations to memorize, with a few moments prepara
tion, to go on the rostrum or in the seance room and pro
duce apparently undeniable evidence of spirit return. 
Conditions are not needed. You have your “piece”; just 
memorize and deliver it. When you go to another town 
(always on your list) repeat the method and win the es
teem of Spiritualists, the curiosity of investigators and 
the encomium of the press, and your way is made; your 
fortune is assured.

Where are we at? Let us be frank and confess that 
we know, but do not know exactly how to extricate our
selves. •

We can go on talking about the beautiful land, the be
atitude of spiritual endowments, the “sweet by and bye” 
from our rostrums; we can. organize and adopt all the "ar
ticles of faith,” “resolutions of knowledge and our good 
intents” or “declarations of principles,” etc., that our 
“many men of many minds” can project; we can sing of 
“the beautiful golden sometime” and hold a “Jubilee” 
every month, but unless we can uncover and present to 
the world a genuine phenomenon somewhere, one that we 
as a body can swear by, sometliing we can recommend 
without glancing around and pausing to think where to 
find it, we have nothing superior to that recorded in the 
Bible, and that has been presented for several hundred 
years.

We must have tangible proof in support of Spiritual
ism. We had it in the raps fifty years ago; we have the 
raps still; we had the mental in A. J. Davis, even before 
the raps, and we have that phase yet; but for heaven’s 
sake, if that is as far as we have gone with the genuine, let 
us have it. There is nothing in tins imitation business 
that will not fall to the ground at the first expose, and 
leave those thus convinced either floundering in the deep 
sea Of a cold and dark grave, or floating back into the 
arms of a Savior from whence they came, with a justifiable 
curse upon Spiritualism for having so deluded them.

Where are we at? We teach the world, or try to, that 
we have proof positive of a future life and the power to 
return under certain conditions, with the good news of 
great joy from beyond the grave; and in our zeal, we allow 
our eyes to be blinded to the fact that, were all the imi
tators to turn state’s evidence, within ten days our “beau
tiful” truth woulc^be completely upset in the eyes of the 
investigating, inquiring world and we would surely be at 
a loss.to know "where|we were at.” The fact is, were it 
possible to eliminate jhe fraud from our ranks to-day and 
should each one not..genuine, who has practiced under 
the name of “me^urq,” give to the world the truth of 
their fraudulent york, we would just about be a total 
wreck as a Spiritujjisgi before the world.

If Mrs. R. S. Lillie, a live, active human being, while 
inspired by some q|h?$ mind than her own, could appear 
tangibly to and slfgke [hands with an acquaintance in the 
form many miles, ¡away; or if I could appear at the bed
side of an absent patient and tangibly give a treatment, 
Mrs. Lillie and I, pn^, probably the other parties to the 
act might see in i^something to prove the power of the 
spirit independent Qf the living form, but it would be no 
evidence to the world that the spirit of a dead father or 
mother could return.

A medium may. stand upon the platform and deliver 
name after name to audiences day after day, that'are 
“regular clinchers,” and the moment they are known to 
be from memory instead of from the "loved ones over 
there,” they are lost so far as effiect for. the cause of Spirit
ualism is concerned.. . ..... '

. We represent to Hie, world, to-day, that there is such a : 
phenomenon as full-form, materialization.. Where is it 
produced under unquestionable test conditions?

We claim independent voices; where are they heard?
ye are presenting a variety of Punch and Judy, curtain ■ 

and house-corner performances that seem very entertain
ing to the curious, which, if genuine are not at all con- 
vincmg, because any one with a little practice under in- j 
structions can do the same—the longer the arm and the <

more check and nerve, the more mysterious the perform
ance—but in a sleight-of-hand show they would be too 
slow to draw. Where are the genuine in this phase?

If we have the genuine in auy or all these phases, let us 
have it and place it upon the rostrum, in the seance, in 
the home, anywhere, to get it before the world. If it 
must have certain conditions, provide them, and if we 
must have our conditions, always within the bounds of 
reason, let us exact them; any way to get at the truth; we 
need it in our progress and must have it or we perish.

I may have faults that look grave and unpardonable 
to the eye of my acquaintances; you may have faults that 
are grievous to the sensitive tastes of your most intimate 
friends, but all should be overlooked in our effort to rise 
from the filth and slime of fraud in the name of our de
ceased loved ones.

It is impossible to find a perfect human being. We 
may find a model man or woman in morals according to 
the common acceptation of the term, and find .outside of 
this no commendable characteristics. In the diversified 
ideas of mankind regarding the constituency of perfec
tion, there is no way to arrive at a universal understand
ing. I may be immoral in the mind of one and moral in 
the mind of another, but there is no difference as to what 
constitutes fraud and misrepresentation along the line of 
Spiritual phenomena. That which is not genuine is a 
fraud, and because one or another cannot see the mode of 
deception makes it none the less a fraud and under rigid 
conditions it can be so proven.

Where are weal? Because you and I are convinced of 
the truth of spirit return becomes no criterion for the 
world to believe it without proof. Our beautiful lingo of 
the proof that we have had weighs lightly with a world of 
independent thinkers who say: “Give us some proof, your 
theories are beautiful. You say you have discovered the 
beautiful land; where is it? Let me see it. You say that 
you have found the spirit independent of the body, and 
that it can and will return and re-embody until all the ex
periences of human nature are had by each one. Prove 
it to us. We read something of the molecular hypothesis 
of nature and it seems plausible, but we must see vour 
proof.” J

The world has become so worldly as to demand proof. 
For many years tbe Bible was all the proof needed, but 
Spiritualism took it away and proposed to substitute 
something more reliable, more tangible'. “The Bible 
contradicts itself” we said. “There is deception there 
Bomcuheic. But what better have we until we eliminate 
the fraud from our cause?

Again, unless we can settle up the indebtedness in
curred by the loose judgment displayed iu an attempt to 
gain popularity through a grand and expensive Jubilee 
we are simply bankrupt, which places us back in our rela
tions to the business world, in the rear, without prestige 
and helpless. There can be no mincing matters longer.

Men may say: “Let our opponents discover our fraud;” 
but that is the trouble. The world is discovering the 
fraud under our cloak. It is no part of the genuine, but 
where is the genuine? That is what the world and jus
tice demand of us. If all the money spent in display of 
wisdom that is unwise without proof, could be put into 
some kind of secret protective organization as auxiliary to 
the IS. S. A., more could be accomplished in the way of 
permanent good for the cause. ‘

Since the organization of the N. S. A., in which the 
writer hereof took an active part, and which he still ap
proves as an organization, we have tried to do something 
great something lofty, regardless of expense, when in 
fact the greatest thing to do is to eliminate fraud, bright
en up our interior and then have sometliing to show 
when the world calls for “rooms to let.”

Excellent work has been done along some lines. In 
fact jt is impossible to estimate the popularity gained for 
Spiritualism through this organization, but still there is 
a tartar accumulating that promises to rid us of the very 
foundation of our science, philosophy and religion, and 
that has been growing more powerful through organiza
tion, and inter-organization, that promises to undermine 
our cause and rob it of a solid foundation.

In fact, while the organization is settling its own trou
bles and sitting upon the very pinnacle of the temple of 
inspiration and eloquence, the salt sea waves of human 
envy, jealousy and greed for the almighty dollar are beat
ing against its base, and one by one the grains of sand are 
washing away. Unless we wall up soon our “beautiful 
hills” will crumble and be swallowed up by the floods of 
‘Liberal Religions” now rising throughout the land

DR. T. WILKINS.

The True Mission of Woman.
The Rev. Charles Parkhurst, in writing of “The True 

Mission of Woman,” says: “The greatest thing a woman 
can do is to do the thing that she was specifically or
dained to do, and that is to bear children and train them 
for the uses and service of the world they are born into, 
and only such women as are morally or intellectually in
competent to appreciate the full denotement of this, or 
who have greater ambition for aggressiveness or con- 
spicuity than they have for fulfilling their mission, will 
be inclined to resent this statement of the case as an in
dignity. I have yet to be convinced that any very con
siderable number of the sex are disposed to resist nature’s 
intentions for them, but the actuating impulse of those 
who do is doubtless a passion for some sort of celebrity 
and an impatience at the seclusion and the restraints 
which femininity, so construed, imposes upon them. 
They are not content to be known only in their children^ 
and that is one great reason why their children are so 
little known.

If Jochebed had had her head full of theories about an 
enlarged sphere for women, and had gone about Egypt 
stumping for female enfranchisement, the little hero of 
the bulrushes would probably have shared the fate of the 
other- male children of the period, and the law-giver of 
Israel never have been heard of. So if Hannah, instead 
of devoting herself to the little incipient prophet, had 
plotted to make a great world for Hannah, Samuel, it is- 
natural to suppose, would never have heard the voice of 
the Lord nor have initiated the prophetic period of Israel 
What the world admires in the princess of women, the 
Virgin Mary, is simply that she made possible the infant 
of Bethlehem and the man of Galilee. Any woman who 
calls it intrusive limitation to be held to’the paths of 
these three mothers in Israel, lacks the true genius of her 
sex and is a feminine mistake.

The substance of Christian living is to convert one’« 
self into effects, and nature has indicated to woman that 
the particular effect into which she is to convert herself F 
her own nurtured boys and girls. It is a much greater 
thing to try to be a power than it is to try to achieve the 
reputation of being a power.—Ladies’ Home Journal.

“The Priest, the Woman and the Confessional.” Thia 
book, by the well-known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results of the Romish con
fessional, as proved by the sad experience of many 
wrecked lives. Price, by mail, $1. For sale at this office.

“Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and Rosa C. Conger. 
Excellent for every family. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at 
this office.

“<The Infidelity of Ecclesiastieism. A Menace to 
American Civilization.” By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lec
turer upon physical, physiological and psychic science. 
Demonstrator of the molecular or spiritual hypothesis of 
nature. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. Price 25 cents. 
For sale at this office.

frWoman, Church and State.” By Matilda Joslyn 
Gage. A royal volume, of more than common intrinsic 
value. The subject is treated with masterly ability; show
ing what the church has and has not done for woman. 
It is full of information on the subject, and should be 
read by every one. Price $2, postpaid. For sale at this 
office.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
. THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH wm write« to 
develop the Idee o? tbe principle of the permanence 
of the human soul after death, and its reincarnation 
tn a chain of new beings, whose successive links are 
unrolled In the bosom of ctberlal space. “Bztond 
the Threshold” continues on the same lines, en*  
larging and expanding tbe idea by reasons and con*  
alderatlone.drawn from science and philosophy; claim
ing that the certaldty ot a new birth beyond our 
earthly end is tho best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In tbe presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of any of tbe existing re« 
Uglons. From beginning to end ft Is Interesting, en
tertaining, instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts It all or not, much will have been learned 
and much pleasure enjoyed in its perusal. Price IL25 • 
For sale at this office. . *.
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The Second Coming of Jesus.

PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.

SOME SIGNS AND SUPERSTITIONS.

If a young girl spills water while putting'it into any

ing to her health.

Origin and Antiquity of Man;

How Human Beings Are Endowed 
thè Power to Think.

cease to touch one another and no further message can he 
sent. .

----------------------------------------------------------

ON THE DEATH OF A CHILD.

IN THE BRAIN WORLD.

vented to wear the myths, is of no consequence, as in 
either case the Jesus of Christianity is a mythical char
acter; and, therefore, Christianity itself is a system of 
fables. PROF. J. S. LOVELAND

March si, iras.
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“THE HISTORICAL JESUS.”
■ft-’ ■ •■ ■ ■ , ■ . • ■

Have We Any History of the So-Called 
Jesus?

and other prophesies are bogus, potting but pure hallu
cination. Certainly they are not liistory.

From these brief references we are forced to this con
clusion, the Jesus of the gospels is a myth, for the gospels 
themselves are purely mythical—a fabulous narration-. 
There are two ways of statements as to the evolution of 
the myth: 1. A real man might be transformed into a 
myth by fabulous narratives. 2. Or a myth, by the same 
method, might be converted into a man. That the New 
Testament Jesus is a myth, made into a man, is the con
viction of many most intelligent persons. ’The agreement 
of the Judean myth with those of Egypt, India and other 
nations, in so "many essential particulars, is certainly 
strong presumptive evidence that we have in Christianity 
the same old solar myth revamped and presented in a new 
form; or, at least, with new names, in order to command 
the credulity of mankind.

The facts io which I have alluded are strongly con
firmatory of this position. The discrepant accounts of 
his genealogy, of his parentage, birth, and the total ab
sence of all knowledge of his youth and young manhood, 
so utterly unlike that of any other distinguished person
age who lias ever lived, are wonderfully explanatory of the 
meager and contradictory story of the evangelists, and 
show the desperate shifts resorted to in order to make the 
myth resemble a genuine history. The myth itself was 
old. It had done good service for Osiris and Chrisna, but 
a new name was needed to serve the purposes of the 
eclectic mythists of the age.

But, if we take the other supposition, that a real hu
man being was the basis of the gospel stories, we are still 
hopelessly in the fog of myth; for such a man as the New 
Testament delineates never lived. The gospels begin 
with fables and end with fables; and, between the be
ginning and ending, how much of fable is interspersed we 
cannot tell. We are sure, however, that there is a great 
amount of fable. It is perfectly evident that the one great 
object of the writers was to dress up a myth for the faith 
of their readers. Whether it was to make a man out of a 
myth, or a myth out of a man, is of little consequence to 
us. The indisputable fact is, that we have before us, in 
the gospels, a myth pure and simple. Nor does it matter 
whether the writers were honest or dishonest. We can 
readily imagine that the credulous writers, concocting 
their stories from vague and exaggerated traditions, were 
themselves believers in the reality of the myth. Tlie in
telligent Mormon of jo-day believes the myth of Joe 
■yniih’s find and translation of the golden plates; and yet 
jthe Mormon writer is much nearer the time of Joe Smith 
than were the gospel writers to the time of the reputed 
Jesus. Nothing is more certain than that our .gospels 
were composed very many years after the times they, de
scribe. There had been plenty of time for the man to 
have been transformed into the myth.

It should not be forgotten that, at the time of the 
Christian Era, a new religion was inevitable. The con
quests of Rome had struck with death the old polytheism. 
None of the gods had been able to save their people. Je
hovah had been as powerless as Zeus or Odin. The peo
ple demanded a different God and a different religion, and 
yet it must be something like the old ones they were dis
carding. Christianity met the necessity. Jesus was a 
new god, and yet, by some hocus pocus process with the 
Virgin 'Mary, he was the old god rebegotten. The human 
nature allied him with man sympathetically. The myths 
of Osiris, Isis, and of-Chrisna and Maia were made to fit 
him exactly. To the great mass of the people, made 
poor and wretched by tlie despotism of Rome, he was the 
accepted Savior because they were the especially favored 
ones who were to inherit the kingdom of heaven. The 
myth makers had a field all prepared and fitted for their 
use. Perhaps some reader will interpose and say, “To be 
sure, we know that our present gospels are false and cor
rupted, and cannot be called historical, but we have got 
tlie true gospel just as Jesus Christ himself delivered it. 
Dr. J. Rodes Buchanan has received it direct from Jesus, 
John and the other apostles.” To this I have only to say, 
that granting the truth of Dr. Buchanan’s claim does not 
in tlie least militate against my position that the Jesus of 
the New Testament is a myth. If there lived a man 
called Jesus Christ, nineteen hundred years ago, he was 
not at that time a historical personage as no liistory has 
come down to us. Now, if that “very same Jesus” and 
his immediate disciples have communicated a true ac
count of bis life and doctrines to Dr. Buchanan, an,d 
shown that, what has been pretended as such, for cen
turies, is a Romish forgery, does that prove a historical 
Jesus? bar from it. The Jesus of Dr. Buchanan is a 
revelation not a history. It, if true, reveals what ought 
to have been liistory, and shows how corrupt Romish 
priests, by their forgeries, prevented it from becoming his
tory. In fact, Dr. Buchanan’s new work is a complete 
confirmation of my position that the Jesus of the gospels 
and of the Christian Church, is an unhistorical character 
and entirely mythical. The gospels are a tissue of im
possible miracles, and we know that all miraculism is an 
absurd fabrication. Hence, whether these mythical 
stories are foisted onto a real man, or a man has been in-

Have we any history of the so-called Jesus? If so, 
where is it? Many deny the existence of any such his
tory, and assert that Jesus is a myth or a mythical, instead 
of a historical personage. The important question to be 
settled is, whether a myth has been transformed into a 
history, or a history converted into a myth?

History is a truthful narrative of actual occurrences, 
while a myth is a story of unreal personages, or of unreal 
things attributed to a real person. Ordinarily, myth in
cludes the idea of superniituralism. So far as a history of 
Jesus is concerned, there is no pretense of cotemporary 
accounts except some brief references by the Jews; and, 
even admitting that they are worthy of credit, their entire 
evidential value is entirely opposed to the tenor of the 
New Testament. The Jesus of the Jews is an entirely 
different character from the one worshiped by the Chris
tians. It is in the New Testament that, we are to look for 
history of the life and times of the Nazarene; and, in the 
four gospels, we shall expect all that is of any importance. 
.And, if they are found to be unhistorical, we can look for 
real history nowhere else, Hence, we must submit the 
four gospels to a searching examination' before passing 
judgment upon their character.

The result of such scrutiny develops the following 
facts: 1. No one of the gospels, nor all of'them put to
gether, gives us a history of their hero. The first three, 
the synoptics so-called, furnish an account of one year of 
his supposed life, and that was the last. Two of them, as 
we shall notice, give an account of his birth. But Mark 
furnishes no account of his birth, parentage, nor even of 
his natiomility. The only, allusion from which an infer
ence can be drawn of his nativity, is found in the sixth 
chapter, where it is said, “is not this the carpenter, the 
son of Mary, the brother of James, and Joses and of Juda 
and Simon? and are not his sisters here with us?” In 
the first verse it is said, “he came into his own country.” 
But no hint'is given as to where or what that country 
was. Certainly we cannot call Mark’s gospel a history. 
We are introduced to some one called Jesus Christ “the 
son of God,” and a series of miraculous works attributed 
to him for a few months, when he is executed as a male
factor, raised from the dead and received up into heaven.

Coining to the Gospel of John, we have, in part, the 
same state of things as in Mark. This gospel opens with 
certain statements about “the word” or logos, which “was 
with God and was God,” and “was made flesh and dwelt 
among us.” This logos, which “made all things,” is 
assumed to have been Jesus Christ; but by what process or 
means it “was made flesh” and became a man, there is no 
hint. But John’s gospel gives Jesus about three years for 
his work instead of the one of the synoptics. If John is 
historical the others are not, and vice versa.

But, leaving these two gospels, let us examine Matthew 
and Luke, as they both give a more extended account, 
though, as we shall see, they, like the other two, are very 
defective. Both of them seek to give the parentage of 
Jesus, and professedly trace his descent from the royal 
house of David. By genealogical tables, they attempt to 
show that Joseph, the husband of Mary, was a descendant 
from David. But it is a most bungling attempt. In the 
first place, their genealogies do not agree by many gen
erations, and the names are mostly unlike. In the second 
place, both of them set forth, in the most circumstantial 
manner, that instead of being the son of Joseph he was 
begotten by a ghost, which is called Holy. And as Mary, 
hi§ mother, was a Levite, he was in no sense the son of 

'David; consequently not the promised Messiah—not the 
-Christ, With the exception of one visit to the Temple, 
fvhen twelve years old, we have no history, except the one 
year of miracle-working and his death and resurrection, 
!jn these two evangelists. What he did from childhood up 
to thirty years of age we have no pretended account in the 
gospels, though from Mark’s story we might infer that he 
was a carpenter and an ignoramus.

We are forced, then, to the conclusion that, even if the 
gospels were agreed in what they relate of Jesus (which 
they are not), they can only be considered as giving a 
very meager account of a fractional part of his life. There 
is noparallel m liistory of a man, whose character, con- 
duf-b^id teachings have influenced ihe course of human 
progress, whose life history is such a blank as to his whole 
life as that of Jesus of Nazareth. The Jews were very 
particular in this respect in reference to their great meii. 
By their genealogical tables they could trace their de
scent from Abraham. Other nations carefully preserve 
the history of the youth and training of their great men. 
The writers of the gospel stories evidently felt the force 
of this universal qustom and so concocted' the contradic
tory accounts of his genealogy; and Luke interjects the 
story of his visit to Jerusalem when twelve years of age. 
In the early ages his followers became painfully aware of 
this tremendous hiatus in the history of their God, and 
forged several sacred works to supply the void. But their 
absurdities are too glaring for general acceptance among 
modern Christians. '

2. I have referred to the facts that these different gos
pels do not agree with themselves. But I will not enter 
very extensively into the glaring contradictions of this 
pretended history. I will mention a few: (a). I have 
already called attention to the hopelessly irreconcilable 
contradictions of the genealogy as related by Matthew and 
Luke. For eighteen hundred years, Christian preachers 
and writers have toiled at the herculean task of reconcilia
tion, but in vain. The number of generations are not the 
same, and the names of the persons are different, (b). 
They do not agree as to the time when Jesus was born, by 
from ten to fifteen years. (c). After the birth of Jesus 
Matthew hurries him off to Egypt to escape the vengeance 
of Herod, while Luke takes him directly to Jerusalem, 
where Herod dwelt; and from thence down to Nazareth, 
the home of the family. Matthew brings the family back ■ 
from Egypt after Herod’s death, but for fear of his son 
sends them down to Nazareth to fulfill a prophecy which 
was never made. (d). The contradictory accounts of his 
resurrection and ascension are equally impossible of 
reconciliation as those of his birth.

3. But we must specially take into consideration the 
stories comprising this pretended history. To a great ex
tent they are pure fables, utterly destitute of truth or 
sense. Take, for instance, the story of his miraculous 
conception. He has no human father, but is begotten ffiy 
a ghost, and yet this ghost is hot his father, but the 
Jehovah of the Old Testament assumes that relation. 
And what is most-singular, according to Christian the
ology, this ghost is the third in the celestial triumvirate, 
of which this “verj- same Jesus” is second. Jehovah is 
first, Jesus second, and this ghost proceeds from the first 
two, notwithstanding he begot the second one!! Can any 
person of common sense assume that this story is history? 
If so, then all the mythology of Greece, Egypt and India 
is history also. You may go through all these gospels 
and find the same fabulous kind of stories, and Jesus rep
resented as pointing to impossible miracles as evidences 
that the Old Testament God was his father, and that he 
spoke and worked through him. In addition to turning 
water into wine, feeding the multitude with a few loaves, 
walking on the water, stilling the tempest, and raising the 
dead, etc., we may add the long list of false prophecies 
ascribed to him. . . .. ■ -
. He prophesied that he would be raised from the grave 
in three days, and the story says he was, and his body 
taken up into heaven and seated at the right hand of God. 
lie prophesied that he would come the second time in the 
clouds of heaven, before that generation passed away, 
raise the dead and set up his everlasting kingdom on the 
earth. Also that his twelve disciples should sit on twelve 
thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel. All these 

To the Editor:—I send you this beautiful poem; you 
can make use of it as you see fit. It was composed on the 
death of my son, by a medium in a trance state—a very 
ignorant girl. I never have had it published because I 
would not consent to have it unless they would state how 
it came. DIANTHA BOSTWICK.

Shopiere, Rock county, Wis.
There are some gifts that sanctify the shrine, ■ 
Whose power and charms pronoilnce them half divine; 
Some flowering plants whose interlacing powers 
Fill with new joys life’s ever-hastening hours, 
As morn awoke, seraphic spirits fair 
Bore to your hearts and lips a heavenly care;
A darling one your sympathies to share, 
As mounting upward in the sun’s bright ray , 
New beauties gathering each succeeding day, . 
A star first flickering and faintly seen, *■
As time rolled on a fixed star serene. - .. 
A lilied casket beautifully wrought, '
Illumed by fancy and adorned by thought 
His was a temple lit by kindly eyes, ‘ .
That caught their radiance from the upper ekies; ■ 
While soul of mirth of life danced in his face, 
His voice was music and his movements grace.
Thy treasured one’s a gem by heaven consigned, ; 
By heaven enkindled and by heaven refined; , 
Thy superscription on that soul of love ' ■
Thus lured to God, to harmonies above; ., ‘
’Twas in your home, when promise was so fair, 
Our Father’s voice rose on the morning air; ' 
To parents called, your pet took on his breast, 
Inviting you He took him to his rest, 
Where light celestial gilds fair Salem’s spires, 
Where joy and splendor wake angelic lyres.
Morn’s beams stood still, winds paused as if for breath, 
And saw thy sorrow what the world calls death. 
To him’twas light, unceasing joy and light, t 
A wreath triumphal and a robe of white; • .
Thy bird of song, whose carol was so dear, '
Still carols sweetly near his Fathers ear. .
He guards parental steps with watchful eye 
Whose light and wisdom danger doth decry, 
But to Conclude, love once a ripple gleam, .
In that fair realm becomes a swelling stream.

■ - :—:)o(:—:• - - • • .
Asa boy, when I was more orthodox than I am now, I 

remember trying very hard to feel penitent for Adam’s 
sin, but I never succeeded.—Dr. Lyman Abbott.

LIGHT ON THE PROCESS—BRAIN WORKS ON 
THE PRINCIPLE OB' THE TELEPHONE EX
CHANGE—BILLIONS OF TINY CELLS CON
NECTED ON’THE CIRCUITS OF THOUGHT 
WHICH ARE1N THE SYSTEM..
We have published several articles on the subject of 

“Thought Transference” and the machine invented for 
weighing and registering thought, and here is one from 
the Times-Herald of this city, of recent date, on the sub
ject of “Brains and How Human Beings are Endowed 
With the Power to Think,” that is certainly as interesting 
as any former article along this line: ' .

At last scientists seem to be on.the point of finding out 
what happens in tlie brain when a person thinks. It has 
long been known that the brain is the thinking organ, but 
just how the making of thought comes about has been a 
puzzle. The celebrated Cabanis solved the matter off 
hand by saying that the brain secretes thought as the liver 
secretes bile. This terse saying passed into common use, 
but soon came to be recognized as a clever speech rather 
than an explanation of the mystery. Now, however, the 
most recent researches of the ipicroscopists are making it 
appear that after all the saying is not so far wrong, but 
that, correctly/interpreted, it in some measure expresses 
the facts. Of course, thought, being intangible, is not 
properly to be compared with bile or any other physical 
substance, but it appears that the processes in the brain 
which produce thought, and without which thinking is 
impossible, are strictly comparable to those changes in the 
liver and other organs which produce tlie tangible secre
tions.

ACTION OF BRAIN CELLS.
A committee of British physicians, acting jointly, has 

for. some years been giving particular attention to this 
topic, and their researches, though not yet altogether 
complete, already show some very interesting results, 
which, taken together with those of investigators on the 
continent, let us see a long way into tlie intricacies of the 
brain. It is shown unequivocally, for example, that a 
brain cell, which is the really important part of the brain, 
actually loses part of its substance during action. The 
brain cells of persons and of animals that have died dur
ing a period of great exhaustion from overexertion are 
found to be greatly changed from tlie condition of the 
normal cell during times of health and vigor.' The cell 
of the exhausted brain, instead of being plump and full of 
nervous matter, is found to be hollowed out or “vacuo
lated,” a cavity within its substance having formed and 
being filled with water. This means that a part of the 
cell substance has been actually consumed during the time 
of brain activity, precisely as coal is consumed when one 
gets heat from a‘furpace.

It is found, fqrthgr, that if an animal whose brain cells 
are thus exhausted is permitted to rest and to sleep its 
cells rapidly recuperate, new material being supplied from 
the blood until ihe vacuolation has disappeared, and the 
cell is practically as good as new again. This explains 
why sleep is neççssary to our existence. During waiving 
hours our brainfj are, literally worn away, and sleep is the 
state during whieh the repair shops of the brain make 
good the damage of the waking hours. Thus the brain of 
a person who su|fers from insomnia is in the condition of 
a locomotive which is run flight and day without going to 
the repair shop; disaster must ultimately result.

BRAIN ACTIVE WHILE ASLEEP.
It is not sleep’ aldrie. however, that rests the braiir cell, 

though sleep is absolutely essential to recuperation of the 
brain as a whole. But not all parts of the brain are in
volved in any one kind of mental effort. The blood sup
ply of the brain is so arranged that by expansion or con
traction of different arteries parts of the brain may be 
flushed with blood and other parts dammed off, so to 
speak, somewhat as the various currents of an irrigated 
field are regulated by the gardener. And as rapid flow of 
blood is essential to great mental activity, this means that 
one part of the brain may be very actively at work while 
another part is resting and recuperating. Thus it is that 
a person suffering from brain fatigue may leave his desk 
and go out into the fields with a golf stick, or on the high
ways with a bicycle, and, by diverting his mind, give the 
overworked cells a chance to rest and recuperate. But it 
must not be overlooked that such exercise involves other 
brain cells, which, in turn, become exhausted, and that, in 
the end, for the recuperation of the brain as a whole sleep 
is absolutely essential. No recreation, no medicine, no 
stimulant will take its place. The man who does not give 
himself sufficient hours of sleep, or who is unable to sleep 
when lie makes the effort, is literally burning away his 
brain substance, and can no more keep on indefinitely in 
this way than.a locomotive can run on indefinitely with
out getting fresh supplies of fuel.

In this new view, it appears that each brain cell is a sort 
of storage battery, which can perform a certain amount 
of work and then must be recharged. This likeness to a 
battery is further emphasized by the fact that the nature 
of the brain cell’s work consists, like that of any other 
battery, of the sending out of charges of energy along the 
connecting wires, or at least along fibers that may be 
likened to wires. Brain cells, when examined under the 
microscope, are found not to be simple globular bodies, 
like many other kinds of cells; On the contrary, they are 
irregular in shape, and when properly stained little wire
like fibers can be seen jutting out from them in various 
directions. It is along these fibers that the messages 
come to the cell, and other messages are sent out, much 
as messages go and come from a telephone central office.

LIKE A TELEPHONE OFFICE.
This likening of the brain to a telephone central office 

is a comparison that may be carried to a remarkable 
lengthy Indeed, no other comparison serves so well to 
give one a correct notion of the method of brain action. 
But until recently there was one phase of the matter that 
copldznot be explained. How is it that the various mes
sages that are àïrgïhg through the brain are directed to 
proper channels, ,(amopg these multitudinous wires? 
When you calUtip^the central office you give a certain 
number, and- the ’"hello girl” connects your particular 
wire'with that fiiimber. When you are through talking, 
the girl breaks the’'tircuit , and you can no longer com
municate along fhM line. But is there anything similar 
to this making ’aha' breaking of circuits possible in the 
brain? Astouisliirl^ as it may seem, the answer is yes. 
There is precisely Biich a series of changes in the circuits 
of the brain ceUBhsfis effected by the “hello girl” with the 
telephone wires?; ff

The manner of it is this. Recent studies of the brain 
cell, particularly’thèse made by the Spanish physiologist, 
Ramon Cajal, have shown that many of the wires which 
lead out from a cell do npt go on uninterruptedly to a ter
mination in some other distant cell, as they were formerly 
supposed to do, but instead terminate in “blind ends.” 
That is to say, they point out toward other cells, but do 
not reach them. Such a fiber clearly cannotconvey any 
message, because, likfe a telephone wire that has been cut, 
it does not lead anywhere. But under certain conditions 
of stimulation a very extraordinary thing happens. The 
“blind” fiber, under stimulus from its central cell, 
lengthens out until it touches a fiber of a neighboring cell, 
and, presto! with such contact, a circuit is completed, and 
a message flashes between the cells. Manifestly such 
coming together of the “blind” fibers is precisely com
parable to the “hello girl’s” connecting of your telephone 
with another. And as in the case of the telephones, so in 
the case of the cells, when the communication is com
pleted, the connection is broken, the fibers retract and

WHY .WE GET PUZZLED. ■ • -•
Sometimes the telephone girl does not understand yoqr 

order, or reports that the number you wish is “engaged,” 
and you cannot send your message. Similarly, in the 
brain, it seems sometimes as if certain circuits one wishes 
to use are engaged in other channels; for how often does 
one “puzzle his brains” to recall a fact or a name, which 
he feels that lie knows perfectly, but which will not come 
at command. And then, how, perhaps hours afterward, 
tlie elusive name will flash before him, as if the telephone 
girl of his brain cell had at last succeeded in getting the 
right connection. When one reflects that each of these 
wonderful brain cells is microscopic-in size, requiring, 
indeed, a high power of the microscope to make it visible, 
and that there are billions of them in a cubic inch of brain 
substance, one is led to wonder that such mistakes of con
nection or failure to connect do not occur oftener. As it 
is, the telephone office of the brain is easily the most won
derful structure of which we have any knowledge. The 
most delicate piece of mechanism ever devised by’ human 
hands is a crude thing indeed compared with the marvel
ous brain cell.

In time of war it often happens that an invading army 
will cut the telegraph wires and destroy instruments and 
batteries at the central office, so that telegraphic and tel
ephonic communication becomes impossible. A precisely 
similar destruction of brain fibers and brain cells occurs 
under certain conditions of disease. The familiar dis
ease paresis, for example, consists essentially of just such 
a destruction of tlie brain structures as this. Day by day, 
in the paretic’s brain, disease is making inroads upon the 
delicate mechanism of the cells, and corresponding, the 
ideas that would alone result from the activities of those 
cells are annulled forever. When such destruction has 
gone far, involving many sets of cells, it is as impossible 
that the paretic’s mind should act normally, as that a tele
phone system should operate with lines cut and batteries 
destroyed.

THE ELIMINATOR i 
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Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets. '

BY DB. R. B. WESTBROOK, j
Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical? expoJ

Ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism aud oo<*  <4 
matlcCbrhtlaulty, containing many slarUlug concia*'^  
Bions never before published, thowlng clearly th® ’’m 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Testi'':' 
ment stories, aud proving that Jesus was an linpersoA*  
atlou and not a person. A genuine seufiutlon. ' u'4
Price $1.50. For Sale at this Office, i

Ite Nature, Relations and Expression In Human Eni*  
bodlments. Given through Mrs. Corn L. V. Rich- 
moud, by her Guides. A book thut every oue who is 
Interested lu re-lucarnatlou should read. Price »1.00. 

TKromuToF life, 
- OR -

THREE-FOLD POWER OF SEX.

BY LOIS WAISBROOKE3,

This Is one of the author’s most useful and in
structive books. This work should bo read by every 
man and woman, Price, 50 cents. For sale at tins 
oince, ‘

STARNOS.
By Dr. DellaE. Davis. A rosary ,of pearls, culled 

from th a works of Andrew Jackson Davis. Intended 
for the light and solace of evwy MJTOWlm: and stricken heart. Price w cento. 9 uuu

March 31,1848, judging from present appearances, will 
have more influence in the world than its first appearance 
on earth. Both, no doubt, were astrological, proved by 
the Star of Bethlehem and the beautiful star now seen in 
the western heavens, mentioned by Prof. Coles, the gifted 
editor of Storms and Signs, Kingston, Pa. No doubt 
Prof. Coles can explain that both events were scientific, 
astrological and humanitarian, and both misunderstood 
by the people, lie came the first time and the second to 
give the world the Eleventh Commandment. Of course 
the Jews misunderstood him, or they would not have cru
cified him on the erols—and the Millerites, the Second 
Advent people, misunderstood him when they expected 
him to return physically, instead of spiritually, which is 
now affirmed by all Spiritualists, and by Jesus himself.

The date for the “Second Coming” was fixed for March 
31, 1848. The Millerites seem to have been correct in 
the date, but mistaken in the method. On and after that 
date, during the last fifty years, some of the most won
derful events have taken place in the history of the world 
lor the benefit of humanity. Job’s question in the Bible, 
“If a man die, shall he live again?” was answered in the 
affirmative to three innocent girls of tender age, at Hydes
ville, near Rochester, N. Y., March 31,1848. Tins proved 
immortality, and the good news has already spread into 
all nations on earth, giving joy and comfort to the be
reaved never known before. As Longfellow’ said “There 
is no death—what seems so is transition.” As Thomas 
Carlyle said, “Death is superior to life.”

Millions of educated people in different nations, in all 
departments of life, in Church and State, now understand 
that the Father of all life governs the worlds by law’ and 
order as manifested by astronomy and astrology. The 
cycle of time in March, 1848, opened the door for the 
“Second Coming^’ and a new influx of knowledge from 
the Spirit World in behalf of humanity. The Bible gives 
an account of open communication between the two 
worlds in scores of instances, like Jesus talking with 
Moses after he had been dead, so-called, over two thou
sand years. Now’ it is about as easy to talk with the de
parted from this life, as it is to communicate with a de
parted friend on the opposite side of the earth, thousands 
of miles away in China, Japan, India, etc., which could 
not be done before the “Second Coming.” A great rev
olutionary wave swept over Europe in 1818. The Pope 
lost his power and is now a prisoner, he says, and Italy has 
a king. Italy, France, Denmark, Prussia, Holland and 
Austria are now, in 1898, celebrating the fiftieth an
niversary of their constitution.- On April 16 England re
membered the Chartists disturbances fifty years ago when 
the Duke of Wellington was put in command of London 
with a quarter of a million constables.

Universal Liberty was born for all the world by the 
Declaration of Independence, July 4,1776, but it has had 
a slow growth, bitt no fifty years in the world’s history has 
witnessed such an advance in individual and national 
freedom as the fifty years since the revolutionary era of 
1848. The Europe of the last fifty years is a new’ Europe I 
politically, and the next fifty years we hope will give 
universal liberty as proclaimed July 4,1776, when all the 
world will celebrate the Fourth Day of July 1776! The 
old things are all passing away—all things are changing 
and becoming new in philosophy, theology, finance, gov
ernment, mechanics, agriculture, horticulture, history, 
dictionaries, slavery to governments, creeds. Superstition 
is dead, killed by the “Second Coming” of Jesus in the 
spirit of the age we now live in, verified by spirit com
munion between the two worlds in all nations, proving 
that death is a birth into progressive life for all time 
without end, and where all persons qre held responsible 
for all deeds done in the body. No doubt the present war 
with Spain is a war for humanity in all the world.

Belvidere, N. J. B. FRANKLIN CLARK, M. D.

VOLNEY’S RUINS
—AND— , . . .

THE LAW OF NATURE,
»% TO WHICH IB ADDBD

Volney's Answer to Dr. Priestly, a Biographical Not!c< - j 
by Count Daru, and the Zodiacal Signs apd ''1

Constellations by the Editor; .;
Also, a Map of the Astrological Heavens o ■’ 

the Ancients. :

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, In large.-. -' 
clear type, with portrait and Illustrations. One VOL.» ‘ 
postbvo, 2J8pages; paper, 50 cento; cloth,75 cento. ' •

This hi undoubtedly one of the best and most useful ' • 
books over published. It eloquently advocates the / 
best Inte rests of mankind, aud clearly points out the • ;' 
sources of human Ignorance aud misery. The author ■■■■' 
Is supposed to meet In the ruins of Palmyra an Apnarl» ' • 
tlon or phantom, which explains the true principles of l:; 
society, and the causes of buth the prosperity and tha 
ruin of ancient states. A general assembly of the I - 
nations Is at length convened, a legislative body 1 - 
formed, the source and origin of religion, of govern« 
ment, and of laws discussed, aud the Law of Nature— : < 
founded on justice and equity—1« finally proclaimed’" 
to an expectant world. * I

THE VOICES. u
i By Warren Sumner Barlow. The Voices contain 
poems oi remarkable beauty and force. They ara 
most excellent. Prlcesi.w. ' - .

“ AN INTERESTING BOOK?^. -
The Candle From Under tlie Bushel; or Thirteen- v 

Hundred, aud Six Questions to the Clergy, By Wm, f 
Hart. Price 40 cents. ■ -.’j.

God in the Constitution, ,
By Robert G. Ingersoll. Oncof the best papers Colo*. ’ 

nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like* . 
ness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve copies for 11,00»

THE QUARANTINE RAISEdT
Or the Twenty Yanrs Battle Against a -Worka# 

Ended. By Moens Hvix. Price 10 cents, For sala 
at tuts office. .

V iews of Our Heavenly Some, ‘
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A hlriity iOtaOtttafl 

Work. Price 76 cents. Postage 5 ceoa» .

LIFE, A NOVEL. ~
It beams with advanced thought, and Is fflsclnatina ;

Price. 60 cena. “ u

SCIENCE OF THE SOUL
iiiBY i t i

LOREN ALBERT SHERMAN.

Sets forth the Philosophy of Existence, with detailed 
evidence. It appeals to Christians aud Spiritualists 
alike, as It demonstrates the truth of the spirit mani
festations of Jesus Christ, upon which tho Christian 
religion Is based, as well as tho actuality of modern 
spirit manifestations. Ite title page claims that tha 
book is ' •

A SCIENTIFIC DEMONSTRATION 

of the

Existence of Uie soul of man as his coil« 

sctoKs individuality independently - 

of the physical organism/ 

of the • ;

CONTINUITY OF LIFE -■ I 

and tho ■ <

ACTUALITY OF SPIRIT RETUIOi. ■ ■ -

To clean house on Sunday means hard work and poor 
pay all therest of the week.

If you go to bed without cleaning off the table, the 
youngest in the family will getTio sleep.

If, before cutting a loaf, you pinch a piece off and throw 
it away, you will never want for bread.

The mistake of a word in writing a letter is a Bure sign 
that whatever request the letter contains will not be 
granted.

To spill claret wine on the dress of a bride portends 
bloodshed within a year.

To sell old furniture that has been in the family many 
years is an unlucky sign. .

If anyone is sweeping a room in which you are sitting 
or standing, and the sweeper'should accidentally pass the 
broom across your feet, it is a sign .that you will not be 
married that year. -

The number of iron holders given you when you are 
married, denote the number of boys you will have bom 
to you.

BY DB. J. M. PEEBLES.

Personal Traits and Characteristics of Prophète, Apo»«

BY LOIS WAISBROOKEB.

This admirable work consists of three pamphlets ' 
embodied In one volume, in which questions of great 
importance to the race are discussed from tho stand* ’ 
point of an advanced social reformer. Price 50 cents, -v 
For sale at this office. .

The first elevon chapters are devoted entirely to 
manifestations of the soul incarnate, with a clear ex* 
position of the psychic philosophy.

The succeeding four chapters set forth the phlloso* 
fcby of the Infinite. -

The last twenty chapters arc devoted to an expost* 
tton of spiritual philosophy, with evidence in detail, 
much of it being personal experiences of the author.

The price of the book is $ I, For sale 
at the office of The Progressive Thinker» !

IMMORTALITY,
...OR...

FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL* ■ 
ING PLACES. •

The Occult Forces of Sex

AN INVALUABLE WORKI - -
This admirable work contains what a hundred 

spirits, good and evil, say of their dwelling-places. 
Give us details-—details and accurate delineations oi 
life in the Spirit-world 3—is the constant appeal ot 
thoughtf ul minds. Death is approaching. Whither^ 
oh, whither! Shall I know my friends beyond the 
tomb? W1U they know me? What Is their present 
condition, and wnat their occupations? In this vol
ume the uplrlte, differing as they may. are allowed to.- 
speak for themselves. No man Is better qualified 
than Dr. Peebles to place a work of this kind before' 
the people. He treats of the Mysteries of Ufe; 
Doubts and Hopes; The Bridging of the River; Fore*  
gleams of the Future; Testimony of Saints; Th«u 
Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual Body; Is it 
theSoulor Bodytbat Sins?; Clothing In the Spirit- • 
World; Our Little Ones tn Heaven; The PersonalEx- 
periencei of Aaron Knight; The Red Man’s Testi
mony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians In Spirit
Life; The Homes of Apostles end Divines; The 
Friendsand Shakers in Spirit-Life; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit
Land. Many other matters are treated, too numer-- 
ousto mention. Price SIT', postage, 12 coate. ‘For 
eale at this office. ,

Salf-Contradictions of the Bible.
One hundred and forty-four propositions, theological, - 

moral, historical and speculative: each proved affirm
atively and negatively by quotations trom Scripture, 
without comment. Pricci5 cents. .

TREE. AND SERPENT WORSHIP
By A. 8. Badran. U D. Frica. ISetttA - ■

THE RIGHTS OF MAbC
By Thomas Paine. Parts I and II, Being aa 

answer U Mr. Burke’s attack upon tho Fronoll 
Revolution. Post 8ro„ 279 pages. Paper» 80 centos 
eloth, Wconto, . *

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS^.
AND THE IVOHDROUS TO WE ft .4 

/x which helped or made them pcrfdhn tnfghq^ 
works nod utter Inspired words, together with somei

-vessel, or vxhile carrying it, it is a sign her lover is drink- i feÜiiirpSslí8priceTsoeaä fS«ueïtlwi

o J7-1" . . . HEALTH AND POWER, i
Origin and Antiquity of Man. By Hudson Tuttle. Ateasbookot enrewa Hernan upbniiaiM by tbq 

A masterly philosophical work. English edition, nicely S
bound in cloth, $1. For sale at this office. ugh» «niooior." “ptnoeoptyof curereto. mk. — - , «loth. Boenu¡JAUWCAJS con», - '
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LIFE AND SPIRIT.
Dictatorial Assumptions.

IN MEMORIAM

regretted and whose fame was herald

everjr

through man's brains and nerves, also 
through .nature’s in rhythmic motion. 
It is charged by the all-pervading spirit 
of God and conducted into and through 
bodies by ether, which is its medium.

1UUIMUUU1 4.1VVUV1U, I.' LUiM, me

promoters of organization are like legis
lators, always engaged in reforming the 
world by repression of the rights of the

Twenty-eight years of experience as 
a Spiritual medium, and in connection 
therewith general aud particular ob-
serrations, have taught me many 
things of which I can speak as verified 
truths. I have seen millions of spirits 
from tlie other world—spirits in all 
grades of development, from low to

Love.

stated that Krishna was crucified.

children.

¿Tritìi pleasing address and aping a pious I sympathy,

4

¿■demeanor, solicit subscriptions from ---------- ■■■-.<—r-----
ihouse to house for Illuminated Family IT PAYS TO PRAY,
foibles. A half dollar Is required with A chaplain in the United States army,

BrAffrAAAÌuA Thinbar ITHa ST0$Y THE CRUCIFIXION 
; Owgj VQqWu IlllllWll r Babbi Wise, in bls “Martyrdom of 

_ Jesus,” p. 106, supposes the idea of the
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,• »»ample copy, to solicit several other» to unite with I which the present Khorasan was prob- 
1. them, and thus be able to remit from $1 to »10, or even .
-j- more than the latter sum A large number of little I HUiy a central province.
( amounts will make a largo Bum total, and thus extend Afi™ n nvfUvnr.inrl nn ii,,» mH¿ - the field of our labor and usefulness. The same Bug- AitCX a piotiactcd COUtCbt OD tllL pait

ftstion will apply lu all cases of renewal of Bubscrlp« nf the Roman«; lad bv Mnro AnfnnvIons—Bollolt others to aid lu the good work. You will U1 UUt MOUlUUb, ILU uy JXiaiC ABEOI1J, 
’ experience no difficulty whatever lu Inducing fiplrltu- aided by Herod, AntlgOllUS fell into the 

alfats to subscribe for ThePkoguebbjve Thinkeb, I, , ±. „
; ■ for not one of them can afford to bo without the vaiua- hands of the enemy. Says the Homan 

bio Information imparted therein each week, and at iu<fnrl<»n ntn nncchw mintod hv Hahhi tho price of only about two cents per week nibtpllan, U1O U1SS1US, quoted Dy llaDDl
——------- : ' -------------------------------------- Wise;/ A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents. . - . , ,

. Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 4^°$? U?,W £aYe the kingdom to a 
n. give you for 25 cents? Just pause aud think for a mo- certain Herod, and, having st retched 
. moot what an Intellectual feast that small investment I Anfiirnniist ou ii pi’nss and RPOiircPil him

will furnish you. The subscription price of Ths Pbo- ■a-I\uh0Ilus ou U Cjobb ana bcouigea min, 
. . enKsBiYnTniNKEB thirteen weeks is only twenty-five ft thing never done before to any ether 

cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and kine hv the Romans' he nnt him to four pages of solid, substantial, eoul-elevutlng and £ °» 7/ v auujuub, uc put. miu iu 
inind-rcfrcshlng reading matter, equivalent teamed!« QCHtll. .
urn aired booki ________________________ Quoting Rabbi Wise, p. 107:

TAKE NOTICE! I prominent historians of those
. tv At expiration of Bubflcription, if not renewed, I finys mention this extraordinary occur- 

the paper is discontinued No bln» will be »ent for ex- I Fence, and the manner how they did it,
■ ' '■„■" | shows it was considered one of Marc
- . .. tv it you do not receive your paper promptly. I . _. , . , •■ „ - .. . .,
. Write to u», and error»ln address will bo promptly . Antony's Worst Climes, and that the

corrected, and mleslng number» supplied gratis. I sympathy With the crucified king was
tV Whenever you desire tbo address of your paper wlrie-Rniwnri nnd nrnfennil Hwi> we 

changed, always give the address of the place to which I Wiae-sprcaa ana^ piorouna. lieie WC 
It 1» then sent, or the cbauao cannot bo made. may well have the source Of the Cl'UCi- 
---------------------__________________ I fixion story. That class of heathens, to

SATURDAY, JULY 30,1808. b’h°u} G°T!,IB.was
’ ’ I preached, knew no difference between

•............... - ■ 1 - - ■ 1 David and'the Maccabees; both were
MISLED BY A JESUIT, tl^en distinct dynasties. They had 

Godfrey Higgins' Anaealypsls has I heurd of a crucified king of the Jews, 
,_______________________ x , who was one of the last scions of a he-been repudiated by a correspondent lq I r01c famlly and a Uero hlmseif> youngi 

, Ihe Progressive Thinker, because he brave, and generous, whoso fate was

Higgins was originally a member of I ed- p“ul, who made use of everything 
- the Church of Emrland With n hriii- useful,narratedtheendofJesustocor- i ,^aar, n I,. , respond with the end of Antlgonus,
■ ‘ t ’ improved bj the highest gtorles appearing identical, to en

culture, and inheriting an ample for- I jigt t|1(j prevailing sympathy for the 
tune, he turned his investigations to the I hero of the Gospel story. Therefore he 
source of the Christian religion. Mak- preached ‘Christ crucified.’ ”
ing discoveries that did not please the And further down the page:
church, the clergy, as was their wont a “It is evident the [story of the] crucl- 
hundred years ago, pronounced him an flxlon wa? u°t commonly believed 
Tnflm.1 i?mm +i>nt among early Christians. It is contrn-Infide . Fiom U at time he turned his dleted tpr^times in the Acts of Apos
attention with still greater earnestness, neS) au(j jf we are t0 believe the author 
to the antiquity of religion, and his An- I of that book, tt was Peter who contra- 
aealypsls was the outgrowth. In his fileted It. ‘Whom ye slew and hanged 

• Statement that Krishna was crucified ou a tree,’ Acts 5:30, says Peter of 
he misled subsequent writers, but he Jesus. He states again, Aets 10:39, 

' was himself misled by Moor, the author ‘Whom they slew aud hanged on a 
;*.of  “The Hindoo Pantheon," a work re- I tree’; and repeats Acts 13:29, ‘They took 
'* ’ ceived as authentic by scholars gener- him down from the tree, and laid him 
j'ally. An English author of distinction In a sepulchre.’ There Is no cross and 
" gave special attention to this statement, no crucifixion in these statements,

He found it had its origin with the Por- which prove, not that Peter said so, but 
tugnese, Jesuit Andrade, who, as early that the author of the Acts believed to 
as 162G;wrote letters from Thibet to his know traditionally from Petpr that 
religious associates, and told of this Jesus was not crucified." •

• crucifixion myth. . _______ , , r , ________
■ it was not Higgins, nor ills copyist, I two ifDPR to at tKersey Graves, nor any othqr person T''° SIDES 10 ALL ISSUES’ 
• ,who lias been misled In the matter, A correspondent of the Ladies’ Home 

- who should be censured in the prem- Journal writes thus pointedly:
ises; but if censure Is to fall anywhere I "it is a pity more of us cannot cultl- 

. let It rest on tlie error, perhaps not In-1 vate the twofold way of looking at 
, ientional, of the Christian Portuguese I things. There would be less friction iu 
traveler, Andrade, who wrote 272 years life if we did, and sweeter sympathy, 

•_ ago. The most accurate are frequently I kinder understanding, and broader and
misled, by placing confidence In older fuller living. The fact is we never 
writers. He who is guilty of no mis- reach the dignity of true living unless 

■ takes is tlie one who may justly com- We do learn this all-important lesson.
plain, but such authors are mighty That It may be cultivated admits of no 
scarce.------------------------------------------ doubt. It is simply a question of school

--* • *»■  * *- lug ourselves not to condemn generally
‘ A MONOMANIAC. what individually does not happen to

„ A correspondent writing from our be to our taste. If, for example, we
( neighboring town, Rockford, mentions prefer bl'0'y>u as,a coIor ,Uiel;a is n<> rea’

■ „1, t i J ,, \ son on earth why we should condemn: v s I* om a 'ufiy evangelist, who in- I tne taste of any one who prefers to 
formed him that city was soon to be de- wear green. What the vast majority 

' stroyed by a flat of "Gawd;” that the of us need Is to be a little more self
. Holy Ghost was to be the Instrument of 1’olsed, more judicial, more willing to

his vengeance, and that the only possi- *ee good lu?Ue !“s,tes ot othe1'3’ a1' 
iS,,:?"1’,' 'r Z"“»1 ac-
-,j..Struction vas for the people to fly to read the same books, saw the same 

■ the loving arms of Jesus who alone has I plays, wore the same colors, this would 
I- power to shield from harm. As Jonah, he an exceedingly uninteresting world. 
i after Ids severe experience with the I We caunot see all things in the same 

J.whale, saved Nineveh from destruction wny’,but we can come nearer to justice 
¡A-Hn-Awino- i..... , I and true respect by taking a twofold
,f- ut a ms mound uerself, V|ew Of things while still retaining our

With a fond embrace—so she would strong individual views. Seeing a pos- 
„ love to be the savior of this doomed sible good or use for everything does

Illionis city, and she could if the people I not necessarily mean a weak Individ- 
yy,ou>!d bumble themselves nnd come to I uality. The most uncomfortable people 

; Christ. “Oh, Doctor," for she was ad- In the world are those who assert their 
dressing a physician, "it Is terrible to judgments In a hard, decisive and final 
see a city whose people are so intelll- L manner, as if they were courts of last 

i gent, on the brink of ruin, and all un-1 resort. On the other hand, the brlght- 
conscious of impending danger. The est nnd best minds are those that have 

¿■■blood of the Lamb has been shed in most respect for the opinions of others.” 
vain if those for whom he died will not The above observations, so very just, .fl yX wTh^retty face and form, L™? be * great force to ro 

- neatly dressed in black, aud assuring I ligious matters- lth a thousand va- 
v our correspondent, “If anyone should ryiDg s°cts, each deriving its authority 

■’ .spit in my face I would not get angry from tho same book of doubtful origin, 
j at him, because I am so filled with the believers should be exceedingly careful 
' led Amr on1"™., by3terical zeal and noj ¿00 positive in statement led her on, and rewarded her for her t1 __ . ,

sacrifices. A few centuries ago her an tbat aU trutb ls witb tbom’ And 
, cestors were overpowered by the zealots I tlley who nrc confident there was such 
zpf the cross—she is a Swede—and were I a personality as Jesus may well reinem-

Un""bug slaves to Catholicism, bar that from the days of Celsus, who 
‘■■•«.All partly escaped from nve(i an(j wrote in the second century,
.their thraldom, by accepting the teach- •, . ,’ Ings of Luther. 1 ° I down to the present, this claim has
. If the light of science could break in controverted. Men of the best 
_cn this- dear girl, and her personal culture, equally interested with the oth- 

’ “Gaud” could be converted into fixed ers lu knowing the truth, Insist that 
i and changeless Law; if her Holy Ghost I outside the New Testament there is no 

could be developed into the spirits of evidence that such a personage ever ex
. the loving dead; and her Jesus could istcd- They maintain that all the so
’ assume his true place as a Sun God— called classical authors who seemingly, 
’ for he is doubtless a revised successor by implication or otherwise, support

■! '.of an ancient one—then, Instead of I the proposition, are forgeries of the 
'preaching impending destruction of class still being manufactured. Spirlt- 

'■..cities, as a penalty for the lack of faith, I ualists differ on this question, as they 
LShe eould rejoice In their growth and do on a thousand others, and, probably, 
Vprosperity, and look upon those whose there ls.no better way than to allow 
-crazy fancy lead them to wish they I each to entertain his own convictions. 
(»Were modern Jonahs, as monomaniacs r"’" " - ’--
unworthy the intelligence of modern I decided opinion on the subjects, and re-

Abets it in our columns. While others 
tolerate our views we. shall tolerate 

BOGUS BIBLE AGENTS I theirs’ deeming neither position vital to 
' ‘ . Spiritualism. Bitter assaults on oppo-

A new device for money-grubbing nents do not strengthen an argument, 
i. has just come Into vogue. Young men neither do appeals to superstition, or to

peach subscription as earnest money. I whose duty it is to Importune the heav- 
To get the aid of the Y. M. C. A., a enly powers for favors, is paid $125 a 

^scholarship to some dor cal aspirant is „im, ™+ra„„ * „ ra, .

massed as itIs“not fitting thatanv fnm 515 a month. and -rations. Most ten 
V shall be passed without ta?s m eaTs &oVflghtag PraylDg

grace in their bands. But, sad to re- • or ugatuig’ _
-late, Bible nor scholarship. is never 1 1 * ' '
heard of after the 50 cents payment I “Tho World Beautiful” By Lilian 
One^castern town was victimized to the Whiting. Most excellent in their high 
tune of $200. Possibly the gull is the and devoting splrituaiity of thought, 
.gainer in the end. Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete in lt-
-■ self- Price> cl°th, 51 Per volume. For

e Brotherhood of Man, and .What I sale at this office.
]£nvs from It Two lectures. By I r> Nature Cure.’’ By Drs. M. E. and

Maria M. King. Price reduced Rosa 0. Conger. Excellent for 
25 cents to 20 cents. h I family. Cloth, $L50. _

FUNNTGBApHS.
The Spanish press is remarkable for 

its love of .truth, just as are the people 
of Spain for their acts of mercy; The 
Truth Seeker has taken pains to com
pile a few of the good things from the 
leading papers of that country In re
gard to America and its people. We 
quote with more than ordinary pleasure.

El Pais, a leading Madrid journal,

ARROGANCE
Forced to Marry a Man She I Spiritualists Will Brook No

What My Conscience Tells 
Me.

The worse than savagery of some I call attention to a paragraph In The Soth n,TV:J7..1ye?U1 i“" *? idbt °f P‘T^ve Thinker ^enrose "ilenct 
I , , t • n11 a tl'aU6ac- I ““Kbt be misconstrued luto assent. Il

savs- I Imnlurn rraiA T„tih'iw.veu 1 rebS’ co' I ? wci‘e froul au obsclue s°urce it might
“The climate of the United States is “Sadie Sau’b .and Asi Genite were has^ein-e^reseuted the^càus^of'thë 

execrable. When it is not sleeting or I united in marriage,’/Saturday, July 0, N. S. A., and in a manner sneaks bv
snowing the heat is almost unbearable, by Rev Charles A..Watterson at the St. authority. The paragraph is as follow«-
Avalanches are frequent at all times, Joseph’s Cathedral. I The couple have “Let it once become understood tl at -h èn ,o,a i,, 1 eul’ , lo'v..l°
aud these threaten the principal cities. uot 1'ved together/ Sadie cannot be in order to be recognized or have auv I thronrh o/hV tjoueslloudluS1y activeAs for the people, besides the few found, but it Is claimed she does not I standing among the great bodv of Snlr- I condltin„oLH111 taleut- Ujider favorable
whites engaged in business along the love Asl and that her father forced her ituallsts our advocates must have ere' tbo hon/’,, æy ¿T0 ta ke(i ,to 1“e
eastern coast, the remainder of the conn- to marry him. Her father, it is alleged, dentials backed by the N S A anti tlie nra'in"1’0?! tb u^'s appertaining- totry is one vast plain, covered with In- received ?G0 from Genite as an induce^ I tbat in granting these character and - ns • ,n-ra} . °’ Cte' T,lwyÍ0íe’ my
dians, called cowboys, and great herds meut to force her into marriage. ability must be taken into0consideration experience-10 n <>7°’ US a‘-osult of 
of roaming cattle.” “According to a statement said to as well as psychic develonmo î l en do-rci r*î laU llVGS 0U; tbatThe Imparcial, of Madrid, says: I* a.\e. been made to Mr. Daniel McAlIis- let every society demand those credên" age tato PaT

“Word has just beeu received that nU?to her au?'Yetr tbc tials before giving employment to any earth life, the latter foitahe purnoseof 
the Indians are rising against the “Xonv± <2 J ¡Stel‘aUd tbe P^on whatsoever, aud we shall find giving soulI and spirit experience^nd 
Yankees in Illinois, Ohio, aud other "Outside" i i r eveiy reputable worker making haste development in the corporeal stateplaces. The farmers are petitioning the th hw „.Í “mV U.er t father I to ?llmb iuto tbe ‘baU(1 wagon’ and I ThatX friends X ha^^ nass¿d on 
government to protect them from the seuted t , .’.S“, ,iu ftial she con- ready to keep step to the music of or- can and do communicate with us is an 
bloodthirsty savages, who are burning ^“^4° be Me‘110 tbe 1111111 sbe (lid Khatlon.” oft demonstaatëd fact My coiseten™
houses and killing on every side.” “The ¡rfrl1« fnti.or .a,ntto t „„i, A more arrogant suggestion could not tells me that good and evil or uu-

E1 Heraldo discourses thusly: ceived bu^avR11 if went V 1 be made outside the most bigoted developed spirits return to earth seetag
‘ there are only a few thousand men towards paying tlie wedding expenses So thl« 1« + t .-„«„it or, , tbat tbe v'ay ls opeu to nH; tuat it is

in the army, all told, aud they are ill- The parties are ajl foreigner." worii? On thte venr nf Tniut/Z T™ ye»,y “^ssary for every one of us to be
paid and ill-fed, and are not willing to Doubtless this buying Sud selling of a I to have° an ? ? "°.ale P«re in thought aud deed, so as to
fight. To utilize this force it will first girl, like a’cow or otherjlomestic U whl^eX^rS
be necessary to bring it to the eastern mal, is all proper and right in the mind "advoenta " ^57’. U ones' they approach us, insteadseaboard. There is but one railroad by of one educated ta hannony wteh dte and if ft decided aa^ns? °f be,lns taken ^tage of by them
which it can be transported, and that is tlnctively Romish principles and ideas, to be cast mit b^ail Suh-ltim? R^fiettaR6 I in‘° 111 commIttals’ as Is so 
a poorly constructed affair. At one The fact that the priest must have been And this is not enough- The 7humb °f “ « CaSe’ demons‘rated by various 
place this railroad passes over Niagara aware of the girl's state of mind UrawaLaX.»,??» ’>■ 7 thumb- observations reported by others. My Falls, a cataract 1,000 feet- high, near argues a very low ethical standard á I hnà^RnfÁreRn» Î ““science tells me that It is not tho 
Eabrad01:- AtJast.accouats bl’ld?e ““dltion of mental obtuseness ’or ±8 irot wS1 1?“ .one adheres to, but tlie life one
at this place was in a very bad condi- worse, to permit him to perform so out- ta fo be^ostaatased until he aladta e“d^ tUpat C0UUts in tbe ‘“^«al 
“on” rageous and devilish a deed as to climbs “tato the tend wagon?® y M;ecord of tri>e progression; that if we

El Dario, of Madrid: ’ solemnize a marriage under such dr- Spiritualism has grownStrong during h° “ot .^ress properly, it is due to
“The average height of the Amerl- “instances. fifty years b^ the indidduaI efforts of I ? faCt we a,re uot true t0 ollr-

cans is five feet, two inches, and they By this “marriage”, the poor girl is I thosey who -accepted it Thev have I a“d ?° 'n6.lu accord with
have never produced an athlete. This bound, by the laws Of the holy church, failed at times and been broken I ???. mol'a 1 order. The name under
is due to their living almost entirely I to endure a hell in this life, and if she pitchers, but the progress of the omiso I ?“« sa 8 alao,unt3 to nothing, be 
upon vegetables, as they ship all their refuses to fulfill the vows Imposed upon has not ceased Societies have made * i Chrlst|a11 or Spiritualist. My con-
beef out of the country, so eager are her under coercion, she has the pros- mtatakes and1 beeS Imnosed o^ bv I SCleüCe iur.th5 ^lls me lbat God tbe
they to make money. There Is no doubt. of hell eternally. . speakers and mediums vet the mem- 8up.reme lnd and Wodel, is the powerthat one full-grown Spaniard can easily I -the brutal father can go to confes-1 bers have considered themselves able to I ^»t creates and sustains all that is, by
defeat anv thi'ee Americansn I stoû to this same priestly °fatlierM re-1 inHo-a ní timiH «00^ , I ^is laws governing cosmic substance

The general Intelligence of the edu-1 absolution, and go to heaven. I be deceived now and then, to giving nm earth’s students
caled classes in Spain, representing less Romish education and auHioritv1'63 °f tbril’ rlebt Of ^udKment others. t primary Action and effects^n ^Ibe cos*

. ,, ... . llumisu euucauon and authority. if romnina for rule thuhaa m piiuiuiy uvuuu aim eiiecis in me costhan one-third of the population, must-------------------------------- COLUMBUS h>o™ide^!nrfoi^r»í.„»8MUb > y^‘l ° mos. yet behind it all is still that sube at a very low ebb, when such state- - -------- - - T ' L central authorl^hntlÎmïmwer'fn ah 1)reme Intelligence which forms and
ments of the press can be received as HOPE THEIR CAPITAL tate to tlie subordinate societies whom g|UldeS>it'!i°i planeta thelr courses, as „ , • _ , . I JJ XAIUIXV l.Xxxl-Ja . I vAiv oUWlUmULC oUClvllCS v'UOm I fl IA ft fill flllllfro nnH nil fni'ina flint ImtiAfacts by readers And the editors The Progressive Thinker has no de-1 eDJPloyi and the workers Ufe, ia accogdS 'Zmanent Im-
themselves exhibit the grossest ignor- slre to placea straw ta the path of the Frnm^lmi^bn <■ <1 “ratable law which, acted upon bj’ Hie
anee when they publish such silly tales. I Woman’s Christian Temhoranc» rininn I T ?C e tbe 9fflcers of the I all-pervading spirit of God, creates, 
The placing of Niagara Falls “near and onlv mentione the ita aútoératfi‘i°ld tU 8 suW)lles autl shapes its own ends; it, 

..X, ’ *““«"■ Tte organlzatlou commuted Ils ini , ,rta '!» sátiro cosmos .«4, life n
y * f’ .. -, . . blunder when it added the name Chris- GÓdS’nm-fmm^L Rnrcitt^A.mgh^flOnl evolves’ Tbe Inter-relations of aetivi-
He who writes Munchausens should +in_ __ , TT , . I God, noi from the Spirit-world. It can- ties so varied are eomnelleil in «»»

take Sambo's advice to his master, and In„ awav tlint C, P°! ' as ,ldy’ SpV^1111 11 flom ,tbe soclcttes sending aud are necessary to the general wel- 
nlace lita incidents nearer tneether “S awiLy poweiful element which delegates as members of that Associa- faro aIld COodlv progression We use

■ I originally inaugurated, the temperance I J,10“’/®1 so-called delegates do not I the word goodly advisedly, for observa
' — I movement. Then lit erected on leased by raeir action bind the societies they I tion and experience has taught nnd

HISTORY-MAKING. I ia“d in Chicago, with An annual rental hns*hwn in°fnnt n m» “ p.roved thilt lf Progression is not of theThis is another period of history-mak- of 540,000, à mag'plfipent temple. To I than a delegated body. 8 | certain'summit^01* WUh decliue at

ing. These crises have occurred at P111’ ior *be  structure, building bonds A Board of Examiners elected by The life and history of man are
short intervals all through the ages; I for 5000,000 werej issued. The annual ®ueh a body could have no more power I honeycombed with paradoxes In pri-
and yet it is very little we know with I interest on the'trust bonds amounted „„F , boîy,,lts,elf; yet to ■’ust I vate’ social and national pursuits. An 
certainty of the past. Exaggeration, ‘° 504,167.50. Added to the land tax Ural standta^and nbtatv 0Sf °evervl aspll:es, ,t0 "’°!’ldly wea."11
misrepresentation and suppression I there were over 810^,000 to be paid worker in thè field is recommended^ I ^nd< di8.tlui!tlou’ but Instead of working
abound everywhere. The most trifling ™ “y^ TothiVw^ “8 a fCeler t0 lt8 «ortaifUbtlUUneUrtaXUheíe'
Incidents are magnified into mountains. I ganlzation nnd running expenses mak- ad pt a ‘ t by accomplishes his purpose. He ean
The gigantic become only mole-hills in I ing a grand total o'! aimual expenses of I bPlrltua“Sts have unanimously con-1 only reach the summit of the lines put 
the hands of Interested chroniclers 5205,282.87. “ demned the law whereby any one who forth, then bls course is reversed, and
The real actors In the world’s dramns The women wer¿zealous to maintain desIre® heal the sick must pass an he meets with reverses generally; but,
ta th XnTn their organization,-and the Temótebef°re a hom’d of doctors, while going backward ta a worldly
In «-hands of these scrlbbleis become headquarters, but Contributions did not yet,here Is an examining board sug- sense, his subconscious deeps are
insignificant supes; the real heroes are flow ta upon them à'AheV honed Thev I Fest<id' to wblcb tbat of tbe doctors ls I sUrre<i by inductions of force from on
either befouled with libels, or are could not control thp purses of their bOyS lday' high, his better nature is awakened to
passed in silence to languish in obscur- friends. ■’ Think of Andrew Jackson Davis, a sense of the situation, seeing aud re-
ity. The public benefactors are mostlv I The Executive Committee of the na- ?,teb'jIn.s’. Mo®es J1“11- Mattle alizlng what had been wrong in bis
unknown, while criminals bravos and tlonal Organization, lately ta session in ?J' e®’ Lockwood, foimei pursuit, thus he is spiritually

„ ‘-'““‘“ais, mavos and I olllcag0( by a voleof 18 to 2i fielded to J- W. Dennis, J. O. F. Grumbine, Emma Sol“S formward in goodly progression
prize-fighters are immortalized. To abandon tho project of owning the Wo-1 HardI“Se Britten, Mrs. Hagan Jackson, while going backward in material suc-
narrate simple facts in illustration I man's Temple. Final action will be J Mrs’ Stuart-Richings, Dr. Hlddon, cesses. So It is with society and
would arouse into activity pens loaded taken at their next session, to be held I Frank Baxter, Nellie J. T. Brigham, nations.
with gall, whose special mission It is to lu November, at St. Paul. The proba- Wright, and a. host of others perhaps yousay-you cannot see it in
falslf„ bility seems to be that the Temple 0<Jually “oted> forced to go before a tbat light, for the decline of nations has

Tho cni.Ain,.« „<• raí movement of vast wealth, based on seff^ppolnted tribunel for credentials, too often amounted to their literal de-Ihe scholais of to-day, with re- i10pe wlll ,)asg outs|de of tlle organiza- and lf they failed to do so, every so- struction Instead of a purer upbuilding.
othJreLf0ArkUon edHe unkn<?wa to tion, the failure passing to the credit to clety foi‘blcldcn to recognize them until Yes; certainly, It is ever so when the 

uta^Vrtaf in ra1 °“’ “ak0. lmP°l;t- ill-directed genius, in which sectarias tbey crawled into the tail-end of the individual or collective per cent of true 
ant d seoverles in history, n smence, In lsm wmst“hn\uXnt w Z band wagon-1, é., the N. 8. A.!! goodness cannot be awakened and 
eXe Hie aSoods Integrating factor. * SUCnt Again, the writers, as “advocates,” Pressed into service tor self or national

“t^boods of old-time ro- ______  , _________ must hand their works over to this ex- redemption from those conditions and
mancers, the cry of heretic, renegade, ■ I purgatory court, and the Spiritual jour- I fol'ces which were the motive power in
maligning the dead, falsifying history, DID I E fil AÇÇ I EOCPMC nais be passed on before their publish- the evil course. Then nature asserts
off^rcal^^«^18nn8ent/P\,^d1|tUO h°ra uLAOO LtuvUllU ers are allowed to send them out, other- ber rights with regard to the survival
est seniehei is silenced, v hile the world --- ---- wjge t¡je 60e|etjes tributary to the of tlie fittest, while yet the course up-
aîreadv mbP “n e‘ i°re’ ScrÎDtural Execresis I Jnrtor N- s- A- are to be commanded to boy- "’“rd goes on through changes and evo-
already said. It has always been so, wUripiurai CXQgQSIS UnaST cott them luttons; for, individuals nor nations can
■S .SK ,ÍSS Spiritualism. XTiÎÆT E*
attempts to stay tbo Incoming tide of x, ““ speaKers "ho, even with the best in- are Ilsod for regeneration of tho
falsehood. He Is met by those who ride To the Editor:—Allow me space in tentions, fail to Instruct or, interest, and crude [ut0 relined substances of life andupon the crest of the wave, nnd Is en- y°“r P“Per t0 sa? 1 have received many I there are books of no value, yet such other vltal silpplles belu„ benefited In
gulfed ere his mission Is scarcely begun. I S“bs for instruction on Spiritualism P“ss and are forgotten. The tnost just tbe same degree that they benefit bv
The philanthropists of eenturles rest in ^r°m a biblical standpoint; beside that I Sou?'!' 8 ^be Spiritual irabllc, and qUai¡ty of forces used ;n their pursuits 
unhonored graves, whilst the mock he- ?aay v',anJ; S°neral Instruction on “Peakers receive credentials, are ln conjUIlction with their strong desiresroes, whose fame depends on the dar- Scriptural Exegesis in the Light of I “ordained,” by that public. Thus“are they assigned then at these
ing deeds of others, have their names Modern Spiritualism. Many want to I Since the beginning of Spiritualism I regulating turns
blazoned on the brightest pages of Ids- know something of the origin of the there has been a constant effort toward I My conscience tells me this is true be- 
tory. He whose genius constructed the b°°ks of the Bible, and many other I centralization and the establishment of cause observation and Instruction agree 
Ephesian dome, is forgotten, while the retags connected with that book which a society having control of its affairé. and declare it true I have learned in 
name of Its destroyer Is immortalized. I J,?“"0.bringing out for years. I Once an organization was effected this inner school, of spiritual teachers. 
He who first wrote the words, “The Many could not attend our school, who which gave assurance of success, but it that all the railed joint and other 
United States of America,” and whose I 1wa“t_tbl.s._‘nîtl:uctlon’ 1 hare ®«en went to pieces on the rocks of personal efforts of spirits and mortals, are for 
pen was an important end principal been requested to open a course of in- I amtatlon. The history of the move- one common end namelv to brin” all 
factor ta calling the nation into exist-1 struction on these and cognate themes ment shows a continuous discussion men to see and learn bow thev ns In-
ence is traduced, whilst his maligners by mail. pro and con. The fear has been of a dividual egos, are drafted from’the cos-
11 vc in song and story. 1 baye totally decided to begin a se- creed, and binding obligations, and re- mlc mass, and are therefore of ucces-

______ . . r .________ ries of Bible lessons as early as the newal of church discipline, The danger Sitv conditioned thereto as well « toT vive TKrrnwMTiAT m wnn I mlddle of September or at farthest, as I of this has been ridiculed as idle to en- I its’^envelonlng ether which is the con
LYING INCIDENTAL TO IGNOR- soon as the first of October. These les- I tertaln. Now ta the beginning of the netting medium between the eartblv

ANCE . I sons will come in sets of five lessons; movement a measure is recommended and heavenly bodies anTforce stream
The Pittsburg Times, commenting on *' be7 1 h® written with a type-writer I that would, If followed, place Spiritual- Ether is a motor, so to say. It is the

Spanish Ues .while showing" that her ?nd mimeographed. Each set of five ism and Its supporters in the hands of material undercurrent of mental and
1 r B . ,,r lessons will cost me, beside my years of a board of examiners more despotic general telegranhv All nature’s nroiwople are built that way, and that hard study, not less thon $25. I pro- than the Court of Rome, and aimed STarc> dependent uiron it I have

their enlightenment has not reached a pose to send.the five lessons to one per- with exactly the same means to enforce I often sensed as well as observed the
stage when they can realize the sort of son for 0De dollar—the lessons not to its decrees—excommunication, or denial I difference between ether in its com
lying they Indulge ta Is useless and C0n!0 nearer than within one week of I of all communication! I position and working order, and im-
prejudlcial to their own people, adds: e2 „ °reer- A11.„’° flve ,sert,s I Tbe N. S. A. cannot afford to follow j personal energy. Spirits referring to

“It may be entirely possible those of five tessons-will be entitled toasixth this recommendation,-however much it the latter, explain it as the nerve sup- Spanlard¿I who are telltag “bout I I may promlse’ Med,ums may deceivc’ I ply’ vlta1’ ^'igoratlng force of all
victories at Manila and alone the If I c“n Induce one hundred persons speakers fail to Interest, writers fill forms of life in their graded divisions. 
Cuban coast, and of the distress which I get a little their pages with incoherent messages, In It all substance and all nature’s ac-
the war is producing in this countrv mnnev * f th than.tlley 0081 me !,n yet the true Spiritualist will hold fast tive forces are represented and con- 
really think they are telling the gosneí <^ra nf i r m tod? s r ght ^udge for bimself and not tribute thereto. Even by their servicestruth and are lying with clear X- I »n tira S Æ ra 1 Y 111 yicld U t0 otbers’ I as ^“crating agents they also become
sciences. It is pretty hard for u'“to t^handle SnlrituaUm^r^^bibftett ABSOc!ation for th® Promotion of participants in the formation of these 
realize this, but analogous reasoning standpoint In^wwnw’ihat^ win greatandf?^^^^ streams and vital supplies by
goes far to show that it is possible“ oSv mett all oSltion U ■ power' not be. ignored, and Is perfect- which humanity is linked together and
What purports to be the history of all iwni Mso ntace the Rttatent wirarohJ ly consonant with, the highest form of interactivein accord with the law Im-

The.Progressive Thinker has its own I’ ancient peoples is full of the baldest winnrarc tiran Hm n™™™ mra® I IndlvlduaI freedom. Forgetting this, the manent therein. This force rushes
ecided opinion on the subiente, and re-1 and most astonishing exaggerations Jter doel “n the S oí’ tírn Btote,.................................................. .. ..........................................

nSnrÂmp0SS W? assenlo“s as and the conditions under which it was 
and co"ardlce I produced. The study of the Bible in 

H?d tbelr enemies. Nearly .Rg connection wlth^other bibles is both
rarto^k°te.bus a^s of the mollern his- instructive and entertaining. Thus In 
nTfira n^DH,lr^AA<tS .^. present to twenty-five lessons,:at.a cost of $5 for 
itaraiLfaCtS °f ^be pa8t’ 8 to eliminate the whole, I will give the student, more 
ln ,2,7s' : knowledge about tlje Bjble, its history

What is all mythology but a tissue I and its Interpretation,, than can be 
of poetic Ues; and what is all the his- gained in two years-at any- of our thé- 
tory of ancient nations but a series of ological Institutions.
chapters of hyperbole? Why, even ta Let me hear from those who wish this 
the books of Moses and ta what we de-1 course of study, or any part of it Ad- 
nomlnate the sacred writings of the dress me at 359 Normal avenue, Buf- 
prophets the Incredible slaughter falo, N. Y. . :
which they allege was inflicted upon Yours in behalf of an enlightened 
their enemies in the constant wars of Biblical SplrituaUsm, - -
Israel against her enemies sur- ■ MOSES HULL,
passes anything that ever, occurred ______ . . - . .
in modern times, though we have I •'Thomas Paine*  Wan ft« innHaw the advantage of Improved weapons An interesting pkijhletby Wm £ 
s. arw« s*  >&■ “•■ “ ™

IvenTtae aSnateof^ur^own coun°™ fiS
we find in its’earller history lying about I thl 13
thTitTnow™George wJ=hlngtom“s B1CS’ >3 Conceded to be historical

■ - uvulae .iidMuiujjiuu I pnrroct. nncl so find 4«
as,a saiati but In.hls day -avery detail as to be practically beyond

he was lied about much more virulently the reach of adverse criticism. Brica 
than any modern statesman.’ >25 cents. For sale at this office. '

indlvMual; by the central power. This 
is the time-honored method; creed, 
discipline, an ordained priesthood; the 
organization everything, the individual 
nothing. An ordained “credentialed” 
ministry sanctioned by a Board of Ex
aminers, is not in accord with the 
thoughts of the present Individual 
freedom is of more value than all the 
churches, associations or societies ever 
organized. Spiritualists will not submit 
to the dictation of a Star Chamber, or 
an Inquisition. There will be a great 
number, a vast majority, who will not 
be whipped into crawling into the tail
end of the “Band Wagon.”
; HUDSON TUTTLE.

"After Her. Death. The Story of » 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fair to be fed and delighted with tbis 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
tlie mind onward Into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 

■this office. Price, cloth, $1. ■

Thus, then, by such aids, impersonal 
energy becomes the motor of all moral 
and. spiritual improvement Personal 
or individual life, energy, evolution and 
regeneration are only possible thereby.
' If it were not for ether, which holds 

all things in solution, and spirit that 
prompts every endeavor, how would 
it be? .

Without ether there could be no im
personal energy, and without spirit to 
prompt and execute, the immanent law 
would be like law in books, unapplied 
by man.

These are some of the things taught 
me by my spirit teachers. I have ob
served these processes with their aid 
and my clairvoyant eye and know them
as facts. -

There are different grades of ether as 
there are different grades of electric
ity and magnetism, but all blend and 
work in harmony as one great graded 
force.

Ether, then, as the undercurrent of 
all motion, generates and conducts 
spiritual forces to the point indicated

by immanent law, hence there ta <■ 
¡mi? Worl£’ no lnlsat’ aad firadeand 
quality are as true as steel in their at 
tractions and repulsions. Updn tie 
tlnfeTn Plays tho bluish- 
tinted light of spirit active in its im 
portant office of prompttag and ex-' 
by*  wide),b'?bCbts of immanent law 
oj which each quality of force is dif
ferently conditioned. This it is which 
S? Had complex ae!

uallyhl Thesl“ “‘"i “?turally ,uld spirit
ually these gradations in which one 
man f? are the gulfs "’Inch sepaiate 

the wisdom ofA <!S olldly Proclaims 

luilh- "'I110 ”1’ an iddlvlduol 
Mg/SS K ss I!

b2Uo“- ond dBeenda tne spiral stairway from grade to tirade 
slowly but surely. Prom mortal In- 
au^iindn^r1!?-1 COIUi,leteness of form 
de, f.d^® StaUdiUff of 1111 these won
derful piocesses, is a long way, and the 
others’ 'inn- one differ from the
h dividn b, ‘ jllst what are needed 
indh ¡dually aud collectively.
' an Wert, O. MRS. M. KLEIN,

; A Tribute to John W. Day.

Good-bye to flattery’s fawning face: 
'iv? glu“dl'ur 'vir11 llls wise grimace- 
To upstart wealth’s averted eye- ’ 
To supple office low and high- ’ 
io crowded halls, to court and street- 
lo frozen hearts and hastening feet; 
lo those who go and those who^-ome, 
Good-bye, proud world, I am going 

kome. _R. w. Eulei.sfe0IiUe 
then lift your flags, 0 nation proud

On each memorial hour
And be triumphant marches loud 

liiftcl) deathless hero’s dower.
Fit symbol of a conquered grave 
At mast-head let each banner wave 
Not at half-mast. -John W. Day.

As I write the final services are being 
conducted over the body In which has 
lived the spirit of John IV. Day.

He was one of the most conscientious 
men; he loved justice, to do right, to 
Ignore shams, to worship not mammon 
nor its representatives, to recognize the 
true nobility of honesty in men and wo
men, was his great aim.

Retiring, sensitive, often inlsuuder- 
stood-the applause of the crowd 
charmed him not. Ambition, the ruin 
of many, was not over-developed In 
him; he sought not official positions 
content -to do his work, which must be 
well done.

He was a patriot, a soldier, an Amer
ican who devotedly lovi-d his country 
and Its flag.

A Spiritualist who loved “square deal
tags” and honest mediums.

His policy was never the rule-or-ruln 
policy. He believed In liberty, but al
ways limlsted HlHu-ly was not license. 
Ihe jealousy that existed among promi
nent spiritual workers grieved him 
much, and yet he realized that jealousy 
was the homage Inferiority pays to 
merit. • -

He despised the methods of the mod
ern Spiritual politicians, which are not 
only a disgrace to Spiritualism, but 
would disgrace a ward-room caucus.

He loved reformers of tho sturdy sort.
He was always a good soldler-uo’blank 
cartridge warfare for him; no sham bat
tles; he strived not to gain applause by 
extenuating evils tbat existed tn some 
one’s fear, thought, imagination).

He had few bosom friends, but he 
was Intensely loyal to them.

Untruthful words spoken of a brother 
or sister Spiritualist by a Spiritualist, 
disturbed him more than the shot aud 
shell which he faced from the cannon’s 
mouth.

Dear old friend, thou saw’st the fair
est flowers In the spiritual garden with
ered by jealousy and bate; their prayer 
was for the time to come when Justice, 
Mercy and Truth, Peace, Love nnd 
Good Will should cuter the hearts of 
the people aud there abide.

In thy new life wo greet thee. Thou 
art surrounded by the members of the 
Old Guard, the Grand Army of the 
Free—White, Colby, Storer, Chase, 
Brittan, Wheeler, Luther Colby, Cobb, 
Beals, are there—In the uame of Justice 
and Truth come to guard, guide and 
minister uuto us.

Wrap him in the flag he defended and 
loved. A member not only of the mili
tary Grand Anny has gone home, but 
a member of tbat grand army which 
strived to leave the world better than 
It found It.
Ills life was gentle, and the elements 

so mixed in film,
That nature might stand up and say 

to all the world, -
This was a man!

FRANCIS B. WOODBURY.

Clericalism the Curse of 
Spain.

Clericalism contributed its full share 
to the downward progress of Spain, 
says Henry C. Lea in the July Atlantic. 
The intensity of the Spanish character, 
which can do nothing by halves, lent an 
enormous power for evil to the exagger
ated religious ardor of the people.....

The concrete embodiment of un
reasoning fanaticism is to be seen In 
the Inquisition, established for the pur
pose of securing the supreme good of 
unblemished purity aud uniformity of 
belief. Nothing was allowed to stand 
in the way of this, and no sacrifice was 
deemed too great for its accomplish
ment All officials, from the king 
downward, were sworn to its support, 
and the sinister influence which it ex
ercised was proportioned to the enor
mous power which it wielded......

While the rest of the civilized world 
was bounding forward in a career of 
progress, while science and the useful 
arts were dally adding to the conquests 
of man over the forces of nature, and 
rival nations were growing in wealth 
and power, the Inquisition condemned 
Spain to stagnation; invention and dis
covery were unknown at home, and 
were discouraged or at least admitted 
with jealousy from abroad. Recupera
tive power was thus wholly lacking to 
offset the destructive effects of mis
government, the national conservatism 
was intensified, and a habit of mind 
was engendered which has kept Spain 
to this day a virtual survival of the 
Renaissance. , .

"Religion as Revealed by the Mate
rial and Spiritual Universe.- By E. D. 
Babbitt, M. D., LL.D.” A compact 
and comprehensive view of. the sub
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist One of the very best 
books on the subject Price, reduced 
to $1, cloth; paper, 50 cents. For sale 
at this office.
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Statement of the General. Manager ef the Jubilee

•R»

Keep Yourself Well Informed
YOU CAN EASILY DO SO BY READING s

I

A:

ilj? 
’A?,o’K,

n

To the Public:
I submit herewith for general infor

mation a statement showing the re
ceipts and expenditures of the Jubilee 
and matters relating thereto.

The statement is not quite complete, 
as there are some items of which I

ton, Mrs. Margaret Gjayes, Mrs. V. A. 
Dambach, H. H. Lord.;®). T. Washburn, 
J. M. Peebles, A. M., M. D., Francis 
Rice, O. F. Gage, F.-H. Woods, H. W. 
Richardson, “X. X. ft'.," Paul Gibler, 
M. D„ Wm. P. Davis.'DjjJ. Starrett, Dr. 
G. C. McGregor and wife, J. C. Ran
som, John Hooker, Leadville Occult So-

7
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CAMP-MEETING DIRECTORY,
Cassadaga Camp, N. Y.

This favorite place of resort opens 
July 15 and closes August 28.

Freeville Camp, N, Y.
Tills camp opens July 30, and closes 

(August 14.
Onset Bay Camp, Mass,

Onset Bay (Mass.) Camp-meeting 
commences July 3, and continues to 
September 4.

Niantic Camp, Ct.
The Niantic Camp-meeting com

mences June 24, and continues until 
September 8, inclusive. Excursion 
tickets to Niautic can be obtained at all 
stations on the New Loudon Northern 
railroad at little more than half fare. 
Lookout Mountain Camp. Tenn. 

. Lookout Mountain Camp-meeting of 
Spiritualists begins July 10, and con
tinues during the month. Stockholders 
or their proxies are desired July 12. 
'All are invited. Jerry Robiuson, pres
ident.

Lake Sunapee Camp, N. H.
The nineteenth annual Lake Sunapee 

Spiritualist Camp-meetlug will be held 
at Blodgett’s Landing, N. H., for five 
weeks, commencing Sunday, July 24, 
and ending Sunday, August 28, 1898.

Marshalltown Camp, la.
Commences Sunday, August 28, and 

closes Sunday, September 18. For fur
ther information address Miss L. P. 
Beeson, Albion, Iowa.

Mesick Camp, Mich.

Young People’s Spiritualist Union
First annual convention of the na

tional body of the Young People’s Spir
itualist Union will be held at Lily Dale, 
N. Y., on the grounds of the Cassadaga 
Camp-meeting Association, August 9, 
10, 12, 1898, President, I, C. O. Evans, 
Washington, D. O.; secretary, Miss 
Anna M. Steinberg, Washington, D. C.

Delphos. Kansas.
Commences August 5, doses on 

22d. M. Blanchard, secretary.
Catalpa Park, Mo.

the

have not the exact figures, though
totals will not be much different. r ciety, Col., Splrituaiist“s'oeïet'y7c.'' ;M.

Donations from speakers of their ex-1 Platt, Geo. A. Reynolds Ed M Wins- 
penses, from Spiritualist press for ad-1 low, The Church of the Soul Sunday- 
vertislug or the expense of same which school of the Church of the Soul Band 
would materially increase the receipts of Harmony of the Church of thé Soul 
and expenditures are not included I mid Mr. Bliss, each $10. Collected bv 
therein, nor are the donations to meet Mrs. J. Wells, $9.50; collected by T. W. 
the deficit, or the affairs of the Spirit Litchfield, $9; Philadelphia Spiritualist 
Art Department, they being stated I Society, $8.75; Mary C. Powell aud 
separately. The receipts were 3304.811 Rosa Barnett, Evansville, Ind., Splrit- 
as follows. ■ I ual Societv. (Ihildron’« ï.vmm»I ual Society, Children’s Lyceum, Spring-

_ $1,931.24 field, Mass., each $7; collection at Mt.
meetings at Rochester.. 1,310.30 Pleasant Park, Clinton, la., $6.64; Sam
' “ ' 50.00 uel Newman, G. W. Whitney, each $0.

10.90 I Capt. E. W. Gould, collected by N. F.
Ravlin at Prof. Walrond’s society, J.

. .. 2.371 W. Wilson, Mrs. Olive Stewart, W. R
The expenditures except as above Watson, J. T. M„ Martin Byrom, Mrs. 

stated were $5,979.08 and are as fol-1 Sully, Mrs. II. J. Curtis, J. W. Moore, G. 
Ws: ...... C. Northrup, Benj. Rhodes, Mrs. M.’ ßi
GENERAL STATEMENT OF JUBI- Wallace, “A SHent Friend,” W. J. Lew

LEE EXPENSES. Is, Spiritual Society, Yomters, N. Y.,
«iaoiu>n J?,st Sldritu«list Society, Jamestown, 

Rents ...... ....... ......$l,3_o.OO n. Y., Mrs. Wm. Coverdale, Mr.Kelsey,Clerks, stenographers aud as-. I «----- „ ... ? _•

From 
From 
From 
From 
From

subscriptions.

badges
books and music. .1 . 1 . 1 _ a

stamps received f,or re
turn postage,..... .. ...

IB PROGRESSIVE THINKER.
• The well-informed persons are always at the head of the procession, 
while the Ignorant, the lazy and unthoughtful hang on to the rear. If a 
Spiritualist, you should subscribe at once for The Progressive Thinker and 
keep posted in liberal, Spiritualistic and occult thought. It Is almost crim
inal for one to remain in ignorance while the opportunity to gain knowledge 
is open to all at a nominal price. Bear in mind that all subscribers to The 
Progressive Thinker get a valuable premium, which has sold as high as 
$25. You should have it in your library. J

Mesick (Mich.) Oamp-meetfng will 
open July 31, 1898, closing August 14. 
For particulars address Jadob Bulllan, 
Mesick, Wexford Co., Mich. •

New Era Camp, Oregon.
Commences July 2, and closes July 

25; Circulars will be sent to all who 
apply to Walter P. Williams, Salem, 
Ore., who is the corresponding secre
tary, ,

Ottawa Camp, Kansas.
The Leavenworth County Spiritualist 

'Association will hold a camp-meeting 
commencing July 27 and closing Aug. 2. 
T. 0. Deuel, president; Mrs. Emerick, 
secretary, Wallula, Kan.

Topeka Camp, Kansas.
Commences September 11 and contln- 

Hing until tlie 25th. T. P, Kelley, Sec
retary, 211 E. Fourth St., Topeka, Kan.

Grand Ledge Camp, Mieh.
Grand Ledge Spiritualists’ Camp will 

open July 31, and close August 28, in
elusive. Mrs. Geo. Sheets, secretary 
pro tern.

Mt. Pleasant Park Camp, la.
• Commences Sunday, July 31, and 
closes Sunday, August 28. For full in
formation address Martin H. McGrath, 
secretary, at Fulton, Ill.

Lake Brady Camp, O.
Opens July 10, and closes September 

■4. D. A. Herrick will preside as chair
man during the session.
Southern Cassadaga Camp, Fla.

The Southern Cassadaga Camp meet
Ing commences the first Sunday in Feb
ruary, 1899, and continues four weeks. 
For information write to the corre- 
spondlng secretary, Emma J. Huff, Lily 
Dale, N.Y.

Mantua Station Camp, O.
Commences July 17 and closes Aug. 

22. D. M. King, president.
Ashley Camp, O.

National Spiritual and Religious 
.Camp Association, Wooley Park. Com
mences August 21 and closes Septem
ber 11. H. Baxter, president; W. F. 
Randolph, secretary.

Bankson Lake Camp, Mich.
Bankson Lake Camp-meeting, at 

Lawton, Mich., commences July 23 and 
ends August 14.

Vicksburg Camp, Mich,
The Vicksburg camp, at Fraser’s 

Grove, opens August 5, and closes Au
gust 28. Programmes will be sent to 
anyone addressing Jeanette Fraser, 
(Vicksburg, Mich.

_ Island Lake Camp, Mich.
Fourth annual camp-meeting of the 

Island Lake Camp Association, Island 
Lake , Mich., beginning July 1, and end
Ing August 31 1898. '

Lakeside Park Camp, Mo.
Lakeside Park, Jasper county, Mo., 

commencing September 10 and closing 
September 20. B. G. Sweet, president, 

’Empire City ,Kans.
Chesterfield Camp, IndL

Chesterfield Camp-meeting will begin 
July 21 and close August 21, 1898. For 
programmes address Flora Hardin, 
fiecretary, Anderson, Ind. President, 
.G. W. Parkinson, Yorktown, Ind.

Haslett Park Camp, Mich.
. Opens July 31, closes August 28. For 

Information and programmes, address 
I. D. Richmond, Secretary, St. Johns, 
Mich.

Harmony Grove Camp, Cal.
’ The Harmony Grove Camp wifi open 
ht Escondido, San Diego, county, Cat, 
.Sunday, August 14, closing Sunday. Au
gust 28. .

- For further particulars, enclose 
Btamp and address the corresponding 
eecretary, Miss Mary Nulton, Escon
dido, Cal. :

Lake Pleasant, Mass.
Lake Pleasant Camp opens July 31, 

and closes August 29. Albert P. Blinn, 
secretary.
Woolley’s Summerland Beach, O

Catalpa Park Camp-meeting, at Lib
eral, Mo., commences August 20, and 
closes September 20. Mrs. Alice Wal
ser, secretary.

Verona Park, Me.
The annual camp-meeting of the Pe

nobscot Spiritual Temple Association 
will be held nt Verona Park, Me., Au
gust 5 to 22.

Franklin, Nebraska.
The Northwest Kansas and South

west Nebraska Spiritualist camp-meet
ing will open August 25 and close Sep
tember 12, at the Rose grove, Franklin, 
Nebraska. For particulars address the 
secretary, D. L. Haines, Franklin, Neb., 
box 27.

Brainard, Iowa.
The 31st annual meeting of Fayette 

county, la., Spiritualist Association, 
will be held August 12, 13 and 14, one 
mile southeast of Braluard, and one- 
half mile west of Oak Grove school
house, on the farm of L. W. Reed.

Etna, Maine.
Camp will open August 26 and close 

September 4. For particulars address 
H. B. Emery, secretary, Glenburu, Me.

Dallas. Texas.
Texas is to have a camp-meeting, at 

Dallas, September 10 to 20. D. G. 
Hinckley, 563 S. Central avenue, Dallas, 
secretary.

ONSETBAY.
It Is Enjoying a Prosperous 

Season.

Monday, July 11, was conference 
day, when those who like to discuss va
rious questions had the privilege of 
their heart's delight.

Tuesday’s lecture was prefaced with 
song, “There’s a new sweet face - in 
heaven,” Maxham. Invocation, Mrs. 
Kate R. Stiles. Song, “Has thy heart 
grown weary?” by Mr. Maxham. Mrs. 
Stiles took for the subject matter of 
her discourse, “Spiritualism.”

Although copious showers of rain fell 
on Wednesday, quite a number gath
ered at the Arcade to hear Mrs. Adeline 
M. Gladlng in her eloquent lecture, and 
also the tests of Mr. Wiggin.

Thursdaj' meeting at the Auditorium. 
Mrs. Kate R. Stiles lectured upon “The 
future of Spiritualism as compared 
with religion,” following her lecture 
with tests.

Friday, Mrs. Gladlng took for lecture 
subject, “Mediumship.” She said in 
part: “Mediumship began not wdth the 
advent of Modern Spiritualism, but 
when the law of attraction began to un
fold this, beautiful world mediumship 
began, and we are only now in the be
ginning of the great powers that are 
yet to come. Mediumship is the door 
through which the loved can come and 
say ‘I am not not gone far away; I am 
ever near you.’ Mediums, do you 
know you are entrusted on earth with 
the choicest jewel, the holiest thing— 
that holy and beautiful philosophy, that 
voice of God that comes to man to as
sure him that he lives forever; the voice 
of love that helps to refresh the weary 
body, that sustains the body in time of 
sorrow and suffering. Spiritualism 
could not exist without mediumship.”

The Wigwam opened Thursday with 
a full attendance.

Dances at the Temple, Saturday 
nights, are well sustained.

July 17—another glorious Sabbath 
morning. The ozone from the kelp per
fumed air on such a morning is indeed 
reviving to the senses. A band concert 
at the Auditorium ushered lu the exer
cises of the day. Song by Mr. Maxham. 
Prof. Peck, of St. Louis, then being in
troduced by the president, read two 
short poems by J. G. Saxe and Ella 
Wheeler Wilcox. The subject of Prof. 
Peck’s discourse was “The Search 
After God.” Goethe has said, “Who 
shall name Him and dare to say, I be
lieve in Him; or who shall deny Him 
and dare to say, I believe in Him not?” 
So diversified has been the idea of God 
that men have, called it insolvable and 
tried to dismiss the subject from their 
minds, but like Banquo’s ghost, the 
question would not down.

Each Individual perceives God just as 
much as he has developed to under
stand. Man despite his frailties wor
ships that which Is elevating and as he 
grows, will his worship widen with the 
progress he makes. Call it by what 
name yon will, it Is that which perme
ates and gives life- to every soul.

Afternoon services opened with sing
ing '‘Satisfied,” by Mr. Maxjiam.

Mrs. Gladlng took for the subject of 
the afternoon, “Whispers from the Un
seen,” a very eloquent and pathetic leer 
ture.’ . ■

Saturday, the 16th, was given over to 
the Veteran Spiritualists’Union. -

AUGUSTA FRANCES TRIPP.

The camp-meeting at Woolley’s Sum
merland Beach commences the first 
Bunday in August and continues two 
weeks. Near Millersport, O., 30 miles 
east of Columbus. S. I. Woollev, pres
ident. • ■

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op. 
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL, D., M.D.- This comprises 
the last, part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office.

Mediumship. A chapter of Expert
I ences. By Mrs. Maria M. King. Price 
10 cents.
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Printlug and stationery..........
Postage.... ........................ .
Board—heads of departments, 

speakers, mediums, musi
cians and assistants....

Traveling expenses for same.. 
Department of Music.............
Board—personal.............. ........
Railroad and street cars—per

sonal.. ....... .... ......
Sundry accounts....................
Souvenir badges ....................
Hall decorations.......... ;.........
Special Agent Joint Traffic As

sociation. . . .................
Dept, of Foreign Correspond

ent . . .......... .............
Express, freight and cartage,.
Telegraph and telephone mes

sages . . .......... . ... ... .,
Stereoptieon........ ................
Messengers and special serv

ices ..............................
Folding circulars...................
Office supplies..........................
.Admissions to camps and 

meetings.......................

n,-oo|Mrs- Su8au L. Porter, Mrs. R., L. E. 
Bullock, Maj. Chas. F. Howard, Mrs. A.

P’- Butterfield, Simeop Snow, Mrs. Hel
en Howes, Ladies’ Aid, Society, Spring
field, Mass., Daniel B, Allen, R. C. 

r„i Baldwin, E.dw. Crawley, T, T. David- 
ipo’£ son, Miss A. M, Steinberg, E. J. Story, 
avn I H- Horn’ Dlidlow Patton, Mrs. E. L.

Watson, Mrs, Dr. Dobson-Barker, J. D. 
Low, Helen O. Richmond, Hans Mettke, 

| Prof. J. B. Campbell J. G. Patton, J. E. 
ineiA Uowe’ Mrs- Susan S. Smith, Mrs. Au- 

01 11 Bustf> Ferris, Mrs. Annie Balfour, Nana- 
An'nn I lmo> British Columbia, Spiritual Socie- 

1 ty, C. A. Treat, Mr. . and Mrs. John
„„„ I Woodmansee, J. B. Ellis, Mrs. Flora S. 
uö.vu Jackson, Mrs. Antoinette Mulhauser,

„ I Andrew C. Dunn, Mrs. Loe F. Prior, 
S'ro M<dl J- Carr’ Psychical Research So

ciety, Sterling, Kansas, Mrs. Crissey, 
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lone Chapman House, $4.75; First Spirlt- 

ual Association, Linwood, N. J., $4.28;
1019 M^’ 01 Cook' Pb’st Spiritual Union, 
io«! Norwich, Conn., each $4; W. H. Arm- 
roo I strou8- $3’95; collected by G. H. 
°’wu Brooks, Ft. Wayne, Ind., Society, $3.65;

rr I Spiritual Society, West Potsdam, N. Y„ 
- $3.55; Occult Society, Van Wert, O„

The door receipts of the Spirit Art $3.50; J. C. Sheu Graphophone Concert, 
Department were $57.94, the expenses Children’s Progressive Lyceum, Nor
being over $100 more than the receipts, wlch, Conn., Mrs. Eva Sherman, E. P. 
which added to the difference between Upton, Mi’s. L. K. Hall;n.T. K. Wilson, 
the general receipts and expenditures, each $3. Mrs. E. S. Loring, D. B. Mcr- 
makes a total deficit of $2,774.27. ritt, Miss Annie Martin, Mrs. M. J.

The above statement does not in- Thompson, Spiritualist Society, Galves- 
clude any account for personal services ton, Tex., each $2.50. Mrs; Clara Bemis, 
since the beginning of the Jubilee work Mrs. F. A. Thrall, Col. Van Horn, Mrs. 
in November, 1896. For over a year the J. C. Smith, Mrs. S. <A. Burtls, J. La- 
work thereof has been continuous, most I Famce, C. E. Hodge,l Miss S. E. Clark, 
of the time from early morning till late Messrs. Forsters, Mr. ai)d Mrs. L. IL 
at night, and it is not all done yet. Loomis, W. N. Briglgun^D. B. Briggs, 

Some may be surprised that the post- “Wife and Me,” Miss Libido Clough, S. 
age bill is not larger. The statement of I A. Talmadge, Mrs. J. E.' Hyde, Mrs. 
President Barrett was premised on the I Catherine Weaver, Mrs., Hodson and 
one in the general circular advertising Mrs. Vanderbilt, Mi’s?Esiher C. Farrer, 
the Jubilee, where it stated there were Mr. and Mrs. M. Delano, W. H. Mix,
over seventy thousand post offices in John Malnlght, Mr., and Mrs. J. II. 
the United States, and If only one letter I White, Mrs. B. D. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. 
were sent to each it would cost over J. W. Gates, Dr. Hqimqh Pettegrew, 
$1,400. That was not done, though It Ethlln M. and May AZMhion, Mrs. J. b! 
would have been desirable had we Ager, C. H; Newcbmu; J. Proctor 
known of Spiritualists in each town, Smith, Mr. and Mrs.'O. W. Smart, Mme. 
and had there been money to do it Elnora Lindstrom, J. R. Lassiter, E. R. 
with. Whiting,, collected by Mre. S. Page,

Circulars were printed on light paper I Dr. O’Dell, each $2.
enabling many to be sent at small cost, Sam F. Gray, Mrs. E. B. York, Mrs 
they were redistributed by all who M. Klein, Franklin Springer and wif^ 
were interested enough In the welfare I Amelia M. Fay, Mre. L. A. Stockholm 
of the cause to do so by enclosing in each $1.50. ’
their letters. Part of collection at Jackson. Mich.,

Packages were sent wherever we by F. B. W„ $1.37; “A Friend,” $125- 
could learn of societies or public work- Mrs. Nellie M. Smith, $1.08; Mrs. Bet
ers, as well as to many others and sev- sey B. Ijawrence, $1.00; F Corden 
cml times. White, Mrs. B. E. Litchfield, Mrs. El-

The slowness of Spiritualists to re- nora M. Babpock, Mrs. Edgar Taylor 
spond to the call for lists of our people Charles Winter, Eulogio Prieto, Mrs’ 
with their addresses made it impossible N. L. Anderson, N. L. Fowler'Ivers 
to get the names to send to every- Gibbs, J. E. Hayward. Dr.Brlgham, 
"’here. Geo. McDonald, Mrs. E. F. Kurth, “Un-

The addresses of many thousands of known,” Mrs. Lena M. Jones, Mrs. N. S. 
Spiritualists were received and It is Morrill, Mrs. L. V. Hidden, Mrs S L 
hoped all who have not sent in theirs Daggett, Wrs. J. W. Voorhees, Walter 
will do so. F. Williams and wife, F. B. Nlehols,

The proprietors of the Banner of “Cash," Mrs. Reed, Mrs. E. F. Huff, 
Light, The Progressive Thinker, The Mrs. C. C. Pratt, Mrs. E. S. Hibbard 
Philosophical Journal, The Evolution- Mrs. C. Davis, Miss S. Washburn Wm' 
1st, The Medium, Lichtstrahlen, aud Boalch, Mrs. Wm. Cloverdale E S 
Nya Tlden, kindly donated the adver- Varney, Julia A. J. Perkins,' w’. K 
rising in their journals. Gage, Alfred Moore, Mrs. Andrews,

The following participants paid their Mre. M. Mather, Mrs. L B Fullom 
own traveling and hotel bills: H. D. Mre. H .Van Buskirk, Mrs. Ann Dono- 
Barrett. Mrs. Elizabeth L. Watson, van, Mrs. M. J. Zimpfer, W. N. Evans, 
Mre. Jennie Hagan Jackson, Dr. A. B. B. F. Wheeler, Mrs. 'L. J. Townsend 
Spinney, J. M. Peebles, M. D., Mrs. Mrs. Lida C. Brown, Mrs. Elizabeth 
Helen Palmer Russegue, Lyman C. I Cole, C. M. Hendee, Mrs. Russegue, J. 
Howe, Hans Mettke and Mrs. Marion T. Handion, Mr. and Mre. H. C Fish C 
CnnIK‘n?„n„ ..... S’ F'ord- Mre’ Cynthia A. Stevenson;

The following speakers paid their Mre. M. A. England, E. G. Relllv, Maria 
traveling expenses or subscribed an c. Lewis, Birch Ellis, Sarah Comstock 
amount equal thereto: Mrs Cora L. V. Ellis, Polly Caldwell, Robert Meatvard, 
Richmond, Prof. Wm. Lockwood, Mrs. Mrs. Emma Taylor “A Friend” E W 
Carrie E. S. Twlng, Mrs. Loe F. Prior, Ruddin, Henry K. Bearse, J. 8.’ Ruther- 
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague, Mre. ford. Frank J. Elliott a Wnd.

each 75 cents. “A friend,” Mrs. Sana 
Nichols, each 54 cents. Mrs. John 
French, A. Tefft, “A friend,” Mrs. W. 
K. Cooker, T. P. Page, T. J. Ruff head, 
Levi Brown, John Tawney, Charles 
Gunnison and Mrs. Charles Gunnison, 
Mrs. M. E, Thatcher, Mrs. M. Ember- 
son, Mrs. 11. A. Grozler, Jas. B. Baker, 
S. N. Blakeley, Mrs. .Helen Aiken, “A 
friend,” D, Haynes, Mrs. H. H. Howe, 
Mrs. J. A, Cheever, Mrs, M. E. Hum
mer, C. C. L„ “A friend,” Blank, J. M. 
House], M. McGinnis, P. W. Smith, 
“Unknown,” Mrs. Newell Morse, Mrs. 
E. A. Jones and A. B. Jones, J. A. Un
thank, A lady, Anna B. Taylor, Mrs. 
Augusta Saunders, Mrs. Fred Ebert, 
Alonzo Coons, Nellie P. .Tillson, Rufus 
Rittenhouse, J. H. Bassler, Jonathan 
Arey, Hiram Rumsey, A friend, P. D. 
Thatcher, Mrs. Geo. de Mets, Julia Pit
cairn, Jacob Hey, Mrs. Adaline Nayler, 
Mrs. J. D. Sneezy, W. T. Stone, Mr. and 
Mrs. Edmund Huddart, James Boyd, 
D. S. and H. R. Haines, M. D. Sweet, 
“Widow’s Mite,” each 50 cents.

Mrs. L. I. Machmer, 40 cents; Mrs. S. 
A. Twiss, Jolin M. and Laverna Slath
ers, H. Williams, each 40 cents. G. W. 
Spencer, 35 cents. Herman Kern, 32 
cents. Mrs. Edna Anderson, 32 cents. 
Flora M. Davidson, 31 cents. Mys. 
Kate F. Stafford, E. A. Clark, Mrs. C. 
Freidrlch, Mrs. Lucy Bean, each 30 cts. 
W. R. Packard, 28 cents. Mr. and Mrs. 
G. B. Strong, Miss D. P. Hughs, Jennie 
Chamberlin, each 20 cents.

M. KHngman, three persons unknown, 
11. G. Williams, A friend, Aug Gaeek- 
ler, Miss E. Feltner and three others, 
Miss Louisa Robinson, Rosa Rhea 
Parkhurst, Jolin W. Ring, P. Holland, 
D. O. Harlson, Mrs. Ellen W. Smith, “A 
Widow’s Mite,” Harvey A. Henry, Miss 
Mary L. Farnum, Henry Weatherford, 
Mrs. Julia P. Brown, Anthony M. Sou
keys, Mrs. Laura Davis, Mrs. II. M. 
Tarbox, Madam Layo, Mrs. Emogene 
Perry, David A. Robins, “A friend,” 
Mr. Dickinson,' Mrs. Ellen Ford, Miss 
N. Thatcher, Mrs. C. Maul, Mrs. K. Le
nore, G. Cowles, H. H. McNett, Mrs. A. 
Widener, Mrs. A. A. Wood, Hiram 
Rumsey, Mrs. T. E. Barker, Amanda 
Miller, John Racklyeft, Urania Rackly- 
eft, Mrs. Esther C. Farrer, Mrs. S. J. 
Stark, Elroy C. Biers and wife, I. S. 
McCracken, A. Herrlnga, Mrs. Eliza
beth Rollins, “Widow’s Mite," W. B. 
Cochran, Mrs. E. M. Spencer, W. Z. and 
E. R. Hatcher, E. R. Brown, J. S. 
’Thurston, Mrs. Shaeffer, Mrs. Annie 
Moulton, Benj. Smith, James II. Tay
lor, Mrs. J. II. Adams, each 25 cents.

Blank, Mrs. J. II. Kimball, C. H. Cas
per, each 24 cents. Mrs. J. C. Dougall, 
23 cents. S. Cabot, Mrs. M. A. Rich, 
each' 22 cents. Mrs. O. A. Blair, S. A. 
Rainer, “A friend,” O. O. Stoddard, “A 
friend," Mrs. E. A. McGoon, Don Cra
mer, Unknown, L. A. L„ Eli E. Elliott, 
Mary S. Pollard, A lady, J. H. Van
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E. W. Sprague, Mrs. ford, Frank J. Elliott, Helen A Had- 
Raehel Wolcott, Mre Tillie U Rey- dox.’w. F. Follett, Mrs. A. N ¿rlggs, 
nolds Moses and Mattie Hull, and I 0. P. W.. Mrs. A. Cornwall, J. G. Serib- 
Mre. Anna L. Robinson. ner, c. R. Washburn, Mrs. Nellie S.

D. P. Dewey paid half his traveling Baade, Mary E. S. Woodward, Syrena 
exJ’.e.?>S*L  , .... . , _ ,, Lovejoy, Wm. H. Rowe, “Nevada,” Authors and others donated consld- T. J Whltchers Loon P M PMHt a 
erably many books for sale and other s. Hudson, M. D„ Anna F. Bright Mrs 
purposes, but few were sold P. E. Mandell, Joel Hills, Max Gentze,

1 have ,not receipted for all books, or From subscribers, “T. H.,” Mre. Otis 
some of the smaller cash donations, but and Mrs. Waldo, A. Munson, Miss Cora 
will as soon as possible, where the ad- Rambo, John Waggoner, Chas. W. 
dress or the sender is known. • I Newnmn Mi*  and Mr« n^Amna uuv . , j, . . . , . I wvwiuuu, iu.1. uuu AUOinUS 151CK-

A number of letters .have been re- erton, F. S. Harrington, W. A. Fox, A. 
turned, as the person to whom ad- h. Gifford, Sarah Nichols, “L. S. B.," 
dressed could not be found. Many do Mrs. A. LaPlatt, P. D. Bryant L. M. 
not give their full address. . DeLano, R. W. Barr, M.^D., Mre. J. C.

There are many personal expenses English, Dr. MargiierlUfe St Omer 
that have been incurred by reason of Briggs, Walter S. Rowley, Mre. Thomas 
my work for the Jubilee that would Gregory, Mrs. S. Mb' Kimball, Wm. 
be legitimate charges, though they Bieber, Lois Baldwin^ lArilady, John L. 
have not been Included. Jackson, Roscoe W. Tyler, Geo. Daw-

There may be some omissions or er- son, Mrs. S. N. ThompSon/T. J. Shriner 
rore In the following list of donations; I S. N. Peck, Mrs. L. Ei’Mi1 Thomas “X 
If so it Is accidental or clerical, not in-1Y. Z.," Orren Merritt!-' Aiigust Beyer 
tentional; anyone noticing mistakes and one, Samuel Lydididl'T. J. Bailey, 
will confer a favor by writing and In- Orren Nelson, “The ^widow’s Mite ” 
forming me therof. . I Mre. A. M. Swain, HeHntth Snow, Mre.

JUBILEE DONATIONS Sarah Martin,Josiahf Ghiwits Jerry 
T n | Robinson, J. C. Tolmftn, Air. and Mrs.
J. Q. A. Whittemore, Charles Whit- Dexter Parker, Mrs; ‘ Willard Storms, 

^odort “ay®r’TMrs' AK>fe I Mrs. Susan Jack, Jamhs Barber, Frank 
L. Pettinglll, each $100. B. Lewey, $50.1 Lorenz, Herbert J. Steele, I. Victor 
Conn. State Association, $28.<6; J. R. Mather, Mrs. Orrel H. Henshaw, F. 
Francis, Chicago, $28; O A. Miller, T. Bailey Wm. H. Adnm$ Mrs. Emma 
Brockton, Mass., Mrs. H. M. Griffith, c. Lewis, M. Bitters, E. R. Allen, Fer-

H“ldek0E?r, dinand S. Cowley, Linus Coleman, E. 
Ladles Spiritual Union, Evansville, Curtis, Mr .and Mrs. Hiram M. Clark, 
Ind., Mra Orpha M. North, A. F. Bu- Mre. Harriet A Homer, Mre. Sadie 
chanan, Spiritualist Society, Pittsburg, Witte, F. Melchers, Mrs. G.W. Hollister. 
Ta„ Nelson Tubbs, each $2a. Collection Douglas Smith, Mrs. Harriet T. Lewis, 
at Onset Camp, August lo, 1897, $21.87; Mrs. Georgiana S. Davis, Mrs. M. J. 
Mrs. J. W. Wheeler New Home sewing Peck, Mrs. Susan Wait, Miss Harriet J. 
machine and $20; Mrs. M. M. Perkins, I Cleaver, Mrs. F. H. Morrell E R 
Frank R. Ransom, collected by Rachel Brown, Charles F. Alfred, Paul Dotu- 
Wolcott, each $15. First Association of pass, Mrs. Daniel Mount, “A lady 
Sp ritualists Washington, D C , col- friend,” Sabin Scott, Mrs. Sarah Scott- 
lected $14.24. Collection, Friends of Sanburn, Miss Lucy Pomeroy, and Mrs 
Human Progress, North Collins, N. Y., Luthera L. Fitch, Mrs. Nellie Klein- 
June, 189(, $12.32. Collected by Mrs. hans, E. B. Parsons, First Spiritualist 
Helen Palmer Russegue, includes $5 Society, Horton, Mich., “A friend.” Mrs 
conttlbuted by Charles L. Smith, $12. Susan Gelselman, Dr. Chas. Bushnell. 
Collected by Mrs L. Diebolt, at Cleve- Geo. B. Warne, Mrs. Butterfield, Alon- 
tand, O., $10.10; John Martin, Mre. O. zo Griffin, Mrs. Lillybridge and Ervin 
P. Pratt, Dr. N. U. Lyon, Mrs. Alice R. A. Rice, each $1.
Andrews-Kibbie, G. A. Schaeffer, Miss Freicbt charges rennm to 
Ellen Hom, A. B. M iikinson, F. Cromp-1 jfrs. Lucy G. Nelson, M.’ D. Sweet'

Mrs. Anna L. Robinson.

Emon, each 20 cents. Annie Wilson, 18 
cents. W. W. Ball, Mrs. S. Steele, each 
15 cents. Mrs. M. A. Ingalls, E. E. 
Gills, each 12 cents, Anthony Lupplger, 
Mrs. Harriet M. Jackson, each 11 cents. 
Mrs. Louisa Barnes, Mrs. Alice Hahn, 
Mrs. Jane G. Lemmon, Mrs. Nellie 
Woods, Cash, Miss Northrup, Mrs. M. 
Goodrich, “Widow’s Mite,” Mrs. C. Ec
cleston,, Mrs. A. C. George, J. W. J., 
Louise Hudson, Mrs. J. F. Roberts, 
Mrs. F. W. Spinney, E. J. Sayre, “A 
Spiritualist and liberal thinker,” Mar
tha A. Wilson, S. A. Ridgeway, Mrs. S. 
C. Ladd, Mrs. M. Stubbemaw, S. M. 
Snyder, L. H. Hoover, R. D. Jones, 
A. Crosby R. D. Moore, Myrtle M. 
Bales, Mre. M. L. Elliott, T. L. Lam
bourne, Mrs. T. E. O’Dell, George F. 
Richardson, Mrs. L. A. Frazier, Mrs. C. 
H. Mullins, “East Avon,” “A lone 
widow’s mite,” Wm. Dillon Mrs. Nettie 
Clark, Mrs. Mehltabel Chapman Mrs. 
Abbie Pinkham, Mary D. Snell, Miss 
Angle Feslcr “Monotowoc,” Ida F. 
Wright, Septer Jackson, each 10 cents. 
Dexter Witters, wife and five children, 
each .10 cents. “Two lone, widows,” 
each 10 cents.' ‘Postage,” 8 cents; 
“Postage,” 8 cents.

Receipts expected from the hotels in 
Rochester did not amount to much, ow
ing to the small number of guests. 
Two of the small hotels’ contribution 
are Included in the list.

The rebates from other hotels except 
one was conditional upon their having 
a certain number of guests, which they 
did not; the rebate from the exception 
was deducted from their bill to me. 
There is a possibility that one other 
may contribute $50. >

The rates of the hotels were as low 
as they ever gave to conventions, all 
statements to the Contrary notwith
standing, and they claim not to have 
given rebates before, though they have 
donated In some cases. Rates varied 
from $5 per week to $4 per day, 
DONATIONS FOR JUBILEE DEFI

CIENCY.
Frank Walker, $100; W. EL Bach and 

B. Lewey, each $50; Miss E. J. Walker, 
Dr. F. L. H. Willis, expenses of foreign 
cor., Alonzo Thompson, Ludlow Patton, 
Wm. Smith, .E. R. Whiting, F. Cromp
ton, each $25. ' ■

C. M. Platt? John Hibberd, each $20. 
John F. Handion, Spiritual Science 

Society, Atlanta, Ga., Mrs. J. M. 
Wheeler, George Broome, Mrs. O. M 
North, Levi T. Smith, Mrs. Susan L. 
Porter, “A friend,” Ivers . Gibbs and 
others, Dr. G. C. McGregor and wife, 
First Spiritual Society, So. Hannibal, 
each $10. . ’ •

The Premium Book of The 
Progressive Thinker.

A. M. Huffman writes from Missouri: 
“Please find $1.20 subscription for The 
Progressive Thinker and Art Magic. It 
almost seems like presumption for one 
to accept all that you offer for the 
amount I send you. Truly the angel 
world must be sustaining you in the 
grand and noble work you are doing. 
May the spirits of exalted reformers 
hold your hands aloft until the hosts of 
superstition shall have been put to 
flight, and the banner of progress 
planted deep In the soil of truth.”

Mrs. A. P. Trousdale writes from 
New Orleans, La.: “I enclose $1.20 for 
Art Magic and a renewal of my sub
scription for your valuable paper, which 
does not expire till some time in Octo
ber; but as I desire to read Art Magic, 
I will renew now as your offer is made 
to that effect. I must thank you for 
the many pleasures your paper brings 
me every week. It is growing intel
lectually all the time. Many great 
pure minds contribute strengthening 
food for spiritual thought, and I trust 
the time is not distant when all minds 
will awaken to the grand truth.”

Dr. G. A. Bishop, a prominent mag
netic healer, of Chicago, writes: “It 
has given me pleasure to read Ghost 
Land and Art Magic, premium books to 
subscribers of your valuable paper; and 
while I do not endorse all that is in 
them, I most cheerfully recommend 
them as worthy a careful reading of all 
Interested in Spiritualism; for not only 
the Instructive thought they contain, 
but suggestions of .other valuable 
thoughts and information all investiga
tors need.”

Description ol ArtMagic.
"Art Magic” contains nearly 400 largo 

pages. It Is nca tly printed on first-class 
quality of paper, and bound In cloth In 
exquisite style; in fact but very few 
books to-day are so neatly and sub
stantially gotten up, and yet it Is to bo 
sent forth practically as a gift. It will 
be an ornament to any center table, and 
its contents will be perused with avid
ity by all reflective minds, however 
much they may dissent from some of 
the opinions presented.

Premium Terms

REMEMBER that all or
ders must be accom
panied by their reqoi- 
site amounts, viz:

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker 
One Tear, $1,20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year, 
$1.70, 'S

- - - - - , - i

Mrs. Geo. W. Hollister, $6.'
Detroit Spiritualist Society, collected 

by Mrs. M. Carpenter, Mrs. E. F. 
Kurth, Mrs. Catherine Morgan, Capt, E. 
W. Go.uld, Mrs. Helen Howes, Abel L 
Crosby, Mrs. Helen L. Haddox, Mre. C. 
E. Lounsbury, Miss Libbie Clough and 
others, and Mrs. Ann Rice, each $5.

J. J. Morse, $4.55.
A. Nonogenarlan, Harriett T. Lewis 

and S. A. L., each $3. ■’

Gen. Francis J. Lippitt, M. D. Bell, 
John Brooks and wife, M. A. Chase, 
Richard Smith, Geo. A. Bacon and C. 
H. Newcomb, each $2.

Geo. B. Orendorff, $1.25.
Sarah Paxson, Ed. S. Varney, Geo. 

W. Shaft, J. E. Hayward, C. E. Twom
bly, Wm. E. Browne, Prof. J. J. Wat
son, “Gipsie,” “A friend,’ Mrs. Horace 
Case, E. P„ Andrew J. Hall, Mrs. Annie 
E. Price, John W. Russel, Mrs. A. E. 
Sheets, A. Friend, Asa S. Parsons, C. A. 
Lathrop, Mrs. E. J. Jellison, M. A. 
Lowell, Sara A. Davis, Geo. A. Shultz, 
Henry Church, W. B. Johnson, L. A. 
Manning, Miss A. H. Bradford, Martha 
A. Davis, A Friend, Edward Sanford, 
Mrs. Anna H. Gifford, Mrs. Sarah J. 
Stark, T. S. Brown, Mrs. Harriet Hub
bard, Laura W. Eager, J. V. Aldrich 
and wife, Nelson Carr, H. F. C., Mrs. E. 
Barrows, Mrs. Heywood, John Coad, 
each $1.

Mrs. E. S. Keepers, Mrs. M. G. Lin
coln, Fred Schaw, each 50 cents.

Geo. W. Swan, 25 cents. -
Dr. O. G. W. Adams offers to be one 

of twenty-five or twenty to pay the 
whole deficiency.

Donations received at time of writing 
to pay the deficiency amount to $599.55. 
Unpaid subscriptions-for same purpose, 
over $400, which will reduce the defi
ciency about one thousand dollars.

Then there is the very generous offer 
of Dr. O. G. W. Adams, to be one of 
twenty-five or twenty to pay off the 
whole amount.

Aby information not given herein will 
be sent on application. , ' ■

Respectfully,
’ FRANK WALKER.

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION.

Watch the Number on the Yellow 
Tag.

It is easy to tell when your sub- ' 
scription expires. For example, this 
number of the paper is 453 showing 
that The Progressive Thinker has been 
issued that number of weeks, You 
will find the same number on the right 
hand corner of the First Page. Now 
examine the number on the Yellow 
Tag of your paper. The difference 
between the two numbers will show 
the number of weeks you are yet to 
receive the paper. Like the following:

John Smith.453 
Smithville N Y 8

which means that John Smith should 
renew at once to prevent his name 
being dropped from the list.

If, however, a name stands as fol
lows: .

James Doe 463 
St Louis Mo

Then he is to receive ten more Pro
gressivo Thinkers, the difference be
tween the present number of the 
paper and the one opposite the name.

"Who Are Tuese Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?" A pamphlet of 

140 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 15 cent«. For 
eale at this office.

“Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the- ‘ 
©logical subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price $L For sale at this office»



CASSADAGA. UNPLEASANT FACTS.
The 18th nummi midsummer session

THAT THIO MONEY RAISED HAD up io (late exceeds that of last year,

and the new investigators, lead to new
acquisitions to our ranks, and very ma-

Inez H. Agnew,

stirring talks relative to the

the

* u;mv.v(jivtn J lUCUlVB, 
ture# ou Darwin," Eto.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.

Or “Ue Bon Sens,”
By JEAN MESLIER,

For Sale at this Office. Price, Ô i .50

LIGHT TO COLOR
BY E. D. BABJTT, M. D. LL. D.

life; we believe it will find a balm for

/t«r/Us/ies all you desire.

NO SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED.

PAINE’S POLITICAL WORKS,

E. Bonney and wife, Mrs. Twelve lecture#.

Children’s Progressive Lyceum.

in the cause of

. THOMAS LEES.pated.

THE REAL ISSUE

arrive. REPORTER.

by exempting church prop
taxation, 1 would like it

defies were represented; 
.Winans, materialize!-, and 
were among the invited

writes from Los 
Harmonial Spirit- 
of Los Angeles

also C. E. 
A. Morman 

guests. The

POSITION THAT IT WAS 
TIMELY, UNCALLED FOR,

port them 
erty from 
better.”

William

acquainted witli it. If not, we hail 
better quit and go out of business.

active employment 
•truth.

Ernst Abs Hagen 
Angeles, Cal.: “The 
ualists’ Association

Together with Portraits, Letters and 
Poems. Illustrated with Engrav- . 

Ings and Frontispiece of Lin- 
coin, from Carpenter’s 
. Portrait from Life.

Do you want to organize a society, for the 
social, intellectual and spiritual advance

ment of the children and adults?

office.
“The Dead Man's Message,” an occult

Finely Illustrated with cuts and colored plates. 
PRICE, $5.00. POSTAGE, 30c. 

Por Sale, at The Progressive Thinker Office.

Tlie ladies of the Beacon Light Spir
itual Church will entertain all friends

Common Sense, The Crisis, Rlcbts of Man etc 
Illustrated edition. Port 8ro., 65U parce. Cloth, «ion
postage. 20 conte. ’

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws, 
No. 1, New White Cross ' 

Literature.

Should be read by every Splrltualtat, Prise 61.00; 
pastose 10 cent#.

A Revo, utionary pamphlet, addre#sed to the inhab- 
itanUof America In 1776, with explanatory notice by . 
ail English author. Paper, 15 cent#. 1

A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF 
Roaultt ot recent eclentltlc research regarding 

origin, position and prospects of mankind.
From the German of

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
_______ BERLIN HEIGHTS, O.

| edition of the “Wild Wood Messenger.” 
Dr. Harding, Mrs. Jennie Mullane, 

Jennie Rliitfd, Mrs. Dowd, Mrs. M. V.

Bt Hattie E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mr#. Holl'# 
sweeteet song«, adapted to popular music, for the use 
ol congregations, circles and families. Price 10 cent*, 
or 17 per hundred. For sale at this office. ——.

GENER/tL SURVEY.. I

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA#
According to Old Records. 

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.
A translation from Japanese, made under the aus.

Curious Revelations from the Life
ofa Trance Medium.

i ?y?i£BKB A compound of the two pamph-' . ' -—BY— . ■
m^YourLlfei"l'wlth1,1lmpor£nt''add?tl'oninmitongCa ,MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD 
teL<>”»W»’»nj<»' »centa This book contain# 
jtatiitics, facts and documents, on the tendencies of 

every one should hare. For sale at inis office«

Ll\ Ing Is so art, a method of cxprcselnci cfêaî

Th!« book will be found peculiar, curioaa, startling! 
•HBoreeo than any work Issued since Uncle Tom’s 
Cabin. It breathe« forgotten whispers which the ruat 
of time bad almost covered, and which have been 
snatched from the. very jaws of oblivion- It deals

zr_. _ D. r -mm v.uwumt »au« uuu prin
ciples not observable to ordinary ken. The book Is of 
very great Interest and importance, bringing to light 
many important points concerning light ana color in 
their mental aud physical offocta and their practical 
ftppncitlon in the conservation of health nnd the 
cureof disease and rtekness. Itt medical value is be- ' 
iond estimation, aud its teachings should be known 

y all.

Jathol c priest, who. after a pastoral service 
of thirty years In France, wholly abjured religious 

Go-.d.fi Vardou ior having taught the 
Christian i ellgion. He left this volume as his last 
ï'l',Jll“1^S.,l‘1“1.en.t.t0 w‘. parlihloners and to the 
world. Translated from the French original by Miss 
Anna Knoop. ® J
PoI8uge®M oeX.‘,“SeS' WRb P°rtrOlt' Clotb' ,1'00i

PULPIT, PEW AND CRADLE.
By Helen H. Gardener. One of her brightest wit

tiest andstrongest lectures against the Bible, Every 
woman should rend it and know her friends and en- 
mles. Price 10 cents.

should have perfect liberty to express 
our ideas as they are given us by those 
unseen intelligences who are seeking to I 
benefit the world.

The hotel and.spottages are fast filling , . - - -------- ------
up, and a prosperous season Is antici- I sc,nsltive ear can almost hear the 

. . -------------------- whoops of redskins in the. environing
hills and groves, and the clairvoyant

The Religion of Humanity; 
, A PhlioBapl'; oi Life. By J. Leon Boswell 
i beautiful txiper-bonnd pamphlet, with ffirenea, 
| tutUor. A most valuable publication (0 wtft 
GXi^ibilitlan people. Price 15 cento.

RIGHT LIVING 
— BY — 

SUSAN H. WIXON, 
Aut±“Io.’‘Ap?!w °? °°ld'” ‘,A11»liretlme," 

The Story Hour, Smniucr Day# at Onect," 
. "Kiuiduy OUservauce," etc., etc. .

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER, 
Author ot “Force and Mailer," E#say# on Nature and 

Science, "FbjBiological Pictures,” "Six Lee-

' We would like to impress upon the tenally strengthen the influence of the 
minds of our correspondents that The fa°5iiety 111 °1 true Spiritualism.”
Progressive Thinker is set up on a "
Linotype machine that must make

The Myth of the Great Deluge.
By Jame« M. McCann. A complete and overwhelm TIng refutation of tbe Bible story of the Delude PtImi high official prh ate life during the most moment* 

15 centl * "oiuge. Price on« period in American History, nnd Is a secret paga
_ __ '___________________________ ' ~ .. • from the life of him whom time serves only to make 

, v -r\ j» .___ ,, ' ' greater, more appreciated, and more understood--
Out of-the Depths Into the Light. । .

By Bamnel Bowlci; Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twin?, me- -Cloth’PP- 904, fl.BOf 
dlmn. This little book will bo read with Intra#»! Pa-Per' 73 cents.
tercitb/thousand#. Price 25 cent#. - ¡ For Sale at this office.

A CALIFORNIA LADY TAKES’THE H? tllü Llllæ I,'ree Associa
ne. I V?“ 1,rlday. Jll*.V 15, uutler coii- 

-ditioiis most favorable and prophetic of 
AND a successlul sedsou. The attendance

..I and music; choral rcspo 
____________ ________________ ol Mercy; calisthenics; 

V—,. „, .._____________ „ . “d banners; maf
Why She Became a Spiritualist. ........ .

| A truly groat work in which the author exhibits 
r , । “C results of yeara of research, of a mind devotedWe believe the philosophy of spirit I Joscjence and truth, highly gifted with keen Intui* 

presence and power to be tbe science of J 
11 r l-xrxll/.v.z-. 1 » ««»111 /I .» -T — Y. .. 7 __ ft. 1 nl>> a twit nltaoM'nhln to . .... i---. mt# . t
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THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS 
DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER.

speed equal to about lour compositors. 
That means rapid work, mid it is essen
tial that all copy, to insure insertion In 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side ot the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:-Each contributor 
iu alone responsible tor auy assertions 
cr statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
who differ from you.

W. L. Schumacher writes: “Mrs. M. 
Summers 1ms left Chicago for Detroit, 
to do missionary work, She will stop 
on her way back In Kalamazoo, Midi., 
aud will be open for engagements Sep
tember 1, iu Chicago, tor lectures and 
tests.”

■ Mrs. Lueetta J. Curtis, inspirational 
speaker and psydionietrle reader, has 
been serving tlie First Spiritual Society 
of South Bend, Ind., for the past three 
weeks, and will continue until August 
20, after winch she desires to work for 
societies. She is open for engagements 
for the mouths ol September aud Oc
tober.

Frank T. Ripley, well-known plat
form test medium ami speaker, is 
ready lor engagements for August and 
September. Address nil loiters to him 
in eare of Lock Box 77, Oxford, Ohio.

Mrs. Andrews writes from Mukwon
ago, Wls.: "In our little village of Muk
wonago we are having the truth of 
Spiritualism given to us through Mrs. I. 
Lindsy, of Grand Rapids. She is doing 
a good work, m opening up tlie ways 
for all the good seed sown to spring up 
and grow. Her tests are awakening to 
those who have never seen the truths 
of our philosophy and phenomena.”

Mary Simons writes from Lima, Ohio: 
“The Woman’s First Spiritual Aid So
ciety of Lima, Ohio, was entertained 
by Sister Ella, at her beautiful, ro
mantic home, six miles in the country. 
To say that we were royally enter
tained would be putting it mildly. The 
spacious house was thrown open to the 
disposal of the spirit friends as well as 

Us mortals. The fragrance of the beau
tiful roses ami many varieties from tlie 
floral kingdom were in themselves in
spiring. The surrounding influence 
from tlie unseen was perfectly enchant
ing. Many beautiful manifestations 
were given through the mediums. In 
connection with our spiritual feast, we 
.were invited to partake of a most elab
orate supper, after which some beau
tiful music was rendered.”

C. 8. Tisdale, M. D., of Joplin, Mo., 
writes: “Airs. S. C Scovell, of Galena, 
Kansas, is lecturing for our cause here 
each Sundar morning. V e find her to 
be a very finely developed sensitive. I 
desire to learn of a good, reliable med
ical clairvoyant that desires a good lo
cation; would prefer a single person; I 
have a good offer to make to the right 
person. Anyone knowing of such will 
confer a favor on me if they will send 
me their address.”

Arthur Merton writes from Marlon, 
Ind.: "The birthday of Dr. H. C. An
drews, on July 12, was celebrated here 
at the park north of the city. J. W. 
Brinton made a fifteen minute speecli 
to our brother, and a handsome badge ' 
in honor of tlie day was presented. Dr. , 
Andrews responded in his inimitable ' 
style, thanking all for the interest they i 
had shown in him and the day; after ' 
which dinner and supper were served 1 
and a general good time enjoyed by all ' 
present. The Jonesboro aud Marion so- '

Marion society has closed its meetings 
until September 1. Dr. H. C. Andrews, 
our pastor, has gone to Ohio to visit his 

■ friends for a time, and returns about 
' August 1 to attend the camp at Chester

field and to make a brief stay in In
dianapolis before returning to us to be
gin another season's work. He has en
deared himself to many by bis good 
work here.”

0. G. C. wrlte>: “I am not a Splritual- 
1st nor a creed-follower. I do my own 
thinking. 1 like your paper. It is all 
right as far as it goes. You can depend 
on me as loug as I can raise a dollar. I 
send it to my friends; some read it and 
some reject it. I wish you would give 
more space in your paper on the subject 
of sky-pilots and orthodox Christianity. 
If they did not compel me to help sup-

Mary J. Bonney, are holding meetings 
every Sunday afternoon in the Railroad 
Park, Blair. Neb. All friends from ad
joining towns who wish to uphold the 
advocacy of a progressive and aggres
sive Spiritualism are invited to attend, 
or make arrangements for lectures or 
circles in their own localities. They are 
at present located at Blair, and desire

£

takes great pride in announcing an un
diminished attendance at its meetings, 
an ever-increasing interest in Spiritual
ism among all classes, aud a gradual 
respect, compelling attention of the 
public at large in reference to this so
ciety’s work. All other societies here 
have temporarily discontinued their 
meetings during the summer. In the 
meantime our esteemed and highly 
gifted speaker and test medium, Mrs. 
Maude L. von Freitag, lectures to large 
audiences twice every Sunday, and is 
doing a great and lasting work in her 
inimitable manner. The Auxiliary La
dles’ Society, known as the ‘Harmonial 

^Workers,’ has instituted weekly socials, 
"every Thursday evening, where musical 
and . literary entertainments, card 
cables, refreshments and dancing pro
vide the most enjoyable hours to a 
large and constantly growing attend
ance. The funds thereby obtained are 
expended in charitable work, in pro
Tiding furniture for the hall, building 
up a library, etc. Such socials form a 
(¿ndlng link betaeen the qld faithfuls

Some Cogent Comments Indications of Great Success. I By a Missionary Worker
Thereon. :— I — '

tMshiug to attend a social at Mrs. Cra
mer's residence, 1135 Wrightwood ave
nue, west of the Limits barn, Wednes
day evening next. Ice cream aud cake 
will be served.

Lucy Hubbard writes: "Our third ex
cursion of Sunlight Centre Baud, to St. 
Joseph, Mich., ou steamer Ohio, Tues
day, August 2, leaves dock at State 
street bridge, at 9 a.m. Use our name 
m puicliatsiiig tickets, that we may have 
the benefit. Round trip $1. Bring your 
luncheons, and look for the president’s 
tent, Mrs. Sarah E. Brom well.”

W. J. Colville is now m Seattle, Wash
ington, where Ins address is care of 
Mrs. Oyston, 410 First avenue West. 
He Is delivering lectures in the Masonic 
Hall daily, from July 31 to August 20 
inclusive. AU communications should 
now be sent to above address.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, at 
40 Randolph street, G. V. Cordingley, 
pastor, has closed for the summer. 
Services will, until Mr. Cordingley 
leaves the city, be held at his parlors, 
3300 Wabash avenue, every Sunday 
etenlng. Church services will continue 
at Handel Hall beginning the second 
week m September.

Dr. and Mrs. A. A. Kimball, of Mal
den, Mass., will occupy their cottage at 
Verona, Park, Bucksport, Maiue, dur
ing camp.

J. C. F. Gruiubine will conduct 
, classes in the unfoldment of all phases 

ot mediumship mid the spiritual pow
er» at Island Lake Camp from August 
1 to (J, and at Pleasant Park Camp, 
from August 13 to 27. Classes will 
convene at 9 a. m„ and 7 p. in., daily. 
Mr, Grumbme expects to visit Cincin
nati about September 15.

M. J. Crilley writes from Allegheny, 
Pa.: "I have received from my friends 
letters of inquiry as to at what camp 
I will give platform tests. 1 have can
celled my engagements for this season. 
1 have found it necessary to take a 
rest at Lily Dale Camp this season. 1 
hope to be renewed for my fall plat- 
fofm engagements and work for truth "

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Kenyon are 
spending the season at Onset, Mass. 
They served the association July G 8 
and 10, and at their cottage are'hold
ing circles lor tests every evening 
Their parlors are filled to overflowing 
They seive tlie society in Providence 
tlie two first Sundays of September, 
and Fitchburg, during October. Socie
ties address them at Onset, Mass., for 
dates.

It Is said that “The Spiritual Investi
gating Society, whose meetings are 
held every Sunday evening nt Flynn’s 
Hall, coinei Robey and North avenue, 
under the direction of Mr. and Mrs w’ 
L. Brown, are meeting with good suc
cess. The tests of Mrs. Brown are 
highly appreciated by all who have 
heard them, and the light seances 
given by Mr. Brown are doing much 
good us they are very convincing to the 
unbeliever.”
J. Frank Baxter, lecturer, writes: “As 
my Inter summer work will be largely, 
soon, in the Middle Western States, I 
desire to put a schedule of niv emnp 
engagements pertaining thereto before 
the leaders of your paper? I shall 
leave Boston, Mass., on the 28th of 
July to serve the Mississippi Vallpy As
sociation, at Mt. Pleasant Park, Clin
ton. Iowa, dally from Sunday, July 31, 
to Thursday, August 4, inclusive; the 
Wentworth Grove Association, Paul
ding county, 0., from Friday, August 5 
to Monday, August 8; Haslett Park 
Camp, Mich., Friday, August 12 to 
Monday, August 15; Vicksburg Camp, 
Midi., from Tuesday, August 16 to 
Monday, August 22. Then I will return 
east for Lake Pleasant, Mass., from 
Wednesday, August 24 to Mon., August 
29; and Etna, Me., from Tuesday, Au
gust 30 to Monday, September 5. I 
would like to negotiate witli parties at
tending these camps for services in the 
coming season of 1898-99, or parties 
can write me for time and terms at my 
permanent address, 181 Walnut street, 
Chelsea, Mass.”

D. M. King’s Excellent Work.
Mr. King writes from Mantua Station, 

Ohio: "My work in the last ten years 
has been in Michigan, Ohio and Penn
sylvania. I have held camp at Water
vliet, Mich. I incorporated the Vicks
burg Camp Association; worked at 
Haslett Park and Devil's Lake; organ
ized and incorporated the Ashley camp, 
also Woolley’s Summerland Beach 
Camp, the Anthropological Institute of 
Cleveland. Ohio, as well as Maple Dell 
Camp. My work has been pretty well 
spread out. 1 organized the Michigan 
State Association, and it got away 
from us and went into the National. 
Our members and co-workers are lo
cated in other counties and states. We 
have people here from Illinois, New 
York, Maine and Massachusetts, St. 
Lawrence and other places. For the 
last six months I have been working 
very hard rebuilding our hotel on 
Maple Dell, and have scarcely time to 
read or write, but I shall have a change 
after a little. We had at our opening 
meeting a terrible storm, but quite a 
good attendance.”

Lake Pleasant, Mass. □
The twenty-fifth annual camp-meet

ing of the New England Spiritualists’ 
Camp-meeting Association, yvill be held 
on the grounds of the association ,at 
Lake Pleasant, Mass., from July 31 to 
August 29. The very best speakers and 
mediums have been engaged, and good 
vocal and instrumental music will be 
provided. Circulars giving full infor
mation may be had from the secretary, 
A. P. Bllnn, Lake Pleasant, Mass. .

The price hereafter of this number of 
The Progressive Thinker will be as fol
lows: Three cents for single copy. 
Where five or more are ordered, two 
cents per copy. Where one hundred or 
more copies are ordered, one dollar and 
fifty cents per hundred.

"After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
ttis office. Price, cloth, $1.

God the Father, and the Man the Im
age of God. Two lectures. By Mrs. 
Maria M. King. Price reduced from 25 
cents to 20 cents.

“REMEMBER THE NAME
„ , „ Vans Mexican Hair Restorative.

GemUmp?^ Vrn°>» . > , Winona, Minn., 273 Fifth Ave., April 19,18W. ■
truthfullv’eav th Jt re,’Xs t?‘ ha“d rel?,tlve "v,ttl'’s Mexican Hulr Restorative.” 1 ean 
PurDOBe'hirwhlohVtt.VnfanJ^ en exeellout, harmless and meritorious preparation for the 

»'A? slntended. It not only restores the natural color of the hnir, but It 
oasllv anrilfd w d«»<lrull, Itching, etc., is a cleanly hairdrossing, aud 1b

m "rth regards, lum very truly, wm t uubbeit® 'mbIWAwb MBXiCINMISUjVlNECO.“1-1''
_ auit.Ni:> WANTED, 50 Ilourboru St.. Cliicutro. Ill

^i*ffl wiwiianniiiiiii>#(iinnfMfa7iinrar—-TTrnrrinTiinirrTiarnimui
BETTER BEEN EXPENDED IN lnoiit 01 U«-> cottilges being already oc

- RELIEVING DISTRESS AMONG euPll!<l, While the jiotels report a liberal
MEDIUMS I patronage.
,, '1 ‘ ’ Among the very many familiar faces
Io the Editor:—I must say a few who return with, each successive sea- 

woids on the great(?) Jubilee celebra- son, there is an unusually large number 
tiou. I wrote you before it took place, of new ones, strangers, whose first 
piotestmg against it, but on second tisit this is to our ever mereasluglj- 
thought (for,I intended it for pubhea- popular camp aud pleasure resort 
tiou), asked myself “What good will it Evolution, the watchword of the Spir- 
do, he may not print It, ami it lie did, itualists, seems to be the motive power 
what would those anticipated thou- inspiring the Cassadaga management to 
sauds care for it—those crowds of constant changes toward the better- 
bralnj’ men and women who would meat of the place iu every respect, un- 
gathei there mRoehester, that beautiful til so manyareltsattractions, accomiuo- 
clty of my birth and early childhood, dations and opportuntles for enjoyment 
until eight years of age” Well, I de- I and intellectual unfoldment that the 
stroyed the article. 8o I did another, query arises as to how and what future 
to the manager. He sent his notice and developments can possibly be made, 
asked subscription tee, but 1 did not re- The initiatory exercises was a syih- 
spond. posium, Frldaj’ afternoon, participated

The burden of my thought right along intiy such well known pioneer workers 
was tins: Rochester may have been the I as Lyman C. Howe, Mrs E. L Watson, 
commencement of spirit manifestations who dedicated these grounds in their 
in that particular place, but not in oth- early infancy; Mrs. Inez H Agnew 
ers, by a long way. And if I was to I Will C. Hodge and others, who gave 
celebrate or aid, In anything ot the short, stirring talks relative to the 
kind, I should more likely revqrt to cause we represent—its past,, present 
dear old Tyringhain, Mass., nestled and future.
amid the beautiful Berkshire Hills, Saturday afternoon, Mrs. E. L. Wat- 
wheie sixty years ago I witnessed the son delivered the introductory address 
same outpouring of the spirit m almost of the season, on “Life’s Bitter Sweet ” 
every phase, which has marked the Sunday proved a pentccostal day—in 
work since those "Rochester rappings” I the outpouring of the spirit upon the in
commenced. Yes, and at the same time spired elect and the listening audiences, 
also, eleven years previous to the fame I In the mormug, Lyman C. Howe deliv
er the Fox family, did the same maul- cred a masterly and finished lecture on 
festations occur throughout all the oth- the “Genius, Significance and Practical 
er Shaker societies in the Union—18 in Workings of Modern Spiritualism.” 
number at that time, tlie membership An exquisite inspirational poem com- 
counting several thousands, In a body, pleted this address-one of the finest, 
And this woik, too, commenced with say tlie critics, ever given on the Cassa- 
little girls, at least in some of the daga platform.
places. The one in Ohio was Emily In the afternoon, Mrs. Watson held 
I lercefleld, eleven years of age, who hhe spellbound attention of the large 
went Into the nance state, aud on com- audience whtle she discoursed with do
ing out told many wonderful experi- quence aud thrilling intensitv on “The 
ences she had passed through while nb- I Divinity ot all Things," excelling even 
sent. I had, in former days, a lengthy herself in beauty of thought aud inag- 
uauative of tlie same, which I copied uificence of its delivery
from the original manuscript, but long I Mrs. Maggie Waite, w’lio lias been en- 
siuee lost track of-wlsh I hud pre- gaged for the season, followed the lec- 
served it, for It was very interesting. tore witli a score of tests, all of which

Tlie first of the manifestations in my were recognized
home were also, through the instru- I Tlie popular chairman, the genial aud 
mentality ot a young woman of sixteen gentlemanly George H. Brooks, Is again 
years, Eliza Chapins, a most lovely per- the platform’s presiding genius, to tlie 
soilage, aud as true in all her dally life complete satisfaction of a host of 
as tlie needle to the pole. Her’s, too, friends.
was tiauee, yet a little previous, clan- Again Cassadaga presents among its 
yoyance, when she told of seeing two I long list of uuequaled attractions, a son 
beautiliil beings (after retiring to rest I of the Orient Pandit Tnlan, a pictur- 
one night) floating in mid air, over our esque figure clad in his native costume 
beds. I was by her side at the time, ot white duck and orange turban aud 
and remember It as clearly as though it sash, who besldei' giving public ad- 
transpired last night. There were lour dresses, will hold private classes, giv- 
of us in the same room, with two in lag instruction in Sanscrit language, In 
each bed, my own dear little sister, and Kazu loga, or'the development of psv- 
our “caretaker” were iu tlie other, chic amt spiritual power, mid in spirit- 
1'iom that the work went right on, iu- mil and phenomenal vibrations 
creasing nipkUy, until 1844, when it in Mrs. B. J. Hartnett, of New York, mi
ll great nieasme declined. vertised for Theosophlsts’ day, is al-
। I 11 Place> what is des- ready located here for the season, aud
iguated as ancient? Were those move- will given series of private instructions 
meiits I have mentioned, such? 1 have along Theosophical dines
often in my mmd queried on this point. Selilatter, the divine healer, is ex- 

leople tell and talk so much about peeled daily, his advent being awaited 
Modem Spiritualism, I would like to with great interest .by those who are ill, 
know what is ieally meant by the and those who are not.
phiase. I Oul list, of leiiillng medln-is replete as

Were A. J. Davis wonderful spirit never before,-embracing such profes- 
rcvelations ancient, taking place just a sionals as Miss Hattje II Danforth P 
tew years previous to tlie Rochester L. 0. A. Keeler, F. Gorden White, Mrs' 
nippings.'' Our people felt greatly iu- Maggie Waite, Hatfield Pettibone, Mr. 
terested iu his early career, for many Memiugli, Madam Leo, Campbell Bros 
things In connection with ills seership W .R. Cole, Mrs. Euches, Mrs. Marv 
so nearly corresponded with those vis- Webb Baker, aud others expecting to 
ions which had been seen by our own arrive later
trance-goers, especially In regard to Farmer Riley made Ills debut during 
other worlds than this— the reality ol tlie past week, giving nightly seances 
life, as it existed in tile beyond, aud the to those seeking materialization 
naturalness ol people there, and every- SHIRLEY BELLE,
thing in connection. The question is.
what is modern, and what ancient?
Where is the line to be drawn? Please I Maple Dell Park Camp, 
let us know through The Progressive The tentlx season of Muple 6eU 

tTu 4.1 , dt- ii .1 A camp-meeting was successfully inaugu- 
I ielt at the time, and do now, that rated Sunday July 17 with an nniis 

the .Jubilee in honor of Modern Spirit*  I ually large attendance considering the 
ualisnnvas indeed all a farce ((although raiUy weather. The excursion from 
doubtless intended for good by those Cleveland was about half what It prob
pi ejecting and paiticlpating in the ably would have been were it not for 
I Io npniYi iitlrYTi Iv/ix-x## I s storm, nnd the attend-its promot on might better have been ance of tho faI.mei:s arouud Muntua 
used in rellet ing p°7e!ty and distress, was lnuej) smaller than it would have 

.^mnl”^xAtl„nVC'‘\'vlJCrn t0 b‘‘ been but for the afternoon’s storm.
found, and especially where the great 'pi)e exercises were opened by Pro
war struggle s in progress, for the es- fessor D. M Klngi gave / brl(?f 
tobnblnnH "vi i^ ’'.ii ^eaCe ^ust cl? Kketeh of the history of the association, 
in a lan< 1« here on ly oppress ion am1 Introducing Milton H. Danforth, of 
the most grievous of cruellies, under a Darrowville, as chairman, who in a fe- 
monaichleal reign have been known. I iicitous manner welcomed the friends 
riiV10! Tila.e1“ lneiilu'?s n 1840 to their tenth annual camp-meeting, 
dieted that every throne on earth A. j. Wenver> of 01d Orchard, Me., 
ttould yet become as nought, and that offered an invocation, and after singing 
every nation in this broad land should by the choir lle mad brl f b b b 
be a flee people, woishlping God. ac- I Addresses followed bv Thos A Blaek 
cording to their own individual convic- of Cleveland and others Mrs Mnrlnn 
ions and in all things be governed by Carpenter, of Detroit, closed the moro- 

the true spirit of peace, love and lib- jng )neeting.
- , An excellent dinner was served in the It is coming this is only tbe tegin- 1 newly enlarged hotel testing its canac- 

nlng of the glorious end, when truth, lty to the utmost ’ E 
love aud justice will reign throughout At the afternoon session A T Wonver 
te ,> i?ro»u d°1Uft u’.a,n< ^,uericn I gave an excellent discourse, making a 
lrC,thnei>lnSlI)UU,i?"|t eugBge<? ty,tlle I strong appeal for the higher education 
ers above to bring about this mighty of speakers and • mediums, for which 
" » » « vi, , ... purpose “The First Spiritualists’ Train-

Anotlier than Victoria may possibly lng School” of Maple Dell was orean- 
succeed to the English throne, but if so, ized havlng just closed its third season 
1 doubt that reign being a lengthy one. fo11owlng M • MreBut she has been a good and Marian Carpen^
L?r.tb}T r,ulei ’ a',KL ? i’oooT t0 her maj- ulni took the rostrum, giving prior to 
ostj. I have vh id recollection of her lier seance an excellent talk on Snirit 
coronation, and her beautiful emotions ualism and its mediumship. Passing 
and manifestations of a noble charac- into tbe trance condition Mrs Carnen-

V; a6 'I11!0'.nlso.b?r maTfiage. an(i I ter gave many recognized tests, among 
the birth of her first born—the Prince | whom were severab Clevelanders, Will

iam Austin Lathrop, Irene Whipple, G. 
Flavius Jones,i Frank and Clara L.

of Wales. I was very young, but great
ly interested, and kept track of all the 
details as recorded in the papers. We 
had two ladies living with us at the 
time, who came from England—had 
often seen King George, whom Victoria 
succeeded to the throne. They said 
“the people used to call him ‘Farmer 
George,’ he was so modest, unassuming 
and much beloved by his subjects.” So 
has she been, and still is, and when she 
fails them, either by death, disability or 
other causes, there will be great mourn
ing in England for their much-beloved 
and worthy Queen.

I have written many items entirely 
unthought of at the commencement, but 
you will pardon my length, as the pen 
when It gets a “move on,” goes right 
along, wholly unbidden.

JULIA H. JOHNSON. 
Los Angeles, Cal.

Hopkins, and Dr. George Newcomer.
During the afteriioon a letter to the 

children of the.'Oleveland Progressive 
Lyceum was read if row Mrs. Mattie E. 
Hull, then in Wlpfield, Kans.

The heavy rain prevented the attend
ants from taking; in^the beauties of Ma
ple Dell Park, »[the exercises were en
livened by the ¿readings of Mrs. Alfa
rata Jahnke, apd the singing of the 
Mantua quarteti .i

Next Sunday another excursion, fare 
50 cents, will gyn ifrom Cleveland, on 
which occasion g. W- Sprague and wife 
will be the speaker .and medium. .

THOMAS PAINE
SOME OF ms NOTED WORKS.

“Cosmlan Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethiqal societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry and music, embodying the 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all sectarianism. Price, 50 cents. For 
sale at this office.

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely interesting; It gives 
detailed accounts of two cases of “double 
consciousness,” namely Mary Lurancy 
Vennum of Watseka, Ill., and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango County, Pa. For 
sale at this office, Price 15c.

"Commentaries on Hebrew and Chris
tian Mythology.” By Judge Parish B. 
Ladd, LL.B., of the San Francisco Bar. 
This book is of more than ordinary val
ue, giving the results of much patient 
thought and research by a mind well 
qualified to sift evidence and arrange 
facts. In compact form it gives just 
what is needed on the subject Paper, 
75 cents. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at this

romance by Florence Mnrryat. The 
author’s wide experience in Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
hare prepared her to write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up in the course of her investi
gation and studies. Cloth $1. For sale 
at this office.

To the Editor:—It is quite a long time 
since I contributed au article of auy 
length to jour valuable columns, so 
tqke the liberty of sending au article 
relative to the status of our work, and 
the obstacles met with by those who 
are seeking to carry the banner of our 
beautiful philosophy into localities 
"keie no organizations exist for that 
puipose. Dunug last summer I visited 
three camp-meetings, tile Northwest, 
Minnesota; Clinton aud Marshalltown, 
Iona, loi the express purpose of get
ting acquainted with friends aud learn
ing where openings' could be found for 
lectures upon oud philosophy.

At the tvo finst-mentioned camps I 
talked with a great many from Iowa
ami Minnesota in regard to visiting 
tlieir localities lor the purpose of giving 
a scries oi lectures.

Tlie reply 1 received in nearly every 
case n as this: "I would like every much 
to have you come and enlighten our 
people a little, but we have no organiza
tion; there area few Spiritualists in our 
town, but they don’t hold together, they 
are split up.”

In the last camp I attended it was 
very much tlie same way, except in one 
instance where a gentleman and his 

isoli,teil aud holding Spliituallstie ideas entirely alone) made 
an arrangement for me to come and 
give some lectures and hold circles at 
their home. In this place much good 
was done lor our cause and a way 
opened for future work by others

Now, is tins state of affairs as it 
should be? Since last fall I have vis
ited a large number of towns, small and 
huge, have spoken in country school
houses, court-houses, private dwellings, 
parks, aud any place where a hearing 
could be obtained. In only two in
stances have I had any guarantee that 
my expenses would be paid. A*  first I- 
tried writing to peisous in various 
towns, trying to make some arrange
ments before going. Several times I 
received replies entirely discouraging 
any attempt nt publie meetings. "You 
can’t get out an audience in our town.” 
was tlie cry nearly everywjjere. Yet 
O.“..I1!’.1_tillg ,11?8e S1,,ue l)IneGS 
waid, in some instances 1 found people 
anxious to see or iiear something of our 
phenomena and philosophy

My wife had the same experience in 
Kansas in several 1 nstances. At one 
place where she was positivelv assured 
nothing could be accomplished iu pub
lic woik, an audience of mnirl.v three 
hundred people attended her ‘lecture 
and gave marked attention. Now what 
are public workers to do? Are they to 
drop out of (lie work entirely because 
there Is a class of Spiritualists who are 
opposed to any aggressive1 or progress
ive work? Are we to wait till Gabriel 
blows his hoin before wi*  get ready to 
give the people our message from thee 
highei spheres ot light and wisdom?

Then another obstacle which presents 
itsell to the missionary worker is tin- 
narrow conception of Spiritualism held 
by many in our ranks. If an earnest 
progressive worker dares to give out an 
advanced idea mong any Hue of reform 
which is unpopular, instead of being 
allowed that privilege ns a public ad
vocate and teaelier of advanced 
thought, the narrow conservatives im- ! 
mediately think it is their duty to try 
and stamp out tlie work.

Now is this the proper attitude for 
nny Spiritualist to assume? We are nil ' 
working lor truth; we want the plain, I 
unvarnished truth upon all questions । 
relative to human welfare, and we 1

Another great obstacle which we I 
have to meet is the want of suitable 
places to speak in, in many of our small 
lowHo. The churches me noi available, 
because of the narrowness of the mem
bers' conception of truth. The opera
house in a small town is generally too 
expensive for a series, of meetings 
where there are only a few to pay the 
bill. Every town should have a public 
ball, owned by the citizens, where a 
free platform is tlie rule. Here is az 
work for Spiritualists and Liberals to 
agitato for this much-needed public i 
convenience. If the philosophy of Splr- 
itualism is calculated to benefit the I 
world, then every community of people ' 
should have the chaucc of becoming

all the ills of humanity, but not if it is 
kept hidden from tlie masses, not if 
personal prejudices and narrow-minded 
bigotry are allowed to take the control 
of our movement and stifle out the ad
vocacy of advanced thought and sup
press free speecli and free dicussion of 
important reform ideas.

If we are going to spread the beau
tiful teachings of our philosophy among 
the masses of the people, where they 
will do good, we must have some kind 
of organization, some definite plan of 
action, and some platform of self
evident principles to stand uppu.

W. E. BONNEY.

Lake Pleasant Camp, Mass.
Lake Pleasant is looking up. Midway 

in Massachusetts, in the heart of the 
Bcrkshlres and on the Hoosac Tunnel 
line, it is one of nature’s picturesque, 
pine-clad beauty spots. The lake is a 
veritable diamond, with a wild, unfruit
ful and mountainous landscape for a 
Setting, while the many hundreds of 
small cottages, mostly painted iu gaudy 
colors variously decorated and bearing 
quaint names, are strongly suggestive 
of the traditional Indian villages that 
flourished in the days of the majestic 
King Philip, the eloquent Blackhawk 
and that incomparable warrior of the

■ wildwood, the noble Tecumseh.
The Fitchburg passengers get a 

glimpse of the lake from the train, but 
only see a little of the fringe of the 
flourishing settlement itself, which, 
like our own suburban Round Lake, is 
for the most part depopulated in the 
winter season. During August the 
Spiritualists hold a camp-meeting, and 
in the imagination the place takes on 
the colors of a genuine ghostland. The

eye secs troops of fairies playing hide 
and seek among the pines, or waltzing 
over the still waters of the pellucid 
lake. ■ ,

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Haslam gave a 
very pretty dinner in honor of Mrs. 
Julia Clark, the veteran of Lake Pleas
ant Highlands, recently.

Messrs Gregory andLove have charge 
of the hotel. ' ■ •

J. Milton Young will soon issue an

Lincoln, Mrs. Jackson, Dr. Churchill, 
Madam De Long, Mrs. Hattie Mason; 
Mrs. Seamen, Mrs. Shirley, Mrs. Dil
lingham Storrs, Miss Cunningham, 
Mrs. Dr. Thrall, Mrs. Hand, and a host 
of other mediums are here or will soon

Life of Thomas Paine,
B> Editor of the National with Preface and Notes 

by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with views of the old 
rulno Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portrait# of Thomas Clio Kickman. 
Joe Barlow, Mary Il ollstouecruft, Madame Roland 
Condorcet, Brlssot, and the moat prominent of Palue'a 
friends In Europe ami America. Cloth, 75 cents.
The Age of Reason;

Being rn investigation of True and Fabulous The
ology. A new and complete edition, from new plate# 
uiidnow type; IM pages, post Svo, Paper, 85 cent»: 
cloth, 50 cents.
Common Sense.

The Righto of Man.
Part# I aud II. Being an answer to Mr. Burke'» 

Muck upon the Fronob Revolution. Po«t 8vo.. 278 
pages. Puper, 80 ceutsi clotb, 50 cents,
Paine'»i Complete

Theological Works.
°,fJ,eaBoii' Exemluatlon of the rmpbscles, etc. 

Ulus, edition. Post 8vo„ 482 pages. Clotb, #1.00
Paine'fii Political Works.

Tfec CrlBl“' “I«l>te of Mau, etc. 
^ostak’120 cent#11'/ 8vo'’6?u Peg®«*  Clotb, #1.001

-IN THE-

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.

"The great mystery of eslbieuce consist# In perpeb 
an1 and uninterrupted change. Everything 1# Immor
tal and ludeBtructible—the smallett worm a# wel 1 as 

.fnormous of the celestial bodice,-the sand 
grain or the water drop as well a# the highest being In 

“"5 thoughts. Only the form# In 
which being manifests ituelf are changing; but Beiu< 
itself remains eternally the same aud Imperishable 
When we dto we do not lose ourselves, but only oul 
personal consciousness. "We live on Iu nature. In out 
race, In our childjen, in our deeds, in our thoughts— 
hi short, in the entire material aud physical contribu- 

fhort penxmal existence, wo 
hKve furnished to the subsistence of mankind and of 
•mture In general."--Buechner- '
_______ 1 1 ’ n volhini cloth. 8J.

Echoes From the World of Son^
A collection ol new aud beautiful eong# with 

music and chorus, iu book form- By C, PjLonL'ifiJ1 
Price 11.25. Postage 15 cenu u * ■Lontley.

Elves an admirable courao of etudy In eth eg, and supplies a long-felt want of au etfifeB

“em raluabla el’inSiSA0 *UtOre‘t Wblle
i A.Ti!8 » Wlto practicality In her method

of teaching die principles ot ethic#, she Illustrate# 
dotes‘"wblch >.brI£f u*rrat1'' os and anec'
aorea, wuilu lender the book more lntei*6Kiincr  nnri fb?rnK«ain eymn‘“l’r.cb,e,1‘lcd' It 1« eUciunyWX“d 
for use in children a ]j ceums. in the Landa otjnnfhl 
«JiSl teachers It may be made very useful- youngi 
and old will be benefited by it. It is a moat axcellenn book and ehould be widely circulated «cellenfl

CONTENTSi 1
„.i!!1?1 J'-1'"1“?' ,Wbat I# Morality? What Is Ignor. 
FHnepifiA1'llOr cd,6e .tb0 Greut Treaiure. ConcernltJ 
Education. Conduct; or Bight Dolmr. Virtue thZ 
wffi trator v #e’ ^rudcnce, un Economy of Life, SiUnF0of Ju8tIe?? Fortitude a Noble Pop 

Temperance and Intemperance Is the Use Character“ ?WuU“7 „CulBlv»of Individuality 
character, a Jewel of Great Price- Idleneaa An- 
v<h « {?r LSb8, ,utiu»tay. the Stuff of Life
riu!n? ?f i™cFeaitlon a Necessity. Gaines of 
Mw°‘ lYuth and Falsehood. What IsanOaSiior 
the Wurth of a Promise. Fraud a Crime The Polson Moral’Sp?« " a’L V H«,o|:rl»r? Couscienfe, w 
niu. ,eu8e’ Selfishness, the Menace of Society aI)iitvU?leR?Ji?li‘i“ntIi'lo^erofLI,e' 18 Bevere«?, 
vJ,.ut.ybfuS1jlf'liel1“J'.ce' ^’Olf-Coatrol. SrK-ReepedL 
,. oolleh Pride aud Silly Prejudice Anger the nlFyAn7,‘ of For’glveue##. Obae’rmlon r 
p£nrt,«m“ ty'u l er“everance, the Friend ot Matu 
Punctuality, a Promoter of Success. The Dlfficultiai 
iT»nh% Temptation, the Demon on the Highway. Habit, Second Nature. Power of Will. Courage i 
N«.e##Ity to Kight Living. In Regard to Concealed 
y .P6““1 U1 Charity. Fidelity, the Giver 0? 
Strength aud Honor, Value ot Wealth Avarice No# Ilfoi:Unt0.L.lic',Be“ E"d' Good Naturroie of 
Frea'SnJp,t,Bb)A‘°'ie' 'n““™ oul1 Free Inquiry; 
Rluht«fcj;? Ami i A h"“ reB“' WUt# of Anlniah.1 
of Mail SL??>“' ,l,lu“l'n Rights; or the liqunllfy
man 1 Lle“nlluess. Pullteuess-Tlw Gentle.
Beat' tu/Xi““»‘-ConUnued - 'rhe Geutlewomafil 
Rest Society. Irogreaa, or Enlightenment. Wisdom. 
Price, Cloth, $1. Sold at this Office, 

The Other World and this

SUDerStltinn Id All AffPQl >1u tbl3,)01"“e the author, in the tuny-nil»
VUfJUIUIIIIUII III Ull Hfiluu ■ chapters, discubBes a wide variety of subjects per.

« j tainiug to bptrkuallsm, from a spiritualistic stand*  
polut. She evince« tbo power# of a trained thinker, 
both in matter of thought and fine literary style, and 

. capability of thought expression. Tbe subjects are 
well-haudled with conciseness aud yet with clearnes». 
It will prove u rich addition to any Splrilualist’a 
library, and n most excellent book for any oue seek« 
Ing Information concerning Spirit uallsm and It# taach- 
Inga.

‘■The work of the honest pastor la the most curious 
and the mort powerful thing of the kind that the last 
century produced. . . . Paine and Voltaire had re*  
sen e», but Jean Mealier had none. Hu keeps nothing 
back and yet, after all, tho wonder 1» not that there 
should hax c been one priest who left that testimony at 
Ids death. Liu Hint nil nrlcM» do not.”—.lames Parton

The Evolution of the DeviL~ 
vjYHenry Frank, the independent preacher of New 
York City. The most learned, accurate «clenttf o anrt Ki 1.<;’0HP!ilc‘l?a?lysl! «'• SnUnlo’MXty e“e? 
|>ub shed. Tbo book contain# 55 page, 
Pri'ceVceM« WHh "h“““6“ of “uUl0r on ««« Page.

Fifty Years in tlie Uliurcli of Rome
?BoLIiSgFsb^.c».^-prle“- A

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
Price .VS!’ D0ten' TbCy “rb really valu“lc-

’ PRINCIPLES
— OF —

THE PRIEST JHE WOMAN 
—AND— 

the confessional.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

Thle 1« a most valuable book. It cornea from no Ex« 
rrieat, whose character la above reproach, ami who 
know» what he is talking about. Everybody should 

I teJg. U PricM100. it contain» the following chap«

.nu n . CHAPTEB 1.
Ine Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self« 

respect In the Confessional.
t , CHAPTER II.
Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for th« 

Priest.
. ..CHAPTER BI.

The Confessional Is the Modern Sodoin-
, , w CHAPTER IV.

.low the Vow of Cellbm y of the Priests la inode easy 
by Auricular Confession. '

w ,. CHAPTER V.-
Ihe highly-educated and refined Woman Id the Con- 

feaslonal —Whnt becomes of her after uncondition
al surrender—Her irreparable Ruin.

t L CHAPTER VI.
Aurtculnh Conles«lou destroy# all the Sacred Tie# ol 

Marriage aud llmuaa Society.
... CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil« 
ized Nations? s

, CHAPTER VIII.
Doe» Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul? 

CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 

Imposture.
„ , CHAPTER X.
God compels the Church of Rome to confeBB th« 

Abomination« of Auricular Confession.
, , CHAPTER XI.
Auricular Confession Iu Australis, America, aud 

Trance.
. CHAPTER XII.
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislator», Hu«*  

band» and Father»—Some of the matters on which 
the Priest of Rome must Question his Penitent.

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.
NEW EDITION. '

THE LY6EUM GUIDE

it is inter^wT THE PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM 
JIFE AND LABOR Iff THE SPIRIT- 

Z-zWorld: Being a description of Localities, Emnlo».
mente, Surrounding#, end Conditions In the Sphere» 
By members of the Splrlt-Bxnd ol Miss M. T. Éhelb» „ 
mer, medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Clr-. D?J°! wnnt “ self-sustaining soclely, founded on 
ole. Cloth #1.00. Postage w cent». For ule nt 'J18 *> “Bl0 principles of the spiritual philosophy“
thia office. • “ You have it In THE PROGRESSIVE LYCEUNl

It furnishes a eyaiem of ovolutlon by Internal 
CTowth! not the old cup nnd pitcher Sunday school.

It bai something to Interest and Advance every mem
ber, and tho»e who are most active In teacher are 
tbo ones who learn most. b

THE LYCEUM GUIDE gives every derail needed 
for effective organization, and for conducting tbe 

society when established. “ ’
It has Gohlen Chain Recitations; the prettiest torn:« 

and music; choral responses; a .mice lor a Hand nf X<„„„. --- h0B. w makc the ba,|KpSi
.““Ching exercises; full tn- 
straction» In conducting tbo exercises, with nar*  

„ - - llamcntary rules, etc. ”
By Abby A. Judwn. This book -'any Spiritualists living In Isolation, have formed 
every Spiritualist, Price 61.00; lyceums In their own families; others have banded, 

two or three fainllcs together, while large societies 
----------------------------------------------। have organized on the lyctnm platform, nnd found 

1 great interest fa this sclMnstructlvo method.
--o---------- - -a-aj wtouL i Do not wait for a “mliFlonary” to come to your ng

A manual, with direction» for tbe organization aaA »«tauce,.but take hold of the matter yourself, pro*
management of Sunday »cbools. By Andrew Jackson I ®°PiCB oi GUIDE, and commence with the 
Davis, Something Indispensable. Price 50 cents D manyjou find Interested.
•-------- --------------- - ------- ---------- ?. -.w ceDtA______ l Mra. Emma Rood Tuttle (address, Berlin Heights.

STANDING UP FOR JESUS, I «»“ ,nes,,0‘“ pert’In,nB “
Or whet the editor of tbe Freethinker’# Magazine THE LYCEUM GUIDE Is W cents, post-
thlnksofblm. Price, 4 cents; twenty-bye copies for 40 c.e?? coc11« br oxpre###50 cent#. >=vvh‘v#.ur charges paid by receiver. Address

Sloes of the Bov. Shaku Soyen, delegate to the Par
ament of Religions. Was lately publUhed In Japan
Price IL For eale at this office.

flSR^HAPI LIÑCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?
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my- efforts to convince .

Cloth.

I-

There was nothing to surprise mo in 
the messages of my three old friends

truth.
Boston.

SOCIAL 
STATESMAN,

earth and who, like Carlyle and Denton 
and' many ancient sages, have reached 
the sphere of truth. My labors have 
been in harmony with them.

FOREIGN MINIS-

great endeavors to find the true respon 
slve chord in man. Though the emolu-

'•After the Sex Struck.’’ By George 
H. Miller. Price 26 cent*.

Buchanan needs no eulogies, his 
works show his life, but to add a con
tribution to the many who yearn for 
recognition, I am permitted to call upon

lb

FROM ROBERT DALE OWEN,

the .pintail phlloBoptiy, .et toCheertMlln“ 
popular muilc, (nearly ail orlplnal), tad adapted to all 

. !uC% °?9* do?bUe8’ th® niost attractive work ot
i>|L50 the kind ever pnbUahed« Ita beautiful Bongs, dnets• VS ^ano’ orffaQ or melodSn aS

>4150 circles. Cloth» <2.00. Postage 14 cents. ■
.. I Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing;

. Atcriesof le.BoMon the relation, of the erilrft is 
Its own orpanlem, and the Inter-relation of hnmn 

-m . __ n , ,, . _ .. . being, with reference to health, dlieaie and heallnia
The Devil and the Adventigtai

a ¿'»««Mu a., . T .n1^ uiumehlpof Mrs. Oora L.V. Richmond. A book that’
W ewi? liealerdphyalclan and BpIrltaaUit UonidMosuHUU. Price,Scent», rotaitHM*» Price»1.50. Porealeatlhiiofic», ^

The Natural Law of Spiritual Unfoldment.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given anonymous let
ters. Full name and address must be given, or the letters 
will not be read. If the request be made, the name wil. 
not be published. The correspondence of this depart
ment has become excessively large, especially letters oi: 
inquiry requesting private answers, and while I freely 
give whatever information I am able, the ordinary court
esy of correspondence is expected. '
,r HUDSON TUTTLE.

II. C. 0.: Q. What is meant by “a remnant of ani
mal consciousness,” as mentioned by Dr. Franz Hartmann 
as existing after death? He says: “The principle of life 
departs from the physical form at death, but there are 
some elements belonging to the soul, though still of an 
earthly nature, that may remain for a while living anc 
conscious even after the self-conscious spirit has departec. 
from them.” . .

A. This is an assertion of the author without the 
least proof, and against the evidence of the senses, and nu- 
merous,communications from spirits who claim to know.

The spirit is an organized entity, and when it-passes out 
of the physical body, must carry that entity with it, To 
say it did not, would be like saying a man passing out of a 
room would leave a part of his physical body therein.

•c! - , ■ - ■ ' '■ -■ ■ ' '

E. L. Chelsea: Q, Is it true that the exact distance 
of - the sun and moon from the earth, the distance between 
the heavenly bodies, and.the weight of same is known, anc 
by what means were the same obtained?

A. It is true that thedistances and weights of the sun 
and planets are correctly computed, and the variation in 
the different methods and calculations show that the re
suits arrived at are not far from exact. " The distance is. 
computed by parallax. The weight of the earth by these 
ditferent methods, has been computed at 5,852 trillions of 
tons. This is taken as a standard of comparison in all 
calculations of the attraction of the solar system. The 
attraction of gravitation of a planet is only another namd 
for its weight, and the calculation of such attraction is the 
process by which it is weighed. .

‘ Laura Ansley: Q. (1) Can you tell me if Robert G. 
, Ingersoll has ever investigated Spiritualism in any way 
whatever? ■ .

(2) Has Dr. J. M. Peebles a wife living and did they 
ever have any children?

A. (1) Robert G. Ingersoll has not investigated Spir
itualism. At his lecture delivered at Cassadaga camp un
der the auspices of that association, he in a rude and un- 
gcntlemanly manner denied the inference of his spiritual 
proclivities which might be drawn from his being on that 
rostrum. - In this he was rather more boorish than Jenk
in Lloyd Jones, before the recent mass-meeting in Clfi- 
cago, where he had been invited to speak. In passing, 
would it not be well for Spiritualists to be more self-re
spectful, and not court discourtesy and contempt by beg
ging-outside speakers, with opposing views, io occupy 
tfllfiir rostrum?: The Rev, Jenkin,Lloyd Jones’ remarks 

. were an insult to the meeting he addressed, but it was de
served for having extended to him the favor.

(2) Dr. Peebles has a wife living, and they have harmo
niously reached, if they have not passed the golden wed
ding day. They have had children, but unfortunately, 
these died young.

J. P. Fox: Q. (1) Were not the various races of men 
produced in the country where found—as the African in 
Africa, the Asiatic in Asia, etc.?

(2) Is not worship characteristic of a low order of de
velopment, and as mankind progresses in knowledge and 
spirituality will they not cease to worship?

A. (1) The latest research makes it probable that the 
races of mankind originated on the vast continent occupy
ing the place where now exists the Indian ocean. The 
negro type is by far the earliest of the races now extant.

-. (2) The worship which springs from fear will surely 
pass with the ignorance which gives it birth.

D. H. Chase, LL. D., sends a series of questions the an
swers to which would require the presentation of the main 
points in the spiritual philosophy, yet they all culminate 
in the last query: “Are there ho authorities to restrain ly
ing spirits from personating Lincoln, Beecher, etc?”

A. There is the same authority to prevent lying and 
deception in the spirit world as here, and no more. If a 
spirit represents himself as Moses and speaks like an idiot, 
we know be is not Moses. We ought to doubt the word of 
every spirit claiming to be of such great antiquity. That 
many communications are “worthless hash,” or that many 
are false does not invalidate those that are worthflil and 

-true. As well might we claim that history is worthless 
■ because there are lying historians.

Truth Seeker: Q. (1) Do you believe that clairvoyants 
can-help in business?

(2) Do you believe in destiny? . 
' (3) Is there an appointed time to die?

A. All spiritual faculties are essentially spiritual, and 
it is perversion of their legitimate activity when they con-' 
tribute to material purposes. In business of the world, 
clairvoyant, as well as spirituaFadvice should be accepted 
only so far as guaranteed by collateral evidence.

(2) Law is supreme and as all are creatures of and sub
jects to law, in that measure are we creatures of destiny. 
' As every event is the result of preceding events, as 

cause and effect, the course of life is determined from the 
beginning to end.”

John H. Norton: Q. (1) How are animal spectres to 
Be explained? .

(2) Can you give the title to the most reliable church 
history? ■

, (3) In case of double presence, that is the spirit being 
absent from the body, would the body be.necessarily in
sensible? - , ..

A. I regard thè spectral’appearances of animals' as 
well as of persons iii familiar garments, and many other 
phenomena, as subjective impressions, given so vividly 
that they are mistaken for realities. .

(2) Church histories have been written by interested 
partisans, and-a reliable history is yet to be written. .

(3) The sensibility of the body would depend on the 
Completeness of the departure of the spirit, or rather of 
the trance, for the spirit only “departs” from the body at 
death, and then cannot return. '

:■ ———QoG—:-------—.

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-operative Systems 
find the Happiness and Ennoblement of Humanity.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises the last 
part of Human Culture and Cure. Fapercover 15 cents. 
For sale at this office. • .
. “Religious and Theological Works of Thomas Paine.” 

Contains his celebrated “Age of Reason,” and a number 
of letters and discourses on religious and theological sub
jects. Cloth binding, 430 pages. Price $1. For sale 
at this office.

In all of the systems of life that have in any measure I ~
evohited out of the gross materialism which was the result Mrs. Buchanan’s‘fitter to her most 
or reflection of man’s unspiritualized condition as he ex-1 worthy” husband of „ many years ago, 
isted in the ages before the quickening of the spiritual )vboui Bllc heroicafly nursed through «j*  »-hid, «>-« ta, i? ¿t «¿«a m a

embryo ready for the breath of life which when breathed fraternity of the hlghqp spheres, so dlf- 
into his spirit made him a living soul—in all those meth- ferent from earth life. She expected no 
ods of . expressing life there runs like threads of gold »Wonse except from her husband, but 
through every fibre of human existence the recognition of S‘3d * ^^^Xn
a pouei not foreign to the human finite existence, but of I Frances E. Willard, Charlotte Cush- 
a superiority far transcending the human, and at times man, the famous actress (Mrs. B. has 
manifesting itself in a way that to his undeveloped soul is dramatic power), Phebe Carey, a kin- 
classified as marvelous. I d!'ed I,oet- Kate aaa the ancient

wi.u,. ......... „1._ j- i , ,, philosopher Plato, whoso transeenden-\llnle not comprehending the law through which those mi spiritual philosophy resembled her 
forces are being made manifest, it has appeared at times own, all sent warm messages of frieud- 
as though they had been set aside or revoked so as to ex- sblP- Why should we not have the 
liibit to his unfolded mind that which appears as miracles. .I?1“ °f. fraternity in earth life?
q'ln’K lining u.n -i.ocmii- „-T i.;„ 11 -ii i v j True Spiritualism will bring it in time,fins bung the result of his ignorance, will be remedied aU(1 covdial greetiugs wni becom^ 
through the soul s expansion and knowledge of the fact universal. The traveler will not find 
that miracles do not exist; that whatever transpires, himself or herself a lonely stranger 
whether in the material or spiritual realm, is guided by ’7?'™*',,,  . , ,i™ ih.i„„t.. 4

, . Mrs.,B., and every, happy marriage
■ 1 racing human life through all of the ramifications of should furnish the same beneficent in- 
its complex existence, back to the dawn of human history, fluence to the survivor. Sometimes in 
and following it even into the realms which eventuallv tUe street’ when-utterly exhausted by 7: 1 • r • • e'enluaul fatigue, Mr. W. would come to her side

erge themselves into the prehistoric, this one supreme unseen, and her fatigue would strange- 
central idea of almost universal acceptance, a belief in a ly vanish as she walked home in high 
Divine overshadowing presence, proves that it is the nor- si)llits- A clairvoyant once asked her 
mal condition of the soul to recognize the fact that there y11“ was that gentleman walking with 
oviefo n j ° . .. , • , her as she passed her house, and ac-existsa.supeihumanpower, and a rejection by individual I eurately described Mr. W, but being 
entities of that fact is proof that such human minds are assured-there was no one with her, it 
not in accord with the truth. I was evidently the spirit whom she saw.

Rejoice, dear friend, hi the good that 
will be your portion, and be assured of 
benefit In all that you have done. Dis
interested in motive, you have refused 
the aid of the world, and it shows the 
same Indomitable spirit of years ago. 
You will live ever in the annals of sci
ence as a broad, elevated spirit, devoted 
to the time science'of humanity. I have 
so much I could say, but 1 will leave it 
to a future time.

Good day, and the friendship of the 
years gone by goes out with this in

you.
Great and marvelous changes have 

come to the world since I Inhabited it 
and lived in Indians. It has been a 
source of amusement to me to hear 
some of the comments made over my 
grave, so far from truth, yet I can live 
on and not regret my actions in the ma
terial, for I was certainly a follower of 
a good cause, as time is endeavoring to 
prove in letters of fire, j am glad to 
greet you in friendship as one of the 
path-finders of modern civilization. You 
have outlived many of the old line 
fighters when, we fought to live under a 
weight of calumny. You have lived to 
see the cause vindicated, and I am glad 
that the volumes that show the fruits 
of your great labor are now found in 
almost every library of our land. It 
shows that the “world moves," and that 
“truth is mighty.” In all your triate of 
flesh, and amidst the perplexities of the 
spirit, you have never failed to have 
with you the influences of those who 
sought to serve you in love and friend
ship. Good day.

Truly yours, ROBT. D. OWEN.

Thomas paine’s examination of the prophecies, a con.’ 
sideration of the passages in the New Testament, quoted from the Old, 

and called Prophecies concerning Jesus Christ. Price, 15 cents.

THE PRIEST, THE WOMAN AND THE CONFESSIONAL. This ia, 
a most valuable book. It comes from an ex-priest, whose character ifl 

above reproach. By Father Chiniquy. Price $1.00.

THE PROPHETS OF ISRAEL. Popular sketches from Old Testament 
History, than which no branch of science, in the last generation, has un,' 

dergone a more profound revolution. By Carl Heinrich Cornell. Price 25 ctsK' 
THE RATIONALE OF MESMERISM. Old and New Theories. Mes-.

meric Force. The Real Literature of Mesmerism, Side-Lights on the 
Phenomena, Curative Powers, ete, By A. P. Sinnott, Price, cloth, $1.25U 
The relations of science to the phenomena of life<

Ideas of life scientifically expressed in contradistinction from the old 
theories. By Spirit Professor M. Faraday. Price 10 cents.

THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM, Ita Phenomena and Philosophy, 
This work was written by that noble modern Savior and Grand man—Rev,‘ । 

Samuel Watson. A marvelous work, Price $1.00. J

_A reverence for an intelligent acceptance of the truth *Irs- B’ has 8eveJal H“®8 iu “ 

upon the evidence given through that highest medium house that she visited. Events at a dis
for transmitting ideas, namely, the intuitive faculty, whose tance affect her greatly. When a great 
perceptions of and decisions in regard to the right or flood occurred In the Netherlands a few 

but when under the control of the spiritual faculties, can ham murder was In progress about 
be used as a powerful auxiliary for good, and when thus I seven miles from our residence in San 
controlled can be relied upon, for from their position in Jose <tlle whole McGincey family of six 
the divine plan they are superior to all the others; it being murdered about 11 p. m.), she 
inlondnd in I.,,™ .«nA i i • • rushed to my side in terror, walkedintended to have them-more in harmony by recognizing around and looked out at the windows, 
all others as secondary considerations, controlled by the I saying that something awful was hap- 
ever-present spirit. An unquestioning, unreasoning com- penlng.
pljance with the fossilized dogmas of sectarianism is not I MJ’ °wn communication to Dr, Dods, 
being spiritual minded. Their paths do not run parallel which brou8bt so satisfactory an an-

। ,i veJge’ j , A}010 enlightened the soul becomes by messages from three of my best friends, 
a study oi and obedience to those laws which in their for Walter has so wide a spiritual 
operation lead “from nature up to nature’s God,” the sphere that spirits come in uncalled- 
stronger the internal evidence is that “to be spiritual F^rpont, who was my best friend at 
minded is life, joy and peace.” ‘ Boston and for many years; Robert

those external symbols in the form of idols intending I experiments on thoilupin in 1841; and 
to represent personages human or beast, were the lowest I Denton, who gave more aid than any 
forms through which the idea of infinity was materialized; iu standing by my nida to demonstrate 
that outward symbol was intended to represent a jnani-1 „xe poTr o£ exploringfestation of the divine spirit. That the condition of hu-1 ¿lendsteiAT b?n mtrengtheU by 

man development at the time made such illustrations neC- the deeper wisdom । of the higher 
essary is admissible, and as they fulfilled their purpose, I spheres, and Mr. Pierpont has given in 
like a garment outgrown and worn they were rejected. Llgbt Truth Jiisjopinion that the 
Sometimes the soul through the inspiration of its higher vCe£ed are the m^tfimrLn^nM- 
conBciousness turns iconoclast, breaking the idols that it I buttons to human faiowfledge that have 
formerly worshiped; thus clearing the way for a new and cver been published..... .
higher ideal for the soul’s acceptance and worship, and as 1 offer now tbeir spontaneous and un
advance is made those also will be rejected for that which I ?xl)ecied tetters, reaffirming the opln- 
is more adapted to its needs and so onward forever. Xm mTvfe.bX fmgotien^y

We all can at times with beneficial results that will the present generation. ! As I read them 
accrue in regard to our own unfolding smite with a strong I over; many a responsive rap on the 
hand and indomitable will those idolatrous forms that window tells me who hre watching my 
have before our soul’s vision fviorl tn +1.« /i; labors with interest dn'nll modern provine nZIn^ i# nA -n A ; d to counterfieit the di- gress> As brave pioneers in science; re
Zi G Presence> 11 in the iorms of inanimate matter, llgion and philosophy, they are entitled who had fought the battles of progress
then the more condemnable when represented by ideals t6 bo heard now more calmly and re- ive science, social reform, religious free-
that have been instrumental in eclipsing our vision, cans-1 SRcctfully than when they faced the dom, .temperance, anti-slavery, and prothat have been instrumental in eclipsing our vision, cans-1 sPectful>y than when they faced the 
ing us to be unconscious of that spiritual power which is J’Iiogr?‘Sn sclence, in tem-
always omnipotent and ever present to the soul that is P There has bm^nothing'of the°dreamy 
prepared for its reception. and fanciful character in my communl-

Dr. Livingston stated that the lowest types of savage cations with the higher world. The 
life that he met in his travels recognized the fact of a su- I1108?; cauti°us skeptic who finds a spirit 

ana the influence m the affairs of life of ministering spir-1 not know of his diseases and their rem
its. That belief so firmly intrenched in the hie of the edies, must realize that he has found a 
human family and which has withstood the shock that hlgl‘er wlsdom than his own, which he 

“,d r“vnd w,iic11 ,i p"T<t»
extending its benediction over the earth as never before was strictly correct;
known, is the one supreme power that has kept human from rev t pterpont 
life moving steadily onward must be admitted by every M w , / t PI+BRPOi'T; „ , 

studying the causes time\otXu tliTnVoVcTnbemore 
wmen has brought life up to its present standard. This ardent in wishing you success with 
consciousness of the divine presence through the minis- y°ur Intense labor and thoughts than 
try of angels has been the inspiration that has enabled youL !rle?d oi long' long ag0- The 

commissioners of an advanced light to the world to mam- sider the vitality that has been ex
tain their integrity in the face of an opposition demoniac hausted, nor the heart’s yearnings that 
in its ferocity. Savonarola when about to suffer martyr- have been Placed upon every page of 
dom at the stake was accosted by the bishop with, “I ex- y<?ur work,8' bu‘ ,Ia tbe “by-and-by,” 
nel vnn from Un aT.iwz.1. j f p ’ i i when you have laid aside the material,pel jou from the church militant and from the church yOU will live in the hearts of the people 
triumphant. Savonarola replied, “Not from the church as a grand philosopher and good man 
triumphant; that is beyond your power.” who loved humanity and yearned for

A conscious recognition of the Divine presence empow- <the freedom of the oppressed In 
ers the possessor with a courage that is invincible when I ™. brought in contact with those powers which are seeking to I pointed after ^y^ve °SS 

suppress an open expression of the truth. Fear is not one away." But there, as life is eternal, 
of the elements that enter into the organization of their tbis 18 a misnomer. You have been with 
structure, and in the humble walks of life, amonu those I meJn ?be lif.e of materlal, saw my 
XlSwlT V haS nT PlaCe- her 13Urel AeathS’ down and.1 alon^lhe

are souls who are living in the conscious presence of that path of life in love together. I can see 
everlasting life; who have given all for the advancement a grand development in spiritual 
of the truth and are ready to suffer that its principles mav thouSbt’ searching and delving for 
be triumphant and human life exalted, moved forward ttrutlL The»ud,itles of the past are beone step farther toward its grand and mighty destiny. I ttTjSnt^To Vome mtad°s° urn

W e cannot accept the views advanced By certain so- developed the phenomena and physical 
called reformers, that the race is becoming more material- 18 necessary> and they can only be con- 
istic and the moral tone of human society is on the de-111<Lt’?nt J?.reaJsonef 
scending scale Such souls must be livihg down in the and XS by expanstom Ve^hS 
. ower realms of their being. Such views are too horrible phy alone Is satisfying. I have had 
to contemplate, and we turn from them to view life’s I some srand experiences! In the society 
brighter side. TTAMTT.TQN DEGRAW 2,f Swedenborg andoiconverse with

Shakers NY ’ ' I Bruno and ancienti.seers and sages I
’ ' ’ . have found the quickened intelligences,

. __.__.jof.__ . the brilliant thoughtslUbat have ele-
‘ • ■ vated and sustainedbtne.

Shouted Amen to the Preacher. The Spirit realm filaWbeen one long 
T , . ■ . __ ’ I vista of bliss to me;i‘diid every divine
in a certain Methodist Church in this city a minister’s thought permeating"! the atmosphere 

sermon was almost spoiled yesterday morning in an un- b?s «^gW a response m my heart. All 
expected manner.. One of the members of the church your works have aofie me good, and 
has a bright young son, who is opposedlo long sermons work of'allMfiWi 
and isn t afraid to say. so. He wondered why the elders join your friends upon this side of life, 
sometimes, said “amen” in church, and asked his pa to I The present century1 1$ showing to me 
enlighten, him. The father explained that to “amen” I great strides-in spiritilhl thought and

Alter reading, his text yesterday morning,.this par? and it comes from1‘unsatisfied hearts, 
ticular Methodist preacher said: “I am not going to The old dogmas hate proved a failure, 
preach to you very long this mornihg.” ■ . . I and with yearnings for a better con-

“Amen!” shouted the childish.but loud treble from a are lur?.ing churches 
pew well up to the front. Every head was turned in. the life. I am flaAttaXe" time te coming 
direction of.the boy, and a titter ran through the congre-J for the fulfillment of. prophecies, and 
ration. The boy’s father smothered him, but the damage from the ruins^f, the old faiths I see 
lad been done. Even the minister smiled, but he was mncbaf promise in the new. . 

badly rattled by that “amen,” and did hot preach with his I „IY?.Sn?ot ?,xpect, to°,much £r?“ tba 
usual fervor and earnestness. A good sermon had been man have^deteriorated fwmthe^ 
spoiled by the precocious youngster.—St. Louis Globe- of the race, but with the Influence of 
Democrat. . - - > - the higher elements In the spiritual, we

- . ' ) i 11 ' ' feel a good deal can be accomplished,
rrrl-" ~ If man had been created like the

“The Watseka Wonder.” . To the .Meat of psjelid SSftiLXiS! «Swta 
Phenomena, this pamphlet is intensely interesting. It- passion, the faculties are dwarfed, and 

gives detailed accounts of two cases of “double conscious-1 the passions dominate, but there seems 
ness,” namely Mary Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, Ill., Ito be,a Quickening of the spirit and na- 
and-Mary Reynolds, of Venango County, Pa. For sale at tn5e ? grand works.
this office Price 15 cents. -- I will take my leave, and I am gladnispince. rrice io cents. . . - . |,that I could come to you at this time.

FROM WM. DENTON, SCIENTIST, 
PHILOSOPHER AND REFORMER, 
Though the material lies in the grave 

far from my native land, yet my spirit 
roams at will. Coming in the line of 
advanced thought, in an atmosphere of 
congeniality, I hasten to add a few 
words to show my appreciation of your

ments in the way of worldly wealth 
have been few, yet the thoughts have 
gone out in the atmosphere and will re
turn only In gleams of light that will 
guide you like stars to your home in 
spirit. When life in the material is 
over, you will find the companionship 
of the learned and truly intelligent will 
bless you in eternity. '

How glad will I be to give you my 
hand In a welcoming clasp. I realized 
a world’s ingratitude: perhaps I was 
too rough or crude, but I did fight the 
battle for truth. A fitting ending, per
haps, amidst, earthquakes, for I was 
filled with the battling impulses of man 
in combat. Now I am at rest.

DENTON.

gressive Spiritualism; but the final mes
sage from Carlyle, England’s greatest 
author, did surprise me. I aC'pired his 
genius, his bold radicalism hi' ¡1 man
liness. His comparison of Walter Scott 
and Bulwer I thought the finest of 
English essays. But I did not suppose 
he had read or even heard of any of 
my writings, as his message indicates, 
which shows how quickly men of ge
nius escape from the errors of their 
earth life. Mr. Gladstone has already 
begun the same reformation of thought 
which Carlyle has completed.

TOM CARLYLE, THE ELOQUENT 
AND FAMOUS AUTHOR.

J> R. Buchanan—My Dear Sir:—To 
you can best be given the tribute from 
one that differed in opinions. I can re
alize, as none other, how much It has 
taken of moral stamina and bravery to 
combat with prejudice and the set opin
ions of the world. It seems to me at 
first to be madness, the visionary va
garies of a diseased mind; but, after a 
perusal of your works and since my 
advent In the new life, I find that you 
have arranged the works of a lifetime 
in the form of a monument that will be 
perpetual. It would be useless at this 
time to particularize any special feature 
in your book that was pleasing, for 
there is so much rich food for the mind. 
I am hoping and almost praying, in the 
approved orthodox fashion, that you 
will live to complete your last effort, 
and see it sent out in the world to de
velop the souls that need It.

I have derived a great deal of good in 
perusing all of your productions, and I 
find in the new life, I have had to com
bat with my old theories and drive out 
the prejudice of_ early teachings, and 
accept a great deal that seemed hard at 
first to swallow. Many of the wise men 
can be taught wisdom from minds that 
are superior In development, but how 
often conceit destroys the germ by 
their selfishness In refusing to concede 
error. I feel like a child In ignorance 
when I conceive how wonderful and 
boundless Is the intelligence in the uni
verse. Pardon me if I intrude. I come 
to congratulate you upon your suc
cesses and for your manhood and 
strength. . THOMAS CARLYLE.

The foregoing letters through -Walter 
show how ready our ascended friends 
are to give their friendly aid.

When the world begins to understand 
how dimly dark and beclouded earth 
life has always been—how suffering hu
manity, has been misled by false re
ligions, false philosophies, and false 
systems of despotic governments, as I 
have endeavored to show, will It not be 
ready to accept the aid of our ances
tors, who in the clear light of heaven 
have escaped from earthly falsehoods. 
Neither Martin Luther nor Pope Pius 
VII. are now the-bigots that they were 
on earth. I have conversed with them 
and know how broad and generous 
their sentiments are—how deeply they 
are interested in the progress of Spirit
ualism. ' .

The millions who scornfully opposed

THERE IS NO DEATH. This, is certainly a novel of the highest type, I 
based upon Longfellow’s poem of the same title. By that noted novelist

Florence Marryat. Price 50 cents. -

THE SOUL. Its Nature, Relations and Expression in the Human Embody 
iments. This is clearly a book on re-embodiment, or the principles of’ 

reincarnation. By the Guides of Cora L. V. Richmond. Price $1.00. f 
THE SOUL OF THINGS, These three volumes are among the mo^t- 

popular works ever written in explanation of the Spiritual Philosophy,
By William and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. Price $1.50 each; postage 15 cte^ 
THE SPIRITUAL ALPS, and How We Ascend Them. A few thoughts-on, 

“How to reach that altitude where spirit is supreme and all things are, 
subject to it.” By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40 cents; paper, 25 cents. , 
THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, or Death, and Its To-Morrow. The Spirit«, 

ualistio Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. A logical statement, proven;
both by facte and the Bible. By Moses Hull, Price 10 cente. I
THE SPIRITUAL WREATH, A new collection of words and music fooi 

the choir, the congregation and the social circle. Containing 64 pages,!
By S. W. Tucker, author of many muical publications. Price 20 cents. | 
THE STORY HOUR. For Children and Youth. A book of short stories, . 

written expressly to interest and instruct the young. A good work for*
Lyceums. By Susan H. Wixon. Price $1.00. |

THE SUNDAY QUESTION. A historical and critical review, witlv - 
replies to an objector. Ite motto: All time too sacred to do wrong; no, 

time too sacred to do good. Price 15 cente. . .

THREE SEVENS, a very interesting story along the line of the mystic, 
the common sufferings of the human race; from whence they come and, 

whither they go. By the Phelons. Price, cloth, $1.25.

THE TALMUD. Selections from the contents of that ancient book, it 
commentaries, teachings, poetry and legends. Also sketches of the men 

who made and commented upon it. By H. Polang. Price, cloth, $1,00. 
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH, or the Future Life According ta

Science. Is just what it purports to be—what the title indicates—in1 ■ 
every chapter. By Louis Figuier. Price, cloth, $1.50.

THE WATSEKA WONDER. Detailed accounts of two cases of double ■ 
consciousness—that of Mary Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, Ill., and

Mary Reynolds, of Venango, Pa. Price 15 cente. ~

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL. Series One and Two. Two choice volumes ' 
of restful and educational reading, uniting the ideal and the real in this 

life. By Lilian Whiting. Price, each volume, $1.00.

TREE AND SERPENT WORSHIP. Showing up the ridiculous side of ths - < 
old, old story of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. By A. S.

Hudson, M. D. Price 15 cente.

TRUTHS OF SPIRITUALISM. This book narrates many of the striking 
experiences of its author as a lecturer and test-medium in the earlier days - 

of Spiriiualism. By E. V. Wilson. Price $1.00.

r(TO IN ONE. A compendium of Biblical Spiritualism. A combination ■ ■■ 
of “The Question Settled” and “The Contrast” into one volume. By , 
Moses Hull. Price $1.00.

VOICES. The Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty and force. 
Ihey are most excellent inspirations. Neatly printed and nicely bound.

By Warren Sumner Barlow. Price $1.00. ’

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES. A new edition, profusely illustrated. A ' 
delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing. 480 pages, with portrait 

and 82 illustrations. Price, cloth, $1.50; postage 15 cents. •'

VIEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. This book is a word-picture by 
one of our best artists, Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly interesting 

work. Price 75 cents; postage 5 cente. . ’
WARFARE OF SCIENCE WITH THEOLOGY. Information not pro- ■ 

curable in the libraries of the world in a half century, showing the ■ 
opposition of the church to science. Two vols., 900 pages. Price $5.00.

WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUALIST? Curious revelation 
from the life of a trance medium, together with portraits, letters and ' 

poems. By Mrs. Nettie Colburn Maynard. Price, cloth, $1.50; paper, 75c 
WHY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST. A book of twelve lectures, ' 

couched in beautiful languqcje, and one that should be read by every
Spiritualist. By Abby A. Judson. Price $1.00; postage 10 cents.

WHATWOULD FOLLOW on the Effacement of Christianity? A concise 
treatise on this popular subject By George Jacob Holyoake. Price, • ' 

one copy, 10 cents; twelve for $1.00. <■
WOMAN. A lecture delivered to ladies only, by Mrs. Dr. Hulburt, on the 

present status of Woman, physically, mentally, morally and spiritually, ;
Marriage and Divorce. Price 10 cents. *

WOMANS BIBLE. Part 1. The Pentateuch. A galaxy of scholarly -
comments by many of our brightest minds regarding much of the Old

Testament, and the slight given the women. Price 50 cente. j
WOMAN, CHURCH AND STATE. A historical account of the status of 

woman throughout the Christian ages, with reminiscences of the Mat- . - 
riarchate. By Matilda Joslyn Gage. Price $2.00.

WOMAN. Four Centuries of Progress. Showing her gradual rise from - 
slavery and bondage of ancient times. By Susan H. Wixon. A lecture 

of great value. Price 10 cente. _ ‘
WAYSIDE JOTTINGS. Composed of Essays, Sketches, Poems and ■ <

Songs, gathered from the highways, by-ways and hedges of life, from - 
the inspirational pen of Mattie E. Hull Price 75 cente. , , S
WHO ARE THESE SPIRITUALISTS, and What Is Spiritualism? This

is a pamphlet of much worth to Spiritualists, who often have plied to 
them these important questions. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price 15 cente.

WORKS OF E. D. BABBITT, LL. D., M. D. ‘ ‘Human Culture and Cure."
Part First. The Philosophy of Cure. Price, board cover, 50 cente.

“Human Culture and Cure.” Part Second. Marriage, Sexual Develop. :
ment and Upbuilding. Price, cloth, 75 cente. \ ■

“Social Upbuilding,” including Co-operative Systemsand the Happiness 
and Ennobling of Humanity. Price, paper, 15 cente. ■

“Health,and Power." A Handbook of Cure, Eto. Price, cloth, 25 cents: 
leather, 35 cents. ' ,

“Religion.” Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent Price, cloth, : 
$1.00; paper, 50 cents. Postage 11 cente. . .

“Principles of Light and Color.” One of the greatest books of the age» ' 
Price, $5.00; by mail, 32 cents extra -

ZODIACAL INFLUENCES. Know thyself. This little pamphlet teaches ;- 
how to use the powers derived at birth from the position and influence of 7 

the planets. By Charles H. Mackay. Price 25 cente.

THE SPIRITUAL BODY REAL. Valuable testimonies of modem clair
voyants who witnessed the spiritual and physical separation. By Giles

B. Stebbins. Price 10 cents. . *

Soul of Things; or Psychometric SPIRITUAL HARP.
Researches and Discoveries. ! A Collection of Vocal Musio ibr the 

DF WM, AND ELIZABETH M. P. * Choir, Congregation and Social
AmSrsloaf.TOTlt ’reougbconel.oM . - Circles. ’

SO long my. efforts to ~ convince , ltxere»der vni b“ tmuea to ree ttVcurio» Muslral^tarleN“ae^tkmB^ll.il^^ ElS7' 
them that from this life we could reach 
into summerland and recall its angel Mad doubt» and mcmUM. make Geology U Plata « M jpu*  lie «001 01dwellers, no longer regard me as a vis- hegmndan^Uo!»
•  _______a it   _ i ,   r * DOUniftT TTltiCi A fn Antvr ell nvt «•lnr.ll MM.*ionary. Are they not prepared to follow Soul or Things—VoL L 
me a little farther and seek the aid of i ciotb........;............ . ...... .......
those who -live above the clouds of 1 Soniof Thto^Vol H.

Illustrate!. 450 pp. Cloth.......... .
Postage 10 cents.

Soul of Things—VoL HL 
Ululated. SCS pp. Cloth...;........

. . Postage 10 cents.
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It Still Manifests Its Animus,

DECREPITUDE OF OLD SPAIN
AN UNPLEASANT IMPRESSION 
CAUSED BY A LECTURE AT THE 
CATHOLIC SUMMER SCHOOL. 
A sensational incident which occurred 

at the Columbian Catholic school, July 
9, at. Madison, Wis., is occasioning much 
comment and criticism. Henry Austin 
Adams, of N,ew York, tlie brilliant ed
itor, while lecturing on "The Church 
aud tlie Times,” took occasion to pay

A„tga], ft _ I I »>ouie caustic compliments to the Amerl-
lIllIllK tMirnSl cuu llrGbS aud t0 express pity, if notMU1U11 VU1 Ue) I sympathy for Spain. After eulogizing
- Cmoll ftncno I great naules in Spanish history and

ll M IJ ADA 1 ‘i111116 of ,lle debt wl,le11 the world and CJ111U11 l/ueiueil Ule church owes t0 gpiliU) he roulldIy 
.-------------- censured tlie American newspapers "tor

Send age, name lu full, and two 2-oent Hamps aud buiIdi"g up lies concerning Spanish 
lending eyinptom, and we.win «cud you | character alia tyranny which it will
a _ • as ri « take three generations to refute and
A Diagnosis ot Your Caso Free? llorget. Ifyou American women should 
and W6 Will try and make the price of treatment right the ^privilege of traveling a yeai':
to you. Remember, please, that we do not wish to *u kpain, he said, “you would COine 
take , your w«e unless you are dissatisfied with your back wondering why there are' no gen- 
preaent treatment. Do not ask our opinion of this tlenien in America, Spain is decrepit 
doctor or that one, because we never express an fln(j decaying, blit What has made it SO? 
opinion, nor have we anyone connected with ub that rn’ 2 i J ,, 11
1« allowed to «peak Ill of any one or even to express an ,, the dOOlS of the Masons,
opinion. e know some doctors do «0, but we do not. these sneaking enemies of civilization 

The day of shot-gun prescription is past; drastic that are endeavoring to undermine all 
drugs in large dose« will not be given ten yenra’irom the Society of Europe, Spain’s downfall 
now, We believe In the certainty of medicine and In I must be laid ” 
epeclflc medication, but »pcciflc medicatiou require» Mr. Adams was loudly applauded

SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS attacking the press, and the in- 
■ - ' cldent is creating much discussion and

He who understand« tbe action of drugs, and who i« unfavorable sentiment Mr Adams 
gifted With tuo power of correctly diagnoeing. 1» the was born in Cuba, his father b'eimr then 
•uccea.fuiphyaiciauto.-duy. Governor Generaiof the Island, aid[ his

• -------- -—— mother was a Spaniard.::.
Snpfiifin MoHirinnl Thus it can readily be seen that theQpeciTIG IVieaiCine.I Roman octopus is still alive, doing

No Drastic Drugs! I contemptible work, -
its

A Book on "Chropic Disease” 
Sent for 2-cent Stamp.

G. E. WATKINS, M. D,
AYER, MASS.

FOREWARNED.
What She Heard in Sleep,

July 80,1898

ftSTONISHINGI

DR. C. E. WATKINS’ 
Rural 

ftealth
Hrorne

:Mlss Anna B, Shenessy died on Sat
urday at her father’s summer house, at 
No. 31 Abbott’ avenue, Ocean Grove, N. 

■ J. When well and strong three weeks 
I ago she dreamed, as told in the Herald, 
that she would die on July 8. Death 
came just one day late.. - ’

I _®Uss Shenessy was the daughter of 
Wiliam Shenessy, editor of a trade pub- 
Hcatlon at No. 133 William street, 

I e elty house 18 at No. 139 East 
Fiftieth street.

She was a member of the Beekman 
Hill Episcopal church, at Second ave
nue aud Fiftieth street, and was the 
contralto soloist in the choir there. She 
also taught a class of girls in the Sun-

Till» 1« In fact a large Sanitarium; only been I rpn tl ' . ...
Opened a abort time, yet Itlsamoit pronounced sue- I n .! dat01 °t tlie church, tile Rev. 
ce»». DR. B. w. BANKS, tbe greatest Healer the tiavld W. Couch, Miss Shenessy three 

: world has over bad, has joined dr. watkins in this weeks ago told of a dream she had had. 
, . grand work, and Is at the Home six days In the week. She said that the form of Miss Arabelle 
. Xrlte US and wo win tell you all about our new Hyiand, another teacher in the Sundav- mothod. of cure that wo use at tbe Home. ■ sehooli appenred jJ.

DR. C. E. WATKINS, ?ud told her that she had a message 
AVER mass from heaven that said Miss Shenessy

< AiL<K, JnABB. was to die on July 8.
■ . _• Miss Shenessy went to Ocean Grove

on July 2 for the summer. On July 4,
1 her mother told her to dress and they 

: ■ I would go for a walk together. She
■■■>, । — went to room ou the second floor,

. *— ~ ----- which looks out on a balcony.
UATinklAI V D O II I After dressing,Miss Shenessy stepped

; linllUllAL II ll Ui 0Uin011 the balc°uy 1111(1 leaned on the11 vimi. ii ii ui Ui ralllng. It gave au(J gl)e plun;,ed 
- ------ to the ground, striking on her head and
The First Annual Convention. ,X''SJ „„ compW,ly M

’ ------ but her mind remained clear. She lived
The first annual convention of the longer than the doctors expected she 

National body of tlie Y. P. S. U. will be would.-New York Herald, 
¡held at Lily Dale, August 9, 10, 12. On | ______ a.
these days regular business meetings 
(Will be held. Ou Monday afternoon, 
August 8, exercises will be presented I fObltuarles to tbo nvtnnt inn by-the young people, consisting of On y wifi"te Inserted free °f teU llneS 
papers and addresses, interspersed ]
Th^XvVwnAX?^^^^^^ «>e 7th of
E. Cadwallader, of Philadelphia o" 'i> ln PauIdin8 county,
Mrs. Lou Porter Moore, of'Buffalo’ °” RaC'^mT’ at 016 age of 71 
N. Y.: and naners from Mm r»rri» J’ears and 19 days. A true Spiritualist, 
Sw&ison, of Minneapolis Minn and and m<>ther. The funeral cere- Mr. John Ring, of 'I’e^as ' In toe’et“ uin Xf Zn by M' DUna'
Ing of this same date a public reception I k1“’ °f Cec11, ‘Vt i 
¡Will be extended to visiting delegates, । ELLA Vi OOD^ ARD.
at which several addresses will be 
given. Tlie president of Cassadaga 
Camp, Mr. A. Gaston, will give an ad
dress of -welcome, which will be duly 
responded to by the president of the 
National body of the Y. P. S. U., Mr.
I. O. I. Evans, followed by H. D. Bar
rett, Mr. Brooks and others.

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

Passed to higher life, July 15, our 
friend and brother, Mr. John F. Kirby, 
at almost the seventieth mile-stone of 

® 1 mortal life. He was an ardent Spirit
ualist for thirty years, and a charter

On August 11 there will be an ex
cursion to Niagara Falls, at the small 
sum of $1.50 romiti trip tickets to all 
Who desire to attend. I believe this is 
¡thè first convention ever held by the 
young Spiritualists Of the United 
States, and I apjieal to the young peo
ple to be present an assist in the pro
pie be present and assist In the pro- 
Bhow to tlie world that we as young 
people are worthy to take tbe places of 
our older workers. This is a young 
people’s convention, and we Intend the 
young to participate, as the age limit is 
from fourteen to forty.

Among the older workers to be pres
ent in August are Dr. Peebles, who at 
present is In England; also, from 
abroad, the editor of The Two Worlds, 
E. W. Wallace, his wife and son, and 
S. 8. Chiseel and wife. Mr. Chlseell is 
a tvell-known Lyceum leader of Eng
land. Each and all will gladly wel
come to fair Lily Dale all of these 
prominent workers. Dr. Peebles Is well 
known by all Spiritualists, if not per
sonally by his laurels, and many who 
have not had the pleasure of meeting 
our worthy worker will be delighted to 
greet him at Cassadaga Camp. Mr. 
Chfseell is the leader of the largest 
Lyceum in England, and as a teacher 
in. the Lyceum I know we will be de
lighted to hear from the children of 
England. So let us all with a mighty 
effort make the camp at Lily Dale this 
year one of pleasant and happy mem
pries. MISS ETTA FRETTYMAN.

Lily Dale, N. Y.

member of the First Spiritualist Soci
ety. He passed away at Eureka 
Springs, Ark., of paralysis, after suffer
ing with Bright’s disease for several
years.

South Bend, Ind.
EDWARD JONES.

THE LITTLE PATH.
r ■ ___

■ !A little path that ’mid the trees 
A narrow lodgement finds, 

¡And in and out and all about
: It slyly creeps and winds; ■ ' 

Still on and on as If it tried' ■ 
To find some nook where.it might hide.
¡And you and I, this summer day, 

Together seek to trace .
¡The rambles of this runaway • 

And find its hiding place, •
¡And little feet that in the quest 
Grow weary often pause to rest
'And now we find a fallen tree 

That helped it o’er a brook; '
Then up a hill and down,'until, 

Within a shady nook,
There hangs a nest where thrushes stay

■ And sing to cheer it on its way, •
Dear little feet that bide with me 

Where'er my path may tend!' ’
T sometimes almost wish that we

• Might never find the end,
. But all our round of summers through 
.This little path we might pursue.

: _ —Albert Bigelow Paine.

“From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A 
Judson. Gives anaccount of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It Is written in a sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted to place in 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15 cents.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Win. M. Lockwood 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he. presents 
In succinct form the substance of his 
IvCtures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his. views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book Is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For 
sale at this office. Price 25 cents.

"Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment.” By Prof 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at this office.

“The Gospel of Buddha, Accordine to 
Old Records.” Told by Paul Canns. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who wo’uld gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit 
Price $L For sale at thia office.

“Right Living.” By Susan H.Wixon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes 
which render the book more Interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful 
Young and old will be benefited by It 
Cloth IL For sale at thia office.

•‘The Religion of the Future.” By s 
Weil. . This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold 
untrammeled,thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
this office? Price, cloth, $1.25; paper 
50 cents.

“Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope” will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish Ideas and practices 
should be read by all. Sold at this of
fice. Price 25 cents. .

The Spiritualist who commences now 
to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, Is 
wise. If he reject this otter, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
think, in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family in the 
United States. [Commence now, we re
peat, to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 

—Your Melted Pebble Spectacles are 
all you claim for them, and even more. 
Your Magnetized Compound is a won
derful remedy, and acts like magic 
upon sore and weak eyes. I would not 
be without it. Very respectfully, 

MRS. J. A. PERKINS.
Easthanipton, Mass.

For 30 days I will send a sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
Ilie eyes, for 10 cents, by mall.

Clinton, Iowa. B. F. POOLE.

PRICE OF THE “SEQUEL.”
The price hereafter of this number of 

The Progressive Thinker will be as fol
lows: Three cents for single copy. 
Where five or more are ordered, two 
cents per copy. Where one hundred or 
more copies are ordered, one dollar and 
fifty cents per hundred.

REAR IN MIND.
In sending remittances to this office, 

write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It Is not safe to send money ip 
a letter; if It is sent that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there ean 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided.

“Poems or Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay,- from 
lively to severe." It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily- 
printed and bound. Price $1.

"Atlantis: The Ant&iluvian World ” 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all 
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of It given by Plato as veritable history 
It is intensely interesting. Price, $2.

“Tbe Infidelity of Ecclesiastieism 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

••progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Spirit-life.” “The Evolution 
of Man." Two papers, given in the In
terest of spiritual science, ’
Faraday. Price 15 cents.

“The Universe." What 
The Beginning of Creation, 
ter Is. The Creation of

by Michael

Force Is.
What Mat-
the Earth. 

The Beginning of Life. Immortality 
The Substance of Its Environments' 
Psychic Science. What the “Soul of 
Things” Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
sale at this office.

“The Prophets of Israel.” By Prof 
0. H. Cornlll, of the University of 
Koenlgsberg. A scholarly aud appreci
ative historical review of the prophets 
of Israel and their works. For sale 
at this office. Paper covers, 25c.

"Origin ana Antiquity of Man.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. A masterly philosoph
ical work. English edition, nicely 
bound in cloth, $L For sale at thia 
office.

"Arcana or Nature; or the History 
and Laws of Creation.” By Hudson 
Tuttle. A well-known and most pro
found treatise. Cloth, |L For sale at 
this office.

“Bible ana Church Degrade Woman.” 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises 
three brief essays, on The Effect of 
Woman Suffrage on Questions of Mor
als and Religion; The Degraded Status 
of Woman In the Bible; The Christian 
Church and Woman; written in
Stanton’s usual trenchant style, 
sale at thia office. Price 10 cents. 

"Human culture and cure.
First. The Philosophy of Cure.

Mrs. 
For

Part
. . ------- (in

eluding Methods and Instruments)." Bv 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A very in. 
structlve and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well ful
fills the promise of its title. For sale 
at this office. Price 75 cents.

“Ancient India: its Language and 
Religions.” By Prof. H. Oldenberg 
The subject is of unusual interest at 
the present time, and it is here treated 
in a way to Interest and instruct all 
readers. For sale at this office. Paner 
price 25c. v ’

“Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
Ism: or a Concordance of the Princlnal 
Passages of the Old and- New/Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imnlv 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
Important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results of his many years’ study 
of the Bible In its relations to Spiritual
ism: As its title denotes, it is a veri
table encyclopedia of infomation on the 
subject Price $L For sale at thia 
office.

"Human Culture ana Cure, Marriage. 
Sexual Development and, Social Um 
bunding.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D 
LL.D. A most excellent and very vain” 
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Scl- 
ence. Religion, etc. Price, cloth 75c. 
For sale at this office. ■

"The Bridge Between Two Worlds” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book Is ded 
icated to all earnest souls who desire 
by harmonizing their physical bodies 
and their physical bodies with 
universal nature and their souls with 
the higher intelligences, to come Into 
closer connection witlrthe purer realm» 
of the Spirit-World, it ls written ta toe 
sweet spiritual tone that characterize» aU of Miss Judson’s literary S 
Price, cloth, ?1; paper, 75 cents.

• The Great Roman Anaconda." Bv 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sham 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann 
It Is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be ehllght- 
ened concerning tho ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15c. I 
For sale at this office. I

Peebles &
Burroughs, 

Successful 
Specialists

AND FSYGHIG 
FHYSIGIftNS,

DR. J. A. BURROUGHS.
Pos lively Cure Chronic Dis

eases,
When a person becomes thoroughly 

convinced that they are suffering irom 
some Chronic Lesion they naturally turn 
to Drs. Peebles & Burroughs for relief. 
There are many reasons for this. Their 
Jong experience in the treatment of 
Chronic Diseases and their education 
has pre-eminently fitted them to success
fully treat these diseases. Coupled to 
the foregoing they possess every facility 
which modern science or medical expe
rience has demonstrated to be of value 
in the

Cure of Chnmic Diseases.
They deal honestly and conscientious

ly with every individual. They make 
no charge for diagnoses, relying upon 
their ability to secure them practice. 
A majority of the cases under their care 
are cured in a few /weeks and often the 
most difficult casesj of years’ standing, 
which eminent .physicians have pro
nounced incurable;' have yielded to 
their treatment in :a few months. We 
subjoin the following extracts from re
cent letters as

Proof.of Their

' WONDEREBtiiABIEITY
To Quickly Cure , 
Chronic Diseases

Dr«. Feeble« & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Dostora:—1 do nut think our child need« any 

more treatment, as «he 1b wen. 1 thank you very 
much for what you have done for her, a« I think you 
have done wonderfully In her case. 1 will recommend 
ydu to auy of my friend« who are ill. Yours truly.

July is. 1898. Mbs. J.H, Gay, Maynard, Mass.

Dra. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—My health has improved wonderful« 

Jy under your treatment. My friends are «urprieed at 
the result. Wishing you success, lam your greatly 
benefited patient. Miller H. Harsha.

July 15,1898. E. Liverpool, Ohio.

• Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
, Dear Blr«:—My wife te getting along finely, and will

not need any more treatment. Thanking you for the 
help received, 1 am youra, etc.

I July 16,1898. M. N. Davi8ok, Merrillan, Wis. 
i

Drs. Feeble« & Burroughs, Battle Creek. Mich.
Dear Doctor«:—I am eo much better that I will not 

, nccdony more medicine. Your p«ycblc treatments 
nave helped me very much. Thanking you for your 

• kind treatment and wishing you much happiness and 
. prosperity, I am-evor your friend,

July 12,1898. Carrie Shumway,
1 Manhattan, Kans.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mlcb.
Dear Doctors:—1 want to thank you for what you 

have done for mo. 1 am well now and will not need 
anv more medicine. Yours truly,

July 12,1898. Clara Steffen, Scriven, Minn, 

Dra. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctor«:—I am well. I hare no ache, no pain, 

no bad feeling or symptom of disease, and 1 will need 
no more treatment. Hoping that God will «paro you 
long for tbe relief of suffering humanity. I am your 
grateful patient, J. B. Walker, Caddo, 1. T.

July 18. 1898.

Their Wonderful Psychic Powers 
enable them to clearly understand and 
accurately diagnose the physical condi
tion of their patients. This accurate 
diagnosis is the foundation-stone—the 
key-note of successful treatment. No 
amount of medical education can suc
ceed without it. Your physician must 
understand your condition or he cannot 
administer the necessary treatment. 
This statement is self-evident From 
time to time we have published volun
tary testimonials of hundreds of reliable, 
honorable and trustworthy people-who 
have testified gladly to the
Absolute Correctness of Our Diag

noses.
We add a few more: , 

Dra. Peebles & Burrough«, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear eira:—You have diagnosed my case exactly. 

Everything you wrote I am sure 1« true. Yours truly.
July 15, 1898. Ethel Hardman, Cleburne, Tex,

Dra. Peebles & Burrough«, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—Your diagnosta of my case was correct. 
, Yours truly,i Mbs. Mary Kidd,
July 14, 1898. _____ Philadelphia, Pa.

Dra. Peebles & BurroughB/BktMe Creek, Mich.
Dear Sira:—Your diagnosis of niy case was perfect

ly correct. Toura truly, Melvin Niobols.
July 18,1898, t >sa • Auburn. Cali.

Dra, Peebles & Burroughs.'^attle Creek, Mich.
: Gentlemen:—The Diagnosis of my wife’s cose was 
duly received and our doctor aaid It coulu not bare 
been better it you had Member. Yours truly.

July 15, 1898. W. J. Holland,
• _ _ Eastlake, Alo,

Dra. Peebles & Burroughs,-Sattle Creek, Mlcb. -
Dear sirs:—I sent for a tflagnosls merely a« an ex

periment, not bellevingor -expecting to receive any
thing at all satisfactory. 11 wish to express my aston
ishment aud satisfaction rat the perfection of your 
description of my physical /condition. Your« respect-

Ylyi' ,o',aR3 Mabel-’Maxston, Wichita, Kans. 
«JUly 18, 1898« . ' , ..

Dre. Peebles * Burrougtis, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—Tour dlaffiibstxot xny case was perfect

ly true In every respect:i.’TBsr well wisher.
July 16,1878. : . - ■ Uns. Nxlfox Ayxrf,

■ . Almond. N, T.
But what will be more convincing to 

you will be to write and receive a cor
rect diagnosis of your case. Remember 
that Drs. Peebles & Burroughs not 
only correctly diagnose Chronic Dis
eases, but they

Cure Where Others Fail.
If you are a sufferer

WRITE TO-DAY, .
giving NAME, AGE, SEX, and a LEAD
ING SYMPTOM, and receive an abso
lutely CORRECT DIAGNOSIS free. 
Address

Urs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

DOCTOR A. B. DOBSON 
Still Heals the Sick Through 
the Mediumship of . . . , .

Mrs. Or. Dobson-Barker.

DR. W. M. FORSTER, 
1059 MARKET STBEET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Dr, Max MuehlenDruGh,
PROPHETIC SEER,

If you wish Good Health 
should apply to her.

As a Spiritual Healer She 
No Equal.

you

Has

With her Magnetized Herbs all 
diseases that flesh is heir 

to are cured.

Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her

DIAGNOSE YOUR CASE EREE.
Address all Mail to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

. TESTIMONIALS. •
„ ' „ June 25,1898.
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker-Dear Madam : 

—I send for another month’s treatment 
of your wonderful medicine. I have 
taken it one month and I thank you a 
thousand times for the good it has al
ready done me. Yours truly,

. MRS. FRANCES HAMILTON.
Hunters, Stevens Co., Wash.

„ „ July 5, 1898.
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker:—I have 

taken your medicine as you ordered, 
and It has done wonders for me. I feel 
like a new woman. Respectfully yours, 

MRS. MARTHA MeCLELLEN.
Delavan, Wis> 455

DR. J. S. LDUCKS
1» tbp Oldest and most successful Spiritual Physician 

now la practice- Ula cures are
THE MOST MAKVELOUS

vlL“?6-cx<unl“atlons arc correctly made, 
Shi«? .My™;.8?? uy*  “»“«lw sex aud lock 
aiw Qi 8 x cent« in stamps. He doesn't ask for 
¡Sy.1 Address^10“* A cIalr'*oyant  doesn't need

J. S LOUCKS, M. D.
85 Warren at., Stoneham, Maas. 4M

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
S?Hb?1,1“own Pff®b,om®.tr,8t an<1 Business Medium. 
™i?ln58 l,cr"°“allX. by letter or photograph »i.iw. 
Throe reasonable questions answered by mall for 
25 cent» Address 54 N. 02nd uvo., Chlcagb. Psycho, 
puthlc treatment«. B 1tfi7tf

Researches in Oriental History.

One

i

BY a. W. BROWN, M. D.
Vol. IXmo, 407 Pagen, Cloth, $1.60, 

GENERAL DIVISION.
I. RESEARCHES F.V JEWISH HISTORY. 
H. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
8. DERIVATION OE CHRISTIANITY.
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS?
The whole comprises nn earnest but fruitless search 

for a Historical Jesus.
In this volume the Jew., arc clearly shown not to 

nave been tbe holy und favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic Idea is traced to the Bao- 
trlan Philosopher, 2350 years B. C„ and Its history Is --------------- ---------- U1 unltljtl|outlined, following the waves of emigration, until it Is 
fully developed Into Christianity, with a mythical hero 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencemeni 
of tbo Christian era.-Yu-'S' ». I

Tbe book demonstrates that Christianity and Its cen tuol I1AWX a «A . al... a .L _ _ _ -__ . . .tral hero are mythical ; that tbe whole system 1« based 
on fraud, fal»ehood. forgery, fear and force; and that 
its rite«, ceremonial«, dogma« and superstition« are 
bnt survivals of so-called paganism. It «bows vast re
search among tho records of tbe past; Its facts are 
mostly gleaned from CbrlstUQ authority; and no per
son can read it without lutrnctton wd profit, whether 
lie reaches the same conclusions with tho author op 
otherwise. ForaaieatthlAoffice,

"THE LYCEUM.”
The Lyceum, devoted to the Interests 

of the young, and to lyceum work is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. (11 Willowdale street 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to Its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special interest in it It 
is published weekly. Try it. 43747

“Old Auntie’s... 
Yarb Tea,” Beautlfier of I . . , , " tho Complex«

*i. positive cure for constipation, tor
pid liver, sick headache, nervousness, loss 
of appetite and sleep. IT TONES UP THE SYS 
TEM. removes “that «rod feeling,” purifies 
the blood, overcomes functional disturb
ances of female organism, and brings back 
the glow of health and high spirits to all. 
It is a scientific combination of herbs, roots, 
and barks in their natural state, in such 
proportions as to secure marvelous results. 
It cures while you sleep. Prepared and sold 
by the HOUSEHOLD REMEDY COMPANY, 
SUITE 0, 70 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO. Sent 
ny mall on receipt of 50 cent». Agent» 
wanted.

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBBOOKEB*

Author or "Helen Harlow’» Vow,” "Tho Occult

the age of reason?
By Thomas Paine. Being an fnvestleatton nr t*«»  •md Fabuloue Theology. I new ud^plete^S! 

uffisrsasasia”» «•

AN EXCELLENT WORIt
AND THE iiFTER-LIFE.

The"StelI»r Key” 1» the pblloiophlcn Intr» 
duction to the revelation» contained In this book 
finl® idea.°i,tbla v01um8 “»X be gained from the 
following table of content«: 1-Death andI the Aft».! 
Life; 2—Scenes In the Summer-Land; 3-BocIety tn 'he fcw?XLKdj,4~^lal CcntT®'1B t£c Bumme?M 
tr-Wlntcr-Landand Summer Land: 6-Language and 
Life In Summer-Land; 7-MaterIal Work forSpIritmU 
Workers; 8-tntImate» In tho Summer-Land: S-Vo?ce

i.™e!7lctr Tbl8 «l«rged edlM?ot?
tarn« more than double the amount ot matter In fns 
tner edition«, and 1« enriched by a beautiful front» 
St»®’«»1 llUBtratlng the "formation of the Spiritual

INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS 
Sefore the New- York Unitarian Club, The first tlmn 
In the history of the world that a Christian“AssmI.h™ 
ever -lnrltod a noted model to lecture befo^them 
rtitiH ».((w »»»—8ml was received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end 
Frlcefi^cents; t“e,’.2WPTtkb“UUfa"y !’rlbtcd;

BIBLE OF BIBLEST-
ByKerteyGravee, ItwillwelipayperuaLMotCM

" .OBSESSION. ~
How evil spirits Influence mortals. 8y IL ParaInn 

P.23. PrtcelOcent». . ’

MIND READING AND BEYOND
ot

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.
By CarrleB. 8. Twing. medina. Price go mate.

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
Or Self-Justice. .

By Bol» Walebrooker. Many have read this book, 
many have re-read It, and many other» out to read IL 
It should be read by every man and woman In the 
land. It show» tbe falsities rampant in society in 

“««xjal Import, and the wrong, 
tnatflow therefrom to Innocent Yietiins of • social 
onracinn. It contain« a fine Hkeneee of the author Fine cloth, 380 paces. Price «LOO WWB<uiaor'

Consultation by Letler Free
' Soud Postage Stump for Iteplj.

COBRESPONDENCE INVITED.
No “Lock of Hair” or “Leading 

Symptom” Required.

The following Is taken from the San Francisco 
"Frogrcss" of November 7,18»5: xrenctsco
or Tr?.,:.®8.“’ Kre*t, Pleasure to quote from tbe Light 

.“““»«¡‘«»Hons of California and Callfor
mans. In a late ibsuewe read: ‘We note with niaas 
ure the continued success of our friend and brother. 
CniltmniiI'i,F0r>8ter' of 8ou Fr»“elsco, California.’ 
althouirt T -a Vbec,"lne, noteii f°r Its mediums! aud 
cl Dr. Fonder is not a native of the United

PeoPle of California have learned to claim “naPth-efin^ywter>e8t Iq Ulm Ju8t U8 lf bo were“ 
natheson. We bear good reports of him from all 

endorsement to Btb®“ ““ mu ■ l’lca“uri! t0 “dd our ^~‘cdtu°ca^go“n?lUeyma“uTr<led th,‘ B1,ted

ABSENT TREATMENTS
By the Use of Vitalized Flannel. 

Cures aH Manner of Diseases.

Dr. A. W. Birkbolz, the Healer.
Mb«. Mary M. Barber, DeKalb, III., writes: “You 

remember I told you there was something growing 
under my «bort ribs. It la nearly all gone J appHci 
tlie flannel as directed and eat for treatments evert S i! and Friday evening»; and'havo f“ t blud. oj 
my bead. Send another vitalized flannel," 
Ne^M^V« ’¡S» AS tre‘u“ 

beenbeueTte^.”“ 1“y°°"gb aUd ie‘ltbatILuvo

Wm. Wuekland, Edgar, Neb., again writes: ‘‘I am 
dsTfir T’ b“i® b.een “Ut d00r “ llltle cacl>

*for J11.® la8t week« Am gaining strength fast 
My heart is stronger, and gaining, but is weak yet 
Have gained more In the last two week« than fn a 

i.T4e. luBt vital|2ed flannel did me more
}b“2. ? 'h,'“8’ comW“ed that lever look. I 

shall do all 1 can for you.”
Mas. Wm. Lamimax, Clifford, Mlcb., again write»- 

Please seud me another piece of the vitalized flan
nel, as I am better after using tbe last one.’’

August Kickbet, Valentine, Neb., writes: “I re
ceived your letter aud flannel, and am getting better iXXW puln‘are gctllai£ u “bdlkdi

Address

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ,
NEW BUFFALO, MICH.

INVALIDS
T^, HO WILL SEND HOUR CENTS IN

<STJH0MAS battebf company; cid!
AUffioUH, UIU9 if

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE
AUrUL Culture, Clairvoyance, Psycbometry 

and Law« »t Unfoldinent, with free reading. For par- 
BMMA BUDER'701

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR
If you wish to know what ails 

you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents In stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. 6. BflTDORF, M. D.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

REED CITY SANITARIUM
REED CITY, MICH.

w n BjSlESy1' P l Proprietor; E. W. SPINNEY, M. D.. Resident Physician, with consulting physicians 
and surgeons and professional nurse». The cheapest 
„Ma,“1.1!™..!? "1° worWi. ? Place for the poor and 
middle classes. Are jon sick and discouraged? We 
will give free diagnosis by mall. Send tor question 
list, prices and journals. 44Utf

SIX NEW LESSONS
IN MEDIUMSHIP.

Send 25c to J. M. & M. T. Allen, Springfield, Mo.. 
and eecure a »et of these valuable ¿entona. ssj

4. M. LANPHERE, M. D.
ParalysiB. Nervous Prostration. Rhcumatlim and 

other Chronic Disease« cured by Magnetic Remedies, 
bond stamp, with lock of hair, age and tex, for free 
clairvoyantdlagnoBlx. P.O.Box7,Cambridge.vt. 463

WONDERFUL TESTS.
Your future revealed. Trial readings 24c, equals 

others 11 Horoscopes. Special reduction In nrloes. 
Horoscope», »1. Send birth data. Circular», testlmo- 
nlals. “Claitiaut," Astrologer, Watertown, N. Y. 454

Trial reading 12 cts.-with full name
Plainly written DR. S. Z. BARNEY, 1262 S. Divis

ion st., Grand Ranlda, Mlcb. 453

PSYCHOMETRY
Applied to all tho condition« of life, BusIdcbb, Social. 
Spiritual, In all its detail«, by the application of the 
sixth sense. Thorough and satisfactory delineation 
from letter, lock of hair or any substance bringing me 
in magnetic rapport. Enclose SI in postal or express 
note or fegl«tered letter. Address Mn«. Elokeh 
Felktns, 8554 Vernon av., Chicago 111. 456

TALLEYRAND'S
LETTER TO THE POPE.

Th!» work will bo found especially Interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
tbe Bible. Tho historic facta stated, and thé keen, 
scathing review ot Romish Idea» and practice» should 
be read »y all. Price. 25c. Sold at this office.

"THEWATSEKA WONDER”
To the student ot psyohlc phenomena, this pamphlet 

I» intensely Interesting. It give» detailed accounts ot two cases ot "double coasclouBnees," namely Marr ! 
Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, in., and Mary Rey- i 
golds, of Venango county. F»- FtrMe at tilla offici, i Frico 15 cent».

JOAN, THE MEDIUM.

Herbalist, Psychometrist and Medic
al Clairvoyant. ■ *

Diagnosis of disease by lock of balr 

(NO SYMPTOMS REQUIRED)
five two cent »lamps 

One read Fiychometrlcully...........
Full Ute reading» By moll.........
P. O. Box 118 Oakland Cal. ""

.82.00, 

.82.00.

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
Simncu8rLltviet«Oii x:80®“?. 'rh»i«P0«rtlcs, Including tho 
.na ii:®',' ta hlagnutlsm, Electricity. Mind Cure 
n?d. b gb.er «lense ot life. Chemical affinity aud 
basic principles developed with tbSr mar>e“ous ap
plications. Students lu four continents have taken th- g?e“.r of D M C£“T18 “"“'•‘ered od SerX de*  
gree of 1). M., Doctor of Magnetics liv ■ uvuipm nf printed questions students can take the couraa^anl 
removed'Wssa0 Sm.n nelr ?w“ hi1“0'- I“»M‘“th>n 
blriomas gra^ed%UX.B^M^
C uut “ * Cb“r4ern «e?on “mp ior catalogue to*  

Hitt E. D. BABBITT. M. D. LL.1)., Dean.

DR. MANSFIELD’S 
homeopathic medicine« 
Mm“«e°reie^<i|8|rv3?“ntly ior eacb Sent 
¿rfs? W?" ®f,y®“ 

Moses Hull BECOMMeWBUC' C' Howo
W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D.

170 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

Mediumship Is a Growth.

writing. FKEE^AONOSIS66 8““1’8' Offu

DR. J. A. BAILEY,
No. 142 Fifth Avenue, Clinton, Iowa, 

NODRUGS USED. NONE REQUIRED. ttttf,

BETTER THAN GOLD. 
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two 
Cure« all form« of «toniach Hvpr «nd vm«.. a. sgseESss 
.»??Lp8ck“g®o,.l,PrMs«netlIe'i Compound ior so™ 
eyes or poor eyesight. Hns been used and nrXd n!

“ a11 purta of ,he world. Sent for W cent? 
or all three »ent postpaid for si 00 wirh v.-mS photo andlnstrucifoiuhow tollve’iooyears! Yarm“*

Melted Pebble Spectacles:

ï’âtej'ü'-

..psyche
Ì,.®„’ìv®“tl0? °5 ° Practical medium, under «pirli 

Many bv it“» “,0«'»lop medi un®

For sale si tbe'oflice^

PI:^5;TI<ÎAÏ‘ QUI1)E TO SPIRITUALISM HEAL- 
J- Ing and Occult Science, with complete rule« for 
&a,ncc’ »“<*  development—15 cen"»-by 
Walrond, Opera Hou.e Block, Denver, Colo. ¿ctf 

fUHE BLIND MEDIUM, H. W. SINCLAIR Win 
lock"of “bT"Headln|i'?* tb d“tC“ a“d M«H

MRS. M. L. GILLETTE. INDEPENDENT 81 ATF.
writer, 218 East 42<i place, Chicago. 450

doTruminer; 
The well-known Psychic Healer aud Phvalclan 1« 
successful In treating all chronic diseases of either 

body or mind. Graduate in medicine and magnetics 
w»dT«?’Cftr8nPract,cc- 1>brehlc Power deified; 
which alone will enable you to cure yourself andnre- .T'niL8®"®-» ,uur2'«™' Manip. dali “} K,
SWT ”? 'ending symptom, and receive my cam
Det?oP|L'Mn|cLy0Ur C“te- AddroS“ 13'

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
Trance and BuslflesB Medium, Sittings daily; hours, 
10 to 4. Residence, 93 Bowen av., Chicago, III.

Something New and Reliable
If iick, write me a letter stating the fact with nee 

JrnT’i’ wn»a»UnC,OUil)?xlon, aud Klx cculs In stamp«:
tcl1 y<Ju Ju8t what >’our troubles are by 

Psychic I ower; also a means of a rapid euro. ] need 
leading symptoms; your letter Is enough.

iBtlc liemedle« in connection with Psychic 
Power. Address or call. '

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
35 Warren st., Stoneham, Mass.

Y0UB FUTURE
Astrologer, Room» 6 * 7 Tnbor Opera Rouse Blocic 
Denver, Colo. Chart« from fl. Send stamp for circu- 
lftr8-  43itf

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN VOUH OWN 
home. Will send a pamphlet giving Instructions, 

aellncate your phase of mediumship, aud a spiritual 
A" ior_!l.6 cents- Address MRS. J. A.

BLISS, San Diego, Cal. 453

Horoscopes on character, health,
Marriage. Buslnes«, Finance, Personal Questions, 

etc. Life readings «1.00. Test reading« 25 cents. 
Send for descriptive circular on astrology. Address: 
Fred. P. Brandt. 253 Hasting» st., Grand Rapid«, 
Mlcb.______________________ 453

ASTRAL READING
And your phase of Mediumship, with Instructions for 
development; also a copy of "The Path t) Power/' 
D. 8. F. writes: “Tbe reading 1« surprisingly correct. 
You enter into my Inm ost desires and need« with mar*  
veloue accuracy, bringing out Just tbe points] wai 
apprehensive would be overlooked, or not understood 
by you." Send date of birth and 25 cents («liver) to 
URIEL BUCHANAN, Aurora, Mo. 453

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
Thl» medium, who 1» clalraudlcnt. clairvoyant, pay- 

cbomelrlc and prophetic, can be conEulted at No. 1C80 
North Clark at. Chicago. Engagement» can be made 
by letter. 450t{

OPIUMS■ . ...■ WW. ■ * ■ Stopped at onco
A never-foiling, harmless and permanent home 

cure. Trial treatment free on request.
Dr. J. C. Hohman, 445 Isabella Bldg., Chicago, HI.

WANTED—GOOD MAN OR WOMAN, 
to represent ns In every town. Honest • 
Article: Good Seller. Will give you references. Address ’

LEKKO COMPANY, 
6S Dearborn St., Chicago.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
BY S. WEIL.

Cloth, 11.15. - - • Paper, 50 centa 
| This Is a work of great value, written by one of th« 

keenest, most powerful and most truly rellalon» 
SSS8.?" particularly a work which 
should be pnt Into the band« of those who have freed 
tnemselve« from tbe dogmas of orthodoxy and fro*  
the^ dogmas^of materialistic science, for It - will

Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
aa a beader of Annies. By Moses Hull. Thl« la at 

once the most truthful history, of Joan ofArr-jtnri .....».-wm
one of the moBtconvinclngargumentaon SDfrituailim the free mind that mindoverwritten. No novel wis ever more uXtiir S “A8“!88 gln0!Ltb? who,e °f 
terestlng; no history more true. Prlceln cloth. 40 ' r^5esLi. ncw. mctbofl In psychic andcents; paper cover, 25 cents. For «»m at tht. »mis' ’ , They Bllow vivid glimpses of.
______ _________J or «uowuns Office. stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 

—____—__________ ■------- ' ?rt,8nawidSat "rlKable teoets ean eurvh e, and
«nd fancy will be super- «eded by knowledge and facta. For saJfl at this office.THE DIAKKA.

'THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH. 
X It Victim», by the Seer, A J. DavU la a very In

teresting and suggestive work. It 1» an explanation ol 
touch that la false and repulsive In Snfrituali«m, em
bodying» most Important recent Interview with Jam« 
Victor Wilson, a resident of the Summer-Land. Prte» 
SO cents. For sale at this office .

Real Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given Inspirationally by Mr». Maria M. King. You 

win not become weary while reading thh excellent 
book. Price 75 cent«.

WHITE MAGIO LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
Taught in “Three Sevens,” a book of 271 pagM, it fa 
really a ■very lute resting and suffirestiYttioSt/ PHmHJ25- For gale at thia office. •_

1'lifci öliivxxcaL BIHTh, .
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

• By. Editor of tbe National with Preface and Notea 
by 1’eter Eckler. Illustrated with views of tbe old 

_j /nine Homestead and Paine Monument at New 
. Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman. 

Joe Billow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland 
Condorcet, Brissot, and the most promlnontcf Paine'» 
friends In Europe and America. Cloth. IS cents.

ir??5.,SKKiaI of D?&tb, Heaven and Hell. By 
Moses HrtsL. This pamphlet béslde« giving tbe Snir- 

thing« la tie Blblei 
interpretation« never.before given. Explains thn 
beavenaandheUibelievedlnby Spiri nullità. Price. 10 cent«. .For tale at this office. -mce,

The Development of the Spirit 
After Transition. By the late M. Faraday. Tho ori- 
Sin of religions, and their Influnce upon the mental 

evelopment qt the human race. Tranacribed at tha 
I request « a band ot ancient plillnmW» Frio. 
' »cent«.
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SPIRITUALISM IN FOREIGN LANDS
Our Status Beyond Where the Great Salt Water? Roll.

During this, our 'Jubilee year, it 
might be well to give a concise state
ment of whither the soul of Spiritual
ism has penetrated in the first half cen
tury of its existence, and what wonders 

■ it has wrought in other lands than that 
of its birth—particularly" in the coun
tries of Europe.

. IN ENGLAND
there is a national federation, like our 
National Association, which includes a 
large number of societies in all parts 
of England. There are also as many, 
and probably more, lyceums than in 
this country.

Some of tlie greatest scientists of 
England are directly identified with the 
movement, or with the Society for Psy
chical Research. Among them I may 
mention Sir Wm. Crookes, F. R. S., in
ventor of the Crookes tube of X-ray 
fame; Prof. Oliver Lodge, F. R. S.; 
Prof. Alfred Russell Wallace, a world- 
famous chemist and discoverer of 
many Inventions; Lord Balfour, Queen 
¡Victoria, and many other noted per
sonages.

Two very able weekly journals are 
also published in England—“Light," of 
London, and “Tlie Two Worlds,” of 
Manchester. “The Lyceum Banner,”
of London, is an able advocate of 
Lyceum movement, and is edited 
J. J. Morse.

IN FRANCE
the movement is represented by

the 
by

the
following periodicals: Revue Scien- 
tiflque el Morale du Spiritisme, 5 Rue 
Manuel, Paris; Le Progres Spirite, 
Paris; La Revue Spirite, Paris; Le 
Phare de Normandie, Roueu; La Paix 
Unlverselle, Lyons; Le Journal du 
Magnetism, Paris; La Lumiere, Paris; 
La Clialne Magnelique, Paris; La 
Huiuaulle Integrale, Paris; La Re
ligion Universelie, Nantes; L’luitiatlon, 
Paris; Annales des Sciences Psy
chiques, Paris (Rue de Bellay, Docteur 
Darie.x); La Curlosite, Nice; La Trl- 
buue Psycluque, Paris, and Le Spirit- 
ualisuie Moderue, Paris.

The general condition of the move
ment In France has been summed up 
in a few words by the noted lecturer 
and able editor of La Revue Scieu- 
tilique et Morale du Spiritisme, Gabriel 
Delanno, in his magazine. He says: 
“The Spiritualistic movement is on the 
up grade. To-day there is no town 

• which dot's not possess one or more cir
cles in which the publie can gain in
struction.”

IN ITALY 
the movement is iu a highly flourishing 
condition, in some respects more so 
than iu any other country in Con
tinental Europe. Amoug tbe periodicals 
devoted to the movement In Italy are: 
11 Vessillo Splrltlsta, of Vercelii; 
Annall dello Spirltlsmo, of Turin; Il 
Moudo Secreto (The Occult World), of 
Naples; Rlvista di Studl Pslcbiel, of 
Milan; Rlvista Maguetica, of Milan, 
and others.

Prof M. T. Falcomer, of the Royal 
Technical Institute of Alessandria, 
Province of Piedmont, iu an article 
contributed to L’Avvisatore della Pro- 
vincla, giving a review of the move
ment in all the principal cities in Italy, 
says: “Among twenty-two mem
bers of the Unione KardlcliinaoJ Milan 
(whieh has Prince Alexis Trubetsyoy 
and Colonel Vicenzo Ix-vroue on its 
board of managers, aud the Marchion
ess Maria Caprouica del Grillo as one 
of its warmest supporters), we find the 
names of two learned professors, an 
artist, a physician aud four army 
officers.

In speaking of the conditions at 
Rome, Prof. Falcomer says:

“The Popo is perplexed, as are the 
clergy in general, as to how they can 
appropriate tlie movement to their 
profit, as botli he aud they find it a se
rious obstruction. However that may 
be, he is not permitted to ridicule Spir
itualism, on pain of being charged with 
ignorance; nor to combat it, lest he 
should be considered a great fool.”

The movement in other cities is also 
shown to be in a flourishing condition.

Milan is the headquarters of the In
ternational Kardecian Spiritualist’s 
Union, which has for its official organ 
Il Vessillo Spiritista, of Vercelii. More 
information concerning this inter
national organization of Spiritualists 
will be given under the beading of

SPAIN.
Here we find Spiritualism in about 

the same condition as in Italy, with the 
exception tiiat more of the religious 
and less of the scientific element pre
vails. Although there are societies and 
periodicals representing all shades of 
belief common among Spiritualists in 
this country, yet the Kardecian Spirit-

Association, but affiliated with the In
ternational Kardecian Spiritualists’ 
Union, with headquarters in Italy. 
The Spanish federation is know as La 
Union Espirltisa Kardeciana de Cat
aluña. Its official organ, La Union Es
piritista, of Barcelona, for June, de
votes nearly all of its thirty-two pages 
to a report of the proceedings’during 
the last annual convention, including 
constitution, by-laws, basic principles, 
etc. '

At this time it will be of special in
terest to Anglo-Saxon leaders to know 
what our Spanish brethren believe, 
therefore I will give a translation in 
full of the basic principles adopted. 
Though we could by no means endorse 
all their principles, yet they have some 
exceedingly strong and progressive 
points which we might imitate with 
profit.

1. La Uuion Espiritista de Cataluña 
affirms and proclaims as true the Doc
trine of Spirits, as obtained and com
piled by Allan Kardec in his fun
damental books—“The Book of the 
Spirits," “The Book of the Mediums,” 
“Evangelism According to Spiritual
ism,” "Heaven and Hell, or Divine 
Justice,” “Genesis or the Miracles and 
Prophecies," and “Posthumous Works.”

2. In conformity with the progressive 
character and with the Integral science 
which characterizes Spiritualism, ac
cording to the above mentioned works 
of Allan Kardec, the Union recognizes 
that tlie doctrine it proclams should be 
indefinitely elucidated, developed and 
amplified, but not modified in its fun
damental principles.

3. La Union Esplritlsta Kardeciana 
de Cataluña will not proclaim, accept 
nor consider as an integral part of the 
Spiritual doctrine,all new developments 
of the same which are not children of 
a profound study of comprehensive ex
periences, and which have not merited 
the sanction of a Congress or General 
Assembly of the delegates of theL'nion.

4. La Union Espiritista Kardeciana 
de Cataluña considers Spiritualism in 
its philosophic, scientific, moral and re
ligious aspect, and not comprising a 
complete comprehension of real knowl
edge, there should be no closed creed, 
but one which is progressive which 
marches ever onward in accord with 
science and reason, and in accordance 
with these definitions we proclaim it a 
science, a philosophy, a moral and a re
ligion. We know also that If it is at-
tempted to curtail any of 
pacts of Spiritualism, it 
incomplete.

5. The Union recognizes

tlie said as- 
will remain

ns good all
cults of divinity (sincerely practiced), 
when they merit the profound respect 
of all the pure manifestations of the 
soul to the adoration of its Creator, re
specting its mission, love and confi
dence; but we deprecate all rites and 
ceremonial cults as unnecessary and 
prejudicial to the disciples of Spiritual
ism, for its doctrine teaches that we 
should only worship God "in spirit and 
in truth,” as tlie Evangelist said, with
out special or preferred places, litur
gies, or sacramental formulas of any 
kind; but we consider it of great Im
portance that no disciple should ne
glect the interior adoration of the 
supreme cause, as it is an inexhaustible 
source of instructive inspirations and 
spiritual blessings.

IN AUSTRALIA
Spiritualism is in about ns flourishing 
a condition as in the United States. 
The Harbinger of Light, though pub
lished but once a month, is one of tlie 
oldest and most ably edited periodicals 
In the English language, devoted to 
Spiritualism. It was founded by W. H. 
Terry (who still edits it) over twenty- 
live years ago. It Is published at Mel
bourne. This World and the Next, also 
published at Melbourne, was also an 
able periodical, but I have not seen or 
read of it recently, and fear it has sus
pended.

New Zealand has at least one society 
and many Spiritualists, but mostly too 
scattered to organize.

IN SOUTH AFRICA
progress Is also being made. There are 
at least three societies—the Capetown 
Psychological Association, the Dia
mond Fields Spiritualist Association, 
and the Johannesburg Spiritualist So
ciety.

uallsts predominate 
jority.

Before proceeding 
to state who Allan

by a large tna-

it may be proper 
Kardec was. He

was a noted inspirational teacher and 
medium in France, founder of La 
Revue Spirite and a man of a deep 
moral and religious nature. Although 
he passed l>eyond the limits of mortal 
life some thirty years ago, like the fa
mous John Brown, "his soul goes 
marching on.” His works are • trans
lated into all European languages, and 
in most countries there are societies dc- 

■'voted to the study of his works as 
Christians study the Bible. His teach
ings were mufch the same as Colville’s, 

. Cora Richmond’s and Annie Besant’s.
The basic principles quoted below will 
give a further idea of his teachings:

The Spiritualist periodicals of Spain 
are: Lumen, Barcelona; La Irradiación, 
Madrid; La Revelación, Alicante^ La 
Union Espiritista, Barcelona. Within 

' the last year three or four others have 
temporarily suspended, including one 
which bad been issued regularly for 
thirty years—La Revista de Estudios 
Psicológicos, Barcelona. These sus
pensions were due to the financial 
crisis caused by the Cuban and Phil
ippine wars. ■ .

The Spanish Spiritualists have a na- 
jtíonal federation like our own National

PORTUGAL. -
Although I know of but one Spirit

ualist paper in Portugal, I notice by the 
Spanish and Brazilian exchanges that 
there are several societies and many 
Spiritualists in that country. The pe
riodical mentioned is Revista Esplri
tlsta do Porto, Porto, Portugal. O Psy- 
chismo Revista, of Lisbon, is probably 
st.a published, though I have not re
cently seen it mentioned.

, TH? WEST INDIES.
Spiritualism has a large following in 

the West Indies, particularly in the 
islands of Cuba and Porto Rico. Affiong 
the periodicals published there (at least 
up to the time of the war between the 
United States and Spain), are, Revista 
Espiritista de . la Habana, Havana, 
Cuba; El Progreso,. San Sebastian, 
Porto Rico, and two that are now de
funct, formerly' published in Portó 
Rico—La Luz and Él Peregrina.

SOUTH AMERICA.
Spiritualism has spread all over 

South America, Central America and 
Mexico, but in Brazil it seems to have 
gained its firmest foundation. There.it 
Is sweeping all the religions of an
tiquity before it and hurling. Super
stitions to oblivion^ . ..... ,.

At least two Spiritual, pieriodicals 
have been published monthly arid dis
tributed free to all who would read 
throughout the republic. I do not re
member the name of tbe first, but the 
latest periodical so distributed is O Fim 
do SecUlo, published in Italian and 
Portuguese, published at Rua do La
vapcs no. 6, Sao Paulo, Brazil. Among 
Other periodicals in this country are:

A Luz, Coritiba, Estado do Purana; 
Verdade e Luz, Sao Paulo; A Religiao 
Spirita, Cidade do Rio Grande; Revista 
Splrita, Bahia; Revista Spirita do 
Brazil, Rio de Janeiro. •

In Buenos Ayres there is, or has been 
published, Revista Espiritista, Lux de 
Alma, Constancia, La Fraternidad, La 
Verite.

The Argentine Republic has La Re
vista Espiritista, published at Mendoza.

Uruguay has El Plano Astral, pub
lished at Montevidio. It is the official 
organ of “The Society for Esoteric 
Studies,” and is devoted to Theosophy 
as much as to Spiritualism.

GERMANY.
Spiritualism is in a flourishing con

dition in Germany, but has a hard fight 
for existence between superstition on- 
one hand and scoffing materialism on 
the other. However, thanks to a few 
leading scientists, such as Prof. Zöll
ner, and men of letters, such as Count 
Alex. Aksakof, the materialists have 
mostly surrendered, but superstition 
still fights.

Amodg the magazines and periodicals 
published in Germany is Count Aksa- 
kof's Psychische Studien, of Leipslg; 
also the able Uebersinnliche Welt (Su
persensitive World), of Berlin, edited 
by Max Rahn; and the Neue Spiritual
istische Blaetter (weekly), also of 
Berlin.

Count Aksakof has translated all the 
important works of Andrew Jackson 
Davis, Prof. Wm. Denton, Prof. Robert 
Hare and others, into both German 
and Russian. The German translations 
are for sale in Germany by the Psy-, 
cliische Studien, and in this country at 
the office of Lichstrahlen (Rays of 
Light), West Point, Neb.

RUSSIA.
Though the medium Home married 

into the royal Russian family, and the 
present Czar is said to be a firm be
liever; though through Count Aksakof 
and others whom I will mention later, 
all the leading works of Davis, Denton, 
Hare and Allan Kardec have been 
translated and largely circulated in 
Russia, and though most of the no
bility, the scientists and learned classes 
are Interested in tlie subject, and many 
are convinced, yet very little attempt 
has been made at organization, and I 
do not know of a single ¡Spiritualist pe
riodical in the realm. It may be owing 
to drastic laws, which should be 
amended. Kings and Czars are often 
more liberal than their law-makers.

'The following narrative will illus
trate one great conquest made by Spir
itualism in the laud of the Czar, as well 
as the present status:

Joseph de Kronhelm, a prominent 
civil engineer who has returned to Rus
sia after an absence of many years, 
writes from Czeczelowka to La Union 
Esplritlsta, of Barcelona, Spain, that a 
large proportion of the Russians have 
changed their faith in a future life to 
knowledge, and that Spiritualism is 
being investigated and accepted by 
most of the men of science and phil
osophy. Continuing, he says:

“Many people who, a few years ago, 
in their conversation showed them
selves hostile to the doctrine of Spirit
ualism, now speak of it with respect, 
freely discuss its merits and are be
ginning to study it. Where formerly 
were found only the works of Emilio 
Zola, in French or the Russian transla
tion, to-day we find treatise upon psy
chology and occult science, and very 
extensively the works of Allan Kardec: 
'What is Spiritualism?’ ‘The Book of 
the Spirits,’ ‘Heaven, Hell and Evan
gelism According to Spiritualism.’ In 
short, rich and poor, nobles and ple
beians, are beginning to reflect upon 
the problem of the future state of the 
soul, and are seeking to acquire more 
knowledge upon (he subject.

“In 1805 I was on a business trip to 
Kieff. In the coach I found myself in 
company with an old acquaintance, 
Casimiro W., an old bachelor, a fervent 
Catholic and a great enemy of all who 
were incredulous as to the infallibility 
of the Pope; otherwise fie is a good, 
charitable gentleman, well known at 
commercial centres for his honesty and 
loyalty. With his brother Julius, bach
elor like himself, he was engaged in 
the department of agriculture in the 
government of Charcoso.

•The brother died, and after the 
death of Julius, Casimiro rented his 
property and went to live in Odessa.

“As I knew that the departed Julius 
was a Spiritualist, and that he owned 
a fine library in which the works of 
Allan Kardec were not lacking, and 
that he had received messages from 
spirits by means of spirit writing, I 
recurred to this subject, when Casimiro 
said to me:

“ ‘You know, my dear Jose, that the 
Catholic Church prohibits its faithful 
from Investigating Spiritualism or be
lieving in presentiments or apparitions. 
The ancient curate of my village said 
that the apparitions were the works of 
the devil, and that a good Catholic 
should always carry with him a rosary 
or a medal of the holy Virgin of Ber- 
dlczeso or of Ostra-Braina, to drive 
away the devils that continually pol
lute, our atmosphere. It happened how
ever, on one occasion it was proven to 
me that these apparitions were not 
especially works of the devil, but our 
departed friends, who love us and who 
interest themselves in our welfare.’ ”

Here Casimiro relates how, in the 
spring of 1866, long after’ the death of 
his brother, he was obliged to take a 
journey, and ‘one night was forced to 
lodge at a country tavern. . ■

In the night he was aroused by his 
brother’s apparition, who said:

“Arise, Casimiro, and save yourself' 
from the assassins!” So saying the ap
parition vanished. Hesitating a mo
ment in doubt, the spirit reappeared 
and repeated the warning with such 
earnestness that Casimiro arose and 
barely had time to dress himself when 
three assassins, armed with axes and 
knives, forced fils door ' open as he 
sprang from, the window and fled to an 
adjoining forest, where he hid until he 
saw some passers-by, to whom he told 
his adventure.

Caslmirp’s escape resulted In the cap
ture of the bandits, who seemed to 
have kept the inn for the purpose of

robbery. When brought before, the 
judge they confessed their intention to 
kill and rob Casimiro.

Since that time Casimiro has not 
only read a large number of Spiritual
istic books, but has translated many 
of them into Russian and Polish and 
had the translations 'published.

HOLLAND.
In Holland Spiritualism is In a very 

flourishing condition. Strange as it 
may seem, one orthodox Protestant pe
riodical and many of the ministry prac
tically indorse the movement in this 
country, or at least did a year ago. 
This is probably due to the fact, that in
vestigation was confined to the home 
circle, where no one bad any object, pe
cuniary or otherwise, in practicing de- 

-ception—hence there was no set-backs.
Het Toekomstlg Leven (The Life to 

Come) Is the title df. a semi-monthly 
16-page paper published at Utrecht, 
which is ably edited; in the Interests of 
Occultism, embracing Spiritualism, 
Theosophy and psjyehlc research. It 
contains translations of the best ar
ticles on Spiritualism In the' German, 
French and English papers.

Other Spiritualist periodicals in Hol
land are, Stemmen van gene Zyde der 
Grafs (Voices from beyond the grave), 
Spirltualistisehe Weekblad (Spiritualist 
Weekly), Op de Grenzen van Twee 
Werelden (On the Borders of Two 
Worlds), and Veritas (Truth).
OTHER EUROPEAN COUNTRIES.

As the status of the movement can. 
be pretty accurately'gauged by the pa
pers published, I will give a list of pe

' ’ riodlcals published ifoy the European' 
countries not mentioned above, so, far 
as I know. They arp as follows:

Sweden.—There Is a periodical pub
lished in Stockholm, but I have not 
seen it for some time and cannot re
member the name. There is a Swedish 
paper published in the Uifited States, 
however, at Minneapolis, Minn., called 
Nya Tlden (New Era). It translated 
and published the Hull-Covert debate, 
which is evidence that it Is ably edited.

Norway—Morgendoenrlugen, Sklen.
Roumania—Rovista Nona, Bucharest.
Hungary.—There is a very .ably- 

edited periodical published in this coun
try, the title or- place of publication 
having slipped my memory. It means 
in English, “The Occult World,” and is 
published in the native Hungarian lan
guage.

Belgium.—Le Messager, Liege; Le 
Moniteur Spirite et Magnetlque, Brux
elles; La Vie d'Outi'e-Tombe, Charleroi.

CONCLUDING REMARKS.
Most of the periodicals mentioned I 

have seen, though maity of the names 
I have obtained through reading of 
them in other foreign periodicals. 11 is 
possible that several of them have sus
pended without my knowledge, but I 
have carefully avoided mentioning any 
that I had cause to believe had sus
pended. At one time I had a list of 
eleven Spiritual periodicals in Mexico, 
but have cause to believe that they 
have all suspended, hence mention
none, 
whieh 
duced

A ease of extreme fanaticism, in 
a certain Catholic “Sister” lu
tile Spiritualists of Mexico to

furnish funds to build a “Temple of 
Eulalia” for the treatment of the sick, 
which was presided.over by herself 
and an ex-priest witfi weird rites and 
Incantations, resulted In bringing the 
cause in disrepute for a time, but it is 
on the rise again, (fills case was an 
evidence that Catholicism and Spirit
ualism would not “mix.” Though 
thousands of cures were reported, the 
mediums engaged, as well as the good 
“sister,” became obsessed and dis
graced the cause. Spanish and Cuban 
papers are largely circulated in Mex
ico, besides Kardec’s books.

ERNEST S. GREEN.

WILL THEY BE WAITING FOR ME?

As I think of the past and the present, 
Of the friends that have long gone 
- away,

Of tbe loved ones that now still sur
round us, '

Who will leave uslin mourning some 
day, '■ -

Then my thought^ take a turn to the 
future, 1

When my work op this side shall be 
o'er, ■.

And my spirit released from its bond
age •

Takes flight to that beautiful share.
Will the loved ones be there to receive 

me .
As I float from my body of clay, 

So weak from the change called transi
tion— ;

Will they comedo'conduct me away? 
For I now feel their presence so often, 

And at night times in visions I see
The loved ones now Jong gone before 

me— ‘ '
I am sure they’ll, be ¡waiting for me.

So I take up life’s trials and duties;
Try to live the bestlife that I know; 

Keep building and;'molding my spirit,
By the good I can ftb here below;

For I feel what’ft cabled death is but 
changing ’ '

And we’ll meet once -more those that 
we love; ’ '

So, as we have liycd pn this earth life, 
Shall our splritS-tien shine up above.

B't fiGN ^TILLMAN.

Commence forming one now by. sub
scribing for- Thé. Progressive Thinker, 
and securing'?Art., JÎàgic. The paper 
one year and Art'Magic will cost you 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had.been 
adopted by. -The Progressive Thinker 
when it was .first! issued. Then you 
could have had in*  your library at the 
present time eight valuable books. -But 
it is better late titan never. Commence 
now, if you have not done so already, to 
form a library by .subscribing for The 
Progressive Thinker. A library in this 
fast age is absolutely essential. Ald us' 
in carrying out the Divine Plan.

There are lots of men like dande
lions—at first they look like discs of 
gold, and after a few days a puff will 
destroy them and no one knows where 
they were.—Henry Ward Beecher.

PROVE. ML THINGS
Address by J. Marlon Gale, to the Convention at Tacoma, 

Wash., June 22,1898, at the Organization of the 
Washington State Spiritualists’ Assoc’n.

“Whatever good the old time had, is 
living still.” '

It always was and always will be liv
ing in the the grand eternal now. The 
most mystical myths which the human 
mind ever conceived, were at worst 
only misconceptions of eternally exist
ing truth. The darkest clouds of error 
with whieh Ignorance ever obscured 
the light of reason, were only the or
dinary preliminary conditions of nature 
for the ultimate appreciation of that 
light, which though we see it not, for
ever shines from the central sun of all 
life. As the vegetable seed lies hidden 
in the dark mould of mother earth until 
drawn forth by nature’s love into the 
sunlight in the clothing of its new life; 
so has the intellect of man, through the 
dark ages, struggled up to the dawning 
light and love of the present enlight
ened age. In our libraries we have the 
records of the experience of that strug
gle through our historic time.

It has been a never ceasing conflict, 
concerning the spiritual life; on the 
ope hand by the intemperate zeal of su
perstition in all its fitful spasms; and 
bn the other hand by the cool, conserv
ative element of slow plodding reason; 
denying everything not supported by 
unmistakable facts.

The. former class adopted authority 
in a supposed divine code of authority 
which Ignored all proof by the quietus 
of dogmatie assertion.

The latter class, while admitting hy
pothesis for inductive reasouiug, still 
accepted no unproven theory as a con
clusion. In this class Spiritualism 
stands before the world to-day.

We are disposed to give the largest 
grace that courtesy can grant -to those 
whose imaginations and emotions are 
clearly of the highest type of moral and 
ethical trend—but In the realm of sci
entific research for the simple truth of 
all things, we can adopt no authority 
from sympathy. All our conclusions 
must come from the most rigid anal
ysis and demonstrative proof ¡"leaving 
faith always to follow the evidence in 
every trial; as well in metaphysics as 
in physical science, or as In our law 
courts.

A faith resting upon the authority of 
supposed evidence, which can In nowise 
be duplicated, we discard ns an un
proven theory. Scientific investigation, 
by the inexorable law of evidence, 
must for us settle every question, and 
accept or discard mere belief or faith 
as the evidence compels.

Fifty years of such investigation 
have established Spiritualism, by mil
lions of incontrovertible facts. To the 
calm, observant, dispassionate student 
of history, what an epoch has this Jialf 
century inarked. It ushered in the re
naissance in Europe and marked the 
turning point to the downfall which Is 
now clearly visible—not only of the 
temporal power—but also of the spirit
ual abuse of the worst enemy the 
Christ ever had, in the Pontiff of Rome 
and his lawless freebooters, who false
ly pretend to be the followers of the 
Christ. While at the same time it gave 
birth to that child of heaven—Spiritual
ism—which to-day is the only real rep
resentative of the Christ on earth. Read 
the ancient record side by side with 
the modern record, and there is no 
escape from this conclusion. The facts 
are before the world and the time has 
come when the world will be compelled 
to heed them.

We find in the history of the past, 
that there were all along through all 
the ages of historic time, glimpses of 
the higher life occasionally visible to 
some, and we are not surprised that in 
this enlightened age, such have become 
more frequent and shine with a clear 
light.

While we are compelled to deplore 
the chicanery of charlatans who have 
thrust themselves into our broadly lib
eral sanctuary to defile it for personal 
glory or gain, we ask all candid peo
ple to witness that in all our liberality 
to the erring, Spiritualists proper do 
hot now, nor have we ever, sanctioned 
or knowingly abetted one case of 
fraud. On the contrary, we “try the 
spirits” by the same rigid law of evi
dence that we apply to everything else.

We do not now have to rest the prob
lem of immortal life on the evidence of 
myths, legends and characters but dim
ly outlined in written history. We no 
longer have to depend upon the evi

dence of persons of whose very exist
ence we have no positive proof—nor of 
even a cloud of witnesses, examined 
and reported only by one man—but we 
now have cumulative documentary evi
dence — Incontrovertible and un
impeachable-proving the truth of this 
greatest of problems, in the affirmative, 
throughout the civilized world, in one 
constant stream of repetition from the 
higher life for half a century past

The person who can stand in the 
broad glare of the revelations from the 
Spirit-world to-day, and with the syl
logistic verbosity of evasion and con
tempt of the evidence, declare, “1 don’t 
know,” must simply be classed as in
capable of being informed or of the 
stubborn determination not to be in
formed. Having eyes, they see not— 
and having ears, tjjey hear not; so they 
can take to their “soulless” bodies the 
consolation of having failed in the 
world’s race for the highest prize that 
mortals ever ran—the prize of im
mortal wisdom. • ' •

The.évidence on-Which Spiritualism 
is based is not closed, nor will It ever 
be closed. ‘ ■ • -

We have at the present day an array 
of talent on the Spiritual rostrum, and 
in the field of Spiritual literature, not 
inferior to any other class of intellect 
in the world; and we have thousands of 
genuine, truthful and well developed 
mediums throughout the civilized 
world—the shams and fakirs do not be
long to us; they are the lawless adjunct 
of the Antis.

Last, but not least, we have the pri
vate seance, in which is the possibility 
of every honest, earnest, intelligent soul 
of us having sweet communion with 
our loved ones who have passed beyond 
the tomb, if we conscientiously wish to 
have such communion, and place our- 

‘selves altruistically en rapport with 
them. Every Spiritualist ought to know 
how this may be done. v

I would close these remarks with a 
brief extract from the Jubilee address 
of Dr. J. M. Peebles, a man who has 
three times encircled the globe and who 
enjoys probably as large a personal ac
quaintance as any man living, and who 
is himself a ripe scholar and high 
above the average in natural mother 
wit:

“Lo! I see long blissful ages,
When these Mammon days are done, 

Stretching forward in tlie distance,
Forward to tlie setting sun.”

All intelligent persons know that 
there are multitudes of Spiritualists in 
this and in all enlightened countries— 
they further know that there are mil
lions of people noted for their intelli
gence, conspicuous for their honesty, 
famous for their scientific attainments, 
noted for their good moral character, 
and scholarly adepts in psychic re
search, who solemnly testify that on 
strictly scientific principles they have 
investigated and demonstrated tlie fact 
of future life through spirit manifesta- 
tations. Their testimony is as direct 
and overwhelming as it is unimpeach
able! And Spiritualism—this gospel of 
the Fatherhood of God, brotherhood of 
man and the present ministry of spirits, 
is sustained by the higher intuitions of 
all races. It is in harmony with the 
great law of evolution; it is in agree
ment with pure reason, in accordance 
with the heart’s sweetest hopes; and in 
consonance with the soul’s highest as
pirations. It is God’s living witness of 
a future conscious existence. It is 
truth and truth is Immortal; and love, 
pure love, Is as abidiug as the stars.
“The Golden Age lies onward, not be-

The

The

And

hind.
pathway through the past has led 
us up.
pathway through the future will 
lead on, 
higher. We are rising from the 
beast

Unto the Christ and human brother
hood.”

J. MARION GALE.
Bangor, Wash.

SUPREME ï. P. S. I.
List of Officers, and Other 

Matters.

Delegates from the several local 
Youug People’s Spiritual Institutes 
have held a convention and organized 
the Supreme Institute.

For the past year local organizations 
of tlie Y. P. S. I. have been in process 
of formation. The Supreme Institute is 
now officially organized and is in good 
shape for active help for all who are in
terested in the vigorous promulgaton of 
Spiritualism. The Y. P. S. I. is for all 
ages over sixteen years. Everyone is 
young who dwells on earth. It Is the 
vigorous workers we seek to enroll, but 
we also desire the aged for counsel and 
help.

We hold meetings for members only 
to develop their personal interests and 
talents, but the Y. P. S. I. will also hold 
public meetings. Our great alm is to 
develop the mental, psychic and social 
interests of Spiritualists in every local
ity.

Several changes have been made In 
the rules by the Supreme Convention. 
Copies of the rules will be supplied 
upon request.

The Y. P. 8. I. charges no charter fee. 
The local Institutes charge twenty-five 
to fifty cents for membership fee, and 
ten to twenty-five cents per month for 
dues.

The Supreme Institute gets ten cents 
per capita from memberships, and an
nually from this small sum it gives a 
great deal of help to each local insti
tute. We fire co-operative and frater
nal.

George W. Kates, 156 Meigs street, 
Rochester, N. Y., president; Mrs. Helen 
L. P. Russegue, Hartford, Conn., senior 
vice-president; Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, 
Port Huron, Mich., junior vice-presi
dent; Mrs. Mattie E. Hull, Buffalo, N. 
Y., psychic moderator; A. G. Ateheson, 
Buffalo, N. Y., finance keeper; L. C. 
Beesing, 102 Garner avenue, Buffalo, N. 
Y., scribe; Rüden W. Post, Rochester, 
N. Y.; Frederick J. York, Toronto, Onta
rio; E. J. Bowtell, Binghamton, N. Y.; 
Miss Agnes M. Kean, Cleveland, 0., 
trustees.

It will be seen that the Y. P. S. I. has 
prominent speakers, mediums and local 
workers as its officers. These inspire 
confidence that the interests of local in
stitutes will be well cared for. We hope 
to have an institute in each locality. 
•For helps write to either the scribe or
president.

Rochester, N. Y.
G. W. KATES.

AMENDMENTS
To Constitution of N. S. A.

Al! persons desiring to amend Consti
tution of the National Spiritualists’ As-" 
soclation,' please present said amend
ments to local chartered society for en-_ 
dorsement, and forward same to secre
tary of N. S. A. Annual dues should be 
paid at once if societies desire repre
sentation in Convention, to be held in 
Washington, October 18,19, 20, 21,1898, 
at Masonic Temple.

FRANCIS B. WOODBURY.

ARE WEAFREE PEOPLE?
Dr. Bland Answers the Ques 

tlon.

On the evening of July 25, Dr. Bland 
gave his second lecture, at the People’s 
Institute, Chicago. He said the great 
teacher announced to his disciples that 
“The truth will make you free,” and we 
are .also informed by the sacred scrip
tures that if you believe a lie you wul 
be damned. He Then entered into a 
definition of freedom. He said: l am 
not an anarchist; 1 believe in law. He 
only is free who obeys the law of the 
universe and the laws of his own con
stitution. Whoever wilfully or ig
norantly antagonizes the law of the 
universe suffers the penalty as a means 
of convincing him of his mistake. We 
are social beings organized into political 
bodies, hence we must have laws to 
govern us In our relations to each other. 
If those laws are just, obedience to 
them gives freedom, and he alone is 
free, or deserves to be free, who obeys 
all the just laws of the state.

There are two forms of government, 
despotism and democracy. Despqtism 
is paternalistic; democracy is fraternal- 
istic. Under the one tlm-ipeople ■ are 
ruled by the King or Patriarch; under 
the other they govern themselves by 
laws made by themselves, In their ca
pacity as a body politic. If a king is 
wise and beneficent lie governs his sub
jects by just laws. If in a democracy, 
the people are wise and moral they 
make just laws for the government of 
themselves. Our Revolutionary fathers 
rebelled against tlie paternalistic gov
ernment of Great Britain, and won 
their right to govern themselves. Alex
ander Hamilton and other conservative 
men did not believe the people capable 
of self-government. Hamilton said, if a 
democracy is founded, the ignorant 
voters will be controlled by shrewd and 
selfish politicians, and the government 
will become corrupt and unjust to the 
last degree. Jefferson had faith in the 
people; he believed that they would 
maintain their freedom and indepen
dence; that through their representa
tives iu the government they would 
make just laws, laws securing equal 
rights to all, special privileges to none.

Hamilton's views prevailed so greatly 
in tbe Constitutional Convention, that 
the American Republic has more of 
monarchy than democracy in its fun
damental law.

There are four departments to the 
government: A House of Representa
tives elected by the people, a Senate 
elected by the legislatures of the States, 
a President chosen by an Electoral Col
lege and a Supreme Court, the members 
of which are appointed by the Presi
dent. The only democratic feature 
about it is found in the House of Rep
resentatives. Even members of Con
gress are nominated by caucusses con
trolled by politicians, aud tbe people 
can only vote for such as are nom
inated, hence the people have very little 
to do with governing themselves. If 
Congress passes an act the Senate can 
defeat It; If the Senate concurs In it, the 
President can veto it; but should the 
President concur and the act become a 
law, the Supreme Court can declare It 
uucoustitutioual at will, and thus de
feat the peojde's effort to govern them
selves. These facts being true, the 
question, “Are We a Free People?” is a 
pertinent one.

But this is not the worst feature of 
our system of government. A large 
majority of bills introduced Into Con
gress, and nearly all of which pass that 
body, are prepared by lobbyists who 
represent rings, combines, corporations, 
trusts, etc., who are paid to concoct 
schemes, have them introduced into 
Congress, and lobby them throughJn 
the Interest of their employers, and 
against the interests of the great 
masses of the people. A striking illus
tration of this is found in the medical 
legislation of the various states, and 
also of the Nation. Medical rings, com
posed of physicians who desire a mo
nopoly of the privileges of the profes
sion and of the profits arising from the 
profession, prepare bills, aud under pre
tense that they are in the interest of the 
people to protet them against quackery, 
they get them passed through tlie legis
latures. The pretense that these med
ical statutes are for the purpose of pro
tecting tbe people against quacks is 
absurd.

Medicine is not a science, Jbeuce all 
physicians are quacks, meaning by the 
term quack, experimenters, or pretend
ers to knowledge they do not possess; 
some are learned quacks, while others 
are unlearned quacks, but the learned 
quacks illustrate the liumorlsm of Josh 
Billings, “What Is the use of knowing 
so much if what you know is not so?” 
They belong to the class that Mark 
Twain referred to who make the ac
cumulation of ignorance the business of 
their lives.

My observation has convinced me 
that as a rule the learned quack is more 
dangerous to the lives of patients than 
tbe less learned; he takes more risks; 
he is more reckless in the dispensing of 
poisons, and besides he is in a ring of 
quacks who protect each other against 
the legal consequences of their blun
ders. The object of such laws is to 
give monopoly to the doctors who are in 
the ring, and'to outla w all others. In 
the language of Prof. James, of Har
vard Medical College, “It is a system of 
medical trades-unionism under au
thority of law.” The effect of this is to 
prevent progress in medicine. It Is, 
therefore, the enemy of science. It de
nies the right to people to choose their 
own physicians. This, said Herbert 
Spencer, is as great an outrage as it is 
to deny them tfie right to .select tlieir 

’own preachers, and he adds, religious 
monopoly and medical monopoly must 
stand or fall together.

Medicine -was free in the early years 
of this republic, and progress was pos
sible then in the healing art. But when 
Dr. Samuel Thomson and his disciples 
began curing patients all over the coun
try that others could not cure, the doc
tors went to the legislatures and ee
cured the passage of laws to suppress

(Continued on page 8.)
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GEORGE H. HEPWORTH.

_ . OF JOHN BROWN, 
The Medium ot the BocHei. »’is .

J. 8. LoreUnd. Thli Ie the hiltonmost wonderful medium» th« ererßeä.0ini.£î
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KflREZZfl.
ETHICS OF_MARRIAGE.

By Alioe B. Stockham, M. D.
Kareien ratikci a pica for a better blrtlirlglit for 

Cuildrcu, aod aims to lead individuals to week a higher 
development of themaelvet through moat sucred re
lations. It fe pure In tone and alm, und should bo 
widely circulated. Prlce.rioth.fi.

SPIRITUAL EDUCATION.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL.
SERIES ONE And two. 

BY LILIAN WHITING.

JhS.?, '■°lu1me8. each complete In Itself In

■isSEsaa'aa

The New and the Old, 
?r?J',e3,orl?'‘ Pr,°?rr'.K.ln Thonglit. By Mo«c» Bull. 
Price ?0 cei!« rl£ bJ Vet<:run wrllcr “d tblnk<-‘r'

PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN
SURE SUCCESS.

lAl?!??!' J.1?,“' work, run of practical Instruction 
In matters pertaining to physical, mental and8n«’-*»Ufti 
health. Worth many times Its cost. Price 10 cents

and it will suffice for here and hereafter.

THE CONDITIONS AND . Fs«S“æHSS| « “ n Wi «omos.
I I ETE? ZXJT? T*  1 ■ r*  nCaa?.re.dcci,1Dill^Js wean all see, ajjd so will and must . ---------I Irr < Ir .l.fTF PI /+I\1FT thc; born Of;those races. Sermon m Sunday New York Herald, bv
K-1 I L. VZI I I I L. I L/ 1I1L. I • , THias become a ffidnopable idea that all that is needed the Editor .
—------ --------------- . I .. civilize a man is to Change his religion—to convert ' ’ -

him. lou niightZgb well try to change a blue jay to a xt , , ,
■llhlInnnnliÎAftl flÀdiiAlÎAiiA i il n , ». , ,/ . woodpecker by putting it in a different nest Man’s re L, Ï.01"*  P®88™1 »way, and tlie liist thereof; but hepilosopliical Doductions that Appoa to the Reason and Understanding of !& w native conditions and Per f wU1 of God abideth iOTever.”-i. John, 

, rr ■■wwwv»» UIIU W1IUUIuiuiiuiiig, UI petuated by like environments. You can excite men’s «r
rvprvhndv lllfprpçtpd in Funlntinnaru Quhionfn emotions by extri^ous.influences, just as you can make n°f "i°lld;” /rhat is your boasL ButLVUIjUUUj III lui uoluli III LlulUIlOnary uUOieClSa him drunk by unfamiliar beverages, but you cannot „nnSiieu \UOt llnF boust of> f°r you, have dissipated

■ . ■ • ' . '■ ... change his nature when sober or asleep, or destroy hiât <7®“ beM‘a8e-?r perhaps you have never
................   T---------------- , racial impulses. You may deprive him of his native en- ?™ a about tliat lost half, tfhe ideal man is 
^LECTURE BY SAR'GIS TO THE READERS OF THF PRnrRPfifiiVE tuimi/ud Vironments but he does not survive the change-he dis- înly a “a“ °f Hie "orld, but a man pf two

■ jncnGAUCKDur I Mb PROGRESSIVE THINKER, appears. The missionary craze like that of its predcces- W?ï ds‘ Hutl? 16 ieco^nizas that fact and governs him-
sor in kind, the crusades, will die out because the condi-1 Beli acc.ordingly he cannot sing liis song with a clear voice' 
tions it assumes to chance will cease to exist. or hls owa 8°ul Jusüce.

And so it is, in the natural and inevitable order of •,!elc I11US*-  be ^'0 sides to a twenty dollar gold piece 
things, Modern Spiritualism has come—because ?r z not S^nune. In like manner a genuine life must

i IT FILLS A PT Ari? - ba)æ two worlds in view all the time.
. riI LS A plaCE Phis lower world is man’s field of action, in which he

in the improved states of modern thought that nothing s 1O'VS 1113 mettle, and in which he not only forms his 
I else could supply. All religions had failed. The knowl- cliaraeter, just as a boy learns his lessons in school, but 
I h alUia aU(t1(3 la,ws, as we call its phenomena, had aaas t° the aggregate strength or weakness of his fellows, 

made the atones of theology and the dogmas of ecclesias- , be 16 ablaze others will light their candles at liis fire*  if 
tlcl3m remuions and absurd. The instinctive longing he is merely cold ashes they will blow into people’s eyes 

I , I? 1 nwas as active as ever, because it is nat-1 aniJ„E0 bbn^ them that they cannot see the truth.
ural as the wishing of youth for adult life, but it could no . The other world is a reservoir from which he draws 
fXSTW° °W S'1103^' gmdes. Modern intelligence Tady inspiration, patience with which to achieve under 

I lut uiatno priest or set of pnests knew any more about difficulties, hope, cheerfulness, spiritual repose and res- 
rpvniw p m|’oses aud pohey than anybody else, and it ignahon wltich sweetens the soul that would otherwise be 

I ff'Ttom I hen came the message from the other life-— I embittered.
I did Td bfe—but that we lived on. At I , Wn a man is only half himself he is satisfied with to-
hist this was received, when accepted at all, as a reyela- daD its ambitions and pleasures. When he is his whole 

I tte GOid> v e were told about and in the way he I self this world is too narrow for his soul and he finds a
was said to reveal himself to the priests and prophets, and peculiar happiness in the contemplation of another sphere 
itsbauEsffin n0!clearly understood, while will furnish him the opportunity to attain his man-
its authorship, was divided between him and his great ifest destiny.

I S™ «T •' - “ w°rbto?its way just as fast as the obsta- It seems very odd to hear a man argue that he is under 
çles of previous education and prejudices .can be over- no obligation to obey a God whom he lias never nubliclv 

| come and sooner or later it wifi be received as it is- confessed. He is a man of the world, neithe^Sows nor 
nmvPlrnn^Cf1IfthneeOI1iOmy of liie aS “Ucb as otber anything about religion, and therefore claims the 

I now^known fact-though more influential and far-reach-1 right to do as he pleases.
Snd iweTfiaCtS ■iread? accePte.d. Now, it is a man’s business to know something about

I And what I have here been frying to say will before I the laws of the world he lives in, and it will not help him 
I that Sere Xeartî/ ? Understood- Already h is Eeen I tbe 6br"& bis shoulders and declare that he 
I ' . .. does not believe ln those laws. The stern fact is that the
I ARE AS MUCH SPIRITS laws W.1U ?ct whether he believes in them or not. They

as we will be when we emigrate to the other world of life °( anyV,li,ng be may or W not be-

«Uihia&rs.l». ?”i^îoùdu- il™“ ‘° ‘° M

h; .‘„a J's. “J. S"th“s ± «, rr "? rc«* ra ‘° •,h)'eic*1 >•' “a >» 
have them do their errand, only we cannot bodilvS I 41 ? °Ut break“g;t. When standing on the edge

| the wires. These disabilities are but slight And sn wp 1 “.P^P106 be may deny the existence of gravitation, 
can talk with the other life and while ^ve" onnnnf fn 1G w. .no^ take the leap and thus show the courage of
them they can come to uT Compare allThese wfcf v I T C“Vlctlons' ? “ ^w does not care a jot or tittle 
years ago, and ask’why it is so? Simply because the co/ of hk perso?al tbeones. It will do its work in spite 
ditions and evolutionary life of the planet have enabled "i and he W1 certainly suffer the eonse-

trol them for our liées < g Owly' x 7?r tbat reason some meu are deceived. You
That is all. And' seeing these thiiras and knovri™ I 47 UOt behe? P4rity °f body’ but sti11 th® revenges 

them all to be the-'dmèct outflow from a better knowledge I ^44 “WÎU ‘ VU 4ay lgnor° a11 moral Priuciples, 
of the nature andifoïces of the world we are on is it anv I In p47 even BUceeed so far as to make a fortune based 
thing more than folliftring the immutable law of the di I X™/ pi.'actlces> but when you investigate your own 
rection of least resistance; that we should conclude that I y,?u,ever dare to do so, you will be forced to
we ourselves are but children of the planet owine our I 4^4° ledga that you know little about the sweetest and 
power of reading find Understanding itsdaws to the moth- h>pn fpJT^“«Î 3TU? par,t.°Î llie’ and that you havc 
erhood of its
children as muclFany1 other of the life forms tliat have I flJnTw f D sPGCbacle more painful to contemplaie 
been born from it& wondrous womb. I rba that °f aJ.maa \’b° bas Persistently used the world

And as its elemënts'are from the invisible to the visible I hnnpdl?°T Eel gam’ ’ffn°ring all obligations of 
governed by the one universal law, and correlatively eter Tp v7’ cbanty “d generosity, and then in his old age 
nal-^o are we. ’ gAR’^Tq I T? Sf1£ JUSt as be is-d"«rfed, twisted, incapable of

» ii Ulb. | hoiy emotions or high aspirations; a poor, miserable crea
ture who has lived a mistake and reached a period beyond 
which recoj’ery is impossible so far as this life is con
cerned. For such a man to see himself just as he is to 
measure his own exact weight, to know vividly how he is 

I . .. I regarded by his fellow men. to be conscious that his nv-Important Communication From George ample, os bad as it is brilliant, has led scores aslray-that 
Peabody. . must be a doom too dreadful for words to express. I

- — r ______ —have heard a great deal about hell, but that man can tell
m xi T-ij-x v tx me of more horrors than I have ever conceived.

PlnrV n6 »“h V8?6’ of ”s~Mra-1 T?_ bave your soul take you in hand and show you how
Clark, her sister, Miss Belle C. Bush, and myself—com- You bave abused it, to have some angel paint the picture 
menced daily private sittings at 3 p. m. sharp, for spirit °F what you might have been and then force you by divine 
communications. We sat in silence, asking no questions, compulsion to compare it with what you really are that 
waiting, for the spirit to move” some one to write by would.be simply awful. ‘
Mrs. C.’s hand. During three or four years we received I If you answer the charges of the angel by saying that 
about one thousand communications from about one hun- you are a man of the world the reply will be forthcoming 
dred distinguished people in spirit life. Some of them bke a peal of thunder:—“You were not born to be a man 
ioo^b7n t lCrÎ. 2’1000 years’ more or less- November 2, of the world, but a man of God.” If you know enough 
I8B7, George Peabody gave an important communication I to use this world you should know enough to use it in 
that you may be glad to print. It may prompt some one such way that if there is any other world you will be 
to commence the good work. Many important com- fitted to enter it without shame.
mumcations were received; many from Jesus repudiating I No; there is but one way to five, and that is to live 
the so-called Atonement. justly. The world is large and wide, but there is no snot

. Belvidere, N. J. B. FRANKLIN CLARK, M. D. I where a man can hide from the moral consequences of 
---------  I ^honesty. A noble character is not created, it is made

GEORGE PEABODY’S COMMUNICATION low pl?.ne o£ P^e expediency it is better to
T , , . . , J be true to yourself than to be false. You cannot ignore
1 am ready, dear friends, to respond to your call. I am a tornado, you must protect yourelf against it. You 

gathering up my thoughts to present you with some ideas, I cannot ignore God or his laws, for they refuse to be 
not entirely new, perhaps, but of great importance to the ignored.
world at large. I have reference to the subject of con- Religion is only another word for common sense It is 
verse with two worlds. Its importance lies in the knowl- not a mystery, it is a plain and simple fact. If you live 
edge of the fact that it is regarded as a general law, as grandly, nobly, justly, if you direct your voyage by the 
much so as the law of grvitation, the change of the sea- stars, if you can look the world in the face without a 
sons, the rotation of the earth upon its axis, etc. I am bluB.k, knowing that the world can see your soul and your 
now entertaining myself with the idea that an acquaint- motives as well as your actions, you have that kind of 
ance with this subject should be instilled upon the mind religion which is contained in the Sermon on the Mount 
OI the vounw ar. nn nnrlv n<rn Tl.z... __11..1 xi.. nnrl will _____ji_____ r, ’

■;i .1 i 1,1 •S0We One ßnys sometbmg you agree wltb> you feel I I shall not here enter upon or obscure the point in view
T, ayi“g-fl0- 1 1 4 TT A rr m 1 a X 7 illiytlling technical of the schools. We know that all

. I read with great interest what Hudson Tuttle had to form comes from the planet-the rocks, the water, the 
v, ßay anent the Jubilee and desire to call attention to what grass, trees, flowers and organic life from monad to inan. 
. he says of one thing that m my own judgment touches And as all things having life feed on somethin«- outside 
/ the marrow of most of the .friction in the Spiritualist I their own organisms, furnished them by the planet their 
- ¡ranks. He refers to the “strong ministerial element in living is also from its storehouse of forces PEven mate
- Spiritualism” brought in by “reformed preachers drop- rialists can go that far—or science does go that far But 

ping into its ranks,” and then he says: “All this because we Spiritualists do know that life does not end here with 
. they mistake the trend of this great movement. They the form visible, but from those we knew in the'form 

i chug to the idea that it is a matter of form and worship, who are as to that form dead, we have ample proof tliat

, 1.,• V 1 have pointed out this same thing in former articles fact to us. That being so we are thrown back logically 
F ; and urged the need of charity and patience with this to the question; What relation does the planet bear or 
; class of Spiritualists—that is where they are modest and I occupy as to this intelligence that in form was from it 
|. don’t want to lake charge of the whole movement as is of it, and lived a life upon it? '
; the case with the “Rev.” E. T. Allen dass. The clerical This inquiry they tell us can only have a speculative 

habit, when once formed is very tenacious and sometimes answer, and that speculation settles nothing. ' What 
( very trying and disagreeable to those not vaccinated for pray ,is all your ideals, concepts, hypotheses or subjective 
f it. But it will be, must be in the nature of things. lam knowing but speculation ? We know that no disembodied 
■ not going to go over the ground when so competent an intelligence has ever made itself known to us other than 

authority haq done so, but there is another thing I feel once inhabitants of . *
like discussing as also an obstacle in the way of formu- twp w. a nmrr t»t *'wmm —
lated dogmas for Spiritualists, and it, too, grows out of L.. . . , PLANET. .
the “ministerial element.” That is as to the nature of I *j“8, ln£ raet we know how the human being comes on 
spirit and what spirits—or human beings—are. I fke planet or into its life. It comes through form and

1 will here quote the formative thought of the entire 111 *°rm  and this form controlled by expressed intelli-1 
theological world—the basis upon which rests the old g^?ee’ Therefore we are obliged to regard the planetary 
time ideals as to man and his origin. The King James Ptoce as tliat of form expression,
Bible has it thus: “And the Lord God formed man of the ,, would require a book or several articles to elaborate 
dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the ;ie.p T°8°phy of what is here necessary to state as the 
breath of life; and man became a living soul.” I -z881?,,0! wba^ ls,to follow on this subject of form-life, but

- The Douay or Catholic Bible gives it thus: “And the 18 'P be ffiven in brief words as possible, I
■Lord God formed man of the slime of the earth; and I will use the term atom, not in its materialistic ety- 
breathed into his face the breath of life, and man became 8euae, but as a symbol of unit. In mathematics 
a living soul.” °-ne as £be unit’ aud yet it; 18 onh' a mental tool.

The English translation, by Isaac Leeser, used by the “y,liß ,use wc s°lve Hie problems of the stars. So 
,IewB, reads this way: “And the Lord God formed man of we.™e the term atom, only a hypothetic thing, but for 
dust from the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the us “ interPre.ts toe riddle of life. Atomic motion is all I 
breath of life; and man became a living being.” ",e can coueeive as to ultimate manifestation of life, and

These simply make a distinction without a difference atouis constitute matter, as we call substance when it be- 
( 'though the “being” of the Jew is a much better word .,M1al,ter is tbeE’ P'r se> e.temal. This un-
1. than the “soul of the church. In all the creative power "erst°ac  the mind has no difficulty in dealing with spir- 
,r is a personal Lord God and man a “made” tiling_ ani- lb^.'be form, or in form, as matter and spirit are cor-

*

jnated after finished by the breath of the maker. For in I !;elatiyes in the eternalness of the universe—impossible of 
. the precedent council God had said let us “make” mau in I k“°w,n8lf separated. One is not, cannot be, so to speak, 

/,our own “image” which is personal. without the other. To separate them is unthinkable.
Ab long as this basic idea obtains just so long will there I , •°'v io is but Bllbstance, matter, in equilibrium of I

Le confusion not only among Spiritualists, but among all .vi“'- 1T i““#“151 6lve? us an idea of the mode of
: lands of human mentalities. equilibrium by holding particles together, as we call it by

। But there is another element that bothers the move- cobe8I0!h he planet is, as science itsel^tells us, a mag
i jnent when it comes to crystallizing “principles” as they net’ and beiDg tbls H18
L call it—and that is the scientific school. Scientific Sjiir- TIbE FORMATIVE POWER
j ituahsm, Christian Science and Theosophy are all of a —the mother form—from which all forms come or are
I iXÄ°lnteSTTn thlS defil?1itlon,of Eou1' belllg> sPiril bom- Heoce planets are first necessary’ to organize the

*—or-n hat not-and never can there be a general consen- elements into conscious individualities or beine—and
! thinST £UC1 C0UCCpt °btai118 “ thC beginninfl of they cannot be so organized otherwise. Nothing6» Lt I

j One thing seems to be left out by all these schools and de^Vc CtTocTfndmust 6ubstauce,as mufchda
i ' l j ii , , J ““ ovuuvib uiiu I äuglet uh me locK, ana it must have a innnniTn nf nrtreated as though it was not, although in their own cos- pression as much as must the electric current to convev

4 precedes ab ? se’ And tont is the Planet it- it by the wires we use for that purpose ? I
I woo xbe ’11arao1of tlie gjOdB, and al! tbe oloKies al I Visible substance, or matter, is but tiie atoms in slower I 

once, what is the planet for and why at all? If we have I movement than the normal motion of space The mac I 
d |W ierI g-ld-n sUe78’ edenic landscapes and nctic force of the planet compels this slower motion and 

TeliB-andpi-meSJ‘Iein-Orde^a?dmrvanaevCT lhe resulting balance and equilibrium, thus compelled 
he hy f i1 ■ Prosaic ,and to’S10 world with its floods, determines form. How, then, does spirit, able to express 

- toBnbcon.vu SnOn^nCaIt 1C^akeS’ P]agues and woes un’ by’ riirough or to form, do so save from the conditions— 
„. tollable, anyhow? What is the use of it? created, if you please, by the planets? couan,ons
r , 1?W118yPPO8e toe average Spiritualist, even, will hold Hence, individualized spirit, or spirits, are the product 
Il fnit^JnT8 m bo,yb°rror tooffid any one say, that de- of planets, and can have the character and condition of 
h ÄlBniri0-6 quo al,on8 made about dust, .nostrils,Entities in no other way. .And being so evolved by plan- 
P 1 'ing8oul.s> and so,on> that man as an individ- etary and law controlled methods, it is to that limiliffiite.
I yal being, an entity, is a product of the planet, as much po be so in this way violates no tenet of reason as in the 
r:-Whole nC^S|’treG8’ " ater and air’ Yet Unless U is 80 tbe other tbcory- And beinS nn ^oh’tion of planetary force 

have h experience ¡o’.
| lb A 1*  AIRY TALE lower plane than its own, or in hunting a Karina commit
U »nd the wisdom of the Almighty but childish nursery bomiclde bJ destroying another embryonic life. It lives 
l ßtory. 1 its own and grows by the conditions oi its nativity.
h' 7 Wbywas ü necessary that “out of nothing” the planet Tbis concept, then, blends the creative power—intelli- 

x .Should be condensed into form and evolved in a series of I gGncc> matter, life or spirit—all as
I s ^iSSJ1'm0SLnbnb?.a? to bmc’ as fleol°gic records tell ONE AND INDTVT^TP.T P
| . Ii8^J^.,from its own bring forces giving birth to water • •, . ,. .
I l°cWmun(aiQs, rivers, soils, plant and animal life—and m man,festation—impotent if separated, omnipotent as 

h „io roanÄ I blended in activity, and creative in function. We may
1 ,, '?^?lno'v toiow that the planet has life, and that! Ca'A A ?°d’ii-ature’tbe Creative Power, or only think it 
l| MotJiffiJiarth is all the term implies—for the human in- ''V10ld wording it—but it is the All—the Supreme. 
L telleOö longer tolerates the absurdity, that what rives I "e C?n, ■ scParat6 tbe power by its various aspects of 
I- to all life its impulse and form is itself dead matter I liestahon m the unfoldment from the invisible until 
L Thatsillj- stoiy of the priest is at war with the alphabet the end of the objective life—any more than we san sep
; . ,Then why the intervention of the planet unless man as I j x watch as a whole and give each wheel an inde- 

b allere,is its product? Given tins hypothesis and £J pendcnta^on"
k problem solves itself. And again, why not? Again: There was a time when man was not on the
r -i- , jaye a, tonner article referred to the fact estab- Planet~as the reading of geology tells us. Why? Be-1 
Ip, Jished by Modern Spiritualism—that no communication I cause,e conditions of the planet were not favorable to 
U jias ever come from beyond this life such forms of living things. We can see by the record of
Ir BUT A HUMAN ONE Itb? r01ck.e tbat tbe form life of the planet, vegetable and
REE“”0na0^S 10 T* ‘"™ th= I»“'*  =SÄIÄXS 
i“«Ä e"“‘lhm b“' M " «e nn over the gl.bo

inSÄ5bh'rc 18 Su|,remc inWli8““ “d d»“ “»"«’Ä ÄS. ™‘ 
S A“!"“ b.?< MerentiaUon. trol Me lom« «nd lite mmifautiom. ind ,et we I...■W.t- • f , 1113—dre DUl amerentiations trol lite lorms and hie manifestations Andb ™ ]EoUpreT mfinllef 60U1. °r in other words—drops for all these ages shut our em orourmini to its obrious 

|iS?™;bb,a ^reat oce?n 8Fnb and.to which at last they lesson. Man had his advent on the planet and the spirit 
I v aTe rea4°rbei' On t lls basic ideal the doe- of man had its advent at the same time—both bv nhnpf 
Linne of Karma rests with its nirvanian ultimate. We ary forces-for it is both thatconstitufeS In,Hn 
| pnly enter planet life to get experience, and this expert- much in fact as in thought. ® man~0Ile as
? fence goes from one world to another until the round is tm h,b™ »«mi...____  -l.i • ... r , n - r------another until the round is
••’S ele rr a,g00£K?™a secured-when the purpose of 
.' hie is realized. What, then is left but to be or roam in 
; Jhe pre-beginning state of nothing and nowhere?
1 bc thoyght hypercritical to say so, but I will

, i Simply by way of parenthesis remark, that it is hard to 
I WMierstand by any rule of reason why a part of the infi
, inte rn ust be finite, or why the creative power should 
peed to grow by experience with what it made? But such 

fluestions are fatal to theologic theories and of course out 
I pf order.
iTJle soycalled Christian idea of a body made out of the 
f dust or shine and set in action by lung inflation from an
; «her set of lungs, then dying, and the body at some in
definite time revived by a blast from' a wind instrument 

Sad .made eternal in its functions, is so utterly clumsv, 
Indigested and mentally crude as to debar it from philo

sophic discussion. And were it not that by its “reformed 
preachers” it has become
|p. ■ , A THIHG OF FRICTION

Ki. the path of true Spiritualism it could only excite the 
umor of the logician. It is'too incongruous to be logic- 
i^ily treated or considered in this connection. - 

g-When, however, we admit thé planet into the creative 
junction, we have a continent for reason to stand upon. 
jBgoesvithout saying that we cannot know beyond ob- 
S|9ctive knowledge, and this fact ought to teach, us that 

rW “ Jto-ough form, and we fully re- 
that form Is the result of planetary force. .

But there is another lesson behind this, and one our 
tC1Jnfa±can C.Onsider’, is thai spirit, like form, is evo
lutionary, or that evolution is the law of the planet as 
well as that of the forms of life upon it—or that the one 
controls the other. Life, by the decree of science, is evo
lutionary, and this is true. I do not mean evolution in 
the vulgar sense, that man is but the grandchild of the 
monkey, but that the forms of life are but the expression 
of the conditions of the planet from time to time As 
the planet changes from one condition to another the 
forms of life keep pace with its changes, and ¿rade 
higher and higher as the cruder states of the earth 
change to more and more refined expression. And this 
change is in the life expression as well as in the anatom
ical structure. And man is just as responsive to these 
changed conditions as was the mastodon or the monsters 
of the saurian age. And this fact has as much to do with 
the war with Spain as McKinley and the army and navv > 
Planetary forces have been underlying and pushing for-j 
wardthe « . ° '

CAPACITY OF MAN
as well as that of com, wheat, potatoes and improved 
breeds of animals. All these have developed simply as 
their abonmnal progenitors have declined in numbere or 
disappeared as factors in man’s bring. So has it been 
ana is going on with the primitive races of men. They 
nre.S1™8 '™y to ^e developed man of civilization, and 
civilization is but the fruit of more and more developed 
planetary conditions. - 1

of the young at an early age. They realize that the 
mother can hear from the father when absent from the 
earthly home, attending to business, or visiting some 

I friends. The mother informs the dear children that a 
letter from father has been received. The anxious cliil- 

I dren gather round to hear what father has said, and if he 
sends love to the little ones at home. If the loving father 

I passes to his spirit home, the mother is full of grief; she 
I Wct toffiear from tlmkind parent aiid good 
husband; he is foreVerlost from view. The children are 

I orphans, the mother "inconsolable, she dresses in deep 
I mourning and goes to'lhe cemetry to place flowerà upon 

his grave. She Utile thinks his spirit is near and he can 
send her messages of love from the' new home. His love 
for his children had increased since he learns the law of 
nearness to those Ee has seemingly left alone, without a 
father s care. Tha mother has no idea of his presence 
and to all intents lid has left them permanently, while at 
the same time there.irna spiritual nearness that hé feels 
and knows, but thé family is not aware of his presence 
hence all are silentahrjegard to hearing from papa In 
fact, if he should appffir all would be frightened to see 
him again in their midst Do you not see the importance 
of teaching the coming race the importance of spiritual 
law? To commune with the mother would be a great 
comfort to all, but. the knowledge to be acquired must be 
taught to the Utile ones when at the mother’s knee I 
am hopeful that the time will come when the natural 
law of spmt Ufe will.be as faithfuUy studied as the ele
mentary branches of the public and private schools. The 
spint-is the selfhood-of the father; the children should 
be so instructed. I will not detain you longer, but bid 
you God-speed in your work of spiritual culture. Adieu 
Please write me the almoner of many bounties while upon 
earth inname ; . GEORGE PEABODY.

Belvidere, N. J.

n •hîcso?f ““nage” By Alice B. Stock
ham, M. D. Price, $1. For eale at th» office.

HEROES OF WAR AND PEACE.

Ay, that is the stoiy that takes one’s breath, 
How the men rowed out in the face of death; 

Rowed as calmly as fishermen may 
Who haul their nets at the break of day. 
But never was fish net hauled in the weather 
That rifle and cannon and shell together 
Rained on those sailors who drew from its bed 
The wise sea serpent and crushed its head. 
Heroes of war are they! Song and story ■. 
Shall add their names to the list of glory. f'। , 
But where is the story and where is the song 
For the heroes of peace and the martyrs of wrong? ' 
They fight their battles in shop and mine; 
They die at their posts and make no sign. 
And the living envy the fortunate dead 
As they fight for a pittance of butterless bread.

- They herd like beasts in a slaughter pen; 
. They live like cattle and suffer like men.
Why, set by the horrors of such a life, 
Like a merry-go-round seems the battle’s strife!
And the open sea, and the open boat, - 

; And the deadly cannon with bellowing throat— 
Oh, what are they all, with death thrown in, 
To the life that has nothing to lose or win— 
The life that has nothing to hope or gain 
But ill-paid labor and beds of pain?
Fame, where is your story and where is your song 
For the martyrs of peace and the victims of wrong?

.- -- ►—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
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THE PHILIPPINES.
Horrible Orgies and Religious Customs of 

the Natives.

THE CHARACTER OF THE NATIVES THAT CON
' FRONT ADMIRAL DEWEY—THEIR PRAC
TICES ARE DIABOLICAL.
Most hideous of all the customs that survive among the 

savage races of the world to-day is the devil dance of the 
Philippine natives. The only) American who has ever 
seen that fiendish rite performed is William Hamlin, of 
Columbus, Ohio. Mr Hamlin is a civil engineer, who. 
spent three years on the islands, leaving there just before 
the battle of Manila.

The pagan ceremonies of the natives are secret, and it 
is extremely difficult for a white man to witness them. 
It was only by being able to speak the language like a na
tive and being disguised as a trader from a neighboring 
tribe that Mr. Hamlin was admitted to the circle of the 
evil spirits. ’ -

HOW I SAW THE BARBAROUS PAGAN CERE
MONIES, ’ —

. The night I attended the barbarous devil dance of the 
Philippines was starry and beautiful. A broad, low moon 
shone through the palms. It was a still, solemn night, 
with few sounds to mar the silence save the deep, muffled 
boom of breakers bursting on the coast, full eight miles 
distant. All around was spread the interminable sands. 
In the midst of this wilderness rose the spectral banyan 
tree that was haunted by a wicked she-devil.

For some time past an epidemic had been abroad, a 
large number dying with the disease. The whole neigh
borhood had at last arisen and determined that no means 
should be left untried to drive out the devil that was 
haunting the spot.

_ On the appointed night I reached the place before the 
time set for the gathering. Presently out of the village, 
hamlets and huts poured a wild crowd of men, women and 

■ children. On flows the crowd to the starlit waste, where 
stands the weird, hoary ban yen. A circle is formed 
around the tree, the fire is lit and the offerings, consisting 
of goats and fowls, gotten ready.

With a bang the rickety door of a hut is dashed open 
and the devil dancer staggers out. -

lie wears a high, conical cap, white, with red tassel. A 
long robe, or moki, shrouds him from neck to ankle. On 

. it, worked in red silk, are representations of the goddess 
of smallpox, murder and cholera. Round his ankles are 
massive silver bangles. In his right hand he holds a staff 
or spear that jingles harshly every time it strikes the 
ground. The same hand also holds a bow that, when the 
strings are struck, emits a dull, booming sound. In his 
lefthand the priest carries a sacrificial knife, shaped like 
a sickle, with quaint devices engraved on the blade.

. _ Witli an uncertain, staggering motion the priest reels 
into the crowd and seats himself iu the center of the 
assemblage. Those present exhibit the offerings they in
tend to present, but he appears wholly unconscious of 
their presence. Crooning a low melody in a dreamy 
voice, with his head drooped to one side, he sways slowly 
to and fro.

All at once his fingers begin to twitch nervously and 
his head to wag in a strange, uncanny fashion. His sides 
heave and quiver, and huge drops of perspiration exude 
from his skin. The tomtoms beat faster, when there is a 
stunning cry, an ear-piercing yell and a weird shriel^of 
hellish laughter, and the devil dancer springs to his feet 
with eyes protruding, mouth foaming and chest and sides 
heaving. His muscles quiver and the outstretched arms 
strain as if they were crucified,. Out of his saliva-choked 
mouth come the words, short and jerky:

“I am God, I am the true God,” then all around him, 
since he is regarded as the object of worship, is shed the 
blood of sacrifice. His worshipers gather around to offer 

j oblations and solicit answers to their questions.
“Shall 1 die of disease?” one asks; and another cries 

“Oh, God, lieal this child!” as she holds forth her sick 
baby towards the priest, and above all arises the guttural 
laughter of the devil dancer and the stentorian cry: “I am 
God. I am the only true God!”

The dancer cuts, liews and hacks himself, often inflict
ing fatal injuries, and his answers put to all questions are 
unintelligible, while the blood flows from his numerous 

-wounds, mingling with that of the sacrifices. For hours 
the crowd stood as if rooted to the spot. Suddenly the 
dancer, with a fiendish yell, sprang high into the air and 
fell back motionless on the ground.

The awful look in his face had vanished and the de
' moniacal laughter was still. Arising, he laid aside his 

fantastic garb washed himself in an adjacent stream and 
walked quietly home as though nothing had happened.

MOST TERRIBLE ORGY IN THE WORLD.
This is the most harmless form of devil dancing. It 

often assumes a more terrible phase, if the Pagan priest 
be a member of the ferocious order of the panditas. 
These are a band of sorcerers who deem themselves bdYind 
by their devil god to slaughter Christians.

Their followers are called juramentados. They are 
foresworn like the Nihilists and' Mada to carry out their 
leaders’ most bloody commands, and are the most fearful 
fanatics in the world. If the Pagan medicine men see fit 
to set a band of these juramentados upon our troops there 
will be but one thing to be done, and that is to slaughter 
every one of the savages.

How human beings can be transformed into frenzied 
beasts of prey is a crafty secret of the pandita priest. 
When he wishes to train a band of fighters he subjects the 
men to a system of enthusiastic excitement. He makes 
their strong limbs more suple until they have the 
strength of steel and the nervous force of the tiger.

This is done by a series of dances like that already de
scribed, in which all the followers join in the fierce con
tortions of the priest. The priest then sings rhythmic, 
impassioned chants. He invokes the enchanting images 
of beautiful goddesses to appear before their eyes. In the 
shadow of the lofty forests, broken by the ¡jleam of moon
light, is presented the most marvelous tableaux of living 
sensual forms.

Prepared in this way, the juramentados are ready for 
anything. Nothing can stop them or make them turn 
hack. They will accomplish prodigies of valor.

Commanded by their priests to attack a Christian army 
or town, they think they are on a holy mission. They 
rush forward with a buoyancy that is irresistible until 
shot or hewed down. Their reward is the voluptuous ex- 

_ istence promised to them by their priests for dying in 
such a cause.

In these raids the juramentados are armed with the 
most fearful weapons. Primitive as they are, they are 
capable of the most dreadful execution and torture. 
Their saw tooth sword is made from the blade of the 

zsword fish. The base is cut smooth for a handle, while 
the blade has the terrible teeth of the natural weapon, 
sharpened like stiletto points.

It makes an observer shudder to think what a powerful 
native fanatic could do bringing this jagged sword down 
on an enemy’s head and then pulling it along saw-like. 
Besides this barbaric tool the juramentados carry the 
kreese, a short sword with an exquisitely carved Bftidle 
and a graceful blade. It is the famous war weapon of the 
Malays. - ,

Then there is the flesh-tearing di^mboweling sword
. fish machete. Armed with these implements the natives 

. take a last look at their idols before they'are turned loose 
on their foes. ■

. The sight of these homely wood carved images one 
would hardly suspect of being inspiring. They are as 
ugly as idols usually are. They are usually in pairs, a1 

- male and female, sculptured side by side. The male car-
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pSHflRtir and sword, while the female hgs a dirk in her 
Felt, implying that she, too, is a goddess of war.

WITCH BAITING STILL RAGES.
Another horrible costume of the Philippine natives is 

the dance of the witch killers and the worst survival of 
witch baifing that exists anywhere in the world.

Men and women alike join in this. The whole popula
tion of a district-where a witch is supposed to be prac
ticing the evil art is roused by savage anger. The latest 
known instance of this was on one of the islands just 
south of that on which Manila is situated, about three 
months ago.

From their huts and villages the natives began to rush 
toward a common center, a historic dancing place on.the 
banks of a broad stream. Night after night the forest 
for miles around was made fearful by the howling of the 
infuriated natives. But this was only a preliminary. 
The climax was deferred until the chief medicine men of 
the tribes had all got together and set the night for . the 
witch’s trial.

Then began the real work of the fiends. It was as if 
that little accursed spot of earth was suddenly changed 
into a corner of the infernal regions.

Round blazing fires that glistened on their reeking, 
oily skins danced the natives in untold thousands, with a 
swelling chorus of incantations. . ’

But is was at the smallest circle of all where the fate of 
the witch was to be decided. That was in the hands of a 
dozen chiefs.

Six of them had drums suspended from the shoulder, 
and the other six had bundles of javelins. At a signal 
there was a simultaneous bang and .clatter on the weap
ons, and the circle began to move around slowly, while 
the women ranged on the outside crooned a weird dirge 
and clapped their hands. They call this “uhwomehela,” 
getting a line on the witch.

Then the moving forms in the circle became still, the 
chief priest had fallen flat and motionless, and every sav
age voice throughout the forest was silent.

“He is naming' the witch,” said the guide to the white 
men who lay in concealment.

The prostrate form of the priest rose. Entering the 
middle of the cordon of chiefs he looked about the circle 
twice, and finally fixed his gaze on one spot. The circle 
fell away and revealed a woman who cowered and fairly 
shrivelled up under that Satanic gaze.

A gasp of relief went up from the others. A shrill cry 
of exultation rose and was re-echoed through the forest» 
to the myriads of demons, the signal that the victim was 
selected and their lives were spared.—New Jork Journal.

ABRAHAM UNCOIN THE INDIAN.
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Linked to the*Angels  in the Higher Realms.

BENEVOLENCE.
“It Is Better to Give Than to Receive.’

A few Sundays since, at their evening meeting, one of 
the Methodist churches in Los Angeles, in an audience of 
about three hundred, called for contributions to pay off a 
church debt of $4,200, and in half an hour had secured 
cash and pledges to the amount of $4,700. Last Sunday 
evening a Spiritualist society in this city, with an au
dience of about the same size, made an appeal for funds 
to assist them in lifting a small debt and to enable them 
to furnish their new hall. About $500 was the total 
amount needed, and the total contributions amounted to 
$7.60. Comment in unnecessary.-—The Medium.

The above extract from a strong Spiritualist paper is 
not the utterance of one who is inimical to the cause of 
Spiritualism, but a statement of an occurrence happening 
so often as to be clearly recognized by all who have, to 
any extent, reached out beyond the usual limitations.

It is true that the heroism and self-sacrifice of the 
Methodic denomination have brought wonderful results 
in their power of accomplishing. They have ever ac
counted their lives as of no worth, if the sacrifice would 
in any way enlarge their boundaries and increase the 
power of their church.

On the other hand, Spiritualists have either sought for 
themselves, or left it to unseen power to work out results 
for others; but they forget that the unseen, in working 
for us, must have the use of physical methods and means 
to manifest through.

It is an occult law that the more we put forth potent 
force in thought or act, in the desire to do good to others, 
the more forcible will be the return current of helping to 
ourselves. If we do nothing for others,nothing comes back 
to us. On the contrary, if we constantly seek the better
ment of the world by self-sacrifice of money and our 
bodily ease and comfort, we have occasion over and over 
to be almost startled at the bounty returned to us, in 
manifold ways.

Until Spiritualists realize and understand the oft- 
quoted adage, “It is more blessed to give than to receive,” 
so long will they be short of money. Their enterprises 
will continually languish, or be borne on the shoulders of 
the few, who have generous hearts, and though obedience 
to their impulses have received most wonderful returns.

The Progressive Thinker is an instance of putting 
forth far beyond anything that has been attempted by 
any other publication. Brother Francis, walking by faith 
and not by sight, has put out the lion’s share of income in 
the desire and effort to benefit his subscribers, far more 
than the letter of financial obligation. He has been con
stantly helped and sustained by the unseen, to a larger 
work and a broader field. Long may he and his chosen 
work continue to prosper.

When the giving strains the resources in sight, then is 
when it does the most good to the party doing. Spirit
ualists will never become a power until they seek for 
others first and the self last.v

W. P. PHELON. M. D.
------------ :)o (i

THE SEA AND SKY.

Long years have fled since the ocean wed 
The-ffipphire sky in her robes of red, 

¿Kim sought the twilight gray,
And the sky still bends as the years go by
As the ocean leaps to the radiant sky, 

For lovers true are they. .

But when mists and waves rise dark between,
The ocean grows dark with a jealous green, 

And his grievances tells.
He storms and frets, he rages and wars, 
His furious wrath beats the rocky shores 

And his turbulent bosom swells.

The sky though clouded with a moment’s frown,
With a brooding light from her height looks down, 

And tenderly smiles.
Then the green to blue by some magic skill 
Brightens the ocean though stormy still, 

And the angry sea beguiles.

Pause, thou, my heart, and the lesson con, ' 
Through the darkest clouds the rising sun

O’er life’s troubled path will rise.
God is better than we know
There is a sweet for every woe, _

In love’s unchanging skies.
BISHOP A. BEALS.

. ------------ .. .

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to Old Records.” 
Told by Paul Carns. This book is heartily recommended 
to students of the science of religions, and To all who 
would gain a fair conception of Buddhism in its spirit and 
living principles. Spiritualist or Christian can"searcely 
read it without spiritual profit. Price $1. For sale at 
this office.

HIS WONDERFULLY PROPHETIC NATURE MAN
IFESTED IN HIS MANY UITERANCES.

No tribute (as set forth iu the Chicago Times-Herald) 
to Abraham Lincoln can be more fitting than his own 
words about Washington, spoken on February 22, 1842: 
“On that name a eulogy is expected. It cannot be. To 
add brightness tdhlie sun or glory to the name of Wash
ington is alike) impossible. Let none attempt it.”

“In solemn awe pronounce the name, and in its naked, 
deathless splendor leave it shining on.” -

In reply to a gentleman who asked for a sketch of his 
life, he said: “My early history is perfectly characterized 
by a single line of Gray’s Elegy :

“ ‘The short and simple annals of the poor,’ ”
■ Twenty-one years before he was called to preside over 
the affairs of our country, when distracted by the issue 
whether we should become truly the land of the free or 
should consent that slavery might stretch farther its black 
pall over the gravp of liberty, he said:

“If ever I feel the soul within me elevate and expand to 
those dimensions not wholly unworthy of its Almighty 
Architect it is when I contemplate the cause of my coun
try, deserted by all the world beside, and I standing up 
boldly, alone and hurling defiance at her victorious op
pressors.” '

He declared in ”1854: “The doctrine of self-govern
ment is right—absolutely and eternally right—but it has 
no just application as here attempted. When the white 
man governs himself that is self-government; but when 
he governs hUiself and also governs another man that 
is more than self-government; that is despotism.

“What I do say is that no man is good enough 
to govern another man without that other’s consent.”

It was his unswerving fidelity to the absolute right of 
self-government that made him “the typical American, 
pure an simple.” He clearly comprehended and his soul 
was vigorously conscious of the sublime truth on which 
our national life was founded, the equal rights of all hu
man kind, and the absolute and eternal right of self-gov
ernment.

He hated slavery while recognizing the constitutional 
rights of slave owners. He deplored the tendency to rec
ognize slavery as a moral right, and said in 1854:

“Near eighty years ago we began by declaring that all 
men are created equal; but now.from that beginning we 
have run down to the other declaration that for some men 
to enslave others is a ‘sacred right of self-government.’ 
These principles c. iinot stand together. They are as op
posite as God and mammon.”

In 1858, at the close of the Republican state convention 
which nominated him for the United States Senate, he 
delivered a speech afterward much criticised by his 
friends, in which his discernment proved prophetic. He 
said: “We are now far into the fifth year since a policy 
was initiated with the avowed object and confident prom
ise of putting an end to slavery agitation. Under the 
operation of that policy that agitation has not only not 
ceased but has constantly augmented.

“In my opinion it will not cease until a crisis shall have 
been reached and passed.

“ ‘A house divided against itself cannot stand.’ I be
lieve this government cannot endure permanently half 
slave and half free. I do not expect the union to be dis
solved,*  * * but I do expect it will cease to be di
vided. It will become all one thing or all the other.”

In defense of this speech he afterward said: “Friends, 
I have thought about this matter a great deal, * * ♦ 
and am thoroughly convinced the time has come when it 
should be uttered; apd if it must be that I must go down 
because of this speech, then let« me go down linked to 
truth—die in the advocacy of what is right and just. 
This nation cannot live on injustice. ‘A house divided 
against itself cannot stand’ I say again and again.”

In reply to a friend he said: “You may think that 
speech was a mistake, but I have never believed it was, 
and you will see the day when you will consider it the 
wisest thing 1 ever did.”

An address which he made in the senate chamber, 
Trenton, N. J., in February, 1861, indicates the impress
ibility of his truth-loving nature in his boyhood, and the 
clearness of insight which is a quality of the truth-loving 
soul. He referred to the impressions received from “a 
small book,” Weem’s Life of Washington, “in the earliest 
days of my being able to read.” He said: “I recollect 
thinking then, boy even though I was, that there must 
have been something more than common that those men 
struggled for. I am exceedingly anxious that that thing 
which they struggled for—that something even more 
than national independence, that something that held out 
a great promise to all the people of the world for all time 
to come—1 am exceedingly anxious that this union, the 
constitution and the liberties of the people shall be per
petuated in accordance with the original idea for which 
that struggle was made, and I shall be most happy in
deed if I be an humble instrument in the hands of the 
Almighty and of this, His most chosen people, for perpet
uating the object of the great struggle.”

To a party who wished to be empowered to negotiate 
reward for promises of influence in the Chicago conven
tion, 1860, Mr. Lincoln replied: “No, gentlemen, I have 
not asked the nomination, and I will not now Imy it with 
pledges. If I am nominated and elected I shall not go 
into the presidency as the tool of this man or that man, 
or as the property of any faction or clique.”

Thus the hour of our country’s peril was the hour 
when the divine power of truth and right'in a human soul 
was the anchor of the ship of state. This power held it 
firmly to the mooring of the eternal and absolute truth 
which gave the nation birth, and the storms of disunion 
beat against it in vain.

Abraham Lincoln became the guardian of our coun
try’s honor, and commander of the army and navy when 
in the shadow of threatened dissolution, free to act as 
judgment and conscience dictated. He said to the Ohio 
legislature, February, 1861: “I cannot but know, what 
you all know, that without a name, perhaps without a 
reason why I should have a name, there has fallen upon 
me a task such as did not rest upon the father of his coun
try. And, so feeling, I cannot but turn and look back 
for the support । without .which it will be impossible for 
me tqjperform that great task. I turn, then, and look to 
the American people, and to that God who has never for
saken them.” , .

He believed, and. correctly, that very much of the ill 
feeling that existed between the north and south was “de
pendent upon a misunderstanding of one another.” 
When called upon by the committee who notified him at 
his home of his nomination he said: “Gentlemen, we must 
pledge our mutual health in this most healthy beverage 
which God has given us. It- is the only beverage which 
I have ever used oreallowed in my family, and I cannot 
conscientiously'depart from it on the present occasion. 
It is pure Adam’s ale from the well.”

Devotion to absolute right and love of humanity 
linked this white-souled man to all people in this world 
and to angels in higher realms of being. He is not 
“sleeping under the monument” at Springfield. He is 
still inspiring human souls with the love”of liberty.

“A thousand years hence no story, no tragedy, no’epic 
poem will be filled with greater wonder or be read with 
deeper feeling than that which tells of his life and death.” 

■ , .. - -L-------- ..... .
“Woman, Church and State.” By Matilda Joslyn 

Gage. A royal volume, of more than common intrinsic 
value. The subject is treated with masterly ability; show
ing what the church has and has not done for woman. 
It is full of information on the subject, and should be 
read by every one. Price $2, postpaid. For sale at this 
office.

His Moral and Spiritual Status Compared 
With the White Man.

A CHILD OF NATURE—IN*  HIS NATIVE STATE, 
KIND AND GENEROUS.

Having had an experience with different tribes of In
dians, covering a-period of more than thirty years, I 
thought a short sketch or two df his habits, customs, sen
timent, etc., might be of interest to your readers. I have 
visited the'Snakes, Bannocks, Shians, Novous, Nez Per
ces, Pueblos, Wallipis, Creeks, and Osages, and can truth
fully say so far as I am able to judge, that the Indian un
perverted by the vices of the whites, is morally trust
worthy and reliable. I have been recently brought in 
familiar association with the Indians in the Osage Nation 
and had many talks with their chiefs and prominent men, 
and find among them persons of remarkable character. 
Chief Blaqk Dog can quote definitely the special provis
ions of every treaty made with his people in the last forty 
years. '

The Osages before the Cherokee strip was opened to 
the occupancy of the whites, had many thousand cattle 
and hogs which the tribe held in common. The cattle 
lived on the native grasses that grew in abundance and 
the hogs flourished on the pecan and oak mast that 
abounded in vast quantities in the bottoms of the Arkan
sas river and those of its tributary streams.

The Indians accorded to the white settlers living con
tiguous to their domain, the right to go in the fall of the 
year, and kill, free of charge, all the cattle and hogs they 
might require for themselves aud families during the 
winter, thereby manifesting a generosity that no nation of 
Anglo-Saxons was ever known to possess. The Osage 
chiefs informed me that no sooner did the whites settle 
on the “strip” in Oklahoma, just across the Arkansas 
river, than they commenced stealing and driving off their 
stock, and continued to do so, until they had neither 
hogs nor cattle left. They appealed to the authorities, 
but the tribunals were run in the interests of the thieves, 
and no redress could be had. They also informed me 
that they never used lock or key until the whites com
pelled them to do so as a safety measure.

The full bloods are bitterly opposed to sending their 
children to the mission schools, because they were there 
taught about the white man’s God and the white man’s 
religion, and this caused their children to be treacherous, 
dishonest and ungrateful. Of course this was no cause of 
surprise to me.

These people are virtually sun-worshipers. They look 
upon their great day God as the source of all warmth, life 
and light, without which the trees and grass and animals 
and men, would wither and die; and hence they reverence 
and worship the beneficent orb that sustains "the life of 
all that moves and grows. They also believe in the con
tinued existence of the soul after death, and that the de
parted ones return to earth and hover near their kindred 
between sundown and dark, and between dawn and sun
rise. .

Some of these children of nature have the inner sight 
and ear so developed that they see and converse witli 
their spirit friends who return to visit them. In regard 
to such communion, they have secrets never yet entrusted 
to the white man’s keeping. I am curious to know 
whether this occult knowledge is the same as that pos
sessed by the adepts of the Orient?

The implements of the Stone Age go to show that man 
in his evolution of constructiveness passed through the 
same development throughout the Habitable portions of 
the globe. The homogeneous character of the stone im
plements of primitive man, proves such to he the fact; 
and time and investigation will yet show that nature’s 
children, unperverted by the mechanical and unnatural 
customs of so-called civilized man, possess homogeneous 
ideas on religion—ideas that fully satisfy the religious 
needs of the natural man.

1 once saw an old chief—Seth-po-ka—standing in 
front of his wigwam; and with outstretched arms crying 
in the most tender tones, “We-shinke! We-shinke!!” (Aly 
child! my child!) On interrogating him I found that he 
was addressing the spirit of a recently deceased child that 
was hovering in the air near him. The Osage’s once held 
a ghost dance in their large circular council house, and 
kindly permitted me to witness the ceremonies. While 
dancing they chanted a spiritual song in their native 
tongue that hud a striking resemblance to the songs sung 
by the Shakers in their spiritual dances at Lebanon, 0° 
over forty years ago. If I remember right the Shakers 
claimed at that time that they were chanting in Indian 
dialect and under the influence of an Indian spirit. The 
end of one strain in this song was “Ot-sa mecah,” (beau
tiful star), no doubt the name of some spirit they were 
addressing, as they derive all their names from natural 
objects and conditions. During the dance above-named, 
some of the more sensitive passed into a .state of ecstasy 
or trance condition, and became lost to external sur
roundings. I inquired of one of these mediums as th 
his experience while in the ecstatic condition. He stated 
that he travelled a long distance over a hard and rocky 
trail, until at last he reached the banks of a wide, flowing 
river, on the opposite side of which stretched away a most 
beautiful country. There were green grassy" slopes, 
beautiful forests of trees laden witli nuts and fruits^ 
while the distant hills were covered with herds of elk and 
deer, and droves of turkey and grouse. ■

This was the “Happy Hunting Grounds,” so famed in 
Indian legend and song. On the opposite shore of the 
river stood a great chief with pleasing form and beautiful 
eyes, and at hi? feet on the bank of the stream was 
moored a large white boat, made fast with a silver chain.

The Indian whose astral form stood on the mundane 
side of the river, requested the chief to ferry him over; 
but he answered, “not yet; but return and wait until you 
hear the music of the silver bells, then come and the 
white boat will carry you over to our beautiful land 
where the white man can never come to rob, kill and dis
turb us more!”

The absence of the white man in the Indian’s Valhalla 
is to him the most consoling feature connected with his 
idea of future fife. Christian Pizzaro, after" exacting a 
room full of gold for the ransom of the Inca of Peru, then 
put him to torture to exact more. The priest held before 
the outraged sun worshiper the crucifix, and asked him 
to believe and go to heaven. The Inca inquired if there 
were any Christians in heaven, and being informed that 
there was, answered: “Then I do not wish to go there.” 
These sentiments of the Indians, I feel sure are stongly 
cherished by thousands of white people who have awak
ened to the enormity of the orthodox Christian character.

What an outrage on the Indian to arbitrarily interrupt 
his beautiful faith with the hideous ideas of an angry 
God, flaming hells, ravenous devils and other nonsensical 
and hope-destroying dogmas of the Christian religion. 
Let us,.like the Indian, hope that the new birth, called 
death, will give us all a surcease from orthodox bigotry 
persecution and meanness. WARREN SMITH." ’
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“Nature "Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and Rosa C. Conger. 

Excellent for every family. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at 
this office. . .

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the student of psychic 
phenomena, this pamphlet is- intensely interesting. It 
gives detailed accounts of two cases, of “double conscious
ness,” namely Mary Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka,.Hl., 
and Mary Reynolds, of Venango County, Pa. For sale at 
this office. Price 15 cents. .

“The Priest, the Woman and the Confessional.” This 
book, by the welLknown Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results of the Romish con
fessional, as proved by the sad experience ¿f many 
»recked lives. Price, by mail, $1. Fox sale at this office.
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HUMAN CULTURE § CURÉ
MARRIAGE, SEXUAL LEVEL.

OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 
UPBUILDING.

BYE. D.BABBITT, M. D., LL,D,

A lOMt excellent and very valuable work, by th» 
Pean ot the College of Fine Forces, and author ot 
BelgliS^1 TO1™“ °“ Health, Social Sdence,

Price, doth. 16 cents. For sale at this office,

WORKS OF J. M. PEEBLES
1. Critical Review ot Rev. Dr. P. E. Kipp's Sunday ' 

night Sermons against Spiritualism. Price 15centi.
2. Hell.—A critical review of Bev. Dr, P.J2. Kipp'a 

sermon upon “What Is IleU?'  price Wets. -*
8. How to live a century uud grow old gracefully. 

Price 25 cts.
4. Immortality and our employments hereafter. . 

With what a hundred spirits, good and evil, say of 
their dwelling places. Cloth $1.00; caper 51) cts; post  
age 15 cts. -

*

5. Magic.—One of the Berles of lectures delivered - • 
by Dr. Peebles before the medical class of the College 
of Science in Ban Francisco. Price 10 cts. .

5. Seers of the Ages.—Aucleut, Medieval and Mod« 
ern Spiritualism. This volume, nearly 400 pages, 
traces the phenomena of Spl ritualism down to Chrlit’B 
time. PriceI2.00; postage 12 cts.

7. Spiritual Harp. A collection of vocal muslcfor . 
the choir, congregation and social circles. Cloth $2.00; ; 
full gilt $8.00; six copies $10.00; 12 copies $10.00; post
age |4 etc.

8. Spiritualism defined and defended. Being as <■ 
Introductory lecture delivered iu the temporauce hall.
Melbourne, Australia. Price Wets.

9. The Soul, and Its pre-existent slate. Price 10c,
10. lugersolllsm or Christ iaulty^Which? Price 15o r-
11. The third journey around the world—Studying ■: 

nations, races and their religions, hi search of truth, - 
nearly ready for the press -uver 500 pages. Price $1.75. :

For sale at this office.

COSMIAN HYMN BOOK.
A COLLECTION OF <

Original and Selected Hymns
For Liberal and Ethical Societies, for Schools < 

and the Home» u

COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.

Thia volume meets a public want. It comprises 
258 choice aelectlouB of poetry and music, embody« . - 
lug the highest moral sentiment, and free from ul ■ 
sectarianism. Price 60 cents. Bold at thU office,

"THE DREAM GHIlD,”-
A FASCINATING ROMANCE OR 

a! two worlds. By Florence Huntley. Price: 
Rtifr:.50 ce“t" elotb, 81.00. Books like ‘ The Dream 
Child spur huiraulty on to make more end more de
mande of this nature, and win open up new heights 
and depine of spiritual knowledge.-Ella Wbeelcr Wil- 
SF- "¡.V1'1 helleve. take Its place beside Bulwer’s

lh.e: Of BaUac.-“Dally
Capital, Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and Un« 
varnished with any inflammable descriptions, en« 
thralls the mind to the exclusion of other thoughts. 
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THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL,
A COMPILATION OF TUR LRC- 

¿I idres gives by the Spirit Band through the me« 
diumBhipof Mrs. Magdalena Kline. This volume con« lists of a Berles of lectures, messages and poems, i 
written ?nd delivered In public through the mental or« --'I 
ganlsm of Mrs. Magdalena Kljne, a trance, clalrvoy- I 
ant and inspirational medium. Their tone Is excellent I 
and their spirit good; and even though one may find 
some ideas that differ from those be list held, yet he 
will find much to please, benefit and fF.Ujuct. Thft 
reverence with which Jesus io mentioned will please 
many, although the Ideas advanced concerning Jesus 
and Christianity are not after the orthodox standard. 
The book contains 488 'arge pages, and will he sent 
postpak tor $L60. For sale at thia office. j

/. THE

PAPPUS PLANETARIUM,
WITH EPHEMERIS.

This Planetarium Is not only the latest, but thebesti 
most simple and complete arrangement for showing 
In a practical manner the dally position of all the 
Planets and Moon. Any child who con read figures 
can adjust the Planets In their proper places for any 
day in the year (same being movable when desired). 
Every man with a family should have one, thus en- 
abllng his children u> become familiar with the mag- 
nllude, grandeur and sublime majesty of the many 
worlds around uh, while older people will bo deeply 
interested In their occult or philosophical meanings. 
The Planetarium gives tho diameter of tho Sun, the 
Planetsand the Moon, also their mean dlstnnocBfrom 
the Sun, their velocity lu orbit, and tbelr elderialpe« 
Hod in days. We have two styles—ono Satin, the I
other Cloth; size, Uxl8; handsomely mounted and I
framed; the planets are made of tin, with enameled 
faces, I

Every member of the Temple of the Magi should 
have this Planetarium. I

Prices With Ephemeris: I
SATIN - 
CLOTH $2,00 each, -
Will be sent to any address on receipt of price and 

25 cents for express charges. Address The PbO- 
grbssive Tuinkeh. 40 Looinis Street. Chicago, HL :

VOLTAIBE'SJOMANCES.
4 New Edition, Profusely Illustrated, I

“I ch°°Be that n story should be founded on prob- 
Rbi tty. and not always resemble a dream. I desire to 
find nothing In It trivial or extravagant; and I desire 
above ail, that under the appearances of fable, there 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to the discern« 
Ing eye, though 't escape the observation of the 
vulgar.”—Voltaire. • ’

.. CMfnnrr»! "Tho White Bull - a Satirical Bomucaf 
Zadlg, or hate, an Oriental History; “The Sage and 

the Atheist;” “The Princess of Babylon;” ••Tire Man- ' 
of Forty Crowns“The Huron, or Pupil of . Nature:" . 
“Micromegas.” a Satire on Mankind; ^The 'World u 
it Goes;’’ “The Black and the White;” “Motnilon, the 
Philosopher;” “Andre Des Touches at SlamiV’Bab«

«J.he BlHdZ Nature;” “A Conv&ation 
With a Chinese;” ^Plato's Dream;” “A Pleasure in 
Having no Pleasure;” "An Adventure lnJndl»;w

¿,®ftnn°t and Colin;“ “Travois of Scarmentado;** • I 
• The Good Brahmin;“ “The Two Comforters;” “An« 
cient Faith and Fable.” •

One volume, post 8vo, 480 pages, with portrait and 8J I 
illustrations. Extra vellum cloth, $1.50; postage. 1 
15 cents. ■ |

“Voltaire’s satire was keen and flne-pointcd as a I 
rai ft; —MoKailnc of Am. History. I

A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing.* I
—Boston Commonwealth. I

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.
DY LOIS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS I 

JD n novel written with a purpose, and that? I 
purpose io not znerelr to enable an unthinking, idle I 
mind to while away the time In a state of idle blessed« I 
nesa, devoid of earnest thought or care for cither I 
lelf-lmprovemcnt or the good of humanity. It 1b ft I 
book designed especially, primarily, for mothers and I 
those who are to be mothers; a ad secondly, through I 
the mothers, to effect the well-being and happiness of I 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view the I 
result upon the child of proper surroundings and influ- I 
ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity« I 
Incidentally the author touches upon various tlilngi . I 
In modern social and business life, which are unjust, I 
and flx unequal burdens upon the Individuals compos« I 
Ing society as a whole. The book Is trenchant. Instruc« . I 
tlvfe and very interesting, even when regarded merely I 
M a novel, and Is especially commended to “women I 
everywhere,” to whom It is dedicated. It also thor*  I 
oughly Bbowe up the Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic I 
Church; advanced Ideas relating to the Spirltml Phil« . I 
P8opby are introduced It contains a fine Ukaacss of I 
the author. It contains 345 pages, neatly bound in I 
<Joth. Price by mail, prepaid, I

HISTORY OfTtHARAEL 
¿IFE IK THE STONE AGE. THS I 

history of Atbsnel, Chief Priest ot a Band Ct Ak I 
Aryans. This pamphlet, conUlnlig 91 pages, waa writ I 
ten through the mediumship of U. G. Figlcy, and Ib ti>• I
tensely Interesting. Trice 80 casta. For sale atthM I 
a3Jce. I

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.~
Or, an Inquiry as to trhetber Modern Spiritualism I 

and other Great Reforms come from Hie Satanlo I 
Majesty and His Subordinates In the Kingdom of I 
Darkness. «Inages. By Moses Hull. Price, 15 cents. I 
For 'ale at this office. I

SEERS OF THE AGES. I 
Embracing Spiritualism, 'art and present By J. I 

M. Peebles, M. D. An encydopieffla of laterestlng I Md Instructive tacts. Price WHO. > I
Romanism and the Republic, I 

By Bev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. Every patriot I 
should read IL Price $1.00. _■ -'I

The Science of Spirit Return, I 
By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 cents. 1 I

’ THE RELATION ~ I
Ot thoSpiritual to tho Material Universe! and the ■ ■ ■ 
Law ot Control. New edition, enlarged and revised. ' B 
byM<Faraday. Price 15 cents. ■

HEALTH ANO FO^EH/ l
Ahndbook ot Cun «nd Human UpbatMtng by tkt ■■' -! 

■Hot MV, refined and powerful methode nt natim i 
By E. D. Babbitt, IL D. author ot “PrlncipM «---.il 
Utbt .t¿dColor;’ ‘Thnowphy ot Cura,*  <6. Wot- qulbl -iBdColor," “Fhnwopby of Cere 

I iM^V^UMfesLlScM___
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’further notice, at the following terms, Invariably In 
advance:
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CMJBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
. As there are thousands who will at first venture 
Only twenty-five cents forTHEpKOGiiEsstvE Thinkeb 
thirteen weeks, wo would suggest to those who receive 

sample copy, to solicit beverul others to unite with 
hum, and thus be able to remit from ti co $ 10, or even 

Jnore than the Utter sum A Urge number of little 
-Imounts will make a largo bum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor and usefulness. The same pug*  
ffestlou will apply lu all cases of renewal of subscrip
tions—solicit others to aid in tho good work. You will 
experience uodldlcuHy whatever in inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for TjikProgubssiv« Thinkkb, 
for uot one of them can afford to bo without the value*  
ble information Imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 35 Cents.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

gheyou for 25 cents? Just pause and think for a mo
ment what an Intellectual feast that small investment 
Will furnish you. The subscription price of The Pao- 
enxssivE TaiKKEK thirteen weeks Is only twenty-five 
cental For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, aoul-clevaUng and 
mlud-refrorililug reading matter, equivalent to a medb 
um-slzed book!

TAKE NOTICE!
fy At explrattou of subscription, if not renewed, 

the paper is discontinued Ko bills will bo sent for ex*  
tra numbers.

Ip" If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to ub, and errors lu address will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.

• PT Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
Changed, always give the address of the place tn which 
It Is then sent, or tho change cannot be made.

RÉVÉLATIONS OF NATURE.

Nature has written her own history 
for those who are able to read her reve
lations. Man has only to translate It 
into human language. The upheaval 
of mountain chains, stretching along 
vast continents, by which the rocky 
crust of the earth was ruptured aud ex
posed edgewise along the surface, en
ables the student to examine the prim
itive and later formations with as much 
ease and accuracy as though he were to 
discern scores of miles into the bowels 
of the earth in undisturbed localities. 
The horizontal lines of stratification 
.were made vertical by the upheaval.

Great islands iii the ocean, distant 
from continents, ¡separated from each 
other by thousands of miles, with sim
ilar fauna and flora, each peopled by 
the same race with habits and language 
in many respects alike, suggest that the 
time has been when all thé intermedi
ate planes, now beds of the ocean, were 
once continents; that the present inhab- 
Rants are descendants of the ancient in
habitants of that continent, a few of 
whom escaped the general cataclysm 
by flight to the uplands and mountain 
summits.

The recent account in these columns 
of gigantic statuary, and architectural 
remains, found on Easter and Dawson 
Islands, in the Pacific, may be aug
mented with similar discoveries in the 
Ladrone Islands, made by Commodore 
Anson, In his celebrated voyage around 
the world, 1640-43, and described in his 
official report, which, subsequently, has 
been published In book form. His ac
count of those Cyclopean ruins Is full of 
interest now those islands have become 
American possessions, and we appre
hend we snail goon have g more de
tailed account of them. Commodore

PEACEFUL PRIMITIVE CHINESE.
The ability to do without government 

or law, which the Eskimos actually 
prove themselves to possess, was 
matched in the legendary China of Lao- 
Tsee, wherein men were good without 
regard to law, and whence seem to 
have come down to historic times, 
étrangelj’ democratic or rather nihilist
ic ideas, which have found expression 
in sayings of the great sage like these:

“He who rules ruins.”
“The more regulations, the worse off 

tlie people.”
“The more show of penalties the more 

rogues; therefore the wise man says, ’I 
.will be quiet and the people will have a 
chance to Improve themselves.’ ”

“Over-legislation increases crime.”
“If the government is meddling, there 

Will be constant law-breaking. ”
That China has been able to so far 

keep the peace within lier borders as to 
have enabled a population of four hun-

ps’ dred millions to come into being and 
Ç subsist there, is good proof that her 

: people are like the Eskimos, though in 
a less degree, it is true, averse to war.

> ♦ ♦ ♦ The necessity of repelling Inva- 
% slon by neighboring peoples of fero

cious dispositions and sometimes of ab
i*.  sorbing them, must needs In some de

gree have assimilated the Chinese heart 
? to that of the Christian West.*  * * » 
, The farther back into the past tlie ex

istence of such peaceable dispositions 
!•. can be traced the more creditable it is 

to the qriglual stock whence the Chi
nese 
close 
them 
hood 
both.

have descended, and the more 
the resemblance grows between 
and the Eskimos, and the likell- 
that that stock was the root of
—‘‘Yoga, or Transformation,” by

.William J. Flagg, 1898.
The author believes that the Eskimos 

are descended from the cave-dwellers, 
once spreatl widely over the temperate 
zone, but afterwards driven from it by 
warlike tribes multiplying upon their 
borders.

Anson said they resembled the mag
nificent ruins in the Grecian Archipel
ago, which have been tho wonder of 
modern science. -

All the groups of Islands, like the 
Philippines, the Carolines, and the La
drones, stretch away 1..' chains, like 
mountain elevations, before the present 
order of things was established, and 
lead to the Irresistible conclusion that 
they were once such In fact.

Because of the oscillations of the 
earth tbe sea Invades countries, as is 
now the case in Holland and tbe Neth
erlands, aud the inundation of large re
gions Is only prevented by dikes which 
wall out the sea. Other regions are 
drained, leaving cities, once busy marts 
of commerce, far Inland. The story of 
I’tizzuoll, an Italian city on the Mediter
ranean, some one hundred miles south 
of Rome, is an interesting one in this 
connection. Some time before the com
mencement of the Christian era, a mag
nificent temple, patterned after the 
Seraphim at Alexandria, was erected 
and dedicated to the worship of Sera- 
pis. It disappeared, historians making 
no note of the event. Centuries passed, 
till 1749, when massive columns were 
found protruding from the earth aud 
mud along the sea Une. Excavations 
were made, tbe ruins of the temple 
were fully restored, and iuscriptlons 
were found revealing Its character. 
Water-worn columns showed the sea 
had been 17 feet higher than it was 
when discovered. Now, unfortunately, 
the sea Is again rising, and at last ad
vices in our possession, tbe floor, which 
was dry in 1807, is now several feet be
low the water Une. A curious incident, 
while covered by the sea, holes to a 
considerable depth were bored in the 
marble and quartz columns by a species 
of perforating bivalve. ,

We may bo excused a brief digression 
by stating that the worshipers of Sera- 
pis appropriated to his honor the heal
ing virtues of the god Eseulapius, and 
that hot baths were employed as nnx- 
iliary aids to the curative qualities of 
this imported Egyptian god.

An agnostic at the grave. '
Dr. Oroffut, of'Washington, during a 

discourse, at the burial of John M. 
Groh, of Hagerstown, Md., quite re
cently, reported in the Truth Seeker, de
fined the views of himself, aud, prob
ably many of his Liberal friends, in 
words following:

“We do not say there is no God. 
Somewhere in the untraveled spaces of 
the universe, somewhere in the track
less, limitless meadows of the stars, 
there may be a God whose heart is the 
home of love, whose messenger is the 
inoriiing light, whose abundant wealth 
is happiness,, whose' dreams are bene
factions, whose thoughts are galaxies 
oj> sentient worlds; aud we will give 
such a God appropriate recognition 
wueu we iiiid him. But it is lucouceiv*  
able that we can do anything for such 
a being if be exists. He must be 
wholly unconditioned and unrelated. 
Our praises cannot.do him any good, or 
our curses any harm. A man can help 
or harm his parents, his brothers and 
sisters,_ his wife, his neighbors, his 
friend, but he cannot help or harm such 
a sublimated being as our' Christian 
friends Imagine they can form a concep
tion of.

“Shall we meet again? Yes, as the 
sun, and the rains, aud the winds meet 
in their plastic fashioning of the uni
versal magna of Nature’s laboratory, 
les, we shall meet again in the vast 
crucible of transmutation. Two or 
three generations hence we here pre
sent to-day will all be in the great al
embic together, seething, effervescing 
once more toward some form of life. 
The molecules that make up these 
forms and faces of ours will meet 
among the blossoms on the boundless 
prairie, we shall meet in the soughing 
of the summer shower, we shall meet 
among the coral constellations of the 
fathomless deep, we shall meet in the 
pathless forest, In the Iris of the cloud, 
in the thrilling cystal of the mine. 
Probably we shall be unconscious of 
proximity, but we know now that what 
we lose other Intelligences will acquire, 
and that we shall be, wherever our dust 
falls, the agencies of growth and de
velopment among those who come after 
us. Through decay to evolution and vi
tality—that seems to be the common lot of all.”

in answer to the query, “What Is 
Life?” Dr. O. had said: “The nearest we 
can come to defining it is to say, it is 
one of the forces of Nature, never per
ishing because nothing can perish, but 
is capable of infinite and endless trans
mutation. Spiritualists accept this in
terpretation of life. It cannot perish, 
but Is subject to transmutation. To
day it is mortal, to-morrow immortal. 
Other changes may await the spirit? 
but destruction, never.

PRETENSE VS. PRACTICE.
Our good brother, W. H. Burr, Esq., 

of Washington, for many years short
hand reporter of Congressional proceed
ings, and now a generous contributor to 
the Liberal press, always with some
thing to say, and always saying it well, 
furnishes us the following, which may 
well Illustrate the service the chaplains 
of an army render during a battle:

Grant Thorburn, a Scotch Presbyte
rian, was notorious for traducing and 
libeling Thomas Paine, after whose 
death he had to make a humble retrac
tion of a libel against Mme. Bonneville, 
Paine’s legatee. Thorburn visited Scot
land. On the return voyage a mutiny 
occurred. The captain called on the 
passengers for help to quell it. Thor
burn was a very little man. He turned 
to a burly Scotchman and said: “You go 
below and help the Captain, while I go 
into the cabin and pray.” The mutiny 
was quelled, and on the arrival of the 
ship at New York it was announced 
that tbe honor of quelling It was due to 
Grant Thorburn.

f.
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. A VACILLATING GOD.
“And it repented the Lord that he had 

made man on the earth, and it grieved 
him at bls heart.”—Gen. 6:6.

“Aud the Lord repented of tbe evil 
which he had thought to do unto his 
people.—Ex. ,32:14.
. “It repented the Lord because of their 
groaning«.—Judges 2:18.

“The Lord repented that he had made 
Saul king.”—I. Sam., 15:35.

And thus throughout tbe Bible in nu
merous places are we taught the Lord 
repents of his doings.

■ “If that nation against whom I have 
pronounced, turn from their evil, I will 
repent; of the evil I thought to do unto 
thenfi. ..If they do evil in my sight, 
that it obey not my voice, then I will 
repent of the good wherewith I said I 
would benefit them.”—Jeremiah 18:8,10.

To'Wpent is to feel pain, sorrow, or 
regret,''for what one has done, or has 
omitted to do, or dissatlsftction with 
something which has occurred. It is 
evidence of vacillating mind, character
istic of weakness. Churchmen tell us 
every word In the Bible is inspired of 
God, and that only Infidels reject any 
portion of the Divine word. Quote the 
above passages and their like to them, 
and “tlie Lord did not mean what he 
says.” Then they enter into a long dis-
quisition telling what God really meant. 

■ - Thus the book Is God's revelation, pro- 
l Tided we accept the priestly interpreta

tion, otherwise not.
' Human jurists have made wonderful 

i . discoveries as to the implied powers of 
s. the federal Constitution, and there are

• many conflicting decisions In conse- 
|. quence; but an inerrant Bible, every 
. - word of which was inspired by infinite 
, - wisdom, ought to be faultless, and not 
, in need of priestly trimming to make 

i '■ it teach good sense.

t r
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THE RELIGIOUS NOVEL.
< Critics who have given special atten
tion to the subject, say the religious 
novel—those distributed among ad
vanced Sunday-school scholars on “the 
Lord's day,” and received into godly 
homes for Sunday . reading, carrying 
with them an Influence for evil hardly 
equalled by the French novel, but wel
comed by their readers as authority 
little short of divine revelation, abound
ing in gross coloring and misrepresenta
tions of real life, revealing shameless 
hypocrisy with gaudy shadings, and 
“suggestive” literature, the delight of 
magdalencs, is absolutely demoralizing 
the public mind to an extent never ap
proached by ordinary works of fiction.

$7 One of those critics, referring to the 
t: readers of this pious literature, says: 
J- “They relish immensely passages 
f .which can scarcely be called “doubt- 
L'ful," because, unfortunately, there can 
P be no possible doubt about their mean- 
p-ing, Strongly colored descriptions of il- 
fellclt lore-making, lengthy music-hall 
Bl episodes in which the sensuality Is 
L; scarcely veiled—these are, it seems, to 
£ be the Inseparable accompaniments of 
p.-the ‘‘religious novel, and, under the pre- 
gAense of attacking vice, its writers con- 
55trive to minister to tho vicious appetite

less fully than does the frankest of 
Krench realists.’’

ONE DOLLAR FOR A BABY’S LIFE.
In the civilized state of New Jersey, 

says the Chicago Journal, a former cor
poration lawyer, sitting upon the bench 
of the Supreme Court, is said to have 
ruled that a child’s life is worth $1. 
That is the sum total of damages Jus
tice William S. Gummere is said to be 
willing to award to a man whose five- 
year-old child was killed by one of the 
cars of the Jersey City Consolidated 
Traction Company.

Tbe rule has shocked and horrified the 
people of New Jersey. They feel the 
shame of such an inhuman doctrine as 
a great public disgrace. And yet, in a 
measure, they and their representatives 
have brought it on themselves. For 
years the laws of New Jersey have 
been more favorable to the formation of 
monopolies and trusts than those of any 
other state. New Jersey has acquired 
unenviable notoriety as tbe home of the 
trust, aud it has been generally recog
nized that combinations of capital 
whose form and purpose would make 
them outlaws elsewhere could find a 
legal status aud legal protection in 
New Jersey, while they carried on their 
questionable enterprises in states that 
had denied them existence.

Fostering monopolies whose sole pur
pose was gain, whose sole test of hu
man life was what it could be made to 
produce in dollars and cents, the people 
of New Jersey contemplate with shame 
to-day a Supreme court justice who 
computes the value of a child’s life on 
a mercenary basis, aud Is said to find it 
worth from 6 cents to a dollar.

It is a terrible lesson to the people of 
New Jersey. It Is a terrible lesson to 
the rest of the country. •

It is the lesson of soulless, organized 
greed, and of what comes of Its encour
agement and protection.

Justice Gummere says:
“Children are an expense, as a rule, 

and not a pecuniary benefit to their pa
rents.”

If that is true, and if money Is the 
great consideration, after all, as this 
humane judge seems to have assumed, 
isn’t a dollar a trifle high for a baby’s 
life? Shouldn’t the parents hate its 
first breath in the world, execrate it 
while it lived, and rejoice when the jug
gernaut of some thieving street railway 
company crushed the life out of the lit
tle limbs and body? Should a mother 
clasp ber child in her arms tn trans
ports of love and gratitude, or treat It 
as an evil thing and pray for It to die?

Out upon such a doctrine of law or 
morals or business! It would destroy 
the home, kill every affection, pollute 
the deepest wells of human love and joy 
and hope with the poison of mammon
worship. It would make every child 
born into the world an outcast and hu
manity a curse to itself and the earth it 
incumbered. No state that holds such 
a principle deserves to live. No people 
that would hold such infamous opinions 
could hope to escape destruction.

Yet if laws are to be made and 
courts dominated by the Interests that 
appraise babies at a dollar apiece, we 
may expect just such doctrines to be 
published from the highest places in tbe 
land and sanctioned by what should be 
the most sacred tribunals.

DOUBTLESS THUE.
Edward Clodd, Fellow of the Royal 

Astronomical Society Of London, the 
prolific scientific writer, and author of 
numerous learned volumes, in an ad
dress before the Folk-Lore Society, of
which he 
ramentai 
churches, 
barbarian 
become a 
ture.”

is president, said: “The sac- 
rite performed in the

is a distinct survival of the 
idea of eating a god so as to 
partaker of his divine na-

The habit of eating the flesh of ani
mals they would imitate In strength or 
prowess is an inheritance from our sav
age ancestors. They who bad killed a 
valorous enemy, ate his heart to get his 
courage. Bull-fighters and hunters ate 
bull’s flesh to give them coolness and 
bravery. It was only another step in 
the same direction, the eating of a God, 
and the drinking of his blood. And as 
there were not God’s enough on which 
all could feast, transubstantiatlon was 
devised to supply the want

A SENSIBLE JOURNALIST.
Thatpopularand conservative journal, 

the New York Evening Post, takes se
rious exceptions to President McKin
ley’s late proclamation, ordering a day 
of thanksgiving and prayer to God be
cause of our victories over Spain. The 
editor justly says: -

“There has never been anything more 
than an unequal combat of which the 
event could be in doubt. Therefore, no 
victory, no series of victories, can come 
as a great deliverance. As leading to 
the peace which we all desire we re
joice in them, but our fervent thanks
givings will rise to heaven only when 
peace actually comes. And to tbe real
ly devout mind there is something 
shocklngJn this particular arguing that 
the divine favor is ours because we 
have crushed a feeble enemy. True 
reverence does not thus press the de
tails of slaughter ns a reason ter praise 
of the Highest.”

AN AGNOSTIC'S CREED.
Col. Ingersoll has formulated a creed 

to which few of us will take exceptions. 
It is brief and pointed.

“Happiness is the only good.
“The place to be happy is here.
’The time to be happy is now.
"The way to be happy is to make oth

ers happy.”
Spiritualists cannot object to this 

creed, for “here” and “now” are con
vertible terms, eternal In their effects, 
and we all aspire to happiness, believ
ing it the universal and abiding good.

A PREACHER’S SIMILE.
A student asked the president of 

Oberlin college if he could not take a 
shorter course than that prescribed by 
the Institution. “Oh, yes,” was the re
ply, “but that depends upon what you 
want to make of yourself. When God 
wants to make an oak he takes G00 
years, but when he wants to make a 
squash he takes six months.” .

The Brotherhood of Man, and What 
Follows from It Two lectures. Ry 
Mrs. Marla M. King. Price reduced 
from 25 cents to 20 cents.

■'•«Äsr’"
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was self-evident that the conception 
the plans were out of all proportion 
anything that belonged to the past 
Spiritualism.

If the Jubilee was a failure ns
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school for the past two years. I'..,.;;., 
have mode excellent progress in their

'magnificent array of minds” for

Belvidere Seminary.
The fall term of this lustHmion will 

begin September 21. Location health
ful and beautiful. No illness in the
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A KINDLY*/  PROTEST,
Criticises Tij© Progressive 

Thinker and Mr. Walker.

I suppose there are but few of the 
subscriber’s to Thé ¡Progressive Thinker 
whose minds have not been more or 
less stirred by your editorial of criti
cism upon the recent Jubilee celebration 
at Rochester, and the (to me) unjust at
tack upon the management of the N. 
»• A. . . j ; .

'W1U you permit<me to add my protest 
to that of Mr. E. IV. Gould against the 
crjtlpismîl I do not apologize for doing 
so, knowing that your paper has ever 
been open to truth and justice, even 
though your correspondents’ opinions 
should differ from your owu.

And first, let mo say, I do not enter 
the field lu defense of the officers of the 
N. 8. A., for I feel to do so would be an 
insult to the noble work they have so 
faithfully performed. Tho record of 
the past five years, during which they 
have not only “kept the organization to
gether” as you suggest, but have also, 
by their honorable and dignified policy. 
P¡aeed the cause of Spiritualism upon a 
plane, and in a light before the world 
which it never before occupied. Such a 
policy and such a result, calling forth, 
as it has done, years of earnest, self
sacrificing, voluntary labor on their 
part, should at least protect them from 
Insult, and the people for whom they 
have so faithfully worked should care
fully see to it that no ingratitude on 
their part should imperil the ship that 
has been so nobly manned.

You take the position that the cele
bration, .of the Jubilee originated with 
and was promulgated for the glorifica
tion of the N. S. A. Ie this just? If 
my memory serves me well,-this ques
tion was discussed in all its pros and 
cons long before the N. S. A. took a 
hand in the matter—I mean by individ
uals and societies, and If in response to 
this demand the N. 8. A. at length rec
ommended it for the consideration of 
the people as a body. They were only 
doing that which was plainly their duty 
to do. If you will refer to the records 
of the National Convention held in 
Washington, yo.u will see it was 
brought before that assembly for their 
approval or other-wise, and if the move-

Important matter that ter it wo mfist 
shake to the very centre the prganlza- 

0&JWF J-8 evervthtngf Is
It anything as compared with die ¿real 
spiritual good that was gained at that 
Jubilee? That' gathering together of 
the spiritual forces, the sending forth 
of that continuous stream, not of elo
quence only, but of grand and lofty 
sentiments; that magnificent array of 
brilliant minds, all of which helped to 

| make it an event of the age. There 
was a stamp of lofty dignity in every 
word that was uttered that not only 
brought the secular-press to our feet, 
and for the first time made them anx
ious to do us justice, but also com
manded the esteem and respect of ev
ery citizen of Rochester.

I regret especially that these attacks 
have been made during the absence of 
some of the personnel of the National 
Board, thus giving them no opportunity 
to reply, it may be they themselves 
will meet the attack in tho dignity of 
silence, but it is the bounden duty of 
every true Spiritualist to show his 
colors, and defend In their absence 
those who have been so faithful to them.

As an Individual alone I do this, and 
I only trust that when the time for re
election comes, the Spiritualists of the 
country will speak with no uncertain 
sound, and that they may not retaliate 
by declining the re-nòmlnation which is 
certainly now their due.

Yours ter truth and justice, 
CAROLINE CATLIN.Chicago, Ill.

An Eminent Physician Expresses His Opinion of The Pro 

gressive Thinker.

„ '£°..tI10.Edit?r:-I have just laid down 
a late copy of that grand journal, The 
PiogressJve Thinker. I know not how 
to extol its value enough. It deserves 
a clientage of 100,000 patrons.

Hie Narrative of a Political Medium 
.7; Petersfiui'g is thrilling. It 

should be in pamphlet form, to have 
one in every Spiritualists’ library.

Nearly every number of its weekly is
sue presents to its readers some literary 
saved^at 6h°Uld be «way and

I cannot but think the paper is m-os- PXS and the up-grade? 8 P1°S 
May it continue to grow iu power and 

l»°sperity I often think of Dr. Browm 
of Rockford, Ill., as an able wheel-horse 
to help roll the weighted vehicle 

Truly yours, '
A’ S. HUDSON. M. D. Stockton, Cal.

These encouraging words Illustrate 
the appreciation of our California read
ers. Dr. Hudson is an able physician 
and author, and his words of comnjend- 
atlo| come with no uncertain sdund.

We sUoul,i have 100.000 sub
subscribers, and so we should, as The 
Progressive Thinker is large enough to 
teore than reproduce any two of the 
other dollar papers, and still have space 
left for some miscellaneous matter Be
sides, we furnish a valuable book, Art 
SuaehCbeto.‘?fr’ery year,y subs«'iption. 
sra i wi *5 the,case we cannot under- 
nnnnd we have not now the 100 - hY!ngbSWS- We WU1 ke^oL 
Snirituaik K iVe attain that «umber, 
sniritn.i ’ keep ln touch with the ^scrimionX'c?" SeUdlUg 1U your

meat was an arbitrary one on the part 
of the managers of the N. S. A., why 
were there no protests from the dele
gates present? And why, if they were 
not in sympathy, did they by their vote 
place the officers in such a position? 
Having done so, it no longer remains a 
responsibility upon the N. 6. A. alone, 
but upon the body at large.

As to the details of carrying out the 
plans, the appointment of oue man as 
sole manager is perhaps open to i) little 
criticism; but shall we condemn for one 
small, or even great mistake? It would 
perhaps have been, better had the mat
ter been left in the hands of a national 
committee, the N.,3. A. reserving to it
self the right to control the entire move
ment, for a one-man management is al
ways a mistake and invariably leads to 
failure. . ,

As a gentleman, without a doubt, Mr. 
Walker was felt to be the one who 
could successfully ,flll the place, and In 
appointing him, they of course expected 
he would call to his aid co-workers all 
over the country, and, thus secure the 
needed committee. Had this been done, 
all details would have been carefully 
attended to, the main portion of the 
work lifted from the shoulders of Mr. 
Walker and his noble sister, the actual 
position arrived at long before the time 
of celebration, plans would have been 
made in proportion to the demand, and 
the cause at large saved the present 
painful discussion. This, however, Mr. 
Walker did not do.

It was my privilege to be at the Jubi
lee, and whilst there heard these mat
ters freely discussed, and the claim fre
quently put forward that the managers 
of Onset and other large camps had 
repeatedly offered their advice, counsel 
and caution to Mr. Walker, all of which 
had been ignored by him, I should like 
to know if there was any truth in this? 
If so, then there is uo doubt whatever 
(and I say it in all kindness) where the 
responsibility must rest.

As to the assumption of the financial 
part of the programme, by Mr. Walker, 
it would be an Insult to him as a busi
ness man to suggest that be did not 
know what he was doing In making 
such a proposal. All arrangements 
were in his hands; all responses to the 
repeated demands for money were sent 
to him direct; and surely these should 
have been enough to have induced cau
tion in the matter of expenditure.

It Is very hard to criticise those for 
whom we have the most profound re
spect, but justice demands the truth, 
and certainly whilst the dignity of the 
cause was everywhere upheld, the fact

numbers ((which I do not admit) it was 
In a great measure due to the fact that 
one man was trying to do the work of 
twenty, consequently everything was 
just a little too late to serve Its purpose. 
Thus, the settlement of the railroad 
rates was driven up to the last moment 
and people grew tired of the uncertain
ty and made plans elsewhere. And, 
again, advertising was very unsatisfac
tory. With the exception of those who 
take the spiritual papers no one knew 
anything of the Jubilee. The secular 
press was silent, and the posters which 
ought to have announced the celebra
tion at least a month before, were dis
tributed the week of the meeting and 
reached Chicago the day after we had 
left for Rochester. Not a line was to 
be seen all the way,flown, and in Roch
ester itself, Mr. Woodbury hurriedly 
billed the city on the morning of the 
meeting. Was this,toe, the fault of the 
N. S. A.? , .; .7.

I cannot presume ¡upon your space to 
go over other causes" w^ich contributed 
to this failure of numbers, one of which 
was, of course, thq change of date. 
Suffice it,, however, Jo sjiy that had the 
arrangements been made only ti> meet 
the Immediate demand: (holding, per
haps, the option of ¿pother hall, in case 
of emergency) and expenses kept down 
in like ratio, even in numbers the Jubi
lee could not have_beep said to have 
been a failure; It was a grand repre
sentative gathering.Vnd'one which will 
ever be remembered in Rochester, as 
placing Spiritualism upon a different 
basis so far as public opinion is con
cerned.

I may be crude in my notions, sir, but 
so far as the money question is con
cerned I, for one, feel Mr. Walker made 
a great mistake when he did not pre
sent a financial statement to the meet
ing. I heard this severely criticized at 
the time, and in justice to Mr. Walker 
I should like to know whether there 
was any truth in the rumor that was 
everywhere current, that a good deal of 
the deficit represented compensation for 
time spent in the work of the Jubilee? 
I do not wish to be understood as ob
jecting to such compensation, for sure
ly the laborer is worthy of his hire, but 
I think it would give greater satisfac
tion if we knew what we owe the 
money for. •

So much for criticism and now the 
question comes: Is this such a fearfully

The “minds of the readers of The 
Progressive Thinker” should be stirred 
by our editorials regarding the Jubilee. 
In fact the paper would not be doing its 
duty to its patrons or tlie cause of Spir
itualism if it did not stir its readers to 
a sense of active interest in this Jubilee 
and N. 8. A. matter. It was not our 
purpose in the publication of the edito
rials referred to by this correspondent 
to palaver or mince matters in the least.

The N. 8. A. is clearly in error and 
must father its own child. That organ 
ization employed Mr. Walker to man
age the Jubilee and he has done so and 
made a financial failure, but as he gave 
uo guarantee not to make the failure, 
his salary of $2,000 is due for services, 
and in reality is part of the deficit.

We wonder not at the lamentations of 
our critics; it is a lamentable fact; it is 
a very discouraging condition for the 
N. S. A., and we know that such tbiugs 
must be avoided in the future.

The “dignity” of Spiritualism de
pends not wholly upon eloquence, nor

n? H.tnd blessl«S8. and the inspiration 
hmJmtotnr^“11nde’’S makes us see more 
more “di1’mM6 Spiritualism; St ?.lguity" Jn works than words’ 

Is a differ^nce between “the 
cfqjl/lniv'l „Ji f ■ ’ and “the™?d v of Spiritualism.” Let us not 
get confused by the difference.
or mtohtSt Ts> relatlvii t0 what might 
or might not have been said, or oc- 
recoMHwthe Jubilee outside of actual 
lecoids we cannot deal with, and leave 
to others for reply. '

We think, too, that “the laborer is 
worthy of his hire,” and Mr. Walker 
A nna1'ecel76 bIs pay from the N. 8. 
enough tn° ?°Ubt tbere are 10?al 6°uls 
ne«.E? t Wipe out the enure Indebted
ness, but we still hold that the debt be 
tangs to the N. 8. A., and not to Hs

KEEP IN STEP. 
SSS 

1 logiessive Thinker one year aud Art 
e erlve' M“glc ls P™eiiea Iv free to 
e\eiy yearly subscriber, the ”0 eent= 
only a little more than pa vlng" for the 

will iu..." th our b’reat movement, and 
! «cccssarflj’ lag in the rear. If von 

an. a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual- 
We^vouV/ffe t US "by you do uot? 
»c would like to know.

MR. WALKER’S REPORT.
We published last week the report of 

Mr. Walker. Deducting the salary he 
expected to derive from his efforts to 
organize the spiritual forces for the 
Jubilee, amounting to $2,000, the de
ficit has been reduced considerably yet 
the showing is bad. ’

Regarded in Massa' 
chusetts.

lofty altitude; furthermore Spiritualism 
established Its dignity by its truth long 
ago, and knows no low nor high; it 
touches the responsive chord of human 
life in the little hut that stands In the 
shadow of the palace; it brings sweet
ness, pure and simple, to the ignorant 
and is a power behind the sciences of 
the world. Its full “dignity” was eter
nally’ established when It became 
known ns a truth; but In its advocacy; 
in its manifestations before the world 
we as Spiritualists, organized or unor
ganized, still upon earth, must main
tain our “dignity” towards the world 
in which we live. This we cannot do 
by’ plunging into debt, as an organized 
institution, regardless of consequences. 
We are obliged to take a financial 
stand in the world of institutions if we 
succeed in gaining prestige and poular- 
ity with the classes or masses. We 
cannot ignore this Important part of our 
earth-lives in our anxiety to reach a 
higher sphere. There are human 
rights to respect In obtaining our spir
itual heights. .

Regarding Mr. Walker, we have but 
pro ise for his noble effort. Ho worked 
under the inspiration of that eloquence 
which sought expression, and was in
spired to furnish suitable means for the 
pent up volume. He simply did tho best 
he knew how, but that Inspiration led 
to an extravagance we are now called 
upon by the powers behind the move 
to pay for.

Regarding the personnel of the offi
cers of the N. 8. A., we have naught 
further to say; but still adhere to the 
principle that too long continuance in 
office encourages vanity and extrava
gance. Humanity is humanity the world 
over. It is so in politics; it Is so in re
ligion. We all have our faults and our 
temperaments, but we are still on earth, 
we must remember, and must govern 
ourselves accordingly.

It doesn’t hurt Spiritualism to “shake 
to the very center” any more than for 
our little planet to tremble at the burst
ing forth of a volcano. Neither will It 
hurt the N. S. A. part of it. Spiritual
ism has been quivering for fifty years 
in an effort to adjust itself to the world 
or rather, the world to its teachings, its 
truth, and will continue to be convulsed 
until its “magnificent array of minds,” 
and its wonderful phenomena, and the 
good effects of both overspread the 
world; but we have the sick, the poor, 
the fallen, the helpless, upon whom to 
shower our blessings, upon whom to 
lay our tender, spiritual bands. We 
have Spiritualists in the Old Ladies’
Home, tbe poor-house, etc. Are they 
beneath our “dignity,” or arc they sec
ondary to that lofty “stream” that'at its 
flood-tide submerges all contiguous 
land and sweeps along In grandeur to 
tbe sea?

lu answer to the query of the cor
respondent as to a large part Of the 
original $5,000 deficit being for serv
ices, we will state from an authentic 
source, Mr. Walker’s own figures, that 
$2,000 is the contract with the N. S. A. 
for his salary—and according to the 
time devoted and the hard work be is 
reported to have done, that may not 
be too much, but that and all other ex
penses could have been devoted to pur
poses that would have spoken louder 
than all the words for the value of Splr- 
Itualism to the world; that would have 
elevated its “dignity” in the estimation 
of the serious, matter-of-fact, benevo
lent minds of the land.

This paper stands by the intent and 
attempt of Spiritualists to raise the 
standard of Spiritualism, but the place 
to begin is at the bottom. What can 
those poor souls who need the help of 
the cause they have helped; who have 
merited a good home and its comforts, 
by the time they hhve spent in “raising 
the standard,” correctly say of us?

“If I had but a fraction of the re
sult of their extravagance to tide me 
over I would go satisfied, but they 
know me not now when I am helpless 
and Useless. Have I not earned some 
of the weal and love of this world? 
Have Spiritualists forgotten me and my 
work?” - '

These are matters that must come 
home to everyone some time in the si
lence of their reflective moments, as be
longing to Spiritualism proper; these 
are matters that talk to our souls; that 
plead through tears and groans; that 
whisper to our hearts in the thought
words of the spirit, and they remind ns 
that we are upon earth, and that these, 
our brothers and sisters, are upon 
earth and need our kind and ■“elooaent” 
words; our sympathy; pur love; our

It has been assumed that the “honor 
of Spiritualism” was at stake, and that 
disgrace to our cause would follow a 
failure to lift the heavy burden from 
the shoulders of Mr. Walker. We do 
not so view the matter. The National 
transcended the object of its existence 
and mission when it delegated to Mr. 
Walker tlie power to organize a grand 
Jubilee at Rochester, at au expense to 
each attendant outside of the citv of 
from $20 to $100. ‘

READS A LESSON OF THE JUBI
LEE FROM A PICNIC PARTY.

ofTi‘tmUWb0 cdils 1110 Ba«uer 
of Light and who is president of tlie 
National Spiritualists’ Association has 
been appealing for several
Snh’H8hrlbe CO1U111US that paper to 
funds alkils ,at large to contribute 
unds toward tlie liquidation of tlie 

debt incurred for the Rochester Jubilee 
and now lu tbe July 23d issue of that 
Papi’i' be modestly asks the same long- 
suflering Spiritualists to pay - b 
Walker two thousand dollars or 
or ills management of that same

It should be known to all that Mr 
h alker assumed the financial responsi
bility of the Jubilee. The National ac
quiesced In this without showing even 
common-place business ability. Mr. 
Walker should have been closely ques
tioned as to his financial ability to 
meet a large deficit, should It occur 
And the National should not have been 
fully satisfied with his answer; it 
should have employed a commercial 
agency to investigate his financial 
standing thoroughly. Of course such a 
critical method would have aroused 
Mr. Walker, and there would have 
been no Jubilee—something that the 
great mass of Spiritualists did not re
quire, as each one is now and has been 
in a constant state of Spiritualistic jubi
lation, and did not require to go to 
Rochester to express the same at great 
expense. A little thought and reflec
tion should have taught splrils and 
mortals that such an expensive affair 
could not be carried out successfully.

Again wo repeat that It was the re
finement of cruelty, unintentional, of 
course, to organize this Jubilee when 
we have so many homeless, aged me
diums, some of whom are In Christian 
charitable Institutions; it was in oppo
sition, too, to the practical advanced 
minds on the other side of life, who 
take this view of the matter.

Those who declare that the honor of 
Spiritualists who did not encourage or 
attend the Jubilee, Is at stake, should 
tell us where is the “honor” of the Na
tional, which allowed Mr. Walker to as
sume such a burden without even In
quiring in regard to bls business or 
financial standing, simply allowing him 
to drift. While it is praiseworthy to 
assist any one In financial distress, 
whether Mr. Walker, or any one else, 
yet the “honor” of Spiritualists in this 
Jubilee matter is not at stake. We 
sincerely hope, however, that Mr. 
Walker will be relieved of the financial 
burden resting upon him.

We have no doubt this lessou of the 
Jubilee failure will finally result In 
placing the National on a more stable 
and prosperous business basis, result
ing In great good to our cause, for Spir
itualists generally are aroused as never 
before.

Has this gentleman (who is paid a 
good salary as president of the Natlon- 
a Association and has groat influence 
in that body, and presumably was in
strumental in projecting the Jubilee; 
put down his name for a liberal dontb 
tion ? If he has I doff my cap to him in 
all honor and respect; if he has not 1 
think It is high time he did if he is a 
consistent Spiritualist. Methinks bis 
name would look remarkably well head
ing the list.

It the National Association got up the 
Jubilee, as I understand they did, why 
shouldn't they pay for it? If I should 
make

A PICNIC PARTY 
and Invite my friends, and by reckless 
extintaganco and lack of common 
sense incur a large debt for the same, 
what kind of a reputation should I ac
quire if 1 went begging the outside com
munity who had no part or lot in it 
whatever, to pay h.e bills?

But let us look this matter squarely iu 
the face and try to decide what our ob
ligations are. In the first place the Na
tional Association blundered In trying 
to have this Jubilee take place at'alt 
It was not decided by the great mass of 
Spiritualists, as the small attendance 
aud lack of interest and co-operation 
testifies; most people deeming the local 
anniversary celebrations sufficient. 
They blundered, secondly, in appointing 
Mr. Walker manager, though quite like
ly they did not realize as freely when 
they appointed him as they do now, his 
lack of Judgment and business sense. 
But should they appoint any one to that 
office whom they did not absolutely 
kuow to possess these qualities?

Thirdly, Mr. Walker blundered great
ly in conducting the Jubilee, as we ail 
know. Now, the question is this: Have 
we long-suffering, frequently-solicited 
and impecunious Spiritualists at large, 
who do not belong to the National Asso
ciation, aud had nothing to do with the 
Jubilee, to give our hard-earned dollars 
to pay the consequences of all this blun
dering, and then pay them a little more 
for their arduous labor in making these 
blunders? The gods forbid:

SPECTATOR.
Baldwinsville, Mass.

Visit of Mr.E.W. Wallis and 
Mrs. M. H. Wallis to 

America.

To the Editor:—In a few days after 
this letter reaches you, Mr. E. W. Wal
lis. the able and esteemed editor of The 
Two Worlds, accompanied by his de
voted wife, will have left England by 
the steamship Cestrian, July 30, and it 
is sincerely hoped will arrive safely on 
the American shores. Long and close 
application to work, especially in the 
case of Mr. Wallis, has rendered a 
change and rest absolutely necessary 
for a considerable time.

At the ordinary monthly meeting of 
the directors of The Two Worlds, held 
a week ago, the unanimous felicitations 
of the directors present were accorded 
to Mr. and Mrs. Wallis, and through 
them they desired to extend their 
heartiest good wishes to their American 
co-workers, and at the same time com
mended Mr. and Mrs. Wallis to their 
kindly sympathies and attentions, in 
the hope that they would receive a 
hearty welcome, render efficient serv
ice to the cause, and in due time return 
to their native country renewed in 
health and vigor, with a more extended 
knowledge as the result of their trav
els; fitted in all respects to re-commence 
at home the noble work of human ele
vation and redemption, which is so dear 
to their hearts and lives.

PETER LEE, 
Acting Editor The Two Worlds.

Rochdale, England. .
“Religion as Revealed by the Mate 

rial and Spiritual Universe. By E. D 
Babbitt, M. D., LL.D.” A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist One of the very best 
books on the subject Pricey reduced 
to 51, cloth; paper, 50 cents. For sale 
at this office. • ■

studies, and iu the art of self govern
ment. Terms moderate. For circulars 
address the principal. Helle Bush.

References—Mrs. Loe ]•'. Prior. Atlan
ti!. Ga.; Mrs. W. P. Williams. Salem, 
Ore.; Joseph H. Wilson, Esq.. Belvidere^ 
N. J.; Mrs. J. C. Jackson, Chicago Ill ’ 
Catherine J. Musson. Philadelphia, Pa'; 
Dr. Arthur B. Ewell. 312 West 14th 
street, New York City: Editors of Ban
ner of Light and Progressive Thinker.

KEEP IN TOUCH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement. Y’ou can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week. 
The paper one year and Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, is el
egantly bound in cloth and nicelv 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your li
brary.

“After Her Death. ’The. Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whittag. n0 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth A 
book ter the higher life. For sale at 
this office; Price, cloth, $L -

“Social Upbuilding, Including uo-op. 
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
tho last part of Human Culture and 
c.nF?-. Paper cover. R5 cents. For sale ' 
at this office. -

"Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrine.” By Edward Gibbons. This 
Is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in ' 
■>vecv detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price.
25 cents. For sale at this office.
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MAY F. AYRES, 
Secretary.

Delphos, Kansas.
Commences August 5, closes on 

22d. M. Blanchard, secretary.
Catalpa Park, ]ào.

Watch the Number on the Yellow 
Tag.

the number of weeks you are yet to 
receive the paper. Like the following

’-¡Nature Cure." By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa O. Conger. ExceUent for every 
family. Cloth, $L50. .

The Niantlc Cajnp-meeting com
mences June 24, and continues_ 111
September 8, Inclùsive. Excursion

Mediumship. A chapter of Experi
ences. By Mrs. Marla M. King., price I 
10 cents. I

»The Religion of Huriianlty, a Philos
ophy of. Life.” By J. Leon Benwell 
An interesting and thoughtful pamph
let Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office. .

Cassadaga Camp. N. Y.
This favorite place of resort opens 

July 15 aud closes August 28.
Freeville Camp, N. Y.

This camp opens July 80, and closes 
August 14.

Onset Bay Camp, Mass.
Onset Bay (Mass.) Gamp-meeting 

Commences July 3, and continues to 
JSeptember 4.

Niantic Camp. Ct.

Young People’s Spiritualist Union
First annual convention of the na

tional body of the Young People’s Spir
itualist Union will be held at Lily Dale, 
N. Y., on the grounds of the Cassadaga 
Camp-meeting Association, August 0, 
10, 12, 1808. President, I, O. C. Evans, 
Washington, D. C.; secretary, Miss 
Anna M. Steinberg, Washington, D. O.

tickets to Niantic can be obtained at all 
stations on the New London Northern 
railroad at little more than half fare.
Lookout Mountain Camp, Tenn.

Lookout Mountain Camp-meeting of 
Spiritualists begins July 10, and con
tinues during the month. Stockholders 
or their proxies are desired July 12. 
'All are invited. Jerry Robinson, pres
ident.

Lake Sunapee Camp, N. H.
The nineteenth annual Lake Sunapee 

Spiritualist Camp-meeting will be held 
at Blodgett’s Landing, N. H., for five 
weeks, commencing Sunday, July 24, 
and ending Sunday, August 28, 1898.

Marshalltown Camp, la.
Commences Sunday, August 28, and 

closes Sunday, September 18. For fur
ther information address Miss L. P. 
Beeson, Albion, Iowa.

Mesick Camp, Mich.
Mesick (Mich.) Camp-meeting will 

open July 31, 1898, closing August 14. 
For particulars address Jacob Bullian, 
Mesick, Wexford Co., Mich.

New Era Camp, Oregon.
Commences July 2, and closes July 

25. Circulars will be sent to all who 
apply to Walter P. Williams, Salem, 
Ore., who is the corresponding secre
tary. .

Ottawa Camp, Kansas.
The Leavenworth County Spiritualist 

'Association will hold a camp-meeting 
commencing July 27 and closing Aug. 2. 
T, C. Deuel, president; Mrs. Emerick, 
secretary, Wallula, Kan.

Topeka Camp, Kansas.
Commences Septemlrer 11 and contin

uing until the 25th. T. P, Kelley, Sec
retary, 211 E. Fourth St., Topeka, Kan.

Grand Ledge Camp, Mieb.
Grand Ledge Spiritualists’ Camp will 

open July 31, and close August 28, in
clusive. Mrs. Geo. Sheets, secretary 
pro tern.

Mt. Pleasant Park Camp, la.
Commences Sunday, July 31, and 

closes Sunday, August 28. For full in
formation address Martin H. McGrath, 
secretary, at Fulton, Ill.

Lake Brady Camp, O.
Opens July 10, and closes September 

4. D. A. Herrick will preside as chair
man during the session.
Southern Cassadaga Camp, Fla.

The Southern Cassadaga Camp meet
ing commences tile first Sunday In Feb
ruary, 1809, and continues four weeks. 
For Information write to the corre
sponding secretary, Emma J. Huff, Lily 
Dale, N. Y.

Mantua Station Camp, O.
Commences July 17 and closes Aug. 

22. D. M. King, president.
Ashley Camp, O.

National Spiritual and Religious 
Camp Association, Wooley Park. Com
mences August 21 and closes Septem
ber 11. II. Baxter, president; W. F. 
Randolph, secretary.

Bankson Lake Camp, Mich. ”
Bankson Lake Camp-meeting, at 

Lawton, Mich., commences July 23 and 
ends August 14.

Vicksburg Camp, Mich,
The Vicksburg camp, at Fraser’s 

Grove, opens August 5, and closes Au
gust 28. Programmes will be sent to 
anyone addressing Jeanette Fraser, 
[Vicksburg, Mich.

Island Lake Camp, Mich.
Fourth annual camp-meeting of the 

Island Lake Camp Association, Island 
Lake , Mich., beginning July 1, and end
ing August 31 1898.

Lakeside Park Camp, Mo.
Lakeside Park, Jasper county, Mo.,

commencing September 10 and closing 
September m. B. G. Sweet, president, 
Empire City ,Kans. '

Chesterfield Camp, Ind.
Chesterfield Camp-meeting will begin 

July 21 and close August 21, 1898. For 
programmes address Flora Hardin,' 
eeeretary, Anderson, Ind. President, 
ß. W. Parkinson, Yorktown, Ind,

Haslett Park Camp, Mich.
Opens July 31, closes August 28. For 

Information and programmes, address 
L D. Richmond, Secretary, St Johns, 
Mich. ’

Harmony Grove Camp, CaL
The Harmony Grove Camp will open 

nt Escondido, San Diego, county, Cal., 
Sunday, August 14, closing Sunday. Au
gust 28.
'.For further particulars, enclose 
Stamp and address the corresponding '■ 
eecretnry, Miss Mary Nulton, Escon
dido, Cal.

Lake Pleasant, Mass. 1
Lake Pleasant Camp opens July 31, 1 

qibd closes August 29. Albert P. Blinn, : 
secretary. • . ।
Woolley’s Summerland ¿each, O !

The camp-meeting at Woolley's Sum- I 
irierknd Beach commences the first 
Bunday in August and continues two i 
Greeks. Near Millersport, O., 30 miles i 
east of Columbus, 8. L .Woolley, pres- I 
Ident. • . . .

Catalpa Park Camp-meeting, at Lib
eral, Mo„ commences August 20, and 
closes September 20. Mrs. Alice Wal
ser, secretary.

Verona, Park, Me.
The annual camp-meeting of the Pe

nobscot Spiritual Temple Association 
will be held at Verona Park, Me., Au
gust 5 to 22.

Franklin, Nebraska.
The Northwest Kansas and South

west Nebraska Spiritualist camp-meet
ing will open August 25 aud elose Sep
tember 12, at the Rose grove, Franklin, 
Nebraska. For particulars address the 
secretary, D. L. Haines, Franklin, Neb., 
box 27. •

Brainard, Iowa.
The 31st annual meeting of Fayette 

county, la., Spiritualist Association, 
will be held August 12, 13 and 14, one 
mile southeast of Brainard, and one- 
half mile west of Oak Grove school
house, on the farm of L. W. Reed.

Etna, Maine.
Camp will open August 20 aud close 

September 4. For particulars address 
H. B. Emery, secretary, Glenburn, Me.

Dallas. Texas.
Texas is to have a camp-meeting, at 

Dallas, September 10 to 20. D. G. 
Hinckley, 503 S. Central avenue, Dallas, 
secretary.

The Bangs Sisters.
The Bangs Sisters are now sojourn

ing at Lily Dale, where they are meet
ing with unparalleled success in the 
line of spirit art productions, Independ
ent slate-writings and seances of psy
chical phenomena In the light. They 
solicit the most rigid Investigators who 
are earnestly seeking the truth, and as 
ever are willing to concede to any test 
condition leading to conviction that is 
not absolutely foreign to the possibility 
of results.

The portrait productions are mostly of 
departed friends and are unique and 
attractively beautiful, suggesting the 
finer features of spirit forms in tlie 
world of higher spirit-life. The color of 
the hair, eyes, and the general features 
are all life-like. The work of the spirit 
Artist has a highly wrought finish of 
superior excellence which it would bo 
difficult, If not impossible, for an artist 
who deals exclusively in material ele
ments to equal.

Their more recently developed phase 
of independent writing within sealed 
envelopes is very convincing, being 
done wholly above board and in the 
broad daylight. 45g

Annual Convention.
The fifth annual convention of the 

Michigan State Spiritual Association 
will be held in, Lansing, August 16, 
1898, at 10:30 a. m. A large attend
ance of delegates is desired from the 
various local societies. The meeting 
will be held at Spiritual Temple (old 
city hall), Michigan avenue, E. Com
mittees will be in attendance to receive 
delegates at all trains and entertain-

Maple Dell Camp, O.
The tenth season of this beautiful 

spiritual summer resort is now fully on 
and bids fair for a prosperous season 
Cottages are now well filled and tents 
are in good demand by newly arriving 
campers.

The hotel is now enlarged and well 
patronized; for comfort and economy no 
better place could be found than Maple 
Dell Park. The spiritual and material 
food there is of the best.

The meetings are growing in Interest 
and the attendance larger every day.

The speakers and mediums for the 
second Sunday, July 24, were Mrs. Car
rie E. S. Twlng and Rev. A J. Weaver. 
Mr. Weaver took for his text “Civiliza
tion not the outgrowth of Christianity,” 
treating the subject in a very broad and 
comprehensive way. Mrs. Twlng, in 
the afternoon, selected for her subject, 
“Modern Spiritualism as an Emanci
pator.” Her logical discourse was 
spiced with occasional humor.

Mrs. Alfarata Jahnke, of Boston, adds 
great Interest with her readings, and is 
engaged to be at the camp the entire 
season.

Mrs. Ella Williamson, of New York, a 
teacher of singing and voice culture, 
was present, and agreeably surprised 
the friends with her highly cultured 
voice, especially the Cleveland friends, 
who remembered Mrs. W. as a member 
of the Children's Progressive Lyceum 
for many years.

Among the latest arrivals of mediums 
on the ground Is Mr. Jimerson, the 
young Seneca Indian, who Is much 
liked, and sought aftey.

The speakers on Sunday, July 31, and 
the week following were Mr. E. W.” 
Sprague and wife, of Jamestown, N.Y. 
The speakers Saturday, August 0 and 
7 will be F. D. Dunakln in the morning 
and Tudson Tuttle and. Emma Rood 
Tuttle in the afternoon, when special 
exercises will be held In honor of their 
twenty-fifth annual meeting day, on 
Sunday. .

Now that the Erle railroad is running 
special Sunday trains for fifty cents the 
round trip, the opportunity afforded 
Clevelanders is fully appreciated.

THOMAS LEES,

We are having beautiful summer 
weather here, and the" meetings, con
ferences and “thought exchange” are 
places where all who attend can go 
away aud truthfully say “it was good 
to be there.” I do not know that 1 have 
etei attended a senes of meetings, 
sometimes three sessions dally, where 
the Interest was sq well maintained as 
here at Lily Dale.

This year the camp has a number of 
Chicago mediums upon the ground, 
among whom are Bio. Will C. Hodge, 
who left us a day or so ago; Mrs. Isa 
Wilson Kayner, the Bangs Sisters, Bro. 
Swain, and the Campbell Brothers. 
Then there are many Eastern mediums 
whom we have met for the first tune- 
We are within ten miles ot the home of 
our “elder brother,” Lyman C. Howe, 
and although he is very feeble phys
ically, his voice has been raised in the 
name of humanity a number of times, 
and a week ago the angel world used 
his frail organism to give one ot the best 
efforts of Ins life. But he became so 
exhausted that be had to change dates 
with other speakers, aud has yet one 
more lecture to give in his series this 
season. He has the deep sympathy of 
every sister and brother upon the 
ground. Sister Howe, his faithful and 
loving companion, Is here with him, and 
the kindly soul-light that goes out from 
her eyes and with her gentle smile as 
she greets friend and brother, goes di
rect to the heart of the one she greets,

At the opening of the camp we had 
our lessons of truth and helpfulness 
■from tlie lips of Sister E. L, Watson, of 
California, who is among the oldest 
workers in the field. Last week, for 
three lectures, we had our kind sister, 
Mrs. Jennie B. Hagan Jackson. Her 
report of the English International Con
gress of Spiritualists, although very 
much condensed, was of great interest.

Oue evening last week the Western 
friends and mediums were pleasantly 
surprised by the presence of a plain, 
unassuming man from the West, no 
less a personage than the well-known 
medium, “Farmer Riley.” There were 
none here that knew of bls intended 
visit, aud Ins welcome was very cor
dial from those who had met him, and 
from those who had only read of him. 
All were anxious to have an opportu
nity of sitting in a circle with him, and 
at first he told them he came here for 
rest, and not for work; but he con
sented to try, and it happened that he 
ehose pur cottage in which to give 
some of his seances, all of which were 
satisfactory except one. Oue family of 
five was present at one of the first he 
gave, and the results were Indeed fine. 
The son came very strongly In good 
light, and throwing the curtains aside 
stepped out toward the circle, handing 
the slate, with a message for the 
father, direct to him. Upon another oc
casion a slate was handed out to a 
friend in the circle, aud Bro. Oscar A. 
Edgerly was Instructed to read it. I 
had charge of a lamp sitting upon the 
table, without shade or paper around It, 
and turned it up full blaze for him to 
read, when the spirit who wrote it 
parted the curtain and stood for a sec
ond or two in the full light direct in its 
face.

Last Sunday evening Mrs. Kayner 
gave the “Fire Test” in the auditorium 
to an appreciative audience, and after
ward gave some pointed psychometric 
and clairvoyant readings. She is to give 
the demonstration again on the 21st of 
August. She has also started Father 
Wilsou's old-time test seance dally, 
from 4 to 5 p. m., in which wo reach 
many people that do not feel able to 
attend all the higher priced circles. We 
have had three or four very marked 
cases for treatment, and are doing 
much good in that way.

To-day is Woman's Day for this sea
son, and the day is as fine as though 
made to order. The ladies are taking 
hold to make the day a success. Mrs. 
Mary E. Lease, the apostle for the op- ■
pressed of ull classes, has already 
spoken twice, and is to speak again this 
afternoon. But like Bro. Howq, she is 
very frail in the physical, and it has 
been a question whether she would be 
able to continue her exhaustive labor. 
But when she rises before the audience 
there is a force poured down upon her 
from the pioneers of liberty, now in 
spirit, that gives her the necessary vi
tality to carry her through her effort 
and make her words felt by every one 
who listens.

A few days ago the early worker, Dr. 
Henry Slade, came upon the grounds, 
apd has given some fine messages from 
the spirits through Independent slate
writing. Last evening Mrs. Kayner and 
myself had a sitting with him, holding 
two slates up edgewise upon the top of 
the table near a large open window, 
when we received two messages from 
our father, E. V. Wilson, in his own pe
culiar handwriting, and worded in his 
own style. We asked ourselves how 
anyone can doubt the power of the 
spirit when messages of love and in
struction are given in that way.

M«*  Moss, from New York, is holding 
mawllnllzing seances, and we hear very 
favorable reports of her work, although 
we have not attended any of her circles 
here at the camp.

Mr. and Mrs. Pettibone have the 
same cottage as last year, and are 
ready to give manifestations to con
vince the skeptic and investigator. We 
also have here upon the ground Pundit 
Lalan, and a Mrs. Harnett, who has 
spent six years in India and has gained 
practical experience of the customs and 
life of Hindu women.

At all of our meetings we have beau
tiful and soul-inspiring music from a 
trained orchestra of nine pieces

T. D. KAYNER.

Cosmopolitan University.
Among the special features of the 

camp-meeting of the M. V. S. A., at 
Clinton, Iowa, during the current 
month will be the educational program 
under the direction of the Board of Con
trol of the Cosmopolitan University, as 
follows:

Monday, August 15—Afternoon—Ad
dress of welcome, James Freeman, 
president of the camp association; an' 
nual address, J. C. F. Grumblne, presi
dent of university; Educational Ideals, 
Clarence Parke Johnson, vice-president 
of university.

Tuesday, August 18—Morning—Our 
alms and methods applied to the study 
of hygiene and physical training, Prof. 
C. E. Schlabach; Universal Literature, 
J. C. Rawlings, LL. D., Montreal, Can.

Tuesday afternoon—Vedanta Philoso- 
ihy of God, Swami Abhayananda. '

Wednesday, August 17—Morning— 
- psychology and Psychic Culture,Emma 
Nickerson Warne, study Director; Eth
ical Culture, J. C. F. Grumblne, study 
director,-

Wednesday afternoon — Philosophy 
and Science of Evolution, Clarence 
Parke Johnson, study director; Raja 
Yoga, Swami Abhayananda.

Wednesday evening—Annual univer
sity ball. ’ ' . '

LAKE BRADYS CAMP, 0
Some Account of Doings.

Though situated somewhat in- the 
uoithein part of Ohio, the population of 
Lake Brady Is greatly augmented at 
present by citizens of Pittsburg, Alle
gheny and vicinity, Notwithstanding 
the doubtful character of some manl- 
leetatlous claiming,to be of spirit ori
gin, Lake Brady is. continually demon
strating the fact that there are genuine 
phenomena,even of-aphysicalcharacter, 
to say nothing of the wonder of mental 
mediumship, thought transfer, etc.

The camp Itself is beautifully situ
ated, nestling among wooded hills, sur
rounded by fertile fields that slope to 
the edge of the beautiful lake. Nature 
herself formed the amphitheater where 
the meetings are held, a most delightful 
spot to commune with her and study 
her inner laws.

Theie are many phases of medium
ship on the grounds. Among them we 
note Mis. Anna Kopfle, of Allegheny, 
the medium who prophesied in full the 
detail» of the Manio disaster.

The Sunday meeting was well at
tended. The philosophy and phenom
ena of Spiritualism were represented by 
Mrs. Ann Thomas, of Newport, Ky., and 
Mr. Willard Hull, of Columbus, O. Mr. 
Hull’s lectures were profound and log
ical, dealing mostly with the occult 
laws of Nature, sustained by argument 
and well established phenomena.

Mrs. Thomas’ tests were nearly all 
recognized and corroborated.

On Monday a party of tweuty-flye 
drove twenty miles to visit Mantua 
Spiritual Encampment. It Is also beau
tifully situated and well sustained, 
having what Brady has not, a school of 
education for mediums.

A jubilee was given in our honor and 
we returned after a day of unalloyed 
pleasure.

The Woman's Auxiliary has just 
closed a fair which was a financial suc-
cess.

Dancing, boating, bathing and other 
amusements till in the time between 
meetings and seances.

The latest phenomena witnessed here 
by your reporter was at a seance of 
Henry Allen's. He was once known as 
the “boy medium,” but has now been 
before the public with physical mani
festations for nearly thirty years. His 
mediumship is said to have begun in 
babyhood, the parents first noticing the 
child’s cradle being rocked by invisible 
hands.

At the seance mentioned, the sitters 
formed a circle around a table upon 
which was laid an immense dulcimer 
weighing at least twenty-five pounds, 
also a guitar, bell, pad of paper and 
some pencils. The medium sat in the 
circle; the writer was permitted to hold 
him on one side while a well-known 
friend held him by the other arm. The 
people in the circle'sat with their chairs 
touching each other and hands joined. 
No one could have gotten in or out of 
the circle without disturbing some one 
or making a noise. •

After the usual preliminary singing, 
the lights having’ been extinguished, 
the big dulcimer began to play, lifted it
self from the table and sailed around 
the room. In and out of the circle, over 
the heads of the sitters it moved, some
times slowly, then with a sudden spring 
it would dart dangerously near but 
never touching our heads, it would 
strike the wall with a'bang. All sorts 
of sounds were Imitated on this singu
larly lively InstrumenV-wood sawing, 
voices from the barn, etc.

The guitar also displayed Its pecuiar 
gift of self-locomotion, capering around 
at a lively rate, both Instruments 
dancing together to their own music. 
The bells rang and the pencils wrote 
upon pads, the leaves of which tore 
themselves off and jumped into the laps 
of the sitters. Lights frequently ap
peared on the floor or floating in the air, 
sometimes outlining a shadowy form. 
Several times we distinctly saw hands 
holding these lights far above our heads 
—shadowy, ghostly hands, the fingers of 
which seemed to be formed of lights 
themselves.

During the whole of these manifesta
tions, tlie medium’s body was violently 
contorted, writhing, jerking, wrenching 
our hands until they ached, but we 
never let him go. When the lights were 
turned up nearly all of the sitters had 
received messages of some kind. Some 
of them were signed with the names of

THE Y. P._S. D„ ETC
Some Words of Explanation.

As there seems to be a mls- 
uuderstaudiug regarding the status of 
the National Children's Lyceum and 
the Y. p. s. u,, a w ord of explanation 
may be of value in placing these move
ments on their proper footing

The Young People’s Spiritualist 
Lnlon of Lily Dale was organized In 
July, 1890, aud has continued up to the 
present time, now numbering over one 
bundled members in good standing, and 
is holding daily sessions. *
a While it made no pretentions to being 
“National,' its membership! extended 
all oi er the United States and into 
Canada, aud at present it has members 
In tlie United Slates, Canada, British 
Columbia and England.

-the alm of its founders was to form 
the nucleus for a National Young Peo
ple’s Association, and it was considered 
that the Jubilee was the most likely 
place to institute such a movement on 
a National basis.

Acting on this idea a committee, con
sisting of Mis. Bach and myself, was 
appointed to present a paper to the Na
tional Spiritualist Association Conven
tion in October, 1897, asking that con, 
vention to authorize the issuance of a 
charter to a Young People’s Association 
wuleh was to bo organized at the 
Jubdee. At the same time the General 
Manager of the Jubilee was requested 
to create a department for the purpose 
of organizing such a society. He re
quested the Lily Dale Union to suggest 
a suitable young person to act as man
ager, which was done and Mr I C I 
Evans was appointed for that purposed

This communication xyill be found ou 
page 81 of the N. S. A. report for 1897, 
and the report of the committee recom
mending tlie formation of “Young Peo
ple s Associations” (not advocating any 
special association or plan) will be 
found on page 131.

In response to Mr. Evans' call, one 
hundred aud thirty-eight youug people, 
representing every section of the coun
try, became charter members of the 
movement to establish a National 
Union, and suggestions were forwarded 
to mm which were acted upon and a 
plan arranged which was duly amended 
and adopted at the Jubilee.

Ihe Union provides for several kinds 
of membership, and Its conventions are 

speaking, “delegate conven
tions. M bile it has society member
ships, it also has individual member- 
shps and each Individual member is 
entitled to a seat In the convention; a 
delegate from a society is entitled to 
represent every member of the society 
not represented In person.

Every age is represented in our mem
bership, but only those between the 
ages of sixteen and forty are eligible to 
active membership. Outside of those 
ages members are entitled to all the 
benefits of the Union but are not ijer- 
niitted to hold office or vote.

Ihe reasons for this are many, but 
the principal one Is that it is a young 
people’s association, and as such it 
should be conducted by them. We can
not see how a.society whose officers are 
from the ages of forty to sixty years of 
age, can In any way represent the

art

personal friends. The company dis
persed and the writer was about to re
tire when the medium said, “remain a 
little longer; we are going to try some 
experiments.” Your reporter and the 
gentleman who held him on the other 
side, with the medium’s wife, joined 
hands and sat in front of a curtain 
stretched across in front of a cabinet 
built as an alcove in one end of the cot
tage. We held him as before, but in full 
light; violent manifestations Immediate
ly began, hands appeared, the guitar 
was lifted high above the curtain, the 
strings thrumming a tune, but no visi
ble hand playing them. Our chairs 
were violently jerked and a chair 
placed behind the curtain was thrown 
out upon the floor. With this the man
ifestations suddenly ceased and with 
them the medium’s contortions, as he 
said “we can get nothing more.” Upon 
examination, the space behind the cur
tain was found vacant, and there was 
no aperture through which anyone 
could come or go.

mrs. m. McCaslin.

A GOOD THING.
Do you know a good thing? If so, 

then Increase the dimensions of your li
brary by subscribing for The Progress
ive Thinker one yeqr and securing Art 
Magic. Art Magic Is a' bopk of nearly 
400 pages, is eleganti^’ bound and is 
nicely printed. As prices go it is well 
worth $1.50. The Progressive Thinker 
one year and Art Mafic Is only $1.20. 
The book is practically'a gift to you, as 
the 20 cents only a liW more than pays 
for the postage or express charges. By 
securing a premium'book each year In 
connection with a y&irfy subscription to 
The Progressive Thlnkhr, you keep In 
touch with the 'Océult movement 
throughout the world.:’Tell your neigh
bor of this great offér.

Maxham’s Melodies.1 Songs Sacred 
and Secular, by A, J. Maxham, author 
of “Soul Echoes,” etc. Price 25 cents.

Lovers of spiritual song, and the fre
quenter of Onset Camp in particular, 
will welcome this addition to their rep
ertoire of sweet music. It comprises 
twenty-six sacred arid ..secular songs 
with music. Some of . the songs are by 
Ella Wheeler Wilcox. The sentiment is 
afi that could be wished, and the music 
Is In the usual line of Mr. Maxham’s de
lightful compositions. , , .

/■From Soul to Soul.? By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry wiU find gems 
of thought Inpoetic diction In this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment Price 
$1.00. For sale at this office.

younger generation of Spiritualists
The objects of the Union are to or

ganize the young people of the United 
States and Canada into a harmoniously 
working body for the purpose of mu
tual growth and development, and by 
adding our forces together accomplish 
more than we could without a united 
effort.

It is too early in the experience of the 
movement to say what it will be able 
to accomplish, it can, with the united 
efforts of Its friends, accomplish a 
great deal. With condemnations and 
unfortunate statements based upon a 
lack of knowledge of its basic prin
ciples and objects, it will doubtless go 
the way of so many Spiritualistic so
cieties.

Although it was “organized by a few 
young people at Rochester Jubilee,” it 
was not organized on an individual 
basis and has no supreme dictator, but 
is controlled by a board of directors 
representing a number of different 
States. A number of societies have 
already been organized and letters in
dicate that many other societies will be 
added to our number in the near 
future.

We do not desire to antagonize or 
draw comparisons with other societies. 
That will only result in antagonizing 
the people who might otherwise be
come interested In the Association. But 
we believe that the plan proposed by 
the Y. P. S. U. will result in great good 
and is at least as complete as the plan 
of any similar organization that has 
ever been proposed.

In conclusion, we ask the people to in
terest themselves in the society, to form 
auxiliaries, and to learn the exact 
status of the Y. P. S. U. Then, if we 
do not meet the requirements, give us 
advice that will Improve the plan.

The young people must take the 
places that are being vacated by the 
older generation, and the Union is the 
stepping stone between the Lyceum 
and the Spiritualist Society.

THE NATIONAL LYCEUM

The Premium Book of The 
Progressive Thinker.

A. M. Huffman writes from Missouri: 
“Please find $1.20 subscription for The 
Progressive Thinker and Art Magle. It 
almost seems like presumption for one 
to accept all that you offer for the 
amount I send you. Truly the angel 
world must be sustaining you in the 
grand and noble work you are doing. 
May the spirits of exalted reformers 
hold your hands aloft until the hos|s of 
superstition shall have been put to 
flight, and the banner of progress 
planted deep in the soil of truth.”

Mrs. A. P. Trousdale writes from 
New Orleans, La.: “1 enclose $1.20 for 
Art Magic and a renewal of my sub
scription for your valuable paper, which 
does not expire till some time in Octo
ber; but as I desire to read Art Magic, 
I will renew now as your offer is made 
to that effect. I must thank you for 
the many pleasures your paper brings 
me every week. It Is growing intel
lectually all the time. Many great 
pure minds contribute strengthening 
food for spiritual thought, and I trust 
the time is not distant when all minds 
will awaken to the grand truth.”

Dr. G. A. Bishop, a prominent mag
netic healer, of Chicago, writes: “It 
has given me pleasure to read Ghost 
Land and Art Magic, premium books to 
subscribers of your valuable paper; and 
while I do not endorse all that is in 
them, I most cheerfully recommend 
them as worthy a careful reading of all 
Interested In Spiritualism; for not only 
the Instructive thought they contain, 
but suggestions of other valuable 
thoughts and information all investiga
tors need.”

Description of ArtMagic.
“Art Magic” containg nearly 40Q large 

pages. It is neatly printed on first-class 
quality of paper, and bound In cloth In 
exquisite style; in fact but very few, 
books to-day are so peatly and sub
stantially gotten up, and yqt It is to be 
sent forth practically afe 4 gift. It will 
be an ornament to any center table, ana 
its contents will be peruse^ with avid' 
ity by all reflective minds, however 
much they may dissent from some of 
the opinions presented.

REMEMBER that all or
ders must he accom
panied by their requi
site amounts, viz:

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker 
One Year, $1,20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year,

It Is Enjoying a Prosperous 
Season.

has been under consideration for some 
time. Several years ago the plan of or
ganizing a National Lyceum movement 
was discussed by a number of the lead
ing Lyceum workers of the country, 
but nothing was done until the meeting 
of the N. S. A. last October. There a 
plan was discussed and an embryotic 
organization was formed merely as a 
step in the right direction and to be im
proved upon as rapidly as possible.

The plan of work embodies more than 
can be carried out at once, but in due 
time it will all materialize and the re
sult will be beneficial to the Lyceum 
movement

One of the greatest drawbacks to Ly
ceum work has been the lack of proper 
lessons and plans upon a basis that 
could be understood by the children. 
They were not interested in the tran
scendental and metaphysical questions 
proposed, and could not understand the 
polysyllabic productions of many lead
ers. They did not become Interested In 
the meetings sufficiently to desire to go 
and their parents did not think it 
amounted to enough to compel them 
to go. ■ ;

The National Lyceum proposes to 
establish a plan of work that will be in 
harmony with the teachings of Spirit 
uallsm and given to us by the Lyceum 
leaders of the different sections of the 
country. This, with a little interest lo
cally, will build up our Lyceum move
ment until It will be upon a basis'that 
is truly practical and of benefit to the 
world. .

Will you aid these movements?
W. H. BACH.

July 19, the meeting opened witli 
song, “The Fool’s Prayer,” by Mr. Max
ham. Prof. Peck read a poem, “The 
Beyond,” by Ella Wheeler Wilcox, after 
which he took for the subject- of bis 
discourse, “The Science of Immortal
ity.”

Song, “I know that sweet angels are 
whispering peace,” by Mr. Maxham. 
Benediction by Prof. Peck.

Wednesday morning there was a con
ference held at the auditorium. After
noon meeting opened with singing. 
Mrs. Juliette Yeaw, pastor of the Inde
pendent Liberal Church of Greenwich, 
Conn., delivered the address, her sub
ject for discourse being “The Enlarged 
Views of Life.”

Thursday services opened with song. 
Prof. Peck read a pathetic poem, “He 
and She,” after which he took for the 
subject of his discourse, “There are 
more things in heaven and earth, Hora
tio, than are dreamed of in your philos
ophy.” Prof. Peck explained the vari
ous phases of the phenomena of Spirit
ualism, defining the different methods 
of manifestation, their cause and result 
to which the audience listened atten
tively. Many expressed their gratifica
tion after the meeting closed at their 
good fortune in being privileged to lis
ten to so instructive a lecture. Song by 
Mr. Maxham.

In the evening Mr. Wiggin gave one 
of his most marvelous seances in the 
arcade.

Friday, Mrs. Juliette Yeaw gave the 
discourse. Saturday the auditorium

It is easy to tell when your sub
scription expires. For example, this 
number of the paper is 454, showing 
that The Progressive Thinker has been 
issued that number of weeks, You 
will find the same number on the right 
hand corner of the First Page. Now 
examine the number on the Yellow 
Tag of your paper. The difference 
between the twó numbers will show

John Smith 454 
Smithville N Y

which means that John Smith should 
renew at once to prevent his name 
being dropped from the list.

If, however, a name stands as fol
lows:

James Doe 464 
St Louis Mo

Then he is to receive ten more Pro
gressive Thinkers, the difference be
tween the present number of the 
paper and the one opposite the name.

"Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price $1. For sale at this office.

‘’Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows ” 

, By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents.
. I For sale at this office. ..

was given over to the use of the Mas
sachusetts State Association.

We hear of disastrous thunder show
ers all about us during the past few 
days, but have experienced only heavy 
fogs with occasional glimpses of the 
sun, at Onset. Sunday morning was no 
exception, still the largest audience of 
the season attended the services at the 
auditorium.

Mr. F. A.Wiggln lectured in the morn
ing from “The Phenomenal Side of 
Spiritualism as Pertaihing to Us and 
the Bible," quoting various portions of 
the Bible to sustain the different phases 
of the mediumship of to-day.

Mrs. Juliette Yeaw lectured In the af
ternoon. A band concert closed the ex
ercises of the day.

“Beautiful as a poet’s dream Is the 
fair face of dear old Onset,” so says one 
just returned who has traveled much 
since bidding good-bye In 1897. And we 
hear many expressions of like nature 
all around us. A casual observer would 
be led to think the traveler was return-, 
Ing to the home of his birth after a long 
absence, instead of a Spiritualist camp
ground whose charter was obtained but 
twenty-two short years ago, it previous
ly being but a wilderness of foliage. 
Why Is this'fondness expressed bn ev
ery hand? Is it because wholesome 
truths are taught here, that feed the 
hungry soul, or is it because of Its nat
ural attractions? We think both.

AUGUSTA FRANCES TRIPP.

«Who Are These Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 15 cent». For 
Mie at ibii office. ... <

"Principles of Light and Color." Bv 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general -«aiders and students 
of occult forces will find Instruction of 
great value and Interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid^ 
$5. It Is a-wonderful work and von 
WiU be delighted with It

“History of the Inquisition.” Every 
citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution known as the Inquisition 
The animus of Romanism against ali 
Institutions, beliefs and parties not - in 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
in these statements of veritable history 
The devilishness and murderous ma- 
llgnlty of the “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled In aU the world’s 
records of Inhuman atrocities. It Is for 
sale at this office, and wiU be mailed 
postpaid for 25 cents. ' .

“The Fountain ot Life, or The Three
fold Power of Sex.” By Lois Wais- 
brooker. One of the author’s most use
ful books. It should be read by every 
man and woman. Price 50 cents.

“The Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lois 
Walsbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied in this volume, in which qseg. 
tlons of great importance to the race nre 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad- lansed social reformer. Price 00 cents.
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MOSES HULL’S BOOKS,WRITE PLAINLY

HUDSON TUTTLE. A Llrt of His Noted Work,.

Volume I. Nicely bound Indolii, 579 iarg0, beau«, lllv nrihfprl nnouo Pnrfenlio «# _____ , . *Ç“M.flowers brought, but frequently other
articles. Birds often came. Sometimes

FROM SOUL TO SOUL. tiuns of modern mediumship. It also shows that all
Bv Fmma itnnd Tntti» Ti.k . i ’ < > llie nianlfestatlonB throughout the Old and New Testa-bes? iJSn? Tl. 'ulume contains the went were under the same conditions that mediums
faJ! ®,an iU,ur? and ?0,ne of lbe mot,t P°PU’ * require to-day; and that the coming of Christ is the rft- 
SLSJi W lV l»n. “ c ,y cra|beut composers. The turn of ir^^QjkUlp to the world 48 pages Price, 
poems are admirably adapted for recitations. 225 10 cents. * * °*225pages, beautifully bound. Price. «I.

F

Ad
dress 587 A'. Clark street, Chicago.

MAPLE DELL, 0

THE PSYCHOGRflPH

Do you wish to develop Mediumship?

HY PROF. W. M. LOCKWOOD.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.

It was my good fortune during the
year of the Centennial Celebration rclalmed, namely, the showing how 
which was held in Philadelphia twenty-' these things were ■ done. He accom-

pllshed them through the same meanstwo years ago, to spend several months

BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

J»

of Port Hu- 
reception to 
Wednesday

flowers 
through

but in 
Just as 
cabinet 
flashed

the passages communicating, 
the figure emerged from the 

some attendant carelessly 
a light across the stage, at

am due at Ottawa 
am doing some local 
and vicinity mean- 

goes to Freeville, N.

at Cedar Vale. I 
(Jias.) camp, and 
work in this city 
time. Mrs. Allen 
Y., next week. I

Lenox Fox is president.
The Spiritualist Society 

ron, Mich., gave a flower 
Mrs. Anna L. Robinson,

could have been obtained 
collusion. Not only were

Mahomet, the Illustrious.

For Sale at the Ofllco of The Pro
gressive Thinker.

societies for the purpose of serving 
them. Western lines preferred. ‘

Tbe Psycbograph U an Invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the 

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

_ .. — - uuunu iu uiuiu, a«» lartie. neautf.
In tbU story tbe scenes are laid on earth, aud In the printed pages. Portraits of several of tbe heii 

fnlrit-world presenting tho spiritual philosophy and »Peakers and mediums. The matter all original and 
the real life of spiritual beings. All Questions which Presenting lu an attractive form tbe highest chase nf 
arise on that subject are answered. Price 60cenu. tho Spiritual Philosophy. Price, oulyai.su. F 1/4

ARCANA OF NATURE.
The History aud Laws of Creation. Revised aud 

annulaled Lugllsb edition. “The Cosmogony of Spir
itualism.’’ Price, |1, ' F
THEL PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THE

SPIRIT-WORLD.
English edition. Price, II.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN.
Containing the latest Investigations and discoveries 

and a thorough presentation of thia luterestlug sub
ject. English edition. Price, ,1.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF 

THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for au object, and has been 

pronounced equal lu Its exposure of the diabolical 
methods of Catholicism to “Uncle Tom's Cabin." 
Price, 2c cents.

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT.
A thrilling psychological story of evangelization 

and free thought. It is to Protestantism what "The 
Secrets of the Uonvent" Is to Catholicism. Price. 30 
cents. ’

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
in'estlgute. Howls form circles, and de

velop aud cultivate mediumship. Names of eminent 
spiritualists. Their testimony. Eight-page tract for 
mission work. Single copies, Scents; 10Ufurii.25.

THE FROGRBSSH¥BU.THINKBR.

Careful comparUou of some of the Spirit uullam 
ami Mediumship of tbe Bible with that of to-day. By 
Moses Hull. Au Invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all the condi
tions of modern uiedlumahlp. It also shows that all

. am due at Franklin,
Neb., camp later In August, and at oth-

Weg®

taithur

Hr.
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GENERAL SURVEY.. |

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS 
DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLp OVER.

From Light, London, Eng.
The International Congress held in 

London was a great success liuaneially 
and otherwise. Its business part must 
have been handled with consummate 
skill, aud nothing seemed to occur to 
mar that harmony that prevailed. We 
make (i few extracts from the address 
given by Dr. Helen Densmore, who for
merly resided iu Chicago.

AUGUST C,'18O8.

We would like to impress upon the 
minds of our correspondents that The 
Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and it is essen
tial that all copy, to insure insertion in 
the paper, all other requirenients being 
favorable, should be written with ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side of the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, aud oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
is aloue responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The-editor 
Allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
Who differ from you.

, The following curd has been issued: 
“Remember the Spiritualists’ Home, 
with free library to be opened at the 
earliest possible date in beautiful Clii- 
cago, the great Spiritual center for all 
phases of medial power and develop
ment. Expenses economic. Kindly take 
an interest and tell your friends. Do
nations from a nickel to dollars or any 
article of home furnishings gratefully 
received. For particulars address Mrs. 

,C. H. Horine, 5U8 Forty-fourth Place, 
Chicago.”

Tlie news conies from Michigan that 
“Rev. J. D. Hagaman, of Adrian, sec
rotary of the National Anti-Spiritual 
Association, started ills Gospel Wagon 
last week, to make a tour of Michigan, 
Ohio and Indiana. Illustrated gospel 
lectures will be given daily from the 
wagon in all places reached, exposing 
Modern Spiritualism, illustrating in
temperance and tlie way of eternal 
life.” Poor fellow, he can’t hurt Spirit
ualism in the least. In the face of just 
such idiotic (though rampant) opposi- 
tlon Spiritualism lias flourished.

Bankson Lake (Midi.) camp-meeting 
began Sunday, July 24, Mrs. A. E. 
Sheets being the speaker.

Will C. Hodge arrived in the city last 
week on Tuesday. He had been spend
ing several weeks at Lily Dale camp. 
He reports a large attendance there. 
He was much pleased with the outlook. 
He was on his way to the Ottawa and 
Delphos Camps, in Kansas, where lie 
has an engagement to lecture. He can 
be addressed in care of this office for 
engagements during the fall and winter.

The opening meeting of Grand Ledge 
Camp took place Sunday, July 81. The 
new hotel Is ready for guests. Session 
will continue through August. Address 
Secretary, Grand Ledge, Mich.

Correspondent writes: “We have or
ganized a little society in St. Johns, 
Mich., known as the Mutual Spiritual 
Association of Bingham, with ten char
ter members. There are more ready to 
join at our next meeting, which will be 
held July 31, 1898."

Conference meeting at 2:30 and 7:30 
p. m. every Sunday, at 77 Thirty-first 
street. Good mediums In attendance.

II. F. Coates writes: “Mr. W. L. 
Brown has been engaged for Sunday 
afternoon, August 7, to give his phe
nomenal light seance in Hopkins’ Hall, 
over post-office, 528 (>3il street, Engle
wood. The manifestations consist of 
materialization of hands and faces, in
dependent slate-writing on your own 
slates, and messages on your handker
chiefs. The seance will be given In the 

. light and under tlie best test conditions. 
The admission 1ms been placed at 10 
cents, that all may be enabled to attend. 
Bring your own slates and get a test."

Secretary writes from Troy, Vt.: "Wo 
have just passed through another en- 
joyablo season. We have had with us 
for the past two months Lucius Col
burn, whose lectures have been filled 

. with great depth and meaning. On tlie 
" 17th Inst., we had Children's Day. Our 

hall was transformed into a bower of 
beauty, with flags, evergreens and 
float's. A large audience gathered to 
pay-Itheir tribute to tlie children, who 
did credit to themselves. Miss May 
Wiggins, In the rendering of Peter Mc
Guire, deserves great praise. Our quar- 
tette'rendored some very fine selections. 
We have had two lee cream sociables, 
which have been largely attended and 
enjoyed by all. We regret very much 

■ to have Mr. Colburn leave us, as he has 
to speed away on other duties at Queen 
City rail:.”

D. W. Hull is now lecturing In Pitts
burg, Kansas. He will attend the 
camp-meetings at Liberal. Mo., August 
20 to September 10. and the Lakeside 
Park meeting immediately after.

Prof. Lockwood started last week for 
Lily Dale Camp. On Tuesday lie lec
tured there on the "Relationship of 
Spiritualism to tlie Cults and Creeds of 
Christendom."

Mrs. Anna L. Robinson writes: “The 
meeting at Lake Cora, the 23d, was a 
great success: notwithstanding the ex

. cessive heat a large audience showed 
. deep Interest, and gave the best of at

tention.”
. Dr. A. A. Kimball will spend the sea-

son at his cottage at Verona Park, near 
Bucksport, Me.

The Spiritual Investigating Society 
■meetings at Flynn’s hall, corner of 

.Robey and North avenue, are being 
largely attended and seem to give great 
satisfaction. The meeting is held every 
Sunday evening at 8 o’clock.

P.,J. Barrington. M. D.. writes from 
Eagle Grove, Iowa: “We will remain 

- here until the 5th of September. Web
ster City has a few emancipated ones, 
with whom we enjoyed some excellent 
parlor meetings. Mr. J. D. Sketcbley is 
getting in readiness a good new hall for 
the use of workers, free for all worthy 
representatives of our cause who 
choose to come this way; he hopes to 
have some public meetings this fall and 
winter. Mrs. Aken, a resident here, 

■ gives great promise of fine mediumship, 
as sho readily gets full names now. 
We And in most places a faithful few 
whó bravely hold aloft the banner of 
spiritual liberty and we rejoice to know 

;■ the work is quietly going steadily for
.-. ward all along the line. Long live its 

great disseminator, The Progressive 
Thinker!” ■

J-. Madison Allen writes from Cherry
vale, Kansas: “The camp at Winfield, 
Kansas, was a success. The principal 
speakers were Moses and Mattie Hull, 
Ü. Theresa Allen and myself. A new 
>rganization was formed,'the “Arkan- 

‘ gas Valley Spiritualist Camp-meeting 
i. ’Association,” with most of the officers

er points. We are open to engagements 
for fall and winter. Address 1004 W. 
Chase street, Springfield, Mo."

Mrs. King writes from Butler, Mich.: 
“Henry B. Allen, of Summerland, Cal., 
was at pur home ten days in Julie, and 
held seven circles. A number of church 
people attended them and were mysti
fied at the manifestations. We had a 
music box weighing about twenty 
pounds, which went to the ceiling and 
around the room, Independent of the 
medium who was held by the sitters. 
After thirty years of investigation I at
tended one of Mr. Allen’s circles which 
settled the question with me, ‘If a man 
die shall he live again?’ We held our 
annual grove meeting, Sunday, July 24.”

The Spiritualists of Texas are all con
centrating their energies in one grand 
movement, which promises to be a 
great stice&s; that is the fourth annual 
state camp-meeting and reunion of the 
Spiritualists of Texas, at Oak Cliff 
Park, near Dallas, from September 10 
to 20. They have secured the services 
of John W. Ring and R. H. Kneeshaw 
for speakers, and Louis Schlesinger, of 
California, for test work. Quite a long 
list of mediums of different phases will 
attend. In all probability the Texas 
State National Association of Spiritual
ists will hold their convention here dur
ing the meeting. All communications 
should be addressed to the secretary 
and treasurer, David G. Hinckley, 5(53 
S. central avenue, Dallas, Texas. W.

evening. The house was filled with 
guests and a most delightful evening 
enjoyed by all. Mrs. Robinson will now 
attend her camp dates, beginning work 
for-Port Huron, November 1. All unite 
in wishing her a ’ pleasant season of 
work, and a safe return to her many 
friends.

G. H. Walser writes from Liberal, 
Mo.: "1 have had a great many persons 
ask me what the cost would be at the 
Catalpa Park Camp-meeting this year. 
1 will say to them that good board will 
be given for three dollars a week, sin
gle meals, fifteen cents. That is cheap
er than staying at home. We will 
charge no gate fees this year. We in
tend to make our meeting within the 
reach of everybody. Meeting com
mences August 20 and closes Septem
ber 4.”

Geo. F. Perkins, lecturer, singer and 
test medium, desires to correspond with

National Spiritual and Relig
ious Association.

Tbe National Spiritual and Religious 
Association are bolding their tenth an
nual session. Mrs. Marian Carpenter, 
whose congenial spirit won the hearts 
of all, was upon their rostrum the first 
week witli Rev. A. J. Weaver, who is 
still working witli them.

Mrs. Carpenter was followed by Mrs. 
Carrie E. 8. Twing, who is doing a 
grand work, carrying love and comfort 
to many sorrowing hearts. .She is an 
earnest and sincere worker.

Tlie First Spiritualists’ Training 
school has just dosed its second session 
with much credit to teachers and pu
pils. To-day Mr. Weaver, Mrs. S. Com
stock Ellis, and Miss L. Maude Beck
with were ordained as ministers of the 
gospel of Spiritualism. The exercises 
were conducted by tlie association and 
Mrs. Twing, Their president. Prof. D. 
M. King, at the opening of tlie ordina
tion services stated Hint this association 
is organized for spiritual, religious, sci
entific, ethical and educational pur
poses. that its students, when qualified, 
are entitled to all the benefits, protec
tion, and advantages which ordinations 
from any other school would confer 
upon them, and that our charter grants 
the right to ordain their speaker and 
mediums as ministers and teachers of 
tlie religion of Spiritualism.

Mrs. Twing, in her sweet, persuasive 
style, impressed all with the advan
tages and the responsibilities devolving 
upon those who are ordained. She then 
took each by the hand and charged 
them especially of the work that would 
probably come to them, and that they 
must be strong in purpose and faithful 
to the great trust that was being im
posed upon them. She said that they 
were placing the banner of Spiritualism 
in their hands and It should be protect
ed aud shielded from all harm.

Mr. King then proceeded to confer the 
rite of ordination by presenting each 
with ordination papers also with a copy 
of tlie charter aud a certificate of mem
bership, each of which was accompa
nied by a bouquet of flowers adapted to 
the nature of the recipient. Each can
didate responded in turn. Mr. Weav
er's flowers indicated strength of pur
pose, purity of thought and immortal 
life. He responded most eloquently and 
earnestly.

Mrs. Ellis, of Auburn. N. Y., in her re
sponse, expressed her earnest convic
tion of the importance of untiringly 
striving to uplift humanity and to heal 
and soothe the torn and bleeding hearts 
of the suffering brothers and sisters.

To Miss Beckwith, of Thousand 
Island Park, N. Y., Mr. King said that 
she was the youngest person of the 
nearly one hundred, who had received 
ordination from this association, and as 
a part of her floral emblem which he 
presented was a partially unfolded 
white lily. The angels present must 
have inspired the beautiful thoughts 
with which he made the presentation.

In her tearful response, Miss Beck
with stated her conviction of the re
sponsibility of the obligation and labors 
before her and that it had been her one 
wish to fit herself to be worthy of and 
to receive a certificate authorizing her 
to undertake the great work, but that 
now it had come to her she felt many 
misgivings as to her ability to success
fully carry so heavy a burden. So 
touchingly and feelingly did she re
spond that there was scarcely a dry eye 
in that great auditorium. She closed by 
paying a tribute to her absent parents.

M. C. DANFORTH, Ch’m’n.
Social Evils: Their Causec and dure. 

By Mra. Marla M. King. Price reduced 
from 25 cents to 20 cents.

God the Father, and the Man the Im
age of God. Two lectures. By Mrs. 
Maria M. King. Price reduced from 25 
cents to 20 cents.

I was sitting in a circle given by one 
of the most celebrated physical me
diums, well-known in both America and 
England, and I was struck with the in
telligence of the familiar spirit, who 
discoursed upon many topics witli great 
wisdom. I thought it a good opportu
nity to seek an explanation of the diffi
culty in getting tests; so I asked the 
spirit if he would tell me why, when 
communication with the spirit world 
seemed so easy and could be entered 
upon with so little difficulty, we could 
so seldom get satisfactory tests of 
identity.

“Well,” answered the spirit, “to com
mence with, your premises are wrong'. 
It is not easy to communicate with the 
spiritual world; on the contrary,

IT IS VERY DIFFICULT.
For instance, you go to a medium to get 
a communication from some particular 
friend. Your friend'may be there, may 
see you and be desirous of com
municating with you, but in order to do 
so he has to take possession of a for
eign instrument—the medium’s brain. 
We will suppose that he succeeds in do
ing so, When this is accomplished, his 
trouble just begins. The possession of 
a foreign brain, more or less lumbered 
up with its owu thoughts and ideas and 
preconceived opinions, limits the power 
of the spirit, and the first sensation is 
often

ONE OF BEING DAZED, 
and of not being able to give the tests 
he would like to give you, and he can 
only falter, 'My child, it is your 
father.’ “Now,” continued the spirit, 
“what do you do? You immediately 
begin to pelt him with., tests. Where 
were you born? Where did you die? 
What did you die of? What was your 
name? How old were you? ete. These 
questions, instead of helping the spirit, 
still more confuse him; and he is un
able, perhaps, through these aud va
rious obstacles, to give you any test 
whatever of his identity. Had you, in
stead of demanding tests, accepted his 
statement as true, replied that you 
were glad to meet him, aud naturally 
entered into conversation, he might 
have been able, though it is not certain, 
to have satisfied you of his identity; if 
not at that time it is not unlikely that a 
subsequent visit would have enabled 
him to do so.” Tills taught me a very 
valuable lesson, and I can assure you 
that I profited by it. I do not think 
that I have ever pelted a medium with 
test questions since.

There are two Spiritualistic camps. 
In the

ONE IS CREDULITY, 
and the acceptance as authority of 
what any spirit purports to say, are 
rampant; in the other reign suspicion, 
aud a demand for purifying Spiritual
ism, and anathemas against fraud. 
There Is a mean between these two ex
tremes that, if reached, would do much 
to elucidate the subject of mediumship. 
Its fundamental limitations are very 
little understood In the ranks of Spirit
ualists themselves. We ought not, of 
course, to look for any understanding 
of this law outside the ranks; but the 
Ignorance of Spiritualists on this topic 
is amazing. Take the type of trance 
mediumship, for instance. Any earnest 
student of the subject must soon learn 
that the reflection, by mediums, of the 
preconceived opinions of sitters and in
vestigators, and also of the beliefs and 
preconceived ideas of the mediums 
themselves, are well-attested facts iu 
mediumship; and this factor should 
always be considered in the determina
tion of the value of communications. 
When not in accordance with known 
facts of science, but in direct opposition 
to them, as they often are, they should 
be questioned without condemnation, 
and without charging the source with 
intent to deceive.

1 think it is true, in a large majority 
of communications

THROUGH TRANCE MEDIUMS, 
these reflections upon aud from the me
dium or the sitters are usually present; 
but, on the other band, It Is also true 
that characteristic communications in 
different styles are given through the 
same organism, so different as to be 
readily recognized by the ordinary ob
server.

In the Banner of Light, published in 
Boston, in the early years of Spiritual
ism there was a portion devoted to mes
sages from spirits that did much to con
vince me, as it did many others, of the 
certainty of communication between 
the two worlds. They were given 
through

A MEDIUM, FANNY CONANT, 
after whose death the style of these 
messages was entirely Changed. These 
communications were often brief, giv
ing names of spirits purporting to 
speak, telling where and when they 
died, and the name and address of the 
relative or friend to whom the message 
was to be. sent. These messages were 
often acknowledged and verified by 
those receiving them. They were sent 
to all sorts and conditions of men, by 
no' means confined to Spiritualists. 
There was frequently an entire page of 
the journal filled with these communi
cations. This was one of the

MOST PHENOMENAL PHASES 
of mediumship that has occurred in the 
history of the movement. There was 
no way to account for these messages 
on the hypothesis of fraud or collusion; 
and the same phase has never, to my 
knowledge, been fully duplicated since 
that medium’s death. Here was one of 
those rare beings through whose or
ganization tests could be given; and if 
there were no other proofs of indepen
dent spirit communication, those mes
sages then appearing weekly in -the 
Banner of Light remain uncontroverti
ble proofs to any sane, logical inquirer. 
That such tests are rarely given, and 
that the mind of the medium usually 
colors and even initiates the communi
cations, that Communications are often 
limited by the ignorance, or worse, of 
the medium, is not a factor in the prob
lem. It is the well-attested cases that 
are of interest to us, and one well- 
established fact of intelligent, rational, 
logical, and truthful communication of 
facts known to no one living, not even 
to the receiver of the message, ought to 
stand against all the mistakes, untruths 
and glittering generalities of which so 
much complaint is made.

the headquartei'&.of Spiritualistic ac
tivities. The. rnoik celebrated mediums 
1b the country .'*ero  entertained, and 
given an opportunity to show their 
powers. During .tiiesfe months I had a 
rare ¿toportunity td continue my study 
of niedfumsliip. Ml'S- Thayer, the cele
brated flower medium, was (here, and 
held a weekly seance. Our host took 
great pains to bring influeiltial people 
visiting Philadelphia to his? house to 
witness these remarkable manifesta
tions! There used' often to be as many 
as fdrty sitters q.t.^Irs. Thayer’s flower 
seances, and ITemjently a majority of 
them skeptics. Thore were sometimes 
as many as a
HALF-BUSHEL OF CUT FLOWERS 
brought to the table around which the 
company were seated. Often, as soon 
as the lights were extinguished, we 
could hear the flowers dropping on the 
table. At other times nothing could be 
heard, and we could only kjiow by the 
perfume that flowers were coming. 
These flowers were perfectly fresh, and 
very frequently with drops of dew upon 
their itetals. Different flowers were 
brought in answer to mental requests. 
On one occasion, I remember,

A VARIETY OF SCOTCH MOSS 
was brought from the grave of one of 
the sitters’ children, in response to a 
mental but unexpressed wish. There 
was no possible way by which these

the flowers were arranged In
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL ORDER 

on the table, which could not possibly 
have been done by collusion in the 
.dark; and besides, the doors and win
dows of the room were securely fast
ened, and sometimes sealed by strips of 
paper pasted upon them. This was done 
when specially skeptical sitters were 
present. As I have said, there were to 
be seen all types of mediums and man
ifestations during this summer, and I 
enjoyed a most excellent opportunity 
offered for study. Tlie atmosphere of 
the place was peculiarly well adapted 
for obtaining phenomenal manifesta
tions—very different from the con
ditions surrounding Eusapia Paladino 
at Cambridge. The conditions de
manded by materialists and so-called 
scientific investigators will never bring 
the best results when applied to the in
vestigation of spiritualistic phenomena. 
The rigid lines laid down by the ma
terial scientist, and the inevitable men
tal condition induced, will always re
tard and often destroy; and, what is 
even more unfortunate, often give the 
appearance of fraud and collusion. 
Take materialization, for instance, of 
the law of which'we know scarcely 
anything, but the investigation of It has 
shown us that figures are formed more 
or less perfectly in a dim light and iu 
the presence of a medium. It is also 
well-known that these figures fre
quently look very ipuch like the me
dium, especially, when first formed, 
which justifies the' supposition that 
they are formed iron,

THE AURA OF THE MEDIUM, 
that impalpable1 substance which is 
invisible to our material senses, but 
which is used by tlie invisible intelli
gences to project a visible form. It has 
been often observed that when this pro
cess is violently disturbed, the medium 
receives a great" shock, and is some
times injured by It; and that at tbe first 
notification of this disturbance, the 
effort of tlie spirit is to bring tills form 
and the medium together; and that this 
is done quicker than thought, so that 
when tlie figure is rudely clasped by 
one of the sitters Intent on exposing 
what is thought to be a fraud, he will 
often find the medium in J Is arms, 
which, of course, is proof positive to 
the skeptical of fraud, and often to 
Spiritualists as well. It is often nothing 
of the kind. Of course, there are many 
pretended materializations

THAT ARE FRAUDULENT 
and where confederates simulate the 
spirit; and also where the pretended 
medium leaves tbe cabinet aud simu
lates the spirit. It is also true that gen
uine mediums under temptation, aud 
when their powers have been over
taxed, have been known to simulate 
the spirit. Even spirits sometimes sub
stitute the transformation of the me
dium for materialization; aud thus the 
body of the medium is used to simulate 
tlie spirit, when the medium Is en
tranced and wholly unconscious. The 
same law is operative In other spiritual 
manifestations. A sudden flash of light 
will often produce disastrous results to 
the medium, when used for physical 
manifestations. In America, a man of 
the name of Bishop, who had formerly 
been a professional medium, engaged in 
what he called “exposing” Spiritualism. 
At one of Bishop's lectures which I at
tended, he unintentionally gave proof 
of his mediumship. He announced at 
the commencement that he would show 
the audience how all the manifestations 
of Spiritualism'were done. I noticed 
that he demanded with every manifes
tation the same conditions that a me
dium demands; and when he came to 
tlie materializing phase he had every 
light extinguished, not only in the hall,

which the figure suddenly retreated into 
the cabinet, exclaiming, “My God! man, 

DO YOU WANT TO KILL ME?”
To the enlightened investigator, he thus 
nullified his claim of exposing Spirit
ualism; for why, if he were only show
ing how these things were fraudulently 
done; should the flashing of the light 
across the stage kill him or hurt him? 
Whereas, it is a -well-known fact that 
the flashing of a light into the room at 
a seance is very-Injurious to the me
dium. These lectures were given under 
the auspices of the' Ydung Men’s Chris
tian Association, and Mr. Bishop was 
carefully guarded'against unpleasant 
interruptions by anyone who might give 
him difficult problems’to solve. For in
stance, a gentlemhn-Mn the audience 
arose and attempted to explain that Mr. 
Bishop had Invited us there to expose 
the manifestations of 'Spiritualism, and 
to show how they’ were done; but that 
he had demanded ilh® same conditions 
that mediums demand, and had not 
shown in any one Instance how they 
were accomplished: Before getting to 
the point, however, Mr. Bishop de
manded of his committee protection 
from such interruptions, and the gen
tleman was invited to be seated. It 
was perfectly plain to any intelligent 
investigator that Mr. Bishop was giving 
to that audience the manifestations of 
mediumship through supernatural 
power, which could have been shown 
easily enough had his committee de
manded the accomplishment of what he

In the home of a- wealthy gentleman, 
whose house was a home for mediums. 
This gentleman was an enthusiastic 
Spiritualist, a veritable father in Israel 
to the cause. His wife was as much in
terested as himself, and for years she 
was named

“THE MOTHER OF MEDIUMS.”
During the Centennial his house was

that mediums do; and could not have 
shown how they were done had it been 
demanded of him. The manifestations 
were remarkable, the very best con
ditions possible being furnished. He 
had the sympathy of the large majority 
of his audience, which was constituted 
mainly of church members, and a com
mittee of the Young Men’s Christian 
Association, ready to do his slightest

wish. I observed that it was with dif
ficulty that Mr. Bishop kept from show
ing that nervous agitation which phys
ical mediums generally exhibit when 
giving their manifestations.

If those interested in establishing the 
tiuth of these things would address 
their efforts

TO A STUDt OF THE LAW ' 
controlling them; and patiently, witji 
open minds, and without prejudice or 
condemnation, experiment with me
diums as the scientist studies the leaf 
of a plant, the wing of an insect, the 
shape of a bee, or the bones of an an
imal, we should meet with far greater 
success in elucidating the subject; and 
if mediums could be induced to tell us 
all they know about it, whether they 
understand it or not, and if they could 
meet with kindness and confidence, in
stead of suspicion and coldness, we 
should receive a much larger proportion 
of satisfactory manifestations than .at 
present.

Madame Blavatsky, the founder of 
the Theosophical Society, and who for
merly had been a Spiritualist and a me
dium, taught that communications do 
not come from disembodied spirits, but 
from shells, defined to be a sort of

COVERING OF THE SPIRIT 
cast off at death, which survives only 
for a time; or that communications 
come from elementals who are said to 
be controlled by the will power of em
bodied human beings. Mrs. Besant has 
come to believe that communications 
may be from the discarnate spirit, but 
that communication with such entities 
is dangerous, and so undesirable; that 
it is an

INJURY TO THE SPIRIT, 
and that it holds him to earthly con
ditions. She also teaches, in common 
with most Theosophists and a few Spir
itualists, that it is dangerous to human 
beings to allow themselves to be used 
as mediums for these manifestations; 
that evil spirits take pleasure in deceiv
ing, obsessing, and in various ways ex
pressing their evil propensities, and 
therefore communications with the 
spirit world ought not to be indulged 
in. The whole history of the movement 
of Modern Spiritualism disproves these 
positions. On the contrary, it is the 
MOST BENEFICENT MOVEMENT 
the world has ever seen. When the 
spirit is released from the limitations of 
material life, it Is in no danger of being 
dragged back by the influence of those 
who are not yet so emancipated, for the 
reason that the spirit is in the realm of 
causes, and is positive, whereas we 
who are limited by matter are in a rel
atively negative state. The positive 
always controls the negative. When 
they are drawn back, it is voluntary on 
their part, aud for the purpose of min
istration. Whenever obsession, decep
tion, and mischievous appearances are 
present, if carefully scrutinized, they 

Twill bo found to have their origin in Ute 
-conditions furnished by the mediums or 
their sitters, rather than initiated by 
the spirits.

Mr. J. Thomas Hudson, of Washing
ton, has written two volumes to prove 
that spiritual communications come 
from our1 subjective minds; the mes
sages on mundane affairs being com
municated to the subjective by the ob
jective mind; and he claims that all 
spiritual phenomena can be so ex
plained. But neither the Theosophists 
nor Mr. Hudson have satisfactorily 
shown why the subjective mind almost 
Invariably announces the communica
tion to come from this person or that 
person’s disembodied spirit. They do 
not tell us why the higher self is thus 
untruthful, when the lower self of the 
same person is often the embodiment 
of truth.

I asked Mr. Hudson how he could ex
plain prophecy by his law, and gave 
him one of the cases recorded in the 
Psychical Research Society’s records, 
of a prophecy which was fulfilled seven 
years after it was given; an event 
which could not have been known to 
the objective mind of the medium, for 
it had not yet happened. He replied 
that he could not explain it, but felt 
sure that it could be explained. Never
theless, Mr. Hudson 1ms made no at
tempt to explain it in a subsequent 
volume written by him on the same 
subject.

THE WAVE OF SPIRIT POWER 
which caused the great awakening of 
the Western World from the material
ism into which the age was fast sink
ing. was preceded and introduced by 
mediumship and Its phenomena. The 
church, no less than the lay world, had 
come to regard miracles us obsolete, as 
idle tales of superstition and ignorance; 
and those who still held to a belief in 
the Bible miracles announced the ago 
of miracles as past, notwithstanding the 
words of the Master that greater things 
than he did would be done by those 
who came after him.

When the tiny raps at Hydesville 
awoke the world from its sleep, and 
proved a veritable Jolin the Baptist cry
ing in the wilderness that a new Mes
siah was about to appear, there w(ts no 
philosophy,

CREED, OR RITUAL GIVEN;
It was as humble In its origin as was 
the manger in Bethlehem. Its only an
nouncement was that which a hungry 
world was waiting for—the continued 
existence of the spirit, an answer to 
the question, “If a man die, shall he 
live again?” Alfred R. Wallace, the 
eminent scientist, who shared with 
Darwin the discovery of the law of evo
lution, says: “The facts of Spiritualism 
are as well established as any other 
facts in science.”

The Progressive Thinker.
Every Spiritualist in this broad land 

can keep in touch. with our cause by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er, and also obtain a valuable acquisi
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic costs $1.20. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age, so that the book is almost an abso
lute gift, being paid for out of the reve
nue of the office, thus each subscriber 
sharing the profits of the paper. Sub
scribe at once and get your neighbor to 
join with you. ■

The Principles of Nature, as Discov
ered in the Development and Structure 
of the Universe. Material and Spiritual 
Magnetic Forces. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations and Mediumship. Spir
itual Planes and Spheres. Given inspi
rationally, by Mrs. Marla M. King. In 
three volumes, 8vo. A remarkable 
work; among the greatest in the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price reduced 
from $1.715 to $1.25 per volume. Post
age 12 cents, .

The Spiritual Philosophy versus Di
abolism. Two lectures by Mrs. Marla 
M. King. Price reduced from 25 cents to 
20 cents. . ■ .

What Is Spiritualism? and Shall Spir
itualists Have a Creed? Two lectures. 
By Mrs. Marla M. King. Price re
duced from 25 cents to 20 cents. -

“The World Beautiful.” By Lilian 
Whiting; Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought. 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete tn it
self. Price, cloth, $1 per volume. For 
sale at this office.

“REMEMBER THE NAME
Van’s Mexican Hair Restorative.

Mexican Medicine Co. Winona, Minn.,273 Fifth Ave., April 19.1897.
* S* n,i eui. Your favor at hand relative to “Van’s Mexican Hair Restorative.” lean 
truuifullx say that I regard it as an excellent, harmless and meritorious preparation for tbe 

. purpose for which 11 Ie intended. It not only restores the natural color of the hair, but It 
prevents it from falling out, cures dandruff, itching, etc., Is a cleanly hairdressing, and is 
easily applied. With regards, I am very truly, WM. T. HUBBELL.
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AGENTS WANTED. 5Q Dearborn St., Chicago, Jll.
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A MBBARY OF SPIRITUAL 
SCIENCE.
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STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF 
PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

Thia work essays to utlllte aud explain the vast ar
ray of facts in Its field of research by referring them 
to a common cause, and from them arise to the laws 
»nd conditions of Man's eplrllual being. Third edi
tion. Price, 75 cents.
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI

ENCE.
Not servile trust to the Gods- out knowledge of the 

laws of the world, belief in tke^dlvlnlty of man and 
ms eternal progress toward perfection la tho founda
tion of this book. Price, si.

LIFE IN-TWO SPHERES.

Wayside Jottings.
n,wSerHdAo‘ntho8lB5w“iB' ty-W an« Hedga 
of Life. By Mi-mE E. Hull. This Is b marvelous]! 
neat book or selections from Mrs. Hulls best poem» 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid nortrafl of tbe author, also a portrait oi Moses Hull tFrmi 
neatly bound In English cloth, «1.
The Spiritual Alps

and How IFa Ascend Them.
Or a few thoughts ou how to reach that altitude 

th!n^ are subject U .m portrait. ByMoaEsHuLL. Just tlie book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
flhow you how to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Ceuta °UDd ln clolb’ 40 ueut’i 111 paper cover, 25

Hew Thought. v 1

Hew Thought,
Volume II. 884 pages, beautifully printed and 

nicely bound. Original matter, fllx portraits. Cloth 
bound, 75 cents.
Joan, the Medium,

Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
as a Leader of Armies. By Moass Hull. This la at 
once the most truthful history of Joan of Are and 
one of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel was ever more tbrillingly in- 
terestlng; no history more true. Price in cloth 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents.
The Deal Issue.

By Mosbb Hull. A compound of tbG two pamnh» 
lets, ‘The Irrepressible Conflict,” aud MYour Answer 
or Your Life;" with important additions, makine a 
KSLSL«! P’«“ *?>.»<«• 25 “««• TM. book coutalus 
statistics, facts aud documenta, ou the tendencies of 
the times, that every one should have.
AU About Devils,

Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 
and other Great Reforms come from Hie SataniO 
Majesty and His Subordinate» In the Kingdom of 
Darkness. 60 pages. By Mose» Hull. Price, 15 cents, 
Jesus and the Mediums,

or Christ and Mediumship,

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
Fur the home, the lyceum uud societies. A manual 

of physical, lutellcctual und spiritual culture. By' 
hmma Ruud Tuttle. A book by the aid of wbUb a 
progreailve lyceuui, a spiritual or liberal society may 
be organized aud conducted without other assistance. 
J rice, ou cents; by tbe dozen, 4U cents. Express 
charges unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTESTRECITATIONS.

For humano Education, will, plan of tbe Angel 
« ze V.pm'rlcal Contents. By Eunna Hood Tuttle. 
Price, 25 cents.
All Books Sent Postpaid. Address 

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.

The Spiritual Birth, 
or Death and Its To-Morrow.

The Spiritual Idea of Beatli, Heavnn and Hell. By 
Moses Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Spir
itualistic Interpretation of many things In the Bible— 
interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavens aud hell« believed lu by Spiritualists. Price. 
It) cents.
The Quarantine liaised.

Or the Twenty Years Battle Against a Worker 
Ended. Price 10 cents.
SplrltualcSongster.

By Mattie E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull'! 
sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the uso 
of congregations, circles aud families. Price, 10 eta. 
or 16 per hundred.
The Medlutnlstlc Experience

, of John Brown.
Tlie Medium of the llockles, with introduction by 

J. 8. Loveland, This is the history of one of tho 
wonderful mediums that ever lived. 167 largo 

pages. Price, 50 cents.
The Deoil and the Adventists.

An Adventist attack ou Spiritualism repulsed. By 
Moses Hull. Price, 5 cents.

Berlin Heights, Ohio.
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DIAL PLANCHETTE

This Instrument b substantially the same as that 
employed by Prof. Hare tn bls early Investigations. I 
In Its improved form It has been before the public fur 
more than seven years, and lu tbe hands of thousardb 
of persons has proved Its superiority over the riuu- 
cbettc, and all other instruments which have been 
brought out in Imitation, both In regard to certainty 
and correctness of the communications received by 

* Its aid. and m a mcaus or developing mediumship.
Do you wish to investigate Spiritualism? I

Philosophy of Phenomena.
BY GEO« M. RAMSEY, M. n.,

Author of “Cosmology.’*
” IN TWO PARTS.

I. METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
II. PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

CONTENTS.
PART I.-METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

Cbap. 1. Philosophy ol Phenomena; 2. Metaphysical 
Pbllosuphy; 3, Heal: 4, Func lienal Phenomena; st 
Mau; fi, Objcetlvo and Fiihjeeilva Phenotm ns; 7, 
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11. True and Spurious Gods; 12. '1 am the R.*>urrec«  
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Of His Exploits; 14, ‘He is )• !<■(• whom the 'lrii.il 
bath made free;" 15, All AnhiiHiv« originate hunt 
Kggs; 16, Trance Phenomenon : 17. Phj)<.►«>rhy of 
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Intermixed: 2d, I’lursllty and Tri unitv of G<<- 21, 
Vagaries; 22, Misapprehension : 23. \Mimi Is S;n?24, 
Suns. Planets and Satelllics of the Vn D ei$c; 2;». Be» 
ginning wRhout Ending; 23, Design or Accident, 
Wb tch? 21, Chance versus ].aw, 2s, Summary.
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and tlielr Motlotis; 36, Ethitokiginii Phvnomcnn; 37. 
Tbe Colored Man.

APPENDiX -IToblenis: Pbysluiil and Metapbya» 
leni Pheiioinenn. nd Rifiniium.

The tupies trented rvcrlve ft bnndlhig tliat ls dia» 
tlnrtly terse, yet popular. Tbe style of 111

„----------- -------------- r........ ........ throughout Ie cplgriiniiniitlc—compact with clear
Do you desire to receive Communications? I thought. The book Ik a remarkable «me In every ns 
‘ .. . . . - - - ’poet. Being compact with thought IlfrClf, It will not

with every instrument. Many who were COt aware of 
their mediumlstic gift, have, after c few clttlngs, 
been able to receive delightful messages a volume ’ 
might be filled with commendatory letters. Many 
who began with it as an amusing toy, found that tbe 
Intelligence controlling it knew more than them
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N.Y., writes: “I bad 
communications (by tbe Psycbograph) from many 
other friends, oven from old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown In the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spir
itualism is indeed true, and tbe communications have 
given my heart tbe greatest comfort In the severest 
loss I have bad of son, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whoso writings have made his 
name familiar to those Interested tn psychic matters, 
writes as follows: “1 am much pleased with the Fsy- 
cbograph. It is very simple in principle and construe- i 
tlon, and I am sure must be far more sensitive to spir-1 
Itual power than tbe one now in use. I believe it will 
generally supersede the latter when its superior 
merits become known.”

Securely packed, and sen t postage paid from 
the manufactunr, for $1.00. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio. !

fall to compel thought In other»*.
With h Me»“! plnte portrait of the author. Cloth, 

12mo.pp.2ib. Filcc For bale in this office.

■GLeAWes-
FROM THE ROSTRUM

BY A. B. FRENCH

Tbu work 1$ one that every one should read. H 
beams throughout with rare ¿cine of thought, prac*  
Heal as well as profound. There Is sunshine and 
beauty In every sentence uttered. The work Is dedi
cated to the author’s favorite sister. Sarah French 
Farr, now passed to Spirit-life. Hudson Tuttle, of 
Berlin Heights,Gblc gives an interesting sketch of the 
author's Ute.

The Molecular Hypothesis
OF NATURE.

r?he only treatise ever offered the reading and 
thinking public In the interest of modnm Spiritual. 
Ism. that fa absolutely free from the theories of super» 
stltlon, and which
Demonstrates continuity of life and aw end« 

ronmeni of spirttituat influences, 
frqm the data of modern physical and physiological 
science.

To tbe Spiritualist, an Impregnable of
scientific data and verified facts.

To the materialist and skeptic, a revelation of the 
invisible energies operative tn Nature’s formula of 
evolution.

- To the ecclesiastic, a new heaven and a new earth. 
A book to read, to study and think about. A con» 
tensed volume of scientific taformatioo ft» 25 cento. • 
Address your orders to ,
The Progressive Thinker» <0 Zoomit tfreeO

The Most Important Revelations 
Concerning the True Origin 

of Christianity.
Reader, In bringing to your notice “Antiquity Un

veiled.” It Is with the sincere hope that you are earn 
Mtly looking for the truth, regardless of any other 
consideration. If such Is the case, this advertlsemenl 
will deeply interest you. and after reading this brief 
description you will doubtless wish to give the work a 
careful perusal. Price $1.50,

Thlsvork is one of the Library oFtlbcral Classics. 
No author was better qualified to write an Impartial 
and honest life of Mahomet than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume Is Intensely Interesting. It should bo 
read in conjunction with GIbbon‘i work. • For sale at this office. Price. 85 cento.

CONTENTS: 
Dedication.
Sketch of the Life of A. B, FNneh. 
William Denton, 
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and W*N01  

Islam.
Joseph Smith and the BookofMormfln 
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency of Ideas, 
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future LUK 
Anniversary Address. 
The Egotism of Our Age. 
What Is Truth?
Decoration Address.

HUCE. Si-00, POSTMA

ENCYCLOPEDIA
... OF.

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
.. . OR . .

A CONCORDANCE
To the principal passages of the Old and Neu 

Testament Scriptures which prove 
or imply Spiritualismi

Together with » brief blttory of the origin of many oi 
the Important hooka of the Bible.

BY MOSES HULL.
Much that is in this book appeared In an abridged 

fonnjn a Berles of nine full pages of Tax Peogeess- 
rrx Thinker. These articles were prepared at ths 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt tbe need of 
some kind of document for ready reference. They 
only seemed to wbet tbe appetite for more; hence the 
publication of tbis-work.

Theauthor, Moaes Hull, has written many volumes 
on Bplrltualistlstlc and other themes and each one Is 
full of cartful study on tbe subject chosen. __ 
Hull, in his Introduction of this work says:

•’Hoping that this book will serve to lead the people 
outof tbe wilderness of doubt and despair; and that 
when Splrltnallem shall hare wrested tbe Bible from 
Its‘sanctified’enemies, It will not *splke ’ It, but will ‘ 
use It to batter down tbe walls of Christian - supersti
tion and Ignorance, I send it out on Its errand of en 
ugbtenment with tbe humble prayer that it will prove 
a divine benediction to every reader.”

The Ekovclopedia op Biblical Spiritualtmi 
contains B85 pages, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contain. > full-pBge portrait of the author and I. 
nandBomelybound lu cloth. Every BplrltuBlIt ahonW 
hare this work.
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE,
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impossible within the
limits of creed. Where dogma begins
and blind faith is appealed to, reason

THE LITTLE WHITE HEARSE.

sclousness.
Philosophy is

L This department is under the management of , ..

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

QUESTIONS 
# ANSWERS

NOTICE.—No attention will be given anonymous let
ters. Full name and address must be given, or the letters 
.will not be read. If the request be made, the name will 
Hot be published. The correspondence of this depart
ment has become excessively large, especially letters of 
inquiry requesting private answers, and while I freely 
give whatever information I am able, the ordinary court
esy of correspondence is. expected. ■ ■■- .

HUDSON TUTTLE.

J. G. Reed: Q. I read The Progressive Thinker anc 
. enjoy it very much, your answers to questions especially. 

— I wish to ask a question and ask your views of it. Allow 
; me to ask: What is back of God? From what source or
: cause did he come into existence? To assume that He is

'Alpha is not logic, for if there is an intelligent cause for 
the universe, then there is, or must have been an intelli
gent cause for God. It is just as easy and reasonable to 

. aonceive of a self-made universe as of a self-made God, or 
Icing who could make it. Are we not all agnostics when' 
we come down to the unknowable? It seems to me blind 
faith without reason is dangerous.

v, । _ A. This correspondent in his explanation of his ques-
i, tions shows the vicious circle which reasoning about God 

must invariably run. In order to reason correctly one 
must have correct and unimpeachable data. In regard to 
God this is impossible. , An infinite being, or force, or en
ergy is utterly.beyond man’s finite comprehension. Heis 
and must eve» remain the unknown quantity of the 
equation of the universe. It is as idle for man to spec

. , ulate on his nature or character as for an ant secluded in 
: its subterranean gallery to understand the solar system.

During the past fifty years broad fiblds, extensive prov- 
inccs have been won from the unknown, yet the elevation 
thus gained only shows more plainly the boundlessness of 
the beyond.

Truly, blind faith without reason is dangerous, yet 
here reason is unavailable, for there is absolutely nothing 
on which it can be based.

. ■ Why, then, should tliis question be constantly dis
cussed? Why is a solution considered so essential?

Now that we know that creation was evolved and is 
sustained by law, and that there is no personal God, to 
placate, or appease by prayer and sacrifice; no sucli God, 
or Gods as taught by the religions of the world, why keep 

■ . up the strained effort, which is a lingering of the supersti
lion of past ages of ignorance? Why not bravely accept 

: the methods of thought of the new age, and relegate to
•:... the rubbish heap of the world’s errors the old theology? 

■ I said it was a problem; nay it is a chimera, which like 
•, ■ the hallucinations of the night will pass with the morn- 
V ing sun. "

flBIKAR THE WISE AND
„ HIS WORDS OF WISDOM.
Who ever heard of Abikar the Wise? And yet lie was 

a Hebrew sage who lived three centuries before Christ 
and anticipated in his wisdom much that has found' a 
place in our Bible. Dr. E. J. Dillon, an eminent Syriac 
scholar of England, has just found, two Syriac man
uscripts containing Abikar’s wise sayings in the libraries 
of the British Museum and thè Universty of Cambridge.

Interesting as the story is to scholars, its chief value to 
the mass of men lies in its bearing upon the Book of 
Proverbs and one or two of the Psalms. It is well known 
that “Proverbs was not completed in the form in which 
we have it earlier than the first century before Christ, and 
therefore Abikar anticipated that book by about two cen
turies. . ■ - ■ .

PROVERBS BY ABIKAR THE WISE. .
i. . Hearken, my son, to my doctrine, and come to my 

teaching and be mindful of my words. . v
My son, when thou hast heard a word, let it die in thy 

Jieart; reveaPit to no man, lest it become a glowing coal 
in thy mouth and burn thee, and a stain cleave to thy soul 
and thou be hated by men,and thou murmur against God.

2. My son, lift not up thine eyes to .look upon an 
elegant and painted woman; lust not after her in thy 
heart, for though thou shouldst give "her all that thou 
hast in thy hand, yet couldst thou gain no advantage 
from her and wouldst be guilty of a transgression against 
God, .

3. My son, it is better to roll stones with a wise man 
than to quaff wine with a fool, ,

4. My son, with a wise man act not foolishly, and 
with a fool play not the wise man.

> My son, I have carried salt and rolled lead, but have 
found nothing so heavy as a debt which a man must pay 
even though he have not borrowed the money.

5. My son, the evil doer falleth and riseth no more, 
but the upright is not shattered because God is with him. 
.. G. My son, better is a friend that is near than a 
brother far off, and better is a good name than great 
beauty; for a good name abideth forever, but beauty 
fadeth and vanisheth.

7. My son, let not thy foot hasten to thy friend, lest 
he grow weary of thee and hate thee.

8. My son, let the wise man strike thee many blows 
with a stick, but suffer not that the fool anoint thee wiih 
sweet smelling unguents.

9. My son, when thou scest that thine enemy is fallen, 
mock'him not, lest he arise again and pay thee back.

10. My son, withhold not stripes from thy son; for 
sfripes are to the boy what dung is to the garden and the 
bridle and stirrup to the ass. Tame thy son while he is 
still young, lest he get the upper hand of thee and rebel 
against thee, and all his misdeeds put thee to shame.

11. My son, when the water can endure without earth, 
and the sparrows can fly without wings, and the raven 
waxes white like snow, and gall tastes sweet as honey, 
then will the fool grow wise.

PROVERBS IN THE BIBLE.

PLAIN STATEMENTS
In Reference tq^Spirituallsm 

and Its Philosophy.

In the luterest of 'true Spiritualism, 
ami for the benefit of the more cred
ulous Spiritualists aii$' investigators, I 
wish to make a few''plain statements,- 
briefly. _ ”.T:

Spiritualism embraces all lines of 
sclental philosophy, feifentifie research 
is an endeavor to ti-atie the different 
forms and expressions of nature back 
to their prime cause, which is spirit or 
universal Intelligence. The conditions 
and expressions of the universal or 
divine intelligence are, without doubt, 
more sublimely manifest In the unseen 
world than on the material plane. The 
object of true Spiritualism is to search 
out as much of the divine truth as is 
possible for mankind to comprehend. 
In order to do this we must unfold our 
own intellect and spirituality, by a 
never ending aspiration for knowledge 
and truth;.and a constant association 
with literature, or persons, from 
spheres above our own. We must not 
expect the spirit world to give us great 
learning and spiritual unfoldinent, 
without an effort on our part. It is an 
undisputed fact that “like attracts 
like,” consequently an Ignorant person 
is surrounded by ignorant guides; and 
without an aspiration or a mental and 
physical effort on the part of that per
son, they will always remain ignorant. 
A spirit cannot communicate greater 
knowledge or diviner truth through a 
medium than the medium can express 
of him or her own self. The mediums 
might be, and frequently are, inspired 
to eloquence by the guides that sur
round them; but it is utterly impossible 
for great knowledge to be transmitted 
through an undeveloped, brain. Some 
will differ with me, from the fact that 
mediums often talk in foreign tongues. 
That fact does not signify that the 
spirit controlling the medium knows 
any more than the medium. It Is not ' 
the language spoken, but the mental 
and spiritual uufoldment that indicate 
the different spheres of spirit life.

fèz

the heaven of Imagination.
Heaven and heir are both realities; 

but conditions of mind instead of 
places. One is created by divine knowl
edge; the other by selfish ignorance.

ALFRED MINTUN COOPER.
Oakland, Cal.

CHESTERFIELD CAMP.
The Session Opens Well.

Pursuant to appointment the Indiana 
State Association of Spiritualists 
opened up its eighth annual session 
July 21. A bright sun illumed the sky 
and the greensward and foliage-dad 
grove gave to the whole a touch of 
scepic beauty as the numerous pilgrims 
moved cheerfully to their tents and cot
tages. Quite an improvement has been 
added to the grounds sipce last season, 
by way of new buildlugs and other 
changes. Soon the work of arranging 
matters about the large auditorium for 
convenience and comfort was begun, 
and the coup de grace with flag and 
flower decoration needs only to be seen 
to convince the beholder that the so
ciety is in earnest and means to make 
the session a success. '

Many mediums for the various phe
nomena of Modern Spiritualism were 
early on the grpuud; and at the ap
pointed hour our genial president, Geo. 
W. Parkison, was in the chair. The 
chosen speakers, J. Clegg Wright and 
Sister E. Pfuntner, for the first two 
weeks of the session, reported per
sonally tjieir presence and readiness 
for servlet. At 2:30 p. m. a fair au
dience was seated, and the speakers 
with the Anderson choir were seen 
upon the rostrum. A song by the choir, 
accompanied by organ melody given 
through the instrumentality of our 
good sister, Miss Flora Hardin, was 
superbly rendered, when Bro. Wright 
was, by the presiding officer, introduced 
as the orator of the day. Bro. Wright 
arose, assuming an attitude bespeaking 
him master of the situation; and, 
though he related no special text for 
his forthcoming discourse, It was read
ily observed that, “Man and His Rela-

Bev. A.------.: Q. I have attended camp-meetings
and circles, and endeavored to investigate, and while wit
nessing much that was unaccountable there was much 
that was hazy and conflicting. Not being one of the the
ologians who seal up every avenue of truth with preju
dice, 1 am secldng for knowledge. My church is small, 
not wealthy, my salary is insufficient to support my fam
ily, and leaves no margin for the purchase of books. Can 
iou not loan me those you think most profitable to read? 

iast Sunday I preached a sermon on Spiritualism, before 
an attentive audience.

A. The books were sent, as they will be to any minis
ter of the Gospel desirous of reading them.

The advice I have to give, I presume will be very dif
ferent from what this correspondent expects. He would 
have me advise a radical departure and adhesion to the 
truth at any cost.

The Truth may gain by policy and is in the hands of 
.wisdom, so far as its application to human needs is con
cerned.

I fully appreciate the difficulties which surround the 
minister in his.efforts to escape from bondage. His fife 
has been given to preparation for his profession. He en
tered it in full belief of its claims on attention. To re
nounce it, is to be recreant to all previous incentives of 
action; to cut loose from the means of support, and drift 
into the desert sea of want.

I speak plainly, for tliis is a most important subject, 
and I say such ministers can do more good by leading 
their church members slowly onward, never dazzling 
their eyes with too great a light, and never being false to 
principle, than by coming out with denial of their dog
mas, severing their connection, and thus being cast out 
of their pulpits. The fact of future existence when ac
cepted, few carry to its logical conclusions and perhaps it 
is well that this is not hastily done, well for the awaken
ing church-member to tarry awhile in his old belief.

I firmly believe that it is better to gain attention by a 
half-way statement of truth, that a destructive shock by 
its complete expression.

There is no difficulty in teaching the highest principles 
of Spiritualism from the standpoint of the Bible. It is 
not the method I prefer, yet it is the most pleasing and 
telling to those who accept the Bible as a finality. Faul’s 
explanation, in Corintliians, of the relations of the terres
trial and celestial bodies is among the most complete and 
beautiful. The Bible would be a lifeless husk without 
Spiritualism.

1. My son, attend unto my wisdom, and bow thine ear 
to my understanding.—Prov., V., 1.

He that goeth about as a tale-bearer revealeth secrets; 
therefore meddle not with him that flattereth with his 
bps.—Prov., xx., 19.

2. To keep thee from the evil woman, and from the 
flattery of the tongue of a strange woman. Lust not after 
her beauty in thine heart; neither let her take thee with 
her eyelids.—Prov., vi., 24, 25.

3. He that walketh with wise men shall be wise; but a 
companion of fools should be destroyed.—Prov. xiii., 20.

4. Answer a fool according to his folly lest he be wise 
in his own conceit.—Prov., xxvi., 5.

The rich rulelh over the poor, and the borrower is a 
servant to thedender.—Prov., xxii., 7.

5. The righteousness of the upright shall deliver 
them; but transgressors shall be taken in their own 
naughtiness.—Prov., xi., 6.

6. Tliine own friends and thy father’s friend, forsake 
not; neither go into thy brother’s house in the day of thy 
calamity; for better is a neighbor that is near than a 
brother that is far off.—Prov., xxvii., 10.

7. Withdraw thy foot from thy neighbor’s house; lest 
he be weary of thee and so hate thee.—Prov., xxv., 17.

8. Let the righteous smite me; it shall be a kindness; 
and let him reprove me; it shall be an excellent oil which 
shall not break my head.—Ps., cxii., 5.

9. Rejoice not when thine enemy falleth, and let not 
thine heart be glad when he stumbleth; lest the Lord see 
it and it displease him, and he turn away his wrath from 
him.—Prov., xxiv., 17,18.

10. Withhold not correction from the child; for if 
thou beatest him with the rod, he shall not die. Thou 
shalt beat' him with the rod, and shalt deliver his soul 
from hell.—Prov., xxiii., 13,14.

11. Wisdom is too high for a fool; he openeth not his 
mouth in the gate.—Prov., xxiv., 7. -

Compare the same numbers with each other. The sen
timent is identical.

Many nf our mediums are Spiritists 
instead of Spiritualists, and they do not 
know the difference. They endeavor to 
hold the Investigator within their circle 
of followers, simply for a pecuniary 
profit. They heed the instinct of selfish
ness rather than that of benevolence, 
and In consequence keep themselves 
and’ their followers in ignorance and 
superstition. A Spiritist is one who 
seeks, simply to gratify their worldly 
desires, and their sense of curiosity, by 
delving into the psychic phenomena. 
They seem to care naught for the 
higher philosophy, the knowledge of 
which unfolds the divine and noble 
qualities of mankind.' J

Spiritualism carriesB us into the 
esoteric knowledge of- ijivine wisdom 
and truth. It unf(fins''pur spirit or 
super-consciousness arid brings us more 
into a one-ness with the. universal intel
ligence. It brings tis 'into an under
standing of the divirilt/tof every atom 
of the universe, anil,we feel our re
lationship to every expression of na
ture. We feel that brotherly love for 
all things animate. We.jlo good for the 
love of good. Our whole being and at
mosphere becomes pqnpeated with a 
diviner essence. This .plane of unfold- 
ment cannot be accurately described by 
words. One must expedience it to ap
preciate it To attain tfl.. It,, one must 
turn from the sensual, Jlfe, and eschew 
such circles and influences as would 
draw from them the vital forces. They 
must assume an Introspectivo aspira 
tlon for divine knowledge. They must 
seek without ceasing for spiritual light 
and truth. It is only by that aspiration 
and earnest seeking, that we progress 
from the most imperfect into the most 
exalted in divine knowledge, and realize 
that we are a part of the universal con-

The best place to study the facts of Spiritualism is the 
home circle. The various books and papers give its sci
ence and philosophy. You may feel that it is dishonest 
to remain with a church you cannot fully agree with doc

- trinally, and think you can do more good as an independ- 
_ ent speaker; allow me to caution you to “make haste 

. slowly.” You must bear in mind, humiliating as it may 
■ be, that your training as a minister is in direct conflict 

.with success as a spiritual teacher. Before you can suc- 
cecd as such, even your methods of thinking must change.

You can do the most good by leading your church, as 
you advance yourself, and after years of study, you -may 
be able not only to be an independent teacher, but to have 
an independent church.

I L V --------- ■
■ C. A. T.: Q. In what way can wrongs done to per- 

• sons be rectified when the persons and their entire fam
ilies have passed to a higher life?

’ A. If we cannot rectify our wrongs with the dead, we 
h ’ . can atone for them by extra exertion in our care for the 
| - living. But they who are called dead yet live, and know

. pur thoughts, and knowing all the circumstances which 
। .ed to the actions which cause so much regret, would 

cancel our obligations if it were possible for them to com
I municate. For one who feels so intensely sensitive as 
i ■ • • . this correspondent, it would be best to seek through me- 

iliumship to come in direct relations with the spirits of 
। those who are regarded as wronged, and receive their for
i givencss.

Written after reading Ella Wheeler Wilcox’s “Little 
White Hearse,” commencing “Somebody’s baby was 
buried to-day.”

Somebody’s baby was re-bom to-day, 
“The empty white hearse from the grave rumbled back,” 
Yet the morning somehow seemed smiling and gay, 
“As I paused on the walk, as it passed on its way” 
And a halo seemed drawn o’er the sun’s golden track.

Somebody’s baby is now with the blessed, 
“White as a snow-drop and fair to behold,” .“ ■ 
And soft hands and cheeks are being caressed— 
In the whitest of robes its form has been dressed, 
It is only the mortal lies silent and cold. ■'

“Somebody saw it go out of her sight,” ,,-¿¿2
Not “under the coffin lid, out of the door,” - 
But attended by angels it took its glad flight, 
Where nevermore darkness or sorrow or blight <" 
Can mar the bright glory, or turn it to night, 
For hgp own darling babe that has gone on before.
Somebody’s sorrow has hope, though she weep, 
If the things of the spirit her soul doth descry, 
“For the dearly bought baby she longed so to keep,” 
Rode notout to-day “to its long lasting sleep, 
In the little white hearse that went rumbling by.” , 

It was only the casket the hearse bore away, •
The jewels we prize still live and are near— ' 
I know, for I see them, their voices I hear__
Yet I feel for her sorrow, I, too, shed a tear, 
‘Tor the little white hearse stood at my door one day.” 

. —S. T. Suddick.

takes flight; and when Spiritualists 
cease to seek for divine knowledge, and 
stop on their journey of exploration 
into divine truths and mysteries of the 
Cosmos, to view the more inferior of 
nature’s phenomena and psychic man
ifestations, they keep all humanity 
back within the thrall of ignorance and 
superstition. If we retain the name of 
Spiritualism, wo should be Spiritualists 
in thought and deed, and search out the 
real spirit of love, truth and knowledge, 
which we cannot find by simply grat
ifying our sense of curiosity.

I do not condemn any phase of me
diumship or psychic manifestation. 
Every one of them have their part of 
the divine work to do. All are stepping 
stones from the lower to the higher 
planes of knowledge and spirituality. 

.What our mediums need, however, is 
more spirituality and less selfishness. 
Instead of holding the seekers after 
truth in the lower spheres of unfold- 
ment, they should help them onward 
and upward on the road of knowledge. 
By so doing they would be a credit to 
the cause of Spiritualism, and to them
selves. They would place the move
ment tn a more rapid progress, and 
bring a larger number of seekers and in
vestigators into the work; which would 
be a greater benefit to the mediums in a 
pecuniary way, as well. _

As Spiritualists and mediums we 
should be true men and women of our-

tions to the Universe,” was marking 
the general trend of his thought, and 
for more than an hour and a half he 
handled the subject with masterly 
skill, thrilling bls audience with in
spiration and joy. The speaker took 
a broad and critical view of the genius 
of man in the earlier ages of human 
existence, when science had not yet 
dawned upon the mental horizon, and 
all phenomena appearing to the race of 
men were ignorantly attributed to the 
gods and demons of the unseen world. 
Hence the literature of the long-gone-by 
ages was a superstitious, religious one, 
and though the best that could be had 
under the then existing environments, 
it, for long centuries, proved the bane 
and curse of humanity. The speaker 
made a careful comparison of human 
genius as manifested in the past with 
that of the present age, and made plain 
the fact that, through the dropping of 
an advanced thought here and there by 
progressive individual effort, vast 
achievements had been made in the 
arts, science and general literature; 
thus, reasoning analogically, a grander 
future for humanity Is vividly pictured 
on the mental horizon. t

On Friday forenoon the meeting took 
the form of a conference, in which your 
correspondent led the way, and was 
followed by others, each giving expres
sion to his or her experience in the 
physical and mental phenomena of 
Modern Spiritualism. In the afternoon 
Sister E. Pfuntner gave one of her 
usual deeply interesting inspirational 
lectures to an appreciative audience. 
Iler subject, though minus a text,, was 
that of our day, in which she threw out 
many sharp and cutting arguments for 
professional teachers In biblical lore to 
consider. Sister Pfuntner is a pleasant 
and eqrnest speaker, and well capaci
tated for doing good work in the causa 
of Modem Spiritualism. She closed her 
lecture with a series of tests, -tfhlch 
gave general satisfaction.

Saturday's exercises were a repetition 
of Thursday’s work, that is, a grand

Mrs. E. J. Buchanan: Q. Is there any one. in this 
country who can read Sanskrit? .......

A. Emmet E. Coleman, San Francisco, CaL, will prob
ably be the best authority to whom to apply. .

Y- Eden B. Sawyer:. Q. Is it possible to call back a spirit 
¿Sk.-!* 1 Y passed from this earth over-four’hundred years ago?

, A. . Possible, but exceedingly improbable. . -

‘Religious and theological Works of Thomas Paine.” 
Contains W celebrated “Age of Beason,” and a number 
of tetters and discourses on religious and theological: sub-

C* 0“ binding, 430 pages. Price $1. For sale 
Gt thlB Office» ." .

■ Upbuilding, Including fco-operative Systems 
anertheHappiness and Ennoblement of Humanity.” Bv

Babbitt,LL. D., M. D. This comprises the last 
part of Human Culture and Cure. Paper cover 15 cents. 
For sale at this office. ■' :

“The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. A Menace to 
^\encan Civihzation.-’ By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lec
turer upon physical, physiological and psychic science. 
Demonstrator of the molecular or spiritual hypothesis of

selves; and make ourselves shining ex
amples of the truth which our phil
osophy teaches. It Is a poor philosophy 
.that must exist simply upon the fame 
aepuired by a few of Its adherents. 
While it is a credible fact, that many of 
the most Intellectual, and famous per
sons of the present century have been 
and are flrm believers Spiritualism, 
yet that fact does not .make the phil
osophy a whit better;, Hn only gives a 
few of the more credulous individuals 
a, little more courage to> become or to re
main adherents. Many;, of-them stop at 
the first cross-road ofiephenomena and 
do not aspire to further knowledge. 
They are Spiritualists • (because some 
noted person is or wa® Ooe. Such Spir
itists are a disgrace,■ bo the cause. 
They help to hold It back Jn the shadow 
of universal recognitions What we want 
are true men and women; persons who 
will look into their ownuselves for the 
divine truth. The divine' is not away 
off in some remote patft oB-the universe; 
it is here within our own selves. We 
can find it by looking? Why not unfold 
that divinity and five :for a purpose? 
Why not make our own lives a credit to 
humanity? By unfolding our higher 
and diviner nature we help to lift the 
world up a notch higherTn the ascent 
of evolution. If we picture an ideal 
life and make a vigorous effort we can 
live to it We should not wait and ex
pect to realise the ideal:life at some fu
ture time; that smacks too much of or
thodoxy, and the dogma of the atone
ment, which has kept humanity In vice 
and ignorance for twenty centuries. 
Neither should we wait until the change 
called death takes us from the earthly 
body to begin the life of eternity. 
Eternity is now; it always was, else 
there could be-no eternity. Eternity is 
without beginning or ^without ending; 
therefore we are now Hying In eternity, 
and it is now that we should come Into 
the divine knowledge, and brotherly 
love, .which is the acme of existence;

lecture was given through the mental 
mediumship of Brother Wright, he tak
ing tor the subject of his discourse, 
“The Gods of My Camera.” Spirit 
George Rushton was the controlling In
telligence, and it was amusing as well 
as deeply interesting to see many of the 
mythical gods and saviors laid upon the 
shelves to dry. The latter part of the 
discourse was particularly interesting, 
as it dealt with the eternal energie® and 
laws of the universe, and the evolution
ary processes of life and mental genius.

Sunday forenoon the large audi
ence was introduced by the president to 
Sister Pfuntner as orator of the hour. 
The speaker took for her text the words, 
“Why Don’t God Kill the Devil?” Had 
the lecture been given to Spiritualists 
only, It might have been considered a 
little out of place, although graphically 
and forcibly delivered, as they know no 
devil; but as there were many present 
who had not shed their theological 
robes, it came in apropos to the occa
sion, and many, no doubt, went away 
feeling that “a great light had shone in 
darkness.”

At 2:30 p. m., Brother Wright was an
nounced as the orator of the hour, and 
it may not be amiss to say on this occa
sion he was the right man in the right 
place, for there were thinking minds, 
bordering however, on the materialistic 
plane of thought, present, find needed 
such proof of man’s immortality as 
none but a master In the philosophy of 
life and its methods of unfoldments 
could produce. In closing the lecture he 
crowned with irrefutability by in
troducing facts showing that spirits of 
the departed do live, return ahd hold 
conscious, intelligent communication 
with men and women, and make them
selves fully cognizable by every pro
cess of cognition needed and utilized by 
man for the same purpose and end in 
the present life. .

DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.
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Tlie funeral of Jolin Snyder occurred 
July Hl. at the family1 residence, near 
Ionia, Mich. Mrs, A. E. Sheets oflicl-
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chosen these two because they seem to 
preclude the possibility of fraud or leg
erdemain, mid lids Is the only point I 
have in mind nt Ilie present timo. I 
have witnessed messages in Frem ii, al
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INDEPENDENT
SLATE-WRITING.

1 [From the Psychical Review, written 
by B. O. Flower, late editor of the 
Arena.J .

Prof. H. was a gentleman who had 
passed from life some, time previous. 
He was a most scholarly gentleman, 
noble-minded and in almost every re- 
speet an ideal man. I had known and 
Joved him for several years.

On one occasion a psychic with whom 
I was well acquainted came to my 
house. Taking from a desk drawer two 
elates which the psychic had not seen 
or touched, I tyeut into the room wheye 
■he was lii conversation with my wife 
and her mother. “I wiint you to see if 
we can succeed in getting anything ou 
these slates without your touching 
tRem,” I said. . .

“Let your wifp hold one end of the 
Slates and you'the other,”-he replied, 
“aud we will try, although I do not ex
pect you will get anything.” .

“I have asked Prof. H. a question ou 
this pellet,” I observed, as I dropped 
the crumpled paper ou the table, lu a 
few minutes niy wife aud I dlstluetl'y 
heard a scratching sotind upon the 
Blates, and felt slight vibrations. We 
lifted tlie slates to tlie ear of my wife’s 
mother, who also heard if quite dis
tinctly. All this time, it should be re
membered, the psychic was • seated a 
few feet from us, and had at uo 
time even touched the slates. Finally 
the writing ceased. Ou opening the 
slates we found the iuslde of one of 
them covered with writing, the message 
purporting to come from the gentleman 
to whom I had addressed my question, 
aud the most interesting feature was 
jhe .signature, which ou comparison 
With several autographs of this gentle
man, was found to be a fae simile. 
Tills, however, Is the only instance in 
my personal experience where the sig
nature lias been auythiug like a fac
simile of the signature of the person 
who claimed to write the message.

Here we had a message given abso
lutely free of auy personal contact on 
the part of the medium, in ray own 
home, and lu the presence of three per
sons, actuated Solely by a desire to ar
rive at the truth.

I have received other messages in my 
home as remarkable, excepting tile au
tographic slguature, as the above, and 
in some eases possessing internal evi
dential value. I cite this case, however, 
as oue cleur-cut instance of independent 
writing without coutllct with the psy
chic. On one occasion oue of my broth
ers; who hud seen no psychical mani
festations, and shared tbe prejudice I 
had entertained before investigating 
these problems, went to this same psy
chic. .

He was accompanied by his wife. 
They informed tlie psychic that, they 
had prepared their slates and did not 
wish them disturbed. Tile psyehle left 
the room wliile they prepared some 
questions on pellets. When the ques
tions were prepared and tin- psvi-hle

AKE WE A FREE PEOPLE?
(Continued from page 1.)

the botanic quaeks. The people still 
believed in freedom, and they rebelled 
against, this, and from 1830 to 1836 no 
man could be elected to the legislature 
in any State who was in favor of re
strictive medical legislation. The people 
demanded the repeal of those obnoxious 
laws, aud they were wiped from the 
statutes of every State in the Union.

From 1836 until after our civil war, 
the practice of medicine was free in 
this country, but after the war monop
olies of various kinds demanded special 
laws for their benefit, and army ex
surgeons wanted official positions and 
wanted protection against competitors, 
so there has grown up in this country 
in almost every State a system of po
litical doctors, known as “Boards of 
Health,” and laws restricting the prac
tice of medicine to such as can get per
mission to do so fj'om an official board. 
These boards grant permission not 
upon merit, but only to those who. be
long to the ring of which they are the 
head.' It- is a .species of despotism par
alleled nowhere outside of Russia, and 
as Dr. Rush said of such laws, they are 
relics of monarchy, vestiges of despot
ism, and wholly out of harmony with 
our republican form of government. .

We call Spain a barbarous nation, be
cause four centuries ago a religious 
rlng’persecuted people for trying to re
form religion, and In the last decade of 
the nineteenth century a medical ring 
acting under form of law, persecutes, 
fines and imprisons men and women for 
trying to reform medicine..

I stand by the right of all physicians 
of all schools, from the Allopathic to 
the Christian Scientists, to use their 
best efforts to relieve suffering hu
manity, and I stand by the right of the 
people to einploy whom they please to 
cure them, whetlier Allopathle; Homeo
pathic, Hydropathic, Pliyslo-Medieal, 
Eclectic, Mind ^Jurist, or, Christian Sei-

Born into the freed soul realms, f 1*0111  
Huenemc ,Cal., July 19, 1898, Enoch L. 
Blodget, aged 70 years, 2 mouths and 
19 days.

The arisen brother was a native of 
Vermont, was a staunch aud loyal 
American; was also a great traveler, 
having made the tour of the world no 
less Ilian three times. Tlie crowning 
Is'auty of his well-spent life was tlie ac
ceptance of the linrmouinl philosophy in 
early life. He passed out of the tent of 
materiality under Its cheering lutluenee, 
and tlie forsaken casket was laid to 
rest in Ventura cemetery on the 20th 
illst., tlie writer performing tlie service.

questions are answered; open your 
slates.” "Oh," said my brother, 
“that is Impossible, because 1 dal nut 
place any pencil between the slates.” 
On opening his slate, however, lie found 
three answers lo three of the questions 
he had written. I would here note that 
messages frequently came in tlie pres
ence of this psychic when no pencil was

stances the writing resembled crayon 
and no noise wns lutird wlien the writ
ing was in progress. I would further 
state that my wife, her mother, her 
brother, and myself have on several oc
casions received writing, both with-iiml 
without pencils, on our slates, wnen the 
psychic eltliiT did not touch the slates 
or when In some Jr.stances he merely 
tfJUclii'd the tips of his lingers to the 
slntcs which we were holding.

, I could cite ninny more exeiMillngly 
interosllug experiences, but have

. --  — — ...... ...
. thougli the jisyclile knew no language 

except Ilie English, and a fricnil who Is 
a flue German si hobir, wrote a question 
in German. He received an answer be
tween dosed slates in excellent Ger

the slates never for n moment go
ing put of his sight. The psychic re
ferred to in the above was Dr. Charles

■ E. iWnlklns, of Ayer. Mass.
B. O. FLOWER, 

■ Editor of Ilie "Arena.”
It was Dr. Watkins who met the Rev. 

Joseph Cook anil his parly of skeptics, 
and convinced them of the fact that thé 
pencil moved without contact.

The late Epes Sargent was one of the 
Doctor’s wnrm frlemls. For twelve 
years Dr. Watkins (after graduating 
and securing a diploma) lias devoted 

. his entire time to his practice with the 
exception of two years he helped to or

. ganlzc the Arena I’ulillshing Co., which 

. publishes the "Arena," Boston’s liberal 
monthly, anil of which Dr. Watkins 
was general manager and secretary. 
At tlie end of two years lie resigned ami 
resumed the practice of medicine. The 
■wonderful success that Dr. Watkins is 
having, he owes to the fact that his 
guides diagnose each ease by independ
ent slate-writing anil If the organs are 
diseased, there are drawings made 

. , showing tlie action of the disease on 
each organ, thus one ean see just how 
one is physically after looking upon 
these slates, as well as if lie could look 

' into n mirror and see if his face is clean 
or not. ’

The Doctor is creating a great exeite
ment in tbe East among skeptics and 
among Spiritualists. He is awakening 
great interest by Ills wonderful gifts, 
ami his patients are all over the coun

. try who are willing to testify to his 
- wonderful gift ns a doctor who cures 

his patients. Ills cures are the wonder 
Of the day: ami we understand the doc
tor says that he stands ready to give 
diagnosis free of charge to all who are 
sick.

No wonder that a man so wonderfully 
gifteil with such convincing psychic 
powers has met with such astounding 
success as a physician. During the 
month of August lie will diagnose all 
cases free to those who send their age. 
name; sex and leading symptom, and if 

. you are pleased with the diagnosis, if 
you take treatment at once he will take 
your case under his care and will 
charge you but 85 a month for' treat
ment. This pays for his letters of ad
vice, which are sent weekly and for the 
medicine, and also for bis wonderful 
psychic treatment that cures two-thirds 
of his patients. Remember,, only $5 a 
month until cured, to all ; who ‘ begin 

■treatment in August Last month—in 
July—Special rates were given to the 
poor. This month these special rates 
are given to all—?5 a month— then the 
?ld tèrms for treatment will begin—$10 
p f20 a month. Send all letters to C.

E. .Watkins, Ayer, Mass.

Jolin Harris, of Sturgis, Mich., passed 
to spirit-life, and his funeral took place 
nt tlie Free Church, July 11. Mrs. A. 
E. Sheets and Mrs. Barton conducted 
tlie services there; the Masonic order nt 
the cemetery.

Passed to higher life, while visiting her 
sons at Farewell. Mich., June 29, 1898, 
Mrs. I. E. Williams. The remains were 
taken lo her home in Girard) Mich., and 
the funeral services were held in tin*  
Baptist church, and were conducted by 
Mrs. Emily D. King, of Butler. The 
deceased was a Spiritualist, and a very 
highly esteemed lady. It was the first 
funeral discourse of tlie kind ever given

Prof Lockwood Is recoguized as oue ot 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. lu this little volume be presents 
In succinct form tbe substance of bls , 
lectures ou the Molecular Hypothesis । 
of Nature; and presents his views as ! 
demonstrating a scleutific basis of Splr-! 
itualism. The book is commended to !

"Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to tlie Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment.” By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 ceuts. For sale 
at this office.

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records.” Told by Paul Carus 
This book is heartily commended to stm 
dents of tbe science of religions, aud to 
(ill who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in Its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. 
Price |L For tale at this office.

“Right Living.” By Susan H. Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle ot 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by it 
Cloth IL For sale at this office.

"The Religion of tne Future.” By 8. 
Weil. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold 
untrainmeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper 
50 cents. ‘

“Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope” will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and practices 
Should be read by all. Sold at this of- 
flee. Price 25 cents.

‘The Priest, the Woinati, and the con- 
fessiouni.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chinlquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by tne sad experience of many, wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail $L For sale at 
this office.

“The Universe." What Force ig. 
The Beginning of Creation. What Mat, 
ter Is. Tbe Creation of. the Earth. 
The Beginning of Life, immortality. 
This - Substance of . Its Environments. 
Psychic Science. What the “Soul of 
Things" Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
sale at this office. • .

'.Thomas Paine: Was He Junius?' 
An Interesting pamphlet by Wm. H. 
Burr. Price 15 cent«. For «ale at this 
office. ■

The Spiritualist who commences now 
to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing .for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Laud, is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
lie will sneak over to borrow what he 
had ‘not the enterprise to pay for. We 
(hink, in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every .Spiritualist family lu the 
United States. Commence now, we re
peat, to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 

—Your Melted Pebble Spectacles are 
all you claim for them, and even more. 
Your Magnetized Compound is a wont 
derful remedy, and acts like magic 
upon sore and weak eyes. I.would not 
be 'without it.'Very respectfully, 

• ; MRS. J. A. PERKINS.
Easthampton, Mass.

For 39 days I will send a sample 
package of .Magnetized; Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mail. " •

Clinton, Iowa. B. F. POOLE.

PRICE OF THE “SEQUEL."
The price hereafter of this number of 

Tlie Progressive Thinker will be as fol
lows: Tjiree cents for single copy. 
Where five or more are ordered, two 
cents’ per copy. Where one huudred or 
more .copies are ordered, one dollar and 
fifty cents per hundred.

OF INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS.
Anyone who is sick aud failed to find 

relief, should send their name and ad
dress (with stamp for reply) to Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Call., aud I will 
(through spirit power) seud you the 
cause aud condition of your trouble: 
aud after I give you a correct diagno
sis, ii you wish liclp I will make my 
terms within your reach.

N. B.—The above advertisement is for 
the benefit of suffering humanity, and 
if you know of any oue who is sick, and 
is skeptical, show them the above ad. 
and I may convince them of the truth

In seudlug remittances to this office, 
write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so ou a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to send money in 
a letter; If it is sent that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not seud personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable In 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will bo 
avoided.

"Poems or Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read In her 
varied moods, 'grom grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume Is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1.

•The Infidelity of Ecclesiastieism 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office,

“Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Spirit-life.” “The Evolution 
of Man.” Two papers, given In the in
terest of spiritual science, by Michael 
Faraday. Price 15 cents.

"Origin and Antiquity of Man.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. A masterly philosoph
ical work. English edition, nicely 
bound in cloth, $1. For sale at this 
office.

-Arcana of Nature; or the History 
and Laws of Creation.” By Hudson 
Tuttle. A well-known and most pro
found treatise. Cloth, $L For sale at 
thU office.

“Bible and Church Degrade Woman.” 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises 
three brief essays, on The Effect of 
Woman Suffrage on Questions of Mor
als and Religion; .The Degraded Status 
of Woman In the pible; The Christian 
Church and Woman; written in Mrs.

For

- . - (In
cluding Methods and Instruments)." By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A very in- 
structlve and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well fu|. 
fills the promise ot Its title. For sale 
at this office. Price . 75 cents.

"Ancient India: its Language and 
Religions.” By Prof. H. Oldenberg. 
The subject is of unusual interest at 
the present time, and it is here treated 
In a way to interest and instruct all 
readers. For sale at this office. Paper, 
price 25c. '

-Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of tho Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or implv 
Spiritualism; together with a brief hfe. 
tory ot the origin of many of the 
important books of the Bible.”- By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results of his many years’ studv 
of tho Blblo in its relations to Spiritual
ism. As its title denotes, it is a veri
table encyclopedia of infomation on’the 
subject Price |L For sale at thia 

X>fl5ce.
■’Human Culture and Cure, Marriage 

Sexual Development and; Social Ut>-’ 
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu" 
able work, by the Dean of tlie College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75c. 
For sale at thia offlea

“The Bridge Between Iwo Worlds." 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire 
by harmonizing their physical bodies 
and their physical bodies with 
universal nature and their souls with 
the higher intelligences, to come, into 
closer connection with the purer realms 
of the $pirlt-World.-? It is written in the 
sweet 'spiritual tone that characterizes 
all of-Miss ’ Judson’s- literary works 
Price, doth, |1; paper, 75 cents. '

‘The Great Roniah Anaconda." By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D.. ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann 
It Is good reading, and should be wldoly 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Borne and its priesthood, trice 15c. 
For sale at this office. :

Peebles & 
Burroughs, 

Successful 
Specialists 

AND PSYCHIC

DR. J. A. BURROUGHS.
Positively Cure Chronic Dis

eases,
When a person becomes thoroughly 

convinced that they are suffering from 
some Chronic Lesion they naturally turn 
to Drs. Peebles & Burroughs for relief. 
There are many reasons for this. Their 
long experience in the treatment of 
Chronic Diseases and their education 
has pro eminently fi tted thorn to success
fully treat thoso diseases. Coupled to 
tho foregoing they possess every facility 
which modern science or medical expe
rience has demonstrated to be of value 
in the

Cure of Chronic Diseases.
They deal honestly and conscientious

ly with every individual. They make 
no charge for diagnoses, relying upon 
their ability to secure them practice. 
A majority of tho oases under their care 
are cured in a few weeks and often the 
most difficult eases of years’ standing, 
which eminent physicians have pro
nounced incurable, - have yielded to 
their treatment in a few months. Wo 
subjoin the following extracts from re
cent letters as

Proof of Their

WONDERFUL1’ABILITY
To Quickly Cure 
Chronic Diseases

Drs. Peeblci & Burrough«, Battle Creek, Mlcb.
Dear I'o.tun»:-! do nut Lbluk our child needs any 

more ireiitniviit, an riie Is well. I thunk you very 
much for what you have done for her. us 1 think you 
have done wonderfully In her cuse. 1 will recommend 
you to auy of my friends who arc UI. Yours truly

July 13. |S9:<. Mffij. J. H, Gay, Muynunl, Mass.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Buttle Creek, Mich,
Dear Doctors: -My health hnx improved wonderful

ly under jour treatment. My friends are surprised at 
the result. Wishing you success, 1 aui your greatly 
benefited patient, Miu.kh 11. IIaiisiia.

July 15, Jb98. K. Liverpool, Ohio.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—My wife Is getting along finely, and will 

not need any inorc treatment. Thanking you for the 
help received, I am vours, etc.

July 1C, 1898. M. N. Davison, Merrillan, Wis.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—! am so much better that I will not 

need any more medicine. Your psychic treatments 
have helped me very much. Thanking ycu for your 
kind treatment and wishing you much happiness and 
prosperity, 1 am ever your friend,

July 12,1898. Cabihe Shumway,
Manhattan, Kuns,

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mlcb.
Denr Doctors:—1 want to thank you for what you 

have dune for me. 1 atn well now and will not need 
anv more inedlclue. Your»« truly,

July 12,1898. Clara Steffen, Scrlvou, Minn,

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—! am well. I have no nebc, no pain, 

no bad feeling or symptom of disease, and 1 will need 
no more treatment. Hoping that Godwin spare you 
long for tho relief of suffering humanity, 1 am your 
grateful patient, J. B. Walkeh, Caddo, I. T.

July 18, 1898.

Their Wonderful Psychic Powers 
enable them to clearly understand and 
accurately diagnose the physical condi
tion of their patients. This accurate 
diagnosis is the foundation-stone—the 
key-note of successful treatment. No 
amount of medical education can suc
ceed without it. Your physician must 
understand your condition or he cannot 
administer the necessary treatment. 
This statement is self-evident. From 
time to time we have published volun
tary testimonials of hundreds of reliable, 
honorable and trustworthy people who 
have testified gladly to the
Absolute Correctness of Our Diag

noses.
We add a few more:

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Bira:—You have diagnosed my case exactly. 

Everything you wrote I am sure Is true. Yours truly,
July 15,1898. Etiibl Habdman, Cleburne, Tex.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich. , 
Dear Sirs:—Your diagsosls of ray case was correct.

• Yom b truly, f Mbs. Maby Krt)D, 
July 14, 1898. • Philadelphia, Pa.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. -Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—Your dlagjaosia of my case was perfect

ly correct. Yours truly, Melvin Nicbols,
July 18,1898, _____ Auburn, Call.

Drs, Peebles & Burroughs.'Battle Creek, Mlcb.
Gentlemens—The Diagnosis of my wlfe’i case was 

duly received and our Boctor said It could not have 
been better if you had Mender. Yours truly,

July 15,1898. W. J. Holland.
_____East Lake, Ala,

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs,fiattlc Crook, Mlcb.
Dear sirs:—I sent fojr-M «Hagnosls merely as an ex

periment, not believing ¿or ucjxpccttng to receive any
thing atall satirfactury, l-.larlsh to cxprosMny aston
ishment and Satisfaction at the perfection of your 
description of my physical ^condition. Yours respect- 
iully. Mad«|/ MabstoN, Wlcblta, Kans. *

July 18, 1893.

Drs. Pceblcs & Burroughs, Baltic Creek,*~Mlch.
Dear Sirs:—Your diapfoala of my case was perfect

ly true In every respect ' Your well wisher.
July 18, 1898. NiLtox Ayeb8,

. Almond. N. Y.
But what will be more convincing to 

you will be to write and receive a cor
rect diagnosis of your case. Remember 
that Drs. Peebles & Burroughs not 
only correctly diagnose Chronic Dis
eases, but they . .

Cure Where Olhers Fail.
If you are a sufferer .

WRITE TO-DAY,
giving NAME, AGE, SEX, and a LEAD
ING SYMPTOM, and receive an (abso
lutely CORRECT DIAGNOSIS free. 
Address

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

DOCTOR A. B. DOBSON 
Still Heals the Sick Through 
the Mediumship of . ....

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker.
If you wish Good Health you 

should apply to her.

As a Spiritual Healer She Has 
No Equal.

two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
r and one leading symptom, 

with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her 

DIAGNOSE YOUR CASE FREE.
Address aU Mail to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 133. SAN JOSE, OAL.

TESTIMONIALS.
,r June 25, 1898.
Mrs.Dr.Dobson-Barker-Dear Madam: 
I send for another month’s treatment 

of your wonderful medicine. I have 
taken it one month and I thank you a 
thousand times for tlie good it has al
ready done ;ne. Yours truly,

MRS. FRANCES HAMILTON. 
' Hunters, Stevens Co., Wash.

„ July 5, 1898.
Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker:—I have 

taken your medicine as you ordered, 
and it lias done wonders for uie. 1 feel 
like a new wouiau. Respectfully yours, 

MRS. MARTHA MeCLELLEN.
Delavan, Wis. 455

DR. J. S. LOUCKS 
lathe oldesl aud most successful Splrllu.il Physician 

now tn practice. Ills cures are
THE MOST MARVELOUS 

ofthls nge. Ills cxumtuatlons are correctly iiiaile 
aud free loan who send him mime, age, sex and lock 

ml.,! ?i “.‘i lu 9“ Itocsn't ask tor 
iUJ le“‘t,l >s symptom. A clairvoyant doean’i need 
auy. Addies*

1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY, 
a. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
3. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY.
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANtlESTORS?
The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 

for a Historical Jcsue.
J.“t.11!" ™1““0..«11» >ro clearly shown not to 
have been tbe holy iiml favored people they claim to 
havehoen. Tbe McasUnlc tdaa Is traced to tbe Bae« 
trlau Philosopher, 2850 years IL C-. aud its hiilory Is 
outlined, following (be waves uf emigratiou, until it is 
fully developed luto Clirlmliiulty, with a mythical hero 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soou after the commencement 
of thoChristian era. ...

The book demonstrates that Christianity and it« cen 
trul hero are mythical । that the whole ayatem Is based 
ou fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Ita rites, ceremonials, dogmas aud superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of the past; its facts are 
inoHtly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read it without I istructlen aud profit, whether 
he reaches tbe same conclusions with the author 0*  
otherwise. For cale at tbliotflce

The Lyceum, devoted to the Interests 
of the young, aud to lyceum work is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Wlllowdale street 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special Interest in it. It 
Is published weekly. Try it. 437tf

jnaiVBiioas 
Developm

OP

WJ.Wtey
THE CELEBRATED *

Trance and Test Medium.

She has developed
Medical Clairvoyance, 

and will diagnose disease and treat with 
revealed remedies compounded for each 
patient clalrvoyantly. Perfect satisfaction 
guaranteed. In order for the controls to 
satisfactorily diagnose, send age, sex, and 
leading symptom. Send stamp for terms 
of treatment.

Office 282 Stockton St., between Post 
*nd Geary Sts., Ban Francisco, Cal.

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thoma« Paine. Being an Investigation of True 

and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edi
® po,,t

AN EXCELLEN I WORK, 
TAEATJT AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 

jLZ The "Stellar Key" Is tho ’»htlwopblcal !ntr> 
duction to the revelations contained 1n this boot 
Somo Idea of this little volume may bo gained from tbs 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the After*  
Lirot 2—Scenes in tho Stimmcr»Land; S—Society In tbe 
Summer"Landt 4—Social Centres in the Summor«Lsnd: 
5—Winter-Land and Summer Land; C-Language ani 
Life tn Summer-Land; 7-Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—intimates in the Bummer-Land: 9—Voles 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con 
tains more than double the amount of matter in fo*  
tner editions, and Is enriched by n beautiful trontis 
piece, Illustrating the "formation of the Bplritua 
Body." Cloth 75 cents. Postage S cents. Jfor ualL’ 
«this office. .. —. —

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS 
Before the New York Unitarian Club. The first time 
Intho history of the world that a Christian Association 
evcr,lnyltc4iB noted Infidel to lecture before them 
Tbe lecture Is a grand one, and-was received brihe- 
Olub with continuous applause from beginning to cud 
The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully nrinfc d 
Pribc fl cents; ten copies, 50 cents. . ** '

DR. W. M. FORSTER, 
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

No “Lock of Hair” or “Leading 
Symptom” Required.

nf U8Srcat pleasure to Quote from the Light 
nlaitorUt|i>«OtoX?iU‘ *t 0|1‘ ot Ctvirforufa and Callfor- 
S!.“,1,,’ J“’,,1 st0 JBsue we read: 'Wenotowlthploas- 
lir® xv 'fi“»”* •“eons» of our friend aud brother, 

1 or1‘tt'r’ of 6l“* »’ranclMto, Cullfornla!
ait irao 1“‘ bce‘,u>'i, noted for Us medium,; and 

Dr- luvoti'1- to not a native of the United 
A m-nn-o!? roople of California have learned to claim 
a proprietary Interest lu hlui just ns If he were a uuartors°aiid W.?‘r rTrt’“ ' 1'1“1 '"-••• ••'' 
endoraemm,« tn u“ lnui!“ I'1““«« to add our inrilh,,,, J A1 f !*'? »■•corded this gifted 
medium and educated geutlemau.” 

ABSlNfTRWfMENfF
By the Use of Vitalized Flannel. 

Cures all Manner of Diseases.

Dr. Max Mu6Menbni6lL
PROPHETIC SEER,

COLLEGE OF FINE FORGES
vii “J M<’ni“-‘i. 'l hrl ,l'tuHen. iMludlng tbe • 

Sì „ >ric’,v 11,11 Migoetlsui, Electricity, M|ud Cure. ' 
and a hIgher auleace of life. Chemical affinity and i baric, princkua, develuped with tbelf 2u?re“iu. ap" 1 
colici TIu 'ntB 1fu!"' cu»lh‘c“ls have tultru th« I 

/. >*;  cpl'w 1“ chartered und confer« tlie da*  : 
J1-doctor of Magnetic. Hr a eyriem of ' 

leJi.!’,'11. nU’>! cun lake the couree and 1
Sim I 11 S!>u1!!* 1'al llK!lr Bwn home«. Iiuilintlon I 
ionio,ed to ¿33 Sonili Broadway, Lu« Angele« Cal i 
1>I >1011108 grunted under cither the New jersey or i 
ta4ir,°.r“ ‘ C ‘“r!irt, iur criulogiie lo ’ I

Mllf E. I). UABBITV, M. 1). LL D.. Denn. ■

Dr. A. W. BJrkholz, the Healer.
Mm. Many M. Hxbi.bk, DeKalb, ni.. wi-lte..: "You 

Lnd1 T.1" ” r I t01d. you ltlere »a« uollK lIilllg growing 
ui.du. my .hurt 1-II.N. It Is nearly ull gone. I unnlledY^.T"’'1 ,"1'1 '-■ >n-«l.nent«l.!:"rj
,i,e yi “U ' I"1“'' '■'■.•ull.li.; nnd l.u.e fell bund« ou 
Hi) head. Seud an t.ier vitalized fianncl.'’

Muu. Emelise Telion. iob Cherry atrrvt Wpni Newton Mass., writo: ”i have ‘ha/ abm.!' ?'Pai 
I ,or my‘«•••Si*  uinl reel thutl LaveDt cii nunCiileu.

Wil. WHtei.AM,. Edgar. Neb., again writes: "1 
ritinly linprotlngi ba\e been out door a lltlle eaell 
Me l!e,n<"i' “,bt "e,'1!' SHulug «(length lari. 
M> litnit la monger, untl galnlog, but Is weak yet 
Hute gullied more lu the bi.i two week, than In a 
)ear before. The Iasi tllallzrd Hunnel did me more 
good thin, nil thlnits couihlm-d Him | ever to1 k I 
bhall do all 1 cun for you." ’

Mk«. Wm. I. .«UMAX, Clim.nl. Mich., again write»- 
1 lease itai me another ple.-e of thelltulized Han

Dll, a« I ini hetler after u«lng the last one.”
Ai tirar Ku aanT. Valentine, Neb., wrllea: “1 re 

H..md.y.!7r|.1H'¿r •l1ul1ll‘“"iel- »»•! "in getting l etler. 
..O .. . . 1 I. 1 lu" ,rc selling loss uudlfiolociicr ci ci j \\ uy.
Address

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ,
_____ NEW Bl’FFALO, MICH.

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE

EMMA £

SIX NEW LESSONS
IN MEDIUMSHIP.

“THE WATSEKA WONDER.”
4 To the «indent of psychic phenomena, this pamphlet 
Is intensely Interesting. It gives detailed accounts of 
two cases of "double consciousness," namely Mary 
Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, u!., and Usa? Rey. 
nolds, of Venango county, Pa. FarHle tt tbli office. 
Price IS cento. .

JOAN, THE MEDIUM. ~
Or, tbe Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 

as a Leader or Armies. By Moses Bull. This is at 
once tbe most truthful history of Joaa of Arc, and 
one of tbe most convincing argument» on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel was ever more thruunkly In
teresting; no history more true. Price fa cloth, «0 
cents; paper cover, 23 cento. For sale at this office.

THE DIAKKA.
7WS DIANKA AND THEIR EARTH- 
J. ly Victim«, by tbe Seer, A J. Pavla to a very In

teresting and suggestive work. It to an explanation ol 
much that Is false and repulsive tn Splrltualtom, en> 
bodylnga most Important recent Interview with Jame« 
Victor Wilson, a resident of tbe Summer-Land. Prlw 
SO cento For Bale at this nffic«

WHITE MAGIC
Taught U “Three Sevens," a book of TH pttea. It ii 
really a very Interesting and lugjeiUve *K  Frio. il-23- For sale at this office.

itibi BiiiilTLAL BLIvlli,
OH DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Idea of Death. Heaved and Holl. By 
Mobrb HVLL. Thli pamphlet besides giving the Snip- 
HualletJc Interpretation of mMiy tbingt in the Bible— 
Interpretations never before piven, explains tho 
heaven» andheUi believed in hr Splrltuallais. price 
IDccnts. For sale nt thl< «file«. ’

. - - . . . “““ ;
LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. !

By Editor of the National with Preface end Notes ■ 
by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with view« of tbe old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Tbomu Clio Rickman. 
Joe Batlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland. 
CondprcekBrlssot, and the most prominent of Palneto ; 
friend» In Europ« and America. Cloth, n eante. ■ i

DR. MANSFIELD’S 
homeopathic medicines. 
Are compounded clalrvoyantly for eauii imth-nt Qun<« ■ 
AGNÒsÌs “‘m 'l“11,1“6 riiUlH^lii Iur FHEEl?^ 
l‘re»t N 8 A F w k °' C",'e " °' Unirei». *

VV. A. MANSFIELD, M. D. 
170 Euclid Avenue, Clevolund, Ohio,

Mediumship Is a Growth ^
™'Orù'r'iwril. Bl’lrl,“«111"'» «limit Ibis. Twioo «

DR. J. A. BAILEY,
No, 142 Fifth Avenue, Clinton, Iowa.

XODHL'GS USED. NONE KEQl'IHED.

BETTER THAN~GOLd7 
Elixir of Life Noh. One and Two 
Cures«11 forra« of «tornaci,, n, ,,r lui(t tu,,,

Qu»««««

One package of our Magneti».! Compound for aura eye« or poor eyerigllt. Hu. been u.e.i and prX.d’i? 
thoiiHind« 1U ull part« of the world. Sent for 60 oeuto 
ra.,o ‘"’t Poatr«ld Ior »1.00, with Yurmai 
I'botuami instructions how tuli ve imi years.

Melted Pebble Spectacles; 
shoXT.’tra.«!,'11!'1' ,Wrllei01' Hlusirnlod Circular« 
wb.v 111111 prices un.i phutoof Spirit Vanna,who developed tbh clairvoyant power in me I in 
? ■ur”iy'".J ?ne v'n,, 1’el,l’l'i S1’e"1'!d” •» pStofUM? 
o il-e ? 1 u ,ow" lH"ue 11 reu were In mJ 
p “ to B tesiliy- Send Stamp for
Pimto. it. F. Pi,,,LB. Clinton, Iowa.

Private Readings.’ 
ll’lt 1 » ■ I V .. .....................  ”

»... .. . "*  “ ,nv ri’nnuai 11nt j out „wo power nnd torer. 
leriHK W|1|

DR. A. A. KIMBALL, 
tiw'l-un- ¡Ir'i,'"',Mi,ku'"'' I’liysh iimsror , 

■ d Feas.« y' O1’el;'"'1''“- L Illis. Kid 11 I-, end oth- :
«'rhM udi J, , "i"“11» nr<-viii'uiliully ah- |
a rl»cd ULdt r lib utiuderful hmliiig n >w<t Fih'ul'6- ‘.“re,’r""* 1;- V""' - •• 'iiSee
XVII u ’l V o 'l 'I1"1 i"'"'""i‘i "I Ill- home, ; 
mu bo in Verona Park, llu.-k«p..ri, Me durine A# gust. 1U Porter .1, .xLut,.,,. m„L. ' -lc’

PSYCHE-i ’be Invention of » practical inedhiin, under inlrit I 
t «'»d in drutgued to develop mediumship. I 
don?> ? tHt fU8)\ ,IU1VV rec,','°'1 b>llg CoillUHlHlva*  ' 

lions ftotn spirit frlonik. and express great satlifAO*  
Don. Drier ti. and 20 conta cura for ciprXgt 
For aule iff (be ulllce of Tint PitOG!:K»bivK TuiMXXB,

THE BI.1N1I MKD1I M, U.w. UNCI UH WILT." 
«■nd u I.lie Kei'illug, »HL dati-8 aiiil iuuuob- Mat) 
lock or hair mid Uli' ilollur. IL w. SINCLAIR ¿19 

ni'ri av„ Jai-kRun, Ml. li,

Mus. m. l. nii.i.indefexi>fnt si ate. 
___ writ«, tl8_Eo«t 42.1 place. ( LlcliVo.

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
Trance and Buxlneas Medium. Sittings dolly hours 
lUlud. Kesidenco, 98 Buwen hv.. Chicago, lii. ’

Something New and Reliable
If rick, write me a letter Hating the fact, with age. 

name, Hex and complexion aud tdx rents In atatupi 
and 1 will tell you JuM what yoio trouble« aro by 
J «velile Power; also u !iietiy> <>f u rapid cure. 1 need 
no hair or luadlng hyiiiptunib; yuur letter 1h enough 
Herbulktic Beinedles in ¿ouiiectlun with I*«vehlo  
Power. Addrcw or call. M

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
US Warren »(., Sfuiieìiatiit Mans.

YOUB FUTURE Krn.!.7
Atlrolvgor. Buoni» C * 7 Tabor Oj.cin House Block, 
Denver, Colo, Chartb trout $1. Bend stamp 1or clriu-

_____________ _______ _ 484lf

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOl'K OWN 
home, will bend a pi«mi>hiei ghing InMructloM, 

delineate your nharr of tnedhiuuhlp. ami a spiritual 
softg book. All for 25 cents. Address MBS. J. A.
BLDSb. Sun Diego, Cal. 45g

DR. T. H. BLY'S PRIVATE SANITARITM, A 
Lying In Hume, exchisht-lv for women. All dll- 

cases Of women cured. Write lor particulars to Dr, 
Bly. 21 4lh st. S. MlnmapvlD, Minn. 46(J
MRS. CAMPBELL, EORMERI.Y CTl’ ST~AND

Rhodes ave., takes pleasure In nnimuiirmg to bef 
friends that she haw permanently Ibcatt-d nt I’eopk’’s 
Institute, cor. Van Buren & Leavitt Ai., where she Is 
prepared to rocche and benefit the sick and afflicted 
by laying on uf bands and without drugs. 454

ASTRAL READING •
And your phase of Mcdlumahlp, with Instructions for 
development; also a copy of "The Path tj Power." 
Send date of blrtb and 2ft centi (riper). If you aro 
In search of truth, and desire to Iinfold thè occult 
powers: If you would break the hvpnotlc spell of im
aginary limitation, and exchange sleknots and sorrow 
Ior health and happiness, you will realize In this 
teaching the soul’s ideal. URIEL BUCHANAN, Au
rora, Mo. 457

7 QUESTIONS CORRECTLY ANSWERED FOR 
you by sending age. color of cros. lock of hair, and 
20c to pay for a trial character and prophetic read

ing, as a tori. If possible send photo, ft will be re
turned with reading. Full reading 50e. Adri ax 
Kerlkw. box 247. North Pomona. Call. 454

MRS. ELLA M. b0LE~
This medium, who is clnlraudlcnt. <1. Inuyant, psy. 

chome trie and prophetic, can he consulted ct No. 1680 
North Clark st. Chicago. Engagements can be made 
by letter. 4^

OPIUMS■____ ■ • ■ stopped atonesA never-frillnit, hatmleFs and txrm&ncnt borne 
cure. Trial treatment free on
Dr. L C. Hoffman, 445 laabella Bldg., Chicago, ill.

WANTED—GOOD MAN OR WOMAN, 
to represent tis In every town. Hone«t 
Article; Good Seller. Will- give you 

reference«. Address
LEKKO COMPANY,

। 68 Dearborn St., Clxtcogo.

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
. BY 8. WEIL.

- Cloth, U.K. - . . Paper, GO cento.
I This Is a work ot great value, written by one of ths 

keenest, most powerful nnd most truly religious 
mlndiof the day. It to particularly a work which 
should be put Into tbe baudr of those wbo have freed 
themselves from tho dogma, ot orthodoxy nnd from 
tbe dogmas of materialistic science, for It will 
strengthen the conviction of tho free mind that mind 
and senses arc not tbe whole of life-

The chapters reveal a new method In psychic and 
spiritual research. They ebow vivid glimnses of a 
Btupcnaoa« moral cosmoR that will supersede moral

1 l9DCti “It survive, and1 lodof faIth and fancy will be super
. -ed.d by kio,.ledge and facts. For Kile at this office.

Keal Life in the Spirit-Land.
: Given Inspirationally by Mrs. Moria M. Sine. Yoi 
: win not become weary while reading thia cxceneat 
1 boot Price 75 centi. . cxceueat
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MFRED TENNYSON 
A SPIRITÜ/VLIST.

. ' ------------ -------------------—:  - ' ' ' V ■

His Psychic Experiences and Spijilual Convictions.

The living soul was flash’d on mine.
And mine In this was wound and 

whirl’d,
About empyreal bights of thought,
And came on that which is, i 

caught ■
The deep pulsations of the world.
Eonian music measuring out

The steps of Time—the shocks 
chance—

and

of

B ■ 

.11

tei

I

.GILES B. STEBBINS, AN AllLE 
WORKER IN THE CAUSE OF 
TRUTH FOR MORE THAN A 
HALF CENTURY, GIVES PROOF 
THAT THE GREAT POET AT 
TIMES WAS DIVINELY IN
SPIRED, AND REALIZED THE 
GRAND TRUTHS OF SPIRITUAL
ISM.
A Life, or Memoir, of the noble poet, 

by his son, Hallam Tennyson, has 
lately been published In New York and 
London—its two volumes full of value 
and interest. From material gathered 
in a few years past, and from late no
tices and extracts from the biography, 
facts are given touching his psychical 
experiences and deep convictions as to 
the immortality of man, our divine re
lations and the great truth of spirit
presence.

In his preface Hallam Tennyson says 
of his father: .................................

“From his boyhood he had felt, tlie 
magic of Merlin—that spirit of poetry— 
which hade him know his power and 
follow throughout his work a pure and 
high ideal, with a simple and single 
devotedness and a desire to ennoble the 
life of the world, and which helped him 
through doubts and difficulties to en

He tells us that his father regarded 
Ills poem of “Merlin and the Gleam” as 
constituting his autobiography, as 
offering quite enough to those friends 
who urged him to write of himself. 
Gf that mystic poem a few lines may 
give the key:

Not of the sunlight,
■ Not of the moonlight, 

Not of the starlight,— 
A young mariner, 
Down to the haven, 
Call your companions, 
Launch your vessel,

, And crowd your canvas, 
And, ere it vanishes 
Over the margin

' After it, follow it, 
Follow the gleam.

To “follow tbe gleam” plainly means 
to follow the spiritual light within and 
from above—a path so natural to some 
and which might be to many, if their

And I shall know him when we meet.
And we shall sit at endless feast, 

Enjoying each the other’s good; 
What vaster dream can fit the mood-

Of love on earth?
How large and inspiring, how nat

ural and rational, this view of the 
celestial life! How beautiful the near
ness of the "one who loves,and knows
not,” 
loves 
here, 
draw 
sage!

He 
gave

yet reaps a truth from “one who 
and knows,” while the one is 

the other never too far away to 
near or to send a needed mes-

saw psychics, or mediums, and 
careful attention to their varied

manifestations. These matters were 
usually in the privacy of home, and are 
hardly mentioned m the biography. He 
said: “.Spiritualism must not be judged 
by its quacks.” Its crudities and 
"flummery” he disliked, but saw that 
these had their place as first steps with 
many.

Of Intercommunication of spirits in 
its high forms, he said:

"I do not see why its central truth is 
untenable. If we would think about 
this truth, it would become very nat
ural and reasonable to us. Why should 
those who have gone before, not sur
round and minister to us, as legions of 
angels surrounded and ministered to 
our Lord?”

Tennyson’s poems were his gospels 
of life and Immortality. From his life
work as an inspired poetic teacher he 
never turned aside as a pubic advo
cate or opponent of Spiritualism or 
of any form of organized religious 
faith. Sincere as he was, the simple 
statement just given marks his belief 
in spirit-return. His own experiences, 
the statements of valued friends, and 
his poems In these few pages, but em-

The blows of Death. At legth my 
trance

Was cancell'd, stricken thro’ with 
doubt.

Vague! but ah! how hard to frame 
In matter-molded forms of speech, 
Or ev’n for intellect to reach

Thro’ memory that which I became.
These vague doubts often came with 

the return from the far-reaching In
tromitted condition to the normal 
state, narrower in Its perception and 
range of thought and vision.

One night at Farrlngford, says Bor
derland, Tennyson, Jowett and Tyndall 
sat talking about the power of imagi
nation, or intuition, us an instrument 
of scientific discovery. After Jowett 
had retired, Tyndall and Tennyson con
tinued to converse. Tyndall thus re
cords what Tennyson said:

"With great earnestness Tennyson 
described to me a state of conscious
ness into which he could throw himself 
by thinking Intently of his own name. 
It was impossible to give anything that 
could be called a description of the 
state, for language seemed incompe
tent to touch it. It was an apparent 
isolation of tilt; spirit from the body. 
Wishing, doubtless to impress upon me 
the reality of the phenomenon, he ex
claimed, ‘By God Almighty, there Is no 
delusion in tills matter! It is no neb
ulous ecstacy, but a state of transcend
ent wonder, associated with absolute 
clearness of mind.’ Other persons

memory of our love would last as true, 
and would live pure tjud whole within 
the spirit of my friend until after it 
was unfolded at the breaking of the 
morn, when the sleep was over.”

He dwelt, in a world apart, out of 
which he emerged from time to time 
to lead the dally life of ordinary men, 
but it was in no sense the whole or 
even the most Important part of his 
existence. Borderland says;

“No one can say tjmt he was not a 
man intensely alive to all that con
cerned his material life. He lived a 
very full life, and liitj interest was un
abated to the very end. He was a man 
of affairs, as well as,» poet. He was a 
student of science as well as a mystic, 
and for more than Jialf a century he 
met and mingled as an equal, and more 
than an equal, with the foremost men 
of ills time. This, it is well to remem
ber, in view of the prevailing dis
position on the part of materialists to 
argue that dwellers in -the Borderland 
are necessarily incapable of taking 
their full share in the busy life of 
mortal men. Tennyson’s conviction of 
what may be called the evanescent and 
transitory nature of the material uni
verse in no way weakened his grasp
of business.

At eighty years few young 
could keep pace with our poet’s 
dent gait In a long walk, and 
writers have had so long and 
mandlng a career. To “follow

men 
strl- 
few 

coin- 
the

liad, I believe, similar ex-

THE HIGHER GONGEPT OF DEATH WHY WE DIFFER
Advanced

'IF I WEBE

Views Coming From an Orthodox Pulpit. Reasons Therefor Tersely 
Expressed.

TO DIE” DISCUSSED
BY BEV. J. 0. JACKSON AT EAST-
WOOD, OHIO-DAY OF ONE'S
DEATH BETTER THAN ONE’S 
BIRTHDAY-DEATH NOT A PEN
ALTY FOB SIN, BUT THE NAT-
URAL RESULT OF OLD AGE, 
PROVEN BY SCIENCE—AN 
TERESTING SERMON ON

AS 
IN

A

phusize this conclusion.
In Blackwood is an interesting bit 

evidence, supplied by Prof. Knight, 
a paper entitled, “A Reminiscence 
Tennyson:”

of 
in 
of

lives were wise and true.
Thus did Tennyson walk serenely 

his upward way:
And broader and brighter 
Tlie gleam flying onward, 

■ Wed to the melody, 
Sang thro' the world.

At the last:
I can no longer

-> But die rejoicing,
' For thro’ the magic

Of him, the mighty, 
Who taught me in childhood 
There on the border

. ' Of boundless ocean!
And all but In heaven 
Hovers the gleam.

on

“We then went on—I do not remem
ber what the link of connection was
te talk of Spiritualism, and the Psy
chical Society, in which he was much 
interested, and also of the problems of 
Theism, lie spoke of the great Realm 
of the Unknown, which surrounds us, 
as being also known, and having in
telligence at the heart of it; and he told
more stories than one of
ifestatlons 
from the 
that, out 
reach us.”

as authentic 
unknown, and 
of darkness

spirit man
emanations 

as a proof 
light could

The marked period, the crisis in his 
life, came in 1833, when Arthur Hallam 
passed suddenly to the more real life. 
Hallam was to marry Tennyson s sis
ter Emilia; then the poet was twenty- 
four years of age; their lives were in
terwoven bv sympathies too strong fot 
time or bodily death to sever or even 
to weaken. His sorrow was deep, but 
unselfish, his affections deepened 
while, as ever, his duties wete veil 
done. Especially was his inmost, or 
spiritual life, exalted and opened and 
his feeling' of a nearness to a life lai sc*  
lv Independent of our external senses 
or physical bodies, grew to a strong 
and radiant conviction. Views which 
ran like threads of gold through his 
earlier poems, gained a deeper reality. 
Arthur Hallam was a daily and real 
presence even more than while in the 
earthly body. These two friends one 
on earth, the other in the celestial life, 
but not really separated, helped each 
other. To the one here came the open- 
jn°' of a great career as poet and re
ligious teacher. What came to the one 
above we know hot.

In that Immortal poem, In Memor
iam ” so tender, so large in its range, 
so full of a divine philosophy, Tenny
son says to, and of his ascended friend: 
And doubtless, unto thee Is given

A life that bears immortal fruit 
In such great offices as suit 

Tbe full-grown energies of heaven.
.»»***

And what delights can equal those 
That stir the spirit’s inner deeps, 
When one that loves and knows not,

reaps .. . ___A truth from one that loves and 
knows?

God’s finger touched him. and he slept! 
The great Intelligences fair

That range above our mortal state, 
' In circle round the blessed gate, 
Received and’ gave him welcome 

there; .
And led him through the blissful 

climes
And showed him in the fountains 

fresh,
All knowledge that the sons of flesh 

Shall gather in the cycled times. 
How fares it with the happy dead?

No shade can last
• In tliat deep dawn behind -the tomb, 

. But clear from marge to marge 
shall bloom,

The eternal landscape pf the past:

In the Memoir sparing references are 
made to tlie Spiritualistic*experiences  
of the poet. There Is one curious story 
whicli shows that tlie late Bishop Wil
berforce had participated in the in
vestigation. Tennyson spoke of the last 
visit of Bishop Wilberforce, of his sud
den death, and of the Bishop’s story of 
the “table-turning” when he was stay
ing with Judge Alderson, at Farring
ford. A table moved towards the door 
where the bishop was standing. He 
exorcised tlie supposed spirit, and then 
the table stood still,' rapping out, "I 
can’t abide a bishop.”

Clairvoyant trances may be the best 
descriptive name for what were prob
ably Tennyson’s leading psychical ex
periences. It includes a partial, or en
tire loss of external consciousness, an 
awakening of a wonderful interior 
consciousness, a vision into spiritual 
realms far beyond the range of our ex
ternal senses, and usually tbe sense of 
a spiritual presence guiding and open
ing our interior faculties.

The Hartford Times tells of Mr. Ben
jamin Blood, of Amsterdam, N. Y., 
who wrote a book on “Anesthetic Rev
elations” and sent a copy of it to the 
poet. In return, Tennyson wrote him 
the following curious and interesting 
letter:

Sir:—I have to thank you for your 
essay and your photograph. The face 
is that of one (it seems to me) born to 
grapple with difficulties, metaphysical 
and other, and the essay does not belle 
the face—a very notable sketch of met
aphysics, ending, apparently, yet once

periences. Walking out with a friend 
one evening, the poet Wordsworth ap
proached a gate, and, laying hold of its 
bars, turned to his companion and said, 
'My dear sir, to assure myself of the 
existence of my own body I am some
times obliged to grasp an object like 
this and shake it.' It was at the Red 
Alp, and I believe by the late Professor 
Bonamy Price, that this Incident was 
communicated to me.”

The condition here referred to ap
pears to be similar to that “union with 
God” which was described by Plotinus 
and Porphyry.

This remark was made twenty-eight 
years before “The Ancient Sage” was 
published, and great was Tyndall’s sur
prise to find there expressed in verse 
tlie experience which Tennyson had 
described to him so long before.

Tennyson wrote “The Ancient Sage” 
after rending the “Life and Maxims of 
the Philosopher Laot-ze,” although 
there is no attempt to embody in the 
poem the philosophy of the Chinese 
teacher. It is throughout, as Prof. 
Tyndall says, a dlscussioji between a 
believer in immortality and one who 
was unable to Ixflleve, and the ground
work of the sage's argument against 
materialism, and lu favor of personal 
immortality, was tlie description of a

gleam” is health to the body, giving 
sustaining power for a long and useful 
life on earth. He was filled and in
spired, by talth in tlie invisible world 
which encompassed him, and of which 
lie believed he had direct personal ex
perience.

He wrote the queen,in her jubilee 
year (1887) as follows, then, as always, 
their letters being those of sincere 
friendship:

“Madame:—I am grateful for your 
majesty's most kind letter. 1 do Indeed 
feel how the sense of loneliness uiuy 
oppress your majesty in the midst of 
these loud rejoicings. The multitude 
are loud, but they are silent. Yet if 
the dead, as I have often felt, tho' 
sileut, be more living than the living; 
and linger about the planet in -which 
their earth life was*passed,  then they, 
while we are lametfting that they are 
not at our side, may still be with us; 
and the husband, the daughter, and the 
son, lost by your majesty, may rejoice 
when the people shout the name of
their Queen. TENNYSON.

more, in 
thought, 
verified 
thetles.

the strange history of human 
with tbe placid Buddha, as 
by nineteenth century anes-

trance which this Memoir 
Tennyson's. The passage 
is as follows:
“And more, my son! for 

once when I

proves was 
in question

more than

Sat all alone, revolving in myself, 
The word that is the symbol of myself, 
The mortal limit of the self was loosed, 
And past into the nameless, as a cloud 
Melts into heaven. I touch’d my limbs, 

the limbs
Were strange, not mine—and yet no 

shade of doubt,
But utter clearness, and thro’ lost of 

self
The gain of such large life, as matched 

with ours,
Were sun to spark—unshadowable in 

words,
Themselves but shadows of a shadow

world.”
When a mere boy, his son tells us, 

that bis father possessed this power of 
abstraction from his surroundings, 
which enabled him to dwell with the 
Invisible: "

“As he wandered over the wold or by 
the brook, he often seemed to be in 
dreamland, so that one who often saw 
him then called him a mysterious be
ing, seemingly lifted high above other 
mortals, and having a power of inter
course with the spirit-world
granted to others.”

Tennyson himself repeatedly
ferred to this. “It might,” he said.

not

re- 
“be

That each, who seems a separate 
whole,

Should move his rounds, and fusing 
all

The skirts of self again, should fall 
Bemerging in the general Soul, 
Jg faith as vague as all unsweet; ‘ '

Sternal form shall still divide ' fh*  eternal soul from all beside;

I have never had any revelations 
through anesthetics, but a kind of 
“waking 'rance” (this for lack of a bet
ter word'. I have frequently had quite 
up from i oyhood^ when I have been all 
alone. This has often come upon me 
through repeating my own name to 
myself silently, till all at once, as it 
were, out of the intensity of tbe con
sciousness of individuality the individ
uality itself seemed to dissolve and 
fade away into boundless being—and 
this not a confused state, but the clear
est of the clearest, the surest of the 
surest, utterly beyond words—whose 
death was an almost laughable im
possibility—the loss of personality (if 
so it were) seeming no extinction, but 
only true life.

I am ashamed of my feeble descrip
tion. Have I not said the state is be
yond words? But in a moment; when 
I come back into my normal condition 
of sanity, I am ready to fight for 
“Meine Llebe Ich,” and hold that it 
will last for aeons of aeons.

If ever yon come over to England I 
shall be glad to welcome you here. Be
lieve me, yours very truly,' -

A._ TENNYSON. 
Farringford, Freshwater, Isle of

Wight, May 7, 1874. '
A graphic description; not fancy,¿but 

fact, is this by Tennyson of a trance in: 
which his. friend Hallam, a strong 
spirit, was doubtless a controlling
helper: . ,
So word by word and line by line, 

The dead man touch’d me from 
past, ■

And all at once it seem’d at last

the

the state which St. Paul describes: 
‘Whether in the body 1 cannot tell, or 
whether out of the body I cannot tell.’ 
God knoweth.” '

When he spoke of those illuminated 
seasons to his family, or to others 
with whom he had deep spiritual in
timacy, his words were uttered with a 
glow of passionate fervor, which left 
an indellible impression upon those 
whe heard l^m. For instance, speak
ing of a conversation with his father, 
in January, 18G9, his son records what 
he spoke to them with deep feeling:

“Yes, it is true that there are mo
ments when the flesh is nothing to me, 
when I feel and know the flesh to be 
the vision. God and the Spiritual the 
only real and true. Depend upon it the 
Spiritual is the real. It belongs to one 
more than the hand and the foot. You 
may tell me that my hand and my foot 
are only, imaginary symbols of my ex
istence, I could believe you; but you 
never, never can convince me that the 
T is not an eternal reality, and that 
the Spiritual is not the true and real 
part of me.”

These words he spoke with such pas
sionate earnestness that a Solemn 
silence Yell on us as he left the room.

The poet told his son that there 
might be a more intimate com- 

-munion than we could ■dream of be
tween the living and the dead, at all 
events for a time.

He wrote, with Hallam In his mind: 
■ “If the Immediate life after death be 
only sleep, and the spirit between this 
life and the next should be folded like 
a flower In a night slumber, then the 
remembrance of the past might re
main, as the smell and color do in the 
sleeping flower; and in that case the

After conversation with Bishop 
Lightfoot he wrote: > “I believe that 
God reveals’himself In every individual 
soul; and my idea of heaven is the per
petual ministry of one soul to another.”

In “Idyls of the King,” and else
where, are poem», largely transcripts 
of his personal trance experiences.

Just after Tennyson wrote his ode to 
the Duke of Wellington, Lady Tenny
son dreamed that the Duke called to 
see them and she dreaded to take his 
hand, expecting it to be icy cold, but 
found it. warm and natural. She was 
a gifted woman—an inspiring helper 
and prized co-worker with tlie poet.

The peerage Tennyson reluctantly 
accepted, and said tp his son: “I shall 
regret it as long as I live.” His own 
verse:—
"Howe’er it be, it seems to me, 

'Tls only noble to. 1» good.
Kind hearts are more than coronets, 

And simple faith than Norman 
blood”—

would better fit his Simple and sincere 
ways. His poems are best understood 
when read in the light of his trances.

His deep insight of the world’s needs 
Inspired him to write “The Princess” to 
help the uprising of the world’s 
womanhood, -and to prophesy the 
peaceful federation of nations.

Gladstone wrote ‘ Hallam Tennyson, 
October, 1892: “I hpve a great con
ception of your father as a philoso
pher. Carlyle was small In compari
son. Every one admires him. I look 
upon him, in his Words and works, 
with reverence."

Tennyson being weary, once asked 
his friend Jowett, Master of Baliol Col
lege, not to discuss topics of religion 
and philosophy, as they bad often en
joyed doing, and Jowett said: “Your 
poetry lias an element of philosophy 
more to be considered than any regular 
philosophy in England. * * * 1 be
lieve Tn Memoriam’ and ‘Crossing the 
Bar’ will live fofeyer in all hearts.” 
He afterward spoke/to me, In 18i)2, of 
my father's “great and deep strength” 
of soul. ‘ -

The philosophy wliich these eminent 
men held of such yeight and worth, 
came to the poet in hours of highest/ 
vision and of greatest mental power 
and clearness. It spiritual, and,

“As the thoughts'of men are widened 
With the process of the suns,”

It will rule tbe world.
For years the family home was the 

center of a world-wide correspondence, 
the Mecca of njany pilgrims from 
many lands, and of'.diverse creeds and 
peoples—“the winnowing of the na
tions.” At last, October 8, 1892, came 
the change—full of- light and peace. 
He said to his physician: “How men 
cling to this life; so small a part of the 
world’s whole life!’.’ At tbe last mo
ment his son crashed his hands and 
prayed: “God accept him; Christ re
ceive him.” ’ • ■

In fit time the/'fflmily and friends, 
and the school dWdren followed the 
flower-laden,.. casws-. to the depot, 
whence it was wroe to Westminster 
Abbey.—Giles B4 Stebbins in Detroit 
Evening Journal;

ameBents
To Constitution of N. S. A

All persons desiring to amend Consti
tution of the National Spiritualists’ As
sociation, please present said amend
ments to local chartered society for en
dorsement, and forward same to secre
tary of N. S. A. Annual dues should be 
paid at once if societies desire repre
sentation in Convention, to be held in 
Washington, October 18,19, 20, 21,1898, 
at Masonic Temple.

FRANCIS B. WOODBURY.

GREAT QUESTION.
“If I Were to Die," was the subjectof 

Rev J. C. Jackson’s morning sermon at 
the Eastwood Congregational Church, 
Sunday, says the Press-Post. The text 
was taken from Ecel., vil., 1: “The day 
of one's death is better than the day of 
one's birth.” Dr. Jackson spoke in sub
stance as follows:

This saylug comes down to us from 
a far distant age. It is an enigmatical 
utterance. Most of us would deem it 
pessimistic. We would say that its 
author was suffering from dyspepsia 
or some other depressing disease. The 
world does not believe that death is 
better than birth. We make the latter 
a festival; we celebrate its anniversary. 
Tlie day of birth is a day of smiles, and 
its annual return an occasion for con
gratulation. But the day of death is a 
day of tears and sighs. Its anniversary 
Is passed in solemn silence. No, this is 
not a favorite thought—that the day of 
death is better than the day of birth. 
Yet there is a sense in which it is true; 
and it is a very precious truth to me. 
It applies to every good life in a most 
consoling way. It is the thought that 
death itself Is only birth into a higher 
life, free from the cares and infirmities 
and disappointments of this one. I love 
that class of scriptures best which view 
death as natural—not as an after
thought with our Creator, a penalty for 
sin. The patriarchs seem to feel that 
it was appropriate and right to die, 
when old age came on. They did not 
fear it, but spoke of it as sleeping with 
their fathers; being gathered to the 
generations that had gone before. A 
mistaken theology long taught that had 
there never been sin there had never 
been death In this world. Even the 
death of animals was regarded as a 
calamity which they suffered in con
sequence of man’s sin. But the revela
tions which God makes in the fossils 
show that death was in this world un
known ages before man entered it. The 
bodies of carnivorous animals are 
found preserved in the salt-bogs and 
frozen marshes of northern Siberia, 
with the half-digested remains of other 
animals yet In their stomachs; animals 
which had become extinct as a species 
long before the appearance of man on 
the earth. The strong preyed upon the 
weak and all suffered and died then as 
now, and when man came he only 
shared the same great law of God. 
Physical death is not, therefore, the 
penalty of sin in the race, but God’s 
natural provision whereby we pass on 
into higher being. The analogies of 
nature confirm those scriptures which 
teach that unless we die we can never 
be more than we are here. One thing 
passes away that a better thing may be. 
That is God’s order. Lower species 
yield to higher species. Evolution is 
upward. Such is tlie discovery of sci
ence, and it is a most comforting assur
ance. Like it is the revelation of scrip
ture. The spirit of man goeth upward. 
Mortal bodies precede bodies immortal. 
The new being which comes through 
death is a nobler being. With better 
faculties, and more of them, we shall 
know more than now, and understand 
it better. But always first the natural 
and after that the spiritual.

With this faith, what we call death 
must be better than our birth into this 
world, for it is only birth into the next 
world. As the end of accidents, and 
uncertainties and evils, death is a 
blessed relief. Remembering how much 
may happen here, Solon, the Athenian 
lawgiver, said lie counted no man 
happy until his death. Still more so, 
if, added to the relief from life's bur
dens, they go out confident in the faith 
of futurity. The Christian reckons that
“The dead alone are great;

For when they die, a morning shower 
Comes down, and makes their mem

ories flower
With perfume sweet, though late."

I think there are many mistaken no
tions concerning death from which we 
ought to be relieved. One of the com
monest mistakes is to suppose that it 
Is attended with great suffering. To 

.give an idea of Intense agony people 
will say, “I suffered death in that ex
perience.” The probabilities are that 
each one of us has suffered far more, 
in many Instances, than we shall suffer 
in dissolution. This is almost certainly 
true with every one, that he experiences 
a hundred-fold more pain, through life, 
from headaches, rheumatisms, neural
gias, sprains, inflammations, fevers, 
fractures, or some other form of sick
ness, a hundred-fold more than he will 
realize in the hour and article of death. 
The growing belief of scientific observ
ers is that there is very little suffering 
in natural death.

Fatal disease almost invariably has 
a certain benumbing effect upon the 
nerves, and the spirit passes out of the 
body as easily as we fall asleep. There 
may be labored breathing and twitch
ing muscular contractions and relaxa
tions, which have" the appearance of 

'being painful; but it is appearance only.
Insensibility robs physical death of its 
sting, if it has one. :

Many times have the dying expressed 
their surprise to find tills so. The ex-, 
perience was so, different from what 
they had imagined and dreaded. “If 
this be death; it is easy to die,” is no 
uncommon remark. Oftener still, it is 
so free from any sensations different 
from those by which we live that the 
dying make no reference whatever to 
their feelings. .

And if it be true, as seems the case 
from the experience of these men, that 
people who are eaten up by wild beasts

are spared from pain by a merciful pro
vision of nature, or God, it is undoubt
edly true also in the case of all the 
lower animals, and with birds, fishes, 
and insects. And since all animal crea
tion, in their natural state, prey upon 
each other for sustenance, it is an im
mense relief to think that they do not 
suffer as would seem from appearances.

One of the perplexities to Darwin’s 
mind was why nature should be so 
heartless and cruel, in ordaining one 
species perpetually to war upon another 
for a livelihood. But Alfred Russell 
Wallace, the great co-discoverer with 
Darwin of the law of evolution., held 
otherwise. As he interpreted phenom
ena, he believed that nature was be
nevolent in this arrangement; that as 
all creation must, in the nature of 
things, die sometime, and that as the 
old, or the Infirm, are the first to fall 
a prey to their destroyers, it Is probably 
a merciful provision of Providence 
which gives the weak this sudden 
taking off, rather than allowing them to 
linger a slow, suffering death from 
starvation.

And, particularly If it be true that 
they are spared from pain in dying 
under the talons and fangs of devouring 
enemies, it is a merciful way to end tins
life. And that seems to 
from human experience 
cumsta nces.

So far we have found

be established 
under like clr-

much evidence
that dying is not the painful experience 
which it is commonly supposed to be. 
The fear of death is natural, and it is 
valuable, but it is not a prophecy of 
reality. It lias a different purpose. It 
is implanted within us as a guardian 
over life.

Hence this fear is strongest in the 
young, and diminishes as we grow 
older. But now, I suspect that these 
suggestions have awakened some cu
rious questions in the minds of my 
hearers. Some of you have been in
wardly asking yourselves whether 
there is really no difference, then, be
tween death to a Christian and death 
to a non-Chrlstian? You were wont to 
think that sinful people must, of course, 
feel, fear and dread as they become 
conscious that dissolution Is occurring, 
or is near.

But I am bound to say that such is 
not my observation. It used to puzzle 
me, and perplex me, to find .it so; that 
the majority of church members and 
the majority of worldings died so much 
alike—but whether I could account for 
it or not, so I found it.

But since I have come to understand 
death as natural to man—just as nat
ural as birth, it does not seem so 
strange that, as an experience, it should 
be free from fear, as a rule, to sinner 
and saint very much alike. Mark you, 
I say, “very much alike in freedom 
from fear,” tlie causes for which we 
have already named. In some other re
spects the death of a saint is likely to 
be very different from that of a sinner.

The absence of fear, in death, is very 
much below the presence of assurance 
in death. Absence of dread is merely 
a negative quality; the presence of 
peace, or anxiety to depart, or joyful 
anticipation in view of death is a posi
tive quality. This the sinner never has, 
but Christians nearly always have, in 
some degree. They generally, at any 
rate, have resignation and trust, super
added to the absence of fear.

But it will not do in all Instances to 
judge one's character of acceptability 
with God by his feeling in death. Our 
approval of God is a matter, not to be 
determined by the emotions of the last 
hour, but by the deeds of the past life.

To tbe Editor:—I am attracted by, 
your paper, particularly by the kindness 
and charity exprebsed in your injunc
tion to contributors: "Kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
who differ from us.” But why should 
those who differ from us be respected? 
Let science answer. Because those who 
difler from us aie honestly expressing 
themselves according to their specific 
men tul organizations as they are en- 
flowed by nature. While ecelesiastleism 
teaches that every man can toe the 
same mental hue, if he will, science de
clares that every one has a specific 
mental Une adapted to his own toe 
nV u^ee" .trU,1,fUlly by D1’- 
C. W. Hidden that "the brain is .not the 
source of thought,” and it eau be as 
tinb' stated that man Is not the source 
of bis mental capabilities. He views 
things, subjectively, just as liis brain 
Is made to view them, and this is the 
e Het reason why "kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
who difler from us.”

By the gospel of science we put kind
ness charity and liberty in the place of 

believe or be damned." We do not 
blame a lish liecau.se it delights In 
uater; neither should we have unkindly 
feelings lor those who differ from us; 
because as a fish is adapted to the 
water and water to a fish by natural 
law, so man is fitted to his creed and 
Ills creed to him by the same power.

All forms are the combinations of the 
power which dwells in them. While all 
forms are a part of God, yet they are 
not God. God is not expressed in tho 
idiot nor in the lower animals; bls work 
only is made manifest. •

Ilie unnerse has no soul in tlie sense 
of dualism, but it has life-material life.

Future life for man cannot be logi
cally based upon the assumption that 
he has a soul which does not die with,' 
tlie body, because all animal life is re
sultant of a combination of specific or
gans. Universal life and animal lifo 
are not the same. The former is self, 
existent, while the latter is subject tot 
the power which organizes it. Eternal 
life is in the atoms, while transient life 
is in animal organisms. Future life 
cannot be based upon the assumption ofi 
continuity, but upon re-evolution by tha 
same power which evolved it from the 
atoms before.

A new era Is about to dawn, mid all 
the ancient ideas wliich have pictured 
man as independent of God and as a 
sinner against him, will have to give 

.way before scientific truth.
... .. . J°HN MADDOCK. ।Minneapolis, Minn. ’

Dying, in Itself, is just 
matter of indifference to 
is being born; it is living 
destiny.

Non-Christian people, in

as much a 
character as 
that decides

the absence
of feeling fear in dying, are, in char
acter, just what they were before. 
When their faculties are dull and 
stupefied on every other subject, why 
should they be supernaturally quick
ened in dying to realize their lack of 
spiritual attainment? As they lived in 
indifference on that subject, so they die 
in indifference to it, and their future is 
determined exactly by what they them
selves are and have been.

If there be restoration beyond the 
grave it will not be by magic, or by 
miracle; but by the slow and painful 
processes of discipline governing the 
spiritual world there as here. If there 
be possible reformation, or regenera
tion, of character there, they will have
gained nothing 
a post mortem 
then have lost 
earthly folly.

by its postponement to 
period; they will even 
immeasurably by their

For every step In sin, means a step 
back again; and it is always harder to 
cure than it is to become sick: harder 
to mend than it is to break; harder to 
restore than it is to destroy. In any 
event sin is always folly, and they who 
live and die in it must reap to the full 
extent of their seed sowing. There is 
no escape; it is natural law.

So we have come to place far less 
stress upon dying, as, a criterion of 
future conditions, than formerly, when 
we understood the laws of the mind 
less well than now. And especially 
should we feel no distress over the ab
sence of ecstacy or joy in dying, where, 
perchance, the life has been all right. 
That often happens. I have witnessed 
a few jubilant and ecstatic dying beds, 
but they are rare among even the saint- 
lies.t lives. Oftener it Is only a peaceful 
calm; or quiet trustfulness.

Much depends upon the character of 
the disease, and Its effects upon the 
mind.’ Sometimes there has been a life
long temperament of distrust, or des
pondency, which is not wholly lifted, 
even in death. I have known a fewgood 
people who felt very little assurance in 
dying; some of them were even reluc
tant to go till the last. Yet there could 
be no doubt to any one else who knew 
them, that all was well with their soul. 
Their spiritual life was pure, but bodily 
infirmities influenced their mind.

An Electrical Prayer Book. -
Capt, Charles L. Albertson, of the 

Eleventh Police Precinct, is a well- 
known student and collector of rara 
books, says the New York Timos His 
private office in the Mulberry Street 
Station House contains a lot of interest- ' 
ing volumes, many of wliich are ofi 
great intrinsic value, while others ara 
notable because of unusual features. 
In an old bookstore the other day tha 
captain came across a peculiar’book 
bound in metal, with what seemed tq ' : 
be an electrical appliance at one end; 
whicli he immediately purchased. The 
volume proved to be a copy of the Prot
estant Episcopal Book of Common 
Prayer, translated into the language ofi 
the North American Indians in Dakota; 
and published in 1888 by the New York 
Bible and Common Prayer Bool: So
ciety for the Indian Commission of the 
Protestant Episcopal Church, for use in ' 
the missionaryjurisdiction of Niobrara. '

Hie covers of tlie book had been care- ' 
fully reinforced with substantial platea ■ ' 
of nickeled brass, firmly fastened with! 
five strong rivets on each side. At the 
top of each cover was an appliance for 
the insertion of an electric wire. '

According to the story told to Capt 
Albertson by the seller of the book, the . 
work was used in its present form by a.' 
missionary to the Indians in connection 
with an electric battery. While the un
converted brave, whose soul the mis- ' > 
sionary desired to save, held the prayer 
book with his hands on both covers, 
thus forming an electrical circuit, the '' 
latter would surreptitiously turn on a: ■ 
gentle current, which sent mild, but ap- ■■■■ 
preciable, thrills through the frame ofi ■ ' 
the savage. These he believed to bo i 
manifestations of the newly-found re- ■ 
llgion.

None of the officials in the Churcli 
Mission House, the headquarters of the 
society whicli printed the work, and the 
center of Episcopal missionary work in 
this country, to whom the book was 
shown, could offer any explanation as 
to the purpose of its metallic attach- 
meats, but all admitted that it had ta 
do with the application of electricity ta 
something in some form or other. Each' 
<ye insisted, however, that no mission
ary would be guilty of any such deceit 
or chicanery as suggested toward the 
people under his spiritual care. At the : 
Bible House, also, where all are fa
miliar with religious works of every] / 
description, not even a guess at tha 
solution of the mysterious object of tho 
curious book would be hazarded.

A LIBRARY.
Commence forming one now by sub- . * 

scribing for The Progressive Thinker, ■ 
and securing Art Magic. The paper ■ 
one year and Art Magic will cost you ' ■ 
only $1.20., Supposing the plan had 1>een ■ / 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker / 
when it was first issued. Then you - 
could have had in your library at the ■ 
present time eight valuable books. But 
it is better late than never. Commence 
now, if you have not done so already, ta ; 
form a library by subscribing for The 
Progressive Thinker. A library in this 
fast age Is absolutely essential. Aid us ;■ 
in carrying out the Divine Plan.

Social Evils:, Their Causes and Cure« 
By Mrs. Maria M. King. Price reduced 
from 25 cents to 20 cents.
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WHAT THE CHILDREN SAY.

Religion.1,
» ““»WW centi1.’ eplrKual “d “cell<¡ot O’«-.

war SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST, 
SOI page». Oue copy, 11; *li copies, (5.

FBOar NIGHT TO MORNl 
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church, 

82 pages. One copy, 15 cents; ten copies. 11,

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS. 
Oue copy, bound In doth. »1. paper, B

Eor Sale at this Office, 40 Loomis Street.

The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism, 
A Menace to American Civilization. By Prof. W. M. 
Lockwood. A trenchant and masterly treatise 
Price 25 cent«. ’

AFTER HER DEATH.
THE STORY OF A SUMMER. 

BY LILIAN WHITING.

S2°ceuti'eLtthra.ere“tC6tbOOkBOf theage- Mi bymaU

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL.
SERIES ONE AND TWO. 

BY LILIAN WHITING.

But .at last there comes a silenceyahd I tiptoe out to see 
Three little sober faces clustered at their mother’s knee 
Their prayer, “Please bless dear papa,” never fails to put 

to rout ■

diamonds, while the beings tboSm?ei^ 
1 _ • . T . ■ ■ RA Air tl.A Lf-.1» nt, M * S _

When, in the dusk of evening, I come to where I see 
Three little faces at the window looking down at me, 
And hear the shout of “Papa,” and the sound of scamper

ing feet, 1

KflREZZfl.
ETHICS OFJVIARRIACE.

By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.
Karem makes a plea for a better blrihrlgbt foi 

children,ami uhnt> to lead IndlvldtiaB to neck a higher 
uevulopincDt of ihem^eiveK through most «acred re
lation». Jt 1» pure In tone and alm. und bhould be 
widely circulated. Price, cloth. 61.

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.

The New and the Old,
Or the World'* Progre*« In Thought. Ity Mose* Hull. 
An excellent work by this veteran writer and thinker 
Price 10 cents.

PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN
SURE SUCCESS.

A valuable little work, full of practical Instruction 
In matters pertatulDg to physical, mental and Bnlr'tua] 
health, north many times its cost. Price 10 cents.
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MEDIUMSHIP
rsychometry, Clairvoyance, Trance.
R _ , _ -------- ; .
^he Higher States of Consciousness—The 

Triumph of Truth.

f ,1 Everything is mediumistic, from the sparkling gem re- 
■: ¡fleeting the solar rays to the highest archangel receiving 
ifind transmitting the light of the spiritual sun. From 

Sun to flower and fruitage, from insect to man, from man 
God, there is one scale of gradation; the lower becom- 

!ng the medium for the higher, the passive being reeep- 
ive to the active state. Man is the controlling spirit of

:■ all beneath and the medium for. all above Iris plane of 
■■ : life. He is the great central magnet whose dual poles are 
‘ {Deity and Nature. From Deity, through all beings that 
i inhabit the finer spaces of existence, there descends a con
' tinual stream of energy which vivifies and illuminates 

■ the embodied soul. And there descends from man to all 
creatures of the lower world the same creative rays of 

i, light and power. Man, being an instrument through 
.which the finer essences of spirit are made manifest, 
should assume a receptive attitude toward all forces 
¡higher than his plane and should be positive toward all 

;• things in the lower scale of life, thus assimilating the life 
, quality from the Akasa and transmitting it to those who 

are sufficiently sensitive to receive.
This stream of light, flowing from the inexhaustible 

fountain of universal life, is open to all who make the 
\ proper conditions to receive it. The laws of reception 

. are passivity, sensitiveness, and affinity. There must be 
: a listening attitude of the mind if one would hear the 

finer vibrations of spirit resounding through the sanctu
ary of the soul. The whole structure of the material or
ganism must be tuned up to a degree of sensitiveness that 

: will make it responsive to the delicate touch of the most 
: subtile aura; and there must be affinity between the soul 

of things. . .
The astral body is an ethereal counterpart of the ex

ternal visible form; and in the astral sphere of every form, 
■ from minerals up to man, is recorded the history of its 

existence. The one who can place himself en rapport 
■ with the astral light can see the images existing in the 
mirror of nature and from these he can read the history 

■ ■■■,. of the past. To perceive this substance whose vibration 
• • brings us into instant touch with the past, it is necessary 

io acquire a remarkable sensitiveness to impressioi>, 
- One must be keenly alive to every feeling and responsive 
' to every thought. This power to feel the vibrations em- 

{mating from an object, to sense its conditions and discern 
its relation to other objects, is called psychometry, which 
literally signifies to measure soul.

Through psychometry one may develop the power to 
come into an affinity of consciousness with the soul of 

.■ things, and through the sensations produced by these con
tacts he may read the past and prophesy the future. By 
the science of psychometry one may examine a petrified 

[* acorn and behold the scenery that had surrounded the 
7 'tree from which the acorn had fallen, centuries ago. A 
- fossil may reveal to the psychometer the scenes of nature 

and the mode of life on earth in prehistoric times. But 
the most practical use that may be made of this science is 

, in the power to measure human beings—to be able to see 
ns each sees, to feel as each feels, to determine the potenti- 

J alities and possibilities of all, and from a knowledge of 
, the present, ascertain the future destiny of every living 

’ coni.
Experiences in regard to the development of psychom- 

_ • etry vary with differences of temperament. Some persons 
are very impressionable, and can quickly establish affin- 

■' ity of sensation with the aura surrounding an object; and 
through an acuteness of perception and delicacy of dis- 

■ tinction they can interpret the impressions received. 
This faculty may be cultivated to a wonderful degree; 
but unless there is a harmonious unfoldinent of other 

;; powers it will lead to morbid sensibility, and cause dis
cord of body and mind. For when the nerves are too 

- highly strung, the medium is unduly influenced and 
f’swayed by the destructive force of adverse environment. 

For this reason the psycliic should be surrounded by a 
L harmonious mental and spiritual atmosphere, and be free 
V. from all material cares and duties which tend to disturb 
J" ‘the soul. There must be complete tranquillity of the 

’ mind, relaxation of the muscles, suspension of all sensa- 
7,-lion, and inward concentration of the soul. Every fac
- ulty should be brought to a centre within the depths of 

consciousness, and the sense of feeling should be concen- 
itrated to- a single point, that the ethereal vibrations ema

Y Mating from the object to be psychometrized may be sub
- jectively perceived.

Closely related to psychometry is the power of clear 
. seeing, which is called clairvoyance. In fact it is but a 

different phase of the same sense. They are developed 
.under somewhat the same conditions; and greater accu- 

y racy and better results may be obtained by using them to
l; gether. We may handle an object with our fingers, while 
< blindfolded, and partially determine its qualities; but 

when we both see and feel the object, the perception is 
nearer perfect. So when we are permitted to see and 

y- feel the ’ images existing in the psychic realm, greater 
satisfaction is obtained than where one of the senses 

1 ‘ alono is used.
? . Clairvoyance may bo developed by the inward focaliza

- tion of sight. If you can command only for a moment 
e- the multitude of drifting thoughts within the mind—si

lencing all desires, all consciousness of self, all anxiety 
and fear—you will penetrate the darkness of the formless, 
remove the veil that obscures the radiant forms of the 
plhereal world, and come face to face with the dwellers in

-'the astral light You should sit in the silence alone, 
where there will be no danger of intrusion. Breathe deep 
and slow, and when silence prevails in the region of the 

’ mind, secure from every thought and sound; when the 
heart is free from all emotion, and peace reigns supreme 
within, then light will enter the inner sanctuary and illu-

. minate the undiscovered recesses of the soul. When the 
' fight shines brightly, and forms appear, create in the 
i; depths, of consciousness a clear idea of the person iir thing 
fe you wish to see; project that image into the splfere of 

■ .light, and, like the artist who paints on canvas the picture 
projected from his mind, hold the interior vision on the 
ethereal sky of the astral light until the image is clothed 
with form and life.

In the psychic realm, space is no barrier, and telepathic 
. messages are sent and received with greater speed than 

the electric flash along the wire, and1 will be equally as 
precise when man understands more fully the law of 
thought transference, and makes the conditions required 
for operation. Pictures have already been formed by 
means of instruments, their vibrations telegraphed, and 
successfully reproduced at a distance; and by the same 

. .law of vibration a picture may be produced in the psy-
. chic sphere of one’s aura, projected in the ether of space 

and reproduced in the passive mind of one at a distance 
who holds himself in readiness, and is in condition to re

. ceivc the number and degree of vibrations exactly as they 
'-art; sent-out. ~

In every age of the world'there have been many con
vincing proofs of the soul’s power to penetrate the inte
rior realm and to disco ver-things invisible to the material 
^ense. And in the phenomena of trance we have a near 
approach to the mysterious, the supernatural. The. body 
lies in peaceful repose; the chest moves gently with each 

L involuntary action of the lungs; each inhalation is long 
P drawn; each firbath is long sustained; slowly and silently 
^.pach breath escapes. The limbs, prostrate and unre- 
*-*”ionsive, seem charged with strange potencies, as if each 

cm was being pressed apart from every other atom by 
k, imponderable, force, dense as steel, yet fluent as air. 

SEhen an oppressive sense of stillness, silent as death,

ta*“’“, to

The »ois'c| Those who wift fto develop their spiritual possibilities 
The nnX.? ° 'T-EMne live ^asK’iives. And those who can should live

1 nvn . n1 ? -Manng eyes are impervious to fight, close to nature’s heart, amid green fields, flowery dales, 
iesi fixed as liv8wmX /ri? bil iS ° 7Lyllds M pinc clad Wntains. The heart and mind, the soul 
leeu is ffidncA u 1 b 1“ r E An,d this and spirit mustg blended into a perfect whole, hanno- 

fsea ed d 'I'L hrin ■ °f.dcatl\. ?ach P1^1 sense niousfy Mtuned'fb every living thing. The highest at- 
of thowbt k °i benUU1lbcd f°r tbe ^ec^n tainment cannot be made so long as there is a single note 
shadowif i "raPPed in a 61lenee too deep for the of discord in. the^ymphony of universal life. The feel- 

“ iu a sXL In a darkness, beyond all physical ings of hatred’ »!- revenge; of enmity or pride; the 
dee ' 1 ’von^ tTn \ Jtey0Ud al 6Tt ; mi a.1?nel1mess' thoughts of limitation, and the illegitimate desires clog 
ward h . nnivA-! S yiPrTT’ E°U1 the bocl-v aud lldnd "‘ilh the soil of Sarth conditions, and
he seaof t bei ne -i Vie"3 -n flre impsdhnentsiri the way of the soul’s progression

Then 1TnV a“0' mEllenCe’ G°d‘ i To altaiu the’dtmost there must be physical harmony 
anneai“ and ir? r h dTE; “ U?' h™.™ and beautiful environment; thorough mental culture by 
world Tno e P firmament a bemrtfful contact with bright intellects; spiritual purity, and pe
I ve Ci™ to t O e a J h T/ "'1H1 E°uls wll° of -siloilt meditation; companions!! p w th nature 
Ine closer o the.Great Heart of Being. nud thoiIg]lt coinnmnion with God And there must be
bod™ Snimbe^bv t™ T flnortalitD while blie io’' vh’tue is the great loadstone which attracts the
deniouXiion nf X laf H f(Jund ?.uaus"7aWli ^1’ essence of spirit and shapes it into the stately struct- 
demonstration of the fact that the soul can live, aud feel I ure of the purified soul. The one who seeks to fathom 
hnva^0"-’ '',beu dlbSOC‘lated irom earthly form--They ¡he hidden mysteries should pledge himself to earnest 
have received abundant evidence of the reality of the spir-1 living, to making manifest the higher life He should 
itual world; and the memory of the vision of that glorious inflict no pain, and take no life, for all life is sacred and 
tTrSeall8iSeanan-Oa81S 111 in desert H°if llfT Eacred t0 take the ,iie of 1116 least oi God’s creatures is contrary 

f -g yea>'S °fr ie11’ F efxlstence as I to the spiritual law of man’s being, and is a violation of 
ibeir 1 ,ne W bnef moments> the Dlvine commandment which says: “Thou shalt not

ThX nS 13 eaiwl?&^verei'eal’zed- • , kill.” There should be no cruelty in his heart. He 
• Vil • 1T°US ai the pres.ent ,wll° liave ex' 6hould discard the diet of flesh, and take his food supply 

penenced this deep soul communion with the-exalted be- firgt-handed from (he gardens, the orchards and fiE
*1G iligber bbcy flaw seen the temples of I He should drink pure water and breathe live air. - And

They Imve^m hti love and h-uth are taught, there should be intensity of desire; not impatient desire, 
+aa ni ff landseaPes’ t°° fieautiful for brush to but the sincere aspiration.and the fixed resolve that

of. Still more transcendently glorious is this angelic 
lea Im, especially in the portions iu which its curves 
rm c ■ m ^ie eai’ill into the finer atmosphere of space, 
lhe first, second and third zones are called the first, sec
ond and third spirit realms; this constitutes the fourth 
spirit realm. The fifth spirit realm is inconceivable even 
to the dwellers of the fourth realm, and is the highest 
celestial abode connected directly lyith our earth. It is 
said to resemble a sublime ribbon-like form, the ends of 
winch are united. These are the glorious realms of being 
through which the wonderful and ever-expansive human 
soul must be passing for tens of thousands of years, and 
even beyond which it must progress as it moves forever 
onward toward the deific sun centre.”

I am informed that there are spiritual realms near 
the earth which were constituted originally of the finer PrinclPlesof Light and Color, 
radiations of the earth itself, segregated by chemical ' ........ ............... .  .. '
affinity into more ethereal masses,of matter in the shape 
or refined landscapes, and that these.in their turn sent off 
still finer emanations, that from their lightness gravitated 
larther from the earth and formed still more beautiful 
realms—that there are gradations of spirit spheres suited 
to the ever-advancing character of spiritual and angelic 
hie, some of which have their palaces and homes made of

ls“ore exquisite than diamonds, while the beings .nought, m.tructh-0 ani heiPfui to oi«ii^ 
recent there are described as being, more radiant than Fri^ii.wfhFXli®“H’hTofflc*e plrltuul cx<’<!rIeuc<>- 
ine sun and possessing a beauty, wisdom and power be
yond all mortal conception.”

I have quoted thus freely from Dr. Babbitt’s work on 
Religion, to which I would commend inquiring minds, as

—J ..... .„„uouapoo, vuu ueuuuxiu W1 musi! io I out tue sincere aspiration and the fixed resolve that come ^Tbr. thought and instruction,
pamt, too sublime for language to depict—resplendent be-1 life or come death; this oneness with the Sum-erne shall he vanatlons in the sPint realms as described by dif- 
yond all earthly scenes. They have been in the presence attained .erent seers, may be largely comparable to the variations
of masters and teachers who lived on earth’and labored Those who would scale the heights should be careful landscaPa as Pa!* 1,ted b)' different artists viewing the F«*K “uueo^.wo“d beautlfu1’ Elch

spheies. anj fruitage of the soul—onward and upward until the ° w? ler®;over U1.erf>nl tlie beautiful blue,
lhe semi-trance condition is a more common experi- dawning of a cloudless morn disnels the shadows of ihe mi ,re tie sun'tlnts “ loveliness glow,

enee; and while the revelations are not so great, yet many night of illusion, and reveals to Gw spiritual vision the ^7 “ nTftliul home-for me, and for you,
remarkable exhibitions of psychical power are given by splendors of the soul’s eternal day. 1 m,J Ìvei,ed our Ylslon below-
inediuins while in^this state. The faculty of perception URIFTj BTTC1TTAN'A'Nr -there s a beautiful home in that World Unseen
becomes strangely keen. Material objects seem transpar- ’ Where life shall its sweetness renew, 1
ent to the mind. Closed books and sealed letters are ac- ~  1—-I-I-l-l—— --------- And the angels are waiting in glorious sheen
curately read. The most secret thoughts of another are lnTnni|.A ... Over there in the beautiful blue. ’
easily discerned. While in this state, the soul often re- xTIIiIIFa IN ^PiRITII AI TUHIIRUT .........
tires from the throne of reason and permits some disem- «1 UUIW 111 Ori HI I UAL I II U U U II 11 Iq their youthf uf and” o;iookÌng dm“' 
bodied intelligence to establish a magnetic affinity with ------- - They left us forlorn in a3.E’
the deserted brain; and while the rightful occupant goes Views of the Spirit Realms, their Location Mid the thorns of life’s wilderness°ST 
innm- lKnn^°nf Vk excuravenes.s’ or rem“i?s within the and Nature. We missed them, and often has memory brought
innei spaces of his own aura, the controlling influence I ___ Their faces and actions to view: g *
the'SediuinTpo^vTof knowingfagaffi, Svinguttwance ( Th.e Subject °} h,110 aPiritual realms> comprising our fu- tì“0 sadn5ss aweet solace we sought—
to deep thoughts, which are oftenSuSy^™ "e 7™* ’ ?nd the life of ,the sPirits, there>,is - 63 “ the beautlful blue’
and sometimes in a language the medium does not know, IrEe 1“te’est bo. ev’ery »md awakened to think 
and lias never heard spoken. But communications re- TO?that.pertam to the sPiriL 
ceived in this way are often unreliable. They prove the L ' • * - , . , •>--------------
presence of invisible beings, yet the nature of these be-1 ne view® hat appear natural and accordant with com
ings are not revealed, and can only be judged according nl(J” sense thought applied to spiritual things.
to the depth and purity of thought they express, and the , < inay ^-s5e V?at other world and life are just as -------------- ------- „ 6U1„ID,1U1VUV UUK>
wisdom their utterances contain. Li n “S t uBi- ear1tllly life; then-mysteries no greater Where pure spirits may enter, and angels will come

The only true guidance in all the affairs of life is i'1 • T nD's.teries that surround our earthly existence. To our home in the beautiful blue, 
through man’s own intelligence, guided by the light of I Af^stence itself is the Wonderful Mystery.
experience. Man lives on earth for the purpose of de-1 n , ?6 not me.ré*y  J11»1 we shall live again, after death, 
velopment; and it is only by contact with the manifold tbat 18 mysterious; hut the wonderful fact that we live 
conditions of his checkered career that he is rounded out * ,a b A“er t{le fact of present existence, the fact of 
and fitted to withstand the storms and vicissitudes of the T« ex\slenca ls secondary in mystery and wonder.
material life. He should be open to helpful suggestions 0 t , tbl? Well'’g of deeP wonder overwhelmed 
from every available source, but should follow no advice “° ?,S 1 \ave’ 8? to ?1, ’ stood aslde irom tbe world,in
that is contrary to the light of his own reason. The man •’ and strange nnd wonderful panorama
who accepts a statement which is contrary to reason lie- 0 ,beinS °*  existence, of thought and of action— 
cause it comes through a medium in a mysterious way, ig- around me. V hence? How? What?
nores not only his reason, but common sense. If lie must ’J a 8°i a‘I'iingeT80 mysterious—so wonderful, 
be misled, let the misleadings be caused by his own lim- j ?, • ,e so, ,e 6P1E1t> that can consciously look on, 
ited knowledge, that the needed experiences may be aud tb’nk,.and wonder—it ns a mystery to itself. Audits 
gained. Then the seeming mistakes will be but ripening I PJfse C',Vsi'Jcn1cc'1!s m°re wonderful than the fact that 
experiences, which will reveal the better way, and force aiter. a i lb 6 ia 8. lvc‘ conscious life and being 
the soul into truer conditions of life. ?ow 18 more mysterious and wonderful than can be the

The highest phase of mediumship is attainable only by , ct °? ,a, contiuualmn of my conscious entity hereafter 
complete moral and spiritual regeneration. And when bey°nd lbe Pale of death. It is the present mystery that 
this goal has been reached, the body is attuned to the ff*'°w s upon me, rather than the mystery of future, con- 
symphony of nature, and is responsive to the quickening Hnued. existen|ce- The future life at most is but a con- 
rays of the solar energies; the soul of man is in perfect ac° tlnuati°n °f the present admirable mystery and wonder, 
cord with the soul of the universe, and reflects the light A ^abbltt> Hudson Tuttle, Eugene Crowell, as well 
of the spiritual sun, as the dewdrop reflects the splendors ?,8 A' . .tDaV1,8 aud otbers> bave written well concerning 
of the bright orb of day; all human attributes are blended rea ms> and ,bave probably reflected about all
into a perfect identity,- and exist in a state of at-one-ment I 1 ie . .gbt ?'!, tlie 6ubject tbat tbe world is capable of 
with the Supreme. One dwelling in this exalted state re^lvl?Lg1a1b.bbe presen; time. _ 
sees the divinity expressed in everything. He feels the I ,, ’Ur- "abbllt writes: The spirit realms extend around 
spirit of love that throbs in every heart; he sees some ray I !, ,e?r.11 \n several bells or zones, one above the other, 
of light in regions of deepest darkness, some spark of in- tbe.bleber belts or spirit spheres being more ethereal and 
telligence in the mind of the most ignorant, some gleam dlvlue than the lower, and occupied by spirits who, by 
of hope in the bosom of the most depressed. becoming progressed and refined, have graduated from

In the regenerate stale man is able to keep himself in bb? ?Pbcres below. While a vast number of undeveloped 
that condition of harmonious adjustment to the material I sPb'As dwell on or near the earth, the first regular spirit 
and spiritual environments which insures peace and pros- z01ne aI°u!,d H‘C Cartb bas been estimaled be less than 

-perity, fulness of life and power, as well as wisdom and a buudrpd miles from the earth’s surface and extending 
the knowledge of truth. His thoughts are deep and about 81xty ?nd more. degrees each side of the earth’s 
pure; his presence is like the magnet to fragments of e(lua*' or- This is sufficiently high to be beyond all the 
steel; his words are like the music of a stream. Upon the coarse elements of the earth’s atmosphere, although a 
bright mirror of his mind are reflected the noblest vary ex(luisite atmosphere composed of all ethereal grades 
thoughts, the deepest truths, and the most unselfish love. I of matter>. which refined hydrogen is a prominent fac
ile is always ready with a message of consolation for the bor’ is said by spirits, and favored by some important 
unfortunate, with a ray of hope for the despondent, with iacts ob eartbV science, to extend through all the inter
a word of wisdom for the confused. With one hand he stidlar spaces and forming, when polarized by the Light of 
reaches up to the source from whence all power comes, 8Un and etar6’ ^ie celestial bridge-work over which all fine 
and with the other he reaches down to those who grope f?Eces travel. Baron Reichenbach found that his sen
in darkness, and lifts them up into the bright atmosphere sitÌves perceived far greater beauty and freedom of the 
of wholeness and health, happiness and peace. od*c bgbts and colors when the atmosphere was removed,

The true medium stands on the bright mountain of I and tbis iact ebow'tbe importance of having the 
truth, where he catches the first glimpses of the dawn of 8Pirit realms above the main atmosphere of our earth, in 
new ideals; he flashes their rays of light down into the order to A3’11 tbe glorious manifestations <5f lights, colors, 
valleys of ignorance and dispels the mist of sickness and iorms and motions that have been described in rapturous 
sin that hovers there. He feels deep in the heart of liis "’°rds by spirits and clairvoyants.
brother or sister the unexpressed longings; he reads their “Hudson Tuttle and others have described these spirit *wi,
requirements aright, and administers a healing balm for belts zon®6 around tbe earth, as having been formed And find myself a prisoner ere I can beat retreat-
every sorrow. Wherever a soul is bound by the fetters of .’P , ^nad emanations of the earth; but the spirit -The robbers seize my parcels and search mv ’ Dockets
creed, or enslaved by the farcical conventionality that so- P111'168 of Mr- Eugene Crowell, as signified in his 'Spirit through 3 pockel8
cial tyranny demands, if that one is seeking the light, it ^orld, p. 25, object to this, evidently presuming that And bear me tò their castle spite of all that I can do
is the privilege and duty of the medium to reveal the way l icy were supplied from some higher realms. A little There the queen of these banditti irentlv chides flwir
to the attainment of power and the realization of freedom moFe clearness m the perception of the duality of law boist’rous glee. b J
from all things that bind the struggling soul to the lim- everYWLerc would make it easily understood And asks how many kisses it will take to ransom me
itation of others. Each one should follow the light that *,bat l-blugs are both from above and from below; in Oh, is there any pleasure in all the busv dav ’ 
guides him to the better way; and it is the sacred privilege ,otber words that thq.Deific Spirit from the highest com- That’s quite as sweet as listening then to what the cliil 
of each to act according to the highest and best he knows. bines Wllb the material emanations of the earth, . dren say? S C1 1

Slowly the hand of nature and the monitions of the and Gius forms thp pivine realms, which are all the more 
spirit are revealing to man glimpses of a higher life, and del>gbtful to the liberated spirits of our world from being Helen thinks a hundred kisses are enough to ransom me, 
the veil that has obscured the sunlight of truth is being a glorified copy ofithé terrestrial scenery which they have If PU cbange tbem all for pennies bright as soon as I am 
lifted from the soul. Man feels the touch of that great left behind. J free;
power which awakens within him a consciousness of his “Not only arft. t&re regular spirit belts, sometimes Wbile Henry claims that “Papa is more valuable than
true self, and he is beginning to learn that the incarnated called spheres, thus extendng around the earth, but va- tbat”>
ray of divinity is independent of time and-space, and su- rious intermediate islands or masses of matter which to us’ And 80 tbe rascal confiscates my overcoat and hat.
penor to sickness and death. Through the labyrinth of I are invisible, but tfhicli to the spirit is as tangible and vis- But tender-hearted Josephine makes terms for my re
material conditions the sunlight of truth flashes ‘the heal- iblc as the earth ig to^s. These, as well as all spirit belts lea8e:
ing rays of love. The mists of ignorance are clearing rest in a greater or-loss altitude from the earth in propor- let yon go dear papa, for just one kiss apiece.”
away. Knowledge will ultimately ripen into wisdom, I tion as they aie'light or heavy, just as the lighter sub- Wben Eve paid my ransom duly, this valiant robber band 
and through spiritual inspiration the soul will recognize stances in water rise t'oward the surface while the heavier Escorts me to the table, with a guard on either hand- 
the divine heritage of its perfect day. I sink toward the bdttoffi from the law of gravitation The ,Tbere for a blessed hour I fling my cares away ’

Reaching the crowning age of earth life, the’ days of I matter of all spirit realms- has weight; so have spirit And &row yonnger as I listen to what the children say. 
spiritual supremacy, mankind shall be lifted up to the bodies, but those persons who have lived n num nnd m • • *■*,-,  T ,plane where all shall know the truth, and hold commun- spiritual and unselfish life possess an exquisite spirit body they £k thev’romiUf hÌrinÌ T g i
ion with the exalted beings of wisdom spheres, and live which is so fine and light that it can easily be buoyed up 1 U 1 ™ * beanng’tben mtb sboute
eternally amid beautiful and harmonious surroundings, M® high and beautiful abodes by the weight of the ethereal ah ¡£1, n. / , ,
where perfect life and love find perfect bliss. Nation atmosphere itself, or by an exertion of the will power or A1 ab°*̂ he boUse tbey frolic—now below, now over
shall no longer take up arms against nation, nor brother it may glide along on the magnetic streams that are ever t;«iq rim t * j *.„  *i_ , - ,
against brother, for. all the world will be engaged in those moving between tle earth and the spirit realms. L11 for 6tudy 1111 the^re smgly
jmrsuite that tend to the fulfillment of-only right desires. . “There are three principal spirit zones surrounding the -
No selfish grasping, no feverish nish of hfe to gratify ig- -earth in which are mansions, parks, fountains, temple« 
noble aims—-man s will shaU be obedient to the prompt- lakes, rivers and mountains of superb character, growing 

■’ • i, more and more resplendent as they recede fromtlmeartlf 
nnffl H^ndvs^8 of coD8cl°U8ness “Jinot be reached These three zones are estimated to be between fifty and a 
until-the bodj is free from all impurities taken in the hundred miles from the earth. Still farther from the 
form of unwholesome food; until the mind refuses admit- earth is a vast spirit realm, which is more tlian a hundred 
tance to all impure currents of thought, and the imagina-1 thousand times the size of our world. - Even the higher 
tion is framed and exalted to reflect only the highest. | zones are more beautiful than earthly minds can conceive
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OLD AND NEW 
PSYCHOLOGY. 

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

Reports of twenty-four distinct lectures, recently 
delhercdln New York. Brooklyn, Boston, PblUdef 
8.n!loBind 01 ber. 1,Pr«»pn«'nt cities of the United 
Blates, have contributed ihe bush of this volume.

throiighuut the voluiuohas been U interest iu the workable nosBlblll- 
y of 1,ull.l.un uutl,re- thoroughly optim. 

isticand at the same time, profoundly ethical. Ae 
- _ {'»proved methods of
M e have friends who have passed to that beautiful home, ’Xg'^r1 “bi"ie eun"i'ui? ",bu> “K

• In Ibmr vAnUJ.J ...I..! ■ , ’ 111’11“ loexerclhc »upervlilou
01 cr the inorullv weuk uud mentally afflicted, will do- 
gated?0"1 be’’ir0UI lhe duolrlue8 lierewliU|>roiuul-

on the Over there, over there, in the beautiful blue,
- Death’s shadow shall fall nevermore,

Different writers vary in their revelations, yet there are Our spirits shall joy in that beautiful view 
™ V»« H,„t —■ „„l.„„„l „.„.J..*  __-u------- With the loved ones who,ve gone on bef>oje

Let us build with pure gladness our beautiful home, 
And adorn with love’s garnishment true, ’

Do you long, do you long for your beautiful home 
That awaits in the gardens unseen?

0, build it so pure that the angels may come 
All arrayed in their beautiful sheen;

For with thoughts pure and sweet and with labor of love 
Is it reared and made lovely to view—

I'oi we build with our thought our bright mansion 
above—

Our sweet home in the beautiful blue.
0, we stand on the verge of that beautiful strand

Whose scenes are entrancingly fair;
With its fragrant sweet breezes our spirits are fanned 

And its music floats in on the air: ’
It is near, it is near, it is not far away—

Bright glimpses e’en now we may view;
For we live .in the morn of that fair, endless Day 

We shall find in the beautiful blue.

Try to Lynch a Preacher,
An attempt was made recently to lynch R. E. Howell 

a preacher, who is in jail at Warrensburg, Johnson coun
ty, Mo.

Howell was arrested in Oswego, Kan., a few days ago 
in company with Mrs. William llenderson, with whom he 
had eloped from Warrensburg, but the charge was dis
missed in order that he might be prosecuted on the more 
serious charge of arson, it being alleged that he promised 
a country boy $50 to burn his leased residence in War
rensburg, in order that he might obtain the insurance.

When Howell was arrested and returned to Warrens
burg the boy broke down and confessed Iris part in the 
crime. There is said to be abundant corroborative evi
dence. The husband of the woman with whom Howell 
had eloped posted himself with a shotgun yesterday where 
he could see Howell’s window in the jail, hoping to get a 
shot at him, but was discovered and driven away.

At a late hour a party of men surrounded the jail with 
the object of lynching the preacher, but Sheriff Lear and 
deputies offered so strong a defense that the mob 
persed.—Press Dispatch in Chicago Times-Herald.

Every ekeptical opinion or philosophic doubt.
When the world looks cold and cheerless, and heaven 
, seems far away, .
Just stop, my friend, and listen to what the children say.

x i ’-Thomas C. Konev. "
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A MEDIUMS AND MINISTERS.
1 ‘ ■ r . . "

US’ Comparative Status of Their Immorality.

The burden of the orthodox pulpit’s opposition to 
Spiritualism, since it has been made to accept, however 
reluctantly, the fact that there are genuine phenomena, 
is that of the immorality of mediums and Spiritualists. 
While we confess that there is far too much of that article 
among mediums and Spiritualists, we affirm that there is 
quite as respectable an amount of morality to be found in 
tneir midst as may be discovered in orthodox circles. As 
a physician of over twenty-five years’ experience, I know 
whereof I write. But I do not ask the reader to take my 
word for it; 1 propose to introduce as corroborative, a 
prominent witness from the pulpit itself not only, but one 
from the editorial sanctum of the New York Christian 
Advocate, the Rev. J. M. Buckley, D. D.

In The Forum for January, 1887, may be seen a con
tribution from the pen of the Bev. Dr. Buckley, upon 
the subject of “The Morality of Ministers,” involving 
more especially the consideration of that apparently 
more paradoxical question, “The-Immorality of Min
isters.” .. - -

That so prominent a theologian as Dr. Buckley evi
dently is, should find it necessary to contribute for a sec
ular journal an article upon a subject so peculiarly deli
cate as “immoral preachers,” is not a little significant. 
It indicates that he is a thinker far in advance of his 
brethren, viewing with alarm the increase of fraud in the 
pulpit, considering the number of bogus ministers about 
equal to the number of spurious mediums in the propor
tion to their relative numbers. While the general tone 
of Dr. Buckley’s article is apologetic and defensive, ably 
and justly protecting those of his brethren having clean 
hands and hearts and who are sincere in their sacred call
ing, he fails to find language sufficiently expressive of his 
contempt for the spurious preacher, .and regards Shake
speare’s attempted description of him as falling far short
of the requirements of the ease:

“Do not, as some ungracious pastors do, 
Show me the steep and thorny way to heaven;

¡1. Whilst like a puffed and reckless libertine, 
< Himself the primrose path of dalliance treads, 

; ■ And recks not his own rede.”
■ Dr. Buckley writes as follows:

“An immoral minister is, of all men, the most des

ks

picable and dangerous. He professes morality, teaches 
it, and is the recipient of confidence because of his pro

. fessions and teachings. He is admitted without restraint 
into homes and into society; his statements are believed; 
and upon his motives, discretion and promises others rely. 
He claims to receive assistance from God, not only in the 
prosecution oi his ministerial work, but in the mainten- 

- anee of a consistent Christian character. If, under cover 
of his profession, while enjoying the privileges of his po
sition, he practices immorality, he is most despicable, 
because the contrast between his professions and his con
duct is the greatest, and because, according to his own 

. teaching, he is without excuse. The wretch who makes 
no profession is less despicable than an immoral minister.

“The opportunities for vice and for deception of the 
immoral ministers are greater than those of most others. 
Until exposed or suspected, he pursues his ends un
watched, certain that a number of persons think it a sin 
to suspect him, and that they would denounce with holy 
horror those who might insinuate that he does not act in 
harmony with his profession. ’

“It is not probable that all the hypocrites of the church 
are exposed. There is no one so much like an honest 
man as an arrant knave. Nor is it necessary to conclude 

. that all hypocrites are guilty of vice or crime. Their 
. ■ hypocrisy may consist merely in the profession of motives 

by which they arc not governed, and of a religious ex- 
pericnce of which they know nothing.”

It is probable that Dr. Buckley's article was prompted 
. partly by his own knowledge that there existed this class 

■ of ministers, and partly by the appearance of a certain 
' book entitled “The Crimes of Preachers,” which 

enumerates a great many, giving names and dates as col- 
leeted from the secular press throughout the country.:

From a non-ministerial standpoint, but with some ex
perience with and observation of the class of individuals 

' referred to, we might add to what Dr. Buckley has so 
ably written, that when an immoral minister discovers 
that some of his crookedness has been detected, it is won
derful with what energy, activity, cunning, etc., he cn- 
deayors to cover up his tracks and deflect suspicion, or to 
render unfounded in the minds of the brethren whatever 
may exist. It is then that the stimulus of threatened ex- 

• posure, added to whatever of physical power and vigor
Ous health he may possess, enables him to do a vast 
amount of mental and physical labor. It is then that 
everything is brought to bear upon the one supreme ob
ject, that of warding off suspicion and preventing investi
gations by those in authority, and no work is too hard for 
church,college or Sunday-school,no duty too self-sacrific
ing, that will in any manner tend to accomplish the de
sired ends. The assistance of close friends is brought 
into requisition. A mutual admiration combination is 
established. Brother A., you admire me immediately, 
for 1 need a few puffs other than those written by my own 

• hand, just now, and I will admire you the first oppor
tunity that presents. We must now be on the alert, for 
we are watched. Perhaps an article of eulogy in one of 

' the church or college periodicals is considered the one 
thing needful, and to adorn the same with a lithographic 
portrait and meet the cost of printing, kind friends cheer
fully respond with the sine qua non. In the meantime, 
our subject fortifies himself by affiliation with all the va
rious societies existing—secret, scientific, moral and re
ligious—seeking successfully, by reason of his calling and 

. professions, the various offices, little honors and compli
ments at their disposal. Having succeeded in reinstating 
himself in the confidence of his people, he is now/ready 
for his summer vacation if it be this season of the year. 

. It is now while I write that season, and congregations are 
voting their ministers vacations, and those who are paid 
to console and instruct are absenting themselves from 
their flocks to study the divine teachings of nature no 
doubt. Upon some cliff overhanging the sea, and look
ing on the mystery of its blue, glancing waters, or listen
ing to the monotonous plash with which its everlasting 
ripple kisses the strand, is a Methodist divine; he is secure 
and what delightful letters he writes in order to retain 
his salary.

Here a Baptist divine has climbed to a mountain top, 
gazing in the fields and ponds and villages, and when 
spellbound in the study of the upper chambers, and 
gorgeous upholster}- of the atmospheric powers, and while 

; watching the ineffable pomp of clouds, lazily marching, 
gathering, floating, dissolving against the intense azure 
ceiling of noon, he says to himself: “How else so well can 
I repay my people for the kindness which allows me to 
enjoy These luxuries of unbroken quiet and unveiled na
ture, while most of them stay at their tasks in the hot and 

. noisy city?” “What better can I do than to write to 
them and recount to them the holy lessons I have 
learned?”
. A Presbyterian flies to the hills and he soliloquizes thus 
after he leaves the town limits and gets fairly into the 

■ country: “How quiet everything seems, in contrast with. 
’ that incessant trample of feet, rumble of wheels, clash of 

hammers and buzz of business, to which we have grown 
accustomed. How. primeval, sober and serene is all 
around us here. No funerals or funeral sermons?”

So the entire ministerial force,.in the season.of greatest 
sickness and death, are on the hilltops, studying the 
divine teachings of nature. '

This ministerial chronic unrest did not always exist 
History does not in this instance repeat itself, for we have 
iet to learn that after Paul stood up and spoke on Mars 

[ill, that he asked for a vacation and visited some cele
' hrated watering place, or that the apostle Peter, after he

had baptised three thousand on one day, the day of Pen
tecost, asked for a leave of absence and went off to re
cuperate near some mineral spring, or that in those prim
itive days churches were closed as stores are now for in
voice. After Moses had left Egypt he went into the 
mountains, but it was on business, for it was there that he 
received the tablets of stone containing the Ten Com
mandments. '

In more gentle corroboration of what the Bev. Dr. 
Buckley has written of a class of his ministerial brethren, 
we have the more recent utterances of a no less prominent 
ecclesiastic, the Bev.. Bishop John II. .Vincent, of the 
M. E. Church. In the Methodist Review for March and 
April of last year, Bishop Vincent, in the course of an 
article he contributed, thus writes:

“The theological student is often a dependent, ed
ucated by charity. This itself is not at all ground for his 
disparagement; but there are a few ministers who were 
once theological students supported 'in this way, by in
dividuals or by societies, who up to this day have never 
paid even the interest on the loan by which they were able 
to take their theological course, What’is still worse, they 
seem to have no conscience about it. They marry, they 
have children, they buy books, they ride bicycles, they 
take summer vacations,vbut seem to have no ethical sense 
which makes imperative the restoration of the funds by 
which they were educated for their profession, ’ There is 
among a certain class of ministers and of candidates for 
the ministry a tone of servility which perhaps these pro
cesses of professional education promote; a readiness to 
accept gifts of money; the habit of soliciting discounts 
because of their office; and consequently the cultivation 
of the tramp spirit and habit among men whose office 
stands for the highest, most independent, most manly 
type of manhood.” ’

Bev. Dr, Henry Bennett, now pastor of the M. E. 
Church at Anderson, Indiana, while pastor of the Wayne 
Street M. E. Church in Eort Wayne, published a monthly 
church paper called “Our Methodist Paper,” Tn this 
paper occurred the following editorial about a year ago:

“‘We told you so.’ Aha! A Mrs. Lake, at the Indiana 
State Camp-Meeting foi’ Spiritualists, now in session near 
Anderson, said: ‘The majority of mediums are frauds.’ 
Nothing new about that. We would amend by the use of 
‘all’ for ‘majority,’ and add after ‘mediums’ and spirit 
communications. It would then read: ‘All mediums and 
spirit communications are frauds.’ ”

To this I replied through the columns of the Fort 
Wayne Journal, in part, as follows:

Mrs. Lake is one of the grandest speakers upon the 
Spiritualistic rostrum and never misset an opportunity to 
denounce thereon the many frauds and impostors which 
infest the ranks of Spiritualism. But she knows that if 
out of a million of mediums there is but one that is gen
uine; and if out of ten millions of spirit communications 
there be but one that is absolutely true and bonafide, 
Spiritualism is true nevertheless, and will continue in the 
future as in the -past to withstand the assaults of its 
enemies. '“*■

Mrs. Lake’s efforts to purify the ranks of Spiritualism 
are certainly as praiseworthy as are the efforts of Bev. Dr. 
Buckley and the Bev. Bishop Vincent to purify the 
Christian pulpit.

I am sorry that the Bev. Dr. Bennett, in thus insulting 
the intelligence of thousands of men and women who, in 
intellect, honesty and morality, will compare favorably 
with himself, should thus fail so miserably in practicing 
the “Golden Bule” he is supposed to preach.

Neither the intelligence nor the heart of that man is to 
be envied whose sole denunciation of Spiritualism is the 
admitted and regretted fact that immoral men and women 
are found within its ranks. The objection involves a 
palpable inconsistency which stamps with folly those who 
unduly urge it.

I know of no law in nature which operates against the 
acceptance of a truth even upon the part of the base and 
immoral, however much that truth may be sought to be 
counterfeited and prostituted to base and ignoble uses. 
The glorious sun of Spiritualism shines alike upon hu
manity everywhere, and if here and there throughout the 
world its light is shut out by the darkness of trickery and 
fraud, it is no fault of the sun.

The refreshing rains of Spiritualism fall upon the just 
and' upon the unjust, the good and the bad, and if the 
unjust and wicked utilize those rains for the nurture and 
growth of humbuggery and fraud, it is no fault of the 
rains. No man or woman ever counterfeited or disgraced 
Spiritualism that did not prostitute the truth of Spirit
ualism to his or her damnable purposes—traded on its 
sacred truth for their own personal ends. Spiritualism is 
entitled to the distinction of being the only religion, sci
ence and philosophy under the stars that is counterfeited.

If Spiritualism may be justly censured because bad men 
are found in its ranks, then by parity of reasoning it 
should be commended when good men are enrolled 
among its constituents. Among the believers, aye, 
knowers in Spiritualism, are found men of influence, vir
tue and unchallenged morality, equal in number and ex
cellence at least to any beyond its precincts. From the 
humble laboring man, than whom there is no better speci
men of humanity on God’s footstool, to those who are 
endeared to us by their illustrious civil, political, 
scientific and religious achievements—men at the head of 
our armies, in the Senate, on the bench, and at the sacred 
desk, who are so inseparably identified with all that is 
good in the moral history of our world, and who occupy 
so lofty a niche in the temple of virtuous fame that their 
memory will remain embalmed in the grateful hearts and 
their deeds be sung in the loud acclaim of generations yet 
unborn. Abraham Lincoln was a Spiritualist.

A standing question of the orthodox church is: “How 
can we reach the masses?” In answering, it occurs to us 
that it depends very much upon the character and stand
ing of the ‘Teachers,” who in recent times it appears, 
must needs be strangers, called from a distance and en
tirely unknown, save by “reputation” as revivalists or 
evangelists. Stcreopticon exhibitions of historic sacred 
places are now thought to be a great help in the “reach
ing of the masses.”

When the church renounces her unreasonable dogmas 
and accepts and elaborates the proof of a future existence 
as afforded by Spiritualism and taught in the Bible, then 
and not until then will the masses be reached.

H. V. SWERINGEN.

Want Freedom of Religion.
The Tabernacle Christian Church Congregation, at 

Columbus, Ind., at a morning service, ordered the follow
ing telegram sent to President McKinley, says the Times- 
Herald:

“Columbus, Ind., July 31, 1898.—To the President of 
the United States, Washington:—The Congregation of 
Disciples, numbering 1,200, earnestly pray that the Amer
ican flag be lowered from no territory until absolute re
ligious liberty has been safely guaranteed to the inhabit
ants thereof.”

The telegram was signed Z. T. Sweeny, William T. 
Strickland, B. M. Hutchins, committee. Z. T. Sweeny 
was for twenty-five years pastor of the Tabernacle Church 
here, and was President Harrison’s consul general at Con
stantinople. »’

Here it would seem apropos to pray, or ask for “abso
lute religious liberty” here at home before making such a 
guarantee abroad. .Spiritualism has been fighting that 
spirit of bigotry and intolerance that seeks to stamp out 
a]l progressive religious demonstration or expression here 
in America, and has made progress; not wholly by prayer, 
however.' \ ■ T.

.. • ~.)o(. . . . -
“Origin and Antiquity of Man.” By Hudson Tuttle. 

A masterly philosophical work. English edition, nicely 
bound in.cloth, $1. For sale at this office.

“Knrezza. Ethics of Marriage.” By Alice B. Stock
ham, M. D. Price, $1. For sale at this office.

CATHOLIC AND BUDDHIST MONKS.
■ I - Il I ■ — » ■ ' ■

By Father Augustine Baumann of the' 
Passionist Order.

Roman Catholic monks do not like to bé told that they 
have a close reseinldance to the Buddhist brethren. In 
fact any insinuation of the kind is looked upon by them 
as a mortal insult. , They, want to monopolize all the 
glory of being mopks, and in their desire to do so they 
completely ignore thOjfact that Brahmins and Buddhists 
have been many-centuries before them. A thousand 
years before the first cenobite went to the desert in the 
West, monasteries had been built and were in a flourish
ing condition in the East.

The similarity between the two institutions is very 
striking. Buddha, the founder of the Buddhist monks, 
bears a close resemblance to St. Anthony, the founder of 
monasticism in Egypt, We read that when Buddha tore 
himself away from his family; relations and friends, and 
undertook to lead an austere life of solitude and medita
tion, he had to struggle for years against Mara, or the Evil 
One, At last this persecution became so terrible that he 
was on the point of being conquered, A Buddhist ac
count says: “Fiends and demons swarmed about him; they 
appeared in the form of fearful monsters, furies, vampires 
and hobgoblins, armed to the teeth with every implement 
of destruction. Their million faces were frightful to be
hold, their limbs were encircled by myriads of serpents, 
and their heads were enveloped in a blaze of fire; they sur
rounded Buddha and assaulted him in a thousand dif
ferent ways, missiles of all kinds were hurled at him, and 
poison showered down upon him; but his constancy 
changed them into flowers and tlie fire became his halo.”

This account is paralleled by a similar one recorded in 
the life of Saint Anthony of Egypt. He also left family, 
relatives and friends, and shut himself up for years in a 
lonely cell in the desert. There as he prayed, the Evil 
One approached also to tempt him, but being unable to 
succeed he thought to frighten Saint Anthony by assum
ing a hundred different and hideous forms, and by bring
ing other devils with him. They appeared to the saint in 
the shape of wolves, hogs, monkeys, serpents, lions and 
tigers. They roared and howled around him whilst he 
was praying and meditating, and Saint Anthony paid no 
attention to them.' The results in both cases were the 
same; Buddha and Saint Anthony became only more con
firmed in their respective practices, and felt that a 
divinity had called them to it. Buddha declared that 
marriage, was bad; love, pleasure and everything in life 
were bad. Saint Anthony preached similar doctrines. 
To him the body was a mortal enemy; it was to be mor
tified and punished by fasts and prayers, and all the pleas
ures of this life were to be renounced.

In the middle ages and in modern times, monasticism 
developed with remarkable rapidity in the West under a 
Christian disguise. But at the bottom it was still the 
same as the monasticism of the Buddhists. Both have 
their novitiates, j T|;p Buddhists, for instance, require 
young men to be fifteen years of age before they are ad
mitted to the no\jicesjnp; a similar rule is laid down by 
most Roman Catholiq orders. The Order of Passionists, 
to which 1 belonged, lays it down as an invariable practice 
that only young men, and such as have attained the age of 
fifteen years, should be ordinarily admitted.

Again, the noveriate continues for a certain length of 
time. Among the,Buddhisls it commonly lasts five years; 
in Roman Catholic orders some require two and three 
years, but others only one. The Passionists require only 
one year. But after that, though the novice becomes 
professed and a meipber of the order, he is still kept 
under a sort of pijpilage for five or ten years, just as the 
Buddhist monk is required to subject himself to a teacher 
for five years afterjps.solemn admission.

Again, Buddhist monks lay great stress on contempla
tion. Roman Catholic monks do the same; in fact, there 
are some orders in the Boman Church which are 
called “contemplative orders.” Buddhist monks will 
make a vow not to speak for a number of years, and 
Roman Catholic monks have taken similar vows. The 
Trappists, for instance, bind themselves to silence fol
lile, and if all do not observe the rule it is merely because 
they are not as bad as their absurd system would make 
them. Buddha prescribes certain positions of the body, 
rest and quiet as conducive to contemplation. We read, 
for instance, in a Buddhist work, that: “Holding his 
body, head and neck quite immovable, seated on a pure 
spot, with Kusa grass around him, the devotee should 
look only at the tip of his nose to meditate on the Su
preme Being. I remember as a Passionist that rules were 
laid down lor us almost as absurd. We were called to 
choir by the ringing of a bell; once assembled there, a 
member would read a few words from some pious book; 
then we were to compose ourselves for meditation; partly 
seated, and partly kneeling, with our knees barely touch
ing the little knee bench before us, we were to hold our 
heads a little inclined, our eyes half shut, or altogether 
closed, and our arms conveniently folded over our breasts. 
Thus we were to spend an entire hour without speaking 
or moving except in case of grave necessity, and in this 
wearisome posture we were to meditate on the divine per
fections or on the glories of the Virgin Mary.

I read in some Buddhist books that few monks observe 
all these rules to the letter; that many scandalously break 
them, or go through them in a perfunctory manner. This 
accords exactly with my own experience. I knew of 
monks who were only too glad to escape from the tor
menting hour of prayer, morning and evening, and even 
if they did stay in choir their meditations would be on 
anything but divine things. Many would either fall 
asleep or count the tickings of the clock; othefs would be 
watching the flies or mosquitoes as they whizzed through 
the air, and yawn at intervals. If you made an effort 
now and then to think of the subject of meditation you 
were supposed to have escaped sin and blame, because 
human nature is weak.

The height of Buddhist contemplation is to get into 
such a state of profound absorption in the Supreme Being 
that the mind no longer thinks of anything. The same 
ideal is proposed to Roman Catholic monks. The souls 
who arrive at that stage (I never met any) are said to have 
received the gift of contemplation. They become so ab
sorbed in God tliai' their minds no longer have any 
thoughts: the heart Mone speaks. How this is brought 
about, except in (lie; case of lunacy, I was never able to 
understand even' while I was a monk. I can remotely 
'imagine what sort oi a vacancy must be in that mind 
which is so profoundly absorbed in meditation as to think 
of nothing. Philosophers say that this is an impossibility, 
but Buddhist and Roman Catholic monks must set all 
philosophy aghast. ' 'n ' '

The Holy Rules and Regulations of thè Passionists,- 
which are like thqse of other Roman Catholic orders, are 
prolix in prescribing.every-ivord and act of the monks. 
Hours are set down fqr praying, for meditation, for study, 
or eating, drinking, .walking and sleeping. The same 
thing is done by the Buddhists, whosoffiooks say : “Let the 
monk be directed by his rules in every movement and ac
tion, waking or sleeping, dressing or undressing, sitting 
or standing, going out or coming in, fasting or eating, in 
in speaking or not speaking.” ' • ’

Originally, it is said, Buddha did not intend there 
should be any superiors in the monasteries; they were to 
be strictly democratic, and each monk was to follow only 
his own spirit of piety. But gradually it was found 
necessary for the elders and the more intelligent to 
assume a certain control for the peace and quiet of a com
munity; later on these elders were formally elected, and 
abbots were the result. Thus also Roman Catholic monks 
acknowledge that the early cenobites of Egypt' had no 
general superior; they merely prof essed obedience to their 
individual teachers; but in time, as monasteries were built 
and the brethren lived in community, superiors had to be 
chosen, and they- were called abbots. In modern times

system has been carried still further, and we not only 
láve abbots, but general and provincial superiors, priors, 

/guardians and rectors.
In the details of the daily observance of the rules we 

meet with a similar uniformity. The Passionist monks, 
for instance,are aroused ot one o’clock atnight by a rattle 
which a brother shakes as he walks through the corridors. 
They rise, go to the choir, where they.make an obeisance 
to the statue of Christ, of the Virgin Mary, or of some 
other saint. They then chant a certain formulary of 
psalms, hymns, responses and anthems. When this is 
done they again salute the statue and then return to their 
cells. At six o’clock they repeat a like ceremony, spend 
an hour and a half in the choir and then go to their other 
duties. The Buddhist monks have similar practices. 
They rise very early, go to the temple and bow three times 
to Buddha and to the abbot; after this they recite por
tions of Buddha’s law, spend some time in contemplation 
and then go to their daily duties of teaching or begging.

Even in regard to the vows a similarity of practice may 
be observed, Roman Catholic monks, as a rule, make 
three vows, namely, a vow of obedience, a vow of poverty 
and a vow of chastity, or celibacy. The Buddhist monks 
are not behind them. When a Buddhist novice is about 
to be admitted he is required to repeat the following sa
cred formula, equivalent to vows: “I go for refuge to 
Buddha; I go for refuge to the Law; and I go for refuge 
to Order.” These are supposed to signify three sacred 
promises, and to make a Buddhist monk, just as the 
vows make the Roman Catholic monk. But even in par
ticular vows they are alike. It is a common thing for 
Roman Catholic monks to make a vow to fast for a year, 
or several years, to eat no fruit on certain days, in honor 
of the Virgin Mary; monks have been known to make 
vows never to speak during their lives, vows to pray so 
many rosaries every day, vows never to look at a woman, 
vows to sleep only a certain number of hours and vows to 
go on certain missions. Buddhist monks are not behind 
them; they have made vows to fast seven years, vows to 
abandon caste, vows of various kinds of self-torture and 
•vows never to sit down. I heard of a. Passionist monk 
who made a vow never to keep his cap on in the presence 
of a priest, and Buddhist monks have made vows never 
to look upon the face of their abbots.

As regards the number and classes of monks, we also 
find a great similarity. We are all aware of the great va
riety of monastic orders in the Roman Catholic Church. 
We have the Dominicans, the Franciscans, the Carmel
ites; the Trappists, the Capuchins, the Jesuits, the Bene
dictines, the Barnabites, the Redemptorists, Lazarists and 
Passionists. The Buddhists are fully abreast of them. 
There are the Sannyasi, “those whovgive up the world;” 
the Vairagi, “those who are free from affections;” the 
Yogi, “seeking mystical union with God;” the naked 
monks who call themselves Dig-ambara ,or “sky-clothed;” 
the Tapasvi, or “practicing austerities;” and the Yati, or 
“restrainers of desires.”

In that quaint little book, called the Flowers of Saint 
Francis, we read that the saint used to go through Assisi 
in company with another brother to preach to the inhab
itants by their example. “Brother Leo,” he would say, 
“let us go and preach;” and the saint would start out with 
his arms devoutly-folded, walking up and down the prin
cipal streets of the town, without once raising his eyes 
from the ground. I remember, in the Passionist rules, 
that a similar mortification of the eyes was prescribed to 
the novices and younger members. It was one of the 
things that always seemed to me essentially absurd, yet 
we had to practice it rigorously. To see the face of any 
one was a grave fault, and every evening we had to report 
to the master of novices how many faces we had seen 
even inadvertently. Buddhist novices have to go through 

.the same mill. Matters are made even worse for them; 
they are told exactly at what angle their eyes are to be 
fixed on the ground.

These few points of comparison suffice to show the sim
ilarities of the two systems. All Roman Catholic monks 
profess allegiance to the pope; even in this the Buddhists 
are their equals. In Thibet there is a grand Lama who 
resides at Lhassa, and whose sway is in every respect as 
supreme as that of the Pope of Rome. He has his cardi
nals, abbots, monks, novices, crosiers, mitres, sacred vest
ments, relics, shrines, not even excepting rosaries. The 
Lama holds grand canonization services, exposes relics io 
veneration and blesses holy water. It is evident, there
fore, that Roman Catholic monks enjoy no monopoly of 
the system. An attempt has been made to prove that the 
Buddhists copied from the Roman Catholic monks in the 
twelfth century, but the proof falls to the ground at once 
when we call to mind the fact that authentic records ex
ist of Buddhist monks a thousand years before the Chris
tian era. It is immaterial whether one system copied 
from the other; both are miserable deceptions, the pro
duct of superstition and ignorance, and the greatest foes 
to enlightenment, progress and reasonable religion.

Democracy with a Vengeance.
To the Editor:—I am a native Bostonian, was educated 

in the public schools of that city, and have always been 
proud to think I had the privilege of receiving my edu
cation in the schools that Boston has furnished to her 
pupils. But the Fourth of July this year has changed 
things to my mind, in the city of Boston.

In Faneuil Hall (“the cradle of liberty”), on the very 
same platform where William Lloyd Garrison, Wendell 
Phillips and the Adamses have given their grand- ad
dresses, Mary A. Livermore her eloquent lectures, and 
Charlotte Cushman her Shakspearean readings, on the 
very same platform, I repeat, the first time in the history 
of Boston a Catholic priest delivered the city’s oration. 
I call this democracy with a vengeance, when a Catholic 
priest delivers the oration, a colored boy reads the Dec
laration of Independence and a Unitarian divine offers 
prayer. And it is stated that Rev. E. A. Horton, the 
Unitarian clergyman (one of the finest pulpit orators we 
have in the country to-day)“that his prayer was so elo
quent that at the close the audience burst into applause.”

The question I wish to ask: Why has not Rev. E. A. 
Horton been asked to deliver the oration for the citv of 
Boston? . ’

Having been a Boston school-boy, and all those land
marks, such as Bunker Hill, Old State House, and Fan
euil Hall are as dear to me as my native land and the 
Stars and Stripes, it makes me stop and think, What are 
we coming to at the present time when the Fourth of 
July oration is delivered by a Catholic priest in the 
“Cradle of Liberty?” and I can well quote the following 
lines from the Rev. Minot J. Savage:

“By the Ancient’s long endeavor,
By the Honorable’s fame, 

' By our race and by our country,
By each high and noble name, 

By the God of hosts who leads us,
By the future’s dawning light, .

Swear to stand and swear to struggle
Till earth’s might shall mean its right!”

New York. J. 0. LUNT.

“Religious and Theological Works of Thomas Paine.” 
Contains his celebrated “Age of Reason,” and a number 
of letters and discourses on religions and theological sub
jects. > Cloth binding, 430 pages. Price $1. For sale 
at this office. .

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-operative' Systems 
and the Happiness and Ennoblement of Humanity;” By 
E. D. Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. -This comprises the last 
part of Human Culture and Cure. Paper cover 15 cents. 
For sale at this office. - ’

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood Tuttle. Lov
ers of poetry will find gems of thought in poetic diction 
in this handsome volume, wherewith to sweeten hours of 
leisure and enjoyment. Price $1. For sale at this office.

TWO IN ONI
A COMBINATION OF 1

“The Question Settled” and “Th( 1 -1 
Contrast” Lito one Volume,, d

BY MOSES HÜLL. M

This highly instructive and interesting work Is i 
combuiitloa into one volume of two of Mr, Hull’s • M 
■pleadb. works. By thia arrangement the cost Is sues -I 
that tho reader K cuabled. to securo the two book? - 
CouiJaUfid at the jauie price as was formerly askes -J 
for them nepamely. Thia volume contalaa 462pagei 
nnd Is itinasoinely bound In cloth, und contain» an ci! ’' 
cellent portrait of the author. ■ ■

" THE QUESTION SETTLED
U a caiiiful comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit - - 
uallauL No book of the century baa made so mans - I 
cunverlji to Modern Splrttuullsm as this. The author1« 1 
» m, filthfully to compare the Bible with modern -I 
iuenonienaaml philosophy, lias been accomplished, d 

be adaptation of Sphltuallam to the wants of humam I 
ity; Its moral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of angel • | 
rnmlstB'; tho spiritual nature of man, and the objec*  I 
tionsoitered to Spiritualism, are all considered in the J 
light oi the Bible, nature, history, reason audcommoa 1
Beufie, Hid expressed clearly and forcibly. ' J

THE CONTRAST
. consistb of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism ■ 
and Spiritualism. It is a moat able production, and 
L« a Ptirfect storehouse of facts for those who wish 
tc defend Spiritualism, or And arguments against thn 
assumptions of Orthodoxy.
PRICE SI. FOR SAi E AT THIS OFFICE. i

DEATH AND TllE AFTER LIFE 
e“g ioajhoui<

The Religion of Spiritualism^“
Its Phenomena and Philosophy, By Her. Samuel ' 

Watson. This work was written by a modern Savior ‘I’ 
a grand and noble man. Price *1.00.  1 II

' THE COMING '

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR. I
BY BURTON AMES HUNTINGTON.

This excellent book 1» written In the Interest of ho> 
inanity, of liberty, und of patriotism—u book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
dangers that beset us on every side, and more espe< 
daily to the hostile attitude and the insidious wiles oi 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe— 
the Catholics. Washington’s words of warning, 
Lincoln's apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant are all included in the volume. Archbishop 
Rvan, of Philadelphia, In a recent sermon said: "Thu 
church tolerates heretics where she is obliged todo 
so. but she hates them with a deadly hatred, anfl 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
know bow she treated heretics in the Middle Ages, and 
how she treats them today where she bus tne power, 
we no more think of denying these historic facts than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and the princes ol 
the cnurch for wuat they have thought tit to do,*  
Every one should read this work. Paper, 800 pages, 
It will be sent, postpaid, for fifty cents, For sale at 
this office.

lESUS^ANFTHE^MfflinJMsT 
-OH- F

CHRIST AND MEDlUfiSSHip.
comparison of sonic of the flplrltuallsrt and Mediumship oi the Bible with that of to-day. iki 

Moses Hull. An Invincible argument proving thal 
Je.un «1« only a uiedluiu. .ubjcct to all th, condi
tion» ot modern mediniualdp. It also shot:» that all 
Ute manlrestatlon. throughout th» uy; and New IVltu- 
S"“kiy?I®.uu<,erL,,.<i ‘U".1C condition, that mediums 
require to-day; and that the coming of Christ Is the re
turn of mediumship to the world. 48 pages. Price. 
10 cents. For sale at this office.

MA|1OM€T,"
His Birth, Character and Doctrine,

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

This is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Classic». Il 
Is conceded to be historically correct, and ao exact ard 
perfect in every detail as to be practically beyond the 
reach of advene rrttlcibin. Thu work will bo found 
intensely interesting. Price. Tn-. Kuld at this office. '

SOCIAL UPBUILDING,
Including Co-operative Systoma and tlm Hannlnaigr and Ennoblement of Humanity. Uy E n rtibbh? 
LL. D., M. D. 1 Lia comprise» Hie last parl of Human 
hu. tutf knd Cu,e- I'“1’,'r cuvel'' 15c- For Bale at 
this office.

HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION 
.»Î?m.!h?i ,urJttl08° seeking Information con. 
eernlnu that most damnable Institution known la 

Inquisition. Ever» American citizen should become ccqualmed with the 
tacta so succinctly Stated hl this valuable record.lt 
Bhowa the methods used by the i.omlsh Church tool*  
»I“1.”,“6, ‘?‘c m k0 reJ,,et ltf- and claims. 
For (&.0 at thia office. Price 25 cents. ‘

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWER. :

An entertaining manual of hypaotitm. uicful ta 
atudeuta ot the eubjcct. In th« form ot dialogue and 
story, the author present« very succeaafully a con
densed account ot hypnotism. Its theory am*  nractloa 
upto date. Trice, paper, CIS. Sulu at thli office.

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW’“"
The Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 
Holyoake. Thl» Is a most rainable contribution to 
Ereethought lllcraturo. Bound In paper with good 
llk-ene., of author. Trice, 1U cents: twelve oonlea 
tor ,1.00.

IMMORTALITY.
A poem in five cantos "If a man die. shall ho llvai"

THE KORAN. 1
explanatory note.: taken from the SdManmwed'coiS - 
Sr ^¿e. a -

EDITH BRAMLEY’S VISION. *
A thrilling appeal to all who arc Interested In learn. ' 

Ing how the great forces of the Itoman Cathollo 1 
Church are seeking to control all ruovementa per- - J 
talnlng to human progress that are In opposition to -
their dogmatic religious tenchliM, Price 15 oen,» For sale at this office. ’ vuua. .

CHURCH AND STATE.“~i
Tbe Bible In the rublic Schools; the New "Amer« 

lean” Party. By ••Jefferson.” Third edition. This 
beautiful pamphlet of 23 pages is the most thorough '■ 
presentation of tbe Church and State question that •*  
|yu appeared. Price 10 cenu. , '

“ THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius? ■»' - J 

m/Wm. Henry Burr. Price 15 cenU., J 

Outside the Gates, and Other Tales J 

and sketches. By a band of spirit Intelligences, - > 
through tbe mediumship of Mary Tbejesa Sbclbamcr« - - 
An excellent work. Price 11.25. ' v

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION?“
The astronomical and astrological origins of all rOi - 

ilgions. A poem by Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. Price M 
cents. I

Thumbscrew and Rack.
Torture Implements employed In the XVth and I 

XVIth centuries for tho promulgation of Christianity, ’.I 
with pictorial illustrations. By Geo. E. Macdonald.
Price 10 cents. I

PUBLIC.
A WORK THA T EVER Y LOVER OR 

his country should have at hand for consult« ■ ' 
tfon. By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. This is n . 
■hie work, consisting of a Discussion of tho Purposes .. • • 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods ot the liomu] . 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains «7 pages, aa - 
may be coMldarsd a mine of valuable Inftraatlon fol . 
every patrtot tn Uta land. Price 11. For «U0 at thli

______________________ • ] ■■■■
Ùngili, Development ana Destiny : 
• of Man.
A Scientific and Philosophical. 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher. • 

'toNTENTS: The Beginnings; Fundamental Prlncb ’ 
pees; Formation of Constellations, Systems, Suns 
Planets and 8staP.lt jb. Th« Origin of Meteor« and 
Comets;Tua Organiy Kingdom; The Origin of Man; 
Man—His Attributes and Powers; The Soul—How It 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge; How the Soul Re*  ' 
celves I a Highest Impressions; Tbs Record Book, or : 
Tho Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth - ' 
Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De*  • • ' 
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the 
Bible; The Bible nud Christ; The Summary: "What ; 
Must XTe Do to Be Saved.” For tale at thlBOffica.

Price, c«'»'-’-. «1.in. 50c»
THE TALMUD. ’ .

Belectlonifrom the contents of that ancient boot' ’ >' Ita commentaries, teachings, poetry, and legend! • 
Also brief sketches of the men who made and com« ’ 
merited upon IL By H. Poling. 359 pn, Pric^ • 
cloth, 11.00. 2Z 12

Paine’s Theological 'Yorks. J
Ageot Reutm. KximinHlon of the PropbeclM. eta, ' H 

XUtu, edition. Poet ero.. <33 paco. Cloth tl-W |

record.lt
8staP.lt
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(3LUB8! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
- 'Ai there sre thoumida who will at first venture 
any iweulrfivecenta/orTaitPaooBwsiva Tminkbb 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those who receive 
• «ample côpy, to solicit seveml others to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from |1 to «¡0. or even 
tiore than the latter »um A large number of little 

mount« will make a large eum total, and thus extend 
the field ot our labor anl usefulness. The same sug
gestion will apply In all cases of renewal of eubscrlp- 
tions—solicit others to aid in the good work. You will 
experience no difilcuky whatever in Inducing Eplritu- 
•lists to subscribe for Thb Progressive Thinker, 
for not one of them can agord to be without tho valut« 
bl« information imparted therein each week, and nt 
the price of only about two cents per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents,
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

give you for 25 cents? Just pause and think for « mo- 
..ment what an intellectual feast that small investment 

Will furnish you. The subscription price of The Pbo- 
éuieaivE Thinker thirt^eu weeks is only twenty-fiva 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
miud-refreshlng reading matter, equivalent to a med!« 
Uin-skcd book!

TAKE NOTICE!
jy At expiration of subscription, if not renewed, 

the paper Is discontinued No bills will bo sent for ex
tra numbers. .......

ÜT. If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to us, and errors in address will be promptly 
corrected, aud mfulng numbers supplied grans.

Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
always give the address of the place to which 

it is then sent, or the chanae cannot be made.

'A CONGRESS OF RELIGIOUS SCI
ENCES.

■ The hope of reforming Catholicism 
must be abandoned. It is a fossil of 
barbarism, destitute of the power to 
.change for the better. Here and there 
a reformer is seen, but he is soon sl- 
leuced. Abbe Victor Charbonnel, of 
France, delighted with the outcome of 
the Chicago Parliament of Religions, 
thought a congress working along slm- 
liar lines, to be held in Paris in 1900, 
While the World’s Exposition was in 
session there, would be a desirable 
event. lie began to set in motion the 
requisite machinery to bring about 
such a result, and make it a grand suc
cess. But opposition sprang up. 
Those to whom he looked for support 
and assistance deserted him. The Vat
ican was Influenced against the project. 
In despairing terms the Abbe tells the

: aad conclusion:
■ \ “The determination of the church to 
turn a deaf ear to the new spirit of tol
erance which showed itself at the Chi
cago Parliament of Religions, nnd 
which might spread to the Old World, 
was now clearly evident, and it was 
also evident that we did not possess a 
:body of liberal laymen capable of tak
ing a bold initiative. In the mean
while Cardinal Gibbons denied In a 
letter published In Paris that he had 
ever encouraged the friends of' the 
movement in favor of such a Con
gress. He repudiated at the risk of re
pudiating his own conduct at Chicago, 
pur enterprise and our efforts.........To
be supported by such men as Gibbons 
and Ireland, by the young Catholicism 
of America, had been my greatest 
¡hope. Abandoned by them, I had sim
ply to recognize that I was beaten and 
to leave the church where, for a man of 
my. liberalism, there was nothing to 
do.”

It is now stated Abbe Charbonnel 
Ilias closed his connection with the pro
posed Congress, and that the move
ment passes into other bauds. Instead 
pf.a Congress of Religions it is now 
contemplated to change it into a Con
gress of Religious Sciences.

Under that heading tlie Inquiry of 
the Congress should be directed to the 
philosophy of virgins bearing sous, of 
three Gods constituting but one God, 
and of salvation by faith. While about 
it some method should be devised to 
eliminate many hundreds of millions of 
years from the age of the world so as 
to make it harmonize with the Bible 
Chronology.

EXHIBIT OF SUPERSTITION.
Fifteen hundred pilgrims are report

ed in attendance at the shrine of St. 
'Anne, in Kankakee county, Illinois. 
They came from all parts of the coun
try, Canada included, to gaze upon a 
bone from the wrist of the grandmoth
er of God, which was imported with 
great ceremony from Rome a few years 
Ugo. It is claimed great cures are 
wrought by merely looking at this holy 
relic. Anne, whose pretended wrist
bone is thus honored, was the mother 
of the Virgin Mary,and the grandmoth- 

i er of her son, the junior God.
Of course it is only the ignorant, and 

* generally degraded foreigner, the tool 
of priestcraft, who believes any such 

r ■ bone as Is claimed, has been preserved 
to our times, or that it has any healing 
.virtues whatever; but it is niade the 
source of large income to the church in 

.:y- ¡which the shrine is located, so the 
priestly quacks cry up the value of 
their exhibit as a production little short 

' in value to a piece of the genuine 
> cross-a production only known to an 

active imagination.
' It is mortifying that such a gross su
. perstition abounds In America, and 
-/ . that the government absolutely encour- 

.c ltges the propagation of the debasing 
Imposition.

; JUGGLING WITH DEITY.
tix.? "God has lifted us out of our exclu- 
!§..• eiveness and isolation, and is bringing 

us face to face with the responsibilities 
Si of our greatness as a nation.”—Bishop

Hartzell, Methodist. -'
k'e. No credit for advancing civilization, 
Ij . changed conditions, increased knowl- 
I e’dge, or better conceptions^ duty to

.dur fellows; but God, as creeds Inter- 
£ prct him. must have all the credit 
k" tWJiy did not God, with infinite wis

dom, power and goodness, so manipu- 
fe late events as to bring about these 
fc-.iconditions ages ago? Why did he re- 
tymaiu Inactive and allow Spain for 400 
E', years to tyrannize over Cuba, Porto 
fXABIco. and the Philippines, and then 
k arouse himself all at once into activity, 
br and inspire the American government 
ikto interfere in the interest of outside 
Vj^Snimanlty?

The reply would be: “God works 
through others.” Then let others have 

--the credit, and encourage still others to 
_ o Pöble deeds. God has no nedd of 
.-pfitaisc; but man is so constructed lie 
¡«•ves to be encouraged by kindly ex- 
■ “"‘sions from his fellows when he has

crlficed his own ease, and has tolled 
bled to make Others happy.

BEYOND.

KEEP IN TOUGH.

" VALIOLE MD JHTEBESTIHG BORK.

physician, and his views will be read 
with deep interest. The price of the 
pamphlet is 10 cents! For sale by the 
author at 172 Ashland Boulevard, Chi
cago.

wise consideration, wise because we 
can now see what we did not know be
fore, and lovingly, considerately, pass 
our several judgments upon it

UNFOBTRNATB SPAIN. 1 , LiKfl ABB IMMORTAL. "
> The overwhelming defeats to which I A Ue once afoot and started on its 

bT‘ rounds, like the fabled Wandering Jew,
1st, 1,1^ Va w’ fe^aUs a pagc of Span’ I Boes on forever. Prove its falsity, but terest tblllling In'j lt has a speedy resurrection, perhaps

urn..,, ni , „ t0 aPPear again in n revised and more
i., . 10 CS V1 «“»^red his reasonable form. A lie has too much
throne to his son, Philip II., in 1556, vitality to stay dead 
„.lr“Lt:y®UPrTd.°V?r ®pal,!’Na- « was announced some years ago 

CJ>y’ tbe ^thwlands, 1 unis I that one Herman Gottschalk, of New 
and the Barbary coast, the Canaries York, owned the most valuable coin in 
and Cape de Verd Islands, the Philip-1 the world. It was no less than one of 
pines and Spice Islands, with large col-1 two “holy shekels” now in existence, 
onies in the West Indies-Cuba and the other belonging to the British Mu- 
Porto Rico being chief-with vast terri- seum. They were claimed as relics of 
tories in South and Central America, Solomon's, time. Gottschalk’s coin was 
and what is now the Southern part of I so much more perfect than that in the 
the United States, and all the bound- Museum, he said he had been offered 
less regions west of the Mississippi, in I $1,000 for an exchange, but he de- 
which may be included Mexico. Spain dined the offer.

J was the greatest power of the then civ- Such was the substance of the story 
i ilized world. Pope Sextus V., to sup-1 when this wonderful shekel, having an 
i press Protestantism in Englund, con-1 intrinsic value of neai- 55 cents, was 
! veyed that country to Spain. Philip S!st <-'-ybiibited in Chicago in 1891. 

■ ernment by forming an alliance with fairly itched for the pleasure of han
: its sovereign. This he proposed to ac-1 dliug the sacred treasure. Herman’s 
' compllsh by marriage with Queen Eliz- $1,000 boot money had swollen to $0,- 

abetli; but she repulsed him. Ill 1588 af tbe Fair.
Philin fitted out his “Invincible Arina. pred Pake> of tlfls city, who had Sa „,7a X invincible Anna- Btudied nMaddeu-s Hist ’o£ j { h 
da, and sent it against England. It Coinage,” and unable to find anything 
consisted of 130 large ships, and many resembling this choice production, 
smaller ones as transports. The col- wrote the British Museum to learn the 
lision came on in the British Channel, iacts from that institution. He re- 
and Spain was defeated Thev deter- ceiy.ed tbe following letter In reply: 
mined to sail through the North Sea, Nov. 2, 1891-S“’ SM^reJi’ to 
around Scotland, and return to Spain, your letter I write to say that the

A correspondent of the June Century I statements contained in the newspaper 
shall tell, the’residue of the story: paragraphs sent by you are entirely

“Meanwhile the Spaniards were ^OUI1datiou, as far as the Brit-
speeding, crestfallen, over the German I Isb Maseulu is concerned, The coin en- 
ocean, under all the canvas their torn tbau an ig1101’-
rlgglng end splintered spars would , faprication. ihe forms of the He- 
bear.. For Sldonia’s men were thinking I biey also prove it to be quite 
only of getting home to the warm sun 
and sparkling waters of their dear old tb • **i ’_ Eelgfihld Stuart Poole, 
Spain. Soldiers and sailors lounged in C°ins-
sullen, silent groups about the decks. tba* sl’ul’lous coin is still doing 
The flagship would not respond to the I du^’ as a prpbnble pocket piece, of the 
salutes of her consorts. The wind „ *? arr ed aad, sadly lamented 
blew northerly at times, but the duke I , n^, ®al°m(>n, and the press Is still 
forgot his promise to sail baek into the clrcuIa “ng the story of its remarkable 
channel. He thought only of flight, Preservation as a special intervention 
and offered his French pilot 2,000 due- fflvlue Providence to confound 
ats if he should bring him safe to SapPtlcs.
Spain. Soon the autumn storms burst, ----------» - — • ■ —---- —
and the Spaniards had to house every-1 THE APOSTLE’S CREED, 
thing but a rag of sail to steel- by, Probably no abler Christian scholar, 
thick, black fogs often settled down A1. ,
upon them, so they could not see one “„X “01e consentlaus, llfls ever 
another’s lights at night. One day, than was the Gel’man author
however, they had the melancholy sat- Ecclesiastical History, the learned 
isfaction of capturing a few English I John Lawrence Mosheim, D. D. Re
pinnaces returning from their fishing- calling the expression of a cleric to 

wlth,cad and,«“S- Tbls Rev. Savage, in reply to the question,

■"**  - “»wwas to give Philip the sovereignty over sa d- Simply the Apostles and the 
western Europe. The men had been NIcene creed." See “Crumbling 
supplied with clothes only for a short Creeds,” in our issue of July 23. 
summer campaign, and these North sea Turn to Sec. 4, Chap. 3 Part 2 of tho 
gales froze them to the bone. ‘We all ne
expected to come home rich from this ,, eatu,J; ot Mosheim, and read the 
expedition,’ wrote a gentleman on au,“01’s opinion of that creed: 
board the flagship, as she was “The Apostles’ Creed, from the 
floundering past Scotland; ‘but now we I fourth century downward, was almost 
are coming home in our shirts, for our generally considered a production of 
clothes got so ragged we had to throw tbc Apostles. All, however, who have 
them overboard.’ To increase the the least knowledge of antiquity, look 
wretchedness, it became necessary to uPoa this opinion as entirely false and 
reduce the rations to starving point, destitute of all foundation. There is 
The artillery mules and noblemen's mucl1 more reason aud judgment in the 
horses, which a wise commander would I opinion of those, who think this creed
have kept for food, were cast over- was n°t aU composed at ouee, but from 
board to save water. It was lieartrend- s,naU beginnings and was impereepti- 
ing to see the wild, white eyes of the bly augmented in proportion to the 
poor brutes as pluugiug and snorting, I growth of heresy, according to the exl- 
they tried to swim back to the ship’s Sellces and circumstances of the 
sire. church, from whence it was designed

"it seemed imperative to punish l0 banish the errors that daily arose.” 
somebody for all this disgrace and mis- a foot note the author adds: “This 
cry. A number of officers were ac-1 °Plul°n is confirmed in the most 
cused of disobedience or cowardice. loarned and ingenious manner by Sir 
Some of these the duke deprived of Peter KiuK- lu bis ‘Hlstoryof the Apos
their commands; and one captain was tles’ Creed.’”
hanged in a pinnace, which was sent Are uot the same facts true in regard 
through the fleet with its grewsome to everything purporting to be early 
freight dangling from the yard-arm as Christian history, the Bible included? 
a warning to the rest. I The late revisers of the Bible transla-

“The weather got ever wilder. The I (ion eliminated numerous passages 
clumsy ships heaved and rolled, and “uot f°und in the early Greek copies,” 
plunged their yards deep Into the as reported. They pointed out 
waves. Hulls got so badly strained lnany other questionable passages, 
they had to be stiffened with ropes. But tll(‘y neglected to tell the reader 
Strong men flocked to the chaplains, Cmt the whole New Testament was 
begging for prayers. Manv a poor fel- I flrst found In priestly hands—they who 
low, losing hope of seeing’ land again, bad madp these additions to the book, 
made his will and intrusted it to tho interpolations and forged additions
ship’s priest. Men sickened and died I 'vere nlade to tlle record, the law would 
by hundreds, sons of Spain’s noblest rai6e Presumption of general fraud, 
houses with the rest. Many ships got aud vit>ate the entire instrument, for 
so shortlmnded they dropped behind “fi’a»d aud forgery vitiate everything 
the main body, and had to struggle iut0 "hich they enter.”
northward in isolated groups. Now ---------- *•  * •» 1 ----------- -
and then a rotten lacing would give THE DIFFERENCE.
^nTsie“ 1>r(;aideat by special proc
gale to house the tugging and bellying lanlation 10 people of the United 
sail, lucky if shrouds aud spars were States, asked them to offer thanksgiv- 
not slippery aud dangerous with the >“g to Almighty God in "leading; our 
driving sleet. Though midsummer, it hosts upon the waters to unscathed 
was as cold as Christmas. Everybody triumphs,” and “In guiding them in a 
except the pilots stayed below as much qlr.,n^> i,lna n 6 . !
as possible to keep warm. They were I strange hind through the shadows of 
all perishing with hunger and thirst, deatb witl‘out loss or accident,” and 
and the little food they got was moldy, bas “led our brave soldiers and sea- 
They might have tried catching rain- men to victory."
water iu casks, but the spray would Gen. Shafter, on the contrary, who 
t'liJ paymasters Sfiad ¡Fstore’nf h”?! °f rca,ly led tUe a™y, has issued his mili- uiL paymasters, naa a store of delica- ___.
cles aboard his bulk, and distributed tary order 10 tlle troops under his com- 
them, as well as the heavy sea allowed, I mand fn Cuba, wherein he recites the 
among the sick and wounded of ihe I SI-eat victory over the enemy, and 
fleet. The negroes and jnulattoes, it adds: 
was observed, nearly all perished with 
the cold. The men were now kept con
tinuously at the pumps. Woe to the 
ship when pumps got elogged with bal
last pebbles! It was hard and danger
ous work shifting the crews of sinking 
vessels in the tempestuous weather.”

OOBREOT'ING=3FOOBBKSPONDENT f 11 yr n. - _. - A
Wm, Miller, tlfeafounder ¡of MiUerism,C| lAnt I LtAuANL MASS.in his original tiihes of articles, pub-1 . ■ ’ WIIWVl

llshed iu the Bindon ,Vt., Telegraph, n__ ■ ...1832, and on fon>everal yeara there^ JUdg6 Da,ley S Opening Ad- 
after, deduced from his Interpretation dreSS.
of Biblical prophecies, that the millen- ■ ——
nlal dawn, and We second appearance DISCUSSION OF THE SPIRIT- 
of Jesus, woultf occur in April, 183G, UALIST’S BELIEF—HIS OPINION 
As the grand clh-qgx approached he an-1 9^ THE WAR WITH SPAIN—A 
nounced an error of one “prophetic SEAS0N IN PROS-
week,” which he claimed was equal to PECi AT '1'HB LAK.E- .
seven years, and that the end would The Spiritualist camp-meeting at 
not be reached*;  until April, 1843. The rjUke Pleasant, says the Springfield 
time having passed, and the end not Daily Republican, of August 1, was 
yet, the periods were extended by him I formally opened yesterday. The occa- 
aud his copyists to 1847, ’48, ’57, ’Cl. si°n was of much interest as it was the 
Weary of fixing a definite day, the Ad- 25tl> anniversary of the formation of 
veutlsts are now on the lookout for the I the association, and the semi-centennial 
grand consummation at any time. of the Spiritualist movement in Amer-

Miller died in Washington county, N. ica. The exercises, which were held 
Y., in 1849. . I in thc temple, were well attended. The

It was a practice among the early cottages on the grounds were never 
Christians to write history to corrobo- better filled than this season. The mis
rate events. In Revelations ten peri-1 cellaueous attendance is small, which 
ods of persecution of the saints were ’s considered a favorable thing by the 
predicted; then those persecutions were officers of the association. The ad- 
mvented to harmonize with prophecy, dress of welcome was given by Judge

Tlie advent of Spiritualism was not H' Dailey, of Brooklyn, N. Y., pres- 
heralded by prophecy. It had no fore-1 ¡dent of the association, and tests were 
runner to proclaim its coming. It ap- giveu by Mrs. S. C. Cunningham 
peered as a matter of fact, not hinging Stratton’s orchestra, of Orange, and 
on Christianity, Judaism, or any sys-1 *̂e  Schubert quartet assisted in the ex
tern of religious faith. True, A. J. Da- ercises.
vis, in Nature's Divine Revelations, I In the afternoon tests were given by 
seems to have hinted at such an event, I JIl's. Cunningham and a lecture by 
and we are willing to give him all the ®Iiss Idzzie Harlow. The meetings 
credit he may claim; but it may be ''vill be of much interest this summer, 
questioned if he fully foresaw what Amoug the lecturers are Dr. C. W. Hid- 
has happened. I den, J. Clegg Wright, Rev. B- Fay

Churchmen have always given Splr- Mills and Mrs. Helen Temple Brigham.
itualism the cold shoulder. Why should Judge Dailey said in part: We meet 
we labor to play second fiddle to the aBaia on these grounds, where for so 
revised and now death-struck pagan I many years we have gathered, to spend 
usurpation?-----------------------------------I™ month In friendly, social inter

—-------- — ~ ____ _ I course; in scientific investigation, and
ONE FOOL LESS Patient research into the relations we

. M ... ,' ’ bear to each other, to the spiritual andA Mrs. Albert Campbell, at New Cas- physical world, and of onr own souls to 
tie, Pa.,, on the morning of Jtily 27, the bodies they dwell In. The season 
was found in her back yard bound by I '8 ausPlcb>us for reflection and contem- 
straps to a stake, and almost burned to I J1.18**011, /-b'bls ia a year of jubilee to all 
. M.P. Bb. ua goae „ u.. yard “gj» -¡«J*
iD?a\be appl’ed tbe straP3 to which are memorable and historical as 
hold herse f n position, then poured oil being the immediate cause for thi? 
Seberf±hintf’ a“d ligUt,id a matCb’ “1SU1’” wbleb is bnown the worid ovei 
7™ ^f. . t!!e screaWing which as “Spiritualism.” For fifty years the
««used her husband, the fire did the disciples of Splrituallsm-the Spiritual
rest. She made herself a Christian ists—have been persistently iiressimr 
taBrtyr for the .glory of God, at the age their doctrines and claims before the 
dLn2rneinmnSfai bu?baud and five chI‘- religious and scientific world, demand- 
dren to lament her loss. ing consideration and fair treatment.

----------—— » • ...— I We are how “looking backward,” not 
TIED TO A CROSS. from an imaginary position that may

A father was convicted in- the police ren0^h£ledf 100 years benee, but from 
court of London, Etig., recently, of hqr- end of fl ty^Tof labo 
ribly ill-treatlug his nine-year-old son. I is longer than most people stay upon 
He was proved to have tied the child I Ms planet. Childhood, youth aud 
to a cross, and left him in that position middle age are passed m those years, 
for hours. The fond parent in a whin-1 and the survivor is declining toward 
ing tone Is reported, to have given as a the grave, which is surely the portal to 
reason for such .procedure, he wished cbilviou, or the gateway of eternal life, 
to bring up the lljoy Respectably. Elfty years ago knowledge was rap

—----------- t -- idly Increasing. The sciences in most
NAMES PON(’T COUNT. directions were making astounding ad- 

From the multiplicity of Jesus Im-1 ^aces- 'rh® telegraph Was bringing 
manuels met with in n n«t sn«, i i tbe PC0P’e of the world into iustanta- ““ ,, m .Jr . n,a Ilst of SPaal8h tataus communication. Distance was
names it would tie inferred the parents annihilated, and travel was made 
of such people expected their children sPe«dy, easy and cheap. The print- 
would be supremely good, whereas the I iuS press was doiug its marvelous 
facts are, such .patqes do not make work, and in all civilized countries 
moral those wljp boar them, on the I where individual rights are secured 
eontraiy, they are'more often seen in a and respected the literature of the age 
list of criminals (than elsewhere. and the thoughts of the wise were ac- 

■-— ----------- cesslble to the humblest person. But
GOD HATES A CHURCH. ‘bero was then, there has been for 

During a heavrratastorm recently at positive rep°u7na“Va^
Manteno Hl., thfe-fine Catholic church I position on the part of millions of peo- 
at that place wits ‘struck by lightning -Pl® to the putting forth of anything 
aud burned to. the ground. The loss which tends to disturb their religious 
will amount to $10 000 I “°tlons or convictions. They are satls-

---------- — _______ ,led> aad even though they are assured
MRS. ADDIE L. BALLOU. lbat the claims of the Spiritualists are

Philosophical Journal of San Fran- rather adhere to the teachings of or- 
clsco, Cal., that this able worker In the tbodox Sunday-schools received in their 
cause of reform has at last received a childhood, which are certainly in some 
well deserved recognition by the gov- ,resPects repugnant to reason, than to 
erfiment—she has been granted a pen- ^now that truth which would eradicate 
slon of $12 a month for services ren- from thelr mluds the ridiculous errors 
dered during the war of the rebellion I w.lllch are yet persistently Inculcated. 
Her many friends in the East will be I Mell-organized denominations, with 
glad to learn of her success. salaried preachers to promulgate the

-______ - . - . . doctrines and creeds of the churches on
MRS. RICHMOND RETURNS HOME P^Maing to heaven and bell,

o - ’ the eternal torture or happiness of
M e are glad to learn of the return souls scattered thickly over tho land to 

of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, to her battle against us, to say nothing of the 
own lo.ved laud, and believe that her sneers of cowardly men who claim to 
European trip has only reinvigorated I be scientists, but refuse to investigate 
her and added lustre to her beautiful is only a part of the opposition which 
Inspiration. We know that her pres- kas confronted us.
ence among our foreign brothers and I The speaker then considered some of 
sisters was highly appreciated and the effects of the persistence of the 
added spiritual light to the pathway of Spiritualists to reach free-thinking per- 
their cultured souls. The entire com- sons, and of the great accession to 
mittee sent to represent American their ranks from among those people 
Spiritualism was of the right stamp to He dwelt upon the increasing tendency 
properly represent the intellectual side of the public press to give fair reports 
of the cause in this land and we are of the meetings of the Spiritualists, 
glad they all report a splendid trip. and of the spread of the belief in the 
’ —1 ■ claims of the Spiritualists even among
The Sun an Electric Light, w« of?be various churches.

, *rtn . . ® I said that when sorrow canic audDr. Ada*n  Miller has written a family ties were severed and the grave 
w'hkm'hl bear ng above title in had closed upon the mortal remains of 
which he attempts to prove that the I those they loved, few found comfort in 
HnVnVtV <*i tt\ligbt- Hi? presenta- fbe uncertainties of the Christian re
t? nJi subject is very Interesting, ligion as taught in the churches. They 
Ihe Doctor is nearly 90 years of age. wanted to know where the loved ones 
He is a profound thinker, the author of had gone; was the soul asleep In the 
severe prominen works, and a skillful grave, with the corrupting body to nhvslcian. and his views win i>n _ ,__ uuu-’tu

To the Editor.—Allow me to acknowl
edge the receipt of your premium book 
°h,Art Magic, which you so generously 
offer new subscribers to the excellent 
Progressive Thinker. I am astonished 
beyond all means at receiving such a 
valuable and Interesting work, for I 
was not expecting anything so estima
ble. Its information is of priceless 
value to mankind and its distribution 
among the people I consider will be of 
Incalculable benefit.to humanity, as It 
contains the salient facts and potent In- 
■ ^mentalities by which man may at-

SÜGUSTÏ3,1899

tain to a spiritual unfoldment and to 
the higher wisdom out of both of 
which the human race has been wick
edly cheated by the malignant villainy 
of dogmatic ignorance and folly. Ait 
Magic, combined with The Progressive 
ihinker, ought to be in every house
hold in the land, so as to illuminate the 
hehnk?1 tiOf that thc wayfa»'«r may 

beaauiul Olympian glories
)V tl „ a! bee?U barred from our vision 

bj the film of sacerdotal malevolence
n , . WILLIAM COXRochester, N. Y, '

these oppressions shall cease, and the | financially had 
enslaved shall be set free. If the pray-< ~pald lts 
«-"ftbe ri>'bteous were ever answered, 
they have been answered in this war. 
If ever God stood as a shield, between 
the mouth of the caunou and theAmer- 
ican soldier and marine, he has done it 
through his angels in this war. Let 
those at the head of this nation stand 
firm for right and justice to the op
pressed, before God and the nations of 
the world. Let us not shirk responsl- 
ble care and expense. Let all be done 
for humanity’s sakewvith an unselfish 
spirit, and prosperity and peace will be 
vouchsafed unto us as a people, but not 
otherwise.

weyouidh^^^0-:« 
to our hearts and honored them as 
m“nmaS ibey,are bow condemned.
rt brotlxei ls, b°rn for adversity.” 
It is now our glorious privilege to evi
dence in practice what we preach in 

aCCCptiDg thia flnancia“ 
have hX°tUr Just as we would 
rcniLa ? d upou lts access had it 
ly t trn^^T Tbl3 belug 60 Plaia- 
iy ine tiuth, it is, in my opinion, the 
du?y o{ e''el'y self-acknowledged Spirit- 

of this oui Golden Jubilee, just as It
Krt“,'" “10

Only 53 ships returned to Spain, and 
these were in a shattered and almost 
helpless condition.

Now, shorn of her empire, her squad
rons in the bottom of the sea, and her 
rulers begging for peace at almost any 
price, the only remedy that remains 
for Spain is to educate her people, and 
teach her nobility that true happiness 
Is not found in extended domain, but 
in the intelligence, Industry and 
prosperity of the governed. This, how
ever, will be scarcely accomplished 
while the priestly class, zealous to per
petuate their superstitions, exhaust

A LOGICAL DEDUCTION.
During a shower last week lightning 

knocked the steeple off a Lutheran 
church on Driggs avenue, Brooklyn, 
near where the hall of the Brooklyn 
Philosophical Association holds its 
meetings, which was uninjured. 
Lightning is said to do the will of God. 
The Rev. Parkhurst’s church was hit a 
few weeks ago, and has not been re
paired yet.—Truth Seeker. .

By fiction of law, to give the church 
better protection, it Is declared by the 
courts to be “the house of God.”- Do 
we not read somewhere the statement 
something like this: “He who will not 
protect his own house is worse than an 
infidel.” As God is supremely good, 
does it not follow that the churches he 
destroys are not his?

“This has been accomplished through 
the heroic deeds of the army, and to 
its officers and men the major-general 
commanding offers his sincere thanks 
for their endurance of hardships here
tofore unknown In the American army. 
The work you have accomplished may 
well appeal to the pride of your coun
trymen, and has been rivaled upon few 
occasions in the world's history. Land
ing upon an unknown coast, you faced 
dangers in disembarking and overcame 
obstacles that, even in looking back, 
seem insurmountable.”

Now that is giving credit where 
credit, is due, and because of it will in
spire others to deeds of heroism. But 
when an outside power gets the plaud
its, it discourages those who toil, and 
suffer, and bleed for their country.

Is it not about time to discard the 
methods of the priest when he led 
armies In the field, claiming he was the 
servant of God, and was acting in obe
dience to his will? The unseen and un
known powers that direct the mighty 
machinery of the universe, holding all 
In equal poise, doubtless takes no more 
interest In our petty wars, than he 
does between the citizens of an insig
nificant ant hill. •

The fall term of this institution will 
begin September 21. Location health
ful and beautiful. No illness in the 
school for the past two years. Pupils 
have made excellent progress In their 
studies, and in the.art; of self govern
ment. Terms moderate. For circulars 
address the prlncIpaVBelle Bush. •

References—Mrs.tLop F. Prior, Atlan
ta, Ga.; Mrs. W. ^Williams, Salem, 
Ore.; Joseph H. Wilsoq, Esq,, Belvidere, 
N. J.; Mrs. J. C. Jackson, Chicago, Ill.; 
Catherine J. Musson,.Philadelphia, Pa.; 
Dr. Arthur B. Ewell, 312 West 14th 

’street, New York City.; Editors of Ban
ner of Light and progressive Thinker.

come forth only at the last day, when 
Gabriel would awaken all the dead 
from the dawn of life on the earth to
night of existence by the blasts of his 
trumpet, calling them forth to general 
Judgment amid the wails of the ter
ror-stricken and the shouts of the glo
rified?, Or was death simply transition, 
and could the dear ones from the spir
itual realm still give back tokens of 
continued life, bringing • solace and 
comfort to the bleeding heart? Here 
the Spiritualists were strongest in thèir 
positions, they postulated their claims 
and demonstrated their truth.

A NAUGHTY EXPRESSION.
One of our officers about engaging in 

the fight at Santiago Is reported to 
have said: “It is my Intention to make 
Spanish the court language In hell be
fore night” There is a strong suspi
cion he realized his expectations, if the 
dominant religion has any foundation,

OLDER THAN CHRISTIANITY.
Charity organizations existed in 

Egypt 2,500, and in China 2,000 years 
ago.—News Item. • ‘

No, no! Don’t churchmen tell us. all 
such institutions owe their origin to 
Christianity? And Christians are pre
sumed to tell the truth.

Keep up with the Free Thought pro
cession! You cam do so by sending to 
this office $1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year and. Art' 
IJagic. Art Magic: is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
in step with our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag in the rear. If you 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why you do not? 
We would like to know. '

“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com! 
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmo£ 
phere of exalted spiritual truth A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $L •

The speaker then congratulated the 
association on its attainment of the 
25th anniversary; and recounted some 
of the struggles and stated that year 
by year he observed a growing tenden
cy among Spiritualists to become more 
critical in their investigations and a de
sire to rid; their camps, of obnoxious 
persons, and of an-increasing wish to 
merit the esteem and good will of all 
respectable people.
.Judge Dailey spoke of the war with 

Spain, saying that nations both claim
ing to be Christian and worshiping the 
same God were at war. He would not 
stop to discuss the merits of the relig
ion which rules in Spain more than 
does her queen. “I have never seen 
God,” said the speaker, “but I do be
lieve there is an intelligence, working 
in the great forces of nature and mov
ing nations and shaping the destiny of 
the human race. I do know that ‘ the 

-spirits of our fathers are living above 
us, and are moving this nation in these 
days of conflict and battle. Not for 
our sakes, but for the sake of the op
pressed and the down-trodden, our boys 
are in the field on foreign shores, in 
distant lands. That slavery whose 
shackles have been forced by priest
craft, whose ally is Ignorance, and 
whose victims are the deluded and op
pressed, has grown so grievous that the 
cries of the suffering have gone up in 
sorrow, reaching the cars of the chil
dren of God who people the heavens 
above us. The hour of deliverance has 
come. It is the Kill of heaven that

Thinks Spiritualists Respon
sible for Acts of N.S. A.

It is very easy to find fault, easier to 
see some troubles after than before 
encountering them.

A good deal of the pith and marrow, 
and about all of the beauty of the tale 
of the Prodigal Son would be lacking 
In it, if the father of that wayward 
youth had been of the fault-finding, 
complaining sort, as was the elder son; 
and his loving kindness would have 
been shorn of much of its attractive 
quality If it had been connected or 
preceded in him, with and by anything 
of the captious spirit that must first 
gratify its spleen, its own self-right
eousness before doing what was ob
viously only his duty, and which his 
natural and rational performance of 
obliges our admiration.

1 am not sure that the boy himself, 
or any of his family, were any the 
worse for his experiences, and I think 
it would be difficult for an intelligent 
Spiritualist to affirm successfully, that 
his experiences were not helpful to 
him and all concerned.

Superficially viewed, success Is the 
test of merit; oftentimes failure its op
posite, and yet we all know that as 
often as otherwise, failures are but 
stepping-stones, and necessary to the 
success that could only be attained 
after them.

Failure is as often the test of merit 
as success, the end justifying the 
means, the Intention satisfying the 
ends of justice and right. If we had a 
record of all the disheartening failures 
that have marked mankind’s progress 
upward and onward, we would proba
bly see In It even more glorious testi
mony of noble virtues than attaches to 
the results of Immediate success.

This I write In regard to the failure 
of our Jubilee management to score a 
financial success at Its late gathering 
lu Rochester.

meiwmwOt U0W discusslug the manage- 
X t u!ean ?° ,hat laler °a.aad 
kJ. S experience learn how to do better next time. The first and neees° 
theyacte“offOr “S t0 d°’ is t0 endorse 

of our ''epresentative to our 
creditors and pay off this debt, whether 
wisely incurred or not. It would be 
dishonorable not to do it, and such aa 
insignificant amount when distributed 
among so many It ean uot be at all dif 
ficuk for us to do this simple duty, 
ri i. । kuow the amount of the 

bUt iet ft be sI)eed“y ascertained 
and apportioned among your ten mil
lions of Spiritualists; it would not be 
one cent each, would it?
mostflnf ♦lb°Ut .‘J P°verty-strieken as 
most of them, I hope. I will pay for 
ntaety-nine others and myself, at one 
cent each, and Inclose you one dollar aa my surety. I do „<*  wu°u“Lt™ 
he of .tlle,lr Privdege of helping 

the distressed, always a pleasant duty 
when we are able to do ii, aud so ov- 
dalned by a wise providence, but if 
necessary I will give more. In less 
bm 111is ‘Tailure” ought to be

,tt‘‘d f0I'Ju ful1’ as fur as dollars and 
s oi 7 «'lira ’’ tbeU Wi'h •vour Petals- 
srnn, I will have something more to say 
in line with this subject. J
a,,1/0!1? iU!' 10 0,)<‘u up a conirlbution 
dipuitment and let us take up the 
paper outstanding against the Spirit
ualists 01 the United States as evi
denced n the debts incurred through 
out tacitly acknowledged representn- tiies, trying t0 do ., •H.,)r||,v Jlud 
agreeable duty for us. Take this mat
ter iu hand and let us get rid of it as 
soon as possible in the only honorable 
way possible to us.

„ ,, r J- M- HUMPHREY. Patterson, La.

Sees Tragedy in a Dream.
New York, July 22.—Just before the 

fierce ^battle at Santiago, In which 
Ham Fish, Sergeant Marcus D. Rus

sell and other brave fellows fell, there 
was a most remarkable psveliie phe
nomenon in connection with’the blood
iest tragedy of the war.

I suppose that most Spiritualists 
will concede that it was laudable lu the 
N. 8. A. to attempt, as it did, some 
show of appreciation and gratitude to 
the prime movers of this uew dispensa
tion, and certainly this fiftieth anni
versary of its coming to us, was a 
most fitting and appropriate time for 
the performance of this duty, as much 
a duty as any of the commoner, every
day acts of our life.

I was well pleased with the N. S. A 
for undertaking this work. I had not 
one objection to it then, and none now 
and I think that we would have evi
denced our inferiority as a representa
tive body of people, if we had per
mitted this anniversary to pass by 
without some unusual attempt, some 
united effort to do honor to our friends 
and co-workers of the invisible world 
about us. That the N. S. A. attempted 
this, excuses it with me, its intentions 
justifying It. ’

We learn by our experiences, failures 
teaching us what to avoid. If we who 
call ourselves Spiritualists could have 
seen in advance what we now know in 
relation to tills matter, we would prob
ably have done more than we did to 
make this celebration an honor to 
ourselves.

If your figures are even approx
imately correct, if we have anywhere 
near ten millions of Spiritualists in 
these United States, and unless it be 
agreed that this celebi’ation was an 
error, was not desirable, was not due, 
was not right, either we are the most 
poverty stricken sect on earth, or en
tirely careless of our obligations, judg
ing from the meagre way in which we 
have doled out our aid to this most 
worthy and deserving undertaking. If 
from this financial failure of our 
Golden Jubilee there has been learned 
the lesson of a more imperative obliga
tion to do more for our cause than we 
have done in the past, it may vet be 
registered of it that it was a phenom
enal success.

If it accomplishes this, and awakens 
the Spiritualists of the United States to 
a higher sense of duty, shakes us out 
of the lethargy of personal selfishness, 
teaches us to be more charitable 
toward one another, to avoid fault
finding and to seek for the good that is 
to be found in every experience, to try 
to live in harmony and peace, probably 
we may see in these, some of the suc
cess aimed at by those better able to 
judge of results than we are. This will 
be doing something to substantiate our , 
claim for Spiritualism, as the most . 
humanizing, satisfying and beneficial . 
of all the religions yet practiced on i 
earth.

Captain James Dennison, of Warrens
burg, an uncle of Sergeant Marcus D. 
Russell ,lay on a sick bed. On the 
Monday following the killing of Ser
geant Russell, and before any of the 
family had obtained tidings of his 
death, Captain Dennison tossed uneasi
ly. He awoke at length from a trou
bled sleep. Partly raising himself on 
his elbow .Captain Dennison said to 
Dr. Gillespie, his attending physician:

“Doctor, Mark has been killed. He 
was coming up over a rise in the 
ground, fighting his way with a re
volver, when Ite was met by a small 
party of Spaniards. He shot the first 
second and third Spaniard, lint missed 
the fourth, while a fifth loaded his guu 
and shot poor Mark, who died Instant ly.” 1

After so speaking Captain Dennison 
fell baek on his pillow and soon passed 
into the unconscious slate that had 
marked his condition for several days 
The next day news readied the family 
that Russell had been killed while 
fighting Spaniards single-handed. Thal 
the tragic killing was revealed to Cap 
tain Dennison in a vision is now gen 
erally accepted. .

Are they dead? No! not forever, 
Comes the summons to the tomb 

Ties Death’s angel’s baud must sevei 
Will unite beyond the tomb

In the land of great rejoicing, 
Joys for sorrows past sufficing 
Pleasures lasting as enticing, ' 
Shall be ours some glorious day 
When we join those passed away. 
From our earth-born ashes rising 
Midst a wonderment surprising 

Baffling all that mortal clay ’ 
Has beheld o'er life’s rough wav 
We from out grave’s shadow starting 
shall reach realms where tears and 

parting
Are unknown as sigh or moan. 

Or grief’s poignant arrow smarting,
Piercing through the heart and bone 

Then let us repine no longer.
Let our faith grow daily stronger

The beyond to us is known.
VERE V. HUNT.

It would be absurd, if not worse, to 
claim that ten millions of Spiritualists 
in these United States, could find It at 
all difficult to contribute in one half 
hour, a hundred times the amount of 
the insignificant debt we owe on ac
count of the shortage at Rochester. It 
is directly contrary to our precepts and 
teachings to say that we should not do 
so, and at once, and with that loving, 
kindly spirit that has always made it 
more pleasant to give than to receive. 
The only questions we need ask our
selves about it are, first, is there need? 
and next, are we able to give? These 
being answered in the affirmative, let 
us do our obvious duty now, as we 
“would that others should do unto us,” 
under like circumstances. Having first

Keep in touch with the great spiritual 
movement. You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week 
The paper one year and Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, Is el
egantly bound in cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your li
brary.

'Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa O. Conger. Excellent for ever» 
family. Cloth, $1.50. *

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character nnd 
Doctrine.” By Edward Gibbons. Thia 
is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
-»very detalj as to be practically bevond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price. 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

The Principles of Nature, as Discov
ered in the Development and Structure 

done this, having “t^s jeHc^d oui ! Ita^eUc ‘ Forces* 1 Laws’ o“/Sfflritoal 
worthy brother, then let us take the Manifestations and Mediumship Snir- 
management of the affair under our itual Planes and Spheres Given insffl wise consideration-wire heerinsn wni^H^ire .7 ‘ISP lnspt-

The N. S. A. is the acknowledged 
headquarters and representative of the 
Spiritualists of this country, and is so 
recognized now ail over the land 
What It does, we do; what it did, we 
did, and If the Jubilee had prospered

rationally, by Mrs. Marla M. King. In 
three volumes, 8vo. A remarkable 
.work; among the greatest In the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price reduced 
from $1.75 to $1.25 per volume. Post
age 12 cents.

The Spiritual Philosophy versus Di
abolism. Two lectures by Mrs. Marla 
M. King. Price reduced from 25 cents to 
20 centfc
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Monday, July 25, was conference day. 11 
The steamer made an excursion to 11 
Cottage City, carrying a great number. I

Tuesday, Mr. F. A. Wiggin delivered lllniii mA 4a nnn>v>>nl..Ll. _ £ I I* 1 • 11

iswsfr «s-i me to congratulate you for publishing the 
best spiritual paper io the world, and heina the camp. He has sung upwards of ninety ” ••• IIUIIUJ UIIU Uulllg lllu

pieces since the camp-meeting opened, tTIAAf nntAmriAin» 1L- IsXT&irxsskis mos* enterprising publisher in the ranks.
fitting to the subject matter of the day. Vaiii-a irnfArnnll..

Mr. Wiggin on Tuesday spoke im- I OUfS 1(816(03 V.pressively from the subject of “En- _ M iiuiuinulljj
vironment,” the importance of making AniiOfOnn Inrf ’ C I 11*001101*0 
our environment subject to us instead AllUuloulll IllUl 11 Ji MAuUMHtH.of being the slaves to our environment. ___ :_____ ’ 1 1 «IWVlJll

On account of the threatening weath-1 
er on Wednesday the afternoon serv-1 
ice was held in the Arcade. Mr. Max
ham sang. Mr. T. Ernest Allen gave I 
what he was pleased to call “My Life's I 
Story,” an Interesting account of his 
antecedents, his ministry, aud his 
struggle to overcome .environments, I 
which shows a stamina and earnest
ness that all Spiritualists would do I 
well to emulate. We bespeak for him I 
only success in the work chosen. Mr, 
Allen has the good will and commenda-1 
tion of his audience of the afternoon. I 

This is the second day of the O-ne-set I 
Fair for the benefit of their new elrcu- 
lating library. It has been quite a 
success thus far, in spite of the threat
ening weather. Their tables are loaded I 
with works of art and ingenuity, and I 
the grounds last evening lighted with 
Japanese lanterns, looked like a vert- 
table fairy grotto. The voting contest I 
is growing interesting. Valuable prizes 
are on exhibition.

Thursday services In the Casino, Mr. I 
Wiggin lectured from the subject, “The 
Evolution of Modern Spiritualism,” I 
and closed with tests by spirit Joseph I 
D. Stiles. Mr. Maxham closed with I 
song. Thursday evening's entertain- I 
meat, which closed the O-ne-set Fair, I 
was largely attended. •

Friday, after singing by Mr. Max
ham, Dr. Geo. A. Fuller Introduced 
Mrs Elizabeth Low Watson, who pre
faced her discourse by greetings sent 
from Lily Dale camp, where she 'has 
been lecturing, to Onset camp. The 
subject of Mrs. Watson’s discourse was I 
“Mediumship and its Laws." What-

». to

CAMP-MEETING DIRECTORY.
Cassadaga Camp, N. Y.

’ This favorite place of resort opens 
July 15 and closes August 28.

Freeville Camp, N. Y.
- This camp opens July 30, and closes 
¡August 14. •

Onset Bay Camp, Mass.
Onset Bay (Mass.) Camp-meeting 

commences July 3, and continues to 
September 4.

Niantic Camp, Ct.
The Niantic Camp-meeting com

mences June 24, and continues until 
September 8, inclusive. Excursion 
tickets to Niantic can be obtained at all 
stations on the New London Northern 
railroad at little more than half fare.

Lake Sunapee Camp, N. H.
The nineteenth annual Lake Sunapee 

Spiritualist Camp-meeting will be held 
at Blodgett’s Landing, N. H., for five 
.weeks, commencing Sunday, July 24, 
and ending Sunday, August .28, 1898.

Marshalltown Camp, la.
Commences Sunday, August 28, and 

closes Sunday, September 18. For fur
ther Information address Miss L. P. 
Beeson, Albion, Iowa,

Mesick Camp, Mich.
Mesick (Mich.) Camp-meeting will 

open July 31, 1898, closing August 14. 
For particulars address Jacob Builian, 
Mesick, Wexford Co., Miph.

Topeka Camp, Kansas.
Commences September 11 and contin

uing until the 25th. T. P, Kelley, Sec
rotary, 211 E. Fourth St., Topeka, Kan.

■ Grand Ledge Camp, Mieh.
Grand Ledge Spiritualists’ Camp will 

open July 31, and close August 28, In
clusive. Sirs. Geo. Sheets, secretary 
pro tern.

Mt. Pleasant Park Camp, la.
Commences Sunday, July 81, and 

closes Sunday, August 28. For full In
formation address Martin H. McGrath, 
secretary, at Fulton, III.

Lake Brady Camp, O.
Opens July 10, and closes September 

4. D. A. IJerrlck will preside as chair
man during the session.
Southern Cassadaga Camp, Fla.

The Southern Cassadaga Camp meet
ing commences the first Sunday in Feb
ruary, 1899, and continues four weeks. 
For information write to the corre
sponding secretary, Emma J. Huff, Lily 
Dale, N. Y.

Mantua Station Camp, o.
Commences July 17 and closes Aug. 

22. D. M. King, president.
Ashley Camp, O.

National Spiritual and Religious 
Camp Association, Wooley Park. Com
mences August 21 and closes Septem
ber 11. H. Baxter, president; W. F. 
•Randolph, secretary.

Bankson Lake Camp, Mich.
Bankson Lake Camp-meeting, at 

Lawton, Mich., commences July 23 and 
ends August 14.

Vicksburg Camp, Mich.
The Vicksburg camp, at Fraser’s 

Grove, opens August 5, and closes Au
gust 28. Programmes will be sent to 
anyone addressing Jeanette Fraser, 
[Vicksburg, Mich.

Island Lake Camp, Mich.
Fourth annual camp-meeting of the 

-Island Lake Camp Association, Island 
Lake , Mich., beginning July 1, and end
ing August 31 1898.

Lakeside Park Camp, Mo.
, Lakeside Park, Jasper county, Mo., 
commencing September 10 aud closing 
September 2G. B. G. Sweet, president, 
(Empire City ,Kans. 1

Young People’s Spiritualist Union
First annual convention of the na

tional body of tlie Young People’s Spir
itualist Union will bo held at Lily Dale, 
N. Y., on the grounds of tlie Cassadaga 
Camp-meeting Association, August 9, 
10, 12, 1898. President, I. C. O. Evans, 
Washington, D. C,; secretary, Miss 
Anna M. Steinberg, Washington, D. C.

Delphos. Kansas.
Commences August 5, closes on the 

22d. M. Blanchard, secretary,
Catalpa Park, Mo.

Catalpa Park Camp-meeting, at Lib
eral, Mo„ commences August 20, and 
closes September 20. Mrs. Alice Wal
ser, secretary. .

Verona Park, Me,
The annual camp-meeting of the Pe

nobscot Spiritual Temple Association 
will be held at Verona Park, Me., Au
gust 5 to 22.

Dallas. Texas.
Texas is to have a camp-meeting, at 

Dallas, September 10 to-20, D. G. 
Hinckley, 563 S. Central avenue, Dallas, 
secretary.

Camp Progress, Mass.
This camp is open only on Sunday, 

and is located on the Essex street road, 
between Lynn apd Salem, Mass.

NkW CDi niUD nDC ?es®rve great PA'l^lfor their devotion new cnA uAlRn .Unti r^^^^^canjp.-
1 I Taking Into consideration the near-

Ortrnji ta/ 1 ™sa Gladstone Park, where the
uopa Account Of the Work Chautauqua auuuiil"assembly was in 

and Workers Session a large portion of the time, pre
_____ 1 * I seating a very attractive programme 

,,_________________ „ *°  *be gcceral public; the absence of
c Eflflori-Tfle New Era Camp I adequate transportation facilities be- 
for 1898 Is a matter of the past. It tween Portland aud the camp, aud oth- 
opened at an inauspicious time and er unfavorable conditions which the as- 
amidst unpropitlous circumstances, the I soclatiou is compelled to contend with 
first Sunday being the day before the 'the success of thq meeting was most 
glorious Fourth of July, when there gratifying. ,
were elaborate celebrations and many I A collection wa§, taken on N. S. A 
attractions to draw people to Portland, day for that orga$i«ition, and during 
Oregon City, aud other near-by towns, the last week, Mrs. Prior gave a test 
However, a few gathered at the camp, I seance for the benefit of Mr Frank 
and those who were there enjoyed the Walker which will help to reduce the 
exercises and felt sorry that the elo- Jubilee deficit and thus gladden the 
quence and logic of the inspired speak- hearts of all.
ers could not have had a greater num- A number of the old and tried friends 
ber of mortals to benefit aud bless. camped on the ground. Mrs. Cheney 

The public exercises were in the hall, I was there, and did good work as mem- 
aud Charles J. Anderson,the California ber of the programme committee. She 
“boy orator,” discoursed to the delight' exerts a cheerful, elevating influence 
and wonder of his hearers. That one at all times and I trust she may visit 
so youthful in appearance could give I New Era many times hereafter 
utterance to impromptu thought of The Fullers, of McMinnville, oecnpied 
solid weight and worth, clothed in al- their cottage during the last part of 
most faultless language, did not cease camp, sickness and death in the fam- 
to provoke comment then and during ily of near relatives keeping them at 
the entire camp. He made himself a home for a time.
favorite with many, both by his elo- Mrs. Williams, Mrs. Prior, and the 
queut public efforts, and his genial, former’s two little girls, just home 
kindly disposition off the rostrum. He from Miss Bush’s Seminary, occupied 
won many friends, did good work, and a large tent.
was not at all sensational. Mrs. Elsie Reynolds, the materlaliz-

Mrs. Kate Obrock, a spiritual healer, Ing medium, occupied a cottage for a 
was there and remained until tbe last short time, but the patronage accorded 
day, doing excellent, honest, straight- her being limited, she went to Port
forward work—the kind that benefits land. Unfortunately there was a di- 
and heals the ailing establishes for the vision of opinion ns to the phenomena 
healer an enviable reputation, and: at witnessed in her seances. The ab- 
thesame time commands the respect of I sence of test conditions prevented me 
the investigator. She was tireless in I from reaching a conclusion, as to the 
her efforts to promote the general wel- character of the phenomena I wit
fare' I nessed at the only seance I could at-

Mrs. Loe F. Prior, the principal lec- I tend.
turer and medium of the camp, lec- I The camp association elected the fol- 
tured in the afternoon. Her Insplrers lowing officers to serve for one year: 
chose for a subject, “One of the cor- George Lazelle, Oregon City, president; 
ner-stones of Spiritualism—the Spirit-1 Mrs. Kate Obrock, Portland, vlce-pres- 
ualists’ God.” This was defined to be ident; William Penmap, Canby, seere- 
natural law. A most eloquent, in- tary; B. F. Fuller, McMinnville, treas- 
instructive and splendidly delivered I urer; and the writer, corresponding 
address gave her hearers a keen relish secretary. Two trustees were also 
for all that might follow from this I added to the board-Mrs. Irvine, Bar- 
gifted worker. And I believe that low; and Mr. J. Burgoyne, New Era. 
while expectation was high, none had The length of the eamp session was 
reason to be disappointed. Her de-1 curtailed for next year, and will In
lineations, messages and tests were all elude but three Sundays. This is to be 
that could be desired by a genuine tried as an experiment.
lover of the cause of truth. Her I . WALTER P. WILLIAMS, 
guides are progressive and intellectual. Salem, Oregon.
They are not satisfied to give to-day ’
what they did two or three years ago, 
in the same way. Those who had not. 
listened to Mrs. Prior for three years 
were both surprised and delighted at

CASSADAGA.

Annual Convention.
The fifth annual convention of the

Michigan State Spiritual Association 
will be held in Lansing, August 10, 
1898, at 10:30 a. m. A large attend
ance of delegates is desired from the 
various local societies. The meeting 
will be held at Spiritual Temple (old 
city, hall), Michigan avenue, E. Com
mittees will be in attendance to receive 
delegates at all trains and entertain-
meats. MAY F. AYRES, ' 

Secretary.

Grand Ledge Camp, NLch.
Grand Ledge Camp started out with 

very flattering prospects on the even
ing of July 30. An Informal reception 
was held at the parlors of the new ho
tel, and was attended by all on the 
ground. The greetings between old 
friends, and social cheer given new 
ones, _was very much enjoyed by all.

Of all the beautiful Michigan camp
ing grounds that I have visited, Grand 
Ledge to me is the most beautiful, tbe 
air is filled with song aud good cheer. 
In this spot of all the earth, where na
ture has lavished her treasures fair, 
harmony prevails, and joy and mirth 
seem to fill the very air. The beautiful 
grove of wild cherry, beech, ash and 
maple on the banks of the Grand 
River, Is a veritable bower of nature, 
and a place where one can enjoj’ and 
commune with congenial spirits, where 
ledges upon ledges of rock tower per
pendicular fifty or more feet above the 
water of the beautiful river.

The opening Sunday morning was 
one of tlie largest and best attended 
since the camp was organized.

Mr. and Mrs. Carpenter, of Detroit, 
are with us, and Mrs. Carpenter was 
truly inspired in her work both morn
ing and afternoon. Mrs. A. E. Sheets, 
the president of the association, ex
erted herself to make everything pleas
ant for all, so that all should enjoy 
themselves while here. Mr. and Mrs. 
Carpenter remain with us until Thurs
day evening. We shall be sorry to part 
with them, but the genial E. W. 
Sprague will take their place and they 
will go to lighten the hearts of others.

Tlie social hop every Wednesday 
evening is by no means tbe least feat
ure in the enjoyment to be obtained 
here, which is attested by the large 
crowds that attend.

DR. B. O’DELL.

the many evidences of growth and ain*ae n«iluprogress manifested In her work. Her N°‘e8 Of 106 Daily DoingS. 
hold on the public mind did not relax ”
during the meeting, but, instead, be- I Ye ancient time-worn proverb that 
came firmer. On the last day of the bil’<l8 of a feather flock together, is well 
meeting, the largest audience that has illustrated these mid.-summer days at 
been upon the grounds for several I Camp Cassadaga.^ Certain cliques— 
years listened to her inspired utter- and thereare clique^ cyen at this Mecca 
ances with unabated attention for al- °f Spiritualism, represent different so- 
raost two hours. It was an occasion to ciaUelements and-theimental and splr- 
be remembered. Mrs. Prior is not sen- l* ual attributes of the man or woman 
sational in her work, although at times belonging to each—folio wing a fud,-or 
in giving tests Incidents occur that interested only In one subject.
might appear to border closely thereon, The character of an audience indl- 
to a skeptic. I cates to the keen observer, the object of

Gifted with an excellent stage pres- *be meeting or thduglit to be presented.
ence, perfect self-poise, good language I At the Forest Temple exercises cou- 
and animated delivery, she holds the Bregate the medllt aid those seeking 
undivided attention of thoughtful development. At the Thought Ex- 
mlnds from preface to finish. change and Morning Conferences as-

Havlng formerly lived at Oregon semble the active, Wide-awake minds 
City for a number of years, she Is who digest and debate the live current 
known to numerous persons in that vi- topics of the day. Private classes in 
clnity and many came to hear her— I tbe Yoga, Sanscrit language, India Phl- 
among the number her aged mother, losophy and Hlndbo life attract lovers 
The latter sat near me once during the the antique, explorers into the past, 
camp while her daughter was giving while at the public lectures there Is a 
tests. Some stranger had received a commingling of all, resulting In a brill
striking message that brought tears to *ant kaleidoscopic panorama, majestic 
more than a few eyes, when the mother and inspiring.
turned to me with pride and pleasure During the week just closed, Lyman 
depicted on her features through tears C- Howe completed his dates for this 
and expressed admiration and wonder season delivering some of tbe finest ad- 
at the daughter’s work. She lias many I dresses from our rostrum.
staunch friends and admirers where Moses Hull, the Biblical student, pro- 
she has been longest known, thus dis- found thinker and logical reasoner, 
proving tbe adage that “a prophet is wbo me* with a flattering reception, de- 
not without honor save in his own lighted large audiences, whose pres-
country.’ ence evinced their interest in the

The general Impress and effect of her speaker and his subjects.
work is elevating. She commands the Wednesday was “Woman’s Day,” an 
respect of critic and skeptic, stimulates event yearly recognized at Cassadaga, 
tlie sluggish mind to active exercise, wIien tbo pretty dale becomes resplend- 
edifles the thoughtful, and instills into ent lu orange bunting, flying banners 
all hearts a desire to advance, to grow, and floral decorations, when everybody 
to keep pace with the army of progress, seems jubilant, the band plays Its most 
Devoted to the truth, to the betterment patriotic airs, and the crowds of pollt- 
of mankind, to spirituality, may the ¡cal equalityltes from the adjoining 
gods send us more workers of the towns and country march, many hun-
same sort! . dred strong, in through the C. L. F. A.

ONSET BAY.
The Work of the Past Week,

ever has come to us in the way of me
diumship has come through Immutable 
law and upon this law rests our. phil
osophy. Like attracts like along the 
spiritual as well as along other lines. 
If mediums do not surround them
selves with a sphere to protect them 
they are responsible and should not be 
excused. I am no more In love with a 
bad or licentious spirit out of the body 
than I am with one in the flesh. If you 
are to be under the power of evil spir
its, see to it that the power of medium
ship is quenched in your souls at once

/V SPONTANEOUS

congratulation

ART

spinmsKi
ART MAGIC.

Chesterfield Camp, Ind.
Chesterfield Camp-meeting will begin 

July 21 and close August 21, 1898. For 
programmes address Flora Hardin, 
secretary, Anderson, Ind. President. 
G. W. Parkinson, Yorktown, Ind.

Haslett Park Camp, Mich.
' Opens July 31, closes August 28. For 
Information and programmes, address 
I. D. Richmond, Secretary, St. Johns, 
Mich. ’

Harmony Grove Camp, Cal.
1 The Harmony Grove Camp will open 
at Escondido, San Diego, county, Cal., 
Spnday, August 14, closing Sunday, Au
gust 28.

For further particulars, enclose 
Stamp and address the ' corresponding 
eecretr.ry, Miss Mary Nulton, Escon
dido, Cal.

Lake Pleasant, Mass.
Lake Pleasant Camp opens July 31, 

and closes August 29. Albert P. Bllnn, 
secretary,
Woolley’s Summerland Beach, O

The camp-meeting at Woolley’s Sum
merland Beach commences tbe first 
Sunday in August and continues two 
weeks. Near Millersport, O., 30 miles 
east of Columbus. S. I. Woolley, pres
ident

Franklin, Nebraska.
’ The Northwest Kansas and South
west Nebraska Spiritualist camp-meet
ing will open August 25 and close Sep
tember 12, at the Rose grove, Franklin; 
Nebraska. For particulars address the 
secretary, D. L. Haines, Franklin, Neb., 
box 27. '

Brainard, Iowa.
i The 31st annual meeting of Fayette 
county, la., Spiritualist Association,' 

- Will be held August 12, 13 and 14, one 
toile southeast of Brainard, and one- 
half mile west of Oak Grove school
house, on tbe farm of L. W. Reed.

Etna, Maine.
। Camp will open August 2G and close

Central New York Camp.
The Central New York Camp, Free

ville, opened Its third annual meeting 
on the grounds of the association, July 
30. While the .attendance was small, 
the prospects for a successful camp 
were all that could be desired. The 
grounds are pleasant and Inviting, but 
the beautiful lake aud fountain breathe 
a special welcome to all who seek Its 
peaceful and refreshing influence.

E. J. Bowtell, of Binghamton, N. Y., 
gave the opening address, followed 
with platform tests by Mrs. M. Theresa 
Alien, of Springfield, Mo. On Sunday, 
July 31, the speakers and mediums 
were greeted by fine audiences. E. J. 
Bowtell lectured in the morning, and 
Mrs. C. IL N. Lincoln, of Buffalo, N. 
Y., in the afternoon. Both lectures 
were followed with platform tests by 
Mrs. Allen. The evening service con
sisted of short addresses from all the 
speakers. Mrs. S. Augusta Armstrong, 
of Buffalo, the very efficient chairman 
of the association, presided at all the 
meetings.'
•Thus the camp was opened and the 

new grounds duly dedicated.
COR.

Married. .

Married at the residence of F. Cor
den White, Lily Dale, N. Y„ August 3, 
1898, Mr. A. Kirkwood, of Kaneville, 
Pa„ to Miss Grace Russell, of Cherry 
Tree, Pa., by F. Corden White.

'“The Priest the Woman, and the Con
fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chlniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure Influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail $L For sale at 
this office.

“After the Sex Struck." By George 
K. Miller. Price 25 cento.

The Brotherhood of Man, and What
Follows from It Two lectures. By 
Hrs. Marla M. King. Price reducedSeptember 4, For particulars address —_ ______ ___ ____ „■ ~

jH. B. Emery, secretary, Glenburu, Me. I from 25 cents tg 20 cents.

I have written thus at length of these gates. In the morning there was a 
workers, because the camp is naturally I symposium, participated in by the best 
dominated to some degree by them, talent on the grounds. Pandit F. K. 
and partakes for the time of the char- Lalan, our distinguished guest from 
acter of their work and personality. far-away India, talked briefly of the 

- Among the local workers, this writ- social and domestic condition of our 
er’s “better half,” Mrs. Ella Royal sisters in India.
Williams, took an active part. She Mrs. B. J- Harnett, who has traveled 
served in various capacities as occa- extensively through the land of the 
sion demanded—organist, test medium, Orient, told us of the Hindoo woman, 
gave one or more addresses, aud an Lyman C. Howe spoke of the Amerl- 
even Ing’s elocutionary entertainment, can woman’s evolution during the past 
In all of which I heard praise spoken of I fifty years, and Dr. Hicks expatiated 
her. on the Yankee mothers.

Of the younger mediurfis, Mr. J. G. I the afternoon, that matchless 
Dollarhide deserves mention. He was queen of oratory, Mrs. Mary Elizabeth 

■born and reared in the orthodox faith, Lease, delivered a masterly address 
and for three years served as a minis- UI)OU “The Legal Status of Woman,” 
ter. Spiritualism took him out of the winning the frequent applause of the 
church, and for live years he was su- immense audience, the gratitude of the 
perlutendent of construction of the Ore- women, and scoring a success for the 
gon Railway and Navigation Co., re- cause.
signing that position lately. He is now A reception and ball in the evening, 
living at Canby (but a few miles from with a supper at the Hotel Grand, was 
New Era) and has developed the gift of gracefully conducted by the ladies. 
Independent slate-writing to some de- Tlle dilys of the week can be told 
gree. Although the church in which he bere by the vacillating crowds—at least 
formerly ministered denounces dancing y°u can always tell when Sunday 
as of the devil. Mr. Dollarhlde served I comes by the number of excursions, 
the association as floor manager at its Yesterday, nearly eight hundred ar
dances. He seemed to enjoy it, too. rived before noon, attracted by our 
If his gifts are properly unfolded he platform talent—Moses Hull, who lec- 
promises much useful service in bring- tured in the mornlng 'on “The- Moral 
Ing the light of knowledge to many Tendency of Spiritualism;” Mrs. Lease 
darkened minds. I in the afternoon, on’“Ireland; HerWar

The second Sunday of the camp. Dr. riors, Poets and 1’atHots,” and Mrs. 
George Wigg, of Portland, a physician Walters platform testi! Prof. Sheehan, 
in active practice, delivered the morn-1 leader of the Buffalo Operatic Com
ing lecture, taking for his subject, Ptmy, was the soloifet1” 
“Spiritualism,” and giving his hearers In the evening the-; leading bright 
well arranged, solid and edifying lights gave early reminiscences of their 
thought He brings to the elucidation Public work. A sfiiall admittance fee 
of his themes a trained mind and the being charged, nettedu handsome sum 
results of much study and research. tor our library fuqd..ji
His lecture was appreciated by the Scores of investigators are in evi- 
large audience present During much donee, and rumorS of' wonderful phe- 
of the time the doctor presides as nomena received are .in the air. Re
speaker and trance medium each Sun- cently through tho. mediumship of the 

•day evening at the home of Captain I Bangs Sisters, the :association presi- 
and Mrs. J. H. McMillan, Portland, I dent, Hon. A. Gaston,-received a beau- 
East Side, where many have been en- tlfnl pastel portrait of: a young woman, 
lightened on spiritual matters. purporting to be his-daughter, now in

The third Sunday was largely de- spirit life. It certainly bears-a strong 
voted to the subject of the N. S. A., family resemblance, and as a work of 
Mr. E. A. Marshall, Mrs. Prior and the art is generally admired. ~ 
writer each speaking to that topic. No The present week will be crowded 
effort was made to form a State Asso- full of interest and attractions, brief 
elation, but much interest was ex-1 bits of which ye hope to chronicle 
pressed in the subject of the addresses. I later. In the meantime all is beautiful, 
Wherever the matter is intelligibly Peaceful, harmonious; the crowds are 
presented, there are some ready to bere, our treasury is being replenished, 
hear and understand. ‘ tbe people are happy, while the man-

Mr. George Lazelle, the president, I agement is doing its best in all ways 
with bis pleasant wife and daughter, possible for the enjoyment, entertain- 
had charge of the hotel, and it was a “ent and comfort of its welcome

for those out of the body are not to be Tho Premium Dnnlz 
excused any more than those in the 1 n® rrer>llUm BOOK Of The 
body. If we are not made better by Progressive Thinker 
our mediumship let us go back Into the ____ '
ecclesiastical ranks until we are pre- A. M. Huffman writes from Missouri- 
pared for it The angels will use “Please find $1.20 subscription for The 
whomsoever they can and whether it Progressive Thinker and Art Magic. It 
be on Sinai or Calvary or in America, almost seems like presumption for one 
It is the same law, and it remains for to accept all that you offer for the 
us to say whether they shall be places amount I send you. Truly the angel 
of light or darkness. Song by Mr. world must be sustaining you in the

T . «« ... . ?Fand and nobl° worl£ y°u are doing.Saturday, July 30. After the fog and May the spirits of exalted reformers 
dampness of the past week one eannot hold your hands aloft until the hosts of 
help appreciating the beauty of this superstition shall have been put to 
sunny morning. Nature is a most won- flight, and the banner of progress 
derful study, a kind mother who holds planted deep In the soil of truth ” 
a rich store of comfort for those who ____ ’
love and seek her in her balmy mes- Mrs. A. P. Trousdale writes from 
sages that she gives them; hope is writ- New Orleans, La.: “I enclose $1.20 for 
ten plainly In the blue sky, the clear air Art Magic and a renewal of my sub- 
and sunshine. Every flower and leaf scription for your valuable paper, which 
is a token of love; the birds sing mer- does not expire till some time in Octo- 
rlly and in spite of ourselves our hearts ber; but as I desire to read Art Magic, 
grow lighter. I will renew now as your offer is made

Sunday morning, Mrs. Elizabeth Low to that effect. I must thank you for 
Watson iectureri, taking for her sub- the many pleasures your paper brings 
ject, Vorld Builders and World Sav- me every week. It is growing Intel- 
lors.” Mr. Maxham sang. Band con- lectually all the time. Many great 
CG[t at noon. pure minds contribute strengthening
. ■ 1 . afternoon opening, Miss Laid- food for spiritual thought, and I trust 
law, of Boston, sung “The Sailor on the time is not distant when all minds 
Board of the Maine." Mr. Maxham will awaken to the grand truth.” 
sung “Whatever Is, Is Right.” . ____

Mr. A. E. Tisdale gave as the subject Dr. G. A. Bishop, a prominent mag- 
for his discourse, “The Philosophy of nctic healer, of Chicago, writes: “It 
Science as the Staunch Friend of the has given me pleasure to read Ghost 
Thinking Man of the 19th Century.” Land and Art Magic, premium books to 
Dr. G. C. B. Ewell gave some fine tests, subscribers of your valuable paper; and 
Band concert at at 4. while I do not endorse all that is In

AUGUSTA FRANCES TRIPP. them, I most cheerfully recommend
- - - . . . ------ them as worthy a careful reading of all 

3ankson Lake Camo Mich Interested In Spiritualism; for not only 
n------------------------------------------ " the Instructive thought they contain,

.°P^?d .?.cr..S"nday’ b.ut suggestions of other valuable 
’ with a iair’Sized audience, thoughts and information all investlga- 

The day was warm, but everyone I tors need.” 
seemed to feel a deep interest in the __________

Description of ArtMagic.
“Art Magic” contains nearly 400 large 

pages. It Is neatly printed on first-class 
quality of paper, aud bound In cloth In 
exquisite style; In fact but very few ■ 
books to-day are so neatly and sub- 
stantlally gotten up, and yet It Is to be 
sent forth practically as a gift. It will 
be an ornament to any center table, and 
Its contents will be perused with avid
ity by all reflective minds, however1 
much they may dissent from some of 
the opinions presented.

Pi'emiüin Te l'iris

REMEMBER that all or
ders most lie accom
panied by their requi
site amounts, vizi

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker 
One Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year, 
$1.70.

success. Mr. Lazelle is a farmer by guests, 
occupation, and while he no doubt feels

SHIRLEY BELLE.

more at home superintending his Inter- I concluded that all religions had 
ests there than on a rostrum, he dis- substantially the same origin, and that 
charged his duty faithfully and well. I lu fact there has never been but one re- 
Jbe same may be said of Mr. G. ligion in the world. The twigs and 
Haynes, the secretary, whose post is leaves may differ, but the trunk is the 
not a sinecure. Both these gentlemen J same.—R, G. Ingersoll. ■

success of our meeting, and our num
bers increased for the afternoon meet
ing until every available seat was 
taken. A GOOD THING. YOUR SUBSCRIPTION.

Our good sister, Abbie E. Sheets, LDo -vou kno'v a Sood thing? If bo, 
gave two lectures which were fully ap- tben increase the dimensions of your 11- 
preclated. Decorations and mottoes brary by subscribing for The Progress- 
were in abundance and good singing, lve Tbinker one year and securing Art 
by Mrs. Worthington, and the meeting Art, Mi>Slc is 1 b»ok of nearly
closed with tests by the chairman. ^00 pages, is elegantly bound and Is 

Campers came on Saturday and Sun- nicely printed. As prices go it is well 
day, and they have been increasing all wortb 51-50. The Progressive Thinker 
the week. Mrs. Sheets gave five lec- ?’eaF ?nd Ar(i is only 5L2°- 
tures to fair-sized audiences throughout ?;be book !s PracticaI1y a gift to you, as 
the week and the chairman, Dr. W O Itae 2b cents on'y a 1**11®  more than pays 
Knowles, followed with tests, and ev- I for tb,e I’osta8e or express charges. By 
ery one was correct, names and dates seb“ring a I’reminm book each year In 
given In full. Mrs. Sheets left us connectlon with a yearly subscription to 
Thursday evening for her home, as her I Tbe Progressive Thinker, you keep in 
own camp at Grand Ledge, opens on . tkL,,occ"1f, movement
Saturday, July 30, and she is president I throughout the world, lell your nelgh- 
Mrs. A. L. Robinson speaks on Sunday, I kor tb 8 great offer. _
July 31, and a large crowd will be here. „ „ , - ■ ■ ■ -----------

DR. W. O. KNOWLES I 'The Rellgion of Humanity, a Phllos- 
_______ r . _______ ephy of Life.” By J. Leon Benwell 

lUlaoinlz Comn_________________ Interesting and thoughtful pamph-MeSiCK Camp, Mich. let Price 15 cents. For sale at this
The opening of Mesick Camp, July office.

31, was like a June rose in the morn- “Origin of Life, cr Where Man Cnm«. 
Ing. Everything was as lovely and se- From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit 

“ake.ik, Tbe aH’ from Matter Through Organic Pro- 
dience in attendance was of the intelli- I cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows ” 
gent class, judging from their bright By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents 
and beaming faces. I For at this office. '

The opening address by Mrs. L. A. I “Htstorv of the Innnisttinn ” 
spouse bv ^^^Johnson^fBattk citizen of our country should read this 
E Battl? I concise history of that Romish churchlyhkrirre 1'8tened to ®“d Institution known as the Inqulsltio/
highly appreciated by all present. Tbe The animus of Romanism »ninrf 
utmost harmony prevailed throughout institutions beliefs and nartles nnt tn 

evening. conformity with the ruling powers of
The interest Increases with each the Romish hierarchy Is plainly shown 

meeting, and as this is our first attempt in these statements of veritable history 
at camp-meetings, we feel highly The devilishness and murderous mal 
elated over the prospects of the good Ugnity of tbe “Holy Inquisition” is 
re3*“3? be accomplished. Many from scarcely paralleled in all the world’s 
a distance, among them mediums and records of inhuman atrocities. It Is for1 
speakers have not arrived yet, but will I sale at this office, and will be mailed 
be here in due time. postpaid for 25 cents. ,

Hoping that those seeing this com-I •‘The Fountain of Life nr Tho TbrnA munication will avail themselves of the fold Power of Sex ” B? Lois wX 
opportunity and come to one of the broker Oniof theanthofs mosK 
most delightful spots that nature can m books. It should b i rad b? ™ 
produce. AU will be made welcome, man and woman. Price 50 cents. ' '

■ ’ cc -v- I •‘The Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lois
~ « Walsbrooker. Three pamphlets are em-

From Soul to SouL By Emma Rood I bodied in this volume, in which ques- 
TutUe. Lo vers of poetry will find gems I tions of great importance to the race are 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand- discussed from the standpoint of an ad-| 
some volume, wherewith to sweeten vanned social reformer. Price 50 cents, 
hours of leisure and enjoyment Price

Watch the Number on the Yellow
Tag.

It is easy to tell when your sub
scription expires. For example, this 
number of the paper is 455, showing 
that The Progressive Thinker has been 
issued that number of weeks, You 
will find the same number on the right 
hand corner of the First Page. Now 
examine the number on the Yellow 
Tag of your paper. The difference 
between the two numberswill show 
the number of weeks you are yet to 
receive the paper. Like the following: •

John Smith 455 
Smithville NY 

which means that John Smith should 
renew at once to prevent his name 
being dropped from the list.

If, however, a name stands as fol- ■ 
lows: •

James Doe 465
St Louis Mo ;

Then he is to receive ten more Pro
gressive Thinkers, the difference be
tween thé present number of the 
paper and the one opposite the name. '

“Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
tens and discourses on religious and the- - 
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price |L For sale at this office.

“Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M.D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na-
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general evaders and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 

ikiuik inxuiv mm enmviURnr _ , great value and interest. A large, four-
tLOO. For sale at thia nffino 06 “Who Are These Spiritualists and1 pound book, strongly bound, and con

e w 1 What Is Spiritualism?. A pamphlet of talning beautiful illustrative plates. 
Mediumship. A chapter of Experl- 40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well-| For sale at this office. Price, postpaid 

ences. By Mrs. Maria M. King. Price known author. Price 15 cents. For $5. It is a wonderful work and yon 
10 cents,. sale at this office. will be delighted with it
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GENER/Vl SURVEY..
THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, !

DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER. f
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WRITE PLAINLY circle and development of home medi

umship ami a series of articles giving
5Ve would like to impress upon the lbe iiiudiiiuenuii priuelples of ustrol- 

fiilnds ot our correspondents that The iilth readings. Sufficient subserip-
ir»...- . .......... . x _ iimia ui>n ii/.vi, ..................... x s.., •Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, aud it is essen
tial that all copy, to insure Insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements beiug 
favorable, should be written with ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and ou only oue side of the paper. If 
you are uot a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some oue who is, aud oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
Allows this freedom of expression, be
lleving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 

' diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that Is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 

■ should always be entertained for those 
who differ from you.

Geo. F. Perkins, lecturer, singer and 
test medium, desires to correspond with 
societies for the purpose of serving 
them. Western lines preferred. Ad
dress 587 N. Clark street, Chicago.

Mrs. M. Summers is lecturing and 
giving tests in Detroit, Mich.

L. M. Cravens writes of a visit to J. 
A. Harris and family, among the 
mountains of western Texas. Mr. Har
ris is clairvoyant, his wife is an auto

' matlc writer and impressional medium 
. of fine powers. Two little girls will 
I astound the world some day with their 

mediumship. "We had great numbers 
of spirit lights, and articles were 

- brought in from other rooms, the doors 
and windows all being tightly, shut.”

J. M. Smith writes from Villa Park, 
Cal., relating many incidents in his ex- 
perienee effectually disproving the the
ory that spiritual phenomena are all 
the result of clap-trap and fraud.

The Medical Liberty News, of Chl- 
cage, says: “Prof. T. A. Bland, of Bos
ton, the well-known lecturer and au
thor, who is at present visiting Chi
cago, in tlie interest of medical reform, 
lectured at the Independent Medical 
College, Friday evening, July 22, on the 
subject "Origin, History and Progress 
of the Healing Art.” His lecture was 
well received ,and called forth repeated 
applause. The Doctor is a radical re
former, not only In medicine, but along 
other lines. He is tbe author of about 
a dozen books, and a frequent contrib- 
lltor to Eastern news papers and pe
riodicals, on the questions that concern 
the public welfare. Prof. Bland is a 
member of the faculty of the Independ
ent Medleal College, and in addition to 
his lecturing and writing will take an 
active part in the next session of the 
legislature in defeating proposed medi
cal bills.” Professor Bland is an ar
dent Spiritualist, and he will be a val- 
liable acquisition to the ranks of those 
who are lighting injustice and wrong.

The Wildwood Messenger, of Lake 
Pleasant, has the following lu refer- 
“nee to Dr. Hidden: "Dr. C. W. Hidden 
of Newburyport, Mass., one of Amer- 
lea’s foremost spiritual advocates, will 
begin his annual engagement at Lake 
Pleasant, on Sunday, August 7, giving 
three lectures in the regular course aud 
holding two of bis famous 'Hypnotic 
Socials,' in the latter illustrating his re- ; 
markable power as a hypnotist. Dr. 
Hidden will arrive at the Lake about i 
August 1, and will remairl the entire , 
month in order to have plenty of time 
to meet the large number who come to ] 
see him professionally every year. Dr. , 
Hidden is likewise coming to be re- , 
garded ns an authority iu psychical 
science, contributions from his peu ap
pearing frequently in the high grade , 
magazines. His paper on ‘Mental Tel
egraphy,’ in the April ‘Mind,’ attracted 
wide attention, ami one on the transfer 
Of the vital energy, which will appear , 
In the August number, is expected to s 
create something of a sensation autong ,
medical men. In the New York 
World's forthcoming symposium on 
‘Hypnotism,’ Dr. Hidden’s paper on the 
subject will appear side by side with 
those of the most famous medleal aud 
scientific writers of tbe hour. Dr. Hid
den has been invited to visit Europe to 
lecture aud give exhibitions of hypno
tism and healing, and, as attesting his 
increasing popularity among Spiritual
ists, it may be stated that be is being 
prominently mentioned for leading of
ficial positions. Lake Pleasant has al
ways given Dr. Hidden a cordial wel
come, and his reception this year will 
be as pleasant as iu the years which 
have preceded it.”

The meetings at Flynn’s Hall, corner 
Robey and North avenue, conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Brown, are being 
largely attended, and seem to be doing
a great deal of good. Skeptics 
dially invited to investigate.

Farmer Riley writes from
Ledge, Mich.: ‘ 
camp. I found

‘I just arrived

are cor-

Grand 
here in

treat Improvement in
the camp from last year. A new hotel 
of fourteen rooms Is among the accom
modations. I will be here for three 
weeks.”

J. Madison Allen writes: “Coming 
eastward from Winfield (Kas.) Camp, 
my first stop was at Cherryvale, Mrs. 

■ Allen going on to fill an engagement at 
Freeville (Central New York) Camp. 
My next point was Neodesha, Kas., for 
a few days; thence to Forest Park 
Camp at Ottawa. Regular speakers at 
this camp were A. L. Lull, Will c. 
Hodge, Dr. Traverse and the writer. 
Prof. Pierson, Dr. Robinson and others 
also did good work. Good test medi
ums, healers, and materialization. This 
(week I am under engagement at the 

, same park for tbe Kansas Free 
Thought Association. I go next to Os- 
sawattomie and other points, before 
the Franklin, Neb., camp. General ad
dress, Springfield, Mo.” •

■ Thus. J. Haynes writes from Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: “I wish to say that we 
have a very nice society that holds its 
meetings al a place known as ‘North 
■Park.’ We have had large and enthus
iastic meetings each Sunday. We feel 
as though we were spreading the 
truth.” ■

W. H. Bach writes from Lily Dale, 
N. Y.: "I am receiving many inquiries 
about our paper. It will be issued 
during the month of September as an 

_ eight page monthly, at fifty cents a 
' year. It will contain in addition to 
general Spiritualistic news from the 

. pens of such workers !as Moses and 
Mattie Hull, Dr. Peebles, Captain 
Gould, Prof. Lockwood, Lyman C. 
Hbwe, Will 0. Hodge and other writ
ers, a department in the interests of the 
KXceum, the young peoptej the home

lions are now assured to give it the
necessary 
reality.”

start and it will goon be a

Mrs. M. E. Kratz will answer calls to 
lecture and give tests during the fall 
and winter. Address her at 224 Cherry 
street, Evansville, Ind.

Mrs. L. N. Claman, an excellent me
dium and lecturer from Chicago, now 
in Kansas City, Mo., would like en
gagements with societies in Iowa, 
Ohio, Missouri, or in fact any place 
where her services may be neetjdd. 
Mrs. Claman is an excellent worker 
and can be reached by addressing her 
at 801) E. 11th street, Kansas City, Mo.

’ Birth Place of Buddha.
; Vincent Smith, a learned antiquary 

of Bengal, has recently made some in
; terestlng discoveries of Buddhist re

mains in India, says the London corre
spondent of the New York Sun. The 

i first of these is the home of Gautama 
Buddha, who lived about 500 B. C.

. The ruins of this ancient city of Kapila- 
vastu are in Napuj territory; they are, 
so far as yet known, entirely of brlek, 
and are so covered with jungle and so 
extensive that years will be required 
for their thorough exploration. Since 
410 B. C. the city has been in ruins and 
unoccupied, and excavations are now 
bringing to light buildings more an
cient than any previously known in 
India. More interesting even than Kap- 
ilavastu is the discovery of theLumbini 
Garden, the the traditional birthplace 
of Gautama. The sacred spot is 
marked by a pillar erected in the third 
century B. C. by the Emperor Asoka. 
Tlie inscription on this pillar is still per
fect. It stands on the western edge of 
a mound of ruins about a hundred 
yards tn diameter, and on the south 
side of tills mound is the tank in whicli 
the child’s mother bathed after bls 
birth. Another discovery, which was 
made in a stupa, or brlek tumulus, 
close to the British frontier, is that of 
relies of Buddha himself. These con
sist only of fragments of bone, which 
were deposited iu a wooden vessel that 
stood on the bottom of a massive Coffer, 
more than four feet long and two feet 
deep, cut out of a solid block of fine 
sandstone. This coffer was buried un
der eighteen feet of masonry, composed 
of huge bricks, each sixteen inches 
long.

Tlie wooden vessel was decayed, aud 
with it was an exquisitely finished bowl 
of rock crystal, the largest yet discov
ered in India, and also live small vases 
of soapstone. All these vessels were 
partially filled, In honor of the relics, 
with a marvelous collection of gold 
stars, pearls, topazes, beryls, and other 
jewels, and of various objects delicate
ly wrought in crystal, agate, and other 
substances. An Inscription on the lid 
of one of the soapstone vases declares 
the relics to be those of Buddha him
self, and the characters in which this 
inscription is written are substantially 
the same as those of the Asoka inscrip
tions, and Indicate that the tumulus 
was constructed between 300 and 250 
B. C. Buddha spent many years preach
ing and teaching at the city of Sravsti,

From Harbinger of Light, 
Melbourne, Australia.

MRS. D’ESPERANCE.
This lady was a seer from early 

childhood, and the inhabitants of the 
.other world were her constant com
panions and playmates, who cheered 
her in a lonely childhood lu a rambling 
old house on the •'outskirts of London, 
and were as real to her as they were 
visionary and unreal to the other mem
bers of her family. She would watch 
them for hours, and her peculiar ways 
gained her the reputation of being 
“a little vixen” and "decidedly queer.-’ 
But to her the other people were queer, 
and she could not understand how it 
was they could not see what to her was 
so plain.

To her the rooms of the old house 
were never empty—strangers were con
stantly passing to aud fro, and nodded 
and smiled at her as she held up her 
doll for inspection. Strange to say she 
was terrified at the ghost stories told 
by the nurse girl, but never for a mo
ment associated

THE SHADOW PEOPLE 
with ghosts. This faculty of clairvoy. 
ance brought the youthful medium into 
trouble with her mother, who had no 
sympathy with her, , and attributed her 
statements to lying and romancing and 
punished her accordingly ; jn short, the 
faculty seems to have been a very un
fortunate one for her to possess, for on 
one occasion, confiding in the family 
doctor, he told her that he believed 
her—that she saw these visions, but 
added that people who saw them were 
mad and*tliat they were hallucinations; 
and all the horrors of a mad-house 
haunted her imagination for a long 
time, and when the shadow forms 
flitted by her or met her on the stairs, 
caused her to feel a sinking feeling of 
desolation and despair.

THE CURSE OF MADNESS 
was by her attributed to Satan, whom 
God could overpower and therefore 
after seeing a shadow form, she would 
retire to her room and pray to God. 
Owing to Ill-health, she was taken by 
her father for a trip in the Mediter
ranean, and caused a sensation on 
board by her excitement ou observing 
a vessel come right across their track 
in such a position that a collision was 
inevitable. This turned out to be a 
shadow-ship, and they passed right 
through it, and of course without harm 
to either.

At school a curious incident hap
pened. An essay was required on the 
subject

the feature of the^eauces was the. 
APPEARANCE, OF, ‘iYOLANDE.”

a young Arab giilj fifteen or sixteen

it shrivelled up. ■ Previous to this. 
Yolande had given Mr. Oxley a rose 
with a short stem not more than an 
inch long, which he put m his bosom 
heeling something' was transpiring he 
drew it out and found

THERE WERE TWO ROSES 
aud on replacing them and withdraw
ing them at tlie close of tlie seance he 
found the stem had elongated to seveu 
inches, with three .lull blown roses and 
a bud upon It, with several thorns. Mr 
Oxley states that the plant iu the bottle 
was what hud been promised to-him 
to complete a collection.

Mrs. d Esperance informs us that the 
forms depended ■ .
UPON HER FOR THEIR EXIST

ENCE.

jeaib of age, olive-stinned and slender, 
vliose naivete aniTgraeelillness made 
her the wonder and admiration of the 
eiiele. Her conduct and demeanor in 
tlie room is a curioiiji study: for she ex
hibited many of t|\9 characteristics of 
a child ot nature, .untutored and un
sophisticated, and loads oue to the con
clusion that if progression on the other 
side ib at all rapid, this result has little 
effect upon the spirit when the earth 
conditions are agjmjtakeii on: for she 
exhibited curiosity and inquisitiveness 
beyond bounds.

Everything she saw
DEEPLY. INTERESTED HER.

fiom the dresses of the company to the | n -, i -i„ ■ ■furniture of the room, the organ being n^ted 1 er ^trrn-11 C5’ i“1*“’
her special delight, and one of the sit- e. Hon ’„-ere n “ 1Wvei’ °f es:
ters greatly delighted her by bringing a ti .hJ- ■■■i’ S i'1 y aCt °f 
cornet, ou whicli he would play to her. mh-itl ?h> ft. “1Ug UP°r C-““Sfcb 
and she would seat herself on the floor letl'ru ra iq £? mJ? e,d A -°
and listen in wonder, and would ex- ? s re r ?UB11 ,stratlug 
amine the instrument with L-ireit rare • e necessity of being absolutely pass-

on it Chlhlish thin-« mmv'o-l l-o-ra- -felee t0 tbe ellcle, for it would be u.. ViiuUiwu Uilll£b HIHUbL'G Hirl . 101 *-• . . -
example, a string of bells she would “a“ twen"tneonle e °-
plaee on her feet or arms, aud keep the resnbs re -irtgood time, tune and company with the I e coin-JJ n,- Til correspondingly 
music of the cornet' A of b**si I - Ihe medium xuib also
lliiutlv colored Per^ieti r’iH- ..... a uuiiiig this time biought into close....u..,) LUiUiLU It-lblUU fellK WUS --li-b ■‘i— .... ti»brought into the room, with which So Vnfi. ^a“yOn?
"Yolande” with creat delielit dranefl wotHed oi in pain she felt it, joy aud hcisclf and could not be Muced to I S?‘JV bt>i“S equalIj cabable af btlu” 
part with and after a careful search in communicated to hei, and if anyone 
the room at the close of the seance. eirosed V“6 h S?at’ tbe' tact caused her a jarring sensation.

IT COULD NO1 BE FOUND; An interesting Incident is told by 
but the next time, being asked what d Lspeiance as throwing further 
she had done with it- ‘Yolande” Iigbt ul)on tlle strange connection

“REMEMBER THE NAME
........... ,.Yan’s Mexican Hair Restorative.

AGFNTS lV4NTFn MEXICIN NIEDICIhli CO._ 5» Dcurboru Si, Chicago, 111

THE GOSPELOF NATURE 
IT IS A MOST EXCEL

LENT WORK.

and a large number of his sayings and 
parables purport to have been uttered 
there. The site of the famous city was 
long sought In vain. Mr. Smith now
states with confidence that it is in the 
juugles of tlie Nepaul Terai, about 
i-leven miles from the station of Nepal- 
gnnj road, on the Bengal and North
western railway. Its remains, like 
those of Kapllavastu, are buried in 
jungle, but they seem of great extent, 
and are found precisely where Hie Chi
nese pilgrims of tlie early centuries of 
the Christian era stated that gravasti 
was.

The Progressive Thinker,
Every Spiritualist in this broad land 

can keep in touch with our cause by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er, and also obtain a valuable acquisi
tion to their library at the same time—
Art Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic costs $1.20. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age, so that the book is almost an abso
lute gift, being paid for out of the reve
nue of the office, thus each subscriber 
sharing the profits of the paper. Sub
scribe at once and get your neighbor to 
join with you.

Bishop Garrison Turns Ex
poser.

Bishop Garrison, who has been known 
as a slate-writing, materializing and all 
round physical medium, from Washing
ton to California, and who came Into 
notoriety in San Francisco last year 
through his connection with a so-called 
"Psychical and Spiritual Institute,” and 
as a delegate to the State Spiritualist's 
Association, has for several months 
ceased to advertise as a medium, but 
now reappears before the public in a 
new role, with the following advertise
ment in the daily papers of San Fran
cisco: ’

“All honest Spiritualists should hear 
Bishop S. Garrison’s free parlor lecture 
to-uight, ‘Experience in Spiritualism, 
and How I Became a Medium;’ physical 
mediumship taught in two lessons, in
cluding slate-writing, raps, materializar 
tlon, etherlalizatlon, spirit pictures, 
sealed letter and ballot-reading tests, 
caoinet, dark, musical and trumpet se
ance phenomena and other manifesta
tions as given by prominent mediums 
everywhere; instructions by mail. For 
terms address Bishop S. Garrison, 584 
Page street, near Fillmore.”

The sooner all fakirs turn exposer the 
better it will be for our cause.

ERNEST S. GREEN.
“Religion as Revealed by the Mate

rial and Spiritual Universe. By E. D 
Babbitt, M. D„ LL.D.” A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist One of the very best 
books on the subject. Price, reduced 
to $1, cloth; paper, 50 cents. For sale 
at this office.

“Commentaries on Hebrew and Chris
tian Mythology.” By Judge Parish B. 
Ladd, LL.B., of the San Francisco Bar. 
This book Is of more than ordinary val
ue, giving the results of much patient 
thought and research by a mind well 
qualified to sift evidence and arrange 
facts. In compact form it gives just 
what is needed on the subject Paper, 
75 cents. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at this 
office.

‘Thomas Paine: Was He Junius?" 
An Interesting pamphlet by Wm. H. 
Burr. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
cfice. - -

“WHAT IS NATURE?”
but this seems to have been altogether 
beyond the capacity of tbe seeress and 
troubled her greatly. Over and over 
again she began the essay, “Nature is 
the mother of us all”----but could get
uo further try as she would, and sheet 
after sheet was destroyed, and began 
again without better success. As the 
time for delivering the essay got 
nearer, she prayed for assistance, but 
praying seemed to do no good. All the 
other girls had sent In their work, and 
the last night came aud she retired pro
vided with a caudle, paper aud pencils, 
determined to accomplish something, 
but the other occupants of the room in
sisted upon tho light being put out, and 
obedience was enforced, aud all she 
could do was to turn her face to the 
wall and cry herself to sleep.

On awakening in the mornlug most of 
THE SHEETS OF PAPER 

were to her sunrise found covered 
with writing, comprising a very, excel
lent essay upon the desired subject. 
The two pencils had the lead used 
down to tbe wood. Tbe writing was 
hers, but she had no recollection of
having done it, and the matter 
altogether beyond her capacity, 
fact came to the knowledge of 
school-mistress, and the rector 
consulted, and after examining
pupil, be decided that her account of 
the occurrence was correct, but that 
owing to the peculiar method in which 
it was received or written, it should be 
read at the speech-day, but should not 
be allowed to compete with the produc
tions of tbe other girls.

It was not until some short time 
after her marriage that an interval of 
some years elapsing,
THE SHADOW-PEOPLE AGAIN

APPEARED,
nnd that for the first time the term 
“Spiritualism” came under her notice 
through an attempt to prove to a friend 
that his assertions as to table-turning 
were errors, but Mrs. d’Esperance 
found to her surprise that the table not 
ouly moved but exhibited a con
siderable amount of intelligence, 
though most of the answers were in
correct, but on the other hand correct 
answers were occasionally given of 
matters altogether outside the knowl
edge of any member of the circle. The 
sittings were continued, aud the phe
nomenon of matter passing through 
matter was obtained. One evening a 
pair of gold links was suddenly re
moved from the table and ultimately 
found in the soil of a pot plant, 
although the surface of the soil was 
evidently undisturbed, and again they 
were found in a locked Japanese box 
or a high shelf. _

MRS. D’ESPERANCE
became acquainted in Lelpzic with 
Professor Zollner, the author of 
"Transcendental Physics” and other 
works, and having occasion to go to 
Breslau, the Professor wrote to Dr. 
Frlese, a professor of tbe university in 
that city, and an old friend of his, but 
between whom a cloud had arisen 
owing to Professor Zellner's adherence 
to Spiritualism. Dr. Friese called upon 
Mrs. d’Esperance, and the introduction 
resulted in her becoming a guest of the 
Doctor, who was a most precise,man, 
an accomplished painter, and enthu
siastic musician, regulating his house 
with military precision and discipline. 
However, he soon became interested in 
the automatic writing, and after de
liberation so convinced was he of the 
truth of Spiritualism; that he resigned 
his position as professor in the Uni
versity of Breslau, and publicly de
clared himself a Spiritualist.

After going through the various 
phases of mediumship, as in fact seems 
generally the case, and is tbe ex
perience of most mediums, Mrs. 
d’Esperance was surprised to find that 
MATERIALIZATION WAS OBTAIN

ABLE
through her mediumship, the first form 
to materialize being that of an old con
trol known as “Walter,” who alleged 
that he was drowned through the over
listing of a lake steamer when he was 
twenty-two years of age. After this 
Initial success, a carefully selected cir
cle was formed and arrangements 
made to meet twice a week, and a 
special cabinet constructed, three feet 
in depth, nearly nine feet long and over 
six feet high, and divided into three 
compartments by gauze partitions, but 
the only means of entering the sep
arate partition was by the front, it not 
being possible for the medium to pass 
from one compartment to the other 
without destroying the gauze partition 
or coming out into the room.

Success Immediately followed, and.

beemed a little nonplussed, but in an BETWEEN MEDIUM AND FORM 
instant made a few movements with n.-i— a--- .... ..lier hands in the air, and the scarf was I 1 >d y U mfcdlll’u accideut- 
there. She would never trust It out of aud
her hands, and when she was grad- Y ‘:a,.‘led ‘ba.corresponding arm 
ually dissolving into mist aud tlie ni>i tbo!li>b l>ab'ed hei, and flinched 
shawl was left lying on the floor, 'I. L« “St"u.tbed- a 
some.ojie would say, "At last she has ^i..l°.!be.pah,ual m , , d !u‘lullfcl 
forgotten It,” but no. it would grad- I Lb. ld bt’ considered highly sus- 
ually vanish aud leave no trace.-She 5&fbUt “I V’?8 VC1? ,U0U,ent M1 
could make any article In the room in- -- n ’ v i 6 V 1 d °i,tlle
visible, and bring in flowers by her will Xmthe’ ™ h“ ?Vi>‘S walklu« power about the room, and at this seance.

. _______ held June, 1890, Yolande
A MO,1 bob-nyiM. auA'01. UULMAII/LD 4

was held, at which Mr. Oxley, of Man- ... ’
Chester, was present, he having been u iicb-i? ¿hi G rden V J’ b?>fcn fefcl 
told that an object he had in view Ln btihbl }'ltb *-1ulu laige blossoms, 
would be attained if he could gain ad- tl'v!‘°l°v bI.eullK1‘ and daml’ 
mlttance to Mrs. d’Esperance’s seance "J, 1 dt,"’) liot - * -c p an ,uld 'olau(b: 
but the object he kept severely to him ')eiL Pfiotofeiaphcd togc-thei twice by 
self. At this seance Yolande crossed ‘ y ’? d L *bt ““bucflum flashlight, 
tlie room aud beckoned Mr. Reimers to „.Ay6 an ,bl.s octa!’i<-iu could not, 
come and watch some preparations she „jJ?,0?4,1 C 1 1Ld uulU ,ullb 
was making. Clean white sand and “ ’
water were always in the room for DEMATERIALIZE THE PLANT
contingcnciis, and she- signified hc-i and directed tliat it Rhonl'l i*- i-f* i- 
wish for these, and making Mr. darkness until it could be taken awnv 
Rdnieis kneel down on the llooi beside but this Injunction was broken and It 
hei, dllt-citd him to pom sand into the was taken out of the dark closet and 
ren 'ni,„“.‘I, ’ Wah . bali Pbo‘ogi’aPb«l four times. Yolande
. IL.>r!>eU ?™tetiWas P°ur*< >“ aud I made three attempts at subsequent se
the whole shaken,,up well aud handed ances to take it away, and not until the 
back to- her. I eamiot do better now fourth, or eielit davs after its exist 
than quote the wqrds of the narrative ence, did it mysteriously disappear. A

Yo! ,Sndernf erelT ”g °CCUlienCe’ CUliOUS lOSSOH ¡8 taught by this 1UC1- 
Yolande, aftei qeut Yolande gets this plant from
SCRUTINIZING1 IT CAREFULLY, someone or somewhere and

placed it on the flpor, covering it light- PROMISES TO RETURN IT,
ly with tbe drapery t$ie took from her I and is distressed nt not beine nt.ie tn 
shouldcis. She tljen retired to the cab- keep her promise and Wnlt«»r 1« t>nn 
Inet, from which she, returned once or suited, and it is suggested Hint it 
twice at short in^civiiIs, as though to should be paid for, aud he acquiesces 
see how it W’n$, getting on. In the but states tliat Yolande herself does 
meantime, Mr. Armstrong had carried uot know' from whence it came, imply-

US fVa D aU<1 iUg 11Wt 8110 bl,d bet'U assisted, llnd CVi- 
•earlng the carafe,,standing on the deutly without knowing where her 

e,i°f hy the thin assistance came from, for had she
ye1 ’. which, lioweyery did npt in the known she could have inquired, aud 
least couceal the shape, the ring or top Walter explains her insistene: Pl
edge being especially visible. We were adding tha she had been told not to 
directed by raps on the floor to slug in take things that do not belong to her 
order to harmonize our thoughts and and that it Is no use reasoning will;’ 

take off tbe edge, as it were, of the one of her sex, to use his own words 
?eeH°ni7 “°re W “Sbe SaJ’S gOt t0 g0 aIld 1 oppose

Whiu , u wiu llave t0-" If tbls remark wasWhile we were singing we observed not jocular, womau will rule there as 
THE DRAPERY TO BE RISING she undoubtedly in the majority of 

from the rim of the carafe, This was d*’,<‘;S bere’, 'Yalter assures us 
perfectly patent to every one of the I fbat \b? was n,tbo 1,'°“ln ready to 
twenty witnesses watching it closely; put togelber an hour before the se- 
Yolande came out again from tliq cab- aUce c°mmeneed.
luet and regarded it anxiously. She THE MODUS OPERANDI 
appeared to examine it carefully aud .partially supported the ilrunerv n« these manifestations would be of 
though afraid of its crushin"- some teu- grea, iuterest, and Mrs. d’Esperance 
der obiect underneath Flnnllv sb» uevotts a clhiptu to the subject, and raisedL it altogether expos ne to ou adm“-S Ulnt tllougb sbe ahvn-vs retains 
astonished g ’ 1 g consciousness, it is as great a mystery-■* I i Zl lux» fl." 4 n .ul.AKn ^1,1...._1. 1.. « .. X _

she

GAZE A PERFECT PLANT
to her as to others, although in later
years she has insisted upon sitting out 

of what appeared to be a kind of sille tlle cubiuet, thus using her eyes as 
laurel. Yolande raised tbe carafe in as ears- ln Christiana a sitter ab- 
which the plant seemed to have firmly stracted (that is stole) a 
growm, its roots visible through the PIECE OF THE DRAPERY 
glass, being closely packed In the sand. ...
She regarded it with evident pride and I ™icl* “Ione °f forms, and 
pleasure, and carrying it in both her dDspciance aftorwaid discovered 
hands, crossed the room, and presented t a square piece of material 
it to Mr. Oxley, one of the strangers wa,s missiu8 from hcr skirt, partly cut 
who was present (the Mr. Oxley who is a , I”*1’*1/ toru out. Her dress was of 
so well known by his philosophical I a, dark, h,eayy woal,len material. The 
writings on spiritual subjects aud the abstrat't'’d piece of drapery was found 
pyramids of Egypt). He received the I be °f Jhtsa“e ?haI|e ay >!lat “’.iss|n8 
carafe with the plant, and Yolande re- f10“ ‘'T bkl,t’ but se'el’al times larger 
tired as though she had completed her a,n,d white iu eolor' tbe texture fine and
task. After examining tbe plant, Mr. 1 g08sal!’cr’ ,
Oxley, for convenience sake, placed it " beu a SI>lnt
on tbe floor beside him, there being no HAS SPONTANEOUSLY GIVEN
table near at hand. Many questions „ __ . . , .............worp asked nnd eurinsitv nn hi<*h 'Th« I & P^CG of mftterial or consented to it nvit; dsirvu dim V-UilUhilj idu lliuli, I ___a it..  i. » -. .
plant resembled a lame-leafoil laimi I cut off, the medium s dress has
with dark glo^sv leaves but without been found to escape mutilation. Mrs. 
any blossom. No one present recog- HJ3®Perance describes her feelings at a 
nized the plant or could assign it to +aS fo^ows^
any known species. . down to zero and nervousness in-

We were creases as the time draws near, and
she feels very unhappy and like a mar- 

CALLED TO ORDER BY RAPS tyr, but feels comforted a little when
and were told not to discuss the mat- sbe sees wbat trouble has been taken 
ter, but to sing something and then be on<^ bow -anxious the circle is. She 
quiet. We obeyed the command, and cannot bear to have anything to take 
after singing, more raps told us to ex- charge of. She feels curiously weak 
amine the plant anew, which we were I and powerless, and can only feel, wlth- 
only too delighted to do. To our great out having strength to act. A girl 
surprise we then observed that a large comes out and is 
circular head of 'bloom, forming a 
flower fully five1, inches in diameter, 
had opened Itself While-standing on the 
floor at "Mr. Oxley’s feet.

The flower was’Of a beautiful 
ORANGE ÊÏN|< COLOR, 

or perhaps I might, say that salmon 
color would be a liearei’-description, for 
I have never seen the.same tints, and it 
is difficult to describe shades of colors 
in words. The headnwas composed of 
some 150 of four-star corollas project
ing considerably from the stem.' The 
plant was 22 inches in height, having a 
thick woody stem, which filled the neck 
of the water carafe. It had 29 leaves 
averaging from. 2% inches in breadth 
to 7% inches at .its greatest length. 
Each leaf was smooth and glossy, re
sembling at the first glance the laurel, 
which we had at first supposed it to be. 
The fibrous roots appeared to be grow
ing naturally in the sand.

We afterwards photographed the - 
PLANT IN THE WATER BOTTLE, 
from which, by the way, it was found 
impossible to remove it, the neck being 
much too small to allow the roots to 
pass; indeed, the comparatively slen
der stem entirely, filled the orifice. The 
name we learned was Ixora Crocata, 
and the plant a native of India. The 
roots were wound round thé inner sur
face of the glass; all the fibers perfect 
and unbroken, as though they had ger
minated on the spot and had apparent
ly never been disturbed.

Mr. Oxley had the plant photo
graphed next morning and placed in 
his conservatory under the gardener’s 
care. It lived for three months, when

CLASPED IN A MOTHER’S ARMS 
with a cry of Anna! Oh Anna! My 
child! Then some one gets up and puts 
her arms around the figure and sobs 
and cries, and the medium feels her 
body swayed to and fro and all gets 
dark, and she feels some one’s arms 
around her, though she is seated on her 
chair alone, and some one's heart is 
beating against her breast. Yet no one 
is near her and all eyes are on the pair 
In the centre of the room. Then she 
wonders

AM I THE WHITE FIGURE 
or am I the one on the chair? Are they 
my hands that are around the old 
lady’s neck or are these mine on my 
knees? Certainly they are my lips that 
are being kissed and my face that is 
wet with tears, and she adds that it is 
a horrible feeling thus losing hold of 
one’s identity. She wonders how long 
will there be two of us? Shall I be 
Anna or Anna be I? With this feeling 
in her mind she states that she can un
derstand mediums

RECANTING AND CONFESSING 
that spiritualistic manifestations are 
only a fraud and deception, and then 
she describes how she emerged from 
this mental darkness into light, and 
acted and took precautions ns though 
she suspected herself, but light came in 
a very different way—by a vision dur-
ing which the soul left the body, 
the spiritual senses discerned in 
allegorical vision the truth, which 
only .be grasped by the spiritual 
ulties and not by tbe physical.

(To be continued.)

and 
this 
can 
fac-

workls M. L. SHERMAN, anslsted by 1 
EPP1.- V ■1 ..WON. Ueroiofuro It bueLeeu sold lor 
•2, but the price uoir has been reduced to »1. It Is a 
book that will interest and instruct. It contains 480 
pages, aud l> full of suKjjcstko thoughts. Dr. Sher- 
ruau was a medium of rare qiuiiliies. aud bin work Is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of tbe 
S?.?!.®* J*»1“«?! WHftenceJufeubstaacet Animal In
tellects', I-urltyi Salvation; Discords: Good nnd Evil. 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inlwr- 
eut lu Subatauve, The Nvbuluus Theory: Particles arc 
Entitleoi Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin: Tho 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality: 
Mou.uiufcjTbeCoufoiindiiiguf Language; Tho bpir# 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Blzo aud Distance: bplrltu- ■ 
?l9r®?ukmsL_Boru Again; iho Key; Spirit Blogra

Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master: etc., etc- 
a ..re. author says; -Each individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him- 
£.»?« niust digest their various kinds of food 
roi tbeineelres, and that Is all they can possibly de

1,0 priest or luymuu, teacher or pupil. ' 
Uh J?1.1’?10?1 expands by virtue of -.hut food aud noun 
■A..".1“3.1 "b'ch 1 Individually partake and digest.

J““?1, expand by virtue of tbe soul essence 
^CshalV0^a6,t,‘Cr‘,;<lc0mI,rel‘“A0rdl«eiU’

❖❖❖THE❖♦❖

World’s Sixteen Saviors,
-OR- .

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST
BY KERSEY GRAVES. |

New and startling revelations In religion, Alston 
which disclose tho Oriental origin of all tlie doctrines* 
principles precepts aud miracles of the Christian New 
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many 
of its aapred myeteriee, benidos comprising the His 
toryof Sixteen Oriental Cruclfled Gods. This won- 

exhaustive volume will, wo are certaln- 
rau^ a of reference in the field 

Which the author baa chosen for It. The amount of 
mental labor neceseary to collate and compile the 
varied information contained tn it must have been se
vere and arduous Indeed, and now that it la iu 8"‘‘b 
C0.PA®u*ent8hapc, the student of free thought will not 
willlngjy allow it to go out of print. But tbe book is 
bynoir.eausa mere collation of viewa or Btallsiic«- 
tbrounhout its entire course the author—as will be 

title-page.and chapter-heudi-follows a 
definite Huo of research and argument to the cloee- 
andhlB conclusions go, like sure arrow» to the mark. 
Printed on fine white paper, 880 pagee. New edition. 
r«> isec md corrected, with portrait of uthor

10« (l/.M. Postaye lb ceult, Ar sale at 
title ojfloe.

YEARS
IN THIS

CHURCH'>:ROMR.
| A Remarkable Book.
. This Is a remarkable work by Fatheb Ciiinljw 
It exposes even to the minutest details the cornnSoi 
that exists hi tbe Church of Rome It Ib u work of 881 
pages. and should be read as a matter of history bl 
table'of’iont«!*^ The iol!o"flnK 18 u P““1“11181 w tM
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The To-Morrow of Death.
•--OR THE--.

Future Life According to Science.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.
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Public Acts of, Shnuny—Thefts and Brigandage of 
Bishop U’Regau—General Cry of Indignation—1 
determine to resist Ulm to bls face—He employ* 
Mr. Spink again to send me to Gaol, and be fan* 
—Drags me us a Prisoner to Urbana lu the Spring 
of 1856 and falls »gain—Abraham Lincoln defend! 
me—My dear Bible becomes more* than ever iny 
Light and my Counselor.

CHAPTER LVII.
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a Depututlun to tbe BULop—His Answers—Tho 
Sham Excommunication by three drunken Prieals.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH 
BY S. R. CROCKEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK.
This fine volume might well have been entitled 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It U written 
In that peculiar interesting oiyle in which French 
writers excel when they would popularize aclentiilo 
subjects In adaptation to the needs of tbe general 
reader. The aiuthor 1b not a Spiritualist—he even 
mentions Spiritualists as "devotees of a new super
stition,’’ ete., etc., tn which be manifests the usual 
animus of tbe "sdentine class," yet be says again: 
“There Isa true and respectable Idea in Spiritualism," 
aud regards as proved "the fact of communication 
between superhuman« and the Inhabitants of Earth;’’ 
and he goes on to relate Instances of fact in evidence. 
There Is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepane) In 
thoautbors’s Ideas, but the wcll-rendmind will readily 
select and arrange tbe pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not ouly good mental culture, but 
much valuable information. Tbe authcr holds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price 11.50, EX sale at 
thiB office.

MARGUERITE HUNTER?
A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 

the Material and Spiritual 
Spheres,

TrtUMcrlbed by a Co operative Spirit Band, combined 
with chosen media of earth. It wm given through In
dependent Blate-wrltlng. Tbe Illustrations were given 
In oil paintings on porcelain plate by Spirit artiste It 
u not a Action, but a narrative of real life, without a 
parallel in tbe literature of Spiritualism, being a clear 
and Bucclnct exposition uf the philosophy, religion and 
iclence of Spiritualism. The book contains 260 pages 
• “.S5 IHuMralions tn half-tone, and twelve pages 
In original Independent writing. It is beautifully 

blu? silk cloth, stamped in silver. Price, 
tl.25. For Bale at this office.

The woWbible
PAET L THE PENTATEUCH.

Comment« on Geneel«, Exodn«, Leviticus, Number« 
and Deuteronomy, by

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Lillie Devereux 
Blake, Bev. Phebe Hanaford, Clara Be

wick Colby, EUen Battelle Dietrick, 
Hrs. Louisa Southworth, Ur

sula If. Gestefeld, and 
Frances E. Barr.

“In.. every soul there Is bound up somo truth and 
tome error, and each gives to the world ci thought 
what no other one possesses.”—Cousin.

The bright and scholarly comments of this galaxy 
of bright mindi are of deep intereit, and throw a 
strong and new light on the Bible teachtnga relating 
to woman. All should read It,
Price 50c. For sale at this Office.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA ~ 
Identified as the Christian Jesua,
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acknowledged—Noble Words and Conduct of Abra* 
hum Lincoln—Tbe Oath of Mira i’hlluinenu Muffal-

CHAPTER L1X.
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Vcara in the Church ot Rome," to bee how my sad 
Previsions about my defender, Abraham Lincoln, 
were to be realized—Rome the Implacable Enemy 
Of the United blates.

CHAPTER LX.
The Fundamental Prluclpk-b of the Constitution of tba 

United btates drawn from tbe Gospel of Christ—My 
lli'Mt visit to Abraham Lincoln to warn him uf tbe 
Plots 1 knew against bls Life—The Priests circa* 
late the news that Lincoln was born In tbe Church 
uf Rome--Letter of tbe pope to Jeff Davis—My 
last visit lo the President—ills admirable refer* 
ence to Moses—Hie willingness to die for hia 
Nation’s Sake.

CHAPTER LX1.
Abraham Lincoln a true man uf God, and a true Dll* 

elide of the Gospel—Tbe ABsassInsiloD by Booth 
—The tool of the Priests—John Surratt's house— 
Tbe Rendezvous and Dwelling Place of the Priesta 
—John Surratt Secreted by the Priests after tho 
murdcr of Lincoln—The Assassination of Lincoln 
known aud published lu the town three hours bo- 
fc?e its occurrence.

CHAPTER LXU.
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Bishops of Canada to persuade us to submit to tbo 
will of tbo Bishop—Tbe Deputies acknowledge 
publicly that the Bishop Is wrong and that we are 
right—For peace sake, I consent to withdraw from 
tbe contest ol certain conditions accepted by tbe 
Deputies—One of tbe Deputies turns false to bls 
promise, aud betrays ur. to be put at tbe head of 
my Colony—My last interview with him and Mr. 
Brassard.

CHAPTER LXIII.
Mr. Dcsaulnlcr Is named Vicar General of Chicago to 

crueh us—Our People more united than ever tu de
fend their rights—Letters of the Bishops of Mon
treal against me, and my answer—Mr. Brassard 
forced, against bls conscience, to condemn uo—My 
answer to Mr. Brassard—He writes to beg my 
parduu.

CHAPTER LXIV.
f write to the Pope Plus IX, and to Napoleon, Emperor 

of Frauce, and send them tbe Legal and Public 
Documents proving the bad conduct of Bishop 
O'Regan—Grand Vicar Duun sent to tell me of my 
victory at Rome, and tbe end of our trouble— i go 
to Dubuque to offer iny submission to the Bishop 
—Tbo peace sealed and publicly proclaimed M’ 
Grand vicar Donn tbe 26th of March, 1858.

CHAPTER LXV.
Excellent testimonial from my Bishop—My Retreat 

—Grand Vicar Saurin and bls assistant. Rev. M 
Granger—Grand Vicar Dunn writes me about tbo 
new storm prepared by the Jcsuitn—Vision—Cbrlst 
offers Himself as a Gift—I am forgiven, rich, happy 
and saved—Back.to my people.

CHAPTER LXVI.
The Solemn Responsibilities of my New Position—Wo 

give up the name of Roman Catholic to call our* 
selves Christian Catholics—Dismay of tbe Roman 
Catholic Bishops—My Lord Duggan, Coadjutor ot 
St. Louis, hurried to Chicago—He comes to St. 
Anne to persuade tbe People to submit to bls 
Authority—Ho is ignominiously turned out, and 
runs away in the midst of tbe Cries ot the People.

CHAPTER LXVII.
Bird’s-eye View of the Principal Eventa from my Con» 

version to this day—My Narrow Escapes—Thl 
end of the Voyage through the Desert to tbt 
fromUed Land.

Price, $2.20, Post-paid.

The Influence of the Zodiac
UPON HUMAN LIFE.

A wonderful communication, explaining IMfl 
•Ule and teachings were utilized to formnlSn Ob 
aultv. Price 15 cent«. Ft» nlsattbliaEi _

WAYSIDE JOTTINQsi

till BY ELEANOB KIRK.

»re Highway«, By-ways ufl Hedges
flThis Is a marvelouily 
neat book of selection« from Mri. Hum beet noem«. 
sennon« and essay«, and contain« a splendid portrait 
of the author, also a portrait of'Moses Hull. Price, 
neatly bound In English cloth, 11. For sale at this

Thle Is tbe only book which states the rimple prln* 
clplea of the Zodiac in simple terms.mBklng thecntlr« 
matter clear to tbe averse understanding.

This volume Indicates tbe location, characteristic! 
and influence of each sign of tbe Zodiac, giving th« 
dayi which each sign gorvrna, and the gems and 
astral colors associated with each.
. TJl® diseases °f th® body, how to cure them, and tba 
faults of Character Incidental to the different domains.

The methods of growth for each human being
The domains from which companions, husbands and 

wives be selected.
The characteristics of children born In different do* 

mains, and the conditions to be observed In their care 
and education. .GOSPEL OF NATURE. _______

wtt?Snlrit.umtSth«“nAb9i)treplet® Tbe pertonnl ability and talent of tbe Individual 
With Spiritual truth«. Price iLOCk . with reference to domestic, social and basinets sue»
•- ' ' - ceBB, . .

TUniUlAQ DAlRtETlC* ’I . TiiiB work IB tbe result of profound research, and IffinWMAO r'Alnlcb |Jt»jre?»m1ontbeMtl1orb..beenl«gely»»litedW
feamtoatton of tt16 Prophecies. Bound m Spwial Cloth, - - Price, $!.■ 

A consideration nf th« muimi fa wm. f **A consideration of the Mssarei Is the New Testa.

COMMON SENSE.
By Thomas Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlet, ad

dressed to the Inhabitants of America In jttg, with 
explanatory notice hr ta Effflliir author. Paper. 
Bennis- . .. .

For Sale at This Office.

“a valuable work.”
Researches in Oriental History, 

Embracing the Origin of the Jews, the Rise sad Deni. 
Sjment of Zoroutrianlstn tmd tho Derivation 

brlsUsnlty; to which I, added: thence Our Ami
Ancestors? By G.W. Brown, M.D. One of 
UlUAbHWSrtaevCTDabllihnd. Fries UM
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Ravenna and other near-by

AN ACTIVE WORKER.

r

In the Vestibule of the Wondrous Temple 
of Nature.

go.
've seen life’s tnelodrami, paid the 

price,
Have known its - loves and losses, 

hopes and fears,

early hour the Sunday excursion train 
from Alliance 'brought a goodly number 
to the ' '... grounds, so.also did the Erie 
trains from both the east aud west.
Other parties cauftF in from Canton, 
Kent, " ' "

SABBATH DAY THOUGHTS.QUESTIONS 
# ANSWERS

1 .

[ This department is under the management of
~l HUDSON TUTTLE.

Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given anonymous let
ters. Full name and address must be given, or the letters 
v ill not be read. If the request be made, the name wi i 
not be published. The correspondence of this depart
ment has become excessively large, especially letters of 
inquiry requesting private answers, and while I freely 
give whatever information I am able, the ordinary court
esy of correspondence is expected. ■

HUDSON TUTTLE.

L. Howes: Q. (1) Why is it that subjects which occupy 
our minds during waking hours, (in many instances; 
leave us entirely during sleep? For illustration, I quote 
from personal experience: Seven years ago our eldest son, 
a bright boy of thirteen, passed to spirit-life. My grief 
at parting with him was overwhelming. It seemed, as 
though I could not be reconciled. Thoughts of him oc
cupied my mind continually while awake, but on going to 
sleep they immediately left me, and during all these 

- years he has not appeared to me in my dreams, .
(2) What is the distinction between Christian Science 

as taught by Mrs. Eddy and Mental Science as taught by 
Helen Wilmans? —

A. (1) Perfect sleep is rest for the body and mind, and 
there is a suspension of activities. There are, however, 
varying degrees of sleep, and it is a-most complicates 
state. Often those who are not sensitive in the waking 
state become so in certain stages of sleep. Such sensi- 
lives receive. wonderful communications by way of 
dreams. The desires while awake, have no influence in 
their fulfillment during sleep unless united with other 

’ causes. . . . . .
That this correspondent does not have the dreams she 

longs for, simply shows the profoundness of her sleep. It 
is delightful to dream of meeting the loved departed, res
urrected to the old scenes and surrounded with familiar 
objects, but yet more blessed to know that they are with 
us, through the more certain means sensitiveness fur
nishes.

(2) A subtle analysis would fail to show any vital dif
ference betwefen the “science” of Mrs. Eddy and Helen 

. Wilmans. In their unscientific methods; their stupen
dous assertions; their monumental egotism they are alike. 
They are also alike in having stolen from Spiritualism 
all that is valuable in their doctrines. The Spiritualist 
has no need of going to either, for he has already all that 
is true in their systems, and free from the immense piles 
of rubbish with which they obscure it.

Perhaps it may be claimed for Mrs. Eddy that she is or
thodox of the orthodox, and singularly intolerant.

The Wilmans system leads into more modern fields of 
thought, but starts from the same Bible root.

“A. J.,” also O. Peterson: Q. How can I get free 
from an annoying control that haS been with me con
stantly for over a year and at times almost drives me to 
despair?

A. With the last question comes the explanation that 
the medium gave himself up to almost coptinuous con
trol of spirits, until this spirit usurped the place of all 
others, and by being ever ready with untruthful answers, 
kept the medium constantly irritated and angry.

The advice cannot be too often repeated, not to make 
communication with the spirit-world at all seasons, but 
to set apart certain times, and if possible, places.

By constantly remaining in the sensitive state the vital 
forces are weakened, aud the strength of personal resist
ance to being made a helpless instrument is so weakened 
that undesirable controls find the way wide open. Then 
comes antagonism and anger which leave the subject en
tirely at the mercy of whatever influence may have gained 
possession.

The only remedy is to go back to correct methods. 
Hold sittings at regular and appointed times, and no 
other. Do not antagonize nor become angry, but pleas
antly receive all communications, and discard those not 
desirable. We are told falsehoods and wrongly advised 
every day by those we meet, but we do not fly into a rage, 
and call names. We simply let the false pass by. If tins 
correspondent can control anger and antagonism, which 

_ are within himself, he will have no trouble with the an
noying controls. By anger is weakness, and if he con-

It is the. Sabbath, a day that has long and wisely been 
set apart for the cultivation of spiritual thoughts and the 
calm contemplation of: our duty to God and humanity. 
Upon each recurrence of this consecrated day the healthy 
mind turns with a joyous sense of freedom from earthly 
cares to enter in thought, or in reality, the grand temple 
of nature wherein the reverent worshiper ever learns such 
lessons as tire soul needs for its growth and unfoldment 
in that progressive life which is, even here, a prophecy of 
immortality.

_ The vestibule of this wondrous temple is open alike to 
rich and poor, the weary and oppressed, the honored and 
the dishonored; none who seeks to enter its sacred pre
cincts is branded as an “outcast” or doomed to a life of 
joyless isolation. The humblest soul “may feast at na
ture’s board,” and taste of waters that never intoxicate.

At their approach no tremulous organ may send forth 
an anthem of praise, but choristers of the air, singing of 
“Peace on earth, good will to men,” invite their willing 
hearts to prayer till on earth’s holy altars are placed the 
sacrifice of an ‘Tumble and contrite spirit.”

Through the many voices of inspiring nature the devo
tees of art, science and religion, may find expression for. 
the varied, emotions of soul life, and catch the keynote of 
heavenly joys that are riches purer and “deeper than all 
speech.” In such close communion with nature it is pos
sible for the spirit to become so exalted as to catch a fore
gleam of the life to be, until in a fuller sense of our de
pendence on a power and love omnipotent we cry out: 
“Father, here am I, what wouldst thou have me to do?”

Then it is that, refreshed as by a holy baptism, we be
hold all things, as it were transfigured. “Old things 
have passed away and behold all things have become 
new.”. The murmuring rills have caught a richer strain, 
the winds a deeper refrain; one bears away on its flirn- 
pling waves the sighs of “the weary and heavy laden,” 
the other carries up to heaven’s gate the groans of the op
pressed and disconsolate arid returns with promises and 
prophecies of coming good, while the very beatitudes of 
Christ, the beloved, cpme nearer to us until we feel them 
overflow in our hearts and their voice is heard in all 
things animate and inanimate. .

. Then it is that the pines shake music from their mul
titudinous leaves, hushing all sounds of discord and whis
pering of a hope that brings calmness in the midst of 
trials, peae'e in the hour of peril, and victory over death 
and decay.

Then it is that the poet of the soul awakes audio! every 
atom is instinct with life and thrills with a divine melody 
which reveals to. us even the sweet uses of sorrow and 
night. Then it is that the songs of birds, or “insects’ 
busy hum” may herald forth the “morn of a new day” in 
vepnal beauty born, while at our feet from many beds and 
bowers “wee modest violets peep” and wild flowers nod 
responsive to the winds. In all these things are manifest 
the sacred laws of growth and that orderly arrangement 
and application of forces which admit of no mistakes, no 
accidents, no duplication of forms. This wondrous tem
ple, wherein no death is found, whose changes are cease
less and infinite, was reared by the divine architect, who 
aid the foundation of the deep and builded hills out of 

atoms of sand until they stand venerable with age, their 
ofty peaks covered with eternal snows.

What more sacred or beautiful temple can we find 
wherein to “worship in spirit and in truth” the Creator 
and preserver of' all forms of life, whose wisdom guides 
the planets in their orbits and whose love smiles in the 
rainbow, or sustains a world? . .

It is pleasant at such times of silent communion with 
nature to feel that our thoughts, our feelings, our desires 
are known to Him, and as expressed in words or deeds, 
lecom.e a part of that grand chorus which ever and for
ever rises exultant over the warring elements of human 
life, giving strength to its spiritual forces and holding in 
check the more material. Come, then, oh, my soul! to 
this feast of nature and while her summer glories are 
aglow on hill and mountain crest, she will open to thee 
her treasure halls, and thy “house beautiful” shall be । 
flooded with the warming light of joys ineffable. Then 
will come to thee the-“true Sabbaths” which bring “rest 
to the weary,” and with the inspiring voices of nature 
thou shalt hear in low sweet tones accordant with the di
vine anthem of the universe those words of humble, trust
ing love, “He leadeth me; by his own hand he leadeth ! 
me.”

LAKE BRAiY CAMP, 0.
Mention of the Happenings.

Just at this time a word fioui Lake 
Brady and the mentioning o£ recent 
happenings.within tlie camp, may be of 
some interest, especially so to those 
who have the cause of Spiritualism and 
Its unfoldment at heart.

Sunday, July 31-,1 ¡-was' a memorable 
day, so far as I^ilreBrady is concerned. 
The weather wak lovely, in fact, it. 
was all that could be wished for or ex
pected during the hot months. At an

towns, to say nothing of the many who 
drove here in their private convey
ances. At 9:50 a. m., the Lake Brady 
Special from Cleveland, steamed up to 
Lake Brady station with eight well 
filled coaches. ~

At 10:30 the morning services were 
held in the large auditorium with its 
natural amphitheater having a seating 
capacity of 2,000 people. After a selec
tion of choice and appropriate music 
by the Slaughter orchestra, Mrs. Mrs. 
Russell, of Alliance, favored us with a 
song which was highly appreciated by 
the large audience.

At 10:45, Mrs. Carrie Fuller Weather
ford, of Alaska, Mich., -was introduced 
by Mr. D. A. Herrick, the gentlemanly 
chairman, and for one hour beautiful 
spiritual truths, In a fluent and master
ly manner, flowed from her lips and 
were eagerly devoured by her attentive 
listeners. After the lecture, her guides 
favored us with improvised songs, 
which were extremely lovely and high
ly spiritual.
. At 1:30 p. m., the ringing of the bell 
at the auditorium gate, to be followed 
with the sweetest of orchestral music 
upon the hill adjacent to the audito
rium, announced -the opening of the af
ternoon services, and in a very few mo
ments almost every available seat in 
the auditorium was taken-, After an
other appropriate song by Mrs. Russell, 
Mrs. Weatherford was again intro
duced. Her lecture and Improvised 
songs were even better than they were 
at the morning services, and her tests, 
with one exception, were readily rec
ognized by those for whom they were 
intended; that one was a change had 
taken place in a man’s life a number of 
years ago, which lie could not at the 
time of receiving the' test remember.

On Wednesday, August 3 and Friday, 
August 5, Mrs. Lizzie R. Miller, of Can
ton, O., will lecture. While Mrs. Miller 
is not so well known to the Spiritual
ists of the country as are many of our 
other speakers, she is an excellent wo
man and a pleasant speaker, and Is 
fast coming to theLront as a valuable 
Instrument of the!-spirit-world.

On Sunday, August 7, Mrs. Anna L. 
Robinson, of Port Huron, will occupy 
the platform. Mrs. Robinson needs no 
introduction to the Spiritualists. The 
simple fact of her being announced to 
speak nt Lake Brady is enough, and 
will assure a large attendance. Mrs. 
Robinson will also speak at Lake 
Brady, August 10 an'd 14.

As to our phenomenal mediums, 
Messrs. Charles J. Barnes, Henry B. 
Allen, D. B. Jimetsoh, the Indian me
dium, and D. A; Herrick, no better me
diums or more w'Ortliy gentlemen can 
be found iinywhetfe', and as‘a medium 
for spirit telegraphy;’Air. M. M. Henry 
has no peer.

A cordial invitation is extended to all 
who are seeking after truth and proof 
of continuity of life, to come to Lake 
Brady during the month of August, as 
the camp will close on Sunday, Sep
tember 4. E. R. KIDD.

CHESTERFIELD CAMP.
Excellent Work Being Done.

Sunday, July 31, is a big day with the 
Spiritualists of Camp Chesterfield. 
Tliousands of people are present, some 
coming, no doubt, to see; some to be 
seen; but many come to learn what 
proof Spiritualists have to offer for the 
soul’s immortality. Well, this is a good 
place for men and women of thinking 
proclivities to come. Oue can learn 
something of life, its capacities and 
laws of government, by listening to 
the able lectures delivered by our em
ployed speakers present.

Brother J. Clegg Wright and Sister 
Eva Ptuntner are still with us, and are 
doing a good work in the way of edu
cating the people in the phenomena 
and philosophy of Modem Spiritualism. 
Many branches of literature, germane 
to Spiritualism proper are being care
fully and masterly handled by these 
two talented speakers. Among the 
many questions discussed are the fol
lowing which were treated with more 
than ordinary ability: “The Empire of 
Matter and the Empire of Mind," in 
which was shown the duality or two 
sides of the universe. Another, “The 
Evolution of Psychology,” a lecture de
livered by Brother Wright, fell upon 
the consciousness of the eager listen
ers with Herculean force, seasoned 
with the eloquence of a Demosthenes. 
it was accompanied by illustra
tions upon the blackboard, by different 
drawings of the figure of the human 
head. These with explanatory argu
ments enabled the thinking audience to 
get, at least, an Inkling qf the mental 
qualities predominant in the infantile 
ages of race-life, when and where per
sonal, creating gods, angry demons, 
flery lakes and eternal punishments 
were Incubated.

As the speaker advanced in argument 
with modified Illustrations, showing 
new and higher developments in man’s 
cerebral and psychical powers as the 
ages rolled by, it became visible that, 
out upon the moral sky hangs the 
promise of a grander to-morrow forthe 
races of human kind.

Sister Pfuntner closed her course of 
lectures to-day for the present session, 
acquitting herself with honor and gain
ing the well-wishes of the association.

Last, though not least-this after
noon, August 3, Brother Wright closed 
his labors here, for this session. After 
a song, he passed into a deep trance 
state, manifesting all the symptoms at
tendant upon the body when the soul 
Is taking its leave of all that is mortal. 
I have no language by which to de
scribe the lecture. For more than two 
full hours the speaker held the large 
audience spell-bound. The lecture 
seemed the embodiment of all that Is 
sublime in life’s realm. It was philo
sophic, scientific, and superbly poetic, 
lining the soul and heart of every man 
and woman present with the sunshine 
that can come only from worlds of em
pyrean light.

In conclusion I will state that, Dr H 
C. Andrews, of Marion, Ind., is with us 
and occasionally inspires'the audience 
with poetic effusions coming from 
spirit Robert Burns.

Mrs. India Hill, speaker, arrived today.
Many mediums are on the ground 

and all phases of Spirit phenomena are 
well represented.

DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.

SIGNIFICANT 
AGROSTIG.

Containing a List of Valuable Publications for the 
Spiritualists and Truth-Seekers.

.PAINE- He Junius? A very interesting critical and 
Rv wgrUw Wal Pamp^ et a Bcholarly author, regarding a great leader. 
By Wm. Henry Burr. Price 15 cents. ’

HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION. Just the book for those seeking in 
tormation concerning that most damnable institution known in history-: 

we Roman Catholic Inquisition. By Cyrus Mason, M. D. Price 25 cents 
EVERLASTING GOSPEL. Consisting of a series of lectures, messages 
nfM» and delivered in public through the mental organism
ot Mis, Magdalena Kline. Price $1.50, postpaid. 6 ■
«OEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND AND WITHIN. From the poetic im 
I spirations of many centuries and of different peoples Spiritual poetry 
translated from many tongues. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price $1.00. J 
n ELIGION OF THE FUTURE. A book for thousands who have been born' 
R„ h w:iiOrUi?Roxy ®at®riallsm into tlie WUer light of Spiritualism. 
By S. Weil. Price, cloth, $1.25¡paper, 50 cents. ■ j

FORCES OF SEX. Three pamphlets embodied in one volume,' 
Ut great importance to the race, by an advanced social reformer. Bv 

Lois Waisbrooker. Price 50 cents, J
GLEANINGS FROM the ROSTRUM, It beams with rare gems of 

thought, practical and profound. Sunshine and beauty in every sentence 
uttered. By A. B. French. Price $1.00, postpaid. I
RELIGION, a profound philosophical treaties on this world-wide subjecl 

of contention. It is a good book for students preparing for the spiritual 
rostrum. By E. D. Babbitt. Price, cloth $1.10; paper 60 cents. . 
EVOLUTION OF THE DEVIL. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
L philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever published, By Henry 
Frank, the independent preacher of New York City. Price 25 cents.

SUPERSTITION IN ALL AGES, or “Le Bon Sens." Testimony of ft
Catholic priest who abjured the Christian religion and asked God’s pardon 

tor having taught it. Price, cloth, $1.00; postage 14 cents. ,
SCIENCE OF THE SOUL. A scientific demonstration of the existence of 

the soul of man, the continuity of life and the actuality of spirit return.
By Loren Albert Sherman. Price $1.00; paper 60 cents. ■ I
INGERSOLLS GREAT ADDRESS on the life and character of Thomas 
I Paine, at the late Paine celebration in New York City. Price 6 cents- ten 
copies for 50 cents. ’ <
VOLNEY’S RUINS and The Law of Nature. This is undoubtedly one'pf

the best and most useful books ever published. It eloquently advocates 
the best interests of mankind. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents • 
ECHOES FROM THE WORLD OF SONG. A collection of new and 

beautiful songs, with music and chorus, in book form. By C P Long.
ley. Price $1.00; postage 15 cents. ’ b

THE ELIMINATOR, or Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal Secrets. Profoundly 
reverent, but thoroughly radical; exposing the fabulous claims of ancient 

Judaism and dogmatic Christianity. By Dr. R. B. Westbrook. Price $1.50; 
HYPNOTISM. Its Facts, Theories and Related Phenomena, with explana

tory anecdotes, descriptions and reminiscences. Largely a record of ex
periences and observations of the author. By Carl Sextus. " ‘Price $2.00.
INFLUENCE OF THE ZODIAC UPON HUMAN LIFE. . ............ .. aui^a
I the simple principles of the Zodiac in simple terms, and in a manner highly 
interesting and instructive. By Eleanor Kirk. Price, cloth, $1.00.

is an excellent book for suffering humanity. It 
simply tells how to prevent and cure the ills of the flesh in a natural way. 

By Drs. M. E. and Rosa C. Conger. Price, cloth, fancy $2.00; common $1.50* 
KAREZZA. Ethics of Marriage. A plea for a better birthright for cliil- 

dren and a higher development of parentage through the most sacred 
relations. By Alice B. Stockham, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.00. •

This book states

Letter from Oscar A. Edgerly

[The following letter, written on the 
10th of July, was accidentally mis
placed, or would have appeared nt 
once.—Ed.] •

'tinues in the course he has followed he. cannot gain that 
control over himself which is the first factor in control

: ling others. .
A. J. remaries, “I will be a truthfill, honest uiedium, 

or none,” yet how can A. J. or any other medium receive 
truthful messages from untruthful spirits? The medium 
cannot be censured on this point. That a communicar 

• tion is untrue does not invalidate its source; it only indi
cates the character of the sender.

P. C., Walkerville: Q. Can you inform me where I can 
procure a perfect mineral rod? ,

: A- A great deal has been written for and against the 
value of rods in the discovery,of water, minerals, etc. The 
fact probably is that it is not the rod, but the sensitive
ness of its holder which is the source of the knowledge 
conveyed. Many rod experts use a slender forked 
branch of the witch-hazel, holding a branch in each hand, 
and allowing the united portion to fall over from them. 
They profess to detect water or minerals by the bending 
of the branch. Really it is a nervous contraction of the 
wrists, the result of mental impression.

A slender steel wire bent into the form of a V would be 
equally serviceable. Rods advertised and sold at extor
siónate prices have no value superior to those described, 
Eor there is nothing secret, mysterious or occult in their 
manufacture. The slender flexible branch of any other 
tree or shrub than the witch-hazel would be equally ser
viceable. The blossoming of this shrub'in the beginning 
of winter has bestowed' on it mysterious powers, which it i 
does not sustain. ■

R. A,: Q. (1) When a writer writes so learnedly 
that he cannot be understood, is it evidence of wisdom? 
- (2) I am ablè to -write automatically,’ but doubt be
cause the thoughts written by my hand cqme into my 
mind first. Is this usual? "

A. If a writer'or speaker understands the subject he 
is writing about he will think clearly and as clearly ex
press his ideas. If he does not, it is ari indication not of 
wisdom, but of cloudiness of comprehension. A pool'of 
water may be muddy without being deep, in fact it is riot 
thought profound because we cannot see the bottom, 
rather we conclude that it is shallow because of its tur
bidity. . : ' ... . ■

(2) The consciousness of what the hand is Automatical 
ly writing is the usual experience and R. A. ought not.to 
be discouraged on that account ? ■
JI . - - . ...

' “The Priest, the Woman and the Confessional.”- This 
book, by the well-known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results of the Romish con
fessional, as proved by the ' sad experience of . many 
wrecked lives. Price, by mail, $1. For sale at this office.

“Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and Rosa C. Conger. 
Excellent .for every family. Cloth, $1.50. For. sale at 
ihis office. " .. । . . , ■

In the cultivation of this reverent spirit born of a sin
cere love of nature and of nature’s God, all days will be 
consecrated to noble uses, and the Sabbath of the soul 
will begin on earth and find its counterpart in eternity.

To this exalted state will study and reverent contem
plation of nature lead us if we but listen to “the fair 
music which all his creatures make in perfect diapason ”

Belvidere, N. J. MRS. E. L. B. CLARK.

The Brotherhood of Man.
Among Spiritualists there seems to be a society called 

the Brotherhood of Humanity. What are the principles 
it teaches? Does it reach out its hands to the outcast 
and degraded and teach them to cultivate the divine spark 
within them? God has given us pure air, clean water, 
and bright sunshine in great abundance, to keep ourselves 
wholesome and in good health. Many men and women 
through their ignorance of the laws of health or through 
natural indolence, seldom, if ever, know the luxury of a 
bath, and wear their garments to shreds, without cte-ms- 
ing them with soap and water. Have we the love of hu
manity strong enough within us to overcome oiir natural 
repugnance to such conditions, and go to them with pleas
ant, kindly words, and teach them to gain the respect of 
themselves and others by keeping clean? When a wo
man, blear-eyed, and staggering from the effects of the 
poison the law allows her to buy, has slept off her de- 
lauch, do we go to her and kindly tell her of the divine 
life that is within each mortal and help her to cultivate it 
until she arises from her deradation? Do we repeatedly 
visit the homes of the fallen, and remembering they are 
our sisters, urge them to a more wholesome way of living? 
In fact, do we five up to the true, principles of theTrother- 
hood, or is it only a name? .

It may. be urged that those things have been tried, but 
do no good. Christ said we were to forgive our brother 
seventy times seven times. Shall we stop at forgiving 
once? Brothers and sisters, let us ponder these questions 
and apply them to ourselves. Shall we overcome our re
pugnance to that which is repulsive, or let our repug
nance overcome us, and miss the golden opportunity of 
bringing ourselves up to a higher plane of unfoldment?

Watertown, N. y.' . MARY A. INGALLS? ”
■-------------:)oC:—'

“The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. A Menace to 
American Civilization.” By Prbf. W. M. Lockwood, lec
turer upon physical, physiological and psychic science. 
Demonstrator of the molecular or spiritual hypothesis of 
nature. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. Price 25 cents. 

. For sale at this office. ’ ■ ■ .
. “The Watseka Wonder.” To the student of psychic 
phenomena, this pamphlet is intensely interesting. It 
gives detailed'accounts of two cases of “double conscious
ness,” namely Mary Eiirancy Vennum, of Watseka, Ill., 
and Mary'Reynolds, of Venango Count)’, Pa. For sale at 
this office. Price 15 cents. ■

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to Old Records.” 
Told by Paul Cdrus. This book is heartily recommended 
to students of the science of religions, and to all who 
would gain a fair conception of Buddhism in its spirit and 
living principles. Spiritualist or Christian can scarcely 
read it without spiritual profit Price $1. For sale at 
thisoffice. - —' . .

To the Editor:—As I am at present 
enjoying a few days’ rest at beautiful 
Lily Dale, I thought it well to take ad
vantage of my leisure and write a few 
Unes in regard to my doings of late in 
the field of Spiritualistic labor.

During the month of June I com
bined business with pleasure. While 
stopping with friends in the town of 
Liberty, Maine, I found that delightful 
town both Liberty in name and liberal 
in nature, as I was Invited to, and did, 
occupy the pulpit of the Baptist church 
for several Sundays. While occupying 
that position, I preached as good Spirit
ualism as I knew how, and the best of 
it was it seemed to be well.received.

Concluding my work in Liberty, my 
next field of labor was at Island Lake 
camp.meeting, Michigan, and I can 
truly say that I had a most delightful 
stay at that beautiful camp-ground, 
meeting while there many earnest and 
true workers for our cause, among 
the number being the scholarly Dr. 
Schermerhorn and his genial wife, also 
that most energetic Individual, W. H. 
Bach; both of the gentlemen named 
were my co-workers on the rostrum of 
the camp, and I trust that our joint la
bors resulted In good.

Concluding my work at Island Lake 
on July 12, I profited by the kind invi
tation of my esteemed friend, W. H. 
Bach, and came to spend a few days at 
Lily Dale, at his delightful home, 
where I am at present enjoying Buch 
hospitality as can,.only be fully appre
ciated by a tiredjjuvpdium—no one to 
ask, “What do you .see for me?” apd 
“Won’t you please ¿^controlled a little 
while?” and all the rest of the endless 
demands that amdtnit? to an imposition 
on medlumistic good: nature. Ail of 
these things find no place in this ideal 
Spiritualistic home; : Mr. and Mrs. 
Bach are as busy nsibees all the time, 
and while their worfc'.incldentally gains 
them a livelihood,TJletbink by far the 
greater good derived! from their labor 
goes tp the interest of Spiritualism and 
Cassadaga Camp, bi ■ .

My next field of labor will be Queen 
City Park Camp,:: Vttmont, where I 
shall be until the 4th of August, after 
which I go to the ‘Vicksburg camp
meeting, Mich., where’ I am to officiate 
as chairman during the entire month 
of August.

The Young People’s Spiritual Union 
is highly appreciated here, and is doing 
a good work; it is gaining very rapidly 
in membership.

Farmer Riley, of Michigan, is here, 
and as usual is doing a grand work in 
convincing skeptics of the genuineness 
of materializing phenomena.

OSCAR A. EDGERLY.

PRAYERS I DESPISE.

I do not like to hear him pray 
On bended knee about an hour, 

For grace to speed him on his way, 
When he knows his neighbor has no 

flour.
I’d rather see him go to mill

And buy that luckless brother bread, 
And see his children eat their fill

And laugh beneath his humble shed.
I do not like to hear him pray, 

“Let blessings on the widow be,” 
Who never seeks her home to say, 

“If want overtakes you, come to me.”
I hate the prayer long and loud

That’s offered for the orphan’s weal 
Of him who dally sees him wronged, 

And only with his Ups does feel.
I do not like to hear her pray, 

With jeweled ears and silken dress, 
Whose washerwoman tolls all day 

And then Is asked to work for less.
Such pious creatures I despise;

With folded hands and face demure, 
They lift to heaven their angel eyes, 

And steal the earnings of the poor.
I hate to hear such soulless prayers 

If wrong, I hope to bo forgiven;
No angel will them upward bear—

They’re lost a million miles from 
heaven. —Mattle Cuddle.

AT THE FALL OF THE CURTAIN.

The curtain’s falling, and the lights 
burn low,

So, with God’s help, I’m ready now to

The laughter and the tears, 
And now, God knows, I would not see 

it twice.
I’ve crossed life’s ocean, faced its blind

ing foam, ■
But now heaven whispers I am nearing 

home, '
And though a storm-tossed hull I reach 

the shore, -
A thing of tattered sheets and broken 

spars, •.
Naked against the stars, 

I soon shall be at peace forever more.
For if again I pass these waters 

through,
I know the kingdom L am sailing to.
What boots it where I lie?—beneath 

the sod,
Or down the dark Impenetrable deep,1 
Where wayworn seamen slpcp?

All gates are good through which we 
pass to God.

—Blackwood's Magazine.

EDITH BRAMLEY’S VISION. A thrilling appeal to all who are interested 
in learning how the great forces of the Roman Catholic Church are seeking ’ 

to prevent the progress of liberalism. Price 15 cents. “ -
RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORY. In four parts; the whole com- , 
¡1 prising an earnest but fruitless search for a Historical Jesus. A volume ' 
of 407 pages, bound in cloth. By G. W. Brown, M. D. Price $1.50 ’
JOEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE. These poems are full of soul inspira- ' 
) te°a—r<$^ poetic gems; sweet with the highest thought. By Lizzlp . 

INKNOWN LIFE OF JESUS CHRIST. Since the writing of the New 
J testament no book has appeared of as great importance to Christianity aa 

this work. By Nicolas Notovitch. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper 25 cents. 
11BLE MARVEL WORKERS, and the wondrous power which helped or ’ 

U made them perform mighty works and utter inspired words. Personal 
characteristics of prophets aud apostles. By Allen Putnam. Price 75 cents.

IFE WORK OF CORA L. V. RICHMOND. An interesting book regard- 
L mg a world-renowned inspirational lecturer, a pioneer worker in Spiritual

ism. Compiled and edited by H D. Barrett. Price $2.00, postpaid. • 
of the two spheres. By Hudson Tuttle. Price, muslin, $1.00; paper, 50 ctsy , 
INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS. A real visit with friends on the other : ’ 
I side of life and a familiar talk. An interesting book. Bv Carrie E S 1 
Twing, medium. Price 50 cents.

STARNOS. A rosary of pearls, culled from the works of Andrew Jackson ' 
Davis. Intended to imbue the sorrowing and stricken heart with new 

inspiration. By Dr. Della E. Davis. Price 50 cents. -
HISTORY OF ATHARAEL. Life in the Stone Age. The history of 

Atharael, chief priest of a band of Al Aryans. Written through U G ' 
Figley. Is very interesting. Price 30 cents. .
IMMORTALITY. A poem in five cantos. “If a man die, shall he live?” ’ ‘ 
I is fully answered in beautiful style. A very interesting work. Bv W- 8 
Barlow. Price 00 cents. J *
NEW THOUGHT. Volumes I and H, in all containing 863 beautifully ; ’’ 

printed pages. Presenting the truth of Spiritualism in a very interesting : 
manner. By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, $1.50 and 75 cents. 6....
6OD IN THE CONSTITUTION. One of the best papers Colonel Ingersoll

ever wrote. Of importance to everyone. In paper cover, with likeness , 
ot the author. Price 10 cents; twelve copies for $1.00. - '
HOW TO MESMERIZE. Ancient and modem miracles explained by mes- 

mensm. An invaluable work. By the late Prof. J. W. Cadwell one of 
the most successful mesmerists. Price, paper, 50 cents.

OUT OF THE DEPTHS INTO THE LIGHT. This little book will ba ' 
read with intense interest by thousands. By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie • 

•E. 8. Twing, medium. Price 25 cents. • : <

“The World Beautiful.” By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent In their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought. 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete In it
self. Price, doth, $1 per volume. For 
sale at this office. .

What Is Spiritualism? and Shall Spir
itualists Save a Creed? Two lectures. 
By Mrs. Maria M. King. Price re
duced from 25 cents to 20 cents. -

THE DIVINE PLAN.
It is carried out in The Progressive 

Thinker office, a portion of the profits 
returning to each' subscriber in the 
form of a valuable book. The Progress
ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs 51.20. The 20 cents only a little 
more than pays for the expense of post
age, so the book Is practically a gift. A 
book like Art Magic is Invaluable for 
reference, and it should be in every li
brary. As we are aiding you, we ask 
you in turn to aid us by extending the 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, 
thus in a measure becoming a part of 
the Divine Plan yourself. ?

‘The Dead Man’s Message,” an occult 
romance by Florence Marryat. The 
author’s wide experience in Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
have prepared herto write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up In the course of her Investi
gation and studies. Cloth |L For sale 
at till« office.

?IB£E PICTURE-BOOK. Old Testament stories comically • 
illustrated. Exposure by ridicule; exposure by facts. The stories 

humorously told. By Watson Heston, Price, cloth, $1.50; boards $1.00. 
SPIRITUAL HARP. A collection of vocal music for the choir, congrega- ‘ 

tion and social circles. By J. M. Peebles and J, O. Barrett’ E H ~ 
Bailey, musical editor. Price $2.00. ’ ‘
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM, or a Concordance 
t of the principal passages of the Old and New Testament Scriptures which 
prove or imply Spiritualism. By Moses Hull. Price $1.00. ‘
BiBLE AND CHURCH DEGRADE WOMAN. By Elizabeth Cady

Stanton. Comprises three brief essays on The Effects of Woman Suf
frage on Questions of Morals and Religion. Price 10 cents. ..
0LBANP,™ PSYCHOLOGY. Twenty-four distinct inspirational lec

tures, delivered in New York, Brooklyn, Boston, Philadelphia, and other 
prominent cities. By W. J, Colville. Price $1.00.

DBVpLOPMENT AND DESTINY OF MAN. A Scientific and ‘ 
U Philosophical Treatise upon a subject of which man never tires__that bi
himself. By Thos. P. Fletcher. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cents. 
KORAN. Commonly called the “Alkoran of Mohammed." Translated 

into English from the original Arabic, with explanatory’ notes taken from 
tne most approved commentators. Price, cloth, $1.00. '
IIGHT OF EGYPT, or the Science of the Soul and the Stars. A grand 
L work of profound philosophical deductions, on a theme of great interest 
to everybody. Price $2.00. ' • •
INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS before the New York Unitarian Club. The 
I first lecture of an Infidel before a Christian Association, Ono of his 
best 12 pages, neatly printed. Price 6 cents; ten copies 50 cents. 
SPIRITUAL SONGSTER. A collection of thirty-eight Inspirational Songs, •

popuhr music, for .the use of congregations, circles find 
families. By Mattie E, Hull. Price-10 cents, or $7 per hundred. .

'-8 SAVIORS, or Christianity Before Christ- A'
t J? «t0• ^heT?acred mysteries of the present religions and their Oriental, ' 
formation. By Kereey Grans. Price $1.50; post^e 10 cents. ‘
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SURE AND READ.
¡The Physician Can Only Be the 

Servant or Handmaid of Nat
ure in the Cure of Disease.

r —
•' In reality, we can cine nothing; we 
can only remove, the offending cause 
¡While nature performs a cure, aud 
ifherefore lay It down as a fundamental 
maxim in medlciue, that all the physl- 
clan can do is te act as a servant or 
¡handmaid to nature.

The author of the "Medical Sketches” 
remarks iu relation to this subject: 
"The ancients not only observed the ef
fects of that Instinct by which brutes 
ere directed to certain plants for relief 
¡when they are unwell, aud then applied 
(them to the complaints of men, but 
iliey also attended with diligence to the 
manner in which nature, when left en
tirely to herself, relieved or threw off 
diseases, Tlifry perceived that certain 
disorders were carried off by spontane
ous vomitings, others by looseness, and 
others by augmented perspiration;, and 
Slaving thus learned how diseases were 
cured by nature, whenever her powers 
seemed too weak and tardy, then, and 
then only, they ventured to assist her 
by firt. . , .

“Here it is worthy of observation 
¡that although that sensation or instinct 
by which some animals are prompted 
to select particular vegetables for the 
removal of disorders, is not given in 
so strong or particular a degree to man, 
yet nature often directs him also, 
Though in a more general way, to the 
best method of relieving his com
plaints. In fevers, the patient general- 
Jy has a desire for cooling, light, aces
cent drinks, and dislikes those which 
are of a heavier and more heating na
ture; he covets juicy, ripe fruits of va
rious kinds, and nauseates animal 
food; a free stream of air, and a spa
cious, cool bed-chamber, are equally 
salutary and agreeable to him, while 
confined air and a small, heated room 
ure, pernicious and oppressive. In 
those instances, what the sick person 
shows an aversion to, has a tendency 
.to promote the disease; and what he 
k’elishes, has an effect in abating its 
¡violence, 
■ Other instances of the same kind 
might be enumerated; I will confine 
myself to one which I have frequently 
bad occasion to observe:

"Toward the end of very bad putrid 
fevers, when the patient, exhausted by 
the violence and length of the disease, 
lay constantly on his baek, had contin
ual startings in the tendons of the 
wrists; his lips and teeth being covered 
■With a black crust; his tongue trem
bling, and with difficulty held out; the 
pulse weak and quick; in this deplor
able condition, when the patient 
•seemed insensible to everything else, 
he rejected, with every mark of aver
sion that was in his power, medicines 
Of every kind; but upon his lips and 
tongue being moistened with wine, he 
sucked it iu greedily, and was soon 
cured." This doctrine is further ex
emplified by the writings of Dr. Hil
lary, who states in his secret of curing 
diseases, by adopting a better system, 
that*, “by accurately observing all the 
motions, endeavors, and Indications of 
nature to carry off and cure disease— 
and'by observing by what critical evac
uations she docs nt last cast off the 
morbid matter which enused them, and 
SO restores health— we may, by the 
same method of reasoning, know both 
the methods and the means we should 
use to assist nature in producing those 
salutary effects. If we avoid all hypo
thetical reasoning, and by thus observ
ing, following, and assisting nature, 
pgreeably to her indications, our prac
tice will always be more satisfactory 
land successful.

"The human body is so wisely and 
wonderfully formed, that whenever 
any noxious matter is got into it that 
Would bo injurious or destructive, we 
may observe that it always so irritates, 
stimulates, and offends nature, that 
she always exerts her power, or the vis 
vitae, to throw It off. And she acts 
with great regularity, order and uni
formity in her endeavors to expel the 
offending matter out of the body; and 
by carrying off tlie disease, restores 
health and preserves life.

“And thus, by observing, investigat
ing. and truly knowing the diseases 
and their causes, and justly reasoning 
therefrom.we shall know when to as
sist nature according to her indiea- 
•tions; and in this Is contained the chief 
part of medical knowledge, and the 
true scientific principles of the medical 
art. And when we shall thus have 
learned of nature, by observing her 
laws and indications, we may reason
ably hope to render the theory and 
practice of phvsie beneficial to man
kind.”

Wliy not try our methods of curing 
disease? If you believe what we have 
written, let us help Nature to effect a 
cure in your case.

DR. C. E. WATKINS,
AYER, MASS.

i Send Igo, sex and leading symptom.

Cured by Prayer.
For twelve years Mrs. William Suth

erland, of Webster City, Iowa, hud been 
crippled and unable to walk. She had 
been treated by the best physicians of 
the State without avail. Her husband 
recently interested her in tlie case of 
Mrs. Van Syke, also of that city, w-ho 
was reported as cured of a like malady 
by Chicago "Fiiith Cure” healers, and a 
week ago she received word from them 
that to-day at 10 o’clock they would 
pray for her.

Another message came this morning 
that prayers would take place for her 
recovery at that hour, and suggesting 
that she have friends-pray with her nt 
home. The house was surrounded at 
10 o'clock, and ten minutes later shouts 
from the inside notified tlie waiting 
crowd that something unusual had hap
pened. Describing her feelings after
ward, Mrs. Sutherland said she felt a 
thrill pass through her body as soon as 
the prayers commenced, and that she 
had all she could do to.keep from at-, 
tempting to rise to her feet long before 
she did.. She now walks easily, and 
says she feels not the slightest pain.

Many claim it was the excitement and 
her determination that effected thé 
cuve, but Mrs. Sutherland insists it was 
the efficacy of prayer. •

The above from the Times-Herald 
may seem wonderful, but so many sim
ilar cures have been made by these peo
ple, who do not themselves understand’ 
the philosophy of their treatment or the 
real cause of these favorable results, 
that they have come to be matters of 
general news in the secular press, 
whose editors long since gave up hope 
of a solution of the problem.

Prayer is the means of concentration 
of many minds upon tlie one susceptible 
person and "cure” vlbratep upon that 
concentrated mind current ,to the pa
tient. The patient had the suggestion 
that at that time.there would go up a 
concerted prayer for her regtçj-ation. 
Mind is superior to body. A general 
concentration of minds upon the con
scious mind jn control of' the afflicted 
body helped it to eorreet-thé errors of 
that body and restore, eqiiiforinity to 
body and mind. Not all persons can be 
reached, and not all errors can be cor-

ft LIBRftRY
The Spiritualist who commences now 

to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If he reject this, offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
think, in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family in the 
United States. Commence how, we re
peat, to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for Tlie Pro
gressive Thinker.

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 

—Your Melted Pebble Spectacles are 
all you claim for them, and even more. 

■Your Magnetized Compound is a won
derful remedy, and acts like magic 
upon sore and weak eyes. I would not 
be without it; Very respectfully, ■

MRS. J: A. PERKINS.
Easthampton; Mass. > ■ ■

For 80 days I will send a - sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mail.-

Clinton, Iowa. B. F. POOLE.

PRICE OF THE "SEQUEL."
The price hereafter of this number of 

The Progressive Thinker will be as fol
lows: Three cents for single copy. 
Where five or more are ordered, two 
cents per copy. Where one hundred or 
more copies are ordered, one dollar and 
fifty cents per hundred.

A VISION.

When evening shadows gather ’round, 
And dnvhght softly disappears, 

Wlien gently hushed Is every sound, 
.Aud mystic tones my spirit hears.

¿Angelic themes in thrilling strains, 
Pervade my inmost soul;

¡While music from the heavenly plains 
Doth every sense control.

■ ।I seem transported far away, 
To some fair land above;

.Where all is one eternal day 
Of gladness, jov and love.

■Y - . .. , - ■Long broken ties and wrested joys, 
With loved ones I renew, 

¡Without the pain that here alloys, 
Where never tears our hopes bedew.

A little while I’m thus entranced, 
Then back to earth I come;

My hopes of future life enhanced 
By that brief glance of home.

Only a dream? It may not be!
I’d fain believe that some, r 

In spirit vision thus may see 
And know their future home, 

MRS. E. J. BUCHANAN.
Charlestown. Mass.

>fe" , «■The Religion of tbe Future.” By a 
iWeil- This is a work of far more than 

fl ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
!tS untranimeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
'I' love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
fe - truth alone, will be pleased with It, and 
® well repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
h this office. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper.

Ep cents.
“Talleyrand’s letter to thé Pope” will 

be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and practices 
should be read by all. Sold at this of- 
Bee. Price 25 cents. .

"Social Upbuilding, Including co-op
erative Systems and thé Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. Di 
•Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
the last part, of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office. .

reeled. T.

Healing, Causes and Effects.
Dr. W. P. Phelon’s latest book, is a 

presentation from the spirit side of life 
of the basic priclples of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of tlie pro
cesses manifesting themselves in the 
operation of healing, is clearly shown 
to be the silent power of invisible force.

Under the head of “Causes and Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming.

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementáis, and man’s 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostiles of the Invisible World are 
described, and tlieir abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out ou the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. Tlie sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter.

The whole field of man’s relation to 
th<‘ forces bringing either the health 
which is harmony, or the discord which 
is disease is handled by one who evi
dently understands his subject. The 
booklet of 100 pages, Is proving its in
terest by its sales. Sent on receipt of 
fifty cents. For sale at this office.
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OF INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS.
Anyone who is sick and failed to find 

relief, should send their name and ad
dress (with stamp for reply) to. Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Call., and I will 
(through spirit power) send you the 
cause and condition of your trouble; 
and after I give you a correct diagno
sis, if you wish help I will make my 
terms within your reach.

N. B.—The above advertisement is for 
the benefit of suffering humanity, and 
if you know of any one who is slek, and 
is skeptical, show them the above ad. 
and I may convince them of the truth
of spirit return. 456

BEAI) IN^ MIND.
In sending remittances to this office, 

write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so ou a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to send money in 
a letter; if it is sent that way, and lost 
In the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided. ,

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

[Obituaries to tbe extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free.]

Drifted from mortal light, at San 
Diego, Cal., January 24, 1898, my wife, 
Mrs. Harriet D. Glover, in her (>6th 
year. Clairvoyant, trance and healing 
medium over forty years. The last 
three years she suffered with cancer of 
left breast. The last services were held 
at Los Angeles. Prof. W. C. Bowman 
officiated. No priests present: none 
wanted. R. C. GLOVER.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Jennie E. Case was born October 9. 
1860, In Clayton, Jefferson county, N.Y. 
Came to Michigan in 1864; was married
to II. L. Cole, October 
children were born to 
aged 14. Charlie, aged
higher life. June 27,

6. 1881. ’Two 
them, Ernest, 
12. Passed to

1898, aged 37
years. 8 months aud 18 days.

Tlie writer conducted the funeral
services, lu 
Sherwood.

Passed to 
son of Mr.

the Unitarian church at 
ANNA L. ROBINSON.

spirit life, Alfred J. Tweet, 
and Mrs. Thomas Tweet;

killed by lightning. July 6, 1898; age 
13 years and 8 months. Funeral took 
place July 0. conducted at the home by 
J. D. Conzet. Tbe body was taken to 
Eagle Bend, five miles distant, where 
at tbe G. A. R. hall, Mrs. Dr. J. S. Tyler 
gave a fine lecture to many listeners. 
At the G. A. R. cemetery tbe closing 
ceremonies were conducted by J. D.

"Poems or Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume Is tastily 
printed and bound. Price *1.

“The Infidelity of Eccleslastlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

"Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Spirit-life." "The Evolution 
of Man." Two papers, given in the in
terest of spiritual science, by Michael 
Faraday. Price 15 cents.

“’i'lie Prophets of Israel.” By Prof. 
C. H. Cornill, of tbe University of 
Koenigsberg. A scholarly and appreci
ative historical review of the prophets 
of Israel and their works. For sale 
at this office. Paper covers, 25c.

“Origin and Antiquity of Man.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. A masterly philosoph
ical work. English edition, nicely 
bound in cloth, $1. For sale at this 
office.

“Arcana of Nature; or tbe History 
and Laws of Creation." By Hudson 
Tuttle. A well-known and most pro
found treatise. Cloth, (1. For sale at 
thia office.

"Bible and Church Degrade Woman.” 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises 
three brief essays, on The Effect of 
Woman Suffrage on Questions of Mor
als and Religion; The Degraded Status 
of Woman In the Bible; The Christian
Church and Woman; written zln 
Stanton’s usual trenchant style, 
gale at this office. Price 10 cents.

"Human Culture and Cure.
First The Philosophy of Cure.

Mrs. 
For

Part 
(In-

Conzet.
Eagle Rend. Minn.

A SPIRITUALIST.

"From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives an account of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to tbe light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It Is written In a sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted to place in 
the bands of Christian people. Price 
15 cents.

“Tbe Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood.
Prof Lock wood is recognized as one of i
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros- I 
trum. In this little volume he presents 
In succinct form the substance of his 
ivctures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For 
sale at this office. Price 25 cents.

"Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to tbe Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment.” By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at this office.

"The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records." Told by Paul Carns. 
This book Is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit 
Price $1 For sale at this office.

“Right Living.” By Susan H. Wixon. 
The author shows a wise practicality In 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
which render the book jnore interesting 
and more easily confbrehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In tbe hands of mothers and 
teachers It may be. made very , useful. 
Young and old will be benefited by it 
Cloth SL - For sale at this office.

“Atlantis: The Antediluvian World.” 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history. 
U is Intensely interesting. Price.

eluding Methods and Instruments)." By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D, A very in
structive and valuable work. It should
have a wide circulation, as it well 
fills the promise of its title. For 
at thl» office. Price 75 cents.

"Ancient India: Its Language

ful- 
sale

and
Religions." By Prof. H. Oldenberg. 
The subject is of unusual Interest at 
tbe present time, and it Is here treated 
in a way to Interest and instruct all 
readers. For sale at this office. Paper, 
price 25c.

“Bncyctopeaia of Biblical Spiritual-
Ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 

I Passages of the Old and New Testa-
meet Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
importent books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results ot his many years’ study 
of the Bible In Its relations to Spiritual
ism. As its title denotes, it is a veri
table encyclopedia of infomatiob on the 
subject Price $1. For sale at this 
office. .

"Human Culture and Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development and, Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. ■ Price, cloth, 75c. 
For sale at this office.

"The Bridge Between Iwo 'Worlds." 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical bodies 
and their physical bodies with 
universal nature and their souls with 
the higher intelligences, to come into 
closer connection with the purer realms 
of tbe Spirit-World. It is written in the 
sweet spiritual .tone that characterizes 
all of Miss Judson’s literary works. 
Price, cloth, Ç1Ï paper, 75 cents.

"The Great-Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O.. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann. 
It is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and Its priesthood. Price 15c. 
For sale at this offleé-
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ASTONISHING!
DOCTOR A. B. DOBSON

Still Heals the Siek Through 
the Mediumship of.............

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker.

UR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Dr. Max Muelilcnbrucii,
PROPHETIC SEER,

A

j
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DR. J. A. BURROUGHS.
The past year we have diagnosed over

5,000
cases. The accuracy with which this 
was done has never been equalled. Our 
work has met with the unstinted praise 
of the regular medical profession. Tbe 
following from recent letters is

CONVINCING EVIDENCE
of the wonderful work we are enabled 
to do through our psychic gifts, coupled 
with the best medical education, exten
sive research and long experience:
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.

Deur Sirs:—You have given tbe diagnosis of my 
case much more accurately thuu several M.D’s. whom 
I have talked with. Very truly. Hklkn Labmon,

July 18,18‘J8. Avondale, Tex.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek. Mich.
Dear Friends:—Your diagnosis Is wouderful for its 

correctness. You seem tu read the internal parts of 
the human body like an open book.

Very truly, E. N. Swinbubn, 
August 1,1898. Mexico, Tex.

Drs, Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.
Gentlemen:—-The Diagnosis of my wife’s case was 

duly received and our doctor said It could not have 
been better if you bud seenber. Y'ours truly,

July 18, 1898. W. J. Holland,
Birmingham, Ata.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—Your dtngnosta of my case is correct In 

every respect. You located the cause of my disease 
as accurately as & foreign ,object could be located 
wlilianXray, Truly yours, Luoix Bust.

August 1,1898. Vicksburg, Mich.

Our FsuGlUGTrcatmcnt,

M
ild. .. ;.
AeiiETIZEt)' 
EDlCIliES,

and careful attention to the cases in
trusted to ua effect speedy cures, many 
difficult cases being cured in a month’s 
time and many cases pronounced incur
able have been cured in three or four 
months. ■—
Dr,. Peohlea 4 Burrough!, Battle Creek, Mleh.

Dear Sirs:—My daughter has never been so well as 
!be Is now, after taking your treatment. _

Very truly, 
July 13,1898.

Mas. H. M. Griffin, 
Bradford, Vt.

Dr«. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—My system lius Improved more with 

your treatment than all others combined.
Your» truly, 

July 87, ItOH.
. Col. G. H. Reynolds, 

Washington, Pa,

Dm. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—My wife Ie getting along finely, and will 

not need any more medteln.-. Thanking you for tbe 
be p received, 1 remain your» truly,

July 18, 1898. M. N. Davison, Merrillan, Wis.

It Your fire Sunurina
FROM ANY

GhfoniG Disease
Write us and obtain an

ftbsoiutBiu Correct
We have 

graving of 
printed on

Diagnosis Free, 
just issued a beautiful en- 
the Hydesville cottage, 

heavy paper, suitable for
framing, which we will send free unon 
application. It is something every 
Spiritualist should possess.

Remember to address

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

THE ELIMINATOR
Skeleton Keyerto Sacerdotal 

Secrets.
BY DR. R. BUWESTBROOK.
Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expot* 

Ing tho fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog* 
matte Christianity, containing many startling conclu
sions never before publtelwd, showing clearly the 
mythical -character of most of the Old and New Testa
ment stories, and provtng.tbat Jesus was an Imperson* 
atlon and not a person. A genuine sensation.
Price Si.50. For Sale at this Qfflce.

THESOUL, ~
Its Nature, Relations sal Expression tn Human Em 
bodiments. Given thnrtgh Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond, by her Guides. JUx>tik that every one who Is 
Interested tn ro-lncarnafton abonld read. Price 61.00. 

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE, 
- OR -

THKEE-F0LD POWER OF SEX.

BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

,™e 18 one ot the enthor’« most useful and In- 
«tracUve books. Tbb work should be read by every 
man and woman. Price, 50 cents. For sale at thia 
©nice. .

The Occult forces of Sex
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.

This admirable work consists or three pamphlets 
embodied In one volume, tn which questions ol great 
importance tothe race are discussed from the stand
point of an Advanced social reformer. Fric» B0 cent». 
Tor sale at this office.

If you wish Good Health 
should apply to her.

As a Spiritual Healer She 
No Equal.

you

fias

With her Magnetized Herbs all 
diseases that flesh is heir 
: . to are cured,

■, Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
ppweiv by-having her

DIAGNOSE tOUB CASE FREE.
Address all Mail to .

Mrs. Ur. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

testimonials.
June 25,1898.

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker-Dear Madam : 
—I send for another month’s treatment 
of your wonderful medicine. I have 
taken it one. month and I thank you a 
thousand times for the good it has al
ready done me. Yours truly,

MRS. FRANCES HAMILTON.
Hunters, Stevens Co., Wash.

July 5, 1898.
Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker:—I have 

taken your medicine as you ordered, 
and it has done wonders for me, I feel 
like a new woman. Respectfully yours, 

MRS. MARTHA MeCLELLEN.
Delavan, Wis. 455

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is the oldest and most successful Spiritual Physician 

now to practice- Hli cures are
THE MOST MAKVELOUS

of this age. HU examinations are correctly made, 
and free to all who send him name, age, sex aud lock 
of hair, and six cents in stamps. He doesu’t usk for 
any lending symptom. A clairvoyant doesu’t ueed 
any. Address

J. 8 LOUCKS, M. D, 
85 Warren st., Stoneham. Mass. 455

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,
The well-known Paychometrl.t end Business Medium
Headings personally, by letter or photograph suit). 
Three reasonable questions answered by mall for 
23 cents Address fit N. 52nd ave., Chicago. V.ycho- 
pathle treatments. gnj

Researches in Oriental History.

One

BY a. W. BROWN, M. D.
Fol. 13mo, 401 Paffet, Cloth,

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY. 
». RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.

, 3. DERIVATION OE CHRISTIANITY. i 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS? I

’ The whole comprliei an earnest but fruitless search 
for a Historical Jesus. ■

In ibis volume tbe Jews are clearly shown not to 
have been tbe holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. Tbe Messianic Idea fa traced to tbe Bac
trian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., and Its history Is 
outlined, following tbe waves of emigration, until it is 
fully developed Into Chrlstianliy, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soou after the commencement 
of the Christian era. •-» ,

Tbe book demonstrates that Christianity and Its cen 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system Is based 
ou fraud, falsehood, forgery, feur and force; and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions aro 
butsurvlvals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of tbe past; Its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read It without i-istructlon-and profit, whether 
be reaches the same conclusions with the author or 
otherwise. For sale at thia office»

"THE LYCEUM."
The Lyceum, devoted to the interests 

of the young, and to lyeeum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street. 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special interest in It. It
is published weekly. Try it. 437tf

DIVINE X-RAY
& jnarvellous
r Development
SI OTf MrJJ.Wtoey
•JJ THE CELEBRATED

Trance and Test Medium.

(SffzSSlSsIhiV« She has developed
Medical Clairvoyance,

ana will diagnose disease and treat with 
revealed remedies compounded for each 
patient clairvoyantly. Perfect satisfaction 
guaranteed. In order for the controls to 
satisfactorily diagnose, send age, sex, and 
leading symptom. Send stamp for terms 
of treatment.

Office 232 Stockton St., between Post 
and Geary Sts., Sail Francisco, CaL ■

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,

Author of “Helen Harlow's Vow,” “The Occult 
Forces of flex,'1 “Perfect Motherhood,” and many 
ether Works. Price 25 cents. For sole at this office.

THE AGE OF REASON.
By Thorn« Paine. Being an Investigation of True 

and Fabulous TlieoWgy. À new and complete edi
tion, from new plates and new type; 186 pages, post 
Bro, Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
T\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 

XX The “Stellar Key” Is tho philosophical Intro* 
duction to the revelations contained In this book. 
Some Idea of this little volume may be gained from the 
following table of contents: 1—Death and tbe After
Life; 2—Scenes in tbe Summer-Land; 9—Society In the 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centresin the Summer-Land: 
9—Winter-Land aniTSammerLand; Gt-Language and 
Life tn Summer-Land: 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate« in the Summer-Land: 9—Voice 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con 
tains more than double the amount of matter in fe?; 
mer editions, and Is enriched by a beauttni front» 
piece. Illustrating tbe “forma*.ton of the Splrltua 
Body.” Cloth 75 cento Poetage 5 cents. Bx>r uak 
at this office. -.

INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS
Before the New York Unitarian Club. The first time 
Intho history of the world that n Christian Association 
ever invited & nbted Infidel to lecture before them. 
Tbe lecture is a grand one, and was received by the 
Club with continuous apphusc from beginning to end. 
The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed. 
Price 6 cents: ten copies, *>u ccuts. • •

BIEÎLE OF BIBLES»
ByKerteyGraves. Itwlhwcupayperusal. FriMHW

OBSESSION.
How evil splolts Influence mortals. x>y M» 

P.23. Fries 10 cents. *

The Development of the Spirit
After Transition. By tho lato M. Faraday. Th» art- 

‘«tn of religions, and their lnfl»»nce upon tbe mental 
levelopmeat ot tbe bomen race. TnaKribad at tba 
request ata bans « eacieat pMMMaMf. Frtoe

Consultation by LetterFree
Send Postage Stamp for Reply.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.
No “Lock of Hail'” or “Leading 

Symptom” Required.

The following is taken from the Ban Francisco 
“Progress” of November 7,1895:

*'It gives us great pleasure to quote from the Light 
of Truth commendations of California and Califor
nians. Iu a late issue we read: ‘We note with pleas
ure the continued success of our friend and brother, 
Dr. W. M. Forster, of San Francisco, California. 
California has become noted for Its mediums; and 
although Dr. Forster Is not a native of the'United 
States, the people of California have learned to claim 
a proprietary interest in him just us If he were a 
‘native son.’ We hear good reports of him from all 
quarters, aud It gives us much pleasure to add our 
endorsement to the many accorded this gifted 
medium and educated gentleman.”

ABSENT TREATMENTS
By the Use of Vitalized Flannel. 

Cures all Manner of Diseases.

Dr. A, W. Birkbolz, the Healer.
Mrs. Mary M. Barher, DeKalb. 111., write-»: “You 

remember 1 told you there was aomeililug growing 
under my short ribs. Il is nearly al! gone. I applied 
the flannel as directed and sat for treatments every 
Tuesday and Friday evenings; and have felt bands on 
my head. Scud anutlier vitalized flannel,’’
•’Mrs. Exeline Tklton, 108 Cherry street. West 
Newton, Mass., writes: “I have bad absent treat
ments from you for my cough and feel that I have 
been benefited.”

Wm. Whebland, Edgar. Neb., again writes: “1 am 
slowlv Improving; have been out door a little each 
day for the last week. Ain gaining strength fast. 
My heart is stronger, and gaining, but Is weak yet. 
Have gained more In the last two weeks than In a 
year before. The last vitalized flannel did me more 
good than all things combined that 1 ever took. 1 
shall do all 1 can for you.”

Mrs. Wm. Laminan, Clifford, Mich., again writes: 
“Please send me another piece of tbe vitalized flan
nel, as 1 am better after using tbe last one.'1

August Rickert, Valentine, Neb., writes: “I re
ceived your letter and flannel, and am getting better. 
1 can feel It. My pains arc getting less and 1 feel 
belter every way.”

Address

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ,
NEW BUFFALO, MICH.

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE
Embracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance. Psyelioinetry 
aud Laws af Unfoldmeni, with Hee reading. For par- 
ticuliirs address EMMA RUDER, 101 Central avc., 
Hamilton, Ohio. 4W

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.
If you wish to know what ails 

you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State ago and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. G. BftTDORF, M. D
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

REED CITY SANITARIUM
REED CITY, MICH.

A. B. SPINNEY. M. ])., Proprietor; E. W. SPINNEY. 
M. D.. Resident PbyHctan, with consulting I'liyelclan» 
and surgeon# and professional nurbCH. The cheapest 
Sanitarium In the world: ft place for the poor nnd 
middle classes. Are you hick and discouraged? We 
will give free diagnosis by mull, beud tor question
Mat. prices and journals. 449if

SIX NEW LESSONS
IN MEDIUMSHIP.

Send 25c to J. M. * M. T. Allen. Springfield, Mo., 
and secure n set of these valutible Letsun». 4:»5

I.M. LANPHERE, M.D.
Paralyala, Ncrvons Prostration. Rbeumatfrm and 

other Chronic Diseases cured by Magnetic Remedies. 
Send stamp, with lock of hair, age »nd sex. for free 
clairvoyant «lliiunosls. P. O. Box 7, Cambridge. Vt. 463

PSYCHOMETRY
Applied to all tho conditions of life. Business. Soda!. 
Spiritual, in nil its details, by ihr applirHtlon of the 
sixth sense. Thorough Rtid sntlsfm lury delineation, 
from letter, lock of hair ur any substance bringing me 
in magnetic rapport. Enclose 11 In post«! or <*xpr<*sv 
note or registered letter. Address Mrs. Ei.oxkr 
Felkins. 3554 Vernon nv.. Chicago UI. 45ft

TALLEYRAND’S ~ 
LETTER TO THE POPE.

This work will be found especially Interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
tbe Bible. The historic facta stated, and the keen, 
scathing review of Romish ideas and practice! should 
be read >y all. Price. 25c. Fold at this office.

“THE WATSEKA WONDER.”
To tie student of psychic phenomena, this pamphlet 

la intensely Interesting. It gives detailed accounts of 
two cases of “double consciousness,” namely Mary 
Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka. IB., 8Dd Mary Ref* 
noids, of Venango county, Pa. Fcrtalo al this office. 
Price 15 cents.

JOAN, THE MEDIUM.
Or. tbe Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 

as a Leader or Annies. By Moses Hulu This is fit 
once tbe most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
ever written. No novel was ever more thnlUnglv in
teresting; no history more tnie. Price to cloth, 40 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

1HE DIAKKA.
THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH- 
JL if Victims, by tbe Beer, A J. Darla, Is a very In

teresting and suggestive work. It Is an explanation d 
much that Is false and repulsive In Spiritualism, em
bodying a most Important recent Interview with James 
VIctorWllBon, a resident of the Summer-land. Prto» 
SO cents. For sale at this olile*

*

»TO

Herbalist, Psycboiuetrist and Medic
al Clairvoyant.

Diagnosis of disease by look of hair 

(NO SYMPTOMS REQUIRED) 
five two cent stumps.

One read Psychometrlcally................................ «2 01
Full life reading* by mall..................• • ■ ■................»am
P. 0. Box US Oakland Cal.

Heading! to foreign conutrlei «2.00. Send tock of 
hair for all Ute readings.

COLLEGE OF FINE FORGES
An instltuic of refined Therapeutics, Including the 

Sun Cure, Vital Magnetism, Electricity, Miad Cure, 
and a higher science of life. Chemical affinity and 
basic principles developed with their marvelous ap
plications. Students lu four continents have takeu ths 
course. The college is chartered aud confers tbe de
gree of D. M., Doctor of Magnetics. By a system of 
printed questions students can lake the course and 
receive the diplomas at their own homes. Institution 
removed to 258 South Broadway, Lu» Angeles Cal- 
Dlplomfts granted under either the New Jersey or 
Cauioruia charier. Send »tamp for cauilogue io

<41tf E. D. BABBITT. M. D. LL D.. Deun.

DR. MANSFIELD’S
HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES
Are compounded clalrvoyanlly for each pallenl. Send 

l!‘““1,lns aymplom for FKEK DI
AGNOSIS and "Method« of Cure." 11. D. Burrelt. 
{“rest. N. S. A., E. W. Sprague, Lymau C. Howe and 
Mose» Hull HECOMMEND

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D.
176 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio,

Mediumship Is a Growth.
Philosophical S|ilrltualluUi admit this. Twice a 

week for twelve yea-1> 1 have but for the higher un
foldinent iu preparation for tbit, work us a Hruler 

b,“u‘i"' °wu h“nd-

DR. J. A. BAILEY,
ho. 142 Fifth Avenue, Clinton, Iowa.

NO DRUGS USED. NONE REQUIRED. 444tf.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cures all forms of stomach, liver aud kidney diHeaset 
also constipation. Asure curcfor that tired, worn-out 
feeling. Guaranteed to assist your system to health 
with pure, rich blood. Sufficient quantity for one 
month sent foril.oo.

One package of our Magnetized Compound for sore 
eyes or poor eyesight Has been used and pralied by 
thousands in al) parts of the world. Sent for 60 cents 
or all three sent postpaid for 11.00, with Yarma’s 
pbotuaud instructions bow lollve lOOyears.

, Melted Pebble Spectaclest 
Restorelosl vision. Write for Illustrated Circular! 

snowing styles and prices and photo of Spirit Yarma 
who developed Ude clairvoyant power in me. I can 
adjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles as perfectly to 
i«“Leye8 1? your .owu home M y°« were In my 
office, us thousands can testily. Send stamp for 
photo. B. F. Pools, Clinton, Iowa.

DR. A. A. KIMBALL
One of the most successful Magnetic Fhyslcitins for 

the cure of Insanity, obscsslun, l.ung.kldnev aud uth- 
er dtseasea. Cancers and tumors arc chemicaliy ab
sorbed under bls wonderful healing puwer. Engage
ment» can be made to trest special cMbcs at a distance 
In person, or fur board and treatment at hl» home. 
'Mil be at Verona Park, Buckbpurt, Me., during Au
gust. 10 Porter st., Malden, Mass. 457

PSYCHE' 
Is tlie invention of a practical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and is designed to develop medlniiishlp. 
Many, l>y |i» use, have received long communica
tions from spirit friends, and express great satisfac
tion. Price, it, »nd 20 cents extra for rxpre.sMige 
For sale at the office of Tun Pkogkessive Think kb,

rpillAL HEAPING 12 (ITS.- WITH 1-TI.I. NAME 
A plainly wrliren UH. S.Z. HAllXHÏ, 12G2S. Pivi!-
lull bl, Gruutl Raultlb. Mich. 455

DBACTK Al. ta illE TO SI'IUITCAIJSM. HEAL- 
1 Ing end Occult Sclciicc, with complete iiihu tor 
Seances ami Development ifi cents liy ProfesBur 
Wnlroml, opera llom-e Blunk, Dein er, Culo. tfititf

rpilE BUM» MED1CM. H. W. MM LAIR. WILL 
1 seud » Lift Rt’udlng. wllhdaicb mid iihhifk Mull 
luck uf hair »nd om- dollar. H. W. bl.XCLAIR. 4i9 
Wcbt HV., Jtickbun, Mieli. 4'ifl

MRS. M. L. GILLETTE. INDEPENDENT SLATE
writer, 218 Ehm 424 place. < incHgo, 4r>9

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
Trancean<l BuMness Medium, Sittings dully; huurs, 
IU to 4. Residence, 93 Bowen 11 v., Chicago. 111.

Something New and Reliable
If hick, write me » Iclh’r slating the fuel, with age, 

name, hex ami complexion »nd six cents In stumps 
and 1 will tell you just u hnt yum tloiible» tire by 
Psychic Power. niMi a means uf » rapid cure. I need 
no linlr or leading symptoms; yum letter Is eiioiigfi. 
Herballhtlc Remvdle» lu connection with Paychlc 
Power. AddrcKh or call.

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
¿MJ JI’arreHst, Stouehain, J/uk'.

Vi 1TTR VTITTlbl? accurately calculated by 1 VUlb Î LI UKJj Prof. Geo. W. Walroud, 
Astrologer. Rooms f> A: 7 Tabor Opera House Block, 
Denver, Colo. Chans from 11. Scud stamp for circu
lars. CMif

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
home. W|(| send » pamphlet |ri* Ing instruction!, 

(h iimate your phase of mediumship, and h spiritual 
song I 'Kik. All fur 25 cents. Address MRS. J. A. 
BLISS. San Diego. Cal. 458

BK. T. H. BLY S PRIVATE SANITARIUM. A 
Lying in H<>mr. ('xclmdvrly for women. AD «Ils* 

MM'Kil women cured. Write fot particulars io Dr.
Bly, 2¡ Ith st. S. MInneapull?, Minn. Il»l

ASTRAL READING
And your pl.'fisc "f Mc<lhnn»hip. with ioslriirtloos for
development ; alm a
Senddate of birth mid 2-> cent«

The Path to puwer.'-
If yon are

powers; If y<>u would break the bj piunlc ►pci; <>i im
aginary limitation, and exchange *■!< kness »nd sorrow 
tor Inalili and h:»ppitu’sb, you wti. r-nllze in this

rura. Mo. 457

7 QUESTIONS CORRECTLY ANSWERED FOR 
you by bending age. color <4 <-yc>. lurk of hair, rnd 
20c to pay !ur » trial cburfti ii r :ind prophetic read

ing. RR a teM. If poesllil«* send pilot«. It win here
’ tnrnr<l with reading. Full riiuiltiu' •'<«»■•. Adrian 

Keri.ew, Imx 247. North Pomona, < »11. i.m

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
Thlf medium, who If clalraudlent. <-htrvoyant. nay- 

eliometri«' aud prophetic, c-an be consulted «( No. li>30 
North Clark ti. Chicago. EngAgetucuu can !>c mad©
by letter. 4VHfmn morphineI U Ewi laudanum

H ® Iwl Stopped at once
A never-falling, harmless and permanent hi me 

cure. Trial treatment free on request.
Dr. J. C. Hoflman, 445 Isabella Bldg., Chicago, ill.

WANTED—GOOD MAN Oli WOMAN, 
to represent us In every town. Honcut 
Article; Good Seller. Will give you 

references. Address
IEKK0 COMPANY,
68 Dearborn SI., Chicago.
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WHITE MAGIC
Taught tn “Three Seven!,” a book of 271 puts. It is 
really a very Intereitlng and euggtettve WOK. Prlca 
D Yer sale at this office,

L ilt. -:i; BIRT!;,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 
Moses hull. This pamphlet besides giving tho Spir- 
lluallstic Interpretation of many things in tbe Bible— 
Interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavensandhellBbellcvddinby Spiritualists. Price, 
10cents.. ForsaJe.atthD.office...

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor of the National with Preface and Notes 

by Peter Ecklcr. Illustrated wlth views of tbe old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thoma, Clio Rickman, 
Joe Bsilow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland, 
Condorcet, Bristol, and the most prominent of Paine'» 
friends In Europe and America. Cloth. 76 ents.

Real Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given Inspirationally by Mn Mui. M. King. Vo. 

vin hot become weary while reeding UUi excellent 
cook. Price 75 cent». .. . . ■ ■

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 
BY 8. WEIL.

Creth. tl.25. Paper, 50 conta.
Tais Is a work of great value, written by one of th* 

Wn^t, most powerful and most truly rellgiooB 
r 'ndsofthe day. It Is particularly a work which 
should be put Into tbe hands of those who have freed 
themselves from tbe dogma« of orthodoxy and from 
tbe dogmas of materialistic science, for 1t will 
strengthen tbe conviction of tbe free mind that mind 
and senses are not the whole of life. ■

The chapters reveal a new method In psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of r 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable teneta can survive, and 
the childhood period of faith and fancy will be suncr* 
*®ded by knowledge and facts. For eaM at thia ofhee. 

~1IELEN HARLOW’S VOW; '
Or SelMustice. .

By Lots Kalsbrookcr. Many have read this book, 
man.'have re-read It, and many others out to rend It- 
It.hjnldbe read by every man and woman in tbs 
kind. It abows tbe falsities rampant to society In 
matters of moral and social Import, and the wrongi 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victims of social 
ostracism. It contains n fine likeness of th3-author. 
Tine cloth. 2S0 pages. 1 r'ets gi.oo

MIND READING AND BEYOND.
By Km. A. Hovey. 200 pages, with illustrations al 

the subjects treated upon. Price 11.25. w
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RE-BIRTH OF MftN
Existence Here Is a Proof of a Still Greater 

Future.
ALL THINGS ARE ETERNAL—MAN 

HAS IT WITHIN HIMSELF TO 
ABOLISH TIME LIMITS—THE 
CHANGE CALLED DEATH IS 
ONLY A STAGE IN THE WORK 
OF TRANSMIGRATION - COM
PLETE TEXT OF A DISCOURSE
DELIVERED 
CHURCH BY 
LUS LOOMIS. 

‘•Verily, verily,

AT ALL SOULS’ 
CASSIUS MARCEL-

I say unto thee, ex-
cept a man be born again, lie cannot 
see the kingdom of God."—John, 3-3.

The fact that we are all creatures of 
unsatisfied desire is proof that there 
are great tilings in store for us. The 
fact that ambition is tlie common heri
tage of the human race is also proof 
that life is constant, indivisible,eternal. 
Why, then, should tlie merest of us 
doubt, or fear, or worry? Eternity is 
now, always lias been, and always will 
be. Hence there is uo need of baste; 
all mortal interests will be served in 
their own good time, and this present 
life, which is but a snap of one’s finger 
in the great measure of eternity, cer
tainly ought not to embitter or even 
tinge with sorrow the great chain of 
lives before us. How do we know 
these things? Well, to the awakened 
soul—that soul which has slept and 
rested after a travail, perhaps, of
ages—is whispered a message of un
m Istallatile

I-
'To suggest a

time limit to such a being would be 
most absurd. Think of this a moment. 
Try to conceive of what is outside of 
this great universe. How can you pos
sibly imagine nothingness outside of it
all? Why, the very thought 
dizzy. Our successful 
COMPREHENSION OF 

TUDE,
is impossible; rightfully so,

makes one

1NF1N1-

of course,
since faith alone is provided us upon 
which to subsist—faith in nature, faith 
in ourselves, aud faith in God. Here 
we are, apparently from no choice of 
our own, Hying, breathing, waiting— 
waiting for what? Surely some great 
end or ultimatum, or the wonderful 
wheels of progress never would have 
been set in motion for our benefit. And 
yet. precious little real knowledge do 
we possess after all. Why? Because 
at every period of graduation we look 
ahead, and the wisdom yet to be gained 
seems still greater aud more In- 
surm’mntable. The more we know the 
more we find we do not know. This is 
the beginning of wisdom. And is it not 
proof of the grandness of the scheme 
of life? ('an we think to compass in
tellect. self-mastery, soul growth, am
bition, human love and affections by 
one brief sojourn upon a single planet, 
and tliat planet one of the crudest and 
smallest of our system of planets?

Most certainly there are great
THINGS IN STORE FOR US.

How shall we inherit them? By 
series of rebirths. Every inspired

a

thought. every period of now cxjieri- 
ence. every overcoming of self, of sor
row. or of haired, is a rebirth. We find
old conditions about us worn and 
tasteful. This is because we have 
grown them. What must follow? 
prudent man or woman moves on;

dis- 
out- 
Tlie

time to move on. that the energies of 
life shall bo renewed and made per
petual. Anything. 1 say. but a human 

• .fossil: anything but a respectful mum
my. clothed in the jewels and fine rai-

the kingdom of heaven Is yours! Once 
become aware that the old self is gone 
and that a new self moves your body 
about; Then life becomes perpetual. 
But ding to the old memories, the fam
ily fraditions, the follies and fancies of 
the past, and what a confusion sur
rounds you! You are masquerading in 
the garments of the dead, and refusing 
the luminous raiment given you at tlie 
time of your re-birth. To feel sure that 
your birth into heaven is at the time of 
dissolution alone is to kill ambition 
and destroy your latent gifts. Personal 
experiences permit me to assure the 
most skeptical of my hearers that 
when tlie moment conies to leave this 
life tlie change will be so slight, so 
peaceful, and so natural, that it will not 
equal by many degrees any single 
change of circumstances or location of 
residence during your entire career. 
Why should it? Casting off the body 
is a process without pain; to move 
from one town to another, or from one 
house to another, involves arduous 
duties, and perhaps sleepless nights of 
care and planning. The casting off of 
the body we do not need to prepare for; 
to move our household goods the most 
careful preparation is necessary.

They who have been at death's door 
and have taken a
PEEP ACROSS THE THRESHOLD, 

can testify to the truth of these things. 
People wedded to material things are 
constantly dying, because of their 
habitual fear and worry. They grow 
old for the same reason. I have learned 
to look upon growing old and dying as 
habits merely. ■ One can die a hundred 
deaths without a single demand upon 
the undyrtilker for his services; can get 
a series of wrinkles upon liis face at 
the age of forty-five—or, lie can avoid 
the wrinkles and the hundred deaths 
by tlie mere knowledge that all things 
are eternal and lovable; that life is jier- 
petual; that there is no need of hurry, 
worry or excitement, but that, every
thing being timed mid orderly, the 
scheme of life Is of Itself whole and 
without omission, and just what every 
one needs to reach tlie greatest heights 
of unfoldment. I have seen an expert 
bull player, while Ihe crowd of spec
tators grow wild with excitement, 
reach up mid catch the ball with all the 
smoothness of motion Imaginable. He 
who thus hits hold of himself is not dis
turbed by the tumuituous applause, 
even though the success of tlie day 
may depend upon his single act of 
adroit catching. So with him or her 
who has reached n perfect peace of 
soul. The din of the rabble does not 
reach liis ears, for Ins pulse is timed to 
the great heart beats of his Maker. 
Hurry? Why, such a being has lost 
the meaning of the word. He can look 
back uiion bls life, and though at times 
rugged roads and complicated circum
stances have been encountered, lie sees 
that his whole career has. after all. 
tilled together like n piece of delicate 
mechanism. Thal many times had he 
persisted in doing What self dictated, 
sucli 'mid such ultimate things could 
not have come about. By attaining to 
a peace of soul he learns more readily 
tlie law of adaptation and use. He 
does not dash with his neighbor, and 
more than all. he radiates the love ele
ment to every one about him. as Christ 
radiated his benign love to his follow
ers. however humble or debased.

not need to be so frequent. Nature 
would be obeyed without travail; the 
law would be heeded without compul
sion. A single thought upon this sub
ject reveals to us that the masculine 
element is electric, the feminine mag
netic. Combine the two equally and 
there results a balance. Again, the 
masculine nature is intellectual, the 
feminine partakes of the love or 
mother principle. Cultivate the former 
alone and the student may spindle up 
and go to seed, as it were, or sicken 
and die of mental dyspepsia. To en
courage the latter one would be in 
danger of losing heart in oversym
pathy for others, or in religious ex
tremes, and perhaps be driven from 
earth by body or soul exhaustion. The 
electric person is a being of moods, and 
suffers from electrical storms or 
neighborhood agitations. A person 
with ample faith is necessarily mag
netic, though if this side is too much 
nurtured emotional extremes are apt to 
follow. Sex makes no difference in the 
acquisition of these propensities. There 
can be the emotional man or woman, 
or the chilly, masculine, electric man or 
woman. But combine both the electric 
(masculine) and the magnetic (femi
nine) elements equally, and what a 
loveable creature do you meet. Christ, 
so-far as his earthly career was con
cerned, was as much a woman as a

attract the rabblej ¡while true spiritual 
insight needs no trumpets or heraldry 
to announce its presence at the gates. 

;It is the rabble, the money changers, 
the hero worshipers, who rear monu
ments to the men. and women who do 
not want them.-.’¿'heir measure of 
greatness is that wjjich is visible to the 
eye and their bjitgr senses, and not 
that a person can fbe truly great and 
humbleat the saiticdime. During the 
man age just alluded to, greatness has 
consisted of what people have said and 
done. In the future the greatness of 
the people will consist largely not in 
what they say or d.o, but in what they 
think. Not in doing to win a name, but 
in holding to the thought of right, and 
yet keeping silent, Why this silence? 
Ilas it not been ascertained that 
thought travels swiftly through the 
currents about us, jn waves, and does 
its work where armies fall to conquer? 
We have been living through the age 
of words—now we are coming to the 
thought age, where words shall be but 
secondary. It is hard, 1 know, for the 
average mind to grasp this truth; but 
the sensitized, spirit ear lias already 
caught the prophecy, though few have 
dared to give it forth to the world.

last an explorer of continents—indeed, 
what undertaking is there too great for 
that now master mind, the mind, you 
say, that once explored with wonder
ment the mechanism of its rattle box. 
But there comes, perhaps, the hour of 
dotage, or, as we charitably term it, 
"second childhood.” In all this crea
ture’s climbing he may have grasped 
too clingingly the rungs of materiality; 
he may have traversed the circumfer
ence and neglected the center; he may 
have looked constantly without for 
guidance and not within; lie may have 
grown proud of the works of man and 
revered not God; he may have sought 
to build up the objective rather than 
the subjective, self; yea, he may have 
set the personal self on a pinnacle 
above the humble ego within, until the 
spirit, at last bound to a clod, frees 
itself as with a bound and passes on. 
Poor man! bis intellect is gone, his 
hope is gone, his spirit is gone! Where 
has that spirit gone? Aye, it is too 
true, that only the man’s soul, uud that 
nearly dead, is moving the clay about.

What Is the reverse of this? Per
petual youth

MIGHT HAVE BEEN WON

ment of liis One cannot
be born again and retain his family 
heritages. The Mailer loves tlie being 
xVho strikes out against tlie existing 
currents and battles liis way to the op
posite shore. It takes spirit to do this, 
as it takes spirit (o fight a battle or do 
a kindness. A common phrase is to 
say: "Poor fellow, he seems to have 
lost his spirit!" True in more ways 
tlihn one. Decrepit^ dejected, morbid 
in manner and speech, that person's 
spirit is gone indeed, and only his soul, 
now nearly dead, is moving him about. 
To live constantly is to retain the vigor 
of the athlete until the last. There is 
but one death, and that Is a descending

The ethics of life present many pe
culiar phases. Doubt is the stumbling
block of many. How 
you been at a loss to

frequently have 
know just what

All popular greatness is nauseating 
to tlte man or woman who sees beyond, 
or to him or her who knows that God

by an ever interblending of heaven 
earth—heaven gleaned from the 
lence, earth to do the bidding of

and 
si

tile

into the mire of 
doing is life—not 
birth as well.

JI list we deny

wrong doing. Right-
only life, but a re-

that more
hie upon this planet shall be

than one 
nccessa ry

to endow us witli needed earthly ex
periences? Does it not indeed seem 
natural? Thal my life has fallen far 
short of what 1 wish to make it, 1 be
lieve. is sufficient to call me back Into 
a physical body, that I may try again. 
While this belief must of needs remain 
unproven to the bulk of mankind, it is 
to me the only rational explanation for 
the differences in worldly fortunes, in 
mental caliber, in bodily appearances, 
and in racial tendencies. Some chil
dren know a lesson with scarcely a 
glance at their books; others plod 
through their lessons and forget them 
in n day. A fertile soil, enriched with 
many, many previous lives, makes the 
propagation of ideas easy and abun
dant. A barren soil will not pay for 
the waste of time spent upon it.

But we need not wait for
THE CHANGE CALLED DEATH.

-Some great illness of body, the result 
of a violation of natural law, perhaps, 
overtakes you. You are prostrated, 
and your vitality is at a low ebb. At 
the lowest point iu your illness new 
and delicate nerves begin to form 
throughout your system, new tissues of 

. body, new particles of blood—aye, new 
and holier thoughts, if you please, are 
crowding out the old/.and in a few 
weeks yob are well again. But. 
strangely enough, the old self seems to 
have vanished,, and a new being an
swers to your name. Yes, only the old 
name given you by your ancestors re
mains. You have been born again, and

lo do and how to do it. There is a way 
of deciding whether

YOU ARE RIGHT OR WRONG.
and it may not be amiss to give you 
my way in words. It is rather hard to 
explain the exact modus operand!, for 
it is a sort of woman's way of reaching 
a conclusion—she is never quite clear 
how she reaches it. but she' does, and 
that Is all there is about II. But when 
I come upon an apparent duty, and 
there is a question whether 1 might (o 
comply or not. my way has been to 
hesitate a moment and look within. 
Turn the eyes inward and wait. Leave 
tlie world as it were and dwell in tile 
regions of the spirit. Do not project 
the will, the self, or the sense desires. 
After sufficient practice in this there 
will come to you. if you are right, a 
wholesome glow about and within your 
heart, an answer of comfort to your in
quiry, and If you are living the life you 
can rely upon that assurance almost 
invariably. If you are wrong there 
comes to you a secret sense of depres
sion; then if you are wise you will look 
many times before you leap. This we 
call the development of the sixth sense 
—the sense of intuition. This to-day is 
already largely the gift of womanhood, 
tlie impelling force that is calling our 
talented mothers and sisters together 
in their great conventions, first in the' 
East, and then in the West. Like our 
investigations Into the possibilities of 
electricity, we arc just entering upon 
the borderland Of this realm of In
tuition. In our cycle of time it may be 
called a racial rebirth, necessary, sub
tle. and unmistakable. It is to do away 
with war and the love of power and 
money. It is to found the universal 
brotherhood,, and make men love 
rather than .’hate. Love shall be as the 
groom and Tolerance as- the bride in 
the human family, and ultimate peace 
and unity shall be as inevitable as tho 
day and the night. ; ■ •

» ♦ »■♦.-» *

A lack of balancé results in in
harmony and suffering. For example, 
did men and women possess an even 
blending of the
MASCULINE AND THE FEMININE 
elements, rebirths in this life would

r

CASSIUS MARCELLUS LOOMIS.

mini—that is. lie had both the mas
culine and the feminine attributes 
equally, or nearly equally, counter
balanced. In that lay his power of 
healing and his nearness to the Father. 
God spirit is both masculine and fem
inine. This is to be man's inheritance 
finally, after ho has passed through a 
succession of rebirths. The secret of a 
successful preacher is his electric and 
magnetic gifts, properly combined. The 
secret of a physician's failure must be 
duo to opposite reasons.

Review history, ami we find that the 
man age has predominated; the future 
is to bo

THE AGE OF WOMEN, 
though, possibly, the pendulum may 
swing too far to the opposite extreme, 
and the great human heart'may bleed 
too/profusely for the downtrodden and 
afflicted. But this much can be relied 
upon, that when the pendulum ceases 
swinging we shall have reached the 
happy medium between the two ex
tremes, and this shall lie the age of 
rest and harmony, of peace aud love, 
as if heaven indeed had come to us 
here upon earth. It will lie an age 
neither male nor female, but both. 
There' will be the intellectual growth 
and the deep mother love combined. Is 
there not indeed great things in store 
for us?

A mistaken notion exists regarding 
sex. To my mind sex exists only as

A MATTER OF CONVENIENCE 
during a planetary life; that when the 
lower self becomes united with the 
higher self sex ceases, and we are 
known as equals, except that we still 
possess the male and female attributes, 
accordingly as we have acquired- them 
during our school of mundane ex
périence. For man to claim a mastery 
or superiority over woman, or woman 
over man, is therefore an absurdity.- 
One is as necessary as the other to the 
prolongation of life, the same as the 
positive and negative poles are always 
necessary in a harmonious working of 
the universe. ' :

There exists a wrongful notion, too, 
regarding personal greatness. Is the 
man or woman who rules a nation well 
any ’greater than he who earns his 
daily bread and 'does it well?- Both are 
actuated by tiielr highest motives of 
life. Why. then, are theyxuot equals? 
It will soon dawn upon the popular 
miiid that thé . •
DAY OF-PERSONAL GREATNESS 
is past; that.the philosopher of the fu
ture will not be known to any great ex
tent, but will be-a deVoled worker and 
thinker in the silence. Noise and show

slill rules (ho heavens, though cannons 
boom upon eartlilj seas from midnight 
to noon Iiicessantly. The so-called great 
heroes of the past will

NEED TO BE BORN AGAIN 

ere they can enjoy their coveted glory. 
How strange, I say, that men should 
so stand in their own light as not to 
know that their vaunted personal pow
ers are but weaknesses after all. A 
single shock from the electric fluid will 
take the life of a king as quickly as 
that of a savage. We do not need the 
heavy stroke of the headman's ax as of 
old, for we have with us an invisible 
yet subtle agency to do our bidding 
hitherto unknown. Suppose the time 
shall come when a thought sent forth 
from a livid brain shall take a life in 
the twinkle of an eye. Will we not then 
learn to ibe more discreet with our 
thinking, less prone to anger and per
nicious scheming?

Suppose we were) to be suddenly 
lifted to a very highfaltitude above the 
earth, looking down; All would appear 
flat and insipid. Obr highest mountains 
would seem like hills, and our loftiest 
temples and monuments mere specks 
of nothingness. And yet men boast of 
their greatness -as isubduers of other 
men, and go Into rAges over disputed 
acres, and to othei Tittle souls they 
seem like lions roaring in the forest. 
From our high altitude there is a per
fect calm everyWhenU-we have risen 
above all strife and; turmoil, and the 
battles of the arintes even seem like 
children's play at the best. Why. down 
In that torrid region,men fight that na
tions may live; up where we are not 
only are we ;UilIIrig that nations 
shall live, but lUè béhbld about us the 
revolving planets—tfié- whole universe, 
even—which exists, Tiioves, and has its 
being without the slip of a single cog 
in Its machineryX.Must we wait to be 
born again to see thé vanity of surface 
conflict, when there is a. mightier and 
deeper victory to be gained up here in 
God’s holy calm? f i i! '•

WE LIVE BY PHASES. ■ 
Each phase is- à rebirth. The infant
turns from its .inothèr’sLbrcaBt and ex
plores with tiny, fingei's.-nnd wondering 
eyes the mechanism of its rattle box. 
At that moment .111 other worldly 
knowledge is as naught.to him; and the 
rattle box serves its end to amuse and 
instruct the infant mind. A doll next, 
a cart with two wheels next, the kin
dergarten next," the primer next—in
deed, what a world of unthought-of 
tilings are unfolding themselves to the 
untutored child-mind, as it moves for
ward with leaps and bounds—a teacher 
anon, then a writer or preacher, and at

active mind during each succeeding 
phase. What of that fiction writer 
who, in a moment of depression, threw 
herself from her bedroom window aud 
thereby took her own life? Had she 
laid aside her pen and waited some 
newer and holier work than story 
writlag would have come to her. But 
no; when her inspiration ceased, and 
since writing was her chosen lot, would 
not the world condemn her for casting 
aside the name site had already won 
and have caller! her weak? Could she 
stand up and say that the goal of her 
ambitious as a story writer was beyond 
her reach? A tragic death was prefer
able to this, and all beeiiuse of a single 
personal ambition in this one short 
hour of eternity. Weak, weak mortals! 
to aspire to win the plaudits of other 
mortals. Why desire lite plaudits at 
all? A desire is never legitimate except 
that It abrogates its jiersonal rights. A 
child lu n grieved state may appeal to 
its parent for some fancied right of 
childhood. The prudent philosopher 
makes no appeal, but deliberately 

• gathers from the silence a power to 
overcome the next and greater oppo
sition. His victory is a rebirth, and if 
he continues to live the life always he 
will retain his master faculties until 
the last, then drop out of the line of 
ma roll without a moment's warning or 
regret.the same as tlie seared and yel
low leaf drops peacefully from the pa
rent tree. Thus do both soul and spirit 
go on together, as natural law has de
creed they should. Such a life will need 
no tombstone to perpetuate It; it was 
born of a living flame aud does not 
cease at death. Can anything be more 
encouraging to him or her who feels 
tempted to falter by ihe wayside? Cer
tainly. my friends, there are great 
things in store for us. In the past we 
have spoken of the man Jesus, but 
have forgotten tlie Christ principle; we 
hive enjoyed our national glory and 
lauded our men of note, but have’over
looked the obscure hero who has 
quietly relieved the halt and the lame 
about him.

Earthly possessions do not
BELONG TO THE RICH ALONE.

I saunter past my neighbor's house and 
behold his beds of roses and beautiful 
lawns. The build of his house suits 
me, and I fall to admiring the sur
roundings generally, in very fact. I 
have a part ownership in those beau
tiful possessions, and lie knows it. I 
assume that ownership without legal 
conveyance. If he is standing at his 
window as I pass by, and is thus a wit
ness to my enjoyment, a feeling of gen
erous fellowship steals over him too, 

■and he goes willingly off and pays his 
taxes, because be has made one more 
mortal happy. Ownership does not 
always consist in holding the deeds. I. 
and so do you. have an interest in 
every well-kept farm and door-yard in 
America. My Interest makes me a mil
lionaire outright—and still I do not 
have to pay tlie taxes.

But with all these fine-spun notions 
and modern reasonings, victims to the 
race thought have we been, and that 
with a vengeance. The past has taught 
us to believe in -
LOST SOULS AND TOTAL DE

PRAVITY.
To-day, thank our stars, these things 
are becoming decidedly unpopular, if 
not wholly disbelieved. We have been 
taught that disease, if left to become 
chronic, will destroy the body, as if the 
body were a mere machine, without 
the essence known as life. We have 
been told that to Inject a filthy poison 
into the pure blood of a child will pre
vent smallpox, and though this un
founded theory lias been disproved 
time and again, medical science still in
sists upon it to the annoyance of the 
people who know better. When men 
and women unite with All Souls’ 
Church in Chicago they are asked to do 
their own thinking. This is not in ac
cordance with the race thought by any 
means!. We have been brought up to 
believe that the thinking should be left 
to the minister wholly, who must think 
hard, dubiously hard, even though the 
thermometer be 90 in the shade, and 
his rent past due and his children rag
ged and hungry. We have had our 
marriage ceremonies so worded that 
the man owns the woman and the 
woman the man. body and soul, and, 
this being the case, in a few mouths 
the bridal pair begin to chafe under 
thejy'oke. they'have been'.glven.to bear. 
Why not make love last a lifetime? I 
believe that courtship should last 
through life, and not .be spoil cd iy. a 
mere legal ceremony. Freedom in wed
lock the-same, as in ttye nation.-arid 
then that4 very4 freedom’ keeps tlie-1 
couple and nation together. . ...

• : We have had , ' ' ' ‘ ■
"THE BELIEF IN HEREDITY 

preached and written about so much 
that, unless the son or daughter has 
the whole list of ailments belonging to 
the family, good and pious parents are

sä

led to believe there is something wrong 
somewhere. In the parent mind is a 
list of child troubles, from the measles 
to the mumps, and rejoiced are they 
when the “symptoms” begin to show 
themselves. "Better that they have 
them now than when they get older!” 
Away with such juggling with error. 
Go out into the woods and watch the 
birds. Are they nursing their young 
with a cupboard full of specifies and a 
family physician to boot? Even from 
the birds we might learn our lessons 
and be sensible. Harmony is health, 
and medicine has never yet worked 
harmony. To kill and eat our fellow
creatures does not improve our moral 
growth or cleanliness, though the race 
thought stands out boldly here and we 
go on doing as our forefathers did. 
quite as if the world were standing 
still, instead of moving.

Even then 1 do not feel to find fault, 
for heaven knows we are advancing 
Into the realm of good sense with won
derful rapidity. Think not that I be
lieve civilization is a whit behind 
time—not at all. We are on the home 
stretch and will cross the tape' in just 
the right time—not a moment too late 
or too soon. All evems are scheduled 
to a nicety, and if past error is doomed 
it will be doomed just the same, though 
I had kept silent and spoken not a 
word to-day. But at times I become so 
thrilled to come forward and relate to 
somebody my soul and body emancipa
tion, that I believe 1 have brought upon 
myself this most valued opportunity so 
to do. 1 have always held that to give 
out one thought, two new thoughts will 
arrive to take its place. This is tile 
secret of inspiration. A teacher grows 
wise by teaching. The book-worm 
takes in dead men’s thoughts and gives 
out nothing. He becomes a fossil and 
Is not missed when he dies. But the 
live man or woman speaks out (only 
when necessary, however), and it is 
like sweeping cobwebs out of the mind 
to make room for the new set of fur
nishings ready to be placed therein. 1 
like to watch thut old lady and gentle
man, whose eyes keep full of mirt'h 
ami good will, even during the sunsei 
of their lives. They are alive to the 
things that now are. they can counsel 
without resort to prejudice, or can put 
a little grim humor jnto their prayers; 
and when we attend their burial rites 
wc discover no death whatever about 
their casketg. Some comforting voice 
whispers to us that they are not dead. 
To be sure they are not; a child does 
not need to be told that. They have 
merely been born again, in common 
wlih the other saints.

Were I to tell you that

THE STUDY OF VIBRATIONS 
is the most ihrilling, extensive, yet 
commonplace study at hand, you might 
wonder where I get my facts. Through
out the earthly realm there Is a vibra
tion as constant as the tick of a clock. 
Our planet turns in response to this. 
Vibration of such sort can be computed

we were always sure just which ofi 
these two fellows are dealing with us, 
we might regulate our credits with him 
more safely. When endowed with a 
full set of spiritual faculties we will 
know this by the rate of vibration ho 
sends out toward us. ■ ■

A STEADY POLARIZATION 
toward a righteous object, letting tho 
minor difficulties slip by and still keep
ing a steady eye, is the way the hero 
wins, be he known or unknown. Grad
ually about him is formed a vibratory- 
aura which is magnetic and winch 
draws unto Itself the object sought. 
When we seek this filing to-day ami 
that to-morrow, a favorable rate of vi
bration does not establish itself. Na
ture is exceedingly kind to her sub
jects, and though we violate a law, 
seven times seven, there is still a re
maining (though diminished) chance of 
catching up should we ever get sen
sible. This to me means that salvation 
is within the reach of him or her who 
has erred, old-time beliefs to the con
trary notwithstanding.

Now, it certainly is hard to cut this 
discourse short, and 1 think 1 realize 
for the first time in my life why some 
sermons are long in spite of a tired and 
beleaguered audience. But with my 
message to deliver, a thousand other 
thoughts come crowding in and plead 
for utterance until, really. I find there' 
is more to be left out of a discourse 
than there can possibly be put into one. 
But let me say in capitulation, that 
when we are born again the labor in
cident thereto is much less when we 
live and think naturally. We are all 
letl kindly and wisely, and therefore 
have nothing to fear. We are members 
of one family, and not a soul will ever 
be lost. There is a

PREMIUM UPON GOOD HABITS 
and righteous thinking—a regular rate 
of Interest compounded semi-hourly— 
and you are clipping off the coupons 
constantly. Then why not stand up 
straight and cease leaning upon props? 
Be above taking offense,'for if a right
eous soul cannot give offense, it cer
tainly should not take one. It ihe time 
comes to move on. move, if you have to 
ride on the locomotive or an emigrant 
train. Do not grow respeetablv old tn
the tracks of 
you get soggy 
gins eating ut

your forefathers. When 
and sleepy the mxeet be-
your core. To my mjnd- 

there is more real religion in a hearty)- 
laugh than a page of precepts; more-

by science, 
bra I ion has

Every lower phase of vi- 
ils correspondingly higher

phase—here the material, up there the
more Immeasurably
are the purely spiritual vibrations. Do 
they not temper our dreams and mag
nify a thousand-fold our sensations of 
life? And yet the vibrations of dreams 
are crude and insufficient beside those 
of the spirit realm, where only spirit 
exists. Then, further, the manifesta
tion of the law. supreme and eternal, is 
subject to vibrations far beyond hu
man imagery. So then, if all this sys
tem of vibration exists-vibralion with
in the most inert materia), as well as 
throughout the sublimed God-self—are 
we going to be unjust by not keeping 
ourselves in time with all that is, the 
lowliest creatures of our earth and the 
infinite ns well? Are we going to be
lieve in evil, tight it. condemn it, and
thus magnify it, when, in 
so-called

IS BUT UNDEVELOPED 
For the force spent upon an 
act or commotion. If spent

fact, evil

GOOD? 

untoward 
in doing

good, goes two or three times as far. 
What we have called evil is negative, 
and therefore exists not. Good is pos
itive and real, and is cumulative in its 
nature. Our re-births are laborious be
cause of cross vibrations. Him whom 
we call our enemy lias vibrations about 
him which conflict with ours. Our lives 
are embittered because the old Adam 
in us refuses to down. Self prompts us 
to act not wholly just, and we temper 
the vibrations about us with chords of 
inharmony. No matter if the scheme 
be not carried out, you have sent into 
the thought current a false note, aud 
better indeed had you banished the 
thought beforehand. That creature.
self, was a rather cunning piece of 
handiwork of him who created us. An 
enemy in ambush. a disturber of the 
peace, a fellow who relishes a strong 
drink or an excuse to fight, is self, our 
ever-present double. The Maker gave 
us this ubiquitous creature to be over
come. not fed and indulged. We have 
discovered that self turns a wry face 
upon the other fellow tour more genteel 
self) when prodded to keep down a lit
tle. He wiuces when hurt, but bobs up 
again presently, dud he is not afraid of 
condign punishment. This being true, 
our prayers in his behalf have been 
more or less lost, because when we 

-have prayed wc have asked, and not 
demanded, grace. We have supplicated 
and gone out of our way to ask for that 
which already is. when to demand our 
share of what is brings it to us first
handed. This self, even, has been 
caught praying selfishly and asking for 
imposs.ible things. The most direct way 
is for the other self to demand his right 
as a member of the great household— 
As a part of the infinite, if you please— 
and the akasa yields up-his true meas
ure o£ salvation without a protest. But 
you ask. if wc are to love and revere 
all that'is; ought We to love that other 
or- lower self? 'Why, moderately,' If 
you-please—love him to help keep the 
peace; Some people love him to dis
traction and overlook everybody else. 
They overdo it. That self whom we 
have styled “Old Adam”, loves - to be 
fondled and coped over and made com
fortable. You see you can overdo even 
a fit of loving. People born under the 
sign of Gemini, the sign of the twins, 
are said to be double, distinctly so. If

dellgbt than glory In a conundrum; yet ; 
continual laughs ami conundrum^ 
would never do. Proportion the mix
tore Just right, and we get into heaven 
naturally. Indeed, we make earth a 
veritable heaven and done with It—no 
wailing for the trumpets to blow or tha 
shining gates to open. You are aware 
that all is well that ends well. Thia 
may be true, except that we don’t want 
life to end anywhere, but to go right on 
like the river, which, though it has a . 
bed, never sleeps. Do not fear, but love . 
your Creator and your fellow men ■’ 
dearly. Love is eternal, and so are you; 
Every re-birth Is attended by n well- 
ordered crucifixion -tile okL must be' 
laid away in tlie sepulcher awaiting ~ 
transmutation Into the diviner aimos- 
phere. The force spent upon the old 
thought must be clothed in new rai- . 
ment, that It shall reveal itself in" 
higher forms ami thoughts.

I would say to the selfish soul this! 
Every person living to-day is

NECESSARY TO YOUR LIFE;
every breath you draw Is divine and 
filled with life-giving forces. There
fore, cast away thy greed and live and • 
let live. Be charitable, be honest. Re
member that if you see a fault in "> 
another, ten chances to one you have ■ 
that very fault in full life size. Look 
closely and see if you have not. After' 
a little self-scrutinizing of tins kind 
you will get into the habit of letting 
other people alone. What if a person 
or two in your neighborhood do go 
wrong? If ii were the first time such 
a thing ever happened, you might bo 
excused for mentioning it: lint ihe very, 
day you and 1 were born those same 
things were going on—bad become old 
stories then—so what is the use mind- . 
Ing what others do? It is a right smart 
task to look after your own faults, let 
alone the faults of others. ■ '

Then, all things looked upon with a. 
philosopher's eye. wg find age creeping 
not upon us; wrinkles keep awav from- 
our faces, and our hearts burn with re- ’ 
newiug love. This is Christianity, pure . 
and simple—I can call it nothing else. ' 
And when thou llvelh in the constant

presence
Of thy higher self, and feel the 

air
Ladenod with holy calm, come 

will.
There shall be raiment, food and 

teous love .

sunllt

wliat

boun-

For all. the merest and the greatest ■ 
soul. . \

And him who seemed so sinful in hl9 
earthy day. ■■■:,■

That faltering victim on his rugged ■ 
way. ■ ■ ■■■■.

Mayhap will greet thee with a smiling 
face— •

He may have won at last a foremost a 
place; ■■ ■ .•

Who knows? ’tis one thing to be ;
crowded down. . -L

Another to be born again and win tho '.
crown • c-

Of glory doubly won, in spite of all— 
He may win out who is the first to fall! -

AMENDMENTS
To Constitution of N. S. A

All persons desiring to amend Consti
tution of the National Spiritualists’ As- d 
sociation, please present said amend.- > 
ments to local chartered society for en-/ 
dorsement, and forward same.to secre- ' 
tary of N. S. A. Annual dues should be ' 
paid at once if societies desire repre- ' 
sentation In Convention, to be held In 
Washington, October 18,19, 20, 21, 1898, ’ 
at Masonic Temple.

FRANCIS B. WOODBURY.
Mediumship. A chapter of Experl- . 

cnees. By Mrs. Maria M. King, Prie« ■
10 cents. I
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E TWO ST. FflULS. 
HISTORY AND FICTION.

tury aud the .other in the prehistoric ages, when the! vir- 
gm-born saviors began to visit hell for three days and 
nights, and who are willing to repeat this old fable in a 
so-called Christian church? - ,

I took up the pen to explain the marvelous trickery and 
fraud jn the Pauline Epistles which I have thoroughly 
investigated. They were a masterpiece of théologie fraud. 
But I could not refrain from mentioning the associate 
frauds and forgeries of the early ages, out of which came 
what is now politely called the Christian church—a name 
used to disguise its Pagan origin and its essential Pagan
ism in all its doctrines and institutions, which I have 
most.thoroughly demonstrated in the second volume of 
Primitive Christianity (just printed). Present this dem
onstration to any thoroughly honest and frank clergy
man and you will see the meaning of the word dumb
founded illustrated. We have to-day many half-fledged 
theological liberals who are unwilling to have the whole 
truth told, and some of the clergy who know the truth 
bitt will not tell it publicly and plainly, who would 
smother the revelations of history; and weak brethren 
who reverence the anonymous Bible because it has many 
fine passages to sanctify its frauds and forgeries. But 
surely the old Pagan conspiracy in the very center of an
cient iniquity, winch produced the infamous Pope 
Borgia as the embodiment of its religion, the Inquisition 
as its holy representative, the African slave trade as its 
social policy, and the slaughter- of fifteen millions of a 
better race in America as its diffusion of religion, cannot 
be too severely condemned or too firmly resisted, when it 
has already become a danger to the American republic. 
True it is doomed to extinction slowly, but must we en
dure another century the power of the Jesuit serpent, 
winch even its mother church has so often been com
pelled to condemn as criminal, and which is now trying 
to throttle liberty in Europe as the Germans and Bel
gians are painfully realizing. .

Wherever there is a clerical party it is the foe of liberty, 
and wherever personal ambition grasps for power, we 
n °ll\T ?-C tWmSuar<L Hudson Tuttle’s warning as to 
the National ^qçiation comes none too soon. The 
spirit of ambitions domination is already palpably evident 
at the head of our Association.

In speaking of'the Catholic church,! am not referring 
to Catholics personally, for I believe that American Cath
olics are beginning'to open their eyes, but of the compact 
body of priests, ruled by Jesuit power which has ever 
been the greatest enemy of humanity, and with full power 
over Spain has tw'ice reduced it to barbarism and beg
gary, and given it the title of the “hyena nation.”

But such Catholics as Father Duccy, of New' York, 
and McGlynn, who had such a contest with his church’ 
will not be available for the Jesuits—and many thousand 
Catholics have become sufficiently enlightened in the 
higher world to help their brethren in this life, being 
much farther advanced than some of- our half-hatched 
Spiritualists.

I would now' return to that most marvelous speeffiien 
of dare-devil fraud, the so-called Epistles of St. Paul—a 
much better managed fraud than the black Jesus and 
black Mary. It has thoroughly mesmerized theologians 
generally, justifying the words of Puck, “What fools 
these mortals be,” but my introduction is already so 
long 1 must postpone the exposition.

Even the most liberal theologians, ready for criticism 
such as Chadwick, have been thoroughly deluded by these 
Kpistles, and after a great deal of study have wandered in 
he dark in blind conjectures, swallowing gross absurdi

ties and unable to make out an intelligent understanding 
of the subject. But Chadwick’s conjectures have been 
adopted by the spiritual school at Mantua. Spiritualists 
will learn in time that the speculations of theologians 
about Christianity are hardly worth reading, as they gen
erally accept the most palpable forgeries and absurdi
ties.

(The words “Tom Carlyle” in my last should have 
been ‘ 1 rom Carlyle.”)

|A Trenchant Statement of Historic Facts.

BY PROF. J. R. BUCHANAN.

Bl/, It has been often said that truth is stranger than fic
t ttfon, audit is, in this instance. The Jekyll-Hyde inven- 
Igij. ijon oi a draipatist is far inferior in dramatic power to 

l|:^lie terrible melodrama invented at Borne among the Pa- 
Ik gans (under Nero and his successors), who planned con- 
ILflueS'h greater than those of Caesar, by organizing all the 
||r-myths of ancient nations into a new and terrific system, 

Íjiving them the power to send all mankind to heaven.or 
lell as they pleased, and to levy tribute for opening the 

Ih¡..gates of the lower regions ujid letting the poor souls out. 
11 And they are still carrying on tills impudent fraud un- 
|: ifler the American as well aslhe Spanish flag, and there is 
I ¡. no law to punish this collection of the pennies of the poor 
I j . and the thousands of the dying rich, by so barefaced a 
I fraud upon childish ignorance. But while , every man 
|G has a right to play the fool, we have a duty to undeceive 
b him. This language is not too strong, and The Progress- 
|j ive Thinker is bravely doing a most important duty to 
IL humanity in making its readers familiar with the grand

est and most criminal fraud that ever existed from the Ice 
I. Age down to the present century.
Il Where is the clergyman who will dare to face the liis- 
l[ ioric truth and defend the Biblical church against the 
I historic evidence of its corrupt origin at Borne, when all 
I- the fictions of ancient Paganism were welded into one 
Il compact fiction to terrify mankind with the terrible fires 
K of an imaginary hell, and bring them to kneel with golden 
b tribute to the mortal God at Borne, inhabiting the world’s 
I grandest palace, but professing to be a follower of the 
I humble inspired carpenter of Nazareth, who taught his 
I . followers that no one should ever assume authority over 
I r his brethren.
I When the truth of history appears, as I and others 
li have presented it, there is no open opposition from the 
II: pulpit—nothing but the “conspiracy of silence” and an 
L extreme eagerness to get away from.the truth and to keep 
|i their deluded followers from hearing it or hearing of it, 
L which is their policy as to Spiritualism.
I v In the entire mass of Boman fables and forgeries con
i' corning a fictitious God for whom they stole the honor- 
| able name of a Jewish martyr, which they substituted as 

■ 'Jesus Christ, presenting Isis and her divine baby Horus, 
p as Mary the mother with her infant god in her arms, 
h .which of course made Mary the “Mother of God,” as Bo- 

.uman Catholics believe—using the very same statues and 
h pictures which had been used in the Egyptian Pagan tem- 
' plcsl -
i •, i All the mythologies were condensed into the Jesus 
; jnyth—Jesus representing in the changed temples 
L Apollo “the good shepherd” and “the Savior’—also 
L'Baechus “the only begotten son” of Jove, the “Redeem- 
j er,” who was born in a cave, at whose death the sun was 
J ■ darkened, who ascended into heaven and also descended
"into hell. Therefore the Itoman Jesus had to go to 
‘ heaven and hell like all the other great mythic characters

I v of antiquity—they were all boiled down into one for eon- 
I ' venieuce in handling.
I* ( The church creed says “He descended into hell, and 
I bn the third day he rose again from the dead.” .
|; We are in danger of forgetting this divine performance, 
I /for the clergy are becoming ashamed to speak of it, but it 
If . svili not be forgotten, for history records it, and ever 
Il Binee five thousand years before Moses, the Pagan Saviors 
If (Were accustomed to go to hell once, and it is curious that 
I they all went and lodged there three days and three 
I ; nights without being burned or injured. How' did it 
I /happen that these most ancient fictions were exactly the 
II.same all over the world? Did some prehistoric Blavat
I j- Sky or warrior ruler force them on the old barbarians? In 
I ..this instance “truth is stranger than fiction.’ We may 
I ? suppose they began in the highlands of Asia, anciently 
I when there was but one considerable nation. What a 
I ¡Lvonderful illustration of tile persistence of force and 
I '-..power of heredity. We are still repeating the old fictions 
I .-of the world's young babyhood.
I< | Krishna and Zoroaster, though considered historical 
li ;¡characters, went to hell as the ancients believed. So did 
|J ¡Mercury, Osiris, Horus, Bacchus, Adonis, Hercules, Bal- 
Iidur and Quetzalcoatl, of Mexico, all of whom were virgin- 
:'born sons of God, and made the regular three days’ visit 

¡(.o hell from the various countries where they died or
I; jycre killed.
||--s That was the idea stamped on the minds of nearly if 
||v|hot quite all ancient nations, and when a more available 
Il jVirgin-bom god was to play redeemer again—go up to 
IriGod, and lodge in hell a while, the old myth was perpet- 
Ij juated by the Son of Mary. But as this idea of the virgin 
I ilnother of God was imported from Egypt where Isis and 
I Horus were the names, they forgot to change the statues 
I : Pfid pictures. Hcnca the old churches had a black Mary 
I find a black Jesus or baby god in her arms and the Rev. 
I ODr. Conyers Middleton was astonished to find the holy 
r.(JJiiage of the Virgin at Loretto, with white drapery, but 
Pentii a face “as black as a negro’s and “resembling the old 
|| . idols of Paganism.” Hence, as he was an honest man, 
I. his famous letter from Rome demonstrated “an exact con
i' formity between Popcry and Paganism,” for which he 
I) .was more fiercely assailed than the honest Bishop Colen- 
p BO, who riddled the Old Testament, performing the same 
|j. kind of work that I have done with the New. These two 
p. hooks have fooled the European nations because they 
Il .Were forced upon them by tlie swords of the bloody crim- 
I» inals who ruled the Boman empire.
K , When the new Theology was smuggled in, with all the 
p Aid-Pagan costumes and the drama recast for a European 
I'. audience, the supernumeraries were dismissed as fast as 
l| possible. As the brilliant historian, Prof. Draper, says: 
|L<t01ymPus 'vas restored, but the divinities passed under 
ll'.-other names”—producing some confusion, so much so 
li'that the emperor Hadrian could not find any material 
■■¿difference between the worshipers of Serapis and the wor- 

Bhipcrs of Jesus.
K, Thè drama then in progress for the fools before the 
| r scenes, was a grand but gradual transformation business. 
I, ^without any quarrel among the actors, for the apostles 
| ; were all dead and the cunning Catholic fathers of the first 
|. lour centuries maintained that they were presenting the 
| . same old religion and ceremonies of the old temples with 
L slight modifications and a new name, while they retained 
I: the old statues and the old holidays. ‘
| - Such juggling as this, with its foundation in the old 
| i polar mytìis, the most ancient of all, can hardly be con- 
15 ceived to-day unless wc can realize the intense ignorance 
| pand extreme credulity of the early ages. But we see its 
| ¡.survival to-day in people who cannot get over their juve- 
p-nile reverence for the anonymous Bible, though the gulf 
E between Biblical theology and scientific Spiritualism is 
F .Wider than the Atlantic Ocean.
H- How they manage to straddle that gulf, planting one 
LrJoot on modem science and the other in the sinking bog 
I'pof disguised Paganism, I do not profess to understand; 
I ghut their tottering attitude reminds me of a good anec- 
|,|;ilote of the -witty Dean Swift
I gL He was visited by a tailor, ambitious to discuss theol- 
|>gy and correct his errors.. Perceiving at once the cali- 
||l)re of his visitor,, the Dean said he had been anrióùs to 
bineet him to solve an important difficulty in the Bible, 
Swhicli needed explanation. Thè Bible speaks of an angel

I givith one foot on the land and the other on the'sea. He 
Rioped his visitor could enlighten him on the question and 
wu him how many yar(L of cloth would be required to 
J^nake a pair of breeches for that angel!

rfe- How many yards would be required to- conceal the 
MUfibs of those who stand with one foot in the 19th cen-

FKOM CONQUERED IO CONQUEROR.

In every nerve of my being, in every throb of my heart, 
1 feel that at last I am conquered—that submission is 

now my part.
I have vainly fought against evil, been worsted in the 

fight,
And can now but wearily give up arms iu the battle for 

the Bight. ‘
I loved the Bight, the Bure and the True—enlisted on 

their behalf:
1 had no love for the evil brood who now o’er my 

conquest laugh; '
Only I knew not my weakness, nor humanity’s feeble will, 
hor the acrid venom of hatred which some men’s souls 

distill.
I was warm of heart as the best of men, sincere and brave 

if weak, ’
Ere the dark day closed iu this night of gloom, this night 

so dull and bleak, °
When I find myself disarmed and dismayed; of all my 

weapons bereft— J
kly weapons of faith, and hope, and trust—not even my 

courage left! J
When my spirit was young, serene and strong, I thought 

my ardor unquenchable,
And untried by trial and grief and wrong, I deemed my 

soul invincible— J
But the world’s worst forces have conquered, at last I 

acknowledge defeat,
And humiliated I stand alone—Life’s Wreckage is now 

complete!
“Complete?—is it so? Ah no! ah no!” A far, firm voice 

denies
right to rest in the arms of defeat, and to my moan 

replies;
“If this earth were all, then indeed thy wail might mean 

relinquishment
Of the noble task thou wert set to do, because of strength 

o’erspent.
“But in thy world the web of life is a fabric just begun 
Whose tangled threads in destiny’s loom must be straight

ened one by one; ‘
Though far beyond the worker’s thought spreads the De

signer’s plan— ■
Yet hindering foes who try to bppose should make Kim 

carefully scan
“The flaws in the weft, whereby he must make assurance 

doubly sure
That liis work is correct as the planner directs—he then 

. can better endure
The onslaught of ignorant sneerers who charge that the 

work is all wrong. .
And demand that he fofiow the guesswork of their clam

orous roaring throng.
“Though now tired soul, thou mayst rest awhile, apart 

_ from the world’s wild din, ’
Yet soon shalt thou rise with strength renewed, and thy 

work again begin. ■
And when on a plane transcending this, thou shalt see 

life’s fabric unroUed _ .....
In all its marvelous beauty—thine forever to have and to 

' ' '■ •' hold— ... ... : . . ' •.
“Joy shall flush thee'to fuller being—which expression 

shall find in song ’ ” ‘ 1
.Binging triuitiphant in victory! And thou shall discover 

ere long ■■■■■........
Some low minor notes which thrill with power thro’ the 

grand sweet symphony, ■
And shall recognize in them the wails which sorrow 

wrung from theel” - . .
• - . SABA’A; UNDERWOOD.

A DECLARioiMF PRINCIPLES.
Prof, LovelanclExpresses His Opinions in a 

Positive Manner.

As there is but little doubt that a Declaration of Prin
ciples will be made ¡at the National Convention in Oc
tober next, it is of. 1 |ie greatest importance that such dec
laration shall be of which we shall not be ashamed. 
One to which wo:pap point with satisfaction, and say that 
it expresses the basic doctrines of Spiritualism in a clear 
and perspicuous manner. -
. It should contain a full statement of what Spiritualism 
is, and what it teaches, without regard to special notions 
entertained by individuals, or what may be thought or 
said by outside parties. We are not defining our prim 
ciplcs to suit the view's of cranks within our lines, or pla
cate, bigotry without. Our work is to correctly define 
Spiritualism, and dims show its exact relation, as an in
tellectual, moral and, religious movement, .to those ex
istent at the time of its advent. Nothing which pertains 
to humanity can occupy an unrelated position to any o:: 
tJie systems of thought and action existing among men. 
Spiritualism must.. ,be either an ally, an-opponent, or a 
reconstructer. . . :

There should be no Concealment, no evasion, but a 
straightforward statement of principles and purposes. To 
resort to either would prove dishonesty or cowardice. 
We should scorn to descend to any mere paltry expedien
cies to gain either converts or approbation.

Such a declaration is not merely for the ignorant, and 
its statement of formulas should be in scientific form. 
Whoever fails to understand the terms should consult the 
dictionary. They will be instructed by that work. The 
greatest benefit you can confer upon an ignoramus is, to 
convince him of his ignorance. He will then feel the 
necessity of learning. People will find out the meaning 
of what they wish to comprehend.

The language arid ideas should be such as to educate 
those who study them. The form should be strictly de
ductive. A patchwork of unrelated affirmations would 
be a disgrace to us. Better none at all than a motley ar
rangement of disconnected, commonplace sentimental
isms. If Spiritualism is, as we all affirm, natural, then 
let us follow nature’s method in our declaration of prin
ciples. Nature, in evolution, begins with seeds—germs, 
brom these she unfolds the form, members and func
tions. She does not put roots where branches ought to 
be; nor the fruit in place of the blossoms. Hence, I say, 
the declaration should be deductive in form.

We should, in the first place, submit as a basis, a 
universal proposition, which should include germinally 
all the affirmations to be made in the sequel. The 
affirmed principles will be logical deductions from the 
primary proposition. They will issue from it as naturally 
as the limbs grow from the trunk of the tree. We will 
thus have symmetry and order, instead of an unsightly 
jumble. .,

Suppose, for instance, we submit the following as our 
universal proposition: “Spiritualism is the Science and 
Philosophy of Life.” This is a universal proposition, 
hence we have only to define the attributes, functions and 
manifestations of. li(e to make a complete definition of 
Spiritualism, It includes the whole. It embraces all 
history—all philosophy—all religion—all government 
and social order;'for1 all these arc manifestations of life. 
The attributes ahd'functions of life include all the pos
sibilities of the etdrnil future. This makes of our Spirit
ualism a universal. "Is it that, or is it a mere particular 
phase of some urrivertal proposition? If so, what is that 
proposition? Is'Spiritualism a truth, or is it the truth? 
Is it a petty sect'1 like Methodist or Baptist, or is it cath
olic humanity? df it is the former, I have no interest in 
a declaration, as"it Could only be adding another to the 
narrow, wrangling sects of the religious world.

By way of contrast, let us examine the position of those 
who oppose a declaration. Most of them declare that 
Spiritualism is only a fact, and that fact is the com
munication between Hie spheres of incarnate and de
carnate life as proved by modern phenomena. Now, 
Spiritualism is not a fact, it is FACT in a universal 
sense, and includes the one fact of spirit communion, and 
very many other particular facts. It is no wonder that 
persons occupying such a position should be opposed to 
what they call creeds, and also to all efficient or distinc
tive organization. Thoy have nothing on which, or for 
which to organize. Their fact is entirely harmonious 
with one god, three gods, many gods, or no god at all. Il 
is equally at home with the doctrine of hell and damna
tion, the resurrection of the body, or with any of the 
innumerable religious notions of the world. It is opposed 
to all principles of order, and in harmony with intellec
tual anarchy.

But, it is objected that the matter of declaration 
should be left to the spirits. By no means. Intelligent 
spirits would not attempt it, as it would be imposing on 
us the thought of another sphere of being. By very 
many it wquld be regarded as authority, and the wise 
ones will have nothing to do with imposing a yoke upon 
our necks.

But the spirit world will do all that is wise in this mat
ter. Indeed it has been doing its work in the past. For 
fifty years it has been displaying to us the science of Spir
itualism in such a vast series of experiments as the world 
has n.ever witnessed before. It has been doing the 
analytical or scientific work, and now it is our part to do 
the synthetic, by announcing the principles involved in 
this vast and complex phenomenality. In addition to 
the display of the revelatory phenomena, we have been 
shown the defective and iniquitous governmental and so
cial systems of collective life, and urged to institute new 
and better methods. This is our work, not theirs. And 
the first step in this direction is the announcement of the 
principles on which we base our demands for change and 
betterment of conditions.

Present conditions of human life are in accord with the 
recognized principles taught by church and state. They 
include all the crime and suffering—the hell of our so- 
called civilization., We must have a new standpoint of 
action based upon new principles of human relation and 
duty, or this heU ij'ill be eternal. Spiritualists must make 
that Declaration ftf principles, or go down with the cor
rupt church to mgptyd perdition. .

Those to whom^pjritualism is only a fact, can have no 
special wish for organization; and if they concede its de
sirability, it is oij^y^w the extent of a mere'business ar
rangement. Thqir Spiritualism is “a fact”—a mere phe
nomenon, as old ^hUfory. It is really only a revival, on 
a more extended ¡¡call?, of that which has been common to 
all the nations, through all the ages of recorded time. It 
is nothing new; vjhxjthen any new' organization? Why 
any Declaration of Principles? . The most that can pos
sibly be affirmed Is iPhew interpretation of old ideas, as 
Methodism, by the Wesleys, was a variant interpretation 
of Christianity frqtu Gatholicism or Presbyterianism; and 
Universalism interpreted different from them all.

Now, if this position is true, if Spiritualism is nothing 
but a repetition of.old.time phenomena, then count me 
out as desiring any declaration. But a crowd wiU rise up 
shouting and declaring that Spiritualism is a glorious 
thing because it proves continued life. Well, suppose it 
docs? Does .it proyp it any more conclusively than the 
same-phenomena have .done all through the ages? Is 
there any more depwnstration by spirit-appearance to-day 
than when Samuel, appeared to Saul; or a spirit to Brutus 
before the battle at.Philhpi? And how about those of 
us who. had experienced, the same tilings before’the 
Bochester Tappings?; .
tt ^ut?:i£d,ie of Pr°iessing Spiritualists in the
United States think that there is merely “a fact-” that it 
is not the “Science and Philosophv of Life,” then, by aB 
means, say so. ,We can. then say that no ethical prin
ciples are involved in Spiritualism, and therefore the 
fakes and frauds bclong'to the Spiritualist movement as

Knowing the cosmic forces that originated and per
petuate planetary motion, it is easily seen how the same 
forces can ehailge the line of motion, whereby the zones 
are exchanged.

Abrupt change of environment by human intervention 
is known to have abruptly changed oviparous reptilia to 
viviparous. Surely law is not unalterable, when so easilv 
thwarted. • ‘

With the assurance born of ignorance we arc gravely 
told—in support of this double dogma of fixed law and a 
supreme ruler—that nature makes no mistakes. Very 
true, but why? Mistakes imply failure to perfect a pre
determined design. But insensate nature is incapable of 
design; she works toward no ideal, she goes it blind on all 
her operations. Lapsus natura arc frequent in all man
ifestations of animate and vegetable life. Instead of the 
usual four legs, we have two and three-legged horses, five
legged cows; two-headed calves, lambs and babies: the 
Siamese twins. One of our greatest scientists was born 
minus one arm.

March and April sunshine and showers bring forth 
fruit flowers in great profusion, with fair promise of fruit 
in abundance. Lol a sudden change of conditions from 
genial warmth to chilling frost blasts all in an hour. 
These facts are known to all who think.

Furthermore, untold millions of sentient beings have 
been destroyed by floods, and other millions destroyed by 
dearth of rain. Most dire results of insensate forces 
operating without law or purpose; else we are conscious 
of diabolical cruelty of the deepest dye.

Insensate heat and cold are at constant warfare, con
sequent upon the earth’s axial inclination and orbital 
revolution, whereby the potency of each waxes and wanes 
alternately.

The fickle winds, with variable fieetness, bearing upon 
their wings heat and cold and moisture from diverse 
zones, render their battle-ground and the victor unknown 
until fought and lost or won.

If we go hack to the Azoic Age and trace life phe
nomena through succeeding geological periods, we learn 
that life or mind has never manifested except when in
sensate matter presented favorable conditions; that fife 
manifestations were’good or bad; beautiful or hideous as 
conditions permitted; that hitherto insensate matter 
dominated all phenomena, including the mental; that 
mental qualities in the arctics and tropics differ as widely 
as the vegetable. ..••••

Yea, we plume ourselves upon being free agents, and 
yet we are all unconscious servants of insensate forces, in
herent in insensate matter. GEO. M. RAMSEY

Clokey, Pa. • ?*- -
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legitimately as any other persons, for it teaches no prin
ciples, and can exact no duties. We can then hang our 
heads in shame and confess that all the aspersions of our 
enemies are true. Thousands are iir the churches to-day 
in consequence of this repudiation of principles, and 
thousands more will follow if the National Association 
tails to enunciate a well-digested Declaration of Prin- 
eil’lcs- ; PBOF. J. S. LOVELAND. I

IMMUTABLE LAWLOR NO LAW?
Which Is In Accord With the Facts of 

Nature?

Law implies a predetermined rule of action, by benefi
cent intelligence, for beneficent purposes, demanding 
uniform results. b
i ®ne S^Lbarrier to the acquisition of knowledge that 
leads to beneficent results, is the silly old dogma of im
mutable law. o ■

J-^ed law precludes evolution. The moment we con
cede fixed laws we bar evolution.
r d°£ma unalterable law is a necessary postu
late ot the older dogma of a supreme ruler, infinite in 
wisdom and power. .

Given false premises, false conclusions are inevitable. 
« ."j i k“?se "tio pose as scientists persist in extolling 
fixed law is past comprehension except upon the poll
parrot theory of repetition.

The rigid logic of evolution, demonstrated by djileren- 
tiated phenomena, proves exactly the reverse of fixed law. 
. AU logicians ought to know that fixed law demands 
uniform results. But instead of uniformity, we find no 
two phenomena alike. Thus demonstrating that no two 
causes are alike, consequent upon constant evolution.

In the domain of physics, uniformity is devoid of evi
dence without exception. Nature never duplicates. No 
two blades of grass are alike, no two leaves of the forest 
no two flowers, no twb animates, no two days, no two 
seasons. In a few years—geologically considered—the 
seasons will have blended. Nothing iu all nature perfect 
or permanent.

ifetaphysical phenomena are no less subject to con
stant deviation of cause and results, consequent upon 
change of conditions. 1

Evolution of insensate matter is a prerequisite to the 
manifestation of life. Life never manifests through 
matter in igneous conditions. Aqueous conditions are 
indispensable.

Mind is a latent attribute of life, thence it follows that 
mind can evolve into action, only when life is favorably 
co-related with matter. Indeed, without evolution of 
insensate matter, sensate life and mind would never have 
been known.

Furthermcre, the evolution of matter results wholly 
nom antagonism of insensate forces inherent in matter 
expressed by heat and cold, by attraction and repulsion. 
I ln rn BUPP011 of tbis preposterous idea of unalterable 
aw, stilted astronomers, with much pretension and bom
bast, tell us of the nice poise, and adjustment of the po
sitions and motions of the planets in their “appointed 
spheres, aud yet not one fact exists in proof of these 
assumptions. Their apparent poise and fixation is owing 
to our limited period of observation.

Ordinarily, planetary evolution is slow, and yet we do 
know that the relative position and motion of no star or 
planet is fixed.

We know beyond a shadow of doubt, that the earth has 
repeatedly changed her orbit in size, shape and plane and 
in so doing changed her distance from the sun and sister 
planets several millions of miles. Doubtless all planets 
are subject to similar changes.

Honest reader, and captious critic, if you doubt these 
statements, we respect your doubts, provided you can 
state facts that are contradictory, but we trust you will 
spare us the infliction of vague assumptions, though 
hoary with age they be. °

These statements are logical deductions from phenom
ena well known to all intelligent men. However, in view 
of what has hitherto been taught, we realize the immense 
draft upon your credulity, therefore we cordially invite 
your rigid analysis. ’

Geological periods with their differentiated formations 
in the same locality, show that the earth has repeatedly 
and abruptly changed her relative position to the sun, 
whereby catastrophes succeeded each change.

All productions in kind and quality are determined by 
conditions, thence when we find arctic and tropic fauna 
and flora superimposed alternately in adjoining strata we 
know an abrupt change in conditions was required to 
abruptly change the productions.

Recognizing the fact, that po two causes are exactly 
alike, that every cause differs from all preceding causes, 
we yet know that similar causes produce similar results, 
therefore when we find arctic and tropic products in the 
same latitude, we know that arctic and tropic conditions 
must have exchanged places; we further know that only a 
sudden exchange of zones could have abruptly changed 
the products; nor could anything less than a sudden 
change of the poles’ axis produce a sudden exchange of 
zones.
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! THE BIBLE, CHRISTIANITY ANO CRIME
Considerations on the Causes for the Prev

alence of Intemperance.

BY THE HON. WARREN SMITH.

“There was no virtue, but the Scriptures could furnish 
an argument against it.”—Rev. Theodore Parker.

There is no breach of the moral law more common and 
reprehensible than that of violating the sanctity of truth. 
It is an offense that weakens and destroys human con
fidence and the trust which, otherwise, men would repose 
in each other. Our nation boasts of its advancement, 
and yet it is a lamentable fact that hypocrisy and decep
tion in various forms, are practiced almost universally by 
the masses. _

Truthfulness strengthens human confidence and ce- 
merits the race into a common brotherhood and sister
hood, while falsehood fosters a spirit of distrust, and pre
vents the unfoldnient and exercise of that fraternal 
regard and spirit of helpfulness, on which the welfare 
and happiness of the race sb largely depends. '

Observation proves that there is no class of people on 
earth more, given to the practice of hypocrisy and false
hood, than the masses of Christian Europe and America. 
Millions of lies are daily published by tlie members of the 
commercial, mercantile and medical worlds. Manufae- 
hirers incorporate falsehood and deception into their fab
rics and wares, and so adyoit have they become in the 
art ol deceiving, that their patron victims cannot de
termine between the shoddy and the genuine, until too 
late to save themselves from loss, and inconvenience. 
Shrewd schemes of legalized robbery under varied attrac- 
live names and forms are inaugurated and carried out, to 
the detriment and injury off the many, and to the benefit 
of the favored few. This lamentable condition in society 
is the result of bad moral education and training. The 

. so-called moral ethics of the Christian cult, to say the 

. least, is most damaging to the moral outlook of the race. 
The general teachings of the Christian system is a libel 
on honesty, justice and truth. Thousands of its devotees 
licensed for the commission of crime by the examples and 
precepts of the Bible and teachings of the church, mas

. querade under the garb of piety, and yet are recreant in 
intent, purpose and deed, to every principle of truth and 
candor. Many so-called Christians are truthful in virtue 
of inherited moral force of character; but with all persons 
whose inherited selfish propensities dominate their moral 
sentiments, the examples and teachings of the Bible 
constitute a powerful incentive to the practice of decep- 

11011 and falsehood.
Christian ministers who are morally blind or grossly 

dishonest, sermonize with a great deal of unction about 
the “God of Truth,” and brand their devil as* “The 
Either of Lies.” So far as I am able to judge from the 
statements of the Bible, the Christian’s devil was far 
mo/e truthful and less given to deception and falsehood, 
than their God, and the statements to the contrary are 
clerical lies cut out of the whole cloth. When his celestial 
majesty made man out of mud, he positively forbade him 
eating of the fruit of the “tree of the knowledge of good 
and evil,” and informed him that the day he ate thereof, 
he should surely die. Through tbe persuasion of Eve, 
Adam ate of the forbidden fruit, and instead of dying, as 
God said he would, he lived hundreds of years and begat 
sons and daughters, proving the Jewish God to be un
reliable and untruthful in Iris statements. After God 
had falsely represented to Adam the consequences of eat
ing, the forbidden fruit, his Satanic majesty the Devil 

, advised Eve to partake of it, informing her that she 
, should not surely die; “but that she should become as 

gods, knowing good from evil.” When the gods were 
apprised that man had violated the prohibitory injunc
tion in Eden, one of them ordered that the cherubim be 
placed with flaming sword to guard the tree of life, and 
the reason assigned for the precaution was: “For behold 

: man has partaken of the tree of the knowledge of good 
.. and evil and has become as one of us, knowing good from 
' evil.” Just what the Devil said would occur—hence the 

(Bible proves in this instance that the Devil told the truth, 
.while God flagrantly deceived his newly-made creature 
man. Is it not about time that the small-brained clergy 
ceased to slander the Devil in contradiction to so-called 
Bible-stated facts?
.In the 22d chapter of the Book of Kings, is given a 
description of a council in heaven. It appears that an 
old earthly king called Ahab was giving Jehovah and his 
chosen people some trouble, and a council was held in 1

.declared that he was born a Jew and instructed at- the 
feet of the Jewish rabbi, Dr, Gamaliel. When the Ro
mans arrested him as a disturber of the peace, and were 
preparing to administer the penalty of the law, he de- 
claied hiniaelf a Roman to the manor born. His sense ol 
moral obligation was so weak that he did not think it 
wrong or disrespectful to lie. He wrote to the Corin
thians that “Being crafty I caught you with guile.” A 
pretty sentiment to emanate ■ from the great primitive 
founder of the Christian Church! He excused himself 
for his brazen-laced duplicity in the following manner: 
"For if the truth of God hath more abounded, through 
my lie unto his glory, why am I also judged as a sinner?” 
This pernicious principle' of sanctifying falsehood 
adopted and practiced by Paul, reduced the Christian 
world to a level of mendacity and deceit most deplorable.

Mosheim,in his Ecclesiastical History,declares that the 
greatest men and most eminent saints during the fourth 
century, were grossly addicted to lying for the glory of 
God and to promote the interest of the church. From 
this black list of ecclesiastical liars he said that he gladly 
would have exempted the mimes of the venerable Churcli 
Fathers, Ambrose, Hilary, Nazianzen, Augustine and 
Jerome, but respect for truth prevented him from doing 
so. Daille, in his “Use of the Fathers,” says that the 
Church Fathers scrupled not to forge whole books. St.. 
Augustine, in his Thirty-third Sermon, states that in 
Southern Africa, while propagating the gospel in that 
benighted region, lie preached to a whole nation of. men 
and women who had no heads, but had their eyes in their 
bosoms; and also to a people who had-but one eye, and 
that was in the centre of their foreheads. Eusebius, in 
his Twelfth Book of Evangelical Preparation, dedicates 
whole chapters to prove that it is right to lie and deceive 
when the glory of God requires it. St. Augustine, in re
ferring to Eusebius, declares that “he is full of pride, 
passion, bitterness, and foul-mouthed to all who contra
dict him.” On such characters rests the modern church 
for its authority. Tilleinont, in his “Ecclesiastical His
tory,” tells us that “without Eusebius we should scarce' 
have had any knowledge of the history of the first ages of 
Christianity or the authors who wrote at that time,” 
Then upon the authority of this pestilent old falsifier and 
perverter of truth, rests the history of the church.

Infidels and Spiritualists become justly indignant over 
the lies the clergy fabricate aud circulate about Free 
Thinkers, whose arguments they cannot answer. Mill
ions of lies have been told from the English and Ameri
ca.» pulpit about those immortal philosophers and pa
triots/ Voltaire and Thomas Paine, every one of which 
rested upon,Bible and church-established precedents. 
In virtue of these facts, we desire to be charitable toward

the “celestial courts above” to devise some plan to sup
.... press Ahab. Michai, the “true prophet of the Lord,” de
’ scribes this event as follows: “I saw the Lord sitting on 

. his throne and all the host of heaven standing by him.
'And the Lord said: Who will persuade Ahab that he go 

k.. up to Ramoth Gilead and fall. And there came forth a 
spirit and stood before the Lord and said, I will persuade 

. him., And the Ijord said unto him, wherewith? And he
L- said, I vill go forth and be a lying spirit in the mouths of
' . all his prophets, and he (the Lord) said, Thou shalt per-

_ suade him and prevail also, go forth and do so!” The
L- Christian's God is here represented as sending a spirit
k- forth to perpetrate falsehood and deception to secure the

downfall of poor old unsuspecting Ahab. What an in
famous burlesque on the character of heaven! With 

r. such a God, and such a class of plotting, lying spirits in
;■ the “Christian’s home of glory,” we can expect but little

• else than falsehood at the hands of those who are so 
morally distempered as to believe this vile slander against 

, the inhabitants of tbe super-mundane world.
At a later period this same old slippery God of the 

I Jeus commissioned Jonah as a calamity howler, and in
’ structed him to repair to Nineveh and cry out, “Yet forty 

|:t. days and forty nights and Nineveh shall be overthrown.” 
। ’ The Bible tells us that God knows everything “from the 
f ; beginning.” If he did, he knew he would not overthrow
' the city m forty days, and yet he sent Jonah there to pro

claim a divinely commissioned lie.

the Christian’s flagrant disregard of truth. We know 
that the Old ’Testament commanded, “Thou shalt not 
lie;” and the New Testament’s statement that “all liars 
shall have their part in the lake that burneth with fire 
and brimstone,” is considered sufficient to-protect the in
terest of truth from violation, but the foregoing examples 
and precepts casts the preponderant weight against the 
truth, and in favor of falsehood and deception. Then 
Christ’s assurance that “all manner of sin except one 
shall be forgiven men,” weakens moral restraint and pro
duces the lamentable disregard for truth so common in 
Christian countries during this and past ages.

Christian fathers and mothers in our Christian land 
tell millions of lies to their unsuspecting children every 
Christinas morn about that mythical person called “Santa 
Claus,” and the clergy do the same thing to the older 
folks from pulpit, about a mythical Christ. While the 
present doctrines of the church are preached and the 
Bible is accepted as a standard of morals, we cannot 
reasonably expect any decrease of crime in Christian 
countries. ’This fact rests upon the eternal relationship 
of cause and effect.

No wonder that Luther, in reviewing the deplorable 
results of his so-called reformatory labors, stated that 
“One thing no less astonishing than scandalous, is to see, 
since the doctrines of the Gospel have been brought to 
light, the world daily goes from bud to worse.” The 
Christian reader will please note that this is a corrobora
tion of my opinion of the influence of the Gospel.

Wesley, speaking of the condition of Christianity in 
an age that was exclusively Christian, stated that “Chris
tians did not gradually sink, but rushed headlong into 
vice. Then one might truly say:

“At once in that unhappy age broke in, 
All wickedness and every deadly sin. 
Truth, modesty and love fled far away 
And force and thirst for gold claimed universal sway.” 
You are right, Mr. Wesley, and but for the influence of 

Spiritualism and modern Free Thought, the same de
plorable state of ignorance and vice would now prevail in 
America as it does in Spain and Russia, which nations are 
morally festering plague spots on account of their strict 
adherence to the doctrines of the Bible and churcli1

WARREN SMITH.

MUSIC I^EDJS MEDICINE.
The Cure of Diseases by Means of Har- 

’J mony.

After half a century of desultory scientific discussion 
on the subject of thé value of music- as a therajieutic in
fluence—a poleniie th'at has jirodui-ed little or no echo in 
Ilie workaday world—the question as to its remedial 
properties is to be determined in the only manner pos
sible, namely, the Jtetablishnient of music hospitals. 
Already, at.a few of-the fashionable health resorts of.the 
Mediterranean ihe experiment has been made in a small 
way and with success, says the Chicago Chronicle.

< Now a large institution is to be erected at Buslnvick in 
Surrey, England. The construction will be such as will 
prevent the escape of sound from one room to another. 
Between rooms double doors will be used, so that a per
son passing will have to shut one door before opening and 
closing tlie otl^er. The doors besides will have heavy 
rubber cushions, and the kitchen is to be separate from 
the main building, All floors and stairways will be 
heavily carpeted and the attendants will walk, about in 
felt slippers. Every provision is to be made in order that 
absolute stillness may be secured—a condition essential 
to the success of the treatment. .
PHYSICIANS AND NURSES TO BE MUSICIANS.

Expert violinists, flutists and harpists and a staff of 
specially equipped physicians and trained nurses will be 
attached to this peculiar establishment. Both physicians 
and nurses will be musicians. Only rich patients can 
enter, such will be the luxury of the arrangements and 
the expense of the treatment. Primary experiments are 
to be made on the patient, until the particular instrumeiit 
and quality of music required are ascertained, and then 
the treatment begins.

The music cure is receiving practical adoption because 
of the merit discovered in it of late by persons of distinc
tion, Gladstone, whose dying hours were lengthened 
and burdened with neuralgic paroxysms, was persuaded 
to try it, and the effect was one of instantaneous relief. 
A violinist served him in C major, and at once brought 
him surcease of pain and the first restful sleep he had had 
for many days. Herbert Spencer has tried it, and says it 
produces on the nervous system the effect of massage on 
the physical system. ■

This is not a new quarry that the modern physicians 
are exploiting, though the impetus was given to the pres
ent enthusiastic music cure movement by Dr. Ferrand’s 
paper on the subject, read before the French Academy 
three years ago. Gibbon notes—somewhere in the last

has its special character the same may be said of every in
strument. The bassoon is mournful, consequently it 
should be employed in .expressing sorrow and pathos. 
Ihe clarinet gives-forth the tones of grief, and when used 
in rendering merry music tinges it with sadness. r£he 
oboe suggests reverie by its rural tones. The flute is 
sweet and tender; it is best adapted to express the delight 
of a tranquil love. The trombone is deep and harrowing. 
Ihe trumpet excites frenzy and martial ardor, while the 
violin seems suited to express in every mood all the sen
timents common to humanity. The viola will be .used 
for rendering-melodies of tender melancholy. In course 
of time the characteristics of the several instruments and 
their distinct effectiveness will have been studied elabo
rately and reduced to accurate information. For the 
present the violin, flute and harp are the ones selected for 
use in the new London hospital.

TWO LITTLE BABY ANGELS.

I

THE WOMAN OF THE FUTURE.

see her through the dawning ages coming, 
With step elastic and with steadfast face, 

Of inspiration, prayer and toil the summing, 
Inheritor of wisdom, strength and grace.

ba-' . Ezekiel declares that “If a prophet be deceived when 
he has spoken a thing, 1 the Lord God have deceived that 
prophet, while poor old Jeremiah complained bitterly 
>of the deception practiced upon him and his people by 
this truth-dishonoring God of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, 
and of the Christians. (Ezek. 14; Jer. 20.) So much in 
regard to tbe character of the God of the Jews and Chris-
tians for truth; and we will next consider the relationship 

: ? of the Bible heroes, early Christians and modern church
. men, to the crime of falsehood. The Jewish God placed 

the seal of his approval on old Abraham, promised to give 
toiiim and his posterity the earth, and declared that 

; ' “Abraham obeyed my laws and kept my statutes and 
commandments.” By reading the history of Abraham as 

; recorded inlhe Bible, we find that he waxed rich in silver 
and goM and slaves, sheep, camels and asses. The meth

- ods which Abraham adopted to accumulate'riches were 
: : in strict keeping with the morality of the Bible.
■: ■ -Jacob was the grand-child of Abraham and well 

- worthy of such a grand-sire Like Abraham he was the 
, special favorite of the Bible God, and father of his chosen 

■ . people. He was guilty of the most barefaced, mercenary 
lying to his poor old, blind and dying father. Taking

. advantage of his father’s blindness, he personated Esau, 
his elder brother. Not being fully assured of Esau’s 
identity, Isaac said unto Jacob: “Art thou verily my son 
Esau?” And Jacob answered: “I aim” -

David, the “man after God’s own heart,” was guilty of 
' practicing the most infajnous deception on Acliish, who 

at the time was affording him protection- and support 
while hiding away from hie own people. ■ < v . 
- Jesus taught the people in parables which they could 
not understand, and stated that he. did it “that seeing 
tlicy might see and not perceive,” and “that hearing they 

, ln>il!''t Lear and not understand.” Paul was “all things 
¿gb^_lo all men.” When the Jews threatened to mob him he

No fragile daughter she of Fashion’s rearing; 
From Love’s “unreason” free is she I ween;

Though all sweet impulses speak in her hearing 
Yet well herself she rules, a very queen.

No cringing serf to smile as she is bidden, 
Or dog-like, fawn upon a tyrant’s hand;

With earnest eyes she looks on life unchidden, 
Its meaning for herself to understand.

And evil shrinks abashed at her clear gazing, 
Its shamefulness to hide or to repress;

While each aspirant effort gains her praising, 
And little children throng for her caress.

To homely duties strength and wisdom bringing, 
A charm from her sweet presence softly falls 

And pleasant songs of love and peace are ringing, 
In the homes whose bound’ries once seemed 

walls.

With courage high and spirit true and tender, 
Of grandest manly souls the friend and.peer, 

She faces human woes prepared to render , 
Something more helpful than a pitying tear.

For in the nation’s councils she is pleading, 
Or with a ballot meets the nation’s needs, 

All base bom tricks of politics unheeding, 
Her life a record clean of honest deeds.

volume of his Homan History—that the action of sound 
accelerates the circulation of the blood. Democritus 
says the sounds of the lute proved a remedy for the 
plague, and 'Thales of Crete cured the Lacedemonians of 
the scourge with music. Coelius Aurelianus mentions a 
flutist who by playing in the Phrygian mode (ardent) 
“charmed” the diseased limb or part of a sufferer, causing 
it to palpitate and tremble. Athenaeus, Theophrastus 
and Augellus employed music as a cure for sciatica and 
gout. David cured the! madness of Saul with the har
monies of the harp. '

MUSIC IS SUBJECTIVE.
Psychic authorities hqve for long held that music be

longed to the realm of the subjective; that it is a 
universal passion of the human soul; that all really good 
music is the direct product of the subjective mind. The 
East Indian fakirs invariably invoke the aid of music to 
enable them to enter the subjective state when they are 
about to give an exhibition of occult power. Leibnitz 
says music is .a calculation which the soul makes uncon
sciously in secret. Music from this reasoning is latent in 
all human beings, as a quality not defined in terms.

It remained for a French enthusiast, Dr. Chomet, who 
advanced in the ’40s the theory of the curative properties 
of music, to contend that it was a weightless sound fluid, 
and that to some degree it was filtered through all nature. 
According to his idea it was of the quality and import
ance of magnetism and electricity. To the pioneer con
troversies of (.'hornet may be traced the recent activity of 
Dr. Ferrand and the Russian professors, as well as the 
English and other experimentalists. The ground taken 
by Ferrand is that music deserves a place in therapeutics 
in the same category as the antispasmodics—agents that 
modify the activity of the nerve centers in communicat
ing to them impressions other than those they are accus
tomed to obey.

Professor Tarchanoff, of St. Petersburg, who is ex
perimenting on dogs and animals, says: “The voluntary 
muscles being furnished with excitomotor and depressant 
fibres, act in relation to the music similarly to the heart— 
that is to say, joyful music resounds along the ex
citomotor fibres and sad lausic along the depressant, or 
inhibitory fibre.” Tests made on dogs showed that 
music increased the elimination of carbonic acid by 16.7 
per cent, and the consumption of oxygen to 20.1 per cent. 
This would indicate clearly that music is a lifegiving, 
vitalizing power. It was also found by the same Russian 
scientist that music increased the functional activity of 
the skin. He claims that it should be regarded as a 
serious therapeutic agent.

Mr. Patrizi, an Italian physiologist, recently had a pa
tient with a wound in the skull that laid the brain bare. 
He was thus enabled to observe the actual effect of music 
on the cerebral circulation. Music occasioned an increase 
in the size of the brain. Its effect on the cerebral circula
tion was variable; sometimes the vessels were restricted, 
sometimes dilated.

Experiments made at Paris last year by Binet and 
Courtieu demonstrated that music in general, as a sen
sorial excitation, independent of all suggested feeling, 
provokes increase of respiration. The major mode is 
more exciting than thè minor.

Dr. H. Brown Strutt, who is one of the foremost mem-

Two little baby angels, as fair as fair can be!
Did they come from a beautiful island in the sunny Soul

' ; land Sea? . ' , \
Did they' fly from a nest in the rosy West, in the home of 

the setting sun? r. :
Or were they brought on a sunbeiim when the Day was 

. just begun?
' Two little baby angels the angels bring to me; 
Two little baby angels as sweet as sweet can be— 
Pink and peach is his fair face, lily and rose is she.

I wonder where they came from and why they come to 
me?

From Somewhere Island over there in the sunny Soul
land sea?

They came because the angels thought ’twas good for 
them and me, ’

And so they brought them to my home and laid them on 
my knee.

Two little baby angels the angels bi'ing to ine;
Two little baby qrigels as sweet as sweet can be— " 
Pink and peach is his fair face, lily and rose is she.

His open eyes are bonnie blue, and lier’s—her eyes? Ah, 
' well! .

I ve looked and tried my very best, and yet I can’t quite 
tell!

They may be jet—I know they’re bright—they may be 
heavenly blue;

But she mostly keeps them "buttoned up”-—no room for 
peeping thro’.

Two little baby angels the angels bring io me;
Two little baby angels as ¿weet as sweet ean be— 
Pink and peach is his fair face, lily and rose is she.

And have they wings? 0 yes, they have such cunning 
, little things! '

'I’liey’i-e folded close and snug and safe, the tiny little 
’ wings;

No bird such plumage ever wore in grove or forest dense;
One angel wing is “Purity,” and one is “Innocence.” 

J wo little baby angels the angels bring to me; 
'Two little baby angels as sweet as sweet can be— 
Pink and peach is his fair face, lily and rose is she.

I must tell you where they came from? That’s the great
est mystery!

1 guess ’twas from some island in tlie beautiful Soul-land 
Sea.

I am sure the angels bring them—angels loving, good and 
true—

And .you may ask the angels next time they come to you. 
Two little baby angels the angels bring to me;
Two little baby angels as sweet us sweet can be— 
Pink and peach is his tail- face, lily and rose is she.

Two little baby angels as sweet as sweet can be;
I guess the angels bring them from the beautiful Soul

land Sea;
In the quiet of the evening they rest upon my knee, 
And the angels come and take them—just where I cannot 

see.
Two little baby angels tlie angels bring to me;
Two little baby angels as sweet as sweet ean be— 
Pink and peach is his fair face, lily and rose is she

Hammond, Ind. JAS. C’.' UNDERHILL.

PRAY MUCH.

Pray much! God loves a sweet dependent spirit
That owns itself too weak to walk alone;

No peal goes forth, but listening angels hear it. 
Sometimes in ways mysterious and unknown, 
Their answers come; but surely as the light ’

Hears the dawn calling, and dispels the night, 
So do those blessed messengers on high 

Hear when we call.

Pray much! The friends with whom we hold cominun- 
in«S ... . „ , , .

Exert a subtle influence hour by hour;
Turn often, then, with soulful importunings, 

To these celestial comrades. By their power
Thou shalt be girded for the times of strife, 

That try the strength of every human life;
Thou sluilt become a victor in the field 

Where others yield. '

Pray much! Each day allow thyself a season 
For close companionship with minds above;

Put by thy will, thy pride, thy stubborn reason,— 
Keep nothing but humility and love.

As one is charged by magnets, so thy soul 
Shall feel divine electric currents roll

Thro’ all its chambers, till it glows with faith 
That conquers death.

—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Ä.
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The future woman! Earth awaits her coming,
As mother, teacher, sister, friend or wife, 

Of all the Ages’ hopes she is the summing, .
. To solve their vexing problems, sbothe their strife.

—Amelia B. Gatrell.
.—.)o(.—. -

As all error is meanness, it is incumbent on every man, 
who consults his own dignity, to retract it as soon as he 
discovers it, without fearing any censure so much as that 
of Iris own mind.—Dr. Johnson.

So far as a man thinks, he is free. Nothing is more 
disgusting than the crowing about liberty by slaves, as 
most men are, and the flippant mistaking for freedom of 
some paper preamble' like a “Declaration of Independ
ence” or the statute right to vote, by those who have 
never dared to think or act.—Emerson.

Every’ one of his opinions appears to himself to be writ
ten with sunbeams.—Watts. -

There is nothing so likely to produce peace as to bo 
well prepared to meet the en’emy.—Washington.

bers of the new school in London, claims to have enlisted 
the interest of certain liberal members of the royal 
family, and that any number of fashionable ladies are 
having their nervous ailment's treated musically. The 
doctor is himself an accomplished violinist, and holds 

1 that a practical, if not expert, knowledge of music is 
necessary to the practitioner in the new field. As to the 
facility as well as the'efflcacy of the music cure, the doc
tor has put violent headaches to flight in the speedy time 
of three minutes. In hjs experiments, neuralgia is less 
tractable, though in the ehd the music has proved to be a 
specific remedy for ft.' (Even the fiercest of aches, the 
toothache, he has stopped? It is Dr. Strutt’s belief that 
constitutional nervous . ’disorders, which are quickly 
alleviated by the mhsic’ treatment, can. be cured per
manently by proper and. Continuous application.

PATIENT’S TASTES MUST BE STUDIED.

In the music treatment the constitution and tastes of 
the patient must be studied. The proper application of 
the system implies thb right kind of music and the right 
kind of instrument. As to the pharmacopoeia, it is dis
covered already in Gretry’s classification of style of com
position. The key of-C major is noblejmd frank, 0 
minor pathetic, D major brilliant, D minor melancholy, 
E flat grand and pathetic, E major sparkling, E minor 
rather sad, though the first minor scale in nature, F 
major mixed, F minor most pathetic of all, F sharp major 
is hard, G major‘is warlike and not as grand as C major, 
G minor is.next to F itnnor in properties of pathos, A 
major is another brilliant, A minor the simplest and dull
est, B flat is grand, but less so than C major-and more 
pathetic than that of.F major; B major is brilliant and 
gay, while that of B minor is adapted to express sincerity 
and artlessness. ■

In general all the minor keys are tinged with mel
ancholy and are used to express abstract sentiments, such 

jb grief, despair, dissimulation, irony, etc. If each key

“Woman, Church and State.” By Matilda Joslyn 
Gage. A royal volume, of more than common intrinsic 
value. The subject is treated with masterly ability; show
ing what the church has and has not done for woman. 
It is full of information on the subject, and should be 
read by every one. Price $2, postpaid. For sale at this 

. office.
“The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. A Menace to 

American Civilization.” By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lec
turer upon physical, physiological and psychic science. 
Demonstrator of the molecular or spiritual hypothesis of 
nature. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant Price 25 cents. 
For sale at this office.

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the student of psychic 
phenomena, this pamphlet is intensely interesting. It 
gives detailed accounts of two cases of “double conscious
ness,” namely Mary Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, Hl., 
and Mary Reynolds, of Venango County, Pa. For sale at 
this office. Price 15 cents. .

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to Old Records.” 
Told by Paul Carus. This book is heartily recommended 
to students of the science of religions, and to all who 
would gain a fair conception of Buddhism in its spirit and 
living principles. Spiritualist or Christian can scarcely 
read it without spiritual profit. Price $1. For sale at 
this office.

“Religious and Theological Works of Thomas'Paine.” 
Contains his celebrated “Age of Reason,” and a number 
of lettersand discourses on religious and theological sub
jects. Cloth binding, 430 pages. Price $1. For sale 
at this office. ' ; .

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-operative Systems 
and the Happiness and Ennoblement of Humanity.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises the last 
part of Human Culture.and Cure. Paper cover 15 cents. 
For sale at this office.

“Karezza. Ethics of Marriage.” By Alice B. Stock
ham, M. D. Price, $1. For sale at this office. -

SCIENCE OF THE' SOUL j
■ ■ ■ J: ■-&

il ¡BY III ;

LOREN ALBERT SHERMAN. -

bets forth tho PhHobOpLy of Existence, with detailed 
evidence. It appeals to Christiana and Spiritualists 
Alike, as it demonstrates tho truth of the spirit mani- 
jestatlona of Josus Christ, upon which the Christian 
tcllglon is based, as well as tho actuality of modern 
opW^maulfesiaUons. Its title page claims that tha

SCIENTIFIC DEMONSTRATION

of the
Existence of the soul of man as his con» 

sclous individuality independently 

of the physical oryanlsmj 

of the 
CONTINUITY OE LIFE

* and the

ACTUALITY OF SPIRIT RETURN,

The first eleven chapters are devoted entirely to 
manifestations of the soul incarnate, with a clear ox« 
position ofthe psychic philosophy.

The Bucceedlngfour chapters set forth the pbiloso« 
phy of the Infinite. '

The last twenty chapters are devoted to aiHexposb 
non of spiritual philosophy, with evidence lu detail, 
mnehof it being personal experiences of the author;

The price of the book is $1, For sale 
at the office of The Progressive Thinker»

IMMORTHLITY,
. . . OR . . , 

FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL
ING PLACES.

BY DB. J. M. PEEBLES.

AN INVALUABLE WORK I
This admirable work contains wbat a hundred 

iplrlta, good and evil, say of their dwelling-place«. 
Give m detoJls-deulls and accurate delineation! of 
life In the Spirit-world!—U the constant appeal of 
thoughtful minds. Death is approaching. Whither-, 
oh. whither! Shall I know my friends beyond the 
tomb? Will they know me? What Is their present 
condition, aud what their occupations? In this vol
ume the splrlte, differing us they -nay. uro allowed to 
speak for themselves. No man Is belter qualified 
thun Dr. Peebles tu place u work of this kind before 
the people. He ireuts of the Mysierlea of Lifer 
Doubts nud Hopes; The Bridging of the Hirer; Fora1 
gleams of the Future; Tesihnony of Saints; The 
Growth and Perfection of the Splrltuul Body; Is It 
the Soul or Body Hint Sins?; Clothing In the Spirit
World; Our Little Ones in Heaven; The PoreonalRx« 
perleucea of Aaron Knight; The Red Man’s Testi« 
inony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Phyrichinf in Spirit« 
Life; The Homes of Apostles and Divines: Th# 
Friendsand Shakers In Spirit-Life; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno aud Others; Many Voices Iron: the Spirit« 
Land. Many other matters are treated, too numer« 
ous to mention. Price ei' . postage, 12 Gent*- For

WHW LINCOLN 
A SPIRITUALIST?

-OK-
Curious Revelations from the Life 

of a Trance Medium.
— BY —

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, troni Carpenter’s 
Portrait from Life.

This book will be found peculiar, curioaa, Btarrllngy 
—more so than any work lasued since Uncle Toin's 
Cabin. U breathes forgotten whispers which tho rust 
of time bad almost covered, and which have been 
snatched from tbe very jaws of oblivion. It deals 
with high official private life during the most momenta 
oui period In American History, and is a secret pago 
from the life of bhu whom time serves only to inaks ■ 
greater, more appreciated, aud more understood— • 
“Abraham Lincoln.” ■

Cloth, Elmo, illustrated, ppt Ü64, 
Paper, 75 cents. -

For Sale at this office.

THE PRIESTJHE WQMAff
“AND--

THE CONFESSIONAL. .
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

This la a most valuable book. It comes from an Ex»- 
Priest, whose character is above reproach, und who 
knows what he Is talking abuut. Everybody should ' 
[ers^ L Frice, tl.OO. Huionialus the fulluwlug chap«

CHAPTER I.
Tbe Struggle before tbe Surrender of Womanly Self» 

respect lu tbe Confessional. :
, CHAPTER h.
Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for the '• 

Priest.
................................CHAPTER III.
The Confessional Is tbe Modern Sodom. i
„ t CHAPTER IV. '
How the Vow of Celibacy of tbe Priests Is made cau

by Auricular Confession.
w , CHAPTER V.
The highly-educated aud refined Woman in the Con* 

feseioual—What becomes of her after uncvudillon« 
al surrender—Her irreparable Rulu.

4 CHAPTER VI. .*
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Tics ol

Marriage aud Human Society.
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil* 
ized Nations?

, CHAPTER VIII.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to tbe Soul? • •

„ CHAPTER IX. - -
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious-

Imposture. -
„ u CHAPTER X. -
God compels the Cbtireb of Rome to confess the-

Abomination! of Auricular Confeaaion. '
. . CHAPTER Xi.
Auricular Confession in Australia, America, and'

1 rance.
Á CHAPTER XH.
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Hus« 

bsuda and Fathers—Some of th«» matters on which •• 
the Priest of Rome must Question hh Penitent. *•■

Sent Post-paid, Price. $1.00.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA,
According to Old Records.

BY DR. PAUL CARUS.

A translation from Japanese, made under the an«, 
nces of the Bov. Shaku Soyeu, delegate to the Par* 
lament of BeUgions. Was lately published to 1 anan. 
Price 11» For sale at this office, v

THE REAL ISSUE. ’

2rVu#JlWc’ important additions, maklnff^
Md1/” 25 ccnts' T111‘ b“°k contains

C8’ iact8aQd documents, on the tcndenri#« of CTcrr one ““,ild ““ S

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
•weete.t toon tduted topopmw ^“,”'5
of congreraUon^ circle, and famine.. Price lOcirn« 
orW per hundred. For Mie at Ihl. office. C 10 cen“'

The Myth of the Great Deluge/ 
li«re,fu?«to’onbeBli>le'^lmTor<tteaDol^rffpH?a 
15 cento.

Out of the Depths Into the Lisht.
..BF Si5Pe!. B°wl«l Mr«. Carrie E. S. Twine ma. 

with

Ft IS INTERESTING?-
TIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT-

ffi.og'cT 'IM Po!L*ie «■'«»u-'VW

PULPIT, PEW AND CRADLE.

woman «houldread Hand know her friend, ond en. 
mle.. Price 10 cent».

PAINE’S POLITICAL WORRS?
Common Sense, Tho Crl.ln, RhrhtB of Man ate 

Illmtrated edition. Po«t8vo., 650 page». Cloth tl 00- 
poBtage,2Ocent«.

Why She Became a Spiritualist,
Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Juddon. Thia book 

ibonld be read by every SplrltulhL Mos it tn- FStage 10 cents. '

Children’s Progressive Lyceum? 
A manual, with directions for the organization and management of Sunday schools. Bv aSSw 

PaTli, Something Indispeninble. Price 50 cents.

STANDING UP FOR JESUS?”
Or whst the editor of the Freethinker’» Magazine 
thlnkiofhlm. Price, 4 cent»; twenty-five coplea fa 
50 cento. .. - .

S
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ed every Saturday at 40 Loomis Street

yh-.:......—z-----------------------?ÿ. J,R, FRANCIS, Editor and Publisher.
at Chicago PostoWcc at eacoud-class maltor.

jfe . ' TKB3I8 OF SUBSVltlPTlON.

, : Jan PBOOBSSBivitTaiKKEB will La fumlshea until 
tec ■ turther uotice, at the following ferma, Invariably lu 
ivi.'....*«lxance: . ’

One your ..........
SlxmontliB.......
Thirteen weeks, 
pinite copy.......

.« 1.00 
GOcts 
25ctfl’ 
Gela

HBMITTANCEB. .
Remit by PoBloffico Money Order.P.cglhtered Letter. 

Or draft on Chicago or Kew York. It ’coals from 10 
tots cents to get checks cashed on local banka, sodon’t 
aend them unless you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Direct all letters to J. 11. Francis, 
Ko. lOI.omnls Street. Chicago, III.

CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
Afi there are thousands who will at first venture 

cmJy twenty-five cents for The Piioquebbive Tiiinkeb 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those who receive 
a sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from to 110, or even 
more than the latter sum A Urge number of little 
amounts will make u.largo sum total, aud thus extend 
the field ot our labor and ufiefulness. The same sug- 
6esUun will apply in all cases of renewal of subscrlp- 

ona—solicit others to aid tn the good work. You will 
experience no difficulty whatever in Inducing Splrltu- 
ellsta to subscribe for TuKPimaiiEssivE Thinker, 
for not one of them can afford to be without the valua
ble Information imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cento.
Do you wont a more bountiful harvest than we cun 

give you for 25 center Juslpuu.ü aud think for a njo- 
meat wbat an intellectual feast that small Investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of Tun Pnp- 
enassivK Tuiskbb thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
cents! For Unit amount you obtain otic hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating aud 
mind-refresbtug reading matter, equivalent to a medl- 
um-slsedbookl

TAKE NOTICE!
IV At oxplratton ot subscription, ft not renewed, 

the paper Is discontinued Ko bills will be sent for ex
tra numbers.
tv it you do not receive your paper promptly, 

Write to us, aud errors In address will bp promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.
tV Whenever you desire the address of your paper 

changed, always give the address ot the place towblab 
It Is then sent, or the change cannot be made.

'' THE BELLS, THE BELLS,
That distinguished statesman, the 

Hon, Edward Everett, in one of his 
early speeches—died 1805— declared 
that an American citizen, on certain 
conditions he enumerated, “Should 
never be allowed to hear the Sabbath 
bells of a free people.” That was pro
posed as a sort of penalty for entertain
ing views obnoxious to the speaker. 
But down In the 26th ward, of Chicago, 
that is just what the people want, and 
are really distressed because the city 
council will not suppress the ringing of 
those disturbing church bells, which 
they say have become a terrible nui
sance, because the petitioners’ early 
morning slumbers are Interrupted by 
tlie bells’ almost ceaseless clamor, com
mencing in somp districts so early as 
4 o’clock in the morning. If there is a 
lull for a brief period, and they are 
again lost in sleep, they are again 
awakened by the noisy chimes. The 
“sweet and quiet peace of the holy Sab
bath,” of which the clergy are always 
boasting, and are constantly laboring 
to make more silent, Is thus disturbed 
in the interest of that same priestly 
class who only wish the day profaned 
in their Interest.

It may be after all God’s ears—for the 
Bible tells us he has ears to bear—are 
vexed because of these senseless 
sounds, and that that is his reason for 
allowing the lightnings ami the cy
clones to demolish the stately steeples 
In which those sleep-disturbing, nerye- 
shatterlng and Sabbath-breaking tin- 
tlnnabulators are suspended. If so lie 
would do humanity an absolute service 
if he would sweep them all away, _

à
OBEYING HJ8 CLERICAL IN- 

BÍINOTS.
Oue Rev. P. F. Jernegan, ambitious to 

become wealthy, proposed to extract the 
gold held in solution by the. ocean, so 
he preached up a raid ou the watery el
ement until he had aroused the cupidity 
of Ills wealthy parishioners in Boston, 
then organized.the “Electrolytic Mariné. 
Salts Company,” of which he became 
manager. With tricks peculiar to the 
craft he drew on the stockholders lor 
money until he aud his assistant, 
Fisher, had absorbed some $200,000, 
when they fled to Europe, leaving the 
stockholders the vast resources of the 
ocean from which to recoup their wast
ed exchequer. “Mount a beggar ou a a 
horse, and he will ride to the Devil,” is 
an old-time proverb. “Trust a preach
er with your money, and he will fol
low the beggar,” would be an equally 
true maxim.

JUST A GOOD THING.
A missionary among the Dakota In-

SATURDAY, AUGUST 20, 1898,

RELINQUISHED THE DEVIL. •
A body of religionists have been hold

ing what they are pleased to term re
vival meetings in Topeka. A press dis
patch from there says;

“The minister was exhorting some 
women whom he had called to the 
mourner's bench to flee from the wrath 
to come. He said:

“ ‘Give up everything to the Lord. 
You must relinquish the Devil and all 
his works; reform your ways; abandon 
your present methods of living; experi
ence a change of heart; be born again 
through tlie spirit.’

“One of the women looked up, sllglrf- 
ly raising her head to view the preach
er. She was for a moment apparently 
■wrapped in thought. Suddenly she rose 
and said with vehemence: '

“‘Before I’ll do what you say 1’11 do 
the best I can to take care of my family 
und go to hell when I die.’ ”

All honor to the bravo woman who 
repudiated the demands of a foul
mouthed bigot, and resolved to care for 
(her family, instead of heeding his de
mands. I. nfortiinately she had been 
indoctrinated into the cruel creed of her 
parents, and lacked the educational 
ability to break away from its absurd 
demands; but her maternal instincts 
came to her rescue, and saved her from 
priestly tyranny.
'The good woman should lie taught 

that the hell she would accept iu pref
erence to unfaithfulness to those she 
loves, is a part of the machinery of 
prlestcralt, to compel obedience to op
pressive demands, and that a place of 
after death torture lias no existence 
outside of a diseased imagination. Hell, 
the Devil, nn offended God, and a cru
cified son are appeals to fear, faith and 
sympathy. All are tools of religious 
demagogues, used to protract their 
power.

WANTS PRIESTS PROTECTED.
A telegram announces:
“The Pope lias appealed to the 

United States government to protect 
Catholic clergymen and church prop
erty from the insurgents in the Philip
pines.” -

Why this special appeal? For, |Q0 
years Catholics have been in contrat Jn 
those islands. They have dictated laws 
and penalties which the Spanish gov
ernment has enforced with its bayonets. 
It has treated the natives as an inferior 
race, tyrannizing over them in every 
form, and compelling them to observe a 
system of religion they hated. Now, as 
their power wanes, and these relics of 
the Spanish Inquisition are endangered, 
the successor of the pagan pontiffs asks 
tills young republic to become a cohort 
in holding the Philippine Insurgents in 
restraint.

No doubt our government will protect 
all classes of persons at Manila, as be
comes Its duty as conqueror; but It 
would be adverse to human nature if 
tlie oppressed should have the opportu
nity and not punish the priestly 
wretches who tyrannized over them, 
though it was done in the name of God.

If the victims of the Spanish Inquisi
tion could have organized with suffi
cient numbers to have punished the au-

dians has a novel device for making 
converts to Christianity, which is fitting 
-this electric age. His prayer book has 
metal sides. Electric cords pass from 
these through the missionary’s clothing, 
and are connected with a small battery 
in his pocket. The Indian neophyte 
places one hand on each side of the 
book, the electric current is turned on, 
and Mr. Indian, with a whoop, and “me 
dam big Injun,” gradually quiets down 
and says he has “got a beep white 
man’s religion.”

Often we hear people say they know 
there Is something in religion, for they 
can feel it in their hearts. The Indian 
gets it in his fingers, and is as positive 
as is bls white brother. Imagination l.s 
a powerful factor in all religions.

POINTED QUESTIONS.
While a couple of preachers were 

holding forth recently at the corner of 
Madison and Dearborn streets, and a 
dozen lady assistants were taking up 
collections, a young man In the crowd 
addressed the holy men thusly:

“Say, do you fellows ever try to help 
anybody except by preaching? Did any
body ever hear of your feeding the hun
gry or clothing the naked? If I caught 
either of you doing that once, instead of 
singing hymns in a white vest, swallow
tailed coat, and plug hat, I for one 
would feel a lot more like accepting 
your invitation to be a Christian.”

It Is reported no reply was attempted, 
but the whole shebang, wagon, horses, 
girls, took an immediate departure for 
new fields of labor.

L

?

. WAS THE BOOICAT FAULT?
A report from the penitentiary at Jol

iet tells of a prisoner who was offered 
a parole, but declined it, because he 
said the people from whence he came 
.would not believe justice had been done 
(him iLnow permitted to return home. 
He insisted lie would remain in prison 
two years. Aud then the newspaper re
port says: “He spends a large part of 
his time reading the Bible, aud it is his 
constant companion on Sundays.” 

- This prisoner was formerly engaged 
in the agency and real estate business 
at Rockford, 111. He was extremely 
pious, and we understand, a Sunday- 
fechool superintendent. He loaned 
money for his patrons, aud claimed to 
take mortgage securities. The unco 
good gave him their business, whilst 
the resources of widows and orphans 
were placed In Ins hands for invest
ment. Tlie story of bls failure some 
two years ago was a painful one, re
vealing peculation and fraud, In which 
It Is represented near $200.000 were in
volved. He was arrested, convicted on 

•his own confession aud sent to the pen 
to do service to the state for one of a

I
multitude of his offeuses. "While 
jail awaiting the term of court 
Bible was his constant companion.

Is it not possible Mr. P. has been

in 
his

too
close a student of the Bible? Possibly 
he gained some good lessons from the 
book, qualifying him for bis Suuday- 
school duties, but the inference is, lie 

. gave too much attention to the “Story 
of the “Unjust Steward, whom “the 
Lord commended because he acted 

’ wisely” whe nhe defrauded his master 
- by wasting his goods. See Luke 16:1 to 

10.
-The great offender may have been ap
prehensive ot personal violence should 
he return to the scene of his embezzle
ments, and he may think the prison a 
safe retreat until angry passions 
aroused by his crimes shall have ample 
time to cool. "

ANOTHER WAR-CLOUD.
Late advices from Europe seem to in-

ir
e

ç-,

tliors of their 
lain the Pope 
his ability to 
from deserved

tortures, it is very cer- 
would have exerted all 
shield the persecutors

death, just as he Is now
doing to protect his vicegerents in the 
Philippines.

TRUE TO THEIR INSTINCTS.
A couple of Jesuit Fathers, claiming 

to represent a hundred churches, called 
on Gen. Wilson, commanding the 
United States forces at Ponce, Porto 
Rico, and wanted information as to the 
source of priestly support under the 
new order of things. They were in
formed that under the American con
stitution and system of government it 
was not possible to use public moneys 
for church or religious purposes; that 
church and state were wholly separated 
In America.

This must have been very mortifying 
intelligence to these holy men; but with 
the instincts born of trickery, they con
cluded to make the pews contribute to 
their support. '

If a chaplain in the army chanced to 
be in sight when Gen. Wilson replied to 
the priests, be must have made a men
tal reservation as to them, for every 
farthing expended for their support is 
in derogation of the constitution.

WANING DOGMAS.
One J. G. Rogers, in the Contemporary 

Review, denies that evangelicalism is 
waning, but contends it Is the false 
teachings of the churches that are pass
ing away. Among the errors be enum
erates may be found tlie unreasonable 
claim of verbal inspiration of the Bible, 
which lie says the higher criticism lias 
•shown to be insuperable. And then the 
theory of eternal punishment he 
claims, was derived from Dante rather 
than from tlie New Testament, though 
formulated into creeds. And the decay 
of faith in these obsolete teachings he 
seems to class among the hopeful signs 
of the times.

Well, let the churches go on and 
eliminate tlieir errors, substitute good 
deeds in place of faith, and personal 
sufferings for their own misdeeds in
stead of making a scapegoat of an im
aginary half-God. half-man, then, after 
repudiating many other false dogmas, 
demoralizing In their influence in addi
tion, the church may serve humanity a 
useful purpose.

«".gWyiW'S'i'S
TREU»,

A PERSECUTED PREACHER.
Rev. Wm. Hobbs, charged with col

lecting money without authority, osten
sibly for relief of Cubans, was lately’ 
arrested at Lamar, Mo., to which place 
he had fled from Girard, Kansas. The 
news dispatch says, “Hobbs secured 
considerable money while lecturing on 
the sufferings of tlie destitute Cubans In 
tfie Baptist ehurch at Girard, which he 
used to minister to his own needs.”

AMERICAN CHURCH PROPERTY.
The people of the United States have 

over $350,000,000 Invested In church 
property.—News item.

Multiply that sum by three and the 
truth will be more nearly reached. Ex
empt from taxation the policy of the 
church has been and is to make the 
amount as small as possible. Trinity 
church alone, in New York, Is said to 
own property worth over $50,000,000,

~ DR. M. E. CONGER.
Dr. M. E. Conger, of Chicago, is at the 

Vicksburg Camp. The Doctor stands 
high as a reformer, speaker and author. 
His medical works have had an exten
sive sale, and are very valuable.

A SAD CALAMITY.
Hobo Harold to Weary Wlllle:-De 

paper sez dat a distillery burned down 
las’ night an’ destroyed five t’ousand 
harries o’ w’lsky. Au’ yet some people 
sez dere’s a God!

Belvidere Seminary.
The fall term of this Institution wljl 

begin September 21. Location health
ful and beautiful. No Illness in the 
school for the past two years. Pupils 
have made excellent progress in their 
studies, and in tlie art of self govern
ment. Terms moderate. For circulars 
address the principal, Belle Bush.

References—Mrs. Loe F. Prior, Atlan
ta. Ga.; Mrs. W. P. Williams, Salem, 
Ore.; Joseph H. Wilson, Esq., Belvidere, 
N. J.; Mrs. J. C. Jackson, Chicago, Ill.; 
Catherine J. Musson, Philadelphia, Pa.; 
Dr. Arthur B. Ewell, 812 West 14th 
street, New York City; Editors of Ban-
ner of Light and Progressive Thinker.

KEEP IN STEP.

■ - dlcate a collision at an early day be
tween Great Britain and Russia, grow
Ing out of conflicting Interests in China. 
It seems China ceded to British sub
jects the right to construct an Import-

■ nnt railroad in that empire. Russia de- 
• • sired to pass through northern China to 

the sea with her great continental rail
road. To this China objected, and re
fused a grant for tliat purpose. Never
theless it appears Russia is prosecuting 

:- her project independent of a charter, 
< basing her right to do so because f-avora- 

ble grants were made to the British in 
. a similar direction. Says a late cable
gram;

“Her majesty’s government-will sup
port the Chrnese government in resist- 

■. ing. any power which commits any act 
of aggression in China, on account of 

■ China having granted permission to 
make any railway or public works to

..- .British subjects.” '
? ■. It is possible the war-cloud seemingly 
U about to be dissipated between Spain 
I-and tlie United States, will pass over 
I. and involve the great Northern powers 

A of Europe in deadly strife. American 
.sympathies will be with our British

■■ - cousins in such a contest.

A SPECIMEN. .
Among the “Ancient Laws and Char

ters of Massachusetts Bay,” published 
in Boston by order of the General 
Court, 1814, the Truth Seeker reports 
one which declares:

“For affirming that men are saved by 
works and not by faith; for opposing 
infant baptism; for leaving the church 
when infants are about to be baptized; 
the offender shall suffer banishment; 
and whoever denies the infallibility of 
the Bible, shall, for the first offense, be 
openly aud severely whipped by the ex
ecutioner; and for the second offense 
shall suffer death.”

It was by such laws in nearly all the 
original States this was made a Chris
tian country, and by laws of a similar 
character relating to blasphemy, the In
stitution has been maintained.

Keep up with the Free Thought pro-, 
cession! You can do so by sending to 
this office $1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. Art Magic is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
in step with our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag in the rear. If you 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why you do not? 
We would like to know.

STATE CONVENTION.
The first annual convention and elec

tion of officers of the State Spiritual
ists' Association of Minnesota will be 
held in the Morgan Post Hall, 118 Hen-, 
ntpin Ave., Minneapolis, Sept. 6 and 7. 
All societies throughout the state are 
requested to send in their applications 
for a charter, and appoint delegates at 
once. W. F. Peck, of St Louis, and all 
of the prominent local mediums will 
participate. An extensive programme 
is being arranged and a large attend
ance is expected. The ladles auxiliary 
will serve meals in the hall.

The President's Views Con
cerning It.

I,——
For the past five ¿’ears the National 

Spiritualists’ Association has been a 
power for good In furthering the inter
ests of of Spiritualism. It has sought 
to serve principles instead of personali
ties and has made the upbuilding of the 
cause as a whole its prime object dur
ing its entire history. Its officers have 
done their best with the limited means 
at their command to make Spiritualism 
felt from one side of the continent to 
the other. Its officers were selected be
cause of their interest in Spiritualism, 
and their willingness to make sacrifice 
for the sake of their religion. No one 
of them has received emoluments in 
money or honor sufficient to compensate 
him or her for labor expended.

During the entire five years each offi
cer and trustee has had to sacrifice time 
aud money in behqlf of the body he or 
she represented. The limited resources 
of the National Association made it an 
absolute impossibility for any one to 
“get rich" out of it. Since its organiza
tion in 1893, there has been but one 
regular salaried officer, the secretary. 
If any one will investigate the matter 
thoroughly, he will find that this official 
has been underpaid rather than over
paid for his services up to October, 
1897. The first year of its existence the 
president received no salary; he worked 
for nothing and found himself, and at 
the close of the year he was in debt be
tween three aud four hundred dollars, 
money that be had hired to enable him 
to do his duty as president of the Na
tional Spiritualists’ Association, Dur
ing the second year, a private purse of 
$1,000 was ostensibly made up to pay 
the president for bls services. Of this 
less than six hundred dollars were paid 
him during the year, but the balance 
was made up by the Association so that' 
he actually received one thousand dol
lars for his year’s work.

The third year the office of president 
was made a salaried ¿ne by the vote of 
the National Convention, nnd the 
amount fixed at $1,200. This was duly 
paid, with the understanding that what
ever the President earned as mission
ary over and above traveling expenses 
during that year should be turned into 
the treasury of the National Spiritual
ists' Association. This he did, having 
received and dolleeted $1,844 during 
that year at an expense of about $1,050. 
In 1898, the president’s salary was 
made $1,500, under the same conditions 
as the year previous. During that year 
the president accepted the editorship of 
the Banner of Light, and remitted all of 
his salary from the National body from 
March 24,1897, save for the time he act
ually spent lu Its service. More than 
this, he turned jover all bls Sunday 
earnings to the , National Association 
after he had slgqefl a contract to give 
up his salary from It.

In 1897 the -President's salary was 
continued at $1,501), with tlie tacit un
derstanding that it would be remitted 
in degree as had been .done in the pre
vious year. Thus far this has been 
done, as no salary, has been drawn by 
or paid to him sijyte October last. All 
expenses incurred by him, save ex
penses of travel to two board meetings, 
have been paid out of his own pocket. 
It is probable that this sum will be paid 
in full another year. The president has 
met every obligation he assumed in full 
during the p^esept year, and dis
charged every,official duty to the best 
of his ability.

That the president and his associates 
have made mistakes I do not deny; but 
I do emphatically deny that be or they 
have been serving the National Spirit
ualists’ Association for mercenary mo
tives only, with the hope of achieving 
fame or notoriety. During the past five 
years the National Association has 
grown steadily in numbers and won the 
confidence of the rast majority of the 
people. It has not done all It ought to 
have done, or could have done, if It had 
been properly endowed. It has done 
more to dignify Spiritualism and to se
cure fqr It the respect or the outside 
world than was done In forty years pri
or to its organization. There is yet 
much more to be done, and it will do 
that work wisely and well as soon as It 
has the means. -

Its concept of the Jubilee was a noble 
Ideal and was worthy Spiritualism in 
Its best sense. That its ideal was not 
fully realized docs not prove that the 
officers of the National Association are 
self-seekers or dough-heads, but that 
they did not take into account the 
Spanish war, the continuation of hard 
times, and the extreme individualism of 
the so-called Spiritualists.

As a matter of fact, the Spanish war 
was not even a remote possibility two 
years ago when the Jubilee waft first 
planfied. The bard times and individ
ualism of the Spiritualists were consid
ered and methods decided upon by 
which they could be overcome. But 
the Jubilee was a success in all respects 
with the exception of finances. It was 
planned for what it ought to have been, 
what it would have been had It not 
been for the war, and the opposition of 
certain factions of Spiritualists who 
were determined to rule or ruin. These 
factors made the Jubilee a financial fail
ure, for which neither the General Man
ager nor the National Spiritualists’ As- 
spclatlon can be held responsible. They 
did what they believed to be for the 
best, and are willing to meet the conse
quences by taking hold to make up the 
deficit through honest efforts and hard 
work. It is no part of their mission to 
sulk or throw stones at those who have 
done their best for our great movement 
They believe that a long pull, a strong 
pull, and a pull all together will result in 
the payment of every obligation, and in 
the advancement of,the National Spirit
ualists’ Associauon.'

HARRISON D. BARRETT, 
Boston, Mass.": Pres. N. S. A.

each. year exultlpg, singing songs, giv
ing vent to exuberant feelings, impro
vising poetry, and speaking words of 
profound philosophy and wisdom, and 
all lu honor of the advent of Modern 
Spiritualism. Once a year is amply suf
ficient to hold public meetings to sim
ply express our high appreciation ot the 
angel world.

The exercises each year about the 
31st of March are of special signifi
cance, value aud Importance, and will 
always hold a high place in the heart of 
every Spiritualist. The speakers en
gaged in the anniversary exercises last 
spring (which constituted a Jubilee all 
over the United States), were among 
the very best, and the effects therof 
were a thousandfold greater and more 
inspiring than could emanate from any 
Jubilee in only one place. In school 
houses, in halls, in parlors, in publie 
places adapted to meetings, all over the 
United States these anniversary exer
eises were held aud their influence was 
much greater for good than any Jubilee 
at Rochester could possibly have been, 
for there was no ostentatious display, 
and no attempt at anything of the 
spread-eagle kind. At least 200,000 at
tended these Jubilee exercises— 
when placed by the side of the meagre 
hundreds who attended the Jubilee at 
Rochester, the latter sinks into pitiable 
and utter insignificance. The secular 
press outside of Rochester gave it only 
the briefest mention, the Chicago daily 
papers making no notice of it whatever.

Recognizing the fact that the Spirit
ualists all over this broad land hold 
services every year in honor of the ad
vent of Modern Spiritualism, the one 
who first conceived the Rochester Jubi
lee, at an expense to all outside of that 
city, ranging from $20 to $150, »Aide 
the mistake of his life, for a moment's 
reflection would have shown how ut
terly needless, under the circumstances, 
the Rochester Jubilee was, when just 
taking place under the expiring influ
ence of the hundreds of Jubilees (anni
versary exercises) which had been held 
only a few weeks previously." What
ever favorable estimate any one may 
attach to the Jubilee at Rochester, it 
would under any circumstance almost 
dwindle into a mere modicum of im
portance when compared with the an
niversary Jubilees in tlie aggregate 
held each spring. Hence tlie Rochester 
Jubilee was unnecessary, uncalled for 
in every sense of the word, was unbusi
nesslike, was not demanded by the ad
vanced minds on the spirit-side of life, 
nor by the great mass of Spiritualists 
on this side; it was improperly con
ceived, badly managed, impractical in 
Its methods, and chockful of dissatis
faction wliile being conducted. One of 
the most prominent speakers there, 
whose reputation is world-wide, and 
who was an active leader at the last 
National Convention, wrote us: “The 
Jubilee Is an Immense failure.” Of 
course we were shocked!—shocked 
from the fact that Spiritualists were 

■ too poor to be called upon to pay such a 
large deficit, and that, too, when some 
of bur mediums and valiant old work
ers are suffering for the very necessa
ries of life.

bon’t try, Brother Barrett, to bolster 
up in any respect, whatever, the Jubi
lee; it was a failure from start to finish 
—its inception a collossal blunder; its 
finish a miserable nightmare of a deficit 
to haunt the Spiritualists like a grim 
specter until paid: Yet none of the 
members of the National Association 
are “doughheads;” we agree with Bro. 
Barrett in that respect. They are 
among our very brightest minds—and 
are widely esteemed, are held in rever
ential respect by many, and It may not 
even be necessary for them to wear 
“mourning” over the failure of the Ju
bilee. But------but criticism, kindly ex
pressed, is a healthy tonic, and if the 
National will take it cheerfully even in 
homeopathic doses, they will grow 
stronger in all respects, and thank in 
the silence of their hearts The Pro
gressive Thinker for the attitude It has 
assumed, aud the general shaking up it 
has given our ranks. Notwithstanding 
our views, we propose to give $10 to as
sist in wiping out this “deficit” of the 
Jubilee, aud let it stand ns an excellent 
object lesson for the N. S. A. in tlie fu
ture to look at when conducting busi
ness.—Editor Progressive Thinker.

THE N. S. A.
The Coming Convention.

To the Editor:—The time is rapidly 
approaching lor the meeting of that im
portant organization, aud there is one 
subject ot spécial interest 1 desire to 
call the attention of your readers to 
among the many others that will be 
brought before the convention.

I refer to that of proxies. There have 
been several efforts made in previous 
conventions to correct the custom exist
ing in regard to the appointment of 
proxies by societies located at a dis
tance from Washington. But thus far 
no effort has been successful. Perhaps 
at the next convention some more satis
factory rule may be adopted.

Complaints are often made of the 
East, and‘especially Washington, hav
ing entire preponderance in the conven
tion, controlling all legislation, partic
ularly in the election of officers.

As the next convention Is probably to 
have the question of a change of ad
ministration, as suggested by The Pro
gressive Thinker and those in sympathy 
with that suggestion, brought practi
cably before it, it is especially neces
sary that societies desiring to have a 
voice in this legislation and to be fairly 
represented, see to It at once, that their 
per capita dues are paid, which entitles 
them to delegates, and that they select 
such delegates as can and will attend 
the convention, under all ordinary cir
cumstances.

When it is not possible for such dele
gates to attend they should be Instruct
ed to name the proxy they desire to 
represent them.

The custom of sending proxies to the 
president, secretary, or other members 
of the board of trustees, is liable to 
abuse, and to defeat the best objects of 
the organization in a close vote. Espe
cially this may be the case in the elec
tion of officers where personal Interests 
are involved.

As more important consequences are 
involved to the N. S. A., and to the 
cause of Spiritualism iu America, in the 
approaching convention than to any 
previous one, it Is greatly to be desired 
that all auxiliary societies should be 
represented by ■some active, thinking 
member from their own body. All re
alize tlie importance of a wise, energet
ic board of trustees, and if any change 
in the present board is desired, it is 
doubly important they should lie care
fully selected. It Is generally under
stood that some of the present board 
cannot be prevailed upon to remain in 
tlie board longer.

Their places of course must be filled, 
and as a good deal of expense is in
volved, without compensation, to all ex
cept the president and secretary, it is a 
grave question which devolves upon tlie 
delegates to determine as to who shall 
be selected to fill their places.

Those who feel that a change shbuld 
be made In the entire board, cannot ig
nore their duly to name belter and 
more satisfactory persons to fill those 
important positions. And if they can
not name such us will serve, or can 
probably be elected, hud we not better 
continue in office those who have so 
long and so faithfully served, at least

WHERE WE ARE AT.
Some of the Difficulties of ^tP’ 

Our Cause. •

MOTHERHOOD.

Oh, what so true, so pure, so good, 
As love and pride of motherhood? 
The tender watching and the care 
That have no likeness anywhere?
What men, most bold, would fear to do, 
A mother’s heart will carry through; 
Love is too strong to think on death, 
A child Is more than living breath.
A mother’s love is fond and wise, 
Her soul is in her baby’s eyes;
To her the laugh that shakes its throat 
Is sweeter than the throstle's note.
Her life is in the child she bears, 
Nor withers with the waste of years; 
Though promise may in failure die, 
'Tis love that makes herweep and sigh.
Her 
Her 
And 
Her

love, indeed, outlives her days, 
cbildrc» treasure up her praise; 
though no more they see her face, 
name retains its native grace.

—Exchange.

KEEP IN TOUCH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement. You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week. 
The paper one year and Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magic Is splendidly gotten up, is el
egantly bound In cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, nnd will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your li
brary.

another year?
Onset, Mass.

E. W. GOL’LD.

A PROPOSITION
To Raise the Funds to 

the Jubilee Deficit.
Pay

To the Editor:—Once again 1 presume 
upon your kindness, for 1 want to grasp 
the hand of your correspondent, J. M. 
Humphry. His letter has the true Spir
itual ring about it It Is time we stop 
finding fault and get down to some 
practical work. The Jubilee lias done 
Its work, perhaps more effectually than 
any of us know. We have all gained 
experience, and if it has roused us from 
the comfortable sleep in which many of 
us have been indulging ami started us 
forward doing something for the cause; 
It may indeed be registered as a "phe
nomenal success.”

And now to work to pay our debts. 
No more quibbling at the word “our;" 
we are going to pay it somehow, and as 
a small beginning 1 have to day sent 
out .on their message of love, ten “end
less chain letters,” and herein enclose 
you copy of same, also $1 as my contri
bution of 10 cents upon each of these. 
Mr. Walker can state the amount re
ceived from time to time In The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Every Spiritualist has Ills or her cir
cle of friends and it Is asking but little 
for the cause that they will aid in this 
method of raising in small amounts 
part of the deficit.

I would especially ask the many lead
ers of our cause that they would inter
est themselves in this among the mem
bers of their own societies; by this

To the Editor:—In issue of July 30 I 
find two timely articles which ought to 
be read and considered by every true 
Spiritualist. Tlie one, “Where Are We 
At,” by Dr. T. Wilkins; tlie other by 
Bro. W. E. Bonney, under the head of 
“Unpleasant Facts by a Missionary 
Worker.”

These two articles cover the ground 
of our true condition to-day. The stay
at-homes and easy to please, or self
satisfied Spiritualists have do coucep- 
tlon of the destructive forces that have 
attached themselves to our ranks, and 
the detrimental influences going out 
therefrom, and the great Held awaiting 
tlie laborer, the many willing souls that 
would carry the truth to these hungry 
souls, but cannot afford the ex
penditures attached thereto. In a three 
months’ missionary tour last summer I 
had similar experiences as that of Bro. 
Bonney an.dttyife. I found many live- 
awake Spiritualists, but the majority 
who looked upon the dark side of the 
picture, whicli makes of us chronic 
fault-finders. These are ever ready to 
give out their doleful story—“It is no 
use trying. Our Spiritualists are di
vided and you couldn’t get an au
dience,” etc. Invariably an audience of 
several hundred was the result; es
pecially was this true In an Ohio city. 
The large assembly room of their city 
building was filled (many standing, for 
four consecutive nights) with their best 
citizens and church people. Nowhere 
did I find a lack ot interest except 
among Spiritualists. How indolent 
some of us do grow after truth has 
come to us. “But then you know there 
is no hell, and let others find the truth 
as I did.” This idea has taken pos
session of us.

While we know that our ship is an
chored on a bank of destruction through 
this indolence, yet we hope some sweet 
day the spirit world will come to our 
rescue and extricate us bodily, aud lift 
us into a state of purification—all with
out any effort ou our part. Is not this 
where we are at?

Then, again, honest workers are 
placed in tile same Hue with impostors; 
these have even more privileges, for 
they have more endorsements. Their 
manifestations are tlie diet that sat
isfies the majority of our people. Then, 
too, they have tlieir certificates and ea- 
dorsemeuts from societies and the 
N. S. A. The vilest impostor I ever 
met was beating tlie railroads on one of 
these clerical passes. Now who is at 
fault? We, tlie N. S. A., or the im
postor? 1 say we as Spiritualists. Let 
us quit singing “What shall the harvest 
be," when we are constantly tilling the 
soil for this sis'il of destruction. If we 
dealt with these low, degraded creat
ures as tie do witli all other crimi
nals. or ns did tlie judge that passed 
sentence upon Giiliimn, the material- 
izer, we would soon rid our ranks. If 
we have created these sharks through 
our desire for more than our spirit 
friends can give us, and we are aware 
of this fact, why allow our opponents 
to cleanse our ranks, wliile we sit sing
ing “Tliere’s a laud that is fairer than 
day?” 1 ask in all candor what would 
we do there, for we don't know a 
dummy from our spirit grandmother 
here, nor an Independent voice from 
that of the medium's.

I believe in tlie phenomena. I was 
made a convert through it. But like 
Bro. Wilkins, If we have it, let us pro
duce it, for souls are wailing to know 
of this immortality brought to light.

Tills, then, is where we are at, 
Tliere’s a work to do. aud so let us be 
up and doing. Let every one eon
tribute bis mite to tlie sending out of 
honest workers as missionaries.

If this had been considered instead of 
the late Jubilee, think of tile good in 
the saving of souls that would have 
been brouglit into light by this expendi
ture of nine thousand dollars. How
ever, the old School of Experience ever 
awaits us.

Let us not "Wait for the Wagon”
(Bandi or the pn
those in 
of duty 
Into the 
founded

of judgment of
authority, but walk in tlie line 
and labor. Words were given 
inoutli of one of old. that con- 
tlif wise. Let ns as Spirittinl-

isls be like minded. that in
dividual action combines the force that 
shall move tlie world out of darkness 
into light. Then shall the result of our 
labor lie realized, mid we be made to 
see '•Where we are at."

MRS. J. W. KRATZ.
Evansville, Ind.
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means we could 
United States and 
something towards

speedily cover the 
should at least do 
lifting the burden

from our esteemed manager’s shoulders.
Apologizing for again troubling you, 1

remain, Yours Fraternally, 
CAROLINE CATLIX

“Who Are Tnese Spiritualists and 
Wbat Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 16 cents. For 
sale at this office.

“Social Upbuilding, Including co-op
erative Systems aud tlie Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity." By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises
the last part of Human Culture 
Cure. 1'nper cover, 15 cents. For 
at this office.

•■Principles of Light aud Color."

and 
sale

By

DISCOURAGING TO GOLD HUNT
ERS. •

Some fellow In the Klondike gold re
gion writes: ' -■•

“When I get back home I am going 
to gather my children around me, and 
tell them of my terrible tramp on the 
frozen river; and If they don’t cry, I 
shall whip them.” ’

When he gets back! Alas, that is a very 
uncertain period! There are many pit
falls between'Alaska and his distant 
home. The danger Is not all surmount
ed when he has reached the gold fields; 
neither does It end when a competence 
Is gained. And then, safely at home, a 
fortune quickly accumulated though, by 
Immense toil and suffering, is soon dis
sipated.

“After Her Death. The Story ot a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. n0 
mind that loves spiritual thought cah 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood 
Prof, Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
In succinct form thé substance of his 
Itctures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of gpir- 
Itualism. The book Is commended to 
all who. lore to study and think. For 
tale at this office. Price 25 cents, . .

- We are glad ,to present the above 
lucid explanation^''from Mr. Barrett 
He is a brilliant J’onhg man," chockful of 
energy, and imtiued with a great deal 
of enthusiasm 1$ hi? efforts to advance 
dur cause. No ,one, can have a higher 
respect for him personally than the ed
itor of The Progressive Thinker. For 
all the officers of thb N. S. A. we enter
tain the most kj^dlj- feeling, the most 
profound respect; many of them are in
tellectual stars of the first magnitude, 
and they have been of great service to 
the cause of truth. But while we enter
tain this exceedingly kind and fraternal 
feeling, we beg permission to be allowed 
to express our candid opinion, as we 
have done in regard to matters connect
ed with the N. S. A. Jubilee. Criticism, 
when expressed in the spirit of frater
nal kindness, is always a most excellent 
agent in clearing the atmosphere and 
preparing the way for. the advancing 
hosts. It is a most excellent tonic. It 
is in no sense, whatever, - throwing 
stones. ’ ’

Whatever the causes that led to the 
inception of the Jubilee, it was never 
considered a necessity by the great 
mass of Spiritualists. They had been

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrine." By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No.- 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect In 
•¿very detail as to be practically beyond 
-the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

The Principles of Nature, as Discov
ered in the Development and Structure 
Of the Universe. Material and Spiritual 
Magnetic Forces. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations and Mediumship. Spir
itual Planes and Spheres. Given Inspi
rationally, by Mrs. Marla M. King. In 
three volumes, 8vo. A remarkable 
work; among the greatest in the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price reduced 
from $1.75 to $1.25 per volume. Post
age 12 cents. "

The Spiritual Philosophy versus Di
abolism. Two lectures by Mrs. Marla 
M. King. Price reduced from 25 cents to 
20 cents..

God the Father, and the Man the Im
age of God. Two lectures. By Mrs. 
Maria M. King. Price reduced from 25 
cents to 20 cents.

'The Priest, the Woman, and the Con
fessionaL” This book, by the well 
known Father Chlniquy, reveals the de
grading, Impure Influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by tne sad experience of many wrecked 
Ilves. Price, by mail $L For sale at 
this office. .

To the Spiritualists of America :
Dear Friends:—Is the cause of Spirit

ualism dear enough to you to make a 
small sacrifice for it? If so, now is the 
time to prove it. In response to the 
spoken and unspoken desire of a great 
many hearts, the Semi-Centennial Jubi
lee was held at Rochester. From a 
number of unforeseen circumstances 
that celebration was not a financial suc
cess, and although the General Man
ager generously offered to shoulder tlie 
burden of the deficit the honor of Spirit
ualists forbids that it should lie so. To 
prevent this and relieve the N. S. A. 
from all anxiety in the matter, will you 
not aid in the scheme of this “endless 
chain letter?” If so, kindly forward 10 
cents to Frank Walker, Hamburg, N. 
Y., and send this letter on to some 
friend to do likewise; do not let it stop 
until the object is fully attained. This 
will be announced in The Progressive 
Thinker. Remember what Spiritualism 
has done for you, and if you feel inter
ested enough, please copy and start a 
chain of your own. Send contributions 
to Frank Walker, marked “Catlin letter 
No. 2. Jubilee Deficit.”

Yours Fraternallv, 
CAROLINE CATLIN.

Chicago, Ill.

E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture's finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to th» well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general /.-»dors nnd students 
of occult forces will firn', Instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with it

Social Evils: Their Causer aud Cure. 
By Mrs. Marla M. King. Price reduced 
from 25 cents to 20 cents.

“Religion as Revealed by the Mate
rial and Spiritual Universe. By E. D. 
Babbitt, M. D., LL.D.” A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist. One ot the very best 
books on the subject Price, reduced 
to $1, cloth; paper, 50 cents. For sale 
at this office.

“Edith Bramley’s Vision." Vivid de-
scription of a Jesuit spirit conclave, 
together with Wresting corroborative 
testimony. Prict 10 cents.

I this offici».
For sale at

“From Night to Mom, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives anaccount of her experi
ence In passing from the old faith of her 
parents to. the light, and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted to place in 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15 cents.

“The Religion of the Future.” By 8. 
WeiL This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammcled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, dear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by its perusal. For sale nt 
this office. Price, doth, $1.25; caper, 
50 cents. ...

“The Universe.” What 
The Beginning of Creation, 
ter Is. The Creation of

Force Is. 
What Mat
the Earth.

The Beginning of Life. Immortality. 
The Substance- of Its Environments. 
Psychic Science. Wbat the “Soul of 
Things” Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
Interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
sale at this office.

“The Watseka Wonder." To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet Is intensely Interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts of two cases of “double 
consciousness,” namely Mary Lurancy 
Vennum of Watseka, III., and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango County, Pa. For 
■ale at this office. Price 15c,
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The Work of the Past Week,

CAMP-MEETING DIRECTORY,

delegates at all trains and entertain
ments.

LAKE PLEASANT, MASS I

Doings of the Past Week.

com- 
until

Near Millersport, 0., 30 miles 
Columbus. S. L Woolley, pres-

Lib- 
and

Annual Convention.
The fifth annual convention of

MAY F. AYRES, 
Secretary.

Niantic Camp, Ct.
The Niantic Camp-meeting 

menees June 24, and continues

’’After the Sex Struct” By George 
N. Mffler. Price 26 cent*

Camp Progress, Mass,
This camp is open only on Sunday, 

and is located on the Essex street road, 
between Lynn and Salem, Mass.

WM

C. F. COLE. I

'yiÿÿ

Cassadaga Camp, N. Y.
This favorite place of resort opens 

July 15 and closes August 28.
Onset Bay Camp, Mass.

Onset Bay (Mass.) Camp-meeting 
commences July 3, and continues to 
September 4.

. September 8, inclusive. Excursion 
tickels to Niantic can be obtained at all 
stations on the New London Northern 
railroad at little more than half fare.

Lake Sunapee damp, N. H.
; The nineteenth annual Lake Sunapee 

Spiritualist Camp-meeting will be held 
• at Blodgett’s Landing, N. H., for five 

weeks, commencing Sunday, July 24, 
■ and ending Sunday, August 28, 1898.

Marshalltown Camp, la.
. Commences Sunday, August 28, and 
x closes Sunday, September 18. For fur
. ther information address Miss L. P.

■ Beeson, Albion, Iowa.
Topeka Camp, Kansas.

Commences September 11 and contin
uing until the 25th. T. P, Kelley, Sec
rotary, 211 E. Fourth St., Topeka, Kan.

Grand Ledge Camp, Mieh.
Grand Ledge Spiritualists’ Camp will 

open July 31, and close August 28, in
. elusive. Mis. Geo. Sheets, secretary 

pro tern.
Mt. Pleasant Park Camp, la.

Commences Sunday, July 31, and 
closes Sunday, August 28. For full in
formation address Martin H. McGrath, 
secretary, at Fulton, 111. ’

Lake Brady Camp, O. ’
Opens July 10, and closes September 

4. D. A. Herrick will preside as ehair- 
••- man during the session.

Southern Cassadaga Camp, Fla.
The Southern Cassadaga Camp meet

ing commences the first Sunday in Feb
ruary, 1899, and continues four weeks. 
For information write to the corre

’ spending secretary, Emma J. Huff", Lily 
■ Dale, N. Y.

Mantua Station Camp, O.
Commences July 17 and closes Aug. 

22. D. M. Klug, president.
Ashley Camp, O.

National Spiritual and Religious 
Camp Association, Wooley Park. Com
mences August 21 and closes Septem

' her 11. H. Baxter, president; W. F. 
Randolph, secretary.

- Vicksburg Camp, Mich.
The Vicksburg camp,, at Fraser’s 

Grove, opens August 5, and closes Au
gust 28. Programmes will be sent to 
anyone addressing Jeanette Fraser, 
¡Vicksburg, Mich.

Island Lake Camp, Mich.
. Fourth annual camp-meeting of the 
Island Lake Camp Association, Island 

- Lake , Mich., beginning July 1, and end
ing August 31 1898.

Lakeside Park Camp, Mo.
Lakeside Park, Jasper county, Mo., 

commencing September 10 and elosing 
September 2(1. B. G. Sweet, president, 
Empire City ,Kans.

Chesterfield Camp, Ind.
Chesterfield Camp-meeting will begin 

July 21 and close August 21, 1898. For 
... programmes address Flora Hardin, 

secretary, Anderson, Ind. President, 
,G. W. Parkinson, Yorktown, hid.

Haslett Park Camp, Mich.
Opens July 31, closes August 28. For 

information and programmes, address 
I. D. Richmond, Secretary, St. Johns, 
Mich.-

Harmony Grove Camp, Cal.
■ The Harmony Grove Camp will open 
at Escondido, San Diego, county, Cal., 
Sunday, August 14, closing Sunday, Au
gust 28.

For further particulars, enclose 
Stamp aud address the corresponding 
eecretary, Miss Mary Nulton, Escon- 

.dido, Cal.
Lake Pleasant, Mass.

Lake Pleasant Camp opens July 31, 
and closes August 29. Albert P. Blinn, 
eecretary. .
Woolley’s Summerland Beach, O

The camp-meeting at Woolley’s Sum
merland Beach commences the first 
Sunday in August and continues two
weeks, 
east of 
.ident.

Franklin, Nebraska.
The Northwest Kansas and South

west Nebraska Spiritualist camp-meet
ing will open August 25 and close Sep
tember 12, at the Rose grove, Franklin, 
Nebraska. For particulars address the 
secretary, D. L, Haines, Franklin, Neb., 
box 27.

Etna, Maine.
Camp will open August 2G and close 

September 4. For particulars address 
H. B. Emery, secretary, Glenburn, Me.

Delphos, Kansas.
Commences August 5, closes on the

22d. M. Blanchard, secretary.
Catalpa Park, Mo.

. Catalpa Park Camp-meeting, at 
eral. Mo., commences August 20,
closes September 4. Mrs. Alice Wal
ser, secretary. ..

Verona Park, Me.
i The annual camp-meeting of the Pe
nobscot Spiritual Temple Association 
Will be held at Verona Park, Me., Au
gust 5 to 22. ■
, . Dallas. Texas. .
1 Texas is to have a camp-meeting, at 
Dallas, September 10 to 20. D. G. 
Hinckley, 5C3 S. Central avenue, Dallas, 
secretary. .. : .. • .

------------------ „ the
Michigan State Spiritual Association 
will be held in ,Lansing, August 10, 
1898, at 10:30 a. m? A large attend
ance of delegates is desired from the 
various local societies. The meeting 
will be held at Spiritual Temple (old 
eity hall), Michigan avenue, E. Com
mittees will be in attendance to receive

The 25th convocation of the New Eng
land Spiritualist Camp-Meeting Associ
ation is now in session, having opened 
July 31, and will continue until August 
29. This is the oldest Spiritualist camp
meeting in existence and many of the 
pioneers are now present to help cele
brate the silver jubilee. It Is interest
ing to hear them relate their experience 
in the early days, when with ax and
other tools they cleared away the un
derbrush and pitched their tents on the 
beautiful lake.

Some of tlie brightest and most intel
lectual minds of tlie century have stood 
on the rostrum here and given spiritual 
•food to a hungry multitude. The talent 
secured for this year is also of the best, 
such well-known speakers and mediums 
being engaged as Helen Temple Brig
ham, Dr. C. W. Hidden, J. CleggWrlght, 
Prof. W. M. Lockwood, Mrs. May S. 
Pepper, Jolin Slater, Edgar W. Emer
son, Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twing, J. Frank 
Baxter, Mrs. 'Tillie U. Reynolds, Miss 
Lizzie Harlow, Mr. F. A. Wiggin, Mrs. 
Cunningham and Mr. and Mrs. E. W. 
Wallis, of London, Eng. Rev. B. Fay 
Mills, formerly a noted evangelist, but 
now a liberal lecturer, will give special 
lectures August 13 and 14. The presi
dent of the association, Judge A. H. 
Dailey, opened the camp-meeting witli 
an appropriate address, and the meet
ings of the past week have been full of 
Interest.

Sunday, August 7, was a red letter 
day for the camp. All nature was nt 
her best, t'he day was perfect. Three 
concerts were given on the .grounds 
which drew in a large crowd from the 
neighboring towns. An excursion party 
of 300 came from Troy, Albany and vi
cinity, which helped swell the attend
ance at the lectures. Dr. C. W. Hidden 
was the speaker in the morning and 
was followed by tests by Mrs. Cunning
ham. John Slater held a test seance In 
the temple previous to the afternoon 
lecture and also followed the speaker, 
Mrs. Helen Temple Brigham, with mes
sages. He gave full names, descrip
tions of places and ^vents very rapidly, 
which were received with satisfaction 
and applause.

It has been several years since the 
audieneesat Lake Pleasant have had the 
pleasure of listening to Helen Temple 
Brigham, and the packed house gave 
her a greeting which testified to their 
appreciation of her work In the past. 
She has a world-wide reputation as an 
inspirational speaker. Her text on this 
occasion was taken from one of the 
songs rendered by the Ladies’ Schubert 
Quartette, “The body goes to the dust 
from which It came, but the spirit is 
yielded to the God who gave It.” She 
said in pari: •'

“In the religion of the past death held 
a gloom over the people. Our loved 
ones come not again to us, thej- said; 
they are lost and gone. Then came the 
dawning light spreading sunshine ev
erywhere. It Is called Spiritualism. It 
has been traduced, abused and many 
evils done iu its name, but it brings 
comfort and gladness, and proves that 
there is no eternal separation. When 
you get a letter, the envelope is not the 
important part of it, but you tear it off 
and throw It away. Our bodies are like 
the envelope. It holds the spirit for a 
little while, but it is not the spirit Itself. 
When released it goes to the boundless 
sea of life where it is refined and puri
fied. It got s into the consciousness of 
eternal God, where rest and peace 
abound. You have nothing to fear or 
dread, but will unfold all that Is useful 
and eternal.” ~

Several subjects were given Mrs.
Brigham by the audience for an inspi
rational poem, which were woven into 
rhyme, calling forth much appreciation. 
The lyceum held in the evening was 
largely attended, and a fine program 
rendered by the little ones.

■ Saturday, August G, was the day set 
apart for the N. _£. A., and H. D. Bar
rett, president, and Francis Woodbury, 
secretary, were among the many speak- ’ 
ers who showed the necessity for.organ- 
ization and co-operation.

Monday was devoted to the interests 
of the Veterans’ Union, and many ear
nest appeals were made in the interest 
of the Mediums’ Home at Waverly, 
Mass. LIDA B. BROWNE.

Monday, August 1, Conference.
Tuesday services opened with singing 

“The Greeting to Onset,” by Mr. Max
ham. '

Mr. A. E. Tisdale lectured upon 
“Physical and Spiritual Science." He 
said: “I believe-In the fathomless oeean 
of intelligence, the omniscient, omni
present power whom we can apprehend 
but can never comprehend. It is easier 
to believe some things than to doubt,' 
for to doubt plunges us Into a bewilder
ing condition. We can reason only from 
what we know and we only know the 
phenomena of physical manifestation; 
Spirit life is the very acme of science 
aud as Spiritualists we are scientists of 
the very highest order. There should 
be no antagonism between natural the
ology and true science. We deny that 
there is any forpe in nature that is un
knowable. Spirit apart from matter is 
unknowable. Matter is beyond tlie 
reach of Investigation except through 
spirit. Mediumship should constitute to 
the scientific mind all expressions of 
mind and matter. Thought cannot be 
divided, Unity and personality are in
divisible. There are no dead; our lives 
know no break in nature’s unfolding." 
Song by Mr. Maxham.

Fine tests by Dr. Ewell followed the 
lecture.

Wednesday, Mrs. SaralraA. Byrnes 
lectured upon “The Oastlesof Spiritual
ism." Dr. Ewell gave fine tests at the 
close of the. lecture.

Thursday, opening song by Mr. Max
im m.

Mr, A. E. Tisdale lectured, taking for 
ids subject, “Spiritualism, the New 
Name for.iruth.” Song by Mr. Max
ham. Tests by Dr. Ewell.

Friday, Mrs. Byrnes lectured for the 
last time this season.

Saturday, Mr. Maxham opened the 
meeting with singing. Mrs. Carrie E. S. 
Twing lectured, taking for her subject 
the following words from the Bible: 
“Curse not the king, neither the heir in 
his bedchamber, for the birds shall car
ry the voice and that which bath wings 
shall cgri’y the matter.” Song by Mr. 
Maxhain.

Sunday service opened with singing 
by Mr. Maxham. Mrs. Carrie E. S. 
Twing was Introduced to the largest 
audience of the season, taking for tlie 
subject of her talk, “Touched by the 
Angels,” a repetition, by request, of her 
lecture given at the Jubilee in Roch
ester,

Bund concert at 1 o’clock.
Afternoon service opened with sing

ing by Mr. Maxham,
Rev. Anna Shaw lectured, taking the 

words of Paul for her text, “I was not 
disobedient to the heavenly vision.”

Band concert at 4 o’clock closed the 
day’s exercises.

AUGUSTA FRANCES TRIPP.

Maple Dell Camp, Ohio.
The eamp sessions have been well at

tended this week. E. W. Sprague aud 
wife, of Jamestown, N. Y., are working 
with us. Mr. Sprague is an earnest, en
ergetic speaker, and tlie tests given by 
him and Mrs. Sprague have been well 
received.

A very pretty service took place on 
our rostrum a few days ago iu tlie ordi
nation of Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twing, of 
Westfield, N. Y. Prof. D. M. Klug took 
charge of the service. He was assisted 
by Miss L. Maude Beekwitli, of Thou
sand Island Park, N. Y., who gave the 
charge to the candidate. Miss Beck
with is the youngest ordained minister 
of the association. Among other things 
she said:

“Mrs. Twing, this association wishes 
me to give vou your charge. Can a bud 
tell a full-blown flower how to open and 
scatter its perfume on tlie breeze? No, 
It can only watch and learn how to un
fold itself so that it may be worthy to 
cling to the same bush with its sister
flower.”

Mrs. Twing responded in her usual 
pleasing way, saying, while she had al
ready been ordained twice she was 
glad to be associated with a society 
whose aim was so well known to be 
truly spiritual and educational.

E. W. Sprague, wife and daughter 
will leave for Grand Ledge, Mich., Fri
day evening. Hudson Tuttle, Emma 
Rood Tuttle, and F. D. Dumrkin are to 
occupy our rostrum for the next week. 
Saturday and .Sunday are advertised 
dates for a convention of Spiritualists 
and spiritual societies, with a view of 
forming an alliance for tlie purpose of 
fraternizing and formulating a more 
uniform plan of work. COR.

Notes of flje Daily Doings.

Since my liisfHetter many that were 
here have gone, and yet every train that 
comes in brings-new faces. Many times 
there are more-that come in on the 
train than there are those that take 
their departure.;.iThe association moves 
along in the even tenor of its way, and 
light and truth are being given to many 
that are hungry! for that sustenance 
which will build rup aud develop the 
spiriritual. i j

Following the labor of Lyman C. 
Howe, came the teachings of Moses 
Hull, and he was listened to with 
marked attention in his explanation of 
many passages from the Bible. At the 
time he was with us, we also had the 
great traveler who has been around the 
world three times, end says he is going 
again—Dr. J. M. Peebles. He had just 
returned from his trip to the Congress 
of Spiritualists in London, Eng., aud 
was always ready in conference or “ex
change” to give a few thoughts that 
would lift up find better the lives of 
those who were ever ready to listen. 
His remarks as to the finding of the 
truth of Spiritualism in every country 
iu which he had been, and the proof 
tlmt the spirits of those gone before 
could communicate with him on the 
sandy desert in Arabia, as well as here 
in his native land, were of marked in
terest. • . .

“Theosophy Day” has come and goner 
and it seems as though those who came 
as the advocates of that doctrine have 
had an opportunity to hear something 
of the other side of the question; as 
Brothers Howe, Hull, Lockwood and 
Peebles had quite a good deal to say in 
regard to the matter. Mr. Titus, of 
Canada, and Mrs. Harnett, who has 
lived in India, and Pundit Lalaii, from 
India, presented their side of the ques
tion.

Prof. Lockwood gave a series of sci
entific and instructive lectures, illus
trating many of the telling points by 
scientific apparatus on the table before

LAKE BRADY CAMP, 0.
Mention of the Happenings.

Materialization Is a phase of medium
ship that has always been in great de
mand at Lake Brady. Letters have 
been received by our chairman from 
wealtlivpeople living at a distance, say
ing tharQfia good materializing medium 
were here’Riey would come. It is a 
great mistake, however, for u. skeptic 
to begin to investigate with materializa
tion, though most of them do; it is too 
strong meat for babes.

Last night the trumpet medium, C. H. 
Barnes, hoping to be able to meet this 
demand, gave the first materializing se
ance held on the grounds this season. 
Partial materializations had appeared 
at his trumpet seances and bls friends 
were sanguine that he would succeed.

The first form appearing was clothed 
in white, even the face swathed in a 
fleecy veil. It only stepped outside of 
the curtain and then disappeared. An
other and another came in like manner. 
Finally u chair was set iu front of the 
curtain, and one after another it was 
occupied by some one from the circle. 
Each in turn received a spirit friend 
from the cabinet, representing father, 
mother, husband, etc. We could hear 
them whispering words of endearment, 
embracing and kissing thfiir friends as 
they stood behind the chair. I

One wore a uniform, the decorations . 
of which were outlined in pale blue I ' 
flame. This one came as the husband I 
of Sirs. Frank Pierce, of Alliance. I

Sirs. Jacob Maurer, Sirs. Lena Die- I 
bolt and Sir. Parmer, all of Cleveland, 
recognized spirit friends. I I

The last one appearing claimed to be I 
from the sphere of Thomas Paine, and 
repeated the famous quotation from his 
lips, “The world is my country; to do 
good is my religion.” I

To-day, after the lecture given byj 
Sirs, Lizzie Miller, of Canton, Sir,i|i\ 
Barnes gave psychometric reading from I

MS5'?

WORDS OF ftPPREGI/VTION

“Out of the Abundance of the Heart the Mouth > 
Speaketh” of Our Premium Rook

To the Editor;—I received the extra

Grand Ledge Camp, Mich.
The Grand Ledge Cany) Association 

feels very much encouraged in the good 
work this season, as the attendance is 
larger than last year. E. W. Sprague 
«nd Dr. Batdorf gave two very instruct
ive and inspiring lectures Sunday, Aug. 
7. The former is accompanied by bls 
estimable wife.

Edgar W. Emerson will be here Aug. 
20 and 21. LAURA SIATTOCK.

• Secretary.

. The Brotherhood of Man, and What 
Follows from It Two lectures. By 
Mra. Maria M. King. Price reduced 
from 25 cents to 20 cents-

Chesterfield Camp.
Sunday, the 7tb Inst., was a banner 

day with the Chesterfield Spiritualists. 
From five to six thousand people were 
on the ground. Three full bands en
livened tlie scene with excellent music. 
Sister Hill, of IllinoW, addressed the 
large audience at 10:30 a. m. Her sub
ject was the “Problem of Life,” and she 
handled it In-a manner peculiarly her 
own. It was, of course, along the line 
of spiritual thought and was very sat
isfactorily received. In the afternoon, 
Willard J. Hull, of Columbus, 0., lec
tured. taking for his subject “Psyehom- 
etry.” Tlie lecture all through was of 
profoundest interest to those with expe
rience in the study of Spiritualism; but 
viewed only as one of the modern won
ders by many who knew but little or 
nothing of this higher order of litera
ture.

To-day, August 10, Brother Hull 
closes bis course of lectures.

Brother Andrews, of Marion, Ind., 
also Sister Mosier aqd other workers 
are with us, each doing a good work in 
tlielr callings, respectively. Mediums 
are giving satisfaction in their peculiar 
line of the spiritual movement. Trum
pet speaking, Independent writing and 
materialization are the principal phe
nomena. The central figure of attrac
tion in the last named phase is Mother 
Colby Luther, who ¡frequently makes 
her appearance at Mrs. Mendenhall’s 
seances. Mother Luther comes fully 
identified, and gives verbal instruction 
regarding the general' interests of the 
Association, In diction peculiarly her 
own. DR. J. H. MENDENHALL.

Vicksburg Camp, Mich.
The camp-meeting at Vicksburg, 

Mich., opened most auspiciously on 
Sunday, August 7, Oscar A. Edgerly, 
who is to act as chairman during the 
meeting, making the opening address. 
The liberal applause given by the large 
audience present evinced the apprecia
tion with which Mr. Edgerly’s address 
was received. '

In the afternoon the address was 
given by Mr. Albert E. Tisdale, the 
blind inspirational orator, and it is con
ceded by all that there never was a 
grander discourse delivered at this 
camp than the one furnished by his 
guides on this occasion.

If we can rely on present indications 
we shall have a most successful meet
ing this season as there are more people 
on the grounds at present than is usual 
so early in the season. . ■

Dr. Conger, of Chicago, is present and 
doing a good work in bls particular 
Une. We believe that much good will 
come of his presence here.

REPORTER.

him. He certainly proved that he had 
grown out of materialism into an intel
lectual Spiritualist by positive proof 
and demonstration. It does not seem 
possible for a person tp listen to a 
course of bls. lecture? and not be made 
to know himself or herself better. They 
are truly of an instructive and elevat
ing character.

For many years I have heard of a 
speaker in the field that I had never 
met, but this last week he came to Lily 
Dale, and at last I have had the pleas
ure and profit of hearing Brother J. 
Clegg Wright. Although he is small in 
stature and delicate in body, there is a 
development of mental energy that 
makes him a remarkable Instrument in 
the hands of the spirit realm, In which 
we now live. /le'is very dramatic in 
his delivery,_ and ' very Interesting in 
the subject matter.'

To-day is the first of q three-days’ 
convention of the National Young Peo
ple’s Spiritualist Union, and they have 
been kindly received here at the camp. 
The address or report given by Sirs. 
Cadwallader, of the growth of the 
young people’s movement In Great Brit
ain, was of much interest to the older 
Spiritualists as well as the body to 
which she was reporting as their dele
gate to the great Congress In London 
and Kelthly. Many of the Incidents she 
related were Very touching and the 
story of an orphan girl but twelve years 
old, going to the officers of her lyceum 
and asking If she'migbt learn the “Star 
Spangled Banner” and slug it for the 
lady who was alone and so far from 
her own land, was very pathetic, and 
brought out much applause. She also 
made a very strong point of how little 
we realize how near we are every mo
ment to the other life by giving the 
words of the captain of the ship upon 
the return voyage. It seems that by 
good fortune they barely missed strik
ing a large sunken Iceberg, and the cap
tain said: “Ten feet more and we would 
all have been on land, three miles be
low these waves!”

This evening our Inspired brother. H. 
D. Barrett, came upon the grounds to 
labor for a few days, and I am sure 
from what I have seen of him in the 
past, his ministrations will help to do 
much good.

Brother Geo. Brooks, our kindlv and 
able chairman, had his first day’s rest 
from labor to-day. He presides over 
from two to four meetings of some 
character daily, but to-day the young 
people took possession of the platform 
and gave hfcn his liberty for a day, and 
lie seemed to enjoy it very much.

Our sister, Mi's. Georgia Cooley, has 
been here for a number of days and 
lias endeared herself to many hearts by 
her kindly and genial manners, and 
willingness to be of help. She leaves to
day for her labors at the Clinton camp 
and there are many that will miss her 
when she has gone. Mrs. Kayuer and 
myself were pleased to welcome her at 
our humble cottage.

Mrs. Lillie has sent out many ringing 
words for the sifting of the genuine 
from the false upon our public plat
forms, and in her address at the recep
tion for the delegates of the Y. P. N. S. 
U., uttered many truths that may serve 
as buoys to guide them safely past 
some of the shoals that have been dis
covered upon the great ocean of life.

We have bad some beautiful thoughts 
given in song uy Prof. Sheba n, of Buf
falo, and Miss Wooster, of Pittsburg, 
and every day listen to the strains of 
soul-inspiring music from the orchestra.

Mrs. Kayner and myself have attend
ed the seances of Hatfield Pettibone 
and the Campbell Brothers, and the con
ditions were favorable, for the manifes
tations were certainly very strong. I 
held a slate on the top of Brother Petti
bone’s head outside1 the cabinet, and a 
hand reached out, and materializing a 
small piece of pencij,-wrote a message in 
that position. At the Campbell Broth
ers, in a room light enough to see to 
read print, in a "cabinet open half way 
up, could be heard-‘the working of the 
typewriter, the folding of the messages, 
the using of a pqncil in writing, and the 
sound of the brush when painting.

Sirs. Kayner has pad great success in 
her magnetic treatments, with the air 
of the hot lamp. A gentleman from 
Meadville, Pa., whq hag been partially 
paralyzed on the-rlght side for the past 
seven years, and. ha? paid the doctors 
all his surplus earnings, and who was 
not even a believer in our truths, 
through an imphlse!'of his friends in 
spirit, caihe to 'Lily Dale, and learn
ing of Mrs. Kayner's power to handle 
fire, came at once for treatment His 
brain was so much affected that he 
could not apply himself to bls business 
for any length of time. He took only 
five treatments, and returned home a 
week ago, restored to sound health, and 
created quite a sensation in his town, as 
•he seems to be a great favorite there. 
Yesterday he returned for a day or two, 
bringing nine skeptics to get their first 
insight into the spiritual truths as 
taught by our people everywhere. It is 
needless to say that he wished them all 
to get a word or two from his “doc
tor.” He was very glad to give his 
written testimony, as well as verbal.

T.D. KAYNER.

handkerchiefs, rings, etc. He gave numbers of The Progressive Thinker 
events in the past lives of the owners I and Ghost Land. I have not had time 
and described spirits around them. The |:yet to read the book, but anticipate a 
persons receiving these readings ex- I rare treat when I do, I, like many oth- 
pressed themselves as well satisfied, ers, cannot see how you ean afford to 
that they were the result of some oc- publish such a paper and give such 
cult power on the part of the medium, beautiful premiums with it. I can’t an
as some of the events described could derstand how- any Spiritualist can live 
not have been known by the medium. 1 without the paper. MRS. N. REID.

During this meeting Mrs, Frank ____
Pierce, of Alliance, was attacked with T i.„„ a »/-.i .
heart failure mid lind fn Im nm-rlnd tn i0 tlle Editor:—I have read “Ghost 
her cottage She is now ivlnc- in crit- , d "lth deeP lnteresL I am very 
ieal condition gla“ taat Spiritualists are having an

Anna L. Robinson, of Port Huron, f0,;Ivthlnk J,he
Mich lectured Ibis moraine tnklnir hm aut1101 of the ^ok may be taken as the 
subject from a song which was sung by {¡Jf'i*'8,!1",110.1 1 bas done me lu,01?
Mrs. Herrick, entitled “A Beautiful ¡¡"“J 'vords cau express, and I 
Morning.” She declared that after trav- 1 correct many crude
elimr all night to reach hero slipumw aud eireneous ideas heretofore prova- 
ly realized that it was morning at all among Spiritualists. II. M. B. 
until she saw lhe sun rising in the ------
faces of the friends who greeted her, To the Editor:—I have read your 
each one leaving a little piece of it in premium, Ghost Laud, and a world of 
her possession. She is a winsome, en- Helrt it throws on many questions of 
tertaining speaker, and appeals rather vital importance; a book that ought to 
to the heart than the head. be in the home of every Spiritualist

To the Editor:—Your paper is doing ffi. 
great work, and all Spiritualists should 
support you. Those books, no I 
1st can do without them at 
and paper included, t wish you all t’hq 
good things of tills life, and a long on$ 
to still conduct The Progressive Think«
er.

To tho Editoi

G. S. STEPHENS.In the afternoon Mrs. M. McCaslin, of family. 
Cleveland, lectured on “Bodily Iinmor- •

!iUS ?nr ^Ubject .wl.tb I To lhe Editor;-! am happy in ac- 
“S 10 I°d,r' knowledgiug the receipt of Art Magic. «. ! ran. “e bOdy I So far as 1 have ’ooked into it, the

fruggosted that the object of natuie was liupivssion received is Eeuerous and 
doi-nd mmnll iiafini e - f hoI,eful of ^ood. I trust to a generous 
deiiul icuipciathe powers of the body appreciation of mv anxietv to atone fors-. H,»» ,1 • r. . .1 rr* UVU VI 411Y UUAH.IJ IU UlUIlv IU1y cie cited as indicating this fact, and what inav seem to vou needless linnor- 
didaied that theie was truth in the tiinitv T A papycikcuivBible text even as applied to the hu- - ' 1 AEKIVS0'V
man body, “The last enemy to be over
come is death."

MRS. M. McCASLIN.

From Ingersoll to Christ.

To the Editor:—I herewith send you 
post office order in renewal of my sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker 
and Art Magic, which you are so gener
ously donating to your subscribers. I

The New York Herald of recent date thluk there must be some “magic” in 
relates the following: the replenishing of your exchequer, or

The Eighteenth Street Methodist else y°u must have had a big pile laid 
Episcopal Church, near Eighth avenue, ul> to start with, and if the latter, you 
this city, was crowded at the thanks- I must remember that drop by drop the 
giving services held in accordance with ocean may be emptied, 
the Resident’s proclamation. The pas- ' S. M. RICHARDSON,
tor, the Rev. Dr; John W. Campbell, I ------
officiated. He read two letters he had To the Editor—It is with pleasure 
received from the seat of war in Cuba, that I write tbat'l have received “Art 
On.nn ill £r0IU. son, John Morley Mugic” all right. 1 have not concluded 
tlie SeJonK-fl'rwat r«1»lnCOnJI>ilDy )B’ i°E lhe rendluS of the book -vet- 1)llt H 
(16 Dt\onlj-flibt leglment, uud de- liitousclv iiilorestincr and it

Timina 11^ n^raTwra”11.110? a™' n rlly aas"’ers many queries that have 
lhe name ol the wilier of the other been In mv mind I shall (•orta.inlv roe 

letter «-as not disclosed. He is attached ommend it to afl mv friends-and I wish 4/x TTI,1 1 UUJIlll UU JL LU U1X 1UJ HlVLiUB. UUU 1 \\ Jbllto the gunboat Hist. In it he said! to thank vou verv iiiiioh for it n<? t iaav 
nartlenhn\qHi^h °WCr °f nl’'V "pon ns ln tlle uature of a glct, t110
paitlculai ehurcb, aud for years was paper alone be Inc worth all and more nXr toCb ±lde °f ouc’ r) did llke ,0 I ! ^0 fonvXd to ySS With
ioln voim church"«u>?d to earnest wishes for yom-further success, . Jour chuich a good many times. I i <»nj vours verv flinopridv 
but having been an Infidel, a believer in ’ ‘ AMELIA E HAYFS the theories of Ingersoll and reader of AMELIA E. HAIES.
Tolstoi and others, I hardly felt qual
Ified. fio the Editor:—I received the books,

“Here to-day it looked several times I “Ohost Land” and “Art Magic”; they 
as tlmt we would never live through it are splendid and instructive.
and I felt sorry that I did not belong to MRS- J- J- WHITNEY,
some church in America. 'When the ------
™ “d ™ »ft. ua, Tha
chinlst first class. “ gressive Thinker will not visit me in

“1 have seen my first battle, and it 1110 fut“re if 1 not UP-” Find 
was a good one. You would be sur- I encIosc„d ,an ,°rrder for ?L20. J have a prised to see how coollv we attacked a I .c°PyToi Magic for which I paid $6, 
eity protected by a good shore battery r y°UF cdltlon to^laTtcA^T11c,ost 
and seven gunboats. Liana. h. LEWIS.

“One three-pounder was our best gun, ------
and the Spaniards were throwing eight- To the Editor—Mv uuerv exnro<s«ort 
inch shells all around us. In action I ¡n your journal recently as to what sur hnttA 41.- 1 -11 , - * JVU1 JVIUUIU XLLLUllJ tlb IU wUUl bUT”
tell von whoniTt =nnb°ner r°°im’ 1 Prlse awaited your readers, was quickly 
tell you fihen I san the main steam- answered, “Art Magic.” Truly this is 
pipes carried away upon the Hornet, 1 -- - - - - J
he other boat, I thought my time was

come. I saw the men at that boat run
ning away from the escaping steam, 
never once stopping to fire their guns. 
Had it happened to us we would have
been boiled alive in the boiler room, 
though I think I could have killed any 
man that showed any signs of cow
ardice. '

“I tried by silent prayer to blot out 
the numerous sins of my life, but I 
must,be a coward myself or I would 
have faced the future as I have lived 
the past I hardly expect to return, but 
I hope to, and therefore apply to you 
for admission to your church.”
- The letter was considered so satisfac
tory that he was . unanimously elected 
to membership in the church.

He hoped, in the face of death, for a 
future, and perhaps knew of none but 
that which his father had taught from 
the Bible. Anything but the blankness
of total annihilation; anything but that 
the end of man is at death. That hope 
that is inborn in all men is proof that 
there is a future-something, 
place or condition beyond this.

A LIBRARY.

O.H. COLVIN. ,

-J have received Art 
Magic. It is a mine of the richest gems 
of spiritual thought. If the thousands 
of our people only realized the fact that 
you are dealing out the richest treas
ures of thought, comparatively free o£ 
charge, when sent with the loyal and 
true Progressive Thinker, they would 
respond to your constant effort to sup
ply them with the richest literature 
that flows from the spirit world.

To tlie Editor:—Please excuse me for 
not acknowledging the receipt of tlto 
beautiful books, Ghost Land and Ari 
Magic; tliey are much better than I ex
pected. I take great pleasure In read«! 
Ing them. Many thanks and well 
wishes. ■ - ' - ‘ - -MRS. M. J. RAMAGE.

To the Editor;—Some time jn March I 
sent you $1.12 for The Progressive 
Thinker for this year (1898) and Ghost 
Land. 1 waà very much pleased, with 
both paper and book, and now I want 
Art Magic, and we think we cannot d 
without The Progressive Thinker, so . 
send with this $1.20 to pay for ÿjô 
paper for 1899 and Art Magic, ns adver
tised by you. It seems to me that the 
paper grows Letter all the time, 
are very much pleased with it, and WO 
want to read Art Magic and fee! sure 
that we will be very much interested in

and wo

it. MRS. HANNAH SMALL. '

To the Editor;-! received Ghost 
Land, and a few days later, Art Magic, 
I have been very busy, so only glanced 
at them hurriedly; bujt enough to know 
I have tw6 splendid books and for the 
price are tlie grandest I ever saw. I 
thank you very much and. wish you suc
cess. MRS. G. C. SOSTHEIM.

Description of ArtMagIc.
“Art Magic” contains nearly 400 large 

pages. It is neatly printed on flrst-clasti 
quality of paper, and bound in cloth in 
exquisite style; in fact but very few 
books, to-day are so neatly and sub
stantially gotten up, and yet it Is to be 
sent forth practically as a gift. It will 
he nn ornament to any center table, and 
its contents will be perused with avid
ity by all reflective minds, howevef 
much they may dissent from some of 
the opinions presented.

Preniilini Terms

Some 
W.

Commence forming one now by sub
scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
and securing Art Magie. The paper 
one year and Art Magic will cost you 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when it was first issued. Then you 
could have had in your library at the 
present time «fight valuable books. But 
it is better late than never. Commence 
now, if you have not done so already, to 
form a library by subscribing for The 
Progressive Thinker. A library in this 
fast age is absolutely essential. Aid us 
In carrying out the Divine Plan.

'The Religion of Humanity, a Philos
ophy of Life.” By J. Leon Benwell. 
An interesting and thoughtful pamph
let Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office.

an unparalleled offer: One year's sub
scription to your valuable paper and 
“Art Magic" for $1.20. I well remem
ber when this book first Issued from the 
gifted and competent writer, Mrs. E. H. 
Britten; it sold readily from stand and 
elsewhere at $5 per copy. It presents 
all occult subjects in such comprehen
sive manner it should be read by all.

TITUS MERRITT.

To the Editor:—Have just received 
Art Magic. I have read about 65 pages 
and like it very much. I look forward 
with a great deal of pleasure for The 
Progressive Thinker which I receive ev
ery week. I take 13 weekly papers and 
à number of monthlies and semi-month
lies, andabove them all I prize the Pro
gressive Thinker the highest '

J. G. LEATHERS.

To the Editor:—Please find enclosed 
$1.20 to renew my subscription to The 
Progressive Thinker, and Art Magic. I 
have Ghost Land. I cannot see how 
you can sell such books for so little 
money. I wish to express the deep re
gard I have for you personally and the 
noble work you have been doing for the 
last thirty years. I have held you in 
dear memory since you gave to the 
world that lucid, far-reaching and ex
haustive essay that was called a 
“Search After God.” I learned more 
from that than any other subject that 
eVer engaged my mind, I do not say 
this in a spirit of flattery, but from the 
depths of a grateful heart that it is only 
your due, not only for past but present 
effort I have been the recipient of 
from one to three spiritual papers for 
the last thirty-five years, and to me The 
Progressive Thinker is the acme of
them all. SMITH HOMER.

. To the Editor:—To say I am pleased 
with Ghost Land but faintly, expresses 
my feeling. I have had one volume and 
gave it to a soldier going to Manila.

C. L. PARKS.

REMEMBER that all or 
dors must be accom
panied by their requi
site amounts, vizi

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker
One Year, $1.20

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year, 
$1.70.

A GOOD THING.
Do you know a good thing? If s<^ 

then Increase the dimensions of your li« ■ 
brary by subscribing for The Progress
ive Thinker one year and securing Art 
Magic. Art Magic is a book of nearly 
400 pages, is elegantly bound and is 
nicely printed. As prices go it is well 
worth $1.50. The Progressive Thinker 
one year and Art Magic is only $1.20. 
The book is practically a gift to you, as 
the 20 cents only a little more than pays 
for the postage or express charges. By, ■ 
securing a premium book each year in 
connection with a yearly subscription to 
The Progressive Thinker, you keep in, 
touch with the occult movement' 
throughout the world. Tell your neigh
bor of this great offer.

’Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope” w in 
be found especially Interesting to all . 
who would desire to make a study of 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish Ideas and practicei 
should be read by all. Sold at this of. 
Bee. Priee 25 cents.



GENER/YL SURVEY.. 0
THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD-ITS WORKERS, 0 

DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER.

WRITE PLAINLY

We would like to impress upou the lull naine.”
minds of our correspondents Unit The

7

u.

¡AUGUST 20, 189g

mimes in Tub oi my dear loved ones 
whom 1 thought dead, also calling me

minds of our correspoudeiits that The The Beacon Light Spiritual Church, 
Progressive Thinker is set up on a ! GIT N. Clark .street, Chicago, is holding 
Linotype machine that must make ■ regular meetings, Sundays at 2:15 and 
speed equal to about four compositors. ,7:45 p. m., also 'Thursday afternoons at 
That means rapid work, and it is essen- ¡2:30. The audiences are increasing iu 
tlal that all copy, to insure insertion in Inumbers this month, aud many luvesti- 
the paper, all other requirements being , gators are interested. The'speaker, 
favorable, should be written with ink ■ Geo. F. I’erkins, intends accepting eu- 
on white paper, or with a typewriter,------ ---- — . ........................................... -
and on only one side of the paper. If
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
in aloue responsible for any assertions 
c.r statements he may make. The editor 
.allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
who differ from you.

Geo. F. Perkins, lecturer, singer and 
test medium, desires to correspond with 

: societies for the purpose of serving 
them. Western lines preferred. Ad
dress 587 N. Clark street, Chicago.

Frank T. Ripley, platform test medi
um and speaker, can be engaged tor 
lectures and tests for the full and win
ter months. He has October, November 
ind December open. He is engaged at 
South Bend, Ind., for September. Ad
dress care ot Lock Box 77, Oxford, 0.

Dr, J. M. Peebles has returned to Bat
tle Creek, Mich., from his trip to Eng
land. He is in good health aud spirits, 
aud expects to reach at least the cen
tury mark in due time.

' John M. Regnold writes: "The Engle
wood Spiritual Society, 528 West Sixty- 
third street, is growing in membership

• and patronage. Sunday. August 7, W. 
L. Brown, assisted by Harry F. Coatys, 
gave a phenomenal seance, consisting 
of materializing of hands and faces; 
also writing between nailed slates, 1111- 
tier the best test conditions and in full 
light. The phenomena were highly sat
isfactory to all understanding the phil
osophy. The attendance was quite

’ large.”
“Spirit Mothers” is the name of an in

dependent monthly journal of reform, 
• on Spiritualistic lines of effort. Olivia 
F. Shepard, editor and publisher. Price 
50 cents per year. Send subscription by 
postal money order, payable to 0. F. 
Shepard, «05 West Third street, Los 
Angeles, California.

J. C. F. Giiimbine will spend the 
month of September in Indianapolis, 
Ind., ministering to the First Society. 
He will conduct two private classes in

gagements West this full. A good 
speaker and test medium can find a 
good location in Chicago by consulting 
Mr. Perkins at 587 N. Clark street, this 
city. . ; . . .

Rev. C. ;e. Dent, of Vicksburg, Mich., 
■has personally challenged, and now of
fers a public challenge to Rev. J. D. 
Hagaman to joint debate .on the sub
ject of Spiritualism, from a Biblical 
standpoint. He will give his time to 
any society that wishes to combat the 
reverend "Anti,” if Ids expenses can be 
paid. .

Mr. W. L. Brown writes that he will 
“open a hull at 503 Sixty-third street, 
Englewood, corner Slewart avenue, 
Sunday afternoon, August 21, 1898 at 
2:30 p. m., and to continue every Sun
day. He will give his light seance. 
Bring your own slates. We are meet
ing with success at the hall, North ave
nue and Robey street, everf Sunday 
evening."

W, E. Bonney writes from Blair.. 
Neb.: "The Spiritualists of Blair ha<ye 
been enjoying a feast of good thiqgs 
during the past few days. On Friday 
evening, August 5, a birthday party1 
was held at the residence of Dr. E. An 
Palmer, it being the fifty-second aiinir 
versary of Mrs. Palmer's birthday. ■ A 
large party were invited and royally en
tertained. After a bountiful supper, 
the party adjourned to the lawn, 
where a large circle was formed, aud 
were gladly welcomed by Mrs. Palm
er’s controls. Mrs. Palmer is a trance 
medium, and her guides have bright
ened the home circle for many years. 
On Sunday, August 7, we received a 
visit from Dr. II. C. Madding, of Mur
dock, Neb., president of the Slate As
sociation. who, with several other visit-, 
ors, enjoyed the hospitality of Mr. aud 
Mrs. Beek at their beautiful home. Dr. 
Madding gave us two very earnest ad
dresses, one al the residence of. Mr. 
August Verlantz, the other in the City 
Park. The Doctor is an earnest and 
active worker, and the right man for 
the position. Ou Sunday evening, at 
the residence of Mrs. Beek we lied a 
large circle, Mrs. Palmer aud Mrs. Bon
ney being the mediums who entertained 
us.”

Melbourne, Australia.
The Instances In which materializa

tion has occurred under what could be 
correctly termed

STRICT TEST CONDITIONS 

are necessarily rare, and the phenom
enon Is, as we know, of such a nature, 
that if tests were judged from the or
dinary standpoint and reasoning, such 
reasoning being founded upon ignor
ance, tlie verdict would probably be 
against the honesty of tlie medium. It 
appears from the close investigation 
and attention given to the phenomenon 
by M. Aksakoff, a man of science, a 
philosopher and literateur, and also a 
practical man, as evidenced by his hav
ing been I’rinje Minister of Russia, 
that the medium is either in two places, 
THAT IS PART OF THE MEDIUM 
behind the curtain, and part manifest
ing as the form after manipulation by 
the intelligences or altogether de
materialized, and the mere astral body 
left behind the curtain, in which ease 
a seizure wmild' certainly result in' 
ivhat most people would call or con
sider a case of deception and exposure, 
and iu the case of a partial de
materialization of the medium the 
seizure .might or might not result in 
that manner. It would all depend upon 
where the preponderance of force lay, 
or In other words, the extent of the de
materialization, and these deductions 
are founded upou observations of 
a most remarkable seance given under 
the mediumship of Mrs. d'Esperance at 
Helsingfors, Finland, in December, 
1893, but the author also refers to a se
ance held at Sir Wm. Crookes’ home on 
the 22d of October, 1873, which is 
worth referring to, as tlie conditions 
and precautions appear to have been 
desirable iu every respect. The me
dium was located in a nook formed by 
the chimney and one side of the room, 

¿behind the curtain. First of all a 
strong band was attached to the me
dium’s hands, secured by knots, then 
tlie hands were joined behind her back 
and tile ends of the same bands tied 
and secured with other knots, then 
they were tied to a long cord which 
was passed outside tlie curtain through 
a sliding copper ring ami carried to a 
table beside which the observer sat. 
and finally made fast to the table, ami 
the arrangement ensured the result 
Hint the medium could not rise without 
pulling tlie cord, in a few minutes tlie 
curiain was drawn aside and a human 
form was seen standing

INSIDE CLOTHED IN WHITE 

aud face bipe, but tlie hair was cov
ered with a white veil, anil hands and 
anils were bare. It was Katie King,

opening from right: to left rind dis
appeared; and then came a larger pair 
of hands, and then it voice spoke to him 
an;l gave dlrectio® and instructions, 
interspersed with tSlutlons in the mode 
and conduct of tlie inv-“sllgation. He 
was instructed that upon entering the 
cabinet
WHILE THIS lT was outside

psychical sciences and unfoldment
while in the city, on Mondays and Fri-
days at 8 p. 
Thursdays at

Mrs. M .L. 
Lake (Mich.) 
15 to Sept. 1,

in., and Tuesdays and 
2:30 p. m.
Gillette will be at Island 
Camp ground from Aug. 
1898.

Dr. M. E. Conger is at the Vicksburg 
Camp, where he will lecture. He is 
one of our most efficient and active 
workers.

Mrs. Emerick, secretary, writes from
Wallula, Kan. 
meeting held : 
Kan,, was < 
speakers and 
ent, also one ;

.: "The Spiritunlist enmp- 
at Forest Park, Ottawa, 
quite a success. Good 
test mediums were pres- 
good materializing medi-

11111, who gave quite convincing proof of 
spirit return. The weather was cool 
and pleasant most of the time and rhe 
park is a lovely place for a camp.”

E. W. Sprague and wife, both efficient 
workers, aud highly esteemed, will close 

.their camp engagements for tills sea
son, nt Haslett Park 1 Mich.) camp, Au
gust 28. They would bo pleased to 
hear from societies wishing their serv
ices as speakers and platform test me
diums. Address them until September 
1, at 147 Lake avenue, Grand Rapids. 
Mich. Home address. GUO East 2d 
street, .Jamestown, N. Y.

Corresponding secretary writes from 
Lincoln. 1 t.: We feel as if we had had 
a jubilee m our quiet little* town. On 
the 30lh of July was the anniversary of 
the Lincoln Spiritual Association. We 
were favored with the presence of Mrs. 
E. L. Turner and Mrs. L. B. Holt, both 
of Montpelier. Vt. We had two lectures 
and a picnic on the 30th ult.. in the 

maple grove in front of Mr. Hatch's 
house, aud on the Sunday following 
two lectures and a large circle hi the 
evening. The music was fine; the 
speaking and tests of both of these la
dies was excellent and was fully appre
ciated by our society as well as a large 
number from the outside ranks.”

A. Deneker writes from Providence, 
R. I.: ".Spiritualism in this section is 
flourishing. Scores of people who were 
formerly attendants at the churches 
are now firm Spiritualists. There is 
nothing like persecution to help a cause 
along. Mr. A. Hall, who is connected 
with the Sunday Companion, and con
trolled by Forest Queen, has had some 
difficulty with the authorities because 
he permitted his control to cure a lady 
who was suffering excruciating pain. 
This affair made friends for Spiritual
ism In this section, for the people could 
see that Forest Queen had accomplished 
what the physicians had failed to do.”

G. W. Simpson writes: “I did not 
know there were so many profound 
thinkers in our laud until I commenced 
reading The Progressive Thinker. Many 
of them are sujierbly grand. Their ar
ticles just ring with the true metal— 
with nobility of soul and love, for hu
manity. I feel to reach out aud grasp 
the hands of these broad-minded, soul- 
Inspirhig writers, and bid them .God
speed. 1 have a number of A. J. Davis’ 
works; they nre grand, but a hundred 
years ahead of our time. I read ’The 
Great Harmonie’ and 'Nature’s Divine 
Revelations’ with wonder and admira
tion. They lift one up and out of the 
Slough of despond, and cannot help to 
make all better that road them.” 
; Henry Elwell writes: "Your corre
spondent. is an old man. I have passed 
;the. 77th mile-stone. I have been inter
ested in the whole circle of reforms in 
my time; have taken all sorts of papers, 
but The Progressive Thinker has fur-

Wentworth Grove.
To the Editor:—I have had the pleas

ure of attending the twenty-ninth an
nual meeting of the Spiritual associa
tion, at Wentworth Grove, Ohio. The 
attendance was large*. 1 understood 
that tin* gate receipts on Sunday, at an 
admittance of five cents amounted to 
nearly one hundred dollars. J. Frank 
Baxter was the speaker. He spoke on 
Saturday, but being somewhat indis
posed, Mr. Kelly, of Waterloo, Ind., 
filled his place Sunday morning. He 
gave us a very good lecture from a 
Bible standpoint. In the afternoon Mr. 
Baxter gave us some of his soul-inspir
Ing music. After reading a poem lie 
commenced his lecture, giving us his 
experience In the cause from childhood 
until he look the field as a lecturer. His 
experience was listened to with marked 
attention. He then gave us some of his 
wonderful tests. It was the opinion of 
all. considering the weather, that we 
had n very pleasant time. Ft. Wayne. 
Indiana, was pretty well represented,
and most cordially entertained.

D. L. CARPENTER.

DEAR ANGEL FRIENDS.

Are you will) me in the silence 
Of the eventide and night, 

Do you hear my intercessions 
To be aided in the right?

Do you know my aspirations 
For the holy and the pure—

For the treasures which are lasting, 
And the riches which endure?

Do you see me looking upward, 
Far beyond all human scope?

Do you know the heart’s deep yearning, 
It's intensest, highest hope?

Do you hear me often wishing 
That the veil might lifted be, 

And my eyes for one bright moment, 
Might the future glories see?

That this drear and darksome desert, 
Might be curtained from my sight, 

And my soul be wafted upward, 
To those realms of fadeless light?

Do you hear my earnest pleading, 
That the loved ones gone before, 

Might appear in open vision, 
Greeting, as in days of yore?

And that when earth-life is ended, 
We may meet on yonder shore,

Where no shade of sorrow enters, 
And sad partings are no more? -

Where the sunshine is eternal.
And no storms can ever come,

To disturb the peaceful quiet, 
Of that sweet elysian home

0. kind angels hover near me, 
In the stillness of the night, 

Fill my dream with love and beauty,
And true wisdom's inner light.

For my soul is faint and weary, 
Sick of all I see below. 

And would fain arise In freedom, 
•Far above this vale of woe.

Ope my vision, 1 beseech ye, 
'To the gems of real worth.

In those bright, supernal regions, 
Far away from scenes of earth.

Dear, sweet angels watch around 
Be my solace day and night,

me.

Lead me upward to those mansions, 
Of eternal love and light.

Precious guardians, lead me home
ward,

Where my spirit fain would be, 
Mingling with the bright immortals, 

From earth's ills forever free!
JULIA H. JOHNSON.

Los Angeles, Cal. ’

and during 
Katie talked
circle. M. 
whether she

the whole of the seance 
with the members of the 
Aksakoff asked Katie 
could show him her me-

dium, and she answered

"COME QUICK AND LOOK,”
and In an Instant lie had taken rhe one 
step necessary to bring him to the cur
tain, but the white, figure had van
ished; but in the dark corner was the 
shadowy form of the medium seated 
in her chair, dressed in black, and as, 
soon as he had returned to his place 
Katie’s white figure re-appeared at the 
curtain, and she said, "Did you see her 
phi July?” and he replied, "Not very 
well, for it is quite dark behind the 
curtain.” "Then 'bring the light and 
look quick,” she said sharply. In a 
second M. Aksakoff was behind the 
curtain with the lamp In hand, but all 
trace of Katie was gone. There was 
nothing

THERE BUT THE MEDIUM,

gv; nlshcd me with the best reading matter 
Ki? ifor the money) of any of them. You 

¿¿Lenircount on me as a subscriber to the 
7; end.” ’

jfeL Obas. Boone writes from Chesterfield
.Camp: “I wish to say a few lines iff re-
paid to a slate-writing I received$. paid t< 

fc. through 
S'rlug. of

the mediumship of Alice Gelt-
». a,u|.. ... Indianapolis, while at Chester- 

^■ffiéìd Camp. I was never at such a
jplace before, although I have read your 
■paper some. 1 selected a pair of slater, 
'sat with ti:«'’medium about three min
utes', and Jo my surprise received six

“The Dead Man’s Message,” an occult 
romance by Florence Marryat The 
author’s wide experience. in Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
have prepared herto write this romance, 
which'.wlir be found laden with gems 
picked up in the course of her investi
gation and studies. Gloth $1. For sale 
at this office.

What Is Spiritualism? and Shall Spir
itualists Have a Creed? Two lectures. 
By Mrs. Marla M. King. Price re
duced from 125 cents to 20 cents.

deeply entranced, seated as before with 
her hands lied behind her back, and 
an Interesting conversation then took 
place between the awakened medium 
and Katie, who tried to put her to sleep. 
The eords, knots and seals wore care
fully examined and found intact, and 
the scissors could hardly be liiserted 
beneath the haifils, they were tied so 
tightly. Now this could not have been 
the medium who personated Katie, for 
apart altogether from the difference in 
dress, how could she escape from her 
bonds and re-tie herself In an instant, 
and also rise up without moving the 
cord attached to the table. The form 
is In most cases a close fae simile of 
the medium, at least as fnr as the fea
tures are concerned, and in this case, if 
no precautions had been taken to se- 
sure the medium, would not this simi
larity have been disastrous to the rep
utation of the medium?

Would It not, according to the

GENERAL PREVAILING IDEAS

as to materialization, even among Spir
itualists, have been considered very 
strong evidence of fraud, bearing lii 
mind the similarity of form and fea
tures, etc., and the only object visible 
being the medium; but as the locality 
of the medium was fixed and circum
scribed. her appearance at or outside 
the curtain in standing position was 
Impossible. Bad the investigator looked 
behind the curtain at the time Katie 
was outside, he would possibly have 
seen nothing, or perhaps only clothes. 
Ilie theory being that the material body 
of the medium is utilized by the intelli
gences. and sometimes
ONLY AN ASTRAL BODY REMAINS 

on the seat, and in further proof of this 
assertion a seance related by Col. Olcott 
as occurring in 1874, under the medium
ship of Mrs. Compton, is strong evi
dence. There the door of the cabinet 
opened and the form of an Indian ap
peared and greeted the Colonel cor
dially, but did not come out, stating 
that the medium was too weak and 
infirm to furnish the necessary power. 
Next evening a spirit known as Katie 
Brink came out and went round the cir
cle. touching several persons and pat
ting their hands. She

WAS ROBED IN THE USUAL 
flowing white drapery. Passing the 
other members of the circle she came to 
where, the Colonel sat, a little to one 
side, with one hand resting against the 
partition of the cabinet, and passing 
her hand softly across his forehead, 
seated herself upon his knee and placed 
an arm around his neck and kissed his 

-left cheek. Her hands were only as 
large as those of a little child, and he 
felt the firm flesh upon her arm and 
shoulder, and the lips -that kissed him 
were as natural as those of any human 
being. After chatting to the form, Col. 
Olcott entered the cabinet while the 
form remained outside, but
THERE WAS NO MEDIUM THERE, 
though he made a thorough search and 
it was either a case of transfiguration 
or the medium was the spirit, and yci 
how account for the difference of the 
physical bodies of- the two? But the 
Colonel decided to endeavor to solve the 
mystery, and accordingly the following 
evening, the medium having consented 
to the experiment, her ear-rings were 
taken off and she was seated in a chair 
in the cabinet and secured by passing a 
thread through the holes pierced in the 

' ears, and sealing tlie ends of the thread 
tightly to the chair .with sealing wax 
and a private seal.. After a few min
utes a pair of hands swept across the

he might tap aud feel all round to con
vince himself the medium was not 
there, but must be .careful not actually 
to touch the chair;,that he might put 
liis hands as close,-as he desired, but 
gave particular dit'ections.to avoid con
tact with the fra ill/ of the chair, aud 
that a cover was’to-be put over the 
plate of the scales so that the spirit 
would not come in contact with either 
wood or metal. The spirit giving these 
instructions purported to be that of 
Daniel Webster. Compliance was 
promised, and immediately

A LITTLE GIRL IN WHITE

was seen at the open door. She came 
forward and passeij ayound the circle, 
touched several persons and went close 
up to others. Her weight was taken gs 
soon as she mounted the scales. She 
only weighed 77 pounds, though her 

' form did not look childish. TJie spirit 
came out again and Col. Olcott entered 
the cabinet, aud examined everything 
with the greatest cure, but as before, 
found no trace of the medium. The 
chair was there, • .

BUT THERE WAS NO BODY 
seated in it. The Colonel then asked 
the spirit to make l;erself lighter if pos
sible and remount the-scales. She did 
so, and her weight registered 59 pounds, 
and at a later stage of the seuuee gave 
a last test, weighing but 52 pounds. 
After the seance Ayas over the cabinet 
was entered with a light and the me
dium found exactly as she had been 
left at the beginning of the seance, aud 
every thread and seal intact. She sat 
with her head resting against the wall, 
her flesh pale and cold us marble, the 
pupils rolled up beneath the eyelids, her 
forehead covered with a
KIND OF DEATH-LIKE MOISTURE, 
without breath or pulse, and she re
mained in this state for about eighteen 
minutes, having meanwhile been car
ried Into the open air, when life re
turned little by little. She was then 
weighed upou the scales and found, to 
be 121 pounds. There are 14 pounds to 
account for, and pvhat became of this 
substance is a mystery. It may have 
been in the chair, for possibly the 
Colonel was so careful to follow its di
rections that he was afraid to too close
ly investigate the immediate vicinity of 
the chair, but it is the speaker’s opin
ion that though a complete dematerial
ization of the medium may occur In the 
case of particular mediums, this is by 
no menus usual or common, and that as 
a rule It is only a partial dematerializa
tion, and that in the ease of a sym
pathetic circle a great'part of the mat
ter necessary for. tbp construction of 
the form is taken,'from the circle, aud 
he has further observed that the mani
festations nre betier and more sponta
neous If other medjump are present, and 
that in this case tlie medium or instru
ment behind the certain is less fatigued 
and distressed. , ,

Experiments '

IN WEIGHING THE FORMS, 

at which the speaker was present and 
assisted in connection with the medium
ship of Mrs. Mellon, in Sydney, some 
four years ago, were referred to in de
tail, an account of which appeared in 
The Harbinger at "tht" time, and .to the 
pages of which our 'readers are referred 
for particulars. A detailed account was 
also given of seances held with Mrs. 
d'Esperance by Monsieur Aksakoff, 
when he satisfied himself that the par
tial dematerialization of the medium 
was an absolute feet. In one instance 
nearly the whole circle assuring them- 
sgjves by the positive evidence of their 
senses that the lower portion of the me
dium’s body and limbs were dematerial
ized. but space will not permit a full 
report.

echo of yopr own despairing cry, calling 
back to you from the dark abyss of 
hopeless despair? You have cried again 
and again In an agony, of hopelessness 
and only the awful s(illness/of silence 
has struck your heart dumb, and frozen 
your love in Its chilling embrace. An 
impenetrable wall has arisen •'between 
you and those whom you cherished, a 
gulf of impenetrable darkness has inter
vened through which no ray of light 
Hashes to comfort you, and the only 
hand held out to you Is that of faith. 
Aud what a cold, trembling hand to the 
sorrowing, what a mockery of comfort! 
The heart cries out for sympathy, some
thing real, something tangible, some
thing to augment or supplant faith, and 
the only thing that can do that- is 
knowledge. :

“We gaze into unmeasured space, 
And lift, our tearful eyes above,

To catch the gleaming of his face, . 
Or one light whisper of his love.

O God! 0 Angels! hear oui‘ cry 
Nor let our faith in darkness die,” 
But to Spiritualists

THERE IS REALLY NO BEYOND, 
the two worlds mingle, the clouds have 
rolled' by, the sun of knowledge lias 
penetrated the dark vapors and mists 
that hung over the valley of doubt and 
despair, the denies aud minarets of the 
celestial Zion loom plainly in the dis
tance, down- the gale is brought 
snatches of heavenly music, rapturous 
and ravishing to (lie ear, and the light, 
airy step of our angel guides echo in 
our homes.
“Aud we already hear Ilie trees

Of Eden with their crystal bells 
Ringing in the ambrosial breeze

That from the throne of Allah swells; 
And we ean see those starry bowls

That lie around that lucid lake, 
Upon whose banks admitted souls

Their first sweet draught of glory 
take.”

’Mid all the storms, trials aud vicissi
tudes of this life, a knowledge of the

TRUTHS OF SPIRITUALISM
acts as a calm, aud gives that peace 
which the world cannot give, a peace 
that passeth all understanding. Wrap 
yourselves In these holy truths, and all 
the shafts of adversity will glance off 
this armor, leaving you serene and 
sea I bless.

'Mid all the turmoil of worldly strife 
and passion, high above the din of con
flict can be heard the voices of

THE WHITE ROBED THRONG, 
cheering and encouraging us, and in 
mutual sympathy the voices on both 
sides of the veil mingle in one pen 11 of 
triumph, and the burden of the song 
and refrain—Oh grave, where is thy 
victory! Oh death, where is thy sting! 
Yes, this knowledge has bridged the 
gulf, and has given us a broader view 
of the love of God, a deeper compassion 
for suffering humanity, a greater hope 
of eternal progress. It has raised for 
us a nobler ideal to emulate, by it we 
behold a more magnificent Jerusalem, a 
holier life and a more brilliant destiny. 
"I beheld a golden portal in the visions 

of my slumber,
And through it streamed the radiance 

of a never setting day;
While angels tall and beautiful and 

countless without number
Were giving gladsome greetings to all 

who came that way,
Aud the gate forever swinging made no 

grating, no harsh ringing,
Melodious as the ringing of one that 

we adore;
And I heard a chorus swelling, grand 

beyond a mortal's telling
And the burden of that chorus was 

Hope’s glad word Evermore!”

“REMEMBER THE NAME.”
v Van’s Mexican Hair Restorative.

e■-V??teA “““'« ele''ls tt cleaX,a^ ûB,ijiaLud 1881 AGMO&rED ‘ MEXICIN MEDICINE CO. EU' 
------- Aunn is wan 1 ED. so Dearborn SI., Chicago, 111.

For sale at this oflice, Gloth, 50 ceuI
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In 
have 
Ject

tliis address I do not profess to 
dealt exhaustively with the sub-

IN ITS MANY ASPECTS, 

for Hint is JnipoRsible in a «Ingle even
ing, and as I assumed that enquirers 
would be few, and the majority fa
miliar with spiritual phenomena, ele
mentary matter was not Introduced, but 
to those who are enquirers I would say 
that If they will only take the trouble 
Io pursue their enquiries they will dis
cover that spirit communication is an 
ascertainable fact and a great and ever 
present consolation. Some here this 
evening may say—Can it Ise true? Can 
the spirit world communicate witli this? 
I reply that we have the evidence of all 
our senses, and that It has been the be
lief in all ages that intercourse is pos
sible and has been exemplified in the 
universal belief in bad or evil spirits. 
Hundreds of thousands of people

HAVE BEEN PUT TO DEATH 
for witchcraft, some as late as the pres
ent century, and to believe that tlie evil 
spirits are potent for evil and the good 
spirits impotent for good is an illogical 
conclusion.

Some of the most learned judges that 
have administered tlie law in England. 
Sir Mathew Hale, Blackstone, Bacou- 
and others have over and over again 
expressed their

BELIEF IN WITCHCRAFT, 

and surely an all-wise providence has 
not made it possible for ns to be misled 
and tormented without leaving the 
other avenue also open?

This evening’s address has dealt with 
one of the avenues by which the inhab
itants of the spirit world, or the dis
embodied, communicate with the phys
ical world and tl^sg, embodied, and 
though there are jnany difficulties in 
the way, yet experjifnep has shown that 
the path is practicable. A homely 
simile will illustrate tbe position which 
is analogous to th^attempt of those on 
the surface to communicate
WITH THE ENffiOMBED MINERS. 
We here are tlie kntombod, and both 
parties are trying to reach one another. 
We hear their pick's laborlug to open up 
communication, and often we hear the 
knocking upon thfe pipes, and though, 
perhaps, tlie souhds' are sometimes 
muffled and indistlhct1,’ they are never
theless cheering and- ebcouraging.
'To the orthodox’lwhp are present-! 

would say—What proof
HAVE YOU OF,’A ¿EREAFTER, 

of the continuity of life beyond the 
grave? Only faith! But we can give 
you facts. We can convince your 
senses, and satisfy your intelligence. 
Most of you have suffered some be
reavement in. life. When you have seen 
the loved one. still cold, lifeless, silent, 
and pale with the seal of death, has not 
your heart yearned for knowledge, has 
not your mind been clouded with doubt, 
have you not

CRIED ALOUD IN ANGUISH 
of your soul for an answer to your mis
givings from the.vast beyond, have not 
your ears been strained for some whis
per of hope, bare not your eyes scanned 
and searched the horizon of your 
spiritual vision -for one glimpse of the 
beloved one’s well remembered face, 
and how often has the only voice that 
has smitten your ears been the wailing I

“The Dogmas of Reincarna
tion and Re-embod-

' iment.”
A serious discussion of these nn- 

philosophlcal dogmas and unreasonable 
beliefs lias been Issued in pamphlet 
form by Prof. W. M. Lockwood. He 
has given n valuable resume of the his
torical, logical and philosophical ob
jections thereto, which cannot fail to 
call u halt in swallowing Whole such 
dogmas. He treats and shows the dog
mas of reincarnation and re-embodi
ment as “a fetlcbism of tbe Orient.” 
Prof. Lockwood offers a valuable re
sume of Oriental Occultism, and shows 
that the dogmas under discussion are 
Ignorant ideas of natural law; In his
words: “A ilei ton of the priest." He
also truly says: "The principles of cos
mic philosophy, and the creative forces 
of nature, arc lost to sight.”

This is the real fact, as these dogmas 
are Judged by scientific investigation of 
nature. Unless there can lie proof pos
itive of re-embodiment, the theory must 
be swallowed up in the vortex of fact 
ns demonstrated by returning spirits. 
Prof. Lockwood has added a valuable 
contribution to this discussion, and all 
Interested should read his able treatise.

. G. W. KATES.

----------0---------
STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF 

PSYCHIC SCIENCE.
This work essays to utilize and explain the vast ar

ray of facta lu Its held of research by referring them 
to a common cause, aud from tbein arise to the laws 
aud conditions of Man’s spiritual being. Third edi
tion. Price, 75 cents.
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI

ENCE.
Not servile trust to the God», out knowledge of tbe 

laws ot the world, belief In the divinity of man and 
bls eternal progress toward perfection Is tbe founda
tion ot tills book. Price, el.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
In tills story the scenes ar,- laid on earth, and In the 

tplrlt-world presenting the .plrltual pblloeopby and 
the real life of spiritual beings. All qdeailous which 
arise ou that »object are answered. Price 5®cents.

ARCANA OF NATURE.
The TIlBtory and Laws of creation. Itevleed and 

s?"10“- '"rlle cosmogony of bplr- iiuansm. Price, «1,
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THE 

SPIRIT-WORLD.
English edition. Price. »1.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN.
Containing the latest Inveulgulloiis an-1 discoveries 

and a thorough presentation of this Interesting sub
ject. English edition, Price,«!.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF 

THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, and baa been 

pronounced equal la Its exposure of the diabolical 
methods of Catholicism to ••Uncle Tom’s Cabin.’’ 
Price, 25 cents.

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LICHT. 
.A.tllrllVng ¡•»Xvbologrf.-al Story of evangelization 
and free thought. It Is to Protestantism what "The 
Seoretsof tlie Convent '1» to Calbollvlim. Price, du

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to Investigate. Bow ra form circles, and de. 

In ?r.n»iNames of eminent 
Spiritualists. Ihi’lr test hmm). Eight-page tract for 
mission work. Single copies, 5 cents; HX) for »1.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Hood Turtle. This volume contains the 

best poems of the author, aud some of the most jropu- 
ar songs with the music by eminent composers. The 

poems are admirably adapted for recitation». 225 
pages, beautifully bound. Price, il.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
-/j',!'..11!':,IJO1."<:' !!« lyceum and »uch-tle». A mr-.nal 
of j >H) ska I. Intellectual and spiritual cnlturc. By 
nrni'liJ.K.“.11,!“1“''- A '!'’:'k ’.*y U,e ald of Wbl Li 
K £is*. e CC.UI"' a ‘Plrltual or liberal sm-Mv may 
Kurt1'- uouducted without oilier ua.lstance. 
Jh^i’nnZi: by lbC dozca' W Eipr"‘ 
ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS, 

Forhumane Education, with pl,in of the Angel
Price M*tei'it!>al t'outCBta' kuirna itood Tuttle.

All Books Sent Postpaid, Address
HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.

Berlin Heights, Ohio.

CAIN’S WIFE.

Where did he get her? 
Who was her brother?

Had she a sister?
Had she a mother?

Was she pre-Adamic— 
Born before history—

With her identity’ 
Shrouded in mystery?

Maid of Phoenicia, 
Egypt, Arabia, 

Africa, India, 
Or sun-kissed Suabia?

Who was her father?
Was he a viking

Cruising about 
Just to his liking;

Out of the Whenceness
Over the water, 

Into the Where
Bringing his daughter?

Native of Norway, 
’ Denmark or Sweden, 
Lured by the charms 

Of the garden of Eden?
’ Blonde or brunette? •

Rounded or slender?
Fiery or frigid? • ■

Haughty or tender?
Why are her graces . 

Unknown to fame?
Where did Cain meet her? 

What was her name?
Tell me, ye sages, 

Students of Life, 
Answer my query— 

Who was Cain’s wifel 
—Washington Star.

AN INTERESTING BOOK.
The Candle From Under Ilie Bushel- or Thin.»«

H.rtfr Prie". SiÆtlu“ 10 tbe Clew- "r Wm.

God in the Constitution.
Bv Robert G. Ingersoll. Oneof the best papers Colo. 

C\U. "'r<"<'- ln Cl'er cover, with like
ness of nutbor. Price. 10 cents; ttvelve copies for >1.00.

THE QUARANTINE RAISED."
Or the Twenty Year« Buttle Against a Wort.. 

«Vbu offiLMo’“Hu^ mceWoena’

Views of Our Heavenly Some.
By Andrew Jackson Davis. A blgtef 

wore. Price 75 cento. Pusule 5 canST7

life, a novel. ~
rriUe™c.nl'“dT“Ce<1 tb0Ui,‘t’ “dl''“clP.tlh»

THE FSYCHOGRflPH
-OR-

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
Tb1> Instrument I> «nbtuntltlly (be aune a« that 

employed by Prof. Here In bfB early fnvettlgatl-mr 
In Its Improvedrona U ba« been before the public for 
more than «even years, and In tbe bands of tbousnrdr 
of peraons bat proved lu superiority over the I’lnn- 
cbette, and all other Instruments which have been 
brought ont In Imitation, both In regard to certainty 
and correctaeas of tbe communication! received br 
Its aid. and a* a mcana or developing medlumahlp.

Do you with to investigate Spiritualism? 
Do you with to develop Mediumship? 
Doyou desire to receive Communications?

The Psychograpb fa an Invaluable ualstant. A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

The Molecular Hypothesis
OF NATURE,

ÍÍY PROF. W. M. LOCKWOOD

./i’11.“. only ever oiiereil the reading and
u.h“1?t'1” Int'-'leoL °t niwleru Spiritual-

Vemonslrates continuity of life and our envi
ronment of epirltltual influencai,

scleice.8 d“'“ °f n’odel “ I’ll) “nd physiological 
. ,lu Splntitallst, an Impregnable foundation ot 
Scientific data and \ crltlcd fad's.

revelation of the 
e’oiit on 1(1 °I’el“tlv" 1» Niture’e formula of 

Io the ecclesiastic, a new heaven and a nrnv earth, 
e >o read, to study arid think about. A con. 

I A1 11 vt,.uinc of scleatllic lulurtnutlon fur 2o cents. | Address your orders to
ne 1‘rouresslve Thinker. «0 Zocmis street.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED
The Most Important Revelations 

Concerning the True Origin 
of Christianity.

,’n bringing io your ¡lotic, ■■Anllqully Un- 
'e' ;’d,' 11’* ’ri111 »lucere hope th,a y<»u nre earn 
e8tly iQoking for nJe truth, regurdlcf* of noy other 
conshleratlon. If aue)i Is the chm>, this nth ertlueinenl 
will deeply interest you. and uftn rending thin brief 
description you will duubtlvsK with to give the worka 
careful pcnual. Prlcrti.aij.

STARNOS.
By Dr. Della E. Darla. A rosary ot pearl«, culle« 

from theworkeof Andrew Jackson Davi«. Intended 
for the light and solace or every Knowlne and 
•Irlcken heart. Price 5U cents. • ™

VOLNEY’S RUINS
—AND—

THE LAW OF NATURE,
• •. TO WHICH IB ADDKtt .-.

Volney's Answer to Dr. Priestly, a Biographical Notlcg 
by Count Itaru, aud tbe Zudhicnl Signs and 

Constellatlona by the Editor;
Also, a Map of the Astrologies! Henvena 0 

the Ancients.

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, fn larca 
Clear type, will! portrait and Illustrations. One vol 
postSvo, 248 pages; paper, 5u cento; cloth, 75 cents.

This is undoubt(‘dly uno of the beat and mod useful 
books ever published. It eloquently advocates the 
best interests of mankind, and clear ly points out tho 
sources of human ignorance and misery. The author 
is supposed to meet in the ruins of Palmyra an appari
tion or phantom, which explains the true principles of 
society, and tbocause» of both rhe prosperity aud the 
ru n of ancient states. A general assembly of tBe 
nations Is nt length convened, a legislative body 
funned, the source and origin of religion, of govern- 
men’., and of laws dfoeusml. and the Law of Nature— 
founded on Justice uud cqiiliy—1., finally proclaimed 
to ail expectant world.

THE VOICES, 

must excellent. Price u.w. 3 ' bey ar°

Salf-Contradictions of the Bible,
One hundred «nd forty-four proposlt.ons. theological, 

moral, historical and speculative: each proved affirm
atively and negatively by quotations trom Scripture, 
without comment. Price is cent*. ”

BIBLE MARVEL WORKER^
J ND THE WONDROUS POWER 

fl which helped or made them perform might« 
work« «nd otter Inspired word«, together with soma 
Personal Traits and Characteristics of Prophets, Apos, 
tie«, and Jesus, or New Reading« ot “The Mlraclse." 
by Allxm PurasM. Price Tt oom*. For sale at U>>

Mahomet, the Illustrious
BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

The Progressive Thinker.
Every Spiritualist iu this broad land 

can keep iu touch with our cause by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er, and also obtain a valuable acquisi
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic costs $1.20. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age. so that the book is almost an abso
lute gift, being paid for ont of the reve
nue of the oflico. thus each subscriber 
sharing tlie profits of the paper. Sub
scribe at once and get your neighbor to 
join with you. .

“Thomas Paine: Was He Junius?* 
An Interesting pamphlet by Wm. H 
Burr. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office.-

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

Tbla work Is one of the Library of Liberal Clame«, 
io ftntlinr Wftfi _ _ .7*1"u.n.cvuvu. mcbimaij p; JLlDfHU CiaRSICA.

- 1 tniP«rtl2
with erera fMtrument. Miny who were BOt «ware ot and thh Tolume li lnten«mv J"Rfr
their medtumlitlc gift, have, after c few ttrtlnga, “ad la con □Srtlnn waa?r'kh,ItwHonldD* 
been able to receive delightful meisagea A volume thbofflcT piteL sScem«0 bb k' 1'GrMlc“
might be filled with commendatory letter». Many '2. ' Price. A. ccnta.
who began with It na an amuilng toy, found that the | __ ___ >•
intelligence controlling ft knew more than them- “ “
Eelyci. and became convert« to Splrltualhm. I 

. Cape. D. B. Edward«, Orient, N. Y.. writei: ”1 b%d 
communications (by tbe Psychograpb) from many 
other friend«, even from old settieri wboae grate- 
atones are mow-grown In the old yard. They have 
been highly BaUefactory, and proved to me that Splr* 
Itualiim!« Indeed true, and the communication» have 
ghen my heart the greatest comfort In the severest 
loss I have had of son, daughter, and their mother.” .

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made hl« 
W ^ose interested In psychic matter», 

wn esaa follow»: ”1 am much plca»ed with the Pty- 
cuograpb. It 1» very simple In principle and construe-. 
non, and I am sure mutt be far more sensitive to splr- 
itual power than the one now In use. 1 believe It will 
generally supersede tbe latter when Ito euperlor 
merits become known.”

| THE RIGHTS OF MAN.
By Thomu Paine. Pans I and jr Belne an 

answer to Mr. Burke's attack upon the rietKh 
Revolution. Post Svo., 279 pages. Paper. Kteeatu cloth, SO cents,

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS
Not Adapted to Modem CIrlllratlon/with the Tru» 
Character ot Mary Magdalene. By Geo. w. Brome H. D. Price, is cents. 01

Securely packed/ and lent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1,00. Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Height*. Ohio.

THE HISTORICAL JESUS
Aad Mythical Christ. By Gerald Massey. 330 tarn. 
12mo. Price M cents, i~*

TREE AND SERPENT WORSHIP
TUA.6.Hudxffi.MD. I’rke.HMMb
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k This department is under the management of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio/

\ NOTICE.—No attention will be given anonymous let
ters. Full name and address must be given, or the letters 
will not be read. If the request be made, the name . will 
pot be published. The correspondence of this depart
ment has become excessively large, especially letters of 
inquiry requesting private answers, and while I freely 
give whatever information I am able, the ordinary court
esy of correspondence is expected. .
.1 -HUDSON TUTTLE.

F. H. C.: Q. Some years:ago'-i read of'“Elemqnta- 
ries,” but without understanding, -Now- I* have read 
“Ghost Land,” and it does not make them clear. What 
are they? ■. ■ • - r,

(2) What is meant by the “fourth dimension of space?”
A. (1) In the loose nomenclature of Theosophy, it is 

difficult to define “elementaries,” or “astral shells.” It 
would appear, however, that with tlie reception of rein
carnation, it follows that after the spirit leaves the body 

. for another “experience in flesh,” something remains, an 
individuality, that conies out of the dead physical body, 
retaining a shadowy existence for an indefinite time, and 
then evaporating into the elements and forces. These 
shadows, it is claimed, are the professed “spirits” with 
Whom Spiritualists commune. ¿They are to real spirits 

_ fts cast-off garments or shells. There is not the least evi
dence of the truth of this theory,.- and every evidence 
against it. It is uncalled for by psychic facts, and an 
utter failure to account for them.. Yet it is essential to 
bolster up the wild doctrine of reincarnation. If spirits 
are again incarnated, those who purport to communicate 
and identify themselves cannot be the real spirit-person

. alitics, for these may be in the flesh again. There must 
then be a something substituted, and the “elementary” 
shell serves the purpose admirably.

Thus a man who has lost, say his grandmother, re- 
eeives a communication from her, while she has after her 
death reincarnated in a child, become a woman, and Is 
now'this man’s wife! He has a communication from liis 
grandmother, which proves she exists as an entity and is 
Hot incarnated in his wife! Oh, no! says the Theoso- 
phist, that communication came from grandmother’s “el
ementary;” the “shell” her spirit left, which goes about 
for a time the shadow of herself!

Thus presented, freed from the high sounding phrases 
which obscure and confound, few Spiritualists will 
stumble over its profundity. '

(2) The “fourth dimension of space” has already been 
discussed in this department at length. Space has three 
dimensions: Length—as a line, breadth as a plane, height, 
as a cube. These measure it, and contain it all. The 
fourth dimension is a metaphysical speculation, and with
out demonstration. We are creatures of three dimen- 
,-iions, and if there were a fourth we are as such, incapable 
of understanding it. This theory was revived and 
dragged into Spiritualism by Prof. Zollner to account for 
What was claimed to be the' passage of “matter through 
matter.” Until the possibility of this phenomenon is 
demonstrated, there is no need of the fourth dimension 
hypothesis, and after it is demonstrated, it by no means 
follows that there is no other explanation. Perhaps no, 
more labored, more obscure and unsatisfactory attempt 
was ever made to prove an assertion than Prof. Zolluer’s.

■
1 Thos. J. Marks: Q. I frequently dream of seeing 

my father who died a number of years ago, as being in a 
strange land, but similarly situated as he was in life. In 

' ■ the last dream of him, I asked how he was, and he said he 
was better.

I also dream of being in strange places and surround
Ings, though very pleasurable, and it seems as though I 
were actually there, for such a vivid impression is made 
upon the mind that I can recall them for a long time af
terward. Is there any significance to these dreams? If so, 
what would they imply?

A. The principles slated in the preceding answer are 
sustained by the experience of this correspondent. He 
Is sensitive to impressions, and partially clairvoyant dur
ing sleep, yet he does not escape the reflection of liis ideas 
during the waking slate. .Such dreams, unless the im
pressions from spirit sources, and the results of this im
perfect and obscure clairvoyance can be separated from 
the mingling of received ideas and physical conditions 
are more pleasurable than valuable.

Its True Importance, and Where It Can Be 
Obtained. -

As the summer vacation is upon us, and parents are 
thinking of the school year that is to commence in tho 
near future, the impiession is brought very forcibly to us 
to speak a few words for the Belle Bush Seminary 
through the columns of the Spiritualist press so that the 
worthy sisters, Miss Bush and Mrs. Ewell, who have had 
charge of our little family for the past two years, may be 
aided and encouraged in the work which they are doing 
so earnestly, conscientiously and well. That is the train
ing of young minds, spiritually developing those who 
have been placed in their charge, and caring for them 
physically so that they may be fitted to occupy well their 
sphere of life and be useful men and women.

. Few Spiritualists seem.to realize that the cause which 
we to-day hold so dear must be placed upon the shoulders 

; of those who are to follow after. For, some day we shall 
•all go .up higher, and those who follow must take up our 
labors, and carry them forward. AVill this be done will
ingly?" Not unless we train, cultivate and properly care 
for those who are to come after we have passed on and 
take up our burdens. How can we best do this? Only 
by educating the children of Spiritualists in .Spiritualism.

ft seems to us that there is some defect in Spiritualism 
when we look around and see that many of our advanced 
Spiritualist teachers and lecturers have in the past 
placed their children in Unitarian and sectarian church 
schools where they have been educated, and, after their 
school, days are ended they take up a line of work which 
is directly antagonistic to Spiritualism. Has Spiritual
-ism not satisfied us? Have we found that there is no 
truth in its teachings? Do we as Spiritualists perform 
our whole duty to our children? If so, then where 
should we educate them? The Belvidere Seminary is a 
fitting home. Miss Bush and Mrs. Ewell have devoted 
their lives to a work which is most commendable, and 
yet-they have been and now are compelled trnwork sin
gle-handed. '
_ Many who do not understand the inner life at the Sem
inary feel that it has nothing to entice, to hold and to 
strengthen the minds of the young placed in their charge. 
We must speak differently. True, they cannot do the 
work that they would if aided and assisted by the Spirit
ualists at large. x If we could only forget our own selfish
ness in the care of others, many of us might lay aside five 
or ten cents each month with the thought that it will go 
into a fund to be expended in educating children whose 
parents are unable to do so. Suppose such a fund were, 
to be placed in the hands of Miss Bush—who can esti
mate the good it might accomplish to the children, or its 
far-reaching influence upon the cause at large? We 
know that the Israelites or Hebrews of to-day ask only 
those of their own faith to contribute, anything toward 
the support of the orphans in their midst. Can not we, 
as Spiritualists, emulate the worthy example they put be
fore us in the care and education of the poor and the or
phan? And are there not many children throughout the 
United States, the orphans of Spiritualist parents, whom 
we could help by such a fund? And would not such a 
work be in complete harmony with the humanitarian 
teachings of tire spiritual philosophy as given to us from 
the higlier spheres? •

We simply offer this suggestion in calling to mind the 
home that Miss Bush and Mrs. Ewell have endeavored to

There Are Strange Sounds and Weird Music.
W. O. MARSHALL'S HOUSE IS 

HAUNTED By UNCANNY SPOOKS 
-JUDGE VOUCHES FOR IT AND 
TELLS OF STRANGE NOISES AND 
RAPPINGS—THE,, GHOST PLAYS 
THE PIANO-AN INVISIBLE BUT,

“Who is that playing; the piano?’ 
asked the Judge in surprise.

“There is nobody else In the house,” 
replied his wife.

Just then the darky servant came iuto 
the room. ._

“Go down and site who that is In the
NOISY VISITOR ALWAYS MAKES parlor,” said Mrs. Marshall.

build up at Belvidere, N. J. 
Salem, Ore.

LOE F. PRIOR.

VfttjUftBLf, Library
....OR,,.

SPIRITUALISTIC LITERATURE.

AFTER HER DEATH. The Story of a Summer. Pervaded with pure and 
sublimely spiritual thought. Something to make the reader pause and 

reflect almost to enhancement. By Lilian Whiting. Price $1.00.

AFTER THE SEX STRUCK, or Zugassent’s Discovery. This book is 
intended to teach husband and wife how to agreeably adjust their dif

ferences. Highly agreeable is its contents. By Geo. N. Miller. Price 25o, 
AGE OF REASON. Being an investigation of true"and fabulous theology.

A new and complete edition, from new plates and new type; 186 pages.
By Thomas Paine. Price, paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

ANCIENT INDIA, Its Language and Religions. Translations of the 
articles “Religion of the Veda,” and “Buddhism,” The Study of the 

Sanskrit. By Prof. H. Oldenberg. Price 25 cents.

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST RECITATIONS. To advance Humane Educa
tion in all its phases. A book especially adapted to Lyceums. Full of 

enthusing ideas. By Emma Rood Tattle, Berlin Heights, O. Price 30 cents, 

Antiquity unveiled. Ancient-voices irom me Spirit Realms, au 
intensely interesting work, carrying one deeply into the mysteries of the 

past. By J. M. Roberts. Price $1.50. : .
A-P' A' MANU AL. A complete exposition of the principles and objects

I of the American Protective Association, with a vivid description of ’ 
Romanism as it is to-day. Price 15 cents. ■
ARCANA OF NATURE. The History and Laws of Creation. The

Cosmogony of Spiritualism. A genuinely scientific work in understand, 
able language. By Hudson Tuttle. Price 75 cents.

ARYAN SUN-MYTHS. The Origin of Religions. A valuable compila
tion of historical facts relating to the ancient conception of the necessity ; • 

for saviors. By Sarah E. Titcomb, Price, cloth, $1.00. _ l
APOLLONIUS OF TYANA. Identified as the Christian Jesus. A won-' 

aetful communication, explaining how his life and teachings were utilized - 
te formulate Christianity. Price 15 cents. |
A S^X REVOLUTION By the author of “Helen Harlow’s Vow,” “The

■'.Occult Forces of Sex,” “Perfect Motherhood,” and many other works,' ■
By'Lois Waisbrooker. Price 25 cents. ।

AP’TOMATIC OR SPIRIT WRITING, with other Psychic experiences of 
the apthor. A book well worth the price, for its valuable suggestions to 

others wishing the phase. By Sarah A. Underwood. Price, cloth, $1.50 '
BIG BIBLE STORIES. Placed in the crucible of mathematics, they are : 

made too absurd foi' anyone who can count ou his fingers, one, two, • ' 
three etc. New and unique. By W. II. Bach. Price 50 cents, postpaid, 
CELESTIAL DYNAMICS. A normal course of study in the Astro

Magnetic forces of Nature. Just the book for the mental healers of - 
students in the science. 107 pages. Price $1.00. ’ <
CHILDREN 8 PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM. A Manual, with directions for

the organization and management of Sunday-schools. Something indis- • • 
pensable. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price 50 cents.

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION. The astronomical and astrological origimj ; 
of all religions. A richly sarcastic poem, by Dr. J. H. MendeahalL

Price 50 cents.

CHURCH AND STATE. The Bible n the public schools; the new /’ 
“American” party. A profound presentation of the Church and State ' ■ 

question. By “Jefferson.” Price 10 cente. c -
CLAIRVOYANCE. A book of 109 neatly-printed pages, pertaining to a 

system of philosophy of clairvoyance, its law, nature and unfoldment
By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price, cloth, $3.50. -

COMING AMERICAN CIVIL WAR. This excellent book is written in - 
the interest of humanity, of liberty, and of patriotism. By Burton • 

Ames Huntington. 300 pages. Price, paper, 50 cents, postpaid. -
COMMENTARIES ON HEBREW AND CHRISTIAN MYTHOLOGY.

A profound rehearsal of the selection of primitive divinities and other -' 
Biblical myths. By Judge Parish B. Ladd. Price, paper, 75 cents. :■
COMMON SENSE. A book of the Revolution, and yet adapted to tho

present day. A book to inspire the reader to love his free America. By ■ < ■ 
Thomas Paine. Paper, 15 cents. .

COSMIAN HYMN BOOK. A collection of original and selected hymns for 1 ' 
liberal and ethical societies, for schools and the home. Compiled by *7

L. K. Washbum. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cents.

GRIMES OF PREACHERS. This book is just what its title indicates— =
a thorough exposure of the inner life of those elect of earth. A very ‘

nteresting book. Price 25 cents.

DEATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. An excellent work relating to the 
transition moment; scenes and society in Summer-land; Winter-land.

By Andrew Jackson Davis. Price, cloth, 75 cents; postage 5 cents.

DIAKKA and Their Earthly Victims. A very interesting and suggestive 
work. It is an explanation of much that is false and repulsive in

Spiritualism. By A. J. Davis. Price 50 cents. ।

EVOLUTIONISM. A series of illustrated chart lectures upon the cvblu- • 
tion of all things in the universe. From atoms to worlds. From atoms 

to souls. By Olney II. Richmond. Price, cloth, $1.25. .

FAITH AND FACT. Illustrating conflicts between credulity and vitalized 
thought. Prefaced by Robert G. Ingersoll in, his own descriptive elo

quence. By Henry M. Tabor. Price, cloth, $1.00. .

FIFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME, a book that has done „ 
more to enlighten the world of Catholicism than any other two published.

By Rev. Chas. Chiniquy, ex-priest. Price $2.25.

FORCE AND MATTER, or the Natural Order of the Universe, with a . 
System of Morality Based Thereon. A very popular scientific exposition. , 

By Prof. Ludwig Buchner. M. D. Price, cloth, $1.00.

FROM NIGHT TO MORN, or An Appeal to the Baptist Church. Just . 
the thing to put in the hands of church members, and of all inquirers. ■

Does not antagonize, but wins. By Abby A. Judson. Price 15 cents.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL. This beautiful book of beautiful poems is all .; 
that the title indicates—profound, sublime and tunefully poetic and restful ’ ‘ 

in its variation. By Emma Rood Tuttle. Price, cloth, $1,00.

6OSPEL OF BUDDHA. According to old records. A translation from ;
Japanese, made under the auspices of the Rev. Shaku Soyen, delegate to ; 

the Parliament of Religions. By Dr. Paul Carus. Price $1.00. -
GOSPEL OF NATURE. A book filled from beginning to end with spiritual

truth of the most sublime and soul-stirring character. In touch with all • 
life. By M. L. Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. Price $1.00.

GREAT ROMAN ANACONDA, or Thirty-seven and a half years in the 
Church of Rome. A 32-page pamphlet By Prof. George P. Ru

dolph, Ph. D. Price 15 cents. .

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW, or Self-Justice. It shows the falsities rampant : ' 
in society in matters of moral and social import, and the wrongs that flow 

therefrom. By Lois Waisbrooker. Price $1.00,

JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, or Christ and Mediumship. A careful com? 
parison of some of the Spiritualists and Mediums of to-day with those of

Bible times. By Moses Hull. 48 pages. Price 10 cente.

JOAN, THE MEDIUM, or the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. This is the 
most beautiful history of Joan of Arc ever written. Thrillingly interest

ing and convincing. By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40 cents; paper, 25 cents. 
IOYS BEYOND THE THRESHOLD. A Sequel to The To-morrow of 
J Death. Interesting, instructive, spiritual, fascinating. Will bring joy to 
thousands. By Louis Figuier. Price $1.25.

LANGUAGE OF THE STARS. This important work is the first practical . 
exposition of the Astro-Magnetic forces of Nature—in relation to man—

yet issued. Price 50. cents.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. Illustrated with views of the old Paine home- .
stead and. Paine Monument at New Rochelle. By the editor of the 

National, with preface and notes by Peter Eckler. Price, cloth, 75 cents. >
LIFE and LABOR IN THE SPIRIT-WORLD. Being a description of :

Localities, Employments, Surroundings and Conditions in the Spheres, 
through Miss M. T. Shelhamer. Price, cloth, $1.00.

LYCEUM GUIDE. New Edition. Gives every detail needed for effective < 
organization, and for conducting the society when established. By Emma . - ..

Rood Tuttle. Price 50 cents, postpaid;

MAHOMET; His Birth, Character and Doctrine. Historically correct, , 
No. 6 .of the Library of Liberal Classics. Exact and perfect in every

detail and beyond adverse criticism. By Edward Gibbon. Price 25 cents.

M AHOMET THE ILLUSTRIOUS. An apology for the life and char- 
actczof this celebrated prophet of Arabia, containing 118 neatly printed 

pages. By Godfrey Higgins, Esq. Price 25 cents. - -

M AN IN THE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE. A popular account or 
results of recent scientific research regarding the origin,,position and - 

prospects of mankind. By Dr. Ludwig Buchner. Price, doth, $1.00. '

i , THE CODS. Memorial Oration by CoLIngersoll - -
8. ft jh«wwU.-_ A ptmphlet at W Bo«ooo ConkUng. Delivered beft»» <be KeW .'.'iWtbluw*lgbtiiSCM. ftgeBwM, . Tw:guictare,M«y«,iBS8. FttaeUNMK * '

“Lord bless you, ma’am, I wouldn't 
go down there for nothin’,”' said the 
trembling negro. “And I wants to tell 
you, ma’am, that this place don't agree 
with my health, and you will have to 
get another girl.”

Then the Judge wont down to the 
parlor, but there was no one there. The 
piano, in fact, was closed tight.

There was no evidence that any bold 
outsider had stolen into the house and 
started playing on the piano. The .wln- 
dowswere.latched and the doors locked.

No sounds have been heard now for 
several mouths. Judge Marshall as
cribes the ghost’s silence to the fact 
that he never makes himself manifest 
in the summer, confining his operations 
entirely to the winter. ■

This is not the first time that Judge 
Marshall has “heard things.” When his 
father resided in Vicksburg be was 
then in a haunted house. The ghosts on 
that occasion, he says, confined them
selves to the dairy-house, near the room 
which he and his brother occupied. Up 
to the time the Marshall family took 
the house several families had moved 
out, because it was haunted. The 
Marshalls stuck, it out, however, and 
the boys attempted to shoot the spooks, 
but could never find them, although the 
noises they made would have fright
ened most people away.

As Judge Marshall tells the story it 
seemed that all the pans, crocks and 
dishes in the dairy' were being thrown 
on the floor, but investigation revealed 
that everything was in its proper place, 
li’or several nights he and his brother 
guarded the dairy with guns, but the 
spooks were too many for them, and 
they never caught a glimpse of them.

HIMSELF MANIFEST ABOUT 
MIDNIGHT—AN INEXPLICABLE 
MYSTERY. .
It appears from the Republic, of St. 

Louis, Mo., that the home of Judge 
William C. Marshall, at 1620 South 
Grand avenue, is haunted. There is no 
doubt about it. Judge Marshall himself 
says it is aud tells how the spooks 
operate. Weird, uncanuy noises break 
upon the wakeful ear iu the hush of the 
night. Strange rappings, as if someone 
pounded on the wbódwork with his 
knuckles, are heard. At times the piano 
plays by itself with no material person 
in the room.

At first the family was greatly dis
turbed by the mysterious noises, but 
now the Judge, liis wife aud family pay 
little heed to them.

When tho spook takes a turn at the 
piano it occasions no further disturb
ance than a remark: “Well, the ghost is 
at work again.”

Repeated efforts to’ make the mys
terious visitor show himself have sig- i 
nally failed. He remains invisible to 
the eye with dogged persistency, and 
makes hljnself manifest by rappings, 
noises, piano playing and beating on the 
pipes in the furnace.

The mystery never develops itself 
until midnight or shortly thereafter. He 
is not bashful in making his presence 
known and startles the visitors who 
perchance may be guests at the house
hold. So widespread has the fame of 
his Spookship become that many 
friends of the family have remained in 
the house until after midnight to see 
for themselves. In each case they went 
away satisfied that if it Were not a 
ghost in reality it was mighty mys
terious; in fact, something beyond com
prehension.

Captain Gould, a firm believer in 
Spiritualism, is the owner of the resi
dence. Recently he learned of the visits 
of the spirits and wrote to the agent in
quiring if there were any truth in tlie 
rumors that the house was haunted. 
Judge Marshall informed tlie agent that 
strange, uncanny, mysterious, inexpli
cable noises were heard about tlie house 
very frequently at midnight. Whether 
they were the genillhe1 article he was 
unable to say. He admitted that he had 
canvassed the sltuatlop very thoroughly 
but was unable to e’xfthiin it. The more 
he studied the th|nUtile more perplex
ing it became. Even'jo this day tlie 
mystery remains urikólt'ed, and the rap
plugs continue. 11 111

If in reality it is a' dfiembodied spirit 
wandering restlessly through the world 
Judge Marshall suspects that Captain 
Gould left the spoólo behind when lie 
moved out of the housfy. He so Informed 
the Captalu, but Jia^¡, heard nothing 
from him since. , ;.,|

It is now over n year since the spook 
made ills first, visit,to Judge Marshall’s 
house. That first vi's(t was a terror. As 
the Judge tells it, bfciiijj.his family had 
retired foi; the niglR. Everyone was 
nearly asleep and the hoyse was still.

The chimas of a distant dock an
nouncing midnight had , died on his 
drowsy ear when suddenly a frightful 
noise was heard. It seemed as if some
one had broken into the cellar and 
stumbled over a tin boiler. The whole 
family was out of bed In an Instant, 
greatly excited. Judge Marshall seized 
Ills pistol, and in his robe de nuit hur
ried to the cellar. While on the way 
down the noise Increased In volume and 
Intensity. He Imagined that a score of 
men were beating upon the furnace 
pipes with dubs. Then again it sounded 
for the world as if a load of coal was 
being dumped in the cellar from one of 
the windows. He could hear the coal 
strike and then roll away on the cellar 
floor.

Perspiring, excited, with pistol 
clutched firmly In the right hand, and 
finger on the trigger, ready for instant 
action. Judge Marshall stepped boldly 
Into the cellar—darkness there and 
nothing more. All sound died upon his 
entrance. He lighted the gas and looked 
cautiously about, but there was no one. 
Not a window had been opened. Every
thing was snug and fast. There were 
no dents in the furnace or the hot-air 
pipes. The coal had not been disturbed. 
A careful Inspection of the entire house 
showed that the windows were all 
locked and secure as they had been ar
ranged.

Nothing further was heard for sev
eral days. Again about midnight the 
family was disturbed by some noises In 
the cellar. Investigation disclosed noth
ing. For several nights in succession 
there was a racket below, which could 
be described by no other word than 
pandemonium. It seemed to the Judge 
that the demons had taken possession 
of his cellar for a frolic ground and that 
they took particular delight in beating 
on the water pipes, the furnace and hot
air pipes. As long as they confined 
themselves to making noises he was 
satisfied, but he grumbled a little that 
they could not visit hlni in a more sea
sonable hour. He could not get a word 
in edgewise, however, as the things 
which made the noise never talked back 
and paid no heed to ¿Is words. -

One midnight, when‘ the finally had 
returned from the tlifeiifre, and were on 
the first floor lunefilftg,. a loud rapping 
wks heard on the fldcfi- fibove..

‘‘Well, the ghosts'bhVégóne from the 
cellar to the top floóti”,remarked Judge

V. S. UNION’S DAY.

f

At Lake Pleasant, Mass.

Monday, August 8, was set apart by 
the camp association for the use aud 
benefit of the veterans. The day was 
sunny and pleasant, giving the assur
ance that the elements were in har
mony with tlie cause of the needy 
among Spiritualists.

As tlie hour for opening in the morn
ing drew near, the faithful few were 
seen wending their way towards the 
temple. Judge Daily presided at both 
sessions. In tho morning he made an 
opening address, speaking many truths 
for the cause. Among other things he 
spoke of the need of charity. His words 
were eloquent aud appropriate to the 
occasion and he made his remarks prac
tical by joining tho V. S. U., as well as 
making a donation to the Home fund.

Mrs. Hattie Masou favored the audi
ence with a vocal solo, after which Mr. 
F. B. Woodbury, secretary of the N. 8. 
A., made stirring remarks, and clinched 
them by paying a dollar for member
ship.

Mrs. S. C. Cunningham made a pa
thetic appeal for the poor and needy 
us, urging all to join and help pay the 
mortgage which now rested upon the 
Home ($0,500) that the Home might be 
opened to the needy public.

Mi-s. Farrar sang inspirationally, 
with grand effect. A collection was 
then taken up and Mrs. Mason made 
remarks urging those present to come 
in the evening and bring their friends 
that we might have a successful meet
ing and help in the good cause.

The afternoon meeting was opened at 
2 o’clock, with remarks by the Chair
man, Judge Dalley, after which the 
Schubert Quartette, of Boston, contrib
uted soul-stirring music as only they 
can. Mrs. Lizzie Lincoln, with “Pat,” 
gave many good thoughts which will 
bear fruit in due season. Pat is prac
tical in all he says. Dr. A. Sawin then 
addressed those present, appealing to 
them for the poor and aged in Spirit
ualism, that they may not go to the 
public almshouse—also contributed bls 
dollar for membership.

Dr. C. W. Hidden presented the need 
of the Home before the people-dld 
not ask for a collection, said he pre
sumed the othere-would. The Schubert 
Quartette again sang, after which John 
Slater spoke feelingly, saying be was ■ 
in perfect sympathy with this move
ment; he suggested that the mediums 
throughout the country devote one 
evening for the benefit of the Home at 
Waverly, Mass., and clear the debt of 
the mortgage; he continued: “It is a 
crying shame that Spiritualists should 
allow it to remain.” Mr. Slater con
tributed $1 and said he wished to join 
the Union and should feel a personal in
terest in the home, and would work for 
it. He said the cause should be sup
ported by all honest, true-hearted Spir
itualists Helping to remove the mort
gage.

Mrs. Farrar again sang inspirational
ly, and- Mr. Slater said he would give 
a seance when he returned to Cali
fornia, the proceeds to be sent to the 
Home. Mrs. Wilkins said she would 
give a benefit for the Home and also 
became a member of the Union. Mrs. 
Buchanan would also give a seance for 
the Home.

Mrs, Dillingham Storrs made re
marks, and said she and Mrs.‘Lincoln 
would give a seance for the benefit of 
the home, She said she was one of tho 
oldest Spiritualists, and felt a strong In
terest In the veterans. Dr. Sawin said 
he would give a. benefit seance also. ■

Mrs. Clara Fields Conant addressed 
the. meeting and said she was in 
hearty accord with the movement and 
urgeq all to join, and take more /inter
est in this home—“contribute all you 
can;” she hoped to live to see the debt 
paid and the Home opened.

Mrs. 8. C. Cunningham said she 
would give a benefit Beance when she 
returned to her home. Mrs. De Lewis,- 
of Portland, Me., would also give a 
benefit seance in Miss Jennie Rhinds’ 
cottage. Dr. White, of Chicago, spoke 
eloquently, urging all to help in this 
goodcapse. " ... .

The audiences were not very large, 
but intensely Interested, and made a 
practical demonstration of It by con
tributing $47.50. ,

. ... . MRS. J. S. SOPER, 
- . • Clerk V. S. U.

------------:-;)oC:-:------------

Saved by a Spirit Voice.
' To the’Editor:—Here is a little incident that may be 
of interest to your readers. The facts were told me by 
the lady herself, and are substantially correct Said she: 
“I had been taken down with diphtheria, and my case 
was considered serious, and tlie doctor had about given up 
hope of saving my life.

“It was nearly time for the doctors visit, and I lay 
there, very near, as my friends and self thought, to 
death’s door. The membrane had formed in my throat so 
that I could breathe only with ''the greatest difficulty. 
Suddenly in the silence of the room, I distinctly heard a 
voice say these words: .

“ ‘Take a spoonful of hot vinegar.’
“It startled me for a moment, but when mother came 

into the room, I told her to get me the vinegar, and al
though she demurred a little at first, thinking it was but 
an invalid’s whim, she got the hot vinegar for me, wliich 
I took and it soon cut or acted on the membrane, and, 
thanks to that angel voice, I could soon breathe and talk 
freely. When tlie doctor came he was dumbfounded 
when he saw the marvelous change for the better in liis 
patient. I told him about the vinegar, and he said that 
my system had craved an acid, and no doubt the vinegar 
had a beneficial effect. I don’t know whether thé doctor 
prescribed vinegar for his diphtheria patients after this, 
or not, but it would not be surprising if he did.”

Of course the above is a clear case of spirit power, as 
the lady is a medium of quite a local reputation, and she 
said that she owed her life to the intervention of this un-
seen friend.
' Beloit, Wis.

! { '.' ’ .:——:
r “From Soiil to Soul?* By Emma Rood Tuttle. lidv/ 
ers of poetry will find ,gems of thought in poetic diction 
in this handsome volume, wherewith to sweeten home of 

- leisure and enjoyment Price $1. For Bale at this office.

GEO. L. BARRUS.

W. R. McG.: Q. I once heard a speaker from the ros
trum give the number of cubits and the.weight of the 
marble slab on which the commandments were written, 
and Moses carried down from the mount in one hand— 
but have forgotten the immense weight and can find no 
person who can enlighten me on the subject.

A. It is an unwise custom for those who speak against 
the Bible to make unwarranted and random statements, 
which although taking with the crowd at the time, are 
sure to recoil on those who give them forth. We believe 
in fairness, in honest}- in the treatment of all subjects, 
and assuredly there is no need of misrepresentation or 
caricaturing the Bible.

The Bible simply says that Moses came down from the 
mount with the two tables of the covenant in his hands. 

• Nothing is said as to their size or of what kind.of stone 
. they were made. It may be said that all the laws 

given by Jehovah to Moses were written down on these 
tables and if such was the case, they must have been ex
cessively large to have contained so much writing. Yet 
this is entirely speculative, and it is said, Exodus, 24:4, 
that “Moses wrote all the words of the Lord” after liis 
return. The second tablets contained the words of the 
covenant and the ten commandments (see Exodus 34:28.) 
There is no inconsistency in this being written on two 
tablets easily carried. It is tins recklessness of statement 
which is indulged in because "catchy” with an audience, 
and-the readiest way to notoriety, that has brought free- 
thought into disrepute. Ingersoll sets a pernicious exam
ple by his uncritical and often dishonest representations. 
We laugh at the pyrotechnics of rhetoric, while we cofi- 
demn Ins methods. The lecturer quoted by this coyre- 
spondent has no support in the Bible for his statement.
r ■ ■
‘ Joseph H. Duncan: Q. My wife and I have been 
lidding sittings regularly for the past year and a half;. 
For the first year we received fine communications by 

- ■ rappings,, and could hear voices. Now we get scarcely 
anything. What is the cause? .. •- . •

A. This is a common occurrence, and comes to the
. experience of all mediums. The resuming of seances 

with new members is to be recommended. ..

Fred Swan well: Q. How is it there are so many Ao- 
called Professors? ", //•■

A. If anyone has tlie-“cheek,” there is Mb law. pre
venting writing “Prof.,”• fTtev.”ori“Dr?” .before, his. 
name. It is very cheap, meaningless, and ought not- to 
deceive anybody. ' . '

---------- :----------------------
Reorganization.

The Shakers have stood so long on the old plane of 
celibacy they have become nearly extinct as to numbers, 
and will never again flourish unless they reorganize, and 
oil a more natural plan, giving the young an opportunity 
to love and marry, (if they desire and are properly adapt
ed to tlie conditions) without having to quit their homes, 
as has heretofore been the case.

Their present manner of life is contrary to tlie laws of 
nature, and to the laws of true progress, and should be 
changed, for the benefit of all concerned.

Reorganization, more in accord with natural law,would 
be the means of many from outside gathering in and fill
ing up their now almost empty dwellings, and their 
homes .would again flourish and present the beauty and 
thrift of former days.

The work to which they are now called, by the voice of 
truth, love and purity, is'to organize and step forth on a 
new, broader and better platform, leaving the old, worn- 
out system far in the rear, where it belongs.

The human faculties were created for use and not 
abuse, and tlie highest of all law, is the law of love.

Los Angeles, Cah JULIA H. JOHNSON.

; Multum in Parvo.
A good laugh is sunshine in a house.—Thackeray.
Great memories, which retain all indifferently, are the 

mistresses of an inn, and not the mistresses of a house.— 
Mme.Nockcr. - , . . _. J /

The smaller the drink, the clearer the head and the 
cooler the blood, which greatly benefits in temper and 
business.—William Penn.

A large library is apt to distract rather than to instruct 
the learner; it is much better to be confined to a few au- 
tflprs than to wander at random oyer many.—Seneca, t 

: Consider how much more, you often suffer, from ydur 
anger and gnef -.than from .those very, tilings. for. which 
y°u angry and; grieved.—Marcus Antoninus. ■ -

--The instinctive feeling of a great, people is often wiser, 
than the wisest man.—Kossuth. ' . . .

' —----- I-l-Fl—---------- ‘
“Origin and Antiquity of Man.” By Hudson Tuttle. 

A masterly philosophical work. English edition, nicely 
bound in cloth, §1. For sale at this office.

Marshall, but no’'one laughed. It 
seemed too creepy. 1,1 ’

The Judge lost hlfcialllwtlte and went 
up on the next floo^j.yhe rapping was 
In his bedroom. Thppg.were three sep
arate and distinct knocjffi on the wood
work. Then a silence/."

‘“Do it again,” said Marshall.
Three-more knocks In rapid succes

sion followed. It was impossible to tell 
where they came '

They sounded forofue world as if a 
man had rapped thnceJvery hard with 
his knuckles on some'pt the woodwork 
in. the room. ; WhileTridiig to locate the 
sounds Judge Marshall called again de
fiantly: “Do it again!” And Bure enough 
there’were three more knocks. As long 
as he commanded a repetition the raps 
continued, but he could not locate the 
sound nor explain the mystery. Finally 

. he gave up in disgust and retired.
For awhile after the ghost moved 

from the cellar to the bedroom suite, he 
remained silent, as -if getting used to 
his more elegant surroundings. He quit 
beating the furnace, shoveling coal and 
other impish pursuits. Judge Marshall 
and his wife were beginning to wonder 
what had become of the spook when 
one evening the piano in the parlor be-: 
gan playing a wild, J weird refrain. 
Judge Marshall, his wife and nephew 
were on tlie second floor. They listened, 
awed by the melody that was wildly 
sad and sweet It-was a. threnody or 
gloom, strange and mystical.

“From Soul to SouL” By-Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers Of poetry will fiud gems 
of thought In poetic diction In this hand
some volume, wherewith' to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment Price 
JLOO. For sale at this office. ■

“The World Beautiful.” By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality-of thought 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete in it- 
■elf. Price, doth, $1 per . volume. For 
sole at this office,
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A Book on “Chronic Disease” 
Sent for 2-cent Stamp.

RY a. W. BROWN, M. D.
Vol. lümo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.50.

GENERAL DIVISION.

’ TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE.

Tbla work win be found especially Interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. The historic facts stated, and the keen, 
scathing review of Romish ideas and practices should 
be read wy alt Price. £>c. sold at this office.

countenance Impresses 
meeting was extended 
ones gone before.

- LIZZIE 
Westerly, R. I.

With her Magnetized Herbs all 
diseases that flesh is heir 

- to are cured.

’'.This ft In fact a largo Sanitarium; only been 
opened a short time, yet it Is a most pronounced sue* 
cesfl. DR. B. W. BANKS, the greatest Healer the 
world has ever bad, has joined DR. WATKINS In this 
grand work, and Is at the Home six days In the week. 
Write us aud we will tell you all about our new 
ipetbods of cure that we use at the Home.

I. M. LANPHERE, M. D.
Paralysis. Nervous Prostration. Rheumatism and 

other Chronic Discuses cured by Magnetic Remedies 
Send stamp, with lock of hair, age and K(.x, for free 
clairvoyant diagnosis. P. 0. Box 7, Cambridge. Vt. 468

“THE LYCEUM."

"Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Spirit-life.” “Tbe Evolution 
of Man.” Two papers, given in the in
terest of spiritual science, by Michael 
Faraday. Price 15 cents.

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
Trance and Business Medium, Sluing« dully; houÏB, 
¡0 to 4. Residence, 93 Bowen nv., (blrugu, 111.

sciously impart it to the medium'as a Send In notice of meetings held on 
mind-reader, is a very poor explanation Sunday at public balls. :
of mediumship. The explanation is an _____ ' ;______  — —

HfRS. B. HASKXCLKVF.n, 274 WAKIIEN AVE 
1U. Trumpet seance Tuesdays nt 2:30 and 8 p.m. 25cIb 
Mnlcrialk.!ng Wednesdays and Faturdays m ftp m'
Magnetized slatesGl.iX). 4-9

Pulue Homestead ml Paino Monument, at New ' 
Itvckelle. also, portrait, of Thoma. Clio Rickman. 
Joe Bulow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland! 
Condorcet, Brlaaot, and the moat prominent of Paine’s 
friends In Europe and America. Cloth. ,6 cents.

Address aU Mail to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 183. SAN JOSE, CAL.

A SEX REVOLUTION, 
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,

Author of “Helen Harlow’s Vow," “The Occult 
Forces of Box,” "Perfect Motherhood." and many 
•ther works. Price 25 cents. For «ale at this office.

feets” are made plain many hitherto Cburcb and¿Woman;jyritten in Mrs. 
unexplained phenomena, along the Stantons usual trenchant style. For 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul- Ba^e Bt office- Price 10 cents, 
sion and overcoming. . I "Human Culture anc cure.

Tlie Evolution of the Devil.
by Henry Frank, the Independent preacher of New 

York City. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
ffillosopbtcal analysis of His Batanlo Majesty ever 
rahllshed. The book contains 66 pages, and Is bean- 
(fully bound,, with Ukeness of author on title paae. 

Price 25 cents. ■ ....

The Religion of Humaiffiy ;

CHART FREE.
By a Bohemian Gypsy Astrologer nnd Clnlrvovant 

Send Hge. color of eyes and hair, In own handwriting 
Address GEO. WELLES, Box 130, Newark. N.J. 43;

PSYCHOMETRY
Applied to «11 tbe conditions of life. Business. Social 
Spiritual, In all Its dentils, by tlie application of tbe 
sixth sense. Thorough and satisfactory dellnratlon 
from letter, lock of hair or any substance bringing me 
In magnetic rapport. Enclose (l In postal or express 
note or registered letter. Address Mus. Etovkit 
Filkins. S554 Vernon ar.. Chicago 111. 451; ‘

THE AGE OF REASON. 

&"• tes?; XK S'ti.186 p,8e8’

• JigPSaST tbqronghly radical! expo«-
Part . “Sjhe fabulous claim^ot ancient Judaism and doz- 
5? ■ "J*110 Christianity, containing many elartllng conclu- 
(In. slonj never before pabllihed. showing clearly the 

1 Rv l.myuilcal character ot-moit of tbe Old end New Testa- 
ivmgJtbat Jesus waean Imperson-

, „ „ , . ----- ; -----------just issued a beautiful en-
°SchXly aDnde±Uf. gr?vin? of .the ^"lesville cottage,

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.

THE
KEY

Not Va id.

AUGUST 30, -1898. '

IMPORT/VNT!
GOOD EVIDENCE

The Subjective-Mind Theory

Sunday Spiritualist .Meetings in
Chicago.

1 he Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, 3300 Wabash av-

GOKRpOT

DR. G. E. WATKINS, 
-THE- 

FAMOUS 6HR0NIST, 
OF AYER, MASS.

j enue. Services at 7:30 p. m.
| Beacon Light Spiritual Church, G17 N. 

Clark street. Services at 2:45 and 7:45. 
George F. Perkins, speaker.

DIAGNOSIS
ASTONISHING! DR. W. M. FORSTER,

DOCTOR A. D. DODSON 105V MARKET STREET,
Dr. Max JWu6Ul6nDru6fc,L

PROPHETIC SEER,

Quick Gurcsl
Small Doses

Bend age, name In full, and two 2 ceut f»tamps and 
leading symptom, and we will send you .

A Diagnosis of Your Case, Free, 
find wc will try aud make the price pf treatment right 
to you. Remember, please, that -we"do not- wish to 
take your case unless you are dj88AtMcd wjtb your 
present treatment. Do not ask OUR opinion of this 
doctor or that one, because-wc never express an 
opinion, nor have wc any one connected’with iis that 
Is allowed to speak ill of any one or even to express an 
opinion. Wc know some doctors do so, but we do not. 
• The day of shot gun prescription is past; drastic 
drugs lu large doses will not be given' ten years from 
now, We believe In the certainty of mcdlcluo apd in 
«puclflc medication, but specific medication requires

SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS.
He who understands the action of drugs, aud who Is 
gifted with the power of correctly diagnosing. Is the 
successful physician to-day.

Specific Medicine!
No Drastic Drugs !

G.E. WATKINS, M.D.,
AYER, MASS.

DR. G. E. WATKINS’ 
Ritrai

He,alt h 
ttorne

How Dissipated Lord Lyttle' 
ton Died More than a 

Century Ago.

• Lord Lyttleton, in the winter of the 
.. year 1778, had retired from the metrop

Olis, with a party of his dissipated
, companions to profane tlie Christ

, mas at his country house, I’it place, 
.. near Epsom, in Surrey. They had not 

long abandoned themselves to the In- 
• tlulgence of their dissolute orgies, when 
■ a sudden and unexpected gloom was 

cast over the party by the extraordi
nary depression of spirits and dejection 
of countenance which were observed to 

’ take possession of their host. It was in 
vain that lie attempted to silence the

. Inquiries of the guests on the subject 
of Ins dejection. They were convinced 
that be was ill, or had met with loss at 
play, or was crossed in love; and his 
denial of all these Imputations only ex
cited a more eager curiosity to be in

' formed of the origin of Ids depression. 
Thus urged, lie at last determined to 
reveal the secret that so painfully de
pressed him.

•: .The night before, ou bls retiring to 
bed, after Ins servant was dismissed 

. . .and his light extinguished, he heard a 
: noise resembling the fluttering of a 

dove at ins chamber window. This at- 
..traded Ins attention tn the spot, when 
looking in the direelion of tlie sound, 

• he saw the figure of an unhappy fe
. male, whom lie hud deserted, aud who 

had put a violent end to her existence, 
and she was standing in the aperture 
of the window from which tlie flutter- 

■ ing sound had proceeded. Tbe form ap
proached the foot of the bed—the room 
was supernal «rally light, ibe objects 
of tbe chamber were distinctly visible.

... • Raising her hand and pointing to a dial 
which stood on the mantelpiece of the 

, .chimney, tlie figure, with severe sol-
• einnity of voice and manner, an- 

flounced to the appalled audconscienee- 
stricken man that at that very hour on 

■ the fluid day after the visitation his 
life and iris sins would be concluded, 
and nothing but their punishment 

•.■--would remain, if be availed himself 
. .not of the warning to repentance which 

he had received,. .. _
. ‘The eye of his lordship glanced ou 

■.... the dial, tbe hand was on the stroke of 
12. Again tlie apartment was involved 

< in total darkness tbe warning spirit 
. disappeared, and bore away at its de

parttire all the lightness of heart and 
tbe buoyancy of spirit which had for

. merly distinguished tlie unhappy being 
to whom the tremendous summons had 
been delivered.

On the succeeding day his lordship's 
guests, with the connivance of his nt- 
tendants, bad provided that the clocks 

. throughout the house should be ad
vanced an hour, without the imposture 

; being discovered. Ten o’clock struck— 
tho nobleman was silent and depressed. 
Eleven struck—tbe depression deepened 
and now not even a smile indicated 
him to be conscious of the efforts of 
his associates, as they attempted to 
dispel his gloom, Twelve struck. He 

-returned to his chamber,, convinced of 
• his security, and believing that the 
. hour of peril was now past.

Lord Lyttleton’s guests remained to
. gether to await the completion of the 

•time so ominously designated by the 
vision. A quarter of an hour had 

■ . elapsed—they heard the. valet descend 
from his master’s room;Jt was just. 12.

- His lordship’s bell now rang violently;' 
• the company ran in a body to the apaft- 

ment, and the unhappy lord lay ex- 
■ tended on the bed before them, pale 

and lifeless, and his countenance terri-
■ bly convulsed.—Household Words. '

“Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Relnear
nation and Re-Embodiment." By Prof.

. - ¡W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master- 
v. ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
fcAt tills office. ’

Ihere is occasionally some statement , „ ,,,,, .
made by the controlling spirit of every Indiana avenue and .thirty-first street, 
medium, that seems unpiovable, , a^ ® and 8 p. m. Lecture aud tests by 
needs conference with others in order I IWOd mediums.
to prove. Such become good tests of Spiritual Investigating Society, at 
spirit power when proven. That which Flynn’s hall, Robey and North avenue, 
others know, and we do not, becomes at 8 !>• U1-, under the direction of 'Mr. 
good evidence when told to us. There I aud Mrs. W. L. Brown.
Is ito mind-reading in that. The claim I West Side Spiritual Society meets at 
that our subjective mind performs No. 4G South Ada street at 8 p. m. 
these mental tricks is very far-fetched I Church of tlie Star of Truth, Wicker 
as an explanation. 'To cany this sub- Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue, 
jective mind theory into tlie claim that Services at 7:45 p. in., conducted by 
it can unconsciously receive Informa- Mr. aud Mrs. William Lindsey, 
tion from another and then uncon- ____

Still Heals the Sick Through 
the Mediumship of

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

TO

SOGGESSFUL
TREATMENT.

1 improvable assertion. ■ ■ - ■ ' ■ r \
Mrs. Kates 01 ten gives such evidence. CL» I _

She is also positively controlled by a / 1 LI DC^I I/ * I 1 | -:e^
. spirit. She occasionally reads thought ■ . - - ■ * " ■

-^hut she never has been a mind-reader. 'The status, of the soul (or subliminal to form1« I
self) may Have lbiicJi to do with thn pvo- I > Spiutualibt oi Occult libiaiy, I. *’^'**z NmA jr ..III 1 u. HI llLlfl LU- vlM »»4111 lllti v VU | -Ivvf oiiltooullilnz, flM» « T"b.. .o ~ i Ilutioil of-irnnri inerlhimchtn hut ilia iof I ■ - ®^pSCllblD^ IO1 1110 PlOglfiSSive 
muon ui good lueaiuuisuip, Dili me lao Thinker riiwl nhtnininff riiAcf t onrt tn tor is yet dependent upon exearnated •vyiseirh^reject this offer his nelah 
spirit help. The latter fact is provable; tor will soon adlanee ahead of him nnd 
mid nn thonw dlcniwmi UUl bUUU UUVUIlce ttiieau or H]LD,aiia Im ’fYe ft ’ < J « I 110 sneak over to borrow what he

1 le’ WbJecHye mind* of not enterprise to pay for. Wo 
the subliminal self, in mind-reading think, in view of what we are doing <»•»»1 *,.1».. a1 i v ■ « -.1 iaziaaa»., iu vflUlT Ufl. 1YUUL >yc U£t7 UUlUlf, j

bt”\by ,de- I tbat The Progressive Thinker should I 
inonstiablc fact, tnd cannot find a log- visit every Spiritualist family in the 
lea support by theoretical reasoning. United States. Commence now, we re- I

Ihe facts of spirit control and eom- peat, to form a Spiritualist or Occult- 
luunlon stand out as proven by uni- I library by subscribing for Tlie Pro- I 
versal collateral evidence. Tlie dis- gresslye Thinker. I
proof must rest ’ upon equal evidence. _____ ' I
I he evidence of fact must only be offset | ’rn’iTiicoMTa v • • I
by facts, of equally forcible character. n ,, n , „7, '
Spirit mediumship has been proven to 7/ b’ 7,°? e’ Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir; I T . T1TTljnnT,r,„o •millions of people. Thousands of niedi- I “nYoU1' ted„ Pel>ble Spectacles are DR' J' A- BURROUGHS, 
unis -have received positive, spirit!.coin- ?, you claim for them, aud even more. The past year we have diagnosed over 
niiniicatioiis. Have all these been 701!,1’ Magnetized Compound is a won- ___ ___
duped? Are all these credulous or hys- del^u remedy, and acts like magic . ^r"r'r"ftig,r "ft
terlcal? Oiir associations haye taught lUion .s?re alJd "'enk eyes. I would not •—V-F 
us that tlie Spiritualjsts. are. an-inerid- be wlthout it. Very respectfully, .
ulous, slieptleal and positive class -of „ MRS. J. A. PERKINS. cases. The accuracy with which this
people. They haVp been hard to con- Easthainpton, Mass. ‘ was done has never been equalled. Our
vinee. Most of them have tried hard I , work has met with the unstinted praise
to solve the evidence.by pome other the- nn,.|.n„„° m„L„2hU a*r'.'^ a sa.mPle of the regular medical profession The 
orv than the snirii clnlin . package of Magnetized Compound for - “««««proiowivu. mei 7 ■ A. “ spun ilium. . the eves for.10 cents l>v mull following from recent letters isBut my present Intention is to relate ’ n pienr man incident. Clinton, Ionia. B. F. POOLE. CONVINCING EVIDENCE
' A few days ago Mrs. Katos and my- ----------— » imvtlIXU CVIUEIXUt
self were called upon to officiate at the PRICE OF THE “SEQUEL.” of the wonderful work we are enabled 
funeral 'services of a sulcide-a young I The price hereafter of this number of to do through our psychic gifts, coupled 
man acquaintance. In the course of The Progressive Thinker will be as fol- with the best medicaleducation.exten- 
1 he remarks by the controlling spirit of lows; Three cents for single copy. Live research and lone exneriencA’ 
Mrs. Kates, she said: “I desire to tell Where five or more are ordered, two ong expenence.
the mother that her boy went to her I cents per copy. Where one hundred or I DnXe|?rl^vnnr^u,i!‘8Ji?J“l^Cra,e.k’Mloi' . 
room and knelt beside her bed, kissed I more copies are ordered, one dollar and f“Be >» “<* mare accurately thou acreroiMJ)'«. whom 
her pillow and poured out his soul’s fifty cents per hundred. 1 ij*vo uikefl with. Very truly. Hblznl*»uos,
troubles to her unlistening ears, saying ----------    July is, isos. ___ Avundale,Tex.
‘Oh, Mother, you do not know,’ and OF INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS 1>«-Reeiuea a Burroughs, iiuttic Crook. Midi.pledging undying love to mother0 A. , . . , ■>«,., ’ Dear Friends:— Your (iluguoiik is wonderful for ItsIt seemed to bn on nnnrnv, 1 U Arant Anyone Who IS sick and failed to find correccuera you.e«mM reed the Internal purl, of11 st t inea to De ail unpiovable event. send tliotr num» n.m „a lk®human body llkeinvuenbook.
The young man suicided by inhaling 11- , 011 ?e. auJj , Vcr>' nw, ’ E. N. Swi»»vbx,
him!Dating mis thromrh a riihhoi tn c dl<?SS (wltl* 6tamp for rePly> to Dr. J. Auguet 1,1S98. Mexico, Tiix.luwiwiim^ gdb unougn a HIDIJPI tube ent A TH RnormnDiitn Dflll nn/4 I Azrill —•—<*.«o*Ancri ~ j.x  i it n • . . , l viiAiUi naviuiuciiio. van.. anQ 1 will —fasten« d to the gas jet and tied into his (through spirit nower) send von flic D>'?-Feeble. 4 Butrongh.. Buttle Creek, Mich, 
mouth. „ ‘ a ,,llK „r y. i, . Geeriemen:—The Dleguv.la of my wife's cnee wn.

Ifler tlie fnnornl whilst uwonnin«- c,luse and condition Of your trouble; duly reeelvecand our doctor said It could not hove Ariel Ilie runeial, wnilst sweeping after I cive VOU a correct dinirnn- be®n better if you had.««}« her. Youra truly,his room, tlie metal end of the tube of a Lis if vou wish lioln I wl mak»8^ Jul)'18'189“- w; 'Lrubber douche was found. Further in- ^rm ' wHUB remr reach * — nlrin,ug"a“'Ala'
l estigation discovered the douche of jq 3 —The above advertisement is for Di?' Pe“!,ll!8 s, Burrough«.Battle creek, Mich,
tlie mother in her room was minus its t]ie benefit of suffering humanity nn<l everrrearwrt' yul'lld|«'R',l8mr case 1« correct inriihhnv inhino- 'rhA 4 1 110 ULI,CUL bUllxill% llUluaniiy, and ever) respect. You located riiecause of iny dlseftaeluirnei tubing. Ilie suicide had taken ¡f you know of any one who is sick and I 08 ““ctrateiy a. a foreign object could be located 
mn-tUSm 11""*1 ‘"i Oader t0 d° 8Lhe I ls skel»lcal- s!1°w tllem «>« «>JOVe ad. naV"1'’')UU‘“' V&uwMteh 

Ln L..1 s.! 'f1 L1'0^111’a',K1 be; and 1 niay convince them of the truth L~ _ ' '
obta^’rire'^iiche Vm wt^c °f SP‘rlt _________ __________ 450 QllP PSllGfl G TMlMstand closet, where lie left Hie remain- nr in III Ullin ' VU' * C?UUI,,U 1 1 DUUIIlUllU,
der of the douche. The mother says she nF AH IN MINII
could not obtain tlie article otherwise— ML«nil 111 I1IIIIM1
and the son was slightly taller than the ------
mother. Thus the evidence is strong In Iff sending remittances to this office, 
substantial ion of tlie spirit’s declara- write your orders on a single sheet of 
tion. The family was absent at tlie paper, to file away for future reference, 
time of the suicide, and did uot return If y°u bavo anything to say to the ed- 
for twenty-four hours after. A visitor ltor outside of that, do so on a separate .
to the house1 lias since (old the mother Blieet- B u°t Kafe “> send money in and careful -attention to the cases in- 
Ihat her bed and pillow showed marks a letter; If it is sent that way, and lost trusted to us effect speedy cures, manv 
of pressure as if some one had partly ¡n course of transmission, you will difficult eases being cured in a month’s 
laid thereon. This fact was unknown b6 tb® loser. Do not send personal Limo and many cases pronounced incur
to both the mother and tlie medium un- checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them L, , ,
til after the funeral cashed. Send postal or express order, aDie flave beeucuiea in three or four

Other farts in this’ease were givrti bv °r, registered letter or draft payable in I months.
the controls of Mrs. Kates, which were ®r I'€W Yolk’ and tbere Can I bra. Peeblre & Burroughs, Batlle Creek. Mich,
known Olllv 10 the mother, or have ,.10SS' . DearSlr»:—My daughier ba. ueverboeu .owell a.
since lieeii'nrnvon Th,. ,n re h,„. Write names and addresses as plain al>e Isuow, after taking your treaunenl.tlie family has been greatly relieved of as <!fldlflnary prlnt’ andmlstakes wl)1 be I July is’Less.y’ ___ B8'H' Bradford,'vt.

doubts ami by communion already av0 e ’ ________ Dr.,Feeble.4Burrougb., B.ttioCreek, Mich.

Witll tin1 son, sorrows have been les- I I bear Slr.:-My syneui has Improved more with
soiled, and a knowledge of spirit life “Poems or Progress.” By Lizzie yourKJ™!,“*"““01hcJ8o»”““»«- 
more positively unfolded bv ocular Doten. In this volume, this peerless July«:, issi. y' %va«biSDpa
proofs. G. W. KATES Poet oi Spiritualism may be read in her ------- ’

Rochester N Y varied moods, “from grave to'gay, from I »re po8Uie. 4 Burrough», Battle creek, Mtok.’ ' llvelv to severe” It Is n hnnl-tA re B«ar Str»:—My wife k getting along anely, aud willlively to bi.vi.il. it is a DOCK to be not need any more medicine. Thanking you for tbe 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who I B'Jpreceiveii,i remainyoura truly, 
love genuine poetry, aud especially by JlllyI8t lb'98- m. x.davibok, Merrinnu, wie. 

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines I printed^and bound6 Price11«! ,S tastlly If Vflll APR ^IlfiPPilHl
only will be inserted free.] prlnted a“a b0Una’ Frlce $L 111 IUU Hl 0 dllilul Hill

------  “The Infidelity of Eccleslastlclsm. rnnaa a uv 
Passed to higher life, Miss Mary E. A Menace to American Civilization.” rKUM ANY

Ennis, aged 65 years. She was a true By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer I —- 
Spiritualist. Her sufferings were from upon physical, physiological and psy- U f'/a n ■ f. I'ficnoc'n 
dropsy; was patient aud cheerful, and chic science. Demonstrator of the mo- VJIII Vl|lu LJIOtjClOU 
went about doing good. Sorrow, disap- lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na

’ ' Iler angelic ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. I Write us and obtain an
that a grand Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.
her by l«*ed | "Progression, or How a Spirit Ad- 1 flDsolutelu GorreGi

Dlaonosls Free.
, . „ . . ,- . 1898’ ,111‘ “The Prophets of Israel.” By Prof We havebirthwntellers of the soul of Francis W. q_ jj. Cornill, c' " vve uave
Marsh came so still and bore him so Koenigsberg. A scholarly and appreci-1 „„
gently away that the friends only I nl|ve historical review of the prophets I Pr^nted on, . , - . .
caught tins last spark of earthly life Of Israel and their works. For sale which we will send free upon
before lie was borne to the home he had at this office. Paper covers, 25c. application. It is something everv 
a'knowiedge'To 7 ope B anfl Ant,qU,ty °f M“’” By Spiritualist should possess. " *

friends conducted tlie services at his H®"ds0"^at .<jjn_ll8“ e^o?* °nlcelv Remember to address
late lioiup "tho (-J A R tfiklnp eli«ir<TD <ii I I'-Ri worK. uugiioii euitiou, nicely I

!ho X: IL c xd cloth'a For 8416 at 0118 nr« D««hi«A o 0..^..^
______ Trama of Nature; or the History DfS. ^081)188 ft BUrfOUgllS

Healing, Causes and Effects. and Laws oi ,Creatlon-” By Hodson rattle drew Minn . , . , , , , , Tuttle. A well-known and most pro-1 DAHLE LruiiEK, MLGH.
Ur' y l;p' r le on s a founfi -treatise. Cloth, |L For Bale at ------------- -----------

presentation from the spirit side of life thU nffloa. - TUP El HIHIlTOn
of the basic priciples of Mental Heal- J HF • rl IMINAIIIn
ing and their relation to Vibration.. . “Bilrte and Church Degrade Woman." • «iHi Mhllllllin I Uli 
The Esoteric under-current of tlie pro- By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises I 1 -9-OJi—
eesses manifesting themselves in the I three brief essays, on The Effect of lctfl|a+nn ifa». 4» 
operation of healing, Is clearly shown Woman Suffrage on Questions.of Mor- n TO, OaCGrdOtai
to be the silent power of invisible force. I als and Religion; The Degraded Status SftQEGtS

Under the head of “Causes and Ef- Woman in the Bible; The Christian . ______ '
feets” are made plain many hitherto Church and ’M oman; wrltten .in Mrs. BY jDR. R. «¿WESTRIWinir ____ _ I Stanton’s usual trenchant stvlo Bin. I

It treats of adepts, mediums, and First. Tbe Philosophy of Cure.
their varied powers. It also has some- 'eluding Methods and Instruments).” By
thing to say of elementáis, and man’s E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A very in- ationandBotape™¿'7XgMmne“¡enMtio¿L------
power over the unseen. The Helpers I structive and valuable work. It should Price 31.50. For Sale at this Office, 
and Hostiles of the Invisible World are have a wide, circulation, as it well ful-1------------ :— --------------------- ----
described, and their abilities specified, fills tbe promise of its title. For sale THE iSOUL

Astral conditions, with the process of at this office. Price 75 cents. it,Nature, Relation, «m' Exprerelon’ln Human Em-
going out on the astral currents are "Ancient India: its Language nnfllbodliPlntt- 2lv.e.n,ln??Bh,Mrs-CoraD- V.Ricb-
explained by one who knows The sub- Religions.” By Prof. H. Oldenberg. Ere«,^ 
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap- The subject is of unusual interest at I H-------—------ --------------------- -------
ter. the present time, and it is here treated TUE milllTl 111 AI* I IFF

The whole field of man’s relation to in a way to Interest and instruct all I Hl 1*1111111 AIN III* I Iff
the forces bringing either the health readers. For sale at this Office. Paper " " VI LI I I.J
which is harmony, or the discord which price 25c. ' . — OR — . '
is disease is bandied by one wbo evb TffPITT? mm tjato-evd hti«.dently understands his subject. Tlie 3,5^ re’M“rfI“8e, 1HKEL-F0LD POWER OF SEX.
hnniripf- of ion mrAs is nrnvinp its in J Sexual Development,. andi Social Un-1 — _DOOKiet Ol J.W IMfevT*, IS pl u\ IU£ Its ID- I t»’ TJv- I? . T\ Tir. Lt.tAA «r I -
terest by its.sales. Sent on receipt of ¿x'ceUent^id reJ^nh” BY LOIS WAISBROOKER. ’
flftv cents For sale at this riffien J Liij.u. a. most excellent ana very valu-Mtj cents,^ ixir saie at wis prnce. ab]e worki by the Dean of the .College —T-----

---- ' ------- I of Fine Forces, and author of other im- ,J“,8J8 S”'.of “J?“’».?«L»«efnl .nd lD.
“Nature Cure” By Drs. M B and portant-volumes on Health, Social Sci- n”® «“d woman, price, so cent,4 ’pore«.i«)r.tT«,IiI 

Rosa C. Conger. Excellent for every k,nce’ m et« Prlcc- cloth. 75c. offlca-_______________
family. Cloth, |L50. ' . .For sale at.thte office. • - —

"The Gospel of Buddha, According to "1?e, 0^“^Roman Anaconda.” By . Thn ||nni||f tnrnnn nf Vov 
Old Records.” Told by Paul' Carug. Prof-Geo-P- Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-priest- l llv UbuUll rUluuU UI UuA 
This book Is heartily commended to stu- of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 1 _______
dents of the science of religions, and to I an,i P°lnted letter to Bishop Hortsmann. Rv T«Tq wsTcnnitnuTi, 
all who would .gain a fair conception of K 18 800il reading, and should be widely b wds waiouKuUKhK, 
Buddhism in Its spirit and living princi- distributed, that people may be enllght- „ T ~
pies. Spiritualist or Christian can ened concerning the ways and methods Jioffiionevoium
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. R°me ond-its priesthood, Price 15c. J mporuace t«the.race»radiicuSrt'troto tbe.unJ. 
Price |L For sale at this office. | For sale at this office. ll 8ff»«il§^«“fflci,ocl‘1”for“,r'- "ICB ”>«•»•••

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker.
It you wish Good Health you 

should apply to her.

As a Spiritual Healer She Has 
No Equal.

’tfJegd three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
.Jf0/ balr and one leading symptom, 

with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her ‘'

DIAGNOSE YOUR CASE FREE.

DR. J. 8. LOUCKS 
lithe oldest olid most successful Spiritual Physician 

now In practice- His cure« arc
THE MOST MARVELOUS 

oftBh ®K®« Bly examination« are correctly made 
and Lee to ajLwho send Irini name, age, «ex and look 
of hair, and six cent« In stamp«, ke doesn’t ask for 
any. ejud£Jymptou1’ A eI»fr'»X»n‘ doesn’t need

J. 8 LOUCKS, M. D.,
35 Warren st., Stoneham, Mass.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Psychomctrlst and Business Medium
Readings personally, by letler or photograph »1.03. 
throe reasonable questions answered by mall for 
25 cents Address 54 N. 52ud avo., Chicago Psvcho'- 
pathlc treatments. 377 tr

I. RE8BAR0HE8 IN JEWISH HISTORY. 
». RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
3. DERIVATION Of CHRISTIANITY. . 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS?
The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 

fora Historical Jeeue.
In this volume the Jews are clearly «town not to 

have been tbe holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic idea ft traced to tbe Bac
trian Philosopher, 2850 year« B. C., and Its history Is 
outlined, following tbe waves of emigration, until It Is 
fully developed Into Cbrlatianlty, wltha mythical hero 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after tbe commencement 
of the Christian era.-• . ■.

Tho book demonstrates that Christianity and Its cen 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole aystem Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It «bows vast re
search among tbe records of tbe past; its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read ft without hstructlon and profit, whether 
he reaches the same conclusions with tbe author or 
otherwise. For sale at tbla.office<

The Lyceum, devoted to the Interests 
of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 01 Willowdale street 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special Interest in it. It 
is published weekly. Try It. 437tf

RlaiMos 
Developmem

OF

WJ.WMtoey
THE CELEBRATED *

Trance and Test Medium.

Sho has developed
Medical Clairvoyance, 

ana will diagnose disease and treat with 
revealed remedies compounded for each 
patient clairvoyantly. Perfect satisfaction 
guaranteed. In order for the controls to 
satisfactorily diagnose, send age, sex, and 
leading symptom. Send stamp for terms 
of treatment.

Office 282 Stockton St., between Post 
and Geary Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
T\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE 

JEA The "Stellar Key" Is tbo philosophical Intro- 
10 JiS. r?.' e.l,<lon’ hhOtalned In this book. 

J.1118.11“1? v°lumo “?>’bc k«l“ed from the 
following table of contents: l-Deatb and the After
Life; 2-Bcenes In tbe Summer-Land: 3-Soclctv In the 
Su mmer-Ludt 4-Soclal Centre, In tbe Summer-Land- 
?—Winter-Land and Summer Land: 6-Language anj 
Llfe ln Summer-Land; 7-Material \vork tor Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate, In the Summer-Land- o—Voice 
from James Victor Wlleon. This enlarged edition con
tains more than double the amount of matter In fca 
mer editions, and Is enriched by a beautiful frontis 
Piece, Illustrating the "fOrmsilon of tbe Snlrltua 
Body. ’ Cloth 75 cents. Postage 5 cente. Efcr MU 
Bt this Office. .

INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS 
‘V J»«®“ Cbmtt«TohAss"c4Mlm 

Wer Invited a noted InOdel to lecture before them 
Ihe lectOTe Is a grand one, and was received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to cn± 
MX# ttesiySV“ntI,“ll)'

BIBLE OF BIBLES,
SyfteneyGrave«, ItwIIlwellpaypenual.PrtoggMI

OBSESSION.
How evil spirits Influence mortal,. By IL FafMau 

P.33. Price 10cents. .

The Development of the Spirit
After Transition. By tbe late M. Faraday. Theori- 
l rtn of religions, and their influence upon the mental 
development of tbe human race. Transcribed at the 
request of a band of ancient "*na«tTtltrr Price 10 cents.

Bit; - .. ... ô lit into viltirCllOf júidie 

•Hy Röt. Unn's. chiniquy, ex-pricet. - A remarle’-le 
book. Page?, 832. Trice *2.25. t

THE RELATION
Of thcUpIrituBl to tbe MaterlaPUnlverre; «nd tbo 
Law of Control. Now edition. enlWflod ud rtvlted, 
kyM. Forooay. Price 15 cente. .

Consultation by LetterFree
Sent! Postage Stamp for Reply.

No “Lock of Hair” or “Leading 
Symptom’’ Required,

• 18 t?1£<,n ,l0m tbe San Francisco
"Progress" of November 7,16115: ,
n/vJnfl8 U8 s^r®ati Ble®’ure to quote, from tbe I.lgbt 
niniJarUiTn tT°iUl?WiUdatJ<,ut‘ of California and Callfoi- 
umil» B.,lflte JMU® w® read: *We note with pleas- 
uro tbe continued succftflB of our friend and brother, 
rIii2V.rfMS Pi>?ter‘ of 8ttn Francisco, California. 
California hns become noted for its mediums« «nd 
SbJliM 1B not » n«Uvo of tho United
State«, the people of California have learned to claim 
a proprietary IntereBt In him Just a« if lie were a 
natIve son. We hear good reports of him from all 

Sndli°nfl,’BD? I1 ®Vlea UB mucn pleasure to add our 
endorsement to tho many accorded this lifted 
medium and educated gentleman."

By the Use of Vitalized Flannel. 
Cures all Manner of Diseases.

Dr. A. W. Birkiiolz, the Healer.
Mks. Mxby M.Babueb, DeKalb, III., writes: "You 

rautinber I told you there wuh something growing rfba. It Is nearly all gone.1 appileS 
Tli.Su?for treatmeM« every 
fue.day and Friday evenings; aI1<l have fell bands ou 
uty bead. Bmid another vitalized flannel,"

Mbs. Emblik'z TBtrox, IOS Cherry street, West 
Newton, Mass., writes: "1 have had absent treat, 
beenboa'enU““ '°r “y,uld '“'«Hisve 

•t?Y..‘i';YU“‘-.i.!'u’i:<l8ar, Neb., agslu writes: am 
«.„* Z,» .? “ '“F1 l>08u uut door u little each

‘.“t.wuek- ?■" .»•‘«lug strength fust. 
My hturl is stronger, and gaining, but Is weak yet. 
Have gained more in the hist two weeks than In n 
'““A llT.l',e, |MI vitalized tauel did me mure 
good than all thing, combined that 1 ever look 1 
snail do all I can. for you."

Cllff.,ird’ “R“1“ writes: 
1 lease aend me another piece of the vitalized Hau- 

nel, as 1 am belter after ustug the last one."
Avttt’ST Iltt-KBBT, Valentine, Nob., writes: "I re- 

ceivcd >our letter aud flannel, aud utii getting better
fcel IL My. pu,n8 are Betting less aud 1 feei 

better every way."
Address

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ,
NEW BUFFALO, MICH.

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
äÄXÄvVÄrÄS’ 
gÆKMMA llt,DER-c“,ral

If you wish to know what ails 
you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. G. BflTDOKF, M. D.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

REED CITY SANITARIUM
REED CITY, MICH.

A. B. SPINNEY, M. 1).. Proprietor; E. W. SPINNEY 
M. D.. Besldeut Physician, with consulting physicians 
and surgeon« and profesKlonid nurses. The cheapest 
Sanitarium In the world; n place for the poor and 
middle classes. Are you sick and dhtcouragod? We 
Will give free diagnosis by mall, bend fur question 
Hat. prices and lourugls. 449cf

“THE WATSEKA WONDER”
To the student of psychic phenomena, this pamphlet 

la Intensely interesting. It gives detailed accounts of 
two cases of “double consoloua&ett," namely Marv 
Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, HI., end Muy Rey
nolds, of Venango county« Pa< Far Mio at this office. 
Price 15 cents.

JOAN, THE MEDIUM^

once tbe most truthful history of Joan of Arc. and 
2S^US?J?0‘V:0I1Tlnf '“K arKumf,n“ on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel was ever more thrilllMir in- 
terestlng; no history more true. Price in cloth % 
centsj paper cover, 25 cents. For sale at this office!

THE DIAKKA.
•THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH- 
J. ly VlctiiDB, by tbe 8eer. A. J. Davi*. i> a very In

teresting and suggestive work. It Is an explanation o! 
much that li false and repulsive in Spiritualism, em- 
bodylnga most Important recent Interview with James 
Victor Wilson, a resident of the Summer-Land. Priea 
50 cents. For sale at this offic*

WHITE MAGIC
■ Taught in "Three Sevens," a book of 711 posts, it t. 

really a very Interesting and ewmestiVE vgft, Frio. 
tli5- For tale at thia offic*.

TiicI brixiiTJAL BIRTH,
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell, nv 
Mos es hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Splr- 
lunllstlc Interpretation of many things In the Bible— 

Interpretations never before given, explains the 
hettens and hells believed tn hy Spiritualist«. Pri™ 
iu cents. • Forsnlc nt tlik office; ■

Beal Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given Iniplratlonally by Un Merlili. King. Ton 

Tin not become vetry while retóloi Uta »cellent 
book. Price 75 cent*. ' -

Herbalist, Psychoinetrist and Medic-, 
al Clairvoyant.

Diagnosis of disease by lock of hair

(NO SYMPTOMS REQUIRED) 
five two cent stamp«. 

re*d Feychometrlcally «9 a/» h nil life readings by mall............... • • • • ............Ji'S
P. O. Box 118 Ouklund Cal. ..............................
.b»^a?^^Xi0UU,,to Se“'l-k »F

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
C^üÁhBtíl^e ü,f Therapeutics, including tha 
Sun Cure, Vital Magnetism, Electricity Mind Cnr^ 
basii«* ni ShIin«el?UCfíiUf Líft;; c*>eM»i®«í affinity unti 
li8 \i^ ° c,8 developed with their marrdoui ap
plication«. Students lu four continents Lavr taken Àia 
“X oi if“m Ct0>"T 16 tbe de*
gree of D. M., Doctor of Magnetics. Bv a Kvttrm Af printed questione student« cau take t&e course uni 
receive the diploma« at their own homes. Institution- 
removed to 253 South Broadway, Los Angeles Cal Diplomas granted under either the New Jei 'íy ¿ 
C * Charvr\ for catalogue to Y

<41tf E. D. BABBITT, M. 1). LL D., Dean.

DR. MANSFIELD’S
HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES 
uamu°aieOsre',iu Ia|'''al'an">’ ,llr c“ch l,“ll,'»t- Send 
Ar'vofS« “*> lt!udlng »yuiptom tur FllFii dt, Pro»t N /a' T’w“!?8 °f C"re " «• »• »''■r"tt

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D. 
170 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio. 

Mediumship is a Growth.
W A ,»U F,, m I ,u..l .. .. .. ^ !!“»■. .’■’.'vice a

«rltlng.' FKEE DiAGNOSl'i“ "““i

DR. J. A. BAILEY,
No. 142 Fifth Avenue, Clinton, Iowa.

NODRUGS USED. NONE HEQl’IKEl). 444tft

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Cures all forms of stoinnch, liver and kidney diss»»«.1 I 

alon' A."“re e,lr(1 ,or ,lial Cred, 'wornwl, 
feeling, Guaranteed to assist your system to health with pure, rich Mood. BuffiJlen, «JaSut, fi“oS I 
month sent forel.00. vu»uwiy wr unq

One package of our Magnetized Compound for .nr« I 
eyes or poor eyesight. Hai been used and prulied bv I 
tbousauds In aU parts of the world. Sent for 60 eeubf 
or all three seut postpaid for «1.00, with' YurmS 
Photoandjiistrucifons how tollro woyeara.

Di el ted Pebble Spectacles 
BbowIng'awiM1»^0;“’ .Wr,le,or Hlmlratod Circular, 
w»ro jnF ant^ l’rices «mi photj of Spirit Yurinawho developed tbl, clairvoyant power In me. -kn 

your“.«, hi'vmirI'el’l'l'i sl’8cUcle‘ “8 perfectly to 
Afflaile^efl jour owu home an if you werelnmvt 
office, us thousands cun tesilty. Send starno far 
Photo. B.F.Poot.,. Cllutua. Iowa. j

dr. a. A. KIMBALL,
Oueof tbe him ►unt’Wful Mini-llr rbv.h’lan.erdiseuM0«’ ll!''"lhll)'’ Oh-'-.rlm,. lung.Kldut-y ami « 

eiai.sctìMB. (am erti and luniors are chemically rorbed under bl. womlvrful heallug powe r. liignio.

wn: hr v ' ’i',8'? I1"1 iroatinrut at lilt. home.

PSYCHE
H Iwacllcal medium, under «pirli 

Manv hi it"? , " '''■i1*™'1 >" develop medilinuhlp, 
tlon/'from «idrI ni "V r’',' el'ed lung Cummunlol* 
I on ,X“;n “I’lvlt fl end., apd expire, great wiliifuc- 

. 'J ' 80 co"'" for I'xpreaaugl
For «ale at the office Of TOK Pbogue.hve Tuiitkg^ 

I GIVE KIIOKT KEAUIXtIS FROM THE 
to Mre M 'a' P..'’7"i"’ m"’1 'n<Jli 111 “ud llu-' Mrtfi 
to Mrs. M. A. heed, box 49. (inset, Mun». 45g

niHE BLIX)) .Ml'bH'M. H. W. SJNi l.AlH WIIT 
1« »CIH!ttB^«i'‘ wldi dale», aud Danies. Midi
lock of hali aud une dollar. JI. W. SINCLAIR, 410 
n est as., Jack mu. M Ich.

M11?’«?1« IM'KI’E.XDh.XT bl-ATE-
riter, ¿lb Labt 42<l place, Chleugo. 4*9

Something New and Reliable
If sick, write me h letter Mitthig the fu'i with ago 

nftine, sex aud complexion iind Mx cruu in »tamot 
n L.il 1,11 y,HI Jllbl your troubles are by
1 bycnic J owor; ulso u menn» uf a rapid cure. I need 
H°’Vl !‘.0.rJf‘a.illng «y'BPtoms; jour letter is euonah. 
Itorbaltotlc Kemedlcs In conucctlou with VeycblS 
Power. Address or call. '

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
36 Warren st., Stoneham, Mass.

YOUB, FUTUBE
Astrologer, Booms a A- 7 la bur Opeta Hi>i:*e BloclL 
Denver, Colu, Charu Irom $1. Send stamp lot clrcu» 
lttr6-___________________ ______________ 434tt

HOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN V<)UH OWN 
home. M 111 send h pamphlet gh ing inntriirtlonfl, 

delineate your ¡»bast8 of mediumship, and a spiritual 
song-book. All for 2ft cents. Addrcrs MKS. -) A. 
BLISS. San Dlcgu, Cal. 4Mr

nil. T. II. BLVS PRIVATE .“AXITAIUI'M, 
U Lying lu lluliX', excluslv, Iv for womrn. All <1| 
easre ot wonn n i-urrd. Writ., for p.u tlciilan, to D 
Bhv. 27 till st. S. Minneapolis, Minn. 460

ASTRAL READING
And your pha*o of Mcdlunihlii|., with lnMrn< dons for 
development; al»o a copy <»f ’ The Path to PowerJ’ 
Send date of birth and 25 t ents iMher) If von are 
in search of truth, and drsln- io uufukl Hie occult 
powers; It you would break tli<- hvpwitic bjndi of hn- 
aginary liinltntlun, and exchange alrktioa nn<! Borrow 
for health «nd happiness, vou w.ji realize In thft 
teaching the auul*« IdcHl. L’KIEL Bi t H\\\x Au. 
rorn, Mo. '457

MRS. ELLA M. DOLeT"
Tills medium, who I. <-liilrruidirui. .-! ilrrovnni psy. 

cliomelrlc. aud pn.pbctli-, can be I-Ulisulled :.l No 1630 
North Clark si. Chicago. Engiigcnicnt. can tc made 
by letter. ,wtf ’

OPIUMSStoppedatonco
A never-failing, harmlc«» nnd permanent home 

cure. Tria) trp&tment free on request.
Or. J. C. Hohman, 445 laabella Bldg., Chicago, ill

Wanted-good man or womanT 
to repreBent us In every town. Honest 
Article; Good Seller. Will give you 

references. Address
LEKKO COMPANY, 

________ 68 Dearborn St., Chicago,

RELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
BY S. WEIL.

Croth, tl.25. • • • Paper, 50 cento.
This Is a work of great value, written by one of the 

keenest, most powerful and most truly reilclom 
minds of the day. It to particularly a work which 
should be pul Into the band« of those wbo have freed 
themselves from the dogma«, of orthodoxy -and from 
tbe dogmas of materialistic science, for ft will 
strengthen tbe conviction of tbe free mind that mind 
and sense« are not the whole of life.

The chapters reveal a new method in psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of ft - 
BtupendouB moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and 

. the childhood period of faith and fancy will be. supcr- 
®Wed by Imowledge and facte. For es’t at »his office»

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW
Or Self-Justice.

Bv Lol, Walsbrooker. Many Bava read tbl, book.' 
many have re-read it, and many otbera out to rend Its 
It should be read by every man and woman In tha 
land. It »bow, the falaltle, rampant In «or.lcly la 
matter, of morel and social Import, and the wrong» . 
that flow therefrom to Innocent vlcttaE of social 
ostracism.. It contains a tine Ukenew of the eulhon. - 
Fine cloth, 280 pages. Prl— «1.00 ,

MIND READING AND BEYOND'
ByWm. A. Hovey. 200 pages, with lllustraUon«.» 

the «abject, treated upon. Price «1.25. - ™

'«m ®shs 
By Carrie B. 8. Twin* medtan. PriceXftmta. 
POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE 

By Lizzie Doten. Three pota*«* M
«agar. Price «1D0. rf._____________ ~~

POLM» OF PROGRESS.
By Liule-Doten. They sre really vainihio.'^ Price H.oo. '

bi.vi.il


At AT / '

few

3PII$ITUALI3]yi—Progress, ít)e Universal LavO of fJatáre; Tboúgfyt tfee Solÿer)t of Jier Problems.—SPIRITUALISE
CHICAGO, ILL., SATURDAY. AUGUST 27, 1898, 
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ft SCIENTIST
IS CONVERTED

A Noted Savant Convinced by Scientific Methods.
HOW DR. RICHARD HODGSON 

WAS IMPELLED TO ACKNOWL
EDGE HIS BELIEF IN THE POS
SIBILITY OF INTERCOMMUNION 
WITH THE UNSEEN WORLD 
THROUGH HIS STUDY OF A BB- 
MARKABLE MEDIUM - MONTHS 
OF PATIENT INVESTIGATION.
Spiritism? Mediums? Messages ex

changed with the dead? You shrug 
your shoulders contemptuously, says 
the New York Herald. You speak of 
credulity and superstition. So used Dr. 
Richard Hodgson, a man with a trained 
scientific mind. But Dr. Hodgson’s 
views have undergone a radical change. 
Seven years’ investigation have rev
olutionized ills opinions. During that 
period of time he has applied his sci
entific methods to what he considers a 
most thorough investigation of a re
markable medium, Mrs. Piper, whose 
seances have been the" occasions of 

'some astonishing spiritistic phenomena. 
These phenomena have completely con
vinced Dr. Hodgson that spiritism is a 
reality and not a sham, while that emi
nent psychologist, Professor William 
James, of Harvard University, frankly 
admits that the Piper phenomena are 
‘•the most absolutely baffling things" he 
knows of.

Dr. Richard Hodgson Is the latest 
convert to the spiritistic theory. He is 
a man of thorough scientific training, 
and for some years past has been at the 
head of the American branch of the So
ciety of Psychical Research in Boston, 
and It is through an American human 
Instrument, Mrs. Piper, of Arlington—a 
Boston suburb—that Dr. Hodgson has 
made his experiments.

Everybody Interested in psychic mat
ters—and who is not in these days?— 
has heard something about liow Mrs. 
Piper came under the notice of Profes
sor William James, instructor of psy
chology at Harvard; and how, later, the 
„Society for Psychical Research in Eng
land had her go over there and stay 
from tlie fall of 18.89 till the spring of 
the following year, during which time 
she gave eighty-three sittings, under 
the supervision of such men as Profes
sor Lodge, Dr. Walter Leap, Mr.' F. W. 
H. Myers, etc. Even the famous Sir 
William Crookes, Inventor of Crookes 

. tubes and present president of the So
ciety of Psychical Research, studied 
the phenomena.

All these great men gave forth opin
ion, tentative rather than assertive, the 
only point of entire agreement being 
that tlie woman had “supernormal 

. powers.”
Dr. Leap thought this supernormal 

element consisted in the ability to ac
cept thought transference from the sit
ters. Professor Lodge believed that 
more was Involved than this could ex
plain, and found himself forced to be
lieve in telepathy.

But telepathy from many distant per
sons at one and the same moment he 
could not make feasible, and telepathy 
from deceased persons he wopld not ac
cept but as a lost resort. Information 
extracted from persons present he 
could not admit as possible under the 
supervision exercised — where the 
woman was iu absolute Ignorance of 
her sitters, even to tbelr names.

On Mrs. Piper’s return to America the 
society sent Dr. Hodgson to Boston to 
reside in order to devote himself to ex
periments begun by Professor James, 
and which time would not permit that 
gentlemah to continue. .
Or. Hodgson's supervision covers 

from 1891 up to the present year. The 
sittings number 500. Oue hundred and 
thirty pf these were persons introduced 
to Dr. Hodgson, not by their own 
names, and of whom the medium was 
entirely ignorant. Furthermore, inter
ested parlies had set a watch upon the 
movements of those who might bring 

- information from unlooked for sources.
As a result of his untiring studies, the 

records kept and recently given by Dr. 
Hodgson to the Society of Psychical 
Research “Proceedings” form some of 
the most curious reading ever penned.

PART II.

' now the Medium Prevailed.
Adopting the Inductive method. Dr. 

Hodgson, in this report to the society, 
omits nothing. He gives as much space 
to the failures as to the successes, and 
discourses on how thè failures prove 
even more than the successes the pres
ence of spirits trying tnder difficulties 
to make themselves known.

But perhaps the most curious point to 
the general reader is that Dr. Hodgson 
finds himself constrained to believe 
that those who die of mental disorder, 
or who suicide, cannot communicate 
until, possibly, after they are long time 
in the other life. From eight cases of 
suicide, more or less known to him, 
nothing could be obtained. No one was 
found able to communicate Immediate
ly after passing out. All however seem 
desirous of doing so after they come to 
a sense of their environment.

At times these efforts remind one of 
telephoning, with the medium for an in
strument, aud a scramble-to get a hear
ing before the earthly operator leaves 
his end of the machine. .

When Dr. Hodgson began experi
ments the spirit boss—so to speak- 
called himself Phinult, and claimed to 
have been a French physician. Mudi 
research has failed to find a record of 
his earthly career. .

In 1892 Phinult found himself obliged 
'to take a side seat while a new and 
’ dominant personality cam» to the front 
This personality is designated .through
out as George Pelham, or G. P., though 
that was not bis real name, which 1«

■well known to many In New York and 
Boston. He was a young literary man 
of no little fame, who met- his death ac
cidentally and instantaneously In New 
York in that same year. Dr. Hodgson 
knew G. P. well In an intellectual way, 
and had had long talks with him on 
philosophy and the chances of a future 
life, in which G. P. did not believe.

. “G. P." ARRIVÉS.
“He could not accept its credibility,” 

Dr. Hodgson writes iu his report, “aud 
vowed that if he should die before I did 
and found himself still existing he 
would 'make things lively’ in the effort 
to reveal the fact.”

He does not appear to have succeeded 
—though opportunity was given him— 
for about five weeks, and then it would 
seem to have been an old “emotlbnal 
friendship” rather than his vow which 
called him hither. A certain Mr. John 
Hart (not the real name) came to Mr. 
Hodgson for a sitting to Mrs. Piper—all 
knowledge of him being kept from the 
medium.

Phinult first announced himself as In-' 
termediary for G. P. and gave some in
correct accounts concerning the recent 
death of a relative of the sitter.

Soon the G. P. personality got the 
better of what had been known as the 
Phinult voice, called a uame like 
“Howard” aud also gave his own in 
full.

Then followed a correct account of a 
loeket presented by the sitter, aud all 
about its different owners, followed by 
the full uame of George Pelham. The 
sitter produced a pair of studs he had 
been wearing. G. P. promptly Informs 
him that the studs had been bls own; 
that they had beeu faken from hisjiead 
body.

“Mother gave them to father and 
father sent them to you. I want you to 
keep them. I will them to you,” said 
the voiee.

Mr. Hart subsequently admitted that 
they had beeu sent him by Mr. Pel
ham In response to his own request for 
a memento of George. •

In the midst of this information the 
names of James and Mary Howard 
(Mr. and Mrs.) were called for, also 
Katharine, adding, "Tell her, she’ll, 
kuow. I will solve the problem, Kath
arine." .

This had no significance for any one 
present—thus precluding all chance of 
thought transference.

A STRANGE DISCOVERY.
Not until afterward did Mr. Howard, 

an intimate friend of G. P., explain that 
George, wltqn he had last stayed with 
them, had a long talk with his daughter 
Katharine, a girl of fifteen, on such 
subjects as time, space, God and 
eternity, aud after pointing out how un
satisfactory was the commonly ac
cepted solution, added that he would 
solve the problem and let her know.

This and much more at the first 
coming of G. P. purported to be 
through the intermediary, Phinult, as If 
G. P. himself had not got used to the 
machinery of communication. Much 
other Information unconnected with the 
sitter, but which others subsequently 
proved correct, was also shouted forth 
before the close of the sitting, as if the 
intelligence, whatever It was, desired to 
give whatever came to mind.

Dr. Hodgson makes this comment:
“The most personal and convincing 

references made at these sittings can
not be quoted because of their extreme
ly private nature. They were regarded 
by J. H. as profoundly characteristic of 
Pelham, and in minor matters especial
ly, where my notes were inadequate, 
such As in words of greeting and occa
sional remarks, the manner of refer
ence to his mother, with him in spirit; 
to bls father and stepmother, living, 
etc.,zthe sitter >vas strongly impressed 
with the vraisemblance of the person
ality of Pelham.”

Before passing on to Dr. Hodgson’s 
own opinions of the difficulties in the 
way of communications between this 
world and the region of the disincar
nate, it may. Interest the reader to have 
a sample of how G. P. met the How
ards. After a few words at the be
ginning we are told Phinult gave way 
altogether and the personality of G. P. 
controlled v< ce and hand.

REFERE .CES ALL CORRECT.
“The statements made were Intimate

ly personal and characteristic. Common 
friends were referred to by name, in
quiries were made about private mat
ters. and the Howards, who were not 
predisposed to take any interest in psy
chical research, but who had been in
duced by the account of Mr. Hart to 
hdve a sitting with Mrs. Piper, were 
profoundly impressed with the feeling 
that they-weredif truth holding a con
versation with ithé'friend whom they 
had known sd.fmany years. All the ref
erences to persons and individuals are 
correct.” ‘

The report'goes pfl: ?•
“ ‘Jim (Jlffi^t^ir.'iHoward),' is that 

you? SpeàlçSfôJinè, Tqùtck. I anr not 
dead. Don’t thint me dead. Can’t you 
see me? Dbti’.t jjoii hear me? Give my 
love to my Tathorjind tell him I want 
to'see hlto;;; L happy here, and more 
so since Lfind I tan communicate with 
you. Lpitÿîfhdse/p.epplç here/who can’t 
speak, » *"-.*■ L want y Ou to know I 
think of you 'stilE' I; spoke tp ' John 
about some letters.’ ' . " •

“ ‘What do you do, George, where you 
are?* ■ ■■ ; • ■ ■ ' ■
“T am scarcely abïé to do anything 

yet I am just awakening to the reality 
of Ilf« after death. It. was like dark
ness; 1 could not distinguish anything 
al first-darkest hour’s just before day, 
yon know that, Jim. I was puzzled, 
confused. I shall have an occupation

soon. Now I can see you, my friends. 
Your voice, Jim, Lean distinguish, with 
your accent and articulation, but it 
sounds like a big bass drum, Mine 
would sound to you like the faintest 
whisper.’ .

"Our conversation then is something' 
like telephoning—by long distance tele
phone?

“G. P. laughs.
“ ‘Were you not surprised to find 

yourself living?’
“ ‘Perfectly so, greatly surprised. I 

did not believe In a future life. It was 
beyond my reasoning powers. Now it 
Is as clear as daylight. We have an 
astral fac-simlle of the material body. 
♦ ♦ ♦ Jim, what are you writing now?’

“[G. P., when living, would probably 
have jeered at the association with the 
word ‘astral.’—Dr. H.]

“Nothing of importance.’
“ ‘Why don't you write about this?’
“ T should like to, but the expression 

of my opinion would be nothing; I must 
have facts.’

“ ‘These I will give you, and to Hodg
son, too.’ \ ,

“ ‘Will people know about this possi
bility of communication?'
- “ ‘They are sure,to in the end. It is 
only a question of time.’

“ ‘What is Rogers writing?’
“ ‘A novel.’
“ ‘No, not 'that. Is hé not writing 

something about me?’
“ ‘Yes, he is preparing a memorial of 

you.’ ' -
“ ‘That’s nice. It is pleasant to be re

membered. He was always kind to me. 
“lartha Rogers (deceased daughter) is 
here. I have talked with her several 
times.’ ” ”

Here follows an account of the girl’s 
peculiarities, also many inquiries and 
remarks about friends still in existence, 
and regrets that it would be so hard to 
make his father believe—with his 
mother it would be easier. -

"All references In this conversation,” 
adds Dr. Hodgson, “proved absolutely 
correct.”

We are also told that trying to look 
into this world is much like looking 
through a keyhole to learn what people 
are doing within a room.
NEVER FAILED TO RECOGNIZE.

Although great numbers of people 
had sittings, and G. P. never failed to 
recognize everybody whom be had ever 
seen before, and seemed never weary 
of assisting strangers, no one bad more 
personal intimacy imparted than the 
Howards. Here is a description of a 
rather dramatic scene for a “spirit” to 
play:

“Mr. Howard,” says Dr. Hodgspn, 
“was supporting Mrs. Piper's head, I 
was following the writing, and Mr. 
Howard was sitting some distance 
away smoking a long pipe when the 
following conversation ensued:

“G. P.—Now, what will I do for you? 
Dr. H----asks for any special message
he may think desirable; anything about 
phifosopliy, etc.

“Mr. Howard—Well, George, before 
you go to phlosophy—you know my 
opinion of philosophy-----

“G. P.—It Is rather crude, to be sure.
“Mr. H.—Tell me something. You 

must be able to recall certain things 
that you and I know. I ask you be
cause several things I have asked you 
have failed to get hold of.

“G. P.—Why did you not ask me this 
before? Do you doubt me, dear old 
fellow?

“Mr. H.—I simply want something— 
you have failed to answer certain ques
tions that I have asked—now I want 
you to give me the equivalent to those 
answers in your own terms. » » » 
What does Jim mean?

“G. P.—Do you mean our conversa
tion on different things, or do you mean 
something else?

“Mr. H.—I mean anything. Now, 
George, listen for a moment—listen, 
listen—

"G. P.—I know. ' -
“Mr. H.—I mean that we have spent 

many summers and winters together 
aud talked on a great many things, and 
had a great many views in common— 
went through a great many experiences 
together. Now— (G. P. commencing 
to write)]Hold on a minute.

“G. P.—You used to talk to me 
about----

Dr. Hodgson goes on to explain:
A PRIVATE COMMUNICATION.

“The transcription here of the words 
written by G. P. conveys, of course, no 
proper impression of the actual circum
stances. The inert mass of Mrs. Piper’s 
body turned away from the right arm 
and sagged down, as it were, limp and 
lifeless, over Mrs. Howard’s shoulder, 
but the right arm, and especially hand, 
mobile, intelligent, deprecatory, then 
Impatient and fierce in the persistence 
of thè writing that followed, which con
tained too much of the personal ele
ment in G. P.’s life to be reproduced 
here.

“Several statements were read by me 
and assented to by Mr. Howard, and 
then was written ‘private’ and the hand 
gently pushed me away. I retired to 
the other side of the room and Mr. 
Howard took rqy place close to the 
hand where he could read the writing. 
He did not, of course, read it aloud, and 
it was too private for my perusal: The 
hand as it reached the end of each sheet 
tore it off from the block book and 
thrust it 'wildly at Mr. Howard and 
then continued'writing. . .

“The circumstances narrated, Mr. 
Howard informed me, contained pre
cisely the kind of testxfor which he had 
asked, ahd hé said he was ‘perfectly 
satisfied, perfectly.'” ;

% DR. HODGSON’S PLEA.
The number of things said and done 

is indeed bewildering.' Dr. Hodgsoqhas 
not yet’got into shape for. thè public eye 

, his most convincing testimony. That Is 
likely to be forthcoming at the end of 
this summer. .

He complains, naturally, that the 
most convincing part of his investiga
tions he is-debarred from giving, owing 
to their extreme personality, and he in
timates a promise'that some of this re^ 
strictlbn will be lifted and In the near 
future he be permitted to give out his 
more convincing facts.

He makes his plea for the spirit hy
pothesis only after testing all others

and finding they do not fit in with the 
facts, and he makes no dogmatic claim 
that his spirit theory is yet conclusive, 
his claim rather being that it is the only 
scientifically reasonabte one Jn face of 
indisputable phenomena. '

The failures and confusions by being 
due to natural-causes he finds the 
strongest proof of the spirit hypothesis. 
He pictures several persons trying to 
hold a conversation with one who Is 
forced to spell Out ills words Instead of 
speaking them it) the natural way.

“Let the reader/,imagine himself In
terrupted at every, two or three words 
by Interlocutprs who tell him they did 
not catch his last word and ask for it to 
be repeated several times. Further, 
suppose that It is do difficult for him to 
hear that he hears only, part of what Is 
said. Having made this experiment let 
the reader then suppose that instead of 
using his own'voice'to spell his words 
with he is placed qh‘ one side of a ma
chine (the medium) so constructed that 
the thoughts' running in his mind have 
a tendency to be registered in writing 
on the other side of the machine, not bo 
fast as he thinks them, but at the rate 
of writing, and that it is only by read
ing this writing»'that his interlocutors 
know what he has »to tell them. /

"Let him further suppose that one or 
more persons are standing near him, on 
the other side of the machine, and talk
ing to him or to onfe another within his 
hearing, so that tfib words which they 
say.tepd to be registered in the writing; 
and let him furthpt suppose that he is 
unfamiliar wltlvttfe machine and that 
the writing produced has n tendency to 

•om the words ac-vary somew
tually thought by; him owing to im
perfections in the inachlne.

“Let him further»- suppose that the 
part of the machine in which he is 
placed is filled tvltha more or less suf
focating gas, which produces a partial 
loss of consclouaijeBs, that sometimes 
this gas is rough r—->» poisonous than 
usual (weakness on ill health of me
dium), and that its »effects are usually 
cumulative white b® remains In the 
machine. ;

“The Important failures of G. P. were 
due primarily, J believe, to the Ignor
ance of sitters ¡that he witjs. com
municating under some such conditions 
as these. And I catmot too strongly em
phasize my conviction that unless the 
presence of such conditions is constant
ly recognized /byrthe invest Iga tqr Ills 
further researches in this field wlll'be
futile." •V

He also show’s dhat it Is as Illogical 
for people, th look fpr entirely success
ful communications when they ap
proach in a spirit of hostile doubt as it 
would be to look for satisfactory’ inter
course with human,beings whom they 
approached in- similar manner. Nor 
does he see- any reason why spirits 
should be expected to possess equal tal
ents as communicators.

¿ART III.

Professor ,Jam$s’ Comments.
Subjoined are some remarks from a 

forthcoming piper by Professor Will
iam James, which shows the yet ten
tative condition'of th£ problem:

“The conversion of Dr. Hodgson to 
Spiritism marks a -critical passage in 
the history of the Society for Psychical 
Research as well as in Dr. Hodgson’s 
own career. * '♦ • Surely there never 
before was such a conjunction of a 
good medium with a thorough investi
gator, and in this result the report 
marks an epoch In our knowledge of 
trance states. '

“Dr. Hodgson considers that the hy
pothesis of fraud cannot be seriously 
entertained.- I agree with him absolute
ly. The medium has been under ob- 
•servation as to most of the conditions 
of her life by persons eager, many of 
them, to pounce upon any suspicious 
circumstance for fifteen years.

“The scientist who Is confident of 
fraud here iniist remember that in sci
ence aswellasin common life a hypoth
esis must receive some positive specifi
cation and determination before it can 
bo profitably' discussed, and fraud 
which Is no assigned kind of fraud, but 
simply fraud at large, can hardly be re
garded as' an 'especially scientific expla
nation of specific concrete facts.

PHENOMENA SUI GENERIS.
“No; Mrs. Piper’s, trances are phe

nomena sui generls.„ Mr. Hodgson, ad
mitting the , element of supernormal 
knowledge In them as a fact, weighs 
against each-other as two theories pf 
its origin telepathy from the sitter and 
spirit communication. He finds the 

-latter theory"tb offer, on the whole, the 
least resistance. * » ♦

“If I may be allowed a personal ex
pression of opinion at the end of this 
summary I. would say that the Piper 
phenomena are t£e most absolutely 
baffling things I k$ow. Any definitely 
known form.of fraud seems out of the 
question; yetujidmpbtedly, could it be 
made plausible, fftaud would be by far 
the most satisfying explanation, since 
it would leave go* further problem out
standing. ■ .!" . '

“The spirit hypothesis exhibits a va
cancy, triviality rand • incoherence of 
mind painful to.-thigk Of as the state of 
the departed. i;

“Mr. Hodgspp jias tb resort to the the
ory that altmiriji <the communicators 
probably are-gpirits, Jhey are in a semi
comatose ..o]'.‘•- sleeping state and only 
half, aware whalf: is going on. The 
habits'of „'Mis PlpeFs neural organism 
largely supply the j definite form of 
words, etc!,in which the phenomena are 
clothen. „ j .
. “Then. there is tlie theory that the 
subliminal ,«.tension- of Mrs. Piper’s 
own mind njas<iuerades in this . way, 
and plays'tt^se fnn|nstic tricks before 
high hetiVen; using” its preternatural 
powers bf cognition»■ and memory for 
the basest'.-of- deceits.. Many ' details 
make for this view? which also falls 
well into line with what We know of 
automatic writing „and- similar sub
liminal performances on the public at 
large. '• ■ ■ ■■'

“But what# a ghastly and grotesque 
sort of appendage to our. personality is 
this from any point-of view I '

“Finally, w® may fall back on the no
tion of a sort of floating mind stuff in 

the world, infrahuman, yet possessed of 
gleams of superhuman cognition, un
able to gather itself together except by 
taking advantage of the trance states 
of some existing human organism, and 
there enjoying a parasitic existence 
which it prolongs by making itself ac
ceptable and plausible under the im
provised name of spirit control."

MÀTERHLIZATION
Some ot the Causes of Imper 

feet Results.

The outside enemies of Spiritualism 
have from the first maintained that it 
was delusion or deception, oftener the 
latter. The enemies inside our own 
ranks have been those who have 
helped the outsiders in many ways to 
accentuate and to make true this 
false theory of the Hydesville perse
cutors and their followers. It 1» a 
trait of the undeveloped man, envir
oned as he is in a world of sham, to as
sert that all Is deceit which he eaunot 
understand. To be unable to explain a 
thing' is to vote it a humbug. When 
we consider how patiently the scientific 
man or inventor arrives at 
we can realize how worse 
dren do the mass of people 
reception of that which in 

his truth, 
than cliil- 
act in the 
any way

bears on previously formed religious 
ideas. Such can only be addressed 
through the avenue of the senses; so 
their a b c of Spiritualism must be in 
physical manifestation. Here the ob
stacle arises that the judgment of the 
facts presented is warped by previous
ly formed opinions shaped by those 
who are entirely Ignorant of spiritual 
things.

In view of this Ignorance there are a 
few things that should be told to every 
circle about to witness the phenomena 
of materialization. They should know 
that a spirit cannot be seen by the 
physical sight; and that the appear
ances are made up, transient forms, 
quickly brought into shape and more 
rapidly disintegrated. Part_of tlie pro
cess by the workers decarnate is of a 
mental character, and mental states in 
the circle prove a very important fac
tor. To obtain these best conditions, it 
is, necessary they should be moulded by 
the spirit vvorkers through agencies of 
pn entertaining order, assisted by 
music on our side. This entertainment 
in the case of every materializing medi
um consists of both materialization, 
transfiguration and personation, each 
used as best it can be within the limit 
in which the masters of this phase are 
placed and held by many obstacles. 
The entertainment thus addressed to 
the senses of sight, sound and touch, is 
interluded during tlie making up of tlie 
forms and clothing, with the wit, cheer 
aud mirthful chatter of the child 
control, by which our minds are en
tirely diverted from the state of posi
tive expectancy aroused by sight of the 
forms. .

The circle should know that the per
formance of wonders is of itself no ev
idence whatever of spirit Action, and 
that imperfection must attend all re
sults more or less. This imperfection 
is shown in the resemblance of the 
forms to the medium; as when condi
tions are unfavorable the likeness Is 
plain, and when favorable the separate 
individualities are very strongly 
marked. Tlie evidence of spirit is al
ways contained In the character of the 
manifestation; recognitions, often in 
appeal to memory of past events; in
telligence conveyed by the forms; the 
varieties of human character; the pe
culiarities of these as differing from 
the medium; in sight materializations 
and dematerializations; the passing of 
.matter through matter; the making of 
clothing for the forms; the proved ab
sence of confederates; the appearance 
of two or more forms at the same 
time; the language of a form unlike 
that of the medium and being recog
nized by persons in the circle—these 
are a few of the evidences which place 
the unbeliever as the credulous per
son, who, discarding the facts plainly 
presented to his senses, can believe it 
deceit, which latter is something he 
can neither prove nor understand.

The members of the circle need to 
know their own assisting and retarding 
power in the harmony or antagonism 
of the individual minds composing it. 
The one fact that overshadows all otli- 
ers is the unsatisfactory, results side by 
side with those most complete; sug
gesting that the process is one of ex
treme delicacy, and that the hindrances 
are many. None can fail to observe 
the disintegrating action of light on the 
forms; the often Imperfect make-up In 
size of figure; lack of detail in faces; 
inability to produce men’s clothing for 
male spirits, with a male medium; 
heads with faces only; busts without 
bodies; forms who never speak; those 
who rarely speak and those who talk 
incessantly.

The great difficulty this phase of me
diumship has to encounter is in the 
fact that it costs less effort to suspect 
than it does to know. There are two 
methods by which Investigation is usu
ally conducted. In one by far thè most 
frequent; the Investigator puts himself 
in the position of a police detective, 
proceeding on the theory that the man
ifestation is a crime and the medium a 
criminal. The other is the method of 
the man of science, a pursuit of truth 
(not crime or falsehood), without bias, 
and in a spirit of kindness which makes 
receptive the truth-seeker.

H. W. BOOZER.
Grand Rapids, Mich. ■- 1

Wedding Bells.
On Wednesday, July 27, at the resi

dence of the bride’s father, Cedar Vale, 
Kans.-, Reece- Luelen and Miss . Oora 
Belle Drumm, were united in marriage 
;ln the presence Of a few immediate rel
atives only.' The .ceremony was'per
formed by the writer. The young peo
ple arepopular in their set, and repre
sent two families who are among the 
best known Spiritualists in that com
munity. Happy indeed is that union, 
where heart, brain and soul are in hap
py accord. MATTIE E. HULL.

MH WHS.
Illustrating the Present 

Status of Our Cause.

Reflecting upon the very able address 
by H. D. Barrett, delivered at the 
Jubilee, I would like to add my testi
mony, as I think his lecture was an 
array of truth throughout.

It would be well indeed for the cause 
of Spiritualism, as well as Individuals, 
if such truth would be taken to heart 
and acted upon.

The trickery indulged In by the 
sharks who are sailing under the ban
ner of mediumship is lamentable, as 
well as the credulity and selfishness 
exhibited on the part of Spiritualists, 
aud Spiritualist societies, who are con
stantly asking but are seldom willing 
to give; and when they do it is most 
liberally to the shewdest trickster, 
while the honest medium, who Is seek
ing to keep in touch with the higher in
fluences of the angel world, and thus 
be able to give to the masses a truth, 
which develops mankind both spirit
ually aud intellectually, is least sought 
for, and meets with discouragements 
on every side.

Mr. Barrett surely knows what he is 
talking about; I can certify to many of 
his statements in my own experiences. 
I was lecturing and working in a cer
tain city iu Iowa, a few years ago, 
building up the cause by speaking 
every Sunday evening, and at times 
during the week, besides devoting my 
time aud talents in giving concerts to 
raise funds to pay off an indebtedness 
which was left a burden on the society 
through mismanagement iu the past, 
and paying hall rent and running ex
penses. I was obliged to stand upon a 
rostrum, receiving tip* inspiration from 
our loving spirit guides, with a man 
who had a cuspidor by the side of his 
chair, into which he would empty the 
tobacco juice which accumulated iu his 
mouth to an overflow
minutes; this man was tne president of 
the society.

When someone suggested that Bro. 
Eskelsen was doing a noble work, and 
without remuneration, the old Spirit
ualists of many years’ standing repik'd: 
“He can well, afford to do that, as he Is 
being developed by it.”

Aud again, when. I was in one of Illi
nois’ most beautiful cities last winter, 
laboring for the cause of truth, lectur
ing twice a week, besides healing tlie 
sick and afflicted without money aud 
without price, I succeeded in working 
up an interest, filling our hall to an 
overflotV with eager seekers for truth. 
Everything seemed lovely until I 
talked organization, when the old 
would-be Spiritualists, who bad been 
dormant for about twenty-five years, 
renewed their old-time quarrels again, 
which of course detracted, and when 
some of the newer additions to the 
ranks, with a kindly feeling, united 
with new investigators to circulate a 
paper to surprise me with a purse at 
Christmas, as a token of appreciation, 
some flatly refused to contribute. And 
when there was a surplus in the treas
ury of funds, accumulated from collec
tions, the direct result of my labors, 
they opposed voting me ten dollars of 
It, on the grounds that they might 
want a test medium sometime. Of 
course I realized then that I was work
ing for the cause, and feeding a few 
progressive souls on real spiritual and 
Intellectual food, and earning money 
which others thought should be used to 
•gratify their curiosity on the phenom
enal plane. It is in this, the primary 
department, where so many have been 
lingering for years, talking progression 
and about the wonderful advancement 
in religious thought.

If you ask them what they know 
about the philosophy of Spiritualism, 
and in what way they have been bene
fited by it, they will at once lunge out 
and tell you about table-tipping, the 
talking-board, or some materialization 
which they have witnessed, and how 
the spirit world looks upon love and its 
relation to the sex question, and bow 
congenial magnetisms are beneficial if 
allowed to properly mingle, etc.

When you are permitted to look 
through the law of psyehometry luto 
their past, you discover that they have 
prevented the beautiful thoughts given 
by the angel world, and use them as a 
cloak to cover up their own sellishuess 
and licentiousness, being so engrossed 
in thb material, they have not been 
able to rightly appropriate the beauti
ful teaching that the higher spirit 
world' is giving to mankind. It is this 
class of Spiritualists that do more to 
assist frauds, than to help the genuine, 
more to hold Spiritualism in disrepute, 
than to advance it. They have done 
more to darken the cause in the last 
fifty years, than the true have been 
able to undo and overcome. They 
seem to think they are in heaven, wheii 
locked up in some seance-room talking 
to and kissing little "Birdie,’’ or 
“Maudie,” the cabinet control (the me
dium) who was a little child twenty 
years ago, and has never grown an 
inch either in stature, or in mental de
velopment since—judging from such 
actions that any fair-minded observer 
cannot help but notice. It' is not to be 
wondered at that Spiritualists are 
looked upon as a conglomeration of 
cranks and unprincipled dupes, who 
are housing and upholding a gang of 
soulless, soul-destroying leeches, who 
are sucking at the vitals of Humanity, 
Arid like a'canker worm, gnawing at 
the heart of that spirituality which the 
denizens of the soul world, are trying 
to' establish among men. Wecan well 
endorse the expression of Dr. Ooonley, 
in The Progressive Thinker of May 21: 
“Spiritualists should themselves crush 
out the-hydra-headed monster, fraud,,’ 
but this they will never do,'until they 
turn; the. searchlight of reason and 
good, sound cominon sense upon them
selves, ; and learn to know their own 
studidity and., lack of spirituality. 
What has Spiritualism done for the av
erage Spiritualist who boasts of hav
ing been 'a Spiritualist for the 
last twenty-five to forty years? What 
does he know, about himself and his

destiny, and of the real mission of - 
spirit communion? ;

How much is he willing to give to ad- i 
vance the cause of truth, in dollars and 
cents, or in real labor? Nothing, un
less he is able to see where he is get- ' 
ting more in return, than lie gives. He 
Is usually seeking for phenomena, and 
the trickster is ever ready to meet the 
demand. Will he ever seek to develop ¡' 
the soul within? Will he always be 
content with the simple knowledge of • 
the continuity of life, and instead of । 
unfolding the divine within, will he al- j 
ways be ready to judge his fellow-men i 
by his own little benighted and selfish ■' 
soul, which is so often given to slander • 
and evil thinking? We fear he never 
will, in this life, at the rate he has been 
going for the lust twenty-five years. ■ 
He may escape the fires of an orthodox 
hell, but it is doubtful if he can escape 
the darkness of an earthbound sphere, 

Why should we constantly hurl our 
missiles of condemnation at orthodoxy » 
and church, while we ourselves are- ,■ 
nursing an orthodoxy as deadly to the 
cause of spirituality aud the advance- ■ » 
ment of the civilization, of the nine- "■ 
teenth century. Christianity with its 
record of blood and cruelty has always ‘ 
flourished upon tlie Ignorance of its fol-. 
lowers through the foul deception, and 
fraud practiced upon the part of its ' 
priesthood. Evolution of free thought 
has done more to crush that slimy old ; 
serpent, than any other one thing. It 
has been the heel that has crushed the ' 
head. Spiritualism, as It stands to-day, ' 
has nothing to boast of, nor will it have 
until It has cleansed its own ranks, and ' 
can boldly face the world and openly 
prove its claims. Let us hope that the 
better class of Spiritualists will organ- • 
ize, not only to promote Spiritualism, I 
but truth for humanity’s sake, and any 
medium who is not willing to submit to 
the most rigid test conditions, or Is not 
willing to provehimself genuine, should 
be put on the fraud list. Organization 
should not only mean to increase tho ■ 
number of Spiritualists, but the test- ■ 
lug of each and every one that claims > 
to be a Spiritualistic medium,' and ' 
seeks the patronage of the Spiritual-' 
istie publie. Then the time will soon 
come when we can take our intelligent 
investigator to a seance without fear of 
being latighe'd to scorn because we bad ■ 
not been able to see the trick before; 
Then physical phenomena would soon 
be regarded as the open doorway; ! 
through which mortals may pass, to, > 
obtain the higher unfoldmcut oX,puin.4 
clples which enable them to come Inf 
closer relationship with the spirit-', 
world, that we may become- cognizant 
of the presence of our spirit friends,- , 
and hold communion with them“ 
through our own spiritual development! ’ 
which puts us in the way that leads 1 
out of the narrowness of self, out of-.' 
mental darkness, out of the fog of su- 
perstitlon, and into the pure light of" 
spiritual love and understanding, 
which reveals our soul powers to per- : 
ceive the unspeakable stores of knoyvl* > 
edge, and the glories of the soul world.

The true reformer must apparently - 
trend the wine press alone; and yet not 
alone, for he sees through the mist tho 
loved ones who are aspiring ever on.»

B. L. ESKELSEN. !
Rockford, III. . t

Some Spiritual Reasons Why
To the Editor:—During an experience 

of over forty years by the writer white c 
investigating Spiritualism and its plie-' 
notnena, if one thing more than any 
other has been made plain, it is the tact■ 
that it is next to impossible to exactly, 
fill any given programme, at even the 
best arranged seance. Something un- ' 
expected is almost sure to happen, ’ 
which, while it may add strength-to 
some given test, is apt to upset all pre
vious calculation. From some cause, 
the plans made by those in the flesh are 
not at all sure to be successfully’ ear- 
ried out if part depends upon those out ' 
of the flesh; some unforeseen hitch oc- ' 
curs, and failure, or partial failure en
sues. There are causes for this which • 
are not yet well understood; there is a 
subtle difference between the laws 
which govern here, and those whicJT 
govern over there, yet they interact . 
upon each other in such a way as to 
block each other completely for the 
time being. But this fact does not-dis
courage the candid investigator. - •; ■

It Is no argument against the use of 
electricity for moving street-cars, that'- 
something may happen to stop instant
ly every car on the line, as is often the 
case; if the dynamos stop running, the -j 
cars must stop, though the cars may • j 
stop while the dynamos continue to re- •. 
volve, in which case the trouble is else- ' 
where—but it must be sought out and 
remedied, sometimes requiring hours to ■ 
discover. . ■ ’

As to the recent Jubilee, about which : 
so much has been said, is it not possible 
that adverse conditions have had more •' 
to do with it than our finite efforts itt " 
planning? It is difficult to harness 
Spiritualism dowp to . any specific ’• 
routine; mediums often fail to get one , 
word on a slate when most anxious. 
The reason may appear later; in the < 
meantime we should remember tlie ad
age, “The greatest of these is charity.”

OBSERVER. .

AMENDMENTS
To Constitution of N. S. A

All persons desiring to amend Consti
tution of the National Spiritualists’ As
sociation, please present said amend
ments-to local chartered society for en
dorsement, and forward same to secre
tary of N. S. A.- Annual dues should bo 
paid at once if societies desire repre
sentation in Conyention, to be held in. 
Washington, October 18,19. 20, 21.1898g 
at Masonic Temple. ;

FRANCIS B. WOODBURY.,.

When men have once acquiesced; 1ft 
untrue opinions, and registered them.J 
its asthenticated records in their niluds,'}; 
it is no less impossible to speak intelli- ‘ 
glbly to such men than to write Intellt-: 
glbly on a paper already scribbled, 
over.—Hobbes.
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ABOUT DEITY.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

| •. is hard for a haughty man ever to forgive one who member« st tbSswt-naia« m?«»1 m^t Eiim 
I has cifight him at faul&-4ruyerc. • ' ' , " p"y<f 01»

-ibi At 
j bi&ta. 

-■41ü‘

This work contains an account of the very wonder» 
fu) spiritual developments at the Ijouhc of Rev. Dr 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar cases In a|

--J « J — ,-_U y..x. V* L'pmuauoiu, 
•nd liu stood tho test of many years. Cloth. 
postage 10 cents. For sale at this office.

Friendship must be something else than- a society for 
mutual improvement—indeed, it must only be that by the 
way, and to some extent unconsciously.—Stevenson.

Of qU wild beasts preserve me from a tyrant; and of all 
tame, from a flatterer.—Ben Jonson. . ■..............

IE IN LAYING ON OF HANDS.
I Energy Shown to Be Communicable.

_No word is oftener on the lips of men than “friend
ship,” and, indeed, no thought Is more familiar to their 
aspirations. All men are dreaming of it. It is the se
cret of the universe.—Thoi'eau. .

T LFEAlfD LABOR IN THE SPIRIT. 
gwsMssftB 
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Joys Beyond the Threshold
A SEQUEL TO • 

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH

VJ©*

¿Al tlie hearing on the proposed medical bill in Boston, 
|JTebi'iiary, one of the physicians that epoke in favor of 
^Sneasvre is reported to have said: “It is impossible to 

e disease in persons by the laying on of hands” Yet 
«/almost every age men and women have appeared at 
tgryajs apparently blesspd with the gift of healing by 
ift “laying on of hands”—a convenient expression for 

pie contact, patting, stroking, rubbing, or kneading 
^the body of the patient. By the
' “LAYING ON OF HANDS”

is implied that certain persons, in the possession of super- 
i.^bnndant health, have the power to impart health to 
Rnother through the medium of the human touch. This 

/is not a latter-day discovery, but a very old and profound 
^»Vowal. Hippocrates, the “father of medicine,” was un- 
odoubtedly familiar with the practice, as is plainly evi- 
rienced in his “secret means of medicine;” also, Chiron 
and Eseulapius, both of whom were famous as physicians 
in their time.. Chiron relates particularly to the hand, 
pnd the name was bestowed upon the former because his 
cures were chiefly wrought by means of manual manip
ulation. Esculapius, his pupil, so far eclipsed the 
inaster that he was early invested with divine honors, and 

; rude pictures on the walls of the ancient temples on the 
Tiber bear thrilling witness to tlie force resident in his 
magic touch. ■

It is to be presumed that the doctor referred to in the 
opening paragraph is unfamiliar with “holy writ;” other
wise he would have known that one Jesus performed mar
velous cures in the long ago by the laying on of hands. 
Even if it be claimed that Jesus was peculiarly divine, 
in nil sincerity it cannot be held that the disciples were 
¿ivjne in the same sense, or to a like degree; yet they per
formed cures readily by the same means. Both Old and 
New Testaments reveal tlie '

FACT THAT TOUCH-HEALING
Was not unknown in very early days, as witness the king 
who, v hen told to go and wash in tht Jordan to be healed 
of his leprosy, said to the prophet: “Behold, 1‘thought, 
he will surely come out to me, and stand, and call on the 
name of the Lord his God, and e^iie his hand over the 
place, and recover the leper.”

Tho doctor, being a regular practitioner, cannot be 
supposed to know that Hahnemann, the founder .of 
homeopathy, taught his “disciples,” as he called his stu
dents, the secret of how to manipulate medicines in order 
to take advantage of the healing influence “that resides 
in.the human hand and touch.” And, of.course, he is 
totall.v .unaware that it is quite orthodox in the practice 
of medicine to-day to make use of the laying on of hands 
under tlie less offensive name of “massage.” “Ah, but 
massage is different,” cries Ilie doctor. Briefly, massage 
consists in the manipulation of body and muscles by 
means of kneading, patting, stroking, etc. Its purpose 
is to *

STIMULATE THE NERVE-CENTERS;
to reawaken life in the parts; to bring life to the surface 
of the body. Note that the physician insists that the 

¿jpasseur shall be healthy always. Why? Because the 
gjpatientis yenefited by a healthy operator and injured by

who is unhealthy. In other words, the patient is 
lipnefited by the presumable transference or absorption of 

Wealthy nerve-energy, vitality, life; whereas, in the case 
of. an unhealthy operator, the latter invariably absorbs 
the. stored-up nerve-energy of tlie patient. Tliis is the 
real” and the only reason why the well-read physician 
insists that the masseur shall be healthy and strong. 
YTt is nqw known that .

HEALTH IS COMMUNICABLE, .
more so than disease. Note the stress laid upon tlie 
necessity fdr a cheerful demeanor in the sick-room, and 

,.how insistent the physician is for a healthy, happy, and 
'contented nurse. The well man must absent himself 
from the sick wife, under penalty of loss of vitality; the 
piclc must not mate with tlie well, or youth with age; and 

'«■child must not sleep with its aged grandparents.
ty^Wbat is animal magnetism? Mesmer’s explanation 
¿illustrates the matter fairly well. He held and taught 
jihat the universe is pervaded by a subtle essence, or ether, 
--which iu man is akin to the life-principle itself. Mesmer 
■believed that man possessed the faculty of generating this 
.force or power within himself, and of projecting it, by act 
of will, through the medium of the touch. This etheric, 
niesmeric force he named “animal magnetism.” Broadly 
^peaking, then, this appears to be the secret of curing by 
iiho laying on of hands; the healer generates within him- 
¿elf healthy animal magnetism, which he is able to impart 

¡OT trrtisfcr to the body of the patient as described.
' We are met at the outset by the stock argument that 
.tliis statement involves an unprovable proposition; in 
other words, that animal magnetism implies the exist
ence. of an unknown, invisible, imponderable force in 
Nature—-a fheory that was exploded in Mesmer’s own 
day. Yes; in that day-two men in particular denied and 
even derided, yet later discovered and gave to tlie world

¿subtle, invisible, impondefable forces—Lavoisier, 
discoverer of coal and wood gas; and Franklin, who drew 

ffightning from the clouds. Sneer and denial count for 
sput little, save to a certain class of minds. Because you 
"do. not believe” is not argument; because you are 

familiar with certain laws does not prove that you are in 
¿possession of the sum total of human knowledge. The 
jiact tliat men denied at the time did not prevent Mesmer 
¡.from performing remarkable cures; he met with great 
^success, as did his followers—Greatrakes and Gassner in 
the. United Kingdom, and his humble believer, Newton 

tin our own land. ’
U In view of the evidence obtainable, it is strange that 
linen continue to deny the existence of the beneficent 
-something called, for r ant of a better name, animal mag
netism. To illustrate: A child is lost; we hold the tiny 
►shoe- or article of apparel to the nose of a hound; a 
sniff, ¡and

AWAY BOUNDS THE ANIMAL 
to trace and find tlie child. When an escaped convict 
baffles the human sleuths he is readily trailed and run 
down by the bloodhound. Is it not fair to assume that a 
'characteristic quality is imparted to both apparel and 
footprint, and tliat the hound, by reason of a superior 
sense of smell, is able to detect it? To say that the 
animal follows a particular footprint is to argue that the 
domestic.creature tliat has been deserted or lost finds its 
way:.home by following the imprint of horse-shoe or 
Wagon-tracks, winch would imply a degree of intelligence 
few thinkers care to admit.
^■•■Persons that have been “charmed” by snakes say their 
¿Cnses were lulled by a peculiar odor emitted by the rep
tile; the hypnotic subject declares that

J " THERE IS A WELL-DEFINED “CHARM” 
j about the hypnotist; and patients are conscious of an eleo- 
[trical sensation .when touched by the healer. Reversing 
the picture, we find the snake exhausted at the close of 
the. act of “charming;” the hypnotist is glad to seek his 
¡Couch after an evening of work; and, following treatment, 
$he successful magnetic healer is conscious that "there 
ftrent virtue out of him.” .
r Brought to the bar of reason, the opponent of animal 

gnetisin, or,, as the writer .prefers to call it, vital 
nergy, haB one. unfailing refuge, .vifc: to declare such 

; tings, referable to the imagination; the result of hyp- 
Dfotic. suggestion, or the effect of mind over mind; to 

targe, that if any good is accomplished it is only tem-
etc. Now, to my mind, imagination seems a 

factor in human lire and affairs. We are dealing 
(jth an unknown quantity. Let us thank the giver of

. g°Qfl end perfect gift for fliis singular, powerful 
uty known as imagination, which enables us to banish

disease, to replace gloom with sunshine, to make heaven 
where misery has been! ;

And what is hypnotic suggestion? A command; the 
setting up of a train of ideas; an acf of will. Then 

• “suggestion” means the : ■ .
TRANSFERENCE OF THOUGHT, 

energy, sensation, or impressions from one mind or soul 
to another. But it is claimed that the subject is solely., 
responsible for the phenomena evoked in hypnotism! 
The writer has not been without experience, yet he has 
never witnessed a case of spontaneous phenomena—has 
never learned of the induction of true hypnosis save in 
the presence of an operator.

Psychometry, popularly known as soul-sensing, yet 
strictly touch-sensing, embraces essentially this: what
ever we touch we impress or charge with

A SEMBLANCE OF OUR PERSONALITY, 
proof of which is given by t.he trained psychometer, who, 
taking the article in hand, is able to sense and to voice an 
accurate description of the person or persons previously 
in contact with it.

The registering and measuring of externalized 
thought; the photography of thought and of tlie emo
tions; the photography of the emanations, or effluence, 
from the finger-tips of the hypnotist and the magnetic 
healer—these are facts of recent demonstration; and the 
same is true of the photographing of the vital radiation— 
something that seems to partake of the qualities of which 
we are made up, and that resembles the general shape and 
seems a part of anck inseparably connected with the 
human body. Ancient artists appear to have had an 
inkling of the vital radiation, as may be inferred from the 
aura that surrounds the pictured representations of 
saints. And in the time of Jesus the people must have 
realized something of this outer,, externalized energy, or 
they would not have brought the sick and disabled into 
the streets, that “the shadow of Peter passing by might 
overshadow some of them.”

The world at large has long been familiar with the fact 
tlrat mind can influence mind—so familiar indeed that 
the axiom, “As he thinketh in his heart so is he,” finds 
readj’ acceptance among the intelligent everywhere. It 
is also well known that mind can be trained to influence ■ 
matter as well as morals, and that mind can be made to

SERVE AS A CURATIVE AGEjNT 
likewise. The more advanced members of the medical 
profession have already mastered this proposition, as 
witness the sterling articles on “mental therapeutics” in 
the regular magazines, and the quiet introduction of tire 
system into regular practice.

Yes; it is true that mind can influence mind most 
remarkably. Consider the case of the farmer who was 
made seriously sick by a number of practical jokers, who 
insisted that he was ill; it was all a hoax, but the man 
sickened just the same. Also thé prisoner who was told 
that he was to be put to death by bleeding; he died under 
the impression that his life-blood was dripping away, 
when the sound was really caused by drops of water 
squeezed from a sponge by the surgeon that .stood behind 
the chair. A nobleman’s neck had been bared upon the 
executioner’s block; the axe was raised to strike, when 
the cry, “Reprieve!” was heard; the executioner touched 
the man on the shoulder, saying, “Arise, my lord; the 
king has pardoned thee;” but the spirit had fled. We all 
know that certain sights will cause as violent a revulsion 
of feeling as the most powerful emetics; and we know, 
also, that sudden news will kill as well as make alive. 
We may as well admit, then, that mind has power over 
mind; franlcness and fairness will harm no one—least of 
all the medical profession, the members of which should 
be the first to hail with glad acclaim any and all methods ' 
that tend to alleviate human suffering ~ '

With regard to the alleged “temporary effects,” I , 
should like to ask, What may be guaranteed as permanent ' 
in the practice of medicine? What do we seek to accom
plish by dosage? Plainly speaking, we give medicinçs to 
support nature—to arouse the life-principle into action. ■ 
Medicine, then, is not so much an end in itself as a means '■

And the Part He Plays in War,

Before the opening of the present war the world was 
asking whether the destructiveness of our weapons of 
naval warfare was as great as theoretically it could be 
proved to be. The question'has already been answered 
in two hemispheres. At Manila a fleet of nine cruisers, 
fighting beneath the shelter of friendly fortifications, was 
annihilated in the course of a single morning; at Santiago 
de Cuba as fine a squadron as ever sailed the seas, com
prising four swift armored cruisers and two of the largest 
and most powerful torpedo boat destroyers in the world, 
was wiped out of existence in less than sixty minutes.

It is remarkable that in both cases the beaten fleet was 
overwhelmed by the same element of a ship’s offensive 
power—-the gun. In neither case was there any call for 
the services of the ram or the torpedo.

The war between China and Japan gave us an inkling 
of the importance of the gun in modern naval warfare. 
Manila and Santiago have established it as par excellence 
the deciding factor (always supposing, of course, that it 
is well handled) of the sea fight of the future. Had it 
not been for the accuracy, heavy caliber and great carry
ing power of our guns, the speedy ships of Admiral Ger- 
vera s fleet would now be anchored in Havana harbor, 
and our whole plan of campaign, both naval and military, 
would have been upset. As it is, thanks to the splendid 
marksmanship of our men, we were able to “wing” the 
flying cruisers, close in with them, and complete their 
inevitable destruction.
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to an end; it is a support rather than a positive curative 
agent. Then how can we be assured of permanency in 
the treatment of human ills? A physician having a 
known “specific” for human suffering should not hide his 
light under a bushel; he is in possession of a formula 
worth millions. .

But there is, in truth, no universal panacea. The 
fountain of perpetual youth has yet to be discovered. 
The golden age is in the future, not the past. No school 
of medicine has a monopoly of the healing art. To sneer 
proves nothing—a fact remain* a fact. '“What man has 
done man may do;” and this is as true in the domain of 
healing as in other departments of life. Men have healçd 
for ages by the laying on of hands, and will continué io 
do so for ages yet to come.

Even if the cures prove but temporary, one thing is 
certain: An effect has been produced; a principle has 
been revealed, if not established. We owe it as a duty to 
humankind to recognize the fact, and to aid in demon
strating the principle behind the fact.—0. W. Hidden in 
“Mind.” . .

• Newburyport, Mass. . -

HUMANITARIANISM.
Without It, Religion Is but a Hollow 

‘ Mockery.

spiritualists.'Everywhere should al-
■ WAYS KEEP JN MIND THE HOMELESS AND

SUFFERING.
Estaban Virant Pascual, a Cuban boy of 9 years, whose 

little black body ehifivS many a scar from Spanish cruelty, 
and wlio was sent‘(to dfigh wood from Santiago de Cuba 
two weVks ago by’Chaplain Henry C. Garett, has been 
taken, says the Chicago Chronicle, into the Garett home 
for good and into the hearts and love of the entire Garett 
family. This small, motherless lad has fallen into loving 
hands and everything possible will be done for the com
fort of the little stranger in a strange land.

When Estaban saw the look of kindness and love with 
which Mrs. Garett greeted him he put out his frail arms 
and called “Mamma.” His face grows dull when his own 
mother is mentioned, for he saw her stabbed, to death and 
he mutters “’Spano¡ ’Spano!” and clutches tight his 
small fist. But in the haven of love in which his life will 
be spent hereafter alt memory of the sin and sorrow that 
his infant eyes have witnessed will be wiped out and ev
ery effort will be exerted to make him happy. . ■

FINDS RESCUE IN CAMP,
Though Estaban came to Highwood' only twp weeks 

ago, he has been in America a little over a month. He 
had wandered into'the camp of {he Twenty-first regiment 
a few days after the battle of Santiago and then and there 
was rescued from the cruelty and misery of which he had 
seen so much. Chaplain Garett had been anxious ever 
since his arrival in Cuba to send home some small waif 
and see what could be. done for him in the way of educa
tion. Here was an opportunity. Estaban’s father was 
formerly a planter, who had long been in the insurgent 
army. His wife and babe had been slain on account of 
his conduct, and, as the father was hopeless of ever again 
being able to make Ids way in life, he willingly gave up 
the boy to the man who promised that he would rear him 
to be an honor to the country for winch his father had 
given up his all. The little fellow was sent to New York 
in the care of Colonel Charles L. Wilson; who had 1dm 
for a fortnight at the Manhattan club, and then sent 1dm 
on to Mrs. Garett at Highwood. ’

The Cuban boy yesterday had been dressed in a heavy 
sweater, but even in that shook with the cold, and his 
new “mamma,” as he has persistently called Mrs. Garett, 
proposed that there should be an open fire made for him.

“He is the dearest boy and so affectionate,” Mrs. Gar
ett said to me, seeming to forget that love begat love and 
that every glance she gave him was tender. She called to 
the little fellow, who was making pictures while lying on 
the sitting-room floor, and asked him to shake hands with 
me. He clambered, up in my lap and nestled his small 
black face against mine with an easy assumption that all 
Americans were fityndjy.

PRIDE IN HIS RACE.
While the little, ieflbw is as blaek as he can be, with 

the kinldest of hair, li’e resents the word “nigger* which 
the boys at HighViod'call after him. “I am a Cuban,” 
he proudly asserts jh Spanish to the family that has taken 
aim in, and lie will not play with any of the small young
sters who come tJ thefence and gaze curiously at him. 
He is a wonderfully handsome chap, with great, melan
choly eyes and with a’fnouth that is sensitive and seldom 
smiles. His voice is musical, but it drops at the end of 
every word, giving1 it a sadness that harmonizes vith the 
look on Iris face. :_

“See,” said the lioy after he had been sufficiently cud
dled, and he pointed'1 to a cruel scar on his wrist. 
“ ’Spano,” he reputed, and then begged of Mrs. Garett 
to tell me that the Spaniards were bad, very bad; that 
they had cut him and killed his mother. Then he turned 
his great, dark eyes upon me and asked his foster mother 
to explain to me that the Americans were good and that 
he loved them. Then he slipped from my lap, went over 
and gave her a great hug and resumed his amusement 
with his drawings.

“He has been just like that ever since he came,” Mrs. 
G.arett said. “Once or twice, perhaps, he has sulked for 
a few minutes, but all we had to do wps to pet him a little 
and he, was all right immediately. The child was hun
gry for love when he came, but he seems happy now.”

I told her that was not to be wondered at. for his hun
ger had been satisfied, and then I asked if shp or her 
daughter had felt the slightest revulsion when his little 
black face first apppajetL

“My son-in-law, Mr. Jewell, went down to the station 
to meet him and brought him out to the house.” Mrs. 
Garett said, “and tho minute the child saw jiwhc held 
out his arms and cried ‘mamma.’ Why, everyone of us 
loved him from that minute. That and ‘papa? were the 
only words he could say in English. He called ‘papa’ as 
soon,as he saw Mr. Garett’s picture. He is a dear, good

' BOY TRAVELS ALONH

THE PUREST POETRY.

•The purest poetry lives not in words, 
But lingers round the heart’s deep chords; 
It is not found in measured rhymes; 
Nor vet in music’s mellow chimes. 
Its blissful sphere is not confined 
To those by classic lore refined, 
But it may bless the humblest mind.
ft is not always born of speech; 
The flowers of thought too often reach 
No farther than the hps that speak; 
Or, if a wider range they seek, - 
O’er human hearts their sounds may break 
Only to make them ’plain and ache. 
Not so with poetry that’s born 
Within the soul's eternal mom,------
That, planted m the human heart, 
Becomes henceforth of it a part, 
And shows itself—like golden rays, 
That o’er the hilltops bum and blaze— 
In many pleasant, winsome ways. 1 
Wouldst thou, 0 man, know whence it comes. 
And where its living presence roams— 
What form it takes, what witching spells 
Can call it from its hidden cells?
Know, then, it is the soul of Truth! 
Oh, seek her; she will work no ruth, 
But crown thee with immortal youth. 
From heaven she comes, o’er earth she roams, 
Oft lingers in the humblest homes, 
And where she finds a quiet rest 
Or lodging in the human breast,

■ There soon she sows the blessed seeds '
■That grow and bear, for human needs, 
The golden fruitage of good deeds.
Oh, then, let all whose souls aspire ■ 
To feel the true promethean fire

• That lingers in the poet’s lyre, 
Go forth, and write upon the sands of life 
The poetry of noble deeds, • 

’And they, will be like fruit-producing seeds' '
...... Laid in the fertile soil, that quick upspring,-
• Uprooting noisome weeds. ■ ■
. Seminary, Belvidere, N. J. - BELLE BUSH.

------------ :—OoC:—:----------i-;r 
, “The Infidelity ,of Ecclesiasticism. । A Menace io 
American Civilization.” By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lec
turer upon physical, physiological and psychic Science, 
Demonstrator of the molecular or spiritual hypothesis of 
nature.1 Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. Price 25 cent». 
For sale at this office.

Mrs. Garett told how the little fellow came on from 
New York all alone, ticketed through, to her care. The 
child ia so fascinating he would attract attention any
where, but as sooh as the travelers understood that a 
small refugee was among them he received unusual care 
and attention. He understood that he was going to live 
at Mr. Garett’s house and when Mr. Jewell met him he 
accompanied him without fear. But the next day the 
child was terror-stricken. Mr. Jewell speaks a little 
Spanish and his wife speaks French. They wanted a full 
account of the child and took him over to a friend who 
speaks his native tongue fluently. The boy screamed 
with fright, for he believed that again he was in the 
clutches of one of his dreadful enemies.

When Estaban arrived from New York he was comfort
ably clad, for he hat} been marie much of by the Manhat
tan club men. Until he left his island, home he had 

•worn s~0ant clothing, and his feet still are bare.
“He has never yet worn shoes,” remarked Mrs. Jewell, 

and she had the little fellow hold up one of his hard little 
feet. “We tried to nut shoes on his feet, but they hurt 
so he could not wear tlifem. We will begin by having him 
wear moccasins amUthen in the winter we will have shoes 
with so^t linings made-for him.”

The child, althqtiglf'9 years old, is untaught, and as 
-soon as the autumif term begins is to be sent by Mrs. Gar
ett to a kindergarteii.-’JMany other plans have been made 
for his future and fee to be reminded that he must not 
forget his own. ri al KATHERINE.

' ------------ :—:)o(:—:------------
: Faiihtin Talismans;

More than half fhe^en I know wear in their pocket 
some Bort of a talisknan—a coin of odd date, or old or 
foreign, or of strange metal, the inevitable rabbit foot of 
the true graveyard Vanity, marbles, small stones, phials, a 
poker chip, a rubber blind, anything found by chance or 
presented by a fnend. Whenever a charm of any kind 
fails to bnng good luck to the wearer he seeks occasion to 
give it to some dear acquaintance, who, after trying its 
potency for awhile and failing to make it work, passes it 
in turn to someone he wants to “get even” with. There 
is a leading citizen of this city who has carried two glass 
marbles in his pocket these seven or eight years, and he 
has nibbed them together so much between his fingers 
that the harder has worn a hole in the softer. He would 
not part with them for gold and precious stones.—New 
York Press. • । ’

----- —:-ûo(:-:------— ...
11t is heaven upon earth to have a man’s mind move ip 

charity, rest in providence and turn upon the poles of
truth.—Bacon. ‘ ■
, Perfection is attained by.slow degrees: she requires the 
hand of tune.—Voltaire. • ■

Just why Cervera elected to, run the gauntlet of our 
fleet is a matter of speculation. Either he foresaw the 
speedy fall of Santiago and feared to be caught between 
the guns of army and navy, or, as is reported, he acted 
under the instructions of General Blanco to make a dash 
for Havana harbor. • There was much to be gained by 
such a move if it could be successfully carried out. Once 
out of Santiago, Cervera’s fleet would have constituted a 
serious menace to our communications, and its escape 
would have removed the ostensible object for which the 
army was landed, namely, the capture of the fleet. The 
center of operations would have been transferred to Ha
vana, where the strength of the Spanish army is gathered, 
and the system of defense is by this time enormously 
strong. J

Whatever the cause, the fact remains.that, after taking 
on as full supplies as were obtainable, the fleet moved at 
full speed out of the harbor, and attempted to break 
through the blockading fleet by steaming along the coast 
to the westward. Its chances of escape were good, all 
tilings considered. The four cruisers, Christobal Colon, 
Teiesa, Oquendo, and Viscaya, were all of 20 knots speed, 
the last, indeed, having made 21 knots on her trial, and 
the destroyers, Fftor and Pluton, were supposed to be 
good for 28 and 30 knots. Against them were the Iowa, 
17.1 knots; Oregon, 16.8 knots; Texas, 17.8 knots; and 
the Brooklyn, 21.9 knots, together with a couple of con
verted yachts of 16 or 17 knots speed. Our ships were 
lying some two and a half miles from the entrance, and, 
as the Spanish ships turned sharply to the west and 
hugged the coast, their escape from all but the Brooklyn 
was assured, unless they could be brought down by some 
well-placed shells. Moreover, judged by the canons of 
modern warfare, the possession by the Spaniards of 
powerful and numerous rapid-fire batteries gave them a 
decided advantage in a running figlff, for, by concen
trating their fire on the unarmored efids of our ships, they 
should have been able to retard their speed to such an ex
tent as to make their owq escape certaih.

They came out of the harbor with every gun shotted 
and opened a heavy fire as they steamed past, the attack 
being concentrated on the Iowa, as being the most for
midable ship of the fleet. The plan of battle was to dis
able the Iowa and draw after them the swifter Brooklyn 
hoping to close in and cripple her when they had drawn 
away beyond the range of the heavy guns of the battle
ships.

The plan, so far as the ships were concerned, was feas
ible. Had the conditions been reversed, and the Spanish 
fleet been in American hands and vice versa, it would un
doubtedly have been successful. As it was, American 
gunnery won the day, and won it in very short order. In 
less than twenty-five minutes from the moment that the 
bow of the Christobal Colon first showed at the mouth of 
the haibor two of the Spanish ships had been driven on 
the beach; in less than three-quarters of an hour another 
had surrendered, anj in fifty-six minutes, according to 
one of the officers on the Iowa, the whole fleet of six ships 
had been driven in a sinking condition upon the coast.

The Santiago fight has served to bla^t the reputation 
of the torpedo boat destroyer, which had already been 
shaken by the repulse of the Terror a few days before at 
San Juan by the ocean liner St. l?aul. The converted 
yacht Corsair, now the Gloucester, engaged these two ves
sels vith such success that one of them, at least, appears 
to have been sunk by hep fire. It is true the destroyers 
were designed for attacking torpedo boats, and their op
portunities for offensive operations against larger craft 
are supposed to be confined to foggy weather and dark 
nights. Yet we cannot but feel that with their great ..........- --v«v<u, i.vuu.| UIIU tliuuai UUbCB ID B|
speed somethina miahi have bnon /tnnn country, This volume 1« tlie Hitt fro«U . lwt> “Uguo liate Deen none, e\en on tins i the author directly upon tliciubjwt or •'Snlrltuallrai?
bright Sunday morning. As it is, they have proved the "" .........................     '
easiest kind of prey for ships which have only recently 
and hastily been converted from uses of pleasure anil 
commerce to those of war.

AFTER HER DEATH.
THE STORY OF A SUMMER.

BY LILIAN WHITING.

with pure uud beautiful sulrltualltv or teii-htIP,ructP.e “d h6"’ial t" »11X love aud 
seek the higher and finer ways of spiritual experience * 
Price, »1.00. For sale at tills office. -■vperieiice. 

TiOORLDBEAUTiFOL
SERIES ONE AND TWO.

BY LILIAN WHITING.

Firsaie atUlVoffice "°rld bCUU“fuL E“cl*

OLD ftNDNlw ’ 
PSYCHOLOGY.

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

Reports of twenty-four distinct leotures, recently 
delivered In hew lurk, Brooklyn, Boston, Phllailof- 

„promluvot dues of the United 
Blates, have contributed I lie basis of this volume.
,rr.7,c»» 1Dj V\roughuul volume has been totYeso’fB1n"!!Kvdf“lll’re''1 *“ tlie worlt“ble POBSlblll-

La h y of bun'.“n ““U|re, thoroughly optim
istic and at tho suine time, profoundly ethical. As 
S.Y!1, devoted to Improved methods of
educatlou, the writer conlldoutly expects that many 
parents, teachers and other» who have chorge of the 
young, or who are called upon to exercise supervision 
over the morally weak and menially afflicted, will de- 
gated™'“ bdl’ f‘Ol“ lbe duetrlueii herewith prornul-

CONTENTS.
'I ha True Busis of the Science, 

Rational 1 sycholog) as presented by Aristotle and 
" 111 Behei llotis thereon.

Relation of Psychology to Practical Education. 
A Study of the Human Will.
Imsgluatlou; lu 1-raotlcal Value.
Memory: Have we Two Memories ?
Instinct, Reueou null lutultlou.
Psychology aud P.ycurgy,
Meniul aud Moral Healing lu the Light ct Certa'n New 

Aspects or Psychology.
Music: Its Moral and Therapeutic Value
The Power of Thought; How to Develop and L- crease

Concentration of Thought, and what van Accom- 
pllah.

A Study of Hypnotism.
The New Psychology ae Applied to Education and 

Moral Evolution
Telepathy and Traufiference of Thought, or Mental 

Telegraphy.
Mediumaiilp, tu Nature and Use«. •
llabltB, How Acquired and how Mastered ; with some

Comments on Obsession aud Ha liumedy.
Seersblp aud Prophecy.
Dreams and Visions,
Tho Sclentiilc Ghost and the Problem of the Human 

Double.
The Human Aura.
Heredity and Environment,
Aatrology, Palmistry and Periodicity; their Bearfrg 

od Psychology.
Individuality va. Eccentricity

Price il For sale at -his office.

rSYGHOGRflFHy.
Marvelous Manifestations of Psychic 

Power Given Through the 
Mediumship of

FRED, P. EVAL ’

“A book you ought to read. AbsorblnyWk.
log, and should be Id the band« of every tboughuX 
ui&Q and'Woman. No one can rend Ite pages without 
being convinced of the existence of a future life. The 
book la of great value, not only tu Spiritualists, but to 
those interested lu tbc problem of mao’s future life, 
as well as to those luturcstcd In phenomenal ro* 
search.’—J..I. Owen.

This volume is superroyal octavo in size, beautifully 
bound tn cloth and gold, and profusely illustrated.

Priced, postpaid. For sale at this office.

KflREZZfl.
ETHICS OFJVIARRIAGE.

By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.
tnakes a plea f«»r a better birthright for 

Children, aud alma to lead Individual* to week a higher 
development of tbein*elvct through most sacred re
lations. It Is pure In tom* and aim, and should be 
widely circulated. Price, cloth. *1.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Ora few thoughts. on bow to reach ;bat altltud» 
where spirit 1» supreme and all thing« subject to 
It. Itbportrait. By Moses Hi m,. Just the book 
to teach you that you arc a spiritual Itjlng, and to 
•how vou bow to educate yuur spiritual faculties 
Price, bound tn cloth, 40 ccute; la dmmt cover 29 
cents For raU at ibb office.

PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.

We spoke laçt week of the undying value of the per
sonal equation in modem warfare. Santiago adds its 
eloquent testimony to the truth that to-day, as of old, it is 
the “man behind the gun” that wins the fight.

The above is from the Scientific American, of this city 
and it illustrates the-part that Deity has played in the 
late war with Spain—or any other war for that matter 
It tumishes a very suggestive study.

New York. LUCRETUS.

Bigotry at Soldier’s Home.
I am in receipt of a chain letter from Brother E B. 

Helm, of the National Military Home, near Dayton, 0 
He appeals for a little help fo oppose the chaplain of the 
Home in having caused the prevention of spiritual meet
ings. thereat. Brother Helm desires to force the gov
ernor of the Home to permit (he veterans who are Spir
itualists, to hold meetings, They have an organized so
ciety, and will appeal their case, if necessary, to the Su
preme Court. Au excess of funds, should there be any 
wiU be worthily used in the cause of truth. It will not 
avail much to appeal to the G. A. R., for they pay little 
attention to religious affairs. Our N. S. A. should help 
this case and by their influence apodal to the authorities, 
and take full care of the religious rights of our veteran 
friends. If they are not a chartered society of the N. S. 
A., what matters it? Are not all Spiritualists our breth
ren? Our business is to protect our cause—and the N. S 
A. should be the first to help. By helping, they will 
gain help. But let all who will, send a small contribu
tion to Brother Helm, as above. Fraternally,

Rochester, N, Y. q. KATES

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THE TOMORROW OF DEATH wa« wrlten t< 

develop the Ide» oZ the principle of the peruianenM 
of the human sou! after death, and Ita reincarnation 
in a chain of new beluga, whose successive links an 
unrolled In the bosom of etberlal space. “Bzyoni 
thb Threshold” continues on the same lines, en 
larging and expanding the Idea by reasons and con 
alderatlon» drawn from science and philosophy tc alm 
fng that the certainty of a new birth beyond oui 
earthly end 1» the best means of arming ourselret 
against all weakness In the presence of death, and 
that (be help olTered by science and philosophy to that 
end is far superior to that of any of the existing re
ligion». From beginning to end it is Interesting, en
tertaining, instructive and fascinating, andwbcthei 
one accepts it all or not, much will have been learned 
•nd much pleasure enjoyed io Its perusal. Price <1.25 
For »ale at this office.

fie Molecular Hypothesis
OF NATURE«

BY PROF. W. M. LOCKWOOD.

The only treatise ever offered the reading and 
thinking public in the Interest of modem Spiritual
urn. that is absolutely free from the theories oi super’ 
■tition« and which
Demomtrates continuity of life and our envi* 

ronment of tpirUUuallnfluenco^
from the data of modern physical and phyatotogt^ 
science.

T° the Bptrltuailit, u ImpregMble founlaUoa o< 
■clentl&c date and verified tact,.
. To themateriaUatand skeptic, a revelaUon of ft# 
Invisible energies operative In Katare’« formula of 
evolution.

To the ecclesiastic, a new heaven end a new earth. 
AbooKto read, to study and think about A coa- 
oenaed volume of ecleatlllc tntormatloo tor ¡S centa. 
Address your orders to
no FrotrreMire Thinker, Zonnte »free*

Why She Became a Spintualish
Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson. This book 

should be read by every bplrituiiifc PffW 
Postage 10 centa. ■ . .

Ciiildren’s Progressive Lyceum? 
A manual, with directions for the orvanlznilnn cn.

IT is interesting.-'
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CAMP JOTTINGS.
/arious Things of Interest Seen and Heard 

by Moses Hull.

' I have already attended seven camps and two grove 
jneetings this summer, and I have two-more camps to at
tend before my furlough ends. At Onset, the last camp 
I am to attend, I am to remain about twelve days.

A brief synopsis of some of the things I have seen and 
heard at the camps may be of interest to some of the read
ers of The Progressive Thinker.

Maple Dell, at Mantua, Ohio, was the first camp I vis
ited. I was not there at any camp-meeting session, and 
cau therefore say nothing about their meeting, but I was 
there four weeks before the regular camp season began;

Our school being located at Mantua, I have a fine op
portunity to get acquainted with the people and the coun
try. Above all I am well acquainted with the camp man
agement. There is not in the United States a prettier 
nor more healthful camping ground than Maple Dell.

The National Spiritualist and Religious Camp-meeting 
Association, with headquarters'at Mantua, is composed of 
good, substantial, intelligent citizens. Everybody at 
Mantua respects the work in ajl its departments. Our 
school, though as yet small, has the respect of all the peo
ple in that vicinity. The association is a kind of nursing 
mother to the school. We always feel at home there.

I put in one day at Lake Brady; the regular camp did 
not open there until the next Sunday after I was there; 
yet I had good audiences. I was sorry that I could not 
spare a Sunday for the regular camp services at Mantua, 
and Lake Brady after the opening season, but it was out 
of the question. I fear the Lake Brady camp has hardly 
paid its expenses this summer; the grounds are in the 
hands of a receiver and they could not get the consent of 
the court to hold a camp there until it was too late to ad
vertise the meeting, and until the most of the speakers 
were engaged; but Brother Smith, of Ravenna, who has 
been appointed receiver, and Brother Dell Herrick have 
done all they could to make the camp a success, and all 
good Spiritualists are glad they have not failed.

On the 7th of July Airs. Hull and I started on a jour
ney of twelve hundred and fifty miles to what was for
merly called the Elk River (lamp, at Winfield, Kan. 
The camp has now enlarged its work and its name; it is 
now called the Arkansas Valley Spiritualist Camp-meet
ing Association. IVe assisted in a two weeks’ camp at 
Winfield. On account of some of the officers having 
moved away, and others not having been instructed in 
their duties, the camp was not properly advertised. There 
had not been a word said about it in any Spiritualist pa
per; even many of the citizens of AVinfield did not know 
of the camp; the consequence was that the camp was not 
so large as it was a year ago; but a more harmonious and 
more pleasant camp never assembled west of the Alissis- 
sippi river.

J. Madison Allen and his good wife, M. Theresa Allen, 
assisted in the work of this series of meetings. Airs. Al
len is a good all-around worker; she can be placed no
where that she does not seem to fit in and do her duty. 
J. Madison Allen is a highly intelligent, educated and 
honest man.' He is just a little too slow for a twentieth 
century man; he is a good musician, but without the vol
ume of force and voice to entertain a camp-meeting audi
ence. He would do splendid work in a parlor audience.

I believe that when he speaks, instead of trusting his 
own good sense, or that of his inspirers for his subjects, 
he depends upon his audience to furnish them. This 
gives any numbskull in the audience an opportunity to 
furnish him very poor and uninteresting subjects. 1 be
lieve it is the duty of every speaker or his inspirers to go 
before his audience well prepared to talk on some subject 
which will interest and enlighten the people, and not feel 
bound to take up any subject any person in an audience
may suggest,

“From guiding planets in their courses 
To skinning eels and shoeing horses.”

The time has come when spiritual lecturers should
■ cease to be mere talking machines. Let us be teachers— 

expounders; let its talk what we know, what will enlight
en, instruct and elevate the audiences before whom we 
preach, orj'lse let us give up the rostrum, to those who 
have definite messages for the people.

There are no better people anywhere than those who 
have organized themselves into the Arkansas Valley Spir
itualists’ Uamp-mceting Association. If they do not 
have the largest camp-mceting ever held in Kansas, next 
year it will not be the fault of the officers of the associa
tion. 1 cannot now remember who- all the officers are, 

- but Dr. Martin is the president; Mrs. Leedy is vice-presi
dent; Mrs. Vhortcnby is secretary, and Mr. Leedy is 
treasurer. These officers all live in Cedar Vale, and are 
among the most influential and worthy citizens of that 
town.

The Kansas Spiritualists are to make an effort, I be
lieve, tc have Prof. Lockwood at their camp next year, 
and I have secured from the Professor a promise that, if 
they m'ake application in time, his services can be secured.

I made a mistake of booking the Kansas Camp for three 
Sundays, instead of two; the result was, we had a Sunday 
to spare; we went to Cedar Vale and held meetings four 
nights and over Sunday. Though the mercury was play
ing around among the nineties, in the shade, and in the 
sun was sometimes as high as one hundred and twenty, 
we had large and interesting meetings. All wanted us to 
come again.

1 do not think I.had been in Cedar Vale more than two 
hours when I received a written challenge for a public dis
cussion. I informed my challengers that I neither gave 
nor accepted challenges—that perhaps if they would chal
lenge the Spiritualists of Cedar Vale to meet a man whom 
they would bring to debate, their challenge would be ac
cepted; and if the Spiritualists chose me as the one to 
meet their champion, I would humbly accept the position 
of the David who would at least try to meet their Goliath. 
The upshot of the matter was that a challenge soon 
reached the proper parties and was promptly accepted, 
and I was chosen as the one to be sacrificed to the God of 
Campbellism for the occasion. They telegraphed to In
dependence, Alo., for a man who is kept on tap for such 
purposes, and he came on the first train, but when he got 
there he was not hungry enough to undertake to swallow 
so large a Spirit» '.list as 1 was, in such hot weather. He 
told them he was entirely unprepared at that time to an
nihilate Spiritualism; if they would only allow him to 
tarry at Jericho until his beard was a little longer grown, 
he would try in-the fall to make mince-meat of me. So I 
am to go back to be devoured in time for Thanksgiving in 
November. On the second day of that month I am to 
begin to affirm that “The Bible, History and Reason Sus
tain Modern Spiritualism in all Its Phases.” On the 4tb 
of November the Rev. Thomas Popplewell isto show that 
“The Bible, History and Reason Condemn Modern Spir
itualism.” Brother Francis, I wish you could be there to 

' see how he does it.
Brother Leedy was so afraid the reverend gentleman 

would again come unprepared that he asked them to put 
up one hundred dollars as an assurance that their prom
ises were made in good faith; the money to bezours if they 
failed to come to time. This they willingly did. A like 

■ sum was also put in bank by Spiritualists for the same 
purpose. . So no one need doubt that, unless a “special 
providence” intervenes, the debate will come off on time.

From Cedar Vale my next journey was over thirteen 
hundred miles to Casskdaga. This is the only camp I 
have seen tins year that does not show some signs of be
ing affected by the war. The attendance at this camp 
this ytar is, I think, larger than it has been for a few years 
in the past. There were many mediums on the ground, 
and many lecturers delivering extra lectures on almost ev
ery imaginable theme. Could I have spent two weeks, 

' instead of less than one week at this camp, I think I

should have taken the contagion and opened a Bible 
class. 1 ■ . ■■

Thé sooner the show business in our camps is converted 
into something else, and our camps become grand institu
tions of learning, the better it will be for the camps and 
for that portion of humanity which attends them. I 
firmly believe that the time is coming, when, instead of 
going to camps to listen to gush, rhapsody and sky-scrap
ing, and to occasionally visit a Punch and Judy perform
ance, people will assemble at our summer resorts to be ed-. 
ucated. Great and important themes will be handled by 
those who have made them a study, and our camps will 
become par excellence the institutions of learning of our 
country. I come more firmly each year to the conclusion 
that it is an imposition to require audiences to sit two or 
three hours a day and listen to those who have nothing to 
say—who get up with no objective point in view, and hit 
itevery time.
- I was very glad to renew the acquaintance at the Cassa
daga camp with Mary E. Lease, the great Populist orator 
of Kansas. After trying for inany year's since she left 
the Catholic church, to find a place to rest the soles of her 
feet, she has at last found it in Spiritualism. She has 
now come out a full-fledged Spiritualist, and is prepared 
to enter the lecture filed. Her discourses at Cassadaga, 
though I think none of them were directly on Spiritual
ism, took with the vast audiences there assémbled as' well 
as any ever delivered on that platform. She is a lady of' 
imposing appearance; has a fine voice and as an orator is 
not excelled byrany lady on any platform in America. I 
•hope those managing Spiritualist meetings will make a 
note of this, and when they can will make a place on their 
platforms for her. She is a great reader and thinker, and 
intends, I believe, to prepare lectures on the psychic facts 
in the lives of the world’s great men and women of past 
ages. As that is a field alipost entirely unoccupied, there 
will be room for her to do an immense work for Spiritual
ism and for herself. Of others whom I met at Cassadaga 
I have no time to speak.

From Cassadaga I went up into the wilds of Wexford 
county, Mich. There I found an entirely new camp—a 
camp which can be made one of the best in Michigan. 
I he soil—everything is new. Spiritualism is a new thing 
up there.

Mrs. L. A. Mabee went up there to do a little mission
ary work, and, “behold how great a matter a little fire 
kindleth. With the exception of the help she received 
from the angel world, she went to work single-handed 
and alone. She organized several societies in that part 
of the country, and they organized and successfully con
ducted this camp.

The camp is just out of the new village of Mesick, at 
what is called Sherman station, on the Ann Arllir rail
road. It was held in the virgin forest. It looks as 
though ax was never put there until they cleared away to 
make room to put their tents. It was with many misgiv
ings that I went there, but I found there a plant which 
may result in the largest camp in Michigan.

Dr. P. I. Johnson, of Battle Creek, and Sister Mabee 
had been holding the fort for a week when I got there. 
When 1 arrived they worked me for all I was worth. Be
sides assisting in the conference meetings I delivered twd 
regular addresses every day while there. Now they seem 
more than ever determined to prepare for a large camp 
next year. The officers are men and women who do not 
put their hand to.the plow and look back.

John F. Mabee, Mrs. Mabee’s son, came to that meet
ing and held a few materializing seances; but as I did not 
attend any of them I could not, from personal knowledge, 
say which of the various shades of opinion on his medi
umship was the most nearly correct. I will, however, sav 
that from what I saw in private, I believe him to be a me
dium.

My efforts in the future shall be to lead the people to 
the higher Spiritualism—to that Spiritualism which will 
lead every one to be his own medium—to get his commu
nications direct, without much intervention from outside 
parties.

On my way to Island Lake, I spent one day at Haslett 
Park. They are having a fine camp there—not as large 
as it has been formerly, but as harmonious a meeting as I 
have ever attended. O. P. Kellogg is the presiding 
genius. Mattie E. Hull is conducting a fine lyceum 
there, and she succeeds in bringing out of the children, 
in some instances, what even their own parents did not 
know was in them.

At present writing I am at Island Lake camp. This 
camp is small, but I have seldom been greeted with a more 
intelligent, or a more deejily interested audience. Dr. F. 
Schermerhorn presides at this camp and is a general fa
vorite here. Prof. Hudson, of Bay City, furnishes the 
music and singing, the best I have heard at any camp. 
This camp has been greatly injured in tile past by inter
nal dissensions, but it is thought that those wounds are 
nearly healed, and a bright future awaits this beautiful 
spot. There are three camps in Michigan within a few 
miles of each other; if they could all unite it would be 
well for all. Camp-meetings are killing camp-meetings, 
as societies are killing each other. In many places they 
try to support three or four societies where there is hardly 
room for one. If camps, societies and papers could 
double up, the work would go on more smoothly. -

I go from here this week to the Chesterfield (Ind.) 
Camp, and from there to Onset for two weeks.

My Bible Class, to be taught through the mail, is grow
ing. The lessons will begin as soon as possible after I 
get through with camp-meeting work. I hope to make 
Bible scholars of every industrious student. The Bible 
is pre-eminently the Spiritualist’s book. I hope before I 
leave this sphere of existence, to teach a few people how 

■to use it. One dollar will pay for five lessons; five dollars 
will pay for thirty lessons. My friends all say I am work
ing too cheaply, but my object'is to get as many Spiritual
ists as possible acquainted with the Bible, its origin, its 
contents and its relation to other Bibles, and, above all 
to Spiritualism. MOSES HULL. ’

------------:-:)o(:-:------------
LEAVIN' HOME.

When a feller sorter packs his traps an’ goes away from 
home, .

Whar the birds air alius singin’, an’ the honey’s in the 
comb—

Whar the sunshine is the brightest an’ the heart beats all 
in tune ’

An’ life’s sweet in winter as in rosiest days o’ June__

No matter how the skies look—ef they’re just as bright 
an’ blue '

As the eyes with which your sweetheart twinkled mna- 
sages to you—

You’ll find ’em growin misty—with a haze on field an’ 
plain,

An’ your eyes’ll sorter twinkle, an’ the lids’ll hide the 
rainl -

Fer the distance—it looks lonesome, an’ though roses red 
an’ white,

Air jest as sweet off yonder, with the dews an’ with the 
tight, •

As the ones in old-time gardens, yit—it’s mighty fur to 
roam—

An’ you know more of the roses in the tittle spot called 
“Home!”

So, packin’ up fer leavin’ sorter makes you fumble roun5
Fer han’kerchers, to dry the tears that will come tricklin’ 

downl
An’ though you say it’s foolishness, yit—world’s so wide 

toroaml >
An’ the best world fer a feller is the little world at-home!

. —Atlanta Constitution.
*• *)®G • .

“Nature Cure.” By Drs..M. E. and Rosa C. Conger.
Excellent for every family. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at 
this office.
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ON Tí SEA OF GRASS THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

How a Strand^ Ship Gameto Be Rescued.

Of all the tales of the “Seaweed Sea” that have been 
gleaned, the most curious is told by Capt. Louis Penning
ton, a New York shipmaster, who has for many years been 
engaged in the trade between this metropolis and the 
Azores. Upon the sideboard in his dining-room stands a 
silver service, presppfpd to him by grateful survivors of a 
lost ship that had been drifting for months along the 
edge of the North Atlantic Whirlpool—amid a region of 
calms, and where only silence and loneliness abide.

The stillness of the mid-Atlantic exceeds that awful 
and indescribable silence of the African desert that Pliny 
in vain attempted to portray.

Here is the story of Capt. Pennington as'I have it from 
Maj. Tremper, of Kingston,x who, as a steamship man 
himself, is courageous to the verge of rashness, though he 
never has ventured upon an exploration of the “Sargasso 
Sea.” ; ,

_ “We sailed from our wharf in Brooklyn in the stanch 
little steamer that I had commanded for several years and 
expected to sight the Horta lights in about nine days,” 
began Capt, Pennington. “The weather was fine, because 
the month was June, and the voyage for the first two days 
was wholly uneventful. I went to bed earfy on the third 
night and slept soundly; but when I awakened in the 
morning and looked at the compass that swung over my 
bunk, I was amazed to find that the course of the ship had 
been changed during the night and that instead of steam
ing east one point south, we were proceeding almost due 
southeast. Naturally, my first thought was that the com
pass was defective; but I sent for the officer on watch to 
ask an explanation. .

The information he gave me was startling in the high
est degree. He said that during the middle watch I had 
come on deck in my pajamas, distinctly given the order 
to change the direction of the ship and that the new sail
ing directions had been passed to the next officer, who 
had taken charge when his watch arrived.

“I felt that could not be true! Never before had I 
been charged with walking in my sleep. I was in perfect 
health, and never had believed in omens of any kind; but 
when' I resented the charge, the officer’s reply was de
cidedly annoying. He merely suggested that I send for 
the second officer, who had had the watch, and for the 
man who had been at the wheel. This I did. In a few 
minutes both these men appeared before me. I questioned 
them separately, and they confirmed in dvery way, the 
statements made to me by my first officer. I was very 
much impressed. No motive could possibly exist for in
venting such a story, and I became convinced that for the 
first time in my life, as far as I knew, I had actually given 
a command while I was asleep. I immediately gave or
ders to have the ship put back upon her course; but as 
soon as I had reached my cabin the impulse to go forward 
in the changed direction became so strong that I returned 
to the wheel-house and countermanded the order.

“For three dayls WB sailed in a southeasterly direction. 
Late in the afterqoop of the last day, at the moment when 
I had definitely concluded to put iny steamer back upon 
her proper course, the man on lookout at the masthead 
reported a derelicj. loy down on the horizon, to the south
ward. The shift's course was changed and we made 
directly for the floating object. Already sea grass had 
been observed in large quantities. Packs of it, many 
acres in extent, were’passed, and the bright green which 
they imparted to.the surface of the sea produced a brill
iant effect upon the dark blue of the ecean. After a few 
hours we came within hailing distance of a dismasted 
brig, and discovered seven men on board! We ran as 
close as possible and pent a boat for the survivors.

“The brig was British, and was bound from Honduras 
to London. Her sails and masts had been carried away 
in a cyclone four months before. A boat’s crew, with the 
first mate, had set out to reach the coast in hope of se
curing succor, but they had evidently been lost, because 
no record had ever been made as I very well knew. The 
survivors on the brig consisted of the captain, five pas
sengers and the cook. The rest of the crew having de
serted, either had shared the fate of their companions or 
had been picked up by a sailing vessel bound on a long 
voyage. The people aboard had not suffered for want of 
food, because the brig carried in the hold a large consign
ment of salt beef that had been shipped at Galveston on 
the outward trip. One of the passengers was an ingenious 
man. He had rigged up a device with tarpaulins for 
catching rain, and thus had maintained the water supply. 
The gratitude of the rescued men was great, however, and 
they testified their appreciation by presenting me with a 
handsome silver trophy.”—San Francisco Examiner.

Realistic Vision of a Father and Daughter.
Because seventeen-year-old Harry Jacobs lost his posi

tion as messenger boy and was ashamed to be a burden on 
his fathers and brothers he committed suicide this morn
ing by swallowing a quantity of carbolic acid.

A strange incident about the suicide is the fact that the 
boy’s father and sister dreamed that they saw him take 
the poison, and started from their beds in affright. They 
alarmed the other three members of the family, to whom 
they related their dream, and all were huddled around a 
table discussing their evil import when the news was 
carried io them that the dream had come true.

Young Jacobe lived at 55 Orchard street. His sister 
Anna is employed at the Winthrop Press works at 34 La
fayette place, and until yesterday Harry was employed 
there as messenger. Then he was discharged.

When he returned home he told his parents what had 
happened and soon afterwards began to act queerly.

In the evening he visited his brother-in-law, William 
Glassheim, a dealer in window blinds at 374 Bleecker 
street. There he found his brother, Isadore, and all 
three began to talk of Harry’s lost position. The latter 
regarded it as a disgrace to have been discharged.

“Well, it does not make the slightest difference,” he 
said at length. “I have a note book hqre in my pocket in 
which I will write my name and address. Then I will go 
and drink some poison, and when I am dead the police 
will know whom .to notify.”

With the utmqst deliberation the boy took out the note 
book and wrote on; the fly leaf his name and address.

Then he replaced it in his pocket and started out. It 
was not until he hadigone that the other two realized that 
he really meant ti} k#l himself.

They thought he had only been jesting. Isadore start
ed after him, but Harry had turned a comer and disap
peared. '

It was 12:30 thifilimorning when a citizen, in passing 
the house at 41 Bleqqker street, saw the unconscious body 
of the boy lyings the stoop. An ambulance call was 
sent in. 7, n •

A surgeon from St. Vincent’s Hospital responded and 
young Jacobs wqs taken to that institution. He died at 
2:30 o’clock without regaining consciousness.

When the police searched the clothing of the boy they 
found the note book with his name and address. Then 
they sent over to the Orchard street house and found the 
family, as stated, ready to hear the news.

“I was just telling them,” the father said, “that I saw 
my boy take the poison. r I could not be mistaken.”—New 
York Herald.. 1 .
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“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-operative Systems 

and the Happiness and Ennoblement of Humanity.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises the last 
part of Human Culture and Cure. Paper cover 15 cents. 
For sale at this office. .

“Origin and Antiquity of Man.” By Hudson Tuttle. 
A masterly philosophical work. English edition, nicely 
bound inylotli, $1. For sal» at this office.

By the Lav/ Everybody Belongs to the Oath- 
olic jGhurch.

THE LOTTERY IS DRAWN MONTHLY, AND IS 
MANAGED BY PUBLIC OFFICIALS AND THE 
ARCHBISHOP—COtOANUT TREES AND AL
MOST EVERYTHING IS TAXED. -
Church conditions among the people of the Philippine 

Islands are not ideal. By the law of the land everybody 
is Roman Catholic. No other church services of any kind 
are allowed. There” are church buildings in every riown, 
and the churches are the finest buildings, as a rule, in the 
town. The Roman Catholic cathedral is the finest edifice 
in the city of Manila. It is under the care of the Jesuits, 
as are many of the churches in the islands. It was twelve 
years in building and cost $1,000,000. The education of 
the young on the islands is in the care of the church au
thorities. There are no-endowed schools and no hospit
als. The children go to school only one hour per day for 
two days each week, and study almost nothing save 
church history and a few proverbs. Writing is not .taught, 
and reading is taught only to the upper classes.

All news published is censored by the archbishop of 
Luzon. The only newspaper in the Philippines is printed 
in Spanish..

All marriages have to be celebrated by the priests. 
Cargoes in the harbor may not be unloaded on feast days 
except by permission from the priests, which permission 
has to be paid for. As feast days are rather more numer
ous than those that are not feast days, the fees are given 
as a regular thing, and the church is greatly enriched.

No music is permitted in the houses of the people after 
10 o’clock at night unless by special permission from the 
priests, and this permission lias also to be paid for.
_ The great institution of Manila is the lottery. This 
is drawn monthly, the prizes ranging from $5 to $80,000. 
It is managed by the public officials and the archbishop, 
and $200,000 each month is collected for the state and 
church. It is from this lottery that Spain and the Ro
man Catholic church im the Philippines draw much of 
their enormous revenues.

Wages of farm male laborers are about 5 cents per day, 
and each man is required to pay an annual tax from 50 
cents to $25. Much of this tax goes to the church. ¿The 
archbishop forbids the sale of farm products, but requires 
them to be simply exchanged. There is a tax for the ben
efit of the church on-cocoanut trees, on animals when 
killed for food, on shops, mills and oil presses, and a par
ticularly high tax on cock-fights, which are the national 
pastime of the people.—Independent Loyal American.
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The Cow and the Dying Child.
That there is some undefined, unknown force which 

forms a link or chain between human beings, which fre
quently manifests itself when least expected, is a recog
nized fact among scientific men and women. That there 
is also at times a something, an unknown bond which 
even connects the human family with that of the bruto 
creation is a theory advanced by some deep thinkers. Es
pecially is this true with those animals that are the near-
est in the domesticity to the human family, the horse, the 
dog, the cow, for instance.

This was demonstrated a few nights ago in an incident 
which came to the attention of Charles S. Sparks, the at
torney. Ue says that he was awakened about 5 o’clock in

7 THOMAS PAINE 7 i 
SOME OF HIS NOTO WORKS/ - -  i 
Life of Thomas Paine,

By Editor of the Natioiwl with Preface and Note# 
by Peter Ecklor, Illustrated with views of tnaJMÍ 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, a{)® 
Rochelle, also, portrait» of Thomas Clio Rkkfto, 
Joe Barlow. Mary Wollfitoij^crift, Madame HolWll. 
Condorcet, Briseot, and the most prominent of H3fl 
friends in Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cents. y 
The Age of Reason;

Being t-xi investigation of True and Fabulous ThF 
ology. Anew and complete edition, from new plates 
and new type; 186 pages. pobtBvo. Paper, 25cdmfi 
cloth, 50 heats.
Common Sense.

A Revol utionary pamphlet, addressed to theinbab« 
Hants of America in 1776, with explanatory notice by 
an English author. Paper, 15 cents. .
The Rights of Man.

•1 ft
Parte I and II. Being an answer to Mr. Burte*r 

attack upon the French Revolution. Boat 8vo., 27> . 
pages. Paper, 80 .cents; cloth, 50 cents,
Paine’ti Complete

Theological Works.
Age of Reason, Examination of the Fiopliecfei. etc. 

Illus. edition. Post 8vo., 482 pages. Cloth, 61.00
Paine’fii Political Works. '

Common Sense, The Crisis, Rtebta of IJan, etc, ■ 
Illustrated edition. Post 8vo„ 650 pages. Cloth, 
postage, 20 cente. *

MAJV
-IN THE- .

PAS'ii PRESENT, AND FUTURE,
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF -

Resulu of recent scientific research regarding thl 
origin, position and prospects of mankind.

From the German of .

DR. LUDWIG BUCHNER,
Author of “Force and Matter,” Essays on Nature au< 

Science," "Physiological Pictures," “BIx Lee
turns on Darwin," Eto.

'•The great mystery of existence consists in perpet* 
ua! and uninterrupted change. Everything is linmon 
tai and Indestructible—the smallest worm as well 
the most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the ^anq 
iTtain or the water drop as well as the highest being In 
creation, man and hie thoughts. Only the form« In 
which being manifests itself arc changing; but BpJjffl 
Itself remains eternally the same and linperisliablf, 
When we die we do not lose ourselves, but oriTJMdiA' 
personal consciousness. We live on in naturo, Indpf 
race, tn our children, in our deed«, in our thought®* 
la short. In the entire material and physical contrlbu* 
Uon which, during our short personal existence, we 
have furfilshed to the ®ub»l«tence of mankind and oi 
nature tn general."- Buechner.

'•<»),. poM gvM.. I'bom uro iHge®. vellum cloth, If,

Echoes From the World of Song\
A collection of new and beautiful Bongs, with 

music and chorus, in book form. By C.p.LonaleV 
Price 11.25. Postage 15 cents.

Superstition in all Ages
Or “Le Bon Sens,” '

By JEAN MESL1ER,
A Roman Catholic priest, who, after a pastoral service 
of thirty years hi France, wholly abjured rellgloni 
dogma«, and asked God’s pardon for having taught the 
Christian religion. He left tbi® volume as hl®last 
will and testament to hla parishioners and to tn« 
world. Translated frum the French original by MU| 
Aima Knoop,

Post 8vo., 889 pages, with poriralt. Cloth, |14Mh 
postage, H cente.

“The work of the honest pastor Ie the most curfoui 
and the mpsl powerful tiling of the kind that the Iasi 
century produced. . . . Paine and Voltaire had ro* 
serves, but Jean Mesller had none. He keep® nothing 
back; and yet, after all. tbc wonder is not that there 
should have been one priest who left that testimony at 
bls death, hut ’.hat all n.-ti'bts do not."—Jame® Parton. 
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LIGHT HNB COLOR.1
BY E. D. BAB' ATT, M. D. LL. D.

A truly great work In which the author exhibit» .V
. o ' results of years of research, of a mine devoted

flip animal was of such n mnnrnfnl lnn/1 ihoi Im «nJ- md nF : l?8CleQt'® and truth, highly gifted with keen Intub LIIL uiunuu w*lb Ul bucn diriourniuj Kinci mat lie got out oi , Uve in®l«ht and the psychic faculty of cl ill voyencl I
bed and went to a window. He saw a cow on the onno-; eluc'date pto; ".. . 1 ... ...... , , ' „ I * 1 Slples not observable to ordinary ken. The book is of‘ ‘r
Site Side OI the street, standing close UD to the fence of the 1 tery iuterest and importance, bringing to light < 
i • ® . ... 1 . . . . _ • many important pointe concerning light and color In r -?

• their mental and physical elYecte and their practical .
‘ application In the conservation of health and tho ■ -’i 

cure of disrate and sIckDet*. It« medical value IsbA- -A-Kra 
j'Oiid estimation, and Ite teachings should be known. -?'*-1

the morning by the lowing of a cow. The bellowing of ¡

house in front of which she stood. She had her head over
the fence and seemed to be looking into the window of a 
room on the ground floor where, as Mr. Sparks knew, a 
child lay dying. The child had been ill for some time, 
and was not expected to live many hours. The anima) 
stood there for some moments bellowing in that sorrowful 
way, until the noise annoyed the watthers at the bedside 
of the dying child. One of them came out and drove the 
animal away, but she did not leave the neighborhood. 
She remained in the vicinity and continued her peculiar 
bellowing. It struck Mr. Sparks that possibly there was 
something in the way of a strange force which caused the 
animal to know that a child was dying, and with its moth
er instinct it mourned for the approaching death of the 
child, in sympathy with the bleeding heart of the mother 
of the little one. It impressed Air. Sparks so that he re
lated the circumstance to some friends the next day. A 
most peculiar fact is that the animal remained in the 
neighborhood until the last spark of life in the child had 
burned out, which it did a short time after the cow had 
been driven from her position in front of the window.— 
Cincinnati Enquirer.
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WHEN THE MISTS CLEAR AWAY.

Some day, some day when the mists clear away, 
I shall know why my hopes died at birth;

Why the dreams of fair youth 
Set in gems of rare truth 

Faded slowly away from my hearth.

Some day, some day when the mists clear away, 
I shall know why I missed the far heights;

AVhy my path ever laid 
Through the valleys of shade, 

Why the storm reckless strewed his fierce blights.

Some day, some day when the mists clear away, 
I shall know why my songs were unsung, 

Why I failed in the strife 
The high treble of life, 

Why bitterness my heart often wrung.

Some day, some day when the mists clear away, 
I shall know why the winds swept so cold 

AVhy the sorrows so deep 
Caused me long years to weep, 

Why my friends slipped away from my hold. '

Some day, some day when the mists clear away, •» 
I shall know why these heart-aches have been^

Why long trials and sore ‘ '
Overwhelmed me the more, 

Why the burdens I hid deep within.

Some day, some day when the mists clear away,
I shall pass through the portals of time,

x , I shall pick up the threads 
I broke short in life’s reeds, 

And draw in the woof in a brighter clime.
Some day, some day when the mists clear away, 

I shall find my lost loved ones again, 
We shall meet face to face, 
And sweet joy will erase ” ’ ‘

The sad past with its partings and pain.

Some day, some day when the mists clear away, 
I shall dwell in the home of the soul, ' .

. With my friends gone before , ;
. All our names evermore 

■ Engraved on the Infinite Scroll.
Stanberry, Mo. ■ ALTA STEVENS.

To gratify the passions to the fullest possible extent 
is one false way of life; to trample upon them as accursed 
things is another; and the profligate and the ascetic have 
each their appropriate pleasure, and each their appropri
ate penalty. Neither is really sane. Both have missed 
the golden means of justified wisdom and durable happi
ness.—G. W. Foote. ■
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important query.
When Should Spiritualists 

Hold a Jubilee?

THE QUESTION 'ANSWERED IN A 
COMPREHENSIVE MANNER BY 
A CRITICAL THINKER—HER VIS
ION OF LINCOLN.
To answer the'giiestioii, when Spirit

ualists could fittingly hold a jubilee, is 
to proclaim the first and greatest need 
of humanity—to be free. Free not only 
from the errors of false theology, free 
from tlie fear of death, free from dark
ness and doubt concerning tlie hereafter 
—but free from lite anxiety and priva
tion of poverty, free from the despotism 
of capitalism, free from the robbery of 
monopoly of the means of subsistence, 
of tlie commonwealth which nature has 
provided for all earth’s children.

If Spiritualism does not set humanity 
free from the injustice that oppresses, 
if it does not help humanity to improve 
the conditions of this stage of existence, 
what more will it accomplish for the 
uplifting of humanity than have the re
ligions of the past? The pious Chris
tian has for centuries looked to a better 
future as compensation for mortal suf
fering and struggle here. Hope of a 
state of bliss hereafter has been the 
solace. Contemplation of delight be
yond the valley and shadow of death 
the great consolation for earthly trials 
and woes. The heaven of hereafter has 
been a very real expectation and sus
taining power to the weary soul.

There I shall bathe my weary soul 
In seas of heavenly rest,

And not a wave of trouble roll 
Across niy peaceful breast. ’

merclal relations for the mutual benefit 
of oil, and to arrange for a Board of 
Arbitration to adjust all difficulties.

When this, message was given with a 
( ^request that It be sent to President Mc

Kinley, it had not been announced in 
tlie pie.-,s that Pierolu, President of 
Peru (whose ambition is to unify all the 
republics of South America under one 

. central government with himself as Its 
' head), was buying warships in order to 

• make a demonstration against the 
United States. The idea of establishing 

. a^ comity of all the governments of 

. North and South America, and through 
reciprocal commercial regulations and 
international arbitration to prevent con
Aids, is one that would promote har
atony, peace and the spirit of human 
brotherhood. .

“The Pulpit and Social Problems” is 
the title of a now magazine, edited and 
published by Christian ministers iu San 
Francisco. Tills is a movement by 
church people in the direction of human 
uplifting and fulfilling the petition that 
the church has repeated for nineteen 
centuries, Thy will be done on earth as 
it is in heaven. ■

When human laws and economic sys
tems are in harmony with the new com
mandment, to love one another, and all 
relations measured by the Golden Rule, 
when man is held of more value than 
property, when right and justice in our 
system of- industry and trade have 
swept away the warfare of selfishness 
and greed, mortals can hold a jubilee 
that will be echoed and re-echoed 
through tlie vast spheres of the spirit 
world.

The knowledge that souls who have 
passed to the unseen, are still interested 
in mortals, should appeal with added 
force to" the conscience of Spiritualists. 
To know that we can think together 
and work together with those who are 
dwelling in the light of eternal realities, 
should give larger scope to our thought, 
greater persistence to our purpose, 
more fervent desire to make this life 
to-day a life of liberty and happiness, of 
love and peace and harmony.

Spiritualism and Social Problems 
would be the fittest statement of the 
principles and objects which Spiritual
ists and Spiritualism stands for.

So long as the earth which belongs to 
the children of men is unavailable to 
any portion of them because monop
olized by the private ownership of in
dividuals and syndicates, native and 
foreign, Injustice and crime against hu
manity is embodied In and enforced by 
man-made law, and law is a robber of 
humanity and a safeguard of thieves.

So long as the whole system of eco
nomies, and the control by a class of 
money lenders of our medium of ex
change makes it possible for 25,000 
families to hold 75 per cent of the 
wealth of our country, so long will 
“Justice be fallen in the streets.” 
.Neither church members nor Spirit

ualists have a just occasion to jubilate 
jvhlle in this land of ample natural re
sources men are seeking vainly an' op
portunity to earn daily broad; while the 
landlord exacts tribute of the tiller of 
tlie soil and the producer of man's sus
tenance is in bondage to the mortgage 
holder; while the child of tender years 
is compelled to be a bread winner, and 
the maiden and mother, tlie fatherless 
and the widow toll long hours for a 
pittance in tlie sweatshop.

If Spiritualism does not make its be
lievers a liost to deliver from the 
worship and oppression of mammon, If 
it does not inspire in Spiritualists the 
purpose to make tlie paths straight for 
the children of men to reap the fruits of 
their toil, to find equal opportunity to 
win subsistence, to build houses and in
habit them, to plant vineyards aud en
joy the fruit of them, then this most 
necessary and race uplifting work will 
be accomplished by some other and 
truly spiritual agency.

Spiritualism lias freed man from the 
fear of a future place of torment. What 
humanity needs now In this age of ma
chinery, and electricity, and marvelous 
discoveries, is to be made free from the 
torment of a present hell of fear, of 
servitude to mammon, of perpetual 
bondage. Humanity needs to be freed 
from the systems of robbery tliat push 
him off the domain of his God-given in
heritance and crowd him down to un
requited toll aud pauperism.

Work is a divine institution. The law , 
of labor Is a divine law. Nature fur
nishes equal opportunity to all, and im
poses tlie same 'condition, work. Man 
by law has devised systems which de- 
prlve some of opportunity, and make it 
possible for some who do not work to 
live off the labor of the worker. No 
assurance of a future home, no abode 
of bliss hereafter should reconcile a 
soul to homelessness, and pauperism, 
aud injustice and robbery here. Justice 
to the worker, the producer of wealth, 
is tlie great spiritual as it is tlie great 
social problem of this time. i

LUCINDA B. CHANDLER.

ft PROPOSITION
UNP/tR/tLLELED

| TWO FOUND, ONE MISSING,

The Progressive Thinker, In its issue 
of June 23, gave a very Interesting ac
count, from the pen of Ernest 8. Green, 
Esq., of the finding of the tpmb of 
Osins, tlie supreme god of the” Egyp
tians, among the ruins of Luxor, by the 
renowned antiquary, M. Amelmeau.

It has been the opinion of scholars 
for ages that Osiris was au early king 
of Egypt, from 7,000 to 10,000 years 
ago, and that his worthy deeds, had im
mortalized him, and caused his deificar 
tion at death. Time .had nearly de
stroyed. the evidence of his mortality, 
and left but myth to tell of his deeds. 
It seenis the usual halo of greatness 
gathered around him, for it is told that 
at the time of his birth a voice pro
claimed, “The Lord of all the earth is 
born.”

The recovery of Osiris' tomb which 
was supposed to be at Phllea, the. prin
cipal seat of his worship, is one of the 
wonderful discoveries of modern re
search. It makes certain that he had 
a mortal existence, when heretofore 
that fact was only'conjectural.

Following closely on the heels of this 
Egyptian revelation comes that of the 
absolute finding of the remains of Gau
tama Buddha, an account of which, un
der heading of the “Birth-place of 
Buddha,” was given in these columns 
on August 13..

These discoveries put at rest all ques
tion of the genuineness of these charac
ters, however great the accretions—the 
dust and cobwebs of the centuries— 
which cluster around their ancient 
names.

If similar evidence existed, or there 
was any probability of its discovery 
that such a person as Jepus ever exist
ed, it would add immensely to our 
stock of knowledge, aud increase the 
world’s faith in such a character.

It is claimed the Crusades were un
dertaken to wrest the sepulchre of 
Jesus from the possession of the Sara
cens. Though a borrowed one and oc
cupied but two nights and one day, as 
the gospels fell it, yet six millions of 
lives were sacrificed in the effort to re
gain it, and Europe was financially 
bankrupted by the fruitless waste of 
treasure expended, but no vacapt tomb 
was found, and no evidence was 
gained that such a thing had ever been. 
All rested oh the improbable story of a 
romancer who said:

“After the Lord had spoken to them 
filis disciples] lie was received up into 
heaven, and sat on the right hand of 
God."-Mark 1(1:19.

Human evidence must have ended 
when Jesus passed out of sight on his 
heavenly Journey, but the novelist 
kept right <5n, entered the pearly gate, 
and seated his hero next the Father 
who occupied an ivory throne.

Of course, there is no objection to 
persons believing this account is his
torical if they wish, but it is beyond the 
power of human intelligence to verify 
a single statement, so very different in 
tlie case of Osiris and Buddha; but may 
be the old maxim, “That cannot be 
found which never existed,” lias sig
nificance in the search for the remains 
of Jesus.

DIVINE HEALING-
■ A't Beulah Park, near Cleveland, O., 

the so-called Christian Alliance has 
been holding a convention, and its lead- 
era indulging in more or less suecesstul 
attempts at healing according to the ex
ample of Christ and his disciples. After 
each meeting, those who are sick and 
lame gather in the corner of the audito
rium, aud the preachers “begin the prac
tice of their Voodoo arts.

On a late Sunday ninety-eight gath
ered to be anointed. The leading 
preacher told them that they must have 
faith to be healed, and that they must 
not expect to be suddenly cured. The' 
preacher held a tiny vial of sacred oil 
in his baud, and poured a few drops on 
the upturned forehead of each, between 
the eyes, rubbing it well in, while the 
attendants prayed. When all had re
ceived this anointing they were told to 
go home and believe that they were 
healed and they would be.

One Harvey Beek, a three-year-old 
child was cured of spasms, but they 
came on again because he was exposed 
to the suu. How a child of three years 
can have faith, is to be explained.

It is singular that divine nature 
should seek for evidence in the so- 
thought miracle of healing, but so It 
has been with all religions, even down 
to Spiritualism. If has a safe retreat In 
the “want of faith,” if unsuccessful, 
which it always is when there is any 
real ailment. ■

Some of tie profane audience asked if 
it was ever necessary for a child of God 
to take medicine. To this one of the big 
exponents replied that it depended on 
the individuals. If they believed in the 
benefit of medicines, their faith was in
creased by taking remedies. If they had 
faith enough, they had no use for drugs.

Mrs. Rounds, of Chicago, confirmed 
this by saying that whon the unright
eous broke the windows of their church 
in that city, she prayed God to protect 
them, and he did so well, not another 
one was broken. Then she-jumped to 
the highly logical conclusion that if God 
could protect his church windows, sure
ly he could cure the sick!

Mr. .Simpson cited a case in his own 
experience of the healing power of per
fect faith in God. “A few weeks ago,” 
he said, “shortly before the Prince of 
Wales Injured his knee, I was walking 
hurriedly along a country road, I 
tripped over a stake and dislocated my 
knee cap in. falling. I sat down on a 
door step too much perturbed by pain 
to pray, but finally I managed to ask 
God to remove my ¡lain and 1 tried to 
think I bad no pain. Finally It seemed 
as though I was in heaven, with my 
leg on the outside. I eould feel two 
forces struggling in my leg, just as 
though the evil one was flghtingagalnst 
the good, but finally It seemed as If I 
could feel my knee cap sliding slowly 
back into place, aud shortly my pain 
left and 1 was recovered.”

The reverend Simpson was in a pecul
iar position—all of him in heaven but 
his leg, aud that in hell! If he had not

to
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wild prophecies be given, and one 
surd deduction will give place to 
other.
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BORROWED FROM BUDDHISTS.
The reading world is deeply interest

ed in whatever comes from the pen of 
Max Muller. He is Professor of'Saus- 
crlt, in the University of Oxford, and 
¡has done more to revive that ancient 
language, preserved to our times in the 
sacred books of India, than any other 
person. In Muller’s “India; or What 
Can It Teach Us?” he gives, doubtless, 
the original of the wisdom of Solomon 
in proposing to divide the living child 
between two contestants, each claiming 
to be its mother. Muller says: “I never 
could suppress a shudder when reading 
the decision of Solomon.” He says, p. 
19:

“Let me tell you the same story as it 
Is told by the Buddhists, whose sacred 
Canon is full of such legends and par
ables. In the Kanjur, which is the Ti
betan translation of the Buddhist Tri
pitaka, we likewise rend of two women 
who claimed each to be the mother of 
the same child. The king, after listen

. ing to their quarrels for a long time, 
gave it up as hopeless to settle who 
was the real mother. Upon this Vis- 
akha stepped forward and said: ‘What 
is the use of examining and cross-ex
amining these women. Let them take 
the boy and settle it among themselves.’ 
Thereupon both women fell on the 
child, and when the fight became vio
lent, the child was hurt aud began to 
cry. Then one of them let him go, be
cause she could not bear to hear the 
child cry.

“That settled the question. The king 
gave the child to the true mother, and 
had the other beaten with a rod.”

Prof. Muller says this srnns to him 
the more natural form of the story, 
Showing a deeper knowledge of human 
nature, and more wisdom than that of 
Solomon. The Professor does not un
dertake to tell which Is the primitive 
Story, but we believe it is universally 
conceded by antiquarians, tliat the Tri
pitaka is an older production than is the 
book of Kings which, certainly, is not 
older than Ezra’s time, and is probably 
a work written several centuries later 
than the period accredited to that au
thor.

We shall sing on that beautiful shore 
The melodious songs of the blest, 

And our spirits shall sorrow no more,
Nor sigh for tlie blessings of rest.
What’s the difference? ■
But at the close of the nineteenth 

century of the Christian era we .have 
the first intimation in any practical 
movement as a distinctive Christian en
deavor, that the golden rule applied to 
business is necessary to a Christian 
life. At Commonwealth, Georgia, some 
Christian people have started a co-op
erative association and all advantages 
and benefits are shared equally. The 
only consideration is that which nature 
imposes, tlie application of eiiergy.

For nearly nineteen centuries the en
tire energy of the ehureh has been de
voted to saving souls from misery here
after. How to save souls and bodies 
from misery here and now has not till 
very recently been reckoned a Christian 
duty. To make a ttohdition of happiness 
now by systems rtf nJutual helpfulness, 
by doing to otherri’as ¡pe would that oth
ers should do td' you, is barely begin
ning to be considered the genuine evi-
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the Inter-Ocean of tins city, says that 
Instead of fifty bull-fights a year in 
Spain, 4,000 would be nearer the truth. 
He adds:

“There are bull fights nearly all the 
year round lu the big towns and cities 
of Spain. From two to ten bulls are 
killed at each fight, for the bull never Is 
simply hounded To death. Each bull 
kills from one to six horses. Hundreds 
of bull fights take place iu the country 
parts of Spain that are never mentioned 
In the bull fight news at all, while, at 
the same time, the city papers give a 
column or more of such fights every 
day.

“Spain claims that tlte bull-ring is the 
road to progress, and-that it teaches 
children to be brave and courageous. 
Hence bull tights are considered to be 
the schools of Spain. There are news
papers In Spain that say bull fights 
teach Christianity and mathematics. 
Pagan Rome was bad and cruel, and 
so is modern Spain. The circus brutal
ized Rome and the bull ring brutalizes 
the Spaniard. The Pagan Roman of the 
time of Nero was not more barbarous in 
■his delight in blood and cruelty than is 
the modern Spaniard. There is indeed 
a decay in Spain, and the bull fight is 
one cause of it.”

Dispossessed of her outside colonies, 
if a revolution will spring up in that 
country terminating the bull fights, and 
driving out Iter priests,at the same time 
■educating the masses, then Spain will 
noon take a front position In the list of 
sovereign nations.

IUNDER ORDERS TO SIN. *
: : A heathen Eskimo, who seems to 
■ • ■have acquired an education, Is reported 
•. . in a London magazine to have written 
- .a Christian acquaintance as follows: 
.. “Your people know there is a God, 
? the creator and upholder of all things; 
: and they know they will be happy or 
.■.; miserable hereafter according as they 

shall have conducted themselves in this 
life, and yet they live as if they were 
under orders to be wicked, and it was 
to their honor and advantage to sin.

: My countrymen, on the other hand, 
■ know nothing of either God or the 

. Devil; they neither believe in punish
ment nor reward after this life, yet 
they live decently, treat each other 

. kindly, and share with each other 
. peaceably when they have food to 

share.” . ■ :
... Were It not that there are no yellbw- 

legged chickens In those inhospitable 
.regions of the North, nd ham and eggs,

. In fact no food of any kind a Christian 
- man can endure, no money to reward 
: his services, and no attractive sisters

■. ^craving his love, that would be a good 
? . region for missionary effort. But for 

lack of these In a little while the whole 
»people would deport themselves as If 

felhey were "under orders to be wicked,”

SAVING VIRTUE OF FEAR.
“Terror is everywhere the beginning 

of religion." So wrote Lecky, the emi
nent historian; so all say who investi
gate the subject. The first effort of the 
revivalist Is to frighten the religious In
quirer Into the belief that hell Is gaping 
to receive him as a victim. He depicts 
the horror of the undying worm, the 
fierceness of the unquenchable flames, 
the terrible agony which ensues, and 
the eternity of those tortures. To this 
is added the malignancy of the cruel 
demon who presides over lost souls. 
These terrors are dwelt upon in lengthy 
discourses; are intensified by words ac
companied with vocal music and ago
nizing prayers, directed to a vengeful 
God asking his kindly benefactions to 
save_a dying soul from endless perdi
tion. He is importuned to neglect jus
tice and exercise to the fullest extent 
his mercy. Scarcely a ray of hope is 
held out for the salvation of the falter
ing, trembling sinner, whose nerves are 
all aflame with fear, and whose Intoler
able woe gives way to groans and lam
entations.

When despair Is fully enthroned, all 
hope is shut out, damned spirits fill the 
mind, and reason is tottering, then 
Jesus, with his unspeakable love, is in
troduced to the frenzied victim. The 
corrugated brow of an angry God be
gins to relax under his son’s tender 
pleading. Kindly emotions are aroused; 
smiles take the place of frowns; hope is 
seen in the distance; it comes nearer 
ami nearer; it lights up the gloom; the 
devils recede; moaning gives place to 
joy; the sinner is saved, and is wel- 
corned to a seat with ‘the ransomed, 
whilst bouris gather round aud shower 
their smiles upon him.

It is the young, the timid, the nerv
ous, the imaginative, who are caught 
in tiie trickster’s holy net. Only they 
who have been ground in the mill, and 
crushed under the enormous machin
ery, can fully realize the sufferings, the 
unutterable woe, the candidate for 
heaven feels when struggling to gain a 
Savior's love.

Fortunate the victim if reason does 
not leave its troubled throne forever, 
and he is borne away to an Insane asy
lum, there the companion of damned 
spirits whose agonizing groans are ever 
ringing in his ears.'

It was in childhood’s sunny hours the 
writer, just entering his teens, when he 
witnessed, aud felt In his own person 
the doings of the revivalist. He recalls 
with vividness the skilful actor as he 
manipulated his wares, dwelling for a 
time on the misery of the damned, and 
the eternity of their affliction, then the 
wondrous change to undying love as ex
hibited in a crucified Savior. It was 
then he first learned, what Lecky has 
subsequently taught, that “Terror is the 
base and the beginning of religion.”

GLADSTONE’S RELIGIOUS VIEWS.
It Is stated that Mr. Gladstone gave 

utterance sometime before his death to 
the following, which would Indicate he 
was a Thcist:

“It may be wc sball find Christianity 
itself Is in some sense a scaffolding, and 
that the final building is a pure and 
perfect theism where the kingdom shall 
be delivered up to God that ‘God may 
be all in all.’” ■

The fact that Gladstone during his 
last days favored the return of the 
Church of-England, to the fold of the 
Roman hierarchy, leaves little room to 
build liberal thought on his expression. 
He was bom a churchman, and his af
ter laborious duties were too fatiguing 
to allow him time to think outside of ■ 
professional or political routine. There 
is no: opportunity to grow away from 
creeds when every effort of the iuind is 
directed in other channels.

had full faith and pulled in tliat leg, his 
would have been a sad case! This opens 
the way to a new train of thought: A 
great many with less faith must be in 
the same position, half in heaven and 
half in hell, without the least assurance 
that they can ever free themselves!

Perhaps the height of audacity and 
flood-tide of nonsense was reached by 
Rev. Peck, in his sermon wherein he 
demonstrated that Christ would come 
In exactly thirty years from this blessed 
year 1898. He proved this stupendous 
claim by Bible texts. With lurid elo
quence lie pictured the destruction of 
the nations, when God took the blessed 
church away from them and left then 
to their folly. Then the new earth 
would be given the true believers!

What blatant nonsense lias grown 
out of the vague and mystical pas
sages of the Bible? Just so long as that 
book is received as authority, will such

BROTHERS OF SINCERITY.
The “International Journal of Eth

ics,” London, tells of a Mohammedan 
society, with the above name, organized 
about A. D. 1,000, which seems to have 
made heavy drafts on the Koran and 
many of the heathen philosophers for 
material on which their method of 
thought and practice was based. The 
Arabec Cyclopedia, compiled soon after 
the organization was founded, gives an 
outline of the object of the society. We 
quote:

“On Its intellectual side, it taught 
men to look on themselves as having 
their origin and end in one supreme 
principle of the universe, and as being 
essential parts of the sum of existence. 
On the emotional side, it made them 
feel the entire universe was only their 
larger self, and that, since the same 
soul pulsated in all things, in wronging 
another they were wronging them
selves. This universal love and tender
ness became the dominant impulse of 
their lives. On the volitional side, it 
made them labor with all their might to 
elevate the living world nearer and 
nearer to God, to instruct, purify and 
discipline the lives of their fellows.”

Has there ever been a Christian so
ciety with more noble objects in its or
ganization and practical workings than 
this?

DISCOVERY OF A CHURCH.
At Soulac, in Gascony, in the South

west of France, a cross was lately dis
covered projecting above the sand. 
Further Investigation showed that It 
was attached to a steeple, and later, a 
well-preserved church of the thirteenth 
century, was excavated. The church is 
now In use.—News Item.

Drifting sand was probably responsi
ble for tliat lost church. Mariette Bey, 
the French Egyptologist, was riding 
over the barren sand planes of Egypt 
He'saw a sculptured rock projecting 
above the sand. Journeying on he re
called à similar adventure of Heroditus. 
He retraced his steps, made a slight ex
cavation with his own hands till satis
fied important ruins were buried there. 
With a force of laborers the sand-was 
afterwards removed, and lo, 'the Sera- 
plum, one of the best preserved temples 
of ancient Egypt was in his possession. 
For more than two thousand years it 
had been protected against the destruc- 
five work of the sand blast The whole 
history, with the important revelations 
It imparted to our times, may be found 
in M. Mariette’s voluminous writings.

Keep up with the Free Thought pro
cession! Yon can do so by sending to 
this office $1.20 and thus secure Thé 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic, Art Magic is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
in step with our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag in the rear. If you 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritùal-

deuce of Christian life.
Is It an advance from this religious 

short-siglitedness. thls lack of preparing 
a home and lieavbn for human souls 
while immortal bodies, tliat’Spiritual
ists should be so satisfied and swal
lowed up in the-delight of communion 
with departed loved .ones, aud the as
surance that wo shall know each other 
there, that no endeavor Is put forth to 
make this world a comfortable place to 
live in? j;

If the teaching and the point of attack 
of old errors continues to be put forth 
only in regard to the relation of mor
tals to another realm of life and the ac
tivities of another stage of being, In 
what respect will Spiritualism prove a 
greater blessing to struggling humanity 

'here, aud now than lias the Christianity 
of the past?

A young wife in this city recently has 
been compelled In less than three weeks 
after the birth of a child, because of the 
loss of his situation by her husband, to 
go to work aud earn their bread She sits 
on a stool without a back, in the shop, 
and does a work that’s very hard on 
the hands aud arms from 8 o’clock a. in. 
to 9 p. m. This case is but a similar 
one to tliat of tens of thousands of sew
ing women in every city of our land.

What possible recompense for this 
hardship can be the knowledge that 
there is intercommunion between this 
world and the unseen? Can the fact that 
one has received a message from Ilie de
parted give her strength for the long 
hours of wearisome toil? Will the 
knowledge that the old theology is au 
error save one’s overtaxed body from 
the results of conditions that are Im
posed by the economic errors of our 
civilization? .

Is it not of more importance to find 
liow our social order can be made to 
furnish opportunity to every child of 
earth to subsist than to repeat mani
festations of continued life beyond the 
sphere of mortal needs?

There can be no higher purpose than 
to establish justice on earth. Our na
tion was born of this impulse. The host 
of departed souls who had been inspired 
with love of humanity, liberty and jus
tice while working here in the flesh, 
have not become Indifferent to the 
needs of humanity since passing to 
higher realms.

The devotion of Abraham Lincoln to 
human welfare, to liberty and justice 
has not abated since his taking off has 
placed him in the position of a media
tor between the Liberty League In 
spirit life and this people and our na
tional administration. That this is a 
fact was most impresively shown to me 
in a vision. From bls radiant form 
showered down Innumerable streaming 
rays of brilliance, and from his thought 
my brain seemed like a vibrating in
strument to which ¡was transmitted the 
message which he./iesired to have con
veyed to President,klqKinley.

Lincoln is as earnestly working for 
the good of our country and for human 
progress as when at the head of our na
tion! With him as co-workers for the 
fraternization of fill the nations of the
earth are the Llbetty League, which Is 
composed not only' ofj those who have 
passed to that realm fYom these United 
States since the Dcbtaratlon of Indepen
dence was pronoilficcfl, and who had' 
been actively connected with national 
affairs, but from ii.Il'lands those souls 
who have been defasderated to liberty 
and human progress? t -■ ■ ■ '

When that ineffable vision was 
opened to' me It wa^ announced that 
there were sevdh immediately co
operating with him to effect a world
wide current of thought force from that 
realm and to transmit spirit forces to 
the various nationalities and govern
ments of this planet ,

The following names were distinctly 
Impressed: MaMinlj William the Silent, 
Prince Albert. Czar Nicholas, Toussaint 
L’Ouverture, Henry Clay rind Garfield.

From Lincoln and this council was 
proposed a measure to promote inter
national fraternization. It is one that 
every lover of our constitution and 
original principles must heartily-en- 
dorsc, and one that every spirit who has 
received the baptism of love of hu
manity must feci worthy their earnest 
effort to actualize. It is that tlie United 
States government shall extend to all

THE CHURCH BOGEY.
In conversation with a Christian 

neighbor some time ago the subject of 
religion came up for discussion. The 
writer remarked:

"It is presumed you take no stock in 
the popular creeds, that God was the 
father of a son by a Jewish maiden; 
tliat that son was God himself, hence 
that the Virgin Mary was the mother of 
God; that this son took upon himself 
the sins of the world and became a vol
untary sacrifice to God—that is, to him
self—to save the world from au endless 
hell.”

The quick response: “No, though I am 
a member of a Christian church, yet I 
do not believe any of those silly teach
ings.”

“How can you remain in the church 
when It teaches such pernicious er
rors?”

“Simply because It is believed the 
influence of such teaching exercises a 
wholesome restraint pn wife and chil
dren.”

“Therein you doubtless greatly err. 
The wife is not a fool, and the effect on 
your children is to teach them false
hoods that good may come. Teach 
them the. truth, that a penalty adheres 
to every wrong; that there is no possi
bility of escaping its terrible sting, and 
you have done more to fit your sons and 
daughters for life’s duties than it is 
possible for the preachers to do with 
their false conceptions of the here and 
the hereafter.”

“I think you are right, but It is a ter
rible ordeal to break away from a 
church with which one has been asso
ciated all his life, meet the disapproba
tion and active hostility of its members, 
and be branded with the opprobrious 
title of Infidel in addition.”

“Infidel, not in the faith, Is as harm- 
less'and senseless as the bogey foolish 
parents talk about to frighten children 
into good behavior.”

. MRS. M. T. LONGLEY.
We see by the Religlo-Philosophical 

Journal that Mrs. M. T. Longley, of Los 
Angeles, Cal., will be a candidate for 
secretary before the next National Con
vention of Spiritualists.. Without ex
pressing any decided preference for any 
one for that position, we do believe that 
Mrs. Longley would make a. most effi
cient secretary, if elected, and would be 
acceptable to the great mass of Spirit
ualists. She is widely-known as a me
dium' lecturer and author.

The brilliant Charles Dickens, high in Spirit-life, 
has given one of his choicest productions through 
the well known medium, author and musician, Gar 
Ijle Petersilea, of Los Angeles, Gali. It is enti 
tied "Juno, or The New Woman." It is Spiritual 
istic, anti-Catholic, sets high ideals, and is inter 
esting throughout. The spirit Charles Dickens 
expressed the fervent wish that his narrative be 
published in The Progressive Thinker. We take 
special pleasure in complying with his request, and 
his production will be commenced soon. Now is 
the time to send in your subscription. Our Fall 
and Winter Campaign will be brilliant indeed.

Moses Hull, the indefatigable worker, author, 
lecturer and defender of Spiritualism against the 
attacks of its enemies will figure conspicuously in 
our Fall Campaign. Everybody will want the pa 
per. Send in your subscriptions at once

taken radical steps to protect the pub
lic against clairvoyant and mediumislic 
frauds. Henceforth no “medium” will 
be admitted to the State Association 
who has not been passed upon officially 
and has shown mediumistic ¡towers 
which are satisfactory to the highest 
Spiritualistic body in the state. This is 
an attempt to drive disreputable clair
voyant and Spiritualistic frauds out of 
business by exposing them to the pub
lic in their true light, and as such it 
seems to deserve indorsement.

“It is proposed to extend this move- 
inent'throughout the entire country by 
organizing-state associations which will 
not only serve to bring Spiritualistic be
lievers Into closer union but also will 
cany on an active and, it is hoped, an 
effective warfare against the constantly 
growing army of impostors who prey 
upon- the credulity and the superstition 
of the ignorant and the weak. There is 
room for such a crusade, and it cannot 
be inaugurated too soon.”

The Truth Seeker, 
' The Truth Seeker will celebrate Its 
25th birthday, as the next to the oldest 
Freethought paper In the world, by a 
special number. Some of the features 
will be contributions by the following: 
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll-subject, A 
Look Backward and a Prophecy; Thad
deus B.Wakcman—subject, The Change 
in the Aspect of Liberalism in Twenty- 
five Years; Lucy N. Colman, the co
worker with Gan-ison and Parker Pills
bury—subject, Recollections. Other, 
special features are being arranged, 
and Watson Heston will contribute his 
genius to the occasion, with the usual 
number of cartoons Copies of this 
issue (September 3, I89S) may be had 
for 7 cents. Address the Truth Seeker, 
2S Lafayette Place, New York. ‘

FRUIT FROM A POISONED TREE
A gang” of Sunday-sclmo! scholar! 

has just been arreslod at St. Joe, Mo. 
for holding up a Burlington railroad 
train. The captain of the robbers wat 
one Jim Hathaway, aged 17. while hit 
brother Bill, aged 16, acted as his lieu 
tenant. The braves consist«! of asso 
elate members of titeir Sunday-schoo' 
class. The captain, who made a ful 
confession, says the plot of the robber 
was conceived after reading a tlii'lllini 
story, whether found in the Sunday , 
school library the press report does no: 
tell. The boys are all under arrest, but 
because of their religious association! 
and respectable parentage it is pre 
sumed they will escape with a mild ad 
monition to not do so again.

Reception to Mrs. Richmond.
We wish to notify the members of the 

Church of the Soul and Band of Har
mony, that a reception will be given to 
our pastor, Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, 
on Thursday evening, September 1, 
Handel Hall building, 40 Randolph 
street. MRS. LE SIEUR,

Cor. Sec'y.

STATE CONVENTION.
The first annual convention and elec

tion of officers of the State Spiritual
ists' Association of Minnesota will be 
held In the Morgan Post Hall, 118 Hen
nepin Ave., Minneapolis, Sept. 6 and 7. 
All societies throughout the state are 
requested to send in their applications 
for a charter, and appoint delegates at 
once. W. F. Peck, of St. Louis, and all 
of the prominent local mediums will 
participate. An extensive programme 
is being arranged and a large attend
ance Is expected. The ladies auxiliary 
will serve meals in the hall.

“Social Upbuilding, Including uo-op- 
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D.. This comprise, 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cuver. 15 cents. For salt 
at this office.
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The Niantic Camp-meeting __ ,
mences Juno 24, and continues until 
September 8, Inclusive. Excursion

OAMP-MEETINO
Cassadaga Camp, N. Y.

This favorite place of resort opens 
July 15 and closes August 28.

Onset Bay Camp, Mass. ’
Onset Bay (Mass.) Camp-meeting 

commences July 3, and continues to 
September 4. o

Niantic Camp, Ct.

tickets to Niantle can be obtained at all 
stations on the New London Northern 
railroad nt little more than half fare.

Lake Sunapee Camp, N. H.
Tlie nineteenth annual Lake Sunapee 

, Spiritualist Camp-meeting will be held 
at Blodgett’s Landing, N. II., for five 
weeks, commencing Sunday, July 24, 
and ending Sunday, August 28, 1898.

Marshalltown Camp, la.
Commences Sunday, August 28, and 

closes Sunday, September 18. For fur
then information address Miss L. P. 
Beeson, Albion, Iowa.

Topeka Camp, Kansas.
Commences September 11 and contin

uing until tlie 25th. T. P, Kellev, Sec
retary, 211 E. Fourth St., Topeka, Kan.

Grand Ledge Camp, Mieh.
Grand Ledge Spiritualists’ Camp will 

open July 31, aud close August 28, in
elusive. Mrs. Geo. Sheets, secretary 
pro tern.

Mt. Pleasant Park Camp, la.
Commences Sunday, July 31, and 

Closes Sunday, August 28. For full In
formation address Martin H. McGrath, 
secretary, at Fulton, Ill.

Lake Brady Camp, O.
Opens July 10, and closes September 

I 4.. D. A. Herrick will preside as chair- 
। man during the session.
i Southern'Cassadaga Camp, Fla.

Tlte Southern Cassadaga Camp meet
ing commences the first Sunday In Feb-" 
ruary, 1899, and continues four weeks. 
For Information write to the corre-
spending secretary, Emma J. Huff, Lily 
Date, N. Y.

Ashley Gamp, O.
National Spiritual and Religious 

Camp Association, Wooley- Park. Com
mences August 21 and closes Septem
ber 11. H. Baxter, president; W. F. 
Randolph, secretary.

Vicksburg Camp, Mich.
Tlie Vicksburg camp, at Fraser’s 

Grove, opens August 5, and closes Au
gust 28. Programmes will be sent to 
anyone addressing Jeanette Fraser, 
iVicksliurg, Midi.

Island Lake Camp, Mich.
Fourth annual camp-meeting of the 

Island Lake Camp Association, Island 
Lake , Midi., beginning July 1, and end
ing August 31 1898.

Lakeside Park Camp, Mo.
Lakeside Park, Jasper county, Mo., 

commencing September 10 and closing 
September 20. B. G. Sweet, president, 
Empire City .Kans.

Haslett Park Camp, Mich.
Opens July 31, closes August 28. For 

information ami programmes, address 
I. D. Richmond, Secretary, St. Johns, 
Mich.

Harmony Grove Gamp, Cal.
The Harmony Grove Camp will open 

at Escondido, San Diego, county-, Cal., 
Sunday, August 14, closing Sunday. Au
gust 28. q

For further particulars, enclose 
6‘arnp aud address the corresponding 
eecretery, Miss Mary Nulton, Escon
dido, Cal.

Lake Pleasant, Mass.
Lake Pleasant Camp opens July 31, 

and closes August 29. Albert P. Blinn^ 
eecietary.

Franklin, Nebraska.
The Northwest Kansas and South

west Nebraska Spiritualist camp-meet
ing will open August 25 and close Sep., 
tember 12, at the Rose grove, Franklin, 
■Nebraska. For jiarticulars address the 
secretary, D. L. Haines, Franklin, Neb., 
box 27.

Etna, Maine.
Camp will open August 2C aud close 

September 4. For particulars address 
EL B. Emery, secretary, Glenburn, Me.

Catalpa Park, Mo.
Catalpa Park Camp-meeting, at Lib

eral, Mo., commences August 20, and 
Closes September 4. Mrs. Alice Wal
spr, secretary. )

Dallas. Texas.
Texas Is to have a camp-meeting, at 

Dallas, September 10 to 20. D. G. 
Hinckley, 5G3 8. Central avenue, Dallas, 
secretary.

Camp Progress, Mass.
I This camp is open only on Sunday, 
and is located on the Essex street road, 
between- Lynn and Salem, Mass.

A LIBRARY.
" Commence forming one now by sub
scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
and securing Art Magic. The paper 

■one year aud Art Magic will cost»you 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when it was first issued. Then you 
could have had in your library at the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
It is better late than never.. Commence 
now, if you have not done so already, to 
form a library by subscribing for*The 
Progressive Thinker. A library in this 
fast age is absolutely essential. Aid us 
in carrying out the Divine Plan.

'The Religion of Humanity, a Philos
ophy of Life.” By J. Leon Benwell. 
An interesting and thoughtful, pamph
let Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office. , ’

DIRECTORY.

FROM THE FIELD.
Notes of Work in the Camps

To the Editor:—It is a long time since 
I forwarded a communication to your 
columns, not that I have lost Interest in 
the cause your valuable paper repre
sents, but never were hands nor head 
more busy than mine have been since 
the opening of the camp season.

Mr. Hull and self left our cozy quar
ters in Buffalo, Y., the Gth of June 
and took up the work in “The Spiritual
ists' Training School” at Mantua, O. 
On account of the change of the date of 
the Jubilee, the commencement of the 
school was postponed; in consequence 
of this arrangement, we were compelled 
to leave for our Western appointments 
two weeks before the close of school.

Our first objective point was Win
field, Kansas. This was Mr. Hull’s 
fourth season with the Spiritualists of 
that section, and my second. I will not 
take time nor space to give a detailed 
report of the cause or our work in that 
part of the country. I would simply 
note in passing, it was the decision that 
a better meeting had never been held 
In that locality-. So much interest was 
awakened that the Spiritualists effect
ed a new organization, to be known as 
the Arkansas Valley Spiritualists’ 
Camp-meeting Association. A Woman’s 
Auxiliary was also organized and en
listed In active service. Before the 
close of the meeting, the Woman’s So
ciety had collected a goodly sum of 
money and received pledges for tent 
furnishings, all of which will assist 
largely in making the camp of 1899 an 
unprecedented success.

From Winfield we went to Cedar 
Vale, where we held four night meet
ings and two on Sunday. While at the 
last named place the mercury danced 
up to nearly one hundred. Notwith
standing, we were greeted on every oc
casion by large audiences.

During tlie few days of our sojourn 
at Cedar Vale; Cupid was busy and 
making haste to send out the ehlme’ of 
“wedding bells” under the sanction of 
the religion of Spiritualism. Mr. Hull’s 
appointments would not permlt'hlm to 
remain though the occasion was to be
the sealing of the legal bond between 
two young Spiritualists, representing 
families who were prominent in the 
work, consequently tlie writer remained 
to “say the words" and confer her 
blessing on the precious pair who loved 
Spiritualism so much they would live it 
under all circumstances.

On my return east, I was delayed In 
St. Louis for hours; thus I was forced 
to leave Chicago as soon as I could get 
a train for my next point, Haslett Park 
Camp, from which pb:ice this will be 
sent. I was disappointed, as I had an
ticipated one or two days at least In the 
city where wo pay taxes, aud of which 
we speak occasionally, .as our home.

My legitimate work at tills camp Is ou 
behalf of the lyeeum, although 1 am 
here us elsewhere, an “all around hand” 
iu the camp. In addition to the Ly
ceum work, 1 linve at present a delight
ful class of young ladies who have be
come deeply interested In the Emerson
ian system of physical culture.

Mr. Hull is at present at Island Lake 
Camp (forty miles distant,) “so near 
aud yet so far.” It would be a little 
pleasanter for eaeb, if we were within 
speaking distance, but such are some of 
the little sacrifices that now aud then 
must be given to the cause.

Many charming letters have come to 
baud since I took up the camp work 
for tlie season, and I have enjoyed 
them all, but have had no opportunity 
of answering them save in loving 
thoughts, but there is a time ahead of 
me, 1 have occasional glimpses of it. 
when I shall be settled In my own little 
home and free from tbe confusion of 
travel, daily meetings and constant 
care. I shall have ample time to make 
up for my long silence.

Just a few words concerning Haslett 
before I close. Tbe meetings are 
smaller than a few years since, not 
that there are less Spiritualists in this 
part of Michigan. Oh, no; but two 
other . camps have been established 
from the old Haslett camp, aud as a re
sult, neither are supported in a manner 
that a Spiritualist camp-meeting or as
sociation should be.

I would not have It inferred that this 
camp Is not a success iu a way, for In
teresting meetings are held every day 
except Monday. The Lyceum work is 
carried on five mornings In the week. 
The-evening entertainments thus far 
have been above the average of the 
camp entertainments. The dining hall 
is well managed; I have never seen bet
ter fare at any camp. The grounds are 
kept cleanly, the managers are court
eous and kind, and if there has been 
any inharmony on the grounds it has 
not come to my knowledge.

As speakers, we have had up to date, 
Mrs. Julia Walton. Mrs. Helen Stuart 
Richings, J. Frank Baxter, Hon. 0. P. 
Kellogg (the chairman), and myself. 
Mrs. Marion Carpenter and E. W. 
Sprague are yet to come.

There are several good mediums on 
the grounds; as l am unacquainted with 
the names of some of them, will not 
make mention of any; I do not want the 
name of showing favoritism in this di
rection, when personally I know no 
more of one than the others. .

I intend to reach home about Septem
ber 1. Home address, 359 Normal ave- • 
nue, Buffalo, N. Y. • .

MATTIE E. HULL.

The Spiritual Philosophy versus Di
abolism. Two lectures by Mfs. Maria 
M. King. Price reduced from 25 cents to 
20 cents. ’

God the Father, and the Man the Im
age of God. Two lectures. By Mrs. 
Maria M. King. Price reduced from 25 
cents to 20 cents.

il. M. B.

read your

Who be Impossible for the itinerary to ac- vital importance; a book that ought to

Mrs.

VICKSBURG CAMP.

Premium Terms

‘Art Magic” for $1.20. I well remem-
servlces throughout ber when this book first issued from the

il

SpIrltuaUste and I To the Editor:-To say I am pleased 
What Is Spiritualism? ’ A pamphlet of with Ghost Land but faintly expresses 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- my feeling. I have had one volume and 
known author. Price 15 cents. For gave it to a soldier going to Manila, 
sale at this office. - ' C. D. PARKS.

be In the home of every SpiritualistWe hope to make the lyeeum one of famllv G S STFPHEX'Sthe most attractive features of the so- r’
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CASSADAGA.
Notes of the Daily Doings,

Last Tuesday and Wednesday the 
campers and friends had.,tlie privilege 
of listening to the scholarly addresses 
of Brother H. D. Barrett. The chair
man, in introducing him said, that Cas
sadaga was welcoming the home-com
ing of their boy, and that like other 
young men he had brought back with 
him a helpmeet and companion. The 
welcome extended to both by the audi
ence was indeed a happy and cordial 
one. Brother Barrett then spoke upon 
the subject, “The Sub-Evolution of all 
Religions," and he handled it in a mas
terly manner. He was listened to by a 

i large attendance each day, and then 
: was busy in packing his household ef- 
■ fects that were here. He had resided 

here and was chairman for something 
I like eight years, and now lie moves all 

his belongings to his new home in Bos
ton. The well wishes of all who knew 
him went with him when he took his 
departure.

At tlie time Brother Barrett was here 
tbe annual convention of tlie Young 

, People's National Spiritualist Union 
• was in session, and he spoke for them 

and gave them great, encouragement to 
go on with their work. Tuesday even
Ing the young people belonging to the 
local society nt-LHy Dale gave tin en
tertainment for the benefit of the ex
pense fund of the convention, consisting 
of the Grecian movements, by many of 
the young ladles, each carrying a beau
tiful national emblem, the Stars and 
Stripes, while the orchestra played the 
“Star Spangled Banner." There was 
vocal and instrumental music, ice 
cream and cake, and - telegrams from 
various parts of the world, written for 
the occasion. Then there were a num- ’ 
ber of booths for the fortune-teller, 
palmist and astrologer. The affair was 
a grand success, and netted them quite 
a sum.

Mrs. Cora, L. V. Richmond came 
Thursday, and the rain was pouring 
down In torrents when she came from 
the train. In the afternoon she gave 
the address, and it was very practical 
and one of her best efforts. She did not 
give a very lengthy report of ber trip to 
London. She spoke again Friday to a 
large gathering; also Sunday morning.

In the afternoon we bad the pleasure 
of listening to tlie Rev. E. L. Rexford, 
who bus spoken here before, and is well 
liked.

Last Friday night there was an en
tertainment glveii/by the small'children 
of the lyeeum, for the benefit of their 
fund, aud too much credit cannot be 
given to tlie conductors and leaders for 
their ca'reful, painstaking drill of the 
little ones. The exercises were taken 
part in by those ranging from seven to 
ten or twelve years of age, and to say 
that they did their part well is putting 
it very mildly. There was a very large 
attendance of the older children upon 
the ground, and they all voted it a suc
cess, and If every town or hamlet had 
such patient teachers as we have here, 
there would be an active working lyee
um in every one of them, and then 
when tbe friends come to Cassadaga or 
any other camp, they would not have 
to ask In the conferences, what the 
Spiritualists can do to keep their young 
children out of tlie orthodox Sunday
school. I wished many times that even
ing that some of those Spiritualists who 
seem to think that if they get to know 
of tbe truths of the matter, the children 
need not be educated along the same 
Hues, had been present at that enter
tainment, aud at the convention of the 
young people. If Spiritualism is of any 
value to the grown people, it certainly 
should be taught to the children, that 
they may be better qualified to carry 
carry forward the standard of truths 
Io greater heights when we have passed 
from the stage of action.

Too many children have been kept 
from the seance room and have not had 
the instruction as to the philosophy that 
they should have received. That will 
account for their attendance at tlie sec
tarian schools, and for their feeling of 
shame that their fathers and mothers 
believe iu a doctrine so entirely differ
ent from that which they are taught. 
- Tbe greater part of tlie audiences are 
changing about every three days. Many 
are going away on every train, and yet 
every train brings new ones in. It
makes oue feel that it Is good to be 
here, when occasionally you hear some 
one tell of meeting some old friend here 
that they had not seen iu from ten to 
fifteen years.

There certainly has been much good 
done by the meeting this season, and 
there are still two weeks left in which 
to do a great deal more. There was 
harmony among the stockholders at 
their annual meeting to-day, as the 
board was re-elected without opposi
tion, and there will probably be no 
change du the executive officers.

This has been a great camp this year, 
as there surely must have been many 
rays of light for the seeker, there being 
some eighty prominent mediums upon 
the ground, and embracing nearly every 
kind of manifestation known.

Brother Woodbury, the kindly secre
tary of the N. S. A., was here with us 
for a few days, being called here on 
business connected with that body. 
Also our worthy brother, L. V. Moulton.

Mrs.Kayner has had many calls from 
aged people that used to know her 
father, E. V. Wilson. Her cure of the 
gentleman from Meadville, Pa., has 
created quite a stir in that city, and to
day a lady came from there with no 
other purpose than to take treatment 
from her. We have received an excel
lent letter from our friend, giving many 
expressions of gratitude for his restora
tion to health and ability to again at
tend to bls business. She will visit the 
oldest grove meeting association, at 
North Collins, N. Y„ for three da vs, 
soon after this camp closes. It used'to 
be knowg as “Hemlock Hall,” and has 
met annually for forty-three years.

I see that Brother W. H. Bach is put
ting in his new printing office to-day, 
and will make Lily Dale the headquar
ters for the new argosy to be sent out 
upon the great sea where many news
paper ventures have found the shoals 
that have caused their wreck. It will 
be known as “The Sunflower,” and If 
energy and wlU power stand for success 
he will try to win it in the field he has 
chosen. He is certainly an industrious, 
hard-working and pains-taking. young. 
man, and is in. hopes to gain many 
friends to the cause of Spiritualism 
from among the young people of the 
country.

We have been favored with genuine 
physical manifestations through tlie 
medium known as “The Allen Boy.” 
He is one of the best mediums in his 
line I ever saw.‘He has been in our 
cottage for two weeks, coming here 
from Lake Brady, and has given a 

■ number,of remarkable seances, under 
conditions that could not leave a doubt 
in the mind of the sitter.

t.d.kayner.

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrine." By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
•»very detail as to be practically bevond 
the reach of adverse'criticism. Price 
•» cents. For sale at this office. ’

ONSEJ BAY. [SUMMERLANP BEACH.
The Work of t^ie Past Week, I Various Topics of Interest.

' i , +1 I have found here a small but earnest 
Melbt Quartette \ b| c°mPauy of workers determined upon
mid “«SnHaftHomeland, advancing the interests of Spiritualism, 

Mrs m . . . . prominent among whom are S. J.
“Mi ddv i Woolley, who has donated the grounds;^InmL0 ht M°n Waí?rs’ , „ Mr- alld Mrs- Clemens, the latter.a fine 
closed the Quartette clairvoyant physician, test and trumpetWedne n isipf the dey’. I ulediuml Mr. and Mrs. John firoves, at 
ina after^dueh1'® t Wh°Se co1-tage 1 am beiDS made wel- 
nAtef-fn.,V n V Í ll"sseS«a- I come; Mrf and Mrs. J. Wkman, Mrs.

i ,1’ F ” add,l’?ssPd aHdi’ Lawrenee and others. The association 
SnVi^ are by tlle slde of beautiful

,UJan Life; Its Destroy or its Buckeye Lake, the largest body of 
hiaSbv 1 ew.u A1? ohey ■” SiUg' 1valer iu Ohi0’ and wlllch furnishes ex- u.nibj tJle Melba Quartette. I cellent fishing. There is a large hotel

dhursday was Grand -Army Day. three stories, with broad verandas and
low« Xf°te-.rar h h emed bHtliVd iu bU' I roo,lls "'Idcb büastíi of uwquette rugs

pf Soms as it pere on that oeca- and fine bedroom sets. A handsome
O “.5 f,al eu be5oes: f°r sucU a I pallor and dining-room, excellent cub
downpoui of incessant rain is seldom sine, and the presiding genius of Mrexperienced. No withstanding, large and Mrs. S. J. Hussey, so ¿vorably I -
audiences assembled in the Temple to known at Chesterfield damp; rods of I
Imirn m-ntertt0 W’ lhe H* na hild Iars° piuk 1’olyanthus, plenty of boats, ■*"
rasteldt e?J.U ? 'ery. ?IQtty bt 6 eu' a tobogffiu slide, water lilies and the -
tertainment that was interesting. Mrs. wonderful glory of the Sacred Lily of -P
2’2-, > M Sllv.c,tlle address of the the Nile, which has been transplanted 
moining, closing with a beautiful aud to the reservoir by the State, and theregrand poem from subjects given by the I grow in all their historic beauty A I
'"in re0'«« clear atmosphere, wholly free from ma-

HiAhe afternoon an interesting pro- laria, completes the list of worldly at- I 
and c*1™ i°U^ Tbe, te?’l’Ie tractions. The spiritual attractions 
““d a«dlt01Avere bandsomely deeo- have, I believe, well pleased the people 
lated iu yellow and white eml)!eiha.tle also' 11
colors, with the red, white aud blue; Ño canin iu the world hns bettAr nd I ■ . / <
ajso flags of every nation in the world, vantages, albeit itmeeds more working \A/ORD OF A»PPRF Al AvTIOll\l 
making a very pleasing effect. Spiritualists. ■* VII ¿11 1 FiLOI/w I 11 J IN

On account of the dampness from the I opened the services with lectures, » « • ■ I V-l 1
heavy rains of the day previous, the tests and improvised songs, August 7. I 
1'ilday morning services of the Wo- I Willard J. Hull gave two masterly dis- I H 
S»heldJn A1?0 T?m’ courses, August 14, while I assisted “l

>E .^,es conimeneed with selec- I with readings and improvisations. I ' 
tion by Melba. Quartette. Mrs. H. L. Sunday-, August 21, I again conduct tlie 
! ,lJS<S.e.?U?m^11r?í‘?d the. addrts.s'...ber I services. The attendance has been un
subject, Romans Part iu the Civiliza- usually good considering all of the cir- 
„i u r ^orld.' A profound and eumstances, and it is also a financial I 

m x, success. Ernest Stevens, the trumpet
■ a rnooí the sertíces weve medium, is with us and giving good sat- km-. . ■held at the auditorium. Miss May isfactlon, aud my little daughter Essie I 1 .the received the extra
I'reneh, of the Melba Quartette, recited has given a few5readings while blind- “““bm’s of lhe Progressive Thinker 
“Jim Bludsoe." Rev. Anna Shaw was I fold^, which were Sally satlsfac- I andGhost Laud. I have not had time 
introduced and gave for the subject of I tory. ” reQd the book, but anticipate a
her lecture, “The New Man.” Mrs. I We all feel very proud and liarmv to I treat ?'hea 1 do’ 11 like oth‘ 
Shaw kept her audience In good humor I be able to announce that the tile for the ®ISI’1,c““uot see how you can afford to 
white declaring wholesome truths. foundation of the auditorium is ordered ‘ ,b“S ,such a paper ttud give sucb 

The Melba Quartette rendered appro- aud that work will soon commence btau.tlfu,1 Premiums with it. I can’t uu- 
priate and classic music throughout the upon Hie structure. This will be one of dc, ^““d.kow any Spiritualist can live 
three days', entertainment. A letter the few eamps in the State wfficTwffi I 'Vithoul tho paper’ MRS- N- 1{IS1D’ 
from Miss Sarah J. Farmer -was read, I absolutely have no debt upon its shoul- I ------
regretting her Inability to be at Onset ders. To the Editor:-! have read “Ghost
on tilts occasion. I September 4, I open the work in I Land” with deep interest. 1 am very

p!e,a®ed aga!n Co^tebus having been employed by fllud that Spiritualists are having an
Adklnsou, assistant editor of the late the association- of that city, which is opportunity to read it, for I think the 
Lucy- Stone Blackwell’s paper, The Wo- I certainly one of the most representa- author of the book may be taken as tlie 
man s \\ orld, who came with her pen to I tive iu the country, for one year, but I highest authority. It lias done me more 
report for that paper the Interesting have reserved the months X>f January, good than words can express, and I 
events of the Woman’s Congress. February-, April aud May for other so- trust that it may correct many crude 

Saturday morning- services in the eietles. 1 expect and hope to accom- and erroneous ideas heretofore preva- 
temple. A selectton by the- Melba plish the work of a medium aud in a lent among Spiritualists. ” “ “
Quartette prefaced the lecture. Mrs. large measure that of a spiritual mln- ____
Kate R. Pope, of Leominster, daughter I later. There is a noble field of liunmni- I To the Edltor’-I have re-.o vuur
of the celebrated lecturer, Mrs. Juliette I tartan labor open for the lecturer who nremlum Ghost Land and a world of 
leaw, gave the morning address. Her is employed by the year, which it would HKht it ’throws on many questions of subject, “The Pioneer Women Whe 1 r— <*«—......  -......- I -n tni0"s 011 “““J <l«esttons or
Have worked for the Education and I eomplish. 
Rights of Woman,” I

Out of the Abundance of the Heart the Mouth 
Speaketh” of Our Premium Book.

To the Editor:—Your paper is doing a 
great work, and all Spiritualists should 
support you. Those books, no Spiritual
ist can do without them at the price, 
and paper included. I wish you all the 
good things of this life, and a long one 
to still conduct The Progressive Thlnk- 
er- 0. H. COLVIN.

'Io the Editor:—I have received Art 
Mag 1c. It is a mine of the richest gems 
of spiritual thought. If the thousands 
or our people only realized the fact that 
you are dealing out the richest treas
ures of thought, comparatively free of 
charge, when sent with the loyal and 
true Progressive Thinker, they would 
respond to your constant effort to sup
ply them with the richest literature 
that flows from the spirit world.

C. F. COLE.

Afternoon serviqes in the grove. . ----------------------- ------
Mary Elizabeth Lease, of Wichita, Kas., clatL T , ,
gave tlie address. Ilgr subject, “The Commencing October 2, I shall give L.3® /A®,?.‘*,0]'' J “n‘ A31’.1’5’ A1 3C’
Signs of the Times.” ,Mrs. Lease elec- at tlle lla11 a course of lectures ujion knou¡edging the receipt of Art MaJc. 
trifles her audiences .with wholesome UI’OU. other phases of psychic aud spirit- , i3° far as 1 have looked into it, the 
truths forcibly expressed. ua' law. I hope to have all who are Impression received is generous and

The three davs of Woman’s ’conirross allillg and ftlso those wll° '"'lsh to de- hopeful of good. 1 trust to a generous which took pHce°the lite 12th VelOp m<‘(il,,msllll’ attend. By the use aPl>‘’eclation of my anxiety to atone for 
13th were an tetelloctual Iren To of tllls metllod 1 kave not only had a wll3t ma-v seem to J’ou »««Hess impor- 
witness the talent displayed, the dor- I 5A,aA. ”an/ „wonderful cures per- 1' A' PARKINSON,
niant possibilities that have external- hut ? * "'ho have used it for
ized in woman thd past few years is in- 1!lt P,1.1l)ose have had tlie tobacco and ° the Editor:-! herewith send you
deed encouraging not oniv to the fe- Uquor hablt eured- K wiU always be l’°st office order In renewal of iny submale portion“of mankind1 but the male my effort to tea«h that Spiritualism scription for The Progressive Thinker 
portion themselves should feel a nrlde b,“ss AW. al,d IU0,‘l1 health when aad, Art Magic, which you are so gener-
in tlie outcome so far developed in the uudei’stood. Ve have too many who «usly donating to your subscribers. I
mother portion of the race Man has dall)' ''vlth thcse lft"'s> uot using, them U1ink there must be some “magic” in
been waiting all these veers for the as Personally, nnd the result is poor t le replenishing of your exchequer, or
slstance woman can gtee though he heullh’ or worse yct' b;ul hnbit» which dse you must have had a big pile laiddid not know “t He ha!’ been going are a dlsh'riU!e considering the fact that up to start with, and if the latter, you
tandem long enough and now he Is "’e nie 60 close t0 the borderland of must remember that drop by drop tlieULHULLU CUUUM1 unu uow 11<? 18 DO- honlth nppfin mnv Ha Amntinri
coming convinced that woman is indeed i '„j.,, . n . . y R m nintAnnunv
his equal iu development when you ,al“ g aAto tha.t tlde ls turn’ S. M. RICHARDSON,
give her the opportunity and they can I !rA1.‘egardl,lg “A ,Jubllw expenses. ------
work side by side for the better, nobler A,A. J8 0 doubt i“.a,ny on?s udnd To the Editor:-It Is with pleasure 
and higher development of future gen- A, , rA, Aere ml»,ake6; Plenly of that 1 "’rlte that I have received “Art 
orations with greater success. * . .' .A 1 for one love the cause of Magic” all right. I have not concluded

AUGUSTA FRANCES TRIPP Spiritualism well enough to accept any the reading of the book yet, but And it 
• । honest effort, mistakes and all, which Intensely interesting, and it satisfacto- 

does as much to change public opinion rily answers many queries that have 
and to present Spiritualism properly as I been in my mind. I shall certainly rec- 
the Jubilee did. We have too much of omniend it to all my friends; aud 1 wish 
the element who take all tlie good of to thank you very much for it, as I look 
our truth, brighten their lives nnd their upon it as in tbe nature of a gift, the

Some Reformatory Objects. bomcs by lts rays’ auJ l^n begrudge paper alone being worth all and more
  J "* every dollar they give. We have too of the $1-20 forwarded to you. With 

.. T,,,, T. , , many people comfortably situated who earnest wishes for your further success,To the Editor: I desire space In your think they are justified In keeping all I am, yours very sincerely,
yalunble columns for a brief notice of they have aud If possible gain, more AMELIA E. HAYES,
the Mcksblirg Camp-meeting. The lo- through the aid of mediums; we have ____
cation, the material environments, tbe too many who hold fast to every cent
executive officer, Oscar Edgerly, aud for fine flummeries and never are To the Edilor:—1 received the books, 
the brave little woman who owns nnd ready to make a sacrifice in order to “Ghos,t AaAd” ?^d “Art Magic”; they 
controls the material environments, a disseminate these truths. are splendid aud instructive.
majority of the readers of The Pro- By no means would I be understood MRS. J. J. WHITNEY,
gressive Thinker are no doubtacquaint- ns wishing that there hnd been no crit- ------
ed icism. but it should have been more dis- t0 fi1P Editor-—I note that Tlie Pro-

The Vicksburg Cnmp, like the most ot passionate. From these mistakes and gressive Thinker will not visit mo in 
our western camps, is thoroughly spir- their frank acknowledgment will come the future If I do not “cash up.” Find 
itual and reformatory. It seems to me a lesson, but I say that a people which enclosed an order for S1.20. I have a 
this camp is sure to occupy the front is no( interested in a Jubilee is too cold; eonv of Art Maelc for which I mid Rti 
rank in spiritual reform movements. I they need vanning up aud a people but I want your edition to match Ghost 
mean spiritual in contradistinction to not willing to aid hi its expenses, Land. H LEWIS
fashionable summer resort materialistic though personal!)- they may not attend, ’ ' '
camps. will never take care of their mediums, ------

I haven't tlie least desire to complain and bave many illustrations of To the Editor:—My query expressed 
or find fault with the management of for mediumship and unloved iu your journal recently as to what sur-
any camp, but merely refer to acknowl- m£dinl?1s wlt11 us already. prlseawalted your readers, was quickly
edged conditions that exist, by wav of J lc llst of lecturers who paid their answered, “Art Magic.” Truly this is 
comparison; the spirit that underlies own expenses was incomplete. I was an unparalleled offer: Ono year's sub- 
and moves' the Vicksburg camp, Is di- one tl,0KC Pa’d all of my own scription to your valuable paper and 
vinely spiritual; all externals receive exPe“ses- ‘ • ••
due consideration but are ever second- week-night ary. I the State and for

The writer was invited to come here 
and teach a class in practical medicine, 
because the owner and controller be- 
llevpd the campers needed lessons on 
that subject, and she ((Miss J Fraser) I Haslett Park Damn was not mistaken; as the lessons have , U uamP’ 
received the attention 'and enthusiastic , ,p of Has’ett Park have .- 1 again held their annual meeting at the To the Editor:—Have just received

auditorium. Our roll call was thirty- I Art Nagle- I have read about 65 pages 
seven, all In good standing. Our meet- anfl llke [t very much. I look forward 
ing was opened by the choir, followed w!th a «reat deal of Pleasure for The 
by the reading of the minutes by the Progressive Thinker which I receive ev- 
secretary. I cry week. I take 13 weekly papers and

—-------- unengaged months I gifted and competent writer, Mrs. E. H.
can be addressed at 89 West Goodale Britten; It sold readily from stand and 
street, Columbus, Ohio. elsewhere at $5 per copy. It presents

CARRIE F. WEATHERFORD. all occult subjects in such comprelien- 
--------—_ slve manner it should be read bv all.

TITUS MERRITT.

endorsement of nearly'all the campers. 
The interest Increased every day. I 
will only add It Is a't’reat pleasure to 
teach a large class, ‘Anxious, earnest 
and receptive. ' r .

Those who knout tile writer's views 
on politics, religion, aid medicine, un-
derstand that I oppose the one man or 
woman power as a rifle, but there are 
exceptions to all rme^ aqd that excep
tion is noticeable atthjs camp; the gen
tle, quiet, clear-hejieg lady who man
ages this camp is apyepthy example for 
all camps and sp^dtq^l gatherings.

So far as I can judge from a week’s 
observation, every , moye,' every ques
tion, eVery suggestion is settled- from 
the standpoint of the spiritual; will this 
or that effort, change or advauci* the 
grand, glorious 'principles of plain Spir
itualism, is the question.

It is already settled that a reform In 
medicine Is to be one of the features of 
this camp. This the writer firmly be
lieves, will lead to the establishment of 
a health school, and that in the near 
future the primary principles of the ex
act sciences may be taught at the Vicks
burg camp. May the quier, modest 
movement inaugurated spread, is the 
desire of all generous souls. I believe 
our camps should become educational 
or change their names from spiritual to 
fashionable, materialistic camps. Let 
us discard all deception ahd hypocrisy, 
and raise the spiritual standard. "

Chicago Spiritualists could hardly do 
better than to visit this camp; it is tbe 
nearest well-established camp. .

' - DR. M. E. CONGER.

Our worthy president, who will soon a numher of monthlies and seml-month- 
see his eighty-seventh birthday, took I lies- aBd above them aI11 Prlze the Pro- 
the floor and gave some grand remarks Passive Thinker the highest 
on the grand cause of Spiritualism, G- LEATHERS,
which we all felt keenly, for we fear It I ____
may be his last year with us. Follow-1 
ing him was read a poem composed by I To the Editor:—Please And enclosed 
him, entitled "Wonderful Change” $L20 to renew my subscription to The 
Seventy-five years back they used tlie Progressive Thinker, and Art Magic. I 
old wooden plow, the three-square have Ghost Land. I cannot see how 
“drag” and a flail, the old iron pitchfork T°u 0411 ench books for so little
and the wooden hand-fan that tossed I money- 1 w!®h to express the deep re- 
the Wheat in the air for the chaff to I 1 bave for you Personally and the 
blow away, until It was fit to take to noble work you have been doing for the 
the mill; the old scythe and sickle and last thirty years. I have held you In 
the clumsy.rake. All these tools were dear memory since you gave to the 
the best they could make. He has seen I world that lucid, far-reaching and ex- 
the coming of the railroads and steam- haustiye essay that was called a 
lX»ts, canals and the telephone. He has i‘Search After God- I learned more 
Itrtd to see the old laid aside and new I fLom that than any other subject that 
inventions step in. Also the step from ever engaged my mind. I do not say 
the old school-house where they used to I V13,n a EP‘nt of flattery, but from the 
worship, to costly churches. All these depths of a grateful heart that it is only 
things he has passed through, and yet I y°ur due, not only for past but present 
he says there are more to come. I effort. I have been tbe recipient of 
- We then had an address by Mrs. Wal-1 i,rot? £n.e,, . lbree spiritual papers for 
ton, after which came the election of the last thirty-five years, and to me The 
officers for the coming year Progressive Thinker is the -acme of

- > MRS. O. H. SOULE, Sec’y. them fll1’ SMITH n0MER-

Io the Editor:—Please excuse me for 
not acknowledging the receipt of the 
beautiful books, Ghost Land and Art 
Magic; they are much better than I ex
pected. I take great pleasure In read
ing them. Many thanks and well 
wishes. MRS. M. J. RAMAGE.

To the Editor:—Some time In March I 
$?;12 fur Th0 Progressive 

1 hinkei for this year (1808) and Ghost 
band. I was very much pleased with 
both paper aud book, and now I want 
Ai t Magic, and we think we cannot do 
without The Progressive Thinker, so I 
send with this $1.20 to pay for -the 
paper for 1899 and Art Magic, as adver
tised by you. It seems to me that the 
paper grows better all tlie time, and we 
are very much pleased with It, and we 
want to read Art Magle and feel sure 
that we will be very much interested in 
It. MRS. HANNAH SMALL.

To the Editor:—I received Ghost 
Land, and a few days later, Art Xlagic 
I have been very busy, so only glanced 
at them hurriedly; but enough to know 
I have two splendid books aud for the 
price are tlie grandest I ever saw. I 
thank you very much and wish you suc
cess. MRS. C. C. SOSTHEIM.

Description of ArtMagic.
"Art Magic" contains nearly 400 largo 

pages. It Is neatly printed on first-class 
quality of paper, and bound In cloth In 
exquisite style; iu fact but very’ few 
books to-day are so neatly and sub
stantially gotten up, and yet it is to be 
sent forth practically as a gift. It will 
be an ornament to any center table, and 
its contents will be perused with avid
ity by all reflective minds, however 
much they may dissent from some of 
tbe opinions presented.

REMEMBER that all or 
dors must be accom 
panted by their requi 
site amounts, viz

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker
One Year, $1,20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive

. Thinker One Year, 
$1.70.
Belvidere Seminary.

The fall term of this institution will’ 
begin September 21. Location health
ful and beautiful. No Illness in the 
school for the past two years. Pupils 
have made excellent progress in their 
studies, and in the art of self govern
ment Terms moderate. For circulars 
address the principal, Belle Bush. -

References—Mrs. Loe F. Prior, Atlan
ta, Ga.; Mrs. W. P. Williams, Salem,” 
Ore.; Joseph H. Wilson, Esq., Belvidere, 
N. J.; Mrs. J.-C. Jackson, Chicago, Ill ; 
Catherine J. Musson, Philadelphia, Pa.; 
Dy. Arthur B. Ewell, 312 West 14th 
street, New York City; Editors of Ban
ner of Light and Progressive Thinker.

KEEP IN TOUGH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritua'l 

movement. You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week. 
The paper one year and Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as tbe 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, Is el
egantly bound in cloth and nicely- 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your li
brary.
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COPTERS FROM A LIFE,GENER/VL SURVEY.. I

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD-fTS WORKERS 
DOINGS, ETO.. THE WORLD OVER.

Elizabeth Stuart Phelps on 
Spiritualism.

<s>'

WRITE PLAINLY.

Wo would like to impress upon the

Mr. and Mrs. Gray write from Erie 
Pa.: “Owen Z. Meredith, tlie boy nielli-
urn has been willr us a week and has 
1.....  ’■"’ "■ig very successful1 trumpeti»v nuuxu luxe tv impresa upvu . ..

minds ot our1 correspondents that The been holding ' _
Progiessive Thinker is set up on a seances, and all have been very much
Linotype machine tliat must make
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and it is essen
tial that all copy, to insure insertion iu 
the paper, all otlier’requirements being 
favorable, should be written with ink 
pu white paper, or witli a typewriter, 
pud on only one side of the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
ip alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed’to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
.whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for thoso 
who differ from you.

Geo. F. Perkhis, lecturer, singer and 
test medium, desires to correspond with 
societies for the purpose of serving 
them. Western lines preferred. Ad
dress 587 N. Clark street, Chicago.

Married m Cleveland, 0., August 10, 
1898, C. II. Figuers to Miss Frances 
Hammond, Robt. C. Wright, mayor of 
Glenville, officiating.

E. J. Bowtell may be addressed for 
engagements for fall and winter dates 
at 3 Linn street, Ithaca, N. Y.

Dr. M. E. Conger writes from Vicks
burg Cnmp: "The most social, spiritual 
cnmp I have ever attended. Chicago 
Spiritualists could never do better than 
to spend a week or two at this camp. 
My school is a fixture here. It is the 
first step m a reform that seems to be 
ripe, anil Miss Fraser and I were wise 
In pulling it upon the footing of social 
equality. May the angels continue to 
bless this little angel, Miss Jeannette 
Fraser. She is a jewel of the first 
water."

Mrs. Mattie E. Hull served the Has- 
Jett Park Camp three weeks the present 
season in the Interest of tlie Children's 
■Progressive Lyceum. She will reach 
■her home m Buffalo about September 1. 
She will occupy lhe rostrum for the 
First Spiritualist Church,Sunday morn
ing and evening, September 4. This 
.will be tlie opening of tbe year’s en
gagement with tliat society between 
Mr. Hull and herself. Mrs. Hull is at 
present corresponding with lyceums 
■with a view of working up an interest 
in tlie movement, hoping by so doing, 
that there may lie a large representa
tion ot Lyceum workers and sympathiz
ers in attendance at tlie meeting to be 
held in Washington, D. C., October 
next.

Fond du Lae Commonwealth: It was 
three years ago Hint the Rev. J. A.-Mil
burn, formerly pastor of the First Pres
byterian church of this city, surprised 

/Ills Indianapolis congregation by an
nouncing that lie believed In baseball 
playing on Sunday. But under Iris win
some oratory, and by his extremely 
clever way of always “putting tilings,” 
his flock soon recovered from tlie shock. 
But on Sunday the pastor of the Second 
•Presbyterian church hurled another 
surprise at ills congregation, by suiting 
that he believed In the possibilities of 
Spiritualism. He declared that there 
•was nothing repugnant to tlie truth in 
the belief that a mother, who had ten
derly watched over n child in life, might 
communicate witli him after death. 
Both in fishing and in preaching, Mr. 
Milburn is a man of surprises.

■Mrs. John Lindsey, of Grand Rapids, 
Mich., lias been doing missionary wo''k 
for Spiritualism in the village of Muk
wonago, Wis., sowing seeds of truth 
that will in duo time yield their harvest 
of good. Sho believes that workers 
should go out into tlie highways and 
hedges ami work for the cause. Her 
meetings m Grand Rapids will re-open 
September 1. She is now at home ami 
ready for calls wherever needed.

Arzelia C. Clay writes: “The cause of 
Spiritualism is gaining popular favor, 
rather than taking retrograde steps in 
iGrand Rapids, Mich. A meeting has 
been organized at North Park, and we 
have been favored with tests and 
speaking from Mrs. R. W. Barton, of 
Minneapolis, Minn. She, with other 
good workers are doing no small 
amount of good. Lydia D. Everett, M. 
D., is putting forth efforts to enhance 
the welfare of the human family, that 
■jve may live upon a higher plane. 
Their address is 169 Ionia street, Grand 
Rapids, Mich. Mrs. Barton is an able 
and eloquent speaker, having a genial 
disposition that unites will) her spirit
ual and intellectual attributes, and 
gains many friends for our ranks.”

H. F. Coates writes: “I have returned 
from my visit, and can now be found 
at 2420 Indiana avenue each day for 
sittings and slate-writings and regular 
circles on Sunday. Tuesday and Friday 
evenings. I found at my old home that 
tlie interest in Spiritualism had not died 
out, which was proven by a large num
ber who come each night to witness the 

■phenomena.”
Joseph Cooper writes from Provi

dence, Rhode island: “The Providence 
Spiritual Association, which holds its 
meetings in Columbia Hall, will reopen 
for the ensuing season as follows: Sun
days, September 4 and 11, it will hold 
medium’s circle at 8 p. m„ aud all me
diums interested in the cause of Spirit
ualism are cordially invited to come 
forward and render all the assistance 
possible. On Sundays, September 18 
and 25, Mrs. Effie J. Webster, of Lynn, 
Mass., will occupy our platform after
noon and evening, followed by Mr. J. 
Frank Baxter, Sunday, October 2.”

Mrs. N. Reid writes: “I, like many 
others, cannot see how you can afford 
to publish such a paper and give such 
Beautiful premiums with it. I can't un
derstand bow any Spiritualist can live 
’Without the paper.” .

Married, at Lake Brady, August 14, 
1898, Miss Esther Witt and Mr. Frank 
Steele, both of Amherst, Ohio. MrA. 
'Anna Robinson, of Port Huron, Mich., 
performed the ceremony. .

Coulson Turnbull, Ph. D., who has 
Just returned from India after a two 
years’ sojourn, will lecture six evenings 
at 044 Englewood avenue, on “The 
Basis of Scientific Prophecy.” Lectures 
commence Thursday, August 25, at 8. 
p. tn. Much new and valuable instruc- 
tlon will be given nt these lectures. 
Blackboard illustrations. ‘

pleased with his demonstrations. We
consider him the best medium that has 
ever visited this locality.1 The commu
nications that came through his power, 
botli in trumpet and independent, are 
very plain and distinct. His controls 
and guides are very intelligent and give 
beautiful descriptions of the spirit
world. We are thoroughly convinced 
that he is a genuine medium, noir only 
by -the intelligences that we have seen 
manifest through the trumpet, but by 
the tests that, he has undergone. We 
heartily endorse him to those seeking 
honest mediumship, and we are fully 
satisfied that he will give satisfaction.”

F. M. Scott writes: “The Rev. D. W. 
Hull has been lecturing here for the 
last two weeks. Much good has been 
done by his lectures. Old theology has- 
received a shaking up that it will not 
soon forget. The Spiritualists here 
have organized a society by electing 
the following officers: H. Allen, presi
dent; Mrs. Cole, treasurer; F. M, Scott, 
secretary.”

Dr. J. C. Phillips, one of the old, sub
stantial magnetic healers of the ranks 
and a tried and true psychometrlst, is 
permanently located on the camp 
ground, Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, 
Iowa.

A special to the Times-Herald says: 
“Indiana Spiritualists closed their, 
tenth annual meeting to-day. Moses 
Hull, of Buffalo, was in the pulpit. Al
though tlie weather was inclement and 
threatening, the attendance was large, 
many persons from all sections of the 
state being attracted by Mr. Hull. The 
attendance tills year has been large, 
that of last Sunday being the record 
breaker in the history of the meeting. 
'The meeting next year will extend over 
five weeks. Aside from the funds on 
hand, a subscription fund of $5,000 is 
being raised. A hotel will be built in 
the spring, taking the place of tlie pres
ent lodging and dining hall. Macadam
ized roads and walks will be added, the 
water, gas and other services will be 
extended and other improvements 
made. The association is now in better 
condition than at any time in the past. 
'The reports which have just been com
piled by the state officers show wonder
ful gains in Spiritualism during the 
past year.”

N. S. A. CONVENTION
At Washington, D. C., Oct.

18,19, 20, 21,1898.

All chartered societies are especially 
requested to select able business men 
and women to represent them at this 
convention.

It is particularly desirable that so
cieties be represented by delegates in
stead of proxies. Blank proxies should 
not be placed in the hands of any officer 
of tlie N. S. A., with a request that they 
find some one to represent them. Each 
society should choose a delegate, and 
see to it that the delegate attends the 
meeting.

Certificate rates will enable all dele
gates east of the Mississippi to travel 
at reduced rates. Everything will be 
arranged for their comfort in Washing
ton, D. C.

An excursion is already planned 
from Boston—indeed it Is rumored 
there are to be two, at least from New 
England. • '

Spiritualists of the West, let us hear 
from you. Send a strong representa
tion of your sturdy business men and 
women to the convention.

F. B. WOODBURY, Sec’y.

An Explanation from E. W. 
Wallis.

As there seems to be some misappre
hension about our work and plans, 
please let me state, first, that Mrs. Wal
lis is an inspirational speaker and a 
clairvoyant medium; is in the front 
rank of speakers in England, and gives 
about half a dozen descriptions, at the 
close of her lectures.

Second, I am a trance speaker, and 
enn sing when desired, but am not a 
clairvoyant.

Third, we expect (and are prepared) 
to work separately, and shall be 
pleased to meet the wishes of societies 
desiring our services singly or together.

Fourth, our time is short. I expect to 
start for home in the middle of Janu
ary next, consequently am desirous of 
getting to work at once.

Fifth, will secretaries please write us 
at Lily Dale, N. Y„ stating the best 
terms.

Sixth, we go to Cassadaga for a few 
days and should be glad to visit Buf
falo, Cleveland, Toronto, Rochester aud 
other cities en route. Detroit, Chicago, 
or other cities in Michigan, or the West 
might follow if a continuous tour could 
be arranged. "

Seventh, we arc booked for Berkely 
Hall, Boston, for the month of Novem
ber, aud would be glad to hear from so
cieties in the vicinity for Sunday and 
week-night meetings during that month 
or October.

Letters addressed tn us at Lily Dale 
will be forwarded after we have left. 
Prompt application will greatly oblige.

E. W. WALLIS

The Progressive Thinker.
Every Spiritualist in this broad land 

can keep in touch with our cause by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er, and also obtain a valuable acquisi
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic costs $1.20. Tbe 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age, so that thé book is almost an abso
lute gift, being paid for out of the reve
nue of the office, thus each subscriber 
sharing the profits'of the paper. Sub
scribe at .once and get your neighbor to 
join with you.

"Edith Bramley’s Vision.” Vivid de
scription of a Jesuit spirit conclave, 
together with 'nteresting corroborative 
testimony. Price 15 cents. For sale at 
this office.

“Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment.” By Prof. 
W. M. Lock wood. A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at this office.

“Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Spirit-life.” “The Evolution

’ ’ Married, in Nelsop, Ohio, August G, 
; 1898, Miss Elida ifuiter and Mr. Clar
K ence Proctor, both of Nelson. The cere- ...

,, jnony was performed by Mrs. Anna L. terest of spiritual science, by Michael
V llobinson, of Port Huron, Mich. ¡Faraday. Price 15 cents.

of Man.”‘«Two papers, given in the in-

[Chapters From a Lite: By Elizabeth 
Stuart Phelps. Boston and New York: 
Houghton, Miflliii and Company. Cloth, 
pp. 278. Price §1.50.] ‘

Tlie well-known author of “The Gates 
Ajar" series of sermon-novels does not 
in Iler «autobiographical work, "Chap
ters From a Life,” invite her public to 
stray very far “Beyond tlie Gates.” 
opening into the sacred recesses of heir 
real private life. Indeed, the opening 
words of the first chapter are in tlie 
form of a protest against any invasion 
by public curiosity upon tlie precincts 
of her cherished individuality. So ns a 
true and frank self-revelation these 
“chapters” are not very satisfactory to 
the hungry, sensation-loving, reading 
world, and though she has given it an 
interesting book, a notable addition to 
literary biography, yet tlie reader un
avoidably gets the impression that all 
through she is trying to get the author 
posed in the proper perspective for pub
lic inspection, with a somewhat un
satisfactory result both to herself and 
her readers. Here and there, however, 
she seems to forget the pose she has 
assumed aud engagingly lets us get a' 
momentary peep at the reality; then, 
angry with herself for her forgetful
ness, shuts the door of her heart upon 
us with a bang—just os a very shyly 
sensitive and really sweet-natured girl 
sometimes shocks and surprises her 
friends by what seems rudeness, but 
which is really the frightened outcome 
of her overmastering bashfulness.

Such like shyness we may be sure is 
tlie reason why Mrs. Phelps-Ward, in
stead of really taking the publie into 
lief confidence aud in these “chapters” 
revealing her own true inwardness, 
dwells at length upon the causes which 
led to writing certain of her books, her 
methods of writing and remuneration 
received; location and descriptions of 
her various homes, etc. Doubtless, also, 
her true heart history has before this 
been interwoven in tlie lives of her va
rious heroes and heroines in her stories 
and poems. Her capacity -for heart
warmth and wide friendliness is suf
ficiently proven by the eulogies be
stowed on those friends who met her on 
her own plane of thought, intellect, and 
feeling—euloglums which, taking the 
form of reminiscences, form a large 
share of the book, giving additional 
charm and value as biography.

She must herself have a winningly 
intellectual personality who counted 
among her dear and intimate friends 
such men and women as Harriet 
Beecher Stowe, Dr. Holmes, the poet 
and genial philosopher of the “Tea
Cups;” the beloved publisher, James T. 
Fields, the poet Whittier, breezy Celia 
Thaxter and Edward Rowland Sill; 
Phillips Brooks, the great preacher; as 
well as her father's friend and col
league, Dr. Edwards A. Park, of An
dover Theological Seminary. Of these 
she speaks very fully aud relates of 
them many new and pertinent anec
dotes. Passing glimpses are also given 
of her friendships with Longfellow, 
Lucy Larcom, Mary A. Livermore, and 
Lydia Maria Child, one of the heroines 
of the anti-slavery cause. She gives us 
also Emerson from a new point of view.

Not tbe least interesting of these 
reminiscences are those concerning her 
own family, her maternal grandfather, 
Rev. Moses Stuart, professor of sacred 
literature, author of many commen
taries, and a German lexicon; her pa
ternal grandfather, Rev. Dr. E. Phelps, 
notable for the spiritual visitations 
whicl| also troubled the renowned Wes
ley family, though both professed to be 
disbelievers in Spiritualism. A very 
pathetic story Is revealed in her brief 
reference to her own gifted mother, 
for whom she was named and who died 
when her only daughter wn& but eight 
years old, and her only son a few years 
younger. Mrs. Phelps was a prolific 
writer of popular Sunday-school books, 
many of which are in use to-duy.

While several of Elizabeth Phelps- 
Ward’s novels have done notable mis
sionary work in converting people to a 
belief In Spiritualism—especially the 
“Gates Ajar” series—it seems strange 
to find her in this seml-autoblograpliy 
disavowing any definite personal belief 
or experiences in Spiritualism. She 
says: “I have been asked, possibly a 
thousand times, whether I looked upon 
that little book [Gates Ajar] as in any 
sense the result of inspiration, whether 
what is called spiritualistic, or of any 
other sort. I have always promptly 
said ‘No’ to this question. Yet some
times I wonder if that convenient mon
osyllable In deed and tint!) covers tbe 
whole case, n'lien l remember just 
how the book came 1 be, perceive the 
consequences of its being, and recall 
the complete unconsciousness of the 
young author as to their probable na
ture, there are moments when I am fain 
to answer tlie question by asking 
another: ‘What do we mean by inspira
tion?’ That book grew so naturally, it 
was so inevitable, it was so unpremedi
tated, it came so plainly from that 
something not one’s self which makes 
for uses in which one’s self is ex
tinguished,that there are times when it 
seems to me as if I had no more to do 
with the writing of it than the bough 
through which tlie wind cries, or tbe 
wave by means of which tbe tide rises. 
The angel said unto me ‘Write!’ and I 
wrote.” .

She declares her primary object In 
writing it was to comfort the hearts of 
the bereaved by woe, for it was written 
in 18'53, when the war for the Union 
had already bereft many homes of its 
sons, brothers, and fathers. She says: 
“Into that world of woe my little book 
Stole forth trembling. So far as I can 
remember having had any ‘object’ at all 
in its creation, I wished to say some
thing that would comfort some few—I 
did not think at all about comforting 
many, not daring to suppose that in
credible privilege possible—of tbe 
women whose misery crowded the land. 
The smoke of their torment ascended, 
and the sky was blackened by it. I do 
not think I thought so much about/the 
suffering of men—the fathers, the 
brothers, the sons—bereft, but the 
women; they whom war trampled down 
without a chance to protest; the patient, 
limited, domestic women, who thought 
little, but loved much, and loving, had 
lost all—to them L would have spoken.”

Yet again, she seems to deny inspira
tion when she says it represented 
“Steady and conscientious toil. There 
was not a page of it which had not been 
subjected to such study as the writer 
thep knew how to offer to her man
uscripts. Every sentence had received 
tbe best attention which it was in the 
power of my inexperience and youth to 
give. I wrote, and rewrote. The book 
was revised so many times that I could 
have said it by heart The process of 
forming and writing ‘The Gates Ajar1 
lusted, I think, nearly two years.” '

But “The Gates Ajar” is a truly 
Spiritualistic book, whatever may be 
Mrs. Phelps-Ward’s private views, a$d 
that it filled the crying needs of mourn
ing hearts everywhere is evidenced by 
the author's statement: “I have been 
told that tlie American circulation of 
the book, which has remained below 
one hundred thousand, was outrun by

that in Great Britain. Translations of 
course were munrfold. The French, the 
German, the Duff), the Italian, have 
been conscientiously sent to the author; 
some others, I think, have not. More 
applications to reyyblish my books have 
reached me rroiu Germany than from 
any other country;.”

Of tlie private e.iyumuuieations which 
the “Gates” series qf books ("The Gates 
Ajar,” "Beyond yip Gates,” aud “The 
Gates Between”}, brought her she 
writes thus: “From every corner of the 
civilized globe ari((, in many of its lan
guages they came to me—entreaties, 
outpourings, eriqji qf agony, mutterings 
of despair, breathings of the gentle 
hope by which despair may’ be. super
seded; appeals for help which only the 
Almighty could have given, demands 
for light which only eternity can sup
ply ♦ * thqir misery seemed to cry iu 
my arms like a child who must be com
forted. I wrote to them—I wrote with
out wisdom or caution or skill, only 
with the power of being sorry for them, 
aud the wish to say so.” -

Later she says: “I am so often asked 
if I still believe tlie views of another 
life set forth iu ‘The Gates Ajar/ that I 
am glad to use this opportunity to-an
swer the question,' ♦ » For nature’s 
sake, which is God’s sake, I cannot hes
itate. * * Unless he created this 
world from sheer extravagance In the 
infliction of purposeless pain, there 
must be another life to justify, to heal, 
to comfort, to offer happiness, to de
velop holiness. If there be another 
world, and such a one, it will be no 
theological drama, but sensible, whole
some scene. The largest and the 
strongest elements of this experimental 
life will survive its weakest and small
est. Love Is ‘the greatest thing in the 
world,’ and love will claim iis own at 
last. The affection which is true enough 
to live forever, need have no fear that 
the life to come will thwart it. The 
grief that goes to the grave unhealed 
may put its trust in uuimagined joy 
to be.”

Certainly these statements are basic 
facts of the spiritual belief, and yet tlie 
writer says almost at the beginning of 
these “Chapters From a Life:” “I am 
so often asked if I am a Spiritualist. I 
am sometimes tempted to reply in 
grammar comprehensible to the writers 
of certain letters which I receive' upon 
the subject: ‘No; nor none of our 
folks!’ ” But she adds: “Being destitute 
of objections to belief in the usefulness 
of Spiritualistic mystery * » ♦ yet 
there seems to be something about me 
which these agencies do not find con
genial. Though I have gone longing for 
a sign, no sign has been given me. 
Though I have been always ready to 
believe all other people’s mysteries, no 
Inexplicable facts have honored my ex
perience.”

Mrs. Phelps-Ward's hook is a very in
teresting one, though she has been shy 
of full self-revejatipn. The portraits 
and pictures are. woi'jth the price of the 
book, alone; among ¡liese are portraits 
of the author at .yarjous ages, of Whit
tier, Holmes, Longfejlow, Lydia. Maria 
Child, Lucy Larqom, Mrs. H. B. Stowe. 
Phillips Brooks, and other cherished 
friends and relatives. Her marriage 
to Rev. Herbert Ward is lightly but 
tenderly touched^upon. There are also 
many 'useful suggestions to young 
writers, taken fyom, her own long ex
perience, which was, however, a won
derfully fort unn tq one.

8AR4. A. UNDERWOOD.
Quincy, Ill. . , .

A HEALING BALM.
Criticism Is Right, if Applied 

in the Right Spirit.

WINFIELD GAMP.
Harmonious and Successful

The Winfield Camp-meeting, Kansas, 
passed off smoothly and successfully 
The utmost harmony prevailed during 
the entire meeting. Mattle E. Hull, 
Moses Hull, M. Theresa Allen and J. 
Madison Allen were the speakers. Mrs. 
Emma E. Hammond, of Topeka, Kan., 
gave public and private psychometric 
readings. W. W. Aber, materializing 
medium, gave excellent satisfaction in 
ills line of work. The name of tbe as
sociation was changed to Tbe Arkansas 
Valley Spiritual Camp-meeting Associ
ation, and a new constitution adopted. 
Dr. A. S. Martin was elected president; 
Mrs. R. 8. Leedy, vice-president; Mrs. 
L. D. Wliartenby, secretary, J. H. 
Leedy, treasurer, all of Cedar Vale; and 
Mrs. McAllister, and J. D. Douglas, of 
Winfield, and Mrs. Wm. P. Sailing, of 
Derry, trustees. It is expected the 
board will decide in favor of holding 
the camp-meeting at Cedar Vale next 
year. At the close of tbe camp Mattle 
and Moses Hull came to Cedar Vale 
and held meetings for one week. On 
Sunday an all-day meeting was held in 
the grove. D. W. Hull, of Norton, Kan., 
delivered the morning address; Mattie 
E. Hull spoke at 2 p. tn., and Moses 
Hull at 3:30. The utmost interest was 
manifested in tlie meetings from first to 
last Mr. Hull left on Monday for his 
work In the East, Mrs. Hull remaining 
until Wednesday to perform a marriage 
ceremony. Two of our most estimable 
young people, thorough Spirituality be
ing united by a ceremony so beautiful 
that only inspiration’s voice could utter 
it through the organism of a pure, 
sweet woman like Sister Hull. Mrs. 
Hull left us with the good wishes of a 
host of friends she had made while 
here. LEOTA D. WHARTENBY,

There seeTns to be a slight incision in 
the bodj’ Spiritualistic just at present. 
An organization came into existence 
four or five years ago under the initials 
N. 8. A., from out the grand old East. 
There has never been much said about 
it by way of criticism, and it would ap
pear that a few enthusiastic supporters 
are of the opinion that individuals who 
do not belong to said organization have 
no right to criticise, no right to find 
fault with the officials, or that the in
stitution is above criticism, and the 
Spiritualistic press has refrained from 
any “back talk” until the present time; 
and only The Progressive Thinker has 
now taken up the cue for a square 
game.

If the N. 8. A. means anything to 
Spiritualism Spiritualists must govern 
the organization; it must be “of the 
people, by the people and for the 
people,”- and not to govern the people. 
The knife that has made the incision, 
and that is lengthening it, is lack of 
understanding of the power and pur
poses of the organization; a wrong in
terpretation by those having the reins 
of government in hand; they are not to 
be dictators, exactly, but servants,' and 
for this reason the public has a perfect 
right to criticise, and xyill exercise the 
right.

It is not to be expected that a body of 
independent thinkers will organize and 
pass laws restricting their independent 
thinking; it is not to be expected that 
(in organization comprising such di
versity of opinions can be perfectly har
monious, or be run to suit everybody; 
but it is exp&eted that an organization 
purporting to be the national represent
ative of Spiritualism will act with de
liberation, wisdom and great liberality 
in all its movements.
, Because people either cannot, wish 
not to join, or have not joined the 
N. S. A. or any of its auxiliaries they 
are no less Spiritualists, if they have in
vestigated and become convinced of its 
truth, even if they gave no support or 
sanction to the Jubilee and do not see 
fit to pay for the extravagance they 
would not have enjoyed had it been 
lavished upon them.

The Interpretation I have to place 
upon tlie N. S. A. as at present gov
erned Is, an institution that sees a great 
necessity for its existence, but that at 
present has not solved the problem of 
the best means for handling the knowl
edge possessed to the greatest advant
age of the cause it represents.

The original purpose of the N. S. A. 
was for a concentration of the forces 
into a national head of assimilating or
ganizations for the propagation of the 
principles of Spiritualism in every con
ceivable way, and to eliminate fraud 
from our ranks, and to be in position to 
stand up for our rights with other sim
ilar organizations; not that the officers 
of that Institution were to be judges of 
Indisputable phenomena or irreproach
able characters; not that they were to 
say who are Spiritualists and who are 
not; but that as a board of representa
tives of the Spiritualistic people they 
must execute their will as nearly as 
they can ascertain the same.

The Jubilee successful failure lias 
made a deep incision in the financial 
supports of the cause, but that will heal 
up in time, and without serious dam
age to even the surface. A financial cut 
Is only an abrasion of the cuticle, but 
there are other and more aggravating 
wounds that need our attention and 
that the hea'llng of will cost us more 
than can be paid in dollars and cents.

There is a wide-spreading epidemic of 
fraud, and we must find those who 
have stood true to the principles of 
truth through every temptation. We
may for a time have need of the 
munes to garrison our possessions, 
this deadly disease must be fought

im
but

From land to land the world all o'er; 
On every land, from shore to shore;

and I see no way but to form In secret 
orders to try, to weigh, to sift aud pass 
along the good aud drop the bad. I do 
not suggest that this is the duty of the 
N. S. A., but of Spiritualists, and with 
tlie national organization In harmony 
all will work to the Immediate relief of 
the cause.

There need be no ostracism or per
secution; there need be no overburden-
ing 
and 
our 
lias

self-sacrifice on the part of some 
inactivity of others. This fraud in 
ranks is a matter that the world 
Its finger on and we know It is

Cedar Vale, Kan. Sec’y.

Se.ance Work In Chicago.
Mrs. Leila Griffin, of 3127 Wabash 

avenue, gave some excellent tests of 
her mediumistic powers at the home of 
Mrs. C. M. Anderson, 201 W. Erie 
street, on Friday, August 12, at 8 p. m. 
Mrs. Anderson, who is doing energetic 
missionary work’ ambng those of her 
acquaintances on! tbe northwest side 
who deny the possibility of spiritual
istic phenomena, that might well be im
itated by others, had a large number of 
skeptics present in her parlors to meet 
Mrs. Griffin and'Berlhusband. Profes
sional men were-nmilerous as currants 
in a Christmas pudding, and lhe ladies 
present included many of culture and 
Intelligence. o e

The strain on '■the1 fragile little me
dium was intensmbviien the large circle 
was at length forttiedj the “positive” el
ements being overwhelmingly in the 
majority. But She ffield out bravely, 
and after some delay the spirit friends 
were heard speaMngsthrough the trum
pet, their messages ibeing interrupted 
by expressions <of genuine astonish
ment ’ from the lips of the skeptics, 
whose friends beyond the grave gave 
their first and last names correctly, 
which, these same skeptics were aware, 
the medium was wholly ignorant of. 
Several times materializations seemed 
about to take place, but the conditions 
prevented their development, although 
faint spirit lights glided from time to 
time through the room.

At the conclusion of the seance many 
congratulated the medium upon her be^ 
ing the first, to convince them that 
“there was something in Spiritualism,” 
and gratefully thanked both her and 
Mrs. Anderson for the opportunity they 
received of being convinced.

' VERE V. HUNT.

there, every one of us, and we have 
been squirming and making denials 
until the squirm has become a neces
sity. If the errors were not there the 
public heel would not feel so heavy.

We do not need “Articles of Faith” or 
“Declarations of Principles” to bind us 
to a known truth or show us its imita
tion. Each one can see for himself and 
herself.

Articles or resolutions of determina
tion to do something in tills line and 
bring our true mediums to the front are 
of far more Importance at this time 
than all the upheavals of eloquence or 
rehashing of the beliefs of patriarchs of 
old. The ethereal realms and the 
ethereal guides will take care of them
selves while we look after the earthly 
means of expressing the eternal 
ethereal truth of immortality. But in 
my candid opinion, aside from one or 
two clauses, there could be no declara
tion of principles gotten up that would 
suit the majority of Spiritualists.

We all know that it is right to do 
right, and because we know it is right 
we need no “declaration of principles" 
to compel us to do right. If all would 
do as their consciences dictate, no in
harmony would occur; there would be 
the smoothest sailing for our barque; 
no fraud, no selfishness, no scandal, no 
licentiousness, etc., and Spiritualism 
would be.out of debt and prospering. 
But no kind of “declaration” will com
pel such action.

Spiritualists are only human when it 
Comes to being haunted by the.ghost of 
tbe poorhouse. No matter what a man’s 
belief may be regarding his future, If 
he is penurious or even illiberal, all the 
religion, all the philosophy, all the 
spirituality his hide will hold will not 
prevent him fearing to be poor, dread
ing to part with his dollars. If there 
was only a place over there for his 
■money he could go happy. Spiritualism 
may open the purse of a few who have 
to spare, but the cause is to-day suffer
ing for the aid that could be spared and 
not missed by rich Spiritualists. It is 
not necessary to be wasteful, extrava* 
gant or imprudent with the dollars to 
carry out the highest aim of Spiritual
ism ; but it is necessary to support the 
cause, support the press, support the 
true mediums and care for the afflicted 
poor and aged in our ranks. -

When I think of the neglect of the 
Fox Sisters and many other tried and

Social Evils: Their Causes and Cure. 
By Mrs. Maria M. King. Price reduced 
from 25 cents to 20 cents. .

true mediums, by Spiritualists of 
country, these lines come:
Yes, I may have made some errors, 

In the face of human laws, 
But my life has been devoted

To the truth of our great cause;
So while you feast and fatten 

On the best within the land, 
To show the world of fashion

the

That there’s nothing that’, too grand

“REMEMBER THE NAME.”
„ , Van’s Mexican Hair Restorative.

eisilv uOTllId w iXt’«C!lre’ etc., is a cleanly belrdresBlng. and ia
¿1 OOPp«^ egard6,1 tttu truly' ' » "'»■ T- HUBUELL.

LT-AO’TED. . fit) Dearborn St., ChlCairo, HI.

For the cause that hates oppression 
And loves brotherhood of man, 

Just remember, I’m In prison, 
On the Christian poorhouse plan.
I like tlie stand taken by The Pro

gressive Thinker regarding making oc
casional changes in the officers of the 
N. S. A., and although at present not n 
member of "tiny auxiliary society—onlv 
speaking as a Spiritualist, 1 really think !

FIFTY YEARS
IN THE7 j

church^romb.
A Remarkable Book.

Tois Is a remarkable work by Fatbeb Cmsr 
It exposes even to the minutest details the currui 
that exists in the Church of Home it Is n work c wnrvAe .. i, .1 nl.,..,l.l V.. _ .1 . . . . _ . . *— "“o »»w »» wmmmmuai, a ivuilv tllllln ~ 7, . r . •. A,vu,v »° “ wvu ui mi

it nepesRorv tn r i , I Paget, aud should be read as a matter ot history biH.rnt. ;° llluke,Cll|aiiges. -1 do not every gpirluallst. Tbe following Is a partial list ot th« think it best to permit any to hold office tobio or contents: - •
until they begin to feel they have a life The Bible and the Pr"ttPJfEiLlie.
ton ori nt. . f z.,, x 1. ~ _ J . Ilease on it, or that no one can run it as 
well as they-^whlcb is apt to be the 
result of continuance in one capacity. 
But if reports be true that there are
those who are scheming against 
Brother Barrett, and in favor of 
another now in office, give us Barrett 
in preference. I have no fault to find 
with any one personally, unless the ru
mor be true, but I do not like the prin
ciple of limitation in office. If there 
is a good living in any office for one, 
there Is for another; and taking capa
bility and eligibility into consideration, 
it should be passed around. If there is 
naught but work, worry and curses in 
it, let another bear the burden—pass it 
around. DR. T. WILKINS.

Grand Ledge Camp, Mich.
Grand Ledge camp was the scene of 

unusual activity Saturday evening, the 
13th, tlie event being a reception in tlie 
hotel parlors, tendered to Mr. and Mrs. 
E. W. Sprague, Mr. and Mrs. “Farmer” 
Riley, and Mrs. Curran, of Toledo, in 
hpnor of the wedding anniversary of 
the wedding anniversary of the above- 
the above-named couples, and the ar
rival of the latter.

Each Sunday has witnessed a larger 
attendance than the preceding week, 
and the social feature of camp life luis 
exceeded anything in its history. Danc
ing parties, sociables and entertain
ments enliven the guests. Mediums are 
doing well. Mr. Riley aud Mr. Maybee 
being the materializing instruments. 
Mrs. A. E. Sheets, the president anil 
presiding officer, moves among the peo
ple, doing everything possible for their 
pleasure and comfort. Woman’s Day 
was a success. Harmony prevails.

LAURA MATLOCK, Secretary.

Bankson Lake Camp, Mich.
The meeting closed on Sunday, Au

gust 14. Mrs. Marian Carpenter, of De
troit, lectured In the forenoon and af
ternoon to good-sized audiences. Tlie
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The Cholera Morbus of |«34 Admirable courage and 

self’deulai of lhe priests of Rome during the epV 
demle.

CHAPTER XXIV.
1 am named a Vicar of Si. Roch, Quebec City—The 

Rev. Mr. Tetu—Terlulllau—Geuurul Eargo-Tta 
Seal Skins.

CHAPTER XXV.
Simony—Strange and aacrllegluus traffic In lhe M> 

culled Body and Blood of Cbrlsl—Enormous suma 
of Money made by the sale of Masses- -The Society 
of Three Maases abolished and lhe Society uf out 
Maas established.

CHAPTER XXVI.
Continuation of tbe trade In Ma&bea.

CHAPTER XXVII.
Quebec Marine Bubplul—Tile tin-i time I carried th* 

“Bou Dieu” tike wafer gudj in my vebi pocket 
—Tbe Grand Oyster Soiree al Mr. BuIvhu’m-TU« 
Rev. L. Parent and the "Bod Dieu" ut tbu Oyalef 
Soiree.

nr We have pot space In tblu notice of Father 
Chluiquy’b work to give ihr heads of all the Chapter». 
Those omit led are ot oprcial value. Tbe following 
however, arc ui thrilllug ini crest:

afternoon lecture was followed by tests 
given by Mr. E. E. Carpenter, Dr.’ W. 0. 
Knowles and Mrs. Carpenter. It Is not 
often that'such an array of good test 
mediums Is on the platform at one time. 
The camp, while not very largely at-, 
tended, has been very enjoyable to1 
those who were present. There is no i chaiteb tin.
prettier spot in Michigan for a camp. Tae immaculate cuu.rpiiuu u ibe virgin Mary.
The grounds are situated on high land I , ,, S11/1’,11';11 ..1, v > i , . . Tbe Abomluatluu ot Auricular Couleealuu.on the west side of a beautiful lake. I chafteh i.v. '
and what seems strange to relate, there i The EccieBiaatieai Uene.i -Cvmimi ot the Priest, 
are no mosquitos to bother tlie life out I _Tbc ul"Uu>’Korbld‘Me m.iribute tbe mwe. 
tlie weary souls that have come there 
for a time of rest and recreation. There 
is a movement in hand (and we are as
sured that it will be a success) to form 
an association or stock company, to pur
chase the grounds, Improve them and 
continue the camp-meetings that have 
been such a source of pleasure to those 
that took part in them lu tlie past.

CLYDE GOODRICH.
Marcellus, Mich.

Mr. and Mrs. Arnold.
Spiritualism in its purest ami most 

refining Influence is obtainable tlirougli 
tbe mediumship of Mr. aud Mrs. O. E. 
Arnold. They' tests are convincing and 
the messages convey a high source of 
Intelligence. If one desires to Investi
gate the phenomena of Spiritualism, 
freed from the gross materiality of the 
ordinary seance, one can surely secure 
most satisfactory results and convinc
ing evidence through these mediums.

Though the utmost decorum and dig
nity is preserved, in their circles, yet 
they in no wise resemble the old style 
prayer-meet lug, but yet divine guidance 
is always asked. An atmosphere of 
Implicit trust and faith In the divine 
divine love pervades, and every mes
sage is received with devout thankful
ness.

There is no paraphernalia to impress 
the beholder, no mysterious doiugs to 
awe tbe seeker, but the most harmoni
ous conditions are expected and de
manded.

A number of prominent citizens have 
been led to embrace the truth, and now 
openly testify to its sanctification, 
while their spiritual unfoldment has 
made them willing vessels for the dis
semination of the eternal truth. Mrs. 
Arnold’s particular phase -Is clairvoy
ance and trance mediumship. Her tests 
are many and wonderful. Mr. Arnold 
has no superior as a trumpet medium. 
The voices are clear, distinct and the 
utterances are bound to convince and 
stimulate the hearers to better thoughts 
and more righteous deeds. As an inves
tigator of more than two years, we be
speak for Mr. and Mrs. Arnold the 
hearty support of all honest Spiritual-
ists. ROMAINE.

Nebraska Spiritualists.
On tbe 14th, 15th and 16tb of Septem

ber next the State Spiritualist Associa
tion of Nebraska will hold its annual 
convention at Omaha, Neb., in Sander’s 
Hall, Twenty-fourth and Cuming 
streets. We shall elect officers and 
transact all such business as legiti
mately comes before tbe association. 
All Spiritualists and friends of Spirit
ualism are earnestly requested to come 
and join in one solid body to forward 
the interests of the cause. There has 
in the past year been done some noble 
work at Lincoln, Beatrice, Blair and 
Omaha, 98 per cent of it by members of 
the association. The association is to
day in better working order than ever 
before, all through the determined 
efforts of those connected with it. We 
offer this as an encouragement to all 
those who desire to see Spiritual mat
ters progress, and earnestly appeal to, 
them to come out and assist in making 
the organization stronger and more 
effective as a purifying and building 
agent.

We expect to have Harrieon D. Bar-

.... a „ . . . . ■ . ■
Public Acta of Simony—Thefts and Brigandage of 

Blbbup O Regau -General fry uf Indlguailuu—1 
dcleiijiiuc (u letlbl him lo bib lace—He emplu/1 
Mr. Spink again to scud me to Gaol, and hj ftfll 
—Drag» me as a Prisoner to ITInma in the-Spring 
of 185C and falls again - Abraham Lincoln defenoi 
Ine-My dear Bible become» moru Ihaucvcrmy 
Light aud my Cuimtelm'.

CHAPTER LV1I.
pifibop O'Regan fella tbe Purounagc of the French 

Canadians of Chicago, puckrts the money, 
turn» them uitt when they come to complain—Ho 
determines (u tttru me out of my Culuny and bead 
me to Kahukla—He ioigei» |i next day aud pub
lishes that be has Juterdlcied me -My People bend 
a Dei'iiiatiou io (lie Blshop-Hl» Answers—Tbi 
fiham Excommunication by three imlien Priest».

CHAPTER LV11I.
fl likestifj'om my People, asking me to rematn-I am 

again dragged as a prisoner by the bherill'to Ur
bans— Abraham l.uicolu's auxicty ahutil lhe Ibsue 
of (he Piu.-et uiioti - >|y Di.-trea»—The Rescue— 
Miss Philomena Moffat h-ui l»y God ti> saw me Le- 
Belle's Conlrrsloii and Plbiitss My limoeenca 
acknowledged“ Noble Worci> and Cotiduel ul Abra
ham Lincuin—The Guth ot Miss Phliumcuu MollaL

CHAPTER IJX. -
h moment of Interruption in the Thread of my "Fifty

Years Iu the Church uf Rome," i<> tee how my sad 
Freviflous about my del ruder. Abraham Lincoln, 
were lo be realized - Rome Ibu Implacable Euemf 
of the United States.

CHAPTER LX.
fhfi Fundamental Principles ot the Constitution of Iba 

United States drawn Irum thcGospcl ut ctirlbtv- My 
first visit to Abraham Lincoln tonarn lilm of tba 
Plots 1 knew against bis Lite-Tbe Priests circu
late lhe news that Lincoln was born In tbe Church 
of Rome-Lctler of tbe Pope to Jeff Davis—My 
last visit lo the Piesldeui- Illa admirable refer
ence io Moses—His wiillugucbb to die for hit 
Nation’s Sake.

CHAPTER LXI.
Abraham Lincoln a (rue man of God, and a true Dia* 

ciplc oi lhe Gospel Tbe Assassination by Booth 
—Tbe tool ul the PrlesU-Juhn Surratt's buuBC— 
The Rendezvous and Dm tiling Place ol the Prleatl 
—John Surratt Secreted by the Priest* alter th? 
murder of Lincoln -The A^aiMnatlou of Lincoln 
known and published lu the town three hours btr 
tc.’c IU occurrence.

CHAPTER LXII.
Peputadon of two Priests sent by the People and tbe 

Bishops uf Canada to persuade us lo submll to the 
will of tbe Bishop-Tbe Deputies acknowledge 
publicly that tbe Biahun Is wrung aud that we ard 
right—Fur peace sake, I content to withdraw from 
tbe contest on cci talu conditions accepted by thp 
Dcputlca—One of tbe Deputies turns faloe to hfl 
promise, aud betrays us, lu be put at the head of 
my Colony—My last Interview with him and Mr. 
Brassard.

CHAPTER LXI1L
Mr. Desftulaier Is uatned Yh ui General of Chicago to 

crush us—Our People more united than ever to de* 
fend their right»—Letters ol the Bishops of Mon^ 
treal ».gainst me, and my answer—Mr. Brassard 
forced, against bls conscience, to condemn us—My 
answer to Mr. Brassard—He write» to beg my 
parduu. _ _

CHAPTER LX1V.
I write to the Pope Plus IX, aud to Napoleon. Emperor 

Of France, and send them the Legal aud Public 
Documents proving tbe bad conduct of Bishop 
O’Regan—Grand Vicar Dunn sent to tell me of my 
victory nt Rome, and tbe oud of our trouble— I go 
to Dubuque to offer my submission to tbe Blabop 
—Tbe peace sealed and publicly proclaimed b£J 
Grand Vjcar Dunn the 28tb uf March, 1858

CHAPTER LXV.
Excellent testimonial from my Bishop—My Retreat 

—Grand Vicar Saurin and his assistant, Rev. U. 
Granger—Grand Vicar Dudd writes me about the 
new storm prepared by tbe Jesulis— Vision—Christ 
offers Himself as a Gift- 1 am lurglven, rich, happy 
and saved—Back.to my people.

CHAPTER LXVI.
Che Solemn Responsibilities of my New Position—We 

give up the name of Roman Catholic to call our» 
selves Christian Catholics—Dismay of the Roman 
Catholic Bishops—My Lord Duggan, Coadjutor c( 
St. Louis, hurried to Chicago—He comes to Si. 
Anne to persuade the People to submit to bls 
Authority—He Is ignominiously turned out, and 
runs away in tbe midst of ibe Cries of tbe People.

CHAPTER LXVIL n i
Bird’s-eye View of tbe Principal Events from my Con« 

version to this day—My Narrow Escapes—TM 
end of tbe Voyage through the Desert to tM 
Promised Land.

Price, PosUpuicL

The Influence of the Zodiac
UPON HUMAN LIFE.

BY ELEANOR KIRK.
This Is the only book which states the simple prin

ciples of the Zodiac In simple terms, making the emit« 
matter clear to the «verge understanding.

This volume Indicate« tbe location, cboracterlBtlci 
and influence of each sign o' tbe Zodiac, giving the 
days which each sign governs, and tbe corns and 
astral colors associated with each.

The diseases of the body, how to cure them, and th« 
faults of character Incidental to the different domains.

The methods of growth tor each human being.
Tbe domains from which companions, husbands and 

wives be selected.rett, president of the N. S. A., or Oscar 
a a* tviik tk« ronrr ronn* ‘ cuamctenstics or children Dorn in different do-A. Eagerly, or both, the mass meet- mains, and the conditions to be Observed in their car® 
Ings to be,held on the occasion. ............................. ...

■ ■•T3AT1T .w r^TT T T<’rrvn-Ei . . personal ability and talent of tbe IndividuallAublil. (jILjLjIjI lUJ, .bee y. with reference .to domestic, social and business suo-

The characteristics ot children born In different do-

with reference .to domestic, social and business eno-
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“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward Into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth, a 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
ttU office.’ Price, cloth, |1.

ce«a.
This work II the'result of profound research, and in 

Its preparation the author has been largely assbted by 
J.'C. Street, A. B.N.
Bound in Special Cloth, - - Price, $1,’ 1

For Sale at This Office. *•5#

A VALUABLE WORK.
Researches in Oriental History, ' 

Embracing tbe Origin ot the Jews, the Rlje and Pen], 
opment ot ZorotetriantBm ■ «nd tbe Dmtwton of 
Christianity! to which 1» added: Whence Our Am» 
Anceitort? By G. W. Brown, M. D. UiieoIthfeMM Suable WOTki ever published. Frfctnjp



* Piyn V '»'•,' , W-J. i ç* • y. t L<- ~f.

IVBMTHINKER.
THE ASTRAL BODY.

Spiritualism de-That the future of 
pends^ largely upon

NATIONAL J. P. S. U. 
A Work of Vital Importance,

“Religious and Theological Works of Thomas Paine.” 
Contains his celebrated “Age of Beason,’! and a number 
af letters and,discourses on religious and theological sub
jects. , Cloth binding, 430, pages. Price $1. For sale' 
at this office.' • - ‘ •

This is

A con. 
the Old,

THE PRIEST, THE WOMAN AND THE CONFESSIONAL. . 
| a most valuable book. It comes from an ex-priest, whose character if 

above reproach. By Father Chiniquy. - Price $1.00,

Soul of Things; or Psychometric! SPIRITUAL HARP 
KesearchM and Discoveries. .'.A Collection of Vocal Musió for the 

OF AlfD ELiZABETff Jf, it, j. Choir, Congregation and Social 
: VbonMicoacteBm ÓIrcles. _

MMlá|Mé«toW<K1“4 J’ °- B. H. Bailey

■»and dcrabu and «Ifflcultlet, mata Geolow u Blate m tkeolorfcalblaa, throbbing with the of

■sa“Üürl»... „ Ems'SSygoaerSa
«jÚMSswnk. - 

mwtraud. 450pp. Cloth.............“..4150 «ctal circles. Cloth,$2.00. poitaeeueente.tod -
_ _ । roBtaga 10 cents. ¡ “7 “ : ~---------------------- . ----------

r-'Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing.
. .................

The Devil and the AMte

1^,5'" í- ‘ ■ ' ’/■)

QUESTIONS
# ANSWERS

This department is under the management of
HUDSON TUTTLE.

(itddress him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTICE.—No attention will be (given anonymous let
ters. Full name and address must be given, or the letters 
will not be read. If the request be made, the name wit 
not be published. The correspondence of this depart
ment has become excessively large, especially letters of 
inquiry requesting private answers, and while I freely 
give whatever information I am able, the ordinary court
esy of correspondence is expected.

। - HUDSON TUTTLE.

J. F. Pate sends a clipping from a leading journal 
wherein the writer, no. less than General Walker,’asserts 
that the social order is not responsible for' poverty anc 

. suffering, but that it is the first curse of God against 
‘Adam and the ground, whereby he should only eat his 
bread with a'dripping brow,” and concludes: “If then, 
you complain of poverty, make your complaint manfully 

. and squarely against the Maker of the earth, for poverty
is largely his work. The socialist is simply dishonest 

' when he charges human misery upon society. Society 
. lias done vastly-more to relieve misery than to create it.”.

The correspondent remarks: “It seems to me that this 
is a question of such vital importance that it should be 

: presented in all its phases to the public, and I urge it on
your attention.”

A. The method of applying the remorseless “struggle 
for existence” which is carried on jn the lower forms of 
life to man, is a sopliistical justification of meanness anc 
cruelty. Savage man may be subject to this pressure 
whereby the strong, the selfish, the devouring exist on the 

U' weaker, but with the .coming of the humanities, of love 
¿nd unselfishness with tlie developed man, this struggle 
gives way to the assistance of the needy and weaker by 
the stronger. A thousand charities show the direct op

' position to the brutal “struggle.” ’
. The logical application of this “struggle for existence” 

is made by a “reformer” in a leading English magazine, 
who recommends that the “unfit,” the weak-minded, un
fortunate, insane, and criminal be no longer sustained by 
charity by the ’’fit,” but remorselessly put out of exist
ence! This is the morality of the “scientific reformers”' 
in its full and logical expression. '

It is true in nature the food supply and the demands 
made upon it are not always balanced, but there is a 
waste as often as deficiency. It is true that the food of 
man-must in the main be the product of his labor. It is 
also true that if he be allowed to labor he can produce an 
hundred, times more food than he can consume. Say 
that- the “Socialist” is dishonest when he charges human 
misery upon society! What prevents the members of so
ciety from gaining food and clothing? Is it not the 
usages and laws which prevent them from laboring, or 
rob them of its products? Who gave one man the right, 
to hold ten or a hundred times more land than he can 
use, and the right to exact half the product from those 
who do use it? Did God ever sign such title? Is it not 
society?

Men may not he alike in ability, but that does not jus
tify laws which give all rights to the strong and fortunate,, 
and make slaves of those who have only their hands to 
gain a support.

, We have entered the sphere of higher, spiritual under
standing, and passed by that phase of brutal indifference 
to the. sufferings of the weaker. We have come to the 
understanding that we must carry the whole world with 
us, and not tlie least can suffer injustice without it is re
flected on ourselves.

Society may relieve by its organized charities, but its 
laws, framed by the conquerors, either by sword or mon- • 
ey, sustain inequality, by withholding opportunity to la
bor. ;and robbing it of its products.

Gen. Walker is a noted writer from the side of the aris
tocracy. An experience between the handles of a plow 
or wheel-barrow, to gain a pittance for his wife and chil
dren, jnight work a change in his views. The allotment 
of vacant lands to cultivators, made by Gov. Pingree, con
clusively shows what labor would do, were it allowed op
portunity’.

P. K. H., Hamilton: • Q. (1) When and where was 
the confessional in the Catholic church instituted?

(2) When and where was the benediction of the wafer 
to turn it into the living body of Christ, instituted?

A.. (1) Although, undoubtedly of much older date, 
and introduced by slow accessions, by priestly craftiness, 
the Fourth Lateran Council, made it obligatory on all 
good Catholics in 1215. The more frequently confession 
is made the better, but it must be made auricularly to a 
priest once each year, and be paid for in accordance with 
■the desperate character of the sins confessed.

(2) The mystery of the transmutation of bread and 
wine into the flesh and blood of Christ had its evidence in 

• the oft-quoted passage which is made a part of his speech 
to his assembled disciples. It may well be a question, 

- however, whether the dogma did not suggest this passage 
to some interpolating priest.

The wafer was taken with the same form and .signifix 
cance by Pagan devotees in most ancient times. It be
longed to tlie solar and phallic worship, and it was fash
ioned in suggestive- form. In some Catholic countries 
this form is retained, and thus the earliest phallic sym
bols are preserved.

-While the symbolism was not disputed by any one, the 
. reality of the transformation was always a theme of hot 

discussion. It was an ideal theological question; that is 
a-subject about which no one knew anything or could 
know anything, and hence there was a field for unlimited 
speculation. IV hether the bread and wine was trans
formed into real flesh and blood, retaining an appearance 
only, or whether they .were symbolic, divided the minds 
of theologians, find not until the Lateran Council (1215), 
was it made obligatory for Catholics to believe that the 
priests had power to make this change by the blessing 
they pronounced. This decree was confirmed by the 
Council of Trent in 1551.

It was indignantly rejected by all the Reformers, and 
Protestantism, of course, calls the belief a papal super
stition. '
I' --------- -
' Geo. Westcott: Q. Can we not explain the dogma of 
the miraculous conception by supposing that such was- 
through “materialized spirits?” ’ - . . j

A. Were there a shadow of truth in the dogma, we 
.might entertain any theory.which looked to an explana
tion. The facts are that the dogma is a priestly fraud,- 
and requires no further consideration. God-men, holy 
men with virgin mothers, were plentiful in the ancient 
.days, .The story was easily told and accepted by an all- . 
believing credulity. The gods themselves were once • 
men—chieftains—and men yet remained. There was no 
?hasm between man and tlie gods. If such complete or
ganic materialization of spirit as this question implies, 
ivere possible, it would carry with it consequences too ap
palling for utterance. - • ‘

As Viewed by William Q. Judge.

THEOSOPHICAL EXPLANATION OF SPIRITUAL- 
ISTIO PHENOMENA!—TO THE EXPERIENCED 

' AND THOUGHTFUL SPIRITUALIST IT IS
AMUSING IF NOT INTELLIGENT! , (
To the Editor:—The following is the theosophical dis- 

.positiou of the phenomena of-Spiritualism as made by the 
noted Theosophist, the late William Q. Judge. I shall 
attempt no comment upon it, because I consider no ex
planation an explanation that needs explaining. As you 
are aware, our Theosophical friends have recently split up 
into two factions. The one adhering to the old system of 
more or less “understandable” metaphysics, the other 
settling down to the practice of the affirmed object of. 
their society—that of the establishment of a universal 
Brotherhood, thus getting into line with Spiritualists as 
represented by Alfred Russel Wallace, F. R. S./ in his 
recent magnificent address before the International 
Spiritual Congress, London, July 23, 1898. For ten 
years Dr. Wallace tells us, he has given especial attention 
to the subject of equalizing the opportunities of the 
masses- a most sublime subject, worthy the attention of 
a God. But here is Mr. Judge’s explanation of our phe
nomena: . . , H. V. SWERINGEN.

The astral body has in it tlie real organs of the outer 
sense organ. In it are the sight, hearing, power to smell, 
and the sense Of touchr It has a complete system of 
nerves arid arteries of its own for the conveyance of the 

. astral fluid, which is to that body as our blood íb to the 
physical. It is the real personal man. There are located 
the subconscious perception and the latent memory, 
which the hypnotigers of the day are dealing with and 
being baffled by. So when the body dies the astral man 
is released, and as at death the immortal man—the Triad 
—flies away to another state, the astral becomes a shell of 
the pnce living man and requires time to dissipate. It 
retains all the memories of the life lived by the man, and 
thus reflexly and automatically can repeat what the dead 
man knew, said, thought and saw. It remains near the 
deserted physical body nearly all the time until com- 

# dissipated, for it has to go through its own process 
of dying. It may become visible under certain con
ditions. It is the spook of the spiritualistic seance rooms, 
and is there made to masquerade as the real spirit of this 
or that individual. Attracted by the thoughts of the 
medium and the sitters, it vaguely flutters where they are, 
and then is galvanized into a factitious life by a whole 
host of elemental forces and by the active astral body of 
the medium who is holding the seance, or of any other 
medium in the audience. From it as from a photograph 
are then reflected into the medium’s brain all the boasted 
evidences of identity with deceased friend or relative. 
These evidences are accepted as proof that the spirit of 
the deceased is present, because neither mediums nor 
sitters aré acquainted with the laws governing their own 
nature, nor with the constitution, power and function of 
astral matter and astral mim. The Theosophical phil
osophy does not deny the facts proven in Spiritualistic 
seances, but it gives an explanation of them wholly op
posed to that of the Spiritualists. And surely the utter 
absence of any logical or scientific explanation by these 
so-called spirits themselves, supports the contention that 
they have no knowledge to impart. They can merely 
cause certain phenomena; the examination of those and 
deductions therefrom can only be properly carried on by 
a trained brain guided by a living trinity of spirit, soul 
and mind. And here another class of spiritualistic phe
nomena requires brief notice. • That is the appearance of 
what is called a materialized spirit.

“Three explanations are offered. First, that the astral 
body of the living medium detaches itself from its corpus 
and assumes the appearance of the so-called spirit; for 
one of the properties of the astral matter is capacity to 
reflect an image existing unseen in ether. Second, the 
actual astral shell of the deceased—wholly devoid of his 
or her spirit and conscience—becomes visible and tan
gible when the condition of air and ether is such as to 
alter the vibration of the molecules of the astral shell so 
as to make it visible. The phenomena of density and 
apparent weight are explained by other laws. Third, an 
unseen mass of electrical and magnetic matter is col- 
..ected, and upon it is reflected out of the astral Lmht a 
picture of any desired person either dead or living. This 
is taken to be tho ‘spirit’ pf such person, but it is not, and 
has been justly called by H. P. Blavatsky a ‘psychological 
fraud, because it pretends to be what it is not. And 
strange to say this very explanation of materialization 
has been given by a ‘spirit’ at a regular seance, but has. 
never been accepted by the Spiritualists just because it 
upsets their notion of the return of the spirit of deceased 
persons.

“Finally the astral body will explain nearly all the 
strange things happening in daily life and in dealings 
with genuine mediums; it shows what an apparition may 
be and the possibility of such being seen, and thus pre
vents the scientific doubter from violating good sense by 
asserting you did not see what you know you have seen- it 
removes superstition by showing the real nature of these 
phenomena, and destroys the unreasonable.fear of the 
unknown, which makes a man afraid to ‘see a ghost.” By 
it also we can explain the apportation of objects without 
physical contact, for the astral hand may be extended and 
made to take hold of an object, drawingdt in toward the 
body. When this is shown tp be possible then travelers 
will not be laughed at who tell of seeing the Hindu yogee 
make coffee cups fly through the air and distant objects 
approach of their own accord untouched by him or any
one else. All the instances of clairvoyance and clair- 
audience are to be explained also by the astral body and 
astral light. Thé astral—which are the real—organs do 
the seeing and the hearing, and as all material'objects are 
constantly in motion among their own atoms, the astral 
sight, and hearing are not impeded, but work at a distance 
as great as the extension of the astral light or matter 
around and about the earth. Thus it was that the great 
seer Swedenborg saw houses burning in the city of Stock- 
rolm when he was at another city many miles off, and by 
the same means any clairvoyant of the day sees and hears 
at a distance. And by a perfect training of all these 
inner faculties, so that they work without the delusions 
inseparable from the untrained seer, the mastërs of wis
dom, the adepts of this or any other age, can com
municate at no matter what distance with their own fel
lows or with their disciples.”

- - - - - - - - —-j-H- - - - - -— "
. Wise and Pithy Sayings«

■ True happiness consists not in the multitude of friends 
but in the worth and choice.—Ben Jonson. 7

■Time draweth^wrinckles in a faire face, but- addeth 
-fresh colors to a. fast friend; which neither heaté nor cold 
nor nuserie, nor place, nor destinié, can alter or diminish^ 
John,Lyly. ' ■

: What is a friend? One who supports you and comforts 
you, while others do not/ Friendship* * * * ♦ is the cor- 
.dial drop, “to make the nauseous draught of life so - 
■down.”—Boswell. ; •■; , 6

■ : .There is. as yet no culture, no method of progress 
known to men, that is so rich and complete as that which 
Brooks.121^"1 a tTUly ‘ iriendshiP-Phillips

The name of friendship is sacred; what you demand in 
f ho PamC’ haVe not Power |° deny you.—Long- 

• ’Theman of pleasure should more properly be termed 
the man of pain.—Colton.

Thatmàn is not poor who has the.use of things neces- ’ 
saiy.—Horace. ‘ ■ - 6 •■■

Y. P. S. U. CONVENTION
Proceedings Lily Dale.

The week just closed lias been au 
■ eventful one for tlid^e why are inter
, e.sted in the cause ‘W Spiritualism as 

represented by the yodnger members in 
। the ranks, the first annual convention 

of the National Yoifiig People's Spirit
ualist Union having been held at Gassa- 
daga. camp.

The exercises in Tlie auditorium on 
Monday were conducted by the mem
bers of the Union, and consisted of the 
reading of prepared papers, recitations, 
music, ete., and in the evening.of that
j I1 Public reception was given to the 

visiting delegates, which was largely 
attended and proved to be a very enjoy
able occasion. At that time au address 

. of welcome was given by Mr. A. Gas
ton, president of the Cassadaga Lake 
Free Association, followed by a re
spouse from Mr. I. C. I. Evans, presi
dent of the N. Y. P. S. U„ and remarks 
by Mr. George H. Brooks, Mrs. R. S. 
Lillie, Mr. \V. H. Bach and others, in
terspersed with fine elocutional and 
musical selections. .

Tuesday,' Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday were devoted to business ses
sions, in morning and afternoon, at 
which a great deal of Important work 
was accomplished. No sessions were 
held on Thursday, in order to enable 
visiting delegates to take advantage of 
an excursion to Niagara Falls, a sight 
new to many of them.

On Tuesday evening an entertain
ment was given by the loeal Y. P. S. U., 
for the benefit of the National treasury, 
and, although the admission charged 
was small, the attendance was such as 
to net quite a sum to the union.

A reception was arranged for Wed
nesday evening at the parlors of the 
Grand Hotel, in honor of Mr. and Mrs. 
Harrison D. Barrett, the first to be en
rolled as charter members of the organ- • 
izatlon. «Addresses were given by those 
interested and active in the work, one 
and all laying emphasis upon the high 
regard which was Inspired by the hon
ored guests, in their earnest and self
sacrificing efforts to promote the wel
fare of the cause. The principal speak
er of the occasion was Mrs. M. E. Cad
wallader, of Philadelphia, who, at the 
close of her remarks, presented to Mrs. 
Barrett a sliver Jubilee medal whleh 
had been forwarded to her by the pres
ident of the Junior Spiritualist Club of 
Great Brltaln-Mr. J. J. Morse, of Lon
don, Englund—while to Mr. Barrett she 
presented a basket containing a beauti
ful floral piece. It was with difficulty 
that Mis. Barrett eould command voice- 
and language to express her thanks to 
those who had shown these kindnesses 
to her husband and herself, but her 
brief remarks won tbe h'earts of ail who 
heard her. Mr. Bqrfbtt then spoke feel
ingly of his frlendd. at'the camp, and 
stated that, for a nuinbbr of years, Lily 
Dale had been the ohiij^home he knew, 
and the pleasant memories of those 
years increased thetyleasure of his re- 
turil when clrcumstAiicfikpermltted him 
to visit the place. 11: 1

The principal wofli accomplished by 
the business session^ of’ the convention 
was the perfection of the constitution, 
the adoption of by-law# and the formu
lation of model cohtetitntlon and by
laws for local unions: These are to be 
printed at the earliest possible moment, 
and will then be supplied to the various 
societies throughout >tiro country that

The reports of the President and sec-
retary showed the accomplishment of 
much necessary work since the organ
ization of the society In Rochester, last 
May, and it Is expected that much 
more will be accomplished between this 
and the next convention. In the short 
time which has elapsed since the Na
tional Union was formed, two societies 
have applied for charters under it, and 
others have hud the matter of charter
ing under advisement and aro likely to 
make application for admission soon. 
Ilie two societies referred to ore the 
Young People's Spiritual Union, of Lily 
Dale, N. Y., with 106 members, and 
The Now, of Indianapolis, Ind., with 15 
members. These societies were organ
ized under their present names before 
the National Y. P. S. U. was formed 
and have not as yet adopted the name 
which all auxiliary societies are re
quested to take—that of Young People's 
Spiritualist Union. The charter mem
bership of the National body was 134, 
and this number has been increased 
somewhat by the addition of individual 
members from localities where local so
cieties had not joined the National 
Union, or where no societies at all ex
isted.

The amendments which were adopted 
to the constitution were not radical, the 
principal ones making provision that 
the representation in the National con
vention should be one delegate from 
each society on behalf of its charier 
with an additional delegate for every 
fifteen members or major fraction 
thereof, and. the individual members 
who might be present and represent 
themselves; that the annual convention 
be held during the month of August, 
the time and place to be fixed upon by 
the Board of Trustees and awarded 
prior to April 1 preceding the conven
tion, instead of on the second Tuesday 
of August at a place to be determined 
at the previous convention, as was for
merly provided.

A report was received from Mrs. M. 
E. Cadwallader, recently returned from 
England, where she acted as special 
delegate from this union to the Junior 
Club of Great Britain, and -also repre
senting this society at the International 
Jubilee (?) and before the various socie
ties In England. Sfoej bore greetings 
from all these sociétés tp us, and gave 
a most interesting ageoqnt of her visit 
to them, as well as aigqperal outline of 
their plan of work, f ;■ ..(1 

. It seems fitting, before closing this 
report, to give.a brief outline of the ob
jects of the National;., jo ung People’s 
Spiritualist Union, and.jthe underlying 
idea may perhaps hftsti be shown by 
quoting the preamble to the constitu
tion, which reads as follows: '

"We, the young popple of Spiritual
ism, in convention assembled, appreci
ating the importancqofjeducation and 
co-operation for'the ¡promotion of the 
general welfare of tlie cause of Spirit
ualism, and the necessity, of advancing 
Its truths among our jyoung people, 
hereby, establish this constitution- for 
the guidance of the National Young 
People’s Spiritualist Union,”.

The application for membership 
adopted at this convention, is also 
worth quoting. It reads: ■
.. 7 ~ •. p£ —:_ believing

-that the unfoldment of true Jives and a 
higher civilization can better be accom
plished by organization than by indi
vidual effort, and believing in the ethic 
principles of Spiritualism and desiring 
to become a member of the Y. P. S. U. 
to aid as much as possible the générai 
uplifting of humanity, do hereby apply 
for active membership in the Union 
and, if accepted, agree to abide by thé 
constitution and by-laws of the Y. P. s. 
L., and to promote to the utmost of my 
power the interests of thé Union, and 
the social, moral and spiritual welfare 
of my associates.”- ,

During the convention the question nf 
uniting with the National Spiritualists’

Association was discussed, hud a fra
ternal delegate and committee of four 
were appointed to meet at Washington 
during the convention of the N-. 8. A., 
and to present to that convention a re
quest that the Association make provis
ion in its constitution for the chartering 
of the National Young People’s Spirit
ualist Union as a national body. The 
delegate appointed was Mr. I. O. I. Ev
ans, and the committee consisted of 
Miss Anna M. Steinberg, Mrs. Mar 
guente Barrett, Mrs. M. E. Cadwalla- 
der and Mr. W. H. Bach. •

Special attention was paid to the 
question of music, and a committee was 
appointed, consisting of Mrs. Lou Por
ter Moore, Miss Susie Hayes and Miss 
Jessie R. Hoagland, to select songs best 
suited for the young people’s work, in
quire 'the price of publication, and refer 
the matter to the board of trustees, who 
are empowered to secure the publica
tion of the songs in book form, if they 
consider it advisable and the finances 
of tlie Union will permit.

The committee on emblem appointed 
at tlie Rochester Jubilee convention, of 
which Mrs. Rozella Lauferty is chair
man, was continued with instructions 
to carry out their own recommenda
tions for the procuring of designs, and 
the submission of’cuts thereof through 
the Sunflower, the official organ of the 
Union.

The Sunflower, the new Spiritualist 
paper, edited by Mr, W. H. JBacli, of 
Lily Dale, N, Y., was adoptedas the of
ficial organ of the Union, and official 
notices will hereafter appear in its col
umns.

The number of delegates was fifty- 
three. The collections for the National 
•treasury by the local committee 
amounted to ?40.86 and those of tlie 
committee on Finance to $27.25, mak
ing a total of $68.11, of which a good 
portion will be required at once for 
printing, ete.

The officers of tlie N. Y, P. S. U. are 
as follows: President, I. 0, I. Evans, 
135% B. street S. W., Washington, D. 
C.; vice-president, Mrs. Lou Porter 
Moore, 162 E. Ferry street, Buffalo, N. 
Y.; secretary, Miss Anna M. Steinberg, 
506 Twelfth street, N. W., Washington 
D. C.; treasurer, Alfred B. Van Dyke 
84 N. 52d street, Chicago, Ill. Trustees! 
Mrs. Rozella Lauferty, 320 E. Main 
street, Van Wert, Ohio; Mrs. W H

I?ale’ N- Wlllter I- 
tiss, 314 Park avenue, Worcester, Mass.

B. GRANT TAYLOR.

- - . Interesting our
young people, I think no one will deny, 
hence the importance of the present 
movement nuder the auspices of the 
National Young People’s Union, The 
establishment of this organization Is a 
hopeful sign and deserves the best aid 
and encouragement that can be given 
by all who have the Interests of Spirit
ualism at heart. This movement has 
been neglected so long that our ranks 
present a sad condition at the close of 
the first half century of Modern Spirit
ualism. Year after year the pioneers 
and veterans in the cause are being 
mustered out, leaving great gaps in the 
ranks to be filled, and as very few re
cruits are forthcoming from our young 
people to meet the loss, we are subject 
to a yealiy decline. The passing out of 
the veteran members of our societies 
has been so gradual, that the inroads 
have been scarcely observed by the ma
jority of our people until now.

The failure of Spiritualists to enlist 
the young, except what effort has been 
made in the Lyceum, has been a grave 

-oversight as well as a duty neglected 
Every society in the ranks of Spiritual
ism from this time on should put forth 
its best efforts to sustain the young 
people In their purpose to organize for 
practical work in the cause of Spirit
ualism. I consider this movement of 
the most vital importance, and just 
here I wish to say that parents have a 
duty to fulfill in this direction, for the 
reason that, if the teachings of Spirit
ualism aro good for the parents, they 
must be equally good for the children. 
After receiving the spiritual light and 
teachings of Spiritualism, it seems 
criminal to send children to orthodox 
Sunday-schools as many do, thus entail
ing upon them the effect of teachings 
which act as a barrier to the teachings 
of Spiritualism. When will those claim
ing to bo Spiritualists take heed and 
fulfill this duty, instead of storing up 
remorse which they must meet on the 
spirit shore?

While at the late Rochester Jubilee, I 
attended a number of the meetings of 
the N. Y. P. S. U. as Its charter mem
bers were forming the organizations. I 
also attended the convention In Lily 
Dale, in August, and was not only 
deeply Interested, but surprised nt the 
knowledge and ability manifested by 
the members of the Union, in perfecting 
their organization, under the able 
leadership of their president, I. 0. I. 
Evans, of Washington, D. C.; who 
seems In every way competent and 
worthy to lead this movement,

Having listened carefully to the work 
while the delegates adopted the con
stitution and by-laws which are to gov
ern their society, I must in justice say 
that they are entitled to great credit 
for the good reSults accomplished. 
Each delegate worked diligently to 
avoid the errors and mistakes made 
formerly in similar organizations. ,

Now that this important movement 
has been so well started, It only re
quires the co-operation of the various 
societies with tiro young people to 
make a grand success and become a 
prime factor in the progress of Spirit
ualism, next in importance to the spirit 
rap of fifty years ago.

I hope to hear from others upon this 
«Abject- B. B. HILL.

Philadelphia, Pa. -

THE DIVINE PLAN.
It is carried out in The Progressive 

Thinker office, a portion of the profits 
returning to each subscriber in the 
form of a valuable book. The Progress
ive Thinker one year and Art Marte 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little 
more than pays for the expense of post
age, so the book is practically a gift A 
book like Art Magic is Invaluable for 
reference, and it should be in every li
brary. As we are aiding you, we ask 
you in turn to aid us by extending the 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker 
thus in a measure becoming a part of 
the Divine Plan yourself.

"The World Beautiful.” By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought. 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each coinplete~ln it
self. Price, cloth, $1 per volume, • Fcr 
sale at this office. -

What Is Spiritualism? and Shall Spir
itualists Have a Creed? Two lectures 
By Mrs. Marla M. King. Price r^ 
duced from 25 cents to 20 cents.

"From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Hood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand, 
■om« velum«, wherewith to aweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment Prim 
fUXX Jfer sale at thls office. .

VftUÜftBLE. LIBRftRY 
...OF... 

SPIRITUALISTIC LITERATURE,

Thomas paine’s examination of the prophecies.
sidération of the passages in the New Testament, quoted from 

and called Prophecies concerning Jesus Christ Price, 15 cents.

THE PROPHETS OF ISRAEL. Popular sketches from Old Testament 
I History, than which no branch of science, in the last generation, has un

dergone a more profound revolution. By Carl Heinricli Cornell, Price 25 ots. 
THE RATIONALE OF MESMERISM. Old and New Theories. Mes
I meric Force. The Real Literature of Mesmerism, Side-Lights oü thq 
Phenomena, Curative Powers, ete. By A. P. Sinnett. Price, cloth, $1.25, 
THE RELATIONS OF SCIENCE TO THE PHENOMENA OF LIFE, 
I Ideas of life scientifically expressed in contradistinction from the olql 
theories.. By Spirit professor M. Faraday. Price 10 cents. ।
THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM, Its Phenomena and Philosophy,

This work was written by that noble modern Savior and Grand man—Rev, 
Samuel Watson. A marvelous work. Price $1.00, ’
THERE IS NO DEATH, This is certainly a novel of the highest type,' 

bqsed upon Longfellow’s poem of the same title, By that noted novelist, 
Florence Marry at. Price 50 cents. ’
THE SOUL. Its Nature, Relations and Expression In the Human Emboda

iments. This is clearly a book on re-embodiment, or the principles of 
reincarnation. By the Guides of Cora L. V. Richmond. Price $1.00, i 
THE SOUL OF THINGS. These three volumes are among the most

popular works ever written in explanation of the Spiritual Philosophy 
By William and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. Price $1,50 each; postage 15 cts.1 
THE SPIRITUAL ALPS, and How We Ascend Them. A few thoughts or-

‘ ‘How to reach that altitude where spirit is supreme and all things arq) 
subject to it." By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40 cents; paper, 25 cents. 
THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, or Death, and Its To-Morrow. The SpirifiJ

ualistic Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. A logical statement, provem 
both by facts and the Bible. By Moses Hull. Price 10 cents.

THE SPIRITUAL WREATH, a new collection of words and music foi> 
the choir, the congregation and the social circle. Containing 64 pages.. 

By 8. W. Tucker, author of many muical publications. Price 20 cents. 
TUE STO RY HOUR. For Children and Youth. A book of short stories, 

written expressly to interest and instruct the young, A good work fotf 
Lyceums. By Susan H. Wixon. Price $1.00. 1 ;
THE SUNDAY QUESTION. A historical and critical review, with 

replies to an objector. Its motto: All time too sacred to do wrong; no 
time too sacred to do good. Price 15 cents. ■ ,
THREE SEVENS. ■ A very interesting story along the line of the mystic, ’ 

the common sufferings of the human race; from whence they come and
whither they go. By the Phelons. Price, cloth, $1.25.

THE TALMUD. Selections from the contents of that ancient book, it 
commentaries, teachings, poetry and legends. Also sketches of the mea 

who made and commented upon it. By H. Polang. Price, cloth, $1,00. 
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH, or the Future Life According to 
I Science. Is just what it purports to be—what the title indicates—in 

every chapter. By Louis Figuier. Price, cloth, $1.50. ■
THE WATSEKA WONDER. Detailed accounts of two cases of double;

consciousness—that of Mary Luraucy Vennum, of Watseka, Ill., and" 
Mary Reynolds, of Venango, Pa. Price 15 cents. •
THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL. Series One and Two. Two choice volumes 

of restful and educational reading, uniting the ideal and the real in thia 
life. By Lilian Whiting. Price, each volume, $1,00. ;
TREE AND SERPENT WORSHIP. Showing up the ridiculous side of the

old, old story of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. By A. S.
Hudson, M. D. Price 15 cents. ' ;

TRUTHS OF SPIRITUALISM. This book narrates many of the striking 
experiences of its author as a lecturer and test-medium in the earlier days 

of Spiritualism. By E. V. Wilson. Price $1.00.

TWO IN ONE. A compendium of Biblical Spiritualism. A combination 
of “The Question Settled” and “The Contrast” into one volume. By 

Moses Hull. Price $1.00.
V°*CE8. The Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty and force, 
n w are„most excellent inspirations. Neatly printed and nicely bound. 
By Warren Sumner Barlow. Price $1.00. * J

$ ROM INCES. A new edition, profusely illustrated. A 
’ reProduction, unique and refreshing. 480 pages, with portrait
and 82 illustrations. Price, cloth, $1.50; postage 15 cents. ’ 
IIIEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. This book is a word-picture by- 
f one of _ our best artists, Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly interesting 
work. Price 75 cents; postage 5 cents. 8
WARFARE OF SCIENCE WITH THEOLOGY. Information not pro

curable in the libraries of the world in a half century, showing tho 
opposition of the church to science' Two vols., 000 pages. Price $5.00. 
WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUALIST? -Curious revelation 

from the fife of a trance medium, together with portraits,' letters and 
poems. By Mrs. Nettie Colburn Maynard. Price, cloth, $1.50; paper 75c - 
WHY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST. A book of twelve lectures 

couched in beautiful language, and one that should be read by every 
Spiritualist. By Abby A. Judson. Price $1.00; postage 10 cents.

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW on the Effacement of Christianity? A concise 
treatise on this popular subject By George Jacob Holyoake. Price' 

one copy, 10 cents; twelve for $1.00. ’ ■
WOMAN. A lecture delivered to ladies only, by Mrs. Dr. Hulburt, on the' 

present status of Woman, physically, mentally, morally and spiritually.
Marriage and Divorce. Price 10 cents. ■
WOMAN S BIBLE. Part 1, The Pentateuch. A galaxy of scholarly , 

comments by many of our brightest minds regarding much of the Old 
Testament, and the slight given the women. Price 50 cents. .'

WOMAN, CHURCH AND STATE. A historical account of the status of 
woman throughout the Christian ages, with reminiscences of the Mat- > 

riarchate. By Matilda Joslyn Gage. Price $2.00.

WOMAN. Four Centuries of Progress. Showing her gradual rise from ■ 
slavery and bondage of ancient times. By Susan H. Wixon. A lecture 

of great value. Price 10 cents. ,
WAYSIDE JOTTINGS. Composed of Essays, Sketches, Poems and 

Songs, gathered from the highways, by-ways and hedges of life, from 
the inspirational pen of Mattie E. Hull Price 75 cents.

WHO ARE THESE SPIRITUALISTS, and What Is Spiritualism? This 
is a pamphlet of much worth to Spiritualists, who often have plied to' 

them these important questions. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price 15 cents.

WORKS OF E. D. BABBITT, LL. D., KL D. “Human Culture and Cure.’’ 
Part First. , The Philosophy of Cure. Price, board cover, 50 cents.

“Human Culture and Cure.” Part Second. Marriage. Sexual Develop- ' 
ment and Upbuilding. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

'“Social Upbuilding,” Including Co-operative Systems and the Happiness ’ 
and Ennobling of Humanity. Price, paper, 15 cents. '

“Health and Power." A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Price, cloth, 25 cents:
leather, 35 cents.

“Religion.” Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent. Price, cloth, 
$1.00;.paper, 50 cents. Postage 11 cents.

“Principles of Light and Color.” One of the greatest books of the age« 
Price, $5. 00; by mail, 32 cents extra

ZODIACAL INFLUENCES. Know thyself. This little pamphlet teaches ■ 
how to use the powers derived at birth from the position and influence of ' 

the planets. By Charles H. Mackay. Price 25 cents. > 1
THE SPIRITUAL BODY REAL. Valuable testimonies of modern clair- ' 

voyants who witnessed the spiritual and physical separation. By Giles ■
B. Stebbins. Price 10 cents.
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[Obituaries to tbo extent of teu lines 
only will be Inserted free.]

doing, 
should 
In the 
we re
Occult

• Mt. Vernon, Wash.. July 20, 1898.
'Kind Sir:—I thought I would write 

you a few lines to let you know I am 
fueling fine, Improving in health each

ílbrary by subscribing for Tito 
gresslve Thinker. ■

For 30 days I will send ft sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mall.

A wonderful communication, expli 
Ute and teachings were utilized tofc._ 
anlty. Price 15cents. For.MMattklti

think, in view of what we are 
that The Progressive Thinker 
visit every • Spiritualist family 
United States. Commence now, 
peat, to form a Spiritualist or

Send In notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls.

"THE LYCEUM.”

Comment» on Gene»!«, Exodua, Leviticus, Numhera 
and Deuteronomy, by

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, mile Dtvereux 
Blake, Phebe Hanaford, Clara Be- - 

trick Colby, EUen Battelle Dietrick, 
Mrs. Zouisa Southworth, Ur-

■ stda N, Gestefeld, and
Frances E. Barr. . . POEMS OF PROGRESS.

mm16 Dotc“’ Thc-V nre really valuable. 
1 nlw cl.UU. • . - \ '

DEATH AND THE AFTER LIFE.
By Andrew Jaekson Davi».' BometUu POU should 

row. Frtoa TOcents. , -
• / _ . .., ■ • ■ . _____

. Paine’s Theological Works.
■Age of Reawn, Rxamlnatlon ot the Prophecies. eta.

Ulus,edition. Poetpage». Clrth,*!«) ;

LAKE BRADY CAMP, 0.

"In every wul there 1» bound up eomo truth and 
•ome error, and each gives to the world ci thought 
What no other one possesses."—Cousin.

sending remittances to this office, 
write your orders on a single sheet of

ber Magnetized Herbs all 
diseases that flesh is heir

Consultation byLetterFree
Seud Postage Stamp for Reply.

CHART FREE.
By a Bohemian Gypsy Astrologer and Clairvoyant. 

Scud agc.color ot eyes and hair, In own handwriting 
Addriss GEO. WELLES, Box 130, Newark, X. J. 457

Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
lock of hair and one leading symptom,' 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her -

I. M. LANPHERE, M.D.
Paralyalo, Nervous Prostration. Rheumatism and 

other Çhronlc Diseases cured by Magnetic Remedies. 
Send ¿lamp, with lock of hair, ago and sex, for free 
clairvoyant diagnosis. P. O.Box 7, Cambridge. Vt. 463

REED CITY SANITARIUM
REED CITY, MICH.

A. B. SPINNEY. M. D., Proprietor; E. W. SPINNEY 
M. D . Resident Physician, with consulting physicians 
and surgeons and professional nurses. The cheapest 
Sanitarium In the world; a place for tbe poor and 
middle classes. Are you sick and discouraged? We 
will give free diagnosis by mail. Send for question 
list, prices and journals, 449tf

The bright and scholarly comment« of this galaxy 
of bright mind# arc of deep interest, and throw a 
■trong and new light on the Bible teaching# Tt-iatiny 
lo woman. All ibouid read It,
Price 50c. For Mie at thia Office.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

.itoKTXKT»: The Beginning»! Fundament»! Prine!- 
me#} Formation of Con#collatlon#, System#. Bun# 
Planet# anA Sstellltis. Tbe Origin of Meteor* and 
Comets; The Organic Kingdom; The Origin of Maa* 
Man—Hl# Attribute# and Power#; Tbe Soul—How It 
Receive# and Impairs Knowledge; How the Soul Re
ceives In Highest Impression#; Tho Record Book, or 
The HuvcnTy Ether; How to Cultivate tbe Sixth 
Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by thfr 
Bible; Tho Bible and Christ; The Summary: "What 
Must we Do to Be Saved." For sale at this office

Price, Cloth.«1 .<15. P»n<”-. r.
HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION

f?r ihoso »eeldng Information con- 
i?oet Inetltutlon known In

Catholic Inquisition. Bren 
American citizen should become Acquainted with tho 
fcctaBOBnccInctlyatatedIn thia valuable record. It 

“cthodi "ed *>y the Romish Church to ex- 
«‘StaM? ^cCe‘ ¿“cenU'0,B “d 01*1™’ 

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
TTlEATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE

JhL".8ktellar ^ey." '• th,) PNl'owphlcal Intro
to pj.voyolotlon» contained In tbl> book. 

Some idea of this little volume may be gained from th# 
following table of content.: 1-Death and the Afur 
Liiro; 2—Beenes In the Summer-Land; S-Socletv in th# Centra In Summe?-La£h 

ilmand and Summer Land; 6-Language and 
Life In Summer-Land; 7-Matcrlal Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—UltlinateB in the Bummer-Land: 9—Volet 
itn”. i52J?sV,ci?r Thl8 enlar*ed edition ¿on 
tuns more than double the amount of nutter In fen 
tner editions, and la enriched by a beaucurm fronti#

Tngersoll’s address 
Before the New York Unitarian Club Th« »< 
tn the history ot tbe world tbnt a Christian ABSwUtkin 

noted model to lecture beto^lhem 
emh Brand °?e' &D<1 mcrired by therl?T,LLi°.ntlD'lou.8 »PPI»“»» from beginning to encL 
Priceo'centa; ^Xlex  ̂TuV““11'""’’ Pr,ntcd’

BIBLE OF BIBLES.
ByKeroeyGrove*. ItwIUwellparperuiaLirimtM 
’ OBSESSION.

The Evolution of the DeviL
fbdependent preacher ot New York City. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
of *Jle s&tanic Majesty’ e“? 

published. The book contains 66 pages, and is bean* 

tea æ
The Religion of Humanity;

' A PhllOBtpt. Of Life. By J. Leon Benwetl. A 
beeutlfu! niper-bound pamphlet with Ukenea H 
•stbor. A most valuable publicattoa to Ctnmiatt 
tSS^Uhri i tian people. Price Ucestl.

Fil i y ifeii j la uie church of Rome
By Re-. Chas. Chinlquy, ex-priest. A remarkable 

book. Page*, 832. Price 32.25.

THEWAmiBLE

Mbs. Mary M. Babbbu, DeKalb, Ill., writes: "You 
remember I told you there was something growing 
th1?5in?h,.b.Om r ue“r1/ a11 K®““- 1 applied 
the flannel as directed aud sat for treatment# every 
1 ueiday and Friday evenings; aud have felt hands on 
my head. Bend another vitalized flannel,”

Mas. Emklinx Telton. 108 Cherry street. West 
I Newton. Mass., writes: -I have had absent treat- 

beentbeue£sJ<’,U cough mid feel that I Lave

Wm. Wuesland, Edgar, Neb., again writes: “I am 
slowly improving; have been out door a little each 
Mv /or week. Am gaining strength fast.
My heart is stronger, and gaining, but U weak yet. 
Have gained more In the lust (wo weeks than In a 
year before The last vitalized flannel did me more 
good than all things combined that I ever touk 1 
shall do all I cau for you.”

Mrs. Wm. Lamiman, Clifford, Mich., again writes: 
Please send me another piece of tbe vitalized flan

nel, a# 1 am better after using tbe last one.”
August Rickert, Valentine, Neb., writes: “I re

ceived your letter and flannel, and am getting better. 
1 can feel it. My pains are getting less and 1 fee! 
better every way."

Address

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ,
_____ NEW BL'FFALO,-MICH.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is the oldest and most successful Spiritual Physician 

* now In practice- His cures are 
THE MOST MAKVELOUS 

of this age. His examinations are correctly made 
jree to aU who send him name, age, sex und lock 

of hair, and six cents in stamps. He doesn’t ask for 
apy lef3Lng symptom. A clairvoyant doesn’t need 
an}*. Address

J. 8 LOUCKS, M. D.,
85 Wanren bl, Stoneham, Mass. <60

MRS. O. PARTRIDGE,
Tbe well-known Psychomotrlst and Business Medium. 
Readings personally, by letter or photograph <1.00. 
Three reasonable questions answered by mail for 
25 cents Addrest M N. 52nd ave., Chicago. Psycho
pathic treatment#. 377tf

Dear Doctor#;—Wbeu 1 sit with you on Tuesday 
evening for tbe pKycblctreatmctit.it feels a# though 
a battery was turned on me. Very truly, 

Maey McKeever, Escanaba, Mich.

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuni 

Watson. This work was written by a modern toylor 
a grand and noble man. Price 11.00. r’

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
hmbracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance. Psycbometry 
and Laws #f Unfoldment, with free reading. For par- 
iiarnn” m oS EMMA liUUEB’ 'uj Ccntrtl 

HoOmiiHAiii.

RS. B. HASENCLEVEH, 274 wXliREN AVE. 
Trumpet ienncc Tne.days at 2:30 and 8 p.m., 25cts. 

Materializing Wednesday« and Saturdays at 8 p. m 
Magnetized «lates »1-00.

7 QUESTIONS ANSWERED CORRECTLY.
Send date of birth, lock of hair and 20c to pay 

for trial Character and 1’rophetlc reading ns a test 
Send photo (If possible), which will be returned. Full 
reading. Me. llox 7, North Pomona. Call. ’.5,

WHITE MAQIO-
Taught tn “Three Seven#,'' a book of 271 It fl
really a very interesting and sumastigeVOtt. Prina 
H45' For sale at thl# office.

LIFE OF. THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor of the National with Preface aud Note# 

hy Peter Eckler. Illustrated with view# of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman. 
Joe Bailow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland, 
Condorcet,.Brl8Bot, and the most promlnuntof Paine's 
friends In Europe and America. Cloth. 75 coats.

Real Lite in the Spirit-Land.
Given Inspirationally by Mrs. Maria M. King. You 

will not become weary while reading this excellent 
book. Price 75 cents.

” THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius?

Sty Vim. Henry Biut. Price 15 cent.. .

Thumbscrew and Rack.
Torture Implements employed in the XVth and 

XVIth centuries for the promulgation of Christianity, 
with pictorial Illustration#. By Geo. E. Macdonald. 
Price lObent#.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek. Mich.
Dear Doctor#:—lam well and will not need any more 

medicines. The psychic treatment has helped me very 
much. Wishing you much happiness andprosperity. 
1 remain ever yourfrlcnd, .

July 12,1898. Cabrib Shumw ay,
Manhattan, Kans.

ROMANISM AND THE RE’ 
PUBLIC.

A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OP 
hi# country should have at hand for consult» 

lion. By Bev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. This Is a moil 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of Cho Purpose«; 
Assumptions, Principle! and Methods of the Roma 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains pares, and 
may be considered a mine of valuable infornaUoufoi 
every patriot tn tfce land. Price 11. For Me at tbtl 
affloe.

THE TALMUD. ~
Selecaonsfromthp content« of.that ancient boot. 

5? „c£2^cí.U.rl£8’ ‘««Jtngs, póetry, and legend«! Also brief sketches of the men who made and com- 
gS?M°a iU Br H- Po^ 255

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA. 
Identified as the Christian Jesns,

fl GLOUD
OF WITNESSES Account of Two Interesting 

Seances.

-

to

AVGUST »7, 1898'. \

Thore is no doubt that Dr. Watkins 
could fill The Progressive Thinker each 
¡week with testimonials of the wonder
ful cures made through his gifts, as a 
(healer, and as he gives the entire credit 
ito fits guides, we see no reason why the 
prdinary physician should expect to 
make the cures that are made through 
this wonderful psychic.

Dr. Watkins on the 15th of last March 
üpeued ills Health Hóme, and it has 
•been a perfect success from the start. 
This winter he intends opening, in Bos
ton, Ills Cancer Hospital, where cancers 

„will be lulled and removed without, the 
ikulfe or plaster. ■
i To those who desire to be treated at 
Ihome it is necessary that they should 
send to tlie Doctor their name in fuli, 
age; isex, and ■ leading symptom, and 

• two 2-cent stamps', and they will re- 
celve by return mail a diagnose. No 
charge will be made for diagnosing a 

! (case. ■ - :
. --We would suggest that you write the 
Doctor at once. One hundred and six- 
ity patients discharged as cured in the 
last three months.
. GEO. A. PEARSALL,

Rural Home, Ayer, Mass.

feEE THE CLOUD OF WITNESSES! 
■ ' New Orleans, La., July 19, 1898.

■ ■ 'Dr. O. E. Watkins, Ayer, Mass:—Your 
.. letter with the excellent diagnose of any 

‘ Únele was received this morning. You 
i. ^described accurately his condition, and 

’ you must be prepared to accomplish his 
necovery. Resiieptfully,

MISS MABEL TROUSDALE.

. • Canton, N. Y.
Dr. C. E. Watkins—Dear Sir:—I re

ceived a letter from my friend Jackson, 
dated St. Louis, and saying he was feel
ing finely, and that he was positive he 
could say that Dr. C. E. Watkins cured

. (East Pepperell, Mass., July 20, 1898.
, My Dear Doctor:—After the three 

months’ treatment you gave me in ’05 
and ’96, I feel that I can call you, as do 
many other of my friends, "my doctor.” 
•¡AU speak gratefully of your wonderful 
.powers as a healer. Mr. B. F. Sartelie 
(was In to-day and told me the numb
ness was fast leaving bls limbs.

' Yours, etc.,
ELIZA M. HOBART.

So. Berlin, Mass., July 21, 1898.
Dear Doctor:— I can see a, marked 

Improvement In my case. No headache 
for two.vyeeks, the longest time without 
it for years and years. * ♦ * * 
/ ' MABEL A. MAYNARD.

I Cambridgeport, 23 Norfolk St., 
, July 14, 1898.

■ Dr. Watkins—Dear Sir:—I do not 
know what to say, only I am feeling 
¡better and better all the time.

Yours truly,
MARY WHYTE.

, Cambridgeport, 35 Pearl St., 
/ July 12, 1898.
• 'Dear Doctor:—I have passed the best 
two months for five years, free from 
pain, and I have enjoyed it, you may 

’"be assured * » * ♦ shall sound your 
. praises to all who are sick.

’ ' WM. H. ACKERS.

Hammond, Ind.
Dear Doctor:—Having become very 

much discouraged, I wrote a dear 
friend of mine, Mrs. Geo. Geary, Empo
ria, Va., whom you cured of nervous 
prostration and other troubles. 1 knew 
she had been a great sufferer for years. 
She told me of her good health; it is 
now one year^slnee you treated her; it 
is a wonderful cure, and feeling that 
you have made a well woman of her at 
the age of 60, I feel that you can help

Chleora, Pa.
■Dr. C. E. Watkins—Dear Doctor:— 

lYour diagnose is simply wonderful to 
me, since you have mentioned two 
points, to which other physicians have 
given no attention; your description is 
most perfect and astonishing. What 
¡Wonderful gifts are vours, etc.

. JULIA RABBITT.

Boone, Iowa.
... 'Dr. C. E. Watkins-Dear Sir:-En- 
: dosed find postal order; am still im
' proving; think if I keep on will be all 

right soon. Thanking you for tlie great 
benefit I have derived, I remain, as 
eVer, your friend, 

• . HENRY BOWMAN.

. . Santa Barbara, Cal.
'Dear Doctor:—Yours received, and 

the last clause of your letter calls forth 
this immediate reply from your grate
ful patient. I have not been as prompt 

" in sending in my weekly reports as I 
should, and my reasons are only two: 
First, I was waiting results; second, 
said results were so good and satisfac
tory, that procrastination set In ♦ ♦ » ♦ 
I am happy to say I continue to im- 

•uprove, in fact do not really need the 
last supply of medicine, etc.

MRS. ELIZABETH BROWN.

We could publish hundreds of testi
monials each week to prove that the 

■psychic force, which diagnoses and di
rects us, in selecting the right medicine, 
is fully capable in making a cure in 
your case; and we believe that the 
number of absolute cures made through 
this controling Influence in one year, is 
far greater than auy other physician, in 
five years’ time.

■ For this great gift we are truly thank- 
■ ful, and in return for this great honor 
-that the spirit world shows us. by using 
us, as their instrument, we try to be 

.'worthy, by leading an honest upright 
life, free from envy, and try to attend 
strictly to our own business; always 
feeling that if we do this, we can do no 
more. ‘

Perhaps it is wrong In us to rejoice 
so, in our own gifts, but we do not 
know why w<Tshould hide this light un
der a bushel, especially when we. do not 
claim it is our own greatness, but the 
voodness of those who have guided us 
ourly iu our endeavors to heal the 

jck.
We love our work, wrapped up in our 

profession. Nothing gives us so much 
pleasure as in robbing the grave of its 
intended victim; yet there is one part of 

• our work we dislike, that'is we have to 
advertise, have to use testimonials to. 
let-others know of the good, work that 
Js being done, but we must do it, as in 
this age. the specialists or Chronists all 
do so. We must “do as Rome does.”

Send your age, sex, leading symptom 
and two 2-cent stamps to us, and we 
Will diagnose your case as soon as pos-

-Blble.
DR. C. E. WATKINS, 

< AYER, MASS.

The principal portion of that which it 
Is my intention to relate at this, writing, 
will no doubt be a surprise to many, so 
also was it á surprise to the one whose 
name I shall liercin mention—that one 
being an instrument of the spirit world 
now, and has been for a number of 
years, but never until recently have the 
spirit world used him for the purpose 
of which I propose to speak. The in
strument I refer to is Mr. Cha ríes J. 
Barnes, the trumpet medium, who is 
well known to the Spiritualists in sev
eral States of the Union as quiet, con
genial Charlie Barnes, whose home is 
at Anderson, Ind., and whose friends 
are legion. For some time past the 
guides of Mr. Barnes have told him to 
sit for full-form materialization. Since 
Mr. Barnes came to Lake Brady this 
season, several of his most intimate 
friends insisted upon his giving it a 
trial anyway, This he consented to, but; 
reluctantly, on account of fearing he' 
would meet with failure; and also not 
having any special desire to give up his. 
trumpet work, A circle was arranged 
for by friends,'and to the great sur
prise of his friends who were there, his 
first effort' wás cMwneil ¿with’ success. 
At first, hiowévér, the forms that came 
were weak and could stand but little 
light. A few evenings thereafter 
another seanee was arranged for, dur
ing which a number of spirits ma
terialized and delivered loving mes
sages to their earth friends who were 
there. On .We.dnCsday. and Thursday 
evenings, August It)'and 11, the writer 
was át Lake Brady wild attended the 
seances he will now -liiake mention of. 
The first, evening I attended a comblna- 
titm trumpet séance jifeid. by Mr. D. A. 
Herrick and My. Bánnés,'which was un
usually goody severtil ■ spirit voices 
could frequently be .heard’ at the stftne 
time conversing ■withjtlieir friends. The 
second evening,TX4ie:iíaed’.á material
izing seance.'held;by;:th& latter gentle 
man.. This téiinée tv.a^ the third of the 
kind Mr. Barnes lias 'ever held. The 
circle was comped;pf„.fifteen ladies 
and gentlemen, who seemed to be per
fectly harmonlóüs;’ and 'as. a proof of 
which thirty-four 'of :the-spirit friends 
who were there were able to material
ize in full form, and á iiuniber of whom 
were readily recognized by their 
friends. Among those who manifested 
in that way was the writer’s mother, 
also a near and dear aunt who had 
been upon the spirit side but a few 
mouths. While they did not materialize 
as perfectly as cabinet controls do, 
they looked quite natural. Both de
livered to me loving and consoling mes
sages for myself and other members of 
our family. Messages, too, of sueh a 
personal nature that no sane person re
ceiving similar messages could for a 
moment doubt the faet of spirit return, 
and none but a bigot, or an ignoramus, 
could have the audacity to question It. 
Among tlie spirit friends who material
ized that evening was one of whom I' 
shall make special mention. On the 
night before and during the trumpet se
anee herein mentioned, Dudley Wilson, 
a soldier who ivas until quite recently 
a member of Company G, Eighth Ohio 
Regiment, but who succumbed only a 
few days ago to that dreaded disease, 
yellow fever, at Santiago, made his 
presence known. This young man came 
to Judge A. Munson, of Medina, Ohio, 
who was a t tliat .time sitting in the clr-- 
cle, and who is well known to the local 
fraternity throughout the State and 
whose honesty and integrity has never 
been questioned. This young man first 
began touching Judge Munson with the 
trumpet, following it up witli speaking 
to the Judge, and to the Judge's great 
surprise gave his (Wilson’s) full name. 
Knowing Judge Munson to be a Spirit
ualist, and being well acquainted with 
him, became to say to him that lie still 
lived, and also to send a message 
through Judge Munson to his dear ones 
at home. These are but samples of the 
enlightening, gratifying and oft sur
prising experiences the Spiritualists 
have. When we enter tlie seance-room 
we know not what surprises our spirit 
friends have in store for us._ I

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
Chicago.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordmgley, pastor, 3300 Wabash av
enue. Services at 7:30 p, m. .

Beacon Light Spiritual Church, 617 N.
Clark street. Services at 2:45 and 7:45.
George F. Perkins, speaker.
. Indiana avenue and Thirty-first street, 
at 3 and 8 p. m. Lecture and tests by 
good mediums.

Spiritual Investigating Society, at 
Flynn’s hall, Robey and North avenue, 
at 8 p. m., under the direction of Mr. 
and Mrs. W. L. Brown. :

West Side Spiritual Society meets at 
No. 46 South Ada street at 8 p. m.

Church of tlie Star of .Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue.
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. aud Mrs. William Lindsey.

Healing, Causes and Effects.
• Dr,-W.-P. Phelon’s latest book, is a 
pi'esentritiou from the spirit side of life 
of the basic priciples of Mental Heal
ing and their relation-, to Vibration. 
The Esoteric undercurrent of thè pro
cesses manifesting themselves in the 
operation of healing, is clearly sliown 
to be the silent power of invisible force.

Under the head of ‘‘Causes gnd Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along:. the 
lines Of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming. ■ .

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementáis, and man’s 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostiles of the Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter.

The whole field of man’s relation to 
the forces bringing either the health 
which is harmony, or the discord which 
Is disease is handled by one who evi
dently understands his subject. The 
booklet of 100 pages, is. proving its in
terest by its sales. Sent on receipt of 
fifty cents, For sale at this office.

. ... <55 tf.

/V LIBR/VRY.
The Spiritualist who commences now 

to form a Spiritualist o;-.Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, Is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what be 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 

—Your Melted Pebble Spectacles are 
all you claim for them, and even more. 
Your Magnetized Compound is a won
derful remedy, and acts like magic 
upon sore and weak eyes. I would not 
be without it. Very respectfully, 

MRS. J. A. PERKINS.
Easthampton, Mass.

PRICE OF TftE "SEQUEL.”
The price hereafter of this number of 

The Progressive Thinker will be as fol
lows: Three cents for single copy. 
Where five or more are ordered, two 
cents per copy. Where one hundred or 
more copies are ordered, one dollar and 
fifty cents per hundred. '

Passed to the higher life, July 27, 
from San Francisco, Mr. Arthur Jeal- 
asou, for many years superintendent of 
the Mechanics’ Library. He was; an ad
vanced thinker, and an exemplary man 
in all the walks of life. He leaves a 
widow and many appreciative friends, 
who will miss bls manly genial pres
ence, and his ever sympathetic kind
ness. He realized that this short stay 
called life, was not all the soul’s expe
rience. ROSE L. BUSHNELL.

Summerland, Cal.

Passed to spirit-life, July 19, 1898. 
at Rio Dell, Cal., Roxie, wife of A. D. 
Enos, aged 60 years. She was dearly 
loved by all who knew her, and a life
long and very .earnest Spiritualist Mr. 
and Mrs. Enos formerly lived at Breeds
ville, Mich., and moved to California in 
1884. Mrs. Enos will long be remem
bered by her many friends for her 
kindness of heart and her willingness 
to assist in all good work pertaining to 
Spiritualism. She was a very patient 
sufferer and was ill for many months 
previous to her passing out.

EVA TRUESDELL.
Bloomingdale, Mich. ’

June 26, 1898, Sister Elizabeth Hat
field, of England, passed to the higher 
life, offer nine months of intense suf
fering, almost alone, being known by 
but few persons, who did all they could 
to make her life as pleasant as possible. 
Sister Susan Martin officiated at the 
funeral,’ and spoke feelingly. J. E. 
Bartlett, of Boston, led in the singing, 
and was ably assisted by two ladies 
from the Universalist church.

F. HOOVER.

Ascended to better life. August 9. 
1898, Miss Frances L. Parker, of Elgin. 
III., aged 28 years. Eldest daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. T. Parker. Ever 
ready to assist’tliose in heed, kind and 
loving -words to all, none knew her but

Passed on, Frank A. Bangs, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Bangs, at Leiter 
Hospital, Ohlckatnaugua Camp, Ga. 
He was a member of Company K, First 
Illinois Cavalry. Funeral was largel.v 
attended at his home, Chatsworth, Ill'., 
August 17, 1898. Services at Baptist 
church, Rev. Russeil and Geo. F. Per
kins, siMsakera,' a qua rtette, of. singers 
assisting. He was a Mason and K; of 
P.( BotU lodges,, escortedJliy a full.cor
net band, -concluded the services at the 
grave. „ ....... _ . , ■

: Passed'to higher life; August 3, at his 
residence in Akron, O., Mr. Mark Ed
wards. Mr. Edwards-wns a greatly 
respected gentleman, loved by ail. He 
leaves a wife and one son to mourn a 
beloved husband and tender father. 
Sendees conducted by . Anna L. Robin
son and Mr. D. Herrick, ■

OF INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS.
Anyone who is sick aud failed to find 

relief, should send their name and ad
dress (with stamp for reply) to Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Cali., and I will 
(through spirit power) send you the 
cause and condition of your trouble; 
and after I give you a correct diagno
sis, if you wish help I will make my 
terms within your reach.

N. B.—The above advertisement is for 
the benefit of suffering humanity, and 
if you know of any one who is sick, and 
is skeptical, show them the above ad. 
and I may convince them of the truth

paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It is pot safe to send money in 
a letter; If It is sent that way, and lost 
In the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable In 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided.

"Human Culture and Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and. Social Up
building.” By B. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Scl- 
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75c. 
For Mie at this office. .

■’Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. B. and 
Rosa H Conger. ExceUent for even 
family. Cloth, $1.50.

‘Towns or Progress;” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $L •'

“The Infidelity of - Ecclesiastlclsm 
A Menace to American CivlUzatfon.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 centa For sale at this office.

“Human culture and cure. pan 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (Ip. 
eluding Methods and Instruments).” Bv 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A very in
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as 1t well ful
fills the promise of its title.. For sale 
at'this office. Price 75 cents. ‘

“Ancient India: lls Language and 
Religions.” By Prof. H. Oldenberg 
The subject is of unusual interest at 
the present time, and it is here treated 
in a way to interest and instruct all 
readers. For sale at this office. Paper 
price 2(5c. ’

Mediumship. A chapter of Experi
ences. By Mrs. Maria M. King. Price 
40 cents.

60RREOT 
DIAGNOSIS

IS 
THE 
KEY 
TO

SUCCESSFUL 
TREATMENT.

DOCTOR A. B. DOBSON
Still Heals the Sick Through 
the Mediumship of ... . .

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker.

DB. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCÌSCO, CAL.

Dr. Max MudilenbruGli,
PROPHETIC SEER,

If you wish Good Health 
i should apply to her.

DR. J. A-. BURROUGHS.

Spiritual Healer She 
No Equal.

Address all Mail to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132, SAN JOSE, CAD.

No “Lock of Hair” or “Leading 
Symptom’’ Required.

” ‘•k«B Dorn tbe Bau Francisco 'Trogres»” of November 7,18S5:
Ir S*.TC0 UB Sreat I'lra.urc to quote from tbe Light 

M Truth commeudatiomi of California and Califor
nians. In a late Issue we re,ad: ‘Wo note'with pleas
ure the continued success ot our friend and brother, 
p.ls.“”. Frauelseo, California. 
California lias become noted for Ite mediums; and 
aRbouglr Dr. Forster Is not a native of the United 
btates, the people of California have learned to claim 
a proprietary Interest In him just as if he were a 
m««.’I0!;,, lYe ‘c,r 8°0d reP0rt,8 of llhn from all 
quarters, and It gives us much pleasure to add our 
endorsement to the many accorded this gifted 
medium and educated gentleman.” • 

"ABSENT TREATMENTS
By the Use of Vitalized Flannel. 

Cures all Manner of Diseases.

Burroughs
Deal honestly and conscientiously with 

every individual. They make no charge 
for examination or diagnosis, relying 
upon their ability to secure prac
tice. A majority of their cases are 
pured in a few weeks and often the most 
difficult cases of ypars’ standing, which 
eminent physicians, have pronounced in
curable, have yielded to their treatment 
in a few months. They understand the 
human body perfectly; they understand 
the causes of disease and administer 
with unerring accuracy the necessary 
treatment. Medicines act like magic in 
their hands. This'is not assertion-—It is 
a statement capable of proof, as shown 
by the following

Convincing Testimony;
Drs. Peebles & Burroqgn*.Battle Creek, Mich.

My Dear Doctor#;-*-! thought you would like to 
know bow your old patten is. I .have never had a 
aiok day Kftcr taklngqrour qjedlclnea aud treatment. 
Jr at anytime I #hou»n«d the» ¿ervtcr# of a physi
cian I will not hesitate a moment to place my case 
with you again. Ever your friend,

Aug. 12, 1898. Maggie Van Spyker,
• Fennville, Mich.

Drs. Peebles & Burrough#. Battle Creek, Mich.
My Dear Sire:—My child hat) never bad a return of 

tbe disease for which you doctored her. 1 cau never 
feel grateful enough to tbe kind friend# who told me 
of you and thereby saved my little one's life. May 
God's richest blessing# follow you through life.

Your frleud, Mus. Artie Galloway, 
July 29,1898. Silver City, N. M.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Gentlemen:—I am happy to report a wonderful Im- 

provemect in my wife's condition. I could scarcely 
believe my eyes yesterday when I stepped Into her 
room. When 1 left home a few days since the best 
medical talent In the city told me that her case w^s 
absolutely bopelo-ss, that she would never be any bet
ter. Imagine my surprise to find her up and dressed 
and looking a# fresh as a daisy, aud tho general change 
In her appearance simply wonderful.

t , A.YL7 lruly« w.l.seeibye,
July 81,1898. Mankato, Minn.

Drs. Peebles & Burrough#, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sir#:—Your diagnosis of my cose wa# correct 

in every way. Youta truly,
, Mary Kidd,
Aug. 2,1898. _____ Philadelphia, Pa.

Dri. Peebles & Burrough#, Battle Creek. Mich.
Dear Doctor#:—I received a dlagnosl# of my case 

from you and it Is very correct, In fact you told me 
all tbe diseases 1 have, R. C. Wiseman,

Aug, 8,1898. Ashland City. Wis.

Dr#, Peebles & Burroughs. Buttle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—Accent my thanks for your prompt 

diagnosis of my case. It Is perfectly correct,
Sincerely yours, Margaret Wehrle.

Aug. 15, 1898. Carbondale, Kan.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek. Mich.
Dear Doctors:—The diagnosis of my case Is correct.

Vety truly. Mrs. W. M. Helm.
Aug. 13, 1898 Globe. Ariz.

OurPsoGiilG Treatment.

Researches in Oriental History.
BY O. W. BROWN? M. D.

One Fol. ISmo, 401 Pages, Cloth, $l.so.

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. BBSEABOHBS Iff JBmSH HUTOBY. 
H. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.

, fl. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY.
■ 4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS?

' The whole comprijes an earnest but fruitless search 
for a Historical Jesus.

In this volume tbe Jews are clearly shown not to 
hare been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The MeBSlanic idia fs traced to tbe Bac
trian Philosopher, 2350 year# B. C.. and its history Is 
outlined, following tbe waves of emigration, until it Is 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of tbe Cbrletlan era. j*u<**r* .

The book demonstrate# that Christianity and its cen 
tral hero are mythical; that tbe whole system is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
its rites, ceremonial#, dogmas and superstition# are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the record# of the past; its fact# are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read it without listructlon end profit, whether 
be reaches tbe same conclusions with the author O’* 
otherwise. For sale at tbia-office.

The Lyceum, devoted to the interests 
of the young, and to lyceum work Is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special interest in it. It 
Is published weekly. Try it. 437tf

M
ild, 
flGtfETIZED 
EDICTES, 
and careful attention to the cases 
trusted to us effect speedy cures.

DRS.TEEBLES 
& BURROUGHS

WHERE 
«

If you are a sufferer ,. -

WRITE TO-DAY, 
giving N AME, AGE, SEX, aud aLEAD- 
1NG SYMPTOM, and receive an abso
lutely CORRECT DIAGNOSIS free. 
Address

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

Herbalist, Peychometrist and Medic
al Clairvoyant.

Diagnosis of disease by lock of hair 

(NO SYMPTOMS REQUIRED) 
five two qeut stamps.

Rock from mines read PsycbometricaUy 
Full Ute reading» by mall................... • •
P.O. Box 118Oakland Cal. '

•2-50' Be“d «X

■•2.0Í 
.•2.0C

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
Therapeutics, including ths 

NaKMUein. Electricity, Mind Cure, and a higher science of life. Chemical affinity and 
UCe? ei6 developed with their marvelous an< 

plications. Students in four cuotlnents have taken thrf n M ‘» '“^‘«^“'•tcredend irnfer, th“ de 
D-M., Doctor of Magnetics. By a system of 

printed questions students can take the coursfl'tmd 
receive the diplomas at their own homes. Institution 
removed to ¿58 South Broadway, Los Angeles Cal 
J? E?Uia,8 granted under either the New Jersev nr 
c 44t?iU a Cbarw’rn I11?» ior catalogue to ?

«1« E. I). BABBITT. M. D. LL D., Dean.

Dr. A. W. Birkliolz, the Healer.

DR. MANSFIELD’S 
HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES 
Are compounded clairvoyantly fur each nnth-nt 
AGNOsIr' S “'m »ju'l'loui for FliEE DL
PralxW J'w"h‘ °f C“>rt’’” 1L D- »“nett, 
MXHiS'RAEb&Ij,L,‘6,‘C’ Li,"U11 C Howe “3

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D.
170 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

M e d i u m 8 h i pTsTorowthT
SplriiuailBta admit tia, Twlr«

mhu^'fre^u’gM“ uw“
DR. J. A. BAILEY,

No. 142 Filth Avenue, Clinton, Iowa.
NODHUGS USED. NONE HEQUIKED.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two 
Cure.all forms of Btomacii. liver and kldoev

ripal °“'. AJsure curct'»' that ttred/worn-out 
feellag. Guaranteed to assltit your system to health with pure, rich blood. SufflciVt quauUty lor om 
monlii Bent torn.oo. quauuiy wr on«

One package of our Magnetized Compound for «nr« 
eyesor poor eyesight. Has been used and prilied b5 
thousands in all parts of the world. Sent for WcenSi 
or all three sent postpaid for »1.00 with YarmS 
photo and Instructions how toll ’e WOyear»! 1 '

Melted Pebble Spectacles.
Kutorelosl vision. Write for Illustrated Clrcm«™ 

wmTiuS “U 'es and prices and photo or Spirit Yunna, 
wl » developed tl,IB clalrvoyuut power In me. I ran 
your'ey^B It? vourP°blJle> “» perfectly to
ornre . y ..own home as If you were fu my gboto'. “¿.tet ^’¡¡.'ia. 8eUl1 BU““ tOt

If you wish to know what ails 
you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps^- State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. G. BATDORF, M. D
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

DR. A. A. KIMBALL,

erdbeuse#. Cancers and tumors are■ ehemlSlvib 
sorbed under his wonderful healing power iX™ ‘.w ffr. iu 're"> -«<•» «I-» tex
Will nt tt* alinent at his home,i..“ in ,Verontt >'««% Bucksport. Me., during Au
gust. io j orter st., Malden, Mh#s. 457

PSYCHE
Is the invention of a practical medium under «nirft 
KUCby ?r,d
Many, uy its use, have received long cuiumunica- 
t ons from spirit friend#, and express great sathfaC- 
Uon. Price. 11, and 20 cents cx*[ra for exnressaea 
Fur sale at tbeoliice0f The Pjiou«jjsBiVETjiiNKK^

I vWA SJI0KT BEAJHNGS from THE 
in xf°« m f*r i? CV,U- i’eud nionth and day of birth 
to Mrs. M. A. Reed, box 49, Onset, Muss. 45s

MKS-?L E(iJLLETTE’ JNl’Ul’KNDENTSl.ATE^ 
writer, ¿18 hast 42d place, Chicago. 459

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley,
p,u,llless M’Dlutii. siulngB dally; Hour».

10 to 4. Residence, 98 Bowen av., Chicago, Hl.

Something New and Reliable
me “.l,!“<’r 8W,I"8 Ilie Diet, with ago.

1' wm eon‘l’l,exlo,‘, “nd »11 cents In «lamp», and 1 "ill tell you just what your troubles are by 
“ r“',ld eur(!- 1 need no hair oneudtng symptoms; your letter Is enough 

Herballttlc Hcmedles In connection with 1-syclilo 
Power. Address or call.

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
85 Warren st., Stoneham, Mass.

YOUB, FUTURE TwÄi
Astrologer, Rooms 6 & 7 Tabor Opera House Bloclc
Denver, Colo, Charte from 41. Send stamp for circu* 
lar6-___________ 48 Kf

TJOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
IX home. Will send a pamphlet giving Instructions, 
delineate your phase of mediumship, am! u spiritual 
?,o,nF^ooc.lt' A" ,or.'<5 cenl8- AWrc»» MBS. .1. A. 
BLISS, San Diego, Cal. 453

DR. T. H. BLY'S PRIVATE SANITARIUM, A
Lying-In Homo, cxcluMvrly for women. All dis

Cases of women cured. Write for particular# to Dr. 
Bly, 27 4th st. 8. Minneapolis, Mlnu. 4tx)

ASTRAL READING
And your pha»c of Mediumship, with Instruction# for 
development; also # copy of '‘The Path to Power ” 
Send date «f birth aud 25 cents (»liver) . If you arc 
In search of truth, and desire to unfold the occult 
powers; if you would break the hypnotic spell of im
aginary limitation, and exchange sickness and sorrow 
for health and happiness, you will realize In thl# 
teaching the soul’s Ideal. URIEL BUCHAN AN Au- 
rura, Mo. 41^

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium, who Is clalraudlent. < hiirvoyant, pay. 

. iiometric and prophetic, cau be consulted at No. 1030 
North Clark st. Chicago. Engagements can be made 
‘■y mttcr. 4Mf

ADI I IMco°sb
A never-falling, harmless and permanent homo 

cure. Trial treatment free on request.
Dr.J.y. Hoflman, 445 Isabella Bldg., Chicago, III.

WANTED—GOOD MAN OR WOMAN, 
to represent us in every town. Honest 
Article; Good Seiler. Will give you 

references. Address
LEK KO COMPANY, 
69 Dearborn St., Chicago.

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.
By Carrie B.&Twing, medium. Price GO anti. j

POEMS FROM THE INNER LIER
By Lizzie Doten. Tbeao poeassM M tiSESsu «near. Price Bilia. ’**"''*

Woman, Church and Siate.
A Historical Account of the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris* 
tian Ages, with Reminis

cences of the Matri
archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE,

‘THh, AMv'JNT OF VALUABLE
1. IprmaUon succinctly and clearly stated In thia, 

voluine of 554 pages Is amazing. The title, as above 
: given, falls to convey an idea of the fulness and com-

BZpla&dng bnr Idl pletencM with which the subject, sro treated. The 
fonmiMb wktl1 ■ Mntriarcbate. or Mother-rule, Ip the theme of the flrst 
Itklttfttfe chapter, In which much lore, quaint, queer and curl' ' nne in hmnoht in vidanfl <n olnn1r1«fInV, a# .«kt...ous, Is brought to view in elucidation of the subject. ' 

This is followed by chapters on Celibacy, Canon Law, 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman and- 
Work. The Church of To-day. Past, Present, Future; 
and there is not a chapter In the book that Is not 
handled in a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
•and quality of informatlonjB not worth the full price 
of the volume. It is packed with knowledge well» 

Arranged, and Intensely Jntcrestlngfrom beginning to- 
end. No one can possibly regret buylnglt; It Is aval« 
nablc addition to the library of auy free and truth-lov«- 
Ingmlnd.

Price, For sale at thl# 
»ffice.

pKycblctreatmctit.it
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LIVELY KICKING.
Plans to Sue the Archbishop.

KOZLOWSKI DECLARES HE WILL 
SEEK DAMAGES FOR THE MAJOR 
EXCOMMUNICATION—A TEST OF 
CHURCH POWER—HE SEEKS TO 
LEARN WHETHER ROMAN CA
THOLICISM CAN BRAND HIM A 

’ SOCIAL OUTCAST - AMERICAN 
DECISION IN VIEW.
To the Editor:—The following which 

appears in a Chicago daily speaks for 
itself, showing the diabolical nature of 
the Catholic church:

. *‘i have taken steps to begin suit 
against Archbishop Feehan for heavy 
damages and to determine the power of 
the Roman Catholic church in America 
to make me a pariah in society and put 
a blemish on my 120,000 parishioners 
here aud elsewhere,” said the Rev. 
Father Anthony Kozlowski, of All 
Saints Polish Catholic church yester
day, when asked how he looked upon 
tbe major excommunication placed 
upon him by the Pope at the recommen
dation of the Chicago Archbishop. 
“The papal bull is a remnant of another 
age, when church and state went hand 
in hand. Then there was no ecclesias
tical or civil redress for the victim of 
one of these pronunciamentoes. It is 
different now and especially so in tlie 
United States. Tbe fortunes and lib
erty oi the humblest citizen cannot be 
attacked with impunity. The effect of 
this excommunication, if carried out, 
would be to render me a social outcast. 
The constitution of this country says no 
man shall be attacked because of his re
ligious opinions, and there is another 
law which prohibits the boycott. The 
bull is a violation of the laws of the 
United States and is an attempt to sub
vert civil to ecclesiastical authority.

“After all, I am amazed that the ma
jor excommunication should be resorted 
to in this age. I would publicly burn 
this papal bull if it were not that I 
might be accused of imitating Martin 
L'uther aud also indulging in child’s 
play.
ASKS 'THE ARCHBISHOP’S RIGHT.

“I would like to ask any man what 
right Archbishop Feehan has to dictate 
to me. I deliberately separated myself 
from the Roman Catholic church four 
years ago. I sent a notice to the pope. 
Four years have passed away. Now be 
excommunicates me. For what? When 
I had established this church I advised 
that a church committee be sent to the 
'Archbishop to see if our troubles could 
not be settled. The committee was in
sulted and Informed by Archbishop 
Feehan that he wanted to have nothing 
to do with them or me. The committee 
.was practically driven from tbe house. 
We then decided that we had better try' 
and get along by ourselves. We have' 
done so pretty successfully. My parish
ioners here number over 10,000, and in 
Uu my churches, 120,000.

“The entire excommunication is ille
gal, not only according to canonical but 
civil law. Canonical laws say that 
when charges are brought against a 
priest he shall be regularly summoned 
before a jury where he must be allowed 
an advocate. Nothing of tills kind was 
everyone with me. Tbe only notice I 
ever received from Archbishop Feehan 
was n notice to leave town In twenty
roar hours. I then wondered and won
der now who this man is who has au
thority to order a citizen out of town 
after the manner of a police justice. I 
refused to recognize his authority then 
as to tlie material affairs of tbe church 
and I refuse to do so now.

"Moreover, canonical law says notice 
of the excommunication shall come di
rectly from the Pope to the person ex
communicated. I have received no no
tice of this kind. Agaiu, the excom
municated person must be called three 
times by the supreme Pontiff before tlie 
bull against him is finally issued. This 
is to give the accused the opportunity 
of being restored to the bosom of the 
church if be should so desire after ex
pressing a penitential spirit. I was 
never extended an opportunity of this 
kind.

TELLS OF CHICAGO TROUBLE.
“Tbe troubles of tbe Polish Catholic 

in Chicago,” continued tbe priest, “grew 
out of the financial administration of 
the affairs of St. Hedwig's church, 
where at one time I was assistant pas
tor. The congregation of this church 
became dissatisfied with the way in 
which the church was managed. They 
could get no accounting from Father 
Barzynski or tlie Archbishop. It was 
denied that the parishioners had any 
right to have a voice in the financial
management of tbe church, 
caused a schism.

The congregation split and 
was raised for the building 
Saints’, I was selected to lead

This

monev 
of All 
the se-

coders. The Poles in other cities have 
gone through the same trouble, but I 
have been the only one selected for ex
communication, Why? Because in es
tablishing the Independent Polish Dio
cese of Chicago it was necessary to 
have a constitution. This constitution 
has been so satisfactory to many dissat-. 
isfied churches throughout the country 
-that tlie independent church has grown 
rapidly. ... : :

“We have now four churches, in Chi
cago, find churches at Thorp, Wls.; Ege, 
Ind., Depew, N. Y.; Buffalo, N. Y.; 
South Chicago; and two churches in 
New Bedford, .Mass. The movement Js 
spreading all over the country. ’ ’

“The cardinal principle of our church 
is to retain the church property in the: 
hands of the church organization?, We- 
refuse' to surrender it' to any bishop or 
archbishop. A committee of elders' 
handles every cent, and in this way the 
priest’s entire time can be devoted to 
the spiritual advancement .of Ids flock. 
The amount of church property con
trolled by Archbishop Feehan in Chi
cago amounts to over $100,000,000. We 
do not believe that such power should 
bfe In the hands of one man.”

It will soon be determined whether 
th® Pope of Rome can exert his fiendish 
nature in tills free country.

Chicago, III. JUSTICE
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ADVANCE OF LIBERALITY
The -Old Clasping Hands 

With the New.

Reformers generally are inclined to 
become disgusted with reform; the 
slow-going masses seem to float on a 
great sea of eternal truths and magnifi
cent principles, but absorbs its life-giv
ing essence so slowly that it requires a 
keen observer to mark the exact atti
tude of each advance step. Occasion
ally, however, when the advancement 
Is marked by some unusual occurrence, 
we realize that the efforts which 
seemed fruitless at the time have final
ly given forth an abundance.

We have reason to feel greatly en
couraged at the effect on the prevailing 
religion of the liberal spirit. Not more 
than fifteen years backward on the cal
endar, the Unitarians were in this sec
tion of the West ridiculed by orthodox 
people as “the Broadgaugers,” their 
broad ideas stood on about a level with 
any of the other “infidels,” in the eyes 
of strict Christians, and none among 
all the Protestant sects was firmer in 
opinion than the all-present Methodists. 
With genuine horror they looked upon 
them as the expounders and devotees 
of a poisonous doctrine. It is well to 
observe that this feeling was confined 
to religion and not allowed to Interfere 
extensively with business. Gradually 
the “bone of contention” has crumbled 
and hence Is not attracting so much at
tention as heretofore, the calm, steady 
eye of the “liberal wing” of the church, 
with its flaming two-edged sword of 
“Higher Criticism," is guiding the re
ligious World out of its confusion into 
a clearer and still clearer comprehen
sion of the duty of mankind to man.

Of this softening there has lately, 
transpired an incident that brings It 
out in radiant hue (may the fates con
tinue it). At the First Methodist 
church of this city there appeared the 
Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones, of Chicago, a 
Unitarian minister, and one of the "lib
eral wing,” too. At bls side on tlie ros
trum snt Newton M. Mann, pastor of 
the Unity church (Unitarian) here; by 
the side of Rev. Mann sat Dr. Jolm 
McQuoid, regular pastor of tbe church, 
in which the services, were conducted.

TELEPATHY. YOUR SOUL, SPIRITUAL EXPERIENCE. SOCRATESr PHILOSOPHER, SEER AND MARTYR, '
One of the Finest Medium' 

ships Known,

Telepathy is a mediumship of slpw 
growth, but nevertheless oijp of incal
culable value to its possessor. It be
longs more especially to a high degree 
of development of the finest and most 
sensitive elements of the intricate 
mechanism of the brain, and can be 
most successfully developed by persons 
who are of an intensely spiritual na
ture, those wrho constantly aspire to 
that which is true, high and refined in 
life and ever press onward and upward 
through the vales of materialism until 
they reach the mountain tops of pure 
spirituality.

Telepathy not only embraces thought 
projection and thought reception, but 
prophetic sight, or seership, clair- 
audience, reading of thought as it is 
formed, and the faculty of sensing tbe 
spiritual affinity existing between two 
persons (whether one or both are in 
spirit life) as well. In fact it is, in 
itself, an answer to the many abstruse 
questions which confront the ■ mental 
scientists as well as Spiritualists.

This most desirable form of medium
ship includes the finest of the fine ele
ments of spirituality, and by means of 
it those persons who are naturally re
fined and intellectual to a high degree 
are enabled to come more readily eu 
rapport with persons of like character 
in spirit as well as In earth life, and 
thereby mutual mental relations are 
established which are most beuefleial 
aud which serve to increase as well as 
strengthen the mental activity of the 
individuals interested. .

As an assistance to other forms of 
mediumship, which deal more with the 
physical modes of manifestation, telep
athy is very helpful (as it can be de
deloped in connection with any one, or 
two, mediumlstic phases, providing the 
medium is of a relined turn oi mind), 
serving ns a reference to which the me
dium, in times of despondency and 
doubt, can turn for cheerful sugges
tions and valuable instruction.

The clairvoyant can see the spirit, de
scribe Its appearance, its actions, ex
plain the symbols shown, and accurate-

TAKE NOTICE.

Moses Hull, the indefatigable worker, author, 
lecturer and defender of Spiritualism against the 
attacks of its enemies will figure conspicuously in 
our Fall Campaign. Everybody will want the pa
per. Send in your subscriptions at once.

The pulpit of orthodoxy had actually 
opened to the liberal faction. Rev. 
Jones opened hls discourse on “Relig
ious Unitv,” with the nature of bigotry; 
he pictured the dreadful suffering of 
Christian martyrs, the intolerance that 
compelled Socrates to drink the deadly 
hemlock, the inconsistency of Christian 
zealots in staining the earth with the 
blood of those who differed from them 
in opinion. He pleaded for a recogni
tion of tbe unity between mam and 
man, “not the unity that is to be, but 
tbe unity that is now.”

Far different from the usual appeal 
in tlie name of tbe “Only Begotten 
Son,” was his plea in the name of hu
manity for a “universal religion.” We 
are used to bearing narrow-minded 
devotees of all sects, and pettifogging 
politicians, crying the special virtue of 
their wares, but this nineteenth cen
tury reformer raised a sectless cry; 
he wanted to have a religion that stood 
for justice above all creed, that could 
extend the helping hand of fellowship 
to all sufferers without a question of 
their creed, the religion of the Good 
Samaritan, the philanthropic spirit of 
the "Man of Nazareth” appealed to all 
in a way that grasps the sympathies of 
each one who .hears tbe tale. The se
cret lay in tbe fact that the well-spring 
from which all true gospel flows, at 
times pours forth its healing waters 
from every soul, it may be found in 
every clinic aud beneath the skies of 
laud aud sea. the universal tie that 
binds human soul in responsibility to 
human soul. Upon such principles as 
the above should the concerted action 
be taken, upon the eternal precepts of 
right living would he found the “Unity 
of Religions "

At the clo: • of his very able address, 
Dr. McQuoid arose, and said in sub
stance: “I am very highly pleased with 
tbe splendid sermon by Rev. Jones, and 
I am sure we have all been greatly 
blessed by it. Rev. Jones and I would 
fight (?) on some things; we do not 
agree on all, but the general tone of tbe 
discourse we can highly appreciate.”

Verily, we are not standing still nor 
Is it necessary to drive down a peg to 
see if we are moving. Here is an oc
casion in which a sermon is delivered 
on the “Unity of- Religions,” an ,'appeal- 
is.made for harmonious action Jn mu
tual interest, this to;be dqne ' In the 
name of humanity, not even an -intima
tion that it should be in the name of 
“The Only Begotten.” And what- prin-, 
cifiles or foundation is this movement 
to be grounded ■in? . Behold the-reply 
comes: “The eternal ties that bind all 
men in common fellowship” . No men
tion is made .of''founding it- on the 
Bible. Why ? Becausfe- .thb. same gold
en rille is found iu'Lh^ibfal make-up 
of all mankind.. At tW^fijqse of such a 
liberal sermon as tjjd;^;an orthodox 
pulpit, the regular pttsifir-Of that pulpit 
declares they have all been “blessed" - 
by it. Surely this is progress and. in
dicative of much more in the future. 
May tbe future open the understand
ing of both orthodox and radical to the 
many mistakes humanity is prone to.

PAUL S. GILLETTE.
Omaha, Nebraska. ....

ly interpret the signs given, and, if 
clairaudient, can hear distinctly the 
spirit's voice as well as the music ren
dered, but In the majority of eases is 
unable to pierce the veil of magnetism 
surrounding the mentality of the spirit 
and there read tbe unspoken thought 
and thereby receive the message In
stantaneously.

Telepathy renders possible such a 
close rapport, or relation of sympathy, 
that the medium can read the thoughts, 
Intents, or purposes, of the spirit, 
whether incarnate or deearnate, and is 
thereby enabled to preclude misrep
resentation and misunderstanding on 
either side.

To the medium who is both clairvoy
ant and clniraudfent, telepathy is par
ticularly valuable for the reason that 
telepathic thought control, as well as 
telepathic vision, can be brought to 
bear niton the spirit who wishes to ap
pear and dictate a message, so that tbe 
medium is perfectly aware of the char
acter of the message and the appear
ance of the spirit before the medium
ship of either clairvoyance or clair- 
audience Is called into action, and when 
they are used they serve to further 
confirm the truth of telepathy, for clair
voyance is the telepathic vision of the 
spirit clairvoyautly materialized, and 
clairaudieuce is simply the spirit’s tele
pathic voice clairaudlently materialized.

Many persons who seek to develop 
telepathy, after a two or three years’ 
patient effort, grow discouraged and 
complain of lack of success in projec
tion of thought, telepathic vision, con
trol, hearing, impression, failure to re
ceive telepathic instruction, etc. Faith
ful searcher, do not be disheartened. 
Remember that tbe topmost peak of the 
spiritual Alps are not reached at a sin
gle bound; but by patiently toiling up
ward out of the mists of egotism and 
unrefinement until we reach the road 
of purity, where tbe light of reason 
guides our footsteps toward the beau
tiful realms of telepathic activity, and 
although it may take three, five, ten, or 
even twenty years of persevering, pro
gressive development, the results will 
well repay you, for the instructive facts 
yotbwill obtain are indeed soul-satisfy
ing in their nature. -.

Telepathy is one of tbe ancient 
Oriental means of rapid communication 
of intelligence; and is still'used quite 
frequently among the adepts of India.

Many intelligent controls' have be-' 
come quite expert In its use? and for
tunate indeed is the medium who is ac
quainted with, one of these, as their in
structions for development aré in
valuable. - ;

Telepathy, demands a fine quality of 
brain, a quiet, unostentatious nature, a 
pure, true amL honest life, untainted by 
cupidity; as a.material foundation, find 
the most harmonious-conditions? best 
engendered by. calm, philosophical re

flection when alone in the/peaceful sol
itude'of a quiet home, for its perfect 
development. ' -
Sit alone in the silence,

Hopefully, passively, silently,, sincere. 
Sit alone in the Silence, '

Faithfully, calmly, without fear.

Sermonette by the Editor of 
The New Y$rk Herald.

My soul cleavett'.; (into the dust.— 
Psalms, cxlx: 25. ?

There is one fact which startles me 
every time I think of it, namely, that 
my soul is merely a tenant of my body 
and will some time ’move out of it. 
When that happens the body may be 
sorry to part with’ its companion, but 
the soul will be glad'to get beyond all 
physical limitations. '

We are not as enthusiastic over this 
fact as we should be, because we do 
not fully appreciate it. Neither do we 
appreciate the sunshine, for the simple 
reason, that it comes to us as a matter 
of course and is so abundant. If we 
were living on the moon, where every 
night is a month Ifing, we should keen
ly watch for the coming of each day, 
and gather In multitudes on the hill
tops to eatch hls first rays and wonder 
at the glory of the dawn. As it is, the 
sun Is so generous with hls gifts that 
we neither stop to consider it necessary 
to be grateful because he fills the broad 
earth with harvests.

I venture to say that for a like reason 
God is neglected by ns. If He were 
not so good we should look to Him 
more frequently. Hls excess of kind
ness blinds us to the fact that He is at 
all kind. If He were a mere despot, 
like tlie fabled deities of Olympus, aud 
we were forced to placate Him to win 
Hls favor by sacrifices, we should keep 
in mind the value of His helpfulness 
aud make It fl point before every un
dertaking to win Hls favor. But since 
He loves us even as a father loves his 
children and gives His angels charge 
concerning us, in constant solicitude 
lest we stumble, we appreciate very lit- 
tie that He has done, and in our pray
ers ask for more.

There is no mystery in creation which 
equals the union of a body aud a soul, 
aud yet nine-tenths of our time is given 
to the body and the remaining one-tenth 
is grudgingly given to the soul. We 
could hardly be more devoted to tlie 
body if It were all wo have and there 
were no soul.-That is a curious fact; 
it Is a puzzle, lt‘4s a'mqrvel. To gua.rd 
a copper penny with’constant vigilance 
and pay no attention to a coin of gold 
would be regarded as unmixed folly. 
It would indicate Ignorance of compar
ative values. And yet an observant 
visitor from another planet who should 
watch our dally lives would say that 
we have not discovered that there is 
such a thing as a soul. In many cases 
hls conclusion would be justified.

All the religion that I care for is con
tained in the simple injunction, “Re
member that you have a soul, and gov
ern yourself accordingly.” I want very 
little more than that for the proper con
duct of my life, if I obey I shall be 
kept busy during the fuo term of my 
mortal life, and shall have no time to 
discuss theological details. That in
junction is to me what hls crown Is to 
a king—the symbol of sovereignty. Aud 
as the acceptance of a crown involves 
the duty of living a kingly life, so my 
acknowledgment of file possession of 
something that- cannot die Involves a 
responsibility which ought to make me 
broad-shouldered, targe-hearted aud 
noble.

Think of it! You can live such a life 
that you can see visions, and the doors 
of heaven will swing on their hinges 
and give you fi -glimpse of the future 
long before you reach its threshold. 
You can, if your soul rather than your 
body dominates you, reach such a 
stage(that there will be another Jacob's 
ladder in your life, with angels ascend
ing and descending. There is no rea
son that I can see why your soul, 
though embodied, should not be visit
ed in friendly, helpful fashion by souls 
that have become disembodied by 
death. L - ‘
' Do I state this deliberately as a firm 
conviction? Most assuredly, and so 
rich is that conviction in inspiration 
and encouragement that I would soon
er part with everything else I possess 
rather than surrender it. And the con
viction is well grounded, and Is sanc
tioned by every page of the Testament, 
the Old and the New alike. Take that 
element out of the Bible and you have 
very little left. Take it out of the story 
of the Christ, and you lose your inter
est in it. I do not know of any form of 
religion,in any age orlclime, which has 
not that fact as its chief corner stone. 
Indeed, I cannot conceive of a religion 
which drops a veil down between us 
and heaven.. We.should walk in dark
ness. Men of science tell us that if the 
sun were blotted Oateverything would 
be instantly frozen o61id, and, in like 
manner,if you blot the fact out of our 
religion we should be-no better than a 
multitude of suicides;

I must, therefore, look after the wel
fare of my soul with^vigilant care. I 
shall not be like ftejiian who spends 
all his money in embellishing the room 
he lives in and then) starves himself, 
but like one who regards his home as 
his home for a while, But thinks more 
of hjs intellectual andcspirltual culture 
than of any outward Comments.

I am immortal! I -shbuld never forget 
it, but should earry myself as one who 
cherishes that truihi'i-Xo matter what 
my poor ceMltipife ¿iij life may be, 
whether I bff:j>Oo^qtt rich, learned dr 
unlettered, well or ilf’struggling or at 
leisure, I am'mortal. Dshall outlive my 
body and njy sorgoWs, my tears and 
my sighs, all hai-dgilps and heart
breakings, for Goi—my God-will help 
me through it all,- apd his Christ has 
prepared a place for jffie where I shall 
dwell in peace and) bd’at rest. . 

■ ' GEOJIGE IL HEPWORTH.

A Medium, a Church Mem' 
ber and a Spiritualist.

(Continued on page &ii

According tp the Bible, woman first 
discovered the goodness of the fruits of 
the* tree of knowledge; and man has 
been trying to kefep-her away from it' 
ever since—Rev. S. Holmes.

Never bear more than one trouble at 
a time. Some people bear three kinds 
—all they have ever bad, all they have 
now, and all they expect to have,—Ed
ward Everett Hale.

Some of my spiritual experience from 
twelve years to sixty years of age I will 
try to give. When I was about twelve 
years old I commenced my spiritual life 
in a farmer’s kitchen. On a bright, 
sunny morning the-door was standing 
wide open, everything in perfect order, 
and by a chair a girl kneeling, saying. 
"O God, make me like Jesus. I, too, 
want to go to heaven when I die.”

The next I knew of myself I was 
standing beside the chair, looking into 
space, saying: “I will obey my parents, 
so God may love me more." Soon my 
parents saw I was more willing than 
my brothers. If anything had to be 
done in the dark, they would send me, 
saying that I was not afraid; but I was. 
I always asked God to go with me. 
Coming back I felt that some one had 
hold of my dress, but run I would not, 
and comiug to the door I felt like rush
ing in, but I stood still, then opening the 
door and walking in, aud my brothers 
would look up to see If they could see 
fear in my face. Mother would say: 
“Why, you was not one, bit afraid.” So 
I went on trying to be a good girl, but 
how bitter were some of my trials.

When about seventeen years old I 
was sitting by tbe kitchen table, doing 
something before going to bed. There 
were three raps at the back door. I 
often wonder I did not go and see who 
was there. I did not know anything 
about spirit communion, but I felt 
afraid aud ran up stairs aud went to 
bed. Some time after that, I had a tal
low dip blown out when far from it.

The next Incident was in my bedroom 
above this same kitchen. I was kneel
ing beside my bed in prayer, and sad, 
because I was to do something that the 
Bible said I must, if I wanted to go to 
heaven. It was about midnight, when 
an arm was put around me, like that of 
a dear friend. I took the presence to be 
Jesus, I was comforted.

When I was about twenty, In tbe 
same room I was sleeping. Some time 
in tlie. night there were three clear raps 
by the side of my bed, repeated three 
tipies,,.I turned over on my side, say
ing, If tlié présence is good It will not 
harm me; if it is bad it can’t. Then it 
went under the bed and raised me up 
three times like a person would go un
der the bed on bauds and knees and 
with back up against tbe bed.

When about twenty-three, after the 
death of my baby boy, five months old, 
I had a beautiful vision in the morning. 
There seemed to be a large opening 
above me. The light shining from it 
was beautiful. As I looked up angels 
came to the opening with a ladder lead
ing down to tbe earth. Then the angels 
came down to tbe last round. Then 
turning around I followed them. As I 
looked up the glory was so great! Then 
the angels disappeared and I seemed 
like one falling back to earth with a 
cry, “Almost in heaven! O that 1 might 
enter.” In a moment I was there; such 
a place, I wish I could describe it—the 
beautiful stream of water, majestic 
trees, the flowers, etc. The moss as It 
covered the ground, how cooling to the 
feet!

I told this vision to a neighbor. She 
said it was beautiful and meant some
thing. As soon as I had decided to join 
a church, obstacles were put in my 
way; but I thought I was right accord
ing to tbe Bible. Between tbe church 
and me was a fire as high as a two- 
story bouse, but I thought that was 
just to try me. I went through tongues 
of fire, and as 1 knelt at that altar, my 
Inner life was filled with a spirit like 
unto a dove, with outstretched’ Wings 
fanning it into a flame of love, bound
less love. i

When I was twenty-six, my husband 
joined the 104th Pennsylvania volun
teers, at Doylestown. At the battle of 
Fair Oaks he was wounded and taken 
prisoner. I did not know what became 
of him. It was in the papers that be 
was dead. I said that I did not think 
he was dead. One day a lady came to 
talk to me. She thought it was funny 
for me to think that he was living. I 
then went upstairs, walking back and 
forth, saying, “Why can’t I believe that 
he is dead?” A voice came to me, “He 
is not dead. In three days you shall get 
a letter from him.” I went downstairs 
and told mother all. She looked at me 
mystified; but in three days the letter 
came, telling how he was wounded and 
taken prisoner.

When I was about thirty, a girl baby 
of six months was taken sick. The doc
tor said that she was a sick child. In 
the evening of a beautiful day, looking 
toward the west and at my child on the 
bed, I cried out to God to let me have 
my little girl just one year longer, and 
he might take her. I went downstairs 
to do my work. Soon I wcnt-nipstalrs 
and saw she was resting well?; I was 
very tired, and laid'down beside her 
and went to sleep. When I awoke it 
was daylight. I jumped up to See how 
the baby was, and found her sleeping 
sweetly. When the doctor camé I had 
her downstairs. He felt her pulse, say
ing. “Why, there is nothing the matter 
with her; she is well.”

About two months before the j-ear 
was up, I put her to sleep on a beautiful 
June afternoon. She was the picture 
of health, and she looked so sweet I 
said, “How I would like to kiss you,” 
but thought I would waken her. 
Then I turned to go down stairs and a 
voice said: “How would you like to 
give her up now?” I-went back to the 
cradle, fell on my knees, saying^ “I 
can’t! O how can I!” In a little-while, 
looking' nt her so sweetly sleeping, I 
thought God could see what would be
come nly. Ifttle girt I did "iiot know, 
so I gave her to him in perfect health. 
She wfis taken : witlr stà Het fever, taud :
•when the year expired she died? There 
are other things in her life to me, that 
I can’t put in words, and which I hold 
in sweet remembrance. The. difficul
ties of my life to the age of thirty- 
three were severe. My husband 
failed again, and went to Washington,

(Continued on page 8.)

One of the Most Remarkable Personages in the World’s 

History.

Soerates abhorred Idleness. He was 
too close a student of human life and 
too keen a philosopher to fail to see 
how much sin, misery and want are di
rectly traceable to Idleness. Xenophon 
tells that he ever maintained that “To 
be busy was useful and beneficial for 
man; and that to be unemployed was 
noxious and ill for him; that to work 
was a good, and to be idle was an evil. 
He at the same time observes that 
those only who desire something good 
really work, but that those who gamble 
or do anything bad or pernicious be 
calls idle.”

On one occasion Antiphon, a well- 
known Sophist, sneered at Soerates be
cause of the simplicity of the clothes 
he wore and the plain food he ate, and 
because he taught the truths he be
lieved to be conducive to virtue without 
remuneration. Socrates replied in a 
thoroughly Characteristic manner; he 
preferred not to be a slave to gluttony 
or sleep or any other animal gratifica
tion, holding that be derived far more 
true pleasure from the consciousness 
that he was growing better than would 
be possible from the iKtssing pleasure 
of a slavish appetite. This last observa
tion gives us the point of view from 
which the philosopher regarded life ami 
its pleasures at a time when Athens 
was drunken with pleasure; when 
voluptuousness was only equalled by 
gluttony and intemperance. While 
these ¡tseudo-pleasutvs passtal current 
for real enjoyment, Socrates, seeing the 
madness which infected his fellow-citi
zens in consequence of the imagination 
being weakened and stimulated on the 
lower planes of sensation, strove to 
elevate the ideals and arouse the higher 
impulses of the people. In these words 
of the master, as recorded by one of his 
most conscientious disciples, we are 
brought Into close rapport with tbe 
mind of the teacher: “Indolence and 
pleasure, enjoyed at the moment, are 
neither capable of producing a good 
constitution or body, nor do they bring 
to the mind-any .knowledge worthy of 
consideration;' 'but? '‘diorclse pursued 
with persevering tabor leads more to 
the attainment of honorable and valu
able objects. As Hesiod Somewhere 
says: ‘Vice it is possible to find in 
abundance and with ease, for the way
to it is smooth and lies very neat- 
before the temple of virtue the 
mortal gods have placed labor, and 
way to it is long and steep and, at 
commencement, rough, inti when

but 
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traveler has arrived at the summit, it 
Hum becomes easy, however difficult it 
was at the first.’ " » ♦ On another 
occasion Socrates said: “If when a war 
was comiug upon us we should wish to 
choose a man by whose exertion we 
might, ourselves, be preserved, and 
might gain tbe good mastery over our 
enemies, should we select one whom 
we knew to be unable to resist wine or 
sensualism or fatigue or sleep? How 
could we imagine that such a man 
would either serve us or conquer our 
adversary? Is it not the duty of every 
man to consider that temperance is at 
the foundation of every virtue and to 
establish tbe observance of it in hls 
mind before all things. Tbe philosopher 
should turn the attention of men from 
regarding the weakness of their fellow 
men to a contemplation of themselves.” 
On this point he says: “Be not ignorant 
of yourself, my friend, and do not com
mit the error which tlie majority of 
men commit, for most men, though they 
are eager to look into the affairs of 
others, give no thought -to the examina
tion of their own. Do not you neglect 
this duty, but strive more and more to 
cultivate a knowledge of thyself.” He 
spent much time In striving to inculcate 
high ideas of right and justice in the 
minds of youths who aspired to politi
cal honors. “Do not,” he said, “be re
gardless of the affairs of your country 
if any department of them can be im
proved by your means, for if they are 
in a good condition, not only the rest
of your countrymen 
friends and yourself 
greatest benefits.”

Here is a beautiful
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suggestiv.
story of one of the many good things 
wrought by the philosopher. It empha
sizes a lesson very much needed to-day 
touching the dignity of labor. One of 
bls disciples, Aristarchus, complained 
to Socrates that he had fourteen free
born relatives at his home; his re
sources were at an end; be found it im
possible to borrow money; be was 
greatly distressed and downcast, not 
knowing what to do. Socrates pointed 
out to him that others, by engaging in 
useful vocations, such as spinning, the 
manufacture of garments, and the 
making of barley meal, were earning 
more than a comfortable living. Aris
tarchus replied that such persons were 
artisans, while bis relatives were per
sons of liberal education.’ Socrates de
sired to know if they knew how to do 
useful work, such as spinning, for ex
ample, and was informed that they did; 
but his disciple maintained that bis rel
atives were free-born. Socrates replied: 
“And because they are free-born do you 
think they should do nothing but eat 
and sleep? Do you find that idleness 
and carelessness are serviceable to 
mankind? In what condition will men 
be more temperate, living in idleness or 
attending to’ useful employment? If in
deed they .were going to employ them
selves in anything disreputable, death 
would be preferable.” These and simi
lar questions and considerations were 
advanced by Socrates until his disciple 
was so thoroughly convinced Of the 
wisdom of the master’s position that he 
forthwith laid Hie facts of his position 
before his relatives,/and suggested, how 
they could be-teliOved of their embar
rassment by engaging in some produc
tive employment. To his gratification 
his ■ relatives entered joyfully Into the 
plan, whereby all could be self-support
ing by engaging in productive labor. 
Wool was bought, and work was com
menced. Soon, he afterwards Informed 
Socrates, the household became cheer-

ful of countenance instead of gloomy; 
and instead of regarding each other 
with dislike, they met the looks of each' 
other with pleasure.“ "They loved Aris- 
tarehus,” Xenophon says, “as their pro- ; 
tector, and he loved them in return ad 
being a help to him." This beautiful 
incident not only illustrates the views 
of Soerates In regard to honest toil aud 
his abhorrence of dishonest pursuitsand 
deeds, but also shows how his life was 
ever a blessing to others—how joy, 
goodness, and virtue sprang up in his 
pathway. It also gives us a hint of a ' 
profound philosophical fact: where all 
persons are engaged in honest and pro- ’ 
ductive toil, sooner or later a feeling of 
independence and a consciousness of 
usefulness and of deep inward satisfac
tion come into each life. A state of so- 
clety in which all persons labored ac
cording to their ability would be a state 
in which we should find a maximum of 
happiness as well as of service, pro
vided the spirit of the golden rule vital
ized national life.

At oue time Socrates said, “Do not 
imagine that the good is oue thing and • 
the beautiful is another." In selecting 
a friend, lie suggested that "Only such 
a one should be chosen as a companion 
who was proof against tile seductions 
of bodily pleasures, and who was up
right and fair in all his dealings.” A' 
maxim of Soerates, "Perform according 
to your ability,” calls to mind a similar _ 
idea In broader application, as used by ’ 
Mazzini when he said, "From each ac
Cording to his ability.” When someone 
asked Socrates what object of study he 
thought best, he replied, “Good con
duct.” At another time lie said, "Those ' 
live best who study liest to become as. - 
good as possible.” Hls strange lack of ' 
imagination aud the absence of any, 
pleasurable sensations arising from an 
active fancy aud a ereatlve'niind were 
illustrated in the opinion, advanced on 
one occasion, in which lie held that col-1. 
ored decorations on the walls deprived c 
us of more pleasure than they afforded. '■ 
This also suggests a fact which it is/' 
well to bear in mind: reformers are : 
ever prone to go to extremes. The agq' 
in which Soerates lived was beauty- 1 
mad, if I may use that term. The vigor'' 
and the robust quality of art in a sim-j-. 
pier state of society had given place to ' 
an art which was very sensuous in Its ! 
nature, and which tended to chain tbo 
imagination too much to tlie physical • 
form and to sensual concepts. With 
rare and notable exceptions, it lacked 
tbe suggestions of noble endeavor and . 
the presence of ideals which would 
arouse fine and exalted thought. With 
this hothouse art came moral enervn- 
tion and the lowering of ethical stand
ards. .

This, doubtless, had something to do 
with Influencing Socrates’ opinion, as it 
has led many great philosophers and ’ 
theologians since his day, to regard art ’ 
itself as sensual and enervating. They 
have failed to realize that in times past 
art has been to blossom freely only, 
where there was great wealth, which' 
enabled artists to throw their undivided- 
energy into calling forth the wonderful 
dreams which dwelt iu tltelf imagina- . 
tions. Aud in societies where there is 
great centralization of wealth, without 
proper ethical culture, we shall ever ’ 
find ease and idleness, with vice creep
lug at their heels. Socrates, like Sa
vonarola aud the leaders of the Protest- ■ 
ant Reformation, seems to have failed; ’ 
in a measure at least, to appreciate the 
potential power of art as an elevating ■' 
as well as a refining factor in life. Yet 
we must not suppose that the great 
stoic took no interest in art. His ideas 
were pronounced and eminently correct 
in regard to the kinds of pictures best 
calculated to do good. Tims, Xenophon 
describes a conversation on art, held by ■ 
the philosopher with a youug artist 
namwl Parrliasius. who later became a1 ' 
distinguished painter, in which Socrates ' 
sought to impress tlie artist with tbo 
idea that he should represent that 
which was fair and ‘lovely instead of 
that which was revolting and repulsive. 
From close observation he evidentlv ap. ' 
predated the fact, which probably his ' 
lack of fancy failed to make him feel In 
an overmastering way. that the mind Is 
more or less influenced by those things 
which tbe eye constantly sees.

The marital relations of Socrates ' 
were unfortunate. The temper of his '. 
wife was notorious, and it is probable 
that their union was one of those seem
ingly unhappy marriages in which per
sons of entirely different tastes and 
temperament are yoked together. That 
there was much that was uncongenial 
in their thought-worlds Is doubtless ■ 
true, but there is no good reason to be- 
Heve tliat Xanthippe was tbe shrew she 
has been represented to be, not
withstanding the fact that Xenophon ' 
describes Socrates’ oldest son, Lam- - 
procles, as exceeding his disrespect to . 
hls mother by declaring that he could 
not endure her temper; that she said 
such things that no person would en- ■' 
dure to hear them for the value of hls 
possessions. Socrates, however, speaks 
kindly of her; and we know that she 
manifested deep affection for the phil- : 
osoplier during his imprisonment prior 
to his death.

The great Stoic ever cherished a pro
found faith in Deity. Kühner says: 
“Socrates and those who came after 
him, Plato and the Stoics and Cicero, 
were advocates of the opinion that, be
sides the one supreme God, there were 
Others, far inferior to him, but iin- 
mortal and of great power and endow- . 
ments, whom the supreme God- em
ployed as ministers in the government - 
öf the world.” Their conceptions, evl- ’■ 
dehtiy, were not materially unlike ; 
those of the authors of the Bible, who 
believed in angels and archangels—in
ferior beings, but immortal, and some 
of whom were far more powerful than 
others. Xenophon, tells us that Soc- - ■ 
rates considered that the gods knew all . 
tilings—what was said, what was doae,, 
i, ’ itlnued on, page 5.| z
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r. Elmer Gales Advances a New and Scientific Theory of Brain-Build- 
leg, and Curing Diseases.

5To detect disease in its ineipiency in man or woman be- 
Sore it has manifested itself physically is the purpose of 

‘ Ttvliat its discoverer; Dr. Elmer Gates, of Washington, 
t ¡terms “the science of psychologic measurement,” says the

New York Herald. The new science or system, accord
ing io Dr. Gates, is based on the theory that every part of 
(the body is connected telegeograpliically, so to speak, 

■ with some part of the brain, and that it is in reality tl;]c- 
' brain, controlling every nerve and muscle of the body, 

■ which enables each to perform its' proper functions;.-
“Brain building,” therefore, is, in Dr. Gates’ opinion,-th»-' 
true method for the permanent cure of diseases, niental, 
moral and physical. In. the following article fhe Dpcto^ 

' give» a reason for the faith that is in him. •

BEPT.S,189Ï. 'I

> Dogs born in darkness and kept in a dark place for a 
year, without seeing a ray or color of light, have no more 

■ brain cells in the seeing area of their brains than puppies 
gust I iorn. But dogs that have been given a special train- 

< ing, in accordance with the rules of the art of brain build
ing, in the seeing of colors, tints, shades and hues, have 
a greater number of brain cells than any. dog of the same

- species has ever had before.
This demonstrates conclusively that mental function- 

■■ ing, or brain activity, along proper lines, will put into 
the brain new anatomical structures, and even new chem
ical compounds.

I discovered long ago that whenever I put into any part 
i of the brain new brain cells the corresponding part of the 

• body was thereby rendered stronger and more healthful. 
• It may be truly said that the body is but a portion of 

■- the brain extended; for, as a matter of fact, brain cells, 
by means of intervening fibres, are in direct contact with 

v the protoplasm of the cells of the body.
DEVELOPING BRAIN CELLS.

> If any part of the brain’s cortex is destroyed some part 
■■ of the body atrophies, and whenever any part of the body 

> is destroyed Wallerian degeneration [Wallcrian law, a law 
in regard to the degeneration in nerves whereby "the de

: generation follows the course of the impulse in the 
. affected fibers, toward either the center or periphery.] 
■ takes place through the nerve and -often reaches and 

affects a certain part of the brain. •
I have been fortunate enough to discover that a dis

eased ,or atrophied or improperly developed organ can be 
'- properly developed and rendered healthful by putting 

more brain cells in that part of the brain which regulates 
.. the functioning of that organ. In the Medical Times for 
‘ December, 1897,1 published an account of eases cured by 
; this method. It is my intention to organize a line of re

search so as to continue investigations in brain building 
- - as applicable to the cure of disease, so that we may dis

cover what particular kinds of brain building are best
• adapted to what particular diseases.

If you will limit your attention to some one part of the 
body, as, for instance, to your hand, and refuse to allow 
any states of consciousness to enter your mind except the 
feelings which may arise in that hand, you will soon be

. come aware of a certain wannj.li. and fullness in that 
■' organ, arid by practicing this upon different parts of the 

body several hours a day for five or six weeks, you will 
acquire skill in dirigating or directing intense feeling 

■■ .very quickly in any part of the body you may select. This 
■ dirigation or direction when successful sends more blood 

to the organ or particular part of the body to which the 
dirigation is made, and this may be applied to the suc- 

■ . cessful cure of several diseases, including the develop
ment of congenitally atrophying organs.
f EMOTIONS AND DISEASE.

Another important phase of the subject is the regula- 
ftion of the emotions for the cure of disease. There is a 
marked relation between mentation and metabolism. 
([Metabolism is the sum of the chemical changes in the 

' body or within any cell of the body by which the proto- 
■ plasm is either removed or changed to perform special 

functions, or else disorganized and prepared for excretion] 
Mentation is the process of thought. Chemical changes 

;; taking place in the cells of the body of a nutritive char
acter constitute metabolism. The destructive changes 
¡have been called katabolism, and the constructive or ben
eficial changes have been called anabolism.

-, When anabolism predominates, the body is growing 
and is in health and has superabundant energy; when 
katabolism predominates, the body emaciates and is with
out energy for the manifestations of its vital capacities.

j It was my good fortune to discover that the life depress
ing and evil emotions augment katabolism, and that the

.. . cheerful and happy emotions augment anabolism.
.. _ By a systematic dirigation of each of the five kinds of 

’the good emotions anabolism can be regularly augmented, 
!■ and thus there will be a more abundant energy with 
!. .which to recuperate, and by means of which nature can 
i; . cure disease.

. If the cell is to be active in overcoming disease in its 
immediate vicinity or in itself, it must utilize its own 

i: energy in performing its functions. If it be imperfectly 
[ •fed it will not have this energy, this vis medicatrix 

Datura, with which to cure the disease. The new line of 
¡research consists in having discovered that, by a combina
tion of brain building and dirigation and emotional reg- 

| (illation, with the selection of the proper kinds of foods 
Î. and chemical substances, the cells of a particular organ

'can be fed their specific nutriments.

PSYCHOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS.
. The new line of research introduces a wholly new 
method of diagnosis into medicine, and promises to be of 
the very greatest importance to hygiene and to the in
dividual in regulating the habits with reference to health. 
'For some years I have been making monthly series of 

| measurements upon a few people and yearly measure- 
inments upon a greater number—measuring the least sensa- 
' $ions of touch, temperature, smell, taste, etc.,which they 
>*' çould discriminate; measuring the speed of their imaging 
( ; end conceptuating functions, the intensity of their emo

lions, the effect of environmental conditions upon the 
¡ [mental faculties, and making, under some sixty-eight 

different headings, psychologic measurements of a few to 
> determine what psychologic peculiarities were character
; istic of different vocations, of different races, of different 
I- sexes and of different ages. •
‘ This line of research has been endowed, and the en

dowment wiR continue indefinitely, but out of it has 
î grown another line of research for which there is no en
i - dowment. Some of the patients whom I measured, and 

.who at each measurement had a uniform acuteness of the 
senses and of some mental faculty, suddenly fell off from 

■ ’Iheir former standards in one or two measurements. 
•- Thus, one woman who could always feel seven-tenths of 

1. & milligramme of weight placed in her hand, suddenly 
^ failed to feel three milligrammes; who could see one- 

'tenth per cent difference between two tints of color sud- 
¡b’denly failed to see four per cent difference. This same 
¡¿'psychologic defection existed for several subsequent 

,]>;.measurements, and the next time I heard from her she 
.[[ Was attacked with a severe and fatal chronic disease. 

method of diagnosis would reveal the presence of that dis
ease, these psychologic measurements will indicate its 
approach'.

It is my purpose now to carry on researches to de
termine by measurements upon a great number of people 
what psychologic defections indicate what kind of ap
proaching disease. To do this at least a thousand people 
must be measured at regular intervals of one or two 
months apart, and the measurements must be continued 
until a number of these people get sick, so that we may 
know what psychologic defections indicate what diseases.

It is quite interesting from the scientific as well as the 
philosophic standpoint to know that the first encroach
ments of disease manifest themselves in the mind. This 
is again a corroboration of conclusions I have otherwise 
arrived at—that life is mind—that the cells of the body 
are alive because they have minds, and that there is no 
distinction to be made between vitality and mentality.

TO HEAD OFF ILLNESS.
It also corroborates the conclusion to which I have 

arrived, that the fundamental law of cure must relate to 
the regulation of the psychologic activities of the cells of 
the organs of the body. We may predict that the time is 
not' far distant when people will be regularly measured 
psychologically. At present, with the best apparatus 
known, it takes four hours a day for several days to make 
a complete psychological measurement, but it is my in
tention to devise apparatus which will automatically 
record the results of measurements, and to thus reduce 
the time to two hours. ,

In order to carry on this series of measurements I will 
require a specially constructed room, the different walls 
of which shall contain substances that screen out from 
the interior rooms all known environmental forces. I 
wish to builcl a large room containing another room, and 
a third room to be placed inside of the inner room, the 
different walls of which will contain substances to screen 
out sound waves, dark heat waves, luminous rays, ultra 
violet rays, electric rays, X rays, and so on. Measure
ments must be made in such a room because environ
mental conditions are changing every few minutes, and 
each environmental condition exercises an effect upon 
each mental function. It is also my desire to measure 
people in such' a room so as to determine how each en
vironmental condition affects each mental function.

LONG RESEARCH REQUIRED.
There is no way to make these discoveries except to 

find out by experimental methods,and it is only by ex
perimental methods that we can ever hope to determine 
the relations between these psychologic defections and 
the encroachment of a disease yet ungnown to patients. 
What we want to know is the nature of the disease which 
is signified by a given psychologic defection, so that we 
may better know how to change the habit, the diet, the 
sleep, the moral life, ete., of the person in whom these 
defections are discovered.

It seems to me that the fact that brain building of any 
one part of the brain cures some one part of the body; the 
fact that by dirigation you can enlarge an atrophied 
organ; the fact that by the regulation of the good emo
tions you can increase the anabolism; the fact that by 
psychologic measurements you can diagnose the approach 
of a disease long before the symptoms are manifest, and a 
number of other facts which I have already published— 
it seems to me that these facts conclusively demonstrate 
that if there is ever to be discovered a fundamental law of 
cure it will turn out to be a psychologic law, and will con
sist in methods of regulating the psychologic activities of 
the cells of the body by a regulation of environmental 
conditions, of diet and of the mental and moral activities.

Were it not for the gravity of the subject, it would be 
amusing to witness the panic of a few of our solons lest, 
in their profound and exhaustive delvings into the bowels 
of the universe, they uncover the hiding place of an 
“infinite author of all things.” .

Is it not their greatest fear that in their deep probings 
they may chance to unearth a record of their own works 
that may not be edifying or handy to meet? All who 
have made themselves acquainted with the central facts 
upon which “the science of life” is based have learned 
that each is his own recording angel, and will finally be 
the faithful and just judge of his own hie work,

There is a fathomless mystery of the soul. We need 
seek no further for a Divinity. The god “with whom we 
have to do” is the boundless mystery—the ego within.

As to law. The universe of universes is, to. the last 
drop of water and grain of sand, under law, or anarchy 
reigns. One or the other is supreme. Which?

In animal life is it not an unchanging law that we 
breathe automatically and that the life current is pumped 
to every part of the body by the same rule? Is it not an 
immutable rule that the earth revolves on its axis, and 
swings around its mighty circuit in an ever-varying orbit? 
Is it not by an unchangeable law that nature brings forth 
in endless and ever-changing profusion the products of 
the mineral, vegetable and animal kingdoms? Science 
tells the story, and our planet corroborates it, that the 
earth in the ages of the dim past made its daily revolu
tions on a widely divergent axis from its present poise. 
And by the same unvarying rule, ever operative, vast ac
cumulations of world-building material on the equatorial 
regions will, in time, become so great as to cause our top
heavy sphere to again go over to a new polar adjustment 
and the record of a new, world-wide cataclysm -

It is objected that unchanging law precludes the possi
bility of evolution. Strange logic! Admit the law of ev
olution, which must of necessity be immutable, and deny 
all other fixed rules for the government of the universe'? 
What a wonderful piece of mechanism the law-fearing, 
thinking-machine must be. Curiously, fearfully aid 
wonderfully made. J. RIGDON.

Middle Point, Ohio.
- - - - - - - - - - - - l-l-l- - - - - - - - - - - -
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The Old Veteran Mediums and Workers
Should Be Cared For.

■ -PH''; ■ ■ ■ ।

.The Jubilee ent^prjse has received attention from va
rious writers who,have discussed its features from their 
various points of view. Modern Spiritualism had to win 
its way meh by inch in stern battle against the prejudice, 
misrepresentation'hiifl hate of the church and the world 
alike. j:. . ■ .

To have shared the brunt of battle in a good cause is 
esteemed an honorable and worthy record, entitled to 
compensation of praise and helpful consideration.

Like the leaders, in other advance movements, religious 
and otherwise, the pioneer workers in the cause of Spirit
ualism have had to bear the load of obloquy heaped upon 
them by a “wicked and perverse generation and have 
had to battle with penury and starvation—an unequal 
conflict in which many have been compelled to yield their 
lives an untimely sacrifice to what they knew to be the 
cause of Truth. " : ■ .■

Through the unrequited labor and self-sacrificing spirit 
of the earlier mediums and speakers, the cause of Spirit
ualism was carried forward against all opposition, carry
ing before it in large measure the church and the world— 
the world of free-thought, of literature, philosophy and 
science., ; '

Against the skepticism of a faithless church, the un
belief of the professed believers in the Bible, the steady 
and obstinate opposition of professional, learned, titled 
and diplomaed men of the various cults, medical and sci
entific—men who brought to bear all the means at their 
command, all the ordnance of science, of biblical exegesis, 
of churchly, thunder, and professional lightning, re
inforced with the light artillery of raillery, sarcasm and 
defamation, plied with the arts of tricky charlatanism— 
against the whole field, the cause depending solely, so far 
as earthly means was concerned, on the poor, despised, 
contemned and ostracised mediums, has steadily won its 
way.

Without the mediums used by the forces of the spirit 
world, where would be Spiritualism to-day? Echo only 
can answer. The millions in all lands, who claim to have 
been emancipated from the thralldom of error and dark
ness through the manifestations of spirit power, would 
still be fast bound in the realms of mental gloom.

Do you ask what the mediums have done for Spiritual
ism? Rather ask: What have they not done? The gen
uine mediums have been the mainstay of the cause, the 
life of the body of Spiritualism on earth. Without the 
mediums, Spiritualism would not exist to-day, and the 
world of mentality and religious thought would still be 
in tlie limbo of churchly superstition and spiritual dark
ness. '

What Spiritualism does not owe to its mediums is of 
small account—you may eulogize its philosophers, its 
speakers, and justly, toofbut without tlie mediums, where 
would be our speakers and philosophers? Mediums had 
to be first—to break the soil and plant the seed that 
ripens in the philosophy.

How have the,mediums been repaid for their work in 
behalf of humanity on earth? From the days of the Fox 
Sisters to the present it has been the sad fate of the me
diums to be distrusted, neglected, maligned, ostracised, 
and persecuted ip,' the; thousand petty ways in which the 
social and religious world manifests its animiis toward 
those unfortunate ones who, in obedience to their con
science, their perception of truth and their conceptions of 
moral duty to th£ world, dare to go counter to the pre
vailing current ol popular opinion.

They have had;to face poverty and privation as well as 
bear the jeers o^‘a frowning world, and the ingratitude 
and neglect of those whom they have most benefited.

In view of all jliese tilings, and for the sake of the good 
name of Spiritualism itself, should there not be some 
public and general crystallized effort by Spiritualists to 
help, to comfort, to sustain in a condition of earthly hope 
and good cheer our good and true mediums who are fail
ing in strength and falling, fainting by the wayside?

When one looks over the field of Spiritualism, and sees 
tried and true mediums and other faithful workers, in 
actual penury, suffering—perhaps in silence, uncomplain
ing—in want of the things that go to make this earthly 
life, as such, in some degree worth living—in want of the 
things they must have to enable them to do their best in 
the work allotted them as servants of our great cause; 
noble men and women, -compelled to live on in semi
starvation, next door to pauperism in many instances, in 
constant battle with the ever-aggressive wolf of poverty; 
the bread snatched from their famishing haiids by—shall 
I say it?—devilish frauds and fakirs, it is enough to cause 
a true Spiritualist to seek

“A lodge in some vast wilderness, 
Some boundless contiguity of shade,”

where he might hide in shame and sadness from his 
fellow-men. "

It is inexpressibly saddening, sickening, to see “old 
veterans,” great-hearted, noble, brave men and women, 
giving their fife and strength to advance our cause, strug
gling, breasting the storm of adversity, sinking slowly, 
dying a lingering death, yet bravely holding aloft the 
banner they love, fighting to the last.

Sinking—dying—did I say? Nay—to such, indeed, 
dying is resurrection, it is a rising up, an ascension to the 
highlands of immortality. _
“These are they the world has cherished, these are they 

the world has killed.
Little bands of faithful servants holding by them to 

the end;
Till the voices and their sweetness, by the wicked world 

were stilled, .
And their beautiful, bright spirits to the azure sky 

ascend.
“Name them not, or-name not, one alone, and silence 

keep beside, ’
They are all, together, worthy; they are brothers of 

mankind; .
For humanity they lived their life, for human hope they 

died, •
But humanity's'll thoughtless, and human hope was 

blind. ,q. ,b i *

“Unknown heroes, Unknown teachers, of whom history 
tellethnotv . .

Lying low in unkfiown graves, no lofty tombs to tell 
the place, V .

Yet perchance toithem befell—not to us— the happy lot, 
And they earned? the bright reward, though they 

perished th6 race. .
“All their voices;if ¡you listen, cry in unison to earth, 

But we hear with feeble ears, and. we often lose its tone.
God—Eternity—undo Love—sing they from their lowly 

birth, iv’.b ■ . .
And they sing^ar^' die in singing, as they lived their 

lives, alon£”.r —EdwardWillardWatson.
Since Spiritualism owes so much to. its mediums, it 

would seem fitting that a movement for a general jubilee 
should take form in some general am] practical humani
tarian enterprise for the especial object of caring for those 
who have been instrumental in doing so much for the up
building and spread of the knowledge of our great truth.

IVliat better for our cause, what better for the honor of 
Spiritualism before,the world, than that our spirit of ex
ultation and: glorification over the conquests our cause 
has made, should take form in some appropriate enter
prise that should embody our gratitude, our love, our 
sympathy toward those who have done so much for us, 
and to whom, under the spirit world, our cause owes its 
very existence? . . ■ . .

To meet in general convention and listen to grand 
addresses and orations is well and good in itself, and may 
help the cause in a'degree and manner—and we find no 

fault that this is done; but we cannot help feeling that it 
would be more to the glory of Spiritualism, and result in 
richer harvests of good to our cause, if our glorifications 
should materialize in some noble, helpful, and lasting 
liwnanitarian project in which all Spiritualists could 
join,, and contribute according to ability their thank
offerings for the blessings received through mediumship, 
and thus our beloved Spiritualism should evince the 
spirit of that divine “good-will to man,” which, overflows 
in thoughts and acts of kindly, helpful benefit, especially 
to those by whose labors our cause has been established 
and made a prevailing power upon earth—the mediums 
and other true workers who have need of our help.,

Hammond, Ind. JAS. 0. UNDERHILL
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An Old Veteran In Need of Help.

To tlie Editor;—-I wish to relate a singular coincidence. 
I have been nearly blind from sore eyes for the past two 
months.. A few friends sent me letters of sympathy, ac
companied with a little of the needful, but I could not 
read, their letters—not even coarse print. I had been 
praying earnestly that my sight might be restored so that 
I could see without glasses that had been a necessity for 
the past fifty years. Last Monday, as the bell fang, I 
groped my way to the door and the mail carrier handed 
me a registered letter from a distant city. The sight of 
the “V” it contained caused the tears of gratitude to flow 
freely, and strange to say, I could read every word the 
letter contained, although in very fine hand, without 
glasses. I cannot yet see to read print, but it may be pos
sible that the pure, benevolent spirit that prompted the 
gift assisted me in reading it.

Hoping that a repetition of the same kind of medicine 
from those who have listened to the inspirations which 
welled up from the soul and found expression through my 
organism during my peregrinations tliroughout the 
Atlantic States, as well as on the Pacific Slope, will at this 
trying time be instrumental in lifting me out of this en
feebled condition. A thought wave from pure and noble 
souls will find its destination, and returning enrich the 
givdr.

The Progressive Thinker I clasp to my bosom until 
some friends read it to me.

OLD AND NEW 
PSYCHOLOGY, 

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

To the Editor:—Knowing the patrons of your paper to 
be full of good works and kindly thought for those in 
need, I want to tell them the dear old veteran in Spiritual 
philosophy, Mrs. F. A. Logan, 1218 Railroad avenue, 
Alameda, California, who is 76 years old and now laid 
aside from active service, through physical weakness, is 
very much in need of material aid. I write this trusting 
many of her old friends may read it, and not only send 
her land words of remembrance, but some tangible token 
of regard also. For I know her to be needy and worthy, 
and trusting to the giver of all good, as long as she has to 
remain in the body. . ZENO.

Markesan, Wis.

Mrs. Logan is one of the old, tried and true workers for 
the cause of Spiritualism, in every respect worthy and de
serving of the kindly benefactions of those whose hearts 
and sympathies respond to cases where sweet charity 
“blesses those that give and those that receive.” We 
earnestly commend her to the helpful thoughts and 
kindly help of our Spiritual friends.

Address her at 1218 Railroad avenue, Alameda, Cali.
- ---------- :—:)o(:—;------------

Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader Returns.
lire. M. E. Cadwallader arrived at Lily Dale August 7, 

tearing herself away from the pleasures across the waler 
in order that she might make her report from the Junior 
Spiritualist Club of Great Britain, at the first annual con
vention of. the N. Y. P. S. U., she having been sent as a 
delegate from our National body to that association.

Besides tendering her a reception, she was made an 
honorary vice-president of the club, an honor which 
should be appreciated by us.

The N. Y. P. S. U., in convention assembled, in
structed its secretary to extend our thanks to the Juniors, 
thanking them for their reply to our greeting, also for the 
pleasing manner in which they received our delegate.

The convention also appointed a committee to draft 
the following resolution:

Whereas, Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader, having been duly 
appointed at the organization meeting of the N. Y. P. 
S. U., at Rochester, X Y., as official delegate to the 
Junior Spiritualist Club of Great Britain, and having 
faithfully performed the duties entrusted to her upon this 
very important mission,

Therefore be it resolved, that we, the National Y. P. 
S. IL, in convention assembled, do hereby extend to Mrs. 
M. E. Cadwallader a unanimous vote of thanks and of 
our thorough appreciation of the very efficient manner in 
which the purpose of the Union was carried out

Evie P. Bach, Jessie Hoagland, D. C. Meeker, Com
mittee.

Reports of twenty-four distinct lecture®, receutl] 
delivered in New York. Brooklyn, Boston, Pbllnde! 
pbla and other .proiiilaeut cliiea of the Unit« 
btetes. buve contributed the basis of ibis volume.

*1 be chief aim throughout the volume has beeutc 
arouse Increased tnlerebt Ln the workable nossibill 
Clea of a theory of human nature, thoroughly optim
istic and at the same time, profoundly ethical. Ai 
several chapters are devoted to Improved methods oi 
education, the writer conlideutly expects that many 
parents, teachers and others who have charge of the 
young, or who are called upon to exercise supervision 
over the morally weak and menially uillleted, will de
rive some help from the doctrines herewith promul
gated.
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Dreams end Visions.
The BuienUflc Ghost and the Problem of tbc Human 

Double.
The Hu num Aura.
Heredity and Environment.
Astrology, Palmistry aud Periodicity; their BearKg 

on Psychology.
Individuality vs. Eccentricity

Price lb For sale ut „bls office.

“A book you ought to read. Absorblnglyfiijowest- 
Ing, and should be in tho bauds of every thoughtful 
man and woman. Noouecun read its pages without 
being convinced of the existence of a future life. The 
book U of great value, nut only to Spiritualists, but to 
those interested )u the problem of man’s future life, 
as well as to those Interested in phenomenal re
search.”—J. J. Owen.

This volume Is supcrroyal octavo In size, beautifully 
bound In cloth and gold, and profusely illustrated.

Price 12, postpaid. For sale at this office.

“To where beyond these voices there is peace.”
The Voice of the Wind and the Voice of the Night, 

Darkfathomless tones from the Unknown Shore, 
From the valleys’ depths and the rocky height, 

From the murmuring stream and the ocean's roar, 
Hark! hark! they whisper forevermore.

For the Star calls on the Star, 
And the Deep moans on to the Deep, 

There are Voices from near and far, 
And I cannot sleep.

The Voice of the Living, the Voice of the Dead, 
The Voices that come from beyond the grave, 

The songs once sung, and the words once said, 
Backward borne on the sobbing wave, 
Mourning over her buried brave.

As the Star calls on to the Star, 
And the Deep to the greater Deep, 

There are Voices anear and afar, 
And I may not sleep.

There’s a Voice that tempts and a Voice of warning, 
And the Voice of sorrow is everywhere;

Hark! they sing together, the stars of the morning, 
And tne hush of eve is the Voice of prayer, 
There are myriad Voices of earth and air, 

Till there soundeth from Star to Star 
One Voice that shall bid them cease, 

; And away, beyond them, afar, 
W(J shall rest in peace.

—Ida Rowe in Madame.
---------- ----------------------------

“Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and Rosa C. Conger. 
Excellent for every family. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at 
this office.

“Karezza. Ethics of Marriage.” By Alice B. Stock
ham, M.D. Price, $1. For sale at this office.

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the student of psychic 
phenomena, this pamphlet is intensely interesting. It 
gives detailed accounts of twd cases of “double conscious
ness,” namely Mary Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, Hl., 
and Mary Reynolds, of Venango County, Pa. For sale at 
this office. Price 15 cents. - .- r •

“Religious and Theological Works of Thomas Paine.” 
■Contains his celebrated “Age of Reason,” and a number 
of letters and discourses on religious and theological sub
jects. Cloth binding, 430 pages. Price-$i. For sale 
atthis office. . .

. KftR&ZZfl.
ETHICS OF_MARRIAGE.

By Alice B. Stockham, M. D.
Karnza makes a plea for a better birthright for 

children, and ahnF to lend Individuals to aerk u higher 
development of thenisclveu through most sacred re
lations. It Is pure hi tone nnd nlin. and should bo 
widely circulated. Price, cloth, fl.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS7
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Ora few tbonghta on bow to reach Ihat altitude 
where spirit la supreme and all things atn subject to 
it. With portrait. By Mobes Hull. Just tbe hook 
to teach you that you are a spiritual I Hing, and to 
show you bow to educate your spirit! tai faculties. 
Price, bound In cloth, 40 cents; in Mier cover, 25 
cents For sale at this otilee.

“ PHILOSOPHY ’
OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.

This work contains an account of the Jtry wonder
ful spiritual developments at tbe house of Rev. Dt 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar cases tn aQ 
parts of the country, This volume Is the first fro® 
the author directly upon the subject of "Spiritualism? 
tnd has stood tbe test of many years. Cloth, SUM 
postage 10 cents. For sole at elds office»

Joys Beyond the Threshold
A SEQUEL TO

THE T0-M0ER0W OF DEATH.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THE TO-MOBBOW OF DEATH wa« writ™ Iff 

develop the Idee al the principle of the permanence 
of the human ■soul after death, and Ite reincarnation 
tn a chain of now beluga, whose successive links are 
unrolled In tho bosom of ctbcrlal space. “Beyond 
tub Threshold” continues on the same lines, en
larging and expanding the Idea by reasons and con
siderations drawn from science and philosophic:aim
ing that tho certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In tbc presence of death, and 
that tho help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of any of the existing re« 
llglons. From beginning to end It is Interesting, en
tertaining, instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accents It all or not, much win have been learned 
&nd much pleasure enjoyed In Its perusal. Price 11.25 
For sale at this office.

The Molecular Hypothesis 
OF NATURE.

The only treatise ever offered the reading ang 
thinking public in tbo Interest of modem
Um. that Is absolutely free from tbe theories oi suner* 
stiUon, and which

continuity of life and our envU 
ronment of epirititual influences^

from the data of modern physical and physioloetcal 
science.

To tbe Spiritualist, an impregnable foundation of 
scientific data and verified facts.

To the materialist and skeptic. • revelation of the 
Invisible energies operative in Kature’e formula of 
evolution.

To the ecclesiastic, a new heaven and a new earth. 
A book to read, to study and think about. A con« 
cen&cd volume of scientific information tor % cento. 
Address your orders to
Tlie Proffrcssive Tlilnl^r» dO £oo»U 9iree^

Why She Became a Spiritualist,
TvelrtlectnreL By Abby A. Jadioa._TMi book 

Bkould bo read by every EpItlCaaUfe ftot U.00: 
postage U canto.____  i

Children’s Progressive Lyceum/
A manual, with direction« for tbe organization nnd 

management of Bunday neboola. By Andrew Jack.nn 
Dart«, Something ludlepentable. Price » cent«“

. <i is INTERESTING. “
T ife and LABOR JW TEE SPIRIT.

ZwWorld: Being a deicrlntlob of LCcalltlei, Kmnioy. 
menu, Surrounding«, and Condition« tn tbe Bnherea. 
By member» of the Bnlrlt-Band of Miu M. T. Bhelhb 
iner, medium of the Banner of Light Publio n». raS 
?w,o£°* ™ “
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HUMAN CULTURE 0 CURE

COMPILED BY L. K. WASHBURN.

OLD MEDIUM.

medium—old, weak and

this beauteous land,

to

THREE-FOLD POWER OF SEX.

BY LOIS WAISBROOKEE.

$if.SO eacht 
$¡¿.00 each.

THE SOUL,
Its Nature, Relations and Expression in Human Em« 
bodltnento. Given through Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond. by her Guides, A book that every one 'who le 
interested in re-incarnation should read. Price 11-00.

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL.
TIFE IN THE STONE AGE. THE

history of Atbarael, Chief Priest of a Band cf A> 
Aryans. This pamphlet, containing 01 pages, was wHi- 
Un through the mediumship of U. G. Flgley, and Is iu- 
tensely Interesting. Price 80 costs. For eaJo attbl 
«Hee.

The Myth of the Great Deluge.
By Jame? M. McCann. A complete and overwhelm * 

tng refutation of the Bible elory of the Deluge. Price 
15 cents.

Contents: ‘'The White Bull." a Satirical Romance?
Zadig, or Fate.” an Oriental History; “The Sace and 

the Atheist;’’ “The Princess of Babylon;’’ “The Man 
of Forty Crowns;” “The Huron, or Pupil of Nature;’*

Mlcromegas. n Satire on Mankind; “The World as 
it (»oca; “The Black and the White;’’ "Memnon, thtt 
Philosopher;” “Andre Des Touches at Slam;’’ ''Bab- 
xvm.'n 8l¡!ll.y„,0, X“I“I'C;” “A Converantlon 
Wllha Chinese;" -Plato'» Dream;" "A Pleasure In 
Having no Pleasure;" "An Adventure In India;”

' "Travel» of Scarmentadoi” ’
The Good Brahmin;" "The Two Comforter»;" "An- 

climt Faith and Fable."
One volume, post Svo, 4R0 pages, with portrait and S3 

ScentA0“'' hllra Ve"u'u c'°th’ ,1'60i tK)Bta«c.

A Neto Edition! Profusely illustrateti,

"1 chooso that a story should be founded on prob
ability, and not always resemble a dream. I destre ta 
find nothing In It trivia) or extravagant; and I delira 
above all, that under the appearances of fable, there 
may appear eome latent truth, obvious to tho discern
ing eye, though escape tho observation of tba. 
vulgar."—Voltaici:-

This volume meets a public want. It comprise* 
258 choice selections of poetry aud music, embody
ing tbo highest moral «entimeut, and free from 
sectarianism. Trice 50 cents. Bold at this office.

“THE DREAM dHILO,'r
A FASCINATING >ROMANCE OF

two worlds. By Florence Huntley. Price» 
P?i;«..«’«01« Cloth, 41.00. Books like "The Dream 
Child spur bun au*iy on to make more r.u.l more do- 
mauds of thisnuture, and will open up new iielihta 
and depths of »pirltuul knowledge. - Ella Wheeler Wil
cox. Wl.l, I believe, lake Ils place beside Bulwer’» 
/¿Ji*,?1?1,,«.““1. lh,‘: ■■i>v'‘‘Phlta" of Buizac.-"Dally 
Capital, Topeka, Kansas. Although simple aud un- 

w ll>, .““A ‘‘’»“lliutable descriptions, en
thralls tht. mind to the exclusion of other (hcugbUL 
until reluctantly the r.-udi-r doses the lust page.— 
Miuneapolia "Sunduy riiDvb " 1 6

THE GOD IDEA.
A His

BYE. D.BABBITT, M. D„ EL.D. '

great things from
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No home in
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THE HINDOO MAIDEN.
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the
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ance is 
where, 
heavy

have been overzealous! There is 
then, to organize local societies, 
is one reason why we need the 
A.—to help the weak aud strug-

only a 
poor-

Tlie above illustrates the fact that 
the spirit guardians are always around 
to impress people in their dreams 
wherever possible.

Boston, Mass.

We 
need, 
That 
N. S. 
gliug.

and man,
The fakirs have bullded a wall 

Between earth and heaven too lofty 
seale,

Bullded on soft, sliding sand,

greater from the East than else- 
and the expense is always 
upon the West Expense pre

verse circumstances of this

the Jubilee. I

Reading Ghost-Land.
am reading Ghost Land a second

The world should consider my due. 
used up my body, I used all my time 
In pulling the scales from man’s eyes; 
lifted low spirits up out of their slime 
For fakirs to capture the prize.

’Tis sad, but ’tis human to gain all they 
can,

And since upon earth gold is all
That is needful to use between man

Win bo Boot to any address on receipt of price and 
25 cent» for express cliargcs. Address Tub Pao- 
GBÏSS1VK Thixkbr. <0 Loomis street. Chicago, 111. 

miAimOMANGE&

“J Iery valuable work, by tho 
of Pine Force», and author of 

Relîglwï’eta“ V°lumci °“ Social Science;

CDSMIAN HYMN BOOK.
A COLLECTION OF ■ 

Original and Selected Hymns 
Jfor Liberal aad Ethical Societiee, for UdiooU 

and the Bonie,

Th!» !» one ot the author’! most nsctnl and tn- 
structlve books. This work should be read by every 
man and woman.- Price, 50 cents. For Bale at this 
office. ’ . . • .

THE RELATION
Ot tho'QpIrltnal to the Material Unlverae: and th. 
Law of Control. New edition, enlarged and retUod. UM.Farxdaj. Price 15 cento. .

Frice. cloth, 7d cents. For sale at this office.

WÛRKS UE J. M. PEEBLES

THÉ PROQRBSâiVB THINKER
80MC, IMPRESSIVE 

PROPH-ETIG DRE/VMS

Instances in Which Coming Events Gast Their 
Shadows Before. *

WARNING TO AN ALLEGED VIC
TIM OF A HYPNOTIST-A WO
MAN’S VISION OF THE PARTING 
SPIRIT OF HER BETROTHED- 
ADVICE FROM A CONSUMPTIVE 
-A SKIPPER’S DREAM OF RATS. 
People used to talk about the super

natural, but It is not up-to-date to do so 
any longer, says the New York Sun. 
“Supernormal” is now the word for all 
the conditions and experiences which 
people cannot account for. Since sci
ence, has formed a Society for Psychical 
Research and explored the hidden cran
nies of human experience, they tell us 
that all which is is natural; that the 
“subliminal self” is as much a reality 
as the commonplace self. One good re
sult of all this Is that everyday people 
need no longer be ashamed to speak of 
queer experiences. If anybody laughs 
at them now it is apt to be the in
experienced. A really scientific person 
would no more sneer at an honest ex
perience for which you could not give 
reason than he would sneer at the great 
Sir William Crookes, who brought 
forth the machinery that produced the 
X-ray, though lie ea.nnot yet explain 
just what the X-ray is.

When the Rev. Minot J. Savage was 
gathering material some time ago such 
as the Society for Psychical Research 

_ deals with, many strange personal sto- 
~ ries reached him through virtue of his 

being a minister; yet not all the things 
he published could be quite indorsed by 
that society. For example, not every
body who has a wonderfully Vivid 
dream, which may cause him to believe 
it to be the forerunner of some remark
able occurrence, has the presence of 
mind to.write it down upon awakening, 
pigeonhole it and await results, or else 
promptly relate it to some one who will 
stand witness that it was told before 
any after event gave it value as a proof 
that coming events cast their shadows 
before. But unless that were done it 
could not have the published indorse
ment of the society, however much 
members of that society might person
ally accept it.

A curious psychic experience, well 
substantiated, occurred last winter in 
connection with an event which caused 
a scandal. This event was tlie mar
riage of the widow of a High naval offi
cer to a hypnotist and fake. It caused 
sorrow to many a person who had pre
viously known the bride as a large 
hearted, freehanded woman, romanti
cally given to the ideal side of life in all 
its phases. In the minds of those who 
knew her best there was no doubt but 
she' was the victim of hypnotism—or, 
had she lived some generations ago, 
whnt would have been dubbed black 
magic. Three or four days before the 
matter culminated a certain man went 
to her aud told her that he had had a 
sort of trance vision in which lie saw 
her sitting with her hands folded in her 
lap aud her head bowed. She was 
weeping, and a dark, mist-like pall 
seemed to surround her. He spoke, as 
he thought, but could not make her 
rouse herself or heed him. All this, but 
mudh more circumstantially, he told the 
lady, and, to his chagrin, found lie 
could make no more impression in re
ality than he seemed to be able to make 
In his trance vision. The woman ap
peared to be living In a dazed, auto
matic way, which surprised the man 
who went to her with bls story, but 
knew nothing whatever of the exist
ence of the hypnotist.

The man who had this premonition or 
vision—call it what you will—is no 
Spiritualist, medium or professional of 
•any kind, though he has often claimed 
to have had some remarkable psychic 
experiences. He is a man of mqst re
spectable antecedents, reduced in cir
cumstances, to whom tlie woman had < 
always shown friendly interest. He i 
went to her as a matter of duty; he । 
flailed to make any impression. It was 
as if she could not understand what he 
was saying. Not many days later the । 
whole scandal became public, together 
with the hypnotist's efforts to obtain । 
the woman’s properly, his arrest, ete. ।

Here is a story of quite another sort, i 
but equally well substantiated. The 
woman to whom it hapjiened is prac
tical, rather hard-headed, and an in- i 
structor of the young in tho classics. j 
She had long been interested in a man 
and he in her; their tastes were kin- । 
dred; they exchanged views on all sorts 
of subjects; they were much together. : 
There was no formal engagement, but < 
that there would some day be a mar
riage in which they two would he the i 
central figures was, doubtless, equally । 
in the minds of both. One evening as 
she parted from him she felt much i 
troubled. He did not complain, but she 
feared he was not well. i

A few days later she returned home ' 
about dusk. and. being tired, threw her- i 
self on the lounge for a brief rest be- 1 
fore lighting the gas. A strange, lone- । 
some feeling possessed her. She got on 1 
her feet to strike a light, and as she did 
so became conscious that a figure >

• very tired and soon fell fast asleep. In 
. the morning each hurried down to see 
( what could be /Ione about improvising 

a breakfast.
“Oh, I had the queerest dream,” ex- 

1 claimed she who had slept on the 
• lounge, 
. "So did I,” said the other.
, “What was it?”
, “You spoke first. Tell yours, then 
[ I'll tell mine.”
i “Well,” continued she who had occu- 
. pled the lounge, “I dreamed that right 
[ across from where I lay, sitting by the 
. window, was a very young man, I 
i. should judge not over twenty'. He had 
( very blue mournful eyes; I noticed 

tliem especially, for they were fixed
, upon me intently for a while. Their he 
. got up and passed close by me, cough
' ing a short cough, and passed out the 

door. It was all very vivid.” .
‘‘Good gracious!” cried the sister who 

had listened. “He must have come 
right down to me, for I saw the very 
same man in my dream. In mine, the 
room I lay in was. furnlshed in dreary 
black haircloth—like the typical com
mon parlor of long ago—and that pale 
young man with the sad blue eyes sat 
in a chair near au airtight stove. In 
his right hand he held a book with a 
couple of fingers between the leaves, as 
it hung down beside his chair. After 
gazing at me a while he spoke.

“ ‘You should not lie there,’ he said. 
.‘It is damp on the whole of this floor. 
There used to be a cistern right under 
where you lie, and a spring used to run 
under this house.’ That’s all I remem
ber clearly. There was more, confused 
stuff.

They afterward had reason to believe 
in the story of the spi'ing on account of 
the moisture that oozed from the cellar 
floor at certain changes in the weather. 
Telling their dream some time later to 
a long-time resident of the neighbor
hood, the old dame exclaimed:

“Why, land sakes! I should say you’d 
seen Mrs. M—'s son Sol. He died years 
ago of consumption. He had just them 
sort of blue eyes and was fond of books, 
find always looked «id, poor boy. They 
always said them rooms was damp.”

After that night they never saw the 
youth again. They used to say that he 
bad done his duty and vanished. But 
they confessed to having often had a 
sense of invisible company in the house 
while they remained in it.

From the same town where the story 
just related took place there occurred, 
about half a dozen years ago, one of 
those events which mark an epoch in 
dream history. This time the percipient 
was a man, a sea captain. He had 
made arrangements and signed all the 
necessary papers to take charge of a 
ship bound for England. Two or three 
nights before he sailed he had a dream, 
in which, amid nineh medley, a few 
things stood out clear. For one thing, 
he saw the ship infested with rats— 
from ancient days down a bad omen— 
and after much trial and endeavor he 
saw the bark founder and go down. In 
the morning he* found his dream had 
left him physically and mentally un
hinged. Of course he told his wife, and 
of course she took alarm and implored 
him to throw up tlie whole contract. 
He confessed It was what lie would like 
to do, but if he let himself be ruled by 
a dream he’d be scoffed at, men would 
not be in a hurry to offer him a ship 
again, etc. The upshot of it was that 
he went with the time and tide as ar
ranged for. But lie never returned; tin* 
prophetic dream fulfilled itself to the 
letter.

The circumstance was so striking that 
it was spoken of many times before the 
sequel and discussed afterward, and 
(lie memory of it is known to many. 
It even got into local print. But tlie 
owner of tlie ship was sore at Ills loss 
and nettled at the psychic notoriety and 
did all he could to quell its currency.

Judging from gathered evidence it 
would seem that from no form of psy
chic experiences do prevision and event 
tally more closely than from dreams, 
except of course from waking impres
sion, which is generally too intangible 
to make a story. There is known to the 
writer a man, a serious and anything 
but excitable man, who jumped up 
from a sound sleep one night, exclaim
ing aloud: '

"My father is dead! My father is 
dead!”

His father lived some hundreds of 
miles away and he had no intimation 
of his Illness. In this ease it was the 
woman, his wife, who pooh-poohed the 
matter and tried to banish the impres
sion, but lie insisted:

"I saw him dying. I heard him call 
me.” ’

The next morning brought word that 
the father had died that night and 
wanted to see bis son. So many stories 
akin to this are told and well attested 
that one can account, for them only on 
the hypothesis that there are invisible 
pneumatic telephones in tlie universe 
which work only by thought. This is 
really the theory put forth in one or 
another shape by science. Will it ever 
lay tangible grip on the machinery?

I NATION A LASSOCI ATION
A View of Its Needs and 

Duties.

The dual condition of need aud duty 
confronts our National Association, 
and, as well, every local society and in
dividual. No association nor individual 
has a right to prate of needs and make 
demands unless they perform some 
works and proclaim a duty, it is not 
proper to now Inquire if the N. S. A. 
and other societies, and the individual 
Spiritualists have done their duty; but 
it is better to discover what is neces
sary and demanded. We should be all 
generous enough to say that in each 
case there has been a strong sense of 
duty. ,

For one I am not disposed to cavil 
over past mistakes; my plan of duty 
rather says go ahead and profit thereby. 
For years we waited for a National 
Association. After two decades of in
ertia it seemed to be the proper period, 
and we hailed with joy the vigorous 
birth of the N. S. A. at Chicago. It is 
a historic city of organic birth and de- 
rtij’. We have watched the organiza
tion grow, and became convinced that 
the people actually desired it. In many 
ways there has been a marvelous sup
port given the N. S. A. It seems to me 
that the results obtained are very com
plimentary. With two hundred or more 
local societies as auxiliaries, there is a 
combination for utility that should be 
able to perform a great public work. 
Within the sphere of tills associated 
strength lie the needs and duties of 
the national body. By proper co
operation there will come forth a power 
for good. Like an army before the en
emy, it should close up its lines. It is 
no longer the special period of recruit
ing. Each separate body should be 
strengthened and equipped. From dis
organized companies we have been 
aggregated into regiments, divisions 
and corps by the similarity of local, 
state and national organizations. We 
have duty in front of us, and needs 
within our ranks. The good general 
provides for his army first, and then 
gets ready for battle. It is a reasonable 
question to ask: “Has the N. S. A. con
centrated its forces?” We have seen 
very little except the recruiting—solicit
ing auxiliaries and money. After a 
victory—and sometimes after defeat
recruiting is more rapid. Nothing dis
heartens more than lethargy and in
action. The greatest activity of the 
N. 8. A. has been its mass-meetings, 
and they' have been almost entirely 
abandoned this year because of un
satisfactory results. We hoped for

vented my attendance- when In the 
West, and it is a buiiiçrt now upon each 
society aud delegate. But this will be 
greatly remedied when each State is or
ganized. Tq make tlje.annual conven
tion movable will no.t vitiate the Na
tional charter, as thé'executive office 
can remain in Washington.

Another imjiortuiit ..item is to make 
the nomination of officers in open con
vention. Committee 'dominations are 
not always satisfactory aud are liable 
to too much “fixlug.” Such manner of 
nominations are saic| to be more har
monious; but I have'found the after
complaint more deleterious than any 
confusion occurring by open nomina
tions. The election of the committee
men by States nearly caused a rupture 
last year in several delegations. So the 
prospect of rupture is not destroyed. A 
free expression of the majority-will is 
more conducive to harmony than a lack 
of Its fullness. .

There is also more care needed in 
supplying “proxies.” The convention 
should have no power in this. .

Every possible thing to be done by 
the delegates should be accomplished, 
and as little as possible left for the 
officers and trustees.

In the missionary field there should 
be-an apportionment of workers who 
would carry the right of such labor and 
receive proceeds ,of meetings whilst 
they organize and charter societies.

In other words, make the N. S. A. 
missionaries public speakers who will 
teach Spiritualism, organize localities— 
and not be solely for N. S. ’A. revenue. 
I imagine the latter will come more 
fully with a system of missionary work 
for the advocacy of Spiritualism.

These are only suggestions from one 
who loves the cause of Spiritualism and 
hopes much to result from the N. S. A. 
I have been “obligated” as a member of 
the Y. P. S. I. to support the cause of 
Spiritualism and help each publie so. 
ciety and worker. For thirty years I 
have given my labors to organization 
and likely have assisted in developing 
as many- Spiritual societies as any 
other worker.

I can then lay claim to be a friend of 
organization—hence of the N. S. A. Let 
us try to make it our good servant. Let 
us try to be its good friend and helper.

Fraternally, G. W. KATES.
Rochester, N. Y.

Study of Man and 
Relation to God.

thought it should be a great event; and 
yet think it was a proper thing for the 
N. S. A. to do, but it seems that the Na
tional Association did not manage it 
nor organize it. The Jubilee was held 
only by their permission. Clearly their 
duty was to manage it and risk it, but 
that is past and gone and is not for me 
to discuss. But tlie Jubilee was hon
estly intended as a great public enter
prise by the Spiritualists as a compli
ment to Spiritualism, and should have 
had every possible support and all en
ergy of the N. S. A. It should have 
made it practical, or not at all. There 
was no conflict in that between need 
and duty, because all things attempted 
should lx? within the sphere of resource. 
No careful business man will assume 
risks beyond bls bank account.

The N. S. A. does not need public do
nations of money, for It should not 
assume any great venture. Within its 
capacity it should transact business. If 
reinforcements are needed, intrench 
and wait for them. Send out the call, 
and secure an active corps of mustering 
officers (missionaries).

passed directly in front of her. She 
looked long enough to recognize it as 
that of tho man who filled her thoughts. 
With a murmured exclamation she put 
out her hand, started forward as he 
moved toward the door, and grasped 
only the air. A moment later with the 
room lighted she almost persuaded her
self that she had been the victim of her 
own fancies. Not until next"morning 
did she learn that tlie man who bad 
made her world brightest had passed 
away the evening before from that 
mysterious cause which doctors, for 
want of a better name, have labelled 
"heart failure.” The strongest belief 
that the woman holds since is that the 
man’s spirit as it was leaving his body 
revealed itself to her. But site has no 
proof of this that could convince others, 
for the thing that happened was of the 
very nature she would keep from 
others in advance of confirmation.

A most curious dream episode oc
curred to two sisters who lived in Port
land, Me. The family had moved. The 
house they went into was an old one. 
whose interior called for repairs; but it 
was central and with certain changes 
suggested possibilities of coziness. It 
was, in short, the sort of house to stim
ulate one’s imagination with wondering 
about the private history of those who 
occupied it long ago. Its nooks and 
crannies and cupboards, its very walls 
seemed to exhale a history, but of this 
history its new occupants knew noth
ing. The moving was badly done and 
night came on without beds W’lng up 
for all the family. Rooms were made 
comfortable for the elders and the two 
sisters did not mind shifting as best 
they could. One took to a couch that 
had been chucked into a loom above 
stairs and the other decided to-make 
herself comfortable on a pile of bed
ding .that had been dumped into the 
Vont parlor below stairs. Both were

Somebody crawls into mamma’s bed 
Just at the break of day,

Snuggles up close and whispers loud: 
“Somebody’s come to stay.”

Somebody rushes through the house, 
Never once shuts a door;

Scatters her playthings all around 
Over the nursery floor;

Climbs on the fence, and tears her 
clothes— ’

Never a bit cares she—
Swings on the gate and makes mud 

pies—
Who can somebody be?

Somebody looks with roguish eyes 
Up through her tangled hnlr; — 

“Somebody’s me,” she says, “but then
Somebody doesn't care.”

• —Exchange. •

•'After Her Death. The 'Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced IdeaS on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth, a 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
tf’B office. Price, cloth. $1.

The Brotherhood of Man, and What 
Follows from It' Two lectures. By 
Mrs. Maria M. King. Price reduced 
from 2o cents to 20 cents.

The N. S. A. must give if it expects 
to receive. But is that possible unless 
there is a proper financial strength 
given Io the N. S. A. treasury? Permit 
me to say that strength will result only 
by good work done.

Every local society asks: “What help 
will the N. S. A. be to ns?”

Herein lies the solution of success. It 
is not a selfish question—it is one of 
need; one that asks if the combined 
effort is practical and will be mutually 
helpful. What can the N. S. A. do? It 
can be a heljier. Its system of dues 
and fees will give great strength for 
much practical work. Pay attention to 
the per capita income as the means of 
support, and from It send forth an or
ganizer into places where local work Is 
not developed. Results will manifold 
themselves and encourage all to help. 
Make every speaker and medium a 
friend by encouraging and protecting 
their work. .The N. S. A. has a duty to 
perform for all workers, its mistake 
has been in helping only those who 
help the N. S. A. AH want to help, and 
likely all do help a little. Because they 
do not attend the convention, or have 
not collected money, does not prove 
them enemies of the N. S. A. Nothing 
makes one a friend more than being 
befriended. We are Spiritualists; and 
what is for the benefit of one is likely 
to lie for all. The N. S. A. is organized 
and has accomplished much (more 
financially than we believed possible) 
and we should see it continues to exist 
and achieve. I cannot believe any one 
desires its downfall. It would be a se
rious blow to have the N. 8. A. fail to 
go on. We should each make some sac
rifice. If we cannot help financially, 
some of us, all of us, can help with 
effort In some way. There is not a pub
lic worker, I imagine, but is willing to 
give of labor. Then let us have a series 
of meetings arranged in counties, dis
tricts or states, aud let the local work
ers therein or near-by give their com
bined effort. Let the local society and 
the N. S. A. share proceeds. We will 
then have reciprocity. No use to send 
speakers across several states to hold 
mass-meetings; let the local speakers 
do the work, with perhaps one N. S. A. 
official who lives the nearest. We 
must take from the N. S. A all possible 
expense. Make the public efforts a mu
tual labor of love, and the N. S. A. will 
be prosperous and the local societies 
will no longer ask: “What good will It 
do us?”

I believe the past officials have done 
the best they could and have accom
plished much to tiielr credit. I am not 
complaining—rather would I praise. 
But there can be great work done by 
the sustenance now pledged, and relieve 
the N. S. A. of the odium of begging. 
This -sustenance will increase rapidly, 
and with it the natural fruits of co
operation. '

The plain duty of each local society Is 
to charter with the N. S. A., and send a 
delegate to the next convention. If the 
association is not what we want it to 
be, then we owe it à duty to assist it to 
accomplish what it should. The time, 
to do this is at the convention. What is 
needed? Recommend it. If the articles 
of association are defective, amend 
them. Now is the time to offer amend
ments;'and I suggest the following:

Make the annual convention movable, 
so the various sections can more readily 
attend occasionally. .As it is the attend-

Two Striking Tests.
To recount the many wonderful com

munications that come to the fre
quenters of Cassadaga Camp would be 
impossible, but two that stand out so 
clear and defined in exact evidence of 
continuity after death I wish to relate 
to the readers of this paper:

In a seance last Wednesday evening 
under the mediumship of Mrs. Etta 
Wreith, Mr. Ed. Bennett, of Buffalo, 
was spoken to by a spirit claiming to 
be J. W. Eagleton, who,once lived in 
New York City, but who. has since the 
death of bls wife one year ago resided 
in the Soldiers’ Home, Dayton, Ohio. 
Mr. Bennett, Ip convbrsation with the 
spirit through the trumpet, learned 
that he had a few days ago committed 
suicide. The following morning he 
came again, and to satisfy himself and 
others of the truth concerning his 
death, Mr. Bennett telegraphed to “The 
Governor of Soldiers’ Home" and yes
terday receive<l a telegram saying: 
“Jake Eagleton died July 31, 1898, by 
his own hand.” Thus proving the com
munication to be true;

Another most remarkable case of 
spirit identity was given through the 
mediumship of Pierre L. O. A. Keeler 
in slate-writing.

Some years ago a young man by 
name William Gould, of Cincinnati, met 
his death by collision of trains In a tun
nel. in which entire cremation occurred, 
leaving no trace of either engineers. 
Upon slates, through Mr. Keeler, with 
others, was this message: "1 come with 
greeting. I do not come via tunnel, I 
can tell you that, with a certainty. 
William Gould.”

The particulars of this death were not 
known to any one save the sitter.

. E. WILLIAMSON.
Richmond, Ind.

(The Moon Relating.)
Yestereve in cloudless glory 

Did I gaze on Hindoostan, 
Land of strange and wondrous story, 

And the worshiped Ganges ran 
Clothed in all my silvery whiteness

By the shadowy jungled shores, 
Where the thicket’s tangled tightness 

E’en the noon sun scarce explores.
From the shadow lightly skipping, 

Graceful (as the wild gazelle 
At the water shyly sipping, 

Where my rays the softest fell,) 
Came a maiden as a vision, 

Eve could boast no fairer grace, 
And I read the heart's decision

In her clear and lovely face.
Sandals, torn by thornplants creeping, 

Hindered not her eager steps, 
And the scared gazelle goes leaping

To tlie forest’s gloomy depths;
For a maid a light is bearing, 

And her rose-tipped fingers shade 
The little flame, that brightly flaring, 

Light and shadow round her played.
Soon she reached the silvered river, 

Placed the golden flame thereon, 
Started with a frighted shiver, 

For the glimmer faintly shone— 
Seemed as if it would expire, 
’ Then revived with stronger blaze, 
And the girl with heart on lire 

Followed it with steadfast gaze.
If it lives—her lover liveth, 

If he dies—then he Is dead;
So its ev’ry flicker glveth

To her heart a throb of dread;
But the lamp keeps bravely burning.

Down the river’s gleffmlng tide— 
Then with all love’s deepest yearning 

Knelt to pray, then rqse^gnd cried 
“Ah, he lives! He lives, my Lover!”

And the echo from ^lie.Jiills . 
Sent an answer ’cross the river— 

“Lives my lover!” So it thrills . 
All Iter heart and fea#'defying, 

Savage beast’s or serpent’s wrath, 
Through her gloomy lypoffi went flying, 

On her happy homeward path.
■ —Hale Howard‘Richardson.

“Cosmian Hymn Book.”J A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies,, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meels a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry and music, embodying the 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all sectarianism. Price, 50 cents. For 
sale at this office. .

“Commentaries on Hebrew and Chris
tian Mythology.” By Judge Parish B. 
Ladd, LL.B., of the San Francisco Bar 
This book is of more' than ordinary val
ue, giving the results“ of much patient 
thought and research by a mind well 
qualified, to sift evidence and arrange 
facts. In compact form it gives Just 
what is needed on the subject Paper 
75 cents. Cloth, ?1.50.' For sale at this 
office. ■ ■ • ■

“Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment.” By Prof. 
W. M.' Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at this office.

“Mau the finite. is perpetuuljy ap
proaching God the Infinite. G<’(1—a 
bai'buriuu word—but the only word we 
have at bresent to represent the God 
idea,” or Infinite overarching, over
ruling perfect cause, a force or power 
that is everywhere present, all-pervad
ing, unfolding, perfect in all its rela
tions to man the finite God. People in 
all ages have tried to conceive of some 
form of being whom they might call 
God, by which puny and ignorant man 
might have some form to rest his phys
ical eyes upon that would convey to bls 
mind and the mind of his fellow-man 
some tangible, satisfying idea of a God.

Go to the museum in Jackson Park, 
Chicago, and look in the halls of stat
uary and there examine the ancients’ 
idea of a God, evoluted in the childhood 
of the human race. Look at the huge 
pole or tree carved with all of the 
grotesque imaginings of the barbarian 
mind, a god fifty or sixty feet tall, then 
imagine the whole tribe surrounding 
such a materialized idea of God, pros
trating themselves ’before it, weeping 
and wailing, asking God through such 
an Improvised representative, to bless 
and help them.

Then follow the same thought and 
note the Improvement in Gods, or 
rather man’s idea of a God. You will 
notice that some are represented with 
wings typical of the swiftness of God’s 
judgments; some with three heads, 
typical of divine wisdom; some with 
four to eight arms, typical of God’s 
ability to reach out to his children and 
confer divine blessings or execute the 
terrible slaughter of his diabolical 
wrath, as—in the mind of the sculp
tor—it best pleased him. Note all of 
these changes, and it is easy to trace 
the development of the human race 
from the barbarian to the semi-bar
barian, from the semi-barbai'ian to the 
semi-civilized, and so on step by step 
until you reach civilized and enlight
ened man with our God made of the 
finest sculptured marble in the form of 
Nature’s grandest physical product, 
civilized man—typical of the crucified 
and deified Jesus.

But hold up the God idea and look at 
it from any point of view that you will, 
try to analyze it, try to square it, try to 
sift it in any way you choose, and you 
will necessarily have to eome to the 
conclusion that finite man can have 
but a very vague idea of an infinite 
Being whose laws are perfect and 
never fail.

From the earliest dawn of the human 
intellect, in tlie lowest depths of sav- 
agry, man was at times made aware 
that there was a power in existence 
outside of himself. Doubtless the first 
ideas of such a power residing outside 
of himself were inspired by dreams. 
Then later he observed the occurrence 
of natural events recurring in.regular 
order over which lie could exert no 
control. Next came an occasional hap
pening that seemed to happen outside 
of the pale of natural law, which led 
him to believe in what lie conceived to 
be the supernatural. It was at this 
period of his development that he be
gan to carve bis wooden pole into his 
rude conception of a supernatural be
ing, which he called by many different 
names, all representing bis idea of the 
power which he alternately adored and 
feared.

But as time rolled on and his inher
ent divine nature becam’e slowly de
veloped, you observe a steady improve
ment in the God idea, until at the pres
ent time in his more or less enlightened 
state be recognizes tlie existence of 
God as Spirit, and further realizes the 
fact that the many strange occurrences 
that have continually happened since 
the childhood of the race were the 
manifestations of spirit power.

He further recognizes the fact that 
tlie laws governing the material or 
physical part of the universe aud those 
governing the- spiritual are one and the 
same, and that he himself Is a part of 
the infinite or Divine Spirit.

The God whom he had for many 
years believed to be supernatural or 
above Nature,has proved In the recent 
light of scientific developments to be 
his Father, and most perfectly Natural. 
That there can be no phenomena hap
pening outside of or above Nature, that 
wliat he supposed to be supernatural 
was thé working of the higher spiritual 
laws which lie failed to comprehend 
because of the imperfect development 
of the divine part of his nature.

That we are approaching a period of 
quickening of the divinity In man, 
there can be no doubt. That instead of 
man approaching God in an uncon
scious or evolutionary manner, man 
can and sometimes does approach him 
as a voluntary'act, and that in so ap
proaching him, leaving out all selfish 
and material desires, he may get a ray 
of divine light that will so stimiilate 
the spirit within, that it makes him 
feel proud that he can walk the earth 
a king, a part of God tlie Infinite Spirit.

He recognizes the fact that the divine 
laws are perfect and must endure. 
That what he at one time thought was 
an exception or setting aside of some 
physical or divine law was not such, 
but the accentuation of such law pro
duced by favorable environment, or 
retardation produced by unfavorable 
conditions.

That the same laws govern the uni
verse to-day that governed thousands

earth life experiences, which develop 
his Individuality and make him a man, 
and thereby defeat the plan of divine 
redemption. Die a spiritual death? 
No. For thgt would be impossible and 
equally unjust, and would equally de
feat his final redemption.

But die a moral death, and thereby 
lose the blessed privilege of spirit com
munion with God and the higher 
angels. ' .

The act of sinning does not cause 
God to banish man from his presence 
and divine communion by any special 
act of his, but by the perfect moral 
laws man banishes himself, but as the 
still small voice of God appealing to 
man’s inner consciousness is never en
tirely absent, man must finally make 
for Eternal Truth.

Man is a progressive being. That 
necessarily implies that he is also re
trogressive. His being endowed with 
the animal propensities as well as the 
spiritual nature, necessarily retards the 
operation of the spiritual or divine part 
of his nature while yet in the physical 
body. But after leaving the physical 
body at death, with all of its passions, 
appetites and ambitions, he passes to 
the plane of spiritual existence where, 
coming into a more perfect understand
ing of the higher moral and spiritual 
laws governing the universe, he ceases 
to make backward steps, but begins to 
advance. Although his advancement 
may be slow, as it is in some cases, yet 
he can never pass below the point'in 
tlie moral scale of his entrance into 
spiritual existence. ■

Every sin or violation of moral law 
carries its own punishment; yet man 
in the physical state can understand 
this but Imperfectly, and as a result he 
is continually seeking the fruits of 
another’s labor, and through his am
bition for self-aggrandisement he is 
building up a moral or spiritual char
acter that may be very sad to look upon 
When viewed from tlie spiritual plane 
where all is transparent aud the 
thoughts and motives that prompted 
each and every action tire open to the 
whole spiritual universe.

Hence man is his own judge, jury 
and executioner. Then will commence 
the complete triumph of the divine in 
man, anil the process of rebuilding Ills 
moral character, of eliminating tlie 
false theories of existence, easting out 
selfish motives, aud laying nside for
ever all of earth’s titles of honor, and 
recognizing each and every human be
ing as one of God’s children, and recog
nizing the divine right of his fellow
mau to Ills profoundest sympathy and 
assistance.

God being the Grand Center of 
Truth—from whom all perfect laws ra
diate, and man being endowed with the 
divine as well as the animal nature, 
and occupying the periphery of the cir
cle, must advance nearer and nearer 
the center of Truth aud recognize that 
God is All in All.

GEO. F. SKI ERS, M. D.

MARRIAGE, SEXUAL BEVEL, 
OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 

UPBUILDING.

1. Critical Review of Rev Dr. P. E. Kipp’» Sunday 
nlglit SennuuB againstSplrltuallam. Price IScenu.

2. Hell.—A critical review of Rev. Dr. P.E. Kipp’s - 
sermon upon “Wbat 1» Helll” price Wet».

S. How to live a century aud grow old gracefully. 
Price 25 eta. z

4. Immortality and our employments hereafter, 
wlthwliat a hundred tplrlte, good anti evil, Bay of 
their dwellingplueeB. Cloth SLOT: paper 60 cts; post
age 15 cts. ■

5- Magic.—Oue of the Berles of lectures delivered 
“X Dr. Peebles before the medical class of the College 
of Science In Sau Francisco. Price lUetB.

5. Seere of the Ages.—Ancient, Medieval and Mod
ern Spiritualism. This volume, nearly 400 pages, 
traces the phenomena of Spiritualism down to Ctiriit'a 
time. Price«2.00; postage 12cIb.

'• Spiritual Harp. A collection of vocal music for 
the choir, congregation and social circles. Cloth 42.00; 
full gilt 43.OO; six copies 110.00; 12 copies 410.00; post* 
age |4 etB.

8. Spiritualism detlued aud defended. Being an. 
Introductory lecture delivered lu the temperance balk 
Melbourne, Australia. Price 10 cts.

9. The Soul, and Its prc-e.vlBtcm state. Price 10c,
10. lugerBolllBin or Chrlbtlulilty—Wblcb'r Price 15a
11. The third journey around the world—studying 

nations, races and their religions. In search of truth, 
nearly ready for the press-over 500 pages. Price 41.73. '

For sale at this olHce.

and millions of years ago, and 
continue to govern for thousands 
millions of years to come. He 
learned that the moral laws of 
universe are just as perfect as 
physical; that every thought and

will 
and 
has 
the 
the
ino-

tive for each action produces a result, 
a change in the soul character, which 
is more or less everlasting. That it is 
impossible for him to 'get away from 
himself and his responsibility to his 
fellow-man, he cannot do it.

Evil was given that he might make 
a choice, and why? To develop his in
dividuality, to make him stitong men
tally and morally, to simply make him 
a man and not a beast. For without 
sqch Individuality, developed as a re
sult of his conquests, his buffetings, his 
failures and his victories over the ad-

chrysalis stage of his existence, the 
divine scheme of moral evolution 
would certainly fail. Without such ex
perience it is questionable whether or 
not after a long earth life of listless 
inactivity, his soul would want to exist 
as an individual entity. He would most 
likely lose all interest in life, and at the 
death of the physical body would wish 
to simply sink into a state of nonentity 
and be glad to forget himself and be 
forgotten by others.

Man's free moral agency is a well- 
established fact within certain limits 
only, it being largely a question of en
vironment and éducation. But, thank. 
God, it Is the motive and not altogether 
the act which counts for 'spiritual un- 
foldment and moral evolution, or for 
spiritual and moral degeneracy.

The study of the moral laws of the 
universe is incumbent upon all man
kind: "The day that thou sinnest thou 
shnit surely die.” What? die a phys
ical death? No. For that would 'be 
unjust, zas that would rob man of his

Though I’ve given rich comfort, made 
many a cure,

With reading and magnetic baud.
For years have I labored, for years 

have 1 stood
Unmoved by the shots of the foe, 

But now I am aged—outliving my 
good—

The fakir has come and I go.
I’m now only mentioned: "A has-been 

of old,”
But still I’m rememliered as true.

While fraud follows after and reaps all 
the gold

Instead of the Truth that never can 
fail;

Truth that eternal will stand.
Then give me my Truth and my hunger 

and cold,
My tottering form and my rags;

Give me these wrinkles that tell I aiu 
old;

Give me the thorns and the snags;
Yes, give me, Oh angels, my Truth ever 

dear,
While breath and my senses remain. 

And I will have comfort and be of good 
cheer

In knowing 1 lived not in vain.
DR. T. WILKINS.

time. It is a most wonderful work. 
The account of the magical exercises 
reminds me of those I used to witness 
among the Shakers half a century ago. 
I have seen half a dozen move out on 
the floor (in times of our religious 
gatherings) at once, whirling like tops, 
so swift many times that their features 
were not at all recognized or discern
able. Some would whirl for an hour on 
the stretch; other wonderful "opera
tions” were gone through with as well, 
but not for the purpose of develop
ment, but it was claimed they could not 
help it, they being under spirit con
trol, etc.

Shaking was many times volunlarv, 
and at other times not. as was the bow
ing, speaking, etc. Trance speaking 
was often the case, the persons know
ing nothing of what they said. Indian 
control was a common thing, so was 
speaking in tongues.

I bad such varied experiences for 
over forty years in the Shaker Home, 
that it would surely make a great and 
interresting narrative were I to write 
freely and truly with no thought of for
mer friends. I have heretofore written 
hundreds of pages, meaning them for 
the public, only to be destroved. I am 
so strongly beset with two kinds of im
pressions or controls that I cannot tell 
which is right and which wrong—not 
low spirits, but one of the Shaker con
servative type, and the other more rad
ical. I am at a loss what to do, or how 
to obey. Am very sensitive, too.

JULIA H. JOHNSON.
Los Angeles, Cal.

The Progressive Thinker.
Every Spiritualist in this broad land 

can keep in touch with our cause by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er, and also obtain a valuable acquisi
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic costs $1.20. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age, so that the book is almost an abso
lute gift, bpihg paid for out of the reve
nue of the office, thus each subscriber 
sharing the profits of the paper. Sub
scribe at once and get your neighbor to 
join with you. . ' .

Social Evils: Their Causes and Cure. 
By Mrs. Maria M. King. Price reduced 
from 26 cents to 20 cents.

THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL
A COMPILATION OF THE LEO 

AJ. uresglveu by the Spirit Baud through the me- 
diuinahip of Mrs. Magdalena Kline. Thia volume con
sists of a beries of lectures, nieesages and poemt 
written ?ud delivered iu public through the mental or* . 
ganisin of Mrs. Magdalena Kline, a trance, clairvoy
ant aud inspirational medium. Their tone is excellent 
and their spirit good; and even tliotigb one may find 
some ideas that dliler from those he bnf. held, yet ha 
will find much to please, benefit and Jr.-ii.ruct Th® 
reverence with which Jesus Is mentioned will picas® 
many, although the ideas advanced concerning Jeans 
and Christianity are not after the orthodox etandard. 
The book contains 488 ’arge pages, and will be sent 
Dostpak for 11^0. For sale ut thin office.

~...... /.THE.'.

PAPPUS PLANETARIUM, i
WITH EPHEMERIS. 1

This Planetarium is not only the latest, but the best 
mutt simple and complete arrangement for showing 
iu a practical manner the dully position of all tba 
Planets aud Muon. Auy child who can read figures 
can adjust the Planetrt In their proper places for any 
day In the year (same beiug movable when desired)« 
Every man with a family should hare one, thus en.’ 
abling bls children to become familiar with tire mag
nitude, grandeur and sublime majesty of the many ' 
worlds around us, while older people will bo deeply ’ 
Interested In their occult or philosophical meanings. 
The Planetarium givea tho diameter of the tsuu. tba 
Planet« and the Moon, also tlieir mean distaucesfrotn 
the Suu, their velocity in orbit, and their aldcrial pe
riod iu days. We h»ve two styles—oue Satin, th® 
other Cloth; size, 14x18; handsomely mounted and 
framed; the planets are made of tin, with enameled 
faces,

Every member of the Temple of the Magi should 
have this Planetarium. ।

Prices With Ephemeris: ,

Voltaire’s satire was keen and flno polnted as ft 
rft/Acr; “\I,lFatlue of Am. History.

A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing.* 
—Boston Commonwealth.

PERFECTMOTHERHOOD?
Or Mabel Rajuiond’s Resolve.

DY LOIS ll-A!SBK00f’ER. THIS IS 
n novel written with n purpose, and that 

purpose Is not merely to enable an unthinking, iaio 
mind to while away the time In a state of idle blessed
ness, devoid of earnest thought or care for either 
self-improvement or the good of humanity. It is a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mother: and 
those who are to be mothers; ajd secondly, through 
the mothers, to effect the wcll-tcing and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view tho 
result upon the child of proper surroundings and Influ
ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon various things 
In modern social and business life, which are unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon the individuals compos
ing society as a whole. The book >s trenchant. Instruc
tive and very interesting, even when regarded merely 
>s a novel, and is especially commended to “women 
everywhere,” to whom it is dedicated. It also thor- 
eughly shows up the Jeiultlcal spirit of the Catholic 
Church; advanced ideas relating to the Spiritual pNb 
psophy arc Introduced It contains a fine likeness of 
the author, it contains 345 pages, neatly bound Ln 
<*ioth. Price by mail, prepaid, n.
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LIBELS ON GOD.
. 1 Some press correspondent, with abun

dant faith in priestly teaching, has 
given a very graphic account of -the de- 
Btructlon of Port Royal, on the Island 
pf Jamaica, in 1092, by an earthquake. 

- [Whole streets, forts and cathedral were 
. sunk ui the sda, and it is said the re

mains of buildings are still visible un
Ider water in clear weather. Kingston, 
the present capital of the island, is a 

, llttlo further Inland than was the sub
. ¡merged city.

■ Tlie correspondent referred to de
scribes the destroyed city as the head
quarters of tlie old buccaneers; that 
(they were lavish with their pirated 
[wealth; and that all the vices ascribed 
.to Sodom and Gomorrah prevailed 

; there, aud in consequence God visited 
the city with destruction, burying a 
population of 3,000, with their cathe- 
dial, aud in many cases palatial resi- 
lienees, in the surging flood.

Now is it not possible that that land
Elide, near the verge of a mountain, 
iwould have occun-ed just the same had 

: there been no Inhabitant within a thou
sand miles of the city site?

The writer knew of the summit of a 
mountain covering many acres, slt- 
mated in the Adirondack region of New 
(York, which slid down the mountain 
Bide to the valley below, grinding the 
rock beneatli in its passage, aud leaving 
a broad white track many hundreds of 

, feet lu width. The roar, ,the jar of the 
earth, tlie sulphurous odor, and the 
awful fright, all of which he ex
perienced, are all fresh in his memory, 

. occurring when Miller first predicted a 
general windup of earthly affairs just 

. before tliat time. Had there been a 
city on the summit of old Jug Pond 
mountain tlie inhabitants would have 
'been precipitated to the plane, and if 
that plane had been covered by a sea, 
they would have perished in the flood. 
All calamities of a like character, as 
tho destruction of Lisbon, in 1755, 
during which, and the fire incidental to 

■ it, from 30,000 to 40,000 persons lost 
their lives; and that at Rossberg, in 

' Switzerland, iu 1806; tlie burial of 
Pompeii aud Herculaneum, aud the 
alleged destruction of Sodom and Go- 
morrali—probably a fabulous event— 

■ ¡were pbyscal phenomena, aud had no 
more to do with the transgression of 
God's laws than they had with puuish- 
ing tlie niusquitos that glutted their 
appetite by feasting on human blood.

: It is the inventive and ever-fertile 
imaginative priest, always active to 
magnify his calling, who wrings into 

.. Ills service the mysterious and occult 
forces of nature, pretending to know all 
about God, and the motive for his ac

: lion, who ascribes to that functionary 
the emotions of bis owu corrupt heart, 
and Inflicts jxain and suffering merely 
to gratify his hate. Historians and cor

. respondents of the press, under the 
■ tutelage of those priests, repeat their 

libels, and credit all such phenomena to 
supernatural agency.

ISLAMISM.
The Arabic name of God Is Allah, de

rived from al, English, the, and lllah, 
God, equals “the God.” This is the 

' Mohammedan name for the Supreme 
Being. The Koran says:

‘ “There is no God but God. Tills only 
true, great, and most high God has his 

, being through himself; is everlasting; Is 
not begotten and begetteth not; is all
sufficient in himself; fills the universe 

: with his infinity; is the center in which 
i all things unite, as well the hidden as 
' the manifest; is Lord of the world of 

bodies and spirits, creator and ruler, 
■ almighty, all-wise, all-loving, merciful, 

and his decrees are unchangeable.”
“God is great” is theMohammedan’s 

battle cry. They bathe five times a 
day, using sand in the absence of 
water, closing with a fervent prayer. 

7‘In tlie name of God” they conclude 
their meals, and all literary work. Be
cause they deny God begot a son by a 

. Jewish maiden, Christians call them 
infidels, and they, in turn, call Chris
tians not only infidels but Idolaters. 
“Let all be persuaded in his own mind,” 
but it really looks as If the followers of 

. Mahomet had good, practical common 
sense with them; and as they have no 
priests, but eschew intoxicants, and 
never employ profane language, we 
rather like their ways in these regards.

AN AWFUL WARNING.
.'A correspondent writing us from 

-¡Rockford, Ill., says we were within 
bounds in all of our statements with re
gard to the penitentiary convict, men
tioned In our issue of August 20. In
stead of the embezzlement of 5200,000, 
it is believed to have been nearer 
5300,000. And there Is good ijeason why 
the convict is not ambitious to hasten 
his return to the scene of his crimes; 
for it is said there are eighteen ad
ditional indictments awaiting his re
turn from prison for further prosecu
tion. If the poor fellow can draw con
solation from the Bible, tn these his 
hours of gloom, no one will grudge him 
bls happiness. ¡Well and Influentially 
connected, and because of it enjoying 
the confidence of the people, his fall 
iwas a terrible one, and should serve as 
an awful warning to those who put 
£gst In Bible teaching.

£-
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NO COMPULSION
Of course this is a free country and if you. do 

not want a Spiritualist paper of any kind, you 
are not Obliged td take one. We certainly should 
be pleased, however, to have all who are not now 
on our list, subscribe for The Progressive Think
er and thus keep in touch with the great free- 
thought movement. We do not see how anyone 
can do that without a first-class Spiritualist pa
per to visit the home each week. Besides, Art 
Magic is sent out as a premium witli each yearly 
subscription. The article on our second page by 
Prof. Elmer Gates, is so full of suggestive ideas 
that it alone is worth more than the price of the 
paper. Read it carefully, and then send $1.20 
to this office for The Progressive Thinker one 
year, and the premium. Art Magic. The Fall 
and Winter Campaign will be especially brilliant.

SPAIN’S EVIL GENIUS.
Spain has just wakened to the fact 

that Columbus, In discovering America, 
was not her benefactor, but her evil 
genius. '

There has been a world of exaggera
tion and misrepresentation in regard to 
Spain’s connection with Columbus, and 
Chicago’s great exposition added large
ly thereto. The theory that the earth 
was a globe had been fully established. 
Columbus adopted that theory. At that 
time there was a growing commerce 
between Western Europe and the East 
Indies. The passage was long and cir
cuitous, down the Western coast of 
Africa lo the Cape of Good Hope; 
thence through the Indian ocean, some 
three years being necessary to make 
the round trip voyage.

Without knowing the size of the 
earth Columbus believed he could sail 
directly west, and reach those distant 
regions in much less time than by the 
usual route. In pursuit of that object, 
tlie discovery of a new continent was 
made, an event wholly accidental. But 
the oppression and enslavement of the 
natives which followed was not acci
dental. The march of the conquerors, 
aud the desolation and ruin which en
sued were peculiarly Spanish, for 
which the explorer was no way respon
sible. It was a mad rush for gold and 
sudden wealth, a total disregard of all 
the rights of humanity, which led the 
usurpers on, and Induced them to pill
age, torture, burn and enslave the in
habitants, and colonize the country 
with buccaneers, willing aud obedient 
tools of Spanish tyranny. Thus Spain 
was her own evil genius in her colonies. 
She shared in the plunder, and en
couraged the aggressors iu all their 
movements, eveu persecuted and im
prisoned Columbus, because he did not 
Indorse all the manifold schemes of 
wickedness projected by her pirates.

Instead of being entitled to reward or 
applause for her colonial acts, she de
serves the severest curses of the world, 
aud the civilized portion of it will re
joice that her power is so nearly ended, 
aud almost the last of her foreign pos
sessions are wrested from her barbar
ous rule.

Absolvial from the power to oppress 
and ruin distant peoples she will have 
time, and we hope inclination, to edu
cate and reline her own toiling millions, 
now sunk in grossest ignorance. With 
one of tlie fairest countries the sun 
ever shone upon, advantageously lo
cated between the extremes of the East 
aud the West, with an equable climate, 
a highly productive soil, and mines of 
boundless wealth, there is no good rea
son but her damnable religion, natural 
lethargy, the disregard of education 
and the treacherous character of her. 
people, why she may not be the freest, 
the richest, the most cheerful and in
telligent people on the face of the earth, 
since she has been forced to abandon 
her intention of compelling other peo
ples to pay her expenses, and minister 
to her material needs. Educated in the 
sciences, her priesthood will be grad
ually retired, and her false notions of a 
far off and slightly populated heaven 
will give place to prosperous and con
tented homes, a joyous and free people

DISCOURAGING AND GLOOMY.
Is there an organized effort among 

churchmen to minimize the condition of 
the church, to make it appear as in
significant as possible? If the clergy 
are telling the truth Christianity is in 
a rapid decline. Dr. John Balcom Shaw, 
moderator of the New York Presbytery, 
at a recent assemblage of clergymen in 
New York City, in an address published 
in the “Church Economist,” details the 
trouble city clergymen experience, a 
condition by the way nbt limited to 
metropolitan cities. He said, substan
tially: “Because of the migratory char
acter of the population the New York 
pastor preaches to a procession that 
enters one door and out at another. 
Incidental to the strain thus produced 
women have become almost the only 
workers, and the number of such is 
growing less every year." And then 
“There are no good superintendents in 
the Sunday Schools,” he should have 
added, “because they are locked up In 
the penitentiaries for embezzlements.” 
Now we quote verbatim:

“The Sunday morning service has to 
contend against late rising, Sunday 
newspaper reading, bicycling, open 
groceries and markets, and a full half
day of delivering. A canvass of two of 
our principal trade avenues, a few Sun
day mornings ago, found every store In 
certain blocks opened, and in most of 
the others not more than four out of 
twenty closed.”

Rev. Dr. Shaw then told of an exten
sive canvass of the city, hoping by per
sonal effort to invigorate the church, 
and add to its numbers, but, lamentable 
In the extreme, he says, “without a sin
gle additional attendant resulting to the 
church.” If a churchman, read the fol
lowing, word for word, which we quote 
in continuation from that pulpit ad
dress; and as weeping will not one-half 
fill the bill, the reader is welcome to 
bawl aloud with grief:

“The failure of recent evangelistic 
movements still further emphasizes the 
situation. For three successive winters 
these special efforts have been tried, 
and though strong, good men were be
hind them, they scarcely made an Im
pression upon the religious life of the 
metropolis. Even Mr. Moody’s visits 
are forgotten in less than a week. Ac
cording to the returns of his recent 
manager, it cost about ?7,000 to gather 
thirty-three people into our churches— 
over 82O(baplece. More was spent In 
that week’s campaign Ilian the average 
church of this city spends into year, and 
yet it hardly made a passing im
pression.”

Gods! Where is Covert? Where 
Becker? Where Gaylor? Where Haga
man? Where the millions of Anti
Spiritualists? Where their journal, and 
their vast resouces to sustain it? And 
where, oh, where, the vast multitudes 
of late Spiritualists converted to Chris
tianity by the action of the Antis? 
They do not seem to swell the attend
ance on the churches, but ruin, black 
and desolate, are all around them.

the happiest an effulgent sun lights 
with its glory.

SIN ITS OWN AVENGER.
Liberals very frequently hear the

up

rc-
mark: “if I were to believe as you, 
that there is no after-death punishment, 
I would engage in all manner of crimes, 
conscious tliat heaven will be my re
ward at last.”

Now is not that the misleading error 
of these time-serving Christians? They 
do not believe the creeds they profess, 
so are up'to all manner of devilment, 
as penitentiary statistics abundantly 
prove.

Liberals build character on a different 
basis. They believe man is so con
stituted tliat every real wrong carries 
with it its owu penalty, from which 
there is no possibility of escape; that 
the consequence of sin will follow the 
offender into another life, and retard 
his advancement there; and they do not 
believe there is any Savior, or a God
like scapegoat, who will receive the 
stripes due his own guilt. They have 
no love for crime, hence sin is not, a 
“sweet morsel to be rolled under the 
tongue.” On the contrary it is ever 
hateful, to be Instinctively shunned.

It is the certainty of punishment 
which deters from crime, and Its Im
mediate application adds to its force. 
The murderer has more fear of Judge 
Lynch than of the slow and uncertain 
processes of courts.

Eternal burnings, with conditions of 
possible exemption, have but few ter
rors for the guilty, for they have de
termined to accept the easy terms of 
forgiveness, and thus escape all 
penalty.

NOTHING TO DO WITH RELIGION.
The only business a state has with 

religion is to see that its devotees are 
not molested, and that they molest 
nobody else.—Truth Seeker. ■

That Is well and pithily expressed. 
Every shade of religious thought 
should not only be tolerated. as it was 
in the old Roman empire, but it should 
be protected to the dullest possible ex
tent Then the people are a free peo
ple, and the government is a free gov
ernment An-attempt by law, or by 
popular prejudice, to make the people 
adopt any dogma is absolute tyranny, 
only submitted to in a despotic govern
ment because the power which wields 
the sword Is supreme,.

JIM BILÜDSO OF
THf.PRftlRIF.BELIX

BY JOHN HAY, THE NEW SECRETARY OF STATE
I!

■ * . .

Wall, no! I can’t tell whar he lives, 
Becase Jie don’t live, you see;

Leastways, he’s got out of the habit 
Of livin’ like you and me.

Whar have you been for the last three year 
That you haven’t heard folks tell

How Jimmy Bludso passed in his* checks 
The night of the Prairie Belle.

i

A WORKER’S THOUGHTS
Hindrances to Our Success.

PROPHETIC DREAMS.

ARCHAEOLOGY.
The newspapers say the British gov

ernment has established a protectorate 
over all that region of Southern Arabia, 
from the straits of Bab-el-Mandeb on 
the West, to the Gulf of Oman on the 
East, which Includes Yemen, Hadra- 
mant and Oman. Tills region, lying 
along the coast of the Indian Ocean, is 
one of the most Interesting portions of 
tlie world to be explored by archaeolo
gists.

Theodore Bent and wife, who ex
plored the ancient temples, ruins and 
mines of Mashonaland, and, subse
quently, Abyssinia and Soudan, set out 
in January, 1897, to explore this region. 
Mr. Bent had attempted it a few years 
before, but he met with so much hos
tility from the natives he had to aban
don his enterprise. The last we have 
heard from him he had reached Aden. 
If any of our English readers have in
formation In regard to him or his dis
coveries in Arabia,, or any publication 
relating to those discoveries, he will 
place The Progressive Thinker under 
obligations by communicating the same 
to G. W. Brown, M. D., Rockford, 111.

WHO CAN EXPLAIN THIS?
The fire ordeal is an ancient and un

explained phenomenon. It is also bib
lical. Two physicians who recently in
vestigated « Fiji miracle of this kind 
could offer no scientific explanation, 
although one licked the foot of a Fiji 
firewalker after the experiment, to de
tect, if possible, whether herbs or some 
non-conducting substance had been 
used. In the experiment seven Fijians, 
not entranced, walked across and 
around an oven of red-hot stones 
twenty-five feet In diameter. Ther
mometers swung above the stones reg
istered 400 degrees Fahrenheit The 
Fijians’ feet were not even slightly 
scorched, and there was no smell of fire 
in their clothes.—Chicago Daily News.

It Is easily enough explained through 
the Spiritual philosophy. There are 
mediums known to-day performing the 
fire-test, foremost among whom is Mrs 
Kayner, the daughter of E. V. Wilsum

MRS. RICHMOND IN CHICAGO.
Members of the Church of the Soul 

feel greatly elated just now, owing to 
the prospect of having with them their 
beloved pastor, Mrs. Richmond, for the 
month of September. They have se
cured Handel Hall, 40 Randolph street, 
and will hold services at 10 a. m. each 
Sunday during the month.

He weren’t no saint—them engineers
Is all pretty much alike; -

One wife in Natchez-under-the-Hill, 
And another one here in Pike •.

A keerless man in Iris walk was Jim, 
And an awkward hand in a row, 

But he never flunked, and he never lied— 
I reckon fie never knowed how.

And this was all the religion he had: 
To treat his engine well; .

Never be passed on the river;
To mind the pilot’s bell;

And if ever the Prairie Bell took fire
A thousand times he swore

He’d hold her nozzle agin the bank 
Till the last soul got ashore.

All boats has their day on the Mississip, 
And her day come at last- .

The Movastar was a better boat,
But the Belle she wouldn’t be passed, 

And so she come tearin’.along that night— 
The oldest craft on the line-

And her furnace-crammed rosin and pine.
The fire bust out as she cleared the bar, 

And burnt a hole in the night,
And quick as a- flash she turned, and made 

For the wilier bank on the right
There was runnin’ and cursin’, but Jim yelled out 

Over all the infernal roar,
“1’11. hold her nozzle agin the bank

Till the last galoot’s ashore.”
Through the hot, black breath of the burnin’ boat 

Jim Bludso’s voice was heard,
And they all had trust in his cussedness, 

And knowed he would keep his word,
And sure’s you’re born, they all got off 

Afore the smokestack fell-
And Bludso’s ghost went up alone 

In the smoke of the Prairie Belle.
He weren’t no saint-but injudgment 

I’d run my chance with Jim
’Longside or some pious gentlemen . 

That wouldn’t shook hands with him.
He seen his duty-3, dead sure thing- 

And went for it thar and then;
And Christ ain’t a-goin’ to be too hard 

On a man that died for men.

To the Editor:—May I ask for a little 
space iu the columns of The Progress
ive Thinker to give expression to 
thoughts tliat trouble me, and, like 
Banquo’s ghost, will not'down, Spirit- 
uallsm to-day holds a place in the reeog
nition aud acceptance of-many of the 
best minds that the world possesses. 
Many of these people are still recog
nized members of some orthodox 
Church. The little monitor within keeps 
the fire of investigation bright and' 
burning, and these people are uncon
sciously doing a work for tlie world 
that coming generations will bless them 
for, because of the blessed memories of 
their work in unfolding and developing 
the spiritual nature of mankind. I am 
not troubled because of this class of 
workers, for If they be men and women 
of Intelligence and Spirituality, they 
must of necessity be progressive, and 
progression leads not Into darkness but 
into light. -

The religionists of to-day, as well as 
secular-minded people, are ever ready 
to criticize every movement made by a 
disciple of any new system of religion, 
and >t would seem this criticism Is 
sometimes severe when employed 
against a representative of our religion. 
This Is the thought that troubles me 
most. We have in our ranks some who 
pose as self-constituted teachers of the 
phenomena and philosophy (but more 
of the philosophy) of Spiritualism, who 
could not satisfactorily define the word 
Spiritualism, and yet claim to possess 
sufficient intelligence to teach all who 
are in need of knowledge of our phil
osophy. Some time ago I met a gen
tleman who told me that he was an 
organizer of Spiritualist societies, and 
that he was then controlling one in one 
of the Eastern cities. 1 asked this gen
tleman what Spiritualist newspaper he 
took. He replied that he did not take 
any, was not much inclined to reading 
anything. I mentioned The Progressive 
Thinker aud Light of Truth as good 
papers to distribute in his meetings. 
His reply was they would do for in
vestigators. This man was looking for 
broader fields of usefulness, where he 
could throw more light on the phil
osophy of Spiritualism! Others, again, 
are so far advanced iu the work of re
demption that they have no time to 
spend on the education and elevation of 
mortals, but spend their time iu trying 
to teaeh dark and undeveloped spirits 
the road to light. This remiuds oue of 
the Christian whose sight is so far- 
reaching that he never sees the need of 
missionaries at home, but is constantly 
lamenting the condition of the be
nighted heathen, and his thought and 
Help go out to the heathen, while there 
are many under the shadow of his own 
home who are more in need of spiritual 
consolation than those poor benighted 
heathens.

Then there are those who claim to 
possess all the powers of a good me
dium, and pose before the investigating 
world as clairvoyant, with the most 
wonderful powers, who deny being 
Spiritualists, to Spiritualists, but wear 
the garb of Spiritualism to hoodwink 
the investigator into a belief of their 
superior medical powers, and thereby 
gain access to the pocketbook of tlie in
vestigator. I am speaking exclusively 
of the pretender, and not of the genuine 
medium.

How are we to rid the ranks of 
Spiritualism of these vampires? The 
world at large classes all such as be
longing to Spiritualism, and a part of It. 
Something must be done to distinguish 
between the true aud the spurious. 
Barnum said the American people like 
to be humbugged, but he had reference 
only to the material side of life.

I may appear unnecessarily disturbed 
about what has always existed, and 
may be told that the counterfeit is only 
a proof of the genuine, but there are 
some who have accepted the counter
feit as genuine, aud on finding It value
less refuse to be treated to the truth, on 
the principle of “A burnt child dreads 
the fire.”

MRS. MAGGIE STEWART.

From a Christian’s Stand 
point.
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The Spirit, 
CHARLES DICKENS, 

Wishes to Announce 
that he has an impress
ive message to give to 
the readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker during 
the Fall and Winter 
Campaign. Now is the 
time to subscribe.

KEEP IN STEP.
Keep up xvitH the Free Thought pro

cession! You can do so by sending to 
this office $1.20 and thus secure The' 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. Art Magic, is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
in step with our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag In the rear. If you 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why you do not? 
SVe-would like to know. ‘

STATE CONVENTION.
The first annual convention and elec

tion of officers of the State Spiritual
ists’ Association of Minnesota will be 
held In the Morgan Post Hall, 118 Hen
nepin Ave., Minneapolis, Sept. 6 and 7. 
All societies throughout the state are 
requested to send in their applications 
for a charter, and appoint delegates at 
once. W. F. Peck, of St. Louis, and all 
of the prominent local mediums will 
participate. An extensive programme 
is being arranged and a large attend
ance Is expected. The ladles auxiliary 
®ill serve meals in the hall.

sä

TAKE A SPIRITUALIST PAPER.
It would seem, to a casual observer, 

that Spiritualists more than all others, 
should read and keep posted on all the 
reforms of the age, and yet, considering 
the number of Spiritualists estimated 
to be in existence and the number of 
publications supporting the cause, the 
Christian people lead us by far.

There is but one reason for this, and 
that is the demand for phenomena. 
Whole families will attend seances 
night after night at a dollar each and 
almost go hungry to raise the amount. 
Even if the manifestations should be 
genuine aud a real visit with spirit 
friends is bad, there is no reason why 
they should not want to know some
thing of the philosophy, educate them
selves through the channel of the press, 
get the higher ideas of life; what its 
object; what its many expressions; 
what the power of unfoldmeut; how 
mankind may reap the full reward for 
bis labor both in this and the next 
world, or whether "lie should expect re
ward or not.

There are many questions of vital in
terest to all Spiritualists, especially to 
the new converts to the cause, that are 
discussed from time to time in the 
Spiritualistic press, and it does look 
right that this branch should Share in 
the support constantly piling into the 
treasuries of the phenomenal mediums 
of the country.

No one envies them a penny if they 
are genuine; no one should patronize 
them if they nre not. But all there is 
to Spiritualism does not come through 
any one channel.

There are new phases springing up 
everywhere every day, that are being 
recorded in the press, and for tins rea
son, if for no other, all should take 
some paper or papers. Let the mind 
and spirit expand with knowledge and 
the love of doing good.

THE TIDE TURNED.
Fortune turns the tide in the affairs 

of men. '
The Progressive Thinker has turned 

the tide of this progressive age into the 
channel of progression by giving more 
progressive thought to the square inch 
of space than any Spiritualist paper in 
the world, for the price, and by sending 
out some of the very best books obtain
able as a premium. Such offers are un
precedented in the history of Spiritual
ism, and still there Is more to follow. 
It Is the determination of tlm-publlsher 
to hold the lead, and to do so he will 
cease not to inaugurate surprises for the 
patrons during the year that will make 
them thankful for each weekly visit 
received from the paper. Do not miss 
an Issue, for that may be the best one 
of the year. ■ ; ■

PERHAPS.
Wallace—"I see the aeronauts have 

discovered that a woman's voice as
cends to twice the height attained by 
man’s.” .

Ferry—“I wonder If that is the reason 
eo many men let their wives do all the 
graying?”—Cincinnati Enquirer,

1HE CHRISTIAN EVANGELIST 
PUBLISHED AN ACCOUNT OF 
SEVERAL PROPHETIC DREAMS 
WHICH NO DOUBT HAD THEIR 
ORIGIN IN THE SPIRIT WORLD.

i that hath a dream, let
him tell a dream.”—Jer. 23-”8

* F?1'elX heard a good story, 
that J“ dirt °f the “Y^erious,

1 d d not have one toady too. I 
rn manX others are of same fSb011., ihat, coutrllmtion in the
a? ®vanBelIst, November 28th, 

^ritten by Bro. A. B. Jones, Is certainly 
remarkable—the one entitled “Some 
Remarkable Dreams.” May I add just

Mrs' Su>an Canby, late 
°r this place, now deceased, sister to 
nay wire, was a woman of rather nerv
ous temperament, gentle in her man
ners, kind to everybody, and of general 
good health. From early childhood her 
dreams were no less a reuse of wonder 
than of apprehension, for it soon be
came well known in the family that tlie 
visions of her sleeping hours had their 
counterpart in objective reality.

When a young girl, a valuable piece 
of silver, long in the family, was lost. 
Ilie rooms were searched and swept as 
effectually as did the woman in the 
parable, but in vain. Some time 
elapsed. A reward was offered for thq 
discovery and reclamation of the lost 
treasure. One morning Susan came 
bounding from her room exclaiming, 

1 lie reward is mine, I know where tlie 
silver is; I saw it in my sleep.” She 
hurried to au adjoining lot, aud pulling 
the impacted sediment filling complete
ly a crack or cleft iu the bottom of a 
hog trough, she drew forth the silver 
aud claimed the reward.

Iu later years, Mrs. Gen. C. R. S. 
Canby gave her daughter Louise (now 
Mrs. W. D. Hockaday, Plattsburg, Mo.), 
a piece of fine lace. This lace bad been 
in the family twenty years or more. 
Louise folded up this laee aud laid it 
away for safe-lreepiug. Time ran on, 

■and the child forgot where she had put 
the laee. One day it was called for, but 
no one could find it. Louise searched 
as diligeutlj’ for it as the rest. She had 
never mentioned to any one her inten
tion to hide it, or that she had done so. 
It was given up. It was concluded that 
perhaps some servant or servant's com
pany, had taken it. Mrs. Caubv bad a 
characteristic dream. She saw it lying 
neatly folded in an old unused hat-box, 
on the top of an ancient and retired 
wardrobe. There was an old hat in the 
box. In tlie morning, when the daughter 
came in, Mrs. Canby exclaimed, 
“Louise, I have found your lace. I saw 
it in my dream last night." Therefore, 
she went immediately to the wardrobe, 
took down the hat-box, took out the hat, 
and there she saw the lace carefully 
folded just as she had declared she had 
seen it in her sleep.

Many remember that General Canby, 
Her brother-in-law, was one of tlie 
Peace Commission, and that lie was 
cruelly massacred by tlie Modoc In
dians.

Before the wires had brought that 
painful intelligence , Mrs. Canby, then 
living in Marion County, Mo..'fifteen 
miles from Hannibal, nine from Pal
myra, and three miles from any post
office, saw in a dream the fate of Gen. 
Canby, and announced it to her family. 
There was no possible, ordinary, recog
nized way for Information to have 
reached her, to excite the dream. She 
had heard nothing.

In her dream, the fate of her husband 
also, then stalwart In stature, and ro
bust in heallli, was inexplicably inter
woven. This part of her dream was 
prophetic. She dreaded; but hoped 
against reality. Mr. Canby attended 
the funeral of his brother at Indianapo
lis, returned, and in a few days passed 
into the higher life. The double dream, 
terrible as it appeared in the vision, 
was fearfully and tragically realized.

Mrs. Canby had a brother, Dr. John 
D. Breckenridge, of Palmyra, Mo. Dr. 
Breckenridge was a man of unusual 
physical power. Ills healih had been 
uniformly good. He weighed for some 
years, and at the time of his death, 
about two hundred pounds. One night, 
and while the doctor was in good 
health, she hail an impressive dream, in 
which she and her brother were walk
ing over uneven ground, and soon they 
arrived at an open grave, into which 
tho doctor disappeared. So impressed 
and distressed was she that she kept 
this dream from her nioiher. Soon, 
however, a telegram from Palmyra 
came, urging h<>r to come. We went. 
The doctor died, and over the “uneven 
ground” we followed his remains to 
tbeir final resting place, in the pic
turesque cemetery near his city.

M'lien a member of her family sought 
a consulship at the hands of the present 
.•idministration, rind nt a time when
every imlicalion puinteil to
Mrs. Canby hail another dream. She 
announced that tlie appointment was 
not given to him. (I would give tho 
gentleman's name, but defeated can
didates. I suppose, would rather have 
their failures forgotten.) Mind you, at 
the time of the dream, everything sug- ’ 
gested success. All tlie members of 
both houses of the legislature, the state 
officers, prominent politicians,Congress
men and Senators had endorsed his fit
ness aud asked for his appointment. 
The Governor of tlie state had written 
two letters to Washington In Ids behalf. 
The newspapers had his name soon to 
be appointed. Even his Congressman 
wrote him a congratulatory letter. let 
In the face of all this, the testimony of 
the dream was that another was suc
cessful, and that her friend'had failed! 
To the surprise of all her friends, and 
most of all, to her aspiring friend, in ' 
two or three days it was telegraphed 
that that consulship bad gone to Con
necticut!

Lastly. Mrs. Canby was well nnd at 
my house till the afternoon of the day 
of her last illness. In the morning she 
appeared well, aud in her usual sunny 
spirits. My wife greeted her in compli
mentary words on her health and looks. 
"Yes.” she replied, “but 1 shall not live 
long.” She did not explain, but Mrs. 
Ellis and I have since believed she 
must have had one of her mysterious , 
dreams. She was ever studious not to ’ 
give alarm or pain, and so did not ex
pressly speak of having dreamed. I 
regret now I did not question her par
ticularly, but her apparent health and 
vivacity would have disarmed a more 
scientific mind than mine.

In the afternoon she was taken ill. 
She told me she would not recover. She 
described her malady, though she had . 
never been so affected before. She grew • 
worse rapidly, and in eight days died as 
she had predicted, and which prediction . 
doubtless was based upon a dream.

Are such dreams as these and those 
related by Bro. Jones mere coinci
dences? A»e they supernatural? Do 
they arise from the physical condition? 
From the constitution? From mental 
habits? From spiritualistic suggestion? 
Were the ideas obtained from objects 
seen? Are they normal or abnormal?

In my next paper I will venture the 
psychological explanation in answer to
these questions. J. W. ELLIS.

- *
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Many other grand thoughts 
most elaborately set forth by 
Loveland and others.

It is hoped that everyone who 
this, and has the true educational

® .

To the Editor:—To say I am pleased 
with Ghost Land but faintly expresses 
my feeling. I have had one volume and 
gave It to a soldier going to Manila.

- . O. L. PARKS.

$1.70.

Socrates.
(Continued from page 1.)

(¡hd what was meditated in silence— 
iijd were present everywhere. On

bother occasion the philosopher said: 
*Tho mind within your body directs 
your body as it pleases, and it becomes 
you, thereiore, to think that the intelli
gence pervading all things directs all 
things as may be agreeable to it, and 
not to think that while your eye can ex
tend its sight over many furlongs, that 
of Deity is unable to see all things at 
once; or that while your mind is able to 
think of things here or things in Egypt 
or »Syria, the mind of Deity is incapable 
of regarding everything at the same 
time.” _

Socrates spent little time speculating 
upon the probability of a future life. 
Indeed, if we accept the words which 
Plato'puts into the mouth of the sage 
the hour before his death, there is little 
among the recorded views of Socrates 
which ean justify us in assuming Unit 
he held any positive belief in another 
life; and it is doubtful whether we are 
warranted in regarding the views at
tributed to Socrates in “Phaedo” us be
ing other than Platonic arguments. 
Certain it is that the conceptions there 
set forth are entirely at variance with 
the statements which Plato and others 
attribute to Socrates in his defence be
fore Ids judges. Thus,in the “Apology," 
Plato, who, it will be remembered, 
states specifically that he was present 
and heard Socrates deliver the defence, 
represents the philosopher as saying, 
touching the subject of death: “Let us 
reflect in another way, aud we shall see 
that there is great reason to hope that 
death is a good, for, one of two things— 
either death is a state of nothingness 
and utter unconsciousness, or, as many 
say, there is a change and migration of 
tiie soul- from this world to another. 
Now, if you suppose that there is no 
consciousness, but a sleep like the sleep 
of him who is undisturbed even by 
dreams, death is an unspeakable 
gain; ♦ * but if death is the journey 
to another place, and there, as many 
say, all the dead abide, what good, 
O my friends and judges, can bo 
greater than this? What would not a 
man give if he might converse with 
Orpheus, Musaeus, Hesiod and Homer? 
Nay, if this be true, let me die again, 

, and again! Therefore, O judges, be of 
good cheer about death, and kuow'of a 
certainty that no evil can happen to a 
good man, either in life or after death. 
Tiie hour of our departure has arrived, 
and we go our ways, I to die and you 
to live. Which is better, God only 
knows."

There are many reasons for regard
ing the “Apology” as representing the 
ideas of Socrates as given in his de
fence, for: (1) so far as Xenophon re
fers to his address, his references are in 
perfect keeping with the thoughts here 
given; (2) it was a publie utterance, and 
Plato would not have been likely to 
take the liberty with it that he un
doubtedly did take in other works, 
when he put his subtle metaphysical 
philosophy into the mouth of plain, 
practical Socrates; (3) the address is in 
perfect keeping with the lifelong teach
ings of Socrates, which have been pre
served; and (4) Plato distinctly states 
that he was present and beard the 

, “Apology.” Now, ip “Phaedo" he goes 
out of his way to state that he was not 
present at the last memorable inter
view of Socrates -with bls sorrowing 
disciples, and even Phaedo’s story was 
not told until some time after the mas
ter's death. Thus, we are not justified 
in attributing to Socrates the Platonic 
arguments In favor of immortality, 
■which are so radically different'from 
the views advanced by Socrates in the 
“Apology.” For the same reason I 
have refrained from quoting from 
“Orito” and other works of Plato. In 
all eases except the “Apology,” it is dif
ficult to separate the Platonic from the 
Socratic thought; or, rather, it is not 
safe to attribute to Socrates words 
which the great disciple puts in his 
mouth, unless we know from other 
sources that they were at least in strict 
keeping with the views and teachings 
of Socrates.

We now come to notice one of the 
faculties connected with the life of this 
remarkable man—the power or gift of 
the seer, present with the most hard-

I Jesus, he was a disturber of ^9 peace; 
I and,. like the Pharisees, the corrupt 
I demagogues raised the cry of "in

fidelity,” and also charged that he cor
rupted the youth of Athens. Socrates 
refused to flatter the judges, after the 
manner of bls time. Ho would not be
little himself nor demean bls manhood, 
even to save his life. He defended him
self, and put his accusers to confusion 
by his series of questions. He vin
dicated 'himself nobly, but the majority 
of the judges voted to condemn him. 
Then, as was the custom, Socrates was 
given the opportunity of proposing a 
penalty less severe than capital punish
ment. To the amazement and dis
appointment of ills friends, the phil
osopher delivered a dignified and some
what haughty reply, which cut off all 
hope of a light sentence coming from 
a judiciary which represented the cor
ruption and. artificiality which then 
permeated Athenian life. In the course 
of his defence, Socrates saidr“God only 
is wise. A man who is good for any
thing ought not to calculate the chances 
of living or dying. He should only con
sider whether in doing anything he is 
doing right or wrong—acting the part 
of a good man or of a bad. Wherever 
a man’s place is, whether that place 
which he has chosen, or that in which 
he has been placed by a commander, 
there he ought to remain. In the hour 
of danger he should not think of death, 
or anything but disgrace. Men of 
Athens, I boner and love you, but I 
shall obey God rather than you, and 
while I have life and strength I shall 
never cease from the practice and 
teaching of philosophy, exhorting any
one I meet, and saying to him after my 
manner, ‘You, my friend, a citizen of 
the great and mighty and wise city of 
Athens, are you not ashamed of heap
ing up the greatest amount of money 
and honor and reputation, and caring 
so little about wisdom and truth and 
the greatest improvement of the soul, 
which you never regard or heed at all? 
My great and only care in life has been 
lest I should do an unrighteous act or 
an unholy thing, The difficulty, my 
friends, is not to avoid death, but to 
avoid unrighteousness, for that runs 
faster than death. No evil can happen 
to a good man, either in life or after 
death.”

Such were some of the thoughts ut
tered by the sage in the course of bis 
defence, which was characterized by 
indifferemee to death, and at times rang 
with a note of defiance and contempt 
for the craven natures who would yield 
to popular demagogues and condemn a 
high-minded and just man. Thus we 
find him referring to bis condemnation 
and to hlS accusers In these words: “I 
depart hence, condemned by you to 
suffer the penalty of death; they [his 
accusers] to go their way, condemned 
by the truth to suffer the penalty of 
villainy and wrong.” Xenophon states 
that Socrates said: “I have never 
wronged any man, or rendered any man 
less virtuous. I have always endeav
ored to make those better who converse 
with me.’“ He further said that be had 
gone through life considering what was 
just and what was unjust; doing what 
was just, and abstaining from what 
was unjust.

But the fickle populace of Athens, 
who had been led by the constant 
words of designing demagogues to be
lieve that Socrates was not a friend of 
the republic, had set its heart on the 
punishment of the venerable philoso
pher. The judges were the creatures 
of the mob, and the sentence went 
forth that Socrates should die.

It was the custom in Athens that the 
condemned ■ should sffer death on the 
day following the sentence; but it was 
also a law that no person should be put 
to death during the time when the sa
cred vessel had gone on Its annual mis
sion to Delos, and therefore Socrates 
remained in prison thirty days. Crlto 
and other disciples who possessed 
means devised a plan to rescue Soc
rates, but the philosopher refused to 
leave his prison. He spent his days 
prior to bis death conversing ■with ills 
disciples, who visited him in prison. 
At this time be gave bls final teachings,

UNSET BAY.
The Work of the Past Week
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■headed, unimaginative,
practical thinker 
indeed, I know 
philosopher who 
a. psychological
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study
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Iterielean age. 
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so Interesting 
as Socrates.

Palutingand sculpture had few charms 
tor him; the glories of mountain, sea, 
uid plain never wooed him from the 
jrowded throngs of Athens; neither the 
wonders of nature nor the glories of 
art stirred or thrilled bls being as they 
move even men and women of ordinary 
imagination. While he abhorred met- 
iphysics and bad no love for new ideas 
)'r speculations relating to physical sci
ence. he was a believer in the gods, and 
•n love with bls fellow men. Above all 
31se lie was practical, and yet, beyond 
ill the philosophers of his day, he was 
1 dreamer. It is stated that he fell into 
profound reveries at times; he beheld 
visions, beard voices, and was in intl- 
nate relationship with the invisible. 
According to I’lato, Socrates beheld a 
vision of a beautiful woman, who cor
rectly predicted to him that he would 
aot pass from life for three days, when 
ill his friends, and he himself,supposed 
¿hat he- would surely die in two days. 
In his “Apology,” when speaking of his 
life-work, teaching the people, he says: 
“It is a duty imposed upon me by God, 
»nd has been signified to me by oracles, 
voices, and in every way in which the 
will of divine power was ever intimated 
:o anyone." Of the divine monitor, or 
voice, which was ever present, he thus 
speaks in his “Apology:” -.“This sign, 
which was a kind of voice, first began 
to come to me when I was a child. It 
always forbids, but never commands 
ate to do anything which I am going to 
Jo. This is what deterred me from be
ing a politician, and rightly, I think.” 
Xenophon says that, “Socrates spoke as 
be thought, for he said that it was the 
Divinity that was his monitor.” He 
also told many friends to do certain 
filings, and not to do others, signifying 
:hat the Divinity had forewarned hiffi. 
On several occasions it is related that 
die philosopher's power in this respect 
was very wonderful. The last words 
of Timarehus were, “I am going to my 
death because I would not take the ad
vice of Socrates,” the sage haring 
warned him of bis fate. »

It would seem from the evidence 
.which we possess that Socrates was 
ilairaudient, clairvoyant, and at times 
oossessed prevision. The dairaudient 
."acuity was most marked, however. 
The -strange volee was so constantly 
with him that it became as a loving 
monitor and guide. Because it did not 
remonstrate during his defence, he felt 
¡onvinced that the higher powers had 
decreed bls death. And this brings ns 
to his apprehension, trial, and execu
tion. , , ■

The sage was seventy years of age; 
his life had been spent in uplifting and 
ennobling his people, but his frankness, 
and the direct manner In which he ex
posed the shallow claims of pretenders 
by Ingenious Interrogation, raised np 
many enemlea The upholders of vice 
and artificiality naturally shrank from 
the man of all men whose consistent 
life and keen penetration comple
mented a brilliant latelledh ¿ike

dealing chiefly 
lems of life, 
death arrived, 
and followers 
grief; Socrates

with the graver prob- 
When the hour of his 
his wife and children 
were distracted with 
alone remained serene.

His tranquility in the supreme hour of 
death was in keeping with his life. 
Xeuophon says that “No man ever en
dured death with greater glory.”

Socrates was one of the noblest men 
that Athens gave tiie world. Dr. 
Joseph Thomas says, “He has been re
garded as the most perfect example of 
a wise and virtuous man that pagan 
antiquity presents to us.” He was, 
above all, a practical ethical teacher; 
be was not touched by the subtle met
aphysical concepts of the far East, nor 
had he much of the searching scientific 
spirit of the present-day Western civil
ization. He stands midway between 
the ancient Oriental and the modern 
Occidental thought-worlds, and con
tented himself with teaching virtue, 
temperance, integrity, kindness, aud 
doing good. He voiced the higher law; 
he spoke the truths of God; his life was 
noble, his death was sublime; and his 
teachings have been au inspiration to 
tiie Godward-striving souls of all suc
ceeding pages.—B. O. Flower in The 
Arena.

Can Our Friends Return?
In Clarke County, or near the north 

line of that county, in the State of 
Washington, there occurred an event 
worthy of note. Some years ago, two 
of the settlers in this heavily timbered 
country made a bargain with each 
other that the one that should die first 
would return and make his presence 
felt to the other. Their homes were 
several miles apart and it was not often 
they visited each other. The promise 
was made in good, honest faith, each 
one to the pledge adhered to his part of 
the agreement, not knowing even how 
he could fill his part of it. Years went 
by, each one having good health, and 
worked diligently in enlarging his farm.

Early this last spring one of the par
ties to this agreement, named Murry, 
was on some occasion one day with sev
eral other persons in a room, when his 
absent friend appeared to him, by 
standing in the door, dressed in his 
usual clothing. Mr. Murry supposed at 
first sight it was his absent friend, btrt 
he vanished so soon from sight he at 
once realized it was not his friend in 
the flesh, but his spirit form, coming to 
fill his promise. Mr. Murry spoke of 
seeing bls friend and remarked, “He is 
dead."

Tho hour of seeing the form was 
noted by all present and when the news 
of his friend’s death arrived, the hour 
of seeing the spirit form corresponded 
with the hour of seeing the vision. I 
am only able to give the ñame of one of 
these parties, as my Informant has for
gotten the other man’s name.

F. P. WAGNER.
Vancouver, Wash. '
“Religion as Revealed by the Mate

rial and Spiritual-Universe. By E. D.. 
Babbitt, M. D., LLD.3’ A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist One of the very best 
books on the subject Price, reduced 
to $1, cloth; paper, 50 cents. For sale 
at this efflee.

Sunday, August 14, was tho banner 
day of the season. About 1,200 people 
attended the afternoon service to hear 
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Lease, of Wichita, 
Kansas, the most powerful woman lec
turer of the age, who uttered whole
some truth in a fearless aud forcible 
manner. .

• The Bridgewater Band gave three 
concerts during the day. -

The day draws to a close, one by one 
the cars leave loaded with precious 
souls tired out with the day’s excite
ment. The-sun is setting; all nature is 
hushed to repose as twilight drops her 
mantle down and pins it witli a star.

Monday, Conference Day. — The 
steamer carried many from the grounds 
on a day’s excursion to Cottage City.

Tuesday, lecture by Rev. W. W. 
Hicks. His subject, “The Gospel of 
»Spiritualism. Mr. Markham sung “The 
Mayflowers on New England's Shores,”, 
and a medley.

Wednesday Mr. H. D. Barrett, editor 
of tlie Banner of Light and president of 
the National Spiritualists’ Association, 
delivered the lecture of the afternoon. 
He said, “In every contest orthodoxy 
has had with science the church has 
had to come into Une with scientific 
teachings. I believe very much remains 
for the human family to enjoy by Its 
unfoldment. We formerly believed the 
world was finished in six short days, 
now the science of geology shows that 
ages and eons of ages were consumed 
in its growth. In the realm of men
tality man has had to change bls po
sition in the same ratio. We are con
fronting to-day a new era, and it re
mains for us to see that the good in the 
old Is preserved. Not a great while ago 
we were drawing pictures or a God 
that remained In our childish minds, 
and as we reasoned, that kind of being 
has been destroyed by the iconoclast. 
We, as Spiritualists, have a grander 
conception of infinite life. Some are 
still filled with the thought that many 
are going down to Hades, but the chem
ist has found a better use for sulphur. 
One of the things that has been given 
to the world by Spiritualism is a 
rational explanation of the modus 
operand! by which the loved ones can 
come back and make themselves 
known. Another is to plead for equal 
rights for all, regardless of race, color 
or sex. It pleads for the rights of the 
dowfi-trodden, as well as. the prince in 
his castle. We need something besides 
mere platitudes. We have the facts and 
should try to weave them into the web 
and woof of every individual life. A 
good government is one of the essen
tials to a happy civilization. If Spirit
ualism is not needed in this world, why 
has it pushed its way to the greatest 
minds of this nation. I believe every 
movement that is for the development 
of mankind belongs to Spiritualism. In 
the social and political world alike 
there is need of reform. A reform is 
needed in the text books of our public 
schools. See to It that they are made 
secular by our votes at the polls. In 
the past we have thought One had paid 
the penalty of our wrong doing. Spirit
ualism teaches that every man must 
answer for his own aets.' We eanuot 
destroy truth or crush it out. When we 
have purified social and political life 
then the pathway over which your 
mothers and mine have gone will be 
brighter and cleaner. I don't want a 
religion that draws angels down, but 
one that lifts men up. Wo can’t sit Idly 
by doing nothing ourselves, for the 
angels guide, but do not carry us. 
Humanity here needs our attention in
stead of the angels there. Let us unify 
our forces, do a reform work here; cast 
our vote for principles In place of party, 
then the way will be open for the em
bodied and disembodied to clasp hands 
together until we reach the land of 
‘the home beyond the Leal.’ ”

Mrs. Nettle Holt Harding, of Boston, 
gave some fine tests. Mr. Maxham 
sung "If those who bate would love us.”

We were pleased to see Brother Bar
rett looking so much better than when 
he was with us last year, in spite of 
having given several lectures at each of 
eight camps this season.

Thursday Rev. W. W. Hicks gave the 
address. At tho close of the meeting a 
very pleasant reception was given Mrs. 
Mary E. Leake in the Temple, at which

Stirring Notes From the 
Breezy West

A Financial and Spiritual 
Success.

remarks were made by Mr. II. D. 
rett, president of the N. S. A.; Dr. 
A. Fuller, Rev. W. W. Hicks and 
T. Ernest Allen. Recitation by 
Pope, of Leominster.

Bar
Geo. 
Rev. 
Mrs.

Friday, lecture by H. D. Barrett. 
Subject of discourse, “The soul that 
knows can safely rest When doubt and 
fear are dissipated.”

Saturday the National Spiritualists’ 
Association held the platform. Sir. 
Maxham sung “The Sword of Bunker 
Hill." Mr. II. D. Barrett conducted 
the meeting and made the opening re
marks, setting forth the necessity of or
ganization and co-operation in the work 
already begun. The N. S. A. is now 
five yea re old.

Rev. W. W. Hicks followed by saying 
“Only- by compact organization shall 
we be able to build up, protect, enlarge 
and make practical the truths of our 
philosophy.” Morning services closed 
with singing “The world will be the 
better for it,” by Maxbam.

Afternoon.—Dr. Dean Clark made re
marks in favor of organization. Mr. 
Thomas Grimshaw spoke upon the ne
cessity of each individual making the 
cause of the National Spiritualists’ 
Association bls own. Mr. Barrett said 
“there are 650 meetings held in the 
country during the fall and winter 
months and 58 camp-meetings during 
the summer. Dr. Geo. A. Fuller made 
earnest and forceful remarks in the in
terest of the N. S. A. A collection was 
taken up at each session and the au
dience responded generously. Meeting 
closed with song, “I’ll do what I can," 
by Maxbam.

AUGUSTA FRANCES TRIPP.

Grand Ledge Camp.
To the Editor:—Friday, Saturday and 

Sunday, August 19, 20 and 21, witnessed 
the largest crowds of any in the history 
of this camp. Edgar W. Emerson, the 
gifted Inspirational and test medium, 
was with us, .and fully 1,500 to’ 2,000 
people were in attendance on the 21st 
We are to have Anna L. Robinson with 
us the closing week.

_ LAURA MATLOCK, Sec’y.

Michigan State Association.
The fifth annual convention of the 

Michigan State Spiritual Association 
has just convened at Lansing.» There is 
a good attendance and a very interest
ing meeting. The following officers 
were elected: President, David P. 
Dewey, Grand .Blanc; vice-president, 
John Hutchison, Jackson; secretary, 
Mary F. Ayres; treasurer, Charles A. 
Clement, Lansing; trustees, first, Byron 
E. Cole, Marshall; second, Dr. B. 
O’Dell, Paw Paw; third, Eva Payne 
Hopkins, Owosso.

MARY F. AYRES, Secretary.

"Social Upbuilding, Including co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 

"Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this «fficflk ■

The Leavenworth County Association 
held its mid-sumiuer meeting at Ot
tawa, Kan., from July 27 to August 2, 
in the beautiful Forest Park, which is 
owned by the city. While the attend
ance was not large from abroad, the 
meeting was enthusiastic and many of 
tiie citizens of -'Ottawa availed them
selves of the privilege of attending the 
various sessions. '

Good vocal music was furnished by 
the Lawrence choir, and the lecture tal
ent was represented by J. Madison 
Allen, Mrs. A. L. Lull, Mrs. E. E. Ham
mon, Dr. Travis and the writer. Prof. 
Pierson, and Dr. Robertson of Kansas 
City were present aud took active part 
in tho conferences, which were very in
teresting, embracing a wide range of 
thought, and including Spiritualism, 
Secularism, Mental and Christian Sci
ence and Theosophy.

All was harmonious notwithstanding 
the divergence of opinion, the only aim 
being to arrive at truth if possible. It 
was my pleasure to meet here for the 
first time in more than twenty years, 
the eloquent speaker and old time 
worker in the cause of Spiritualism, 
Mattie Hulett-Parry, now Mi'S. Krekel, 
of Kansas City, Who is now laboring in 
the interests of the Secular Union. She 
has lost none of her old-time force and 
logic, and is still, dealing telling blows 
against, churcbly creeds and super
stitions and for the rights of mankind. 
After all, what matters it the name we 
are known by so long as we are work
ing for one common purpose, and that 
for the betterment of human conditions. 
An effort will be made to organize this 
association, and it is proposed another 
season to hold at least a ten days’ 
meeting and occupy the famous Bis
marck Grove at Lawrenee.

From Ottawa I went to Delphos, 
«here the friends held a seventeen 
days’ meeting. The camp here Is lo
cated in a fine grove nearly a mile from 
the town, and I was surprised to team 
the fact that this is one of the oldest 
camps In the country, this being their 
nineteenth annual camp-meeting. As 
elsewhere, the friends at Delphos have 
labored under many discouragements, 
but by persistent effort they are now 
“well out of the woods,” while the fu
ture outlook is encouraging.

The speakers for this camp were 
Abbie L. Lull, Mrs. E. E. Hammon, 
C. H. Moody, Mr. Dunton, who is also 
a fine healer, Mr. Hoffman, Prof. P. 
Braun, and tiie writer, Here, as at 
Ottawa, all subjects come up for an air
ing, as they have a free platform, and 
are willing to fellowship all classes aud 
every shade of opinion from Spiritual
ism to Oalvinistlc Presbyterianism. Mr. 
Hoffman is a .native of Switzerland, 
and has brought to the State of Kansas 
that natural love of freedom instilled 
by tiie mountain ajr of that little and 
far-away republic, and he is seeking to 
Instill the principles of a still larger 
freedom among the inhabitants of his 
adopted State, which he declares, next 
to Switzerland, is the best spot to be 
found on tiie solid earth. He represents 
socialism without being an anarchist, 
and his lecture Jon >‘JIan” was a very 
fine effort. . .,

Prof. Braun isj a late come-outer from 
the Catholic Church, he having investi
gated the claims of Spiritualism and 
finding truth therein has the courage of 
his convictlons’and does not hesitate to 
proclaim the truth as it appears to him. 
He presented the claims of mental sci
ence in an able' manner and is a decided 
acquisition in the cause of mental free
dom. We were aided in conference by 
Mrs. Hoffman, who is up-to-date in nil 
reformatory movements, and by Mrs. 
Phoebe J. Bare, superintendent of the 
Kansas State Industrial School for 
Girls, located at Beloit. While not 
nominally a Spiritualist she Is a broad
minded and capable woman, and the 
account which she gave of the work
ings of the institution over which she 
presides was Intensely interesting to 
every member of the camp.

1 felt like taking off my hat to this 
woman, who Is doing practical work for 
humanity in the “sweet golden now,” 
and thought how long will it be before 
the great body of Spiritualists will fol
low her example instead of relegating 
practical reform work to the sweet by 
and by.

Excellent music was furnished by the 
Reeves family, consisting of father and 
mother and three daughters, and they 
make an orchestra that would do credit 
to some of our larger «imps.

In no camp that I have visited is 
there more pains taken to Interest and 
instruct the children than at Delphos. 
Frequent sessions of the Children’s 
Lyceum were held, and the little folks 
were as deeply interested in the camp 
as the older ones. Miss Rosa Blanchard 
is at the head of this department, is in 
love with the work, and is the right 
woman in the right place.

I Should have mentioned the fact that 
W. W. Aber and his wife were the me
diums at Ottawa, himself representing 
the materializing phase, while his wife, 
who is a. very pleasant little woman, 
did excellent work as a test medium. 
Mrs. Mott-Knight-Connelly represented 
the phenomenal side at Delphos, and 
her work as an independent slate-writer 
gave general satisfaction. Mrs. Lull 
and Mrs. Hammon are both superior 
psychometrists and did excellent work 
at both camps.

The annual business meeting resulted 
in the election of the following officers 
for the ensuing' year: President, F. 
Yogi, M. D.; vice-president, A. D. Bal
lou, M. D.; secretary, E. S. Bishop; 
treasurer, Miss Rosa Blanchard.

It is gratifying to know that the pa
trons of this camp are not entirely sub
merged in the phenomena, but are alive 
to the issues that confront us here and 
now, and are seekers of truth, no mat
ter from what source it comes nor who 
proclaims it. £

New improvements are contemplated 
for another seasph. nnd the new officers 
as well as tiie C retiring officials will 
unite in maintaining the standard of 

 

the first society pf Kansas Spiritualists 
and Liberals at $ ihos.

L C. HODGE.

To the Editor:—I Improve the first fa
vorable opportunity to inform the read
ers of The Progressive Thinker of the 
continued success of the Vicksburg 
Camp. i

The grounds and environments, 
although fresh from the hands of 
Mother Nature, are beautiful and in
spiring.

Miss Jeannette Fraser, business man
ager and financial backer of the camp, 
is ono of the most busy, of earnest 
workers, the most devoted and unself
ish Spiritualist to be found in many a 
day.

Mr. O. A. Edgerly, as president and 
genial chairman of the various public 
meetings, has proved himself in the 
present as in the past Vicksburg camps, 
to be well qualified for the difficult po
sition he occupies, He is gifted as a 
trance speaker and test medium.

O. E- Tisdale, the blind trance and in
spirational medium, from Connecticut, 
has just left the camp, having filled a 
sixteen days’ engagement as speaker 
and singer. Mr, Tisdale is well liked as 
a teacher of the Spiritual philosophy, 
end has ever been ready to respond to 
any and every call connected-with so
cial or other interests of the camp.

D. P. Dewey, of Grand Blanc, Mich., 
filled his engagement of four or five 
days, to the entire satisfaction of every 
one. He-is an aggressive and progress
ive Spiritualist; he is both normal end 
trance speaker. Societies and camps 
will make no mistake in securing his 
services; he will All the bill and do it 
with a will.

J. Frank Baxter filled his engagement 
from the 16tb to the 22d to the satisfac
tion of the multitude who heard him on 
Sunday, the 21st, and other occasions. 
He has talent, taste and capacity; he 
sings well, and his discourses are or
derly and logical, his tests convincing.

At this writing Mrs. Marion Carpen
ter, of Detroit, occupies the rostrum as 
trance speaker and test medium, assist
ed in ¡her tests by her husband. She 
has many friends at this Camp, and is 
expected to help in putting the finishing 
touch to the most successful Spiritual 
camp-meeting ever held in Vicksburg.

Tho large attendance on Sunday, Au
gust 21, of over twelve hundred, set the 
seal of the financial success; the social 
and spiritual success has been an every
day fact from the beginning.

There are a large number of true and 
faithful mediums upon tills camp, all 
busy and happy. I wish I had time to 
speak of the good things I have heard 
of the mediums of this camp. I can 
only say I have heard no complaints of 
fraud.

My effort to establish a school of 
health lias been a grand success, all 
that the most ambitious could expect 
My wife has aided me in the closing 
work, and the interest has been main
tained.

Of all the camp-meetings wo have 
ever attended, the Vicksburg Camp of 
1898 has been the most harmonious, 
which signifies the most restful and 
spiritual. Fearing to trespass further 
upon your columns, I must close with
out making personal mention of many 
earnest, devoted workers in the cause of 
Spiritualism. DR, M. E. CONGER.

^/RlTlS^
Ji .. . —

WORDS OF /VPPRECI/VTÍON

“Out of the Abundance ef the Heart the Mouth 
Speaketh” of Our Premium Book.

To the Editor:—I received the extra 
numbers of The Progressive Thinker 
and Ghost Land. I have not had time 
yet to read the book, but anticipate a 
rare treat when I do. I, like many oth
ers, cannot see how you can afford to 
publish such a paper and give such 
beautiful premiums with it. I can’t un
derstand how any Spiritualist can live 
without the paper. MRS. N. REID.

To the Editor:—I have read “Ghost 
Land" with deep Interest. I am very 
glad that Spiritualists are having an 
opportunity to read it, for I think the 
author of the book may be taken as the 
highest authority. It has done me more 
good than words can express, and I 
trust that it may correct many crude 
and erroneous ideas heretofore preva
lent among Spiritualists. II. M. B.

To the Editor:—I have read your 
premium, Ghost Land, and a world of 
light it throws on many questions of 
vital importance; a book that ought to 
bo In the home of every Spiritualist
family. G. S. STEPHENS.

To the Editor:—I am happy in ac
knowledging the receipt of Art Magic.

So far as I have looked into it, the 
impression received is generous and 
hopeful of good. I trust to a generous 
appreciation of my anxiety to atone for 
what may seem to you needless Impor-

NEW DEPARTURE.
Wonderful Meetings in Oak' 

land, Cal.

tunlty. T. A. PARKINSON.

N. S. raCIATlON.
All persons interested in this associa

tion are earnest requested to aid it 
financially at once. Subscribers should 
pay up subscriptionshow; officers of so
cieties are earnestly requested to send 
in annual dues now. .

The association is not dead nor liable 
to die; the officers have not deserted 
tiielr posts in its hour of trial.

, Will you help them to wipe put all 
debts now? .Lake Pleasant and' Onset 
have come to the rescue. Will you help 
now? . • ' ..

FRANCIS BAILEY WOODBURY.

The Spiritual Philosophy versus Di
abolism. Two lectures by Mrs. Marla 
M. King. Price reduced from 25 cents to 
20 cents.

God the Father, and the Man the Im
age of God. Two lectures. By Mrs. 
Marla M. King. Price reduced, from 25 
cents to 20 cent*.

To the Editor:—Your paper Is doing fl 
great work, and aU Spiritualists should 
support you. Those books, no Spiritual
ist can do without them at tho price, 
and paper included. I wish you all tho 
good things of this life, and a long ono 
to still conduct The Progressive Think
er- O. H, COLVIN.

To the Editor:—I have received Art 
Magic, It is a mine of the richest gems 
of spiritual thought If the thousands 
of our people only realized the fact that 
you are dealing out the richest treas
ures of thought, comparatively free of 
charge when sent with the loyal and 
truo Progressive Thinker, they would 
respond to your constant effort to sup
ply them with the richest literature 
that flows from the spirit world.

0. F. COLE.

The Oakland College of Spiritual 
Philosophy, of this city, without doubt, 
holds the most instructive and interest
ing Sunday meetings to be found any
where in the United States. I doubt if 
they ean be excelled anywhere in the 
world. They are marked for their full 
attendance, and the wonderful display 
of intelligence and talent with which 
the audience are blessed. Their hall Is 
a beautiful one—largo and elegantly 
furnished, and usually graced with 
beautiful bouquets of flowers, which 
fill the place with their sweet perfume.

The meetings are in charge of Mr. 
M. E. Van Luven. The principal 
speaker is Prof. J. S. Loveland. Others 
also who take part are Dr. J. T. Davis, 
Dr. Sivartha and Mrs. Irene Smith, the 
well-known palmist Invitations have 
been extended to Mr. Chas. Dawbarn 
and other noted scholars to discuss the 
subjects which come under the head of 
Spiritual philosophy.

On Sunday afternnoon, August 28, 
will be Inaugurated a new departure of 
the work, on an educational Une. The 
meetings will be free, and all. who de
sire will have an opportunity to express 
their opinion upon the subjects under 
discussion. Each person can be teacher 
and scholar as opportunity affords, and 
all will come upon an equal plane, with 
the one object—to learn the truth. It is 
expected that this plan will result in a 
more rapid acquisition of knowledge, 
and a better intellectual and ethical un- 
foldment than any other plan of work 
now being carried on. All sciental sub
jects will be open for discussion
mental culture, mediumship, psychol
ogy, astrology, phrenology, palmistry, 
sociology, etc.

The subject of Prof. Loveland’s ad
dress on Sunday, August 21, was, “The 
Perfectability of Humanity.” All who 
have heard this "Grand Old Man” of 
Spiritualism, know of his ability to dis
cuss upon this high line of thought, in 
a clear, earnest, manner which none 
can imitate. He plainly showed how 
mankind has ever aspired for a state of 
perfection; thinking all the while that 
perfection meant a cessation of effort 
and a realization of, or the attainment 
to a perfect ideal; which state it is ut
terly impossible to reach, as it is con
trary to the law of life. Perfection is 
that which conforms in manifestation 
to inherent possibilities. The man, 
woman or child; or In fact any expres
sion of animal life, which lives to Its 
utmost possibilities, within its sphere of 
understanding, is perfect The animal 
that Is not under man’s dominion, lives 
to its possibilities and thusJs perfect in 
its expressions. Men and women, how
ever, are often hampered by conditions. 
Limitations,_in the way of a necessity 
of labor from early to late, to earn a 
living; and the family relations, very 
often render perfectability impossible. 
One cannot live to the full extent of 
possibility amidst hunger and want

at heart, will send out their best 
thoughts towards these meetings and 
their able conductors. We want a con
tinuous wave of good thoughts to flow 
In upon us that will inspire both the 
speaker and the audience to greater 
possibilities. ~

ALFRED MINTUN COOPER.
Oakland, Cal. ______
“The Priest, the Woman, and the Con

fessional.” This book, by th'' well 
known Father Chlnlquy, reveals the de
grading, Impure Influences and result« 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, .by mail $1. For gale at 
thiafflmce. '

To the Editor:—I herewith send you 
post office' order in renewal of my sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker 
and Art Magic, which you are so gener
ously donating to your subscribers. I 
think there must be some “magic” in 
the replenishing of your exchequer, or 
else you must have had a big pile laid 
up to start with, and if the latter, you 
must remember that drop by drop the 
ocean may be emptied.

S. M. RICHARDSON.

To the Editor:—It is with pleasure 
that I write that I have received "Art 
Magic” all right. I have not concluded 
the reading of the book yet. but find it 
inteusely interesting, and it satisfacto
rily answers many queries that have 
been in my mind. I shall certainly rec
ommend it to all my friends; and I wish 
to thank you very much for it, as I look 
upon it as in the nature of a gift, the 
paper alone being worth all and more 
of the $1.20 forwarded to you. With 
earnest wishes for your further success, 
I am, yours very sincerely,

AMELIA E. HAYES.

To the Editor:—I note that The Pro
gressive Thinker will not visit me in 
the future if I do not "cash up.” Find 
enclosed an order for $1.20. I have a 
copy of Art Magic for which I paid $0, 
but I want your edition to match Ghost
Land. H. LEWIS.

To the Editor:—My query expressed 
in your journal recently as to what sur
prise awaited your readers, was quickly 
answered, "Art Magic.” Truly this is 
an unparalleled offer: One year’s sub
scription to your valuable paper and 
“Art Magic” for $1.20. I well remem
ber when this book first issued from the 
gifted and competent writer, Mrs. E. H. 
Britten; it sold readily from stand and 
elsewhere at $5 per copy. It presents 
all occult subjects in such comprehen
sive manner it should be read by all.

TITUS MERRITT.

To the Editor:—Have just received 
Art Magic. I have read about 65 pages 
and like it very much. I look forward 
with a great deal of pleasure for The 
Progressive Thinker which I receive ev
ery week. I take 13 weekly papers and 
a number of monthlies and semi-month
lies, and above them all I prize the Pro
gressive Thinker the highest.

J. G. LEATHERS.

To the Editor:—Please find enclosed 
$1.20 to renew my subscription to The 
Progressive Thinker, and Art Magic. I 
have Ghost Land. I cannot see how 
you can sell such books for so little 
money. I wish to express the deep re
gard I have for you personally and the 
noblcwork you have been doing for the 
last thirty-years. I have held you in 
dear memory since you gave to the 
world that lucid, far-reaching and ex
haustive essay that was called a 
“Search After God.” I learned more 
from that than any other subject that 
ever engaged my mind. I do not say 
this in a spirit of flattery, but from the 
depths of a grateful heart that it is only 
your due, not only for past but present 
effort. I have been the recipient of 
from one to three spiritual papers for 
the last thirty-five years, and to me The 
Progressive Thinker is the acme of 
them all. , SMITH HOMER.

"Who Are These Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?'* A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price IS cents. For 
s&le at this olDceh

To the Editor:—Please excuse me for 
not acknowledging the receipt of tho 
beautiful books, Ghost Land and Art 
Magic; they are much better than I ex
pected. I take great pleasure In read
Ing them. Many thanks and well 
wishes. MRS. M. J. RAMAGE.

To the Editor:—Some time in March I ’ 
. ^0U $1'12 for The Progressive 

thinker for this year (1898) and Ghost 
Land. I was very much pleased with 
both paper and book, and now I want 
Art Magic, and we think we cannot do 
without The Progressive Thinker, so I 
send with this $1.20 to pay for tho 
paper for 1809 and Art Magic, as adver
tised by you. It seems to me that tho 
paper grows belter all the time, and we 
are very much pleased with it, and wo
want to read Art Magic and feel sure 
that we will be very much Interested In 
It- MRS. HANNAH SMALL.

To the Editor:—I received Ghost 
Land, and a few days later, Art Magic.' 
I have been very busy, so only glanced 
at them hurriedly; but enough to know! 
I have two splendid books and for the 
price are tho grandest I ever saw. I 
thank you very much and wish you suc
cess. MRS. C. C. SOSTHEIM. .

Description of ArtMaglc. • 
“Art Magic" contains nearly 400 largo 

pages. It is neatly printed on first-class 
quality of paper, and bound In cloth In 
exquisite style; in fact but very few 
books to-day are so neatly and sub
stantially gotten up, and yet It Is to be 
sent forth practically as a gift. It will 
be an ornament to any center table, and 
Its contents will be perused with avid
ity by all reflective minds, however 
much they may dissent from some of 
the opinions presented.

Premium Terms

REMEMBER that all ur- 
ders must be accom
panied by their requi
site amounts, vizi

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker 
Une Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year,

Belvidere Seminary.
The fall term of this institution will 

begin September 21. Location healtli« 
ful and beautiful. No illness In thé - 
school for the past two years. Pupils 
have made excellent progress in their 
studies, and in the art of self govern* 
ment Terms moderate. For circulars 
address the principal, Belle Bush. :

References—Mrs. Loe F. Prior, Atlan- ■: 
ta, Ga.; Mrs. W. P. Williams, Salem, 
Ore.; Joseph H. Wilson, Esq., Belvidere, 
N. J.; Mrs. J. C. Jackson, Chicago, 111.; 
Catherine J. Musson, Philadelphia, Pa;; 
Dr. Arthur B. Ewell, 312 West 14th 
street, New York City; Editors of Ban
ner of-Light and Progressive Thinker.

KEEP IN TOUCH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual t 

movement You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker, each week. 
The paper one year and Art Magic costs : 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly, ■ 
a. gift, as the 20 cents only a little more s 
than pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, Is el
egantly bound in cloth and nicelt •; 
printed on fine book paper, and will i 
prove a valuable acquisition to your U- 
brary. 1 vii
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WRITE PLAINLY

We would like to impress upon the 
minds of our correspondents that The 
Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and it is essen
tial that all copy, to insure insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side of the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communicati°ns 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
la alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
Allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
Suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
who differ from you.

J. M. White' writes: "After the expi
ration of Catalpa Park Camp, X am 
open to engagements for fall and win
ter. in addition to my regular work, I 
will give fire test seances.”

Mrs. Nellie McEwan, who is ill at 
Hahnemann Hospital, is improving 
slowly. Spiritualists please send your 
best thoughts that her recovery may be 
more rapid. .

Adah Sheehan , Horman and husband, 
Dr. Frederick Herman, will be pleased 
to see at the residence during the G. A. 
R. encampment, any visiting Spiritual
ists. Dr. Frederick Horman will give a 
reception in honor of his comrades, the 
members of the 13th Ohio Vet. Infant
ry, at thé residence during the week. 
Take Gilbert avenue car to Elsinore 
Gate and Eden Park. Pass through 
gate, turn to right to first house at end 
of park. ' ,

Anna E. Thomas, lecturer and plat
form test medium, of 512 Lexington av
enue, Newport, Ky., is aranglng a west
ern and southern tour for the winter of 
1898 and ’99, and would be pleased to 
correspond with societies and responsi
ble parties desiring her services en 
route to the Pacific coast

HOMEWARD JOTTINGS.
Closing of a Busy Season of 

Camp Work.

At present writing, 10 la. m., August 
22, I am on the train going eastward as 
fast as steam will carry me. My camp 
work for the season of 1898 is con
cluded and I am "homeward bound.” 
I shall lay over a few days in Cleve
land, Ohio, then on to Buffalo, where I 
take up the work with the First Spirit
ualist Church, the first Sunday in Sep
tember.

I have never experienced a busier 
season than the one just closed; never 
worked more arduously. My labors for 
the greater part, have been with the 
young people and the children.

Less than two hours since, I passed 
through the gates of Haslett Park and 
heard the “good byes” that were 
wafted out on the morning air like 
sweet, sad music to my ears, as I
caught the sounds of voices that had

Charles Howell has returned to Chi
cago with Dr. Birkholz and will-open a 
School of Philosophy as soon as ar
rangements can be made; as well will 
he open Sunday meetings for teaching 
and demonstrating spiritual philosophy 
and phenomena in some convenient 
place on the South Side. His address 
Wil!be 3201 Indiana avenue, Chicago.

Secretary writes: “In behalf of the 
officers and patrons of Delphos Camp, 
Kansas, I wish to express our appre
ciation of the work of Will C. Hodge, 
who has been with us during the entire 
camping season. He has presented the 
Claims of tiie Spiritual philosophy in a 
clear, concise and able manner, and in 
the nineteen years’ history of our or
ganization no speaker employed by this 
association has succeeded better in 
reaching the minds of the masses. We 
not only take pleasure in testifying to 
his ability ns a speaker, but to his 
genial spirit and social qualities as well, 
and we look forward in tiie pleasurable 
anticipation of renewing these pleasant 
associations another season."

Ella Johnson, of the Kensington So
ciety, writes: “Members of the Ken
sington and Kenwood Societies held 
one of their good old-time grove meet
ings yesterday in the grove on 119th 
street and Slmrtlilf avenue, and not a 
few gathered beneath the starry folds 
of America. Among the mediums pres
ent was Mrs. Coverdale, who gave us 
quite a-talk, and also fed 1he many 
'hungry'souls with tests. Mrs. Gates 
delivered a number of beautiful poems, 
and Mr. Goudy furnished us with many 
selections from his guitar. We have 
decided to hold another grove meeting 
Sunday, September 2, in the same 
grove, and as we export this to be our 
last we decided to devote the occasion 
to our Indian friends and call it Indian 
Sunday. Now to my brother and sister 
co-workers, we trust that as many as 
possible of you will be present, for this 
is a chance for a good work to be done, 
not only for self but for our brothers 
and sisters who are hungry for truth 
and knowledge. All who have costumes 
bring them. Take West Pullman elec- 
trie cars to 119th street and Shurtliff 
avenue.”

Secretary writes from Detroit, Mich.: 
“The Central Spiritual Union opens the 
third season at Star and Crescent Hall 
on Sunday evening, September 4. This 
society is in a prosperous condition and 
is doing a good work. Dr. C. W. Bur
rows, its president and conductor, is an 
able speaker and ardent Spiritualist.”

Bishop A. Beals will return to Sum
merland, Cal., the first of September, 
Where he can be addressed.

C. E. Dent writes of a visit to Haslett 
ark Camp: "I was pleased to find the 
camp in so prosperous condition. They 
had over forty tents well filled with 
campers, and lodging rooms occupied; 
then they had so many cottages it 
seemed like a small town, and I staid 
till August 22. and I must say I con
gratulate myself on having tiie pleasure 
of meeting with the the talent I did 
«while there. They had 0. I’. Kellogg, 
Mrs. Mattie Hull, and others. The 
managers report the meeting a suc
cess.”

Will C. Hodge has returned from the 
Ottawa and Delphos camps in Kansas, 
¡and is again located in this city, at 98 
Ogden avenue. Address him there for 
engagements. Will attend funerals. 
Mr. Hodge's lectures at the various 
camps were well received.

R. F. Livermore writes: "Mrs. Cora 
L. V. Richmond, of Washington, D. C.. 
entertained and Instructed a very large 
audit nee in Weeks’ Theatre, Corry, Pa., 
Sunday morning. August 21. The house 
¡was full. Mrs. Richmond handled her 
subjects in a masterly manner.”

J. C. F. Grumbine will lecture and 
hold classes in Indianapolis, Ind., 
during the month of September. He 
will lecture week evenings while in 
-that city for any societies in the State 
or sister States. Address him at 3960 
Langley avenue ("The Mexicana”). 
Station M, Chicago.

T. P. Kelley, secretary, writes: “The 
camp-meeting board of the Kaw Valley 
Spiritualists’ Camp-Meeting Associa
tion has decided to cancel the date of 
the camp-meeting that was to be held 
September 11th to the 25th, inclusive, 
to next year, for the reason (hat the 
soldiers were camped on the Fair 
Grounds, and we could not get any 
o'ther ground. Will try and have a 
^amp-meeting next year.”

D. W. Hull writes from Liberal. Mo.: 
««rhe caiip here opened last.Saturday 

” with 0. S. Tisdale, Sir. and Mrs. C. M. 
’ Folsom, trumpet and platform me- 

(Hums, and speakers, and the writer, 
■ present. Subsequently Mr. and Mrs.

■W. W. Ahorn, materializing and plat
form mediums, and Mrs. Cooper, came. 

: Lectures have been delivered by G. H.
Walser, Mrs. C. M. Folsom. D. W. Hull. 

’ the writer, and C. S. Tisdale. There is 
jnuch enthusiasm manifest and the in
terest growing.”

’ Mre> Emma L. Worth, trance me
; <Hum, 1ms gone to Denver, Colo., for a 

visit. She expects to return the last of 
September and will be pleased to see
her patrons. ,

A.'E. Kritch. the materializing ine- 
dlnm of Philadelphia, will hold seances 

- for full form luaterialjxatlon at private 
’ i Residences. He malws no charges; give 
’what you can afford. For further par- 

/tieulaTs. address all letters to A. E. 
^• Kritch, 2403 Alder street, Philadelphia. 
'' Irvin Z. Meredith can be addressed, at

Boston, Mass. _, . .......... ........ .....
The Church of the Soul will hold serv

ices during the month of September in 
^Handel Hall, No. .40 Randolph street, 
every Sunday morning at 10:30. Mrs. 
»¿ra L. X. Richmond, gastor,

LETTER FROM BOSTON
In Which the Writer Gives 

His Views.

THE JUBILEE-THE NATIONAL 
SPIRITUALISTS’ ASSOCIATION- 
THE DUTY OF SPIRITUALISTS.
Your Louisiana correspondent, in a 

late number of The Progressive Think
er, in discussing the Rochester Jubilee, 
makes statements so wide of the truth, 
I desire to state as briefly as may be 
the facts so far as Massachusetts is 
concerned.

He virtually assumes that the ten 
million of Spiritualists of this country 
are morally bound to pay the deficit of 
the Jubilee, for the reason that the 
N. 8. A. is their “acknowledged repre
sentative.” He says: "What it does, we 
do; what it did, we did.”

We deny the proposition! Our State 
Association, after a canvass, reported 
that liiere were thirty-five thousand 
Spiritualists in the Suite. There are 
more than twenty-five organized bodies, 
most of thèm chartered under the laws 
of the commonwealth.

We have one organization in Boston, 
of which M. S. Ayer is president and 
principal supporter, which, reckoning 
interest at the legal rate on the money 
invested in a magnificent Temple on 
the back bay, together with other cur-
rent annual expenses to
carry on the Sunday meetings, is ex
pending every year more than fifteen 
thousand dollars—more money than all 
the organizations In the United States 
that sent delegates to the National Con
ventions in either of the years of 189(1 
or 1897, spent for this purpose, accord
ing to annual reports of the N. S. A.

Not one in ten of the organized bodies 
of - Massachusetts Spiritualists have 
Identified themselves with the National 
by Joining and sending representatives 
to Ilie annual meetings, and taking part 
in its proceedings.

•Why should Spiritualists who take no 
part or interest in the N. S. A., pay its 
bills?

Then there are the meetings in Bos
ton and’its immediate vicinity, carried 
on by individuals who represent three- 
fourths of the Spiritualists here, whom 
tiie president of the N. S. A. so severely 
criticised in his Rochester address.

Should these people be expected to 
help pay the deficit? We are not now 
saying what the duty of Massachusetts 
Spiritualists is, but showing what they 
are doing as a matter of fact.

They have ix-en apix-aled to at great 
length in our local organ, which lias for 
years teemed with reports, speeches, ed
itorials, for support, but without suc
cess; only a very small per cent of our 
people have taken anv active interest.

Why is tills?
As Is said: Ono of two things is true; 

either the Spiritualists of tills country 
are not ready to financially support a 
national institution, or the right men 
and women are not running it.

Are t’he thirty-live (or more) thousand 
Spiritualists in this State who have 
never taken any active part in the 
N. S. A. to be lield responsible for 
a five-thousand-dollar deficit, from a 
nine-thousand-dollar Jubilee held at 
Rochester?

We should say nbt.
T’he officers and trustees who author

ized the Jubilee forthe N. S. A. and ap
pointed Frank Walker its agent, made 
the N. S. A. financially as well as mor
ally responsible for the payment of its 
debts. It is a well-known principle of 
law that a principal Is responsible for 
the legitimate acts of its agent. Then 
let the N. S. A. step up and pay the de
ficit. They can use the money from Ute 
Bade Will for this purpose.

"But,” says the N. S. A., “we have no 
money.” If there is going to be any 
going' back of the treasury of the 
N. S. A. for funds to pay this debt, the 
only parties on whom they have any 
claim are the organizations that had 
delegates in the National Convention 
that authorized and instructed it to 
hold the Jubilee. These organizations, 
if any one back of the N. S. A., should 
pay this deficiency.

The Rochester fiasco is but the legiti
mate result of a policy adopted by the 
National Association from the start, 
that the great desideratum was to 
“show off,” to attract the attention of 
the public, and to make itself felt. We 
believe this a great mistake. There is 
other and better, grander work to do. 
Let it do something for our poor and 
afflicted helpers, pay for and carry on a 
home for our old and needy brothers 
and sisters. Let us have less noise and 
more substantial work. Jingoism is at 
variance with the great harmonial phil-

“The Law of Correspondences Ap
plied to Healing. A Course of Seven 
Practical Lessons, by W. J. Colville.” 
Helpful and instructive to those Inter
ested in Spiritual and Mental Healing. 
Price 50 cents.

“The Dead Man’s Message,” an occult 
romance by Florence Marryat The 
author’s wide experience in Spiritual
ism and her study of occult’ science 
have prepared her to write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up in the course of her investi
gation and studies. Cloth ?1. For sale 
at this office, .

“Bible and Church Degrade Woman.” 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises 
three brief essays, on The Effect of 
Woman Suffrage on Questions of Mor
als and Religion; The Degraded Status 
of Woman in the Bible; The Christian 
Church and Woman; written in Mrs. 
Stanton’s usual trenchant style. For

grown dear to me during my sojourn of 
three weeks in that lovely spot.

My recent engagement with the man
agement at Haslett was the first I ever 
had at that camp; it was enjoyable 
from first to last. The grounds are 
pleasant, the board excellent, the au
ditorium commodious and comfortable, 
the work in all branches ran smoothly— 
how could the meeting be anything but 
enjoyable? -

Notwithstanding two camps have 
gone out of Haslett, Grand Ledge and 
Island Lake, Haslett was well attended, 
the past season; the Sunday audiences" 
were very large. .

Mrs. Sarah Haslett, president of the 
Haslett Park Association, is deserving 
of much credit for her interest in the 
camp and untiring endeavors not only 
to make the meetings a success, but to 
make the camp in every respect worthy 
the name of Spiritualism. She is in
terested in every department of the 
work, from the arrangement of tables 
in the dining hall to the work of the 
platform. She gave a portion of every 
week-day ” morning except Monday to 
teaching the little ones (and older who 
desired) the art of dancing; also gave 
Instructions in many things pertaining 
to mannerisms that were valuable to all 
who joined the class.

The regular Lyceum sessions were on 
Fridays and Sundays. The bell was 
rung every morning, however, on the 
dismissal of the dancing class, and the 
children were called for a forty-five 
minutes’ session. In these meetings 
the children were drilled in concert 
readings, singing, health movements, 
recitations, and were given object les
sons. The object lessons were reviewed 
in a few days from the time they were 
given, and the children were expected 
to give an outline of the lesson in their 
own language, which they did ad
mirably. I have learned in my ex
perience with children, that one cannot 
fail to awaken an interest in the mind 
of a child if he introduces a- subject in 
which the little one may have an inter
est, and from which one may draw in a 
small way upon the child’s information.

In addition to the Lyceum work at 
Haslett, I gave instructions in psychical 
culture to a delightful class of young 
ladles. They became so interested in 
the work that we doubled the time for 
practice, met twice every day. The 
time at the «imp was so fully occupied 
we were compelled to have our morning 
practice at 8 a. m., afternoon work at 
five p. m. I am rejoiced that many at
tendants at camp, especially among the 
younger ones, are beginning to realize 
it is well to introduce educational work 
among the exercises of the camp. Sev
eral members of the class became so 
interested in the work they declared 
their determination to attend the 
Mantua school next summer.

On the last Saturday night of my stay 
at Haslett we gave an entertainment 
under the auspices of the Lyceum. It 
was well patronized by the visitors at 
the park and enabled us to put a few 
dollars into the treasury.

I cannot close this communication 
without paying my respects to the 
worthy chairman at Haslett. Hon. 0. I’. 
Kellogg; he is always a success In that 
capacity. He Is not only faithful to his 
duty as a presiding officer; he is ready 
on all occasions, no matter how wearied 
lie may be, to take up the work. It 
would be impossible to have a dull con
ference with 0. P. Kellogg in the chair.

0. P. Kellogg and Mr. and Mrs. Car
penter did the work on Hie platform 
yesterday. No one can descrilie one of 
Mr. Kellogg's addresses. When we at
tempt, we always feel to conclude our

From The Tko Worlds, 
Manchester, Eng.

' VALUE OF SPIRITISM.
At no remote period many will be 

eager to gather, up all the early chron
icles of a ujovement whiefi has had 
within it so much of ’consolation for the 
bereaved, so much of real knowledge as 
to man’s spiritual possibilities, and 
which make the world of spirit and the 
world of matter llito a complete uni
verse. Longfellow had this thought 
when

HE SANG “THE TWO WORLDS 
the Seen and the Unseen.” 
“The world of matter and the w’orld of 

spirit
Are like the hemispheres upon your 

maps,
That touch each other only at a point. 
But these two -worlds are not divided 

thus, ■. '
Save for the purposes of common 

speech;
They form one globe, in which the 

parted seas ■
All flow together, and are intermingled, 
While the great continents remain 

distinct.”
THE STUDY OF MEDIUMSHIP 

will help to throw light on the life and 
character of men of religious genius 
who have been an enigma to many. We 
will understand genius somewhat when 
we learn something of spirit-control; in 
faet, get a key to much that aie, at 
present, hidden mysteries. By its aid 
we find an explanation of the signs and 
wonders which were said to be asso
ciated with the life of Jesus of Naza
reth, and get rid, at the same time, of 
such words as “miracle” and “super
natural,” for by Its aid we see that here 
were certain magnetic conditions of the

AND THE NEW- CLAIRVOYANCE 
of Roentgen' rays. 'We got, however, 
the Instruments, the engines and bat
teries, upon wh)ch -these forces acted, 
and then revolutionized the ideas of our 
forefathers; and so will It bo with much 
of mental phenomena when the world 
gets at the key of mediumship, which 
will open to us the path that will lead 
us Into a much larger world than did 
either electricity or steam. We shall 
see that, in Longfellow's words, "The 
spiritual world lies all about us," that 
it has ever played a part in association 
with this; and say with Paul, in a 
sense, we never truly comprehended be
fore, "the things seen are temporal, the 
things which are not seen are (spiritual 
or) eternal.”

The first Christian Church had
SPIRITUAL MANIFESTATIONS;

there existed the natural conditions 
through which these were possible. The 
spiritual wonder workers who proph
esied and discerned spirits, talked in 
unknown tongues and healed by the 
laying-on of hands, may have thought 
that what transpired was outside na
ture's laws, but then it was an age 
which knew little of the real God, 
which thought that the earth wap flat, 
and that this speck in space was the 
only domain of the Most High. They 
were ignorant, master and pupil alike, 
of the great truths that have come 
through Copernicus, Newton, Darwin, 
Lyell, Spencer and Davis. Chemistry, 
geology, electricity, were all unknown, 
and it could not be expected that they 
would look at strange occurrences as 
we do to-day, but we have no need to 
doubt, like Matthew Arnold, and some 
preachers in the broad church, that 
they transpired, and are able to accept 
many of them, along with the ethics of 
Christianity. As W. T. Stead wrote, in 
a paper read at the London Conference 
of Spiritualists, in June, 1898: “We are,

“REMEMBER.THE NAME.”
. ............  Van’s Mexican Hair Restorative.

___ / 6» Dearborn St., Oblcaeo, Ml.

spirit and forming our positive and neg
ative battery there—we will

SURELY HAVE OUR REWARD; 
if.lt be a planchette we place our hands 
upon in a truth-seeking* spirit, some 
glimpses of a message will come from I 
those gone on; but if we ean only look 
at the matter as something to toy with 
and amuse, or as something that will 
help us to make of this world, and 
gather up its treasures, then we have 
misread the meaning of this phase of 
evolution, which has come to the world 
because we need its light. We have ex
tracted many of nature’s secrets, but 
the study of mediumship will outweigh 
these a thousand fold.

PUBLICATIONS
-OF-

HUDSON TUTTLE.
—-----0---------

A LIBRARY OF SPIRITUAL 
SCIENCE.

' ;

CHARLES DICKENS
l+e Desires to GorpniliiiiGate

Through The Progress
iVe Thinker.

The brillbi Charles Dickens, high in Spirit-life, 
has given one. of his choicest productions through 
the well knowi) medium, author and musician, Car
lyle Petersilea, of Los Angeles, Cali. It is enti
tled "Juno, or The New Woman.” It is Spiritual
istic, anti-Qatholic, sets high ideals, and is inter
esting throughout. The spirit Charles Dickens 
expressed t|mt fervent wish that his narrative be 
published im The. Progressive Thinker. We take 
special pleasure in complying with his request, and 
his production will be commenced soon. Now is 
the time to send in your subscription. Our Fall 
and Winter Campaign will be brilliant indeed.

From Harbinger of Light, 
Melbourne, Australia.

SINGULAR SPIRITUALISTIC SECT.
It has long been known that amidst 

the so-called "orthodox” churches, there 
are a large number of people who 
either recognize or fully believe, in its 
truest sense, in "the communion of 
saints.” In the Romish Church, if the 
communicating spirit will only assume 
the

NAME OF THE VIRGIN MARY, 
and directly or indirectly give credence 
or encourage belief In Popish dogmas, 
then it is assumed that the medium is 
genuine and his or her messages are to 
be accepted as bona tide. In the many 
conflicting creeds of Protestant sec
tarianism thousands of cases of gen
uine manifestations have been re
corded, the spirit intelligences being 
careful not to oppose the teachings of 
the denomination to which the medium 
belonged, and so the manifestations 
have been labelled “supernatural,” and 
supposed to be a special proof of 
divine favor.

From the day® of Swedenborg to the 
present time, quite a number of sects 
have been formed whose leaders laid 
claim to

DIVI NE COM M UNICATIONS, 
but (as in the case of Swedenborg), de
preciated all other attempts to secure 

.messages from the unseen world, these 
leadens claiming finality.

But in Victoria there‘is a sect which
IS TRULY SPIRITUALISTIC.

It is practically unknown, never ad
vertises, never makes the slightest 
efforts to proselytize, publishes no 
books, and circulates no tracts. It has 
now existed in Victoria for over thirty 
years, and during most of that time 
meetings have been regularly held two 
or three times every week. Its mem
bers, which are fairly numerous, claim 
to have direct communication with the 
unseen world, to possess the gift of 
prophecy, and to be frequently led and 
guided by visions.

This sect, although nominally Chris
tian,

------------ o------------

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF 
PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This worje e„ByB t0 utlnze aQd eXpUln the vaBt 
rty of facts in its held of research by referrloff them 
to a common cause, and from them arise to the laws 
and conditions of Man’s spiritual being. Third edi
tion. Price, 75 cents.
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI

ENCE.
5e.,v**e the Gods, out knowledge of th* 

laws of the world, belief In the divinity of man and 
f1,“61»?’1 Prop“» toward perfection to the found»; 
lion of this book. Price, tl. '

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
• „1?.J1!? tta »“»«a are laid on earth, and In the 
.pint-world presenting the spiritual philosophy and 
.he real life of spiritual beings. All questions which 
arise on that subject are answered, price (tcouu.

ARCANA OF NATURE.
Lows M Creation. Ilevl.ed and 

Hff Pd “ ft**’0’ “Tl*e C0Bm«®01.y of Splj. 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THE 

SPIRIT-WORLD.
English edition. Price, »1.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN.
Containing the latest Investigations and dlscoverlei 

of this Interesting aulx Jech English edition. Price, al.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF 

THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, and Ims been 

m,OuOU,iUCed. Y'1“?1 lu eiPosuru of the diabolical 
xatbods or Catholicism to ‘'Undo Tom’s Cabin.'" 
rnce,» cent«.

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LICHT.
„„A thrilling psychological story or erangcllratlon 
and tree thought. It jB to Protestantism what "The 
crau ‘ bet““V001"1“ t0 tlathollclam. Price. 80

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
,.low 10 iorI" circles, and de

So ? VU L me,lluInablp. Names ot eminent Sl hlluallsts. Ibflr testimony. Elgln page tract tor 
mission work. Single copies, s cents; 100 lor 11.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
Em,na hood Tn’tle. This volume contains th» 

best poems of the author, and some ot the most popu- 
l Y 1,u,u“lc h» eminent composers. The 

La?,!!1.“ >*r adapted lor recitations. 2S5
pugea, beuutlfuliy bound. -Price, |1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
nZ.?/.11!6 V°*ne’ ,the lyceum uud hoclt-iles. A manual 

y i ,1lPlellttctURi uud spiritual culture. By Emma Rood luttle. A book by the aid ot wbt.ha 
progressive lyceum. a spiritual or liberal society may 
be organized and conducted without other asslstaucA 

by "be dU2e“'

ANGELL PRIZE CONTESTRECITATIONS, 
pi?!,1!“"?01!0 Edneallon, with plan of the Angel 
nl «5 Y™turlcal Couteula. By Emma Rood Tuilfc, "rice, 25 ceuta.
All Books Sent Postpaid. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

body, which vibrated in harmony with 
the finer forces in nature’s laboratory, 
upon which the spirit intelligences were 
able to play. In his case the instru
ment was in tune; in other cases, like 
the "gift of tongues” in Edward 
Irving’s church, there were less perfect 
Instruments on which to play, and, con
sequently, discord and inharmony 
ruled. We have ignored the possibility 
of people in some other sphere of being 
acting on this, and thus closed all sci
entific inquiry into a realm of deep

him.” Mr. and Mrs. Carpenter were 
well received and as platform mediums 
did good work.

But 1 must hasten, tills Is written 
under difficulties, weather is torrid, 
smoke and cinders are almost blinding 
at times, n fat woman and candy-eating 
urchin are sharing the seat with me 
(these are days of "excursion rates”). 
1 fear my inspiration is not the best.

Good bye, "Sweet Golden Days” of 
camp work for 1898. My heart is stirred 
with tender memories as I look back
ward and catch visions of places and 
people in the far-away Kansas and 
lovely Haslett. I have momentary 
glimpses of pleasant homes, meetings 
and partings in the West. It seems but 
a few days since we were there, yet 
weeks of labor have been my lot since 
then.

. Asi write my last words in this Com
munication, the work of tiie past two 
months seems compressed into a small 
space of time. I remember the many 
pairs of sparkling eyes that have 
looked into mine; scores Of dear little 
arms have wound about me; as many 
sweet voices have said “I love you." 
What though sometimes my burdens 
“seemed more than I could bear?” 
What though sometimes I have been 
weary and longed for my own loved 
ones who were busy In other fields? 
The love and confidence given me so 
freely by the children. with whom I 
have been called to labor, have in a 
measure filled the cup of life with 
sweet draughts, and assisted me in 
weaving many golden threads in the 
web of life.
. O, Spiritualists, wherever, whoever 
you are, work for your children in the 
great field of liberal thought, and en
deavor to lead them toward the heights 
with your wisdom and your love.

After I shall have reached my home 
I will make an effort to respond at an 
early date to the many personal letters 
filed away awaiting an opportunity for 
reply. Not one friend has been for> 
gotten amid the travel and constant 
work of the past weeks.

With best wishes for all my# co
workers, I am earnestly for the cause.

MATTIE E. HULL.

“Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes.” A tasty, beautiful and ap
propriate wedding souvenir. Contains 
marriage ceremony, marriage certifi
cate, etc., with choice matter in poetry 
and prose. Specially designed for the 
use of the Spiritualist and Liberal min
istry. Price 81. For sale at this office.

“Thomas Paine: Was He 3 unius ?” 
An Interesting pamphlet by Wm. H. 
Burr. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office. ' -,

once honestlj’ investigated, will reveal 
that there are faculties clearly man
ifested in some, latent in others, which 
may be cultivated, and which would 
forever settle the question, “If a man 
die shall he live again?” Carlyle has 
said that the day lias gone by forever 
for us again to make gods out of won
derful men. Evolution has taught

US OF UNSWERVING LAW 
and orderly progression; that caprice 
and anger play no part in the govern
ment of worlds. Everything, however 
strange and wonderful, has to come 
under the realm called natural. Spirit
ualism, with all its strong assertions as 
to the reality of the so-called dead 
coming back and delivering their mes
sages through the lips of entranced me
diums; of moving the pen of mortals, 
still encased in flesh, to tell forth of the 
new and wondrous life; of building up 
bodies which can be seen and felt and 
photographed, still asserts that these 
things are in harmony with laws which 
the world has ignored.

A wider domain is coming into view, 
realms hitherto unknown are being 
explored, *.

AND THE SPIRITUAL GIFTS 
concerning which Ptilfl did not want his 
followers to be igfidrant, are coming 
into the domain or exploration to be 
critically examined'¿Wd tested, as we 
have done with other,facts in nature. 
The Bible will be of Value to the race 
when we have thrown-away the claims 
of infallibility and, supernatural ism. It 
will be regarded aik record of the fact 
that in all ages tub' Spirits sought to 
make an impress op the world of mat
ter, and that thoseitlirqugh whom won
derful events transpired, possessed 
what is now knowa assthe mediumlstic 
faculty. 3

It is through meditifiiship alone that 
we can get evidence of

THE CONTINUITY OF LIFE 
after the withdrawal from the physical 
body, and without its aid the world 
may speculate, churches may be mul- 
tlplied, floods of words uttered, and 
oceans of ink spread ¡on paper, but cer
tainly there will be none! The narrative 
of past occurrences may help the man 
or woman of born religious natures, but 
those are of little avail in an age that 
seeks to demonstrate all things. We 
have hitherto left unexplored the real 
part of our being, we have gone, deep 
into anatomy end; pathology, have 
studied grain and nerves, but the real 
personage, who. is to endure, like a 
will-o’-the-wisp, has eluded our grasp. 
The great forces which the present cen
tury has revealed, existed since time 
began, but we had not the wit to read 
the oracle of electricity and steam ■,

in short, In a very distinctive manner, 
the recipients

OF A NEW REVELATION, 
which is but the rendering of the oldest 
of all revelations, the fundamental, 
essential, bed-rock of all religions, 
phrased in the latest dialect, explaining 
and harmonizing all.” We do not need 
to unduly venerate events that are dis
tant and unknown, and pin our life to 
these, for we are living amidst Pente
costal showers, and can catch the 
breath not of ancient writers, but of 
living, moving inspirers.

SPIRITUAL MEDIUMSHIP 
depends not on any special mental ca
pacity-some of the most gifted instru
ments have had little of the education 
of schools. A medium is a sensitive 
the negative pole of the battery, ami 
has to be, first of all, passive, receptive, 
and in a condition to absorb the finer 
emanations which are thrown off by 
the intelligences on the other side 
Some feel the play of these forces from 
their earliestj-ears, see faces and hear 
voices, and speak forth sentiments of a 
high order. Others, again, are utterly 
unconscious of mediumlstic powers till 
some circumstances bring them into 
view, and sitting in a spirit circle, are 
astonished at finding there is a won
drous world which they had shut out 
from view.

W. T. Stead had done good work as a 
journalist, scarcely believing in the 
possibility of these latter years giving 
evidence of the

COMMUNION OF SAINTS, 
before he was conscious that people 
from the other fife could use his hand 
to give forth their sentiments. Stainton 
Moses, M.'A., who automatically penned 
“Spirit Teachings,” had been a minister 
of Christianity for years before be dis
covered his gifts and became a preacher 
of the present ministry of angels. The 
world is full of people who have medial 
gifts but live on unconscious of their 
powers. The day is at hand when we 
will open our eyes, and drag the ques
tion of the immortal life out of the 
realm of inference and tradition into 
that of evidence, we will get to know 
the spirit world is real, and then will 
the Pentecost of spirit ministry come.

Tennyson, who was .himself a normal 
instrument

FOR SPIRIT EXPRESSION 
and conscious of his own mediumship, 
writing that the living soul of one gone 
on had been flashed into his own, sets 
down perhaps the best conditions to 
bring about conversion with the spirit 
world and foster the growth of me
diumship. He asks for purity of heart 
and soundness of head, spirituality, 
morality, and intelligence, in connection 
with our spirit circles—divine affections 
having their part to play in all we do.

In this spirit all may prove for them
selves with patience, whether com
munion be actual or delusive, whether 
it be God’s choicest revelation cal
culated to unfold, uplift, and Inspire, or 
only a something for the weak-minded 
and superstitious. Surely in a matter 
that concerns every soul of mankind, it 
is a duty to investigate and, if possible, 
bring forth those powers that will link 
us on to that other life, and so be able 
to walk through the earthly pilgrimage 
with this knowledge ever beside us. If 
It be at a table—sitting in the right

DIFFERS ENTIRELY 
from every other denomination, and 
seeks no union with nny other church. 
It uccepts the Bible, but does not con
sider it to be plenary inspired. In the 
Old Testament It recognizes tiie Law, 
the Psalms and the Prophets, lu the 
New it admits the Gospels and the 
Apocalypse. The remainder, together 
with the Apocrypha, tiie Book of Enoch, 
and the Apocryphal,, New Testament, 
these people consider more or less in
spired, and use as occasion offers.

The interpretation of those parts of 
the Bible, which these jxxqik“ accept as 
fully inspired, is of a semi-mystical 
character, somewhat similar to, yet dif
fering from that pronounced by Eman
uel Swedenborg, or perhaps it might be 
better to say Hint these people profess 
to adopt Swedenborg's true meaning in 
contra-distinction to that adopted by 
the New Jerusalem Church. But the 
main article of faith

IS THAT OF RE INCARNATION, 
and around tills all the teachings of the 
sect revolves, and nearly everything 
connected with its belief begins and 
ends, so to speak, with re-iuearnation, 
but the doctrine so taught is not that of 
theosophy. This sect teaches that tiie 
good and true are re-incarnated after a 
very short space of time, while the evil 
and the false have to wait for many 
years before re-birth. The doctrine is 
supported by numerous scriptural quo
tations. and many of the texts so used 
do not appear on a superficial glance to 
encourage the belief, but the mystical 
interpretation of the Bible gives an en
tire new meaning to scores of obscure 
and isolated texts. This sect

MEETS FOR WORSHIP
on Friday evenings and Sunday morn
ings, tlini* observing' the Sabbath of 
both Jews and Christians. There Is also 
a special meeting held every month on 
the day of the new moon, when divine 
service is held morning and afternoon 
(see Isaiah Ixvi. 2.3, and Ezekiel xlvi. 1). 
At these meetings every member is ex
pected to be present if within con
venient distance. Meetings occasional 
or regular are held in Richmond, Au
burn, Tunstall, and at Drouin in Gipps- 
laud. It is said that there are recog
nized members in other parts of Aus
tralia, in England and America.

As remarked just now these people 
make no efforts to add to their numbers 
by any systematic proselytism, and no 
persons are admitted as members un
less their characters will bear 
THE TEST OF RIGID SCRUTINY, 
and not even then until after a year's 
probation. Like many of the Spiritual
ists, these people possess the gift of 
healing, and some mysterious and re
markable cures have been effected by 
this agency.

Perhaps one of the most commend
able features of this body of people is 
the entire absence of bigotry or intol
erance. They cheerfully

RECOGNIZE THE GOOD 
and true in all sects, in all religions and 
in all philosophies, and while consider
ing that they possess the true light, 
do not hesitate to accord due respect to 
all earnest and sincere seekers after 
truth, no matter in what church or de
nomination they may be found. Of the 
total number of members it is difficult 
to furnish full details. They are said 
to amount to some hundreds, who, how
ever, are scattered about In this and 
the other colonies. These people appear 
to be a very respectable body of re
ligionists whose efforts to promote good 
deserve recognition. ■

"From Soul to Soul." By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith,.to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment Price 
ILOO. For sale at this office.

THE PSYCHOGR^PH
—OR—

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

Thtfl Instrument If substantially the lime as that 
employed by Prof. Hare In bls early Invcbtlgattjua. 
)n Its Improved form It bus been before the public for 
more than seven years, and in the bandsof thousands 
of persons has proved Ils superiority over the Plan
chette, and all other Instruments which have been 
brought out in Imitation, both in regard to certainty 
and correctness of the communications received by 
its aid. and as a means or developing mediumship.

Do |fou uHah to investigate Spiritualism^
Do you wish to develop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communications?

The Peychograph is an Invaluable assistant, A 
pamphlet with full directions forthe

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with every Instrument. Many who were EOt aware of 
their mediumlstic gift, have, after & few sLtlugs, 
been able to receive delightful messages A volume 
might be filled with commendatory letters. Many 
whb began with it as nn amusing toy, found that the 
Intelligence controlling it knew more than them
selves. and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, orient, N. Y.. writes: “1 bad 
communications (by the Psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from old settlers whose grave- 
atones are moss-grown In the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Splr- 
UuaHsd Is indeed true, and the communications hrve 
given my heart the greatest comfort In the severest 
loss 1 have had of son, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made his 
name familiar to those Intererted in psychic mailers, 
writes as follojvs: “I am much pleased with the Psy« 
chograph. If is very simple In principle and construc
tion, and I am sure must lie far more sensitive to spir
itual power than the one now in use. 1 believe it will 
generally supersede the latter when its cupertor 
merits become known.”

Securely packed, and sent postage paid from 
the manufacturer, for $1.00, Addrar.'u

HUDSON TUTTLE,
_ ____________Berlin Heights. Ohio,

THE DIAKKA. ~

7'HE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH
ly Victim», by the Seer, A. J. Davi» to a very In- 

tcreattog and suggCBUve vork. it la an explanation d 
much that Is false and repulsive in Splrita&lism en> 
bodying a most Important recent Interview with Jama 
victor Wilson, a resident of the Summerland. Price 
50 cents For aMe at this offir»»

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.

Majesty and H1b Suboidlnate« In the Kingdom o? 
Foi^aFe at »ce.Ur M°BE6

nEomanism and the Republic.
i®*®^*!* Lansing, M. a. Every natrlot 

should read it. Price tl.OO. 9 puiiR

The Science of Spirit Return ~
By Cbtrle, Dawbarn. Price lOccnta.

HEALTH AND POWER."
Atamftbook M Care and Human Upbuilding by the 

■Sdof new, refined and powerful methods of nature. 
By E. D. Babbitt, M. author of “Principles of 
Light ®d Color.” “PhOosophy of Cure," etc. Prica 
cloth, S5cents; Leather, 35 cents. *

SEERS OF THE AGES.
Embracing SpIrltuaUHn. >ast and present By J 

M. Peebles, M. D. An encyclopfcda uf Inlare^lnfl 
and Instructive facts. Price I2j00>

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.

FROM EIGHT TO MORNi 
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church.

82 page* One copy, IS cenu; ten coplex, St

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS.
SW P»geB. One copy, bound la cloth, <1; papen 9 

vCBU» t

Eor.Bale at thU Office.' 40 loamUStreei.
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QUESTIONS
£ ANSWERS |

. Tliis department is under the management of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
11 I

Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio. .

1 " - •

NOTICE.—No attention will be given anonymous let
ters. Full name and addr ess must be given, or the letters 
will not be read. If the request be made, the name will 
not. be published. The correspondence of this depart
ment has become excessively large, especially letters of 
inquiry requesting private answers, and while I freely 
give whatever information I am able, the, ordinary court
esy of correspondence is expected. •

- HUDSON TUTTLE.

A. C. Doane, Cal.: Q. (1) Did not Thomas Paine 
proclaim the universal platform of true spiritual religion 
when he said: “The world is my country, and to do good' 
is my religion?” (2) Does not all suffering come from 
disobedience to nature’s .divine law—and does not na
ture’s divine law evolve all the light that guides all in
telligences on all planes of life? (3) Are not all the gods 
and saviors, prayed to by the human race, a mode of 
idolatry?

A. These questions carry their answers with "them, 
for to the unbiased mind they are axiomatic affirmations.

No grander sentence ean be gathered from the sayings 
of the immortal sages, than that cojnprehensive ex
pression of Thomas Paine.

Not only does law rule supreme in the material world, 
Spiritualism in antagonism with all other religious sys
tems, affirms that it is as supreme in the realm of spirit.

Lastly, any and all worship bestowed on personal gods, 
or god, or that by symbolism attempts, to bridge the mys
tery, is alike in inception and execution. Whether the 
head be bowed to Jupiter, or Jehovah; Ormuzd or Allah, 
Horus or Christ, the difference is oiily in the name used 
in addressing the unknown.

Mrs. M. S. G. and others: I have read your answer to 
“Student” regarding determining sex, with deep interest, 
and agree with you that Dr. Schenck’s theory is entirely 
false, yet I know there is a law by which the mother may 
fix the sex with absolute certainty.

A. No question has elicited so many responses as this 
in reply to which Dr. Schenck was criticised, and his 
theory, out of which he has gained notoriety and wealth, 
was shown to be a pretense. Twenty-seven letters in reply 
have been received, taking the most diverse grounds. One 
from a “Spirit Doctor,” offers four infallible receipts, for 
the changeful juice of 25 cents, 50 cents, $1.00 and $2.00. 
lie does not tell the reason for this varying price, for if 
infallible, the twenty-five cent one would be as valuable as 
the most costly. . If anyone has such knowledge it is not 
right to withhold it for the paltry sum of twenty-five 
cents. This doctor also advises that he will be at one of 
the Western camps and offer these receipts!

Another will reveal the law, provided that I endorse it! 
Another is not as generous, and thinks if Schenck can 
take twenty-five hundred dollars, he is justified in asking 
twenty-five! Others are unselfish, and appear to desire 
to contribute to the welfare and happiness of mankind, 
only asking recognition of their claims.

When i t is taken into consideration, that there are about 
an equalmumber of male and female1 children born, that 
any particular child will be of one or the other sex'is as 
one to one, and the chances of a correct guess bear that 
relation. In the application of any “receipt,” or method, 
if there is failure it is set down as a neglect in faithfully 
applying the same.

When the student solves this question, involving the 
most profound and subtile forces which control the cre
ative vortex of being, he will not become a pedler of his 
“receipt,” or play the part of a charlatan exploiting his 
knowledge. .

j Student: Q. What is meant by the Holy Rood? 
'' A. The True Cross. Perhaps of all the many decep
tions practiced by Christianity, that of the Holy Bood is- 
the most shameless and presumptuous. Constantine the 
Great, after murdering Ins devoted wife, liis brilliant son 
and a score of friends, embraced Christianity and resolved

i to build a church on the very spot where Jesus was cruci- 
fled. As the Emperor Hadrian had demolished every 
vestige of the' sepulchre and erected a temple to Jupiter 

•and Venus on the ruins, Constantine was met with the 
apparent impossibility of finding the locality. His mother, 
Helena, was at Jerusalem, an enthusiast ready to believe 
any imposture. She determined to excavate and clear 
away the ruins, and persistently pursued the task, until 
the holy sepulchre was found. Most amazing, the cross 
on which the Savior was crucified was also recovered, with 
the two others of his companions in misery! But the 
three could not be distinguished. Then a priest came 

. and liad them presented to a sick woman, near to death.
Two gave her no relief, but the moment she touched the 
other she was healed. Helena sent a piece of this cross 
and some of the nails to the Emperor, the remainder was 
framed in silver and kept as a priceless ornament to the 
church. Pilgrims came from afar to see the wonder, and 
the priests drove a brisk trade in “splinters of the True 
Cross.” The miracle was constant; though cprds and 
cords of these “splinters” were sold, the wood of the cross 
did net grow less!

A day was appointed to celebrate the stupendous dis
covery, and to this day the greatest body of Christians, 
the Catholics, preserve the wonderful wood which never 
decays, and whose miraculous healing powers suffer no 
loss. In matters of religion, man becomes a credulous 
idiot, and believing the most improbable and impossible 
statements. In the ratio of the foolishness of has faith 
is he ready to sacrifice all that is dear and lay down his 
life in vain martyrdom!

To the critical student of history, the whole story of 
the finding of the holy sepulchre, and the cross, is one of 
utter fraud and seeming rascality- Helena was a vain 
enthusiast and the “Great” Constantine a murderer and 
villain of the deepest dye, who paused at no atrocity 
which would lead to his success. Yet he is sainted by the 

- Christian world—Protestant as well as Catholic—and his 
name spoken with reverence. Why? Because he gave 
his strength and influence to the struggling faith. Why 
did he? Because his villainy was so atrocious the priests 
of the old religion would not absolve him, saying the gods 
would not and could not pardon such crimes against man 
and nature, while the Christian priests, seeing their op
portunity, granted him immunity and received him as one 
“washed white by the blood of the lamí.”

S. Steinborn: Q. Have cases of insanity or softening 
of the brain been cured by healing-mediums? Would not 
meh treatment be of more benefit than that administered

U.''«’

NOTES FROM CASSADAGA.
Interesting Features of the Closing Days. 

- The last week of Camp Cassadaga fqr 1898 is here, 
opening with as fine weather as could be .asked for. The 
Bey. E. L. Rexford gave three lectures here that were 
listened to with great attention. His remarks show him 
to be a great observer and thinker, and he has the power 
of pleasing expression that holds an audience to the finish 
of his discourse. '

Mi-s. Richmond finished her work here the last week 
and departed for other fields of labor, carrying with her 
the good wishes of many friends.

Last Sunday morning I had the pleasure of listening 
for the first time to the intellectual and spiritual lawyer, 
Hon.- A. B. Richmond, of Pennsylvania. ^Ie gave one of 
the most logical and' reasonable discourses upon the 
truths of Spiritualism that I have ever listened to, show
ing conclusively that the Bible proves Spiritualism to 
have been true in past ages, or else there is nothing taught 
there but complete annihilation. He also brought out a 
point upon which I was contradicted but a short time ago 
by a leading church member, in regard to the fact that 
John Wesley, tlie founder of Methodism, was a medium 
from his childhood and that the Wesley family had va
rious spirit manifestations in their home in Epworth cot
tage, He stated that once upon a time here at Lily Dale, 
he had been contradicted by a leading divine, and that he 
did not have the authority with him, but this time he 
brought it along, and he read from no less a light than the 
Bev. Dr. Adam Clarke. The audience gave close atten
tion as he told them at the start he should make no effort 
at oratory, but that he would try to present proof as 
though before a court and jury. He premised liis remarks 
with the statement that evidence and proof were not the 
same tiling, _and said it was proof that he wished to 
present.
_ In the afternoon Willard J. Hull gave the discourse 
upon the “Mental Activities of the Present Time.” The 
subject was ably handled, and yet the «Titer heard the 
criticism that it was more fit for a class of medical stu
dents than an audience of a Spiritual camp-meeting. 
There were ringing truths uttered, that if taken home and 
lived in the lives of the people will bear much good fruit.

Mi-s. Isa Wilson Kayner gave the “Fire Test" in the 
auditorium in the evening for the last time this season 
upon these grounds. She was greeted with a larger au
dience than before, and given the best of attention. The. 
committee bathed one hand and left the other untouched. 
After bathing her face she was entranced and the guides 
proceeded to do their Tvork. Lace, silk, money, paper, 
etc., was passed through the flame of a large lamp, with
out harm. The chimneys were held firmly in one or both 
hands when they were so hot that when handed to the, 
committee they dropped them at once to the floor. A 
celluloid cuff was cut in two and the severed edges passed 
through without harm. Then a little girl about six or 
seven years of age came to the platform, and the guide, 
taking the delicate hand pressed it solidly against the 
hottest portion of the chimney with the wick turned up 
to a full blaze. The committee examined the child’s hand 
carefully and could discover no sign of injury. The little 
girl said that when her hand was held there it felt just a 
little warm, and yet if the child had held her own hand 
there alone it would have cooked the flesh and left the 
skin of the hand upon the chimney. There were three 
large lamps trimmed and burning all the time.. They 
then took up a lamp, arid placing the hottest portion of 
the chimney against the cheek marched down and around 
tlie audience and back to the platform, one of the.com- 
niittee following closely to see that she did not remove it 
front her face. Their^report was that sho ^H jfcin timt 
position two minutes- and twenty-eight seconds while it 
was. hot enough to blister seriously in just two seconds. 
She then gave some very marked clairvoyant and psycho
metric readings, doing so from touching the hand, turn
ing her back’ and the party taking two or three steps, be
ing blindfolded so that it was impossible to see, and 
without touching the party in the ehair telling sex, color 
of clothing, and giving accurate dates, as well as de
scribing spirit friends that were duly recognized, and all 
tins to perfect strangers, and mostly new investigators. 
The seance is the talk and wonder of the eamp to-day. As 
a result of her power to heal the gentleman from Mead
ville, the partner sent his wife for treatment, and she goes 
home to-morrow better in health than for many years. 
And so the good work continues.

Last Saturday evening when the train pulled into Lily 
Dale station it brought two prominent English visitors 
and friends, Brother and Sister E. W. Wallis, editor of 
Two Worlds. They were given a right hearty welcome, 
as there were many here who had met Brother Wallis 
when in this country seventeen years ago. To-day the 
association omitted the regular conference and Brother 
and Sister Wallis conducted joint services, and aH who 
were privileged to listen were more than repaid for their 
time. I certainly believe that time has improved Brother 
Wallis instead of dealing harshly with him. I well re
member the pleasure of listening to him in Chicago when 
he made his first trip to this country. His companion 
who is with him is a fine instrument in the hands of the 
spirit world, and she is willing and ready to assist 
wherever she is able to do good. Their reception at Lily 
Dale has been hearty and gladsome. They both speak in 
favor of more being done by the older Spiritualists toward 
assisting the Lyceum children and young people to know 
more of the grand truths and principles of Spiritualism, 
as they believe the future good of our religion depends 
upon their growth into a knowledge of the truths we

SPAIN ANO FRANCE:
Ancient—butífców Ancient?

The earliest historical reference to 
Spain and France;^ found in Obadiah, 
verse 20:

“And the captivity of this host of the 
children of Israel shall possess that of 
the Canaanites evcyi unto Zarephath, 
and the captivitji.iof Jerusalem, which 
is in Sepharad, slum possess the cities 
of the South.”

“In the holy language of Judaism,” 
says Prof. Edwin Johnson, “Sepharad 
means Spain, and nothing but Spain; 
and Zarephath no-less distinctly means 
France”—(Rise of Christendom,” p. 311). 
In proof of this assertion the author 
quotes the Spanish Rabbin Joseph 
(1496-1575), whose book is “A memorial 
of the multitude of atllictions which we 
have experienced in the countries of tlte 
Gentiles from the day that Jehudah 
was led captive from his country until 
this day; and of the wars of the kings 
of the Gentiles which they have warred 
in the land of Jehudah'and Jerusalem, 
and the exiles from Zarephath and 
Sepharad.........a book of the chronicles
of the kings of Zarephath and Sepharad 
and of the kings of the house of Oth
man.”

Rabbin Joseph describes himself as 
one “of the: priests who went from 
Huete from the land of Sepharad.”

But how ancient is the book of Oba
diah? The marginal date in our Bible 
Is 587 B. 0, There are no existing He
brew manuscripts that can be assigned 
to an. earlier date than the twelfth cen
tury; nor are there any monumental ev
idences of the great antiquity of the 
Hebrew alphabet. It was probably 
made up from the Arabic in 'the tenth 
century by the Rabbins of Spain, whose 
culture and civilization came from 
Arabia.

The learned Jesuit, Hardouln, who 
died in 1729, aged 83 years, maintained 
that there wene nb manuscripts more 
than four hundred years old except the 
sacred scriptures. He believed that be
fore the year 1300 the Greeks had none 
but Latin Bibles and Liturgies; he be
lieved that the Latin codex of the New 
Testament was the earliest, and that

In insane asylums?
_ A. ' Mesmeric treatment has.beeri attempted, especially 

, in France, and it is reported that the insane .were 
- Angularly unsusceptible to its influence. This is prob

ibly the result of- mistaken treatment and erroheoijs 
diagnosis. There can be no doubt that a large number of 
:hose regarded as insane are either subjects of self-hyp-, 
ootiem or obsession, and,all such .would find mesmeric 
treatment more successful than any system of medication. 
We have cases of insanity cured by spirit power through 

._ mediums, but it would be -an infringement oh. thonigh 
powers conferred by law on tie doctors, for even a Chrii’ 
Jo lay hands on the sick within the walls of an asylum.

possess.
Sister Carrie E-. Twing came among us to-day to be 

with us until the close of the camp, and the friends will 
have an opportunity of listening to her to-morrow after
noon. -

Already signs may be seen in various parts of the camp 
of the, beginning of the end; as boxes are being packed 
and shutters placed at the windows, as the owner returns 
to his permanent home.

That these six weeks have been for the betterment of 
those who have been privileged to be here, I hardly think 
any one will deny. The words of inspiration, wisdom, 
logic and common sense that have been uttered, and the 
soul-stirring music, both of voice and instrument, must 

■ have had great effect for good. Among the sweet singora 
I remember only one name, a Miss Wooster, of Pittsburg, 
Pa., who returned home to-day.

Next week Mrs. Kayner and myself attend the oldest 
grove meeting in the United States, at North Collins, 
N. Y., and then we turn our faces toward Chicago after 
an absence of nearly four months. T. D. KAYNKR

------------ :—:)o(:—; - —
“The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. A Menace to 

American Civilization.” By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lec
turer upon physical, physiological and psychic science. 
Demonstrator of the molecular or spiritual hypothesis of 
nature; Scholarly, masterly, trenchant Price 25-cents. 
For sale at this office. -

“From Soul to Soul” By Emma Bood Tuttle. Lov
ers of poetnr will find gems of thought in poetic diction 
in this handsome volume, wherewith to sweeten hours of 
leisure and enjoyment Price $1. For sale at this office.

. “The Gospel of Buddha, According to Old Secords.” 
-Told by Paul Carus. This book is heartily recommended 
to students of the science of religions, and to: all who 
would gain a fair conception of Buddhism in its spirit and 
living principles. Spiritualist or Christian can scarcely 
read.it without spiritual profit ■ Price $1. For sale at 
.this office.

.“The Priest, the Woman and the Confessional.” This 
. ~ book, by the well-known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de

W high grading, impure influences and results of the Eomish cori- 
fessional. as proved by the sad experience of many 
wrecked lives. Price, by mail, $1. F07 sale at this office.

BRIGHTER OUTLOOK.
The Heavens Are Aglow with 

Light.

There Is a brighter outlook for the 
cause of Spiritualism at the present 
time than has ever been known before 
in the annals of history. The very 
heavens are aglow with its brilliancy. 
The angels are crowding around their 
mediums and filling them as it were, 
with the holy ghost and their Inspired 
thoughts. Such a pressure has never 
been known before. Even the most 
strictly orthodox are feeling it; they 
sense something that they cannot ac
count for; it creates an uneasy feeling 
in them and they wonder what it is.

Extremes follow each other in all 
cases. The war-cries of nations will be 
drowned in love messages from the 
spb-it world. Already a call for more 
light is heal'd from the orthodox world, 
which has an ominous sound to it, that 
is even a surprise to the most enlight
ened in the Spiritual ranks. We hear it 
coming from, all parts of the earth. 
Surely it has à deep meaning to it that 
none but the higher angels can in
terpret

Less and less comes the howl against 
our beautiful religion from the Chris
tian fraternity, and more intense is the 
inquiry concerning tlie holy truths of 
the new religion that is handed down to 
us from tlie promulgators of our most 
beautiful faith. -

The word Spiritualism has a charm 
to its meaning that fills the heart with 
love that narotlier word is able to sub
stitute. The day was When cruel- 
hearted Christians thought they eould 
silence it and even put it down. 
Already it has risen so fur above them 
that even the devil has become 
ashamed of them, and has turned trai
tor to their cause, ¿nd refuses to help 
them any more to make proselytes. 
.Those tlie Gods intend to destroy they 
■first make mad. The day was when 
the word Spiritualism was mentioned 
iii the Christian Churches a flutter of 
revenge was heard from every quarter, 
but things are different now; they are 
weakening now, and are continually 
falling from grace.

A PROPOSITION 
UNPARALLELED

/Vn Offer that Should Increase 

Olir Circulation to
I 100,000

In club^of Ten Subscribers, at One Dollar 
Each, The (¡'Progressive Thinker will be sent one 
year, iflclud nt that magnificent book, Art Magic, 
free, and Wie« paper and same book free to the 
one who gets up the club. The names must all be 
sent at nne time. Now is the time to act. Just 
think of this offer to each subscriber—a valuable 
book which is of itself, as prices go, worth $1.50, 
saying nnthing of fifty-two weekly visits of The 
Progressive Thinker. A club can be gotten up at 
every posMce in the United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every Theosopbist, 
and every one searching into the occult er spirit
ual should have the book and paper.
10 Yeariu SiMDers, 10 Art Mantes, $10.
the Greek was a later translation; In
deed, he believed that Jesus and his 
apostles spoke and wrote in Latin. The 
latter notion is scarcely more absurd 
than that Jesus and his apostles spoke 
and wrote In Greek; for it Is now 
known and conceded that the vernacu
lar of Palestine was Aramaic, which 
was substantially Syriac; and we have 
an alleged ancient version of the New 
Testament In the Syriac language, 
called the Peshito, claimed to be the 
truest If not the earliest

Prof. Johnson agrees with Father 
Hardouln In the postulate that the -writ
ings of all the Christian Fathers were 
fabricated after the revival of learning, 
but he differs from him in regard to the 
antiquity of the Old and New Testa
ments, maintaining that they also be
long to the category of modem fabrica
tions. He considers the passage in 
Obadiah as simply a description of the 
Jews living in the midst of the people 
of the provinces of the old Roman em
pire symbolized by “the Canaanites,” 
Israel’s enemies. "The Arabs knew of 
no Hebrew books,” says Prof. Johnson, 
beqeathed from tlife aim foretime. The 
Hebrews, on the.otjjer hand, who di
rectly admit that.Jhe Arabians were 
their masters in pjil^sopljy, indirectly 
admit that they wjere also their masters 
in religious lore.” ' ( W. H. BURR.

Washington, D. ¡p.j

THE DIVINE PLAN.
It Is carried outPiffiThe Progressive 

Thinker office, a portion of the profits 
returning to eaclF subscriber in the 
form of a valuable4>ook. The Progress
ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 bents only a little 
more than pays for the expense of post
age, so the book Is practically a gift. A 
bbok like Art Magic is invaluable for 
reference, and It should be in every li
brary. As we are aiding jou, we ask 
you in turn to aid ùs by extending the 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, 
thus in a measure becoming a part of 
the Divine Plan yourself. <

"The World Beautiful.” By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought. 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete in it
self. Price, cloth, $1 per volume. For 
sale at this office. .

What Is Spiritualism? and Shall Spir
itualists Have a Creed? Two lectures. 
By Mrs. Maria jj. King. Price re
duced from 25 cents to 20 cents.

_ “After the Sex Struck.” By George 
H, Miller, prlçe 26 pent* - ‘ "

Spiritualism shows a better way to 
reach the heavenly spheres than the 
Christians had any knowledge of. We 
require no gods or devils to help us out. 
One broad road which runs along lines 
of progress is all that Is required for 
humanity to reach perfection In the 
higher spheres of the angel world.

The Spiritualists’ plan of salvation 
requires you to save yourself. Gods 
and devils are all dispensed with. 
Nothing but the understanding of the 
holy truths of Modem Spiritualism and 
obeying Its laws Is required for the sal
vation of all humanity. Prayers and 
all other hypocritical conduct, no mat
ter how piously rendered, have no 
weight in clearing up sins and freeing 
one’s conscience In that country where 
nothing but truth Is at par.

At no time since the birth of Spirit
ualism In 1848, has there been such a 
demand for tests as at the present time. 
Even the Catholics are becoming anx
ious Inquirers Into the phenomena of 
Modem Spiritualism. All the signs be
token an advancement In the develop
ment of our media, and greater hope Is 
manifested all along the Tina

The Anti-Spiritualist movement tends 
to open the eyes of all thinking people, 
and the. cry Is there must be something 
in it or why this effort to cry It down. 
The weak-minded and faint-hearted 
may falter and fall by the wayside, but 
two are ready to take the place of every 
one that goes over to the enemy.The 
fruit of our labor Is being manifest In 
the Christian ranks In this country, and 
the English people are progressing at a 
wonderful rate. As soon as this Span
ish war is ended, the angels will renew 
their efforts and more wonderful things 
will be accomplished than ever before. 
Our speakers, writers and editors, as 
well as all the mediums, will be over
whelmed with work, and the cry will 
go up, “Give us a test. Give us more of 
the philosophy and a greater abundance 
of its truths!”

In. my opinion, as I have said many 
times before, It is the mission of Spirit- 
uallsin and the American people to en
lighten. Wie world. Now let us .do it In 
a' scientific way. The whole world Is 
looking to America for something won
derful to come to pass. Do not dis
appoint them. We have the' element 
within us to accomplish more good than 
all the other nations combined are able 
to do. dr. wm. Cleveland.
St. Paul, Minn. .

’'Arcana of Nature; or the History, 
•nd Laws of Création.” By Hudson 
Tuttle. A well-known and most pro
found treatise. filoth, ft For Mle«f 
IBM \ ■ ** ■ ■ -. - ’

VftLJJftBLE. LIBRARY
.OF.

SPIRITUALISTIC LITERATURE. :
_ ______________ j ■

MANSILL’S ALMANAC, or rianetary Meteorology, for 1898. This 1$ 
the thirty-third annual publication of this excellent Astronomical Alma

nac. Valuable for those on land and sea. By Richard Mansill. Price 250 
MARGUERITE HUNTER. A narrative of life in the material and spin 

itual spheres, by a co-operative spirit band, combined with chosen media 
of earth, given through independent slate-writing. Price $1.00. ।
MEDIUMISTI0 EXPERIENCES OP JOHN BROWN, the Medium of the

Rockies, .with an introduction by Prof, J. 8, Loveland. This book 
should be in the hands of every one interested in Spiritualism. Pries 5C cts, 
MEDIUMSHIP AND ITS DEVELOPMENT, and H<?w to Mesmerize tq 

Assist Development 'An everyday useful instructor in Psychic Science, 
By W. II. Bach.' 'D^ice,-'cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.

MEMORIAL ORATION BY COL. INGERSOLL, on Roscoe Conkling, 
_ Delivered beforri ' tlie New York Legislature, May 9, 1888, A word 
picture of an illustripjiq man. Price 4 cents. \

MYTH OF THE,¿GREAT-. DELUGE. A complete and overwhelming 
refutation of the' Bible story of the Deluge. A very interesting pamphlet, 

By James M. McCann. Price 15 cents. ’ "
OBSESSION. Hot? evil spirits influence mortals, and how to guard against 

the same. A very necessary and interesting study for sensitives. By
M. Faraday. S3 pages. Price 10 cents. •
ORMSBY '8 GEO-HELIO EPHEMERIS ALMANAC. This is a lesson?

book of Astrology, and business and weather guide, containing Horoi 
scopes for each month. By Prof. Ormsby. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50ci’ 
OUTSIDE THE GATES, and Other Tales and Sketches. Written by a bamj

of spirit intelligences, through the mediumship of Mary Theresa Shell- 
hamer. A most excellent Spiritual work Price $1.00. - <
PEOPLE'S FACES, and How to read them. Physiognomy Define^, 

Teaches how to I'ead character iJt a glance. If you wish to marry learq 
to choose, By John Nils Larson. Price 25 cents. .
PERFCT MOTHERHOOD, or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve. Dedicated tq • 

woman everywhere, that children may cease to be born accursed. Byi 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price, cloth, $1.00. 1
PETALS FROM WHITE ROSE. A neat little pamphlet of poems-—a$ 

stated on the title page—“The first fruits of inspiration from Casa Guidl
in Summerland. By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price 25 cents.

PHILOSOPHY OF PHENOMENA Physical and Metaphysical. Mattel 
phenomena and life phenomena. Objective and subjective phenomena, 

Hyperbole metaphysical. By Geo. M. Ramsey, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.00, 
PHILOSOPHY OP SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE. Contains an account oj ' 

the very wonderful spiritual developments at the house of Rev. Dr. Phelps, 
Stratford, Conn. By A. J. Davis. Price, cloth, $1.25; postage 10 cents, j 
POLITICAL WORKS OF THOMAS PAINE. Containing the threq .

volumes—“Common Sense,” the “Crisis” and “Rights of Man”—threq - 
volumes in one. Just the book for patriotic Americans. Price, cloth, $1.00*’ 
PRACTICAL METHODS TO INSURE SUCCESS. A valuable little work,1 

full of practical instruction in matters pertaining to the physical, mental 
and spiritual health. Worth many times its cost. Price 10 cents. ■! - 
PROPHETS OF ISRAEL. Comprises in the main popular sketches from ■

Old Testament History. By Carl H. Cornill, Doctor of Theology and : 
Professor of Old Testament History. Price 25 cents. ' e
PRIMARY FACTORS OF ORGANIC EVOLUTION. By E. D. Cope, 

Ph. D., Member of the U. S. National Academy of Science, Professor of 
Zoology in the University of Pennsylvania. Price, cloth, $2.00. q
PSYCHIC SCIENCE. Studies in the Outlying Fields—Spiritual Phenom- ’ 

ena. How to investigate, form circles and develop mediumship. A test : 
of genuine mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle. Price, cloth, 75 cents. z •) , 
PSYCHOGRAPHY. Marvelous manifestations of Psychic Power, give!) ■ 

through the mediumship of Fred. P. Evans. Beautifully bound in cloth ' 
and gold, and profusely illustrated. Price $2.00, postpaid. - > - -
PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRIT HEALING. A book that every Ilealeri

Physician, and Spiritualist should read. By the spirit of Dr. Benjamiq 
Rush, through the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. Price $1.50,- ' 
PULPIT, PEW AND CRADLE. Second paragraph In book, last tw6

lines, reads: (‘Christianity is one thing for grown men. It is quite another '■■ 
thing for women and children.” By Helen II. Gardner. Price 10 cents.

REAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. You will not become weary while' 
reading this excellent book. Very interesting and Instructive. Given 

inspirationally by Mrs. Maria M. King. Price 75 cents.

RELIGION OF THE STARS. Containing 19 full lectures delivered in tho 
Temple of the Magi, Chicago, upon occult subjects. Three upon “The >.

Human Soul.” By O. H. Richmond. Price $1.25 postpaid. ..

RELATION OF THE SPIRITUAL TO THE MATERIAL UNIVERSE. .
and the Law of Control. New edition, enlarged and revised and greatly ' 

improved. By M. Faraday. Price 15 cents. .•
Religious and theological works of thomas paine

Here is a book that should be in the library of every Spiritualist and 
Freethinker in the land. Price, cloth, $1.00.

RELIGION OF SCIENCE. Treats of Principles, Faith and Doctrines, 
Immortality, Mythology and Religion, Christ and the Christians, Cath

olicity of the Religious Spirit By Dr. Paul Carus. Price, muslin, 50 cts. V: 
RIGHTS OF MAN. Parts I and II. Being an answer to Mr. Burke’q 

attack upon the French Revolution. By Thomas Paine. Post 8vo.; 270 
pages. Price, paper, 30 cents; cloth 50 cents. - | :
RIGHT LIVING, This book gives an admirable course of study in ethics, 

and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical text-book adapted to the com- ’ ■ 
prehension of children. By Susan H. Wixon. Price, cloth, $1.00.

ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. Every patriot should read thi9 i 
decidedly patriotic book. Of inestimable value to liberty-loving Amerl- ( ■ 

cans. By Rev. J. Lansing, M. A. Price $1.00.

SCIENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN.' By one of the scientific minds of Thq - 
Progressive Thinker corps of contributors. Rich with profound thought.

By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 cents. ’

SEERS OF THE AGES. Embracing Spiritualism, post and present.
Doctrines stated and moral tendencies defined. Nearly 400 pages of 

grand reading. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. Price, cloth, $2.00. .
STANDING UP FOR JESUS, or what the editor of the Freethinker’s- ■'

Magazine thinks of him on general principles. Profound, Biblical, sar-1 
castle. Price 4 cents; 25 copies for 50 cents. ■
TALLEYRAND’S LETTER TO THE POPE. This work will he found ' 

especially interesting to all who would desire to make a study of Roman- ■ ■ 
ism and the Bible. Price 25 cents. j- :■
TEACHINGS OF JESUS, Not adapted to modern civilization. With the ” 

true character of Mary Magdalene. A book full of truth. By George '
W. Brown, M. D. Price 15 cents.

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS. A book on Development 
of Mediumship by Terrestrial Magnetism, or the laws of harmonizing the ■' 

body with universal nature. By Abby-A. Judson. Price $1.00.

THE CANDLE FROM UNDER THE BUSHEL, or Thirteen Hundred and 
Six Questions to the Clergy. Nuts that are hard for them to crack. ' An 

interesting book. By Wm. Heart Price 40 cents. . ’ _ -
THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPIRIT—After transition. The origin of re- ' 

ligiens, and their influence upon the mental development pf the human 
race. By the late M. Faraday. Price 10 cents. -
THE DREAM CHILD. Reads like an inspiration. Treating clearly upon 

the laws of affinity, love and the attendant pain and sorrow invariably 
experienced therewith. By Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents. , 
THE FAERY LAND OF SCIENCE. This beautiful book fills a niche in ;

the hearts of the young people. Lyceum library literature. By Arabella
B. Buckley. Price $1.50. q-

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE, or Threefold Power of Sex. A work that 
should bs studied by both man and woman. It is one of the author’s 

most useful and instructive books. By Lois Waisbrooker. Price 50 cents, ■ 
THE GODS.. This is one of the greatest lectures ever delivered by ths 

world-famed infidel orator, Robert G. Ingersoll, and has, in pamphlet ■ 
form, had a wide circulation. Price 20 cents. :
THE GOD IDEA OF THE ANCIENTS, or Sex in Religion. A sensiblei 

logical statement'of opinion, but not of a revolutionary or sensational 
nature. A good book all through. By Eliza Burt Gamble. Price $2.25.

THE INFIDELITY OF ECOLESIASTICISM. A Menace to American 
Civilization. A trenchant and masterly treatise. By Prof. W. M. Lock- 

.wood. Price 25 cents. ■ ■■ > ,
THE MOLECULAR HYPOTHESIS OF NATURE. Demonstrates the 

continuity, ofrlife and our environment of Spiritual influences. Free from • 
all theories of superstition. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 25 cents.

THE ORDER- OF THE WHITE ROSE, or Spiritualism Integrating the 
Religions of the world. Something of the intent, purpose and fellowship 

of the Order of tbn White Rose. By J, C. F. Grumbine. Price 20 Cents, 
THE OTHERWORLD AND THIS. A compendium of spiritual laws. A ■ ’

Yolumd of thirty-ffino chapters, and all replete with Spiritualistic thought 
By Augusta W. Fletcher,'M. D, Price $1.50. "
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CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.
Has

ABSENT TREATMENTS

DR. J. A. BURROUGHS.
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A Book on “Chronic Disease” 
Sent for 2-cent Stamp.

Send in notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls. .

■ Send age, name In full, and two 2-cent stamps and 
. leading pymptom, and we will Bend you • . .

A Diagnosis of Your Case Free, 
and we will try and moke the price of treatment right 

.to you. Remember, please, that we‘do not wish to 
take your case unless you are* dissatisfied with your 
present treatment. Do not ask OUR opinion of this 

' doctor or that one, because wo never express, an 
opinion, nor have we anyone connected with us that 

-18 allowed to speak i'll of any one or even to express an 
opinion. We know some doctors do ao, but we do not.

The day of ahot-gun prescription is past; drastic 
drugs in large doses will not be given ten years from 

t now, We believe in the certainty of medicine and in 
specific medication, but specific medication requires

SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS.
- He w|io understands the action of drugs, and who is 

gifted with the power of correctly diagnosing, is the 
successful physician to-day.

ConsultationbyLetterFrec
Send Postage Statup for Replj.

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES 
8unnc?>V.,tvS,Sf .',cfinc<1, Therapeutics. Including tbo 
«Sd f . Magnetism, Electricity, Mind Cure, 
and a higher science of life. Chemical aflinitv «««<4 
ba« 1c principle« developed with their tnarveloue «n. 
courl'o TtB,.lUr CiVtEfu!lr c““Ui>enl« beve taken & 
uree of n M Cnllc?e 18 ebertered and confers the de

> U. M.. Doctor of Magnetics. Byaavatsm nf printed questions students can take tie course and 
SWfc .V lS’lr Swn h0“e8 TSuum 

reinovea to ¿53 South Broadway, Los Anselei fiat 
‘i’,1,0"1“,6 ej'“'‘led under either the New Jeraiv MCalifornia charter Send atatnp foic.utogue [Ó 7 

E. D. BABBITT. M. D. U P., Dean.

Wfth her Magnetized Herbs all 
diseases that flesh is heir 

to are cured.

Herbalist, Psycbometrist and Medio 
al Clairvoyant.

Diagnosis of disease by lock of balr

(NO SYMPTOMS REQUIRED) 
five two cent stumps.

2°?? mines read Paychometrlcaliv u m
Fun lifercadings by mall?.... . . ®...............
P. 0. Box 118 Oakland Col. ............... M ™

uattar"“"1“ •2'w-Bea<i

Researches in Oriental History. 
BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.

One Fol. IS,no, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.SO.

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. BESBABCHEB Ilf JEWISH HISTORY. 
». RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.

( B. DERIVATION OE CHRISTIANITY.
’ 4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS/

'' ,?ken ,r0n’ the San Froncltoo 
Progress "of November 7,1895:

I. ILk A8* U8 ere“t. Pleasure to quote from the Light 
Siaii °* California and Callfor-
i™ n.. . ..‘te , r8*d; We note with pleas-

\u continued success of our friend and brother, 
\ Forster, of. San Francisco, California, 

California has become noted for Its mediums; and 
' I» not a native of the United 8%««,,Uie people of California have learned to claim 

a proprietary Interest in him just as If he were a I 6 J*ear'sood reports ot him from all 
quarters, and It gives us much pleasure to add our 

i10 the many corded this gifted medium and educated gentleman.” *

OR. J. S. LOUCKS
1« the oldest and moat successful Spiritual Physician 

now practlc$- Hft cures are
THE MOST MAKVELOUS 

examinations are correctly made, 
10 ell who send him name, age. sex and lock 

«n»i£»rHn<l8 x ce,nlfl 1“ stamps- doesn’t ask for
e£iju* »JWtoni- A clairvoyant doesn’t need 

any. Addreps
J. 8 LOUCKS, M. D„ 

85 Warren st., Stoneham. Maas. «co

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Psyohometrlst aud Business Medium- 
Beading« peraunally, by letler or photograph «1.00. 
Ihree reasonable question« answered by mall lor 
25 cent. Address 64 N. 52ud ave., Chicago. Psycho- 
patblc treatments.

ÓR. C. E. WATKINS, 
-THE- 

FAMOUS CHRONIST 
OF AYER, MASS. ...>

Quick Gur cs !
Small Doses

Specific Medicine!
' No Drastic Drugs!

6. E. WATKINS, M. D.,
AYER, MASS.

D. 0. He wanted me to come to him. 
All said I should hot go, but he wrote 
me,a last letter, saying I had to decide. 
I took that letter and laid it on a ehair, 
and kneeling before it, said: “0, God, 
what shall I ho?” I debated a little 
while with myself, aud then I said, “I 
will go, having bo farther to go from 
Washington, D. C., to heaven than 
where I was. I was then taken up as if 
in a cloud. The help that came to me in 
every way was wonderful. Washing
ton became my home for twenty-seven 
years. Ì joined the nearest church 
again; I left the Lutheran and joined 
the M. E. Church. For twenty years 
I was a worker and believed I was In 
my right place; but I could not get my 
husband to think as I did. There was 
a lady boarding in. the house,-taking 
The Progressive Thinker. I commenced 
to read that, and think of the many 
things it contained. I got so far, finally, 
that I loved the truth better than 
church or Bible; I commenced to go to 
Spiritual meetings. It brought the past 
before me, the spirit friends coming to 
me, and not God or his angels. 0 how 
delighted I was when I could listen to 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond and others. 
June, 1891, my husband passed over. 
He never joined a church. How could 
I go to church, and my husband not In 
heaven. I tell every one that I can’t 
believe that any oue "who lives an up
right life will go to hell. I can’t believe 
that one of evil life, making a profes- 
slon before he dies, will go to heaven. 
I am now out of the church and can’t 
go back. In 1897, beautiful flowers 
formed on the center of the table and 
moved towards- 'mè;,’iòne came very 
near. I was sitting about Six feet from 
the table. .1 was all alone in the room. 

^L’he flowers were pinky with pale gold 
In the center. How I love to think of 
them. I feel-that ! ai»; néver alone, 
Whatever my day, strength is given 
me. In June, .1898, I. left Washington 
and came to. a’sister for a home while 
in the body,- yet I feel that the world is 
my home; and Jo do good is iny religion. 
To be spiritual minded ,is . life and 
peace,tu^'d the'dear Progressive Thinker 
my companion. .

. , SUSANNA SWARTLEY.
Fricks, Buelrs Co., Pa,

THBFROGRESeiVBíTHINKBR.
Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
. Chicago.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, 3300 Wabash av
enue. ^Services at 7:30 p. m. ' ' ■ ’•

Beaebn Light Spiritual Church, 617 N. 
Clark street. Services at 2:45 and 7:45. 
George F. Perkins, speaker.

Indiana avenue and Thirty-first street, 
at 3 and 8 p. m. Lecture and tests by 
good mediums. ’

Spiritual Investigating Society, at 
Flynn’s hall, Robey and North avenue, 
at 8 p. m., under the direction of Mi-, 
and Mrs. W. L. Brown.

West Side Spiritual Society meets at 
No. 46 South Ada street at 8 p. m. ,

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. aud Mrs, William Lindsey.

The Church of the Soul will hold serv
ices duriug the month of September in 
Handel Hall, No. 40 Randolph street, 
every Sunday morning at 10:30. Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond, pastor.
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DOCTOR A. B. DOBSON 
Stilll Heals the Bick Through । 
the Mediumship of ... . .

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker.

DR. ITM FORSTER, 
1059 MAHNET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

If you wish Good Health 
should apply to her.
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DR. G. E. W THINS' 
Rural

Health 
Home

TELEPATHY.
(Coutinued from page 1.)

Earnest searcher, you will be rewarded 
When your spirit friends draw near.
Dictated by Miss N— B---- , from

spirit life. Fraternally,
FRANK M. SCHNARRENBERGER.
Waterloo, Iowa.

N. S. A. CONVENTION
This Is In fact a large Sanitarium; only been 

opened a abort time, yet jt Is a must pronounced sue
; cess, DR. B. W. BANKS, the greatest Healer the 
"wofld has ever had, has joined DIL WATKlbS In this 
-grand work, aud Is at the Home six days in the week.

At Washington, D. C., Oct
18,19, 20. 21,1898.

. Write us and we will tell you all about our 
"methods of cure that we use at the Home.

DR. C. E. WATKINS, 
AYER, MASS.

PHENOMENA

new All chartered societies are especially 
requested to select able business men 
and women to represent them at this 
convention.

It is particularly desirable that so
cieties be represented by delegates in
stead of proxies. Blank proxies should 
not be placed in the hands of any officer 
of tlie N. S. A., with a request that they 
find some one to represent them. Each 
society should choose a delegate, and 
see to it that til’d delegate attends the 
meeting. ■

Certificate rates will enable all dele-
gates east of the Mississippi to travel 
at reduced rates. ” .............. -

Of Strange and Startling 
Occurrence.

Everything will be

fTo the Editor:—As time rolls on and 
ttie close of the nineteenth century 
draws nearer and nearer, the press re
ports of wonderful phenomena both 
strange and startling are of almost 
dally occurrence. The phenomena or 
manifestations of which 1 shall speak 
at this writing occurred witliiu the bor
ders of Stark County and in the home 
pf Mr. David Sebmaetenberger, one of 
Stark County's most reliable and re
spected citizens. Quite near Minerva

arranged for their comfort in Washing
ton, I). C.

An excursion Is already planned 
from Boston—indeed it is rumored 
there are to be two, at least from New 
England.

Spiritualists of the West, let us hear 
from you. Send a strong representa
tion of your sturdy business men and 
women to the convention.

F. B. WOODBURY, Sec'y.

AMENDMENTS
iliere lives a young lady by the name of 

£, . Edwards, who is related to Mr. 
K “ - Seliniaclitenberger. This young lady 
I has for some years been known by in
r timate friends to possess a peculiar gift 
i. In the way of removing birth-marks 
• Simply by the laying on of hands. She 

being of a quiet and reserved nature 
ft. and having no desire to have this pub- 
r licly known, none but her friends knew
r Of her wonderful gift. In fact, neither
k -Miss Edwards nor her most intimate
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friends could account for the radical 
'changes that took place through her 
magnetic touch. However, a few 

;months ago this young lady sat In a clre 
jple held by Mrs. Hattie Tiffany, a trum
pet medium of Minerva, and was told 
by spirit friends that she was a medium 
herself; that she should sit for develop
ment, and that site also possessed won- 
'derful healing powers, 'nils was grat- 
•ifying news to her. aud since thpn she' 
Uhil other friends formed a family cir- 
pie and sat for development, during 
•frhlch sittings she has gone under eon- 
frol a number of times. A few Sundavs 
.Ago, in the. presence of Mr. and Mts. 
^chiuaeh'tenbterger,. Miss Hannah Mos- 
holder, Mrs. Perdue, Mr. Manley and 
Mr. Young, she was controlled by a 
spirit claiming to be Rev. W. J. New
comb, formerly of Rochester. N. Y., and 
a formei' pastor of the Disciple Church 
and an old friend of Mr. Sehmachten
berger, but who hnd passed to the spirit 

: aide of life about two years ago.
- This spirit who claimed to be Rev. 
Newcomb gave those who knew him in 
earth life undoubted evidence that It 
(was he. He said also: “1 find the spirit 
side of life quite different from tlint 

- .which I expected, believed in and 
preached to my congregations while liv- 
Jng in the flesh. I hare found no devil 
on this side, and no bell such as I was 

■ taught to believe in. Hell and heaven, 
my friends, are soul conditions, not 
special localities, and the spirit world 
is all around you. While living in the 
/lesli I had no faith in Spiritualism, 
•spirit return, or spirit communion with 
iriends of earth, but I have found It to 
be true since coming to this side, and 
as a proof of which- I am now using 
-this instrument’s organism to voice my 
thoughts to you, and it is my special 

■ desire, Mr. Schmachtenberger, that you 
secure a church. Invite the people to 

. eome/and say to them that W. J. New
comb will preach to them through this 
instrument.”

Rev. P. H. Jones, formerly of Wells
ville, Ohio, but now In spirit life, also 
came and controlled Miss Edwards. 
He, too, found ’things quite different 
upon the spirit side from that which be 
expected and was delighted to. know 
that lie could control a mortal’s brain 
and in that way spread the glad tidings 

■ Ct immortality and the' proof. of spirit 
^feturn. These are but a few of the 
"many thousand proofs of spirit return 

. anq communion with dear ones of earth 
that-are occurring daily-throughout the 
4and, and. any oue doubting the truth
fulness of q>e statements made in this 
letter, can write to either or all of the 
parties whose nhmes I hare mentioned.

. : Canton, Ohio. E. R. KIDD.
• ■

All persons desiring to amend Consti
tution of the National Spiritualists’ As
sociation, please present said amend
ments to local chartered society for en
dorsement, and forward same to secre
tary of N. S. A. Annual dues should be 
paid at once if societies desire repre
sentation in Convention, to be held in 
Washington. October 18, 19, 20, 21, 1898, 
at Masonic Temple. ’

FRANCIS B. WOODBURY.

A LIBRARY.
Commence forming one now by sub

scribing for The Progressive Thinker 
and securing Art Magic. The paper 
one year aud Art Magic will cost you 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when it was first Issued. Then you 
could have had in your library at the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
It is better late than never. Commence 
now, if you have not done so already, to 
form a library by subscribing for The 
Progressive Thinker. A library In this 
fast age Is absolutely essential. Aid us 
In carrying out the Divine Plan.

“From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives an account of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written In a sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted to place in 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15 cents.

The Principles of Nature, as Discov
ered in the Development and Structure 
of the Universe. Material and Spiritual 
Magnetic Forces. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations and .Mediumship. Spir
itual Planes and Spheres. Given inspi
rationally, by Mrs. Marla M. King.' In 
three volumes, 8vo. A remarkable 
work; among the greatest In the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price reduced 
from ?1.75 to 51.25 per volume. Post
age 12 cents.

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is Intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts oftwocasesof “double 
consciousness," namely Mary Lurancy 
Vennum of Watseka, Ill., and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango Cotinty, Pa. For 
■ale at this office. Price 15c.

■ "Principles of Light and .Color." By 
E. D. Babbitt; M. "Di, LL.' Di A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists'' should delight to 
honor., The result of -years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces .ate" Heregarnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity.. Mpdlc^ineqi especially, and 
scientists, general C Attere :and students 
of occult forces'.wlll .find Instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound-book; strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful -Illustrative plates. 
For sale at this ’office.-' Price, postpaid, 
55. It Is a'wonderful work And you 
will be delighted With it

Healing, Causes and Effects.
Dr. W. P, Phélori’s latest" book, is a 

presentation from the spirit side of life 
of the basic priciples of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of the pro
cesses manifesting’ themselves jn the 
operation of healing, is clearly shown 
to be the silent power of invisible force.

Under the head of “Oaüses and Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained: phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power, attraction, impul
sion and overcoming. '

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementáis, and man’s 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostiles of the Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter.

The whole field of man’s relation to 
the forces bringing either the health 
wliieh is harmony, or the discord which 
is disease is handled by one who evi
dently understands his subject. The 
booklet of 100 pages, is proving its in
terest by its sales. Sent on receipt of 
fifty cents. For sale at this office.

455 tf.

The Spiritualist who commences now 
to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him,and 
he will snenk over to borrow what be 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We
think, in view of what we are 
that The Progressive Thinker 
visit every Spiritualist family 
United States. Commence now, 
peat, to form a Spiritualist or

doing, 
should 
in the 
we re
Occult

library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 

—Your Melted Pebble Spectacles are 
all you claim for them, and even more. 
Your Magnetized Compound is a won
derful remedy, and acts like magic 
upon sore and weak eyes. I would not 
be without it. Very respectfully,

MRS. J. A. PERKINS.
Easthampton, Mass.

For 30 days I will send a sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mail.

Clinton, Iowa. B. F. POOLE.

PRICE OF THE “SEQUEL."
The price hereafter of this number of 

The Progressive Thinker will be as fol
lows: Three cents for single copy. 
Where five or more are ordered, two 
cents per copy. Where one hundred or 
more copies are ordered, one dollar and 
fifty cents per hundred.

DR. BIRKHOLZ.
At the urgent request of numerous 

patrons and friends, Dr. A. W. Birk
holz, the healer, lias returned to Chi
cago, established himself In fine offices 
at 3201 Indiana avenue, corner Thirty- 
second street, where he will commence 
the treatment of the sick about the first 
of September. The Doctor is looking 
well after his three months' vacation. 
He has removed his family here and 
settled them at 3520 Prairie avenue.

BEAR IN MIND.
In sending remittances to this office, 

write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to send money in 
a letter; if it Is sent that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as It costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable In 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss,

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided.

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and, Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean ot the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other Im-
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci-
enee, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75c.

-For sale at this office.
’Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E.. ---- —__ and

Rosa O. Conger. Excellent for even 
family. Cloth, Ç1.50.

"Poems or Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe." It Is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price 5L

“The Infidelity of Eccleslastlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and pay
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na-' 
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

"Human culture and cure, part 
First The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods and Instruments).’’ By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D.. LL. D. A very In
structive and valuable work.. It should 
have a wide circulation, as It well ful
fills the promise of Its title. For sale 
at this office. Price 75 cents.

“Ancient India: Its . Language' and 
Religions.” By Prof. H. Qldenberg. 
The subject Is of unusual interest at 
the present time, and it is here treated 
In a way to interest and. instruct all 
readers. For sale at this office; Paper, 
price 25c. -

As a Spiritual Healer She 
No Equal.

Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her

DIAGNOSE YOUR CASE PBB.
Address all Mail to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 133. SAN JOSE, CAL.

No “Lock of Hair” or “leading 
Symptom” Required.

By the Use of Vitalized Flannel. 
Cures all Manlier of Diseases.

Burroughs
Deal honestly and conscientiously with 

every individual, They make no charge 
for examination or diagnosis, relying 
upon their ability to secure prac
tice. A majority of their oases are 
cured in a few weeks and often the most 
difficult cases of years’ standing, which 
eminent physicians, have pronounced in
curable, have yielded to their treatment 
in a few months. They understand the 
human body perfectly; they understand 
the causes of disease and administer 
with unerring accuracy the necessary 
treatment. Medicines act like magic in 
their hands. This is not assertion—it Is 
a statement capable of proof, as shown 
by the following

Convincing! Testimony;
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs,'Battle Creek. Mich. f

My Dear Doctors:-**!-. Lbaught you would like to 
knowhow your old patient 1^. 1 have never had a 
sick day after taking your Inedlcluea and treatment. 
If utany.tlme 1 should need tboiservlcesof a physi
cian 1 will not betdtato a moment to place my casg 
with you again. Evoryour friend, 

. Aug. 12, 1898. Maggie Van Spyker,
Fennville« Mich.

Drs. Peebles A Burroughs. Battle Creek. Mich.
My Dear Sirs:—My child has never had a return of 

the disease for which you doctored her. 1 can never 
feel grateful enough to the kind friends who told me 
of you and thereby saved my .little one’s life. May 
God’s richest blessings follow you thiouxh life.

Your friend, Mrs. Artie galloway.
July 29.1898. Silver City, N. M.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Crock, M1ch.
Gentlemen:—I uui happy to report a wonderful Im

provement in my wife's condition. I could scarcely 
believe my eyes yesterday when 1 stepped Into her 
room. When 1 left home a few days since the best 
medical talent In the city told me that her case wat 
absolutely hopeless, that she would never be any bet
ter. Imagine my surprise to find her up and dressed 
aud looking aafresh as a daisy, mid the general change 
in her appearance simply wonderful.

The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 
fora Historical Jesus.

Io ebis volume tbe Jews aro clearly shown not to 
have been tbe holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic idea is traced to the Bao 
triau Philosopher, 2850 years D. C., and its history Is 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until it is 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, in Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of tbe Christian era. •

The book demonstrates that Christianity and Its cen 
tral hero are. mythical; that the whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear aud force; and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas aud superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of tbe past; its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read ft without listructien and profit, whether 
he reaches the same conclusions with the author (F 
otherwise. For sale at thia.otfice.

“THE LYCEUM.”
The Lyceum, devoted to the interests 

of the young, and to lyceum work is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special Interest in it It 
is published weekly. Try it. 437tf

The Religion of Spiritualism,
It« Phenomena and Philosophy. By Kev. Samuel 

Wauon. Ihft work was written by a modern Savior 
a grand and noble mam Price 11.00. *

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

Very truly, 
July 31,1898.

W. L. Seelyr, 
Mankato, Mluu.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek. Mich.
Dear Sira:—Your dlngi»ofdn of my case was correct 

In every way. Y’outa truly.

Aug. 2, 1898.
Mary Kidd, 

Phlladelpblo, Pa.
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek. Mich.

Dear Doctors:—1 received a diagnosis of my case 
from you and It la very correct, In fact you told me 
all the diseases I have, R. C. Wireman.

Aug, 8,1898. Ashland City. Wie.

Drs, Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—Accept niy thanks for your prompt 

diagnosis of my case. It is perfectly correct, 
Sincerely yours, Margaret Wehrle, 

Aug. 15,1898. Carbondale, Kan.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek. Mich.
Dear Doctors:—The diagnosis of my case Is correct. 

Very truly. Mrs. W. M. Helm.
Aug. 18. 1898 Globe, Arlz.

Our FsuohlG Treatment,

M
ild, 
AgNetized 
ediciNes,

and careful attention to the cases in
trusted to us effect speedy cures.
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.

Dear Doctors;—When I sit with you on Tuesday 
evening for the psychic treatment, it feels as though 
a battery was turned on me. Very truly, 

Mary McKeever, Escanaba, Mich.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—I am well and will not need any more 

medicines. The psychic treatment bus helped me very 
much. Wishing you much happiness ani(prosperlty, 
I remain ever your friend, .

July 12, 1898. Carrie Shumway,
Manin tian, Kans.

REMEMBER
TffiVT

BSJEEBLES

Wfi&RE 
OIOS

If you are a sufferer : •

WRITE TO-DAY,
giving NAME, AGE, SEX, andaLEAD- 

-1NG SYMPTOM, and receive an abso
lutely CORRECT DIAGNOSIS free.
Address

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTUE CREEK, MICH.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

-toivrBNTfl: The Beginning«; Fundamental Prlncl- 
pieB; Formation of Constellations, Systems. 8uns 
Planets ana ßate’lltjs. The Origin of Meteor* and 
CometsjTucOrganh Kingdom; The Origin of Mw 
Man—His Attributes and Powers; Tbo Soul—How It 
Receives and Impaift Knowledge; How the Soul Re
ceives I .s Highest Impressions; The Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ethef; How to Cultivate tbo Sixth 
Sense; i ho Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De 
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the 

iblo; The Biblo and Christ ; The Summary: “V’bal 
Must We Do (x> Bo Saved.” For sale al this i.ftee

Price» Clot’- >•' - ...
HISTORY OF THE INQUISITION

AmtSt7Îh„„<Romîn .Ça*»»«» Inquisition. Every 
American citizen should hecorao acquainted with the 
foots so succinctly stated In this valuahle record. It 
«hows the methods used by Uli Romish Church to ex
terminate those who reject Its beliefs and claims. 
For sale at this office. Price 25 cents.

AN EXCELLENT WORK. 
riEATH- AMD THE AFTER-LIFE. 
f-F“Sjell«’ K'y" 1« Ito plitloBophlcal Inti» 

.5 10 Ii,e. r!’TC,1“tl0“8 contained In this book. 
Some Idea of thia little volume may be gained from tb« 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the After
Life! 2—Scenes In the Summer-Land; 3-Soclety In-be 

Centrci ln ll’C Summer-Landi 
6—Winter-Land and Slimmer Land; 6-Language anl 
Life In Summer-Land; 7-Muterlal Work for SplrltuS 
Workera; 8—Ultimatea In the Summer-Land: 9—Voice 
from James Victor vtllacn. Thia enlarged edition con- 
talna more than double the amount of matter In 'c? 
mer edttlona, and la enriched by a beanurm trontia piece, JlluatraUng the ‘'forma',ton of the Spirl”ua 
Mthtsofflclth 75 “““■ Po6“se 5 centi- ior uakt 

¡NGERSOLL’S ADDRESS 
Inthehlstoyof theWOTldUm“ Cbi-ietUn Assoclad'on 
ever Invited n noted Inlldel to lecture before them 
Chm 8ranl1 one' lntl Wa8 received by the
Club with continuous applause from bertnntna A a 

tt¿2.■iopXVe“ut,fu,15• ~

BIE3LE OF BIBLES.
SyKeneyGraves. ItvfllwellptypeniMLRieaam

OBSESSION.
iTl1 «Flrtu Influence mortal«. By IL Fainrtun 

P. 23. Price 10 cent«.

The Evolution of the Devil
By Henry Frank, the Independent preacher of 

Fork City. The most learned, accurate, aclenttr n «nit Phtlosophladanalysl, of Hu’sauSo ^jStye“? 
Kb l8h£d- The b00k contains 66 page«, «ad Is bean. 
&b0c^wl“‘,llEcne68

The Religion of Humanity;
' A Philo«« pt", et Life. By J. Leon BoavelL A 
beautiful piper-bound pamphlet, with ttenen ¿1 
•ntbor. A most .valuable pnblicattfltt t* olNoMa 
CKTVbrlitlan people. Price 15 cent«.

Fifty i ears in the Church of Rome
By Her. Chas. Chlnlquy, ex-priest. A remarkable 

book. Pages, 832. Price »2.25. '

THE WOMAN S BIBLE
PARTI. THE PENTATEUCH.

Comment« on Genest«, Exodo«, Ifcvitlctu, lumber«
\ .. ’«nd Deuteronomy.'liy
Elisabeth Cady Stanton, IdlHe - Devereux 
... Blalee, Bev. Phebe Hanaford, Clara Be- .
- wick Colby, Ellen Battelle Dietrick, 

Mrsl Louisa Soulhxvorth, Ur
sula N-QvslefM, and

■■ • -• Frances E. ¡Barr. . - .

•‘In every soul there 1b bound up aomo truth end 
•omo error, and each gives to the world cl thought 
.what no other one pOBsesstB.”-Coniin. . *

The bright at>4 ecboisrly comment« of thti galaxy 
.st bright inlnff« are of deep Interest, and throw a 
strong and new light on the Bible teachings relating 
to woman. All ihoulfl read it, '
Price SOn. For «ale-«t this Office.

Dr. A. W. Birldiolz, the Healer.
Mus. Mabt M. Babbkb, DeKalb, in., wrlies: "You 

remember I told you there was something growing 
wider my uhorl ribs It 1« nearly all gone. 1 applied 
the flannel as directed and sat for treatments every 
rues day and Friday evenings; and have felt hands un 
my head. Send another vitalized flannel,”
;Mr8. Emelin« Telton, 108 Cherry street. West 

Newton, Masa., writes: "I have had absent treat
ments from you for my cough and feel that I have 
been benefited.”

Wm. AVukkland, Edgnr, Neb., again writes: “I am 
slowly Improving; have been out door a little each 
day for the last week. Am gaining strength taut. 
My heart is stronger, and gaining, but is weak yet 
Have gained more in the last two weeks than hi a 
year before. The. last vitalized flannel did me more 
good than all tilings combined that 1 ever took. I 
shall du all I cun for you."

Mbs. Wm. Lamimab, Clifford, Mleb., again wrlie,- 
I leate wild me auulber piece of tbe vitalized flan

nel, as I am better after using the last oue."
Atwita-r Hh-kbbt, Valentine, Neb., write«: "I re- 

celved your letter and flannel, and am getting better. 
I can feel it. My pains are getting less and 1 feel 
better every way.”

Address

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ,
8591 Indiana ave., cor, 32nd st.

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE

t cttlars address EMMA RUDER, 7W Central ave 
Hamilton, Ohio. . 4W) ’

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR,
If you wish to know what ails 

you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. 6, BftTDORF, M. D.
GRAND RAPIDS, M1C H.

REED CiHSANiTARIUM
REED CITY, MICH.

A. B. SPINNEY. M. D., Proprietor; E. W. SPINNEY 
M. I). KeMdenc Pbyidclau, with consulting physicians 
and surgeons and professional nurses. The cheapen 
Saultarliun In the World; a place for the pour and 
middle classes. Are you sick and discouraged? We 
will give free diagnosis by mall. Send for question 
list, prices and ¡ourmtla. 4«9tf

I. M. LANPHERE, M.D.
Paralysis. Nervous Prostration. Rhcuniatlam and 

other Chrunlc Diseases cured by Magnetic Hcmedles. 
Send stamp, with lock of balr, age aud sex, for free 
clairvoyant diagnosis. P. O. Box 7, Cambridge. Vt. 463

CHART FREE.
By a Bohemian Gypsy Astrologer and Clalrvovant. 

Send age. color of eyesand hair, In own handwriting 
Address GEO. WELLES, Box 130, Newark, N. J. 457 
WIS. B^ HASENCLEVKR, 274 WARREN AVE 
JU. Trumpet seance Tuesdays at 2:80 and 8 p.m..25ets 
Materializing Wednesdays and Saturdays at 8 p.m. 
Magnetized slates <1.00. 459

ASTRAL READING
And your phase of Mediumship, with Instructions for 
development; also a copy of "The Path tJPower.” 
Send date of birth aud 25 cents (silver). Mr. C. S 
R. writes: “The rending you sent me for the unknown 
pany was so astounding to tbe one who received h 
that he is a changed man.’’ Address

URIEL BUCHANAN,
461___________743 North Park ave., Chicago. HL

A MEDIUM. IF THERE iF ONE.”wHOCAN~ii 
lerpretthft ad. and describe persons and places 

clearly. Please address C. O. SenounjiG. Vht«rin 
Tex. ;-lS -

WHITE MAGIC
Taught to 'Three Sevens,” a book of 271 pages. It ft 

' really a very Interesting and sugMstiVi mA. Price
<L25- For sale at this office.

I LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor of the National with Preface and Note« 

by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with view« of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, alto, portrait, of Thoma« Clio Rickman. 
Joe Btilow, Mary ■Wollstonecraft, Madame RolanJ 
Condorcet, Brlcsot. and the molt prominent of Paine"« 
friends In Europe and America. Cloth. 71 cenu.

Real Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given inspirationally by Mrs. Maria M. King, yon 

will not become weary while reading C^ft excellent 
book. Price 75 cent*. ,

THOMAS PAINE. ~
Was He Junius?

H/Vta. Henry Bnrr. Price U cent* ,

Thumbscrew and Rack.
Torture implements employed In the XVth and 

XVIth centuries for tbe promulgation of Christianity, 
with pictorial illustrations. By Geo. B. Macdonald. 
Price 10 cent*.

ROMANISM AND THE RE
PUBLIC.

A WORN THAT EVERY LOVES Ob 
/I hl« country «bould have nt band for connilt*. 
.Uon. By Bcr. Ibuc J. Linking, M. A. TbUlinmod 
able work, conilnUng of «DUcuulon oftbo Pnroona, 
Aitumptlon«, Friaclple« and Method« ot the bosk 
Catholic Hierarchy. Tbeworkoontaliu«<Tt>ageAaal 
my be oooaUerM a mine of valuable latonutlen fa I 
ayery patriot tn tte lancl- Prlce II. For UH M tMi

THE TALMUD. ~
. BelectKmitrom the content« ot that ancient book, 
tta commentaries; :tbkchlnge,‘ -poetry, ahfl legend«! 
Also brief «ketches of the men who nude nnd com
mented upon it. .By H.-Poling. ESS pp. Price ClOth.Fl.00. ' .r'.y'.i- .

‘ AF0LWNW8 0F TYANA.

Dr. Max Mueblen»;
PROPHETIC SEER

DR. MANSFIELD’S 
HOMEOPATHIC MI5DICINE8 
nameOaieOlieie»nl‘‘ilr'di''‘nt'y ,or s«4

Moses Hull RECOMMEND B“L’ C'

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D. 
176 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio, 

Mediumship Is a Growth. 
w,1.?!.!1 <Wll‘:i1 Bl’lrltltall«ts admit this Twice a 

writing. FKEE^iAGNbsi”' °WU ‘“u4,

DR. J. A. BAILEY, 
No. 142 Filth Avenue, Clinton, Iowa. 

NO DRUGS USED. NONE REQUIRED. ««f,

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two 
Cures all forms of stomach, liver and kldnev dlsca«..

Mit^i!.^' 6ufflS WM
Compound for «ora yes or poor eyesight. Has been used and praised hr tiousands In all parts of the world. Sent for W ceni 

’r?” 8eut ,or •l-oo, with YarmaX photoand Instructions bow lollve 1(10years l rt l

Melted Pebble Spectacles:

l«iUr °yt8 to your owu home as if yon warn in tnv 
S. B.«M^a

Psyche- 

'“A,1“ <“’e»tluu of apractical medium, under spirit 
Mani to i,“.",“. de?lg,led 10 <l'-’vel«P medium,’blX 
tlons’lrom «nirü’fri 1O|VC r’jed' ei) lu“S communlcf 
t “J fX‘P„ .La and Breat «atHfac. 
lion. 1 rice, si, tind 20 cents extra for einreAHRM I-or «ale a! the office of t„k Pnoo’x.aMYS

T ?1VE SIIO1!'I' READINGS FROM THE

8L^-
Mrs. Georgia Gladys~Coole¿
7 “!‘,d j’tolnens M.-dlimi, sluing« dally; hour« 

W to t. Residence, 83 Bowen av„ Chicago. Ill, ' 

Something New and Reliable 
name *«Ift'V,1 JT eh‘"“’! lb'' f“' L "’till age,
n«i K , sex and complexion and fix ct-uts In stninnu 
p''v )i"fp IvI1 y<Hl w,“*l your troubles are by 
J b)chk J over; also a means of a rapid cure, j need 
itortn r/t’i Ic,i?h,g «J’toptomb; your letter ft enough, 
pf.u lA uHc,net ebi ü co,toecUon with Payehlo 
lower. Addreas or call,

FRANCES L. LOUCKS, 
36 Warren st., Stoneham, Mass.

YOUR FUTURE
? 7 Tul,ur Ol”'1" Bluet 

Denver, Lolo. Charls from SI. Send stamp for cln-u- 
___________ _________ __________ Wilf

TJOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN
Khlng In-trncllona, denmatc join phuHe ot mediumship, and a spiritual 

n," iUr,.'’,:’ Alld,e--» MRS. J. A. BLIbb, ban Diego, Gul.

Tl'V.L..1,1.: J11-'"8 ’’«'' ATE SANITAKll'M, A A-' Lj lno lu Home, exclusively lor women. AH dll- 
.^1,""r"cul“r8 “ »«•

MRS. ELLA M. DdLEr~
This medium, who Is (lalriimllent. ,-hlrvovunt nsr- 

cuotnelrk aud prupbetlc, enu be cunMtltvd at No* 1680 
North Clark st. Chicago. Eugagemcnts uuu be made 
h>'lctt,,r-________________________ 450tf

nt ■ ■ ■ ffiaa morphineOPIUM-5---'■T. ■__ ■ ■ ■ ■ StoppedatoncoA never-failing, harinleas and permanent liutno 
cure. Trial treatment free on request.
Dr. J. C. Hollman, 445 Isabella Bldg., Chicago, III.

WANTED-GOOD MAN OR WOMAN, 
to represent us In every town. Honeat 
Article; Good Seller. Will give you 

references. Address
LEK KO COMPANY, 
59 Dearborn St., Chicago.

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.
By Carrie B. 8. Twins, medium. Price 00 «st«. <

POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE
By Lizzie Doten. These wen« M M 

«ngar. Price UDO. ««___________ T

Woman, Church and State.
A Historical Account of the Statin 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, with Reminis

cences of the Matri
archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

'THE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN, 
el formation succinctly and clearly stated In thU 

volume of 554 pages la amazing. The title, as above 
given, falls to convey an ides of the fulness and coin« 
Bleteneu with which the subject* are treated. Toe 

Latriarchate, or Mother-rule, ft the theme of the lint 
chapter, in which much lore, quaint, queer and curt* 
Ous, ft brought to view in elucidation of the subject. 
This ft followed by chapters on Celibacy, Canon Law. 
Marquette, Wltchcraft/Wivea, Polygamy, Woman and 
Work. The Church of To-day, Put, Present, Future* 
and there ft not a chapter in the book that is not 
handled In a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of Information, ft not worth the fml prtde 
of the volume. It ft packed with knowledge well» 
arranged, and Intensely interesting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buying it; ft ft aval* 
nable addition to the library of any free and truth-lot» 
Ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

MAfiOMST,
His Birth, Character and Doctrine.

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

This is N0. 6 of the Library of Liberal CImbJcb, XI
____ _ .____ -___  -1 conceded to be historically correct ajjiJ so exact afi* 

‘ perfect in every detail as to be practically beyond tni
t Igr.uil • reach of adverse criticism.. This work will be fOtSft
MlStoaS l itenscly Interesting. Price, tic.' Bold at this office.

Identificd as ttiG Christian Jesm. Is 
' A wonderfnl oommnnlotlon, expl 
life and teachings were utilised to fcr_ 
anltr. Price ISceMla. Tor MHIMww ----------------------- —-----------------------—------------
POEMS OF PROQRESS. P&ine’s Theological Works.

VW*- T?»*' —. WMbie. ” ........... ’
XTlCa BlAUa ’ . ■  .............

Age ot Reason, Rumination of the Prophecies, Mta 
Iinu. edition. Postero., <33 piges. Cloth, «IJ»



D. W. H.metric delineations.

ILL DREAMS.

Mediumshlp. A chapter of L..perl- 
ences. By Mrs. Maria M, King, I rice 
10 cents. ,
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LINCOLN PARK.
Moonlight Rambles Therein.

Ho feels, bears and sees that 
progressive soul, inheriting 
tallty.

"We have throe necessary as

wheel as though nothing 
happened.

And the meditative tall 
green immediately and

polling forces. Heat, electricity 
magnetism for healing and curing 
ease.

“Man has three valuable animal 
vants—horse, cow and sheep.

■ 6
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THE “TALL, QUEER SORT OF A 
MAN” AND THE “JOLLY FAT 
MAN” CONVERSE ON THE 
“SACRED THREE.”
The “tall, queer sort of a man” and 

Ibis friend “the jolly fat man” are seen 
frequently sauntering through the park 
evenings, and Invariably they fetch up 
at the “Old Abe” monument for a rest 
and a finishing chat. This strangely 
matched pair seemed to have a re
served eeat on the west side of the 
horse-shoe shaped stone seats.

At this particular time the fat man 
.was tired, and after a series of grunts 
and stretches, lie lit bls cigar and pre
pared himself tor the usual unwinding 
of some of tlie “queer sort of philoso
phy,” as he termed the talks of the 
“queer sort of a man.”

« “I say," Professor,” said he, “you are 
lalways ready for some explanation of 
everything. What do you think of the 
‘Holy Trinity’ idea? How did the 
preachers get bold of It, way back, you 
know?”

The “queer sort of a man” stretched 
himself and elevating bls ebin so as to 
get his eye in range of the 'massive 
forehead of "Uncle Abe,” he proceeded 
to unwind as follows:

“Come, now! Let us reason together,” 
said Paul.

“There you go again! Quoting Bible,” 
exclaimed the fat man.

“Please wait, will you?” said the Pro
fessor. “As I was saying, let us reason 
on these things.”

“The worship of a ‘Trinity’ can be 
traced to tho Egyptians, according to 
Plutarch, whose sacred three was 
Osiris, Isis and Horus, under the form 
of a triangle

“They considered everything perfect 
to have three parts, and therefore the 
god of evil had one, aud the good god 
three.

■ “The ancients had a Christ, a virgin 
mother, Queen of Heaven.

“Isis was represented' as carrying in 
her hand tlie crux aunsata, or cross. In 
one of the tombs of Pharaoh there has 
been found a figure of a little child 
Issuing from the bosom of its divine 
mother, the resplendent golden rays 
darting from its head was intended to 
represent the rays of the Sun God.

"The God of Saturn was symbolized 
by a cross with a ram’s horn attached 
to the lower end, indicating the Lamb 
of God. The God of Jupiter was a 
cross with a horn on the left end of the 
bar. Venus, a cross with circle at
tached.

"The Semitic nations Indicated their 
belief in the line, ‘First, God; then tlie 
Word, then the Spirit.’ Expressed in 
tlie trinities of God, Earth, Atmosphere; 
Earth, Fire and Water. This method 
of analysis may be traced to the He
brews—Je-ho-vah, or Je-ho-va, repre
senting the future, the present, and the 
past; and from this Idea the three 
uniting in one has evolved tbe ‘Father, 
Son and Holy Ghost.’

“Thus the Christian Is Indebted to the 
Hindoo and Egyptian for the ground
work of his religion.

“The trinity of India may be found in 
books in a language that has ceased to 
be spoken for thousands of years be
fore the birth of Jesus of Nazareth.

"The ancient symbols of East Indian 
theology can be seen in rudely carved 
and fashioned busts with three human 

,heads protruding therefrom; symbol
izing the Creator, Preserver and Re
generator of mankind. -

“ThoZoroastrlans or Sun Worshipers, 
had a trinity in the sun. ‘Light, Fire, 
Flame,’ three manifestations of the 
sun, which gave to them the ‘All-Seeing 
Eye,’ which is synonymous with that of 
sun worship, that, it Is said, Solomon 
introduced these ceremonies into Free 
Masonry. Thus are our modern Free 
Masons chanting Egyptian and Assy
rian forms of worship. «

“The Persian Trinity was Ormuzd, 
Mlthra and Ahriman.

“Tbe Hindoos had Brahma, Vishnu 
and Siva, corresponding to power, wis
dom and justice, or Creator, Preserver 
and Destroyer of life.

“Tbe Chinese idol Sampao consists of 
three, equal in all respects.

“Tbe ancient Egyptians had Emepht,, 
Elcton and Phta.

“The Peruvians and the Mexicans 
had also their trinities. Tliat of the 
Mexicans being Yzovna, (father). Ba- 
cah (eon), and Eclivah (Holy Ghost), 
and they received their doctrines from 
their ancestors the Aztecs. It is said 
that the priest who accompanied Cortez 
to Mexico was astonished to note the 
similarity of the worship of the natives 
to that of the Roman Catholics, and he 
exclaimed: The devil has evidently in
formed these people of the Christians’ 
visit; for who else could bave given 
them the information?’ '

“The symbol of government on the 
lost continent, Atlantis, was a three
pronged tripod, sustaining the principle 
of three.

“All of these facts carry us back of 
the times mentioned in the old Jewish 
Bible. All the forms and ceremonies 
of the Roman Catholic Church are sup
posed to be copied from ancient re
ligious ceremonies, which in turn were 
borrowed from the astrologers and 
learned magi of the East, and to whom 
our modern mathematicians are in
debted for their system of calculation.

“The same mysterious three and its 
multiple can be traced as an Important 
factor in astrological calculations.

“The heavenly circle was divided into 
degrees, 360 In number, representing 
3x120 or 12x30, which produces the 12 
signs of the zodiac of 30 degrees each.

“The three principles of mathematics, 
subtraction, division and addition, are 
conspicuous. Divide the 12 signs by 3 
and you have the four seasons of the 
year? These signs are reckoned by 
groups. Aries, Cancer, Libra and Cap
ricorn are the ruling. signs. Persons 
born in any of these four signs have 

'marked leading characteristics'and are 
usually rulers in whatever position they 
occupy.

“It is somewhat remarkable that all 
the prominent days of celebration o-b- 
itrved by the Christians occur in these 

signs and agree with the astrologers, of 
old.

“Strange as it m'ay seem to the or
dinary man of the day, this number of 
3 plays a prominept part in the drama 
of nature.”

“Say,” ¿aid the fat man, "Socrates, 
let up on that philosophical string just 
a moment; my cigar Is out and I’ve lost 
my match, looking’ at that pink shirt 
wiaisted girl bn the tandem with the 
little fellow behind that black mus
tache over the golf'stockings. My! but 
ain’t she a stunner?”

“Oh! now, Professor, you don’t like to 
look at the pretty girls! Oh, no!”

"Excuse me, Professor—but to raturn 
to your discourse, that I hope I have 
not spoiled.

“That three business! That's some
thing I have never heard of.”

Tlie queer man gathered himself to
gether and said: “I don’t know as I can 
commence again where I left off. Let 
me see. Oh, yes. The human family, 
as well as all animal’ life, appears to be 
governed by tills mysterious three. 
Father, mother, offspring, is as holy a 
trinity as I can imagine. The body is 
divided and subdivided by three—head, 
trunk and limbs. Tbe head is divided 
into three groups of brain convolutions: 
Lower back brain, upper back brain, 
and frontal brain. And one’s actions 
and woids reveal the location of the 
thought emanations.

“The three prominent facial features 
are mouth, nose and eyes. The leg Is 
divided into three sections; likewise the 
arm. The hand and foot is also gov
erned by this three. As you will notice, 
each finger has three joints, etc.

“We have body, mind, soul; material, 
mental and spiritual; blood, bone and 
flesh.

"The three kingdoms are called ani
mal, vegetable and mineral. Each may 
be also divided by three. Iron, stone 
and brass are prominent materials for 
building; also wood, glass and paint.

“Gold, silver and copper; wool, cotton 
and silk; wood, coal aud oil for fuel; 
oil, gas and electricity for lighting pur
poses. Powder, gas and dynamite for 
destruction. File, air and water; heat, 
steam and electricity—powerful pro-

and 
dis-

ser-

"Tho vegetable kingdom can be di
vided in a similar manner: Tree, root, 
body and branch; sap, leaf and fruit; 
bud, blossom and seed. Man controls 
the entire catalogue of trinities.

“He eats, drinks and sleeps to sustain 
life by the three principles of respira
tion, absorption and utilization. He 
utilizes oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen. 
He thinks, moves and executes. He 
manufactures, buys and sells. He is 
transported from town to city by horse, 
steam and electric power. He plows, 
sows and reaps; he threshes, grinds and 
eats, com, wheat and oats.

“Through the agencies of bone mus
cle and nerve he feels tlie magnetic 
thrill of Intelligence which transforms 
him Into an enlightened soul, able to 
comprehend the difference between the 
animal and human plane of existence.

he is a 
immor-

well ns
dangerous ruling powers, which, when 
used by selfish and scheming pol
iticians, are disastrous: Churehiauity, 
legal tyranny and the medical fra
ternity.

"I suggest the idea that the origin of 
the Holy Trinity worship of the Chris
tians can be traced to primitive man, 
who, having been endowed with In
tuition and inventive genius and per
ceptive faculties, through all his stages 
of development, has observed the mys
terious 3 operating through all depart
ments of nature; finally ending In the 
grand trinity of father, mother and 
child, which became the foundation of 
a reverential observance of the unseen 
reproductive principles and preserving 
power. The sustaining of such a rev
erence created a demand for a per
sonification of these principles.

“The supplying bf that demand re
sulted in the ceremonial worship that 
has varied in operation according to the 
education and culture of the people in 
different stages of development.”

“By George!” said the fat man, as he 
sprang up from his doze. “.She’s fell 
headlong. I wonder if she has hurt 
herself badly?”

Tlie Professor stared in amazement 
at his sudden interruption. “What’s 
the matter?” said he.

“Why, don’t you see? She came near 
breaking her neck!” said the excited ad
mirer of the girl dressed in blue bloom
ers. who was just remounting her

unusual had

man turned 
appealed to

“Old Abe” with a beseeching look, and 
the genial Abraham winked his right 
eye aud said. “It was always thus, 
young man. The masses don’t think 
upon such questions. There are others 
beside you who are sorely tried because 
of the thoughtlessness of the age.”

And the tall man thought and 
thought, and the fat man stooped down 
to pat a little baby in a carriage as 
they walked toward Clark street, and 
snapping his finger at a dog, he called 
out cheerily to his partner: “A jolly, 
night this, old man. Call around to
morrow evening, and we’ll take another 
look at the bicycle girls, eh! Good 
night.” ... •

And the “tall, queer sort of a man” 
thought some more as he turned down 
Clark street: “Strange, isn’t It? He 
appears to be a bright, wide-awake 
sort of a chap, but you can’t keep him 
on a subject to save your life.”

And the fat man jumped on the 
North avenue car and murmured: “He 
is a queer sort of a-, man. Regular 
dreamer.”' ' GEO. F.’PERKINS.

“Tbe Law of Correspondences Ap
plied to Healing. • A’.Course of Seven 
Practical Lessons, by W. J. Colville.”. 
Helpful aod instructive, to those inter
ested in Spiritual and Mental Healing. 
Price 50 cents. . .
. Social Evils: Thejr Causes and Cure. 
By Mrs. Marla M. King. Price reduced 
from 25 cents to 20 cents. -

AMERICA.
The Vision of Washington.

The following description is related 
by Anthony Sherman, a gentleman of 
ninety years of age, who had it from 
the General himself:

The darkest period of the American 
Revolution was In the year 1777, when 
Washington, after dreadful .reverses, 
retired to Valley Forge io encamp dur
ing the winter. Often did I see the 
tears of distress course down the 
cheeks of the loved commander, when 
he reflected on the sufferings of his 
brave soldiers. Washington had the 
habit of praying to God for help and 
prosperity. A certain day Washington 
spent by himself alone in his chamber, 
and when he came out he looked un
usually pallid. Then he said:

As I sat this afternoon writing and 
my mind was deeply weighed down 
with trouble, I discovered opposite me 
a most beautiful female form. I was 
much surprised for I had given most 
peremptory orders not to be disturbed 
by anyone. I could not for the mo
ment find words to inquire of this un
looked-for visitor. Three or four times 
I inquired without receiving an an
swer. She only elevated her eyes a 
little. I now felt a most extraordinary 
sensation throughout my whole body. 
I would have risen up, but the staring 
of my mysterious visitor made me dis
pleased with her. I attempted again to 
address her, but my tongue was tied. 
A certain unknown, mysterious, irre
sistible power overwhelmed me. I was 
unable to do anything more than stare 
at the apparition. By degrees the room 
became filled with a remarkable light; 
tho image herself became suddenly 
luminous and bright. I now had the 
feeling of a dying person. I could not 
think, reflect or move. I am only con
scious of the fact that I looked sternly 
on the vision.

Here I heard the voice saying, “Son 
of the Republic, look and learn,” at the 
same time the figure stretched out her 
arm and pointed eastward. Transpar
ent clouds arose in the distance; and 
these lifting themselves there was 
formed a most astonishing figure. Be
fore me there was spread all tlie coun
tries of Europe Asia, Africa and Amer
ica. Before Europe aud America I saw 
tremendous waves brandishing; and 
also between America and Asia. 
Again the voice repeated, “Son of the 
Republic, look and learn.” Instantly I 
beheld a darksome Image poising be
tween Europe and America. He dipped 
water with both hands and with his 
right hand he poured it on America, 
and with his left hand he poured it on 
Europe. In a moment black clouds 
arose from both countries, which met 
half way upon the Atlantic. Here they 
tarried awhile and then moved west
ward, and then covered the terra firma 
of America. Livid lightnings flashed 
through the dark clouds. I heard the 
deep groanings of the American people.

Again the angel dipped and sprinkled 
water as before; then the dark clouds 
receded aud sunk Into the ocean.

Now for the third time I heard the 
voice, “Son of the Republic, look and 
learn." I looked up and saw in Amer
ica numerous towns and cities, and im
provements spreading from the borders 
of tbe Atlantic to tile coast of the Pa
cific. Upon this the angel turned to
ward the South, and I saw a horrid 
grizzly spectre approaching from 
Africa to our own lands! The popula
tion now part one against the other. 
As I contemplated this scene, I discov
ered an angel of light and on his head 
fie had a glorious crown with the word 
“tlnion" inscribed. In his hand he 
bore the American banner and cried 
out, “Remember, you are brethren.” 
Immediately the armed hosts threw 
down their weapons, became friends, 
and marshaled under the StarSpangled 
Banner.

Again I heard the mysterious sound, 
“Son of the Republic, look and learn.” 
The second danger has passed over, 
and I now saw cities, towns and fields 
increasing in numbers until the whole 
land was thickly covered from the At
lantic to the Pacific; and the people 
were as the stars of the firmament and 
the sands of the sea—Innumerable.

Again I heard: “Son of tbe Republic, 
the end of one century is approaching; 
look and learn.” Upon this the dark 
angel set a trumpet to his mouth and 
blasted thrice, and dipped water with 
his hands and threw it on Asia, Europe 
and Africa. Now my eyes beheld the 
most terrible scene. From each of 
these countries arose black and heavy 
clouds which united in one great mass; 
through these spread lurid lightning 
and I beheld immense legions of armed 
multitudes, marching and sailing to
wards America, which soon were en
veloped In the black clouds. And now 
I beheld how these immense armies 
wasted and burned our cities. And now 
I beard tbe thunder of cannon, the fu
rious clash of the swords, and the war 
shouts of millions encountered in dead
ly strife.

I again heard tbe mysterious sound: 
“Son of the Republic, look and learn.” 
After this the dark angel gave another 
loud, long and fearful blast. Now sud
denly broke forth and dispersed the 
dark clouds from over the American 
country. After this I saw ’ the angel 
with tbe glorious crown, inscribed 
"Union,” descending from heaven, ac
companied by legions of glorified spir
its, having in one hand a sword and in 
the other the Star Spangled Banner, '

Now, again, amid the din of battle, I 
heard the voice, “Son of the Republic, 
loop up and learn.” After the sbund of 
his voice, the dark angel, for the last 
time dipped water arid sprinkled it on 
the American continent, when the dark
clouds with their armies. rolled back 
instantly, leaving the glorious Vlctoi-y 
to the- Americans. Then 1 saw villages, 
towns and cities and improvements 
arise like2 magic,- while the angel Of 
light planted the Star Spangled Banner 
amidst the vast multitude -of people, 
and cried, “As long as the stars of 
heaven endure and the dew rains upon 
the earth, so long shall the Republic 

endure.” And the vast multitude 
unitedly cried out, ?‘Amen!"

Now by degrees the vision vanished, 
leaving nothing but thg mysterious and 
very beautiful female figure, who once 
more said: “Son of the Republic, what 
thou hast seen is -thus to be expound
ed: Three great and dangerous calami
ties will come over this Republic—the 
second is the greatest. When this event 
shall come, then th$ world cannot con
quer it, Now let every citizen of this 
Republic learn to serve God, his father
land aud the blevsed Union,” Wiui 
these words the image disappeared. I 
arose from my chai;- with the full con
viction that this was a revelation to me 
of the birth of this Republie, its prog
ress aud its varied destinies.

“All this history,” says Mr. Sherman, 
“I myself heal'd from the mouth of 
General Washington,’’

BEAUTIES OF LIFE.
As They Are Portrayed by a 

Vermont Lady,

SHE TAKES A ROSEATE VIEW OF 
LIFE, AND WOULD HAVE ALL 
CULTIVATE THE HABIT OF 
LOOKING AT THE BEAUTIFUL.
As I gaze about me, looking over hill 

and vale, noting the landscape so won- 
drously planned, ! can but wonder how 
we ever become dissatisfied with life, or 
why so much friçtion among earth’s 
people. While God, the infinite power, 
the source of all light, hath revealed to 
man through his boundless works the 
beauties of life, why should we be ever 
harping upon some worn-out theory? 
Why ever criticising others? Why' find 
so much fault with our conditions? 
Nay! We should.'strive to so live, so 
attune ourselves to the all-wise force, 
that we should ne’er perceive conditions 
that would darken our lives, but ever 
grasp the opportunities tliat are ours, 
thereby making dhe most life, en
abling us to live lives of usefulness and 
lives of peace and-lrarmony. Wo should 
learn to live more the beautiful. How 
can we be at war with each other, when 
we stop to consider we are all a part of 
the infinite whole, all placed here alike. 
Then why not fcivo our brothers and 
sisters an equah chance in life, instead 
of many times, through envy and self
ishness, keeping titi'Giii down.

Oh! for a mo'meriVfchildreh of earth, 
consider the beauties of life. Live in 
the reality of them, letting your gaze 
wander far out on land and sea and 
view the beauteous works of God. Do 
you never feel when alone viewing the 
grand works of nature, drinking in the 
beauties as you note the hillsides dotted 
with blooming flowers, the beautiful 
groves and forests resplendent in their 
green, and as the song-birds warble 
their merry lays amid the branches of 
the trees, perchance the eye happening 
to cross the borderland of the cooling 
waters, do you riot, feel tlie nearness of 
God and his angels? Oh! friends, there 
Is nothing so real to me as a “muse” or 
communion with nature. It seems I 
hear the voice of God speaking unto my 
soul, and the loved ones ever ready to 
cheer and guide me a» I wander here 
below. How can we help but be ben
efited by communing with nature, its 
influence is so exalting and uplifting. 
Then, oh! then, Is the time I feel the 
nearness of the angels, and the better 
for the moment or hour spent in silent 
communion, drinking in the love and 
harmony wafted to us from the "higher 
spheres.”

Oh! if you would seek more the soul 
communion you would find less strife 
and friction. ;

Mortals are too closely enwrapped In 
worldly cares.. If they would but seek 
an hour each’day for the upliftment of 
their beings, the silent influence is so 
exalting in time it would bring them 
out of that state of unrest, and place 
them in a state of harmony where they 
would be able to rise superior to earth’s 
conflicts.

Yes, friends, that is what is most 
needed—communion within yourselves, 
where you can draw unto the higher 
forces, shutting out discords that are 
appalling to you. Then life'would be a 
pleasure. As you cultivate the beau
tiful, the world will appear more beau
tiful to you. Mother Nature is most 
grand! The trouble lies with her peo
ple having gotten into that state of un
rest and selfishness so detrimental to 
them.

Love and charity should be the ruling 
power, and by cultivating the trueness 
of life, they would be.

What makes life beautiful? Meeting 
all with, fraternal spirit; giving others 
the /same opportunities we ourselves 
seek; giving all an equal share or right 
in this world; cultivating a love for the 
refined and beautiful—then the world 
would be, paradise tpxis, and we would 
feel our lives "weré'k. ¡benefit instead of 
so often a failure. I-sometlmes wonder 
when I see people always unhappy and 
discontented, howvthcy can be so, when 
there is so much inThls life that Is a 
comfort and blessing despite the un
pleasant conditions arid warfares often 
met with. Somehow "they seem to for
get this life is short, only a preliminary 
one preparing us form life of eternity., 
and that our deeds' and actions will all 
reflect back'upon.ourselves, and if we 
make of this a life -.of joy, happiness 
and goodness, ;ffier reflections will be 
pleasant tp.us; ijritif ever in a state of 
selfishness;)an<l;j strife, the reflections 
will be anything: blit c'omforting.

So I say cultivate all tlie grandeur 
there is.w-ithin you, bringing it to the 
light where it; màÿ be seen and real
ized; thep yoriywlll 'prove a noble ex
ample before others, arid your presence 
will be strengthening and .uplifting as 
you walk-among inen here below; and 
ah your feet cross' tlie. portals to that 
fairer land, you can look back with that 
delight arid satisfaction that will 'har
monize your soul and you will ffo peace
fully on, toward progression’s way.

. GERTRUDE R. GILLETTE.
West Fletcher, Vt. '

PROPHECY, A BABU GHOST STORY.
The Greatest of All Japan’s 

Prophets.

KOEMON TAKASHIMA, WHO BE
LONGS TO THE “EKI" SCHOOL
PREDICTIONS VERIFIED
The most prevalent system of divina

tion in Japan Is the one based upon the 
“Book of Eki," which is the combined 
work of a certain number of Chinese 
sages, says the Chicago Record. The 
most prominent and skillful prophet of 
this school in Japan is a Mr. Koemou 
Takashima, who, according to his owu 
published accounts, seems to have been 
very successful in his divinations.

Tlie theory of this system of divina
tion is claimed to be the same as tlie 
undulatory theory in Western physics, 
but the connection between the two 
seems, to an uninitiated person, rather 
remote. To attempt to explain this 
system briefly is impossible; to give a 
full and clear explanatichi would re
quire too much space, and would not be 
particularly Interesting, except to 
specialists. It is, perhaps, sufficient for 
me to say, for the benefit of the general 
reader, that divination is performed by 
means of fifty sticks at "the moment 
when the purity of one’s heart is at its 
apex.” '
.Without going into any further expla

nation of the theory or the process, I 
wish merely to set forth some very cu
rious illustrations of tlie successful ap
plication of the principle.

A clerk once came to Mr. Takashima 
in great distress because he could not 
find 300 yen, which his master had in
trusted to him, and which he said that 
he had locked up in a ehest of drawers. 
When the diviner had consulted his 
diagrams the clerk received the follow
ing instructions: "The money is still in 
the house, in the upper story; the bam
boo cage is splendid and free from 
blame.”

When the distressed clerk reached his 
house again lie found the money hidden 
in the bamboo chest upstairs.

Mr. Takashima relates several in
stances of correct prophecy with ref
erence to tbe outcome of business ven
tures; but one of these will suffice as an 
example. When a merchant friend 
visited him he obtained the following 
advice: “Remorse disappears. He has 
obtained three articles on hunting.” 
This was interpreted to mean thut he 
would make a profit of three times his 
capital. The merchant gathered to
gether all the money he could raise and 
bought up a large quantity of ginseng, 
which he sold to a Chinese factory at 
an extraordinary profit, and, as he also 
gained considerably by a sudden appre
ciation of foreign coins, he cleared 
altogether about three times the 
amount of his capital.

At one time, when a friend of his was 
about to return from Australia, he 
phophesied to the friend's family that 
be would encounter shipwreck north of 
the equator, was in danger of wetting 
his garments, but would safely escape 
from water to earth—all of which hap
pened. Mr. Takashima also has in
dulged in prophecies concerning po
litical affairs, and has made some re
markable “hits” with reference to tbe 
National Assembly of Japan, Hawaiian 
affairs, the war between China and 
France, the Franco-Prussian war aud 
several other similar subjects.

It is especially interesting to note that 
Mr. Takashima sometimes has been 
consulted by the most intelligent men 
and leading statesmen of Japan. It is 
scarcely possible to believe that such 
men bad any real confidence in divina
tion; it is more likely that they resorted 
to Mr. Takashima out of curiosity or in 
sport, and yet his phophesies were ful
filled in each and every case. For in
stance, the late Count Mutsu, when he 
was Governor of Kanagawa Prefec
ture, planned a great revolution in the 
system of local taxation, and he deter
mined to offer his views to the Imperial 
Government, but first consulted Mr. 
Takashima concerning the outcome. 
The latter received a revelation that 
Mr. Mutsu’s views would be accepted 
and that he would thrice be advanced 
in office. This phophecy was soon ver
ified.

In May, 1883. Mr. (now Count) Mat- 
sukata, then Minister of Finance, told 
Mr. Takashima that he was afraid that 
year would be one of bad crops, as the 
snow was very heavy in the spring and 
the weather comparatively cold. The 
diviner prophesied what actually hap
pened, that, although a drought would 
come, it would not be so severe as to 
cause serious damage, and the crop 
would be abundant. It must, however, 
be kept in mind that this weather 
prophet, unlike his brethren of the pres
ent day, did not base his prophecy upon'' 
any scientific observations and calcula
tions, but relied entirely on the chance 
arrangement of his sticks.

In 1885, when Count Ito started for 
China to negotiate with reference to 
Korean affairs, Mr. Takashima cor
rectly divined that the negotiation 
would result peacefully, to the general 
advantage to the yellow race and to the 
special honor of Japan. In fact he had 
already divined that Cbunt Ito was the 
proper person to send to China to carry 
on that negotiation. His divination 
brought out the following message: 
“There is game to hunt; advantageous 
to remonstrate; free from blame. Good 
if a venerable man comriiaud the army, 
but unlucky if a youth convey corpses 
by cart.” This was interpreted to mean 
that as the Japanese were free from 
blame it was proper to remonstrate and 
•hunt down the birds that ' had de
vastated the Japanese cornfield—name
ly, has massacred.Japanese in Korea; 
and that a youth would convey corpses 
by Cart, because he is unequal to the 
task; but 1t is good if a venerable man 
command the army, because he pursues 
a . middle course. It was further ex
plained that “a venerable man” meant 
a main from “a venerable province,” 
and that by a. play on the word 
“Coshu,” the name of the province in 
which Count Ito was born, .he. was 
clearly pointed out by the oracle as the 
only man who could successfully carry 
through the negotiation.

. ERNEST W. CLEMENT.

Results of Mrs. Bhattachar 
jva’sTçnk Bath.

Babu Harihar Bhattaeharjya writes 
the following from Kburrial in Hooghly 
district, which Is verified by Babu Tej 
Chunder Bose of -20-1 Cbuckoo Khan
sama’s lane, Mizapore street, Calcutta:

A belief in ghosts and spirits in this 
fag end of the nineteenth century is 
sure to be' put down as superstition, 
pure and simple. Vet manifestations 
which do occur in our very presenoe 
cannot be accounted for as being other 
than supernatural. If men deep-read in 
philosophy aud science are asked as to 
the causes of such phenomena they 
ascribe them to something mysterious; 
but they w'ould. never admit the exist
ence of sueh agencies as spirits. I my
self had no belief in them; but my re
cent experiences have thoroughly con
vinced me that there are sueh beings 
as spirits.

My wife has a good constitution, was 
hale and hearty, and she was passing 
her life, happy and jolly, always en
grossed In her household affaire. On 
the 17th of last mouth she went to have 
a bath In the tank attached to my gar
dens. On her return home'she felt very 
uneasy and was slowly swooning. Ad
dressing my mother she said some
thing was wrong with her, as she felt 
a choking sensation and was losing all 
vitality, and after that she became 
quite unconscious aud remained s'o for 
more titan an hour. A doctor was im
mediately sent for, and by application 
of restoratives and ojher medicines she 
came back to her senses. But this state 
did not last long, for she commenced 
laughing and (Crying alternately, now 
talking to herself, and again raving like 
a maniac, she would scream in fright 
as If some one whs going to strangle 
her. The scene was most pitiable, and 
we were at our wit’s end as to what to 
do. Doctors treated her iu their own 
way, but it was of no avail. Her suffer
ings continued for six days without the 
slightest sign of relief.

Ono of my neighbors hinted that the 
case was one of “possession by spirit,” 
aud suggested that Gungu Moyra’s son 
from Nalhatl should be sent for, as he 
was considered the proper person to 
cure such a ease. ,On the 22d of J une 
the elders were consulted, and their 
consent having been obtained, I went to 
Nalhatl and informed Gungn. Moyra’s 
son of all the particulars. He promised 
to come on Friday, the 24th of June, 
and directed me to keep ready a jugful 
of water to be drawn out of a tank be
fore daybreak and before any other per
son had touched the water of that tank. 
Punctually at 11 a. m. he arrived at our 
village. He is a venerable-looking old 
man of seventy years or upward. After 
taking rest for a few minutes he asked 
for a tulasl leaf, which being given to 
him, he wanted to see the patient. As 
soon as she saw him she shouted out. 
“Kristo Moyra, why are you here?” 
Without making any reply he repeated 
certain incantations aud touched her 
head with the leaf, which at once made 
her quiet and senseless.

Thereafter he catne awny, and made 
arrangements for the poojahs In a room 
in the outer apartments. Three seats 
were provided iu this room. On one he 
sat himself; the second was placed In 
his front, on the four corners of which 
were arranged Jaba flowers; and in the 
centre was a brass vessel, filled with 
the water from the jug, referred to 
above; the third was reserved for tlie 
patient. After tlie poojans were over, 
which took nearly half an hour, he di
rected that two strong persons should 
keep hold on her. He then gave three 
low tappings on the wooden seat re 
served for her, and by magic, as It 
were, she came straight running shak
ing and shivering and took her seat. No 
sooner she sat there, than the ojah 
drew a circle around her with a piece of 
chalk, repeating certain mantras as he 
did it. The patient again demanded to 
know whether he was not Kristo Moyra 
of Nalhatl. Be it noted here that no 
person in our Village, not even myself, 
far less my wife, ever heard or knew 
that Gauga Moyra’s son’s name was 
Kristo Moyra. We only knew him as 
Gunga Moyra’s son. The ojah, how
ever, answered In the affirmative, and 
inquired what she had to do with bis 
name. She said: “You have no busi
ness to molest me; I have done you no 
harm. Why should you tease and 
trouble me? I beg of you to leave me 
and depart In. peace.” The ojah in a 
defiant attitude replied: “I have come 
to drive you out. If you go away gently 
I shall deal with you well.” The pa
tient said: “I am Issur Ghose of Bas- 
syne;” then retracting it, said: “I am 
Aunt Komai.” The ojah angrily said: 
“You are lying and prevaricating, and 
unless you give out your real name and 
the Information asked of you I shall in
flict a punishment on you which you 
will remember forever.” The patient 
remained obdurate and talked irrele
vantly for a long time without the least 
sign of yielding.

Thereupon the ojah drew with a piece 
of chalk on the floor the outline or pic
ture of a man, and, taking a knife and 
heating it red hot, thrust it on the pic
ture at the region of the heart. The pa
tient at once screamed, and, showing as 
if dangerously hurt, stammered out, 
“My name is Jogin. I am seventeen 
years old. I suffered from fever and 
died of ulcers all over my body a year 
and five months ago without being 
cared for and without a drop of med
icine having been administered to me. 
Myself and the patient were playmates, 
and I always loved to be in her com
pany. I had been hovering over her all 
this time arid tad no. opportunity to get 
into her. On' the 17th, after her bath, 
as she was wiping her hair, a lock of it 
touched me, and I got possession -of 
her.” Now Jogin .was a cousin of mine; 
and the circumstances attached to his 
death; his age, arid the exact time he 
died were exactly given by the patient, 
although my wife never heard or knew 
my cousin's age or the particular date 
on- which he died and the disease of 
which he died. > .

The operation of exorcism com
menced at 1 p. m. and lasted till 5 p. m.

It was broad daylight, and it was iu 
presence of more than thirty person« 
that all this took place. I am quite 
sure, as well as other persons are, that 
there was no trick whatever. By alter 
uately coaxing and threatening a 
promise was exacted from him that he 
would leave the patient without in- 
jurlng her, leave the village for good 
aud would never come within tweutj 
miles of its radius. Being asked if h< 
would like to take any food before leav 
ing the patient, he expressed a deslr< 
for some milk, which was given. Th< 
patient drank the whole of it and then 
lay down unconscious for five or six 
minutes, after which she regained hei 
consciousness, aud inquiring the reason ■ 
why such a large crowd had collected 
in the house, with her wonted modesty, 
put her veil down and went into the 
inner apartment as if nothing had bap- ’ 
pened to her. She is up now all right 
and is quite happy as before. 1

LIBERAL CAMP.
It Opens In Patriotic Style.

The eamp-meetiug at Catalpa Park. 
Liberal, Mo., was opened at 10:30 a. m..’ 
Saturday, August 20, by elevating th< 
Stars and Stripes over the commodiouf 
pavilion. The raising of the flag wai 
followed by a song, The Star Spangled 
Banner. Speeches were then made by 
P. W. Hull,, Josie Folsom, J. M. White, 
0. S. Tisdale, Prof. W. J. Black, 0. M. 
Folsom, G. H. Walser. The meeting 
closed with the popular song, “Amer
ica.”

An address of welcome was delivered 
at 2 p. m. by G. H. Walser, and a 
grand ball at night concluded the exer
cises of the day. .

There were three lectures on Sunday 
by Mrs. Josie Folsom, D. W. Hull and 
O. S. Tisdale. Mrs. Folsom spoke from 
subjects given by the audience; D. W. 
Hull on the Gods of the Bible. He 
claimed that tlie name of the Deity 
was to the Hebrews unspeakable, and 
transcended all their powers or 
thought; that there were several gods 
açting in conjunction in the early part 
of Hebrew cosmogony: that these gods 
wore limited in power and locality as 
mortals are, that finally an undevejl 
oped spirit, Jehovah, became the God 
of the Hebrews. Tlie gods he claimed' 
were all departed human spirits and 
gave as evidence Greek mythology and! 
many Bible quotations. . r \

Mr. Tisdale took for a subject, “Sav, 
iors,” showing that tlie doctrine of,,' 
atonement tvas erroneous, after which1 " 
lie showed the necessity of saving each! 
other and ourselves from ourselves, 
claiming that each had a work to do ip' 
this world, and nono could shift hl$ 
work to the shoulders of another. ’

Monday there was a conference and 
two lectures by Mrs. Josie Folsom and 
Dr. Cooper, from subjects handed up 
by the audience, each following th®, 
lecture by tests from the platform. '

Tuesday, D. W. Hull delivered a lee« 
ture on Elijah the Prophet and his me- 
dlums, in widen he showed that John 
the Baptist and Jesus went forth un
der the control of Elijah, the Prophot. I 
In the evening a lecture was delivered 
by Ç. S. Tisdale, on Some of tlie Peed«, 
llarltles of Mediumship. ' .

The whole of Wednesday forenoori 
and afternoon was devoted to tlie dis- 
eusslon of Homes for the People. Mr. 
Walser proposes to deed 120 acres of 
good bottom land to an incorporated, 1 
society, consisting of twelve families, 
the conditions that eacli shall build 
thereon a residence and occupy it, and 
pay a sinking fund of$l per acre, qr 
$10 per year, said sinking fund to bp' 
under control of the association, and 
to be used when a sufficiency is ac
cumulated in the purchasing of other 
property to be occupied by others on 
the same terms and conditions, and so 
on ad libitum. These families may 
unite in one cçmmune or live in eo-op> 
oration as they may decide. It will be 
seen tliat a society established on suoh1 
a basis will increase in ]x>wer as 
grows in age and as the homes cannot, 
be sold or mortgaged, no person can1 
ever become homeless.

Wednesday evening, Mr. Walser gave 
a lecture upon the same line of thought •' 
laid down in Mr. Hull's lecture on the 
Gods, claiming that the interpretation 
was natural and took the Bible entirely 
out of the hands of church people.

Thursday afternoon and evening was, 
devoted to tests in which most of the- 
mediums took part.

Mrs. Josie Folsom gives tests blind
folded, the person receiving the test:1 
holding one end of the handkerchief । 
and tho medium the other. She will : 
describe the color of handkerchief, thé . 
sex and age of the person, their pecu- 1 
liar traits of character, sometimes their t 
life-line, the spirits around them, and 
many other things.

Dr. and Mrs. Cooper and Prof. W. J. ' 
Black give platform tests and psycho« '/

AU is over, then, and love is dead 
Bury him and let no more be said;
We have learned our lesson, you and I| :, 
Love, so quickly grown, is quick to diet i
Could our care have saved him? Had '• 

we cared ■
Had his little lovely life been spared? ■ • 
Vain the question; since -he lies asleep, 
Veil the face and let his mother weep. 
Little love, our baby and our pride— . 
What’s the silly world worth since he . 

died? ■
You, his father, for his mother’s sake^ 
Do not try to kiss the child awake! . • j 
Kisses, kisses, arms that closely fold * ’■ 
See! he smiles, he stirs, bls lips are , 

■ Cold; • , -
Kiss them warm—the rosy sunrlsd ■.<< 

■ gleams; ‘ t
Dear, file night was - horrible witli ■ 

dreams! —Pall Mall Gazette, •

“Why, Clara,” said a mother to 'berii 
little daughter, who was crying, “wha»] 
are you crying about?” “O-cause,'”-* 
sobbed the little mtea “I s-started- 
m-make dolly a b-oonnet and If 
c-comed out b-bloomers.”
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^een and Described by two Missionaries, as they Occurred in L’hassa, 
the Sacred City of the Grand Lama of Thibet.

SfANIFESTATIONS THAT ARE GENUINELY 
■ s DIABOLICAL, ILLUSTRATING THE EVIL 
•' INFLUENCE ON THE SPIRIT SIDE OF LIFE— 

< THE BARBAROUS CEREMONIES AT L’HASSA 
SEEN AT LAST—TWO CATHOLIC PRIESTS, 

■ DISGUISED AS LAMAS, PENETRATE THE 
' MYSTERIES OF THE SACRED CITY OF 
- THIBET AND WITNESS FOR THE FIRST TIME 

.THE DIABOLICAL RELIGIOUS EXORCISM OF
DISEMBOWELING A HUMAN BEING.

■' ' The readers of the Sunday Journal will remember the 
; attempt of Mr. A. Henry Savage Landor, the explorer, to 
•: explore the mysteries of the holy city of L’hassa, in 

Thibet. The narrative of the frightful tortures he suf
fered when the Thibetans penetrated his disguise was told 
in the Sunday Journal last fall by Mr. Landor himself.

; But where Mr. Landor failed, two very clever French mis- 
ilonaries succeeded. Father Hue and Father Gabet, disr 

;uised as Lamas, entered the sacred city, and for the first 
inie the eyes of civilized men beheld the shocking 

religious ceremonies of L’hassa. The complete story of 
their extraordinary experiences is told in the book, 
’‘Travels in Tartary, Thibet and China,” published by 

. the Open Court Publishing Co. (Chicago),

: Hue and Gabet were two Catholic priests who had de
; voted their lives to spreading the gospel in China, Tar- 

tary and Thibet. They were experts in Chinese, and 
; before starting on their memorable journey prepared 

themselves by mastering the Tartar dialects. Camels 
. ijvere purchased, so that they might travel in true Tartar 

style. As they vyent deeper into the country, passing out 
of Chinese territory, they shaved off the pigtails grown 
so as to coliform to Chinese custom and put on the yellow 
robes of Lamas. -

' At first inns were found consisting of mud houses ten 
■ feet high, containing a long, wide kang, or sort of fur- 

iiace, about four feet high. Its flat, smooth surface is 
Covered with a reed mat. In front of it three immense 
coppers, set in glazed earth, serve for preparing the food. 
The apertures by which these monster boilers are heated 
communicate with the interior of the kang, so that its 
temperature is constantly maintained at a high elevation, 

- even in the teirible cold of winter.
■. When the last of these huts was left beliind the brave 
i' inissionaries were launched on a journey through an un

. known and hostile land, accompanied by a single convert.
[They soon came to Sain-Oula (The Good Mountain), so 
■ ¿ailed because it is anything but good to the traveler..

The Good Mountain is noted for its intense frosts.
, There is not a winter passes in which the cold there does 

not ki 11 many travelers. Nor is the danger less from the 
' jobbers and the wild beasts with whom the mountain is a 

favorite haunt, or rather a permanent station.
■ The worthy missionaries were neither frozen nor killed, 
but, traveling on, they reached the town of Tolou-Noor, 

■ famous for its idol foundries. There the Tartars were 
'. seen in their native haunts, living in tents tliat looked 
i; |ike conical hats. The sticks inside meet at the top like 
■ an umbrella, and over this frame is a double covering of 

hoarse linen. The women do the work, milking the cows, 
■ gathering the fuel, weaving the cloth, tanning th.e skins 

। and-drawing the water. The men merely take the flocks 
■ and herds to pasture or go hunting. These sleep all night 

< and squat in their tents most of the day, dozing, drinking 
tea and smoking.

For the first time now they beheld the worship of the 
Lamas as they approached one of the Lamaseries. And 
here, too, was seen the remarkable consecration of a 

• Lama. When the old Grand Lama dies the Thibetans 
watch for a rainbow, and this is interpreted as a sign of 
his aid. The monks come out in procession, and their 
oldest member says: “Your Great Lama has reappeared 

, in. Thibet, at such a distance from your Lamasery. You 
will find_him in such a family.” The child is found; he 
cries, “It is I—it is I who am the Great Lama, the living 

■ Buddha of such a temple; conduct me to my Lamasery.”
He is generally only five or six years old, but neverthe- 

' less he is examined respecting the habits and customs of 
the defunct Great Lama.

When the titles of the living Buddha have been con
firmed he is conducted in triumph to the Lamasery, of 
which he is to be the Grand Lama. Upon the road he 
takes all is excitement, all is movement. The Tartars 

■(.assemble in large crowds to prostrate themselves on his 
way and to present to him their offerings. As soon as he 
is arrived at his Lamasery he is placed upon the altar; and 

, then lungs, princes, mandarins, Lamas, Tartars, from the 
‘ richest to the poorest, come and bend the’head before the 

child, which has been brought from the depths of Thibet, 
pt enormous expense, and whose demoniac possessions 

■' excite everybody’s respect, admiration and enthusiasm.
As Hue and Gabet continued their journey they met a 

, large number of pilgrims in the desert. One of thesj 
1 when interrogated replied: “We are all going to Rache- 

■ Tchurin. To-morrow will be a great day. Lama Bolite 
p. will manifest his power—kill himself, yet not die.” This 
k was the ceremony as M. Hue describes it:
1 - - “A Lama has to cut himself open, take out Iris entrails 
। ’. and place them before him, and then resume his previous 
[■ condition. This spectacle, so cruel and disgusting, is 
i. very common in the Lamaseries of Tartary. The Bokte, 
I who is to manifest his power, as the Mongols phrase it, 
¡■• prepares himself for the formidable operation by many 
[■ days’ fasting and prayer, pending which he must abstain 
I from all communication whatever with mankind and 
. observe the most absolute silence.

. “When the appointed day is come the multitude of pil
grims assemble in the great court of the Lamasery, where 

■ an altar is raised in front of the temple gate. At length 
¡ the Botke appears. He advances gravely, amid the accla- 
\ mations, of the crowd, seats.himself upon the altar, and 
- takes from his girdle a large knife, which he places upon 
; his knees. ■
j" “At his feet numerous Lamas, ranged in a circle, com- 
[ mcDce-the terrible invocations of this frightful ceremony. 
if'As the recitation of the prayers proceeds you see the 
.-Bokte trembling in every limb and gradually working 
’.■'lumself up into phrenetic convulsions.
£ ; “The Lamas themselves become excited; their voices 
are raised; their song observes no order, and at last be

, comes a mere confusion and yelling and outcry. Then 
¿[.the Bokte suddenly throws aside the scarf which envelops 
i ‘him, unfastens his girdle, and, seizing the sacred knife, 
. ,slits open his stomach in one long cut. While the blood 
¿flows in every direction the multitude prostrate them- 
j selves before the terrible spectacle, and the enthusiastris 
«interrogated about Ml sorts of hidden things, aa to future 
¡^events, as to the destiny of certain personages. The re- 
|-plies of the Bokte to all these questions are regarded by 
¡j.eveiybody as oracles.
ji.- “When the devout curiosity of the numerous pilgrims 
jls satisfied the Lamas resume; but now calmly and grave
lly, the recitation of their prayers. The Bokte takes, in 

right hand, blood from his wound, raises it to his 
cfjnouth, breathes thrice upon it, and .then throws it into 
iifce air with loud cries.. He next passes his hand rapidly 

~er his wound, closes it, and everything after a while
' es jts pristine condition, no trace remaining of the 

Ucal operation except extreme prostration. The

Bokte once more rolls his scarf around him, recites in a 
low voice a short prayer; then all is over and the mul
titude disperse, with the exception of a few of the 
especially devout, who remain to contemplate and to 

blood-stained altar wliich the saint has quitted.
these horrible ceremonies are of frequent occurrence 

in the great Lamaseries of Tartary and Thibet, and we do 
not believe that there is any trick or deception about 
them; for from all we have seen and heard among idol
atrous nations we are persuaded that the devil has a great 
deal to do with the matter; and, moreovér, our impression 
that there is no trick in the operation is fortified by the 
opinion of the most intelligent and most upright Budd
hists whom we have met in the numerous Lamaseries we 
visited. - '

“It is not every Lama that can perform miraculous 
operations. Those who have the fearful power to cut 
themselves open, for example, are never found in the 
higher ranks of the Lama liierarehy. They are generally 
lay Lamas of indifferent character and little esteemed by 
their comrades. The regular Lamas generally make no 
scruple to. avow their horror of the spectacle. In 
tReir eyes all these operations are wicked and diabolical. 
Guod Lamas, they say, are incapable of performing such 
act?, and should not even desire to attain the impious 
talent.

• Though these demoniac operations are, in general, de
fied in well-regulated Lamaseries, yet the superiors do 
not prohibit them. On the contrary, there are certain 
days in the year set apart for the disgusting spectacle. 
Iqtejest is, doubtless, the only motive which could induce 
the - Grand Lamas to favor action which in their con
science they reprove. The fact is that these diabolical 
displays are an infallible means of collecting together a 
swarm of stupid and ignorant devotees, who communicate 
renown to the Lamasery and enrich it with the numerous 
offerings which the Tartars never fail to bring with them 
on such occasions.

“Cutting open the abdomen is one of the most famous 
sic-fa (supernaturalisms) possessed by the Lamas. There 
are others of the same class, less imposing, but more com
mon. These are practiced in people’s houses, privately, 
and not at the great solemnities of the Lamaseries. For 
example, they heat irons red-hot and then lick them with 
impunity; they make incisions in various parts of the 
body, which in an instant afterward leave no trace 
behind.

“One of the most curious customs is called the ‘miracle 
test,’ by which the Thibetans believe it possible to dis
cover- the personality of each child previous to its re
incarnation.” ,

M. Hue determined to proclaim tills jugglery and an
nounce the true God, but fortunately for him an accident 
to his camels prevented or he would not have left the spot 
alive, but been torn to pieces by the zealots.

Hue and Gabet now engaged a Lama who had passed 
ten years in the Lamasery at L’hassa, to instruct tlumi in 
Thibetan customs and language, which were soon mas
tered. They reached the Lamasery of Kounboum, con
taining 4,000 Lamas, and they studied the manners and 
habits with great care. Here they saw the miraculous 
Tree of Ten Thousand Images (Kounboum) .which, ac
cording to the legend, sprang, from Tsong-Kaba’s hair, 
and bears a Thibetan character on each of its leaves. 
Tsong-Kaba was the religious founder of L’hassa in the 
fourteenth century. Conceived immaculately, at the 
age of three he renounced the world. His mother shaved 
liis head and threw the hair out of a window, from which 
sprang the miraculous tree.

After a journey of eighteen months, the last three 
through “hideous deserts, where the only living creatures 
you meet are brigands and wild beasts,” they came upon 
the plain of Pampoa, and there, towering above them, 
stood a lofty mountain—beyond it was L’hassa.

The Thibetans hold that whoever climbs to its summit 
attains a remission of all his sins. And the weary trav
elers found it no small penanco after their long wander
ings. It took them nine hours of hard work to climb it. 
Ihcy found no difficulty in entering the city and en
gaging small rooms there. ■

The houses at L’hassa are for the most part several 
stories high, terminating in a terrace slightly sloped, in 
order to carry off the water; they are whitewashed all 
over, except the bordering round the doors and windows, 
which are painted red or yellow. The Reformed Budd
hists are so fond of these two colors, which are, so to 
speak, sacred in their eyes, that they especially name 
them Lamanesque colors.

“The people of L’hassa are in the habit of painting 
their houses once a year, so that they are always perfectly 
clean, and seem, in fact, just built; but the interior is by 
no means in harmony with the fine outside. The rooms 
are dirty, smoky, stinking, and encumbered with all sorts 
of utensils and furniture, thrown about in most disgust
ing confusion. In a word, the Thibetian inhabitants are 
literally whited sepulchres, a perfect picture of Buddldsm 
and all other false religions, which carefully cover, with 
certain general truths and certain moral principles, the 
corruption and falsehood within.”

Hue was most struck by the Thibetan women and their 
customs. “Before going out of doors they always rub 
their faces with a black, glutinous varnish, not unlike 
currant jelly, their object being to make themselves as 
ugly and hideous as possible. They daub this disgusting 
composition over every feature in such a manner as no 
longer to resemble human creatures.” This custom 
originated with a reformer, Nomekhan (sixteenth cen
tury), who was disgusted with the vanities of womankind 
and issued an edict commanding the use of this varnish, 
which was obeyed without a murmur. (How would this 
work in the United States?) Still the women do most 
of the work in Tartar style.

All sorts of rumors were current about the two 
strangers. Hue and Gobet took a bold step, as the for
mer describes:

“We resolved to conform to a regulation in force at 
L’hassa, and which commands all strangers who are de
sirous of staying in the town to present themselves to the 
authorities. We went accordingly to the chief of police, 
and declared to Eim that we belonged to the Western 
heaven, to a great kingdom called France, and that we 
had come to Thibet to preach the Christian religion, of 
which we were the ministers.

“The person to whom we made this declaration was 
cold and impenetrable as became a bureaucrat He 
phlegmatically drew his bamboo quill from behind his ear 
and began to write, without the slightest observation, 
what we had told him. He contented himself with re
peating twice or thrice, between his teeth, the words 
‘France,’ and ‘Christian religion,’ like a man who does 
not know what you mean. When he had done writing, 
he wiped his pen, still wet with ink, in his hair, and re
placed-it behind his right ear, saying, ‘Yakpose’ (very 
well); ‘Tenipn chu’ (dwell in peace), we replied, and 
putting out our tongues at him, we left him, delighted at 
having, placed ourselves on a proper footing with thé 
police. We then walked about the streets of L’hassa with 
a firmer and more assured step, and regardless of the 
remarks that, continually assailed our ears.”—New York 
Daily Journal . ,

“Karezza. Ethics oï Marriage.” By Alice B. Stock
ham, M. D. Price, $1. For sale at this office.

manity and less to hustJini 
the fat offices were i '

Slightly Tart ìaut-'K-inclly and Generous in 
K Spirit.

• it J ■ , ■ . ■ •
It is a curious,thing that a person cannot mention 

matters publicly pertaining to public people, especiaUy 
matters of everyday talk, without being called a “kicker. 
The mule is said to be a great kicker, but he is quite in
dispensable to the government during a war. He is such 
a brave and calm-anima); unexeitable and trusty and true 
when there are burdens to bear, during very trying times; 
quite slow of motion except when tickled or angered. 
Therefore,' let us ednsider the real value of a “kicker” in 
the most trying times and take the name as a compliment.

I am neither angry nor tickled, nor selfish, nor envious, 
nor dominant in spirit. I am in earnest; I am sincere. 
I have no personal animosities toward any officer of the 
N. S. A. I am not a member, and may never become a 
member of the N. 8. A.,but I am a Spiritualist and shall 
ever , do what .I think will best advance the cause that is 
as dear to me as to those who assume to dictate wdio are 
“good Spiritualists” and who are not.- Spiritualists are 
not of that negative, subservient, and .dependent class 
who will kiss the toe that would dominate their walk of 
life.. ■ : ’ . . . .

Am I not a “Good Spiritualist” because I do not give 
of my hard earned money towards the raising of a debt I 
did not help make? towards the extravagant feasting of 
a few of our teachers, whose bill-of-fare need be no better 
than that of any other workers in the field, 'many of 
whom have barely enough to sustain life? Such tilings 
as these make the orthodox world laugh at our weak im
itations of their examples of magnanimity. They make 
old Spiritualists smile, sometimes.

If we would have the thinking, reasoning class of the 
world look up to us as a monument of purity, goodness 
and usefulness, we must be useful; we must think more of 
the needy and less of ourselves; we should be content to 
live economical’for the privilege of helping some one less 
fortunate. In our anxiety to tell the world of the beau
tiful beyond we must not forget the beautiful here.

There are forms clothed with but the rags of mis
fortune, that contain souls as pure as ours and just as

L-

aspiring. ■
We profess to have the best religion on earth. Do we 

show it by neglecting those wlio are old and decrepit; 
those whose shoulders have borne the burdens of the 
cause we love for years, unshrinkingly and unceasingly? 
Do we present it in its best light by telling the world in 
beautiful words of the darlings who have gone to that 
higher realm, and of their presence still among them in 
their earth-homes; in teaching them that the planets 
mapped out their life, and that in their next embodiment 
it may be better, and by leaving in the Old Ladies’ Home 
or the county poor-house some of the old-time, genuine 
mediums?

Were it not best to live within our means and permit 
the world to form a good or bad, a high or low opinion of 
us, as they like, and.do some good with the surplus?

With all our knowledge, with all our intuition and our 
spirit guidance, itlseems curious we cannot have foresight 
enough to keep oiit of these financial pitfalls. Spiritual
ism does not ignoré the fact that financiering isanecessity 
in this life, and wliild, personally we can only take wealth 
to the brink of the grave, a certain financial support is 
necessary for the-perpetuation of any and all of the in
stitutions of this life,* whether of a religious, educational 
or business nature, and ours is no exception. .

I have no doubt the Jubilee debt can be wiped out if all 
Spiritualists can look at the act from the standpoint of 
those most closely related to the event, those who were 
privileged to enjoy thfc flow of soul, but it is hard to make 
people sanction tliat kvhich their eyes cannot see and their 
conscience has not informed them is their bounden duty.

It is time that Spiritual success does not mean financial 
success, but when it conies to the organization of an in
stitution like the N. S. A., much depends upon the finan
cial patronage to make it a permanent Spiritual success. 
We cannot “outgrow” these facts while we are upon 
earth; they are great necessities and should be attended 
to at first; should be made matters of our main con
siderations in all organizations. Without this we can 
only expect failure. In doing our soliciting after the 
feast we will always find it too late. When we are fed 
our natures are satisfied and we are apt to go to sleep in 
the arms of that sublime satisfaction and forget there is 
anything more to do.

No one has more respect for people of high aspirations 
than the writer hereof. In fact, no one has more appre
ciation for the good that is being done by the N. S. A. 
and its efficient officers, but they must subdue the idea 
that none are Spiritualists who do not approve every act 
of the N. S. A. That is not correct. Spiritualism Is 
composed of diversities and divergencies; covering every 
reform and espousing the cause of the unfortunate, the 
downfallen and the earnest seekers after light and truth 
of the soul’s condition after death, and perhaps, while the 
N. S. A. is a fair representative of the cause, it is not the 
“whole thing” by any means, and is assuming more au
thority than has been delegated to that body by those it 
represents, when presuming to define “Spiritualists,” who 
they are or what their duties. x

They are a very independent lot of people at best, and 
can only be swayed by reason, and then not all in one 
direction. About the best way to handle them is to avoid 
dogmatism in word and action. That is the yoke they 
have thrown off and have neither time nor use for the 
slightest semblance of it. They are at most dangerously 
averse to dictation.

True, there are those who worship at some shrine, who 
idolize some human being, and who live in the agreeable 
magnetism of some intelligent guides, who can be moved 
to submissions averse to their own ideas, but these people 
are scarce in the ranks of Spiritualism; but men and 
women of positive natures, of determination, of reason 
and love of truth, comprise the whole cause, and while all 
recognize the N. S. A. as the present substantial head, 
officered by some of the best men and women in the 
ranks, men and women whose profoundness and elo
quence are a credit to the cause, they must use great care 
in any attempt at ifiotilding the thoughts of the people to 
their own personaPidfeas and give no reason for the feel
ing that there is1», desire to underestimate their con
stituency. 11 ’

There are those fiusf'as profound and eloquent who do 
not belong to the Nf £ A. and who are true Spiritual
ists in thought, wfirds' and deeds; and there are others’ 
whose voices havejnever yet been heard in public who 
have shown more ability to financier, and who are as 
profound and as earnest gs it is possible for men and 
women to he, ancUnmong whom, no doubt, lie the ca
pacity and tact neeped to lead the army bn to victory.

But while we are. talking of “leading the army on,” we 
must think of the mbst'ecohomical modes of warfare, and 
I have a practical suggestion to make, or question to ask: 
Why would it not be better, cheaper and more practical, 
instead of having a National Association with high- 
salaried officers, to adopt the plan of a National Com
mittee, to consist of one delegate from each State Asso
ciation, sent under full instructions from the State Asso
ciation he or she may represent, regarding the reforms 
that should be instituted in our own ranks and the battles 
to be fought with thé.foé, etc.? The’term of office to be 
onfe year. ■ ■ . ,; ■ ■. • ■ • : ...

This committee may select its own chairman, secretary 
and treasurer; but as ¿¡financial matters will be attended 
to by each State Association, there will be but little need 
of a National treasurer.. The duties of this’board will be 
tb confer regarding thb most needed reforms in our ranks,- 
get thé ideas and experiences of each other, compare 
notes, offer suggestions, and endeavor to put SpiritualiEm 
upon a more solid financial and creditable baa?. These 
conferences should tend more to the npliftment of hu-

hustlmg for fat offices, and would if 
abolished ;

.iiism has got to put up about 
$8,000 a year to hold its National Convention?.

J DR. T. WILKINS.

As it now stands Spiritila

, LffE.

'A crust of bread and a corner to sleep in, 
A minute to smile and an hour to weep in, 
A pint of joy to a peck of trouble, •
And never a laugh but the moans come double;

And that is life! .
'A crust and a corner that love makes precious, ■ 
With a smile to warm and the tears to refresh us; 
And the joys seem sweeter when cure comes after, 
And the moan is tlie finest of foils for laughter 1

r. And that is life! .
-? —Raul Lawrence Dunbar in New York Sun.
’ —----- :-:)<>(:-:----------- - ’

. LIFE’S DRAMA.
Happiness Depends Upon Duties Well Done

To look upon humanity en masse, from the mortal 
level, and behold the external ciashings of the divers 
force operations through all sentient life, it would be 
natural to surmise that the author of life and its duties 
had not calculated very closely the force combinations in 
their necessary cohesive and refining- struggles; but to 
look upon it from higher planes, it presents quite a dif
ferent aspect. The perfect correspondence of substance 
and force is everywhere conspicuously marked, and the 
struggle caused by the action of pure force and substance 
upon the crude, for their refinement, is wonderful to be
hold, and clearly and continuously declares the ruling of 
the supreme mind in th? universe.

You ask what connection this has with life’s drama, in 
which each individual has parts to render, in accordance 
with his talents and individual need, of exercise. It hjis 
much to do with it, since all move in those conditions., in 
this ocean of life, and are serving and being served iji this 
supremely manipulated play of forces, thereby rendering 
their parts as best they can: and, although ajl are born 
for certain purpose^, there are many ndrtl qpt rendered, 
on account of divers causes. It owing to this facf that 
many come to tlio realms jpyiijortal so deficient, and are 
therefore, under the necessity ôf completing, po to say, 
their earthly duties, as well as suffering veil'deservèd 
punishment for wrongs committed in the body.

It is the object of the Creator, that all life conferred 
should be a blessing, each individual being useful and 
happy, therefore he so arranged it that happiness depends 
upon duties well done, and upon the well rendering of 
each act in life’s drama. This is an absolute necessity, 
hence the struggle with new and untried forces aud con
ditions is an inevitable Sequence. Each one’s individual 
unfoldment and growth depend upon exercise and ex
periences, hence you were marked actors in life’s drama, 
in order to give and receive constant benefit from the 
ever-active forces and ever-changing conditions and 
things. To make a world and maintain the changes 
necessary to progress depends oh man’s diversified activi
ties, and by force of circumstances people are compelled 
to prove themselves, whether they can be true to the law 
of their being, to their creator and to their associates, 
amid trying circumstançes, or mark themselves as refrac
tory children using their own will-power quite often to 
close the circuits of mind and strength exchange wliich. 
the Creator designed to be open to them in order that 
they might gain experience which would bring them into 
a state of receptivity to that inflow of vital force and 
vigor upon which the rendering of their parts in life’s 
drama is dependent.

Be it here remembered that God rules supreme and 
tliat it is well tl^at he does; also, that he has an endless 
variety of ways and means at his command, by which re
fractory children may be brought io obedience and useful 
service. It is often necessary to enforce experiences in 
which privation of all carnal delights are the most con
spicuous points in the numbers thus rendered by com
pulsion. However, it is well, when such experiences fall 
to any one’s lot, and the situation is realized in its true 
sense, that tbe duties be performed not as a forced neces
sity, but with a creditable degree of pleasure a-nd manly 
or womanly courage. Thus the ¿ivinity within ig man
ifested and drawn nearer to the heart of God and 
strengthened. Did you ever ponder on the fact that your 
own minds are used to investigate their own powers, ami 
that tho members of the body ore used to experiment 
upon and work out the conceptions of the living spirit 

•to carry out the will of the spirit, thus the will of God? 
Then, as you see, it is for tne spirit’s sake that these 
diversified duties must be complied with, to give the 
senses and mental functions fair play in drawing that 
substance needed for the numbers that are theirs to per
form in fife’s drama.

Man, but a little lower than the angels, gifted with an 
immortal spirit and soul, finds himself a mart of and in ' 
the material and spiritual departments of the universe, as 
soon as he begins life, and when he has finished his j 
earthly course, is assigned in accordance with his own 
worth and fitness. The endowment and duration of the 
immortal soul are unlimited and of eternal unfoldment 
and enjoyment. It takes all life to make up and fill out 
the life of God. Even by what all do in every stage of 
their grand careers, absolute self-poise is only gained by 
struggling for it and by manifold experiences with new 
and untried forces, which must be met and tested in and 
under all possible circumstances. A great many people 
are boastful of their strength and self-poise, who, when 
placed in trying circumstances, find that not in them is 
the boasted strength and balance, but rather in a friend 
from whose character they are drawn, because they flowed 
freely in God-like pity. Let that be removed and want 
is felt, the true condition of self realized; then, if goodly 
sorrow is felt, the necessary strength is supplied and the 
individual is benefited.

In the chemical laboratory of mind, grand, beneficial 
changes are constantly wrought, and the weaving of life’s 
web and acting of life’s drama go on without respite" 
Even death, so-called, affords but a short interval in 
mental and general activity. MRS. M. KLEIN

Van Wert, Ohio. ‘

Little Edith was much addicted to the use of slang, 
and one day when she had been very naughty her mother 
said: “Now, Edith, you must go and shut yourself in the 
dark closet and ask God to forgive you, and stay there till 
he does.” Into the closet she went, but in about a min
ute reappeared with a radiant face. “Why,” exchimed 
her mother, “what did you come out so soon for.” “Oh. 
that’s all o. k.,” replied Edith. “I just told God I was 
sorry that I got too gay and asked him to please let me off 
easy, and he said, ‘Oh, don’t mention it, Miss Jones; 
you’re not so worse.’ ” ' ’

“Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl Hughes.” A 
tasty, beautiful and appropriate wedding souvenir. Con
tains marriage ceremony, marriage certificate, etc., with 
choice matter in poetry and prose. Specially designed 
for the use of the Spiritualist and’ Liberal ministry 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

‘The Law of Correspondence Applied to Healing. A 
Course of Seven Practical Lessons, by W. J. Colville.” 
Helpful and instructive to thoserinterested in Spiritual 
and Mental Healing. Price SO cents For sale- at this 
office. .

“Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and Rosa C. Conger. 
Excellent for everv family. ¡ Cloth, $1.50, For sale at 
this office. . .

E. D. BABBITT’S WORKS,
Human Culture and Cure.

ThorhllosWot Cure. HpeioorUl

Human Culture and Cure.
Part Second. MnrrlMO. Sexual Development and / 

Social Upbuilding. Cloth. VS cent».

Soyjal Upbuilding, '
lb’1“4!?? Co-operative Syetemi and tbe HappInM

and Ennobling at Humanity. Paper cover, id cent^ 
Health and Power.

A Handbook <rt Cure, Etc.. Cloth, » cental LeatLea 
85 cents. .
Religion.
Il^°ater‘wcen&1, 81>lrltual ,nd “«»“*•

Principles of Light and Color,
One of tbe greatest books of the age, *5. by malt 

82 cents extra. . ' 1

AFTER HER DEATH,
THE STORY OF A SUMMER, 

BY LILIAN WHITING.

pure and beautiful aptrltuaHty of 
thought. Instructive and helpful to aU wtfo love ad 
seek tbe higher and finer ways of spiritual experience. 
Price, <1.00,. For sale at this office. >

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL
SERIES ONE ANp TWO.

BY LILIAN WHITiNG,

Two choice volume«, each complete la Itaelf, If 
which spirituality la related to everyday life la auoi 
away as to make the world beautiful. Each »1X0

For tale at thia office, *

OLD AND NEW 
PSYCHOLOGY. 

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

Report« of twenty-tour dletlnct lecture«, recenUJ 
delivered In New York, Brooklyn, Boston, PWladel 
pliIk »nd other prominent eitle« ot tue Unite« 
Bute«, have contributed (he basis of this volume.

The chief alm throughout the volume he« been t| 
Arouse Increased interest lu tbe workable pouilt)llt 
tie« of a theory of human nature, thoroughly optliS 
Is tic and at the same ume, profoundly ethical. Al 
several chapters are devoted to Improved method» öl 
educatloh, tue wrkef Wldeutly erpects that maul 
parents, teachers ahd dthej« who have charge of tbl 
young, or who are culled dpän to eierclse subeYvIsiM 
over the morallv weak and mentally afflicted, will ¿J 
rly.e some help from the doctrines herewith proniul 
gated.
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MYSTERIES OF fl
- HAUNTED HOUSE.

1 “All houses wherein men have lived and died are 
haunted houses.”—Longfellow.

A long suppressed story has just been revealed concern
ing a residence out on Turk street, says the San Francisco 

• Daily Report. This house was haunted by strange man
ifestations throughout the night. The heavy tread of 
footsteps through the halls and up the stairs, the turning 

• of door knobs and the opening and closing' of doors, 
harassed two members of the family for more than a year.

But these were only some of the uncanny visitations of 
night, and now comes the almost incredible tale of the 
.happenings by day. At intervals the organ was played 
by unseen hands. The music was always of a sad, weird 
character, and what seems almost too extraordinary to 
admit, neither the pedals nor the keys moved during the 
execution of these strange, sweet melodies.

A family by the name of Williams occupied the house 
at the time. Mrs. Williams was never disturbed by these 
nocturnal visitors until shortly after she joined tlie Ad
ventist Church on Laguna street, near McAllister, of 
which Rev. St. John was the presiding elder. She is a 
strong devotee of that faith,‘and sincerely believes that 
this phenomena was the work of Satan to dissuade her 
from her accepted religion.

Mrs. Williams is a refined, intelligent little woman and, 
shrinking from,notoriety, quietly endured the visits of 
these ghostly marauders for over a year. She then moved 
with her family across the bay to Fruitvale, where she 
still resides. She confirmed the truth of the report that 
the house was haunted, and when urged reluctantly re
lated some of her unpleasant experiences.

“I do not believe in Spiritualism,” she began, “but I do 
believe that evil spirits return, and I prayed earnestly for 
aid to oust these unwelcome guests. No one would be

L lieve what I suffered during that year. No one can 
(T' imagine, unless tortured in like manner, how thoroughly 

wretched one’s life can be made by a nightly repetition of 
these noisy but invisible spectres. What made it harder 
for me to bear was my husband’s attempt to convince me 
that these were only dreams or fancied phantoms. So I 
concluded to say nothing more of the phenomenon until 
someone else should discover it.

“At this time Miss Brodine, a friend of ours, was 
making Iver home with us and occupied a room upstairs, 
while my husband and I slept in the back parlor below. 
By a curious coincidence I discovered that she also was 
keeping a secret, and I felt gratified to learn that what I 
heard was likewise audible to my friend. The door lead
ing into the hall from my bed-room opened in the midle 
of the room, between my husband’s bed and mine, in such 
a position that I could see through the opening when the 
door was ajar. These disturbance were mild at the be
ginning, but gradually grew bolder as the year advanced.

“I was first bothered by raps, followed by the turning 
of the door knob. Thinking that some one was trying to 
get into the room, I called my husband, who was sound 
asleep, and by the time he was well awake the noise had 
stopped.- To pacify me, however, he investigated, and 
finding no burglar, tried to comfort me by saying that I. 
was nervous and had been dreaming. If this had hap
pened but once, I might have thought his view of it cor
rect, but as I said before, this was only the beginning, 
which grew' worse by degrees.

■ ' It has always seemed a mystery to me that Mr. 
"Williams could sleep during this confusion, while I was 
so frightened that 1 would often bury my head under the 
pillow and stuff my ears with the cover to keep out the 
sound. The turning of the knob was followed by the 
opening and closing of the door. This was done cau- 

'. iiously at first, then boldly, violently and rapidly. After 
I had gathered sufficient courage, I looked into the hall 

' ■ through the open door, but I could see nothing—neither 
form nor hand. My ears were strained to catch every 

.. sound, and my eyes were riveted upon the door, for I 
».■■•■ could hear footsteps approaching, apparently—the meas- 
r' ured and distinct tread of a heavy man walking through 
\ the hall and up the stairs. The steps creaked with his 

weight. I was terrified, and what added to my terror, 
my husband slept as one in a trance. Was I alone, to be 
witnesses of these awful experiences? Perhaps I was 
losing my mind. These terrible thoughts crowded my 
brain and I concluded to test myself. If at the end of 
tho month no one else witnessed this phenomena, then I 
would be compelled to believe that I was laboring under 
an hallucination.

- “One morning Miss Brodine came down to breakfast 
looking so pale and haggard that I asked if she were sick, 
and oh! how her answer relieved me. For she said: ‘No, 

! Mrs. Williams, it is just loss of sleep that ails me, and I 
• am going to confess my secret—your house is haunted.

I haven’t been able to sleep well for the past two weeks. 
The first night I was annoyed by some one rattling the 
door knob, and I called out, Is that you Mrs. Williams? 

. But you didn’t answer, so I went to the door in a hurry, 
thinking that some one was sick and that von needed me. 

. I listened awhile, and hearing nothing I went to bed 
again; but I had scarcely done so before the door opened 
and closed. Then I heard footsteps going down the stairs. 
Now this thing has happened every night since, and I 

, made up my mind last night that I would make a clean 
breast of it.’

_ “After this burst of confidence,” Mrs. Williams re
sumed, “my friend and I compared our experiences day 
by day. They were by no means monotonous; for every 
room in the house seemed to be infested by these infernal 
visitors. The windows rattled, doors slammed and steps 
creaked, while the sound of heavy bodies seemed to be 
rolling around on the floors.

“Instead of decreasing, the power steadily increased, 
and as if it were not enough to endure at night, I was 
soon made a victim of their pranks by day. The back 
part of the hall was curtained off by portiers, so that even 
in the early part of the afternoon it was quite dark back 
of the curtains. One day, while passing through there 
on my way to the kitchen, I felt some one pulling at my 

; dress and turned quickly to see who had caught me. I 
' found Miss Brodine in the kitchen and together we 

searched the house to see if any one had played a trick on 
me, but we could find no one. Frequently after that, 
when going through this curtained space, my dress would 
be jerked violently. I could even feel the touch of hands 
and bodies gliding by. Upon several occasions when pass
ing through this inclosure, the form of a man would join 
me and, keeping step, would walk by my side through the 
length of the hall, sometimes with one hand resting on 
my shoulder, as in a protecting way. I could never see 

■ tliis form. I could only feel the presence, and although 
this may appear to you a queer method of discerning, to 
me it was all too real to be desired.

“I soon grew into a state of being prepared for most 
anything, but I never ceased praying to be delivered from 
this supernatural bondage.

“The playing of the organ was the most wonderful 
manifestation of all to me and the most pleasing because 
several of my friends witnessed the performance. When 
this was first discovered. I was awav from home. I had 
gone out to do some shopping and left my children in 
the care of Mrs. Bassett, who rented a room upstairs. 
When I came home the children met me at the door, say
ing: ‘Mama, why didn’t you call us when you came 
home? We heard you playing the organ, and when we 
went downstairs you hid from us.’ _

“I was just about to scold them for telling stories, when 
Mrs. Bassett interfered by saying: ‘Mrs. Williams, the 
children are telling the truth. The organ did play. 
Tliey remarked, while going down stairs, that mamma 
had learned a new piece. I followed and tried to open

• narlor door,which you locked before you went out, but 
Si At sts still locked, and not wishing to stop the music

which was going on, we went through the back parlor. 
But by that time the organ had quit playing and they 
thought you had hidden from them; for there was no one 
in the room.’ •

“Several days after tliis, Miss Brodine and I were 
sitting in the kitchen talking, when all at once we heard 
the organ. I never knew until then that the old Smith- 
American organ had so much soul. The rooms were 
filled with its wild, sweet tones. By the time we reached 
the parlor the music had become a wail, a regular dirge, 
and what added to our consternation, not a key moved 
nor a pedal. We stood spellbound by this enchanted 
thing. Volume after volume pealed forth, transporting 
me into another being, I soon became conscious that my 
body and mind were being moved by this magnetized in
strument—quivering, swaying with every note,' as though 
I were the tiling being played upon and that the notes 
were drawn from me. Then such a lonely feeling came 
upon me. I seemed to let go of material thipgs, and 
though'! knew I was standing in that small parlor, I felt 
that I had the space of the universe surrounding me.

“The music still surged through me, now sweet, then 
blood-curdling, with now and then a shriek succeded by 
chords denoting the keenest despair. The strangest’part 
of it all was the fact that I could feel this music more 
acutely than I could iiear it. I was lashed and tossed by 
these emotions by a power utterly beyond my control, 
until the sounds gradually died away. '

“I told Elder St. John of this and he said: ‘Sister 
Williams, perhaps there are mice in your organ.’ ‘But 
inice can’t play tunes,’ I replied, and he agreed with me. 
However, I had the organ taken apart the next day and 
found nothing but the dust of ages; so that theory was 
readily exploded.

“It soon was noised about that my organ was haunted, 
and several sisters of our church called to see and hear it. 
But this musical freak was not to be relied upon; in fact, 
it never played except at unexpected times. Sister Dratt 
was one of my visitors one afternoon. She was a con
firmed invalid and tliis was the first time she had left her 
home for over a year. We waited and watched for about 
half an hour, hoping to get some musical manifestation, 
and at last gave it up. Sister Dratt had become exhausted 
and had to lie down upon the sofa to rest, while the 
others were engaged in an earnest discussion over some 
religious topics. .

“All at once the music belched forth from that organ 
with a mighty effort. Sister Dratt was the first one out 
of the room. The music continued about three minutes, 
and this was the last occasion that the instrument ever 
played of its own volition.

“Soon after this we moved away from the house, and 
since then have not been bothered by these evil spirits.”

“But, Mrs. Williams, what proof have you that these 
spirits were evil ?” was asked.

“Because,” she replied—and she blushed as she said 
it—“I attended a Spiritual meeting once and was told 
that I was a medium, and if I would go home and try 
that I could get messages from my own friends. I went 
home and prayed earnestly that God would send me a 
sign by which I would know whether these spirits were 
good or evil. If they were good, I prayed that he would 
send me my angel mother. She did not come and that 
was my answer. It was right after this that I joined the 
Adventist Church and what followed I have already told 
you. At any rate, I shall always believe that the house 
was haunted by evil spirits to make me give up my re
ligion, which I shall never do.” ANNABEL LEE.

------------- I-H-l-------------  .

NEW ERA GAMP.
Closes a Profitable Three-Weeks Session

To the Editor:—Although Oregon is far from the cen
ter of spiritual work, we “Webfooters” endeavor to get a 
little corner on the market once in a while, and feel just 
a trifle proud when the world recognizes our efforts and 
the attendant success.

In July we held our annual camp-meeting at New Era, 
much good being accomplished during the three weeks’ 
session. One of the memories that will ever bring pleas
ant thoughts to those present is that of “Woman’s Day.” 
This day was given over entirely to the women by the 
program committee. The morning was devoted to 
lyceum work, and at 2 p. m. an appreciative audience 
assembled to enjoy the program prepared for the hour, 
which consisted of essays, recitations, and Woman’s Day 
address by the guides of Mrq. Loe F. Prior—one long to 
be remembered by all present. This program was ex
ecuted entirely by the feminine portion of the camp and 
all voted it a success, until it was announced that at 
7:30 p. m. the gentlemen would furnish a program. 
Dismay was depicted on their countenances and con
sternation reigned supreme among the “brethren” for an 
hour, then all seemed serene.

At the appointed time the hall was comfortably filled 
and the gentlemen acquitted themselves admirably— 
although it was whispered that a woman helped them a 
little with suggestions, rope whiskers, etc.,- etc. “Prof. 
Johnson” (otherwise known as Chas. Anderson the “boy 
orator”), from Everywhere, presided with dignity and 
witticisms (when his whiskers and spectacles did not ab
sorb his attention), and “Prof. Sousa” (known also as Mr. 
Wallace, the “man with a graphophone”) discoursed 
sweet music at intervals, filling all vacant places on the 
program. While the spirit of fun ran riot, addresses 
were made by a number of the brothers, which were both 
entertaining and instructive.

A lyceum was organized by Mrs. Prior with twenty- 
three members, and a charter applied for. The little 
folks did excellent work, were prompt in attendance each 
day, and manifested great interest in all the lyceum 
exercises.

After the camp closed Mrs. Prior was our guest for a 
short time, and then the writer accompanied her to Cot
tage Grove, whither she went to labor for the N. S. A. 
It is indeed a pleasure to meet with people so earnest for 
spiritual advancement as one finds at this little “Grove.” 
Only ten in number, yet they have a society chartered 
under the N.S. A., and hold weekly meetings at the home 
of one of their number. Mrs. Prior did good work for 
them,holding either a public circle or delivering a lecture 
each evening during the week we remained there, the 
writer assisting when possible. At the last meeting the 
opera house was filled, many standing for two hours. 
Several avowed themselves Spiritualists after the con
vincing tests they received, and we predict that the so
ciety will add some new members to its roll.

One thing we wish to commend to Spiritualists every
where is the way these faithful few meet their financial 
obligations. Mrs. Prior gave her services to the people 
but was to have her expenses paid, and a collection for the 
N. S. A. Each member came forward with his pro rata 
share of the expense, so that all the collections were given 
to the N. S. A.,being quite a neat sum. A number of the 
Jubilee badges were sold, to assist Frank Walker.

We met here old-time friends, Brother and Sister 
Garoutte, who were stanch Methodists, and officials of the 
church, ten years ago when “our husband” was pastor in 
said church, and “we” mistress of the parsonage. They, 
with the two Hemingway families and Mr. and Mrs. 
Stauffer, entertained Mrs. Prior and myself right royally 
during our stay, making us feel that rich harvest must 
certainly fall to the lot of these good people, so faithful, 
kind and true. Nor must we forget to speak of tho chil
dren in these families—mediums and Spiritualists all. 
Never have I met Spiritualists so enthusiastic for the 
cause, and so great a percentage among them strongly, 
mediumistic. Two families contemplate sending their 
children to the Belle Bush Seminary. We wish there 
were more such Spiritualists. .

Salem, Ore. MBS. ELLA ROYAL WILLIAMS.

A CfOUS CASE, MEANING OF SYMBOLS.

There is special research for cases of psychic phenom
ena in which intelligence has been received that cannot 
be accounted for on the hypothesis of telepathy or “soul 
communion.” Herewith is presented a case in which the 
explanation of thought-transference would have to be so 
extremely remote as to render it highly, improbable. We 
must furthermore insert the opinion that, owing to the 
■fact that an exterior'examination of this class of phe
nomena gives us at all'times legitimate ground for the 
telepathic explanation, we cannot therefore truthfully 
claim that it will not ‘account in any case, for such occur
rences, so long as they are viewed from the exterior, that 
is, with the special senses; a careful examination of any 
and all so-called “spiritual manifestations” reveals the 
undeniable fact that they cannot give positive proof of 
their spiritual origin or of continued conscious existence 
when inspected only through the physical senses.

From the foregoing it may be correctly inferred tjiat 
this account is not given as an instance in which telepathy 
plays no part, but as one that would make such an 
analogy far fetched and less probable than others.

This experience is mine, I am not a professional psychic 
and hence have no intention of “drawing trade,” nor is 
there an intent of working up such for the future, but 
simply to add to the already large body of fact testimony 
on this department of science.

This case is not only unusual but practical, inasmuch 
as it was of assistance in my business, which is that of a 
machinist. In my department there are varying grades 
and sizes of iron-planers; quite frequently they break 
down or are disabled in some way. One day an apprentice 
came over to me and asked my assistance to examine his 
planer, as the table moved back and forth it caught and 
jumped, it was clearly to be seen from the outside that the 
apparatus which shifts the belts and reverses the motion 
of the machine was the seat of trouble, but just why it 
should refuse to do duty was not apparent. A shaft, to 
which the short shifting lever was attached, extended out 
from within the planer bed, this arrangement so hid its 
mechanism that the cause of derangement could not be 
seen. There were a number of ways the shifting lever 
could be attached to the shaft; it could not be seen, 
neither did I know, how it was fastened. On questioning 
the apprentice he said he had not examined it, as in fact 
the position of the planer table proved, for it covered the 
injured part. I was the first one he had called, so no one 
else had been afforded the opportunity to determine the 
cause of the trouble. Again, had the entire construction 
of the balky shifter been known to me there remained a 
plurality of ways in which the difficulty could be caused. 
To select out of these one feature out of one cause, and 
that done by guess, would leave only one chance in com
parison to the whole number of ways in which it might 
be done; if in addition to the one probability there should 
be a description of other features, the prospect of guess
ing correctly would be increased from simple to com
pound improbability. The ground therefore for saying 
it was “guesswork” is insufficient to warrant candid 
support. The circumstances then were such that no one 
knew where the injury lay. This machine stood right in 
front of me and 1 bad seen if from the time it began to 
balk to the minute the apprentice called me over, but was 
unable - to determine ¡the difficulty. On placing my 
finger^ on the extending shaft, immediately the sugges
tion came to my mind: “The key holding the shifting 
lever is split.” This I told the apprentice. Again 
putting my fin'gers on the injured part another suggestion 
came: “Tho shaft is bent.” The machine was taken 
apart, and the foreman on examining it declared the key 
was not split, but when the toolmaker took charge he dis
covered it was, and.I still hold in possession one-half of 
the key as evidence. The shaft I tried with a straight
edge and found it bent. On putting the parts together it 
still did not run smoothly; the toolmaker and apprentice 
stood trying to discover what the impediment could be, 
when the thought came to me that a certain part should 
be filed down. On stating this to them they immediately 
complied and the planer ran smoothly without a jar.

This instance looks more like an independent case of 
psychometry and illumination than telepathy; the last bit 
of information was given when at least ten feet from the 
machine.

There are many explanations which may be offered for 
the above, and it is just as criminal to force the spirit 
hypothesis in on a case of this kind, in which we do not 
know tlie cause, as to insist on any other explanation now 
current.

Omaha, Nebraska.
PAUL S. GILLETTE.
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“UNTIL THE DAYBREAK.”

A human soul went forth into the night, ‘ 
Shutting behind it Death’s mysterious door, 

And shaking off with strange, resistless might 
The dust that once it wore.

So swift its flight, so suddenly it sped— 
As when by skillful hands a bow is bent, 

The arrow flies—those watching round the bed 
Marked not the way it went.

Heavy with grief, their aching, tear-dimmed eyes ' 
Saw but the shadow fall, and knew not when

Or in what fair or unfamiliar guise 
It left the world of men.

It broke from sickness, that with iron bands • 
Had bound it fast for many a grievous day;

And love itself, with its restraining hands, ' 
Might not its course delay.

Space could not hold it back with fettering bars, 
Time lost its power, and ceased at last-to be;

It swept beyond the boundary of the stars, 
And touched eternity.

Out from thè house of mourning faintly lit, 
It passed upon its journey all alone;

So far that even thought could not follow it !” 
Into realms unknown. J

Through the clear silence of the moonless dark, .
Leaving no footprint of the road it trod; J 

J Straight as an.arrqw cleaving to its mark, .
The soul went home to God. .

' “Alas,” they cried, “we never saw the morn, 
But fell asleep, outwearied with the strife”— '• 

Nay, rather, he arose and met .
The Everlasting Life.

—The Westminster.

“Woman, Churçh and State.” By Matilda Joslyn 
Gage. A royal volume, of more than common intrinsic 
value. The subject' is treated with masterly ability; show
ing what the church has and has not done for woman. 
It is full of information on the subject, and should be 
read by every one.. Ppce $2, postpaid. For sale at this 
office. "
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POST YOURSELF.
Geo. F. Perkins writes : “No man 

is a Spiritualist of any value until lie 
has ‘posted himself’ on the leading 
writings of our brainy workers. The 
Ghost Land’ and ‘Art Magic’ are 
Klondikes, minus the frigid weather 
and hardships that accompany the 
gold seeker.”

r

Clairvoyant Sight, or Symbol Language

Since the article published in The Progressive Think
er, June 18, this year, many parties have asked me to give 
a more extended account of the meaning of these sym
bols. Many are particularly anxious to know tho mean
ing of mountains, seas, rivers, reptiles and ferocious 
animals. It would be well to say in the start, there is 
a great difference in the dreams of one not developed and 
One who has advanced to some extent in mental science.

The alchemist had a theory that gas could be formed 
from certain plants, by the use of which diseases could be 
erased from one’s mind. It may be that this was the 
origin of medicine. The man who took gas in having a 
tooth extracted, said when he came out from its influence, 
“You can’t fool me; I knew everything (hat was going on. 
I heard the band play as the show went by, and I could' 
tell you what the clown said.”

The dreams caused from dissipation, or from eating 
late suppers of food difficult of digestion, where the sys
tem is kept working vigorously, will give poor rest and 
troubled dreams. The person who eats a late supper of 
beans, meat and cabbage, may fight alligators all night in 
his dreams, but is not likely to enjoy the visits of angels, 
or departed saints. One thing is certain, persons of this 
class are seldom, worried over the interpretation of a 
dream or vision. The awful monsters seen by people in 
delirium tremens, may prove the theory of the ancient 
alchmists to be only too true.

The line must be drawn somewhere, and we will only 
talk of those who have advanced to some extent in divine 
science, or mental study. The one great trouble is to re
member what we were dreaming, and how each thought 
was connected. I believe the first lesson one’s deity gives 
them is in plain, simple dream language. Joseph, in the 
Hebrew story of the’troubled king, Pharaoh, was more 
than an interpreter of simple dreams; he had been given 
many lessons before that occasion. Read all of the 
fortieth chapter of Genesis.

Pharaoh received his first lesson in a dream of which 
he remembered all the details. Ones’s awakening comes 
by and through dreams, as a rule, before they become 
clairvoyant. It may be difficult to tell in every case 
whether the dream is a lesson to the person direct, or is 
simply instructions relative to something with which the 
person is connected. These will all be made plain’to the 
students as they advance.

If you dream of placid waters, or see them in vision, 
where you are gliding smoothly over them, all is well, go 
on. If you are going up a mountain the sides of which 
are steep and rugged, press on, there is work for you to 
do and it may be many a day’s weary climb, provided you 
are on the mountain in person, in the vision.

You will see yourself on the same mountain, probably 
many times as you advance in truth, but each time you 
will find yourself nearer the summit, if you are faithful. 
When you finally reach the summit you will see before 
you a level plain reaching far away for miles.

If you at first find the mountain steep and hard to 
climb, do not complain, for many have gone over that 
same road and waded snow from knee deep to waist deep 
every step of the way, up the weary climb, and have found 
the level plain before them one solid sheet of ice.

After you have gained the summit you will again meet 
with this same mountain, but it will be a halo of glory to 
you, and will be a welcome in probably every case.

We will suppose that in the early beginning of the 
Cuban war, if you are a mental student, you have asked 
how the war would terminate as far as Cuba is con
cerned. I am safe in saying all who asked, and could get 
the answer, saw a long, low island, stretching from cast, to 
west, the timber lbw at the eastern end of the island, and 
growing higher as one advanced west, at the western end 
of the island a tall mountain shelf covered with tall ce
dars. A part of the eastern end of this shelf caves off and 
falls eastward, taking’ many of the tall cedars with it, 
which fall on the top of the other timber. Walch the 
result of the Cuban war.

Many persons have been frightened by meeting rep
tiles, and vicious animals in dream or clairvoyant "sight, 
and have been much alarmed lest they meet them again. 
If one stands his ground when they meet these animals, 
they are gaining ground, but if they are tinrid and run 
from them they are losing, and must pick up more 
courage. It is when you first start on the King’s high
way that you meet these animals. They will not bother 
you long nor hurt you; if you will stand your ground, and 
be brave, they will run.

If the traveler on first starting finds himself in water, 
either in dream or vision, he will be sure to find himself 
there again, .and each time in deeper water. Do not fear, 
you will reach the other side and be well repaid for your 
time and trouble. Water, like the mountain, after you 
have crossed it will be used as the basis in answering your 

.questions. It is better that you go on and meet and solve 
these problems as you come to them, letting not the 
slightest detail escape your notice, for on your quick per
ception depends your advancement.

The'whole world is but one book; there are many leaves 
in the book, but the story is connected from the first 
chapter to the last. Good books are useful companions.

One of my neighbors gave me his account of how he 
read Emerson’s essays. He said he “waited until all the 
children had gone to bed ; all was as silent as death, ex
cept two crickets; he took a stick and hit where the sound 
came from and went to reading. It made his head ache 
so in a few minutes he had to stop reading.” He said 
“he read one paragraph over fourteen times and then did. 
not have the slightest idea what Emerson meant.”

It is said not over twenty persons in the United States 
can understand Emerson’s essays. “The unseen, as fast 
as it becomes seen, is no longer unseen, but seen. And 
for this reason a new departure is necessary every once in 
a while. As we rise to higher realms, the heaven of last 
week or last year, becomes the earth of to-day that is to be 

RIGftTLIVlNQ 
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SUSAN H. WIXON,
Author ot “Apple« ot Gold," "All In a Lifetime^!

"The Story Hour,” “Bummer Daya at Onset," ) 
"Sunday Observance,” etc., etc. |

“Living Is an prt, a method of expressing £ 
conceptions; in fact, the highest method, thonol 
of the arts."—Thomas Stare King.

This book gives an admirable course of study ta 
ethics, and supplies a long-felt want of un etbtafl 
text-book especially adapted to the comprehension« 
children, us well as older persons whom it Is wiM* 
and appropriately designed to interest while teaching 
them valuable ethical lessons. * I

The author shows a wise practicality in her method 
of teaching tho principles of ethics. She lilustratftf' 
her subject with many brief narratives and an6c*u 
dotes, which render the book more Interesting rfm. 
more easily comprehended. It is especially adapttl 
for use in children's lyceuins. In the hands of moth« 
ere and teachers it may be made very useful. Young’ 
andold will be benefited by it. It is a most excellent1 
book and should be widely circulated. .

CONTENTS: r
Right Living. 'What Is Morality? What la IgnoT? 

once? Knowledge the Great Treasure. Concerning 
Education. Conduct; or Right Doing. Virtue, tfio 
Illuminator of Life. Prudence, an Economy ufLtfe. s 
What Know Ye of Justice? Fortitude a Noble Fpfc 
session. Temperance and Intemperance. Istheusa 
of Tobacco Dangerous? Cultivation of Individuality* 
Character, a Jewel of Great Price. Idleness, Ani 
other Name for Loss. Industry, the Staff ofLifO 
Value of a Trade. Recreation a Necessity. Gainesol 
Chance. Truth and Falsehood. What IsanOaL?©* 
the Worth of e Promise. Fraud a Crime. ThePolsotf 
of Slander. What Is Hypocrisy? Conscience, off. 
Moral Sense. Selfishness, the Menace of Society,1 
Gratitude, a Fragrant Flower of Life. Is Reverence 
a Duty? Self-Reliance. Self-Control. SeW-Eeapect.i 
Foolish Pride and Silly Prejudice. Anger, the DIM 
tor ter. The Angel of Forgiveness. Observation k 
Great Faculty. Perseverance, tho Friend of Man.) 
Punctuality, a Promoter of Success. The DlfflculUdf 
of Life. Temptation, the Demon on the Highways 
Habit, Second Nature. Power of Will. Courage, a 
Necessity to Right Living. In Regard to concealer 
Vice. Beautiful Charity. Fidelity, the Giver fil 
Strength and Honor. Value of wealth. Avarice, Not 
a Means to Life’s Best End. Good Nature, Ono ox 
Life's Best Blossoms. Reason and Free Inquiry, 
Free Speech. A Free Press. Hights of Animals^ 
Rights of Children. Human Rights; or the Equality 
of Man. Moral Cleanliness. Politeness—Tbe Gentle» 
man. Politeness—Continued — Tbe Gentlewoman. 
Best Society. Progress; or Enlightenment. Wisdom.
Price, Cloth, $1. Sold at this Ofllce,

RELIGI0N0FTHE FUTURE/;
BY S. WEIL. -
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»

Cloth, 11.25. Paper, go cents, I
Tbla lift work of great value, written by one ofthi 

keenest, most powerful and most truly reUglodi 
minds of tbe day. It U particularly a work which 
should be put into tbe bands of those who have freed 
themselves from tbe dogmau of orthodoxy and from 
tbe dogmas of materhilistlo science, for it wHi 
strengthen the conviction of tbe free mind that mind 
and senses are not the whole of life.

The chapters reveal a new method In psychic »nd 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of i 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede mofaf 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and 
tbe childhood period of faith and fancy will be fiupap' 
%ded by knowledge and facts. For sale at this omia*i

TALLEYRAND’S
LETTER TO THE POPE*

This work will be found especially Interesting to all 
who would desiro to make a study of Romanism and 
the Bible. Tbe historic facts stated, and thekeetf 
scathing review of Romish ideas aud practices should 
be read ay all. Price, 25c. Sold at this office.

SCIENCE OF THE SOUL
i i I BY i i t * J 

LOREN ALBERT SHERMAN. :1 
_____  r!

IJets forth the Philosophy of Existence, with dotalfoj 
evidence. It appeals to Christiana and (Spiritualists 
»like, as it demonstrates the truth of the spirit maru* 
iestations of Jesus Christ, upon which the ChristlM 
I'cllglon is based, as well as the actuality of mode» 
spirit manifestations. Its title page claims that thi 
book la ,

J. SCIENTIFIC DEMOXSTHATIOir S 

of the

Existence of the soul of man as his coiu.
scious individuality independently ] 

of the physical oryantsmi • • 

of the .

CONTINUITY OF LIFE ; ‘

' and the '
ACTUALITY OF SPIRIT RETURN» *

Tho first eleven chapters are devoted entirely 
manifestations of tbe soul Incarnate, with a clear ev 
position of the psychic pWlosophy.

Tlie succeeding four chapters set forth the philowk 
phy of the Infinite. i

'i'h« last twenty chapters are devoted to an expos!* 
tion of spiritual philosophy, with evidence in det*& 
much of it being personal experiences of tbe authoK

The price of the book is $1, For 
at the office of The Progressive Thinker» J *1

IMMORTALITY, / 
...OR . ..

FUTURE HOMES AND DWELL« 
ING PLACES. 'i

/V

'j
BY DR J. M. PEEBLES.

AN INVALUABLE WORK I 4
This admirable work contains what a htjndrei 

spirits, good and evil, say of their dwclllng-plapei 
Give us details—details and accurate delineations d 
life in tbe Spirit-world!—is tlie constant appeal 
thoughtful minds. Death Is approaching. Whither-* 
6h. whither! Shall 1 know mv friends beyond th* 
tomb? Will they know roe? What Is their present 
condition, and what their occupations? In this vow 
umc the spirits, differ mg Us they may, are allowed to 
speak for themselves. No man 1* better quallftw 
than Dr. Peebles to place a work of this kind beMW 
tbe people. He treats of thb Mysteries of Lifdii 
Doubts and Ropes; The Bridging of the River; Fort» 
gleam* of the Future; Testimony of Saints; Thd 
Growth and Perfection of tbe Spiritual Body; Tall, 
the Soul or Body that S!n.-?; < lothlng In Ilie Spin}!»' 
World; Our Little Ones in Heaven; The Personal Eg« 
perlenoCB of Aaron Knight. The. Red MansToatJ* 
inoay; Evil Spirits; Tc»dnionv of Physicians InSpirRT 
Life; The Homes of Apostles and Divines; TM1 
Friends and Shakers In S|drit-L1fe; Spirit Homes Mi 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the 8plrffj( 
Land. Many other mutters are treated* loo numBN 
ous to mention. Price tl' , postage, 12 06HU. rwl
sale at this ufilcc.

overcome.
.Vancouver, Wash. F. P. WAGNER.

“Powerful” Talk.
“Sinkiller” Griffin, a colored evangelist, thus addressed 

a gathering of negroes in Guthrie, 0. T., the other night: 
“Wherefore, ye black scoundrels, does the turilude of 

Out of the Depths Into the Lights
By Sum’iel Bcwler Mr«. Cart Io E. S. Twing, mofl 

dlum. ’I his liitlc buok win ue read with iuten*e W; 
tercet by tuoiiBan-js. Price 2.. cents. 

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS. >
Gainered from tbe Highways. By-ways and Hedge# 

ofllfe. ByMATitE E. Hull. This is a marvcloujt}’ 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls beat poem*H 
sermons and essay.s md cr'iialn? u splendid portrait ' 
of the author, also n portrait <.f Moses Hulk Price;- 
neatly bound In Kn-i^li chHh, $j. For sideatthij 
office.

GOSPEL OF NATURE^ 
fey M. L. Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. AbOOkrenlata

With Spiritual truths. Price *1.00.

“ THOMAS PAINE’S
Examination of the Prophecies.

Acon.ldcnitloacf tbe peuage* tn tbe New Tetta, 
ment, quoteä from tbe OM, sr J eilïditoîbeolesOo» 

, cernlng Jesus ehrtet. Price 15 ce-ns.your souls leak? I know. You’se been sliootin' ernps 1|------------------  --------- -— __j
done say. You’se dailyin’with God now but SI. J’etcr’l) | The Iniidelity of EcclesiasticiW ■ 
grab you by the nape of the neck and shake dem horst- i A :
dice outen your souls. Oh, women, wives of all dese men'. | masterly trcatie^.*
you can’t operate to cover up your sins by copious 
sprinklization of smokeless powder. Whyfore, that why 
your souls leak!”—New York Tribune.

STARNOS.
By Dr. Della E. Davis. A roeary of pearlc, cnllerf 

troni thè Works of Andrew Jackson Daria. Intende«! 
for tbe light and solacc of every KÄTOWiog aaA 
ttrlcken hearU Prlcc 50 conta. .“The Priest, the Woman and the Confessional.” This 

book, by the well-known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results of the Romish con- j 
fessional, as proved by the sad experience of many j 
wrecked lives. Price, by mail, $1. For sale at this office.

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the student of psychic 
phenomena, this pamphlet is intensely interesting. It 
gives detailed accounts of two cases of “double conscious- I 
ness,” namely Mary Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, Ill., i 
and Mary Reynolds, of Venango County, Pa. For sale at 
this office. Price 15 cents.

“Religious and Theological Works of Thomas Paine.” 
Contains his celebrated “Age of Reason,” and a number 
of letters and discourses on religious, and theological sub
jects. ; Cloth binding, 430 pages. Price $1. For sale 
at this office.

BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,

This admirable work consists of three pamphlet* 
embodied In one volume. In which questions of great 
importance to the race are discussed from tho stand* 
f>tnt of an advanced social reformer. Price 60 cents» 

or sale at this office.

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-operative Systems 
and the Happiness and Ennoblement, of Humanity.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises the last1 
?art of Human Culture and Cure. ' “

'or sale at this office.
Paper cover 15 cents.

(HE ELIMINATOR
-OR- .

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

• -____ _ I
BY DR, B. B. WESTBROOK. <
Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expos

ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and cog» 
matlc Christianity, conUtnirg many elartllng conclu* 
■Ion* never before published, showing clearly tbt 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Test»» 
mentxtorle*. and proving th&tJcsu* was an Impenon* 
ation and not a person. A genuine sensation. .
Price *1.60. For Sale at tbia Officft
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God the Father, and the Man the Im
age of God. Two lectures. By Mrs. 
Maria M. King. Price reduced from 25 
cents to 20 cents.

THAT SCHOOL QUESTION.
The German Catholics were late

living among the dead?”
FRED L. H. WILLIS.
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them, and thus be able to remit from SI to e 10, or even 
snore than the Utter sum A Urge number of little 
^mounts will make a Urge sum total, end thus extend 
cho field of our labor and usefulness. The same sug
gestion will apply in all cases of renewal of subscrlp- 
Bons-sollclt others to aid In tho good work. You win 
ixperience no dltUculty whatever iu Inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for TubpKOOKKBgiVfi-TuiKKKB, 
for not ou6 of them can afford to bo without the valua
ble information imparted therein each week, and at 
^ho price of only about two cents per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than wo can 

glve you for 25 ceuu? Just pause and tbluk for a mo* 
xuent what an Intellectual feiut that ainali investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of Tai Peo- 
Gmebbiyk Thinker thirteen weeks 1b only twenty*ilve 
ceutBl For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
tour pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent to a inedl» 
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GOOD ADVICE.
! Bishop Samuel Fallows, of the St 
Paul’s Reformed Episcopal Ohurch, 
.Chicago, In a late discourse, said:

"What more appropriate answer can 
be given to Spain as she anxiously asks, 
‘Watchman, what of the night?’ than 
the answer made by the propnet Isaiah: 
■'Be converted while you can be con
verted.’ Banish from your minds all 
iflie surviving landmarks of medieval
ism, remove every trace of the horrible 
and hated inquisition from your bor
ders. Banish the shameful illiteracy 
and ignorance of the great mass of your 
people by a national educational sys
tem. You have scarcely taken out a 
patent for an invention In your history, 
therefore stimulate tlie study of me
chanics among your youth. You have 
been trowing down to false nobilities 
and antiquated feudalisms; recognize 
now the value of manhood, enlightened 
and free. You have been unable, 
through your rapacity, your cruelty, 
your horrible caricature of Christianity, 
to govern a single one of your former 
tvast dependencies; now concentrate 
your efforts upon your circumscribed 
home domain. Be converted. Turn 
about. Have a thorough change of 
mlud. Get a new heart. There is a glo
rious destiny yet for you. You may 
lead the Latin races if you will.”

Now there is good practical common 
sense, provided tlie dominie meant by 
conversion “a turning from the practice 
of wrong to the doing of the right."

ST. PETER’S PAGAN CHAIR.
. . “The title of Apostolic See, common 

to many, was, in process of time, by the 
ambition of the Bishops of Rome, ap- 
preprinted to their own use. They had, 

■ ns they thought, till the year 1662, preg
nant proof not only of St. Peter’s erect
ing their chair, but of his sitting in it 
himself; for till that year, the very 

■ ehair, on which they believer!, or would 
make others believe, he had sat, was 
shown and exposed to public adoration 
on the 18th of January, the festival of 

' the chair; but while It was cleaning, In 
order to be set up in some conspicuous 
place of the Vatican, the Twelve La

' bors of Hercules unluckily appeared eu- 
graved upon it. ‘Our worship, how- 
Over,’ says Giacomo Bartollnl, who was 
present at this discovery, and relates It, 
‘was not misplaced, since it was not to 

■ tlie wood to which we paid our devo
tions, but to tlie Prince of the Apostles, 
St Peter.’ "—Bower’s “History of the 
Popes.”

Another Italian author attempted to 
explain the Labors of Hercules in a 

. mystic sense, as emblems representing 
Sie future exploits of the Popes.

“SERVED HIM RIGHT.”
A patron who is not a profound lover 

-of Catholicism, because he knows of 
ihe brutal tyranny it has practiced in 
nil ages, and for the last 400 years In 
the Philippines, writes: “The insurgents 
ought to kill all the priests, anyway.” 

■ A gentleman of Chicago lately re
ceived a letter from an Engllsh-spcak- 
ing Spaniard located in Hongkong, 

; wherein be wrote:
“On account of the corruption of the 

Spaniards the doing of Dewey’s crowd 
ought to teach them such a lesson that 
they will shake off the influence of the 

i priests.”
“Shake off the priests!” Why the 

prayers of the good old orthodox eccle- 
elastics would be in order: “Oh, God, 

. -take the wretches by the hair of their 
hedds and shake them over hell until 
they repent and come to thee.” And if 

- the addition of the zealous brother was 
added: “Yes,Lord, and If you should 

■ '' lose your hold, and he should drop into 
the hottest corner, we, your saints, 
Would say, ‘Served him right.’ ”

BRAVE WORDS.
• “Faith must render an account of her
self to reason. Mysteries must give 
place to facts. Religion must relin
quish that imperious, that domineering 
position which she has so long main
tained against science. There must be 
absolute freedom of thought. The ec
clesiastic must learn to keep himself 
/within the domain he has chosen, and 
cease to tyrannize over the philosopher, 
who, conscious of his strength and the 
purity of his motives, will bear such 
Interference no longer.” Thus wrote
Prof. J. W. Draper, and -who will 
ject to his position?

TOTAL ABSTINENCE.
. The Kansas City Star says: The total 
abstainers are now pointing tp an argu
ment from Egypt. Sir Herbert Kitch
ener, in‘command of the British-Egyp
tian army, had the nerve to deprive one 
regiment of malt and spirituous liquors 
entirely for a given period, another reg
iment received malt liquors alone, and 
a' third took regular drinks. The total 
abstainers are said to have stood the 
hardships of soldiering the best Next 
to the grit of the abstaining regiment 
comes that of Sir Herbert Kitchener In 
tnakiug it abstain.

“After the Sex Struck.” By Georg»
H. linier. Price 25 cento. _

pIBTANT BOMB4X.
Advices from » friend, and reader of 

The Progressive Thinker at Bombay, 
British India, says the plague has again 
made its appearance in that afflicted 
city, with the usual consequences of 
suffering and death. He says, "In
oculation has been found to be the most 
trusty treatment, and from 15,009 to 
20,009 have been rendered immune in 
this manner. A serum has been intro
duced as a curative, with so far favor
able results, but it is an experiment.”

Our friend is highly pleased with The 
Progressive Thinker. Though an Ag
nostic, but like others of that negative 
school of philosophy, he welcomes with 
pleasure the evidences Spiritualism fur
nishes of immortality. In a city ap
proximating to one million of popula
tion, with a large English-speaking 
people, we ought to have a large read
ing constituency, there, and doubtless 
would If our friend would Interest him
self in the paper, and call the attention 
of thinkers to its value in an educa
tional way. As the foreign postage is 
one cent on each copy mailed abroad,' 
we will be compelled to add that 
amount to the subscription price, mak
ing a total of say $1.50 a year. Adding 
20 cents in addition we will mail'“Art 
Magic and Spiritism.” This beautiful 
and instructive volume of 366 pages, is 
a one dollar fifty cent book. It is not 
sold for a less price; but we positively 
GIVE IT AWAY, less 20 cents for cost 
of mailing, to all home subscribers to 
The Progressive Thinker who pay $1.00 
in advance, accompanying the order 
with the necessary 20 cents In addition.

Won’t our friend Balfour try his hand 
at getting up a club of ten, being sure 
to add the cost of foreign postage ad
ditional-say 50 cents a copy?

session at Milwaukee. Bishop Messmer 
is reported to have voiced the head of 
the church at Rome, the fossilized and 
moribund Pope, when he referred to the 
.American school system. He said: "It 
is to be regretted so many Catholics are 
sending their children to the public 
schools in place of the parochial 
schools.”

In a free government like ouirs, where 
intelligence Is indispensable to good 
legislation, no church should be allowed 
to withdraw its youth from the public 
schools, where the sciences are prin
cipally taught, to be educated alone In 
sectarianism. This question must be 
soon met and settled for all time, else 
with the growing power of Catholicism 
in this country they will become the 
ruling class, and Middle Age ignorance 
will become universal.' They who need 
object lessons on this subject are re
ferred to Spain and Portugal, with each 
of their colonies, as also to Italy and 
Ireland. And while about it they should 
also take In a similar school system 
practiced in Russia and Greece, under 
the auspices of the Greek Church. Un
der the free system of schools commis
sions are sent to opposite sides of 
the earth to watch the transit of Venus, 
as it crosses in its orbit the pathway of 
light between us and the sun, to know 
more of the natural laws governing its 
action; while the students of church 
schools make pilgrimages to see the 
wrist bones of the grandmother of God, 
of .St, Anne, III., else to Lourdes, In the 
south-west of France, to see the statue 
of a blinking, weeping Jesus, and a 
grotto near where it is claimed his

MEDICAL SCIENCE CHANGES.
It is not far to look back into the past 

to the time when the medical fraternity 
was a unit In warfare with mesmerism 
and psychology. While they had been 
cutting the human form up into whlp- 
crackers and tanning the skin for “kid" 
gloves, and vivisecting rabbits, rats, 
dogs and cats, a man by the name of 
Mesmer, and a few others, whose In
clinations led them Into a research a 
little higher and not so brutal; that of 
the power of one mind over another 
and mind over matter. But these poor 
fellows have made a few confessions 
and many Investigations. The follow
ing is a sample of a recent deduction 
along tills line, taken from the Tlincs- 
Hcrald of this city:

“A fascinating study of The Psy
chology of Double-Suicide’ is presented 
in the current issue of the Philadelphia 
Medical Journal, in connection with the 
tragedy in which Maude Hoffnagle and 
Bessie Foust leaped together from a 
Delaware ferryboat here recently. 
Among other tilings tills scientific 
analysis of that unique sensation says:

“This dramatic double suicide pre
sents a problem of unusual interest to 
the mind of the medico-psychologist. 
Double suicides are not unheard of, but 
they are at least comparatively rare, 
especially In cases where both victims 
are of the same sex.

“This instance presents the very 
quintessence of hypnology, according 
to any rational and scientific criticism 
of that cult, because It means simply 
the overpowering influence of sugges
tion acting upon a susceptible brain. 
The last word of encouragement 
spoken ere they took the fatal plunge 
was, In the case of those young women, 
endowed with a potency that far ex
ceeded the average spell exercised by 
the most expert master in suggestive 
psychology.

"A morbid thought may be nourished 
and developed into frightful dimensions 
by the constant brooding over it ot two 
or more distraught minds; suicide may 
thus become epidemic.”

ANOTHER RESURRECTED CITY.
The past is still giving up her con

cealed records. A buried city at Pyrene, 
in Greece, was discovered some time 
ago. New Interest has been awakened 
in the matter, and excavations have 
been resumed with great Interest. The 
whole plan of the town has been pre
served, and is said to be almost as In
teresting ns is the • recovered Pompeii. 
The streets are intact, with rows of 
houses on each side. A temple of 
Minerva has been unearthed, and n the
ater is presumed to be near. The age 
of the city, or the time of its burial can
not be determined at present

These resurrected cities are the only 
reliable links in the mighty chain con
necting us with remote ages. Written 
records cannot be 'trusted, but these re
covered cities bring us in direct contact 
with the times when they were an
imated with life, and their streets were 
thronged with an industrious popula
tion engaged in all the arts of peace.

A SCHOOL FOR SENSITIVES.
The Belvidere Seminary, for youths 

of both sexes, at Belvidere, New Jer
sey, is one of the Institutions under the 
management of lady Spiritualists, 
which deserves a generous patronage. 
It is In a healthy location, both morally 
and physically, away from the evil in
fluences of the large cities, and in 
charge of persons of culture and refine
ment, who will exert their best influ
ence to make the seminary all its pro
moters so' ardently desire. Address 
Miss Belle Bush, Belvidere, N. J., for 
fuller information.

' ftAVBOOUBAGE.
: Without courage man .is almost as 
useless as some of the inanimate pro
toplasmic particles used In his creation. 
The boy or girl, just starting In school, 
who has no courage, will always be at 
the foot of the class, will be asleep 
while others work or play, and no mat
ter how much coaxing or bribing is 
used, the little life that came at the 
first touch ot the hand of progress, at 
the first kiss of light and air, at the 
dawn of evolution's day, may be there 
flickering, vibrating, struggling to fully 
express. There is something lacking in 
the means at hand, in the material en
vironments; may be a prenatal ob
struction or a remote ancestral he
redity; the little imprisoned spirit sim
ply vibrates on and on, day after day, 
with no jierceptible change; no improve
ment; no growth; a prisoner in a lonely 
cell with walls and bars that cannot be 
overcome. Nobody seems to be at 
fault and yet somebody was tlie cause.

Someone’s ignorance of the laws of 
nature, ignorance of the principle of 
production, of ante-natal relations, of 
transmission and all else that go to 
make a perfect child, to environ a per
fect spirit with the right material for 
perfect manhood or womanhood. No 
one at fault, and yet all are at fault.

In past ages, down almost to the pres
ent day, the non-producers had all the 
knowledge there was, leaving in per
fect Ignorance of themselves those who. 
were to be the parents of the genera
tions to come. They met, married and 
multiplied because nature drew them 
together and a priest sanctioned the act. 
The priest was D. D. and M. D., a 
father confessor and general dictator, 
whose gospel was law and whose man
dates must be obeyed under penalty of 
a curse upon the head of the dis
obedient.

Those days a,re gone and the human 
race is becoming wiser in many ways 
and worse in others, but grander and 
better in the aggregate.

Within the last fifty years, since the 
advent of Modern Spiritualism and its 
various suggested reforms, its numer
ous propositions for the betterment of 
humanity, among which are equal 
rights -and mental and spiritual free
dom and the study of self, the intellect 
of the musses, Improved by our public 
school system, ■which Is yet too sec
tarian, has begun to'expand into all the 
recesses of science, politics, religion 
and the realms of spirit until tlie world 
seems all ablaze with the spirit of en
ergy and unfoldmen t.

Courage! courage! courage! is written 
upon every banner and engrafted into 
the very lifeblood of this American na
tion. All obstacles in the way of a 
hlgliei- truth can be surmounted if man 
only has the courage. ■

The friends upon the other shore of 
life must have had courage, no doubt 
did have the courage of uulmprlsoned, 
liberated spirit in all its virgin vibrant 
force, and at last gained the knowledge 
of control of the physical forces that 
lay between the world of spirit and the 
world of material and spirit; found that 
rent in the veil that for ages had hidden 
the face of spirit from the eyes of mor
tal man. ,

It has required no little amount of 
courage in the early pioneers of Spirit
ualism to perform their part of tlie 
drama of life and death; to become 
willing Instruments In the hands of de
parted spirits anxious to return and re
appear to their friends, when the 
thumbscrew and rack, the whipping
post, the ducking-board, the wood-pile 
and torch were a few of the compulsory 
educational Christian modes of remind
ing them of the kind of ground they 
were treading on.

Why should we who live in the free
dom they made possible, not have cour
age to press onward and upward when 
the wind has been tempered to our sail 
and the sea is so peaceful and calm? 
Why should we not have courage in 
this day of liberal religion to advance 
our Ideas alongside of the brave and 
noble workers for a Christianity that 
has surrendered all Its old-time dogmas 
and creeds, its variform God and split
foot devil; its livid flames of an endless 
hell, and damnation for Infants, a re
ligion that is tottering on the brink of a 
grave now robbed of its victory and Its 
victim; a religion that is old and that is 
no longer a formidable foe?

Why not have courage when the 
golden sunlight, beaming from a ealm, 
blue sky, we know shines for us with 
the same radiance that It has for the 
very saints of Christian sanctity, the 
purest of the pure, and when we know 
we can meet and commune with our 
friends at the station just on this side 
of the dividing line; when we know we 
■have scoreri a point on other religions 
In finding what they "long have sought

AN INFINITY OF WORLDS.
"The most wonderful astronomical 

photograph in the world has been pre
pared by London, Berlin and Parisian 
astronomers. It shows at least 68,
000,000 stars.”—News item.

Each star thus revealed by the mod
ern camera is a sun, the center of an 
almost boundless solar system like our 
own. Each sun is accompanied by a 
retinue of planets. Many of those plan
ets doubtless have moons revolving 
around them. All suns and planets are 
believed to wheel In stately orbits 
around a common center, obedient to 
changeless law Inherent in matter.

If the mind was capable of compre
hending such a multiplicity of worlds 
revolving in space and wheeling in their 
orbits, it would have little respect for 
that system of philosophy which cred
its their call into being by the flat of 
Almighty God, who peopled them with 
animate life, dictated laws for the gov
ernment of those inhabiting one of the 
outlying planets, and threatened all 
with endless torture in a burning hell, 
conditioned they do not believe that 
infinite and incomprehensible God be
gat a son, equal to himself, and in fact 
was the father of himself, by a Jewish 
maiden. ’

It is frankly admitted we have no pa
tience with the silly teaching of an ig
norant priesthood who imposed on the 
world In the infancy of knowledge, 
such senseless ideas and have perpetu
ated them from generation to genera
tion down to the present for purposes 
of power. “Bless God," their tyranni
cal rule Is hastening-to its end.

A CORRECTION—MONKERY.
No, no, “authentic records” do not 

“exist of Buddhist monks a thousand 
years before the Christian" era;” for 
Gautama Buddha was not born until 
B.- C. 543. Our correspondent was mis
led in his statement. ' .

The rise of monkery is difficult to 
trace.- Speculation may give an earlier 
date, but.we have no positive evidence 
of its existence prior to Alexander’s 
conquest, B. C. 325. The oldest monas
tery of which we have any reliable ac
count was established at Philae, Egypt, 
some 250 years before our era. ’

AWFUL FAC'S-AT HOME AND 
OAD. x

By quotatio these columns last 
week, of remarks made by Rev. Dr. 
Shaw, to the Pjgfsbytery of New York, 
of which he is a.member, it appears the 
cost of making .converts to the church 
in the greatest city In America, is over. 
$200.00 a head! ’ 'The Presbyterians had 
in their service1 the Rev. Dwight L. 
Moody, the most, distinguished revival
ist in the world, .Mr. Moody labored In 
a field where bhitli, education, social in
fluence, hud popular prejudice favored 
him, yet each sdulrescued from endless 
burnings cost^the Christian brother
hood, in a wholesale lot of thirty-three 
persons, $7,000. Had those who aided 
the evangelist in music, praying,—we 
came near writing, lobbying with God 
to gain 'his favor,—probably another 
$200 would be added to the cost for each 
saved sinner, had the services of these 
workers been paid for.

Take these figures, made under the 
most favorable surroundings, as the 
base, then remembering that it Is 
claimed every convert to Christianity 
in heathgn lands costs somewhere 
about $7,000, we are prepared to accept 
the statement as true.

But sadness conics over us when we 
are assured by Rev. Mr. Shaw, that 
“Even Mr. Moody’s visits are forgotten 
in a week,” and that three years of like 
service “scarcely made an impression 
upon the religious life of the me
tropolis.”

This reminds us that travelers in the 
missionary fields of the Orient report 
the converts made at such great cost 
are from the lowest caste, persons with
out influence, and only fitted by nature 
for menial service. However highly 
educated they are pariahs still, without 
hope of advancement, save in the little 
society of which they have become a 
part.

But the cost of making converts in 
heathendom is not the worst feature 
following Christian zeal. It is very 
generally represented 'that such con
verts are hypocritical, slothful, and, 
like their teachers, are lascivious, and 
lack Integrity. The missionaries, re
marking upon these defects of char
acter, say it is the result of Inheritance, 
an outgrowth of ages of vicious habits.

Prof. Max Muller, in his “India: or 
What Can It Teach Us?” has collated 
the expressions of scholars who have 
traveled in India, and written at length 
their opinions of these people before 
they were corrupted by Christian mis
sionaries. Indeed, he begins with the 
Grecians, who wrote 400 years before 
our era, and follows them with the 
statements of scholars from other-coun
tries down to recent times. He quotes 
S.r Thomas Munro, the Governor of 
Madras, as saying:

“If a good systmp of agriculture, un
rivaled manufatauflng skill, a capacity 
to produce whatever can contribute to 
either convenience or luxury, schools 
established in oyery village for teaching 
reading, writing, arithmetic, the gen
eral practice o;| hospitality and charity 
amongst eachii other, and above all, 
a treatment ofi' the femals sex full of 
confidence, reject, and delicacy, are 
among the signs which denote a civil
ized people—titan ihe Hindus are not 
Inferior to the niitlpps of Europe; and If 
civilization is to become an article of 
trade between England and India, I am 
convinced tliat-'Tlnpland will gain by 
the import cargo." Y

Muller reports Warren Hastings as 
saying of these foig|hens:

"They are geiitle and benevolent, 
more ¡susceptible'bf gratitude for kind
ness shown them, and less prompted to 
vengeance for wrongs inflicted than 
any other people on the face of the 
earth; faithful, affectionate, submissive 
to legal authority."

And Bishop Hpber, the author of the 
missionary hymn—

“From Greenland’s icy mountains
To India's coral strand:”

“The Hindus are brave, courteous,-in
telligent, most eager for knowledge and 
Improvement; sober, Industrious, du
tiful to parents, affectionate to their 
children, uniformly gentle and patient, 
and more easily affected by kindness 
and attention to their wants and feel
ings than any other people I ever met"

And Elphinstone, for a time Gov
ernor of Bombay:

"Their freedom from gross de
bauchery is the point in which they ap
pear to most advantage; and their 
superiority of manners is not flattering 
to our self-esteem.”

Having quoted from numerous au
thors showing- that these heathens 
“have not yet learned the value of a 
lie,” that “public opinion In its limited 
sphere, seems strong enough to deter 
even an evil-disposed person from tell
ing a falsehood;” tliat an English jurist 
presiding in a Hindu count said: “I 
have had before me hundreds of cases 
in which a man’s property, liberty, and 
life has depended upon his telling a lie, 
and lie has refused to tell it,”—Muller 
continues for lilmself, after- quoting 
scores of authorities which we regret
fully pass over without space to even 
note in brief their points, concludes the 
review by saying:

“It is surely extremely strange that 
whenever, cither in Greek or in Clilnese 
or in Persian or in Arab writings, we 
meet with any attempts at describing 
the distinguishing features in the na
tional character of the Indians, regard 
for truth and justice should always be 
mentioned first.” And then, further on: 
“I could go on quoting from book after 
book, and again and again we should 
see how it was love of truth that struck 
all the people who came in contact with 
India, as the prominent feature in the 
national character of its Inhabitants. 
No one ever accused them of false
hood.”

With all these facts does it not seem 
humanity would ,be positively the 
gainer if the so-palled civilized coun
tries were Indoctrinated into the ways 
of heathendom? This startling ques
tion gains force’ in connection with the 
criminal statistics x^ited by Prof. Mul
ler. He says: “The number of capital 
sentences was pne, "ln every 10,000 In 
England, but onjy pne in every million 
in Bengal.” A^liiindred times mo're 
convictions for,/murder in Christian 
England, than in heathen Bengal, with 
Christian judges In ¡each case presiding 
at the trials! i ;. ,,

Observe agaiq; British India has a 
population of . 253,- millions, divided 
among 493,429 tpwnis and villages. The 
criminal classed are mostly found in 
Calcutta, Bombay, and Madras, where 
Europeans and 'Christians mostly re
side. ...........

Christian reader, contemplate these 
curious statistics at your leisure. „

BOOKS FOR CUBANS.
Effort Is to be made by the American 

Tract Society to put a Spanish primer 
and New (Testament into the hands of 
every Cuban family as soon as the war 
is over. Already the society has more 
than 400 publications In the Spanish 
language.—News Item. _

It is not more religion, or more books 
teaching it, thè people of Cuba needs, 
but they should be educated in. practi
cal life, and away from the inculcations 
of priestcraft, both Catholic and Prot
estant. .: . .

The National Young People’s 
Spiritualist Union.

The first annual convention of this 
body now being an event of the past, 
inquiries are made regarding the work 
accomplished. The N. Y. P. S. U. is 
now thoroughly organized, and prep
arations are being made for the organ
izing of local unions in every locality. 
The amended constitution and by-laws, 
together with a model constitution and 
by-laws for local unions, are in prepar
ation for publication and it is hoped 
they will be ready for distribution in 
about two weeks.

The union is rapidly growing. When 
we met In Rochester there were 120 
members enrolled, and when we met at 
Lily Dale there were 134 members, but 
to-day, August 29, there are 160 active 
members of this body, notwithstanding, 
two of the members who became affili
ated with the National Union through 
the Lily Dale Union are beyond the age 
limit, and their names - have conse
quently been dropped from the rolls, 
and one other charter member has 
since reached the limitation, and has 
been transferred to the list of honor
ary membership. '

From Information which has lately 
been received no less than seven socie- 
tles-wlll join the Union within the next 
few months; they are simply waiting 
for the model- constitution and by-laws 
for local unions to be distributed. The 
Unions seem to.be anxious to complete 
their organization so as to obtain one 
of the first numbers of the new char
ters. -

The National Union has four classes 
of membership, as follows:

1. Society Membership—Young people 
between tire ages of 16 and 40, who be
long to some' society that has joined 
the National. The dues of such mem
bers are 25 cents per annum. The 
Union to which they belong is entitled 
to representation at the annual con
ventions on the basis of one delegate 
on behalf of its charter and one addi
tional delegate for each fifteen mem
bers or major fraction thereof. '

2. Individual Membership— Persons 
within the age limit, who may or may 
not belong to local unions. The dues 
of such members are 50 cents per an
num, and they are accorded the priv
ileges of the conventions, but are not 
entitled to proxy representation.

3. Honorary Membership. — Those 
persons who have been active mem
bers, that is, who have been members 
of class 1 or 2, or both, but who have 
reached the age of 40 years. Such 
members may not vote or hold office 
but may aid by their advice or other
wise.

4. Contributing Membership. — Per
sons outside of the specified age limit 
who may contribute to the finances of 
the union or render valuable assist
ance. All members of local unions not 
eligible to active membership in the 
National Union shall be received as 
contributing members, upon the pay
ment of the annual dues.

Proper cards certifying to member
ship in the respective classes, and bear
ing the signature of the president and 
secretary, will be forwarded by the 
secretary, to all the members.

With reference to the assignment of 
work for local unions, I quote from 
tlie proposed model constitution for 
such unions, as follows:

“Article X. Section 1. Meetings 
shall be held each Tuesday, under the 
following monthly assignment: First 
Tuesday, business meeting; second 
Tuesday, literary meeting; third Tues
day, social meeting; fourth Tuesday, 
parliamentary meeting, and during 
such months as there are five Tues
days, the fifth Tuesday shall bo de
voted to a general mass or social meet
ing, and efforts made to make such 
meetings noteworthy events to arouse 
general Interest In the union.”

Sections 2, 3, 4 and 5 enter into more 
specific detail regarding each meeting, 
but space will not permit me to quote 
them at this time.

The young people have adopted 
“The Sunflower,” as their official pa
per, Mr. W. H. Bach, editor, Lily Dale, 
N. Y., and of course all our members 
should subscribe for it, as it will, from 
time to time, contain official notices re
garding the National and local Unions. 
The price is 5Q»ceuts a year.

A group picture, 5 x 7, of 33 of the 
young people who were most active at 
our first convention may be obtained 
from the secretary, Miss Anna M. 
Steinberg, 506 Twelfth street, N. W., 
Washington, D. C., at 35 cents each, 20 
cents of which goes into the treasury 
of the National Union. Each member, 
at least, should have one.

The secretary or myself, will take 
pleasure in replying to correspondence 
relative to the affairs of the Union, or
ganizing local unions, etc., etc. Re
quests for copies of the new constitu
tions will be complied with as soon as 
possible.

Charters will be granted to local 
unions in the order in which their ap
plications for same are filed. Those 
unions which desire to obtain one of 
the early numbers should apply for 
same promptly. All young persons 
who are not members of local unions, 
or who reside at such places where 
there are not enough young people to 
form a local union, should join at once 
as individual members.

I. C. I. EVANS.
President N. Y. P. S. U. 

1352%B. St, S. W., Washington, S. C.

MERELY A SUGGESTION.
Ethan Allen, of Revolutionary fame, 

•was not an Indorsee of the popular re
ligion. He opposed priestcraft as he 
did kingcraft At the close of the War 
for Independence he wrote a work en
titled “Reason the Only Oracle of 
Man,” which had a very extended read
ing, and it Is still doing valuable serv- 
'ice. Allen showed up in his book the 
fallacies of the Bible from a Deistic 
standpoint—the position very generally 
occupied by the fathers of the Republic, 
Including Washington, Franklin, John 
Adams, Thomas Jefferson, Thomas 
Paine, etc.

It is said divine services were being 
held in honor of the great victory of the 
Americans over the British, at Benning
ton, Vermont. Rev. Jedediah Dewey, 
an ancestor of the naval hero at Ma
nila, was engaged In prayer. He told 
the great Ruler of the American valor, 
and the triumph of their cause, but 
gave God all the credit. Allen listened 
and Was greatly Vexed. When he could 
endure it no longer, he exclaimed:

“Parson" Dewey, Parson Dewey!”
The parson opened his eyes and 

turned them towards the indomitable 
Ethan, who captured Ticonderoga “In 
the name of the Great Jehovah and the 
Continental Congress.” ..........

“Parson, please tell the Lord I was 
there." .

The General evidently thought he 
should not be overlooked if the preach
er was making an official report to head 
.center, and who can blame him? '

MAN A BACK NUMBER.
In the high schools of Sweden boys 

and girls are educated in the same 
classes. Nearly all the telegraph, tele
phone and postofllces are in the hands 
of women. Lately they have invaded 
the steamship sen-ice.—News item.

What seems peculiar to Sweden is 
rapidly becoming true in America. Man 
is a back number, mostly useful for sol
diers and tramps. The bees slaughter 
their males, the drones in the hive, as 
soon as they have accomplished the 
purpose of their being.

In the earlier ages the male popula
tion was kept down by the great 
slaughter in war, to which was added 
the vast maritime army who “went 
down to the sea in ships,” but at the 
present there is but little waste of life 
in either direction.

If universal suffrage was to prevail, 
and women were to become legislators 
we do not apprehend they would enact 
laws to abridge the male poulatlon. As 
there are no more worlds to colonize, 
and but few more wars to be waged, 
and the women seem sure to be In the 
ascendant in the good time coming, it 
may be well to be planning the uses 
men shall be put to, for the “rocking of 
the cradle” will soon be done by elec
tricity, and priests will be an effete pro
duction.

THE SPIRIT OK THE SUICIDE.
When first ushered Into spirit life the 

spirit of the suicide is far from being 
restful. The conditions that caused the 
suicide still racks the brain, and greater 
unhappiness for a time exists. Some
one well says:

“The suicide is a brave coward. No 
man who dares the mystery of eternity 
Is wholly a poltroon. But he who fears 
to fight manfully the battle of this 
world to the legitimate end is no other 
than a coward. If he leaves behind 
him human beings who were depend
ent upon his existence he is a con- 
temptilble coward.

“So there is much that is paradoxical 
in courage. The greatest intrepidity 
may dispute with the most petty weak
ness for control of a man's nature. 
Moral courage, however, is one of the 
highest attributes of a man’s character, 
for he who has that has physical cour
age as well, or is able to subdue his 
physical weakness by the power of his 
will—as the French general who, find
ing hie body trembling at the moment 
of a charge, gazed down upon himself 
contemptuously and said to his craven 
flesh; ‘Ah, tremble! If you knew into 
what peril I shall carry you, you would 
tremble more!’"

Berenice Wheeler, who perished in the 
Bourgogne disaster, was under engage
ment by Mr. Broadhurst for his farce, 
“Why Smith Left Home.” A lady con
nected with the company now at the 
Columbia offers the following verses 
as a tribute to the young actress, who 
was much beloved by all her asso
ciates:
There’s a spot In mid-Atlautic, 
Marked only by the sea bird's flight; 
Over which the Evening Star
Sheds its soft, effulgent light, 
Somewhere, 'neath those cruel waters, 
In her unmarked grave she’s sleeping. 
May the angels guard in peace, 
Thy pure spirit, Berenice!
Well beloved of all who knew thee, 
Taken from us without warning, 
Countless hearts will mourn thee; gone 
To rest In life's spring morning!
Time can never fade thy image, 
Gentle girl, nor fill thy place; but 
Day by day thy loss increase, 
Dear, departed Berenice!
So sad to die, with life so sweet, 
Friends, ambition, husband, mother, 
All to grieve and feel thy loss
And idolize no other
But thy dear self—decreed by fate 
To yield thy body to the sea.
Prayers/to heaven will never cease 
For thee— our lost Berenice!
Sleep thee well, nor wake to listen 
To the waves tliat form thy pillow; 
Nor to feel thy cold, wet shroud, 
Of each succeeding billow;
’Till the daj’ of Life Eternal,
When the sea shall give up its dead, 
Rest thy gentle soul in peace, 
Our beloved Berenice!

—Dorothy Usner.

Dr. Birkholz.
Dr. Birkholz, the magnetic healer, is 

now located at No. 3201 Indiana ave
nue, comer of Thirty-second street, 
where be has established himself in 
fine offices. The Doctor has had a 
three months vacation, and now pre
sents a splendid physique, full of the 
healing balm of magnetism, to impart 
to his patients.

Suicides In Spirit Life,
To the Editor:—I notice in the report 

of the conversion of the scientist, Dr. 
Richard Hodgson, to Spiritualism, that 
he is inclined to believe that those who 
suicide are unable to communicate un
til they have spent considerable time In 
spirit-life. This may be true as a rule, 
but unless I have been badly Imposed 
upon in one of my experiences (and I 
cannot see how I was), there arc ex
ceptions tn it. A professional acquaint
ance of mine in tlie neighboring town 
of Williamsport, four or live years ago, 
contracted the liquor and morphine 
habits. He went to an institution for 
the treatment of these habits, and after 
a stay of a month or more, came home 
apparently cured. But Uic duties of 
his practice, irregular hours and meals 
served to gradually fasten upon him 
the old habits. Seeing that he was 
losing the power of withstanding the 
temptation, he concluded to make 
short work of it and suicided. But a 
short time after, I cannot give the ex
act number of days, in a seance given 
by Mrs. Hibbitts, in Fort Wayne, a 
voice addressed me, giving the name of 
Dr.------ , of Williamsport. “Is it pos
sible,” said I, “that this is you, Dr. 
------ ?” “It is,” was the reply. “Now, 
Dr.,” said I, “what was the cause of 
your death?” The voice went on and 
told me all about it in the hearing of 
about twenty "persons composing the 
circle. It said that eleven grains of 
morphine were taken for the purpose 
in view, etc., etc. While this conversa
tion was going on, a Catholic lady sit
ting next to me whispered to me to ask 
the Dr. whether he was in purgatory. 
The Dr. laughed and said there was no 
such place that he had as yet discov
ered. He said that he was neither suf
fering the.torments of the damned in a 
brimstone hell, nor enjoying the socle
tv' of the elect on the golden streets of 
the New Jerusalem. If this is purga
tory, then he was in it He said his 
condition mentally was as yet not very 
much changed, but. that he saw glim
mers of light "ahead, and was satisfied 
that He would finally come' out all 
right, etc. " -EL V. SWERINGEN."

“The Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lois 
Walsbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied In this volume, in which ques
tions of great Importance to the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vanced social reformer. Price 50 cento.

Tribute to a Faithful Spirit
ualist.

Entered the higher life, from Ge, 
ueva, N. Y., Sunday morning, August 
24, Hiram L. Suydam, aged 76.

Our veteran Spiritualists are rapidly 
leaving us. Boon the places that ¿now 
them now in the mortal form, will 
know them no more forever; a new. 
generation will have taken their place'.’ 
It seems fitting therefore that wo 
should notice their departure with 
something more than the mere an
nouncement thereof.

Our brother possessed ever a deeply 
.religious nature; a nature that could 
not be satisfied with any«form of sec
tarian belief. Neither Episcopalian- 
ism, nor Methodism, for he tried both 
communions, could satisfy the yearn
ings of his spiritual nature. Thon ho' 
became interested in Second Advent
ism, and thought he had solved the 
problem of “times and half times,” and 
found the key that unlocked the mys- 
terlous veiled In the writings of the 
prophets and seers of the Old and New 
Testaments. But he could not rest sat
isfied in this. It, too, failed to meet 
the demands of his spiritual nature.-

Then his attention was called to Spir
itualism, and he commenced its investi
gation. His nature was marked with 
genuine earnestness and sincerity. Ho 
craved truth and it was not long before 
he received under the strictest test con
ditions, overwhelming proofs of the 
power of man’s spirit, after deathholds 
the body, to return and manifest Itself 
intelligently and unmistakably to the 
loved ones t has left behind.

He became a firm and devoted Spirit
ualist; and in Spiritualism found that 
which satisfied his whole nature as 
nothing had done before.

Ho was one of the most thorough-go
ing Spiritualists I have ever met He 
loved his faith enthusiastically and I 
longed to have all mankind share in its 
blessedness. He kept his colors nailed 
to the mast-head all the time and was 
as true to them as steel.

He will be remembered by many at 
Lily Dale where he received many re
markable slate-written communica
tions which it was his delight to show 
to .skeptics, and to all who were Ignor
ant of the subject.

So eager was he to disseminate his 
faith—nay, ills knowledge, for with 
him faith had become knowledge—that 
he headed his stationary with fac-slm- 
iles of two of the slate-written commu
nications that he had received under 
most rigid precautions against fraud.

Upon his envelopes he had printed 
the following communication from his 
mother:

My Blessed Boy, Hiram:—Verily the 
light of heaven is shedding its rays 
upon a dark world. Does it seem pos
sible that I can be here in this way? I 
am, though. I want you to know I am 
often with you and ready to lead you 
Into the light. My love is unceasing.

Your loving mother,
ANN SUYDAM.

At the head of his note paper was 
the following from a clergyman whom 
he knew intimately In the days when 
be was In the cliqrcb:

Dear Brother:—It Is not what we do, 
it is what we think that takes us to 
heaven. It Is tlie motive, not the act. 
I now know that I taught much error, 
but I did it unconsciously, believing I 
was right I wns at least honest.

REV. JOHN EASTON.
He also published several pamphlets 

setting forth his views of Spiritualism, 
and his experiences therein. Not con
tent with doing all that lie could in life 
for bls beloved faith, he wished to bear 
testimony unto it even in death.

Two years ago he wrote me that he 
believed that tlie painful chronic dis
ease from which he had long been suf
fering, would soon bring him release 
from the mortal body, and he wished a 
pledge from me that when the event 
came I would officiate at the service of 
Its burial, and the last time I saw him 
before he became wholly Immortal he 
said to me: “Now don’t forget. I want 
you at my funeral to tell those assem
bled what a precious tiling Spiritual
ism has been to me. It has been a 
lamp to my feet, a light to my path, 
and a strong staff upon which I have 
leaned for comfort and support 
through suffering and sorrow.”

He wtis a man who thought not tim
idly but earnestly and, and whose con
science ever acted harmoniously with 
his intellect, a man of so much genuine, 
honest worth that no one feared to 
trust him, and he was respected by all 
and endeared to very many.

It was my privilege to know him In 
his home-life. I have shared his genial 
hospitality, sat with him at his table, 
held long conversations with him upon 
the books he had read, the views he 
cherished and ever found beneath bis 
quiet exterior a hidden depth of feel
ing, and a heart of genuine sympathy 
with all that is high, true and noble.

He met death fearlessly. His only 
regret was that he could not take hl's 
beloved wife with him. Sho fully sym
pathized with him In his faith,'and it 
is now her comfort and solace.

Blessed nre they who, through the 
demonstrations of Spiritualism, know 
that death is the Angel of Life, and 
can welcome him even though the 
heart bo pained, and tho eyes be 
dimmed with tears, for they know that 
beside every tomb an angel speaks, 
saying: “He has arisen. Why seek ye

I F

has given up his cradle and bls lit
tle worsted ball,

has hidden all his "dolls behind the 
door.

He must have n rocking horse 
And a hardwood top, of course,

For be isn’t mamma’s baby any more. 
He has cut off all his curls—they are 

only fit for girls—
And has left them in a heap upon the 

floor,
For he’s six years old to-day
And he's glad to hear them say 

That be isn’t mamma’s baby any more. 
He has pockets in his trousers like his 

older brother Jim,
Though he thinks he should have had 

them long before;
Has new shoes laced to the top— 
'Tis a puzzle where they stop—

And he Isn’t mamma’s baby any more.
He has heard his parents sigh and has 

greatly wondered why
They are sorry when he has such bliss 

in store,
For he’s now their darling boy,
And he will be their pride and joy 

Though he cannot be their baby any 
more.

Georglanna E. Billings.

"After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer." By Lilian Whiting. No 

, mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed. and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A’ 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
till office. Price, cloth, SI,



HERMITS OF GREECE.

of the new treatment, and the rounded

The next convention of the N. S. A. is 
to be held in Washington, October 18, 
19, 20, 21, about which I would like to 
say a few words. It is about time that 
the N. S. A. be national not only In

learning move large audiences to tears, 
yet be the most unsptrltual creatures in 
the world, therefore the more you learn 
the greater responsibility. The only 
true way to get the world spiritual is to

whole face of the rock was alive with 
these hermits of St Anthony.

After the time-honored fashion of re-

CASSADAGA.

up, and who constantly stand with 
drooping Shoulders and contracted

sorry for his folly, and after reading 
him a lecture Judge Audenried sus-

stands taller than he or she ever did 
before, the Internal organs do their 
work well and properly, the lines or the 
figure alter completely, thus bearing 
effective witness to the power for good

Vn*- - n-..-* .-T"-Tin-»-miwiTMrrijiT Tl ririm-, u., .'•iri.-atr» ■_ _ x-. — —.——w » .«m.^ ...— ___ ___ ______ __ —.

____ __      _ a wall made of sticks or dried grass, 
lengthen until the patient actually From one platform to another these an

'_____________ •_____ -_______- - chorites ran up their ladders until the

liglous recluses, the cliff-dwelling her
mits of St. Anthony depended wholly 
on charity for their sustenance. Far

poor breathing, a minimum allowance tion. Altogether he appeared heartily 
of oxygen in th© system, will make any * ' ’ * ' ” " *' "
one nervous and depressed. Stand up
right and you will naturally breathe

> ----- on a plain which is backed by the ex-
J Ut?S C?rref:t S !U1(1InS every traordinary rocks of Meteora, rising pre- 
v win WA..U „ ............ cipltously to a great height and com-

chests, are Hable to acquire any of the 
dieases which come from sedentary 
occupations, poor, frequently poisoned, 
blood,'and lack of vitality. The pale 
condition of so many women, and

CURED BY STANDING.!

form and brightened complexion attest . ___ ____
the improved condition of blood and UP iu their airy caves they spent their 
’ " days and nights in prayer and contem-

OUR WSTINY.
^he True Purpose of Life?

• Di answering this question there are 
inany Interesting subjects to consider.

Has life a definite purpose? In the 
I realm of nature, wo observe every- 
i’ where adaptation of means to ends. 
. Adaptation means design and design 
, Jneans purpose. The eye is adapted to 

01glit. Its structure is in conformity 
?rlth the laws of optics. Images of ex- 
ernal objects pre thrown upon the re

tina, and in passing to it, tbe rays of 
Jlglit-are refracted by lenses that mag
nify the image. The retina itself is fur- 

’’¡pished with a multitude of transparent 
^microscopic rods and cones, evenly ar- 
i-anged and packed side by side like the 
seeds on the disk of a sunflotver. Be- 

■ heath is a layer of nerve-fibers and cells 
that extend into the optic nerve, by 
means of which impressions are con
veyed to the sensorlum, the seat of con
sciousness. The ear is adapted to the 
laws of sound by structures equally 
complicated; and so of the other organs 
of special sense. . -

We see in the vegetable and animal 
world the same evidence of design. 
Thistle down and the “winged” maple 
seed are scattered abroad by the wind to 
fall on fertile soil. The structure of the 
bird, the lightness of Its feathers, its 
hollow bones and' powerful pectoral 
muscles are other evidences.

Life which is sustained by innumera
. ble means, does pot exist for the mere 

sake of existing; for in that there would 
be no design—nothing would be accom
plished. In the animal, there.is no evi- 
deuce of desire to know the purpose of 
its being. It makes no preparation for 
anything of a spiritual nature; it acts 
from instinct; there is no evidence that 
it conceives a purpose.

On the other hand, man is forever 
looking forward. Says Pope: 
“Hope springs eternal in the human 

. . breast; .
Man never is, but always to be blest”

In him there is an irrepressible desire 
to know the future and what Is in it. 
This proves a purpose in human life; 
but judging from the way he lives, he 
seems unconscious of the nature and 
tendency of that purpope. He seeks to 
be rich, powerful, famolis. Wealth and 
power are means when rightly em
ployed, qnd not ends; ends are purposes, 
but when these are sought as ends, real 

- purposes are Ignored. When one builds 
' a house, he has not only the purpose in 

view, but the plan also; otherwise he 
, could not build it. When one undertakes 
I a journey, he has his destination In his 
• mind as well as the means provided, cr 

he would never reach it. Most people 
never look beyond tlie means of life; 
they pursue happiness, yet have no ade
quate conception of what it is, or how 
it is to be attained.

When kny pursuit is fairly successful, 
or promises reasonable success, the ten
dency Is to continue in it. The farmer 
■with fair crops and paying prices, will 
not abandon his vocation. The mer

' chant busy in his trade, with fair pros
, pects ahead, enjoys his occupation with 

anticipations of success. The mechanic 
■With abundant orders for his work, 
passes his days in cheerful toll. The 
journalist with an increasing subscrip
tion list, is contented so long as he can 
obtain competent workmen at fair 

■ wages, who In turn are contented with 
reasonable compensation; and so 
throughout the entire range of pursuits. 
Success Is the talisman, whether he 

, who enters the list is a boot-black or an 
aspirant to the (residency.

Grant them all successful; what then? 
Have they completed the purpose of 
their lives? They die; is that the end 
of their existence? If It were, w'hat 
purpose have they accomplished? 
Everything concerning them has van

. ished.'
Man is a wonderfully complicated be

Ing, viewed either In his physical or 
mental aspect "I wonder at myself, 
and in myself am lost” For thousands 
of years he has been studied. Millions 
of volumes have been written concern
Ing him. The wisest in all ages have 
made him the study of their profound- 
cst researches. A single human being 
clearly understood, would suffice for 
all; yet that single one still remains in 
large part a mystery.

Man is tbe epitome of all science, all 
philosophy. He represents every part 
of mechanics, of chemistry, biology, 
psychology. He Is a machine for the re
ception and distribution of mechanical 
forces; be Is a complete chemical lab
oratory; in him Is found every depart
ment of biology, from the simple cell to 
the most complicated organic structure.

Mentally he exhibits those character
istics that have been for ages the theme 
of the sage, the poet, the theologian, tbe 
jurist, tlie moralist, the statesman; and 

, yet all that is written of him is mere 
theory, belief, opinion, speculation; no 
two of which can agree.

Now with all his potentialities un
developed, or partially developed; when 

. he has eaten and drunken, and “shuffled 
off his mortal coil.” has he accom
plished life’s purpose? Why does be 
live at all, if he must die? This would 
be a most ridiculous and senseless 
farce. And the wonder is, as a rule, 
men live on the plane of material life. 
Why? Tlie reason is obvious. Satisfac
tion of desire is the mainspring of all 
human activity. Desire, in tlie main, is 
for the possession of means of life, and 
they are pursued. How selfish that 
“certain ruler” was? (Luke 18:18 et 
seq.) Unwanted "eternal life,” butwben 
the conditions the conditions for attain
ing it were set before him, he lacked 
one thing. To insure his heavenly treas
ure he must relinquish his earthly 
treasure; that be could not do. He 
failed to comprehend and appreciate 
the grand and sublime purpose of his 
being. How many are like him?

.Socrates saldtt “Virtue is a necessary 
consequence of knowledge, while vice 

. is ignorance akin to madness. That 
man should know the good and yet not 
do it, seems a logical impossibility.” If 
he had said that if men should desire 
the good when it is within their reach, 
and yet not seek it, his thought would 
have been in accordance with all hu
man experience, and when that good is 
mere earthly possessions, not to seek It 
would have been a logical impossibility.

Men seek what they feel will best 
promote their welfare, and avoid, as 
best they can, the evils that surround 
them. This Is a law of human nature, 
as universal and persistent as gravita
tion. No one can escape It Now when 
men feel that earthly possessions which 
afford distinction, pleasure, ease, power, 

. best promote their welfare, they will 
seek them. Man necessarily acts with 
a motive and for a purpose. The vital 
question Is. What is that motive, that 
purpose? Whatever he deems it to be, 
his life corresponds with that purpose. 
If of the earth, earthy, he cannot rise 
pbove it.

Man is essentially a spiritual being, 
and his real destiny is beyond this life, 
for the things of earth life vanish when 
be has passed beyond It

These are such commonplace thoughts 
that they are never considered, yet their 
due consideration is essential to the 
adaptation of means to ends In the 
career oh human life. • How many eyes 
to-day are fixed on the beacon light of 
life's true purpose?

E. J. SOHELLHOUS, M.D.

Erect Position' Now Pre
scribed as a Remedy.

DECLARED A PANACEA-t-BRAVE- 
RY INDUCED BY ITS I’RAOTICE- 
WIIAT ITS ADVOCATES SAY.
Correct standing is the latest cure. It 

is prescribed tor all sorts of physical 
aud mental ailments. Good health, 
good spirits, good morals, and longevity 
are among the benefits promised to 
those who make a thorough and honest 
test of the “standing cure.” And this 
cure, according to testimony, is not 
only a real one, but the methods by 
which it works are as simple and nat
ural as the results are sure and sat
isfactory.

Dyspepsia, nervousness, depression, 
insomnia, incipient consumption, rheu
matism, sick headaches, aud neuralgia 
—all these it is warranted to do awav 
with.

“Stand well and you will look well, 
sleep well, feel well, and be well.”

This, in a nutshell, is the formula un
derlying the “standing cure." It op
erates, its followers state, by means of 
stretching pnd strengthening the mus
cles, grown weak and flaccid from lack 
of use and proper distension, thus 
allowing the internal organs to assume 
their natural positions and functions, 
and by the fuller inflation of the lungs, 
which in the ordinary individual are 
rarely filled to their utmost

which it« adherents claim is to revolu
tionize mankind. Iles.In the fact that 
Few elQthtag apd UQw shoes must gen
erally be purchased before the Sure has 
progressed far. itiie clothing can come 
gradually, but the shoes are Usually 
necessary at once. The weight of the 
body being thrown upon the ball of the 
foot, where it properly belongs but sel
dom rests, a wider shoe is often neces
sitated, since a correct pose of the body 
is absolutely impossible in tight or ill- 
fitting shoes. Even this disadvantage, 
if such it be, is mitigated, however, by 
the fact that the foot which is not com
pressed in even the slightest degree, 
becomes firmer and more compact, and 
thus in the end needs a shoe but little 
if any wider than that worn before the 
correct standing is assumed. And since 
the average foot is noticed once in a 
hundred times as compared to the 
figure, complexion, and carriage of the 
body, few people will grumble at the 
wider shoe when rejoicing in the added 
beauty of the form and face above it.

Recluses of the Thessalian 
Cliffs.

One of the most curious scenes on the 
Thessalian frontier, lately the center 
of the war between Greece and Tur
key, is to be found at Kalibakl, some 
fifty miles by rail above Tikhala, says 
the New York World. The town Ues

VICKSBURG, MICH.
Notes on Various Topics. Work of tbe Season Finished

io the Editor:—The Spiritual camp- To the Edltor:-After a three weeks’ 
Ing season of ’98 at Lily Dale is now session the most successful camp-meet- 
closed; and in spite of the war and hard lug ever held at Vicksburg, Mich., 
times, it has been one of tlie most sue- dosed on Sunday, August 28. The 
cessful sessions e.ver held at Lily Dale, speakers employed during tlie meeting 
both in attendance and quality of work- were as follows: Oscar A. Edgerly, of 
ers. Among the stars that have ap- Lynn, Mass.; D. P. Dewey, of Grand 
peared on the platform are Mrs. E. L. Blanc, Mich.; Albert E. Tisdale, of New 
natson, Lyman k C. Howe, Jennie ’ 1 .
Hagan Jackson, ¡Mary E. Lease, W. W. 
Hicks, Prof. W,. M. Lockwood, whose 
lectures were an intellectual treat and 
should be heard by every Spiritualist 
in tlie land; Prof. Clegg Wright, H. D. 
Barrett, Cora L. V. Richmond, Willard 
J. Hull, Carrie Twing, and Mrs. Maggie 
Waite, whose platform tests have de
lighted thousands that have visited this 
Mecca of Spiritualism; she has become

London, Conn.; J. Frank Baxter, of
Boston, Mass., and Mrs. Mallon Car-

day will work miracles in a nervous, 
ailing, depressed map or woman,” de
clares the Ohieago physician who was 
the first to introduce the new treatment 
in this city. “From ten -minute periods 
I generally induce my patients to grad
ually prolong the time until they can 
stand properly for half an hour without 
suffering. By that time the crowded, 
ill-used, depleted internal organs are 
beginning toshowthe effects of the new 
and good position regularly assumed, 
the jaded nerves are commencing to re
cover tone, the missing appetite comes 
back, and the lungs have increased 
their capacity and strength considera
bly. When this happens the patient 
usually makes a determined effort to

manding the marked attention of trav
elers. In places the cliffs ascend like a 
wall to a height of 2,000 feet. They are 
rough, free from verdure and disfig
ured by innumerable holes and caves all 
Over their face.

It is these caves and the remains of 
monkish dwellings In them that give 
the rocks of Meteora the strange, al
most prehistoric appearance that has 
made them famous.

There are several monasteries' at Ka
libakl. The largest Is St. Stephen’s.

Unlike the other monasteries, this Is 
reached by a drawbridge tjirown 
across a yawning chasm. This is one 
of the largest monasteries of Meteora 
and has a guest chamber especially 
fitted up for visitors—that Is to say, 
there are three iron beds in it and it is 
only courteoils to surmise that the 
wadded coverlet and single sheet, that 
go to make up a Greek bed, once were 
new.

stand properly all the time; shortly 
after he or she blds me good-by, a well 
man or woman, no matter how nervous 
or dyspeptic tlie original condition may 
have been, and all this has been accom
plished without a drop or an ounce of 
medleiue. To stand correctly means 
health, happiness, and long life to peo
ple if they only knew it."

HOW TO STAND CORRECTLY.
To “stand correctly,” according to the 

directions of those who believe in this 
mod» of treatment and cure, is merely 
to assume the position inculcated by all 
students of the human body, technical 
nnd professional, by prize-fighters, and 
physlcal-culturlsts, by doctors nnd 
dressmakers alike. The body must be 
held erect, the heels placed close tq- 
gwther, tees a little way apart, with 
the chest held well un. In this position 
It is all but impossible to do otherwise 
than breathe fully and deeply, and in 
this fact lies the reason of the standing 
cure.

“In the average man or woman's 
body," explains the physician quoted 
above, “tie internal organs ore gen
erally crowded and displaced more or 
less by the poor position in which the 
trunk is habitually held. The men and

The hegoumenos is most hospitable; 
he gives his visitors excellent monastic 
wine, a dinner of many weird courses 
and is himself very good corfipany. As 
usual, there are two churches in this 
monastery, the smaller of the two pos
sesses some vei-y fair ikorfs, set in beau
tifully carved frames, and one very old 
picture, dated 387.

The large church consists of a nave, 
ante-chapel, with the body of the 
church under the dome, which Is deco
rated with the usual half-length figure 
of Christ Here are seen some of the 
inlaid ivory and mother-of-pearl stools 
and lecterns which at one time were 
the staple work of the Meteora monks.

All the manuscripts of any value 
have been removed to Athens. A long 
building to the right of the bridge con
tains the cells of the monks, which 
open into a dark covered corridor. In 
time of war these monasteries are used 
as places of refuge.

Not the least curious feature of these 
unique rocks of Meteora are the holeswomen—and their name is legion—who

'slump down’in their chairs every time ... ... .. -— —they sit down, who even sleep all curled- 'mC^. *Iterally pepper the■ • face of the cliffs in places.

women are special sufferers from a 
poor standing position, and of many 
men, is distinctly attributable to the 
manner in which they hold the body. 
So, too, with the nervous depression 
and sleeplessness which afflict so many 
people nowadays. Many causes and 
conditions assist In producing this 
effect; the enervating trend of modem 
life helps to bring it about. Even tlie 
favorite exercise of the multitude, 
wheeling, good as it is In many re
spects, does nothing to remedy, in fact 
it rather Strengthens, the poor standing 
position, which is our national bane.

WORKS A GRADUAL CHANGE.
“Put the men and women suffering 

from the diseases—dyspepsia, rheuma
tism, nervous depression, and insomnia 
are among the most common—through 
a course of correct standing and the 
|>oor conditions are gradually trans
formed. The muscles stretch and

lungs.” '
Physical culturisls and dressmakers 

are on. the list of those who believe that 
a correct mode of standing, regularly 
nnd faithfully practiced, will transform 
an attenuated or too fleshy figure. Col
lege statistics, they claim, tell a similar 
tale. ’The man or woman who, from a 
careless and incorrect standing po
sition, gradually learns to stand prop
erly at all times and seasons, they de
clare, soon will be unable to wear the 
garments which fitted at the beginning 
of the cure.

“I don’t know whether to be pleased 
or otherwise when one of my customers 
tells me she has taken up the standing 
cure,” remarked a Chicago dressmaker. 
“On the one hand I know that I shall 
have to take fresh measurements every 
time she orders a gown for some time. 
On the other hand I know that she will 
present a more stylish appearance than 
ever before. But a woman who is 
learning to stand properly always gets 
in such good spirits before long that 
she Is easy to please, so perhaps, after 
all, the balance is on my side.”

It is asserted by several physicians 
who have made trials of tlie standing 
treatment, that the effect of such treat
ment upon the nerves and spirits Is re
markable.

CONDUCIVE TO BRAVERY.
“The men who got up the drill book 

of a1 soldier knew what they were 
about,” a prominent physician .of New 
York is reported as saying. “A soldier 
could hardly be anything but brave nnd 
fearless, walking and standing in the 
position he does. Allow him to slouch 
forward or rest his weight upon his 
heels and he’d lose courage quickly 
enough.' ¡Make a man or woman stand 
upright continually and the blues will 
quickly depart. The reason for this is 
exceedingly simple. Poor blood and

deeply. Breathe deeply nnd you will be 
in good spirits. Then the reactionary 
effect comes in. The cheerful man or 
woman Invariably stands straight and 
erect The erect man or woman' is in
variably cheerful.”

The only drawbacks to the new cure

a great favorite at Lily Dale, and no 
wonder, for she has no, peer as a test 
medium. Among other notables that 
did not appear on the official pro
gramme may be mentioned Mrs. R. S. 
Lillie, and Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Wallis, 
of Manchester, England. There were 
about forty mediums on the ground, 
representing all phases of mediumship, 
among them Pierre L. O. A. Keeler, 
W’ho has been a constant visitor for 
fourteen years, and 'has no equal as a 
slate-writer; Effie Moss, materializing 
medium; the Bangs Sisters, F. C. 
White, Campbell Brothers, .Hatfield 
Pettibone, Mrs. Maggie Waite, Etta 
Wreidt, trumpet medium, and many 
others that space forbids to mention, 
but have done their share towards 
making the camp a success, without 
going into the show business, as Moses 
Hull terms it.

I venture to say that without the me
diums a camp could not exist as a 
Spiritualist camp—they are a necessity, 
as shown by the number of people vis
iting the mediums, and It does not 
necessarily follow, because these people

penter and husband, of Detroit, Mich. 
Each one of these speakers won the 
highest appreciation of the large au
diences that gathered each day to listen 
to their Inspired addresses. Mr. 
Dewey's great love for and zealousness 
in furthering the interest of Spiritual
ism was evident to all who listened to 
his masterful discourses.

This was Mr. Tisdale’s first visit to 
Michigan, but judging from the en
thusiasm with which his grand oratory 
was received by the people, it will not 
be 'his last. We think the’other camps 
in Michigan will do well to employ him. 
Mr. J. Frank Baxter is too well known 
in all parts of the country to need any 
word of ours to add to his fame, or to 
the good will that is held for him by all. 
His entertainment given In the Interest 
of the camp proved a grand success.

Mr. and Mrs. Carpenter, as is usual 
with them, did a splendid work while 
here; they are both phenomenal test 
mediums, their work being very highly 
appreciated by our people.

Oscar A. Edgerly, in addition to act
ing as chairman during the meeting, 
also gave several of his eloquent and 
most instructive trance lectures. That 
Mr. Edgerly’e work is appreciated here 
is amply evident from the fact that this 
is the fourth consecutive year that he 
has served at our meeting.

Dr. M. E. Conger and wife, of Chi
cago, HL, have done a good work here, 
giving a series of lessons in practical
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“Out of the Abundance of the Heart the Mouth 
Speaketh” of Oor Premium Book.

In many cases these retreats of the 
hermits of St. Anthony are merely 
cages. At a distance they look, some 
of them, like big bird cages hung up 
against the face of the cliff. As dwell
ings they are all exceedingly primitive.

The Thessalian hermit did not ask 
much of life. A rocky floor to lie on, 
bars or railings to keep him from fall
ing out of his hole, a shaky ladder 
down which he might now and then 
descend to earth, and a basket and 
string to let down for supplies were all 
ho needed In addition to his crucifix 
and other religious necessities.

These aerial caves were occupied in 
the fourteenth century. Thousands of 
hermits, judging from the remains of 
habitations, must at one time or an
other have sought refuge in these 
cliffs. Few of them can now be en
tered, for the ladders have for the 
most part fallen away.

Seemingly, the way a hermit pro
ceeded was to choose a hole that took 
his fancy; up to this he ran a ladder; 
then, driving poles into the rock before 
the cave, he built out a little platform; 
this he roofed in and surrounded with

plation. When hungry or thirsty they 
let down their baskets to the ground, 
and when these were filled they pulled 
them up again.

The devout people of Kalibakl be
lieved that these hermits were a spe
cial charge upon them and kept them 
well supplied with bread and water. 
Every morning men, women and chil
dren could be seen tramping to cliffs 
to fill the baskets that were let down 
by the strings from above. And so the 
hermits were able to live their quiet, 
lazy lives without a single worldly 
care.

SCHLATTER’S ARREST.
It appears from the Philadelpltia 

Times that the “divine healer," Francis 
Schlatter, who is said to cure all phys
ical ailments by the mere laying on of 
his hands, was lately a defendant be
fore Judge Audenried in Quarter Ses
sions Court.

He was charged with maliciously 
taking down and destroying an Ameri
can flag, and entered a plea of guilty, 
after being advised to do so by his 
counsel, John R. K. Scott The flag In 
question was floating from over the 
doorway of a hotel at Sixteenth and 
Market street». Schlatter came along, 
tore the flag from its fastening and 
flung it Into the street He was imme
diately arrested, and since that date, 
July 7, has been lying in Moyamensing 
Prison.

In answer to Assistant District Attor
ney Barlow as to why he tore down the 
flag, Schlatter said he had po recollec
tion of the occurrence. He felt as if he 
had been drugged, he said, and certain
ly was suffering from a mental aberra-

pended sentence and discharged Schlat
ter, saying he should regard the twenty
eight days served by the prisoner as 
sufficient punishment in this Instance.

This was the first indictment under, 
the new act of the Assembly making it 
a felony to Insult and degrade the 
American flag.

THÉ raÉüGioN.or

The Spirit, 
CHARLES DICKENS, 

Wishes to Announce i 
that he has an impress- IJ 
ive message to give to | 
the readers of The Pro- | 
gressive Thinker during I 
the Fall and Winter I 
Campaign. Now is the I 
time to subscribe. I

visit the mediums Instead of listening medicine. Tlie success of the meeting 
to some lecture that has been hashed is really due to the indefatigable labors 
and re-hashed from one end of tbo and good management of Miss Jeannette 
country to another, that they are not Fraser. The general prospects of the 
on a spiritual plane. Too many people camp were never so bright as they are 
make the mistake that great learning at the present time. There are a num- 
1s spirituality; it is not; you may know her of people who have intimated their 
nothing about the fine arts, science, intention of building cottages here next 
astronomy, tbe Bible, and yet be spirit- year. Miss Fraser has already secured 
ual. To be spiritual does not mean to an excellent staff of speakers and mc- 
belleve In the return of spirit; very diums for next season.
many people do not believe in Spirit- Mr. Joseph King and Mr. James Riley 
ualism, or any other isin, yet are spirit- have both given excellent satisfaction 
ual in their nature; on the other hand, in their materializing seances.
a man or woman can appear on tbe 
public platform and through their great REPORTER.

Prayer and Comment.
A scene which took place in a Newark

religious meeting the other day, says 
the Washington Times, while painful to 
one of the participants, doubtlessbegin to splrltuaifze ourselves, learn all —~ K..u..?aU.o, uvuuuess

we can tliat will benefit us, but cul- afforded much quiet amusement to
tivato spirituality within ourselves. If others. Mr. Abraham Issler, who oc
a.' person has no desire to cultivate cupled a front scat in the congregation, 
spirituality, all the learning in the was moved to prayer, and remarked: 
world on any subject will not make “Oh, how thankful I am that I owe no 
them spiritual. man a dollar.” It was u pretty sentl-

I trust the speakers that look to the ment,.well expressed. But there came 
mediums as being on a lower spiritual a voice from the back of the room 
plane will turn the searchlight of which said:
reason on themselves, and see how “What about the eight dollars coming 
spiritual they are themselves; if they do to me?”
they will not ¡have time to find fault That ruffled Mr. Issler, and he at- 
with their fellow-workers who have a tempted to argue the question, but it 
different kind of duty to perform. wns not of much use. The bloom had

been rubbed off his rhetoric.
This Incident causes one to reflect on

the queer things which would happen 
in some other churches if every ex

. hortation should be followed by candid 
name, but in character, ns it is now it remarks from' those who know the
Is really an Eastern association. If it speaker intimately. Some, doubtless, 
is to remain as It is, it would be better would receive nothing but praise, but, 
if all State and local organizations west since poor human nature is frail, Inside 
of Pittsburg, Pa., withdraw nnd church walls or out, it is likely that the 
strengthen their own State organiza- rule, as a whole, would disturb the har
tions. 1 agree with Secretary Wood- mony of nations. Fancy, for Instance, 
bury that societies send their own del- the scene that would ensue if, when 
egates and not trust to proxies. The ’ ’ - - ■sermons are being preached in a certain 

New York church on the text, “Give ti> 
him that asketh thee,” or some such in-

first duties of the delegates is to have 
the by-laws changed so that the place 
of meeting for the annual convention „_____ _ ____ o ___________
will be more central, say either Chicago habitants of the tenement houses 
or St Louis. I think this is most essen- owned by the church should -come in 
tlal for the N. S. A and ask for their dues! That particular

Junction, a long procession of the in-

To the Editor:—I received the extra To the Edltor:-Your paper Is doing a 
numbers of The Progressive Thinker great work, and all Spiritualists should and Ghost Land, I have not had time support you. Those books no Spiritual 
yet to read the book, but anticipate a 1st can do without them 'at the price 
rare treat when I do. I, like many oth- and paper included. I wish you the 
nn ’in““0 ^ how you can 2flord f00(i thin«s of thls and a long one 
pubiish such a paper and give such to still conduct The Progressive Think
beautiful premiums with It. I can’t un- er. OH coTvtn
derstand how any Spiritualist can live ’ ' ‘
without the paper. MRS. N. REID. M?2i?her^dltor:rI have received Art 

Zi8?!?’...1.1 s.? m ne of the behest gema 
. .j- If the thousands

, , - ■ - ” our People onlj' realized the fact that
glad that Spiritualists are having an Jou are dealing out th© richest treas- 
opportunity to read it, for 1 think the ures of thought, comparatively free of I 
author of the book may be taken as the ch&rge, whefi sent with the loyal and' 
highest authority. It has done me more true Progressive Thinkef, the/ would 
good than words can express, and I respond to your constant effort to sfin- 
trust that it may correct many crude ply theta with the richest literature 
aud erroneous ideas heretofore preva- that flows from the spirit frorld.
lent among Spiritualists. H. M. B. o. F. COLE

„ .. . W-. It is a mine.To the Editor:—I have read “Ghost of spiritual thought.
Land” with deep interest. I am very C" * ■ ’

To the Editor:-! have read your To the Editor:—Please excuse me for 
premium, Ghost Land, and a world of not acknowledging the receipt of the 
light it throws on many questions of beautiful books, Ghqst Land and Art 
vital importance; a book that ought to Magic; they are much better than I ex
be in the home of every Spiritualist Pected. I take great pleasure In read
' ‘ 1D8. tbem- Manv thank? and well

MRS. M. J. RAMÀGE.
family. G. S. STEPHENS. wishes.

To the Editor:—I am happy in aç-
anowieugiug tne receipt oi Art luugic. A i<)fae„UUle WarCh I

So far as I have looked into it, the SL“.' J®" ‘
impression received is generous and Tan(. T -.„P1*8 year .
hopeful of good. I trust to a generous t.oH ■nn_„^af_Je,rT mu.cb Pleafied with 
appreciation of my anxiety jo atone for Arj P. now I 'vYaPt
what may seem to you needless Impor- without The thtn a m?,0?“310 l.n»y. ’ T,A. PARK,NSON.

To Iho Edllon—I borowlih Bena you llsel’b^yoT u,o
post office order in renewal of my sub- paper grows better all th» time »»a... « rm n i mil « feivno uuiLVX tLll 111© [UDO. 1111(1 WA
scription for The Progressive^ Thinker are very much pleased with it and we 
and Art Magic, which you are so gener- want to read Art Magic ¿nd feel sute 
ously donating to your subscribers. I that we will be Very much interestedI In think there must be some “magic” in it. MRS. HANNAl/8MATT 
the replenishing of your exchequer, or uannah SMALL,
else you must have had a big pile laid t .
up to start with, and if the latter, you rx)nA nnx . <S£°j'o J reived Ghost 
must remember that drop by drop the t i8?8 la-ter, Art Magid,
ocean may be emptied. Lh2™,80

S. M. RICHARDSON. r ViTv^tW^ «nUnrllA? eV0Ugh?» kn<V?
____  I pave two splendid books and for the 

price are the grandest I ever saw I 
To the Editor:—It is with pleasure thank you very much and wish you sue 

that I write that I have received “Art cess. MRS. C. O. SOSTHEIM

knowledglng the receipt of Art Magic,

that I write that I have received “Aft 
Magic” all right. I have not concluded 
the reading of the book yet, but ¿nd it
Intensely Interesting, and It satisfacto
rily answers many queries that have

Description of ArtMagic.
“Art Magic” contains nearly 400 large j 
iges. it is neatly printed on first-clafo Ibeen in my mind. I shall certainly rec- pages

ommend it to all my friends; and I wish 7,,,^ „„„„7 ' '
to thank you very niuch for it, as I look 'in TL““;upon it as in the nature of a gift, the hodks to div nJ"«?01 ’n* 
paper alone being worth all and more stantiallv gotten nn °nTviCat ? u°i1<\8U?' of the $120 forwarded to you. With ^ntft gpraCHealiy as a gl/t 
earnest wishes for your further success, be aQ orna‘mtat t„ any centfr table and 
I am, yours very stacerely its w,u ■

AMLL1A L. HAYES. lty by all reflectjve minds, however';
much they may dissent from fiomd of '

To the Editor:—I note that The Pro- the opinions presented, 
gresslve Thinker will not visit me in 
the future if I do not “cash up." Find
enclosed an order for $1.20. I have a 
copy of Art Magic for which I paid $0, 
but I want your edition to match Ghost

Premium Terms
Land. H. LEWIS.

To the Editor:—My query expressed 
in your journal recently as to what sur-

REMEMBER that all or
prise awaited your readers, was quickly 
answered, “Art Magic.” Truly this is 
an unparalleled offer: One year’s sub
scription to your valuable paper and 
“Art Magic” for $1.20. I well remem
ber when this book first Issued from the 
gifted and competent writer, Mrs. E. H. 
Britten; it sold readily from stand and 
elsewhere at $5 per copy. It presents 
all occult subjects in such comprehen
sive manner it should be read by all.

TITUS MERRITT.

To the Editor:—Have just received 
Art Magic. I have read about 65 pages 
and like it very much. I look forward 
with a great deal of pleasure for The 
Progressive Thinker which I receive ev
ery week. I take 13 weekly papers and 
a number of monthlies and semi-month
lies, and above them alj I prize the Pro
gressive Thinker the highest.

J. G. LEATHERS.

ders must be accom 
panied by their requi 
site amounts, viz:

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker
One Year, $1.20

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land

___r To the Editor:—Please find enclosed
Next is a change of officers—I think church is notoriously the proprietor of $120 to renew my subscription to The

all from the president down. I see Mrs. some of the worst blocks of tenements 
Dongley, of Los Angeles, has been men- and dives in Gotham.
tiofied as a candidate for secretary. On the whole, if the world in general 
For my part I hqve no choice, but If were to follow tbe plan of the In
Mrs. Longley Is placed In office, her in- dividual who interrupted Mr. Issler, it 
fluence Is more apt'to be used for the i8 likely that there would be such a tur- 
East than the West' True, she is living moil that it would take till tbe day of 
In California, bqt who knows that her judgment to set things in order, 
greatest interest may be in the East ______ _ , . , _______
-Is there no medium that is qualified to i/ri-n m Arrn
be on the boaril lf the board is not ■(■Lp IM vTlD
represented by’a nfedlum, why have IlLUI 111 U I LI I
speakers? Why iwt1 have on the board Keep up with the Free Thought uro-di^nterested parties? success and ceTsionI You can de.so by seffl to 
life of the ypen every this office $1.20 and. thus secure The
society chartered. 1 would lihe to see Prog'ressive Thinker one vear and Art this organization Hye, but not in Ite Magk fc prac& free to
present condition; it is too clannish. Let vearlv eubscriber the on 
us agitate the question in,the Spiritual only a little more than paying for the 
press; let us have an organization as postage or expressage. If you take no 
near perfect as posslble._ ___ _ Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 

JAMES WILSON, in gtep with our great movement, and
—— ------ ■»*-»■■----- — will necessarily lag in the rear. If you

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op- are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual- 
eratlve Systems and the Happiness and 1st paper, please tell us why you do not? 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. We would like to know.
Babbltt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises _
the last part of Human Culture and . ’v1® anG the Con
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale ,fessloniU’ ,.T„..1took’ by the weU 
at thia nmw. known Father Chlniquy, reveals the de-

•. grading, impure Influences and results
The Spiritual Philosophy versus DI- of the Romish confessional, as proved 

aboUsm. Two lectures by Mrs. Maria by the sad experience of many wrecked 
M. King. Price reduced from 25 cents to lives. Price, by mail $L For sale at 
20 cents. this office.

Progressive Thinker, and Art Magic. I 
have Ghost Land. I cannot see how
you can sell such books for so little 
money. I wish to express the deep re
gard I have for you personally and the. 
noble work you have been ‘doing for the 
last thirty years. I have held you in 
dear memory since you gave io the 
world that lucid, far-reaching and ex
haustive essay that was called a 
“Search After God,” I learned more 
from that than any other subject that 
ever engaged mv mind. I do not say 
this in. a spirit of flattery, but from the 
depths of a grateful heart that It is only 
your due, not only for past but present 
effort I have been the recipient of 
from one to three spiritual papers for 
the last thirty-five years, and to me The 
Progressive Thinker Is the acme of 
them all. SMITH HOMER.

To the Editor:—To say I am pleased 
with Ghost Land but faintly eA^lses 
my feeling. I have had one volume and 
gave it to a soldier going to Manila.

. ~ . O. L. PARKS.

“Who Are Tnese Spiritualista and 
What Is Spiritualism?’ a pamphlet of
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 15 cents. For 
eale at this office.

and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year,
$1.70.
Belvidere Seminary.

The fall term of this Institution will 
begin September 21. Location health
ful and beautiful. No illness in the 
school for the past two years. Pupils 
have made excellent progress in their 
studies, and In fhe art of self govern
ment Terms moderate. For circulars 
address the principal, Belle Bush.

References—Mrs. Loe F. Prior, Atlan
ta, 6a.; Mrs. w, P. Williams, Salem, 
Ore.; Joseph H. Wilson, Esq., Belvidere 
N. J.; Mrs. J. O. Jackson, Chicago, Ill 
Catherine J. Masson, Philadelphia, Pa 
Dr. Arthur B. EwqU. 312 West 14th 
street, New York City; Editors of Ban
ner of Light and Progressive Thinker.

KEEP IN TOUGH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week. 
The paper one year and Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, la el
egantly bound in cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will
prove a valuable acauisltiou to saue U-

, 'brary.



GENERAI SURVEY.. I

: THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, ft 
DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER. f|

WRITE PLAINLY

We would like to impress upon. the 
vùBilnds of our correspondents that The 
,,,■Progressive Thiuker is set up on a 
?Jjdnotype machine that must make 
¿speed equal to about four compositors. 

»-’That means rapid work, and it is essen- 
v . tlal that all copy, to insure insertion in 
ji-the paper, all other requirements being 
1 favorable, should be written with ink 

on white paper, or witli a typewriter, 
and on only one side of the paper. If 
Jou are not a fairly good penman, 

r please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
Ip alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
Allows this freedom pf expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
Suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
Who differ from you.

Charles Howell has returned to Chi
cago with Dr. Birkholz and will open a 
School of Philosophy as soon as ar
rangements can be made; as well will 
ne open Sunday meetings for teaching 
and demonstrating spiritual philosophy 
and phenomena in some convenient 
place on the South Side. His address 
Will be 3201 Indiana avenue, Chicago.

Qscar A. Edgerly’s address during 
September and October will be Atlanta, 
Georgia,

The Spiritualists of Paulding and 
Paine, Ohio, have held two groye pic
nics this summer with good results, and 
have decided to have a Spiritualists’ 
reunion for all who will attend It, on 
September 18. As we are few In num
ber, we ask all societies to lend a help
ing hand. Any speaker or test medium 
that can come will be cared for and 
conveyed to the grounds and return, by 
notifying D. A. Richardson, Paulding, 
Ohio. The meeting will be held in 
Barnes’ grove, west of Paulding.

Societies wishing the services of A. E. 
■Tisdale, the blind orator and mediu n, 
for the fall and winter months of 1898 
and 1809, may address him at 547 Bank 
street, New London, Conn.

Correspondence is desired .with me
diums, by tile Church of Spiritual Un- 
foldment, Atlanta, Ga., with the view 
of engagement for coming season. 
Please state terms jmd phases, etc. 
Address Starr C. Williams, president, 
East Point, Ga.

Joseph Usher writes: “I received thé 
book, Art.Magic. Many thanks for your 
liberality." You are indeed living up to 
tlie Golden Rule by sending out books 
which are helping to educate your sub
scribers."

J. C. F. Grumbine will be found at 
the Oriental Hotel, 228 Massachusetts 
avenue, Indianapolis, during Septem
ber. He will hold his classes In the 
Spiritualist Temple, on the same street.

Lucetta J. Curtis writes as follows of 
medium and psychic: “The difference 
may not be great to some minds, but to 

. my mind there is a wide range between 
the two. Psychic, of the soul: medium, 

.to act between. A psychic has de
veloped t|ie ability to let the inner 
speak without the physical acting In 
any way only to give utterance to what 

-the subjective mind sees and wishes to 
express. No part of the body acts only 

•- is the soul demands it; in fact, a psy
chic must be able to say: ‘Peace, be 

-, still,’ and be obeyed; say it from the 
mner consciousness, not from the brain. 
A psychic will allow only one soul to 
.nhabitand manipulate the body.”

: Mr. E. W. Wallis and Mrs. II. Wallis 
’ can be addressed for the next two 
■. weeks, in care of Mrs. Firth, 340 Lippin- 

• eott street, Toronto, Canada. They re
port a delightful time at Lake Pleasant

. and Lily Dale, and are now ready for 
■ hard work. They desire societies that 
desire their services, separate or to- 
pother, to address them promptly, as 
they are booking dates.

■ The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
. C. F. Grumbine, lecturer, will resume

services October 2, at 11 a. m., and 8 
p. m., in conference room 810, Masonic 
Temple Buijding. The public is in

. vlted.
Dr. Juliet H. Severance is now lo

; cated at (5118 Drexel avenue, where she 
can be seen or addressed. She has again 

• settled in a home of her own where she 
: Will be glad to see any of the friends of 

.. progress in any line of thought.
The Bangs Sisters have just returned 

■ from their summer trip in the East, 
and have resumed their home work in 
the different phases of mediumship 

. they represent. They have, for the in- 
icspectlon of strangers and Investigators, 

opened larger art parlors, where they 
swill exhibit many beautiful produc
- tions of departed friends on canvas, in 
:-all the life-like tints, so delicate and 

true to nature, that it is difficult for 
i those well versed in the line of art to 
; determine their order. They have re

cently arranged a series of seances 
where phenomena of a very convincing 

/ nature is said to occur in a well lighted 
< room.

Irene M. Dobson will hold meeting 
t on Sunday, at 3 p. in., at her parlor, 
< 3517 Indian avenue. Subject: "Inger

: soli on Spiritualism.”
Dr. O. W. Burrows writes from Dc- 

troit, Mich.: “It is with great pleasure 
that we are able to announce that 
Prof. A. E. Stanley, the noted psychic 

- of this city, has kindly consented to de-

die or last of this luontli, Mr. Brooks 
will respond to.calls to attend funerals 
while at home.

Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Perkins closed 
their summer course of meetings at 
017 N. Clark street, August 28. The 
exercises were enlivened by the excel
lent singing of the Misses Weil and 
Miss Cox. Mrs. Summers also gave a 
short address. Mr. Perkins spoke upon 
Psychology and Its many branches, 
which was listened to with marked at
tention. Tests were given by Mrs. 
Perkins. The many expressions of re
gret made by the numerous friends of 
these workers as they they depart for 
Dubuque and the west, is evidence that 
their work is of great value and appre
ciated by true Spiritualists.

Correspondent writes: “We wish to 
announce that on the second Sunday of 
September, the 11th, The Progressive 
Spiritual Church, G. V. Cordingley, 
pastor, will continue services at Han
del Hall, 40 East Randolph street, ev
ery afternoon at 3 and evening at 7:30. 
Room 409. Take elevator. The work 
of the year will consist of short dis
courses and poems on subjects taken 
from tlie audiences. Tests, psychom- 
etry and poetic life readings in the psy
chic line, besides many good mediums, 
will kindly assist. A special musical 
programme will bo offered each even
ing.”

A Spiritualist friend writes from 
Eureka, Kati., concerning the work 
there of one N. G. Buckley, who adver
tised loudly to expose Spiritualism. He 
maires claims to do all that mediums 
do—but simply performs a few stale 
tricks, aud declares theçi the same and 
done |p yie same manner as mediums 
do. Of course the gullible orthodox 
turn out to hçÿr him—at 25 cents à 
head—and swallow his Ues and slan
ders as à sweet morsel. The man is 
obtaining money under false pretenses. 
Such characters, will, in the end, do 
more damage to orthodoxy than to the 
cause of Spiritualism. Spiritualists 
aud mediums neqd lose fio sleep be
cause of such lectures; but just go on 
quietly about their business and prove 
to the world the falsity of the asser
tions of these enemies to truth.

From Harbinger of Light, 
Melbourne, Australia.
SWEDENBORG’S TEACHINGS. .4

There is something of higher interest 
connected with spirit manifestation 
than the mere appearance of spirits, 
either through the raps or visions, or 
other methods of communication. To 
every living being there is innately a 
desire to be satisfied of the truth of the 
immortality of the soul. But this fact, 
once demonstrated to the mind, wilniot 
satisfy the desire still existent, or avail 
him, when lie shall have entered the 
spheres, if with the knowledge that the 
soul shall live forever it is not prepared 
to live in purity and in the glorious 
garb of progressive truth. In this view, 
therefore there is something more 
necessary for man than a mere belief 
in the validity of all he sees and hears 
from spirits.

There is something of -
FAR MORE IMPORTANCE 

than that he can relate to others the 
very wonderful things he has wit
nessed that the spirits have accom
plished for his sake. This something Is 
the positive realization of the truth of 
what spirits teach, and the positive be
lief that in his action under these teach
ings his welfare here, and his happiness 
hereafter, are to be enhanced.

A mere
BELIEF IN ANY SUBJECT 

is of no consequence if it does not work 
out within ourselves a radical change 
in all the acts of our lives. Thus a man

SEPT. 10,1898,

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

{Obituaries to tbe extent of ten Unes 
only will be inserted free.]

At her home at No. 0 West Sixty- 
third street, New York City, Dr. 
Phebe A. Dusenberry, in the 78th year 
of her age, on August 21, 1898. Re
mains incinerated at Fresh Pond Cre
matory, L. I., August 28.

Dr. Dusenberry was a veritable 
‘‘Mother in Israel.” From her 17th 
year she has realized the possession of 
the healing gift. For the past forty- 
live years she has practiced healing. 
The very soul of loving kindness, she 
never ceased from her benefactions to 
humanity, ministering to rich and poor 
alike, and to many a soul has she 
opened the door of knowledge of spir
itual truth.

Recognizing to Lhe full her spirit 
helpers, to them she gave credit for the 
wonderful healing balm that flowed 
from her "beautiful hands.”

Born of Quaker parents, in Esopus, 
Ulster county, N. Y., she was through
out her life a constant attendant at the 
Friends’ meeting as well as those of 
the Spiritualists.

'The farewell ceremonies were held 
In her late home, in the presence of a 
few of her special friends and were 
very simple, consisting of an Invoca
tion and brief and very spiritual ad
dress by Rev. Stephen Merritt, a Spir
itualistic address by the undersigned, 
while Mrs. Lucie Owen Sanford sang 
“Those Beautiful Hands,” preceded by 
a few words in personal tribute to tbe 
loving kindness and noble life of the 
departed sister. '

J. RANSOM SANFORD.

Passed to the higher life, August 20, 
1898, Grace, beloved daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. S. H. Duell, aged 15 years 
and 5 months. Adopted daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Dr. C. M. White, of 
Georgetown, Marlon county, grand-pa
rents of deceased. She was fully cog
nizant of our beautiful truth and knew 
that through the mercy of a loving God 
the soul lives and may return to minis
ter unto the weary and broken-hearted 
of earth, to dry all tears and lead tbe 
erring to bright mansions which are 
waiting for those who dwell in purity
here. MRS. EMMA F. DUELL.

Very unexpectedly, August 24, at the 
home of his son, Alfred Dean Wiles 
passed to the spirit-world. He was a 
Spiritualist and had for the past three 
years since the passing over of his 
wife, spent his winters at Lake Helen, 
Fla. He was 77 years and 2 months 
old. and was ready for the change and 
waiting, only waiting, as he afterwards 
said. The funeral was conducted Au
gust 20. by Monticello Lodge of F. — A. 
M. A. B. French delivered a beautiful 
and eloquent address.

FRANCES A. LITTLE.
Clyde, O.

Mr.
State 
ports

Clinton Camp.
Warne, president of the Illinois 
Association of Spiritualists, re- 
tliat the Clinton camp this year

was a great success. He spent tbe en
tire season there.

may believe that a part of his fellow
creatures are suffering from famine, 
but of what avail, if this belief does not 
prompt 'him to assist them by every 
means in his power? There is nothing 
strange in the communication of spirits 
with the world. You appreciate the 
manifestations of mind in an individual 
living in Europe, and you feel the truth 
of principles emanating ^rom persons trf 
whom you havt,' {fijp no previous knowl
edge; and you admit that a grain of 
wheat can npd will grow when placed 
in the ground, but why it does so you 
cannot tell. Thus are you conscious 
that your spirit is impressed from other 
causes than those with which you come 
materially in contact.

How often have either of
YOU REALIZED THOUGHTS 

when you could not trace the source 
from whence they emanated? Thus are 
you surrounded with many evidences of 
mystery in daily life for which you find 
it Impossible to account. It Is of no 
consequence how you explain the 
mind’s action. You are not alone to 
judge of its action in that which is ed
ucated, but you are to take the innate 
promptings and yearnings of the spirit 
and the phenomena that come, as it 
were, without cause; for who has not, 
when sltttlng alone, felt positively that 
some one was present with him; and 
who has not ex;>erienced, when im
pressed with a sense of some evil fore
boding, that the evil has fallen on him 
in some form or shape, and that Ills 
spirit recognized the warning as coming 
from the other world? These are trite 
and simple Illustrations, but they are 
nevertheless pertinent evidences that 
the soul holds Intercourse with the 
spirit world without the cognizance of 
the senses. Then why—if this sliould 
be so—should it appear so strange that 
matter can mingle with matter, and the 
senses recognize that spirits can com
municate?

But, after all, what is the whole of 
this revelation? It is this: tliat there 
is a necessity that the heart and the 
desires, the thought and the act,

SHOULD BE PURIFIED 
by what is taught you. Oh! my friends, 
could you but know all that is before 
you; could see the effect of a life of sin 
in the flesh, when tbe spirit leaves the 
form, and takes up its abode here, then 
would you see that sin or evil enters, as 
it were, into the very

CONSTITUENTS OF THE SOUL 
here; that it dims the lustre of its 
original brightness, and that it prevents 
its onward aspirations. Are you to rest 
satlsllcd with believing that what is 
seen or heard is true? Are you Spirit
ualists? Spiritualists? Y’es, indeed your 
spirit Is dissatisfied with a life of mat
ter bound to earth by ties that change 
Its heavenly nature, and mark it as 
unfit for the company of those who are 
bright, pure and happy.

WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS?
Do you love? Yes. Do you love not 
only on this earth, but do you send the 
affections In advance onward through 
tbe spheres and love what there is and 
will be? Are you cautious In injuring 
the feelings of others? Are you strong 
in adhering to your own opinions? For 
truth’s sake, are you ready to crucify 
all tliat is unholy in your natures, and 
trust for a recompense in life and 
death?

Oh! I charge you, foster the affec
tions, but lie mindful that you are at all 
times liable to receive a wrong direc
tion to those feelings—the noblest of 
your nature—by those who are con
stantly on the alert to deceive you.

If you are a believer in spirits, believe 
that what they teach of truth and right
eousness,

A JUDGMENT TO COME, 
is as true as the very God who created 
you, and tnat the whole object of all 
that is given you is to elevate your na
tures, purify your hearts, and fit you 
for an inheritance where moth nor rust 
shall corrupt, and where thieves cannot 
break through and steal.

Much has been said lately about self
examination, and the spirits feel that 
they could not do their duty without 
again asking you, What of your hearts? 
Is it well with them? Is there no evil 
thought or purpose? God bless you all.

males and females-U.preferable to a 
WILL BE PERFEQV §YMpAl'HY

and harmony. An. |6pual nuipber of 
preponderance of either sex. The date 
of meeting should ue fixed aud uu- 
ch(liiged; and every member should at
tend regularly. The (seances should be 
held at least once each week, but not 
more than twice. It is-best, wiien prac
tical, to 'have a room.'set apart for the 
circle, and invariably-meet there. The 
members should sit; around a table, 
always occupying tlieisaiue places, ex
cept when requested, by the spirits to 
make a change. ;

The sensitive, on-ikinown medium, 
should -n' - ■

FORM PART OF THIS CIRCLE, 
which maj^or may not join hands. At 
the commencement; joining hands (the 
right over the left always) has ad
vantages, but afterwards the hands ran 
be placed on the table, palms down
ward. No one should be allowed in the 
room who does not sit in the circle. It 
should be constantly borne in mind that 
pure air and convenient seats, insuring 
perfect ease and physical comfort, are 
essential to success. Even more neces* 
sary is freedom from mental excite
ment, dogmatism, and self-assertion. 
There must not be feelings of -hate, 
envy, jealousy, or contempt between 
the members. Vicious and ignorantly 
credulous persons, also triflere and ar
rogant skeptics, should be rigidly ex
cluded.

The evening is the best time to hold 
meetings, because of

THE NEGATIVE CONDITIONS 
which then prevail. It is advisable that 
freedom from interruption, during the 
holding of circle, should- be provided 
for. The light may be shaded, prefera
bly with blue. The circle having met, 
composed of those-who have warm fra
ternal sympathy and desire for the 
truth, it is well that the harmony be In-

From Light, Mor, En&
HYPNOTISM AND MAGNETISM.
Hypnotism is violent and disturbing 

in Its effects, says M. Durvilje. Its su
perficial lethargy is followed by cat
alepsy and contracture. Magnetization 
produces quieter sleep-states, in which 
the subject is far from being disturbed 
to the same extent, and yet in which 
more potent phenomena are induced. 
In hypnotism contracture is obtained 
either by suggestion or by actually 
touching the muscles; while similar 
effects can be produced by magnetism, 
in a blindfolded subject apart from sug
gestion, by pointing with the hand at 
the muscles to be acted on, without con
tact and apart from suggestion^

THE HYPNOTIZED SUBJECT 
can only be awakened by suggestion, 
and by blowing on the face. But the 
mesmerized subject can be awakened 
by passes merely, without suggestion. 
THE SOMNAMBULISM INDUCED 
by the two processes are really two dif
ferent states, says M. Durville. In hyp
notically induced somnambulism, the 
subject may be influenced ' by any 
assistant; while in the magnetically In
duced state the subject is isolated from 
his surroundings, and remains in sole 
relation with the operator, whose com
mands may be transmitted, telepathi
cally, from a considerable distance.

THE HYPNOTIZED SUBJECT 
loses his will power; he is thrown into 
an involuntary state, and does not fore
see the consequences of his actions. He 
becomes an instrument in the opera tops 
hands, and may be made to do all sorts 
of disagreeable and ludicrous things. 
The magnetized subject retains his 
power of judging consequences; he dis
putes even unimportant orders, and re-

REMEMÇEfiUTHE NAME
Van’s Mexican Hair Restorative.

, , Winona, Minn., 873 Fifth Ave., April ip, 1887.
ti.K°TUr/aTSr<?t haud telf.tlT? !° “Yau’s Mexican Hair Restorative." I can 

regard It as an excellent, harmless and meritorious preparation for the 
E’Jvpnto te“dPd' It nol only restores the natural color of the hair, but it
«»«nt onlirS “wu1} “B 0U | CTres dandruff, itching, etc., is a cleanly hairdressing, and is 
6^,ll) “Pt>1Gll„"'V11‘rv«“td».Iemvcry truiy, WM. T. HUfiBBLL.

MEXICIN MEDICINE CO.
¡1 in 11 AC±5SWAWrEP‘ 68 ¿oarborn St., Chicago, Ill.

To ndvertUe our yloiorlous plan of Belling furniture from factory to fireside, wo give 
absolutely free with every Quaker Comfort Couch, us shown below, au elegant Quad- 
ruPl® ^'’^'plated teapot, guaranteed to bo worth $5.00 and to wear for ten years. A 
certificate of warranty, signed by manufacturer, accompanies teapot.
READERS OF THIS PUBLICATION HEED SEND NO MONEY IN ADVANCE.

If goods are found us represented and entirely satisfactory, remit (T f» 
wholesale factory price of the couch alone 30 

days after shipment; if not return 
at our expense.

airTXl Co“for$ Coota {or trial order* because It’s oue ot our greatest bargains. Full site,
• tlpnolstored In finest grade Imported figured corduroy or velours, any color. Sami,lea oi co»! 

wo»Sf ' J“?1’?,“11 <«1'tolnl>?Md stuel springs, aupported by steel bands and covered with
Woveu wire fabric. Most comfortable and most durable couch ever made. Warranted never to break down10-ln high 0.1B. diameter It you prefer, we will *e“djn lieu ot th^toj^i
div ouy«rdto,*> Of »UBB»'bowl of the same hlglr Bradeware. Order ¿0«
inK A»1 tba,fc s «pessary Is tp eay that you’re a reader of this publication (this‘is import

Sample Offer No. 4 on 30 days' trial, state color of upholstering and premium desiredandgivefullshippingdirections. QUAKER VAIXEY HFG. CO,, 355 W. WurriLon St., ChieaFo

liver the opening 
Central Spiritual

lecture before tbe 
Union on Sunday

Evening next, at Star and Crescent
/ hall. His subject will be on ‘Psychic
Science and Spiritual Culture.' All in
terested, especially psychics, should be 
on hand.”

Mrs. S. A. Crossfield, a student for 
fifteen years of psychic phenomena, 
seven years a mental medium, and two 
years a public speaker, wants to corre-
epond with societies desiring to engage 
speakers for the coming season's work. 
_ ’ Address her atTerms reasonable.
723 S. Elm street

Dr. J. M. Temple 
meetings at Muncie, I

Dr. G. C. Beckwith

has been holding 
Ind.

i Ewell was lately
H united in marriage to Mrs. Ella M. 
k Hull. They are now residing at Shel
F ton, Gt Dr. Ewell at one time resided 
P-. in Colorado.

Mr. and Mrs. Hatfield Pettibone have 
returned from Lily Dale, and may be 

F found now at 3127 Wabash avenue.
R Geo. H. Brooks writes from his home 
I’ at Wheaton, Ill., that the camp-meet- 
k- tug at Lilv Dale was a success In every 
b- way. A most harmonious feeling pre- 
i '"Vailed all the way through. The many 
I*' «ubscrlbers for the Cassadagan will 
K Bot receive their papers .until the mid-

CrtftRLES DICKENS
fte Desires to ConiniliniGate

Through The Progress
iVe Thinker.

The brilliant Charles Dickens, high in Spirit-life, 
las.given one of his choicest productions through 
he well known medium, author and musician, Dar
yle Petersilea,iof Los Angeles, Gali, It is enti

tled “Juno, or The New Woman.” It is Spiritual
istic, anti-Gatholic, sets high ideals, and is inter
esting throughout. The spirit Charles Dickens 
expressed the fervent wish that his narrative be 
published in The Progressive Thinker. We take 
special pleasure in complying with his request, and 
his production will be commenced soon. Now is 
the time to send in your subscription. Our Fall 
and Winter Campaign will be brilliant indeed,

'MOSES HULL’S BOOKS !
!-------------- I
A List of His Noted Woi ks.1

For Sale at the Office of The Pro» I 
gressive Thinker.

NEW EDITION.

THE LYGEUM GUIDE
Do you want to organise a society, for the 

social, intellectual and spiritual advance* 
ment of the children and adults?

THE PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM
furnishes all you deslíe.

Do v°u want a self-mtalnfng aoclety, founded on 
the basic principles of the spiritual philosophy? ,XOU1*'0 « 1» THE PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM ' 

It furnishes a Bystem of evolution by Internal 
flTOWtll I not 1 hi» flirt ah n und nli a. .... _ I

Wayside Jo .
of““¿erBS m%1;k nit-rC’ &’ k Xtta 
neat book of «elections from Mm. Hulls feat noemi 
sermons and essays, and coelutes a splendid Portroft 
of the author, also a portrait of Moses Hull. Prk.
neatly bound in English cloth, 11. w * rlM'
The Spiritual Alps

and How We Ascend Them.
Or a few thoughts on how to reach that altltud. 

where anlrlt Is supreme and all things are subjact ti 
. Wltirportrait. ByMosasBiu.“ Just the book 

to reach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show you how to educate your spiritual /acnlUes Price, bound In cloth, 40 cent,, i p,p"t ““ 
vcUUl
New Thought.

Volume I, Nicely bound In cloth, 679 large beantl. , 
fully printed pages. Portraits of several of the best 
speakers and mediums. The matter all original and 
presenting In an attractive form the highest phiuo di

> the bplrltual Philosophy. Price, only 91.60.
New Thought.

I y- A38,* ,paBe'' beautifully printed and
i ?lceI? bound. Original matter. Six portraits. Cloth 7 
। boiiuQ, cent«. M
. Joan, the Medium.

Or. the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
Qb a Leader of Armies. By Mosrb Hull. ‘ Thie ls 2 > 

' once tbe most truthful history of .loan of Arc and 
cue of the must convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
ever written. No novel wks evermore tbrlllhigly in- 
tcreuting; no history more true, price In cloth S 
cence; paper cover, 25 cente. u
The Beal Issue.
. Py.M?8E® nuLL- A compound of th® two na 
lets. The Irrepressible Condict," and MYour An 
or ), our Ltfo;" with important additions, inakl 
book of 160 pages all fur 25 cents. This book con 
itatlsJca, facte and documents, on tbe tendencli 
the times, that ©Very one should have.
All About Devils.

Or, an Inoulry a* to whether Modern Splrltuall.m 
/’••‘«utm uy iiueruai , ®nu other Great Reforms cuine from 111« SataniA 

It^Unm.rMi^'i Su"d«y Bcbu°l. ’ Maje.ty and Illa Subordinates In tbo Kingdom of
it has something to Interest and &dvan(*A nvArv titAtn. 1 iiHrkiiHRA ii,, n.... . *■ŒÄ“• Wp‘Be“-By M0bhsUUL1" 

tbo one, who learn most. b Jesus and the Mediums,

NO SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED. or Christ and Mediumship.
Cartful comparison of some of tbo Spirituali! nd Med inntbln ih.. nn.i« «,1.1. V... 1Till? Tvri?mr rnmi? ‘ . --------- conpanson or some of tbe SpiritualismT£i GJ JR? glve® detQn needed Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day. W

inLe?ecttVt orffunlzation, and for conducting the Hobbs Hull. An Invincible argument proving that
Ti8»?flef7 when established. । Jesus was only a medium, subject to all the condl«'-
It has Golden Chain Recitations; the prettiest songs I tjons of modern mediumship. It also shows that ah 

and music; choral responses; a service for a Baud! tl)e manifestations throughout tbe Old and New TeatAX 
of Mercy; calisthenics; how to make the badges, i toCDt wereundertbe same conditions that medhinft 

.bauuer/’ marching exercises; full li requireto-dav; and that the coming of Christ Is the
Atructions in conducting tbe exercises, with nar. 1 turn of ir* «uwhin tn ti,A»A»M •nLlr(S
llamentary rules, etc. v

Many Spiritualists living tn Isolation, have formed 
lyceums in their own families; others have banded, 
two or three famlles together, while large societies 
nave organized on the lyceum platform« and found 
great interest In this self-lustructlve method.In «>#*. ...'.I« _ U__ ,_ a _ ~ .

- ,— - -- -.r# , ——— vvuuuk ui xjuiiDu to wo rm _
turn of w“ "lu.Ulp to tj,0 world. 48 pogeB 3
10 cents.
The Spiritual Birth, '

or Death and Its To-Morrow.

to come to your as-

•‘Commentaries on Hebrew and Chris
tian Mythology.” By Judge Parish B. 
Ladd, LL.B., of the San Francisco Bar. 
This book is of more than ordinary val
ue, giving the results of much patient 
thought and research by a mind well 
qualified to sift evidence and arrange 
facts. " In compact form it gives just 
what is needed on tbe subject. Paper, 
75 cents. Cloth, ?1.50. For sale at this 
office.

‘‘From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten
hours of leisure and enjoyment 
$1.00. For sale at this office.

•‘Religion as Revealed by the 
rial and Spiritual Universe. By

Price

Mate 
E. D.

Babbitt, M. D., LL.D.” A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist. One of the very best 
books on the subject Price, reduced 
to $1, cloth; paper, 50 cents. For sale 
at Uils office.

»•The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records.” Told by Paul Carus. 
This book Is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception "of 
Buddhism in its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit 
price ¿L For sale at thia office.

From The Two Worlds, 
Manchester, Eng..

HOW TO INVESTIGATE—HOW TO 
FORM CIRCLES AND DEVELOP 
MEDIUMSHIP.
The investigation of spiritual phe

nomena is best conducted in the home 
circle. It is there the departed love to 
return, and anxiety to receive on our 
part is met with even greater desire to 
communicate on theirs. Sensitiveness 
or the mediumistic faculty is possessed 
by all in varying degrees, and Is capa
ble of cultivation. There is nothing 
miraculous or mysterious about it. 
Sometimes a member of the circle that 
gathers around the table for the first 
time is found to be mediumistic, and 
communications are at once received 
from spirit friends. This is not often 
the case, however, as there are certain 
essential conditions, and several at
tempts may haVe to be made before 
these are complied with. ;

Although there Is nothing arbitrarily 
fixed in the manner of forming a circle, 
as is generally supposed, there are 
rules, the observance of which will fa
cilitate development The number in 
the circle should not be less than four 
or more than twelve. The members 
should be so selected that, as a whole, 
there ,

creased by singing, reading, and appro
priate conversation for twenty minutes 
or half an hour. Then the seance may 
belield, lasting from au hour to an hour 
and a half. All discussion or heated 
argumentation should be avoided. 
There should be an earnest purpose to 
learn the truth; all care and anxiety 
should be cast aside, and the mind be 
made passive, making no absolute de
mands, but ready to receive whatever 
may be given. No one should sit in a 
circle if ill or over-fatigued.

There are many
PHASES OF MEDIUMSHIP, 

and the manifestations vary with 
almost every individual. The physical, 
such as rappings, the movement of 
tables or other objects, etc., are not ns 
common as the purely psychic, viz.: 
writing, trance, and Impressibility. 
Whatever phase appears, it should be 
cultivated on its own line, undisturbed 
by curiosity or eager zeal. While a 
cheerful mind is commendable, there 
should be concentration of attention, 
and an earnest desire to have the 
friends in spirit life lift the veil which 
conceals them from view. The circle is 
the foundation of Spiritualism, and its 
primary organization. Wherever there 
are two or more Spiritualists, or those 
willing to Investigate, such a society 
may be formed. What association can 
be more instructive or more satisfying 
to the social, intellectual, and spiritual 
needs of our natures? The truth comes, 
and is_ satisfactorily demonstrated 
to all.

When a medium has been sufficiently 
developed by the circle, the communica
tions given

FURNISH THE BEST GUIDE 
for its conduct. Under no persuasion 
admit the curious or attempt to con
vince skeptics by bringing them into the 
circle, unless so directed by the con
trolling spirit intelligence for a special 
purpose. Scoffers find .unbelievers, by 
their presence, may 'irreparably disturb 
the harmony and destroy the conditions 
of spirit control. Especially hold In 
mind that you are conversing with un
seen beings who ’ are spiritual, and 
therefore do not seek advice in worldly 
business. Sometimes this is given when 
spirits deem it necessary, but those 
spirits who are willing’to continue'to 
delve in material things?are not always 
to be trusted. Spiritualism comes to
PURIFY, REFINE« AND ELEVATE, 
out of the all-ppwerful ^materialism of 
the time. Neither Jshquld the com
munications received be considered In
fallible. They should be tested by 
reason, and taken as advice, not as 
command. If blunders or mistakes are 
made in communications, the delicacy 
of the essential conditions and un
known difficulties to be encounteredi 
should cause us to be thankful that we 
receive anything, rather than criticise. 
The results cannot be pre-determined or 
commanded. They must be received 
and adjudged on their own merits, with 
care and circumspection.

The lives of many of the great think
ers,. sages, and reformers, show us 
what mediumship may become

AT ITS HIGHEST AND BEST;
what a potent factor it may be In ed
ucation; what it will be when this 
awakening faculty is fully understood 
and harmoniously cultivated.

■ fuses disagreeable suggestions. Bls 
1 discernment of good and evil is even 

more active than when awake.
’ A good many subjects develop lu

cidity in magnetis somnambulism; but 
when the same subjects are hyp
notically Influenced, the lucidity dis
appears.

These conclusions are based on ex
periments made with twenty subjects, 
as to the comparative effects of the
HYPNOTIC AND MAGNETIC AC

TION
respectively. Some of these experiments 
were described in the Journal du Mag- 
netisme, No. 19 (23 Rue St. Merrl, 
Paris). One subject was thrown into 
hypnotic somnambulism by being made 
to stare at a brilliant point She was 
given a piece of crumpled paper, told it 
was a revolver, and ordered to shoot at 
one of the assistants who was going to 
insult her. When reawakened the sub
ject approached the assistant referred 
to, and a quarrel ensued. The subject 
threatened to shoot, presented the 
quasl-revolver. Instead of shooting, 
however, she fell into a paroxysm of 
contracture, thereby demonstrating 
that though crimes may be suggested, 
they will not be carried into realization 
unless the subject has criminal ten
dencies.

The subject, after being awakened, 
was then
THROWN INTO MAGNETIC SLEEP, 
and the same experiment repeated; 
When the paper was put into her 
hands, however, she laughed and de
clared it was not a revolver, It was only 
a piece of paper, showing that her judg
ment was not subordinated as it had 

.been in the hypnotic sleep. Told to 
take an object from an assistant and 
give it to the operator, she refused, say
ing that she did not take other people’s 
things, either awake or asleep.

It has been recognized by Dr. P. 
Janet that

POST-HYPNOTIC REALIZATION 
is accompanied by a temporary emerg
ing of the hypnotic state. M. Durville 
affirms that subjects may prevent such 
realization from passing into action by 
placing their left hand, which has a 
de-magnetizing action, in contact with 
their forehead. The effect of the con
tact of the left hand inhibits the sug
gestive state and restores judgment, 
enabling the subject to know whether 
the idea is his own, or a suggestion 
from without The difference tietween 
hypnotically and magnetically Induced 
states is so great, says M. Turville, 
that it is to be regretted that tte same 
terms have come to be applied to them.

The Progressive Thinker.
Every Spiritualist in this broad land 

can keep in touch with our cause by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er; and also obtain a valuable acquisi
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic costs $1.20. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age, so that the book is almost an abso
lute, gift, being paid for out of the reve
nue of the office, thus each subscriber 
sharing the profits of the paper. Sub
scribe at once and get your neighbor to 
Join with you. ,
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kmma Rood Tuttle (address, Berlin Helgbts, _
Onio) will answer all questions pertaining to lv- Quarantine Raised.
ceum work. ' - • - -

Price,

__ , .__________ x»i tun iwcuty roar
Tbe price of THELTCEUM GUIDE la 50 cent«, post* Ended. Price 10 cents, 

pfld, or by tbo dozen, 40 cenu each, by express. '
Or tb« Twenty Years Battle Against a Worker n>ln/1 UpIa.í «il AA....

Pfld, or by tbo dozen, 40 cenu ea 
charges paid by receiver. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE,
______ BERLIN HEIGHTS. O.

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS.

SplrltualoSongster,

’o Advance Humane Education 
in All Its Phases.

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

By Mattie E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull’» 
sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the use 
of congregations, circles and families. Price, 10 OtA. 
or «6 per hundred.
The Mediumistic Experience

of John Brown, 
The Medium of tbe Rockies, with Introduction by- 

J. B. Loveland. This Is the history of one of th« I 
most wonderful mediums that ever lived. 167 large 
pages. Price, 60 cents.
The Devil and the Adventists.

An Adyenttst attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By ' 
Moses Hull. Price, 5 cents.

Lyceums and Societies that wish to get up ele
vating, interesting and paying entertainments can
not do better than to have a Prize Contest. Tbe en
tire plan, with full directions, Is in tbe book, and 
may be easily managed. Nothing kindles enthusiasm 
more quickly than an Angell Prize Contest! Noth
ing Is needed more. Any Individual may organize 
one in his own town and reap a financial reward.

Philosophy of Phenomena.
BY GEO. M. RAMSEY, M. D., 

Author of “Cosmology.”
IN TWO PARTS.

I. METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
II. PHYSICAL PHENOMENA. 

CONTENTS.
PART I.—METAPHYSIC AL PHENOMENA.

TRY IT! PRICE, 80 CENTS.
Addresi

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE,
________ Perlin Heights, Ohio,

H-ERESY
. . . OR .

Chap. 1. Philosophy ol Phenomena; 2, Metaphysical 
Philosophy; 3, Heal; 4, Functional Phenomena; 0, 1 
Man; 6, Objective and Subjective Phenomena; 7

Who by searching can find God?” 8, Hyperbole Met
aphysical; 9, “To the Unknown God, Whom ye Ignor- 
antb^ Worhlp;” 10. “Tbo Father Is greater than I,” 
Jl, True and SpurlousGods; ¡2, “I am the Resurrec
tion and the Life;” 13, An Imaginary God and some 

; of Ills Exploits; 14, ‘‘He Is Free whom the Tru.h 
hath nfadc free;*’ 15, All Animates Originate from 
Eggs; 16, Trance Phenomenon; 17, Philosophy of 
Healing; 18, Worshipof Deity; 19, Sense and Nonsense 
intermixed; 20, Plurality and Tri unity of Ged- 2L 
vagaries; 22, Misapprehension; 23, What Is Sln?24, 
Buns. Planets and Satellites of the Universe; 25, Be- 

without Ending; 23, Design or Accident, 
which? 27, Chance versus Law; 28, Summary.LED TO THE LIGHT. |

A ThriUina BB ft >î°torî 8Ï, Air and Orbital Motions; 82, Water
~ Wade to Kun up Hill ; 8sPhilosophy of Canyons, WhenZVa r zv A Yl J« A w. . mn rl U Pitt Frmo, D .1 ■ n, , « « -, rvi, _. _ . ... ..j Boo how rormed; 84, Glacial Phenomena; ;<5, Moons 

and their Motions; 86, Ethnological Phenomena*. 87, 
The Colored Man.

tallón and Free Thought. It is to Protest.
antism what the "Beerete of the Con. 

vent” is to Catholicism.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

PART H,-PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
Clinp. 29, Nebulæ; SO. Air Pressure and Air Motion

APPENDIX.—Problems; Physical and Metaphys
ical Phenomena, ad infinitum.

Tbo topics treated receive a handling that ledli« 
tlnctly terse, yet popular. Tbe atylc of the author 
throughout is epigrammatic—compact with clearThe dlBttocnUbod author, Hudson Tuttle, require* thought, The book ia a remarkable one to every as

no Introduction to the reader* of Tun PBOonusitvu pect. Being compact with thought Itaelf, Il will nol 
Tnuxgin, but the following bcadlngi of chapter* will ‘al110 compel thought tn other*.
show them what they may expect from the book: With a steel plate portrait of tbe author. Cloth,

Contzntb:—An Idyl - Ftrdham-Building the 12mo, pp. 203. Price »1.00. For sale at tbl* office.
Church—Tbe Erangeitot-Blood-Tb- Saloon-Tbe ____ -- ---------------
Lost Daughter—Law—The Harvest of Boula-Jan« ZO T NTTKI/OtO
nT'She>. Si ‘-«to-Bvolntlon-btella-Tb», ( TlAt“uiA IN I In ( TiSCell-Death—A Step Forward-Tbc Home Circle—Ths A X I 111 ’ i
Double Bole—Heresy—Annette-The Bank Robbery-1 
Liberty—All I* Well That Ends Welt—The New 
Church—The New Way; Led to tbe Light.

Every chapter I* devoted to one Idea, and the whole 
presents so many tableaux moving onward to the cli
max. Tbe fiendlBb career of the revivalist Is con
trasted with the character of the bonnet minister end 
the thinking agncstlc. The »taps by which a preacher 
emerges from tbe church, and tbe difficulties be meets 
are graphically presented. Tbe new church and pro
gressive lyccum evolved out of the old, form an In
teresting study to those seeking new method*.

It le a beautiful volume of 223 base* and the price 
to accordance with our new departure, la SO cenu, 
P2"F,l!^-Or ?.’•• ooplc* for S1.2J. Tor sale at ths 
Office Of Tn« PBOGRBSblVB Thikkei.

FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.

Thtu work Is one that every one should read. If 
beams throughout with rare ¿erne of thought, praq 
tlcal as well as profound. There Is sunshine an? 
beauty in every sentence uttered. Tbe work Is ded» 
cated to the author’s favorite sister, Sarah Frenol 
Farr, now passed to BpIrlHIfe. Hudson Tuttle,« 
•ufi?r5e^e.tt,OW0’glvei Iater0Bttoi of

MARGUERITE HUNTER.
A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 

the Material and Spiritual
Spheres,

TraMcrtbcdbya Co-operatlTe Spirit Band, combined 
with chosen media of earth. It was given thronsh In
dependent Blate-writlns. The Illustrations were ¿Iren 
to oil paintings on porcelain plate by Spirit artist! n 
Is not a Action, but a narrative of real life, without“ 
parallel in the literature of Spiritualism, belnz a clear 
and succinct exposition vf the philosophy, religion and 
science of Spiritualism. The book contains 260 pages

The New and the Old, 
Or tbe World's Progress In Thought By Moses Holt 
An excellent work by this veteran writer and thinker. 
Price 10 cents.

CONTENTISI 
Dedication.
Sketch of the Life of A.. B, FNDOh. 
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and Wand 

Islam.
Joseph Smith and the BookofWCTmOC 
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency of Idea* 
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Uffe 
Anniversary Address. 
The Egotism .of Our Age. 
What Is Truth?
Decoration Address.

.mme> «1.00s poma

SOCIAL UPBUILDING, ';
Including Cooperative Systems and tbo Hapnlnea ' 
and Ennoblement, ot Humanity. By E. D. flibbitt 
TÆ..D-M.D. Thia cñfnnriflPii thn («es no«* -TREE AM) SERPENT WORSHIP ™

Bï A. ß. Hudson. MD. MoMUtattx- , Curo. Taper cover, »0. For Mie u ,



•Peast.” It has been one Of the most

What Is Spiritualism? and'Shall Splr- 
finalists Have a Creed? Two lectures. . „■ _____ ____ e______
By Mrs. Marla M. King. Price w formation. By Kersey Graves. Price ILfiOinostae ]0 fsenta. 
duced from 25 cents to 20 cents. . ■•.■•* ■

THE LAW OF BEINS.

OPEN AIR MEETINGS.
A New Departure in Missionary Methods.

W. E. BONNEY.

limitations of our needs and inferences there-

camp.
Blair, Neb.

lenity oi lfan.” By Hudson Tuttle, 
pnical work. English edition, nicely 

ibr sale at this office. . r
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£ ANSWERS
t ' ■ ■ ■ ■
|t,iThis department is under the management of

|t HUDSON TUTTLE.
^ddress him at Berlin Heights, Ohio. _____

[. NOTICE.—No attention will be given anonymous let
ters. Full name and address must be given, or the letters 
yjviU n°l be read. If the request be made, the name wil 
¡trot be published. The correspondence of this depart
ment has become excessively large, especially letters, of 
inquiry requesting private answers, and while I freely 
give whatever information I am able, the ordinary court- 
eey of correspondence is expected.. . ; .u, - . . ... 
' .......... HUDSON TUTTLE.
►---- . -------- ------ . ,■ ...;
' E. Cadwell;" Q. I» there a' foundation: in fact, or 
Science, to support the idea iffiat ,each soul .has a true inate, 
find only one? V;,,: ' ';. ■ " . ■ -T
' A. The fancy that souls were born, male and female, 
like two halves to unite in one perfect whole, is of ancient 
origin, and like almost all the beliefs of antiqity is un
true. There is a larger percentage of males than females, 
so Unit at least six in every hundred would be unable to 
find mates. "

[As the contrary of this has been taught, that the rela
tive number of females born is greater than males, it 
may be pertinent to substantiate the statement by statis- 

- .tics. It is said in polygamous countries there is a pre
pond erance of female births, the institution thus support
mg itself, and tills is used as an argument in favor Of the 
Same. It is very doubtful if it be true.

According to Carl During, whose careful observations' 
have never been disputed, the birth rate of males in 
nearly all, if not all species of mammalia and birds is in 
excess of females under normal conditions, and slightly< 
paries, even on the other side, under the influence of fooc 

. and climate. ’
■ Every herdsman is aware that although the ratio 
slightly varies among cattle, sheep, horses and swine, the 
number of males slightly exceeds that of the females. 
Among savages the male births increase relatively. The 
more prolific the greater ratio of females; the le??, of 
males. Among the Boers of the Cape of Good Hope, 
jQuefclet says twenty children are often found in one 
family, while the Hottentots seldom have more than 
three.. Among the former 6,604 boys were born to 
6,789 girls, and among the latter 2,936 boys to 2,826 
girls. .

In Prussia, of 10,000,000 births the ratio was 106,287 
boys to 100 girls.

-• Wltile this almost unvarying ratio is well known, the 
Jaw by which the sex is determined has remained in
scrutable, and the fact that the chances for or against any 
theory is as one to one lias lent support to the 
.^discoveries” charlatans constantly herald.]
* There is not tne least evidence that men and women 
’are created in pairs, than that any species of animals are, 
<yet the theory, harmless in itself, has given rise to con- 
.elusions widen are vicious and disturbing.
1 Thus if the right halves unite there is perfect harmony. 

- pin marriages this perfect harmony is not reached except 
■¡rarely, and hence to those who believe the theory, a mar- 
,0-iage where there is a shadow of antagonism is not true 
jnatehood. Then the tendency is to be constantly watch
ing and waiting for the “other half,” “the true mate.” 
Such a-.belief and state of mind is reprehensible and "akin 
.to immoral. It incites to a course of conduct which not 
only vitiates the energies, but breaks up the foundations 
;of the past. ,

■ Men and women are not born in pairs “for each other.” 
¡With intelligent understanding and perception of charac
ter, unions should be contracted, and perfected by assim
ilation of tastes and disposition winch is' wrought by 

\ common purpose and interests.
' The disagreements which arise should not be magnified 

into evidence of “incongeniality.” The loveliest land
scape has its storms, with clearest sunshine thereafter. 
¡Instead of enlarging points of dissimilarity, those of like- 
|iness should be enlarged and mutual forbearance, and 
.that high culture of selfhood entertained which allows 
wide freedom to others in matters of opinion and man- 
hers. Tliis love, like the sun, pours out a constant flood 
of light to all, yet exacts nothing in return.

J E. J. Schellhous: Q. You are giving answers to ques

tions, which are very interesting and instructive. I am 
an investigator and want more light. You say “The only 
salvation of souls is by knowledge.”

What is knowledge? Why do we seek to know? Is 
there not something behind knowledge that moves us to 
seek it? Does not all human conduct have its rise in sen

" cation, appetite, passion, emotion, desire—in a word, in 
• Feeling?

Has knowledge any other service than to devise ways 
■ and means for the satisfaction of desire—the gratification 
. . of feeling? Of what use would knowledge be to one who 

had neither desire, passion, appetite, nor any other 
feeling? ■

I think these questions involve matters of the deepest 
concern to mankind.

A. Yes, these questions involve the most profound 
concerns of mankind, and unfortunately have fallen to 
the share of speculation instead of science. I do not de
sire to discuss them after the methods of their wording. 
The questioner looks from the side of metaphysics. We 
are beings of dual nature, a spiritual overlapping, and 
founded on a physical, or animal. While all knowledge 
of the world comes to us through our senses, and ap- . 
parentljr has for its object gratification of the desires, the. 

.. sum of all these is an individuality, a unity, which is in
dependent of them all. While knowledge may be applied 
to gain the lowest gratification, it has an exalted sphere 
which seeks gratification for the love of its own acquire
ment. •

To know the processes of nature; to make plain the 
problems of creatiop; to unravel the secrets-of the uni
verse, not for personal gain, not for selfish gratification, 
but because this knowledge is the element in and by 
which the higher spiritual man lives and has his being, 
this is the motive of the highest being.

We seek to know because knowledge is the food of spir
itual life. How the spirit thrills with the discovery of a 
new planet, unseen by human eye since creation’s-morn, 
or when the telescope penetrates the depths of space, sees 
a system of mutually related suns, or with microscope 
enters the realm of unseen beings which’ swarm in the 
waste of other organisms! Such knowledge has no value 
to the passions or desires of the physical being. It is the 
food of the spirit. “Human conduct” may have rise in 
the appetites, and desires, but beyond human conduct is 
the spirit, related to the eternal, and eager to know, be
cause that is its birthright. By such knowing is its sal- ’ 
vation sure, for while in ignorance of the laws of its ' 

- being, it stumbles in the darkness of its physical environ- ■ 
jnents. What use spiritual beings make of their vast and ! 
extending knowledge, it is-impossible for us, with the :

Subsistence, eternal and unchanging, unlimited,—■ 
United and at rest, with no beginning and no end—4 
No time to pass away, no space to hedge the spirit in, 
But boundless, endless life—the absolute infinitude; 
Subsistence, uncreated and alone, the Central One, 
’Whom we call God. There is none else; and from this 

[ .. only source ,
Existence flows, in waves of light that break upon the 

_ shores •
Of time and space, to crystallize in suns and sparkling 

stars. ■ : .
Forth from the womb of night—from the unfathomed 

and unknown—
The sea of Birth forever flows; and through the billows 
■ ’ ride ■
Unnumbered suns and worlds, that glitter in their 
. boundless depths ■
Of blue, and bathe the Temple of the Skies with light, to 

. . ' " guide : '. •?' ■ ..' ■ ’ — : . ' .
Thq hosts of angels at their work or play; preventing suns 

•Frpin crashing into other .suns. The jvatefs of this sea , 
Enfold each'star, and through their , waves of light they 

flash" across -
The azure depths the songs and anthems of Celestial 

Spheres. ■ " 1 , • .
Onward, to their appointed course, the star-ships swiftly 
■ glide— .
Through shoreless and unfathomable seas—through 

surging waves
That break upon the decks of worlds and splash the 

. earth-born souls
With cleansing spray, until man’s heart is purified, and 
.born . "

Anew—with Wisdom as his guide, with Universal Love 
To light the inner shrine—until, as tender plants that are 
Refreshed with morning dew, the yearning soul inspires 

; new life,
And drinks refreshment from the fount of Immortality. 
The earnest soul toils onward through the vale of strife, 

amid
The glbom of doubt, the shadow-of despair—its vision 

veiled
With mists of earth; then feebly gropes in search for 

_ better things,
Until, beyond the cloud-swept sky of ignorance, the star 
Of Truth gleams from the silent depths, and shedd eternal 

rays
Upon-the path that leads to God. The thoughtless 

. throng, impelled ■
By greed of gold—with heads bent low—press on; nor 

lift "their eyes ,
To seek the light, nor tread the narrow way that, leads to 

peace.
And when tlje hour shall come tb cross the occult line 

called death,
When those who closely cling to earthly ties and thing« 

of sense
Are summoned from their long and weary years of grief 

and toil—
Wherein no time was found for rest, and culture of the 

soul, ' ■
But all their waking moments spent in strife for greed 

and gain-r-
When they shall learn that things which seemed to them 

most real, were but . .
The shadows of the night that dwarfed their souls—they 

shall regret
The past, and know that time, like life, can never be 

recalled. ■ ." • •
Awake, 0 child of God! break thop the .fetters .that 

.restrain . --..T’.:t?
The deeper yearnings of thy heart! unloose th? cords 

that bind ... . . "
The stately fabric of thy soul, and cease to languish in 
Thy prison cell. A flood-tide of the Universal Sea— 
The culmination of a cyclic wave—has now engulfed 
The world. Amid the restless, surging waves that ever 

roll—
Amid the clash of thought, the tumult of the times—a 

low,
Sweet tone, the voice of freedom, whispers in thv soul, 

“Awake.” URIEL BUCHANAN.

A few earnest workers in this city have been assisting 
myself and Mrs. Bonney to maintain a public meeting in 
the City Park every Sunday, and much good for our cause 
has been accomplished by making the people more fa
miliar with the logical teachings of the Spiritual phil
osophy. It has been decided by the society here to con
tinue meetings during the fall and winter, and they have 
engaged myself to speak once or twice per month, as cir
cumstances may permit.

Now I shall have'time to fill in at other points, and I 
hope other Nebraska and Iowa Spiritualists will arrange 
for monthly meetings. In this way the expense will be 
small for each place, and by united action we can accom- 
phsh.qnuch for the cause.

I hope all Spiritualists of Nebraska will take an inter
est in the forthcoming State Convention at Omaha, Sep
tember 14, 15 and 16. It will be to the advantage of 
Spiritualism in Nebraska to strengthen the work of the 
State Association. The past and ..present officers have 
spent much time and energy in trying to get an efficient 
State Organization. In the person of H. C. Madding, 
the president, and Paul S. Gillette, the secretary, we have 
.vwo earnest, energetic and self-sacrificing workers, and it 
is only justice to them that the coming convention should 
be largely attended. Myself and Mrs. Bonney have been 
engaged to speak on the first evening of the convention, 
September 14, and we hope to have the pleasure of meet
ing a large number of Nebraska friends.

A very pleasant gathering was held at the residence of 
Mr. August Verlantz, in this city, on Saturday evening, 
July 27. It was a surprise party given to Mrs. Verdan’ 
the vice-president, a faithful and whole-souled lady, to 
celebrate her birthday. A large number were regaled 
with delicious cake and ice cream prepared by Mrs. Katie 
Verlantz, her sister, and the faithful worker who with her 
husband entertained the company. A feature of the 
evening was the blooming of a night-blooming cereus, 
which was placed in the center and filled the room with 
its fragrance. A circle was formed around it, and many 
received messages from spirit friends through the trance 
mediumship of Mrs. Palmer and Mrs. Bonney. ' Mrs. 
Verdan left on Tuesday morning for the Marshalltown

- ' LII A." ’.......... ■’ ' ■” ,, J

LILYPALE.
Grand Successjn Every Way

The closing hours of the 1898 camp at 
Lily Dale were pleasantly passed in 
what is called their annual “Love

successful seasons in the history of the 
association. The president and direct
ors took part, and Mr. Gaston made the 
opening remarks, and’ stated that he 
wished to report for the board, that this 
season had been a grand success spirit
ually, intellectually and what was of 

•greater interest to the management, 
financially. That all obligations had 
been met, and that a fine surplus had 
been left in the treasury, with which to 
make improvements for the coming 
time. He said that the talent upon the 
programme had been of a high order, 
and that there had not been a single dis
appointment in the list of speakers, 
covering forty-two days.

Anyone who has had the privilege of 
spending a part or all of the time at 
this camp this year, cannot, it seems 
to me, go back to homes and shops 
•without carrying better thoughts and 
higher aspirations for the betterment 
of the conditions of the family of man. 
■There has been a current of harmony 
running through every session, that 
would tend tb lift or draw the minds 
of tlie hearers up and away from the 
work-a-day world, and show them that 
man should not live to himself alone. 
The lessons have been thrown" out" 
along practical lines to teach the peo
ple to begin here and. now to lay the 
foundation for what they expect to re
alize in the “sweet by-and-by.”

Sister Carrie E. S. Twing was with 
us the last week, alternating with Bro 
W. J. Hull and Dr. W. W. Hicks, and 
it can bo truly said that they were 
three powerful speakers, even though 
they were to fill the wlndlng-up portion 
of the Season, when many had left for 
their homes. Mr. Hull’s last lecture 
was upon the subject, “Crime! Its 
Cause and Cure,” and he had a largo 
audience and handled the subject well.

Dr, Hicks gave some Inspiring 
thoughts upon the powers and capabil
ities of each human soul, and wished 
everyone who listened to him to make

Mrs. Kayner described a spirit accu
rately, giving a message from one she 
had mourned for over' eighteen years. 
She said there was no room for doubt 
in -her mind that her loved one lived 
and had at last manifested to her, end 
that of all the friends that had passed 
away, the one described would have 
been the one she ’would have desired to 
hear from if she had sought for a test. 
How strange It is that sometimes the 
most convincing proof comes un
sought. I am penning these lines from 
the beautiful home of Brother and Sis
ter Howe, in Fredonia.

T. D, KAYNER.

Premature Burial.
Several recent cases of narrowly 

averted premature burial have again 
directed attention to the condition va
riously known as trance, catalepsy and 
suspended animation, says the Chicago 
Chronicle. The subject is one of great 
importance. The most remote pos
sibility of being buried alive Is so ter
rible that it cannot be contemplated 
without horror. Yet there is very little 
doubt that the precautions against such 
a contingency are no more effective to
day than they were when medical sci
ence was In its infancy.

The trouble Is that doctors disagree 
as to the methods of determining when 
life is extinct, just as they disagree 
about pretty much everything else. 
There is one and only one unfailing sign 
of death—decomposition—but a body is 
rarely kept until that process sets In, 
A perfunctory examination is made by 
a physician or an undertaker, life is de
clared to be extinct and then the em
balmer goes to work or the body Is 
burled, frequently within a few hours 
after the supposed death has occurred.

Tha t there is great danger Tn this 
course of procedure is manifest from 
what is known of the so-called death 
tests. It has been demonstrated that 
what is known as rigor mortis has been 
perfectly duplicated In cases of cat
alepsy. The blister test, the candle 
test, the mirror test, have all been 
proved unreliable. Delsarte maintained 
that the relaxation of the thumb so that 
It lay upon the palm of the hand was 
an infallible sign of death. The hos
pital surgeons of Paris quickly refuted 
the proposition. Nothing save actual

ft PROPOSITION 
UNPftRftLLELED

/Vrj Offe.r that. Should Increase 
Our Circulation to

100,000.
. JliJI —----------

In clubs joJ Ten Subscribers, at One Dollar 
Each, The Progressive Thinker will be sent one 
year, inclurling that magnificent book, Art Magic, 
free, and tlu npaper and same book free to the 
one whir gets up the club. The names must all be 
sent at one time. Now is the time to act. Just 
think of this offer to each subscriber--a valuable 
book which is of itself, as prices go, worth $1.50, 
saying nothing of fifty-two weekly visits of The 
Progressive Thinker. A club can be gotten up at 
every postofflee in the United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every Theosophist, 
and every one searching into the occult or spirit
ual should have the book and paper.
10 yearly Subscribers, 10 Art Maolos, $10.

from, to understand; we may safely- conclude that they 
'do not use it for the gratification of desires, passions and 
Appetites. As our ideals are models which sometime we 
shall all equal in our perfectability, the more we love 
knowledge for its own sake, and become truly spiritual.in 
pjir air$p arid purposes, the nearer shall we approach the 
Têàl objects of living this preparatory life.

. “The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. A Menace to 
American Civilization.” By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lec
turer upon physical, physiological and psychic science. 
Demonstrator of the molecular or spiritual hypothesis of 
nature.. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. Price 25 peuts. 
For sale at this office. '■

“From Soul to Soul.” ByUimma Rood Tuttle. Lov
ers of poetry will find gems.of thought in poetic diction 
in this handsome volume, wherewith to sweeten hours of 
‘ eisure and enjoyment. Price $1. For sale at this office. 
. “The Gospel of Buddha, According to Old Records.” 
Told by Paul Carns. This book is heartily recommended 
to students of the science of religions, and to all who 

’ould gam a fair conception oLBuddhism in its spirit and 
ying principles. Spiritualist or Christian can scarcely 

read it without spiritual-profit. Price $1. For sale at 
this office.

a. greater study of himself than ever 
fore, for In learning those laws he 
would bring himself nearer to nature 
and Its grand harmonies, and thus 
nearer to God.

There is not a person who heard Sis
ter Twing’s discourse yesterday morn
ing who does not think it was one of 
the finest efforts upon the platform 
this season. She lias such a kindly 
way with her that she does not wound 
one, as some do when they try to show 
the faults and erros of their brother 
man. Then she Is so earnest when she 
implorés all who call themselves Spir
itualists to take it home and live it in 
their daily life, both at home in their 
business contact with the world. She 
wishes all Spiritualists to be as toler
ant of other people's opinions as they 
can truly afford to be, having the light 
of truth that makes them free from the 
bondage of false teachings, and being 
sure that in time they, too, will turn 
their faces toward the light

But It remained for the closing meet
ing of the camp to'be’khe one of all 
others which seemed" tA give the bene
diction to those asrénrbled and send 
them back to their rfiipective homes 
with renewed strength'and courage to 
battle for humanity antf the right.

After Brother Gas[top’s report, the 
able chairman of thfe session, Brother 
Geo. H. Brooks, who" by the way, has 
been engaged for next season, gave 
some very feeling ïènftrks qpon the 
joy of our coming fegSher and meet
ing and making n<fw, ¡acquaintances, 
and the parting that typuld soon take 
place and the sorrow ¿aused thereby, 
and extending an invitation for all to 
be present another ypar. He did not 
forget to say that it mi^ht be possible 
that some will have finished their work 
and will have been ealred up higher.

Mr. Hill, of Philadelphia, made some 
remarks that were right to the point; 
also Brother Howe, Mrs. Oadwallader, 
Mrs. Twing and Mrs. Kayner, and 
Mrs. Mary Webb Baker closed with an 
impromptu poem.

Mrs. Harnett, the lady who had 
made a study of the religions of India, 
and came upon the ground more as a 
Theosophist, never having had any 
knowledge of Spiritualism, this being 
the first meeting of the kind she had 
ever attended, gave Mrs. Kayner a 
beautiful tribute in speaking of the 
benefit she had derived from her visit 
and stay at Lily Dale. She had been 
there nearly to the end of camp with
out receiving a single word or token 
from any medium that would convince 
her of spirit return, when she stopped 
at our cottage for a few moments to 
say farewell, if by chance we did not 
meet again, when without warning,

decomposition can be accepted as con
clusive proof that life is extinct.

We continue, however, to hustle our 
relatives and our friends under ground 
without knowing whether they are dead 
or not, or we connive at possible hom
icide by allowing embalming fluid to be 
injected—an operation which, of course, 
precludes any hope of resuscitation. In 
a matter of the most tremendous im
portance we take chances which we 
would not accept in the ordinary affairs 
of life. We are content with less than 
absolute certainty concerning a fact 
that can readily be established, though 
at the cost of some little time and In
cidental Inconvenience.

This appears to be heartless and it is 
certainly discreditable to our intelli
gence and our humanity. Until phy
sicians know something of catalepsy— 
they know nothing now—the burial of 
bodies before decay is manifest will 
continue to involve t he chance, how
ever remote, of consigning a human be
ing to the most dreadful of fates—living 
interment.

The contingency is so horrible that 
everyone, for his own sake, If from no 
better motive, may well give the sub
ject serious consideration.

THE DIVINE PLAN.
It Is carried out in The Progressive 

Thinker office, a portion of the profits 
returning to each subscribed In the 
form of a valuable book. The Progress
ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little 
more than pays for the expense of post
age, so the book is practically a gift A 
book like Art Magic is Invaluable.for 
reference, and it should be in every li
brary. As we are aiding you, we ask 
you in turn to.aid us by „extending the 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, 
thus in a measure becoming a part of 
the Divine Plan yourself.

'The World Beautiful” By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent In their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete in it
self. Price, cloth, $1 per volume. For 
sale at this office.

“Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes.” A tasty, beautiful and ap
propriate wedding souvenir. Contains 
marriage ceremony, marriage certifi
cate, etc., with choice matter In poetry 
and prose. -Specially designed for the 
use of the Spiritualist and Liberal min
istry. Price ?1- For sale at this office.

SIGNlFIGftNT : 
ftCROSTIC

Containing a List of Valuable Publications for the 
Spiritualists and Truth-Seekers.

PAINE. Was He Junius? A very interesting critical and , 
ilw£ran1Ca pamphlet by a scholarly author regarding a great leader. > 
By Wm. Henry Burr. Price 15 cents. 8

HISTORY of THE INQUISITION. Just the book for those seeklnff i n 
formation concerning that most damnable institution known in historv-j

we Roman Catholic Inquisition. By Cyrus Mason, M. D. Price 25 cents. 
FVERLASTING GOSPEL. Consisting of a series of lectures, messages ? 
U and poems, written and delivered In public through the mental organlsffi ' 
of Mrs. Magdalena Kline. Price $1.50, postpaid.
nOEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND AND WITHIN. From the poetic in< 
I spiratwns of many centuries and of different peoples Spiritual poetry ■ translated from many tongues. By Giles B. Stebbins. Price $1.0Q. P ? 
RELIGION OF THE FUTURE, a book for thousands who have been born

„o °d°xy «nd materialism into the higher light of Spiritualism? 
x>y S. Weil. Price, cloth, $1.25¡paper, 50 cents. ' i
0C<W FORCES OF SEX. Three pamphlets embodied in one volume.

Of great importance to the race, by an advanced social reformer By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price 50 cents. ‘ n r;
Gleanings from the rostrum, it beams with rare gems' '

thought, practical and profound. Sunshine and beauty In every sentence " 
uttered. By A. B. French. Price $1.00, postpaid.

RELIGION. . A profound philosophical treaties on this world-wide subject ’’ 
of contention. It is a good book for students preparing for the spiritual ’ 

rostrum. By E. D. Babbitt. Price, cloth $1.10; paper 60 cents : 
EVOLUTION OF THE DEVIL. The most learned, accurate, scientific ahfl 

philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever published. By Henry'
Frank, the independent preacher of New York City. Price 25 cents. *' 
SUPERSTITION IN ALL AGES, or “Le Bon Sens.” Testimony of a

Catholic priest who abjured the Christian religion and asked God’s pardom 
for having taught it. Price, cloth, $1.00; postage 14 cents. "
SCIENCE OF THE SOUL. A scientific demonstration of the existence oft ‘x 

the soul of man, the continuity of life and the actuality of spirit return? “
By Loren Albert Sherman. Price $1.00; paper 60 cents.
I NGERSOLL’S GREAT ADDRESS on the life and character of Thomas 
I Paine, at the late Paine celebration in New York City. Price 6 cents- ten 
copies for 50 cents. ’

VOLNEY'S RUINS and The Law of Nature. This is undoubtedly one of 
the best and most useful books ever published. It eloquently advocates 

the best interests of mankind. Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents 
ECHOES FROM THE WORLD OF SONG, a collection of new and 

beautiful songs, with music and chorus, in book form. By 0. P. Long
ley. Price $1.00; postage 15 cents. '
THE ELIMINATOR, or Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal Secrets. Profoundly 

reverent, but thoroughly radical; exposing the fabulous claims of ancient 
Judaism and dogmatic Christianity. By Dr. R. B. Westbrook. Price $1.50. 
HYPNOTISM. Its Facts, Theories and Related Phenomena, with explamp.

tory anecdotes, descriptions and reminiscences. Largely q record of ex
periences and observations of the author. By Carl Sextus. Price $2.00.
INFLUENCE OF THE ZODIAC UPON HUMAN LIFE. This book stateg 
I the simple principles of the Zodiac in simple terms, and in a manner highly ■ 
interesting and instructive. By Eleanor Kirk. Price, cloth, $1 00 *
NATURE CURE. This is an excellent book for suffering humanity. R

simply tells how to prevent and cure the ills of the flesh In a natural way, , 
ByDrs.M. E. andRosaC. Conger. Price, cloth, fancy$2.00;common$1.5Q? 
KAREZZA. Ethics of Marriage. A plea for a better birthright for chjk ■ 

dren and a higher development of parentage through the most saerbd ;; 
relations. By Alice B. Stockham, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.00.

EDITH BRAMLEY'S VISION. A thrilling appeal to all who are interested
in learning how the great forces of the Roman Catholic Church are seeking - 

to prevent the progress of liberalism. Price 15 cents.

RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORY. In four parts; the whole com,, 
prising an earnest but fruitless search for a Historical Jesus. A Volume 

of 407 pages, bound in cloth. By G. W, Brown, M. D. Price $1.50 
POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE. These poems arc full of sou| insplrft», 

tion—are real pOetic .gems; sweet with the highest thought By Lizzld 
Doten. Price $1.00.

UNKNOWN LIFE OF JESUS CHRIST. Since the writing of the Neyt 
Testament no book has appeared of as great importance to Christianity aS 

this work. By Nicolas Notovitch, Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper 25 centg. 
BIBLE MARVEL "WORKERS, and the wondrous power which helped oj;

made them perform mighty works and utter inspired words. Personal 
characteristics of prophets and apostles. By Allen Putnam. Price 75 cents; 
IIFE WORK OF CORA L. V. RICHMOND. An interesting book regard 
L ing a world-renowned inspirational lecturer, a pioneer worker in Spiritual
ism. Compiled and edited by H D. Barrett. Price $2.00, postpaid.
of the two spheres. By Hudson Tuttle. Price, muslin, $1.00; paper, 50 ctsy 
INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS. A real visit with friends on the other 
I side of life and a familiar talk. An interesting book. By Carrie E 8 
Twing, medium. Price 50 cents. ’ '
STARNO8.. A rosary of pearls, culled from the works of Andrew Jackson

Davis. Intended to imbue the sorrowing and stricken heart with new ! 
inspiration. By Dr. Della E. Davis. Price 50 cents.

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL. Life in the Stone Age. The history of 
Atharael, chief priest of a band of Al Aryans. Written through U. G.

Figley, Is very interesting. Price 30 cents. '

IMMORTALITY. . A poem in five cantos. “If a man die, shall he Uyo?"
is fully answered in beautiful style. A very interesting work. Bv W 8 

Barlow. Price 60 cents. J • •

NEW" THOUGHT. Volumes I and II, in all containing 863 beautifully ’
printed pages. Presenting the truth of Spiritualism in a very interesting 

manner. By Moses HulL Price, cloth, $1.50 and 75 cents.

GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION. One of the best papers Cotone) Ingersoll -f 
ever wrote. Of importance to everyone. In paper cover, with likenes? 1 

of the author. Price 10 cents; twelve copies for $1.00. "

HOW TO MESMERIZE. Ancient and modern miracles explained by mes-1 
merism. An invaluable work. By the late Prof. J. W. Cadwell, one of 

the most successful mesmerists. Price, paper, 50 cents. "
OUT OF THE DEPTHS INTO THE LIGHT. This little book will be ' 

read with intense interest by thousands. By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Cai-rlH 
E. 8. Twing, medium. Price 25 cents.

UNIQUE BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK Old Testament stories comically | 
illustrated. Exposure by ridicule; exposure by facte. The stories! 

humorously told. By Watson Heston. Price, cloth, $1.50; boards $1.00. 4 
SPIRITUAL HARP. A collection of vocal music for the choir, congrega- ' 

tion and social circles. By J. M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett- B H ■ 
Bailey, musical editor. Price $2.00. ’ ' '
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM, or a Concordance i 
L of the principal passages of the Old anfl New Testament Scriptures which' ’ 
prove or imply Spiritualism. By Moses Hull. Price $1.00.

BIBLE AND CHURCH DEGRADE WOMAN. By Elizabeth Cady ' 
Stanton. Comprises three brief essays on The Effects of Woman Suf-” 

frage on Questions of Morals and Religion. Price 10 cents. (
OLD AND NEW PSYCHOLOGY. Twenty-four distinct inspirational lem ■ 

tores, delivered in New York, Brooklyn, Boston, Philadelphia, and otherJ 
prominent cities. By W. J? Colville. Price $1.00.

ORIGIN, DEVELOPMENT AND DESTINY OF MAN. A Scientific and 
Philosophical Treatise upon a subject of which man never tires_ that of

himself. By Thos. P. Fletcher. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cents. v 
KORAN. Commonly called the “Alkoran of Mohammed.” Translated 

into English from the original Arabic, with explanatory notes taken from • 
the most approved commentators. Price, cloth, $1.00. ■
LIGHT OF EGYPT, or the Science of the Soul and the Stars. - A grand I 

work of profound philosophical deductions, on a theme of great interest1
to everybody. Price $2.00. i
INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS before the New York'Unitarian' Club. The < 
I first ■ lecture of an Infidel before a Christian Association. One of bls' I 
best 12 pages, neatly printed. Price 6 cents; ten Copies 50 cents, i 
SPIRITUAL SONGSTER, A collection of thirty-eight Inspirational Songs? i 

adapted to popular music, for the use of congregations, circles
families. By Mattie E. Hull Price 10 cents, or $7 per hundred. I 
THE WORLD’S SIXTEEN SAVIORS, or. Christianity Before Christ A i 
| key to all the sacred mysteries of the present religions ¿nd their Oriental ;
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TAB RURAL 
HEALTH HOME

■ i’our months ago The Rural Health 
Some was opened by Dr. C. E. Wat
kins, the famous ehronist. The Spirit
ualists throughout New England at 
puce began to wonder if it would be a 
teiiccess. This article is written to give 
Bi true answer to this question. With 
the exception of three cases, all who 
have left the Home have been cured. 
Others are on the road to sure health, 
who are now there. The three patients 
Who were not cured were greatly bene
fited; they only remained a short time 
qr they, too, would now be enjoying 
health. The kind of eases taken at the 
Home are patients who may be suffer- 
|pg from any chronic disease. Tl}e 
ihethod of treatment consists of mas- 
cage, magnetic, psychic, hypnotic or 
thought suggestion, Turkish baths, va
por baths, electric, etc., etc., and diet 
and medical treatment when require^. 
The Home has paid all expenses, and 
in fact has been a success In every way.

.Board, of the best; rooms and treat- 
ujents of all cases costs, but little; regu
lar price from $8 to $15 per week.

i)r. Watkins says:
lemqmbfr that we cure chronic dis

ease by Nature’s methods. We give 
little medicine and that only of known 
merit and use the most advanced, sci
entific system. We wish those who re
ceive no benefit froiq drugs and the old 
systems of practice would write to us- 
ai)d we will try and explain to'them 
■why we believe that our methods of 
healing chronic diseases will cure them.

Our terms for board and treatment 
are very low and will be made known 
to all those seeking health. Why not 
try Nature’s way of curing and pre
venting disease? Disorders of the body 
cannot be cured by mediplnes unless the 
abuses to the body, which is the holy 
temple, are stopped. When that Is done 
the person is on the right road to health 
nnl happiness. Study Nature and fol
low her laws.

Dr. Charles E. Watkins, the physi
cian in charge and the famous ehronist, 
after years of medical practice and ob
servation among thousands of patients 
suffering under various forms of dis
ease, concluded that to more readily and 
effectually cure the many severe cases 
constantly coining under liis care, he 
needed a Health Home where each pa
tient could have his daily personal at
tention and pleasant, congenial sur
roundings in and out of doors, with in
telligent, cheerful nursing, where par
ticular attention would be paid to all of 
Nature’s forces; food, air, exercise, 
baths, etc.

All classes of chronic diseases will be 
treated except insanity and contagious 
diseases; and if the patients prefer .they 
can have the physician of their own 
choice treat them while receiving all 
the benefits of the Rural Health Home.

Remember that food adapted to each 
Individual temperament and organiza
tion, and judicious exercise and social 
intercourse are important factors lu 
curing chronic diseases.

The Rural Health Home is an insti
tution Hint all Spiritualists can feel 
proud of, and Dr. Watkins can not re
ceive too much praise for the grand 
work he is accomplishing there. Dr. 
Banks also deserves great credit In bls 
particular line of work. Dr. Avery also 
lips a most quieting magnetism when 
giving treatments. We do not know of 
another such Health Home In the 
United States.

There are a great many patients com
ing and going all the time. If one feels 
low-spirited over the duties of life let 
him take a week off and go to this 
home. If one Is sick, then bQ sure and 
gq. The psychic healing power that is 
there will make you well.

Tho Home Is situated In a historic, 
picturesque and healthful region, one 
mile from Ayer depot In the town of the 
same name. Ayer Is the junction of 
tho Fitchburg (Hoosac Tunnel route) 
and Boston and Maine Railways, thirty- 
six miles from Boston, twenty-eight 
from Worcester, and eighteen from 
Nashua, N. H. It has pure alf and 
water from tho Shaker Medicinal 
Spring, winch according to the analysis 
of the State Assayers of Massachusetts 
and Maine, surpasses the celebrated 
Poffind-Mlneral Spring water of the lat
ter state; perfect sanitation and beau
tiful country roads lined with stately 
elms over a gently undulating intervale 
of woods and fine farms, where the phl- 

' losoplier, A. Bronson -ilcott chose his 
earthly paradise.

All patients and rest seekers will have 
the benefit of free rides in easy carri
ages with careful, intelligent drivers. 
All the woods and fields contain places 
suited to the tastes and restfulness of 
the most sensitive and cultured minds. 
Trees, wild flowers, and fragrant 
breezes from the everlasting hills often 
'hjive a charm and richness of coloring 
that gives rest, inspiration and vigor to 
the invalid far surpassing that of any 
drugs, or the magnificent flower gar
dens of the cities of Europe and Amer
ica. Ruskin, the great author and ob
server of nature and her curative agen
cies says: “Consider what we owe to 
the meadow grass,” and Sir John Lub
bock in Ills Beauties of Nature, speaks 
In this way: "It Is no great stretch of 
thp Imagination to regal'd trees as con
scious beings."

In this Health Home will be found all 
life-giving conditions and curative 
agencies. The building is of brick, three 
and a half stories high, built in the 
most substantial manner, thirty rooms, 
large, convenient, and sunny, with wide 
halls; long lines of maple trees border 
both sides of the street, and the neat, 
cheerful atmosphere of Shaker village 
Is our nearest neighbor.

Why not make up your mind, if sick, 
to spend a few weeks at the Home.

■ CARL BATH.
44 Bradstreet, Revere, Mass.

Reception to Mrs. Richmond.
The Band of Harmony, auxiliary to 

the Church of tire Soul, tendered 
Ite pastor, Mrs. Cora L< V. Richmond, 
a reception on the evening of 
September 1, in the “Blue Parlor” of 
Handel Hall building. The occasion 
was the first meeting in several months 
between her and those who value her 
teaching as truth. Her companion, 
whose beaming face expressed - more 
than words could tell, escorted/her to 
the chair, which was a veritable bower 
of fragrant flowers. All were equally 
interested in making it the time for a 
special outpouring of good feeling.

Au address of welcome was given by 
Mrs. Stella Blddlson, who also read a 
letter from Mrs, M. Haire, our presi
dent. After singing and the presenta
tion of flowers to Mrs. Richmond by 
twelve young girls, she responded in 
her own inimitable way. Ouina made 
a fe\v'remarks concerning the “home
coming, "then followed a poem on the 
same subject. Mrs. and Mr. Filson 
sung a duet to the delight of every’ one 
present.

Refreshments were served, while 
sweet music added much to the bright 
scene. Mrs. C, Catlin did justice to the’ 

■occasion by delivering a beautiful.trib
ute to tlie guides arid Mrs. Richmond. 
Mr. Ervin Rice spoke in behalf of the 
Church of the Soul; Mrs. Gleselmau 
for the Band, of Harmony; Mrs. S. J. 
Ashton for the Sunday School; Mr. M. 
Pickett on the “Soul Teaching;” Mr. 
Austin concluding the. remarks of the 
evening. The lack, of space prevents 
me from recording á fuller account of 
one of the pleasant, events which it 
was our privilege to enjoy.

. SECRETARY.

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
Chicago.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, 8300 Wabash av
enue.- Services at 7:30 p. m,

Indiana avenue and Thirty-first street, 
at 3 and 8 p. m. Lecture and tests by 
gqod mediums.

Spiritual Investigating Society, at 
Flynn’s hall, Robey and North avenue, 
at 8 p. m., under the direction of Mr. 
and Mrs.'W. L. Brown.

West Side Spiritual Society meets at 
No. 46 South Ada street at 8 p. m.

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
.Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey, .

The Church of the Soul will hold serv
ices during the month of September in 
Handel Hall, No. 40 Randolph street, 
every Sunday morning a,t 10:30. Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond, pastor..

Spiritual Advancement Society, 274 
Warren avenue, near Robey street, 
holds service every Sunday evening at 
7:45. Dr. Hasenclever lectures and 
gives spirit messages.

Send in notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls. ■

N. S. ASSOCIATION.
National Spiritualist Association 

Convention, Washington, D. C., Oc
tober 18, 19, 20, 21, Í8ÍJ8, at Masonic 
Temple. All persopsÿjiiÿebted to this 
association are.èai'h^gflÿyrequested t0 
pay subscription^; at "once. Officers of 
all local societies Are requested to send 
in reports and annual dues. The offi
cers of the National Association desire 
to pay all outstanding debts before the 
convention. If you believe in organ
ization, now Is the time to assist it 
with your cash. Contributory mem
bership, $1.00. Report of 1897 eon ven
tion, 25 cents. All platform speakers 
and mediums who expect to attend the 
convention are earnestly requested to
notify the secretary that the 
gramme may be announced in 
season. The largest convention 
held under the auspices of file N.

pro
good 
ever 

S. A.
is expected to assemble in Washington. 
October 18, It), 20, 21. Send in your 
cash to aid us now and then come to 
tlie convention

FRANblS BAILEY WOODBURY.

N. S. A. CONVENTION
At Washington, D. C., Oct 

18,19, 20, 21,1898.

All chartered societies are especially 
requested to select able business men 
and women to represent them at this 
convention.

It is particularly desirable that so
cieties be represented by delegates In
stead of proxies. Blank proxies should 
not be placed in the bands of any officer 
of the N. S. A., with a request that they 
find some one to represent them. Each 
society should choose a delegate, and 
see to it that the delegate attends the 
meeting.

Certificate rates will enable all dele
gates east of the Mississippi to travel 
at reduced rates. Everything will be 
arranged for their comfort in Washing
ton, D. C.

An excursion is already planned 
from Boston—indeed It is rumored 
there are to be two, at least from New 
England.

Spiritualists of the West, let us hear 
from you. Send a strong representa
tion of your sturdy business men and 
women to the convention.

F. B. WOODBURY, Sec‘y.

A LIRRARY.
Commence forming one now by sub

scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
and securing Art Magic. The paper 
one year and Art Magic will cost you 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when it was first Issued. Then you 
could have had in your library at the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
It Is better late than never. Commence 
now’, if you have not done so already, to 
form a library by subscribing for The 
Progressive Thinker. A library in this 
fast age is absolutely essential. Aid us 
In carrying out the Divine Plan.

Drs

Burroughs
Eminent

ASTONISHING!
DOCTOR A. B. DOBSON

Still Heals the Sick Through 
the Mediumship of ... . .

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker.
If you wish Good Health you 

should apply to her,

DR. W. M. FORSTER, 
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, GAL.

Dr. Max MiiehlenbruGh,
PROPHETIC SEER,

• To all who are suffering with chronic 
disease, and cannot come to our Rural 
Health Home for treatment, write to 
Dr. C. E. Watkins. Lock Box 12. Ayer. 
Moss., sending name in full, sex, weight 
and leading symptoms and your case 
will be diagnosed free.

DR. C. E. WATKINS, 
. AYER, MASS.

“From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives an account of her experi
ence In passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted to place in 
the bands of Christian people. Price 
15 cents.

The Principles of Nature, as Discov
ered in the Development and Structure 
of the Universe. Material and Spiritual 
Magnetic Forces. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations and Mediumship. Spir
itual Planes and Spheres. Given inspi
rationally, by Mrs. Maria M. King. In 
three volumes,- 8vo. A . remarkable 
work; among the greatest In the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price' reduced 
from $1.75 to $1.25 per volume. Post
age 12 cents. . .

"The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts of twocasesof “double 
consciousness,” namely . Mary Lurancy 
Vennum of Watseka, Ill.', ’ arid Mary 
Reynolds of Venango County, Pa.■ For
■ale at this office. Price 15c.

“Principles of Light and Color.' By
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to

AMENDMENTS
To Constitution of N. S. A

AU persons desiring to amend Consti
tution of the National Spiritualists’ As- 
Boilation, please present said amend
ments to local chartered society for en
dorsement, and forward same to secre
tary of N. S. A. , Annual dues should be 
paid at once if societies desire repre- 
Geniatlon in Convention^ to be held in 
Washington, October 18,19» 20, 21,1898, 
at Masonic Temple. • '

• FRANCIS B. WOODBURY.

"Human culture anG cure. Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods and Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A very In
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well ful
fills the promise of its title. For sale 

t this office. Price 75 cents.

honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable-to the well-being of 
humanity. Medica’- men especially, and 
scientists, general waders an(j students 
of occult forces will find Instruction of 
great value and Interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is. a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted With It

“The Religion of the Future.” By 8. 
Welt This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and valué, by a bold, 
untrammeled-thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
■well'repaid by its perusal. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.23; paper, 
50 cents. .

“The Fountain of Life, or The Three
fold Power of Sex.” By Lois Wais- 
brooker. One of the author’s most use
ful books. It should be read by every 
man and woman. Price 50 cento.

Healing, Causes and Effects.
Dr. W. P. Phelou's latest book,, is a 

presentation from the spirit sida of life 
of the basic prlciples of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of the pro
cesses manifesting themselves in the 
operation of healing, is clearly shown 
to be the silent power of invisible force.

Under the head of "Causes and Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming.

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementáis, and man's 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostiles of the Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with thy process of 
going oqt on the- astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter.

The whole field of man’s relation to 
the forces bringing either the,health 
which is harmony, or the discord which 
is disease is handled by one who evi
dently understands ‘his subject. The 
booklet of 100 pages, is proving its in
terest by its sales. Sent on receipt of 
fifty cents. For sale at this office.
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DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

As a Spiritual Healer She Has 
No Equal.

With her Magnetized Herbs all 
diseases that flesh is heir 

to are cured.

- Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her

MOSE YOUR CASE FREE.
Address all Mail to

Mrs. Ur. Dobson-Barker,
. Box 13?. SAN JOSE, CAL.

And be Convinced of Their 
Ability to '

PR. J. $. LOUCKS
Is the oldest and most successful Spiritual Physician 

now In practice- His cures aro
THE MOST MARVELOUS 

ofthls age. His examinations aro correctly made, 
and free to all who send him name, age. sex and luck 
of hair, and six cents lu sumps, lie doesn’t ask fur 
any leading symptom. A clairvoyant doesn*t need 
any. Address

J. 8 LOUCKS, M. D.,
85 Warren st.,. Stoneham, Mass. 400

COBRÏSPONMCE INVITED.
No “Lock of Hair” or “Leading 

Symptom” Required.

Tbe following la taken tram the Sim Francisco 
"Progress” of November 7,1895:

"It gives us great pleasure to quote from the Light 
of Truth commendations of California and Callfor- 
nlana. In a late Issue we reud: ‘We note with pleas
ure the continued success of our friend and brother, 

ot 8»n. Francisco, California. 
California has become noted for Ita mediums: and 
although Dr. Forster Is not a native of the United 
States, the people of California have learned to claim 
a proprietary interest In him just as If ho were a 
‘native son.’ We hoar good reports of him from all 
quarters, and it gives us muon pleasure to add our 
endorsement to the many accorded this gifted 
medium and educated gentleman.”

ABSENT TREATMENTS
By the Use of Vitalized Flannel. 

Cures all Manner of Diseases.

ft LIBRftRY
The Spiritualist who commences now 

to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him,and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
think. In view of what we are doing, 
that Tho Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family In the 
United States. Commence now, we re
peat, to form a Spiritualist or Occult
library by subscribing for Th© 
gresslve Thinker.

Pro-

' TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 

—Your Melted Pebble Si>ectacles are 
all you claim for them, and even more. 
Your Magnetized Compound is a won
derful remedy, and acts like magic 
upon sore and weak eyes. I would not 
be without it. Very respectfully,

MRS. J. A. PERKINS., 
Easthampton, Mass.

For 30 days I will send a sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mall.

Clinton, Iowa. B. F. POOLE.

PRICE OF THE “SEQUEL.”
The price hereafter of this number of 

The Progressive Thinker will be as fol
lows: Three cents for single copy. 
Where five or more are ordered, two 
cents per copy. Where one hundred or 
more copies are ordered, one dollar and 
fifty cents per hundred.

BEAR IN MINO.
In sending remittances to this office,

write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to send money in 
a letter; If it is sent that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, Jou will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided.

“Human culture and Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and. Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im-
portant volumes on Health, Social Set
ence. Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75c. 
For sale at thia office.'

“Nature Cure." By Drs. M. B._
Rosa O. Conger. Excellent tor every 
family. Cloth, $1.50.

and

••Poems or Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume Is tastily 
printed and bound. Price IL

“The Infidelity of Ecclesiastlcism 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

“Ancient India: its Language and 
Religions.” By Prof. H. Oldenberg. 
The eubject is of unusual interest at 
the present time, and it is here treated 
In a way to Interest and instruct all 
readers. For sale at this office. Paper, 
price 25c. . '

The Brotherhood of Man, and What 
Follows from It Two lectures. By 
Mrs. Maria M. King. Price reduced 
from 25 cento to 20 cento.

"The Bridge Between Two Worlds." 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls yvtio desire, 
by harmonizing their physical boules 
and , their . physical _ bodies ' with 
universal nature and their souls with 
the higher intelligences, to come Into 
closer connection with the purer'realms 
of the Spirit-World. It is written in the 
sweet spiritual , tone that characterizes 
all of Miss Judson’s literary works. 
Price, cloth, |1; paper, 75 cents.

“Thomas Paine: Was He Junius?" 
An interesting pamphlet by Wm. Hl 
Burr. Price 15 cento. For sale at this 
office. .

QulGkly Cure
Chronic Diseases

Dre. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—Our little boy Is still improving and 

words cunuut express my gratitude to you. Your 
treatment certainly does its work in the right way. 

Gratefully yours, Mrs. 1). H. Smith.
August 26,1898. Smithton, Pa.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mick.
Dear Doctors:—! feel better than 1 ever teit lu my 

life and 1 am so encouraged, life begins to be full 
of promising brlghtncbs to me now. 1 am gaining 
every day. Words cannot express my gratitude to 
you. Very sincerely Ollie Clark.

August 29,1898. Idaho Fulls, Lua.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—Mr. Bradley is belter and will not need 

any more treatment. Weare so grateful tv you fur 
the good you have done him; we feel that you arc in
deed helped by the unseen. Yours very truly, 

August 22,1898, Miu. U. Bradley,
Friendship, N. Y.

II You fire Suffering 
from any disease whose slow ravages 
are gradually undermining your consti
tution and making life a burden, when 
it should be the greatest blessing, you 
should promptly consult

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs.
They make no charges for examination 
or consultation, rel.yihg upon their abil
ity to secure practice. They deal hon
estly and consciehtioasly with every in
dividual;- Some of the most difficult 
eases which other physicians have pro
nounced Incurable have been cured by 
these eminent psychic physicians in a 
few weeks or months.

GORREGT
DIAGNOSIS

OF

6HR0NIG 
DISEASES

makes a cure of them readily effected by 
thoroughly competent physicians, and it 
is because of the accuracy with which 

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs 
diagnose a case, referred to them, that 
they have the standing among physi
cians which they enjoy to-day. We sub
mit the following from the many which 
are received every day'testifying to the 
absolute accuracy of their diagnoses:
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.

Dear Sirs:—Your diagnosis of my cane was very 
correct. Respectfully, Leah Harris,

August 28.1898. Atwater Sta. Ohio.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—1 seul to several doctors advertising 

through the papers, and requested a diagnosis, and 
can simply say that your diagnosis was the most per
fect. Very truly, H. E. Westgate,

August 27,1898, Rochester, N. Y.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek. Mich.
Dear Doctors:—I received the diagnosis of my case 

and It la perfect in every way. Yours truly,
Jacod Duncan. Zimmerman, O.

DrB.PecblesA Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—Your diagnosis of my case was very 

correct. Respectfully, Miss O. E. Wooster,
August 29,1898. 8. Hancock, Me.

The most enlightened and successful 
treatment practiced to-day is the psy
chic. The wonderful results achieved 
from this treatment is something almost 
miraculous. We set forth no exorbit
ant claims, but the following and many 
more which we could furnish if space 
would permit, will demonstrate that 
this feature of our treatment is rarely if 
ever duplicated.

PROOF OF

Wonderful ^chic Power:
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, 

iBattle Creek, Mich.
My Dear Doctoi6:8*-Y our psychic treat

ment is helping me wonderfully. As I 
sat last evening I:had the headache and 
before I had sat ai half hour I missed 
my headache and -felt very much re
freshed. I càndDtcthank you enough 
for your kindness; and the kindness of 
your invisible help.; Yours truly,

Mrs.'Sàeah A. Vance, 
Aug. 28,1898. Rock Point, Ore.

Send Your Name, 
Age, Sex and a 
Leading Symptom 
and Receive an

Absolutem Gora
Diagnosis Free

Address

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Psychomelrlat and Business Medium. 
Readings personally, by letter or photograph il.uu. 
Three reasonable questions answered by mall for 
25 cents Address 54 N. 52nd uvu., Chicago. Psycho
pathic treatments. anti

Keseurchcs in Oriental History.

One

BY 0. W. BROWN, M. D.
rol. 13mo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.BO.

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESBARCBES IN JEWISH HISTORY. 
». RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
8. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY. '■ 

; 4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS? ! 
i Tho whole comprise, an earnest but frultlesa search 
for a Historical Jesus.

In this volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 
have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic Idea is traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2850 yean B. C., and ita history la 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until It la 
fully developed Into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian era. * - ■

The book demonstrates that Christianity and Its cen 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole eyatem is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and tliat 
its cites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of the past; Its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read it without 1 istructlon and profit, whether 
be reaches the same conclusions with the author or 
otherwise. For sale at thl&oSlct*,

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

Watson. Thia work waa written by a modern Savior 
agrand and noble man. Price »1.00. ’

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, hy Thos. P. Fletcher. 

Aontxmts; The Beginnings; Fundamental Prlnct. 
plcs; Formation of Constellations, Systems, Buns 
Planets and Sate’Ilt js. The Origin or Metoo»* end 
Comcts-.Tuu Organ! j Kingdom; The Origin of Mac; 
Man—His Attributes and Powers; The Soul—How it 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge; How tho Soul Re
ceives 1 s Highest Impressions; The Record Book, or 
The HuvenTr Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense; the Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De« 
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the 
Bible; The Bible and Christ; The Summary: ‘‘What 
Must We Do to Be Saved.” For sale at this office.

Price, Cloth, $1^5. Paper, 50c,

AN EXCELLENT WORK, 
T\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE.

JLS The “Stellar Key” Is tbo Philosophical Intro* 
auction to the revelations contained in this book. 
Some Idea of this little volume may bo gained from the 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the After
Life; 2—Scenes In the Summer-Land; 8—Society In the 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centres in the Summer-Land; 
5—Winter-Land and Summer Land; 6-Language and 
Life In Summer-Land; 7-Materlal Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimatea in the Summer-Land: 9—Vole« 
from James Victor Wilson. Thia enlarged edition con
tains more than double the amount of matter |n fo» 
mcr editions, and la enriched by a beautiful frontis 
piece, Illustrating the ” formation of the SpirRua'- 
Body.” Cloth 75 cents. Postage 5 cents, ior mm 
at this office. ..

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS
Before the New York Unitarian Club. The first time 
In the history of the world that a Christian Association 
ever invited a noted inflde] to lecture before them 
The lecture ts a grand one, and was received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end. 
The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed. 
Price 6 cents; ten copies, W cents.

WHITE MAGIO
Taught fa “Three Serena," a book of 271 pans. It te 
really a very Interesting and «usjqstiw wont. Price ' AV (IT not* np Villa<1.25. For Bale at tide office.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor of the National with Preface and Notea 

by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with views of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Tbomas Clio Rickman. 
Joe Bai low, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland. 
Condorcet, Brtssot, and the most promirnmtof Paine's 
friends in Europe and America. Cloth. 75 cents.

OBSESSION.
How evil spirits Influence mortals. By M. Faiodsn 

P. 23. Price 10 cents.

The Evolution of the Devil
By Henry Frank, f ' in lependent preacher of New 

York City. The learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analysis of Bls Satanic Majesty ever 
fiubltsbed. The book contains 66 pages, and Is beau« 
if ally bound, with likeness of autfior GH title page. 

Price 25 cents.

The Religion of Humanity
* A PhllowpBS Cf Life. By J. Leoa BœwelL A 
bMatiful nipeT’boand pamphlet, wttb ot'SoÂMllïeSâ
intbor. A most valuable puDUcaaon 

»Km people. Price Mceott»

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome
By Rev. Chas. Chlniquy, ex-prleat. A remarkable 

book Pages, 832. Price «.25.

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE
PART L THE PENTATEUCH.

Comments on Generis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbets 
and Deuteronomy, by

Elisabeth Cady Stanton, Lillie Devereux 
Bldice, Bev. Phebe Hanaford, Clara Be

wick Colby, Ellen Battelle Dietrick, 
Mrs. Louisa Southworth, Ur

sula N. Gulefeld, and 
Frances E. Barr.

“In every sou! there is bound up some truth and 
gome error, and each gives to the world of thought 
What no other one poMUiea."—Cousin.

The bright and scholarly comments of this galaxy 
of-bright minds are of. deep interest, and throw a 
strong and new light on the Bible teachings relitlng 
to woman. All should read It,
Price 50c. For sale at this Office.

THOMAS PAINE. ~
- Was He Janins? : ■ 

. 11/WiD. Henry Barr. Price IScente. ___ ,

Real Life in the Spirit-Land.
Given Inspirationally by Mrg. Maria M. King. Ton 

■will not become weary while reading thia excellent 
book. Price 75 cento.

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
FriM Tlie? Bre rc*Uj valuable,

Consultation by Letter Free 
’ Send Pbstage Stamp for Reply.

Herbalist, Psychometriet and Medic
al Clairvoyant. 

Diagnosis of disease by lock ot hair 

(NO SYMPTOMS REQUIRED) 
nvd two cent stamps.

Rock from mines read Psycbometrlcallr w on Full Ute reading! by mall.................. •••• ”"",¿(8
P. O. Box 118 Oakland Cal. ...............

i0-e!?“ “““Mes »2.50. Bend lock ot 
nalr for al! life readings.

COLLEGE OF FINE FORGES
°,f .reOncd Therapeutlce, Including tho 

Sun Cure vital Magnetism, Electricity, Mind Curd. 
„y?1.er, “If“« of life. Chemical affinity »ml 

baBlc principles developed with their inarveloui an- 
plication.. Students In four continents have taken tn. 
e?eaoer DM ls ^“Uercd and conf era thi IS 

©• Mj, Doctor of Magnetics, By a system of 
printed questions students cun take the course and 
receive the dlnlomas at their own homes. Institution 
removed to »3 South Broadway, Los Augrles, Oal. 
Diplomas granted under either the New Jersey or 
California charter. Bend stamp for catalogue to ' 

441lf E. D. BABBITT, M. D. LL. D„ Dean.

Dr. A. W. Birkholz, the Healer.

Mediumship Is a Growth.
Philosophical Spiritualists admit this. Twice &

M KL MB
DR. J. A. BAILEY, 

No. 142 Fifth Avenue, Clinton, Iowa. 
NO DRUGS USED. NONE REQUIRED. 4«tt,

DR. MANSFIELD’S
HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES
Arc compounded clulrvoyuntly for each patient. Sand

^akf8» W'rf
W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D. 

170 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

Mrs. Mary M. Babbek, DeKalb, ill., writes: "You 
remember I told you there was somethiug growing 
under my ihort ribs. It is nearly all gone, i applied 
the flannel ae directed and sal for treatments every 
Tueiday uud Friday evenings; and have felt handb un 
my bead, bend another vitalized flannel,”

Mrs. EMRLwtJE Teuton, 108 Cherry street, West 
hewtun. Maas., writes: “I have bud absent treat
ments from you fur my cuugb and feel that I Lave 
been beuefiled.”

Wm. Wuekland, Edgar, Neb., again write«: ”1 am 
slowly Improving; have been out door u little each 
day for the la&t week. Am gaining strength feet. 
My heart Is stronger, and gaining, but is weak yet. 
Have gained mure In the last Iwo weeks than In a 
year before. The last vitalized flannel did me more 
good than all things combined that I ever took. I 
shall du all 1 can fur you."

Mrs. Wm. Lamjman, ClliTord, Mich., again writes: 
I lease send me another piece of the vitalized flan

nel,, as 1 am better after using the last one.”
August Rickert, Valentine, Neb., writes: “I re

ceived your letter and flannel, and am getting better. 
I can feel it. My pains are getting less and J feel 
better every way."

Address

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ,
8201 Indiana ave., Chicago, Ill.

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
Embracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance, Psychometry 
and Laws >f Unfoldinent, with free reading. For par- 
tlculura address EMMA RUDER, 704 Central ave 
Hamilton, Ohio. 459

A LOCK OF YOOR HAIR.
If you wish to know what ails 

you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State ago and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. G. BflTDORF, M. D
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

REED CITY SANITARIUM
REED CITY, MICH.

A. B. SPINNEY. M. D.. Proprietor; E. W. SPINNEY, 
M. D.. Resident Physician, with cousultlng phyalclaua 
and surgeon# and profcflBlonul nurses. The cheapest 
Sanitarium tn tho world; a place fur Upjpoor and 
middle classes. Are you sick uud discouraged? We 
will give free diagnosis by mull. Bend for question 
list, prices and journals. 449tf

I. M. LANPHERE, M.D.
Paralysis. Nervous Prostration. Rheumatism and 

other Chronic Diseases cured by Magnetic Remedies. 
Send stamp, with lock of balr, age and 6ex, for free 
clairvoyant diagnosis. P. O. Boi 7, Cambridge. Vt. 4G3

Mbs. b. hasenclever, zn warren ave.
Trumpet weancc Tuesdays at 2:30 and 8 p.m., 25cU.

Materializing Wednesdays and Saturdays al 8 p.m.
Magnetized slates 11.00. 459

ASTRAL READING
And your phase of Mediumship, with Instructions for 
development: also a copy of ’“The Path to Power.” 
bend date of birth and 25 cents (silver). Mr. C. 8 
R. writes: “The reading you sent me for the unknown 
party was so astounding to the one who received It 
that he Is a changed man.” Address

URIEL BUCHANAN,
461 743 North Park ave., Chicago, Ill.

Mr. and Mrs. Hatfield Pettibone,
MEDIUMS,

8127 Wabash avenue. Chicago. 111. Phenomenal 
Seances given in full light. All Kcanccs by appoint
ment every Tuesday and Friday evenings, at fl o’clock 
sharp. Developing and Magnetic Treatment a special
ty, Private sittings from 10 a. ro. to 4 n. m. dally. All 
correspondence with stamp enclosed promptly an
swered. 459tfDIVINE X-RAY

jiimois
Developmem

OF 

WJ.Wtoey 
THE CELEBRATED

Trance and Test Medium.

She has developed
Medical Clairvoyance, 

ana will diagnose disease and treat with 
revealed remedies compounded for each 
patient clairvoyantly. Perfect satisfaction 
guaranteed. In order for the controls to 
satisfactorily diagnose, send age, sex, and 
leading symptom. Send stamp for terms 
of treatment.

Office 283 Stockton St., between Post and Geary Sts., Ban Francisco, CaL

Thumbscrew and Rack.
Torture Implements employed In the XVth and 

XVIth centuries for the promulgation of Christianity, 
with pictorial illustrations. By Geo. E. Macdonald. 
Price 10 cents.

ROMANISM- AND THE BE- 
PUBLIC. .

A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OP 
Al bl» country Bbould bare at hand for consuls, 
tlon. ByBev.laaaej.Lanalng,M. A. Tblalaamoal 
ablework,conalitlngofaDlBcnMlon of the Pnrooaea 
AaiumpUona, Principle! and Methode ot the Bomai 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work ocmtalnaMtpafea, ui 
may be coualdarod a mine of valuable istMmUon to 
every patrtot tn tBe land. Price al. nr We M tM 
office.

THE TALMUD.
■ BelecUonifromtho contente of that ancient book. 
Ite commentarlea, teaching^ poetry, and lereufi 
Also brief sketches of the men who made and com. 
SÄJf*® > a pp. Prie»
Clou» V IW : • — ■ .

BETTER THAN'COLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
SUre’.^'.iOr'.'l8 ot «ÍO'nnch. liver and kidney dleewe. 
alsoconstipar  Ion. Asure curo for that tired, worn-out 
feeling. Guaranteed to aaalsl your ayatein to health

One package of our Magnetized Compound for lora eyes or poor oyealghl. if«, been used and pralled b? 
thousands lu all parts of the world. Sent for CO ceutt 
or all three sent postpaid for 11.00, with Yarma'i 
photo and Instructions bow to live lOOyeara.

Melted Pebble Spectacles; 
sbowhiTu0!8!1 V1El°?' Write for Illustrated Circulars 
showing btj ¡us uud prices and photo of Spirit Yarma_ 
idi0 » e olRlrvoyunt power In me. I can your“ev?I “e tcl1 Pellbl" Spoctucles m perroctly°to 

? Jourjowu borne as II you were In mv ahum n cau te.tlfy. /end ttaiup ft,
PLuUl' B. F. Poole. Clinton, Iowa.

I’SYCII!
„til1' lD'entl0“ of apractical medium, under anlrle 
bait t°; t“4 ’ t0 <l>‘'elop medlumabln. 
Ua, i lt*. h“’c received lonu cuuimuolca- 
t oS“ Ur!" “p.r ‘“d eIPre‘s great aatiataq. 
tlon. 1 rice, ai, and 20 cent, extra tor expreaiago. 
boraale attbeodiceoi tub PiiounuaBiVETnunten,

MRS. M. L. GILLETTE, INDEPENDENT SLATE- 1 
writer, 218 Eu»l <2d place, t,hlcu,o. i

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
Trance and Bualuess Medium. Sittings dally; hours. 
10 to 4. Residence, 93 Bowen uv.. Chicago, IB.

Something New and Reliable
M tick, write me u letter stutlng the fact, with ,g. 

name, sex snd complexion and six ei au In atallips 
and 1 will tell you just what your troubles arc by . 
1 r) cine 1 ower; also a means of a rapid cure. 1 need : 
iielh-fi.0.'', your letter Is enough, i
Hcrbalistlc mudles In cuuuectlon with Psvchla 
Power. Address or ¿all. J

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
SB Warrm st., Stoneham, Mass.

Y0UE FUTURE i
Astrologer, Room« 6 & 7 Tabor Opera House Block; 1 
Denver, Lulu. Charta from si. Send stamp fur clrcu» i
1|US-______________ ♦ 484tf •

D“,-..!'..?; >’R'YATE SANITARIUM, A 
-L7 Ljlngdo Home, pxclubln-ly for women. AU difl‘ 
eases of women cured. Write for particulars lo SS.
Bly, ¿4 4tb st. b. MlnncapoHr, Mion. <60 ।

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium, who Is clalraudlent. clairvoyant, div» 

chometrlc and prophetic, can be consulted at No. Imj 
North Clark st. Chicago. Engagements cun be mad« 
by letter.________  450tf r

K-, JtWQLF, INDEl-EXDI-XT SLATÖ 
Mi Iler and Tert Modlpm, 211 Winchester avenue, 

Chicago. Van Buren cars, or Madison, transfer ai 
Robe)'. Ladies Llrclc, Thursdays at 2. 402

BANGS SISTERS,
Phenomenal Mediums,

Independent Slate and Paper Writing dally fronts 
a. m. to 5 j>. in. Seances fur Psychical Phenomena |n i 
a well lighted room Sunday and Weduesdav evenlnfi I 
at 8 o'clock, bplrlt Portrait work a apcclahy. flend 
BLamp for circular. Art parlors open fur visitors eterr I 
afternoon. 654 West Adams sL, Chicago. 460. |

G. WALTER LYNN, ।
PSYCHIC ।

-AND-

AUTOMATIC WRITER.
Spiritual Communications by Letter.

CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE. 1 
Life Readings and Business Advice, ’ 

$1.00 and Stamp.
Address 118 South First st., San Jose, Cnl.

WI have never known a more competent, reliable 
and truthful medium for the Spirit world than Chaa. 
Walter Lynn. Jos. Ronas Bvcuanas.

HOW TO DRAW TOUR SPIRIT FRIENDS 
around you with ta’litnan, ton cents silver ani 

stamp Prot Jame, Hilling, Ocu. Del. Boston, Mass.

Of Interest to Readers of This 
Paper.

All those who arc lick tn mind or body and cannot 
find relief send your address and symptoms to

DR, WM. PEACOCK,
(Care Universal Capsule Co.), Sacramento. Cal., and 11 
will, through spirit power, magnetism and my knowl- i 
edge of medicine, send you a correct diagnosis of your I 
trouble or disease and after you are satisfied iny terms 
will be In reach of all (rich or poor). i

N. B.—ThlB notice Is for the benefit of nil who need 
my advice and magnetism and not to deceive you, so • 
If vou are skeptical do not answer, as my time Is vah > 
uable to those under my treatment. 462SK&ffli MORPHINtl OPIUlWl■ W ■ stopped at one#

A never-falling, harmietu and permanent home 
cure. Trial treatment free on request.
Dr. I. C. Hollman, 445 Itabella Bldg., Chicago, ill.

WANTED—GOOD MAN OR WOMAN, 
to represent us In every town. Honest 
Article; Good Seller. Will give you 

references. Address
LEKKO COMPANY, 
60 Dearborn St., Chicago.

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS. 
By Curia B. 8. medium- Frio« SO ante.
POEMS FROM THE INNER LIES

By Uzzle Doten. Tbtea dobxh — m attain m 
nstt. Prioeim^.___

His Birth, Character and Doctrine,

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

This Is No. C of the Library of Liberal Clastics. It 
Is conceded to be historically correct, and so exact and 
perfect in every detail as to be practically beyond the , 
reach of ndterse Criticism. Thlawork will be fount | 
latensely Interesting. like, 2>c. Sold at this office. '
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An Old Man and a Boy Return to Their Former
Homes.

Remarkable Manifestations Occurring in Two Haunted 
Houses.

MRS. FORD’S QUEER STORY—FAM
ILY HAS FOUND THE SPOOK A 
MOST DESIRABLE GUEST-IT 
TENDS THE FURNACE FIRE, 
SELECTS PROPER FUEL, AND 
DOES MANY OTHER ODD JOBS.
And now comes Kenwood, with per

haps the only ghost on record who is a 
real companionable, lovable ghost, and 
one whom the majority of people would 
be only too glad to cultivate. It will 
hardly be denied that a ghost who will 
perform any number of household 
tasks from tending the furnace fire to 
looking after open windows during 
rainstorms, and volunteering advice as 
to comfort of guests and ordering the 
mixture of coal that will be most 
economical and burn the best in the 
kitchen range, is worth having iu the 
bosom of one’s family. Such a ghost is 
Kenwood’s, and his desirability is not 
lost upon the family with whom he re
sides. The Kenwood people are expect
ing daily to see him out sprinkling the 
lawn or mowing the grass or doing 
almost anything else about the prem
ises he haunts.

Kenwood’s ghost dwells at No. 4801 
Lake avenue, the home of Mrs. Mary 
H. Ford, the lecturer. He is said to be 
the wraith of the late John Lane, a re
tired capitalist who died there less than 
two years ago. The fact that he an
swers to the name of "Mr. Laue” 
should be sufficient to establish his 
identity beyond the shadow of a doubt. 
Mrs. Ford is known either personally 
or by reputation to probably every club 
woman In Chicago, and to a large num
ber of dub women throughout the 
United States,! as an authority upon art 
and a woman of wide learning in other 
lines of taste and thought.

■Mrs. Ford and her family moved into 
“The Old Lane House,” as It is called, 
about a year ago. Since then the queer 
things that have gone on there, and 
which were attributed to the ghost, 
’have been many. They inculde the 
most wonderful phenomena of lights, 
unaccountable chiming of every bell in 
the house—and their name is legion in 
■this queer, old-fashioned building
strange noises, the locking and unlock
Ing of doors by an unseen hand, and 
any number of other uncanny things. 
Guests who come to spend the night at 
the house are made special objects of 
■his ghostship's solicitation. He keeps 
constant tab on their habits and ex
presses his approbation or disapproval 
of their character by unmistakable 
signs to the members of the family.

PLEASED WITH THEIR GHOST.
When the rumors of all these things 

began to leak out in the neighborhood 
the report was spread that Mrs. Ford 
contemplated moving because of the 
annoyances the ghost caused. But not 
so. Mrs. Ford, on the contrary, is well 
pleased with her tenant. So much so 
that it would be putting it mildly to say 
that this particular ghost can pack his 
clothes in the trunk of any member of 
the family, and welcome. His name 
has grown to be a household world even 
with the children, and he is regarded as 
much a member of the family as any of 
the Fords themselves. In fact, many of 
the latter's acquaintances have been in
vited to the house with the express pur
pose of being introduced to the ghost, 
and have found him, it is said, a most 
desirable sort of spook. Thus he is of 
value in a social way, aside from' the 
janitor service he renders, and one and 
all declare he is four times as entertain
ing as a butler, a phonograph, or a man
dolin orchestra, and nothing like as ex
pensive.

It seems that the reason the'majority 
of ghosts are such troublesome crea
tures is that they are not treated right. 
The experience of the Ford family In
dicates that kindness will win the heart 
of any ghost, as surely as it will that of 
a member of the human race—that is, 
unless, as is the case with some hu
mans, the ghost happens to be a real 
wicked one. When Mr. Lane first made 
his presence known, upon the Fords 
moving into the Lane house, he was 
treated with the same hospitable court
esy that would have been accorded a 
less uncanny guest Mrs. Ford and the 
children recognized his right to exist in 
a disembodied state, and treat him with 
the utmost respect. The result is that 
he performs as many kind offices for 
them as could reasonably be expected 
of a ghost.

“Oh, there is no doubt that the house 
is haunted,” laughed Mrs. Ford, when 
questioned about the matter. “But we 
like it,” stoutly spoke up her young son 
Gareth, a lad of ten years. “Specially 
we like Mr. Lane.”

UNDERSTANDS USE OF BOLTS.
Although recognizing ' tbe^fact that 

“Mr. Dane” was prowling about the 
premises in a spiritual manner, it was 
some time before the Fords became ac
quainted with all of his manifestations. 
Not being familiar with the ways of 
ghosts, for instance, when he locked 
himself in the bathroom one evening, 
Roland Ford, the oldest son of the fam
ily, ^followed by his mother and several 
small Fords, went after him with a re
volver, under the impression that he 
was an ordinary burglar. Thé young 
man used all his strength to open the 
door, which has no lock, but bolts from 
the inside,, shouting'the while for the 
Intruder to come out, but to no avail. 
Finally one of the children was sent for 
a policeman, but just as he was about 
to depart, Lynette, a young daughter, 
Suggested it might be “Mr. Lane.”

PHENOMENA-

“If it is Mr. Lane," she said, “I think 
he might unlock the door."

“Yes," chimed in Mrs. Ford, “I should 
think he would prefer that course to 
having a door broken down in his own 
house.”

“No sooner were the words out of my 
mouth,” said Mrs. Ford, “than we heard 
the bolt creak and the door yielded to 
the slightest pressure, the lateh of the 
knob not even being fastened. This 
bolt has since worked as usual. But 
other bolts have opened and shut many 
times, evidently with no physical 
agency to turn them."

The story of the Ford family’s ex
perience is a long and interesting one. 
Mrs. BNird talked freely of It, prefacing 
her remarks with an emphatic dis
claimer as to her being a Spiritualist.

“I have never attended a seance of 
Spiritualists in my life,” said she, “so 
my mind is not made susceptible by 
apy ulterior influences. I do believe, 
however, that death represents only the 
freeing of the spirit from the body in 
which It has formerly dwelt, and so be
lieving, and recognizing the naturalness 
of it all, I have no fear of so-called 
ghosts. I also believe that a great 
many people have what might be called 
a sixth sense, which makes them sensi
tive to things outside the physical 
world, and that I am in a measure en
dowed with this quality.”

ATTENDS TO FURNACE FIRE.
One of the most remarkable things re

lented of the ghost is said to have taken 
place last winter. Mrs. Smith, who is 
Mrs, Ford’s housekeeper, was In the 
habit of getting up during the night in 
cold weather to attend to the furnace. 
Every night upon retiring she would 
see that the furnace door, an old-fash
ioned arrangement, minus the spring 
with which tiie modern furnace door is 
provided, was left open, so that the lire 
would not burn too briskly. During the 
night she would wake up, and if the 
house was cold she would go to the 
basement and raise the furnace door. 
Upon this particular night it was bit
terly cold, and Mrs. Smith, waking up 
as usual, lay jn bed dreading the trip 
to the basement, but realizing that If 
she did not shut the furnace door the 
whole family would suffer for it the 
next morning.

“I just soliloquized,” said she, “to the 
effect that I wished Mr. Lane would 
close that door himself and save me a 
trip through the cold. No sooner had I 
thought of it than snap! I heard the 
door bang shut, and in a short time the 
house was as warm as toast. I went 
down stairs to see what had happened 
to the door. Sure enough, it was closed 
as tightly as though I had done the 
thing myself, and the furnace was 
blazing away like mad.”

“The door certainly could not have 
closed itself,” said Mrs. Ford, “because 
it has no spring, and is much too heavy 
for the wind to have moved, even were 
the furnace so placed that the wind 
could get at it.”

This Is only one of half a dozen sim
ilar instances.

RACKET BY BAD SPOOKS.
But the weirdest and most uncanny 

of ajl the phenomena that have been 
witnessed by the Fords occurred when 
the family had occupied the house 
about three weeks. Mrs. Ford had been 
away on a lecturing tour and returned 
during the night. It was about mid
night, and she was about to retire when 
she heard the most frightful noises on 
the floor below.

“It sounded as though a dozen men,” 
Mrs. Ford explained, “were in the 
library throwing the books about the 
room. I went down stairs, and the 
noises then appeared to be in the base
ment, changing their character, how
ever, to suit the character of the things 
in the rooms. The racket now appeared 
to be caused by the hurling of pots and 
kettles. Going down stairs, the noise 
eluded me and sounded again from the 
second floor. Upon returning thither 
the sounds emanated from the third 
story. My housekeeper (Related this 
same sort of thing had occurred night 
after night for five nights, and that she 
had been unable to locate the cause, 
although she had explored every nook 
and cranny in the place. I returned to 
the third floor and there found my 
daughter Ly.aette had been aroused by 
the noise and sat up in bed frightened 
and trembling. She was certain burg
lars were in the house, although by the 
time I reached the chamber floor the 
racket had been transferred to the floor 
below. I reassured her, told her I had 
been through the ettire house, but she 
was still nervous. We could hear doors 
opening and shutting all over the house, 
and I again made a tour of the house 
without finding a trace of any one. . -

DANCE OF MYSTIC LIGHTS..
“At three o'clock in the morning there 

were four loud reports; some of them 
sounded as though a blow had been 
struck on the floor with a hammer. The 
fourth occurred in Lynette’s room. It 
Was as loud as a pistol shot, and. very 
similar, but no! one was in sight.’ That 
convinced Lynette that-thè noises were 
not caused by burglars, as she declared' 
burglars were not in . the habit of 
making that sort of racket She settled 
down and went to-steep; but ’ I de
termined /to watch for further phe
nomena. I.was well-repaidt Now this 
will sound extremely gàuzy. But what 
I am about to relate actually occurred. 
Out of the darkness, In mid-air, a tiny' 
flame, as slender as that of an altar 
taper, appeared. It soon spread to the 

size of an orange, and separated into 
two and then into a ■ dozen smaller 
flames, each of which in turn spread as 
the fltst had done, until there was a 
group pf ghostly lights, each us large as 
an orange. The light seemed phosphor
escent In its quality, and illuminated 
the room but faintly, although enough 
to reveal objects undistingulshable be
fore. This wonderful phenomenon con
tinued for some time, and while it 
lasted perfect quiet reigned. When the 
lights subsided the racket began again. 
After the previous silence the noises 
sounded louder than ever. This time 
Gareth, my ten-year-old son, was 
awakened. He was frightened as fils 
sister had been, but I went to his room 
and finally quieted him. When he had 
fallen asleep the wonderful illumina
tion and accompanying quiet began all 
over, this time in his room, It ceased 
before the dawn, and that is the last 
time we were disturbed by disagreeable 
rackets. We are sometimes troubled 
by groans and sighs, as though of in
tense suffering, and these, I Imagine, 
may come from the late Mrs. Laue, the 
second wife of John Lane, who died, I 
have understood, very unhappily. I 
have a distinct impression which cor
responds with the description I have 
since been given of her."

GHOSTLY FORMS ARE SEEN.
Mrs, Smith, the housekeeper, declares 

that once, while sitting in a small hall
way off the library, a woman ap

HAUNTED HOUSE AT 4801 LAKE AVENUE.

proached her . and groaned and sighed 
in her ear, and that she actually felt a 
cold breath upon her cheek.

Mr. Lane has never actually exhibited 
himself to any members of the family, 
but once Gareth Is distinguished by the 
honor of having had a glimpse of him. 
The Fords had just moved into the 
place, and Gareth was being put to bed 
for the first time under its hoof.

“Mamma,” said he, pointing to a cor
ner of the room, “who is that man?”

“There is no one there, dear,” said 
Mrs. Ford.-

“Oh, yes; there is,” persisted Gareth. 
“He is an old man, with a long, white 
beard away down to here,” and the boy 
indicated the middle of his chest.

“Do you know,” said Mrs. Ford, in 
speaking of the incident, “I later 
learned that the description given by 
my boy corresponded exactly with the 
description of old Mr. Lane.”

But there are any number of other 
equally Interesting stories related of 
the ghost. This one involves the only 
occasion upon which the latter is said to 
have held converse with any one. The 
housekeeper had had trouble with the 
coal she had been burning in the 
kitchen range. She insisted that Mr. 
Lane advised her to order a mixture of 
three.certain kinds the next time. Act
ing upon his advice, she says, she called 
upon a coal dealer in the neighborhood 
and placed her order. .

“Why,” said the astonished coal man, 
“I never knew but one person in the 
world who ordered that outrageous 
mixture. That was old Mr. Lane.”

The coal was sent up and was so sat
isfactory that the Fords have been 
using it ever since.

Another remarkable thing in regard 
to this most peculiar ghost is the man
ner In which he behaves when guests 
are expected at the Ford home. He 
has never been known to neglect to 
manifest his approval or disapproval of 
the stranger within the gates. Once 
Roland Ford had a guest, a young man 
who was in the habit of keeping later 
hours than he should, and who was, in 
short, in that stage of his life when 
young men consider themselves priv
ileged to sow “wild oats.” He re
mained with the Fords for about a 
fortnight, during the first week of 
which period he came in in the wee 
sma’ hours every night as quietly as 
possible so as to awaken no one. But 
the young man was not aware that 
upon each occasion of his entrance “Mr. 
Lane” had taken the precaution to 
make a considerable racket about five 
minutes before, so that Mrs. Ford was 
aroused, and knew exactly the hours 
her son’s guest was keeping. • •

. On another occasion the ghost made 
himself' useful by unlocking the front 
door for Lynette Ford, when the family 
were, all away from home. Mrs. Ford 
had been away on one of.her. lecturing 
ttfurs, and; reached the house as-her 
daughter was coming down stairs after 
an ineffectual attempt to get into the 
front door. ' ■ 

“Oh. I am so glad you have come,’ __ o__o —___ _____  ____ ____
she said to her mother, “I’m locked out, with our own In our household affairs.

and I didn’t know what I should do 
until some one came home.” ■

As Mrs. Ford produced her key, she 
said playfully, remembering the bath
room episode, “Why didn’t you ask Mr. 
Lane to open the door?”

“I had just asked' him,” replied Ly
nette, “when you appeared, so I waited 
for you.” ■'

“Try the door before I unlock it," sug
gested Mrs. Ford. 'The young girl did 
so, and io! it opened as though it had 
never known the barrier of a lock. 
SETS THE DINING-ROOM TABLE.

“Frequently,", said Mrs. Ford, “I have 
been sitting up in the library and have 
got up to bolt the door between it and 
the back parlor. You see how it works,” 
and Mrs. Ford Illustrated by turning 
the creaking bolt. “Well, within five 
minutes I would distinctly hear the bolt 
creak and the door would open slowly 
as though by an unseen hand and shut 
softly again. Another queer thing I 
have noticed is the sound of the table 
being set in the dining-room, followed 
by the placing of chairs, the click of 
knives and forks upon china.

Once during a thunder shower every 
bell in the upper story rang, thus call
ing my attention to the faet that the 
windows up there had not been shut. 
Upon another occasion a carriage was 
waiting for me. The front doorbell 
rang violently and when I hurried to 
the door there was the carriage, for the 
arrival of which I had been anxious, 

but did not know It had reached my 
door. There was no one at the door 
and the coachman had not left the 
box.”

INFLUENCE OF LANE’S GHOST.
“How do you explain all this?” Mrs. 

Ford was asked..
“I account for it in this manner,” was 

the reply. “Old Mr. Lane,.while a man 
of much Intelligence, was something of 
a recluse and a thorough materialist. 
He was rather. morbid, and was con
sidered bad-tempered by his neighbors. 
He lived here for the sixteen years pre
ceding his death, and was perfectly ab
sorbed In this house. The place was 
everything to him. He bought every
thing that came Into it, and puttered 
about it a great deal, attending to the 
furnace himself, and even taking an 
interest in the cooking that went on in 
the kitchen.

“The material life he had led had 
chained him, as it were, to this house 
and excluded him from a knowledge of 
means of communication with spirits 
who had left their bodies. 'He is thus 
forced to depend upon human agencies 
to teach him. I believe he looked about 
in Kenwood for a suitable family to 
live in his house and to aid him. He 
found my family, found us to be sensi
tive to the influences we should be for 
his purposes, and suggested to the land
lord that we would be good tenants. 
By the way, tie circumstances which 
led up to my taking'the house were pe
culiar. I had not the slightest idea of 
moving into it when the agent visited 
me one evening, and seemed bent upon 
getting me to take the place. I told him 
I positively could fiot take it, the rent 
being altogether; higher than I could 
pay. As I was passing it a day or two 
after the thought occurred to me that I 
would like to live there if I could get it 
for half what it was being offered for. 
Of course. I never dreamed the agent 
would make me a proposition to rent It 
at those figures, but he did that very 
night !

SOLICITS WORK FOR FRIENDS.
“Upon our muting into the house we 

had dealings wittt several men who 
made repairs; ana dilmf them proved to 
be old. employe^: ¡of Mr. Lane. . The 
plumber we; /sought as ’ an entire 
stranger, thonghitie lives quite a dis
tance from us, tyaA,Mr. Lane’s plumber, 
and as tile pluffibfbg in this house Is 
old-fashioned; lead^iped, and intricate, 
ft was a great advantage to-have a'man 
who was perfect!^1 familiar with it -We 
waited a carpenter,'and itrwas'the old 
story.. When he-Came he.sald he had 
always A’orkedvfor-Mr. -Lane; These 
things happening- in- succession were 
very odd in .comparison with the coal 
story, and as w)e were strangers to the 
people^ hmploye'tl and they were by no 
means ■ the nearest- we ' could have 
sought, it seemetlids'if some one was 
influencing us in getting them. I speak
er them because of course they increase 
the effect .of what seems to be the 
mingling of an exterior' intelligence

: “Now I believe that these so-called 
spirits are of the same' dispositions 
after they leave the body ■ as before. 
There are intelligent ones and ignorant 
ones, good and bad, kindly and mis
chievous. I believe it was the mis
chievous ones who made the great 
rackets that disturbed us when we first 
moved here. I don’t think Mr. Lane 
had anything to do with that. They 
may have waited to drive us out, and 
having found us without fear given It 
up as a bad job. At any rate, we are 
no longer annoyed. We like Mr. Lane’s 
company.”

John Lane was a well-known man in. 
Kenwood. He was a person of con
siderable wealth and of a rather re
markable intelligence. He was an in
ventor and took a great interest in the 
cultivation of flowers. It is due to his 
efforts in a large measure that the 
chrysanthemum is what it is, he having 
originated by his experiments a great 
number of new varieties of this blos
som. While he was the most actively 
Interested In floral culture he took 
many prizes at flower shows. The 
Lane house Is now the property of the 
children of the deceased.

APPEARANCE OF THE HOUSE.
The “old Lane house" is a typical 

“haunted house.” Tall and severe in 
its architecture, it stands alone on 
spacious grounds dotted with Immense 
trees. A row of gigantic elms borders 
the outer grass plat, and the absence of

fences between the Lane lot and those 
adjoining gives the impression of mag
nitude tie grounds do not really pos
sess. A fire which recently scorched 
the premises has crackled the dark 
paint, and the pqrehes are sagging just 
enough to suggest forlornness. The 
Illinois Central's retaining wall forms 
a cold and solid barrier between the 
grounds and the tracks beyond, and on 
cold winter nights, with the wind 
moaning through bare-limbed trees, and 
the mournful swish-swash of Lake 
Michigan between the piles of the 
breakwater back of the old mansion, a 
dreary spectacle is presented, pleasant 
as is the prospect In the bright sunlight 
of a summer’s day. Inside the house, 
the high ceilings of the rooms give the 
walls a bald 'appearance, which the 
etchings and engravings and paintings 
with which they are' adorned cannot 
altogether eradicate. Then there are 
numerous little passageways and halls 
and unexpected stairways, in which 
ghosts are supposed to particularly de
light, and cubby holes galore—Inter
Ocean.

HAUNTED HOUSE AT ST. LOUIS

STRANGE STORY ABOUT A PAGE 
AVENUE HOUSE, AS GIVEN BY 
THE ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH 
-LITTLE EDGAR BLOCK WILL 
NOT LEAVE IT-THE BATES 
FAMILY ARE USED TO HIM— 
THEY STATE THAT THE BOY’S 
SPIRIT HAS BEEN SEEN ONCE 
AND IS FREQUENTLY HEARD 
LAUGHING AND PLAYING IN 
THE HOUSE. ■
The spirit of Edgar Block is said to 

frequent the house where he died.
Indulging in all the humors and 

moods of a boy of 11, the spirit goes 
playing about the house, now laughing, 
now calling in a happy voice or speak
ing in gentle tones to the little sister, 
Helen, now flying into a passion and 
crying with rage, kicking the door and 
breaking the dishes, to be avenged 
upon his mother.

Mr. Charles L. Bates and his wife, 
two daughters, Misses Helen and Doro
thy, and little son, Albert, live in the 
house where Edgar Block died. Mr. 
Bates is an employe of the Mermod-Jac- 
càrd Jewelry Co.

A year ago Edgar Block, the 11-year- 
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Block, 
liying-at 4124 age avenue, hung himself 
in thé-front room on the second floor of 
tie house. ---- < ■ ■

¡The child quarreled with his older, 
brother , and was -punished by his 
mother. . \

¡He went upstairs, and soon after
ward he was found, suspended, from ,tbe 
bed with a strap about his neck; ; He' 
had strangled. It was thought at-the 

'time that the youth had not intended 
taking his life, and that he had under
taken to frighten his mother when she 
should see him dangling. The noose

The Great Spiritual Movement

Keep in touch with it by reading THE PRO
GRESSIVE THINKER, which will give you a 
greater amount of miscellaneous reading matter 
on Spiritual and Occult subjects than any other 
paper now published. Our Fall and Winter 
Campaign will be especially brilliant. A series 
of articles by Moses Hull, and a Spirit Message 
from Charles Dickens, through Carlyle Petersilea 
will alone be worth more than the price of the 
paper. No one can afford to miss one number.

KNOCKED OUT.
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which he fixed was more deadly than 
he thought.

Mr. Block and his family moved from 
the house in April last and went several 
blocks up the avenue to reside. Mr. 
Bates and family lived in the house ad
joining that vacated by the Blocks. 
Tho vacant house was a nicer one than 
that occupied by the Bates family, and 
Mr. and Mrs. Bates decided to move 
Into it. This they did a few days after 
It was vacated.

Miss Helen Bates, the eldest daughter 
of the household, told a reporter Mon
day morning this strange story of what 
has happened in the house since they 
moved in:

“We had not been there many hours 
when we became convinced that the 
spirit of little Edgar Block was in the 
house. We would hear strange sounds 
every night and day, and knowing liiin 
as we did, we recognized in the sounds 
the voice of the dead boy and things 
Which we knew him to have been jn 
the habit of doing.

"I could not tell you all the strange 
things that have happened, but things 
went along without anytliidg more than 
the noises until two weeks ago, when 
my mother sat here in the room. It 
was broad daylight. She heard a low 
voice, and looking up, saw there, 
standing In the door straight, before 
her, the form of Edgar Block. The boy 
stood there just as In life.

“My mother knew him well, and rec
ognized him. He did not speak, and 
before she could recover from her sur
prise and speak to him be disappeared 
as noiselessly and mysteriously as he 
came.

“That is the only time we have seen 
him, but he has been around ever so 
many times. One night we sat at the 
dinner table. The whole family was 
there, and there was not a thing to 
shake the table and cause what hap
pened. Suddenly one of the dishes was 
lifted up and hurled to the floor, where 
it broke into fragments. Since then 
this has occurred frequently.

In the corner of the library there is a 
little drum. It belongs to my brother 
Albert, a boy 13 years old. This drum 
beat's almost every night and day. We 
have hung it up, laid it down, put It in 
the bookcase and did everything with 
it, bqt we cannot stop its beating. It is 
sure to beat every time we have com
pany, and has done It so much now we 
no longer mind it. The beating is not 
the noise the drum sticks would make. 
It is more like the thrumming of a 
child’s hand.

“Last Saturday night my sister and I 
came home from rehearsal and went to 
our room. There is a folding bed in the 
room, and when we entered it stood up
right. As we stood talking the bed 
suddenly lurched, as though someone 
behind was pushing it, and had we not 
caught it it would have fallen to the 
floor. We often hear Edgar’s voice. 
We can hear him laugh and cry, and 
sometimes, when he calls to bls sister, 
•whose name is Helen, just as mine, it 
puzzles me much to know whether it is 
not me some one Is calling.

“Our attention was first attracted to 
Edgar’s presence in the house by a 
kicking upon one of the doors. We 
would hear the noise and rush quickly 
and open the door, thinking it was 
some one playing. But there would be 
no one there. Then we learned that it 
was Edgar, for some times when he 
kicked he cried, and we knew his voice. 
I asked his brother, Albert, afterward, 
if Edgar ever kicked the door and cried, 
and Albert said be did it a great deal.

“The noises do not annoy us now. 
They did for a time, but we have become 
accustomed to them, and now the only 
objection, we have to the presence of 
the spirit in the house is his bad temper 
and angry moods. When he has these 
he breaks the dishes and we have lost 
many nice pieces of queenswa-re in this 
way.

“It does not frighten us to have the 
boy’s spirit in the house. My mother, 
who is not home this morning, has been 
a Spiritualist for years. My father did 
not at first believe in it He would 
have nothing to do with it, and we girls 
were not permitted to have anything to 
do with It But now that all these 
things have happened in the house, 
papa and both we girls are just as 
much Spiritualists as mamma, for we 
have seen and heard too much not to 
believe.

“Before we moved out on Page ave
nue we lived at 1109 Menard street. 
Years before an old man had been mur
dered in the place, and we could often 
hear the old fellow’s spirit, walk heavily 
dp the stairs And roll down as his body 
did when he was murdered. This Isn’t 
as bad.”

Miss. Bates says they have no servant 
at the house now. Thfey cannot get one 
to stay. The last one to work was Mary 
Blocjtsey. The presence, of the spirit of 
Edgar Block in the house terrified her, 
and despite the assurances of the fam
ily, that it was nothing that could harm 
her, she left her place and went home.

"When a dish would be lifted off the 
table and hurled to the floor," Miss 
Bates explained, “it would frighten 
Mary almost to death.” ■:

The Church Dissipated by 
Modern Sentiment.

DR. FOX’S APPEAL—HE WANTS ' 
TO KNOW WHY MEN DO NOT AT- ’ 
TEND CHURCH—HE IS PROMPT
LY ANSWERED - INTERESTING 
VIEWS NOT AT ALL COMPLI
MENTARY TO THE CLOTH ARE 
EXPRESSED BY CORRESPOND
ENTS—THE CHURCHES GIVEN A' ■' 
DEATHBLOW.
To the Editor:—It appears from Iha 

Chicago Times-Herald that the Rev. D. 
F. Fox, pastor of the California Avenuq . 
Congregational Church, knowing that - 
the great majority of men In the city • 
were not church-goers, conceived the....
idea of making a direct appeal to tliom 
fbi' an expression of opinion concerning 
the church and the absence of men 
from the congregations. The method ' 
lie adopted was to mail to 1,000 repre- - 
sentative men on the west side a.print-- 
ed circular calling for a serious answer 
to his inquiries on this subject-. The,4.« ...

Chicago, August 10. Dear Sir:—An ' 
immense majority of our men, young 
and old, are not In the churches. I am' ■
anxious to know why from the men! - 
themselves, so that lu a series of Sun*, 
day evening sermons on the subject, be' 
ginning Sunday evening, September 4, ' 
I may not misrepresent their position.'. 
You can help me in a good work by 
kindly answering the following quetf.'-,/- 
tious as much at length as you choose,• - •■ 
namely:

1. What do you hear men urge as rea
sons for staying away from church? , . '

2. What is your explanation of theii’ 
absence? >

Your communication will be regarded 
as strictly confidential, and no named 1 
will be quoted in anything you may, ■ 
have to say.

A prompt and full reply will be great
ly appreciated. D. F. FOX.

SCORES OF ANSWERS. • *
Dr. Fox did not have to wait long for :• 

the answers. The letters poured In on 
him thick and fast, and were just as 
frank as his inquiries. His correspond
ents handled the church aud preachers 
without gloves and in many cases were 
sweeping and caustic in their criticisms. •: 
But their honesty charmed Dr. Fox, 
and he is far better pleased with tho 
result of his experiment than lie ex- I 
pected to be. Believing that it will be 
good for the public and especially for 
the other pastors to know the character I 
of these letters, he has given the Times- l 
Herald a few for publication and added | 
a few snap shots at many more. The ■ | 
following is Dr. Fox’s synopsis: .

From a Student—Well Informed ‘ 
young men are committed to science. . 
The old idea of special providence and '• 
special creation is exploded. We no 
longer believe that man is a special ’■ 
work of the Almighty. Evolutionary 
thought is responsible for the ludiffer- 
ence of men to the churches. Ministers 
who are supposed to be intelligent men 
do not believe what they preach.

From a Glerk—I work hard all week 
and need the fresh air and recreation I 
which the country alone can give. Six < 
days in the office is enough. My only, 
time for vigorous exercise is the recre- - 
ation which Sunday affords. If this J 
were a Christian civilization men would I 
not have to break the Sabbath to get 1 
fresh air and see a blade of grass.

From a Lawyer—The church seems I 
without a real mission. It is now only. I 
a society for spreading ethical and aes- *. I 
thetical ideas, and the modern preach- | 
er, as a rule, preaches to suit the times, ;| 
instead of being a man with a message. | 
Formerly men believed they had a heli I 
to shun, and they believed the scrip- I 
tures to be God’s word. But In the pul- . I 
pit things have changed, and many old I 
beliefs are back numbers—simply an I 
emasculated, back-boneless thing toned I 
down to suit the times. . I

From a Physician—The average set- I 
mon is too much taken up with discuss- .4 
ing matters of doctrine—the vicarious * I 
atonement of Christ, the horrors of hell I 
all of which is so dogmatic, narrow and -1 
sickening that it appeals to few men. : I 

From a Business Man—Lack of cul- ’‘1 
ture and ability in the pulpit Preach- I 
ing does not find us. -I

N. B.—My wife says it is the devil I 
that keeps men away from the church. I

From a Traveling Man—The church is; -1 
a dead place, it is too slow. Literary I 
clubs talk books, athletes talk athletics, ' I 
and politicians talk poliitcs in a way I 
that makes one believe that they meatr I 
business. But the people of the church I 
have not spirit enough to exchange I 
ideas with their fellow members. They 1 
can get excited over pink parties and 'I 
Ice cream socials, but that seems to be 1 
their limit Now If the church people ->] 
cannot get interested in religion why ¿1 
should they expect us to show any in- | 
terest in it? --’I

From a Street Car Conductor—It it -il
(Continued on page 6.}
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ROMftNlSM

As Exemplified and Illustrated in Ctir 
rent Events.

j A special news dispatch from Vienna. Austria says’ 
At Iscfil, where the summer residence of the Emperor 

situated, the Dutch pianist. Herr Sievekmg was ar- 
feated yesterday for omitting to remove his hat when the 
host wus earned past by a young priest, who told Sieve- 
Jopg that whether lie waa Jew, Mohammedan- or atheist 
he must remove his hat in a Catholic country if the host 
approached.

Sievekmg, who is a Protestant, answered in an ex
cited manner, and was followed by an angry crowd to his 
residence. In the evening, after the concert which he 
gave m aid of the Isehl poor, the pianist was arrested by 
a gendarme.

Ihe affair has caused a sensation among the Protest
ants here, especially among the English, and even the 
higher Cutl.ahc clergy bluine the act of the young priest

( Pho Burgomaster of Isehl will seek an audience on 
the subject with the Lmperoi. Ihe Burgomaster has 
chosen a lawyer to defend Sievekmg and will offer bail on 
Jus behalf."

Ihe host is the consecrated wafer, believed by the 
Catholic church to be the body of Christ- which in the 
church service of mass is ceremonially offered as a sac
rifice. It is regarded with superstitious reverence by the 
devotees of Romanism, aa the real flesh of Christ By the 
priestly mummeries of consecration the wafer of baked 
(tough is, m Cuthohc phrase, "transubstantiated" into th« 
fleshly body of Chnst, and as such it is adored—and eaten

-by the faithful.
It never seems tu enter the Catholic mind that if tin« 

doctrine of transubstantiation be true, the entire Catholic 
church membership are cannibals.

I ho action of the young priest on the occasion mam- 
fests the genuine spirit of Romanism—the spirit of intol
erance, and tyrannical domination, without respect or re
gard foi rights of conscience, behef. or the religious opin
ions of others than Catholics.

■■ ’ In the Romish view,..whpt-cow jpjthe United States of 
j Amcnc** or any-other uouûuj. purjpiô have no real rights 
I 4hat in .any degree or manner conflict with the Catholic 
L church or its claims. No one, m the Romish view ba« 

or can have a nght to any opinion, to any belief, to any 
liberty of thought or action, that does not abjectly agree

I . with the teachings of the church and bow to popish dom>- 
nation.

Here is another sample of Romish ways: “The Catholic 
Bishops of Santiago, Cuba, put in a claim which amount-

J id to about $18,0u0 each year, and the army officials, be-1 
1 mg in doubt as to the propriety of paying such a claim.

referred the matter to 'Washington. General Corbin said- 
‘ All doubt m this connection has been removed from

I the mmd of General Lawton. and the amount will not be 
I paid."
I ‘ Spain has been turning this sum over to the church 
I every year, and the Bishops thought this government 

would pursue the same course. This action settles the 
church question in the West Indies, so far as this govern
ment is concerned."

Here m Chicago, a few days ago. “John Schamkovsky 
member of Bishop Kozlowski's church, was taken to St 

Elizabeth s Roman Catholic Hospital in a critical condi
tion. He sent for the ex-communicated Bishop, who, it 
is said, was refused admission to the institution by the 
Buns, who told Sehamkovsky’s friends he must be re
moved as soon as possible. The mother superior in
formed Dr. Pollach that no others of Bishop Kozlowski’« 
followers would be admitted. The injured manti friend« 
appealed to the police to remove him, but they refused to 
act.” -

i . Being a member of the church of an ex-communicated 
i /bishop, he has no rights under Romish rule, nor claims 
' for sympathy or help in dire extremity. Such is the 
i; spirit of Romanism. .

- GERMAN CATHOLIC CENTRAL UNION.
An instance of the truculent spirit engendered by 

Romish influence, occured a few days ago at a conven
tion of German Catholic societies in Milwaukee. In a 

■ set of resolutions they “reaffirm their loyalty to the pope 
and to the Catholic beliefs and vows and obedience to

: .ward bishops; protest against ruthlessly taking from the 
pope his territorial possessions in Italy; demand unham- 
Îiered freedom for carrying out his powers; recognize 
hree things for the retention and spread of Catholic be

liefs; first, parochial schools; second, Catholic societies, 
and third, Catholic press.” .

“Unhampered freedom for carrying out the powers” of 
the Pope, signifies no freedom for any people, or nation 

[ ■under the pope’s domination. •
A further report of the proceedings of this same con

vention states that at the banquet of the German Roman 
Catholic Central Verein, “Father Decker responded to the 
toast, ‘Our Press,’ and said if he were dictator over the 

’American editors he would make them dance to a differ
ent tune.

‘•He praised and expressed his preference for the Cath
olic press of Germany, because the Catholic organs of that 
'country did not revolt against the Archbishops and Bish- 
Dps as is frequently done in the United States. Towards 
the end of his speech he asked the young men present to 
read exclusively the German papers, especially the Cath
olic papers.

“ ‘Do not ask for the English papers,’ he said, ‘because 
you will remain truer to your church if you follow my ad- 
fvice and do not read them.’

“At the conclusion he proposed three cheers for the 
¡Gentian Catholic press, and the response was long and 
loud. .

“Dr. E. M. Lieber responded briefly to the toast, ‘The 
ladies.’ His remarks would not have been relished by 
¡American women. He scored what he termed the' ‘so- 
palled emancipation movement,’ and said that if Ameri
can woman persisted in following all of the foolish fads 

' jint vould become a mere slave to society. / He said that 
r lfe,PU>yincc of woman was to. he a good housewife,' but

must not attempt to be the ruler of the home. '‘There 
n® better, woman in the world,’-he said, ‘than thé Ger-

Catholic housewife and maiden. She has no foolish

THB BETT W.ISÍS
notions iu hw head Md knomi better than to tryto re-< 
verse nature by attempting to step beyond the bounds of 
her proper sphere-”' r ; - - . ■

Read nothing tlmt is not saturated with Romanisms- 
xead exclusively Romish literature—-read the "Lives of 
the Saints’ and tJie wonderful miracles they performed 
while living and which their holy coats and holy old bones 
and .other appurtenances have performed since their 
death—stuff your minds with Romish superstition, silly 
stones of monks and nuns, pious frauds put forth as sa
cred facts tor the delectation of the faithful: touch not 
the works of the scientists, and philosophers, which have 
been condemned by the church—keep your minds in the 
depths of ignorance and superstition, and you will re
main good Catholics. Do not dare to think a brave and 
independent thought of your own—for you will be ex
communicated as a heretic, and an eternal hell will be 
your portion, unless you repent and bow in entire obedi
ence to the church, and accept its doctrines, whether they 
accord with reason and truth or not. Thus only can you 
be a truly -good Catholic."
■ ■- Tlie. Chicago Tribune has tins to say concerning the 
matters

A reactionary, bigoted organization, actuated by me
dieval un-American sentiments, has been in session at 
Milwaukee. It is called the German Roman Catholic 
Centra] Union. -Many of the speeches delivered by the 
different clerical speakers were marked by a spirit of liat- 
red of American institutions and of the principles of hu
man liberty. The freedom of the press is peculiarly dis
tasteful to these alien-hearted individuals, and they did 
not hesitate to let it be known.

At the banquet which closed the sessions of the union 
tlie Rev, A. L. Decker, of Milwaukee, responded to the 
toast Our Press. He did so most ungraciously by crit
icising tlie German Catholic papers of the United States
and expressed Ins preference for the Catholic press of 
Germany. His reason was that the latter ‘do not revolt 
against tlie Archbishops and Bishops, as is frequently 
done in the United States. That is. they are servile. 
They do not daie to criticise, and find fault where there 1« 
occasion fur it. Their editors beheve that members of 
the hierarchy are divinely inspired in all they do-

But m spite of the shortcomings of the German Cath
olic papers of this country, the speaker begged all the 
young men present to read exclusively German, and e«-‘ 
penally German Catholic papers. "Do not ask for the 
English papers, said he, because you will remain truer to 
your church if you do not read them.’ Then, growing ex
cited, he announced tiiat "if lie were dictator over the 
American editors he would make them dance to a differ
ent tune, ho doubt he would. If he were dictator in
stead of priest, freedom of the press would cense to exist 
Nor would he allow any papers to be printed m tlie Eng
lish language except us a great concession. Nor would 
he allow a German paper to print anything which did not 
meet the full approval of reactionary Archbishops «nd 
Bishops.

This outspoken expression of a desire on the part of 
the speakei to icturu ,tu the middle ages and the press 
ceusoislup, wiping out.much of the freedom which mnn-
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What It Is, and How It May Be Cultivated

kind lias gained during recent centur 
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some other land, «here the press is muzzled or obsequious 
—Austria, peihups, or Sjium. they will be happier there 
than they can be here, where tlie freedom of the press is 
safe from the assaults of priest or layman. Catholic, Prot
estant or agnostic."

In another editorial the Tribune speaks of the Ro- 
mamsts-

ABUSING THE PUBLIC SCHC^ZS? • -
1 he German Roman Catholic Central Union held its 

annual meeting at Milwaukee last week. One of its ob
jects is the foundation, maintenance, and promotion of 
Cathohc parochial schools. 1 his is a legitimate purpose 
But the uiiiuu, while doing what it can for parochial 
hCliouls, should abstain carefully from attacks on the pub
lic schools. It should endeavor to discourage such at
tacks. let one of the clerical speakers at the recent 
meeting drew a terrible picture of the conditions of the 
American children in the public schools.’ especially that 
of young women. It was conducted, he stated- ‘in the 
sprit uf disbelief and iiidiiTereiitiEin. leading to ‘the 
worst and mo»l dangerous consequences of emancipation 
—to the emancipation of the woman from the duties of 
housemistress, of wife and mother.'
_ Ihese abusive, slanderous statements were not re
ceived with murks of disapproval, but with applause and 
cheers, ihat conduct showed that the audience was dis
tinctly hostile to the American public school svstem and 
did not hesitate to make known that hostility. But if 
the advocates of the public school system were to criticise 
the results of parochial school education in the mildest 
terms the advocates of those schools would be quick to re
sent it. They want a monopoly of criticism. '

“This violent „clerical abuse of public schools defeats it
self. When Catholic laymen hear such talk as that in
dulged in at Milwaukee the majority of them are dis
gusted at it. They are associating continually with men 
and women who got their education in the public schools, 
and are unable to see that they are less upright or poorer 
wives and mothers than persons who have been educated 
in the parochial schools. If the German union wants to 
help parochial schools along it should make those who 
manage them give scholars as good an education as they 
can get in the public schools. That will do more to fill 
the church schools than this intemperate abuse of the 
American school system.”

IN THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.
From another quarter, the Philippine Islands, comes 

evidence of the character of certain Romish orders there 
which is quite interesting in view of the fact that Romish 
dignitaries, with their customary brazen effrontery, have 
been officiously intermeddling to influence the action of 
our National Government favorably to the Catholic 
church in those islands. The news dispatch states:

The Philippine Islands committee in Europe has ad
dressed a letter to President McKinley regarding the ap
peals made to him by high Roman Catholic ecclesiastics 
in America to protect the religious orders in the ¡ston/k 
The expulsion of the friars, the committee contends, is fa 
necessary antecendent to moral sanitation.” The letter 
names particularly the archbishop of Manila, and the 
bishops of Nueva Sagovia and Nueva Caseres, 'whose acts 
of hostility against both natives and Americans and 
against the Jesuits and other respected religious institu
tions are condemned by everyone.”

The committee urges President McKinley to ‘aid the 
Philippines to suppress the immorality of the diabolical 
institutions fostered by those monks.’ The letter con
cludes as follows:

“ Your name can never be associated with that of the 
friars; and the sense of right of the noble nation at whose 
head you are placed will never permit the ever victorious 
and humanitarian Stars and Stripes to protect them.’ ”

From this it will be seen that the Philippines have their 
eyes partly opened to the wrongs inflicted by Romish in
stitutions. But they need to include the Jesuits and the 
whole Romish outfit of ecclesiastics, and priestly over-
seers. X- RAY.
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All science rests on a basis of faith, for it assumes the 
permanence and’uniformity of natural laws.—Tryon Ed
wards. ' ■ ■. . • • ■

■ Il is hard for a haughty man ever to forgive one who 
■has caught him. at fault.—Bruyere.

I never think he is quite ready for another world who 
is altogether weary of this.—H. A. Hamilton.

While the regular pastor of the Progressive Spiritual 
Society, holding its meetings at 77 Thirty-first street, is 
on her summer location, well-attended and interesting 
conference meetings are being held, some of tho. most 
noted of the platform test mediums volunteering to give 
te^t cowmunicutioni. Last Sunday evening Judge H. N. 
Muguiie, of Spokane. Washington. being m tiie audience, 
accepted an inyifdtiou to take the platform and submitted 
thoughts on the cultivation of tlie spiritual consciousness.

Spmtual consciousness, he said, is all there is of any 
life. It includes all the knowledge ot the individual, 
then the individual is the center of his world of cog
nitions—is himself or herself the God of all the universe, 
ioi he can know nothing outside of his sphere of .con
sciousness. So far as the individual is concerned, all 
Hungs aie a part of his life. He is the solar center 
aiound which all in planetary dependence revolve. jhis 
is tiue, absolutely true, of each and every human soul, 
ihe soul atone has absolute being: all else but exists to it 
relatively.

1 he hie hnes that bound a consciousness are tho limits 
of the universe to that consciousness: and there m con
sciousness wherever there is life; and there is hie 
wherever there is self-impelled motion. The little crea
ture that is born, reproduces its kind, and passes away as 
a physical organism of old age. all within one minute of 
oui measurement of time, has its sphere of consciousness 
as well as a human being: and who shall deny that to its 
consciousness much time drags away as slowly and heavily 
as in the case of a human being? So spiritual progress is 
widening the sphere of consciousness. As consciousness 
is the hie, it may be otherwise stated that spiritual pro
gress consists in continuously inspiring more life. This 
is soul growth, the soul or life centre being the absolute, 
the abiding, and all else being m dependent relationship 
to it It is evident now. admitting this much, that the 
individual cannot add to his sphere of consciousness by 
external accretions any more tnan you can make a tree 
greater by attaching things to its boughs. The tree 
proper is the same, and what you have added to it ex
ternally is repressive to its life energies. One cannot 
giow for another, but daeh must grow for himself.

To grow, spiritually, to add to the wealth of the soul, 
io become more self-centered forever, thia is the whole 
object and purpose of this earthly existence. Therefore 
Suedenboig said the earth is tlie seminary of heaven"' 
ai,d Lmeison expressed the same idea by saying "the 
uarth was given for the education of man." We can only 
cultivate the spiritual consciousness, winch is the whole 
of individual life, bj training our thoughts constantly 
mto spiritual channels. The materialist says tins is im
practicable, visionary—that we are in a world of matter 
and must be largely matter-bound during the earthly so- 
juur,i. hut so. The world of matter is a cloud, only a 
cloud, on tlie spiritual consciousness, and it must pass 
away like the bukeless fubnu of a dream when the true 
spiritual consciousness is. awakened. This is the new 
birth, the being borii again. we hear so much about with 
so many varying interpretations and constructions. W« 
must die out of the liwet and delusive conception of the 
reality of time and space and matter as real existences 
and be wise to know that they are but the phenomena tlie 
outer evidences ot the true hfe. We must ever keep in 
thought the truth tiiat tlie realm of spirit is a thought 
realm, a realm of ideation, and that all outside is but 
phantasmagoria, the flitting spectres attending the soul’s 
immaturity. .

It is the fact that we are in a world of material con
ditions, and. must eohiorm to them. But let this cm- 
forming be with'I trie spiritual thought the dominant 
thought. All influences and accomplishments are essen
tially spiritual m nature. The spiritual thought should 
be first and foremost m all our buyings and sellings in 
all our plannings and executions. Cities are built°r«il- 
joads are built, lleets are put m motion, in peace and w«r 
aS, and all tLe vicissitudes of private hfe are. spiritual °d- 
ucationnl experiences. When we cultivate ani habituate 
ourselves to this truth, when we train our thoughts into 
this channel, we will find satisfactions, felicities, in this 
lower life that none can believe it possesses who draw a 
sharp line between the world of matter and the world of 
spirit and feel and act upon the deadly assumption that 
thia world haS riotliiiig to do with the lugher or spiritual 
»Olid. Ihe two worlds blend forever.

If the ambition on the material plane is to build and 
furnish and occupy a fine mansion, go about it with the 
spiritual thought. Let the spiritual thought animato all 
your undertakings. If your desires are not thus har
monized with the spiritual hope and aspiration they will 
surely be unsatisfying throughout. That calm serenity 
and perfect content which the spiritual yields can only he 
attained through spiritual aspirations. It is true worldly 
magnificence, worldly successes, are attained, and prob
ably most generally, where the spiritual thought and 
susceptibilities are dormant, but let me assure you as one 
who has had many vicissitudes in this hfe. tiiat there i« 
more true happiness in the rude and uncouthly furnished 
hut, sweetened by the conviction that the occupant ha« 
ever sought and obeyed the guidance of the spiritual as 
he has been able to receive its monitions, than in the most 
splendid environing conditions of earth where the spirit
ual thought lias been excluded or repressed

Thus it is tiiat while tlie spiritual thought, cultivated 
in all our incomings and outgoings, happifies the nature 
of man and glorifies all his earthly efforts, it in no wav- 
retards, but rather tads, all our endeavors here below 
This is what Jesus meant by saying “take no thought of 
the morrow.” He did not mean that one should neglect 
in this life material obligations to self and neighbor but 
that we should ever in thought cultivate the spiritual 
consciousness, always think and do with thoughts on the 
life eternal, the hfe tiiat will be when all the temporal 
matters which now concern us will have been io«t in the 
wrecks of time. There is no time and no occasion when 
it is impracticable to cultivate the spiritual consciousness

The spiritual laws all operate to aid in the cultivation 
of the spiritual consciousness, which, as has been ex
plained, means enftrging the life sphere. All our mis
fortunes and bereaVeriients are for this beneficent pur
pose. Old relations tod associations change and- break 
from cradle to grave for this purpose: and when we come 
into clear consciousness of this truth our sorrows and 
troubles will have ended. All changes in our life re
lationships mean friew experiences, increase of wisdom 
through expenen0®; enlargement of the sphere of con
sciousness, increasotof life forces, more life- and when we 
bring the human fll harmony with the spiritual, heaven 
is already attained^.for it is true that “the kingdom of 
heaven is within you^ and nowhere else, so far as the 
individual soul isnconeemed. for there can be-nothing 
outside the-sphere iof individual consciousness

The more we cifltlvflte the spmtual consciousness the 
wiser and clearer v&iotied we become. The field of vision 
no longer narrowed and circumscribed to the little petty 
affairs that concern the family, the neighborhood the 
party, the church, now widens out infinitely: and a« our 
leaven becomes more ample in its ever-extending bound« 
its felicities are forever being heightened. Wlierea« at 
first we thought we. had accomplished something won
derful in penetrating by interblendmentm the lifd-sphcre 
of the individual, and read to him the mysterie« of his 
soul, now we are on a mount of vision from which the 
springs of action of • whole nations are revealed to us 
Ordinary mediumship has now npened mto true seer«hip 
and we may be said to be truly m communion with God 
This is the royal road we all want to get on: it must be 
entered, before the truth of immortality becomes a living 
realization, instead of being but a hope, however strong 
based on evidence, outside of ourselves.

The more we cultivate the spiritual consciousness the

younger we become. We cannot age. We are ever en
tering anew upon golden mornings of youth—birth suc
ceeding birth into more glorious life conditions, for truth 
** etemul, and its inspiration and assimilation into the 
consciousness is to forever grow younger, to perpetually 
became more richly dowered with possibilities ot soul 
wealth, of life glories. '

LIGHT ON THE MAINE.
A Clairvoyarft’s Vision of the Tragedy.

Dovm in Mame the other day I heard a strange story 
»Inch leads some people to believe that the fiends who 
ble.v up the battleship Mame may yet be detected and 
punished. ' '

At the little manufacturing town of Lewiston, where 
Senator Frye has spent his useful life and Representative 
Dingley has edited a newspaper for a generation or two. 
there is a woman who possesses supernatural powers. She 
to the wife of a druggist. She has a common-school edu
cation, but has never been out of her native state and 
knows httle of tlie world. On several occasions she has 
displayed clairvoyant powers to the amazement of her 
neighbors, but she is not a professional. On the con
trary, she shrinks from publicity. For that reason she 
will not permit her name to be used-

Last fall a prominent citizen of Auburn, the town 
across the river from Lewiston, died under the most ex
traordinary circumstances. lie was sitting at his dinner 
table, when he severed an artery with a carving knife or 
something like that. Ihe druggists wife in Lewiston 
had never heard ot him. She had never been inside of 
Ins house, and yet, being in a trance that evening, she de
scribed to her husband tlie manner of his death and sur
roundings with marvelous accuracy, and the next morn
ing,when they read the story as printed in the Journal 
Mr. Dmgley s paper, they shuddered to think how closely 
her vision corresponded to the facts. This is only one of 
many occasions upon which she has shown the same 
knowledge of events that were beyond her sight orJie«r- 
mg.

Ihe night after the Maine wqs destroyed- while und»r 
the same nervous excitement and indignation that pos
sessed the whole country, she had one of her peculiar vis
ions, and woke her husband from his sleep to toll him 
what sho had seen. He gut up. took pencil and paper 
and wrote down her words, as he deemed them of tlie 
greatest importance, ihe statement was sent to Senator 
liye at Waslnngtuii. Ho submitted it to the Secret«ry 
of the Navy with a cordial indorsement of the high cbar- 
actei, respectability and honesty of his constituent, whom 
ho had knouii all Lis Lie. Ihu offi-Ciuls of the n^vy de- 
paxtment thought proper to suppress the statement for 
fear that it might add to the public excitement if it ap
peared m the newspapers.

Ibis woman, who had never been outside of the stote 
of Maine, who had never seen a fortification or a ca«tle Jr 
a man-of-war, and m her waking horns could not h«ve 
described the uniform of a Spanish officer or soldier gave 
a most minute description of the harbor of Havana the 
location of the battleship, the approaches to Mono castle 
and the Cabanas foitiess, the reception parlors and the 
office of the commandante, even to the color of the furni
ture and-the racks of muskets on the walls. Several per
sons who are faiuihur with Murro castle and its sunound- 
ings have read the statement and declare tiiat tliey could 
not have hit them so closely themselves, while Capt S'gs- 
bee declares that the description of the Maine at the t!re<> 
of the explosion io absolutely accurate. The woman w«« 
puzzled because she could not find any anchor for the 
ship. She said it VuS tied to a floating cask, an arrange
ment she could not understand. As a matter of fret the 
Mame was moored to an iron buoy.

In her vision the druggist s wito entered a room in the 
fortification of Cabanas which was filled with electrical 
apparatus, and, although she is unfamiliar with such 
things she minutely described it. a future "comparison 
may determine how accurately. She says there were two 
men in this room, each in tlie uniform of a Spanish offi
cer, winch she described down to the buttons and the 
stnpes upon the sleeves. One was an old man. tall and 
bent, with iron-gray hair and beard. The other w«s 
short and stocky, «nth a birthmark or scar upon In« free 
which was partially concealed by a stiff black be«rd 
closely trimmed. After some conversation m a foreign 
language, winch she could not understand, the man with 
the scar became quite excited. He seemed to be plead
ing with the older one for permission to do something 
fl luch horrified the other. Finally the old man left the 
room. The moment the door closed behind him the 
younger one went to a mahogany frame upon the wall 
which was covered with brass apparatus, pulled a plug 
from one hole and put it m another. In an instant there 
was a tremendous explosion and the battleship was in a 
mass of flames.

No attempt has ever been made to fasten the responsi
bility of the destruction of the Maine upon any particular 
person, although Gen. Lee, Capt. Sigsbee anti the mem
bers of the board of inquiry beheve the mine was ex
ploded by some person familiar with the submarine con
ditions of Havana harbor. No Spanish officer answering 
the description given by tlie durggist's wife is known to 
those who have read her statement, but before the evacu
ation of Havana an investigation will be quietly made — 
Chicago Record.

------------ -------------------------

Faith in Ingersoll.
At his home in Atlanta township. James Tuttle lies 

upon his death bed. A quaint old citizen, a character 
without reproach. In the death of James Tuttle Logan 
county will lose one of her pioneer citizens and one of her 
oddest characters.

Ho is now in his ninety-second year and has always 
been identified with the interests of his neighborhood but 
the fact which has attracted most attention to him is that 
he has arranged that Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll shall de
liver his funeral oration. More than this, it is said by his 
neighbors that he has made a provision for the substantial 
remuneration of -Tope Bob" for the address in the shape 
of a $1.000 clause in his will.

From the time Robert Ingersoll was a struggling y’oung 
lawyer at Peona, "Uncle Jimmy," as Mr. Tuttle is famil
iarly known, was his friend, and through this friendship 
the old gentleman fell into Ingersoll's way of thinking 
upon religious subjects. As a result ‘TJncle Jimmy” be
came an avowed infidel. Since Ingersoll moved away 
from Peona he and -TJncle Jimmy" have continued their 
friendship and it jb now more than five years since an 
agreement was made that Ingersoll was to deliver the ad
dress at -TJncle Jimmy’s’- funeral if Ingersoll himself 
were stall alive. ~

That the time for the funeral is near at hand there is 
little doubt Mr. Tuttle is almost bhnd. and a fall in 
his room a few weeks ago he broke his leg and has been in 
a critical condition ever smee. The broken bones will 
not kint, and other complications have added to liis suf
ferings.

When Ingersoll shall have spoken the last words above 
him it wiR be above the remains of one of Logan county’s 
most widely known citizens, for the fact that he has ar
ranged for his fjineral years before his death has been her
alded from ocean to ocean. b

Lincoln, Hl. -,

-------------- )0(---------------
-The Law of Correspondence Applied to Healing. A 

Course of Seven Practical. Lessons, by W; J. Colville ” 
Helpful and instructive to those interested in Spiritual 
and Mental Healing. Pnce 50 cents For sale-at thia 
office. . . ■ ■ . ■ |i

A GENERALSYNOPSIS.
Spiritualism Is a Philosophy 

. and a Religion.

As a pliilosopuy It shows that within 
the earmiy human body dwells a hm 
man Lun which tuougn material, is so 
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the m„re glorious interior universe 
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coa.sei brain lu sleep, it Is called hyp- 
n.su.A >,!„ operator by suggestion 
and otherwise may induce the subject 
to use u.eoe fvices in a way to correct 
trad nabits, stupm mental conditions 
and some of the worst diseases. '

In Auto-Hjrpnosi» a person control« 
ms own psychic forces, and can often 
attain to a marvelous system of «elf- 
mv-nuil cure, and seir-exaltation
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able Wuj, but iu revealing a wonder 
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Higher life and to tue underiving nrin- 
ciples of things.
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world, has a guiding and restraining in
fluence. 10 such tilings, perhaps, may 
be attributed the fact that Spiritualists
are scarcely ever found in our State's 
prisons, although thousands of church 
members may be seen mere.

Wc recognize mat matter Is the 
atomic and formulating part of the uni
verse, constituting the substance of «11
iiuuinn bodies here and. in a 
of numan bodies uerealter.
spirit must interpenetrate th

Spirit and matter thus w<

finer form, 
while pure 
ese bodies.

_ -King inti
mately together, it is evident tlmt the
Highest spirituality itself demands good 
material conditions, pure food, pure air. 
exercise, correct nauits. both private 
and public, and tne general non-use of 
loiincco, alconoi. narcotics and all sub
stances of a poisonous and indigestible 
nature.

VVmie material conditions can so act 
upon and pervert spiritual conditions, 
on the otner band mental and spiritual 
influences can perfect pbysicai condi
tions. A loving, spiritually aspiring na
ture Will not only send harmonizing 
waves of influence through nis own 
body, but au upmniding innuenoe upon 
others, while Hatred, revenge, jealousy 
and selfishness will convert tne fluids 
of the system into actual poisons.

E. D. BABBITT.
Los Angeles. Cal.

A Spiritual Worker Honored
A splendid ovation was given at Lake 

Pleasant camp on tne eve of August 
22, to that most worthy medium and 
tne public defender of Spiritualism. 
Mrs. Sarah Byrnes. Twenty-five years 
ago she conducted one of the serviced 
which opened this camp.

Tne reception was held in the summer 
home of Mrs. Phoebe Hull, which was 
decorated wltn choice flowers by Mrs- 
John Wheeler. Mrs. Hougnton. Mrs. 
Mason, Mrs. Stewart Burnes and Mrs- 
Baldwin. The Ladies Schubert Quar
tette rendered two choice selections, 
and speeches were made by A. H- 
Dailey, H. A. Budington. Olegg Wright, 
Mrs. Anna Cunningham. Mrs. Tillie 
Reynolds, Dr. Tolman. Newman 
Weeks, Mrs. Lizzie Harlen. Mrs. May 
S. Pepper and Francis B. Woodbury 
The reception concluded with a brief 
address by Mrs. Byrnes.

Spiritually this has been a most suc
cessful season at this camp. Much In
terest is manifested In the National As
sociation.

FRANCIS B. WOODBURY.

TAKE NOTICE.
The Leavenworth Oounty Spiritual

ist»’ Association will hold Its 13th an
nual camp-meeting In Deuel’s Hall, be
tween Wallula and East Fairmount; 
September 29 to October 3.1898.

MBS. A. EMERICK, Setfy. 
T. C. Deuel. Pres.

••Religion as Revealed by the Mqto- 
rial and Spiritual Universe. By E. D ■ 
Babbitt, M. D., LL.D.” A compact 
ana comprehensive view of .the sub
ject: phuosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every stndent and especially by every 
Spiritualist One of the very best 
books on the subject. Price, reduced 
to $1. clothi paper, oO cents. For sale 
at this office, ■ . ■. •-
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THE TWO SPIRITUALISMS
The Spiritualism that Materializes, and the 

Spiritualism that Spiritualizes.

Lecture by Hudson Tuttle, at Maple Dell Anuiver- 
sary, August 6,1898.

.There is a spiritualism that materializes. There is a 
spiritualism which spiritualizes. One drags the human 

. mind into the cesspool of superstition, degrades, debases, 
and blasts every ennobling quality; the other elevates to 
the sphere of eternal truth.

The belief in a future life is is old as mankind. iThe 
• lowest savage projects his present existence into the be- 

ÿond, and is frightened by the shadow seen through the 
mists of his rimagination. This belief, instead of be
coming an incentive for a conduct of life, the foundation 
of morality, gave rise to a priestly caste who used it as the 
means whereby- they frightened their ignorant'followers 
into obedience to the most absurd demands of selfishness, 
and most degrading beliefs. They created gods in .the. 
invisible world, vindictive, selfish, implacable, except by 
the interposition 'of their priests. It was not sufficient 
that punishment and reward were meted out in this life, 
but the mysterious realm beyond the grave was held by 
the priesthood, and the eternal welfare of the spirit de
pended bn their will. They stood between mail.and the 
angry gods, and the frightened believer, to atone for sin 
real or imaginary, was forced to give these gods, through 
the priests, all they' demanded, or suffer the eternal con
sequences. Here began religion, in the credulity of 
ignorance, and the craft of selfishness. It was witch

; craft, and voodoism. It was spiritualism in its most ina- 
ferial and despicable application.

When some future historian, free from prej lidice, 
writes the true history of religion, he will begin here, as 

z the source from which the several great world religions 
have flowed, and the chapters of that history will record 
the most atrocious schemes of selfishness; the most fiend- 

• ish cruelty, the most blighting doctrines, which have 
ever tortured mankind. The mighty struggle; the con
tinuous battle, has been between the priesthood and the 
advancing thinkers. Every forward step has, been made 
at the sacrifice of heroic lives. The pages of that history 
are written with the blood of unknown martyrs, and 
emancipation has been gained, by suffering to which that 
from all other causes is insignificant. The source of all 
religions is a degraded spiritualism, The spirit is given 
immortality, because this life is not long enough for the 
punishment the gods vindictively demanded.

You say, “Oh, you forget the beauties of the Christian 
■ 'Religion.” I do not forget, nor will you make exception, 

if the subject is presented in its true light. Does not the 
Catholic priest, the absolute ruler of his church, claim, 
even this day, the power to intercede with his God, and 
for a fee, change his purpose? And is not this accepted 
by far. the-larger half of the Christian world? Are 
Protestants free? Read their awful description of hell, 
and the devil who has acted the part of chief executioner! 
Consider that prayers are offered from the hundred thou
sand pulpits in this country, that the wrath of God may 
be assuaged, and his purposes changed. Consider that 
these are supplemented at the family devotion of the 

, laity.
‘ And lastly take the example of the chief executive of 

this great nation, at the dawn of the twentieth century, 
issuing a proclamation of a special day to be devoted to 
rejoicing and prayer for the success their God has given 
to them in battle! If the Spanish had sank our war

f- ships, and beaten our armies, it would be fitting for their 
ruler to thank God, for they could not do it without his 
aid, but for the United States to be thankful for what 
they could do twice over without assistance is quite 
superfluous. 1

Will you, after this.objeet lesson/deny that the priest 
of- to-day is a direct descendant of the medicine man, 
who dances to the sound of his rattling calabash, who 
deals in talismans and charms, and invokes or appeases 
his gods by incantations and sacrifices.

I had almost said that the belief in a future had been 
. the curse of mankind. The present has been neglected 

for the next existence, and man lived, not because life 
was a pleasure, but because they had to live, to die. 
Dying and the beyond the pangs of death, absorbed all 
attention, and left nothing for this poor mortal life.

Yet we must grant as an axiom that knowledge of itself 
is good, and its perversion will surely lead to correct un
derstanding. Mankind must begin its progress in this 
mannerrind travel this road, however long and weary.

• The spirit world was beyond law and order and the 
priest could therefore make of it whatever he pleased. It 
was an arbitrary contrivance, ruled over by arbitrary 
gods or god, and for the majority immortality was a most 
fearful curse.

Aside from this arbitrary hell and heaven, this white 
throne, and four and .twenty elders, the host of angels 
shouting praise, what have you to present as the culmina
tion of this spiritualism? Absolutely nothing.

Do not assail me by saying that all spiritualism is alike, 
and that the new is a continuance of the old. The mod
ern views of spirit are in direct antagonism with all these 
beliefs of the past, however much this may be concealed 
by grafting on, and apologetic treatment.

1 come before you to advocate the new Spiritualism— 
the Spiritualism which ennobles and elevates, and does 
not degrade. A Spiritualism that sweeps away the 
priests and their fancied gods, and all mediators between 
man and the Supreme Source of Law and Being. A 
spiritualism which is of life, as well as death. It is not 
because you belive in this or that impossible claim, not 
because you have met a change of heart, or a priest has 
offered a prayer, or you have made sacrifice of all that is 
dear to you, that you are immortal, but that future is 
your heritage. You are not to be thrust arbitrarily into 
a hell of torture, or taken up to the right hand of Jesus, 
because ysui believe he was crucified for you, and washed 
your sins away by his blood, but you are to go forward 
into that life as an inevitable consequence of having been 
born into this.

I would emphasize with the strongest words this dis
. tinction, and make it so clear that you will see how mis

leading it would be to use old terms and methods of 
thought. We must start with everything new. Not a 
theory’, dogma, belief or interpretation from the past.

Holy books, with the story’ of man’s fall and redemp
tion, are the contrivances of a priestly caste to hold the 
human race in bondage; Spiritualism, the foundation of 
this theocratic power, has given it through its degrada
tion.

Í How far have we escaped in these fifty years from the 
upas blight of these old beliefs?. When our spirit friends 
communicate, how prone we are to ask, “Are you happy?” 
How many talk about arbitrary spheres or divisions in the 
future life, and puzzle over- the claim that there is no dis
tinctive place for the sinners! How slow to outgrow these 
beliefs, of reward and punishment, forgetting that as 
saint ami sinner find this world wide enough for both, the 
spirit spheres must be ample.

The new spiritualism should clear away all super
stitions and completely supplant the old, but it often fails 

• to do so. How narrow its influence sometimes becomes, 
how flippant its name is taken! How much of the old 
superstition is carried along and made part of it! The 
old spiritualism, with its voodoo tendencies, founded its 
evidences in the ability of its priests to heal the sick, 

. make the blind see, or „miraculous tests and foretelling 
thé future.. There is no good.1 reason why the spirits 

. should be able to cure otherwise incurable maladies, or 
forecast the future. Such feats, mysterious to the un
trained mind and therefore relegated to the realm of ' 
ghosts and gods; Every religion in tiie world repeats 
these claims of divine origin because.of mysteries. . When 
Modem Spiritualism appeals to these, as evidence, to

3
sleight of hand performances, fire-tests of mediums, the 
grosser materializations, it has not escaped the methods 
of the old. It is this half-way stage which demands tests, 
such as other religions claim as evidence. Here there is 
no attempt made to spiritualize the believer; on the con
trary, all elt'orts are to materialize the spirits. To such 
the shadowy appearance is nothing. When the spirit 
comes forth it must weigh down on,the scales 100 or 150 
pounds; must have flowing robes, and curls, and even a 
bad breath is not a source of doubt. To the astonishing 
manipulations of this order the genuine medium who 
confines himself to thd possible has no place. Yet the 
more incredible the manipulation, the more ardently it is 

„received. '
How few are satisfied with the less bizarre, but genuine 

phenomena, and demand such as only fraud can give? 
They make no effort to spiritualize themselves, but would 
drag the spirits down to gross forms of materiality. They 
are not content unless they have yards of lace cut from 
spirits’ garments, and locks of “materialized hair!” They 
boast of wonderful tests by the scales, where actual 
weight was shown by “materialized forms.”- They forget 
that jf the hair remained intact the spirit should also do 
so, and that tire materialized lace or hair does so remain 

.is presumptive evidence against their conclusions.
Ilavipg received such tests they are satisfied, and re

main with these gross views, making no application of 
them to the conduct of their1 lives.

It is fraught with ruinous consequences to graft the 
new Spiritualism onto the old. It is as distinct as the 
noonday light from midnight darkness. The old 
controls the world by irresponsible beings who are rep
resented on earth by priests, and there is a continuous 
miracle wrought according to their pleasure or passing 
whim. The new is the reign of law which holds the gods, 
and all spirits, even the One God to their unbending de
cree. There is no priestly mediatorship (and all the 
prayers which may be offered will not change the falling 
of a leaf. This is the new thought—spirit is originated 
and sustained by law. The spirit world is a world of law, 
absolutely the same as the physical.

Wisdom on Sale.
, With all the agitation of the subject of fraud in the 
columns of The Progressive Tliinker, your correspondent 
has not given any expression for the reason that this is 
not Spiritualism, but only its counterfeit; and it has 
seemed to me a subject better omitted than made prom
inent in papers representing our truth, except in known 
cases, when, names, places and dates cannot too soon be 
placed before their readers.

There is, however, a phase of dishonesty that is widely 
prevalent and which goes without notice. It is the sale 
of what is claimed to be spiritual wisdom, generally in 
classes, at so much a head. Very often with the prefix 
of Professor or Madame, these charlatans retail truths 
stolen from Spiritualism, most likely from the writings of 
A. J. Davis, to which are added absurdities enough to 
make up what they term “science;” apd, with noses at a 
forty-five elevation for everything bearing the name of 

^Spiritualism, and with a pirate’s cheek and gall, they put 
out their pretentious circular or newspaper ads. upon the 
unthinking public.

There are two kinds of people who are their victims. 
One professing tone and culture, are people of wealth 
deeply interested if only through curiosity in occult lore, 
and who are the most abject worshipers of the god 
Grundy. These are they who try every means of securing 
for their own use the phenomenal phases of Spiritualism, 
but, in the true spirit of caste, avoid as a pariah, its faith
ful disciple. The new importations of wisdom out of the 
ordinary are to them a godsend, and the bait is eagerly 
devoured-sometimes, though, after denouements, greatly 
to their cost; as you find in the enclosed article on “Leon 
the Healer,” in this city’s daily.

, The other kind are those who are always too poor to 
take a Spiritual paper, which would acquaint thenf with 
the true and worthy workers. All who are posted on 
what is going on know that when these false lights appear 
professing great reputation, the name itself shows up the 
fraud. These people, with all their inability to pay for 
necessary every-day information, are known to put from 
five to twenty-five dollars into the hands of the wily 
“Professor.” v

When such counterfeits as “Leon” can play such a 
sweeping game with their Oriental absurdities in what is 
legitimately our own field of work, it seems almost useless 
to attempt the direction of the general public to the gen
uine, for the effect of such exposures more than counter
balances all true and honest efforts.

Grand Rapids, Mich. H. W. BOOZER.

Hindus and Christianity.
Dr. John H. Barrows gave the fourth of his present 

course of lectures at the university at Kent Theater 
recently. His subject was “Difficulties of the Hindu 
Mind in Regard to Christianity.” Among other things 
he said:

“The hindrances to the rapid spread of Christianity in 
the Orient are many and formidable. The average char
acter of the Anglo-Indian and of the Europeans found in 
the ports and larger cities of Asia does not commend 
Christianity to the proud and intellectual orientals. But 
besides all this, the Eastern world has different habits of 
thought and different fundamental ideas from those pre
vailing in the West. One cannot converse ten minutes 
with a barefooted Hindu scholar without realizing that 
different standards, different ideals of worth, different 
aims predispose the Hindu to regard with distrust or 
aversion the Christian thought of truth and life.

“There is a vast ignorance even among educated men 
in regard to the great names in history, philosophy, the
ology, which have immense weight with the occidental 
Christian. Many of one’s literary references are entirelv 
unfamiliar to an oriental, so that a wise Western speaker, 
who adapts himself to the Hindus, will need to prune his 
discourses of much that would be available and useful for 
Western audiences. Some European evangelists have 
been -surprised that their quotations from the Christian 
scriptures were not so weighty and convincing and telling 
in their addresses to Hindu congregations as they had ex
pected. Often, indeed, their Bible quotations meant 
nothing to the oriental auditors. One evangelist found 
that all his pathetic references to father, mother and 
home, his stories of the home life were entirely thrown 
away on companies of people whose knowledge of these 
sanctities was extremely limited.
- “I have conie to feel more strongly than ever that no 
limp type of Christianity can grapple successfully with 
such spiritual and moral problems as confront us in Asia. 
No mechanical ecclesiasticism, playing with lighted can
dles and clinging to exploded dogmas of exclusive church- 
ly authority can regenerate India. The Christianity 
needed must be wise and patient and sympathetic; hos
pitable to all truth and friendly to all goodness, and first 
of all it must have in it the life blood of the old evangel 
which Paul carried to Rome and the Puritans brought to 
America. It must be able to produce Christians who 
have nerve and fiber to make sacrifices, to endure hard
ships, and who, casting aside any vain hopes of doing for 
Asia in a decade what required fifteen centuries for 
European civilization,'are determined to keep at it till the 
work is done.”—Times-Herald.

The Doctor really means Catholicism when he speaks 
of “limp tyqie of Christianity.” He has to acknowledge 
that the. wise Western scholars, are not wise enough to 
teach those old Eastern scholars from a Bible that is but 
a forgery of their own and older books. One more.trip 
will just about convert this eminent divine to -Hindooism.

' ... W. ■

“K&rezza. Ethics of Marriage.” By Alice B. Stock* 
ham, M. IX Price, $L For sale at this office.

CHANGE OUTTITDDE.
The Church Is Becoming More Tolerant.

r,„ ■ •■■■_• mi ----------- ■
lliat there is a great change in the attitude of the 

church toward the subject of Spiritualism is made man
ifest on .every sidq.’ ; The Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage now 
includes Spiritualises among the “people of God,” in 
striking contrast \pjth )iis opinion of them only a few 
years ago, which is.tlierefore fresh in the minds of Spirit
ualists. Of the two or three dozen ministers in the city 
pf'Fort Wayne, only three or four have attacked us se
verely from their jrujpits, but they have now meekly re
signed themselves¡tob the inevitable. Their attacks were 
promptly met by earnest Spiritualists through the secular 
press, which, only a short time ago, would have refused to 
publish anything favoring Spiritualism.

There now seems a manifest disposition on the part of 
the Fort Waynq pulpit to let Spiritualism have a chance. 
If there is any proof of a future existence the pulpit is as 
anxious to get at it as the few. The ancient phenomena 
upon which primitive Christianity was based and the 
modem phenomena upon which modern Spiritualism is 
based, seem destined to a coalition for the ultimate good 
of both Christianity and Spiritualism.

Tlie recent sermon of the Rev. Dr. Milbujn, pastor of 
the Second Presbyterian Church in Indianapolis, in 
which he startled liis congregation by remarks positively 
favoring Spiritualism, has struck a responsive chord in 
the heart of tlfe Rev. T. A. Goodwin, prominent Meth
odist minister in. this State. Rev. Dr. Goodwin thus 
writes in the Indianapolis News:

“Dr. Milbum, of the Second Presbyterian Church, has 
recently been treating his congregation to some very 
wholesome diet, whether they relish it or not. During 
the late session of the General Assembly at Winona he 
sent them, through the News, in the innocent guise of a 
sermon, some valuable suggestions on heresy hunting as 
a vocation.

“Recently lie has cast more bread upon the waters in a 
discussion of the unwisdom, if not the unchristian spirit 
of unchurching those whose speculations or convictions 
relating to Spiritualism do not -quadrate with the tra
ditions of the dark ages, intimating that all this is not an 
unconscious residuum of mediaeval Romanism, which yet 
lingers in Presbyterianism.

“Might he not have said that all churches are too much 
given to this kind of minute supervision of their mem
bers? With the Presbyterian this relates chiefly to creed, 
with the Methodist to conduct. As a result, from away 
back heresy trials have been frequent with those, while 
they have hardly been known among these. With Meth
odists only one previous condition of membership is 
known: a purpose to cease to do evil and learn to do well, 
and while one does this he is acceptable, hence among 
Methodists are Trinitarians and Unitarians, Calvinists 
and Arminians, Spiritualists and Materialists, but in 
earlier times woe to the woman that wore a calam bonnet 
or ruffles or rings, or to the man who played the fiddle, 
and even yet, in theory, he must not play cards or go to 
horse races, attend theater or send his children to dancing 
schools. AH thisisias much an unconscious residuum of 
Romanism as the tilings rebuked by Dr. Milburn are.

“Evidently it is a mistake for any church to repel by 
any dogma or coldness those who would gladly co-operate 
with them in worksi becoming Christians. It is equally 
unwise for thosb who hold views on occult questions, 
which may not <be in exact harmony with the popular 
thought, to refuse to work with those who do not agree 
with them on these questions, and to seggregate them
selves in a little band apparently antagonistic to those 
with whom they are in complete accord as to the aims of 
life. ■ ,

“But there is danger of giving such men as Dr. Milbum 
credit overmueli, P It is a perversion of the trutfiSffiSiay 
‘Like priests like people.’ The Bible and observation 
say, ‘Like people like priests.’ The pulpit is not the ed
ucator of the pew; it is the reverse. Dr. Milburn preaches 
to a reading and thinking congregation, and, to an ex
tent, he may not be aware that the pew, in its demands, 
gives color to liis utterances. He deserves great credit for 
being teacdiable. Some preachers doggedly refuse to 
learn. ,

“The Beechers, the Lyman Abbotts, the Briggses keep 
step with progress, and are not afaid to occasionally dart 
ahead of the average of their ministers in the pew, even 
though it startles them. Dr. Milburn keeps up with his 
congregation, occasionally surprising them by some bold 
utterance which indicates a degree of their own progress 
hardly suspected by themselves. Such a man will 
always have a hearing.”

These remarks of Rev. Goodwin are refreshingly lib
eral, although they will bear some criticism. The thinkers 
of our day are not in the church, unless an independent 
one, and churches of this character are yet few in number. 
As soon as the occupant of the pew begins to think, he 
vacates it rather than do violence to his best thought and 
conscience. If he becomes convinced that Jesus Christ 
was only a man and not Deity or a third part of God, if 
honest and conscientious, he will cease to affiliate with a 
church which teaches the contrary. He despises 
hypocrisy. ,

I cannot, therefore, understand Rev. Dr. Goodwin’s 
assertion that “among Methodists are Trinitarians and 
Unitarians, Calvinists and Arminians, Spiritualists and 
Materialists,” unless it is an invitation to them all to unite 
with the Methodist Church and feel “at home” regardless 
of the Methodist creed to which they will be expected 
formally and hypocritical!}’ to subscribe, upon being ad
mitted to membership. If this be the object of Rev. 
Goodwin’s claim, he no doubt caught his inspiration from 
a declaration made by Bishop Vincent at Chautauqua, 
which was that: “a disbelief in the Deity or Divinity of 
Christ need not necessarily prevent a man from becoming 
a Christian.” This declaration of the Bishop was also 
seconded by the Rev. Dr. J. M. Buckley.

But I cannot understand how a disbelief in the Deity 
of Christ can constitute a person a Methodist or Christian, 
if to be a Methodist or Christian the fundamental and 
essential requisite is a belief in the Divinity of Jesus 
Christ. I admit that a man may be as near as possible 
Christ-like and yet not believe in the Deity of Jesus. 
But this does npt inake him a Christian in the orthodox 
acceptation of tÿatiterm, and until the church changes 
its creed he lias jw business in it. For a man to subscribe 
to that which he do.es not believe or accept is the rankest 
kind of fraud. ;,u ■

No, thé average orthodox congregation is not especially 
conspicuous as .vetess of thinkers. It is composed prin
cipally of the feminine sex which is disposed to indulge 
in the emotionhl side of human nature. Those of the 
male persuasion represented in it-are prompted by the 
same spirit of iselfifehness in matters spiritual (that of 

Taking no chaiibe&-.out of’old orthodoxy) that prompts 
them in matters temporal. There are some to be found 
in it who are thererfor other than religious reasons.

“The pulpit js npt the educator of the pew,” says Rev. 
Goodwin. Thenof what use is the pulpit? If “teachers 
sent from God to preach the gospel to all people” are un
able to educate the people in their chosen fine of thought, 
of what benefit is the pulpit?

Rev. Goodwin affirms that “the reverse is the case,” or 
that the pew is educating the pulpit. While I agree with 
Rev. Goodwin that such is actually the fact, what a 
humiliating admission for the Christian pulpit to'make. 
One would suppose that this admission on the part of 
Rev. Goodwin was quite sufficient without clinching it 
with; “Some preachers deserve, great credit for being 
teachable while others doggedly refuse to learn.” •

In accord with Rev. Dr. Goodwin’s frank confession it 
would not be a bad idea for the pew to be invited into the 
pulpit occasionally, txrihe end that the education of the 
puipit be advanced more' rapidly. . •
; ■ ■ : : H. V.SWERINGEN.

WATCH FOR EL HAKIM.
Druses Are Waiting for Their Deity 

Come Back—A Queer Sect In Syria.
to

The lime set for the return of El Hakim is drawing 
near. The eyes of the Druses are turned to the far East. 
The war between Gliina and Japan and the prospect of 
the dismemberment of the Chinese Empire are co
incidences which they regard as symptoms and on -\vhich 
they base hopes of the coming triumph of their faith. 
Among them there are rumors-of war and anticipations of 
the extermination of their enemies. .

Near the end of the tenth century a youth eleven years 
of age, a Fatimite descendant of Mohammed, succeeded 
to the throne of Egypt, and, having assassinated his sis
ter, named himself El Hakim (the self-appointed), and 
began an interesting career, which was equally dis
tinguished for murder and religious frenzy. He secretly 
employed some forty old women, who did excellent de
tective work for him, and supplied him with many of the 
secrets of his subjects, whom he would call at times and 
question about matters whicli' they supposed were not 
known and could not be known to any save themselves. 
The knowledge thus acquired through female spies El 
Hakim urged as proof of his own divinity, for he said he 
possessed not the* gift of prophecy or the function of an 
apostle, as others had done before him, but was deity 
itself. Once he caused hundreds of Egyptian women to 
enter a certain public bath, and'then walled them in and 
they perished, while at different times he had many 
women sewn up in bags and flung into the Nile. His 
whole career, both as a man and as a prince, was in keep
ing with such acts of reckless assassination and murder-, 
till at last his own sister caused him to be dispatched and 
the announcement was posted up at the door of the great 
mosque that El Hakim had disappeared for the necessary 
trial of believers.

During his lifetime his tyranny had extended over Jews 
and Christians, and among other depredations he de
stroyed the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem. 
Nevertheless, men were found to take up his cause and 
promote his views, chief of whom were El Durzi and 
Hamza, men of unusual ability. The former wrote and 
once started to read in one of the mosques of Egypt a 
book to prove the deity of El Hakim, but the author was 
mobbed and he fled to the vicinity of Mount Hermon. 
There he preached the divinity of El Hakim, and called 
on men to accept the faith. El Durzi changed his mind 
later, and began to put himself forward to the dis
advantage of El Hakim, whereupon his own converts 
charged him with heresy and turned upon him. He fled, 
and in InsjfligJikhe chanced to take refuge in an oven 
where 8bntei'wojnen.:were baking. The women were his 
converts and had heard of his apostasy, and in their in
dignation roasted him alive in the oven. To this day the 
members of the sect execrate his memory; but he has im
posed upon them his name, Druse—that is, followers of 
El Durzi.

‘ BOOKS OF DRUSE SCRIPTURE.
Hamza remained loyal to El Hakim, and he is the 

author of most of the epistles which make up the six 
books recognized as the Druse Scriptures. The Druses 
who are to be found in the land of Bashan, Mount Leb
anon, and Northern Syria, hold their religious meetings 
on Thursday evenings in the utmost secrecy, and to this 
day, during nearly nine centuries of the existence of the 
sect, it has been found impossible to induce any of them 
to sell a single leaf of their scriptures or reveal the least 
thing about their religion to an outsider. Not long ago 
a medical man here wrote to the British Museum that he 
could furnish to it a certain copy of the Druse Scriptures; 
in manuscript, of course. The museum authorities wrote 
at once, saying, “Please send the book and state your 
price,” but very soon he found that while it was the 
easj'-it thing in the world to name the price, it was utterly 
impossible to secure the book.

In the second and fourth quarters of this century the 
Druses had wars with the Egyptian and Turkish govern
ments respectively, in the course of which some of the 
Druse homes and places of worship were invaded and a 
few copies of these books taken. These are now, for the 
most part, safely deposited in European museums or 
libraries. But since these books are in manuscript, and 
are written in the Arabic language in a style compre
hensible only by a few of the initiated, it cannot be said 
that the religious secrets of the Druses are now accessible 
by the public. But this much we can now say, that the 
followers of El Hakim hold that he was God incarnated; 
that he had appeared nine times-before, under as many 
different names; that his appearance in Egypt was ab
solutely the last; that he gave the world twenty-five years 
of grace, during which Hamza and his coadjutors were 
urging mankind to submit themselves to El II akim, and 
that when the twenty-five years were ended those who 
were found within the fold were safe, but the rest of man
kind was irrevokably shut out and doomed to nameless 
punishment upon the return of El Hakim.

DOCTRINE OF EL HAKIM.
We who are living at the present day and are without 

the fold cannot dispute the justice of our exclusion, for 
Hamza assumes the ancient doctrine of the transmigra
tion of souls. The inhabitants of the world were at first 
lifeless bodies lying about, he taught; then El Hakim gave 
them souls and they lived and began to move, and when 
any’ one died he was born again somewhere else in the 
world—that is, his soul passed simply from one body to 
another. This being so, it is arguen that the souls of the 
whole human race did live during the twenty-five years of 
grace and had a chance to hear Hamza’s preaching, and 
that those who are not Druses now are those who rejected 
the message then, and therefore there is no injustice in 
closing the door of mercy against them.

Tht best of the Druse souls, those that have been most 
faithful since Hamza’s preaching, have transmigrated to 
China and have been born and are living there. It is 
among them that El Hakim shall make his triumphant 
appearance, and it is thence that he shall proceed—that 
is, from the far East, accompanied by the beet of his loyal 
Druses or his Unitarians, as they are frequently called, 
and shall come to the Persian Gulf, destroy Mecca, and 
consign the faithless to appropriate punishments, while 
the Unitarians shall live in magnificent palaces, which 
shall be illumined, not by gas or electric light, but by the 
jewels which adorn the wives of the faithful.

WATCHING FOR DRUSibDEITY.
It is a curious coincidence that the troubles of China, 

first with Japan and now with European powers, should 
happen just sufficiently near the time indicated as the 
period for El Hakim’s return from the far East. No 
wonder, then, that the Druse heart, from Moab to the 
entering in of Hamath, quivers with interest or palpitates 
with expectation. The death of a religious celebrity 
which occurred a month ago in a Lebanon village was 
made the occasion of a quiet but bewildering demonstra
tion. One hundred and thirteen villages were represented 
at the funeral by sympathizers of both sexes and every 
age. Many of them had come great distances, over rugged 
and rough roads, not only on foot, but also barefoot, that 
their reward might be enhanced. They at once lamented 
him, and in their secret hearts blessed him for his en
trance into the Sin (China), whence he shall soon return' 
distinguished in El Hakim’s triumphant army.

——•——----- .
“Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E, and Rosa C. Conger. 

Excellent for every family. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at 
thisoffice. - _

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood. Tuttle. Lov
ers of poetry will find gems of thought in poetic diction 
in this handsome volume, wherewith to sweeten hours of 
leisure and enjoyment Price $1. For sale at this office.

TWO IN ONE1
A COMBINATION OF 1

“The Question Settled” and “TM J 
Contrast” Into one Volume. ?

BY MOSES HULL.

Tbli highly iDstructlvo and Interesting work tg ft 
CombhhUou into «ne volume ol.two o’ Mr. HuW 
•Plendii.wcrkj. By this arrangement the coat la atthfi 
that tho reader It enabled to secure the two books 
comj;u(4 Al the Jame price as we» formerly askoi 

[forth-jijiepparately. This volume contains 462 bagea 
andlstiindsomelybouudln cloth, and contains mi ax. 
callout portrait of the author.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
fl a cailifu! comparison of Biblical and Modern Spirit* 
uallsm, No book of the century has made bo many 
convenn to Modern Spiritualism as this. The autboi4 
alm, ifilthfully to compare the Bible with modern 
^henonienaaud philosophy, has boon accompli«?!^ 
he adaptation of Spiritualism to the wants of human» 

Ityjitsinoral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of ahgAI 
minlitiu; the spiritual nature of man, and the opjflc* 
UoniQiJercdto Splrltualisni, are all considered In too 
light ol the Bible, nu ture, history, reason and common 
sense, 11id expressed clearly aud forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
consist! of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It la a most able production, and 
1« a nurfeot storehouse of facta for those who wish 
u defend Spiritualism, or find arguments against the 
SBSum[Lii>n6 of Orthodoxy.
PRICE Si. FOR Si1 IT this OFFiCf. 
JESUS AND THE MTOffUMS,

—OR—
CHRIST AND MEDlUSffiSHIP.

comparison of some of the ipirltuallit i and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-da? X 
MoskbHull. Au Invincible argument proving tl/ai 
J^wuaoulya medium, subject to all¡ ri- amtf 
tloj is Of modern mediumship. It also ahoru thklaft 
the inaalfeatatlous throughout the Old and New T'eaS-

l3ftine COudiilons that mediums require to-day,; and that the coining of Christis thara. urn of mediumship to the world 48! pigea. Brief ’ 
10 cents. For sale at this office. p * rnce,

DEATH AND THE AFTER LHH

COMMON SENSE.
By Thomas Paine. A Bevuluttouurr pamphlet ad. 

dresied to the InhahluuiU of America lu 177(1 with 
explanatory notice by an English author, èanan 
16 cents. " ■ •

WAS

AgKAHAri LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?

-OB-
Curious Revelations from the Life 

of a Trance Medium.
-BY

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Eugrav« 
Ings and Frontispiece of Idn- 

coin, from Carpenter’s 
Portrait from Life.

This book will be found peculiar, curious, startling! - 
»more so than any work Issued eluce Uncle Tonri- II 
Cablu. R breathes forgotten wUhpers which the rd|t " ¡1 
of time bad almost covered, and which have beet *1 
snatched from the very jaws of oblivion. It detu I 
with high official private lift- during the most monjeniA' 'I 
ous period In American History, and is a secret pggfl .11 
from the life of Ulm whom Hine serves only to make ■ I 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood-“ • I 
“Abbaham Lincoln." • . I

Cloth, 19mo, illuatrated, pp, 2G4, $1.30;
Paper, 73 cente, ’ . I

For Sale at this oltice. 1

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND— ' 1

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY. J

Tbl» la a most valuable book. It comoi from an Äfc»* I 
Priest, whoae character la above reproach, aud wm- ' g| 
knows what he h talking about. Everybody liiOUld ' l 
read I*, p- ••, ,i00. It contalnd the following chat*, ' ll 
ter»: * -• '’HI

CHAPTER I. . 1
The Struggle before Hie Surrender of Womanly Self. r 

respect iu tbe Confcislunal. ,,
, CHAPTER II. 4 ■
Auriculur Confe661uu a Deep 1’U of Perdition for th# ’’ 

Priest. ... • •
............................... chapter HI.. .
The Confessional is tue Modern Sodom. ]
„ CHAPTER IV. A'*.
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Prloatb 1b tnado CUI >': 

by Auricular Uoufcbslou. •
_ CHAPTER V. - '¿v
The highly-educated and renned Woman 1u tbeCo»* 

fttiBioDul—What becomes of her after uucondltlO»^ 
al surrender—Her irreparable Ruin. ■.< >

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession tjentruya all the Sacred T1M Of' 

Marriage and Human Society. 
CHAPTER VIL ’’

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among C1T1P 
ized Nations? • r

CHAPTER VIII. ■; •
Does Auricular Confeaalon urlug Peace to the Soul?
_ CHAPTER IX. -
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a SacrHeglout 

Imyokture.
______  . .. CHAPTER!. -
God compels the Cnurch of Home to confesi Hui 

AbointnatlouB of Auricular Confession. 1
, CHAPTER XL
Auricular Confession in Auslrulla, America, a&d- 

France.
, CHAPTER XII. ’
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Hui- 

bands and Fathers—Some of the matters on whloM 
the Priest of Rome must Question hla Penitent« -

Sent Post-paid) Price, $1.00. .

THE REAL ISSUE.
. By Nobbs'Hull. A compound of the two parnnk« 
let^ "The Irrepressible Conflict,” and ‘‘Your Aniffef 
or Your Life i” with Important addition«, making < 
book of 1« pages all for ¿5 cents. This hook contatM 
statistics, facts and documenta, an the tendencies« 
the limes, that eyery odt ihould hare. For sale it 
this office.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
Br Hattib E. Ucll. Thirty eight of Mrs. Hnll’l 

sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the Usa 
of congregations, circles and families. Price 10 centx. 
or >7 per hundred. For sale at this dffico

PULPIT, PEW AND CRADLE.
By Helen H. Gardener. One of ber brightest, wit* 

tftsi and itronffest lectures dyalnsi the Bible, EvefV 
wonun should read It and know her friends and on« 
mle». Price 10 cents.

<fi
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PAINE’S POLITICAL WORKS.
Con^aon Sense. The Crisis, Itlcbu of Man. eta 

Illustrated edition. Post Bva, 630 paces. Cloth, tl 00“ ' 
postage, 20 cente. • *

“ANTIQUITYJNVEiLEDT
The Most Important Revelations ■

Concerning the True Origin ■ ' 
of Christianity. . ;

Reader. In brining to your notice "Antiquity Un- ' 
veiled." It is with the sincere hope that yon are earft 
estly looking for the truth, regardless <ff any other 
consideration. If such Is the case, this advertisement • 
▼fll deeply Interest yda, and after reading this briet 
description you will doubtless wish to give the work« ' 
careful perusal. Price si. 50.

AN INTERESTING BOOK.
The Candle From Under the Bushel; or Thirteen ; 

Hundred and Six Questions to the Clergy. By Wm. ••'. •! 
Hart, rrico *0 cents. . ।

THE QUARANTINE RAISED^ 
Or the Twenty Years Battle Ag&lnat a Worker 1 

Ended. By Moans Hull, Price 10 oente. Ftor mi« i 
•t thia office. , i

THE RIGHTS OF MAN.” | 
By Thoma« Paine. Part« I aid II, Being aa -I 

answer to Mr. Burke’s attack upon the Fren£* ! 
Revolution. Poet 8vo., 279 pages. Paper. 80 oenty -. J 
cloth, SO cents,

’ STANDING UP BOR JESUSHv 
Or whst the editor of the Freethinker’s Magazine J 
thinks of him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-fire copies fot d 
50 cente. r--i

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS?
WHY BHE BECAME A SPIRITUAUST, ‘ ' 

2S4 pages. One 00P7, fl| six copies, S3. . , . J

EROX EIGHT TO 2TOBÄ) -I
Or, An Appeal to tfce Baptist Churtin .--’I

SÎ pages. One copy, IS ceatti tea coplea, U. - J

THE BRWQE BETWEEN TWO mSCM
pages. One copy, bound in cloth, (Is WtaV ' l •eats. . ■ : ... a

ïbr Sol, a, tM* Otfiee, 40 Xocmto Mrwa ’ J
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spiritually diseased from the crown
‘Quaint old human rookeries look

far
acts

success.
is of first Importance. California now has four Spiritualist

It

FINANCIALLY EMBARRASSED .

lately required to meet the necessary

go to the demnition bow-wows,
that speedily.

VITAL QUESTIONS.

A GOOD THING.
to remember that there are other ques- The preachers maintain that the bi-

ten in the glamour of victory. War is young men on religious exercises,
the antagonist of the clear, calm study

day. ‘Bless God.’

LIFE AND FATE—ACROSTIC.

wife

IMPORTANT.

Rises above the laws of Fate.

tions quite as pertinent to our welfare cycle is a great enemy of the church, 
that should not be overlooked or forgot- by preventing the attendance of the

in any quarter, sweep on from one an
gle to another in the streets, gathering 
numbers and momentum as they ad-

News from Rome says the revenue of of Spiritualists by asking the subscrib
es holiness, the Pope, from Peter- ers of a Spiritualist paper to send in the

Now that the all-absorbing theme of 
war is no longer at the front, It is well

census of Spiritualists. The pretense is 
shallow indeed, and can not hoodwink 
many Spiritualists. To form a census

.• t.oo 
60 eta 
25 eta 
Seta

and relieve their spiritual head from not have a very high estimate of the in- 
hls present grave financial distress, tclllgence of its readers.

Moses Hull will participate in out 
Fall and Winter Gampaigu. Now is the 
time to send in your subscription. .

A SERIOUS PROBLEM.
Under the head of “Awful Facts,1

GEO. F. PERKINS.
Geo. F. Perkins and his good

THREE NEW PAPERS.
Three new Spiritualist papers have

of Paris was the production of the an- one has only to-swallow aud forthwith 
cients, perhaps as old as Rome itself. ‘ he Is well or on the straight read, the 
Its growth was the outcome of human air-line railway to recovery; so there

Change In one’s spiritual nature and re
lationships; from being a “child of the 
Devil” the one who exercises “faith”

urging that “no money for the Pope, 
then no free Pope."

Peter-pence is an annual tribute of

seen with other girls, living alone in her 
rooms in Butternut street She was, 
however, a model hand, aud became an 
expert bunch maker.

A tall, military-appearing man, with a

whilst the yoùng women accompany 
them in wheeling expeditiòns on Sun-

ward and lean backward, that lean 
upon their neighbors and their neigh
bors lean upon them, so Irregular, so 
projecting, now this way and now that 
way, story overlappingstory, gable ends

course is the object of any Spiritualist 
paper which tries the subtle scheme.

tho cheapest kind of a chest-lock key 
wrapped around with cloths in the in
side. That was probably a $5 charm 
and was a severe loss to the one who 
carelessly left it in our possession.

dier at least $10, and the money was Voice of old Fate cooed at his birth, 
used by the robber-priest to rivet more EaSer to test his spirit’s worth, 
firmly on the unfortunate victim of his Then environments surround

A SLIGHT ERROR.
Abbe Dubois, the missionary to India,

this source have not reached 2,500,000 ■■■■.......   ...v „uuue »inane,
francs during the last two years.” An The idea of any Spiritualist paper form
urgent appeal has been made to the tag a census of Spiritualists is simply 
German Catholics to come to the rescue Idiotic, and the palter which tries it can

On the other hand many who attend papers that will struggle for an exlst- 
the camps, go home enthusiastic and ence. In view of the fact that the Spir- 
doubly strong for work In the home so- p—-• • •

Ings of the Master. See the story of the 
unjust steward, whom the Lord com
mended for his embezzlements.

year calls them again on a pilgrimage, flower,” (monthly) W. H. Bach, editor 
When sueh are the results, the effect of Lily Dale, N. Y. Terms 50 cents per 
the camp must be regarded as perul- year. We wish them all most abundant
clous, as preventing local work which -----

one penny paid to the Pope at Rome ___. „ , „ . •
out of every Catholic family, ou the oc- mentioneci more fully in another article,

needs, with little or no regard for sta- are spiritual quacks showing a short cut 
bility, beauty, or real ornamentation. ' ’ "

pence alone has fallen off near two- names of those devoted to the cause, 
thirds during the last year. Seven mill- would be an impossibility and a sham, 
ion francs are expected, and are abso- ^,e Bellgio-Pbllosophical Journal tried 

the same plan on one occasion, tho real 
object being to secure names to which

hurrying home, and accosted her. 
and

Aa there are Ignorant pretenders who 
practical life, and possibly, we may supply concoctions to heal the diseases 
gain a good lesson therefrom: The city of tho body, “patent medicines" which

“Faith,” taken in allopathic doses and 
“Parisian Sights,” after saying the tray- continuously will cure the sin-sick soul 
eler would find streets, like some sticks, of its ailments; a life-long supply of 
so’crooked it was Impossible for them “belief” constantly applied to the soul 
to lie still,” then: ’

PRINCESS IN AaOlGAR FACTORY. 
, A PaUah prlnce|L who, ■ exiled from 
her native land for following the dic
tates of her heart found employment 
In a Binghamton Tlgar factory until her

expenses of the Catholic church each to”SPIld out sample coptos¡ and that of 
year, but It is stated “the receipts from .....................

Progresswa Thinker.
BaturOan at 40 Lotmit Street 

FRANCIS. Editor and Publisher. 
Xalsret at Clitca^oFoatoffice Msecouû-Ol... matter.

hcbms w svasaueTiox. -
TbsF»ookxbsiv»Tuikxïb Win bo iurutahed untU 

lUXthcr notice, at the following teima, invariably in 
•Avance: . .

A LESSON FROM PRACTICAL LIFE
There »re periona who object to the 

destruction of the idols inherited from 
their Ignorant ancestors. They inquire: 
“Why not build the new structure of 
Spiritualism, without disturbing those 
old unsightly ruins built up by toll, 
sacrifice and blood in the earlier ages of 
tho world, now hastening to decay?’’

Let us answer with an example from

CLUBS CLUBS!
SPIRITUALITY AND' QUACKERY.

Quackery obtains in spiritual matters 
as well ns in medicine. It arises from a 
prevalent consciousness of spiritual un
health among men, and their desire to 
be freed by some quick and easy meth
od, without effort, and without aban
doning the causes of their lack of 
health. . '

One year ..........
tamontbo.......
IblrUen weeks. 
Slagle copy.......

BEMITTAliCES. .
. RemitbyPoBtofilceMoncyOrder.BegleteredLetter. 

£• > pr draft on Chicago or New York. It coats from 10 
to 16 cents to get cliecka cashed on local banka, aodon’t 

.. . send them unless you wish that amount deducted from
?'■ the amount sent. Direct all letters to J. E. Francia, 

No. iOLoomls Street. Chicago, 111. ,

r . CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
■ JU there are thousands who wlU at first venture 

©nly twenty-flvecenisforTiiEPiiQQHEsaivETHiKKnB
<-thirteen week», we would suggest to those who receive 

»sample copy, to solicit sovirul others to unite with
■- ■ them, and thus be able to remit from Bl to sio, or even 

£iore than the latter sum A large number of little 
mounts will make a Urge sum total, and thus extend 

;•- the field of our labor and usefulness. The same Bug* 
geatlou will apply in all case* of renewal of subscrlp*

\, won»—solicit others to aid in the good work. You will 
. experience no difficulty whatever lu Inducing Pplrltu* 

. alists to subscribe for Tub Progkessivu Tuinkkb, 
. for not oue of them can afford to be without the valua* 

■ bls Information imparted therein each week, and at 
• the price of only about two cents per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

give you for 25 cents? Just pause and think for a mo* 
- . ment what an intellectual feast that sipall Investment 

£1U furnish you. The subscription price of Tub Pro- 
BRssiYB Thinkeb thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 

. . cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
tour pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
lulnd-refreshlng reading matter, equivalent toamedl« 

: um-alxedbookl

Its streets dark, narrow, crooked, with 
abrupt bends, were exemplifications of 
cowpaths, straight nowhere, but pre
senting an antiquated and tumble-down 
appearance everywhere. An American 
in the early ’50s, in a book entitled

to spiritual life and attainment.
Is it wrong to class as of these the 

spiritual teachers whose panacea for 
the spiritual ills of humanify is “faith?” 
Their standard “patent medicine,” sure 
to cure, is “belief.”

---  ---- ------------  _r._ of the head to the soles of the feet will 
down upon the traveler. Turrets and surolv effect a restoration to foil unirit
towers gray with the dust and taste of j h ]th d . e
antiquity; fanciful carvings of saintly »“‘“eaRU ana vigoi. . 
subjects, proving the orthodoxy of “e‘P,eh,e?
tlieir bulldlDffs* houses that le&n for- scribed fiom Sunday to Sunday by the 

- - - - - - - - spiritual physicians occupying the pul
pits of the orthodox churches, “Faith," 
“belief” will effect an Instantaneous

_ TAKE NOTIOEI
At expiration of subscription, if not renewed, 

the paper is discontinued No bUls will ha sent for ex* tra number«. .
MT if you do not receive your paper promptly, 

■write to ub, and errors In address will he promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.

tST Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
Changed, always give the address of the place to which 
It la then sent, or the chumce cannot be made.
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husband came to,"claim her, says the 
New York Press.

The woman was known here as Marie 
Westcott, but her.Jyue name was Marie 
Wollnsky,
_Iu Poland Marle^Vollnsky held a high 
position, and her Connection with the 
“blood royal" gave ^ier friends the right 
to hope for a brll[isint marriage. ' At 
•one of the fetesl she attended she met 
and fell in love With a Russian officer, 
and later they were married.

When the mesalliance became known 
it aroused the wrath of her parents, 
and they not only cut her off without a 
penny, but brought such influence to 
bear at the Russian; Court that she was 
obliged to flee from the country to es
cape Siberia.

Her husband had been sent a long dis
tance away, so, alone and penniless, 
she turned her face toward the “home 
of the free,’’ of which she had heard so 
inueh. She had just money enough to 
buy a steerage ticket to New York, but 
nothing daunted, she started forth. On 
the voyage she became acquainted with 
a girl who was coming to this country, 
and whose brother was foreman of a 
cigar factory in this city. He was to 
meet her at the dock, and when the pas
sengers landed the brother was on 
hand. The sister espoused the cause of 
the indigent princess and pleaded with 
her brother to give her a position, He 
consented, and paid her fare to this 
city, finding a place for her as bunch
maker in tire factory.

Princess Wollnsky is a typical Polish 
beauty. Her reserved manner and 
broken English did not tend to create

next to more sightly fronts, that he ye”n tn® one wno exercises faith 
will come to the coaeluslon they were Î?0??68 Instantaneously a “child of 
built long before the Invention of the P , ’ Bn“ - e 116 8° straight
rule and plumb-line, or that the only YeiL., . , 
rule observed was contrariwise.’* which is contrary to reason and

Insurrections were common occur- commou sense—it is simply
reuces in such a city. Mobs would rise Another form of spiritual quackery 

Is that which is practiced under tlie 
iorjns of ritualism—in which stress Is. friends in the shop, and she was never 
laid upon the observance of forms to • ' ■ ■

KEEP IN TOUGH
which a superstitious Imagination lends 
a degree of positive spiritual benefit. 
The Romish church depends largely 
upon the cultivation of a superstitious 
religiosity and Veneration in the minds 
of its members. They are taught to at
tach great spiritual virtue and benefit

? There are millions of Spiritualists who take 
: no paper devoted to the cause. Please call their 
' special attention to this issue of The Progressive 

, Thinker and ask them to subscribe for it. Im

Churchly devotees in Protestant 
Catholic churches alike- find it 
easier to perform certain outward 

' t° go to church, to say
. ^ywAlWyers out of a book, to keep.

press upon them the importance of their keeping
mijlllPn Tin ill SsTfiri 01B11 iinii Srviinfnaliam desires. Nevertheless, such ritual
, lUULIl. lOpillLlldllblb ana opilliuaiism OI istlc Observance of forms, with relig- 

- ... ious Intent, and expectation of spiritual
good therefrom, Is sheer spiritual 
quackery.

. m loucii wiin ¡spiritualists ana Spiritualism of 
the World. The Progressive Thinker only costs 

' about two cents a week, or one dollar per year. 
A valuable premium is sent with each yearly 
subscriber, for 20 cents extra.

’ • THE SITE OF JESUS’ TOMB TO I}E 
ESTABLISHED BY DECREE.

■ ■ With the tombs of Osiris and Buddha 
J lately and positively identified, and 

• that of Mohammed at Medina always 
known and revered, the Christian pub

: lie are aroused into activity in regard to 
* the tomb of Jesus. As modern science, 

.. .with its telescope, has explored the stei
... lar 'worlds and found no heaven; and as 
■■All observation has demonstrated that 
> the mortal body never leaves jhls earth, 

. Ko the tomb of the dead Jesus has been 
sought for through at least fifteen cen
turies; but, like the treasure the money - 
diggers hunt for, It manages to always 
keep out of sight The press, however, 
have just started the story that the 
Palestine Exploration Society has lately 

.. located the identical place wherein
Jesus was entombed. Dr. Conrad 

’ Schick, who represents the society, has 
’ just concluded his official report to the 

contributors of the Exploring Fund. 
, He locates the Holy Sepulchre, and the 
. scene of the crucifixion under an Ir- 

• •■regular roof in a series of churches.
Any spot is “a good enough Morgan” 

for a sepulchre, which, according to 
Christian authority, was not occupied 
to exceed thirty-six hours; for if the “it- 
is-finished” scene occurred at 4 p. m., of 
Friday, and he was entombed at G to 8 
in the evening, and the sepulchre was 
found empty on the morning of the first 
day of the week, at early dawn, then 
that tomb was occupied for a less po- 
riod than 36 hours.
. Six millions of lives were sacrificed 
during the crusades, to regain that bor
rowed sepulchre. Vast wealth lias been 
expended through all the centuries to 
find the sacred relic. Jerusalem was 
destroyed by the Romans In the year 
SO, and it the alleged predictions of this 
third character in the godhead were 
true at that time, not one stone was left 
on another which was not thrown 
down.” The entire population was 
either slaughtered, else sold into slav
ery, and Jews were prevented on pain 
of death, from entering the holy city. 

, For 150 years thereafter the site of the 
ip city was occupied by the Roman sol- 
y ’ diery, and a new city was built on the 

ancient ruins. It was again a scene of 
' desolation and death when the Crusad

ers wrested the city from tlie Saracens, 
i ■ During all this time the coveted tomb, 
I- and its location remained unknown.

Now it is important, under the new im
pulse given to other religions that the 

■ dear spot shall be known, as the Em
u. peror, William of Germany, is about to 

visit Jerusalem and it is desirable he 
shall promulgate by royal decree the 

.' exact location where a crucified and 
I-' dead God was burled.
: ■ It may be proper to add: If any one 

believes Helena, the mother of Constan
tine, visited Jerusalem In the year 326, 

; ■ and found not only the cave in which 
f. Jesus was born, the swaddling robes in 
• ¡which he was wrapped, the Identical 
I -cross on which he was crucified, the 
i hole in .the rock in which the foot of 
i. that cross was set, and the tomb In 
¡ -■which he was laid, with the place it 
f occupied, no one will question his right 
t to do so; and we shall not pronounce 
/ him a fool or a madman on that ac- 
b count; on the contrary it Is evidence 
fl that his credulity exceeds the faith of 
’v the fabled mustard seed that grew and 
k'lwaxed a great tree in whose branches 
#ithe fowls of the air lodged. See Luke 
¡§>13:19. ■

I’-' AN AMENDED READING.
}¡i,. “The fear of the Lord, so far from be
E. Ing the beginning of wisdom, is reaUy 
f'.the beginning of folly,” so said a

French philosopher. f .
J. Fear is not a commendable trait’ of 
t: character, and wisdom is not often 
(. found in its ''company. We are in- 
kcllned to the opinion the modern phU

’ U psopher improved, on the psalmist . 
;i¿. The Hindus have a proverb right in 
■ ¡¡"■point:' “A temple mouse fears not the 
i jV-gods.” Why? Because the mouse 
tíiJtaows the material of which the gods 
fc’are made, ■

foreign accept, stopped #t the Arlington 
Hotel and inquired foy a Miss Wolin- 

.7— sky. He made a diligent search of the to various objects and practices which, various factories without result but 
In fact, had their origin in the dark, far- one day at noon saw Miss Wollnsky 
away depths of olden paganism. hurrying home, and accosted her.

In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at One Dollar 
Each, The Progressive Thinker will be sent one 
year, including that magnificent book, Art Magic, 
free, and the paper ^nd same book free to the 
one who gets up the club. The names must all 
be sent at one time. Now is the time to act. 
Just think of this offer, to each subscriber—a val
uable book which is of itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two weekly visits of The Progressive Tinker. \ club can be got
ten up at every postoffice in the United States, 
with a little effort, as every Spiritualist, every 
Theosophist, and everyone searching into the 
occult or spiritual should have the book and pa
per. 10 yearly subscribers, 10 Art Magics, $10.

THE GAMP-MEETINGS.
The camp-meeting season has closed 

and it is of interest and value to take 
an inventory Of the results.

The camp-meeting method's have been 
tried by the churches, &nd abandoned 
except where converted into pleasure 
resorts or summer schools.

SUBSCRIBE NOW.
The world will be advanced, and the 

people in it will be bettered if all who 
think will read The Progressive Think
er, The paper is an educator. It does 
not deal in romances; neither does it 
place trust in old-time legends which a

vanced. The military, unable to cope 
with these quickly organized disturbers 
of public tranquillity, were overbornc 
by the mob, who frequently left only 
desolation in thejr path.. As “Paris is 
France," so a dynasty would fall while 
the friends of government were organ
izing for defense.

Napoleon III. determined to arrest 
tills order of things. New streets, ave
nues and boulevards, straight and 
broad, were laid out to supplant the 
ghastly remains of antiquity; huge and 
orderly structures took the place of 
former rookeries; modern thought and 
convenience were consulted In place of 
present poverty, buildings were erected 
on a Une, and usually of the same 
bight. AU the unsightly ruins disap
peared, so that, says the American Cy
clopedia, Vol. 13, p. 91: “Of all the 
houses of Paris in 1870, less than one- 
third had been built prior to 1852.”

‘The result of these transformations, 
with under-ground streets to accommo
date overflowing travel, and facilitate 
the movements of the gens d-annes, in 
case of disorder or general revolution, 
is apparent to all. The necessity of the 
change was the first grand thought; 
then the plan of demolition and com
plete destruction followed; whilst re
construction tread closely on the heels 
of the destroyer. So, the result: The 
Paris of to-day is the best constructed 
city on the globe, our own beautiful and 
loved Chicago being no exception. Its 
sewers, aqueducts, broad streets, ave
nues and boulevards, with a multitude 
of parts, make Paris the best venti
lated, healthiest, and most attractive 
city of all the ages, and the best 
planned to defeat the machinations of 
the revolutionist, and the criminal 
classes.

Suppose an attempt had been made to 
preserve and build upon the old! In
congruity, and lack of present-day 
needs would be apparent everywhere. 
There would have been constant collis
ions between the antiquated and the 
reconstructed. Dissatisfaction and con
tention would have been universal. 
Now all is harmony. The eye is pleased 
with the change, and the traveler de
lights in describing modem Paris as the ’ 
home of the refined.

Now does not old Paris, with its nar
row, tortuous and angular streets; its 
leaning and dilapidated walls; its 'tot
tering and creaking towers; its irreg
ular projections and overlapping gables, 
and withal Its unsightly appearance, fit
tingly portray Christianity as we found 
it fifty years ago, with an Infernal 
brood of Devils and damned spirits, ab
horrent to every cultivated mind? Its 
triune godhead was quite as obnoxious 
as is that of the Brahmans. And its 
creed, constructed on a collection of 
worthless fables and insipid romances, 
written by whom, when and where no 
one can find out. All are productions 
of the barbaric instincts of a licentious 
and ignorant priesthood. Are not these 
the real objections to Christianity? 
The whole is a mosaic, otherwise a 
species of inharmonious patchwork, the 
remnants of an effete and decayed sys
tem of religions of which Roman pa
ganism was the base.

Does not common sense, then, suggest 
that our first duty as Spiritualists is to 
bury the dead past from pinnacle to 
foundation stone; to get rid of all that 
which enslaves the mind, or promises 
hope on a false base; then construct 
anew, commencing at the imperishable 
rock, and rising in stately grandeur un
til completed, when it shall be the most 
gorgeous and perfect structure the eye 
has ever gazed upon, or the imagination 
has conceived, and as enduring as eter
nity Itself?

It is to be feared that some of our 
Spiritualists and societies are falling 
into ritualistic quackery, to some ex
tent. -

The outward-dress-splrltuallty of 
forms and ritualistic observances—one 
may elothe himself with Hie whole par
aphernalia, and yet be poor and naked, 
and destitute of the true spirituality of 
the heart, the thought and the life, the 
only coin that will pass current In the 
spiritual realm of the soul.

Let Us kindly explore our own miuds, 
discover our own spiritual imperfec
tions, seek in kindness within our
selves and toward ourselves to reform 
,our actions, ever asking to be led by 
the kindly light that shows the way of 
the higher and ever-ascending pathway, 
of sweet aspiration foT^^true, the 
good and the beautiful, of the pure spir
itual life.

The meeting was a dramatic one, for 
the man was the husband for whom 
she had given up home and friends. He 
was Col. Warvisky, of- the Russian 
arjny, and had returned from a mission 
to Siberia to find his wife missing. In 
vain he tried to get'trace of her; every 
avenue of information seemed "to be 
closed.

At the outbreak’ of the Spanish- 
American war he asked permission to 
come to this country and witness hos-
tillties. It was granted; aud on his way 
over, with a part^*oMriends, in a spirit 
of fun, they consulted a clairvoyant 
who was aboard ^e alilp. It was done 
merely as a pastime,,'but when, In an
swer to his question'*where bls wife 
was, he received t^e afiswer, “in a Bing
hamton cigar victory,” he , was 
astounded. y 1

He had never heard of Binghamton, 
but the more he thought of tlie matter 
the more It impressed itself on his 
mind. In vain he determined to shake 
it off, and finally he determined to sat
isfy his curiosity, aud [come t,o this city 
The rest is easily; told. Col." and. Mrs. 
Warvisky left here tor Washington on 
their way to Tamba. ¡The Colonel may 
be a little lite^dKMjar experience, but 
the delay mprePtlBii repaid him. In the 
recovery'of a’lostSvife.

barbarian priesthood collected and
The success of the early attempts by called them revelation; but it discusses 

the Sp ritualists has led to a great mul- the live issues of to-day, those perlaiu- 
tiplication of meetings, and in many tag to the past and the future. The ed- 
eases heated rivalry. The greater num- itor is trying to roll away the stone 
Per of the camps are little more than which obstructs tlie passage to the tree 
prolonged grove meetings, the attend- of knowledge, and to lift the curtain 
ance being slight except on Sundays. wbleh obscures the destiny of the race. 
Two or tliree camps have a permanent Ji a1L*eautiJ£u,1 volume of near 
residency sufficient to furnish a fair doth lAoffered^ to^each"4 naytronU“d h“ 
„„j._ _ , . 1 >?? oneiea to eacfi patron whoaudience during the week-day sessions, pays $1 for the paper one year, and 
A large amount of money and exhaust- adds 20 cents additional for the packing 
Ive efforts have been put forth in the and Postage on the book.
maintenance of the camps. Whether Subscriptions should flow in by the 
this has been wisely done, and the ex- thousand at this time, now the long hot 
penditures the best,has been questioned days of summer are ended, mid the 
by some, while others regard the camps evenings are lengthened for reading, 
as so many Meccas of Spiritualism, to -fhey should continue without interrup- 
whlch a yearly pilgrimage is the most tiou untU we have 100,000 subscribers- 
desirable and profitable experience in ycs> untN we have a million. The age 
life. demands Just such a paper- as we are

There can be no doubt that the camp- printing. ’The more generously it is 
meetings are valuable schools, teaching Patronized the sooner priestly rule will 
the first elements of Spiritualism, and ^d and science will be crowned victor, 
may be made yet more so by the meth
ods of the Chautauqua school.

There Is one thing, however, to be 
taken into serious consideration. The , , . - - —
camps draw from tlie ranks of the most lately been started: "The Liberator,” 
active workers, amj too often exhaust (weekly) Mrs. Julia Schlesinger, editor, 
their means and energies. They return 538 Page street, San Francisco Cal 
In S? Wel1 satisfled, and Terms $1 per year. “Spirit Mothers ”
filled with the prolonged spiritual feast, nittu ir J ’and so exhausted that they take little J , °, v a 1 ’ Sb<‘I|ai’d, editor,
Interest in the local work, aud remain in bUd ■’bird street, Los Angeles, Cal.
a state of self-satisfaction until another 50 cen<s per year. "The Sun-

OUR FALL AND 
WINTER CAMPAIGN.

KNAVES OR FOOLS? .
John Peck, in the Truth Seeker, un

der the above head, says: “When a min
ister in his pulpit denounces the union 
of church and state, then favors a Puri
tan Sunday, Bible reading and prayers 
in the schools, thanksgiving proclama
tions, chaplaincies, the exemption of 
church property from taxation, and 
claims that everything, even oysters 
should be opened by prayer, I am at a 
loss to know whether he Is a fool or a 
knave. But the country is full of lust 
such heavenly hybrids.” •

“HEART DISEASE."
Springfield, Sept. 4. — Rev. James 

Stephenson, of Jamestown, O., dropped 
dead from heart trouble In the pulpit 
here this morning, at the High Street 
Methodist Church, at the beginning of 
his sermon—Ex.

Heart disease! By what right does 
the reporter of the Associated Press sit 
in Judgment and off-hand declare why 
and wherefore the Rev. Stephenson 
was taken off? Had he been a reform 
speaker, said reporter would have been 
equally quick In asserting it a direct in
terference of God. Why may not God 
interfere In this case? Undoubtedly 
the preacher was slandering the Crea
tor of the usual fashion, telling him 
what corrupt sinners all the people he 
had created were, and what a dreadful 
mistake he made when he declared man 
perfect. If a God such as the church 
believes in exists, it would be charac
teristic for him to give -the Rev, 
Stephenson his quietus then and there!

There are a great many Instances of 
clergymen being stricken down, Al
most every paper gives one or more 
cases. What is the trouble with the 
pulpit? The lives of preachers are not 
prolonged and their moral character is 
not to be boasted of. A heavy ratio 
get so far as to suffer by the law they 
outrage!

And now It is widelyadmitted that the 
once reverenced calling is really held in 
the grasp of natural law, and thus di
vinity which hedgeth it around cannot 
ward off “heart trouble.’" By the way, 
in its various forms, “heart trouble" ap
pears to be a disease common to cler
gymen, and as characteristic as “cler
gyman’s sore throat.”1

A VALUALBE CHARM.
The Truth Seeker says a Catholic 

charm fell into the hands of one of its 
readers while with the army at Porto 
Rico. Here Is an English rendering of 
the precious document:

“The following prayer was found in 
the grave of our Lord Jesus Christ A. 
D. 1003, and was sent from the Pope to 
Emperor Charles, as be was going to 
battle for safety. Whoever shall re
repeat it every day, or hear it read, or 
keep it about him, shall never die a 
sudden death, or be drowned, or fall 
into the hands of the enemy in battle; 
nor shall poison take effect on him; and 
if read to one in great pain he shall get 
Instant relief. If any one has fits lay 
this on his right side, and he shall stand 
up and be blessed. He who shall repeat 
it in any home shall be blessed by the 
Lord, and he who shall laugh at it shall 
suffer. Believe this, for the holy evan
gelist has written it He who shall 
keep this always with him shall not 
fear thunder and lightning, and he who 
shall repeat it every day shall receive 
three day’s warning before death.”

•was stated, Incidentally, last week, 
that it was reported by travelers only 
the lowest castes of the Hindus were 
converted <io Christianity, Since writ
ing that article we find in the Literary 
Digest of August 20, an account of the 
French priest, Abbe Dubois, who spent 
thirty-one years as a missionary to In
dia; who lived dressed and deported 
himself in the manner of life and cus
toms of those he would save. In short 
he was crafty and resorted to guile, 
like Paul, that he might “by all means 
save some.” “The Abbe despaired of 
the higher castes ever becoming Chris
tians, though he was ready to acknowl
edge there was a ripe harvest among 
the lower Pariahs and outcasts," so 
says the Digest. But the very words of 
the Abbe will be most acceptable, so we 
quote,him verbatim:

“During the long period I have lived 
in India I have made, with the assist
ance of a native missionary, between 
two and three hundred converts of both 
sexes. Of these, two-thirds were Pa
riahs or beggars; the rest were Sudras, 
vagrants, and outcasts of several 
tribes, who being without resources, 
turned Christian, in order to form ad
vantageous connections for marriage 
and with some other Interested mo
tive.”

Such converts are Just as valuable as 
any others; for they swell the list of the 
“saved,” and induce just as large con
tributions to the missionary fund. The 
“200 to 300 converts in thirty-one 
years,” suggest a possible conversion 
for interested motives of an average of 
8 a year for the missionary and his na
tive assistant, or four each per year. 
How many missionaries will it require 
to convert the 243,000,000 in Bengal, 
with their natural increase, to belief in 
a dead and resurrected God, in the next 
thousand years? The problem of our 
boyhood, “How long will It take a frog 
in the bottom of a 90 foot well to reach 
the surface, if he jumps up 2 feet each 
day, and falls back 3 feet each night?" 
is certainly in point’ •-1

Greatest schemes of wifiest men 
Early fall; but then'Jbdt then; 
They often fall to rise O^ain. 
Tis but the course of Uffe’s own rough, 
Hilly road, oft bad opough 
Even to try an angel*s stuff. .
Poor as is the paupdl-’slbt;
Rich, as ever a mlse^'gdt;
Old, and deaf, and weak’ and blind; 
Greatest man has greatest mind. 
Rounded out by thtfaghi'and deed; 
Endowed with love-Hhtl'virgin seed— 
Sown in labor, strife) apiPpain;

_, Selfishness and hope^ ’tib plain,
That charm, doubtless, cost the sol- In all his life—at least on earth—

guile, a belief in its efficacy. His pathway, close; but not a sound
A charm of another character fell ac- Ie heard of griei; nor muffled moan; .

cidentally into the possession of the Nor sob of sorrow; but alone, 
writer. It was in the form of a heart, Hing o er all that Nature gave; 
with pictures of the cross on either side, ^en king o er king and lowly slave; 
and a ribbon to suspend it from the »uns he with Fate unto the grave, 
neck. After keeping it. many months, Pope nor priest, nor a potentate 
and no one reclaiming it, with, sacri- — ’ ’ ’
legions hands'll dissected it, and found E’en infants born in spirit-life

Must pass thro’ schools of work and strife 
Intrinsic to their growth, and grand.
Until they independentstand, 
Made by a Fate divinely planned.'

DR- T. WILKINS.

- ~ —--------- Itualists of California have never sus-
cletles. To such the camp-meeting is a tained one first-class Spiritualist paper, 
benediction. They gather new ideas, how about the four small ones there 
aud are eager to assist others ta gaining now struggling for recognition? The 
the light, to them of priceless value. Golden Gate and Carrier Dove were 
No individual gain can compensate for first-class as Spiritualist papers in size 
local stagnation—hence value of the and quality, yet were Compelled to sus- 
camps Is just as the opportunities, they pend.
afford are used. They may become a ______ . , t ________
hlnderment or a help. . P„VOTTO

We are glad to observe that the fakir A CENSUS.
element Is disappearing, and the work A certain paper is devoting a great 
of the camps becoming more and more deal of space In endeavoring to take a 
purely educational.

easion of the feast of St. Peter, to meet sa}s:
the Pontiff’s expenses. When the an- “It is curious to note that while the 
nual receipts fall below 400,000,000 his Brahman does not believe his religion, 
Catholic highness is greatly embar- be outwardly and strictly observes it, 
rassed financially. while the Christian does believe in his

And so the parcut church is feeling religion, he does not outwardly observe 
the pressure of these Infidel times. Col. it.”
Ingersoll, you must relax your efforts, The Abbe was clearly mistaken as to 
while Covert, Becirer & Co., must in- the outwardly conduct of Christians, 
crease theirs, else between Agnosti- __ , J
clsm and Spiritualism the church will castaers of
tro to the demnltlon bow-wows, and th.e San<iay-s^ool supcrin-

tendents. do closely observe the teach-

It will be especially brilliant. A 
story by Charles Dickens, given through 
the mediumship of the gifted Carlyle 
Petersilea, of Los Angeles, Cal., will 
prove Instructive and interesting. It 
scintillates throughout with grand spir
itual truths. It will be commenced 
early in October.

Moses Hull will add his splendid 
erudition to the attractiveness of the 
paper by giving a series of articles.

We have made arrangements to have 
a series of lectures reported, as given 
through the remarkably gifted speaker, 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. They will 
prove a veritable feast. They will ap
pear from time to time.

Everyone who subscribes for The 
Progressive Thinker, will receive until 
further orders the following lectures 
combined In one paper:

1. "Christmas, Christ aud the Cross,” 
by Moses Hull. It is exceedingly valu
able. It Is a mine of instructive infor
mation. The facts presented are worth 
to any thinker at least one dollar.

2. “The World's Parliament of Relig
ion.” An address by Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond. This address gives the “Re
ligious Aspect” of our cause; also the 
"Philosophical Aspect.” aud the “Phe
nomenal Aspect,” followed by a “Re
sume of Its Work and Influence.” This 
address should be read and re-read by 
every thoughtful Spiritualist.

8. "Trail of the Serpent—Landmarks 
of Roman Catholicism In History.” By 
A. M. Griffen. No one on this earth to
day is better posted than Mr. Griffen in 
regard to the deep-seated corruption in 
the Catholic church. Ills views will 
not only interest you, but they will ap
pall you with their showing of cruelty 
aud perfidy. This article alone is well 
worth a year’s 'subscription to the 
paper.

4. “A Ritual—Spiritual Funeral Serv
ice," by Hudson and Emma Rood Tut
tle. 'This is what its title implies, direc
tions for conducting a funeral where It 
is impossible to secure a desirable per
son to officiate. The sentiments are 
pathetic, philosophical aud eloquent re
mainders of the beauty of the change 
called death. It should be lu every 
family, ready for any emergency.

5. “Evolution and Revolution,” an 
address by that master mind, Hon. 
A. B. French, of Clyde, Ohio. A most 
eloquent, thoughtful discourse, by one 
who is not excelled as an orator and 
profound thinker. It is a mine of val
uable information.

Besides the above, there are other 
valuable and instructive articles. All 
combined this is the most remarkable 
paper ever issued from the Spiritual
istic press. It will afford you mental 
food for reflection during tlie fall and 
winter months. It will be sent forth 
free to every yearly and trial sub
scriber. Not only will every yearly 
subscriber get the above paper when 
they send in their subscription, but by 
sending 20 cents lu addition (which _ 
pays for postage aud mailing) they will * 
get Art Magic, a most valuable book. 
It is elegantly bound, nicely printed, 
and is an ornament to any center table. 
What we offer to every yearly sub
scriber to Tlie Progressive Thinker 
who sends $1.20: Fifty-two numbers of 
the paper; cue paper containing the 
above attractions, invaluable to every 
reflective mind, and Art Magic, a single 
copy of which has been sold for S25.

You who cannot send in one dollar for 
the paper, send 25 cents for a three 
months’ subscription. Keep in touch 
with the great Spiritual movement.

“ri

of spiritual questions. Its existence 
breeds the disturbing elements in which 
the purely Intellectual and spiritual can 
not thrive. It is the reign of force, and 
the culmination of fierce animality.

.Let us take up the subjects which for 
tlie time were given second place, and 
gather the rewards of peace, In their 
consideration.

Some of the most vital political and 
social questions have been lost sight of 
in the clouds of war, and the people will 
be cajoled, by their self-appointed lead
ers, into leaving them in abeyance un
less they assert tho right' for them
selves. ' x

Attention momentarily turned away 
from the subjects of life and death, can 
now be given undivided.

MR. B. B. HILL.
This gentleman, one of the leaders in 

the oldest Spiritualist society In the 
world, located in Philadelphia, Pa., 
was In the city the beginning of the 
week. Mr. Hill is deeply Interested in 
everything that pertains to the proper 
growth and development of Spiritual
ism.

HON. A. GASTON.

It is with extreme pleasure that The 
Progressive Thinker receives the news 
of the unanimous nomination for Con
gress of Hon. A. Gaston, of Meadville, 
Pa., by the Democrats and Populists. 
It matters not upon what ticket so able 
and so liberal a man as Mr. Gaston 
runs, The Progressive Thinker would 
hail with supreme delight his election.

"Commentaries on Hebrew and Chris
tian Mythology.” By Judge Parish B. 
Ladd, LL.B., of the San Francisco Bar. 
This book is of more than ordinary val
ue, giving tho results of much patient

MRS. M. E. CADWALLADER.
Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader has lately re

turned from England. She was a dele- thought and research by a mind well 
gate to the Congress of Spiritualists, qualified to sift evidence and arrange 
- -- - - - facts. In compact form it gives just

what is needed on the subject. Paper, 
75 cents. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at this

have given up their meetings on the 
North Side, where they have labored 
earnestly and honestly for over two 
years, and gone to Dubuque, Iowa; not 
on a vacation, but to labor as they have 
labored here, faithfully and nobly for 
the cause they love. Mr. Perking has 
become a lecturer of no small capacity. 
He is both profound and witty and is a 
good psychometrist, and entertaining 
platform man. ,

Mrs. Pertins has been In poor health 
for some time, but has stood at her post 
In the work with her husband, when 
she should have been at rest; such is 
her true devotion to the cause. We wish 
them success and a harmonious home in 
Dubuque.

held In London, and while there she 
was' presented by admiring friends 
with a beautiful set of dishes with the 
Hydesville cottage engraved on each 
one. She was in Chicago the beginning 
of the present week.

AU persons desiring places upon the 
programme ’of the Annual Convention, 
please to report , at once, announcing 
subject, etc. • _

All speakers and mediums who in
tend attending convention, are respect
fully requested to notify secretary. ’

FRANCIS B. WOODBURY.'
600 Penn. Ave., S. E., Washington.D.C
"After the Be* Struct” By George 

N. Miller, Price 25 cento.

office. -
"Origin and Antiquity of Man.” By 

Hudson Tuttle. A masterly philosoph
ical work. English edition, nicely 
bound in cloth, $L For sale at thia Z 
office. C

“Social Upbuilding, including co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. ' 
Babbitt, LL. D„ M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office.

The Spiritual Philosophy versus Di- 
abollsm. Two lectures by Mrs. Marla 
M. King. Price reduced from 25,cents to 
20 cents. '

Mediumship. A chapter of Experl
cnees. By Mrs. Maria M. King. Price 
10 cents,
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The Rise and Downfall of Pseudo-Ghristianity.
As Depicted by Prof. J. Rodes Buchanan.

I *’ ’Tis coming up the steep of time
I And tills old world is growing
I brighter, ■■ . .
I (We may not see its dawn sublime, 
I Yet high hope makes the heart throb
I lighter,
I ¡for the midnight age has long gone by, 
r And millions look on the eastern sky.”
I The glorious world of Wisdom, Light
I -nnd Love from which all true inspira
I tiqn comes has long been hidden from
I • Humanity, not only by the oblivion of 
I barbarism and fraudulent fiction, but
I by tlie iron wall overhead established
I by tlie Papal despotism organized at
I Rome—a despotism that prohibited as
I tronomy, burned libraries, and niur-
| dered millions by the gibbet, by water
I and by fire, to prevent the angel world
I from being heard on earth-shall we
I ever forget it? , _ ... . ■I It was triumphant in itscrlme against

heaven, until the flag of American lib-
L . erty appeared, under which they who 
| entertain angel visitors are safe from
A' legal punishment, but not from Jesuit 
I & The Roman imposture with its “word 
| of God” anonymous fraud, still rules
I the governments of Europe, still Influ-
| ences legislation here, still falsifies hls-
I tory and corrupts education, standing in

■ ■ the way of all radical reforms, and it is
I fortunate that we have a paper such as 
k The Progressive Thinker, not afraid to 
k speak the entire truth. But whether K the press is faithful or not, the spirit

world is sure to triumph in the coming 
pH century, to expel superstition and es- 

tabllsli the common wealth of Justice
• ■ and Brotherhood, which the wisest and 

best of all ages have hoped for, over
I two thousand years; in the hope of

; ■ -which Socrates and Jesus were willing 
’ to die, as their spiritual guardians 
; deemed sueh a sacrifice necessary.
- - Beneficent revolutions never come 

Without toil and sacrifice by those who
1 - are willing to surrender personal am

bitions and face a hostile generation. 
Thus do all blessings come. Where 
would we be If our mothers had not 

' been willing to imperil their lives, to 
abandon social display and toll in wear
Iness that we might enjoy life. To 

. those who are preguaut with the truth 
that comes from heaven, the duty of 
surrender is imperative, and when it is 
a burning truth to set the world on fire, 

: they do not shrink from the martyr’s
| flames, and ihe sacrifice of Socrates

■ and Jesus was less tragic than that of 
Hypatia, Joan of Are and Bruno. The 
power that sacrificed them is still en
throned in the Vatican, but can build 

: no more such fires and slaughter no
. more in the Western world. The ho
* man volcano that has darkened the
- ■ world for nineteen centuries is burning 
' low, but its sulphurous smoke still 

f* hangs overhead and dims our stare as 
. It pollutes the air.

Ever since in 1841, through science I , 
' - - found my way to the spirit-world and
■marked the path that Denton and oth- t 

'■ ers have followed, I have known that I 
must leave the path of prosperity thqt j 
opened before me to face a hostile and . 
Skeptical generation, not only in the • 

'College and the chureh, but In every ( 
- ■ walk of life. But the 57 years since ( 

have brought a new generation of 
whom many are willing to hear me, and ( 

■ the college I helped to found stands for
: ■ medical liberty, with triumphant suc-

•> . ' cess.
The advent of rapping spirits fifty 

years ago relieved my solitude partial
tor' - 1}', by proving what I had established 

by independent science, but the task of 
. exploring tlie higher realms by science 

( ■' was left to me alone, as the exploration 
“ by psychometry of geology and paleon
* tology was left to Denton.

>: - To explore and reveal the origin of re
... Ilglons and superstitions seemed the

■. noblest possible undertaking for this
■ iciitury when a republic has become a
: ' mighty power, and when science, so

-1 (011g held in bondage, is beginning its
• i " unequal contest with an Intolerant

to their character aud personal appear
; ance, and they told the story of their 

own lives and their intercourse with 
Jesus; nearly all of which I gave In the 

i first volume of Primitive Christianity, 
as fully as its limits permitted. In the' 

, second volume their personal appear
ance Is fully described as I received it 
from St. James. _ .

, St. Jlimes and St. Paul have been 
most ready and accurate in giving the 
history of the events and persons of 
their times. Paul accurately described 
tlie persons mentioned in his writings, 
and corrected the language of his epis- 
ties, showing no lack of memory and 
rejecting more than half as priestly 
forgeries, including the entire founda-- 
tion of the orthodox theology.

Paul’s real writings were simple, 
earnest, honest and enthusiastic, but 
free from superstition, and from the ri
diculous. prophecy of the return of 
Jesus Christ in the clouds, to a day of 
judgment for that generation. The elo
quence and courage he displayed make 
Paul a grand and very interesting ch»r- 
acter.

But he made no change in the religion 
of Jesus, for whom he was a faithful 
medium.

The remarkable stupidity of the so- 
called “higher criticism” of theologians 
in swallowing bpdiiy so much Pauline 
trash and diabolism, not only ridiculous 
in itself, but utterly impossible to on 
honest, heroic and unselfish medium 
like Paul, who taught pure Spiritualism 
in every church and fought In peril 
against both Jews and Pagans, has 
spread through all pur literature, and 
even Spiritualists for lack of investiga
tion have been willing to regard Paul as 
the half-crazed fanatic, the enemy of 
woman, the enemy of liberty and the 
ally of all the despots and priests, as he 
is presented in the Pauline forgeries In
troduced as Epistles.

Vainly has Paul attempted In tbe past 
centuries to tell tlie truth through me
diums in the church or to find a mind 
really open to truth and able to bring 
it forth. Cornelia has brought him the 
opportunity by her control of selected 
mediums, aud I feel more sure of the 
reports received than if I had . been 
present in spirit, for her penetration 
and foresight were far greater than my 
own. She roams as a shrewd traveler 
in the spirit world and tells me her ob
servations, which I have not had time 
to record, nor have I published tlie 
warmly grateful letters of St. Paul, 
thanking me for my labors.

I have not elaborated the evidences 
of the absolute certainty of what I 
have published, for it is not necessary 
to the enlightened, and tens of thou
sands in the higher realms will bear 
witness to its truth when mankind come 
up to that sphere of justice, love and 
wisdom, in which the noblest of antiq
uity are dwelling—who are ready now 
to give their testimony to all. •

Though man may pot rise in science 
to that sphere, It will eome to him when 
he rises from the sphere of selfishness 
to that of universal love aud establishes 
justice on earth.

The socialists who are seeking to es
tablish the justice that the apostles 
could not, and the Spiritualists who 
seek tlie higher communion are the two 
armies that co-operate for the world’s' 
salvation from suffering.

The avalanche of fiction and forgery 
assisted by murder, under which the 
Apostles were burled, has left man
kind to doubt whether Jesus was the 
lovely feacher appareht In the Sermon 
on the Mount, or the wild and fierce fa-
natle portrayed lu the Testament, or an 
impossible fiction manufactured by Pa
gan priests—each of these opinions be
ing maintained bj- Intelligent men, 
when looking at the Testament. But

- church.
Associating myself with the un

equaled psychometer. Cornelia Buchan
an, I found no difficulty in reaching the 

■ absolute historic truth. She could 
speak with accuracy of all whom 1 
knew In Illis life nnd of my friends who 

• had ascended, and with equal accuracy 
of any historic character within my 
knowledge, not confining her state
meats to what I knew, but revealing 
what I did not know, so that I found 
her superior psychic Intelligence was 

-. worthy of implicit confidence, no mat
ter how remote In time or place, those 
of whom she spoke.

It became very clear that we had 
found the direct open road to spirit 

- realms, and that man in the body if he 
would cultivate his higher nature, is 
tree to visit the Summerland, for its 
gates are always open, and that it is not 
necessary to consider himself helpless, 
surrender his Independence and become 
a passive instrument under the control 

- of any power high or low that may ap
proach, either with sacred truth or with 

■ the delusions of ignorance and orthodox 
superstition, or the dim revealings of 
unscientific minds. Thus upon the solid 
foundations of positive knowledge we 
may build the loftiest temple of splrlt- 

• aal wisdom, instead of dimly seen cas- 
ties in the air.

In these investigations I became ab- 
rolutely sure that the religious and 
spiritual development in the careers of 
Jesus and his apostles was the purest 
and most rational that the world had 
ever had, aud differed widely from the 
fictitious aud absurd stories of the Tes- 
lament.

With very little knowledge of litera- 
lure ancknothing of science, Jesus and 
his disclpms by their native nobility and 
depth of inspiration and courage have 

- given us an example of man's highest 
moral capacity which has never been 
surpassed.

What Cornelia so clearly recognized 
was recognized by every student of 
psychometry in proportion to their tal- 

• ent: Often were the scriptural charac
ters described with a power and 

. warmth of feeling which were most im
pressive. I could no more doubt these 
revelations than I could doubt a tele
scope which I had often used.

In 1891 Cornelia left this life. Mrs. 
. Lillie witnessed the parting scene, and 

from that time she has ever been with 
me as a watchful friend and' guardian 
counsellor. She has come with slate- 
written messages in her own hand-writ
Ing and a sketch of her own head. She 
has appeared in materialization. She 
has been continually around for the last 
seven years, making her presence dally 
known, knowing all my affairs and 
ready to answer any questions. .

The apostles and others whom she 
studied when on earth have been her 
companions during these seven years 
fend she has found them in the spirit
world as she found them In looking up 
from earth—she was not mistaken In 
any character, nor in anything she had 
positively stated as to their lives.

She brought them to meet me and de
scribed all she introduced accurately as

the men of the first century have 
spoken and shown that his religion 
was a system of love aud justice, with 
a tender sympathy for the poor aud op
pressed, and that he was a poor and 
humble but dignified and attractive 
teacher and healer, claiming no rank 
for himself but as a teacher, no other 
rank being ever given him by his fol
lowers.

His miraculous birth, his divinity as 
the creator of all things, his fictitious 
miracles, his threat to come back In the 
clouds and send mankind to hell, his 
three days’ visit to hell, and In short, all 
the wild absurdities of the Testament 
were manufactured at Rome, the cen
ter of all crime and fraud, by a con
clave of which Carabbas, Campanalla, 
Justitus and Tarlurus were the leaders.

It was a bold and skillful adoption of 
the principles, ceremonies and institu
tions of Paganism, blended with the
corrupted and travestied apostolic writ
ings, which was anonymously brought 
forth in a Pagan empire, as an inl
proved form of the old Paganism, and 
so recognized by the Fathers of the

and
church for the first four centuries; 
there Is not the slightest excuse in

and 
his-

tory for calling this galvanized Pagan
ism Christianity.

They who still call it Christianity be
cause it claims that name, do so in de
fiance of history, and when they hon
estly read my concluding chapter, they 
can find no escape from the conclusion 
that Christianity was that religious 
Spiritualism which was buried In the 
first and second centuries, over the 
grave of which arose tlie Pagan church; 
and over Its grave, which will be dug 
In the 20th century, will stand the 
church of heaven, wherein the angels 
themselves will sing with the melodies 
of heaven that ravish the soul, and the 
wisdom of heaven will unite with the 
science of earth in the masterful Re-
public of the Future, with neither 
pauper nor a millionaire.

a

A LULLABY.

Rock-a-bye, hush-a-bye, baby, 
sweet

my
Pink little fingers and pink little feet, 
Soft is your pillow, your cradle is 

white—
Rock-a-bye, hush-a-bye, baby, good

night
Rock-a-bye, hush-a-bye, sleep and grow 

strong; -
Life is a journey, the pathway is long; 
Soon must the baby feet up and away— 
Rest, little pilgrim, oh, rest while you 

may..
Drop the white curtains with fringes of 

brown, . . .
This is the way into dim Slumbertown, 
Six misty bridges that melt as we pass 
And street after street that is waving 

with grass.
Rock-a-bye, hush-a-bye, baby, is gone, 
Wandering far till the peep of the 

; dawn.
Soft every footstep that passes the sill!
Smile and be dumb when the cradle 

hangs stUL —Boston Pilot

Social Evils: Their Causes and Cure. 
By Mrs. Moria M. King. Price reduced 
from 25 cents to 20 cents. ■

On Romanism, and the Mis- Educational apci Valuable, 
eion of the Nazarene.

____  I The lectures of Mr. Colville aud Moses 
[Translated by Ernest S. Green, for Sj“ have beeu edu^tloM1 aud valu- 

The Progressive Thinker, from La , .
“auS'ISOSi" »• svS" »

aud England, and stating how, through happy lost one mav be Evolution 
revolution of thepeople the church lostlts teaches us nothing ai lost and Spirit
power in these countries, and condemn- uailsm says we are'our own saviors ug Napoleon for allowing the Pope henee old fears and sMitVs must 
(who opposed the revolution) to crown be forever stricken from nm-lmontnluv 1 n ,, , _ ' I tuicici DUA1L.D.VL1 114>I!l OUL IlllPllf ILlltV
fonow<i?mPer<,r’ ® authoi'Proceeds as A life of purity of thought and action 

Tn viiiv m i, > . wdl bring us ha™ony and an equl-nressnfl whL^nm *Cr / poi8e that is noeded for g°<>d health and
pressed, what signification do we con- a 1 fe of usefulness to innnnnftv 
cede to Jesus? Modern science consld- To-day eloses the Onset camp-meeting 

mo,st Infect and8UhUme for this season and a retrospective 
rlrnLilo1 w 8 pla n1 °W“.' J111, I glQnce leads us to the conclusion that
recognizes him as the prime model of this has been tlie most Instructive sea
charity. He confimed with his martyr- son. 'Tis true that financially wt are 
dom and bls blood the great truths of not “to the fore” but sniritnniiv the infinite and of thT future; he in- surely‘hav?a baK^Xr«- 
spired the sentiment of love, of venera- edented. The Woman’s Conm-ess' kas 
tion and of respect to tke democratic been a great educator. The most intel- ^»iCm F’ a?d Wslotentioa was not to I lectual woman talent was procured 
establish the dualism of heaven and and the example to the female portion 
»nd frnfori?tpi’?pasate eQU?ll}1)' <>f the audiences has been inspiring to- 
and f atermty; in a word, the true Indi- ward a better and higher education of vldual and social happiness in this and I self, and a clearer and better under- 
13s'.... x, standing of our future work for theMorality is nothing more than unity, good of humanity, We have to thank

and consequently it was known to the Mr. J. Q. A. Wlilttemore for Instituting 
primitive people; therefore, although this great medium of education for wo^ 
not conceding to Jesus the originality man at Onset and hope it may continue 
of certain maxims, nor of scientific from year to year as time goes on 
teclmicism, we are obliged to admit bls I Dr. George H. Fuller, who has Dre- 
lofty and purified humanitarian sentl- sided on all occasions, lias conducted 
ment, his penetrating magnetic apd the business with a firm but centie 

C Visi0“’ and his herOie coa‘ I hillld’ P°lite ahd consistent everywhere 
and l>as made himself beloved by all 

3tllt>ugh contains a We hope he will be retained in the posl- woild of ideas, does not completely fill tion indefinitely 1
.8OU1' ™s vold is oaIy I Mr. A. J. Maxham, whose expressive 

filled wltli religious sentiment-not the I singing has delighted many, has sung 
sentiment of positive religion, but of I 139 different selections this season, and ' 
the existence and immortality of the 1 
soul, the moral law and the gradual and 
progressive perfection that follows"'the
indefinite course of the evolution of ex
istences which we call lives. Beside the 
keen logic of Proudhon it is neeessaiy 
to place an Allan Kardec. The ruins 
need not be abandoned, but let us build 
anew. The fine arts should assist the 
freethinker; who needs his cathedral, 
which is the University; his saints, 
which are the martyrs of freethought; I 
his pulpit, which is the common school, 
the rostrum and tlie Atheneum; his I 
council, which is the laborers, the poor 
and helpless; his catechism, which is I 
the rights and duties of the people, and I 
his Vatican, which is the vault of . 
heaven.

Ye rationalists, Spiritualists and free
thinkers, who in Spain propagate the • 
liberty of science, remember the plilio- 
sophic emblem of Minerva; this god 
was born of- the forehead of Jupiter, 
but ye are born of the forehead of Lib- 
erly. History contemplates you; Spain 
invokes you; the world exalts you, and 
the poetic land of Giordano Bruno 
thanks you. March onward, guide«} by / 
tlie new polar star, the redemption of /
humanity. VICTOR OZCARIZ. '

---------—---------- / $

LAKE BRADY, 0
The Meet Successful Season

Lake Brady Camp closed' the most 
successful-of al! seasons ever held at 
this camp, all expenses having been 
met by receipts, thus proving that a 
camp-meeting can be conducted with
out incurring loss. The entire / Ission 
was marked by perfect harmony, no I 
friction of any kind having been expe- 
rlenced. The attending crowds have 
been pleased and satisfied with tlie

»

marks, stating that she did not use the 
power so muclj for show as sue did as a 
means of healing the sicki but tlJdt 
whether given In public or In the sick
room It was a certain demonstration of 
the power of spirit over or upon the 

of nature,
The friends iua<Je arrangements for 

tke entertainment of the speakers at 
the Central House, kept by Mr. and 
Mrs. Shindler, and we were all glad to 
say that “our lines had fallen^n pleas
ant places.” The building Is about 100 
years old, and the mediums wondered 
what tbe walls would say if they could 
speak and give the history.

At the close of tke tkree day session 
we took tke train for Buffalo and nine 
of us attended tke Temple meeting con
ducted by Sister Mattle Hull. After 
that we took the midnight train for 
Valparaiso, Ind., where we will stop 
over night with Mother Wilson, and 
then hasten home to get ready for im
mediate departure to the Lakeside 
Park Camp at Joplin, Mo., where Mrs. 
Kayner is engaged for the season. And 
so ends our trip East for ten days, 
which has extended nearly four months 
during which time we have met many 
kind people and made warm friends.

T. D. KAYNER.

LIBERAL, MO.
Work and Striking Incidents

The Catalpa Park Camp-meeting 
ended on last Sunday evening. Alto
gether It has-been one of the most har
monious meetings ever held here. The 
mediums are all unexcelled in their 
several specialties. -

Some of tbe most convincing evi
dences were given by Mrs. Margaret 
Vestal in her trumpet seances. In these 
seances the sitters receive messages 
from their spirit friends, meantime one 
or two other spirits will talk in inde
pendent voices, and during the singing 
tiie spirits join in the music, one sing
ing through the trumpet and one or

Tt> po (jood^be 6000 
THe KEugion.of 
7-^ IjÚMñNlTy.'

pAsSB U luiETI IK? 
I The Spirit,

CHARLES DICKENS, 
I Wishes to Announce
I that he has an impress
I ive message to give to 
I the readers of The Pro- 
I gressive Thinker during 
i the Fall and Winter

Campaign. Now is the

a

ÍI
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WORDS OF /VPPRECIftTION

“Out of the Abundance of the Heart the Mouth 
Speaketh” of Our Premium Book.

To the Editor:—I received the extra i To the Editor:—Your naris r is dnin^ » 
?fr The Progressive Thinker great work, and all Spiritualists should and Ghost Land I have not had time support you. Those books“ noSplritual- 

yet to read the book, but anticipate a 1st can do without them at the nriee 
rare treat when I do. I, like many oth- and paper included I wish you all the CFS, cannot RPR hnw vnn /mi n affnivl tn irnnrl <1.1 _ * - ** A“
rare treat when I do.
ers, eannot see how you can afford to 
publish such a paper and give such 
beautiful premiums with it. I can’t un
derstand how any Spiritualist can live 
without the paper. MRS. N. REID.

To the Editor:—I have read “Ghost 
Land" with deep Interest. I am very 
glad that Spiritualists are having an 
opportunity to read it, for I think the 
author of the book may be takeji as the 
highest authority. It has done me more 
good than words can express, and I 
trust that it may correct many crude 
and erroneous ideas heretofore preva-
lent among Spiritualists.

To the Editor:—I have 
premium, Ghost Land, and

H. M. B.

read your 
a world of

light it throws on many questions of 
vital importance; a book that ought to 
be in the home of every Spiritualist
family. G. S. STEPHENS.

To the Editor:—I am happy in ac
knowledging the receipt of Art Magic.

So far as I have looked Into it, the 
impression received Is generous and 
hopeful of good. I trust to a generous 
appreciation of my anxiety to atone for 
what may seem to you needless impor-
tuulty. T. A. PARKINSON.

food things this life, and a long one 
to still conduct The Progressive Think
er- .0. H. COLVIN.

spcH-kois, Iio presented our philosophy I re-pctited nianv bv reouest some of 
in cleat, and foicible temi8t and also I fbcni of his own comnoslnir and. each 
with the test mediums, who in a mas- I appropriate to the sentiment of the lec- 
terly manner demonstrated the truth of I ture. Mr. Maxham’s remarkable mem- 
spiiit retuin and continuity of life. I opv hng Rprvp<l biin on all nopafiinns ns1 , c. i 1 1 T a I JA«IS OVA l V\A AlllAl (JAJ Uli ULLUOlULlO) iloIne last SundajT being stormy a few I ho seldom has the music before him to 
careful souls remained at home, but refer to. We bid him and his charming 
there was a large and Intelligent audi- wife good-bye and God speed, hoping 

g00d ,thln8s we may meet him lu the same capacity gi\en by Mrs. Claia ^Aatson, of James- I another season
town, N. Y., while your writer followed Mr. Page, quiet and undemonstrative, 
with tests, all of which were reeog- has attended to the requirements of his 
nized, or at least I was so informed by position, both at the auditorium and 
parties In tlie audience. D. A. Herrick, temple faithfully and well.
chairman, and Mr. Lafayette Smith, of Mr. Win.’ Page as treasurer at 
Ravenna, OliiO’ receiver, deserve much CTte, temple and arcade has given 
credit and the thanks of all Spiritual- fect satisfaction.
ists for the manner in which" the Miss Edna Gifford has presided most 
grounds were opened and run this year, gracefully and pleasantly at the Head- 

The election of officers for the ensu- quarter's book store
ing year will take place Saturday, Sep- The Harvest Moon Festival, a mod- 
tember 18; 1898. This camp will not ern love feast as It were, peculiar to 
pass luto the hands of others than Spir- Onset, will take place the 10th and 11th 
itualists If we of the mortal will only of September.
pull and all pull together. Success to AUGlfSTA FRANCES TRIPP. 
Lake Brady.

I have not yet opened my meetings ' ' ' * 1 '
for the fall and winter months, but will linDTII firtl I ILIO II V
do so In a short time. Am located at 77 Nlln I M lllll I Uln. 11. I.York street, Cleveland Ohio. null III VWbblllUJ 111 II

the 
per-

C. H. FIGUERS. ------
-------------- --------- Oldest Camp Meeting in the 

Lake Brady Camp, O. World.
Lake Brady Camp closed the 4th Inst, I , ------

one of the most successful sessions I Sr!$.nds JJutna,n .Progress of 
held since tbe association was formed, kortfi Collins, N. Y,, held their forty
Harmony and good feeling prevailed thIrd annual grove or camp-meeting at 
throughout the entire season. I t^t place the 2d, 3d and 4th insts.

I want to say to Brother Moses Hull ™s the forty-third consecutive annual 
that be is proved mistaken for once meeting of the society since its organ- 
when he stated In his “Joltings” in your lzation. There are two of the first char
paper of recent date that he feared ‘er members of the association still liv- 
Lake Bradv would not be able to make ing’ but 011 account of sickness and old 
expenses this season. We are glad to age neither of them was able to be pres- 
say that we have come out whole and en*-’ a ^ac^ ^a* was lamented by all 
all seem to feel that they have been Present. A few moments of concentra- 
made comfortable. We have had the tion was giv€n t0 sending out the sym- 
best of talent on tbe rostrum, and our l)atby oi tb® large audience to the 
test mediums have given general satis- afflicted brothers, with the hope that 
faction. Although we haven’t had as tbe/ “a? be sustained as much as pos- 
many mediums on the ground as usual, s'b'e by their loved ones who have but 
what we lack in quantity we make up goae hefore- 
in quality. I The committees made”arrangements

We look forward to see the trammels for the PeoP^ of the-surrounding coun
that now hinder our advancement re- *;IT t0 have an instructive and enjoy- 
moved by another year, when this ahle time, and Sunday they came in 
beautiful spot will take rank second to carriage and wagon to avail them- 
none in this country in the galaxy of selves of the privilege. .: There was a 
Spiritualist eamps. - hue. appreciative audience.

MRS. C. C. BACON Mrs- K- s- L,u,e’ Mréi' Carole E. S.
_ • | Twlng, W. H. Bach nnd-Mrs. Isa Wil

’ ' * ’ ’——— I Bon Kayner wore ihe Speakers and
The Rappings Come. I workers for the thr$e day’s meeting.

I am In search of truth. All my opin- L$Iie and Twing
ions and ideas have chanced recentlv were earncst an(1 elevating, and were 
I am 52 years old was raised a Meth' Patlentl-V listened to liy a|I present, even offirt. but bearne fTuv^onvinPort £ thougb the weatber ^tbeen intensely 
foro roflohlng manhood that tho incnim I five or six Wtìeks» and the dustLU1V rvttvAAlAAK ALiilAAlAvVU. LU0,1 Lil© 1080101.” I „"A. » ». ? A.V .
tion of the Bible was false. My relig- »ret° w C°Ula 
ion is to do rieht to seif and follow scarcely see across the street. Mr. and 
t did not hrifavA that «nirii-a itù/j 4-v.« I Ellis, of Auburn, made some reA did OOV Lrclletc Wal SplEliS Had tlie I xk. n •nower to communicateTrlth ur on anrfh I on the labor problem as they, see 
Now I am dumbfounded I don’t i.™™ il:> and trled to exPIaln the way out of 
what to think I moved into » I They bad a good attendance to lis- 
here In April last, my family consisting I « F exPlanatl0n of the signs of 

w^aàs^^ tcreat 

knocking on the floor, on the wall and I *v,er.e ac'£now'adged Some
the head of our bed. 5Ve could find nn I ^bat were given blindfolded were,Xthly cause I? fold'rtìv wife tiwt 6poken of by a Dumber ,of as the
pirite must enure the ^hSmenX siren'
¿imo «nv fhnf mv wifa °“ Sunday afternoon, at the last ses-medlumty LAWRENCE SHFFrTv18 slon' Mre' gave the test” 

BatesvUte-Art SHEEHAN. before the large audience, and though uaTesvme, Ara. । foregt temple
m. - . to the wind, and quite a strong breezeThe Brotherhood ot.Man, and What I was blowing, yet the Influences con- 

Follows It Two lectures. By trolled matters so well that their efforts 
Bits* Marla M* King. Price reduced I wpfp sncocBRfnl In ovptv defrin 
from ¿5 centi to 20 cent* . [ Kayner gave some explanatory

more other voices independent of the 
trumpet. In short her seances are be
yond quibbling. Everybody is com
pelled to admit there Is something.

Lectures have been delivered by C. 
S. Tisdale, Josie Folsom, G. H. Walser 
and D. W. Hull, and platform tests 
were given by Mrs. Sally Aber and Mrs. 
Josie Folsom. Mrs. Aber gives names, 
descriptions and incidents. Mrs. Fol
som suffers herself to be blindfolded 
and requires some one to take a chair 
beside her, allowing her to hold be
tween her thumb and finger a corner of 
a handkerchief, while the sitter holds 
the extreme end. She will thus give the 
sex of the sitter, the color or other de
scription of the handkerchief, the psy
chometric character or other delinea
tion, descriptions and names of spirits 
with characteristics, etc., telling how 
long since they passed out, and with 
what trouble, and giving a message 
from them to tlie sitter, etc. On Sun
day evening Mrs. Folsom gave several 
most conclusive tests. I can only re
lates meager part of them in substance 
from memory. She was delivering the 
lecture of the evening, aud among the 
questions sent up by tbe audience was 
one, “Why are you a Spiritualist?” 
Why am I a Spiritualist? I am a Spir
itualist because I see before me a coffin 
containing the body of — Wheelock 
who was buried from this hall. He sends 
to his wife In California this message 
(giving tbe message from the spirit). I 
am a Spiritualist because I see by this 
lady (walking to a lady in the audience) 
a child. It gives its name as ---- and
passed to the spirit world----months
ago. I also see standing by you a lady 
who gives her name as------------and
she sends this message to you: (mes
sage given). I am a Spiritualist be
cause here stands a soldier (description 
and name given, and he takes me to 
you sir (walking to ail ex-soldier at the 
door GO feet away), and thus she con
tinued her argument ad homlnem for 
several minutes, making the-most prac
tical argument of the meeting.

On last Tuesday evening Mrs. Folsom 
gave a public materializing seance in 
the open pavilion for the benefit of the 
camp association. The six windows 
were all open and full of curious per
sons looking from without who were 
permitted to remain there on condition 
of good behavior; and under these con
ditions six full materializations occur
red, several times two at the same time, 
and on one occasion there were three.

One of the pleasing incidents of the 
camp-meeting was a birthday party 
given in honor of Mrs. Josie Folsom. 
An Ice cream supper was made in her 
honor, before partaking of which Judge 
G. H. Walser in a neat little speech pre
sented her on behalf of the campers a 
beautiful silver cup with the sentence, 
“The Liberal Camp-meeting to Mrs. 
Josie Folsom,” engraved on it. Never 
was surprise more complete. When the 
statement was made that a grave 
charge was made against one of the 
speakers hitherto held in high repute, 
she looked across at the writer hereof, 
as she afterwards.sald to us, supposing 
some one had started a. foul calumny on 
our good name, and she was preparing 
as soon as she could get specifications 
to champion our cause. And when the 
cup was handed to her, she was for the 
first time rendered speechless.

Thus ends one of the most interesting 
camp-meetings It has been the writer’s 
good fortune to attend. It was a priv
ilege to attend this one, and we hope to 
have it repeated next year.

P. W. HULL.

To the Editor:—I herewith send you 
post office order In renewal of my sub
scription for The Progressive Thinker 
and Art Magic, which you are so gener
ously donating to your subscribers. I 
think there must be some “magic" in 
the replenishing of your exchequer, or 
else you must have had a big pile laid 
up to start with, and if the latter, you 
must remember that drop by drop the 
ocean may be emptied.

S. M. RICHARDSON.

To the Editor:—It Is with pleasure 
that I write that I have received “Art 
Magic” ail right. I have not concluded 
the reading of tbe book yet, but find it 
intensely Interesting, and It satisfacto
rily answers many queries that have 
been In my mind. I shall certainly rec
ommend it to all my friends; and I wish 
to thank you very much for it, as I look 
upon it as In the nature of a gift, the 
paper alone being worth all and more 
of the $1.20 forwarded to you. With 
earnest wishes for your further success, 
1 am, yours very sincerely,

AMELIA E. HAYES.

To the Editor:-! note that Tlie Pro
gressive Thinker will not visit me in 
the future If I do not “cash up.” Find 
enclosed an order for $1.20. I have a 
copy of Art Magic for which I paid $6, 
but I want your edition to match Ghost
Land. H. LEWIS.

To the Editor:—My query expressed 
in your journal recently as to what sur
prise awaited your readers, was quickly 
answered, “Art Slagle.” Truly this is 
an unparalleled offer: One year’s sub
scription to your valuable paper and 
“Art Magic" for $1.20. I well remem
ber when this book first Issued from the 
gifted and competent writer, Mrs. E. H. 
Britten; It sold readily from stand and 
elsewhere at $5 per copy. It presents 
all occult subjects in such comprehen
sive manner it should be read by all.

TITUS MERRITT.

To the Editor:—Have just received 
Art Magic. I have read about 65 pages 
and like it very much. I look forward 
with a gfeat deal of pleasure for The 
Progressive Thinker which I receive ev
ery week. I take 13 weekly papers and 
a number of monthlies and semi-month
lies, and above them all I prize the Pro
gressive Thinker the highest.

J. G. LEATHERS.

To the Editor:—Please find enclosed 
$1.20 to renew my subscription to The 
Progressive Thinker, and Art Magic. I 
have Ghost Land. I cannot see how 
you can sell such books for so little 
money. I wish to express the deep re
gard I have for you personally and the 
noble work you have been doing for the 
last thirty years. I have held you In 
dear memory since you gave to the 
world that lucid, far-reaching and ex
haustive essay that was called a 
“Search After God.” I learned more 
from that than any other subject that 
ever engaged my mind. I do not say 
this in a spirit of flattery, but from the 
depths of a grateful heart that it is only 
your due, not only for past but present 
effort. I have been tbe recipient of 
from one to three spiritual papers for 
the last thirty-five years, and to me The 
Progressive Thinker Is the acme of 
them all. SMITH HOMER.

To the Editor:—To say I am pleased 
with. Ghost Land but faintly expresses 
my feeling. I have had one volume and 
gave it to a soldier going to Manila.

. C. L. PARKS.

L

bave received Art 
ni 6 , .. 8 a mine of the richest gems 
of spiritual thought If the thousands 
of oui people only realized the fact that 
mv» °Ut the richest treasures of thought, comparatively free of 
charge, when sent with the loyal and 
true Progressive Thinker, they would 
respond to your constant effort to sup- 

Yith l.he richest literature 
that flows.from the spirit world.

ti C. F. COLE.

To the Editor:—Please excuse me for 
not acknowledging the receipt of the 
beautiful books, Ghost Land and Art 
Magle; they are much better than I ex
pected. I take great pleasure in read
ing- them. Many thanks and well 
wishes. MRS. M. J. RAMAGE.

To the Editor;—Some time in Marek I 
sent you $1.12 for The Progressive 
Thinker for this year (1898) and Ghost 
Land. I was very much pleased with 
both paper aud book, and now I want 
Art Magic, and we think we cannot do 
without The Progressive Thinker, so I 
send irith this $1.20 to pay for the 
paper for 1899 and Art Magic, as adver
tised by you. It seems to me that the 
paper grows better all the time, and wo 
are very much pleased with it, and we 
want to read Art Magic and feel sure 
that we will be very much Interested In 
it. MRS. HANNAH SMALL.

.To the Editor:—I received Ghost 
Land, and a few days later, Art Magic 
I have been very busy, so only glanced 
at them hurriedly; but enough to know 
I have two splendid books Jud for tbe 
price are the grandest I ever saw I 
thank you very much and wish you suc
cess. MRS. c. C. SOSTHEIM

Description of Art Magic.
“Art Magic” contains nearly 400 large 

pages. It is neatly printed on first-class 
quality of paper, and bound In cloth In 
exquisito style; in fact but very few 
books to-day are so neatly and sub
stantially gotten up, and yet It Is to be 
sent forth practically as a gift. It will 
be an ornament to any center table, and 
Its contents will be perused with avid
ity by all reflective minds, however 
much they may dissent from some of 
tbe opinions presented.

Premium Terms

REMEMBER that all or
ders must be accom
panied by their requi
site amounts, viz:

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker 
One Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year, 
$1.70.
KEEP IN TOUCH.

Keep in touch with the great spiritual 
movement You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week 
The paper one year and Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, is el
egantly bound in cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your li
brary.

“From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church." By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives an account of her experi
ence In passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
spirit; and is well adapted to place In 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15 cent*. - 1

•^The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet Is Intensely Interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts oftwocases of “double“Who Are These Spiritualists and _________________________ _____ _

What Is SpiritualismT’ A pamphlet of; consciousness,” namely Mary Lurancy 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well-1 Vennum of Watseka, Hl., and Mary 
known author..: Price IS cents. For Reynolds of Venango County, Pa. For 
sale at this fiffice. gale at this office. Price 15c,

íü'
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TAKE NOTICE

are two funda«

here-

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

John H. Roche, and Mrs. O. C. Carn-

ices conducted by J. S. Borden, C.

is ex-

divine breeze and sun-

severed lives. MRS. A. E. SHEETS.

"Human culture and aure. Fart

.Straber of friends, among whom weç

will thus encircle the 
Hebrew healer and re-

inbabitlng a spirit body, clothed in 
materia,! garment of flesh, and that

Passed to spirit-life, from Fall Brook, 
Cal., on September 1,1898, Neil, aged 12 
months and 22 days, daughter of Her
bert M. and Mary Gird Peters. Serv-

the 
the

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free.]

flutter in the 
shine?

While they 
heads of the

“The 
Spirit- 
on the

mere entertained at her residence, 1758 
Milwaukee avenue, Chicago, a large.

“BASIC PRINCIPLES”

'T^^F^ÔSÎRé^ÎvèljTfatlNKBR.

QUAKER VALLEY MFG. CO., 355 West Harrison St., Chicago.« 
‘Ä S?Ä reuue"-r™“

I ..GENERAL SURVEY.. !

SEPT. 17, 1898. . \

WRITE PLAINLY.

i+ERE. IS OÜR
PREMIUM BOOK

Everyone has a right to know just what they 
are getting, even as a * n 11
is worth five times the
This is an 
ture of the 
cover title of 
book that is

and most in 
Spiritualist 
published in 
This cut is 
third of the 
of the book 
printed on 
paper and 

in all. 
ut as a pre

premium for a paper that 
price that is asked for it.

exact pic- 
outside or 
the elegant 
offered as a 
the largest 
teresting of 
papers. now 
the.world, 
about one-

cover. It is 
heavy book 
contains 378 
Worth $2.00 
mium it will

be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book.

ART MAGIC.
As Viewed by a Prominent 

Thinker.

To the Editor:—Multum in parvo, 
"much in a little,” and much for a little, 
seems fittingly to describe the book, 
“Art Magie und Spiritism,” and The 
Progressive Thinker’s generous prem
ium offer of the volume. One thing I 
am glad to note about this work is that 
the author realizes the supreme import
ance ot the Spiritualistic factor in the 
genuine magic of tlje past and the pres
ent. Spiritualism is distinctly recog
nized as the chief agenJy and power re
sponsible for most so-called "occult”
phenomena.

The author, who appeal's to have been 
a German scholar of wide experience 
in conuection with the mysterious and 
subtle forces operating throughout na
ture and upon aud through the human 
spirit, has given in this volume a most 
valuable collection of fact, fancy and 
philosophy, and has from time to time 
helped thestudeut to the proper solution 
of problems by giving him the benefit of 
Ills own opinions and conclusions.

The book is strongly written aud 
arouses the best thought of the reader. 
It is lucid ami eloquent in style, bold 
and far reaching iu its speculations, 
and, so far as I am able to judge, truth
ful and accurate in historical delinea
tion, and there is marshalled such an 
array of evidence and reasoning that 
none but a bigot will be likely to say 
after its perusal that there are no spir
its, and that our dead are dead indeed.

From the ancient Chaldean, Egyptian, 
Hindoo, Hebrew, Chinese, Greek, Arab 
and others, down to the modern Spirit
ualist the author has culled most po
tent evidences of the existence of a 
soul, or spirit, in man, which has never 
failed to claim its Immortal heritage.

How we came to be souls, or when 
and In what manner the first man ap
peared, are questions upon which many 
reasoners and speculators may and do 
naturally differ. The author of Art 
Magic is ii bold and keen speculator 
upon these problems, and he may be 
right in his conclusions, since we i>os- 
sess no certain criteria by which to 
Judge in matters so profound. We may, 
however, without danger of offending 
similar believers, disagree with him as 
to such doctrines as pre-existence and 
“elementarles.” The author eschews the 
doctrine of reincarnation, endeavoring 

1 to substitute the Inst mentioned theo
ries therefor; but to one of my way of 
thinking tlie one is as irrational and un
substantiated as tile other.

If time aud space permitted I would 
also criticise other poiuts in the au
thor’s conception of the spiritual aud 
material.universe; but this might hard
ly be fair, since he is writing from a 
historical standpoint alone, coloring the 
picture merely by his owu spiritual aud 
theosoplne conceptions, which one may 
overlook in liis contemplation of the 
grand magic painting which the author 
lias drawn in the volume presented.

I believe that most discriminating 
readers will notice that in tlie history 
of the magic, or spiritism, of ancient 
times one element is prominently lack
ing, and that is the moral clement. Men 
sought the aid of spirits, demons, gods, 
and “elementarles” of high and low de
gree, not to learn how to advance upon 
the great highway of moral, spiritual 
and intellectual unfoldment, but rather 
In order to know how to perform mir
acles before the wondering gaze of the 
multitude, or bow to charm and hallu
cinate their fellows, how to acquire 
wealth, to discover the philosopher’s 
stone, and the elixir of life, or to learn 
how in some way to gain a selfish ad
vantage over their fellows. Happily 
with the coming of the true spiritual 
light the consciousness of men began to 
brighten with the glow of the trans
cendent world; the moral law began to 
receive a fuller commendation. Be true, 
do right, grieve not the spirit and it 
Was said in these messages from the 
dead that in the next estate all would 
1m> well. There was no magic password, 
formula, or conjuration given from the 
world of spirits by which to solve the 
complete mystery of being. Medium
ship was declared to be a gift—how we 
were to use it was a question of morals 
for each to solve for himself.

Art Magic" deals with all phases of 
so-called occultism, and Spiritualists 

' will certainly gain much knowledge 
from it. Its perusal will show them in 
greater brilliancy the central gem of 
the coronet of spiritual philosophy, 
which is the gem of spirit communion, 
the best gift of heaven to man.

A. M. GRIFFEN.

“The Great Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann. 
It is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15c. 
For sale at this office.

“Edith Bramley’s Vision.” Vivid de-

RALLY AT DE KALB, ILL
Lighting of the Fall Fires!

The Illinois State Spiritualist Associa
tion will hold a district meeting, at 
Chronicle Hall, In the city of DeKalb, 
beginning at 2 p. m. Saturday, Septem
ber 17, and closing Sunday evening the 
18th inst.

Mediums and workers are invited to 
lend a hand on the occasion. Friends 
from a distance should notify Hiram 
Eddy, Esq., at DeKalb, of their inten
tion to be present.

PROGRAMME.
Saturday afternoon—General confer

ence on tlie Need and Method of Organ
ization, opened by M. H. McGrath, 
State Secretary.

Saturday evening—The Beautiful Vis
ion, by Mrs. Lou Packard Gay.

Old-Fashioned Spiritualism, by Mrs. 
Emma N. Warne.

Psychic readings, by mediums pres
ent.

Sunday—9:30, Thought exchange, in 
live-minute talks.

10:30—Select reading.
10:45—Address and tests, by Mrs. 

Georgia G. Cooley.
2 p. m.—The Ideal Circle, by represen

tative workers.
2:20 p. m.—Our Duty to the Lyceum, 

by Ervin A. Rice.
2:40 p. m.—Forty Years in Spiritual

ism, by M. W. Packard.
3 p. m.-What of the Bible? by Geo. B. 

Wa rne.
3:20 p. in.—Psychic readings, by the 

mediums.
7:30 p. m.—The Goal of Immortality, 

by Emma Nickerson Warne.
8.20 p. m.—Psychic readings, by 

mediums.
Finale—Garnered Sheaves.

About Organization.
At the Golden Jubilee, it is

the

said
Brother Dewey convulsed the audience 
by relating a story of the boy who was 
sent to round up the sheep, and applied 
it to the efforts made to organize Spir
itualists. The boy reported that in 
looking after the stray sheep lie found 
“one together, two by itself, and three 
over by Parkin’s, one.”

To organize Spiritualists Into active 
working bodies, is not organizing Spir
itualism any more than tilling the soil 
forms tlie beauteous, blushing flowers.

To organize societies for popular 
favor and protection are efforts un
worthy of its mission, for the basic 
principles of Spiritualism do not inhere 
or rest upon human voluntary efforts iu 
any external sense, and Its manifesta
tions are largely without human per
mission. All crucified saviors and sen
sitive children furnish soil for its per
manency and expansion, and the place 
to find it is in the deep recesses of every 
human heart. WALTER HYDE.

KNOCKED OUT.
(Continued from page 1.)

imposslble for me to attend church reg
ularly. I have to wait on Christian peo
ple and see that they get to their places 
of worship. ■

From a Single-Tax Advocate—Men 
do not go to church because the truth 
applicable to them here, now, in their 
everyday affairs on earth is not re
ferred to. If Christ’s gospel was 
preached in the churches now in the 
light of tlie present civilization as He 
taught it the churches would be full of 
men. I would go myself.

SOME SNAP SHOTS.
I can worship alone.
Can be better entertained elsewhere.
No confidence in the churches.
I do not need the church, and I 

it does not need me.
The church is a hospital, and 

not sick.
Indifference.
Lack of religious feeling. .
We do not feel the compulsion 

tend.

guess

I am

to at-
In early life I had to go whether I 

liked it or not; it made me sore and 
sour, and now I do not care to go.

I was not required to go when young, 
and so never formed the habit of at-
tending.

Too much sentiment
Sunday papers.
I have to work,on Sunday or lose 

position.
Clubs.
Lodges.
Fraternities.
The wheel.
Need of recreation.

my

The church has got to be nothing 
more than a social club, and a hypocrit
ical dub at that 11

The church has left its primitive ob
ject—that of worship.

The above responses illustrate the 
modern view of the churches. They are 
gradually disintegrating, and before an
other .century shall have passed, they 
will be numbered among the supersti-
tions.

Chicago.
OBSERVER.

scriptlon of a Jesuit spirit conclave, 
together with interesting corroborative 
testimony. Price 15 cents. For sale at ¡By Mrs. Marla M. King, Price r£

What Is Spiritualism? and Shall Spir
itualists Have a Creed? - Two lectures.

thia office. ¿need from 25 cents to 20 cents.

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS V/ORKERS 

DOINGS, ETC,. THE WORL$| OVER.

We would like to Impress upon the 
minds of our correspondents that The 
Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and it is essen
tial that all copy, to Insure insertion in 
the pqper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
an^on only one side of the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
iu alone responsible for any .assertions 
cr statements lie may make. The editor 
(¡Hows this freedom of expression, be- 
.'Jeyiug that the cause of truth can be 
best ^subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
who differ from you.

Frank T. Ripley, speaker and plat
form test medium, has the Sundays of 
October, November and December open 
for engagements. He is now serving 
tjje South Bend Spiritual Society, for 
the second time this season. A large 
audience greeted him on his return. 
Brother Ripley will sing, lecture and 
give names and descriptions of spirit 
friends at the close of each address. 
Address all letters to him at 426 South 
Lafayette street, South Bend, Ind.

The first Society of the Rosicrucians, 
J. G. F. Grumbine speaker, will meet in 
the Order of the White Rose Parlors, 
810 Masonic Temple Building, Sunday, 
October 2, at 10:45 a. m., and 7:45 p. in. 
Morniug theme will be "Recent Results 
of Psychical Research” and evening 
theme will be “Hypnotism.”

Dr. Dean Clarke, whose ability as an 
inspired speaker needs no commenda
tion to our readers, offers his services 
to societies anywhere iu the New Eng
land or Middle States for fall and win
ter engagements. His large experience 
eminently qualifies him for organizing 
and building up societies and none can 
better define nor defend our philosophy 
than he either with tongue or pen. His 
services should be in constant use. 
Send for him. Address care of Banner 
of Light, 9 Bosworth street, Boston, 
Mass.

Mrs. Alice Gehring writes: “I am a 
test medium, and my daughter Bertha 
is an excellent trance speaker. We 
would like engagements with societies 
in Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, or iu fact, 
any plage where our services may be 
needed. My clairvoyant tests are al
ways given with full name of spirits, 
also locating the one in the audience to 
whom the spirit comes. Besides, I am 
an independent slate-writer. My work 
has made its own reputation. For par
ticulars address ine«S»724 N. Eafet 
street, Indianapolis, Ind.

Mrs. S. A. Crossfleld, a student for fif
teen years of psychic phenomena, seven 
years a mental medium and two years 
a trance speaker, wants to correspond 
with societies desiring to engage speak- 
era for the coming season’s work. 
Terms reasonable. Address her at 723 
S. Elm street, Muncie, Ind.

Mrs. Maggie Waite can be addressed 
ai 121 Buhl Block, Detroit, Mich., for 
engagements.

J. C. F. Grumbine will open the Col
lege of Psychical Science on Monday. 
October 3, at 3 and 8 p. m„ at 30B0 
Langley avenue, Flat 3, Mexlcaua, (Chi
cago) when a special class for the un
foldment of adeptship will be formed.

Miss Blanche M. Groell writes of the 
Englewood Spiritual Society: “We wish 
to extend to all a friendly Invitation to 
attend our meeting at 528 W.63d street, 
over the post-office, Hopkins' Hall. Ev
ery Sunday at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m., we 
hold our regular meetings. We have an 
organized society thnt we are proud of. 
Some of our faithful workers in the 
cause of true Spiritualism have united 
their forces and have met with success. 
At 2:30 we have a lecture, tests physi
cal manifestations, and all are invited 
to participate in tills conference meet
ing. The admission fee is ten cents. 
The evening meetings are opened by a 
lecture followed by a trumpet or full 
form materializing seance. The admis
sion fee )s 25 cents.”

D. W. Hull is now In attendance at 
the Lakeside Camp-meeting, and would 
be glad to make engagements in Mis
souri, Kansas, Arkansas or the Indian 
Territory. Address care W. J. Black, 
Carthage, Mo.

Fred P. Evans, independent slate
writing medium, has returned from his 
summer vacation, and can now be 
found at his rooms, 103 West 42d street, 
New York.

H. B. Van Vooris writes from Topeka, 
Kansas: “The Spiritualists of Topeka 
have determined that the camp-meeting 
shall go ahead from September 11 to 
September 26, the same dates adver
tised by the Kaw Valley Association. 
We have secured the Fair Grounds, and 
working committees of brothers and 
sisters have charge of the decorations, 
and making every necessary arrange
ments for the comfort of visitors; The 
railroads give half fare rates from Kan
sas City and St. Joe, Mo., and all points 
in the State of Kansas. A full program 
Is being completed and none will be dis-

' Mrs. u. H. Hbyjne writes: “I have re
ceived a music,' book, ‘Inspiration’s 
Voice,’ by H. ML Boozer, containing 72 
songs, with notes, with beautiful spir.lt-

I util words. . Price 6Q cents. The music 
in part is new, and there are many-fa
miliar tunes. This book should be in 
every home, a spiritual instructor.!’

Bishop A. Beals may be addressed for 
engagements at the corner of 12th and 
Franklin streets, .Oakland, Cal. ,

Prof. Lockwood, has just returned 
from the camps in the East, where he 
has been lecturing, and may be ad
dressed at 98 Ogden avenue, Chicago.

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley writes 
from Genoa, Ill., “To my many dear 
friends who read The Progressive 
Thinker: Almost dally I am in receipt1 
of letters inquiring when I will return 
to Chicago. I will be ready to receive 
my friends at 98 Thirtieth street, any 
time after October 1, as I, begin my 
winter’s work with the First Society of 
the South Side, No. 77 Thirty-first 
street, the first Sunday of next month. 
Will also make engagements to give 
lectures aud test seances during week 
nights, or hold monthly meetings, with
in radius of 75 or 100 miles from the 
city. Address me at No. 98 30th street, 
Chicago, Ill.”

Oscar A. Edgerly’s engagements, as 
so far made for the lecture season of 
1898-’99 are as follows: September and 
October with the Society of Spiritual 
Science, of Atlanta, Ga.; November, 
with the First Spiritual Society of 
South Bend, Ind.; December and the 
first two Sundays of January, 1899, are 
still open for engagement. The last 
two Sundays of January are engaged 
with the society of Springfield, Mass.; 
February with the Berkeley Hall So
ciety, Boston, Mass.; first two Sundays 
of March with the Spiritual Academy 
of Norwich, Conn.; the last two Sun
days of March and the months of April 
aud May are still open for engagement. 
Mr. Edgerly will be pleased to hear 
from secretaries 6f societies who may 
desire to employ a trance speaker and 
test medium for the dates mentioned 
above as being open. Home address, 
42 Smith street, Lynn, Mass.

H. H. Scoville writes: “The Christian 
Spiritual Society held their first meet
ing after the summer vacation, yester
day, September 4, in Hygela Hall, 
Washington Boulevard and Paulina 
street, under the conduct of Miss Surah 
Thomas, who took for her evening sub
ject, Jacob’s ‘Dream. Miss Thomas 
has a peculiar'giff of interpretation of 
the Scriptures,‘and’ carries her audience 
with her. She scored the tin horn and 
flesh and blood'materializing business, 
at $1 per head-commenting on it from 
her own expedience in attendance' at 
many seances. ’ Later this was taken up 
by a lady medliim present (to the writer 
unknown) who claimed that materiali
zation was gehulne, and the audience 
could have proof of it any week at her 
home. See! Only; $1! She quoted 
Christ’s resurrection ns proof that the 
Scriptures endorsed It. Miss Thomas 
let the bottom tout of this argument by 
simply qiiotihg* frdnl the very same 
source Chrlstlsteomtannd to his apostles 
to touch him not as he had not yet as
cended, etc. Upon the whole the meet
ing was well attended, aud highly en
tertaining. The rostrum was beauti
fully decorated.”

N. F. Riivlin writes from Denver, 
Col.: Mrs. Ravlin and myself have been 
spending some months in Denver, the 
metropolis of the Rocky Mountains. 
Prof. Walrond Is a live man, a courte
ous gentleman, a veteran British soldier 
a thoroughly Americanized English
man. He is a fine psyelflc, a good and 
reliable astrologer, and a very busy 
man. His reputation in Denver, where 
lie has resided more than two years, is 
without a stain or blemish.”

September 11, Lyman C. Howe lec
tured at Lily Dale.

C. S. Tisdale writes from Joplin, Mo.: 
“Lakeside Park Camp opens here Satur
day, and a tine time is anticipated. This 
eamp is in its infancy, but we trust lu 
time to make it the banner camp of 
Southwestern Missouri.”

F. F. Neltzel writes from Spokane, 
Wash.: “In behalf of the officers of the 
First Spiritual Church of Spokane, we 
wish to express our appreciation of the 
work of Mrs. Frances A. Sheldon, who 
has been with us during the month of 
August as our speaker and organizer. 
The largest meeting yet held by the 
Spiritualists took place In tho Unitarian 
Church, Sunday night, August 20. At 
the Close of the meeting the First Spir
itualist Church of Spokane was organ
ized. The officers elected were (except 
the president): D. Bickford, vice-presi
dent; Frank F. Neltzel, secretary; 
Samuel Crow, treasurer; Mrs. E. H. 
Thatcher, J. H. Harris, N. N. Graves,

presidents of three Spiritualistic so
cieties, lym. F. Schumacher, of the stu
dents of Nature; Wm. Lindsey, of the 
Star of Truth Society, and:Mr. Tiseher, 
of a German society meeting at the cor
ner of Ashland boulevard and 13th 
street; also Mrs. Lindsey, a medium 
who gave messages at the conclusion of 
the entertainment, Mrs. Tiseher, Mrs. 
II. Willicky and others. Mrs. Marie 
Gartelmaun, a medium of South Ash
land avenue, sent 11 magnificent bou
quet. A very lively time was enjoyed.

Professor Geo. W. Wahond, of Den
ver, Colo., will resume his Sunday 
.evening Spiritualistic services in his 
large rooms, in the Opera House Block, 
suite 6, on Sunday evening at 8 o’clock, 
beginning September 18, and continuing 
for the next nine months. Scientific lec
tures and psychic'tests with music at 
every service. Every Tuesday and Fri
day evening Mr. Walroud will hold oc
cult trainlug classes and developiug se
ances as usual. The Progressive 
Thinker and other papers as well as 
spiritual and occult literature always on sale.

Mrs.J. W. Kgnyon held test seances 
every evening during July and August 
at Onset Bay Camp. Her parlors were 
thronged by earnest seekers after truth 
Of spirit existence. Many have been 
convinced of its truth. Mr. Kenyon 
opened the seances by a brief lecture 
and psychometric leadings that gave 
great satisfaction. They continue the 
work during September and serve the 
Fitchburg society during October: Mrs. 
Kenyon will serve the Haverhill soci
ety October 16, aud January 4, 1899. 
For future work address her at Onset, 
Mass. !

REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE 
ON PROGRAMS FOR FUTURE 
CONVENTIONS, AT THE FIFTH 
ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE 
N. S. A.
In view of the widespread interest in 

the ethical, phenomenal and religious 
questions connected with our grand 
philosophy, it Is evident to your com
mittee that it will be necessary in fu
ture conventions to endeavor to present 
the best thought of the movement in the 
most condensed form iu our evening 
sessions, with a view of giving to the 
world the principles, aims and workings 
of our philosophy In these conventions. 
It is hoped by your committee that the 
reviewing board will ascertain as far 
as is practicable the eminent minds in 
our midst who are t o’attend the conven
tion, and that the names of the speak
ers aud their themes be announced as 
long beforehand as is practicable. In 
fact., that we may have a plan of pres
entation by speakers that represent 
some especial phase of the movement as 
well as the general cause.

OORA L. V. RICHMOND, 
GEO. A. FULLER, 
ELVIRA S. LORING.
J. H. ALTEMUS, 
C. L. STEVENS.

California State Convention.
At the annual convention of the Cali

fornia State Spiritualists’ Association, 
on September 3, the officers of the 
coming year were elected ns follows: 
President, M. S. Norton, of Snu Fran- 
iesco; vice-president, Dr. H. C. Johnson, 
of San Jose; secretary, Thomas G. New
man, of San Francisco; treasurer, Beu- 
jamin F. Small, of San Francisco. Di
rectors—Mrs. Rebecca I. Johnson, of 
Hollister, Mrs. Henrietta E. Robinson, 
of San Francisco, Mrs. Mary A. Cole
man, of Oakland, C. H. Wadsworth, of 
San Francisco and Mrs. Ida M. Kallen- 
berger, of Alameda. National Dele
gates—Mrs. M. T. Longley, of Ims An
geles and Mme. F. Montague, of Oak
land.

Los Angeles, Cal.
To the Editor:—Who Is Cassius Mar

cellus Loomis, who talks so learnedly 
of reincarnation? He speaks very 
learnedly of the change called death, of 
the painlessness of it. How does he 
know? I have been in Spiritualism 
over thirty years, and there is lots that 
I do not know about it.

The Jubilee was a failure; let it go! 
The people who werejnost Interested 
feel the worst. Now show a kind feel
ing and help them out. They have had 
their experience. Perhaps they were 
wrongly advised. A year or' so ago I 
followed the advice of spirits and lost a 
lot of money, when all I wished for, 
was to make money to do good. I do 
not blame the spirits who advised me. I 
only' blame the conditions through 
which the advice was given.

One thing I wish that some one near 
President McKinley (whose two broth
ers and their families, and his sister-in
law, Eliza Howe Fuller McKinley, a 
splendid medium, are all Spiritualists) 
would tell him not to give the mouks 
and priests in Porto Rico and the Phil
ippines too much liberty, for we may 
have to fight them.

HARRY WIGGIN.
Los Angeles, Cal.

“ REMEMBER .THE NAME.”
, Van’s Mexican Hair Restorative.

Mexican Medicine Co. Wiuoua, Minn 273 Fifth Ave -Anril 10 iko?
truthfnilv^hv f} Vl” haud relfttIve t0 “Va“ B ¡cuu Bair IlCHtoratlve.'^TeaQ
truthfulh say that I regard it &b an excellent, harinleBB and meritorious prenKiation for th« We^ 0“A«Btore8 the naturalTcJory^h" but lt
pre\ entb it from falling out, cures dandruff, itching, etc., is a cleanlv hairdresBimr and in 
Tl%op^er'.^ i,tihresard’’laiuvery trul>'’ WM T HUBBELL 8
8 ‘agfnts WtKTIOI medicine co.

AGEN rs WANTED. 58 Dearborn St., Cbicugo, 111.

Makes Kitchen 
Work Easy

Quaker Kitchen Cabinets fast enough. 30 days’ 
free trial—no money in advance. Two sizes—$5 
and $6.50. Pay if you're pleased; if not return at 
our expense. A quadruple silver-plated teapot, 
worth $5 and warranted 10 years, free with every 
Cabinet. Send for descriptive circular No. 14 •

From The Two Worlds, 
Manchester, Eng.

THE RETURNING SPIRITS.
What have the returning spirits in 

possession of immortal life and the 
larger experience to suy concerning tlie 
unphilosophical theories set forth by 
the churches, which it is impossible for 
any one afflicted with the “malady of 
thought” to believe? They affirm that 
man is tlie noblest work of God; the 
crowning consummation of infinite 
power and wisdom, aud Innately divine; 
that he is free to tread tlie golden path 
of eternal progress through a series of 
planes or spheres, growing more raid 
more perfect, ever clothing himself 
with greater radiance and beauty, until 
he shall be fitted to enter through tlie 
golden gate of knowledge iuto the holy 
of holies of purity, and attain the 
heights of absolute freedom, when he 
can exclaim, “Praise God, oh, my soul! 
and all that is within me bless his holy 
name!” The spirits teach us that there 
is no royal road to heaven any more 
than there is to learning. All nature 
teaches the solemn and unvarying les
son that with everything there is

GROWTH AND EVOLUTION 
in accordance with Irrevocable divine 
law, furnishing the solution to the 
enigmas of faith, mystery, miracle, and 
creation.

The divine laws of
TRUTH, PURITY AND LOVE 

are ever In operation for our eternal 
good, physically, spiritually, mentally, 
and morally; and just lu proportion as 
we live in harmony with these laws, so 
In degree do we enter iuto fuller free
dom. By coming into conflict with them 
we place ourselves in the position of 
the maniac who dashes himself against 
the rock to move it out of his way, and 
with each mad effort rebounds bleeding
and wounded, while the rock remains 
steadfast and immovable. Mau cannot 
violate divine laws; rather do these 
laws violate those who oppose them. 
We may place our hands in the fire and 
feel the pain, but we violate no law: the

• VERY PAIN WE SUFFER
is a proof that the law operates. For 
every fleeting enjoyment, or so-called 
pleasure, we may experience through 
coming into conflict with nature’s laws, 
there is always the corresponding re
action. The physical law of motion, 
“That action and reaction are equal and 
In contrary directions,” is absolutely 
true of psychic laws. “Be not deceived, 
for God is not mocked, whatsoever a 
man soweth that shall he also reap.”

Herein do spirit teachings throw a 
flood of light on the Bible. Judgment 
to come is shown by the spirits to be a 
judgment of cause and effect now and 
ever in operation; that

HEAVEN IS NOT A PLACE, 
but a condition of harmony and peace 
within the soul, flowing as the effect of 
man’s vibrating in rhythm with divine 
laws, which brings him en rapport with 
the Deity. On the other hand, by com
ing into conflict with divine laws, man 
inflicts pain and suffering sooner or 
later on himself, loses his freedom, and 
becomes a slave to his own vices. It is 
such as these who live in the “outer 
darkness where there is weeping and 
gnashing of teeth,” which but reflects 
the conditions of misery within them
selves. Man, having the power to ac
cept or reject the good, 'becomes bls 
own savior, and his owu conscience is 
the jiidge. All religions should there
fore become aids in the unfoldment of 
man’s higher faculties, that he may live 
the true life here, which will be the
wisest preparation for the life 
after.

The spirits teach us that
MAN IS A SPIRIT NOW,

Adppted by the California 
State Convention.

appointed. A cordial invitation 
tended to all.”

Mrs. S. E. Pemberton writes: 
annual picnic of the Society of 
uallsts of Delphi, Ind., convened
3d Inst, at the grove two miles west of 
this city, and a large crowd bad a most 
enjoyable time. The meeting was ad
dressed by Dr. H. C? Andrews, inspira
tional lecturer, of Michigan, who is one 
of the most eloquent lecturers in our 
ranks. Dr. Andrews lectured from sub
jects given by the audience, closing 
each lecture with poetic Improvisations 
and platform tests, which were truly 
wonderful. Mrs. India Hill, of Decatur, 
Ill., upon Invitation came upon the plat
form and gave invocations which were 
sublime, and sang with Dr. Andrews 
the lovely song entitled, “While the 
Days Are Going By.” We have never 
had so successful a meeting, and the 
speakers held the audience spellbound 
with the thoughts uttered under fine in
spiration control. May every noble soul 
grasp the higher truths of our glorious 
philosophy. We know that societies 
everywhere who can secure either of 
the speakers named may be congratu
lated upon their choice.”

Mr. and Mrs. Klnkead have arrived in 
thè city and would be pleased to meet 
the friends at 75 Thirty-first street 
Trumpet circles Tuesday, Thursday and 
Saturday. -

forth, trustees. Thfis organization was 
brought about through the effort of 
Mrs. Frances A. Sheldon, of Chehalis, 
Wash., president of the State Spirit
ualist Association of Washington. We 
wish to engage a good speaker for next 
month. The secretary would be pleased 
to correspond with parties desiring to 
make a date en route to the Pacific 
Coast. The address of the secretary is 
Frank F. Neltzel. E. 1818 Gordon ave
nue, Spokane, Washington.”

E. R. Kidd writes: “Resolutions com
plimenting the co-workers for the good 
work done during ‘the camping season 
just close at Lake Brady, were read to 
a large audleflbe,'’Sunday afternoon, 
September 4, atJf he’closlng af a success
ful camp-meetlhg"’ The resolutions, 
signed by the itominfttee, thank every
body who contributed towards making 
the meetings a’grafid success.

C. H. Horine writes: “My good wife 
and I have returned from a visit to that 
little southern city., the land of my na
tivity, once knorfas the ‘dark and 
bloody ground.’ ” The people there main
tain very wellrthe^proverblal generos
ity of Kentuckians.; We met with only 
kindly greeting? and a respectful hear
ing on the sciehceLand philosophy of 
Spiritualism, which we characterized 
true religion. T,liej“have all heard of It, 
and some want' to know. It is growing 
down there.” .

Mrs. L. Le Sieur writes: “The Young 
People’s Spiritualist Union will take 
charge of the band of harmony, both 
afternoon and evening, Thursday, Sep
tember 15. A cordial invitation is ex
tended to all friends Interested. The 
young folks have been very faithful to 
assist In every way possible, and their 
work is greatly appreciated by all its 
members. Come one and all, and join 
■with us to make it a success, especially 
during Mrs. Richmond’s sojourn with 
us this month. Refreshments request
ed as usual.”

On the occasion of her birthday anni
versary, September 3, Mrs. M. Sum-

It will be a shock to the many friends 
pf Leon and Lena Fellows, of Bankson 
Lake, Michigan, to learn of the death of 
their bright, precocious and beloved 
boy, Duane, who ended his earth life of 
less than three years, August 81. His 
loving ways made him the idol of a 
large number of relatives, more than 
thirty of whom with many neighbors, 
assembled at the resort for the funeral 
services, after which his form was con
veyed to Schoolcraft for interment.

The deep sympathy of each public 
worker, who knew and loved the little 
Duane, we feel is with the stricken pa
rents. He will also be sorely missed in 
the homes of his grandparents, paiticu- 
narly that of Thomas Nesbitt, Jr., fath
er and mother of Mrs. Fellows, where 
the little boy passed so much of his 
brief life. He patiently and uncom
plainingly bore the three weeks illness 
of typhoid fever. All that human 
power could do was done to save him. 
The writer, who was called to officiate, 
.commends the saddened hearts to the 
tender teachings of Spiritualism, 
which promises a blissful reunion of

resurrection has already come to every 
child born into the world; and. what is 
termed death, is only the casting aside 
of the last of those ten or twelve earth
ly bodies, -which science teaches, we 
posses^ in the course of our earthly ca
reer; and when the soul has been finally 
liberated from the dominion of matter, 
it will never again be imprisoned in a 
casket of clay.

Where are these truths to be found in 
Christianity? The only thing of feeble 
resemblance is

THAT FLICKERING SUNLIGHT, 
as shadowed forth in the “larger hope” 
which is spoken of with whisperings, 
and with bated breath, and now pro
claimed by the brighter and bolder 
lights within the church itself. We 
thank God even, for this peeping of 
blue sky; this speck of golden cloud, 
amid the universal darkness of man- 
created gods and creeds, which shut out 
the greater sunshine.

How lightly and fleet of foot will the 
churches trip and skip over the slender 
grounds of their most vital doctrines, 
and iteize here and there on
SOME PATCH OF SOLID TRUTH, 
upon which, like a sort of Noah's ark, 
the dove of their own holier aspiration 
may find a resting place, and upon 
which the flag of their own more cul
tured aspirations and thought may

On Friday, September 2, the angels 
welcomed to the new life the bright 
spirit of Mrs. Lydia R. Sage, of Fre
donia, N. Y. She was ripe and ready, 
haying lived in the flesh nearly 85 
years. She was one of the pioneers 
that moved the enterprise inaugurating 
the now famous camp-meeting at Lily 
Dale. An only daughter (Avis) sur
vives, and her sense of loneliness is 
deep and sorrowful. -
But while the veil of gloom and sad

ness
Hangs upon the outer wall, 

A voice of greeting, full of gladness,
Answer« to love’s tender call. .

LYMAN Q HOWE.

former, together with his following of 
fishermen, with the

HALO OF THEIR OWN HIGHER 
thought and refinement, they seem not 
to understand that subtle psychic law 
whereby the positive action of their 
own higher aspirations reacting on 
themselves reaches but the harmony 
and melody of their own souls.

First The Philosophy of Cure, (In
eluding Methods and Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL, D. A very In
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as It well ful
fills the promlBS of its title. For sale 
at this office. Price 75 cents.

«Arcana or Mturei or the History 
and Laws ot GreaUen,” gy Hudson 
Tattle, A and fcaqt pro
ftanfi treatises Cloth, For. salfi at 
IMi .

ok

The self-constituted California Com« 
mission on Basic Principles has passed ■ 
into history and its majority report has 
been adopted by the delegates at the 
annual convention of the California' 
State Spiritualists’ Association, on Sen«, 
tember 2, 1898, although a masterly, 
clear, concise, rhetorical, scientific and' 
philosophical statement was offered as 
a minority report by the president of 
the Commission, Prof. J. S. Loveland.

1 he principles, as adopted, are aS 
follows:

STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES.
Whereas, Spiritualists believe iu lit#, 

erty, aud will not be bound by dogmatfa 
creeds, which enslave the mind and de« 
stray the spiritual nature,

Therefore, we present to the world, 
instead, a simple statement of prin
ciples, which are susceptible of differen
tiation and growth, until they satisfy 
the minds of all reasonable thinkers,' 
This statement Is a concensus of opin
ion and an expression of the eollectlva 
mine of the Spiritualists of America; 
and tlie purpose of its adoption and 
publication is to serve as a basis for or
ganization aud propaganda; and for in« 
formation to investigators and Spirit
ualists, and is subject to revision and 
change by the people—or their rein»« 
sen tat Ives—assembled in an orderly, 
manner for that purpose.

1. Definition.—Spiritualism Is a sci
entific, pltlosophieul religion, and em
braces the science of life, the philosophy 
of existence aud the religion of hto 
manity.

2. Life.—Life is universal and eternal. 
Organic life manifests itself as intellect 
sensibilities aud will. The unity of Ilf« 
involves that common sympathy among 
men which creates the desire for com
munion with our fellows, aud enables 
deearmit<‘ spirits to communicate with 
those in the flesh.

8. Mission.—The mission of Spiritual« 
ism in the world is—primarily—to estab
lish a rational religion in the minds tot 
men, founded upon the operation of na« 
tures laws; to wage an educational 
warfare upon ignorance, superstition 
and all forms of supernnlurallsm; and, 
in consonance with universal brother* 
hood, to establish the solidarity of tlffll 
human race through the dissemination 
of a knowledge of man's relation to his 
fellow man—to this end, being in iietivw 
sympathy with all genuine reforms 
looking to the bettermeut of the social 
conditions of humanity, including the 
elevation of woman.

4. Deity,—Alexander 1’ojie, the poet, 
gave expression to the most comprelien« f- 
slve definition of deity and man’s relas ' 
tion thereto, in these words:
“All are but parts of one stupendous 

whole.
Whose body nature is, and God the 

soul.”
5. Creatiou.-There

mental elements in nature which are 
immortal and indestructible. They are 
called “matter” and "spirit.” Tlie va
rious phenomena of the universe are 
diflerentintious of these primary ele
ments. Change, adaptation, aud evolu
tion are tlie three great factors in the
progressive economy of nature.

6. Progression.—Tlie watchword ofl 
Spiritualism is "Eternal Progression.’^ 
T'his is a progressive universe; this Isa 
progressive world, and man is a pro
gressive being. Speculations, opinions 
and theories, in regard to methods, are 
of secondary importance.

7. Continuity of Life.—Human expe
rience affirms, the operation of nature’s 
laws confirms, and intelligent commu
nication from those who have passed 
through the change called death proves, 
that man lias a continued, intelligent 
existence after the dissolution of the 
physical body.

8. Mini's Individuality.— The para« 
mount tendency of evolutionary de-. 
velopment'is to the individualization of 
the human spirit as an immortal entity, 
and this individuality being attained, 
the soul must assume the responsibili
ties of eternal existence, and by taking 
advantage of opportunities will be 
enabled to rise to heights of great men
tal and spiritual unfoldment.

9. Death.—The physical body Is the 
house in which man lives while passing 
through the experience of earth-life. • 
When this is no longer habitable, he 
passes on iuto another sphere of exist
ence. This change—or transition—la 
called death, and the condition in which 
man finds himself after this change, is . 
called the spirit world. ••

10. Spirit World.—The spirit world 1« 
a natural state of existence, originated 
and sustained by natural law; including 
many varied conditions or spheres cor
responding to the variant intellectual, 
moral and spiritual planes of its inhabl- 
tants. At physical death each human 
soul passes into a condition tn cor- • 
respondence With its degree of uufold- 
ment, ethical and spiritual; and. under 
the law of eternal progression, through ’ 
continued aspiration and effort, It is 
destined to outgrow its imperfections, 
and ever increase in goodness, knowl
edge, wisdom and happiness as the end
less ages roll.

11. Mediums.—The agents through • 
whom the spirit world communicates 
are called mediums, and may be classl- 
fled as follows: Inspirational speakers 
and writers; test mediums, or thoss 
through whom direct personal mes
sages come; mediums who heal the sick 
through spirit aid; physical mediums 
for the production of objective phenom
ena; and various other classes of me- 
dlums through whom are produced 
many other manifestations on the phys
ical and mental planes.

12. Ethics, or the Science of Right 
Living.—Man should live right and do 
right because it is right, without hope 
of reward or fear of punishment Tem
perance should be observed in an 
things, including speech and conduct

13, Organisation.—Spiritual societies 
photfd He formed upon a spiritual basis. 
OJwaoter and usefulness should be the 
qualifipgtlQM for membership, and 
financial considerations should be sec. 
eoiary. BBNECT 3. GHKEN»
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As I see it, we Spiritualists ore 
morally bound for this debt It

In conclusion, I wish to express my humble gratitude 
and utter my sincere thanks to the censor committee for 
the good it has unconsciously done in advertising the Wo
man’s Bible.—Times-Herald.

BEFTW, Ï393.
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L .This department is under the management of 
HUDSON TUTTLE.

Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

NOTICE.—No attention will be given anonymous let
ters. Full name and address must be given, or the letters 
Will not be read. If the request be made, the name will 
not be published. The correspondence of this.depart
ment has become excessively large, especially letters of 
inquiry requesting private answers, and while *1 freely 
give whatever information I am able, the ordinary court
esy of correspondence is expected. -

HUDSON TUTTLE.

G. W. A., Brooklyn: Q. I am developing for auto
matic writing. I have always understood, with this phase 
of mediumship, the brain of the medium was not used. 
But I find thatin my case it is. I have to have my mind 
strictly on the work, and can tell before each word is 
written, and often before the sentence is complete, what 
is going to be written although the message may be op
posed to my views and pleasure.

. (2) Why do I so rarely receive names of friends, when 
that of my guide and two others come freely?

A. It is the common experience of “automatic writ
ers,” that tlie mind is cognizant of the ideas the hand is 
Writing. The hand is not grasped by the spirit and used 
mechanically.1 The muscles must be controlled through 
the brain, wliich thereby becomes cognizant of the 
thoughts written. That such thoughts come in opposi
tion to the medium is evidence in favor of their independ
ent origin. _

(2) The guide having perfect control is able to write 
hie name freely, but in writing other names, would find 
greater difficulty. This is because the impression of 
ideas is accompanied with less difficulty than names, 
dates or numbers which are arbitrary.

Critic: Q. After we pass over to the other shore is 
the desire-for stimulants, as alcohol, tobacco, etc., re
tained? Can the tobacco habit he overcome—and how?
;A. It has been constantly communicated that habits 

are retained, in some eases, more strongly than in others, 
for causes unexplained. The general statement that the 
next life is a direct continuance of this, carries with it the 
necessity of tlie retention of such desires or habits.

.¿Instances are on record where spirits have, through me
diums sought gratification.

• To break from the habits of drinking or using tobacco 
requires a determined will, and as the entire organism 
has been changed by the presence of abnormal substances, 
fluring the period these are being eliminated there will be 
acute distress. There will be melancholy, depression and 
lassitude. If this period can be bridged over, the patient 
is safe. A tonic to take the place of the tobacco is re
quired, with nourishing food, and occupation to keep the 
mind engaged. Quinine in doses of a fraction of a grain 
taken whenever the craving grows strong, will prove valu
able. Peruvian bark, or golden seal root to chew when
ever the desire is overmastering, are to be recommended.

Strychnine is one of the most valuable remedies, in 
one-hundredth of a grain doses, taken at intervals when 
the desire is imperious. It may be had at all druggists, in 
tablet form; in about this proportion care should be used 
in taking, for if too frequently or continuous, the cumu
lative effect may be obtained. It may be said that the 
basis of all the advertised “tobacco cures” is strychnine, 
bombined and concealed by other tonics. While it is not 

ran antidote or “cure,” for there is none, yet it is a valu
able auxiliary in supporting the system until it gains its 

- normal tone.

Mrs. L. B.: Q. Should not every crime be looked 
upon as the same whether committed by man or woman? 
If so, why should- woman be driven from society for doing 
what man can do and receive the honor of both sexes?

(2) Is it not. justifiable in some cases to commit sui
cide?

A. (1) The double moral code which makes a strong 
distinction between the heinousness of the same crime 
committed by man or woman, is one of the many stains on 
the morality of the present, received from the past.

.When woman was a slave, owned by man, damage to 
’ ter person was damage to her owner, and while he could 

dp qs he pleased, she must be responsible to him. He 
jfiade the laws, the customs, the usages which governed 
her.

Now that she has escaped this position of slavery, and is 
an equal, the retention of this distinction is a disgrace to 
pur civilization. There may be immoral women, but for 
pn immoral woman there must be an immoral man, and 
in the present condition of society the latter must be im- 
•measurably the most immoral.

(2) There may be cases where suicide would be justi
fiable, as when suffering from hopeless disease, ana the 
agony can only close with death, yet there are so many 
circumstances and far-reaching influences connected 
therewith, that it would be impossible to determine 
when such extreme measures would be admissible. Bet
ter to bear the affronts of time and scoffs of fortune, and 
gain strength in the conflict, until the .time of departure 
tomes. -

Those spirits who have expressed their thoughts on this 
subject are almost unanimous in saying that the suicide 
does not improve his condition by seeking to escape from 
the obligation,of earthly life.

Jbhn Walter: Q. (1) Is there any difference between 
i ’‘occult force” and spirit manifestations?

(2) What shall we think of mediums who put on their 
Sard, “Demonstrators of occult power?”

-A. (1) “Occult force” is a term given by the Occult
ists and Psychical Researchers, to the unknown force by 
which they claim all psychic phenomena are produced. 
It is entirely hypothetical, and has not the least demon
strative support

Spirit manifestations are the result of the activity of 
spirit intelligences—individualities.

(2) Such mediums would court favor by calling the 
rose,by another name. They are false to their spirit 
friends, $md hence not to be trusted. They may, if genu
ine, be "demonstrators” of spirit power; but of occult 
force, never. If “psychic force” means anything, it is 
that force by which all spirit phenomena are produced 
and. severed from this meaning, it has no significance 
Whether it is truthful, honorable or wise for a medium 
ix> trnOkle for public favor, by such unmeaningtverbiage, 
is a; question that will be best answered by the results. 
Surely we cannot trust those who would in the very be
ginning deceive by deceptive claims.

' “Wedding Chimes. By Delpha'Pearl Hughes.” A- 
testy; beautiful and appropriate wedding souvenir. Con
lains marriage ceremony, marriage certificate, etc., With 
choice matter in poètry and prose. Specially designed 
for .thè use of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price $1. For sale at this office. • -

“The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. A Menace io 
.American Civilization.” By Prof. W. M. Lockwood,lec
turer‘upon physical, physiological and psychic science. 

^Demonstrator of .the. molecular or spiritual hypothesis of 
' nature.-1 Scholarly, masterly, trenchant Price 25 cento.

For sale at this office.

BAR THE WOMAN’S BIBLE.
Ralston Club, of Topeka, Kan., Rejects the 

Work, Calling Out Sarcasm.

The Ralston Club of Topeka, Kans., composed of wo
men and engaged principally in disseminating literary 
culture by means of a circulating library, has decided that 
it will no longer give space on its book shelves to the Wo- 
qiau’s Bible. This famous work, wliich is, in fact, a run
ning commentary upon aud interpretation of the Scrip
tures, prepared by famous women of two continents io 
correct what they deem false and unjust teachings con
tained in the Old Testament especially, was presented to 
the Ralston Club by Dr. Eva Harding. No objection to 
the book was raised at the time, and it is likely none 
would ever have been raised but for a waggish local ed
itor, who, by steadily nagging at the club, succeeded in 
getting an expression wliich puts the ban upon the book.

The resolutions adopted by the club in expelling the 
book get forth the following:

Thecopy.of the Woman’s Bible will be returned to the 
book committee of the Ralston Club by special request, 
In all other instances the library committee has exercised 
its privilege of setting aside any book thought to be un
suited to its purpose without question on the part of indi
vidual donors, and it must continue to exercise this right 
in the future. There is no disagreement in the library 
committee, nor has there been at any-time, neither is 
there any ill feeling between the committee and the Ral
ston Club. .

Dr. Eva Harding, who gave the Woman’s Bible to the 
club, said to the correspondent of the Times-Herald:

Now, if the women of the general literary committee 
have-.kot sufficient backbone or moral courage to decide 
upon the books to be retained or rejected without stirring 
up a whole community and bringing into unpleasant no
tice persons and clubs, I would suggest that the commit
tee be discharged and one appointed with the requisite 
amount of stamina to do the work in order.

The Woman’s Bible was one of the first books contrib
uted. One of the committee expressed herself as well 
pleased that the book was to be in the library, saying:

“Many would be glad to read it.”
It would be hard to conjecture just what could be the 

mental attitude of a committee of women that wouldv con
sider it sacrilegious for some of the best women of our 
country to write a commentary on the Bible and would 
sanction an author who, solely to sell the product of ids 
imagination, drags from its holy place one of the most sa
cred characters of the Bible to adorn the pages of an im
moral tale.

CONCERNINGTH-E. JUBILEE.. 

Criticism of The Progressive Thinker’s Course and 
Editorial Comments Thereon.

I am ashamed of the picture that we 
associated Spiritualistsrhave given to 
the world, as an object-lesson, a result 
of the workings and eqect upon us of 
ouh religion, as shown in the indiffer
ence, carelessness, and harsh, unloving 
attitude we have displayed toward the 
management of the Rochester Conven
tion. Not only am I ashamed of It, but 
it saddens me every time I look upon It, 
and I would, if I could, remove it from 
the sight of a disappointed world who 
see in it what must appear to them an 
evidence of our Ignorance or hypocrisy.

I take and read two papers published 
by Spiritualists, and grievously am I 
disappointed in their attitudes and 
manners in relation to this subject. 
“By the measure that ye mete, shall It 
be measured unto you,” a natural law 
that we Spiritualists ought to know the 
esoteric meaning of and occasion for.

The N. 8. A., as our representative, 
not denied by us, but actively en
couraged, as I said before, commenced 
and carried on the work of preparation, 
all the time calling upon us laggards to 
hdlp just a little toward making our 
Golden Jubilee a certain success. I did 
not contribute one cent in advance, be
cause I thought it might not fee needed; 
if I had foreseen the result, this finan
cial failure, I would have done some
thing toward trying to avoid It.

Upon our iostrums and in our papers, 
love, simple apd unselfish, is declared 
to be the foundation of our religion. 
We preach a common and necessary 
brotherhood, the necessity for patience 
with and conslder'ation for each other’s 
mistakes, ana above all vaunt the prac
tical usefulness of Modern Spiritualism 
as an everyday practical religion.

This is what we preach Sunday after 
Sunday from our rostrums, and week 
after week in our papers, and now, 
after fifty years of egotistical self- 
laudatlon, of experience and training, 
we, who claim to be die leaders and 
exemplars of the highest, best and 
noblest in spiritual teachings, coldly, 
indifferently turn away from a brother 
in distress because, forsooth, he has not 
accomplished what we expected, but 
who has undoubtedly done the very 
best he could do, for our common good.

We may admit, if we choose, that this 
deficit might have been avoided if some 
of the balance of us had had the man-

----------- ------------------------
THE WHIRLWIND ROAD.

The muses, wrapped in mysteries of light, 
Came in a rush of music on the night; 
And I was lifted wildly on quick wings, 

‘ ■ And was borne away into the heart of things.
T^e dead doors of my being broke apart; 
A wind of rapture blew across the heart; 
The inward song of worlds rang still and clear; 
I felt the mystery the muses fear;
Yet they went swiftening on the ways untrod 
And hurled me breathless at the feet of God.

Irfelt faint touches of the final truth— : . - 
Moments of trembling love, moments of youth, 
A vision swept away the human wall;
Slowly I saw the meaning of it all— 
Meaning of life ahd time and death and birth, 
But cannot tell it to the men of earth.
I only point the way apd they must go 
The whirlwind road of song if they would know. 
. —Scribner’s.

In the sunshine of spring we gather the flowers 
Out from their mossy bed,

And cherish their beauty and perfume for hours 
Till they are withered and dead. .

In moments of joy they join in our gladness, 
To the air their sweetness impart;

Mid earth’s deepest sorrows they soften our sadness, 
Soothing, healing our heart.

We often reject choicest roses, full-blowing, 
At the edge of the bushes borne, 

And covet the bud with the petals slight-showing 
Deep in the midst of the thorn.

Their mission to mortals they finish completely, 
Though cut in budding mold;

The will of their maker will be done as sweetly 
As by their growing old.

At his Master’s strict bidding, hither and there, 
Pauses the angel of death

The worn-out and weary, the young and the fair, 
Wither alike at his breath;

And our God in his choosing may gather the best 
And leave in our home a blank,

But a place that was vacant in heaven is blest, 
Perhaps in the highest rank.

When our little ones die in their life’s fresh morn, 
Our eyes dim with lasting tears.

We know they are up where the angels are born, 
But our grief lives through our years.

Yet our father mistakes not, nor burdens will give 
Above we are able to bear—

_ We still have around us our darlings that live, 
The other buds are up there. W. A. W.

That which is fame on earth is but the faintest shadow 
of the lasting reward in that boundless realm of space 
where the waters have fled.

Death has no longer a sting and the grave is but the 
cradle of victory. ■

The mind is the mirror of tlie soul in the external form 
of being.

The whole world is honest to an honest man, and to a 
thief all are thieves.

The soul now, as in the past, offers its own facts as proof 
of its reality, identity, indestructibility.

The death-sleep of earth is the waking life of eternity.
The spheres are'not permanent, but the temporary 

homes of those who pass through them.
Nature is ever a wonderful page of revelation.
Death is but the open door to a life beyond.
Life is made dreary and desolate by the mere thought 

that it must end if life is ^weet of itself. Death, as 
taught in the past, is a great terror to the human race.

Man, fancying himself the epitome of conscious spirit
ual life in the flesh, often falls into the error of thinking 
that nothing else has consciousness, or even a spirit

However much the intellect may do for man, however 
grandly it may enthrone him in the noble, realm of 
thought, there is a nature above the intellectual, that is 
tributary, and where science can only bend her knee in 
sacred reverence. .

. There is nothing-combustible or perishable in spirit, 
therefore Spiritualism cannot be annihilated by any pow
er, though her-progress-may be ereatly impeded by the 
burdens she must carry.

agement of this affair; this matters lit
tle now, we all know it was occasioned 
honestly, but even if fhls were not true, 
If It could be shown (baj this financial 
failure was the resuli.pt fraud and evil 
Intentions, It would then be and is our 
Imperative duty to f^jrglve and assist, 
to do in this case as all others, as we 
would be done by, qnd, this means to 
help and then, if we jjeem it needed, to 
gently, lovingly and zjvlsiply counsel; to 
give our brother anqjsjster in distress a 
helping hand and an,en<;/>uraging smile 
whenever it is possibly fqr us to do this.

The old' Samaritan .that we read 
about, did not stop to Inquire and crit
icize, but relieved and. assisted, and de
parting, left to conjecture what his 
opinions were concerning his “neigh
bor’s” recklessness or carelessness, who 
Ignorantly placed hbnsqlf ,where, mis
fortune could overtake and. injure him.

The Jubilee deficit.doOs not amount to 
three thousand dollars, an amount so 
Insignificant in comparison to our 
ability to contribute it without trouble, 
that the present inharmony it has cre
ated in our ranks is the very best proof 
of our lack of spiritual understanding. 
We have failed to apprehend that what 
is one brother's misfortune is everyone 
else's and that general inharmony must 
result until he is relieved. This is one 
of our fundamental doctrines, a natural 
law as unfailing in its operation as the 
famous edict of the “Medes and Per
sians" and—as we interpret natural 
phenomena—as necessary to complete 
harmony as inspiration to the spirit

I may be in error, but I believe it 
would have been Incomparably better 
and a thousand fold more conducive of 
Immediate good, if we had, all of us, 
visited Brother Walker after the de
ficit was known, with kindly thoughts 
and a little cash Instead of silently 
Ignoring and shirking this duty, or 
hurling sharp-edged stones at him and 
the management of the N. S. A. because 
of mistakes made. That’s the way I 
feel about It and I think wq ought to 
remember that we are all liable to err, 
and that it is very nice to bo treated 
with consideration at such times.

i believe we ought to be neighborly and 
1 kind to each other, here and now, and 
. as occasion demands, and just as pa
' tient with each other as we know how 

to be; Ithat we should in fact practice 
: what we preach.
1 I think we ought to do what we can 

to restore harmony in our household, 
■ and I cannot believe that any thought- 

fui Spiritualist can enjoy his own little 
personal heaven, realizing that a sister 

1 and brother may be suffering because 
of our neglect. There’s no other way to 
rid ourselves of this trouble than by 
paying out of it, and no matter how 
heroic this treatment may appear to us, 
we have ourselves prescribed this treat
ment, and must either “take our own 
medicine” or acknowledge that we are 
empirici. J. M. H,

We takç pleasure in presenting to our 
readers the above criticism of the 
course pursued by The Progressive 
Thinker regarding the Jubilee matter. 
We beHeve in criticism, freedom of 
speech on matters of public concern. 
It draws out the full quota of reason on 
both sides of the question.

We have succeeded in making some
one ashamed, someone who had not 
paid into the fund a cent, and that 
shame has made him open his purse in 
aid of the worthy brother and sister, 
who spent time and money for the 
cause. Now if we can succeed in get
ter the sick, the lame, the blind, the 
ter the sick, the ame, the blind, the 
aged mediums who have spent money, 
time and health to plant the standard 
of Spiritualism on its present eminence, 
and who have been helpless and un
helped by Spiritualists for years, 
another bright star will have been 
added to The Progressive Thinker con
stellation and another crown will be 
held in reserve for the donor.

We were ashamed of the plight Spirit
ualism had gotten into through some
body’s mismanagement, and like this 
good brother, we wanted people to 
know it.

The car of progress never runs back
ward, but ha<Lwe put the chock before 
the wheel Instead of behind it, the pro
gress would have been impeded, and ter 
its failure to progress The Progressive 
Thinker might have been justly open 
to blame; but the sanguine heads had 
their way anq The Progressive Thinker 
pushed along by word and deed; pushed 
with a will. In fact, if every able Spir
itualist in the land had done as well- 
had done his best—there would have 
been a surplus to the credit of the 
N. S. A. of several thousand dollars, 
and this brother would have been ahead 
one dollar.

We are glad the brother takes two 
Spiritualist papers; ho shows a much 
more progressive spirit than thousands 
of BplritualisteJtT-we are proud of all 
such Splrituallsfe/but they would be no 
less SplrltuaHsts if they took none, so 
fir as the name goes to make them 
Spiritualists in truth, and they are no 
less Spiritualists because they do not 
see fit to turn their whole attention to 
theso unfortunate managers of the 
Jubilee. Mayhaps they are too busy 
looking after their local poor, or they 
nmy be out of money and out of work; 
they may not have sanctioned the move

Spiritualism only recognizes principles, 
not personalities; truth and justice, and 
the way of justice often seems harsh to 
human beings. But Spiritualism has 
run counter to this old Pagan” on 

many occasions and its “doom was left 
unsealed.” It has battered down the 
walls of Paganism and established 
many new truths that Paganism had 
long prohibited. This subject, too, is 
already thoroughly discussed and un
derstood, and has no bearing upon this 
special case.

Wo have many goody-goody folks in 
our ranks, and they have their own 
work, their own station to fill; the 
world would be incomplete without 
them, but the act of “turning the other 
cheek;” the act of turning the pockets 
wrongside out, unless they are empty, 
is about as seldom now as before their 
birth, and will do to talk about better 
than to practice in this day and age.

He asserts that “Spiritualists are 
morally bound for this debt." Accord
ing to that we are “morally bound” for 
any debt that may be incurred by the 
N. S. A., and it behooves us to place 
officers in charge who are careful busi
ness men and women, or we may 
always expect to be in debt and have 
that club swinging over our heads.

As to the present Inhannony among 
Spiritualists, and th© brother’s accusa- 
tlons of The Progressive Thinker as a 
responsible party, we have only to say 
that the time had come to arouse from 
the state of lethargy those who had 
fallen asleep. The world had their eyes 
upon us and ours were closed, seeming
ly hypnotized by our own beautiful, 
satisfying philosophy and phenomena, 
and were simply drifting with the tide.

If The Progressive Thinker is any
thing it is a “rouser.” You might as 
well say that there is no virtue in the 
storm that stirs the atmosphere to a 
perfect fury of commotion, and washes 
the face of the earth, and waters the 
thirsty plants, as to try to condemn the 
commotion in the ranks of Spiritualism 
for which The Progressive Thinker is 
given credit, and out of which is bound 
to come a better condition of affairs.

Brother, your heart is in the right 
place; keep cool and permit the proper 
pulsations for awhile, until after the 
convention in October. Watch the 
manipulations of the machinery of pro
gress from your tower of “love” and 
“justice,” and see If the ranks do not 
“llne-up,J better and make a better 
showing for having been stirred up. 
Do not be afaid of these corrective crit
icisms, these pleasant little adjustments 
of the harness. The cause, If true, will 
live through every storm or blaze or 
wave that may threaten to Impede its 
progress, and we will all be happy 
when the convention Is over.

HASLETT PARK CAMP.'
A Session of Harmony and 

Goodwill.

The location of this camp is one of the 
grandest of nature, clean and healthy, 
with its beautiful lake, with our steam
ers continually moving to and fro, it is 
a pleasure to all who are lovers of the 
water. On my arrival at the camp I 
found some thirty tents well filled with 
campers. Mrs. Mattle Hull was con
ducting a lyceum attended by some 
twenty children. She is a good worker} 
well adapted to the wants of those, and 
all liked her. Her stay of three weeks 
with us was time well spent and ever to 
be remembered.

Our speaker for the second Sunday 
was Mrs, H. S. Blehings. She is a good 
reasoner, fine talker and fully adapted 
to her calling.

Sunday the 14th, J. Frank Baxter 
filled the chair, and the best of atten» 
tlon was given. To know the depth of 
his teachings and the kind greetings h$ 
gave from the loved ones gone before, 
we must hear for ourselves. In. the 
evening he gave an entertainment, wltn 
music and speaking, wjileh the campers 
enjoyed. The'foUowihg Sunday Mr& 
Marian Carpenter, with her pleasant 
ways and blessing to ail, spoke of thS 
teachings and truths of Spiritualism, 
She was followed by b.er husband with 
tests, all recognized, ahd a happy sur
prise to all Spiritualists, for he is a new 
medium in the field.

Our week days and evenings have 
been devoted to speaking by different 
ones, and conferences, conducted by out 
chairman, 0. P. Kellogg, who always 
has u word iu the right place, and a 
story adapted to the occasion. Wednes
day evenings have been given to 
dancing; they have been well attended.

Our worthy president, Mrs. Haslett) 
had under her instructions a dancing 
class every morning, learning the differ
ent steps and graceful ways of dancing,

On Friday at five p. m., we raised 
“Old Glory,” with the Cuban flag below, 
while we sang "The Star Spangled Ban, 
ner,” with a short speech aud a hurrah 
for peace with all nations.

On Friday, August 26, our worthy 
president went to Detroit, and on her 
return home the campers had assembled 
at the boarding hpuse for a banquet, 
with toasts, also a presentation of a sli
ver traveling cup to her from the mem
bers of the danelng elass.

Saturday morning came our Memorial 
Day. Our hall was bedecked with flow
ers In memory of our departed ones, 
while the roll call numbered some thlr-

CHARLES DICKENS
Desires to GoipniliniGate 

Through The Progress 
iVe Thinkei.

created by our acknowledged rep
resentatives, our agents. Credit ex
tended them was credit given us. The 
Progressive Thinker and the Light of 
Truth were active supporters of and 
assistants of these agents, and wo all 
stand before society to-day, unless we 
pay tills debt, as attempting to shirk a 
moral duty. Can we allow this to be 
said or thought of us? Is it true of a
great majority of us? Are there not 
enough of us to settle this indebtedness 
by the payment of a dollar each? Are 
we not going to do what we can to re
move this cause of Inharmony? Cer
tainly we are, and certainly we will re
member that charity has no place in a 
Spiritualist’s dictionary, for we know 
that charity means nothing else but jus
tice, we will not be doing an act of 
charity, but a simple deed of justice, 
that we all know is Included in that 
comprehensive doctrine, “Do ye unto 
others, what ye would they should do 
unto you.” t

The payment of any small sum by a 
percentage of the Spiritualists of the 
United States would Hage settled this 
debt in one day, and qqr papers had 
risen to the heights |pf:7the occasion 
they would have advocated this collec
tion and done for Modern Spiritualism 
in public example wlfiLt they have so 
ably presented in preempt™

There is another thlug.in connection 
with this matter that surprises me, and 
that is the silence of tile great majority 
of our leading lecturers “and mediums 
on this subject 1 like’Wfcee Spiritual
ism practically- applied 3n just such 
cases as this, and I think' we ought to 
have something of a pollen this issue. 
•If I am wrong in my ‘conception of 
spiritual obligations, I would like to 
know just how many I am in the mi
nority. I have lopped off a good deal 
that I have been insplried to. say in this 
connection, and I would like to hear 
from the old workers, the old standard
bearers. If we are not going to pav 
attention, and prompt attention to such 
Issues as this, when they arise among 
us, if we are going to let them drag 
along, and a brother suffer what I be- 
Heve to be a palpable injustice because 
of our carelessness and indifference to 
his wants and rights, if we are going to 
give such object lessons of practical 
Spiritualism as I conceive this to be, to 
a world we are seeking to lead to better 
things, to higher accomplishments, I 
want to be known as being on the other 
side, as “fornlnst” all "slch.”
- I believe Jta high Ideal», but not so 
high that they are unavailable for onr 
present needs aud this everyday life, j.;

and cannot conscientiously endorse it 
so much as to encourage the movement, 
lest It set a precedent to these leaders 
to again be extravagant at the expense 
of the masses, to “raise the standard of 
Spiritualism” a few notches.

If Spiritualists encouraged such elab
orate demonstrations as were provided 
ter at Rochester, it must have been by 
their silence and reluctance to respond 
to the thousands of letters and circulars 
said to have been sent to them in 
advance.

Six months before the time ter the 
Jubilee there was evidence of the 
coming failure. Its shadow was cast 
that far before, ahd such curtailment of 
preparations might have been made to 
suit the indications, etc. But this is 
dwelling too long upon “ifs” and 
“might have beens.” lust to answer the 
criticisms in their turns.

Truly no rostrum or paper has been
a stronger advocate of “love, pure and 
simple,” than The Progressive Thinker, 
ami It is only through “love, pure and 
simple,” for the cause of Spiritualism 
that The Progressive Thinker has un
dertaken to point out some of the errors 
of the members of its family, just as 
any loving parent should; but If it falls 
to its doom in this heroic work, the 
Spiritualists of the country will not be 
asked to relieve it from distress.

We have repeatedly expressed our 
sorrow, our sympathy for those noble 
workers upon whom the N- S. A. has 
allowed the financial burden, the 
Jubilee deficit, to fall; we have ex
pressed publicly nnd financially and 
allowed calls for aid in the columns of 
the paper. Who has done more?

“If it could be shown that this finan
cial failure was the result Of fraud 
and evil intentions, it would then be 
and Is our imperative duty to forgive 
and assist,” says Brother H. Now this 
is calling out a line of argument not in 
the ease at hand, entirely irrelevant to 
the subject, and yet of some importance 
to the public. We ¡should “forgive” and 
smother it down; we should 'give the 
man the money he would steal.

Spiritualism teaches us to befor-
giving, but does not teach us to be 
obedient and submissive to the will and 
mandates of others when we have rea
son to believe others wrong, to calmly 
lend a helping hand to everybody who 
puts on an agonized look over the 
calamitous results of their own mis
management However, in the case 
alluded to, it was a pubUc matter, and 
while Spiritualism sits unmoved and 
unhurt by any criticisms of her sub
jects, we know that a good spanking Is 
almost an absolute necessity on certain 
occasions, and the aim of The Progress
ive Thinker Is to keep the arm of cor
rection In constant motion towards the 
betterment of SplrituaUsm. Nature 
works in this same way. See how 
quickly you will be rebuked by her If 
you violate her laws,' how you are 
whipped into an understanding, not 
through hate, or jealousy,’ or envy, but 
because It is just, It Is right

We expected objections to our criti
cisms of the N. S. A., because we can
not all see alike, nor can we be alike.

“This old Samaritan (Jesus) that we 
read about did not stop to inquire and 
criticise, but reUeved and assisted,” 
says he. •

He forgot to forgive the money
changers who were doing business in; 
the temple. He only kicked over their 
tables and maRe them depart. He for
got to ask for the corn that he wanted 
on, a certain trip, but simply took It

t The brilliant Charles Dickens, high in Spirit
life, has given one of his choicest productions 
through the well known medium, author and 
musician, Carlyle Petersilea, of Los Angeles, 
Cali. It is entitled “Juno, or the New Woman." 
It is Spiritualistic, anti-Catholic, sets high ideals, 
and is interesting throughout. The Spirit 
Charles Dickens expressed the fervent wish that 
lis. narrative be published in The Progressive 
Thinker. We take special pleasure in comply
ing with his request, anj his production will be 
commenced sometime in October. Jiow is the 
ame to send in your subscription. Our Fall and 
Winter Campaign will be brilliant indeed.

A dog story, alleged to be quite true, 
contributed by M. C. F„ and printed ip 
“The Christian,” is in substance as fol
lows:

“Mr. Stannlng was a jeweler. A 
neighboring jeweler had been robbed of 
a large amount Mr. and Mrs. Stan
nlng were apprehensive that their turu 
might come next They had an asslst-
ant One night, when closing the pre
mises, a huge dog walked in, shook the 
snow off his shaggy coat, and made 
himself so much at home and agree
able, that he was allowed to remain. 
On the following day as the assistant 
had not returned from his tea, Mr. 
Stannlng who had an urgent engage
ment, was obliged to leave Mrs. Stan
nlng by herself for a few minutes in 
charge of the business. Not a minute 
after Mr. Stannlng had gone, the outer 
door was pushed open, and a man, who 
spoke to a companion as he entered, 
walked up to the counter. Mra. Stai
ning soon recognized him as a London 
sharper. He asked to see some watches, 
and to gain time he was shown some 
silver one?. With an oath and a threat 
he demanded to see some gold watches, 
of good value. Instantly, with a growl, 
the dog sprang on the counter, and with 
so fierce a look at the thief, and a mani
fest readiness to spring upon him, that 
he beat a hasty retreat from the shop to 
join his accomplice. Then Mrs. Stan
nlng fainted and fell, and the dog has
tened to minister to. her with his 
tongue. Thomas, the assistant, re
turned, and found the dog thus caring 
for his mistress, and Mr. Stannlng re
turned very soon afterwards. When 
the incident was over, and inquiry was 
made ter the dog, he had disappeared 
as suddenly as he had come.

“It seems very probable that in this 
case the assistant was an accompHce, 
knowing the exact time to make the at
tempt, and also that It must be done 
quickly. But what of that mysterious 
dog. Whence came he, and whither 
did he go? Why he came is manifest; 
but we cannot conceive his knowing 
anything, as a dog, of what was going 
to happen. Was he the visible agent of 
an inspiring human spirit, who did 
know the plot, and so Interposed to pre- 

■ vent, its aceompUshment? Is not this : 
rightly considered a case of the ‘minis- : 
tering spirits’ spoken of in the Scrip
tures? < ■ :

ty that have passed over in the year, all 
of whom have camped on these 
grounds. In the afternoon Brother 
Sprague gave us a fine address, opening 
up some new points in the cause and 
workings of Spiritualism, after which 
came the election of officers for the so
ciety ter the coming year. The same 
ones are to act

Sunday afternoon was the close of the 
meeting, the closing address being 
given by our worthy Brother Sprague, 
who wen the affections of the camp, 
his subject being “Occupation and 
Teachings in Spirit Life." Spade will 
not permit me to pen his discourse. At 
the close of the meeting ho gave tests 
from the rostrum, which were readily 
recognized.

Our camp has been well attended and 
the best of harmony prevailed. The 
campers broke camp with a hearty 
good-bye to one and all. Our president 
eave a parting word to one and all, 
hoping to meet us all the coming year 
at Haslett Park, our spiritual home.

Riley, Mich. MRS. A. H. SOULE.

Ashley Camp, 0.
Nearly all the other camps have 

closed for the season, but Ashley will 
continue one week longer. Yesterday, 
notwithstanding a heavy rainfall in the 
morning, there was a large attendance 
all day.

Ashley Camp, located at Woolley 
Park, on the outskirts of the large, 
flourishing village of Ashley, has many 
attractions. It is beautifully laid out and 
planted with shrubbery. The ground is 
level. It Contains a mineral spring, the 
waters of which are said to completely 
rejuvenate half-worn bodies.

1 The management are earnest and 
faithful, giving their time and means 
for the upbuilding of the cause. M. M. 
Henry has arrived with his spirit tele
graph and already established the fact 
of spirit communion to the entire satis
faction of many people on the grounds.

O. P. Kellogg is here and will remain 
until the close of the camp.

MRS. M. McCASLIN,

“Tallcyraud’B Letter to the Pope” will 
be found especially Interesting to all 
who would desire to make a. study of 
Romanism and the Bible.?5J» historic 
fact* ho state*; and hli keen. scathing 
review of Romish, ideas and.practices 
should be retd by alL field at this of. 
fiea Pries S cents. > ■ ,.

The Lost “Antis.”
What has become of th» Antl-Snlrit- 

uallsts' Association of America? I am 
really getting alarmed about Its wel
fare, because I was very favorably Im
pressed with the organization as one 
that would be of immense value to 
Spiritualism. There Is nothing that so 
rapidly brings out the unadulterated 
truth of any subject than that of active 
opposition to It I was depending upon 
the antagonism of the “Antis” for the
more rapid evolution of Spiritualistic ' 
truth. It seem* that Covert, Becker 
Caylor, Hagaman and Grimes are con 
splcnoua just now for their non-est 
comeatlbus.
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library by subscribing for The 
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If you wish to know what ails 
you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State ago and 
sex and name in full. Address

Send in notice bf meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls.

“In every tout there 1« bound np come troth and 
tome error, and each gives to the world or thought 
What no other one possesses."—Cousin.

Thumbscrew and Rack.
Torture Implement* employed In the xvth and 

XVIth centuries for the promulgation of ChriitianHy. 
with pictorial fllUBtratlon*. By Geo. B. Macdonald. 
Price 10 cents.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor of the National with Preface and Note« 

by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with views of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman, 
Joe Bai low, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland, 
Condorcet, Bri&eot, and the most promlnuntof Paine's 
friends in Europe and America. Cloth, n cant*.

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
By Lit»!» Doten. They ir» rttilr nimbi. Price urn. ■

Spiritualist Association 
Washington, D. O., Oc-
20, 21, 1808, at Masonic 
persons indebted to this

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome
By Re". Chaa. Chintauy, ex-priest. A remarkable 

book. Page*, 832. Price »2.25.

BY 0. W. BROWN, M. D.
Fol, lihno, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1,50,

Comment* on Genesis, Exodus, Leritlcu*, Number* 
and Deuteronomy, by

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, lAUie Devereux 
Blake, Rev, Phebe Hanaford, Clara Be

wick Colby, Eden Baitdie Dietrick, 
' Mrs. Louisa Southworth, Ur

mila N, Gedefdd, and
' JVanees B, Barr,

With her Magnetized Herbs all 
diseases that flesh is heir 

to are cured.

Real Life in tlie.Spirit-L^nd.
Given inspirationally by Mr*. Maria M. King, 

will not become weary while reading thli excellent 
book. Price 75 cent*.

THOMAS PAINE.
* Was He Junius?

S[/7hn.HenrTBurr. Fries 15 cesta

WANTED.
An able-bodied fiplrltuallit who understand« Cali

fornia farming can find a permanent home. For par** 
tlculars address “A.” No. 1429 Market st.. San Fraa* 
cisco. Call. 45Q

For 30 days I will send a sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mail.

Clinton, Iowa. B. F. POOLE.

I. M. LANPHERE, M. D.
Paralysis, Nervous Prostration. Rheumatism and 

other Chrunlc Diseases cured by Magnetic Remedies. 
Send stamp, with lock of hair, nge and sex. for free 
clairvoyant diagnosis. P. O. Box 7.Cambridge. Vt. 463

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS
Before the New York Unitarian Club. The first time 
In the history of the world that a Christian Association 
ever Invited a noted infidel to lecture before them 
The lecture Is a grand one, and wu received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end 
The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed! 
Price 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents. *

THE TALMUD.
Setectlonsfrom the contents of that ancient book, 

ita commentaries, teachings, poetry, and 'Jezends. 
Also brief sketches of the men vho made and com- 
mentedjgion 1U By H. Poling. 859 pp. Pries,

POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE

OBSESSION.
How evil spirits Influence mortals. By IL Farads» 

P. 23. Price 10 cent*.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,
The well-known Psycbometrtst and BuaineBB Medium. 
Readings personally, by letter or photograph |l.uu. 
Three reasonable questions answered by mall for 
25 cents Address 54 N. 52nd ave., Chicago. Psycho
pathic treatments. 87?tf

ASTRAL READING
And your phase of Mediumsnip, with instructions for 
development; also a copy of “The Path to Power.” 
Send date of birth and 25 cents (silver). Mr. C.S. 
R. writes: “The reading you sent me for the unknown 
party was so astounding to the one who received it 
that be is a changed man.” Address

URIEL BUCHANAN,
743 North Park ave., Chicago, 111,

The Evolution of the Devil.
By Henry Frank, the independent preacher of New 

York City. Tho most learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever 
f ubllshed. The book contains 66 page*, and is beau- 
Ifuliy bound, with likeness of author QD title page. 

Price 25 cents.

OPIUMSB V ■ stopped it obm
A never-failing, harmless and permanent home 

rare. Trial treatment free on request.
Dr. J. C. Hofiman, 445 Isabella Bldg., Chicago, Ilf»

Herbalist, Psychometrlst and Medio« 
al Clairvoyant. 

PtagnoBlB of disease by look of hair 

(NO SYMPTOMS REQUIRED) ! 
five two cent stamps.

Rock from mine* read Peyciiometrlcally Funlife reading* by mall.................. ■••• .............{¿ffl
P. O. Box 118 Oakland Cal. ..............

forclfti countries ,2.60. Send lock cl 
nair for all life reading*. •

The Religion of Spiritualism,
It* Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 
atson. This work was written by a modern Savior 

ogrand and nobleman. Price il.OT. ’

REED CITY SANITARIUM
REED CITY, MICH.

A. B. SPINNEY. M. D.. Proprietor; E. W. SPINNEY, 
M. D.. Resident Physician, with consulting physician» 
and surgeons and professional nurm-s. The cheapest 
Sanitarium In the world; a place for (he poor and 
middle classes. Are you sick and discouraged? We 
will give free diagnosis by mail, fiend for question 
list, prices and journal*. 449tf

Address aU Mail to

Mrs. Ur. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

WHITE MAGIO
Taught tn “Three Seven*,“ a book of 271 para. It fa 
really a verr Interesting and suggestiv* WOK. Price 
IldiS For sale at this office.

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
Embracing Souf^ulture, Clairvoyance, Psychometry 
and Laws *f Unfoldmeut, with free reading. For par
ticulars address EMMA RUDER, 704 Central uve 
Hamilton, Ohio. 4ty ”

Consultation by Letter Free
Send Postage Stamp for Reply.

.The bright and Bcholarly comments of this gclaxy 
of bright mind* are of deep Interest, and throw a 
strong and hew light on tbe Bible teaching* relating 
to womam All should read IL
Price 50c. For sale at tbis Office.

Mr. and Mrs. Hatfield Pettibone, 
MEDIUMS,

8127 Wabasb avenue. Chicago. Ill. Phenomenal 
Seances given In full light. Al! seances by appoint
ment every Tuesday and Friday evening*, at 8 o’cluck 
sharp. Developing and Magnetic Treatment a special
ty. Private sittings from 10 a. m. to 4 p. m. dally. All 
correspondence with stamp enclosed promptly an
swered. 45ptf

DIVINE X-RAY.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Twq 
Curesall form« of utoiuacli, liver and klduey dlseaiet 

montb'seu't foril.OQ00^' Suflc1““ WM

One package of our Magnetlxed Compound for «nr. 
eyes or poor eyeaight. Ha« been uaed and praised bv 
IbouBauds lu all part« of tbe world. Sent for 60 cent* 
or all three Bent postpaid for ,1.00 with Yarmada 
photoand lu.tructlouB bow io live 100 years. ’

The Beligion of Humanity;
A Phlloscpl vî Life. By J. Leon Benwell. A
sal 1Ä1J

itian people. Price ISceotA

SEPT. IT. 1ST«.

IMPORTANT!

DR. C. E. WATKINS’

BOOK REVIEWS.

Classics. U.

N. S. A. CONVENTION

is published weekly. Try It

in the titles of the chapters. 
Third treats of Philosophy in its 
Developments; The Chemistry of 
tai Action; Phreno-Physiognomy; 
chology tn Its General Features;

This Is in fact a large Sanitarium; only been 
opened a thurt time, yet It Its a most pronounced suc
cess.’ DR. 13. W. BANKS, the greatest Healer the 
world has ever had, has joined DR. WATKINS In this 
grand wprk, and Is at the Home six days in the week. 
Write us and wc will tell you all about our new 
methods of cure that we use at the Home.

Past 
Meu- 
Psy- 
Psy-

■ A Book on “Chronic Disease” 
Sent for 2-cent Stamp.

"IDE LYCEUM.”

6eDd age, name in full, and two 2-cent stamps and 
leading symptom, anil we will Bend you

A Diagnosis of Your Case Free, 
and we will try and make the price of treatment right 
tp you. Remember,-please. That we do not wish to 
take your case unless you are dissatisfied with your 

‘ present treatment. Do not a»k OUR opinion of thi* 
. doctor or that one, because wc never express an 

' opinion, nor havewe anyone connected with us that 
allowed to speak ill of any one or even to express an 

.- opinion. Wc kuow some ductors do so, but wc do not.
-The day of shot-gun prescription Is past; drastic 

drug* In large doses will not be given ten years from 
’ now, We believe lu the certainty of medicine aud in 

specific medication, but specific medication requires

SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS.
■ ’«• He who understands the action of drugs, and who I* 
' - gifted with the power of correctly diagnosing. Is the 
/ Buccessful physician to-day.

a

DR. C. F. WATKINS,
—THÉ—

FAMOUS CHRONIST.
OF AYER, MASS.

Quick Cures!
Small Doses!

Specific Medicine!
No Drastic Drugs!

6. E. WATKINS, M. D,
AYER, MASS.

Fjlißal 
Health

Home

Human Culture and Cure. Parts 
Third and Fourth. I’art Third being 
devoted to Mental aud Psychological 
Forces, and I’art Fourth to the Nervous 
System and Insanity. By E. D. Bab
bitt, M. D., LL. 1).

Another welcome Installment of Dr. 
Babbitt’s great work on Human Cul
ture and Cure, to which he has been de
voting many years of labor and study 
in its preparation.

Tlie deep significance and great im
portance of the work may be discerned

chomelry of Perception of Interior 
Forces; I’sycliomie or Hypnotic I’lie- 

■ nomena; and Clairvoyance, or Vision 
by Higher Grade Lights.

This is a vast field to cover, but our 
author lias done bis work well, with the 
skill that conies of a high and tine grade 

. of development along the line of the 
subjects of which he treats. Very 
largely lie writes from the vantage 
ground of personal experience, which 
renders linn qualified in an unusual de
gree for the work before him, and gives 
him an insight beyond that acquired by 

; the mere student of books. This valu
able advantage is apparent in tlie na
ture and qualltyq of his expositions.

It will become evident to the careful, 
‘ thoughtful student, desirous of pene- 

tratlng to the inner substance and es
sence of things, that our author has ar

i- rived at the true philosophy of Hyp- 
notlsm, Psychometry, Clairvoyance, 

. the Nervous System, etc,
- • The author declares: “The great bar
. tier to all true philosophy and a correct 

knowledge of mental as well as phys- 
• leal laws, lias been the ignorance of 

. atomic i ction and the processes of 
chemical affinity which rule in every 
part of the universe.”

“Tlie universe lias an absolute unity, 
. the whole being fundamentally like a 

part, the invisible like the visible, the 
. unknown like the known, hence all 

forces, including electricity, light, heat,' 
y magnetism, nerve force, mental force, 

etc., are fluids and have weight.”
“The four grades of matter consist of 

solids, liquids, gases, and ethers. The 
’ ethers, including electricity, magnetism, 

light, heat, vital force, etc., constitute 
■ the Fine Forces and consist of streams 

of atoms so fine as to be able to pass 
- through the channels of coarser atoms 

• / like those of oxygen, carbon, the solids, 
etc.

“The world of matter consists of 
atoms and atomic combinations, which 

" are the formulating and individualizing 
, realm of being. The coarser atoms are 

made to vibrate by finer ones or ethers: 
' these again are kindled by the flow of 

: ■ still finer ones or ethers, and so on.
“When the ultimate point of atomic 

fineness has been reached, there must 
be a substance almost Infinitely subtile. 

_■ elastic, and entirely infrangible. This 
~ . substance we call pure spirit. Spirit is 
i'. ’drilwn into activity by the vibratory 

..and suctlonal power of atoms, and, on 
’ the other hand, the vibratory power of 
' atoms is caused by the pressure and 
: elasticity of spirit; in other words. 
: neither spirit nor matter can act at all 

except as they act In correlation.”
' These principles are finely elucidated, 

aided by pictorial illustrations, in the 
body of the volume.

' To the medical man and the mind in
. terested in mental and psychological 
■ studies, this work is invaluable, leading 

. ‘ into paths that penetrate far beyond
. those ordinarily trod by the profes

’ sional class of writers.
. Part Four, devoted to the Nervous 
System and Insanity, may be studied 

• with profit by medical men and non
professional readers alike; both will 
thereby enlarge their area of useful 
knowledge, and gain much useful In- 

■ . formation. - .
• VEerhaps In no othet work can so
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much information be found relating to 
mental and psychic science, including 
phrenology, psychometry.
- There 18 manifest in this the same 
skill in handling his subject that is so 
marked in his. previous volumes—the 
same fine philosophic analysis, keen In
tuitive perception, and far-reaching in
sight while searching into the deep na
ture of things.

Truth in its highest and best expres
sion for the good of humanity; and not 
selfish glory, is his clearly apparent ob
ject.

Every intelligent reader of this, or his 
other works, will agree that very few, 
if any philosophical minds have pene
trated more deeply into Nature's deep
er and finer mysteries and forces, or 
soared higher In the realms of spiritual 
philosophy and thought.

Dr. Babbitt is not one of those who 
are content to plod along in the beaten 
track worn to impalpable dust by oth
ers; hence this volume will be found 
rich with new thought, .leading but on 
new .lines and into new realms, cognate 
to the great subjects in hand. His work 
is not a ibhasli, though he Indulges in 
some keen and; trenchant criticism; he 
is a brave and searching explorer and 
discoverer, yvhose labors add to the .do
main'of human knowledge in masters of 
vital interest and' importance to the 
welfare and progress of humanity. 
Some day his work will be recognlzeil 
and acknowledged, and his name duly 
honored for what he has accomplished 
In his chosen fields of' scientific re
search, and In unraveling some of the 
deep and precious secrets of Nature.

This new book by Dr. Babbitt, is for 
sale at the office of The Progressive 
Thinker. Price, $1.50.

Sema-Kanda: Threshold Memories. 
A Mystic Story. By Coulson Turnbull. 
The Progressive Press,-Chicago. $1.25.

It is well called a “mystic story,” full 
of reincarnation and tlie ideas of Her- 
metism. To one who does not accept 
those theories, the basic elements of the 
story as set forth in the book are pure
ly fanciful, of course; though a strain 
of high moral, and esthetic spirituality 
pervades throughout.

The book will be found very interest
ing, whether one accepts or rejects its 
peculiar teachings; and in a literary 
sense the author has done bis work ex
cellently well.

Wedding Chimes. By Delplia Pearl 
Hughes.

It would be difficult to imagine a 
more tasty, beautiful and appropriate 
wedding souvenir than tills charming 
little booklet. It contains a form for 
marriage ceremony, blank marriage cer
tificate, space for names of guests, fam
ily record, etc. Other subject matter, 
choice and appropriate, iu poetry and 
prose, fill out the best thing of the kind 
of which we have knowledge. It is spe
cially designed for tlie use of the Spir
itualist and Liberalist ministry, in 
place of the orthodox marriage certifi
cate and wedding souvenirs. Price, $1.

The Law of Correspondences Applied 
to Healing. A course of seven practi
cal lessons, by W. J. Colville.

Mr. Colville’s course of lessons em
bodied In this book will prove instruct
ive and lielpful to those interested in 
Spiritual and Mental Healing. The 
subject of Correspondences as related 
to healing is elucidated, tlie correspond
ences between Inward and outward 
states being set forth in a way to en
lighten tlie student in search of truth. 
Tlie alm of the book is to help people to 
help themselves and others, through a 
proper understanding of and obedience 
to the law of sequences—the true Kar
ma of Cause and Effect—whereby one 
aligns himself in harmony with the 
laws of health, mental, spiritual and 
physical. Price, 50 cents. For sale at 
this office.

Cast Thou the First Stone; A Story of 
Spanish Intrigue and Treachery; In
volving our Mexican Boundary Line. 
By Frances Marie Norton.

A well written book, dealing with 
questions religions, social and political, 
affecting individual and national life. 
Tlie treacherous underhanded work of 
Romish Influence is brought into con
spicuous view. Priestly Intrigue and 
Romish treachery are displayed In a 
manner that makes the book Intensely 
interesting. C. H. Kerr & Co., Publish
ers, Chicago. Price, 50 cents.

The Philosophy of History; or an His
torical Dissertation on the Origin, Man
ners, Customs and Religions of the dif
ferent Nations of Antiquity; with a con
cise Exposition of their Religious Su
perstitions. By M. de Voltaire. Peter 
Eckler, Publisher, New York, Price, 25 
cents.

One of tlie masterpieces of the great 
French philosopher. Well worthy its 
place in Mr. Eckler’s Library of Liberal

At Washington, D. C., Oct 
18,19, 20, 21,1898.

All chartered societies are especially 
requested to select able business men 
and women to represent them at this 
convention.

It is particularly desirable that so
cieties be represented by delegates in
stead of proxies. Blank proxies should 
not be placed lu the hands of any officer 
of the N. 8. A., with a request that they 
find some one to represent them. Each 
society should choose a delegate, and 
see to It that the delegate attends the 
meeting.

Certificate rates will enable all dele
gates east of the Mississippi to travel 
at reduced rates. Everything will be 
arranged for their comfort in Washing
ton, D. C.

An excursion is already planned 
from Boston—indeed it is rumored 
there are to be two, at least from New 
England. •

Spiritualists of the West, let us hear 
from you. Send a strong representa
tion of your sturdy business men and 
women to the convention.

F. B. WOODBURIS Sec'y.

The Lyceum, devoted to the interests 
of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street. 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special interest in it. It

“Poems or Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten.' . In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to. be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists.' The volume 1b tastily 
printed and bound. ’ Price $1.

"Thomas Paine: Was He Junius?” 
An interesting; pamphlet by Wm. H. 
Burr. Price 15 cents. For Bale at this 
pffice. " •

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
Chicago.

’ The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, 8800 Wabash av
enue. Services at 7:80 p, m.

Indiana avenue andThlrty-first street, 
at 8 and 8 p. m. Lecture and tests by 
good mediums.

Spiritual Investigating Society, at 
Flynn’s hall, Robey and North avenue, 
at 8 p. m., under the direction of Mr. 
and Mrs. W. L. Brown.

West Side Spiritual-Society meets at 
No. 46 South Ada street at 8 p. m.

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 Wèst North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. in., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

The Church of the Soul will hold serv
ices durjng the month of September in 
Handel Hall, No. 40 Randolph street, 
every Sunday morning at 10:30. Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond, pastor.

Spiritual Advancement Society, 274 
Warren, avenue, near Robey street, 
holds service'every Sunday evening at 
7:45. Dr. Hasenclever: lectures and 
gives spirit messages?

The Englewood Spiritual Society 
meets every Sunday in Hopkins’ hall', 
528 W. 63d street, at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

association are earnestly requested to 
pay subscriptions at once. Officers of 
all local societies are requested to' send 
In reports and annual ’dues. The offi
cers of the National Association desire 
to pay all outstanding debts before the 
convention. If you believe in organ
ization, now is the time to assist it 
with your cash. Contributary mem
bership, $1.00. Report of 1897 conven
tion, 25 cents. All platform speakers 
and mediums who expect to attend the 
convention are earnestly requested to 
notify the secretary that tlie pro
gramme may be announced in good 
season. The largest convention ever 
held under the auspices of the N. S. A. 
is expected to assemble in Washington, 
October 18, 19, 20, 21. Send in your 
cash to aid us now and then come to 
the convention

FRANCIS BAILEY WOODBURY.

Healing, Causes and Effects.
Dr. AV. P. Phelou's latest book, is a 

presentatiou from the spirit side of life 
of the basic prlciples of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of tlie pro
cesses manifesting themselves in the 
operation of healing, is cleaijy shown 
to be the silent power of invisible force.

Under the head of “Causes mid Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming.

It treats of adepts, médiums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementáis, and man’s 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostiles of the Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies^ie whole chap
ter.'

The whole field of tnnn’s relation to 
the forces bringing either the health 
which is harmony, or the discord which 
is disease is handled "by one who evi
dently understands his subject. The 
booklet of 100 pages, Is proving its in
terest by its sales. Sent on receipt of 
fifty cents. For sale at this office.

455 tf.

The Spiritualist who commencdB now 
to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If be reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him,and 
be will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 

—Your Melted Pebble Spectacles are 
all you claim for them, and even more. 
Your Magnetized Compound is a won
derful remedy, and acts like magic 
upon sore and weak eyes. I would not 
be without It. Very respectfully,

MRS. J. A. PERKINS.
Easthampton, Mass.

PRICE OF THE “SEQUEL.”
The price hereafter of this number of 

The Progressive Thinker will be as fol
lows: Three cents for single copy. 
Where five or more are ordered, two 
cents per copy. Where one hundred or 
more copies are ordered, one dollar and 
fifty cents per hundred.

paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say .to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet It is not safe to send money in 
a letter; if it Is sent that way, and' lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain 
as drdlnary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided.

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and. Social Up
building,” By E. D.. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the' College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75c. 
For sale at this office.

. “Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and, 
Rosa C. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, $1.50, '

"The Bridge Between Two Worlds." 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical bodies 
and their physical bodies with 
universal nature and their souls with 
the higher intelligences, to come into 
closer connection with the purer realms 
of the Spirit-World. It Is written in the 
sweet spiritual tone that characterizes 
all of Miss Judson's literary works. 
Price, doth, $1; Eager, 75 cents.

Drs ASTONISHING!
DOCTOR A. B. DOBSON

Still Heals the Sick Through 
the Mediumship of ... . .

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker.

DR. W. M, FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Dr. Max MußhlßnörM-,
PROPHETIC SEER,

If you wish Good Health 
should apply to her.

As a Spiritual Healer She 
No Equal

DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

And bo Convinced cf Their 
Ability to

Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
wifh full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her ' 

DIAGNOSE YOUR CASE FREE.

DR. J. S. LODGKS
I* the oldest and -most successful Spiritual Physician 

now In practice’ His cures are
THE MOST MARVELOUS

of this age. His examinations are correctly made 
and free to all who send him name, age. sexaudlock 
of hair, ana six cents in stamps. He doesn’t ask for 
any leading symptom. A clairvoyant doesn't need 
any. Address .

J. S LOUCKS, M. D„
85 Warren st,, Stoneham, Mass. <60

No “Lock-of Hair” or “Leading 
Symptom ” Required.

The following 1* taken from the San Francisco 
“Progres*” of November 7,1895:

”It gives u* great'pleasure to quote from the Light 
of Truth commendation* of California and Califor- 
fil&n*- In a late issue we read: ‘Wenotewithpieus- 
urb the continued success of our friend and brother, 

.M\ For«teri ot fiau Francisco, California. 
California ha* become noted for Its medium*; and 

F«ritfr .I«' .native ot the United 
States, the people of California have learned to claim 
a proprietary Interest in him Ju*t as if he were a 
native son.’ We hear good reports of him from all 
quarters, and R give* us much pleasure to add our 
endorsement to xhe many accorded this gifted 
medium and educated gentleinuu.”

ABSENT TREATMENTS
By the Use of Vitalized Flannel. 

Cures aH Manner of Diseases.

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
.r,e,lni!11 Ther.peutlca, Including theCure, Vital Magnetlun, Electricity, Mind Curd, 

and a h gher science of life. Chemical atllulty and 
tieveloiied with their mervelou, uw 

plications. Students in four continents have taken tha 
2?Ur,e; J « college Is chartered aud confers the dS 
gree of D.M., Doctor of Magnetics. By a system of 
printed aueB Ions .indent« can lake the course ant 
recen e the diplomas at their own homos. Instllutloh 
removed to 253 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal. 
Diplomas granted uuder either the New Jorsiy 
CullforuU Churtor Send stamp for catalogue to '

441tf E. D. BABBITT. M. D. LL.Il,, Dean.

DR. MANSFIELD’S 
homeopathic medicines 
Are compouuded clulrvoyuutly for each pathmt Sen! 
AGNÒSISmii j“d>ug sympium rur FREE DB Pre«°N S A* i iv“«“ ° c“.re” “■ D- 
MoXhuU-IIECOMME8^“' L>maU C-Howoad

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D. 
17« Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio,

Quickly Guru
Chronic Diseases

Dr*. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.
Deor Doctors:—Our little boy I* still improving and 

words cannot express my gratitude to you. Your 
treatment certainly does its work hi the right way.

Gratefully yours, Mrs. D. IL Bmitij.
August 25, 1898. Siulthtuu, Pa.

Dre. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—1 feel belter than Lever felt In my 

life aud 1 am so encouraged, life begin* to be full 
of promising brlghtneas to me now. 1 urn gaining 
every day. Words cannot express iny gratitude to 
you. Very sincerely Ollik Clahk,

August 29, 1898. Idaho Falls, lua.
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Buttle Creek, Mich.

Dear Sirs:—Mr. Bradley Is butter and will not need 
any more treatment. Weare su grateful to you for 
tbe good you have dune him; we feel that you are In
deed helped by the unseen. Yours very truly,

August 22,1898, Mkb. U. BkaDLEY,
Friendship, N. Y.

I! You fire SuiTerlno 
from any disease whose slow ravages 
are gradually undermining your consti
tution and making life a burden, when 
it should be the greatest blessing, you 
should promptly consult

Drs. Mies & Burroughs.
They make no charges for examination 
or consultation^ relying upon their abil
ity to secure practice. They deal hon
estly and conscientiously with every in
dividual. Some of. the most difficult 
cases which other physicians have pro
nounced incurable nave been cured by 
these eminent psychic physicians in a 
few weeks or mouths.

CORRECT 
DIAGNOSIS

OF '

GHRONIG 
DISEASES

makes a cure of them readily effected by 
thoroughly competent physicians, and it 
is because of the accuracy with which 

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs 
diagnose a case, referred to them, that 
they have the standing among physi
cians which they enjoy to-day. We sub
mit the following from the many which 
are received every day testifying to the 
absolute accuracy of their diagnoses:
Dr«. Peebles & Burrough«, Battle Creek, Mlcli.

Dear Sir*:—Your diagnosis of my case wa* very 
correct. ncspcctfully, LxAnHAHKis.

August 28, 1888. Atwater Sta. Ohio.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Str*;—I sent to several doctors advertising 

through tbe paper*, and requested a diagnosis, nnu 
can Bimply *sy that your diagnosis was the most per
fect, Very truly, H. E. Wbstoatx,

August 27, 1898, Rochester, N. Y.

Dr*. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek. Mich.
Dear Doctors:—I received tbe diagnosis of my case 

and it is perfect in every way. Yours truly,
Jaoob Duncan. Zimmerman, O.

Drs.Peebles* Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—Your diagnosis of my case was very 

correct. Respectfully. Mise O. E. Woobtrr,
August 29, 1898. 8. Hancock, Me.

The most enlightened and successful 
treatment practiced to-day is the psy
chic. The wonderful results achieved 
from this treatment is something almost 
miraculous. We set forth no exorbit
ant claims, but the following and many 
more which we could furnish if space 
would permit, will demonstrate that 
this feature of our treatment is rarely if 
ever duplicated.

PBOOF OF

WonderfufPsychic Power:
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs,

.' Battle Creek, Mich.
My Dear Doctors;—Y our psychic treat

ment is ^helpingnme wonderfully. As I 
sat last evening ¡had the headache and 
before I had s& a half hour I missed 
my headache ahd felt very much re
freshed. 1 cannot thank you enough 
for your kindness^ and the kindness of 
your invisible help. Yours truly, ,

Mb®- Sarah A. Vance, 
Aug. 28,1891k Rock Point, Ore.

Send Your Name, 
Age, Sex and a > 
Leading Symptom 
and Receive an

Absolutem GorrcGt
Diagnosis Free

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY, 
•J, RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM, 
a, DERIVATION OE CHRISTIANITY,

■ 4, WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS?
The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 

for a Historical Jesus.
lu thia volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 

have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messlauic idea Is traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., and its history Is 1 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until It is 
fully developed Into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, in Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Chrlfitlau era.

The book demonstrates that Christianity and Its cen 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system Is based 
ou fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and thaP 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-ealled paganism. It show* vast re
search among the records of (he past; its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Ciiristian authority; and no per
son can read It without I istructlou and profit, whether 
hereHclie* the same conclusion* with the author or 
otherwise. For sale at tUta-officc,

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Pbilosopbieal 
Treatise, by Tbos. P. Fletcher. 

Aontkntb: Tho Beginnings; Fundamental Prlncl. 
pie*; Formation ot Constellations, Systems, Sun* 
Planet* and Satellite*. The Origin of Meteo~ end 
Comet*; Tile Organ! j Kingdom; Tho Origin of Map- 
Mau—Hi* Attributes and Power*; Tbe Soul-How It 
Receive* and Imparts Knowledge; How the 6oul Re
ceives I s Highest Impressions; The Record Bouk, or 
Tbe Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense; Ihe Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De« 
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the 
Bible; The Bible and Christ; The Summary: “What 
Must We Do to Be Saved.” For sale at this office

Price, Clot,b, 81,25. Paper, 50c.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
T)EATH AI^D THE AFTER-LIFE. 

J-S Tho Stellar Key” is tho philosophical Intro
duction to the revelations contained in thia book. 
Some Idea of this little volume may be gained from the 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the After
Life; 2—Beenes In the Bummer-Land; 3—Society in the 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centrca in the Summer-Land; 
&—Winter-Land and Summer Land; 6-Language and 
Life tn Summer-Land; 7-Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultlmates In the Summer-Land: i—Voice 
from James Victor Wilsou, This enlarged edition con
tains moro than double the amount of matter in fem 
mcr editions, and is enriched by a beautiful front!» 
glcce, Illustrating the “formation of the Splrltua

ody.” Cloth 75 centA Postage 5 cento. For oata 
ftt this office. .

Dr. A. W. Birkholz, tho Healer.
Mrs. Mary M. Babhb«, DeKalb, HL, writes: “You 

remember 1 told you there was something growing 
under my short ribs. It is nearly all gone. J applied 
the flannel as directed and sat for treatments every 
1 uesday and Friday evenings; and have felt bauds on 
my head, fiend another vitalized flannel,”

Mrs. liMELiNB Tklton. 108 Cherry street, West 
( Newton. Maes., writes: “1 have bud ubseut treat

ments from you for my cough and feel that 1 Lave 
bceu benefited.”

Wm. Whkbland, Edgar, Neb., again writes: ‘‘I am 
slowly improving; lia\e been uut door u little each 
day for the latt week. Am gnlulug strength fsst. 
My heart is stronger, und gaining, but Is weak yet. 

( Have gained more in the hist two weeks than In a 
yeai before. ] he last vitalized flannel did me more 
good than ah things combined that 1 ever took 1 
shall du all 1 can for you.”

Mas. Wm. Lamiman, Clifford. Mich., again writes-
Please send me another piece of ihe vitalized Hau- 

nel, as 1 am better aft er using the last one.”
AruusT lliogFBT, Valentine, Nel»., writes: “1 re

ceived your letter and flannel, and am getting better. 
1 can feel it. My pains are getting less and 1 feel 
better every way.”

Address

DR. A. W. BIRKHOLZ,
8201 Indiana ave., Chicago, III.

Melted Pebble Spectacles;
K.BtoreloBl vision. Write lor Illustrated Circular, 

showing styles anti prices aud photo of Spirit Varina, 
who developed this clairvoyant power In me. I can 

i’Bhhle Spectacles as perfectly to 
onice n, ! our i0“’“ h""'“ “ 11 ),ou wer0 <“ 
ihoto it «>'> teatliy. Send stamp fM
Photo. B. F. Pool«. Clinton. Iowa.

I’SMIli
J“ ¿¡“i,lnvcul>ou of a practical medium, uuder spirit 
Muuv u it“d d,'?lgU011 10 «h-'Clop medluinshlp.

',,.'7, lb, wehed lung cummuulet
to" PH S|H irJe"d*- 8“d express great sull.faa- lion. 1 rli.e «1, ..ml 20 cents extra for expreasago, 
1 or sale al the oltlceof The PnooHKselVg Tihnkkb, 

Something New a nef Re liable 
„..‘.f, tl' k' " ‘'"'‘ng the fact, with age.
ant I “.“o CUI"1"'' U“. "'1'1 l'0Ul" hl slump, 
p??..;.,. 1,11 )l:u J11-1 " hat your troubles are W

\ 1: lllsu “ “»•»«» Of a rapid cure. I neel
no lie Ir or lead lug symptom.; your letter la enough, 
IJerballsitc Keinedles lu connection with 1'ay chid 
Tower. Address or call.

FRANCES L. LOUCKS,
US ll'arren af., Stoneham, lUas,.

future srs r w 
n"“* 7 r“bor °l>™ it»'“«’ HlocE 
Denver, Lolo. Charls from ,1. Send sump for clrd» 

___________________ «suf

ti >ti.Y'S PHIVATE SAN1TAKIUM, A 
A-' Ljlng In Hunie, cxclUKh cly tor women. All dl*» 
CHbi-tt uf woineu cured. Write for particular* to Djk 
Bly, ¿1 4lb st. s. Mlnih-apollii, Minn. 4G0

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.^ 
ThH medium, who Ie clali-Hudirtit. clairvoyant, ugv- 

cnonivirlc and prophetic, ciin l><- coiiMHird at No 1680 
North ( lark el. Chicago. Eugugcmcnu can be mod# 
by leU,‘r- 450tf

J. G. BftTDORF, M. D
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

MH?.-«6- K Dk"’OLF. INDEPENDENT «SLATE 
-111 Writer Mild Trb( .Medium, 241 Winchester avenuS 
LL cugu \ un Buren cars, or Madison, transfer at 
Robey. Ladies’ Circle. Thursdays at 2. 462

BAN GS SISTE RS, ’
Phenomenal Mediums, 

Independent Slue and Paper Writing dally from# 
a. m.lo5p. m. Seances for Psyclilcid Phenomena 16 
a well lighted room Sunday and Wednesday evening* 
at 8 u clock. Spirit Purtrait work a specialty, fiend 
stamp fur circular. Art parlors open fur visitors evert 
afternoon. 654 West Adame st., Chicago. 460.

6. WALTER LYNiT
PSYCHIC

—AND—

AUTOMATIC WRITER.
Spiritual Ooiumunications by Letter.

CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.
Life Readings and Business Advice, 

$1.00 and Stamp.
Address 118 South First st., S.n Jo«e, Cal.

I* 1 have never known . more competent, reliable 
and truthful medium lor the spirit world than Chu. 
It alter Lynn. Jos. Kodbb Hwinx

jnaiveiious
Development

OP

M4J.Wtoey 
THS CELEBRATED

Trance and Test Medium.

She has developed
Medical Clairvoyance, 

and will diagnose disease and treat with 
revealed remedies compounded for each 
patient clairvovantly. Perfect satisfaction 
guaranteed. In order for the controls to 
satisfactorily diagnose, send age, sex, and 
leading symptom. Send stamp for terms 
of treatment.

Office 282 Stockton St., between Post 
(nd Geary Sts., San Francisco, CaL

ROMANISM AND THE RE
PUBLIC.

A WORK THAT EVERY. LOVER Of 
bls country should bare at band for consult»* 

tion. By Bev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. This la a mo< 
able work, consisting ot a Discussion of tho Purposes, 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains447peuves, ¿HI 
may be coMldareo a mine of valuable laforaationfo! 
every patriot tn tio land- Price »1. Foe Mie at tbl! 
effloe. ' -

unr, nioe»u»-*—

HOW TO DRAW YOUR SPIRIT EHIENDB 
around you with UTsm.u, ten cents silver and 

stamp Prof James Hilling, Gcu. Del. Bosun, Masi.

Of Interest to Readers of This 
Paper.

All thoHc who are elck In mind or body and cannot 
find relief fiend your address and «ymptom* to

DR. WM. PEACOCK,
(Care Universal Capsule Co.). Sacramento. Cal and I 
will, through spirit power, magnetism and my knowl
edge of medicine. Bend you a correct diagnoMh of your 
trouble or dhea»e and after you are satisfied my terms 
will be Id reach of all (rich or poor).

N. B.-Thla notice 1s for the benefit of all who need 
my advice and magnetism and not to deceive you, bo 
If you arc skeptical do not answer, as my time is vab» 
uable to those under my treatment. 4fl2

FREE SEATS.
TVANTED. 4 TO 7 LADIES AND GENTLEMAN, TO 
“▼ ell In seance for materialization, by a newly di- 

yeloped medium. Ih.res.t7 j-e.r., and will allow 
those who will Mt with me a few times once a week k 
free seat at my seances at all times thereafter. PleMa 
write for particulars to Lock box 621 Chicago poifi» 
office. " 4 (jq

Practical Guide to Power,
And a description of

Your Ruling Planet Sent Free 
to all who send correct date of birth and stamp to pay 
postage. Wm. Mueugo. Pomona, Call. 461 •

Wishing to increase our al«
— - ready large sales of the Lo*

HOROSCOPE S tXr?rte,™ ^y?TB 
fol.owing astonishing premium: With every 5o cent 
box, the name of your birth stone, or birth card, and 
it* occult meaning; with every dozen at wholesale» 
your planetary position; with three dozeayour com* 
plete boroscope. The cream Is already known and 
used by thousands; best of references given. Agetfta 
write for terms and get yaur horoscope free. Ftefi 
class Astrologer employed. Write at once. A HxiTt 
90 E. 22nd st.,' Chicago, III. 4&j

WANTEH-GOOD MAN OR WOMAN, 
to represent ns in every town. Honest 
Article: Good Seller. Will rive you 

references. Address
LEKKO COMPANY, 
69 Dearborn St., Chicago.

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION.
Tbe astronomical end astrological orìgini of all r» 

llgiou. a poem ter Pr. J. H. MeaieakaU. FrtçeM 
cent*
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“THE. WORD OF GOD
WH7VT IT IS.

Clergymen Are Shown to De “All et Sea” in Their
Phraseology. .

Moses Hull Imparts to Them Some Wholesome Biblical 
' Instruction. .
Those who do not make the Bible a 

study can hardly realize how gratultpus 
and how entirely without foundation 
many of the stock-in-trade, set phrases 
of the clergy are. A copy of the Advent 
Review and Sabbath Herald for 
July 5, 1898, lias casually been placed 
in my hands. Eld. A. T. Jones is now 
the principal editorial writer for that 
journal.

■The Seventh Day Adventists think 
tbymselves about the only people on 
earth who believe or know anything 
about, the Bible, and they never fall to 
put Elder Jones forward as their chief 
Bible expounder. .

It may not be amiss for me to say 
they have lately been having an im
mense amount of trouble with their col
lege at Battle Creek, Mich. It has re
cently changed hands In such a manner 
as to cause some of the stockholders to 
think and say some of the Adventist 
saints are very much like some sinners 
in this wide world.

I hear in a sub-rosa manner, that one 
of the chief difficulties they have had is 
with some of their professors who have 
stumbled onto a few advanced ideas. 
•The fact is, we are in a world of 
thought, and it is hard for even some 
Adventists to rub against the world 
without occasionally catching a thought 
too large to be tolerated in the church 
or school. Somebody in the school 
thought that, as a book on the physical 
sciences, the Bible did not rank as high 
as some books of more recent date. 
Anyone can see that to tolerate such 
heresy would soon rule the Bible out of 
the college curriculum. This angered 
the Rev. Mr. Jones and he issues a bull 
against any such heresy.

I would like, in order to exhibit the 
flimsy foundation on which these great 
Bible believers base their argument, to 
quote this man’s editorial entire, but I 
must at present content myself with a 
single paragraph.

The article is headed, “The Bible the 
Leading Educational Book." The read
ing of it will convince anyone that some 
tenth or twelfth century Influence Is 
obsessing this great light in the Ad
ventist Church. He would have his 
students draw their knowledge of 
physiology, geology, astronomy, micro
scopy., bacteriology, etc., from the Bible.

Of course his assertions will strike 
any nineteenth century man as simply 
preposterous.' But it is not to notice the 
heading that this Is written. I call at
tention to the article itself. It affords 
a good text for a Bible lesson. The 
first paragraph reads as follows:

“For anybody to profess to believe 
the Bible for what it is,—the word <>(, 
God,—and nt the same time not to allow 
that the Bible must be the leading book 
in all education, are two things that 
will not hold together at all. The Bible 
claims for itself that it is the word of 
God. It comes to men as the word of 
God. If it is not accepted and held as 
the word of God; for that is the only 
claim that the Bible makes for itself. 
Not to accept the Bible as the word of 
God is not to believe the Bible nt all. 
The Bible being the word of God, is 
supreme upon every’ subject that is 
true. There cannot be any truer knowl
edge than that of God. There cannot 
be any higher authority than that of 
the word of God.”

I promised to quote only one para
graph; I have run two together. I did 
so because I wanted the Elder to have 
a full opportunity to let himself out. 
The Bible is here called the word of 
God eight times in nineteen lines. The 
article has one hundred and ten lines 
and calls Ute Bible the word of God 
nineteen times. Surely if assertions are 
good for anything, this is asserted 
often enough to make one believe it, if 
his faith is to hang on this light of 
Adventism.

This empty assertion is the stock-in
trade with ail the clergy. I cannot 
help but think it would have been bet
ter to have asserted it only eighteen 
times, and taken the space for the 
nineteenth assertion to present a little 
proof. A wee bit of proof from the 
Bible itself would have a salutary- 
effect upon some who are inclined to 
dispute this nineteen-times-asserted 
statement. Now I will pledge myself 
to present a chromo to this great Bib
lical scholar if he will find one place In 
the Bible.where it claims for Itself that 
it is the word of God.

The fact is, ministers have had their 
own way in the line of unsupported 
assertions so long that they have grown 
to believe them true. Elder Jones is 
not by any means an isolated case; all 
the ministers make just such asser
tions. All orthodox people are com
pelled to believe them, or to perjure 
themselves. The orthodox Confession 
of Faith says: “The authority of the 
holy scriptures ♦ * dependeth ♦ • 
wholly upon God, the author thereof; 
and therefore is to be received, because 
it is the word of God. * * and the 
perfection thereof are arguments 
whereby it doth abundantly evidence 
itself to be the word of God, and estab
lish our persuasion and assurance of 
the Infallible truth and divine authority 
thereof.” . .

In reply to all this J will say, I 
■have carefully examined every place in 
the Bible where the term “word of 
God,” “word of the Lord,” “my word,” 
“his word,” and other terms of equiva
lent-value, occur in the Bible, and I 
fall to find even one place where it re
fers to that collection of tracts com
monly called the Bible.

On the other hand, In every place 
.where either of those terms occur In the 
Bible they signify what is commonly 
meant by the word mediumship. This 
f»ow propose to fully prove. I am de-

termined that no one who reads this 
shall ever, If he Is conscientious, call 
the Bible the word of God.

If the reader will turn to I. Sam. 9:27, 
and read it In. its connection, he will 
learn that, after Saul had gone to 
Samuel to get through his mediumship 
a clue to some asses which had strayed 
away from his father’s farm; and after 
Samuel had told him what he wanted 
to know and kept him all night; bo 
called Saul up before daylight the next 
morning and they took a walk. As 
they were strolling in the outskirts of 
the city, Samuel said to Saul: “Bid thy 
servant pass on before us (and he 
passed on), but stand thou still awhile 
that I may show thee the word of God.”

Now Samuel did ndt show Saul a 
Bible, or anything like a Bible; but he 
did give Saul such tests as could not 
have done otherwise than convince 
Saul that Samuel was a seer, or me
dium. See verses 9,11, 18.

Tills thing here called the word of 
God was nothing more nor less than a 
series of communications found in the 
first twelve verses of chapter 10. He 
first anoints Saul as captain or king; 
then to prove to Saul that he was sent 
of Yahweh to do this work lie tells him:

First—That he will find two men at 
Rachel’s sepulchre, wlio will tell him 
that the asses are found, and that his 
father is very uneasy about him.

Second—That when he would reach 
the plain of 'Tabor he would meet three 
men going to Bethel; one carrying three 
kids; another carrying three loaves of 
bread, and another carrying a bottle of 
wine.

Third—These three men would salute 
him and give him two loaves of the 
bread, which be told him to receive.

Fourth—After that at the garrison of 
the Philistines, on the hill of God, he 
would meet a company of prophets 
with musical Instruments. When they 
played, or prophesied with the instru
ments, the spirit of Yahweh should 
come upon him, then be should be 
turned into another man—that is, he 
should, in this entranced condition, per
sonate another man. He further ex
horted Saul to yield to the influence, 
and "do as occasion serve thee.”

These were predictions all of which 
were fulfilled that day. See verse 9. 
This is what is here declared to be the 
word of God. There is hardly a place 
in tlie Bible where that term does not 
as definitely relate to some medlumistic 
operation as it does here.

In I. Kin 12:22, we read that “The 
word of God came unto Shemaiah, the 
man of God, saying, speak unto Relio- 
boam, the son of Solomon, king of 
Judah, and unto all the house of Ben
jamin and to the remnant of the people, 
saying, thus saith the Lord, ye shall not 
go up. nor fight against your brethren, 
the children of Israel; return every man 
to his house; for this is from me. They 
hearkened therefore to the word of the 
Lord, and returned to depart according 
to the word of the Lord.” Here this 
message is once called “the word of 
God,” and twice Ihe “word of the 
Lord.” Shemaiah, is here called "the 
man of God.” In every place in the 
Bible, except in Judges, 13th chapter, 
where the term man of God occurs it 
applies to a medium. In Judges 13:6,8, 
“man of God” is applied to an angel.

Here in I. Kings, 12:22-24, the word 
of God is nothing more nor less than a 
message coming to King Rehoboam 
through the mediumship of Shemaiah. 
In I. Chron. 17:3. the word of God came 
to Nathan the prophet, or medium. This 
word of God was a spirit message sent 
to David the King.

Luke 3:2 says "Annas and Calaphas, 
being the high priests, the word of God 
came to John the son of Zacharias in 
the wilderness.” Surely no Bible came 
to John in the wilderness; but a de
velopment; an inspiration; a medium
ship did come to John which caused the 
people to say of him as they do now of 
mediums, “he bath a devil.” Matt. 
11:18.

In Heb. 4:12. the writer says: “For 
the word of God is quick and powerful 
and si .inter than any two edged sword, 
pierci. ; even to the dividing asunder 
of sot 1 and spirit, and of the joints and 
marrow, and is a discemer of the 
thoughts and Intents of the heart.” 
That quick and powerful is in the Re
vised Version more correctly rendered, 
“living and active.” The Bible surely 
does none of the things the word of God
is said to do. It does not 
thoughts and Intents of 
Genuine mediumship does.

In Heb. 6:4-6. this writer

discern the 
the heart.

says: “For
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celved power from the other world, if 
they renounce this mediumship, to 
again get it, seeing they have crucified 
and brought disgrace upon the gifts.” 
' A true exegesis of corresponding 
texts will justify every word: of .this 
explanation. In Mark 3:28, 29, Jesus 
tells those to whom he preaches that 
those who sin against the Holy Ghost 
shall never be forgiven, and the writer 
adds that he “said this because they 
said he had an unclean spirit.”

The Pharisees and others had ac
knowledged Jesus’ power and Influence. 
See Luke 4:36.

In I. John 2:14, the writer says: “I 
have written to you youpg men because 
you are strong, and the word of God 
abideth in you, and you have overcome 
the wicked one.” The Revised Version 
more properly renders it: "Ye have 
overcome evil.”

These young men did not have Bibles 
abiding in them, but they were con
stantly under inspiration.

In Revelation 1:2, in speaking of him
self John says: “Who bear record of 
the word of God, and the testimony of 
Jesus.” In verse 9, this same writer 
says; “I, John, who also am your broth
er, and companion in tribulation, and 
in the kingdom and patience of Jesus 
Christ, was in the isle that was called 
Patmos, for the word of God, and for 
the testimony of Jesus Christ.” Surely 
John was not banished to this island 
for having a Bible; it was his medium
ship that caused his banishment. He 
was banished for the testimony of 
Jesus, that no one can deny is medium
ship. In Rev. 19:10, we read: “The tes
timony of Jesus is the spirit of 
prophecy.”

If the reader wishes to pursue this 
matter further he can turn to II. Tim. 
2:9, and read that though Paul was in 
bonds'.the word of God was not bound. 
That is, his inspiration could not be 
confined with the chains which man
acled his limbs.

In II. Cor. 2:17, Paul says: “For we 
are not as many which corrupt the 
word of God, but as of sincerity, but as 
of God, in the sight of God speak we in 
Christ.” Here the margin reads: “We 
are not as many which deal deceitfully 
with the word of*God." That is, per
sons who pretend to revelations when 
they do not have them; or who will 
make use of their mediumship for their 
own aggrandisement. Paul asserts that 
he was sincere; not dealing deceitfully 
with what is given to him. But he 
speaks in (of—margin) Christ In sin
cerity. His speaking, or rather that 
which inspired him to speak, is what he 
here calls the word of God.

In Num. 24:3, 4, we read of the words 
of God. The text says: “And he took 
up his parable, and said, Balaam, the 
son of Beor hatli said, and the man 
whose eyes are open hath said; he hath 
said which heard the words of God, 
which saw the vision of the Almighty, 
falling into a trance, but having his 
eyes open; How goodly are thy tents, 
0 Jacob, and thy tabernacles, 0 Israel.”

If the reader will look at the marginal 
reading he will find that Balaam had 
been what is familiarly called a shut
eyed medium, but that he had now de
veloped to where he could talk in a 
trance with his eyes opened. The mar
gin reads, “Who had his eyes shut, but 
now opened.” Balaam here heard the 
words of God. He saw a vision. More 
than that, it was all done while he was 
in a trance.

Here I might forever leave this mat
ter; but Inasmuch as the article which 
calls this out and voices the opinions of 
the church and clergy generally, all 
call the Bible the “word of God,” the 
“word of the Lord,” the “holy word,” 
etc., I feel that I must assist the reader 
to further arguments in reply to that

it is impossible for those who were 
once enlightened, and have taste^ of 
the heavenly gift, and were made par
takers of the Holy Ghost, and have 
tasted the good word of God, and the 
powers of the world to come, if they 
shall fall away, to renew them unto 
repentance, seeing they crucify to them
selves the Son of .God afresh, and put 
him to an open shame”
"■Here”the writer speaks of those who 
were once enlightened; had tasted the 
good word of God, and the powers of 
the world to come. What can that be 
but mediumship? Mediumship is en
lightening; it .imparts power from the 
world to come—the world'to which we 
are hastening. Moreover, niedlùmshlp 
is called the Son of God.. This is cni.- 
clfied afresh every time'one turns from 
It The real meaning of this text could 
be brought out by paraphrasing it 
about as follows: ... '.
'“For it is not probable that those who 

have received the light, and have en
joyed thé gifts from heaven; and have 
been made partakers of-spirit power; 
and have enjoyed inspiration, and re-
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universal Christian assertion.
I will next examine a few 

where the term “word of the 
occurs, and prove that it never

places 
Lord," 
means

Bibles; but always means mediumship.
In the Old Testament, the Word of 

the Lord was the word that Yahweh 
put into the mouth of his mediums. In 
the case of Balaam, the record says: 
“And the Lord put word in Balaam's 
mouth.” Num. 23:5. See verses 12 and 
16, whore the same forms of expression 
occur. These texts are so plain there 
can be no mistaking them.

In the place of such declarations how 
can Mr. Jones say: “To the Bible, there
fore, being the word of God, and being 
instruction from the Lord, belongs, by 
divine right, the place of first con
sideration in all education.”

In Genesis 15:1-5, it will be found that 
“the word of the Lord came unto 
Abraham in a vision, as the word of 
God afterward came to Balaam. Here
“the 
sage 
will, 
bom

word of the Lord,” or spirit nies- 
dlrected Abraham to change his 
inasmuch as a son was yet to be 
to him. The chapter contains a

record of Abraham’s trance or “deep 
sleep,” during which many things were 
revealed to him, as things are now re
vealed to mediums.

In I. Sam. 3:1, we read: “The word of 
the Lord was precious in those days, 
there was no open vision. This is 
proof that the word of the Lord 
was an open vision. Samuel was a 
small child at this time. See verse 7. 
“Now Samuel did not yet know the 
Lord, neither was the word of the Lord 
yetrevealed unto him.” Verse 21 readsas 
follows: “And the Lord appeared again 
in Shiloh, for the Lord revealed himself 
to Samuel in Shiloh by the word of the 
Lord.” These scriptures need no com
ment. Everyone but the wilfully blind 
can see that the “word of tile Lord” in 
all these places means mediumship.

Ezek. 3:16, 17, calls the message 
which comes from Ezekiel the word of 
the Lord. In Ezekiel, 33:32, the. word 
of the Lord tells the medium of the 
hypocrisy of those who go to him to ob
tain from him the word of the Lord. 
This word of the Lord was hot a Bible; 
it consists .of messages from the 
prophet’s mouth.

In I. kings, 13, “a man of God/’ or 
medium, came out of Judah with a mes
sage to Jereboain concerning the altar. 
This message is seven times called “the 
word of the Lord,” .and the medium 
who brings'ihe message is'fourteen 
times called “a man of God.” I will' 
not take time and space to quote them; 
the reader is requested to read the 
entire chapter. ?

In Amos, 8:11 and 12, “Behold, the

days come saith tha Lord God, that I 
will’send a famineTn the land, not a 
famine of (jread, noy a thirst for water, 
but of hearing the words of the Lord, 
And they shall wander from sea to sea, 
and from the north even unto the east, 
they shall run to and fro to seek the 
word of the Lord, and shall not find it.”

This famine was not to be for Bibles, 
but for the “woyl of tlie Lord.” Where 
the Bibles are. thfe most plenty there 
the people are the most destitute of the 
word of the Lord. > •

Here I might be justified in leaving 
the matter, but in older that the reader 
may knowthat all Christians have been 
mistaken on this matter, and that the 
exposition I give of these scriptures is 
correct, I will quote a few places where 
“word,” “his word,” “my word,” and 
“thy word” occur. •

Let the reader now turn to Jer. 
5:13-14, and he will read: “And the 
prophets shall become wind, and the 
word is not in then!; thus shall it bo 
done unto them. Wherefore thus saith 
the Lord God of hosts, because you 
speak this word, behold, I will make 
my words In thy mouth fire, and this 
people wood, and it Sjiall devour them.” 
Here we have “word," "this word,” and 
“my word,” and not one of these 
phrases refers to Bibles, or to anything 
else than messages from the other 
world. ■ ■

Jer. 18:18, says: “Then said they, 
Come, and let us devise devices against 
Jeremiah; for the law shall not perish 
from the priest, nor counsel from the 
wise, nor the word from the prophet. 
Come, and let us Smite him with the 
tongue, and let us not give heed to any 
of his words.”

Here the word goes from the prophet, 
in the same sense that the law goes 
from the priests or counsel from the 
wise. Such texts need no comment. In 
Jer. 37:17, a spirit message is directly 
called “a word from'the Lord.” Jere
miah was imprisoned, not because he 
dealt in Bibles, but because of tlie com
munications he gave to kings and 
others high in authority.

The king desires a secret seance with 
Jeremiah, tlie medium. The story reads: 
“Then Zedekinh the Ring sent, aud took 
him out and the klng asked him secret
ly in his house, and said, ‘Is there auy 
word from tlie Lord?’ And Jeremiah 
said, ‘there is;’ for said, he, ‘thou shalt 
be delivered into the hand of the king 
of Babylon.’ " Here he wanted and ob
tained a “word fr’om-.the Lord.”

In Jer. 44:16-19,i we learn that the 
people openly denied’tliat the word of 
the Lord in Jeremiah's mouth was 
truth. They declared their preference 
for the “Queen of Heaven,” over- Je
hovah; they had ¿ared better while car
rying oblations to her than they ever 
did when they worshiped only Jehovah.

Luke 4:36, calls Jesus’ mediumship 
“a word.” It says: “And they were all 
amazed and spake among themselves 
saying, ‘what a word is this, for witli 
authority and power he commandetli 
the unclean spirits and they come out.”

In Luke 7:7, there can be no doubt 
that the centurion refers to Jesus ’me
diumship when be says: “Wherefore 
neither thought I myself worthy to- 
eome unto thee; but say in a word, aud 
my servant shall be healed.”

In Luke 24:19, Jesus’ mediumship is 
referred to as “deed” and “word.”

Mark 16:29, says: “And they went 
forth and preached everywhere, the 
Lord working with them, and confirm
ing the word with signs following.” 
What can this be but confirming their 
mediumship?

In II. Sam. 23:1-3, the messages which 
came to David “the Psalmist of Israel,” 
are called bls words.

Deut. 30:14, says: “But the word Is 
very nigh unto thee, in thy mouth, and 
in thy heart, and thou mayst do it.” 
What is this but saying the message, or 
the inspiration is nigh thee, in thy 
mouth and in thy heart. ,

The term “my word,” in Isaiah 55:11, 
refers to the same thing. The same 
may be said of Jer. 23:28-30, which com
pare direct messages, here called “my 
word,” to dreams, and asks, “What is 
the chaff” (dreams) to “the wheat?" 
(direct communications).

Here, though I have not given more 
than half the evidence obtainable on 
this subject, I have given enough to ask 
what justification this Adventist min
ister, the Westminster Confession of 
Faith, or Dean Burgon had for calling 
the Bible the Word of God? The W’ords 
of the good Dean are: “The Bible is 
none other than the voice of him that 
sitteth on the throne! Every book of 
it, every chapter of It, every word of it, 
every syllable of It, every letter of It, is 
the direct utterance.of the Most High! 
The Bible is none other than ‘.he Word 
of God; not some part of it more, some 
part of it less, but fill alike—the utter
ance of hffli who’ sitteth upon the 
throne, absolute,., faultless, unerring, 
supreme.”

This question lit.’"the light of the 
scriptures quoted In the foregoing, fully 
illustrates the average assumption of 
the learned clergy. I fissure the reader 
that there are few’subjects in which 
the clergy are not 4is much at sea 
without chart or compass, as it has 
been demonstrated' thffit they are on the 
subject of the Bibleibelng the Word of 
God. '

The Progresswe Thinker.
Every Spiritualistiln- this broad land 

can keep in .touch .with our. cause by 
subscriblfig'toi TheiProgresslve Think
er, and also ohtain.fi. valuable acquisi
tion to their llbriry^t the same time— 
Art Magic. T.hb paper one year and 
Art Magic costs5 $1120. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age, so that the. book-is almost an abso
lute gift,' being paid for out of the reve
nue of theoiiico, -thus .’each subscriber 
sharing the profits .of • the .paper. Sub
scribe at oilce.'arid get your, neighbor, to. 
join with you. .

“Nellie,'. deaf,’*; (¿lid '.the indulgent 
father .to his four-year-old daughter, "if 
you like your ne'w 'dolly, you ought to 
come out and put your arms about my' 
neck and give me a real nice kiss.”' 
Nellie compiled, but as she did so she 
remarked: “Oh,;papa, does dest spoil 
you dweadful!” '

SOUL LIFE.
Spiritual Struggle and Vic

tory.

To the Editor:—It has often been the 
privilege of the people of Chicago to 
share in the feast of spiritual fdod as 
spread Before us by the guides of Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond. But of the six 
hundred who filled Handel Hall on Sun
day, September 11, there were but few 
Indeed who did not feel that the dis
course delivered then, was one of those 
especially rare treats with which we 
have sometimes been favored. The 
subject, “The Influence of Soul Life 
Upon Solving the Problems of the 
Day,” was one that could not fail to be 
of interest to all who are upon the bat
tle-ground of life, who, whether they 
wish it or not, have to meet its daily 
conflicts and who know that the trials 
of the ^material are but a part of that 
experience that works for the upbuild
ing of the spiritual; in fact, that the 
two are so Interblended that failure to 
conceive the true Importance of the one 
must inevitably result in stultifying 
the growth and onward progress of the 
other. That such a conception of life 
must of necessity mean a constant con
flict between the inner and the outer 
self must be apparent to all, and any
thing tliat can aid us to gain a victory 
here must surely be the most sacred 
benediction that ean be given us from 
the angel world. Such a benediction 
fell upon those whose privilege it was 
to listen again to that peerless Instru
ment for the time being, even the 
matchless eloquence, the pure and per
fect diction, was forgotten, serving only 
as a beautiful background to the more 
lofty thought of soul elevation. Grandly 
and beautifully the problem of life, 
with its joys and disappointments, its 
conflicts and its victories, was unrolled 
before us, earnestly find practically we 
were led to self-examination, which to 
many of us brought the humiliating 
consciousness that for us only the low
est rung of the ladder had been reached 
in the upward climb toward tliat lofty 
ideal of the ultimate attainment of the 
soul. But notwithstanding these I, ■ 
ternal shadows it was a time of ex
ultation, a moment when the soul could 
almost feel the touch of the angel's 
hand, and hear from out of the realm 
of bliss the voice saying, “Child, come 
up higher.” It was the mount of 
transfiguration upon which was per
mitted a glimpse of the great beyond, 
in which one could momentarily grasp 
the glorious possibilities of the soul, 
as through the victory of overcoming it 
ascends toward the throne of God, 
treading step by step the road of con
flict and conquest, over which even the 
archangel must have trod. At such a 
time how easy It Is to forget our own 
woes, our wrongs and injuries, to for
give our enemies; aye, even to the 
seventy times seven of the great teach
er of Nazareth, how insignificant the 
rocks and boulders already passed, and 
how almost gladly we welcome the dif
ficulties still to be overcome. And who 
shall say that these moments of ex
altation do not leave a lasting impres
sion upon the soul? It is true we can
not always remain upon the mount, 
with the return into our lives of its 
daily duties, we must again eome down 
to meet them in hand-to-hand conflict

Perhaps our waking thoughts may be 
of injury, of pain, of hopes and plans 
dearer to us than our lives, blighted and 
blasted by a ruthless hand, and the 
thought that from which we had ex
pected the greatest joy, had brought 
only bitterness and shadow, making all 
upon which our affections had been 
fixed appear but as a puffball of the 
prairies, and again self asserts Itself, 
and once more the clouds gather 
heavily around us, but out of the gloom 
there comes the memory of that 
glimpse, the touch of that angel hand, 
and the Inner voice calling us to vic
tory. We are led to see that just here 
is the battle-ground, just here we must 
marshal our forces and meet the enemy, 
and that that enemy is self. The pa
triots who fought for the freedom of 
our country were not always victorious; 
sometimes the battle which promised 
the most certain victory ended In route 
and defeat; still they faltered not, and 
the ultimate result of their many fail
ures was freedom for their beloved 
land.

And shall it not be thus with the soul? 
We cannot tell that the new aspiration 
born in our souls from the sermon of 
Sunday will have its perfect fulfillment. 
We may not all be able to stand the test 
which may be before us, and may go 
down in the conflict. Still we know that 
final triumph is possible, and still we 
have the assurance of the angel world 
that whilst they cannot live our lives 
for us, bear our burdens, nor fight our 
battles, they are ready to help the 
struggling soul to come up higher.

Gladly we reach out our hands for the 
promised aid, and strengthened by 
these glimpses of love within the veil, 
gratefully we accept the experiences of 
life, with all their struggles, of diffi
culty and shadow, knowing they are 
the only steps that can lead to the soul’s 
perfect goal. ' -

CAROLINE CATLIN.

AMENDMENTS
To Constitution of N. S, A

All persons desiring to amend Consti
tution of the National Spiritualists’ As
sociation, please present said amend
ments to local chartered society-for en-, 
dorsement, and forwhrd same to .’secre
tary of N. S. A. Annual dues should be 
paid at once if societies desire repre
sentation in Convention, to be held in 
Washington, October 18,19, 20, 21,1898, 
at Mhsonlc Temple... . ■ . :

FRANCIS B. WOODBURY.
The'Spiritual Philosopny versus Di

abolism. Two lectures by Mrs; Maria 
M. K»g. Price reduced from 25 cents to 
20 cents.

: Mediumship. A chapter of Experi
ences. By Mrs, Maria M. King, Price 
IQ cent«. '

The Great Spiritual Movement

Keep in touch with it by reading THE PRO
GRESSIVE THINKER, which will give you a 
greater amount of miscellaneous reading matter 
on Spiritual and Occult subjects than any other 
paper now published. Our Fall and Winter 
Campaign‘Will be especially brilliant. A series 
of articles by Moses Hull, and a Spirit Message 
from Charles Dickens, through Carlyle Petersilea 
will alone be worth more than the price of the 
paper. No one can afford to miss one number.
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MRS. RICHMOND.
American Medium 

Newcastle.
in

Mi'S. Cora L. V. Richmond, of Wash
ington, U. 8. A. (vice-president of the 
National Association of Spiritualists of 
America), in a brief visit to Eugland, is 
making her only “manifestation” in the 
provinces of Newcastle, and on Sunday 
gave Inspirational addresses before 
crowded assemblages in the North
umberland Hall, which the local society 
has obtained for its meetings. Many 
volumes of the lady’s addresses, poems, 
and prophecies have been published, 
both in England and America, one of 
the books being in the 1’ublic Library. 
Mrs. Richmond informed our represent
ative that she was entirely oblivious to 
anything she said when entranced, and 
in point of fact; while she had delivered 
thousands of Spiritual discourses she 
was quite unconscious of anything she 
said. She is the Spiritualist minister of 
a large congregation in Washington, 
and returns the first week in August 
for what are known as “camp meet
ings” in America. Her “guides,” she 
said, always gave a prophetic discourse 
on New Year’s Day, and in the last fore
told the strife now raging, the combina
tion and extension of the Saxon race in 
years to eome for the betterment of the 
world, and also the growth of the Jap
anese into a strong and Intelligent na
tion. Mrs. Richmond wore a black silk 
robe, with white vest, the former with 
long loose sleeves, like a college gown, 
and certain curious jewel decorations 
presented to her in America. Her se
lected subject of discourse was the 
"Progress of Spiritual Ideas in the

immortality as known and demon, 
stinted, and it made of human life one 
of tl>e steps in the great eternity of ex« 
istence which was here and now.

At the close of the service Ilie au
dience was desired to give the medium 
a few topics for impromptu poems, and 
“The Philosophy of Death,” “Charity, 
and “Love” were called out. Mrs. Rich
mond changed the order, and spoke first! 
on “Charity,” following this up with, 
the other two subjects, aud concluding 
the interesting service with a benedic- 
tion.—Newcastle (Eng.) Daily Leader. .

MEDIUMS-EXPENSES
Some Reasonable Thoughts 

Presented.

World To-day.” 
president of the 
chair.

Mrs. Richmond,

Mr. Fred. Sargent, 
society, was in t>„>

in the course of a
forty minutes’ address, recognized the 
lapse of a quarter of a century since 
her first appearance in England, and 
said that twenty-five years ago a few 
voices had been heard in England, a 
few minds had started out as pioneers 
of this cause. Earlier in America the 
first pulse of this mighty movement 
had been heard. They had just been 
celebrating its jubilee, and might ven
ture to say, without contradiction, that 
no other movement in the history of 
the world had ever made such progress 
in numbers and In the diffusion of its 
ideas in so short a space of time. They 
might venture to say, without success
ful contradiction, that no other phil
osophy had permeated human society 
as this movement had. Many of them 
might think that because there was no 
regular system of propaganda the work 
had not advanced as rapidly as it 
might; but a movement that originated 
in the skies, a movement that had for 
Its sources of inspiration those who 
were passed beyond the shadow of 
death, and beyond the limitations of 
earth, could not draw support so well 
from human Institutions as from the 
aspirations of the human face. Com
mencing as it did in almost obscurity, it 
had touched the scientist in his lab
oratory, touched the clergyman in his 
pulpit and in his study, and touched the 
man of learning wherever he might be. 
They found a new proposition in the 
realm of physics and theology to solve. 
This new proposition was not only the 
existence of the human spirit beyond 
the change called death; but the possi
bility of the spirits, under favorable 
conditions, unknown to mortals, to im
press through substance, to endow 
physical objects with intelligence, to 
perform on musical instruments, to lev
itate physical objects contrary to the 
supposed law of gravitation, and to do 
many things which science was totally 
unfamiliar with. In this a third element 
entered, namely, the laws of psychology 
and mesmerism so-called, in the early 
part of this century, and those various 
propositions connected with the human 
mind that had never been solved; prop
ositions that commonly entered into 
this subject and formed, perhaps, in 
many Instances the stepping-stones to 
the Investigation of Spiritualism. Grad
ually in the last fifty years scientific 
minds had been awakened to the 
knowledge of this higher power and 
force, which many of them freely ad
mitted must be the force proceeding 
from departed spirits, and if this was 
true of scientific research, it was also 
true of theology. Whilst the systems 
of religious belief had not essentially 
changed, theological thought had 
steadily turned towards the new light. 
It was still more true amongst the large 
majority of the population that be
longed to.no form of a special worship, 
amongst : literary men and women, the 
speaker instancing the introduction of 
the “weird” into all books of the day. 
She ascribed to this spiritual growth 
the awakening of the law of fraternity, 
the removal of superficial states, and 
the removal of ¿selfish striving for the 
welfare of all. Spiritualism kindled 
anew thé altars that had been long de
serted, it. anew established the gifts 
long forgotten, and it restored ths hu
man soul to its divine inheritance of

1 read from different correspondents 
to your valuable paper on the various 
subjects regarding mediumship, which 
is something we are all interested in, 
for what would .Spiritualism be to-day; 
but for the mediums through whom! 
the good spirits can and do come to en
lighten us on a philosophy that is oC 
vital importance. 1 will be glad to aeo 
the day when every Spiritualist camp 
will be cleansed of every fraudulent' 
pretender to mediumship, and the' 
money that goes into their pockets, go 
to the true mediums. If each camp or 
society of Spiritualists will set- to it 
that all pretenders are thoroughly ex
amined (as well as genuine), the fakea 
will become scarce, and the unsuspect
ing investigator, true mediums, and tha 
cause of Spiritualism, be greatly ben
efited. As it is now, too much money; 
that should go to the true mediums 
finds its way into the pockets of tha 
fakes, which should not be, and can bo 
very easily prevented If a little pre
caution is used, and no Investment will 
bring better results. Then (here would 
not need to be a cry go forth that we 
must raise funds to make an asylum 
for poor worn-out mediums, for if they, 
will have an eye to their future support 
aud lay aside something for a rainy] 
day and old age, as the rest of the 
human family are expected to do, there 
will be no need of asylums for them. 
I knotv of mediums who take in more 
money’ yearly than most farmers make 
off one hundred acres, and still If the 
stream stops coming in they are "dead 
broke;” then help must come from, 
some source. If you stop to think, you 
can see that the cause is kept moving 
by the efforts of the rank and file of 
Spiritualism.

We hear a call to help out the Jubilee 
deficit; the N. S. A. wants assistance; 
our camps must be supported, and last, 
but not least, our home societies must 
be sustained. We must have lectures; 
a hall must be rented, and no end to the 
expenses we are expected to meet, 
Now, let us be reasonable. I have 
been in the work for years, and I know] 
whereof J speak. I know we are willing 
to do all we are able to do financially, 
for the cause that has done so much foe 
us and is still doing for bumanitv.

MRS. & C. BACON, i
Lake Brady, Ohio.

OVER THE OCEAN.
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English Spiritualists Speak 
of Mrs. Richmond.

To
RESOLUTION. '

Mrs. Oora L. V. Richmond, <yfl
Washington and Chicago, U. S. AI, 
official representative to the recent In
ternational Conference of Spiritualists 
held at St. James Hall, London, from 
the united members of the Newcastle 
Tyne Spiritual Evidence Society:

Beloved Sister, we beg to tender to 
your inspirers and yourself, at thia 
farewell meeting, our sincere apprecia-
tion of the course 
ucatlonal lectures 
Whether considering

of brilliant ad
just concluded, 
the constructive

and orderly logic of your ideas, youi 
originality of method, or the soul fervor 
expressed throughout your efforts, all 
in the trend of unlimited progress, you 
are to be congratulated upon the re
suits.

Our prayer therefore Is, that yourself- 
and your dear husband may reach your;, 
Western home safely and that guardian 
angels may still surround you both.

FREDERICK SARGEANT, Pres.
WILLIAM MOORE, Hon. Sec’y. - 

This resolution was moved from the 
platform by the chairman, Mr. W. H. 
Robinson, seconded by Mr. Thomas 
Ashton, and supported by .Mr. ■ 
Gleave, and enthusiastically carried byj 
acclamation. ;

“Papa,” said five-year-old Willie, “J. 
want you to give me five cents.” “Whai - 
do you want it for, Willie?” asked his ; 
father. “I want to buy a toy monkey,” . 
was the answer. “Oh,” said the father, '■ ■ 
“you’re monkey enough; we don’t need ‘ 
another one In the house.” “Well,'’ 
said the little schemer, “then give mq ■■■>• 
five cents to -buv the monkey aomft >. 
peanuts." '
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Chicago Occultists Declare That Hostilities Were Brought to a Close by 
Means of Thought,

p T To the Editor:—It appears from the Chicago Chronicle 
P, that the Chicago oc’cultists have thought, the war to a 
H ¡close. For the cessation of hostilities and the issuing of 
m the peace protocol was not the work of Shafter, Sampson 
L ' and the man associated with them have been responsible, 
: put the powerful and peace-producing thoughts sent out 

by the occultists in Chicago and the world,at large. Tliis 
at least, is the claim which many of them are making and

I it is a claim substantiated in varying degrees by rep
I ¡resentatives of each of the four large and flourishing 

■ qccult societies in this city.
I T1 ie Chicago Theosophical Society, which ranks highest
I1’ in point of scientific estimation, if not in numbers, its 
I members and authorities having by occult means fore

stalled scientific discovery and research in many instances, 
leads the list of these societies. - The Esoteric Extension

I Society, which works along lines similar to those chosen 
I by the Theosophists, while confining itself to no partic
I ular branch of occult study, comes next. The Hermetic 
I Brotherhood, also an offshoot of the Theosophical society, 
I constitutes the third member of the Chicago occult 
I quartet and the Home Silent Thought Brotherhood is the 
L fourth factor in the Chicago occultism which has sup- 
I posedly restored peace.
I ■ Members of all these organizations, together with num
I bers of Christian Scientists, Spiritualists and Truthseek- 
I era and other “good thinkers” who, while laying no claim 
I to occult practices, still believe most ardently and de
I voutly in the power of thought to “move armies as well as
I mountains,” religiously hold that “thoughts are things, 

that well-directed thought is all-powerful and that, the
I cessation of hostilities ha's been hastened, if not entirely 
I brought about, by the thought force directed toward that 
I end both in America and Spain.

notv IT WAS ENDED.
I -“The Americans and. Spaniards, although disagreeing 

in all other particulars, have at last thought alike in this
I regard,” declared a prominent Chicago occultist recently; 
I “each nation has desired to have victory on its own side, 
I of co rae, but both have longed for and desired the end 
I of the war with very vivid longing. The thought force 
I ■ ' consequent upon this desire could not fail to produce an 
I" exceedingly powerful effect upon the rulers of both na- 
1: lions and to accelerate the movement of events.”
I ■ 'But not alone in this general and indefinite way do 
r Chicago occultists believe the power of thought to have 
I influenced the course and closing of the war. Members 
I ■ of the Home Silent Thought Brotherhood have for 
I months chosen “Peace” as the subject of their noonday 
I meditations, and the 27th day of each month has been 
I j also set apart for definite and powerful thought upon this 
I subject ever since hostilities were first threatened. As it 
I ; is claimed that this order alone numbers over 25,000 in
I ¡tellectual and thoughtful men and women who believe in 
I and practice steady and persistent thinking toward a defi- 
I nite end within its ranks, together with nearly double 
I that number of unattached students, who also follow the 
r teachings of the brotherhood, something of the degree 
r and amount of “thought force sent out.for peace” may be 
I- realized. Ernest Loomis, who stands at the head of the 
I brotherhood in Chicago, says that it would be absolutely 
I: impossible to Umit or measure the result of this force.
I . “Thoughts are endless,” declares the Chicago believer 
I in the occultism which is “white,” and which works for 
I the good and benefit of mankind, “and a thought wave 
I.. once started is like a ray of light or a wave of sound. It 
I' ■ ’travels onward ceaselessly, affecting everything and every- 
I one with which it comes in contact in various ways and 

? manners. Now, while no man could say just how effeet- 
r ive the thoughts of Chicago occultists have been in bring- 
I Ing the war to a close, there is not a shadow of doubt that 
I? they have really worked wonders. Why, never a mother 
I- or wife has thought and prayed for the return of peace 
I and her beloved son or husband but peace has been 
I brought nearer; never a white thought is sent out into the 
I ■ ■ world without producing a beneficial result. '
I ■ “The war, while originally tho result of cyclic changes 
I : and developments, was undoubtedly hurried to a com
I. mencement by the thoughts of the people. In the same 
I' way peace has been brought about. The casual, careless, 
I weak thought of an ordinary man or woman would do 
I ■ little when directed against the war and its causes singly, 
I bût an immense aggregate of thoughts, conscious or un
I conscious, definite or indefinite, would do, has done much 
I jo cause peace, and the thought of a trained occulist is 
I, more powerful than sword or bullet by far.
I “There is no doubt, also, that the Roman Catholic 
I Church, through the prayers—the thoughts—of its mem
I : bers, has been largely instrumental in bringing about 
I peace, and the czar, the latest instrument in the hands of 
I the powers which rule the world to make for peace, is 
I : himself an occultist. So, while, as I said before, it would 
I be impossible for me or any other man to assert to how 
1;. great an extent tho occultists here and elsewhere have in
i', fluenccd the closing of the war, still we have undoubtedly 
I. done much. Tho clear, definite, trained thought of 
I 25,000 people—and this number has worked under our 
I direction alone—continually and persistently directed 
I toward the bringing about of the right condition, that of 
I. peace. And every day, at the noon hour, for several 
I . months, ever since the war wave was first started, in fact, 
I |s well as at other times and seasons not made public, we 
r have thought for the peace winch has now been com
I; passed with all the strength which the practice of occult
I ism, of trained thinking, has taught us to recognize 
T within ourselves.”
B MR. WRIGHT’S VIEWS.
I ' ' George E. Wright, president of the Chicago Theosoph- 
I: ical Society, while taking a more conservative view of the 
I ■ matter than the Home Silent Thought Brotherhood rep- 

■ iesentative, also asserts that the thoughts of the people,
I especially of those who “have learned to think,” must 

have borne no small share in the closing of the war.
' . “As a Theosopliist,” says Mr. Wright, “I am naturally 

I impelled to believe in the power of thought as strongly 
‘ as-anyone may and can do, but as a conservative thinker 
- -I should hesitate to state to just what extent thought 

I; force has been instrumental in bringing about peace, 
|j although I cannot doubt that thought power has accom- 
I plished much in this direction. A true occultist, as a 
II matter of course, can bring to pass most remarkable cir- 
Hi- cumstanccs by the force of his clear and incisive thought, 

! and, although the average man or woman can do little by 
! himself or herself, the thought of a nation is exceedingly 

I powerful in creating results and conditions. Just as the 
.‘ thought of the nation had much to do with the com- 
k ■ffieneement of the war, so the thought of the nation had 
g' much to do with its closing. While, to the ordinary ob- 
k server, the closing of the war may seem to have been ex
il- clusively due to the destruction of Cervera’s fleet, to the 
•f • eye of an occultist or student of Theosophy the thought of 
b- power back of all tilings is evident as a powerful factor in

IL all such events.
L> “Occultists may and can accomplish no little toward 

fc bringing certain conditions to be by the power of their 
I p trained thoughts. The untrained, but mighty, thoughts 
i f- of the people are also very powerful; Thé thought of the 
: dy nation demanded war, and we got it ■ When the thought 
^•of-the nation demanded peace, this came also. That 
1^- Chicago occultists aided not a little in creating peace no 
v fctudent of , the power of thought or Theosoohw can 
rfiwbt” ’ '

( ALSO BELIEVES THIS. ,
Miss MqrylKent, secretary of the Esoteric 'Extension 

Society, also believes that the thought of the people, 
aided bj' the directing efforts of the occultists in this city 
and elsewhere, was responsible for the sudden closing of 
the war.

“There is absolutely no limit to the power of thought, 
particularly the thoughts sent out by occulists,” she said 
when speaking of the subject, “and that peace has been 
thought about’ rather than'‘brought about? by mere out
ward effort alone no thoughtful student of the subjects 
which interest our society can doubt. Of course, we have 
all ‘thought for peace,’ although do not put me down as 
having desired ‘peace at any price.’ My thought has been 
that peace should come just as soon as the eternal justice 
which demanded the freeing of the Cubans should have 
been satisfied and as the result of this justice. And this 
is the peace which will be finally ‘thought about.’

“I regard this entire _war as the most wonderful in
stance of the power of thought ever known. The thought 
of the people, the thought back of the national will, liter
ally forced the government to declare war. For the reason 
that the war was absolutely unselfish—arising from an 
altruistic unselfish desire to help and benefit others less 
fortunate than ourselves—it had the support of many of 
the most powerful occultists in Chicago and the entire 
world. Thought, again, the thought of revenge this time, 
the thought which was crystallized in the ‘Remember the 
Maine’'war cry, which was so powerful an example in 
itself of the power of an expressed and typified thought, 
rendered our soldiers and sailors fill hut invincible. The 
blood of the Maine’s victims was as the blood of the mar
tyrs of the ancient church. I always feel that for them is 
laid up a crown of glory, if only for the manner in which 
sudden death spurred on their comrades to thoughtful 
and decisive action.

“Thought, yet again, the thought of the people, the 
ordinary, untrained thought, as well as the occullistic 
efforts in this line, decided that the main objects of the 
war having been established and events hurried to a con
clusion it was time for peace. And thought, still once 
more, brought peace to be. To an occultist peace is ever 
desirable, although we all recognize that war is sometimes 
necessary in order to produce it and maintain it. And 
for peace every occulist in the world has labored, on the 
thought plane, ever since the interruption of peace was 
threatened. That peace should have been brought about 
in this manner is an idea which could create no possible 
surprise in the mind of any one of Chicago’s numerous 
thought students and occultists.”

“Yes,” acquiesced Dr. W. P. Phelon, first elder brother 
of the Hermetic Association, “there is no doubt but Chi
cago occultists have been largely instrumental in bringing 
about peace. In my own association we have lectured, 
talked and taught the shame of -it that the peace of the 
world should be disturbed and the great necessity of 
working for its restoration on the thought plane since 
some time before war was openly declared. Occultists 
can read the signs of the times and we knew that it was 
coming; now we know that it will soon come to a satisfac
tory conclusion. We have not worked, thought, studied 
for a temporary peace, a patched-up arrangement between 
the powers, but for a lasting and well-bringing peace. 
This, we all believe, will be compassed entirely by the 
power of thought.

“At the ‘daily tryst,’ which all members of the Her
metic Brotherhood observe by going ‘into the silence’ at 
regular and stated periods of the day, the thought of 
peace has been steadily held, and it is the thought wave, 
started by our efforts and the efforts of peace thinkers all’ 
over the world which, in its reflex action, has lately 
reached the czar of Russia and induced him to work also 
for peace. The czar is himself a psychic, and the thought 
forces of occultists and untrained thinkers all over the 
world cannot fail to influence him greatly. •

“Then, too, we have been greatly aided in our en
deavors by the ‘unconscious thinkers’ all over the world, 
especially in England and America. These people have 
thought, prayed—which is really thinking—and induced 
others to think for peace, both for loving and merely sym
pathetic reasons. Every mother with a son at the front, 
every man or woman whose heart bleeds for either Cuban, 
American or Spanish sufferers, has .‘thought peace’ in a 
manner very helpful to the occultists who have labored to 
start correct and beneficial thought waves. The first im
pulse wliich helped the humanity-loving occultist in start
ing the movement which finally set Cuba free was the un
selfish one of love and pity. This was on a high thought 
plane. The next impulse came from a very low thought 
plane, and was that of revenge, lifted to something higher 
by the loving thread of affection for the Maine victims 
which ran through it. The third impulse, the thought 
wave which concluded the work of securing peace, came 
from a higher plane again, and was undoubtedly started 
by the occultists here and elsewhere. Yes, to say tliat 
Chicago occultists have done much to force the war to a 
speedy conculsion and to bring once more the peace which 
should never have been interrupted would be to say too 
little rather than too much. The war has undoubtedly 
been ‘thought to a conclusion’ largely by their efforts on 
the nonmatcrial plane of thought.”

THEY ALSO CONCUR.
Among the Christian Scientists, Truth Seekers and 

kindred thought students of Chicago similar views are 
openly indulged in. Whether or no Shafter, Sampson 
and the other heroes of the recent hostilities would agree 
to the statement that their actions have been silently, un
consciously influenced by the thoughts of people back 
here in Chicago is exceedingly doubtful. But the Chicago 
occultists who believe that their thoughts, together with 
the “untrained thoughts” of the less theosophically ed
ucated people, swayed by more widely recognized motives 
have not only fought the battles of America’s military 
hosts, literally as well as metaphorically, but have also 
“encamped themselves roundabout” the armies of the 
United States and watched over them like unseen gnar- 
dian angels, just as the “angels of the Lord” watched over 
and protected the hosts of Gideon, have no doubt at all in 
regard to the matter. They are positive, many of them, 
that thought and thought forces alone have rendered 
America victorious and brought peace. Good health 
would also have been secured to the soldiers, according to 
many of them, but' for the “wrong and mistaken think
ing” of the men themselves.

The above will be read with deep interest There is 
just a modicum of truth in it—savors just a little of truth 
only—it is a harmless conclusion, that will be thoroughly 
enjoyed. ■ JUSTICE.

ANNE EYN*S GHOST WALKS.
She Is Said ijp Haunt the Tower of London-

In spite of all official attempts to ridicule and suppress 
it, the infonuaiiAA has been circulated all through the 
United Kingdom that the ghost of unfortunate Anne 
Boleyn has been seen by the foot guards doing setitry ser
vice at the towei- every night. The news has created 
great excitement,1 Almost consternation, among the large 
number of superstitious people, particularly of the lower 
classes. According to an old tradition the appearance of 
Anne Boleyn’s ghost forebodes the death of a member of 
the royal family, and it is whispered that tliis is not the 
first appearance of the grewsome spook. Superstitious 
gossips maintain that ever since her terrible death upon 
the scaffold the ghost of the unfortunate queen has regu
larly appeared to ihe guards at the tower on the eve of 
the death of some member of the royal house. Accounts 
of former appearances, embellished with all the blood
curdling details, which the fertile imagination of super
stitious gossips can invent, go from mouth to mouth, and 
so firmly do many.people believe in that story’ that they 
actually speculate which member of the royal family is to 
be called away. .

The belief in ghosts, whose appearance is an evil omen, 
usually foreshadowing death or misfortune in the family 
in whose house or castle they appear, is a very old qne and 
not by any means confined to England. During the dark 
middle ages, when feudalism ruled supreme in all Euro
pean countries and the powerful nobility stood practically 
beyond the reach of the law, many a bloody deed was per
petrated by the feudal lords and never avenged by the 
law. It was the confidence of the masses in the belief 
that crimes, even if ndt avenged by human law, would 
surely be found and punished by the powers of 
heaven, which gave rise to the superstition that murderers 
and other criminals as well as their victims could find no 
rest in their grave? as long as the murder remained un
avenged.

EVERY CASTLE HAS ITS GHOST.
At that time nearly every castle had its ghost. Some 

of the latter were believed io appear eveiy midnight and 
in their spectral form act over the crimes which they had 
committed in the flesh. Other ghosts visited their old 
haunts only at special occasions, usually on the eve of 
some death or misfortune that was to occur in the fam
ily. In most cases the ghost was identified by the super
stitious domestics as that of a certain individual, either 
some ancestor of the family, who had distinguished him
self by his bloody misdeeds or some innocent victim of his 
brutal cruelty. In other eases, however, the family ghost 
was not identified as that of some unfortunate or criminal 
ancestor. It was simply a ghost of a nondescript char
acter, as much a part of the castle which it haunted as 
tower or dungeon.

Germany, the cradle of romanticism, is full of haunted 
castles, and many traditions have been preserved in poet
ical form. Not only the castles of the numerous royal 
and ducal families have their ghosts, but there is scarcely 
an old noble family: in the empire that cannot boast of 
some well-authenticated spook whose shadowy existence 
is firmly believed inJ—at least by the servants.

The prosaic andmilitary spirit of the Prussian kings of 
the house of Hohenzollern did not tolerate any spooks, 
and, since the time of Frederick the Great no ghost of any 
description has been seen in the castle of the royal family. 
Even before that time apparitions of ghosts in the royal 
castles were few -and< far between, although the founders 
of the house were probably not much better than those of 
other feudal houses of the buccaneer type.

AUSTRIA’S WHITE LADY.
ihe Austriannho.use of Hapsburg, since Rudolph of 

Hapsburg, the ruling one pf the Austrian monarchy, has 
always been favored by-ghosts. The famous White Lady, 
immortalized by many patriotic poets of that country, has 
for several centuries maintained her exclusive position as 
the family ghost of the imperial house. According to 
popular traditions the White Lady is some guardian spir
it, intimately connected with tho fate of the imperial 
family. She appears whenever it was necessary to warn 
the family, and never failed to foreshadow the death of 
members of the imperial house. According to the popu
lar belief the White Lady made her last appearance when 
sho walked through the corridors of the “Hofburg” on 
tlie eve of the death of Joseph II. During the last few 
years of Crown Prince Rudolph’s life the guards doing 
sentry service in the Hofburg claim to have seen the 
White Lady several times in the wing of the castle, inhab
ited by the prince.

Russia seems to be a fertile ground for all lands of su
perstitions. Even now the belief in werewolves, vam
pires, witches and other uncanny things has not died out 
among the lower classes. The traditions of apparitions 
of ghosts in the imperial palaces of Moscow and St. Pe
tersburg, from the time of Ivan the Terrible to the pres
ent time, would fill volumes. The early history of the 
houses of Ruric and Romanow was written with blood, 
and the record of many a black deed of their tyrannical 
rulers was preserved in the traditions of the people 
through the long period of their serfdom even to the pres
ent day. Long after Peter the Great had made St. Pe
tersburg, the city of his own creation, the capital of the 
empire the ghost of Ivan tho Terrible haunted the impe
rial palace at Moscow.

GHOSTS HAUNT THE KREMLIN.
It is a characteristic fact that ah the folk lore about the 

apparition of ghosts clings to the Kremlin, Moscow’s ven
erable and romantic palace, while the Winter Palace, the 
present residence of the czar, never figured to any extent 
in the ghost lore of the superstitious people. It is said 
that a spectral figure in white was seen gliding through 
the corridors of the Winter Palace in the night before the 
terrible death of the father of the present czar, but the 
story’ was evidently put in circulation after tire nihilistic 
crime which cost Nicholas his life.

cellent education. For several years she was one of the 
Ornaments of the royal court of France, and many a gal
lant courtier aspired to the hand of the charming and 
accomplished maiden. Sho was engaged to a French 
nobleman at the French court, when she met her fate in 
Henry. Her engagement was soon dissolved and Henry 
pushed his suit so impetuously and successfully that 
Anne consented to a secret marriage, although she knew 
that Henry v'as not yet divorced from Catherine^ They 
were married January 25, 1533, Anne having previously 
been! elevated to the rank and title of the Marquise of 
lembroke. She was crowned queen on June 1 of the 
same year, and on September 7 gave birth to a daughter, 
ree future Queen Elizabeth. Anne was a very sym
pathetic figure and was worshiped by the people. She 
caused a perfect revolution at the English court. The 
stern and stiff court ceremonial, after the Spanish .pat
tern, winch up to her time forced court life into the nar
rowest channels of antiquated etiquette, was discarded 
and was replaced by the free and natural etiquette of the 
-trench court. Anne surrounded herself with a circle of 
artists, writers and men of science and made her court the 
center of intellectual life and progress in England. Anne 
strongly favored Protestantism, and easily influenced her 
husband, who had a bitter grudge against the Pope.

Constancy was not among the few virtues that Henry 
inay have possessed, Anne had borne him a daughter, 
but no male heir, and partly his disappointment on that 
account, partly the fact that he had fallen in love with 
Jane Seymour, a beautiful lady of his court, made him 
desirous of ridding himself of his second rife. Although 
beloved by the people, Anne had many enemies at court, 
who hated her, principally because they believed that it 
was her influence which had turned Hemy against the 
Itoman Church. When they discovered signs of coldness 
against Anne in Henry they began to intrigue against the 
queen. Slanderous insinuations were whispered in 
Henry’s eai-, and it was Anne’s own uncle, the Duke of 
Norfolk, who finally persuaded the king to have his rife 
indrated and tried for infidelity. That most infamous of 
all trials was conducted in the most unjust and arbitrary 
manner, and history has branded it one of the grossest 
outrages ever committed in England. The queen was 
never confronted with her accusers, and not even given 
an opportunity to defend herself. She was found miilty 
nn the testimony of a few undoubtedly bought witnesses 
and on May 19, 1536, her beautiful head fell on the scaf- 
“ml licnry had two other wives after Aime’s death.

The memory of the beautiful Queen Anne was always 
preserved by the people in loving remembrance and tlie 
romantic spirit of the lower classes, who were particularly 
devoted to the charming queen, wove a perfect network 
of poetical traditions around their beloved idol. The be
lief in the appearance of her ghost on the eve of import
ant events, particularly a case of death in the royal fam
ily, is only one of the manifestations of the Queen Anne 
cult so general among the English people.

OUIl ALLIES.

Behold I A shadowy army marches with us, 
By day we hear the trampling of their feet;

By night we see their special camp fires flicker, 
Dim-ringed with pallid faces strong and sweet!

Whole legions rise from Gettysburg and Shiloh.
From mangled fields long healed by sun and snow;

Gomes every hero from his tent of grasses 
Who died for love of freedom long ago.

No other war would wake them from their slumber, 
No other call unseal their dreaming ears; ’

No other cause could make their still hearts quicken, 
Who held God’s peace so many silent years. ’

But since the war we wage to-day is holy, 
Since.not a selfish triumph shall be won—

There fight for us, amid a host of heroes, 
The souls of Lincoln and of Washington!

On every hill blue beacon lights burn seaward, 
By dead hands lit, bv fadeless glory fed;

They rise, they rise—that great uneonquered army, 
In row on row their glimmering tents are spread’.

From Saratoga’s heights they hasten downward; ’ 
From Charleston's crimson furrow answer rings;

At midnight on the lakes range Perry’s seamen ’ 
In ghostly fleets that challenge Queens and Kings!

Thy sky, Columbia, is rich with portents, 
Thy bow of promise arches not in vain—

Poor blackened isle! Poor tarnished gem of ocean!
Thy task to cleanse it from its bloody stain.

From silent shoreless seas ride phantom vessels 
’Neath viewless flags, thy gallant ships beside;

For since the war we wage to-day is holy, 
They fight for us who once for freedom died.

Florence May Alt.
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The tragical fate of Anne Boleyn was well adapted to 
arouse the sympathies of the English people, and m later 
years the figure of the beautiful and unfortunate queen 
became surrounded, with an aureole of poetical fiction. 
The people never bejjeved in her guilt, and considered 
her death upon tlie scaffold a$ martyrdom. No wonder, 
therefore, that the, report of the appearance of the ghost 
of King Henry’s innqcent victim found general credence 
among the superstitious.

Purely for poliflcajj reasons Henry YUI. married, just 
a few months after succession to the throne, Catherine 
of Aragon, the wido^' of his brother Arthur, and aunt of 
Charles V. He qjdfpot love Catherine, who was devoid 
of all charms ofjfieayty and treated her coldly, because 
she had disappoiwed-jhim by bearing him a daughter in
stead of a. son. When his relations to Charles V. became 
strained and he no Ipnger considered himself bound by 
political considerations he made an effort to rid himself of 
his spouse. The^pope refused the divorce and the king 
took matters in his oivn hand. In a spirit of revenge he 
took: reprisals against the Roman clergy in England, and 
becoming exasperated,married Anne Boleyn in spite of 
the pope, Nov. 14, 1532. In May, 1533, he convoked a 
clerical court of his own choice and'compelled, it to pro
mulgate a decree of divorce{ which dissolved his union 
with his first wife. To legalize his action and fo prevent 
future complications he compelled parliament, winch was 
nothing but a willing toolin his hands, to pass a law de
claring that only the'children.of Henry’s second Amr-, 
riage wefe entitled to succession to the throne.

Saved by a Spirit.
Mr. Ruskin evidently believes, or believed, in ghosts, as 

this quotation would seem to prove: ’
“I am not sure that it was on the occasion of the visit 

I have now described or at some other time that Mr. 
Ruskin told my husband a remarkable story, for the truth 
of which he himself could answer. I think they had been 
talking together of tlie interpositions of God’s providence, 
of Iris care over his people, and of the singular deliver
ances which he had vouchsafed to them when in danger 
or distress, and Mr. Ruskin then related, with an impas
sioned tenderness and power which mv pen cannot pos
sibly imitate, the following instance of direct and divine 
preservation from a dreadful death:

“A Christian gentleman, a widower, with several little 
ones, was in treaty for the occupancy of an old farmhouse 
in the country, for the sake of his children’s health. One 
day he took them to see their new residence, before finally 
removing into it. While he talked with the landlord or 
agent the young people set off on a tour of inspection, and 
scampering here,there, and everywhere over the garden 
and grounds. Then they proceeded to examine the house, 
and rushed up and down stairs, looking into every room, 
dancing with delight, full of fun and frolic and shouting 
out their joy over every’ new discovery. Presently, when 
they seemed to have exhausted the wonders of tlie old 
house, one of them suggested that the underground prem
ises had not yet been explored, and must therefore be vis
ited at once. So the merry band went helter-skelter in 
search of a way below, found a door at tlie head of some 
dark stairs, and were rushing down them at great speed 
when, midway, they suddenly stopped In startled amaze
ment, for, standing at the bottom of the steps, they saw 
their mother, with outstretched arms and loving gesture, 
waving them back, and silently forbidding their further 
passage. With a cry of mingled fear and joy they turned 
and fled in haste to their father, telling him that they had 
seen ‘mother,’ tliat she had smiled lovingly at them, but 
had eagerly motioned th6m to go back. In utter astonish
ment the father listened to the children’s tale and at once 
perceived that something unusual had happened. Search 
was made, and close at the foot of those narrow, gloomy 
stairs they found a deep and open well, entirely un
guarded, into wliich, in their mad. rush, every child must 
inevitably have fallen and perished had not the Spirit in 
his mercy interposed.”

That the book is interesting the extracts I have made 
are sufficient guarantee, but that it will find as many read
ers here as in England is another question. There are to 
be tw6 more volumes, making four in all.

SOON TIRED OF ANNE.
/Aime was the daughter of Sir Thomas Boleyn, who 

stood very near to the court of St. James. He was an 
able diplomat and was repeatedly sent to France as nm- 
bassador. She was a beautiful girl and received an ox-

“The Gospel of Buddha, According io Old Records.” 
• Told by Paul Carns. This book is heartily recommended 

to students of the science of religions, and to all who 
would gain a fair conception of Buddhism in its spirit and 
living principles. Spiritualist or Christian can scarcely 
read it without spiritual profit. Price $1. For sale at 
this office.
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streets, the aristocracy being specially pointed in its way 
of ignoring their Majesties, who are made to feel in every 
way that they are interlopers.”

Probably there is no other country in the world where 
the spirit of Romanism is so ingrained in the character of 
its people as in Spain. The horrors of the Inquisition, 
that atrocious Romish institution, has left its damnable 

c mark imprinted in the nature of the people, and Spain 
has carried its inhuman methods and practices wherever 
the Spanish arms has established Spanish authority and 
Romish influence. Mexico and Peru furnish examples in 
history of Spanish-Romish inhumanities, and our own 
country is not without its object-lesson, as witness the 
following account of ' ■

fl DEAD 'HURLO.
fl -PRESCIENT VISION

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

ROMflrNISM

quantities were transformed ijjto liquor which was like 
fire to the taste and inflamed tlie blood. The nervous ten-

|?r- 
[f?

As Exemplified and Illustrated in Gur 
rent Events.

E

. “A RAFFLE FOR SOULS.”
The following choice excerpts will serve to illustrate 

the character of Romish teachings and practices:
The Rev. Francis S. Burton, a missionary in Pueblo, 

Mexico, says, in the “Christian Endeavor World,” that he 
recently saw the following notice in a Roman Catholic 
church in Mexico:

“Raffle for souls—At the last Raffle for souls the fol
lowing numbers obtained the prize, and the lucky holders 
may be assured that their loved ones are forever released 
from the flames of Purgatory:

“Ticket 841—The soul of the lawyer James Vasquey. 
is released from Purgatory and ushered into heavenly 
joye- .

“Ticket 41—The soul of Mme Calderon is made happy 
forever.

“Ticket 762—The soul of the aged widow Francisca de 
Parras is forever released from the flames of Purgatory.

“Anothi) raffle for souls will be held at this same 
blessed church of the Redeemer on January 1, at which 
four bleeding and tortured souls will be released from 
Purgatory to heaven, according to the four highest tickets 
in this most holy lottery. Tickets $1. To be had of the 
Father in charge. Will you, for the sum of $1, leave your 
loved ones to burn in Purgatory for ages?” ”

It would be interesting to know precisely what was 
done with the money thus extracted by pious priests from 
their superstitious, miseducated dupes. Like the Levit- 
ical offerings of fat cattle and the choicest of the flocks, 
by the Israelites of old, the offerings of the faithful were 
applied to the physical delectation of the priests and 
“fathers,” to keep their larders and sideboards and cellars 
well stocked with the good things of this life, including 
“wine that maketh glad the heart of man.”

ROMISH RULE.
A choice sample of Romish ways is found in the Phil

. ippine Islands, where no church services other than Cath
olic is allowed. An authority says:

“The. education of the young on the islands is in the 
care of the'church authorities. There are no endowed 
schools and no hospitals. The children go to school only 
one hour per day for two days each week, and study al
most nothing save church history .and a few proverbs 
Writing is not taught, and reading is taught only to the 
upper classes.

“All news published is censored by the archbishop of 
Luzon. 'The only newspaper in the Philippines is printed 
in Spanish.

“All marriages have to be celebrated by the priests. 
Cargoes in the harbor may not be unloaded’on feast days 

¡except by permission from the priests, which permission 
■ has to be paid for. As feast days are rather mcire numer- 
’ous than-those that are not feast days, the fees arc given 
as a regular thing, and the church greatly enriched.

“No music is permitted in the houses of the people 
after 10 o’clock at night unless by special permission from 
the priests, and this permission lias also to be paid for.

“The great institution of Manila is the lottery. This 
is drawn monthly, the prizes ranging from $5 to $80,000. 
It is managed by the public officials and the archbishop, 
and $200.000 each month is collected for the state and 
church. It is from this lottery that Spain and the Ro
man Catholic church in the Philippines draw much of 
their enormous revenues.

“Wages of farm male laborers are about 5 cents per day, 
and each man is required to pay an annual tax of from 50 
cents to $25. Much of this tax goes to the church.”

Such was the state of affairs under the rule of Spanish 
authority, which is under the rule of the Romish church. 
Church and state, priests and Spanish governors, fleece 
and swindle the ignorant people, and “whack ip” the pro
ceeds between themselves.

ROMISH ARROGANCE.
A sample of the methods of popish power may be seen 

in the following dispatch from Rome, of recent date:
“There is a persistent rumor in court circles here to 

the effect that King Humbert has the intention of trans
ferring, if not the seat of bis government, at any rate the 
headquarters of his court, to Turin, which was the home' 
of the Savoy dynasty before any question arose of making 
Rome the capital of United Italy.

“Immense works have recently been started in connec
tion with the improvement and enlargement of the roval 
palace of Turin, those already inaugurated involving an 
estimated expenditure of nearly $5,000,000. The Qui- 
rinal has always been a most'inconvenient and uncom
fortable abode, and Queen Marguerite in particular, who 
is a devout Catholic, has never felt at home there, owing 
to its being under the ban of the church.

“King Humbert’s resolve in the matter is ascribed to 
the ostracism to which his court has been subjected since 
its headquarters have been established at Rome by for
eign royalties, even Protestant sovereigns showing a re
luctance to incur all those annoyances entailed by the 
necessity of avoiding any offense to either one of two rival 
courts established within the walls of the city. The Em
peror of Austria has, as a good Catholic, never been able 
as yet to return the visit at Rome paid to him by King 
Humbert and Queen Marguerite fifteen years ago at Vi
enna. . k

“King Humbert’s nephew, the King of Portugal, has 
been prevented by the Pope from visiting his uncle ate 
Rome under threats of the withdrawal of the Nuncio 
froifi Lisbon. The King’s niece, Duchess Helen of Aosta, 
who, owing to the fact that the Crown Princess of Italy 
is childless, is likely one day to become Queen of Italy, 
could not be persuaded to visit the Quirinal until she had' 

' been married for more than a year, while the Princess 
Clothilde, the saintly and nun-like sister of King Hum
bert, would not even visit the deathbed qf hOr dying hus
band, the late Prince Napoleon, until she had received 
telegraphic permission from the present Pontiff, and af
ter her husband had breathed his last she left the city 
without going to the Quirinal, although she is devoted to 
her brother, King Humbert; 1 x

•-More than half the people here decline to salute 
either the King or Queen when they drive through the

FORT MARION’S DUNGEONS, .
where the Spaniards used to torture their victims:

The most interesting sight in St. Augustine is Fort 
Marion, as the old structure was rechristened after the 
Florida purchase, in honor of our revolutionary general, 
Marion. ’

Sergeant Brown of the regular army is in. charge of 
this historic pile. He will show you through the old case
mates, each of them curious enough, and will reach his 
culmination of horror in the dungeons beneath the north
west bastion. Here, opening by a narrow passage from 
the central place of arms, is the place of punishment for 
prisoners. The walls still show the recesses into which 
were let six crosses. Before one of the crosses the hap
less prisoner was hanged in chains, so arranged that he 
could neither sit nor stand, while every movement was an 
agony> and while the cross, emblem of peace and love, 
hung above him until he was ready to confess or die. It 
must have been a sacrilegious travesty of the crucifixion.

Until the year 1835 this large prison chamber of com
paratively public imprisonment and torture was supposed 
to be the most thrilling relic of Spanish medieval barbar
ity. But in that year the moving of a heavy cannon on 
th(3 outside parapet above broke through a roof, and then 
were revealed two inner chambers. Investigation showed 
that these inner dungeons were connected with the larger 
prison chamber by a low, narrow tunnel, running through 
the walls four feet thick. This tunnel, before the transfer 
of the old fort, had been blocked with masonry—perhaps 
to conceal from the new owners the testimony of atro
cious cruelty, or perhaps the tunnel was blocked at a far 
earlier period. x

The first of these dungeons, which you examine by lan
tern light, is about seven feet by twenty and fifteen high. 
Its length fitted it for the use of the rack and its seclusion 
prevented the groans and shrieks of the tortured from be
ing heard, except, perhaps, as they might faintly reach 
through the tunnel the chained prisoners in the outer 
chamber, to strike further terror to their fainting souls. 
There is a small passage for ventilation in the roof, and it 
was this that after many years caused the break that led to 
the discovery of the torture chamber.

It is with a shuddering realization of the possibilities of 
Spanish ferocity when in unbridled power that one 
emerges from these dark, stone-walled dungeons and 
greets the outer sunshine with a gasp of relief.

CURSE OF ROMANISM.
Romanism is a curse financially, as well as in morals 

and education. It is gratifying to learn that the revenues 
of the Pope are diminishing, so far at least as they depend 
upon “Peter’s Pence.” The war with Spain has had se
rious effect in lessening the pocket money of “His Holi
ness.” The Pall Mall Gazette, of London, England, says 
of “Peter’s Pence”: -

“This voluntary contribution of the faithful toward 
the support of the head of the church reached its maxi
mum on the occasion of the first jubilee of the present 
pope, in which year about £1,000,000 was gathered in. 
This considerable sum was not only not surpassed 
afterward, but the contributions gradually diminished, 
principally in Italy, which, being near the Vatican, feels 
less the fascination and sense of power of that institution. 
In France, where the republican policy of Leo XIII. did 
not meet with Catholic favor, the same diminution is to 
be noted. The cause at work in Austria and Belgium to 
the same end is the withdrawal of the holy see’s supp'ort 
of the Catholic socialists after creating the party; in Spain 
and Portugal the falling away in revenue is due to the 
ever-increasing poverty there/ A considerable blow was 
given to Peter’s pence by the Institution of the Propaga
tion of the Faith of Lyons, which refused to pay the an
nual tribute of £10,000, which has been given from time 
immemorial, alleging that as the Vatican bears no longer 
the expense of protecting French missions in the Levant, 
they consider themselves free from obligation. The Vat
ican, however, did not allow the matter to rest here. Ne
gotiations were entered into and the institute agreed to 
pay £8,000.

But the war stands pre-eminently above the other 
causes that make for a falling away in papal income. 
From Spain and America alone in the first six months of 
this year Peter's Pence was £12,000 less than last year. 
This shrinkage directly affects Leo Xlll.’s personal in
come, which amounts to about £280,000 nyear, partially 
taken from Peter’s Pence. Of this sum the pontiff keep's 
for himself only £20,000, not. only for his small expenses, 
but also for the presents which lie now and then makes 
to sovereigns and heads of states, and for the charitv 
which he wishes to dispense privately. The remainder 
of the £280.000 is spent as follows: £28,000 for the so- 
called Cardinali di Curia, who receive a yearly sum, 
known as the platto eardinalizio, of £1,000; £¡8,400 to the 
poor dioceses; £72,000 io the prefecture of the palace, 
which out of that sum pays the expenses of the court, pal
ace and museum. This is not a very extravagant outlav 
when one considers that the Vatican includes 11,000 
rooms. The office of the secretary of state, which is in 
the foreign office of the holy see. absorbs £40,000, the Vat
ican emploves £60,000 and the free church schools 
£41,000.” ‘ X-RAY.

GOOD MORNING.

How melting the song-waves over the morning; I 
Thrush-like ascending from the worker’s way 

Hope’s tender threads richly-woven adorning
Upon the gray clouds of Liberty’s day.

The dewy light mists that curtain the dawning, 
A-quiver with starlight and sunlight's first gleam;

Sparkling with love-gems (Humanity’s promise) .
Dissolve in the suntide o’er Brotherhood’s dream.

Half waking we tremble with deepest emotion;
Heart throbbing to heart from pulsings shed down 

From Life’s quick’ning forces (thoughts overrun ocean)
Feeling for manhood, each soul a free crown.

' From midnight dark gloom the cool earth is breaking;
Superstition’s dull fogs are wasting away—

Sweet violets flavor the emerald meadows;
And twittering bird songs proclaim the bright day.

The sunrise begilding the heaven-tipped mountains;
Betokens for creed-bound valleys below, 

Knowledge ablaze from Truth’s kindling fountains, 
Which cleanses the world from myth-frozen glow.

The dazzling radiance bewilders the vision— 
“One world at a time” scarcely heard any more;

But a universe filled'with Life’s holy.wisdom, 
Links world unto world as never before.

. .MRS. T. C. PARDEE.

Man is a spirit, and from the time of his birth is of the 
spirit world, hut not until he has laid aside this "muddy 
vesture of decay” is he of the world of spirits.

The wonderful X-ray may reveal the bullet in the flesh, 
or show the entire bony structure in man, but finer than 
this is the eye of the spirit, that sees even the designs and 
motives of the mincL ' ’

On a battlement overlooking an immensity ot space, 
two angels sat in converse. Graceful beyond conception 
was their beauty, and .a youth which had been perfected 
by centuries of expqyiqice which left not the footprints of 
age. The firmament flashed with stars, among which ap
peared one with ashen light, pale as the phosphorescence 
of a fire-fly. I

“The earth grows dim even in its reflected light,” ex
claimed one. of these beings whom we shall know as 
Aimee.

“Do you remember we once went there on a mission? 
So long ago, so very long ago, that a new race must have 
sprung up in the place of the one that made it sb beau
tiful, with cultivated fields and delightful homes.”..

“It is a dying world, in its last throes,” replied Alzar, 
her companion. “It is a sublime fancy, the birth, ma
turity and death of worlds.”

“Ah, yes, a dead world is one of the most awful spec
tacles. So vast the desolation; so inevitable the action of 
the forces which are employed, one is applilled in their 
contemplation. Worlds die of one disease, the waste of 
their forces, and this was accelerated on the earth by the 
officiousness of its inhabitants.”

“Were they of the same race as those we saw there?”
“The same; but they had not then entered on their 

swift downward career. They were wise, yet they did not 
forecast the future and ■ predict the results of their 
actions.” -*■

“Incalculable millions of years were required to perfect 
the earth for the residence of man. The beginning was 
fire-mist, out of which the budding planet condensed all 
the elements iu heterogeneous combination. In the 
seething caldron of the steaming ocean, and heated azoic 
rocks crystallization went on, and in the ooze of a cooler 
sea, life came in its lowest form as a fleck of protoplasm.”

“As a living being?”
“Oh, no, only as living matter; as a substance capable 

of entering into living forms; living, but unorganized 
protoplasm.”

“And the spirit of God moved on the face of the great 
deep, and it swarmed with fishes,” said Aimee, solemnly.

“As you please to state it. The breath of infinite pur
pose went forth and the sea swarmed, but it required time, 
So long the years fail to measure it, for by the slow work 
of the pre-silurian ocean, quite ten miles of rocky crust 
was formed beneath that sea, in which the shell and scale 
were embalmed, before there came any being higher than 
fish with platqd armor; while yet the black landscape of 
crumbling rocks was wrapped in blacker clouds.

“That was the beginning, and I care not to relate the 
history of advance until man came as the perfect fruitage 
of tliis tree of life, which, like the fabled ash of Norse 
mythology, strikes its roots to the foundation of things 
and extends its branches to the heavens. .

Man came as the last link in this chain of beings; the 
born heir of the fruita'ge of the ages. He was the favored 
child of nature, for she had given him not only a keen in
tellect which by growth made him as a god, she had 
evolved by a wondrous process from her creeping, crawl
ing brood, one form, erect, with hands freed from other 
uses, able to perform Mie dictates of his will. The adapt
ability of that hand is of almost equal value to the intel
lect which controls it. Nature had equipped him physi
cally and mentally as a king and gave him a regal legacy, 
to be multiplied by liis labor. How he destroyed his pat
rimony and reduced the earth to a desert on which no liv
ing thing remained and all forces were expended, is the 
sad story of a dead world.”

“And the story—am I not to hear it?”
“You shall hear it, though not to weary you, I shall 

dwell only on the more salient points. For many ages the 
clans and tribes in which the wild man associated for pro
tection, smote each other, and with the uncertainty of 
gaining food and the buffetings of the weather, there was 
slow increase, for like wild beasts they met their enemies, 
and the stronger struck down the weaker. But as grow
ing intelligence stimulated the cultivation of the soil and 
provided better means of protection, the population rap
idly increased and had it not been for frequent wars and 
pestilence the food supply would have been constantly 
exceeded and famine a continuous attendant. Inventive 
skill was stimulated to create weapons of offense and de
fense. The club became a spear, and at length a sword 
and bayonet; the bow became a rifle; the sling a catapult 
and cannon; the canoe an iron-clad.

“The means of defense kept pace with those of offense 
until terrible explosives were discovered, in which the 
energies of a million genii of. destruction were concen
trated. War became wholesale murder; valor and cour
age, foolhardiness, and peace was maintained by arbitra
tion because the nations did not dare engage in conflict 
which would be sure annihilation and in which bravery 
received no reward. Then it was that with the arts of 
peace, the population became crowded and men sought on 
every side for the wealth stored by preceding ages. Thev 
were not content with the power of their own hands, they 
harnessed the heat of the sun, which had been sstore<3 
away in seemingly cxhaustless beds of coal, beaten out of 
the gaseous combinations by the arrows of light. These 
stores were deeply imbedded under plains, or in the 
breasts of mountains, and with wondrous skill they ran 
shafts through flinty rocks into the most concealed re
cesses and wrenched wealth from the grasp of Nature. 
The infusoria of some remote time had clothed themselves 
with iron shells and falling to the oozy bottom of widely 
extended lakes, were melted with ore and at last up- 
heaved in mountains by volcanic force. This ore gave 
the metal by which the solar energy might be retained and 
made a slave. Mountains of iron and continents of coal 
the ephemeral man said were sufficient for all time.

“Man found forests forming a home for innumerable 
animals, which furnished him with food and raiment.

“As the forest interfered with cultivation, he destroyed 
it; the giant oak and redwood, counting their’ages by cen
turies, were not spared. The forest became a cultivated 
plain; the wild animals perished and the songs of birds 
were not heard. 1

“The restless peojjle were seized with a desire to Jac 
somewhere, anywhere else than where they were. They 
ate not the products; of their own, but of foreign coun
tries. To facilitate this transfer, which they called com
merce, they connected their towns and cities with iron 
roads and immense iron ships sailed in every direction 
across the seas. They were not satisfied with the existing 
order of things arid like swarming ants fiercely labored to 
change the face of tlif earth.

“They turned the course of the rivers; cut passages 
through mountains for their roads; bored deep for the 
treasures of gas arid 'Oil, tfle great earth-alembic had dis
tilled drop by drop from the remains of primal organisms 
and stored, hermetically sealed in the bosom of the rocks, 
unaffected by convulsions which rent the contorted sur
face.

“They crushed mountains for the fragments of gold 
and silver and filled the valleys with the debris. No ob
stacle'daunted their courage, no achievement exceeded 
their ambition. Once they cringed in fear at the angry 
flash of the lightning, or maddened, shot arrows into the 
bosom of the tempest; they lost their fear and mocking 
the storm, caught its hurtling bolt and sent it around the 
world as a messenger, Or chained it to menial labor.

"With machines they cultivated the earth and it gave 
fabulous harvests. For a time the food supply, like the 
coal and iron appeared inexhaustible’ and the Malthusian 
law was set at defiance. There was so much grain' that it 
rotted in the fields, or was used for fuel; the cake in the 
oven was baked by an equal part in the grate, yet greater

sion in the mad race for power and preferment was sus
tained by its use, although millions were goaded to mad
ness mid destroyed. ■

“Tile earth had been many eons gathering the forces of 
the sun, but the prodigal race wasted this inheritance so 
wantonly that the acquisition of a thousand years sufficed 
not for a single circle of the sun. The surfgee was de
nuded of its forests further and further to the'North, 
even to the borders of the northern ice-fields. The coal 
was mined until the crust fell in oh the careless delvers. 
The narrowest seams were patiently explored and’ even 
the refuse assorted. The ores of iron became ex
hausted and the mines of precious metals gave no returns. 
The soil which had filled granaries to bursting with its 
products, the grain which roared in cataracts into waiting 
ships and- endless trains of cars, gave less and less return 
to the hand of labor. It had been forced to bear a double 
burden, for by the agency of electric light it had been 
given no rest by night, and vegetation forced to grow con- 
continually, had drained its precious elements to exhaus
tion and the sewers of the cities had washed them into the 
sea from which they could not be regained.

“The harvests failed to ripen and the fruits to mature. 
The climate had been affected by the wrought changes 
which had reference to the wliims of man and not to the 
order of the earth. As the mineral veins in the rock
crust had been deposited by magnetic currents, their dis
turbance interrupted the flow of Qiese and the iron roads 
and innumerable wires changed their course and volume, 
leading to great climatic changes, tornadoes, storms and 
extreme vicissitudes of weather. The fettered lightning 
was avenged by its magnetic relative, for the surging, 
molten centre, yet retaining the heat of the fire-cloud, re
leased from the restraining hand of these currents which 
gave direction to its motions, burst through the ancient 
volcanic vents and shook the earth until its cities toppled 
in ruins and the ocean swept in vast waves far over the 
land.

“The constant succession of disasters, the decimation of 
the plague; the ruin wrought by the earthquakes and suf
focation by volcanic gases; the increasing scarcity of food 
from the beggared soil; the feeling that everything had 
reached senility, was worn out and sick unto death, cast 
the gloom of despair over Hie minds of the once gay and 
opulent people.

“At last the harvests utterly failed and the pitiful cry of 
hunger was moaned from countless lips, and hands were 
lifted to a God who was silent. That was a dreadful spec
tacle of a starving world! No rescue, no relief! Cities 
desolate and in ruins. Their citizens fell exhausted in 
the streets and there were none to remove them. The 
streets were strewn with the dead. There were dead fam
ilies in every house where affection clasped its gaunt arms 
in last embrace around those it loved.”

“Ah, now we come to the highly sensational part of 
your narrative,” said Aimee. “I guess your plot before 
its denouement, which, you must confess, shows how un- 
skillfully you have woven it. Two romantic young peo
ple—in love, of course—emphatically in love, regardless 
of the discouragements of plague and famine, remain, 
alone of all the world, and because there was no one to 
marry them, pledge eternal fidelity and die in each other’s 
embrace.”

“No, you have completely failed. The last of all these 
swarming people was a mother and her babe. She had 
wandered from the city’s streets out into the suburbs, 
where villas and palaces with grounds on which art had 
lavished its utmost skill, were on every side. She slowly 
wended her way into the open country where the garden’s 
were which had supplied the markets. In utter weari
ness she threw herself under a tree, leafless and dead, for 
it, too, had starved in the barren soil. The earth trem
bled as in fear and the brazen heavens mocked the change 
from beauty, peace and opulence, to death. The mother 
searched for some herb that might appease her intolerable 
desire for food; there was not a blade of grass or a weed.

“The babe moaned, and the mother drew its thin lips 
to her bosom for the last drop of nourishment, and while 
it nursed, with the coma which gives no sign, she died.

“The babe slept on its dead mother’s breast, and when 
the chill of evening came with the low sun, it awoke, 
moaned faintly, and when the stars came in the sky, they 
looked down pityingly, as its life at the midnight hour 
went out in a quiver of pain.”

“What has it all availed?” queried Aimce; “what good 
has come of this earth, with its ages of agony and pain? 
It has reached its end, a barren world swinging in dark
ness through space and for what object? What end and 
purpose has been attained?”

“Its cycle is not yet complete. Exhausted of its vital 
force, it will after a time fall into the sun, into which all 
planets and comets with the dust-swarms of space will ul
timately fall and thereby become again dissipated iu fire
mist and a new cycle of chauge begin.”

“Oh, it is wearnisome this ceaseless change! I would 
rather contemplate cessation and rest.”

“There is a purpose and an end attained. As the per
fume escapes from the flower, so the spirit arises out of 
the conflict, and while the earth perishes it is yidestructi- 
ble. After the fruit is gathered would you say the tree 
has no cause for being? The purpose of creation as ex
pressed by evolution, has for its first term protoplasm, its 
last, an angel endowed with immortality.”

The milky way spanned the sky and before them was a 
planet glowing with soft light. ’ The earth, disappeared 
behind a cloud of meteors.

They arose, and like a thought flashed to remotest 
parts, disappeared.

Immutable Law.
To the Editor:—Kindly let me say that all lexicogra

phers agree that anything immutable is unchangeable: a

a.

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, J 
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW) •

The Spiritual Idea of Death. Heaven and Hall, <

lOceuts. ForaaleatthlsoS.ee. r artQf, .

TSEraiLUTlor
BY LOIS WAISBIiOOKER,

Author ol “Helen Harlow’s Vow,” “The Occult 
Forces of Bex. Perfect Motherhood,” and man, 
other worka. Price a eenta 1’or sale at thia office ; '

THE AQEOF REASON?
..jy BclnS an luveatlgutlon of Trufand Fabulous Theology. 1 new and complete ddb ' 
tlon, from new plates and new type: 138 naiea nofl 
8vo. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 60 cents. P°M

HELEN HARLOW’S VOWT-, 
Oi- Self-Justice.

Br Lol« Walsbrookor. Many have read this book, 
many have re read It, and many others out to read It. 
It should bo read by every man and woman In th» 
land. It shows the falsities rampant In sorleiy In 
mutters of moral and social Import, and the wroais 
that How therefrom to Innocent victim, of social 
rti>rrea.^Xas,UVr1»

MIND READING AND BEYOND 
aSattr“»^^ oi ■

“THE WATSEKA WONDER.”
To the student of psychic phenomena, thia pamphlet

Is Intensely interesting. It gives detailed accounts <3 
two cases of “double consciousness," namely Mari 
Luranoy Veunum, of Wutw££_Ill,, and Mary Ilev. 
golds, of Venango county, Pa. FortalaattUs offlca. Price 15 cents.

JOAN, THE MEDIUM. ^
Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Bnlrltuall.m as a Leader of Armies. By Moses Hvli,. *1®, 2 

ouce the most truthful history of Joan of Arc and
T? m“Bt ooovluolug arguments on Bplidtualfsm 

e, er written. No novel was ever more thrlliln.lv ¡nt 
terestlng; no history more true. Price in oB h In 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents. For sale at Uda offiw. ’ 

' EDITH BRAMLEY’S VISION?’
A thrilling appeal to all who are interested tn leam - 

Ing how the great forces of the Homan Catlurtfi Church are seeking to control all ruovemeDte nS 
tainiuff to human progress that are iu oppoalUon to

««to
CHURCH AND STATE?I 

, Th,? Blbleln tne ruoile Schools; the New “AmeJ 
!can By ’Jefferses.’’ Third edition. Thia
beautiful pamphlet of 23 pages Is the most thorough ' 
presentation of the Cliun b uud Blate ouestlun tlS 
W appeared, Price 10 cents. ** wuuu tuai

The Development of the Spirit
After Transltlou. By the late M. Faraday. Tho ori
gin of religions, and their Influence upon tho mental 
development of the human race. Transcribed at the 
request ot a baud of ancient Phlh»%beN. Price 
10 cents.

Outside the Gates, and Other Tales
and sketches. By a band, of spirit Intelligences, 
through the mediumship of Mary Tba.-eaa Shelhamer. 
An excellent work. Trice 11.25.

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWEB.

An entertaining manual of hypaofctom, uacfnl to 
Btudenta of the subject. In the form of dialogue an£ 
story, the author -presents very successfully a con» 
densed account of hypnotism, its theory and practice 
up to date. Price, paper, 21 cis. Sold at this office.

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW
The Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 
Holyoake. This Is a must valuable contribution t6 
Freetbought literature. Buuud In paper with good 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve Copies 
for 11.00

” IMMORTALITY.
A poem in five cantos “If a man die, shall he live?” 

Is fully answered. B ■ W. 8. Barlow, author of 
Voices. Price 60 cents. **

~ THE KORAN,
1 -CotMJOfity called the "Alkoran of MohammoA* 

Trewlated Into English from the original Arabic, with 
£rP1?n.Mory nop* Ufa® from the mostapproved corn!

, tnentators. vZ..h a preliminary discourse bv Geo. 
Bale. Price. Citb, ll.(N. For sale at this office.

VOLNEY’S RUINS-
—AND— .

THE LAW OF NATURE, 
TO WHICH 18 ADDED

Volney’s Answer to Dr. Priestly, a Biographical Notlct 
by Count Daru. and the Zodiacal Signs and

Constellations by the Editor;
Also, a Map o£ the AstroloffScpl Heavena Q 

the Ancients.

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, In largflL 
clear type, with portraltand illustrations. One vol- 
post8 vo, 248pages; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

This Is undoubtedly one of the best nnd moat useful 
books ever published. It eloquently advocates tha 
bestinterestsuf mankind, and clearly points out top 
sources of human ignorance and misery. The authot 
is siifiposed to meet iu the nihm of Pahnj’ra an apparb 
lion or phantom, which explains the true principles of 
society, and the causes of both the prosperity and tup 
ruin of ancient Ktates. A general tuoeinbly of the 
nations 16 at length convened, a legislative body 
formed, the source and origin of religion, of govern» 
ment, and of laws dlsruised, and the Law ofNaturb-r 
founded on justice and equity—h finally proclaimda 
to an expectant wo) 11

THE VOICES.
f By Warren Sumner Barlow. The Voices contain 

poems of remarkable beauty and force. They art 
most excellent. Price ti.oo.

God in the Constitution.
By Robert G. Ingersoll. One of the beet papers Colo> 

nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like« 
ness of author. Price, 10 cento; twelve curies for 11.00.

Mahomet, the Illustrious.
BY GODFREY HIGGINS, ESQ.

This work Is one of tlr Library of Lil,end Classics. 
Ro author was better qualltied to write an Impartial 
and honest Ilic of Mabumct than Godfrey Higgins, 
and this volume Is intensely Interesting. It should bo 
read In conjunction with Gibbou s work. For sale &t 
this office. Price. 25 cents.

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS
thing that is unchangeable is eternal. Involution implies; Not Adapted to Modem civilization, with the True . I 1 * 11 11 nt ..... /'hft.Aol /!»• 1.1 A «... Mi.ml n fro.. > 111. nn 1.1 «.constant change; is exactly the reverse of immutability. 
All existing phenomena differ from all preceding phe
nomena. Hence evolution is a demonstrated fact.
Therefore the term immutable law, when applied to na
ture, is wholly inapplicable.

All verifiable law shows beneficent design and purpose, 
emanating from intelligence. But nowhere in all nature 
do we find the least hint of design, or intelligence. All 
phenomena results from cosmic forces resident in in
sensate matter. Cosmic forces are antagonistic; are ever 
active; are about equal in power, as expressed by attrac
tion and repulsion; hence all nature is in a condition of 
partial anarchy. Chaos ofttimes reigns in spots. If 
every drop of water and grain of sand, is under law har
mony wbuld reign throughout the universe. If immnt- 
able law reigns, whence cometh the calamitous floods, 
famines, tornadoes, volcanoes and earthquakes? If 
breathing was governed by immutable law no animal 
would stop breathing. Yes the earth has repeatedly 
changed her poles’ axis but she never got top heavy. She
has no top. RAMSEY.

"The Watseka Wonder.”. To the sfudent of psychic 
phenomena, this pamphlet is intensely interesting. It 
gives detailed accounts of two cases of “double conscious
ness,” namely Mary Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, Ill., 
and Mary Reynolds, of Venango County, Pa. For sale at 
this office. Price 15 cents. ,

“Religious and Theological Works of Thomaa Paine.” 
Contains his celebrated “Age of Reason,” and a number 
of letters and discourses on religious and theological sub
jects. Cloth binding, 430 pages. Price $1. For sale 
at this office. •

“Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl Hughes.” A 
tasty, beautiful and appropriate wedding souvenir. Con
tains marriage ceremony, marriage certificate, etc., with 
choice matter in poetry and prose. Specially, designed 
for the use of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price ?1. For sale at this office... i .
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, Character of Mary Magdalene. Dy Geo. W. Brown 
M. D. Price, 15 cents. wn*

THE HISTORICAL JESUS
And Mythical Christ.« By Gerald Massey. ISO nacea. - . 
12mo. Price 50 cent*.

RELIGION OF I a offiRS
By O. H. JRICHMOxM),

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago* 
noCZVZ) AV CLO1H WITH GOLD

X-J ild>. and containing 320 pages. This splendid 
book, just issued, contains nineteen full Tempio Io©» : 
tures upon occult subjects, together with other artfc - 
cles from various newspapers, relating to the grcai 
work. It contains all the okl Temple lectures isBuel . 
In 1892, and three others on ibe Human Soul, whiefc - 
are alone worth the price of the book This wonder, 
fulbookls unique ns an EOngeifM of Science aul ’• 
rriith. ITIce fl 25, postpaid, to unj. -’¿u-r >. Forsali . at tills offioo . ,

ALL ABOUT DEVILS.
Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism • - 

and other Great Reforms come from Qli Satanlo ' 
Majesty and His Subordinates In the Kingdom of ' 
Darkness. 60 pages. By Moms HULL. Price, 15 cento. • 
Foj *ale at this office. .

Romanism and tfle Republic, 
By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing M. A. Every patriot 

should read IL Price 114». . -

The Science of ¡Spirit Retuiui, ■
By Charlo« Dawbarn. Price Wcenta. j '■

“HEALTH AND POWERFl
Atundbook of Cure and Human Uphnndlng by th& ' 

■Hof new, refined and powerful methode of nature* 
By B. D. Bobbitt, M. DM author of "Principles efl > 
Ufbt ndOolor" "PbDoeophyol Cure,* etc. Priced •’ 
•Mb. ificentoj LeathgruJS cento.

DIAKKA. ~
•THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH. . 
1 ty Victims, by the Beer, A. J. Davis, la a very!** 

terestlng and suggestive work. It I* an explanation el . g 
much that la false and repulsive tn Spiritualism, e» 
bodying a most Important recent interview with James . - i 
Victor Wilson,president of the Summer*l4D& Prioi ■! 
SOcento. Fcrseleatthlaofilca

LIFE, A NOVEL. .
Tt beuni with advanced thought, and la faaclnatln*" 1 

trice, Wceiua. ■;
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FORGED EVIDENCE.
Dionysius, the Areopaglte, is often 

quoted as authority for the character 
Jesus. He Is represented to have been 
at Heliopolis, in Egypt, at the time of 
the alleged crucifixion; that he wit
nessed the wonderful darkness that 
came over the earth because of that 
event; and he is credited with writing:

“Either God himself suffers, or sym
pathizes with the sufferer.” ;

Dr. Adam Clarke, in his Commenta
ries on Matt. 27:45, said: ,

“It is enough to say of this man, [Dli- 
nysius] that all the writings attributed 
to him are proved to be forgeries of the 
fifth or sixth century,”

Who is responsible for this class of 
forgeries? not only those credited to Di
onysius, but thousands of others, all la
boring to supply evidence corroborating 
the Gospels, or to fill omissions they 
failed to furnish? Infidels, of which 
Celsus, Porphyry and Arius are types, 
denied from the beginning the genuine
ness of Christian history. It was the 
priests, then, who saw the weakness of 
their cause, who tried to supply the 
missing evidence by crime. To prevent 
adverse criticism, and exposure they 
evoked the civil power, and induced it 
to proclaim laws With severe penalties, 
prohibiting a denial of the divine origin 
of their fictitious history. They have 
been caught red-handed, notwithstand
ing their anathemas.

It cannot be expected all the people 
will be convinced of these “pious 
frauds” at once, for the hundred thou
sand ecclesiastics in the United States, 
and the million In other countries, are 
all pecuniarily interested in perpetuat
ing the great delusion. The press eman
cipated, and free speech tolerated, with 
knowledge disseminated among the 
masses, then adieu forever to priestly 
frauds and forgeries, and to Christian 
deceptions,,and to the whole machinery 
the churches have built up for their 
own protection.
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THE LIKENESS OF JESUS.
Sir Wyke Bayliss, of England, has 

lately published a book, in which he at
tempts to prove that there is extant an 
authentic record of Christ’s personal 
appearance. He maintains that “with
out sueh knowledge there is no evi
dence of the resurrection,” hence his 
earnestness in the premises.

Dean Farrar, who published some 
years ago a “Life of Christ as Repre
sented in Art,” wherein he Insisted that 
‘“AU genuine traditions respecting the 

. human aspect of the Lord of Glory per
Ished eighteen centuries ago,” lias 
taken issue with Sir Bayliss, in an ar
tide over his own signature, In the Au
gust number of the “Contemporary Re
view.” The Dean mentions the various 
pretended likenesses extant, such as the 
(Veronica handkerchief; the statue of 
Paneas; tlie Volto Santo at Lucca; the 
likeness sent by Christ himself to Ab
gar; that by Pilate sent to Rome; and 
numerous others including those in the 
catacombs, all, he says, are spurious, 
and comparatively modern productions. 
He quotes from the Christian Fathers 
showing their descriptions of the per
sonal appearance of Jesus did not har
monize with each other. Then, quoting 
the Dean’s own words:

“The New Testament writers never 
paused for a moment to tell us how 
Christ looked as a man. There is uot 
the slightest mention in early Christian 
literature of any relic of him of any 
kind. ...Even the sacred sites came to 
be completely forgotten, and we are, to 
this day, entirely uncertain as lo the 
exact locality of places so Infinitely sa
cred as Golgotha, Gethsemane, and the 
Garden of the Sepulchre.”

It is with pain and reluctance such 
damaging facts as those given by Dean 
Farrar, are wrung from the clergy; but 
they who have any regard for honesty 
must make these admissions.

In the name of truth, why is every
thing connected with the early history 
Of Christianity not only tinctured with, 
but absolutely baptized in forgery aud 
fraud? The Gospel writers wherein 
they depart from Paul’s original, dis
agree with each other in everything, 
thing. They could not agree as to the 
words inscribed on the cross, any more 
than in the pedigree of their hero.

UNFOLDING RECORDS OF THE 
PAST.

As suggested in these columns a few 
weeks ago, the new impulse given to ar
chaeology by change of ownership in 
the many islands of the Pacific, with a 
more Inquiring and critical people than 
the Spaniards to explore them, awakens 
new Interest regarding their past, and 
will give the world a better idea of the 
old order of things.

The Caroline Islands are a large 
group lying between the Ladrones and 
the Philippines, of which Yap is the 
principal. A recent official report to the 
State department at Washington, says:

“Yap is surrounded by a coral reef 
thirty-five miles long by five broffd. 
There are hardly any rivulets, but in
land are extensive swamps, carefully 
planted with water-taro (colocasia). 
The Island is full of relies of a vanished 
civilization—old embankments and ter
races, sites of ancient cultivation, stone- 
paved roads; paes or ancient platforms 
of stone, faced with huge circular 
quartz wheels set up at their sides; 
enormous council lodges of quaint de
sign, with bold, high and projecting 
gables, and lofty carved pillars. Walls 
of ancient fish ponds and stone weirs 
fill the lagoon between the reef and the 
shore, making navigation a difficult 
matter.

“There are some 8,000 natives on Yap 
—kind, industrious and generally peace
able folk, very dark in color, and speak
ing a quaint, and barbarous dialect, 
much akin fo that of tlie Pelews, yet 
with a certain family likeness to the 
isles farther eastward, where the Poly
nesian infiltration appears to have been 
fairly strong.”

All these dlscoverlesJn the Pacific are 
links in the mighty chain of history 
which, when united, will give us the 
true connection between the ancient civ
ilization as visible in Peru and Central 
America and the Eastern continent. ■

FIRST PRINCIPLES.
In the midst of the prevailing epidem

ic of fraud In mediumship, it has. be
come a serious question in the minds of 
true and honorable Spiritualists, what 
shall be done to strengthen the cause of 
genuine Spiritualism and to offset the 
damaging effects of the work of the un
principled gang of “operators” that is 
actively and systematically engaged in 
palming off fraudulent tests while bra
zenly posing as genuine mediums.

In time of epidemics of physical dis
ease it is customary to resort to such 
first principles as matters of sanitation, 
and have recourse to such methods as 
tend to create a healthful atmosphere 
and healthful surroundings without 
which conditions the prevalence of 
health cannot be expected. If the peo
ple of a city maintain conditions of un- 
eleanliness, of putrefied and putrefying 
garbage in houses, streets and alleys, 
sickness must and will prevail.

Spiritualists have been too prone to 
allow—and in instances connive at—the 
garbage heaps of fraud in the name of 
Spiritualism. If the garbage-makers 
and those who willingly aid and assist 
them could be walled up in a city by 

• themselves, where they could mutually 
perfume each other to death, it might 
be hailed as a blessing to the world, and 
save the labor of further sanitary 
measures.

But as long as unprincipled greed 
reigns in rascally hearts, and a simple- 
minded and' gullible constituency of 
supporters will make the fraud-business 
“pay,” we may expect a continuance of 
the nefarious work covered up by the 
stolen mantle of Spiritualism. .

It would almost seem, indeed, tliat 
many people are so constituted mental
ly and morally, that they are quite 
willing—even anxious, to pay good 
money for some “wonderful test per
formance”—if simply It be “wonderful” 
—even though they know it to be fraud. 
It is the support given by wonder-seek
ers that gives the means of existence to 
the gang of fraudulent “test mediums” 
that infest the purlieus of Spiritualism.

It is unnecessary to dwell more at 
length upon the accursed “gang” and 
Its contemptible, immoral and accursed 
work.

The question that confronts true and 
honest Spiritualists, who believe in a 
true and honest Spiritualism and none 
other, is this; •

What is best to be done, for the good 
of our cause?

There must be a recurrence to first 
principles.

In the earlier days of Modern Spirit
ualism, the “test” fakir, traveling from 
place to place over the country, display
ing his wonderful wares to the gaping 
multitudes, was a factor unknown.

. LEAKAGE.
Said a literary paper of London 

September:
for

STEPPING-STONES TO CIVILIZA
TION.

Here is a good Christian sentence, 
pronounced May 27, 1610, by the 
French Parliament, and carried Into ex
ecution a few days later, all of which is 
evidenced by records in the archives of 
the Conciergerie, the victim being Ra
vaillac:

“To be conducted to the Place de 
Greve, and there, upon a scaffold, to 
have his breasts, arms, thighs, and 
calves of his legs lacerated with red-

“Wliy do we lu-ar so many complaints 
from Christian bodies about ‘leakage?’ 
The other day it was stated that Meth
odism has been losing heavily of late 
years. Now we see from the ‘Church 
Times’ that a Roman Catholic gentle
man makes the same lament. They 
heard a great deal of additions to the 
ranks of the church, but he feared the 
leakage far exceeded the gains they’ 
were making.’ 'Tills Christian leakage 
interests us, and we shall be glad to 
hca'r more of it. We have long known 
that the structure was a little unsound, 
and the bill for repairs must be dread
fully heavy,”

It Is not in England only, but Chris
tianity the wide world over Is expert-
encing the depressing effect of 
“leakage.”

i-
i-

t Ills

Instead of the fraud gang, linked to
gether in unholy bonds for fraudulent 
purposes there was the quiet, un
demonstrative, yet effectual “family 
circle”—the best Institution for genuine 
medlumlstic purposes ever known.

It is to this true and pure institution 
of genuine Spiritualism we must in a 
measure return. In the “family circle” 
will be found the safe resource of our 
cause—safe from the depredations of 
vile fakirs and fraudulent gangsters 
who peddle tricks of legerdemain as 
“tests.” O, the mountains of deception 
that have been palmed off as “material
izations,” “trumpet-speaking,” etc., etc.!

Spiritualists who would place tlie 
cause on a sure footing, and who would 
not have Spiritualism made a thing of 
reproach and shame, who would not 
have It brazenly counterfeited for the 
sake of pelf, must return lo the earlier 
methods, by the which means the cause 
will receive the help of genuine medi
umship, the truth will shine in its own 
pure brightness, and its quiet influence 
will extend from heart to heart, from 
family to family and Spiritualism pure 
and undefiled will win its way, to the 
breaking of slavish bondage, and the 
joy and gladness of the world.

The “circle” in the healthful atmos
phere and genial influence of the fam
ily, or where “two or three are gathered 
together,” a few of congenial, harmon- 
nlous disposition, filled with moral in
tegrity and love of truth, with minds 
open to good Influences from the spirit 
side of life—the circle in which the 
knave and trickster will have no part— 
this will prove the effectual savior of 
Spiritualism.

Tlie little family or private circles are 
the true vital seed-germs of genuine 
Spiritualism. Let them be planted in 
every family, or In every neighborhood, 
and with hearts in genuine quest of 
truth, earnestly seeking for the light 
and the reality of spirit communion, the 
good angels will come with rich bless
ings of love and instruction, our cause 
will take fresh start and its growth will 
be healthy and rapid.

i THE CZAMSAYS PEACE.
Most unique 4uw paradoxical, the 

great war poweref the North—strong
est and most aujgcratlc of nations, in 
v hom has linger«^ in tensest strain the 
war spirit of savage man, calls a halt, 
aud asks all conflicting powers to come 
together and on friendly terms adjust 
a treaty of peace, which shall send all 
the armed millions, now confronting 
each othei'r on tljij borders, ready at a 
word to spring at |Caeh other's throats, 
home to peaceful avocations. A treaty 
which will relieve -the tension growing 
unbearable, aud’riiMore to the paths of 
productive industry the armed myriads 
now feeding like moths on the lives of 
the nations.

From the Czar such a proposition is 
received with doubt and uncertainty.

The question is asked, what perfidy 
is concealed under this guise of peace? 
Would the Czar lull the nations to 
sleep, and then . when unsuspecting 
wrench the Orient and Turkey from 
their grasp? They who for u moment 
harbor such a conclusion show their 
utter- ignorance of the trend of Russian 
history for the past thirty years. It 
cost the United States several billions 
of dollars and one of the most terrible 
wars to free the comparative few 
slaves; Nicholas by a stroke of his pen 
not only freed a vast' nation of serfs, 
but changed the most vital organic 
laws of his empire relating thereto.

Why did he do this?
Because the higher classes of Russia 

are more directly under spiritual influ
ence than perhaps those of any other 
nation. That the freedom for the serfs 
was recommended by the departed 
Czar, in a spirit message, is well 
known, but- if the reigning Czar had 
not believed in its authenticity and 
liis officers prepared to receive it, it 
could not have been promulgated.

The proposal of peace Is no more an
omalous than the proclamation of free
ing the serfs. It is one characteristic of 
the great power, conscious of its integ
rity and presciently knowing what 
must ultimately come and what is for 
the best. It would have made one 
proud of being an American, had this 
government, conscious of its superiority 
Jn its foundation on absolute justice 
and freedom, made the proposal, yet it 
would not have had the force that it 
has coming from the power which has 
been regarded as farthest removed 
from peace and most bent on conquest.

In the evolution of the race the age of 
war has passed and peace has come and 
must remain though the mailed hand 
retain her.

The utter uselessness, waste and bru
tality of war is seen beneath the float
ing banners of our recent victory. We 
are glad If such 'suffering must be that, 
it has accomplished 41 worthy end, and 
that civilization Is advanced, yet we are 
constrained to sadness and regret when 
we think of the horrible necessity, and 
how the wrongs might have been ad
justed were nations'as honorable as the 
best of their citizens.

It may be that'itf lias come through 
commerce, and selfish instincts, that it 
is for tlie prosperity of nations to re
main like brothers holding separate par
cels of tlie domain or the world. That 
does not change, the issue. Prosperity 
demands peace, ¿nd. it has been taught 
tliat tlie harming of a neighboring na
tion doubly haiius the transgressor. 
One nation cannot prosper on tlie ruins 
of others. Napolecpr ¡tried that trad sig
nally failed. '

The truth is that tlie court of Russia 
has again shown Itself to be the most 
liberal and advanced and most under 
the influence of that power, called by 
the various names of God, Providence, 
and Spirit of the Age, but which really 
is that of the World Congress of exalted 
minds in Hie Supernal Sphere.

It will be well for the powers to heed 
this summons which comes like the 
glad notes’of the bugle from tlie serried 
ranks of battle. It means happiness 
and prosperity, and fields of waving 
grain, instead of being strewn with the 
ghastly dead, and the crushed and gory 
dying.

Our late battles on sea and land show 
how terrible war has become, and what 
would be the appalling consequences if 
the battle-ships, or the trained legions 
with their latest improved implements 
of destruction met In deadly conflict. It 
ought io be an object lesson enforcing 
tlie efforts of the court of St. Peters
burg.

It may be a long time before a like 
occasion again occurs, and If this be not 
taken, there will be such a fierce con
flict as history gives no example of, and 
peace will come of weakness, while now 
it is the ensign of strength.

A PRIEST RENOUNCES OATH 
ICI8M.

OL-

We find In the Literary Guide, of 
London, tlie following renunciation of 
the Catholic priesthood, directed to the 
Bishop of Valence, by Rev. Maurice 
Perrin, Vicar of Bourg-de-Peiige, 
Diome, S. E. France. Does any one 
suppose this ex-priest is ulone in tlie 
honest conviction tqat the dogmas; of 
tlie church, whether. Catholic or Prot
estant, are merely human inventions, 
born of tlie ignorance of the past cen
turies?'’ We quote tlie now-heretical 
father, as translated into English, by a 
London journalist:

‘.‘For a long time I have ceased to be
lieve tiie Catholic faith. I am absolute
ly convinced that most of the dogmas 
taught by the church are mere human 
inventions, superstitions born of the ig
norance of past centuries, and conse
quently unworthy of human reason and 
of an enlightened and unprejudiced In
telligence. To teach what one does not 
believe, to present to the public ideas 
and doctrines which one rejects Inward
ly—what torture, sir, what anguish, for 
a man of any feeling who is obliged to 
undergo such a martyrdom! That tor
ture and martyrdom were mine, and it 
is in order to endure them no longer 
that from this day I throw off my 
frock, that I return entirely to civil life, 
and that I begin to live in harmony 
with principles that are diametrically 
opposed to those of tiie Romish church.

“Certainly my conscience had to 
speak loud and strong before I could 
summon courage to take this decisive 
step. The fear of throwing desolation 
into tlie heart of my good parents held 
me back for a long time. I also recog
nized that the public—at least a certain 
public, burning with sacerdotal zeal— 
would cover me with curses, maledic
tions, mid all the anathemas of which 
it has such a rich abundance.

“All I enn say to this public is, in act
ing as I have done, I have a perfectly 
clear conscience, which is In no wise 
disturbed by all those thunders which 
are now quite impotent.

“Consequently I have the honor to 
tell you, and to emphasize the state
ment, sir, that J tear myself freely and 
voluntarily away from the clerical and 
sacerdotal yoke, and that I consider my
self entirely liberated from all tlie in
iquitous and musty obligations which 
the church once imposed on my youth
ful ignorance and inexperience.”

Where there is one priest brave 
enough to emancipate himself from the 
tyranny of tlie Church there are ten 
thousand who prefer to grove! on to the 
close of life, gaining support for their 
miserable and worthless existence by 
preaching dogmas for which they ha.ve 
no sympathy. Each one, however, who 
has the manliness to tell what he knows 
to be true, strengthens the backbone of 
some other enthralled victim; so as the 
long years come and go it can be pre
dicted with a positive certainty of ful
fillment, that the end of a system of 
religion having Its birth In the child
hood of humanity, will surely come, 
and that a system founded on nat
ural law with broader knowledge will 
take the place of the old, the outgrowth 
of very stupid fable.

EXTORTION AND BRIBERY.
It appears from a special to the Chi

cago Tribune from Hazelton, Pa., that 
the community there Is greatly worked 
up over the exposure of political frauds 
and the implication of the Reformed 
Church of West Hazleton, which has 
long had the distinction of embracing 
the most fashionable congregation, as 
well as possessing the handsomest edi
fice, in the locality. .

The exposure came about through a 
split in the borough school board, which 
was supposed to be composed of Re
formed Church members. Charges of 
extortion were openly made and letters 
produced to show that even in this 
branch of the local government the 
church took a prominent part, and that 
in a decidedly questionable way.

The climax came when the Rev. O. H 
Herbst, pastor of the Reformed Church, 
was asked what he knew about it. He 
not only admitted his connection with 
the school board scandal, but confessed 
to having sanctioned aud assisted with 
a system for extorting money from po
litical candidates that has been In 
vogue there for years and netted the 
church handsome results.

When the members of the borough 
school board split a few days ago a lo
cal paper secured a letter signed by Di
rector Fiehter which hud been sent to a 
school desk manufacturing firm. In 
this letter it was stated that if the firm 
would help their church, the Reformed, 
aud upon which a debt existed, he 
would help them. The firm’s bld was 
higher than competitors’ but it secured 
the contract.

When the Rev. Mr. Herbst was asked 
what he knew about the Fiehter letter 
he astonished his interrogators by 
frankly admitting that it was inspired. 
He also confessed that letters were sent 
out to political candidates, and exhib
ited printed forms which had been pre
pared for facilitating the working of the 
system.

It is estimated tliat enough money 
was secured in this way to build several 
churches, but it has not always been 
applied to liquidating the alleged debt.

The Rev. Mr. Herbst In extenuation 
stated that about the only time the 
church could get any aid from politi
cians was when they came up for pub
lic office. He regarded them as legiti
mate prey. The victims of the system 
include Congressmen and aspiring 
court judges, but the dominie declined 
to exhibit the list of names. The names 
in tlie school department are duplicated 
in borough council, aud a rigid Investi
gation is now being made both by the 
Citizens and church consistory.

Moses Hull will participate in our 
Fall and Winter Campaign. Now is the 
time to send in your subscription.

OUR FALL AND 
WINTER CAMPAIGN.

LIFE IS IN THE WORLD.

hot pincers, his right hand to be
burned off in a fire of sulpljur, and into 
all his wounds to be thrown melted 
lead, boiling oil, burning pitch, and 
wax and sulphur mingled. This done, 
•his body to be drawn and dismembered 
by four horses, and afterward con
sumed by fire, and his ashes thrown to 
the winds.”

This same sentence was repeated a 
century later upon Damiens.

These are specimen stepping-stones 
which led up to our preseut civilization, 
of which Christianity now claims all 
the credit. But Christianity was in its 
glory then, and to deny any of its cardi
nal teachings, particularly that relating 
to the god-head of Jesus, was to bring 
upon the offender an equally severe 
or a more torturing penalty.

A REVIVAL OF BUDDHISM.
■ Late advices from India say, a Bud
dhist institute has been founded In Co
lombo, Ceylon, to afford students of 
•Buddhism a thorough education In eth
ics and psychology. Dharmapala, who 
is at the head of the project, is making 
efforts to equip this institution with all 
the facilities of an American university.

A European woman has also estab
lished in Colombo a school for educat
ing Singhalese girls, the founder being 
thoroughly imbued with Buddhism. 
The report says the Countess M. des 
Cauavarro is reaching thousands of na
tives from whom the Christian mission
aries are debarred.

. It also appears that Buddhist journals 
are springing up all over the Orient, 
and a grand crusade is .being made to 
unite tlie discordant elements to recover 
India, both from the encroachments of 
Brahmanism and its twin sister, so far 
as the godhead is concerned, Chris
tianity.

■; . UNEASY SAINTS.
The periodical church crusade against 

everything like enjoyment on Sunday, 
Is now on at Cleveland. Retaliation Is 
threatened In proceedings to close the 
churches. The Ohio law provides that 
no kind of labor shall be done on Sun
day for hire. The mayor gives it as his 
opinion that preachers labor for hire, at 
least he never heard of one preachin'’ 
fet fils health.

AN ENDURING CREED.
To those Spiritualists who want 

multiplicity of dogmas enunciated
a 

in
their creed, we beg leave to direct their 
attention to Islamism, the youngest, 
and in many respects the most vital of 
all the great religions. Their creed is 
summed up in the declaration: “God is 
God, and there is no God but God, and 
Mahomet is his prophet.” The grand 
object of the founder of this religion 
was to suppress idolatry. He labored 
zealousy to tliat end, and his system of 
religion has become what it Is in conse
quence. In later years heresies have 
sprung up, and Mohammedans have di- 
vded into some seventy-two varying 
sects; but the grand faith which separ
ated them from all other religions was 
the unity and the indivisibility of the 
godhead, and this distinctive feature is 
still retained by all their sects as the 
bond of brotberhobd.

AN ANCIENT FAMILY TREE.
It may not be generally known, but It 

is believed to be true nevertheless, that 
the descendants of Mohammed, who 
was born in 570, are all registered by 
authority in a book carefully kept in 
Mecca by the chief of the family. 
There seems to be no doubt of the abso
lute authenticity of the long line of Mo
hammed’s descendant’s. Where 
there another family tree with shch 
ancient beginning?

is 
an

THE TRUUH SEEKER.
The New York Truth Seeker has just 

completed the 25th year of its publica
tion, and has entered upon the second 
quarter century of Its existence. Its 
founder was a Spiritualist, and Its pres
ent editor does not war upou the new 
faith, but he strikes heavy blows at In
spired Error. Success to every enters 
prise whose object it Is to demolish Ig
norance and its twin sister, Supersti
tion. . .

A GROSS LIBEL ON WOMAN,
An English journal credits an Ameri

can orator with saying: ■
' “God made the world and rested. 
Then he made man and rested again. 
Then he made woman, since which 
neither God nor man has rested.”

A number of sufferers from Insomnia 
in all parts of the world formed them
selves recently into a club for mutual 
sympathy and encouragement, says the 
Chicago Chronicle.

The club is known as the Guild of 
Night Worshipers, and at present con
sists of some seventy-two members. 
The sole qualification for membership 
in the new organization is that the ap
plicant should be unable to sleep prop
erly.

The members are drawn from all 
ranks in life, among them being mem
bers of nobility, the army and navy, 
clergymen and students. The secretary 
of the guild is Lady Eardley, whose ad
dress is 4 Lancaster street, Hyde Park, 
London.

A singular rule of the club is that no 
member knows the names of the rest of 
the club. It has seven members living 
in America. The club never meets in a 
body, but in the lonely hours of the 
night as they lie awake they gather 
comfort from the knowledge that their 
fellows in Insomnia are probably think
ing of them.

The members of the guild have ar
ranged a simple service of prayer and 
meditation with which to help pass 
their sleepless nights.

The club’s articles of faith seem to 
recognize that it is a good thing to give 
some thought to others and an elaborate 
plan of prayers and leaflets has been de
vised. The members are known only by 
numbers and when one wishes to be 
prayed for by the other unfortunates, 
his number is published in the leaflet 
and the prayer Is begun.

When ideas and words fail one of the 
collects as a subject of prayer and med
itation is recommended as very helpful 
and suggestive, or else prayers for those 
who are in hospitals or the dying, it is 
also suggested that members should 
keep their prayer papers by their bed
side and at night should read over in 
turn one or more of the requests con
tained in them.

THE UNSEEN POWER.
Those who study the great events of 

history, constantly meet with instances 
which conflict with human calculation, 
and seem like interpolations of a power 
supreme and beyond the range of hu
man endeavor. Not to review the past, 
the recent war furnishes one of the 
most brilliant examples, showing that 
above and beyond all human endeavor 
there is a force which wrenches all ef
forts after Its own well-determined 
plan. Thij. force has been called God, 
and Providence, but Spiritualism has 
revealed to us that it Is intervention of 
spirit power. The illustration is the 
brilliant achievement of Dewey in the 
Philippines. He was ordered there be
cause there was no harbor in the Pa
cific offering friendly shelter to his 
fleet. Tlie President when he gave the 
order was not aware of the conse
quences. No one foresaw the events to 
follow. The Monroe doctrine had be
come a national1 fetish, and a strong 
navy, and the care of digtant peoples 
considered contrary to the government
al policy. That the Philippines would 
become more Important than Cuba it
self'would have been regarded as im
possible, and If such Aad been prophe
sied it would have been treated as a

PEACE.
Peace! and now is presented a prob

lem to this government far more diffi
cult than that of the successful conduct 
of the war. That in the main was a 
matter of force. The strongest ships, 
the heaviest guns, the best trained men 
to use them. Now is to be consum
mated the purposes for which the war 
was declared and prosecuted to its suc
cessful end. It was for purposes of hu
manity; to right the wrongs of the peo
ple suffering for centuries; to enlarge 
the sphere of the freedom enjoyed by 
the people of the United States. There 
can be but one condition granted to the 
West Indian Isles, and that is, they 
must be abandoned by Spain. Yet that 
does not remove Spanish Influence, for 
the islanders are of Spanish origin, and 
essentially Spanish. Heretofore tlie 
vast swarms of people coming to our 
shores have been absorbed, and In a 
generation all are Americans. One lan
guage, one common school, a form of 
government which makes sovereigns of 
all. In Cuba the same result must be 
gained if that Island becomes an inte
gral part of this country. It cannot be 
permanently retained if it does not.

It cannot be held as a conquered 
province, and the people must be al
lowed to govern themselves. It is ques
tionable If any member of the Latin 
race is yet capable of self-government, 
and yet that is what the United States 
promised and promises. There will be 
heavy emigration to Cuba from Amer
ica, and the Island will within the next 
ten years become Americanized. Then 
with the protection of the government 
of the United States, the people having 
been educated as to the form of govern-

“Mother! angel mother!
Come and watch beside my bed; 

Let me feel the gentle pressure 
Of thy hand upon my head;

Come and fold thy arms about me, 
As in the days of old;

For my heart is sad and fearful. 
And the world Is dark and cold.

“I am weary—oh! how weary! 
And my spirit yearns for rest;

Come and fold thy arms about me, 
Let me sleep upon thy breast, 

Come and kiss me ere I slumber, 
Ob! dearest mother, come, 

And wake once more the vision 
Of my childhood’s happy home

“Ah! well do I remember 
That soft and sunny nest, 

Tlie cottage In the valley 
Where I slept upon thy breast 

Ah, me! there is no palace, 
Or stately mansion old, 

That was ever half so pleasant 
As the cottage by the wold.

“There my childhood years flowed 
ward .

Beating time to joy and mirth, 
Whose music waked no echo 

Save the harmonies of earth, 
Till one day a sable banner 

O'er our cottage was unfurled, 
And I learned the mournful lesson 

That Death was in the world.

on-

joke. in

ment, 
union, 
tween 
many

may be able to form a partial 
Yet tliat union which exists be- 

states cannot be looked for, for
years, and

will be dominant, 
rious disturbance.

The situation in

the Spanish element 
and the cause of se-

regard to the Pliilip-
pines is intensified by the masses of 
people being of a savage type, and more 
alien to the forms of self-government, 
than the Spanish. If the war is a cru
sade against cruelty, then there is no 
consistency in freeing the Antilles, and 
leaving the Philippines in the hands of 
tlie nation that has treated the people 
even more severely. For humanity, the 
United States is bound to protect the 
people in the largest liberty possible, 
and not desert them now that the 
chains of Spanish cruelty are so nearly 
broken.

TOO MUCH PRAYER.
We all know how zealously the Pope, 

God's vicegerent on earth, labored and 
prayed for Spain—poor, unfortunate

'and humbled Spain.—but the old priest’sThe execution of that order by Dew-. ■ nravers availed nothtne Pei-hans tim ey, in an hour’s tíme everturned the tra-4 Ç ™ notnlng'. YerliaPs

"Social Upbuilding, Including uo-on. 
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at thia office.

ditional policy of the-nation and awoke 
it to an understanding of a new des
tiny which it could not avoid. Instead 
of being confined in the narrow bounds 
of two seas^it at'finch sprang to world
wide supremacy, sit was the appointed 
arbiter to wipe otft centuries of wrong 
and establish right, justice and freedom 
over wrong, cruelty and shameless tyr
anny. The nation had a revelation of 
its dormant strength, and the vast re
quirements made upon it. The stand
ard-bearer of justice and of liberty, -it 
cannot escape obligations. '

■Whatever may be the “complications” 
of fopeign relations growing out of the 
occupancy of the Pacific islands, the 
withdrawal of the authority gained 
there will be more disastrous. The 
changes effected in our government 
may be lamented yet they must come, 
for the course of events are guided bv 
more far-seeing minds than those who 
apparently stand at the helm of state.

"After the Sex Struck.^ By Georea 
N. Miller. Price 25 cent* 6

defeat was the more marked because of 
the incessant teasing of the heavenly 
powers. Who knows?

IMPORTANT.
AU persons desiring places upon the 

programme of the Annual Convention, 
please to report at once, announcing 
subject, etc.

All speakers and mediums who in
tend attending- convention, are respect
fully requested to notify secretary.

FRANCIS B. WOODBURY.
600 Penn. Ave., S. E., Washington.D.C
"After Her Death. The Story of a 

Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. Al 
book for the higher life. For salé at 
ttta ftffice. Price, cloth, $1.

“For I saw thee borne, dear mother, 
In stillness from its door, 

And heard It said in sadness
‘She will come to us no more.' 

Then a great grief shook my spirit, 
As winds the mountain pine, 

And I murmured In my anguish, 
Oh! would thy grave were mine!

“Since then In grief I've wandered 
O'er the fair and lovely earth, 

Ever sighing for thy presence, 
And thy music-tones of mirth.

Mother! angel mother!
'Mid the fading sunset gleams 

Come and whisjx»r to me softly
'Through the golden gate of dreams.1

Thus prayed a lonely orphan 
'Mid the stillness of the night, 

When lo! a blissful vision
Dawned in beauty on her sight. 

Through the open portals gliding, 
Came a soft and silvery light, 

And 'mid the wavering brightness 
Stood her mother, robed in white.

On her brow wore fairest garlands, 
On her bosom glowed a star, 

Whose love-light warm and steady 
Through the chamber shone afar.

Then o’er the lonely orphan 
A holy calmness stole, 

And the dove of peace returning 
Found a nest within her soul.

While the angel mother, bending 
On her child a look of love, 

Smiled fondly, and then pointed 
To a land of light above.

“Mother! angel mother!” 
The weary orphan cried, 

Yet ere the words were spoken 
The vision left her side.

Yet the memory of it lingering 
In her lonely heart became 

A star of hope, whose brightness 
Beamed with a steady flame, 

And lighted up the darkness
That gathered on her way. 

And gave each cloud of sorrow 
‘ A soft and silvery ray.
Then peace above her spirit

Like a banner was unfurled 
And with joy her heart repeated

“Life, life is in the world!
Life, life, not Death is victor 

When the spirit quits the clay!”
Thus sings the lonely orphan 

In gladness every day.
Life, life divine Is thrilling 

All the pulses of the earth;
Lo! It changes but to brightness, 

And death is but a birth—
A casting-off of garments

Made to be thrown away— 
A flitting from a dwelling

That’s crumbling to decay.
BELLE BUSH.

Seminary, Belvidere, N. J.

It will be especially brilliant. A 
story by CharlesDiekens, given through 
the mediumship of the gifted Carlyle 
Petersilea, of Los Angeles, Cal., will 
prove instructive and interesting. It 
scintillates throughout with grand spir
itual truths. It will be commenced 
early In October.

Moses Hull will add bls splendid 
erudition to the attractiveness of the 
paper by giving a series of articles.

We have made arrangements to have 
a series of lectures reported, as given 
through the remarkably gifted speaker, 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. They will 
prove a veritable feast. They will ap
pear from time to time.

Everyone who subscribes for The 
Progressive Thinker, will receive until 
further orders the following lectures 
combined in one paper:

1. “Christmas, Christ and the Cross,” 
by Moses Hull. It is exceedingly valu
able. It Is a mine of instructive infor
mation. The facts presented are worth 
to any thinker at least one dollar.

2. “The World’s Parliament of Relig
ion.” An address by Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond. This address gives the “Re
ligious Aspect” of our cause; also the 
“Philosophical Aspect,” and the “Phe
nomenal Aspect.” followed by a 7‘Re- 
sume of its Work and Influence.” This 
address should be read and re-read by 
every thoughtful Spiritualist.

3. “Trail of the Serpent—Landmarks 
of Roman Catholicism in History.” By 
A. M. Griffen. No one on this earth to
day Is better posted than Mr. Griffen in 
regard to tlie deep-seated corruption in 
the Catholic church. His views will 
not only interest you. but they will ap
pall you with their showing of cruelty 
and perfidy. This article alone Is well 
worth a year's subscription to the 
paper.

4. “A Ritual—Spiritual Funeral Serv
ice,” by Hudson and Emma Rood Tut
tle. 'This Is what Its title implies, direc
tions for conducting a funeral where it 
is impossible to secure a desirable per
son to officiate. The sentiments are 
pathetic, philosophical and eloquent re
minders of the beauty of the change 
called death. Il should be in every 
family, ready for any emergency.

5. “Evolution and Revolution,” an 
address by that master mind, Hou. 
A. B. French, of Clyde. Ohio. A most 
eloquent, thoughtful discourse, by one 
who is not excelled as an orator and 
profound thinker. It is a mine of val
uable information.

Besides tlie above, there are other 
valuable and instructive articles. All 
combined tins is tlie most remarkable 
paper ever issued from the Spiritual
istic press. It will afford you mental 
food for reflection during the fall and 
winter months. It will be sent forth 
free to every yearly and trial sub
scriber. Not only will every yearly 
subscriber get the above paper‘whi'ii 
they send in their subscription, but by 
sending 20 cents in addition (which 
pays for postage and mailingi they will 
get Art Magic, a most valuable ‘book. 
It Is elegantly bound, nicely printed, 
and is an ornament to any center table. 
What we offer to every yearly sub-
scj'iber to The 
who sends $1.20: 
the paper; one

Progressive Thinker 
Fifty-two numbers of 
pajier containing the

above attractions, invaluable to every 
reflective mind, and Art Magic, a single 
copy of which has been sold for $25.

You who cannot send in one dollar for 
the paper, send 25 cents for a three 
months' subscription. Keep in touch 
with the great Spiritual movement

An Announcement
In reply to many inquiries concerning 

my candidacy for re-election to the of
fice of president of the National Spirit
ualists' Association, I wish to say that, 
owing to existing circumstances, well 
known to all friends of organization, 1 
am constrained to again permit the use 
of my name as a candidate for the high 
and responsible office I have held for 
five years. ,1 fool that no other honor- 
orable course is open to me. in view of 
the sharp criticism to which the Nation
al body has of late been subjected. To 
retreat under fire of any kind, when 
duty calls to action, would be nothing 
less than cowardice. If I am re-elected, 
I shall endeavor to prove that I have 
given careful attention to the welfare 
of the National Association, and loyally 
protected Its -interests. If the delegates 
see fit to elect another standard-bearer, 
I shall not be disgruntled, nor shall I 
withhold my support from the National 
Society. I believe in organization, and 
shall loyally defend principle on every 
occasion, In so far as I see and know 
the truth. In this spirit I respectfully 
make known the fact of mv candidacy.

HARRISON D. BARRETT.
"Commentaries on Hebrew and Chris

tian Mythology.” By Judge Parish B. 
Ladd, LL.B., of the San Francisco Bar. 
This book is of more than ordinary val
ue, giving the.results of much patient 
thought and research by a mind well 
qualified to sift evidence and arrange 
facts. In compact form it gives just 
what is needed on the subject. Paper, 
75 cents. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at this 
office.

Social Evils: Their Causes and Cure. 
By Mrs. Marla M. King. Price reduced 
from 25 cents to 20 cents.

"From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives anaccount of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted-to place In 
the hands of Christian people. Brice 
15 cents. -
’ What Is Spiritualism? and Shall Spir
itualists Have a Creed? Two lectures. 
By Mrs. Maria M. King.. Price re
duced from 25 cents to 20 cents. , .
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ABOUT PAPER PROXIESRELIGION OF OLD EGYPT PORTRAYED.
Fresh and Exceedingly Interesting Facts from the Land 

of the Lotus,

SYMBOLISM OF THEIR MYTHOLO
GY—EARNEST BELIEF OF THE 
EGYPTIANS IN THE JUDGMENT 
DAY, THE FUTURE LIFE OF MAN 
AND THE PUNISHMENT OF THE 
wicked - Explanations of

' THE WEIRD FIGURES WHICH 
APPEAR SO PROMINENTLY IN 
THEIR PICTURE WRITINGS—RE
SEARCHES AMONG RUINS.
The ruins of Thebes, tlie old city of 

100 gates, lie on both banks of the Nile, 
about 600 miles from the Mediterra
nean. It was the capital-of Egypt in 
its golden prime. Its “East End” was 
occupied by the living; the “West End” 
■was the city of the dead, or, as they 
called it, “the land of life;” and the 
river flowed between. The west end of 
Thebes is defended against the sands 
of the, Lybian Desert by Gebel Asas, a 
circus of bare limestone rocks, rising to 
GOO or 800 feet, at, a distance of from 
one to three mile? from the Nile. In 
tlie gorge behind the cliffs lie the roek- 
iiewu tombs of the kings,: in a region 
which desolation has claimed as its 
own. The modern traveler usuajly 
crosses the Nile from the east, goes 
around the south end of the cliffs, visits 
a few of the tombs, and returns by a 
footpath over the top of the yoeky hill.

The view from the top is one of the 
never-to-be-forgotten events in his life. 
He there looks down upon many more 
than, forty centuries. Moses, very prob
ably', stood on that spot when Thebes 
was the mistress of the world, aS Roine 
was 1200 years later. No other city 
ever possessed such buildings before or 
Since. One of these, the Temple of 
Karnak, had a front elevation of nearly 
a mile, and it contained the most splen
did chamber ever built—so the highest 
authorities assert. These ruins still 
rank among the chief wonders of tbe 
world. Behind Moses, as he stood there, 
lay the utterly barren desert; in front 
Of him stretched enormous temples and 
palaces, colossal statues, and long ave
nues of sphynxes, all gaily painted and 
glowing in the sunshine of Egypt; all so 
arranged .as to be in harmony. The 
City of the Dead had then many splen
did temples, around which nestled fa
mous schools and colleges, where “all 
tlie wisdom of the Egyptians was 
taught” Upon every temple gate were 
tall palm tree masts, from which red 
»nd blue flags fluttered. These masts 
were tipped with brass, and served as 
lightning conductors.

Funeral barges were always crossing 
the river, each with a group of wailing

is just truth in action—and then the 
name explains itself; it means the truth 
or justice that both punishes the bad 
aud rewards the good. Its name sug
gests that this a wful hall is devoted to 
truth, to nothing but truth, and to the 
whole truth. The Egyptians were great 
lovers of symbols, and their symbols, 
once understood, are most attractive 
aud suggestive. They lure the learner 
into the hall of knowledge through the 
gate called Beautiful. '

the deceased,between two figures of the 
goddess of law and. right All possi
bility of error was thusrqmovefl.

Other vignettes of' tho judgment 
seen© contain Interesting peculiarities, 
though they teach substantially the 
same truths, In one Scene twelve gods 
and goddesses occupy the place of the 
forty-two assessors. Ani and Tutu, his 
wife, watch .tlie weighing with bowed 
heads. The deceased is sometimes rep
resented as carrying into tlie hall, in his 
outstretched, hands, the images of his 
heart and eyes, tlie agent and accom
plices of his sins and virtues—a very 
subtle and suggestive touch. In front

Pointed Suggestions for the 
N. S. A, Convention 

to Consider.

lu my last I just, touched upon the 
plan of merely holding annual National 
Conferences composed! of delegates 
from State Associations, instead of con
tinuing the present- National Associa
tion plan. l am certain the plan would 
do a\yay with the expense of salaried

women; and the processions were 
moving from the shore to tho tombs. 
Ruin reigns triumphant over that scene 
to-day. Brown staring walls here and 
there mark the sites of funerary sanc
tuaries, where the Egyptians paid the 
last rites to their dead. To not a few 
travelers the most interesting of these 
is the elegant little temple called Dayer- 
el-Medeeneli, that is, tlie monastery of 

’■ the city. Its name intimates that, like 
. many other temples, It had been appro- 

printed by the Christian Copts. It Is 
well preserved and clings to the shelter 

. of the roeks. It is Of but of yesterday 
for Egypt, as it was built about 220 
B. C.; but it is on the site, and a re
production of an ancient temple. Its 
walls preserve one of the most perfect 
pictures of the judgment scene. It Is 
borrowed from the Thebian Book of the 
Dead and the pictorially Illustrated 
Bible of the ancient Egyptians, which 
is very probably the oldest book iu the 
world. They had a genius for book 
illustration.

- THE BIBLE OF EGYPT.
Almost every chapter of their Bible 

had a vignette, which was usually ex
ecuted with great skill, and which 
equally embellished the page and lllus- 
tinted the text. The best known speci
mens of these sacred object lessons are 
from the Papyrus of A ni, one of Ihe 
chief treasures of the British Museum. 
This Ani, about 3,300 years ago, was 
chancellor of the ecclesiastical revenues 
of Abydos and Thebes. We may regard 
him as the Archbishop of all Egypt. 
Ebers, in bis “Uarda,” gives him the 
very position which Joseph had. He 
makes him Regent while Rameses II. 

■ was at the wars in Syria, and also a de
scendant of tbe Pharaohs, whose title 
to the throne was better than that of 
Rameses himself, and whose scheming 
led ultimately to tlie revolution which 
placed a priest ou the throne of Egypt. 
He may have foregathered with Moses 
In the palace of Thebes, and may even 
have regarded him as his rival. The 
copy of tills far-famed papyrus was 
wrapped up with the mummy of Ani. 
Pictures from It have been faithfully 
reproduced. These pictures, along with 
extracts from their Bible, are found 
everywhere on tbe tombs and coffins, 
and among the bandages of the mum
mies.

They are among the most precious 
gems—the most precious gem, many 
would say—which this land of wonders 
has bequeathed to us. They plainly set 
forth to mind and eye their working 
faltli; aud they were probably as well 
known among the Egyptians, old and 
young, as the Ten Commandments and 
the Lord’s Prayer are among us.

BELIEF IN THE JUDGMENT.
' These old-world folks had a profound 
belief in the judgment to come; in its 
Inevitableness, its perfect justice, its 
awfulness, its universality, and its 
never-ending Issues. They seem never 
to have douifted that “it is appointed 
unto men once to die, but after this the 
judgment." .Their doctrine of the last 
things taught that the dead bad to un
dergo forty-four separate judgments. 
First of all. his mummy was laid at the 
door of the tomtrtill the priest had de
cided whether be deserved a religious 
burial. To deny such a burial was be
lieved to imperil his eternal salvation. 
If proved to have died In debt, for in
stance, or to have done some wrong, 
his family or friends must pay all bls 
debts and redress the wrong before he 
was allowed a decent burial. Any one, 
even a convict, could bring a charge 
against the dead. Even Pharaoh was 
not exempted from this law. Ainoug 
the modern Mohammedans there lin
gers a curious survival of this custom. 
Before the body is placed in tho tomb 
thé Imam says, "give your testimony 
concerning him.” Not till the people 
have replied, “He was of the virtuous,” 
Is the funeral procession allowed to pro- . 
cced to the grave. 1

In tlie underworld the deceased had
to confront what was called “the nega- : 
<tive judgment.” It embraced forty-two 
distinct judgments by forty-two distinct 
judges. I must here adopt the old ■ 
■Egyptian method of employing the eye 
as the handmaid of the soul. For much 1 
of Egyptian lore is extremely fugacious : 
and so eccentric that it refuses to lodge 
in and mingle with the modem mind. I । 
ehall there explain in due cours? a few : 
of the more than thirty-nine articles in ■ 
their picture creed. The spacious hall i 
is called the Grand Hall of the Double 
Truth, or of two truths. For double 
truth let us put double justice—justice i

' SYMBOLS OF RELIGION.
• In the hall the ostrich feather, in its 
i conventional form, appears forty-seven 
i times. It is the hieroglyph for truth.

It is thus symbolically declared forty
seven times that truth reignswithout a 
rival in this mystic hall. This symbol 

' might have been chosen because-the 
ostrich is tbe prince of birds. This may 
be the reason why ostrich feathers 
were chosen for the royal fans of 
Egypt. Oue expert maintains that an 
ostrich feather is, so far as is known, 
the only created two-sided thing on 
earth, the two sides of which are per
fectly equal, and that this perfect 
equality is found also in all side plumes. 
Other experts, however, tell us that no 
bird’s feather is perfectly balanced, but 
that some of the feathers of the ostrich 
make a nearer approach to this perfec
tion than do the feathers of any other 
bird. In any case their choice of the 
ostrich feather proves that these 
ancients added to their fine fancy very 
nice powers of observation, for It’seems 
that no other two-sided object in the 
world approaches more closely to an 
absolutely perfect balance. This 
feather, therefore, reminded them that 
truth and even-handed justice require 
an exact correspondence between 
thoughts and things, between represen
tation and reality, and between desert 
and final reward.

The presiding judge is Osiris, “the 
good being, the lord of life, the great 
god and ruler, the king everlasting,” the 
enemy of Set or Typhon, the god of 
darkness and evil. He had been slain 
by the wicked Typhon, and had risen 
from the dead to become the judge of 
all. His white, diadem is flanked by 
ostrich feathers; truth and justice are 
the proper jewels of bls crown. He 
wears horns as the symbol of power, 
and also the artificial beard which the 
Egyptians gave to their gods. Around 
his neck Is the royal gold collar; it was 
exactly such a “golu chain" that Pha
raoh put about the neck of Joseph. He 
holds the crook aud flail; with the one 
he guides the good like a flock; with the 
other he punishes the froward. In front 
of him is an upright rod entwined w'tb 
a panther’s skin, the robe of the priest, 
as it is still the robe of the Egyptian 
dervish. A shrewd stroke of priestcraft 
this, reminding all men that they need 
priestly mediators.

LAND OF THE LOTUS.
In front of Osiris is a table laden with 

offerings. The lotus Is on the top. The 
Egyptians were passionately fond of 
this flower; ita seed was a healthful 
food; they were charmed with its grace
fulness, its white and pale blue bios- 
sows, and Its delicious perfume; they 
wore it In garlands; it supplied the 
models for their pidars; it is found 
everywhere on their monuments aud ' 
mummies; it had a place of honor in • 
their offerings to their gods. It was 
also the coat of arms for Southern 
Egypt, wliieh they called “the Land of
the Lotus.” One of their oldest names 
for United Egypt was “the Land of the 
Lotus and tlie Papyrus.”

The door of the hall is at the front of 
the center. Over it sits Amernet, the 
original of the Greek Cerberus. It is a 
composite monster, and is styled “the 
Devourer of the Wicked." Behind it on 
the sacred crook sits the Infant god 
Harpocrates, the emblem of the new 
birth and Immortal youth. He had to 
do wi.h the first sproutings of the corn 
and the lentils. Think of such a mystic 
figure at the door of the other world! 
It declares that only by a new birth can 
a man enter the abode of the blessed, 
and that there he enjoys an Immortal 
youth and the elixir of life; that, like 
the seed of the corn and the lentils, lie 
finds death to lie the gate of a nobler 
life; that dissolution is tlie preface to 
resurrection, and that in the land of tho 
hereafter men grow toward youth as 
here they grow toward old age.

This hall is molded upon the law 
courts of ancient Egypt. The presiding 
judge had many assistants, or a large 
jury. Osiris had thus forty-two assess
ors, twenty-one in each row. Before 
them the deceased kneels in the attitude 
of prayer. These squatting, demon-like 
judges, have a human body, though 
many of them have tlie heads of snakes, 
hawks, vultures, aud rams. Every one 
of them, like our ladies, wears an 
ostrich feather as a head ornament. 
Each of them presides over a particular 
sin. and tbe deceased addresses each 
and declares his Innocence. This is 
“the negative confession.” Here are 
some of these confessions—I omit the 
fantastic titles given to the judges— 
“Oh... .1 have not boasted; not lied; not 
stolen; not defiled myself; not corrupted 
women or men: not defiled the river: 
not burned with rage; not blasphemed; 
not been an eavesdropper; not op
pressed the poor; not starved any man; 
not made any to weep; not falsified the 
beam of the balance.” Here are two of 
these confessions in full: “Oh, stripper 
of words, I have not dawdled or made 
delays.” “Oh, lord of purity, coming 
out of Sais, I have not multiplied words 
in speaking.” It Is affecting to note that 
verbosity was one of the forty-two 
deadly sins, and so common as to re
quire the undivided time of the judge. 
These ancients must have suffered 
much from this ecumenical plague.

WEIGHED IN THE BALANCE.
Next came the supreme crisis, the 

real doomsday in a man’s history. In 
tho center of the hall stands a pair of 
scales. In the right-hand scale is a so- 
called canoplc jar. It contains the heart 
of the deceased. In the Egyptian Bible, 
as in the Hebrew, the heart means a 
man’s entire moral nature and con
dition. The heart is weighed against 
the figure of Ma, or Maat, the goddess 
of righteousness, who wears the ostrich 
feather. Three gods of the highest rank 
very carefully superintend the weigh
ing. This is too solemn a work for the 
lesser gods or the angels. Another god 
and two goddesses also lend their aid. 
The hawk-headed Horus, son of Osiris, 
Is steadying the Indicator of the bal
ance, and with his left hand mercifully 
gives the scale a touch in favor of the 
deceased, though, perhaps, he is only 
steadying it. The jackal-headed Anubis 
watches the other scale. Ibis-headed 
Thothe, “the thrice greatest,” god of 
letters, registrar of hades, with his 
wooden tablet and reed pen. Is writing 
down the decision, that he may report 
it to the judge. The Egyptians were a 
very clerkly race. The god Aston, the 
divine symbol of equity and equilib
rium, is seated qn the middle ot the 
balance to be sure that no mistake Is 
made. In the right-hand corner stands

it bits never yet occurred, to my knowl
edge, it would be entitled to 20 dele
gates, including 2 for representation-at- 
large, to the National Convention, This 
at an average cost of $40 per delegate, 
to Washington and return, and enter
tainment while there, would make $800, 
instead of $1,000, for the representation 
of 100 societies.

Let the States be entitled to rep
resentatives in proportion to the dele
gates in attendance I at the State Con
vention, and any society that is unable 
to send a delegate, may proxy some del
egate from their vicinity, so as not to 
allow the proxy system to be handled 
at headquarters, and a fair representa
tion can be had and justice be done to 
those whose silence has given consent 
to everything, because it could be so 
manipulated.

This will stimulate State organ
izations and throw the machinery into 
the hands of the people, personally, and 
if>they see fit to retain the present offi
cers to look after their Spiritualism per
manently, they have the liberty to do 
so, but I would leave the term of office 
“for one year.”

I am strictly opposed to the plan of 
“triennial elections,” as has been sug
gested, because it would leave the public 
utterly helpless to remove an obnoxious 
officer and fill the vacancy. One year, 
or a half, for that matter, is a sufficient 
period of toleration for a rascal, should 
one creep into office.

But, whatever other rules or laws the 
next convention passes, one repealing 
the paper proxy system will be strictly 
in order.

There may be and are petty jealousies 
and envys arising among tlie leaders all 
the time, of course. This must be ex
pected where there are ambitions for 
office, where there is the least selfish 
motive behind the enthusiasm that 
musts exist in the mind and soul of 
every ambitious leader. But that is not 
the kind of a leader Spiritualism should 
have to exhibit its broad and charitable 
principles before an inquisitive in
vestigating public.

Another suggestion along the line of

An Appeal to the Friends of 
.. ... Organization.

of Ani stand two little goddesses, who . ... - __ _ ,____
were the guardian angels of his birth I officers aud tlie ijnnual wrangling for 
and infancy. Before them stands Places, the annual Inharmony. The 
another little goddess, who represents Pl«1* need not necessitate having a 
Anis, “Luek” or “Destiny.” Above are P- or P- D., a Presiding Elder or 
what we may call the totems of Ani, an Presiding Dictator or DJctatress.
unknown object and a bird, both A11 Unit any National institution is 
human-headed. Anubis, “tlie director of needed for is to confer regarding the 
the balance,” is weighing the heart. ,)est interests of Spiritualism, and give 
He has only the ostrich feather iu the “tone” or “dignity” to the cause, and, 
scale. Everything here is supernatural 1)y selecting the best representatives 
and awe-inspiring. The genius of truth I i1-om eacli well organized State, persons 
is supposed to live in, or perhaps to be,' who know the needs and the sliort- 
the balance; and sometimes its delicate comings of the strugglers for the prin- 
little head-appears at the top of the up- cll’les of right and justice, and by leav- 
rlght stand. The cords of the scales are I in? th® doors open to any intelligent 
made of the emblems of life and sta- representative of' unorganized States, 
bllity. The mongrel female Cerberus is I interests of Spiritualism could 
part crocodile, part leopard, aud part subserved at only the expense of 
hippopotamus. It Is ready to devour travel and entertainment.
tlie heart If, when “weighed in the bal- But as we havp the N. 8. A. In fair 
ance,” it should be “found wanting.” running.order we should give it a good 

In another picture the throne of Osiris test toward filling tlie long felt want of 
is adorned with Lotus pillars and tlie some kind of organization; therefore, I 
sacred asps, the emblems of power. His only give out these personal sug- 
wlfe Isis and her sister, Nephthys, are I Sesttons as the next thing to do in case 
tenderly supporting him -with their tlle N. 8. A. plan fails.
hands—a proof this, by the way, that Bequests or legacies, commodities 
woman held a higher position in Egypt I VL>ry scarce up to tbe present moment, 
than in any other nation of antiquity, can as well be made to a substantial 
In front of Osiris is a large lotus,bios- State Association, through legal form, 
som supporting the four genii of the I as t0 °uy National Association, and can 
north, south, east, and west They were I ke put to as permanent use and as per- 
the mummy wrappings which are the nianent good to Spiritualism under the 
livery of the under-world. They are operations of a State Association as a 
the children of Osiris, the lords of National.
hades, and the guardians of the dead. But we have the N. S. A. aud must 
Some, believe that they are also mer- see that it is not the right thing before 
ciful mediators for thq souls of men. 

MODEL PICTURED CREED.
This pictured creed Is a very notable 

contribution to the study of religions. 
Its shell is grotesque and absurd, but its 
kernel is agreeable to tlie instincts of 
universal humanity. In two respects It.
llgion of antiquity. It teaches11 uui I 'k” ffie Editor:--! wish to add my testimony to 

J16 many you have received. Some months ago
SA'ffAKlSSP sent ta 25 -cento as a trial subscription to your 
uisut to eome waa no -‘dlrlno pomavon- valuable paper, “The Progressive Thinker,” and 
ture” or grand perhaps. Their very pic- WAR SCFWoll nl Oil and wihh it 4-lvn(- -«rrU-k™-.!- tines liow that they did not regard ? pieaSeU WltU It tliat WltllOUl Waiting

SK'A'aSKSKF the time to expire I sent one year’s subscrip- 
a-liat they 'believe to be eternal certain- tion, $1, and 70 cents, and received the two 
EUiitS'«premiums, .“Qhost Land” and “Ait Magic.” To 

Veil pleased does not express it. I 
porlmonla, put their balances In a glass wish you grand success, and may your paper be 
.“y'S“ SI to aU a,s it lis.to me, a golden rung in the ladder
Kt-'«« evolution,-for by it we ascend to greater 

knowledge and sublime truth. Respectfully, 
ployed lu this momentous decision! W,'A. B. WHITNEY, Rembeck, la.
ducts, if not the very highest productJ Every Spiritualist should commence forming 

:science, whieh^s^iways^nd*1 every- Spiritualist and Occult Library, the same as
where the same. .Separating their re- i_ ” rm' -i z J 7 ,
llgion from theli’ mythology, we can tUlS Lady ■ 118«. UlOUSandS (VCS, dll lOHS^ of 
shake hands with these hoary teachers q • •, . \J } xiivnoy ui
across the interveniiig millenniums, and fepintUallStS UTO IIOt' IU tOUCll with thp OTtHtl
claim more than cousinship with them. 1 wuvu rum V11U glvdili
Their moral Instincts and intuitions RIAVPITIPHf. tlPTlOP aland in roni>nNLm ________•were keen and just, so far as they had Hiv! Liiiuiii, iiciice siana in rear oi tne procession, 
to do with personal responsibility and ¡Tbnv ahnnld anhanvika «4- HTL r>
future retribution. Their moral stand- SUOU1Q SUDSCHDe at OUCC lOt 1116 PrOgl’CSS-
ard, as revealed In the Hall of the • T/_ ffil,’ Ln„ „„J P
Double Truth, was surprisingly high, ivc imnKei, '»41(1 commence iormms’ a librn.rv
aud it was enforced by the most awful I .n 7
sanctions. Some parts of It have been WUlCIl Will Dl'CVC a VCl’ltable bleSSinD* 
compared with the Decalogue and the ______________ £________ ’ MiCDDiug.
Sermon on the Mount Its high ideal ' '
stands alone among heathen nations. giving it up. This gannot be done under

The ancient Egyptians also greatly I 'I10 present system of paper proxy rep
surpassed the Greeks in their success- resentation. It is a great mlsfhke to 
ful efforts to bring all their moral tolerate such a system, on account of 
teachings down to the level of the the inducements it holds out to tbe few 
humblest intellects. They had the mod- «depts at wire-pulling to use or abuse 
ern mind in their desire to adapt and the privilege of their use to electing 
popularize their moral verities. It may themselves to the offices permanently, 
be fairly questioned whether any other For Instance, the secretary can easily 
race has excelled them in enlisting the notify all societies to “send proxy if no 
imagination in the service of truth. personal attendance can be assured, 

_____ . with or without Instructions as tbe so-

To the Convention nf the Na. gestion that will make it plain to the 
x- IO --X .. .. . “ societies how easy it is Ui rough the
tional bpiritualists’ Ass’n. paper proxy system for any set of 

------  officers to possess votes enough, not 
Certificate rates have been granted up I J“1*' ,by themseives, but their Intimate 

to date as follows:-----------------------------friends to hold the offices continuously
New England Passenger Association and1>ass any lflws tlley choose, make as 

-For Maine, New Hampshire, Yer- many missionaries as they choose, 
mont, Rhode Island and Connecticut vote themselves as large salaries as 

Trunk Line Association-For New they choose, and hold as many jubilees 
York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Dela- as they choose, just to “dignify” Spirit
ware, West Virginia and Maryland. uaIism before the tvorld. It is easy 

Central Passenger Association-Ohio, enough for anyone versed in the meth- 
Indiana, Michigan, Illinois, Canada at ods of Pities, to see how this same sys- 
Toronto, Hamilton etc tem enables cliques and even rogues to

Southeastern Passenger Association- *!andle the relns of city, county and 
Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North State governments, and this ought to 
and Soutli Carolina, Georgia, Alabama teach Spiritualists to avoid such iuduce- 
Mississippi, Florida. ’ ments and such systems as will bld for

Watch this paper for other announce- dishonor in man. .
ments. ’ lam not aware that this has been the

Certificates are not kept at aU the sth- method of the present officers in hold- 
tions in this great territory, but they I offices so long, and shall give 
can be procured at stations in nearly all tbem 010 benefit of the doubt, but the 
large cities and towns. Certificate tick- syst?,ra is undoubtedly losing them 
ets can be secured three and sometimes Prcstlge and should be abolished. Have 
four days before convention opens. ■ J anything better to offer? Surely I

No reduced rate can be secured for think I have.
any delegates for return trip unless I I£ we are to have organization let us 
they secure a certificate ticket when bnve it from tlie ground up, and by per
leaving the section of the country in sonal representation, t Our State Asso- 
which they live. ' I clations should be. composed of dele-

All certificate tickets should be depos- gates from auxiliary, societies—local 
ited with the secretary, Francis B. representative societies, and I believe 
Woodbury, by the delegates on their our constitution provides for this; but

Tickets will be good to return on Oct I l0,n,ng the N. 8. A. direct, from 
20 and for four days thereafter. Per-1 tvell-organized States,, as indeed it 
sons desiring to secure certificate tick- should, £or the purpose of uid- 
ets should call on station agent at least “g the State Associations. Any so- 
fiftopn minuted hfo nrivzxr I ciety, almost, & ddegat?& to
tisod to leave Headnuartera !n Wnrii State Convention,!-twhicn should be 
ington wilbbe at the celebrated Ebbltt be*d a.t.!ea?J one jmopth prior to the 
House. This noted hotel is situated I ^ate of the 8. 'meeting or. conven* 
within five minutes’ walk of the White tloP' State epnvenuons dele-
House, Treasury Department, and oth- gntes’ au>hbenng in proportion to the 
er points of great interest. representation, say/three for every fifty

Everv delegate should arranrr votes and one for the delegates-at-large, snpnd^t Imlf rtov ki can selected to attend the Nationalspend at least one naii-aay in tue Con* I _jirm%ncitj-i.r>ni t «-z-x. I Convent|pn, and. their expenses raised'gnessionai laorary. Tne last day of the t* ikaTrriii 4-J li then and there. If there should be 150convention win be devoted to the +1,«.vrzmnrv nftAnin in it».t.> I votes In the State Convention under
ypA?gSe0,P-x this plan, with the one for delegate-at-

Young People s Union and Ohll- large the State would send ud ten dele- 
dren's Progressive Lyceum will have ¡rates to the N 8 A Convention 
charge of the exercises. I. C. I. Evans. I ™ :
president, and J. B. Hatch, Jr., conduc- tar vP’</«• will «hrkYtr enmn js 1 I TeseDtiition from the State to the Na*tor. win snow some interesting develen- j» «•• • . ... . >> . , , - _mpnts In their donnrtmnnte p tional Association Is “one delegate forFRANCISB1 WOODBURY' 0110 hundied members or major

, ’ fraction thereof in the subordinate
. . cretary. associatious under its jurisdiction.”

•' I Therefore, If a State Association rep-
Atlantis: The’Antediluvian World." resents 100 societies of 25 members 

By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in- each, it is entitled, for its 2,500 mem- 
formatlon relative to the lost continent bers, to 25 delegates to the N. S. A. Con
. K .n , He1 regards the description vention; while > under the plan sug- 

? Yen Elato as veritable history, gested, if there are 300 delegates in the 
It Is intensely interesting. Trice, $2. | State Convention, a thing so rare that

the aforesaid plan of more thorough 
organization: To abolish the plan of 
allowing a representation in the N. S. A. 
by the auxiliary system, except through 
State Associations, only where said so
ciety belongs to a State without organ
ization. Where a State organization ex
ists this would compel local societies to 
support State organizations.

These matters must be gotten into the 
hands of the people and out of the 
hands of the few by some method, or 
the N. S. A. should cease to exist. More 
general dissatisfaction is manifested 
now than ever before since the incep
tion of our National Organization. 
Much that Is now said only in a whis
per, and will be spoken louder In the 
next convention, is too indicative of 
public sentiment to be unnoticed.

DR. T. WILKINS.

REMEMBER that all or
ders most be accom
panied by their requi
site amounts, viz:

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker 
One Year, SI.20.

ART MA6IG, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year, 
$1.70.

In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at One 
Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent one year, including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
the ¿paper and same book free to the 
one who gets up the club. The names 
must all be sent at one time. Now is 
the time to act. Just think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which is of itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits of Wie Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post
office in the United States, with a little 
effort, ns every Spiritualist, every The- 
osophist, and everyone searching into 
the occult or spiritual should have the 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib
er?, ten Art Magics, $10. ,

At the last convention of the National 
Spiritualist Association, I promised to 
raise one thousand dollars to aid it.

the result? of the Jubilee have made 
it impossible for me to fulfill that 
promise to auy great extent.

I believe in organization, that in unity 
of effort the greatest good can be ac
complished, and that every Spiritualist 
who agrees with me should do all in 
his power to support the National Asso
ciation; the beneficial effects of its work 
being evident to all observing persons. 

It has lacked support and been han
dicapped in many ways, but Spiritual
ism has been the gainer by reason of 
its existence.

If it were well endowed it would be 
far more reaching and the world would 
recognize its influence.

Friends, will you not assist to put the 
h. 8. A. in a better condition by con
tributing of your means to its support, 
either in small or large sums as you are 
able. No one should feel ashamed to 
send ten cents, for ten thousand dimes 
make one thousand dollars. Will you 
be one of the ten thousand?

If all who read this will only get a 
little enthusiasm info their veins, 
assist the N. 8. A. and urge their friends 
wherever they be, to do likewise, 
enough can soon be raised to meet its 
present requirements.

I desire to fulfill my promise; to do all 
in my power for the N. S. A. and so 
make this appeal, asking all who are 
moved thereby to aid the N. 8. A. to 
forward to the secretary, Mr. F. B. 
Woodbury, «00 Penn. Ave., S. E., Wash
ington, D. O., a donation, be it from ten 
cents to one thousand dollars, whatever 
you can afford, and to please state that 
it is in answer to this appeal, when it 
will be credited to my efforts.

Spiritualists, do not delay in this mat
ter, but attend to it at once, for there 
are none but can do something, there
fore please do it now that this appeal 
may not be iu vain. If you wait until 
some more convenient time you may 
forget it. The time to help is when help 
is needed. The N. S. A. is in great need 
of money and now is the time when 
your gifts will be of the most value to it.

Please do not pass this by, but try 
and aid it before the annual conven
tion. This is not asking you to help 
pay the Jubilee debt, but to aid the 
National Association only.

FRANK WALKER.
Hamburg, N. Y.

Spiritualists that they have in a megg 
ure overlooked the fact tliat therj 
should be a home prepared for the aged 
and infirm mediums. Dr. Hidden prob
ably knows that the Banner of Light 
has repeatedly urged Spiritualists to 
pay the Jubilee deficit incurred by 
Brother Walker, and now he (Walker) 
comes forth with an earnest begging ap
peal for Spiritualists to send contribu
tions to assist tlie National, and the 
end is not yet. It might be in order, 
possibly, under the circumstances, for 
Dr. Hidden to quietly hint (with all due 
respect), that it might be well for the 
National Association to suspend beg
ging for one year, and thus give him a 
free field in which to beg for something 
that is leally meritorious—an enterprise 
that is angelic—a home for indigent 
mediums. We never become weary in 
seeing appeals made to assist In char
itable, humanitarian work, such as Dr 
Hidden is engaged in, but we must con
fess to feeling a little ‘'tired” over so 
much begging to pay for the Jubilee de
ficit and to assist the National Associa
tion in its financial weakness, while 
charitable enterprises are allowed to 
collapse or go under.—Editor Progress
ive Thinker.

Harmony and Good Thought.

The sixteenth annual meeting of the 
above camp commenced August 5, and 
closed the 22d. The session was one of 
great harmony and good thought.

The ground includes seven acres; it 
has twenty-five cottages and more are 
to be erected In the near future. The 
camp is small In comparison to many 
others, but in point of beautiful scen
ery, concord of feeling, ahd a high spir
itual tpue of thought, I think none will 
excel it. The camp is snugly nestled on 
the eastern bank of the beautiful Pe
nobscot river, in a lovely grove. Steam- . 
boats and crafts of every description 
are constantly passing and repassing so 
close to the camp that one can almost - 
hear the conversation on board. It is a 
place where those seeking rest and 
quiet, free from tlie cares of tho 
bustling world, among dear friends, aud 
in reach of the best thought of the day, 
can go and get real enjoyment. There 
are good facilities for boating and fish
ing, or strolling over hills and dales for 
game or berries. Bucksport village is _ 
but a mile away, where there is com- 
munlcation with the outside world by

And Is in a Deep State of 
Meditation.

SPIRITUALISTS DO NOT RE
SPOND ID CALLS FOR AID IN A 
HUMANITARIAN MOVEMENT OF 
GREAT IMPORTANCE.
To the Editor:—Are Spiritualists in

different to tlie^ cause of the Waverly 
Home? Do they really care whether 
their old, broken down brothers und 
sisters are cared for or not?

The writer Is prompted to ask by rea
son of a recent experience. Listen:

On July 2«, I started a chain letter to 
help pay the mortgage on the Waverly 
Home, sending out eight groups.

Up to aud including September 3, I 
received but five replies containing 
dimes. Individual contributions for the 
chain brought the amount up to $4.

Discouraged, but not disheartened, on 
Sept. 3, I sent out ten additional groups. 
To date, September 15, four replies 
have come in, bringing 40 cents more.

To recapitulate: From July 20 to Sep
tember 15, eighteen groups, replies 
nine; receipts, $4.40.

Do you wonder that I am puzzled to 
explain this seeming Indifference on the 
part of Spiritualists?

Protestant and Catholic churches 
start chain letters and collections, and 
erect and endow splendid Institutions. 
Spiritualists refuse cents where the 
churches give thousands of dollars.

Every religious sect in Christendom 
has Its home. We have no place where 
an honest Spiritualist can lay his head.

A recent chain letter for the soldiers 
brought thousands of dollars in three 
weeks’ time. In seven weeks the Wav
erly Home chain letter has netted $4.40. 
f At Old Orchard $60,000 was raised In 
forty minutes to eend missionaries to 
save the. heathen. After thirteen 
months of begging and pleading I have 
received $600 toward a debt of $6.000.

What is Spiritualism to Its followers— 
something which touches heart and soul 
and prompts to kindly deeds, or Is It 
simply a fad, a plaything, a private 
source of amusement? 1 Are Spiritual
ists true to their own, or are they whol
ly Indifferent to the cause and its needs?

Just a word more: As special financial 
agent I know that the Waverly Home is 
In danger. The mortgage Is likely to 
prove Its doom unless help comes soon.

Will Spiritualists allow the JWaverly 
Home to be lost to Spiritualism when 
by the payment of an insignificant sum 
it can be saved?

Only three months more and my term 
of office as special financial agent ex
pires; I hope I shall not be forced to 
report that I have tried Spiritualists, 
and found them wanting.

Brothers and sisters, these words are 
not penned in sorrow nor in anger. I 
am only puzzled to understand why 
Spiritualists áre unwilling to extend a 
helping hand to aid me in saving the 
only Spiritualists’ Home in all the wide, 
wide world. Very truly, -

O. W. HIDDEN. !
Newburyport, Mass., Sept 15, 1898. ,

It is an exceedingly lamentable fact 1 
that the Jubilee failure at ^Rochester ; 
and tho incessant begging to pay the 1 
deficit arising therefrom, and also to 1 
send contributions to the National Asso- ! 
elation, have so perplexed and troubled ।

way of water, steam, telegraph or tele
phone.

The founder of this camp, Dr. Chas. 
F. Ware, who put his soul and life into 
It, passed to his reward some five years 
ago. On account of some financial dif
ficulties, the camp stood still for a few 
years, but now a new lease of life has 
been given It, a new and beautiful ho-

who visit the camp.
Our speakers this season were A. J. 

Weaver, president of the Maine State 
Spiritual Association; Mrs. Jennie K. D. 
Conant, of Boston; Harrison D. Barrett, 
editor of the Banner of Light; Mrs. M. 
J. Wentworth, of Maine; Mrs. Ella P. 
Hewes, Hon. Sidney Dean, of Mass.; A. 
F. Smith, of Bangor, aud F. W. Smith, 
of Rockland, Me. On Sundays a large 
audience is always in attendance, but 
the week-day meetings,, while not large
ly attended, are always conducted in 
such a manner that those who are pres
ent are richly repaid for going.

Au admission fee of ten cents is 
charged ou Sunday. All other days the - 
admission is free.

The friends of this association have 
been greatly encouraged of late with 
the cheering prospects for the future. 
New lots have been sold; more are In
quired for; improvements are being 
made upon the grounds, and the direct
ors have decided to hold the meetings 
next year through the four Sundays In 
August The hotel will be opened In 
June, thus giving an opportunity forex- 
curslon parties to land and be nicely ac
commodated. Cottages will be let to 
parties who wish to Spend a few weeks 
either before or after tlie camping sea
son. This beautiful spot has long been 
a favorite resort for the red men. It is 
said that many years ago the Indians 
held their great council fires here, and 
it is now declared by those who once 
worked and loved Verona that they 
hold a Verona camp-meeting directly 
over ours in the spirit realm.

Among those ascended to the higher 
life the past year was Mrs. Matilda 
Cushing Smith, a prominent and be
loved worker. Her loss was keenly felt 
by all the dwellers in the camp. She 
was, however; able to voice her lovely 
greetings briefly to the admiring camp- 
ere through Mrs. Wentworth and oth-

KEEP IN TOUCH.
Keep In touch with the great spiritual 

movement You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week. 
The paper one year and Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, is el
egantly bound in cloth and nicely - 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your li
brary. .

•The Molecular Hypothesis of Na- 
tore.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood 
Prof, Lockwood Is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For 
sale at this office. Price 25 cent«. ,
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"From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gema

further 
them to

waves of intellectual force working 
the betterment of mankind.

F
Í?

With nothing from the wreck of Fate 
But one dull longing for the End. j

—Lewis Morris in Literature. |

J' personal savior,—Jesus the man who 
rportrayed man to man, and the World is 

now shaken like a reed by the mighty

SEPT. 24.1898.

MRS. «s oüR
PREMIUM BOOK

Everyone has a right to know just what they 
are getting, even as a * " ‘ v
is worth five times the
This is an 
ture of the 
cover title of 
book that is 
premium for 
and most in 
Spiritualist 
published in 
This cut is 
third of the 
of the book

paper and 
padres in all.

as a pre

premium for a paper that 
price that is asked for it:

exact pic- 
outside or 
the elegant 
offered as a 
the largest 
teresting of 
papers now 
the world, 
about one- 
regular size 
cover. It is 
heavy book 
contains 378 
Worth $2.00 
mium it will

be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thicker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book.

ETNA GAMP, ME.
Address of J. Frank Baxter

Sunday was the closing day of the 
First Maine State Spiritualist Associa
tion eamp-meeting and fully 5,000 peo
ple were present. Every train that was 
scheduled to stop at Etna brought a 
large number and the excursion train 
from Doverand Foxcroft brought about 
250. The experience last year which 
passengers went through on the last 
named train no doubt caused a great 
many to either stay at home or use 
their teams to cover the distance.

The forenoon meeting was called to 
order at 10 o'clock bj’ the president, 
A. F. Burnham, Esq., of Elsworth, who 
introduced J, Frank Baxter as speaker. 
Mr. Baxter read a poem entitled 
"Truth," by S. Walter Foss, after which 
he sang a song and played his own ac
companiment. The subject of Mr. Bax
ter’s address was “True Heroism 
versus Moral Cowardice," and he han
dled his subject in a most entertaining 
and Instructive manner. He brought 
out forcibly the meaning of true hero
ism and of what it consisted and stated 
that true happiness was best promoted 
by seeking the welfare of humanity. 
There are those who Inculcate the idea 
that true happiness is not about us, that 
only by denying ourselves of enjoyment 
in this world can we ho[>e for happiness 
ip the next, and while here we must 
pray unceasingly. All nature decries 
such teachings and the masses are 
rising above sueh thoughts. Ideas and 
doctrines. This wondrous life is the 
only life that many of us know any
thing about. To-day spirit communion 
is an established fact in the minds of 
most Spiritualists. We say let us pre
pare for that future life and better the 
conditions of this life by making better 
men and better women. I am some
times asked "Don't you believe in the
osophy?” I don't know whether theoso
phy is true or not. Spiritualism em
braces all practical things in and out of 
theosophy.

I notice that Theosophlsts and Spirit
ualists have ladders up which they 
claim man can ascend and be bettered, 
the theosophlc ladder is hooked onto 
the clouds of fancy; the spiritualistic 
ladder Is planted safely on terra Anna 
and so I remain with the ladder of 
Spiritualism for I understand it better. 
A man is now a spirit as much as he 
ever will be. He has commenced to un
derstand that the spirit world is not 
another world but the soul world. 
JJeautlful it is to believe that our 
friends still live though in spirit life. 
It is something more than phenomena, 
slate-writing or test-giving—it is the be
ginning of better things. The attention 
of the public was called to those rap
pings at Hydesville, N. Y., fifty years 
ago. Since then what a change In the
ology. The new thought has projected 
better conditions of humanity. It dem
onstrates that there is work for us to do 
for our brother man here and hereafter.

No person lives who can shirk the re
sponsibility of his acts upon another, 
not even upon Jesus, the church to the 
contrary notwithstanding. The sun of 
.wisdom is rising and long blinded eyes 
are beginning to see. They are learning 
that Thomas Paine was not far from 
right in his definition of religion. I 
think that religion is justice and that 
the two terms are synonymous. Spirit
ualism favors freedom of speech, 
■thought and action. As a religion it 
means justice and freedom, and mean
ing justice it cannot bo considered an
archy. It is not needful for Spiritualism 
to defend Itself. It is firmly established 
and. from its stronghold hurls its 
thoughts far and near. What means 
these combinations, unions of trade, 
what means this purging of church, so
ciety and government? It means that 
liberalism is marching on and voicing 
its thoughts. Do you look for the com
ing of Christ—the millenium? Lol 
Christ is the truth you forsook for a

Marshalltown Camp, la.
Opr camp here has been progressing 

with good success, and especially so 
while Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley was 
with us. She gave a large number of 
tests, all of which I have knowledge 
being recognized. She proved herself 
to be a lady of almost wonderful me- 
dlumlstie powers, and a beautiful 
character. On account of the Illness of 
his mother, Mr. Max Hoffman was 
called home, thereby depriving us of a 
noble influence and a splendid medium.

Mrs. Bessie Aspinwall is with us, 
and as usual is giving good satisfaction.

Mr. and Mrs. M. Buchanan, slate and 
letter-writing mediums, are convincing 
many. Last evening they gave a public 
seance in the large tent, and created the 
most excitement we have had thus far. 
Flowers, fresh with the evening dew, 
were brought several times during the 
seance. Twenty-six sheets of paper be
ing tilled on both sides in less than nine 
minutes, during which time people 
crowded around and held the hand of 
the medium, looking under the stand to 
watch the writing.

Mrs. Eva McCoy has given a few 
public tests, which were fully recog
nized, and is giving the best of satisfac
tion in her private readings.

Mrs. Aiken, a healer and test medium, 
was with us for a short time, and 
though she only gave a few readings, 
they were very satisfactory.

Prof. Connett is with us and is giving 
a series of five lectures a week. They 
are very instructive as -well as interest
ing. In iiis lecture on “Healing” he 
called for subjects, and a gentleman 
with weak eyes went upon the platform 
to be treated. Also a lady with a 
headache, which was Instantly cured.

What was our surprise this morning 
at about seven o’clock, being called out 
to the pavilion to attend a wedding of 
two of our campers, Mr. G. R. Biddle- 
man of Grinnell, Iowa, and Mi's. Abbie 
Culver of Madrid, Iowa. The wedding 
was a happy affair, although the groom 
was obliged to leave almost directly 
afterward. The bride will remain with 
us for a few days before returning to 
her own home, 'Tliere being no ordained 
lecturer among us at the present time, 
Justice of the Peace Oscar Allen was 
called from the city to officiate. Though 
not young in years, one could tell from 
their happy faces that it was as bright 
and congenial, and perhaps more so. 
than if they had been younger in years 
and experience. We all join in saying: 
“May roses bloom around their door 
and joy be theirs forevermore.”

Our camp continues until Sunday, 
September 18. 1898.

L. I’EARLE BEESON, Cor. Sec.

Lake Brady Closing Services.
The closing day at Lake Brady was 

ushered in with threatening clouds, and 
ere the forenoon had gone the rain fell 
heavily, but despite this a good au
dience assembled in the pavilion to lis
ten to the address of Mrs. Clara Wat
son, of Jamestown, N. Y. The subject 
of her discourse was “Life,” and was 
listened to with Interest. By afternoon 
the clouds cleared away, the sun shone 
beautifully and the weather was all one 
could wish for. The strains of Slaugh
ter’s Orchestra called together another 
large audience for the afternoon and 
closing services. The address, while 
unique, was most beautiful, being de
livered entirely In poetry. It was on 
Spiritualism and its advancement dur
ing the last fifty years, embodying all 
the principal events of Spiritualism up 
to the Jubilee year.

A set of resolutions were read bv Mr. 
E. R. Kidd, of Canton, Ohio, chairman 
of the committee, which were unani
mously adopted, mentioning with praise 
and thanks each worker of the camp.

Dr. C. H. Figures, of Cleveland, Ohio, 
followed wit'll tests, all being readily 
recognized. Mrs. Florence Russell, of 
Alliance, rendered several beautiful 
solos, accompanied by Miss Ilene 
Haines. The voice of Mrs. Sadie Her
rick was most sadly missed on our clos
ing day, after her faithful service dur
ing the entire camp, but she was too ill 
to be with us.

Mr. Lafayette Smith, of Ravenna. 
Ohio, receiver of the Lake Brady Go., 
was presented with a handsome gold-

t THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS V^ORKERS, tl 

| ! DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER. g

WRITE PLAINLY Mrs. and Mr. Carpenter were very sat
isfactory and coqvincing. Friends came 
from Belding, Cedp.r Spring, Pierson,11’ I 1 1.. ■ 11 .*. “VIU XJV4U111L., UVUiJrl CHJ11XIL1, 1 IVibUll,)Ve would like to impress upon the Uowal.d city> Grnii<i Rapids, and from 

lllds of our <*nn*As:nniu1pntK that 1110 »i>,. ,.,...»,4....   ¿.Jn-.i.«....., n..minds of our correspondents that The 
Progressive' Thinker is set up on Ji 
Linotype machine that must make

tlie country around Rockford, until the

speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and it is essen
tial that all copy, to insure insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side of the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker. '

CONTRIBUTORS :-Each contributor 
io alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered'in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason,why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly - feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
who differ from you.

h Prophecies Fulfilled.
t Under the head of “England,” written 
fe May 27. I said: “There will be trouble 
f between England and Russia." The 
k heading of a press dispatch from Lon- 
I' don, dated August 6, reads: “England 

and Russia lock horns—War may even- 
I ; tuate over ‘the open door’—One or the 
h- other of the powere must back down— 
f ¡Mobilizing their fleet,” etc.
I. - Also I said, under same date (May 27), 

¡“One steamboat disaster will occur, 
I Which will be very severe, with many
L lives lost This will take place near
f ■ ¡London, for we feel London's influence.” 
L This was fulfilled in' the disaster which 
1 occurred at the launching of the Albion, 

¡which occurred at Blackwell, a seaport 
of London, In which about fifty lives 
.¡were lost, on June 21.

Under the heading, “The War,” writ
ten July 1, I said: “The war will prac
tically end in August, but will not be 
(diplomatically settled for some time.” 
IThiB was verified by Spain’s acceptance 
of our terms of peace, on August 12, 
and peace commissioners have been ap
pointed by both powers to settle it 
fllplomatlcally. .* DR. M. MUEHLENBRUCH.

headed rosewood cane as a token of 
esteem and appreciation, by the Ladles’ 
Auxiliary of Lake Brady. The presen
tation was made by Dr. C. H. Figures, 
and was a complete surprise on Mr. 
Smith, who was much affected.

After a few remarks by the speaker, 
Mrs. Watson, lit D. A. Herrick, chair
man, who has so ably presided during 
three successive sessions of this camp, 
and who has assisted in many ways in 
making the camp a success, with a few 
appropriate remarks closed the session, 
and now the season of '88 is in the past.

The camp was well patronized, and 
despite the disadvantages under which 
it opened, has closed a most successful

The Brotherhood of Man, and What 
Follows from It Two lectures. By 
Mrs. Marla M. King. Price reduced 
from 25 cents to 20 cents.

“Historical, Logical' and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment” By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at this office,

Alice R. A. Kibbe writes: "I wish to 
add my testimonial to that of Brother 
J. R. Buchanan endorsing C. W. Linn, 
of San Jose, whose advertisement I 
noticed in The Progressive Thinker. I 
received long, loving messages from my 
dear ones, tlie most satisfactory of any 
I ever received in writing. Mrs. Gren- 
amyer I found equally good In a per
sonal sitting.”

Mrs. Mary E. Sellen writes: “I have 
been frequently confronted by skeptics 
with regard to the Fox Sisters and their 
exposure of modern Spiritualism, but 
I am always ready to give my ex
perience with the last of that family, 
which proved beyond all doubt that the 
Rochester rappings had not diminished, 
and the force behind them was just as 
strong when Margaret lay perfectly 
helpless on a bed of sickness, unable to 
move band or foot. I was the one 
called to her bedside to render what 
assistance I could. I was at that time 
somewhat in doubt myself as to the 
truth of the manifestations produced 
through the mediumship of this woman, 
but during my visits to her house in 
New York City I was repeatedly con
vinced of the truth of these manifesta
tions, and also convinced that she alone 
was not able to give the raps, and had 
it not been for the sad circumstances 
connected with her life (which all true 
Spiritualists should be made acquainted 
with in order to better understand the 
peculiar responsibilities attending sen
sitives), she might yet have been in the 
mortal. To me It was a very sad story. 
The opportunities presented to these 
women for gaining a competency, both 
here and in Europe, were manifold, but 
notwithstanding this fact Mrs. Kane 
became so reduced as to be without the 
bare necessities of life. Had they re
ceived the rigid training in earlier years 
this would undoubtedly have been 
avoided. That they accepted a bribe 
from Roman Catholic authorities is 
generally believed.”

Mrs. Carrie F. Weatherford recently 
addressed the women inmates of tlie 
Columbus, Ohio, workhouse, Super
intendent Reeves having very cour
teously allowed an extra half hour’s 
rest for the purpose, and weary, way
ward women sobbed over their life's 
mistakes and brightened with hope for 
the future as the truths of Spiritualism 
were placed before them.

T. R. Simpson writes: “The more I 
road the other Spiritual and other so- 
called Liberal papers the more I enjoy 
The Progressive Thinker. To my mind 
the stand you take in regard to free- 
thought and religion, and your In
dependence from the Influence of big
oted Spiritualists and timid, shaky 
Spiritualists, Is to be commended and 
ought to be supported by every Spirit
ualist and Liberalist who has truth at 
heart."

E. J. Boutwell speaks for the First 
Spiritualist Society of Syracuse, N. Y., 
September 25. For engagements during 
season of 1898-1), address 3 Linn street, 
Ithaca, N. Y.

Mrs. L. Sackett, of 54 Andrew street, 
Springfield, Mass., desires the address 
of W. W. Tatum, the medium. We have 
had bad reports from this medium 
from various parts of the country. Mi's. 
Sackett will inform inquirers of his 
conduct in that city.

G. W. Kates will attend the N. S. A. 
Convention as delegate from the 
Rochester, N. Y.. First Spiritual 
Church, and also of its Lyceum.

Will Fleming, a member of the Co
lumbus (Ohio) Lyceum, passed to spirit 
life at Huntsville, Ala., September 7. 
The body was shipped North, first hav
ing been given a military funeral, as he 
belonged to the cavalry. Draped- with 
flags and covered with flowers, the dis
carded tenement wns carried to the 
First Spiritualist Church, where the 
final services were held Sunday morn
ing at 10 o’clock. There was no stream
ing crepe, no doleful hymns. The choir 
rendered beautiful spiritual songs and 
white flowers alone told the story of a 
new birth. Mrs. Carrie F. Weatherford 
conducted the services. Tlie Interment 
was at Alton, where the Lyceum serv
ice was read at the grave.

Mrs. Virginia Barrett writes: "I am 
at present laboring in Toronto, Ont. I 
desire to correspond with persons in 
Canada who desire a worker to organ
ize; also with societies in the United 
States. Address me for the present at 
29 Main street, Center Island, Toronto, 
Ont.” ’

W. C. Mann writes: “The People’s 
Spiritual Church is holding meetings 
every Sunday evening in its new hall. 
Walnut street, between Second and 
Third; it has been having very good 
audiences. Our speaker, the Hon. Geo. 
Hensahn, has has given some of the 
very best lectures ever heard In this' 
city. I would be pleased to hear from 
mediums not engaged for the coming 
season. Address me at Louisville, Ky.”

Mrs. M. E. Kratz, of Evansville, Ind., 
has concluded to locate in the city 
during the winter. Mrs. K. Is an es
timable lady and good medium, and we 
hope that success will accompany her 
in her efforts to start a new meeting.

Brother Keech writes from Rockford, 
Mich.: “We have seen nothing from 
Rockford in your valuable paper for 
some time, so thought we would write 
you. We had Mrs. Carpenter, of De
troit, here in June, and she gave such 
excellent satisfaction that we engaged 
her again for our quarterly in Septem
ber. Her excellent husband came with 
her, and Saturday and Sunday, Septem
ber 10 and 11, saw one of the most suc
cessful meetings we have held for some 
time. The lectures were elevating and 
instructive! and ihe tests given by both:

Spiritualist Temple was tilled, and all 
expressed themselves in words of 
praise. A nice little sum was raised 
toward the purchase of the Mediums’ 
Home, which the State Assoeiatiou is 
endeavoring to secure at Lausiug.”

Mrs. C. H. Horine, Chicago, writes: 
"The ladies of the Aid and Spiritualists’ 
Home Society Juvite all who are inter
ested iu the coming Spiritual Home to 
meet with them on Wednesday, Sep
tember 21, at Hall A, 77 Thirty-first 
street, at 2:ij0 p. m. Let us have no 
more Colby Luthers on the hands of 
charity, but let us see that a home is 
established for our noble workers, and 
those of our cause." .

Mrs. A. W. Bloom writes: “The Lake 
View Spiritual Union has secured a 
hall at 1631 N. Clark street, in which 
they will hold meetings on Sunday 
evenings during the winter, commenc
ing, Sunday, October 2. They yvill 
close their grove meetings, Sunday 
September 24, and invite all Spiritual
ists to attend. These meetings have 
been held all summer, and have been 
very successful, the attendance in
creasing each Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. 
Wickland have been assisted by many
prominent mediums, among whom
were Will C. Hodge, Dr. White, Dr. 
Fales, Mrs. Squires, Sirs. Hamilton 
Gill, Mrs. Abrahams, Max Hoffman 
and many others, and we wish to ten
der them our heartfelt thanks for their 
assistance, and we hope to have the 
pleasure of seeing and welcoming them 
to our new house. Thé weather per
mitting, we hope to see a big crowd at 
our last grove meeting, We welcome 
all.”

Thos. J. Haynes writes from Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: “Our summer meetings 
of the Fraternal Endeavor Society have 
come to an end. They have been a suc
cess. We have had only home talent, 
but 1 think Grand Rapids has mediums 
who equal any on the rostrum. We are 
proud of them. I wish to take this op
portunity of publicly thanking all who 
have so kindly assisted In making our 
meetings so Interesting and beneficial. 
We Intend continuing the work during 
the winter months In some convenient 
'place down town. One sad thing for 
contemplation is tho loss of our faithful 
and excellent worker, Mrs. Harriet L. 
Barton, whojnoves soon to Muncie, Pa., 
where her husband Is employed. The 
Progressive ThinEer comes weekly and 
Is much appreciated. Especially in
teresting was the article entitled ‘Your 
Soul,’ of last week.” •

Indian pow-wow and harvest moon 
picnic, to be given by the members of 
the Progressive Spiritual Church, G. V. 
Cordlngley, pastor, in honor of Chief 
Red Jacket, at Reisslg Grove, Riverside, 
Wednesday, September 28. A special 
program has beeii arranged by special 
speakers and test nielliums. Pow-wow 
circles will be held at 11 a. m. and 7 
p. m.,conference lecture and tests at 2 
p. in. All mediums' are invited to attend 
and take part in dll •seances. The grove 
can be reached by Lake Street L Road, 
connecting with electric Ln Grange cars 
at Fifty-second street. Fare 15 cents. 
Admission to grounds, 25 cents; chil
dren, 15 cents. Positively no liquors 
will be sold, and no unfavorable In
fluences will be tolerated. By older of 
committee.

L. Woods writes from German, Ohio, 
concerning Mr. W. E. Hart: "I think 
him worthy of the notice of all Spirit
ualists who are desirous of a good me
dium. He lias held over a hundred se
ances in my house, aifd through the un
deniable proofs of spirit return man
ifested in his seances, there are now 
over a hundred converts to the cause of 
Spiritualism here. My. Hart is a young 
man, and an earnest worker for the 
cause; he is honest, and lias no bad 
habits, as I ca-n truthfully testify.”

Wm. E. Bonney writes from Blair, 
Neb.: “In your General Survey of Sep
tember 10th issue a correspondent 
writing from Eureka, Kan., complains 
of tlie presence of one N. G. Buckley in 
that city, who professes to expose Spir
itualism. I would like to ask the cor
respondent and others who are troubled 
with like complaints, Who is to blame? 
Church members and occasionally Spir
itualists will spend 25 cents to hear and 
see the tomfoolery and Idiocy of so- 
called exposers, but how many Spirit
ualists are willing to pay 25 cents each 
to a lecturer who will explain to the 
people what Spiritualism really is for 
even one or a course of lectures. The 
best antidote for such complaints is 
earnest, united effort by all Spiritualists 
to keep the philosophy ana genuine- 
phenomena. of Spiritualism before the 
people. Too many towns and cities are 
entirely devoid of any active working 
society. We want Sunday and week
night lectures, lyceums for our children, 
liberal patronage of the Spiritual press 
and plenty of home circles, and we can 
then soon stop the ‘exposers’ ’ career. 
Many Spiritualists and mediums spend 
too much time in trying to upset some
body’s work, instead of helping it along 
by friendly co-operation.”

Lyman C. Howe is engaged for Oc
tober in Toronto, Canada, and in Pitts
burg, Pa., for November. He is free to 
answer calls after November.

Mrs. H. M. Wallis, of England, is now 
at the home of Prof. W. Yates, in Engle
wood, Ill., and will: be pleased to make 
engagements with iSOjgieties in Chicago 
and vicinity, for. .Sundays and week 
nights, to lecture and; give tests. Mrs. 
Wallis is a competent worker, an in
teresting lecturer and a fine medium, 
and should be kept to work constantly 
during her stay in America. Address 
her in care of Prolf. W. Yates, Stewart 
avenue, Englewood, III.

Mrs. M. E. Kratz-will lecture and give 
tests at LakesidelfiaR, corner Indiana 
avenue and Thirty-first street, Sunday, 
September 25, at 7i30 p. m. Friends and 
the public Invited., j

Dr. H. C. Andrews inay be addressed 
at Delphi, Ind., bok 76, .for the present 
month. He serves tlie society at La
fayette during September. He can be 
secured for week evenings, anywhere in 
Indiana or Illinois, for the months of 
October and November.________

We are sorry to learn that Mr. E. R. 
Wallis, of England, cannot make his 
friends in Chicago a visit now, but he 
has been called to points in Canada, 
and is booked for Norwich, Conn., for. 
October, and for Berkley Hall, Boston, 
November. The friends will see that 
his excellent wife Is well entertained 
here, however, and will doubtless en
deavor to keep her busy. Neither of

From Harbinger of Light, 
Melbourne, Australia,

Every man has a latent power within 
himself capable not only of directing 
his own actions, but' of influencing 
more or less effectively the actions of 
all he conies in contact with up to the 
level of .his own psychological plane. 
This

IS THE SPIRITUAL PRINCIPLE 
of which will is tlie executive. The 
power is illustrated and made manifest 
in mesmeric and hypnotic experiments, 
but tlie effects produced are assumed to 
be exceptional and entirely due to Ihe 
abnormal condition of the subject. 
This, however, is not the case; there is 
a perfect analogy between the psy
chological influence of one mind on 
another in the
MESMERIC AND NORMAL STATE, 
the only difference being that iu tlie 
former the subject having been ren
dered negative to the operator, is more 
susceptible and capable of being dom
inated by his mind. The most success
ful mesmerists or biologists are those 
who are conscious of their powers, 
their consciousness enabling'them to 
focalize and direct the force with much I 
greater effect, but every self-poised in
dividual unconsciously exercises the 
same power, though with less effect, 
whilst with gentler natures it flows out 
in love impregnated streams towards 
tho§e whoso distress attracts their sym
pathy. When once man realizes

THAT HE IS A SPIRIT 
and that his body is subordinate, the 
will, directed by the spirit, becomes a 
powerful factor in the elimination of 
diseased conditions and the mainten
ance of physical eqilibrlum; we are so 
accustomed to direct the energies of the 
body into the limbs for the purposes -of 
locomotion or mechanical action only, 
that we omit to realize the fact that the 
same force can be directed from tlie 
brain to any weak or diseased centre In 
the viscera, any part of the muscular 
system, or any nervous ganglion, and 
by exercise in this process, made potent 
^o restore healthy circulation and dispel 
congestion; this is what Andrew Jack- 
sou Davis calls
THE PNEUMA-GASTRIC REMEDY; 
having practiced it ourselves we know 
its efficacy. The use of the power in 
this direction is of primary importance, 
for a healthy body is an essential to the 
harmonious action of the spirit in the 
normal condition of their assoeiatiou. 
This equilibrium of the body and spirit 
being attained, the individual is 
equipped to transmit in a modified de
gree similar conditions to others; more 
especially, of course, to those whom he 
comes Into mutual relationship with for 
the purpose, but measurably to those 
whom he desires to help unconsciously 
to them, and yet again to many whose 
sphere he incidentally comes in contact 
with without any thought or conscious
ness of helping them. In this latter way 
many whose physical or moral atmos
phere is healthy are unconsciously

HELPING THEIR FELLOWS;
they carry with them a sanative aura 
which has some effect on all the needy 
who come within its range, but the in
fluence for good of those who realize 
the possession of this power is im
mensely increased, especially when be
nevolence prompts, and environment 
.facilitates, the liberal exercise of it, for 
one has not to search for opportunities, 
the poor in health, like the poor in 
purse, are “always with us.” It is not, 
however, limited in its Influence to the 
physical; tlie moral atmosphere or aura 
of an harmonious individual is

AS POTENT IN ITS EFFECT 
on the mind of the more discordant oi
lers developed; numerous well authen
ticated cases of the efficacy of a moral 
impulse by suggestion have been re
corded, and Professor Elmer Gates lias 
experimentally demonstrated the cre
ation of moral cells In the brain by ap
propriate impulse.

The high cultivation of this power is 
inconsistent with the press and whirl of 
business life, but even In that sphere 
some progress may be made towards it, 
especially by those whose transactions 
are guided by rectitude and not by the 
selfishness and somewhat lax morality 
which unfortunately prevails in many 
avenue of trade and commerce. All 
who aspire to spiritual progress should 
endeavor to discover and make man
ifest this internal gem, the insignia of 
“The Kingdom of Heaven” within 
them; it is there, and only needs effort 
to bring it to the surface.

OUR $5 GIFT
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some countries would poll an over
whelming majority. Buddhism counts 
to-day far more heads than can be 
claimed for Cliristism.

There is most certainly
NO ONE REVELATION 

to the whole race universally admitted 
to be tile revealed command of “God.” 
As for the Bible, the large majority of 
the world’s inhabitants do not now ac
cept it; the largest proportion of the hu
man family have never accepted it, and 
even of the minority who nominally ac
cept it the Christians think the Old Tes
tament very imperfect as a moral guide, 
whilst the Jews reject the New.

CONSCIENCE, SO-CALLED, 
varies in the same individual at differ
ent periods of his life, and under differ
ent conditions of health. Three centu
ries ago it was moral in England to be
lieve in witches, and it was moral to 
kill a witch. To-day it is held immoral 
to believe in witchcraft; to kill a witch 
would now be at law a criminal act.

One hundred years ago it was moral 
TO TRADE IN SLAVES, 

to own slaves, and to breed slaves. 
Very recently it was moral to own and 
breed slaves in America. Why for cen
turies did Christians trade iu slaves if 
morality is dependent on the immutable 
judgments of a God-ordained con
science? Why, if slavery was defensi
ble by supernatural moralists only a 
few years ago, has it now become ut
terly indefensible?

In England it is immoral to marry the 
sister of your deceased wife, and the 
immorality is so clear that any unfortu
nate children born of sueh a

UNION ARE BASTARDS, 
and in the event of an intestacy are ex
cluded from sharing the property of 
either of the parents. In Canada and 
in Australia it is moral to marry your 
deceased wife's sister, and the children 
are respected as legitimate. The Sec
ularist asks, How is this explicable 
from the supernatural standpoint?

these noble workers need 
recommendations to Introduce 
the American public.

Mrs. Emily P. Beebe will answer
calls to lecture, attend funerals and of
ficiate at weddings. She has received

(Continued on page Sj

From The Freethinker, Lon
don, England.

“SUPERNATURAL" MORALITY.
It has been assumed so generally'by 

sky-pilots that some théologie dogma is 
necessary to every system of morality 
that the assumption needs direct con
tradiction. It is put to-day by the cler
icals who are attacking secular educa
tion for the young that without relig
ious teaching there is no morality pos
sible. This inaccuracy of speech is tlie 
result of centuries of supernaturalistic 
bias. To maintain, says a famous his
torian, that Christism bestowed on tho 
world moral truth before unknown 
shows either gross ignorance or inten
tional fraud.

On the contrary, it will be contended 
here that every system of “supernatu
ral” morality Is

NECESSARILY UNCERTAIN, 
arbitrary and confusing; that moral 
progress is only made In the ratio In 
which supernaturalism is diminished. 
The “supernatural” view is that every 
act is moral which is in obedience to or 
in accord with the commands of deity; 
tliat these commands are known by di
rect revelation from “God," or through 
the human conscience, which it is al
leged is Implanted by “God” in each in
dividual, and which infallibly decides 
for each person what acts are right and 
what are wrong.

THE RATIONAL OBJECTION
is that the commands of “deity” must 
be expressed either to individuals or to 
the whole race. In the first case the 
sceptic asks, How is it to be determined 
when any individual is reliable who 
professes to be the recipient ancL inter
preter of “God’s” commands? In the 
second case one asks, Is it conceivable 
that any such command should have 
been given to the whole human race 
without its most complete recognition* 
on the part of the recipients? The 
Mahdi'

,CLAIMED TO BE GOD-SENT;
Joseph Smith declared himself charged 
with a special'revelation; so did; Ma
homet; so did Jesus. How, in each 
case, is, it to be determined whether the 
prophet is sane and truthful? vis It to 
be decided by the numbers who accept
ed or rejected the prophet? and if yes, 
at what date or within what' limits 
does the numerical strength become 
material? There are more Mormons 
now than there were Christians within 
a like period. , Mohammedanism in

From Light, London, Eng,
A SALVATION THAT SAVES.

Here is a mental treatment that is 
guaranteed to cure every 111 thitt flesh 
Is heir to: Sit for half an hour every 
night nt nine o'clock and
MENTALLY FORGIVE EVERY ONE 
against whom you have any Ill-will or 
antipathy. If you fear or are prejudiced 
against even an animal, mentally ask 
forgiveness for it and send it thoughts 
of love. If you have accused persons of 
injustice, or talked about them unkind
ly, or criticised them, or gossiped about 
them, withdraw your words by asking 
them in the silence to forgive you. If 
you have had a falling out with friends 
or relatives, are at law or engaged in 
contention with any one, write

LETTERS OF FORGIVENESS 
and withdraw all proceedings jhat will 
tend to prolong the separation. See 
everybody and everything as they 
really are, Pure Spirit, and send them 
your strongest thoughts of love. Do 
not go to bed any night feeling that you 
have an enemy in the world.
•die careful not to

THINK A SINGLE THOUGHT 
or say a word that will offend. Be pa
tient, loving and kind, under all circum
stances. You can do this if you are 
faithful to the Silent Hour, because 
there you will be helped to overcome 
the selfishness of the carnal sense.

There is an Immutable law lying back 
of this. God is Love, and love is man
ifest as life. God is thus manifest iu 
and
THROUGH ALL HIS CREATIONS, 
and if we do aught to cut off the love 
of any person we are cutting off the 
love of God. hence the life that flows 
through all. When we. bj' withdrawing 
from our follows in any way, cut the 
cords of love that bind us together as 
men and women, we al the same time 
sever the arteries and veins through 
which the Universal Life flows. We 
then find ourselves mere bundles of 
strained nerves, trembling and shaking 
witli fear and weakness, and finally 
dying for lack of God's love. But the 
omnipresent Spirit ever seeks to flow 
into and stimulate us in every faculty. 
We must, however, by our words and 
acts, acknowledge this all-powerful 
Presence as the moving factor, because 
we each have inherent free will which 
welcomes or rejects all things—God 
even not being excepted.

Self-condemnation
IS ALSO A GREAT ERROR 

and leads to dire results. If you have 
accused yourself of Ignorance, foolish
ness, fear, sickness, anxiety, poverty, 
anger, jealousy, stinginess, ambition or 
weakness, or if you are melancholy and 
indulge in the “blues,” ask forgiveness 
for each, of the loving Father, in whose 
perfect image and likeness you spirit
ually are. Say often to this holy 
Omnipresence:

“I do now sacrifice these human lim
itations unto thee, O Father. I am 
obedient unto the law of my being, and 
I know that in thee I am brave and 
true, energetic and wise, pure and per
fect, strong, rich and courageous. Thou 
art my almighty resource, and I do 
trusf thee utterly!”

“The World Beautiful.” By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought. 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete in it
self. Price, cloth, 81 per volume. For 
sale at this office.

•‘Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes.” A tasty, beautiful and ap
propriate wedding souvenir. Contains 
marriage ceremony, marriage certifi
cate, etc., with choice matter in poetry 
and prose. Specially designed for the 
use of the Spiritualist and Liberal min
istry. Price $1. For sale at this office.

From The Twc Worlds, 
Manchester, Eng.

SHOULD OUR MEDIUMS BE ED
UCATED?

This perennial question lias turned up 
again with its usual diverse answers, 
all according to the state of mind of the 
individual. As long as this is the case 
the conflict will continue. Surely it is 
possible to get some general principle, 
some common basis which all parties 
will recognize and abide by. If we re
duce tlie ease to the admission of two 
evils,and apply the axiom, “Of two evils 
choose tlie lesser,” there should lie no 
difficulty in deciding. It Is not likely 
that any sane person will say that 
ignorance is a lesser evil than knowl
edge, because common experience—in 
other words, common sense—has shown 
that the result of education is the

IMPROVEMENT OF THE RACE 
generally, by the fact that as education 
has advanced crime lias decreased. It 
is recorded of Professor Faraday that 
he has said: “The greatest of all 
ignorance is ignorance of our own 
ignorance.” There are very many cases 
where Ignorance is the misfortune of 
the individual, and up to a certain point 
these deserve our deepest sympathy 
and commiseration.

But if at this juncture anyone lias tho 
power to alter Ills conditions in regard

TO SELF-IMPROVEMENT, 
he Is not entitled to be excused if he re
mains in ignorance any longer. It is 
from this point of view that we must 
look at the matter. Is a man’s lack of 
knowledge due to wasted opportuni
ties? and, Is he content to go on wasting 
his time and remaining in a complete 
state of undevelopment? are questions 
that ought to be answered. If answered 
in the affirmative, away with all talk of 
education, and let us drift
BACK INTO PRIMITIVE SAV

AGERY;
If in the negative, away witli all J’ "* ex
cuses some are continually ma Ki,for 
illiterate, uneducated medium^. 'What 
Is required in the case of mediums who 
are the willing mouthpiece of the spirit 
people, is really so little that there is no 
excuse, but a bad one, if they don’t do 
the little it Ues in their power to do—to 
learn to speak English. Six mouths’' 
work, or twelve at most, under an In
telligent teacher, and tlie same time 
spent in reading good authors aloud, in 
the presence of some one who could 
help them, would make such an im
provement that anyone not too exacting 
would cease to complain.

One thing is quite certain, no real 
attempt could be made without benefit, 
but here we must be plain. It is within 
tlie knowledge of some, who have 
watched the career of our public 
speakers, that

SOME OF THEM ARE TOO LAZY 
(o do anything to help themselves. They 
are controlled; they please those in the 
sphere in which they move. They are 
flattered, fawned upon, and adulated; 
hence, In view of those who expect bet
ter tilings, they sink in estimation be
low mediocrity. Instead of presenting 
our beautiful philosophy and religion in 
its most attractive form, as it deserves 
to be, it is put forward in such a way 
as to repel those who, by reason of 
more highly cultured minds, look for, 
and have a right to expect, something 
better.

'This may seem harsh, but those who 
in years gone by strove by the example 
of their lives, and arc striving now, to 
lift the movement into the realm of

CULTURE AND INTELLIGENCE, 
deserve to be encouraged. It is wrong 
that no real effort is made to lift our 
platform speakers to such a standard 
of excellence as will not bring shame to 
the cheek of those who are co-workers 
in other directions. Ours is a holy cause 
and demands' our best efforts. We 
know, alas! too well, “that the spirit in
deed Is willing, but the flesh is weak;” 
yet, admitting this, ft is no reason, in 
the light of the cardinal doctrines of 
.Spiritualism, why we should not be
STRENGTHENING OUR WEAK

’ NESS
by daily exercise, by personal effort, by 
self-sacrifice, and determination to con
quer ourselves. “For greater is lie who 
conquered! himself than he who taketh 
a city.” We have no choice in the mat
ter; we must do it ourselves. “There is 
no royal road to learning.”

Weary of Life? Ah. wherefore live 
If Age and Suffering rack the frame, 

If Pleasure hold no gain to give, 
If Honors pall, and with them Fame?

If Riches fly, and Love be gone, 
■ Nor ray of sunshine gild the gloom, 
Why linger miserably on?.

Why longer cheat the open tomb?
But Pain may cease, and Time bring 

Health, ''
And rising Hope expel Despair, 

Again the golden glow of wealth
May rout the gathered clouds of care.

Not these have power to breed disgust 
Of living; but the ingratitude

Of child or friend, the shattered trust, 
The links once severed, ne’er re

newed;
The Faiths once living drowned 

dead,
Too long on Life’s dark tempests 

The glory dimmed, the vision fled, 
The inner voices mute and lost;

These leave us lonely, desolate, 
Bankrupt of hope and love 

friend,

••Arcana of Nature; or the History _____ . . _
and Laws of Creation.” By Hudson of thought in poetic diction in this hand* 
Tuttle. A well-known and most pro* | some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
found treatise. Cloth, |L For sale at hours of leisure and enjoyment, ?ric# 
ihta office. [fl,00. For sale at this offices ;
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The Use of Spiritualism In Freeing Me
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"Who Are These Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the .well- 
known author. Price IB cent* ’ For 
Mie at thia office. - - - k
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L This department is under the management of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
(Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.'

NOTICE.—No attention will be given anonymous let
ters. Full name and. address must be given, or the letters 
Will not be read. If the request be made, the'name will 
Rot be published. The correspondence of this depart
ment has become excessively large, especially letters of 
inquiry requesting private answers, and while I freely 
¿ive whatever information I ftm able, the ordinary court
esy of correspondence is expected. :

■ HUDSON TUTTLE.

G. G. England: Q. In my lecture work I am expected 
to give an. invocation before my address, When I read 
your view’s in The Progressive Thinker, I may say I was 
convinced, for I did not know who or what to invoke; 
The result was that when I attempted an invocation,, 
which- every speaker is expected to give, I broke down, 
put was able to follow with an address which gave great 
satisfaction. Can' you advise me how to get over th$ dif
ficulty of giving invocations?

A. Be honest and true to your convictions. Au
diences demanding invocations should secure speakers yet 
enthralled by superstition, or not troubled with con
scientious scruples. Perhaps a form something like the 
lollowing might be found acceptable, as it would meet the 
demand and satisfy conscientious scruples: ' '

Oh thou, eternal, supreme and ubiquitous Father and 
' Mother', great I am, and spirit eternal, we address thee be

cause it is demanded by this congregation. We ask thee 
to be near and bless us, though we know as an infinite 
essence we cannot get away from thy presence. If thy 
decree and purpose is opposed to ours, we pray thee to 
change, knowing that thou never changest. We don’t 
expect you to deviate; and it is a waste of breath to ask 
you, but it’s the fad to pose in prayer. It is good form, 
and gives a church-air and pleases those who have just 
escaped church influence. We know you don’t care about 
our praise, and you must feel ashamed of your work when 
you hear what sinful creatures some of the most preten
tious applicants are, according to their own confession, 
yet the congregation have heard you praised so many 
years, I am expected to continue in the old line. This 
audience does not believe that my prayer will be answered, 
or that it appeals to a personal being; I want you to dis
tinctly understand that I do not. They wish me to be
lieve they do, and I wish to be acceptable to them, and 
hence it is a mutual deception at which I wonder they do 
hot laugh each other in tlie face. See that we keep prop
erly sober and respectfully dignified; at least we will en
deavor to do so. We will endeavor^to ape church forms, 
and cater to the timid, until we gain self-respect and 
ability to be true to our own convictions. In humanity’s 
name, amen!

The earnest prayer, from one who sincerely believes, 
jmd pours out his heart with intensity of devotion is to be 
respected. It may not reach God, nor be answered, but it 
will reach and strengthen the maker. How few such 
prayers! How different those offered in the pulpit as a 
part of the service given for the salary? And yet more 
despicable those offered up as sops to public favor by 

■ Liberali§ts and Spiritualists! ■
There is another way, which may bring the best results. 

That is silent prayer. Let the speaker say to the au
dience: “We will now-have a short season for silent 
prayer, and each one will concentrate Ids thoughts on the 
great and solemn questions of existence.” The hush arid 
silence sure to follow, will harmonize the congregation 
and prepare it for the reception of the address to follow, 
far more than the stilted phrases and meaningless grand
iloquence in praise and flattery, to an unknown power.

Mrs. A. D. Taylor. Q. I learn you have answered 
Hudson’s assertions made in his book, “Law of Psychic 
Phenomena.” Where can I obtain it?

(2) In tho “Dream Child,” a Theosophical book, the 
spirit-lover comes back and takes his soul-mate to the 
spirit-world every night for years, finally talcing her to 
Stay. Can this be true? What is the difference between ’ 
murder and such an act?

-A. _ (1) The only reply I have mado to Hudson, has 
been in the columns of The Progressive Thinker. When 
that author does something more than assert and build 
.on assertions, it will be time to make an exhaustive review.

. (2) The story of the Dream Child is a pretty fancy, and 
.well it is that it is nothing more. The same laws that 
would permit one spirit to be taken away from its physical 
body would permit another, and place in the hands of 1 
every spirit the power over those on earth, of life or 
death! To thus dispossess a spirit of its physical body, 
we call murder, and it would be exactly the same if com
mitted by a spirit as by a man. Spiritualism has a her
culean tusk to free itself from the drift and garbage that 
has gathered on its tide. It is often difficult to distinguish 
between the fancy the conjecture of speculation, and the 
real. It is often discouraging, yet the most firmly based 
science has wide borderlands of conjecture, and thé first 
attempt to state principles has been by the rude guess of 
hypothesis.

. .Man is a conscious human entity. He does not lose 
memory and the power of reflection at death of the body. 
He is far more apt to find every faculty of his quickened 
when he becomes freedr from the flesh. It being true that 
4 vital, active and sentient existence opens to man at 
death, and that he finds himself in a world of duty and of 
activity, a world of labor and of experience, and that he 
has to look over his-past life and sum up its deeds ant 
misdeeds for himself, finding no atonement for his 
wrong-doing in the blood or sacrifice of any other entity 
—human or supreme, it is also true that he then learns 
that former ideas of special divinity, atonement, salva
tion through Christ, and all the creeds and dogmas of the 
Church to which he, perchance, subsciibed, were but false 
assumptions and based upon erroneous themes. As tlijs 
intelligent human entity gradually emerges from the 
fogs and mists of mental misconceptions, and realizes 
more and more of the glory of life, the freedom and 
grandeur of Truth, and perceives how he has been for 
years shackled in'mental slavery, deprived of spiritual 
liberty and soul growth by the false teachings of theology, 
as. he finds that he has lost years of valuable time that he 
might have spent in exploring spiritual realms of thought 
and communion, and how he had misjudged his fellow
men, by relegating all who did not accept churehly 
teachings to the realms of torment and darkness, as he 
understands how narrow his theological belief made him, 
and. how he misinterpreted the Supreme goodness, he is 
not happy in spirit-life. The sensible and sensitive man 
knowing that he has blindly subscribed to a theological 
creed, instead of using his reason and power of thinking, 
who knows, too, that he has held others in bondage by 
perpetuating the tenets and creeds of a false philosophy, 
regrets that he did not seek for light on earth, he -finds 
himself trammeled by the chains he forged for himself 
and the fetters he placed upon others, and he cannot save 
himself from woe and- pain. He has learned to depend 
upon Christ to bear his burdens for him, and the man in 
the spirit cries out in protest when the shock of discovery 
comes upon him that he must bear the consequences of 
his own sins, and reap the harvest from the seed he has 
sown. Had he learned fully the lesson that true Spirit
ualism teaches, namely, that man must work out liis own 
salvation, and that every humambeing must reap what he 
has sown, be it tares or wheat, he would have been pre
pared to meet the truth when it burst upon him. -As it is, 
even if lie has been tolerant of his,fellow-beings, and al
lowed to freely acept any or no creed that they desired, 
lie finds life in the spirit so contrary to all Iris expecta
tions, and himself so trammeled by old opinions and 
creeds, that for months, perhaps for years, he is an un
happy soul, passing through painful discipline while 
slowly emerging from the caterpillar state of mental ig
norance and acquired superstition, into the more ethereal- 
ized existence of spiritual understanding.

The testimony of millions of human entities who were 
creed-bound in the church on earth, proves that suffering 
is entailed upon all who shut their eyes to the light, their 
ears to the truth, and remain willing to accept dogma and 
creed without question, perhaps, while doing so, person
ally becoming dogmatic and harsh in judgment, dictato
rial and severe in assumption and-refusing to,tolerate the 
honest opinions of those who differ from them upon ar
ticles of faith and formulas of creed.

Many who come from spirit life, who were once bound 
by the dogmas of the church, do claim to have gained 

.happiness and freei pm, and tell of the homes of beauty 
and light they have found beyond the veil. Nor are they 
dishonest in their statements, for such beautiful homes 
and conditions await every soul that aspires upward and 
seeks for truth. But it may have taken years of hard 
work and study and preparation for them to arise to the 
higher estate. Some will throw off the shackles of error 
more quickly than others, but none are immediately freed 
from them on entering the spirit world. Such as have 
arisen to the better state may, or may not, on return to 
Earth into communication with mortals relate some
thing of their, experience, If they desire to warn mor
tals against the errors of theological assumption and 
creed, they will do so; if not, they may refrain from tell
ing bow they suffered and toiled in outgrowing old forms. 
Therefore is it better to become freed from credal insti
tutions before death, than to trammel the spirit and im
pede its progress until the earthy sloughs away. Better 
is it to seek lor the truth and proclaim it, than pretend to 
subscribe to creeds that are proven hollow and a sham, 
and to profess a denominational belief that one cannot 
accept. The latter is to become a dyed-in-the-wool hyp
ocrite.

To love the truth and speak it is to be an honest man. 
True Spiritualism calls for honest men, it lias no use or 
place for hypocrites. The soul of a martyr and a hero 
looks forth from the face of a true Spiritualist who has 
given up society and public favor to espouse the truth. 
The soul of a craven is stamped upon the countenance of 
tlie man who remains in the church when he knows its 
teachings are false. ZORABA.

The Greatest Field of Re 
search.

The Shakers and Mother 
Ann Lee.

Mrs. M. Thorn. Q. Is there a life of D. D. Home 
published?

A. There are several books relating to the life and me
diumship of D. D. Home. His “Lights and Shadows of 
Spiritualism,” met with severe criticism, as it dealt 
harshly with the phases which have since been shown to 
be unreliable. “Incidents in My Life” is an autobiography 
especially referring to Bis wonderful psychic powers. 
After his death his devoted and noble wife, Madam 
Douglas Home, compiled a souvenir volume, “The Gifts 
of D. D. Home,” which is a beautiful tribute to one of the 
most devoted and marvelous mediums. '

' Mrs. C. B. Q. How many members ought to sit in a 
circle for materialization?
, A.' Numbers is not essential. The power or “gift” of 
“materialization” is rare, and it will not be profitable to 
hold seances with that object especially in new. Better 
await whatever phase may come, and patiently allow de
velopment in the direction indicated. ■

J. P. Q. There is a man here who receives automatic 
writing, hut he can put no dependence on any message. 
He hears spirits talking almost as clear as mortals, but can 
depend on nothing he hears. What would you advise 
¡him to do to get truthful communications?

A. To become a medium, which he evidently is not

The river of change sweeps ever onward, 
And we on its restless waters glide

Out towards life’s eternal ocean, 
Where our loved ones rest on its bosom wide.

When we end our voyage on the changing river, 
And launch our boat on the ocean’s tide, ’

Loved ones will safely pilot us over 
To their homes of peace on the other side.

There we shall find each brook and grotto
That, while on earth, we loved so well

So beautified and spiritualized 
They will seem to us like some fairy dell.

Our Father’s love will give us justice, 
What here we’ve sown, o’er there we’ll reap;

If we have earned, we’ll have our treasures 
To hold in love and ever keep.

On through never-ending changes, 
Nearer the Soul of Life Divine,

We shall be drawn by God’s law of progress, 
And acts of kindness will our souls rating.

- While purity like a silvery halo ~
Will help to light our onward way, -

With love for each other God’s love will enfold us, 
Our souls shine in splendor through eternal day.

Georgetown, N. Y-. E. L. MINER.

When the collection was taken up in a North Side 
fchurch recently and the plate reached the pew occupied 
¡by a lady, her grown-up daughter and little five-year-bld- 
fon, the ladies found themselves without money. The 
little fellow, however, reached over and gravely deposited 

" fi penny on the plate, and, turning to his sister, said in a 
loud whisper: “There; I just saved our family from being 
’disgraced!” -
i) —■ ■ :)o(:—: , " . 11 . -
I' “From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood Tuttle. Lov-

. Crystal Reading.
Crystal reading or gazing is nothing more nor less than 

using a crystal, or a glass of water, or a ten cent paper 
weight (any of these are just as good as a $15,000 crystal 
that À Jap has taken a life-time to polish) for the purpose 
of concentrating the mind, and when in-this concentrated 
condition the mind being blank like a new sheet of paper, 
visions from, the spirit side of life cto be seen by the siL 
ter; all because there is nothing between the mind and the 
spirit world. Harmony and concentration being the two 
conditions best adapted for mediumship.

. J. W. DENNIS.

y : C ?re P06^ Sems thought in poetic diction
In this handsome volume, wherewith to sweeten hours of 

•it. leisure and enjoyment -Price For sale at this office.

- «The Infidelity of Ecdesiasticisni. A Menace to 
American Civilization.” Ry Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lec
turer upon physical, physiological and psychic science. 
Demonstrator of the molecular or spiritual hypothesis of 
nature. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant Price 25 cents 
for sale at this office.

ONE WHO WAS/JN TOUCH WITH 
SPIRITS THROUGH PRAYER AND 
ACCOMPLISHED^. GREAT WORK 
—FACT’S SET WRTH BY THE 
VICTORIA DAILY' COLONIST.
The president of, (the American So

ciety for Psychical9 Research, after 
eight years’ devotipfi' to scientific in
vestigation of spiritistic evidence,- has 
made public a written declaration of 
his conviction that the dead can com
municate with tlie living. Most people 
will say he has been humbugged, but 
he himself does not admit that there is 
the slightest possibility of that. He 
claims that to his experiments, all the 
precautions necessary to prevent fraud 
and collusion have been observed, and 
that he has demonstrated what he 
asserts, quite as unanswerably as other 
facts of an unusual character are 
demonstrated. He claims to have ex
amined into and exhausted every other 
hypothesis which can be advanced as 
an explanation of the phenomena of 
spiritism, and hence finds himself com
pelled to accept the conclusion given 
above. Seeing that the society referred 
to was specially formed for the purpose 
of investigating the alleged phenomena, 
some weight must be given to the con
version of its president, who, it is 
alleged, was not predisposed to accept 
tlje explanatiph which he now gives.

Looking at the subject from the 
standpoint of Independent criticism, 
and having regard to the scores of au
thenticated events inexplicable by any 
known laws, while we may very prop
erly hesitate in accepting the spiritistic 
explanation, we must at least admit 
(hat mankind live on the borderland-of 
a realm of which they know very little 
Indeed. In the lately published me
moirs of Muller, the founder of the 
Bristol orphanages, are given accounts 
of how he obtained money to ways that 
are, to all intents and purposes, miracu
lous. For example, he knew that the 
tax collector would call for a compara
tively large sum of money during a cer
tain day, and he had nothing to give 
him. He prayed, and during the day, 
and before the tax collector called, an 
anonymous person sent him the money 
required. He - tells that he used any 
money sent to for any purpose for 
whieh It was needed, never thinking' 
about providing for the next need, but 
that when he wanted more he always 
got it. He would, In the early days of 
his work, frequently place upon the 
table for the orphans the last morsel of 
food to the house, never thinking of 
putting them on short allowance, and 
that there was always something sent 
to in time for tlie next meal. There Is 
no doubt about Muller’s work. He re
ceived in all over £14500,000, and never 
asked an individual..£<>r a penny. Ex
plain -this how wejmay, we cannot get' 
away from the faoLthat Muller was to 
touch with agencies not ordinarily em
ployed by men. „

The experience ,qf jperhaps the ma
jority of people contains some Instances 
which seem to be. Inexplicable by any 
known laws. It Is usually considered a 
mark of weak intellect to seek an ex
planation of them, We all shrug our 
shoulders just a little when someone 
tells us that he hqs had an experience 
which, seemed to rqqujjfe the, postulation 
of something unknown., We act very 
much as our grandfathers would If 
they should drop in on us, and should 
discover us' talking with someone 
twenty or fifty miles away. To them 
the explanation of tlie telephone would 
be as incomprehensible as Muller’s ex
planation that he accomplished what he 
wanted by prayer, or the Psychical Re
search president’s explanation that cer
tain things are due to the active inter
position of the dead.

Not to push these speculations too 
far, we think one may be stated with
out fear of contradiction, namely that 
the domain of the unknown 1s vastly 
greater than that of the known. We 
may also claim that there has been a 
great prejudice against any investiga
tion into"' that domain of knowledge 
where the balance, the yardstick or the 
test tube cannot be used. The churches 
have said “hands off" to those who ven
tured to look within the veil. Material 
silence has laughed at the idea of oily 
real phenomena outside of its domain. 
Yet we are conscious that there is some
thing more of us than mere flesh, and 
blood. We feel that when death comes 
it will not touch all there is of us. The 
evidence of the senses for tens of thou
sands of years has been telling man
kind that death ends all; yet men refuse 
to believe It. It is idle to say that this 
is tiie result of education. There Is no 
educator so universal and so remorse
less as death. Every nation and kin
dred and people and tongue has been 
taught its lessons. It has spoken to 
every generation. It speaks to every 
living creature to-day. Surely no hu
man teacher, however convincing, no 
school of philosophy, however learned, 
could hope to counteract the lesson 
which death seems to teach. Yet as 
universal as this teaching of death, is 
tlie belief that there Is something be
yond it, something over which it has no 
power. This is really the most tre
mendous thought which the mind can 
conceive. If mankind could be brought 
to shape it, and shape their course ac
cording to it, the world would pass from 
darkness into light Hence we ought 
not hastily to repudiate those who claim 
to have learned something about the 
unknown ocean of existence which sur
rounds us. We suppose that a subscrip
tion of hundreds of millions of dollars 
could be got together if there was rea
son to suppose that,by Its expenditure, 
we could learn if people lived on Mars 
and communicate with1 them. Yet It is

PREDICTIONS IN REFERENCE TO 
THE SHAKERS THAT HAVE 
BEEN REALIZED. -
In the time of that great Spiritual out

pouring amongst the Shakers (1837 to 
1814), Mother Ann predicted through 
one of their mediums, that there would 
be a cessation of the same, and they 
would realize, as it were, a spiritual 
famine; that a falling away in numbers 
would occur, and in other ways much 
of affliction fall to their lot; that they 
must bo wise and treasure up what 
they had received against a time of 
scaricity. She said she was going to 
leave them for a time, and go out into 
the broader fields of life, to work for 
the enlightenment of those yet in- dark- 
.ness as to life beyond the grave, and 
the power of spirits to return and hold 
communion with those yet in the mor
tal; but after a time she should return 
to her own, with' a great increase of 
lov.e, strength, and spirit power; that 
many would be gathered In from out
side, and a general replenishing take 
place in their midst. She said her work 
was a progressive one, and they must 
be ever up and doing, and keep pace 
with its Increasing demands.

The manifestations in a great .meas
. ure subsided, The falling off in mem
bership has ever since been going on. 
The tribulation, in various ways has 
been amply realized, but the “ingather
ing” and further unfoldment of real 
spirit power In their midst, has not as 
yet been made manifest.

Years ago a medium in outside life 
said he saw the spirit of Ann Lee three 
nights in succession, being surrounded 
by a halo of beautiful golden light, and 
she said to him: “I want you to go io 
my people in Mt. Lebanon (N. Y.) and 
hold a series of circles with them for 
the purpose of unfolding in their midst 
a further phase of spirit power. I will 
be there and Instruct as to forming the 
circles in the most proper manner to 
bring about favorable results."

He told her he was about to be mar
ried and did not wish to leave his in
tended just then. She said: “Take her 
along. She may be an aid In the work 
which I want to perform amongst 
them.”

He wrote, asking permission to visit 
them, and the reply was: “You are 
Welcome to come and hold circles, but 
we shall be our own managers of the 
same, and if anything of a matrimonial 
character is Introduced we shall not 
accept, though Mother Ann herself acf- 
vlses us so."

It Is needless to say the visit did not 
materialize, and that nothing further 
was heard on the subject.

The above was reported in the 
Religlo Philosophical Journal, pub
lished at the time in Chicago.

Several years since, 1 heard a Shaker 
medium say that she saw Ann Lee out
side their dwellings, In seemingly a 
sorrowful state of mind. She said: 
“According to my promise In the past, 
I return to my own, but my own receive 
me not, nor are they ready for me; 
neither for the increase which I have 
for them.” Then she sadly vanished 
from view.

This was one of their foremost clair
voyants, and had seen Mother Aim 
many times in the days long gone by 
and well remembered hqr past promises 
alluded to above.

JULIA H. JOHNSON.

Why Does It Diminish?
A few weeks ago a correspondent 

asked the question why spirit commun
ion may be good for a period, and then 
diminish? The question remains un
answered. Unless we reject the com
monly understood philosophy of Spirit
ualism, the question Is not difficult. 
Baron von Reichenbach proved by ex
periment that each Individual Is sur
rounded by a species of nerve aura; 
that this aura undergoes various 
changes dependent on the physical con
dition of tho person. The existence of 
this aura has been repeatedly recog
nized by men of scientific repute.

Our investigations touching the laws 
of mediumship all point to peculiarities 
of this aura. Postulating the foregoing 
wo reach at once tho essence of, the 
point under discussion. A man and 
wife commence sittings. They are 
blessed with the proper aura, and the 
spirit communicants find it easy to 
manifest through IL Neighbors and 
friends are admitted to the circle. All 
are interested, perhaps excited. Ac
cording to the revelations of all other 
known principles, this aura from exces
sive draft, from repeated combinations, 
becomes changed. Of necessity it de
teriorates. Result We say “the pow
er has left us.” It has simply become 
impaired. But if that is the explana
tion, why Is It sometimes the else that 
tne force will remain but the communi
cations simply become unreliable. I 
have been interested in this question 
for forty years and have observed it, 
giving It my best analysis. Wherever 
sittings have been kept up with moder
ation and with the same mediums, I 
have never known these unfortunate re
sults to follow. I conclude therefore 
that the disordered condition of the per
sonal aura is conducive to the attrac
tion of spirits on a lower plane. The 
best remedy is a long rest and recuper
ation of energies.

PSYCHIC INQUIRER.

infinitely more important to know if 
those whom death1'has carried within 
the veil, are clothed (with a new life, 
and if we can hope''to feel even so 
little as A-

“... .the touch of'.a banished hand 
And the sound of)) ^Ice that Is still.”

----------—-------
Mrs. Lease ^.Spiritualist,

A special to the Times-Herald of this 
city, from Anderson, Hid., says: ,

“J. A. Wertz, director, announces to
night that the Indiana- Association of 
Spiritualists has clOSedra contract with 
Mrs. Mary Ellen Lease, the Kansas 
suffragist, to appear at the Indiana 
meeting as a lecturer for Spiritualism.
“It is claimed she Is a late convert 

and has decided to lend it what assist
ance she Is capable of by taking the 
platform. This is her initial engage
ment

"Spiritualists announce -her conver
sion with delight and she will at once 
be given a place as one of the bright 
and shining lights of the doctrine."

It has been known for some time 
among Spiritualists that Mra. Lease 
had been convinced of the truth of the 
Spiritual philosophy, and- now we are 
doubly pleased to learn that she is go
ing to take the rostrum, and that the di
rectors of the Indiana meeting have 
contracted with her for the vatì camo 
season at Anderson,

Where friends gather, spirits of loved 
convene,

Inspiring some, perchance, although un
seen;

Letting the light of heaven come from 
above, ’

Lifting them to a higher altitude;
Impressing If they may, what they 

would say,
And strive to help each one now, and 

al way;
Mindful ever of those tarrying on 

earth—
Consciousness soon be fully awakened, 
Until it senses the blessings bestowed; 
Looking aright, as Nature doth unfold, 
Life shall grow more grand, for the 

_ young and old; '
Earthly living, may then at times ap

pear
Near unto that of the heavenly sphere.
Blessed be'the hands that pen words of 

cheer,
Right, trtfth and justice thus boldly ap

- pear; '
Yearning to assist all those who sorrow, 
And proclaim that all mankind are 

brothers— .
Nation to nation, then be more friendly,- 
“Thanatopsls” thoughts, may well. fill 

each soul.
FRANCIS S. HARRINGTON.

Needhaifi, Mass. : ■

"Origin-and Antiquity of Man.” By
Hudson Tuttle. A masterly philosoph
ical work. English edition, nicely 
bound in doth, fl For sale at this

Quality More Essential than 
Development.

I read on the 7th page of The Pro
gressive Thinker of August 6, an ar
ticle by Alfred Mlntun Cooper, in which 
he says, “It Is an undisputed fact that a 
spirit cannot- communicate greater 
knowledge or diviner truth through a 
medium than the medium cah express 
of him or her own self," “It is utterly 
impossible for great knowledge to be 
transmitted through an undeveloped 
brain.”

Now these statements may be truo 
With Mr. Cooper’s expérience, but they 
are not true with my experience, and I 
presume with many others; so it is not 
good logic to give “for the benefit of 
the credulous and Investigators.” I 
have no doubt that I have heard over 
fifty different platform lecturers on 
Spiritualism, that talked under spiritual 
influence with great wisdom aiid were 
very instructive. But I remember some 
of these lecturers when in their normal 
condition were quite deficient in educa
tion, general knowledge and brain 
power ^nd made no pretension in teach
ing the philosophy of .anything.. I will 
here state a case, tha^l-iwas well ac
quainted with that will knock all the 
sense out of Mr. Cooper’s theory.

In 1870 I lived to Philadelphia. A 
woman from Boston brought a blind 
man there to lecture to tlie Spiritual
ists’ Hull. The man was some 25 or 80 
years old. He was put into a poor
house to Vermont, when an infant and 
an orphan, and while there was taken 
with some disease that settled to his 
eyes and destroyed them entirely. This 
occurred when fie was ,an infant, so he 
lost his eyes before he was old enough 
to leara the alphabet, .consequently 
never learned to read. He remained in 
that poor-house until -he was a man 
grown, without much care, and with
out any one to take an Interest in him 
to learn him anything. One day he 
was missed and could not be found 
about the premises, but In two or three 
days he was found to the woods acting 
and living like an Indian, and appar
ently could see as well as any one, and

Hypnotism and Magnetism.
In The Progressive Thinker of Srifr 

tomber 10 there was an article tcndJJi 
to show that hypnotism Is differeffl: 
from magnetism. A careful observed 
will find the force to be thp same, 
though it might be used in a different 
manner or amount of power. You te> 
one subject made to sleep ançl one to 
sneeze; one may be made fierce and 
another gentle. •

Some try to Imagine a subject would 
not commit crime, unless In his normal 
condition he would commit crime. Such 
ideas are erroneous, as the subject is 
the Instrument of the operator, and If 
the operator is of a criminal mind, the 
subject will obey according to the, 
operator’s mind and power.

It is my opinion we shall see one of 
the most curious war's the people of this 
earth has known In modern times. The 
war will be on hypnotic lines, and death 
is a part of the operator’s power over 
others. ’

Magnetism used to heal seems to be 
good, but it rhay be used to transmit 
disease and death to others. Moses and 
Aaron knew magnetism, er hypnotism, 
when they called death and plagues on 
the people; cattle were affected, and 
infants dléd according to the will or 
minds of Moses and Aaron.

Peter and Paul used hypnotism tq 
heal people, but Peter also used it tô 
kill a man and woman, and Paul usod 
the same kind of force and made a man
blind for a season. Elisha made men 
blind for a season and led them to ft 
place where his subjects were at ths 
mercy of their enemies.

I can furnish much more historical 
evidence to prove magnetism and hyp« 
notism to be one and the same cause.

Boston, Mass. A. F. HILL.

A PROPHECY,

Comes a cry from Cuban waters 
From the warm, dark Antilles, 

From the lost Atlanta’s daughter
Drowned in blood as drowned in seas/

Comes a cry of purpled anguish— 
See her struggles, hear her cries!

Shall she live or shn.ll she languish?
Shall she sink, or shall she rise? .

Shall she rise by all that's holy?
Shall she live and shall she last;

GftftRLES DICKENS
f+e Desires to GommiiniGate 

Through The Piogress-
, ive Thinker.

. The brilliant Charles Dickens, high in Spirit« 
life, has given one of his choicest productions 
through the well known medium, author and 
musician, Carlyle Petersilea, of Los Angeles. 
Cali. It is entitled “Juno, or the New Woman.’ 
It is Spiritualistic, anti-Catholic, sets high ideals, 
and is interesting throughout. The Spirit 
Charles Dickens expressed the fervent wish that 
his narrative be published in The Progressive 
Thinker. We take special pleasure in comply
ing with his request, and his production will be 
commenced sometime in October. Now is the 
time to send in your subscription. Our Fall and 
Winter Campaign will be brilliant indeed.
his friends that found him were greatly 
surprised at bls talk and general ap
pearance and did not know what to 
make of him; but when they got him 
to the house the Influence left him and 
ho was as blind and stupid as before. 
The town paper reported the affair and 
he was soon taken in hand by Spiritual
ists, who gave him the proper condi
tions which mado him a first-class lec
turer. In his normal condition he had 
an inferior look, his brain was unde
veloped, he was mentally and physical 
ly weak, but the spirits that had him lu 
charge had as perfect control of him as 
an engineer has of his engine.

Before commencing his lecture, tho 
woman that had the care of him, in
vited anyone that wished to examine 
his eyes to step forward and do so. He 
had no eyes but simply a place for eyes. 
The subject ho lectured on was selected 
by the audience. He spoke with great 
Intelligence and seemed to be perfectly 
familiar with his subject—in fact, 
could discourse upon any topic with 
great wisdom.

At the close of his lecture he would 
answer questions on any subject His 
answers were very interesting on old 
Theology, and on the Bible old and new.

He would open his bare hand and 
hold It before his' face nnd read any 
chapter or verse you call for In the 
Bible or Testament His control was 
an advanced spirit of great wisdom.

When requested to Improvise a poem, 
he would sit down and the spirit In con
trol would leave and another would 
take possession; he would then stand 
up and receive the subject for a poem. 
He prepared a medicine and gave treat
ment to a large number of sick people. 
I saw him examine a child that had 
sores In his head. The medium de
scribed the condition of tho case and 
said he could see the inside of the 
child's head. The spirit physician that 
had control of the blind man, said he 
was Dr. Rush, one of the signers of our 
Declaration of independence.

A short time since I heard of a child 
of 8 summers that never had been 
taught the first principles of music, but 
when sitting In a private circle passed 
under the Influence of a spirit, and took 
a seat at the piano and played beauti
ful music and executed some old and 
difficult pieces. The celebrated blind 
Tom Is another example. I have seen 
him, and when In his normal condition, 
he comes very near being a fool. For 
a spirit to be able to control a person 
and use his brain to transmit knowl
edge' and wisdom, it is very plain with 
the evidence we have that more de
pends on the particular natural quality 
of the brain than on thè development of 
the same for perfect spirit control. 
Education does not do IL ■ !

THUS. A. WHITE. !
San Diego, Cat ,

Rise as we whep crushed and lowly : 
From the blackness of the past?

Bld her strike! So It is written, .
Blood for blood and life for life;

Bid her smite as she is smitten;
Stars nnd Stripes were born for strife.

Once we flashed her lights of freedomI 
Lights that dazzled her dark eyes

Till she could but yearning heed them. 
Reach her hands and try to rise;

When they stabbed her, choked her, 
drown'd her,

Till we scarce could hear a note;
Ahl those rustling chains that bound 

her!
Oh! these robbers at her throat! ,

And the land that forged these fetters?
Ask five hundred years of news, ”

Stake and thumbscrew for their bet
ters

Inquisitions! Banished Jews! ■
Chains and slavery! What reminder 1 

Of one red man in that land?
Why, these very chains that bind her 

Bound Columbus, foot and hand!
She shall rise as rose Columbus

From his chains, from shame and 
wrong—

Rise as morning, matchless, wondrous—
Rise as some rich morning song—

Rise as ringing song and story, 1
Yalor, love personified, ’

Stars and Stripes espouse her glory, 1
Love and Liberty allied. ;

—Joaquin Miller, in 1880.

"Human culture ana Cure. Pari
First The Philosophy of Cure. (In
eluding Methods and Instruments)." By, 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A very in
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as It well fuL
fills the promise of its title. For sate 
at thia office. Price 75 cents. ,

"The Gospel of Buddha, According ta 
Old Records." Told by Paul Caiu* 
This book Is heartily commended to sti 
dents of the science of religions, and 0 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism In its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read It without spiritual profit, 
Price |L For sale at this office.

“Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope" will 
be found especially Interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of 
Romanism and the Bible. Thè historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and practices 
should be read by all. Sold at this of-
flee. Price 25 cents. ,, 1-

“Religion as Revealed by the Mate»
rial and Spiritual Universe. By'E. B. 
Babbitt, M. D„ LL.D.” ’A compact 
and comprehensive view of tue subi 
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical - 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist. One of the very best 
books on the subject Price, reduced 
to $L cloth; paper, 50 cents. For sale 
at this office.

The Principles of Nature, as Discov
ered ta the Development and Structure 
of the Universe. Material and Spiritual 
Magnetic Forces. Laws -of Spiritual 
Manifestations and Mediumship. Spir
itual Planes and Spheres. Given inspi
rationally, by Mrs, Marla M. King. In 
three .volumes, Svo. A remarkable uis auu neugiuu; iue vegraueu statna 
work; among the. greatest in the liter-1 of Woman in the Bible; The Christian . 
S?11* reduced Church and Woman; written m Mr* " -
Cram |L«o to *L2o oer volume. Post-1 Stanton’s usual trenchant style, m» 
age 12 cents, A. . * j-a wUeat this office. Price 10 cent* ,, a

"Bible and Churcn Degrade Woman.” 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton.. Comprises 
three brief essays, on The Effect of 
Woman Suffrage,on Questions of Mor. 
als and Religion; The Degraded Status
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: PLEASANT LETTERS
That Dr. Watkins Has to 

Read.
Oambridgeport, Mass., Sept 8.

Dear Doctor:—I am glad to say that 
I am very well, 1 have had no trouble 
■with my stomach since you wrote me. 
I- feel like another being altogether. 
Mrs. Fairbanks is also very well; and I 
hope you are well. Yours truly,

. MARY WHYTE.
23 Norfolk street.

LETTER FROM AN OLD EX-PA
TIENT.

Dr. C. E. Watkins:—Dear Sir:-Pleased 
■to hear from you. Yes, I can tell you 
that my health has been very excellent 
this summer. I am coming some time 
just to see your beautiful and delight
ful Health Home, that 1 hear so much 
about., etc. Your friend,

T. O. LADD.
Reading, Mass,, Box 292.

: . ' Milford, 111., July 26.
. Dr. C. E. Watkins—My Kind Doctor: 
.—I have been feeling so well that I 
have felt I must write you not to send 

.any more medicine. I feel proud to 
‘think I have got along so well., etc.

I remain yours in faith, . 
ALVINA WHITESELL.

. Williamsport, Ind., Aug, 12,
■Dr. C,' E. Watkins:—Dear Doctor:— 

Received your box of medicine O. K. I 
think my wife must be better. I can 
hardly get enough for her.to eat. She 
Beems stronger, and less pain in her 
limbs, sleeps well, and hope she will 

- Boon be all fight. Yours respectfully,
. HENRY TUTTLE,

Dear Sir:—I have been away from 
home a few days. 1 am greatly im
proved aud feel quite different to what 
I did when I first began taking your 
medicine, and I suppose 1 look better as 
Several of my friends have concluded to 
take treatment from you.

■ Yours truly,
Palmyra, N. J. EMILY D. TEES.

After coming to see Dr. Watkins one 
•week later, Mr. W. S. Tees, of same 
place writes thus: Dear Doctor:—I 
thought It time to report. I have had 
no new ulcers since I saw you. The old 
one on the lip is about healed, and the 
ba'd ono in the throat Is healing. I can 
not see it now with the aid of a mirror, 
and as there is but little Irritation 1 
know it must he smaller. I am feeling 
generally better. Respectfully yours, 

Sept 8. W. S. TEES.

Reading, Vt„ Sept. 5.
Kind Doctor and Friend:—I enclose 

money for another month’s treatment, 
Which I hope will be all I need. I don’t 
feel much like the same girl who wrote 
you a short time ago; no aches and 
pains as then. You have proved a 
physician good and true. I shall ever 
be grateful to you. ,1 have always 
been glad you tired of your western 
home and came back east to live. I 
said when you went west, Dr. Watkins
•won’t stay 
the east.

Dr. C. E.

there long. We need vou in 
MISS MAY T. FAY.

Wichita, Kans., Aug. 18.
Watkins—Deax- Sir:—I have

been attending eamp and neglected to 
•write. I am improving rapidly under 
your treatment. I believe I will be en
tirely cured. Many thanks.

J. E. RIFE.

A CANCER CASE.
- Olean, N. Y., Aug. 20.

My Dear Doctor:—! am happy to in
form you of the improvement of my 
ease, and hope the same may continue 
until a cure is completed. Words can 
not express my feelings of gratitude to 
an all-wise Providence lu guiding me to 
your wonderful power of healing. May 
God ever bless and prosper you in tills 
blessed work for humanity, is my ut
most prayer and desire.

' MRS. M. E. PITTS.

Mrs. Florence Nickerson writes again: 
Amesbury, Mass., August 16.

Dear Doctor:—My ears do 
mo at all now. Just think! 
lief that also is to me. 1 
must thank you and your

not trouble 
what a re
feel tliat I 
staff again

and again for helping me out of my dis
eased condition.

Atlantic avenue.

Peterboro, N. H., Sept. 6.
Dear Doctor:—Had I only the time to 

do so, I would gladly tell you of Mr. 
Nay's Improved condition, but time for
bids. I will only say he steadily im
proves under your care.

Cordially yours,
. MRS. CARRIE M. NAY.

‘ ' Pleasant letters! Yes, Indeed. Our 
hope Is that they may continue to come. 
After a hard day’s work, how pleasant 
it is to know that we are doing some 
good. Hundreds of such letters weekly 
offsets tlie anonymous letter writer.

' If others are being cured, why not 
you?

. DR. C. E. WATKINS,
AYER, MASS.

GENERAL SURVEY.
(Continued from page 6.)

her ordination papers from the State 
Association. Address her at Spring 
Arbor, Mich.

Frank Thomas represented the First 
Spiritual Society of Horton, at the State 
Convention, held at Lansing, M,lcb.. 
and reports a good attendance and an 
enthusiastic meeting, with a desire to 
eliminate the fakir element.

E. W. Sprague and wife are serving 
the First Society of Spiritualists of 
Lansing, Mich., for the months of Sep
tember and October. Their services can 
be secured for week evening meetings, 
at nearby towns. They have some open 
time for the coming lecture season. Ad
dress 129 River street, Lansing, Mich., 
until November 1. Home addrefes, 600 
East Second street, Jamestown, N. Y.

■Lyman C. Howe is booked for October 
in Toronto, Canada; November In Pitts
burg, Pa. He is yet free for winter 
months. Permanent address, Fredonia, 
N.Y.

W. S. Eldridge has removed from 
Portland, Maine, to Saginaw (W. S.) 
Michigan, and will answer calls for 
platform work, and attend funerals.

“THE LYCEUM,”
The Lyceum, devoted to the interests 

of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street. 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young' 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special interest in It It
is published weekly. Try it 437tf

'Origin of Lite, or Where Man Cotties 
From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents. 
For sale at this office«

A Rosy View of the Shakers.
In The Progressive Thinker there is 

an article in relation to the Shakers, 
which I or any spiritual person of the 
highest order can’t endorse. The writer 
says: “Tlie Shakers have stood so long 
on the old plane of celibacy they have 
become nearly extinct as to numbers, 
and will never again flourish, unless 
they reorganize, and on a more natural 
plan. Their present manner of life is 
contrary to the laws of nature, and to 
the laws of true progress, and should be 
changed for the benefit of all con
cerned.”

The church of Christ established by 
himself was a church of celibacy; it 
commenced in the spirit and ended in 
the tlesli, and what has been the result 
of that ending? A power that has been 
the most cruel and damnable that this 
world ever produced.

The Shakers are not going to follow 
Julia H. Johnson’s advice aud progress 
backward into tlie wilderness and be 
lost—become a pig’s tall to the Catholic 
church. No, never! I can see a greater 
and better future for the Shakers. Let 
them be true to the cause they espouse 
and in due time when the harvest is 
fully ripe, thousands will gather to 
them in a day. F see no reason for them 
to he discouraged because it looks rath
er dark now for them. It Is always the 
darkest time ; just before day. Al
though the wicked’flourish as a green 
bay tree, the righteous ought never to 
look into Sodom to find a refuge and a 
hiding placé. . There have been many 
ways devised by man to get into 
heaven without bearing a daily cross 
against all eyil. If persons sow to the 
flesh they will surely reap the same. If 
they sow to the spirit they will reap 
spiritual things, which bring peace, joy 
and true happiness which constitutes 
heaven in its fullness. This I know by 
experience. Let no one who has put 
hands to the pjough look back to the 
flesh pots of Egypt. They who endure 
to the end have the promise of being 
saved. • -SIMON EMERY.

Bangor, Me.- '■

A Word of Warning.
To whom It may concern: There is a 

man, John Dew,; alias George W. Ger
hardt, alius “Kelpa,” who, together 
with Professor B. F. Pratt of Paines
ville, Ohio, are going about teaching 
psychic work and fraudulently giving 
the first three degrees of tlie Order of 
the Bhagavat-Gita, of which Julian 
Segundo de Ovies is the founder and 
representative in this country and Can
ada. The term Kelpa is that of stew
ard of the order, now held by election 
of an established court by Dr. 0. W. 
Burrows, 132 Michigan street, Detroit, 
Midi. His term of office for two years 
expires lu March. “Brother James,” 
a traveling missionary, and B. F. 
Smith, a traveling Kelpa, are the only 
authorized teachers. The private life 
of Jolin Dew deals with several fam
ilies. This history we refrain from 
giving publicly, but it can be obtained 
from hundreds of people in London, 
Ont.; Cleveland, O., and Detroit, Mich.

If his teachings and habits are not 
understood by the general publie, no 
doubt the pupils will be losers, and 
hence tills warning is given. B. F. 
Pratt was given tlie right by me to 
establish a court at Cleveland, and also 
given the mimes of my pupils. He 
wrote me lie had failed after spending 
$10, and to answer by return mail, 
which I did not do. It was understood 
I was to go there and give degrees.
Tlie authority did not 
breaking of an oath 
George W. Gerhardt, 
•with his wife, worked 
business manager aiid

extend to the 
by himself or 
who, together 

for me as my 
secretary four

months at London, Ont., and Detroit, 
Mich., last winter and spring of 1897. 
I discharged him for conduct un
becoming a psychic.

'Tlie charts he uses have no bearing 
whatever on the Bhagavat-Glta or the 
Order of 80, Cairo, Egypt. The secret
teachings, if true as given by 
pupils, stamp the man as anything 
a teacher of spiritual unfoldment. 
dresses of reputable pujrils can

the 
but 
Ad

be
given to those desiring information as 
to the extent of John Dew’s work.

JULIAN SEGUNDO DE OVIES, 
Representative B. G. Order and Broth

erhood of 80, 29 Bagley avenue, De
troit, Mich.

-Light of Troth.

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free.]

On Saturday, August 27, at 8 a. m., at 
his residence in St. Paul, passed to 
higher realms, Brother Merrell Ryder, 
aged 73 years. Brother Ryder was a 
veteran, outspoken, consistent Splrl^ial- 
ist, and no one having the pleasure of 
his acqquaiutance, was ignorant of his 
religious principles. He had been in 
feeble health for tlie past two years, 
aud with a presentiment that life in the 
physical was drawing towards its close 
expressed (to the veteran platform 
speaker, Mrs. Proden) a desire that no 
orthodox minister should officiate at the 
funeral of his remains. And yet the 
family, being Unitarians, and no minis
ter of that sect within reach, and claim
ing there was not at hand a Spiritualist 
speaker they desired, secured an ortho
dox of the most approved faith. A 
somewhat lengthy notice of Mr. Ryder’s 
long business career in St. Paul, by the 
Pioneer press, a leading daily, whose 
editor has long known of Mr. Ryder’s 
devotion to Spiritualism, makes no 
mention of this fact, but in closing 
makes tlie statement that he was a 
member of the Unitarian church, a de
liberate falsehood.

St. Paul.

Passed to 
12, 1898, at 
Mich., Mrs.

M. T. C. FLOWER.

the higher life, September 
her home in Farmington, 
Mabel Babcock, aged 39

years. She leaves a husband and five 
children and a host of friends to mourn 
her loss. The Maccabee order, of which 
she was an honorary, member, turned 
out in full to pay the last sad tribute of 
respect to their arisen sister.The family 
do not mourn as those without hope, as 
she was a consistent Spiritualist, and 
exemplified in her daily life true spirit
uality. The guides took for their sub
ject, “The Stone Rolled Away from the 
Sepulchre.” which brought .peace and 
consolation to the bereaved ones. Serv
ices conducted by Nellie S. Baade, of
Detroit, Mich. B.

John Henry Brown.
On Sunday morning, August 28, 1898, 

in the hall of the First Spiritual Society 
of this city, I delivered the memorial 
address In commemoration of the spirit
ual birth of our departed Brother J. 
Henry Brown, a farmer president of the 
society above mentioned.

It had long been his request that In 
case of his departure into spirit that 1 
should officiate at the funeral service, 
but being-absent from the city, and 
other conditions making it inconvenient, 
it was deemed best to postpone the ser
vice until' the date mentioned;in this 
communication. .

Mrs. Westlake and Mrs. Campbell 
kindly assisted In the singing. At the 
close of my discourse, Capt McMillen, 
D. H. Hendee, CoL Reed, Mrs. Westlake 
and Brother Garrettson, president of 
the society, followed .with words that

told of the many good qualities of our 
departed brother.

There was also a gentleman present, 
a member of tlie Typographical Union, 
of which Brother Brown was a mem
ber, who paid tribute to the memory of 
our departed brother, and told us how 
the Union hud passed a «.'solution, sev
eral years buck, by which Brother 
Brown could enter into contract with 
printing firms by which he might work 
for the amount that he could actually 
earn, as he was not able to do a full 
day’s work. .

Mrs. Brown has twice been an inmate 
of the insane asylum, and a few days 
after his funeral was again committed
to the asylum 

Portland, Ore.
G. C. LOVE.

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
Chicago.

Indiana avenue and Thirty-first street, 
at 3 and 8 p. m. Lecture and tests by 
good mediums.

West Side Spiritual Society meets at 
No. 46 South Ada street at 8 p. im

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. in., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

The Church of the Soul will hold serv
ices during the month of September in 
Handel Hall, No. 40 Randolph street, 
every Sunday morning at 10:30. Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond, pastor.

Spiritual Advancement Society, 274 
Warren avenue, near Robey street, 
holds service every Sunday evening at 
7:45, Dr. Hasenelever lectures and 
gives spirit messages. '

The Englewood Spiritual Society 
meets every Sunday In Hopkins' hall, 
528 W. 63d street, at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

The First Spiritual Society of the 
South Side, No. 77 Thirty-first street, 
will hold meetings at 2:30 and 7:30 p. 
m., each Sunday/ beginning October 2, 
1898. Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
pastor.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street. Services at 
7:30 p. m.

Conference meeting at 77 Thirty-first 
street, at 2:30 and 7:30 p.' m. every 
Sunday.

New Era Church will hold services 
every Sunday at 3 o’clock, at Masonic 
Home Temple, Forest avenue and 
Thirty-first street. Mabel A. Jackman, 
pastor. -

Send in notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls.

NOTICE TO THE SICK

Dr. Watkins will on October 15, move 
to his new Boston office, 406 Massachu
setts avenue, Hotel Palmerston. Seven 
rooms in this beautiful hotel are being 
prepared especially for Dr. Watkins’ 
offices. Kindly remember the street 
and number, 406 Massachusetts avenue. 
Please address all letters until October 
15 to Dr. C. E. Watkins, Ayer, Mass.

Healing, Causes and Effects.
Dr. W. P. Phelon’s latest boqk, is a 

presentation from the spirit side of life 
of the basic prlciples of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of the pro' 
cesses manifesting themselves in tlie 
operation of healing, is clearly shown 
to be the silent power of invisible force.

Under the head of "Causes and Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming.

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementáis, and man’s 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostiles of the Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter.

The whole field of man’s gelation to 
the forces bringing either the health 
which is harmony, or the discord which 
Is disease is bandied by one who evi
dently understands his subject. The 
booklet of 100 pages, is proving its in
terest by its sales. Sent on receipt of 
fifty cents. For sale at this office.
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/Y LIBR/VRY
The Spiritualist who commences now 

to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, Is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We
think, in view of what we are 
that The Progressive Thinker 
visit every Spiritualist family 
United States. Commence now, 
peat, to form a Spiritualist or
library by subscribing for The 
gressive Thinker.

doing, 
should 
in the 
we re- 
Oecult

Pro-

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 

—Your Melted Pebble Spectacles are 
all you claim for them, and even more. 
Your Magnetized Compound is a won
derful remedy, and acts like magic 
upon sore and weak eyes. I would not 
be without it. Very respectfully,

MRS. J. A. PERKINS.
Easthampton, Mass.

For 30 days I will send a sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mall.

Clinton, Iowa. B. F. POOLE.

PRICE OF THE “SEQUEL.”
The price hereafter of this number of 

The Progressive Thinker will be as fol
lows: Three cents for single copy. 
Where five or more are ordered, two 
cents per copy. Where one hundred or 
more copies are ordered, one dollar and 
fifty çents per hundred. .

REAR IN MIND.
In sending remittances to this office, 

write your orders on a slngle.siieet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet It is not safe to send money in 
a letter; If It Is sent that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it eosts 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable In 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary- print, and mistakes will be 
avoided.

“Homan culture and Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and; Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75a 
For sale at this office.

"Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa 0. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, ILK).

DRSi PEEBLES
& BÜRROÜGHS

DR. W. M. FORSTER, 
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Dr. Max MuehlenbruGli,
PROPHETIC SEER,

Drs

Burroughs
Successful

IN

CHRONIC
DISEASES

Their Psychic Treatment 
Accomplishes Wonders.
Drs. Peebles & Burrough», Battle Creek, Mich.

Dear Doctors:—lam well and will uut need any more 
medlclues. Tbe peychlc treatment has helped me very 
much. Wishlug you much Uapplncas aud prosperity, 
Irematueveryourfrlend, .

July 12,1898. Caiibie Shumway,
Manhattan, Kous.

Dre.’ Peebles & Burroughs, Buttle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—I have great faith in your psychic 

treatment, Itfeelt like a battery, I enjoy It aud I 
know it helps me. Yours truly,

June24,1893. Frank Vo^dhau. Perrysville, Pa.

Drs. Peebles &‘Burroughs, Battle Creek, Micb.
• Dear Doctors:—When sitting for the psychic treat-, 
meat it seems as though there Is a battery turned on 
mo. Yours truly, . Wm. Griffith,

June 20,1898. High Park. Colo.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek. Micb.
Dear Doctor»:—While sitttug I could feel the pres

ence and help of the Invisible powers. Respectfully, 
fic^t, 21898. Maggie Poison, Moline Kan.

Drs Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—While sitting fur the psychic treatment 

I felt the influence very plainly. Very truly,
8am Gbay, Lexington, Ky.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors;-When I sit with you on Tuesday 

evening for tho psychic treatment, It feels as though 
a battery wa» turned on me. Very truly,

Maby MoKeevbr. Escanaba, Mich.

These Jines are written especially for 
the chronic sufferers ’ who áre seeking 
relief from any source. -It is advertising 
—their virtue is their truthfulness. The 
statements made are correct in every 
respect. A- person suffering from a 
chronic'lesion, seeking relief wishes to 
employ the physician who can effect a 
cure.

A correct diagnosis gives satisfaction 
and inspires confidence—it is no proof 
that the person who gives it can effect a 
cure of the diseases or lesions he has 
decribed. You may see a house, weath
erbeaten, with timbers decayed, seem
ingly ready to fall to pieces—your see
ing this house is not proof that you can 
remedy the defects seen. A physician 
may be ever so competent, yet if’ he 
does not understand your case, cannot 
diagnose it, Uis treatment mqst be wrong 
because based upon a wrong supposition. 
Again a physician may correctly diag
nose your case, he may be competent 
and yet his medicines be entirely un
adapted to your organization.

Success In thn
Treatment ol

Ghronlc Diseases 
requires many things and the claims of 
those offering their services should be 
carefully scrutinized—their success and 
their fitness should.be carefully consid
ered. Of old it was said, that

“By their fruits ye 
shall know them.”

60RRE6T 
DIAGNOSIS

IS 
THE 
KEY 
TO

SU6GESSFUL 
TREATMENT.

Dra. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—I received a diagnosis of my case from 

Sju and it Is very correct, in fact you told me all 
e diseases I have. R. C. Wukman,
Aug, 8, 1898. Ashland City, Wls.

Drs.Peebles& Burrougn», Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sir:—Your diagnosis, of my caae wa» correct 

’ in every way. Yours truly.

it is the one positive evidence of success. 
Upon it we base our claims to your con
sideration. The following are but a few 
of the voluntary statements received 
from grateful patient® whose cases we 
hav.e treated with success:
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.

My Dear Ductors;—I am feeling well, when 1 look 
back and think how I have been and how 1 am now I 
can see a great difference aud 1 feel very grateful to 
you for It. I eun truly say that you have saved my 
life. Very Respectfully, Louisa M. Hunt.

Sept. 7,1898. Wceterio, N. Y.
(This lady was given up tp die of consumption.) 

Dra. Peebles & Burrough«, Batile Creek, Micb.
Dear Doctors:—I am improvlug fust. 1 feel stronger 

and better la every way. 1 have uot felt eo well lu 
years as I do nuw, Yours respectfully,

Sept. 8,1898. Mbb. N. W. Lemon.
z Vicksburg, Micb.

Drs, Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Micb.
Dear Doctors:—Everything that accmed wrong be* 

fore now has disappeared—I feel Warm, the color Is 
rapidly coming to my face and 1 am feeling young and 
strong, I do not know buw to thank you enough fur 
what you have done for me. Yours respectfully, 

Bcpu 6, 1898. A. B. Tuknkr, Des Mulnes. la.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—Our little boy Is alL right now, and I 

think ho will not need more medicine. I am so grate
ful to you—words can scarcely express my gratitude. 
Should any disease enter my family 1 would with the 
greatest confidence apply to you for relief as all 1 have 
beard speak Of you recommend you highly. But 
what Is that to one's experience? Yours with respect, 

Mbs. D. H, Smith, Smithton, Pa.

Dra. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—! write to tell you of my wonderful 

Improvement. 1 am gaining one pound a day. I feel 
ever so grateful to ypu for the good you have done mo. 

Yuur grateful pailent, N’annib Curtis.
Sept. 1, 1898. Glendeane, Ky.

Dr«. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Micb.
Dour Doctors:—It Is with pleasure that I can state 

that I have been taking your treatment but tlireo days 
and ! am feeling much better. 1 am sure I will im
prove right along. Most respectfully,

Sept. 5,1898. Tho8. P. Miller. 
Medicine Bow. Wyo.

Dra. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek. Mich.
Dear Ductors:—I am pleased to say that I am better 

aud will not need any more treatment. 1 thank you 
very much and will recommcud you to my friends.

Toura truly,. Ida A. Conwell
August 20,1698. Manning, W. Va.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Batile Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—! feel better than 1 ever felt in my 

life and I am bo encouraged, life begins to be full 
of promising brightness to me now. 1 am gaining 
everyday. Words cannot express my gratitude to
you. Very sincerely 

Augusti, 1898.
Ollis Clark, 
Idaho Falli, Ida.

Dre. Peebles Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sir«:—Mr. Bradley Ie better and will not need 

any more treatment. We are so grateful to you for 
the good you bavc done him; we feel that you arc In* 
deed helped by the unseen. Yours very truly,

August 22,1898, Mrs. U. Bradley,
Friendship, N. Y.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich,
Dear Doctors:—! write you to-day to lot you know 

that the ovarian tumor you treated In my left side Is 
now perfectly well, I have waited about writing to 
bo sure It was well and now that I am convinced I 
want to thank you for all that you have done for me. 
Thanks du not express what I feol for vou, nor can I 
express what 1 do feel toward you. If it were not for 
you I should bo dead, Indeed every hope had been 
abandoned for my recovery when you tbok my case 
and, now thanks to you and my Savior I am a well wo
man. Your friend and grateful patient,

August C, 1898. Mbb. S, 8. Moobb,
Bo. Atlanta, Ga.

DR. J. £ LOUCKS
Is the oldest and mostsncucssful Spiritual Physician 

now In practice. His cures are
THE MOSTflMARVELOUS

of this age. His examtnaUons are correctly made, 
and free to all who senOiim name, age, sex and lock 
of hair, and six cents tan stamps. He doesn’t ask for 
any leading symptom. 1A clairvoyant doesn't need 
any. Address

J. S LOUCKS, M. D.,
85 Warren st,, Btondiain. Mass. 465

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
The well-lmown Psychtsnejjflit and Business Medium 
Readings personally,^ Tetter or photograph «1.00 
Throe reasonable queoioni answered by inali for 
25 cents Address 54 N.»52nd aro., Chicago. Psycho
pathic treatments. 377tf

OBSESSION.
How evil spirits Influence mortal«. By IL Virata* P. 2S. Prloa 10 cent«.

Aug. 2,1898.
M*bv Kidd, 

Philadelphia, Pa.
Dra, Peebles & Burroughs. Buttle Creek, Micb.

Dear Doctors:—Accept my thanks for your prompt 
diagnosis uf my case. It is perfectly correct, 

Sincerely yours, Mabgaiiet Wkiirlb, 
Aug. 15,1898. Carbondale, Kan.

Dra.Peebles &, Burroughs. Battle Creek, Micb.
Dear Sirs:—1 sunt to several doctors advertising 

through the papers, aud requested u diagnosis, aud 
con simply say that your diagnosis was the more per
ioct. very truly, . H. E. Westgate,

August 27,1898, Rochester, N. Y.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Buttle Creek. Micb.
Dear Sirs:—I received the diagnosis of my case 

aud It Is perfect in every wuy. Yours truly, 
Aug. 28,1898. Jaoob Duncan, Zimmerman, O.
Drs. Peebles & Burrough». Bat tie Creek, Micb.

Dear Sirs:—Your diagnosis of my cuse was very 
correct. Respectfully. Mbs. O. E. Wooster.

August 29.1898. B. Hancock, Me.

Dra. Peebles & Burroughs, Battlo Crock, Mich.
Dear Doctors:— 1 thank you very much for the di

agnosis uf my case. It was very correct. Most kindly, 
Aug. 80,1898. Mbs. C. Rockhill, Alamo, Micb.

Drs. Peebles & Burrough». Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—Accept tbauka for the diagnosis of my 

case; It is perfectly correct. Sincerely yours,*
Aug. 80,1898, MaBGahet WehblE,

Carbondale, Kans.
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.

Dear Sirs:—Your diagnosis of my case is very cor
rect: It Is to my mlud an undeuluble proof of your 
psychic abilities. Mbs. E. N. Balcom.

Sept. 6, 1898. Aluieda, Call.

REMEMBER
TH7YT

DRS, PEEBLES 
&JBURROUGHS 
« 

. »
OTHERS

If you are a sufferer

WRITE TO-DAY,

Giving Name, 
Age, Sex and a 
Leading Symptom 
and Receive an

Absolutely Correct
Diagnosis Free

Address

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

The Evolution of the Devil. ।
By Henry Frank, tho Independent preacher of New 

York city. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical inafy«!« of HI« Satanic Malesty ever 
bubllBhed.. The book contain« 66 pages, and Is bean.™ ilkenes. of Mt&r Ätiüe wS.

DIVINE X-RAY
mamnous 

DeveiepmeniSI or
3 JlrsJJ.Whitney

the celebrated
Trance and Test Medium.

She has developed
Medical Clairvoyance,

and will diagnose disease and treat with 
revealed remedies compounded for eachrevealed remedies compounded for each 

. patient clairvoyantly. Perfect satisfaction 
guaranteed, inorder for the .controls to
satisfactorily diagnose, send age, sex, and 
Reading symptom. Send stamp for. terms 
or treatment. "

Office 232 Stockton St., between Post 
tad Geary Sts., Ban Francisco, CaL

Consultation by Letter Free
Send Postage Stamp for Reply.

C0RBE8P0MJENCE WITH.
No “Lock of Hair” or “Leading 

Symptom” Required.

The following is taken from tbe San Francisco 
“Progress" of November 7,1695:

“It gives us great pleasure to quote from the Light 
of Truth commendations of California aud Califor
nians. In a late issue wo read: ‘We note with pleas
ure the continued success of our friend aud brother, 

For.6tcr- of San. Francisco, California. 
California has become noted for its mediums; and 
although Dr. Forster is not onqtlvo of the United 
Blates, the people of California have learned to claim 
a proprietary Interest In him just as If ho were a 
native son. We hear good reports of him from all 

quarters, and .It gives us much pleasure to add our 
endorsement to the many accorded this gifted 
medium and educated gentleman.”

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
Embracing Soul Culture, Clairvoyance, Psychometry 
and haws of Unfoldment, with free reading. For par
ticulars address EMMA HUUBB, 7M Central eve., 
Hamilton, Ohio. Jes '

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.
If you wish to know what -ails 

you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. G. BflTDORF, M. D
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

REED CITY SANITARIUM
REED CITY, MICH, ’

A. B. SPINNEY. M. D.. Proprietor; E. W, SPINNEY, 
M. D . Resident Physician, with consulting physicians 
and surgeons and professional nurse». The cheapest 
Sanitarium In tbe world; a place for the poor and 
middle claeses. Are you sick aud discouraged ? We 
will give free diagnosis by mull, bend for question 
list, prices and luurnali. 449Lf

I. M. LANPHERE, M.D.
Paralysis. Nervous Prostration. Bbeumatlsm aud 

other Chronic Diseases cured by Magnetic Remedies. 
Send stamp, with luck of Indr, age and sex, for free, 
clairvoyant diagnosis. P.O.Box7,Cambridge.Vt. 4ti3

ASTRAL READING
And your phase of Mediumship, with Instructions for 
developmeut; also a copy of •’The Path to Power ” 
Send date of birth aud 25 cents (diver). Mr. C. 8. 
R. writes: “Tbe rending you sent me fur tlie unknown 
party wa» so astounding to the one who received It 
that be 1» a changed man.” Address

URIEL BUCHANAN,
743 North Park ave., Chicago, BL

Mr. and Mrs. Hatfield Pettibone,
MEDIUMS,

8127 Wabash avenue, Chicago, in. Phenomenal 
Seances given In full light. All »ounce» by appoint
ment every Tuesday and Friday evenings, at 80'eluck 
sharp. Developing aud Magnetic Treatment a special
ly, Private silling» from 10 a. m. tu4 p. m. dally. All 
correspondence with stamp enclosed promptly un- 
swervd.____________________________ 45l,lf

ROMANISM AND THE RE
PUBLIC.

A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OA 
*/jl bls country should have at band forconsulta« I 
tlon. By Bev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A This is a most! 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of tho Purposes, ' 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Bomai 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains W pages, and 
may be conMderea a mine of valuable intttn&tlon fo l 
every patriot in tbe loM Price 81. Fog Mto &l tbl/ 
•ffloo.

ASTONISHING!
DOCTOR A. B. DOBSON

Still Heals the Sick Through 
the Mediumship of.............

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker.
If yon wish Good Health 

should apply to her.

As a Spiritual Healer She 
No Equal.

you

Has

With her Magnetized Herbs all 
diseases that flesh Is heir 

to are cured.

Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her

DIAGNOSE IOUR CASE EBEE.
Address aU MaU to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

Researches In Oriental History.
BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.

One rol. 12mo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.50.

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RE8EASCHE8 IF JEWISH HI8T0BY.
S. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM. 
a. DERIVATION OE ’CHRISTIANITF.

f tf. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS?
I Tbe whole compriiei on earnest but frultle«« search 
for a Historical Jesus. -
i In this volume tbe Jews are clearly shown not to 
have been tbe holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic Idea fs traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2850 years B. C., and its history Is 
outlined, following tbe waves of emigration, until it is 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, in Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian era.

Tbe book demonstrates that Christianity and its cen 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Its rites, ceremoulals. dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among tbe recorda of tbe past; its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read it without Instruction and profit, whether 
he reaches tbe same concluMons with the author o’* 
otherwise. For aaae at thla.office.

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Its Phänomens and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

Watson. This work wa. written by a modern Savior, 
«grand and noble man. Price *1.00.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

LIFE OF THOMAS.PAINE.
By Editor of the National with Preface and Note« 

by Peter Eckler. Hluitrated with view« of the eld 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, alio, portraits of Thoma«- Clio Blckman. 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Boland. 
Condorcet,-Bri«aot, and the most promlntmtof Paine’* 
friends tn Europe and America. Cloth. 7* cent*.

Thumbscrew and Rack.
"Torture Implements employed In the xvth «nd 

XVI th centuries for the promulgation oî Christianity, 
with pictorial Illustrations. By Geo. E. Macdonald. 
Price 10 cents. -

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

■loiTUTl: The Beginning,; Fnntamentol Prlnel- 
Ìlei; Formation of Constellations, Systems, Buns 

laneto and Satolliti!. The Origin of Meteo?* end 
ComeU;TìiéOrffini3 Kingdom; Tba Origin of Man: 
Man—Htl Attributes andFowero; The Soul—How It Receives and Imparts Knowledge; How the Soul Re
ceives IA Highest Impresilons; The Record Book, or 
The Hiarènlr Ether ; How to Cultivate the Sixth Sense; the Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De 
reneratlen; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the 
Bible; The Bible and Christ: The Summary: ,TWhat 
Must We Do to Be Saved.1' For sale at thlsofice

Price, Cloth, $1-25. Paper, 50e

Fifty Years in the Church of Rome
By Bev. ChM. Chtalquy, ex-frieit, AnmuKhble Atto* 

boot. B«<«t,N2. Price »255, '—*

THE TALMUD.
INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS

1 ever tnrltid a ioUd Inid.l to lecture before them.

I«

Herbalist, Psychometrist and Medio* 
al Clairvoyant.

- Diagnosis of disease by lock of hair 

(NO SYMPTOMS REQUIRED)
X five two coat stump«.

FSnVfXX'iymf^ ...........H’S
P. O. Box 118 Oakland Cal. . ..........................

,orel,F countrie. *2.50. Send lock ol hair for all life readings.

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
An lUBtltute of refined Therapeutics, Including tba 

6uu Cure, Vital Magnetism, Electricity, Mlud CurA 
K?.J* 11 ib.er, 6cl?“ce of life. Chemical ufflulty and 

d.ev,ol“Feil wllb their mart-clou, atl- 
plication«. Student« In four continents have taken thn a?oloef n m «ollegel. chartered »nd confers the d<? 
gree of D. M., Doctor of Magnetics. By a system of 
printed questions students cau take the course and 
receive the diplomas at their own home«. Instltutlol 
removed to 253 South Broadway, Loi Angele«, Cai 
Diploma« granted under cither tire New Jersey <9 
C iifre“ * cU“rerF, Send starmi for catalogue to * 

«Ilf E. D. BABBITT, M. D. LL D., Dean.

DR. MANSFIELD’S
HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES
Are compounded clairvoyantly for euch patleut. Send

6ea “x? leading «ymplum for FREE Di S vVi' r W uf U“r(!-” H- u“rrett 
khlTea Huh IIECoS/meIId'^1111' LyiU“n C‘

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D.
176 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two
Curehall rorm. of BlomucU, liver aud kidney dl.ea... jlso con«tlpatlon. A sure cure for that tired,^rem-oul 
feeltug. Guaranteed to asstst your system to health ,rd- ™ «

thousands In all purU uf the world. Bent for «) centZ 
Shm sent nostnald fur <1.00, with Yarma’l 
photoand Instruction»how tollve lOOyear». *

Melted Pebble Spectacles;
BhAwG"^08!1 vlblo,n- Write for Illustrated Circular! 
JfiowJuk »tj lea and price» and photo of Spirit YarlnS 
who developed this clairvoyant power in me. I cj 
rear bt led Pebw,!, Spectacle« as perfectly td 

? your own borne as If yon were In mi
SbaiJ w 11‘pusandB cau testify. Send «tamp foi 
Photo, B. F. Poole. Clinton. Iowa.

PSYCHE
Is/he Invention of u practical medium, under snlril 
xff.,vhCi% <!ld 8 d^b'ned to develop mcdlutnshln 
Many, by lu use, have received long cummunlcw 
lions from spirit friends, and express great satisfao 
Fur^sal/afiliLmce^ The iSge^^e^SS

YOUE FUTURE
1 re"11' *' * 7 'f‘bor Opera House IIlock/ 

pouter, Colo. Charls from «1. Bend slump lor clreu- 
_________ «SItf

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medhiui, who Is clalraudlent. clairvoyant, n»r- 

chouiclrlc sad prophetic, can be consulted at No. 1680 
alk!t' Chicago. Engagements can be mad« ætter._________ 450tf

M".?.•..,?■ F-. INDUl'KNDENT slate
lit Billet and left Medlnm, 211 Winchester avenue, 
Chicago. Van Buren cars, or Mudlsou, transfer 
Kobey. Ladle» Circle, Thursdays at 2. 462
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AUTOMATIC WRITER.
Spiritual Communications by Letter.

CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE,
Life Readings aud Business Advice, 

$1.00 and Stamp.
Addreis 118 South First it., Sun Jose, Cal.

W"I have never known a mure competent, reliable 
and truthful medium for the Spirit-world than Cha«. 
Walter Lynn. Jos. Kouk« Buouanas.

Of interest to Readers of This 
Paper.

All those who are sick lu mlud or body and caunol 
dud relief aend your address and svniplom« to

DR. WM. PEACOCK,
(Care Universal Capsule Co.), Sacramento. Cal.,and I 
will, through spirit power, magnellain and my knowl
edge of medicine. aend you a correct dlagnoal. of your 
trouble or disease and after you are satisfied my term« 
will be In reach of all (rich or poor).

N. B.—This notice la for the benefit of all who need 
niy advice aud magnetism and not to deceive you, Bp 
If you are skeptical do not answer, as my time Is val
uable to those under my treatment. 462

Practical Guide to Power,
Aud a description of

Your Ruling Planet Sent Free, 
to all who send correct date of birth and stamp to par 
postage. Wm. Monvoo. Pomona, Call. «1

YOUR
FREE! FREE!

Wishing to Increase our al
ready large »aloe of the Lo*___ __ • vwm • OUluD UI lilt IjU-
tUB ^,ace cream wo offer, 

Al-V-iXVOvVJL for a »bort time only, tbe 
fol.owing astonishing premium: ’With every 5o cent 
box, the name of your birth stone, or birth card, and 
its occult meaning; with every dozen nt wholesale, 
your planetary position; with three dozen your com
plete boroscope. The cream Is already known and 
used by thousands; best of references given. Agents 
write for terms and get raur horoscope free. First 
class Astrologeremployed. Write at ouce. A. Haste. 
90 E. 22nd st., Chicago, Hl. 468

OPIUM—...■ ■ ■ ■ Stopped at one«
A neveMxillng, hannlese and permanent borne 

euro. Trial treatment free on request.
Or. J. C. Hoflman, <143 Isabella Bldg., Chicago, Hl.

WANTED—GOOD MAN OR WOMAN, 
to represent us in every town. Honest 
Article; Good Seller. Will give you 

references. Address
LEKKO COMPANY, 
69 Dearborn SU, Chicago.

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION.
The astronomical and astrological origins of all re

ligions. A poem by Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. Price ¿0 
cents.

AN EXCELLENT WORK,
T)EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 

J-S Tbe •'Stellar Key” Is tbo philosophical intro* 
duction to tbe revelations contained in this book. 
Borne Idea of this little volume may be gained from the 
following table of contents: 1—Death and tbe After* 
Life; 2—Scenes In tbe Summer-Land: 3—Society In tbe 
Bummer-Land; 4—Social Centres in tbe Summer-Land: 
5—Winter-Land and Summer Land; 6-Language and 
Life In Bummer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—intimates in tho Bummer-Land: 9—Voice 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con* 
tains more than double the amount of matter in tow 
mer editions, and io enriched by a beautiful tron«o< 
niece, illustrating tbe “formation of the Spiritual 
Body." Cloth 75 centa. Postage & cento. Fur oaN 
at thia office.

POEMS OF PROGRESS.
By Hazle Doten. Tbcy^irc really valuable, 1 

Price il (io.

■jffiDIUMISTIC EXPERIENCES'
OF JOHN BROWN,

The Medium of the Booties, «Gb introduction h, I. 8. Loveland. Thia is th« hhtoiy otone ““thi 
most wonderful median» that ever lived, in , ,™ 
me«. BjMoiaBKrt*. Rtes, s«MB. Foi al’ 
at uilv osfiOB« ■ . . . •

The Religion of Humanity;
' A PhlloMpï; M Lite. Br J. Léon Beawell. A boeuttful niper-bonnd pamphlet, with UkansM cf

SäBSB POEMSWOMTHEEimilEK 
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WHO IS OUR SAVIOR?
An Interesting Narrative of 

Spiritual Experience.

After nearly half a century’s ex
, perience of earth life, and also as an 

earnest seeker of truth, 1 have given all 
my spare time to study on this ques
tion. Not alone have I perused the 
writings and works of man, but have 
appealed to a higher source—the study 
of natural laws. Our theological broth
ers tell us Jesus is our only savior, 
to save us from our transgressions 
ugainst God. Now let us reason to- 
gather upon this subject, for God made 
everything and saw it was good. We 
all have reasoning faculties, let us use 
them as best we can, for the high and 
holy purpose of discerning more of 
God’s will through natural law. Is 
Jesus a full-fledged savior? Does he 
save us from all penalty for breaking 
God's laws, or only in part? Does he 
annul the penalty if we meet with a 
physical Injury? No, nor does God. 
And I am glad of this.

What a chaotic condition we would be 
in If the law of retribution were re
pealed. I claim this world has had 
many saviors in times past and at the 
present also—men who were born teach
ers and leaders of reform and who 

• were inspired by higher intelligences; 
but because of this, God has repealed 
none of his laws. They, remain in force 
as far as I have seen, both in the phys
ical and spiritual world. It must, be 
ever thus, or we would (many of us) sin 
if the law of compensation were not in 
force. This, I claim, is one of Spiritual
ism’s grandest truths. We have no 
license to sin or do wrong. Every one 
who breaks God’s eternal laws has to 
pay the penalty, both in a physical aud 
moral sense, and our experience has 
proved this many times.

I think it an injustice for the world of 
mankind to sin aud permit a Jesus to 
bear it all and let the guilty escape.

If Jesus did live once on earth, as is 
stated in so-ealled holy writ, and lived 
a good life, and healed the sick, and 
preached according to his highest light, 
he was our savior, so far as bls life and 
example have tended to uplift hu- 
inanity, and no more. If the human 
family had followed the example of 
Jesus from his death, the physical 
world would have been depopulated in 
a very few years, and if God' hnd 
Wished the farce to continue, he would, 
I suppose, have resorted to another 
Garden of Eden episode. But to me 
evolution and progression eternal are 
grand truths; and my guides (thanks to 
them) havabeen the means of assisting 
me to a height of perceiving this. Per
haps a little of my past life in print 
may help some spirits yet in the body 
physical to put themselves in a con
dition of progression in spiritual truth. 
If only one is benefited, this will not be 
in vain.

My father was a Methodist minister, 
and my mother a very devout woman, 
both living near to the commands of 
their faith and their highest light. The 
Bible, of course, was to them God’s in
fallible word and their only guide. My 
parents were so strict they would not 
allow coffee to be parched or ground on 
Sunday. At the age of five years I be
gan to see clairvoyant!}- and had often 
a beautiful little spirit girl as a play
mate, and being clairaudient I talked 
with her, but I found this never hap
pened unless I was ajiart from my 
brothers and sisters. This led me to 
wish to be away from them, and as 1 
grew older I was censured for this and 
called odd, but I told my parents and 
others I had rather play with the little 
girl that came to me, and for this I was 
whipped and was told I was bewitched 
and bedeviled. I also described a man 
who often came and talked to me, and 
who, I have since learned is my chief 
control, Dr. Homes, who was once a 
physician on earth, and lived in the 
city of Philadelphia.

At one time my mother was in agony 
from the gathering of a felon on her 
forefinger. The man came to me while 
playing and told me to go to my mother 
and hold her finger between the middle 
of my hands and it would get well. I 
ran to her and told her what I had 
heard, and as she had been praying for 
relief, needless to say, it was in a few 
minutes better, and a few treatments 
completely cured her.

Again, at the age of eight years, my 
mother had a severe pain in her ear, 
and it gradually grew worse. My doc
tor again appeared to me. telling me it 
was a cancer coming, and go to her 
and hold the forefinger of each hand in 
each ear for five minutes every day, 
and she would soon be well. I did so 
as directed, and his prediction was ful
filled. My mother believed this was 
Jesus, and I supposed it true for a long 

" time, as he came to me in a cloud of 
light, with a bright halo about his 
head. I seemed to live more in the 

. spirit than in the physical, and was 
never so happy as when in their power. 
As I grew older conditions of course 
were constantly changing, and for a 
time the voices and spirit sight were 
rarely opened. When I had reached the 
age of twenty-three years, and had 
taken a companion for life, and had 
settled again, my father sickened and 
passed to where physical pain Is no 
more. I being the youngest girl and my 
father's pet, my sorrow for a time 
knew no bounds. Just a few hours be
fore my father's spirit, took its flight, he 
called my mother to his bedside'and I 
heard him say: “Mother—he always 
called her mother—“when you see I am 
going, sing for me, ‘0 sing to me of 
Maven, when I am calle'd to die.’ ” 
This was a very trying moment to me. 
I saw he was going, and I askfed him, 
"Father, what are you looking at?” A 
smile came ' over his face, and my 
mother said he saw “Jesus.” He took 
me by-the hand and said, “No, but I 
see my angel mother.” Then another 
smile came and he was gone. Then my . 
thoughts were' drawn to him, where 
was he gone to? and praying he might 
make himself known to me, as Jesus 
did in my, childhood days. About two 
weeks after this, one evening at dusk, 
my prayer was answered. As I passed 
{own the grape arbor at the rear of the

Ouse in which he had lived, I saw, at ■

first indistinctly, a man approaching 
me, I stopped in surprise and he ap
proached very close and outstretched 
his arms, and I recognized my father, 
and 1 fell in a faint. How long I lay 
thus I do not know, as I was the only 
one at the house at this time. At last 
I recovered, though my father was in
visible.

This occurrence was on my mind 
often, and when in deep study I would 
often feel someone touch my arm or 
pull my dress. But all the encourage
ment from my earthly friends was to 
be called a fool or crazy and possessed 
of the devil. Thus It has always been 
with the church, which taught it was 
dangerous to reason or look for truth 
in any way not laid down in their 
creeds and dogmas. I challenge the 
world to show one reform that has ever 
been made, but what has been in op
position to the chureh. But God’s law 
of progression has not nor can it be 
repealed.

As time came on I had to give to the 
spirit world a dear little girl. I mourned 
her loss; I grieved for her; my eyes 
were never dry with tears; I longed for 
her back with us. One evening at 
twilight, near my flowers, I had the 
pleasure of seeing my darling one. 
“Oh, mamma! do not grieve so for me. 
You make me so unhappy. Let me be 
happy. Dry your tears, and cease your 
moaning." Then she disappeared. I 
said: “I will not keep you from being 
happy, nor from the laud of sunshine, 
nor from the great spirit who gave 
you."

From this time on my fear left me, 
aud very often my father and my little 
girl would come and speak in my ear, 
and tell me of the beautiful spirit 
realm; and at night often I would be 
transported to that condition of life, 
and could see for myself. But here I 
must stop, for I am not capable of. de
scribing those beautiful scenes. I saw. 
my father in one of those scenes. I 
said: “Father, you used to tell us of 
hell. Where is it? Does it exist?”

“Yes, my child, but not a hell as I 
preached on earth, but a condition of 
remorse for u misspent life, and wrongs- 
done to others.” \ 1 :

Then I was taken to a dark and dis-’’ 
mal sphere, whose inhabitants seemed 
to notice our presence. “These people,” 
said my guide, “will remain here an 
indefinite period, until they awaken to 
the fact of progression, and áre willing 
to work their way to brighter spheres 
by good deeds to others. Then they 
will receive assistance from above.” - ■

I made all my friends ‘very anxious 
about me, and our family physician 
judged me insane. At last1' was 
thrown on a bed of sickness and my 
physical eyesight failed entirely. The 
physician said I must be taken to the 
hospital and llave an operation per
formed to regain my eyesight, but be
fore the time arrived for me to go, I 
saw my father and my main control, 
and they told me I was put in this con
dition to enable them to subject my 
will power to theirs, or to make me 
willing to give up my life fqr the good 
of humanity, to become their instru
ment, as I was a good medium, only 
undeveloped.

Oh, I cried, I will do all you wish as 
long as it is good, only give back to me 
my eyesight—restore my health to me. 
Oli. tell me what must I do?

They gave me a few instructions and 
I fell in a trance, or what our modern 
M. D.’s term a -ypnotic sleep. While 
in this hypnotic sleep, my spirit 
daughter conveyed me through a coun
try—I saw flowers, rivers, bills, cot
tages, and three of my brothers that I 
did not know had passed out of the 
body, and when I awoke some hourg 
la ter, my eyesight had returned and my 
sickness gone, and I was only a little 
weak. So the family doctor was baffled 
again.

And from that time on I have worked 
for this grand truth, with what suc
cess, I leave my friends to judge. My 
savior so far has been the knowledge of 
the spirit world and its grand philoso
phy, and the guidance of good and 
noble souls. .

Now I have one more added to my 
spirit band, my good mother, who had 
stayed on the earth plane so long. She 
departed the physical life at tlie ripe 
age of ninety-three years. She passed 
out in the year ’90, and several years 
previous to her spirit’s voyage over the 
dark waters, she used to converse with 
and see my father. Now she is an 
hourly visitor, and helps to sustain me 
in all my hours of trial, and both of my 
parents tell me that they have not yet 
seen Jesus or God, only through the 
beautiful laws of nature; and my pa
rents were trutuful. I'll believe them 
before I’ll throw away my reason and 
exist on faith in creeds and dogmas.

I feel I have yet a mighty work to do 
on the earth, and if I have dropped any 
thoughts hi e that will help to make 
others inves igate and think and search 
truth for tn .h's sake, I will feel repaid. 
If good, honest people will gather to
gether and form a circle for manifesta
tions, and wish to learn of the Immor
tality of the soul, about which our 
churches have told us so much, but 
have never proved, their efforts will not 
be in vain.

Fifty years ago very few mortals 
knew of this grand spiritual philosophy, 
but now we register millions, and every 
hour brings converts to our ranks. 
Now. who ever heard of a good Spirit
ualist ever going back to the church.’ 
or a chicken getting back into the egg?

In conclusion I will say, do not fear 
to investigate, for knowledge and truth 
are eternal and are the grand avenue 
to higher realms, where you will meet 
your loving friends passing to and fro. 
laden with messages of . love and sym
pathy for those below." ■ • • -

MRS..M. E. WILLIS.
Binghamton, N. Y. •

WHEN rcONSIDEB LIFE.”

When I consider life, ’tis all a cheat;
Yet, fool'd with hope, men favor the de

celt, • ■
Trust on and think to-morrow will re

pay. . ■ • •
To-morrow falser than the former day, 
Lies worse, and while it says we shall 

be blest
With some new joys, cuts off what we 

possess. —John Dryden. I
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REORGANIZATION.
The Rehabilitation of Shaker 

Homes.

I am strongly impressed, and have 
been for a long time, that some im- 
portant^change, and of a radical kind, 
awaits the Shaker institution—and 
that higher powers than belong to earth 
are endeavoring to bring about the 
same I have not the least doubt—and 
that they will in good time accomplish 
their purpose I firmly believe,

I also believe that the ones more im
mediately engaged in behalf of the or
der are Mother Ann Lee and those who 
were her co-workers while in the earth 
life.

The platform upon which they now 
stand is the same as at the time of their 
first organizing, over a hundred years 
ago. y

I believe their present call is to re
organize, and in a way to bring about 
better results in the new century (soon 
to dawn) than they have ever yet re
alized.

Fifty to sixty years ago they stood at 
their highest, as to membership, since 
which they have been steadily on tlie 
decline, and at present are only a small 
remnant of what they were in the early 
forties.

It seems to me. that reorganization, 
and bn a more natural basis, is the 
work they are now called to, and thaj 
if they do not enter into it, their hopes 
as to an upbuilding will never be real
ized. Why not commence and build 
anew, more in harmony with nature’s 
divine plan, giving opportunity for both 
old and young to lead freer, truer and 
happier lives—enjoying in a perfectly 
proper way all tlie good which Mother 
Nature bas to òffer?

The strict observance of all her estab
lished laws, in every department. of 
human existence, seems to me now 
(although not in accordance with my 
early training and belief) ,just the right 
course to pursue in order to a full 
rounding out of earth life, and proper 
-preparation for the future one.

Suppression of tlie. love nature and 
desire for mateship in the young 
(through arbitrary rule of any society), 
seems’ to me. wrong, and even cruel, 
aud hue the tendency to much of ill 
health, impurity, and unhappiness gen
erally. . , ,
v The school of experience,’be it either 
sad or glad, seems to mo the only one 
which properly educates and fits the 
mind for higher stages of wisdom and 
true knowledge; .

I spent forty-two years In the 
Shaker. Society, and at different times, 
where over seventy people composed the 
home circle, many of them being of the 
youthful class of both sexes, mostly 
brought up In the Order, and have in 
mind at this moment many sad ex
periences in connection with them, and 
all on account of the rigid rules In re
gard to sexual affection, and relation
ship, but which I cannot at this writing 
rehearse.

I have known many to leave their 
homes voluntarily because they would 
not sacrifice their natural loves, and 
yet others who were excommunicated, 
and most bitterly against their wishes, 
because of violation of tills self-same 
rigid rule, when otherwise they were 
worthy members and universally be
loved.

Is enforced celibacy right, or is it 
wrong? In the name of all that is sa
cred, we ask tlie question, and from the 
depths of our own inner life, comes 
back the response, wrong! just as much 
so as enforced matrimony is wrong. All 
are not modeled after the same method, 
aud what is good for one is decidedly 
bad for another.

There are many, too, from certain 
reasons of their own, who prefer the 
single rather than married, life—but as 
a rule, young people are inclined to the 
latter, and it is perfectly in accord with 
nature’s divine law the wide world 
over. This we all know

I heard some with whom I lived In 
the Shaker home say that if they could 
only be allowed the natural companion
ship of their first chosen love, they 
would gladly remain for they loved their 
home, their friends, pleasant surround
ings, and especially the co-operative 
system of Shaker life, but they are now 
out In the broad, and the parents of 
beautiful offspring, both an honor to 
themselves and the author of their ex
istence.

If the society would in some way 
make provisions right at home for the 
lawful love and marriage of those who 
are of suitable age arid conditions (and 
so inclined)—blessing the community 
with progeny of its own, without being 
under the necessity of drawing on thè 
outside world for additions, as has 
heretofore been the case, their ranks 
would soon be filled to overflowing 
with true and worthy, membership 
(according to former predictions), and 
their homes again flourish as in the 
long ago.

I believe it to be the privilege, also 
the duty of every one, both young and 
old, to enter upon reformatory prin
ciples, changing their lives in what
soever aspect they find themselves 
violating the laws of their own in
dividual being, and that such a course 
should be conscientiously and earnestly 
entered upon (regardless of any outside 
criticism) in the spirit of true progress, 
for the purpose of more elevated con
ditions here, abd better, preparation for 
the great and glorious hereafter.

Co-operation seems to be'the work of 
the age in "which we now live) and many 
there are ripe and ready for such a sys
tem, if they could only know hew, 
where and with whom to cist in their 
lot. The Shaker homes are already 
well established in this line, and with a 
partial change in their religious prac
tices (so-called) would be a most favor
able and acceptable starting point to 
great numbers of these ripe and wait
ing ones in the outside world. ’ -

Many of these homes are in moun
tainous sections, with a constant supply 
of the clearest and coldest of waters— 
are large, clean and airy, wholesome 
and healthy, with many modern con
veniences inside, and without of doors ' 
all the happy arrangements necessary ,

to a sumptuous and easy-going farm 
iff®—splendid stock of all ordinary 

-kind, ample orchards, gardens and 
nurseries, -with plenty of fresh fruits 
and vegetables on hand • (good con
veniences too for ■ panning and evap
orating the same, and tables al
ways supplied with the very best of 
food—fine dailies, too, with all the im
proved plans; also good schools, with 
efficient teachers of all the ordinary 
branches of learning attached—musical, 
moral, and physical culture included.

And for the benefit of all who desire 
literary food a good supply of books 
and papers of varied kind are always 
on hand.

Shakers are not very well known— 
especially in the far West are the peo
ple almost entirely ignorant of such an 
organized body.

Many with whom I have become ac
quainted and conversed on the subject 
(out here in this far-away region), are 
very favorably impressed, and say, “if 
they were only out here in California, 
we would certainly join them, however, 
the plan of oral confession in order to 
do so, and their rules in regard to 
celibacy we cannot comprehend.”

And right Jiere I will say what has 
long been on my own mind In relation 
to the former custom—and, what many 
now in their own midst would say were 
they freely and truthfully to express 
themselves. . -

In youth I was • Strictly and con
scientiously true to the requirement, for 
I then had “faith” in all the established 
rules of the Order, no matter how much 
misery they might be attended with. 
The institution (religiously speaking), 
with its divine appointments in leader
ship, and multifarious ministrations in 
every way, and at all times, seemed to 
me then most sacred, but not now.

As to confession, 1( think it should be 
a matter of individpal choice, and the 
listener should be one of the person’s 
own selection, in order t6 tlie relief of 
an overburdened s’<jt|l, and the spiritual 
instruction which will really benefit— 
that It should be ,entirely voluntary, 
and conscientiously engaged in, when
ever the person feels the need of it (of 
course they are free to “open their 
minds” as often as desirable, but only 
in the “line or order diviue or appoint
ment," -wherever placed), aud not a gen
eral, binding requirenient of periodical 
practice, which seems only an old, 
worn-out ritualistic ceremony.

There is a radically-inclined member 
and leader now living at Mt. Lebanon, 
who said several years ago, that “if he 
was the main manager (or sole au
thority), he would demolish the whole 
Shaker platform and build anew, ac
cording to the demands of the age in 
which we now live.”

And why would it not be a move 
most rational—an advancing step In the 
grand upward march of progress?

Still tenaciously clinging to the same 
old religious Ideas and customs of many 
generations in the past, while thou
sands, yes, millions of learned, liberal, 
and spiritually progressed minds are 
working both for the betterment of 
their own lives, and upliftment of hu
manity at large, seems like a narrow, 
stagnated stream trying to preserve its 
standing at the foot of the broad, 
mighty and ever rushing waters of the 
great Niagara!

But as to reorganization or recon
struction, how is it to be brought about"! 
I do not know. Wiser heads than mine 
must plan—yet I merely suggest main
taining au “inner" and an “outer 
court,” tlie former to accommodate 
those choosing tlie celibate life, and the 
latter those of the reverse. Let the 
present, central dwellings be for the 
first-named class, and appropriate some 
of the already vacant apartments (or 
build new ones, surrounding the cen
tral) for such as wish to maintain mar
ried relationship—yet all of both classes 
be firmly cemented together as one by 
the life-preserving laws of true love 
and liberty. JULIA H. JOHNSON.

WHY DON’T HE LEND A HAND?

You say there is a God 
Above the boundless sky, 

A wise and wondrous deity 
Whose strength none can defy.

You say that he is seated 
Upon a throne most grand, 

Millions'of angels dt his beck— 
Why don’t he lend a hand?

See how the earth is groaning, 
What countless, tears are shed, 

See how the plague stalks forward 
And brave and sweet lie dead.

Homes .burn and hearts are broken, 
Grim murder stains the land;

You say he'Is omnipotent— 
Why don’t he lend a hand?

Behold, Injustice conquers; 
Pain'curses everyffibur;

The good-and true and beautiful 
Are trampled like; the flower.

You say ’he is our fafter, 
That what he wills doth stand;

If he is thus almighty, 
Why don’t he lend a hand?

What is the monSrch'Moing ,
Upon his golden thRine, .

To right the wrong stupendous, ’ 
Give joy instead efinoan?- I

With his resistless ,nfajesty, • , 
Each force at hit- command, ' ■ '

Each law his own CreatWn—. . >. •; 
Why don’t he lend ¿ hand? ■

Alael l-fear he's sleeping, . ' 
Or is himsflf a drfam, ;

A bubble on thought's’ ocean," . : - 
Our fancy's fading gleam. • ,

We look’in vain to find him ' 
:. Upon his throne so grand, ’ : :

Then turn your vision: earthward—
. 'Tis we must lend a hand.j .
’Tis. we must grasp the-lightning, 

And plow the rugged-soil; . ■
’Tis. ,we must beat back "suffering, 

Arid plague and'murder foil;
'Tis we must build the paradise ' 
' And bravely right the wrong;

The god above us faileth, '
•• The god.within is strong. / 

- —Samuel P. Putnam.

Every thought or act Jiere leaves Its 
record Imprinted upon the eoul, to be 
read by every one there-* .record that 
cannot be erased or hidden. '
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Ernest S. Green.

PHYSIOGNOMY THE MIRROR OF 
THE SOUL.

No one can hide his true character, 
from the shape of his face.

Draw two lines across the face, one 
under the eyes and one under the nose, 
dividing the face into three parts.

We will first consider the upper sec
tion of the face—forehead and eyes, 
i. e., Intelligence and Knowledge.

If the lower part of the forehead is 
prominent, so as to shade the eyes, it 
denotes keen observation and practical 
business ability.

If the top,of the forehead is high, or 
prominent in the middle, it denotes abil
ity to compare or classify things or 
ideas; to criticise and render judgment 
upon things that are past.

A broad forehead shows wide ideal
ism; a narrow forehead, the reverse.

A high forehead shows keen observa
tion and intuition; a low forehead, the 
reverse. z

A large forehead and deep-seated eyes 
denote a childish and coarse personal
ity. .

Stiff eyebrows denote regular habits 
and good methods.

Bent and raised ’ eyebrows show a 
taste for colors and the arrangement of 
colore, as light and shade; whereas sep
arated brows show judgment In 
weights.

If the brows close in together over the 
nose, it shows a character who will not 
forgive nor forget—he will long remem
ber to “get even.”

If the eyebrows are straight, it denotes 
honesty and square dealing, but if 
crooked, starting upward from the nose, 
it shows a sly, foxy or thieving nature.

Full, convex eyes indicate good 
speech.

Large eyes show sympathy, fantastic 
taste and love of the opposite sex.

Eyes far separated indicate good 
memory.

The color of the eyes shows the tem
per; but this Is not positive.

There is no better indicator of char
acter than the nose.

A large nose indicates nothing, but a 
raised upper portion shows a good char
acter. ..

A Roman nose indicates a love of 
power.

A Grecian straight nose denotes art 
and love of peace.

A turned-up nose shows liveliness; a 
bent nose, smartness, reflection, melan
choly.

A pointed nose shows a desire to win.
A full red upper lip denotes sociabil

ity. A full lower lip shows a love of 
home and home life.

Thick lips show a love for the pleas
ures of life. Thin lips show the re
verse. ’

A good center line on both lips Indi
cates human feeling, love and sympa
thy for others.

A turned-up lip shows wit and good 
nature; turned down, the reverse.

A large space between nose and up
per lip shows—if the latter is stiff and 
Immovable—self-confidence and reliance 
on the Individual’s own ideas, as well 
as pride. If the space is short and con
cave, looking from a side view, so that 
It shows the imprint of the teeth, it in
dicates a desire to learn and to be 
taught by others.

The chin, if projecting down and for
ward. denotes an unyielding character.

A short, set-back chin shows a sulky, 
careless character.

A broad, double chin Is an indication 
of duty, sense and honor. —Dr. Geo. 
von Langsdorff, in Zeitschrift fur Splr- 
itismus, Lelpslg, Germany.

SAD FATE OF AN ASTROLOGER.
An astrologer stepped in 

Count von Maitland, Johann 
and said: “Your excellency, 
worldly duty, as your days 
earth are- numbered—your 
short.”

front of 
Galeazzo, 
leave all 
upon the 
time is

“From whence do you receive' this 
knowledge?” asked the Count.

“I have with my knowledge of astron
omy read it in the stars,” replied the 
astrologer. *

“And how long do you expect to live?” 
again Inquired the count.

“Oh, my planet passes a great many, 
and I will live for many years.” '

“Well, you will see,” said the Count, 
“that you do not depend too much upon 
your planets!” And forthwith he 
turned the unfortunate astrologer over 
to his guard for execution.—Zeitschrift 
fur Spiritisfnus.

SHE HAD A SPIRIT “DOUBLE."
Count Aksakow has acknowledged 

the double of Amelie Sagee, which for 
months was seen by forty-two persons, 
including Baroness Julie von Gulden
stubbe. It occurred in the seminary of 
Neuwelke, at Walmar, near Plga in 
Livland. Amelie Sagee is 32 yearsMd, 
and q native of France.

A few weeks after her arrival things 
seemed strange, as she was seen at the 
same time in different places.

One day, in the presence of thirteen, 
she showed by an illustration on the 
blackboard, that sho' had a double—one 
person by the side of the other—one 
holding the chalk writing, the other 1m

. 1 tn ting.
■ At another time she was helping 

Fraulein von Wrangel to dress, when, 
• looking in the mirror, she saw Emille’s 
•double, also helping to dress. ;
> At dinner time the double was there 
often, keeping up her motions. ' Waiters 
and all at the table tould 'see it Some
times when she left the table the double 
continued to sit there. ■ ’ . • :

At another time, she was sick in bed 
■.With catarrh, whet Fraulein" Wrangel 
was. reading to her-, and.suddenly,het- 
double walked across the floor. / .

One day all forty-two persons were, 
busy with hand-work in a hall with 
four large windows, from which they 
could look in the garden. The ladies 
saw Emilie plucking flowers In the gar
den. Emilie left her seat at the table, 
but it was not long vacant. The double 
took It Two ladies touched the phan-

CLUBS CLUBS!
, , In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at One Dollar 
Each, The Progressive Thinker will be sent one 
year, including that magnificent book, Art Magic, 
free, and the paper and same book free to the 
one wjio gets up the club. The names must all 
be sent at one time. Now is the time to act. 
Just think of this offer, to each subscriber-a val
uable book which is of itself, as prices go, worth; 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two weekly visits 
of The Progressive Thinker. A club can be(gok 
ten up at every postoffice in the United States,, 
with a little effort, as every Spiritualist, everÿ 
Theosophistj and everyone searching into th© 
occult or spiritual should have the book and pa< 
per. 10 yearly subscribers, 10 Art Magics, $10. ,
tom and said they felt some resistance, 
like muslin or crepe. One of the ladies 
even walked through part of the phan
tom, but it remained sitting there. Af
ter awhile It would disappear and be in 
the garden again. All forty two ladles 
were witnesses to this phenomena. 
They qsked her about it and she said 
when she was out she thought, "I wish 
I had remained in the seat, for the girls 
will stop their work and likely do mis
chief.

And all this occurred over and over 
again for eighteen months, until Emilie 
left.

Count Aksakow says: “Of all my 
records of this double existence, I have 
never met a case more convincing and 
realistic. It was no hallucination, for 
the double reflected In the mirror.,— 
Die Ueberslnnliche Welt (Supersensl- 
tlve World,) Berlin, Germany.

SNATCHED FROM DEATH BY A 
' HEALER.

Last May, my mother, Catharina 
Drak, at 35 Franz street,( took sick. 
The doctor said it was a bad case of 
brain fever and lung trouble. She lay 
in fever delirium and spasms for sev
eral days. The fever grew worse, and 
the last sacrament was offered her, as 
they all thought the end was near. But 
I got Mr. Kramer, the magnetic healer, 
of IGO Thereslen street. He laid his 
hands on my mother’s head, and in a 
few minutes there was a change for the 
better. Fever, convulsions and all pain 
ceased, consciousness returned, and In 
a few days she could leave her bed, 
without being magnetized.

Mr. Kramer has cured hundreds, rich 
and poor, but never effected a cure like 
that of my mother, for which I and all 
my relatives are forever thankful to 
him, as he took a victim from death at 
the last moment and again placed her 
among the living.

The above Is from the Kolner Tage
blatt, and is dated Koln, Llndenthal, 
June 6, 1898, and signed by Mrs. Plat
ter, Mrs. H. Bilstein, Cornelius Bil
stein and Caspar Drak, all members of 
the family who were witnesses to the 
case— Psychisehe Studlen, Lelpslg, Ger
many.

TWO CASES OF TELEPATHY.
Mons. W. Cliloplki, of Warsaw, says 

that he and his wife, on the day and 
hour of his friend Valdcrovltch’s death 
—between 8 and 9 o’clock—heard loud 
knocking on the bedroom door; also the 
servant girl heard it.

Some time after, his wife went to a 
lecture. He was in bed when she re
turned and said to him: “There is rap
ping on your desk,” to which he replied, 
“One of our circle has passed away.”

The next day he met a friend, who, 
with his wife, had taken part in their 
sittings. The friend said his wife had 
gone to Vienna, as her brother had died 
there. By inquiring very closely, his 
death occurred at the time of the rap
ping on the desk.—Revue Spirite, Paris.

A POSITIVE PROOF OF SPIRIT 
COMMUNION.

On June 21, in our circle (consisting 
of three persons) there reported the 
long departed grandmother of one of 
the members, who had never before 
communicated. There was rapping, 
and by indicating in this manner the 
letters of the alphabet, a message was 
given.—“Child in heaven.” As the mes
sage was interrupted here, we were at 
a loss to make out its import But the 
next day, June 22, we received a letter 
stating that the same member’s one- 
year-old niece died June 21.

Our circle is only four months old and 
this is a fine test, when there is no 
speaking medium among the members. 
H. F„ in Spiritualistlsche Blatter, Ber
lin, Germany. >

GOETHE, THE POET, ON DOUBLE- 
_ CONSCIOUSNESS.
“Two souls dwell in my breast,” said 

Goethe. “These two souls,” says Aksa
kow, “are the outer and inner con
sciousness.” .

The phenomena leave no doubt of 
this—that the outer consciousness is not 
only necessary to hold the soul and 
body together, but it is also in the way, 
as It’has to be first (either through nat
ural or, artificial sleep) set aside before 
outer forces, can present themselves to 
the inner consciousness.—Uebersinn- 
llehe Welt. . ' ■ ■

The great, widespread idea of an im
mortal life, in the past without knowl
edge was but the shadow of the present 
event in Its coming.

Man is a spirit, and from the time of 
his birth is of the spirit world, but not 
until he has laid as|de t^ls “mgddy 
vesture of decay” is he of tie world of 
spirits. #

INDIAN SPIRITUALISM,
Why the Ottawa Indians Mi

grated. 1

There is a tradition among the Ot
tawa branch of the great Algonquin 
family, believed to this day, that, cen
turies ago, their first parents migrated ! 
westward from the sea coast, near they 
mouth of the St. Lawrence river, and'' 
settled in the valley of the Ottawa 
river in Canada, where they lived for 
untold centuries, and that their main 
village was at a place they named 
Ke-tchl-nebls-slng, which name it still 
bears. There a daughter of the chief of 
the village went down to the lake to 
bathe one morning; leaving her infant 
boy tied to a flat piece of wood, as watt 
the custom. On returning to the spot 
where she l;ad left the child, he could 
nowhere be found. Distracted she ran
back to the village, frantically scream» 

i fhg that her child had been stolen. The • 
villagers turned out aud searched long ! 

. and well; but not a trace of the child - 
could be found. ■

A few days after this two young lov
ers sat on a mound near the spot where • 
the child bad been lost, and while they, J 
were kissing and making love, they / 
were startled by hearing, deep in tha . 
ground beneath them, an Infant crying 
and sobbing as If its heart would break. 
They ran in great haste to the village ■ ■ 
and reported what they had heard. AU 
the inhabitants believed that it was the 
lost child which had been heard erving 
underground. The old chief called 
together all the magicians—as is the 
custom to this day, where the Indians' 
are not under the influence of Chris
tianity—to hold a seance for communion 
with the unseen spirits, to divine what 
had become of the child. I will here 
briefly describe the manner in whicb 
Indians proceed to receive communica
tions from the spirit world, as I have 
myself witnessed.

Poles ten to twelve feet high are set 
in the ground, in the form of a circle, 
from six to eight feet in diameter. The 
top of the lodge Is left open. The sides 
are tightly covered with birch bark oij 
the skins of animals. A fire Is built 
close to the lodge for the purpose on 
enabling the spectators to light tbelrl C 
pipes, as they generally smoke during 
the strange performance. All being 
ready, a low, tinkling sound is htard, ’ 
like several small bells at a distance. - 
With a rush, on comes the leading per- ■ 
former, carrying a magician’s little, flat ■ 
rattlebox, somewhatllike a tamborine. ■ 
He sits down by the fire and begins by, ' 
telling his audience how he can call up’ ’' 
spirits of the dead, as well as of those 
yet living in the world, and that any 
present can ask them questions and re-- ■ 
celve true answers thereto. He next 
sings a peculiar song, which can scarce
ly be understood. He then either goes 
into the lodge by crawling under, or sits 
outside with the audience, throwing his 
blanket or some other clothing over the 
top of it. Immediately the lodge begins 
to shake, like a creature of life with an - 
ague chill. Then is heard in the lodge 
a sound like that of a distant, strong 
wind sweeping through leafless trees, 
and intermingled with strange voices. 
When questions are asked by any one 
present, they are always answered In 
an unknown tongue; but, luckily, 
among the spirits there is always a 
special interpreter to explain what the 
spirits say. .

According to the tradition above re
ferred to, when the performance closed 
a party was sent to the lake to dig near 
where the lost child was left by its 
mother. They did so; and, as deep 
down in the ground as they were tall, 
they found the remains of the child in 
a cavern, from which fled, through an 
underground channel into the lake, n 
spirit monster. The magicians then de
clared that the country was ruled by, 
Mau-tchi- Manito, the evil one, who 
was an enemy seeking to do them all 
the harm possible; that all the mis
fortunes which had befallen them camo 
from that source alone; and that their 
only means of safety was to seek a new 
land toward the setting sun. Thus It ■ 
was that those tribes of the great valley 
of the Ottawa moved westward alohg 
the northern limits of Lake Hufon and - 
-Lake Michigan and all about Ot-chlp- 
we-k!-tchi-gaml (Lake Sfijt-vior), where 
many of them remain to this day.— 
Forum. *

The Spiritual Philosopny versus Di
abolism. Two lectures by Mrs. Maria 
M. King. Price reduced from 25 cents tet 
20 cents.

What Is Spiritualist? and Shall Spir
itualists Have a Creed? Two lecture* 
By Mrs. Maria M. King. Price re
duced from 25 cents to 20 cents.
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! ____ _ tendency to ostracise and excommunicate those who
\A/n.ii^i n r-xx »• H^uld not or would not subscribe to it, as'not entitled to

.^ryhat Would Be the Effect of a Creed or [pe “Ued Spmtiiahsts.
a “Declaration of Princinlps? • ^l?ess iff® attempts already made to formulate a se- or rrmcipies i nes of of aud ¿ot Hudson

TLp UnnnA a.,»x \ •, ,• ., . , ', ve,T "^ef statement seems quite satisfactoi-y to all be-^'BnSnl SvritP. t0 be not aa comprehensive as it
he nmi f Hnro an UUUBUaJ degree, should be-does not take in points that others regard

ifev •• nn 1 L j i \ n >i , , ,, n, , Teiy important in a Spiritualist creed. And each longer
■' d/t £h D.b M -npcov-dTby Hudson Tuttle creed presented finds more objectors or critics, in propor-

IDi. 1. Wilkins, Di. M. E. Conger, J. S. Loveland and tion to the number of items included in it, 1 1
TUp' mnT« „„ « a t a • i i i • i Li dbe ^stofy science and philosophy shows that many 

b a ihe. eu.Js of creeds, as presented in church history, are I things once thought to be known and settled truths, have 
too plainly obseiyable to be overlooked or ignored, been invalidated and discarded as a result of further re

, Ueeds har e never been a factor in the broad growth of search and knowledge. What we think we know to be 
- mind, or the evolution of thelhings that make for the truth to-day, we may, with additional knowledge, see to 

J. / enlargement ot humanity. They have always been a h® error to-morrow. °
hindiance a cramping fetter an obstacle in the way of a Must our creed to-day, be changed, modified or dis- 

UI1111 seareld A'1' and, reception of truth, and a I carded to-morrow? or, if we are true to the new truth of 
■ curse to the lace. Such is the lesson of history, of the I to-morrow, must we undergo trial and excommunication'
;. Past and to-day. Therefore, speaking for myself alone, for heresyT-a la orthodoxy—if we proclaim the newly 
1 1 want none nor will I allow one to be fastened upon me, discovered truth? ■
I .by whomsoever dictated. If not, what is the use of a creed? If people may be
; Ao man, no set of men, not even a majority of all Spir-1 here it, or not believe it—or may teach it or teach con- 
■ itualists combined in council, synod or convention assern- trary to it, what is the creed good for? Nothing but a
, bled, under any semblance or color of authority what- bone of contention and a hindrance to honest freedom of
i- soever, has any right to dictate what I or any other Spir- thought.

ituahst shall or must believe ' One honored public speaker and writer declares it is an
'lo undertake even to make an “authoritative declare-1 undepiable fact that the progress of Spiritualism has 

! tion or statement of what Spiritualists “do believe,” is been rapid beyond comparison with anything to be found
•virtually but a different way of declaring what they m the. whole history of civilization, etc. He cites facts 

< ‘ must believe m order to be Spiritualists; for, if one proving that Spiritualism is spreading throughout the
does not accept every point in the statement, or will not churches, transforming the sermons more and more into 
be bound by it, he cannot be a Spiritualist, as defined by the likeness of the beautiful truths and sweet thoughts of 
the statement or “declaration.” Spiritualism. Nevertheless, the fear is expressed that

Spiritualism lias won its way hitherto without the I unless we are saved by a “declaration of principles” we 
yoke of a creed to make Spiritualists pull together; it has are in danger of being absorbed by the churches! ’ 
plowed up the barren wastes of materialism, it lias pul- To me it looks as though Spiritualism were absorbing 

' .vcrized raid subsoiled the demesnes of the churches, in the churches, “casting out devils” in the shape of those
Spite of tlieir creeds; it has won its way in the world of false “angels of light,” the “creeds” and concurrent 
science; it is going right ahead winning victory against teachings, and leavening the whole mass with our Spirit?
ill opposition; and it is doing all this mighty and won- ualistic idias—and that, too, in despite of those strong 
derful work without a credal yoke to make its individual I fortresses of defense, the creeds, articles declarations etc 
■Upitb work together. th-« / Verily, “What a change from fifty years ago! ’The

Mould-it accomplish more with a creed? I think not. seventeenth century creeds are shelved and worm-eaten
A creed would beget strife, be a source of trouble, a weak-1 Theological dogmas are dying, priestcraft is nearly now- 
^uing force, in the body of Spiritualism eriess, the Devil is annihilated, and the old-time ortho

. 1 would not deny the right of any individual to make dox hell is transfigured into Gehenna gardens and vine- 
,a. creed—lor himself; or of any number of persons to yars just outside Jerusalem’s walls”—And all this accom- 
unite and formulate a creed—just for themselves, if they plished by an ism and a people without a “creed” or a 
ra-de.S?;el. JJ0 deny right t° set up such creed as “declaration,” and against the combined influence and
¡the authoritative standard to which any one is to bow as- power of all the creeds! ■ '
S'rizFSn'e tbein^ve3 aj0Iie' . „ And yet—it is necessary to our success that we have a

By all means, if any pastori has a coterie of adulatory I declaration! a
worshipers, to whom said pastor’s peculiar expositions Spiritualism is going right ahead—not bnrkwnrd 
are as the holy truth of God, and they desire to formulate Without anything bearing the remotest semblance to a 

■ 'h credal statement of such views, let them make a creed creed, and without any leadership save tlie angel world it
—and have it all to themselves, just as long as they want is transforming and reforming the churches, abolishing 
n neVCr atleinI,t to fasten H UP°U the necks oi I fredahsm, and through the forceful processes of evolu-

. . tion from lower to higher, it is revolufionizino- fhn
Io the claim that a creed, or its milder-mannered thought of the world. g

equivalent, a “Declaration of Principles” that shall be in I What more could it accomplish by taking on a sem- 
^y,m.an]de1' authoritative or binding on Spiritualists, blance of the worn-out garments now being cast off bv 
(i<nd of what use would it be without being so?) is needful the churches, and which have proved a hindrance to full 
to insure tlie success of Spiritualism, I reply by pointing and free development of thought and reason?
to tlie phenomenal success of Spiritualism during the Concerning the necessity for leadership, the real lead- 
past fifty years, without any creed or declaration.. I ers of Spiritualism will never be found among those who

lo tlie apparent attempt of a few to compcHhe adop-1 are working with tlie questionable finesse of the low-class 
tion of a creed or declaration, by force of browbeating politicians’ methods for self-advancement and' exhibit 
rand_overriding all opposition, by aggressive, dictatorial themselves in the self-seeking role of insatiable clamber- 
'insolence and popish assumption of superiority of judg- ers after the highest seats in the spiritual synagogue 

..inent torivluch all must bow, I shall only say, as did In- The leaders in Spiritualism will be those selected and 
‘gersoll to the assumptions of orthodox apologists, “It elected by the spirit-world—and their leadership will be 
.wont do. It wont do. in the realm of advancing thought, which will overflow

. Probably no opposer of a creed will deny the right of I surround and engulf the puny efforts of would-be self- 
■ x”3i nnGi n' m°re iorm \CrJeed, °,r declaratl0n> "ho may selected leaders to install themselves as rulers over the

feel that they want one. But while freely conceding tliis hosts of Spiritualism.
right, so long as no attempt is made to force it upon oth- Thus have I stated my “creed,” and formulated mv
pre, we claim for ourselves the legal and moral right to “declaration of principles’.” It is not binding upon any 
our adverse opinions, and the ethical right to not be one but myself, nor does it “bind” me in any degree or 
abused and insulted with the epithets, “fools” and “de-1 manner. I am free lo change or modify mv vifws to 

, mented because our opinions differ from the opinions of harmony with advancing light, at any moment of mv’ex- 
. anyone else. istcnce, to time and in eternity. y

- Allow me to mildly suggest that no man nor set of I What a sense of freedom it gives!
men has a patent-right title or warranty deed to all the My advice is, for each one to “stand fast in the liberty

. .visdom, reason, or knowledge or sense there is in the wherewith ‘Mother Nature’ has made him or her free”
■ world; and abusive epithets are the very poorest kind of I and freely let all others do the same. Thus there will be
• logic to convince an opponent that he is mistaken in his harmony to freedom, and freedom in harmony—and this 
i , , . , . . , , ., will be in perfect harmony with the free spirit of Snirit-
. Without denying, or desiring to abridge, the liberty of ualism. JAS c UNDTi'TiTTTT^r
I Others to formulate a creed—for themselves alone—for Hammond, Ind. ’ ’ DLRHILL.
■ 'my part I cannot in any manner or degree limit my '
1 ’ mind’s full freedom to search for truth, to accept wliat 
. . appears to me to be the truth—and to change my belief 
i every day and every hour if new light modifies my former 
1 perceptions of truth.

t

! JJaVdnS carefully'studied from a strictly unbiased point 
all that has appeared in The Progressive Thinker regard
ing a creed, or declaration of principles (only a difference 
in the wording), I have hit upon a mode which seems 
practical for the solution of the vexing problem.

Webster defined ‘‘Creed” as “A definite summary of 
• what is believed; 'a brief exposition of important points, 

as in religion, science, politics, etc.,’’ and then states 
especially a summary of Christian belief.” The word 

n “Fd-dy lJeeu monopolized by the church for ages and 
the keep off the grass” signs are still standing guard 
over their barren wastes, to warn all searchers after 
knowledge that “These are private grounds.” .

I here are many with whom I join hands upon this 
question, viz.: Hudson Tuttle, Dr. Conger, A. 0. Smith, 
J. C. Green, et al. That is we agree in the main, but 
were we to word our individual declarations of principles, 
they would no dpubt differ about as much as hays the 
environments differed in our production, or as do pur 
laces and forms, therefore I have no desire to formulate 
a declaration of principles for either of them/ nor do I 
care to submit to their declarations unless they accord 
with my pwn view. This is fair from the position of 
personal liberty and justice, as I understand the terms.

My very highly esteemed brother, Prof. J. S. Loveland, 
took exceptions to what I said in a previous article, and 
ne had a right to; that is just what will ensue when a 
declaration of principles comes from the pen of my good 
brother (it did occur in Ids own State), who believes that 
in presenting to the world some land of a statement of 
our principles, as Spiritualists, we take a step in the right 
direction. We appreciate his desire; indeed we do, in the 
attempt to raise the standard of public opinion of Spirit
ualism. Nothing could be more in place at the present 
time than a move to present our scientific deductions, our 
philosophical conclusions, our religious rationalism, 
nghtly to the world, but I must still contend that just 
about the time we .get beyond the declaration that we 
know that man is spirit in mortal form, that life is 
eternal, and that when man, the spirit, passes from the- 
mortal form and from mortal vision, he can return and 
make known his presence to mortals, unddr favorable 
conditions, we take the first step toward sectarianism.

How would it do to have branches or sects advocating 
Materialistic Spiritualism, or Materialism, Christian 
spiritualism^ I’heosophism, Astralism, Re-embodiment- 
ism, Mentni-Scieneeism, Altruism, Spiritism, Psychism, 
Spiritualism, etc., etc., as has Orthodox Christianity, each 
claiming the only 'rational religion? Would there not 
be more reason for Contention and jealousies in the ranks 
than under the present system, or lack of system, as he 
will no doubt claim?' ' ■

Again he asks, “What are we working for?” First of 
a;L Professor, we are striving to impress upon humanity 
that conscious Writ survives after the change called 
death, that therefe abundahce of proof of it, and that the 
doorway to investigation is ever open; beyond tliis each 
lias a certain ratiprial or irrational idea of life here and 
hereafter, and tlibse'ideas differ as our mentalities differ, 
and these differehcCs are taken across with us and come 
back with us wheii we return to tell the tale of our 
diverse experiences J-and observations. What may seem 
a truth to me is‘my‘ own deductions from what I have 
sepn> Jyjt, smelled, lasted, heard, or even sensed, and 
might be an untruth to another.

or ho1^ as much as a mortgage on it. 
one s guides have yet been chosen to direct the entire 

bpmtuah|tic movement. When any one is obliged to 
have a guardian appointed to transact their affairs of life, 
they have a right to choose that guardian, unless they 
aie insane or a minor, and no one with a spiritual organ- 

_6Piritually advanced should wish to consider 
ewone insane who fails to agree with him.

foi aU ““T madice toward none; with an 
earnest desne for the greatest good to the cause of Spirit
ualism as_the outcome of this discussion, I herewith pre
sent my ideas: r

Some folks say thaf we want a creed, , .
But now indeed,

WI ; What is the need,
When we boa8t of sowing Nature>a progressive ]dnd of 

seecir .
When we boast, of our advancement, great wisdom and aH 
mi tllak ,
Tbey y°£ld bold our risin£ sPirits in «Id Orthodoxy’s

Th.ey would but hold our noses still 
Within the mill

wi.;L « . r , . Of creedal will
from hill^ UghW freedom from housetop and 

They would plant, the flag of science, philosophy and 

And WXn1G 8ame religiW, old tight-fitting worn-out

dr. T. WILKINS.

CREED OR NO CREED.
We Should Declare Only What We Know 

we^aSnWtir11* iSS?ed m0,”1 many sources as 10 whet]ier 
n/nrf. • i allst18< skould Lave a creed, or a “declaration
3 !8 7wlllch am?unts t0 the same thing. There 

many good reasons why we should not, andreven 
few if any why we should. If we will declare only JhS 
niUtaH Vir? ry but t0 1,ave the word Relieve

L J’1 emPliatlcally say no- What we believe to be 
truth.to-day may prove an error to-morrow.

bp¡ritualists should be too much on the wing for 
knowledge to settle down to many fixed principles.2 To 
Xld1Dd ihei\1S Jery little that we can declare to the 
world as absolute facts, which we are not liable to out
grow. The corner-stone of Spiritualism is spirit com- 
mmon-a scientifically demUrated fact, as muSi 
as any fact in nature. This one fact covers all the phases 
of spirit phenomena, each one a stone in the great temple 
of wisdom which we shall not complete in eons of time 
ii ever. »

j

' • .With a creed established as a criterion of truth to be 
accepted, minds are molded to fit the grooves and knot
holes and protuberances of the creed, while the creed it- 

• self remains a fixity, an obstruction to all development or 
growth beyond its confines and proportions. It remains 
until it is ground away by the force of attrition from 
without—the force of progressive minds that cannot nor 
will not be bound nor circumscribed by it.

There must be no credal formulation which shall in 
any degree operate as a stake and tether to limit mental 
frOedom or prevent Spiritualists from grazing in any and 

.'. all the rich pastures of boundless knowledge and pro- 
t ,grcssion in the universe. Any field smaller than this is 

too small for Spiritualism. There must be no limit to 
expansion in knowledge of and freedom to receive all 
truth, or whatever may, at any time, now or in the here-

■after, appear to be the truth.
- Creeds limit ideals, and hence limit and hinder the 
.. progress of mental enlightenment and spiritual develop

ment. The natural tendency of anything in the nature 
of a creed, by whatever title, is to induce mental petri

. faction, a hardening and crystallizing of thought, into a 
state of non-living, non-progressive inertia or deadness 
Instance, the recent Presbyterian General Assembly at 
Winona Lake, Ind., congratulating itself and the people 
it represents, on the fact that they—the sect and the 
creed—stand just where they stood 250 years ago, not 
having advanced, as a denomination, beyond the dogmaf. 
ic stakes driven by the Westminster Assembly in its 
.“Confession of Faith,” a creed which embraces some of 
the most damnable, horrible, God-and-man dishonoring 
doctrines ever presented for the belief of poor, misled hu
manity. Presbyterianism is tethered to its stake. It is 
a petrified mummy—and its followers actually glorv in 
the fact that it is such. ° y

.. Shall we undertake to mummify and petrify Spirit-' 
ualism?

In the yard at my home are a number of oak trees 
around which, a few years ago, were fastened the ends of. 
a uire clothes-line. Last summer I observed that the 
wire was imbedded deeply, the trees having, in the natu
ral process of growth, bulged out beyond the confines of 
the wire. Removing the wire, there remained a deep in
dentation encircling the trees, between two ridges of ab
normal growth The trees will retain the deformity of 
structure, as long they endure. Their freedom of natu
ral growth was obstructed, and they will never fully re
cover their normal symmetry and strength.

i Tlie wire i3 an apt emblem of a creed, an “Authorita-' 
\ 5T.e declaration of Principles,” a set of “Articles of 
p. Faith,” or whatever title one may be pleased to apply to 
F ¡the thing that stands—as all such tiling« ever have stood 
pWd ever wiU stand—as :_a crystallized formulation: of 
¡1- lt|inigs; that are to be believed and accepted as a settled 
i; jtetement of belief. Spiritualists want no wires binding 
j^ |£elrfull and free expansion and growth 
fefe.’ A creed, instead of tending to unity, would inevitably

AFTER HER DEATH.
THE STORY OF A SUMMER, 
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doth,

Principles of Light and Color. 
b00ka oi the by man

t J1,?1 x1us^anc.e’ ^'6ay! ”1 know I have a pain in my arm.” 
I felt that pain. ’ “But,” says the Christian Scientist, or 
Mental Scientist,' > “that is -not true; you are a spirit and 
you cannot have tt pain.” r. .

4 hese people do hbt recognize the physical as in ex
istence, at least so far as influencing the spirit is con
cerned or affecting it in any way_ .
.. i°,.d°”bt the bro,thar Wdl1 P.00h at any reference to tliis 
sect, but they, as a body of enthusiasts, claim to have dis
covered a great truth and that truth tells them man is 
spirit. Just how they discovered it does not affect the 
case in the least, but thus far their claim is the same as 
my own, and I know how I discovered it to be a truth- 
farther thipi this I cannot accept their declaration of 
principles.

Brother Loveland’s views do not in the main differ 
from my own sufficiently to enter into an argument 
thereon, but here comes Silas Boardman with twelve 
articles of belief and knowledge; J. H. Blodgett, through 
C. P. Mitchell, of Moline, Ill., gives us thirteen; Dean 
Clarke bobs up with fifteen, and there are others, numer
ous and diverse. What are we going to do with them?

My solution to tliis problem is this: When the sec
retary of the National Spiritualists’ Association can find 
time, sometime in the future, not this year, to look after 
the matter, let him advertise, as it were, for such ‘‘Dec
larations of Principles” to be sent to him as may be 
adopted by the various Spiritualist societies throughout 

' d ates, there is no hurry about the matter, 
accompanied by one dollar each, to pay for filing, and as 
a good-will fund-for the N. S. A., not excluding private 
Declarations, if accompanied by the dollar, these to be 

presented to a committee to be appointed at the next 
annual meeting of the N. S. A., composed of twelve mem
bers of said Association, chosen with especial regard to 
the divergencies of opinions. Call tliis committee by 
whatever name they may decide upon—“Committee on

In regard to the creed question, I wish to say that Spir
itualists should be bound by no creed. It seems to me 
as though in forming a spiritual society that all that is 
riecessary is a simple platform containing the principal 
teachings of Spiritualism. A platform of this kind 
would be one upon which all true Spiritualists, and to 
fact all progressive people, could stand because it would 
rest upon reason, right and justice, and would therefore 
be safe. Spiritualism as a belief or religion is far ahead 
of all other so-called religions, because it has facts to sus
tain it. For this reason it does ¿ot need superstition 
theories or supposition attached"to it. ' ’ i, —',V c uu

Its teachings can be proven by those who desire to do Declaratl°? of 1 rxnciples would do. The duty and pur- 
Tl, 1_U__ _ _ _ 1 V UCBlie LU QQ nosft nf Rfl.J AftmmiHlto in Kn _ J ____

Our philosophy has been taught us by spixits in all 
gradesi of unfoldment, each one teaching what he has 
learned since leaving the material world. This is wise 
denc^’wiw^68 °f WOuld be witll0ut evi'
dence. M hat seems a truth to one does not to another 
owing to the different stages of mental unfoldment. By 
W. of illustration, let us compare our spirit teachers 
with those in our public schools. There must be dif- 

°f teiCherS it0 J’eac11 1116 different min(ls- 
1 “st tne pnmary to reach the unfolded mind. Then 
step by step as we unfold a higher mentality, we need a 
higher grade teacher. Now here I want to protest 

P?°? I ,decryin? the physical phenomena, 
ifi jeralphabet onmultiplication table how could 
we learn the higher branches ? We are wholly dependent 
upon these primary steps. There is no higher or lower 
Spiritualism. It is all one philosophy, with no break in 
the chain. _ Then, too, there is so much said in both pub- 
he and-.private about spirits disagreeing in what they 
teach. , W.hy shouldn’t they? They can only teach what 
SkTileT#d S11ie 1Iea™g thlB BPhere action- as 
spirits from different planes see tilings differently, their 
Turtlene.ce/slty differ, yet both be truthful.

B1en tbe716d°m of allofflng a11 classes to tell 
what they know of spirit life. “Milk for babes,” but 
strong meat for those in higher stages of unfoldment. 
Each class taking whgi they can assimilate and condemn
ing what they do not comprehend. This is not just but 
will be so until they, too, reach that plane of conscious
ness from whence the knowledge comes

Re-embodiment is a bug-bear to many of our own peo- 
E nnf J ! ? hlgher1EP7ita teach.it. There is as much 
proof of that as much else the spirits teach, that we ac
cept without the least opposition Many mediums say, 
My guides don t teach it.” Why ? There are two good 

reasons: Grades don t know it all; many guides who are 
constantly near their mediums, have had neither time 
nor opportunity to investigate the teaching and see if it 
ie a fact. Others are not progressed to that spiritual state 
to enable them to enter the higher spheres where the 
knowledge can be obtained. There is plenty to teach be
side this, and I see no reason for spirits or mortals wasting 
words on the subiect. I am well Acquainted with a grand 
speaker who taught re-embodiment year? before the guide 
or medium believed it. I questioned the guide Mr 0 
to know how he could do so. ~ '

OLD AND NEW
PSYCHOLOGY.

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

Report« pt twenty-four dl.tlnct lecture, recen in 
nhlJe»til1Uow ’orlt’, Brooklyn, Boston.' Plillade 
hl» and other prominent cillé» of th« Unite, 

° The’chief !ba bakala of th" volume
xuo chief aim throughout the volume ha» bm »■ Arouse Increased luterest tbe worSble noStif 

18tlc°and °! ^unian uulure, thoroughly optim
istic and at the same time, profoundly ethical S, eevernl chapters are devoied Co Improved method»^ 
education, the writer confidently e™pe™ "that miñé 
parent», teacher» and other» who have char« of thl 
over thermnral!v w“1«d “J““1 tu e*ercl“0 aupervlelon 
over me morally weak and mentally afflicted win d* 
rlre.ome help from the doctrine»
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to read* AbBorblngt/u-uiWat- Ing, and ihuuld bo In the bands of every thoughtful 
nan and woman. No one can read its pages without 

being convinced of the existence of a future life. The 
Kr«ut.v.ft,ue.' not on,y t0 Spiritualists, but to 

those Interested In the problem of man’s future life, 
aa well as to those Interested in phenomenal re
search.’ -J. J. Owen.
iJrb!?«v“I?m.e is®uP<,>Toya1 octavo In size, beautifully 
bound In cloth and gold, and profusely Illustrated.

1 rice postpaid. For sale at this office.
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By Allee B. Stockham, M. D.
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children, and alms to lead individuals to seek a higher 
development of themselves through most sacred ro- 
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THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND HOW WE ASCEND THEM.

Or» few thought» on how to reach Chat altltudo

It. With portrait. By Motts Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual »ting, and to 
show yon how to educate your spirit) taifaculties. 
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so. Its teachings are practical because they tell us we 
must five pure, honest and upright lives while here in 
order to make a good standing for ourselves in spirit-life.

It teaches also that if a man or woman commit« a 
crime, there is no way for him or her to get rid of the ef
fects of that crime except bv self-atonement. Therefore 
its teachings, if considered from a proper standpoint, are 
reasonable. Almost all other beliefs or religions are 
weighted down to a great extent by theories, suppositions 
and superstitions. We know members of a good many 
religious denominations have no way of proving their be
liefs except by the Bible. I believe the majority of Snir- 
ituahsts wiB admit that the Bible is poor evidence bv 
which to prove anything in regard to what God’s word is 
because it contradicts itself so much that not even a Phil’ 
adelphia lawyer is able to determine which is true and 
which is false R.E. WHITE

Chicago, Hl: -

My Creed.
-l.I recognize the immutability of law.
2. That the principles of Nature are self-existent and 

eternal, and are automatic in their action.
3. That man is a spirit, and as such survives the 

change called death, and under favorable conditions can 
hold intercourse with those who are still in the physical 
form. • r J

4. That individual salvation is the result of individual 
effort, and eternal progression the destiny of every hu 
man soul. wppj, c HODGE.

“Woman, Church and State.” • By Matilda Joslyn 
Gage. A royal volume,-of more than common intrinsic 
value. The subject is treated with masterly ability: show
ing what the church -has and has, not done for womami 
It is full of uiformation on the subject, and. should be 
rirad by every one. Price $2, postpaid. For sale at thia 
office.

“The Law of Correspondence Applied to Healing. A 
Course o( Sevto Practical Lessons, by W. J. Colville” 
Helpful and instructive to those interested in Spiritual 
and Mental Healing. Price 50 Cents . For sale at this 
OlllCOa •• • ! .•*'*-?>'. .' ‘ '■

“Karezza. Ethics of Marriage.” BTAlicTBTstwt* 
ham,M. D. Price, $1. For sale at this office«

pose of said committee to be to read and compare the 
“Declaration of Principles” filed by the secretary and 
select therefrom such articles or clauses as may occur the 
same throughout the entire compilation. ' Let this be 
presented to the convention in due form for adoption or 
rejection. This then to go back to the societies rep
resented in the compilation, to be acted upon and 
reported back to the'secretary. ■ *

I put this suggestion out, not to overtax the energies 
and constitution of the secretary of the N. S. A. with a 
useless kind of work, for I do not believe it useless, but 
in view of the fact that there seems to be a desire for 
some kind of a notice to the public that we are and why 
we are a body of declarers, philosophers, religionists or 
something that .seeds further defining than it is now 
getting. .0-o'[

I am confidena ttijs mode of boiling down a creed or 
the subject of a ffDeelaration of Principles,” will extract 
about the sized fenftula that Brother Tuttle and others 
are wilting to takejor their own spiritual bases, but 
winch they would.have no .desire to prescribe for others.

I find other mjenW, physical and spiritual organisms 
unhke mine, except M regards the universal resemblance 
of human bemgBsiand thfe food required to make me ex
pand might dwarf another; or, the coat that will fit my 
brother might bind me beyond endurance.

The world haaihad about enough of sawing men’s legs 
off to make them fit the beds prepared by kings 
priests. b ° .

Thinking, reasoning, kindly disposed Spiritualists 
never resort to such bushwhacking tactics as have come 
from the pen of one of our good old workers, in an argu
ment of so much value to the cause as the one .upon the 
question under discussion. . There is no arguments an 
attempt to browbeat people into submission on any sub
ject; that is too orthodox for Spiritualism; that is just 
.the spint we must purge from our ranks; it is too selfish 
Md bigoted for even libertil ..Christianity and is an in- 1 
delicate, unwholesome, nauseating morsel for those who ' 
are at all. sensitive. . . : ,

sufficient confidence in those above him to be willing to 
voice their sentiments, and added further, that as soon as 
his medium had a vacation he was going to investigate 
for himself. Two years later I again entertained the 
same medium and found both Mr. C. and the medium 
full converts to the fact. He said he found it much 
easier to teach what he understood than to voice the ideas 
of others. He took the much-needed vacation entered 
a higher plane for unfoldment, and proved re-embodi
ment to be a fact. All spirits are not fitted to enter the 
higher spheres where they can “prove all things.”

To sum up, let us declare: First, that spirit com
munion is a fact scientifically demonstrated. Second 
that to live a pure life pays here and now, and that is 
morally a demonstrated fact. These two we are not 
liable to outgrow or change. Never say we believe, but 
we teach so-and-so, leaving the world to accept as truth 
an they can comprehend and call their own. Let God 
purely alone. . Finite minds cannot grasp any God idea 
We know nothing about God. These are my ideas re
spectfully submitted. HELEN C. BUSHYHEAD

San Diego, Cal. '

ioned the guide, Mr. C.. rniLUoUrn Y
He replied that he had OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE.

This work contains an account of the very wonder* 
ful spiritual developments at the house of Rev. Dr, 
Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar cases in all 
ports of the country, Ibis volume Is the first frott 
the author directly upon the subject of “Spiritualism,* 
and has stood the test of many years. Cloth. tUL 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office.

Joys Beyond the Threshold
A SEQUEL TO

THE T0-M0KR0W OE DEATE

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THE T0M0RB0W OF DEATH was wrlten to 

develop the idea the principle of the permanence 
of the human soul after death, and Its reincarnation 
In a chain of new beings, whose successive links are 
unrolled in the bosom of etherlal space. ‘'Beyond 
pta TnRJunoLD” continues on the same lines, en
larging and expanding the idea by reasons and con
siderations drawn from science and phllosophyzclalm- 
Ing that the certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end is the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In the presence of death, and 
that die help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end Is farsupertor to that of any of the existing re
ligions. From beginning to end Ills interesting, en
tertaining, Instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts it all or not, much will bare been learned 
and muon pleasure enjoyed In Its perusal. Price 11.25 
For sale at this office.

• Because someone must lead is no sign the leaders must 
appoint or elect themselves to that important position 
and with an air of. “Here’s your medicine, swallow it’’ 
force their declarations upon us. This kind of stuff will 
not down with men and women who know their own 
minds, and who are firm in the conviction that they know 
what they want and what they do not want. No one

Our Creed.
TKe following are a few of the beliefs held in common 

by the Spiritualists of to-day: ,
1. In a natural religion, suited to the wants and de

mands of human nature, and that progression is the law 
of the universe.

2. In doing good for the sake of the good that will 
accrue to ourselves and our neighbor, not from fear of 
punishment or hope of reward.

3. That the laws governing the universe are im
mutable, unchangeable, eternal, and self-existent; that 
they never had a beginning and will never end, but that 
throughout all eternity cause and effect will follow each 
other without variableness or shadow of fuming

4. That eternal justice will be meted out to all and 
that none can escape the penalty of their crimes ’

5. That there is enough in the philosophy, phenomena 
and facts of Spiritualism to satisfy every intelligent in
vestigator after truth. 6

6. If Spiritualism is true it solves" the problem of life 
and opens up a highway between the physical and spirit
ual world, where friends who have been separated bv 
death can meet again and communicate with (rich other

These are some of the underlying'principles of Spirit- 
uahsm and we cheerfully submit them to the intelligent 
thought of the world. B. A. CLEVELAND.

„/°rigin and Antiquity of Man.” By Hudson Tuttle. 
A masterly, philosophical work. -English edition, nicely 
bound in doth, $L For sale at this office.
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THAT DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES,

*

&

A Critical Analysis by a Classical Scholar, 
of California.

For fifty years the Spiritualists have managed to get 
along without a creed or chart of doctrines to guide their 
thought. But as the old Jews became dissatisfied with 
their unpretentious judges, and demanded a king, so as 
to be like the nations around, even so the Spiritualists of 
California have launched their creed under the preten
tious title of a “Statement of Principles.”

The mountain has labored, but whether a mouse or a 
nondescript has been born can only be determined by a 
careful examination. And in view of the persistent 
claims put forth that Spiritualism is a distinctively new 
cult, which presents to human thought new doctrines, 
vastly superior to the old religions of the world, it be
hooves us to give these newly promulgated theories our 
candid attention.

The California State Association of Spiritualists have 
put forth this statement and, therefore, we are entitled to 
infer that it is the best that the best talent in their ranks 
can produce. Following the method of political con
ventions they preface their creed with -a-preamble. To 
this the attention of the reader is first directed. It de
clares “we present to the world ♦ * * a simple state
ment of principles, which are susceptible of differentia
tion and growth.”

Most certainly, here is something riew—a principle 
“susceptible to differentiation and’ growth!” From what 
is it to be differentiated? And when a principle grows 
what is the material which it absorbs in the process? 
Things which grow are composed of various substances. 
Pray, what are those substances which constitute a prin
ciple? But, in this remarkable statement, growth and 
differentiation seem to proceed upon parallel lines. Now, 
as this word is one used Lv Herbert Spencer to denote 
that process of evolution wliereby an individual entity is 
horn from the homogeneous wholeness, the only eonclu- 

, sion to be reached is that this statement is a homogeneous 
mass from which, in the future, something may be 
reached which will “satisfy the minds of all reasonable 
thinkers,” As will be seen by further analysis neither 
“reasonable,” nor any other class of thinkers can be sat
isfied with the thing as it now is.

The preamble goes on to still further affirm that, “this 
statement is a consensus of opinion and an expression of 
the collective mind of the Spiritualists of America.” If 
this be true, which is very much doubted, what need of 
“growth, revision or change?”

But leaving the preamble, let us come to the articles.
Article I. is “Definition,” and reads as follows: “Spirit

ualism is a scientific and philosophical religion, and em
braces the science of life, the philosophy of existence and 
the religion of humanity.” It may be said here, that the 
“consensus of opinion” among Spiritualists does not en
dorse this article. Many deny it and declare that Spirit
ualism is simply a fact—is neither religion nor philoso
phy; but leaving them to settle their own differences, let 
the reader carefully scan the sentences of this wonderful 
definition. It is first a “scientific and philosophical re
ligion.” Then it “embraces (very affectionately) '‘the sci
ence of life.” That is, science embraces itself. Again 
it embraces “the philosophy of existence.” And lastly it 
embraces “the religion of humanity.” Is “the religion 
of humanity” “scientific and philosophical.” If so, how 
can it embrace itself?1 If it is unphilosophieal and un
scientific, how can its antagonist, “the scientific and phil
osophical religion” embrace or include it? Will our Spir
itualist philosophers inform us? But, in Article III., it 
is declared that “the mission of Spiritualism in the world 
is—primarily—to establish a rational religion, in the 
minds of men, founded U]Son'the operation of Nature’s 
laws.” Here is another term introduced—“rational”— 

; as, an explanation of religion. Are these three kinds of 
_ religion essentially in the minds of these makers of 

creeds? If so, why confuse the mind with this unneces
sary verbiage, If not, what do they mean? A boy, ten 
years of age, who could not express himself more clearly 
than these creed makers ought to be reproved.

But the important question to be answered is this: 
What do these people, mean by religion, anyway? The 
use of the adjectives rational, scientific and philosophical, 
shows that they do not mean by religion anything which 
the great religious world understands by that term. In

- directly, in Article HL, the real meaning is disclosed, 
where it is declared that the mission of Spiritualism is to 
wage an educational yarfare upon * * all forms of su
pernaturalism.” Here, Spiritualism enters the field, 
aligns itself in battle array, and notifies the Christian and 
all other religions that its mission is to wage war against 
them, they being the embodiment of “ignorance and su
perstition.” Sinai, Calvary and Bethany are symbols 
only of stolid ignorance and degrading superstition. ’Tis 
well. Spiritualism has here thrown down the gage of 
battle and cannot complain if the church opposes it with 
all its energies. The battle is joined and one of the con
testants must go down.
. Article IL, I think, is a garbled extract from a minor
ity report, which was read by a gentleman who seemed to 
be hanging onto the ragged edge of the convention. His 
report was not printed, and he simply read the report and 
submitted it to the convention which summarily sup
pressed it and adopted what I am here criticising. I sub
mit but one clause of Article III.: “Organic life mani- 

■fests itself as intellect, sensibilities and will.” I should 
be very sorry to think that the lonesome man, who pre
sented the minority report, concocted such a sentence as 
this. I must conclude that it is the product of the 
“collective mind” which evolved the “statement of prin
ciples.” '

In this extraordinary sentence of only nine words we 
have physiology and metaphysics blended as never be
fore in human phraseology or human conception. 'Let 
us begin with the physiological part, “Organic Life.” 
Some of the functions of organic life are digestion, respi
ration, circulation of the blood, nutrition, excretion by 
the skin, kidneys and bowels. Go down a few steps 
lower, to the oyster and jelly-fish. Here you have “or
ganic life.” But you arc not at the bottom yet. The 
tree, the plant, the lichen are all parts of organic life, 
and, according to the “collective mind of Spiritualism,” 
“manifest as intellect, sensibilities and will!” Spirits of 
the noble dead, Locke, Kant, Hegel, Cousin and many 
more, come back to earth. The vast problems of meta
physical research which wearied you while here are solved 
at last. Your grand attempts to master the science of 
psychology—to ascend to the heights of “pure reason”— 

’to map out the possibilities and limits of human volition, 
and create a world where love might rule, were failures. 
You should have studied physiology. The Spiritualists 
of California have gained the divine gnosis. The stom
ach, liver, lungs, heart, bowels and kidneys are what you 
should study. “Organic life,” through them manifests 
as intellect, sensibilities and will. No matter about a 
mind, it is the stomach which manifests as intellect. The 
tadpole and the eflrtliworni manifest intellect and love, 
not the soul of man. Probably Napoleon had some ink
ling of this philosophy when he intimated that the belly 
was the impelling force in human action. "

The California State Association of Spiritualists is 
hereby most respectfully and urgently requested to in
form the world what especial use there is for a brain. As 
our entire mental, affectional and volitional are relegated 
to the department of “organic life,”: it is impossible to 
see any special necessity for a brain. If it would not be 
thought too unkind I would suggest that some portions 
of this statement is an indication, that brain power was 

. not much in evidence in its construction. , '
The fourth and fifth articles next claim attention. I 

connect them together because the meaning of the 
fourth is explained in the fifth.

IV. Deity—Alexander Pope, the poet, gave expression 
. to the most comprehensive definition of deity and man’s 

relation theretoj in these wordaj

. V || - '• 1 • •• • ■ -’“J ", .
■ “AU are but parts of one stupendous whole,

Whose body nature is, and God the soul.”
Pope might have meant, by these lines, to sanction the 

old mytholpgic notion of the Anima Mundi, or he might 
have intended to express the more modern doctrine of the 
Divine Immanence in creation. Most likely it was the 
■hitter. But Pope’s meaning is of little consequence to 
us. What do the getters-up of this statement mean by it, 
is what concerns us. What is it put into a statement of 
principles by Spiritualists for? Is it for the purpose, as 
one member of the convention stated, that they might 
get nearer to the churches and convert them to Spiritual
ism? I can assure them that they must bait their hook 
with something beside Alexander Pope to catch church 
members. Article V, will explain the meaning of the 
author. It reads:

V. Creation.—There are two fundamental elements in 
nature which are immortal and indestructible. They 
are “matter” and “spirit.” The various phenomena of 
the universe are differentiations of these primary ele
ments. Change, adaptation, and evolution are the three 
great factors in the progressive economy of nature.”

We have here the same lack of correct perception, and 
consequent surplusage of words, as in the entire docu
ment. Take the “great factors—change, adaptation and 
evolution.” Change and adaptation are.both included 
in evolution. There can be no evolution without them. 
Evolution includes the whole. Please note that “there 
are two fundamental elepients in nature. * * * They 
are matter and spirit.” And also’that the phenomena of 
nature are merely differentiations of thesfi primary ele
ments. These phrases tell you what is meant by “God 
the soul” in the prior article. ., -“God the soul” is the ele
ment spirit. It is no person,"but an element which is 
differentiated in the phenomena of nature. But some 
will say this is deception. Well, I am sorry to say that it 
so appears to me, and I think it was intended to deceive. 
That the quotation from Pope was intended to make it 
appear that Spiritualists accepted the idea of Pope— 
“Father of all, in every age, in every clime adored,” and 
then put in for the initiated the fifth article. If the 
Spiritualists think this double-dealing,will win, they are 
badly mistaken. If they imagine that ministers and 
churches will not see through this flimsy covering of 
their infidel doctrines, they will soon wake up to their sad 
mistake.

Space will not permit me to go through with all the 
mass of verbiage qontained in this statement. But I no
tice one article, the tenth, which differs in style and ex
pression from all the rest and I conjecture it had a differ
ent origin from most of the rest. It sets forth, so far as 
I understand, the real doctrines of Spiritualism. I ex
cept it from criticism.

But before dismissing this document attention is called 
to Article XII., whidh has this very pretentious heading: 
“Ethics, or the Science of Right Living.—Man should 
live right and do right because it is right, without hope 
of reward or fear of punishment.” “What a 'fall was 
there, .my countrymen,” A body of grave men and wo
men met together to consider a statement of basic princi
ples to go before the world as an exponent of their men
tal or moral status. Ah instrument that should bring 
eclat and honor to their cause or cover it with shame. It 
had come to the last article which had any special signifi
cance—the one dealing with the most important of all 
sciences, that of ethics. In the1 world’« thought are two 
great schools with divergent doctrines upon this great 
question. One school finds the basis of ethics in the 
Divine Character, and their definition in the revelation 
of the Divine Will. The other school finds the basis in 
the relations of man to man, and the definition in and bv 
his inherent necessities. This august body approach this 
question, which has challenged the best thought of the 
best men and women through all the ages and do, what? 
Why, they content themselves with repeating the com
mon-place platitude “do right, because it is right.”

Right! The world demands that you tell them what 
constitutes right. Whether you belong to the old or the 
new school. Either one of them would say, do right be
cause it is right, but they would also state what, in their 
school, constituted right. The only explanation of this 
peculiar lack must be the ignorance of the constructor, or 
fear of committal upon the question. All who have any 
respect for the standing of Spiritualism in the estimation 
of thinking persons will hope that they will soon relieve 
themselves from the opprobrium of such an incubus.

San Francisco, Cal. A LOOKER ON.

For Spiritualists to Consider. .
I have beep reading the articles for and against our 

having a Declaration of Principles and a better system of 
organization, and most respectfully submit the following:

Article I.—The world is our country, to do good is our 
religion.

Article II.—We believe in a mighty eternal life-giving 
and life-sustaining force which permeates the boundless 
universe of which we form a part and consequently par
take of its eternal nature.

Article III.—We believe this force to be what we call 
“spirit,” which is continually forming, transforming and 
reforming matter, and every living organism is a medium 
for spirit manifestations.

Article IV.—We believe that death is but an event in 
life, a change of condition, a working out of a divine 
principle in nature, a step in the ladder of progression.

Article V.—We believe that nature should determine 
the time for this change, and consequently all deaths by 
war, capital punishment, murder, suicide/ infanticide or 
from ignorance of nature’s laws are all crimes against na
ture, and must meet with nature’s disapproval.

Article VI.—We believe the first duty of all true Spir
itualists to be the education of the people along this line.

Article VIL—We believe that experience is the great
est educator, and nations, communities and individuals 
should profit by the errors of the past and inaugurate 
new systems, institutions and ideas as fast as they become 
necessary.

Article VIII.—We believe in agitation, education and 
organization for the purpose of bringing into actual man
ifestation the ideal civilization for which poets, philoso
phers and preachers have diligently worked; and we be
lieve in co-operating with the higher intelligences of spir
it-life who will help us to bring about this desired result.

Blair, Neb. W. E. BONNEY.

Why This Indecision?
Among the many expressions concerning a creed, or ar

ticles of faith among Spiritualists, expressed in the col
umns of The Progressive Thinker, I see no attempt to 
make a start, so I now propose to do that. Spiritualism 
doesn’t need a creed, or articles.of faith, or articles of 
belief.

As there is so much proven in the philosophy of Spirit
ualism, that instead of tramping over the paths left be
hind, I propose to push onward and add to our already 
discovered treasures. All we need is not a creed, but to 
come to a conclusion; and I here as a starter, will tell you 
my conclusion, and here give it as my creed.

I owe nothing to any imaginary God, angel or devil; 
but what I do owe, is to my fellow-men, among whom I 
am placed. And I am determined to walk through life, 
so I can look him in the face wherever I meet him, 
whenever I meet him, at all times and under all circum
stances. This is my religion, my politics and my philos
ophy. Beat it if you can.

If the people of any one state would adopt such a rule 
and live upto it, and so educate their children, that state 
would need no such institutions as penitentiaries, jails, 
court-houses, or officers of law. R. EL. AYTCH.

“Religious and Theological Works of Thomas Paine.” 
Contains his celebrated “Age of Reason,” and a number 
of letters and discourses on religious and theological sub
jects. Cloth binding, 430 pages. Price $L For sale 
at this office, -

"■SUGGESTIONS
Relative to à Declaration of Principles.

We have au .undisputed system of geography in the 
face of the fact ¡that a large portion of the earth's popula
tion are almost totally ignorant of it. How would it 
sound to suggest that we should suppress this system of 
geography until the knowledge has been thoroughly dis
seminated, and) all know it from the least to the greatest? 
Then the system would be needed no longer.

How would it do to place an embargo on the science of 
astronomy, because its leaders do not absolutely agree, 
and the facts are not all in yet? Shall we wait till every 
person has penetrated the illimitable expanse and learned 
all the facts? That implies the outside limits of space 
which cannot be reached before we arrive at the end of 
eternity; and, for two reasons, it would not be needed 
then. First, we would already know it all. Second, be
ing at the conclusion of all things, we should cease to ex
ist, and the knowledge would be unavailable.

The general facts of geography are so nearly uniform 
and unchanging as to make an accurate summary of its 
principles a possibility; and this summary, or treatise is 
an acknowledged necessity for educational purposes, and 
as a reference book for the general public. Astronomy 
is as much larger and more intricate than geography, as 
the entire universe is larger and more intricate than the 
earth. Throughout all history it has afforded room for 
increasing knowledge; and we have reason to think that 
the possibilities of such increase are absolutely without 
limit, and coeval with eternity. Are its present known 
facts and philosophy to be suppressed because in the pro
cess of evolution, these facts may change or prove to be 
fallacious? We have not learned all there is of geogra
phy» yet we know it is a truth, including both what we 
have learned of it, find what we have not learned. We 
have made only a beginning toward learning the truths of 
astronomy; yet it is no less a sublime array of absolute 
facts. Shall we try to monopolize these facts, and sup
press them until we have surrounded the infinite domain, 
and our beautiful summary of truths is complete? They 
would not be needed then.

Now let us take a look at a realm that is no smaller, 
and so far as we know can hardly be any larger, the realm 
of ethics. It is generally admitted, and does not seem to 
require argument that Nature is consistent with herself 
and makes no mistakes; that her jurisdiction includes all 
space, and al! existence; and therefore, includes both 
physics and metaphysics and all truth. Here we are con
fronted with what, in view of the expressed fears of some 
of our writers, may be called the contingency of change. 
They^eem to think that the truth is changing. The idea 
is not worthy of a place in a progressive mind. This 
ihysterious change does not seem to embarrass our geo
graphical knowledge, nor neutralize any of the known 
principles of astronomy. But people are apprehensive 
that ethical truth, or spiritual truth is liable to change; 
that they may wake up some beautiful morning and find 
that truth is falsehood! They do not seem to believe in 
principles, noiqlawa, nor government; and that means an
archy. Then, (if you believe in anarchy, why not make 
all the confusipn possible by introducing an impossible 
efeed? If you do pot believe in any uniform truth, that 
is equivalent to f the idea that truth is a fable 
and progress , a Utopian dream. In fact it is equiv
alent to an admission that you are sadly ignorant 
of your own possibilities; and would better study yourself 
awhile before you presume to say to your brothers and 
sisters, Hold on; wait for me; do not formulate any defi
nite system of rules until I overtake you, for I wish to 
have a finger in the deal. The moral realm is just as defi
nite, just as absolute, as the intellectual or physical; and 
our ignorance of if? possibilities is not a very good crite
rion on which to build any barrier of limitation. And 
the merest breath of opposition to an explicit declaration 
of principles is in the direction of such limitation.

We want the truth, not only for our own advantage, but 
in such form that it shall be accessible to the wide world. 
As yet we are clinging to a dingy relic of orthodoxy 
which has tried to monopolize the truth throughout the 
entire history of man. It is childish to hint at such an 
idea as that the most complete form of a creed could be 
inimical to the ever-expanding and beautiful philosophy 
of progression. What is the proposition? It is to pre
pare a statement, that people can understand, of what 
Spiritualism is. It is not an attempt to imitate any of 
the untenable and inflexible tenets of orthodoxy. It is 
not proposed to stipulate that any one who differs in any 
particular is to be excluded.

Paul would not tell the truth to the Corinthinas be
cause .in his view they were not able to bear it. On 
the other hand, according to the record, he sometimes 
exceeded the truth. Is this man who administered 
curses by wholesale to people who refused to accept his 
doctrines, to be our criterion? Must we keep back the 
truth because the world is not ready for it? I would not 
force the truth upon anybody; yet with my last breath 
1 would say whht I can in its defense. Real truth com
prises an unlimited subdivision of facts and principles; 
and one of those principles is liberty of thought. Not 
all think as I do;, and this fact is possibly too much em
phasized by those who object to the adoption of a plat
form and overlook the essential idea that such platform 
should not transcend the limits of our knowledge. I 
would not repudiate any truth because it happens to be 
in the Bible. Isaiah 1 :xviii says: “Come, now, and let us 
reason together.” Prov. 14:viii says: “The wisdom of 
the prudent is to understand his way.” 14:xii: “There 
is a way that seemeth right unto a man; but the end 
thereof are the ways of death.” And the inference is that 
we would be very unwise to assume for truth something 
that we do not know. This offers no obstacle to our be
lief in some things of ^yhich we can not have absolute 
knowledge here. And I would suggest here that a decla
ration of principles should include the stipulation of lib
erty of thought, with the possible exception of those cen
tral principles which constitute the foundation of our 
philosophy, and are not apt to be questions of dispute, 
such as continued life, spirit communion and progression.

Any true system of mathematics comprises a series of 
hard, solid facts; add any true system o'f mental, or moral 
or spiritual philosophy is no less definite, no less true; 
and therefore nd less hard and solid; else were truth a vis
ionary relic of mythology, and moral philosophy an in
tangible realm of futile speculation. Else were truth un
true. Is there hny truth? Are there any principles? Is 
hope a fact? Is there a future for us all? Is there an 
infinite government with an infinite governor at the head 
of it? Then let us acknowledge these things, and let our 
light shine. Let us proclaim our principles to the world 
for the world’s benefit; and no longer skulk in the shad
ows of the churches which are this day chuckling over 
the seeming fadt'that we dare not come out boldly be
fore the world ahd acknowledge that we are Spiritualists. 
In the name of God and his truth; in the name of hope 
and love and reason; in the name of progress and human
ity; and in honor of our true and loving angel friends 
who will help our true efforts, let us think on these 
things and not be afraid of the truth. It is clear to me 
that our friend and brother, Arthur C. Smith, in No 433 
of The Progressive Thinker, misapprehends Prof. Love
land’s meaning. In the language referred to the Profes
sor evidently means a stinted and partial promulgation 
and acceptance of such truth as we have. Brother Smith 
seems to think that because “the evidence is not all in” 
we can not unite on any decision, and therefore are not 
prepared for a declaration of principles. His position 
implies that before we define our position, before we 
adopt even one principle, to say nothing of a summary 
of principles, we must learn all truth. That would take 
us to the end of all progression, at the end of eternity; 
and then we certainly would not require a creed, for we 
could not use it Let me. remind Brother Smith that, 
while beliefs are continually changing, the truth-is un

changeable; and it is not proposed to adopt any orthodox 
creed, qr declaration of principles that we know nothing 
about; but tliat, whatever platform we.njay addpt, it shall 
hate a foundation qf qertain knowledge. To assume 
that this cannot be until the evidence is all in, is no argu
ment. i We have some evidence. Let us go fearlessly as 
far as our light may guide us, and no farther; and, if pre
ferred, call it a platform or a code instead of a creed. As 
to the mingling of religion and politics, there is another 
misapprehension. Do not forget that Spiritualism is 
more than a religion. True Spiritualism includes all the 
true religion, and all the true politics that there is, or 
can possibly be; and I should tliinjc that brit few can take 
exception to Brother Blodgett’s idea thereon. Nor is it 
the intention to place any barriers before anyone who is 
a friend of truth. In one more thing I would criticise 
Brother Smith. He speaks of the omnipotence of love; 
and the expression will carry much weight because it is 
popular. It is exquisite theory, but false philosophy, and 
always misleading. If he would say the omnipotence of 
truth, it would be no disparagement of love; and would 
be at least a hint of a position that no partial philosophy 
could successfully assail. I do not care at present to 
modify my formula in No. 433. Let us at least be can
did, and work for known truth rather than opinion.

LaCrosse, Wis. SILAS BOARDMAN.

IS IT ADVISABLE?
A Word About the Creed and Cod Question.

Having read with great interest and some profit the 
many views on the creed and God question, I will offer 
a thought.

Shall Spiritualists adopt a creed or not? seems to be 
the leading question confronting them at present.

If a creed is adopted shall the God idea be expressed? 
It is hard for us to-turn from early training, and more so 
when the lessons taught have been practiced in years of 
experience. The student of orthodoxy, whose life and 
energy have been given to his early teaching and life 
training, finds his nature so allied to, as he clings with 
fondness to the past lessons of life, hoping to save there
from the good, the pearls; for certainly, he reasons, there 
is something good in the lessons I have learned and 
taught, and in the experience of my past life; and it is 
nature, pure and simple, that causes him to do this, and 
he will endeavor to engraft those things into other lessons 
of life that he may learn.

So from the other side, or opposite extreme, those who 
came up from the school of materialism have been taught 
to hate creeds and to know no God but self, spurn the 
thought of assenting to anything that smacks of ortho
doxy.

The centuries past teach us that while part of the 
human family were being made Christians, by letter and 
sword, part went in the opposite direction, into material
ism, agnosticism, and other kindred isms. This demon
strates the great law of repulsion, but these opposite, 
driven asunder, controlled by law, when they had swung 
as far apart as the pendulum wire of repulsion could 
reach, start back, drawn by the force of attraction, and 
impelled by the unseen power of spiritual forces, they are 
coining together, and only as the natures of the two op
posite can be blended together, can harmony be pro
duced, and Love take her place on the throne, to cement 
and bind together. To do this, much of the external 
must be chiseled off, like the stone that is prepared bv 
the chisel and hammer to be laid square and join up and 
make the band in the building.

Let us make the application of this thought. Many 
coming from orthodoxy, driven by the extravagance and 
usurpations of priests, and the false light of their creeds, 
and drawn by love and attracted to the light of liberty, 
bring with them former teachings. From the other side 
they come seeking a surer foundation, more light, higher 
things, drawn by the same love, and no wonder when 
they come together they have different ideas.

But in addition to this we find some who for years have 
been sitting in the light and studying the problems of 
nature, who have formed opinions/and they oppose 
everything that does not fill their measure. These opin
ions are worthy of consideration, but they are only the 
a b c of the lessons yet to be learned.

Then we conculde that in considering the creed and 
God question, we should seek to build harmoniously, 
otherwise the building will not stand. Then we should 
not attempt to force a formulated creed into the great 
“Religion of Love,” defining and prescribing the attri
butes of God, and limiting the liberty of those who seek 
a home in the “Temple of Light,” the house of duty. 
Neither should we ignore the truths taught in our re
ligion, nor the great source and fountain from which we 
came, to which we tend. And simply because we cannot 
see or know any fact not demonstrated by the lesson of 
nature, we should conclude ^hat nature is the “all in all.” 
Because we cannot see the* great “unseen,” let us not 
deny the unseen.

Though incomprehensible yet true, nature is only the 
expression, the manifestation of the unknown, the un
knowable hand that guides, the subtle power or force, 
that gives life to all, out from which all came, to which 
all must return, and in the ceaseless ages of eternitv, ever 
changing and ever the same. Then with love to all may 
we in patience work and wait, and learn to build when 
the material is ready, not before. “Let patience have her 
perfect work.” W. H. HARRELL.

Alvin, Texas.
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$2, but the price now has been reduced to $1. It Is a '■ H 
book that will interest and instruct. It contains 480 N 
pages, and is full of suggestive thought«. Dr. Sher* «1 
man was a medium of rare qualities, and Uis work fa A t 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treat» of the d 
Soul of Things; Intelligence in Substance; Animal In- H 
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil« 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inlier- H 
ent In Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles are H 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The U 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality. ll 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spira H 
Abodes; Mutter and Spirit; Size und Distance; Spirltur H 
al Organisms; Born Again; The KeyT Spirit BiograH r| 
pby; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master: etc., etc, ' H

The author says: “ Each Individual partakes 01 tl 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for hlm^ H 
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food bl 
for themselves, and that Is all they can possibly do {•] 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or puptL |1 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour* >1 
¡Bhincnt of which 1 Individually partake and digest. (I 
My soul must expand by virtue of the soul essence |l 
whlcbl individually gather and comprehend or digest,“ ’ (I 
»or sale nt this oflice. [I

The To-Morrow of Death,
-•-OR THE--- [

Future Life According to Science |

BY LOUIS FIGLI UK. |

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH 
BY S. R. CROCKER.

A VERY FASCINATING WORK, ¡I
This floe volume might well have been entitled 1 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It is wrlttel ■;! 
In that peculiar Interesting style In-which Frend jl 
writers excel when they would popnlariae Bclentlflí I 
subjects in adaptation to the needs of the genera 1 I 
reader. The author is nut a Spiritualist—he ever 'I 
mentions Spiritualists as "devotees of a new super II 
stltlon," etc., etc., in which he manifeste the usual I 
animus of the "sclenililc class," yet he says again! I 
‘•There isa true and respectable Idea in Spiritualism,’1 -J| 
and regards as proved "tlie fact of comninnicatlOi 1 
between superbumans and the inhabitants of Esrtbf ’ 'll 
aud be goce on to relate instances uf fact In evidence.- I 
There Is, to a Spiritualist, u manifest discrepancy te I 
the authors’^ Ideas, but the well-read mind will readllr ■ '| 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of thu I 
whole will And not only goud mental culture, bul l 
much valuable Information. The autfiCT bolds the I 
theory of reincarnation. Price 81.& FOraale at ' I 
this office. 1
‘ ENCYCLOPEDIA ~

« « , OF , a t 1

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM I 
...OR,., I

A CONCORDANCE
Totiie principal passai/es of the OldandXfyt I 

Tentament ¡Scriptures which provo ' ■ 
or Spiritualism; I

Together with a brief history of the origin of many of I 
tbeimportant books of the Bible. : l

BY MOSES HULL. I

Much that Is in this book appeared in an abridged I 
form in a seríes of nine full pages of Tun PnoGitEfis- I

T/VNK?R,J These articles wore prepared at the I 
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt the need ai I 
some kind of document for ready reference- Ther I 

<^bot tb.e Weiltefor more; hence the ' I 
publication of this work. 1

T^eaatbor, Moses Hull, has written manyvolamee I 
on Splrltuallstlstlc and other themes and each one 11 I 
i? VW’P ®Hdy 00 tbe «subject chosen. Mr, I 
Hull. In bls introduction of this wurk says: I

Hoping that ibis book will serve to lead the people ■ I 
out of the wilderness of doubt and despair; and tnlt I 
when Spiritualism shall have wrested the Bible from I 
its sanctified enemies, it win not •spike’ It, but will I 
use u to batter down the wallsuf Christian supers!!- I 
tlon and ignorance. I send It out on its errand of c2« l 
iightenment with the humble prayer that it will provò I 
a divine benediction U) every reader." I

En£vcl<>í’*dia of Biblical Spiritualism. I 
contains 385 pages, beautifully printed on good papef. ' ■ 
contains a full-page portrait of the author and is I 
handsomely bound in cloth. Every Spiritualist should I 
nave this work. I
PRICE $1. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE. I

4> <8> THE ♦ I

World’s Sixteen Saviors, I
-OR- I

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST. I
BY KERSEY GRAVES. . . I

New and startling revelations In rcllgloas hlstorr ■ 
which disclose the Oriental origin of ail tbo doctrine!, I 
principles precepts and miracles of the Christian New ■ 
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many I 
of Its sacred mysteries, be>ldes comprising tbo Ills; ' 'H 
toryof Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. This won* I 
derfuland exhaustive volume will, we arc certain, H 
take high rank as a book of reference In the field ■ 
which the author has chosen for IL The amount of ■ 
mental labor necessary to collate and compile the ’ ■ 
varied information contained in it must have been se- ' ■ 
vere and arduous Indeed, and now that it Is in such I 
convenient shape, thestudent of free thought will not '■ 
willtogty allow it to go out of print. But tbo book If | 
by no means a mere collation of views or statistics; I 
throughout its entire course tbc author—as will bi ■ 
seen by bls title-page and chapter-heads—follows < ' ■ 
definite line of research and argument to tbc close. ■ 
and bls conclusions go, like sure arrows to the mark. I 
Printed on fine white paper, 880 pagex New edition, | 
revised, t nd corrected, with portrait ot Mthor. _• ■ 
Price (if.50. Postage 10 o«tli ArMl.ai l 

this ajlce. ■

PRACTICAL METHODS TO IN- I 
SURE SUCCESS. I

A valuable little work, full of practical instruction I 
in matters pertaining to physical, mental ondsn’r^ual I 
health. W ortli many times its cost. Price 10 cents. -H 
THEGOSPOFBUDDHA, I

According to Old Records. I

BY DR. PAUL CARUS. I

A translation from Japanese, made under the ant, ■ 
{ucci of the Bov. Shaku Soyen, delegate to the Par« I 
lament of LeUglons. Kas lately published In « ¿pan* I 

Price IL For sale at this office, ■

The Other World and This. I

A Declaration of Principles.
‘ An article by E. S. Green set me to thinking, and it 

seems to me that a declaration of principles is one of the 
things we need badly. Some people imagine that a 
“creed,” as they call it, must say something about God. | 
or Jesus Christ, or something of that sort; this is not at! 
all necessary.

We all believe in the continuity of life and in intelligent 
communication between the two worlds; also in progres
sion, both here and hereafter. Most of us believe that a ! 
life of uprightness, morality, and general, all-around 1 
goodness is the best guarantee of a happy state or po-1 
sition In the future life. Now there is your creed. Is it 
very dangerous-looking? Almost any Spiritualist of 
common intelligence and respectability could subscribe 
to that.

Personally I would go farther than that, and would not 
admit a person to membership in a Spiritualist society 
who was known to be immoral or a drunkard. But pos
sibly I am mistaken in this latter.

As to the abolition of the dark circle, I am not yet in 
harmony with Brother Green; it is the abuse of the dark 
circle and not the use of it that makes it objectionable.

If it were not for our infernal foolishness and coward
ice in allowing mediums to hold circles without the com
monest precautions against trickery, there would be less 
chance for the fake to get in his work; also the severe 
letting alone of all traveling mediums would lessen the 
field for frauds.

I believe that fraud is part of the stock in trade of 
eight out of ten of all traveling mediums. A good, 
honest, moral medium, who has any spirit power, has 
more custom in their, own city than they can attend to, 
especially is this true of trumpet or materializing me
diums. WM, OLIVER.

A Compendium ÓÍ’Spiritual Lavrs. 
No. 1, New White Cross 

Literature.

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-operative Systems 
and the Happiness and Ennoblement of Humanity.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises the last 
part of Human Culture and Cure. Paper cover 15 .cents. 
For sale at this office. " ■ .

“Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and Rosa C. Conger. 
Excellent for every family. Cloth, $1.50« For sale at 
this office, ' -

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D. '
In thn volume the author, tn the thirty-nine 

chapters, dlscuBees a wide variety ot subjects pef-. - ■ 
tainlng to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand- -: 
point. She evinces the powers ot a trained thinker, 
both In matter ot thought and fine literary style, and -
capability ot thought expression. The Subjects are -' 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness:'..- 
It will prove a rich addition to any Spiritualist's - ? 
library, and a most excellent book tor any one set*. :.>t 
Ing information concerning Spiritualism and Its teach. vS

. . ... .. .
For Sale at this Office, Price. S1.*S »3
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“Origin and Antiquity of Man.’’ By 
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ical work. English edition, nicely 
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CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
A* there are thousands who will at flrat venture 

Xttdy twenty-flvp ceuUlorT^Epji6iiUEfi6ivETiiiNKEB 
jCiflitecn weeks, we would. fiuggastLothose whojci&l.ve 
Aiample copy, to solicit .several uthura to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit Iroui #1 to41.0, or even 
more than the latter sum A large number of little 

, aaounta will make a large aum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor ana uhefulneui. The samesug- 
SMtionwlU apply In all cases of renewal of nuUcrip* 

Roltelt other* to aid In the work, you will 
experience no difficulty whatever iu Inducing Spirit«« allsU to subscribe for The Proghessiye Thinker, 
lor not one of them can afford to be without the valua
ble Information Imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of ouly about two ccuts per week

A Bountiful Harvest for SB Cents.
Do you want a more bountifulharveet than we can 

give you for 25 cents? Juut pause and think for a mo* 
mont what an Idtelleutual ieuat that mail investment 
Will furniah you. TheBubßcriptlon price of Ths Pbo- 
GniBaivK Thinkkb thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
cents! For that amount you .obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
julnd-refrashing reading matter, equivalent ton medi* 
imi'Sketibookl .

HOW MANY WOMEN WERE 
THERE?

The earnest thinker desires the truth,- 
and is justly incensed when he 1b mis
led by a writer. The vexation ought to 
be the greater when he Is deceived by 
the Holy Scriptures, which the clergy 
say, were inspired by God.

We are told that “woman was last at 
the cross and the first at the sepulchre.” 
Now how many were there of her?

John 20:1, Informs his readers “that 
Mary Magdalene, early, while it was 
yet dark, visited the sepulchre of Jesus 
and found it empty. She was alone, but 
ran and told others.

Matthew- 28:1, says “Mary Magdalene 
and the other Mary,” as it began to 
dawn visited the sepulchre. Here were 
two. ■

Mark 16:1, says: Mary Magdalene, 
and Mary tire mother of James, and Sa

. lome, “visited the sepulchre” at the ris
lug of the sun." Here were three.

Luke 24:1,10, says “it was very early 
:in the morning” this visit was made to 

¡what proved an empty sepulchre, and 
says, verse 10, “it was Mary Magda
lene and Joanna, and Mary the mother 
of Jesus, and othet women that were 
.With them." “Other women" make 
two at least. So here were five certain 
At Hie tomb; but quoting from Dr. 
■Clarke's Commentary on the New Tes
tament, Thomas, Copperwait & Co.’s 
edition, pages 258 and 213, “His [Jesus] 
most affectionate friend, Mary Magda
lene," “the chief of prostitutes,” was 

■ qne of the number in each account.
Now, without regard to the conflicting 

■account of the hour, and whether one 
■person, an angel, sat upon the stone' 

- (Which was rolled away from the tomb, 
;■■ las told in Matthew; a young man sit

ting in the inside of the tomb, as told 
. by Mark; two men standing in shining 
■ garments, as Luke tells it; or two an

gels sitting, one at the head, the other 
;~-,at the feet, as John records it, we are 
" ‘.Very anxious to know just how many 
. [women paid that first visit to the va
;; Gated tomb of “our Lord.” The quib- 
, tiling of commentators does not satisfy 
>■.. tthe inquirer.

THAT LATIN TONGUE.
1 During about 700 years the Latin lan

; guage was the language of court, camp 
' »nd polite society from the river Tweed, 

. ![n Scotland, to the Euphrates, in Asia, 
1 ‘ and from the Crimea or Chersonese, In 
i . the Black Sea, to the pillar of Hercules, 

(it the western extremity of the Medl- 
'• lerranean.—News item.

That Latin language has left its 1m- 
!:■ press on the literature of all the peo- 
¡- pies where it was spoken, and con
t tributed largely towards making the va

rious languages of all these countries 
IWhat they are to-day. The Italian, the 
French, the Spanish and the Portuguese 
are but modifications of the Latin, 

r changed as all languages change by the 
' people employing them being long sep
t arated from each other. The English 
J' language would be very different from 
{■■ What it Is if all its Latin acquisitions 
!.. fo-ere eliminated from it.
i That Latin is responsible for the Old 

Itala scriptures on which the Latin Vul
gate is based. It is believed by many 
able scholars that the Old Itala, said to 
have first seen the light in Africa, was

t. only a modification of the Roman relig
Ion, and the multitude of forgeries 
which have since appeared, were only 

.' ■ attempts to make earlier forgeries 
•' plausible.

PARALLEL RELIGIONS.
‘ It is said the education of China con- 
« sists largely in the memorizing of books 
- .from 1,000 to 3,000 years old. These 
it same people worship their dead ances- 
-r. fors. All their habits are but repetition

;■ -of customs Inherited from remote ages.
Are not the dominant religionists of 

i Europe and America doing precisely 
[■ the same thing as the Chinese? The 

• word religion comes to us from the Lat
In re, back, and ligo, ligarc, to bind. It 

v is, in fact, a tending back to the past, 
a tying of moderns by leading-strings, 
iback to barbarous and dead ages, com- 

< ¡polling its victims to .imitate ancient 
»customs and worship savage gods, mod- 
vernized by being capitalized and used in 
v'ltlie singular number. The books, 
'-pressed upon us as divine revelation— 
JjKtill Imitating the Chinese—are required 
£,to be memorized by Sunday-school pu- 

plls, which books are largely the ro
" snances of those same barbarians, of 
’ ¡which Ruth, Esther and Jonah are fa- 

■ miliar examples. Far advanced in civil- 
z-lzation, with a wonderful knowledge of 
sthe arts and sciences, yet the popular 
-.religion Is a survival of heathendom, 

With its greater and minor gods.
; ■ hr. RAVLIN.
far Dr. Ravlin, well and favorably known 

the Pacific Coast as an ardent Spirit- 
Flfialistand logical and eloquent advocate 

our cause, Is about to. make Chicago 
sfcla home, and will engage in healing 
sand the practice of suggestive thera- 
[ ¡¡gentles.
if •'After the Bex struck.1*- By Georg» 
-“ Wllttk Erfce26«ml-

LEABN WAR NO MORE.
{The proposition of the Ozar of Russia 

for the general disarmament of the na
tions is one of the grandest projects of 
the ages. It Is a delight to see how the 
proposition is welcomed by the great 
powers. And, more astonishing than 
all else, the churches are absolutely fa- 
oring it. It is a movement which should 
have been realized centuries ago, and 
would have been had Christianity prac
ticed what it preached—good will to 
men.

The wealth of the world has been 
wasted by wars, and the population 
correspondingly decreased. Tears, 
groans and 4eflth have followed the 
frail of the warrior, while desolation 
and ruin has seemed the motive for the 
organizing of armies.

There are object lessons all around. 
Had the treasure spent in the war of 
the rebellion been properly applied 
every slave in the South could have 
been purchased at his full estimated 
value, and suitable farms could have 
been given to the heads of families, to 
supply means for their subsistence. 
Yes, and the great mass of ignorance 
turned loose on society could have been 
well educated and the subjects fitted 
for the burdens of life. '

The direct and incidental cost of the 
still-pending war with Spain would 
have bought the sovereignty of all the 
enemy’s islands, and gone a long way 
towards educating the acquired people.

Let the, eye run along the highway of 
the great conquerors from Alexander 
down to our own times; or commence 
with Constantine, when he projected 
what we now call Christianity. It is a 
sickening sight. The eash cost to Spain 
alone in the present war is stated at 
$374,800,000. This does not include the 
cost of shipping, the spoliation of forti
fications and the loss of domain. And 
the losses of the United States before 
the, end comes, will greatly exceed a 
thousand millions.

There should be a national Congress,' 
with full authority to enact laws for 
the government of nations, with a court 
to enforce those laws, assess damages, 
and inflict penalties for their breach. 
Until this is done let no one talk about 
the peaceful character of the dominant 
religion.

There would be as much sense in al
lowing each individual to be the sole 
protector of his own rights, as to permit 
a nation to act independent of all oth
ers. Civic bodies become crazed in 
dwelling upon wrongs, real or imag- 
iued, as do individuals, and they need 
restraint the same way for the time be
ing.

Until very recently it lias been those 
the church brand as Infidels who have 
insisted on the arbitration of inter
national disputes, but the Christian ele
ment being dominant little was accom
plished. Now there seems a possibility 
since the Great Bear of the North, the 
Emperor of all the Russias, has led In 
the movement, that something practical 
will be accomplished. We have the 
more hope as we note the various relig
ious bodies are giving It their endorse
ment. That will be a grand era in the 
world’s history when nations shall 
learn war no more forever.

FAME, A TREACHEROUS JADE.
How unfortunate that history does 

not do justice to the real heroes in the 
great battles of life. Fame Is a fickle 
Jade and frequently demands applause 
when acclaim is not her due. Accord
ing to popular opinion Ulysses was the 
Grecian hero who humiliated Troy, aud 
burnedit; but notwithstanding Homer, 
as told in his Odyssey and the Iliad, 
gives such glowing descriptions of the 
adventures of Laertes’ son, Virgil and 
Ovid represent that in place of -wisdom 
and subtlety he was the embodiment of 
cunning and deceit; that instead of he
roic courage he displayed the spirit-of a 
coward;

This is but one case where thousands 
can be marshalled in illustration of our 
position. Borne audacious adventurer 
steps in when the contest is ended, and 
claims the victory for himself, for 
which another’s blood flowed. The not 
critical public where honors are due,

trap of the interested parties, Ignorant 
of the real facts, lauds the pretender, 
and erects monuments to his memory, 
when dead. Thus he whose life was 
characterized by crime, and deserved a 
thousand deaths if it were possible, 
Jives in the grateful memory of those 
who, if they would listen to the truth, 
would consign the wretch to blackest 
oblivion.

There seems to be no remedy for such 
false estimates of character, in a gov
ernment where corrupt contributors to 
a free press, writing sensational articles 
as a profession, to stimulate sales of 
papers, must be permitted to pursue 
their vocations undisturbed, though the 
products of their pens fall little short 
of criminal libel.

He who places himself voluntarily in 
the front; who falls as the strong man 
falls in the thickest of the fight; whose 
bravery for the time is on every tongue, 
moulders perhaps in ah unmarked 
grave, or, perchance, lives in obscurity 
forgotten by his former associates.

It shall not be ours in these columns 
to direct attention io the real heroes 
who have fallen, nor point to those who 
have usurped honors not their due, 
though it is almost criminal to remain 
silent.

Time has corrected many a wrong. 
As the years go by unforgotten heroes 
have been resurrected, and justice has 
been done them by a more appreciative 
generation. Bruno and Servetus are of 
these, and each year adds to their re
nown. It will be so with others, both

RE-LIVING BUBLE TIMES. '
A writer in the Chicago Chronicle as

sumes that modem‘Àmerleaas are re-: 
living ancient Bible il’/nes. lu Oblcago: 
there are people who,/believe that the 
incidents and developments of . present
day jVmei'iean civilization date not only 
back to biblical days, but far beyond 
them. Dr. W. P. IJJ^lon, one of the 
Chicago men who stpdy current events 
in the light of reincarnation, occultistic 
and evolutionary theories, declares that 
in his opinion the Americans of to-day 
are the reincarnated citizens of the 
buried Atlantis supposed to lie beneath 
the Atlantic Ocean, and that the life 
and development of tlyit long-lost if 
eier real and actual republic are now 
being reenacted in the United States.

“We are the ancient Atlanteaus,” 
says Dr. Phelon, “and we possess, in 
consequence, all of the progressiveness, 
independence and readiness of inven
tion which characterized that people. 
The Spaniards, on the other hand, are 
reincarnated remnants of a people, a. 
race, which Immediately preceded the 
Atlanteaus. These people were neither 
so progressive nor of so fine a character, 
as the dwellers in Atlantis, They were 
the inferiors of the Atlanteans in every 
way, and resented the conquest and 
survival of the latter race by all means 
in their power.”- ’

“The Philippines and Cuba represent; 
the insignificant fragments retained by 
the older race from the great body of 
territory and power which the Atlante-’ 
ans, in the natural course of national 
evolution, wrested from them. Tlie: 
Spanish people, have, all unconsciously,’ 
been guarding these islands, which real
ly'belong. to America, something as a 
dog would guard a treasure until it was 
or could be claimed by Its original own
er. They are no more ajvare of the real 
reasons for the poor development and' 
hostility to American people and ideas 
than are the majority of our own citl-: 
zens, but the true reasons for this condi
tion of affairs are these which I have 
given, nevertheless. We are the rein
carnated egos of the newer, or Atlan
tean, race, a race wonderful in Its de
velopment along every line; they are 
the reincarnated egos of the older, poor-, 
er, dying-out race which preceded the 
Atlantis people. We shall increase 
while they decrease as naturally as

’ ■ THE CREED QUESTION.
The Progressive Thinker presents this 

week a seasonable bill of fare, a sort of 
symposium from many writers, each 
giving his own thought independent of 
all others.

There is a wide diversity of views and 
opinions, honest.y arrived at and tena
ciously held, as was to.be expected of 
sueh an independent class of minds as 
those composing the great body of Spir
itualists. They are, indeed, the most 
freethinking of all freethinkers. Free
dom of thought may be said to be one 
of their principal characteristics, and as 
a rule their liberality in conceding to 
others the equal freedom of thought 
they claim and exercise for themselves, 
is even greater, as a matter of concrete 
fact, than exists among those who des
ignate themselves as Liberalists and 
Freethinkers. .

The Progressive Thinker allows each 
and all the freedom of its rostrum, for 
the occasion. We have felt that it 
would be well, as the'general- conven
tion of the N. 8. A,, is about to1 meet in 
Washington, and as there has been 
much said and done in favor of formu
lating a statement of the things “most 
surely believed” by Spiritualists, that 
the convention should have an oppor
tunity to observe and know the state of 
thought and feeling actually existing in 
the great Spiritualist body, and not the 
mere one-side of certain pneg who are 
actively engaged in pushing forward 
their own special convictions and judg
ment as to the one thing that must 
needs be done to benefit or save the 
cause of Spiritualism.

It will-do no harm to know that the 
subject discussed is no one-sided affair 
in which all the wisdom, all the good 
Judgment, and all the honesty and in
tegrity, and all the rights of opinion, 
are found ranged on one side of the 
question.

We think wo hazard little in saying 
the members of the convention will bo 
the better prepared to think and act 
wisely and well on the “Creed Ques
tion” after having read tills issue of 
The Progressive Thinker.

Philosopher’s Statement 
of Belief. .

neer in great adventures, now almost 
forgotten, shall yet live in story and 
song when the inheritors of their 
worthy and self-sacrificing deeds shall 
fully appreciate their achievements, 
and the tongue of slander is silenced in 
death.

HUMAN RACE AND APES DERIVED 
FROM COMMON STEM.

The International congress of zoology 
in session at Cambridge, Eng., during 
the current week was remarkable for a 
fascinating paper by Professor Haeckel 
on the world’s present knowledge of the 
descent of man, says the Inter-Ocean. 
He did not hesitate to declare that sci
ence has now established the absolute 
certainty that man has descended 
through varous stages of evolution from 
the lowest form of animal life during a 
period estimated at 1,000,000,090 years.

This knowledge, which must now be 
accepted as the crowning achievement 
of science during the nineteenth cen
tury, was won through recent discov
eries of fossil remains in Java, Mada
gascar, and Australia, and is made still 
more complete evidence by available 
proof of discoveries wherewith Dar
win’s name is most commonly associ
ated. Professor Haeckel thus summa
rized the steps of man’s evolution:

“The monophyletic origin of all mam
malia, from monotremata upward to 
man, is no longer a vague hypothesis, 
but an established fact. All the living 
and extinct mammalia which wc know 
are descended from a single common 
ancestral form, which lived in the tri- 
assie or the pernilan period, and this 
form must be derived from some per- 
mlan or perhaps carboniferous reptile 
allied to progonosaurla and theriodon- 
tia, which was derived from a carbonif
erous amphibian or group of stego- 
cephala.

“These amphibians in turn descend 
from Devonian fishes, and these again 
from the lower vertebrates. The most 
important fact is that man is a primate, 
and that all primates, lemurs, monkeys, 
anthropoid apes, and man descended 
from one common stem.

"Ixioking forward to the twentieth 
century, I am convinced that it will uni- 
versaljy accept our theory of descent. 
I have not doubt that the strong influ
ence of anthropogeny upon the other 
branches of science will be most fruit
ful.”

One member said that Haeckel has 
spoken of a thousand million years as 
necessary for his evolution tree, while 
Lord Kelvin supposed himself to have 
proved that this world, as the scene of 
life, could not be more than 25,000,000 
years old. It did not seem wise to com
plicate Haeckel’s theory by assuming 
that a thousand million years were re
quired for the proof.

Haeckel replied that the computation 
was not his own. He took the time 
from one of the most eminent geolo
gists. For himself he confessed he had 
no intuition as to the length of time.

The congress received and discussed 
Haeckel’s paper with the greatest en
thusiasm.

FEELS FOR OTHERS WOES.
The pagodas in India are said to be al

ways erected over some relic of Bud
dha. Each is elaborate, and of exquis
ite beauty, often with a huge golden 
cone rising above it, while its carvings, 
interior finish, gates and hundreds of 
details are lovely and grotesque^

“When a pagoda is built some bells 
are hung, and from time to time wor
shipers give more. These bells do not 
call the worshipers to prayer, but after 
.the prayer the devotee picks up a billet 
of wood and softly taps the bell nearest 
him. This is to call the attention of the 
god to the prayer just voiced.”

There is practical good sense. The 
bells are to attract the attention of the 
gods, and not the worshiper. Instead 
of ringing out of tune, craning the peo
ple for lack of melody, soft and gentle 
sounds are made with wooden clappers. 
A god thus approached never sends his 
people to a burning hell, so we have 
great respect for him, even if he shall 
be of only wood or stone, for it seems 
he has a heart that feels for others’ 
yvoes, so very unlike our God. . .

EXAGGERATIONS of -history.
The Open Court has condensed the 

Jewish losses at the destruction of Je
rusalem, in the year- 70, under Titus, as 
given by Josephus, into the following:

“The total number of those who per
ished in the siege and capture of Jeru
salem is estimated by Josephus at 
1,100,000 persons; 97,000 were taken 
captives by the Romans. Of these, 700 
of the finest and strongest were se
lected to grace the triumphal proces
sion of Titus. The old and the weak, 
who could not be used, the Romans 
butchered in cold blood; those over sev
enteen yehrs of age were part of them 
sent Into the Egyptian, mines, part of 
them forced to appear in battle with 
wild beasts and be torn to pieces by 
them, or to lights gladiators with one 
another to delight the eyes of the 
heathen populace. . In Caesarea Phil
ippi alone, at the celebration of the 
birthday of Domitian, more .than 2,500 
Jews shed their blood in the arena. 
The males under seventeen years of age 
and the women were sold directly into 
slavery. Titus, with all his prisoners 
and all his booty, marched to Rome, 
where he had a brilliant triumph in the 
year 71 A. D.”

He who wrote Josephus was laboring 
to magnify the Importance of the Jews. 
That people were never as numerous as 
their reputed historian alleged. They 
were limited to the range of the Liba- 
nus, also known as Lebanon mountains, 
from Dan on the North, to Beersheba 
on the sputh, 128 miles distant from 
each other. All the coast region to the 
foot of the mountains was occupied by 
the Pheneeians. Their eastern bound
ary, if beyond tire Jordan, was limited 
by the desert. The claim that It extend
ed to the Euphrates Is simply false. 
Excluding the barren, uncultivatable 
mountains and seas, and they had less 
than 3,000 miles of arable land, leaving 
a region but little larger than the state 
of Delaware, which in 1890 had a popu
lation of 168,493. It is very question
able if Palestine ever had a population 
equal to Delaware.

THE KANSAS OONFLICT-A VALU
ABLE BOOK.

The student of history who shall un
dertake to trace the close of African 
slavery in America, cannot do Justice to 
the subject until he has made himself 
familiar with the prolonged contest IxF 
tween freedom and slavery In Kansas, 
commencing in the summer of 1854 and 
ending in 1860, followed in 1861 by the 
War of the Rebellion. Were we to di
rect to the most reliable and trusty 
source of information on the subject to 
gain an inside history of that contest, 
we should point to the “Kansas Con
flict,” a volume of upwards of 500 12mo. 
pages, written by the first Free State 
Governor of-Kansas, Charles Robinson, 
who located at Lawrence, Kans., in 
July 1854, and was intimately connect
ed with all the Important events asso
ciated with that history down to his 
death in August, 1894.

The first edition of the Governor’s 
book was long since exhausted. A new 
edition, Just from the press, has found 
its way to our table. Familiar as we 
were with Kansas during her entire 
territorial period, and for several years 
after it became a state, we can assert 
with truth, no author has done such 
faithful justice to the subject as has 
Governor R. While he quoted largely 
from the writings of others, and from 
the pioneer press, it was in confirmation 
of his own statements. He who shall 
seek to know the true history of John 
Brown in Kansas, will not fall to con
sult this volume.

Mrs. Sara T. D. Robinson, Lawrence 
Kansas, who has brought out this new 
edition—-herself the author of “Kansas 
Its Interior and Exterior Life,” puto 
lished In 1856, a work of standard mer
it, has fixed the price of this new edi
tion of her late husbands publication at 
$1.25. Orders may be sent to her di
rect as above, or to this office, if more 
convenient

A DISCOURAGED PREACHER.
The Rev. U. M. Browder has resigned 

the pastorate of the Christian church at 
Macon, Mo., because, he said, he was 
tired of preaching “to an endless arrav 
of empty benches.*1 "

Lewis Erickson, of West Superior, Wis., sends 
us a club of 12 subscribers. Each subscriber 
gets The Progressive Thinker one year, and a 
book that is worth, to any library, $1.50. It is 
an easy matter in any place to get up a club. 
Mr. Erickson had no trouble in so doing, and you 
will not, if you try. Ten subscribers and ten 
Art Magics, Ten Dollars, and the paper and Art 
Magic free to the one who gets up the club. 
The names must all be sent at one time.

We know by observation, comparison 
and reason that space can have no end, 
therefore it is infinite, and that matter 
fills all space. We know that its qual
ity, variety and properties are vastly 
beyond our comprehension, and really, 
to us, infinite. We know that matter' is 
continually changing, that every action, 
thought and deed is the consequent of 
change, and change is caused by the 
properties of matter previous, and there 
cannot be the first.

Matter may be divided into two 
classes, physical and ethereal, and 
these two classes include everything 
that exists, and they might be called 
coarse and fine matter. We-know that 
these two classes blend together in all 
formations, We know .that ethereal 
matter of some variety is Interspersed 
in all physical matter and unites with 
it and forms Individual compounds. 
We know that everything that exists, 
within our comprehension, commences 
by the union of two or more particles of 
matter, and by continual change grow 
up to what they are; man, animals, 
vegetation, minerals, and worlds, none 
are excepted. From these facts we ar
rive at conclusions and form the follow
ing belief:

We believe that man, like every tiling 
else, starts by the union of different 
particles of matter that has the prop
erties to attract from matter around it 
such matter as will unite with it and 
produce a change; the consequent is 
another compound, With other attrac
tions and properties, which properties 
attract other matter from Its environ
ments that unite, produce a change and 
another compound, and this growth 
continues until maturity.

At birth a perfect organization Is 
formed with all the parts of that organ
ism and a start for the next, and all 
this has been brought about by change 
influenced by the environments and 
properties of previous unions. To this 
organism (which we call the physical) 
belong the five senses, and it has a per
fect arrangement of nerves that pro

duce all the action of that organism, so 
as to keep uj> the action of change and 
growth.

At this time a new organism has com
menced growing. It is the sensual or 
nervous organism, but not at all con
nected, only by sympathy, with the 
nervous arrangement of the physical 
organism. It has the brain for its cen
ter, and connects the brain with the five 
senses and the other parts of the phys
ical organism, and controls the outside 
action of this organism, or what Is not 
controlled by Its own nervous arrange
ment. This organism is stimulated by 
the action of the five senses and carries 
their action through Its branches to its 
center, the brain, where the memory is 
located, which consists of innumerable 
planes of ethereal matter which inter-
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will unite in one great mass of knowl
edge, wisdom and love, and here will 
end our Individual immortality.

When wo look around and see hoy?' 
much there is to learn within our com
prehension, and then consider the ex
tent of the universe with its ever-vary
ing action, we can in no way imagine 
an end to" immortality. We believe the 
miuds that are made up of bad asso
ciations will be attracted to those asso
ciations and hover about them until 
their individuality lu that line is gone, 
then if there is enough left of good to 
attract line matter and make a growth 
it will do so and progress like the 
others, only not nearly as fast, as their 
attraction w’ill not be as great and their 
enjoyment not as much. There may be 
some with the bad that have a loved 
one that is good that may attract them 
to the better class and they become bet
ter. Lucky is the one that has such a 
friend.

We believe that those who study the 
action of nature for the express purpose 
of inventing some great machine or 
gaining for themselves renown by 
which much money can be made, and 
keep their discoveries secret and do all 
for the money there is in it, and not for 
the benefit of mankind in general, are 
not really of the progressive kind, that 
produce real knowledge and happiness- 
Others may be benefited by their study,’ 
yet not their interest. Their mind will 
hover around their inventions and 
profits, but with interest to benefit man
kind, they will be with those that are 
benefiting by it and progressing. The 
highly educated and self-conceited that 
are teaching the people fables instead 
of facts, and those who have been fol
lowing imaginary theories and trusting 
to opinions instead of facts, their miuds 
will be hunting for these imaginary 
heavens aud the substance of their wild 
theories.

We believe the more we increase the 
happiness of others, the more we ac
celerate our own.

In consideration of the foregoing be
lief, we should adopt the following rule 
of action:

We should seek to know what is 
right, and try to do right.

We should be just with the whole 
world.

We should seek knowledge of fact, 
and thus progress in wisdom, aud Im
part the same to all around.

We should assist the Indigent, not by 
selling all we have and giving to the 
poor, but by using our money and in
fluence in procuring work for them that 
they may come up out of their mis
erable state of Ignorance and depend
ency and be Independent and know 
they are somebody.

We should refrain from all indul
gences that are physically Injurious or 
mentally debasing, cease to gratify the 
unnatural taste for anything not nu
tritious and beneficial, aud shun excess 
lu everything. Be always pleasant, so
cial, kind and just, thus showing to 
others we are progressing in the right.

DR. E. B. SOUTHWICK.
Sherman, Mich.

death follows birth, or, light, darkness. 
And the exciting ■and.Interesting times 
in which we are now living; the events 
through which we are now passing, 
are but repetitions, re-enactments of the 
times and events which have been gone 
by so long that even the historians we 
mistakenly term ‘ancient’ knew noth
ing about them, or have neglected, for
gotten, it may be, to chronicle their oc
currence.

Several classes of occultists and evo
lutionary students and societies are to 
be formed for the study of this topic 
during the coming winter, it Is said, and 
some printed literature may soon be 
brought out by the more enthusiastic 
students and teachers of the peculiar 
doctrines, with the object.of spreading 
broadcast the ideas and theories which 
are held of such great importance.

"The faith of the American nation In 
Its own glorious and inevitable future 
will rest upon a surer and higher basis 
than the standpoint of mere self-glori
fication and aggressive independence, 
all too often held at present, when our 
theories are widely known and properly 
understood,” Is the chief reason most 
frequently advanced for the proposed 
propagandization of the principles out
lined above.

PRAYERS AND SANITATION
'“With the nation's thanks " said 

President McKinley, in his proclama
tion to the people, of July 6, “let there 
be mingled the nation’s prayer, that our 
gallant sons may be shielded from 
harm alike on the battle-field and In the 
clash of fleets, and be spared the 

.scourge of suffering and disease.”
Following the very general response to 

that proclamation by clergy and people, 
the American soldiery, brave, valorous 
and true, have suffered from disease as 
never before In the history of the Re
public. If a prayer-answering God, 
either he was not approached In a prop
er manner, else he shut his ears In the 
emergency, and allowed disease to run 
riot with the boys In blue.

Had those prayers been withheld, and 
better sanitary methods employed, pos
sibly thousands would have returned in 
full life to the homes and friends who 
are now wasted by disease, else are 
resting in unadorned graves in a distant 
land, or are reposing In the bottom of 
the sea. '

FUN FOR BUDDHISTS.
Let not Adventist^ think they are hav

ing all the fun there iq. while believing 
in the speedy destruction of the earth. 
The Buddhists of Ceylon believe ‘the 
world will end next year, and that the 
beginning will be usherpd in by the sub
mergence of their island. They hope to 
turn aside the anger of the gods, not by 
penitential prayers, fasts and tears, like 
Christians, but they trust in the efficacy 
of their acts of charity, and deeds of 
kindness to their fellows. Doubtless 
God will be reconciled in this way, and 
“Ceylon’s isle” will escape destruction 
while Buddha will gain the glory.

COLONEL HOUGHTON.
A stanch and prominent man and 

Spiritualist, Col. Houghton, one of Can
ada’s best known military officers, re
cently passed io spirit life, while in 
British Columbia. He was command
ing officer of the Fifth Military Dis
trict, in Montreal. Before coming to 
Montreal he sat in the Legislature of 
British Columbia. He filled various im
portant public and official positions of 
trust and honor. He. was an ardent 
and true worker in the interests of Spir
itualism.

A RIGHTEOUS ACT.
The Sultan ol Turkey has Issued an 

order prohibiting the immigration of 
Jews to Jerusalem. Every movement 
to colonize Palestine from abroad has 
been a failure, and with ruin to those 
engaged In the project. The country 
around Jerusalem is a barren, desolate 
waste, unfitted by nature for agricul
tural purposes, destitute of manufac
tures, her people subsisting on the 
spoils wrung from visitors to the holy 
city.

The Vision Said to Be From 
Washington.

To the Editor:—The description of 
“The Vision of Washington,” related by 
Anthony Sherman and published in 
your issue of September 10, bears upon 
it? face evidence of its absolute un
truthfulness. Anthony Sherman, who 
1b still living, and: claims to be only 
ninety years of age, says,he “had it 
from the General himself.” General 
Washington died nearly ninety-nine 
years ago, and as a matter of fact, An
thony Sherman by claiming to have “had 
It from the General himself,” uttered a 
deliberate falsehood. Within quite a 
recent period I have occasionally read 
the published statements of negresses, 
who said they were domestics in Gener
al Washington's family, which were 
equally untrue; but their falsehoods 
were Induced by the spirit of vanity 
that comes of Ignorance, and are harm
less, for the truth of history has not 
been perverted thereby, nor the liars 
themselves, raised from that low and 
wretched condition for which they were 
not wholly responsible. But Anthony 
Sherman, as his description of the “vis
ion” show’s, is on educated man, who 
unfortunately, has not learned that the 
vice of lying ranks among the meanest 
of vices. Its meanness as well as its 
guilt, is increased by the circumstance 
of his Intelligence, with whom there 
should be far less urgency of tempta
tion, and a far clearer knowledge of 
duty, than with the assumed domestics

Keep up with the Free Thought pro
cession! You can do so by sending to 
this office Ç1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. Art Magic is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressage, If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
In step with our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag in the rear. If you 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why yon do not? 
We would like to know.

Noah Had Honey.
Dr. James K. Hosmer, while recently 

visiting Boston, had occasion to visit 
the new public library. As he went up 
the feteps he met Edward Everett Hale, 
who asked the Doctor’s errand.

“To consult the archives,” was the re
ply.

“By the way, Hosmer,” said Dr. Hale, 
“do you know where Noah kept his 
bees?” .

“No,” answered Hosmer. -
“In the ark-hives,” said the venerable 

preacher, as he passed out of ear-Bhot. 
—Ladies’ Home Journal.

sect the, entire brain and what is 
brought to the brain charges some of 
these planes, where it remains perma
nent.
- The actions of the various parts of 
this organism are concentrated in the 
brain, and from them and memory ema
nate thought, reason, Judgment, com
parison, knowledge and all that sort of 
doing, and the combination forms a 
union and commences another organism 
which we call mind, and as the parts of 
which It Is composed Is ethereal, the or
ganism Is ethereal also. To this new 
unión belong the senses intuitive, or 
sense of knowledge and the arranging 
sense. The arranging sense brings the 
different parts Into proximity so they 
act harmoniously. The intuitive sense 
knows of the action, properties and pos
sibilities of the mind, and its environ
ments, and dictates some of its move
ments, but the mind acts mostly by the 
Influence of the five senses and memory 
by habit, as it has not confidence In the 
Intuitive. But when this sense is fully 
developed it knows all its surroundings 
and what tlio ethereal planes are 
charged with, and sometimes this sense 
grows up with the other senses; for I 
have known children at three years old 

'to know and tell things that others did 
not know of. It Is by this sense know
ing what planes arc charged with, that 
the wonderful things are done called 
psychometry, clairvoyance, description 
of others that the one had never seen or 
heard of, and the many things are doue 
that appear so strange.

We believe these organisms grow up 
together, and though they Intermingle 
so much, are entirely separate in their 
individuality; that after a time, when 
the first two have arrived at maturity, 
they soon begin to wane and gradually 
go down to death. But the mind con
tinues to grow on and at the death of 
the other organisms Is more advanced 
than ever before, and, taking every
thing in nature for evidence, it must 
continue to exist

We believe the mind, like everything 
else,- is made up by its attractions, en
vironments and change, and of such as 
it Is made, such It will be when it leaves 
the other organisms, and such it will be. 
when it enters fts individual state of 
existence, and it carries with It its ar
ranging sense and sense of knowledge 
which knows all the memory remem
bered, and it has the properties of at
traction and repulsion according to Its 
make-up, and it will be attracted when 
the same action that made it is going 
on. The sot will be attracted to the 
saloon, the banker to the bank, the 
selfish and avaricious to their kind, the 
highly educated and self-conceited and 
great theorist will be drawn to old asso
ciates for opinions. Laplace minds will 
be drawn to Imaginary nebulae for new 
worlds, and the Darwinian student will 
be looking for the missing link. But 
those whose surroundings have led 
them on to humanity and to desire that 
all may become wise and happy, noble 
and good, and all progress In knowl
edge and wisdom that brings people out 
of their ignorant and debased situation 
to know what is right and Just, will be 
repelled from the bad of earth and at
tracted to their kind In the next sphere, 
and with them seek to do good to all, 
interchange their knowledge with each 
other, and all be happy and unite in 
learning the cause of the action of the 
universe, and seeking to progress in 
wisdom, goodness and happiness for all.

We believe in this state of progression 
the mind will attract fine matter from 
the next sphere and it will unite with 
the fine matter of the mind and they 
will form a nucleus that will attract 
fine matter of both spheres, that will 
unite and cause a change that starts a
new mind, continues to grow until it 
comes at maturity, then jt throws off 
the old mind as the old mind did the 
physical body, and become an active 
mind In the next sphere, and with the 
old mind Is left things that the first 
mind acquired while associated with 
the other organisms, such as sex and 
selfish love for any particular ones, and 
as they associate with higher minds, 
know more, think deeper, and progress 
farther In wisdom and happiness.

This studying, learning, and changing 
from one sphere to another, continues 
until all is known and all are happy In 
knowing all there is to know; then all 
will be alike and will not regret there 
Is no more to learn. Progression will 
cease, minds will become like many 
drops of water on a level, all alike, and

OUR FALL AND 
WINTER CAMPAIGN

; It will be especially brilliant. A 
story by CharlesDlekeus, given through 
the mediumship of the gifted Carlyle 

1 Petersilea, of Los Angeles, Cal., will 
prove Instructive and interesting. It 
scintillates throughout With grand spir
itual truths, it will be commenced

, early lu October.
Moses Hull will add bls splendid 

erudition to the attractiveness of the 
paper by giving a series of articles.

Wc have made arrangements to have 
a scries of lectures reported, as given 
through tlie remarkably gifted speaker, 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. They will 
prove a veritable feast. They will ap
pear from time to thue.

Everyone who subscribes for The 
Progressive Thinker, will receive until 
further orders the following lectures 
combined in one paper:

1. “Christmas, Christ aud the Cross,” 
by Moses Hull. It is exceedingly valu
able. It is a mine of Instructive infor
mation. The facts presented are worth 
to any thinker at least one dollar.

2. "The World’s Parliament of Relig
ion." Au address by Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond. This address gives the "Re
ligious Aspect" of our cause; also the 
“Philosophical Aspect,” and the "Phe
nomenal Aspect,” followed by a "Re
sume of its Work and Influence.” This 
address should be read and re-read by 
every thoughtful Spiritualist.

3. “Trail of the Serpent—Landmarks 
of Roman Catholicism In History.” By 
A. M. Griffen. No one on tills earth to
day is better posted than Mr. Griffen in 
regard to the deep-seated corruption in 
tlio Catholic church. His views will 
not only interest you, but they will ap
pall you with their showing of cruelty 
and perfidy.^ This article alone is well 
worth a year’s subscription to the 
paper.

4. "A Ritual—Spiritual Funeral Serv
ice,” by Hudson and Emma Rood Tut
tle. This is what its title implies, direc
tions for conducting a funeral where it 
is Impossible to secure a desirable per
son to officiate. The sentiments ore 
pathetic, philosophical and eloquent re
minders of the beauty of the change 
called death. It should be in every 
family, ready for any emergency.

5. “Evolution and Revolution,” an 
address by that master mind, Hon. 
A. B. French, of Clyde, Ohio. A most 
eloquent, thoughtful discourse, by one 
who is not excelled as an orator and 
profound thinker. It is a mine of val
uable information.

Besides the above, there are other 
valuable and Instructive articles. All 
combined this is the most remarkable 
paper ever issued from the Spiritual
istic press. It will afford you mental 
food for reflection during the full and 
winter months. It will be sent forth 
free to every veariy and trial sub
scriber. Not only will every yearly 
subscriber get the above paper when 
they send in their subscription, but by 
sending 20 cents in addition (which 
pays for postage and mailing) they will 
get Art Magic, a most valuable book. 
It Is elegantly bound, nicely printed, 
and is an ornament to any center table. 
What we offer to every yearly sub
scriber to The Progressive Thinker 
who sends ?1.20: Fifty-two numbers of 
the paper; one paper containing the 
above attractions, invaluable to every 
reflective mind, and Art Magic, a single 
copy of which has been sold for ?25.

You who cannot send in one dollar for 
the paper, send 25 cents for a three 
months’ subscription. Keep in touch 
with the great Spiritual movement

All persons desiring places upon the 
programme of the Annual Convention, 
please to report at once, announcing 
subject, etc. *

All speakers and mediums who In
tend attending convention, are respect
fully requested to notify secretary. ,

- FRANCIS B. WOODBURY. ' 
C00 Penn. Ave., 8. E., Washin£ton.Dja
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I?'' BLIND TOM; THE GREATEST
OF MUSICAL MEDIUMS

An Interesting Account of a Very Remarkable Character,

THIS REMARKABLE MEDIUM 
STILL LIVES, AND HAS LOST 
NONE OF HIS REMARKABLE 
TOWERS - IMPRESSIVE INCI
DENTS IN CONNECTION WITH 
HIS LIFE.

r To the Editor:—The following in re
gard io Blind Tom, from the Ladies’ 
Home Journal, will be read with 
especial interest:

After the Johnstown flood a colored 
man who was one of the victims, was 
identified by a woman as Thomas 
Wiggins, and was buried as such. That 
the writer spent the day with Thomas
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Wiggins a few weeks ago is proof that 
the inscription on the Pennsylvania 
tombstone is singularly incorrect.

The name Thomas Wiggins means 
nothing to the majority of readers. But 
Thomas Wiggins is “Blind Tom,” a 
name familiar to hundreds of thousands 
In this „country and abroad, who have 

’ heard the piano plajjpd by this won
tierful negro. The impression that he 
.s dead Is a pretty general one. As a 
matter of faet, Blind Tom has never 
been ill a day in his life, and is now 
enjoying an existence more full of com
forts and happiness than faR to the lot 
of most mortals.

On the banks of the Shrewsbury 
River, in a domain of over two hundred 
acres of woodland, stands a picturesque 
tvvo-and-a-half-story wooden house
with a broad veranda. Here Blind Tom 
is at home.

The day the writer called the negro 
pianist was expecting a tuner who 
could correct a faulty A in his concert 
grand. When I reached the hous.e and 
pressed the annunciator button thé door 

• was flung open by blind Tom himself.
For a moment he stood there, a big, 

burly fellow of nearly fifty, his black 
broadcloth trousers braced up high on 

■ his capacious girth, over a white outing 
shirt with a narrow pink stripe. His 
head raised, his large dark eyes up
lifted, he waited till I announced myself 
as a visitor who had an appointment 
with Mr. A. J. Lerche, his guardian. 
My voice told him I was not the tuner. 
With a childlike droop of dlsappoint- 
ment he shut the door in my face. He 
will always be a child, aud his actions 

. are sometimes • saved-from rudeness 
only, by his simplicity.

Mr,,Lerche, soon appeared. He sug
gested tliat It niight have a pacifying 
Influence if- I would^ hear Tom’s ex
planation of the piano’s shortcomings, 
and promise to let the tuner know 
about them, so that he would come 
promptly to remedy them. This I ac
cordingly did. '

“The A is wrong," said Tom, pressing 
his finger on the note; “and then this 

. high A is a little out, too,” sounding 
another, two or three octaves above the 
first. He put his finger on each note 
without any hesitation. He spoke in a 
rieh, full voice and with much simple 
dignity. There was a respectfulness in 
his air and pose, however, which re
called the fact that he had been a slave 
Cor nearly twenty years.

'Then at Mr. Lerche’s request he 
seated himself, and for the first time I 
heard Blind Tom play. It was indeed 
a wonderful exhibition. His hands are 

•; not at all “piano hands.” In place of 
the slender, long-fiugered hands, which 
one so often sees in great pianists, 
Tom’s hands are small and plump, with 
the thumbs and tapering Angers quite 
short. The}’ seemed too small to do oc
taves effectively.- Later It was proven 
chat they were not so by any means. 
Ills technique is good. He executes 
runs with perfect ease and fluency. 
Whether the composition is difficult or 
simple he sees no difference in it He 
plays everything with the same absence

• of effort.
Toin’s head and face are not wholly 

unattractive. He has often been de
scribed as a repulsive imbecile except 
during his moments at the piano. This 
is’not so. His head Is small but well 
shaped. Ills features are of a strong 
African type, with low forehead, large 
eyes, nose and mouth, and a general 
•heaviness rather than weakness. His 
skin is not perfectly black. In his ap
pearance and in his manner of speak
ing when addressed—aud during the 
whole day ho made no remark to any
one actually present except when ad
dressed—he shows intelligence and dig
nity, with quite a pride of his own at 
times. '

While playing he moves his body 
very little; his head is at an angle of 
forty-five degrees, the eyes upturned, 
the heavy lower lip pendulous, and 
there Is a sense of utter absorption In 
the music. He has an odd way of 
bringing this lower lip up and letting It 
fall at short intervals, as a fish works 
his mouth while breathing. He uses 
only one foot in pedalling—his right— 
and nearly always it was the loud pedal 
chat he pressed. When the passage 
called for no pedal he stuck tho front 
of liis foot under the pedal. This was 
invariable; After finishing his piece he 
stood up and his right hand habitually 
went up to his face.

Tom played one of his own com
positions next, “something that the 
birds and wind told him.” It was a 
simple, fresh, melodious thing, with a 
good dash of the sprightliness which 
colored people are so fond of in music.

“When did you compose that?" asked 
Mr. Lerche. »

“That, sir, I composed when I was 
seven years of age,” replied Tom with 
the same impressive gravity.

’ “Do you. play anything of Rubin-- 
stein’sï” I inquired. .

“I play Rubinstein’s melody in F,” he 
replied, and then, as usual, began at 

' once to play it. His technique, expres
sion and correctness were perfect, but 
m nothing that he played was there evi
dence of any Interpretation of his own 
of the piece. But it was marvelous 
»nough without that One need, not 
exaggerate the wonders of this simple 
aegro’s mastery of the piano. They are 
miraculous enough In a> weak-minded 
man who knows theoretically nothing 
of his art *

Tom never drinks, swears, nor shows
any vicious inclinations. He is scrupu

la lously neat, and most regular and me- 
__ thodical in his habits. He rises at

IKjen, lias breakfast at nine, dinner at

THE COMING CRISIS.
A New Departure Demanded 

by Progressive Spir
itualists.

half past one, and supper at six. He 
goes to bed at a little after nine. He 
has an attendant who looks after him 
at mealtime, as he lias to have his meat 
cut for him. He finds Ills napkin and 
tucks that around his neek himself. He 
has a good appetite, although by no 
means is he a heavy eater. He is fond 
of fruit—watermelons preferred—likes 
Ml kinds of pie except mince, and is 
very fond of sugar. He never drinks 
coffee; He is sensitive to cold. Some
times when he feels a strong breeze 
blowing on him he will say: “Tom’s in 
a draught. He may catch cold and die. 
Wouldn’t that be terrible?” He has this 
artless fear of death, yet ho has com
posed a funeral march for himself, in 
which there is one movement so cheer
fully bright as to be almost pathetic. 
Tliis march was played at the funeral 
of his master, John G. Bethune, who 
was killed In a railway accident in 1883.

He has the habit of turning his eyes 
up when he plays, or when he walks 
about mumbling to himself. He likes 
to let the sunlight fall directly on his 
eyeballs. When he talks to himself he 
will repeat a word or phrase several 
times, either to emphasize it, or through 
pleasure in the sound, or else because 
he is filling in time until some other 
idea shall come to Ills mind. For in
stance, he went on in this way for some 
time as he strolled up and down with 
his rolling gait on the veranda: "Wag
ner. Yes. Wagner. Mr. Wagner. 
Richard Wagner. Wagner. Mr. Wag
ner is dead. Yes. He Is/deod. Dead. 
His last opera. Yes. His opera. His 
last opera was ‘Parsifal.’ ‘Parsifal.’ 
His last opera."

When I rose to go he shook hands and 
bade me good-by, and as the carriage 
bore me off I heard him again a- —s 
beloved piano, the unwearying solace 
of his life. The soft music from the 
weak-minded negro escaped through 
the shades of the room, and the breath 
of the honeysuckle was wafted In upon 
the blind child of nature as he sat there 
in. the dim apartment alone, yet com
panioned as few mortals are.

The strongest Impression I bore away 
was that of the sweet, contented life 
the poor, blind negro is leading; There 
was pathos in it. I had expected to 
find a wonder at the piano, and I did, 
for his untaught mastery of the instru
ment is marvellous and admits of no 
explanation. It is a gift of nature pure 
and simple. From the time when the 
Bethune family left the dinner tabl/to
see who could be playing on the piano, 
and discovered the sightless pickaninny 
of four years perched on the stool, his 
little hands plucking uncanny melody 
from the keyboard—from that time 
until now he has had an unwavering 
devotion to the instrument whose music 
is his life. '

He has made fortunes, first for Col. 
Bethune, who bought his mother, Char
ity Wiggins, when the blind baby was 
“thrown in;” then for John S. Bethune, 
and lastly for the widow of John Be
thune, who Is now the wife of the law
yer, Albert J. Lerche, at whose resi
dence I saw the wonderful negro;

Blind Tom has all that he wants. Of 
how few of us can ns much be said? 
There is even dignity, pathos and sweet
ness ¿bout this big, fleshy negro, now 
in his forty-eighth year. His old mother 
is still alive, a withered, wrinkled 
“mammy,” efghty-flve years old.

The only estimate that can be put on 
Blind Tom, he was a most remarkable

The-signs of the times as we see them 
looming up before our mental vision in 
connection with the great Spiritual 
movement commonly known by the 
name of Spiritualism, winch to our 
mind means “The Science of Spirit,” 
all point to an approaching crisis in its 
history, and as the National Conven
tion soon to be held in Washington will 
be (or at least should be) a representa
tive gathering of Spiritualists, we feel 
this crisis will be in evidence there and 
will demand the attention of all those 
fortunate enough to be present. We 
say “fortunate” because we feel It is a 
great benefit to our cause to have a Na
tional Convention and it must be a 
source of much pleasure to those able 
to attend.

But we feel there is a great deal of 
room for improvement; it is an injustice 
to all except a few eastern friends to 
hold all annual conventions in Washing
ton, oi’.even anywhere in the East. If 
the conventions are to be national in 
character, let them be made movable. 
Every section of country should have a 
chance to attend, without having an un
fair expense to meet. The progressive 
Western slope needs it once in a while, 
the sluggish South needs it very badly 
sometimes, the earnest Northern people 
would like to take a turn, while the 
Middle States need its reviving influ- 

.ence as much as any. Give us a mov
able convention and we will soon have 
a stronger N. 8. A. .

Then we want another new departure 
—we want and must have a declaration 
of self-evident principles—we do. not 
want a creed, no progressive individual 
wants a’creed, but we want a declara
tion of principles, a platform of some 
kind to stand upon. The battle-cry of 
the aggressive and progressive mem
bers of our ranks is for strengthening 
our organizations, for honest, earnest, 
united effort against superstition and 
every form of error, social, moral, polit
ical or religious. The great question of 
the hour is, Shall we organize thorough
ly, and adopt a declaration or platform 
of principles? or shall we remain a dis
organized, scattered army, working at 
cross purposes without any specific ob
ject in view?

We want a national organization 
strong enough, to see justice done to our 
workers. If a man or woman is devot
ing his or her time entirely to the work 
of lecturing on our grand and glorious 
philosophy, and furnishes the necessary 
conditions required by the Passenger 
Associations, we demand that their 
rights are secured by the N. 8. A.

If laws are made by any state inimi
cal to clairvoyants, magnetic healers, 
or any other purely spiritual employ
ment, we demand that those laws shall 
be contested by the N. 8. A., or better 
still, nipped in the bud and not allowed 
to become law.

We want a National Association tliat 
will secure to all honest workers, equal 
and exact justice before the law. When 
the workers all see they have this kind 
of an association, it will prosper.

We demand also that more mission
ary work shall be done in the West and 
South. We have plenty of efficient 
workers, but very few-employers. It is 
the duty of the N. 8. A. to utilize resi
dent workers in the different states at 
mass meetings,- instead • of bringing 
speakers-long distances at. an immense

erarchy, a commenflSl trust or a med
ical monopoly, ...i,

With p declaration of self-evident 
principles similar to (he above we would 
have something to w6rk for, something 
to hope for, and' we would be putting to 
a practical use the knowledge we have 
gained from the spirit-world.

Let us be up and doing, and not let 
the liberal churches' which are spring
ing up all over the laid, absorb all our 
best workers, take dll our’children un
der then- protecting care, uud gather in 
the crop which belongs to the spiritual 
workers who have suffered privation, 
persecution and social.ostracism. The 
crisis is coming; let us meet it with a 
determined effort to Organize, agitate 
aud educate the masses.

A NEGATIVE CREED.
Shall We Have a Creed? Is 

Considered.

Blair, Neb. W. E. BONNEY.

LAKESIDE PARK CAMP.
Southwestern Missouri As. 

sociation.

The Southwest Missouri Spiritual As
sociation opened their second annual 
meeting at this beautiful park under 
unpropitious circumstances, so far as 
weather was concerned, last Tuesday 
afternoon. They had made arrange
ments to open the Saturday before, but 
the tents were not ready until that af
ternoon, and that evening it set in to 
rain and kept It up steady until Mon
day afternoon, part of the time with as 
much force as I ever saw it rain.

Mr. W. J. Black, treasurer of the so
ciety, made the welcome address, and 
was responded to by Mrs. Sara O. Sco- 
vell,. They had to give way in the pa
vilion to the Ladies’ Methodist Mission^ 
ary Society for the balance of the after
noon. Wednesday they started in at 10 
h. m., with conference, and lecture at 
2:30 p. m., by Airs. Isa Wilson Kayner, 
following with tests. '

In the evening, Brother D. W. Hull 
gave a lecture ,and was followed with 
tests by Mrs. Josie Folsom. Her tests 
are nearly all given while her eyes are 
bandaged, and the friends are anxious 
at each session to get into the chair, 
The attendance was not very large until 
Sunday. There was a conference in the 
forenoon; lecture and tests in the after
noon by Mrs. Folsom, and in the even
ing Mrs. Kayner gave the “fire test” 
for the benefit of the association, fol
lowing with some very markéd psycho
metric readings. There was one man 
who came to the meeting, and in gath
ering up articles he gave an article that 
chanced to be the first one read. She 
described the spirit, form of a lady 
standing by him, and lie did not seem to 
understand it, and with a sneer said he 
never had such a woman around him, 
and of course the audience laughed. 
But she immediately left the platform, 
and going directly to him she went 
baek and took the statement up seriat
im, and he acknowledged all she told 
him. In describing the spirit form 
again, he spoke out ih meeting and said, 
‘Why, that was my mother!’ Then the 
audience cheered, again- demonstrating 
the truth of the statement, ‘he laughs 
best who laughs last." I She then told 
him of a small box filled with trinkets 
that no one beside himself in the form 
knew that he had. She described some 
of them, and told him the end of the 
old trunk where they were placed under 
some clothing. She then described an
other spirit by his side and told of his 
raising the head of the corpse and cut
ting off two long ringlets, and pointed 
to the place from which they were cut. 
He then asked for the color of the hair, 
and she said it wa^a-golden chestnut, 
when he cried out, <My'God! that was

A Monopolistic
&

medium.
New York City.

LUCRETIUS.

A MODEL CREED.
Very Brief, but Inclusive and 

Expressive.

The Spiritualist Creed, as enunciated 
by Hudson Tuttle, Esq., as given in 
the columns of The Progressive Think
er some time ago, over his own signa
ture, meets my hearty approval. It is 
right to the point, without any waste 
words. It designates the distinguishing 
characteristics of Spiritualism, without 
incumbering the subject with surplus
sage or discordant elements.

Creed-makers, like political platform
builders, are liable to lug In too much, 
join too many issues, producing divis
ion Instead of union, weakness Instead 
of strength. Better unite on essentials, 
and allow non-essentials to shift for 
themselves.

There are Christian Spiritualists and 
anti-Christian Spiritualists. There may 
be Spiritualists who want to punish the 
sinful eternally, for aught we know to 
the contrary; and possibly, there may 
be some who are still looking for “that 
great and notable day when the Lord 
shall appear In the clouds, and all the 
holy angels with him, and will an
nounce: Time was, time is, but time 
shall be no longer.” If so let them en
tertain their own views without mo
lestation; for our bond of harmony, as 
Brother Tuttle well puts it, Is:

1. Man is an Immortal spirit;
2. Which passes out of the physical 

body at death, unchanged In its devel
opment and faculties; .

3. And a spirit, under favorable con
ditions, can communicate with those in 
mortal life.

On this platform all can stand. We 
must be tolerant of those who believe 
more. Some believe in the materializa- 
tlon of spirits; others reject this phe
nomenon in toto. Let ns not contend 
over these matters, but allow each to 
be persuaded In his own mind.

All these matters are subjects on 
which the wise may differ, or may vac
illate, accepting to-day and rejecting 
to-morrow.

There are millions of Spiritualists still 
clinging to the churches, many believ
ing in a God-man. They have seen 
enough to convince them that spirits 
can communicate with mortals under 
favorable conditions, but they are re
luctant to go out from the church and 
incur its hate. It would be a pleasure 
to have these co-operate with us. We 
believe they would rejoice in their own 
liberation from the mental slavery the 
church imposes on its members; but we 
will not insist on this, knowing it Is 
only a matter of time when the en
thralled mind Will break away from its 
bondage.

Looking back over the fifty years 
which have fled, and forward in imag
ination through tlie thoughtful, bustling 
future through a like period, and We be
lieve the churchesr-many of them at 
least—will have modified their creeds so 
as to agree, substantially, with ours as 
herein enunciated. The narrow concep
tion of the soul-sleepers, and the resur
rection of the material body at some 
far-off judgment day, is doomed to pass 
away, as did the ancient Egyptians in 
whose country the Idea had birth.

B-
’Thomas Paine: Was He Junius?’’ 

An Interesting pamphlet by Wm. H. 
Burr. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office.

expense for railroad rates. The fail
roads are reaping the greatest benefit 
from our present system.

We need missionary work, but we can 
not afford to pay such large salaries. 
Plenty of good speakers in the United 
States are working for less than five 
dollars per week. Let them be utilized 
for missionary work in their own states 
and much good can be accomplished.

We need organizers, but no speaker 
can afford to spend the requisite 
amount of energy and perseverance to 
organize societies without a better 
guarantee than he can usually get from 
the local supporters. We need these or
ganizers, sent out by tlie N. S. A., to 
work up societies. These must be 
backed by N. S. A. funds.

A-n organizer needs a declaration of 
principles to show what the organiza
tion is expected to work for.

If Spiritualism Is as we have said be
fore “The Science of Spirit,” then ev
erything which pertains to the welfare 
of the spirit, whether in a material or 
spiritual body, is necessarily a part of 
Its work. The fact that spirit survives 
the separation from the body is the 
foundation stone upon which we must 
build our superstructure. The spirit
ual philosophy and phenomena being 
grounded upon facts and demonstrable 
truths, solves for all time to come the 
question of a continued existence after 
death ((so-called). Here we have one 
declaration:

The manifestations of spirit power 
and presence having convinced us of 
the continuity of life, we feel justified 
in tlie belief that life is eternal.

Second—Having found by investiga
tion that spirits retain their Individual
ity, characteristics and propensities to 
a very large extent till they outgrow 
them, we find in the philosophy and 
phenomena of Spiritualism a wide field 
for the scientist and humanitarian In 
determining the origin of insanity, vice, 
crime ahd morbid superstitions and we 
therefore advocate a closer Investiga
tion of these matters by all scientific 
bodies who are In search of truth as a 
duty Incumbent upon them.

Third—Having found in our investi
gations that all spirits exert an Influ
ence for good or ill, no matter whether 
occupying a material or spiritual body, 
and having learned also that as we 
leave this plane of life we enter upon 
the next, we consider it a crime against 
nature aud our spiritual unfoldment as 
a race, to send human beings into spirit 
life prematurely, and therefore we are 
opposed ,to war, capital punishment 
murder, suicide, Infanticide, starvation 
from insufficient nourishment, from a 
lack of wholesome food or pure air or 
any causes which may tend to shorten 
life on the earth-plane.

Fourth—Realizing that “prevention is 
better than cure,” we as a body of pro
gressive people recommend the study of 
sexual science as an imperative neces- 
clty te a better understanding of the 
cause of many evils now afflicting so
ciety. The human body being the won
derful mechanism through which the 
“creative life forces of the universe” 
are used for the propagation of the spe
cies, it is the most important question 
of our time: How best to increase a 
healthy, harmonious race and decrease 
crime and vice? We further demand a 
free press, so that a scientific and ra
tional education along all lines pertain
ing to love, marriage and divorce may 
.be acquired by the masses of the peo
ple. -

Fifth—We advocate arbitration in the 
settlement of all disputes between na
tions or individuals.

Sixth—We declare ourselves in favor 
of individual liberty (provided we do 
not Infringe on the rights of others),, 
considering that each individual must 
work out his own salvation. But we 
stand opposed to all forms of monopo
listic oppression, be it by a religious hi-

my first wife!’ She gave him a few 
other tests, and he then went home con
vinced of the truth of spirit return, and 
preaching It to his friends in his own 
place. We have since learned that he 
was a member of the Baptist church, 
and had never been in any kind of a 
Spiritualist meeting before, and came to 
this one to break It up, as he knew that 
we were nil fakes and humbugs, and 
thnt we were deceiving the people and 
taking from them their money, mid that 
lie would be doing the Lord a service If 
he could break up our meeting and 
drlve.us away. When be met one, like 
the one of ota, who could ‘tell him all 
he ever did,' and so perfectly described 
his loved ones, the tears trickled down 
his cheeks, and now his desire Is to 
help tho good work along, insteau of 
trying to disturb. Aud so, by clear and 
truthful giving of tho spirit message, 
has good been done.

The fire test was one of the most suc
cessful yet given, and to-dny in a sit
ting with Mr. Wella Anderson, the aged 
spirit artist, we were pleasantly sur
prised with a portrait of Aslika, the 
Chaldean, who so ably proves the 
power of spirit understanding the laws 
of nature as to successfully handle fire 
without harm to anything that he may 
handle, even to the flesh of mortal be
ings. It is a beautiful piece of work, 
done with an ordinary lead pencil in 
about fourteen minutes. He certainly 
is a remarkable instrument in the hands 
of the spirit world. He Is well along In 
years, with white hair, and is now liv
ing at Cartilage, Mo...

Thursday we have to yield the ground 
to the colored people, who are going to 
celebrate their emancipation day, and 
the campers will rest from spiritual la
bor and watch the festivities, even if 
they do not participate in them.

Tlie comp association will hold their 
annual election to-morrow, and they are 
hoping to elect some active, energetic 
Spiritualist that will be able to conduct 
the affairs of the association to a grand 
success this coming year. If the 
weather continues against them there 
will be very little money in tlie treasury 
at the close of the camp nexf Monday 
night,and the incoming officers will 
have some work to do to overcome con
ditions and put it where It belongs as a 
spiritual organization. ’

After tho close of cani£ we may stay 
In this vicinity for a few days, as there 
is some talk of being' ¿We to do some 
good work In Joplin and Carthage, Mo., 
and Galena, Kansas. . „

T, D. KAYNER. 
--------■ 

GRANDMOTHER’^ HANDS.

The question of the necessity of 
adopting some kind of a creed is still 
agitating the minds of Spiritualists. It 
seems almost impossible for many to 
leave the church without taking away 
with them something exclusively and 
peculiarly orthodox, to be introduced 
into the warp aud woof of the new gar- 
meutthey propose to wear. This is all 
right so long as it refers to the good aud 
true. But tlie creed of Christendom 
constitutes the very weakest part of 
Christianity, and should by no means 
be imitated by Spiritualism or Spirit
ualists.

In order to arrive at a true diagnosis 
of the character of a case under his pro
fessional care, the physician is often 
obliged to make use of the process of 
exclusion, or to determine what the 
case is not, until he arrives at the pos
itive conclusion of what it is.

Now, it seems to me that this creed 
question eau be treated similarly. In
stead of proclaiming to the world what 
we do believe, let us make bold to an
nounce that which we do not believe as 
hitherto taught by the orthodox pulpit. 
Let us formulate that which we do not 
believe, and then that which we do be
lieve will manifest itself by natural in
ference. In short, “Truth” may be 
stated as the creed of Spiritualism. As 
stated by Miss Abby Juds'on: Whatever 
is true is rational.

The negative creed of the Spiritualist, 
or that which he does not believe, might 
be formulated as follows:

I do not believe in the doctrine of 
eternal punishment, nor in that of a 
fixed state after death.

I do not believe that Christians pos
sess an exclusively divine revelation, or 
that their Scriptures are perfect, com
plete, infallible.

I do not believe in the dogma of tlie 
resurrection of the dead or of the 
physical, natural body. ~

I do not believe that Jesus Christ was 
God or Deity.

I do not believe in-the doctrine of the 
vicarious atonement.

I do not believe the Bible story of the 
fall of man.

I do not beliqve in the doctrine of 
special creation.

I do not believe in a complete, local, 
exclusive, or infallible revelation.

I do not believe what my reason re
jects.

I do not believe that Judas hung him
self before or after he fell headlong and 
disemboweled himself.

I do not believe that God_ Almighty 
ever “walked,” “talked,” had “bodily 
form,” "wrestled with one patriarch,” 
“ate veal and cakes with another,” got 
“angry," “jealous,” commanded cruelty 
and exhibited almost every passion and 
imperfection of man.

I do not believe that infinite wisdom 
could make a mistake that would lead 
him to “repent that he had made man."

I do not believe that a snake ever 
talked to Eve, or that Jonah swallowed 
the whale.

I do not believe that the great fact in 
nature called “death,” Is the result of 
sin, or the expression of God’s ven
geance upon man for Adam and Eve’s 
disobedience.

I do not believe there is the least_atom 
of ordinal-}' common sense lu the whole 
story of the “Fall of Man."

I do not believe that one-fourth of the 
ministers and priests of America be
lieve what they preach. -

I do not believe that the sun stood 
still at the command of Joshua, or that 
a star directed the wise men of the 
East to their destination.

I do not believe that Samson killed so 
many people In one day with the jaw
bone of an ass.

I do not believe that Balaam’s ass 
talked.

But I might go on Indefinitely telling 
what Spiritualists do not believe, that 
Christians do believe or profess to be
lieve. But what’s the use? Who are 
the “cranks?” H. V. SWERINGEN.

About the middle of last 
torney for the Illinois State 
Health, Mr. Barnes, acting „„„vx vi- 
ders from the secretary of the board, 
Dr. J. a. Egad, started 23 suits against 
Chicago physicians bf the physio-medl- 
cal school, most of whom are professors 
in or graduates of the IndependentMed- 
ieal College, and all members of the 
People’s Medical Liberty League.

At a regular meeting of the League, 
held on the evening of the 19th of this 
mouth in the lecture hall of I. M. C„ 
the chief attorney for the People’s Med
ical Liberty League, Mr. Wm. T. Blair, 
reported that 20 of these suits have 
been dismissed at the cost of the pros
ecution. Two have been continued on 
motion of the attorney for the prosecu
tion, and would probably be dismissed 
in the same way, and one man, Dr. J. 
G. Haley, had been found guilty of cur
ing two patients who had been given up 
as Incurable by regular doctors who 
hold licenses from the State Board of 
Health, and fined $100 with the alterna
tive of going to jail or paying the fine 
and costs.

ntA 'Ranra nf ., •w**‘,Tin<a*4yw*^h«iftimmi,«olidsoUai^^Bi UIÖ poara 01 HnPi»portini<ocxLi,wuiicdia»truio«h*maoy“®Kf.
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Dr. Haley did not take either horn of 
the dilemma, but under advice of the 
attorney, Mr. Blair, and the financial 
backing of the League, he took an ap
peal to the Superior court of Cook coun
ty where the case is still pending. It is 
tho intention of the League to make 
this a test case, and it is the opinion of 
other able lawyers beside Mr. Blair that 
if the Board should not dismiss the 
case, but permits it to be tried, the med
ical practice act will be declared uncon
stitutional and void. The results so 
far, of the efforts of the State medical 
trust to enrleh themselves at the ex
pense of the physicians who are not in 
the trust, aud crush medical freedom, in 
Chicago, have not been successful, nor 
is the outlook for the future very hope
ful for them. Indeed the State Board 
ring has found in the People’s Medical 
Liberty League a foe worthy of its 
steel. '

Since the above was handed to the 
printer another case has been .dis
missed, so there now remains but one 
case on the docket.—Medical Liberty 
New«.

Excellent Test.
To the Editor:—The following may 

prove as interesting to your readers as 
It is to the narrator. It Is well known 
in Spiritualistic circles here that my 
wife, although not a professional me
dium, is at times clairvoyant and clair- 
audlent, and has given some remark
able tests.

On last Sunday evening as you have 
no doubt learned from the secular press, 
Consul General Chevalier M. de Pros- 

-kowetz von Proskow, while on his way 
from Chicago to Bridgeport, Conn., was 
killed in Fort Wayne. The dining-car as 
is the custom on the Pennsylvania road, 
was detached at this place, and tlie 
train was backing It for the side track. 
Consul Proskowetz, who had been walk
ing to and fro from one car to the other 
for exercise, did not notice the detach
ment of the rear car and fell to the 
track, the wheels of one truck passing 
over his body before he was extricated. 
Strange to say, he was perfectly con
scious, not considering himself fatally 
hurt, although almost literally ground 
to pieces. He was taken to the St, Jo
seph hospital in this city, where he died 
in about an hour after the accident.

On Tuesday evnlng>Mr. L. O. Hull 
called at my house and handing my 
wife something wrapped in a small pa
per, asked her to see if she could see or 
hear anything concerning it. It was 
but an instant almost when she said: 
“This makes me feel terribly. I feel as 
if I was all crushed to pieces under 
wheels. I must be under the cars. I 
never experienced such a horrible feel
ing.”

“That will do,” said Mr. Hull, “I don’t 
wish to prolong that feeling of distress 
any longer for you; now open the pa
per.” The paper was unwrapped, when 
simply a button was disclosed, but tliat 
button was found at tho site of the ac
cident and had on it the name of the 
city Vienna, the home of Consul Gen
eral Chevalier M. de Proskowetz von 
Proskow. These are the simple facts in 
the case whatever their Interpretation
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KEEP IN TOUCH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement. You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week 
The paper one year and Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly, 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, is el-* 
egantly bound in cloth and nicely, 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your li
brary. ..

Premium Terms

REMEMBER that all or
ders must be accom
panied by their requi
site amounts, vizi

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinkei 
One Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year, 
$1.70.
CLUBS! CLUBS!

In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at One 
Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent one year, including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
the paper and same book free to the 
one who gets up the club. The names 
must all be sent at one time. Now is 
the time to act. Just think of this of
fer, to each subscriber-a valuable book 
which is of itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits of The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post
office in the United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every The- 
osophist, and everyone searching into 
the occult or spiritual should have the 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, $10.

A GREAT SUCCESS.

Crippled and bent and marked with toll. 
Grandmother's hands''are busy all 

day; ' ' 5' ' ■ . .
They sew on.the buttons and patch'up 

the holes, =' ■
They take up the tb’ys'tand put them 

' away. ; \ . . .
They smooth the pillow‘for. Johnnie’s 

head; ' ’ '
They find a cure for Ms every pain;

They cover his kite and mend his sled, 
And they tie the string to his railroad ‘ 

train.
They find the sweets that make him

2 glad;
They sprinkle with sunshine all of his 

. cares; ■ ' .
They spank him, too, when Johnnie is 

bad, ... '
Then dry again his bitter tears.

In years to come, when Johnnie’s feet 
Tread cheerless paths of other lands,

Deep in his manly heart he’ll bless
Both spanks and gifts of those dear 

old hands. —Atlanta Journal,
God the Father, and the Man the Im

age of God. Two lectures. By Mrs. 
Maria M. King. Price reduced from 25 
cents to 20 cents. .

Reciprocity. v
The Progressive I'hinker grows in 

interst witli seekers for truth and fight. 
The able writers with their various 
views is provocative -Af thought, the 
master-key of mental wonders, niotor 
power, and producer. Although there 
is gain of mind with a diversity of 
thought and expression, yet discord, 
strife and division is not a desirable 
condition. For many years Spiritualists 
claimed to be lovers of harmony in 
union with friends for right and truth, 
both In tho earthly body and out.

The contention over a “creed" and 
“God idea” need not be a “stumbling 
block" of offence. When It is true 
everybody has a creed, even an “Agnos
tic,” who disclaims “knowing any
thing" has to believe, or credit others’ 
statements.

Now it is a question If there’s more 
than one person of each ten thousand 
Spiritualists who desire a “creed,” of 
another's making—to be tethered as a 
calf, dog or horse, “thus far slialt thou 
go, and no further.” But desiring to 
not offend even one person who may 
desire a creed, or who asks us, “What 
are Spiritualists agreed in?” An In
telligent and correct answer may be, 
for the present: First—“Freedom. To 
prove all things, hold to the good of 
right. To know the truth, which makes 
free. Education by education, progres
sion, toleration, justice and unity with 
all friends in or out of earth body. In 
regard to the God query, why attempt 
to define, to limit the Infinite infinity, 
indeflnible not circumscribed,-”except as 
“God is spirit,” or "All are parts of one 
stupendous whole, whose body Nature 
is, and God the soul?”

For the accommodation of those peo
ple who desire a “short creed,” we 
would refer them to the answer of one 
of Nature’s noblemen, the honest phil
osopher, “Confucius.” A favorite dis
ciple asked, “Is there not one word 
which may serve as a rule to practice 
for all one's life?” Confucius answered, 
“Is not reciprocity such a word?” 
Meaning—“Equal rights mutually 
granted ,and enjoyed”—The Golden
Rule.” J. B. CRADDOCK.

, Wedding Bells.
Married, September 11, at the home 

of the bride, 2218 Western avenue, Se
attle, Washington, Mr. G. B. Berglund, 
of Everett, Wash., to Miss Amanda 
Grant, of Seattle, by the writer. It was 
one of-the most pleasant occasions In 
my life history to assist in the union by 
marriage, of so true and finely adapted 
lives, such refined and truly spiritual 
souls as the above. The loving band of 
friends did all in their power to make 
the occasion one long to be remembered.

Edmonds, Wash. P. 0. MILLS.

“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward Into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
tt is office. Price, cloth, $1.

may be. H. V. SIVERIN’GEN.

CERTIFICATE RATES
To the Convention of the Na. 

tional Spiritualists’ Ass’n.

Certificate rates have been granted up 
to date as follows:

New England Passenger Association 
—For Maine, New Hampshire, Ver
mont, Rhode Island and Connecticut.

Trunk Line Association—For New 
York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Dela
ware, West Virginia and Maryland.

Central Passenger Association—Ohio, 
Indiana, Michigan, Illinois, Canada at 
Toronto, Hamilton, etc.

Southeastern Passenger Association! 
Virginia, Kentucky , 'Tennessee, North 
and South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, 
Mississippi, Florida.

Rates have also been secured over the 
Chesapeake and Ohio, and the Chicago, 
Rock Island and Pacific roads.

Watch this paper for other announce
ments.

Certificates are not kept at all the sta
tions In this great territory, but they 
can be procured at stations in nearly ail 
large towns and cities. Certificate tick
ets can be secured three and sometimes 
four days before convention opens.

No reduced rate can be secured for 
any delegates for return trip, unless 
they secure a certificate ticket when 
leaving the section of the country in 
which they live.

All certificate tickets should be depos
ited with the secretary, Francis B. 
Woodbury, by the delegates on their 
arrival in Washington.

Tickets ,wiR be good to return on Oct. 
20 and fol- four days thereafter. Per
sons desiring to secure certificate tick
ets should call on station agent at least 
fifteen minutes before trains are adver
tised to leave. Head quarters in Wash
ington will be at the celebrated Ebbitt 
House. This noted hotel is situated 
within five minutes’ walk of the White 
House, Treasury Department, and oth
er points of great interest ' 

. Every delegate should arrange to 
spend at least one half-day in the Con
gressional Library. The last dav of the 
convention will be devoted ‘to the 
young people In Spiritualism.

The Young People’s Union and Chil
dren’s Progressive Lyceum will have 
charge of the exercises. L C. L Evans, 
president and J. B. Hatch, Jr., conduc
tor, will show some interesting develop
ments in their departments of work.

FRANCIS B. WOODBURY,
Secretary.

THE MEETING HELD BY THE 
STATE ASSOCIATION AT DE
KALB, ILL.
The DeKalb Evening Chronicle has 

tho following in regard to tho meeting 
held by the State Association of Spirit
ualists:

The State Spiritual Association held 
meetings here Saturday afternoon and 
evening and all day Sunday, closing 
with last night’s meeting. Many Spirit
ualists from the surrounding country, 
attended and the following state officer^ 
were present:

Dr. George B. Warne, president 
Chicago.

Col. James Freeman, vice-president, 
Bloomington.

Orrin Merritt, trustee, Genoa.
Hiram Eddy, trustee, DeKalb.
While there Is not a large Spiritualist 

following at this place, their meetings 
held In Chronicle Hall drew large 
crowds, many of them being attracted 
merely from curiosity.

Mrs. Gay, Mrs. Cooley, and Mrs. 
Warne, speakers and mediums, were 
present and took Important parts In tha 
program. Their tests were in nearly 
all cases correct and to the astonish
ment of many unbelievers, the spirit of 
departed loved ones were so truthfully 
described tliat little room for doubt 
was left.

The State meeting was the second 
held this summer, the previous one be
ing at Bloomington. The society ex
pects to hold them more frequently as 
cold weather comes on, and their object 
In all is to convert others to their 
belief.

Texas Camp-Meeting.
A twelve days’ camp-meeting at Oak 

Cliff Park, near Dallas, Texas, closed 
September 21. This was the fourth an
nual camp of Texas, and with the per
sonal exertion and management of 
Messrs. David G. Hinckley and W. 
Lenox Fox was a success. The follow
ing speakers and mediums were pres
ent and assisted in making each day a 
treat: -Mr. John W. Ring, Galveston; 
Mr. R. H. Kneeshaw, El Taso; Mrs. 
Carrie M. Hinsdale, Commanche; Allen 
F. Brown, San Antonio; Miss Ellen T. 
Thomas, Dallas; Dr. Louis Schlesinger, 
Los Angeles, Cal,; Mrs. C. J. Myers, 
San Francisco, Cal.; Mrs. Tripp, of Chi
cago, and Mrs. E. Thedford, of Fort 
Worth. Each one in their respective 
phase added to the Interest of the camp.

During the camp a permanent camp
meeting association was organized: 
Mr. David G. Hinckley, president; Mr. 
W. Lenox Fox, of Oak Cliff, secretary; 
Mr. Justin Cook, Mrs. Fannie Brown 
and Mrs. Jennie Hurlburt, trustees.

The last three days the annual dele
gate convention of the Texas State Na
tional Spiritualist Association was held. 
The officers for the year to come are: 
Mr. Tom Keats, president; Mrs. ‘Mary, 
A. W. Wilson, vice-president; Mr. John 
W. Ring, 2011 Avenue N%, Galveston, 
secretary; Mr. J. H. Peters, treasurer, 
and Mr. George Lang, Miss Ellen T. 
Thomas, M. R. H. Kneeshaw, Allen F. 
Brown and David G. Hickley, trustees.

COR.

'The Molecular Hypothesis of Na; 
fare.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof, Dockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views ns 
demonstrating a scientific basis-of Spir
itualism. The book Is commended to 
all who lore to study and think. For
•ale at this office. Price 25 cent».

“Human culture and cure. Part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
eluding Methods and Instruments).” By ' 
H. D. Babbitt, M. D., LL. D. A very In
structive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well fob 
fills the promise of Its title. For sale 
at this office. Price 75 cents.

•‘Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of. Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office.

Social Evils: Their Causec and Cure. 
By Mrs. Maria M. King. Price reduced 
from 25 cents to 20 cent»,

»
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IS OUR 
PREMIUM BOOK

Everyone has a right to know just what they 
fire getting, even as a premium for a paper that 
is worth five times the price that is asked for it.
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This is an 
ture of the 
cover title of 
book that is 
premium for 
and most in 
Spiritualist 
published in 
This cut is 
third of the 
of the book 
printed on 
paper and 
paffes in all.

exact pic- 
outside or 
the elegant 
offered as a 
the largest 
teresting g£ 
papers now 
the world, 
about one- 
regular size 
cover. It is 
heavy book 
contains 378 
Worth $2.00 
mium it will

around, that all our friends may enjoy 
It wltfi us. This wa$ our fe?ljng upon 
the advent pf Jhgf wlnfiome llttlq lady, 
Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, Qj Port Hyron, 
Mleh., who so satisfactorily ministered 
to the audience at the Independent 
Ohureh Sunday morping apQ Qyenlng. 
She 'hag never before Spoken for our 
church society but Is the pastor of the 
First Spiritual Society of Port Huron. 
Words ox loving sympathy and wisdom 
fall from her lips to thrill and uplift 
the hearts of hearers. She is an evangel 
of the truths of the higher Spiritualism, 
ever led and comiianioned by minis
tering spirits, as it is written, ‘He shall 
give his angels charge concerning thee.’ 
Hqnv gladly would we secure her con
tinued ministrations were it possible, 
but she will be with us over another 
Sunday at least, and will also give a 
benefit for our church.”

Mrs. M.
dium. can

J. Crilly, platform test me-
uiuuj, rad be addressed for engage
ments at 24 Balkam street, ”
gheny, Pa. 

Secretary

Alle-

ó

it

writes: “The Lake
Spiritual Union have held their

View 
meet-

but as a pre
be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book. •

GENER/VL SURVEY

THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS 
DOINGS, ETO.. . THE WORLD OVER.

WRITE PLAINLY

We would like to impress upon the 
minds of our correspondents that The 
Progressive Thinker is set. up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and It is essen
tial that all copy, to insure insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side of tin; paper, if 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, aud oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The editor 
ollows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that Is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
•whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
who differ from you.

shouts, which were answered by their 
friends through the trumpet.”

W. J. Erwood writes froin Carberry, 
Manitoba, Canada.: “As you probably 
know our philosophy does not flourish 
here, but I think the harvest will soon 
be ready for the reapers. I met a gen
tleman a short time ago, to whom I 
was impelled by the guides, to disclose 
what I had discerned about him. Af
ter having conversed with him a few 
moments, he exclaimed: ‘If you tell me 
any more I will think you are a devil.’
I would like to hear from any societies

J. M. White writes: “My address un
til October 1, will be 519 Pearl street, 
Joplin, Mo., in care of C. S. Tisdale. In 
addition to my regular test work, I have 
recently developed the fire test, aud 
would ¡Ike to make dates with societies 
this winter for giving it, as well as lec
tures and parlor seances.”

D. C., writes from Washington, D. C.: 
"John Slater, the celebrated.psychic, is 
conducting a spiritual revival In Wash
ington. Although the weather has been 
very warm, his meetings have been 
largely attended, and his excellent work 
appreciated. Washington people insist 
that he shall remain for some days 
yet.”

The Goohls Social Union, of Chicago, 
some twenty-five In number, a spiritual 
organization, met at the residence of 
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Brookins, iu honor 
of Mrs Brookins’ birthday, last week, 
Wednesday, September 7. The Spirit- 
uallsts of Wheaton were present, mak
ing a large gathering. After a bountiful 
dinner, which all did justice to, the 
friends, spent, the remainder of the time 
in songs and speeches. The ladies left 
on the five o’clock train, with a merry 
wish for manv returns of this most 
happv day. A jollier lot of people would 
be hard to find, and the Spiritual fra
ternity of Wheaton hope they with 
many others will soon repeat their visit. 
—The Wheaton Illinoian.
. Societies wishing F. Cordon White as 
lecturer and test medium, can address 
•him at 283 Seventh street, Buffalo, 
N.Y.

Dr. C. H. Flguers writes: “Friday 
morning I went down to Lake Brady, 
the beautiful. Words are Inadequate 
to paint the beauties of that chosen 
home of Spiritualism. In spite of all 
rumors to the contrary, Lake Brady 
.will remain in the hands of Spiritualists 
who love our beautiful philosophy not 
less than life and liberty. That busl- 
ness Is meant Is evidenced when I say 
that the following true men and women 
were elected to serve as directors for 
1899: Messrs A. Butler, A Kellogg, C. 
Wilkerson, N. Merrell, A. K. Skeels, 
and Mesdamcs Nancy Clark, C. C. Ba
con, M. Mower, Una Dieboldt. The 
election of president, vice-president and 
secretary and treasurer will occur later 
on. With such material to select from 
it will be an easy matter to have good 
officers who will rule wisely and well. 
Long may our snow-white banner of 
love float’in the breeze at Lake Brady 
the beautiful.” ’

The Wheaton Illinoian says: "Mr. G. 
H. Brooks, who has just returned from 
Lllv Dale, N. Y., where he served as 
cha’lrman-for one of the largest Spirit
ual camps in the country, held a parlor 
meeting at his residence last Sunday 
afternoon at 3 o’clock. There was a 

■ goodly number present, and another 
meeting will be held at his residence on 
President street next Sunday at the 

• same hour. Any person desirous of 
meeting with the friends at that hour, 
is most cordially Invited.” .

J. S. Weigelmesser writes: “I received 
'Art Magic with my Progressive Tblnk- 
er, and am real plfeased with the book. 
I take a lot of comfort In reading your 

' paper.” - .
' Brother Scott writes from Weir City, 

Kans.: “Mrs. Vestal visited our city 
for only three days, holding three se
ances, but during her short stay here, 
she created more comment than a Wild 
West show. Some of the colored popu
lation visited her seances, and when 
.they found that their departed friends 
could talk to them through the trumpet, 
they were overjoyed and gave vent to 
their feelings in old-time camp-meeting

wishing'« speaker or test medium after 
the first of January, 1899. Will soon be 
on my way to Chicago and would like 
to stop in St. Paul, Minn., and in
termediate cities. I can be addressed 
for a few weeks at 195 Water street, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba."

W. W. Wheeland writes from Edgar, 
Neb.: "The Progressive Thinker is an 
instructor iu mediumship as well as 
other truths. I have gained much 
knowledge from its columns. Every 
Spiritualist and seeker of truth should 
read it. We have a family circle and 
are getting along nicely. I have given 
some very convincing tests. A few 
evenings ago I was impressed to get 
pencil and paper; did so, and was con
trolled to write, and received several 
messages from departed friends, with 
names signed in full. This Is new to 
me and gives me much joy to commu
nicate with departed friends. I see 
them around me when I sit for develop
ment. 1 hope to continue in my devel
opment, that I may do good to my fel
lowmen and better prepare myself for 
the life td come.”

The Sunlight Center Band will com
mence Its meetings September 29, at 8 
p. nt., at No. 1 South Hoyne avenue. 
All members are requested to attend. 
Sarah E. Bromwell, president.

Inquiry is made from Harrisonville, 
Mo., in reference to one N. G. Buckley, 
who Is traveling around "exposing” 
Spiritualism. We know nothing in ref
erence to him. These “exposers” will 
find a profitable field just so long as 
Spiritualists will patronize them. Keep 
away from them, and these enemies of 
our cause will soon starve.

D. L. Haines and four others of 
Franklin, Neb., endorse J. Madison 
Allen as “among the very foremost 
representatives of Spiritualism—as a 
musician, speaker and psychometrlst.”

The second annual conference con
venes at Dallas, Texas, October 8 to 16, 
1898, at the First Spiritualist church. 
There will be a large number of speak
ers and mediums present, and all pub
lic work will be free. Board and lodg
ing can be engaged in advance. Ad
dress all communication» to the secre
tary, Rev. R. C. Travers, Dallas, Tex.

James Denny writes from Victoria, B. 
C.: Here in Victoria we have a free and 
incorporated society of many years’ 
standing. Not only in this city do we 
have a society and many co-rellglon- 
Ists, but the same may be said of other 
cities in the province, of which there is 
a goodly number. The cause of our si
lence is, our not being visited by any 
medium from the outside; true it is that 
we have good mediums amongst us 
who kindly give their services. In by
gone years we have had visits from 
quite a number of good mediums, such 
as George P. Colby, Charles Dawbarn, 
Mrs. Mayo Steers and several others. 
By the way, a few months ago, the con
trols of one medium told us that this 
fall we would have a visit from, Geo. P. 
Colby. I see by a late number of your 
paper that you had a visit from him 
and that he was on his way to this 
coast. Mr. Colby has a great many 
friends here who will be glad to meet 
him again. At present and for five or 
six weeks we have had the Brockway 
family, who, by their wonderful tests 
are making quite a sensation amongst 
the Spiritualists in this city, as well as 
non-Spiritualists. A lady friend of 
mine in this city had an excellent test 
from them by slate-writing. She took 
two slates firmly bound together. While 
she held them in her hand she had a 
message from her father. On one slate, 
she got a scroll with a beautiful red 
rose drawn on It, between the slates. 
Several others of my acquaintance had 
excellent tests.”

Mrs. Grimes writes from Nunda, Hl.: 
“We have a little band here, scarcely a 

, half-dozen, yet we are working for the 
best In Spiritualism; not anxious for 
evidence.In a phenomenal way; but. 
rather spiritual uplifting, growth of the 
soul, and we are advancing rapidly. 
Our work has scarcely begun, yet we 
note with eagerness the rapid progress 
made, and know full well our spirit 
friends guide and help us along the 
way.”

i The Alliance (Ohio) Review has the 
. follo'wing over the signature of Mrs.
1 S: S. Rockhill: "Whenever we have a 
; really, good thing we desire to pass It

Ings during the summer months in a 
grove near Irving Park Boulevard. The 
attendance has been good at all meet
ings. We have been aided by many 
mediums of different phases, which 
contribute^ to the pleasure of all pres
ent. We have purchased camp chairs, 
and hope before another season to be 
still better equipped to enjoy these out
door meetings. Next Sunday (the 26th) 
will be the last meeting held in the 
grove, as we have rented Wells Hall, 
No. 1629 North Clark street, corner of 
Fletcher street, where members and 
friends will be glad to receive all who 
will come. Services begin at 7:45 p. m, 
October 2, and thereafter at the same 
time and place each Sunday evening. 
Services will be conducted by Mr. Carl 
A. Wickland and wife, assisted by other 
speakers, and mediwins." ,(

Mrs. O. H. Horine writes: "Mrs. 
Georgia Gladys Cooley, after a most 
interesting camp season, will resume 
her pastoral duties at 77 Thirty-first 
street for the First South Side Spiritual 
Society, Sunday, October 2. Services 
at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m. We welcome our/ 
returning pastor with success for the 
coming year. All are cordially invited. 
Lectures, poems, and messages with 
names.” .

Will C. Hodge has returned from a 
visit with Wisconsin fiends, and is lo
cated at 98 Ogden avenue. He is open 
for engagements in any locality and on 
reasonable terms. Will attend funerals.

Dr. D. Winegarden, formerly of 
Grand Rapids, Mich., may now be ad
dressed at Pierce, Mobile county, Ala.

Mrs. Hamilton Gill, trance test me
dium, has now returned to her resi
dence, 11 Bishop Court, where she will 
be pleased to see her friends. Mrs. Gill 
enjoyed her visit to Chesterfield camp, 
meeting, there many old friends who 
knew her in the earlier days of her me
diumship. The usual circle will be held 
every Thursday at 8 p. m.

Dr. C. C. Henderson has arrived from 
the East, and will be found at his old 
address, 496 Milwaukee avenue.

J. Madison Allen writes: “Among the 
workers at the late camp at Franklin, 
Neb.,was Mrs. Clara Ferris, of Omaha, 
who has achieved a wide reputation as 
a demonstrator of the fact of spirit re
turn. Her rostrum work in the line of 
test readings was most excellent. One 
day this lady was summoned to the 
bedside of a three-months-old child, 
who had been given up by the phy
sician to die. She and her -husband 
formed a circle with the child, its pa
rents, and the doctor. In silent invoca
tion to the higher powers the desire for 
restoration to health went forth. Pres
ently the patient ceased to gasp for 
breath, and soon recovered. The pa
rents were both overjoyed and as
tounded, and In the fullness of their 
hearts could not find words to ad
equately express their gratitude.”

Mrs. India Hill, inspirational speaker, 
is now open for engagements in any lo
cality where there is work to do to pro
mote the truths of Spiritualism. Terms 
reasonable. She will answer calls for 
funerals. Address her at 1205 North 
Church street, Decatur, Ill.

D. A. Richardson writes: “The Spirit
ualists of Paulding and Paine, Ohio, 
held their first reunion September 18, 
with a good day and a big crowd; fully

From Borderland, London, 
England.

COLONEL OLCOTT AND THE MA
HATMAS.

Colonel Olcottils one of the few per
sons whose faitin in the Mahatmas is 
founded upon sight. He has seen them, 
and talked with them, not once but 
many times, and) in his “Old Diary 
Leaves,” which is published in the The- 
osophist, he gives* us a record of his per
sonal experiences in dealing with these 
august beings. ' 1

THE MAHATMA AT LAHORE.
In the July number he gives a de

scription of one of the Mahatmas, 
whom he describes as a master who 
came into his tent and woke him up, 
making lilm believe at first that his life 
was threatened by an assassin. He was 
speedily undeceived, especially when 
his illustrious visitor precipitated in his 
hand a letter which predicted the death 
of two of his opponents, who were then 
most active, and gave him much good 
counsel besides.

Colonel Olcott says:
“The whole time of the interview 

could not have been longer than ten 
minute». The touch of his hand drew 
me out of the depths of the oblivion of 
dreamless sleep, j had had a fatiguing 
day, the tent was very cold, heated only 
by some embers in a great earthen pot, 
and I had covered myself to the ears In 
the bed-clothes. I am touched, I wake 
with a start, I .clutch the arms of my 
visitor, possibly my would-be assassin; 
THE SWEET, KIND VOICE BREAKS 
the last stupor of slumber; he is there, 
standing beside my bed, his face aglow 
with a smile; I see it in the chiaroscuro 
of the back-light. Then the magical 
creature of the silk-enwrapped letter in 
my hand, a few words, a farewell sa
lute, he walks past the lamp on the box, 
his noble form lingers an instant in the 
tent-door, he gives a last friendly glance 
at me, and is gone. It is not much as to 
time, but its memory will last my life 
through."

SECOND VISIT.
This Interview took place at Lahore, 

while he was traveling with Mr. Brown 
and Damodar, on the way to visit the 
Maharajah of Kashmir. But this was 
not the only experience which he was 
destined to have at Lahore that Novem
ber. On the night of the 20th, as Col
onel Olcott and his two friends were 
sitting in chairs at the back of the tent, 
at ten o’clock, the Master came again, 
but he was preceded on this occasion 
by a disciple:

“After some waiting we heard and 
saw a tall Hindu approaching from the 
side of the open plain. He came to' 
within a few yards of us and beckoned 
Damodar to come to him, which he did. 
He told him thpt die Master would ap
pear within a few minutes, and that he 
had some business with Damodar. it 
was a pupil of Jlas|er K. H. Presently 
we saw the latte)- coming from the 
same direction, pass his pupil—who had 
withdrawn to .a little distance—and 
stop in front o£o.ur group, now stand
ing and saluting in the Indian fashion, 
some yards away.\ Brown and I kept 
our places, and.Pamodar went and con
versed for a few, minutes with the 
Teacher, after lyhich he returned to us,

AND THE KING-LIKE VISITOR
walked away. I heard his footsteps ou 
the ground, so it was no wraith, but the 
man In his external1 body.

“Still further proqf was given me be
fore retiring, wjien' I was writing my 
Diary: the piipll lifted the portiere, 
beckoned to me, aud pointed to the 
figure of his Master, waiting for me out 
on the plain in the star-light. I went to 
him, we walked off to a safe place at 
some distance, where Intruders need 
not be expected, and then for about a 
half hour he told me what I had to 
know, and what does not concern third 
parties since that chapter of T. S. his
tory was long since closed. Needless to 
say I slept very little on either of those 
two nights. The august visitor told me, 
however, that he had not come to me 
of his own motive entirely, although 
glad to come to me lu person, but had 
been sent by the authority higher than

still valid; a fact which certain trans
atlantic persons might profitably take 
note of.”

MAHATMAS AS BANKERS.
This seems to have been the last man

ifestation of the Mahatmas at Kashmir, 
but when Colonel Olcott got back to 
Adyar, at the headquarters, in Decem
ber, the manifestations from the Ma
hatmas Increased and multiplied, and 
on one occasion at least the Masters 
precipitated something more valuable 
than letters of advice in Chinese en
velopes. Colonel Olcott tells the story 
as follows:

“Daily phenomena
OCCURRED IN THE ‘SHRINE;’ 

six and even seven persons got notes, in 
English aud Indian vernaculars sim
ultaneously, answering questions put to 
them just before. On the morning of 
the 28th, out on the lawn, before the 
openings of Convention, I told H. P. B. 
how sorry I was that the other Madras 
members had allowed Judge Sreenevas 
Row to spend so large a sum as Rs. 500 
out of his own pocket towards the cost 
of the Convention, as I was sure he 
could not afford to be so generous. She 
reflected a moment and then called 
Damodar to her from a group with 
whom he was talking a little way off. 
‘Go,’ she said, ‘to the shrine and bring 
me a packet you will find there.’ He 
went, and within less than five minutes 
came hurrying back with a closed letter 
in 'his hand addressed on the cover to 
‘P. Sreenevas Row.’ The judge, being 
called to us, was given the packet and 
bidden to open It. He did so, and the 
expression of amazement on his face 
was indescribable when he drew forth 
a very' kind and affectionate letter to 
himself from Master K. H., thanking 
him for his zealous services and giving 
him the notes enclosed as a help to
wards the Convention’s expenses. The 
enclosure was in Government

PROMISSORY NOTES
to the aggregate value of Rs. 500, and 
on the baek of each were written the 
initials ‘K. H.’ in blue pencil. I have 
given the facts exactly as they oc
curred, and one of the notes—for R.. 
10—I have kept as a souvenir, by the 
Judge’s kind permission. The points to 
keep in mind are: that I myself had 
heard but a moment before repeating it 
to H. P. B., about the Judge’s unstinted 
generosity; that Damodar had gone to 
the shrine and returned with the money 
within the next five minutes; that each 
note bore the familiar ‘K. H.’ initials; 
neither H. P. B. or Damodar had then 
between them one hundred, let alone 
five hundred rupees, and that the gift 
was at once reported to all the dele
gates clustered over the lawn. That it 
was not ‘fairy gold’ is evident from the 
fact of my having one of the very notes 
now at Adyar after a lapse of nearly 
fourteen years."

Such manifestations are rare, and 
perhaps wisely so. There would be a 
great run upon Mahatmas if they could 
be relied upon to produce 500 rupees 
whenever the faithful had need.
COLONEL OLCOTT’S TESTIMONY.

In the course of these papers Colonel 
Olcott mentions that he has never been 
left without communications from the 
Brotherhood. He says:

“Twenty-odd years of this'experience 
has begotten a constant calm and an 
abiding trust in my hfeart, as it did in 
that of H. P. B. Sometimes It may be 
a glimpse of a personage, sometimes an 
audible voice, sometimes a clear fore
cast of events, sometimes a message 
through third parties; like that which 
Mme. Mongruel, the gifted Seeress, 
gave me in her somnambule sleep last 
year at Paris, and which foretold the 
immediate future of the Society, the 
duration of my own life and the aspect
of things towards the end of it” 
A PARALLEL FROM THE 

WORLD.
NEW

3,000 people were on the ground, 
were entertained by ood music 
such sjieakers as Fred Dunakin
Nellie Bryan, of 
good speakers.”

Mrs. Ida P. A.

Cleveland. They

Whitlock has a

We 
and 
and 
are

few
open dates which she would like to fill. 
Societies desiring her services may ad
dress her at 27'Atlantic avenue, Provi
dence, R. I.

C. S. Tisdale writes: “The second an
nual election of officers for the South
west Missouri Spiritualists’ Association 
was held at camp, on September 21, 
aud the following officers elected for 
the coming year: President, B. G. 
Sweet, Empire, Kan.; vice-president, 
Capt. S. C. Mills, Monet, Mo.; treasurer, 
Mrs. E. J. Stiles, Joplin, Mo.; secretary, 
Mrs. E. J. Wallace, Joplin, Mo.; cor
responding secretary, C. S. Tisdale. 
D., M., Joplin, Mo. The above named 
officers, together with Mrs. Jossie Fol
som of Springfield, and J. B. Davis of 
Webb City, Mo., compose the executive 
board. An effort will be made to secure 
better grounds for another year, and 
several bad features shall be removed. 
A cordial invitation is given to all Spir
itualists of the State to become mem
bers of this association, which is slowly 
gaining ground and doing a much- 
needed work.”

Local Societies Attention!
The officers and members of all local 

societies, especially those connected 
with the National Association, should 
take pride in seeing to it that business
like reports of the progress of their 
associations are sent in to the October 
National Convention in Washington. 
Hitherto less than one-third of all so
cieties connected with the National 
body have responded to the request to 
make these reports. It is a pitiable con
fession of weakness, and every Spirit
ualist should interest himself in this 
matter. By so doing terse business
like reports of the progress and stand
ing of these respective local societies 
can be published to the world. Let 
every society endeavor to send in the 
best possible report. Now is the time 
to act Let every society speak.

HARRISON D. BARRETT, 
President National Spiritualists’ Ass’n.

"From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church." By Abby A. 
Judson. Gives anaccount of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It Is written In a sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted to place In 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
IS cents.

•■The Bridge Between Two Worlds." 
By Abby A. Judson. This book Is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical bodies 
and their physical bodies with 
universal nature and their souls with 
the higher intelligences, to come into 
closer connection with the purer realms 
of the Spirit-World. It Is written in the 
sweet spiritual tone that characterizes 
all of Miss Judson’s literary works.

| Price, doth, $1; paper, 75 cents.

himself, who was satisfied with 
fidelity and wished me to never 
confidence.”

Colonel Olcott is quite sure that 
august visitor was the one he 
called to meet.

my 
lose

this 
was

Tip VANISHING OF DAMODAR.
When he arrived at the capital of 

Kashmir, Colonel Olcott was con
siderably alarmed by the sudden van
ishing of Damodar. His young com
panion had left the bungalow alone at 
daybreak, leaving no message. Colonel 
Olcott went out of the room to seek 
him, and returned almost immediately. 
When he reached his room, from which 
he had not been absent more than a 
minute or two, he found lying on the 
table a note from the Master, begging 
him not to worry about the lad, as he 
was under his protection. The note was 
in the “K. H.” writing, and enclosed in 
the familiar Chinese envelope. His first 
instinct, upon which he acted, was to 
take Damodar’s luggage, his trunk and 
his bedding, and put it away under his 
own cot. Colonel Olcott then sent off 
a telegram to Madame Blavatsky an
nouncing Damodar’s disappearance, 
and saying that he had no idea when 
he would return.
A MAHATMA DISGUISED AS A 

TELEGRAPH BOY.
That evening there arrived a mys

terious telegraph messenger bearing a 
telegram from Madame Blavatsky, who 
was in Madras, 2,000 miles away, say
ing that a Master had told her that 
Damodar would return, and that I must 
not let his luggage; especially his bed
ding, be touched M any third party. 
Colonel Olcott liad tio sooner opened the 
telegram, and ¡palmed at Its contents, 
when the telegraphic messenger van
ished, and Colonel Olcott knew, by the 
psychic disturbance which he felt, that 
he had been in’fhejpresence of one of 
the Brotherhood; His theory of how 
the vanishing Br6fher had come Into 
possession of the fnysterious telegram, 
and had persotfhteft an ordinary tele
graphic messeiifcer; is, he says, - one 
easily comprehensible to every ad
vanced mesmerist, but to those who are 
not/idvanced lit mesmerism, it is quite 
incomprehensible.
THE .VANISHING ONE TRANS

FORMED.
Damodar canie back sure enough, 

hating undergone a strange trans
formation.

“It was on the 25th of November, at 
daylight, that Damodar left us: he re
turned in the evening of the 27th—after 
an absence of some sixty hours, but 
how changed! He left, a delicate
framed, pale, student-like young man, 
frail, timid, deferential; he returned 
with his olive face bronzed several 
shades darker, seemingly robust, tough, 
and wiry, bold and energetic in manner; 
we could scarcely realize that he was 
the same person. He had been at the 
Master’s retreat (ashrum), undergoing, 
certain training. He brought me a mes
sage from another Master, well known 
to me, and, to prove its genuineness, 
whispered in my ear a certain agreed 
password by which Lodge messages 
were authenticated to me, land which is

The Hypnotic Magazine for August 
publishes a letter from a correspondent. 
J. E. Hill, dated from 1357 Broadway, 
Denver, June 30. Mr. Hill's story is in
teresting as a pendant to Colonel Ol
cott’s account of how money was fur
nished him by Invisible friends. Mr. 
Hill says:

“Sixteen or seventeen years ago we 
removed from London to Torquay, 
shipped our furniture by rail. When 
we went to get our furniture we found 
we had not sufficient money to pay the 
payment of storage by nine pounds. We 
went back to our room discouraged. 
Presently my wife's hand became rigid, 
then moved as if writing. I knew what 
that meant, and placed a pencil In her 
hand and paper on the table; it then 
wrote, ‘Don’t worry, we will try and 
help you. Sit still. (Signed) Help.’ We 
sat still, perhaps two or three minutes, 
when I heard a jingling and movement 
behind me on the mantel-shelf. Then 
the hand wrote, 'We are glad we could 
help you; go to the cup on mantel-shelf. 
Help? I went, and to my astonishment 
there were

NINE GOLD SOVEREIGNS.
Yet hardly to my astonishment, because 
they had brought us money and other 
things before. Can you explain this? 
Fraud and delusion won’t do. The rail
way company took the gold. Again, 
Sjiortly after this, one morning in bed, 
my wife passed under the control of an 
influence and said, ‘You ought to have 
been with us last night; we brought lots 
of fruit and other things.’ I said I was 
sorry, but I could not help being absent. 
She then said, ‘Never mind. We will 
try and bring you some now? Her 
hands were then placed together In a 
rigid condition. Presently one hand was 
raised, and in the other I saw a 
nebulous form of a pear, which slowly 
Hardened into a plain, every-day pear. 
I ate IL Can you explain? These two 
Instances will suffice. I could relate 
many, many more of fruit, flowers, 
birds; men, women, come and go in 
broad daylight; no fraud, no collusion, 
no mortals but our two selves, often.”

AMENDMENTS
To Constitution of N. S. A

Makes Kitchen 
Work Easy

A man in Florida threatens to sue us for alienating 
hie wife’s affections. He says she thinks more at 
her Quaker Kitchen Cabinet than she does of hiiu.1 
Two sizes—$5 and $6.50. Pay if you're pleased 
after 30 days' trial; if not, return at our expense. 
A $5 silver-plated teapot, warranted 10 years, free 
with every Cabinet. Send for descriptive circular 
No. 14

QUAVERY ALLEY MFG. CO., 855 West Harrison St., Chicago.
Note.—Genuine Quaker Valley furniture la never sold through retailers—always direct from factory tv 

fireside. The teapot ropreteuln the retailer's profit on the Cabinet.

From Harbinger of Light, 
Melbourne, Australia.

DIVES IN HADES.
Mr. George N. Shattuck, of Medina, in 

the State of New York, who was very 
Intimate with the late G. M. Pullman, 
of palace-car celebrity, and formerly a 
resident in the same place (writes La 
Revue Spirlte), has received, through 
an unpaid medium, a communication 
from the deceased millionaire, which, 
at his request, he has sent to the New 
York papers. There seems to be very 
little doubt of the authenticity of the 
message; and when warnings of this 
kind from muckrakes become—as there 
is no doubt they will do—much more 
frequent, they may be expected to 
EXERCISE A MARKED INFLU

ENCE
upon those who are now so eager for 
the acquisition and accumulation of 
wealth, and so forgetful of the responsi
bilities entailed by Its possession. Such 
communications are much more fre
quently received at present than people 
have any idea of, but they are withheld 
from publication by their recipients be
cause—as is the case with the present 
writer—they are unwilling to give pain 
to the surviving relatives of the de
parted. The following is Mr. Pullman’s 
message in a condensed form:

“The change called
DEATH IS NOT A HAPPY ONE 

for everybody. My friends will no 
doubt be surprised to learn that I am 
not among the blessed. They tell me 
here that many men who quitted the 
earth a long time ago, are still in an 
apathetic condition. For me, the book 
was opened immediately; and the acts 
of my life, inscribed upon it, do not 
place me in an enviable position. They 
have shown me my true character, and 
there is nothing In the sight of it that 
can make me joyful. Not restrained 
while upon the earth by any kind of 
creed, I am now very much restrained; 
and I suppose I must attribute it to my 
worldly prosperity. It was no great 
good

TO POSSESS MUCH WEALTH, 
for It prevents you making any moral 
progress, I understand this, and now I 
very much regret having committed 
many acts in my earthly life, which 
were contrary to the spirit of justice. 
Yes, I fancied I was just to everybody, 
and particularly to my workmen; but I 
see that I was a selfish wlthholder of 
the rights and of the products of the 
labor of a great number of people 
whose share ought to have been equal 
to my own, according to an equitable 
proportion. I have assumed a great re
sponsibility; for I have now to make 
great efforts to alleviate and efface the 
faults of my earthly career. I thank 
you, my friend, for this act of involun
tary kindness; you can scarcely doubt 
that your evocation was necessary for 
my future welfare, I experience a cer
tain satisfaction in having

DISINHERITED MY TWO SONS;
nor should I regret if I had acted in the 
same way with respect to my daught
ers. Pleased with this very opportune 
God-send of communicating with you. I 
beg you to believe me your greatly 
obliged, George F. Pullman.”

■Mr. Shattuck states that those who 
knew Mr. Pullman in this life admit 
that the foregoing communication bears

THE IMPRESS OF HIS STYLE.
He only left his sons £600 a year each; 
and like most other rich men, on reach
ing the other world, be perceives that 
the bequest of a fortune to each of his 
daughters, was a mistake, because it 
exempted them from the necessity and 
advantage of earning their own liveli
hoods, as every human being should do.

It Is an Impressive sign of the times 
that an influential newspaper lilfe the 
New York Journal devotes a leading 
article

TO MR. PULLMAN’S MESSAGE, 
in the course of which the writer re
marks: “It is a pity that the communi
cation from the shade of Pullman can
not be verified: as a great ethical and 
social good might result from it. If one 
could, with a safe conscience and with 
a positive conviction, say to Rockefeller, 
Havemayer, Frick, the proprietors of 
the workshops at New Bedford, and of 
the mines at Lattimer, and Spring Val
ley, and to a great number of hard ex
ploiters possessed with a mania for 
money grabbing, “Look at Pullman! 
when be lived upon earth he was a hard 
and unfeeling master to bls white 
slaves, a consciousless mammon-wor
shipper, an adorer of the almighty dol
lar, an accumulator of money and ha
tred; and being now in a world where 
nothing can be hidden,

HE IS REPENTANT; 
therefore do you also repent before it is 
too late.”

Let us 'hope the proprietors of the 
New York Journal are not earning high 
dividends by grinding the faces of its 
contributors, reporters, compositors, 
clerks and pressmen.

All persons desiring to amend Consti
tution of the National Spiritualists’ As
sociation, please present said amend
ments to local chartered society for en
dorsement, and forward same to secre
tary of N. S. A. Annual dues should be 
paid at once if societies desire repre
sentation in Convention, to be held In 
Washington, October 18,19, 20, 21,1898,- 
at Masonic Temple.

FRANCIS B. WOODBURY.
"The World Beautiful.” By Lilian 

Whiting. Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought. 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete In It
self. Trice, cloth, $1 per volume. For 
sale at this office.

"Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes.” A tasty, beautiful and ap
propriate wedding souvenir. Contains 
marriage ceremony, marriage certifi
cate, etc., with choice matter in poetry 
and prose. Specially designed for the 
use of the Spiritualist and Liberal min
istry. Price ?1. For sale at this office.

‘•Who Are Tnese Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well, 
known author. Price 15 cents. For 
sale at this office» .

«e-

THE PRESENCES.

The night is filled with voices, 
There are footsteps in the hall;

And on the winding staircase, 
They gently, gently fall.

Soft echo answers echo, 
From celling, pane and floor;

•And hands long, long forgotten, 
Come tapping at my door.

Sweet whispers from the children 
Who passed from Earth away, 

And in the clime of sunshine
Still laugh amid their play. . 

Kind counsels from the aged, 
And tender words from those 

Whose love is the immortal, 
A watchful presence shows.

How blest we are in knowing 
That death's an open way, 

Through which our loved departed 
Can visit us each day.

How sweet, when silent shadows 
Intrude upon the light,

To hear the many voices
That hail us through the night 

EDSON B. RUSSELL. 
Minneapolis, Minn,

HUMAN CULTURE 0 CURE
MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVEL 

OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 
UPBUILDING.

BYE. D.BABBITT, M. D., LL.D.^

A mow excellent and very valuable work, by th® 
Dean of the College of Fine Forces, aud author of 
other Important volume« on Health, Social Science. 
Religion, etc. ■ ■

Price. cloth. 16 cento. For eale at thte office.

WORKS OF J. M. PEEBLES
1. Critical Review of Rev. Dr. P. E. Kipp’« Sunday* 

night Sermon« agaliibt Spiritualism. Price 15 cent«.
2. Hell.—A critical review of Rev. Dr. P.E. Klpp’g 

eermon upon "What 1« HeH?'* price io eta.
8. How to live a century and grow old gracefully. 

Price 25 cts. ■ t
4. Immortality and our employment« hereafter, 

with what a hundred spirlte, good and evil, Bay of 
their dwelling place«. Cloth »1.00; paper 60 cts; po«t* 
age 15 cts.

5. Magic.—One of the Berles of lectures delivered 
by Dr. Peebles before the medical class of the College 
of Science lu San Francisco. Price 10 els.

5. Seers of the Ages.— Aucient, Medieval and Mod* 
ern Spiritualism. This volume, nearly 400 page«, 
traces the phenomena of Spiritualism down to CurJit'l 
time. Price|2.u0; postage 12els.

7. Spiritual Harp. A collection of vocal music for 
the cbolr, congregation and social circle s. Clo th »2.001 
full gilt <8.00; «lx copies »10.00; 12 copies »1*J.UO; poetr " 
age |4 cts.

8. Spiritualism defined and defended. Being an 
Introductory lecture delive red iu the temperance nail. 
Melbourne, Australia. Price lu cts. .

0. The Soul, aud its pre-existent state. Price 10c.
10. IngersolHsm or Christianity—WbicliV price 150
11. The third Journey around the world—Studying 

nation«, races and their religions, in search of truth, 
nearly ready for the pidh-over 600 pages. Price »1.73«

For sale at this office^

PUBLICATIONS
— OF—

HUDSON TUTTLE.'
--------- 0---------

A LIBRARY OF SPIRITUAL 
SCIENCE.

------------ 0-,--------- .

STUDIES IN THE OUTLYING FIELDS OF
PSYCHIC SCIENCE. ,,

This work essays to utilize and explain the vast or* 
ray of facts In its field of research by referring them • ~ 
to a common cause, and from them arise to the law« | 
and conditions of Man's spiritual being. Third edl* 
tlon. Price, 75 ceu is.
RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI

ENCE.
Not servile trust to the Gods, out knowledge of tho 

laws of the world, belief lu the divinity of man and 
bls eternal progress toward perfection is the found«* 1 
lion of this book. Price, «1.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES. ’
In this story the scenes are laid ou earth, aud in tba 

fpirit-wurld presenttug the spiritual philosophy and i 
the real life of spiritual beluga. All questions which I 
arise on that subject are answered. Price 56cent«.

ARCANA OF NATURE.
The History and Laws of Creation. Revised and I 

annotated English edition. “The Cosmogony of Sd1T* 
Ituallsm." Price, «1,
THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THE 

SPIRIT-WORLD. '
English edition. Price, 11.

THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN.
Containing the latest investigations and discoveries, 

and a thorough presentation of this interesting sub* 
jecL English edition. Price, si.
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF 

THE SACRED HEART.
This book was written for an object, and has been 

pronounced equal in its exposure of the diabolical 
methods of Catholicism to “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.” 
Price, 25 cents.

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LICHT.
A thrilling psychological story of evangelization 

and free thought. It is to Protestantism what “The 
Secrets of the Convent" is to Catholicism. Price, 80 
cents.

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
How to Investigate. How ta form circles, and de* 

velon and cultivate mediumship. Names of eminent 
Spiritualists. Their testimony. Eight-page tract for 
mission work. Single copies, 5 ceuts; 1Q0 for «1.25.

FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
By Emma Rood Tuttle. This volume contains thfl 

best poems of the author, and sothe of the most popu
lar songs with the music by emlneut composers. Th® 
poems are admirably adapted for recitations. 223 
pages, beautifully bound. Price, «1.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the home, the lyceum aud societies. A manual 

of physical, intellectual and spiritual culture. By 
Emma Rood Tuttle. A book by the aid of which fl 
progressive lyceum, a spiritual or liberal societvmay 
be organized and conducted without other assistancOt 
Price, 30 cents; by the dozen, 48 cents, Expretl 
charge« unpaid.
ANGELL PRIZE CONTESTRECITATIONS.

For humane Education, with plan of the Angel 
Prize Oratorical Contests. By Emma Rood Tuttle. 
Price, 25 cents.
All Books Sent Postpaid. Address

HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher.
Berlin Heights, Ohio,

7?«H1
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THE PSYCHOGRAPH|
-ORr-

DIAL PLANCHETTE

Thia instrument is substantially the Mme aa tbaft 
employed by Prof. Hare tn bls early Investigation«. 
In Its Improved form It ha« been before the public for 
more than seven year«, and in the hands of thousand« 
of persons has proved its superiority ov«r the Plan* 
cbette, and all other Instruments which have been 
brought out in Imitation, both tn regard to certainty 
and correctness of the communications received by 
its aid, and as a means or developing mediumship.

Do you wish to investigate Spiritualism? 
Do you wish to develop Mediumship? 
Doyoudesireto receive Communications?

The Psychograph if an Invaluable MBlstant A 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circles and Cultivation

s'-

■g

5g

“Religion a« Revealed by the Mate 
rial and Spiritual Universe.' By E. D.

of Mediumship *
with evert instrument. Many who were DOt aware of 
their medlumlstlc gift, have, after a few Siting«, 
been able to receive delightful messages. A volume 
might be filled with commendatory letter«. Many 
who began with It as an amusing toy, found that the 
intelligence controlling it knew more than them* 
•elves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y-. writes: “I bad 
communications (by the Psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from old settlers who«o gravestones are moBs-grown in the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Sp!r> 
Ituallsm Is Indeed true, and the communications have 
Sven my heart the greatest comfort In the severest

ss I have had of son, daughter, and their mother?' 
Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made his

* towne familiar to those intercBtcd la psychic matter«.A compact ; writes as foliowi ! “I am much pleasea with the Psy
rv Wttt M TV T T >> A DBulB I&mul&T tO tDO66 iniBrCBtCa lu pSyChlC uJBltCrtiBabbitt, M. !>►, Lflf.D. A compact ¡writeias follow«! “I am much pleaied with the Pep 
and comprehensive view of the sub- cbograph. It ¡«very simple In principle and conitmo* 

rtMlnsnnhln hlfltnrln nnakHMi ’ Pon»lQd X tm sure tnuBt befarmore sensitive to «pit- ject; pmiosopmc, mstonc, analytical nuai power than the one now in ub. i believe it wiu 
and critical; facts and data needed by generally supersede the latter when iu «parlorand critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist. One of the very best 
books on the subject. Price, reduced
to fl, cloth; paper, 60 cents. For sale 
st this office.

merits become known.”
Becurclÿ pached, ani sent pottage paid ftwn 

the manufacturer, for $1.00. A.ddrem

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Height«, Ohio, . ¡
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QUESTIONS 
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! This department is under the management of 

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio. ’ ■

A STANDARD.
A Declaration of Principles, Not a Creed.

ft ÄLÜB OF TEN I

NOTICE.—No attention will be given anonymous let
ters. Full name and address must be given, or the letters 
will not be read. If the request be made, the name will 
pot be published. The correspondence of this depart
ment has become excessively large, especially letters of 
Inquiry requesting private answers, and while I freely 
give whatever information I am able, the ordinary court
esy of corr espondence is expected.

HUDSON! TUTTLE.

! Osiris: Q. What is Osteopathy?
A. A new practice of the healing art, put forth by 

Dr. A. T. Still, of Baldwin, Kans. It is a presentation of 
well-known facts in new phrases, with an assumption that 
they were previously unknown. According to its found
er, Osteopathy is that science which: consists of such 
exact, exhaustive and verifiable knowledge of the struct
ure and functions of the human mechanism, anatomical, 
physiological and psychological, including the chemistry 
and physics of its known elements, as has made discover
able certain organic laws and remedial resources .within 
the body itself,by which nature under the scientific treat
ment peculiar to Osteopathic practice, apart from all ordi
nary methods of extraneous artificial or medicinal stimu
lation, and in harmonious accord with its own mechanical 
principles, molecular activities and metabolic processes, 

I ” Z may recover from displacements, disorganizations, de
rangements and consequent disease, and regain its 
mal equilibrium of form and function in health and 
strength.” ’ . ,.

This is a «long sentence and does not give the least dis
tinct idea, and would be as applicable to allopathy or 
homeopathy as to the new fad. t

The “discovery” claimed is that the bones may be used 
as levers to relieve the congestion of the veins and,pres
sure on the nerves, and as this pressure and congestion is 
said to be the cause of disease, cure is effected thereby. 
Wonderful recoveries are recorded and as usual the last 
charlatan draws the crowd. People seem to delight in 
being humbugged by doctors, and are ready to behove 
that miraculous cures can be wrought at the bidding of 
the most arrant pretender. . .

Tho process of examination employed by the Osteopa- 
thists is that of hypnotism or magnetism, and the cures 
they effect are the result of the influence of the mind over 
tho body, and of magnetic healing. We have had the 

1 barefoot cure, the faith cure, and now comes the bone 
cure. What next? ,

- Jno. T. Fletcher: Q. In your answer to J. G. Reed, 
n The Progressive Thinker of August 6, you say: “Now 
hat we know that creation was evolved and is sustained 

• jy law, and that there is no personal God to placate or ap
- pease by prayer and sacrifice, no such God or Gods as 

taught by the religion of the world,” etc., will you kindly 
inform me how yon know or what reasonable evidence 
you possess in support of that—to you—apparent fact, 
that there is no personal God? . » •

■ A. The burden of proof rests with those who make 
tire claim of personality.. We cannot conceive of a God 

I unlike our own personality. A personal being must 
have limitation. We cannot comprehend a being unless 
that being is a likeness to ourselves. We may say of God, 
he has infinite wisdom reason and intelligence, yet in the 
nature of tilings he cannot reason as we reason, for rea- 
sop presupposes the co-ordination of cause and effect, 
but infinite knowledge goes by all causes to the effect by 
a prcscierice. He cannot think, for thinking is a succes-. 
sion of thoughts, while with an infinite intelligence all 
thoughts must be ever present. He cannot plan, because 
all conclusions are reached without effort. A personal 
being must be organic and outlined, which cannot be of 
an infinite being. The conception of a personal God 

■ originated among savages and blended with religious 
dogmatism has come down to this age, and holds itself 
against the demonstrations of science and the logic of 
reason. . . .

A personal being, such as the mind of man is able to 
: Conceive, would be little more than an exalted man, and 
less capable of the government of creation than a Hotten
tot would be of being president of the United States.

I ■ Ada Schmidt: Q. Should young people sit in the 
same circle with old, and is it necessary for them to have 
a medium in their seances? . .

A. A diversity of ages in the members of the circle is 
preferable. Decrepit age or illness should debar from a 
circle. Such may receive great benefit from the circle, 
and act as sponges absorbing the magnetism, so that the 
Conditions for spirit control are destroyed.

C. S.: Q. When the spirit becomes perfect arid its 
cycle is complete will it not be swallowed up in the infi
nite source of spirit? .

A. Infinite time is before every immortal spirit, and 
'■ infinite perfection can never be obtained. Hence “its 

cycle” can never be completed, or the individual spirit 
swallowed up in its source.

■ L .!. TTpmilton DeGraw: Q. (1) What year did Savona
rola suffer martyrdom, and where?
i (2)" What year was the edict of Nantes promulgated, 
granting liberty of conscience to Protestants in France? 
- (3) When was it revoked?

I‘- A.: (1) Girolamo Savonarola was condemned by the 
influence of the holy Catholics, May 22, 1498, and the 
next'day hanged and burned. The “infallible” church 
now fully receives as without error the writings for which 
fie was then condemned to ignominy and death.

; (2) The edict of Nantes was signed by Henry IV., 
(April 13,1598. *

' k . 1
I J. S. Leith: Q. Has the volume on the Philosophy- 
of History, promised in your work on “The Origin and 
Antiquity of Man,” ever been published?
I A. Only in part So much practical matter has 
pressed upon me that it seems those who had this work 
m charge nave deferred its completion. I have-constant- 
ly entertained the hope that I would reach a point of 
more leisure, when I could give the time required/or the 
completion of many half-finished projects of my spirit in
structors. The years are, however, swiftly passing, and 
perhaps this may never he. .

. £1 . ■ ■■ * ' - 
t Q. Is it not the truth, that the highly developed spir
it-angels have been and are right along leading our 
[United States army and nlivy on to victory, for the cause 
fif humanity?
, A. As has already been pointed out in this column, 
the course of events show that a strong and wise power 
guides tho affairs of men. ■ Many events of the recent 

,war’shows this most strongly. Statesmen do not forget 
their country and are. swift to assist whqn they find op
portunity afforded by the impressibility of those in office.
;. ., ■ *------ —-------- ------------- ■ ■■ ■
If <‘The Priest, the Woman and the.Confessional.’-’ . This 
iBook, by the well-known Father Chiniquy, reveals tho de
grading, impure influences and results of Uie Romish con- 
fesslonel. as proved by the sad experience of many

" jjxtdred lives. Price, by mail, $1. For sale at this office.

To the Editor:—“Consistency is a jewel aud a jewel is 
always worthy of possession.” Will Spiritualists ever 
learn to be consistent is the question at issue, not creed 
or no creed. Webster says a creed is a summary of ar
ticles of faith. A principle is a settled or right rule of 
conduct; fundamental truth. Where is the consistency 
of calling a declaration of principles a creed?. Would it 
not be wiser to bury the word creed with the other re
mains of theology in the orthodox bone-yard and set 
about informing ourselves what the principles of true 
Spiritualism are before we fill the press with columns of 
protests against adopting a few standard principles of 
Spiritualism?

After fifty years of investigation and consultation with 
spirits, we ought to be able to make some statements of 
truths and right rules of conduct applicable to both 
spirits and mortals. This is without doubt the most im
portant work for Spiritualists to engage in, if Spiritual
ism is to become permanently organized and accomplish 
the great reforms that it should. To protest against tliis 
advance movement is as silly as it would be for elec
tricians to forever insist that tho only waj' to use or in
vestigate electrical phenomena and power is by the thun
derbolt, kite, string and hottie, exactly as Benjamin 
Franklin performed the first experiment. We do not 
need to be told what electricity has done and is doing; we 

r know that since it has been mechanically applied it has 
stupendous power and gives almost miraculous results.

_ If Spiritualists were as wide awake to future possibili
ties as scientists are, our cause would very soon leap into 
a great reform movement and popularity.

There is no subject so often brought up in the Spirit
ualist press as that regarding frauds, fakes and various 
disreputable characters and how to rid the ranks of them. 
Why is tliis a perpetual problem? Because we have 
never stated a definite principle or established a code of 
morals which people should honor, respect and live up to. 
There can be no permanent organization until this is 
done.

What kind of an organization is that which will allow 
a pretender like Dr. Coonley to go unpunished. He one 
week advertised to produce the true phenomena of in
dependent slate-writing, spirit pictures, and other phases 
of physical mediumship, and the next .blossomed out with 
blazing yellow circulars into a great exposer of Spiritual
ism, challenging every medium on the Coast to produce 
any phase of phenomena that he could not duplicate. 
Deliberately he goes to exposing his own rascally tricks 
right in his old field of work and in the very presence of 
the State Association. _

There are hundreds of people here as witnesses, who 
have given him money for producing physical phenom
ena; and yet the State officers have made no effort to 
arrest and convict him for obtaining money under false 
pretenses, as a punishment, for dragging an honest cause 
in the mire. ■■

What protection does this Association afford to the 
honesty and integrity of true mediumship, and of what 
practical benefit is it to mediums?

Has Spiritualism established or proven no principle 
true except the one, declaration that the spirit is im
mortal and can communicate with mortals? If it has 
not, then spiritism covers the whole platform, and it may 
mean progression or retrogression, just as the individual 
desires. , It means something or nothing, because spirit 
existence is only a natural law common to all of the 
human race. -It can.be demonstrated by disreputable 
spirits through disreputable characters as mediums just 
as clearly as it can by the most exalted spirits through 
the highest moral characters. . '

One correspondent who signs under the nom-de-plume 
of Sai-’gis, says that spirit phenomena demostrates the 
fact that we do live after death; and just here the mission 
of Spiritualism ends. Whether Tom, Dick or Harry are 
respectable or off color makes no difference in fact. As 
long as people are bom in low, degraded conditions, 
spirits will return in the same condition. Spirit phe
nomena is all we need to be concerned about—then winds 
up his article with the astonishing confession that we 
should be sensible, reasonable, just, tell the truth, behave 
ourselves and respect the public law I Truly this is 
hitching the cart before the horse. What is the basis for 
good behavior and the public law? What fundamental 
principles have you for making these last statements?

Why, almost the first message from spirit realms prac
tically destroyed the laws of the Christian Bible, by 
which people had fashioned -most of the laws, in the 
declaration that there existed no personal God and'Devil, 
no orthodox heaven or hell. To our chagrin and 
mortification this message has been taken as a license to 
live outside of law and order as much as possible, by char
acters who were kept in the bounds of decency by the 
supposed power of a personal God and Devil, and this 
class has developed in the ranks like smut in a wheat
field, until we do not know in what direction to look for 
relief from the baneful influence. To our mind this fact 
brings out the great weakuiss of Spiritualism. It has 
tom down the old structures and has failed to build a 
solid foundation for a new and grander one.

The declared principles of Spiritualism should deal 
sparingly, if at all, with the old bones of contention, such 
as defining God, re-incarnation theories, double pnd 
triple consciousness, and the many other subjects upon 
which people disagree. These mysteries should not con
cern Spiritualism as a reform movement any deeper than 
would the discover)' of the life principle or power which 
nature employs to push a hill of beans to the surface of 
the ground when they first germinate.

The great mission of Spiritualism is:
First, to prove the immortality of the soul or spirit.
Second, to teach ub how to live our present life so as to 

accomplish all the good possible in the world and to 
develop the highest spiritual unfoldment we can while 
in the mortal form.
r Third, to teach the world that death is the gateway to 
spirit life; also what comes just after death, to thus dispel 
the fearful dread and gloom that has'made people call 
tins inevitable change the king of terrors.

Spiritualism is here to save the mortal bodies of the 
race as well as the spiritual bodies; here to lift the world 
out of low, degrading conditions—out of'spiritual dark
ness, superstition and ignorance; here to dispel mental 
clouds, sweeten the incessant toil of the masses; to de
throne misery, to educate and through education reform 
the race and establish the reign of peace, contentment, 
harmony, love—heavenl It grieves us

“To. the soul
To see how man submits to man’s control; . 
How overpowered imd shackled minds are led 
In vulgar tracks, and to submission bred.” ■

The great search-light of The Progressive Thinker: 
“Science supplemented by an exalted morality the Bible 
of the future, is magnificently illuminating the approach 
of the proposed Declaration of Principles. Let our 
philosophers declare the scientific truths of Spiritualism, 
together with some short, concise rules of conduct that 
wul lead investigators and the great mass of Spiritualists 
who are not philosophers, to an exalted moral state. 
Light, more light is what we need; some of those 
powerful, penetrating X-rays which will show us our de
formities and shortcomings and set us to work repairing- 
■them. . MRS. M. E. VAN LUVEN.

Oakland, Cal. . .

xrWedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl Hughes.” A 
tasty, beautiful and appropriate wedding souvenir. Con
tains marriage-ceremony, marriage certificate, etc., with 
choice matter in poetry and prose. Specially designed 
for the use of the Spiritualist and liberal ministry. 
Price?!. Por sale at this office, - . .■■■■’■

J ‘

a
Lyman Saunders, of Bloomfield, Ill., sends in 
club of Ten Subscribers. Each subscriber

gets an Art Magic, which alone is worth more 
than the one dollar paid, saying nothing of the 
fifty-two weekly visits of The Progressive Think
er. The one’ who gets up the club receives the 
book and paper free. Anyone can easily get up 
a club. No trouble whatever. Try it.

DO SPIRITS RETURN?!
An Endeavor to Prove They 

Do Not.

Do spirits return to communicate 
with us after they have departed from 
their tenement of clay? It is a question 
of much importance, and is widely agi
tated to-day by people all over the 
globe, and has been an, open question 
for centuries, but tills late day and age 
there are millions of people who con
tend that this question is settled, and 
claim to prove that communication be
tween the two worlds is possible. I 
must honestly admit that at one time I 
believed the very same thing. I know I 
have heard the tiny raps, and I have 
seen tho table tip, I have seen independ
ent slate-writing, I have heard trance 
speaking, I have seen sheets of writing 
paper enter in between two closed 
slates, with no visible means of assist
ance, when it was as light as day and 
the slates and medium were at my side.

I am not going to try to prove that It 
was not spirit manifestation, for I know 
that it was. I have simply mentioned 
a few of the phases of mediumship that 
I have seep to let you know that 
I am acquainted with what Spiritual
ists contend to be the manifestations of 
spirits who once inhabited thtf house of 
flesh and passed through the change 
called death. I have seen and heard 
other things, but suffice it to say, that 
what I have seen and heard came from 
mediums who are mediums, and there 
was no magic or slelght-of-haud about 
It.

Alas, I cannot say that spirits do re
turn, as once I believed they did. As 
positive as I am that it was not magic, 
I <am equally positive that it was not 
spirit return. I do not differ with the 
Spiritualists simply to be contrary, but 
because I am a lover of truth, and I be
lieve I have more <jf tho truth than the 
Spiritualists. And1 I ’ ‘u-ill express my 
thought in these eoltiihns, and I am a 
thousand times thankful that I am liv
ing in a day and dge^When a person Is 
allowed to express'his1-or her thoughts 
without being crucified or cast into 
prison for being insane, although there 
are thousands of^peiplo to-day who 
would not hesitate to fend the existence 
of a man, woman or olilld here on earth, 
for giving utterance' to thoughts which 
are not in harmony" with their own ig
norant thoughts. ‘ Ighorance Is the 
cause of it all. Letmskiot show our ig
norance by turning a deaf ear or perse
cution to the new, thoughts, that we 
may remain ignorafit;, rather let us ac
knowledge ft and give ¡an open ear to all 
new thoughts,„that w,e iflay become 
wise, since no niqn lias ever known 
the whole truth, but each man a part of 
the whole, by exchanging thoughts 
with each other freely we may gain the 
whole truth individually, but not until 
we as individuals have become one in 
all and all in one. I will not attempt to 
say how long it would take to reach 
this point, but I know that each ex
change of thought is another step to
wards the truth, it matters not whether 
that thought is in the right or wrong. 
“It is better to do wrong than to do 
nothing, for good comes from wrong
doing." It will start others to think
ing, and out of those others the truth 
will be brought closer to our knowl
edge.

Now, my thought is this: We are im
mortal beings, we are spirits now as 
much as we ever will be. I find that we 
are capable of projecting ourselves 
from the body any distance and seeing, 
hearing and knowing what is going on 
in distant places. I find that we are ca
pable of reading each others minds. I 
find that we never forget that which we 
received through our physical or spirit
ual sqpses. I And that we have the 
power to tip tables, rap, write on slates
or paper, or do or move anything we 
will subjectively. I find that the sub-I-
jective mind Is obedient to the objective 
mind, and tills is where the delusion is. 
Right here is where tho question 
arises: Has man two minds? Yes, man 
has two minds; not only two minds, but 
two of all his senses, the sense of sight, 
smell, taste, touch and sound are dual, 
physical and spiritual, objective and 
subjective. The mind is not exempt 
from the dualty. All of the physical or 
objective senses are limited, while all 
of tho spiritual or subjective senses are 
not limited. Man can see but a short 
distance with the objective eye, but 
with the subjective eye space is annihi
lated. This is termed clairvoyance.

The same with the ear;’we can hear 
but a short distance with the objective 
ear, but with the subjective ear we can 
bear from one end of the earth to the 
other. This is termed clairaudience.

The same with all of our senses,- they 
are. dual, wo have two of each, physical 
and spiritual, objective and subjective. 
Therefore I say we have two minds, ob
jective and subjective. The objective 
mind forgets, becau^ it is limited; 
while the subjective [jhind never for
gets, it is not limited, .(For proof that 
the subjective minqjever forgets, visit 
a fortune-teller, llfe-rq^der, medium or 
hypnotist.) The suï>fp£tlvo mind obeys 
the positive suggestions of the objective 
or subjective minds;. lt obeys first the 
objective mind that- itq.ls related to, if 
there are no objections,Raised by the ob- 
objectlve mind, tqe .^ubjective mind 
■will obey and can^.qut the positive 
suggestions of Other,.objective or sub
jective minds. The; c6)nmuiilcatlon be
tween two subjeetlye jiilnds is termed 
telepathy. And it is, by suggestions the 
subjective mind dr spirit control gets its 
name, then It. says,, “that is what they 
call me in the spirit-world." This is 
true, It is in the spIHPworld, the same 
as all of our spiritual senses are always 
in the spirit world, as much how as 
they ever will be. Our subjective mind 
travels by night and by day and visits 
our friends, relations and strangers, it 
sees what they are doing, It hears what 
they are saying, it knows their most se
cret thoughts and actions. There are 
no secrets In spirit life.

Omaha. Neb. G. W. BARNELL.

"Arcana or Nature; j>r the History 
and Laws of Creation.” By Hudson 
Tuttle. A well-known and most pro
found treatise. Cloth, 41. For sale at 
thia office, (

“Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the .Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Be-Embodlment." By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents, For sale 
at this offlea. •

A CREED
Which Will Provide for Ex

pansion of Knowledge.

As the creed question is before the 
house, it seems to me the suggestions 
made are for the most part just and 
proper. There is another, perhaps, 
implied by all; I propose that it be 
added to whatever is enacted, namely: 
“These articles express our1 present be
lief and are according to the light as we 
now see it; but we believe that in the 
advance of science and the discovery of 
truth we will In future years see the 
necessity of revising and adding other 
articles to these, and it shall always be 
in order, whenever a majority of Spirit
ualists shall feel the necessity of such 
to call a convention and consider the 
same.” I think no creed should be 
adopted without at least a two-thirds 
majority.

We ought not to be slow to believe 
that progress will be much more rapid 
in the future than in the past. The 
churches can’t maintain their war 
against science; nature moves right on. 
If change in the churches for the next 
twenty years sitali only equal the past 
twenty years, tho principal Protestant 
churches will be where the Spiritualists 
now are. Nothing could tend to prove 
It more titan tho developments In con
nection with the Anti-Spiritual move
ment. Whom the gods ’ Intend to de
stroy they first make mad. The failing 
strength of tho churches in holding the 
scholarly element of their congregations 
has driven them to desperation. Some
thing had to be done, and that quickly. 
The slaughter of millions by the Turks 
called forth no such movement The 
bloody chasm between Protestant and 
Catholic could be easily crossed over 
and tho cordial hand of Pope and. her
etic could be clasped .in tenderest affec
tion to crush Spiritualism. Talmage 
has been looked up to as a leader and 
flattered by the secular press, but since 
Ills assertion as a fact—not opinion— 
that every medium is a fraud, every 
candid thinker must know, and does 
know, that what he asserted then and 
there was what he could not and did 
not know to be true, and must have 
been dictated in malice and falsehood. 
There are hundreds of those who 
always took pains to purchase his ser
mons because of the beauty of word 
painting, who now would not read 
them. This shattered confidence, con
stituting as it does the mainstay of ad
miration, is gone.

If Mr. Talmage had been able to show 
bysany legitimate argument tho truth 
or his assertion, he would not have ven
tured thè gist of the argument on naked 
and unsupported assertion. His Church
members will not be affected by it; with 
them the wish is father to the thought, 
but he has had quite a following out
side of the church.

F. A. CHENOWETH.

PROGRESSION.
The Creed of Spiritualism Is 

Progressive as Thought. '

To the Editor:—As some are laboring 
under the misapprehension that Spirit
ualists have no declaration of principles 
and are afraid or ashamed to define 
their belief, will you kindly publish the 
following extract from the officially 
adopted proceedings of the first N. S. A. 
convention at Chicago in 1893, which 
were re-adopted by the second National 
Convention at Washington to 1894:

“There is an Infinité and eternal en
ergy and wisdom manifested in nature, 
wherein man is the highest organized 
intelligence, subject to the law of pro
gressive development.

“We affirm a belief in the continuity 
of all life, and Its operation in accord
ance with intelligent law, and we affirm 
a knowledge of conscious individuality 
after transition, with the power of 
communicating under proper con
ditions, and in accordance with natural 
law, with spirite incarnate; and we 
affirm a belief tpat spirit assumes its 
new relations In matter after transition; 
and we affirm a belief that the laws of 
spirit progress and evolution,'manifest 
in this life, are not interrupted or sup
pressed by dissolution of the physical 
body, and that advancement comes only 
by and through individual efforts.”

The fourth convention of the N. S. A. 
also further declared:

“That the love and guidance of pur 
dear ones who have passed to the Sum- 
merlandjs the sweetest boon of human 
kind, and that the instructions of the 
highly developed spirits lead us to the 
fexqlted planes of intellectual illumina
tion and moral purity; we declare that 
the teachings of the brightest spirit in
telligences are Incompatible with big
otry and tyranny, but are In consonance 
with tho widest liberty of the mind.”

This leaves our “faith” precisely as it 
should be; To be sustained and. de
veloped by communications with the 
spirit world.

No doubt our progress will develop in 
future conventions other well grounded 
affirmations, as ft has already in the 
spiritual press. But there Is no strain 
vital to the cause culling for new dec
larations, definitions or restrictions of 
Spiritualism at present. We have no 
power, more than any other “Ism," to 
put a patent right on the laws of nature. 
Nor do we dare to make a creed. The 
world is getting tired of creeds. If a 
few Spiritualists attempt It, they will 
only form a minority faction; leaving 
the great body of ue out—but still 
united on all the Important claims of 
Spiritualism, to go on and perfect a 
Spiritual Science. ' ~

We still have a great deal to do in the 
discovery and application of the laws of 
nature: perfecting our lives by our 
philosophy, and our philosophy by ac
cepting the divine plan of reciprocal 
altruism, giving less care to faith and
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The priest, the woman and the confessional.
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THE PROPHETS OF ISRAEL. Popular sketches from Old Testament 
History, than which no branch of science, iu the last generation, h^s un

dergone a more profound revolution. By Carl Heinrich Cornell. Price 25 cts. 
THE RATIONALE OF MESMERISM. Old and New Theories. Mes

meric Force. The Real Literature of Mesmerism, Side-Lights on the 
Phenomena, Curative Powers, ete. By A P. Sinnett. Price, cloth, $1.25. 
THE RELATIONS OF SCIENCE TO THE PHENOMENA OF LIFE. .

Ideas of life scientifically expressed in contradistinction from the old 
theories. By Spirit Professor M. Faraday. Price 10 cents. •,
THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM, Its Phenomena and Philosophy. '

This work was written by that noble modern Savior and Grand man—Rev.
Samuel Watson. A marvelous work. Price $1.00. •

THERE IS NO DEATH. This is certainly a novel of the highest type( 
based upon Longfellow’s poem of the same title. By that noted novelist, • 

Florence Manyat. Price 50 cents.

THE SOUL. Its Nature, Relations and Expression in the Human EmbocL 
■ iments. This is clearly a book on re-embodiment, or the principles of . 
reincarnation. By the Guides of Cora L. V. Richmond. Price $1.00. 1

THE SOUL OF THINGS. These three volumes are among the most 
popular works ever written in explanation of the Spiritual Philosophy,

By William and Elizabeth M. F. Denton. Price $1.50 each; postage 15 cts, 
THE SPIRITUAL ALPS, and How We Ascend Them. A few thoughts on 

“How to reach that altitude where spirit is supreme and all things are 
subject to it,” By Moses Hull. Price, cloth, 40 cents; paper, 25 cente.

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, or Death, and Its To-Morrow. The Spirit
ualistic Idea of Death, Heiden and Hell. A- logical statement, proven 

both by facte and tho Bible. By Moses Hull. Price 10 cente.

THE SPIRITUAL WREATH. A new collection of words and music for 
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JJyS. W, Tucker, authprof many mulcal publications. Price 20 cents. . 
THE STORY HOUR. For Children and Youth. A book of short stories, 
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Lyceums. By Susan II. Wixon. Price $1.00.

THE SUNDAY QUESTION. A historical and critical review, with 
replies to an objector. Ite motto: All time too sacred to do wrong; no 

time too sacred to do good. Price 15 cents.

THREE SEVENS. A very interesting story along the line of the mystic, 
the common sufferings of the human race; from whence they come ana 

whither they go. By tho Phelons. Price, cloth, $1.25.

THE TALMUD. Selections from the contents of that ancient book, it 
commentaries, teachings, poetry and legends. Also sketches of the men 

who made and commented upon it By H. Polang. Price, cloth, $1.00.

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH, or the Future Life According to 
Science. Is just what it purports to be—what the title indicates—in. 

every chapter. By Louis Figuier. Price, cloth, $1.50,

THE WATSEKA WONDER. Detailed accounts of two cases of double 
consciousness—that of Mary Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, Ill., and .

Mary Reynolds, of Venango, Pa. Price 15 cente.

THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL. Series One and Two. Two choice volumes 
of restful and educational reading, uniting the ideal and the real in this 

life. By Lilian Whiting. Price, each volume, $1.00.

TREE AND SERPENT WORSHIP. Showing up the ridiculous side of the 
old, old story of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. By A. S.

Hudson, M. D. Price 15 cente. ■ . . .

TRUTHS OF SPIRITUALISM. This book narrates many of the striking 
experiences of its author as a lecturer and test-medium in the earlier days 

of Spiriiualism. By E. V. Wilson. Price $1.00.

TWO IN ONE. A compendium of Biblical Spiritualism. A combination 
of “The Question Settled" and “The Contrast” into one volume. By 

Moses Hull. Price $1.00.

WARFARE OF SCIENCE WITH THEOLOGY. Information not pro
curable in the libraries' of the world in a half century, showing the 

opposition of the church to science. Two vols., 900 pages. Price $5.00. 
WAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUALIST? Curious revelation 

from the life of a trance medium, together with portraits, letters and - 
poems. By Mrs. Nettie Colburn Maynard. Price, cloth, $1.50; paper, 75c 
WHY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST, A book of twelve lectures, 
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WOMAN. A lecture delivered to ladies only, by Mrs. Dr. Hulburt, on the 
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Marriage and Divorce. Price 10 cente.

WOMAN’S BIBLE. Part 1. The Pentateuch. A galaxy of scholarly 
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Testament, and the slight given the women. Price 50 cente. ,

WOMAN, CHURCH AND STATE. A historical account of the status of - 
woman throughout the Christian ages, with reminiscences of the Mat

riarchate. By Matilda Joslyn Gage. Price $2.00,

WOMAN. Four Centuries of Progress. Showing her gradual rise from 
slavery and bondage of ancient times. By Susan H. Wixon. A lecture 

of great value. Price 10 cente. ■
WAYSIDE JOTTINGS. Composed of Essays, Sketches, Poems and 

Songs, gathered from the highways, by-ways and hedges of life, from , 
the inspirational pen of Mattie E. Hull Price 75 cents.

WHO ARE THESE SPIRITUALISTS, and What Is Spiritualism? This 
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them these important questions. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price 15 cents. : 
WORKS OF E. D. BABBITT, LL. D., M. D. “Human Culture and Cure.”

Part First. The Philosophy of Cure. Price, board cover, 50 cents.
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the planets. By Charles H. Mackay. Price 25 cente.

THE SPIRITUAL BODY REAL. Valuable testimonies of modem olair- 
voyants who witnessed the spiritual and physical separation. By Giles

B. Stebbins. Price 10 cente. /

VOICES. The Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty and force. 
They are most excellent inspirations. Neatly printed and nicely bound. .

By Warren Sumner Barlow. Price $1.00.

VOKTAIRE’S ROMANCES,. A new edition, profusely illustrated. A 
delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing. 480 pages, with portrait 

and 82 illustrations. PriOe, doth, $1.50; postage 15 cents.

VIEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. This book is a word-picture, by 
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more to knowledge, until our beautiful ______f........... .........................
faith of knowledge, with its nnivers1’! pOvetof the human mtao, ■whlch-wnireiolrta thou 
brotherhood, shall’ merge into tho 
sphere of wisdom. All this is dependent 
upon no written screed, and must have 
“the widest liberty of the mind,” as our l 
accepted declarations already teach.

•. J. MARION GALE.
Bangor, Wash. _ , ■
The Brotherhood of Man, and What 

Follows; from It Two lectures. By 
Mrs. Maria M. King. Price reduced 
from 25 cents to SO ^Hrta, -
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DIVINE X-RAY
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DRS, PEEBLES

Herbs all 
is heir

Thumbscrew and Rack.
Torture Implements employed In the XVlb and 

XVItb centuries for tbe promulgation of Chrlatlanltr. 
jrltb pictorial Illustrations. By Geo. E. Macdonald. 
Price 10 cents. . •

Dr«. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Micb.
Dear sir:—Your diagnosis. of my caae was correct 

In every way. Your» truly,

Researches in Oriental History. 
BY O. W. BROWN, M. D.

One Fol. IXmo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.50.

wjjfrawwîTOi

Consultation by Letter Free
Send Postage Stamp for Reply.

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
Embroclug Boul Culture, Clairvoyance, Payobometry 
arid Law» of Unfoldment, with free reading. For nar- 

& EUMA KUDER’ 701 O“*™*

k LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.

Dra. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Crqek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—I received a diagnosis of my case from 

you and It Is very correct, In fact you told me all 
the diseases I have. - -----------■ . A K A

The Religion of Spiritualism,
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

Watson. This work waa written by a moderni Savior 
a grand and noble man. Price 41.00, ’

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

Drs.
Peebles &

Burroughs
Successful

on

new

/V LISR/VRY

Pro-

Clinton, Iowa. B. F. POOLE.

August 20, 1898. Manning, W. Va.

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

BEAR IN MIND.

, August fi, 1898.

SUb-

think, In view of what we are 
that The Progressive Thinker 
visit every Spiritualist family 
United States. Commence now, 
peat, to form a Spiritualist or

For 80 days I will send a sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mall.

. This Is in fact a large Sanitarium; only been 
opened a short time, yet it is a most pronounced sue* 
cess. DR. B. W. BANKS, the greatest Healer the 
world has ever had, has joined DR. WATKINS In this 
grand work, and Is at the Home six days In tbe week.

A Book on “Chronic Disease” 
Sent for 2-cent Stamp.

doing, 
should 
in the 
we re
Occult

Mbs. S, S. Moore, 
Bo. Atlanta, Ga.

library by subscribing for The 
gressive Thinker.

[Obituaries to tbe extent of teu Unes 
Duly will be inserted free.]

Send in notice of meetings held 
Sunday at public halls.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
By Editor ot tbe National with Preface and No tea 

by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with view» of tbe oil 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Bocbclle, also, portraits of Thoms» Clio Blckman, 
Joe Bailow,Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame. Boland, 
Condorcet, Brissot, and themosVpromlnuntoI Paine", 
friends tn Europe and America. Cloth. Tf cents.

“THE LYCEUM.”
OBSESSION.

How evil «piriti Influence mortali. By ILP. 23. Price 10 cents., 9

The Evolution of the DeviL j 
.By Henry Frank, tbe independent preacher of New 
York City. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
pniloBopblcal analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever 
Snbllshed. The book contains 66 pages, and 1s beau* 

folly bound, with likeness of author on title pure.Price 25 cents. . •

A LIRRARY.
Commence forming one now by

ANIMALS IN HEAVEN.
Preacher Believes in Their 

■ Immortality.

THB

DR. C. E, WATKINS,
. , —THE— ■ ■

FAMOUS CHRONIST
OF AYER, MASS.

QiM Cures!
Small Doses!

fiend age, naiuo In full, and two 2-ccnt. etamps and 
leading symptom, and we will a^nd you .

A Diagnosis of Your Case Free, 
and we will try and make the price of treatment right 
to you. Remember, idcase.'thatwo do not wlah to 
take your case unless you are. dimtisfted with your 
present treatment. Do not ask-OUR opinion of this 
doctor or that one, because we noyfir express an 
opinion, nor have we any one,connected with us that 
Is allowed to apeak ill of any one or even to express an 
opinion. We know some doctors do so, but we do not.

The day of shoVgun prescription 1b past; drastic 
drugs Jn large doles will not be given ten yean from 
now, We believe In the certainty of medicine and in 
specific medication, but specific medication requires

SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS.
He who understands tho action of drugs, and who Is 
gifted with the power of correctly diagnosing, is the 
successful physician to-day.

Specific Medicine!
No Drastic Drugs!

G.E. WATKINS, M. D
AYER, MASS.

DR. G. E. WATKINS’ 
Rural

Health 
Houie

■Write us and we will toll you all about our 
methods of cure that we use at tbe Home.

DR. C. E. WATKINS 
. AYER, MASS.

Thanks for Help Received.
To the Editor:—Please allow me to 

thank the dear friends far and near 
(Who have responded to my needs on 
seeing my name in your excellent pa
per.

I'heir sweet words of sympathy and 
prayers for my recovery, together with 
the simple remedy of borax and raln- 
iwater—a spirit prescription (given 
through the mediumship of that noble 
woman, Mrs. Sarah Seal, of Oakland), 
proved effectual, so that I can now 
bear the light, and by the assistance of 
■friends attended the State Association 
tn San Francisco, which proved to be a 
success In numbers and interest. When 
called upon to speak In conference, 
with tottering step I reached the dizzy 
(height of tbe broad platform lu Metro
politan Temple, and in closing my little 
speech referred to the suspension of the 
.Circle of Harmony, that it was almost 
equal to’losing a dear child; a mother’s 
Solicitude could have been no greater, 
for in that sphere the angels came to 
bless. At this juncture an influence 
seized me and I was made to say with 
no uncertain sound: “I am here yet, and 
my Circle of harmony will yet be here!”

A fine oratorical speaker grasped my 
band and pronounced such a beautiful 
benediction that a new lease of life was 
gained, and to-day word lias come from 
the husband of the gifted R. S. Lillie, 
that I can occupy their hall at the cor
ner of Larkin and McCallister streets, a 
part of eacli Sunday. I have faith that 
the spiritually-minded will hall this 
news as an omen of good.

Alameda, Cal. MRS. F. A. LOGAN.

Lydia R. Sage, of Fredonia, N. Y„ 
aged SI years and 6 months, joined the 
great majority, September 2, 1898. She 
[was conspicuous as jn active promoter 
of the interests of the C. L. F. A., at 
Lily Dale, in the first years of the camp. 
'An honorable woman, respected and 
loved by all who knew her. An only 
remaining daughter—Avis— was incon- 
Bolable, notwithstanding her faith in a 
bright future for all. Tbe funeral was 
conducted according to the Spiritual 
philosophy, at her late residence, Sun
day, September 4.
The tender light of heaven appears

To soften the gloom and weight of 
t sorrow,

'As vre turn our gaze through a mist of 
tears •

To the shining shore of a bright to- 
| • morrow. LYMAN C. HOWE.

ONLY REASON FOR GENERAL DIS
BELIEF. IN THE DOCTRINE IS 
FOUND IN MAN’S OWN CONCEIT. 
The remarks recently made in the 

pulpit by Rev. Forbes Phillips (“Athol 
Fovbes”), vicar of Gorlestou, Yarmouth, 
and reported in the London Daily Mall, 
to the effect that he believed auimals 
had a future existeuce and that he 
would rather meet iu heaven some ani
mals than some people he had met on 
earth, continue to bring in to him a 
large number of letters on the subject.

Apparently the vicar is a firm believ
er in the equality of the “lower ani
mals” .with mankind as regards a life 
after death. .

Questioned on the point by a London 
Daily Mall representative, who was de
sirous of obtaining a fuller expression 
of the reverend gentleman's opinions on 
a subject which has created no little In
terest, he replied: "Why not? The con
ceit of man says ‘No.’ I- venture to 
FOUR- . R timeBbtlsbe 1 FOUR 
think the reason of man says ‘Yes.’ 
But in the majority of people conceit 
very often takes charge and answers 
before reason gets a chance.

“1 shall never forget the look of 
alarm and astonishment on the faces of 
some members of the congregation 
when I happened once to express in the 
pulpit my belief In their future life. 
One indignant parishioner wrote to me 
to say that ‘he refused to share his hope 
of Immortality' with his dog and cat.’ I 
pointed out to him that he shared the 
present life with them, and as far as I 
knew he had shown no signs of shuf
fling off this mortal coil.

“What one may call Paley’s physical 
argument concerning the resurrection 
or survival of identity, if it hold good of 
the race, must also hold good of what Is 
sometimes called the lower order of 
creation, though I can quite imagine a 
well-bred, well-behaved animal offering 
a dignified protest against this phrase.

“Science tells us that the structure 
which we call the body is composed of 
atoms in perpetual flux, constantly dis
integrating, constantly passing away. 
The body of childhood Is not the body 
of early youth. Once in every dozen 
years (some scientists say less) the 
whole atomical structure of the body is 
changed.

“The bodies we have to-day so far as 
regards the material elements, have al
ready formed the component parts of 
other careasses, end they will In turn 
dissolve and enter into fresh combina
tions.

“But the Identity of man remains the 
same in spite of all. Memory, will, etc., 
are all there. We change the materia, 
but the ego, the true self of man, still 
remains. Death is the final dissolution 
of partnership between spirit and body. 
But the change of partnership on the 
one part Is being constantly made. This 
argument Is sound; it applies equally to 
mau aud beast. We must either accept 
it or throw it overboard. If we accept 
it, we must accept it on behalf of our 
dumb friends.

“Take another view of life as merely 
a force. No force can be lost in this 
universe. What is the relation of ani
mal consciousness to tlie 'mighty life 
which pulses through things temporal 
and eternal? Why should it cease or 
come under tbe exceptional law of an
nihilation? Again, we believe In a just 
God. Surely there Is some compensa
tion for our dumb friends for what they 
suffer here. Surely there is some re
ward for their loyalty, their faithful
ness, their courage and the higher fac
ulties they manifest!

“It is no uncommon thing for a dog , 
to die rather than give up his efforts to 
overtake his master, who spins along on 
Ids cycle at his 12 or 15 miles an hour. 
To say nothing of the pains of exhaus
tion, what about the agony of mind suf
fered by the poor brute at the loss of 
his master, and his inability to keep 
pace? Has all this to count for nothing 
in the eyes of him without whose notice 
not a sparrow falleth to'the ground?

"But, objects some one, the Bible does 
not mention their future existence.

"The Bible mentions a number of 
things which we believe and act upon. 
The truth is, the men who wrote the 
Bible no more doubted the futpre exist
ence of their beasts than they did their 
own. Job Bjieaks of tlie spirit of the 
man and the spirit of the beast.

It is ratlier curious that the scriptural 
word used to denote the future life, 
‘paradise,’ throws considerable light on 
tlie subject. Tlie word ‘paradeisos’ is 
found in tlie Sanskrit, an older lan
guage, under the form ‘paradesha.’ It 
Is also to be found In Armenian, Ara
bic, Syriac, Chaldee, Persian, and, of 
course, Greek. Sometimes it is trans
lated in the Bible as park and other 
times as forests. The word has the 
same identical meaning in all languages 
and implies a pleasure garden, well- 
watered, and inhabited by all kinds of 
harmless beasts aud birds.

“The idea in the eastern mind Is ob
vious, Our animal companions will 
have a share, it may be a subordinate 
share, but part they have in that future 
beyond the threshold of the shadows.

"Western science agrees here with 
eastern speculation. To the practical 
mind and to the contemplative mind 
the same thought occurs and Is enter
tained. This moral conviction of a fu
ture, which protects against the extinc
tion of life with tbe dissolution of the 
atomical embodiment, to the logical 
mind, must also Include and protest 
against the extinction of the life of 
other animals as well as that of man.

“After all, I do not see why so many 
people should object io such a belief 
which every age and nation have borne 
witness to. If there are Inhabitants In 
Mars, would the unbelievers In the fu
ture of animals deny immortality to the 
Martians? The Catholic interpreta
tion of redemption surely is not limited 
to the men, women and children of this 
bit of dust In the universe! •

“Such a frame of mind can only be 
compared to that of the famous cock 
that thought the sun rose every morn
ing for the special purpose of hearing 
him crow.”

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
Chicago.

Indiana avenue and Thirty-first street, 
at 3 and 8 p. m.- Lecture and tests by 
good mediums. .

West Side Spiritual Society jneets at 
No. 46 South Ada street at 8 p. m.

Church of the Star pf Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

The Church of the Soul will hold serv
ices during the month of September in 
Handel Hall, No. 40 Randolph sheet, 
every Sunday morping at 10:30. Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond, pastor.

Spiritual Advancement Society, 274 
Warren avenue, near Robey street, 
holds service every Sunday evening at 
7:45. Dr. Hasenclever lectures and 
gives spirit messages.

The Englewood Spiritual Society 
meets every Sunday in Hopkins’ hall, 
528 W. 63d street, at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

The First Spiritual. Society of the 
South Side, No. 77 Thirty-first street, 
will hold meetings at 2:30 and 7:30 p. 
m., each Sunday, beginning October 2, 
1808. Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
pastor, - ■ . ■ • ,

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street. Services at 
7:30 p. m. .

Conference meeting at .77 Thirty-first 
street, at 2:80 and 7:30 p. m. every 
Sunday.
’ New Era.Church will hold services 
every Sunday at 3 o’clock, at Masonic 
Home Temple, Forest avenue and 
Thirty-first street. Mabel A. Jackman, 
pastor. .

The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
O. F. Grumbine, permanent speaker, 
meets in their conference room, 810 
Masonic Temple Building, every Sun
day at 10:45 a. m., and 7:45 p. m.

Church of the Ministering Angels, 590 
South Ashland avenue, corner 13th 
¡street. Services every Sunday evening 
at 7:30. Mrs. M. Summers, pastor.

Healing, Causes and Effects.
Dr. W. P. Plieion’s latest book, is a 

presentation from the spirit side of life 
of the basic pi^elples of Mental Heal
ing and tbeir relation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of the pro
cesses manifesting themselves in the 
operation of healing, is clearly shown 
to be the silent power of invisible force.

Under the head of “Gauses and Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
Hues of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming.

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementáis, and man’s 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostlies of the Invisible World are 
described, and tbeir abilities specified.

Astral conditions, witji the process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter.

The whole field of man’s relation to 
the forces bringing either tbe health 
which is harmony, or the discord which 
is disease Is handled by one who evi
dently understands bls subject. Tbe 
booklet of 100 pages, Is proving Its in
terest by Its sales. Sent on receipt of 
fifty cents. For sale at this office.

- 455 tf.

The Spiritualist whocoinmences now 
to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If be reject this offer, bis neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what bo 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 

—Your Melted Pebble Spectacles are 
all you claim for them, and even more. 
Your Magnetized Compound is a won
derful remedy, and acts like magic 
upon sore and weak eyes. 1 would not 
be without It. Very respectfully,

MRS. J. A. PERKINS.
Easthampton, Mass.

PRICE OF THE “SEQUEL."
The price hereafter of this number of 

The Progressive Thinker will be a$ fol
lows: Three cents for single copy. 
Where five or more are ordered, two 
cents per copy. Where one hundred or 
more copies are ordered, one dollar and 
fifty cents per hundred.

In sending remittances to this office, 
write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say tcAthe ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It Is not safe to send money in 
a letter; if it is sent that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the. loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable In 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided.

DRS. PEEBLES
& BURROUGHS

ecrlbing for The Progressive Thinker, 
and securing Art Magic. The paper 
one year and Art Magic will cost you 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
When it was-first issued. Then you 
could have had in your library at tbe 

■ present timeeight valuable books. But 
- It is better late than never. Commence 
' now, If you have not done so already, to 
‘• form a library by subscribing for The 
^ progressive Thinker. A library in this 
i- ¡fast age is absolutely essential. Aid ns

in carrying out the Divine Plan. . '

’ ’The Universe.” What Force is. 
fe* Jhe Beginning of Creation. What Mat

ter Is. The Creation of the Earth. 
The Beginning of Life. Immortality. 
The Substance of Its Environments. 
¡Psychic Science. What the “Soul of 

; Things” Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M. Rose. • Contains 71 pages of 

K-Interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
tale at this office. .. ■

The Lyceum, devoted to the ’interests 
of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published" by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street 
Ohly fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to Its "col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special interest in it. It 
Is published weekly. Try it. 437tf

‘•Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How thé Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents. 
For sale at this office. ■ .

‘.‘Mahomet, fils Birth, Character and. 
Doctrine.” By Edward Gibbons. This 
Is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
a very detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Pilce, 
25 cents. For sale nt this office,

“Human culture and Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and Social Up
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by tbe Dean of . the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other? im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, doth,. 75a 
For eale at this office. .

“Ancient India: Its Language and 
Religions.” By Prof. H. Oldenberg. 
The subject is of unusual interest at 
the present time, and it is here treated 
to a way to interest and instruct aU 
readers. For sale at this office. Paper, 

' price 25a
"Atlantis: The Antediluvian World.” 

By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history. 
It Is Intensely Interesting. Price. ?2. ;

“Tha Priest, the Woman, and the Con
fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chlniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results 
ot the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail ?L For sale at 
this office.

"The Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lois 
Walsbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied to this volume, to which ques
tions of great importance to the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad- 
¡nmjed social reformer. Srlce 50 cents.

Dept. 26, Ashland, Ohio.

DR. MANSFIELD’S
HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES
Are compounded clairvoyantly for each patient. Send
ATOÒK1& «nd i?“<1,1“‘!/v.nptom for FREE DI- 
AUNQblS and “Methods of Cure.” H D UnrrAti
J rest. N. 8. A., E. W. Sprague, Lyman C. Howe and
Moses Hull RECOMMEND howc and

W. A. MANSFIELD, M. D.
170 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

,?• ’’•a EbW.°.LF' INDEPENDENT SLATE 
Vt rlter and Test Medium, 241 Winchester avenue, 

Chicago. Van Buren cars, or Madison, transfer at 
Robey. Ladles Circle, Thursdays at 2. 462

marvellous
- Development 

W.J.Wtney 
' the CELEBRATED *

Trance and Test Medium.

Melted Pebble Spectacles;
.n™itorcl.°“,‘Tlsl0.n- Write for Illustrated Circular» 
Wowing styles and prices and photo of Spirit Yanni 

p°wer ln me. I canadjust my Melted Pebble Spectacles aa perfectly to 
!? your ?WD hom€ « Jon were in

SSf.*’ ^5 thousands can testify. Send »stamp fol 
Photo- B- F- Poolb. Clinton. Iowa.

Herbalist, Psyehoiuetrist and Medio, 
al Clairvoyant.

Diagnosis of disease by lock of hair 

(NO SYMPTOMS REQUIRED) 
five two cent stamps.

SSi?.ir0™ fead I'.ycbomeirlcally............. ,2.04
Full liferoadlugB by mall............... ■■■■ Jo¡3
P. O. Box 118 Oakland Cal. ............... ,4U“

<ore!fn “uutrlcB ,2.50. Send lock Of hair for all life readings,

¿ÜÜT.X4898.

ASTONISHING!

She fias

713 North Park ave.. Chica

luBtratlng tbe r‘formation of the Spirita»; ! sikhor. Á most valuable publltattflB M 
Cloth 75 ôtait Peittn 6 cum jn* mK i ®5SSÇhrt)Uanpeople. Price ISoettb tOoe* _— - — _ j . .. —. — i .

?

Mary Kidd, 
Philadelphia, Pa.

B. C. W1.ÏUAN, 
Ashland City, Wla.

With her Magnetized 
diseases that flesh 

to are cured.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

'toxTBKTi; The Beginning»; FundtmentM Prtnot- 
pies; Formation of CouBtollatiooB. ßritemB. 8udb 
Planets bM 6ateP.lt sb. Tbe Origin of Meteor« end 
Cometa;TûéOrganic Kingdom; TbeOrigin of Mac; 
Man—His Attributes and Powers: Tbe 6oul—How It 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge; How tbe fiou) Re- 
ceiveBl/B Highest Impressions; Tbe Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense; Ihe Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by tbe 
Bible; The Bible and Christ; The Suihmary: VWbat 
Must We Do to Be Saved." For sale at thlsoffice,

Price. Cloth, $1^3. Paper» ßOc,

AN EXCELLENT WORK,

Their Psychic Treatment 
Accomplishes Wonders.
Dra. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich. ’

Dear Doctors:—I am well and will uotneedany moro 
medicines. The psychic treatment has helped me very 
much. Wishing you much happiness and prosperity, 
1 remain ever yourfrlcnd,

July 12,1898. Carrie Shumway,
Manhattan, Kans.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—I have great faith in your psychic 

treatment, It feels like a battery. I enjoy Hand I 
know It helps me.. Yours truly,

June24t 1898. Frank Vomdeau, Perrysville. Pa.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
pear Doctors:—When sitting for tho psychic treat

ment It seems as though there is a battery turned on 
me. Yours truly, Wm. Griffith,

June 26, 1899. High Park. Colo.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—While sitting I could feel tbe pres

ence and help of the invisible powers. Respectfully,
Sept, 21898. Maggie Polson, Moline ¿an.

„ Drs Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—While sitting for the psychic treatment 

I felt tho influence very plainly, very truly,
Sam Gray, Lexington, Ky.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Greek, Mich.
Dear Doctors; —When 1 sit with you on Tuesday 

evening for the psychic treatment, H feels as though 
• battery was turned on me. Very truly,

Maby McKeever, Escanaba, Mich.

■ IN

GHR0NI6 
DISEASES

These lines are written especially for 
the chronic sufferers who are seeking 
relief from any source. It is advertising 
—their virtue is their truthfulness. The 
statements made are correct in every 
respect. A person suffering from, a 
chronic lesion, seeking relief wishes to 
employ the physician who can effect a 
cure. '

A correct diagnosis gives satisfaction 
and inspires confidence—It is no proof 
that the person who gives it can effect a 
cure of the diseases or lesions he has 
decribed. You may see a house, weath
erbeaten, with timbers decayed, seem
ingly ready to fall to pieces—your see
ing this house is not proof that you can 
remedy the defects seen. A physician 
may be ever so competent, yet if he 
does not ’understand your case, cannot 
diagnose it, bis treatment must be wrong 
because based upon a wrong supposition. 
Again a physician may correctly diag
nose your case, he may be competent 
and yet his medicines be entirely un
adapted to your organization.

Success in the .
Treatment ol
GM Diseases

requires many things and the claims of 
those offering thair services should be 
carefully scrutinized.—their success and 
their fitness should be carefully consid
ered. Of old it was said, that

“By their fruits ye 
shall know^them.”
It is the one positive evidence of success. 
Upon it wo base our claims to your con
sideration. Tho following are but a few 
of the voluntary statements received 
from grateful patients whose cases we 
have treated witheuccess:
Dr». Peebles & BurroqgtlB, Battle Creek, Micb.

My Dear Doctor«:—l am feeling well, when I look 
back and think how I (have beeh and bow 1 am now 1 
cun aee a great difference and 1 feel very grateful to 
you for it. I can truly say that you have saved my 
life. Very Respectfully, Louisa M. Hunt.

Sept, 7, 1898. Wcaterlo, N. Y.
(This lady was given up to die of consumption.) 

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—1 am Improving faau I fee! stronger 

end better in every M ay. I have not fell so well In 
years as I do noW( Yours respectfully,

Sept. 8, 1898. Mus. N. W. Lemon.
Vicksburg, Mich.

Dre. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—Everything that seemed wrong be

fore now has disappeared—1 feel warm, tlje color is 
rapidly coming to my face and 1 am feeling young and 
strong, I do not know howto thank you enough for 
what you have done for me. Yours respectfully, 

Sept. 6, 1898. A. B. Turner, Det Moines. la.

Dre. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—Our little boy is all right now, and I 

think bo will not need more medicine. 1 am so grate
ful to you—words can scarcely express my gratitude. 
Should any disease enter my family 1 -would with the 
greatest confidence apply to you for relief as all 1 have 
heard speak of you recommend you highly. But 
what Is that to one’s experlenccP Yours with respect,

Mrb. D. II, Smith, Smithton, Pa.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—! write to tell you of my wonderful 

Improvement, i am gaining one pound a day. 1 feel 
ever so grateful to you for the good you bare done me.

Yourgratcful patient, Nannie Curtis,
Sept. 1,1898. Glcndeane. Ky.

Drs. Peebles ¿Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.»
Dear Doctors:—It Is with pleasure that I can state 

that I have been taking your treatment but three days 
and I atn feeling much better. 1 -ffm sure 1 will im
prove right along. Most respectfully,

SepL 6,1898. Tuos. P. Miller,
Medicine Bow. Wyo.

Dn. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek. Mich.
Dear Doctors:—I am pleased to say that I am better 

and will not need any more treatment I thank you 
very much and will recommend you to my friends.

Yours truly, Ida A. Conwell

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Micb.
Dear Doctors:—! feel better than 1 ever felt Id my 

life and I am bo encouraged, life begins to be full 
of promising brightness to mo now. I am gaining 
everyday. Words cannot express my gratitude to 
you. Very sincerely Ollie Clabk,

August 29, 1898. Idaho Falls, Ida.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—Mr. Bradley Is better and will not need 

any more treatment. We are to grateful to yon for 
the good you have done him; wo feel that you are In
deed helped by tbe unseen. Yours very truly.

August 22,1898, Mes. U. Bradley.
Friendship, N. x.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Micb,
Dear Doctors:—! write y ou to-day to let you know 

that the ovarian tumor you treated in my left side is 
now perfectly well. I have waited about «writing to 
bo sure It was well and now that ! am convinced I 

¿want to thank you for all that you have dono for me, 
-Thanks do not express what I feel for you, nor can I 
express what I do feel toward you. If It were not for 
you I should be dead, Indeed every hope had been 
abandoned for my recovery’ when you took my case 
and now thanks to.you and my Savior I am a well wo
man. Your friend and grateful patient,

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

No “Lock of Hair” or “Leading 
Symptom” Required.

The following 1» taken from the San Francisco 
“Progress” of November 7,1895:
.J'il?1!68 U8 *reat. Pleasure to quote from the Light 
or Truth commendations of California and Califor
nian». In a late Issue we read: 'Wehole with pleas
ure the continued success of our friend »nd brother, 
rS.»„4u •kFor>6ter' of s.‘n, yrdd.elsco, California. 
Ca lfornla has become noted for Its mediums; aud 
C.iji?“*.1! fir-Forster 1» net a native of the United 
States, the people of California have learned to claim 
a proprietary Interest In him just as If ho wore a 
native son.' We hear good reports of him from all 

quarters, and It gives us much pleasure to add our 
endorsement to the many accorded this gifted 
medium and educated gentleman.” ®

—-- ------------- -- --------- j---------------- ---------

New Vegetable Discovery
KIDNEY SUFFERERS

Dr.Woret bas made 
a New Vegetable 
discovery for Kid
ney, Liver, Stom
ach Trouble, Sick 
Headache ana 

J Rheumatism.
He will mail a 

week’s treatment 
free to all readers 
naming The 
Progressive ■ 

Thinker.
SPECIAL OFFER.

For a »bort time I will mall any realer of this pa
per one week's trial treatment of Dr.Worst'B'uew dl»- 
covory free, with full direction», or 8 week»' treat
ment for ouly ,1.00. Bo wise and »end for It to-day, at 

now Is the be»t time to use It. Address, ■

DR. E. J. WORST,

Dr. Max Muelii6DDniG!i,
PROPHETIC SEER,

60RRE6T 
DIAGNOSIS

IS
THE
KEY 
TO

SUCCESSFUL 
TREATMENT.

Dre, Feeble» * Burroughs. Battle Creek, Micb.
Dear Doctors:—Accept my thanka tor your prompt 

diagnosis of my case. It is perfectly correct.
Sincerely yours, Mabuabbt Wkuulb, 

Aug. 15,1898. Carbondale, Kan.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek. Micb.
Dear Sirs:—1 Bent to several doctors advertising 

through the papers, aud requested a diagnosis, and 
can simply say that your diagnosis was the more per
fect. Very truly, n. E. Westgate,

August 27,1898, Rochester, N. Y.
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Greek. Mich. .

Dear Sirs:—I received tho diagnosis of my «case 
and it Is perfect in every way. Yours truly, 
Aug. 23,1898. Jauob Duncan. Zimmerman, O.

Drs. Peebles A Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—Your diogjiosts of my case was very 

correct. Respectfully, Mbs. O. E. Woohteji,
August 29,1898. fi. Hancock, Me.

Drs. Peebles A Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—I thunk you very much for the di

agnosis of my case. It was very correct. Most kindly, 
Aug. 30,1898. Mrs. C. Rockhill, Alamo, Mich.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—Accept thanks for the diagnosis of my 

case; it Is perfectly correct. Sincerely yours.
; Aug. 80,1898, Margaret wehrle,

' Carbondale, Kans.
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Rattle Greek, Mich. -

Dear Sirs:—Your diagnosis of my case Is very cor
reel; It 1» to my mlud an undeniable proof of your 
psychic abllttics. Mbs. E. N. Baucom.

Sept. 6,1B98. Almeda, Call.

u 
OIOS

If you are a sufferer

WRITE TO-DAY,

Giving Name, 
I a

Leading Symptom 
and Receive an

fltooMU Correct
Diagnosis Free

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

DR. J. Si LOUCKS
Ie the oldest and most AxcoeBsfuI Spiritual Physician 

now In practice Bls cures are
THE MOST MAKVELOUS

of this age. His examinations are correctly made, 
and free to all who send him name, age. sex and lock 
of hair, and six cents tfl- stamps. lie docFii’t ask for 
any leading symptom. A Clairvoyant doesn't need 
any. Address '

J. S LOUCKS, M. D.,
85 Warren BL, Stoneham. Mass. 465

MRS. C. PARTRIDGE,
The well-known PsychOfflletrtst and Business Medium 
Readings personally, bf- latter or phntoaraph ti.no 
Three-reasonable questions answered by mail for J 
25 cents Address 54 N. r>2nd avc., Chicago. Psycho
pathic treatments. 377tf

She has developed
Medical Clairvoyance, 

ana will diagnose disease and treat with 
revealed remedies compounded for each 
patient clairvoyantly. Perfect satisfaction 
guaranteed. In order for the controls to 
satisfactorily diagnose, send age, sex, and 
leading symptom. Send stamp for terms 
of treatment. ‘
. Office 282 Stockton St., between Post 
and Geary Sts., San Francisco, Cal.

THE TALMUD.
Fifty Years in the Church of Rome'

If you wish to know what ails 
you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. G. BflTDORF, M. D
grand rapids, mich.

REED CITY SANITARIUM
RERD CITY, MICH.

A. B. SPINNEY. M. D.. Proprietor; E. W. SPINNEY, 
M. D.. Resldeut Physician, will: coniultlng phyalclans 
and Burgeon» and professional nurses. The cheapest 
Sanitarium in tbe world; a place for the poor and 
middle eluates. Are you 61ck aud discouraged? We 
will give free diagnosis by mall. Send for question 
list, prltes aud Journals. 449tf

1. M. LANPHERE, M. D.
Paralysis, Nervous Prostration. Rheumatism and 

other Chronic Diseases cured by Magnetic Remedies. 
Send stamp, with lock of hair, age and sex, for free 
clairvoyant diagnosis. P.O. Box 7, Cambridge. Vt. 463

Mr. and Mrs. Hatfield Pettibone,
MEDIUMS,

8127 Wabash aveuue, Chicago, in. Phenomenal 
Seances given lu full light. All seduces by appoint
ment every Tuesday aud Friday evenings, at Bollock 
Bharn. Developing and Magnetic Treatment a special
ty. Private sittings from 10 a. m. to 4 p.m. dally. All 
correspondence with stamp enclosed promptly un- 
Bwered.

TWELVE NEW LESSUNS 
IN MEDIUMSHIP.

Given Inspirationally through the mediumship of Mrs. 
M. Theresa Allen. Price 60c. Address J. M. A M. T. 
Allen. 1004 W. Chase st., Springfield, Mo. 462
QPECIAL MENTAL TREATMENT FOR^UCCESS 
KJ in business, and tbe promotion of health and har
mony. Send stamp for particulars. Rowland J. 
Brown, Shelton, Buffalo Co., Nebraska. 4W

™iiTp A sample copy of Our Ljttlk Folks’ 
JJLJ Magazink sent fbkk to mothers of small 
children, 24 pages beautiful pictures, short stories, 
alphabets, etc. for wee ones. P. W. Rawabaugh. 96 
Marketit, Chicago. Ill.

DOCTOR A. R. DOBSON
Still Heals the Sjck Through 

the Mediumship of.............

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker.
If you wish Good Health 

should apply to her.

As a Spiritual Healer 
No Equal.

Send three two-cent stamps, age, sex, 
lock of hair and one. leading symptom, 
With full name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her

DIAGNOSE YOUR CASE FREE.
Address all Mail to

Mrs. Dr. Dobsoir-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEABCBES EV JjBITIBH HISTORY. 
». RESEARCHES IX ZOROASTRIANISM.

i S. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY. .
4. WHENCE OCR ARYAN ANCESTORS?

I The whole comprises an earnest but trultlcH scorch 
for a HlBtorlcal Jesus.

► In this volume tho Jews are clearly shown not to 
have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. Tbe Messianic Idea Is traced to tbe Bao* 
trlan Philosopher, 2850 years B. C., and Its history Ie 
outlined, following tbe waves of emigration, anti) it Is 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after tbe commencement 
of tbe Christian ora. * am»* - • -

Tho book demonstrates that Christianity and its cen 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole eystem Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
butsurvlvals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among tbe records of tbe past; Its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read It without Ustrnctlon fnd profit, whether 
be reaches tbe same conclusions with the author or 
otherwise. For sale at thl&.offic&

T~\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 
■Ls The “Stellar Key" 1» the phtloiophlcal Into» 
duction to tbe revelations contained in this boot 
Some Idea of this little volume may be gained from the 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the After 
Life; 2—Scenes In the Summer-Lind; 8—Society In the 
Summer-Land; 4-Soclal Centres In ttre Summer-Land; 
6—Winter-Land end Summer-Land ; 6—Language ana 
Life in Summer-Land; 7—lint trial Work for Spiritual 
Workers! 8—Ultlmales In the Summer-Land: 9—Voice 
from Junes Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con
tains more than double the amount of matter in fen 
mer editions, and 1» enriched by a betuttfol tronti» 
Pleoo. illustrating the "formMion of the ...........
Body.” Cloth 75 «enth FMMft f oeu, atthliofiM. -

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
K.w.“,1““1111,1,1.11. o,f ¿"Until Therapeutics, Including ths 
Sun Cure, Vital Magnetism, Electricity, Mlud Cura, 
and a h glter science of life. Chemical affinity and 
„Si'S,?“"’!!’.'.«? «lyvoloped with tbeir marvelous al. 
plications. Students In four continents have taken tils n M “liege Is chartered and confers the de’ 

1 D' “I Magnetics. By a eystem of
printed questions students can take tho course and 
receive the diplomas at tbeir own homes. Institution 
removed to 253 South Broadway, Los Angeles. Oal. 
Diplomas granted under either tho New Jersey Of 

a bharter. Send Btamp for catalogue to 1
441 tf E. D. BABBITT. M. D. LL.D., Dean.

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two 
?,"re't".!or'.I!ao' "ver aud kidney disease, 
also constipation. A sure euro for that tired, worn-out 
wih10?'. “uar’nt.ef|l 1° «»»l»t your eystem to boalth 
™nJ»l"lrel f C.li oa00^' fioffloleol quantity for oua 
month sent torii.00. 7

One package ot our Magnetized Compound tor »ora 
eyes or poor eyesight. Ha» been used and praised by 
thousands In all parts ot the world. Sent tor CO centi 
or all three sent postpaid tor «1.00, with Yarmai 
photoand Instruction» how tollve lOOyeara.

PSYCHE
Is the Invention of apractical medium, under spirit 
guidance, and Is designed to develop mediumshioi 
H^?y,4 ky ,U6®’, have received long communlca1 
. \W?Pl.rU Wends, and express great satlsfac* 
non. 1 rice, 41, and 20 cents extra for expressaga. 
For sale at tbeofllccof Tub Pmogukssiye TniNKXi,

Y0UB, FUTURE KTerrWl 
Astrologer, Booms 6 & 7 Tabor Opera House Bloclc 
Denver, Colo, Charts from 11. fiend stamp for clrou* 
ura-__________________________ 434tf

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
This medium, who Is clalraudlent, clairvoyant, pay. 

cbomclric aud prophetic, can be consulted at No. leM 
North Clark st. Chicago. Engagements can be made 
°y letter.___________ 4Wtf

G. WALTER LYNN
PSYCHIC

—AND—

AUTOMATIC WRITER.
Spiritual Communications by Letter. 

CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.
Life Readings and Business Advice, 

$1.00 and Stamp.
___ Address 116 South First bl, Sro Jose, Cal.

I have never known n more competent, reliable 
and truthful medium for the Spirit world than Chas. 
Walter Lynn. Jos. Rodes Buchanan.

Of Interest tx> Readers of This- 
Paper.

All those who are sick In mind or body and cannot 
find relief send your address aud symptoms to

DR, WM. PEACOCK,
(Care Universal Capsule Co.), Sacramento. Cal., and I 
will, through spirit power, magnetism and my kuowb 
edge, of medicine, send you a correct diagnosis of your 
trouble or disease and after you arc satisfied my term! 
will be In reach of all (rich or poor).

N. B.—This notice Is for tbe benefit of all who need 
my advice and magnetism and not to deceive you, so 
If you are skeptical do not answer, as my time Is val
uable to those under my treatment. 462

FREE! FREE!
VATTR I Wishing to Increase our al- 
•1VU.1V | ready large sales of the Lo-

flrnPHQmPP Itul Face Cream we offer, 
JLLV11VObUi JDi | for a short time only, the 
fol.owing astonishing premium: With every 5o cent 
box, tbe name of your birth stone, or birth card, and 
lu occult meaning; with every dozen at wholesale, 
your planetary position; with three dozen your com
plete horoscope. The cream is already known and 
used by thousands; best of references given. Agents 
write for terms and get yaur horoscope free. First 
class Astrologer employed. Write at once. A. Hastk. 
90 E. 22nd sL, Chicago. Ill. 46g

WANTED TO CORRESPOND WITH A SPIRIT- 
T T ualist young 1 ady for development; one born be

tween March 21 and April 19. Write at once to Mr. O. 
O. Sboberg, Victoria, Tex. 462

HOW A LADY MADE $300.00.
A correspondent says:—I had no means of support

ing my family and began ten weeks ago to sell Non 
Alcoholic Flavoring Extracts for the U.S.Frult Co.,St. 
Louis, Mo. I have cleared over 43D0.00. The extracts 
are tn powdered form and meet with universal de
mand. All housekeepers prefer them because they 
are perfectly pure and stronger than the liquid ex
tracts. My brother has taken up the work with me 
and Is very successful. The U. R Fruit Co. will start 
any of your readers. Why be Idle when yon can make 
430.00 per week ? I give my experience for thebcnc- 
fit of other poor people. «7

ASTRAL READING
Ana your phase ot Mediumship, with Instructions tpr 
development: also a copy ot "The Path to Power." 
Send date ot birth and 25 cents (sliver). It you are 
In search ot truth, and desire to unfold thé occult 
powers; If you would break the hypnotic epell ot Im
aginary limitation, and exchange slckncs» and sorrow 
for health and happiness, you will realize In this 
teaching the soul's Ideal, Address .

URIEL BUCHANAN.

The Religion of Humanity
’ A Philos« p£7 of Life. By J. Leon BoeireU. A 
beautiful Hiper-bound pamphlet with .Mwnwwet 
Mthor. A most valuable pubnottflB M CfeWMB

6ateP.lt
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MUSIC IS INSPIRATION.
CHIOAQO.ÌLL., SATURDAY, OCT. 8.1898,

HONESTY IS THE BEST SPIRITUALIZES THE ROMAN CHURCH HYPNOTISM ELUCIDATED AS HN HRT
NO. 463

“ASHAMED OF JESUS.”
The Rhythmical Melodies of 

Nature and Art.

f
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Music is a valuable accessory to the 
soul. It brings that interior harmony 
or a state ot blessedness creating that 
profound- sensation of loVe and peace, 
and infuses the soul with a light 
sublime. ’Tis the potent good of the 
universe. It speaks to us like some 
great celestial being imploring us to 
follow her. Onward! first she cries in 
loud strains. Next she beckons you to 
follow. Lastly she implores you in 
sobbing notes to love the beautiful and 

«mingle with it. Often she heals a heart 
that’s breaking—breaking because it 
can’t shed a tear—bringing solace to 
the weary soul, .

But first I „will speak of the music 
around us,' not made by the hand of 
man: the gentle breezes, sighing thro’ 
the trees, the rippling waters, the fierce 
thunder. Those are the voices of Na
ture. The feathered songster that 
raises ills bead to sing his praises to 
the heavens, Next the whispering 
grasses and insects’ hum, the tiny’ buds 
of springtime that come in whispers 
low. The human voice. This Is all of 
Nature’s music, ■ (.

Next comes the .music the com
, ,pqsltion of map, tfie grapd old masters’ 

work that lives throughout the ages. -
First the soul must hear the delicious 

notes of the voices of Nature, and the. 
beautiful or lowly environments must 
be impressed upon his mind. The artist 
draws his picture upon some rough ma
terial, painting the sublime beauty in 
bright array. Or if the picture deals 
with/the lower states, .it must be of 
darker shades. But the artist that ex
presses his thoughts sets them to some 
beautiful or jiathetic melody. Each 
strain .of music vibrates with certain 
chords in our natures. Each is acted 
upon differently, and as the senses are 
affected by different strains, It leaves 
its impression. The composition of the 

; religious strain with uplifting tlio’ts 
leaves it light within our hearts. Thus 
we sit in raptures listening to its sub
lime melodious tones, and we feel as 
though something within us that flut
tered like a bird rose and wanted to 

;1.. soar away. This is the grandest of all 
sensations. The sad kind touches the 
tender chord in our natures and makes 

- us . sigh for happier days, casting a 
gloomy sensation over us.

The mazy waltz only speaks Of ail- 
miration and glory, p. waving sensation 
that soon wears away. Thus the lighter 
ditties only belong to earth.
. ■The dirge, the dreariest of all, oply 

• speaks of death, while the loftier strains 
seem to carry us with them to higher 
spheres. Thus we catch a glimpse of 
the beautiful beyond.

Music Is inspiration. It inspires us 
with good or saddened thoughts. It 
can inspire us to live a noble life, or to 
dwell In Idle melancholy, or to live only 
for tills life. Each strain has its music. 
Each tells of the condition the com
poser’s mind was in at the time it was 
written, for the master will always 
paint the picture to correspond to his 
nature. I consider everything that is 
beautiful Is music. If it does not pro
duce a sound, it produces a profound 
earnestness on the soul. Nature is mu
sic. Heaven is music. Music leads us 
on to victory. A good soul is the sweet
est music; a dark soul is a funeral dirge. 
BLANCHE MARGUERITE GROELL.

PRAYER OR WORK.

[Inspired by the poem in The Pro
gressive Thinker, August 20, entitled 
"Pray Much,” by Ella Wheeler Wileox.]
’Tls not the weak, dependent man 

That leads the useful life, 
Nor woman built upon that plan 

That makes the model wife.
■These humble prayers, if God there 

Above Dame Nature's head,
be

Are begging words for things that He 
Has made— “Our daily bread.”

If we have wronged our fellow-man 
We know it very well;

If God can pardon, so he can. 
And help those wrongs dispel.

If we have slandered or maligned 
A neighbor, we must know

That neighbor feels somewhat inclined 
To come and tell us so.

Let’s go to her or him and pray 
For pardon for the sin,

And let the Father rest one day 
From our continued din.

Let’s look within for fault to find 
Before we look without

And clear the archives of our mind 
Of every boarded doubt.

If God there be, He must be grand 
And great, and good and kind;

He must quite independent stand 
Above this finite mind.

He must know all there is to know, 
And order things to be .

As he would have them thus and so— 
Throughout eternity.

I feel to say no God will curse 
The man who stands erect,

A part of this great universe, 
' And strives to be correct.
I love the rpan who tries to do , 

For others all he can,
And my God loves the man that’s true . 
- Unto his fellow man.
If those who pray are made by prayer. 

To feel improved at heart
It is no more than right and fair 

That they should play that part.
No fault to find should others have 

Who think it wasting time;
Let each one furnish healing salve 

To suit himself and crime.
Though I would -work while you would 

pray.
• Each one must do his best
For humankind each passing day, 

If he would be progressed.
Pray on! Pray on! Sweet spirit, pray! 

To whom? ’Tis left to you.......
*tour work—my work—no. God will stay 

■JYhen duty bids us do. * ’
DR. T. WILKINS;

It Is also the Best Beautifier, According to a Certain 
Occult Society, of Chicago,

AN INCENTIVE TO HONESTY POR
TRAYED IN VIVID COLORS-ITS 
GRANDEUR POINTED OUT- 
EVERY ONE SHOULD BE STRICT
LY HONEST IN ALL THINGS, AND 
THEREBY CONTINUALLY RISE 
TO A HIGHER SPIRITUAL PLANE 
That “honesty is the best policy” we 

■have long been told, says the Chicago 
Times-Herald. With the idea of hon
esty as a specialist in character-build
ing we have all been acquainted ever 
since Adam and Eve were children. 
That the ultra-honest man or woman is 
said to' be exceedingly lonesome upon 
occasions we have most of us. heard. 
But the Idèa of honesty as a complexion 
beautifier will probably be new to a 
great number of people. > . ■

This is the idea, howevey, which a 
certain so-called occult society of Chi
cago is gravely'advancing. 1 
, “Be honest „enough, apd. for long 
enough, and your complexion will grad- 
.pally,, assume thè delicate, flawless 
whiteness.of finest marble, the purity 
and tralikparence of à perfect peavl'kh'd 
the lasting qualities of a piece of 
ancient parchment.’’ .. ... '

This is the statement which is just 
now inducing large numbers of Chicago 
citizens to forego even the disputed 
“white lies” so long considered by 
many- people as absolutely necessary 
for the proper greasing of society: and 
business wheels. To fib at nil, even in 
a good cause, is just as Inimica! to the 
longed for purity and whiteness of the 
facial epidermis as to tell «“whopper.” 
The man who insists that he doesn’t 
belong to the N. T. C. Club, merely be
cause he desires to be civil to an old 
friend, while all the while he is burn- 
ingly conscious of the club button 
which he has hastily concealed in an 
inner pocket, will never be noted for 
his; perfect complexion. The woman 
who prevaricates politely about not be
ing at all-busy when the caller, who Is 
hindering: tile work whlclr is fairly cry
ing to, be done, asks the momentous 
question, might just as well fabricate 
an.entire, romance, so far as her com
plexion is copcerned.NEven the time- 
honored fibs concerning the size of the 
fish caught during the summer vacation 
or the powder which no woman on 
earth “ever really uses”—although she 
does “just dab a little on her nose now 
and then”—must go. You must be 
"honest enough” and "long enough,” 
too, if .yjju wish ’for beajitWyiug results. 

•In these*q'uaj^ficatious"lies at once the 
safeguard-pt the ’people, who are now 
prescrilnpg. a course of strict honesty 
for dermatological reasons, and the des
pair of lite people who are taking the 
course.
SWEET SCENTED TRUTH TELL

ERS.
When the famous sister of an equally 

famous beauty specialist and woman
improver in general solemnly assured 
her readers, some throe years ago, that 
"the really and perfectly truthful per
son exhaled a delicate perfume, as 
beautiful and evanescent as the odor of 
n blossoming violet,” and also promised 
the truth keepers of the earth that they 
would speedily attain to great physical 
and facial beauty, only the very de
voted among her own personal follow
ing believed that she knew whereof she 
spoke. That the world, ami the world 
of thinking and beauty culturing men 
and women in particular, “do move” is 
conclusively proved by the fnct that the 
present truth worshipers are meeting 
with far less incredulity than belief. If 
present indications are anything like as 
truthful as the condition which the 
truth lovers are desirous of bringùig 
about, Chicago will be in exceedingly 
honckt and voracious company this win
ter. Even to allow a street car or rail
way conductor to miss the fare which 
he should rightfully collect or to use 
an unmarked postage stamp over again 
will suffice to endanger the pleasurable 
results of a long period of painful and 
painstaking truthfulness and honesty. 
On the widespread understanding and 
belief of these facts the truth keepers 
base 'their hopes for a large and per
sistently honest following.

DOCTRINE OF THE CULT.
The reasons given as those underlying 

the truth-and-complexion-beauty idea 
are as follows:

“Every fib a man or woman tells, 
every insincere thought or actiou even, 
helps to rob him of the perfwt purity 
and whiteness of skin, the wide and 
open glance of the eyes, noticeable iu a 
little child,” is the explanation one 
Chicago truth teller, who was made so 
because of her iiitense desire fora spot
less complexion, gives J . the matter. 
"It docs this because insincerity, wrong
doing of any kind, poisons the secre
tions of the system, spoils the work of 
the stomqch and digestive organs, and 
produces a tendency toward biliousness, 
which is, as we all know, disastrous in 
its effects upon the skin; Persisted in, 
lying and falsifying will bring the 
shifty glance, sallow or reddened skin 
and loose mouth noticeable in the pro
fessional thief or liar. For lying, even 
the slightest prevarication, spoils everj- 
part of the physical development alike. 
No liar ever stands up as straight as the 
truly honest man: no fibbing woman 
ever has as sweet and tender a mouth 
as her truthful sister. The complexion 
merely fades first because it happens to 
be entirely dependent upon the interior 
condition of the body. With the poor 
digestion and utìplé.asant breath re
sulting upon the constant telling of lies 
or indulging insincerity of thought or 
action the wretched or darkened com
plexion must necessarily and inevitably 
result. Let the victim of tins condition 
go back to the truthfulness natural to 
an innocent child and the complexion 
will, in course of time, renew ifs child
like purity. The really truthful woman, 
for instance, will possess a complexion 
like a baby’s for softness of touch and 
coloring, aud her breath will be as pure 
and sweet as that of a little child.”

IT’S SO HARD TO BE TRUTHFUL.
Already, It is whispered, some serious 

complications have come about as the 
result of sudden and unexpected truth
fulness upon the part of some one here
tofore only as veracious as the rest of 
mankind,

“I had an awful experience thp first 
day I tried to be utterly and completely 
truthful,” wailed a clever little Chicago 
woman not long ago, “You know the 
woman who told me about telling the 
truth for the sake of a good complexion 
also told me that I must-be absolutely 
and perfectly-iionest if I wanted to earn 
real success in business and in facial 
beauty; it was in trying to obey’her 
directions that I came to grief.” '

“ ‘Honesty attracts honesty,’ she in
sisted. ‘If you keep on telling the truth, 
although lt.may be hayd and your ex
periences trying at first, you’ll grad
ually get so truthful that you can’t help 
being honest. Then you'll be just as 
successful as you could wish, np-qne 
will cheat or try to cheat you, not even 
your dressmaker .bi’ ’ the Iceman, and 
your ¿ifin' will be. perfecijBwIbvely. --But 
you,must tell the truthf’Ene whole truth, 
and: nothing but'tfie truth from the out
set if you want to attain these delight
ful results.' ■
BUT DON’T TELL ALL THE TRUTH
. “The remembrance of that day is a 
perfect nightmare to me,” the naira tor 
continued, with tears in her voice, itnot 
ju her eyes, “for I really told people 
what I thought of them for opce,'and 
some of them haven’t spoken to, me 
since.- Those who have are exceedingly 
chilly to me these days, and the only 
friend L have in the world, to be Sure 
of, outside of my husband and baby,, is 
a girl towhom I told'the simple truth 
when I said I thought she. was both 
clever and pretty. Even then, I didn’t 
tell her’the whole trutli, 'for I never said 
how much prettier I thought she’d be if 
her nose wasn't so awfully shiny.- The 
only comfort left me in life’ is the fact 
(that’ my complexion ,is decidedly im
proving. And since I began to telUthe 
truth always,” she finished joyously, 
“I simply can’t freckle or tan, no matter 
how much I’m exposed to -the hot sun
shine.”

In addition to the complexion-beau
tifying virtues of truth-telling its de
votees are promised that every friend 
lost will be presently restored to them 
with thousandfold interest, and that so 
perfect will be their physical and spir
itual “atmosphere” that they will be 
positively Irresistible both in business 
and society.

“And,” adds the woman who has been 
largely instrumental In getting up the 
truth fad in Chicago, “it’s really a good 
work to Induce people to stop lying, no 
matter how you do it If the hope of 
securing a perfect complexion—and it’s 
a hope founded on honest facts, too— 
will persuade ’em to do it, all the better 
both for their morals and facial beauty. 
Stop telling untruths and thinking them 
and your skin will be white and lovely 
enough for anything!”

While all that is promised in the 
above may not be obtained at once, yet 
all must recognize the beauty and gran
deur of honesty. Let every one care
fully read and re-read the above. Then 
lay it aside nnd ever afterwards read it 
monthly during the whole of the nat
ural life. I shall do so.

Chicago, Ill. . TRUTH TELLER.

Two Workers United.
On Saturday. September 17. two good 

honest workers for the Spiritualistic 
cause, Mrs. Annie Wagner and Mr. Paul 
Gillette, of Omaha, Neb., were united In 
marriage at the home of the under
signed. Two kindred souls thus officially 
made husband and wife, have affinities 
which indeed make the twain become 
one in spirit as well as in flesh. May 
the spirit world, whose advocates and 
very able instruments they are. guide 
them safely through all the difficulties 
of this earthly life, bless their work 
and efforts, to bring the true light to 
humanity. Mrs. Annie Wagner is 
known to the undersigned as one of the 
most honest, well developed clairvoyant 
and test mediums and her public plat
form work is of a very high order. Mr. 
Gillette, the secretary of the Nebraska 
State Spiritualists’ Association, has de
veloped as an excellent and gifted in
spirational speaker. His lectures are 
clear, to the point and very powerful, 
and are a great help to the cause in
deed. The work of these two together 
cannot but be ver.v effective and suc
cessful. and knowing them both for the 
last four years, and having observed 
their work very closely, I cannot but 
do them justice by saying that Mr. and 
Mrs. Gillette are very gifted and able 
workers and mediums, and that 1 
heartily recommend them to all the 
Spiritual societies in this country. They 
intend to take up work in the Spiritual 
field very soon and are open for engage
ments. All correspondence please send 
in care of the undersigned, to whom it 
is an honor and pleasure to recommend 
these worthy workers to the Spiritual
ists of America. MAX GENTZKE. .

West Point, Neb. : ■

THE NEW DAY.

In the newly dawning day 
Shams will all be swept away, 
Right, not might, supremely sway,.

And peace alone will reign. ? . . 
Our God will be the Perfect Love, 
Such as the angels know above. 
And like a brooding mother dove

O'erspread all earth the same. •
In the newly coming day ’.............. -
There’ll be no room for vain display, 
All falsities be blown away '

By Justice. Truth and Love—
All sorts of slavery sink from sight 
Beneath the blaze of Heaven’s light, 
And freedom In her happy flight

Soar on to heights above. .
- .tulla H.Johnson.

Before the Philosophy of 
History,

[Translated by' Ernest 8. Green for 
The ProgressiveS Thinker, from La 
Union Esplrltlsta, ot Barcelona, Spain.]

The Idea of the Trinity, of the immor
tality of the soul hud of the metempsy
chosis were knowi) , in ancient India. 
Timothy of Lucres, a contemporary of 
Socrates, four centuries before the 
Christian Era. wÀs the first In Greece 
to speak of the Trinity.

Plato proclaimed.three hyp’ostases or 
modes of existence of the Deity: First, 
a supreme God; second, the Logos or 
word, and third, the spirit or soul of the 
world. ■ '
-The Tartars als(i recognized a triune 

God. ;
. Mr. Moliere, in his “Metaphysics of 
Art,” traced the esthetic and fine arts 
to the idea of the.Trinity. For Instance, 
geometry is basej upon the triangle, 
and the triangle upon the Trinity; thus 
bringing the Trinity into the category 
of science—a semblance like the monad 
and triad of Pythagoras, which repre
sents the spirit an4 the material.

The confessional: was known, in the 
mysteries of ancient Egypt, of Greece 
and Somotracia. : ^Not knowing what 
countay is here mifant, I am unablp to 
give the EngHsblequivalent of this 
word.—G.) • ■ f -'

The fall of the angels is found in the 
Shastras, the sacred laws of India, ■ .

Because the Gr^èk Jews of Alexan
dria translated tlie Bible into Greek, 
they received the attatìiema of the Jews 
at Jerusalem. Tbig’they became con
verted into sects, jfflopting the doctrines 
of Plato, which|accommodated, the 
Christian idea, -pus preparing the 
Roman Church. ~ ■

The most ancient gospel was written 
in Syro-Chaldalc,! and w(is that of 
Matthew, which’ was afterwards' de
stroyed. The destruction of this man
uscript and the burning of the Alex
andrian library are two circumstances 
the motives of which are open, to sus
picion, and the enormity of the crime is 
not given us to .comprehend. ■

The anelent Grebfc philosopher Fedon, 
describing .the kingdom of heaven, said: 
“We rnlglit. sée the mansions of the 
blessed, couldivife.tget à little?further 
out of our gross atmosphere, much ns 
the flsh might view our'earth by mount
ing upon thè water lily.”

Plato described purgatory, saying: 
"Those who are not entirely criminals, 
nor yet absolutely Innocents, will go to 
Aquerante (those familiar with Piato’s 
writings will know what this word is 
In English—I don’t.—G.), and there suf
fer the penalties proportioned to their 
crimes, until purged of their sins, when 
they will be admitted among the 
blessed, where they will receive the 
recompense for their good deeds.”

In ancient India woman, before the 
law, was the equal of man. The word 
Dam (Madame) is more ancient than 
the Sanskrit, and means “lo.ve of the 
home.” The woman was the priestess 
of the home and-prepared the sacred 
Soma plant for the sacrifice, an inter
esting account of which may bo found 
in Michelet’s "Bible of the People.”

The story of the resurrection has been 
common to the gods and heroes of all 
lands. Among those resurrected were 
Adonis of the Phoenicians, Osiris of the 
Egyptians and Atls of Phrygia.

As to the immaculate conception, 
there are many such recorded in the 
Sacred Books of (the East. As an ex
ample, Fo, the mail God of the Chinese, 
was said to have been born of a virgin 
impregnated by a sunbeam.

VICTOR OZCARIZ.

Minnesota State Association.
The first annual convention of the 

State Spiritualists Association of Min
nesota was held m this city September 
6 and 7. ,

The attendance was large considering 
the counter attractions of the State 
l'air and Carnival .of Fire.

The speakers from abroad were W. F. 
Peck, of St. Louis; George P. Colby, of 
Florida; Mrs. McFarland, of Winona, 
Minn. Local mediums participating 
were Mrs. C. D. Pruden, Mrs. Frank 
Shaft, of Minneapolis; Mrs. E. L. Lep
per and Mrs. A. Talcott, of St. Paul.

Charters were granted to the Wash
ington Union Spiritualists’ Association 
of Minneapolis, Lincoln Band, of North 
Hamlin; Washington Union, of Eagle 
Bend, Minn.; Band of Peace, and to 
the Ladies' Auxiliary of the State Asso
ciation, of Minneapolis.

The election of officers resulted in the 
choice of the old board, with the excep
tion of three trustees. The following 
are the officers for the ensuing year: 
President, J. S, Maxwell, St. Paul; vice
president, C; D. Priiden, Minneapolis; 
secretary, N, C. Westerfield, St. Paul; 
treasurer, H. E. Lepper, North Hamlin; 
trustees, Frank Shaft, C. M. E. Ridge, 
H. A. Maas, O'. J. Johnson, J. S. Fritzen, 
all of Minneapolis.

N. C. WESTERFIELD, Sec’y.

A LITTLE LAD'S ANSWER.

Our little lad eame in one day 
With dusty shoes‘and tired feet;

His playtime had been hard and long, 
Out in the summer’s noontide heat.

“I’m glad I'm; home!” he cried, and
.hung vv’ ' -.

His torn straw hat up in the hall, ' 
While in theeprner by the door 

■ He put away his bat and ball.
“I wonder why,” bls auntie said, 

“This .Httle lad always comes here,
When’ there are many other homes 

As nice as ’jjiis afifllqulte as near?” 
He stoodra mninent deep. In thought, 

Then', withjii love-light in his eye, 
He pointed .where hiq mother sat.

And said: “She Hites here; that 
-why.”- . •

is

With beaming face the mother heard; 
Her mother heart Was very glad.

A true,1 sweet answer he had given, 
, That thoughtful, loving JIttle lad. . 
And well I knew .that hosts.of lads ■ .

Are just as loving, true, and dear; 
That they would answer as he did: .
“’Tie home, for mother’s living here.” 
' . —Christian Advocate.

Secrets of Inducing Hypnosis, as Explained by Doctor 
< Sidney Flower.

MUCH DEPENDS ON EFFECT—OP
ERATOR MUST UNDERSTAND 
HOW TO INSPIRE CONFIDENCE 
-ALL HYPNOTISTS, HONEST OR 
DISHONEST,. MAY BE CLASSED 
AS EGOTISTS, HUMBUGS, OR EN
THUSIASTS.
It is assumed that you who read these 

lines Intend to put the instruction here 
presented to a proper use, 1. e„ to make 
of hypnosis either an educational agent, 
a curative agent, or a means whereby 
the supranormal powers of the human 
mind, as evidenced in clairvoyance, 
may be studied to the best advantage,

Il ls further assumed that you need 
admonition and directions, more than 
argument, and I therefore refrain from 
cumbering these lessons with theories, 
or a discussion of theories, giving you 
only such reasons for certain directions 
as seem necessary to support the rea
sonableness of those directions.

Hypnotism’s place is the sickroom or 
the hospital. Take your first case, a 
man’who complains that he has been 
unable to sleep soundly for the past 
three months. Put him into a comfort
able chair, facing the light, and make 
sure that he is cdmfortable. Shift him 
.about until he is resting, and pays he is 
resting. You do this for effect.. Every
thing in this work depends upon the ef
fect you produce upon the patient’s 
mind. Even the sleep you Intend to 
.give this patient on; the coming and 
succeeding nights-when he is far away 
‘from you will depend, upon the effect 
you produce upon his mind by your pre
liminary acting; ' ' •

You are' not, while engaged in this 
work, a man of original thought; you 
are simply an actor, weighing tone and 
'gesture, testing the effect of a glance, a 
sentence, a frown, a compression of the 
lips, a persuasive unbending; testing 
these things, weighing them, trying and 
withdrawing them according to results, 
even as the regular physician tries and 
withdraws his material remedies ac
cording to results. '

You are working upon a system; you 
are endeavoring by all means in your 
power to .so Impress the mind of your 
patient with a sense of the weight that 
attaches to your words that he will ac
cept without questioning, what you tell 
him; will believe, and so will realize 
what you tell him to realize. He will 
feel drowsy when you say that he is 
feeling drowsy he will sleejj when you 
say that he is sleeping.

Now you understand how important 
It Is that you should weigh all prelimi
naries, because this is your business, 
and you must understand how most 
quickly to succeed.
THREE TYPES OF HYPNOTISTS.

You fall into one of the three types of 
hypnotists:

1. An egotist, ignorant and vain,
2. A self-confessed humbug. ' :
3. A single-hearted enthusiast.
This classification includes all oper

ators, whether honest or dishonest.
If a hypnotist knows himself to be a 

humbug, knows that the success of his 
work is dependent upon his power to 
work upon the power of his patients to 
believe, i. e., upon their credulity, then 
he is an actor; and It makes little differ
ence whether he calls himself a hum
bug a dozen times a day, provided that 
he does not say it aloud, and guards his 
patients from entertaining the same 
opinion of him. He will make a good 
hypnotist, because he will calculate 
points and study effect.

The ignorant egotist is also a good op
erator, because his egotism givesweight 
to his words; he believes in himself, 
and this belief is a power.

The enthusiast acquires all his force 
in common with the egotist from this 
belief, but how different the source of 
the power. In one it is drawn from a 
love of a seeming truth, from a love of 
the work itself. Note that the self-con
fessed humbug has not this belief in 
himself at all, but rather a self con
tempt. However, his dramatic ability 
supplies him with the earnestness need
ful for success, and he can impress his 
patient as successfully as either the ego
tist or the enthusiast.

A very beautiful study this, since it 
leads to an understanding of human na
ture, its heights and depths. ■

METHOD OF SECURING SLEEP.
You have put your patient in the 

chair, and turned him with his face to 
the light in order that the glare may the 
more speedily tire his eyes, and that he 
may be induced to close them. , Now 
you take a position in front and to one 
side of him and say with the decent sol
emnity of a fashionable undertaker:

“Mr. Jones, you have come to me to 
be cured of insomnia. You have done 
well to come. You have come to the 
right man, because this happens to be 
the one disorder of which I have made 
a special study” (say this quickly, as 
though undesirous of claiming too much 
credit, and your seeming honesty will 
produce a good effect—look for effect al
ways); “and you have come at a con
venient time, inasmuch as I have an 
hour to devote to your case without 
fear of Interruption.”

Now pause and watch your man’s ex
pression. You can judge his caliber by 
the effect of such a speech upon him. 
If he is duly impressed he will be grate
ful to think that you single him out 
specially for this lengthy sitting, and’ 
he will esteem himself fortunate that 
you are disengaged for an hour. Such 
a one is easily hypnotized. Where there 
is content there is an affahle disposition 
to obey suggestions; .waste-no more 
time in preparation of the mind of such 
a one, but proceed to put him tb sleep, 
according to. the method to be detailed 
herein later. • - - : ■ -

If your patient should be one of 
those well-bred persons who will seem
ingly acquiesce in the suggestions of 
the operator from a sense of politeness, 
rest you content, because this very po
liteness, this good breeding, will cause

him to fall asleep later at your sugges
tion. , ■

Suit your preliminary talk to the ap
pearance of your patient, and do not, 
above all things, talk boastfully to well- 
bred, quiet, self-possessed persons. A 
talk of some kind you must give them, 
of course, remembering that as you im
press them in the first place so they will 
afterward react.
DEALING WITH REFRACTORY PA

TIENTS.
But suppose that your patient is of 

harder metal; suppose he is not partic
ularly well-bred; suppose he grins 
broadly, winks, or looks sharply at you 
as you speak—are you thereby discon
certed and rendered speechless? By no 
means. In this work, please remember 
that audacity, audacity, and more au
dacity is always successful.

For such a one shift your course and 
tack easily in another direction, as fol
lows:

CLUBS CLUBS!
In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at One Dollar; 

Each, The Progressive Thinker will be sent one! 
year, including that magnificent book, Art Magic, ’ 
freej and the paper and same book free to the 
one who gets up the club. The names must all, 
be sent at onetime. Now is the time to act 
Just think of.this offer, to each subscriber--a val
uable book which is of itself, as prices go, worth. 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two weekly visits - 
of The Progressive Thinker. A club can be got
ten up at every postoffice-In the United States,- 
with a little effort, as every Spiritualist, every' 
Theosophistj and everyone searching into the 
occult or spiritual should have the book and pa- . 
per. 10 yearly subscribers, 10 Art Magics, $10,

“Insomnia is an effect, not a cause. It 
Is our business to remove the cause of 
insomnia and so remove the Insomnia 
itself. I shall teach you first how to re
lax the muscles of the body, then bow 
to fix the volntary attention upon a 
given point, and in this way we shall 
produce in you a drowsiness due to a 
fixation of the attention upon a simple, 
process; we shall deepen that drowsi
ness by suggestion, and you will Anally 
sleep. Then by a repetition of our pro
cess you will do for yourself to-night 
what I shall do for you here, and you 
will go to sleep to-night. Do you under
stand ?”

Observe that you have by your 
frankness pleased him, disarmed all op
position. Now follow up your advan
tage thus:

“It is easy to prevent yourself from 
being put to sleep; it is not so easy to 
carry out carefully the instructions 
given you, and thus allow yourself to 
be influenced. It may take a little time 
for you to grasp the Importance of be
coming instantly passive, letting go all 
tension, telling yourself that for once in 
your life, at all events, you will be ab
solutely obedient, and sink your own 
individuality. You can readily under
stand how necessary it is that I should 
have your full co-operation in this 
work; otherwise,’ if your will conflicts 
with my suggestions, I might as well 
accept defeat at once, because the oper
ator has only such influence as his pa
tient permits.”

ALL MEN ARE PLIABLE.
At the sentence, “You can readily un

derstand,” accept the “you,” and thus 
strengthen the compliment to his un
derstanding. He* must have a weak 
point somewhere, and probably this is 
it. He flatters himself that be is not 
easily deceived, and such men are in
variably easy to handle, being but wise 
in their own conceit. Tread cautiously, 
therefore, insinuating a wisdom beyond 
the average as your patient’s portion, 
and in a little while be will pass into 
the same condition of mental content as 
No. L A little knowledge of human na
ture, a little more experience in this 
work on your part; but all men are or
anges with soft interors—only the peel 
is thicker in some than in others.

When be has reached the required 
condition of content be is passive, and 
you may proceed to teach him relaxa
tion and concentration, which will be 
explained in another chapter.—Dr. Sid
ney Flower in Journal of Suggestive 
Therapeutics.

Infinity—Immortality—Cod.
The highest proof of our immortality 

is the fact of the illimitable power of 
our intellect. Its capacity is infinite— 
there is no end to its power of memory. 
Billions of facts it treasures up, and 
still no sign of limit. Now the infinite 
is eternal. Nothing can destroy It. To 
the mental capacity of our brightest 
animals the limit is very short; it is 
finite. Time, space, the human mind 
arc infinite and therefore imperishable.

All admit that the world of art must 
have had a preconCOptiBi in the mind 
of man- before it appeared. Then to 
assert that man himself and the uni
verse had no preconception, in any mind 
before itbecame phenomenon is absurd, 
for It supposes a thinker necessary to 
the inferior but not to the superior and 
all-including. ’ CLARKE IRVINE.

Oregon, Mo.

Spiritualism Has No Affinity 
With Falsehood. ,

s

There are two kinds of Spiritualists: 
those who fearlessly avow themselves 
and those who would appropriate the 
joys germane to a newly found truth, 
yet shape all their action by fear of 
God-Grundy. The religion of the cruder 
Christian is almost entirely made up of 
testifying in public that he is “not' 
ashamed of Jesus.” We have a similar : 
class, who, on the same basis, go quite . 
beyond the Christian, and make them-! 
selves very offensive by antagonizing ‘ 
other religious beliefs with a positive I 
“I am wiser” (iu place of holier) “than I 
thou." The work of the secularist is a 
Godsend to these, who delude then)* I 
selves iu supposlug this manifestation I 
of the lower nature to be evidence that? 
they are Spiritualists. Now, while the] 
negation of religious error is a most I 
worthy work, more can certainly be ’ 
effected by uniting our effort with the ' 
already organized forces of the sec- < 

,ularlsts, than to thus divide our en- ■ 
ergles and lessen our power for spiritual I 
work; and this, too, holds good with 
other reforms. ■

Spiritualism's mission is to increase : 
the happiness of human kind by taking 
from them the demons of doubt and ' 
fear iu respect to the future life. It '
bridges death's chasm and brings back 
the loved ones gone from the physical ’ 
sight. It Is a beneficent religion, acting 
from love for the spiritually needy and 
suffering. It asks not of person's be< 
liefs—only if they grieve and suffer—to ' 
offer Its benefaction!:. The Spiritualist : 
who has grown, feels that the greater 
suffering. It asks not of persons’ be- - 
more personal love must bo given; and 
that which he will not do, is to un- • 
necessarily hurt another's feelings ' 
whose religious views may differ. 'This - : 
is policy os well as principle, for con- . 
version cannot come with drawn 
swords.

With society a sham and material ■ 
success in almost all of life’s relations . 
based on deception, it Is not strange •: 
that Spiritualists swerve from the per
feet ideal of truthfulness and fidelity, • 
that the angel world has given us.' 
From its adaptation of mingled truth 
and error, “Christian Science” has 
made rapid advance, though both Chris- ■ 
tianity and science repudiate it. That 
there are those, too, iu our ranks who 
would make success on a similar basis 
of falsehood, gilded as policy, is a mat- ' '■ 
ter of regret. Here is from a writer in ‘ 
one of our own papers •

"Investigator objects to the little or
thodoxy in our hymns. Radical Chris
tians also objected to the spicing of' 
heathen rites into Christianity in th© . 
beginning, yet It was done without In
jury to the cause. A little policy is :' 
never out of place.” ■ :

In Spiritualism any policy is out of 
place that is false; and all intelligent 
Spiritualists know that orthodoxy, little : 
or much of it. is falsehood. It dr<s not ' 
concern us at this date, if Constantine’s 
religion had more or less of beathen1 
rites. I cannot concede the necessity of ’ 
falsehood as a basis for Spiritualism. 
On the contrary, it seems reasonable to 
assume that, as we present to the world ■ 
a self-respecting individuality and 
avoid aping the doings of the cohorts • 
of error, not with antagonism, but in 
all kindness the while, we will com- • 
mand the respect of those yet blind to 
our light: and by free and kindly inter
course with them at last win a hearing.

It seems to me that only those who ■ 
have skimmed the surface, could deem 
it necessary or even advisable to import

•any of error's-methods. So wide is the 
field before us. so great its scope for 
improvement, so needful to keep ever v 
before us the difference between the / 
living present and the dead past, that 
the intelligent mind is shocked at such' 
imitations of popular absurdities. : 
Originality and invention here havo . 
their proper field: and it is evident that: 
had we the enterprise of our Christian, 
neighbors in the use of new and original ; 
methods, we could make a gain. , pi

H. W. BOOZER. I
Grand Rapids, Mich. i p 

. Spiritualism is the first step toward!- j 
the breaking of the seals of that", 
apocalyptic age—the death-warrant oi-’,!
materialism. ìl

The gardens of the Spirit-world are 
planted by good deeds, noble thoughts. 
and aspirations, and . destroyed bi 
wrong actions, degrading and debasing. 
thoughts and habits. I .ri

Spiritualism is young, and sometime! "d 
crude, but her thoughts and purpose^-vd
are pure and noble. J
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JUST THE BEST THAT WE CAN!
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The Purpose of Their Joint Mission and 
Labors.

through with his music?- I trust not. Is Michel Angelo 
through with his devotion to beauty and art? I trust' 
not. Is Shakspeare forever done with his poetry? I- species.

Man is not the only sentient being on e?rth. But few 
of the feathery kingdom iningle and interbreed, and but 
few animals are attracted outeidq of their own particular

As Exemplified and Illustrated in Cur 
;! rent Events.

PRIESTS AND MONKS. 1
/ A precious, delectable lot of Romish devotees, the fri- 

K. ars who have been thriving at the expense of the Philip- 
';opine Islands, according to a recent news report, having 
c, been driven from the Philippines, are now in Spain, and 
J are actively intriguing to stir up revolt against the Span- 
■ ish government. It is the nature of the monkish tribe 
b jo be engaged in some sort of mischief.
r- A recent special to the Chicago Tribune, from Hong
’. kong, states: '
, ( “Spanish priests are arriving from Manila in large 
pipumbers. They will remain until their hair grows, when 

they will return to the Philippines in civilian clothes
► .With funds and organize in detachments the native brig-- 

ands, who are to make war on Aguinaldo and Americans 
alike, conveying the idea to the world that all Filipinos 
are savages and Aguinaldo is their chief.

“Eugenia Banco, a renegade native whom Aguinaldo 
’ released on parole, is charged with the organization of 
Tthe firet band. Plenty of arms are stored in the con

vents.
- “Consul General Wildman has been informed and has 
notified Admiral Dewey that Procurator Torres has or

, ganized a company here, with an English resident as di
rector, to which all the church property in the Philip- 

i' fines is being deeded, hoping thereby to escape lawsuits 
»•ought by those they have despoiled and seizures under

.the American law forbidding large church holdings.
“The friars are determined to make Luzon too hot for 

"the Americans.”
ROMISH EDUCATION. -

Romish hatred of free public schools is well illustrated 
■ by the following choice excerpts:
1 Education outside of the Catholic church is a damn- 
"nble heresy.—Pope Pius IX.
, . Education must be controlled by Catholic authorities, 
; even to war and bloodshed.—Catholic World.
’ I frankly confess that the Catholics stand before the 

country as the enemies of the public schools.—Father 
Phelan.'

• I would as soon administer sacrament to a dog as to 
'Catholics who send their children to public schools.— 

. {Father Walker.
'• The public schools have produced nothing but a god- 
lless generation of thieves and blackguards—Father
Schaner. .
, It will be a glorious day in this country when under 

;the laws ihe school system will be shivered to pieces.— 
iiiC^tholic Telegraph. -
» The public schools are nurseries of vice; they are god- 
'."less and unless suppressed will prove the damnation of 
?.this:country.—Father Walker.
, We must take part in the elections, move in a solid 

• mass in every state against ihe parly pledged to sustain 
•’the integrity of the public schools.—McCloskey.

The common schools of this country are sinks of moral 
.pollution and nflrscries of hell.—Chicago Tablet.
;; The time is not far away when the Roman Catholic 
VChurch of the Republic of the United States, at the order' 
~pf the Pope, will refuse to pay their school tax, and will 
jeend bullets against the breasts of the government agents 
-rather than pay it. It will come quickly at the-click of 
r-a-trigger, and will be obeyed, of course, as coming from 
«Almighty God.—Mgr. Capel.

ROMISH CONVERSIONS.
W The idolatry of Roman Catholic missions is thus de
scribed by one of the priests in India, says the New Je- 
•■rusalem Magazine:
”< “At the evening processions, the church is filled as on 
’■holidays. Truth to tell, our processions have a some- 
-yhat wild character, and I dare say you would be aston
ished if you heard the cries uttered by my Indians and 
»taw how they dance and gesticulate before the car of the 
'¡Virgin. Mary. Each nation has its own way of honoring 
liGod. Did not David dance before the Ark of the Cove
nant? The instrumental baud opens the march, half a 
•tcorc of black-skinned individuals belaboring • with all 
.¡their might the poor, battered instruments. We have an 
¡fold tambour, a big drum, which has rolled in many an Or- 
iphean concourse, not without damage to its 'skin, a 
/wheezy clarinet, and others of a piece. Our performers 
'.have not the-least suspicion that there are such things as 
notes and rules to hamper their genius. What an uproar 
’-to.'be sure! Everybody, however, is delighted. After 
rthe band come two dancers armed with long sticks, and 
¡Having all the air of champions prepared for a pitched 
‘battle. AU this may appear absurd enough, but you may 
’-well believe that our good mother is pleased with her 
'children who testify their affection in their own particu
lar; fashion. Then appears the cross followed by the car 
Of our blessed lady. Last month it was a little pagan lad 
who took the cross, and right well he carried it. May the 
.good God save him! The car is neither carved nor gilt. 
Its whole adornment consists of garlands of natural flow
ers woven by my schoolmaster and some other young 
men. Four choir boys in short red cassock and surplice 
carried it on their shoulders. The virgin, about fifty cen
timetres high, is wood gilt; the head and hands, as well 
as the head and hands of the infant Jesus, are in ivory. 
It is an old statute held iu great veneration here. They 
say. it came from Manila. As for myself, I bring up the 
rear, my heart overflowing with gratitude to our holy 
mother.” ~

This illustrates well the Romish method of effecting 
Conversions by the wholesale, by adopting pagan idols 
¿nd pagan practices, wrapping the whole in a blanket of 
‘Christianity’, so-called. Indeed, the whole scheme'of 
iomish religion is a compound of paganized Christianity. 
' „which paganism is the greater factor. '

INQUISITION IN VOGUE. - ■ .
From the -Philippine Islandscomes fresh illustration Iff 
e character of unrestrained Romish methods, carrying

¡one back in mind to the horrors of the old-time practices I 
I the days of the Inquisition in-Spain and elsewhere:
“The Filipinos proper are smaU, lazy, without stamina.

e, and inclined to deceit. Fighting is not their 
rte. Had it not been for repeated massacres, tortures.

cruelties, and impossible taxes they never would have 
troubled Spain. The sanguinary features of the Inquisi
tion have never been suppressed in the islands. Trans
planted from Spain, it has flourished in the Pacific 150 
years after the mother country was forced to abandon it. 
The jurisdiction of the religious orders has been en
larged. Not only could they punish for alleged offens.es 
against religion, but they could torture to the death for 
alleged offenses against the state. The formality of a 
trial was scarcely ever invoked. The rack was the con
fessional. । ।
_ “Early in J une five insurgents captured by the Span
ish in Tarlac were tortured on a rack and afterward 
stabbed and their bodies thrown in a stream. In the Vil
lage of Byambang, Province of Pangasinan, the Span
iards committed a horrible massacre in March. They at
tacked and carried the village and captured 100 insur- 
surgents, whom they promptly shot. An indiscriminate 
massacre pf women, children, and neutrals followed. It 
was these repeated barbarisms that forced the Filipinos to 

„take the war-path. There was no protection for the in
nocent and it was instant death for the rebel.”■ L X-RAY.

. The divine purpose of their joint labors is to furnish 
■the necessary supplies to the world’s Iprain which had be
' CQipe spiritually impoverished and immured in selfish am
bition intellectually. By phenomenal Spiritualism the 
attention of the world’s people is gained; by the philos
ophy, the stagnant pools of thought are stirred, while the 
inspirational output of religious thought has a powerful 
bearing upon the world’s established doctrines. . 
_ The liberalization of the creed-bound thoughts of ïnan 
is beheld with delight by the hosts of ministering angels. 
Mental rigidity is giving way to flexibility. There is' a 
marked increase of spiritual force action in the mind 
realm of man, over that of fifty years ago, but henceforth 
the progress will be phenomenal because such a fine start 
is made. The thousands of mediums used by ministering 
spirits in these latter days, give messages to the world 
which is their diversity, prove the orderly march of pro
pression in the worlds beyond earth. Man sees the beauty 
in this diversity, that is means to ends, for working out 
the problems of life in collective and and single bearing 
each upon the other. By this diversity of instruction, 
the component parts of the great principles belonging to 
all humanity are brought out and affinitized. Be it ever 
remembered by the people, that among the great number 
of mediums, are many who are not such from choice, but 
because they cannot help themselves. They were so or
ganized, an over-ruling Providence having reared them 
for such purpose, and are, as a rule, very sensitive to the 
ridicule of the worldly-minded who cannot understand 
spiritual truth and spirit messages, but who are benefited 
nevertheless when ministered unto by angels through 
their mediums.

Inspiration in all ages of the world has been pure and 
simple, but men’s arrangement of the word into a relig
ious code has killed the spirit, thus the sense of the Word. 
The religious code is gilt-framed and made ’qpmplex by 
the embellishments of much learning. True, rules are 
necessary and learning also, for the growth of any system, 
but the misconception of the Word and rigidity of the 
rules are the things that harm. In these latter days, 
spiritual truths are re-stated for the purpose of rectifying 
what was misconceived, and wrongly taught. How often, 
even at the present time, sublime wisdom inspirationally 
received, appears uncouth because of the homely lan
guage employed by the unlettered medium, and here I 
beg to cite one of my own experiences in mediumship. 
All the education I have, has been given me by my 
guides. Like every other medium, I am not at all times 
in the right frame of mind to receive and comprehend 
the import of the lesson. The especial occasion to 
which I refer, was a lesson in chemistry on the morning 
of September 1, 1895. I knew nothing whatever of 
chemistry, and could not readily understand the plainest 
explanation, so my guide resorted to a demonstration as 
he has often done, showing me how in the laboratory of 
nature, substance and force undergo refining changes. 
He then pointed out the similitude of hell-fire to these 
processes and said that it was one of the great misconcep
tions or willful perversions of the original Word, taught 
wrong and thus rendered detrimental instead of benefi
cial. He also showed me by comparison of spectre forms 
brought in for object lessons, the effects of a careless 
moral life on the immortal man; how such a man gets out 
of joint with the order of things for proper progress; how 
he becomes depleted and loses his system poise, because 
unbecoming actions clog the porosity of his system. He 
is not then and cannot be, properly supported from the 
natural sources of his individual attachments, his soul 
tissue is wasted as a natural sequence and as a matter of 
necessity, he is dismembered or so to say, cast back into 
nature’s laboratory for refinement of his depleted parts 
which, however, carry the labels of their degree, the in
nate law and he docs not perish but is again called forth 
under changed conditions to make another earth sojourn, 
thence to go on in the order of progress established for 
individual completion. The man who lives an upright 
life and moves on in perfect reciprocity with God’s 
moral order, has no need of such experiences, but instead, 
his soul at death, passes with glowing splendor through 
the triumphal arch erected on the great divide of the 
mortal and immortal states, and he is a new man, whole 
in every part, greeted with shouts of welcome and music 
and assigned to duties as soon as he desires to be. Such 
is the difference between an ill-spent and a well-spent 
earth-life. .

Weighty truths often turn upon small pivots the same 
as does weighty machinery. It is a weighty truth, that 
of the processes for those to pass through who cannot be 
supplied in their deficiencies even by the severe courses 
of assimilation, so as to go on in progress; but how differ
ent tliis truth is from the hideous idea of hell fire or ever
lasting punishment, for the true process breathes of a 
Father’s lové for his children and manifeste the wisdom 
of an All-wise Creator, while the hell fire idea would 
make the God of love a being hating his own creations.

Van Wert, 0. MRS. M. KLEIN.

Remedy for Typhoid Fever.
“French' doctors are reported to have discovered that 

the essence of cinnamon, when sprinkled in the room of 
typhoid fever patients, kills the bacteria within twelve 
hours, and prevents the disease from spreading.”

An ounce of prevention equals a pound of cure,buthere 
is a recipe for both prevention and cure of that dread ty
phoid fever, taken from the New York Herald. It was 
recently resurrected from an ancient paper and effectual
ly utilized. „

The ills we breathe forth are poisonous and must live 
somewhere. The thoughts of our innermost selves are 
stamped upon our very spirits.

Noble deeds, good thoughts and kind words are the 
spiritual stock-in-trade. Money is a handy mmmmlty 
here, but will not purchase a ticket to the. beautiful here
after. . .. - -- v -.

No affection that has ever glowed in one human breast 
is ever wholly absent in any humanly organized being..

Christianity commands us to pass by in juries; policy, 
to let them pass by us.—Franklin. ?

Spiritualism reveals the great truth that the divine life 
is inherent in man and each man-has the attributes and 
capacities of every other human soul. ‘

“I believe—and I can tell you so this morning—that 
the spirit world folds tliis lovely, beautiful old earth like 
an atmosphere; and when you ask me where those wc call 
dead are gone, I do not believe that they necessarily have 
gone so very far away. Milton imagined and put into 
words his belief that millions of spiritual creatures 
walked the earth unseen, when we wake or when we sleep. 
I believe that this world of those we call the dead is dose 
by us and all around us, and there is a difficulty about 
that to our imaginations only because we are the fools of 
our eyes and ears. We fancy that we see all there is, that 
we hear all there is; while, as a matter of fact, our clear
headed science has taught all those who have cared to 
find out its truths that it is only the tiniest part of this 
physical universe ffiat'jve ever see or hear—just a little 
fraction that our pbnfebs enable us to explore. It has 
taught us that the'fcdghtiest of all the physical forces of 
the world are the ihvteible forces, the intangible forces. 
We talk about spirit as' being shadowy’, ghostly, thin, un
real. Why? The'firings that dissolve, the things that 
change, the tiling^ mt disperse like shadows, are what 
we speak of as matériel things, often, from the point of 
view of science. Thd'things we cannot see and cannot 
touch are the mighty1 physical forces. There is nothing 
then, in the sclehc59of 'the world to make it seem unrea
sonable that those'ty love may be close to us, watching 
our lives, able to render us services in ways that we can 
as yet only partially 'comprehend. This, friends, I be
lieve.”. ■

And again he says : ' “ '
‘What do they do over there? I believe they lead 

purely human lives, just as natural lives as we lead here 
There are certain occupations that will be gone, I hope; 
but, if you will stop to think of it, you will understand.' 
yourselves what is thé principle that ought to guide you: 
dreaming. .Many things, associated with the body as at 
present constituted, will be done away with; and here 
comes the tremendous motive force that ought to lead 
you to cultivate while, here more of those faculties and 
powers than you can take with you, not go over there 
stripped and naked of occupation and interest. The 
thingsthat are connected with thought, feeling, love, the 
intangible things, mûsic, art, the search for truth and 
beauty—these, I believe, will endure. Is Mendelssohn

’£)CT- 8,1898'.

STUDIES W SPIRITUAL THOUGHT.
Location ant/ Nature of the Spirit World, 

and Occupations Therein,

In the preparation of these studies it is the writer’s aim 
to present not metely his own individual ideas, and in his 
own words, but to present as Well- the thought of others, 

. in their own words!-1 In a recent article I made free ex
cerpts from Dr. Ei D. Babbitt’s very instructive work on 
‘Religion”—a bdòlJ I value highly for its intrinsic ex

cellence. "
. On this occasion, I think the reader will be interested 
in another presentation, from another mind, on the same 
general subject of the spiritual world. I quote from Dr. 
J. II. Dewey’s “The Open Door.” .

“Life, intelligence, affection and moral quality are 
manifestations of spirit, not qualities of matter. Pure 
Spirit, the essence1 of all conscious being—the Deific Es
sence must from its very- nature always and forever 
transcend and control the substance and formation pro
cesses of organism and form.”

“The material substance in and through which Spirit 
finds embodiment and its attributes find expression, is not 
confined tò that gross state which men call matter, but 
exists in infinite gradations of refinement.”

‘ The spirit world of each planet is individualized and 
established in vital relations with the physical world, and 
m complete ethereal and psychic correspondence thereto. 
Hence, with the dissolution or death of the physical body, 
the soul with its indestructible ethereal organism finds 
itself in a world of environment in complete correspond
ence with its own organic conditions. This is the inev
itable destiny of every soul born into the world of self
conscious being, or in whom the self-conscious progress
ive personality is fully individualized and established.

“The spirit world of each planet surrounds the physical 
globe like a belt or zone of radiant etherealized matter, 
which it practically is,- its denser planes being interior to 
and within the earth’s atmosphere, while its more celes
tial regions stretch far beyond, yet embracing the earth 
and its terrestrial atmosphere with a sphere of spiritual 
light and celestial beauty infinitely transcending all phys
ical correspondence. Tins inner world of substantial 
and permanent realities, the home of the departed, be it 
remembered, is as objective to the organic senses of its 
people as the outward world is to our physical senses.

“While there are no arbitrary divisions of territory or 
society in that world of spiritual relations and conditions, 
circles or centers of social life are formed, by the supreme 
law of attraction, in infinite gradations of ascending or
ders, separated one from another only by discrete degrees 
of interior development and spiritual relation. The 
darker and more depraved spirits find their sphere of ac
tivity and association in the lower circles of spirit life, 

.within the atmosphere and influence of earth, while the 
more exalted and spiritualized find their centres of action 
and society on the higher and brighter planes of celestial 
hfe and heavenly activities.

“As the external conditions of life and society in the 
spirit world are the exact counterparts .or external ex

' pressions of inward states, the environment of each cen
ter of life and society is determined absolutely by its own 
moral conditions.- Eàch individual on passing perma
nently from earth, inevitably gravitates or rises, as the 
case may be, to that centre or plane of life and society 
which answers to'his'Own moral and affiectional states, 
drawn there by thè irresistible law of attraction. • Mem
bers of the higher circles may, and continually do, vol
untarily visit the'lowér spheres on errands of mercy and 
good-will in the blessed ministry of service, but those of 
the lower cannot except under special conditions and by 
help from above,1 temporarily enter the spheres above 
them. They enter them permanently only as they rise 
through interior’development to corresponding states. 
Infants, children, and all of every age who are not in a 
condition of personal responsibility on passing over, arc 
taken in charge by benevolent associations of ministering 
spirits formed for this purpose, who have established 
nurseries, schools, and asylums appropriate to their work

“The mighty spirits of the so-called dead, the hero 
souls of martyr ages, the vast and glorious throng of those 
who have lived and wrought and died for man on earth, 
still live, and with diviner love, tenderer sympathy, and 
augmented powers work for the spiritual emancipation, 
uplifting and transformation of humanity, whether on 
earth or in the prisons of selfishness and depraviti- in the 
land of souls.”

One thing that must strike the mind of the thoughtful 
reader is the apparently more natural view of the spirit 
world, taken by Dr. Dewey, who may be called a 
Christian Theosophist, and by Dr. Babbitt, Hudson Tut
tle, and other Spiritualists, than the Views propounded in 
the writings and sermons of those who profess to ex
pound the teachings of the Bible. The spirit world of 
these latter is composed of an unnatural heaven and an 
unnatural hell, into which the human race is irrevocably 
parted and placed. Being an unnatural spirit world, it 
is. imaginary and not real.

Swedenborg—Divine Love and Wisdom, 238—teaches 
that every man after death enters into the heaven corre
sponding to the “degree of life that was opened within 
him in the world; he in whom the spiritual degree was 
opened enters into the spiritual, and he in whom the ce
lestial degree was opened enters into Die celestial.”

Rev. M. J. Savage, Unitarian, in the course of a ser
mon, says: -

trust not. And, then, as thousands every year go over as 
children, as uneducated, as criminal, as degraded, as help
less, beyond any power of ours to conceive, there will be 
a wide field and scope for the tenderest philanthropy, for 
the widest brain culture, to help uplift all these. So I 
believe the occupations will be as natural as here.

“How shall we be related over there? Those relations 
which exist here, and which are not true, not central, not 
based in that which is permanent and eternal in us— 
these will pass away and change. -But no one will mourn 
over any such change,because I believe that which is eter
nal in us in the way of love and truth and hope will find 
full sway and increasing satisfaction over there.”

Surely such conceptions of a spirit world and spirit life 
are in far better accord with common sense, and with nat
ural human aspirations, than a world comprising a 
heaven containing only the “saved,” who are eternally 
separated from the “lost”—their fathers, mothers, sisters, 
brothers, children, friends, neighbors, who must wail in 
hell forever—a heaven in which, to be happy, one must 
necessarily lose that sympathy of feeling which consti
tutes one of the finest and best elements of human nature 
at best. JAS. C. UNDERHILL.

Hammond, Ind.
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A True Prophet—Prophesy Till I Come.
Since reading the article under the head of “Proph

ecy/ in No. 459, regarding the great Prophet of Japan, I 
am impressed to give to your readers some experiences in 
my investigations for the last ten months, with one who 
came among us a perfect stranger personally, but whose 
name through your paper had become a household word. 
My investigations commenced when Marguerite St. Omer 
Briggs first came to tliis city and opened a series of meet
ings to which I was naturally attracted, I was surprised 
at her positiveness in making certain predictions, as for 
all I could observe she was in her normal state, or condi
tion. Iler modus operandi is by simply taking some ar- 
gele belonging to the individual, as in psychometry. 
Ihe first prediction which was so impressed on my mind 
was about an individual who was not present, but an ar
ticle belonging to her was given Mrs. Briggs, and after 
enumerating the characteristics, etc., of the person men
tally and physically, she said: “By the time the roses 
bloom in the spring, her spirit will take its flight.” The 
sister referred to passed away in the early spring.

Wiat we are seeking for is the truth, and to try the 
spirit and the mediums was my object in following out 
very closely the predictions at various times made. A 
few others I have heard, made notes of and watched their 
fulfillment.

November last a prominent dry goods dealer received 
the following: “You will sustain a serious loss by water, 
and you cannot avert it,” to which he replied, “it must be 
by fire, as in forty years high water has never troubled 
me. It must be by fire.” . ■

“No, I say water.”
He was convinced of the truth of the prediction when 

in the early spring the basement of his store was some 
three feet deep in water, and many goods damaged. He 
said the prediction of water, and not fire, was only too 
true. J

A great surprise came to a young man when he was 
told he was living under an assumed name, to which he 
replied: “My name is Ross, and the only name I ever 
knew. To which she said, “If you will seek your bap
tismal records, you will find your proper name,” Three 
weeks later he sent to the meeting the said copy of rec
ords, and his name was Frazier, and not Ross.

To Mrs. N., she made this prediction: “The baby you 
recently assisted into this world, will not live long, and 
its death will result from pneumonia brought on by the 
imprudence of the mother.” In less than six weeks the 
child died of pneumonia, as the records of the daily pa
pers show. J 1

lo Mis. T. she said, “Tell Mr. T. not to delay in bavin0- 
those papers signed, or he will lose all the money he has 
invested, to which Mrs. T. replied with a sneer, guess 
Mr. T. knows his business best.” In less than two 
months Mrs. T. said Mr. T. had lost all he had invested, 
and that it came about just as Mrs. B. had said.

To Mr. N. she said: “Tell the man at that machine if 
Im is not more careful, he will be liable to lose a hand.” 
The man was cautioned, and only smiled, but three days 
later, his smile changed, when he came near Iosin0- a 
hand, but escaped with the loss of only the skin. °

lo Mr. S. she said: “Why don’t you get your money 
from Germany, as you have a clear title to the same?” to 
which he replied, “I did not know of any.” “But there 
was money invested for you to draw when you became of 

fmd jou have the papers needed to prove your 
clajtn.” Mr. S. has been wriling to relatives, and got the 
facts as stated by Mrs. Briggs, and has also found the pa
pers requisite to prove his identity, and when he left Ger
many, etc.

But I will not trespass any longer on your spafe as I 
am surprised at the accumulation of my evidence in 
proofs of her as a true prophet. I will not enjer into any 
argument, as I said, of her mode of finding, of seem»- or 
hearing, but leave it to your readers to say if my’ex- 
periences-in proving a prediction as to its fulfillment' and 
in proving the mediums, and spirits, which somct’iiiio 
contiol them, be truthful and honest, and I will conclude 
by saying that I know that 90 per cent of what 1 have ol,. j 
served has come true, some are being completed at thi< | 
time, as parties are returning from Germany, which I 
shall investigate on their return. Everything eo far in 
their case I did not state, is as the old saying runs as true 
as gospel. ■ J. WILLIAMS.

Hamilton, 0.
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OLD ftND NEW 
PSYCHOLOGY.

BY W. J. COLVILLE.

Reports of tweuty-four distinct lectures, recently 
delivered In New York, Brooklyn, Boston, Philadel
phia and other prominent cities of the United 
States, have contributed the basis of this volume.

Abe chief alm throughout the volume has been to 
lu the workable possibili- 

Uta of a tbeory of human nature, thoroughly onthn- 
Isticand at the same time, profoundly ethical. Aj 
several chapters are devoted to Improved methods of 
education, the writer conthleutly expects that many 
parents, teachers and others who have charge of the 
young, or who are called upon to exercise supervision 
oyer the morally weak and mentally afflicted, will da- 
gaVted0Uie bell’iruu‘lbe dbetrim* herewith promul-
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being convinced of the existence of a future life. The 
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Joys Beyond the Threshold
A SEQUEL TO

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH.

Through the passage of days, and the passage of years 
There- follows each other the motive, and duty and 

plan, J
And though terribly tangled with doubts, and with fear» 

We’ll conquer them all if we do “just the best that we 
can.”

“Just the best that we can” is the prayer of our hearts, 
■ The best for this moment, tliis hour, and this day, ’

May the deed that we do, be so perfect in parts ’ 
We never shall wish it were some other way!

“Just the best that we can” in the place, we now fill, 
No matter how rugged and hard is the place— ’

How it hurts us, and pricks us—we’ll work with a will, 
Till the glory of working, has crowned us with grace.

“Just the best that we can,” for the great good of all, 
. The world and its legions, our sharers shall be, ’ 

For the “many in one,” is humanity’s call, 
Arousing the races of earth to be free.

“Just the best that we can” in the presence of wrong, 
When harsh words are said, and when harsh deeds are 

done,
There’s a force in our souls, that is silent and strong, 

A conquering strength for right to be won!

“Just the best that we can?’ when the life-sorrows come— 
The parting from loved ones, when hearts are so sore, 

When the days that are dreary, drag on, one by one, 
When hopes are'all gone, and joys are no more!

“Just the best that we can,” for. we’ll look for the light, 
That’s shining through darkness, for you and for me,

From the land that is clear, to the soul’s inner sight, 
Where loved ones are living in God’s liberty!
Austin, Ill. ELLA DARE.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH.
THE TO MORROW OF DEATH was wrlten lo 

develop the Idea o? the principle of the permanence 
Of the human soul after death, and its reincarnation 
in a chain of now beings, whoso successive links uro 
enrolled tn the bosom <>f ctbcrlal space. ‘'Beyond 
ter Threshold” continues on the same lines, en
larging and expanding the Idea by reasons and con 
elders lions drawn from science and philosophy ;c’nlro- 
ing that the certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
eud is far superior to that of any of the existing re
ligions. From beginning to end ills Interesting, en
tertaining, Instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accents It all or not, much will have been learned 
and much pleasure enjoyed In lit1 perusal. Price 11,25 
For sale at this office.
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IT IS INTERESTING. - 
T TFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT.
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SPIRIT TEACHINGS.
F Interesting Lessons from the Realm of 

Spirit.

<■

September 6, 1898.—Spirit John Edwards writes: 
How often have I as a physician and scientist, wondered 

1 it there really was a life beyond this earthly one. I used 
often to sit when alone, and ponde? ovpr these things, 
until oue day when in ray room alone, there came to me a 
vision of a world where spirits and angels lived. And as 
I sat looking in wonder and awe at this wonderful sight, 
I saw my own dear mother standing near. She had been 
among the angels for over ten years. When I saw her 
looking at me with the same dear, loving eyes, I reached 
out for her. But she said, “Not now; dear child. I am 
come in response to your earnest thought.” She said: 
“Be faithful to all mankind, as you value your happiness 
in heaven.” Then the whole scene vanished. I rubbed 
my eyes to see if I was asleep .or not, but found I had ex
perienced one of’the most wonderful tests of spirit return. 
I then set myself to investigating for my own satisfaction 
this wonderful thing called spirit return.

, I often found much to discourage ,-je in my endeavors, 
but being of a very determined mihd,l never relinquished 
my hold on what I had received. Thus time went on and 
I learned much that was convincing in regard to the 
truth of spirit return, and the proofs of the intelligence 
of our spirit friends were numerous. When I was forty 
years old I became a medium myself. I was both in
spirational and clairvoyant. I never went before the 
public as a medium, but I used to hold seances for my 
friends; and many students in the college where I was 
once a student myself, used to come and learn of the 
spirit friends who came to us. I was very particular to 
be punctual in my sittings. I observed order and neat
ness. We were as students in occult lore, very passive 
when working for knowledge, for we had learned by ex
perience that it was very necessary. Spirits must have 
a passive instrument or they cannot reach the earth 

, friends. ’
■ September 7,1898,—One day while we were sitting for 

investigation I was controlled to say: “When ye as men 
in the flesh learn that we as spirits of men do live and 
love and work for your good, then and not till then shall 
you be ready to do the work which is set before you.” 
We used often to be deceived by spirits who pretended to 
be our friends, but we followed the impressions we re
ceived when in rapport with them. We then learned 
that there were other things to learn besid^the fact that 
we as spirits lived again in the spirit world.

Going back to my old home one day after I had en
tered the spirit world, I chanced to meet one whom I 
knew. We were once boys at school. I managed to 
make myself known to him by such means as spirits have 
at their command. He was first startled, then excited, 
but soon became calm enough to wish to learn from me 
what I was doing. I told him I was still learnipg as of 
yore. He wanted to know what I was learning, and 1 
told him one of the first things we have to learn after we 
get over here is to obey our guides, for every soul must be 
directed where to go and what to do. Then when we 
have followed instructions for a sufficient length of time, 
we are allowed to go to work on our own responsibility.

Now, my dear friends, I know you would like to know 
what the spirit world is like. I will say that I have not 
seen all there is of this new and beautiful world. But as 

. I am periliitted some new sight to behold, my soul fills 
; : with rapture and awe. Rapture at the beauty and love 

■■ of all the beautiful spirits, and awe at the grandeur of all, 
; . not only of the spirits who were our guardian angels, but 
■ -the surroundings. Music most entrancing, and singing 
... of the happy ones who have risen above all their sins and 

earth elements. How often was I permitted to witness 
such sights I will tell you when I have more time, but 
suffice it to say, I was obliged to'earn everything I en
joyed. . My mission here in the spirit world is much the 

, same as when on earth, the mission of relieving the suf- 
fcrings of those who, for-want of knowledge, become suf
ferers in mind and body. I love my work for I love all 
humanity, and when my good angel has become satisfied 
that my duties are all well performed, I then believe I 
shall have my everlasting reward. Work in a higher 
sphere.

Now I am going to tell all my friends when I have the 
opportunity, what the truth is in regard to spirit return, 
and not only that, but 1 wish also to teach them the phil
osophy of such an everlasting joy. My profession while 
on earth was that of a physician and scientist. 1 have 
often wondered if I would be permitted to help mortals 
in earth life as a spirit. 1 will say 1 have done so in my 
much loved way. By teaching them to love each other 
as mail should love his brother, for that is the first prin
ciple to be observed in treating a sick and unhappy 
mortal. Love is the most divine emotion of the soul, anil 
as emotion is a strong factor in ruling the body, we must 
bring the best emotion that the soul is in possession of 
to work. Love will cure the sick soul, while discord and 

• contention will send it to hell. May we learn of the 
happy angels and we will become more like them 
each day.

... September 8, 1898.—Many times since I have been in 
the spirit world have I been permitted to view the most 
beautiful scenes. For many mothers have come to join 
their children, many loved ones greet each other with 
rapture and joy. Many more who believed in a life of 
torment were most hap])ily surprised to find they could 
expiate all their sins and mistakes by doing what they 
ought to have done when the opportunity was first given 
them. How often have I as a mortal pondered these 
things over and thought what I would do if the same 
opportunity were given me as a spirit. Allow me to say 
I have been made most happy in the knowledge that I 

. have been able, not only to correct my own mistakes, but 
have helped others to do the same thing while they were 
in the flesh. Even now I can see into the future and 
view the mercy of All Good in letting each and every soul 
work out his own salvation.

What a wise parent it is who teaches his children to 
respect themselves, and what is more ennobling than that 
wc should earn all our pleasures, all our joys. Then we 
can truly say (“it is mine") none can take from me what 
my father has given me in return for duties which I have 
faithfully performed. In the spirit world we meet with 
all kinds of spirits. Some are just as gay and careless as 
a cliild, some are grave and studious, while others, poor 
souls, have not yet awakened to the fact that happiness 
is in store for them if they would but earnestly seek for 
her. Mercy often comes their way with her sweet, loving 

• hands, and soothes their sorrows and points the way to 
hope, who is indeed the bright star of all who struggle 
with despair. Goodness is in all the plans of our wise 
Ruler. He is love and peace and joy to all who come to 
him in the spirit of earnestness. Many there are who are 
treading the dark and tangled path of theology, who will 
never know one-thousandth part of his love and mercy. 
Why, because they are bound up in their creeds like so 
many prisoners- at prison house. They can neither 
see the sunlight of God’s love shining at their very door, 
nor Jiear the voice of his angels whom he sends to cheer 
them on their lonely way. They are both blind and deaf 
and it needs the thunder of God’s own power through his 
own angels, to throw off the lethargy which has come over 
their senses both spiritually and otherwise. People who 
live in this age are awakening to the fact that we as spirits 
are able to demonstrate to the world the knowledge, that 
■while wc yet live, we are also able to assist mortals when
ever conditions are given us so to do. Men as a general 
rule are less inclined to take up the study of spirit return 
on account of their many duties. Men as a rule are more 
earnest than women, more hard to convince, more in
clined to say such things are only for women and chil
dren. But let me tell you, my friends, you as men have 

_ I, an everlasting life, an everlasting spirit which lives after 

your1 tenement for that spirit has crumbled to atoms, that 
lives after it has breathed its last on earth. Then, oh 
then, what wonders will you not see and know. Your 
friends whom you have mourned as dead will come to you 
in all their different conditions. You will recognize them, 
will be able to communicate with them. You will hear 
their voices. Will hear the music of heaven’s own choir 
singing such songs of joy and gladness as will cause you 
to tremble with awe and gladness; awe at the grandeur of 
nature, and gladness at the thought that you live again 
and are free from the poor, heavy elog which held you' to 
earth, and often suffered pain.

Never fear death, my friends, he is often an angel of 
mercy. When the purified spirit has waited long for the 
summons to put off the mortal body and assume the 
spiritual, what a happy awakening there is. Never can 
a pure spirit feel sorrow at the thought of death. There 
will be a longing to depart, and only regret for the tears 
which the loved ones left may shed at our departure.

There is another side to this question. I have written 
of the departure of the purified spirit. I will now tell 
you of those who come to the spirit world in all their 
impurities. They know not what is before them, they in 
many cases are so blind to their surroundings that they 
are obliged to remain right where they died on earth 
until some good Samaritan comes along who is willing to 
assist the poor blind soul to a better condition. To show 
them the way to obtain light and happiness.

I have given you the two extremes in spiritual con
ditions. You may judge for yourself, of the different 
conditions, by allowing for the amount of purification of 
spirit and body. I am now going to say that I have not 
only learned that spirit purification is necessary, but also 
that bodily purification is needed to help-the spirit to a 
higher plane in the spirit world. Meat-eating people 
produce an aura which is difficult to penetrate, while 
those who do not use meat are cleaner, brighter, and as a 
general rule happier. Nature has supplied man with 
food enough to keep him strong and well if he would eat 
that which she has given him. But want of knowledge 
on this question has produced more disease and suffering 
than anything else that man ever did. You may think 
that is a strong assertion. I know it is, but I also know 
it is a true one.

When we begin a work we generally begin at tlie foun
dation. • That is what I am going to do. Now if a man’s 
stomach is out of order, his whole nervous system is out 
of order, and when a man’s nerves are not in harmony 
with his brain and other parts of hjs body, there is a war
fare going on in that man’s whole system. He is neither 
well nor happy, and when such is the case, how is he 
going to make or help .others to be happy? He cannot. 
When trouble comes he is not in condition to take the 
helm and steer his craft into safe waters, but is apt to 
become the prey of others in like condition as himself.

Another thing is the cleanliness of the body. People 
are not careful enough of these bodies of theirs which are 
given them for their own use. They abuse them in many 
ways. And now, when such conditions exist, how can we 
in reason expect such a spirit to come to the spirit world 
bright and happy. I would that I were able to demon
strate more clearly to you, ray friends, tffis very necessary 
knowledge. I know we have institutions where such 
things as help and. elevate man are taught by learned men 
and women. But money is needed to carry on these in
stitutions, and only the few who have money can reap the 
benefit. I would like to peach the masses. The poor 
who toil and suffer in ignorance of all the many blessings 
which are in their reach if they but knew how to reach 
them. But I must wait until the time has come when ray 
most earnest desire shall be fulfilled. Then may I do. 
what I am permitted. -I would bring peace and joy and 
purity to these homes where now they have not heard of 
the great and beautiful life beyond. May the blessings 
of the good and purq be ever with thee.

SPIRIT OF JOHN EDWARDS.
Mrs. Hattie Eligh—medium.

ANGELINA.

When de fiddle'gits to singin’ out a ol’ Vahginny reel, 
An’ you ’mence to feel a ticklin’ in yo’ toe an’ in yo’ heel; 
Ef you t’ink you got religttn an’ you wants to keep it, too, 
You jes’ bettah tek a hint an’ git yo-se’f clean out o’ view. 
Case de time is mighty temptin’ when de chune am in de 

swing, _
Fer a darky, saint or sinnah man, to cut de pigeon wing. 
An’ you couldn’t he’p froum dancin’ ef yo’ feet wuz boun’ 

wid twine, -
When Angelina Johnson comes a-swingin’ down de line.

Doan’ you know Miss Angelina? She’s do dahlin’ ob de 
place.

Why dere hain’t no high-toned lady wid sich mannahs an’ 
sich grace.

She kin move ercrosss de cabin, wid its planks all rough 
an’ wo’,

Jes’ de same’s ef she wuz dancin’ on ol’ mistus’ ball-room 
fl o’—

Fact is, you doan see no cabin—eberyt’ing you sec look 
grand’,

An’ dat one ol’ squeaky fiddle soun’ to you jes’ lak a ban’; 
Cotton britches look lak broadclof, an’ a linscv dress look 

fine,
When Angelina Johnson comes a-swingin’ down de line.
Some folks say dat dancin’s sinful, an’ de blessed Lawd, 

. dey say, •
Gwine to punish us fur steppin’ when we heah de music 

play.
But I tells you, I doan’ b’lieve it, fur de Lawd am wise 

an’ good,
An’ he made de banjo’s metal, an’ he made de fiddle’s 

wood,
An’ he made de music in dem, so I doan’ quite t’ink he’ll 

keer
Ef our feet keeps time a little to de melodies we heah.
Why derc’s somef’n downright holy in de way our faces 

shine,
When Angelina Johnson comes a-swingin’ down de line.
Angelina steps so gentle, Angelina bows so low, 
An’ she lif’s her skirt so dainty dat her shoetop skasely 

sho;
An’ dem teef ob hern a-shinin’, ez she tek you by de 

han’— ,
Go ’way people, dere ain’t anoder sich a lady in de lan’l 
When she’s movin’ thru de figgers, er a-dancin’ by herse’f 
Folks jes stan’ stock-still a starin’, an’ dey mos’ nigh hoi’s 

dey bref; ’
An’ de young mens, dey’s a-sayin, "Ise gwine mek dat 

damsel mine,”
When Angelina Johnson comes a-swingin’ down de Une. 

  ■ —Chap Book.

"Religious and Theological-Works of Thomas Paine,” 
-Contains his celebrated “Age of Reason,” and a number 
of letters and discourses on religious and theological sub
jects. Cloth binding, 430 pages. Price $1. For sale 
at this office.

“The Law of Correspondence Applied to Healing. A 
Course of Seven Practical Lessons, by W. J. Colville.” 
Helpful and instructive to those interested in Spiritual 
and Mental Healing. Price 5C'cents For sale at this 
office.

"Origin and Antiquity of Man.” By Hudson Tuttle. 
A masterly philosophical work. English edition, nicely 
bound in cloth, $1. For sale at this office.

"The Gospel of Buddha, According to Old Records.’* 
Told by Paul Carus. This hook is heartily recommended 
to students of the science of religions, and to all who 
would gain a fair conception of Buddhism in its spirit and 
living principles. Spiritualist or Christian can scarcely 
read it without spiritual profit Price $1. For sale at

“Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and Rosa C. Conger. 
Excellent for every family. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at 
this office. ' - ' ■ ■

<PIUTION.
Its Nature andt Law of Development—New 

Light .Upon the Subject,

“We are living,we arp,dwelling in a grand and awful time, 
In an age of ages telling—To be living is sublime.”—Sei.

“Our eyes are holden that we cannot see the things that 
stare us in the face until the hour arrives when the mind 
is ripened. Then we, behold them, and the time when 
we saw them not is likg a dream?’—Emerson.

All writings of au original nature are inspired— 
whether from incarnate or decarnate spirits; whether 
from those in the higher realms of immortal life, or from 
the lowest elementary or earth-bound spirit—all, by the 
magic telegraph known as telepathy or thought trans
ference, are inspired. The question then arises, How do 
we develop tips faculty of receiving thought from others, 
and how do we learn to receive only the best and appro
priate it to our use, or to the use of humanity? It will 
be our purpose in this chapter to answer this question.

The tiny acorn becomes the giant oak, with its scores 
of spreading branches; -so the tiny thought becomes the 
great system of philosophy—in other words, the shadow 
becomes the form. Under the power of concentration 
the smaller original thought may spread out branches 
and grow until it has towered like the giant redwood trees 
of California, and can survey all the other‘trees of the 
forest—all the lesser minds.

But what is essential to the perception of this new 
thought? What power is it that holds our eyes “that we 
cannot see the things that stare us in the face?” Herein 
lies the secret of wisdom. It is because our eyes are 
sealed with the veneration for the ancients. We dare not 
look Truth in ■ the face, because our semi-Chimpanzee 
ancestors of thousands of years ago—far back in the 
childhood of the world—have enunciated edicts against 
the divine right to think, in order that the priesthood 
might have a monopoly upon this power and mold the 
minds of the people to be willing slaves to their greed.

It is the religions of antiquity we have jo thank for our 
mental blindness. The Hebrews borrowed their religion 
from the ancient Aryas, or Hindus; the Christians bor
rowed theirs from the Hebrews, and some modern cults 
of mysticism are borrowing a so-called new system from 
them all.- Yet there is not one rite or ceremonial in any 
of these religions but can be traced back either to Moses, 
Buddha, Confucius or Jesus. A summarized proof of 
this can be found in the first few chapters of “Art Magic.” 
But we cannot pass this reference to the pernicious in
fluence of these ancient religions without giving some 
samples of their “wondrous wisdom,” which is said to be 
such a source of inspiration. The following extracts are 
from “The Sacred Laws of the Aryas,” which are based 
upon the Vedas, so much worshiped by some of our 
reputed wise:

“A student who wishes to learn all four of the Vedas; 
must dwell with his teacher forty-eight years. He must 
obey the teacher iq all things, serve him in every way, go 
begging morning and evening, and bring all he gets to 
the teacher. He must eat no ‘pungent condiments,’ salt, 
honey or meat; must not sleep in the daytime, nor when 
his teacher is awake.. Through the instruction of the 
teacher the student is said to ‘be born again.’ '

“Every day he must put his teacher to bed, after having 
washed his feet and rubbed him. He shall approach his 
teacher with the same reverence as a deity, attentive, and 
listening eagerly to his words. He must not sit to wind
ward of his teacher, nor lean against anything for sup
port. He must avoid the use of shoes, umbrellas, chariots, 
and such luxuries. He shall not smile, or if he does, he 
must cover his mouth with his hand. Certain birds and 
animals are unclean for food—‘one-hoofed animals, vil
lage pigs,’ which remind us of the Hebrew dispensation.

“The pernicious influence of all such ceremonialism as 
is enjoined in this book is indicated by the following: 
‘No guilt taints a Brahmana who possesses learning, prac
tices austerities, and daily mutters sacred texts, though 
he may constantly commit sinful acts.’ ” B

Yet tjiis is some of the bottled wisdom that nineteenth
century students are asked to swallow as an aid to inspira
tion!

The reader will have seen by this time that the first les
son to be learned is, that we must first drop the scales of 
veneration for all past teachers from the eyes, as well as 
worship for any soul in heaven or earth; he must be fear
less and free as the winds which sweep the great plains, 
and as with the inspired German poet, Goethe, so must 
his soul aspire for “light, more light”—not upon the past, 
but upon the future!

Accept no authority in heaven or earth, but go forth 
into the realm of Nature, seek, compare, analyze, and 
reserve condemnation or approval until these rules are 
complied with, for remember that both truth aud error 
exist in all systems of thought.

“Bees sip honey from the hogwallow,” says an old 
proverb. So may we fifld jewels of thought in systems 
to us quite repugnant from a superficial glance.

As aids to inspirational powers, I would recommend 
the following books—to be weighed in the light of 
Reason, accepting or rejecting, according to the light of 
our experience and observations: “Art Magic,” “Emer
son's Essays,” Shakespeare’s, Ingersoll’s, and all other 
works on these lines of thought.

A day without appropriating a lesson is a day lost. As 
we have already intimated, accept all in no book, for all 
arc fallible. Receive only that which in your own soul’s 
experience you can perceive to be true—no more. And 
when you have read all the works of the master teachers 
for desired knowledge, and find it not, then seek for the 
answers to your questions in the light of your own soul. 
There, in the voice of the silence, will the answer come; 
you will be illuminated and soar on the wings of light to 
celestial worlds of wisdom. •

But before attempting to write your thoughts, study 
well the rules of punctuation. Orthography and syntax 
should be thoroughly mastered (which should be a very 
easy task for an intuitional person), and by tall means 
know the rules of prosody before attempting poetry. 
Nothing is so exasperating to an editor as to receive 
poetry for publication which defies all the rules of rhyme 
and rhythm, yet every editorial sanctum is flooded with 
just such stuff. There is no excuse in these days of cheap 
books for self-instruction for such ignorance on the part 
of those who aspire to. write, even if their early education 
has been neglected.

The next lesson for those to learn who would become 
great inspired teachers, is, first, the love of humanity in 
their souls, free from, all selfish desires; and second, ex
perience. You cannot be impressed with the sufferings, 
the care, the toil, the hardships and sorrows of others 
unless you have experienced,similar afflictions yourself. ■ 
There is nothing like an “I’ve been there” to understand 
every condition of life.

Walking in the country is the greatest generator of 
inspiration. All great thinkers have also been gifat 
walkers. Longfellqw.and Tennyson were both noted for 
their long and frequent walks in the country. All ex
ercise is beneficial, but in walking in the country you 
breathe the fresh air as well as fresh inspiration, by 
coming more closely in communion with Nature and her 
revealed laws. Vibration being the law of life and in
spiration, every function of the body and soul should be 
exercised so far as Nature intended, if we would attain 
the highest inspiration and so-called magical powers— 
the erroneous teachings of Hindu celibate doctrines to 
the.'cdntrary notwithstanding. The Hindu speaks from 
tradition; we from experience. Which is correct? 
Suffering through labor for humanity develops inspira
tion; but useless self-denials, simply Ito please the whims 
.of some ancient spirit who was ignorant of the laws of 
Nature, blots out the faculty, leaves the mind weak and 
childish and ultimately develops insanity.

When the above lessons have been learned, and all the 

deductions and conclusions draw from them that it is 
p< ssible for the individual mind to grasp, and all the con
ditions overcome, fix your gaze upon the goal you seek 
and inarch onward with eyes to the front, looking neither 
to the right nor tlie left, no matter how dark the valley 
or drear the desert—

But onward sweep through tlie valleys deep 
Till the brighter land we gain,

Where the Home-land song rolls all day long
• Past the perilous paths of pain. ' ., ,

For the souls that rise to empyrean skies ’
Must be tried in the deserts vast;

From the haunts of night to the land of light . 
They will reach the goal at last.

Then we’ll reach that land a happy band, 
Where the rippling rivulets roll ' :

■ And rove midst the flowers of celestial bowers 
In the joyous home of the soiil. •

' ERNEST S. GREEN.

EDUCATION.
The Business of Life Here and Hereafter.

Education is the true business of life, Here and here
after. Jesus is reported to have said, “Be ye perfect, as 
yoru Father in heaven,” etc.

“Seek and ye shall find; knock and it shall be opened.” 
“As ye sow, so shall ye reap.”
Each one must work out his or her own salvation by 

doing his duty to others.
Each one is held responsible under the natural law, ac

cording to his capacity—according to his talents. A 
dear friend in spirit life sends me word that her occupa
tion now is universal education, from the kindergarten 
up. This is reasonable. The pulpit should be the 
common school, the r ostrum, the atheneum. The clergy 
should teach instead of preach. The life of Jesus has 
been misunderstood from the beginning, and is misrep
resented to-day, on false personal, selfish principles that 
have produced discord, hate, poverty, wars and suffering 
—all the world is making war, on so-called Christian 
principles—every regiment has a chaplain on a salary for 
tax-payers to pay; instead of “peace on earth and good 
will to man,” a better social system, to secure liberty, 
equality and fraternity to all people by his command, in 
the eleventh and best commandment, to “love each other 
as I have loved you.” He did not come to die for the 
world, but to live for it. He brought nothing new into 
the world but a better life of love to the neighbor.
_ His precepts are the natural law, as old as the world, 
inherent in every'man’s conscience—the God within— 
the judge of all humanity—regardless of religions, sects, 
creeds, dogmas. Under the present religious and polit
ical systems now controlling the world, it is growing 
worse instead of better. There are more crimes of all 
kinds than was ever known before—more poverty and 
suffering, with greater wealth for the few.

Some one said that God could not be happy while one 
of his children were suffering in hell—neither can an 
earthly parent.

Lord Tennyson said:------------- the Goff"that invented
everlasting punishment. Nothing but a self-conscious 
knowledge of bur responsibility for every thought, word 
and deed, can save humanity from suffering here and 
hereafter.

Earth life is a comparative failure for the great ma
jority of humanity, because they make no suitable prep
aration for a progressive life beyond so-called death, 
which is only a birth.

/Alcoholism
is Clifablc.

______  ‘UJ

Our treatment Is taken at home wltbou t the public 
Imitate treatment. NOHYt PODERMIC INJECTIONS with their evil effects, 

it cures; not temporarily relieves. The expense 11 
much less than the Institute treatments.. It brace! 
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The Bartlett Gure Go.,
DR. D. 0. BARTLETT,

Manager,
Suite T, 155 Washington Street, 
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THOMAS PAINE
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS.

Life of Thomas Paine,
By Editor of the National with Preface and Notes 

by Peter Eokler. Illustrated with views of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman, 
Joe Barlc-w, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland, 
Condorcet, Brissot, and the most prominent of Paln^'i 
friends In Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cents.
The Age of Reason;

Being su Investigation of True and Fabulous The* 
ology. Anew aud complete edition, from new plates 
audnew type; 186 pages, post 8vo, Paper, 25centBi 
cloth, 50 cents.
Common Sense.

A Revo’utionary pamphlet, addressed to the Inhatk 
Hants of Américain 1776, with explanatory notice bj 
an English author. Paper, 15 cents.
The Rights of Man.

• Parts I and 11. Being an answer to Mr. Burko’i 
ittack upon the French Revolution. Post 8V0., 271 
pages. Paper, 80 cents; cloth, 50 cents,
Paine’ti Complete

Theological Works.
Age of Reason, Examination of the Piuphêcles, etc« 

Ulus, edition. Post bvo., 482 pages. Cloth, «1.00
Paine’gi Political Works.

Common Sense, The Crisis, Rights of Man, etc« 
Illustrated edition. Post 8vo„ 65u pages, Cloth, «1.00| 
postage, 2U cents.

r.

Intellectual, industrial and spiritual education—inte
gral education—as practiced in well managed co-opera
tive colonies, as experienced by the writer, seems to him 
to be the best institution for learning, for both young and 
old, known at the present time, for progress toward 
higher life here and in the beyond.

¡1

B. FRANKLIN CLARK, M. D.
Belvidere Seminary, N. J.

-IN THE—

PAS'i, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF

Rasul u of recent scientific research regarding thfl 
origin, position and prospect» of mankind.

From the German of
DR. LUDWIG BÜCHNER,

¿utbor of “Force and Matter,” Essays on Nature and 
Science,’’ “Physiological Pictures,” “Six Lec

tures on Darwin,” Eto.

'‘The great mystery of existence eonulstc in pfcrpet* 
ual and uninterrupted change. Everything Is immor
tal and Indestructible —the smallest worm as well as 
the most enormous of the celestial bodies,—the sand 
grain or the water drop as well as the highest bcingln 
creation, man and his thoughts. Only the forme In 
which being manifests Itself me changing, but Being 

• belf remains eternally the Fame, and hnperlshabltb 
A lien we die we du not k-ue curstTres, b;.t only out 
tu-rsonal consciousness We live on In nature, Inouf 
...'a, In our children, In our deeds, in our thoughte— 
' short, in (lie entire material and physical coutrlbu-

uLick, during our short personal existence, wo 
ii rr.'shrd tothe subiistence uf mankind and o£

■ I'» ;ji venrral.’’ - Buechner.
•' • .1 ' .’H pngre. vc’Ig-i cloth, 11.

The Use and Abuse of Hypnotism.
“Why should the laity study and learn the science of 

hypnotism? Because ignorance in any direction places 
one at a disadvantage, by which those who know mon' 
can, if they are insincere, impose upon and injure the ig
norant party. Perhaps there is no good thing but may 
be subverted to wrong and injurious purposes. Hypno
tism is no exception. The dishonest and selfish, if pos
sessed of science and knowledge above their fellows, will 
uniformly make all they can off their more ignorant fel
low-beings, no odds whether such villains be clergymen, 
lawyers, doctors, hypnotists or what not. Consequently, 
it would seem indispensable, for the laity to be posted in 
regard to so subtle a science as Hypnotism lest they be 
led into interminable labyrinths of fraud and imposition 
from which there is no deliverance. Another reason 
why the laity should study and understand hypnotism is 
because one department of the science consists of “Auto
Suggestion” or self-hypnotism; which if thoroughly mas
tered, places one above all necessity for outside assist
ance, and-so rendering every one his own hypnotizer, in
dependent of and necessarily protected from, all fraud, 
ignorance, awkwardness or insinceriety of others. An
other reason is that many of the laity are unable to em
ploy a hypnotist for themselves, or, if they have a family, 
any of its members. If such could operate for them
selves or family, here would be a great saving. But the 
economical advantage would not end here, but what 
would be a still greater blessing, they might in very mant
eases save the expenses of a family or other physician, 
and very many know to their sorrow what that amounts 
to. Another reason is the more science a man is master 
of his, the better he is able to cope with all the conditions 
of his environment and -to actually rise above, and dom
inate them. Finally I think the distinction, clergymen 
and laity, a useless if not an insidious one, and the sooner 
done away with the better, and every new truth, and ev
ery new science possessed by the latter, tends to narrow 
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About Molecules.
The New South Wales government analyst, William 

M. Hamlet, delivered the presidential address in the sec
tion of chemistry at the recent meeting of the Australian 
Association for the Advancement of Science, the subject 
being “The/Molecular Mechanism of an Electrolyte.” 
He defined an electrolyte as a body in solution or state of 
fusion, capable of being instantaneously decomposed by 
a current of electricity, and he claimed that if the expla
nation he offered was adequate for the electrolyte it must 
hold good for the constitution of the matter in the uni
verse, so that the treatise on the electrolyte has a most 
important scientific bearing. The method of investigat
ing the action of one body upon any other, he reminded 
his audience, was brought to a high degree of accuracy 
by the immortal work of Sir Isaac Newton. He alluded 
to some observations of the late Professor Clifford, made 
over twenty years ago,.this authority remarking almost 
prophetically, "We can look forward to the time when 
the structure and motions in the inside of a molecule will 
be so well known that some future Kant or Laplace will 
be able to .make a hypothesis about the history and forma
tion of matter.”—Ex.
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;! THE CHRISTIAN’S DAMN.
Damns have had their day." an

nounced a playwright long years ago. 
If it was ecclesiastical damns to which’ 
the wiiti-r of plays referred to. aud if lie 
Were living now, he could repeat the 
assertion with greater emphasis.

Rtadc-i, we suspicion you did not live 
fifty to sixty yeais ugro. and have tlie 
pleasure of listening -to a right smart 
chance of a good old orthodox sermon, 
genc-iously interlarded with preachers’ 
damns, flesh, fiery mid sulphureous, 
just such as every dominie employed at 
.that time to frighten women and kid- 
lings into the church. Oh. the horrors 
of the bottomless pit. as depicted in 
each buiulay mornings discourse, and 
repeated with Increased fervor in tlie 
afternoon and evening! It took a back- 

aWoods exliorler. with tlie perspiration 
mingled with tears, streaming down his 
.face, his coat oft, and. possibly his 
Sleeves rolled up. to do full justice to 
the subject. His voice, something less 
than thunder, then dying awav into an 
audible whisper, frequently empha
sized b.v stamping with the fret, be
trayed the earneslnes of the speaker, 
and prevented the hearers trom sleep
ing. I here was no dullness, no mono
tone. It interest lagged the intonation 
increased in volume. Sinners quaked 
as their wickedness was depicted, the 
sisters shouted, and the deacons in the 
amen, coiner, cheered on the speaker 
With words of encouragement, while 
the thoughtful Insisted the entertain
ment was more mirth-provoking than 
that made liy tlie circus clown In the 
alng. Dan Rice, in Ills most vigorous 
days, when imitating a Mormon preach
er, never got in gun-shot ot such real, 
genuine, pyrotechnic displays as the 
religious harlequin would exhibit when 
on tlie revival stage beating up for re-
cruits to people 
heaven.

It was ou such o< 
•worth something. 
Sinner saw throng

an almost empty

and expiring hop<

evasions damns were 
It was then the poor 
h tlie eves ol fright

damn
amounted to. It was then little boys. 
Dow old men. else gone to their reward, 
learned how to use the term aud apply
it forcefully, with perhape 
jectives and numerous 
added, to their young as 
•was the word with the bark
the timid shrink from danger

a few ad- 
expletives 

sociales. It 
on to make

But 
eflieaey 
solete. ;

the damn: lost their
They have become almost ob

nice the church
■hell, and substituted had.

airrendered Its 
les. defined bv

Rev. Geo. Campiteli. In his Bilde Com
menta ries, t he place all spirits in
■habit, without regard to their goodness 
or badness, their jovs or their sorrows.” 
In the light of present knowledge Is it 
not a fact that this word of former hor-
rlble meamni 
tinker s dam

is not now 
When the

fully go bv wherein cuss word

worth a 
ge shall 
were the

principal stock In trade of the average 
pulpiteer, the word will disappear, will) 
•very manv others of the same brood.
and in 
centlv 
necess:

II
The

o penal legislation like that re
attempted in New York, will be 

arv to bar its use.
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Catholic 
sitions

vmpnthii 
go out

1 III
s of

fraternity of

LADRONES.
J he Progressive 

largely to the 
our new aequi-

,n Culla. Torto Rico and the
Philippines 
of support.

for the loss of their means 
For several centuries tliev

have been treated as paupers, and have 
been supported by the government The 

..habit, so long continued, unfitted the 
priesthood and the churches for self
support. Lnder the new order of things 
they mav flout their purgatorial fires 
fOT a time, but education, the essential 
of a free government, will soon ex
tinguish those fires. Farochlal schools 
Yvont save them, and excommunication 
with anathemas will not wring monev 
from the toiler after a few years of 
freedom. The revolutions, mostly bav- 
ing their origin in priestly tyranny, tell' 
us plainly as words, that the people tn 
our new possessions bare begun to 
think, with a certainty that tlie process 
nvlll go on until every species of oppres- 
slon. religious as well ns political, shall 
end. 'YY hile great big tears full n? sym
pathy for the ladrones, the church rob- 

.bers. who have subsisted on the earn
ings wrung b.v government taxation 
from the Impoverished producer, our 
congratulations are extended to the peo
ple who can now see the end of a sys
tem. quite as oppressive m its effects as 
was African slavery.

Though opposed from principle to the 
extension of our territorial domain, we 
are not certain but there will be com
pensation in giving freedom to the 
oppressed whlcli will follow, that will 
overcome any objection in that direc
tion.

VERITABLE FACTS.
-Times of general calamity and con

fusion have ever been productive of the 
greatest minds. The purest ore Is pro
duced from the hottest furnace, and the 
brightest thunderbolt is elicited from 
the darkest storm." -

So some careful observer wrote long 
years ago, and the aphorism still re- 
jnains true. “

particular that the founder of the fir.- 
Egyptian dynasty, whose name wa 
Menes, was a mythical person. lilt 
Cadmus ol Thebes, and- old Auchise.
and many 
pier times 
To Menes 
I lpt1 ms

in

c

other worthies, who. in sim-
w 

w 
tin

union ot upper 
one kingdom. . 
discover'd neai 
Borchardt lias

ere- regarded as real men. 
s ascribed b.v the ancient 
; canals of Egypt and the

I

With

and 
was

and lower Egypt into 
asl .year a tomb was 
Ihebes. and now Dr. 
identified that tomb

that of Menes. who turns^out to 
been a real character. The bones 
the seal of Menes. "whose body 
burned, uot embalmed, and the

inscription m which he calls himself 
the king of Upper ami Lower Egypt, 
have been so clearly identilied that It 
would appear there is little ground for 
doubt. At least the authority of M. de 
Morgan aud Dr. Borchardt cannot
lightly be set aside and they are ngr 
that this tomb is that of the real

al

founder of the first Egyptian dynasty. 
In other words. Menes was no myth, 
but a real human being, the founder of 
a kingdom which endured, under the 
guidance of a great and powerful 
priesthood, for thousands of years. It 
Is clear there Is far more in ancient 
tradition than the skepticism of modern 
Historians, especially of the German 
school, has been wont to admit.

It seems not unlikely that much of 
ancient history will be reconstructed.
not us the subjective critics 
evolved camels out of their moral 
sciousness imagined, but by a very 
stantii)l incorporation of much that 
held to be legendary or mythical 
the surer history of the future.

who 
con
sub- 
was 
into 
The

new history calls archeology, eranio- 
logy and Inscriptions to its aid. and so 
earns for itself a position of strength 
which before our century was un
known. I lie strange paradox is brought 
about that the further we are removed 
from ancient Ulin's tlie more wo know 
about them. In n special degree it may 
be said that a fairly complete recon
struction of Egyptian blstorv and re
ligion would be a most important con
tribution to the knowledge of the his
tory of mankind, and this knowledge 
seems to be on the point of being ob
tained. According to M. de Morgan, 
real Egyptian history begins with a 
race ol conquerors whose origin was 
probably In Babylonia. They brought 
with them wheat and barley, the ox. 
the sheep, the goat, the beginnings of 
writing, and perhaps the use of tools. 
1 hey blended with the primitive race 
living in tlie stone age. and from that 
union the historical Egyptians pro
ceeded. It was lids mixed race which 
built the pyramids and temples. So 
far. if M. de Morgan is to be relied on. 
and there nre few more trustworthy in- 
vestlgators. have tlie researches luto 
the history of old Egypt led us. and It 
is a long way."

The principal archeological discov
eries in Egypt during tlie last twenty or 
more years have been made under the 
auspices of tlie "Egyptian Exploration 
1' iind. an organization set on foot and 
maintained by Christians, its object to- 
find some trace of the Jews in Egypt 
during tlie period tliev are credited by 
divine revelation with being in bond

age. It was during tlie XVIIltli dynasty 
Uns bondage occurred, if at all. and the
exodus was under Rameses 
dynasty, as Biblical scholars 

Edward Naville. In charge
cavation: made bv that

II. of that 
i all agree, 
of the ex- 
Explonng

Fund, in a letter published In the
Church Press of July z3. the then
American organ of that fund, wrote:

"In all the excavations which the 
Egyptian Exploration Fund has made
in the 
fact to 
tímenla

More

Delta, there is one remarkable 
be noticed. Absolutely no mou- 
have been found." 
than eleven years have passed.

and what was true then is true now. 
Not only In the Delta, but throughout 
Egypt the same fact remains: but. 
astonishing as it may appear, in place 
of traces of the Jews the so-called 
Egyptian myths have proved to be re
alities. Rameses IL. the Fharnoh who 
led the Egyptians in pursuit of the flee
ing fugitives, and was engulfed In the
Red Sea. 
illuminiti« 
fully em! 
el-Bn han. 
remains

was found with many other 
>d kings of ills dynasty, care- 
iiilmed aud inscribed, nt Dayr- 
. to which place the cherished 
had been removed in their

mummy-cases in which tliev were 
found, io prevent their destruction m 
some civil commotion.

Lately tlie tomb and resting place of 
tlie Idolized and apotheosized Osiris wns 
found, a brief mention of which was
recently made bv 
these pages.

And now Menés, 
first dynasty, the

a correspondent in

the first king of the 
great lawgiver, he

who founded Memphis, and united
Upper
rule: 
arts
Ta t

i- and Lower Egypt under one 
who introduced civilization, the
and letters into Egypt from tlie 

whose great deeds ante-dated
Moses 3.I11K) year.' resurrected, so
far as evidence of his mortality is con
cerned. and lives again in the memory 
of a people separated from him bv the 
interval of near 7.000 years. Reputed 
to have beeu killed by n hippopotamus, 
this may have been the reason his re
mains were burned. ■

It would seem from these new rev
elations that the pseudo-myths of the 
classics are not all myths. Can the 
same be asserted in truth of the heroes 
of Biblical fame? Mhat of Adam? of 
Eve? of Caln and Abel? of Enoch/ 
Metliusalah? Noah? Abraham? Isaac? 
Jacob? Joseph? Moses? Aaron? Joshua? 
Where the evidence that any one of 
them was a real, living, genuine char
acter? Tradition has enthroned manv 
a king who never had a being. It has 
apotheosized many a god that was 
never mortal or immortal.

A NOISELESS REVOLUTION.

11 mav not be generally known, but it
is stated as a fact nevertheless, that the 
best minds of the country are making 
a study of Buddhism as never before. 
They are finding in that system of re
ligion. morality, love of country, and 
love of all life—an emanation of the 
Divine—a very worthy faith. Its great
est objection is Its priesthood, which 
will damn any system of religion. It is 
said the Buddhist philosophy has be
come1 a fad among the educated ladies 
of New York, to tlie exclusion of the 
domlnent creeds. 9 he women, too. of 
Chicago, are turning away from the 
faith of their childhood to make them
selves familiar with the teachings of 
"the solitary monk."

If it were possible to turn the eve 
down the stream of time to behold the 
future, it may be we should see the 
people Christian missionaries are labor
ing to convert to their faith, turning the 
tables,, and filling the Occident with 
agents to propagate their more humane 
religion. .

A NEW SCHEME TO IMPBOY E THE 
RACE

. As sot forth by the New York. Sun. 
propositions have been made by more 
oi leas fantastic social reformers for 
the legal prohibition of the marriage of 
the morally or physically depraved or 
dLc.isi-d. 1 lie examination ot appli
cants lor matrimony by an expert sci
entific board under the regulation of 
the State has been advocated frequently 
in tlim country, but sentimental attrac
tion oi v hatc-v u-i else may lend indi- 
viduuls into marriage has not vet been 
mtcilcicd with by legislation. "True 
love still remains as the undisputed 
justification lor marriage

Ihe question of "the marriage of the 
i.nfit is now treated trom tlie point ot
view ot modern .science in an essay on 
tlie subject published in the London 
Lancet by Dr. Harry Campbell, physi
cian to the Northwest London Hospital 
He .stalls out b.v ileJimn: ' '
two individuals to marry 
flirt, by their fitness a 
othei, and, secondly, a 
production and rearing

the fitness ot 
as determined.

icy, lids, each 
regards "the

ot oftspriug.
Iii.it is, ilicii piivate inclinations must 
aecoid with the general good of so-
clcty, oi their marriage is unsuitable, 
the most important consideration he 
says, is their -fitness to produce chll- 
dicn who shall roach a certain level of 
mental and bodily excellence.” for “the 
responsibility of making a life is scarce
ly less tremendous than that of taking 
life. Uns liidiig so, "nothing is more 
remarkable than the extreme self-eom- 
plaec-uci of human beings, and those 
often the most Ymfit,” iu violating, the 
law, one of the last things that occur 
to a nia i rying couple Is whether they 
mi- lit to be represented in posterity’’ 
He is encouraged as to the growth of a 
sounder sentiment, however.. because 
rain now the physician is not infre-

caUed UI*>‘> to decide whether 
Individuals are fit as regards the pro
duction of children," and his expecta-

In vain? As be says [ ■ ■ more urm?<v -neither the U\y nor the chuich lias . , + HERESY
raised its voice hgainst the marriage of ■ ■■ ® 1>lesa dIspntch from Janesville,
the unfit, for neither has realized that ls-’ •‘-•ports that at a meeting of the 
woise than theft qnd well-nigh as bad Madison Presbytery, then iu session in 
world“thrJ-m 1h‘? bllugiug lutl> tbe I tbat c“y- “A 1‘orasy trial, with its 
fitness, of iidivjJualTfuI^of ‘disease avoim^j S(-Ut,atlouallil’n> "as ulct;ly 
tendencies" ’ avoided in a way Unit was most sat-

isfactoij to every one concerned bv

DOT SylSS ,

MY GREED

SITRITUAIj UULTIY’ATION. k- Sulzer, of Boscobel, requesting
.It would seem a matter of natural tluvt llls uaInfc 1)0 from the roll 

propriety-in, fact, a matter of course. of tllfc i'M-Wtei’ian ministers. His re- 
tliat a people bearing by Jlrtdce the I <lllest surprise and was
name of Spiritualists should be given ba,=fcd 011 ‘fid^’fil changes iu his doc
in large and generous degree to the tliual vie'vs aud was granted,” 
cultivation of spirituality in thought 11 A'oultl be pleasant to know what 
life and aspiration. ■ those- radical changes in doctrinal

It is, however, but too evident that 'ie"s vveit. Until better informed 
with very many tlie test seance is the ••“agination must supply the omission, 
acme of their aspirations, the chosen ^‘e'’ kulzet, being a thinking man. 
school ot spiritual culture. Such are 'li:5 aLugale with his creed was to 
on tlie plane of materialistic thought feetaway from the Christian.theory of 
.uni tlic-ii- development is along the line bf'g'nal sin and.j.lie total depravity of 
of signs and wonders merely, and not aI1 tlle riu:e> because Eve ate that for- 
iu the direction of spiritual aspiration bidden.apple,_ ho must have ro
und mental unfoldment in the nercen b? ' n U UUn- tlle.(;11fiiacter of the God 
li uXV» «.a'i»

. ? .’°1 »’I’bitually high, the good, sequence of his act of creation so he 
Uloubtlirit is «7 otlfyí c n lcpUltul that bL »nade mau' and 

mind mavdherom - f 1 the bl'ollgbt on a mighty flood and swept all 
iibsorboddywifhtOw < ft;1Jfer,0!:’t’ed llud away, save a chosen few. preserved to 
n auifestn aud people the earth again, doubtless to
s de nun n i 7 hl\hu J*1111 ‘al'L ’“l nccts itj of making a 
ignore Jonmté ? n lf "ot .V’ít,,eIj Ul" I’111 distinction complete 
mow did oiil 71 i \ th0Ufcllt hc 111111,5 tht 'nstiuincnt of his sahatmn

grossanent of mb- mH L* e CU' Isua"’ 11 ”wlsllJr •««briute, of whom his 
<7n , J1? ralud with the tests own sons saved in the ark with him
and wonders of the seance, The mental were ashamed - 
llnon mul       * “••’•ij-d I I aSsillg OV Cl the long centuries Rev 
test niSfc'-ratSriurt il7 W0I‘dLUrfl11 S’ nu,st ’“«'’fi eontemplated God’s anger 

ichrnc cxnai i? m.d °T ftU ,bl 111111 11 ,111” un 1111 «
o h Mt ',e7tlful reallu 110 sa'v ,he E,l>rilfi1 Spirit who made 
?s ‘b l our fion ro? ni‘d “P«1,1-““ «fid governs lire mightj unnu c be 
entirely VIsl0U I gettlug 11 sou ljy a Jew¡sb maiden, who

This i“ but I« tiv i- - ■• became the- Mollier ol God: then allow-
the world of the si-is- nt x, ltr 111 lnfe that son to be sacrificed to appease 
In Irtoir 4 I ‘ sensual, the material, his wrath: vet making salvation from 
ilgh ^iíre 01e^traM>mrert °. ° ‘!Ul11e,!S lle11 tllrüug‘‘ tbis H0,,’s blu°d 
aspiration Th^ nib l n a SI}lltual ‘-•omilUoned the sinner believes him co- 
fispiiation. The mmd may dwell In a equal with the Father, vea. that Father 
—rt------------------------ - --------------------- -- , himself.

By the time Rev. Sulzer reached this 
stage of thinking, without stopping to 
revolve In mind the old Roman aud 
Grecian belief in hades, with the Tar
tarian gulf beneath for great offenders 
he was ready to become another victim 
of a shattered faith, to be branded a 
heretic.

If Rev. Sulzer shall meet with tins 
article J he I-rogressive Jhlnker will be 
very glad to receive the outlines of Ills

Whoever is begotten by pure love, 
And comes desired and welcome into life - 
uru lmmaoulate conception. He ’ 
Whose heait is filled with tenderness and truth, VlXsnj-» 
Who loves mankind more than he loves himself 1 co1“ 
n ho cannot find room m his heart for hate, ’ 

an0^iei Chi ist. We all may be 
Lhe Saviors of the world, if we believe 

In the divinity which dwells withiii us, 
And woislnp it, and nail our grosser selves, 
Jui tempeis, gieeds, and our unworthy aims, 
Upon the cross. Who giveth love tb all, 

• ays kindness for unkindness, smiled for frowns, 
Lends ne^ couiage to each fainting heart, 
And stiengthens hope, and scatters joy abroad, 
He, too, is a Redeemer, Son of God 

ELLA WHEELER WILCOX

HAUNTED HOUSES MADE 
UABLE.

The London (Eng.) Tld-BIts. a

VAL-

promt
neut ptiiodlcal. is responsible for the 
following.- Tn the canny north of Eng
land is a man who gets his living by 
the puiouit of a very peculiar profes
sion. He- styles himselt an exorciser 
oi- emer of haunted houses. He makes 
it his business to call on house and es
tate agents In various parts of the coun- 
11J dU(l inquire as to the houses of 
ghostly reputation that they have upon 
tiieii catalogues. J hen for an arranged 
ice, ranging troiu fl to fu. according to 
the cftcuinstuuceb of the ca»e. he under* 
takes to nd the premises of their vis
ional j iisitant, which function he in- 
i.malilj tullillb to tlie salient satisfac
tion of all concerned.

H1h methods are a mystery to all but 
luni.sclf, foi he is engaged in ejecting 
the phantoms from their favorite prom
enades. One ol this gentleman’s en
vious detractors avers that he lias deal
ings with the powers of evil. All that 
lb known of lilm in tlie locality where 
he icbides Is that his religious convic
tions are decidedly unorthodox and 
that he is an enthusiastic patron of 
spiritualistic seances. Indeed, he will 
icndily tiavel a score of miles to be

The above is the-number of ihe pres
ent issue- ol Hie Progressive Thinker 
as printed at the top ot the first page 
right hand corner. If this number cor- 

'!ltll Ule Hyures on your wrap
pci, then the time you have paid for has 
cxpire-d, and you are requested to renew 
joui bubbcilptlon. Ibis number at the 
light hand corner of the first page is ad- 
'finccd each week, showing the number 
of 1 rog 1’cssiic- Ihlnkers issued up to 

'"fitch of the number on 
tue tag of your wrapper.

COMMENDABLE.
Ihe Adxnine, a New York religious 

oigau, laments that France has ban
ished ihe name of God from certain 
school-books, aud has now decided to 
erase recognition of God from her coin 
It is said the director of French coinage 
has oideied the omission in future from 
all coins of the motto, Anglicised. “May 
God 1-rotect France.” *

present at one of these performances 
bully aware of the stigma attaching 

to a liauntid liouse, and its consequent 
depreciation m value, agents having 
such tenements upon tlicir books are 
only too glad to secure the services of 
lids extraordinary exorcisl. Nearly 
cvciy dlstuet. m Great Britain ha 
haunted houses, so that busiue«- ■ 
usuiillj brisk with this uncanny in 
dividual. '

its

He lias, however, been heard to re
maik that when all the historical ghosts 
m the kingdom are laid it will be coin- 
paiatively easy to raise more by ju
dicious converse witli country folk 
most of whom are Incurably super
stitious. He asserts that he has no fear 
of anything supernatural, and lie will 
olten spend successive nights alone In 
houses which most folk carefully avoid 
At piioC-iit Uns exorciser is earning at 
least 1200 a year by his weird art. He 
says that he will confide his secret to 
his son, who will succeed him in
unique culling.

1ns

ANCIENT RELIGIONS.
A Brahmin, the distinguished J.

YY htn w ill the American people suc
ceed in getting rid of the foolish legend
In God we trust," which the pious 

bccictai.1 of the treasury, during the 
the rebellion, caused to be added 
national com? As “familiarity 
contebipt, so tlie flaunting of

war ol
io our 
bind 
thi h 
money,

lend in the fa

tion is that -they will come before us 
more and more In the future "

Di. Campbell lays down die rule that 
i-uty death not due to accident or old 

age is really the elimination of an unfit 
unlation. Lnder our present social 
sjstem of Christian civilization much of 
this unlit variation is preserved to pro
pagate itself. “.Many lives are saved 
which would otherwise succumb 
through incapacity to cope with the en
i iiomneiit. I lulaiitlnopv. tlie advance
ment of medicine, hospitals, dispensa
ries, and religious Institutions are bat
tling against the operation of the law 
of natural selection. The great effort is
to whether fit or unfit, and
bting baled, it proceeds to propagate 
itself. There are now numberless 
cases saved, and thus enabled to have 
children who tend to inherit the like de
tects, hence It follows that these de
fect aie continually increasing among 
the civilized, and that the level of phys
ical perfection among them Is lower 
than among primitive communities, and 
if tlie present state of tilings continues 
it must go on getting lower still." He 
contends that all diseases are hered
itary; that you cannot eliminate the 
influence of heredity from any disease ”
All parasitic diseases, from a flea bite 

to puhqpnary consumption, from ty
phoid to malignant tumor, are hered
itary. Inasmuch as "organic evolution 
proceeds essentially bv a survival of 
the fittest, all further evolution of man 
must take place essentially bv the
operation of this process.” aud natura
selection i.s needful not only to attain 
adaptation of tlie Individual to his en
vironment. but also to maintain it ”

How, then, are those unfit to inarrv 
and have children to be barred from 
matrimony? Dr. Campbell’s hope is in 
the extension of the sentiment of altru
ism, -for the leavening influence of high 
ideals for nearly two thousand years 
has had its effect, and modern progress, 
modern civilization, tend more and 
more, consciously or unconsciously, to
ward altruism; it has already widened 
out mans conception of the duty he 
owes to bis neighbor, and more en
lightenment as to his undoubted respon
sibility to posterity will show him that 
that service does not end with the pres
ent generation, but reaches to a future 
to which he can set no limits.” That is 
lie does not make the impossible sugges
tion of legal prohibition, "boards of ex
amination," aud tlie rest, but relies 
scarce less hopelessly, on the self-sac- 
ntice of the individual, inducing him to 
refrain from marriage for the good of 
posterity simply. All that is necessary 
to cure the evil, he says, “is for those 
who have defects which, under natural 
conditions, would lead to annihilation 
to forbear to procreate.”

Dr. Campbell then proceeds to in
dicate diseases which unfit people for 
marriage, b irst aud obviously lie puts 
pulmonary consumption, organic heart 
disease, epilepsy, insanity, diabetes find 
chronic Bright s diseat. In his opin
ion, -not only the present existence of 
any one of these diseases, but the hav
ing had it and recovered from it would 
constitute unfitness." He also includes 
rheumatic fever. He regards as unfit 
most, -if not all individuals.” of those 
cases of non-accidental disease in which 
life is saved b.v the surgeon’s skill” 
Objections by a physician because of 
defects of eyesight, remediable by glass
es, would be laughed at. he ears, but he 
evidently has them, for he laments “the 
increasing defect of vision which is 
taking place in consequence of” pro
pagation of the defect b.v marriage He 
Is emphatic, however, in rejecting all 
those with congenial defect of hearing

Those -unfit" Dr. Campbell would 
reach by an appeal to their “sense of 
duty," but, as he would flv in tbe face

SI-IRIT POYY’ER AND presence
Ihe Rev. C. H. Currans, pastor of the 

Maywood I resbyterian Church, says 
the Chicago Tribune, hobbled Jo a 
prayer meeting on crutches, his left foot 
being so sore and swollen from a wound 
made by a rusty nail that It could not 
be touched to the ground. At the prayer 
meeting tlie members of the church re
membered the preacher’s foot. He him
self asked lor forgiveness for his lack 
of faith in using crutches. When he 
got home ho pushed the crutches under 
a sofa and tripped.around the house as 
gayly os a schoolboy.

At hit» home -In Maywood he put out 
his foot, which was seemingly no worse 
for Its encounter with the nail except 
for a sear, and told of his remarkable 
cure, w hich he ascribed not so much to 
the eflieaey of prayer as to the atone
ment, which he thinks relieves all who 
will believe from suffering, from sick
ness, or injury. He builds his faith on

.. Isaiah, eighth chapter and fifty-third
vvotld of wonders, revel in “material- I v,,rse> which, lie says, fn the original 
■zillions and multitudinous “tests” Hebrew, reads: "Surely he hath borne 
even of Hie genuine sort, and yet ex- 0Ilr steknesses and carried our pains ” 
p< rimentallj know nothing of real was a week ago Saturday." said 
spintualitj, that ennobles and purities— *be minLtei, iliat I stepped on a rusty 
may, in fact, live a debased and grovel- •«’«T’emiy nail, which pierced my foot 
ing life of moral uncleanuess 'and de- dbe wound bled profusely.
I’1'1'11). 1 bad faith that my foot would get-

bo tine is it that engrossment in well, but so many of my friends gave 
spirit manifestations" Is no Indication Iue so nllle11 advice about what I «should 

of spiritual cultivation, but mav as l’ut on the wound that I must have lost 
tiuly indicate the reverse, the cultiva- ffiltb' for m-V foot swelled to twice it« 
lion of nn all-absorbing thought on sen- “ormal size, and I had to get crutches 
sual imiteiial lines, tending to degradn- ,0 enable me to move about at all 
tion lather tlinn to moral and spiritual On Tuesday night I went to our cot- 
»l0"la- | Iago prayer meeting at the home of

Nor need true spiritual cultivation 
imply nny lack of proper and needful 
atuntlon to tlie affairs of tins present 
existence in the material world: though 
the spiritual may be properly recognized 
as the- moie exalted, more important 
and most prominent tn tlie mind’s val
uation of tilings, as tilings transient 
may properly be regarded as of lesser 
wii„ht and importance, comparatively 
than those things having an element of 
goodness abiding and eternal

Clnitterji, of India, lately passed 
through Chicago ou his way West He 
proposes to return from tlie Pacific 
coast, and "expound religion as a nat- 
uijl science, to the liberal-minded of 
this city.

Until of late a Brahmin lost caste bv 
leaving bls country though temporarily 
but those great barriers of the past to 
advancement are being removed the 
laiiiameut of Religions having liberal
ized the public mind in Asia as in 
America.

It is said the various religions of tlie 
Orient, particularly Brahinlmsm and 
Buddhism, have- a hopeful eve turned 
towards Chicago, witli a view to mls- 
slonaij labor. If opportunity occurs 
the- thoughtful will be compensated bv 
listening to lectures from these ancient 
schools of religious philosophy. The 
Brahmins with their three-headed God 
and thc-li Pharisaical customs in 
making a spectacular exhibition, well 
represent the orthodox faith: while the 
Buddhists fittingly represent the so- 
callc-d heretical sects, repudiating as 
they do a multiplicity of Gods being 
joined in one God-head, and who make 
good deeds tlie only passport to 
Nirvana.

[It may be well to define this Sanskrit 
word Nirvana, which is in such com
mon use in connection with Buddhism, 
but which most ot our dictionaries have 
overlooked. Nirvana is that condition 
a person attains when lie lias reached 
the highest stage of perfection a mortal 
cun reach; Is free from desire tor uia-
teiial oi spiritual existence, from pride 
self-rig-iiteousncss or ignorance
shoit. It Is perfect peace, goodlies'
y isdom, ol which holiness would 
very good English rendering.]'

In 
and 

lie a

Professor Hay, s 
South Maywood

mperlntendent of, the
schools. There the

members of tlie congregation prayed 
for my foot, and after I went home and 
my wife had read n chapter from the 
scriptures and prayed. I told her that I 
could uot expect the Lord to do any
thing for me as long as I leaned on 
crutches instead of leaning on him. So 
I put the crutches under tlie sofa and 
got up and walked around without the 
slightest pain. 1 he next day I went

A MEDIUM AND HIS INVENTION.

A. C. Robbins, a medium with rare 
powers, avid now at room 51« Chamber 
of Commerce Building, this city has-
fecled an instrument which be calls 
Y entnloplioue. As set forth in the 
count of Its description, etc., by th«» 
plication of the laws of harmonic.'

the

ap
to

3 here Is room aud time for the cult 1- 
tution of tin- spmtuiil nature even 
amidst the tolls aud cares of earth life 
In the household, in the field in the 
shop, the store, in the quiet of solitude 
or amid the busy whir of wheels and 
the grind of machinery, one can blend 
spiritual thought and aspiration with 
tin thought and attention required bv 
othei things. One cau so blend tills 
earth life with tlie life of the spiritual 
that the two worlds shall become one 
in thougliLand realization

M hen this shall have been accom
plished, is it uot a thought worth con
sidering that lu the final going-on from 
tlie mingled earthly-spiritual to the 
spnilual-ethereal we shall take the 
spiritual with us, our spiritual gains 
will abide .with us; aud the process of 
change will Jnvohc- less loss from 
earthly materialism to be eliminated 
and give us a larger factor of spiritual 
capital to start with “over there” We 
shall be spiritually acclimated before ■ 
hand, and adapted to the spiritual con
ditions of that country. Not with self 
ish thought let us seek, but with desire 
for goodness, soul-hunger for the good 
the true, the beautiful, in spirituality

IN LIMBO
The Philippine, insurgents are holding 

several Spanish, priests as prisoners 
They lately made-an (attempt to kidnap 
the Archbishop of .Manila. This action 
Indicates that the Phlllpenos have little 
respect for those of the Catholic faith 
who would teifch them the way by that 
route to heaven, and how to escape pur
gatorial Qres. “

Would not this be,a grand time for 
Spiritualists and Liberals to do mis
sionary work in the Philippines? It 
w ould not require a protracted effort to 
satisfy the people who have been tvran- 
nized over and oppressed bv the Chris
tian system, as practiced by a corrupt 
priesthood, that the church "Is the sum 
of all villainies," for they know it 
already by practical experience

MRS. E. W. YVALLIS-
Mrs. E. YYr. YVallis. of London Fng 

is now in this city» and is stopping at 
the residence of Prof. Yates, corner of 
Sixty-tlnrd street and Stewart avenue 
Mrs. YY albs, is one of the leading in
tellectual and spiritual lights of Eng
land. Her lecturps and tests in this 
country have been ,wcU received and 
Spiritualists everywhere have given her 
cordial welcome. .

of human sentiment and all the poetry’ „u 
and romance of the world, would not office

“Thomas Paine: Was He Junius?» 
An interesting pamphlet by Wm- H 
Burr. Price 15 cents. For sale at this

about 
foot 1: 
thirty

The
power

my duties as usual, and now mv 
- just as well as ever. I walked 
blocks to-dav."
above Is only a case of spirit 

, Spirit presence is manifested iu

the construction of the telephone a new 
instrument called the ventrllophoue is 
the result, aud by means of which the 
human voice, music aud oilier sounds 
can be transmitted with ueaxlv the vol
ume aud intensity of the original souud

all the churches: in fact its preseuce is 
felt everywhere. Spiritualism has not 
now and never can have, a monopoly of 
spirit forces. The only difference is. the 
churches ascribe the phenomena to the 
Lord, while Spiritualists ascribe it to its 
true source—disembodied spirits.

YVATCHMAN. WHAT OF 
NIGHT?

Dr. P. II. Giddings, president 
lumina University, of New York.

IHI

of Co- 
during

a late address. Is reported In the Annals 
of the American Academy to have said, 
among many other good things:

"In the name of religion, society for 
generations has cherished a dangerous 
influence, and has encouraged the prac
tice of arts that menace the happiness 
ami the further progress of mankind. 
Of all mistaken teachers In the com
munity the professional revivalist is 
most to be feared. Hie revival meeting 
Is. and always has been, the chief 
school of impulsive action. Throughout 
human history the revival has been the 
foster mother of the mob...The meth
ods of the professional revivalist are 
those of the professional hypnotize!-. 
The only difference is they are some
what more relined aud keep their ma
chinery a little more out of sight. Tlie 
revivalist tells his hearers that their 
reason Is the most deadly enemy of 
their souls: that the deliberating, crit
ical habit of mind endangers their 
eternal salvation: that their only safety 
lies in immediately acting upon the Im
pulse which he is striving to awaken 
in their bosoms." -

It is encouraging to note such dis
tinguished endorsement of views fre
quently maintained in these columns 
They who have watched the methods 
of the revivalist, at the same time nre 
familiar with the practice of hypnotism 
or are acquainted with its doings, are 
unanimous In the opinion that the two 
manifestations are identical. The sub
ject of either once under complete con
trol becomes a victim for life to the 
successful operator, not only to the 
original hypuotizer, but to all who prac
tice the art. The priest at the con
fessional, and the successful lawyer at 
the ban are both skillful hypnotists.

God the Father, and the Man the Im
age- of God. Two lectures. By Mrs. 
Marla M. King. Price reduced from 20 
cents to 20 cents.

Briefly described the ventrilophone
consists of the ordinary electric magnet 
and Iron diaphram just as lu the com
mon telephone, but to the end of the
magnet attached a piano strin
whose vibration greatly magnifies 
sound. The sound is still further 
tensltied by a sounding-board re:
bling that of a guitar. ’ 
struct ion Is simplicity It 
trilophone is said to be 
than a telephone.

ibe whole 
self and a 
much chi

• in
selli- 
con
ven-

Inventor Robbins has rigged up 
ventrilophones in his office. One placed 
over bis desk is a long wooden box a

two

yard high. In tlie bottom of which is the 
magnet, the upper portion inclosing the 
string and acting as a sounding-board. 
1 he other end is in the office vault 
11ns end is equipped with the ordinary 
transmitter and receiver of the long dis
tance telephone, although the inventor 
says these features will soon bo dis
pensed with. T he wire has a tension of 
several thousand pounds and is tuned 
to G. .

Going into the vault and locking the 
heavy iron doors behind him. Mr. Rob
bins tested his invention for the lienefit 
of a visitor. As lie talked, sung or 
whistled the noise was as great as 
though the speaker had been iu the 
room. Ilie process was reversed witli 
equal success. Sibilants and obscure 
sounds were reproduced with far great
er clearness than tn the ordinary phono

Mr. Robbins, while originally a New 
Yorker, has spent manv years In San 
I- rancisco. He has applied for a patent 
for the ventrilophone and as soon as it 
is secured will start its manufacture In 
this city. In the near future ho Intends 
consulting witli Chief Riplev about im
proving the Chicago police signal sys
tem. Chicago, he says, has the podrest 
signal system of any city tn the coun
try, consisting of nothing more than or
dinary telephones.

Another use suggested for the ventril
ophone is to utilize it as a means of lis-
tenlng to operas and concerts at a 
tance.

du

A CHAPLAIN’S DUTY.
• YVIint are the duties of a regimental 

chaplain?"
-To avoid swearing at the rations and 

thus .set a good, example for the other 
fellows."—Philadelphia North Ameri
can. .

If reports..are true they sometimes 
fail in their mission.

"Nature Cure.” By Drs. M- E- and 
Rosa 0. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth. $1.50. '

ot all who handle 
eslnmite of this 

Ruler of tlie
owers the 

advertised _
. ami places him on an equality 

Willi the demagogue who devised this 
method of gaming favor wilh cliureh-

universe

men.

OUR FALL ANO 
WINTER CAMPAIGN.

It will be •lally brilliant. A
stoij bj Chui les Dickens, given through 
the mediumship of the gifted Carlyle 
l eteisllea, of Los Angeles. Cal will 
proie instructive and interesting it 
scintillates throughout with grand spir
itual tiutho. It wJl be commenced 
early in October.

Moses Hull will add bls splendid 
eiudition to the attractiveness of tlie 
paper by giving a series of articles

YYc- have made arrangements to have 
a seiles ot lectures reported, as given 
through the remarkably gifted speaker 
Mis. I.ota L. Y. Richmond. They will 
prove a veritable feast. They will ap
pear from tune to time.

Lieiyone who subscribes for The 
1 ioteiesoii e thinker, will receive-until 
tuithei oideis the following lectures 
combined in one paper:

1. "Christmas, Christ and the Cross”
by Moses Hull.
able. It 1: 
mation. -J

It is exceedingly valu
a mine ot instructive 
e facts presented are

to any thinker nt ieasi one dollar 
2. 1 he Worlds laiiiameut of 

ion." An address by Mrs. Cora
Richmond. Jins address give 
llgious Aspect ot our cause
Philosophical Aspect

infor- 
worth

the

Relig 
L. V

i Re

and the
also the

nomemil Aspect," followed by a 
sume of its Work aud Influence.”

The- 
Ri

.. ----------------------- This
addiess should be read and re-read by 
eveiy thoughtful bpiritmillst

3. liail of tin- Serpent—Landmarks 
of Roman Catholicism in History ” By 
A. M. Giiflen. No one on this earth to
day is better posted than Mr. Griffen in 
regard to tlie deep-seated corruption In 
the Catholic church. His views will 
not only Inteiest you. but tliev will ap
pall you with their showing of '
and perfidy. This article alum 
"ol111 a years subscription 
paper.
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the great Spiritual movement

account of pressure on our col- 
occasioned by tlie discussion ot

important questions in eomieeiioii with 
tlie- N. b. A., the Message from Spirit 
Charles Dickens, and Ihe series of ar
ticles by Moses Hull will uot appear un
til about the first of November

Washington Excursion-
If you are intending to go to YVa«h- 

iugton, D. C., witli the party leaving 
Boston Oct. lu. be sure to order your 
tickets ahead so that your room can be 
secured at the hotel. No ticket will be 
sold on the train unless ordered in ad
vance. Remember we travel ¡n special 
rars, via Royal Blue Line, anil to be 
with the party you must order vour
ticket.

“The 
ture." 
Prof ,i.

J. B. HATCH. Jr. 
Manager of Party

Molecular Hypothesis of Na- 
By I rof. YY m. M. Lockwood 

>ockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
In succinct form the substance of his 
JrCtures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
ail who love to stDdy and think- For 
■ale at .this office. Price 25 cents.

•The Universe." What Force I& 
The Beginning of Creation. What Mat
ter Is. The Creation of the Earth 
The Beginning of Life. Immortality 
The Substance of- Its Environments 
Psychic Science. Wliat the “Soul of 
Things - Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
interesting matter. Price 25 cents For 
sale at this office. ■

The Brotherhood of Man. and What 
Follows from It Two lectures By 
Mrs. Marla M. King. Price reduced 
from 25 cents to 20 centi

(
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LINCOLN PARK.
Moonlight Rambles Therein

—Then and Now.

THE TALL, QUEER SORT OF A 
MAN GIVES VENT TO HIS PENT 
UP PHILOSOPHY UNDER THE 
SHADOW OF “OLD ABE,” AND 
THE JOLLY FAT MAN LISTENS.
“Strange,” isn’t it?” exclaimed the 

, easy-going, good-natured man, “how 
' the .women can ride a bicycle all day in 

the hot sun and not complain a bit, 
when a few years ago, they .couldn’t 
walk a block without a parasol over 
the head. They would be freckled, 
tanned and sun struck all together.”

The queer sort of a man caught the 
cue and forthwith proceeded to let 
loose the compressed thought that had 
been accumulating all day. “Yes,” 
said he, “’lis strange how customs, 
■Habits aud beliefs have changed within 
fifty years. If old Brown, now about 
ninety years of age,, had prophesied 
fitly years ago that people would s_ee 
women Tiding on wheels through' the 
streets and parks, knocking down peo- 
pie and tearing around like mad, he 
would have been called crazy, sure. 
Fitty years ago! Just think of it! 
Slavery was in Jts glory! Aristocracy 
was flourishing, and the whole country 
was fast becoming a lunatic asylum.

“What a time Professor Morse had 
getting Congress to give him respectful 
notice of his telegraphy. He was ridi
culed and scoffed by the wise-heivtls.

“How Benjamin Harrison, senior, 
would have stared if in his day lie 
could have seen tlie ‘Vesuvius’ cough
ing up gun-cotton and spitting with 
such tremendous fury at the enemy; 
and tlie terrible torpedo boat, also— 

. wouldn’t Commodore Perry have stared 
in astonishment at our modern Com
modore’s and Admirals conducting a 
naval battle?

■ “Dynamite, nitro-glycerine, smokeless 
powder were not very plenty In the 
days of the Revolution. Had we been 
living then we would have bad to sad
dle a horse, or roll in the lumber 
wagon, or plod along beside the ox
team to transport our valuables from 
one town to another. From a six 
months’ journey with wagon train and 
Indians to excite us into constant mo
tion, we have reduced the'trip to three 
or tour days of whirling and rushing 
over bridges, up steep mountainous 
grades, through the tunnels, now hang
ing over ragged precipices, again skur- 
rying across miles of level prairies.

“Tlie ‘one-horse shay’ has been dis
carded for Hie street ear, drawn by 
horses, Hint have in turn been, replaced 
by tlie trolley, at the rate of twenty 
miles an hour.

“Bicycles put to shame the old-time 
i .>tlk through tlie park, aud the electric 

: horseless wagon is as common as was 
the carriage a hundred years ago. We 
whirl over the tops of buildings, on the 
elevated trains, and catch a glimpse of 
what the people in the second flat have 
for breakfust; while our partner in 
business may be rushing through the 
underground depot from another part 
of the city.
- “Wonderful are tlie mechanical in
ventions, aud marvelous are tlie irn- 

■ provements within a little more than 
fifty years. Gas aud electric lights, 
rapid transit, telegraphy, talking in the 
telephone, speaking into the phono
graph and preserving the accent and in
flection of the human voice to a re
markable degree of perfection. Photo
graphing sound, and the planets and 
stars a million miles distant; all of 
these marvelous achievements are be
yond the capacity of man’s calculating 
powers, and we are prostrate with 
■amazement.”

“Yes,” said the fat man, “I’m mighty 
glad 1 didn’t live in those slow, poky 
times. Great .Scott! you couldn't sell a 
hundred dollars worth of goods in a 
month, and 1 don’t suppose they knew 
anything about stock exchange and 
mining and railroad stocks, etc. 'Think 
of some of those jays inking in the corn 
and wheat markets! And that going 
across the plains with ox-teams, will) 
Indians prodding a man's liver by tlie 
way of encouraging him to move on! 
Excuse me! I’ll take a sleeper in mine, 
if you please. These days of hustle are

bullet which was burled iu the: man’s 
Internal machinery some thirty years 
ago by the direction of a ‘Johnny Reb.’

“Then- woman asked for wisdom of 
tlio man according to the Instruction of 
Paul.

Now, woman studies law, medicine, 
carries on her own business; graduates 
from her college qualified to preach, 
practice law or medicine; cuts a man’s 
leg off with cheerful alacrity; obtains it 
divorce if she. wants to and the man 
stands by with a ghastly ‘gr!u on his 
face and not a word out of his head.

Spirituality is now becoming a men
tal and moral growth; and religion 
means a living philosophy atid demon
stration of the truths of immortality. 
Facts are the demand of the world to
day. 'Theories and assumptions are 
things of the past. Ceremonies aud 
dogmas are not in the progressive race. 
•The church,’ says Dr. C. A. Briggs, 
‘has lost the confidence of the people, in- 
its ability to teach them the truth and 
in its authority as a divine institution’

“Col. R. G, Ingersoll said, ‘I have In
sisted that in this life and in another, 
man will have an everlasting opportune 
ty of doing right, and that there can be 
no hell in which a iuan will not have 
the privilege of behaving himself, and 
there can be no heaven in which a man 
will not have the liberty of acting like 
tlie devil.’ ” .

“Bob’s all right,” ejaculated the fat 
mau. “If I go to hell and find Bob 
there, I’m going to stay, for I would 
rather be with genial Bob than to be in 
heaven with blue John Calvin. Hello' 
look at that spanking team of greys! 
Say, I’d like to know who owns that 
tea m.

“Well,’ it is getting sort of chilly; 
guess we'd better be moving home, 
partner,” and the fat man shook him
self together and ‘Old Abe’ smiled down 
upon the funny couple and the queer 
sort of a man knew he could see the 
mouth twitch comically and'the right 
eye wink, and hear a voice say, “It is 
not all lost; he will remember some of 
it, especially what Bob Ingersoll said.”

The fat man was whistling softly to a 
poodle dog as lie slowly walked toward 
the corner.

“Won’t you have a glass of beer be
fore you go home? No? Well, so long, 
Professor.”

“Good night,” said the queer sort of a 
man, as he thought “I wish I could take 
things as easy as that fellow does.”

And-the fat man fished the latch key 
out of his pocket aud thought, “If I 
knew as much as that old chap -does, 
blamed if I wouldn’t preach; queer sort

A RETURN TO NATURE.
Experience of an Ex-Evan 

gelisi

of a mau.

D.

GEO. F. PERKINS.

A CHALLENGE.
W. Hull Writes as Fol
lows to the Webb City 

(Mo.) Sentinel.

AZUR’S PORTRAIT.
As Given through the Camp' 

bell ¡Brothers.

IS IT PROGRESSING?
The Infallible Church and 

Evolution. '

more ft> my taste.”
And the tat man 

at Ills cigar for a 
the "Professor,” as

settled back to puff 
few minutes, while 
he was persistently

dubbed by the fat friend, continued in 
his soliloquy.

"Think of the religious changes also, 
as well as other Improvements!"

“There you go again on religion,” 
said the provoking fat man, but the 
queer sort of a man couldn't be shut off. 
He was wound up.

“Then they drowned, tortured and 
even hung men and women In this free 
America. Called them ‘witches,’ etc., 
but they were no different than the me
diums of to-day.

"They are called clairvoyants, palm-
Ists. astrologers, healers,
Christian scientists, mental and faith 
cures, and goodness knows what.

“They are all from the same piece of 
cloth! A prophet eighteen hundred 
years ago is a psychometrist, or an as
trologer, or a medium, to-day. Public 
sentiment did not tolerate them those 
days as much as now.

"In slavery times thousands of Chris
tians insisted that the African had no 
soul. Now. millions of black men are 
forcing the whites to recognize their 
brain power.

“Then the preachers used to expound 
vigorously the doctrines of hell fire and 
damnation to an alarming degree of 
forcibleness.

“Now the modern clergyman steers as 
far away from such objects of horror,
as a steamboat pilot would shun 
ragged juts of rocks in the river.

“Times have changed! That’s 
Free thought is now tolerated and

the

all. 
lib-

-erfy of action is allowed to everyone. 
Just look at the swarm of young people 
out in this park every night, and only a 
few policemen in the entire grounds.

“And arrest is of rare occurrence. 
Could this have been witnessed fifty 
years ago? No, say I. The restraint of 
law makes transgressors of law. The 
more law you try to enforce, the more 
violators there will be. Tell a man he 
shall not do a thing, and you have sug
gested to him that he can. for be would 
not have thought of it had nothing been 
said. .Our laws are not half enforced, 
simply because there is no need of it. 
Erase half of the ‘an act to control,’ 
and ‘an act to restrain,’ etc., and I ven
ture to say there will be less transgress
ing of the rules of society than at pres
ent. We arc in too much of a hurry to 
be bothered with so many laws.

“Notice the rush and haste of every
' body. ‘When and how to get there’ is 

the prevailing watchword.
Imagine Daniel Webster talking 

through a coffee mill, hung on the wall, 
at somebody in Chicago. Methinks 
Benjamin Franklin would express him
self somewhat surprised at the appar
ently limitless kite-string. We stick our 
nose in a gutta percha saucer and yell 
‘hello, central!' and ‘wait a minute' 
comes from the sweet-voiced, pinkshirt- 
waisted girl at the other end of the 
Wife.

.“Then tlie doctors bled a man to de- 
ranine his powers of endurance. Now 
ey turn on the X rays aud discover a

I learn that your paper of yesterday 
contains a caustic criticism of . Mrs. 
Josie Folsom’s lecture and tests of last 
Sunday. The average editor never 
leads out lu any reforms; nor does he 
ever attempt to educate the iieople. His 
business is to cater to the prejudices of 
the people and reflect their views. We 
have many papers under the cognomen 
of The Sun that should be called The 
Moon, as their several dull lights have 
been borrowed from a less brilliant orb 
than that luminary. . '

"Like priest like people." The dally 
journals represent the people, and. the 
people represent the teachings of the 
clergy, "while the clergy themselves give 
forth the echo of tlie past. Indirectly 
the clergy are responsible for all the op
position to reforms iu science, religion, 
politics aud society, and this opposition 
is always covert. There is no square, 
stand-up, face-to-face meeting of tfieir 
opponents, but a sub rosa suggestion, 
as to the sanity of those who differ 
from them, or a hint as to the morality 
of their characters.

I now propose to test tlie sincerity of 
their professions. 1 urn going to show 
to tlie people in the vicinity of Lakeside 
Ihirk Spiritualistic Camp-meeting that 
tlie clergy themselves have doubts of 
the logic of their position on the ques
tion of differences between us, and, 
with that object in view, I invite them 
to select a man from among them, or 
bring a man here from any point they 
desire, and meet me in public discussion 
on the issues lietween the evangelical 
churches and modern Spiritualism, 
such discussion to occur in any town or 
city along the line of tlie electric rail
way, and to continue four to six nights, 
two hours each session, aud to take 
place as soon after the close of this 
camp-meeting as may lie desirable, the 
range of discussion to inelude the Bible, 
science, philosophy and reason.

I have no hopes that such a discus
sion will ever transpire; but whether it 
does or not. tills challenge will prove 
that while wo have perfect confidence 
iu our position, our opponents feel at 
least a little shaky as to the tenableness 
of theirs. “Tlie good shepherd giveth

To the Editor:—As an ex-evangelist 
and pastor of orthodoxy, I beg space ill 
your up-to-date paper to give some of 
my experiences mid departure.

In 1S93 I began my work as jiastor iu 
a little village in Central Nebraska, 
with my already .somewhat expanded 
ideas. It only took about one year for 
the church to discover that I was un
sound in “the Faith.” So then with my 
advanced ideas I began evangelizing, 
and in two years added nearly 300 to 
the church for which I was laboring. 
But every now and then 1 was taken 
to task for heresy and unbelief—people 
that could not perform tlie simplest 
sum in addition often becoming judges 
as to my correctness in explaining the 
scriptures, .

In the winter of 1897 I said that in
vestigation is the dauglitet of doubt 
aud the mother of progress; also tliat 
there could, not be a natural fellowship 
—the only true fellowship—without lib
erty of thought, mid according to the 
meaning of the word religion, which is 
to bind back again; that the only true 
religion was that'which would bind us 
back again to natural laws,' physical 
and spiritual. It was only necessary to 
express such ideas to be considered no 
more an orthodox by tlie church ele
ment.

Thus I had preached myself out of 
the church, and mn now branded as an 
apostate, heretic, etc., by some of tlie 
good people I brought into the church. 
But inasmuch as my preaching was 
still in demand, and even several of my 
old church members demanded it, I set 
about, uot to establish a new religion, 
but to restore or return to that religion 
which is as divine as nature and lasting 
as time.

By your permission I will outline the 
move that is taking place In these parts 
and meeting with splendid results, as 
given below:

“THE CHURCH OF NATURE.”
When in the course of human de

velopment we arrive at that state of 
intellectuality to see that the prevailing 
religious do not meet the needs and 
permit that progress that the human 
family is destined to, it behooves us as 
thinking beings to seek for a better sys
tem, a system tliat is unchanged by age, 
custom or discovery, and will defy out
growth and permit the utmost liberty 
of thought and scrutinizing research.

In order, therefore, to meet the needs 
of progress and intellectuality and pro
mote natural fellowship among man
kind, we attempt the establishment of 
an institutipn for the purpose of pro
pagating the Ideas and practice of nat
ural laws, such laws being as divine as 
nature and as lasting as time, thus ad
justing itself to the wants and con
ditions of all locations, peoples and 
ages—being by such cosmopolitan, aud 
tve herein christen said institution “The 
Church of Nature,” and its adherents 
the Disciples of Nature. The church 
taking .up the work of educating where 
the school leaves off, education thus be
coming a factor of our life from the cra
dle to the grave. And we submit the 
following golden cords as principles 
that shall bind us into a fellowship 
divine. That In presenting yourself to 
become a member, of this organization 
you Indicate by tliat net that,

(1) You will stjudy and strive to come 
more into harmony with, the laws of na
ture and nature’s God.

(2) You. will exercise the utmost cau
tion In avoiding acts tliat are out of 
harmony with natural laws.

(3) You will endeavor at all times and 
places and under all circumstances to 
bring your moral, intellectual and phys
ical nature to a higher standard of ex
cellence.

(4) You will exercise the same tem
perance in your ads of pleasure us you 
would In your ilaily work

(5) Your relation toward the world 
collectively and individually shall be as 
you would have it towards you under 
the same circumstances.

(6) You will help study and work for 
a system of ethics that will better man
kind permanently or in keeping with 
tlie age at least—In short, special priv
ileges to none and justice fo all.

(7) In conclusion, tliat your conduct 
ami life shall be governed by your best 
knowledge of virtue, honesty, justice*, 
truth, duty, integrity and love.

Already this move lias met with great 
encouragement, and 1 think within one 
year our move will lie stronger than the 
combined membership of orthodoxy 
here. Yours for progress,

Dorriugtou, Neb. J. W. HILL.

his life for 
tleeth when 
hireling and

“O! Israel, 
foxi-s in the

the sheep. The hireling 
be seetli. because he Is a 
canuh not for the sheep.” 
thy jrrophets are jjke the 
desert: yet have not gone

up Into the gaps, neither made up the 
hedge for the house of Israel to stand 
In the day of the Lord.” .

Nebraska State Association.
On the 14th and 15th of September, 

the State Spiritualist Association of Ne
braska held its fifth annual convention. 
Some important measures were passed 
to regulate the ordination of ministers, 
license of mediums and granting of 
meinlMTship to applicants. The election 
of officers resulted in H. C. Madding, 
president. Murdock. Neb.; G. S. Clock, 
vice-president, Lincoln, Neb.; Paul S. 
Gillette, secretary. South Omaha, Neb.; 
W. A. Dole, treasurer, Beatrice, Neb.; 
Geo. Seifert, third trustee, Lincoln.

SILENT HEROES.

The man who is ready to give his all 
For what he thinks is right,

Who shoulders his gun and answers tlie 
call

When his country has battles to fight, 
Is a hero and merits a hero’s reward, 

His praise should lx? earnestly'sung: 
But another who shines in the sight of
' the Lord
Is the man who can hold his tongue.

The man with the silvery voice who can 
win

For the cause that is just In debate, 
And the man who sees danger, yet 

bravely goes in
While others in agony wait,

Are the men who Invoke the world's 
wonder and awe,

Their praises are earnestly sung;
But the bravest of mortals that I ever 

saws
Is the man who can hold his tongue.

Weave chaplets for those who have 
won in the fray—

Who have struck that the slave may 
be free;

For the men who brtlsh old supersti
tions away. ,

And for those who are heroes at sea;
But there is another who merits a place 

Among people whose praises are 
sung—

The heartbroken man with' a smile on 
his face

Who can suffer and hold his tongue.
—S. E. Kiser.

The association will endeavor to put a 
missionary in the field and hold a grove 
meeting the coming summer. We have 
made remarkable growth the past year, 
indeed more has been done to build up 
Spiritualism through the State Associa
tion than in the preceding years of its 
history, through the same channel. At 
the mass-meeting on the evening of the 
14th ult., William E. Bonney delivered 
a very scholarly address tliat left a pro
found Impression on the thinkers pres-' 
ent. ne was followed by Mrs. Bonney 
in an Inspirational address of marked 
worth. Mrs. Annie Wagner (now-Mrs. 
Gillett^ closed the evening with con
vincing prooofs of psychic power and 
inspiration. The following evening the 
president and secretary spoke to a full 
house, followed by Mrs. Gillette with 
the demonstration of spiritual power.

PAUL 8. GILLETTE, Sec’y.
South Omaha, Neb.

'•After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. -No 
mind that, loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. -Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced Ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward Into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
It la office. Price, cloth, $L '

KEEP IN STEP.
Keep up with the Free Thought pro

cession! You can do so by sending to 
this office $1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. Art Magic is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
in step with our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag in the rear. If you 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why you do not? 
We would like to know. ,

The Principles of Nature, as Discov
ered In the Development and Structure 
of the Universe. Material and Spiritual 
Magnetic Forces. Laws df Spiritual 
Manifestation? and Mediumship. Spir
itual Planes and Spheres. Given inspi
rationally, by Mrs. Marla M. King. In 
three volumes, 8vo. A remarkable 
work; among the greatest In the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price reduced 
from $1.75 to $1.25 per volume. Post
age 12 cents.

Azur, the Helper, as he is often 
knoiyn, has beeq ihe principal guide of 
A. Campbell, since his development as a 
medium, until the present’ day. About 
six years ago the Campbells were for
tunate enough to receive a portrait of 
him through their own mediumship,‘but 
as tlie work has progressed and become 
finer, it is now what is termed the finest 
art. it has long been their wish to re
ceive another portrait of him, which 
Azur promised to give. He instructed 
that a canvas 40 x (¡0 inches be procured 
ami the evening chosen for the sitting 
was June 15,1898. The undersigned at
tended the'seance for the production of 
the portrait; at the cottage of the Camp
bell Brothers, on the hill, in their 
Egyptian seance room. Across the bay 
w mdow at the end of the room was 
hung a large silk curtain where stood a 
small table and the canvas 40 x 60, 
Each one in turn went up to the canvas 
and magnetized it by passing their 
hands over tlie surface. We then 
placed whatever marks we pleased on 
the back; some placing' names; some 
numbers; some marks to suit their 
fancy. Mr. A. Campbell then invited 
one of the circle present to sit with him 
in the-impromptu cabinet, and the silk
en curtain enclosing them. Each of the 
circle in turn sat within the cabinet 
with Mr. Campbell, and thé curtain be
ing withdrawn, wé saw the partly fin
ished picture of Azur. During all this 
time there was light enough fdr us to 
see everything perfectly, and see the 
gradual growth of the painting ou the 
canvas. Mr. Campbell was entranced, 
and Azur using his organism, giving us 
some beautiful words of welcome and 
lessons of a high order. He spoke of 
the stars and their significance, which' 
we fully realized afterwards.

After some music, additional lights 
were made and the curtain drawn, aud 
tlie picture was complete. It repre* 
seated Azur with arms uplifted as in 
the act of speaking, aud fully life-size. 
I said finished, but while we were ad
miring it, there came at the back of the

I well remember, for it has not been 
so long ago, the furious storm of oppo
sition which gathered in the church 
both Catholic and Protestant, to the 
subject of evolution, after Darwin and 
our own Alfred Russell Wallace pre
sented it to the world.

1 heard a bishop in the Catholic cathe
dral of Fort Wayne denounce the the
ory very bitterly, and from the various 
Protestant pulpits it was attacked most 
mercilessly. The great Catholic physi
cian, Dr, Constantin James, wrote a 
book in 1877 in refutation of Darwin's? 
Descent of man, which so pleased Pope 
Pius IX, that he not only bestowed on 
him the apostolic benediction, but cre
ated Dr. James an officer of the Papal 
Order of St. Sylvester.

The Hon. W. E. Gladstone, represent
ing the Protestant church, said: “Upon 
the grounds of what is termed evolution 
God is relieved of the labor of creation; 
in the name of unchangeable laws he is 
discharged from governing the world." 
Even the great Agassiz was opposed to 
the Darwin-Wallace theory.
' But now, how changed! The church, 
both Catholic and Protestant is accept
ing thé theory and endeavoring to har
monize if with the Bible ,or the Bible 
with it. Isn’t it queer? In the Notre 
Dame Institution at South Bend, Ind., 
there is a priest professor of the name 
-of Zahm, who has been actually adver
tised by the Catholic church as an evo
lutionist. What does it all mean? It 
means that the church has finally wise
ly concluded that It must keep up with 
the procession or be left severely be
hind.

It is particularly gratifying to me 
that a Spiritualist scientist was a co
worker with Darwin in the development 
of the theory of evolution. There are 
many people and some Spiritualists 
who do not know this fact. For their 
benefit I will produce a scrap of history 
written by an eminent man not a Spirit
ualist, tlie late president and professor 
of history at Cornell University, An
drew Dickson White, LL. D„ L. H. D.,

) TALMAGE’S GOD.
“In a cemetery in Sullivan County, in 

New York State, are eight headstones 
I m a line and all alike and these are the 
i facts: In 1861 diphtheria raged in the 

village, and a physician was remark
ably successful in curing his patients. 
So confident did he become that he 

' boasted that no case of diphtheria could 
' stand before him, and finally defied the 
1 Almighty to bring a case he could not 
1 cure. The youngest child of the doctor 
1 was taken, and all the others followed.”

In a recent sermon Talmage, among 
other examples gave the above, and his 

, speech was reported in nearly all the 
newspapers without comment. That 

, such infamous doctrines can,, be put 
forth from the leading pulpit of this 

-country, is a sad commentary on the 
intelligence of the American people.

The Infinite God of the universe is 
publicly charged with 'having alterca

' tion with an obscure village doctor, aud 
to sliow his power, murders by torture, 

, eight helpless, harmless, innocent chll- 
dren! If any man should have killed 
even one of these, for the same reason, 
he would have been spared the delay of 
the law, by the swift process of Judge 
Lynch. If there is such an offense as 
blasphemy, it is blasphemy to charge 
God with murdering eight innocent 

: children because Incensed at the vain 
talk of their father! It is a belief of 
savages and as out of time and place at 
present, as a saurian of the reptile age 
would be in the Helds with our domestic 
aulmals. If this be the churches’ God, 
what can be its Devil?

CLINTON CAMP CHIPS.
An Excellent Showing, Full 

of Promise.

Words from Old Town, Me

Dear Brother Francis:-Find enclosed $1.20. 
Please send The Progressive Thinker and Art 
Magic to Mr. Ezra Perkins. He wished me to 
send for him and I induced him to have Art 
Magic with it. I have just finished reading mine 
and it truly is a marvel. I think I have learned 
more about ¡spirit-life and its votaries in this life 
than I ever Jinew before. I am highly pleased 
with it, but .sorry there are so few even among 
Spiritualists'who care to read such booksand 
learn more;; there seems, however, to be many 
who do not wish to know any more than they 
now do, fI ’think the paper is an instructor that 
every Spiritualist needs, and as long as I can 
get the dollar to send I shall have it.

Old Town, Me. C. E. NEWCOMB, M. D.
head a six pointed star, which is now 
distinctly seen.

We believe this to be the finest pro
duction that the Campbell Brothers 
have ever received, taking size and 
quality of work into consideration. 
Those who in the past have been fortu
nate enough to receive a portrait of 
some dear relative or friend can well 
Imagine the pleasure it gave these me
diums to receive this likeness of their 
loved guide, and we were also pleased 
to be witnesses of this marvelous pro-
duction.

I should say the time of slttin; 
one hour and thirty minutes.

was
The

Campbell Brothers have just moved 
into their new cottage at the entranee 
to the grounds, Lily Dale, N. Y., where 
they have fitted up large and comfort
able seauce rooms; also an artistic gal
lery for the exhibition of their spirit 
portraits. It will be free to visitors 
during certain hours of the day. The 
portrait of Azur will also be on exhibi
tion, there.

We the undersigned were present at 
the production of the above portrait, 
and are pleased to affix our signatures.

EMMA PRENDERGAST. 
ABBY L. PETTENGILL. 
HELEN M. SAGE. 
SIDNEY KELSEY. 
F. COBDEN WHITE. 
HELEN WHITE.

Lily Dale, N. Y.

A Blessed Weariness.
I want to be weary when I come to

the close of this mortal life. Not weary, 
however,of my own burdens, but weary 
of bearing the burdens and helping to 
brighten the pathway of others; weary 
from doing good deeds and speaking 
kind words to the downcast and dis
couraged ones tttiose woes we may 
lighten and sorrows heal by a little per
sonal sacrifice, which causes soul growth 
and happiness. Weary in well doing is 
a blessed weariness, which soothes and 
rests the soul, acting as a balm to the 
developing spirit which thrives and ex
pands in tlie genial atmosphere of loviT 
and kindness. / : •

I want to be weary in working for the 
upllftment of humanity; weary in prac
ticing and teaching the grandeur and 
sublimity of the brotherhood of man.

I want to be weary In making some 
poor, disheartened riiprtaI believe that 
he has an Immortal spirit, and to help 
him onward and upward toward that 
better life which Is within the reach of 
even the lowest of God’s creatures.

So, when I come to lay this body 
down, and my spirit, freed from its olil 
and worn-out tenemdnt, will soar up
ward to the realms of restful and 
eternal bliss, to dwcll with those bright 
and shining ones whot abide within that 
celestial city prepared for those who 
“never grew weary in well doing.”

Beloit, Wis. G. L. B.

"Human Culture and Cure. Part 
First The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods and Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt M. D„ LL. D. A very In
structive and Valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as It well ful
fills the promise of its title. For sale 
at this office. Price 75 cents. .

"Social Upbuilding, Including co-op. 
eratlve Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office.

Social Evils: Their Causes and Cure. 
By Mrs. Maria M. King. Price reduced 
from 25 cents to 20 cents.

Ph. I)., etc.:
"On July 1, 1858, there were 

fore the Llnnaenu Society at 
two papers—oue presented by 
Darwin, the other by Alfred

read be- 
Loudon, 
Charles 
Russell

Wallace—and with the rending of these 
papers the doctrine of evolution by nat
ural selection was bom. Then and 
there a fatal breach was made in the 
great theological barrier of the contin
ued fixity of species since the creation, 
lion.

“The story of these papers tlie scien
tific world knows by heart * * ♦ The 
scientific world realizes, too, more and 
more, the power of character shown by 
Darwin in all-hls great career; the fac
ulty of silence, the reserve of strength 
seen in keeping his great thought—his 
idea of'evolution by natural selection- 
under silent study and meditation for 
nearly twenty years, giving no bint of 
it to the world at large, but working in 
every field to secure proofs or disproofs, 
and accumulating masses of precious 
material for the solution of the ques
tions involved.

“To one man only did he reveal his 
thought— Dr. Joseph Hooker, to whom 
in 1844, under the seal of secrecy, be 
gave a summary of his conclusions. 
Not until fourteen years later occurred 
the event which showed him that the 
fullness of time had come—the letter 
from Alfred Russel Wallace, to whom, 
in brilliant researches during the de
cade from 1848 to 1858, in Brazil and in 
the Malay Archipelago, the same truth 
of evolution by natural selection had 
been revealed. Among the proofs that 
scientific study does no injury to the 
more delicate shades of sentiment is 
the well-known story of this letter. 
With it Wallace sent Darwin a memoir, 
asking him to present it to the Linua- 
ean Society. On examining it, Darwin 
found that Wallace had independently 
arrived at conclusions similar to his 
own—possibly had deprived him of 
fame; but Darwin was loyal to his 
friend, and his friend remained ever 
loyal to him. He publicly presented the 
paper from Wallace, with his own con
clusions; and the date of this presenta
tion—July 1,1858—separates two epochs 
in the history, not merely of natural 
science, but of human thought.”

The time is rapidly approaching when 
neither evolution nor Spiritualism will 
find any opponents In the church or out

I am asked to Say to The Progressive 
Thinker's increasing host of readers, be
fore the opportunity has gone beyond 
recall, that the Mississippi Valley Splr- 
itualists’ Association is neither dead 
nor moribund. On tlie contrary the 
camping season of 1898 developed latent 
strength which surprised its oldest and 
most loyal members. Its Ude of vital
ity promises to reach a higher level than 
has yet been attained. Its usefulness 
grows apace.

We never saw Mt. Pleasant Park 
more beautiful than this summer. The 
labors of Supt. J. C. Phillips, supple
mented by generous showers from the 
clerk of the weather, both seasonable- 
and otherwise, gave us an attractive 
summer home. The first named official 
was continued at his post for a second 
year, but tlie question of re-engaging 
the other oue is now under advisement.

The homelike cottages of Brothers 
Sechrist aud Omstead and of -Sisters 
Pettigrew, McKldd, and the Misses 
Baugs, (embracing those most recently 
built) are to have a formidable rival as 
to utility and taste lu a new one now 
being erected by Bro. Max Hoffman. 
It is reported that each oue ‘of the lady 
campers, not otherwise spoken for, is 
certain that she will be installed as per
manent mistress of this commodious 
summer home.

Tlie auditorium speaker’s stand, so 
prolific a source of irritation, Is now a 
thing of joy, alike to its occupants and 
the auditors. During the first week of 
camp, volunteer workers, led at the out
set by Brother Omstead, and later by 
Brother Ira Hills, performed upon the 
former ungainly racing tower, first a 
decapitation, and then an amputation 
below the knees, and in its stead we 
now find a platform of reasonable 
height and seemly width.

A personal pleasure for more than one 
Chicago worker was. that of having 
present for a few days Dr. DeWolf, so 
well known In Englewood and by the 
Church of the Soul. We trust lie will 
annually travel the road from the Bara
boo Woods to Clinton, bringing his good 
wife with him, coming early and slay
ing late.

The always dreaded storm center of 
the annual election was weathered with 
fortunate results and a universal spirit 
of satisfaction thereafter. Tlie follow- 
lowing were chosen officers: President, 
Prof. W. F. Peek, St. Louis, Mo.; vice
president, Mrs. Stella Fisk. Keokuk. la.; 
secretary, Ed L. Kilby, Ottumwa, la.; 
treasurer, Isaac Millisack. Ottumwa, 
la.; trustees, Hiram Eddy, DeKalb, III.; 
David Stanton, New Sharon, la.

Tlie president and secretary are al
ready pushing tlie preliminary work for 
the camp in ways new and practical. 
They have undoubtedly agreed that uot 
a single member of committees or exec
utive board shall go to sleep or be mere
ly ornamental bric-a-brtic. We speak 
after personal contact with their ener
getic prods.

Sunday evening, August 30, was a red 
letter occasion for the association. Its 
closing services were turned into a ju
bilee of thanksgiving liecause Dr. O. G. 
W. Adams then announced that be had 
secured enough pledges from responsi
ble persons to pay the entire $4,500 of 
mortgage indebtedness. Resolutions 
recognizing the association's obligation 
to Dr. Adams' timely inauguration of 
the movement, as well as to bis perse
verance and power as a beggar for the 
cause were unanimously adopted. 1 
Small wonder that amid such suddenly 
realized longings words of gratitude and 
prophecy fell from many tongues. Be
fore leaving the grounds Treasurer Mil-
llsack received over $1.100 of the debt 
in cash, which Included Dr. Adams' per
sonal donation of $500.

Financially, socially, intellectually 
and spiritually the camp of '98 was a 
success. Timid souls found that out of 
the travail of differing opinions earnest
ly maintained by their respective advo
cates was born a broader tolerance, a 
clearer understanding and a nobler con
secration.

Reader, come to the Clinton (Iowa) 
camp next August and bring vour 
friends along.

GEO. B. WARNE.

of it. H. V. SWERINGEN. SAMBO’S PRAYER.

A LIBRARY.
Commence forming one now by sub

scribing for The Progressive Thinker 
and securing Art Magic. The paper 
one year and Art Magic will cost you 
only $L20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when It was first issued. Then you 
cofild have had in your library at the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
it is better late than never. Commence 
now, if you have not done so already, to 
form a library by subscribing for The 
Progressive Thinker. A library In this 
fast age Is absolutely essential. Aid us 
in carrying out the Divine Plan.

IMPORTANT.
All persons desiring places upon the 

programme of the Annual Convention, 
please to report at once, announcing 
subject, etc.

All speakers and mediums who In
tend attending convention, are'respect
fully requested to notify secretaiy.

FRANCIS B. WOODBURY.
600 Penn. Ave., S. E., Washmgfon.Ddl

Yo’ say it ain’t no good to pray? 
It's coz yo’ doan pray right.’ 

Jes’ pray de way yo’ oughter pray 
An’ pray wiv all yo’ might.

Doan ax de Lawd to guv yo’ things, 
But ax him to he’p yo’,

He’p yo’ yo’se’f, to git de things, 
An’ he will pull yo’ froo.

Jes’ ax in humbleness of spi't 
An’ yo’Il git w’at yo’ ax to git.
I prayed myse’f fo’ free long weeks 

Wiv mos’ tremenjous vlggah;
“Lawd, sen’ a chick'n, oh, good Lawd! 

To dis mos’ hongry nlggah.
Oh, sen’ a chick’n Lawd, be quick!” 

But de good Lawd dld’n qulck’n, 
An’ though I wras'led long in pray’r 
: I nevah seen no chick’n.
I didn’ pray right, I wasted href, 
An’ so I almos’ starved to def.
“Oh, sen a chick’n, Lawd,,to me,” 

I prayed wiv tears an’ pleadin’;
“Oh, sen’ a chick’n, Lawd, an heah 

Thy servant’s intercedln,.” . .
But w’en no chick’n come I prayed, 

My heart wiv sorrer strick’n,
•!Sen’ me, oh, sen’ dis nlggah, Lawd, 

Ob, sen’ him to a chick’n.”
Yo’ say It ain’t no good to pray? 
Wa-nl—we had chick'n pie nex’ day-.

" "—Sam Walter Foss.

The Cause in the West.- -.
To the Editor:—I wish to pay a weW jm 

deserved tribute to Mr. and Mrs. CIa< '«I 
man, noble workers in the cause of 
Spiritualism and right. .Visiting Kan- 7 
sas City a few weeks ago we found the 
work we commenced had grown to a-75 
giant, embracing a Ladies’ Aid, ami ar- - 
ranging for a fair in October, A Tues-'" '.'1 
day dinner given by the Ladies each

. r oue11t many to get a square ' 
meal for the small sum of one dime. ■ ■ 
J.he dinner was donated by the club und- ■'? 
all who care to assist, and the ladles of 
the society, putting on aprons and roll- - 
mg up sleeves, acted as general dispens
ers of the bountiful provisions for tlie ■ 
Inner man. After dinner the ladles held ■ 
a social, and talked while they worked ■'■' 
to add articles to their coming fair.

Jhe spiritual feast was not forgotten ■ 
and we listened to a beautiful address 
fiom the guides of Mrs. Stewart, of ’ 
Spring Hill, Kansas. Mrs. Stewart is a : 
medium well known to the Kansas Citv ' 
people, and widow of C. W. Stewart 
who so recently passed over. We are 
glad to point to Sister Clamau as the 

assisted by her son and
Brother Claman, to take up 60 readily 
the work I was compelled to leave un
finished. Other mediums, whose names 
1 uta not learn are ably assisting the 
Clamans to keep the ball rolling.

If ever Spiritualism needed true, hon
est workers, it is just now. Many of ? 
our best speakers aud mediums, whose 7 
characters are above reproach, are'se- 
riously debating the question of leaving 
the ranks, such are the class that are 
Pei'ini ted to hang on the skirts of Spir
itual truth. To those who are dlscour- ■ ■ 
aged 1 would say, staud firm; the pure”. 
white ship of Spiritualism will yet out- ■ I 
ride the gale, and the barnacles of fraud' - 
be buried fathoms deep under the blue - ? 
waves of truth.

Again are we compelled to take a de
cided step for spiritual purity. I had, 
hoped never to have to assert myself 
against fraud and immoral characters : 
again, but it is either that or sacrifice 
principle, I cancelled my Liberal en- ' 
gagement on account of this, and with 
others, found it necessary to do the 
same at Lakeside camp. There are ' 
some noble workers at Lakeside who ' 
are many miles from their homeB and • 
compelled to submit under protest to 
the existing conditions, but some of tho 
association, tlie banner bearers of Splr- 
itualism for forty years, do not feel tq 
compromise under any circumstances, ? 
feeling that they are independent, being ' 
here at their own door and under their 
own vine and flg tree. Our camp was 
invaded by those who had no authority 
from tlie association and the honest " 
workers must submit for fear of uot re- 1 
ceiving their due from the society if /■ . 
they refuse to submit to the high-hand
ed outrage. Wo were progressing so 
nicely here and people of wealth and ' 
standing were becoming interested in ■“ 
our philosophy, and now we are again ■' 
dragged into tlie mire by those who are " ' 
simply hangers-on for the money they ' 
can get from their credulous dupes. 
Iret it lie known that my knowledge of 
Spir.f'ialism will always keep me in the 
field and all the frauds in the world - . 
cannot cause me to cease trying to. ' 1 
teach the people that there is a great ■ ■' I 
underlying trutlj of spirit return, cover I 
it as the frauds or weak-kneed assocla- ■• 
tions may for fear their camp will not 7 
be a financial success. There is no: .'I 
doubt of the success if truth is adhered ' S 
to, financially, and what is more to ba .3 
be desired, spiritually. !7:

SALLIE C. SCOVELL. '
Galena, Jiausas,

KEEP IN TOUGH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement. You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week. 
The paper one year and Art Magic costa 
only $1.20. Tlie book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for lhe expense of mailing. 
Art Magie Is splendidly gotten up, is el
egantly bound In cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your IL 
brary.

Premium Terms

REMEMBER that all or
ders must he accom
panied by their requi
site amounts, viz:

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker 
One Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive
Thinker One Year,
SI.70.
CLUBS! CLUBS!

In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at Ont 
Dollar each. The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent one year, including tba( 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
the paper and same book free to the 
one who gels up the club. The names 
must all be sent at one time. Now is 
the time to act. Just think of this of. 
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which is of itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two week' 
ly visits of The Progressive Thinker 
A club can be gotten up at every post
office in the United States, with ‘a lltth 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every The 
osophist. and everyone searching intd 
the occult or spiritual should have the 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib-
ers, ten Art Magics, $10.

’’Origin and Antiquity of Man.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. 'A masterly phllosoplb 
leal work. English edition, nicely 
bound In cloth, $1. For sale at this 
office. ,

The Spiritual Philosopny versus DI
abolism. Two lectures by Mrs. Marla
M. King. Price reduced from 25 cents to 
20 cents.
: What Is Spiritualism? and Shall Splr- 
Itualists Hare a Creed? Two lectures 
By Mrs. Maria M. King. Price re>’ 
duced from 25 cents to 20 cents.
'‘The infidelity of Eccleslastlclsm 

A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na- •
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant. 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this '
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ERE. IS OÜR 
PREMIUM BOOK

] Mrs. Mattle Thorn, of Los Angeles, 
Oal,, writes: “I was for a number of

Everyone lias a right to know just what they 
are getting, even as a premium for a paper that 
is worth five times the price that is asked for it.
This is an 
ture of the 
cover title of 
book that is 
premium for 
and most in 
Spiritualist 
published in 
This cut is 
third of the 
of the book 
printed on 
paper and 
pan’es in all.

as a pre

exact pic- 
outside or 
the elegant 
offered as a 
the largest 
teresting of 
papers now 
the world, 
about one- 
regular size 
cover. It is 
heavy book 
contains 378 
Worth $2.00 
mium it will

be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book.

e>§ , GENERAL survey
|| THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, ||
|| DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER. ||

WRITE PLAINLY I successful salesmen on the road.— 
! Wilmington, N. C., Dispatch.

We would like to Impress upon the 
talnds of our correspondents that Ihe 
Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four composite!». 
L'hat means rapid work, and it is essen
tial that all copy, to Insure insertion in 
(he paper, all other requirements beiug 
favorable, should be written with ink 
on white paper, or with a typewrite!, 
and on only one side of the paper, w 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, aud oblige 
The Progressive Thinker. ____

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
Is alone responsible for any assertions 
or statements he may make. The ea11*” 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can IH• 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered iu an article may n 
diametrically opposed to his belief, y 
that is no reason why they should 0 
suppressed. No one person has tn 
whole truth, hence kindly feeling 
should always be entertained for those 
who differ from you.

Mrs. M. H. Wallis has been working 
•ind lecturing during September in To
ronto, Hamilton and Loudon, Ontario, 
in Detroit and Battle Creek, holding 
oarlor and public meetings. Mrs. Mal
lis is now in Chicago, and will be 
olensed to hear from societies desiring 
her services for either week evenings 
or Sundays during October or in tbe 
»arly months of 1899, and can lie ad- 
iressed care of Prof. W. Yates, 63d and 
Stewart ave., Englewood, Ill. Mr. E. W. 
Wallis has been lecturing successfully 
in various cities in Canada during Sep
tember, and lias now returned East to 
fill his engagements for October at Nor
wich, Conn..speaking at Buffalo, Roch
ester and Waverly on his way.

Mrs. Eva Payne Hopkins would like 
to correspond witli Spiritualist societies 
in regard to engagements for the com
ing season. Terms moderate. Address 
at 421 E. Exchange street, Owosso, 
Mich.

Dr. H. C. Andrews, inspirational 
speaker, of Michigan, gave a lecture at 
the U. B. Church at Americus, Ind., 
Friday evening, September 23, and also 
on September 16. He was greeted with 
a large audience. He lecture?! from 
subjects given from the audience, clos- 
i'ngeach lecture with platform tests and 
poetic inspirations. He has done great 
work in that vicinity.

Will J. Erwood writes: “Beiug con
fined to my bed I am forced to read 
aud write at intervals. 1 really believe 
the good things iu your paper have beeu 
of .more benefit to me than the med
icine I have been taking. I like the 
idea of Moses Hull that our Spiritual 
lecturers should become teachers in re
ality, giving to their audiences only that 
which they know to be qctual facts. 
We are not placed on earth merely as 
figureheads, but to gain experience that 
can only be obtaiued by passing 
through the conditions aud elements 
surrounding this sphere, and we alone 
are responsible for the progress we 
make. The majority of our speakers, 
mediums and Spiritualists have beeu 
for many years decrying the orthodox 
fraternity for trying to shoulder all the 
burden of their sin upon the NazarAne, 
and then have committed practically 
the same offense by endeavoring to 
cast the weight of their own folly upon 
the shoulders of decarnated intelli
gences.”

John O’Neil writes from Seattle, 
Wash.: "Mrs. Loe F. Prior, missionary 
of the N. S. A., is an excellent organizer. 
Through her effort our society has be
come a branch of the National. The 
appeal she made to the people regarding 
the benefits of organization brought lu 
a special collection foi the N. S. A- Her 
lectures were inspiring, while her test 
work was genuine aud convincing. She 
ordained four mediums while here: Dr. 
G. E. Chesbrough, Mrs. Maud Cltes- 
brough, Mrs. 8. J. Leuout, aud Mrs. 
Lena I. Gifford. As a society we feel 
that we cannot be too careful whom we 
ordain, and we tire glad to know that 
the National advocates this. The above 
mimed candidates having beeu long res-., 
idents of this city, are held in high re
spect as mediums. Dr. Chesbrough and 
wife have served this society iu a highly 
creditable aud satisfactory manner 
since its inception, and we have had a 
chance to know that Mrs. Chesbrougb’s 
tests have proved accurate. As a so
ciety we tendered Mrs. Prior a vote of 
thanks for her services.”

J. C. F. Grumbine opens his class 
work iu the College of Psychical Sci
ences for unfoldmeut of all spiritual 
gifts and powers, Tuesday at 3 and 8 
p. in., October 4, at flat 3, 3960 Langley 
avenue, Chicago. A special course for 
afternoon and evening.

S. E. Anderson writes from Spokane, 
Wash.: “We had Mrs. Frances A. Shel-

years a member of 'the Salvation Army, 
but somehow I was never really satis
fied iu my soul. About a year ago the 
scales fell from my eyes” aud I came 
out into the glorious light of Spiritual
ism. The members of the Salvation 
Army have a favorite chorus they sing 
a great deal, aud as I am not satisfied 
to sing the words us they slug them, 
the thought came to me how much 
more beautiful it would be to make our 
petitions to those loved spirits who have 
gone before. I have read Ghost Land, 
aud think it is a wonderfully grand 
book, and am now looking forward with 
great pleasure to the reading of Art 
Magic.”

J. A. Atwood writes from Hamilton, 
Ontario, speaking iu high terms of the 
lectures given there by Mr. aud Mrs. E. 
W. Wallis.

Alfred Ciaven writes: “Two weeks 
ago my subscription ran out aud I have 
been positively lost without your valu
able paper. It is indeed a welcome vis
itor. Your fearlessness and bold stand 
for the truth, and your unbiased judg
ment have rendered your paper the 
foremost in the special field which it 
represents.”

George W. Walrond, trance and in
spirational lecturer, opened his Sunday 
evening services in the Opera House 
Block, Curtis street, Denver, Colo., on 
the first Sunday in September, with a 
large audience, which has grown in 
numbers aud interest with each suc
ceeding Sunday service. His occult and 
developing classes ou Tuesdays and 
Fridays are largely attended. Three 
years steady, persistent work in Colo
rado has enabled Mr. Walrond to be
come the one recognized authority and 
teacher of psychic and occult science in 
the West.

Dr. Carlos Wright, who has been on 
a bicycle tour through South Dakota, 
Wyoming, Montana aud the Yellow
stone National Park, is now in Idaho on 
Ills way to Salt Lake City, where he 
hopes to find an opening for developing 
classes, iu which work his spirit guides 
have had wonderful success.

There will be a Spiritualists’ parlor 
meeting every Sunday evening at 8 
o’clock at No. 9 N. Carpenter street, at 
the home of Dr. E. H. Gammon,

Miss Ethel Hodge has removed to 
3751 Langley avenue, aud holds seances 
on Wednesday and Friday evenings, 
and Saturday at 2 o'clock.

The Spiritual Home will give a bene
fit hop at the Auditorium Theatre, 77 
31st street, South Side, Tuesday even
ing, October 11. Excellent music. Re
freshments served. Tickets, 50 cents a 
couple. Public cordially Invited.

Mrs. Horine writes: “The Spiritualist' 
Home aud Aid Building has been se
cured by the Ladies’ Aid aud Home So
ciety, at 3208 Prairie avenue, One block 
from Indiana and 31st street car Hues. 
Beautiful location, five or six blocks 
from lake shore. A four-story brick, 
supplied with good light, heating ar
rangements and water, furnace heat. 
We ask all who can to assist iu furnish
ing with chairs, tables, carpets, beds, 
d.shes or money iu small or large 
amounts. Those desiring to contribute, 
address Mrs. C. H. Horine, 508 44th 
Place, Chicago, and you can be advised 
where and when to send.”

Mi's. Virginie Barrett is at present 
holding meetings in Toronto, Out., with 
good resuits. She is open for engage
ments after October to serve aud organ
ize in States or Canada. Terms reason
able. Persons or societies please ad
dress her at 372.King street, W. Toron
to, Out., Canada.

Mrs. M. E. Kratz is now holding meet
ings in Handel Building, room 518.

Correspondent writes: “Mrs. S. Au
gusta Armstrong, of Buffalo, N. Y., re
cel ved a large and select party of 
friends at her pleasant home, Tuesday

from Chicago. Fol^terms address as 
above. .

Dr. N. F. Ravlln Iios become president 
of tho Psychopathic aud Electro-Ther
man Institute, eortuy Wabash avenue 
and 28th street, aud resides at the 
Woodstock Hotel, flat 64, where his cor
respondents will please address him. 
The rooms of the Institute are located 
ou the first floor of .Uns magnificent ho
tel, 1 routing on Walgish avenue.

From The Freethinker, Loi!'
THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM.

Eighteen hundred aud ninety-eight 
years ago, if we are to believe the gos
pel, a number of astrologers came from 
a wild region called “the east” to Judea. 
They were led thither by a wonderful 
star, which apparently accommodated 
itself to their rate of locomotion, aud 
descended low enough to journey vis
ibly over the earth’s surface. This bit 
of celestial pyroteclmy was of course 
the star of some great person's nativity, 
and on arriving at a house in Beth
lehem, over which it rested, they 
learned that an uncrowned aud uu- 
anoluted King of the Jews had just 
been born in a stable and was cradled 
in a manger. After giving him the pres
ents they had considerately brought 
with them, they returned to "the east,” 
and were never heard of afterwards. 
What is still more curious, they were 
never mentioned iu the whole course of 
that wonderful child’s career, although 
their visit to Bethlehem, and the sub
sequent massacre of the innocents, 
should have kept them fresh in the 
memory of every inhabitant of Pal
estine.

It is also recorded in
THE NEW TESTAMENT 

that the birth of this wonderful child 
was marked by the appearance of 
angels to some nameless shepherds iu 
an unknown place. These angelic yis- 
itors proclaimed peace ou earth and 
good will towards men, or peace among 
the restricted class of men in whom the 
Lord “is well pleased,” as the Revised 
Version expresses it.

Accordingly, it has been the
CUSTOM OF CHRISTIAN

scribes and preacher to celebrate

evening, September tile guest Of

have been, ^counted heretics by their 
own generation, and the nearer we ap
proach to our own day the more distinct 
is tho line of separation between the 
churches and the great discoverers and 
thinkers. It is now impossible to give 
an accurate list of the chief scientists 
and writers in Christendom without in
cluding three skeptics for every be
liever.

But while the progressive movement 
is wholly inspired by skepticism, aud 
mainly
CONDUCTED BY FREETHINKERS, 
the government, that is the organized 
forces of society, is in tlie hands of or
thodoxy, which rules in our legislative 
halls, our courts of justice, our universi
ties, our schools, and iu every depart
ment of the public service. Obviously, 
therefore, it is orthodoxy that must bear 
tlie responsibility for the chronic evils 
and the low tone of society. Let us 
look into these phenomena and see 
what that responsibility amounts to.

What has the Gospel of Peace brought 
us to? Europe has now more than 
TEN TIMES AS MANY SOLDIERS 
as sufficed to preserve the peace and in
tegrity of the Roman Empire wheu it 
was surrounded by hostile and pre
datory barbarians. Europe is,

IN FACT, AN ARMED CAMP, 
not for the repulsion of barbarians, but 
for internecine war among Christian 
states, After eighteen centuries of the 
Gospel of Peace, Christendom is dark
ened by the shadow of the sword, aud 
the highest honors are paid to success
ful generals who are skilled iu the art 
of slaughter.

Treating men as a spiritual instead of 
a material entity, Christianity has uo 
remedy for the vices it perfunctorily 
reprobates. Drunkenness

IS NOT DIMINISHED
by sermons, nor are the grosser forms 
of vice lessened by unctuous texts, 
while families crowd in single rooms, 
while filth breeds fever, aud pernicious
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Milo R. Smith writes: “I am, indeed, 
surprised to see so many schemes to get 
money out of the pockets of Spiritual
ists. A true Spiritualist has all he can 
well do to aid those around him. On 
every hand he meets “God s poor,” and 
when he has learned well the lesson 
that “charity begins at home,” he has 
all he can do. Spiritualists, as a rule, 
are not rich. Indeed, “per cent” is not 
a part of the nature of those who seek 
to comprehend Spiritualism in all its 
grandeur.”

The resignation of Mrs. Frances A. 
Sheldon as president of the State Spirit
ualist Association of Washington, under 
:he N S. A., has been accepted, aud any 
Communication regarding said organiza
tion in the future should be addressed 
to Mrs- Lillian S. Nagell, president, 
9471/2 Tacoma avenue, Tacoma, Wash., 
ar Esther Thomas, secretary, 2003 Sec
ond avenue, Seattle, Wash.

Mrs Florence Bailey writes: “A lady 
friend was asking me what good in 
Spiritualism. I told her it stands us in 
baud to do what is right: if we do not. 
we will have our wrong doings to an
swer for ourselves. Orthodoxy teaches, 
no matter what you do, you can fall 
down ou your knees seventy times 
seven In one day, and ask Jesus to for
give you. and the sin is all wiped out. 
Our loved ones are just as dear to us 
when they have passed over as when 
here.”

E. W. Sprague is now doing excellent 
tervlce at Lansing, Mich. He lectured 
week days at the near-by towns.

Mr. George A. Letford, the exceed
ingly clever representative of Messi’s. 
H. E. Buckleu & Co., of Chicago, pro
prietors of King’s New Discovery, ar
rived in the city last night aud is a 
guest at the Orton. Mr. Letford visits 
our city about once a year, hence his 
visits, like the angels’, are appreciated. 
He is a warm adherent of Spiritualism 

ft and Is kitown the world over as the 
•‘Drummer Medium,” from his wonder
ful gifts as a Spiritualistic medium: 
His ability to read pnopened letters aud 
describe unknown parties by placing a 

V •'Auger on their signatures, is well known 
to his many friends here. Since bls 
visit here last October he has traversed 
the greater part of this broad land of 
ours. In addition to his ability as n 
medium, Mr. Letford is one of the most

don, from Chehalis, Wash., with us for 
five Sundays, and we have listened to 
some very fine and able lectures. She 
occupied the pulpit in the Unitarian 
Church. She is a fine lecturer and very 
spiritual of the right type. We have 
been trying to organize a church here 
and I think we will succeed all right. 
The people are waking up here.”

Frank T. Ripley has just finished a 
successful engagement at South Bend, 
lud. He commences a month’s engage
ment next Sunday at Baraboo, Wis.

Mrs. ludia Hill writes: “I find Spirit
ualists as a rule depend largely upon 
the information they gain from spirits 
through the different mediums avail
able, whether or not the spirit or me
dium has gained that height of self-de
velopment so as to be able-to elucidate 
the higher philosophy of spiritual life. 
It is high time that we as a people get 
beyond the primary grade of Spiritual
ism, and enter into the realm of mind 
and there discover that we are spirits 
here and now, endowed with all the pos
sibilities of the disembodied, and that 
we can only come in touch with the 
more advanced spirits by reaching out
ward aud upward and meeting them 
upon a higher plane. I most heartily 
agree with Brother Moses Hull in his 
statement that Spiritualism should be 
more educational, hence I would advise 
all to read The Progressive Thinker, 
the best spiritual paper in the world, 
aud be in touch with some of the ad
vanced thinkers of this age who con
tribute to its columns; then we shall in
deed be a progressive people, and we 
will grow in at-one-ment with the hosts 
of advanced spirits who are striving to 
free man from the sin of ignorance and 
undeveloped spirituality, and the cry
ing needs of humanity will be supplied 
from the great fountain of everlasting 
truth.’,’

Della Blatt writes from Battle Creek. 
Mich.: “The people of Battle Creek 
were highly favored in having with 
them Mrs. M. H. Wallis, of London and 
Manchester, Eng., Sunday afternoon 
and evening, September 25. The lec
tures were very Instructive and inter
esting and weije listened to by a large 
and appreciative' audience.' She also 
gave two parlor meetings, and gives 
fine clairvoyant descriptions nt the 
close of each meeting. She will be sure 
of a cordial welcome should- she ever 
visit us again.

honor being Mr. E. W. Wallin, of Eng
land, wflo entertained the compiuiy 
with a short and interesting address'on 
the ‘Philosophy of Spiritual Gifts,’ fol
lowed by psychometric readings, all of 
which was highly appreciated. With 
the music, the perfume of potted plants 
and a profusion of cut flowers, inter
spersed with the ever beautiful stars 
and stripes, a Cuban flag, the flag of 
Great Britain, with many others, is it 
any wonder that Inspiration pure and 
true, came with ease and eloquence 
from the speaker’s lips? May ho ever 
have such beautiful surroundings along 
his path of life, is my earnest wish.”

Mrs. M. J. Crllly, the lecturer and test 
medium, is now located at No. 3 Gran
than street, Allegheny, Pa.

E. W. Sprague is engaged at Lansing, 
Mich., to lecture and give tests; also 
visits adjacent towns and holds meet
ings. Mr. Sprague writes: “We were at 
Dansville last Monday, Tuesday and 
Wednesday, and held three meetings, 
the most enthusiastic and best attended 
since the camp-meetings. It is a town 
of 700 or 800 population, and wo had 
the rink pretty well filled. One night 
there were 550 people out to hear us. 
Perfect order prevailed. One man re
marked, ‘you could hear a pin drop,' 
all were so absorbed in the lecture. 
We have been to Bellevue, Charlotte, 
Pottersville, Dansville and Hastings, 
and have held ten meetings besides our 
regular three meetings each week in 
LanSing, and we think this is pretty 
good work for September. The people 
hear us gladly, and they are accepting 
the truth as fast as they understand it.”

L. W. Van Dyke writes from Denver. 
Col.: "There has been but little concert 
of action in an organized way to push 
Spiritualism in Colorado during the 
past year. Now that the summer has 
passed with its vacations, the first indi
cations point to an active work. Con
siderable interest is being manifested 
aud people show they are ready for act
ive educational work. Prof. Walrond 
has resumed his Sunday night ipeetings 
and the attendance is better than tbe 
start last fall. He is making arrange
ments for a larger hall,than he had last
season. His occult meetings twice a
week for study and unfoldment are 
well attended and the general outlook 
is for an active winter’s educational 
work in progressive lines. Mrs. Bedell, 
the N. S. A. missionary, is arranging for 
a hall to commence an active winter’s 
work. Other mediums and people of 
progressive thought are arranging their 
work. From visiting among the Theos- 
ophlsts. Divine and Christian Scientists 
aud others there seems to be a renewed 
interest in all lines of progressive 
thought.”
1 Correspondent writes: “The Spiritua.l 
Society of Buffalo, N. Y.. had the pleas
ure of listening to Mrs. S. Augusta 
Armstrong, Sunday, September 25, at 
our afternoon and evening meetings. 
Her address delivered in the evening. 
‘Keep the Beacon Lights Turning,’ was 
a touching and earnest appeal to all for 
earnest work. Our ■society is starting 
out well in its winter’s labors and we 
hope to bring comfort to many along 
the way.”
¡Julia Steelman Mitchell, husband and 
family have permanently located at 
North Evanston, Ill, No. 2328 Hartzell 
avenue. Mrs. Mitchell has open dates 
for 1898 and ’99. She is at home for a 
few weeks and will engage to give se
ances to scientists for their investiga
tion of psychic phenomena, or in the 
homes of skeptics or investigators, who 
may be reached within a. day’s travel

astral herald of Christ’s nativity as the 
morning star of a new day. Every fresh 
Christmas sees this threadbare theme 
new-worn. Pulpiteers aud pious jour
nalists expatiated ad nauseam on the 
immorality aud brutality of pre-Chris
tian civilization, and the goodness aud 
tenderness which have gradually crept 
over the world as Christianity has ad
vanced. Fortunately for these profes
sional apologists, they can presume on 
the most utter 'gnorance of their read
ers and hearers, aild, neglecting history 
aud the logic of facts; they are able to 
give a ;

FREE REIN TQ TJ.IEIR CHEAP
and tawdrj' rhetoric. Nor does it in the 
least interfere with their periodical 
jubilations that while they praise their 
perfect system, which has had eighteen 
centuries to produce its perfect fruit, 
they are obliged to bewail the ghastly 
diseases of Christian virilization; its 
chronic pauperism, its rampant vices, 
its widespread drunkenness, its crimi
nality, its costly ihilitnry systems, out- 
vieing anything which even

ROME EVER WITNESSED
and the frightful scale of its wars, as 
well of its warlike preparations, which 
are astrauge commentary ou the gospel 
of peace. True, there are some dis
sonant voices in this well-practiced 
chorus, but they are nearly lost in the 
swelling volume of sound. A Shelley 
sings of "the Galilean serpent,” and a 
Swinburne of “the poison of the cru
cifix.” Such voices, however, are only 
audible to discriminating ears, aud so 
the sweet songsters of orthodoxy keep 
the concert pretty much to themselves.

Glancing back over eighteen centuries 
of history with a free and (earless eye, 
who can truthfully assert that

i THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM

was the herald of a better day? It is 
quite obvious to the candid student that 
Christianity wrought no practical im
provement on the great laxly of the 
Roman Empire, either before or after 
it secured the patronage of Constantine. 
The early Christian emperors were not 
a whit more moral than the pagan 
Caesars. They were simply pale copies 
of great originals; and If their vices 
wore less flagrant and monstrous than 
those of a Nero or a Caligula, their vir
tues were insignificant beside those of 
an Augustus or an Antoninus. Nor is it 
easy to so in what respect the glad
iatorial shows at Rome were worse 
than the faetloK-flgbts at Constant-- 
nople. Still less Is it easy to see how the 
the burning and torturing of Christians 
by pagans were any worse than the 
burnings and torturings of heretics by 
their fellow Christians.

Intellectually, Christianity merely 
substituted a new and

VIGOROUS SUPERSTITION
for an old and dying one, which wns 
gradually being supplanted among the 
educated classes by a prudent, though 
spirited, phllosopny. The gods of Olym 
pus gave place to the Trinity aud the 
Devil, who wielded all the arbitrary 
power of their predecessors without ex
hibiting any of their grace or bonhomie. 
The national religions succumbed to one 
of universal pretensions, and Utcir spirit 
Of mutual toleration was succeeded by 
a malignant fanaticism which regarded 
every difference of opinion as a crime. 
And while the national religions were 
always more or less subservient to tem
poralWelfare, the new religion dwarfed 
this world into the mere vestibule of 
heaven or hell. .. .

Borrowing the bigotry of Judaism, 
exalting faith as, ¡the, supreme virtue, 
and denouncing unbelief

AS THE BLACKEST SIN, 
Christianity did its'bcst to obscure and 
degrade morality. At the same time it 
arrested intellectual ^progress, which 
always follows mental dissatisfaction 
and the restless spirit of inquiry. The 
proof of this can be given in a sentence. 
During six or seven centuries of undis
puted supremacy Christianity could not 
point to a single new discover}’ in sci
ence, or to a single new book of the 
least importance jto literature, .What 
more

DAMNING IMPEACHMENT
than this could be conceived? Nor can 
it be answered by pointing to what 
Christendom has since produced, for 
there was no sign of improvement until 
Arabian science flashed its light upon 
the darkness of Europe. Even then the 
church intercepted its rays as far as 
possible, and she might have succeeded 
in restoring, the old darkness had It not 
been for the Renaissance, which was 
simply the revelation of the classic art, 
literature, and philosophy of Greece and 
Rome, and the political reconstruction 
of Europe, which, by inducing quarrels 
between princes and popes, led to the 
so-called Reformation.

Since the Reformation the progress of 
Europe has been wonderful, but it

HAS NOT BEEN INSPIRED
, by Christianity. The leading minds in 

every branch of intellectual activity.

iu preaching "righteousness,” while 
Freethought strives for practical re
form.

Hypocrisy, which is

ONE OF THE MEANEST VICES, 
is essentially a Christian product. Or
thodox travelers tell us that they find 
very little of it in the heathen world, 
but when- they return to Christendom 
they find it circulating ’in the very at
mosphere. The reason of this melan
choly fact is not remote. The evil is 
entirely due to the exaltation of belief 
over conduct, and the erection of false 
and impossible standards which are 
openly revered and privately uegleeted. 
Theophrastus gives us one Character of 
a Hypocrite, and not a particularly 
offensive one. The literature of Chris
tendom gives us scores of the most dis
gusting type.

The benefits of Christianity appear lu 
the apologies of its professional cham
pions,
ITS EVILS ARE WRITTEN LARGE 

on the pages of impartial history. What 
real good has it ever achieved? Deny 
it the right to opproprate all the im
provement of the secular intellect and 
the natural growth of humanity, and 
how much has it to boast of its own? 
But tlie miseries It has inflicted on man
kind are appalling in their magnitude 
and number. It has shed oceans of 
blood, and bitter tears have rolled from 
myriads of eyes under its iron tyranny. 
It closed every thinker's lips. It kept 
men in darkness and slavery. It made 
men bow at the foot of the altar and the 
throne. It preached poverty to the 
poor and took its share of the wealth of 
the rich. It invented the rack, the 
thumbscrew, and the wheel. It illus
trated its love of man with the Hames 
of a thousand stakes. It has berm a 
curse rather than a blessing. Aud its 
star of Bethlehem was not the herald of 
a glad new day, but tlie portent of a 
long aud dismal and disastrous night.

white, each bearing white carnations, 
entered, and ranging themselves on 
either side of the principal actors of the 
scene, a beautiful tableau of purity and 
consecration was formed. These young 
girls were the bearers of the congratu
lations from the Sunday-school, which 
were sweetly given by Miss Thornburg, 
in a few well-chosen words, as also a 
few words of loving farewell to Mrs. 
Richmond.

Thus ends the precious month which 
brought to us again our beloved pastor. 
Its results have certainly shown that 
there has been no weakening of the tie 
that binds us as pastor and people. 
Again we yield to the pressure which 
we cannot resist, aud relinquish her 
with sadness -and regret, with, however, 
added hope that ere long she may be 
permanently restored to us.

The regular services of the Church of 
the Soul will from this time be con
tinued as usual. The work will be car
ried forward by Mrs. Aslitou as the pas
tor’s assistaut, she being occasionally 
aided by such lay members, us shall be 
called upon to take their part iu the 
work of bearing forward the truths 
which constitute the principles of the 
Church of the Soul.

CAROLINE CATLIN.

VICTORIA.
Spiritualism in British Co 

lumbia.

THE NORTHWEST.
Letter from Mrs. Loe. F 

Prior.

Ordination at the Church 
the Soul.

Sunday, September 25, brought to a 
close for the present, the ministrations 
of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond to her 
own people of the Church of the Soul.

Handel Hall was again packed with 
an audience who manifested their ap
preciation by the spell-bound attitude 
in which all sat during nearly three 
hours of service.

After tlie usual eloquent discourse, 
the guides proceeded to the service of 
ordination, Mr. Chas. M. Wellington lx>- 
ing the first recipient of this sacred rite. 
After explaining the nature of the cere
mony, aud also that this ordination had 
not been sought by either of those upon 
whom it was to be conferred, but by 
the especial desire of the guides them
selves, these had been set apart to aid 
in the promulgation of the principles of 
the Church of the Soul, aud the bearing 
forward of the truths upon which those 
principles were founded. The council 
of twelve, who with the trustees of the 
church were seated upon the platform, 
were asked if they knew of aught which 
should debar the one before them from 
receiving this rite of ordiuation? A re
sponse in tlic negative was given, aud 
Mr. Wellington was asked aud satisfac
torily answered the usual questions 
upon such an occasion, after which 
came the declaration from the guides 
that be was now a minister of the 
Church of the Soul, aud the blessings of 
the Infinite was invoked upon the life 
that find thus publicly been conse
crated to the great work of breaking 
the bread of life to hungry souls.

The other upon whom the choice of 
the higher powers had fallen was Mrs. 
Nettie Ashton, daughter of the revered 
ex-president and faithful stand-by of 
the church, Dr. Lewis Bushnell. Froqi 
childhood, Mrs. Ashton has been a stu
dent of the soul teachings of the guides, 
and by her own Inspiration of later 
years, has proven her well qualified to 
bear forward these truths.

She catne upon the platform clad in 
white ((as also was Sirs. Richmond), 
the ordination dresses being patterned 
from that now so well known; being al
ways worn by Sira. Richmond in her 
public work, and as the two stood hand 
in hand in their spotless garments, the 
one whose life from childhood had been 
consecrated to this work, the other who 
now for the first time was realizing the 
fulfillment of a hope, the scene was at 
once touching and impressive, and one 
riiust Indeed have been out of tune with 
all spiritual things not to have felt the 
holy Influence that pervaded the sanc
tuary. As the words of love were pro
nounced which consecrated that young 
life that had grown up from childhood 
ih their midst, to the sacred calling, 
scarcely an eye could be seen that Was 
not moist with tears of gladness. Im
mediately following the ceremony, 
twelve young ladies of the Sunday
school (of which Mrs. Ashton has so 
long been superintendent), also clad jn

To the Editor:—Many months have 
passed away since I have had the pleas
ure of addressing you. As you well 
know, for the past two years my work 
has been confined to the south-laud, 
but failing health last June compelled 
me to leave that field of labor for a 
time. Turning my face westward and 
breathing in the strong, fresh air that 
is brought over the plains, it seemed to 
me a new life had entered into my be
ing'and I stepped upon old, familiar 
ground with a joy iu my heart that had 
uot beeu miue for a loug time. My first 
labors were at the New Era Camp
Meeting, New Era, Oregon, of which 
mention has been made in your paper. 
From there I visited Salem, Oregon, and 
spent two delightful weeks with my 
friends, W. P. Williams aud wife. I 
then went to Seattle, Washington. It is 
of the work aud workers there that 1 
desire to speak.

Spiritualism has grown; it has spread 
over a large field. The harvest is a rich 
one, aud iu time that section of country 
must recognize it, for it is already a fac
tor that can never be destroyed. Four 
years ago, wheu we left that State, 
there was only cue Spiritual society; 
upon our return, we find four. Mrs. 
Ada Foye has been doing excellent 
work and is pastor for the Spiritualist 
Society of Seattle. She needs no words 
of praise or commendation from me, for 
all who know her know what her 
work is.

Mrs. Esther Thomas is pastor of the 
Church of the Soul, aud has also Ix'en 
elected secretary of the State Associa
tion.

Dr. Chesbro and Ills able wife, Maud 
Chesbro, are working for tlie Spiritual
ist Institute of Seattle, which has re
cently been chartered by the N. S. A.

Mr. and Mrs. Lovelet, of California, 
have also beeu conducting services 
there.

While in the city our services were 
tendered the Spiritualist Institute So
ciety. We delivered four lectures for 
them and were called upon io perform 
two ordination services. The first Sun
day afternoon Dr. Chesbro and wife 
received the hand of fellowship. Their 
work has entitled them to this recog
nition. On the last Sunday of our labor 
iu that city we were called upon to per
form a similar service for Mrs. M. S. 
Lenont and Mrs. Lena Gifford. Mrs. 
Lenont has been a worker for Spirit
ualism for many years, her labors being 
mostly confined to the Northwest. The 
past stynmer she spent several months 
in Skagtta, Alaska, where she taught 
the truths of Spiritualism, and uo one 
is more worthy of receiving the hand of 
fellowship than she. Mi’s. Gifford’s 
work has not been as extensive as Mrs. 
Lenont’s, but is that which speaks of- 
truth at all times. She expects soon to 
resume the public work which she has 
been forced to abandon for the last few 
years. Our friends, Mrs. Ada Foye ami 
Mrs. Mell Spaulding, assisted in these 
ordiuation services. The church was 
beautifully decorated with flowers, and 
sweet strains of music filled the air as 
tbe candidates entered. At the close of 
the ordination service tbe Misses Spray 
beautifully rendered “Only a Thin Veil 
Between Us,” after which many who 
were not Spiritualists flocked to the 
platf&rm and remarked that it was one 
of the most solemn services they had 
ever witnessed.

While doing our missionary work in 
the State of Washington we were called 
upon to visit Snohomish, about seventy- 
five miles from Seattle, where we found 
a great many earnest, true Spiritualists 
working to advance the cause. We also 
visited Edmonds, about twenty miles 
from Seattle, on Puget Sound, where 
again we met with many faithful ones. 
The only regret we have In leaving the 
State of Washington is that we could 
not remain longer, for there is much 
work to be done there.

From here we go to San Diego, Cal., 
where we expect to be for the next 
three months.

MRS. LOE F. PRIOR.

There is a spiritual awakening in this 
section of the globe as well aselse where. 
We have had to put up with a great 
deal of trash purporting to be Spiritual
ism, in consequence of which our cause 
here has beeu dragged down to such an 
extern that mediums, whether true or 
false, have been notified by officers of 
the law to move on or be prosecuted; 
The Brockway family made their ap
pearance here about six weeks ago, aud 
there was an interest manifested by 
many to have them remain in the city, 
but they refused to do so if there was 
any law which they would.violate. Mr. 
Maynard, an ardent Spiritualist, called 
upon the officers of the law, and they; 
said if the Brockways were honorable 
people they would not be interfered 
with, aud I am pleased to say there has 
beeu uo "blue papers" served upon 
them, as lias heretofore been done to> 
several mediums, and never More has 
Victoria bad such an awakening to aj 
realization that our friends who have 
passed through the veil, can and do re
turn and communicate.

Prior to the coming of tlie Brockways 
our city papers seemed to take delight 
iu deriding the truths of .Spiritualism, 
but now a different feeliug prevails.

I have beeu somewhat skeptical ofl 
independent slate-writing, having had 
sittings with mediums who were nob 
satisfactory ou account of the slates 
beiug iu their possessiou. When they, 
were out of my sight or possession, it* 
left a doubt in my iliind. Having heard 
so much of the writing given through) 
Mrs. Brockway, I concluded to go, amt 
if possible have my mind set at rest on 
that point. 1 was particular not to let 
the slates (my own) go from my hands; 
Mrs. B. just touching with her fingers 
the tops of them. They were on the 
table all the time, and I had a firm grip) 
upon them with both bauds, lu a few!, 
moments writing could be heard dis
tinctly going on betwren the two’slates'. 
Upon opening them they were found toi 
be written full, there beiug DOS words 
upou the two inside surfaces, with full 
names signed. While all the messages 
were of a convincing character, one was 
more so than the rest.

I have been atnoug the Indians of the
Northwest for past twenty-five
years. While prospecting iu the moun
tains in 1880. one day when I was going 
up a deep gulch I eame across an Indian' 
lying unconscious ou the ground. I; 
used every effort at hand to restore him, 
and succeeded. Being conversant with 
his language, I learned lie was ou the 
side of the mountain and the earth ami 
rocks slid, carrying him down about 
100 feet. In after years we becant« 
great friends. At one time he saved 
me from drowning. He passed on about 
five years ago by lite accidental dis
charge of his rifle. In my sitting with' 
Mrs. Brockway, ou the under surface of 
the slates next to th«* table, was a mes
sage written by this Indian in. his own 
language, which I am able to read, giv
ing incidents which no one but himself) 
aud myself knew.

I am acquainted with a lady (for 
special reason I do not give her name) 
whose husband lias been In Alaska fog 
three years, leaving his wife and three 
children without means of support. Sho 
had not board of him for two years aud 
had began to mourn him as dead. 1 
sent her to Mrs. Brockway’s son Charlie 
for a sitting. Indian George, my spirit 
friend, came to the medium, told the 
lady to be of good cheer: her husband' 
was well and getting lots of gold, and 
he had sent a letter and some gold tot 
her by a man coming down. He gave 
a description of the man. In ten days 
afterwards the lady beard a knock tit 
her door, and upon opening it the ouo 
described by Indian George stood be
fore her. She Immediately recognized 
him from the description given her. Ho 
bad Just come down from Dawson, and 
handed her a letter aud 8500 in gold. .

J. A. WATTS.

To
A True Testimony.

the Editor:—I send tins true and
wonderful demonstration of the return, 
of my dear brother, who passed to the 
spirit side ten years ago next month1, 
while at Mukwonago. Wis. 'nils sum
mer, 1 went to my room: it being late, 
I uegleeted to take a drink of water, t 
was alone in my room. I awoke about; 
one o'clock, very thirsty. 1 became very 
wakeful, could not sleep. I was so 
thirsty. As 1 lay there, all of a sudden 
there came over me a misty blue color, 
like smoko, and I looked aud there 
came my brother holding a glass of 
clear water in Iris hand, reaching it oub 
to me. He was smiling, and placed the 
glass to my lips. I drank the water; it 
was natural as at any time of myj 
drinking water. I was not afraid. He 
said when he took the glass from my, 
mouth: "Now. dear sister, you will 
thirst no more.” He urns so natural ae 
he left me; he held his hand up and 
waved it, and I watched him as long aa 
the eye could see but a speck. Oh. what 
joy it gave me, my dear arisen brother« 
I was thirsty and he gave me drink; 
Let the dear ones come to us, let us not 
be afraid. It is the truth that makes 
us free.

I have related this to many knowing 
myself and brother will feel gratified, 
in this truthful and comforting demon
stration of the return of spirit. The 
bodv dies, the spirit liveth. ,

‘ MRS. J. LINDSEY. )

"Religion as Revealed by the Mate
rial and Spiritual Universe. By E. D. 
Babbitt, M. D., LL.D.” A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and criticalpfacts and daja needed by 
every .student and especially by evqry 
Spiritualist. One of the very best 
books on the subject Price, reduced 
to $1, cloth; paper, 50 cents. For sale 
at this office.

"The World Beautiful.” By1 Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in their high1 
and elevating spirituality of thought. 
Series 1. 2. and 3. each complete in it
self. Price, cloth, ?1 per volume. For 
sale at this office.

Grand Rapids Mich. 8
“The Bridge Between Two Worlds.’ 

By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded* 
icated to all earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical bodies 
and their physical bodies with! 
universal nature and their souls with! 
the higher intelligences, to come Into; 
closer connection with the purer realms' 
of the Spirit-World. It is written in tha 
sweet spiritual tone that characterizes 
all of Miss Judson’s literary works, I 
Price, doth, $1; paper, 75 cents. 1

Mediumship. A chapter of Expert«: 
ences. By Mrs. Maria M. King. Price 
IQ cents. A
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This department is under the management oi 

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio, - '

NOTICE.—No attention will be given anonymous let
ters. Full name and address must be given, or the letters 

, will not be read. If the request be made, the name will 
not be published. The correspondence of this depart
ment has become excessively large, especially letters of 
inquiry requesting private answers, and while I freely 
give whatever information I am able, the ordinary court- 

• esy of correspondence is expected.
HUDSON TUTTLE. .

J. McCullum: Q. I perceive by reading your replies 
and articles you ale in the gall of bitterness and bonds 
of iniquity. You should seek reconciliation with God. 
You will sell your house and lands, your wife and chil
dren, your comforts and life, for that joy which comes of 
serving-God. You say prayer to God cannot change the 
falling of a leaf. When you make that assertion, you lie. 
Will you not come to God?

A, If “being reconciled to God,” means the narrow 
■bigotry, and ignorance of this correspondent, I am de
voutly thankful 1 have it not, nor shall I seek it. ;

If it means the utter, boasting selfishness that will sell 
house and lands, wife and children,” to gain the joy of 
“serving God,” to desire it ought to bring the blush of 
shame to the cheek of the most degraded savage. When 
the amenities of gentle life are broken down with the 
“lie” directly charged,' argument is uselpss. I do not re
flect back this serious asseveration for I do not doubt this 
correspondent’s honesty, and because I do not, I pity his 
intolerance and ignorance. If he was better informed, 
he would not be hobbling in the old path and accusing 
otliers of lying because they think other paths are better. 
When one' born blind, says the man lies who tells him 
that the sun shines, it is not taken as an insult, but we 
laugh at it as a joke. .

About prayer, the Bible says if there is faith, even 
mountains may be removed and cast into the sea, Is there 
a Christian iii the world to-day who dares to make the 
trial? • And now to the question, Will 1 not come to God ? 
I reply in the sense of this correspondence, emphatically 
no, I may have softening of the brain, or become in-; 
sane, for we do not know what calamity may overtake us, 
and then perhaps I might be led to commit some outra
geous follv. । If 1 ever should, my friends must have the 
charity to’infer (hat I have been stricken with the imbe
cility of disease. If God is infinite he must have made 
everything just as he desired, and no mortal can change 
his plans. Everyone must do just as he wishes. I must 
say that to me such a God is a chimera, with even less 
substantialitj’ than Santa Claus, and any and all at
tempts to solve the problem of his being are useless and 
necessarily valueless.

The way to God is through and by knowledge, and 
along that path mankind are pressing forward.

. Chas. II. Pratt: Q. Is there any connection, as of 
true prophecy, of Miller the Adventist, with the birth of 
Modern Spiritualism, the date of which was 18.48? 
Plepge state the date of Miller’s prophecy, and the dates 
Adventists expect the second coming of Christ.

A. ' The date of the coming of Christ, was fixed by 
Miller, according to his calculations from the Bible at 
1843. When this failed, he conveniently found an error 

■ and extended the time. Singular as it may appear, the 
sect lingers and has its organ. Miller was not versed in 
Bible criticism, and brought to his task no educational 

. preparation, lie took the Bible as lie would an enigma, 
the understanding of which would give infallible kuowl- 
edge. His ignorance made him an enthusiast in his opin
ions, and hopelessly beyond conviction of his errors. It 
has been repeatedly stated that there was connection be
tween his prophecy and the coming of Spiritualism, but 

' this far-fetched assertion came from those who would 
. have the second coming of Christ thus represented.
• The 2,000 years had come to an end and it is claimed 
that each period of 2,000 years is marked in history. This 
has been asserted so many times that it passes without 

. ’ dissent, yet there is no more abrupt or overwhelming 
changes at the end of each 2,000 years than at the end of 
500 or 100. Two thousand years from the creation’to 
the deluge? Who has fixed the year of the creation? 
Assuredly no one who has even casually glanced at the 
chronology of the Bible can otherwise than pronounce it 

- all as a pious fraud without foundation. As to the del
uge, do we not know that the story is a myth?

The most certain date is that of the beginning of the 
Christian era, which may or may not be within a century 
of certitude.

Mrs. F. W. Linuis: Q. The Christian Herald and 
Signs of the Times, published in its issue of August 24, 
a sermon by the Rev. T. De Witt Talmage which con
tains tills statement: “Evolution is contrary to the facts 

• of science and is brutalizing in its tendencies.” Is there 
any truth in such statement?

May I hope to hear from you through The Progressive 
Thinker, as 1 feel that many earnest readers will be en- 
tightened by your reply?

A. To deny the truth of evolution is like denying the 
revolution of the earth around the sun, or the law of 
gravitation. The evolution is, to living beings what 
gravitation is to worlds. The science of biology has its 
interpretation by its means. He who denies it is placed 
by the side of the negro preacher who declared the earth 
flat, and “de sun do move.”
'Evolution is that theory which holds that there is no 

direct and special creation by any power outside of na
ture. From the beginning there has been constant 
growth and unfoldraent, each age being a direct develop
ment of the preceding, each specific form being evolved 
from a lower.

As to its “brutalizing tendency,” the truth never bru
talizes. If Talmage would adhere to the truth his ig
norance might be pardoned. He however, has an imagi
nation which supplies the place of his reason, his de
ficiency of knowledge, and any facts necessary to lend 
plausibility to his argument. Rider Haggard's most as
tonishing flights are tame to the florid imagination of the 
“only Talmage.” .

R. S. Bell: Q. How is a mother to be happy in spirit 
life, who leaves a family of young and dependent chil
dren? . •

A. Numerous communications from spirit mothers, 
express regret more or less intense for being called from 
those on earth. If they did not it would indicate a 
change almost equivalent to the loss of individuality. 
With broadened views they may recognize the (inevitable 
process of events, and gain consolation'by the briefness 
of earth life compared with, the .future when all the 
broken strands of love will again be united.*

“Woman, Church and State.” By Matilda Joslyn 
Gage.- A royal volume, of more than common intrinsic 
value. The subject is treated with masterly ability; show
ing what the church has and has not done for woman. 
It is full of information on the subject, and should- be 
read by every one. Price $2, postpaid. For sale at this 
©ffice. ’ ■ ■ . ।
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“AS A MAN THINKETH, SO IS HE.”
A Study of the Helpful Power of Right 

-Thought.

_ Few there are who realize the truth of the above quota
tion, and until something awakens us to a consciousness of 
it, we will not understand that in it lies the key to unlock 
many seeming occult problems. We are told of nature’s 
mysteries, and the old idea has taken such a firm hold of 
our mentality that we believe the dear Old Mother to be 
full of them, but when we begin to apply to ourselves the, 
truth of the power of right thinking, we . find nature’s 
arcana is an open book, from the pages of which we can 
read the law and how to apply it to ourselves. It seems to 
me there is no class of people so well able to verify this 
truth as are the Spiritualists who are seeking through a 
knowledge and application of spiritual law the growth 
which brings out and demonstrates the power of the soul 
of.,man. Could we realize that in man lies latent re
sources the same as we have found in the earth, and that 
no one, two, or a dozen people have a monopoly on the 
development of them, but that to all who will apply them
selves to the study of the truth which nature is ever re
vealing in various ways, will come the evidence of the 
power of thought.

From my study of Spiritualism I find there is much 
individual work to be done, no matter what the position 
we occupy, whether that of speaker, medium or investi
gator: at least it seems to me such work should be done 
in order to gain the best results. Our investigation should 
lead us out in many ways. It must first establish the fact 
of intercommunication, and the continuity of life. 
Through this fact being established we find that the mas
ter minds of -all ages still live and pursue their several 
courses of study, and that they are enabled under certain 
conditions to transmit the knowledge they obtain, in part 
at least, to us who still are “wearing the garment of 
flesh.” ■

Now what are the necessary conditions for the trans
mission of knowledge? We all agree in saying there must 
be mediums, people possessing physical bodies through 
which the spirit forces work. Then if a body is necessary 
for this work since it requires an instrument through 
which the work may be' done, it follows that the better 
the. instrument the better the work. Imperfect work 
comes through imperfect instruments, and individual
work should be begun upon these bodies which are our 
mediums while we bear them. They are the foundation 
upon which we must build to bring forth the structure 
we wish to rear, and if proper work be done I believe we 
can all come in touch consciously with the spirit forces 
which animate all things.

Now, in my opinion, we cannot all perceive the beauty 
of the invisible life around us, because of the density o'f 
our bodies. We need to so live as to rarefy them, spirit
ualize them, cause them to vibrate to higl'T rates of 
vibration, then we can see and hear what now lies hidden 
from us. Then life would have a different meaning. 
The beautiful coloring of a sunset, the many and varied 
tints and wonderful shadings of a flower garden would 
be melodies as well as colors, and the waving grasses and 
wind-swept fields of grain would speak to us in a new 
language. Think you this is impossible? ’Tis because 
you have not changed your thought from the old ideas 
that have possessed you so long. We have not yet learned 
to think we can change-these bodies, build, them over, 
replenish and sustain them through strict'adherence to 
some few simple rules.

We are not conscious of the amount of force a healthy 
body generates, for two .reasons. One is, there are few 
perfectly healthy bodies now-a-days, and another reason 
is our force is unnecessarily expended in very many ways. 
Few have any idea of conserving their -force, hence we 
waste, grow old and weak, falter and die or drop out of 
physical sight. These bodies are marvelous laboratories 
where a generating, refining and radiating process is car
ried on all the time in spite of the abuses heaped upon its 
machinery. We seem to have less time to care for these 
our “Temples of the living God” than for anything else. 
When we learn the many ways in which we are exhaust
ing our strength, I believe we will try to conserve and 
use it for a higher unfoldment. Idle, envious, angry, 
jealous or revengeful thoughts, grief, sadness or despon
dency when indulged in, waste and weaken,.as well as an 
exuberance of good feeling, a quiet, even manner should 
be maintained. Our style of dress, manner of eating, our 
habits and practices all waste and weaken our force. 
Over-work soon leaves its effects upon the physical. 1 
sometimes question the right .of anyone to drive the 
human machinery beyond its powers of endurance, and 
bring on premature old age, to say nothing of weary 
hours of pain and sufl’ering. The engineer who con
tinues to drive the engine.with an unsafe boiler, or with 
low water, or with certain parts of it out of repair, thus 
endangering human life, is, I believe, held guilty of crim
inal negligence when the accident occurs which maims or 
kills an individual; but the poor human engine is placed 
in incompetent hands and no one seems to think or care 
how it is being used, and because of misuses thousands of 
poor, crippled, deformities, physical!y and mentally, are 
bom into an independent existence every year, thus grad
ually weakening flip human race. Is it not time our 
bodies should receive some attention?

Now, to return to our text. We can be all that we will 
to be when we completely change our thought and 
through such change eliminate al! the abuses of self, and 
learn to place a high estimate upon ourselves and our 
ability to do, and to be the divine man or woman, usine 
force and nobility which will stamp itself upon our 
every act, remembering that the thoughts held in the 
mind show outwardly. I know wo can change the form 
and the density of tire body by allowing the spiritual 
force which is back of all things to work through (lie 
thought upon the physical body, thus causing it to be
come more sensitive and receptive to spirit forces.

I know by right thinking we can drive out disease and 
expel the habits and passions which hold us so firmly. I 
know by this same process we can grow toward the good 
and the beautiful. I know that while learning to con
serve our physical force we have learned concentration to 
quite an extent without realizing it, and I know that 
when’we can concentrate our thoughts, which is a force, 
we can overcome circumstances and change our whole 
life. I know that it is through such a process as this that 
our best and truest spiritual mediums are developed. I 
know that it raises us all to a plane where we can come in 
conscious touch with those in the finer, more invisible 
spheres of life, where the beauties and truths of a higher 
spiritual law will be unfolded to us, a revelation will be 
given to each of us which will be applicable to our own 
individual work, our mentality will be invigorated, our 
intellect illuminated, and our spiritual force will feel less 
limitation.

I know it fits us for the change of habitation when the 
Life Angel touches us and bids us follow him. I know 
the sorrows of a lifetime can be glorified and we can reach 
an altitude of thought from whence we can look back and 
say “All is well.”

By holding in mind ideals and pictures just the oppo
site of the tilings which annoy and displease us, med
itating on them and trying to grow toward them, we shaU 
derive much benefit. By looking for the good side of a 
person’s nature instead of the bad, we'shall be able io find 
many things in his character to approve, and at the same 
time break ourselves of the habit of unjust criticism.. ' • .

In conclusion, I would like to ask all to compare this 
system of right thinking and thus right living with the 
old dogmatic system’so much in evidence as practiced by' 
our Christian friends. Heaven if we make it; hell if we 
deserve it; both conditions for the now as well as for the 
hereafter. . ■

Let us think’ right» live right and gain heaven.
EVA PAYNE HOPKINS.
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/ft GLOB OF TEN !
Lyman Saunders, of Bloomfield, Ill., sends in 
club of Ten Subscribers. Each subscriber

gets an Art'Magic, which alone is worth more 
than the MM dollar paid, saying nothing of the 
fifty-two weje^ly visits of The Progressive Think
er. The one who gets up the club receives the 
book and paper free. Anyone can easily get up 
a club. No trouble whatever. Try it.
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OLD EGYPT.
A Spirit Comes with Valiia- 

ble Information. ' _

In the month of May, 1897, I first met 
a Miss H„ of this city under peculiar 
circumstances which I shall not here 
recount; and I often think when re
curring to the many strange phenomena 
presentpd in our home circle since she 
became a welcome member, that her 
advent into it was opportune and 
timely, and that our meeting wras de'- 
signed by powers of a higher realm. 
Miss H. is a lady who has spent a num
ber of years among the Spiritualists of 
Massachusetts, and it was there that 
she first became interested in the fact 
and philosophy of spirit return. While 
there she met a young man whose 
mother in her earth-life was a spirit 
artist. Among the many pictures which 
adorn the walls of their home in the 
suburbs of Boston, is one of an ancient 
Egyptian who gave the name of Yahn. 
The young man finding the handiwork 
of his mother fading, had ihany of her 
productions photographed, and among 
them was the picture of Yahn, which 
eye-witnesses assert is an exact copy 
of the original. The young man pre
sented to Miss H. a copy of Yahn’s pic
ture, end in a seance one night Yahn 
told her at any time she found herself 
greatly perplexed or worried, to hold a 
short seance with his picture as a 
center-piece and he would assist her.

I had often heard her speak of, this 
picture, and expressed a desire to see 
it. About six months ago she intro
duced it into our circle, hoping that it 
would aid us in our development. 
Almost immedlately---in fact I think 
that it was upon the first’ evening of its 
introduction into our circle, my little 
daughter, who was not quite ten years 
old, began by clairyqjqince to minutely 
describe Egyptian , sarnies, and so ac
curate have been these, descriptions that 
to my knowledge she‘Las not made a 
single geographical, or historical mis
take, which, considering her age and
lack of Information, is-very remarkable. 
These scenes continued for many 
weeks, and among thqithings observed 
through her occult powers, were the 
river Nile, with quaintocastles of heavy 
architecture along its banks, huge stone 
bridges spanning its. breadths, pyramids 
of expansive base .and; great elevation 
in the hazy distance; jtlie enigmatical 
Sphinx with its placid ¡features looking 
far out over the barren plain; furious 
sand storms of the desert waste; nar
row street scenes In 'Cairo thronged 

' witli commerce faftitllar to tourists iu 
that far-off Innd-MiU’ these came iu for 
their share of minute description. One 
evening while sitting as usual, 1 
thought that she had fallen asleep and 
stretched out my hand to arouse her, 
when a strange voice said, “Do net dis
turb her, 'madam.” Imagine my sur
prise when I thus first realized that she 

^was entranced.
This lasted for about twenty minutes, 

when I heard a voice say: "Good night, 
little girl,” and she was once more 
among us iu her normal condition. She 
then related that while entranced, sho 
had, in company with several Egyptian 
spirits, crossed the Nile and entered the 
quaint stone castle which she had so 
frequently described. After entering 
an upper chamber she conversed witli 
her ancient guides iu their own lan
guage which she readily understood 
and employed. They told her that they 
had something of special Interest to 
show her upon the occasion of her next 
visit: They then gave her refreshment 
consisting of a miste-like substance, 
contained iu a bowl of peculiar form 
aud fashion. The refreshment she fur
ther described as possessing a sour and 
sweetish taste, but withal very pleas
ant, after which they returned her to 
our midst, with a promise to come 
again.

True to their promise, upon our next 
sitting she was again entranced and 
taken to a spot of great historic re
nown, and which is visited annually by 
thousands of tourists for its external 
architectural beauty, but which 1 be
lieve has not been found to contain a 
subterranean chamber. Passing along 
to a certain spot, they gave iter to drink 
of a strangely-tasting liquid. Then ad- 
vancingonward and downward through 
earth and stone, they at last emerged 
into a huge, arched chamber supported, 
by vast pillars, this chamber containing 
historic and pecuniary wealth untold. 
Then bidding her to carefully note ev
erything she saw, they said: “These 
tilings are just as our hands left them; 
when we placed them here, wo had no 
Idea of their immense value, but the 
time is ripe, the world needs it and you 
nre the instrument.” Passing their 
hands over the heavy stone coffins the 
lids came off and there exposed to view 
were mummies of kings and queens 
shrivelled and yellow by the lapse of 
untold ages, yet the ¿hatnber was full of 
the odor 6f the spices .employed in the 
process of einbalmitig.-’-On huge stone 
pegs deeply set In'‘the walls, were 
swords, spears, shield^, helmets and 
other soldier trapping«,, the names of 
which were unknown jo .her. Standing, 
she could just peep'qvtfr the rims of 
huge pots containing nuggets of gold 
and jewels resplendent1 in sparkling
brilliancy; crowns magnificently set with 
rare jewels. Ulis chaniber is carefully 
guarded by a ponderous' stone door cov
ered many feet deepjwlth the drifted 
sands of ages, but ’wnteu 'she is positive 
of locating from the outride. This door 
still contains its lock and key, and of 
this key I now wislrto hpeak.

I shall begin by giving,! description of 
Yahn as he appears’In *the photograph 
possessed by Miss H. A small wiry 
man, well advanced in years, with 
swarthy complexion, eyes deeply set, 
cheeks shrunken but thinly covered 
with a medium crop beard, wearing the 
garb peculiar to the Egypt of old, every 
fold of which distinctly shows, and over 
the left shoulder hangs a heavy chain 
from' which, is suspended a massive 
key. Miss H. observes this key at al
most every sitting, and it seems to pos
sess a strong fascination for her. From 
the necks of the five Egyptian guides of 
my daughter is pendant a large key, al
most to the hem of the garment 'L de
sire to remark in this connection that 
the rules-for holding circles are strictly 
observed by us and every precaution 
employed to guard against obsession; 
that all evil influences and selfish de
sires are carefully eliminated in the ob
ject sought, and that we endeavor to at
tract from the realm of spirit only the

pure and good for the uplifting of hu
manity. Further, Miss H’s little Indian 
guide, Sunset, in answer to questions 
propounded regarding the truthfulness 
of the foregoing revelation said that she 
knew nothing in addition to what had 
been made known through my little 
daughter; that the spirits who had use 
of her mediumistic powers occupied a 
sphere far in’advance of her, but that 

The influence they brought was grand 
and uplifting, and that she felt we were 
perfectly safe in trusting them,

Should anyone versed in Egyptology 
possess information concerning the 
scenes herein depicted, I shall be glad 
to have the matter discussed through 
the columns of The Progressive Think
er. Anyone wishing to ask me a pri
vate question can have my address by 
applying tq Brother Francis. There is 
much more that is interesting concern
ing the matter which for the sake of 
brevity I have withheld, giving only 
that which was requested by the 
guides. I await the opinion of the 
friends of truth.

EARNEST MOTHER.

SPIRITUALISTS' TEMPLE
A Beautiful One Purchased' 

by the Michigan State
Association.

To the Spiritualists of Michigan:
This property is located on Washing

ton Avenue north, Lansing, Mich., the 
main street of the city, and is but eight 
blocks from the State Capitol building; 
street cars pass the door.

The lot is twelve rods oh Washington 
avenue and twelve rods on Jefferson 
street, being three large lots 06x198 feet 
each.

The building stands on the middle lot 
and is 40x42 feet on the ground, it has 
a finished basement under the entire 
building and two stories and an attic all 
finished hi fine shape. It contains 
twenty-three rooms. It is plumbed for 
heating with radiators in each room. It 
is piped for gas with cliandeliers or jets 
in every room; hot and cold water, with 
baths, and water closets on two floors. 
There are magnificent chandeliers and 
beautiful mantels.

This property originally cost $15,000.
The Sisters of Charity bought it five 

years ago for $0,000, using It for a hos
pital, but finding they could do better 
work at Mt. Clemens they decided to 
sell it at a great sacrifice.

The Michigan State Association have 
availed themselves of this opportunity 
and have purchased the same for 
$5,000, to be paid six months from date. 
Mr. John F. Goff, of Wakelev, Midi., 
has subscribed $1,000 and deposited the 
same in the City National Bank of Lan
sing. subject to the order of the trustees 
of the association providing the other 
$4,000 is raised within the six months 
required.

It is proposed to establish under the 
laws of the State, a school for the ed
ucation and preparation of our mag
netic healers and medical clairvoyants, 
granting to Its graduates diplomas that 
they may do better work and be pro
tected in their work, instead of being 
persecuted as now is often the case, and 
that the Spiritualists and liberal public 
may have opportunity to employ eom- 
ixdcnt and thoroughly prepared spirit
ual healers to treat their sick and suf
fering ones by natural and spiritual 
methods.

It Is also proposed to establish a home 
in tins beautiful place for indigent and 
worn-out mediums where they may 
spend their last days in comfort. Ail 
know how much such a home Is needed. 
We should each be willing to extend a 
helping hand to carry this laudable 
work forward.

In connection with this movement it 
is ■proposed to establish a school or col
lege for the education and preparation 
of our speakers, and mediums, in such 
lines as are needed. We all need to 
learn more of the beautiful laws gov
erning mediumship, and our teachers
should be instructed in these laws, mid 
how best to teach them.

It Is the desire of the founders of this 
movement to institute a school for the 
young, a place where they may be ed
ucated in the teachings and principles 
of our beautiful philosophy. "Where 
are our educational and charitable in
stitutions?” This question is often 
asked in a spirit of derision, and now is 
our opportunity to establish one more 
at least In the capital city of the State, 
where our State Association is dom
iciled.

This property will be known ns the 
Michigan State Spiritualists’ Temple, 
and used for scientific, spiritual a.nd 
liberal religious culture, under the 
direction of the Michigan State Spirit
ualist Association.

Dear friend, will you help this good 
cause along by subscribing liberally 
yourself and then taking the enclosed 
subscription list to each one of the 
friends in your neighborhood and solicit 
their subscription, great or small, and 
mail the same in postal order to

MRS. MAY F. AYRES.
Secretary of the Michigan State Spirit

ualist Association, 129 River street. 
Lansing, Mich. .
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PLEASANT LETTERS.

They Are Still Coming.

Melrose, Mass., Aug. 14, 1898.
Dr. C. E. Watkins—Dear Doctor:—I 

will write that I am nicely; I am 
much better than I was. 1 can walk 
now, aud have not had a pain for two 
months. 'Thanks. •

13 Slovens Place. SUSAN JONES.

, Lewiston, Me;, Aug. 29, 1898.
Dr. C. E. Watkins-Dear Friend:-! 

am feeling better and better all the 
time. 1 am stronger than I have been 
for a long time. I have had eight doc
tors, and two Spiritualist doctors treat 
me before I began your treatment, and 
you have done me more good than all 
the others.. It is so strange, your living 
there, and I never even saw you, and 
yet you are curing me. It is wonderful.

With kind regards,
1 MRS. ADA JENNINGS.

)

i East Pepperell, Mass., Aug. 29,1898.
Dear Doctor Watkins:—I want to tell 

you that I saw Mrs. Flynn last week; 
she said the .ulcer on her Jimb was all 
healed up, and that if it had not been 
for you, she would have been dead be
fore this. ’ ELIZA N. HOBART.

Binghamton, N. Y.fSept. 5, 1898.
Dear Doctor Watkins:—You see I did 

not write you last week. It was because 
I did uot have the money, but I will 
send it to you next week sure, without 
fail, if I live, and it looks that way 
judging from tlie way. I feel now, which 
is better.than I have felt for ten years.

Yours truly, 
i‘. B. D. HANCOCK.
P So. Hingham, Mass., Sept. 5, 1898.

Dr. Watkins:—I have received my 
medicine all right. Will send check in 
tills letter. 1 am feeling nicely now, in 
spite of the very warm weather. No 
nausea, rheumatism better, and more 
ambltjon to work; stomach feeling bet
ter. Yours, ,

MRS. A. B. BATES.

, 1404 West Ave., Knoxville, Tenn.
! Dear Doctor:—Just in from a trip in 
the country, and can say I continue to 
improve, i am much stronger. Think 
you will get more patients from Knpx-
Ville soon. M. E. WILLARD.

Dr. C. E. Watkins—Dear Sir:—I have 
been acquainted with this way of treat
ment for a good many years, but let 
me tell you I never had a diagnose 
equal to yours. Correct? Well, I should 
say it was, even to the friendly way 
you told me of searching for health. I 
will try three months’ treatment, etc.

■ ' MARY WHEELER.
Santa Monica, Cal.

Dr. C. E. Watkins—Dear • Doctor- 
Through the advice of my friend, Miss 
Ballinger, I have been induced to write 
you. If you can benefit me half as 
much ns you have her, I should be 
very grateful. She seems like another 
girl, so well, happy, etc.

. MRS. C. A. GOTSHALL.
04 Union Block, Portland, Ore.

'A LETTER FROM AN EX-PATIENT.
Avon, N. Y., Sept. 18, 1898.

Dr. Watkins—Kind Friend r-Thinking 
perhaps you might like to hear from 
me, I am writing to tell you how well 
I am this fall. 1 am here in Avon, at 
my work, and I never began my work 
when I felt so well, etc.

ORRA L. BORROUGHS.

Haverhill, Mass., Sept. 12, 1898.
. Dr. Watkins—Dear Sir:—I am feeling 
nicely; stomach Is better; am very 
thankful to feel as well as I do now.
ete. MRS. A. C. TAPPAN.

FROM ANOTHER EX-PATIENT.
Ashniont, Mass., Sept. 15, 1898.

. Dear Doctor Watkins:—I am pleasM 
to receive your short note, and book de
scribing the Health Home. I showed 
your took to many, mid told them

, many, many good tilings of you. I let 
them know tliat I thoroughly appreci
ated vottr treatment. I shall some day 
come to your beautiful sanitarium, that 
I have heard so much about. I have 
had tlie impression that you were in
terested in your old patients, and 
thought it must lie so, for I have grad
ually Improved In health since your 
treatment. Your psychic power is won
derful. Friends tell me how well 1 look. 
I will never have any physician but
you.

u

With kindest regards. 
Your grateful patient. 

CHARLOTTE P. WILBUR.

Andover, Muss., Sept. 9, 1898.
Dear Dr. Watkins:—Mr. White is im

proving every day; lie feels his strength 
returning more anil more each day. 
All our friends notice the change in 
him. 1 have given your address to 
many; think you will hear from friends 
in Haverhill, Lowell. Nashua, and Man
chester, ete. MUS. M. E. WHITE.

THE LIQUOR DISEASE CURED.
Hickory Grove, S. C.. Sept. 11. 1898.

Dr. ( . E. Watkins—My Dear Friend: 
—I have just read ouo of your old loi
ters. which I regard as n turning ixiint 
in mv life, for I know 1liat you saved 
my life, and this letter I speak of made 
me a lietter man. I would like very 
much .now and then to hear from you. 
I have not touched liquor since, and I 
feel that I am cured. My health is very 
good. 1 shall never forget my great ob
ligation to you. Yours verv trulv,

E. WORTH.

OCT; 8, 1898.

I 
r<

Lewiston, Me., Sept. 13. 1898.
Dear Doctor:—! am getting along very 

■well. Last week was our state fair and 
it brought me a lot of company, and 
made lots of work: still In spite of it all. 
I am much better. Yours with respect. 
. ANGIE S. RICE.

• . DIAGNOSE NO. 17276.
/ Flushing. Midi., Sept 10. 1898.
• C. E. Watkins. M. D.-My Dear Doc
tor:—lours of tlie 6th received on the 
8th, and was a-source of great satisfac
tion to me, as it showed that I am re
membered. and I do not feel as if I were 
taking some patent remedy, with no In
telligence back of it. I am feeltag bet
ter I belie.ve all the time. My husband 
insists I am already much better, 
though he did uht favor my employing 
a physician so far away from bpme, etc. 
. Yours with hope.

MRS. H. E. NYE.
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Pleasant letters. In this way we 
prove to the world what honest psychic 
power in We let our patients speak for 
;us. Cures made last year, through the

help of our gifts, were very gratifying 
to us. We wish to reach that class of 
patients who are not receiving treat
ment from any other physician. If you 
are receiving treatment from anyone 
else, give them a fair, honest trial be
fore giving up, and coming to us. The 
55 a mouth offer will be continued dur
ing the month of October. After the 
31st of Qctober, price for treatment will 
be at old rates-. - • .

Send name, age, sex, and leading 
symptom to us, and we will give you a 
free diagnose. .

DR. C. E. WATKINS.
• • AYEK, MASS.

CALIFORNIANS.
Prof, and Mrs. Longley, and 

Annie Lord Chamberlain.

All of these great mediums, so well 
and favorably known, left here to-day 
for the East; the former to Washington, 
D. C., where they will reside In the 
future. •

Prof, and Mrs. Longley have been 
very active and uutiriugworkers among 
us for the'great truths of Spiritualism 
and tlie alleviation of human suffering, 
and have left a path of light and love 
wherever they have worked during the 
three years that we have been blessed 
with their presence. Mis. Longley’s 
many friends are hoping if there is to 
lie a change made in the office of secre
tary of the N. S. A., that her worthiness 
and fitness for the position may be con
sidered. Believing, her to be eminently 
qualified from a bugjness standpoint, 
executive ability, as well as a ready 
writer, an easy and harmonious speak
er, we are confideut that she would iu 
the spirit as well as in the letter, deal 
justly and impartially with all.

With these dear friends, Mrs. Annie 
Lord Chamberlain also leaves for old 
home scenes in Boston. This dear, 
frail, little woman, one of the first and 
most wonderful of all our mediums, 
eame to our coast two years ago, but 
because of Ui health was not able to un
dertake public responsibilities; yet in 
the home circle artioug friends as she 
was Invited from place to place, she has 
never failed to convince the honest in
vestigator of tlie truth of spirit return 
and the continuance of life beyond the 
tomb.

Through musical qianifestatlons, raps 
and independent spirit writing produced 
through her mediumship, it Is easy to 
believe iu the miracles of old days, if 
only from the evidence of-spirit power 
manifested in the sacred privacy of our 
homes, and many of us have praised 
God with hearts too full for utterance 
for receiving loving messages in their 
owu handwriting from tlie dear ones 
beyond the gates. M. R. HAVENS.

Los Angeles, Cal.

A Vision of Mother Ann Lee.
As seen by one of her own people 

twenty years ago: She seemed to be 
walking back and forth in a discon
solate mood, through the villages of 
Mount Lebanon and Hancock—said site 
had been “knocking nt the doors of 
their dwellings, trying to gain an en
trance to tlie inner abodes of those who 
«ollied her Mother”—hnd come to revisit 
“her own, but her own received her 
not.” She had come to bring “an in
crease of love, life and liberty, to her 
dear children here Mow, and to infill 
their souls with strength and power of 
the holy spirit, such as they had never 
before realized”—had come to create in 
them a “new life, born of love, and the 
energizing Influence of the mighty pow
ers above,” but “her own” were not pre
pared (nor are they yet) to receive, ex
cept liy means of their own choosing, 
the great and glorious increase which 
she would gladly bring about in their 
midst—the much needed reformatory 
movement which she with other angelic 
aids are fervently striving to inaugu
rate throughout their “Zion homes,” In 
order to an advancement of their re
ligious principles and tlie upbuilding of 
their beautiful earthly abodes.

JULIA 11. JOHNSON.

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free.]

Passed to higher life, on Septemlier 
20, at the home of ills son Horace, at 
Tecumseh, Nebraska, Daniel Heilig. 
He was Ixirn February 22, 1801. on a 
farm near Philadelphia. About 1820 
he graduated at the Pennsylvania Col
lege, and a short time after at the Car- 
lyai University, mid commenced preach
ing In the Lutheran chureh near Pitts
burg, whore lie was married to Miss 
Julania 11. Weagley, who still survives 
him. In I860, while giving scientific 
lectures in the state of Illinois, he was 
called by a committee to explain and 
confute some so-called Spiritual phe
nomena which was said to take place 
at Kankakee, and after careful investi
gation became convinced himself and 
remained a zealous advocate of that 
beautiful philosophy, Spiritualism, to 
the last. His character was marked 
throughout as a great lover of truth, 
lieace and reform. Services conducted 
by Scott Whitney, Tecumseh, N'ebr.

Passed to the spiritual expression of 
life, from Prophetstown. Ill., Saturday, 
Septemlier 24. Alanson Stowell, aged 86 
years. He was an old settler and for 
many years has been Identified with the 
growth and development of the place; 
was faithful to every duty incumbent 
upon him as a man and citizen and was 
an honest man. Funeral services, con
ducted by the writer were held on the 
following Monday at the home, attend
ed by a large number of friends and re
lations who realize that he lias only en
tered upon the duties and the pleasure
of a higher, broader and grander life. 

WILL C. HODGE.

"THE LYCEUM."
The Lyceum, devoted to the interests 

of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street. 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special interest in It. It
Is published weekly. Try it. 437tf

■’Origin of Life, w Where Mau Comes 
From.” ‘‘The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows.” 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents. 
For sale at this office.

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrine.”- By Edward Gibbons. This. 
Is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, arid so exact and perfect in 
•aver? detaiias to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25-cents. For sale at this office.

“The Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lois 
Wnisbrooker. Three pamphlets are em
bodied In this volume, in which ques
tions of great importance to the race are 
discussed front the standpoint of an ad- 
yanced social reformer. Price 50 cent*.

Sunday Spiritualist, Meetings in 
Chicago. . .

People’s Church., Services Sunday at 
8 p. m., in Handel Building, room 518. 
All interested friends and Spiritualists 
invited. Mrs, M. E. Kratz, pastor.

Indiana avenue and Thirty-first street, 
at 3 and 8 p. m. Lecture and tests by 
good mediums.

West Side Spiritual Society mepts at 
No. 46 South Ada street at 8 p. m.

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

Spiritual Advancement Society, 274 
Warren avenue, near Robey street, 
holds service every Sunday evening at 
7:45. Dr. Hasenclever lectures and 
gives spirit messages. .

Tlie ' Englewood Spiritual Society 
meets every Sunday in Hopkins’ hall, 
528 W. 63d street, at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

The First Spiritual Society of the 
South Side, No. 77 Thirty-first street, 
will hold meetings at 2:30 and 7:30 p. 
m., each Sunday, beginning, October 2, 
1898. Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
pastor.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G, 
V. Cordingley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street. Services at 
7:30 p. m.

. The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
C. F. Grumbine, permanent speaker, 
meets in their conference room, 810 
Masonic Temple Building, every Sun
day at 10:45 a. m., and 7:45 p. in.

Church of the Ministering Angels, 590 
South Ashland avenue, corner 13th 
street. Services every Sunday evening 
at 7:30. Mrs. M. Summers, pastor,

Tlie Second Church of the Soul will 
hold meetings in Van Buren’s opera 
house, Madison street and California 
avenue, evbry Sunday afternoon at 3 
o’clock and 7:30 In the evening. Good 
speakers and mediums will be present.

The Church of the Soul will hold 
union services of Sunday school and 
church, each Sunday morning, in Room 
608 Handel Hall Buildlife, No. 40 Ran
dolph street. Church services at 11:30.

Send in notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls.

Healing, Causes and Effects.
Dr. W. P. Phelon’s latest book, is a 

presentation from the spirit side of life 
of the basic priclples of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of the pro
cesses manifesting themselves in the 
operation of healing, is clearly shown 
to be the silent power of luvisible force.

Under the bead of “Causes and Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming.

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementáis, and man's 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostiles of the Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter.

The whole field of man’s relation to 
the forces bringing either the health 
which Is harmony, or the discord which 
is disease is handled by one who evi
dently understands his subject The 
booklet of 100 pages, is proving its in
terest by its sales. Sent on receipt of 
fifty cents. For sale at this office.

455 tf.

NOTICE TO THE SICK

Dr. Watkins will on October 15, move 
to ills new Boston office, 406 Massachu
setts avenue, Hotel Palmerston. Seven 
rooms in this beautiful hotel are being 
prepared especially for Dr. Watkins’ 
offices. Kindly remember the street 
and number, 406 Massachusetts avenue. 
Please address all letters until October 
15 to Dr. C. E. Watkins, Ayer, Mass.

/V LIBR/VRY
The Spiritualist who commences now 

to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, Is 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him,and 
lie will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. Wo
think, in view of what we are 
that The Progressive Thinker 
visit every Spiritualist family 
United States. Commence now, 
peat, to form a Spiritualist x>r
iibrary by subscribing for The 
gressive Thinker.

doing, 
should 
In the 
wo re
Occult
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TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 

—Your Melted Pebble Spectacles are 
all you claim for them, and even more. 
Your Magnetized Compound Is a won
derful remedy, and acts like magic 
upon sore and weak eyes. I would not 
be without it. Very respectfully,

MRS. J. A. PERKINS.
Eastbampton, Mass.

For 30 days I will send a sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
tlie eyes, for 10 cents, by mall.

Clinton, Iowa. B. F. POOLE.

BEAR IN MIND.
In sending remittances to this office, 

write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to send money in 
a letter; if it is sent that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided.

“Human Culture and Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and, Social Up
building." By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other Im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, ete. Price, cloth, 75c. 
For sale at thls office

“Ancient India: its Language and 
Religions.” By Prof. H. Oldenberg. 
The subject is of unusual interest at 
the present time, and it is here treated 
In a way to Interest arid Instruct all 
readers. For sale at this office. Paper, 
price 25c.

"Atlantis: The Antediluvian World ” 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all ¡¿. 
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis../He regards the description 
of it given by Plato as veritable history 
It is intensely interesting. Price, 52. ’

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought Inpoetlc diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment. Price 
11.00, For sale at this office.

DR& PEEBLES
& BÜRROÜGHS

Drs Their Psjchie Treatment 
M Accomplishes Wonders.

IIA | CT"' 3L'V Drfl- Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
■rKlF rifrr H B I a V Dear Doctors:-! am well aud will nut need any more
A ‘ medicines. The psychic treatment lias helped ine very

• .S'. inueb. Wishing you much happiness auu prosperity,
J I remain ever your friend, •

wa. 1/ - July 12, 1898. Carrie Shumway,
b Jr | Manhattan, Kan»«

I I fl C? Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Buttle Creek, Mich.
IfiJB ESH ■ 19 II I'M 11^ Dear Doctors:—I have great faith in your psychic W fl fl V W U filu treatment,. It feels like a battery. I enjoy It and!

Xnow it helps inc. yours truly,
June2-1,1893. Frank Vondeau. Perrysville, Pa.

I remain ever yourfrlend, 
July 12, 1898.

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

COHpESPOfflENCE INVITED.
No “Lock of Hair” or “Leading 

Symptom” Required.

New Vegetable Discovery

Successful 
Specialists

IN

6HR0NIG 
DISEASES

These lines are written especially for 
the chronic sufferers who are seeking 
relief from any source. It is advertising 
—their virtue is their truthfulness. The 
statements made ara correct in every 
respect. A person suffering from a 
chronic lesion, seeking relief wishes to 
employ the physician who can effect a 
cure.

A correct diagnosis gives satisfaction 
and inspires confidence—it is no proof 
that the person who gives it can effect a 
cure of the diseases or lesions he has 
decribed.' You may see a house, weath
erbeaten, with timbers decayed, seem
ingly ready to fall to pieces—your see
ing this house is not proof that you can 
remedy the defects seen. A physician 
may be ever so competent, yet if he 
does not understand your ease, cannot 
diagnose it, nis treatment must be wrong 
because based upon a wrong supposition. 
Again a physician may correctly diag
nose your case, he may be competent 
antd yet his medicines be entirely un
adapted to your organization.

Success in the
Treatment ot

Glralc Diseases
requires many things and the claims of 
those offering their services should be 
carefully scrutinized—their success and 
their fitness should be carefully consid
ered. Of old it was said, that

“By their fruits ye 
shall know them.”
It is the one positive evidenceof success. 
Upon it we base our claims to your con
sideration. The fallowing are but a few 
of the voluntary rstatoments received 
from grateful matients whose cases we 
have treated. with success:

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
My Dear Doctors:—] uni feeling well, wbeu I look 

back and lliluk how I have been and how 1 tun now I 
can see a «real difference and I feel very grateful to 
you for It. 1 caff truly say that you haw saved my 
life. Very Bespectfully, Louisa M.Hvnt.

Sept,. 7,1698. Westerio, N. Y.

(Thia Indy was given up to die of consumption.) 
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Buttle Creek, Mich.

Dear Doctors:—! uni Improving fust. I feel stronger 
and better In every way. I have not felt so well In 
years as I do now, Yours respectfully,

Sept. 8,1898. Mils. N. W, Lemon.
Vicksburg, Mich.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—Everything that seemed wrong be

fore now has disappeared—I feel warm, the color is 
ra|iid]y coming to my face and I am feeling young and 
strong, I do not know bow to thunk yuu enough for 
what you have done for me. Yours respectfully, 

Sept. C, 1898. A. B. Turn kb, Des Moines, la.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—Our Utile boy Is all right now. and I 

think he will not need more medicine. 1 am so grate
ful to you—words can scarcely express my gratitude. 
Should any disease enter my family 1 would with the 
greatest confidence apply to you for relief as ull 1 have 
heard speak of you iccoinmeud you highly. But 
what is that to one’s experience? Yours with respect, 

Mus. D. 11. Smith, Smithton, Pa.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Baltic Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—] write to tell you of my wonderful 

Improvement. 1 am gaining one pound a day. 1 feel 
ever so grateful to you for the good vou have done me.

Your grateful padent, Nannie Cubtis.
Sept. 1, 1898. Glcndcane, Ky.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Midi.
Dear Docton:—It Is with pleasure that I can state 

that 1 have been taking your treatment but three days 
and 1 am feeling much better. I am sure 1 will Im
prove right along. Most respectfully,

Sept. 5,1898. Titos. P. Miller,
Medicine Bow. Wyo.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Baltic Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—1 hid pleased to say that 1 am better 

and will not need any more treatment. I thank you 
very much and will recommend you to my friends.

Yours truly, Ida A. Conwell
August 20,1898. Manning, W. Va.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mick.
Dear Doctors:—! feel better than 1 ever felt lu my 

life and I am so encouraged, life begins to be full 
of promising brightness io me now. I am gaining 
everyday. Words cannot express my gratitude to. . ■ . . . ■ .
you. Very sincerely

August 29,1898.
Ollie Clark, 
Idaho Falls, Ida.

Dr«. Peebles & Burroughs. Buttle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—Mr. Bradley is better and will not need 

any more treatment. Weare so grateful to yvu for 
the good you have done him; we feel tliat you arc in
deed helped by the unseen. Yours very truly.

August 22,1898, Mrs. V. BAadlky,
Friendship, N. Y.

Dr«. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek. Mich,
Dear Doctors:—! write you to-day to let you know 

that the ovarian tumor you treated tn my left side Is 
now perfectly well. 1 have waited about writing to 
be sure It was well and now that 1 am convinced I 
want to thank you for all that you have done for me. 
Thanks do not express what 1 feel for you, nor can I 
express whnlT do feel toward you. If Itwcre not for 
you 1 should be dead. Indeed every hope Lad been 
abandoned for my recovery when you took my case 
and now thunks to you and my Savior I am a well wo
man. Your friend and gratefu’ patient,

August G, 1898. Mbs. S, S. Moore,
' So. Atlanta, Ga.

MRS. Q, PARTRIDGE, 
The well-known Psy-ohoipctrlBt and Business Medium 
Readings personally, Uy letter or photograph ei.OO 
Three reasonable .Questions answered by mail for 
25 cents Address -&N, 62nd ave., Chicago. Psycho
pathic treatments. gntf

LIFE OF- THOMAS PAINE.

s & Burrough», Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—When sitting for the psychic treat

ment It seems as though there Is a battery turned on 
me. Yours truly, w«. Gblffith,

• Juno 26,1898. High Park. Colo.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Buttle Creek.•Midi.
Dear Doctors:—While sitting I could fed the pres

ence aud help of the Invisible powers. Respectfully, 
Sept, 2 1898. Maggie Polson, Moline Kun.

Drs Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sira:—While sluing for tho psychic treatment 

I felt the influence very plainly. Very truly, 
Sam Gray, Lexington, Ky.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Buttle Creek. Mich.
Dear Ductors;-When I sit with you on Tuesday 

evening for the psychic treatment, It feds as though 
a battery was turned on me. Very truly, 

Mary McKeever, Eacauubu, Mich.

G0RRE6T 
DIAGNOSIS

IS
THE
KEY 
TO

SUCCESSFUL 
TREATMENT.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—I received a diagnosis of my case from 

you aud it Is very correct, In fact you told me all 
the diseases 1 have. R. c. Wiseman,

Aug, 8, 1898. _ Ashland city, Wls.

Drs.Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sir;—Your diagnosis, of my case was correct 

in every way. Yours truly.
Aug. 2, ISM.

Mary Kidd, 
Philadelphia, Po.

Dre, Peeble® & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mlcb.
Dear Doctors:—Accept my thauks for your prompt 

diagnosis of my case. It Is perfectly correct,
Sincerely yours, Margaret Wehule, 

Aug. 15, 1698. Carbondale, Kan.

Dra. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—I sent to several doctors advertising 

through the papers, and requested a diagnosis, and 
can simply suy that your diagnosis was the more per
fect. Very truly, n. E. Westgate,

August 27, 1898, iiocUester, N. Y,

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek. Mich.
Dear Sirs:—I received the diagnosis of my case 

and ft is jM'pfect lu every way. Yours truly, 
Aug. 28,1898. Jacob Duncan. Zimmerman, O.

Drs. Peeble\& Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—Your diagnosis of my case was very 

correct. Itespeotfuily, Mrs. O. E. Wooster,
August 29,1898. 8. Hancock, Me.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:-! thank you very much for tho di

agnosis of my case, Il was very correct. Most kindly, 
Aug. 80, 1898. Mbs. C. Rockhill, Alamo, Mich.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—Accept thanks for the diagnosis of my 

case; it 1s perfectly correct. Sincerely yours, 
. Aug. 80,1898, Margaret Wruble,

Carbondale, Kans.
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Midi,

Dear Sirs:—Your diagnosis of my cash Is very cor 
rect; It is to my mind an undeniable proof of your 
psvchlc abilities. Mrs. E. N. Balcom.

Sept. 6, 1898. Almeda, Call.

REMEMBER

TH7VT
DRS. PEEBLES

CURE,
WHERE 

OTHERS
EfllL

If you are a sufferer

WRITE TO-DAY,

Giving Name, 
Age, Sex and a 
Leading Symptom 
and Receive an

Absolutely Correct
Diagnosis Free

Address

Drs. Peebles.& Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

DIVINE X-RAY

The Evolution of the Devil.
V'TaIifc..Lbe independent preacher ot New 

Tore City. The mqit Warned, accurate, scientific and 
ÄT5,cAL“W11 H" Satanic Majesty e“i 
putt shed. The book contains 66 page«, and Is bean- PricèÂâ. wlÄ^CM of “b® ® Utlê Ä

OBSESSION. 
ph1 6P,rlt8 Influence mortala. By M. 

a. gs. Price 10 centi. • —

JHamnous 
Development 

OF

W.J.Wtney
THE CELEBRATED

Trance and Test Medium.

She has developed
Medical Clairvoyance,

ByEditor of the National with Preface and Wnta« ««« .-m a» •» .by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with views of the old ana disease and tfeat witn
Paine Homestead and Palno Monument, at New revealed remedies compounded for each 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman. -’-J-----------"—-- • ■■
Joe Bailow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame RolanS 
Condorcet, Brissot, and the most promlnnntof Pains’« 
friends tn Europe and America. Cloth. T6 cents.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
. of Man.

patient clairvoyantly. Perfect satisfaction 
guaranteed. In order for the controls to 
satisfactorily diagnose, send age, sex, and 
leading symptom. Send stamp for terms 
of treatment.

Office 282 Stockton St., between Post 
Bnd Geary Sts., Ban Francisco, Cab

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

;'XoNTEjrre: The Beginnings; J'nndamentel Prine!« 
Pics; Formation of Constellations, Systems. Suns 
Planets and SateHlHs. The Origin of Meteo« and 
Comets;Tae Organ! j Kingdom; ThoOrigln of Maai 
Man—His Attributes and Powers; The Soul—How It 
Receives and Impaits Knowledge; How the Soul Re
ceives! Highest Impressions; The Record Book, or 
The Heuvenly Ether; How to Cultivate tho Sixth 
Sense; Ihe Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De-

Thumbscrew and Rack.
-Torture Implements employed -In the XVth and 
XVIth centuries for the promulgation of Christianity 
with pictorial Illustrations. By Geo. E. Macdonald! 
Price 10 cents.

THE TALMUD.

io,,°wlng Is taken from the San Francisco 
‘‘Progress'’ of November 7, 181)5:

?? gre“t, Pleasure to quote from the Light 
of Truth commendations of California anil Califor
nians. In a late Issue wo read: 'We note with pleas
ure the continued success of our frleudaud brother, 
ciiiM/nfo ,1.Fur1“ter' 6.“u. Francisca, California, 
nil 1?,“n ““becum11, noted tor Its mediums; and 
althougl Dr. horsier Is not a native of the United 
States, the people of California have learned to claim 
a proprietary Interest lu him just us If he were u 
native eon. We hear good reports of him from nil 

quarters, and It gives us much pleasure to add our 
endorsement to the many accorded this gifted medium and educated gentleman." b

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 

fäXn.offi EMMA KUDEli’ Ccutr“‘ ÎJT’

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR
If you wish to know what ails 

you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. G. BflTDORf, M. D
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

I. M. LANPHERE, M.D.
Paralysis, Nervous Prostration. Rheumatism and 

oluer Clmmlc Diseases cured by Magnetic Kemeilles. 
Seuu stuiiiji, with lock ol hair, age and sex. for tree 
clairvoyant diagnosis. P. 0. Bos 7. Cambridge. Vl. 163

SPECIAL MENTAL TREATMENT FOR SUCCESS 
in business, aud the promotion uf health uud har

mony. Send stamp fur particulars. Rowland J.
Brown, Shelton, Buffalo Co., Nebraska. 465

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
Is the oldest, most successful Clairvoyant Physician 
in practtccv His euros are marvelous. Successful in 
ail kinds of chronic and acute diseases. When others 
fuff he cures. Send Ulm uge, sex, name, 6 cts. in 
stamps and he will send a clairvoyant examination of 
your diseases und treat you for only rLOU u month. No 
leading symptom required. He bus a specific remedy 
for making child-birth safe und uusyjulsu a specific 
remedy for obesity. It will safely aud quickly remove 
all superfluous flesh, also a sûre relief for morning 
sickness. Address

DR. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D.,
83 Warren st., Stoneham. Ma««. tes

TESTIMONIAL
Dr. Loucki Ib curing chronic dkeases of n|) kinds 

In ull parts of the United States and Canada,for a very 
small fee. Bels receiving such letters as you will 
And below, every day, from patients, unasked for 
telling of the good work that Is being done. Kemi fur 
testimonials, tout free on application. Better still— 
send for an examination and cure.

Dr. Loucks. Dear Sir:—Once more I appeal to you 
for help. When 1 wrote to you one year ago last Jan
uary I was perfectly belpieas. In bed, suffering most 
terrible pains tn my pack, could not even stand alone 
for over one month. The many doctors that 1 em
ployed did me no good, but when I got your medicines 
1 got better rapidly and hud guod health for the whole 
year. Previous to this 1 was In the hospital five weeks 
the doctors seeing me twice dully, und they said 1 
could not live more than six months, and said 1 was 
dying with Bright’s disease of the kidneys, Thanks 
to you, Dr. Loucks, for saving my life, and restoring 
me to health again. Mbs. John Denueb.

Guelph, Ont„ Can., May 3. 1S98.

TWELVE NEW LESSONS
IN MEDIUMSHIP.

Given Inspirationally through the mediumship of Mrs. 
M. Theresa Allen. Price 50c. Addresa J. M. & M. T.
Allen. 1004 W. Chase st., Springfield, Mo. 463

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
Trance and Business Medium, Headings dally; resi
dence, 98 30ib st., Cblcagu, III. ;r,6

Practical Guide to Power.
Am! a description of Your Kultng Planet Sent Free 
to nil for stamp mid date ol birth. Correct answers 
to six questions, your character chart and diagnosis 
of dlaeasc for 25c und correct date of birth.

464 Wm. Naiíi'gíi. I’umonn, Cull.

DR. J. SWANSON,
PSYCHOPATHIST,

And Ids Spirit Band treat nil kinds of diseases, physi
cal and mental, at any distance, without medicine; 
und cure many cases where medicine has failed Tes- 
timoniuls from all parts of the United Sunes Send 
stanfe for circulars and terms, etc. 172.8 Clinton avenue, Minneapolis, Minti.

YOUR PALM READ
For JOc In Silver.

Send two one cent stamps fur particulars and direc
tions for sending impression of hand t<< F. A. R. box 
88U Jonesville. Mich. Mention this paper. 466

Emma l. worth, trance medium. Busi
ness a specialty. Terms reasonable. 315 West Mad

ison, st., Chicago, III. 4f-,4

BANGS SISTERS,
PbonoTu^n;:!

Independent slate and paper writing daily. Benuges 
for psychical phenomena In a well lighted roomBiM- 
day and Wednesday evenings. !
SPIRIT PORTRAIT WORK A SPECIALTY, j 

| Art parlors open for visitors Tuesday and Saturday • 
from three to six p. m. bend stamp for circular, 654 
W. Adams st., Chicago, Ill. 4^4

ÙIX PERSONAL UR BUSINESS QUESTIONS. AN
D swured by psychic power, and advice In regard to 
circles fur bpirliuril development. Address Elsie 
lock box 2(»5. National City, Cali. 407

THE SILVER-CHAIN
DEVELOPING CIRCLE.

A circle at large. All members, wherever located, sit 
al same bout, and are brought into spiritual unity 
through uniform thought-tuples. Also HEALTH 
Circle, and monthly MESSENGER. For particu
lar* addreaa. with stamp, J. M. & M. T. ALLEN 
Springfield, Mo. 4^

Researches 111 Oriental History.
BY O. W. BROWN, M. D.

One Vol. 12mo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.50.

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES Hi JEWISH HISTORY. 

RESEARCHES IE ZOROASTRIANISM.
[ 3. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY.
[ 4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS?
• The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 
for a Historical Jesus.

■ In this volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 
have been the holy and favored people they claim to 

' have been. The Messianic Idea Is traced to tbc Bac- 
1 trlan Philosopher, 2350 yoareB. C., and Its history Is 

outlined, following the wares of emigration, until ft is 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the CQmmencement 
of tbe Christian era. • -

The book demonstrates that Christianity and Its ccn 
tral boro are mythical; that the whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsebood. forgerj-. fear and force; and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas end superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of tbe past; Its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read It without Instruction end profit, whether 
he reaches the same conclusions with the amber cr 
otherwise. Foroaieat tbltoffico. ,

AN EXCELLENT WORK. 
r\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE.

The “Stellar Key” Is the ’ibllosopblcal Intro
duction to the revelations contained In this book. 
Some Idea of thia little volume maybe rained from the 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the -after 
Life; 2—Beenes In the Summer-Land; S-Soclety In the ! 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centres In the Summer-Land; I 
5—Winter-Land and Summer Land; 6-Languago and ' 
Life In Summer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 6—intimates In the Summer-Land: 9—Voice 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con
tains more than double the amount of matter In fra 
mer editions, and Is enriched by a beautinu tronn» 
piece. Illustrating the "formation of the Snlrltua'' 
Body." Cloth 75 cents. Postage 6 cento. For sals 
at this office. . .. . _

?Hhin'-0^nintMnrnnH’mîKtuSsnlL p,'ovcd »llfl ' ^ßelscHoiiafrom the contents of that undent book.
Burt’»¿o° S?» Vor SM,cYnVo' !

Price, Cloth, Paper, ßoc, “Ä°B “i Ä :

THE RELATION
Of i!ic Spiritual to the Material Universe; and the 
Law of Control.-New edition, enlarged and 
by M. Faraday. Price IS cents. - - ■ •.

KIDNEY SUFFERERS
Dr.Worst has madq 
a N e w Vegetable 
discovery lor Kid
ney, Liver, Stom
ach Trouble, Sick; 
Headache and.

1 Rheumatism.
He will mail a 

week’s treatment 
ii'eo to all readers 
naniitig The 
Progressive

Thinker,
SPECIAL OFFER.

For a abort time I will mull uuy realer ot tMs t>a-' 
per one week a trial treatment of Ur. Worst's new JlM 
co.eryi.ee, with fun direction», or 6 weeks' treat! 
ment for unly ll.ou. Be wise utid send for It io-day. al 
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DR. E. J. WORST,
Dept. 26, Ashland, Ohio«

Consultation by Leiter Free
Send Postage Stamp for Reply.

ASTONISHING!
DOCTOR A, R. DOBSON

Still Heals the Sick Through 
tlie Mediumship of.............

Mrs. Or. Dobson-Barker.
If' you wish Good Health 

should apply to her.

As a Spiritual Healer She 
No Equal.

you

Has

With her Magnetized Herbs 
diseases that flesh is heir 

to are cured.

Send three two-eent stamps, ag®, sex« 
lock of hair and one leading symptom, 
with full name and plain address, and. 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her

DIAGNOSE YOUR CASE FREE.
Address all Mall to

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES
TherapcuilcB. Including tha fad d ,M“Kdrtlsin, Electi-lclty, Mind Cure, 

and a lllgber science of lite. Chemical affini tv and 
basic principles developed with their marvelous an- 
plications. Students in four continents have taken thk " 

gree of D. M., Doctor of Magnetics. By a system of ’ fe-eh?- <k‘ course and. '
rccehc the diplomas ut their owu homes. Jiistltutton 
removed to 253 South Broadway, Los Angeles Cal« '' Diplomas grunted under either the New- Jei^y oi
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dAltf E. D. BABBITT. M. D. LL. D., Dean. :

DR. MANSFIELD’S
HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES 
i»i<'!'plf,“lled‘dalrvoyuntly for each patient. Sen 
AGNOSls’and ¿V«

w. A. MANSFIELD, M. D. . 
170 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

BETTER THAN GOLD.
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two 
Cure»all form« of «tomach, liver and kidney dlsoasa- 
? :?1C„0“8t^ll0D; A,"uri! cur“ for l|l“l tlrod/worn-oul 
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^Stf^J, .¡r- ’-«y

tiousaiide In all purl« of the world. Sent for GO cent? 
or all three sent postpaid for »1.00, wllb Varma'« 
photoand Instructions Low toiler IDOyeara

Melted Pebhle Spectacles;
E11. Ii.r. . . ..! , ■ ’ e for Illustrated Circular«Fbowlng Hjles and pricesan«! photo of Spirit Varina, 
v l odoveloije«! this clairvoyant power in me. I cad 
vour^v!?« Melled Pebb!e Spectacles as perfectly to 
otih-e ? your own home as if yon were in my 
Dfeltn n testify. Send stamp for
photo. By. Poole. Clinton. Iowa

PSYCHE
I?.»11ilnvcn,1.0,11 °i n Practical medium, under spirit 
M i$nChv “ designed to develop mediumship. 
Man), bj Its use, have received lung conimtinlca- 
S lrlc^9' “,“1 exnr,'=B great aaii.fac-

YOUR, FUTURE
bmni'/cnuVr’:1'1’,6 ? 7 1 "1 ,or,.<’ 1"'■ a >I"UW Block, 
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l“"1- ____________ «ur

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE.
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l.y'l'.tU'r1“^ l"lcagl)- K'W'inenu can humado

6. WALTER LYNN
PSYCHIC

—AND-

AUTOMATIC WRITER
Spiritual Communications by Letter.

CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.

Life Readings and Business Advice, 
$1.00 and Stamp.

Address IIS South First it., San Jose Cal
HT1 have never known a more competent, reliable mid trutl’f1" medium for the Spirit world that. Chas? 

Malter Lynn. Jos. Rodes Bvchanan

FREE! FREE! '
VOTTP 1 "Iflilng 10 Increase our al-

ttzvtT/W/TA 1 rendi t"los ,,f <>!« L»-
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fol.owing astonishing premium: With evirr r«> cent 
box, tlie name of your birth stone, or blrlli’enrd, and 
ftsoc.-Hlt moaning: with every dozen at wholesale 
your planetary position: with three dozen vottr com
plete boroscope. The cream Is aircadv known and 
used by thousands: best ol .-cfcrcnt-c« given. Agents 
write for terms and get yi ur horoscope free. First 

v' Ai.tarol.og?.",H’l‘>>-«l. write at once. A. Hast«, 
w E. 22nd st., Chicago, Ill. 453

OPIUMS:
■ WM Stopped ateneo

A never-failing, harndew and permanent home 
cure. Trial treatment free on request.
Or. J. C. Hollman, 445 Isabella Bldg., Chicago, ill.

ASTRAL READING
And yuur phase of Medlumahlp. with Instructions for 
development: al»o a copy of ••The Path to Power ” 
Sena date of birth and 23 cents (silver). If vou nro 
In search of truth, and desire to unfold the occult 
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The Religion of Hunuusity;
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The Religion of SpiritualiSEi,
Its Phenomena Md Philosophy. By Bev. Samuel 
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Fifty Years in tlie Church of Romo
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P/VST, PRESENT, 
AND FUTURE.

Of the National Spiritualists’ Association, as Seen 
By a Veteran Worker.

A Comprehensive Analysis of the Situation, With Sage Words of 
Earnest Advice and Friendly Counsel,

It may seem pretentious in an out
eider to offer criticism, or suggestions, 
respecting a movement In which he has 
no direct part, or membership interest. 
But I have always been Interested in 
every effort for tbe promotion of Spirit
ualism, and have hud much hope, and 
done some free work for the N. 8. A., 
and had my resources justified I would 
have been glud to have done much 
more.

Although it has always seemed to me 
abnormal

BEGINNING AT THE TOP 
to build the organic temple—yet since 
it was begun, I have been in sympathy 
with all its loyal efforts to utilize the 

■ working forces by organic means, as 
the only way to conserve our strength 
and economize resources for extending 
tbe blessings we enjoy to the outer 
world. After six years of vigorous 
effort and numerous appeals for finan
cial help, and many auxiliary societies 
contributing their dues, with all tbe do
nations from mediums and speakers 
and others, the N. S. A. .

IS REPORTED BANKRUPT!
Is the Jubilee responsible for this? It 
can hardly be counted competent man
agement that has readied such a con- 
elusion as the climax of six years or
ganic effort. But the N. S. A was a 
somewhat precipitous movement in its 
Inception, and due allowance should be 
made for inexperience and hasty cal
culations inspired by enthusiasm, and 
a desire to accomplish much in little 
time. This seemed to be a necessity to 
satisfy the critical onlookers who talk 
much and do little. There is always an 

■ unreasonable jealousy where money is 
called for lest there should be ten cents 
misappropriated; and in view of many 
defalcations, and official extravagancies 
in all kinds of business, and in religious 
bodies as well, this watchfulness

IS NOT UNNATURAL;
and tlie importance of thorough busi
ness methods, and economical calcula

. tions in the expenditures-of all moneys 
'■ entrusted to the care of any society, 

cannot be too forcibly emphasized; and 
some constitutional provision against 
extravagant expenditures would seem 
to be wise and proper. The N. S. A. lias 
done mueh valuable work, in Impress
ing the general public with the mag
nitude and significance of the move
ment. It has called the attention of 
corporations and public officials, and 
even religious bodies, to the fact that 
Spiritualism lias a following that chal
lenges respectful consideration. It has 
modified prejudice
AND COMPELLED RECOGNITION 

where it was scorned and Ignored be
fore. It has been tlie means of securing 
State Organizations and numerous 
small societies through its working 
agents, such as E. W. Sprague and 
wife, and while many of these may be 
short lived, some will grow, and mul
tiply resources for the extension of the 
new gospel. It has called and con
ducted successful mass-meetings, which 
have impressed the public with the sig
nificance of Spiritualism, and added 
something to the treasury of the N. S. A. 
It has encouraged education, and, 
though it has established no schools, it 
has done something towards preparing 
tbe way for them, by stimulating senti
ment in that direction. It has had to 
learn by experience, and some of the 
lessons have been rather severe. Evi
dently the

MOVEMENT WAS PREMATURE, 

as it had not tbe legal counsel, or care 
ful consideration of the various issues 
likely to arise, and tlie scope and ca
pacity of its jurisdiction. Many so
cieties which had paid $5 for a charter, 
supposing that made them a legal body 
competent to do business, etc., were 
bitterly disappointed to find that their 
charter liad no

LEGAL VALUE WHATEVER.
The sharp criticisms of Judge West

brook were timely and necessary, as a . 
means to better qualify, from a legal 
standpoint, tbe working ability of the 
management, and correct mistakes 
which in their Inexperience had been 
made. Whatever may be thought of 
the spirit and manner of said criticisms, 
It must be conceded that they were

' EDUCATIONAL AND HELPFUL. ~ 
But it seems to me that the whole 
scheme has been worked to a great dis
advantage and unnecessary expense.

, To have all its meetings limited to the 
District of Columbia, involves a good 
deal of expense to remote societies . 
wishing to be represented. By having 
the annual sessions moveable would 
seem to accommodate the whole coun-

‘ try much better, and give a more equal 
chance to all. To have a iocal secretary, 
withall the expense of office rooms, and 
residence in Washington, added to his 
salary, eats out a liberal slice from the 
Incomes, a part of which would seem 
avoidable. Why not let the

SECRETARY LIVE AT HOME, 

and devote only such time to the busi
ness of the N. S. A. as is indispensable? 
It may be nice, and convenient, and 
seem more aristocratic,to have it all in 
Washington, and the.secretary not ex
pected to do anything else, to eke out 
the incomes; but is it necessary? He 
may find enough to do, to occupy his 

, whole time, but is the work indispensa
ble? Could not some of It be omitted, 
Without serious loss to the working 

(qplue of the N. S. A.? I would not

check the enthusiasm that has been so 
effective in pushing the work, even if It 
has been precipitate and unfortunate, 
in rushing the Jubilee, without due re
gard to the outcome. Prof. Barrett's 
effectiveness as president has been 
largely due to his earnestness and push, 
which depended much upon his en
thusiasm. Added to this, his excep
tional ability as presiding officer, has, 
carried him op to success, where others 
would have failed. By all means let 
us encourage that lively earnestness, 
and impulsive devotion to the cause, 
which has shown such efficiency In 
President Barrett’s work. If we must 
call a halt in tlie way expenditures are 
calculated, and insist on more rigid 
economy as the only way to safety and 
success, let us

NOT CHILL THE SPIRIT 
of enthusiasm by unjust or ungenerous 
criticisms. If the N. S. A. has accom
plished so much in the first six years of 
its existence, with all the obstacles and 
inexperience, and precipitate way of or
ganizing so imperfectly, what may not 
be expected for the next six years un
der reformed methods, and a delegated 
assembly, having the constituency of 
the States as a foundation, and a sys
tem of co-operation and fraternization,

BASIS OF STATE ASSOCIATIONS, 

making it purely a delegated body, and 
thereby enhance its utility, and estab
lish Its permanence; but the rights of 
State Associations should never be in
fringed by any act of the National As
sembly. There has been some talk of a 
change in the official board. This may 
be well; but in making sueh change

NO PERSONAL PREJUDICE, 
or private ambition should have any 
part. Nor should the one mistake of 
the Jubilee be held against Mr. Barrett 
as a disqualifying barrier to his re
election.

IT WAS A MISTAKE.
Who has not made mistakes? That one 
mistake may be an additional qualifica
tion for the position. Another may 
make a mistake, which by this experi
ence Mr. Barrett might avoid. We shall 
not be likely to find any who will do 
more efficient work under difficulties 
than he has done. But he is

ENTITLED TO A REST, 
and some other may be found to accept
ably fill his place. But wealth, worldly 
position, nor personal favoritism should 
have any part in the choice of his suc
cessor. It would seem that, in view of 
the situation, the office of president and 
secretary might be blended.

It Is better to go a little slower and 
make less noise, and accomplish less in 
a given time, than to overwork the
finances, exhaust the treasury

OR DISGUST EVERYBODY 
with overdoses of begging. There 
money enough among Spiritualists

is 
to

lu which all participate? It seems 
me that organization should begin 
the States, and the N. S. A. should 
simply and

ONLY A DELEGATEi^BODY,

to 
lu 
be

representing tbe wishes of the State so
cieties, as expressed by their represent
atives. Its functions should be limited 
to unitizing and regulating the relations 
of the various State Associations rep
resented in tlie National Assembly, 
passing upon measures of inter-state 
relations, Instituting rules for the gov
ernment of tbe National body, suggest
ing changes in State Associations neces
sary to more complete affiliation, and 
united work, and such general efforts 
as do not conflict with tlie interests or 
methods of any State so represented. It 
might have its own system of govern
ment, be legally qualified to do its own 
business, receive bequests, aud appro
priate any funds not belonging to the 
States represented. It might organize 
a National School, and an Asylum, to 
be sustained by means specifically its 
own, such as may be donated, or be
queathed to tlie National Assembly. 
But as a representative body, doing 
business for and by authority of tbe 
State Societies, it should be entirely

LIMITED TO THE WILL

of the State Associations it represents.
Should we have a creed? Emphat

ically no! But it seems to me eminently 
proper to set forth a concise outline of 
principles and purposes, that all may 
turn to as an index, and which may be 
regarded as a reason for our existence 
as an organic body. But no Iron-clad 
creed should ever be allowed to usurp 
a place, or assume authority in any or
ganization of Spiritualists. There is at 
present a strong tendency in that direc
tion, which, it seems to me, should be 
watched and repelled by all having the 
good of the cause at heart. Many good 
people want a creed—liberal creed!—to 
guard against being confounded with 
various loose ideas held by minor 
bodies, or garrulous individuals. But 
a simple outline of principles and pur
poses, it seems to me, is all-sufficient. 
Such as: “We endorse the demonstra
tions of science, the moral axioms of 
nature, and proof palpable of immor
tality.” “We recognize

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY, 
the value of education, the spirit of fra
ternity, and the right of private judg
ment in all things. We seek tbe better
ment of all conditions in society, by 
means of culture and improved rela
tions and environments. We would 
maintain tlie purity and integrity of 
Individual life as the safety against 
corporate corruptions.”

Of course these are mere suggestions 
-not finalities. In any organization it 
is important to avoid unnecessary 
causes of discord, and the first 
requisite is a broad, liberal interpreta
tion of all doubtful acts, and a thorough 
realization of inevitable differences of 
opinion, and generous toleration to
wards each other, allowing no small 
conflict to disturb the spirit of fra
ternity and good fellowship. All dog
matism should be avoided. Every 
petty ambition for place and preferment

SHOULD BE ELIMINATED
from the counsels, and allowed no place 
in any election or any movement of tbe 
society. This is tbe one most danger
ous poison, that generates weakness 
and leads to failure. Any scheming or 
manipulation for the purpose of se
curing official preferment should be

MADE A DISQUALIFICATION

for office. Officers should be sought for 
their fitness, not for any purpose to 
pamper personal ambition; not because 
tbe. candidate is known to desire elec
tion, but because, those who seek his 
nomination believe in his qualifications, 
and voluntarily propose him.

The N. S. A. has wrought well, if not 
always wisely," and it would be bad 
economy to •

ABANDON IT NOW,

put two million dollars in the treasury 
of (he N. S. A. in twenty-four hours, 
without making a heavy drain upon 
anyone. But financiers are cautious 
about investing, or giving, uutll they 
are sure the enterprise has permanence, 
and a promise of success. Henry J. 
Newton left about a quarter of a mil
lion. He had been for thirty years at 
the head of the First Society of New 
York; yet it seems not to have taken a 
shape to inspire his confidence beyond 
his personal superintendence; neither 
had the N. 8. A. sufficient to cause him 
to leave the smallest legacy to the 
cause! It is common for churches to re
ceive bequests from ten to one hundred 
thousand dollars; and in these days it 
can hardly be credited to the fear of 
hell. But churches have permanence, 
and responsibility, which we may have

IF WE ACT WISELY,
and work together as they do. Let 
every State be organized under its own 
laws; and let these delegate representa
tives to act in a National Assembly; let 
officers be chosen for their competence, 
and character, and the Impression will 
reach the public in no uncertain way. 
Patience and perseverance will do tlie 
rest.

Finally, our work as Spiritualists, 
should not stop with phenomenal dem
onstrations and the philosophy of Spirit
ualism. It should reach out and estab
lish co-operative fellowship with all 
other enterprises for the diffusion of 
general knowledge, the improvement of 
social conditions, work for the criminal 
classes, and for ameliorating the con
ditions of the unfortunate, the vicious, 
and tbe morally destitute. By broaden
ing our work we amplify our resources, 
stimulate generous Impulses, and 
strengthen, rather than deplete our 
finances. Public begging through the 
press may be overdone, and become

A SOURCE OF WEAKNESS

rather than strength. Private solicita
tions properly carried out may do mueh 
more and avoid the odium of constant 
appeals for help. A certain amount of 
this may be well and useful; but in the 
case of tlie Jubilee it seems to have 
been overdone.

Let the N. S. A. be revised and con
tinued. Let the brave officers who have 
done so much, and so well, be 
REWARDED WITH OUR THANKS, 

and inspired with our good will, and 
whatever changes may come let us all 
gladly Work together for the building of 
tlie organic temple that shall represent 
the religion of life and tbe science of 
immortality. LYMAN C. HOWE.

TIMELY HINTS
From a Prominent Delegate.

A GOOD SUGGESTION TO SIT 
DOWN ON ALL ASPIRANTS FOR 
PRESIDENT WHO WANT TO SUC
CEED THEMSELVES.
To the Editor:—I am sure that tbe 

coming convention will be the turning
point of the N. S. A., but nothing can be 
done unless tbe delegates

WORK TOGETHER FOR GOOD, 

instead of personal ends. I am so glad 
that I want nothing that is subject to 
the whims of a convention. Practical 
business methods alone can succeed, 
and as one of the prominent members 
of tbe Freethought Association said to 
me the other day, that their association 
would have been run into the ground, if 
they had not stopped '

THE SALARY BSINESS, 

so I think that that is the rock on which 
we will split. I really believe that a 
clerk hired as a business house hires a 
bookkeeper, .who would have no vote, 
would be better than to oblige a secre-
tary to have the. responsibility of rais
ing his salary. It takes all his time. 1
also believe that a president ought to 
serve for one year and not be

ENTITLED TO RE-ELECTION 

until two years have passed. Do help 
sustain the N. S. A. as a business or
ganization only. Let the local societies 
have charge of the propaganda.

A DELEGATE.

and lose all the vantage ground gained 
by six years of experience, and all the 
prestige it has galsed, which counts 
much for the cause i,.the
exerts upon the w<h 
constructed, on a

It
influence It 
may be re

Art declares the perfectness and eter
nal beauty of the work of God, and 
tests all work bf man by concurrence 
with and subjection to that. It is the 
expression of man's rational and dis
ciplined .delight in the forms and laws 
of the creation of which he forms a 
part.—Ruskin. x

FIGURES AND fflGTS
’ ARE STUBBORN THINGS

The Methods, Cost aud Shortcomings of the National Spiritualists 
Association Clearly Demonstrated.

THE PAPER PROXY SYSTEM DIS
APPROVED.

The more one studies into the paper 
proxy plan of repi'eseutatlon, the more 
plainly ean be seen the possibility of 
having the N. 8. A. run ijy a certain few 
in the East.

President Barrett, in his 1896 address 
to the Association, speaking on this 
matter, said: "Proxies are legitimate 
things, but can become a dangerous 
factor in an organization of this kind.”

For instance: Washington, D. C., at 
the convention in 1897, had 16 dele
gates; Massachusetts, 15; Maine, 5; Con
necticut, 9; New York, 8; Maryland, 4; 
Rhode Island, 3; to say nothing qf New 
Jersey and New Hampshire, and we 
have 66 of the 93 delegates In personal 
attendance, enough to throw the selec
tion of officers into the hands of the 
East, to say nothing of the proxies sent 
to be disposed of as th<* N. S. A. deemed 
proper.

I have nothing against the East, but 
once upon a time there was a chance to 
locate the headquarter of the N. S. A. 
nearer the geographical center of tlie 
United States, in a city more accessible 
to all who would like to attend, but who 
have always been barred by lack of the 
fifty to one hundred dollars required 
for expenses for so great a distance 
But on the other band, Washington is 
the Capital and the temporary home of 
our Congressmen and other public men, 
and to make Spiritualism better known 
to that class of people, It was

DOUBTLESS "VERY WISE” 
to locate the National headquarters and 
our annual conventions there. But tills 
has undoubtedly prohibited a large per
sonal representation and made tbe pa
per proxy system seem necessary to a 
proper recognition of ihe West, as a 
part of "one stupendous whole,” simply 
because our seat of government is too 
far away, for their financial .conditions 
to make it possible f(>r .many of the 
chartered societies to be -represented in 
any other way. This is libt In'favor of 
paper proxies, only (is an emergency in 
tbe matter of milking It tf'tyitional Spir
itualists’ Association instead of an east
ern society.

In the Hon. L. P. Moulton’s prophetic 
words at tlie convention of 1894: “It 
does not make any difference what else 
you do, Ihe people near by will run the 
whole establishment in spite of you. 
This question came up at Chicago. We 

-argued it very carefully; and one year’s 
trial shows that in the State of Michi
gan, only half way across the conti
nent, you liave planted five local char
tered societies under the National As
sociation. Not one of those societies 
has sent tlie one delegate that the char
ter entitles it to, to say nothing about 
the one hundred members. Tbe only 
society in the state of Michigan to-day 
that has a delegate at its own exjiense 
is tbe State Association, which num
bers a membership of about 1,000. ♦ * • 
Even half-’way across the continent you 
cannot get one delegate .for fifty, or one 
for one hundred members, for it takes 
about one thousand to send me here. 
The question is how to equitably dis
tribute our membership, and Induce 
lieople to come from long distances, so 
that this may be strictly a National As
sociation. * * * * You will disfranchise 
the West, and hrfve an Eastern society."

This was spoken against a reduction 
In the memliersliip of societies to enti
tle them to representation, and in favor 
of the constitution which reads "one 
delegate for sueh organization and one 
additional delegate for, each fifty en
rolled members, or major fraction ■ 
thereof.”

By reference to the official proceed
ings it will be seen that at the

ORGANIZING CONVENTION
In 1893, In Chicago, there were 121 del- 
gates; at the first convention In Wash
ington, In 1804, there were 57. less than 
half the number. In 1895, there were 
71; in 1896, 91, and in 1897, 93, but the 
same proportion comes from the East 
and tbe same failure from the West to 
attend the annual conventions; which 
shows that a National convention in the 
true sense of the word cannot be had. 
either owing to a natural apathy on the 
part of Spiritualists^ or because it is too 
long a distance and too expensive for 
the struggling societies to afford a dele
gate and the necessary expenses.

Here are Brother Barrett's reasons, in 
that 1896 address, for tbe

PAPER PRQXY PLAN.
The figures are stubborn filings. He 
said:

“Including the subordinate societies 
belonging to our, chartered State Asso
ciations, about 200 auxiliaries are now 
connected with the A’. S. A... These so
cieties would be entitled to at least 225 
delegates, if dll'-detegatibns 'were filled. 
Should they all attend Our convention it 
would be at an average expense of not 
less than fifty dollars to each delegate, 
making a grand total Of $11,250 for rail
road fares, hotel bills, etc.”,;

THIS CAN BE OVERCOME 
by a more thorough-; organization of 
state associations and 'h^r^resentation 
through them in; the N. This has 
ever been the aim apd'arjjument of Bro. 
Moulton in every convention, and in 
1895 an amendinent was passed to that 
effect,. to the constitution,eby his per
sistent effort '.
- But look,: fori a moment, St the great 
expense of this.N. S. A. to the Spiritual
ists, just for the sake of maintaining a 
National organization In name, for that 
is what It virtually amounts to. No 
money can be raised to place at its dis
posal for needed work, because it takes 
all that can be raised by_ehergetic so
liciting to pay running expenses.

CORRECT FIGURES.
With a salary to the president of 

$1,200 and to the secretary ojj $1,500, 
convention expenses^ $100; stenogra-

- pher, $100; railroad agent for conven
tion, $11; traveling expenses of board, 

. $350; mass-meeting aud traveling ex
, penses, $356.49; rent of office, $480; eler- 
; leal, $230.89; printing, ineluding re
; ports, $562.38, and $757.03 incidentals, 

based upon the secretary’s report for 
( 1896, amounting in the total to $4,- 
i 284.44; which only includes the payment 
, of $375 of the salary of the president. 
’ $5,409.05 received aud the above sum 
, expended, leaving a balance of $1,124.61 

lu the hands of the N. 8. A. to start iu 
ou the jubilee venture with.

I have uo disposition to merely find 
, fault regarding the expense, or regard
' lug the amounts required to run the N. 
, S. A., but it can be seen that all this 

work could be done by each state as 
well as by the N. 8. A., aud save the 
ponderous extra expenses for a better 
use. •

1 repeat, there never has been a

REPRESENTATIVE CONVENTION 
held since the N. 8. A. was organized 
and I doubt if there ever can be under 
tlie present system. There might be 
under a more thorough state delegate 
aud local auxiliary system, but even 
then a conference, with the mere ex
penses aud without salaries, could 
transact all the business and lend as 
much dignity and eloquence to the 
cause as can tbe N. 8. A.

Another idea. It is wrong to exjiect 
public speakers who have never shown 
any financiering ability to execute the 
business of such an institution with any 
great degree of success, and 1 do uot 
believe it prudent to retain in office any 
public medium or speaker, or represen
tative of any Spiritualistic press. Their 
time is peeded elsewhere and their ca
pacities can be better utilized in the ad
vocacy of the truths of Spiritualism 
throughout the laud than iu meeting 
aud resolving, and sparring on the 
many minor points of Roberts’ Parlia
mentary Rules, and voting salaries aud 
expenses for themselves.

PRESENT INCUMBENTS.
If, in the coming convention, the pres

ent incumbents are elected, it will be 
because it is impossible to get tbe per
sonal representation that Spiritualism 
is entitled to at a National Convention, 
aud because the proxy system is manip
ulated to that end.

Personally there is no objection to 
any officer off'e Association, but they 
have all worked hard and given pre
cious time and money to Ilie buildiug up 
of the association and we know they 
must be tired and should rest, but are 
too modest and too fearful of publie 
criticism to refuse longer to remain un
der this load. It is too bad, and we 
would think the people woqld take the 
hint without imposing the humiliating 
iiet upon them of refusing to serve in 
their several capacities, and let them 
out. It la hard on them to work so 
mueh for nothing and get kicked by so 
many people besides. They are all 
timid, and sensitive, and weary, and 
should rest.

In tbe interest of harmony, too, both 
inside and outside of our band of offi
cers, which Is a very necessary element 
In the perpetuation and for the popular
ity of an Institution that is calculated 
to appeal to tbe higher principles in 
man, the time has about come for a 
change almost all around, or in the 
main, at least.

THE BENEVOLENT SIDE.
When I read the constant, and almost 

lugubrious appeals of 1he N. S. A., for 
money—more money, I can fully appre
ciate tbe superhuman effort of Brother 
Hidden to establish and maintain a 
Veteran Spiritualists’ Home in Massa
chusetts. I know nothing, only from 
his prominence in Spiritualism, of Dr. 
Hidden, but I know that tlie cause be 
seems to be buried in is a grand and no
ble one. Just bow he has attempted 
this Immense undertaking, whether 
with or without capital, and with or 
without being Invited by some organiza
tion to do so has not occurred to me, 
bin that such institutions are needed in 
every state in the Union, every intelli
gent Spiritualist will admit.

But by the time the Spiritualists have 
supported their local societies, and 
helped Jbem to support the state associ
ations and the National Association, 
they are just about solicited and do
nated too poor to afford much toward 
tbe benevolent institutions.

People seem too much interested in

of anger to tell us what we must do to 
be saved from eternal hell, but if we 
listen to the voice of Reason, to the 
voice of Conscience, to the voice of Na
ture and of Love, they will each tell us 
that each of these unfortunates is our 
brother or out sister in distress and it 
is right that we strive to help them; 
that we endeavor to relieve them; that 
we divide with them some of our luxu
ries aud necessities, for that matter.

ARE WE DOING THIS?
No! We are letting our inspiration lead 
us up among the beautiful stars; we are 
theorizing and philosophizing on the 
"home beyond the vale of death;” we 
are dangling lu mid-air, suspended by 
the thread of egotism aud ambition to 
do some thing great and do it loud, aud 
we forget to live as we preach, we for
get the poor folks in the valley of de
spondency.

"I have no desire to make myself 
odious to the “sensitive” workers in the 
N. S. A., nor do I desire to let what I 
consider so detrimental to the whole 
cause go unnoticed. True, I am not 
obliged to donate to any institution, if 
I see fit to refuse or be silent to the 
pleadings of it. But the fact remains 
that the constant drain upon tlie united 
purse, the constant solicitations and 
appeals to Spiritualists, for the support 
of the N. S. A., renders very arduous 
aud discouraging tlie noble task of Dr. 
Hidden aud others who are striving to 
do something for their fellow-men, aud 
lu a co-operative way.

The Doctor reports that unless the 
mortgage on the Home Is paid off soon, 
it will have to go. For shame to the 
rich lu our ranks!

1 like the stand taken by The Pro
gressive Thinker in this matter, liecause 
I sense the true spirit of philanthropy 
in those ringing words.

CRY FOR MONEY.
Ever since tlie Jubilee* it has been a 

constant cry in all the papers for money 
to pay the deficit. On the heels of that 
come circular invitations to aid the N. 
S. A. in making the coming convention 
a grand atlair for Spiritualism. Sala
ries must be paid, rents must be paid, 
printing and postage must be paid, and 
(he traveling expenses of tin* delegates 
and their fare in tlie city of Washington 
must be paid. Tlie latter amounts do 
not come out the treasury of the N. 8. 
A., but out of tbe supporters of that In
stitution and by whom, in view of these 
amounts thus expended, invitations to 
aid benevolent institutions are pushed 
aside for something more important (?)

“Oh,” says one, “let us raise Spiritual
ism to the standard (the financial 
height) of other religious institutions, 
and thereby attract wealth mid build 
homes and endow them, and wipe all 
obnoxious legislation from our statutes, 
and build temples,” etc.

But the higher we raise Spiritualism 
the more expensive are the wheels and 
the grease for the same under the pres
ent plan of raising, and the greater the 
debts we make, the more begging we 
must do—for what?

Figures speak for themselves.
DR. T. WILKINS.

A LEADING MIND.
Lately from the Pacific Coast

HE GIVES HIS VIEWS ON THE NA
TIONAL ASSOCIATION - INCOM
PETENT MISSIONARIES AND 
THE PART THEY PLAY-THE 
PREVALENCE OF FRAUD.

It Is easier to find fault than it is to 
show a better way; to criticise others 
than to do better ourselves, and in tills 
article I may possibly illustrate this 
truth. The successful organization of 
Splrltunllsts is a difficult problem to 
solve. That a solution should be found 
Is a consummation devoutly to lx* 
wished. That the experiment may be 
said to have been successful may with 
reason be questioned.

It is often asked, "For what purpose 
does tbe National Association of Spir
itualists exist?” Many critics would 
imply that It exists solely to furnish 
salaried positions for Its officers. If 
this were its only, or even chief pur
pose, there would lie no adequate rea
son for Its existence; but we do not 
wish to thus impugn tlie motives of its 
projectors. We know the president, 
and esteem him very highly in love for 
his works’ sake, as xvell as for his many 
virtues as a man and as a tireless
worker in the cause of human progress. 
We do not doubt but what everyone 
connected in an official capacity 

has conscientiously 
to tbe best of their 
have
SUSTAINED

with the N. S. A., 
wrought according 
ability. That they

NOT BEEN
the support of the

“HIGHER RELIGION” 
to notice any requirements on 
ground floor.

tlie

It is not, it cannot be possible that 
Spiritualists can so far forget their hu
manitarian principles, to say nothing of 
the advice that comes to them from the 
friends on tbe other side of life, as to 
continue this neglect of tbe poor and 
needy in their ranks, in their zeal to 
plant the flag of Spiritualism upon some 
high eminence before the world, to be 
noticed, to be admired, to be praised.

There is an altitude at which men 
seem to get dizzy and lose control of 
themselves and lose sight of all beneath 
them. . • • .

Every institution -built by mere ambi
tion of man for power," for control of 
his fellow-man, and to the neglect of the 
needs and wants of the unfortunate, 
'has had to fall. .

The aims of man should not be above
man, and his aspirations should never 
become “too spiritual” to '.'ask if his 
neighbor is well and has food, and 
clothing and shelter. ,

In our Spiritualism and its presenta
tion to the world, we are bound to be 
questioned as to what we are doing for 
our sick, our poor, our aged and our un
fortunates. We will be asked questions 
we would like to answer differently 
that {he truth will compel us to sav’ 
“Nothing.”: ■>’

We have no Lord and Master, no God

by the great body of Spiritualists, goes 
without saying. Why has this support 
been lacking? There are several rea
sons. Many are opposed to any organ
ization. Others stand aloof because 
they cannot be at the bead, or they 
have not been consulted, etc. Othere 
still care nothing for the philosophy, or 
honor of Spiritualism, seeking only 
“tests” from the platform or in the se
ance room. If this class were extinct, 
fake mediums could no longer ply their 
nefarious trade.

I wish, however, in all kindness, to 
point out a few mistakes made in the 
organization and- management of the 
N. S. A., which will explain Impart, at 
least, the failure at Rochester, and the 
lamentable lack of Interest taken in it 
by a very large number of Spiritualists. 
In all Protestant religious bodies organ
ization begins with the local church. 
Delegates from the local churches form 
the local conferences, assemblies, or as
sociations, and ■ delegates from these 
form the state organizations, and the 
state bodies thus constituted, send dele
gates to form the National Association, 
General Conference or Assembly.

The creation bf a National Associa
tion-before local churches or confer
ences existed was never heard of. In 
nature, the river does not create the 
brooks, but the brooks do form the 
river. Had Spiritualists been organ
ized locally and by states, and had the 
National Association been formed by 
delegates, duly elected from the State

associations, and had the States thus or* 
ganized pronounced In favor of a Na
tional Jubilee, the whole body of Spirit- ' 
ualists thus brought into co-operation 
would have felt it to be their jubilee > 
meeting and worked accordingly for its 
success; but as it was they felt no re
sponsibility and took no interest. Per
sonally I felt a deep solicitude for the 
success of the anniversary meetings, but 
in my travels I could arouse no eiithusi- 
asm and awaken no interest. Wherever 
I went Spiritualists did not seem to feel 
it was anything

that concerned them. ’ 
1 tliink this explains one reason for the 
failure to realize expectations at Roch
ester. Organization should have cul
minated lu a National Association, in
stead of beginning in it. There is an- I 
other matter 1 am constrained to speak 
of in this connection, aud that is the 
character and standing of many of the

“nd„,lo,'uI ^»esentatlvea 
of the N. 8. A. Io my certain know!- 
edge there are persons traveling under 
eiat1eomOrSement °f the Nu“

WHO ARE A DISGRACE 
to the cause of Spiritualism. They have 
neither character, reputation, Influence 
01 education entitling them to respect or 
consideration. 'The National Associa
tion stands no higher in public esteem 
Ilian the character of its ordained rep- 
tesentalives. To my certain knowledge 
it endorses platform test mediums who 
are in the habit of dealing out "stock 
esls, and deceiving tlie credulous, who 

tliink they are getting communiontions 
from their darling loved ones in spirit 
Such tilings are not only a shame and 
a disgrace Io Splritiialisni, but they are 
a crime (leserving punishment in’ the 
penitentiary for a term, at least, of ten 
years.

If the N. S. A. cannot shake off such 
barnacles, it bad better go out of exist
ence. The same might be said of the 
spiritual press, and of Spiritualism it
self. If we are at tlie mercy of

SHAMELESS FAKES, 
theiufor one, I prefer to attend strictly 
to the cultivation of my own spiritual 
nature, and seek my spiritual associa
tions in higher realms. I believe in or
ganization and in a National Associa
tion, notwithstanding what I have writ- ~~ 
ten above. But as to a declaration of 
principles, it is Impossible for the N 8 
A., or any other body or individual to 
put forth a statement of belief that will 
be accepted by more than a small mi
nority of Spiritualists. Tlie attempt will 
be to multiply Spiritualist sects the ‘ 
same as in christendom. With an ac
knowledge belief in God, and Christ 
and tlie Holy Spirit, Christians have not 
been able to formulate a declaration ot 
principles, though they have had two 
thousand years In which to accomplish 
the task. The result has been to split 
Christians into hundreds of diverse and 

CONFLICTING SECTS.
The same will be true of Spiritualists.

®!‘.e,.s "'i'1 b‘‘ multiplied: 
Ihe folly of Christians will be dupli
cated while tin* ef iris of the spirit 
world Io enlighten tin* denizens of earth 
will be hindered. It is one of the re
sults of organization, and makes the 
problem confronting us all tbe more 
difficult of solution. The editor of Tbe 
Progressive Thinker queries whether 
the money it costs to run the National 
Association would not be expended 
more wisely In providing homes for 1 * 
aged and worthy mediums. lie makes 
a very strong argument, provided the
money now spent for the N. S. A. would 
lie given for that purpose. But would 
it? Sphÿtualists have Dever been edu
cated ro give. If the disposition was 
present, if there was a will to give and 
to do, there is no lack of means to build 
a home in every slate and sustain local 
societies, state conventions, and the Na
tional Association. Notwithstanding 
the error in Ihe modus operand! of or
ganization, I am in favor of sustaining 
the N. S. A. After all that has occurred 
it would be a disgrace to let it fail; but 
it would lie a good stroke of policy to 
combine the office of president and sec
retary in one person for a year at least 
limiting the salary to $1,000. The sav
ing thus made "
liquidating the 
socia tion being 
wise financiers 
rigid economy.

would go far toward 
Jubilee deficit. Tlie as
in debt it Is the part of
to study aud practice 

. Having learned wisdom 
from experience, the mistakes of the 
past, may insure success in tbe future. 
I had hoped to lie present at the aunuai 
convention in Washington, but fearcir-
cumstanees over which I have no con
troll will prevent. But I trust wise 
eousels will prevail and harmony reign 
throughout all tbe sessions of tlie asso
ciation. N. f. RAVLIN.

Chicago, Ill.

Another Spiritualist.
True Spiritualists never cease to work 

for the good of the cause. There are 
many and various ways of promulgating 
the doctrines of Spiritualism. Some 
preach it; some write of it; some give 
phenomenal proofs of it; some add to 
tbe number of Spiritualists by raising 
large families, and some do all of these 
things.

Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Van Luven, of this 
city are the proud parents of another 
girl. The little daughter was born Sep
tember 26; and weighs eight pounds. 
She Is as bright as a dollar, and prom
ises to be an excellent worker in the 
future, if the present activity indicates 
a future ambition. Mrs. Van Luven is 
doing well, and Mr. Van—Is receiving 
congratulations with a broad smile of 
satisfaction. .

Both Mr. and Mrs. Van Luven are ■ 
well-known workers on the Coast; tho 
former having conducted the meetings 
of the Oakland College of Spiritual 
Philosophy for more than a year; while 
the latter Is a writer of some note, many 
of her articles having appeared in the ■' 
pages of this paper.

Let the good work go on.
Oakland, Cal. A. M. C.

Whoever strives to do his duty faith
fully is fulfilling the purpose for which 
he was created, and building up m him
self the principles of a manly character. 
—Smiles. . :

Even power itself bath not one-tenth 
the might of gentleness—Leigh Hunt. '■



or any one else.
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THE. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

Thoughts and Reflections that Will Attract Keen Interest and Wide Attention.
By the California Philosopher, Charles Dawbarn.

A. Bright, Keen, Incisive Essay, Sparkling With Scintillations That Will Serve to Attract and 
Enlighten the Minds of Thoughtful Readers,

(When Editor Francis asks me for my 
opinion on any particular subject which 
Jie deems of interest to bis readers, I 
Immediately convoke my High Court of 
Belf-Examlnation, and proceed to find 
put just what my opinions and beliefs 
(have to say about it. But when the pub- 
lect on which my opinion is asked is the 
N. 8. A., I discover tliat only one of my 
mental poles will work, and that is In 
Ijarmony with what the scientists 
Would call the negative side of the ques
tion. I do not mean by this that I spe
cially object to the present N. 8. A. as 
(t corporeal body, with a feeble stream 
of financial blood circulating through its 
veins, but that I fail to discover any 
possibility of Its being able to do the 
work demanded by its ardent and hope
ful supporters, even if it could annex 
the Klondyke, with Alaska thrown in. 
For that reason I have so far held aloof 
from the discussion. Indeed I have 
personal admiration for the business 
energy and talent by which the present 
N. 8. A. has been launched and navi
gated. I have not a word of reproach 
for any errors in judgment in the Jubi
lee movement, and cheerfully contrib
uted my mite to help Brother Walker 
out of his scrape. But I And myself 
unable to discover wherein, or in what 

.manner a National Society can either 
ennoble or purify Modern Spiritualism.

I can understand the position of those 
who count Spiritualism as a religion, 
and feeling their own Inability to move 
Without a crutch, are looking for 
something to lean upon, as when com
fortably seated in the church pew of 
their ancestors. Those who have been 
church members, or pulpit orators, for 
the most part remain close to that men
tal level. I offer them my sympathy, 
find quite agree with them that any 
form of religion needs a figure head for 
respectability and ornament if it is to 
hold its own in this wicked world 
Against other sects and religious unions. 
It is the manifestation of strength in 
.votes which commands theadmiratiop of 
the political boss, compels the respect of 
the judiciary, and, as with our Method
ist brethren, may impel even Congress 
Itself to pay a claim fraudulently pre
sented and maintained by Its promoters. 
Most assuredly a National Center, if It 
hut represent political strength, means 
also the social respectability that con
stitutes heaven on earth to the major
ity of American citizens. 'Therefore I 
am, as I have said, able to understand 
and admire the efforts of those who 
claim Modern Spiritualism as their re
ligion, and while afraid to manufacture 
a creed, are demanding its next door 
neighbor in the shape of a "declaration 
of principles." Most certainly, brothers 
and sisters, the N. S. A. is just what 
you want and netti. You have it now 
all ready to your hand. Strengthen It 
financially and It will yet enable you to 
make broad your phylacteries, till you 
will share the popular admiration now 
absorbed by other religious bodies. But 
I venture to assert that therein is all 
that it can ever do for you, and tliat It 
Will be utterly valueless to Modern Spir
itualism.

I will now ask the patience of the 
reader while we together look at the 
other side of tbo question. It is well 
for us to remember that to a vast ma- 
jorlty there is no element of religion In 
spirit return. It is

SIMPLY A FACT OF NATURE, 
and subject to scientific examination 
like every other alleged discovery. The 
scientists of to-day have their yearly 
gatherings of absorbing interest, where 
experiences are compared, and the 

, year’s work Is subjected to criticism. 
Their cretti is truth. Their "declara
tion of principles’" Is comprised in the 
demand that every asserted fact shall 
be supported by proof.

It is but a generation or two since 
such men were scorned by every priest 
in Christendom, and persecuted at ev
ery opportunity. They had not evep a 
homeopathic dose of social respectabil
ity. But it never occurred to them to 
form

NATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS 
with creeds or declarations of principles 
that should suit the religious element, 
and assuage the wrath of Mrs. Grundy. 
Each member strove to become a bet
ter and more learned scientist with 
every passing year, till tlie civilized 
world as a whole, with an occasional 
member of some church, discovered 
that scientists were valuable citizens, 
and worthy of every honor a nation 
could confer. The believer in spirit re
turn has apparently yet to discover that 
such must be his own pathway to pub
lie respect and sympathy.

We have seen that the N. S. A. may 
possibly Ite of service to the religiously 
inclined, and the worshiper of respecta
bility. But tho point that to me Is most 
clear aud startling is that it can offer no 
protection against fraudulent phenom
ena. Public phenomena, claiming to be 
Modern Spiritualism, has become so 
•honey-combed with fraud, that honest 
workers are almost in despair. Self
protection demands that we study the 
nature and meaning of these miser
able imitations of the most glorious 
truth that has ever reached mortal lives.

There are two distinct phases of fraud 
which trouble and perplex the honest 
Spiritualist. First there are the com
binations of

UNPRINCIPLED SCOUNDRELS 
who, void of all mediumship, simulate 
certain phases of spirit return. They 
have been exposed agaiu and again by 
shrewd men and women, without as
sistance from either the N. S. A. or any 
other organization. And ns a matter of 
fact such assistance would be useless. 
The name of Modern Spiritualism has 
been thus abused aud besmeared be
cause a number of those calling them- 
éelves Spiritualists cannot distinguish 
between tlie genuine and the false. 
Many prominent workers, supposed

TO BE SPECIALLY INSPIRED, 
have been seen to walk up to a cabinet 
and recognize as their spirit guides, 
forms prepared for the occasion by the 
swindlers, who have boasted of their 
victims.

But it Is asserted that the N. 8. A. 
could examine and license genuine me
diums, and that consequently no others 
pould charm the public. At this point 
tlie student faces another kind of fraud. 
The philosophy of Modern Spiritualism 
teaches him that such proposed exami
nation of mediums is worthless, and a 
license by either the N. 8. A. or any one 
élse utterly useless since the genuine 
ftedlum will always produce phenom

I at the level of his audience. It is, 
iy an imitation of fraud that Is sold 
the Visitor by the unprincipled 

scoundrels of whom we have just 
spoken. The actual danger to Modern 
Spiritualism
GOMES FROM GENUINE FRAUD, 
for which the sensitive is only an in
strument By "genuine fraud” I mean 
deception perpetrated by spirits who 
find the ordinary conditions of a public 
seajice exactly to their liking. The me
dium pronounced “genuine" to-day by 
the N. 8. A. will all the same find him
self to-morrow at the merey of the con
ditions which are surrounding him. It 
seems almost impossible to induce the 
average Spiritualist to realize that a 
clean Spiritualism must be based on a 
clean manhood. But the student of the 
philosophy can no longer shirk his own 
responsibility, or go on expecting figs 
from thistles. Let him take a genuine 
medium into the sanctity of private life, 
and no endorsement from the N. S. A. 
is needed to tell the sitters that spirit 
return is genuine. Take the same me
dium into the conditions where some 
sitters are often more animal than hu
man, and the “spirit return"

WILL DISGRACE MODERN SPIRIT
UALISM.

It is such facts as these that compel me, 
and will compel every other careful 
student, to note the utter uselessness of 
any National Association for the purifi
cation of our phenomena. The purifica
tion must begin every time with the sit
ter, or the investigator himself.

The reader will notice that it is pro
posed to make Modern Spiritualism a 
power in the land by means of a Nation
al Association. If the object be either 
religious or political we have seen that 
such an organization Is the road to suc
cess. But spirit return cannot be or
ganized. It rests with the individual 
every time and everywhere. If he man
ifest by his dally life that spirit return 
has been really a blessing to him, his 
neighbors respect both him and his be
lief. If he talks of tlie “dear spirits” 
and lives to the “dear devil” of selfish
ness, and tries to

MAKE MONEY OUT OF SPIRIT RE
TURN, 

the world will scorn both him and his 
belief, whether there be an N. S. A. or 
no.

Such are some of the reasons which 
have held me to silence while listening 
to appeals to support the N. S. A. The 
local and state organizations seem to 
me ample for society work, so far as yet 
needed, and 1 cannot see what they 
have to gain, save religiously or polit
ically, by supporting any National As
sociation.

There is, however, a field of work In 
which a N. S. A. might be of grand ser
vice to humanity on both sides the life 
line. But I have never seen it proposed 
or suggested that the present Assocla- 
tion should enter it. Tlie spirit w 
has found its greatest difficulty in 
scarcity of

EDUCATED SENSITIVES.

orld 
the

Tlie developed medium necessarily 
molds and limits spirit thought. His 
training, If he be already educated, usu
ally gives an ecclesiastical twist to the 
utterances passed through his organ
ism. If he has suffered from religious 
prejudice or limitation he is just as 
likely to represent a bitter antagonism 
to what many doom most holy. A school 
where youthful sensitives would be 
trained to a scientific regard for truth 
as “God manifest in the flesh” would in 
a generation lift Modern Spiritualism to 
a level of usefulness now unknown. 
And if combined with a study and de
velopment of the higher powers of the 
mortal himself, such a training would 
command tlie approval and respect of 
tho scientist in both the world of to-day 
and that of to-morrow. If the N. 8. A. 
is to win Its way to public recognition 
and respect Its efforts must be largely 
directed to this or similar fields of labor.

REFLECTIONS ON THE N. 8. A., 
CONTINUED.

I have often wondered whether amid 
the speculations as to what the N. S. A. 
was going to do for the benefit of the 
Spiritualist at large, it ever occurred to 
anybody to quietly sit down and figure 
out the impossibilities that lay in Its 
road. I will venture to suppose that the 
reader Is sufficiently interested to spend 
a few minutes studying the situation as 
It was, and as it is.

The primitive believer of 1848, or 
thereabouts, bad come to the conclu
sion tliat the world was being run, or at 
least ought to be run by the Invisibles. 
Ho had imbibed the idea that spirit was 
far more powerful in the affairs of ev
ery-day life than the mortal. So he 
asked to be advised and guided day by 
day, and did his best

TO BECOME AN IMBECILE 
by surrendering his reason to that of 
the spirit. If he was attacked, the spir
its were to defend him. If mediums 
were sometimes unreliable, that was be
cause the mortal was not providing the 
right conditions for the dear spirits. 
Circles were held that spirits might 
come and talk. Public meetings were 
called whose general aim was to con
vince the listener that spirits were pres
ent, and using the medium on the plat
form to Impart truths that man the 
mortal could not discover for himself. 
The fact that every mortal was thus 
proved to be immortal in his own di
vine right became the secondary object 
The spirit must find

LOST OR STOLEN PROPERTY, 

must help find the hidden treasure, 
must get the poor fellow out his scrape, 
must heal the sick, comfort the mourner 
and guide the daily life. If the mortal 
were wicked, he had bad spirits around 
him. If he were good and kind, it was 
because good a,nd kind spirits made him 
so. Spirits held congresses, and deter
mined the affairs of the nation. If they 
said “war!” then blood flowed, and sol
diers killed each other. If they said 
“peace,” we were to shake bands all 
around, and once again seek happiness 
in the hells of commerce. In fact the 
general belief of the enthusiastic be
liever in spirit return was that spirits 
were dominant In earth life. So it was 
"Glory be to Allah, and the medium is 
his prophet”

From time to time there was trouble. 
Spirits did not always behave properly, 
and mediums got locked up. For a time 
also, tie outside world fancied that 
spirits were very uncertain in their mor- 
altty. O< bourse the medium was the 
victim. Spirits taught different doc
trines and dogmas, and their mediums 

quarrelled. Some were orthodox to the 
backbone; others heretics to the spinal 
marrow. So it was natural that when
ever there was any attempt to combine 
for any purpose whatever, it was re
ferred to the dear spirits, who Imme
diately said “don’t.” We were told by 
the invisibles that Modern Spiritualism 
was a spirit enterprise, originated and 
run by advanced spirits. Any attempt 
at organization, at. that time, was de
clared the result of low spirits trying to 
get control of the movement Sueh at
tempts were made, and always failed. 
Meantime phenomena multiplied, and 
often become variety shows. Societies 
appeared and disappeared. In fact, un
less the society could pay its own run
ning expenses by door fees It was-not 
wanted. The ghost was the fact, worth 
a dime everywhere. The truth back of 
the ghost was not worth a cent any
where in Christendom. The world often 
laughed, sometimes frowned, and occa
sionally persecuted.

Here and there thinkers began to 
study the situation. They wanted to 
discover how much was fire, and how 
much was smoke. They

ACCEPTED HUMAN IMMORTALITY 

as proved by “spirit return." But to 
them a still more important question 
was to determine the actual power 
wielded by spirits over mortal man. 
Here, unfortunately, facts failed them. 
It was useless asking spirits through 
mediums. They contradicted each oth
er. But these thinkers found that whole 
nations, like the mild, peaceable and 
loving Hindu were not merely Spiritual
ists, but believed their spirit fathers 
and mothers were taking care of them. 
These kind-hearted mortals made It 
their life business to offer “ancestral 
spirits" the best possible conditions for 
gbldance and control. Yet the student 
thinker perceived they were living in 
wretchedness and misery, and trampled 
almost out of manhood by those who 
laughed at their worship. Here was at 
least one tremendous fact. No won
der the thinker was heard to say, “I 
have been taught in circle aud from 
platform that spirits have power In 
earth life, and that the more advanced 
the spirit the greater his power. Yet 
spirits who are loving and unselfish in 
earth life either have no power, or else 
they are indifferent to the suffering of 
their own children who are reeking iu 
misery.” It seems to the writer that 
herein Is an awful text. There Is no 
time just now for tlie sermon, so we 
must pass on. But it means, if the lie- 
llef of the American Spiritualist lie true, 
that bad spirits are more powerful than 
good ones.

When the student thinker had thus 
found that the spirits of our fathers aud 
mothers do not run, or even, apparently, 
help a nation, he lost faith iu the talk 
through mediums about

SPIRIT CONGRESSES 

guiding the destinies of the United 
States. He thought it quite possible 
they meet and talk, and possibly pass a 
number of most excellent resolutions, 
but the spirit of the mortal politician Is 
evidently their master In our lower life.

Somewliat startled at the result of bls 
own investigation, the student thinker 
commended an Inquiry as to the assert
ed power of spirits over tlie individual 
American citizen. Here he has been 
amazed to discover that very much 
claimed as “spirit return” is the action 
of the spirit of the mortal himself. He 
perceives that clairvoyance, clalraudl- 
ence, telepathy aud psychometric sensi
tiveness are undoubted spirit faculties, 
but belonging to the spirit of every 
mortal. That they are usually dormant 
on the surface of everyday life proves 
that they belong to the invisible side of 
mortal man. 'The scientist has taught 
the student thinker to call them “sub
liminal faculties” which most positively 
account for a large proportion of the 
phenomena that has been used to prove 
“spirit return.” Still it is equally true 
that unless the mortal lie unusually sen
sitive he can realize almost nothing for 
himself, either of subliminal power or 
that of actual "spirit return.”

At this point the student thinker 
having, as we have seen, lost faith in 
both spirit congresses and the

- SPASMODIC PROTECTION 

of .the average citizen by bls guardian 
angel, finds himself In presence of an 
organization with several years of ex
perience, which is the result of the 
united effort of spirits and mortals to 
make Modern Spiritualism practical in 
every day life. He perceives that this 
National Spiritual Association has been 
well officered, and Is a legally consti
tuted society. He recognizes that if 
such a center to individual societies, 
scattered all over our land, be needed 
for any purpose whatever, this society 
is most assuredly worthy of support. 
Its officers have been fairly representa
tive of the basic claims of Spiritualism. 
Its active, energetic and talented pres
ident has himself presented its claims 
to almost every prominent society in the 
country. His success has been that of 
the typical American citizen. He 
stands to-day respected and honored by 
all who know him. The vice-presi
dent has been the representative of spir
it return, which is, of course, funda
mental to the whole movement As an 
unconscious trance speaker she repre
sents the claim of Modern Spiritualism 
that it
PROVES HUMAN IMMORTALITY 

by demonstrating spirit return. And 
she presents the phenomenon of a mor
tal used as a mouth-piece for a spirit, at 
its very best For a score of years she 
has been pastor of a society whose love 
for her, and respect for the teachings 
given through her, has continued year 
by year, until at last and most reluct
antly, it has loaned her ro the nation’s 
political center for what It hopes may 
be a brief absence. r

The secretary has held fast to the 
practicalities of earth life, and has 
proved himself an excellent man of 
business, specially needed in a society 
whose alm Is supposed to be the culture 
of the spiritual in man.

We may presume that every one who 
has been connected with the N. 8. A. 
has fearlessly done his duty to the very 
best of his ability, for the association 
has apparently demonstrated that it 
was a most excellent arrangement for 
giving a general
. AIR OF RESPECTABILITY
to the cause of Modern Spiritualism.

An air ol respectability may be at
tractive to the eyet like a new drew 
from Worth, of Paris, and yet leave the 

themselves Mtii the latest style and 
most fashiontrole «ill of a declaration of 
principles. It“ is famsense to suppose 
that if a medltlm nJ tharged with fraud, 
the magistrate will ¡examine his declar
ation of principles,-' tihd be guided by its 
wearer unchanged‘within. So the stu
dent thinker;khouldJnow attempt a lit
tle investigation ifito the possibles and 
impossibles that aiie' demanding recog
nition by the'iN. S.^A., if it is to attain 
a graceful and usefill old age.

There is nodoubtlthat an organization 
of voters, for-any purpose whatever, at 
once, commands political respect. It 
compels a respectful hearing from law
makers in proportion to the votes it 

"commands, if financially supported by 
its ■societies it can, and will compel 
equal justice'in every court. So much 
Is seen at a glance, but it needs, no 
spirit congress to wield the power, or 
to direct its use. It is just an organiza
tion of mortals qqite capable of man
aging its own affairs.

It is at the next step we begin to meet 
•what I term

. THE “IMPOSSIBLES.”
One of the grounds on which the N. 8. 
A. claims our support is that It proposes 
to protect mediums, upon whom Mod
ern Spiritualism must ever rest. That 
will be a good work—very good. But 
protect them from whom and what? 
Not from law. That stands for all alike. 
The mere fact of the organization, as 
we have seen, will compel equal justice 
in every court. What is meant is that 
mediums are, and will continue to be 
accused of fraud; and that the N. S. A., 
having registered certain of them as 
worthy of confidence, will use every 
means possible to secure their acquittal. 
This opens up the entire question of 
mediumship, and takes us into very 
deep water.

It is quite possible to distinguish the 
sensitive from the bare-faced rogue 
WHO SIMULATES MEDIUMSHIP 
for the money there is in it. So much 
the N. S. A., and any tolerably shrewd 
man or woman can easily do. It is real 
mediumship which refuses to be 
weighed and measured by any society 
rules and regulations. In the first place 
we do not yet know enough to distin
guish between the medium aud the sen
sitive. We do know that clairvoyance, 
clairaudience and the psychometric 
power. Inhere to subliminal manhood. 
We further know that up to the present 
it is only by "probability” or perhaps 
we should say guess-work, that we de
termine whether the motor be the invis
ible man before us, or actually spirit re
turn. The N. S. A. Is not yet prepared 
with a scale of its own, nor is there any 
test we can use for ourselves, by which 
we can determine the presence of what 
we call a genuine “control.” The fur
ther difficulty meets us that the genu
ine control of to-day may be the spirit 
of the medium to-morrow. So that any 
endosement of the medium as a genuine 
spirit instrument is valueless to the stu
dent of phenomena. .

Wc now face one of the deadliest im
possibilities before the N. S. A., or any 
similar society whose alm Is to

PROTECT THE WORLD 
from fraudulent mediumship. Medium
ship reflects its surroundings from both 
sides the life line, for the medium is 
only a mortal peculiarly sensitive to 
conditions. With medium, sitter and 
spirit in aspirational harmony we have 
spirit return tinder its most favorable 
conditions. The society may perchance 
provide just sueh conditions, and there
by obtain phenomena so exquisitely 
spiritual tliat the medium Is gladly en
dorsed by Its committee. Henceforth 
the N. S. A. will battle for that medium 
as against even suspicion of fraud. And 
if that medium could then retire to pri
vate life, sitting only for loved ones in 
family harmony, she would most likely 
present “gates ajar” year after year, 
such as are to-day the bed rock of Mod
ern Spiritualism. But it Is as a public 
medium she Is to be endorsed by the 
N. S. A.

Into her seances, If the phenomena be 
attractive will crowd the ’Tome, Dicks 
and Hurrys whose moral odor would 
drive off any self-resjiectlng and refined 
spirit Or perhaps some committee of 
scientists fill the atmosphere with thejr 
own hells of suspicion, till a pitiful 
simulation of the beautiful and the true 
is manufactured, and

THE MEDIUM CRUCIFIED.

What can the N. S. A. do to avert the 
natural consequences of Inevitable law? 
I have no hesitation In affirming that no 
living medium is safe against the conse
quences of the miscellaneous public cir
cle, no matter how powerful a band of 
spirits or mortals may undertake to be 
her protectors. The whole of public me
diumship is based upon public demand, 
and when money Is paid It is money, or 
its equivalent tliat Is expected In return, 
and that in a majority of casesi deter
mines the result So I respectfully sub
mit that an endorsement of mediums 
by the N. S. A. will be practically use
less, so far as protection to the sitter is 
intended. It rests far more with the sit
ter than with the genuine medium as 
to what may be the result of the sitting.

Such are among the Impossibilities ex
pected of the N. S. A. by some at least 
of its enthusiastic supporters. Now 
what are some of the possible results 
that may reasonably be expected by 
concentrating our now diffused strength 
in one central board or association?

(a) It gives an nir of respectability to 
the movement which encourages the 
timid Investigator.

(b) It compels the respect of the poli
tician, the law-maker and the courts by 
pn exhibition of collective strength.

(c) It may somewhat protect its heal
ers, but only by working widh every 
class of unauthorized practitioners to 
change present laws, or prevent the en
actment of new ones in favor of medical 
trades-unions. 1

(d) It may by its missionaries encour
age a Study of the philosophy of spirit 
return and so1 lessen the present mad 
rush to attractive phenomena. On the 
other hand the'moment it endorses a 
"declaration of‘principles” founded on 
the claim that^Moderg Spiritualism is a 
religion, it antagonizes all believers 
who find in spirit rettifn only a fact and 
a philosophy.

The writer vrotfld hilre suggest a field 
of action, entibbly uhoceupied, where 
the efforts of the N. JS. A. would most 
assuredly win dordial ‘approval and sup
port. Let it mlike one' of its chief alms 
the development of ‘'subliminal man
hood. Take these faculties that are ac
knowledged to‘belong to man the mor
tal, and let us Ibe what we can get out 
of them of vnlfle to the world as It is, 
giving the spirits, or Some of them, the 
opportunity fot a much needed vaca
tion. Such a s^bool ’Sr college, with a 
notice over its portal‘^Spirits will please 
apply next door,” would leave ouryoung 
people t '
DEVELOPING THEiR OWN,POWERS 
instead of commencing by Inviting thie 
“dear spirits” as at present. As It is to
day there is nothing save an Inherent 
manhood of race to save our children 
from becoming degraded worshipers of 
ancestral spirits like .the unhappy 
Hindu. .

If the country needs a N. S. A., it has 
in the present organization all that is 
required upon which to build a perma
nent and useful center. And if the pres
ent Association shall undertake to train 
sensitives both for spirit service and In 
the use of their own powers, it should 

command enthusiastic support. But 
even then we must remember that 
trained sensitives once plunged into the 
hells of every day public hie will re
flect the spirit level of the people with 
whom they associate.
It is in privatelife aud personal aspira

tion that spirit return becomes heaven 
upon earth to the soul climbing god
ward. To that end the self-respecting 
weekly spiritual paper, and the -mission
ary who proclaims glad tidings from the 
platform already contribute, and neith
er, so far as I can see, is likely to call 
for protection upon either the N. 8. A.

I
Such are my views as to both the 

present and future possibilities of the 
N. 8. A., which, by request of the 
worthy editor of The Progressive 
Thinker, I thus present to the Spiritual
ists of America.

PROTEST AGAINST A DECLARA
. TION OF PRINCIPLES.

There is a demand now-a-days from 
certain enthusiasts that Spiritualists 
everywhere shall formulate a “Declara
tion of Principles.” In fact a number 
of ready-made “declarations" are al
ready offered, so that the believer may 
make his choice. It is assumed that he 
is an unfortunate moi'thl, incapable of 
defending himself, or commanding the 
respect of his brother man, until he pins 
a Declaration of Principles in his bou
quet button-hole. Why he should 
make an exhibition of himself in that 
particular manner is not very clear. The 
assertion that he cannot command pub
lic respect without one may or may not 

,be true. It is worth a little careful ex
amination, aud apparently the examina
tion is just now of more importance 
than the declaration. So leaving every 
proposed form of declaration to its own 
particular and individual merit, let us 
ask ourselves a few questions, as one 
way of getting at the truth.

1. Who are Spiritualists, as generally 
understood by that name?

It will, I think, not be disputed that 
the name Spiritualist is intended to in
clude those who believe that human im
mortality is demonstrated by spirit re
turn at the present time. Those whose 
asserted proof is about 2,000 years old 
are not counted among the faithful of 
to-day.

2. Where are these Spiritualists?
It Is asserted, and probably true, that 

they are to Ite found in every country 
that claims civilization.

3. How are they classed mentally and 
socially?

From palace to peasant’s eot socially; 
and mentally from the advanced scien
tist to the most humble citizen who 
thinks he has seen or heard a ghost.

These answers seem to form suitable 
texts for a rartier practical sermon. 
Let us examine them.

We recognize that every nation’s pub
lic opinion must be taken into account 
in formulating a "Declaration of Prin
ciples," for we must remember that the 
object of such a declaration is to compel 
the respect of the believer’s fellow cit
izens. If you have to have a declara
tion for each country, Instead of one for 
the whole world, you attempt an impos
sible and absurd reduction of national 
beliefs to one common base. Your dec
laration, If It is really of principles, 
must be just as much adapted to the 
Chinese, Japanese and Hindus as to 
America. But assuming this possible, 
It is at the next question our real diffi
culty faces us.

We have asked how believers are 
classed mentally? We till know they 
are found In the church pew of every 
sect in Christendom. No gathering of 
scientists but will have members hid
ing their belief under the mask of psy
chical research. And it would be al
most impossible in any public gathering 
on any subject to avoid rubbing shoul
ders with the man who has investigated 
Modern Spiritualism, and is ready to 
acknowledge, if the door is locked, that 
“there Is something In It.” So you have 
at once discovered two distinct classes 
of believers. And the one which is in 
the vast majority, does not recognize 
that his belief is public property, but 
holds It sacred as being his own per
sonal experience with which you have 
nothing to do. He considers that any 
demand for a declaration from him is 
simply impertinence. If he be a church 
member, it will be his own friends and 
church-loving spirits who will return to 
him with their messages of love and 
sympathy. The church creed contains 
all, and usually a little more than he 
wants to declare. If the believer be a 
scientist, he declares that human im
mortality and spirit return are

SIMPLY SCIENTIFIC FACTS.
He does not feel called upon to make a 
declaration of principles to cover and 
protect bls belief in astronomy, geology, 
psychology, or any other of the score of 
branches on which the scientific spe
cialist browses for his dally living. He 
simply demands of spirit return that 
spirits of his own ilk shall come back 
and give him points, which they don’t 
Such a man, when asked for a declara
tion of principles, uses the same terse 
phrase as the elder Vanderbilt when 
voicing his responsibility to the public.

Suppose such a believer to be a pro
found physicist like Crookes or Lodge, 
he must have solid foothold at every 
step. He keeps bls belief tethered to 
his facts, and is careful to hopple his 
imagination before allowing It to roam. 
To those back of him he Is a beacon 
light. To those who choose to push on 
recklessly and bog themselves in fraud 
and self-deception, he is a cold-blooded 
scientist without true spirituality. But 
he will tell you he needs no protection 
from a declaration of principles. If 
anybody attacks him, he just throws a 
“fact” at them, whereupon they let him 
alone, and claim the fact as their inven
tion or discovery. Fancy our enthusi
ast walking into a meeting of scientists 
busy discussing the powers of the sub
liminal self, and asking them to sign 
his declaration of principles, which ne 
declares is not a creed, and leaves a 
man as free as be was before. They 
will ask most inconvenient questions, 
such as the following, and wait for a re
ply. They are still waiting.

(a) Since a good man is better than a 
bad man in every.field of human activ
ity, are we to understand that a “dec
laration of principles” is necessary to 
goodness?

(b) Since no two minds are of the 
same size, is it proposed to have an as
sortment of declarations adapted, like 
shoes and underwear, to the long and 
the short, the fat and the lean?

(c) If it is asserted that such declara
tions are to be underwear, is there not 
some indelicacy in exposing them to 
public gaze?

(d) It is apparently assumed that 
a declaration of principles will be a 
protection when a man or a. medium is 
in trouble. If, so, is he to fling it to the 
breeze, like Old Glory, or should he step 
into a corner and show it, like the brass 
button supposed to be exhibited by the 
Freemason to his fellow-craft.

e) And when this wonderful declara
tion of principles has been exhibited, 
what then? Is every other wearer of 
the like declaration to immediately rub 
him with ointment, and give him five 
dollars? •

While the aforesaid scientists are still 
waiting a reply, we will advance a step 
further into the mystery. It will have 
occurred to the reader that there must 
be some “ 
all whd 

length and general appearance. And if 
the medium be sick, or wornout lu act
ive service, does It mean that be is to go 
to the poor house, unless he cap produce 
a well-worn declareflop of principles?

If it be sajd that such a declaration Is 
to ennoble the societies Into which some 
believers gather for mutual satisfac
tion, we all know that a society has no 
“principles,” and cannot wear a declara
tion. The declaration is individual, or 
worthless.

But leaving such questions unan
swered, and such side issues unex
plored, we find the root of the matter in 
just a single phrase, as used' by the 
chief promoter and agitator, my es
teemed friend, Prof. Ji 8. Loveland. 
This is what he says. “Fifty years ago

A NEW RELIGIOUS MOVEMENT 
was Inaugurated under the name of 
Modern Spiritualism." Here we are 
introduced to the basic thought upon 
which the “declaration” rests. A relig
ion necessarily embodies a creed. The 
creed Is God’s brass button, by which 
to identify his child in the next life. 
But alas! Spiritualists will not accept a 
creed. Yet without a creed how is the 
world to know they are not all rogues 
executing spirit dances in a dark se
ance for a dollar? Obiously the next 
best thing is to get up an imitation 
brass button, and call it a declaration of 
principles. It may not answer for God, 
but if properly made, it will do just as 
well for man.

Nobody asks the geologist or the as
tronomer for either a creed or a declara
tion of principles. We simply decline 
to respect him if he lives an unmanly 
life. But that does not Impeach his as
tronomy or his geology, and it would 
not impeach Modern Spirlaualism, were 
it not for the determination to manufac
ture a religion out of the natural fact 
of spirit return.

A religion always Implies a God, who 
has his eye on you, and whom you are 
in duty bound to worship. It carries 
with It by implication, the church idea, 
and its creed. And a creed is a declara
tion of principles, and nothing else. I 
don’t propose to say one word against 
religion, or worship, or creed. To the 
soul that they feed, they are sacred. 
My protest is this.

It is suddenly discovered that man Is 
Immortal. A caterpillar becomes a but
terfly. The discovery is made through 
the actual appearance of some we had 
called dead. There is no miracle. It is 
lust a natural fact. Forthwith we are 
told this discovery of a natural fact is 
a new “Religious Movement.” Every 
religion in the world is founded on 
God, man, worship, and creed. So Mod
ern Spiritualism is to wear the same 
collar, but with a declaration of princi
ples instead of a creed.

I assert, and I know 1 do not stand 
alone, that Modern Spiritualism is no 
more a religion than astronomy. Man 
made a religion out of astronomy In the 
past, just as other men would make a 
religion out of spirit return to-day. A 
man can use Modern Spiritualism to

DEGRADE HIS MANHOOD, 
or ennoble his life, and a “declaration 
of principles” will not help him either 
way. It is only to-day discovered that 
every man has a subliminal self. This 
self seeks companions after its own 
heart, just as the man we see does. If 
religion will better the man, whether 
objective or subliminal; If it will raise 
him to a purer manhood, with an influ
ence towards the coming brotherhood, I 
will bless that religion instead of at
tacking it. But to manufacture a spu
rious religion out of a natural fact, and 
brand it with a “declaration” collar, is 
obnoxious to common sense, and absurd 
to the philosophical mind.

For the above reasons I earnestly 
protest against every attempt to afflict 
Modern Spiritualism with a “declara
tion of principles." And I beg most re
spectfully and earnestly to warn the N. 
S. A. against officially accepting or pro
mulgating any such “declaration,” lest 
it.thereby lose all influence with those 
who, like myself, consider this proposi
tion as an impertinent attempt to com
pel them to endorse Modern Spiritual
ism as a system of religion.

San Leandro, Cal.

PRACTICAL THOUGHTS
Concerning Proper Lines of 

Organized Effort.

MANY THINGS FOR THE N. 8. A. 
TO CONSIDER.

Some months ago the president of the 
National Spiritualists’ Association, 
through the Banner of Light, pro
pounded a number of questions, saying 
“he who can answer correctly will truly 
be a savior to Spiritualism.” I consider 
these questions of unusual Importance, 
inasmuch as they furnish a key to the 
real thought and purpose of the Na
tional Association.

“What can be done, what must be 
done, to raise the standard of Spiritual
ism to its rightful position among men?" 
I am glad President Barrett added the 
above question to his list. It Includes 
all which preceded and much more. 
Spiritualism, the science of life and the 
philosophy of religion, demands a solu
tion which reaches every phase of life 
and religion. What follows Is not in
tended as an answer to Mr. Barrett’s 
question, but to present a few thoughts 
which may be helpful to others who can 
think more clearly.

NECESSARY TO ORGANIZE.
I hold that it is necessary to organize 

Spiritualists into a strong national body 
In order to gain a respectful hearing 
among men. The success of organiza
tion depends largely upon the purpose 
of organization; especially is this true 
of Spiritualism. The co-operation of the 
spirit world is necessary that we may 
realize a permanent success. This co
operation may be retained by the 
N. 8. A. if they are willing to be the 
instrument of the progressive and true 
from both sides of life, and seek not to 
lead but rather to be led.

Progress along educational lines 
should be considered a good reason for
organizing. To enlighten men is to re
deem men; this was the purpose for
which modem Spiritualism was in
augurated, to teach us that life is con
tinued into other worlds or conditions, 
to teach us how to live in order to 
realize a state of spiritual emancipation 
now and hereafter, to bring to earth 
the wisdom of higher spheres. Spirit
ualists claim to hare this knowledge; If 
so, we then have become the medium 
between two worlds. The responsibility 
is great; whatever we do, should be 
done with a full realization of our re
lation to both worlds. The knowledge 
we have received Is not for us alone, 
but for all men. To us it has been 
given in .trust only; will we prove true 
to our trust or fall by the wayside?

The day of individual saviors of the 
world is gone. In all ages the individual 
savior has been a failure, inasmuch as 
he has failed to fulfill the purpose for 
which the arisen ones are earnestly 
striving: the emancipation and enlight
enment of the world. Enlightenment 
will como through the philosophy and 
phenomena of Spiritualism, but emancl- 
pation must come more along practical 
business lines. Emancipation from the
ological dogmas, from social wrongs 
and from economic slavery, can never 

be realized In its entirety by any ima. 
Ijazard methods thrdbgh SplrltualfaS 
or any other1 system of philosophy.

A new departure has been l&ugu, 
rated, another attempt is being mad/to 
eave men ffoin tire depths of Ignoranoa. - superstition' anil scleptlta blrotra^ 

sarior i? here, pot as an Individual, but 
as a body of Individuals, tne Spiritual. 
Ists and their co-worker^, by whatever 
name they may be known. Admitting 

dui 8ha11 nt>t Put asiffl all thought of aggrandizement, rofraS 
« Jlfbl*410ils and vain boasting? 
seeking not for power but rather to W 
true to opr high «nd poly office of

US be d“Igenk to place tie 
light of heaven within the reach of 
nl™Lm«?,nWOma“ Cl>lld W 
P'anet. Shall we not make this the 
Purpose for which we organize, then 
tlffpugh the press, platform, phenomena • 
and pure life o/ each individual will wi 
re«?L raSeaSOn and Of seaso11 to 
realize the purpose of our lives.

PRACTICAL LINES. '• ' 

The present is au age of commercial. 
Ism and utilitarianism, therefore we 
must work along practical lines. The 
Spiritualists more than any other class 
of people will submit to io dictatorial 
authority, but justly represented they 
w 11 and do co-operate for the good of 
all As now organized the people have 
but httle voice In the management of 
the National Association. The secular 
government In this country is much 
more representative of the will of ths 
people, than Is the National Spiritual 
Association a representative of the will 
of the Spiritualists. The National Asso
ciation is more autocratic than is the 
secular power of the United States 
whereas it should be the most dem
ocratic body in the world. Spiritualist» 
who are thinkers and progressive are 
afraid to trust anybody to represent 
thein that is far removed from the in
dividual members, and rightly so. 
Eveiy member should have ihe priv» 
M V?“UF ,for .the offlce™ of the 
N. S. A. Each local society should be 
associated with the National''society 
directly; no necessity for a State Asst 
ciatlon whatever. Each auxiliary 
should have the privilege of sending a 
delegate to the National Convention. 
Any declaration of principles or state
ment of belief should be referred to all 
the Spiritualists for a fair discussion 
and vote, the majority to decide; fa 
other wofds, to give us direct legisla
tion on all important measures, thus 
making the pronunciations of thq 
N. S. A. stpnd for something more 
definite than the opinion of a few public 
workers. This would be to practice 
what tf-e teach, and form a basis for 
real progress along practical Unes. He 
who dares not trust the people all the 
time Is not to be trusted by them.

Mediumship, the basis of our philoso
phy, should be defined and its uses and 
abuses stated In a clear and exhaustive 
statement by the ablest minds in out 
ranks. This statement should be author
ized and endorsed by the constituency 
through their National Association. 
This would draw a line of demarcation 
between the true and the untrue, and 
place each medium in his or her true 
light before the world. All law-breakers 
should be punished by the secular au
thorities. It is no more the duty of 
Spiritnalists to exterminate one class of 
criminals than any other class. Spirit
ualism is universal aud has to do with 
every phase of right and wrong. Let us 
authoritatively define mediumship and 
outline its proper field of operation, 
fl his will insure for our true mediums a 
more respectful consideration from the 
public and place the fakir on his merit» 
before the la w.

fl here should be uniform business 
regulations for all local societies, fl'hl» 
would unify the work and in some In
stances supplant chaotic fanatical 
schemes by introducing order and a 
basis for harmony.

During the past five years the finan
cial condition of the N. 8. A. has been 
weak. This will continue so until the 
organization becomes truly the servant 
of the Spiritualists and Is so recognized 
by them.

The propaganda should be largely 
through the press. The world is receiv
ing inspired writings through private 
Spiritualist journals regardless of the 
N. S. A., and will continue to do so. The 
organization which claims to represent 
the allied Spiritualists of the United 
States and Canada, should operate a 
printing press.

The lack of harmony among Spirit
ualists is a recognized fact. However, 
there Is less inharmony among Spirit
ualists than among Christians or politi
cal parties or any other people on 
eartln If the N. S. A. attempts to har
monize all Spiritualists they will fail, 
but will succeed In building up a sect 
with an unthinkable creed. There are 
many truths established through the 
phenomena and the reasonable philoso
phy deducted therefrom which should 
be fearlessly championed by the Na
tional body. Let all who love truth, 
reason, science and rational religion, 
associate themselves with the N. S. A. 
and push on to victory. Those who 
favor a church-placating policy should 
be allowed to follow their leadings until 
they become enlightened.

A DECLARATION.
I am in favor of a declaration of prip- 

ciples on condition that we declare prin
ciples only. There are many thousand» 
of earnest Spiritualists (and I include 
myself) who will everlastingly protest 
against any oriental or occidental flap
trap concerning Deity, which has noth
ing more substantial than metaphysical 
speculation to commend it. Spiritualists 
in their holy work of saving men by 
educating them, must not have a 
“word-or-God” club held over their 
heads. There are those among us who 
teach that by sonic hocus-pocus process, 
they can receive inspiration aud com
munication directly from God. This is 
the same old theological dogma (in a 
new dress) which has crushed human 
liberty and rational thinking for ages.

In a future article I shall take up this 
subject of divinity, and ask all friends 
of progress to refrain from criticism 
until I have placed these thoughts be
fore them fa their entirety.

BYRON W. BARGE. 
Indianapolis, Ind.

Interesting Debate.
Mr. F. E. Titus, of Toronto, Canada, 

and Prof. W. M. Lockwood, of this city, 
will discuss through the columns of 
The Progressive Thinker, the relative 
merits of Theosophy and Spiritualism. 
In the discussion of tlie claims of The
osophy, Mr. Titus will take the affirma
tive, and Prof. Lockwood the negative. 
Upon the philosophy of Spiritualism, 
Prtif. Lockwood takes the affirmative, 
and Mr. Titus the negative. Both top
ics are limited to two contributions 
from each writer. Prof. Lockwood in
forms us that Mr. Titus is a lawyer of 
note, a scholar, and withal, a courteous 
refined gentleman. As both of these 
gentlemen are men of letters, the read
ers of The Progressive Thinker have an 
intellectual treat In store.’ Mr. Titus' 
first contribution already received, and 
will appear the last of this month.

Social Evils: Their Causes and Oure, 
By Mrs. Maria M. King. Price redpceq 
from 25 cents to'20 cent*.
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To the Editor :-You ask my views of National 
Spiritualists Association. In reply: '

Whatever changes may be needed to more 
clearly define and simplify its duties and respon
sibilities should be adopted.
i The General Conference of the Methodist 

iscopal Church meets as a national body once 
every four years, the State and District Confer
ences managing all local affairs between these 
meetings. T|ie affairs of this body of a million 
members, doctrines and dollars included, have 
been managed with satisfaction to all quite 
equal to that of the much smaller National Spir
itualist Association, and at far less cost in pro
portion to members and means. ,

Let our National Association meet once in 
four years to help direct “the weightier matters, 
the law;” define its simple duties, and those of 
more local associations; save cost and machin

i ery; put good men in place; trust each other and 
\ have less suspicion and fault-finding.
QL This, with inclusive brevity and in friendly 

frankness, is all that conies to me to say.
For all societies, large or small, for spiritual 

culture and better daily life, that success which 
can only come with deep convictions, devotion 
to high aims, and following the light above and 
within. G. B. STEBBINS.

Detroit, Mich.

Is a National Spiritualist Or 
ganization a Necessity?

AT AN ANNUAL EXPENSE OF 
$10,000.

To the Editor:—Now that some 
changes are contemplated in the busi
ness and make-up of tlie N. S. A.iu its 
fortlieonnng annual meeting, will it be 
in order to consider a proposition to 
disband, to wind up the National Or
ganization? Yes! how will it please 
those who are called upon to foot the 
bills? ’

First. Let us see what Ilie organiza
tion has done during its five years’ ex
istence to warrant its continuance.

Hits it changed one restrictive law? 
Has it defended or protected any me
diums? Has it led Spiritualists into 
broader fields of work? Has it sug
gested, or led In any of the necessary 
measures that would give us a position 
in the world as thorough, active, prac
tical reformers, aggressive and pro
gressive?

Has it not proved a hindrance, a dead 
weight, an expensive ornamental asso
ciation? From a business point of 
view, lias it been worth what it lias 
cost in time and money? Is it not a 
truth that every religious, social, or po
litical organization that is not a leader, 
that is not aggressive and progressive, 
is a hindrance, is in Hie way? Unless It 
can be shown that the N. S. A. has laid 
some corner-stones, done some neces
sary work for Spiritualism that will last 
for all time, done something that has 
raised the standard, something more 
than theorize, speculate, and run the 
business of the assoeiatiou, what as
surance have we for the coming five 
years?

A large attendance in October means 
an expense of from eight to ten thou
sand dollars, gone into tlie pockets of 
hotels and railroad companies; that is 
money enough to start a comfortable 
home for our aged mediums.

WHAT IS MOST NEEDED.
If Spiritualists must expend from five 

to ten thousand dollars each year for 
the support of a national organization, 
we certainly will not be accused of be
ing over critical if we ask for results. 
What we most need at this date is 
strong, independent Slate organizations 
that will watch our State Legislatures, 
see that no medical, or sectarian laws 
are enacted, designed to restrict Spirit
ualists especially. Such an organiza
tion could take care of local organiza
tions, and all State matters for one-half 
the expense it costs to send delegates to 
the National Councils.

Each State should understand its 
wants and ability to meet them, much 
better than a national organization.

I doubt if any Slate has been fairly 
represented at any of the animal meet
ings; only a few of the most able so
cieties have sent delegates. A much 
larger delegation must attend to ensure 
success, either financially or spiritually.

IS IT A NECESSITY?
At the time the N. S. A. was tarn 

(World’s Fair Year, 1803). there seemed 
to be a necessity for the national organ
ization; but times have changed rapidly 
in five years; we have reached a con
dition of life and business materially 
where the one question of necessity 
cuts a large figure. A proposition that 
in any way relates to business, from a 
nickel’s purchase, to the buying of a 

trol tiie lives and actions of seventy-five 
percent of the Spiritualists, and at least 
ninety per cent of the masses of the 
people; this condition will be recognized 
by every up-to-date Spiritualist; if not 
considered by State, local, and the Na
tional Association, they will regret it at 
the end of an unpleasant experience. 
The necessities of business control the 
actions of the business world as never 
before; luxuries are indulged in by only 
a small per cent of the people; Spirit
ualists should be the first to perceive 
material as well as spiritual conditions. 
Do we need any more object lessons for
the next decade or half century?

The N. S. A. has been limited in 
efforts from the beginning because 
lack of money; I can see no way 

Its 
of 
by

which the treasury can be better sup
plied in the future. To pay the Jubilee 
deficit and pay the bills of the N. S. A. 
is the question that must be met by the 
business side of the association.

The writer is unable to see the neces
sity of a National Organization; unless 9. necessity exists, and will continue, 
the society should at once surrender; 

we must, as Spiritualists, recognize a 
silent but mighty revolution going on, 
and that great changes are likely to 
take place; we should be prepared to 
lead, and ought nut to be hampered iu 
any direction; dispense witli everything 
not a necessity Is the law of this day; 
be ready io lead in all changes and re
forms; tlie day Spiritualists surrender 
leadership, that day they taeome de
pendent aud will be set back twenty- 
five years as regards position More the 
public. A crisis lu the national organ
ization is imminent, and may prove to 
be tlie rigid thing just at the right time.

Every personal consideration should 
be ignored, and only the greatest good 
to the greatest number considered by 
tlie convention, if the organization is to 
continue.

Ability to perceive the rigid thing to 
do, and the courage to do it should dom
inate the convention. To overlook the 
financial side will be an unpardonable 
blunder; to adopt the methods of our 
Nntional Government, and mortgage or 
bond at the coining annual convention, 
will prove a curse, because wrong—dis
honest! If a national organization is a 
necessity, it must lie supported; if a ne
cessity. then. 11s first duly is to be strict
ly honest, every step, every act. should 
be open. free ami frank, not a shadow 
of deceit, nothing suppressed, or shad
owed by doubt. Lei us have example 
as well as precept, aud the results will 
benefit .Spiritualism.

NO CREED NECESSARY.
Second. No creed or declaration of 

principles is necessary, dr desirable. 
We must recognize our present, duty. 
'Die N. S. A lias thus far been a burden, 
a hindrance. State organizations, 1 be
lieve, can truly be considered a neces
sity; by being In touch with till local so
cieties. I hey should lie aide Io direct all 
propaganda, protect and defend honest 
mediums, see that all illegal laws and 
resolutions of State legislatures are de
feated.

One salaried officer iu Slate or Na
tional organization should be able to 

false, tin1 idea prevails that the National 
organization favors the adoption of 
chttrchly forms and ceremonies which 
signify certain limitations. As in the 
past, restrictions in some form will be 
tlie result of churehly ceremonies and 
will be considered necessary for good 
order, business and the good of the 
cause.

Every limitation or restriction should 
be condemned at sight; give us liberty, 
give us freedom, or blot us out. Every 
scheme to limit Spiritualists will be for 
the purpose of getting the controlling 
power in the hands of the ambitious, to 
dominate and prevent free expression; 
that is. in my opinion, the object of the 
present churchy tendencies of Spiritual
ists. Are we expected to put our new 
wine into those old bottles? Are we 
babies after an ex]M>rience of fifty 
years? Isn’t there a demand for the 
raising of our standaid? Aud isn’t 
there need of a forward move? Must 
the dear, ignorant people still have a 
pope or priest to keep them in ignorance, 
some one to scheme for their money 
and keep them very spiritual and re
ligious in their sweet ignorance? 
Church dogmas would follow in due 
time.

"IS OUR CAUSE WANING?” 
is a question raised; if waning there is 
a cause, or causes. Suppose the N. S. A. 
looks for a cause? Suppose the lay 
members give them some pointers?

First. What has been the position of 
our leaders and teachers towards men
tal, spiritual, and Christian science? 
What has been their course towards 
faith and prayer cures, the occult, the
osophy, vegetarian reform, medical mo
nopoly, common school and political re
form? Hundreds of thousands of the 
most liberal and progressive minds are 
interested in these reforms and have 
been for the past fifteen years, while 
Spiritualists as a body have ignored and 
stuck up their spiritual noses as grace
fully as the most polished orthodox 
could; right here is one of the important 
causes of the external waning. The 
indifference of our leaders to the live, 
leading issues for the past decade, is 
amazing; they have outdone the most 
conservative fossils on earth. The same 
cry of waning has been the watchword 
of the orthodox Christian churches for 
the past ten years or more, and for sim
ilar causes; yes, similar causes.

Some of the most pertinent reasons 
for the decline may be found In the ten
dency to follow or drop Into old church 
ruts; It is easy to ignore, to put on 
church forms, robes and ceremonies, 
much easier than to face reforms and 
set a good example by living something. 
It is easy to pollute the air of. a camp
ground with tobacco smoke and a 
mouth full of the.poisonous weed; that 
class of Spiritualists are Spiritualists,

and that Is enough; health reform 
doesn't interest them, although they are 
grunting and complaining of sickness 
half the time. In the direction of the 
above, another cause may be found. 
There is one bright side to our present 
position as Spiritualists. It is this: a 
few of the leaders (mostly the press), 
have come to recognize that we need to 
reform the reformers. The writer has 
repeatedly written that we should com
mence at the head of the class; to rev
olutionize Spiritualism's present ex
pression, is exactly what I mean; to 
ignore and go on iu the present course 
.is to slp.it our eyes and ears to reason’s 
demand. . .

I To fail to recognize that Spiritualism 
is all-inclusive, after fifty years of as 
remarkable experiences as this world 
has ever seen, is to declare ourselves 
babies, or in our dotage.

If all-inclusive, it means the uplifting 
of humanity and freeing them from sin 
aud sickness, a grand work only just 
begun; the teachers or leaders that are 
not inspired, enthused, and all aglow’ 
with this vast and comprehensive sub
ject, are not qualified to lead at this 
date; they lack capacity, should join a 
church club and graduate into a church 
asylum. DR. MARVIN E. CONGER.

Of Lines on Which Reform 
Can Be Made.

AN OLD WORKER DISCUSSES 
MANY POINTS OF IMPORTANCE 
TO THE CAUSE.
Having been favored with a special 

request to air my views on some highly 
important questions relative to the wel
fare of the great cause in which all 
progressive thinkers are vitally inter
ested, with your long list of inquiries 
confronting me, I make the attempt to 
suggest in the eolleisest possible man
ner a few of the steps which 1 do most 
sincerely feel to be necessary to the pro
motion of the great, good work in 
which you and I, iu company with 
countless brethren all over the world, 
take the deepest interest.

CHANGE THE RULES.
1. The National Association of Spirit

ualists should take Immediate steps to
ward freeing that great organization of 
all unnecessary rules and regulations 
which hamper its progress; simplify iu 
all respects its methods of conducting 
business, and place before the world a 
clear, concise declaration of fundament
al principles, rigorously excluding all 
dogmatic assertions, and most of all 
should that august body, at Its coming 
annual convention, select a company of 
efficient officers who can and will give a 
large portion of their time to its direct 
work.

2. The Association should studiously 
avoid doing aught that will produce 
needless controversy or sow seeds of 
dissension, and It should not adopt any 
creed or statement of belief which does 
more than distinctly emphasized he real
ity of the spiritual nature of human
kind, the progressive character of life 
hereafter, the influence of character on 
true happiness, and tlie certainty of in
tercommunion between :he two states 
of existence commonly termed the 
“here” and the "hereafter.”

3. it does not seem reasonable to com
bine the office of president and secre
tary in one person though it would be 
highly desirable to elect an efficient 
president and secretary whose mutual 
interests would enable them to share a 
house in Washington and lessen ex
penses In all practical ways.

4. ■Whether a National Association be 
an absolute necessity or only a very im
portant institution, deserving warm 
support and ample encouragement, its 
existence is of quite sufficient import
ance to Ilie welfare of humanity to 
niiikc Ils continued existence raid ever
enlarging Inllueiice a boon to be se
cured.-

STATE ORG A NIZATIONS.
5. State organizations are very valu

able, but they do not and cannot take 
the place of a National Association. 
Support the stale associations but do 
not ask them lo fill a place which they 
are essentially Incapable of tilling.

(I. The laws inimical to mediumship 
now on the statute books are becoming 
less and less popular and more and 
more diffieult of enforcement every day. 
The National Association has done a 
great deal already to improve the tone 
of public sentiment toward Spiritual
ism. and though there is great room for 
improvement in the working of the As
sociation, to let li perish or become ab
sorbed al this time would be imbecile 
policy.

7. Each stale does, no doubt, under
stand its local requirements, but a Na
tional Association should be a large rep
resentative body with which ail the 
slate organizations are in affiliation, not 
that stale organizations should be dom
inated by a National Association, but 
the latter should do a wider work than 
any other organization ftin accomplish.

A LAWYER NEEDED.

8. The National Association is not a 
burden in any proper sense of tlie word, 
but it can be made to accomplish a far 
greater work in future than II has done 
in tbe past. It would be well to elec: 
a good lawyer as one of its chief offi-. 
eers, whose especial work it should bAS 
to take active steps toward removing 
laws from statute books, which in many 
Instances are only suffered to remain 
because people at large are practically 
unacquainted with them. ‘

9. The sustenance of the National As
sociation can be provided for by a spe
cial fund without depleting any of the 
state organizations, and if tlie expenses 
of sending delegates annually to Wash
ington is found to be n heavy burden it 
would be well to appoint Chicago and 
New York as the cities where annual 
conventions could be held alternately, 
thereby in many cases greatly reducing 
traveling expenses.

If the National Association has as yet 
no legal status and is simply an ad
visory board, it cannot, of course, be 
expected to enforce its wishes or com
pel obedience to its mandates or do 
anything else arbitrary and coercive. 
For that very reason it can be made a 
powerful and efficient working body, 
thoroughly good-natured and In all re
spects consistent with the rights and 
liberties of free-born, self-respecting 
people.

The real object of the National Asso
ciation should be to provide means for 
presenting tbe entire subject of Spirit
ualism to the world in general in such 
a manner as to compel respect and in
crease investigation. There should be 
established in Washington an institu
tion of such importance and magnitude 
that inquirers from all parts of the 
world could go thither as to a common 
Mecca. A large library and reading 
room are surely needed, also a good con
ference hall and all available facilities. 
If in the judgment of a majority the 
'headquarters of the association could 
be most favorably situated in New 
York, such a detail could easily be ad
justed.

11. Organizations can be and must be 
fostered in each state and in each city, 
town and village in the entire country, 
and those who see no need for a Nation
al Association are in no way bound to 

support it, but in the long-run % com
plete federation of state.jprganjy-ations 
would constitute a Natio'pjil Organiza
tion, thus the arguments pf thqse who 
favor only the former are by nquneqns 
valid, seeing that they full to perceive 
the good of an amalgamation pf lesser 
organizations in one larger whole. The 
National Association could be and 
should be a means whereby nil lesser 
associayqiy could come together annu
ally and devise means for larger useful
ness than any single staje society can 
possibly' carry out. It is perfectly rea
sonable to advise that .state associa
tions be the head of all such societies in 
thejr respective states as desire to affil
iate with them, while the National As
sociation could well be regarded as the 
head of the State associations if that 
word “head” be not objectionable, < 
which, to some ears it unquestionably 
is.

NOTE OF WARNING.
The present writer, though decidedly 

in favor of all useful organizations, no 
matter of what variety, does at the 
same time feel called upon to utter a 
note of warning in consequence of the 
despotic tendencies of almost all soci
eties, and despotism is ever the chief 
cause of dissension in churches aud ev
erywhere else. It is clearly evident 
that there are many sincere Spiritual
ists all over the country to-day who 
strongly favor organization and have 
pledged their honor to support and in
crease tlie efficiency of organic move
ments; others again there are, no less 
sincere, earnest and'capable, who stand 
out vigorously for Independent spiritual 
undertakings. These two classes can
not immediately amalgamate, but they 
can only be brought to acknowledge 
that good can be accomplished through 
more than one kind of agency.

As we often hear the word “burden” 
used in connection with the support of 
the National Association, does not that 
word cease to have any meaning when 
it is understood that no one shall ever 
be called upon to support au undertak
ing unless he feels It to be a privilege, if 
not a duly to do so?

EXPENSES.
There are many hints thrown out con

cerning the expenses incurred by socie
ties) in sending delegates, each one being 
supposed to cost not less than $35 to 
the society which the delegate repre
sents. From personal experience 1 know 
tills to be a miscalculation, as in many 
instances delegates are paid absolutely 
nothing. I have been a delegate uu two 
occasional, but I arranged my own busi
ness in such a maimer that 1 could lie 
in Washington and attend the conven
tion without entailing the least expense 
upon the friends who wished me' to 
serve as their representative. The mon
ey question can be settled much more 
easily than manypeople think,and while 
1 am greatly averse to needless extrav
agances and always seek to keep the 
expenses attending upon the conduct of 
meetings at the lowest practical figure. 
I claim that forethought and wise man
agement can invariably secure the sup
porters of any reasonable enterprise 
against financial embarrassment.

As the ever moot question uf endow
ing a home for destitute mediums is 
continually before the public, permit me 
to say that it is not usually those who 
stand liberally ready to endow or help 
to sustain any benevolent institution 
who are continually crying out against 
the very moderate salaries received by 
two or three officers of a National As
sociation. There is a widespread false 
belief in many places that nearly every
one who is interested iu Spiritualism 
is iu very straitened financial circum
stances. Such is not the case, and 
though it can never be wist* to waste 
funds in foolish ebullitions of mis
guided enthusiasm, it is not helpful to 
any cause lo import into it a miserly 
and niggardly spirit.

The annual convention of the Nation
al Association of Spiritualists could 
easily be so conducted that a handsome 
surplus could be realized from admis
sion fees to lectures, entertainments 
and banquets, above all expenses and 
as to the cost of the National Associa
tion in comparison witli the good it can 

trifling as to be unworthy of considera
tion.

As 1 have hastily endeavored to con
sider several questions submitted to 
pie. and have no space Io further venti
late my own convictions, 1 can but add 
that my hope and aspiration is that tills 
.Jubilee year will witness the complete 
recons!ruction of tlie National Associa
tion on broader and wiser lines than 
hitherto aud that instead of Its decline 
as some have prophesied, it may take a 
new lease of vigorous, useful, happy ex-

As the time is rapidly approaching for 
the National Spiritual Convention to 
convene at Washington, I desire to re- 
siæctivoly suggest, through the columns 
of The* Progressive Thinker, some 
points of Interest that are now agitating 
the minds of many Spiritualists, and 
which may have important bearing 
upon the result of that convention.

The subject of this article Is one I de
sire to refer to particularly. The sub
ject of-the National Jubilee and its

FINANCIAL FAILURE, 
lias been discussed at length In the col
umns of The Progressive Thinker and 
all other Spiritual papers iu America, 
until it is fair to conclude that all who 
are interested in the subject know as 
much of it as they care to know and 
have made up their minds as to the 
points at issue.

Hence, from my standpoint, I con
clude it will be Impolitic to make any 
special reference to that subject, In con
vention, beyond simply referring it to 
the “Incoming Board.” If the-subject 
is brought into the con vent ion. for dis
cussion, it will iu all probability ,

PRODUCE INHARMONY, 

irritation and bad feeling, without any- 
corresponding benefits. It is well known 
there are some sincere Spiritualists who 
insist that the N. S. A. is pot responsible 
for the financial failure of the Jubilee.

Whatever may be the legal status in 
tlie case, there can be no question as to 
the moral responsibility of the organiza 
tion, nor of the decision ,of the.conven
tion if that question was submitted to 
it. But I can see only harm, from dis
cussing it, at the present time. The 
vigorous and earnest appeals that have 
been made for the last year, by Man
ager Walker, and through thq. papers, 
since the Jubilee, Is quite sufficient to 
satisfy every one, that, all who are 
willing and are able to contribute have 
already’ done so, and to ask, or expect 
the delegates in this convention to make 
up this deficit, would be idle,

IF NOT UNGENEROUS.
La<er on, the debt can and will un
doubtedly be paid, with Interest. At 
the present time the N. S. A. has not 
the.means to devote to its current ex
penses, and all delegates will appreciate 
the necessity of providing for such 
emergencies.

Two years ago, when the proposition 
to celebrate the Golden Jubilee was 
made, there were no dissenting voices; 

and If the times had been prosperous 
the result would undoubtedly have been 
quite different.

But under no circumstances should 
the .Semi-Century Jubilee have been 
deferred. It was to the cause of Mod
ern Spiritualism of more importance 
than a'ny other event since its introduc
tion; aud of as much importance to tlie 
devotees of the great cause of Spiritual
ism as is the celebration of the birth of 
Jesus of Nazareth to Christian denom
inations. His followers neglected cel
ebrating that event so long, they even 
forgot the date of his birth, and instead 
of its occurring on the 25th day of De
cember, as is claimed by many Chris
tian sects, the preponderance of testi
mony is against that being his natal 
day, or Christmas.

Watever the facts may be in that 
case, we, as Spiritualists, could not 
afford to pass, unobserved, so important 
a day, as the Semi-Ceuteuial or Jubilee 
year, in the history of a religion so 
valuable to us, aud so important to the 
cause of humanity, and although its 
celebration may embarrass us a few 
years peculiarily, it will eventually be 
considered an important link in the 
great chain of events, which will be 
woven into the history of modern 
Spiritualism.

Even if the payment of this deficit 
should be deferred a few years, by the 
payment of the Interest, our credit, un
der the circumstances, should not be 
impaired, and the new members we are 
so rapidly adding to our ranks, will 
soon enable the N. 8. A. to overcome its 
present embarrassments, if the Spirit
ualists of to-day are wise aud liberal 
towards this great representative or
ganization, which is just going through 
its first years of experience, with all the 
embarrassments usually attending 
struggling aud oppressed religious or
ganizations.

But few realize what those who are 
urged to the front are subject to, and 
hence are not so considerate as they 
should be.

Another point I desire to urge is, that 
all societies that are entitled to send del
egates to this convention should not fall 
to do so, and to authorize them, the del
egates, how much, if any, money they 
will be justified in pledging their so
ciety to contribute to the support of tlie 
N. >S. A. during the year. Delegates 
often find themselves embarrassed in 
convention, when called upon to con
tribute money for their societies to de
fray the annual expeuses of the 
N. S. A., and yet all know these ex
penses have to be met; and they know, 
or should know, that the small pet- 
capita tax of 25 cents paid by each 
auxiliary society per annum, will do but 
little towards meeting those expenses.

They should know, too, that the 
N. S. A. has no revenue out of which to 
pay expenses only that which is con
tributed annually by the societies that 
are members of the National.

Too little consideration has heretofore 
been given by the societies which con
stitute the N. S. A. ns to where the 
means was to come from to support and 
make useful this grand organization; 
and the result has been that delegates 

so urgently they have felt compelled to 
respond whether able to do so or not; 
ami it is from tills course largely that 
the expenses have been met. This 

OUGHT NOT TO BE,

attendance of many of our best prac
tical workers at these annual conven
tions.

Hence I would respectfully urge that 
tins matter of tinam-e be given more 
thought and considera I ioin by local so
cieties, and by those who appreciate the 
value of organization and the necessity

America who are willing to admit the 
advantage, and even the necessity, of 
organization, and yet have never united 
themselves with any society, or at
tended a convention of tlie National Or
ganization; and yet they often criticize, 
in a friendly spirit, the doings of so
cieties and the acts of the conventions 
and the officers of the N. S. A.

This of course they have a right to 
do, and good results sometimes follow; 
but 1 submit: would it not be far better 
and more consistent, more in accord
ance with our leachings, with our re
ligion. if all who are Spiritualists in 
principle and in sympathy, would 
unite their efforts and their names in 
n harmonious whole, to advance the 
cause In wlrfcli we all sympathize?

Another class, many of them mem
bers of societies, that stand aloof, and 
criticize the efforts of those who are de
voting their time and best ability to pro
mote the cause, instead of lending their 
aid. and contributing their means, and 
their judgment to remedy defects aud 
perfect all organizations.

Others feel they are not wanted, and 
wait to be urged lo do a common duty, 
that is incumbent upon all. There is 
nothing in our cause from which it is 
suffering so much to-day as the want of 
bright, competent men and women as 
officers ami managers in our societies, 
and in the formation of new societies; 
and the selection and promotion of such 
persons is a duty incumbent upon all. 
But until we recognize this duty ami set 
ourselves about performing it, there 
seems no hope of our securing the neces
sary talent for best results.

In conclusion. Mr. Editor, allow me to 
repi-at my npjieal to you. and to other 
active, thinking Spiritualists, to step 
nearer to the front, and to assume a 
practical, conservative position.

The approaching convention will ap
preciate such services. U]>on it will 
devolve the election of an Important 
Board of nine Trustees, out of which 
are selected the executive officers. 
These Trustees are to be selected from 
all parts of the country, and as you 
know, should be from the most compe
tent material. No one has any prior 
claim; all are eligible to office, if com
petent. If the officers of the N. S. A. 
have failed in the performance of their 
duty the convention should, and no 
doubt will, supersede them. Let us 
have a full attendance of delegates.

E. W. GOULD.

The National Spiritual Ly
ceum Association.

The annual meeting of the National 
Spiritual Lyceum will be held in Ma
sonic Hall, Washington, D. C., Friday, 
October 21, all day and evening. It is 
to be an important occasion. It is hoped 
there will be a large representation of 
lyceum workers in attendance. The 
headquarters of tlie N.S.L.A. will be at 
the Ebbitt House while in Washington. 
Let there be a grand rally on behalf of 
the lyceum cause. J. B. HATCH, Jr.

National Conductor. 
MATTIE E. HULL, 

National Secretary.

Lyman C. Howe is at present lectur
ing at Toronto, Ontario, Canada. His 
address while there is No. 30 Melbourne 
avenue. '

Frank T. Ripley, the well-known test 
medium and speaker, is now at Bara
boo, Wis. He has the last two Sundays 
in October and all the Sundays in No
vember that he can be engaged for. He 
would like to stay in Wisconsin and 
Minnesota for October and November.

movement towards a N. S. A., started 
in 1803, will prove only to be the ad
vance guard, or skirmish line, which 
has held tne position under difficulties, 
until the reserve force came up. Now 
Is the time at the coming meeting, to 
join the reserve forces, making such 
changes as seem expedient, In order to 
press on to sure and final victory.

While penning these lines, The Pro
gressive Thinker comes to band over
flowing as usual .

WITH INTERESTING TOPICS 
on progressive lines. This time, “Foun
dation Principles,” so called, gets a full 
benefit As this is one of the issues 
which is at present deeply agitating the 
minds of Spiritualists, I will briefly al
lude to it, in connection with what I 
suggested in a former article in The 
Progressive Thinker of July last, in 
which I ventured to suggest in sub
stance as follows: That a long list of 
complicated articles, put forward as

On Co-Operation and Or« 
ganization.

AN URGENT PLEA FOR ORGANI
ZATION ALONG CORRECT LINES 
-A PROMINENT PHILADELPHIA 
SPIRITUALIST EXPRESSES HIS 
VIEWS.

There are many important issues 
pending before tlie body of Spiritualists 
of this country at I he present time! To 
my mind no one of these is of so great 
import as the question of organization, 
both state ^nd national, I have been 
deeply impressed with this conviction 
for many years, but more especially 
since our first convention in 181)3, to 
which I was a delegate, and in which I 
took an active part. My views upon 
this question publicly expressed have 
ever been emphatic and pronounced. 
No great public movement is, or can be 
a success without system and organiza
tion. Tins does not mean a creed, 
neither does it mean to curtail the lib
erty of any individual or society, but it 
does mean to cohere aud co-operate 
upon strictly business Hues, for the up
building and progress pf the cause of 
Spiritualism. This can be accomplished 
by organization under proper manage
ment, if the Spiritualists of the country 
will act unselfishly aud do a tithe of 
their duty, notwithstanding the unrea
sonable opposition of some critics in out
ranks. It cannot be accomplished by 
the delegates to the yearly conventions, 
voting to use funds, not iu the treasury 
nor iu sight, or even within reach. 
Bankruptcy is sure to follow such a 
course, hence it is all important that 
the strictest economy should be ob
served, so that the disbursements do

According to my views the value of 
organization does not consist in going 
through a certain routine year after 
year, only to find places for a few offi
cials, for what there is in it of value to 
them, in script and glorification. It does 
consist in banding together in a grand 
co-operative effort, not simply for the 
purfwse of employment or individual 

movement of practical value to the 
cause, we are striving to promote.

Can our attempt nt organization be
come entirely successful? Mostcertamly 
it can, if the right course is pursued. If 
when ilie call was sent forth iu 181)3, 
for a delegate convention to be held in 
Chicago to organize a National Associa
tion, it liad received a full, instead of a 
partial response, tlie situation to-day 
might have been far better. Had tlie 
same patriotism and loyally to Hie 
truths of Spiritualism been manifested

States, as was shown when tlie Presi
dent called for troops Io defend a per
secuted and downtrodden people strug
gling for liberty, what might not have 
been accomplished ere this lu the way of 
orga nizalion.

When the call for troops was made, 
loyal men responded, faster than they 
could lie utilized, aud when the sinews 
of war were called for by the govern
ment, the people in one grand phalanx 
came lo the front and turned their sav
ings into tlie National Treasury with
out stint. While thousands Mere called 
for, millions upon millions wore offered 
by a people in love with their country. 
1 cannot see that the cause of the Cu
bans was of more Importance than the 
truths of Spiritualism. Why, then, 
should nut Spiritualists respond with 
equal interest, to the needs of a cause 
outweighing all others in importance 
for the welfare of mankind. As Spirit
ualists, our responsibility is measured 
li.v the light we have received.

Though this experiment of a National 
Organization lias not been pul in condi
tion to accomplish all tl;ai is desired, 
yet as an experiment, it lias proved 
some things and produced some good 
results. Since organization has been 
set in motion, the secular press and the 
public have come to respect, instead of 
ridicule the cause of Spiritualism. Tlie 
press, the courts and Ilie legislatures of 
the hind respect organization and in 
time will yield to ns our rights. Expe- 

not be successfully carried out without 
funds to pay tlie running expenses, 
which include not only the yearly ex
penses of the office, but a large amount 
of special work in every slate—all of 
which requires ways and means. In an 
open letter by M. S. Norton, president of 
I he t’alifornia Slate Association, in the 
Heligio-I’hilosopliical .Journal of Sept. 
22. will be found some valuable sug
gestions upon this point. I need not go 
furl iter into details at present, ns not 
much progress can be made until tlie 
N. S. A. rests firmly upon a practical 
business basis, aud is conducted upon 
strictly business methods. To this end 
much depends upon the executive com
mittee, upon which tlie direction of the 
affairs of the Association largely de
pends throughout tlie year. The secre
tary should bo a |>erson of influence and 
good business ability, as well as an ear
nest Spiritualist, in order to fulfill the 
duties of the office. As to the manage
ment of lite N. S. A., for tlie past two 
years, I must decline to ly interviewed, 
not having been in touch with tlie same, 
preferring that each one should draw 
their own conclusions.

I hope when Ilie N. S. A. meets, that 
the local societies will be belter and 
more fully represented tha-u iu previous 
years. I also hope that 

THE NEEDED REFORMS
will be made and that a body of repre
sentative Spiritualists will be chosen, of 
broad-minded men who will command 
the respect of the Spiritualists of the 
country. I will state that I have no 
personal interests to serve. I never 
sought an official position with the N. S. 
A., but in the past accepted It under 
protest. As my name has been publicly 
mentioned as a possible candidate for 
the position of trustee, I must decline 
positively to have my name used in that 
connection, though not because I am 
any less in favor of the N. S. A. I 
never have been in doubt as to its value 
and importance in the promulgation of 
the cause of Spiritualism. I hope the 

foundation principles, was not helpful 
nor of practical use, and that whatever 
was put forward as a basis of belief, or 
acceptance by Spiritualists, if any basis 
was adopted, should be simple and easy 
of comprehension; that

°V FINALITIES 
question ?V0‘ded' as wel1 as the God 
question. I am most decidedly against 
eirednfa thn1“ wVOr of laifiest lib- 
«k m?£) h ght and exl»'esslon, upon 
all questions pertaining to the welfare 
and progress of mankind In 
*111S P°slt*°n It appears to nid, that the 
™ ,VT’Un<i PiWU whieh' Spiritualists 
l lmntri wnM be some
bv Hm ? ivl>iab has been verified 

J'«.tcachings of Spiritualism, in its 
E S age °f unfoldment, but not 
formula ““ri °Def t0 a fixed or absolute 
foHowing: rei°re 1 suggasted the 

w! fenT in ‘.'!e brotherhood of man. 
VVe believe m the continuity of life.

tw«en“.b2 Jn tbe ‘“tereourse be- 
twm the mortal and spirit worlds 
,A"( we believe in the endless pro- 
feressiion of tlie soul.

1 'hlnk that there are very few who 
haie followed the lessons taught by 
mhMi1“') l° “ny great extent, who 
) ouId object to these simple but im

be n,n-ra ,'tgraStl0US ai‘d yet 11161-6 silould 
sit’»> r bberty to discard all propo
to ‘" .’. (?1- 1 object to binding anyone 
to «Hat they cannot fully and freely ae-

Aiter reading the very able and inter
ta w/in!?'' 68 .l'11Q11 11118 »“bject ¡n to
day b 1 regressive Thinker, 1 am the 
■»ore confirmed in the views I have 
1,1 icily expressed. b b II11 I

Philadelphia, Pa.

An Old Worker Made Sick 
at Heart.

HE IS ASKED TO HELP SAFE THE 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FROM 
THE "POLITICIANS.”
To the Editor:—Some weeks ago I re

ceived a letter from Mr. Woodbury, urg
ing me to come to Washington, and lo 
aid them m saving the National Associ
ation from the politicians The follow
ing is my reply, which I wish you lo 
publish in your valuable piqier.

Yours fraternally,
A. B. SPINNEY.

Ril'd <’ily, Midi., Sept. 30, 181)8. 

rnincis B. Wouilbury,

„ „ . Wa.-iiingioii 1). G.

Dear II'lend and Brother:—
I our letter came duly id hand, and in 

reply will say, there is no way 1 can 
eave my business to go !,> Washington, 

October 18, 1!) ami 20.
1 wrote Mr. Hutchinson before our 

stale meeting not to allow them to elect 
me as a delegate. My iimt. js Wll)'th a 
great deal to me, for I have all 1 can do 
io make a sweess of my sanitarium and 
teatdi and help the many that cume in 
my reach. My trip to Rochester satis, 
lied me dial under tlie present condi
tions In the spiritual ranks, there is no 
place for me to work. I can do much 
more for humanity in n larger (1nd less 
cramtied field. 1 am not less a Spirit
ualist titan in days past, but 1 hope 
and trust a more Intelligent one.

In referring to tlie spiritual field, I 
mean the organic work. Spiritualists 
will not organize and work in unison 
and harmony for tlie common support 
of the cause, at the sacrifice of self, self
ish objects and purposes. Then- are 
many that will do so but a mtreh larger 
number will nut. The result is, those 
who have tbe love ot truth and princi
ple. and the good of humanity nt he.iit 
its the ruling motive, become weary, im
poverished financially, and sick at heart 
and are obliged to seek other fields and

Th<> trulli of spirit communion is not 
growing less, bitt more. ea<-h dav. Il is 
permeating all the churches, scientific 
thought, and working toward general 
liberation. The facts of Spiritualism 
will never die, and 1 shall do all I can 
at all times, and under all eircum- 

ned away with phenomena alone on the 
one hand, on the other, a desire to make 
creeds, publish dogmas, and depend 
upon forms as all impuri int.

The hope and success ol Spiritualism 
wiih any force or jiower in society and 
upon the world (with any elements that 
will coalesce, and make organization a 
success), must bo upon a bromi, liberal, 
religious basis, not ignoring phenomena 
as a scientific fact, but putting all stress 
upon the philosophy, which, ' truly pre
sented. is tar ahead of all others in the 

from dogma, and lifted above phenom
ena as the all-absorbing ihiiiz. gives 
the highest conception of God. religion, 
character, and human life and its op
portunities. also the natural conception 
of death and the relations of life to the 
same. These truths, this sublime phil
osophy must become the power Ix-fore 
your organization can be held together

Had I the time, money and strength • 
that I could spare. I would stand with 
you. and aid you what I could. I am 
very glad to have had the pleasure of 
meeting you, and 1 shall hope and pray 
that your earnest devotion to the Na
tional Association may be crowned with 
victory

Y th best regards. 1 remain, 
Yours for the right,

A. B. SPINNEY.

Lyman C. Howe writes from Toronto, 
Canada: “I arrived Saturday. October 
1. and am pleasantly situated with 
Brother and Sister Henderson, who are 
very kind to me. Mrs. Henderson is a 
fine medium, and for many years has 
been physician to the family, to the 
chagrin of the regulars, who thus lose 
their fat fees. I found Maggie Waite 
hero. She surprised the Toroutons last 
week by dropping down among them 
and announcing her purpose to com
mence independent meetings at once, 
to continue, perhaps, all winter. The 
society who had engaged me hired her 
to co-operate with me under their aus
pices, paying her $35 a week and all ex
penses except her board. Her seances 
during the week will probably uet her 
$1(10 a week. Sunday night. October 2, 
St. George's Hall was packed to the 
doors, all the available standing room 
being filled and many turned away un
able to get even standing room. Dr, 
Hicks is here healing the sick and 
teaching occultism—another nanie for 
Spiritualism. He is well equipped for 
both. Few men ^tn do more, or as 
much, as he for the sick, and he is 
deeply versed in spiritual dynamics, and 
his eloquence is thrilling and exalting.”

Leota D. Whartenby writes: “A de
bate will be held in Cedar Vale, Kan
sas, November 2, 3, 4 and 5, between 
Moses Hull and Rev. Popplewell, of the 
Christian Church. Question for debate 
is: ‘Resolved, that the Bible, reason and 
history sustain modern Spiritualism in 
all its phases.’- Everybody is invited 
and urged to come and hear this dis
cussion.”
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CALM WORDS TOUCHING ON THE 
ALL-IMPORTANT QUESTION.

Ab one who, deeply interested in the 
advancement of all spiritual move-

Ono year ..........
Six months.......
Thirteen weeks. 
Single copy......

in our ranks, that we can possibly ex
pect the harmony and peace that can

would seem that each State having 
established its own association and ex

chosen Director General, whose word 
will be law, and from which there will

I»

Timas or subscription.

TaBPnoonnsBivsTniKKEuwlllbo furnished until 
further notice, at the following terms, Invariably In 
advance: .

more than all others, like a 
of speakers. And we need a 
of missionaries and State 

from such workers who may 
to be special supporters (either

the cause at large. Home of us 
felt that the N. 8. A. stands for

POWER AND DOMINION
over the public work. 'There has

freely. I am interested because I have 
been for some years, and since early 
girlhood, a speaker and medium. 
Hence, I am devotedly,

A SISTER WORKER.

Delegates, work with
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with the nSedJ W the people of their 
own States, and could arrange for all 
ad interim, work,, through an executive 

. committee'! which could be ever in 
touch with, the executive committees of 
the several States. Then all hostile 
legislation could be looked after, and 
the Spiritualists have a chance for their 
rights, as American citizens, before the 
law—which they are not allowed to re
ceive at the present day. ■

State and county bodies are always 
nearer the people, and can tell what is 
needed much better than persons who 
live at Washington, and surround them
selves .with thé glamour that “we 
the people,” are tlie “whole thing.’1 
Something would then be done, in place 
of the waving of flags, and the blare of 
tho band.

It has always been the world’s ex
perience, that a central body, unlimited 
in its action by any restraining force 
outside of itself, grows ever more arro
gant and domineering. At last, it is not 
willing to consider anything differing 
from its own plans for personal aggran
dizement. Have we anything to assure 
us, either in the development of the 
N. 8. A. or its work hitherto, that 
there will not be the same conditions 
engendered, and that the experience of 
the churches will not be ours? It does

, Again The Progressive Thinker presents a 
timely bill of fare for the digestion of its thou
sands of readers. It is timely, because of the 
approach of the Convention of the National 
Spiritual Association, which Association fur
nishes the topic of discussion.

Thp shades of opinion are as varied as the 
individual minds expressing them, and every 
reader will find somewhat to please and some
what to reject. Burns prayed,

“0 wad some, pow’r the giftie gie us, 
To see ourselves as ithers see us.”

The Progressive Thinker will be as a magic
mirror in which the N. S. A. will be able to see se.„, „ „„idly

Rfilf Twa vast« nt Lnitself as others see it: and that VIPW Will Ha Am point where we shall be furnished sen. IWO yeais at least yuwxo OVC lb, ana maL View Will Ue Ol Witha ready-madecreed,andaself-
should elapse before be- immense benefit if properly utilized/ The defects - - -
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or draft on Chicago or New York. It coat« from 10 
to 15 cents to get checks cashed on local banks, sodon’t 
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the amount sent. Direct all letters to J. R. Francis, 
No. tOLoouils Street, Chicago. 111.

SOME PALPABLE FACTS.
The President of the 

N. 8. A. should never be 
allowed to succeed him-

coming eligible to the 
second term. A longer 
time even than that 
would be better.

’ The offices in the N. 
8. A. should seek the 
proper persons, and not 
they the offices.

When the N. 8. A. is 
about to enter into a 
business contract with a 
person to do a specific 
act, it should investigate 
his financial status and 
business record before 
concluding the same. 
Spiritualists want no 
more disagreeable Jubi
lee deficits. .

Tlie Secretary of the 
N.|S. A. should be select
ed solely to care for the 
business of the office, 
ard have no other du
ties. Public speakers 
can do all the outside 
talking' and canvassing

made now on the part
il... V Ü 4 1 -n

Should Be Sustained, 
and Why?.

Several Specific Muddles 
Mentioned.

immense oenent n prone 
and the excellences alike are clearly reflected on 
the surface of The Progressive Thinker’s faithful

be neither appeal nor escapej and whose 
scope will have neither bound nor limit. 
It can only be by mutual consultation 
and concession of the

WISEST AND BEST MINDS

We have no doubt that the showing will be ..... 
productive of good results, and that wiser and
more careful counsels will appear in consequence 
of the many and many-sided thoughts presented 
in this issue of our paper.

It shows that there are thinkers and earnest
friends of Spiritualism on both sides of the 
questions at issue, and the friendly clashing of 
thought will serve to clarify the spiritual atmos
phere, and bring all—if not to see eye to eye— 
yet to feel heart pressing to heart in earnest 
warmth of love for our great Cause. .

• The Progressive Thinker keeps pace with the 
times by presenting to its thousands of readers 
this symposium, expressive of the thoughts of 
those who are not officers in the N. 8. A.

It certainly cannot fail to exert a healthy in
fluence, in view of the recent failure of the 
Jubilee. We believe it possible to form a Na
tional Association that will finally meet the ap
probation of a large majority of Spiritualists. 
We extend a most cordial greeting to all the 
delegates, and wish them harmonious success in 
their efforts to evolve out of present conditions.

Spiritualists everywhere are asking, Is the 
National Association afraid of its own acts?
Efforts have been made to secure from it for 
publication a copy of the written contract made 
with Frank Walker as agent to manage the 
Jubilee. Up to the present date the efforts in 
that direction have proved unavailing. Spirit
ualists have been solicited almost to the fainting 
point, to aid in making up the deficit of this 

Tho nrn«ont inmim badly managed affair, while its officers have held 
hunt J thp the background the contract. Spiritualists,
PrciiiW of thTw q Iv<; fear’ ma-v deem ifc advisable to withhold all 
A 7 Irilll i;Jrtllei' do“ations to the N- S- A- and the Jubilee
man for whom wo have edcd un*d dle leaders make public the written tho hlhoL oonyaof? wld«h oegMto have been published im

mediately after the Jubilee. Such negligence 
should not be tolerated.

strengthen the' doubts 
of many as to the neces
sity for its existence.

candor, calmness, 
cumspection and liar-

spect; yet under the 
circumstances it would 
be ignoring common 
sense to re-elect him to 
succeed himself.

From this time on it 
should be an unwritten 
law that no President 
of the N. S. A. can suc
ceed himself. He must 
first have a two years’ 
rest, whoever he maybe.

Each delegate should 
be actuated with the 
spirit, Love for all, Mal
ice towards none.

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
Glance over it from page to page, and 

see the vast amount of reading mutter, 
costing the subscribers only two cents. 
It is now the largest Spiritualist and 
Freethought paper published, and we 
justly feel proud of it position before 
the world. Read this issue carefully, 
and then each one determine to secure 
an additional subscriber, to extend the 
field of its usefulness. It is difficult to 
conceive how any genuine Spiritualist
cau keep house without The Progress
ive Thinker, or some other good Spirit
ualist paper. There are Thousauds—yea, 
millions, of Spiritualists who take no 
Spiritualist paper, and who are not in 
touch with the movement, and who 
have never heard probably of the N. 8. 
A. We would like to reach that class, 
and bring them in touch with our great 
movement. By reading The Progress
ive Thinker one year' they will become 
•wiser and better. Each of our readers 
Should send in one additional “sub
scriber.

ecutive polity, wherein the protection 
and liberty of all teachers, mediums aud 
healers in that State eould be assured, 
a National organization composed of 
delegates from the State societies, 
would certainly be the next thing in 
order.

It is not necessary that the National 
Association should hold itself as the 
special guardian of, or manager for

ANY KIND OF FIRE-WORKS 

that at set times, and after sufficient 
blowing of the advertising trumpet, are 
to be let off, to dazzle the eyes of a 
gaping mob. Nor are they to be con
stantly practicing any kind of sensa
tionalism; but that as watchers upon 
tlie building walls of the Great Temple 
of spiritual unfoldment, they may see 
that all lie furnished and protected 
equally agaiust the actions of those who 
seek to overthrow us, and make light of 
our most sacred teachings. In short, 
let it be the sentinel, who shall preserve 
justice both within and without our 
camps, and be our guard at all points.

W. P. PHELON, M. D.

WHAT A DELEGATE TO THE 
N, 8. A. THINKS OF THE SITUA
TION.
Every earnest worker in the cause of 

Spiritualism will be pained, as they 
learn of the muddled condition of our 
national society.

For its affairs are decidedly muddled. 
Perhaps some may say It is only oppo
sition that has confused the N. 8. A, 
That we are ready to deny; for not 
many are opposed to a National Asso
ciation—nearly all Spiritualists say: 
“Let ns try to make it our proper rep
resentative and a useful association.”

GRAVE ERRORS MADE.
It is an abuse of prerogative that 

causes trouble and discontent. All of 
this criticism now being made is evi
dence that the N. S, A. has not satisfied 
the entire public. And that It is so 
widespread goes to show there has been 
grave errors made. It is not all the 
Jubilee blunders and deficiencies that 
cause the co:.fusion; there are con
ditions further back that have been at 
work for discontent.

The retention in office so many years 
of the same leading officials has been 
against a true corps de esprit. When a 
few seem to have the positive bold that 
gives control, then there Is a decimation 
of Interest. Greater stability is created 
'by the opportunity for an honest and 
earnest contest for official positions.

And now the president seems to think 
lie should be vindicated by a re-election. 
It is a subterfuge for proclaiming his 
desire to hold office further. 'The cause 
of .Spiritualism is not for the vindication 
of any individual; but is for the good of 
the masses. The'N.S. A. president would 
be vindicated from a desire to sway 
power, by stepping down gracefully and 
asking that another should be tried. 
Five years of offiee with earnest effort 
should be vindication enough, and by a 
graceful refusal would perpetuate his 
endearment by the public. But if defeat 
comes; or after election, If the N. S. A. 
should decline in its public capacity, tlie 
vindicated president would be subject 
to abuse in the inverse ratio. And these 
are very apt to occur. Better retire 
now, Mr. President, whilst your record 
is not clouded by any very serious con
demnation.

Let others make an effort. The Splrit-

Concerning Spiritual Politi 
ciane.

A NEW TERM ORIGINATED SINCE
THE N. S. A. WIRE-PULLING WAS
FIRST INAUGURATED.
It seems-to me that this term applies 

to the present oflicials of the National 
Spiritualist Association. Not only does 
there seem to be a scheming for office, 
but for control of all public efforts of

personally or financially) to I hose who 
are well-known and tried workers in the 
cause. In these positions the N. S. A. 
has not made wise nor satisfactory ap
pointments. And these positions have 
been created only to raise money for 
the N. S. A., and not to advocate Spirit
ualism.

Persons and societies who do not con
tribute liberally to the N. S. A. have 
been branded as unworthy Spiritualists. 
Speakers and mediums have been 
officially “worked against” because 
they did not liberally support the 
N. S, A. Counter-movements have been 
made to prevent public enterprises of 
such persons and societies from achiev
ing success. Tills is a terrible accusa
tion, but can be supported by facts. 
And these are reasons why so many op
pose organization, and they also argue 
against any long continuation of any
one in office.

ETERNAL BEGGING.

To the Editor:—I hope you will advocate the 
movable convention idea, and also the open 
nominations. The nominating committee is the 
means for the clique to set up the ticket. Please 
notice that Mr. Walker has been chairman of the 
nominating committee each year, and I think 
mostly of the credentials committee also. Hence 
the need, also, of no proxy right by the conven
tion. .New England (Boston; always sends an 
excursion, and Western cities are represented by 
Boston proxies—a subtle evil which, if not rem
edied, will ruin the National. Look over the 
reports and see how the “machine” has worked.

, A DELEGATE.

Reflections on the N. S. As 
sociation.

meats, desires only the best and highest, 
I would like to know what the National 
Association stands for, and what It pro
poses to doî

At the start, let me say I believe in or
ganization; in communism; in socialism; 
in anything that shall help the bearers 
of the world’s burdens, and lighten and 
finally destroy all yokes and limitations. 
Then shall we

BECOME MUTUAL HELPERS 
each of the other; and the whole earth

blossom into the garden of God, instead 
of the bleak and arid desert we now see 
and feel it to be. Especially do I think 
that this Is sorely needed, when our op
ponents, by the operation of unjust and 
tyrannical enactment, seek constantly 
to bring us under the action of tech
nical law. In this they have but one 
intent, and that is to torture and oppress 
those who believe in existence and com
munication after death. "

The point, then, seems to me to be, 
where should this organization begin? 
My answer would be, tn every county, 
in every State of the Union. Then del
egates from the counties could organize 
the State Associations. Out of the de
sire for harmonious and united action 
throughout the country would come the 
National Association,

REPRESENTING A PYRAMID
resting on a massive and immovable

mostly such workers used as would best 
servo the personal interests of the offi
cials. Some representative workers 
have beeu set aside in order to secure 
those who would best serve selfish ends, 
and these were repented elections to tho 
official positions. At tho mass-meet
ings, only the workers “in tho swim” 
were employed, and these at much ex
pense of travel, usually. At the Jubilee, 
some of the best talent present was not 
heard, and in several cases quite insult
ed by a spiritual censorship that was In
tolerable. Tho president Is always 
chaperoned by the vice-president upon 
the convention, (he Jubilee, or the mass
meeting platform, and dare not do very 
much executive work without her ap
proval. He is very negative to female 
aggressiveness; he is not positive under 
circumstances requiring a self-confident 
quality, and yet he is so subtle in his 
political methods that he

WILL RULE UNJUSTLY
in a tight place. As an executive he 
lacks personal force to be aggressive 
without a confiding power to support 
him. This is a dangerous element iu 
the development of what is called wire
pulling. Tlie only effort made to select 
and espouse candidates for office, has 
been by the president in I is capacity of 
editor. He thus Impresses the public 
as seeking to “select” the incoming offi
cials, and as- he has announced himself 
for re-election, be wants the board to be 
“harmonious;” that is subservient. We 
learn that the board have had their own 
ideas, the past term, and have not been 
fully harmonious with the executive. 
Good politics is to have all candidates

FULLY SUBSERVIENT
(harmonious) to the head of the ticket.

Nothing is easier than an election, and 
a re-election under such ways of work
ing, especially with Spiritualists, who 
are not as a rule anxious for office.

Why should a ix'rson who seeks office, 
be elected? The office

SHOULD SEEK THE PERSON.
The many able men and women in the 
ranks of Spiritualists who would dig
nify the national positions, will not en
ter Into a scramble for them—at least 
not self-aniijounced. We need character, 
honor, justice and intelligence at the 
head of our (National work. There has 
been a deficit to some extent in all these 
qualifications. \

No petty spirit of animosity should 
ever creep in, and.lt is a sad truth that 
such has been. We need open methods 
at the convention, ^specially In selecting 
officers. "

The personnel of committees should 
be less alikp from year to year. And 
the proxy representation should in no 
event be open to the credentials com
mittee.

The British Federation of Spiritual
ists select a^pew president each year, In 
order to honpr its-iworkers, and no one 
can be re-ejected until two years after 
the one-yea#, temp, has expired. This 
seems to be more,,of a spiritual frater
nity. We need a, i
FREQUENT ROTATION IN OFFICE.
Nothing causes official rottenness more 
than long possession of position. Our 
government sees the need of frequent 
change; and our Spiritualism, if gov
erned by an organized effort,, should 
take heed from the nation, and be 
alarmed by the power obtained by all 
churches and nations who have had 
life-long rulers. ■ .

It is almost now a need for a "reform 
party” In Spiritualist ranks to put forth 
an independent ticket to meet the issue 
made by the

SPIRITUAL POLITICIANS. ' 
I would not accept’ofllce, so I can write

An eternal begging for money has be
littled the N. S. A. Money' would come 
more readily if not made a nauseating 
need. Local societies have been scolded 
because they are not financially well 
supplied; but the N. S. A. eternally con
fesses to financial need and yet pays 
large salaries and assumes great enter
prises. No wonder the editor confesses 
to feeling “tired” of so much begging.

Local societies should not lie saddled 
with any extra financial load. They 
have sufficient; indeed few are able to 
meet their own expenses; and lienee the 
annual per capita, an occasional collec
tion, and an eternal being dunned, is 
calculated to discourage any society 
from holding a charter.

And now comes an N. S. A. agent, 
who with bombast offered at the last 
convention to raise ?l,000 this year. He 
received applause, and felt he had set 
a good example to whoop up the con
tributions. But lo! he caunot raise it, 
nor pay it, and wants the public to sup
ply it in his name. Any one who sub
scribed might do the same, and call for 
public held. What a nice muddle that 
would be! Let the dear public have a 
rest! The not'd of money’ and incessant 
begging is destroying the N. S. A. Can
not the work be cut out upon the basis 
of natural receipts, and thus prevent 
any strained needs? I think it can.

THE PROXY BUSINESS.
Another serious muddle occurs by 

filling proxies from the New England 
excursion and the Washington resi
dents. The need is great to meet in va
rious cities from year to year to prevent 
a “packed” convention. And the com
plexion of committees appointed by the 
president should be more varied each 
year. The proxy and representation 
rules should be iron-clad and lived up 
to—instead of carelessly being tossed 
aside as it was in 1897,

From California comes the resolution 
to cut adrift from the N. 8. A. unless 
the latter grants the former State Asso
ciation the full right to State charters. 
Thl$ is an evidence of a grasping spirit; 
for the N. S. A. wants charters, and if 
a local society does not want to charter 
with the State Association, tile N. S. A. 
will take them in. The California Asso
ciation is righteously indignant The 
N. S. A. should not grant charters in 
any State after it charters a State Asso
ciation. That is another muddin of 
jurisdiction—but its solution is easy.

There are many genuine muddles to 
clear at the next convention, and many 
hope to see them cleared. To do so, 
earnest effort will be given, for the good 
of and the usefulness of our National 
Association. In that way help 1b prom
ised by yours truly. A DELEGATE.

PRACTICAL METHODS TO SECURE 
PRACTICAL RESULTS- SHOULD 
BE CONDUCTED ON A STRICTLY 
BUSINESS BASIS, WITH| EACH 
CHARTERED SOCIETY SHARING 
THE RESPONSIBILITY—4 COM
PREHENSIVE VIEW FROM A 
WELL-KNOWN LADY.
To the Editor:—la response to your 

request for my views upoa the N. S. A., 
its present and future status, I submit 
the following:

Since the call was made in 1893 for 
delegates to assemble for the purpose of 
organizing a N. S. A., the writer has 
been one of the staunchest advocates of 
the movement. Having been one of the 
delegates, as well as a member of the 
committee on organization and nomina
tion elected at that convention, and hav
ing closely followed its workings to the 
present time, I am somewhat familiar 
with its history.

Let me say however, that I have never 
sought an official position; instead, as 
the history of the N. S. A. will show, 
though unanimously nominated in 1893 
for a trustee, 1 withdrew my name, pre
ferring to be known as a worker rather 
than as an officer of that body. Those 
who have followed my course since that 
time, well kuow that I have spared 
neither

TIME, ENERGY NOR EFFORT 
to build up the N. S. A., both financially 
and in Interest. In no case have I made 
an unsuccessful appeal for a charter, 
or for money to carry on its legitimate 
work. At the present time, although 
my name has beeu used as a candidate 
for the position of vice-president, I wish 
to state that no authority has been 
given for the same and I cannot con
ceive of anything which would alter my 
resolution in this respect, though I will 
always be ready to help the N. S. A.

The work of the first two years was 
accomplished under great difficulties. 
President Barrett went bravely to work, 
with no money in sight, with few sup
porters, overcoming obstacles which 
would have hopelessly discouraged any
one less enthusiastic than he. Not one 
oi his critics to-day would have willing
ly changed places with him, when he 
toiled on with no salary, and seemingly 
no hopes of one. No assoeiatiou can 
hope to succeed which forgets loyal ser
vice, such as he has rendered. The sec
ond year the prospects seemed brighter 
and the writer was enabled to secure 
many’ charters, as well as raise nearly 
one thousand dollars for the treasury of 
the Association.

You ask is the N. S. A. a necessity? 
Yes, most emphatically, if it is con
ducted

ALONG BUSINESS LINES, 
aud lias for its objects, the consolida
tion of the business interests of Spirit
ualism; the protection of mediums and 
Spiritualists; the repeal of laws which 
militate agaiust our mediums; the 
amendment of laws which can be con
strued against mediums, so as to give a 
euatiee for discrimination between gen- 
uuine and counterfeit mediums; tlie pre
vention of legislation which would in
terfere with our rights as Spiritualists; 
the promotion of the best interests of 
Spiritualism by strengthening the weak 
societies within our ranks; tlie compil
ing of all tlie statistics as may best 
serve our movement; tho organization 
and fostering of lyceunis, young peo
ple’s unions, etc.; the providing of 
homes for those among us who are in 
need of our aid; the encouragement of 
mediums, speakers. I do not think it is 
the business of the N. S. A. to proselyte. 
All propaganda work is best left in the 
hands of the local societies. It seems as 
if better methods oi looking after the 
general interests of the cause is proper
ly the work of the N. 8. A. Organiza
tion really means the systematic ar
rangement of the business interest of 
the societies already formed and not 
proselyting.

To accomplish these objects money

IS NEEDED, NOT SENTIMENT.

The delegates vote to appropriate 
money each year, without having any 
idea as to who shall furnish it The

MRS. M. H. WALLIS.
Mrs. M. H. Wallis, the distinguished 

wife of the editor of The Two Worlds, 
Manchester, Eng., lectured to a large 
and enthusiastic audience on last Sun
day evening, at the Handel Hall Build
ing, 40 Randolph street Everybody 
was delighted with the address. She 
will deliver one more lecture before re
turning East, In one of the halls of the 
Handel Building next Sunday evening, 
at 7:30. Her subject will be “Evil in 
Its Relation to Spiritualism.” We feel 
to rejoice that the Spiritualists of Chi
cago have given her such a cordial re
ception. •

writer lias over aud over again protest
ed against this method of business, 
which subjects us to so much criticism. 
The affairs of the N. 8. A. should be 
conducted by a board of business men 
and women, elected with due respect to 
their capacity as efficient officers, and 
no set of delegates should vote the ap
propriation of money, and'the raising of 
salaries, unless there is sufficient war
rant for them to do so. If some of the 
delegates, who have in the past been 
instrumental in moving the appropria
tion of money had given a little more 
thought to the mutter, the N. S. A. 
would not be iu debt to-day.

Only 212 out of GOO Spiritualist socie
ties are chartered under the N. 8. A. It 
must be a matter of dee;) regret to those 
who have the cause of organization at 
heart to know this. Yet everywhere 
there exists a deep apathy regarding 
the support of local societies, aud it 
would be interesting to note the exact 
status of these societies. My experience 
has been that iu many instances, the 
temporary enthusiasm created by the 
advent of some prominent lecturer or 
medium to a locality has resulted in the 
formation of a society. For a time 
meetings are held, but the interest soon 
Hags. The meetings are suspended, and 
the society becomes such, in name only, 
although if a charter has beeu secured 
from the N. S. A., it is entitled to a

DELEGATE OR PROXY 
at the annual conventions even though 
it holds no meetings. Systematic or
ganization is the only remedy, and no 
society which is not in active operation 
should be entitled to a vote in the con
vention. Every effort should be made 
to render aid to all feeble societies.

A National organization should not 
dictate regarding the conduct of local 
societies, but should devise a system of 
mutual help, and by thus demonstrating 
its utility would receive the support of 
all.

It is absurd to expect to establish a 
perfect system of
ORGANIZATION WITHOUT FUNDS.
This does not mean that a fair return 
should not be given for the funds sup
plied. It must be remembered that 
those who provide the needful, are en
titled to some assurance that it will be 
judiciously expended. It Is unjust to 
vote to leave such' matters to the board 
of trustess and then, criticize them for 
their actions. Specific instruction some
times saves much trouble.

The success of any organization, 
whether local, state or national, de
pends largely'upon enlisting the willing 
services of a corps of workers, who will 
each do their share to accomplish the 
objects for which the organization was 
formed. This, however, cannot be done 
by simply calling together a convention 
of one or two hundred delegates, or 
proxies, reporting to them theTesults of 
the past year, and expect them to rat
ify the same. Instead., every effort 
should be made to keep all chartered so
cieties in touch with the work through-

out the entire year, thus uniting them in 
the bonds of fraternal Interest.

How can this be best accomplished! 
By fostering a joint, interest and symS 
pathy between the National and local 
societies. Many of these chartered ao> 
cieties are weak and not able to meat 
their expenses even, from what is col

i lected at their meetings, hence they 
need the assistance of the National body 
Instead of being

GALLED UPON TO SUPPORT IT.
Also by enlisting the personal service 

. of individual workers. For instance, at 
1 the Chicago convention In 1893, the 

writer moved that a board of honorary 
trustees be appointed, one from each 

1 state. These were not to be official in 
any way, but be chosen for their known 

; interest in Spiritualism, and to be under 
the supervision of the executive board. 

' By the appointing of such honorary 
committee, the following results could 
be obtained; A complete supervision of 
the work in each state as follows: The 
honorary trustee, to be empowered to 
appoint such additional sub-committees' 
as be deemed necessary, i. e., a 
legislative committee, to arrange for ob
taining such information as would en
able it to compile the laws of the re
spective states, which might be con
strued against the rights of Spiritualists 
and mediums. To keep posted as to in
tended legislation which might be con
strued against Spiritualists and medi
umship. Also to arrange for a system
atic compilation of the status of the 
Spiritualist societies iu each state, their 
strength, their needs, and to suggest 
plans for carry jug forward the work of 
Spiritualism.

If each sub-committee so appointed 
would send in a written report to the 
honorary trustee, who in turn would 
transmit a report to the secretary of the 
N. S. A., it would result in obtaining, 
without much trouble or expense, a 
Complete statistical record of the situa
tion, and relieve the secretary of much 
detail work.

Regarding convention work proper, I 
would make the following suggestion: 
If tlie reports of the president, secre
tary, and treasurer, financial and state 
agents, etc., which take up nearly a day 
and a half to read, could be published la 
advance in the Spiritualistic press, 
about four weeks previous to each con
vention, it would not only save much 
valuable'time, but would a’llow all char
tered societies to become familiar with 
the business matters to be presented at 
the convention, and instruct their dele
gates accordingly. Under the present 
plan this caunot be dune. As it is now

EVERYTHING IS HELD BACK, 
and only about two hundred people hear 
the reports read. For the last two 
years owing to the business foresight of 
the editor of The Progressive Thinker, 
the president's report was published 
verbatim for the benefit of the 50,000 
readers of the paper. Tills, however, 
was due to the astuteness of the editor 
of The Progressive Thinker. Looking 
from the practical side, however, how 
much more important it would have 
been, and how much interest might 
have been created, had such report been

PUBLISHED IN ADVANCE 
as above suggested, and sent to each 
chartered society, with Instructions for 
it to send its views upon the same for 
the use of its delegates at tlie conven
tion.

The most essential feature at the pres
ent crisis in my estimation, is to secure 
for the N.S.A. the hearty co-operation of 
the societies already affiliated with it 
Let those who have hitherto stood 
aloof join forces with those who have 
stood lor the principles of organization, 
as represented by this association dur
ing tho last five years, to the end that 
the barque which was launched upon 
tin* sea of Spiritualism in tho year of 
JS!i3, shall safely reach smooth waters 
and glide into the harbor of peace, even 
though it has had to pass 

THROUGH STORMS AND CRITI
CISM.

The N. S. A. must be supported. Let it 
lie conducted upon a practical business 
basis, by an able executive committee, 
and success may be assured. Now is 
the time to band together in one strong 
determined effort to lift the Association 
out of its present difficulties, that it 
may go forth to meet the success which 
it deserves.

In conclusion, I will simply add, the 
N. S. A. must live, regardless of what 
our personal criticisms may be, for the 
cause of Spiritualism is greater and 
more Important than all other consider
ations. I believe organization to be the 
method that will give it vigor and 
strength to surmount all difficulties. 
There Is no doubt but that this year will 
prove a turning-point In the history of 
the Association. Let all who approve 
of system and order come together with 
the determination to place the N. S. A. 
firmly upon a position which will In
sure its success, that It may prove a 
stronghold for Spiritualism, not only 
now, but in future years.

M. E. CADWALLADER.

A FEW THOUGHTS
Touching the National Spin 

itualist Association.

WHAT MIGHT BE THE USES OF 
SUCH ORGANIZATION.

I see in The Progressive Thinker, of 
late, not a little comment touching the 
N. S. A., as regards its sphere of action, 
its utility, etc.

I confess my incompetency to deal 
with a subject of so vast a magnitude 
as is said assoeiatiou, and yet I feel that 
I have a thought to suggest, touching 
the same.

First, allow me to express my warm
est regards for the members, especially 
those who stand at the head of the N. 
S. A., believing them all to have at 
heart the cause of Spiritualism; which, 
to the liberal student, is the grand sci
ence of life immortal.

And while, too, 1 concede them each 
and all far my superiors in scholastic 
attainments, I must confess I fail to seo 
as yet, the vast Importance claimed for 
said association as the indispensable 
means for carrying out the principles 
set forth in the cause of Spiritualism. 
What man needs most—of course, I in
clude woman—to-day. is a knowledge of 
self as a social, Intellectual and spirit
ual being. This knowledge, as I see it, 
can be attained only by a close study of 
man and his relations. And here, the 
word relations connects us with the 
physical, which again broadens our sub
ject of study. All study requires facts 
before conclusions can be reached. 
Spiritualism has its facts In the phe
nomenal side of the grand question. 
These phenomena teach beyond the pos- 
possibUity of doubt, a personal con
scious, progressive life for man beyond 
the grave. .

Beyond this, Spiritualism has' no 
creed. I do not see at present that it 
needs any more. '

Humanity is based upon the law or 
principle of individuality; and such be
ing the fact, each human being is his 
own lord and ruler so far as regards 
what he shall think, say or do, provid
ing he does not trespass upon the indi
vidual rights of his fellow. True, our

(Continued on page eight;



THE N. S. A.
An Urgent Appeal to 

tain It.

!A ROSEATE VIEW OF THE

Sus'

GOOD
EFFECTS TO BE DERIVED FROM 
ORGANIZATION.
As there is considerable agitation go

ing on just now over the Jubilee failure, 
and the N. S- A. coming iu for a goodly 
Share of criticism,|l feel like saying 
something regarding the subject 
through the columns of your grand 
paper.

I am sure the N. S. A. has accom
plished a great deal of good, and I have 
confidence in tlie good Intentions, faith
fulness and fidelity of its officers. They 
(have labored with zeal and earnestness 
for the promotion of the cause they rep
resent. Most of them have made sac- 
1‘iflees to the cause that are not known 
to the public. Mistakes have been 
made; “to err is human,” but we can 
learn and profit by our mistakes. The 
N. S. A. has done good work for the 
time it has been organized, considering 
.the fact that it had no money to begin 
With, and much opposition to encounter.

The mass-meetings Instituted and 
(held under the auspices of the N. S. A. 
in many of the large cities, has brought 
our cause into favorable notice through
out the civilized world, through the 
.Associated Press reports, and in this 
way it has received thousands of dol
lars’ worth of advertising free, and 
their influence locally has been good. 
The N. 8. A. has organized thirteen of 
the fifteen State Associations now uu- 
der its jurisdiction (no small matter). 
Good work has been done by its mis
sionaries. President Barrett for three 
years labored in the missionary field. 
His work has brought forth good fruit 
from Maine to California. Sister Prior 
in the South; Brother Allen Brown in 
Texas, and others in different localities 
have all done good work as National 
missionaries. Mrs. Sprague, aud I, too, 
have had the honor of acting as mis
sionaries for the N. S. A. (without sal
ary) since its formation in 1893, and can 
apeak from personal experience.

Most of the fifty societies that we 
have organized and chartered have 
done and are still doing good work. 
Some of these societies could not have 
been organized without the National 
Association, for there was no State As
sociation to charter with them.

As fast as State Associations have 
been formed most societies holding 
N. 8. A. charters have been transferred 
to the State.

We need more missionaries. Every
medium and speaker should work 
organization. The more societies 
gnnized tin- more work for all, and 
faster our cause will grow. There

for 
or- 
the 
are

thousands of towns nnd cities where 
societies enn be organized. In many of 

1 them little or no work is being done.
The greatest effort should be made by 
the National ami State Associations to 
organize and charter them for member
ship; that, together with good manage
ment, will make our association strong.

I believe in local, state and national 
organization; each local society gov
erning Itself so far as belief, methods of 
work, ete., are concerned; tlie Slate As
sociations to look after the interests of 
all local societies; also the interests of 
our mediums, granting credentials to 
those who are worthy and well qualified 
ns speakers and mediums, when 
.vouched for by their respective local so
cieties through its officers, and after 

. thorough investigation by a committee 
. of tlie Stale Board appointed for that 

purpose.
The State Association should Institute 

nnd look after schools aud colleges, and 
the education of our speakers, healers, 
and médical clairvoyants; also look 
lifter State legislation when it affects 
tho rights of Spiritualists, etc.

Where no State Association exists, I 
would not deprive a local society of the 
right of chartering with and having rep
resentation in Hie National Convention, 
The National Association should look 
after the Interests of the State Associa
tions. We need a National Publishing 
House. Better work could be accom
plished, 1 think, through it than to have 
a small concern in every State, and this 
would lie work for a National Associa
tion to look after. A National Assoela- 
tion with all the State Associations be
hind It, could do more effectual work In 
dealing with tlie Supreme Court. I be
lieve we shall never have our constitu
tional rights until we establish educa
tional institutions, where our medical 
clairvoyants, magnetic and spiritual 
healers may study the laws underlying 
these wonderful powers, and become 
educated in anatomy, physiology, and 
kindred sciences. Then, when our 
Schools arc chartered by the States we 
can appeal with some satisfaction to the 
Supreme Court of the United States for 
our constitutional rights.

I believe the National Association can 
do more effectual work In opposing the 
movements to get "God in the Constitu
tion,” Sunday laws, etc., than could our 
State Associations single handed. Our 
combined strength will help us to get 
liberal legislation through Congress for 
the benefit of the whole people. I be
lieve in co-operative work among Spirit
ualists on a similar plan to that of our 
United States government.

I am in favor of adopting a code of 
principles that will clearly define our 
teachings. We have allowed our oppo
nents to tell the world what we believe 
too long. Let us tell them ourselves 
that they may know the truth.

I believe the N. 8. A. should assume 
the debt arising from the failure of tlie 
Rochester Jubilee, and then appeal to 
the Spiritualists of the country to pay 
it We, as Spiritualists, would feel bet
ter to pay It than to see Brother Walker 
and bls good sister lose tbelr all in this 
disastrous move. A little from each 
Spiritualist would pay it easily.

As to the management of the N. S. A., 
I think our National Conventions 
should be held in different cities of the 
country, thus giving people better op
portunities to attend them. Their influ
ence would be felt In different localities, 
thus helping the cause along. I think 
Inducements to hold annual conventions 
in different cities would be offered if we 

' ¡were disposed to do so.
Our National Board may not always 

have been economical. There has been 
cotisiderable money expended for trav
eling expenses by the officers coming 
long distances to attend board meetings 
four times each year. I undei-stand 
these expenses were paid by the officers 
themselves out of their own private 
funds for the first three years. This 
must have been burdensome to some of 
them, and I think It is too much for the 
N. S. A. to bear also. It seems to me 
business could be arranged so as to 
transact it all at the annual meeting ex
cept what could be done through com
mittees and correspondence, thereby 
saving three-fourths of this great ex
pense of travel, etc.

When State Associations are in work
Ing order the great expense of travel in
curbed by so many delegates from local 

■ societies attending the National Con
vention will be saved, and more socie
ties can be represented through State 

’Associations with much less expense. 
’As It is now but a very small proportion 
of. our societies can send delegates to 
¡Washington*

(Continued on page &)

RñDIGñL RECONSTRUCTION IS NEEDED I AN EXALTED VIEW.
First Lay a Solid Foundation, Establish a'Fh’in Basis, and then 

Build Thereon, Upward and not Downward.

Is Not on a Sound Basis—Is Not a Representative Organization— 

An Organized Head, without a Supporting Body

To me it seems that a vital error was 
made in the beginning of the formation 
of the N. S. A. The proper foundation 
should first have been laid, and the 
superstructure reared thereon. The 
opposite method seems to have been 
pursued—first the roof, and the upper 
story—swinging in mid-air, without 
support from beneath.

It presents the appearance of a head 
without a body fo support It and supply 
tlie integral parts of a perfected or
ganism.

CONFESSION OF WEAKNESS.
There is a deep and important sig

nificance in the statement by President 
Barrett in his recent call to local so
cieties to send in reports to the National 
Convention. He says: “Hitherto less 
than one-third of all societies connected 
with the National body have responded 
to the request to make these reports. It 
Is a pitiable confession of weakness,” 
etc.

It indicates that there is a feeling 
among local societies that says, in ac
tion if not in words: What is the use? 
What good will it do? What benefit 
will it be to the cause, or to our society?

There is, too, a feeling that it is in 
fact a detriment to local societies, strug
gling to maintain their local meetings, 
to undertake to carry the additional 
burden of expense implied in a National 
body, when they have all they can do to 
keep their own local affairs in opera
tion.

It is a matter of painful fact, that our 
humanitarian enterprises, such as the 
Waverly Home and others of like char
acter, are crippled in consequence of the 
drain of funds to meet the demands of 
the N. S. A. Parties have given to the 
N. 8. A., iu response to the urgent calls 
all that they could spare, and render 
this as their excuse for not assisting 
these most worthy humanitarian in
stitutions, that would, with better sup
port, render such nobly sweet and 
helpful service to our cause.

If the thousands of dollars that have 
been collected to defray the cost of 
maintaining the official machinery of 
the N. S. A. in a sort of painful exist
ence, had been turned into tlie Waverly 
Home fund, for instance, there would 
have been far greater and richer results 
to Spiritualism.

In the report of the committee on del
egates, recorded in the Proceedings of 
the Fifth Annual Convention, 1897, ar
ticle 2, p. 149, it is stated that, of 57 so
cieties that have sent in a report of any 
kind: "Only one society reports cash on 
hand to any amount. Most of the so
cieties report no cash on baud.” What 
does this fact indicate?

Thu printed reports of Proceedings 
show that during the four years of its 
existence, up to September 30, 1897, the 
N. S. A. received more than $15,000. 
Add to this snug sum of money con
tributed by Spiritualists, the amount 
expended In defraying expenses of del-' 
egams—which for the five past sessions 
amounts, in round numbers, to $21,050, 
and we have a total of $37,278. Tlie 
estimated cost for the current year may 
be set down at $9,000 more, making a 
grand total of $40,000 to keep tlie 
N. S. A. living five years, even

“At this poor, dying rate.”
What is there to show for it? A 

N. S. A. , and a Jubilee—with no general 
jubilation at the present time over 
either.

HUMANITARIAN EFFORT.
Spiritualists cannot wisely maintain 

an expensive,fhowy figure-head for the 
sake of maBlng a “display” to the
world. It was uot thus our cause came 
into existence, nor has it been thus it 
has won its way to the hearts and lives 
and knowledge of millions.

If there is one thing Spiritualism 
needs above all others, it is the concrete 
display of humanitarian effort put forth 
in behalf of our own spiritual kindred. 
A well established and well endowed 
Home would be a potent factor to raise 
Spiritualism in the esteem of the world, 
give it a status of honor, and make it a 
power for good to mankind, beyond any 
other organized form of effort or 
display.

'The money already given to sustain 
the N. 8. A., In a precarious existence, 
with so little show of good result, would 
have yielded far better returns of good 
to our cause, if invested in a good 
Home, conducted on humanitarian 
business principles, by men and women 
not working for display, or salaries 
much larger than many Spiritualists— 
brainy and intelligent ones, too—earn 
by grinding dally toil.

STRIKING TIIE BALANCE.

So far as I can see, the Cause is no 
stronger to-day because of the existence 
of the N. S. A. than It would have been 
without it. There is some reason to 
think that if a balance were struck, the 
Cause of Spiritualism would find a 
deficit to charge up to “profit and loss.” 
Why? Because of the drawing of 
funds to help tlie N. S. A., that might 
have been used to more advantage in 
strengthening the local societies and in 
building up other worthy and needed 
Spiritualist enterprises, as before men
tioned. For this reason it is a question 
whether on the whole the N. S. A. has 
not caused more harm than good to 
our cause.

MOTHER NATURE, M. D.

It is not Intended by this to impugn 
the honor and ability of the officers of 
the N. S. A. Probably few could or 
would have done better or accomplished 
more than they have done. But the 
system of organization was faulty at 
tlie beginning. It has been a great head 
without a body—with the idea that the 
body would grow from the head. In 
Mother Nature M. D.s processes the 
cranial development is last to come to 
perfection. The same natural rule is 
observed in social, industrial and po
litical development, as is clearly shown 
by Herbert Spencer in his philosophical 
writings.

The N. S. A. Ignored the natural way 
or system of development, and In con
sequence there is an abnormal organism 
presenting the appearance of all head 
and no body. No matter how good the 
head may be in itself, it cannot live and 
perform the normal functions of a head, 
by itself alone; it must have a body 
from which to derive its proper nourish
ment and completeness of development 
as a head.

■ A national organization, to properly 
represent the great body of Spiritual
ists, should be organized on a represent
ative democratic basis, and not be a 
self-constituted body—or head without 
a body. After being organized on a rep
resentative democratic basis, Its man
agers should hold themselves within 
their proper, bounds and limits as rep
resentatives and not as autocratic dic
tators. Their work should be to carry 
out the expressed will of the people they 
are to represent It is not within their 
sphere as representative officers se-

lected to execute the will of the people, 
to undertake to Initiate nnd carry out a 
matter involving the rights, views and 
interests of the people—something that 
will vitally affect the well-being of tlie 
general body, for good or for 111, without 
being duly empowered by the people to 
execute that special purpose or object,

For instance, it is not the proper busi
ness of a so-called national organization 
to undertake' to formulate a creed, or 
anything of the sort, by what name 
soever called, for which the people have 
made no demand, and publish it to the 
world as the belief of Spiritualists.

. NO DICTATION.
Spiritualists are a very Independent 

class; perhaps ¡no other class or people 
is so wedded to complete freedom of 
thought and opinion, unhampered by 
any semblance of creed; and while 
some great minds and active workers 
think there is much virtue in a “State
ment” or “Declaration," it is well to 
remember that this is an era of in
dependence, and that we cannot hold a 
Spiritualist “Nicean Council,” and even 
if that were possible, there is not nor 
can be a murderous Constantine the 
Great to enforce the decisions of the 
Council and compel acceptance of its 
creed throughout the realm of Spirit

dualism.
■ The apparent attempt of the Roches
ter- Jubilee, by means of public address
es, etc., to mould, prepare, and swing

WITH A WHOOP AND HURRAH 
the Spiritualist masses to desire and ac
cept a creed, was a waste of effort, and 
a flat failure—as it ought to be. It was 
out of place, untimely, uncalled for by 
the mind of tho Spiritualist people—a- 
people justly jealous of its rights and 
prerogatives as an independent class of 
thinkers.

It was a movement In keeping with 
other features of management, and it is 
fitting that it should meet the same 
fate—failure—teaching the same gen
eral lesson.

NOT REPRESENTATIVE.
The N, S. A., as constituted, is not and 

never has been in any proper sense the 
head or representative of the Spiritual
ists of the United States, whatever it has 
assumed to be. It has no authority to 
legislate for, or to exercise dictatorial 
power over, the Spiritualists of our 
land. Legislative powers can only bq 
conferred by the body of Spiritualists; 
all the authority of the kind they may 
properly exercise must be derived from 
the properly expressed will and consent 
of the Spiritualist, people, and sueh au
thority has never been given, such will 
and consent has never been expressed, 
speaking of Spiritualists as a whole. 
More than that, In all probability, judg
ing from our past history nnd the pro
phetic signs of the present, such will 
and consent will never be given.

Most assuredly it will not be given 
unless a National Association be 
evolved on a proper basis, as an organ
ism “of the people, by the people and 
for the people," and deriving its powers 
from the will and consent of the peo
ple—the great body of Spiritualists— 
duly expressed.

I should say that the need of the 
N. 8. A. is a radical reconstruction; It 
should lay a solid foundation and build 
thereon a super-structure entirely in 
harmony with tlie principles of dem
ocratic-republican government, in which 
tlie people are the rulers, and the 
officials are executives, whose sole duty 
and sphere is to carry out the people’s 
expressed will.

I fear that this paper may seem 
harsh—but most truly can I say that it 
has been written without any feeling 
of animosity toward any person or per
sons—but filming to speak the truth as 
It appears to my mind, for the good of 
ine Cause nnd of all concerned. I do 
not doubt that other minds may see 
matters in a different light, and still be 
as honestly and earnestly solicitous as 
myself for the good of our Cause and 
1lie welfare of mankind. To them I 
willingly yield the same freedom of 
thought that I exercise for myself, and 
in this spirit I offer these thoughts.

J. C. UNDERHILL. 
Hammond, Ind.

It Should Act Simply äs An 
Advisory Board.

Having been asked on many occasions 
to express my views relative to “the 
present and future status of the Na
tional Spiritualist Association,” I would 
say:

First, I consider its paramount object 
should be to encourage local work, and 
tSj cannot be accomplished with the 
best of results without local organiza
tion. hence the N. S. A., according to my 
idea, should work to promote local or
ganization.

I am in favor of the Spiritualists 
handing to the world a “declaration of 
principles”—not a creed.” A simple 
“declaration of principles” need not 
necessarily* be accepted as a creed. 
Creed is from Credo, I believe. A dec
laration of principles properly written, 
would not embody a belief, but would 
set forth some things that we know as 
facts.

I have maintained from the inception 
of the N. S. A. that its existence should 
have come from a demand created by 
State Organizations, as the State Or
ganizations naturally come from a de
mand made by local societies.

It goes without saying that a State 
Organization would naturally be an in
terested and efficient In assisting local 
societies as a National could possibly 
be. If State Organizations were estab
lished throughout the Union, every local 
society could be fostered and managed, 
financially, and every other way, at a 
much less expense than ft takes to 
carry on the National Association.

If the alliance to the N. S. A. was to 
be made only through the State of 
course It would diminish the member
ship of the N. S. A., but would not the 
method be more effectual and the ex
pense of the work greatly lessened?

As I understand the matter, the prov
ince of a National Association is to act 
simply as an Advisory Board to State 
Associations.

Yours for the best Interest of the
cause. MATTIE E. HULL.

ITEMS PF INTEREST.

They are crowded out this week to 
give place to articles touching upon the 
N. S. A. They will appear next week.

"Origin ana Antiquity of Man.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. A masterly philosoph
ical work. English edition, nicely 
bound in doth, $L For sale at thia 
office. . ...

IMPORTANT QUERY.
The National Spiritualists’ 

Assoçiation.

FIRM IN THE FAITH THAT THE 
NATIONAL MUST BE SUSTAINED 
AT ALL HAZARDS—ENCOURAG

ING WORDS.
I assert wlthuot fear af successful 

contradiction, that. Spiritualism occu
pies a position and,commands a respect 
in this country to-day, it would not oc
cupy and command, had it not been for 
the organized influence of the National 
Spiritualists’ Association,’ however Im
perfect and unsatisfactory that influ
ence may have been,

While truth will no doubt spread Itself 
sooner or later without the aid of or
ganized effort for its advancement, it Is 
more liable in the absence of organized 
defense. .

TO BE “CRUSHED TO EARTH” 
by its enemies, and its “rise again” de- 
layed—;’,’definitely postponed.

Fstions of gravitation and evo
lution needed no societies organized for 
the conversion of the world to their 
truth, but who will not say that the 
work of conversion would have been 
accomplished sooner had an organized 
effort in this direction been considered 
necessary and adopted?

Spiritualism is a truth which is in
tended to reach the heart and mind of 
universal humanity, and is

STRUGGLING FOR RECOGNITION 

against great odds. Notwithstanding 
the fact that here and there a noted 
preacher and scientist boldly declares 
in its favor, the whole of Christendom 
is yet arrayed against Spiritualism.

I have no fear whatever of the future 
of Spiritualism; it is unquestionably 
destined to be universally accepted and
established sooner or later; sooner, 
organized effort on the part of 
friends; later, indefinitely later, by

by 
its 
in-

difference on the part of its friends.
I have every confidence in the Na

tional Spiritualists’ Association of 
America. “AVIth all its faults, I love it 
still.” I am for it first, last,

AND ALL THE TIME.
“Sink or swim, live or die, survive or 
perish,” 1 am for the National Associa
tion of Spiritualists. It

IS NOT PERFECT;
It would not be a human organization 
if it was. It has made mistakes, but its 
officers seek to rectify and profit by 
them. They court criticism when it is 
offered in the proper spirit, and with a 
sincere desire for improvement Were 
it not for their intense love of the cause, 
they would be glad to be relieved of the 
responsibilities of their thankless efforts 
in its behalf.

Every Spiritualist in the United States 
should stand up loyally for the N. S. A. 
and its officers and share alike in its 
failures and its successes, its joys and 
its sorrows. We should seek to rectify 
the mistakes made rather titan to ruin 
those who made them or the association 
under whose auspices they were made. 
A like loyalty should be shown to every 

' State and local society and to every 
paper published in the interest of our 
cause throughout the country. If we 
are Spiritualists, let us be Spiritualists; 
either we are, or we are not. The man 
who believes or knows Spiritualism is 
a great, undeveloped truth, and fails to 
do what he can in its Interest, is no 
man at all. Lot us have tlie
COURAGE OF OUR CONVICTIONS 

and the courage for their dissemination 
though our efforts in this direction may 
not always be crowned with success, 
owing to inexperience and lack of judg
ment. The law of evolution from the 
Imperfect to the more perfect, will ap
ply to the N. S. A. as to any other de
partment of life and energy. Let us be 
patient—assuring ourselves that like the 
oak, the storms of criticism which now 
threaten the life of the N. S. A. will but 
enable it to

TAKE 
in the hearts 
wax stronger

DEEPER ROOT
of Spiritualists, and to 
and stronger as time

passes. We must l>e organized or we fall.
Everything in nature is organized, 
must have a head—a grand head 
front to our organization. State 
local societies should constitute

We 
and 
and 
the

body, and be in perfect accord with the 
supreme head of the organization. If 
an example of the ixiwer and influence 
of a perfect and successful organization 
is needed, let the reader study that of 
the Catholic Church. While all there is 
of that church is organization, it seems 
that all there is of Spiritualism is the 
lack of it.

In my opinion the National Society 
should pay especial attention to the 
holding of mass conventions of several 
days’ duration, in the various cities of 
this republic. Those that have been 
held have been exceedingly fruitful of 
good to the cause even if they failed in 
some instances to prove financially suc
cessful. Of course it should avoid as 
mneh as possible running any pecuniary 
risks until it is more financially in
dependent. The condition of our coun
try generally, in a business point of 
view, has for several years been any
thing but favorable to the launching of 
any enterprise, religious, scientific or 
secular.

Our orthodox congregations have as 
much as they can do to make ends meet 
in a financial way. and Indeed some of 
them have been obliged to go deeply in 
debt. ■

It is very easy for a man to say what 
he would do “if.” etc. If 1 know myself, 
however, I would if I was able to do so, 
endow the National Spiritualists’ Asso
ciation of America, no matter who its 
officers might be. That’s the way I feel 
about it now. Perhaps if I was wealthy 
I would not do anything of the kind. 
Human nature is very peculiar. If by 
some unexpected fortuitous calamity I 
should ever become a rijilllonalre, or 
very much less that) one, just keep an 
eye on my dlspositión of my lucre, and 
remind me if necessary, òf the above 
expressed intention, the ' noblest that 
has ever entered my mentality.

But I have wrltten enough to show the 
reader how I stand On thé N. S. A. ques
tion, and so will Close. *

The time may poisibly ' dome when it 
would be proper fot' thè Rational Asso
ciation to v

ADOPT SOME CODE Ò’f ETHICS 
or belief or expression of principles, but 
in my opinion, it Bas ndt yet arrived. 
At this stage of our evoltition, the one 
star in the Spiritualistic firinament, that 
of the possibility of conitaunlng with 
the spirits of the so-calléd dead, is a 
whole constellation in Itself.

H. V. SWERINGEN.

“After Her Death. The Story of & 
Summer.” By LiUan Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and deUghted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas bn the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office. Pride, cloth, $L

“Nature Cure.” By Dre. M. b. and 
Rosa O. Conger. Excellent for even 
family. Cloth, $1.50. *

Do Spiritualists Need a Na
tional Organization?

form, in order that they may develop 
souls that are worth the saving. With 
want and sorrow and

, CRIME ON EVERY HAND,

A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE 
PRESENT SITUATION, WITH- 
WORDS OF ADVICE'AND WARN-I 

ING.

This is a pertinent question and is one 
that is agitating the minds of many 
Spiritualists at the present time. In 
view of the fact that the N. 8. A. has 
npw had an existence of five years and 
that it has only succeeded In living at a

POOR DYING RATE, 
with a constantly depleted treasury and 
continual soliciting of funds to meet
running expenses, and the further fact 
that it has done but little in fostering 
the interests of Spiritualism .

AND ABSOLUTELY NOTHING
in the interests of local societies, is It 
not a costly organization absorbing the 
funds of local societies, which they 
sadly need for themselves aud for which 
tiiey receive no return whatever from 
the N. S. A. Like all other organiza
tions the N. 8. A. must be judged by its 
practical results, and these are not such 
as commend themselves to the great 
body of Spiritualists. I am not dis
posed to censure the officers of the or
ganization, believing that they have 
done the best they could under the cir
cumstances, and I recognize the effort 
aud sacrifices made to put the organiza
tion upon a self-sustaining basis, but 
there is a screw loose somewhere and 
we should endeavor to find where the 
trouble lies.

We have held numerous mass-meet
ings, necessitating the expenditure of 
large sums in traveling expenses; we 
have held a Jubilee, leaving us with a 
large deficit We are compelled to pay 
rents, salaries, and to hold an annual 
meeting, costing in the aggregate thou
sands of dollars. We send delegates to 
foreign shores to jubilate over the won
derful progress which the new philoso
phy is making, but we have uot in this 
broad laud a single home where a

WEARY, WORN-OUT WORKER 

can find a resting place aud be provided 
with the necessaries of life durlug the 
remainlug years of their earthly pil
grimage, and wherever any faithful 
worker is dependent upon the charity 
and gratitude of Spiritualists for faith
ful work performed, the chances are *

THAT THE POOR-HOUSE
will be their only reward, or they must 
starve. In all seriousness I ask: Cannot 
the money raised to carry on the costly 
organization of the N. S. A. be expended 
for a much better purpose?

Cannot each State organize on a basis 
better suited to their requirements than 
to recognize or depend upon the N. 8. A. 
as the head of affairs pertaining to 
Spiritualism? and if so, would it not 
be much more sensible than to deplete 
tbelr treasuries in sustaining an organ
ization barren of practical results? 
These are questions worthy of serious 
consideration by every Spiritualist.

Personally I am in favor of organize 
tiou, provided it can be made practical, 
aud in order to accomplish so desirable 
a result we must organize upon a

STRICTLY BUSINESS BASIS,

aud which might be largely assuaged or 
prevented, with humanity gasping in 
the clutches of monopolies and small 
business num continually crowded to 
the wall by reason of our merciless com
petition, with the army of tramps con
stantly’ augmenting, we go on singing

THE SWEET BYE AND BYE, 
and Nearer, My God, to Thee, and tare 
practically doing nothing to change this 
condition of things, but remain content 
to reiterate a fact as old as humanity 
itself, that spirits communicate 'with 
mortals and the continuity of life Is 
again proven.

The N. .8. A., as an exponent of Spirit
ualism, should stand for equity, justice 
and the rights of mankind here and 
now, recognizing that the good time yet 
to be depends upon the good lime now. 
That great good can be accomplished by 
a National Organization I fully believe, 
but it must be on a practical basis and 
w’ith practical ends in view.

WILL 0. HODGE.

Ung 18 packages of Hoy
Kvarypackago makes tOc worth of fine Luk. Wo oskno ¡newt*» 
tend your name and address, and wo will forward youlBpMb 

with premium list and f all instructions. When you salfth» 
luk Puwdof send the money to us and aeUct your premium 
Thu is an honest offer. Wetruityou. Don't fma tMy »^3 
opportunity. Write for thooutflt Uday. Address all order! Ul 
Imperial Ink Concern, it Atami fiU Oak Park, IU»

with practical business men at the
helm, who will conduct affairs upon 
purely business principles.

Anything short of this will prove a 
failure. Men with capital are averse to 
furnishing funds for any enterprise un
less reasonably assured there will be a 
fair return for the investment, or that 
the money will be expended properly 
and economically.

When tho N. S. A. will show to the 
world that they have a board of officers 
who are capable of properly disbursing 
funds placed at their disposal, bequests 
and donations will be forthcoming.

We must have no more

HOLIDAY PARADES, 

no more jubilees with a grand deficit, 
no more exploiting of Individuals at 
the expense of the cause, but must have 
an economical and sensible administra
tion of affairs If we over expect to suc
ceed.

It is a question if any medium should 
have a place among the officers or upon 
the executive board of tho N. S. A., for 
it is a well known fact that as a rule 
they do not possess the

BUSINESS QUALIFICATIONS 

to Insure success. There is a purely 
business side to all associated effort and 
the propagating of the principles of the 
spiritual philosophy is no exception.

We are obliged to recognize the fact 
that the guides and controls of mediums 
have not made a great success in the 
business affairs of the N. S. A., and it 
would

BE THE PART OF WISDOM 

to govern ourselves accordingly. If this 
necessitates an entire change of officers, 
then let it be done, and have the speak
ers and mediums to attend to their le
gitimate calling while the association 
furnishes the needed funds to carry on 
the work.

With twenty, or even a dozen capable 
missionaries in the field and properly 
sustained by tho N. S. A., more could 
be accomplished in one year than has 
yet been done by all tlie ma ss-ineetings, 
jubilees and conventions held in the 
past five years. These missionaries 
should not be needed in the larger 
places where there are local societies 
competent to carry on the work, but 
could be employed advantageously in 
localities where little or nothing is 
known of Spiritualism.

Unless this can be accomplished it is a

USELESS EXPENDITURE 

of money to maintain a National Or
ganization. One thing the N. S. A. 
should not attempt to do. It should 
not attempt to formulate a creed that 
would in the least degree embody the 
dogmas and superstitions of the past.

If Spiritualism is founded upon the 
principles of nature, then it

IS SIMPLY NATURALISM 

and has nothing whatever to do with 
the priestly assumptions of Christianity 
nor the mysticisms of a past age. The 
true spiritual philosopher will seek to 
know his or her relation to nature, and 
the true spiritual teacher will be able 
to demonstrate our relation to nature’s 
principles both on the visible and to-
visible side of life.

The gods—if there be any—should

BE LEFT ENTIRELY ALONE 
to take their chances with the rest 
us. A short and concise statement 
objects to be attained would do no 
harm, but any attempt to formulate a 
creed will deservedly meet with failure. 
No fact in nature needs a creed for its 
support, but must rest entirely upon 
demonstration. One thing the N. S. A. 
should do is to recognize more fully the 
demands of the present and emphasize 
more fully the necessity of more vigor
ously coping with the wrongs, the injus
tice and inhumanities of this life. If 
■we believe that the next expression of 
life in invisible spheres follows as a 
natural sequence to expression here 
then of all peoples we should be found 
foremost in striving to improve the con
dition of humanity while In the mortal

of 
of

Its Future Status—What 
Should do—and What 

Avoid Doing.

It

PROF. W. M. LOCKWOOD GIVES 
HIS VIEWS, TOUCHING ON MANY 
POINTS OF VITAL INTEREST.
The circular of Brother Francis, of 

The Progressive Thinker, asking the 
opinion of “leading Spiritualists,” as to 
the future welfare of the National 
Spiritual Association, is before me, and 
1 am solicited to add my individual 
opinion to the general symposium of 
thought to be published in a future 
issue of his paper.

Allow us to commend this way of 
reaching the public mind, as an expres
sion of the true democracy of

PROGRESSIVE JOURNALISM, 
in securing a consensus of prevailing 
opinion upon an important matter.

If the writer of this be able to answer 
fully the first two interrogations ap
pearing tn the circular, he believes he 
will have covered the general subject 
matter under discussion. We thoroughly 
believe in a National Association of 
Spiritualists as a focal center from 
which intellectual aid and assistance 
can be secured in all that pertains to an 
enlarged view of the spiritual philoso
phy, and as a center from which con
tinued effort should be made to place 
Spiritualism before the world as the 
philosophy of natural evolution, in-

Second. One such board will save tho 
exPeuse of State machinery in carrying 
out tho requirements of the movement; 
ana will have a tendency to educate the 
^Tbir?’ ®ni.ft’aternlz® tte workers, 
onre tho,se StateB where ¿«re are 
touch Xm. S“?ietles- W can be put in 
touch with the superior benefits of an 
educative system, and kept thoroughly 
posted upon matters of vital interest to 
the cause.

Fourth. Leading Spiritualists in any 
supported by the Intellectual 

efforts of such a National Board, can 
throw upon ’

ANY STATE LEGISLATURE 
such an array of natural data of spirit
ualistic character as to 'modify erro
neous public opinion, whenever indl- 
vidual social rights are menaced.

h if th. Out of the mass of those Inter
ested in the truths of Spiritualism, one 
good board of National character can 
be chosen, whereas, it will be difficult 
to find in many States sufficient unity 
of thought to centralize on effort based 
upon intellectual formula.

Last, if not least, we should oease to 
instruct that Spiritualism, as a natural 
truth, ean in any way be improved by 
adopting the cant and sensualities of 
creedal worship, or fostering religious 
ceremonies. The human will eventually 
learn that any system of thought that 
precludes demonstration is not intellec
tual; and a spiritualism or a spirituality 
that is not first intellectual, is a gross 
misconception of mental probity, and 
such misconception is a constant men
ace to public and individual welfare, 
and to civilization Itself, as is fully 
shown In the history of nil forms of re
ligious propagaudisin. Reason is a 
giant philosopher, to whose Inductive 
methods all sehlsms murt bow; and 
science is loudly knocking at tlie jior- 
tals of intelligence, demanding that 
reason dethrone superstition, unlock the 
shackles of bigotry, and bid humanity 
rise from the slavery of fanaticism Into 
the domain of liberty and truth.

PROF. W. M. LOCKWOOD.

eluding man 
unlity.

To enable 
management

and

the 
to

his conscious indlvld-

officers and board of 
carry out this pro-

gresslon, the Association should re
organize upon a

MORE INTELLECTUAL BASIS 
than that now obtaining, seeking in the 
realms of science and natural causation 
for facts, rather than in the sophisms 
of poetical fancy and the unproven and 
unknowable postulates of ancient su
perstitions. With such a basis, and 
with Ideals for progressive usefulness 
well defined, and with the scope and 
comprehensiveness of natural Spiritual
ism well outlined, such an organization 
would soon become an intellectual and 
educative center, attracting the atten
tion aud co-operation of the world’s 
best thinkers and philosophers.

As Spiritualism, embracing as It does 
tho fact of man’s relation and recip
rocal association to

A REALM OF INVISIBLE LIFE, 
involves a principle of eo-relationship 
expressed in all cosmic processes, there 
can be written for it no creed or code of 
belief, since principles involve facts, 
aud human beliefs cannot alter

The above is the number of the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for lias 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of tho number on 
the tug of your wrapper.

KEEP IN STEP.
Keep up with the Free Thought pro

cession! You can do so by sending to 
this office $1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker oue year and Art 
Magic. Art Magic is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 centg 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressnge. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can uot keep 
in step with our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag in the rear. If yon 
are a Spiritualist, mid take no Spiritual' 
1st paper, please tfll us why you do not? 
We would like to know.

facts. Whatever may bo human be
liefs, its creeds and platitudes, they all 
are obliged to yield to tlie inductions of 
truth, unless the mind be perverted 
and capable of mental perjury. An In
telligent mind, freed from the fantastic 
Imagery of poetical fancy, will not re
quire a creed for mathematics, a code 
for the natural corelation of forces, or 
a pious schism for the conservation of 
conscious energy.

We will cheerfully’ help to support a 
National Association of Spiritualists 
and its executive commission of educa
tion, that nims to instruct and to 
foster a systematic

ORDER OF THOUGHT, 
that makes or helps to make mankind 
acquainted with these underlying prin
ciples of natural spiritualism and evo
lution, as an analysis of these facts 
affords the only philosophical proof of 
continued existence.

We would suggest that the National 
Executive Council consist of a presi
dent, vice-president, secretary, treas
urer, and an advisory board of five per
sons, to aid in carrying out the educa
tive interests of the association, and to 
co-operate when desirable with State or 
auxiliary societies in furthering the in
terests of the movement, aud In the 
presentation of psychical, philosophical 
and cosmic facts that bear upon the 
truth of Spiritualism.

The National Executive Board should 
be vested with power to call a meeting 
of its own members as often as 
emergency requires, and a general con
vocation of Spiritualists once a year. 
Tlie National Board should comprise 
minds free from the religious

VAGARIES OF ECCLESIASTICISM, 
and oriental imagery, and wed to lines 
of instruction that educate and broaden 
the boundaries of human knowledge.

-The human can be instructed into the 
acceptance of an error, but he is never 
educated by such formula.

While we would have our National 
Executive Board consist of Individuals 
thoroughly imbued with the superiority 
of the method of precise data so far as 
possible in furthering the Spiritual 
movement, we would extend to the ros
trum the democracy of free speech, 
allowing the widest expression of 
thoougbt upon all topics of general in
terest, consistent with the welfare of all 
classes interested in a progressive re
search. We believe that such a Na
tional Board, constantly holding to

VIEW THE TORCH OF REASON - 
and the canvas of common sense, would 
soon eliminate unknowable speculations 
from the Spiritual philosophy. In view 
of the present financial stress in the 
business affairs of the association, the 
salary of the president conld be reduced 
to $500 per year and traveling expenses 
when transacting business for the asso
ciation, and the office of secretary 'and 
treasurer centered In one person, with 
a salary not to exceed $1,000 per year, 
with no additional expense to the asso
ciation for clerical service unless it can 
be shown that the work of the office is 
more than one person can do in common 
working hours. '
-That such an organization of National 

character is advisable will appear, first 
from the fact that it will unify the

INTERESTS OF SPIRITUALISTS, 
and conserve favorable public opinion 
by introducing methods that educate.

KEEP IN TOUGH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement. You can do so by reading 
Tlie Progressive Thinker eaeb week. 
The paper one year and Art Magic costa 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 eeiits only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magic Is splendidly gotten up, Is el
egantly bound in cloth and nicely 
printed on tine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your li
brary.

Premium Terms

REMEMBER that all or 
dors must be accom 
panied by tbelr requi 
site amounts, viz:

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker
One Year, $1,20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year,
$1.70.
CLUBS! CLUBS!

In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at One 
Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent one year, including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
the paper and same book free to the 
one who gets up the club. The name» 
must all be sent at one time. Now la 
the time to act. Just think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which is of itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits of The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post
office in the United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every The- 
osophist, and everyone searching into 
the occult or spiritual should have the 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, $10.

The Principles of Nature, as Discov
ered in the Development and Structure 
of the Universe. Material and Spiritual 
Magnetic Forces. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations and Mediumship. Spir
itual Planes and Spheres. Given inspi
rationally, by Mrs. Maria M. King. In 
three volumes, 8vo. A remarkable 
work; among the greatest in the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price reduced 
from $1.75 to $1.25 per volume. Post
age 12 cents.

God the Father, and the Man the Im
age of God. Two lectures. By Mra. 
Maria M. King. Price reduced from 35 
gents to 20 cents.
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Cogent Reflections on 
the Same.

WAY POINTED OUT WHERE- 
IT.S FUTURE USEFULNESS

WILL BECOME GREATER.
I am much gratified by the series of 

questions you ask, because it is neces
sary to discuss and criticise the public 
work of Spiritualists, especially when 
represented by an organization. Any 
association of Spiritualists that may be 
organized, is to

REPRESENT THE PEOPLE.
The latter and not the former Is tlie au
thority. Tlie organization must be care
fully guarded in order to be the ex
pressed will of the people. But I shall 
reply candidly to your questions, ami 
trust you may have tlie voice of a large 
number of the devoted army of Spirit
ualists.

The N. S. A. is organized. I think it 
Should lie sustained to a greater extent 
of usefulness and a more complete trial

sition, as it would materially help their 
public work.

Tlte secretary alone should have a 
modest salary and give all the time to 
official duties.

When tlie states are organized, the N. 
S. A. will materially lessen its hold 
upon the public work—but what its ex
ecutive duties, or need, will be, is for 
future emeigencies to decide. The N. 
S. A. has been organizing local and 
state associations to the end that it
shall be created only by the state 
elutions. Their proclaimed desire 
merge all local societies into the 
organizatibn. ’True, tlie N. S. A.

HAS BEEN CREATING,

asso
is to

of Its neee So far it has been
upon distinct lines of effort by (mostly) 
such persons as have not had many 
years experience in the cause of Spirit
ualism, and were very ambitious to
make a record. Its efforts have 
been well guarded by the majority, 
by the elders in the cause.

The great mistakes have been to

not 
nor

be-
cornea power financially and witli abil
ity to coerce obedience and establish an 
authority. Some of us have felt its

DESPOTIC EFFORTS.
to

force workers into the N. S. A. support
by favoriti 
personal "I and lienee tin'
nlal of help, and perhaps efforts against 
the public life of those who opposed or 
Withheld support. 1 am sure of what 1 
say. Lately a N. S. A. oliicial asked of 
a prominent speaker: "What shall we
do wit 11 Mr. Tlte reply was. "1

instead of waiting to be created; and it 
has not encouraged (perhaps has op
posed! any organization unless they 
were to lie auxiliary to the N. S. A.

The direct charter from the N. S. A., 
to every society that may be organized, 
should lie discouraged, and only an ef
fort be made to organize the state as 
auxiliaries. Tfien encourage every pos
sible form of local or oilier organiza
tion thin sliall co-operate with the state 
association. Even though they may not 
charter al once, they will be helping to 
develop our cause, and finally redound 
to the organized efforts. What there 
will be for tlie N. S. A. to execute after 
each slate is organized should receive 
careful alienlion from the next conven
tion. If it shall be made tlie custodian 
of piildie property, then it may fill a 
worthy place for we should liave a na
tional home for mediums, a college, a li
brary, a museum of psychic art, a pub
lishing house, a financial protectorate 
for struggling societies, for speakers 
and mediums, and likely a hundred oth
er national items of need

For these purposes, and .not for prop
aganda or uulljority, we need the N. 
8. A.

And tliese cannot be hastily obtained. 
We should not disparage tlie generosity 
of tlie Spirit mt lists, been use they do not 
.•iiTomplish all tliese ideals al first call. 
We must labor assiduously ami with 
faith in our people. The five years of 
life of tlie N. 8. A. have developed the 
fact that 1 lie Spiritualists will supply 
money for I heir cause. The N. 8. A. has

elation Is to have control or jurisdic
tion. In these, my opinions, I Imply not 
one word against the Individual work
ers— (iresliKpt, secretary, and others of 
the association. I kiiow they have- 
from individual standpoints worked 
hard and done their best to aid the 
cause. The failure in my opinion is in 
the constitution and modus operand! of 
the association as a whole, and not in 
its individual representatives.

GEO. W. WALROND.
Denver, Colorado.

A VETERAN’S VIEWS,
On a National Association 

and Its Work.

THINKS STATE ASSOCIATIONS 
_ ARE BEST.

As the National Association is now a 
matter of deliberation among Spiritual
ists, I am willing to give my views 
without claiming any profound knowl
edge of the subject, as I have been re
tired from public life for several years.

It does not appear to me that the 
financial resources of those who are 
deeply interested in Spiritualism are 
sufficient even for what is most earn
estly demanded at the present time.

There is money enough among spirit
ists aud people who have a very limited 
understanding of tlie subject, but it is 
hard to obtain it. It therefore appears 
to me that the most indispensable things 
are, first to use the strictest economy in 
laying our plans, and secondly to do all 
that is possible to raise a deeper inter
est in the subject and enlarge the num
ber on whom we can call for aid.

STATE ASSOCIATIONS BEST. '
I do not see the necessity at this time 

of such a National Association as has 
been started, but do not deny that it 
may become useful, though I do not see 
its necessity. The State associations 
are our best reliance, and 1 do not see 
that we need anything more at this time 
than a proper co-operation between 
them, such as could be arranged by a 
central representative council of limited 
numbers, composed of one, two or three 
representatives from each state associa
tion. One, I think, would be enough, 
for the larger a representative body is, 
tlie more unwieldy and unfit it becomes 
for its proper business. Deliberative 
bodies should be as small and select as 
possible. Representative delegates from 
each state association, duly instructed 
as to the views of their own state, 
could bring together the information by 
means of which national reports might 
be given and a national policy suggest
ed for the whole country to carry out 
by unitary action.

Such a body would not have advised 
a superfluous jubilee, but might liave 
found much to do, to assist our propa
ganda, to procure justice and recogni
tion for spiritual practitioners, and to

In the first platte, fcthlnk such officials 
should be chosen as.l;ad an interest in 
the work and were ole to make

ALL NECESSARY SACRIFICES
of time and money In order to carry it 
forward. Theirigaiu; tlie expense of a 
headquarters aud high-priced secretary 
seems to me uncalled for. I would also 
make any and all societies that held 
regular meetings free to attend all con
ventions and take part therein. In other 
words, 1 would do away with the or
ganization of societies, and in order to 
make them tributary to the N. S, A. in 
the payment of dues. This handicaps 
each and every: society connected with 
the same, and would seem to emphasize 
tlie thought that Mr. Skidmore ex
pressed. I do not think that Washing
ton is sufficiently central for the annual 
meetings. While it is a beautiful city 
and an interesting place to visit, it is 
too far away from the great centres of 
trade and travel. As to creed, I do not 
believe Spiritualists can ever unite as 
a body on any declaration of faith aside 
from

THE ONE CENTRAL TRUTH, 
viz: man has a continued existence and 
can and does return and communicate.

the National Association 
of Spiritualists.

Makes Kitchen 
Work Rasy

When inventive genius gives woman her due, there 
will bo more labor-saviug devices like the Quaker 
Kitchen Cabinet. Two sizes—$5 and $6.50. Pay 
if you're pleased after 30 days’ trial; if not, return 
at our expense. With every Cabinet we send free, 
a quadruple silver-plated teapot, worth $5 and war
ranted 10 years. Send for descriptive circular 
No. 14. '

Fraternally, A. GASTON.

IN FEW WORDS,
But Pointed and Expressive 

Opinions.

enlist tlte co-operation of 
zealous reformers who are 
to tlte front, and bring our 
inently into the great tide

the various 
now coming 
cause pront- 
of social re-

form, now rising all over the world, in 
which the spirit mil movement should 
be one of tlie most prominent factors, 
as was plainly indicated in tlie last 
great spiritual congress, al London; for 
true Spiritqalism includes every benefi
cent reform.

There are many benevolent schemes, 
especially for the aid and protection of 
the veterans who have given their lives 
to our cause witli tlie devotion and dis
interestedness displayed by the ancient 
Spiritualist, St. I’aul, to whom we owe 
a great debt of gratitude that stands 
unpaid, and has the first claim for our 
contributions now.

But allow all we need to grow into a 
power licit will make nobler things pos
sible than have yet been attempted; and 
I think 1 am not mistaken in saying 
that above all else we need the

TOWER Ob' THE PRESS
—tlie newspaper, the book, and 
pamphlet.

the

think you had bettor let him alone.”
You will see the danger of authority 

in such an instance of personal animos
ity. The N. S. A. should believe all 
workers to be its friends, and tlie asso
ciation should be their helpers. When 
anniversary associations are denounced 
as being "worse than Spanish assass
ins,” because they did not linancially 
contribute to tlie Jubilee, there is need 
to cry a bait somewhere and to reform 
the N. S. A. public efforts.

They should appoint experienced and 
well-known workers to tlie public field 
as agents and missionaries. They should 
avoid creating antagonisms and inliar- 
niony. By protecting and befriending 
everyone who is striving to help the 
cause, they will create friends and per
petuate harmony.

• The great need jusl now is to liave tlie 
N. S. A. represent the majority of Spir
itualists and not a minority of

AMBITIOUS ASPIRANTS
for public favor. We must eliminate 
Selfishness from our organization, or 
the latter will go where r.ll predecessors 
have gone.

There is much for the N. S. A. to do, 
and I favor its continuance: but there
have been tilings done that
should bo avoided. Let the delegates 
be representative, aud act. If the so- 

■ cietics are not represented, do not
PACK THE CONVENTION

by proxies appointed by the credentials 
committee.

I have already referred to the need 
for a movable convention and open 
nomination of officers. Members of 
committees and tlie executive officials 
should lie different in personnel each 
year. We must avoid the probability of 

• anyone or class, or section, having a 
preponderance of power.

’ The Spiritualists will not adopt a 
creed, but a convention can make a dec- 

• laration of opinion without forcing 
members everywhere to subscribe there- 

“ tO.
-. The Jubilee debt is not the N. S. A. 

■ debt and should not influence the offi
cial work, but that debt should be can
celled by subscription or by the parties 
who

ASSUMED AND CREATED IT.

That debt should not be considered by 
the convention.

The N. S. A. is a necessary organiza
tion for certain executive purposes 
which should be clearly defined. For 
propaganda and all state purposes of 
the cause, the state association should 

; be the executive.
The National Association should be a 

limited delegate body appointed from 
each state association. Each state 
should be left free to manage its affairs, 

• and so should each locality. The N. S. 
t A. should not be a burden—it should not 

be the public solicitor of finance. If it 
should become wealthy, it would dom
inate and control to the disadvantage of 
our personal interests.

■ The president of the National Associ- 
• ation
SHOULD NOT BE A SALARIED 

OFFICER.
■ There should be no need of his whole 
■-time. He should be allowed all ex

pense incurred to attend board meet
ings and perhaps a per diem. Any pub
lic speaker would gladly accept the po-

spent.
xpecltitions in 
ins for us to

and expend sin h funds :o the lies! pos
sible advantage -not for salaries or dis
play. nor for great public jubilees, but 
to slowly build for our cause in a stable 
manner that shall bo enduring. Tlie ex
pense of attending conventions will not 
need to be estimated. Such is tlie per
sonal pleasure borne more by the dele-

We liave mudi to hope for from or
ganization. but we must be very careful 
lest our efforts result in harm to the 
cause we love so well.

of the N. S. A., should it comi', lint bet
ter far struggle with isolated effort un
der tlie power of the spirit Ilian witli 
great panoply under ilio autocratic dom
ination of any set of selfish persons. 1
opine the N. 8. A. will go forth to great
er usefulness and will be safely guided

timi. Sudi is my d 
am willing to labor. 

Rochester. N. Y.

re; .ami to timi 1 
G. M . KATES.

NO
The

THE

NEED TO EXIST.
National Spiritualists’ 

Association.

VIEWS OF A VERY ACTIVE,

We may not need any more newspa
pers, but we do need to push what we 
have, and every lecturer or medium 
should consider it an important part of 
his business to enlist new subscribers 
and to distribute the tracts and pamph
lets that may dispel popular ignorance. 
This will raise the tidal wave of power 
among the jieople, while National Na
tional Associations and Jubilees may 
lloat as bubbles on its surface.

A NATIONAL COUNCIL 
for transacting business should attend 
to all mailers of national importance 
and lay plans for concerted action ev
erywhere, imiintuiniug an executive 
committee from year to year, and 
should aid esjieclally in controlling leg
islation. which is still most oppressive 
and unjust.

A great deal of pamphlet literature 
should be distributed to resist and de
feat the legislation from which we are 
suffering now. and establish religious 
freedom, medical freedom and intel- 
leetnal freedom everywhere, and anni
hilate every remnant of ancient super
stition and ecclesiastic power, not for
getting to compel the political and liter
ary press lo pay due respect to our 
claims.

The cultivation and diffusion of lib
eral progressive science, accessory to 
Spirltimlis-ni. is another matter of great 
importance both for a National council 
and for the newspapers. Fashionable 
science is well patronized, but progress
ive science needs all the aid of liberal 
minds. '

JOS. RODES BUCHANAN.
San Jose, Cal:

I shall In a narrative form give my 
views upon your questions submitted to 
me for a reply.

First. The National Association 
should do those things only, which nat
urally pertain to the duties of an asso
ciation occupying such a position. Its 
duties if not clearly defined should be 
made plain by its constitution and by
laws. These should be so worded, as 
not to be obnoxious to the reasonable 
exercise of the natural rights of all, to 
freely speak and publish their views 
upon all subjects.

MUST HAVE A CIÎEED.

A creed it must have, or what at least 
will stand for one. For to declare in its 
constitution that It organizes and pur
poses to secure certain specified rights, 
is in effect to declare a belief that such 
security is essential. Again, the Asso
ciation by its very name, assumes Spir
itualism to be an accepted truth, by the 
members of the Association. This is 
just as much a creed, which forms the 
basis of the association, as the ordinary 
interpretation of the word "Chris
tianity” assumes a belief among Chris
tians, in the coming of, and in the life, 
death aud teachings of Jesus Christ. In 
general, all Christians mainly agree in 
some tilings, but they have promulgated 
other doctrines ami lienee the evef-mul- 
tiplying sects of the Christian churches. 
The National Association should have 
nothing imposed upon it, but the duty 
of securing in tills country the right to 
freely write, say and do all tilings which 
are essential to the progressive spirit of 
the age, and the welfare of all persons, 
particularly those "of the household of 
faith,” who are or may bo subject to op
pression from laws, which are the relics 
of barbarism, and from class and spe
cial legislation. It should have nothing 
to do with the prosecution or defense of 
persons charged with crime, except in 
cases where there Is clearly manifest a 
-do 'A’liuffani pun A’.iqsnfliu o) osod.md 
press in violation of law’or of personal 
rights, f’eople who violate the laws of 
the land, should not be encouraged to 
expect assistance from any association. 
The National Association should ad
dress itself to Its legitimate work which 
is or should be to have repealed all un
just laws.

I consider well directed state and a 
National Association as quite essential 
al this time. Tlie national association 
should not meddle with the affairs of 
local societies, nor with tlie relations of 
state associations to local societies. If 
it does, it will be in constant turmoil 
and trouble. The task of disciplining 
local societies, state associations or in
dividuals, can safely be iefl to Chris
tian churches, whoso example in this 
direction may well bo a warning to 
Spiritualists. I am inclined to believe 
that a systematic conduct of the affairs 
of Spiritualists will best be found in 
having the National Association, if not 
fully, very largely made up from repre
sentatives from slate associations.

1 am a candidate for no office, and de
sire none, ami do not feel that I could 
give, proper attention to tlie duties of 
any. and therefore for Ihe good of the 
great cause I so firmly espouse, I beg to 
say that to be a potent factor in tills 
country so much is required at Ibis time 
tliat Ihe managers of the National Asso
ciation should be persons of calm tem
perament, mature judgment, of prac
tical experience in business and public 
affairs, l^et the places seek the per
sons, not the persons the places. The 
lierson who desires a place for its emol
uments is disqualified. There ought to 
be enough well qualified persons who 
will freely give their services to so 
great a cause. Necessary’ expenses 
should, of course, be met. Above all, 
don't let us fall back, now that wo have 
taken a position. By all means let us 
maintain our organization.

A. II. DAILEY.

To the Editor:-! will frankly give 
“mine opinion" concerning our National 
Association. I have ever had many 
misgivings about what it could and 
would do for Spiritualism. Recent de
velopments have not tended to allay 
them. I have done all I could to sus
tain the Association, and shall continue 
to do so as long as there Is any hope of 
realizing what it is expected to accom
plish.

It has always seemed to me, as it has 
to a few’ others, that a number of hon
est and earnest men and women, a ma
jority of whom were impractical, got 
together in Chicago—men and women 
who really felt the need of something, 
but did not know what they wanted, 
and after discussing the matter a while, 
concluded that the great desideratum 
needed was to give birth to a National 
Association; and that such Association 
would hatch out State Associations, aud 
local societies, which would swarm 
around it like bees around their queen.

They went to work with a commend
able zeal—a zeal which was hardly ac
cording to knowledge, and formed a 
National Association. This Association 
has thus far been a burden to the peo
ple; and gives little promise of resulting 
in any of the anticipated benefits.

I am a Spiritualist through and 
through, and prefer not to be a “wet 
blanket” medium, for auy association 
from which there is anything to hope. 
At present I see little prospect of the 
National Association accomplishing 
much beside affording soft places for a 
few who would like to be known at 
home and abroad as officers of the Na
tional Association of Spiritualists. In 
distant countries it may not be known 
that by certain political wire-pulling, 
almost unheard-of persons may get 
these offices, aud that the wires are 
already laid by which certain twists of 
political wrists will bring about 
astonishing results.

Tlie outside world will not know but 
that these offices are conferred as a 
kind of reward for wise and life-long 
services. Th s seems to be an honor 
which many would like but cannot 
otherwise obtain. Usually the indi
vidual who seeks the office is not the one 
who will honor it, yet I can see reasons 
wliy a genuine lover of the Association 
might want the office. Such might see 
a way to make the Association more 
useful than some othere would, and 
therefore might want to control its do
ings. I am led to make these remarks 
by the wire-pulling which is even now 
going on for the various offices.

You ask my opinion of what a Na
tional Association should be and do? 
That is a problem rather hard to solve; 
but it seems to me that the most of the 
work should be done by the local so
cieties at home. When such.societies 
wish to extend their work, they should 
co-operate, that is they should form 
comity, or District Associations. When 
tliese District Associations wish further 
co-operation, they should organize State 
Associations. States thus organized, 
when necessity comes for it, should 
organize a National Association. Every 
member of a National Association, un
less it should be honorary members, 
should be a member of a State Associa
tion, and should get his National mem
bership by election from his own State 
Assoclajion. Members of the State 
Associations should come from District 
Associations in tlie same manner as the 
National members come from State 
Associations. Those of District Asso
ciations should lie elected generally 
from local societies. This would cut 
down the expense of such associations 
lo a minimum and simplify the busi
ness.

The National Association should not 
undertake to do anything which could 
be done by State Associations. State 
Associations should do nothing that can 
be done by the District or County Asso
ciations. The District Association 
should not trouble itself witli local 
business.

Such action as this would cut down 
expenses to the lowest point, and would 
bring about a co-operation that cannot 
be reached otherwise.

MOSES HULL.

National and State 
sociations?

G. II. Brooks writes: “I am to speak

QUAKERVALLEY MFG. CO., 35R West Harrison St., Chicago.
WoiB.-Geiiuliie Quaker Valley furniture la never told through retailers—alway« direct from factory to 

nrcBlue. The teapot represents the retailer’s protit on the Cabinet.

We believe in and pledge our support 
to the advocacy of tenets in keeping 
with this declaration.

An elaborate code of belief is un
necessary. Elaboration In creed forma
tion makes it top-heavy. This should 
be avoided. The simpler the declaration 
the better.

The Unitarian creed is practically em
bodied in the sentence, “We believe in 
being good and doing good,” and yet 
around this brief central thought the 
Unitarians have built up a wonderfully 
complete as well as successful organiza
tion. .

A creed or code of belief is to an or
ganized body what the sun is io the 
solar system, viz: the center or point 
about which all things revolve.

In Spiritualism there is to-day no 
pivotal point—no central thought— 

’ and solidify.
a headless body, or 
body lacking intelll- 
reason of a lack of

Splrilunlism may be likened to a 
cannon: It is capable of making a noise, 
but incapable of successful execution 
because of a want of trained men be
hind it.

The National Association has made a 
deal of noise, but it requires a Dewey at 
its head now to inspire confidence, and 
make the organization worthy of the 
respect of the .Spiritualists throughout 
the land.

' MEANS WELL.
The National Association 

fairly, but its leaders cóme 
Dick Deadeye’s estimate 
Rackstraw in Pinafore, viz: 
well, but he don’t know."

started out 
well within 
of Ralph

"He means

Lacking Unit genius, keenness of per
ception, large-niindedness and practical 
knowledge of human nature so essential 
to success, our leaders, instead of at
tending to tlie legitimate business of tlie 
organization, have floundered about in 
an essay at academic display which lias 
been as pitiful as it has been expensive.

But this is not strange: All the organ
izations which have become famous 
have been obliged to outgrow similar 
evils, it seems Inevitable that small 
men should work their way to the front 
in (lie early stages of all movements, 
religious, political and otherwise. When 
the awakening conies such men are 
always to be found—as conspicuous as 
bunches of seaweed on the beach when 
the tide goes out.

The National Association is tlie child 
of Spiritualism. If our child is to grow 
up we need to take it in hand, kindly 
yet firmly. Tlie first tiling to be done 
is to retire to private life tlie official 
coterie which assumes to be all there is 
to and of American Spiritualism. It is 
time to bring to tlie fore Ine brains, the 
power and tlie might in Spiritualism.

Unless tlie manhood and the strength 
in Spiritualism can lie aroused to action 
there will never be another convention, 
for it is plain to close observers that 
those who are supposed to control the 
destiny of tlie' National Association un
bound to rule or to ruin .1.

To make tlie National Association of 
value to the cause of Spiritualism, men 
of character and stamina, men of 
•solidity and worth must replace the 
Spiritualistic light-weights so much in 
evidence.

be well to make the presidents of the 
several State Associations

THE STATE VICE-PRESIDENTS ■ 
of the N. S. A. This would simplify the 
work aud unify the entire body.

The present constitution should be 
amended at once establishing the 
Initiative aud referendum. This would 
prevent the necessity of so frequent 
meetings, and put it out of the

POWER OF A CLIQUE 
to elect the officers, or to make laws for 
the whole. Nothing would become a 
law; no important work could be under
taken; no

IMPROVISED JUBILEES 
could be held unless a majority of the 
people approved. And if we have a 
Declaration of Principles, it can’t be put 
through a delegate convention by thp 
corrupt methods of

POLITICAL LOG-ROLLING. ! 
Everything will have lo pass the scru
tiny of all the people.

The National organization would thus 
be a bond of union to the entire body, 
of Spiritualists. Il would receive and 
manage the funds donated aud be
queathed io Spiritualism, as could not 
well be done in auy oilier manner. 
Moreover, in auy assault upon Ihe prin
ciples or worthy defenders of Spiritual
ism, the national officers would be the 
ready instrumentalities for combination 
aud action of the whole body in the 
country. All important informalion 
will naturally gravitate to National 
headquarters, and as an important 
officer is in every State, nnd, as 1 Lava 
suggested, presidents of ihe State Asso
ciation. celerity and unity of action in 
time of need would lie se■•tired.

And, if men and women of heart and 
brain are put in the offices of trust, they 
will necessarily eompreh.nd the needs 
of the body, and be prepared to make 
those wise suggestions which the peo
ple will adopt and outwork. This larger 
view will enable the National to see 
and do what a single State would not 
be able lo perform. Or, if one State 
should see a better method of action, 
the National would be the facile instru
ment for its universal comprehension 
and adoption.

This plan would be tlie practiealiza- 
tion of brotherhood, it would take 
us out of Ihe unbrotherly—the detest- 
Ible methods of our present politics. 
Representative

METHOD IS A FAILURE;

as practiced in our political methods it
is a crime. Let Spiritualism, 
ural leader of the world's 
adopt praetieal brotherhood 
eorporaling tin- Initiative and 
dtim into its Constitution.

the uat- 
I bought, 

by in- 
Referen.

The N. 8. A.,as at present organized,

ENERGETIC WORKER IN DEN
VER, COL.
Regarding the N. S. A. generally, as 

at present constiluted, my honest, con
scientious opinion is that the sooner it 
ceases to exist the better it will be for 
the cause, for Spiritualistic societies 
and for workers. There is no absolute 
necessity for its existence; there never 
was. It has fostered envy and jealousy 
on every side. As at present conducted 
and compared with actual results, it is 
a needless burden and a distinct failure. 
1 believe in organization, but I believe 
each state or even any large city can 
manage its own affairs better by local 
organization. The N. S. A. .

ATTEMPTED TOO MUCH.
Many of its representatives have no 
standing in society or influence among 
the more intelligent class of psychic in
vestigators, hence tlie cause in many 
places has retrograded instead of pro
gressing. The money spent up to date 
by the N. S. A. would have produced 
better results and n more lasting, bene
ficial effect in the Spiritualistic world 
had it been spent in forming a college or 
training school for the education and 
development of public speakers and me
diums under properly qualified teachers 
and educational professors, or in some 
other charitable institution.

We must have educated men and wo
men on our public platforms, and until 
we have, the Spiritualistic movement 
will never occupy

. ANY FOREMOST PLACE 
in the world of religion, philosophy and 
science. As the N. S. A. from Its title 
and name is presumably a "national" 
affair, its officers and representatives 
should be elected by the Spiritualists 
generally throughout the length and 
breadth of the land over which the asso-

SHORT-EXPRESSIVE.
The National Spiritualists’ 

Association.

BRIEF BUT 
FROM THE 
PRESIDENT

TELLING WORDS 
EVER POPULAR 
OF CASSADAGA

CAMP-MEETING.
To the Editor:—As regards the N. S. 

A., I always thought the noise and 
money spent out of all proportion to its 
usefulness. After Mr. Skidmore re
turned from Chicago at the time when 
the N. S. A. was organized. I asked him
the object 
dropped his 
replied, 

“TO

of the association. He 
head a moment and then

RAISE MONEY.’
I have thought of this reply a score of 
times, and believe It about covers the 
ground. As I view it, Cassadaga is do
ing much more to dignify our cause and 
carry its truths to -the world than the 
N. S. A. I have attended two of the 
annual conventions and should have 
been at the next one had it not been for 
the next campaign. I have always en
joyed being present to

WATCH THE WIRE-PULLING 
and workings of the different factions. 
Already this kind of work has com
menced preparatory to the struggle in 
October over the re-organization of the 
Board of Trustees. I discovered some
thing of this at Cassadaga during our 
meetings. I never gave the matter 
much thought as to how the organiza
tion should be supported. I will give 
yon briefly, however, my views.

for the Unity Society of Milwaukee, 
and desire to make an appeal to the 
Spiritualists of Wisconsin. It is my de
sire to reach as many people as I can 
during the week and stir our people up 
in the interest of organizing into a 
State Society, to call a convention of 
the Spiritualists of the State at some 
convenient point, and then organize a 
State Association. I desire to visit as 
many points as possible during the 
week, returning to my labors in Mil
waukee for Sundays. Now, friends of 
our cause, let me hear from you, and I 
will arrange date and time of meeting. 
Please enclose stamp for reply. Let 
there be a general awakening all over 
the State, so we-can make ourselves felt 
as a power. Address me at 422 Grand 
avenue, Milwaukee, Wls., care of 0. 
Williams. -1 hold a four days’ meeting 
in Glen Benulah, -Wis., Tuesday, 
Wednesday, Thursday’ and Friday, Oc
tober 11, 12, 13 and 14.”

G. F. Perkins Ilas opened meetings at 
Dubuque, Iowa. Ills private address is 
at 49 Arlington street.

E. W. Sprague and wife, speakers and 
platform test mediums, will hold meet
ings in Canton, Ohio, October 13 and 16. 
Parties in Ohio desiring their services 
while they are in the State please ad
dress them at Hotel: Conrad, Canton, 
Ohio. Home address, GOO East Second 
street, Jamestown, N. Y.

Geo. W. Walrond, trance and inspira
tional speaker, permanently located in 
Denver, Col., is again in full’ harness 
with Spiritualistic services running 
every Sunday evening. Large appre
ciative audiences are present at every 
meeting in the Opera House Block on 
Curtis street Progressive Thinker and 
other papers for sale at every meeting 
and subscriptions received.

We have received remittances from 
the following places, but no names were 
attached to the letters: Seneca, Mo 
and Auburn, R. I. Mrs. J. G. Reed 
sends subscription for someone, but 
does not give name.

DR. C. W. HIDDEN PRESENTS HIS 
VIEWS—THEY ARE CLEAR AND 
POINTED.
To the Editor:—Briefly put your in

quiries may be summed up thus: Of 
what use to Spiritualism is thc*National 
Association, and of what use are the 
State Associations?

There is, in my opinion, no room to 
question the wisdom of organization, 
local, State and National.

The success which has attended the 
close association of individuals in gov
ernmental, secular and religious affairs, 
is a standing reproof to all who declare 
the organization of Spiritualists to be 
unnecessary.

If it is wise to maintain the local 
council, the State legislature and na
tional house of congress; if it be true 
that success attends the banding of men 
and women together in local, state and 
national bodies, and the history of the 
church and of all the fraternal associa
tions prove this, then it is certainly wise 
to bring Spiritualists together along 
slmilarllnes.

The writer has no hesitancy in putting 
himself on record as a believer in and 
advocate of organization: and he be
lieves, further, that, unless Spiritualists 
become organized, Spiritualism is as 
certain to be crowded down and out as 
the years are certain to come and go.

SPIRITUALISM IN DANGER.
Spiritualism is in danger; laws are 

constantly being engineered onto the 
statute books in the different states 
aimed directly at Spiritualism. The 
circle of safety is narrowing. Slowly 
yet surely the lines are being drawn, 
and, unless Spiritualists become organ
ized along offensive as well as defen
sive lines. Spiritualism is doomed.

The writer advocates the adoption of 
a uniform declaration of principles. 
Why? Because it is time to define our 
position—time Spiritualism be made to 
stand for something before the world.

My idea of a declaration of principles 
is, something at ouce simple, liberal yet 
comprehensive. For one the writer 
would be content to stand upon a plat
form like this:

Believing that Spiritualism may be 
best subserved by rallying its believers 
under a common standard, we unite In 
subscribing to the following declaration 
of principles:

A DECLARATION.
We believe in spirit existence and In 

spirit communion. .
We believe in Spiritualism, a system 

founded upon progress, equality, jus
tice, truth. . .

WIRE-PULLING.
It is time to put an end to tlie mach

inations and political schemes in the 
Inner ranks In Spiritualism. Spiritual 
polities has an odd sound, but there has 
been practiced before, and there is 
likely to be exemplified again in the 
coming convention, deals aud wire
pulling which pul the toughest ward 
caucus to blush.

It is time to pul an end to that arro
gance and personal aggrandizement, to 
attain which the National Association 
has been swerved from tlie path of duty 
and made to serve individual ends and 
aims.

Little wonder tlie Association treas
ury is depleted, and a bad délit, a mon
ument to business Incapacity, hangs 
over It like a cloud: small wonder that 
thoughtful Spiritualists hesitate witli 
respect to membership in the National 
body.

When tlie mon and women whoso 
money pays for junketing and the pro
moting of foolish enterprises, begin to 
feel themselves victims of something 
akin to a confidence game, then it is 
time to call a halt and to demand a 
elm nge.

That time has come. There should lie 
no parley. We face oil her success or 
complete extinction. The alternative is 
before us. It should be bravely fayed 
and squarely met. Tlie leaders must be 
made to step down and cut.

“A long pull, a strong pull and a pull 
altogether," and the National Associa
tion will lie saved—to become tlie 
trusted head of the Spiritualistic move
ment—to be known to the world as rep
resentative of all that is clean, noble 
and strong In American Spiritualism.

C. W. HIDDEN.
Newburyport, Mass.

ALL THE DEFECTS AND VICES 
of our present representative system of 
government. Il must lie reformed or 
liberty will perish. So tlie constitution 
of tlie N. S. A. must be reconstructed or 
we shall be a colossal failure as an or
ganized body. We have discarded the 
church in doctrine, aud we must also 
discard tlie aristocracy and despotism 
of its governmental methods, or go 
down witli it to ruin.

Shall we have a creed? No! Shall 
wo have a Declaration of Principles? 
Yes! Spiritualists can never adopt a 
creed unless they reject their ever- 
repeated claim of knowledge. Wiiat wo 
know, wo don’t believe. A principle is 
self-evident, demonstrated or demon
strable. Our Declaration must be (1) 
tlie submission of a

SELF-EVIDENT PROPOSITION’, 
or one which all SpiritualIsis accept and 
(21 tile sub-principles must lie the nat
ural. logical deductions from the basic 
proposition. We shall thus have some- 
tiling symmetrical, commanding and

Summerland, Cal.

SPIRITUALISM
A Movement, Not a Sect or 

Propaganda.

And Warningon the National 
Organization.

A VETERAN SPIRITUALIST, PROF. 
LOVELAND, GIVES SOME CO
GENT WORDS OF WARNING AND 
ADVICE.
As the question is mooted regarding 

the necessity and proper functions of 
the National Association of Spiritual
ists, aud as these, with other cognate 
ones, will claim the attention of the 
same at its next session, it may not be 
inappropriate to consider them before 
the

HURRY AND EXCITEMENT 
of the annual meeting comes on.

For one, I think a national organiza
tion a necessity, for various reasons. 
Some think State organizations are 
ample to meet all demands. A careful 
view will show. I think, tliat several of 
our State organizations are the natural 
children of the National. And more will 
most likely be in me future. But not
withstanding this, the National should 
be composed entirely of the State 
bodies And each State should send 
only two, or at most three delegates to 
make up the National organization. 
The N. S. A. should meet only once

IN TWO OR THREE YEARS.
Some of the large religious bodies meet 
only once in four years. The principal 
and only salaried officer should be the 
secretary. The president should be 
elected by the board of directors or 
trustees. There should be a vice-presi
dent in every State, who should be the 
special agent of the National organiza
tion, to look after the interests of Splrit- 
- alism In his particular field. It might

SECULARIST AND UNITARIAN 
METHODS ARE FAVORED.

Some time since I had occasion to 
speak at length of my personal views of 
the need, use end. or Ideal organization 
and of the National Spiritualists’ Asso
ciation. I do not perceive any reason or 
object for reiteration. Conditions sur
rounding the movement have not 
changed since then, although certain 
definite issues and inevitable results 
have arisen within the past four years. 
The N. 8. A. is an established institu
tion. having its salaried < tiieers. its of
fices and auxiliary, and chartered state 
and local societies. While it is still an 
experiment, it lias an influence and au
thority established by well-earned pre
cedents. What it has attained through 
arduous toil and perseverance may not 
be worth the cost, yet it is to be doubted 
if any other set of men or women 
could have Lad a higher consecration or 
achieved greater results. Unanimity of 
Interests and fellowship could have 
swept the country for cardinal and leg
islative victories beyond any possible 
Imagining, but such was not aud (let 
it be known) could not be the case. 
Spiritualists, if not Spiritualism, stand 
for individuality or individualism and 
therefore differentiation. The ideal can 
never be real or realized until the im
practical Is removed or made practical.

THE GREAT QUESTION.
The question is now,as when the N. S. 

A. was first organized, "Can Spiritual
ists be organized, and would an organ
ization serve them as a body, not popu
larize Spiritualism or place it on a 
throne; and should Spiritualism become 
a sect or propaganda under such organ
ization? Waive the issues as we may 
these are pre-eminently the questions 
which are still unanswered and which 
have awakened, inspired and fostered 
factional and sectarian rivalries and di
visions; not that such results, though 
unforseeu and suppressed, are not in
evitable with or without organization, 
because they are conditions of human 
nature and have to do with each one’s 
experiences, education and leading, but 
they become manifest in the fierceness 
of their power for separation and ruin 
when accumulative and when vested in 
an organization.

I truly believe that the secular and 
commercial needs of the Spiritualists 
could be best subserved by an organiza
tion such as unites Secularists and Uni
tarians. So far, and only so far, would 
I go. I would not dare to propose a 
propaganda or ecclesiastical syndicate 
which should act as a presbytery, to 
call, appoint, educate, expel a ministry,

(Continued on gage 8J
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A PIONEER'S /OPINION
Of

differ touching dogmgs and varied the* .angel guided. The end of the next fifty

LACONIC SENTENCES

A STRONG PLEA

to

the

ORGANIZATION.

is

this 
this

God does not fix the standard of right. 
This God cannot act Independently of

na- 
for
can 
the

more 
they 
if its 
is in

for the “great work,” and the only thing 
.visible is the payment of official sala
ries. It 1ms drank up the means of lo-
cal societies, by “charters," of no 
value than the paper on which 
were printed, and donations, and 
Jubilee debt was honestly paid, 
confessed bankruptcy.

ories in the most fraternal' spirit The 
mechanical old German could uot-manu-

the conditions and phenomena of 
ture and is simply another name 
force, energy, power and so on. It 
not be designing cause in

making lofty claims and promising 
do a great work in propagandlsm.
,What has it done? Its constant cry 

HAS BEEN FOR MONEY,

It is said that in “union there 
strength;” but organization is

NOT ALWAYS UNION.

Mrs. R. Squire writes: “I will open 
Spiritual Church service for the fall 
and winter in Brandell Hall, 7:30 every 
Sunday. All my old friends and new 
ones are invited.”

whole,
Whose body nature is, and God 

soul.”
This God cannot answer prayer;
God is not the fountain of honor;

years will see universities, liberal col
leges and seminaries, quiet, consecrated 
homes for mediums, and large, tasty ed
ifices, rich in architectural beauty, for 
culture and worship, the doors of which

STARTLING STATEMENTS AND

Of the Structure of the Na
tional Association.

NO ONE SUBSERVIENT TO THE 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION-HAS 
NO POWER WHATEVER TO EN
FORCE ITS DECREES—THE CON
STANT CRY HAS BEEN FOR 
MONEY’—EVERY CENT IN ITS 
TREASURY TAKEN FROM LOCAL 
SOCIETIES.
To say that one does not believe in or

ganization, would be to deny the funda
mental principles on which all nature 
rests. All things exist by law, which 
binds the least and the greatest into one 
organized whole.

Applied in government, the laws of a 
country bind the individuals, and 
merges personality into the nation; the 
problem of just government being to 
give the individual

THE WIDEST FREEDOM 
consistent with national unity. The ob
ject is the" accomplishment of public 
■works, beyond individual effort, and 
gathering strength for defense when 
necessary.

Among religious sects, there is strict 
organization, for the purpose of extend
ing the doctrines and especial work of 
each. It will be observed that there is 
always a motive for organization, and 
to make this successful, the entire body 
of organized individuals labor.

Applying these fundamental princi
ples to the cause of Spiritualism as rep
resented by the National Association, 
we ask what is its object; what the 
reason of its being; what doctrines does 
it push forward to public attention, and 
what is the

POWER WHICH IT CONTROLS?
The churches have, as authority, an In
fallible book, and diverse creeds, from 
which there is no appeal. 'They have 
■the inconceivable power of superstition, 
tlio cumulation of ages of hereditary 
training, They control the destinies of 
•human souls, aud by threatened future 
punishment hold their members in 
bondage.

Spiritualism has no sacred book, no 
Infallible creed! Any organization of 
its forces must rest on the freely given 

‘consent of its believers, whereby they 
resign their individually for the good of 
the whole.

Any such organization, however pre
tentious and high sounding its name, if 
not a

STRICTLY DELEGATED BODY, 
its delegates having power to vote for 
and bind their local societies they repre
sent by their action, has no more gener
al significance than any local associa
tion.

Thus, tlie strength of the government 
of a state depends on the fact that the 
vote of a representative binds the dis
trict he represents, and the law thus en
acted must be obeyed. If improve
ments, taxes, or any public policy is 
voted, the constituency must obey, how
ever, there may be many who dissent.

When die synod or conference passes 
rules for the conduct of the churches, 
the laity are

BOUND TO OBSERVE THEM.
Is the National Association such an or
ganization? The so-called delegates— 
have they the least power to vote for 
measures which the societies that send 
them are bound to follow? It goes with
out saying that they have no such dele
gated power, and that there Is no means 
of enforcing their decrees. Hence 
the association has no more claim to na
tionality or to be representative of Spir
itualism than any called mass conven
tion.

When local societies send delegates 
with power to vote for them, binding 
themselves

TO STAND BY SUCH VOTE,

Whether for measures or taxation to 
raise the means to carry such measures 
forward, there will be a truly represen
tative association.

It cannot be claimed that the National 
Association was In its inception, or ever 
has been such a body.

It came before the spiritual public,

. The great publishing-house for the 
distribution of literature; the Don-Qui
xotic promises of defense of mediums; 
the wonderful Impetus to be given to in
vestigation; the "higher character” to 
be given to Spiritualism, 
WHERE IS THE FULFILLMENT?

For what does the National Associa
tion exist?

Has it given strength to the local so
cieties?

Has not, and must not every dollar in 
its treasury, every effort made in its 
behalf, ,

BE TAKEN FROM

the local societies? The only representa
tive association that is possible must 
rest on local organizations. When these 
become strong and united effort is de
manded, the central association will 
grow up, resting on their solid founda
tion.

Yet it may be doubtful if Spiritualists 
with their instincts for individual free
dom will ever consent to having dele
gates, however trustful, given the pow
er to bind them to any certain course of 
action. If they did so, it would have to 
come back after the manner of referen
dum to be considered by each society.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

•Bight Living.” By Susan H.Wlxon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes, 
.Which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful. 
¡Young and old will be benefited by It 
Cloth $1. For sale at this office.

“Religious ana Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
’«Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and~discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
(¡ages. Price $L For sale at this office.

“Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes.” A tasty, beautiful and ap
propriate wedding souvenir. Contains 
marriage ceremony, marriage certifi
cate, etc., with choice matter in poetry 
and prose. Specially designed for the 
use of the Spiritualist and Liberal min
istry. Price $1. For sale at this office.

The Brotherhood of Man, and What 
Ejws from It Two lectures. By

Maria M. King. Price reduced I 
JCBHJ SS cent» to 20 cent».

It consists of 21,2 chartered societies. The 
expense of sending delegates to Washington to 
attend the Annual Convention" cannot average 
less than $40 to each delegate, costing in the 
aggregate $8,480. As some societies will send 
two or three delegates, the number, if all are 
represented, will aggregate 300 delegates, the 
expense of going to and from Washington, hotel 
bills, etc., amounting to $12,000. This seems 
like an expensive luxury to flaunt in the faces of 
all the indigent mediums, especially those who 
are being cared for in Christian benevolent insti
tutions; but if Spiritualists think it of greater 
importance, so be it; the matter is in their nands.

A. LOOKER-ON.

the National Association 
of Spiri,tya^is.

■ » — — >
THE GOLDEN JUBILEE—A DEC

LARATION OF PRINCIPLES. AND 
OTHER MATTERS. L

Since my return fpm ihe Loudon In
ternational Congress., of Spiritualists, I 
.have been frequently asked what I 
thought of tlie Natipnal Association of 
Spiritualists, and otter movements con
nected with Spiritualism.

While it is unwiseJ to be ignorant, it 
is morally criminal ,';to be intolerant. 
We are brothers all,'¡and therefore can

dress, paid my own traveling expenses, 
and my own board bill at the Whitcomb 
House, not feeling financially able to in
dulge In the luxury and semi-royalty of 
an aristocratic, high-priced hotel. The 
Jubilee was well meant, and its abettors 
must bo judged by their motives. Let 
us pay up the remaining bills, wiser for 
mistakes; and then, letting the dead 
bury their dead, we will all go on our 
way rejoicing. Those Jubilees aroused 
attention, interested the press, and did 
good.

HAS WROUGHT WONDERS.
The past fifty years of Spiritualism, 

though rudimental and primary, has 
wrought wonders in demonstratingafu- 
ture existence, and in liberalizing the 
religious denominations of this and of 
all lauds. It was heaven-conceived and

On the Religious Organiza' 
tion of Spiritualism.

CHARGES MADE BY ONE OF 
SPIRITUALISM’S MOST PROMI
NENT WORKERS.
Modern Spiritualism is the scientific 

birth-place of the highest of human 
hoirns. It presents the fact of continu
ous conscious life on changing planes of 
nature. It does not
SOLVE THE MYSTERY OF BEING; 

it does not explain Cause; it does not 
tell us more of God than we knew be
fore, but it has brought into the reach 
of man the power to hold converse with 
departed spirits. It is a discovery too 
great for religion. Religion makes no 
discovery; it is not an intellect; it is u 
heart. It is not knowledge, but a faith; 
it is not investigation, but the mind's 
sleep. Modern Spiritualism is greater 
than any religion. It cannot be the 
foundation of a religion. It gives no 
room for faith. Religion has to do with 
God; Modern Spiritualism has to do 
with the continuous life of man. Relig
ion founds justice iu the Divine Will, 
and human happiness in following out 
his commands. Science founds morals 
on the attributes of human nature and 
happiness on the greatest good to the 
greatest number.

All religions nre out of joint with the 
age; that is, if tills age lie a scientific 
one. The great bulk of the jieople are 
still in Hie age of superstition. They 
must have some kind of religion. The 
best religion is that which makes happi
ness the easiest to get and eternal life 
Hie most complete. Christianity does 
this, and It Is the best religion in tho 
world. It

OFFERS SALVATION FREE
in and through the Lord Jesus. It Is a 
religion of forgiveness. No man can 
mend that. A religion that does not call 
out the forgiveness of God is not to be 
named as a good religion. All those sys
tems which rule out salvation are not 
worthy of being treated seriously as re
ligions. They are guessing philosophies.

If I wanted a religion, the religion of 
Christ Is that which I would have; but 
I have no religion. I need no religion. 
They cannot give me any Information 
about God, cause, life, destiny. Most of 
them are the products of mental sav
agery.
THE GODS ARE ALL MAN-MADE.
Some men need these religions to get 
through the world. It seems to me the 
effort of education should be to bring 
man to that state of knowledge, to do 
without religion.

California has adopted a set of prin
ciples in its constitution of Its State 
Spiritualism. I have read them care
fully, and I cannot find the substance of 
a religion in the whole of the articles. 
There are theories and philosophical 
speculations; very little that can be 
called knowledge. It seems that Cali
fornia Is to have another religion added 
to the rest This religion cannot gup- 
plant Christianity. It> is a religion 
without a God. Atheism cannot be a 
religion. There can be no such thing as 
a religion of humanity. Humanity Is 
not God and cannot be the subject of 
worship.

A religion cannot be made out of this: 
“All are but parts of one stupendous

and God in relation to man. There can
not be a

RELIGION WITHOUT A GOD 
who is the author of all good, and all 
punishment, and all rewards.

Comte tried to make a religion out of 
Positivism. What a failure! Religions 
are used to influence men with, and act 
upon fear. If you worship a God that 
does not bless you and curse you, your 
God is not as good as the barn-yard 
pump.

The principles of the California Asso
ciation have practically ruled God out 
of the universe, for they say: “The spir
it world is a natural state of existence, 
originated and sustained by natural 
law.” Here there is an affirmation tliat 
the spiritual world was originated by 
natural law; then there were natural 
laws before there was a spiritual 
world, or they could not have been the 
cause of It. Then a natural law can 
make something; it can create; then nat
ural law Is but an other name for God. 
Natural law

DOES NOT MAKE ANYTHING.
Natural law is the manner power aets. 
Law is not sovereignty, but the way 
the sovereignty acts. The law of the 
state of Ohio is the way the sovereignty 
of the Commonwealth acts. This Is ter
rible. Then this Declaration Is atheist
ic in a most superlative degree. It says, 
Article 12—Ethics, or the Science of 
Right Living:— “Man should live right 
and do right because it is right, without 
hope of reward or fear of punishment.” 
'That is very good, but it has moved the 
basis of morals from God to man. I 
must do right because It is right, not be
cause God says that it is right. This ar
ticle takes religion out of morals and Is 
the most atheistic announcement made 
in a long time under the caption of a re
ligion.

Neither the people of California nor 
the people of the National Association 
can manufacture a religion from a God 
that has no Will, and is ruled out of the 
universe by “universal law.”

Throw your religion to the dogs; it is 
not as good as Macbeth’s physic.

This article takes Hie supernatural 
out of the category of a moral force. 
Many a man does right because he sees 
or thinks that he sees truth in the dec
laration, “thou God seest me.” Many a 
man will refrain from doing wrong for 
fear that his spirit mother sees him. 
This article Is shorn of all spiritual 
clothing and says “Live right and do 
right because It is right To this I fully 
subscribe; but it has killed religion. It 
has taken tho supernatural out of mor
als. Natural religion is a term that can 
have no meaning In the proper order of 
the words.

The first definition says: “Spiritualism 
is a scientific, philosophical religion, 
and embraces the science of life, Uie 
philosophy of existence, and the relig
ion of humanity.”

In the first place, there is ’
NOT A SCIENCE OF LIFE.

There is a study of the phenomena of 
life; there is no philosophy of existence 
Existence cannot be known, therefore 
cannot be explained. There can be a 
study of the phenomena of existence.
I hilosophical religion” can have no 

meaning. Religious philosophy Is sense. 
The science of religion is meaningless. 
Science cannot qualify religion. Sci
ence is the sum of demonstrated facts. 
Human religion has meaning; the relig
ion of humanity is absurd. A man can 
be a religious man.

What trouble religion makes for the 
world.

facture twelve watches that would keep 
time exactly alike; how much less, then, 
can free-tliinklug moral actors with dif
ferent heredities and uneontrolable en
vironments be expected tc believe just 
alike upon subjects even of momentous 
interests.

It has been asked, what shall the next 
N. A. S. do upon its next convening in 
Washington. Forgetting self and all 
selfish aims, it should do its very best 
to promote tho Interests of Spiritual
ism, and do it without intrigue, selfish
ness, or desire for pelf and power. It 
should avoid plunging into debt. It 
should avoid the appointing and pack
ing of proxies for the covert purpos/ |f 
getting to the head of committees, or co 
the top of the organization.

THE CREED QUESTION.
"Should it adopt a creed or code of be

lief?” That depends upon what con
struction is put upon the word "creed.” 
If by it is meant a code of belief that 
cramps the intellect, or that can crush 
the noblest aspirations of human na
ture, I say No!—and say it emphatical
ly. The soul must be free to ransack 
earth, heaven, and the very hells in 
search of truth, and when found, it 
must have the inalienable right to 
stand up and proclaim it. I consider a 
declaration of principles—general prin
ciples, a very different matter from a 
creed with limitations and penalties for 
heresies. Those who will see no differ
ence between principles and creeds can 
probably see no difference between the
ology and religion, between churehlan- 
ity and Christianity, or between al
chemy and chemistry. If Spiritualism 
means nothing but a phenomenon—a 
fact, let us squarely say so, aud scoop 
Into our o;)eu net Mormons, Chinese, In
dia's 300,000,000, and the vast hordes of 
Obeah negroes of Africa. These all be
lieve in the fact of spirit Intercourse. 
Can we practically hug to our bosoms 
and make bed-fellows of all these super
stitions and semi-barbarous millions? 
If Spiritualism means anything more 
than a fact—if it involve^ any alms,

great plan of nature. Pope’s God was 
not God at all to make the warp and 
wdft of religion out of.

The National Association of Spiritual
ists is organized as a religion, but it is 
THE SAME SHAPELESS THING, 
neither head nd? tall of a religion. It 
has got priests, and no God. It has 
prayers and Invocations, but no God to 
hear them. It has got some sort of a 
force and some sort of an energy, but 
who would think of praying to electric
ity? Think of blind force answering a 
petition! Think of the wonderful clear
ness of the “Whose body nature is, and 
God the soul.” How did the California 
thinkers find that out How do they 
know it? Tell me, so that I may know 
it Is not this just as silly as the Chris
tian’s trinity?

That California Association would 
have been a splendid thing if it had 
been organized as a society for the prop
agation of the study of the phenomena 
of Modern Spiritualism aud left all sub 
jects of speculation out, and all ques
tionable declarations of opinion, that 
may be and may not be true. We have 
no capacity to verify one-tenth of what 
is stated in that Declaration.

The remarks I make anent the Cali
fornia Association I more emphatically 
make against the National.

If the National Association had just 
contented itself to urge the study of the 
phenomena of Modern Spiritualism and 
left out and discarded philosophy and 
religion, and prepared men to enter in
telligently into the investigation of the 
phenomena, then the study could have 
been advanced to the state of a science 
by the end of this century. A« a relig
ion, it will be a terrible failure, and de
serves to be. ' ■

I see that some of our writers and 
speakers are continually misusing the 
word religion. Sometimes it is used 
the same as moral, or morals. Morals 
have nothing to do with religion, only 
in the sense that morals art founded 
upon the will of God. Morals deal with 
the conduct of man and mta. Religion 
deals with man and his relation to God,

We have something the world needs. 
It hardly needs a religion, but we have 
the facts and phenomena of Modern 
Spiritualism. I would say, religionists 
hands off! Get out! You have no busi
ness here. You belong to the past. To 
fear, to wonder, to awe. You belong to 
the beginning of things. You are 
slaves to a fcaixa faith, a hope, a God!

I have no pra)fcr to offer for the suc
cess of these religious movements in 
modern Spiritualism. I hope and pray 
that they will, like all other religions, 
fail when the people can do without 
them. Till then-well, I must try to 
make humanity learn to do right, be
cause it is right, and not to do right be
cause it is a religious'obligation.

As to the coming meeting in Washing
ton of the National Association of Spir
itualists, I am not interested. It will 
not matter one iota what they do. They 
are shooting at Niagara. They are 
working for organization and not Mod
ern Spiritualism. They have dwindled 
down to

RABID POLITICIANS.
They are fanatically hungry for power. 
I am not interested who shall be the 
next Pope of Rome. I don’t care who is 
the next president of the Association. 
It has not succeeded in the past; it will 
not succeed in the future. It does not 
represent the mass of Spiritualists in 
this country. Let the officers serve 
without money, and the Association 
will be dead in six months.

So far in its history it has been a 
trades Union for a few of the speakers 
and mediums. Those who have been 
consistent and kept out have been boy
cotted. .

As an association it has failed to per
ceive that the need of the time In Mod
ern Spiritualism is demonstrative medi
umship and not a mechanical organiza
tion, paying large salaries for doing 
nothing. The power of the movement 
will ever be in the force of its facts. 
The facts will convince without organ
ization. Does not the cry for organiza
tion come from those who want to 
preach rather than to demonstrate the 
facts? The Christians,' when they 
could not work miracles, made creed, 
and church organization.

The artificial priesthood followed the 
dearth of phenomena.

What the cause of Modern Spiritual
ism needs at this hour is a medium that 
can give the facts of spirit return. 
Truth Is self-evident and demonstra
tive. ' - - 1 .

J. CLEGG WRIGHT. 
¡Amelia, O.

great principle or principles, let us 
openly, Independently say It, aud so tell 
the world what Spiritualism in its true 
aspects stands for.

Spiritualism is unpopular to-day in 
most of the Christian churches. Aud 
yet we are told that many of their pas
tors preach “its beautiful principles”— 
Beg pardon! Spiritualists have no prin
ciples, or at least, no “declaration” of 
them. There are multitudes of Spirit
ualists who, quite courageous on bat
tle-fields, are as cowardly pessimistic— 
as tremulously afraid of a broad, “gen
eral declaration of principles” as Sev
enth Day Adventists are of the Devil. 
Courage, brothers a nd, sisters, speech 
and press in Amerlca,are free! The An
glo-Saxon-Norman races are In the Hue 
of liberty—and the coming victors of the 
world!

THE FINANCIAL QUESTION.

It might be well, as several have sug
gested—considering that the Associa
tion is nearly bankrupt financially, to 
combine president and secretary in one 
office. Harrison D. Barrett, whose par
liamentary knowledge and executive 
ability are unquestioned, could fill both 
offices by employing a good, efficient 
secretary. Upon tho whole, a national 
association, rightly conducted, is cer
tainly necessary. It exerts a high mor
al Influence upon the public, gives dig- 
nlty to the name Spiritualism, and tells 
for good upon the secular and religious 
press of the country.

HEADS AND HORNS.
It Is very questionable whether doz

ens of state associations would alone as 
well answer the best Interests of the 
cause as a national association; inas
much as the National is supposed to bo 
made up of the best scholars, the sound
est thinkers, andrite choicest talent of 
the different states. And then, so many 
state associations would almost remind 
one of John’s symbol—“seven heads and 
ten horns,” only that these states (in
cluding Utah and California) would be 
mostly horns with no heads, or at least, 
with no central, advisory, national head. 
And colleges without presidents, armies 
without generals, and bodies without 
heads are little more than physical and 
moral monstrosities.

The salaries and the traveling ex
penses to and from Washington—con
sidering the Western states and the Pa
cific coast, constitute a very serious ob
jection to the N. 8. A. Better that It had 
been located at first in St. Louis; and 
so have been accessible to the extreme 
West and Southwest, as well as the 
East. This would also reduce the slip
pery, political, log-rolling schemes that 
so prevail in a Washington atmosphere, 
spurring on aspirants for office.

Tho Unitarians, a rapidly growing, 
liberal denomination, have a declaration 
of principles and no paid officials ex
ec;)! a secretary. Further—Inasmuch as 
Spiritualists during a reign of fifty 
years, with millionaires In Its fold, have 
not endowed a collegeAsustalned a sem
inary, (see the Belle Bush, sisters’ sem
inary in Belvidere, N-. J.),-jnor an edu
cational training school, nopconstructed 
a paid house for the, aged* nor a hos
pital for the sick, mor home for 
weary, worn-out mediums, it could 
hardly be expected tlpit thni National in 
five years should remove tedious med
ical laws” and “laws inimical to me
diumship” from the statute books. It 
has certainly done something in this 
connection. It ought to ihave funds

will stand open seven days in the week, 
for all days will then be Sabbath days 
of intermingling, study, worship and 
work, physical, meutal aud spiritual. 
The platforms in these elegant edifices 
will be almost burdened with palms, 
lilies and roses. The walls will be fes
tooned with vines and hung with paint
ings of the old masters, with the mod
ern patriots, reformers, aud pioneers in 
the fields of progress. At twelve 
o’clock each day the organist will play 
an hour or more, and the weary-brained 
merchant, the pale-faced clerk, and the 
honest out-door toiler will there repair 
for rest, serene repose, and visions of 
the beyond. At the vesper hour there 
will be music in these inviting edifices, 
and songs, addresses, improvisations, 
and educational lectures inspired from 
the upper worlds of blessedness.

There will be no cuspidors, nor plate 
nor hat collections in the worshiping ed
ifices, because plutocrats and million
aire Spiritualists will have become so 
civilized and spiritualized that they will 
vie with each other as to who shall give 
the most—do the most—and add the 
most living stones to these magnificent 
temples of truth. Ou different days 
and hours of the week the sages and 
seers of old with the pioneel's of mod
ern times, will sail down from Elysian 
realms, and from their summerland 
homes, impressing a sensitive here, in
spiring a refined organization there, and 
entrancing a medium her, all being of 
one accord—one spirit, the spirit of har
mony, and yet a diversity of gifts, 
music, prophecy, visions, inspirations, 
prayers, spoken or unexpressed, with 
instruction, mental, moral and spiritual, 
And at the close of each service, wheth
er In edifices or home circle, there will 
be benedictions something like those of 
the ancient Jolin of Ephesus memory, 
who tremblingly rising, bls heart over
flowing with sweetest sympathy, would 
simply say in tenderest tones, “Beloved, 
love ye one another.”

Emphatically, then, I am in favor of 
a National Organization, state, county, 
village, aud family organizations for 
Ilie development of mediumship, aud 
for the reception of spirit messages. In
asmuch as a man’s house is his castle, 
the family home is the proper place for 
the spiritual seance. Here the loved in 
heaven and on earth naturally meet. 
True Spiritualism gives to home much 
of its sacredness; and iu the true Spir
itualist’s home, where father and moth
er preside in wisdom and reprove in 
kindness, where bodies are nourished, 
minds trained, and souls cultured, cen
ters the heart’s warmest and tenderest 
affections. The family was the soul’s 
first altar. Here the fires of love aud 
trust perpetually burn. Here youth 
and age alike worship. All such family 
homes are fitting symbols of those Par
adisaic homes beyond, where in white 
array long successions of resurrected 
souls live, love, unfold, and progress on
ward evermore In those evergreen 
Eden-lauds of eternity.

J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.

fact that tho great book of nature 
is open to them to learn direct from the 
great fountain source of life and knowl
edge.

Then let no organized effort of Spirit
ualists be instrumental In foisting I a 
“leader” upon us. Spiritualism needs no 
leader only truth; only tho hosts of loy
al, noble workers, disembodied and em
bodied, for iu one sense all such are 
leader's. And then leadership ofttlmes 
leads to dissension among the leaders, 
or those who would be leaders. Note 
the disturbance now on in the Theo
sophical ranks, as to who is head over 
all, who shall claim the glory of being 
the authorized leader of the hdsts of 
Theosophy. I think Spiritualism stands 
the~one unique institution in the world 
that has no authorized, titled person
ages to rule them. .It has no man* God 
or god-man; no pope, no bishop, no 
priest, no cardinal, no masters or ma
hatmas, and ft needs them not, and in 
my humble opinion it needs no creed or 
code of belief, nor will the truth inher
ent in Spiritualism be rent asunder if a 
dec.aration of principles is not at once 
forthcoming.

Organized Spiritualists, whether state 
or national, should guard against

USURPING THE POWER, 
that is the prerogative of those spirit
ual helpers beyond the portals; guard 
against any aud all attempts to dwarf 
the spirit by limitations which retard 
the normal growth. It has been claimed

For the Efficiency of State 
Organizations.

THE NATIONAL PICTURED AS A 
FINE PIECE OF COSTLY MACHIN
ERY - STATE ORGANIZATIONS 
ABUNDANTLY ABLE TO MEET 
ALL REQUIREMENTS - ORGANI
ZATION NOT ALWAYS UNION.

I have read with much interest the 
discussion pro and con through The 
Progressive Thinker regarding the Ju
bilee and the National Association, and 
as the annual convention of the last 
named body is near at hand, interest 
still centers in this direction, and the 
query that seems uppermost in my 
mind is: Do wo need a National Organ
ization?

Saying nothing of the efficiency or in
efficiency of the men or measures that 
have controlled that body in the past, it 
occurs to me that it is a piece of fine, 
costly machinery that can well be dis
pensed with. In view of the fact that 
many states now have state organiza
tions, it would seem that these state 
bodies

ARE ABUNDANTLY ABLE 
to meet all requirements for the good of 
the cause. '

I am inclined to think that a strong 
and healthy state association would be 
more greatly feared by unjust law
makers of the state than a national body 
would.

that a National Association was neces
sary to the Interest of the cause, to re
ceive donations, bequests, etc., but this 
could all be secured through a state as
sociation.

Regarding big meetings, I believe a 
State Organization could hold a mass 
meeting now and then far more econom
ically, and with

AS GREAT RESULTS
as lias the N. S. A. There are two sides 
to some of the mass meetings held by 
that body! There is the side of the pop
ular report of fine speeches, great en
thusiasm and large attendance, which is 
all good, aud no one doubts, but in one 
instance at least a debt of $700 or $800 
was left as a “legacy” to the state asso
ciation, and the debt still

HANGS OVER THAT BODY, 
and the trouble arising therefrom has 
caused the resignation of the president 
of the state body.

And regarding receiving bequests, 
etc., I am sure the business in that di
rection is not so enormous as to need a 
higher body than the state to attend 
to it.

I am In favor of organization, for wa 
know that in centralization of effort 
there is power, and If rightly used can 
be of vast good; but I believe that each 
state understands Its own needs better 
than a National Association possibly 
can. State organizations can no doubt 
do more toward influencing legislation 
in their respective states than a nation
al body can, and the suggestion may, 
perhaps, be here given that the officers 
of tlie state association could consti
tute a committee to confer with candi
dates for office and ascertain their 
views regarding the legislation of ob
noxious laws that

TRAMPLE UPON THE RIGHTS 
of any class of people; that militate 
against tlie exercise of mediumship, and 
that are mimical to the rights of Spirit
ualists in any direction, end give these 
would-be law-makers touuderstand that 
Spiritualists were organized aud would 
stand as a unit in opposing any one 
favoring unjust legislation. This com
mittee could then notify the various lo
cal societies in tho state, and Spiritual
ists, if they will be true to themselves 
and the cause they represent, might 
thus become the

BALANCE OF POWER, 

and turn tho tide and keep the rascals 
out; make the politicians know that 
Spiritualists are a power in politics and 
they will then recognize their rights.

This article Is not to be construed as a 
criticism on the N. S. A. I have no 
doubt that those who have “manned” 
that Institution have discharged their 
duties as faithfully and well as anyone 
would or could under existing condi
tions, and as this body is with us, and 
if it continues to be, in view of the fact 
of the shortage of funds and tho press
ing needs thereof to meet the extra de
mands now upon it, it has been suggest
ed that the presidency and secretary
ship could be combined in one and thus 
lessen expenses. The Idea is worthy of 
consideration at the coming convention.

Regarding the expense or running tho 
N. S. A., It Is no doubt true that if the 
money thus used yearly, could be ap
propriated in tho establishing and sup
port of a home for the destitute and un
fortunate In our ranks, greater good 
would come therefrom, and I wish that 
every Spiritualist in the land could feel 
that the effort to “popularize” Spiritual
ism should be in practical work, in 
good deeds rather than in tumbling 
headlong into the old miry orthodox 
ruts of churches, pastors, christenings, 
baptisms, robes and rituals. ’

CLARA WATSON.
Jamestown, N. Y.

It Is a Question that Has Yet 
to Be Settled.

to prosecute the Pennsylvania Univer
sity Seybert Commission for the non
fulfillment of pledge, contract and 
promise in the judicious Investigation 
of Spiritual phenomens.. 3 •

Certainly, each “state cammanage Its 
own Spiritualism bxcKisivdty”—each so
ciety can do the sameu-and so can each 
individual, which, by the away, carried 
to the extreme, would, destroy all or
ganization. It is said that “three indi
viduals sometimes constitute a mob.” 
Battle Creek, Mich., has two organised 
societies and no public meetings. 
Ought the National Association to help 
these societies, or they to help the Na
tional? Spiritualists relieved of the old
time hell and the Devil, do not seem to 
feel, or many of them, the weight of 
that moral responsibility that become® 
those who converse with spirits and 
professedly. walk with the angels. 
They do not seem to realize that the to
days shape the to-morrowe, .and that 
this whole life affects, brightening or 
darkening, the future immortal exist
ence.

The Golden Jubilee—though not help
ing to beget it, I contributed to financi
ally, attended it, delivered a short ad-

It is barely possible that too much or
ganization may tend to greater Injury 
than benefit.

There are dangers In organization to 
be avoided as well as benefits to be 
sought. One danger to be guarded 
against is, that it does not trample on 
the rights of any. within the fold, or 
without it The country at large Is to
day reaping the awful results of the 
abuse of power in or through organiza
tion in the political arena of action. 
The abuse of political organization is 
felt, or known in poverty, in want, in 
starvation, in degradation, In sin and 
crime, In suicide, in misery, in manifold 
suffering. It is felt in declining prices, 
in foreclosure of mortgages, in loss of 
homes, in wrecked lives.

And in the religious world the abuse 
of organized effort has precipitated 
wars, caused cruelty, torture, bloodshed 
and woe, and held, not only the body in 
slavery, but cramped and dwarfed the 
mind, clouded the reason and stunted 
the unfolding of the spiritual nature.

Another danger signal is
THAT OF LEADERSHIP.

While a leader in everything except 
Spiritualism seems to be considered 
necessary, and perhaps in one sense 
well, still leadership has been the curse 
of the age, and of ages past. Political
ly the rank and file of the voters blindly 
follow the party leaders, and thereby 
ofttlmes bind upon themselves burdens 
grievous to be borne; and the same Is 
true in the religious world, and it is pit
iable indeed to witness the tenacity 
with which the religious devotees ding 
to the utterances and mandate» of the 
priestly leaders, all jnimlndful of the

ORGANIZED FRATERNITY THE 
SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM.

In response to the suggestions of 
friends, I take my pen to give you, to 
some extent, my views on the subject 
ot organization, both local and national 
I do not write to make criticisms or be 
personal, but to offer suggestions in be
half of the good of Spiritualism.

For fifty years I have been associated 
with this cause. My work began with 
its introduction into the State of Ohio 
in the fall of 1848, two miles from my 
present home. I have the history of 
nearly every «Spiritualist movement 
from that to the present time. I have 
seen societies local, state and national 
arise, for awhile shine brightly, then 
meteor-like disappear.

But the question of organization has 
not been settled. It still confronts us 
with its failures and successes, but with 
more failures than successes up to date. 
At the present hour we have organiza
tions in nearly every State in the Union. 
We have plenty of good Spiritualists 
and plenty of means to pay off the in
debtedness of the National Association. 
We have more bodies, local, state and 
national, incorporated under law than 
ever before in our history. We have 
more good books, more spiritual and 
scientific papers, more and better me- 
aiums, more and better teachers or 
speakers, more respectable and atten
tive listeners than we have had since 
our work began. We have these not
withstanding the mistakes we have 
made.

"HOW. AVOID FAILURES?
How shall we avoid failures? There 

are very many good and able men and 
women who realize the fact that Spirit
ualism 4s true, who, through personal 
experience, have tasted it» sweetness 
and been strengthened by Its touch, but 
who are not with us nor of ns, rejecting 
even our name. What shall we do to 
keep auch In pur ranks* to march under

Mantua Station, Ohio.

our banner? Shall we adopt a creed q 
code of belief? Would this help u»?lj 
say no. I would do as the “National 
Spiritual and Religious Association” du 
ten years ago. Its statement Is that tte 
purpose of this corporation “is for in
tellectual, scientific, ethical, spiritual 
and religious or educational culture."

For the future we need organization. 
The first thirty years of our existence 
we were without form; for the past 
twenty we have been trying to organ
ize. We have often failed because those 
at our head lacked the ability to rightly 
manage.

Also our work has been hindered be
cause of our inability to understand the 
full requirements of the spirit world. 
This Is strictly a Spiritual movement 
and when we come to a more correct 
knowledge of the principles, laws and 
demands of the spirit world, and govern 
ourselves accordingly, our machinery 
will run with less friction and do tetter 
work.

ORGANIZED FRATERNITY.
More than all else do we need organ

ized fraternity. I have always cherished 
the idea that sometime our Spiritualist 
co-workers would have local, state and 
national organizations, based on gen
uine fraternity; and I hope to remain on 
this side of life until this is accom
plished. We have sufffiJkmt outward 
organization—we lack in spiritual or
ganization. We have one body with one 
name—the noblest name under the blue 
heavens—but in that body there is not 
unity; not oneness; not fraternity.

I may be too severe when I say that 
our speakers and mediums are almost 
entirely responsible for the distrusted 
condition in which we at present are; 
in which our societies find themselves. 
The good people have looked to them 
for guidance aud instruction; have paid 
them their money and trusted them In 
confidence, only to see deplorable re
sults. Not always, but often enough to 
discourage the people, is this the case. 
A few speakers go forth and build up, 
others follow in their track aud tear 
down. Aud this has been going on for 
twenty years, ever since organized work 
has been attempted.

I have often been asked what I bo- 
lleved would help our cause. I have 
given the matter serious thought, and 
answer now as I have always an
swered: “We shall grow when we be
come an organized fraternity based on 
the harmonlal philosophy.” There Is 
nothing in Spiritualism Itself to give 
offense when fully understood, but 
Spiritualists and Spiritualist organiza
tions often repel good people.

Editors, speakers, mediums and all 
co-workers have an Inward and spirit
ual work to do, which If not done within 
a few years there will be nothing left 
of our organizations but the fag ends of 
a little of everything. What we have 
gained in organization there Is danger 
we may lose. If we have any hopes of 
a bright future it must be looked tor 
along this Hue.

HONEY IN THE COMB.
All organized growth is dependent 

upon certain laws. The chief of those 
laws is that of cohesion. Where this is 
not, there will not be permanent organ
ization. A swarm of bees may have it» 
queen and build up an architectural 
structure of great skill and beauty, but 
if it is not filled with honey, when the 
Winter comes the bees will be scattered 
and the combination cease to exist. 
What honey is to the comb fraternity is 
to any human organization. With fifty 
years of experience in pioneer work 
with Spiritualists, I feel that I almost 
know tliat our workers do not come 
together, and when they do come to
gether they do not stick together, be
cause of the lack of the cohesive power 
contained in the word brotherhood* 
Instead of co-operation there Is rivalry; 
instead of mutual interest there is jeal
ousy; instead of work for the truth, 
each works for himself. Especially 1» 
this true among speakers, mediums and 
would-be or self-appointed leaders.

In reviewing the past fifty years I am 
compelled to believe that it is out of the 
question to bring the masses of Spirit
ualists, as a whole, Into one organiza
tion; as much so as it has been to bring 
all Christians into one church fold. Bui 
something can be done; and the work 
must begin by forming local societies; 
when there aro a sufficient number of 
local societies let them unite in each 
state to form a State Association; when 
there are State Associations of suf
ficient number, let them, together with 
local bodies, unite in what might te 
called an American Institute of Spirit
ualism.

In a sufficient number of these, -ed
ucational classes should be formed, 
where each year those who think of 
becoming public workers will go for 
training and instruction with our best 
educated and host qualified leaders se
lected to assign lessons and take charge 
of the work. In this way an interest.In 
self-improvement would be awakened, 
the couselt which makes one satisfied 
with bls own attainments would dis
appear, culture would take the place of 
crudity and Spiritualism be made more 
progressive. A training school has been 
in operation for two years here at the 
Maple Dell Camp under the charge of 
Moses Hull and A. J. Weaver. It opens 
each year on the first of June and con
tinues till the beginning of camp work.

Organized Spiritualism will grow in 
power, but ft requires the same prac
tical ability, good management, sym
pathetic Interest between member», 
hard and earnest work, self-sacrificing 
spirit, patience and perseverance which 
are given to other philanthropic organ
izations which are successful. Are we 
willing to pay the price?

D. M. KING.

A LIBRARY.
Commence forming one now by sub

scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
and securing Art Mhgic. The paper 
one year and Art Magic will cost yon 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when it was first issued. Then you 
could have had in your library at the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
it Is better late than never. Commence 
now, if you have not done so already, to 
form a library by subscribing for The 
Progressive Thinker. A library in thia 
fast age is absolutely essential. Aid us 
In carrying out the Divine Plan.

“Religion as Revealed by the Mate
rial and Spiritual Universe. By E. D, 
Babbitt, M. D., LL.D.” A compact 
and comprehensive view of the' sub
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and data needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist One of the very best 
books on the subject Price, reduced 
to $1, cloth; paper, 50 cents. For sal» 
at this office.

“The World Beautiful." By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought 
Series !, 2, and 3, each complete in It
self. Price, cloth, fl per volume. For 
sale at this office. '

“Who Are These Spiritualists and 
,What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 15 cent». Fot 
sale at this office. .

Mediumship. A chapter of Experi
ences. By Mrs, Maria M. King. Eric» 
10 cent».

■ ." •>
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CALM REFLECTIONS
On t|ie National Association 

of Spiritualists,

THE BEST WAY POINTED OUT TO 
FACILITATE THE SPBEAD OF

. THE GOSPEL OF LIGHT AMONG 
THE PEOPLE OF THE NATION.

To the Editor:—It would he very un
kind and wholly unwarranted, to im
pugn the motives of any officer of the 
National .Association of Spiritualists. 
The noble teachings of Spiritualism 
should by this time have led all of us

UP TO A HIGHER GROUND 

than that of personal aspersion and un
worthy cavil.

■ For the officers of this Association I 
have the greatest personal respect, and 
tlie alms and objects of the Association 
itself, so far as I understand them, I 
am net disposed to criticise. In common 
With all right-minded adherents of our 
cause, I only wish the best success to all 
manner of effort, looking to the spread
ing of knowledge of the truth that wé 
have so happily found.. It is not a ques
tion so much of how we do it (so that 
tlie means be honorable), as it is a ques
tion of actually doing it, that really con-

. tion of Spiritualists to do. It has the 
opportunity of rendering a most: val- 
ualile. service to the Spiritualists’ of 
America, and in fact to all of America’s 
citizens, by preventing and

. REMOVING LEGISLATION 
unfavorable to religious .and civil lib
erty—not because it is a Spiritualist or
ganization, but because it is a patriotic 
and . liberty-loving organization. It is 
well known that influences are contin
uously at work both at the National 
and ra Sate Capitols to restrict the 
rights and liberties of ihe people, to 
tiring the State under more or less sub- 
Jectlon to the churchly power, and to 
gain: in one way and another some 
special favor or advantage for some 
particular religious sect. Religious 
journals and sectarians speak of this

AS A CHRISTIAN NATION;

an organization exists whose object is 
to put God in the Constitution; bishops, 
archbishops and priests continually 
lobby in Congress and in State Legisla- 
iUm.s.^ekiug’ contrary to constitutional 
inhibitions, to divert public money to 
sectarian uses; and history teaches us 
that when the end for which these 
emissaries are striving is attained, if it 
ever shall be, then ho witch, medium, 
nor one that hath a familiar spirit, will 
be permitted' to live in tbe land. So, 
here is a great work for both National 
and State Spiritualist Organizations to 
do for posterity, aud its importance can
not be overestimated. It is in my hum
ble opinion the proper work for them 
to do, for there is always danger that 
our liberties may be taken from us iu

n. s i convention ,mp0qt/vnt! Peebles &
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

cerus us.
..Now, what should the Association 
iu order to facilitate the spread

OF THE GOSPEL OF LIGHT

among the people of the nation? Let 
me suggest, firstly, that they keep their 
bands on the pulse of the people, and 
interpreting their needs by the faculty 
of second-sight, give to them as it is 

- given from the wise and good influences 
of the highest spirit spheres with which 

. noble and pure aspirations can put them 
in touch, and in all their work that they 
sedulously avoid doing anything having 
a personal, selfish end.
• Conscience, illumined by the fire of 
the celestial spheres, will accomplish 
wonders in every good and needed 
work; for the conscientious worker, be
sides cultivating and strengthening bls 
own intellectual powers and resources, 
attracts and draws to his aid an In

. numerable spiritual host, who make

some unguarded hour while there ex
ists in our midst, on tlie one hand 
sworn arid determined minions of a for
eign potentate, claiming to be “the sov
ereign of the world,” and on the other, 
men supported by a powerful consiit- 
ueney, who cherish the oelief that they 
are tlie special agents of an Almighty 
God for the establishment of his church 
on earth, even if worldly constitutional 
guarantees of equal human rights are 
annulled and set aside.

Chicago, 111. A. M. GRIFFEN.

A few^thoughts.
______ (Continued from page 4.)

A portion of the talent as follows: Mr. 
and Mrs. E. W. Wallis, Manchester, 
Eng.; Dr. W. A. Croffut, fraternal dele
gate, Freethought Federation U. S. A.; 
Dr. Paul Gilrer, French scientist; Mrs. 
F. Montague, of California’s able wo
men; John Slater, the celebrated spirit
ual medium, of San Francisco, Cal.; 
c ls‘ ^or and Prof Bowman, of 
San Diego, Cal.; Carrie Loring, Mr. 
Wiggin, Dr. G. A. Fuller, Mrs. Hattie 
Mason, Dr. Chas. Ridden, Mrs. W. S. 
riUn™rw, r»Hard‘ng’ Dr‘ Churchill, 
Clara Fjeld Conant , Miss Lizzie Har
low, Ma'ss.; Rev. A. J. Weaver, Maine; 
Er. E. A. Smith, yt.; May 8. Pepper, F. 
H. Roscoe,.Ida P. A..Whitlock, R. I.; 
Helen Palmer Russegue, Mrs. J. A 
Ch?Bmap, .Conn,; Carrie E. S. Twlng, 

Tillie U. Reynolds, 
Frank Walker, Wines Sargent, E 'W 
^Prague, G.;W. Katmj,. 8. Augusta 

Y,;Mrs;,jM.'E. Cadwalla- 
r Loclte’ W. J. Colville,
wn?' if ’»A M’ Ciadingj.Pa.; Rachel 
" “ 1,C0*J> Margaret Gaule,.: Baltimore, 
Md., Mrs. C. D. Pruden; Minneapolis, 
n Hou‘. L‘ v‘ Moulton, John 
Hutchison, Anna L. Robinson, Mr 
Dewey, Mrs. Sheets, Mr. and Mrs. Car
penter, Dr. J. M. Peebles,.Mich.; W E 
Bonney, Nebraska: T. J. Mayer, C. L. W 
Richmond, Prof, ami Mrs. Longley, 
Anna Jaquess, Mrs. Wheeler Brown, 
Mrs. Reeves, Homer Altimus, Geo. A. 
Bacon, Washington, D. C.; Dr. Geo. B. 
p arne, Moses Hull, Mattle E. Hull, Ill.; 
Mr. Bryan or Rowland Webster, Atlan
ta, Ga.; Allen F. Brown, Jennie Hagan 
Jackson, Texas; E. W. Bruce, C. H. 
h g.ue*'®’ Carrie F. Weatherford, Ohio; 
C. A. Treat, Mo. ’

Quick Cures! ■ 
Small Doses!

Send age, name in full, and two 2-cent atampe and 
leading symptom, and we will »ond you - '.

A Diagnosis of Your Case Free, 
and we will try and make the price of treatment right 
to you. Remember, please, that we do not wish to 
take your cate unless you are dissatisfied with your 
present treatment. Do not aek QUR opinion of thia 
doctor or that one, because we never express an 
©pinion, nor- have we any one connected with us that 
Is allowed to speak 111 of auy one or even to express an 
opinion. We know some doctors do so, but wo do not.

Tbe day of shotgun prescription Is past; drastic 
drugs in large doses wllLnot be given ten years from 
now, We believe lu tbucertalaty of medicine and lu 
specific medication, but specific medication requires

SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS. I 
He who understands the action of drugs, and who is I 
gifted with the power of correctly diagnosing. Is the 
successful physician to-day.

Send Postage Stamp for Reply.

plain the more difficult problems 
give courage and moral energy to 
soul.

The National Association need 
adopt nor

. FULMINATE A CREED

or any kind of code of belief, or even a 
“declaration of principles.” Sueh action 
In my opinion would be utterly useless.

■ Nobody would be bound to believe it, 
but the individuals formulating aud 
promulgating it.

Spiritualists are for the most part 
■ competent to make their own creeds 

- and to formulate their own declaration 
of principles. It is an individual matter 
whether one believes or disbelieves lu 
this or that, aud no one else, nor any 
collection of men or women have any 
right to call one to account for his or 
Her belief or disbelief. Spiritualism Is 
a grand fact, signifying that beyond 
this earthly existence there is

< FOR MAN A SECOND ESTATE, 
. or sphere of being; and those who know 

. this fact may utilize it in the formation 
of such religion or philosophy as they 
are able to conceive and work out. This 
Is their sacred privilege, and to load 
down this fact, or to seek to entangle it 
in any authoritative way with specula

' tlrtns Of any kind-, or even with aux- 
■ lliary or related facts, would be to rob 

; .the individual of the most sacred of 
. all rights, the right to do his own think- 

ihg.- Creeds are the beginnings of in- 
qulsltlons, and inquisitions of a mental 
kind are as detrimental to mental 
growth as was the “Holy Office” of 
Rome baneful to the freed’om of both - 
mind and body.

The time is nt hand when Ilie doctrine 
of individualism should be declared 
among Spiritualists, and the duty and 
necessity tliat the individual is under to 
work out the problem of existence for 
himself, freed from the dogmatic inter
ference of others. What we want are 
thinkers, not believers and followers of 
this or that peculiar form of teaching 
or doctrine. Knowing by absolute dem-

relations make us social beings, henee 
assistant educators of each other; yet 
the education sought must be tlie prop
erty or wealth of the individual. To be 
substantial it must be the fruit of indi
vidual effort. ’Ihis being true, no or
ganization can have tlie right to dictate 
to any individual what he or she must 
believe about either a here or a here
after. Not saying that the N. S. A. is 
organized for this purpose, at all, it is 
plain that it can not claim to do so
lienee could be of no use iu this respect’

Among the relations of man as a so
cial being is tliat which connects him 
with the “law of Ihe land,” or the Na
tional government, to which he willing
ly becomes a member. Now as the N. 
b. A. can exercise no prerogative over 
the law-making power, excepting to 
vote, which an individual man can do,as 
well, I do not see what said N. S. A. can 
do for .Spiritualism any more as au or
ganization that it could do disorganized, 
providing they each vote right. The N. 
8. A. might devise aud adopt measures 
for the protection of spiritual mediums 
against prejudicial enemies and unjust 
laws, which latter are prevalent aud 
which former—protection—is quite a de 
sideratum, but, to place sueh obligation 
upon the shoulders of any one associa
tion or attorney thereof, a member, no 
difference where situated, would vastly 
increase both Inconveniences and ex
penses. go plaiji it iP1 phat the n. s. a. 
could not be counted as any great aid in 
this respect.

This is only a partial list.
Young People’s Union, I. C. I. Evans, 

president; National Lyceum Associa
tion, J. B. Hatch, conductor, will take 
part In exercises.

FRANCIS B. WOODBURY,
Secretary.

Specific Medicine!
No Drastic Drugs!

A Book on “Chronic Disease” 
Seat forS-cent Stamp.

onstration that we live beyond the 
shadow of death, It is my duty to de
velop the faculties I possess to the end 
that I shall constitute a spiritual entity 
capable of maintaining its distinctive 
individual character at all times aud 
under all circumstances. How can I do 
this unless I myself .
GRAPPLE WITH EVERY PROBLEM 

and do my best to solve it? Somebody 
else’s knowledge is not my knowledge; 
somebody else’s comprehension is not 
my comprehension; and somebody else’s 
intellectual and moral power is uot my 
power. .

There is a high and glorious destiny 
for every human being, but he or she 
must gain it by his or her own en
deavor. Helps there may be from 
others, but tlie work is ours and ours 
individually; and unless we are content 
to shine by merely reflecting tbe light 
of other suns, we should at once com
mence to question aud to know, regard
less of others’ knowledge, opinions, be
liefs, statements, teachings or declara
tions, what manner of beings we are. 
what the world about us is. and what is 
demanded of us in order that we shall 
fulfill the highest requirements of “the 
starry heavens above us and the moral 
law within us.”

“But,” says one good brother or sis
ter, “we agree that there should be no
creed, yet what harm cau there be in 
having a ‘declaration of principles?’” 
A declaration of principles and creed 
are tbe same thing. Asnoon as you get 
out of the domain of science or of de- 
moqstrable fact, you are in tbe

DOMAIN OF SPECULATION

: and belief, whether tlie object of your 
thought be something spiritual or some
thing material; and you have no right 
to impose your reasoning upon and con 
elusions from known and demonstrable 
facts upon another human being, by 
any species of authority or intlmidaticr 
whatever. Any attitude less liberal 
than this would be an attitude of more 
or- less intolerance, ami its tendency 
would certainly be to retard that indi
vidual growth and independence of 
character which it is ours to stimulate 
and encourage. “Eternal progression” 
does not mean the eternal progression 
of some system of religious, philosophic 
or scientific propaganda, whether of

- Spiritualism or of any other ism, but it 
means

THE ETERNAL PROGRESSION 
of the individual human being; and how 
can this be brought about except by 
continual acquisitions to his knowl
edge and constant advancement of his 
Intellectual and moral power?

“Well, let us at least have a ‘Declara
tion of Facts.’ ” We have it already— 
Spiritualism!. What greater fact can 
we add to the sublime revelation con- • 
tained in that word? Everybody knows 
what it means, and by the grace of the 
eternal world, as fast as'the shackles of 
ancient creeds are rent and shaken 
from the limbs of mankind and ,the 
mind becomes free to cast about for 
Itself, that revelation, becomes known 
to it, and tlie real life of the soul begins.

Finally, I apprehend that there is im
portant work for the National Associa-

THE

Successful 
Specialists

No “Lock of Hair” or “Leading 
Symptom” Bequired.

DR. J. A. BURROUGHS.

DOCTOR A. B. DOBSON 
StHl Heals the Sick Through 

the Mediumship of..........

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker^
If you wish Good Health you 

should apply to her. 
. ■ I*

As a Spiritual Healer She Has' 
No Equal.

■■ I . . - I 1

With her Magnetized Herbs all 
diseases that flesh is heir 

to are cured.

N. S. A. CONVENTION
SIXTH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF 

THE NATIONAL SPIRITUALISTS 
ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED 
STATES AND CANADA, MASONIC 
TEMPLE, NINTH AND F STREETS 
N. W„ WASHINGTON, D. C., OCTO
BER 18, 19, 20, 21, 1898.

G. E. WATKINS, M. D„
AYER, MASS.

1 he only use I can see for an associa
tion of Spiritualists, crowned with the 
prefix “National,” simply as a title by 
which it may be known, is to form a 
centre of attraction for the assembling 
of the people to hear discussed the 
grand problems of life with its rights 
and duties while here and its certain 
continuity and probable sequences in 
the future.

This is the first great use of any and 
all spiritual associations—the local aud 
state, as well as the National. The 
great object should be, after demon
strating the continuity of a conscious, 
progressive life beyond tlie grave for 
humanity, which is done through phe
nomena, is to teach the truth that hu
manity is a brotherhood, and that the 
one central privilege and dutv is to 
earn to be good and wise, for in so do

ing the boon of life—happiness—is se
cured. J. h. MENDENHALL.

the n. s. a.
_______ (Continued from page 5.)

I want to see thorough organization 
circuits formed, speakers and mediums 
put upon them, quarterly meetings In
stituted, and much of the money and 
vital forces saved that is now expended 
In long journeys from one engagement 
to the other. In this way much good 
can be accomplished and our eause 
greatly advanced. I do not want to see 
our cause fall back again into tlie 
chaotic eondilion from which tbe 
N. S. A. has taken it.

yours for thorough organization and 
strict economy. E. W. .SPRAGUE

Jamestown, N. Y. ’

SPIRITUALISM.
________ (Continued from page 6.)

by its rulings or to formulate a creed 
Let tbe church and state be forever 
separate, aud let there be not even a 
common law marriage of the two even 
where amiability and local interests 
would inspire to compel it.

l am well aware of the awful fraud 
which is within our ranks and tbe 
larger crimes of blackmail, slander ras
cality, stealing, defaming of character 
confidence games and immorality; still 
I dare to believe that to establish a 
union of church and state, as has been 
imperfectly and ineffectually done bv 
commissioning missionaries,’ is a far 
more dangerous measure. Thus the 
good and noble, the sincere and devoted 
are often the victims of favoritism, as 
is shown tn the actions of committees 
and secretaries of churches, because of 
a rare spirit of independence which 
should always be fostered and never 
suppressed.

It must be said pathetically, that so 
long as the people uphold a medium 
whatever may be his character or deal
ings, and do It Indiscriminately, they aid 
him in his crimes, and as a result even 
black-lists (God forbid tbe phrase) of 
state and National associations are un 
availing. The phenomena are useful, 
but they should not be exalted beyond 
their sphere of usefulness. Tbe medi
um has his work-, but that work is not 
the whole or only means to knowledge, 
regeneratlot and Illumination. Let each 
serve the truth but not seek to control 
or confiscate the means to the end that 
tbe cause may be glorified.

As to the efficacy of state and national 
organizations, I sincerely believe in 
both as here set forth, and while I have 
but praise for the president of tbe N. S. 
A.,'who so conscientiously and nobly 
filled his'office, and whose heart I am 
sure is in the right place, I hope that 
the N. S. A. will devote its mission to 
what ■ is possible and practical, and 
manifest to the world that organization

Business session, October 18, 19 20 
oi10 n'i‘!ud 2 p' m‘ Krl(1«y> October 
21, will be devoted to National Lyceum 
Association.

Important business of interest to ev
ery »Spiritualist will be presented for ac
tion before these gatherings.

At 7:30 each evening grand public 
meetings, with addresses, spirit com
munications, musie, etc.

A large number of the most gifted lec
turers aud mediums will be present and 
participate in these exercises.

Reduced rates on railroads from large 
cities. Ask for certificate tickets to Na
tional Spiritualists Convention. These 
tickets must be endorsed by the Secre
tary at the convention to entitle you to 
one-third fare for return trip.

The question of Declaration of Prin
ciples will be discussed, aud all societies 
and jiersons are requested to present to 
the convention such declarations as 
they desire adopted.

Article 9, Constitution N. S. A —Pro
posed amendment—After the words-

“The annual convention of this asso
ciation shall be held,” .strike out the 
words “in the city of Washington, D. 
C., and add after the words “on the 
third Tuesday in October,” the words 
'in such city as the association may de

termine when In regular session. Each 
convention to decide the next place of 
meeting.”

Several important changes will be ad
vocated in by-laws also.

Delegates’ headquarters will be at the 
Ebbitt House, 14th and F streets N W 
Washington, D. C. ’ ”

All delegates are requested to report 
at Red Parlor, Ebbitt House, October 
17, at 8 o dock p. in.

FRANCIS B. WOODBURY, 
HARRISON D. BARRETrSeCI-eta,’y'

President.

NATIONAL SPIRITUALIST ASSOCI

ATION.
The National Spiritualist Union will 

hold meetings in Masonic Hall, Fridav 
October 21, Washington, D. C., during 
the day and evening. Since last an
nounced, it has been arranged for tbe 
i. P. S. U. to hold a short session early 
in tbe afternoon. A fine program will 
be arranged by tbe N. S. L. A. for the 
evening.

J. B. HATCH, JR., 
National Conductor MATTIE E. HULL, ^"““<-'or.

National Secretary.

BEAR IN MIND,
In sending remittances to this office 

write your orders on a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that, do so on a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to send monev In 
a letter; if it is sent that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, «as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided.

“Oi-.gln of Life, cr Where Mau Cornea 
From. “The Evolution of the Snlrir 
from Matter Through Organic Pro 
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows” 
By Michael Faraday. Price10 cente 
For sale at this office.

“The Religion of Humanity, a Philos, 
ophy of Life.” By J. Leon BenweU 
An interesting and thoughtful pamnh- 
let Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office.

“The infidelity of Ecclesiastlclsm 
A Menace to American Civilization” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, tectum 
upon physical, physiological and nsy- 
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. ^Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

“Poems or Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, "from grave to gay from 
lively to severe.” It is a book to £ 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially bv 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price |L /

DR. G. E. WATKINS’ 
Rural

Hrealth

Our entire time is given to our pa
tients. We do not consider it fair to ac
cept any case we cannot personally 
treat, and we find that our practice de
mands our best energies. Our medi
cines are manufactured for us; they are 
the purest that can be made, are mild 
and magnetized. Our psychic treat
ment accomplishes wonders, and there 
has never been a firm of physicians who 
have been able to produce equal results. 
Ihe voluntary statements of our pa
tients prove this. The

A LOCK (HOUR HAIR.
If you wish to know what ails 

you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. 6. BflTDORF, M. D.
GItAND RAPIDS, MICH.

CJPECIAL MENTAL TREATMENT FOR SUrrFBA 
mouyb“slendS<'stemn“‘.e prol"o,llu“ uf health uud bar 
Blok Sbelton^Buffufu gefeb.KU<>XVJ> J*

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
BM^SuP‘ryCbb7u 
BSSfeSsiS-:« 
________ 877tf

HrOIT|6. Public Demand
_ Facts and Proof,

DR. Q. E. WATKINS,
■- AYEIt; MASS.

.NOTICE TQ THE SICK.

Hr. atkins will on October 15, move 
to his new Boston office, 406 Massachu
setts avenue, Hotel Palmerston. Seven 
rooms In this beautiful hotel are being 
prepared especially for Dr. Watkins’ 
offices. Kindly remember the street 
and number, 406 Massachusetts avenue. 
I lease address all letters until October 
15 to Dr. C. E. Watkins, Ayer, Mass.

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir* 

-Your Melted Pebble Spectacles are 
all you claim for them, and even more 
Your Magnetized Compound Is a won
derful remedy, and acts like magic 
upon sore and weak eyes. I would not 
be without it. Very respectfully,

MRS. J. A. PERKINS.
Easthampton, Mass.

For 30 days I will send a sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mail.

Clinton, Iowa. B. F. POOLE.

"THE LYCEUM.”
The Lyceum, devoted to the Interests 

of the young, and . to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street. 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to Its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special Interest in it. It 
is published weekly. Try It. 437tf

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
Chicago.

People's Church. Services Sunday at 
8 p. m., iu Handel Building, room 51& 
All interested friends and Spiritualists 
invited. Mrs. M. E. Kratz, pastor.

Indiana avenue and Thirty-first street, 
at 3 and 8 p. m. Lecture and tests by 
good mediums. "

West Side Spiritual Society meets at 
No. 46 South Ada street et 8 p. m.

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

Spiritual Advancement Society, 274 
Marren avenue, near Robey street, 
holds service every Sunday evening at 
7:45. Dr. Hakenelever lectures and 
gives spirit messages.

The Englewoodi< Spiritual Society 
“«*8 every Sundafr In Hopkins’ hall, 
5-8 W. 63d street, at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

The First Spiritual Society of the 
®°‘ Thirty-first street, 

will hold meetings -at 2:30 and 7:30 p. 
nu, each Sunday, beginning October 2, 
1898. Mrs. Gtorgii Gladys Cooley, 
pastor. ■
,rTJ?e frosrestave Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordlngley.tpastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street. Services at 
7:30 p. m.

£irst Soefetyi of Rosicrucians, J. 
u. I<. G rum bine, permanent speaker, 
meets in theini conference room, 810 
Masonic Temple Building, every Sun
day at 10:45 a. m>, and 7:45 p. m.

°v. Ministering Angels, 590 
»outtf Ashland avenue, . corner 13th 

s®rlces every Sunday evening 
at i .30. Mrs. M. Summers, pastor.

The Second Church of the Soul will 
hold meetings ;in Van Buren’s opera 
bouse, Madison street and California 
avenue, every Sunday afternoon at 3 
o clock and 7:30 In the evening. Good 
speakers and mediums will be present.

The Church of the Soul will hold 
union services of Sunday school and 
church, each Sunday .morning, in Room 
608 Handel Holl Building, No. 40 Ran
dolph street. Church services at 11:30.

Send In notice of meetings held on 
Sunday ajt public hails. • ■ |

tangible proof, of SUCCESS. A man 
may proclaim himself a great healer, a 
wonderful physician, but bis claims will 
meet with derision unless supplemented 
by tangible proof, hence we submit the 
following

FACTS FROM OUR MAIL.
Dn‘.?5v.blc.B * Du"““K1is, Battle Creek, Mleh.

Dear Doctor«:—Will say that I em feeling as well 
Srn|ev’»rJ?ltîSÎJL,n “Sed ao,lu“.re Uledlclne. Please 
ShIX Hy tha,“kB au(1 gratitude fur your valuable

oi? » J±pectfulli'' Hsi.unG.Tu iTCHKR,
octal, 1898. Winnebago City, Minn.

4 Burrough», Battle Creek, Mleh.
, Ductors:—1 feel bettor now tbau 1 bare In
twenty yeara. Many tbanka to you, kind ductor» 
you have been very kind to me. Heepoctfully. '

oct. 1, 1898. Blizabetu Wrran, Seville, 0.
Drp. Peebles 4 Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
n.i,!ïri,1’îctOrB:_ 1 aul perfectly well and do not 
Vnnr. uec“B“arr 1“ toko “uy more treatment.
E tocon Coonnn.
oept. zi, loja. Hanover, ill.

Dre. Peebles 4 Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mleh.
Dear poetorsi-Instead of that tired, worn-out 

vvurkd8'l l̂llfU 8 ablc 10 du a dar'» 
work. 1 consider my Investment In a month's treat
ment from you tbe best 1 ever made, sincerely,

n„, , ,00. Sisrou» Srnwani-.
Oct. 1. 1898. _____ lilcbmond, 111.

Dre. Peebles 4 Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mleh.
Dear Doctors:—J am well and strong—have not had 

LS1™, oi»»rouble since I cuiuinenced your
tU}' ffa,u,nK 10 flo,ib anti 1 know that 1 

»“ cured. With many thanks, 1 remain, respecU 
*“Dy, Mbs. C. Lfk

Oct. 1,1888. _____ ¿unlsvlile, ¡nd.

Dre. Peebles 4 Burroughs. Battle Cre ek. Mleh
f,.?l°a',“ •>»l;r"' >»g «II rile lime, and

Bfron«er d“>'- ' O“r two mouths'treat- 
ment has done me fifty dollars’worth of good, and 
1 cauuot thank you enough. Yonr« truly,

TKST1MON14L

small foe, l e Is reuohlnJ ci“S.S“““da‘fur “
Hud below avtrv a.; . ,fc U l1 ,lcttere as you win

1*1.uo, for al'XT\nou?h*BBJied|e‘imd T“ey ?rdl'r ,or 
from palus ibal 1 have r„, '* ? aul ,be ,rc«L 

ak,h^i“ ¿r,“ jrrruF s lb suey how

I’nhnyra, N. Y„ Sept, 27, isw,1*8, ALUMZd Cuifa-

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley,

Practical Guide to Power

s,”fSK-sat“’--
•----------------- - ----------- Makugg. Pomona. Call.

Peebles & Burroughs, Buttle Creek, Mich.
£ rV’M?r wlfc 16 ’“»Proving rupidjy, Is gain

ing in flesh and strength every day. A desire to ex
press my gratitude and appreciation of what you have 
done for us prompts me to address you. Gentlemen 
allow me to thank you heartily for your cure of mv 
wife s case. Very truly, T. 8. Curtis, 7

Glendcane, Ky.
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.

Dear Doctors:—I am feeling splendid, bo well and 
strong and have Improved wonderfully under your 
treatment. Very truly, J

Our Key-Note to Success 
IS 

flhsoioteiu
Correct 

Diaonosis 
Drs. Peebles & BurrouRbs, Battle Crock, Mich

Dear Sir«:—Your diairnostB of my case Isncrfectlv 
i«™ Walter B. Mahkw.

Oct. 1,18»8. Plymouth Ave., Cincinnati, O, 

Drs. Peebles & Burrough«, Battle Creek. Mich.
Dear Slr«:-\our rtlaguosl« of my case 1« correct in 

every particular. Respectfully.

-------------------—____________________ 4M

bangs sistErsT~
Phenomenal Mediums.

Independent slate and patuv wrltliu, dntt.- <? 
fur psychical phenumena n a well nuh?^’ s<’a",'1,! 
day aud Wednesday oienlJg,. "k|lt<'d ,oont Suu- 

SPIRIT PORTRAIT WORK A SPECIALTY

-________ _______ 4W
S'sYer™ teNp«;S'íp"^fN88S ay¿KSy«>NS.AN 
circles for spiritual dt*°)upme„, d,i?S!" r,gird 10 
luck bur 205, National city, ell! Addre^t.lsle,

Ing m/ffiFy »"¡I "Kgin umVeek? ™,‘ m"“«"'1- 
Alcohullc Flavoring Extracts for Um He v'° ,l‘™ ;>u11 Louis, Mo. I bare cleare™ oíer ‘i0 '61-
are In powdered form and meet wiui „ire l?íIB 
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A Brief History of the Phenomena that Ocpurrecl through 
the Mediumship of Mrs. E. M. Teed, during the

, Last Two Months of Her Earth Life.

To the Editor:—In consequence of so 
much having been written in the last 
two years with regard to the physical 
and clairvoyant investigations of Spir
itualism, and as many of the leading 
writers of your journal are advocating 
the idea of abolishing all physical dem
onstrations, thereby leaving us in the 
same condition which the orthodox 
churches are in, resting on the ipse dixit 
of those who are past and gone, trying 
to harmonize the real philosophy of 
Spiritualism with that of orthodox 
Christianity, 1 have undertaken to 
write a short history of my experience 
with Mrs. E. M. Teed. This 1 do by re
quest.

Mrs. Teed came to this city in Sep
tember, 1873, and subsequently died at 
my house after an illness of some two 
months or more. I did think of refer
ring back to her early history as she 
told it to me, but I have abandoned 
that Idea and have concluded to com
mence this narrative with an account of 
her advent to this section of country.

Along in the latter part of the year 
1873 a lady of this town visited Chicago 
and attended some seances given by 
Mrs. Teed, and on her return gave a 

, glowing account of the splendid seances 
she had attended. At the same time the 
Religio-Phllosophieal Journal published
some very flattering accounts of
her seances in Chicago. These ac
counts created nn intense anxiety on 
the part of tue Spiritualists in this sec
tion of the country to learn more of her 
geauces. She contemplated a trip to 
California for the benefit of her failing 
hgalth, and partly promised to stop at 
Council Bluffs.

Mrs. Teed left Chicago In a condition 
Of very poor health, reached Kansas 
City and held a few seances there; from 
there she went to St. Joseph, where she 
experienced many difficulties and hard
ships. A lawyer who took up the mat
ter possessed himself of her money and 
jewelry, and she was turned loose pen
niless, aud to a large extent, without 
friends. After she had been robbed of 
her money and jewelry, she obtained 
means to take her to Oregon, Mo., aud 
there she held two or three seances.

A story was started by a man writing 
from Oregon, aud published in the Chi
cago Journal, that he had placed a man 
behind her cabinet who had looked 
through a knot-hole and saw Mrs. Teed 
making up the faces and forms which 
appeared at the cabinet window. That 
was the commencement of the attack 
which was made upon her. I haVe for
gotten the name of the man who started 
the story, but I corresponded with the 
man in whose house the seanee was 
held, and he stated that his daughter 
went into the cabinet on the second 
night, where she held Mrs. Teed’s 
hands, and claimed that Mrs.Teed went 
to sleep and did not move. The girl 
stated that she was frightened by the 
lights and things that were going on in 
the cabinet, aud when she emerged she 
stated to her father that Mrs. Teed was 
sleeping and had nothing to do with the 
matter at all.

This cabinet was brought to Council 
Bluffs. It was made in sections, of 
light wooden frames, covered with 
heavy black cloth. If there had been a 
hole in it or any means of looking into 
it, nothing within could have been seen 
any more than by looking into a barrel 
by* knocking out the bung.

Mrs. Teed left Oregon, Mo., and came 
to Council Bluffs and stopped with the 
lady before mentioned who had invited 
her to come, and I was notified that she 
was to hold a public seance. My wife 
and I attended the seance aud there 
were probably about forty persous pres
ent. I had never seen anything like ma
terialization, and I was surprised when 
several faces appeared at the windojy 
of the cabinet, aud in one or two cases 
arms were reached out aud pointed to 
individuals. - Several of these forms
were 
nized. 
made 
mind, 
there

positively and distinctly recog- 
The seance was striking and 
a strong impression upon my 
I was uncertain before as to 

being anything in Spiritualism
and doubted the physical manifesta
tions, but this seance convinced me.

One day, as I was busily engaged at 
my business, I heard that she was going 
to hold a dark seance in the country, 

ssome two or three miles out of the city. 
1 was a novice in these matters and 
knew very little about these dark se
ances, but my wife and I decided to at
tend. I have heard it said that I went 
there expecting to see and hear frauds 
practiced. An elderly gentleman by 
name of Garner, a resident of this coun
ty, who hoped that Spiritualism was 
true but who had his doubts about it, 
was passing the house where the se
ance was held, and we hailed him and 
persuaded him to stop and attend. He 
hitched his horse and did 'sp.

There was a circle of eight or ten per
sons; we all joined hands, and Mrs. 

’ Teed sat in the center, clapping her 
hands to show where she was, the room 
being made dark. Several instruments 
of music floated over our heads and 
played tunes, then spirit lights. danced 
about thfe room so brightly that we 
could see one another. At this seance 
two little girls—spirits who had passed 

, Into the spirit world—materialized and 
r gave their names. One of them sat In 

Mr. Garner’s lap, patted him on the 
face, and talked loud enough for all to 
hear.

This seance settled the question with 
Mr. Garner; he broke down and wept 
Hke a child, and ever after that to the 
day of his death he was a prominent 
Spiritualist, was a great friend of the 
mediums, and visited different places in 

Jhft United States where he could hear

• of any leading medium. At this seance 
two of our boys who had passed away 
came and spoke to us and identified 
themselves in such a way as to con
vince us of their continued existence in 
another world.

About this time a man by name of 
Winslow came to this eity claiming to 
have been sent under the direction of 
the Philosophical Journal. One of his 
objects was to expose Mrs. Teed, an
other was to combat Woodhullism. He 
domiciled at the same house where Mrs. 
Teed was stopping. They got up a se
ance arranged similar to the one men
tioned above. Nothing happened at 
this seance with the exception that a 
guitar was raised from the table and 
floated around a short distance over our 
heads, and the seance was given up as 
a failure.

I returned home and gave close atten
tion to business for about two weeks. 
After that time I paid a visit to town 
and was told that a certain young lady 
who was present at the last mentioned 
circle, and who had sat between Judge 
Riddell and myself, had made the state
ment that she had broken loose from 
the circle and grabbed Mrs. Teed and 
held her so that she could not swing the 
guitar any more. I thought “if that is 
the way mediums are exposed, I am go
ing to look into this matter and know 
more about it.” 1 knew that young lady 
had not broken loose from me, and I 
saw Judge Riddell and he said he knew 
she had not broken loose from him, and 
we came to the conclusion that there 
was a concerted plan to overthrow Mrs. 
Teed.

After all this had occurred and I had 
ruminated on the matter, I drove down 
town one day, and on my way home as 
I was two or three blocks from the 
place where Mrs. Teed was stopping, 
the thought occurred to me that I would 
like to know what had become of her, 
as one of her male attendants had left 
her and returned to St. Joseph, prob
ably on account of the financial straits 
they were in. I turned back and drove 
to the house. As 1 entered the yard I 
saw Mrs. Teed standing on the porch; I 
approached her aijd found her weeping. 
1 asked what the matter was; she said 
the friends who came with her had left 
her, she had no money, and the folks 
with whom she was stopping had or
dered her from the house.

Sympathy took hold of me instantly, 
and I told her to get on her wraps, get 
into my buggy and go home with me. 
She brought to my house only a little 
satchel containing some medicine and 
a few articles of toilet. She had no ex
tra change of clothing. I did not think 
she would stay more than a day or two. 
After she had been there a few days I 
talked with her a good deal on the sub
ject of Spiritualism, and asked if she 
had any objections to holding a little 
private seance at our house to show 
what could be done. She replied that 
she did not know as she could do any
thing as she was very sick, but she was 
willing to try, as I had become her pro
tector and the only person she could 
look to for protection; she would do all 
in her power to accommodate me. We 
arranged for a seance nnd she in
structed me how to improvise a cab
inet by hanging a couple of army 
blankets across the room where there 
were neither windows nor doors.

Now here comes the most Important 
part of the narrative which I wish to 
relate. I want the reader to under
stand that this lady was afflicted with 
a bronchial affection which the doctors 
called consumption of the throat. She 
had consequently lost her voice and 
could speak only in a whisper, which 
was very faint when she was in a nor
mal condition, but sometimes, when 
controlled by the spirits, the whisper 
was louder and more distinct, but still 
was only a whisper, and from the mo
ment she entered my house she never 
spoke in an audible voice.

At the seance above referred to I had 
Invited some fifteen of my intimate 
friends and acquaintances; they arrived 
at the appointed time and we fixed up 
the improvised cabinet in the presence 
of the guests. We placed Mrs. Teed in 
an arm chair and tied her with a cord 
some forty feet in length—like q sash 
cord, without any elasticity about 
it. I superintended the tying, as I con
sidered myself something of an expert 
in that line. We bound the cords 
around her body two or three times, 
leaving six feet of the ends. I caused a 
double loop to be fixed about each 
wrist, then fastened the rope to the 
front standard of the arm chair, drew 
the ends of the r'oe tight to the back 
rung of the chair,.entirely beyond her 
power of reach. I would stake my life 
that without assistance she could never 
have gotten away from that chair; 
she might have died there had she de
pended upon her own powers to get 
away. Let the reader remember that 
she had no manager; I had to do it my
self, and had no. knowledge of any
thing of the kind, either. A couple of 
gentlemen and myself picked her up 
and placed her inside the cabinet and
closed the blankets, or curtains. The 
room was not-very largç; we formed a 
horse-shoe circle in front of the cabi
net; we had no musical instruments and 
no one was present who was prepared 
to sing; no, one therefore could greet us 
with'the old cry that miisic is needed at 
seances to drown the noise of the pre
tended spirits. : ; .

As soon as we Were all seated and 
quiet the most astonishing manifesta
tion occurred that ever happened In my 
experience. A strong, stentorian, mas
culine voice, calling me by name, said, 
Hhlr. Winchester, will you please turn

that light down a little?” I turned It 
down and the voice said, “that will do,” 
Here let me remark that notwithstand
ing the fact that the light had been 
turned down we had the strongest light 
that I have ever seen at materializing 
seances. After all had become quiet 
again, the same voice said, “Mr. Win
chester, won’t you please bring me a 
pitcher of water and a tumbler?” The 
water and tumbler were brought and 
a large strong-looking hand reached up 
from the floor and took the pitcher of 
water from my hands and set it down, 
then reached out rind took the tumbler; 
the next thing we heard was the pour
ing out of the water into the tumbler, 
which was plainly audible to every one 
present. All supposed that the object 
of the water was to give Mrs. Teed .a 
drink, but the result of the matter will 
be seen further on.

The improvised .cabinet was lit up 
with spirit lights, and they shone so 
bright that they were seen through the 
blankets. Mrs. Teed had no matches, 
and If she had, her hands were so se
curely tied that she"" could not strike 
any. There was an aperture in the 
cabinet, and soon after the lights ap
peared the face and bust of a person ap
peared at the aperture, and were so 
plain and life-like there could be no 
mistaking their identity if the proper

them would have thought to invent 
such a one. Several faces besides these 
appeared, but it is enly necessary to 
mention one; , a genial, flne-visaged old 
lady in a figured cap with a little frill, 
came to the window and put her hand 
out and pointed to me. I could not 
make up my rijind‘;who it could be until 
I took a second thought, then I said to 
my wife, “Why, !• bat is.Mother Hunt, of 
Philadelphia,1' ari. old lady with whom 
I had boarded before I was married, 
and whq .wits very much attached "to me 
and called me her sori. There was a 
general clapping of hands among the 
spirits becausel had recognized her. It 
seemed "so ’odd that the spirits could do 
that, p Unfortunately none of those 
faces òr spirits could talk audibly; they 
did not pretend to tate, I only saw 
their faces,.

The geafifie closed and we threw back 
the blanket's so as to expose the medi
um, when * we found her in a deep 
trance, to rill appearances unconscious, 
with the tumbler two-thirds full of 
water balanced upon her head. The ty
ing of the rope wae intact and nothing 
was disturbed. !

A day or two after this seance Mr. 
Gamer called on me and requested Mrs. 
Teed to go to-Ills house and hold a se
ance. She sold she wanted a protector 
and promisero go if I would go along

the light and bring the pitcher of water.
While we were waiting for the guests 

on the night of the seance, Mr. Garner 
mentioned the name of a neighbor 
whom he expected but who had not 
arrived. Mrs. Teed overheard us talk
ing of him and asked what the matter 
was, Mr. Garner told her we were wait
ing for a man and his wife. She said 
she would And out immediately whether 
they would come or pot. “I will send 
Polly to find out,” said she. Polly was 
an Indian girl control. A description of 
the premises was given her and she was 
sent on her errand. In the course of 
five or ten minutes she returned, and 
stated that the husband had come from 
town intoxicated and had heard that 
Mrs. Teed was a fraud, and forbade his 
wife going to the seanee, and she was 
crouched in a corner and he was scold
ing and threatening her with violence 
if she attempted to go. The Indian girl 
reported that they would not be there. 
Mr. Garner was so excited that he rede 
over next morning to the place to find 
out .the truth of the matter, and found 
tlu^- V'hat the spirit girl had said was 
the exact truth in every respect.

The seance was formed, and blank
ets were hung in a corner of the room, 
in a similar manner as before. On this 
occasion I allowed an expert sailor to 
tie Mrs. Teed; he did it in the presence
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the first place, examined the tying, as 
did we all, and we worked at least fif
teen minutes to find the ends of that 
cord; it was a regular puzzle. The 
whole crowd gave it up as a mystery. 
We put her back in the cabinet, threw 
the blankets down so as to make it 
dark; in two or three mi/Jutes the rope 
was wound up in a nice ball and 
thrown out of the cabinet. That ended 
our seance there.

In a day or two after this I brought 
her back to my house. At this time I 
noticed that the woman was failing; 
she was every day getting more and 
more feeble; it was plain that she was 
passing away. I proposed to her to 
have one more seance at my house; she 
was willing to try, but would promise 
nothing. At this seance there were 
present a lot of skeptics whom I had in
vited. Owing to Mrs. Teed’s feeble con
dition, I did not think it necessary to 
resort to tying; she was placed in the 
cabinet as heretofore. Two or three 
faces appeared at the aperture and tiie 
stentorian voice of John said, “Mr. 
Winchester, won’t you please take my 
sister out of this cabinet. I dare not 
let her go any further with this seance, 
for her life is really in danger.” We 
were all frightened and we sprang to 
her and drew her out into the room. 
There was still life; her-pulse moved, 
but there was slight action of the 
heart; fifteen or twenty minutes passed 
before she came back to consciousness.

This ended Mrs. Teed’s seances; we 
never dared attempt any more. She 
had odd spells; sometimes full of life, 
other times very down-hearted and low- 
spirited; falling all the time. Now 
comes one of the most important feat
ures of this little narrative or history. 
Mrs. Teed possessed two distinct phases 
of mediumship; one was the ppwer of 
the spirit to not only maintain life and 
action of the heart in the physical body, 
but at the same time possess elasticity 
enough to travel miles and miles away 
and make observations that were abso
lutely correct. Another phase was the 
using of spirits in sending them away 
on errands to find out certain things, us 
in the case of the Indian girl Polly.

Shortly after the al>ove-referred to se
ance I went to the town and paid her 
board for which her trunk was held. 
Knowing that it would be impossible 
for her ever to be removed alive, 1 
brought her trunk to my place; she was 
so far gone that she never attempted to 
have access to her trunk after it was 
brought there. It became a settled 
question in our minds that she had got 
to end her days there with us. On one 
occasion my wife was paying a visit to 
an old acquaintance in the city, and it 
was very natural that she should say 
something of the difficulties in taking 
care of a woman as sick as Mrs. Teed 
was. This lady friend remonstrated 
with my wife for taking care of her and 
wanted us to send her to the poor-house, 
and this brought on some pretty sharp 
talk backward and forward between 
them. While this was going on I went 
into the room where Mrs. Teed lay on 
the lounge, she beckoned me (o come to 
her. I found her weeping and asked 
her what the matter was. Said she: 
“Mother ((she always called my wife 
mother) Is down there to this lady’s and 
the lady is scolding her for keeping me 
here, and saying I ought to be sent to 
the poor-house.” She whispered to me 
and said “You won’t do it, will you?” 
I pledged my word that as long as I had 
means to take care of her I would do all 
In my power for her. Mrs. Teed repeat
ed the conversation between my wife 
and the lady almost verbatim to me, 
and the question arises, how did she 
know?

I have a couple of married daughters 
living in the country. Mrs. Teed would 
very frequently visit their residences 
and tell us what they were doing; she 
would describe the premises and house
furnishings, and was always correct; 
she would tell how the house was built 
and how large the rooms; she never 
was there.

There were three doctors in town 
very much interested in the welfare of 
Mrs. Teed; they came to my house two 
or three times a week to see her. On

My form Kes in the potter’s field; ’tis naught to me, ’tis true; 
But if you prize the Truth revealed, ’tis something more to you. 
Go preach the gospel by your-deeds: give aid unto the poor; 
Make earth a heaven; sow good"seeds; your harvest wifi be sure.

persons had been there to identify them. 
A large, portly gentleman, one of our 
oldest settlers, who had met with an ac
cident and lost his life a short time pre
vious, appeared at the aperture and was 
instantly recognized by every one in the 
circle.

One of the next that appeared prob
ably deserves a little extra notice. A 
Mr. Jackson and his wife were present, 
amt she was one of the strangest-vis- 
aged persons I ever saw; her make-up 
was very peculiar and would attract at
tention anywhere. A face and form ap
peared at the aperture which was sb 
strikingly a resemblance to Mrs. Jack
son, who happened to be sitting just be
hind my wife, that my wife,, without 
thinking, jumped up quickly, and turn
ing around, said, “Why, I thought that 
was you, Mrs. Jackson.” My, wife had 
never seen ahytuing of this kind before, 
and she thought Mrs. Jackson, bad got
ten into .the cabinet Mrs. Jackson re
plied, “That is my sister; we'were riot 
twins, but we looked so much alike that 
the neighbors all called", us twins.” 
That was the way she answered mv 
wife. . .

If it had been possible for Mrs. Teed 
to have concealed any rubber masks, 
she never would have picked out such a 
visage as that, and no man making

and superintend thegiatter. I promised 
to do so, and -thPi appointment was 
made. We tool£ her over to Mr. Gar

dner’s two days previous to the séance. 
’ Mrs. Teed wa&ri woman of peculiar 
make-up; under •• npo " circumstances, 
when she had maflfe.an assertion, would 
she retract or tjjté.îack what she had 
said. While" at ¿Garner’s she seemed to 
have some convalescent ¿pells and was 
.very cheerful¿fijid talkative. "One day 
When thé whole family was present 
(and Garner had a pretty large family) 
a “smart Aleck’I’came in who thought 
he knew it àll/aud entered Into conver
sation with Mrs;-Teed; and he became 
Impudent and called her a liar. Her 
spirit brother John (who was represent
ed as large and stout, almost .a giant), 
controlled her, and instantly, sick-and 
debilitated as she was, ¿caused her to 
jump up and catch this-fellow by the 
arms and string him arbund the room, 
The grip upon his arms paralyzed them, 
and "he, being helpless,"begged her to 
desist, which she did, and as he fled he 
called ' back that if there ever was a 
.devil in" human form, she. was one, he 
was so frightened. He did not enter her 
presence again as long as she stayed 
there. I learned that John, her ¡spirit 
brother, was her control, and the same 
whose voice had asked me to turndown

of all the company and assured them 
that it was impossible for her to move 
or use her hands. Before they got her 
fairly tied she went into a deep trance, 
and the gentlemen present lifted her 
into the cabinet. Several forms and 
faces appeared and were recognized, 
and a tumbler of water was placed upon 
her head in a similar manner as before, 
by her spirit brother John. In this,se
ance a spirit voice stated, in regard to 
the tying, that they could untie her and 
take off the cords. It was an absolute 
certainty that there was no person in
side the cabinet but the medium. The 
sailor bantered them and dared them to 
try. Instantly the ropes were taken off 
and thrown through the'aperture Into 
the room. The sailor was astonished. 
The curtains were thrown aside and the 
woman was seen to be in a trance. 
Then a voice said, “Throw the curtains 
back and let us tie her once.” It was 
the spirit John." I threw the rope back 
into the cabinet,- and the tying com
menced, and three or four distinct voices 
were heard. One was Johri; and a 
Yankee twang was heard, in a sailor 
voice. Polly was scolding and saying 
they were hurting her medium. The 
Yankee told them to hush up. John 
said, “I’ll attend to her.” They had a 
regular Set-to. We took her out, tied as 
she was, and the sailor who tied her in

one occasion two of the doctors came, 
and after making a thorough diagnosis 
of the case, retired to a warm place 
near my barn, a hundred yards from 
the house where she could neither see 
nor hear, for consultation. They talked 
the matter over, probably an hour, and 
decided on a prescription. I came into 
the house ahead of them, and as I 
went into her room she beckoned to me 
and said she knew those two doctors 
were down there by the barn, and, said 
she, “I have heard every word they 
have said; they have agreed on a pre
scription and there are five articles in 
it.” She gave me the names of four of 
them, and got them correct; the fifth 
one she said was a jaw-breaker and she 
could not say it I went out into the 
kitchen where the doctors were; one of 
them was writing „the prescription. I 
told them what she had said, and they 
had a hearty laugh over the matter.

The next thing of importance is in re
gard to the little Indian girl Pollv, who 
was represented as being some thirteen 
or fourteen years of age when she 
passed over the river, and belonged to a 
tribe in the state of Maine. She was in 
particular Mrs. Teed’s familiar spirit 
always on hand to do her bidding. I 
have a niece in town, whose husband 
was an officer on the Union Pacific rail
road and her mother was a widow and 
lived in the city of Salt Lake. My niece’s 
husband sent to Salt Lake an order for 
a pass for the mother-in-law to come 
here on a visit. The order had been 
gone about two weeks; the lady had not 
come nor had they received any word 
from her whatever, and my niece be
came very much alarmed, fearing that 
something serious had happened.
. Mrs. Teed heard us talking about the 
matter and beckoned us to come to her, 
and asked what the trouble was, and 
when she was told she said, “Why, I 
can tell you. all about it.” We gave 
her a description of the house and street 
and she said to Polly, !‘Go to Salt Lake 
and find out about that woman,” That 
was all that was said. Mrs. Teed was 
in a normal condition.

After the lapse of fifteen minutes 
Polly came back aud said “I have'been 
to Salt Lake and have found thlat wo
man; why she used to be a little bit of 
a woman, but she is a great big woman

i now;” and she told the cause of the de- m 
• lay. There had been trouble, arising " i 
: from a lot of red tape arrangement. The I 
! men who had the thing in charge had. ( 
. gone to Ogden and had not returned in 1 
’ time. The woman hud hurt her back 
. and. was lame and limping around the J 
! house. “But she has got the pass now,” | 
I said Polly, “and is packing up her j 
I things and is going to start to-morrow

morning.” As this little Polly had ,! 
: never made any mistakes thus far in j 

her reports we had such confidence in
; her statement that we went to the depot j 
; in Omaha on the day she had set for the 
> lady’s arrival, and she was there; she j 
। arrived just as Polly said she would. 1 
> All this time Mrs. Teed had her spells,- | 
i sometimes feeling better and sometimes I 
: worse. John and Polly were full of mis- I 
■ chief, always looking out for an oppor- i 

tunity to play a trick on somebody, j 
। Judge Riddel, a friend of Mrs. Teed’s, J 
; visited us almost every day. One day, I 
; he and I were going to town in the bug» 1 
: gy; after we were seated and ready to 
. start the buggy was partly overturned/ ¡1 
' and we were both thrown out. We sup.. j 
: posed some obstruction had been placed J 
, in the way; w’e looked around but could. I 
: discover nothing. Knowing John’s lipt- I 
i ness for perpetrating jokes I went to the. J 
, house and found that John was controll» | 
, ing Mrs. Teed, and they were having al ] 
i great laugh about the way lie had I 
I thrown us out of the buggy. He told I 
. us to go ahead now; it was all right, I 
i there would be no further trouble. One I 
■ afternoon Mrs. Teed seemed to feel j 
, quite lively and cheerful and John con-. -i 
■ trolled her and told us a great inanyof I 
1 Ills anecdotes, happenings in his expo I 
- rienee when a sailor on the ocean. ,1 
. I had two boys, fourteen and sixteen-11 
; years of age, and Polly seemed to fra»; I 
’ ternize with them and was always tak* I 
I ing notice of what they did; something I 
, occurred every day. Oue day soma I 

neighbor boys came over to play witli I 
our boys aud they got to pitclnng horse»: I 
shoes for quoits, aud Polly was as mucli 'l 
interested as the others, and would an- I 
noy Mrs. Teed by running in to tell hen 'I 
who had won. sometimes saying, “Ben/ I 
ny has won,” and again, “Hetty has l 
won.” Another time they went, hunting I 
two or three miles away from home;' I 
and Polly went with them; she came tot I 
Mrs. Teed and said, “The boys have go 6 I 
two squirrels.” In a little while thft I 

. boys arrived with the squirrels. -I
At one time my son-in-law bought! I 

some land in the county north of us, I 
and at his request I went up with him' I 
to take a survey of It; as we were about I 
to start, early in the morning, to taka I 
the train, Polly controlled Mrs. Teed/ I 
aud made her say, “I am going up there I 
to Harrison county with you.” I said, I 
“I guess she had better not, she will bo I 
telling tales out of school.” She Insist- I 
ed that she was going. I said, “If you I 
must go, go you will,' but you will get'I 
lost.” I did not think any more of this I 
conversation. Nothing happened that ! 
she could report till we arrived at al 
place called Logan, then she said to tho . I 
folks at home, “They have hired a team I 
and are going to ride ten miles north I 
into the country.” In a little while she 1 
went back again aud told my wife we I 
had put our horses up; every little while' I 
she would go back rind tell what wa I 
were doing. One time she burst out into I 
a laugh aud said, “Why they have not I 
got any cup aud are drinking at a" I 
spring just as I used to drink in the I 
woods of Maine.” ' ■

1 sat down under a tree to rest, and I 
she said to the folks at home. "Mercy!: B 
how his kuees ache.” In a little white B 
she wtts back again aud said, “They, B 
have missed the train.” We h.-ld missed! B 
the passenger train, and had to waif - B 
for a freight train. The next thing sho B 
told Mrs. Winchester that while wait- , B 
ing for the train I had gone down to a B 
stone quarry aud wns sitting on a big B 
rock watching some men turuiug over B 
the rocks in the quarry; my knees were B 
still paining me bad. Next thing she .B 
said, “They have got on a freight train, B 
and are on the way home.” She told of- B 
the train stopping at a station and of B 
bridge-builders loading the train with -I 
rock, tile and timber, and when tj;e gob B 
started again; of men swinging lari- B 
terns, one liere.anothertliere; she toldof 
our arrival in the city, of getting off the ■ 
train, of being very tired, of climbing ■ 
up a big hill, and would be at home in -■ 
a few minutes. All the day everything B 
happened just as she reported It at | 
home. It seemed very singular that ■ 
these things could enter Mrs. Teed’s ■ 
head, lying there sick. ■■

" As she neared the other world she be- "B 
came more clairvoyant and clairaudient B 
and lay a large portion of her time In ,B 
deep trances, and when she came out of B 
them declared she had been to France, B 
where she was born, and sometimes to. B 
Boston, to Lowell and other places. B 
She had no appetite, and all that kept\B 
her alive was her brother John controll-. ■ ■ 
ing her to "eat; sometimes he would B 
force her to cat.

About two or three days previous to'; B 
Christmas her lower limbs became cold 
and stiff, and once or twice during the 
time she lay that way I thought that B 
she had passed over the river, but oft <B 
closer examination found there was B 
still life, and she would revive again, B 
All the time of her sickness she wanted B 
the rooms dark and said that her spirit B 
friends would take care of her. We dis- B 
covered that ponderous objects were ’■ 
frequently moved about the room. If ,B 
anything was wanted during the night iB 
there were loud raps on our door for us 
to get up; we were wanted mostly for B 
the purpose of fixing up the fire when "B 
the room became cold. Our room waa/B 
twenty feet from hers; she was not able -I B 
to get up, and we know she could not.. B 
give the raps; we had to open two doors 'B 
to get to her room. On one occasion she B 
wanted some chloroform," to "allay tlis . B 
pain. I had bought a bottle for her, but ' B 
became fearful that she might take too.-B 
mtich and cause her death, so I would'; B 
not leave it in her room at night, but B 
hid it in the back part of a little closet, '-"B 
In the morning she had it. but how shei..;B 
got it I never knew. I only know shA-« 
did not get it herself. • .

When the end was very near I got a iM 
couple of gentlemen to come and exam-. 
ine her trunk and all her effects. Tha iB 
object of this was to discover if there?^B 
was any paraphernalia or anything of 
suspicious character by which she could'« 
work deception on us. Let the readeKlB

(Continued on page 8.)
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Mr PSYCHIC EXPERIENCE

Me traveled with
----n... ,„m. illimitable regions of 

Lcie d»elt millions of happy beings, who 
As we proceeded, the land-

THE PROGRESSIVE' THINKER;

Is Related by A. W. Moore, a Well-Known Journalist, of Rochester, 
' New York.

I p„itook of spintuuli refreshments at home, which was as 
I ca^eiJy enjoyed as any-meal I ever ate upon earth. But 
I I cannot convey to mortal understanding the nature oi 
I tins spiritual iood. d ,
I kfy guide took m id another. journey

. I the speed of, thought over vast
I brightness, where uweit J

] I greeted us as we passed lx
scapes grew more eitehántino.

fill 11UM^ MORI SUINDID

I !■< In 1869 I wintered in the mines of Colorado, away up 
I | fn the Pike's Peak range. Six of us occupied a log cabin 

f situated in a narrow canon, hemmed in on all sides by
I t- rocky dills. We were
I ।: • -A jolly crew—
I ;■ •. . i With nothing to do. .
I i- the snow having made us prisoners and put a stop to 
I r placer mining tor the season. But we were , in good 
I i shape: cords of wood were piled near the door, two wholg 
I i-half sides of beef hung suspended and frozen stiff to a. 
I i tree, which in summer spread its foliage over our cabin. 
I . Boxes of canned stuff, sacks of flour, flitches of bacon, 
I hams, strings of onions, and many other comforts for the 
I ’ inner man were piled about in different parts of the 
I > shanty—a real, old-time, roomy log cabin, with rafters 
I i overhead, and a lire-place, in front of which we might 
I i have roasted a whole ox and had room to spare, talk 
I । about fires! It used to take two of us to hit in oije of 
I ! the big sticks to feed ours. Great logs full of pine pitch, 

r and tlie way they burned and blazed and crackled was 
!: something to remember. And when tlie blizzards came, 
i which was often, there was no lack of warmth within our 
* Cabin. "What a jolly lot we were too! Each with dit- 
i‘ ferent temperaments, but all agreed in the main. I hcre 
k was the probate judge, rotund and red-nosed; the doctor 
« With Ins everlasting pipe, the county recorder with his 
j| rawhide boots, the mining engineer with his mysterious 
■ note hooks, the member ol the Legislature with Jus per
p petual jaw. and the latest arrival who performed the 
is functions oi major domo. Life was about evenly divided

Ik between scrambling through snow drifts about the mines 
It- in daytime: sometimes in hunting and toasting our shins, 
b’ spinning yarns and smoking our pipes around our cabin 

¡pun during thatlire at nights. And what yarns
I winter!. What thumping yarns were told nignt after 
I night by the dilierent members of our little company!
I Ore night as we sat around our cozy lire the doctor 

told i remukable story, lie said our then present sur
I rounding reminded him of an experience he had under
I gone i iany j ears previously when he. with several others, 

had t intued in a log cabin very much like the one we 
weie in tl en and situated in a similar canon in a differ
ent part of Colorado. Alter describing their situation.'

I the doctor ent oruto say: ,
I THE DOCTOR’S STORY.

I A three days' blizzard occurred during February, 
I which choked up our canon so deeply that we had to dig 
I oursehes a ptliway to the village, t hen came a thaw 
I and the Ark nsas river boomed lor awhile.
I One night during that thaw we had settled ourselves 
I; down for the usual evening’s pipe and chat. It fell upon 

me to divert the company with a story, but 1 had run so 
completely diy of anecdotes that I begged permission to 
read soi re extracts from Victor Hugo s Les Miserables as

11 a substitute I chose that part where Jean Valjean es- 
11 e pe from 1 is hiding place in tlie Bans convent in a 

coffm under the protection and guidance of his old 
l,<; friend, the convent gardener and sexton. My audience 
I listened with rapt attention to my dramatic style of ren- 
l” dering that part of the story which describes the arrival 
K of the funeral cortege to the grave, and when the coffin 
K containing Jean Valjean is being lowered into the abyss, 
iLand when the priest’s and acolytes’ voices repeating the 
I burial services had such an effect upon the mind of the 
I ' alarmed and encoffined victim. I had entered upon the 

passage speaking of Jean Yaljean’s horror upon hearing 
¡the spadeful of earth falling upon the coffin, then the 

second, and the third, when the cabin seemed to tremble 
amid an indescribable roaring, and tho next instant its 
Walls were twisted out of shape, part of the roof bent in
wards and cracked, the fire hissed and sent forth volumes 
of steam. Some one rushed to the door and opened it, 

■ »to see a wall of snow. Not a moment was to be lost, for 
||the air in the cabin was rapidly becoming vitiated with 
Ifsteam and smoke.
11 • An avalanche had fallen on us from the heights above 
1 Jus, and our only escape from suffocation was to dig our- 
i | selves out. And now commenced a period of horror and 
| lanxiety to all of us which cannot be described. A mining 
| ¡.engineer, who formed one of our party, however, took 
| ¡command, and hade us keep cool and follow his direc
I ’tions. Fortunately picks and spades were plentiful 
11 within the cabin, and two of us immediately commenced 
| [digging out the snow in front of the door and throwing 
I lit over the fire, which, luckily was low, the weather hav- 
| Jing been moderate. The steam from it was preferable to 
| ithe smoke and charcoal fumes which were becoming un- 
| ¡bearable. Our next precaution was to prop up the center 
I ;of the roof, which threatened to fall in upon us, and to 
I jdb this we had to pull to pieces the bunks and use the 
I [heavier parts thereof for posts, which, with the aid of 
I ¡boxes and canned stuff, enabled us to erect a substantial 
| (Support. Our cabin was soon half filled with snow 
| taken from the doorway and the atmosphere became very 
I -.cool. We dug a short tunnel at the door, hoping to reach 
I rair, but the snow kept caving in. We tried to reach the 
I -air by .means of the longest sticks and posts we had, but 
I ¡.without success.
I 1 The air within the cabin began to get surcharged with 
I ¡carbonic gas and the light burned very low. A faintness 
I camé over us and a sensation not unpleasant, which grad
I ¡Daily benumbed our senses and

f MADE US UTTERLY CARELESS
tof our position. I lay down upon a heap of blankets in 
la corner and soon experienced most extraordinary sensa- 

Utions. I seemed to be struggling to free myself from a 
»sort of covering which enveloped me, something which 
■tenaciously clung more especially to mv lower extremi- 
■ties. .1 saw through the broken roof qf our cabin, and 
b, the great mass of snow which covered it, the bright 

shining stars, one of which seemed gradually to become 
! larger, as though it was slowly descending towards me.

sAs I struggled to cast off the encumbrance which ap- 
। -peared to hold me down, I kept my gaze intently fixed 

¡upon tliis shining orb as nearer and nearer it advanced.
I ¡The walls of the cabin and all things within them, 
I seemed transformed from ponderous matter into thin’ 
I ¡filmy outlines, as though composed of threads, and all 
I Ithe landscape beyond was visible to me. The star be- 

¡came at last of such enormous magnitude as to nearly fill 
¡the heavens, and its lower circle seemed to shed forth a 
vapory substance that descended to the earth like bright 
jclouds. This vapor seemed to come faintly at first, down 
into the cabin, bringing with it a perfume of hyacinth 
and violet, which, as 1 breathed, seemed tq endow me 

/¡With a consciousness and power of vision I had never ex- 
■■ iperienced before. Had it not been for the encumbrance

■which seemed to anchor me, as it were, to the cabin, I 
^lt I could have flown instantly
['' TO THE MOST DISTANT POINT .
pf the universe. The great star at length had become 
incorporated with the earth and I beheld a counterpart 
pf- our world, suffused, however, in the hues of an in
describable splendor. ' How coarse and gloomy seemed 

. fche.recollcctions of earth’s most charming scenes in com- 
^firison with the ineffable grandeur of this phantom 

.^■orldf . I seemed at length to. free myself from the mat
: tef. which had clung to my body, my feet being the last 

taiembers to. have cast it off, and I now stood a new being, 
s&hdowcd with new faculties of mind. I seemed to com- 
■Btahendthe grand scheme of the creative power, and why 
Wy soul had been imprisoned in its house of flesh. I

, , . ' . I «nd at length, comjng to a narrow pathway that led be-
stood „part and viewed the empty casket which’had con- Ll”een t”v luftj luuHiifams, iny guide paused. I saw that 
tamed i y Sj mt as it lay pioue uj on the 1 eap of bl iikeu IJ e bic 1 I e tit d ex ij i t An indent, il al le 
i P°n the cabin floor. It was then that I realized for tbe I 1« pcimeute his whole being, and Ins face
ubt Line how v>onderful, how marvelous had been my I intelligence, such sweetness, that I felt

expenence of tarth. Every incident in the school of kl”„n beline him. Jie knew my thoughts
w-ttei L..1..C to my iiimd, event after event, my failures I l ^Je then pussed Jus hands oyer my fore-
ana successe.., iuy joja and sorrows, my deprivations d's-1 Btr„ked i..j han, and I felt u new current of life
—ter. and ticisoitudes. And I saw how these experience« 11 ■-8SU,§ J“G- My vision was clearer, my intelli- 

HAD ENRICHED MY SPIRIT I faence Lughtm. 1 seemed to know the great : ■
and endowed it with vitality and knowledge for future I • ' , - SECKU;S 017 TIIL ^NIA ERSE, .

J Ea" Bove written upon-the whole structure '?“a JJ.iid.bped out to the distant planets and returned 
of God s vast universe; and I felt that as an atom in that ,lki? ol.j!glitmng. .
uunuse, 1, among the trillion millions, was not for-1 bH,Iual >u*ment grew more magnificent, and from 
gotten. I U-) oieast n v.ondroua glo„ seemed to go forth and mm

. ■As ^*G slai of beauty had supplanted the disimi 1 re-1 r1» -Vt11511® biightnc-oB that emanated from my guide, 
gioiis of mutter, su I felt that I had been merged into an I 1 ,tJailS^or,1‘?d. You are now, " said he. "about to 
ocean of eternal love. Familiar forms and face« gathered I GntGr the Eeeo’id sphere of spiritual life, not to remain, 
round me. Those whom I had known in cliildhnod and I l-’° ',jtPGEE oue step m the divine order of promotion 
ima almost forgotten were there. 'They came with th” I Ot-Uie 6-l,i’ Ilns 18 sp^re, from which, with many 
s„me old «mdes and hand pressures, not with excited I 2lL.elA 1 come tlt will to receive spirits who are born from 
ebulhent greetings, but with calm serenity born of ini-1 .and "k0 aie sufficiently developed in spirituality to 
moit„l repute. . 11-'--“ Gm regioijo of darkness and shadow mio light Thio

A sen— of happy bewilderment possessed me- 1 heard I a -U1'1.—°’ ^Ot' «ill nsn the second sphere in bor
nie smging of buds and saw foliage and flowers on ev<*ry I i,lld a temporary soul enlightenment, of
naud, ,iibo the abodes of the blest, all corresponding f» I 1 ?-uu be deprived on our return." . 
n-o„e of e«ith, but, oh! so different, but 1 cannot exi'laii' I " 6 tLeu 9‘tered into u new realm. A sound of har- 
tne d.fference. It is written: “No eye hath seen- no ear I J,1°^?G'”“Gd to pervade all tilings. Rippling waters and 

etc i reo !d to th gj hc of Hie fieri te I C BCtde<i 6ent f rtJ mu L '1 cl t! H d tl e so 1 with 
i t bilie egentlyie JldeCribabIe GSCt ’ n 1 u odo - f 11 d tl e i u

«itendmg guide. I was but new born and J-oincutenly ao »u passed through bewildering
beloved I was taken and there bright! J’1;'1'“~ of though paths overhung with fruit
ile. b I ¿“pen trees. M e came to the home of the guide, where

.. .. with my guide to various places. 111 bebeld lus conditions, and beings
in ¿tlIPf bin“ ' leiL° ISe 1111 1 1 wa t01d-| SERI ASS1XG IN LOA 11 1N1 SS
much to do and learn before I*could Imld conununten V'i °1 T? ever conceived- Tenderness,
villi superior beings whom I saw at time« come and go ™ J i*”3 °'° .b?u,“ed ll0IU evBl7 countenance and I 
I ires taken into a great community and saw many vTo bc’r^^Tle'! "'tL V”.e.etntb“ Ulut Smiled my whole
«ppemed sorrowful. These I was told could not vet a " - lbe. oi V*.18 BJjhcru cuimut be described,
appreciate the beauties of the ne«' lif<> Tl"'v An attempt to d«. so would exhaust all human conception

MERI rVRTTTHM xn a< d only lea e tie 1 I u 1 ty Here I h t ned
MLRL lARTII-BOLND to the music of the spheres—such music as cannot be

and incapable of pleasure. Their condition was the re-1 emlhly minds, compared with winch our
suit oi deficient Gaining while passing through enrth ex-1 “neEt cathedral music is harsh and gross, 
penence. I was taken to regions where everything! “¿tended a guthei mg of the celestial beings who con- 
seemed dark and shadowy, where I beheld gloomy one=| Ae'setl on the conditions of the lower sphere with my 
brooding and sorrowing, and among them I saw bright I bUidc, ..ho Spoke of me as one ne„ born, whom he was I 
and beautrtul ones immsterrng to groups whose feature« | hreP“nng a« a. messenger mid missionary between the 
were lit up wrth fiopu. Occasionally some of these tetter | Curtb aild u*e sl’nit wOrld. lender glances were given 
..ouid accompany the bright ones from the gloom and | nie and Jaud liandp were laid upon my head: congratula- 
ictuin no more. Into the deSp gloom I went with my | -tlOU“ and blessings were poured out upon me and my 
Bjujte, wiK.ro with om clear vision we beheld tlie forms | bl-aid and E0ld seenjed bursting with joy and enthusiasni- 
ot tho.e wlOaC opmtuahiy was so deficient that they had | - told that a,cycle of time was neanng its close and
not beneid tl.e light at ull. As we approached they re-1 U,at ul'on ^ie Plafiet earth, from whence I came- a new 
tieuted into the darker recesses. This was the abode of | eia of intelhgence was about to supplant the reign of 
tue vicious, the sensual and vile. But even here were ^“tenal power, and that I should be instructed in the 
ministering beings who were carrying comfort and ho-e I knowledge and .
lllt-O the lOriCbt* ■ I "DD */"'irnT/Tr' ________ ___ •

It « i. tl* ** „gim, .aa, lofomed m, „,,t t uF-ariurr CHEMISTRY
my labors would begin. As near as I remember this is I toKeqmp myself ■ manifestations of spiritual
what he said to me: “Beloved, that you may cleanse your I phel!0.niGI1Ja uPon Gart111 in ordei' to draw the attention of 
soul from the defilement of earth life which still clings to j n f° the higb<?r phases of their being, and to 
you, a divine mission is given to you. Seek out from • i °J’PortuWties for communication between the
these sorrowing ones those who can come enrapnort with sP'rit™tand world. I was informed that at the 
your soul, and to such convey the solace of hope Aid I i ■ the,cycic the carth would be changed by the con
them to seek and they shall find the way out of their "re '1S ofJlatu,'G; continents submerged and new ones 
darkness. Many there are who must return to their tbl0,wn ,UP from the vast deeps, and man be cast back to 
earthly haunts and witness the consequences of their evil a Taniai state of ignorance.
deeds, look upon tlie ruin their earthly , °n returning to the lower sphere I was disrobed and

SPLITS I INF«;«; AWnTi’en' brought back to my former mental state. I now went
SLLJ JSHNESS AND LUST out alone to seek and to save some poor, forlorn beino- in

lias spread around; see the tears, hear the sighs of the I tlie shado"’s of despair. I felt exquisitely happy“ in
neglected and abused ones. This discipline will knowing that my high mission would make others joyful 
strengthen the spiritual nature of those of low condition both in 8Pirit life and on eartb- Some beings I saw Ì 
brighten your own soul for higher flights, and give hope seemed to have no attraction for and passed them by, but 
and comfort to the dejected ones of earth. It will be I a^ ^asÌy caine upon a youth bowed down with unutterable 
given you what to do and what to say at all times and in I despair. To him I said: “Why do you grieve and give
al circumstances. Know that the law of Love governs way,to gloom> when by looking up and asking for aid,
all, and that no harm can assail you for evermore- there- Sood spirits will come and minister to you and draw you 
fore be courageous, fear not to go into the lowest’depths I uPW“vds to eternal light?”
of darkness to find a soul. You will behold amid these I “°11’” lie answered, “I cannot look up. My thoughts
regions of shade spirits of I draw me down to the world below, where my beloved

EVERY DEGREE OF GROWTH mother is weeping for her lost boy. I was disobedient,
n,„ -, , À ' cruel, selfish and arrogant towards her, impoverished and
tiie Mie and filthy, tlie intelligent but selfish—those who I deserted her in life. I cannot rise. I will not ask to 
were rich and lived in splendor on earth, but starved their rise until I have given her an assurance of my sorrow and 
souls by fraud and lust, the self-righteous whose spirits remorse for my conduct. I go to her, speak to her but 
were shriveled on earth by cold formalities, zealots who I she hears me not. She only sighs and weeps!” “Be of 
spent their earth lives in following false idols and per- good comfort,” I cried. “Come, let us descend into the 
secuting their fellows for differing with them, hypocrites “bode of your mother and see if we cannot commune with 
who professed one thing her.” Mre came into the humble dwelling of the be-

AND PRACTICED ANOTHER- reared mother. She- was alone, sad and weary, but
_ ____ -, riii., 3 neither I nor my spirit companion could attract- her 
for hXd. n°men oi(?reut talenls.wll0 Used them on earth attention. I left him and sought out among the neiirh- 

,_ fl_ p rP°ses those who gained wealth by fraud and bors one who might be mediumistic. I found a good mid
1>V ovnl xPcnse otbers; those'who paraded their piety honest woman who sat reading and with whom I imme-
nf iiI ■ uslv“less and uarrow-mindedness. In the twilight diately came en rapport. I found I could control her 
inrliff18. darkness you will find the frivolous, the I and took possession of her mind. I impressed her with’ 
fbn ile liu.m°.rdy8’ Ule uustaid, comprising in all the idea of going into the widow’s house. She nut down 

n ei sc characteristics of all who neglected to build her book, and, placing a shawl upon her head followed 
up and strengthen their spiritual natures by deeds of dis-1 out the impression. As she sat near the widow’ with her 
interested chanty and the practice of virtue while passing I arm upon the table and saying how she had’been im- 
t irough the discipline of earth life. It will be your mis-1 pressed to call and see her, I noticed the magnetic cur- 
sion to guide those on earth who are near to you and with I rent passing out from her arm into the table. I waited 
w om you can come en rapport. Keep them from the I for it to increase sufficiently in volume, when I placed mv 
powers of those in spiritual darkness who will strive to I own magnetism in contact with it by a single touch. The 
control them. Opportunities will occur for you to guide I positive energy meeting the negative caused a detonation 
loved ones of earth from calamities and death. As you or rap. I instantly again touched the table five times in 
perform your mission, so will you rise in spiritual life. I quick succession, and there were five detonations or ran«

fn thc 7gl<Jns ,of llgbt’ t,lc homes of love I Both women were startled, but the medium, knowing the 
and beautv for soul refreshment and communion.” - I character of the knocks, told her friend to keep quiet 

AVhen the angehc being ceased speaking he drew me I “This is why I wag, requested to come to you, my dear
AGAIN TO THE GLORIOUS LIGHT These are spirit Tappings,” the medium said. ’ ’

... , . ’ “Oh !” cried the widqw, “if I could only believe it land
out into verdant groves and fields of everlasting flowers, I could only hear figo^my poor boy!” 
by the banks of limpid streams and amid vine-clad homes “Wait,” said the.piedium, who then asked, “Are vou a 
of every description, and I met many beauteous beings I spirit?” I rapped ithrce times. “There,” the medium 
similar to my guide, among whom were my father, cried, “three raps rpeans yes.” 
mother, brothers and sisters, and by whom I was taken “Who are you?” .was asked, “Shall I call the alpha
home. Their greetings seemed to fill me with ecstasy, bet?” Three knocks. I then spelt out the name of the 
Ah how shall I describe the house I saw? Upon the widow’s son, who sfood by me, and told the mother -many 
walls were illustrated a number of earth scenes in my things that comfortédlier. “Oh! bless pod for this scran 
own career which I had entirely forgotten. There was I of comfortl” cried5W widow, wringing lier hands and 
a representation of myself as a youth carrying to my sick pacing the'floor. "Oh! let me believe that my darlins 
mother fruits of the earth, and.I instantly remembered boy is not eternally"lost, and I will be happy and patient 
that I had for years supported her in comfort after my I ¿nd will work and toiFalone with thankfulness to the end 
father s death. Another illustration depicted a beautiful I of life, happy in thè thought that my wayward boy still 
female clinging to me while with my foot I crushed a I lives; that there is & chtace of some day pressing him to 
serpent, and I remembered when I had resented tempta- my heart again once more and pouring out a mother’s 
Gon on earth. There was a picture of myself struggling boundless love!” ’ 
with poverty’amid snow and ice, and one contrasting Then the voice of the medium asked: “MT11 the mother 
nn/l-WiTiT*.'Tnrt+lAyi-r» rialzi Al.- _______ i*__ » n » . ® I______ A 1___________ _ ' «ìli Tu. Alvi

t.pon the staid old world with its gray rocks and sweet 
Commonplace simslune. I looked calmly in the face of 
ilesh and bloud, into the grey and honest eyes of a good 
old miner who Lcld my band in his. lie had nursed me 
ipi ..ceks, und „hen 1 wus strong enough he told me how 
1 li-d been icoCued from the snow-grave. By a mere 
rlmnce imnem came towards our cabin soon after the 
sno„-Dhde, and taking in the situation at a glance, com
menced i,oik digging down to the cabin where we were 
burmd in the snow.. I was taken out for dead- and I 
often tliink that my spirit on that occasion passed over 
to the border-land. "

THE INFIDEL.
An Exceedingly Strange Tale of an Unbe- 
. hevers Experience.

HE TELLS Oli' VAIN QUEST FOR CHRISTIAN 
■ AID FOR HIS FAMILY—SECRETARY ERNEST 

P. BICKNELL OF BUREAU OF CHARITIES RE
CEIVES A LETTER TELLING OF HIS FRU1T- 
IESS rriORlS TO SLCURE HELP I ROM MIN 
IS1ERS OR THE Y. M. C. A.—CHRISTIANITY 
IN SOME RESPECTS A FRAUD AND DELUSION 
Io the Editor;—Here is a case for serious reflection.

As reported in the Chicago Inbune. it was a strange and 
pathetic story of destitution, winch a letter written by a 
self-coni cosed infidel disclosed on Thursday to Secretary 
Ernest P Bi ki ell i ti ci igo Bureau of Charities.

Inti 1 -;d
Ln„a approached to greet ii 

pelled by m- ' ' ’• •’ -
to the housi of 01
One mil tuedt , 

1 nu.de journeys

showing mother and sisters by the .cozy fireside, enjoying 
warmth and'comfort. There, were pictures of beggars 
eating bread with thankful looks, and many more, all 
pointing to deeds of charity and love which I had per
formed and quite forgotten. Ah! I saw it all now! and 
tears of joy seemed to well up in my eyes. I-felt that I 
had never done anything to deserve all tliis happiness, 
but that I knew that it had come to me because that I 
had tried to be ' ' •

GOOD AND TRUE AND KIND
in life and that I had done these things because I liked 
to do them, and without the hope of any higher reward 
than the pleasure that comes from their performance. I

Then the voice of the medium asked: “Will the mother 
meet her son again?” I gave three raps.

“Thank God for that!” exclaimed the mother. “
I looked"at the spirit of her son, no longer gloomy but 

happy with uplifted face, beaming "with smiles’ he 
ascended to the spirit wdrld. I attempted to follow him. 
but the cold, dreary world seemed to hold me, harsh 
sounds came upon my senses, racking pains seized mv 
body, mountains seemed to be falling upon me, thunders 
reverberated through the hills, frightful roarings and 
buzzings struck my soul with terror—the agony of suffo
cation came upon me and I was engulphed m a whirlpool 
of horrors in which it seemed as though I had been held 
captive for eternity, when there came a lull in the tem
pestuous commotion. And one day I opened my eyes

Moreover, the tale was true, and of that quality of truth 
»Inch gives Occasional weight to the adage touching 
tiuth and. fiction, ft is a story which has been probed to 
the core by investigating con____ ______________ ___ ___
has there been found the variation of a grass blade from 
the strictest integrity.
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With best wishes for you and your 
corps of workers, 

MATTIE E. HULL.

ECHOES FROM BUFFALO
The Outlooki From a Spi - 

itual Standpoint.
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that somewhere 
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£eimoils in which the sermonizers may feel called on to 
act on the defensive.

INFIDEL’S LETTER.
Here is tlie letter, with signature omitted for obvious 

reasons:
Chicago, Oct. 4. 1898.—Ernest P. Bicknell. Secretary 

Bureau of Chanties—Sir: lou are a Christian. I am an 
mhdel. I have a Christian, prayerful wife, and a boy of 
14 and a baby. I am honest, sober, and industrious. I 
have a clean record and al my business I am competent. 
I hold Al references from late employers. "Yet- try ns 
I may. I cannot obtain work.

Now, Christians are, as I have noticed, most willing to 
lend their aid to any one or anything that will be exploit
ed to tlicn public laudation, but I wished to find 'one 
who will do good by stealth and blush to have it fame’: 
one who will in the dark, for Christ's sake, do good with 
the light hand and let the left hand know it not. One 
such is, hke Diogenes honest man. hard to find-

For two months I have gone, hoping against hope- to 
the ministers of almost every denomination, those of my 
wife and Sun, those of the religion of my parents, those 
of the religion I once professed, and asked them in hu
mility, with tlie abject cringing of want and penury, for 
the sake of that Clmst they claim to serve, whose doc
trines they piofesa to teach, to help me. not pecuniarily 
Lut Lj men luuuuiici: lu gei employment. I went to me 
Young Men’s Christian Association, too, told my story, 
and asked for work. Sir, in each and every case the an
swer was the same.

_ “‘Ask Jesus for help; kneel down and ask God to as
sist you.’

“But to do anything themselves; to take one step out 
of their way to help for their Jesus’ sake a suffering fcl
ow-man, was a thing on which to spend no thought.

“ ‘Pray to God’? My wife has done that for years, but 
with what result? No God heard; or if he did hear he 
did not or could not help.

ASKS FOR A ONE-HUNDRED-DOLLAR LOAN.
“Now sir, I come to you, a man of position and stand

ing. I come because with representatives of Christ I am 
through. I come because if I can get help now I can 
see light ahead. For three months, with my family, I 
have been Jiving with a woman who rents furnished 
rooms, and in that time we have not paid one cent. She 
knows that if I get work she will be paid, but depending, 
as she does, upon her rent for subsistence, the drain has 
been long and heavy.”

Other reasons are here given for wishing to get his 
“noble, prayerful Christian wife” to other surroundings. 
The letter proceeds as follows:

“This morning I obtained a position at $20 a week, 
work to begin Oct. 17. ‘ If I had $100 I could get my fur
niture out of storage, take a $15 a month flat, and begin 
once more to live. My wife is just convalescing from an 
attack of typhoid fever, is weak and weary. Tlie sole de
sire of her life is to have once more a home for herself, 
her son and her baby. Can you see your way clear on the 
plain grounds of humanitarianism to help me out after 
investigation and proof of the truth of what I have liere
in stated? I can and will pay the money back at the rate 
of $10 a month. I ask you, a layman, but a believer in 
Christianity, in tlie name of Jesus, who founded your 
faith, in whose redeeming blood you hope to be saved, to 
help me; and, if you know that the prayers of the good 
and just availeth much, then you may "know you will 
have those of my good wife as long as life lasts.”"

STORY FOUND TO BE TRUE.
This closed the letter. The Bureau of Charities in

vestigates all cases. Many are found unworthy. There 
was something in the tone of this letter that made it ring 
true on the ear of the Bureau’s Secretary. An investiga° 
tion was made quietly. It was found that the writer°of 
the letter was, with his family, on the verge of starvation; 
that he was a man of honor, who had met every obliga
tion in life, though its meeting kept food from his lips; 
that he was sober and industrious and had held good po
sitions which were lost on account of illness. His former 
employers said he was every inch a man. The story of 
furniture in storage, of rent due, of thé fever-stricken 
wife whose life was a prayer, of the boy and the baby, was 
true to an iota. The only part of the truth that the in
fidel held back in his letter was the fact that when he was 
seeking work from those through whom his wife had 
faith that the work would come he was so weak from a 
recent wasting illness that he barely could climb tlie steps 
which in his case always led to disappointment

The infidel and liis Christian wife and family have 
been relieved. To-morrow they will be in a little place 
they can call home. There is food and fire now and 
work a certainty in a week.

Not one cent would the letter-writer take until notes 
for payment of the money advanced had been signed.

“Take my promise to pay or I’ll not take your money,” 
he said. “I have always been poor; I am poor now; but 
this money will find its way back to you.”

And those who investigated say they know that he will 
keep his word. ,

This case illustrates an unhappy state of affairs in this 
the nineteenth century’. CHARITY

Chicago, Ill. ’

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-operative Systcma 
and the Happiness and Ennoblement of Humanity.” Bv 
E. D. Babbitt, LL. D.^M. D. This comprises the last 
part of Human Culture and Cure. Paper cover 15 cents. 
Fot sale at this office. ■ . :

“Religious and Theological Works of Thomas Paine,” 
Contains his celebrated “Age of Reason,” and a number . 
of letters and discourses on religious and theological sub- । 
jecte. (Roth binding, 430 pages. Price $1. For sale 
at this office. <

iLuiuis.s may Know tue reasons for my 
faith.” Accordingly the wishes were 
carried out in every respect. ■

Yesterday afternoon, we went to the 
crematory with a goodly number of 
Spiritualists to participate in the serv
ices over the remains of a dear old 
mother In Spiritualism, Mrs. Smith, 
who for more than forty years had car
ried the light of Spiritualism in her 
soul. Thus our work is blended with 
the light and shadows of earth's ex
periences.

As this communication is for the ben
efit of personal friends, I desire, on be
half of Mr. Hull, who is too busy to say 
as much, that lie is grateful for the 
numerous letters that come to his 
hands from the students of bis Bible 
class. He is more tbau glad that his 
efforts are so much appreciated. I 
know I am giving away no secret, when 
I make the statement that there are 
several ministers reading the lessons. 
The subject matter of each lesson con
tains from ten to fifteen pages in fine 
mimeographlc work, on good paper, 
regulation size. The students inform 
him they are getting more than they 
expected for the money. In the six 
lessons he gives for one dollar the stu
dent gets the result of many years of 
careful study. A number have'already 
subscribed for the full course, thirty 
lessens; that is, the payment of five 
dollars secures a course of twenty-five, 
and the last series (five in number) is 
gratuitous.

Several have written to ascertain if I 
am at liberty to make engagements 
outside of Buffalo tlie coming season. 
In answer, would say I can make a few 
engagements, not until after the first 
Sunday in November, and not later 
than the first Sunday in December. I 
would go between those dates on 
reasonable terms at a reasonable dis
tance from Buffalo.

My office in the N. S. L. A. has kept 
me extremely busy of late. 1 trust after 
the Washington meeting I shall have 
more time with my friends. In the

Could This be Telepathy?
To the Editor:—I desire though the 

columns of your most excellent paper 
to give a brief account of a seance 
which explodes the theory of telepathy 
or that spirit manifestations are not 
produced by disembodied spirits.

In a trumpet seance at Richmond, 
Ind., on the evening of September 27, 
conducted by IV. E. Hart, with seven 
sitters present, a spirit began calling 
for Will Benham, a name unknown to 
any of the sitters. The voice seeming 
just before the face of C. B. (a sitter), 
he (C. B.) asked: “Are you calling for 
me?’

“Y’es, lam calling for you.”
“What Is my name?” .
“Your name Is Will Benham.”
“What is your name?”
“My name is Frank L. I met you in 

the city of Dayton, about two years 
ago. We were together most of tbe time 
for two weeks. Since that time 1 
passed Into spirit life.”

C. B. then assured him that his name 
was not Benham, that be had never 
heard the name Frank L., and that he 
had not been in Day ton for more than 
seven years. ■

“Is it possible that I am mistaken In 
the person?” Then dropped the trumpet 
and In a moment took it up again and 
'said: “Well, I guess that I am mis-; 
taken, but you seem so much like Will 
Benham that I really thought you were 
he. I remember quite well of makiii’ 
such mistakes while In the fleshly body, 
and I see that J. am still liable to err.”

Now as Frank.L. was never known to 
any of the sitters, and the spirit himself 
acknowledges his mistake, how can tills 
be explained by the theory of telep- - 
nthy? LEE WOODS-

German, Ohio. .
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■ "The Law of Correspondence,« Applied to Healing. A 
Course of Seven Practical Lessons, by W. J. Colville.”

A CHILD MEDIUM.
Most Remarkakle Spiritual Manifestations 

Occur.

A LITTLE GIRL IN CALIFORNIA CURIOUSLY 
HANDLED BY THE SPIRIT FORCES —RE
MARKABLE TESTS GIVENiAND WONDERFUL 
FEATS OF STRENGTH EXHIBITED.
To the Editor:—Last August the San Francisco Call, 

and other daily papers'pulflished some articles regarding 
a marvelous ten-year-old child medium living in San 
Francisco. In these articles there was a mistake made in 
the name, as well as in the location, and other misinfor
mation was also published, evidently on purpose to hide 
tjie child from the public gaze.

However, the Call, always ready to keep Hie public in
formed on anything startling in psychic research on this 
coast, recently sent a staff correspondent, an artist and a 
third person whose duty is not mentioned, to the country 
residence where this child and her mother have now re
moved, to get the facts in the case. The result was pub
lished in the Call of October 2, covering with the illustra
tion, nearly all the first page of the Sunday Supplement.

Evidently the rough treatment the child receives from 
one of her controls (which the correspondent admits does 
not injure her in the least) is for her physical develop
ment to prepare her for future work in the spiritual field. 
The most remarkable feature of her mediumship is her 
clear-cut tests by spirit-writing.

As to the “demon” which seems to worry this corre
spondent, he forgets that the word demon (daemon in the 
Greek) simply means a spirit, good or evil. For instance, 
Socrates speaks of his “good daemon” who was his guide 
and counsellor all through life, and whom he consulted 
on all occasions—being clairvoyant. - Moses Hull has 
shown that all standard authorities concede that the pri
mary meaning of the word is, as it was used by all the 
Greek philosophers—simply a spirit. These proofs are 
given in Mr. Hull’s book entitled “All About Devils.” 
Hence consider the demon in the following article to
mean simply a spirit. ERNEST S. GREEN.

When Viola Dallingsford developed a demon her 
mother was pleased rather than otherwise. Mrs. Dal
lingsford was recently converted to Spiritualism and she 
called Viola’s demon a Manifestation.

Viola’s demon is young. Viola is young, too—a little/ 
girl of ten, But the demon is even younger—a matter 
of only four or live months. He came into the family at 
the invitation, so to speak, of a spirit medium who rented 
a room from Mrs. Dallingsford and confidingly left the
door of it open while she tipped tables and wrote out mes
sages from the sjfirit world. It is hot in the nature of 
little girls of ten to pass doors of this kind without look
ing in. Sometimes it is not even in the nature of their 
mothers. Mrs. Dallingsford and Viola peeked. And 
one fine day the lady medium eaught them at it.- In the 
most polite and persuasive manner she asked them in 
and seated them beside her at the tipping table and 
called in Mrs. Dallingsford’s dead brother—who was also 
Viola’s uncle—for their entertainment and when they 
went away marveling and on the whole mightily pleased, 
invited them to come again, which tin y did very fre
quently and, to make a short story shorter, in two weeks 

• had made converts of them both.
The lady medium said the child had a great gift and 

offered to develop it. Nervous, sensitive, imaginative, 
credulous, precocious childhood is material which may 
be developed into almost anything. The lady medium’s 
success was marked.

Viola learned to tip tables, to conjure spirit rappings, 
to write on the closed slates, to read with bandaged eyes, 
to answer mental questions, to find hidden objects, to re
veal the names of the stranger dead.
■ And Viola was only ten—a child-medium, a wonder, a 
prodigy.

Then, just as everything was going along so well, the 
gift outgrew the child. She began to hold herself 
strangely, to start and listen when there was no sound, to 
speak and smile in answer to unheard voices, to look on 
earthly things with bright, far eyes, to cry out in her 
sleep that there wgs a great while light about her bed, and 
that she heard the spirits calling her and felt the touch of 
their hands.

- And Mrs. Dallingford, who, with all her faith, saw and 
heard and felt none of these things, looked on her child 
with awe and felt no fear., Even when the spirits which 
Viola had seemed to control took their turn at controll
ing her and one evil spirit in particular seized on the 
child whenever she set about the ceremonies of table-tip
ping and message-writing, threw the pencil from her fin
gers, flung her arms about, twisted her little head on its 
slender neck and even lifted her small body from the 

' chair and flung it to the floor, Mrs. Dallingsford content
edly received the lady medium's explanation that the 
spiritual force in Viola was too great for her physical 
strength and that with years would come the power to 
control and direct it. Meantime, said the lady medium, 
Mrs. Dallingsford and Viola must be patient, there was 
nothing to be done.

And since there was nothing to be done the lady me
dium gave up her room at Mrs. Dallingsford’s house on 
Sixth street and went her proselyting ways, and left the 
mother alone with the child and the spiritual force that 
was too strong for them both. '

It was about this time that Mrs. Dallingsford decided 
to remove the Manifestation from her immediate neigh
borhood and sent Viola for a change on a visit to her 
country cousins who live in the hills beyond San Rafael.

I went there to see her with the num who discovered 
her. He told me thjs story on the warm and quiet way 
over dusty roads which lead out of San Rafael to the dip 
of the hills where Viola lives now with her demon and 
her country cousins. He finished it neatly just as we got 
to the door.

It was a screen door, locked on the inside against an
other door. The blinds were closed and fastened. The 
shadow of great trees lay heavily on the porch. »Creep
ing, flowerless things sagged from the walls. Tlifi place 
looked dead and buried. -

“Br-r-r-r!” said I. “I would have demons here my
self. Blue devils, black butterflies! where’s the sun?”

“Vi-o-la!”
So sweet, so faint, so fair—trickling through the si

lence like a little silver stream.
“Vi-o-la! Open the door!”
“Who is it?” I asked. “Is she as sweet as the sounds?” 
But just then Viola opened the door. She opened it 

into a black little hall and stood in the angle of it—a 
small, dark figure, gathering all the light into her white, 

■ white little face. She looked at us curiously and smile- 
lesslv.
********

“I’ll write first,” she said, and a pencil and some copy 
paper being furnished by her visitors she sits down, pen
cil in hand, and waits quietly. There is no parapher
nalia, no screen of darkness, no singing of hymns, no 
gasps and weird passing of hands. Her seat is in her 
mother’s lap, a book answers for a table, and the sunlight 
sifting through the vines falls on'her smooth hair and 
smiling childish face.

A minute drags slowly by in silence so deep that the 
dog, stretched on the carpet at his playmate’s feet, wakes 
and codes an interrogative eye at the spell-bound group, 
then expresses his opinion of us by a contemptuous yawn, 
stretches himself out an inch or so longer and goes to 
sleep again.

. The artist gives me a covert glance expressive of 
amused skepticism—it is all so bald and bare and above
board, such a clumsy attempt at imitation of mediumistic 
methods, that even my faith' in the little one’s honesty of 
purpose begins io waver. She will probably scrawl some 

. non-committal messages of her own volition and—a sul-

den tremor runs down the thin little arm and strikes the 
supine fingers-like an electric shock. The hand, with 
the pencil held in a vise-like grip, begins to beat a tierce 
tattoo upon the paper and dart to and fro above it so 
swiftly and erratically that the eye can scarcely follow its 
movements. ’ '

Viola looks up and laughs. “They have come!” she 
says delightedly, and then the mother asks the artist, 
who stands nearest, to steady the convulsively jerking 
arm by placing his hand upon it. His touch produces in
stant cessation of motion and for a few seconds rigidity 
takes Hie place of excited muscular action; then the re
straining grasp is shaken oil as easily as though it were a 
a bit of dust upon her sleeve, and with a strong, firm 
stroke the little hand draws half a dozen lines straight 
across the paper. “They are used to ruled paper,” ex
plains Viola,-and she begins to write. . ’

The spirits who have come to us are the two, presum
ably Viola’s brother and uncle, who have written through 
her since she first came under the influence, and they 
prove well-mannered and amiable. They give us their 
names and a polite greeting, and then as I am beginning 
to feel doubtful again, since it is easy for. even a child to 
write things like these, Viola turns her face upon me sud
denly.

“This next is for you,” she says, “no one else must 
look.” She has passed all the other messages rapidly 
into the hand nearest her—this she. folds carefully and 
gives to me.

I take it to the window and open it and my heart 
strikes me a sudden sharp blow that makes my nerves 
quiver strangely for a space. Before I crossed the bay I 
had made a compact with the air in far-off San Francisco 
that if this little girl, whom I never saw and who never 
saw or heard of me or mine, would write me certain 
words and sign them with a certain name, I would at least 
believe that something beyond herself made such a thing 
possible.

■ The words and name were there!
“They don’t want to write much to-day,” says Viola, 

“they have got out of practice, but this,” scribbling has
tily and indicating the artist with a nod, “is for you, 
though the others must see it.”

We do see it and it says: “You had mutton chops, 
baked potatoes and two big glasses of beer.”

The mother laughs outright. “Viola has told,” she 
says, and the artist’s face is a confession, grotesquely 
blended with surprised mystification. •

No one present but the artist himself knew -what he 
had eaten for dinner. •

“My other control is \Jning now,” declared the child, 
“and you folks must look out or you’ll get hurt.”

She rose to her feet and started to put the pencil and 
paper on the table. Half-way across the room she 
dropped to the floor as if her lugs were shot from under 
her. The men sprang, to her assistance and found that 
they have entered into conflict with something which 
seemed like notliing so much as a sentient “live wire.” 
Viola is, as I have said, a slender child even for her years, 
small-boned and thin, with absolutely no perceptible 
muscular development whatever, but one of her little 
sticks of arms proves too much for a man to control 
though he exerted all his strentgth in the effort. Gripped 
at wrist and above elbow by hands whose owner prides 
himself upon his athletic prowess, the puny arm was 
twisted backward and forward, and up and down, and 
around and around as if it were a writhing snake, instead 
a part di a human body subservient to restrictions of 
joint and hone and cartilage. -

"Look out,” she said again! “I shall hurt you if you 
don’t hold me tight. I can’t help it—it is too strong for 
me, you see.” And “it” is “strong” surely, and she does 
“hurt” most decidedly, for she strikes with her fists, and 
butts with her head, and kicks with her feet, and 
hammers with her knees, and bites with her white little

gether with^helew spiritualists who have bedn permitted 

to see her, bclieveHhat, grown to womanhood, she will bfe 
one of the mostntonderful mediums that the world has 
ever known. -r,. ■

“When she is «older,’/-they say, “she will control the 
power instead of letting it control her.”

“Is she controlled by a power?”
- , F. MACVAHON.

JU3T RETRIBUTION.
An Interesting'Story with a Strikingly Beau 

tiful Moral.

teeth, and pinches with her pretty little fingers, anything 
and everywhere strikable, buttable, kickable, hammer
able, bitable and pinchable with which she is allowed to 
come in contact during the next two hours.

“They throw me,” she had explained previously, and, 
strangely enough, all.her movements seemed to be actu
ated not from within but from without. She struck out 
with apparently no personal intention, but as if some un
seen and irresistibly strong person stood beside her and 
flung her hands at the person or thing to be hit. She 
kicked in all directions in the same way—as if her le«s 
were thrown about by some external force. She ran at us 
as if pushed violently from behind. She beat herself, or 
rather, was beaten, against persons and floor and wall as 
if she were a rag doll in the hands of a naughty child.

Prone on the floor, held down firmly by head and 
shoulders and arms, with her mother sitting solidly on 
her knees, she “trotted” that mother, baby-fashion, for a 
time and then shaking off her human entanglements as 
easily as Samson of old broke the withes, raised herself 
straight up to a sitting posture as if pulled up by hands 
reaching down to her from above. •

Through it all her face had the expression of that of a 
pleasantly interested spectator. She was perfectly con- 
seio'us of all that occurred and laughed when some par
ticularly hard experience brought words of sympathy 
from the neophytes wjjom she was dragging merrily 
about, as they endeavored to keep her from doing them 
and herself bodily harm. She was kept too busy, how
ever, to talk much, for Satan (?) or something very much 
like him, found unbounded mischief for not only her 
hands but every member and joint of her body to do.

Rolled in a comforter with her arms straight down by 
her sides, made a pappoose bundle of by encircling ropes, 
and laid in the middle of a double bed,' she flung herself, 
or. rather, was flung, bodily from that safe spot out upon 
the floor again. Tied in this way she for the first time 
complained.

“t'ndo me, quick!” she said. “I am choking! It gets 
me by the throat if you don’t let it work,” and we untied 
her hastily and let “it work” as it would subject as before 
to our united efforts to keep the child and ourselves from 
serious personal damage. ■

An hour of such occupation found us all tired, dishev
eled and nearly deliquesced, for the day was torrid and 
utterly unsuited for a continuous series of muscular exer
cise more severe and complicated than the most enthusi
astic Delsartian ever dreamed of.

Viola on the other hand, was cool as to her writhing 
little body, calm as to her pulse, and collected as to her 
mind. Neither pulse nor temperature had risen in the 
least since we sat together on the doorstep and petted 
Cuba between us.

We three strangers took her out into the open air, out 
under God’s sunshine among the trees and vines and away 
from all other influences physical and mental, and vainly 
tried to control the force that possessed her. She smiled 
up in our faces, but her body defied our efforts to master 
it and did as it would still in ispite of us.

For an hour more the struggle went on. It seemed to 
us novices as if we had evolved an unseen Frankenstein.

We were beaten and bruised and flung about, and were 
forced to “spell” each other in order to get breath and 
strength enough to act as buffers Between the girl and 
her surroundings.

A little more than two hours after the “other control” 
arrived on the scene, Viola stood straight and quietly on 
her feet once more.

“Good-by,” she said gruffly, with an odd ducking mo
tion of her head, and we realized in an instant that she 
possessed herself once again and seemed to be no longer 
“possessed.”

“Mamma,” she said, going over to the pale little wo
man who is no longer pale but rosy red, "let me go down 
to the station with you folks. It’s only a mile and a half, 
and I get tired staying up here on the hill .with nothing 
to do all day long.” . .

And when we dragged ourselves wearily car-ward that 
child danced along beside us every step of the long, dusty 
way. -.

Whatever may be the occasion of Viola Dallingsford’? 
“spells,” certain it is that they are seemingly inexplicable 
by any ordinary method of reasoning. Her mother, to-

Nine o’clock of a cloudy Monday morning, and Mrs. 
Darcy was standing in her kitchen, where the momentous 
preparations for the weekly wash had already com
menced. She was a pretty, bright-haired woman, with 
brown eyes, a clear complexion and a wrapper of delicate 
cambric, sprinkled al with tiny palm leaves, and 
tied round the waist in... .flue silk cord and tassels. A 
golaen-haired little fellow of about a year old clung to 
her skirts, and peeped with great blue eyes on the sur
rounding scene.

“Hasn’t that washerwoman come yet?” Mrs. Darcy 
asked, with a little disturbed wrinkle between her brows. 
“I really shall havedo employ some one else, if------”

“Here she comes now, ma’am,” said Ellen, the cook; 
and at the same time a slender, neatly-attired little wo
man of aboqf Mis. Darcy’s own age hurried into- the 
room. .

She was dressed in a worn calico, neatly patched here 
and there, and a faded shawl was folded round her 
shoulders, beneath which peeped forth the rose-bud face 
of a young baby.

“Sure it’s a child!” cried Ellen. '
“Bless the daisy face of it!” chimed in Bessy, the cham

bermaid.
“I’m a bit late this morning, ma’am,” said Mrs. Reilly, 

apologetically; but I’ll make up for it in the day’s work, 
and I had Mike’s dinner to put up—he’s got a job on the 
railroad, up to Spuyten Duyvil—and the children to get 
to school. And the baby, bless his heart, he’s no more 
trouble than a kitten—Mrs. Murray, as has always kept a 
neighbor’s eye to him, she’s moved away, so I’ve brought 
him with me!”

Mrs. Darcy’s brows contracted.
“You are not going to have'that child in my kitchen, 

Mrs. Reilly?” ,
“If you had no objection, ma’am!”
“But I have objections—very serious ones. I never 

had a washerwoman do such a thing before! It is not 
neat!” -

“Yes, but, ma’am------” '
“And,” went on Mrs. Darcy, “there are plenty I can 

get without incumbrances. These are my rules, and I 
cannot sutler them to broken through!”

She took little Leonard in her arms and went away, 
without waiting for any reply.

Poor Mrs. Reilly looked in consternation at Bessy and 
Ellen. 1

“What will I do?” she asked tremblingly, “and the 
little one not 6’months old?”

“It’s a shame!” cried sympathetic Ellen.
“So it is!” added Bessy, “but the mistress will be 

obeyed. She’s‘a hard one, she is.”
‘And it’s myself wouldn’t work in a place where they 

wouldn’t let mi bring my baby!” said Ellen. “Not if I 
never did another stroke o’ work.”

“Its easy to ¡talk,” said poor Mrs. Reilly, despairingly, 
looking down into the miniature face upon her arm, “but 
where there’s a family of seven, and your husband out of 
work half the time------well, I’ll just run home and leave
him with Jenny Pipes, the lame girl that makes lace. 
Sure, that’s better than no one?”

Mrs. Darcy, meanwhile, in her pretty sitting-room up
stairs, was curling Leonard’s golden hair over her finger 
and looking with fond, maternal pride at’his fair, dim
pled face.

“Isn’t he pretty?” she demanded of her husband, who 
was just preparing to go down-town. “I do think he’s 
the sweetest little darling!”

The next Monday Mrs. Reilly presented herself as 
usual to her employer.

“Couldn’t you let me put the wash off until the day 
after to-morrow, ma’am? My baby’s ailing and fretful 
and------”

“I am very systematic about my work,” said Mrs. 
Darcy. “If the wash is delayed the whole work gets be
hind. I dare say I can get some one else to do the wash
ing if----- ”

“Oh, I’ll try and do it ma’am,” interrupted the wo
man. “I can’t.afford to lose my money; them bothering 
railroad hands is on a strike and Mike has had no wages 
for a week now. Only if you could wait a day or two—”

“Quite out of the question,” said Mrs. Darcy, warming 
her white, ringed fingers at the ruby glow of the grate. 
And so Mrs. Reilly went away with a heavy heart.

. _ She toiled all flay in the rich lady’s kitchen and at 
night hurried home with her hard-earned money in her 
bosom.

“Mother, the baby's bad in his throat, and old Mrs. 
Dener, she’s got his feet in hot water and------”

Mrs. Reilly stayed to hear no more. Flying up the 
two long flights of stairs, as if her feet were'winged, she 
was in her little room almost instantly. Mike sat stupid
ly in the corner, half asleep with rum and tobacco, and 
one or two kind neighbors were doing their best to assist 
the little creature in its fight with death.

“My baby! Give me my baby!” she cried out, hoarse
ly, clasping him to her heart, as if she would bid defiance 
to Azrael’s self, in the plenitude and strength of her 
mother-love. ’

But it was all in vain. For even as she gazed down 
into the baby’s face a shuddering spasm crept through all 
its veins and pulses; it straightened itself out, and the 
soul went home to the garden-land of heaven.

Poor people are forbidden even the luxury of grief. 
Mrs. Reilly could not waste in tears the time that should 
be coined into food and clothing for the other six—and 
she went back to work with a heavy heart in her breast.

“Lost her baby, has she?” said Mrs. Darcy, when Ellen 
announced to her mistress the sad story of little Ter
rence’s death. “Well, no doubt it is a blessing in dis
guise; she had 6ucli a swarm of children and nothing to 
bring them up with’.”

Ellen flounced oiit of the room in a rage.
“It’s my belief sbme folks has stones inside of em’ in

stead of hearts!” she sputtered. “A blessing, indeed! 
I’d bless her if I cfitild have my way!”

ful, your baby woulc| not have died!”
,, 110 U8U over spilt milk, ma’am,” said Mrs.
Reilly, soothingly; “an’ by heaven’s good will we’ll bring 
this little fellow through his troubles.” ■

But it was not heaven’s will. It was ordained that Mrs. 
Darcy, too, should become purified by the ordeal of suf
fering, and when little Leonard died she tasted the full 
measure of the chalice of bitterness she herself had once 
dealt out. . ■. ■■

“Don’t fret so sore, ma’am,” soothed the poor washer
woman. “You’ll meet him again one of these blessed 
days, for the little childer is sure to be waiting for us at 
God’s gate. It’s only the grown people you ain’t be cer
tain of.” ' ■

And Mrs. Reilly sighed as she thought of her inebriate 
husband.

They buried the child in white roses and garland of 
flowers and there ended the sweetest and happiest dream 
of Mrs. Darcy’s life, for no baby voices ever made music 
in her home again. But Mrs. Reilly knew that the shad
ow wan^would never darken her doors while Mrs. Darcy 
lived. t ,

■‘1 owe her an atonement,” the childless mother said, 
"and she was kind to me when every one else turned away 
from my fever-smitten household.”

But no qne who had known Mrs. Darcy in her hour of 
pride would have recognized in her the pale woman, 
dressed in deep mourning, who went about among the 
sick and suffering, like a Sister of Charity, doing good 
where she could, and never forgetting the cares and trials 
and wants of those below her.—New York Daily News.
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THE LYCEUM GUIDI
Do you want to organize a society, for 

socialj intellectual and spiritual advauc^p 
ment of the children and adults?

THE PROGRESSIVE
furnlthe» all' you dosti e.

Bi you want a ¿elf-sustaining society, founded 
the basic principles of the spiritual phUosOph?!-

TJ?uh,a'e H in THE progressive Lyceum**/! 
It furnishes a »/stem of evolution by intcrnii^ 

nowth I not the old cup cud pitcher Suuday-ertSSi-
It bag something to Interest and advance every muti ’ 

her, and those who are most active lu teachine ar«;' the oaea who learn most. “
NO SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED,’1 

THE LYCEUM GUIDE gives every detail needed-'' 
for effective organization, and for conducting thJl- 

society when established. • ,
Ithas Golden Chain Rccltailonsi the prettiest EOna*- 

and music; choral responses; ¿.service for a Band ' 
of Mercy; calisthenics; how to make the bad«3?’'» 
flags and banners; marching exercises; full 121 
siructlons in conducting the exercises, with d& 
llamentary rules, etc. 1 ■

Many Spiritualists living in Isolation, have formal'' 
lyceums in their own families; other« have bandeTl ' 
two or three fauilleg; together, while large Bocietlal 
have organized on the lyceum platform, aud founl'C 
great interest la this self-instructive method,

Do not wait for a '‘missionary” to come to your aai 
sistance, but take hold of the matter yourself, nrS 1 
cure copies of the GUIDE, and cuinmonce with th* 
few or many you tind interested. ~

Mm. Emma Rood Tuttle (address, Berlin Height*' 
Ohio) will answer all questions pertaining to in 
ceum work. * (

The price of THE LYCEUM GUIDE Is 50 cents, post» 
paid, or by the dozen, 40 cents each, by expies* 
charges paid by receiver. Address .

HUDSON TUTTLE,
BERLIN HEIGHTS, O.s

ANGELL PRIZE CONTEST
RECITATIONS. '

Suppose you were the happy possesor 
lamp, and that by rubbing it as did the peasant son of 
the Chinese widow you could command the services of a 
dozen genii, or jinns, who would use their omnipotence 
to gratify your wishes, what would you ask for?

What do you think is the most desirable thing in life, 
for that, of course, is what you would like to have? Take 
a broad view of human possibilities, look far and wide, । 
look high and deep—what is there in this strange and ' 
contradictory world, witli its' symphonies and its jangles, J 
that seems most desirable as a personal possession? If 1 
you could not have all tilings, and so offset the evil of one 
with the good of another, but might choose a single niff ■ 
what would it be?

To Advance Humane Education ■ 
iu All Its Phases, 1

BY EMMA BOOD TUTTLE. '

* * ' », *
“Scarlet fever I ,,Oh, doctor, don’t say that!”
Mrs. Darcy’s face was blanched with a deadly paleness, 

as she listened to.the old physician’s words, but he had no 
message of hope for her.

Poor little Leonard was stricken down by the worst 
form of malignant .scarlet fever. Servants took affright, 
and gave warning—neighbors kept aloof—and Mrs. 
Darcy, in her alarm and fatigue, knew not which way to 
turn.

"It’s a judgment on her, Pm thinkin’,” said Ellen. 
"She, as couldn’t feel for another mother’s heart-break! 
And now she’s got to drink the bitter cup herself! He’s 
a pretty baby, is little Lenny, and I wouldn’t like him to 
die, but all the same„it’s a judgment on his mother.”

‘Til go to her,” said Mrs. Reilly; "sure . I’m a good 
hand, at nursing, and my children has all. had. the fever.” 

. And when poor Mrs. Darcy was ready to faint with fa
tigue and anxiety, the tender hands that took her baby 
from her were those of the poor washerwoman.

Mrs. Darcy looked with dull, glassy eyes up into the 
kindly face. .

“I don’t, deserve this, Mrs. Reilly,” said she. "I’ve 
been thinking over a good many things lately and know 
now that if I had been a little kinder and mqre thought-

Wealth, for instance? Its purchasing power is mar
vellous.. The love of money is not merely the root of all 
evil, it is also the foundation of nearly all that is noble in 
society. A people who have no desire to acquire a for
tune are not far removed from barbarism. Money is the 
providential impulse of human progress. The scorn for 
money and money making which is heard in some quar
ters seems to me to be not only unwise but wholly 
thoughtless, tor the world would hardly be worth living 
in were it not for what wealth will buy and what it can 
do. Our ships sail to every quarter of the globe and fur
nish us with the products of every clime; our railroads 
span the continent and bring distant provinces into our 
immediate neighborhood; the telephone and telegraph 
make everybody accessible and dispense with worry and 
delay; our public schools are training places for our chil
dren; our public libraries are storehouses of intellectual 
food for the masses; our hospitals and asylums are re
treats for the unfortunate. ’

All these would be impossible but for the longing for 
acquisition, but for the Juggernaut of competition.0 It 
is the struggle for wealth which rouses the'profoundest 
activities of the community and develops that inventive 
genius which surrounds us with increasing comforts aud 
conveniences.

What I am just now interested in, however, is not 
money getting in its commercial but in its individual 
aspect. What it does for the whole is one thing, what it 
does for the unit is quite another. When it is a healthy 
exercise it is a blessing, but when it becomes a disease ii 
is a curse, because it is fatal to the nobler qualities or 
character. To get money simply to live on is very dif
ferent from getting it in order to satisfy our greed, for 
greed is close to animalism. 1 know nothing that is so 
hurtful to a young man as a large inheritance. It does j 
not tend to make him great and generous, but to make 
him small. And I have noticed that when a man is bound 
to be rich at any cost he is a very poor and uncompanion
able sort of creature. If a man has enough to live on he 
has no need for more, and if he wants more it narrows 
and shrinks his soul.

There arc so many things which no amount of money 
can buy. I ifcint fidelity in friendship, 1 want purity in 
love, I want happiness and harmony in the home. These 
things I must not seek lor in a gold mint, for they are not 
there. When death comes even the monarch is only a 
common man. His jewelled crown, his stately palaces, 
his sovereignty, which runs to the limits of his kingdom, 
count for absolutely nothing, and at the bedside of his 
beloved he is no better than a peasant. Golconda cannot 
purchase resignation or contentment for any living soul. 
Tears are tears and sobs are sobs both in the palace and 
the hovel.

I love money, but if I can only choose one blessing I 
will not chooge that. It is desirable, beyond doubt, 1>ut 
not most desirable. If I have nothing but wealth 1 
must leave it behind when my friends close my eves in 
sleep, and I am not foolish enough to spend my life in 
getting what will slip from nfv grasp at the last moment. 
I am going to heaven, and as there is no money there 1 
must try to get something which I can take with'me.

I say therefore that a man's character, his qualities, arc 
the real if not the only foundation of happiness. It is 
better to be poor and noble than rich and weak-souled. 
It is better to strong in your heart than in your purse. 
An upright man can walk through the darkness of the 
church yard without fear or trembling. Just before 1 
slumber at the last I would rather hear an angel's voice 
bidding me welcome than be told that I shall die a mill
ionaire.

In the last analysis, if you sift the matter to the bot
tom, the only man of worth is the man of good deeds and 
lofty faith. You can exaggerate the value of your bank 
account, but not the value of your trust in God.

If I saw one standing on the threshold of life and eager 
for the struggle I should say to him: Money is good, but 
God is better. Work hardest for what is noblest. ’Not 
greed, but faith, will stand you in good stead by and by. 
Make your life sweet with good deeds and pure thoughts. 
Set your days to the music of righteousness. Be a mam 
a whole man, knightly,-true, loyal, brave, and leave as the 
best inheritance of your children a' noble example. If 
that be the case, it will not be far to heaven from your 
grave.—George. H. Hepworth, in New York Herald.

“Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl Hughes.” A 
tasty, beautiful and appropriate wedding souvenir. Con
tains marriage ceremony, marriage certificate, etc., with 
choice matter in poetry and prose. Specially-designed 
for the use of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry. 
Price $1. For sale at this office. '

“From Soul to Soul.” By Emma Rood Tuttle. Lov
ers of poetry will find gems Of thought in poetic diction 
in this handsome volume, wherewith to sweeten hours of 
leisure and enjoyment Price $1. For sale at this office.

Lyceums and Societies that wish to get up ela- 
vatlng, iuterebtlng und paying entcrlalninenti cani a- 
not do better than to have a Prize Contest. The en 
lire plau. with full direction*. Is In the book, aw- 
may be easily managed. Nothing kindles eutUuslBB«- 
more quiekly than an Angell Prize Couteatf Notfl- 
lug is needed mure. Any individual may organiu 
one in his uwn tuwu and reap a tluauclal reward«'

THY IT! PRICE, 30 CENTS.
Address S

EMMA ROOD TUTTLE, ■ '
____ ________ Berlin H.u-' Ohio. .

H-ERESY,
...OR . . . ■

LED TO THE LIGHT. .
4 Thrilling, Psychological Story of Evangelic 

vation and Free Thought. It is to Protest. ■ 
antisin what the “Secrets of the Gm. ■ - 

vent" Is to Catholicism, .

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.
The dlatingulshfid author. Hudson Tuttle, require! - 

DO Iutroductloii to the readers of The Progresiivi 
I hi nk er, but t ue fol low tug tiendingb of chapters wIM 
show them what they unit exp.-,; fjom the book’ ;

CoNTEvrtu-An Idyl - F .-nlbniu Bulldiuff'’th! 
Church—The Evangelist- Blood Th- ‘titiloon—Tb( 
Lost Daughter Law-The Haiveat of Soul8-Jan< '' 
Grey—The Mother of Calu Evolution Stella—Tbf 
Cell -Deatii-A step Forward '! be IL nie Circle—Th( ‘ 
Double Role-Heresy—Auuette The Hauk Robbery-t 
Liberty-All la Well 'Hiat Enda Wrl’.-The NsW 
Church-The New May, Led tu the Light. , '

Ever}’ chapter 1» devoted to one Idia, and thewbo!< 
preset!u so luany tableaux moving onward to tbo cl£ . 
mux. The fieudhb career of the revivalist is con* 
traxtod with the character nt the honeat ministeran( 
the iblnklug agntMlc. The sU'ph bi which a prenchei 
emerges from the chuicli.uud the dttliculiIcBbemeeti 
are graphically preseiiied. 'I he m*w church and prd* 
grestdve lyceinn rvobed om of Hie old, form an (£• 
trrestlng aiu Iv to thnbo seeking new me!hidn. , .

It id abeauiii'ul u-iumr of ¿23 ¡ ages, «tad tlio prici • 
M nei-oraancc wlih our new uepi.itnre. io 80 cedr- 
po-tpaid. or live cnj.icu t >: t or eale at
•'Ihee of TllBti’llUoHK^iVL lUjftUB.

The New and the Oli “ 
‘I1 i 111 Moses Hui ;

¡■ilr l'li an't- 0 “ 1 11 ’ and ;UInke& .

socialupbuildingT
Including Coornsilvc Systems nn<l tlio Ilapnlnesr nijahn.H.l. em.o.t <.r Hunumlir. By E. D. Babbit? 
LL. U.. M. II. I Ins cuinpi'tsi'b the |a.i part of HumS. 
kisuffl«. Cure' “|,er ouver' 1!c' Pur

THE SI’ililTL'AL BIRTH, 
OR DEATH AND ITS TO-MORROW.

.I1?“1 t!''” ,,r Oentti, #„,i ueu. By Mob Ei J| | i.l. 1 | j.pa in j 1 u J1 • ( i»(-«I < 1 g|; 'uir I Jit* 9n!Rlualbtlc interpretHiittn of nnmy thlugs m the Blblfr-t 
nterprutailoub nrvrr before given, exnialus thrf ■cavern, nnd hells built •. ud I;l i.y spirHua’iff^PrtS 

1Ucents. l*ur hale Ut t!k> uiiieo.

GLeAFJIHQS'
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FKENCH,

Th% work fs one that every one should retd. D • 
beams throughout with rare geiup of thought, praa 
tical as well at profound. There is sunshine ¿n( • 
beauty tu every sentence uttered. Tbo work Is dedi 
rated to the author's iavorlte sliter, Surah Frcncl ■ 
Farr, new passed to Spirit life. Hudson Tuttle,of ■ 
Berlin Heights,Ubk gives au IntereEtlngsketch of th3 
author’s life. ;.

CONTENTS: r
Dedication. j
Sketch of the LKe of A. B, SV9HOh. 
William Dihton.
Legends of the Buddha. •
Mohammed, or the Faith andV7arflO(

Islam. ■
Joseph Smith and the Bookofl^GHIMQ - 
Conflicts of Life. ■
The Power and Permanency ofideKI 
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future LiOh 
Anniversary Address. . 
The Egotism of Our Age. ■ 
What Is Truth?
Decoration Address.

PRICE, 61.00, POSWfe

WHY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST.
864 pages. One copy, si j six copies, S5.

FROM NIGHT TO MORFi ■ - b
. Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church, t■ '

82 pages. One copy, 15 cents; ten copies, th >

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WOBLDS.
cents.1''*'’8' °ne 00I,y* bo“ntl ln clottl< M1 PSP®. W -

For Sale at this Office, 40 Loomis Stpcsf. ■

JESUS AND THE MEMUmT 7 
-or-

CHRIST AND MEDIUQE8HIP. ‘ :
comparison of some of the SDirltaarisn -•ff?B?eS‘UIDS,IT of lI,e BIblc wlth lI*t of to-day. S

8JluLL’i An lnv,nclWc argument proving IbU •' 
°iU y a ,n1cdftnn* subject tO ail (hA .•npdri ■. 

dons of modern tncdHimtiilp. U ni80 abora mat ail - i 
the manlicstatlons throughout t! v

SX”«; 1
DEATH AND THE AFTER LIES

Bv Andrew Jaskson DcvLb. Smncfhteg vqq Rhonij 
tvw. FHoo cents. u ' 7.

• .. -*l

Echoes From the World of Sona
A collectim of new and beautiful Bones ■witl.'i 

music nnd chorus. In book form. ByC.P. Lonpi«?^ 
Price tl.25. Postage 15 cento. •

SEERS OF THE AQES7
Helpful and instructive to those interested in Spiritual! '
and Mental Healing. Price 50 cents For sale at this i “4autt"c“wact». PricAw.

M VALUABLE work. ■
Researches in Oriental. History"Origin and Antiquity of Man.” By Hudson Tuttle. 

A masterly philosophical work. • English edition, nicely 
bound m cloth. $1. For sale at this office. ! Anccityray Byo.w. Brown, m.d.’ ( WtuMewpttaarerwibUBhei
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Will C. Hodge, 
It Is easy enough to repeat the

THEOLOGICAL LIARS.

Wrote Dr. Westbrook, of Philadelphia, 
in his “Eliminator, or Skeleton Keys," 
a work advertised in these columns 
Which all thinkers should read:

The Italian Government has notified 
the Czar that If the Pope Is represented 
at the peace conference, Italy will not

vocate of a natural Spiritualism, as he 
returns East to fill long consecutive en
gagements.

every Saturday at 40 Loomis Street 
i ■------ -------- :-----:----- :------------ --------------------------------------

JI. FRANCIS. Editor and Publisher.
V- Mat««« M Cbicago Poatofflco as secoad-cjass matter.

More godlike is forgiveness than vic
tory.—Schiller.

•jorefiliseAni—’nmn ¿q pesjoput ssar 
•tm Su। q;on xoj pooS s; aspnojd s.poo

nomenal Aspect." followed bv a 
stime of Its Work ami Iiillm-m-o" 
address should be road ami i, ,

TJSßMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
. TÂ’Pr'OÇi^i.ii’ïTuiSKKBWlilLo furnluheij until 

' förw^OtlCe’at tb6 *oUowlu,[ Un“*’ luvarlnbly lu

(Uoeyesr.........................................
Six months........................................
Thirteen weuks.................................
hEgle copy.......................................
e . BXMITtJxcxs.

Progressive Thinker.

.... • •
BwaUbyPoBtofflce Money Order, IlcKietered Letter Irdraft on Chicago or New Yurie. It coïts frSm 10 
J« cents to get checks cashed ou local banks, sodon’t 
end them unleu j ou wish that amount ded ucted from 

ÿ* fiîî?'“.'?“' P1««» •'HetterawJ.R.Francto,
• No.dOLoomls Street, Chicago. 111.

\ CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION! 
i Ai tbeio ure thousand, who will at first venture 
i- ‘wuuty-fivc ceuu tor Tua Pnoonussirh Tbiskxb
;; thirteen a eeka. wo would suggest to thohc who receive
ile copy, tofioliolt suverai others to uultowlth 
.. . thpm, ami thus be pble to remit from 81 to «¡0. or oven 
- more than the latter sum A large number of little 
r • JÎnoJ?n.t? «‘ake 'a large sum total, and thus extend 
i . Ine fluid uf our labor and usefulness. The same suk« 

. gestion w ill apply lu all cases of renewal of subscrlo-
; • ■: Uons-mlidt others to aid in tho good work. You will 
i e?AerieilceVodlfficully whatever in inducing gnlrltu« 
v »lists to subscribe for The PnoGHEBbivx Tuinkeb 
• ■ É?r ÜU0 üf th.um caQ afford to be without the valua’ 

pie Information imparted therein each week, and at
. the price of only about two cents per week

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents.
. Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we can 

£he Jou tax 2jiceutfi? Juat pause aud think for a mo- 
■■ joeut what an Intellectual feast that «mail Investment 

will furnish you. J he subscription price of Tua Pno- 
■ ctiKssivii Tuinkek thirteen week. Is only twenty-five 

cental bortbat amount you obtain one hundred and 
lour page, of solid, substantial, soul-elevating aud 

. uund-refresblng reading matter, equivalent to a rnedl.
um-slxodbookl

TAKE NOTICE!
..I*" At expiration of subscription, If not renewed 

. the paper la discontinued No bills will be eentfor ex: 
. tra numbers. “ ° I™1 Iur “

>ou Î° not receive your paper promptly, 
yrlte to us, and errors In address will bo promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratia. y 

'Vl‘eneveryou desire the address of your paner 
ulway® to® ttddrees of thé place to which

.. U18 then Bent, or the chuiue cannot be made.

» TRUE TO THEIR INSTINCTS.
The preachers still continue faithful 

to- their criminal record. .Their usual 
ffin is that of gallantry, growing out of 

> their love for yellowdegged chickens; 
■' ; but there are occasionally departures in 

other directions, having specially in 
view' the replenishing of empty purses, 

. j their parishioners too frequently failing 
to minister to their large needs. The 
Catholic clergy, with handsome per

- quisltes for praying loved ones out of 
. • purgatory, with ability through the con

fessional to learn of the shortcomings 
, in the way of charity of the dear sisters 

are not so often publicly involved in 
.. ^.social scandals as are their Protestant 

brothers, Their stealings are in the 
.: name of the church, though Inuring to 
.. their own benefit.

The reader must not suspicion the 
priesthood have reformed their habit« 
because The Progressive Thinker does 
not devote large space to their mis
deeds. If it should only make brief 
mention of their turpitude there would 
be little sjiace for other matter. Of 
eoursejlevs. Covert, Becker & Co., gen
tlemen of unexceptional habits, though 
given to exaggeration when telling of. 
their great ability to crush Spiritualism, 
ate not included in this category, 
neither are tho heretics who have the 
courage of their own convictions.

Counterfeiting the coin of the realm 
usually requires too much mechanical 
skill to be adopted as a pursuit by the 
pulpiteer; but the Rev. Jacob Hostetter, 
at Canton, O., the home of President 
McKinley, conscious there was a short
age in coin, attempted to improve the 
order of things by the manufacture of 
dollars, hall dollars, and even smaller 

.coin; but the minions of the government 
got after him, and the aged pulpiteer 
now, or did at last advices, languish In 
an Ohio pi Ison. All this because the , 
good servant of God, engaged In saving 
souls from hell, was ambitious to bring 
about the prosperous times promised 
by his neighbor If made President.

! “The real infidels of the day are the 
I .theological liars and pretenders who are 
f .. wilfully Ignorant, or too dishonest and 
i cowardly to publish what they know, 
i’: who would do the most good must
■a, tell the whole truth.”

' The backwoods preacher who has not 
■ access to books, whose library consists 
of the Bible and hymn book, perhaps a 
few tracts and a last year’s almanac, 
may not bo Included in this list of 
“wilfullyJgnorant.” He believes as his 
parents did, and preaches the best he 

. knows. Hell is a realty with him, as is 
a demoniacal God whose great anger 

. can only be pacified by torturing the 
. ..victims of his hate. He know’s nothing 

of geology or archeology, and scarcely 
anything of history. The world is less 
than 6,000 years old in his estimation, 
and he knows, as does the Rev Mr’ 
Jasper, that “the earth is flat and the 
sun do move around it.” He knows 

: that God begat a son by a Jewish 
maiden, and the hope of salvation Is in 
that son.

But the theologians to which Rev. Dr. 
Westbrook referred are educated. They 

. are familiar with the sciences, have 
access to great libraries, are able to 
reason from cause to effect, know of 
the birth, growth and decay of empires 
and the incentives to revolutions. They 
know- that man has been an occupant of 

globe f0r more than a hundred 
millions of years, during all of which 
period he has been advancing by slow 

■and toilsome processes to reach his 
present elevation. But does he tell it? 
Does he preach what science teaches 
??"LNeyer! If he fihouId his fellow-s, 
the “theological liars,” would charge 
him with heresy, and read him out of 
the church fold. _

Here and there is a preacher wiser 
than his class, and honest as well but 
he “doffs his priestly frock,” and the 
chances are, he is lost to the world by 
engaging in some other profession.

It may not be well to grieve, for 
knowledge has reached the pews 
th®1*s m. onr 8y£tem of free schools, 
and the “liars” In due time will be com
pelled to abandon their pulpits to gain oread.

Does anyone believe a priesthood 
sustained by the State will ever be less 
than frauds? :

F:.Xhe crc£d whlch accepts as the foun
ts- 4Mhns of morals, utilid or tie great

happiness principle, holds that ac- 
fe’jh®*.'ftI* right in proportion as they 
fc- tend to promote happiness, wrong ns 
& they tend to produce the reverse of 
Lre happiness.—J. 8. Mill.
L Act well at the moment; and yon 
gijmve x armed a good for eternity.—

NEW DISCOVERIES IN EGYPT.
A late issue of the Scientific Ameri

can makes the following statement, ac
companied by a photographic Illustra
tion of the coffin and t'he remains, 
which we are compelled to omit, other
wise copy verbatim:

. It has been supposed that embalm
ing tho dead and converting the bodies 

। into mummies was the earliest and uni- 
। versa! mode of disposing of the dead 
i 10 aunicut Egyptians.
। ihis long-accepted theory has beeu 
: almost conclusively overturned by the 

™eBt kthi’tling discoveries of Prof, 
h finders Petrie, who has thrown fresh 
light on the methods of burial of tlie an
cient Egyptians. During the excava
tions conducted by him at Deshasheh, 
about fifty miles south of Cairo, a se
ries of old Mastaba tombs, dating back 
B. O., 3,500 years, were opened. On un
covering the lid of g number of wood
en coffins, Instead of the usual type of 
embalmed mummy being revealed, the 
dissected body of a woman, carefully 
wrapped in mummy cloth and linen was 
disclosed, but the flesh had been entire
ly removed from the bones, unmistak
ably before burial. The uncovering of 
the mutilated flesh-scraped remains at 
Deshasheh ranks among the most as
tonishing archaeological discoveries of 
the age, and goes far toward confirming 
the theory of cannibalism among the 
cultured Egyptians. The accompanying 
photograph shows the dissected por
tions^ the body of a royal lady-a 
pi lestess—named Mery, lying bn the top 
of the original coffin in which her body 
was discovered. In tlie coffin were 
found a pair of wooden mortuary san
dals and a head rest, qn the sides of 
which were painted the name and title 
of the deceased noblewoman. The 
head rest was used to avoid disarrangi
ng the elaborate headdress and placed 
? tomb along with her sandals for 

the use of the deceased. It was made 
of one block of sycamore, covered with 
a coating of stucco, grained to repre
sent costly wood. The coffin, notwith- ' 
standing its nearly 5,000 years of en
tombment beneath the sands of the , 
x\ile, is to-day in almost perfect preser- 
yatlon, though somewhat injured dur- , 
‘«avaH°u aud subsequent hand- ;

AT THE DAWN OF HISTORY, 
■ The day has gone by when the pulpit 

Is the principal educator, or when-the 
Bible is drawn itpon for the early hls- 
tory of humanity. With modern learn
ing, increased facilities of travel, the 
revival of long-lost languages, the 
ability to decipher monuments however 
ancient, the mind unfettered from 
priestly rule, the press unshackled and 
free, superstition no longer enslaving 

,ren*W incapable of 
thinking in conflict with established 
error, an old world Is revealed to us 
that lies back of the fabled “beginning” 
of less than 6,000 years ago, which 
should put to shame the narrow con
cepts of one to two generations agone.

Under the above headline we find in 
a late issue of the Daily News of this 
city the following epitome of history, 
so conflicting with popular prejudice 
until the late revelations of scientific 
research. Good thinker, read, re-read, 
then read again, while those who are 
interested in the subject matter, and 
have an inclination to know more of 
truthful history, will find a great mass 
of literature now open to their hands 
fom which can be learned what ages 
ago was concealed. .

It is. delightful to see fable giving 
place to fact, the sacred myths of late 
ancestors resolved into their native 
elements, and man rising from the 
abject condition in which priestcraft 
placed him, to assume his true 
position as lord of this mundane 
sphere.' But to the News article:

It is the opinion of Profs. Petrie and 
Brugseh that the custom of cannibal
ism was brought into Egypt by the 
Libyan Invaders who occupied Upper 
Egypt about 3300 B.~C, They cut up 
and dismembered the bodies of the 
dead, eating the flesh as a part of the 
burial ceremony to increase the eater’s 
own Intellectual powers as well as 1m
b bing all the magical attributes' of the 
victim consumed.”

Ihis closing paragraph is an import
ant reminder to the student of old
time practices, which are invaluable to 
those who seek tho origin of some still
prevailing ancient customs. Christians 
keep alive this cannibalistic practice, 
by professing to convert bread and 
wine into the real body and blood of 
Jesus, eating and drinking them under 
pietense that the benediction and cere
monies of the ecclesiastic has changed 
them into the actual body and blood of 
"our Lord.” By feasting on these re
mains of a dead God they claim to par
take of his character, and become a 
part of him, just as the Egyptians who 
leasted on the flesh ond blood of pa
rents or grand-parents, became succes
sors to those ancestors, and entitled to 
their honors and emoluments.

The Council of Trent, at Its 13th ses
sion, chapter 4, declared:

•By the consecration of the bread 
and wine the whole substance of the 
bread Is changed Into the substance of 
the body of Christ, and the whole sub
stance of the wine into tlie substance of 
his blood, which change Is properly and 
fitly called Transubstantiation by the 
Holy Catholic church.”

“The difference between Catholics 
and Protestants In this matter,” says a 
learned clergyman of the Church of 
England, “is merely a dispute about 
words.”

Statutory law came to the aid of both 
wings of the church, and made it blas
phemy and an indictable offense, pun
ishable with fine and imprisonment, to 
deny the absolute claim of the church, 
or speak contemptuously of the sacra
ment.

So this Egyptian cannibalism, a terri
ble horror as now revealed to us, prac
tically survives to these times, but it 
has ceased to be a horror because of its 
frequency, as probably was the case 
with the ancestor-eating of 5,000 years 
ago.

MACHINERY TO PROTRACT 
POWER.

In Bunsen’s “Life of Martin Luther” 
w(T are told that a solemn oath was 
required from all students who took the 
University degree of D.D., “to devote 
his whole life to study, and faithfully 
to expound and defend the Holy Scrip
tures.” Whether this oath, or some
other corresponding obligation, is still 
required from those who receive the de
gree, we are not informed; but when 
civilization was beginning to emerge 
from the barbarism of the Medieval 
Ages it was a requirement which had 
to be obeyed.

With statutory provisions in all Chris
tian countries, in substance agreeing 
with that enacted during King 
William's reign declaring—

“Any person reasoning against the 
being of a God, or any person of the 
Trinity, or the authority of the Holy 
Scriptures, or the providence of God in 
the government of the world, shaU be 
imprisoned for the first offense until he 
shall give public satisfaction in sack
cloth to the congregation, to be pun
ished more severely for the second 
offense, and for the third he shall suffer 
death.”

This terrible statute law of England, 
enacted In 1695, remained In full force 
until 1826. It was then slightly 
amended, to be again modified under 
the more beneficent reign of Queen Vic
toria; but the poisonous fangs of the 
church serpent still protect the Holy 
Scriptures from “contempt and ridicule 
by fine, imprisonment and Infamous 
corporial punishments.”-In aU the origi
nal States of the American Union; laws 
of a like character were enacted, and 
many of them are still in force

A Catholic priesthood, when the world 
was sunk in Ignorance, devised their 
system of religion; they made books 
crediting their authorship to God, in 
furtherance of their purpose to enslave 
the mind. They gained the aid of the 
civil power in protecting their base pro
ductions from “contempt and ridicule," 
and through all the years have been 
forging new books to supply evidence 
demanded to make their first fraud 
seem plausible.

The educated, as shown, were bound 
by path to aid in perpetuating the fraud. 
Does the reader wonder that we are still 
slaves to the church, and of a corrupt 
priesthood?. Is not the-wonder greater 
that so many of us have escaped its 
deadly fangs? .

The church sells heavenly benefits 
which it promises after death, for 
earthly benefits which it receives before 
death. The church is wise, but the 
world is a fool.—Washburn.

“Si*°lul's are Prbtty well agreed that 
“e S1?.1™“ wbich appears In history 
as dominant was some kin to the 
Chinese, a Mongolian people with many 
of the characteristics which still cling 
to that family’s various offshoots, 
ihetr language seems to have differed 
from the pure Turkish of the steppes 
as Saxon differs from modern 
English, and from the carvings upon 
tlie rock in various countries occupied 
by them it is to be seen that their faces 
have not been changed to any marked 
extent with the passing centuries. 
Egypt has had to retreat into com
parative modernity beside these ancient 
conquerors and the Semitic Baby
lonians, w’ho were not so long ago sup
posed to have practiced the first civil
ization, between the Tigris and 
Euphrates, are now' known to have 
been the successors of an older and 
long-forgotten race. Four thousand 
years and more have passed since a 
sturdy folk, with high cheek bones and 
eyes aslant, appear in full possession of 
the Mesopotamian region. Before them 
was a people whom they call dark
faced,” the sole ascertainable relie of 
their existence lingering in that adjec
tive. The Mongol conquerors seem to 
have come down from the Median 
mountains, since their speech shows 
them to be acquainted with bears 
wolves and tigers, the lion and thé 
palm trees of tho plains coming into 
their speech much later. 'They camo 
down to tho seashore, and seem to have 
been the first maritime people, at least 
the first of whom there is authentic 
record, the knowledge of to-day sup
planting the old supposition that the 
Semitic Phoenicians were the earliest 
navigators. The palaces of their kings 
were erected at Ur, on the Persian gulf 
then extending far inland. ’

THE NATIONS,ASSOCIATION.
■ Musicians there‘¡ffy who would have 

the whole world sq^ye down in perfect 
silence when they ¡slag or play, but the 
world hearkens not nor settles down In 
silence. The universe Is so large and 
operated by such laws as are un
bridleable, unfortunately for these mu
sicians, and if they sing or play it must 
be to those who are within the limita
tions of those sound; vibrations.

An editorial in the Banner of Light of 
date October 8, starts with these words:

The eyes of the Spiritualists of the 
United States and Canada will be 
turned upon Washington, D. C., from 
now until the close of the convention 
on tlie 21st instant.”

The eyes of Spiritualists will un
doubtedly be turned in that direction, 
and the ears, and the minds and the 
tongues wifi be turned, but alas! where 
there should be about 300 delegates in 
personal attendance there may be 100 
and 200 paper proxies, turned towards 
Washington. These are easier used and 
so much cheaper, you know.

There are some commendable sugges
tions in the editorial, regarding “Tfie 
National Convention," and the ques
tions that are to come up for con
sideration, chief among which Is the 
idea of keeping the National head
quarters at Washington. But the con
vention should be Itinerant, should be 
handed around among the people. If 
the constitution has to be amended to 
do this it is easy enough to do so; but 
if it requires a three years’ term of 
office it would be the worst thing that 1 
could be done.

It is very natural for some of our 
most able people, in this world, to want 
harmony—as they suggest-peace-on 
thejr own terms, etc.

There is harmony in digression, dis
sension and 'discord; harmony in the 
fearful storms that sweep over the 
land. There is harmony wherever there 
is organization; but organizations are 
composed of organisms and those are 
composed of other organisms, all differ
ing In their requirements of harmony.

Spiritualism belongs to Spiritualists 
to the degree that they espouse and 
strive to advance its principles, and 
that word means no declaration or set 
of adopted resolutions, but principles In 
the broadest sense—that sense which 
admits of all individual ideas; that 
sense in which each one can understand 
it, according to his or her capacity for 
reasoning, colored by the manner in 
which they have had it come to them. 
It is theirs for consolation and comfort; 
It is theirs as a religion or a science; it 
is theirs as a business or a light to their 
pathway; it is theirs to foster and cher
ish or to prostitute; it Is theirs to live 
by or die by, and as they are masters 
of their own affairs so will they look 
upon and labor for its principles from 
their own standpoint; but it is their 
cause, t'helr Spiritualism.

Each one’s sensorium receives inspira
tion according to his dr her human ca
pacity or measure aud imparts it the same.
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"Ihis bold race ruled the mountains 
and the valley as well and the might of 
their armies extended as far as the 
Mediterranean or “Sea of the Sunset.” 
This same tribe, or its cousins, settled 
in ancient Greece, in which land they 
were the precursors of the civilization 
to which we owe our own; they wan
dered west to ancient Italy, where, un
der the name of Etruscans, they have 
long baffied the students of races; they 
were the Philistines' predecessors in 
Palestine, where they were given the 
more special name of Hittites, and it is 
not without reason that the Hyk-sos, 
those mysterious conquerors of Egypt,' 
are believed to have been of the same 
race. lu all these countries except the 
last they were in power long after their 
empire had yielded to the Semite in 
Mesopotamia, just as the Semitic Baby
lonian and Ninevlte yielded to the 
greater Aryan tribe known as Persian. 
Those who look to see a repetition of 
history may find curious gratification in 
tlm conquest of the Turk, which has 
placed all this land under the foot of 
a Mongol race again, they taking the 
headship from the Saracen, who had in 
turn despoiled the Aryan, Iris Baby
lonian cousin’s despoiler. And those 
who look into the possibilities of the 
threatened awakening of China and the 
arming of its millions by Russia see in 
this old race the seeds of universal 
domination almost springing into flower 
again.

“The religious faith of these ancient 
people is of great interest, since it has 
been learned that they gave to the 
Assyrians who succeeded to their 
throne of empire those faiths which are 
still perpetuated in the earlier books of 
the Bible. One of their kings, the great
est in the memories of his descendants 
was cast away in a little ark and found 
by a king's daughter in the bulrushes 
long before tho era of Moses and the 
Egyptian princess; and the stories of 
the Garden of Eden and of the deluge 
appear to have been theirs before Abra
ham was born by many centuries. Not 
only secular civilization, but no little 
portion of our religion to-day seems, 
therefore, to have been theirs. Even 
more remarkable is the apparent , fact 
that the alphabet, that first possession 
of the children of this literary age, has 
been demonstrated to have come from 
them by Lieut-Col. O. R. Conder, from 
whose latest work, “The Hittites add 
Their Language,” almost all of the con
clusions given heretofore have been de
rived. The reflection that these ancient 
rulers of the world depend, so far as 
their fame and memory are concerned, 
upon the investigations as published by 
Col. Oonder and a few othe^ men of 
profound learning in the western world, 
is well calculated to give pause even to 
the conquering Anglo-Saxon. The 
Engl.sh-speaklng race is. dominant in 
the world to-day; the slipping years 
may very well bring back the Mongol 
to his own within a time which, how
ever remote, Is still to-morrow.”

READ AND OBSERVE.
Here are grand thoughts for thinkers, 
from the pen of Sidney Smith, the es
sayist of a former generation:

“Learn from the earliest days to in
sure your opinions against the perils of 
ridicule. You can no more exercise 
your reason if you live in constant 
dread of laughter than you can enjoy 
life If you are In constant terror of 
death. If you think it right to differ 
from the times, and to make a point of
morals, do It, however rustic, however 
antiquated, however pedantic it may ap
pear. Do it, not for insolence, but serf- 
ously and grandly—as I a man who 
wears a soul of his own in his bosom 
and does not wait till It is breathed into 
him by the breath of Cashion.” ,

■ A beautiful behavior is better than a 
beautiful form; it gives a higher pleas
ure than statues and pictures; it is the 
finest of the fine arts.—Emerson.

The Progressive Thinker belongs to 
Spiritualism. Its columns are for Spir
itualists to reason through, so far ns 
space will admit; ■-theirs to visit 
through; theirs to • offer criticisms 
through, regarding things most ad
vantageous and most derogatory to the 
cause; theirs through which to adjust 
and readjust the wheels of progress ac
cording to their various notions, fads 
Idiosyncrasies and varied philosophies 
of life, death-and futurity in an amica
ble and good-natured manner,and while 
one head evolves this great medium into 
the most interesting collation of pro
found, variegated, soul-nourishing com. 
pllation of good things, ever presented 
in one paper, it is the property of the 
Spiritualists, with no arbltrarv’dictator 
on Its throne. ‘

As men differ in general appearance 
so they will differ In ideas. This is ex
pected, and so long as they hold tho 
proper respect for each 'other's^ views 
and arguo from t’he standpoint of rea
son and justice, and with the view of 
convincing others of the error of their 
ways, their criticisms are good for the 
cause, themselves and those whom thev 
criticise. 1

The discipline in Spiritualism is not 
of that strict kind that orders a court
martial for a complaint or even a 
round robin,” as it is termed in mili

tary parlance. But, on the other hand 
when the head becomes too large for' 
the rest of the system, it must sooner 
or later be removed and another 
selected.

It is the most Inconsistent thing to do 
in our unbiased, candid opinion, to keen 
a permanent set of men and women in 
the offices at the head of the National 
Association. Nothing can more effec
tively produce dissension, inharmonv 
and dissolution, than to have persons 
remain in office until they can almost 
truly claim ownership to the positions 
No matter how competent, no matter 
how honest, wherever a salary ig 
attached to an office, It soon becomes a 
bone of contention to be fought for to 
be schemed for, and the shrewdest 
wire-puller is usually the victor.

The presidency at a salary of 81 200 
and the secretaryship at $1,500 are 
pretty good plums to pull for in these 
times of financial retrenchment and ad
ditional war-taxes, and no wonder the 
present incumbents prefer to remain In

The Progressive Thinker Is now on 
record in no uncertain language ngainst 
this encroachment upon the credulity 
and fidelity of the gênerai spiritualistic 
public. It Is an errot; it Is a wrong 
and must be correbtedl must be righted 
or a still greater Chlamity than that of 
Internal dissenslofi- will be facing this 
august body. J - ; y 6

The people are a'wakenlng from their 
state of semi-com^ from their dreams 
of the elyslan fields'of promised fra
grance, to behold â few stern and stub
born realities hete tlhd now; to find 
themselves In debt trhlle they sleep 
Now, to get out,i%6&ethlng must be 
done while they wake1.

’ V* 'o'
TO BE REVISED.

It Is reported a hbtf revision of the 
“Index of Prohibited.Books” is to be 
made by the head of tfie Catholics in the 
interest of greater freedom, not, how
ever, to allow the reading of such works 
as militate against thé church, or ex
pose its frauds. .

- Tho “Index” has constituted a mate
rial part of the machinery which has 
sustained Christianity with its original 
errors, and prevented progress. The 
priests first forged books to promulgate 
their system of religion; then prohibit
ed under severe ecclesiastical penalties 
the reading of all books that exposed 
their, vile arts. Though Protestants 
were not bound by these prohibitions, 
they’have taken their cue from thé 
mother church, and. In some Instances 
have denounced without stint those au
thors who have exposed these frauds

SIDI BEN TEKOUK’S OOOULT 
' POWERS. .

It appears from the New York Herald 
that perhaps the best evidence* of the 
prevalence of the strange fatalism tliat 
forms so large a part of the Arab faith 
is to be found in the frequent use the 
Algerian makes of the rather over
worked expression “Mextoub!” “It was 
written.” Near Bouguriat there lives a 
celebrated marabout, Sidi ben Tekouk 
by name, who is credited with an in
heritance from his father of strange 
and supernatiial powers.

From every quarter of the populous 
Dahra region an almost continuous car
avan of people who desire to consult 
the holy man wends its way toward his 
unpretentious abode.

These pilgrims to the shrine of occult 
wisdom, by the way, are pretty certain 
of being entertained by the holy man in 
loyal style. The heavy expenses con
sequent upon the giving of this per
petual hospitable reception are defrayed 
by the faithful whom Sidl ben Tekouk 
holds under his spiritual sway.
i,i7^ «1® European cotoffist must seek 
la ?lscoverlng the authors of the 
tarvest.a O1’Se’ a camel or a part of hl® 
„ ^J16 eoroplainant is always dismissed 
Jit ‘-?1? comforting words: “Go, my : 
friend; be merciful toward those who

NOT A CHURCHMAN.
J. E. Remslrarg, of Atchison, Kas.,has 

been publishing g series of articles in 
tho Truth Seeker, fully, proving that 
Washington was never a church mem
ber; that at no time was he an Episco
palian, as has been supposed. He shows 
that “the father of his country" was a 
deist in fact, sharing the religious con
victions of Thomas Paine, Benjamin 
Franklin, Thomas Jeiferson, John 
Adams, etc. He also shows that until 
the last twenty-five years no church
man had ever held the office of Presi
dent, Garfield being tho first, and he 
only such in name. In reality he was 
an Agnostic during all his later years. 
President Hayes, contrary to tho gen
eral, understanding, was not a member 
of any church.

KNOWS A GOOD THING.
Our friend and correspondent, Chas. 

H. Mathews, Esq., of New Philadelphia, 
Ohio, knows a good thing when he 
reads it, and wants others to know it. 
In a late note he writes:

“I have been reviewing Dr. Brown’s 
‘Researches in Oriental History,’ I con
sider it a gold mine of facts. It is a 
book comparatively few now know its 
worth, but it is destined to a large read
ing in coming time. Truth is beginning 
to assert itself, and claim the attention

“Somewhere in men’s best efforts will be found 
Ine saving grace of woman’s influence 
And i°ve? that in these garish later days 
Is jeered at by the clay-souled common minds, 
btifl shines as bright, still vivifies the earth, 
As Hesperus in far-off summer skies 
Lights darkened paths for the blind sons of men.

The woman tempted me; by not a word 
Nor yet a look, but as a flower might 
By purity, unspotted of the world: 
For who that winders down the thorny ways 
Fast sterile wastes and on through barren roads, 
But pauses where a lone field-blossom lifts 
Its dewy fragrant petals to the sun.

cannot sigh for what is past and gone, 
As clouds that flee across the flying moon 
For I am one who recks not of regret, ’

a Vj-tp spur urSe nobler deeds: 
And life is brief, I find the sunshine is best, 
louth and outdoors, not cloisters and old age, 
And key my heart-strings to that concert pitch 
Winch vibrates to the happier side of things.
They say that life is solemn; make it so: 

Go banish laughter from the swaying crowds, 
Bung sackcloth, ashes, gather Dead Sea fruit 
And flagellate the soul with doubtfulness: 
But will you check the music of the streams, 
Hush the glad burst of blackbird melody 
•nruPiPl6 branches swinging with the winds; 
Wilt blot the sunlight, hold the nimble grass 
Bown to the sod, or darken autumn leaves ?”
have robbed you; close your eyes and 
eurs, and in three days’ Umo you stall 
find the animal before your door.” And 
so invariably, common report has it is 
the prediction fulfilled it Is hardly to’be 
wondered at that the marabout is cred
ited with miraculous powers.

On a recent occasion several hay ricks 
belonging to a rich planter were set on 
Are. The planter immediately betook 
himself to the marabout and Indicated 
to him the persons he suspected. Sidi 
ben Tekouk sent for a half dozen of the 
supposed culprits, and after a short ex
amination sent away all but one. To 
him he depicted in lively colors all the 
joys of the Paradise where Mohammed 
awaits the just, and the terrors of the 
accursed place haunted by demons of 
fire, and then called upon his trembling 
listener to swear hls Innocence upon the 
tomb of hls (Ben Tekouk’s) father. The 
native, although half dead with fear 
took the required oath. ’

Then the marabout, laying aside the 
exalted tone, said in paternal accents: 
“Go, my son; go freely, but remember 
tnat he who has burned the property of 
another shall himself perish by fire.”

Some days later this Arab, impelled 
by an outraged conscience, put an end 
to hls life with a pistol. By a fatal 
chance, his clothing caught fire, and 
when the body was found it was almost 
unrecognizable. The Arabs shrugged 
their shoulders aud said: “Mektoub"’— 
“It was written.”

The man with such strange powers of 
insight and foresight is about forty 
years old, tall and imposing in stature. 
An abundant silky beard gives to his 
face a patriarchal aspect. He is very 
learned, having studied theology in a 
special school at Damas and traveled 
much in the Orient. He speaks many 
languages and Is considered a royal 
good fellow by most Europeans who 
meet him.

Some years ago, during a revolt of the 
tribes along the Dahras, Sldl ben 
Tekouk, doubtless on account of his re
ligious prestige, was suspected of being 
the secret chief of the agitators and 
was arrested by order of the Prefect of 
Mostaganem. His detention, however, 
was of short duration.

1L&ADVISED REGRETS.
It fe said John Hay expresses regret 

that he ever published his Pike County 
Ballads, among which are Jim Bludso, 
Little Breeches, Banty Jim, etc. We 
beg to assure Hon. John Hay, those bal
lads are the brightest jewels in his lit
erary crown, and will do more to per
petuate his name and fame Winn tig 
late mission as ambassador to England, 
and his recent appointment as Secretary 
of State. It gave the writer great pleas
ure, near thirty years ago, to read Jim 
Bludso to a Methodist preacher, who 
was also a professor in an Illinois col
lege. Said he, with a smile at the con
clusion of the reading: “The author is 
certainly logical,” evidently referring to 
Lie conclusion: ,
“And Christ ain’t agoin’ to be too hard 
On a man that died for men.”

Trae courtesy Is klntL-Smiles.

of those whose privilege it will be to 
battle for civil and religious liberty dur
ing the first half of the 20th century. I 
congratulate the author on his literary 
achievements.” 1

Dr. Brown’s Researches is truly a 
meritorious production. This Is the 
universal verdict of all who read It, fur
ther evidenced by the fact that four edi
tions have been rapidly demanded and 
exhausted, less than twenty copies bo
ng now accessible, and these only 

through The Progressive Thinker 
which a short time ago bought up the 
last few copies of tho fourth edition. 
Ihose wanting a “good thing” to aid in 
exposing religious frauds, and the trac
ing religious error to its source, cannot 
do better than Invest $1.50 in the pur
chase of this book.

Prof. Lockwood, the widely-knowfi 
Physicist of this city, will lecture at 77 
Thirty-first street, under the auspices 
Mrs. Georgia Cooley’s society, Sunday 
evening, October 23. Subject, “Facts, 
not Faith, the Basis of Modern Spirit
ualism.” This will be the only oppor
tunity to 'hear this able and fearless ad-

• saw “what Is our loss is some one’s 
. gain,” when something has passed to 

others never to return; but in Brother 
Hodge’s case, who has gone to Los An
geles, Cali., we believe he will some
time return, greatly benefited by hls so
journ in that flowery kingdom. And 
the good luck we wish him Is that those 
Californians may so appreciate his tal
ent for the rostrum, that they will keep 
him busy spreading the gospel of Spir
itaal truth. He is a capable, truth-lov
ing, , fraud-hating lecturer and should 
be constantly before the people.

MRS. M. a WALLIS.
Mrs. Wallis will- appear for the last 

time for the present before a Chicago 
audience, next Sunday evening at 7:30, 
at Room 60S, Handel Hall Building, 40 
Randolph street She win on-that oc- 
cvaslon devote her time to answering 
questions, which will no doubt prove 
highly Interesting. She'win then take 
her departure for the East to fill en
gagements there, —- ' ,

“The Religion of Humanity, a Philo«- 
•phy of Life.” By J. Leon BenweT 
An Interesting and thoughtful pamph
let Price If cents. For (ale at thli 

-.office.

that skeleton
In the Spiritualists’ CloseV 

oil“ JOUP flrSt I,a^a “Skeleton,” the 
ista to the1S t0 awakon Spiritualists to the lamentable fact that there is 
“0 a single endowed Home for worn 
bmnT? ludigent Mediums in all this 

endo v Î ° Wealthy Sl’Wuallst to

Be°k a place in some Chris
tian charitable institution. '

BUFFALO, N. Y.
Various News Items of In

terest.

torthS|romKlaT’ MaJU6 B” hol(1

audiences. UIt-aiavting good

thattlllked i°Ver half au llour ‘»Strain 
that brought relief to the sorrowi

n?X^ewd7°latewifeai'd 
eessse»

grated a^pl^Ud^ut^lffih 

? erecting a Temple for the use of

way to Fort AVmah, ‘Xe she \vffi

Si,1»:,”1““' «"Buciety there.
The Bull’nlo Spiritual Society of il>.> 

East Side is holding meeting and In v 
good audiences, with Miss Gu"“e a, 
lor as lecturer. .
it™?'5 11,111 ilnd wife ll'a'e Buffalo 
ai deH I1'’*1. f°r Wasllil>J>>>n D (', 
as delegates to the National Couvem 
tlon, and I predict that there will be a 
ively convention, find a severely pollt- Da W1U l)robal,|y <‘U>1 in H.

den? wU. “a presi
dent. But let ys hope that the l«>st 
man may win. j. w. DENNIS

OUR FALL AND 
WINTEHAMPAIGN.

It will be especially brilliant. A' 
story by Charles Dickens, given through 
the mediumship of the gifted Carlyle 
Fetersilea, of Los Angeles, Cal., will 
prove instructive and Interesting It 
scintillates throughout with grand spits 
Itual truths. It will bo commenced 
early in October.

Moses Hull wijl add his splendid 
ciudftlon to the attractiveness of tho 
paper by giving a series of articles

Me have made arrangements to have 
a series of lectures reported, ns gjveu 
through the remarkably gifted speaker, 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. Thev will 
prove a veritable feast. 'They will ap
pear from tline to time.

Everyone who subscribes for The 
Progressive Thinker, will receive until 
further orders the following lectures 
combined in one paper:

1. “Christmas, Christ aud the Cross” 
by Moses Hull. It Is exceedingly valu
able. it is a mine of Instructive infor
mation. Tlie facts presented are worth 
t°. itn.y thinker at least one dollar

2. "'The World’s I’urliainetit of Relig
ion.” An address by Mrs. ( ora j y 
Riclmiond. 'This address gives the "Re
ligious Aspect" of our cause- also the 
“Plillosophical Aspect.” an,I the "i>|„.-

every thoughtful .Spiritualist. ’
3. "Trail of the Serpent-Landmarks 

of Roman Catholicism in History” Bv 
A. M. Griffen. No one on ibis earth to
day is better posted than y|r, (¡ng.,,. in 
regard to tlie deep-seated corruption in 
the Catholic church. His views wi|) 
not only interest you. but thev will ap
pall you with their showing of cruelty 
and perfidy. This article alone is well 
worth a year's subscription to tho 
paper.

4. A Ritual—Spiritual Funeral Serv- 
’ ice, by Hudson and Emma Rood Tut
: tie. This is what its title implies direc
. tlons for conducting a funeral where it 

is impossible to secure a desirable per
son to officiate. The sentiments are 
pathetic, philosophical and eloquent re
minders of the beauty of the change 
called death. It should be in every 
family, ready for any emergency

5. “Evolution and Revolution” an 
address by that master mind Hon 
A. B. French, of Clyde. Ohio. A most 
eloquent, thoughtful discourse, bv ono 
who is not excelled as an orator and 
profound thinker. It Is a mine of val
uable information.

Besides the above, there are other 
valuable and instructive articles All 
combined this is the most remarkable 
paper ever Issued from the Spiritual
istic press. It will afford you mental 
food for reflection during the fall and 
winter months. It will be sent forth

®very ,yearIy and trial subscriber. Not only will every yearly 
subscriber get the above paper when 
they send in their subscription, but by 
sending 20 cents in addition (which 
pays for postage and mailing) they will 
get Art Magic, a most valuable book. 
It is elegantly bound, nicely printed 
and is an ornament to any center tabled 
What we offer to every yearly sub- 
senber to The Progressive Thinker 
who sends J1.20: Fifty-two numbers of 
the paper; one paper containing the 
above attractions, in valuable to every 
reflective mind, and Apt Magic, a single 
copy of which has beeh sold for ?25.

You who cannot send in one dollar-for 
the paper, send 25 cents for a three 
months' subscription. Keep in touch ' 
With the great Spiritual movement

On account of pressure on our col
umns, occasioned by the discussion of 
important questions in connection with 
the N. S. A., the Message from Spirit 
Charles Dickens, and the series of ar
ticles by Moses Hull will not appear un
til about the first of November
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ft SPIRITÜftL
PROPOSITION

Delivered Through Mrs. Cora L. V, Richmond, a 
Washington, 0. C., Oct, 9th, 1898.

“The letter killbtli, but the' spirit 
glvetb life.”

A great scientist has said: “There is 
no force in the universe that is visible 
to the eye or palpable to any human 
sense.”

A great Oriental philosopher has said: 
“It is the understanding alone that can 
comprehend pure wisdom and benefi
cence, but the eyes may not see, the 
earsjnay no’t hear aud the mind alone 
canfiot understand.”

That which is meant by the under
standing is the deeper perception; yet 
you are living in an age and world in 
which the ultra materialist proposes to 
gain everything by the senses, or if not 
bv the senses, at least by the mind, 
which is the result of the physical or
ganism. You are also living iii a period 
when the opposite proposition is pre
sented more than in any previous pe-
riod of human history. There are more 
■minds to-day who are ready to state 

' the universe, thethat the forces of 
absolute

FORCES, ARE 
not material. There

SPIRITUAL, 
are more minds

‘ that are ready to declare that the less 
palpable a thing is to the senses the 

. more potent it is. ■
It is true that manifestation is an in

dication of force; that wherever there 
is an electrical manifestation there is a 
centralization of that which primarily 
is invisible, impalpable to any sense. 
Yet you are perfectly well aware that 
there are a thousand electrical vibra- 
Hons occurring in your organisms and 
in every organized body around yo.u 
that produce no palpable result to the 
senses, yet without which you could 
not live, without which there would be 
jio 'manifestation of life around you. 
It is only when electricity is utilized, as 
It has been in such manifold ways by 
the wizard Edison aud others, that you 
realize that Its manifestation is palpa
ble; or when under the influence of an 
electrical stolon some great violence 
takes place and there is destruction 
around you. That which is destructive 
in nature unguided becomes the force 
for bearing the messages and many of 
the burdens of the physical world.

The same is true of the winds and 
waves, and of all other elements which, 
when agitated and not guided to some 
distinct purpose, seem to be destructive 

. and irresponsible, but when »man can 
avail himself of these elements which 
are so destructive for that which is 
useful you will perceive that the force 
is amenable to tlie Intelligence that can 

. guide it. This proves that winds and 
waves, and electricity and heat, and 
even the ravaging hurricanes and fires, 
and tempests upon the seas may ultl- 

’ mutely be subject to num’s control.
• When it Is stated in the New’ Testa
ment that Jesus stilled the tempest 
there is no materialist who will accept

far ky.

It. But when it is staled that a light- 
‘ ning rod can convey the electricity in a 
। cloud to the earth so that nothing can 

be harmed thereby, though the storm 
should break over the house, all the 
materialists accept it. There is nothing 
less wonderful in the lightning rod 
bearing away the electric current where 
it will do no harm than tlie're is in the 
power of mind to still the tempest when 
sufficiently aware and awakened to the 
knowledge of stilling tempests. Many 
have thought that it was a

SPIRITUAL TEMPEST ONLY, 
or perhaps it referred to the minds that 
were around him. But wl>y n°t t° li10 
litoral waters? For physical manifesta
tions can occur, and material Spiritual

. ists insist upon having physical man- 
Ifestatlons. yet it would seem that they 
know perfectly well that the power pro
ducing those physical manifestations is 
Invisible ami impalpable to any of their 
senses. Tliat as tlie human mind gov
erns tlie body, directing its movements, 
its expression; swaying and moving It, 
and forcing it to obey the spirit within; 
so these invisible powers and intelli
gences act upon matter to produce 

■ physical manifestations which the ma
terialist insists upon.

Tlie materialistic Spiritualist has only 
tho evidence of spirit power. If tlie 
physical manifestation caused the spirit 
to exist, if the physical manifestation 
produced the spirit, their proposition 
might be correct. But it is a confession 
that the present needs that kind of evl- 
dence; ami because the manifestations 
occur it proves that those who produce 
the manifestations realize that need. 
But that does not

PRODUCE SPIRIT EXISTENCE; 
tlie manifestation does not create the 
spirit, and but for tlie spirit, which is 
Impalpable, invisible to the_ senses, 
a priori, as your own spirit is, to the 
sense, there could be no such man
ifestation; there would be no such illus
tration. You know when an electric 
message is sent that a storm has not 
done it, that it is not the result of an 

, erratic manifestation of nature. You 
know that if electricity is employed in
telligently to convey a human message 
there must be a human being at the 

- other end of the wire; no amount of 
sophistry can disprove It

Now some one who is a skeptic may 
soy: “I will not believe that there is 
any one at the other end of the wire 
until I see him.” Of course there are 
great varieties of electrical apparatus 
whereby he can see pictures and 
moving Images, and hear voices; but 
for the voice dictated by intelligence 
there could not be any one of these 
manifestations. Sr without that which 
cannot be seen, wbi.Ji cannot be heard, 
which cannot be perceived by any 
physical seflise not one physical man
ifestation would occur.

Yet people seem to think that the 
physical part is the only part there is; 
that the physical part of man is the 
only part oj^he human being; that the 
physical body is the friend. You say: 
“I saw' my friend and he is feeling very 
well.” “I saw so and so to-day and he 

■ is looking remarkably well (be or she).” 
Who was he or she? The body? To
morrow that body may die, the breath’ 
will cease, the alchemist or chemist will 
tell you that it has not lost one of its 
chemical constituents. Do you see your 
friend when yon See that body? Is 

; there any
GLEAM OF INTELLIGENCE 

there? Any conversation In response 
to what you say? Not the slightest; 
your friend is invisible, and is just as 
Invisible to-day as when the body is 
cast aside. That which yon Bee is but 
tlie manifestation, the organic structure 
which he uses just the same as he uses, 
when at a distance, the telegraphic 
machine to converse with you. It is a 
question of machinery; It is a question 
bf appliance. Of course there is great 
Complication of vital force and nerve 
energy that enter into the aiTangement 
pf the organism which your friend em-

■ ploys when using the physical body.
When separated from the physical body 

> he uses the organism of a medium. 
• Then there is the added complexity of 
i using the organism of another, not 

always knowing how to take and train 
: it, there is always some organic or pd
i ucatlonal obstruction; still he manages 
• to manifest so you can know him. 
■ When he uses an organism that is 
’ NOT FULL OF SENSATION.

whenever a table, chair or other struc- 
; ture is used there is the disadvantage 

of not having a fully sensitized organ
ism, not having one that has nerve and 
brain tissue; but there is the other- 
advantage that brain is manifested 
thro,ugh a thing which has no brain, 
and it shows that there is something 
besides ganglionic nerve centers and 
gray dpposijt in the brain through which 
intelligence can manifest. Tables and 
chairs have no ganglionic centers; there 
is no deposit of gray substance, .unless 
it is dust and dirt, but, nevertheless, 
the intelligence that is not-seen, em
ploying forces that are not seen, can 
manifest through those substances. 
This constitutes the great value of

THE PHYSICAL PHENOMENA,;
It constitutes the great value of all 
phenomena in connection with Spirit
ualism-

Then as to the controlling of another 
brain and the manifestation of superior 
intelligence to that which that brain 
could manifest in the normal state, and 
to the degree of exaltation and stimula
tion by being acted upon by another 
and superior power that knows how to 
use the brain better than the individual 
(him or herself) can use it. But all of 
these manifestations, all of this class of 
phenomena, or any other class, simply 
illustrate an invisible, impalpable in
telligence.

Now suppose that instead of tables, 
pianos, pencils and hands the spirit acts 
directly upon the nerves, upon the brain 
fiber and conveys distinct Intelligence; 
this is called

INSPIRATION OR IMPRESSION.
Then supposing there are various finer 
substances or vibrations of substance 
that have not been classified. Elec
tricity and, at the most, magnetic and 
psychic forces are terms that are very- 
little understood. A great "many peo
ple, ignorant of what they are talking 
about, desire to explain the manifesta
tions of Spiritualism by electricity.

Lightning very’ seldom strikes its ob
jects intelligently. Of course if light
ning strikes down a heretic, church peo
ple think it is well directed; but

IF IT STRIKE A CHURCH,
what then? The heretic thinks it is 
well directed; that it is a great man
ifestation of intelligence. ButUn both 
eases there is evidently no intention to 
kill a heretic or bui-n a church; It is a 
matter that does not concern the light
ning or tlie power behind tile lightning. 
Heretics are not especial objects of 
antagonism to the forces of nature, nor 
are churches; both belong to a different 
realm. Then, If there are other forces 
that an intelligence uses, or that man
ifest intelligence, it is no explanation 
to say it is electricity; because elec
tricity does not talk of itself, it talks 
when employed by intelligence to do 
the talking. '

Then there Is another class of philoso
phers, or pseudo-philosophers and sci
entists who now explain everything by 
“vibration.” Vibration is a word to ex
press the unmitigated Ignorance of the 
people who use it. Because, while 
vibration Is a manifestation of life and 
light, every one knows there cannot bo 
even vibratory motion without a cause 
of motion. So that will not explain the 
existence of a purpose, or of intelli
gence. It may explain the method of 
its expression. So between the spirit 
and electricity and magnetism

OR EVEN “PSYCHIC FORCE,” 
which the scientist is gradually learn
ing to use, there ore thousands of 
forces and elements that spirits can em
ploy to express a purpose, and not one 
of them has been named by science, nor 
has science, thus far, suspected their 
existence. '

Science as it stands liftlie world to
day does not even recognize that rather
ambiguous term "psychic force” or 
“aura” surrounding mediums and other 
individuals which, apparently, enables 
spirits to act upon substance in their 
presence; and even if psychic forde is 
there it would not do anything in and 
of Itself, any more than electricity 
would. It simply Is a means of convey
ing specific intelligence when acted 
upon. A medium puts bis hands on a 
table or piano and there is an intelli
gent response. It is not psychic force 
that answers, and it is not the me
dium’s brain or thought. For unaided 
by spirit power no human being has 
evet been able to produce a rap, or any 
of the, so-called, spiritual manifesta
tions. Because spirit power is not re
lated to substance organically as is the 
human being. You are on the negative 
side of that realm. You are on the side 
where the positive realm Is, apparently, 
natural law; you are dominated by the 
organic conditions of life; you express 
yourselves through organic functions; 
you can control the brain from that 
standpoint. Gradually the human race 
has come into a consciousness of being 
able to control other minds, to act upon 
other intelligences by what are called 
psychological processes. But as for 
material substances, no one ever was 
able to direct the thought to control 
those substances excepting by spirit 
power, by the power of disembodied 
human intelligences. Those dis
embodied human intelligences are re
lated to matter in exactly a diamet
rically opposite direction to that of em
bodied human beings. Their relation Is 
that of mind or spirit as positive and 
matter negative. While here, for the 
most part, matter is positive and mind 
subjective or negative. In the spirit 
realm to those who arc separated from 
the body spirit or mind Is positive, mat
ter negative and can be controlled and 
dominated* without the usual obstruc
tion of the organic process and law.

Spirits frotn that. realm approach 
matter In an entirely different way; 
thought alone sways and governs. 
While in human life you must adapt 
yourself to organic conditions. You, for 
Instance, cannot pass your '
HANDS THROUGH THAT TABLE, 
a spirit can; we mean human hands. 
You, for instance, in the same manner, 
or without employing physical force, to 
disintegrate it, cannot disintegrate a 
coat or dress and separate It from the 
body where it has been securely fast
ened; a spirit, occupying a different re
lation to matter, can do this. You can
not do as did Jesus, who appeared in a

j«i .Xr । & 
physical bodysimilar to |heone he tad 
been accustomed to wear in the room 
where all the doors were locked; be
cause, unquestionably, in that “little 
upper room” in Jerusalem, where the 
disciples were accustomed to hold se
ances they locked the doors, not only 
for fear of Intrusion, but In rear of the 
surveillance of the authorities, who it 
was quite necessary should be excluded 
or the disciples -would be persecuted. 
Now Jesus appeared in their

MIDST IN BODILY FORM, 
a material form, without the doors be
ing opened. You cannot do that be
cause you are related to matter- in the 
way that matter is the positive element 
and force in physical life.

Jesus more, perliaps, than any other 
human being of recent date was related, 
to matter in the degree of being posi
tive to matter. Still for the great moral 
purpose of his life he was not so related 
to matter that he did not suffer physical 
death at the hands of the Jews. There 
was no reason at that time for preserv
ing the physical body. He had finished 
his work, for he was to pass on. But 
had there been a reason for it there 
would have been power enough to have 
protected him from the Jews.

We have always had a great deal Of 
sympathy with Judas. We think Judas 
fully expected that Jesus would easily 
be able to save himself. He had every 
reason to believe it from tho kind of 
manifestations and evidence over phys
ical surroundings that had been given. 
There was no doubt that he expected 
full and triumphant vindication. At 
any rate, there was every reason to 
suppose that he who had been triumph
ant and had dominated over matter 
would continue to do so. Of course’ 
Judas was mistaken like many others. 
We respect him for the remorse he felt. 
He was, perhaps, more conscientious 
than some others of the disciples who, 
at tho supreme moment, denied their 
lord and master, but who afterwards 
assumed to be the leaders and directors 
of the work introduced by Jesus.

This spiritual force acting upon mat
ter from the positive side of existence, 
is tlie power that has always accompa
nied every spiritual outpouring of every 
cycle of spiritual reyealment and the 
great religious movements of every 
age, aud

HAS OPENED UP A REALM 
for human thought entirely different 
from any realm that science has 
opened. It is, however, somewhat sin
gular, and very encouraging, that In 
the world of science to-day there Is a 
gradual approximation toward that 
realm; there is a steady admission that 
psychological power, clairvoyant power 
and other powers may exist in the 
human mind separate from the physical 
senses; and there is even a further ad- 
iiijsslon by such minds as Prof. Crookes 
and Dr. Alfred Russel Wallace that 
science as it exists in the world to-day, 
or when they made their researches, 
contains no solution of the phenomena, 
which they investigated, called Spirit
ualism. That there Is no other- conclu
sion to be arrived at—than that they' 
originate from the source that Is 
claimed, that is

. DISEMBODIED SPIRITS.
Sir William Crookes has taken great 

pqjns in -his recent address before the 
British Association of Sciences, when 
accepting the presidency of that body, 
to explain his attitude In this matter. 
It is greatly to his credit that he ex
presses views, hot only confirming his 
former investigations, but going further 
than he had ever gone before. It is 
greatly to the credit of Dr. Alfred Rus
sell Wallace that he did not think it 
necessary to recapitulate .the evidences 
of past time before- the International 
Congress of Spiritualists; he had seen 
no reason to change his views as for
merly expressed in regard to the source 
of the phenomena, but that his mind 
passes on to the investigation of other 
unrelated subjects as effecting the wel
fare of human beings and their rela
tions to one another in the light of this 
great spiritual teaching.

When people are willing to approach 
the investigation of the phenomena of 
Spiritualism as conscientiously and 
fairly as these eminent men, they do 
not say there is a material solution for 
this problem. They do not say the phe
nomena are the result of natural law, 
but they say there Is every reason to 
believe that they must emanate from 
the source claimed,

DISEMBODIED SPIRITS.
That is the result of approaching the 
subject from the careful and most utili
tarian standpoint, and Investigating the 
phenomena from effect to cause.

Now supposing that when the prop
osition first presents itself, there are 
minds sufficiently adjusted to the spirit 
realm to not require to go from effect 
to cause, but who perceive the cause at 
once, can arrive there Instantly by ,the 
first Indication. That amounts !

TO THE STATE OF PROPHETS, 
seers and the teachers whose Intuitions 
are already aware of that realm, who 
are already attuned aud adjusted to the- 
manifestations mentally and spirit
ually, from within.

Of course this forms no kind of evi
dence to tlie mind that is not so ad
justed; the bulk of human beings are 1 
not. Y’et when they come to understand 1 
their own natures, their own lives, it is 
surprising to all human beings how : 
many spiritual experiences they really ■ 
liave. When Moncure Conway said to ‘ 
your present speaker: “I have never 1 
been aware of having a spiritual ex- 1

?
ing that »ccompaulM them—you will 
find that these spiritual experiences 
will occur more and more frequently. 
Thon there may Ue'a certain kind of 
exaltation not du»! to a physical con
dition, not due to the influence of the
atmosphere or the food you have eaten, 

! but due to something present which 
you cannot define,

' IF YOU RECOGNIZE IT, 
and it is accompanied by the thought 
of your child, or yopj.- mother, or father, 
or friend who hap' passed away, then 
you may realize that you are iu com-* 
muulou with that one, whose presence 
is near you. That explains your ex
altation. ,

When a lady burst put singing a song, 
without thinking' anything about it, 

' which was the favorite song of her 
little girl who passed away, could there 
be any better evidence that her spirit' 
child was breathing upon her thought 
unconsciously to herself? Oh! give way 
to your songs, to the expression of sen
timents, to the pursuing of that good 
thought that comes into your mind, for 
It may come from some one who has 
passed on who is prompting to good 
deeds and kindly thoughts for others.

The dull commercial spirit of the age 
measures everything by the standard 
of commerce. There are plenty of peo
ple in the world who think a thing is 
an actual failure that does not bring in 
a certain amount of money; when a 
cause, as a proposition, is not associated 
with money at all, it belongs to another 
realm. It is the fashion now to fall in 
love with a certain amount of money. 
The titled lords of the old world fall in 
love with the American millionaires’ 
daughters, and the millionaires’ daugh
ters fall in love with the titles of the 
lords, If the title and money were both 
to vanish there would be mutual dis
illusion. There is often disillusion that 
results iu sorrow and divorce. If 
nothing but

TRUE SPIRITUAL AFFECTION 
prompted the unions to-day divorce 
courts would be less full of scandal. 
Because utility enters into every trans
action of life, because the highest 
standard is not that which governs, 
human beings must learn by suffering 
aud by experience.

The same is true with religion, 'The 
commercial value of religion is in tfie 
world to-day; and that commercial 
value very often supersedes every other 
consideration. A young man marries, 
partially from attraction, partially 
from motives of utility. He settles in 
a small town or a large town. It is 
necessary that he should have asso
ciates. He joins the church, not from 
any profound religious conviction, not 
because he has been regularly con
verted In tlye old fashioned or new 
fashioned way, but because of his so
cial belongings. That is just as much 
a business transaction as the renting of 
his store, or the entering into a contract 
of any kind of business. It beco;z< 
therefore, a matter of utility. Of course 
the surroundings are all “good;” there 
Is that which must “make for the best 
interests of society.” If he happen to 
have some little objections or con
scientious scruples; because he does not 
believe In the creed, the clergyman 
takes him aside aud tells him that it 
does not make

THE SLIGHTEST DIFFERENCE, 
if he wishes to join the church they 
will overlook that. Clergymen often 
appeal to people tp join the church on 
that basis. On the one hand it is good 
evidence of the liberal thought that is 
going on in the churches. But, what 
about the conscience gf the individual?

We think that almost any kind of re- 
liglon Is better than no religion at all; 
but we object to the perpetual stultifica
tion of tho voice of intuition, to that 
kind of compromise which makes peo
ple give up their convictions for the 
sake of society and popularity. It leads 
to all this stultification and hypocrisy 
that is in the world to-day.

On tho recent voyage of your pastor 
to England, there was, of course, pretty 
soon a general knowledge on the steam
ship that.there was a delegation aboard 
going to the Spiritualists’ Congress in 
London. The passengers on tho ship 
desired to know about the subject of 
Spiritualism, and they were exceedingly 
liberal in their inquiry, and, of course, 
after the invocation and speech had 
been given everybody was free to talk 
about it. It transpired in the course of 
a dozen or more private conversations 
with a dozen or more individuals, that 
there were not a dozen people on that 
steamer who did not know more or less 
about Spiritualism by actual ex
perience. But these people, living in a 
superficial, worldly society, ware ac
customed to a state of deception. They 
knew about Spiritualism; they had had 
mediums In their families; they had 
visited mediums and had had wonder
ful things told them. When the subject 
was no longer unpopular on the 
steamer everybody talked about it. The ' 
first reserve and deception is tire result 
of this superficial life, of not acknowl
edging the spiritual forces that are at 
work in the world. '

Why be ashamed of being intuitive? 
Why be ashamed of being subject to a 
higher power, or the voice from that 
realm which cannot mar, but which I 
can beautify‘the life and add to its lus- . 
ter and its beauty? _ '

People talk about Spiritualism

lions tad not. been touched until that 
evening, and he might be excused for 
even reeling like a drunken man, You 
remember In ancient days when tho 
people danced and spoke under the in
fluence of spiritual gifts they were ac
cused of having "drunk new wipe,”

Ah! it whs the new wine of the 
spirit, it was the new wine of spiritual 
conviction, of the unaccustomed vint
age of the soul. No wonder they seemed 
Intoxicated. Yet Spiritualists as a body 
are the most sober and least impulsive 
people in the world. It is a wonder, 
considering the great dearth of spiritual 
impression aud spiritual inspiration in 
the world, that they have not been ac
cused of drinking “new wine.” Aye, it 
is the new wine of the spirit which 
heals and clarifies while it inspires and 
opens the vision to a purer and higher 
perception, and when true and sincere 
it enters into the whole existence, 
purges and .
PURIFIES THE WHOLE NATURE, 
makes fearless, true and unselfish those 
who perceive its light. Its potency in 
the world to-day Is not to be denied. If 
you meet any enlightened assemblage 
in any country to-day there will be 
more discussion and discourse on the 
various spiritual propositions that have 
come into the world during the last 

than upon al)y otter theme; 
Christian Science,” “Psychic Re

search,” “Theosophy,” all following in 
its -wake and availing themselves of the 
great surging tide of spiritual force 
that is in the world to-day.

Each grasps what he can, and in this 
hell scramble, because no steel knives 
are used, he calls It Peace, because far 
finger implements are used.-Car-

providing for their government the 
widest religious liberty bo secured for 
their inhabitants, and that no partiality 
be shown to any church. To accomplish 
these purposes Liberals must unite and 
co-opera t.e for their own protection and 
the extension of intelligence, free 
thought aud liberty. We therefore urge 
liberal thinkers everywhere to attend 
and to contribute to this Congress. We 
shall strive to make its sessions in
teresting and profitable to them. Able 
speakers will address them, inspiring 
music will be rendered and fraternity 
and good cheer will abound.

Funds are needed to defray the ex
penses of the congress and carry on 
the work of the society. Its usefulness 
has been Impaired in the past by a lack 
of funds. This should not be allowed. 
Christians contribute annually an av
erage of ten dollars each to the support 
of their church. Is our cause less 
worthy of support than theirs? We 
have no right to be indifferent to Its 
success and withhold from it our sup
port. We owe a debt to the heroic men 
and women of the past who labored 
andi suffered that we might have a 
greater freedom than they enjoyed. 
They sowed, we reaped, and we in turn 
should sow that others may reap again. 
In no better way can we discharge our 
obligations to those dead pioneers. We 
owe a f’-ity to our living workers; to 
sustainV-bse who are opposing re
ligious superstition and ecclesiastical 
tyranny. We should encourage them 
and aid them. If all will do their jiart 
the victory would soon be ours.

The battle of Santiago, it is well 
known, was won because every soldier 
did his'duty. Supposing that in the 
midst of the battle a portion of the 
army had ignominiously withdrawn, or 
stacked their arms and left their com
rades at the front to face alone that
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perience in my life.” “Poor man,” she 
said, “I feel as sorry for you as if you 
had told me you were blind.” “But,” 
she added, “it Is not true; you simply 
do not know what a spiritual ex
perience Is; if you knew you would be 
aware that your life has been full of 
spiritual experiences.”

A great many people do not know, 
when they hear the music, what tune 
is being played upon an instrument. 
But the trained mind, the educated ear, 
not only discovers

THE DIFFERENCE IN TUNE, 
but the difference in the performance 
of a tune. The crude picture on the 
wall may attract the attention of the 
babe or one uninstrueted In art; but 
the suggestive picture, the picture that 
Is full of fine tone and form and color
ing may only appeal to the mind that is 
awake in that direction. So the degrees 
of spiritual perception, the degrees by 
which men and women may know that 
they have spiritual experiences are not 
"yet awakened and ineasured.

If you knew the meaning of many 
impressions, suggestions, thoughts and 
feelings that you have during the 
course of a year you would know that 
you have thousands of spiritual ex
periences without being able to dis
tinguish them from the ordinary ones. 
You could have a million more if you 
were trained to understand and observe 
them. If, for instance, you had a pre
monition not to do a thing to-day, with
out any cause, not’à premonition that 
is the result of indigestion or a bad 
temper, not anything of th.it kind, but 
a distinct premonition; then you went 
and did it. -You say, “I am sorry I did 
not follow my first thought.” You fre
quently use thè word “Impression.” It 
was an impression. If by degrees you 
obey your impressions—but nt first be 
sure that they are such, you will know, 
because there is a .peculiar kind of feel-

making the world insane. “I am not 
insane, It is the world that is insane,” 
said an inspired one. There is universal 
lunacy on the subject of material life 
being the only life. No wonder that 
revival meetings and religious excite
ment cause people to seem to be (and 
they really are) out of balance. It is 
the letting in of a flood of light where 
there has been no light, hope or emo
tion; where there has been no emotion 
before. Let the hardened spinster or 
bachelor fall In love, the results are

W. E. Bonney,0 f Nebraska, Dr. A. A. Kimball 
of Massachusetts, and A. Sechrist, of Missouri’ 
have sent to this office large clubs of subscrib’ 
era for The Progressive fhinker. Every citv 
town or hamlet should have some one interested' 
in getting up a club. Every Theosophist, Her- 
metist, Occultist, Christian Scientist and Free
thinker, as well as Spiritualists should have the 
premium book, Art Magic. In clubs of ten each 
subscriber will receive the paper one year and 
the book for $1.00,' while the one who gets up 
the club will receive the paper one year and the 
bopk free.

site amounts, vizi
ART MAGIC and The 

Progressive Thinker 
One Year, $1,20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and Tho Progressive 
Thinker One Year. 
$1.70.

TAKE NOTICE.

ANNUAL CONGRESS

tremendous, tremendous! Young people 
fall in love naturally, and make no 
especial fuss about it,, but consider it 
the only thing to bp .gone. When one 
declares there is n^sueli thing as love; 
and that they coulff' ngver fall in love, 
and then does that which he has pro
fessed to despise-^thp, earthquake, of 
feeling Is something iparvelous. So it 
is when materialises Ijave religious or 
spiritual experiences, ' ,We knew a man 
who had been a materialist, who did 
not believe in inspiration or a hereafter. 
He heard a discourse, given through the 
organism that stand gybe fore you by 
William Ellery Channing on “The Evi
dences of Immortality,” which was 
published In the .Chicago Times. It 
appealed to his reason.. It appealed to 
his judgment. It appealed even to 
those intuitions that nad been stulti
fied; He hired a hall in the city where 
he lived, and read that discourse, to his 
neighbors and friends; then, after he 
had read it, he told them 'the source of 
it. From that time forward he was 
convinced of spirit existence. But one 
evening about a year later he came to 
the -house of your speaker, intoxicated, 
apparently; he looked like a man in
toxicated with wine or liquor, he could 
scarcely talk coherently. He said: “I, 
I, I, I have, I have.” “Whht is it?” “I 
have received a message from my 
daughter.” He had before accepted the

THOUGHT OF IMMORTALITY, ;
the knowledge of it, the philosophy of 
it, from what he had heard and read in 
the discourses; but the fountains of his 
heart, the fountains of his inner affec-

Of Freethinkers in Chicago.

To the Secularists, Freethinkers and
Lovers of Liberty in America:
The annual congress of the American 

Secular Union and Freethought Fed
eration will be held 'in Washington 
Hall, 70 East Adams street, in the city 
of Chicago, Ill., November 18, 19 and 
20. The object of this congress is to 
transact the regular business of this 
association, to devise plans for better 
organization and for the prosecution of 
its work during the coming year; to 
advocate the complete secularization of 
our government; to disseminate a 
knowledge of the principles of Free- 
thought, and to enable Liberals to be
come better acquainted with each 
other, and to unite them in a closer fel
lowship. The purposes for which this 
Association was organized were never 
more pressing. Its work must be both 
defensive and aggressive. We must 
defend our institutions against the at
tacks that will undoubtedly be made 
upon them by the Theocratic National 
Reform Association and its allies. We 
must prosecute with increased energy 
our- fight against the.^ exemption of 
church property from taxation, the em
ployment of chaplains, religious in
struction and ceremonies in our public 
schools, Sunday laws, religious tests 
and religious proclamations, appropria
tions to sectarian institutions, dona
tions of government land for Roman 
chapels and donations of government 
money to Methodist Book Concerns.

As a result of our war with Spain it 
is probable that Cuba, Porto Rico and 
the Philippines will become a part of: 
or under the protectorate of our Repub-: 
lie. If so, we must demand that in

hall of shells and bullets. We owe a 
raPOe,7rity’ We shouId sWve to 

make the future better than the past 
caa leaTO our children no richer- legacy than an enlarged do

main of intellectual liberty, the only 
,f.°“ndatlon of our liberty. We 

Hu?“/ «^Liberal will respond 
to this appeal at once. Every dollnr 

1)6 faithfuI1y expended to 
advance the cause. Send your con
tributions to the treasurer, otto Wett
stein, Roçhelle, Ill., or to our secretary.

J. E. REMSBERG, President, 
_ „ Atchison, Kas.
E. C. REICHWALD, Sec!y

141 S. Water St, Chicago,’ TH.

Bear In mind that tbc order for the 
premium book must always be accom
panied by a year’s subscription to The 
Progressive Thinker. You will not bo 
allowed to order the paper, and after
wards send for the premium. The two 
orders must come together. Each one
can get the premium at any time by 
tending his subscription one year, 
no other terms will the premium 
sent out ’-

CLUBSI CLUBS!

cj>~ 
On 
be

A SCIENTIFIC GRANDPA.

“See, grandpa, my flower!” she cried;
I found It In the grasses!”

And with a kindly smile the sage 
Surveyed it through his glasses.

“Ah, yes,” he said, “involucrate, 
And all the florets ligulate.

Corrolla gamopetalous— 
Compositae—exogenous—

A pretty specimen It Is, ' 
Taraxacum dens-leonls!”
She took the blossom back again, 

His face her wistful eye on,
1,1 she saId’ wIth Quivering

“It was a dandelion!" . * ~ 
. / . —Margaret Johnson. 1

What Is Spiritualism? and Shall Spir
itualists Have a Creed? Two lectures 
By Mrs. Maria M. King. Price re
duced from 25 cents to 20 cents.

"Origin and Antiquity of Man." By 
Hudson Tuttle. A masterly philosoph
ical work. English edition, nicely 
bound In cloth. XI, For sale at thia

In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at One 
Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent one year, Including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
the paper and same book free to the 
one who gets up the club. The names 
must all bo sent at one time. Now is 
the time to act. Just think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which Is of itself, as prices go, worth 
¿1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two week- * 
ly visita of The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up.at every post
office In the United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every The- 
osophist, and everyone searching into 
the occult or spiritual should have tho 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib- 
era, ten Art Magics, $10. ..

The Principles of Nature, as Discov
ered in the Development and Structure 
of the Universe. Material and Spiritual 
Magnetic Forces. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations and Mediumship. Spir
itual Planes and Spheres. Given Inspi
rationally, by Mrs. Maria M. King. In' 
three volumes, 8vo. A remarkable 
work; among the greatest In the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price reduced 
from fl.TB to $1.25 per volume. Post
age 12 cents.

God the Father, and the Man the Im
age of God. Two lectures. By Mrs. 
Marla M. King. Pflce reduced from 2$ 
cents to 20 cents.
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their Sunday afternoon

M. E.
Wash.: 1

Correspondent sends 
Texas notes:

ItERt IS OÜR
PREMIUM BOON

and help you no much to bring out . the places xvliere best results, for In tlie great spirit of P M ' e 
J1?!» fHemls seeking to es-
tabllbli the light of God in the souls of 
uian, and v hen I come to you I feel the 
power of God manifesting, aud the 
feplilt of the Lord is with us ”

S

Everyone has a right to know just what they 
are getting, even as a premium for a ]iaper that 
is worth live times the price that is asked for it. 
This is an '
ture of theft22222 
cover title of 
book that is 
premium for 
and most in 
Spiritualist 
published in

third of the 
of the book 
printed on 
paper and 
pages in all. 
but as a pre

exact pic- 
outside or 
the elegant 
offered as a 
the largest

g of 
now

regular size 
cover. It is 
heavy book 
contains378 
Worth$2.00

- mium it will
be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
1 regressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on thé book.

‘ GENER/VL SURVEY.. I 
____ .

© ------ ft
THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, It

DOINGS, ETC., THE WORLD OVER. S

WRITE PLAINLY.

We would like to impress upon the 
minds of our correspondents that The 
Progressive Thinker is set up 011 a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, aud it is esseu- 
ti.Ul that all copy, to insure Insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with ink 
on while paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only oue side of the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:-Eacli contributor 
is alone responsible for any assertions 
cr statements he may make. The editor 
nllows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of trulli can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
Sentiments uttered in an article may be 

. diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has tlie 
Whole truth, lienee kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 

■ Who differ from you.

materialization. Surely the angel 
world was with us in our little under
taking, and gave good results for the 
harmony that existed in the circles and 
among the people iu general.”

'I'he venerable M. T. C. Flowers 
writes from St. Paul, Minn.: "On the 
3d day of October, 1814, the writer first 
opened his eyes to the light of earth. 
Iu my early life my religious training 
was strictly along the lines of old or
thodoxy, yet as I grew in years my 
reason and common sense contested the 
ground upon which the early teaching 
was based, and the struggle for mas
tery was ou, and fierce, When the an
gel host culled taps at Hydesville, that 
reverberated around the earth, aud 
set humanity to thinking. Now, said 
Reason to early orthodox training, let 
us investigate. The investigation be
gan, the result of which was the igno
minious defeat ’of orthodox early train
ing.” " •

Carrie Weatherford, as pastor of the 
First Spiritualist Shurch, at Colum
bus, Ohio, is drawing large audienys 
of the cultured people of tin- city. Tills 
society is one of tlie most progressive 
in the United States; keeps open doors, 
has abolished phenomena from the ros
trum on Sundays; lias an active Ladies’
Aid and a line lyceum.
The bi-monthly socials held in the base

- meut of the church, are attendejl by 
from one to two hundred people. Mrs. 
Weatherford gives tests al these ses
sions.

D. W. Hull has returned from the 
camp-meetings and is now open to en
gagements after December 1. He will 
commence a course of lectures at At
lanta, Neb., Nov. IL Address him at 
Norton, Kans.

Mr. Louts Freedman, known as the 
■“Australian Minister of Health," has 
located In Chicago, and for the present 
may be found at No. 288 A. South 1’aii- 
lina street.

A. C. Doane writes: “In The Pro
gressive Thinker, of September 24, the 
article under the beading, ‘The Czar 
Says Peace.’ called to my mind an oc
currence some four years ago. A highly 
unfolded Arabian spirit came into my 

. atmosphere, giving Ins name as Jus
ticia, and requested me to center my 
mind on the Czar of Russia. 1 did so, 
for some five minutes. Then I asked 
him why his request. He said ho 

-wished to establish a mental telegraph 
line to his mind, and could by my as
sistance; then hi* could use it, inde
pendent of me. I think it would ip- 
pear more iu sympathy with spiritual 
science, if the occult societies would 
give credit to their .irisen brothers and 
sisters, assisting them iu bringing 
about peace; or will we as Spiritualists

11. I’. Kelder gives some of his expe
riences as follows: “As the readers of 
The Progressive Thinker have been 
treated to various views aud experi
ence of spiritual phenomena which we 
think must form the basis of the spirit
ual philosophy, if Spiritualism is to 
take the place of liberal Christianity. 
We must have facts—not fiction—there
fore we desire to give you some of our 
experience. About three years ago we 
were sorrow-stricken by the Angel of 
Death entering our home and taking 
away a dear sister and only daughter, 
of 13 years. We looked around for rays 
of light and comfort, but nothing an
swered. Kind friends led us into the 
philosophy of .Spiritualism, in the main 
listening to the lectures of Mrs. Cora 
L. \. Richmond, and reading different 
papers and books; satisfied as to its su
perior claims, but desired to have it 
demonstrated by phenomena. In our 
pheiiomena-hiintiiig we came across 
lots of dissatisfaction and disappoint
ments; yes. sorry to say, deception; but 
we kept right on and landed with the 
famous Mrs. Ada Foy, the wonderful 
motherly lady. Both in public aud 
private were we convinced of her won
derful powers or organism, through 
which the spirit-world reveals itself. 
’Then we came across the Bangs sis
ters. also wonderful mediums. We at
tended several materializations; iu fact, 
most all phases of phenomena, more or

remain on the 
quarreling with

plane of selfishness, 
each other, and allow-

ing earth-bound spirits to obsess us; or
Shall wc unfold our own moral ami
spiritual powers, and become fit instru
ments to convey liglip and truth to 
those undeveloped spirits, both in the 
body and out; for that is the mission of 
true .Spiritualism.”

J. W. Dennis writes from Buffalo, 
N. Y.: “The hall of the Buffalo Spirit
ual Society is filled each Sunday after
noon and evening, to hear the lectures 
delivered' by Miss Gussie Taylor, the 
regular speaker for said society. She 
does well. A new lecturer is develop
ing here in the person of Miss Maud 

■Lyons, of LaSalle, N. Y. She lectured 
here last Sunday, and did well for a 
new beginner. F. Cordon White is at 
present located at 283 7th street. Moses 
Hull lectured fit Olean, N. Y., last Sun
day.”

E. W. Sprague writes from Fenton, 
■Mich.: “We had a rousing meeting last 
evening. It was the first public Spirit
ualist meeting ever held in Fenton, am] 
the G. A. R. hall was packed, many 
standing throughout thé entire service, 
and some were turned away. We have 
organized and chartered a society hero, 
and this is their introduction of the 
subject to the people.”

Dr. E. H. Gammon holds parlor meet
ings each Sunday evening at bis house, 
•No. 9 North Carpenter street. He will 
give lectures and tests. The Doctor is 
on old and efficient worker.

Ela Damon writes: “I would like to 
give a short sketch of our little camp
meeting, held at Oscar Damon’s, Mich
igan, September 8, 9, 10 and 11. There 
was a fine attendance. Mrs; Amanda 
L. Coffman was our inspirational 
speaker and test medium, assisted by 
Brother S. P. Merrifield, of Coloma, 
and Mrs. Dr. Andrews, of Benton Har
bor. Joseph King was jour medium for

The Bulletin of the First Church of 
Spiritual Unity, St. Louis, Mo., has the 
following: “We formulate no creed; we 
take for our motto, 'Love aud Wisdom,’ 
and trust in the living Good which 
abides in every soul. We make war 
upon no sect; we condemn no religion 
or individual; we are in no sense icono
clasts; our policy is not destructive, but 
constructive. Errors, whether our owu 
or another's, contain within themselves 
the seed of their own destruction. We 
have no occasion to waste our energies 
upon tearing away evils. Decay is far 
more swift than growth; all we need 
to do is to work in a direct line for the 
truth, and wait. Upon this foundation 
we extend our hand in cordial fellow
ship and brotherhood, to all who have 
the best interests of mankind at heart 
and who are striving to unfold the 
higher faculties of the soul.”

M. AV. L. writes from Springfield. 
Mass.: "The First Spiritualist Ladies’ 
Aid Society are carrying on the only 
public meeting of Spiritualists here at 
present. Harrison I). Barrett is en
gaged for the first two Sundays in Oc
tober; then comes Mrs. Tillie U. Rey
nolds, Mrs. May S. Pepper, who Is to be 
here a month, and others of the very 
best talent. The Thursday socials are 
continued as usual.”

J. M. White writes: “All who have 
had experience in lyceum work, or have 
auy literature on that line to donate, 
are requested to communicate with me 
at 1407 S. Pearl street, Joplin. Mo. We 
are trying to start a lyceum here, and 
If anyone can assist by sending papers 
or pamphlets suitable for lyceum work, 
we can use them to good advantage.”

Milo R. Smith writes: “The man who 
thoroughly understands the sublime 
philosophy of Spiritualism finds that he 
has so much to do to build, broaden 
and round out his own life, that he has 
not much time for those away from his 
home. The world is full of misery. 
Each city, town and village has those 
who need help, physically, morally and 
spiritually, and we can be busy from 
morn until night, and yet see so much 
to do.” ’ '.

We give a brief extract' from a com
munication from spirit R. A. Hawkins 
It came over the spiritual telegraph at 
Lily Dale, August 16,1898, W. E. Cole 
medium: “My friend and brother In 
truth, Joseph McClellan, I am very glad 
to come to you at this time, and I as
sure you of the grand and glorious con
ditions waiting for you, and It is 
through you that I can come and mani
fest my presence, for I can control you

B. Wing uiffes: “For a number of 
, jeais I hate had a very near friend 

«ho was firm in the faith of Christian 
. Science. He was very deaf, He had 
' , u?a aI! w11' trumpet; then it was so 

mud for him to get a clear understand
ing of the idea oue would present to 
him, that he wanted me to converse 
nith him ou paper. Our communica
tion, however, was suddenly ended, for 
ueat the Sth of July, 1898, his lifeless 
uuu.' «as found on a hay stack. On the 
3d ot September 1 wrote to him the fol
lowing question: ‘Brother S. W. Had
ley, do you see any more truth in Spir
itualism now than you did at our last 
iutervlew? Don’t you now think it in 
the advance of Christian Science?’ This 
question I put iu between two slates 
uo one knowing what the question was, 
as I had written several questions, and 
tlie above was selected without being 
looked at, so I did not know which 
question It was. The following answer 
was written: 'Well, Brother Wing, I do 
uot think so; I know it. Dear brother, 
go on; yotbare right; I was wrong.’”

J, M. Clellan writes: “Rev, Hawkins' 
was a grand man, an eloquent preach
er, and greatly beloved. I have had 
several communications from him. 
Here is oue I got ou the slate at O. P. 
Keeler’s: ‘When I come here I feel like 
saying praise God from whom all bless
ings flow. I think there is some error 
in tlie church, but there is much good in 
it. They who will follow Jesus Christ, 
can’t go far astray. The times are pro
gressing nieely.-R. W. Hawkins.’ This 
I got ou the same'slate: ‘The Lord is 
my helper. I shall not want. I hope, 
McClellan, you will stick to the God 
that is taught in Christianity.—B. S. 
Roberts. ’ He was a bishop or Presi
dent in the Methodist church, aud was 
a profound scholar.” '

A. Cramer writes: “If we are to have 
• a creed, or establish a spiritual yard

stick by which all Spiritualists are to 
be measured to determine whether they 
are ‘all wool and a yard wide or not,’ 
why need stop here; but may we not go 
farther in aping the church and iu hyp-' 
oeritical catering for popularity, aud 
have the whole thing. We already have 
our ordinations, christenings, invoca
tions and our reverends. When we 
have a creed, let us continue adding 
church usages to Spiritualism until the 
Christian can't tell Spiritualism from 
his own barbarous belief that thereby 
we may the more easily ‘rope him in.’ ”

The next session of the Southern Cas
sadaga camp-meeting, at Lake Helen, 
Florida, will begin the first Sunday in 
February, 1899, and close the first Sun
day in March. Those who desire to go 
from the New England states, New 
York, ete., will find the cheapest trans
portation by joining Mr. H. A. Buding- 
tou’s excursions by water from New 
York City to Jacksonville; theuce by 
St. John’s river, or by rail to Lake 
Helen. Ills first excursion will leave 
New York City about Nov. 1. Later ex
cursions, managed by Mr. Budington, 
will leave about Dee. 1, Jan.f, and Feb. 
1, 1899. Write him for prices aud all 
information desired (enclosing 4 cents 
in stamps for circulars, etc.) at 91 
Sherman street, Springfield, Mass.

C. II. Figuers writes: “Last Sunday 1 
Mr. I). A. Herrick, chairman of Lake 1 
Brady, association, as speaker and my- 1 
self us test medium, took charge of the ' 
Diamond street Spiritual Hall, Alle- 1 
gheny, l’a., for October. The lecturer 1
presented many truths in a clear and 
forcible manner. The tests by me were 
all recognized. A Ladies’ Aid was or
ganized yesterday, and the lyceum is 
doing nicely under the management of 
Mrs. Walrond. Mr. Chas. Klopfer, the 
president of the society, is off on a 
much-needed vacation. After our stay 
in Allegheny, Pa., Mr. Herrick and my
self will return to Ohio and will visit 
many of the cities of the northern part 
of the state, he lecturing, and I giving 
tests.” x

Mrs. F. D. Logan writes from San 
Francisco, Cal.: "Thankful, Indeed, are 
we to the powers visible and invisible 
who have enabled us to resume the Cir
cle of Harmony, which met for the 
third time in Occidental Hall, 305 Lark
in street, at 1 p. m„ October 2. A good
ly number were present; the harmony 
was complete. A half-dozen speeches 
were made, touching upon the occult 
and the silent forces everywhere, aud 
the overpowering mastery of mind over 
matter. One medium was entranced to 
speak words of comfort to many hearts 
aud also gave a very thrilling account 
of her exit from the church into Spirit
ualism, which occupied about 20 min
utes, and the strangest part of it all 
was, the clock which wait at least ten 
feet from any human being, stopped, 
and then started again as she was 
about closing her speech. The only so
lution that we could give for this'sin
gular phenomenon, which was also cor
roborated by the medium in her nor
mal condition, was that she should 
have plenty of time to speak as the 
spirit desired, without being called to 
time, ns she had been on a former occa
sion iu another hall. Nearly every 
speaker, old and young, expressed 
themselves highly pleased that they ■ 
could again attend the Circle of liar- ' 
mony where perfect freedom was had I 
by every one to give utterance to their ■ 
best thoughts, whether iu the normal I
or entranced condition.”

Mrs. Lucy J. Williams, of Breeds
ville, Mich., was ordained August 16. 
by the State Association, and is an able 
speaker and test medium. ■

Daniel Hiltz writes from Baltimore, 
Md.: “I attended Dr. White's meetings. 
The hall was crowded.”

The well-known worker, Oscar A. 
Edgerly, writes from Atlanta, Ga.: "I 
am having splendid success in my work 
here In Atlanta, so much so that the so
ciety has extended my engagement two 
mouths. I shall remain here through 
October, November and December.”

W. E. Bonney, of Blair, Neb., writes: 
“I am pleased to see you have given 
such prominence in your valuable col
umns to the grand aud truthful lines of 
Ella Wheeler Wilcox in ‘The Creed.’ I 
think they are worthy of all the promi
nence we are able to give them, and I 
have often thought they should be 
printed in bold, illuminated letters on 
card-board and placed upon the walls 
of every home where the eternal truths 
of the philosophy of Spiritualism have 
been permitted to enter. In my humble 
opinion they are as grand, as truthful, 
as comprehensive of the teachings of 
true Spiritualism, as anything ever 
written in ancient or modern times). 
Could we keep them prominently before 
the masses of the people, they: would 
soon educate thousands to the real 
truth of the divinity of humanity, and 
teach how all children may be born so 
as to be ‘immaculately’ conceived or as 
near to that desirable condition as it is 
possible for human beings to be born 
We heed to educate the masses along 
this line as it is of the greatest import
ance to all. We can all be redeemers 
if we aspire to be.”

Mrs. Estelle Howes-Baillet will leave 
Lily Dale on the 14th Inst, for Hor- 
nellsville. N. Y., where she will resume 
her spiritual work, visiting on her re
turn home, Belmont Friendship, Bol
Ivar, Hinsdale and Olean, former

crumbs of spit it Jar thought and knowl
edge for several 7Uars. Private sittings 
and parlor talliscili be ber line of 
work, and she will. be pleased to meet 
many of her former patrons. Address 
Hotuellstflle, N. Y, cate ol S D Cos

lv9‘ C.'...Vlatt "llies Hom Baraboo, 
l'vwì m'»- Wlth us tbis IU0I1U1* 
I rank I. Ripley, of Boston, Mass., who 
is speaking and giving tests in the Uni
ta nan chin ch to crowded houses His

*>ug is enjoyed, and his tests are 
re,eUt' ihe SPdi'ualists iu the state

>t Wisconsin would do well to secure 
ins sei vices while he is iu the state. 
He is open for Lfengagemeilts for the 
month ot November.”
savi* 1 ? °'1J?1,110«°l’1*ieal Journal 

pklt>>"1We11 K011'ce Mr- «»a 
fn * in i > ’ I’revwus to departing 
for their home among the orange 
groves, near Los Angeles; was a most 
Pvrt°aU1)iIe ,a,ffuir> their parlors being 
crowded with representative San Fran
cisco _ people. The exercises were 
opened with the beautiful vocal duet, 
Moonlight on the Rhine,’ by Prof. Pe- 
tersilea and his accomplished young 
pupil, Mr. Mark Ellis, who took the 
tenor part. After the professor had 
played some of the chef d’oeuvres of 
Beethoven and Chopin, Mr. Ellis sang 

®xPression, ‘Riccio’s Last
Haff. After the readings by 

Mrs Petersilea, which were enthusias
tically applauded, speeches were made 
by several of the guests, all expressing 
high appreciation of the grand work 
done by Mr. and Mrs. Petersilea, and 
a hope for their speedy return to San 
Francisco.”

Carrie Fuller Weatherford held serv
ices at Rendville, the 6th lust. Will be 
at Springfield, the 13th aud 14th; Vigo 
aud Ohilicothe, 19th, 20th aud 21st. 
Has unengaged week-nights for Novem
ber and wishes to hear from Ohio 
towns which would like to work in har
mony with the N, S. A., and the Ohio 

, b. A._ For lectures, tests aud impro
vised songs from subjects presented by 
the audience*, address her at 51 E. Rich 
street, Columbus, O.

Societies within 200 miles of Wash- 
D. desiring the services of 

A. I*,. Tisdale, the blind orator and sing
er, may address him at 600 Penna ave
nue, >S. E., Washington,-D. C. .

Capt. Jack Abbott writes from New 
Orleans, La.: “Our New Orleans Spir
itualist Association is not doing well. 
A few of us have kept up our Sunday 
meetings all summer, but we have no 
local talent to make them Interesting to 
the public, and no money to employ 
speakers from abroad.' We would be 
glad to give the use of our hall with all 
receipts to auy capable medium 
speaker who would like to spend 
winter In our city.”

Osear A. Edgerly's engagements 
tlie lecture season of 1898-9, are as

or 
the

for
tne lecture season of 1898-9, are as fol
lows: September, October, November 
and December, with the Society of Spir
itual Science, A.'tlauta, Ga.; first two 
Sundays of January, 1899, still open for 
engagement. Lafet three Sundays of 
January with sqpletjes of Fall River
Mass., and Springfield, Mass. Febru
ary, with the Boston Spiritual Temple 
Society, Berkeley, Ha’ll, Boston, Mass 
First two Sunda.Vs o'f March with the 
Spiritual Academy, of Norwich, Conn 
Last two Sundays 0} March still open 
lor engagement. April and May en
gaged with Ihe First'Spiritualist Socie
ty of South Bend', Ini1!. Will be pleased 
to hear from Societies desiring the ser
vices of trance speaker and test medi
um for the first two’Sundays of Janu
ary and last two,of Ijilareb.

W. F. Peck wr/tos. from St. Louis, 
Mo.: “We InatigijgateiJ our new move
ment October 2d, with 11 large audience 
and much enthusiasm. Judge Portis 
well and widely known as au able law
yer and a dyed-in-the-wool Spiritualist, 
delivered an eloquent inauguration and 
installation address, after which I 
spoke upon the ‘Objects and Mission of 
Our Church.’ Much interest was
aroused and quite a number of new 
members were added to our list. We 
have a beautiful hull and we start out 
with every prospect of proving that the 
plan of settled speakers and a more 
systematic method of work will be a 
success in St. Louis.”

The Ladies’ Aid and Home Society 
wish to restate the address of the Spir
itualists’ Home. It is 3310% Rhodes
avenue, one block from Cotta’go Grove 
west. New officers have been appoint
ed, and all who will take au interest 
and donate furniture, etc., please ad
dress Mrs. G. N. Kinkead, correspond
ing secretary, 75 Thirty-first street, 
Flat D.

Mrs. T. McGregor writes: “I cannot 
wait till the end of my subscription 
year for Art Magic. So here is my re
newal to a paper in which I’ve found 
gems that gold cannot pay for. When
ever I read my Progressive Thinker a 
calm settles around mo aud I am trans
ported to a place where all strife and 
earthly desires are still; where all is 
purity, love and longing to know what 
is truth, and what is not.”

A meeting was held at the home of C. 
C. Pratt, for the purpose of organizing 
a Spiritualistic circle. Frank T. Rip
ley, of Boston, Mass., who lectured af
ternoon and evening in tbf Unitarian 
church Sunday is the prime mover. 
His tests at the Unitarian church were 
quite remarkable and mystified those 
present. He will lecture again at the 
Unitarian church next Sunday after
noon and evening.—Baraboo, Wis., 
Evening News.

Mrs. Mary Starin writes: “I have re
ceived my paper and books all right. I 
feel very much pleased with Art Magic; 
it is a splendid present to go with such 
a cheap, good paper.”

Ladies’ Aid and Spiritual Home wish 
to correct the previous address; not 
3208 Prairie avenue, but it is 3310’/, 
Rhodes avenue., one block west of Cot
tage Grove avenue. The Home will be 
open October 15 a pd thereafter, except 
on the 16th. All, inquiries can be re
plied to by writing,or.calling on Mrs. G. 
N. Kinkead, 75 31st street, Chicago.

Mrs. Virginia Barrett writes: “I de
sire to make arrangements -with a lady 
medium, having a different phase from 
mine to travel with me; if not a medi
um, one who can act as chairman, and 
take part otherwise. I would like to 
hear from such -..a ¡person at once. 
Please-state age. bl ¡desire to corre
spond with persons or! societies in Can
ada, New York, Ohio and Indiana. I 
have open dates and will make terms 
reasonable. Address me 372 King 
street, West, Toronto, Ont.

Dwight E. Young Writes: “After a 
season of quiet during the hot season, 
and the camp-meetings, the St. Joseph 
Valley „Spiritualist Association of 
Union City, Mich., held a grove meet
ing, September 11, where Mrs. Jennie 
Hagan Jaekson entertained a large 
concourse of people. She handled the 
subject, which was given by one of the 
audience, in a masterly manner. Many 
of the hearers would have preferred 
something of the spiritual philosophy, 
and would much rather speakers select 
their own subjects, of their control se
lect it for them, In place of taking it 
from the audience. It seems as 
though all would be better satisfied 
After the afternoon exerclses-occurred 
the annual election of officers, which 
resulted in the choice of Jonathan 
Johnson, president: H. E. Hagner, vice
president; D. E. Young, secretary; W.

n'e treasurer, September 25, 
Dr. E. H. Deuslow, of Sturgis, Mich., 
''4s’, h us‘ 1118 eoutl'ol handled the 
t bject 111 a way to entertain all pres
ent. I10L Maneu, also oi Sturgis, ac
companied the doctor, aud saug solos, 
both monilng aud evening, closing with 
oue ol his owu composing, which 
.Housed the audience to a pitch of en
thusiasm that would uot down until he 
1 epea ted the last verse. We expect to 
gleet them again some in the future 
and hope they will have calls from 
other societies to work in the good 
good cause.” b

ihe Enterprise, Spiritualistic in tone 
sajs. Oue cannot afford to stop In 
action, in effort, strength is gained. 
Every obstacle overcome, every victory 
won, deepens the power of self-control. 
Blessings come to the person who looks 
tip, not to the one who looks down. 
One must see the sunshine, even 
though the clouds are thick and dark. 
One must see the good iu a fellow-be
ing, if he would be undisturbed aud in
juriously moved by the perturbances of 
the weak and undeveloped. Sight must 
extend beyond the surface when aud 
where anger sinks the real man. One 
can hardly travel well in the present 
without the sight that extends beyond 
the material. One must be grown to 
look beyond the gross and vacillating 
if lie would live an untroubled life. 
Aiming high and looking upwards 
makes a person positive to the lower 
and weaker. Every .thought, every 
action, every emontion, is either posi
tive or negative to every other thought, 
action or emotion. The truly positive 
man is the superior man; the truly neg
ative man is tlie inferior man. The 
man who is superior to anger, hate re
venge slander,-is the only man to whom 
should be delegated authority. Such 
only, should be placed iu positions of 
trust and honor. When such men are 
placed iu positions to deal with and for 
others, authority ■will not be exercised 
to darken the life and obstruct prog
less. When the truly positive man 
leads, bars -will be less, obstructions to 
natunil growth will be fewer, and tlie 
general aim higher. When the uni
versal aim is on the bright side, evolv
ing of the better man will be hastened 
and the shackles of common slavery 
will bless more and might curse less.” 
o ?' ?' •, wrl,es: “'-Tlie Lynn, Mass., 
spiritual Association opened their meet
ings for the season, at their hall, 28 
Market street, very auspiciously, Sun
day, October 2, at 2:30 p. m. President 
James M. Kelly opened the services 
with a brief address of welcome, out
lining the purposes and prospects of 
the association, announcing the talent 
already engaged, and the pleasing fact 
that a good sum of money was iu the 
hands of the treasurer. He then intro
duced Miss Blanche Brainerd, of Imw- 
ell, Mass. Miss Brainerd has a very 
pleasing personality, and her lecture, 
tests aud messages were attentively lis
tened to by a large audience. A social 
hour followed, when the company were 
invited down to the banquet-room 
where a sumptuous repast had been 
prepared by the Ladies’ Auxiliary. 
After partaking of which, adjournment 
was made to the larger hall where a 
social reunion was held by the mem
bers and friends, durlug which many 
encouraging messages received through 
several medium present, from those in
visible friends, who had in by-gone 
days done much in holding aloft the 
pure banner of Spiritualism in our city 
giving evidence of their continued in
terest iu the cause wc so dearly love. 
I he music In the afternoon was fur
nished by Mrs. Cross at the organ and 
Mr. Wm. H. Thomas with cornet, and 
congregational singing under the lead
ership of President Kelty. In the even
ing at 7:30 the same talent, assisted by 
Thomas’ full orchestra, when Miss 
Brainerd was at her best. Her lecture 
contained may telling points, grace
fully put, and elicited hearty applause 
from the large audience present. The 
tests aud messages which followed 
were all fully recognized. Miss Brain
erd will occupy our platform the two 
following Sundays, October 9 aud 16, at 
2.30 and 7:30 p. m. The Progressive 
Thinker is ou sale and subscriptions 
taken by Mrs. E. P. Averill, secretary.” 

Mrs. Horine writes: “Mrs. G. G. Cool-
ey, pastor of the First Spiritual Society 
of the South Side, was welcomed on her 
return by her audience with cheers. A 
beautiful solo by Mrs. Cole; a touching 
invocation aud resume of the summer’s 
work at the several camps were given. 
Will C. Hodge gave au interesting talk 
and also Dr. Ravlln, of California. We 
are pleased to have the excellent Doc
tor in our city. The evening services 
were especially interesting. The house 
was packed. The pastor delivered an 
inspiring spiritual lecture, after which 
Mrs. Wallis, of Manchester, England, 
was introduced, aud spoke most im
pressively on the ‘Philosophy of Spirit
ualism.’ Mrs. Wallis is one of those
rare soulful speakers ami we extend to 
her happy greetings. Mrs. Cooley's 
tests were all fully recognized. We be
lieve the coming year is freighted with 
great success and inspiration for our 
beautiful cause.”

Blanche Marguerite Groell writes: 
“The Englewood (Ill.) Spiritual Society, 
of 528 West 63d street, is taking rapid 
strides in making its meetings most in
structive and pleasing. Mrs. L. M. 
Trudell, well-known as a teacher, a si 
sisted by other inspired lecturers, voice 
their opinions on different subjects and 
religions. At our conference meetings 
at 2:30 p. m., Mr. Coates gives tests 
and niessages, which are always recog
nized. Bring your slates, aud while you 
hold them in your own hands, you will 
receive a message from your spirit 
friends. The evening meetings are 
characterized with a lecture by Mrs. 
Trudell, whose clear thought aud earn
est manner bring to all a realization of
our steady progress. The lecture is fol
lowed by a full-form materializing se
ance by Miss Ethel Hodge. All are cor
dially invited to attend our meetings.^

E. W. Sprague writes from Fenton?” 
Mich.: “We have organized and char
tered a society here with the Michigan 
State Spiritualist Association. There 
never was a public meeting held in this 
town until we came here. Mrs. Rob
inson and Mr. Dewey had been here 
and held two or three parlor meetings 
and I believe that is all that has ever 
been done by outsiders. The private 
circle and camps have done the rest.1’

Mrs. A. W. Bloom writes: “The Lake 
View Spiritual Union held their first 
meeting at their new hall 1629 North 
Clark street, Sunday evening, October 
2. The guides of Mrs. W. C. Mann 
gave the opening address which was 
listened to with great interest, after 
which Mr. A. C. Curtis made a short 
address. He is rapidly developing into 
a platform speaker and we hope to 
have the pleasure of listening to him 
very often during the coming winter 
Mrs. Mann will assist Mr. and Mrs’ 
Wickland during the winter. Mrs 
Wickland gave some wonderful tests 
Sunday evening. Miss Ella Johnson, of 
nest Pullman, also gave a number of 
tests which were recognized and appre
ciated by those who. received them 
We hope to see many souls brought 
into the light through the instrumental
ity of our society. We welcome all 
who are seeking for the truth.” •

Mrs. Isa Wilson Kayner, the well- 
known medium, j.s now located for a 
short time at 2?18 Olive street, St 
Louis, Mo„ and will hold circles or give 
private sittings, .
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T-Ptta £illnpIe wrltes Horn Ottawa, 
Kans„‘ lo the Liberal Voters of Kau- 
Sas, Greeting;- As this is the first 
knowu campaign in the Uuited States 
wltete workers aud thinkers along the 
Hue of religious reform can go out and 
nmnuH bta,te for 1» uphold 
He ta'r fl’e!;do.lu and conscientious 
no w \ Wa^,bol‘l ask you to sup- 
Jbinl- 17 iudepeudt!nt Auti-religion 
H -k;. Jou are uot iu sympathy with 
Socialism, remember my plank is sep
arate from ecouomic political meas
ures, and if you will vote for the prin
ciple which my name on tin* ballot 
stands tor, Freethought will have 
gatued a great victory. 1 ask nothing 
petsonally, and every one who has 
sense enough to be a Freethinker will 
know that I expect to reap no financial 
reward from your vote, but this fight is

U.S UliU“’ alld 10 *'s|ablish 
■a grand move toward success we must 
establish a line precedence tbis elec
tion. This is all I am after—uot fame— 
uot notoriety-not elect ion!”

-gave two public discourses each ol 
which was followed by eoinmunlcatioiu 
from our unseen friends. Tlie hall and 
its tuinislnngs, the properly of Mr. J) 
b.' <i. ‘ £lley’- were, li,lin»ly deduated 
to the tree investigation of spiritual 
phenoment! under the title of (lie Web
ster City, Iowa, .Spiritual Unity Hall, 
so that henceforth the cause of Spirit* 
ualism m Webster City will be free to 
untold according to the law of its own 
nnei lite. Some reputable speaker^ ueip'futtirm” *,10IUiSed l° US!i's S 

Hl'uf. Lock wood, the widely-known
Tlfirtv lir7 "liS Ci,‘V’ 1",'lun’ at 
JmitJ-lHsl street, under the auspices 

is. Georgia Cooley’s .society Sundnvi 
evening, October 23. Subject "¡3 
uot 1‘tilth, the Basis of Modern Spirit? 
uahsm.” This will be tire only oppor
tunny to hear this able ami fearless ad- 
Huru °t-“ ,la,,"'al SP<"itualisn as h0 

Xm*ms.S' ‘U 10,18 ™a-'uiive ea^

ci rat“';,,.1''; ":riles:
tiful book, Art Magic, as well as The 
1 regressive Thinker, all came O. K. 
Many thanks for the book; it is a nice 
one aud a good one. I have read some 
tn it, and am well pleased so far.”

The Daily News of Newburyport, 
Mass., says: "Newburyport is soon to 
be the center of au old-fashioned tem
perance revival, to be conducted under 
the joint auspices of Mountain Rill 
Lodge oi Good Templars aud Union Di
vision, «oils of Temperance. The prin
cipal speaker will be Dr. C. W. Hidden 
who will speak and sing every night,’ 
followed by remarks by the prominent 
temperance workers ot' this city and vl- 
eilllty. The last real temnerin.-e 2.
vtv.,1 ... »•...;..........................***>iA.-iuure retrial m Newburyport took place in 
18;b, at which time Dr. Hidden, then a 
boy of 18, made his debut as a total ab- 
stiuence speaker. Among his associ
ates iu the coming meetings will be a 
number of reformed men who signed 
the pledge at that time aud have kept 
it ever since.” 1

David 1>. Dewey, president of tha 
Michigan .Slate .Spiritual Association 
mmediately afier reutrning rem 
" ishrngion, attending the \ s A 
ga liz^new1“' •‘iasloua,*v ami or- 
ganizi new societies, and help reinsinta

• 'im ».th
-un?
Xye,M.;? i;rr

Itev ’</ u ?yr<‘K’ ljans"‘K. Mieh.

Rei. O. Burnett writes'from 1749 ('«>. 
Ifoima street, Denver, Colo 
medium, a lecturer, etc. 1 
ive minister in the M F 
nearly thirty ,W1|.S j 
the First National Progressive .Spiritual 
jrear1T\ra'i(,1r‘?!"1 V"“' 
J ai. 1 «.¡s oidauied minister bv thai 
•'’Oeiety during Mrs. Cooley' J 

mere. I can bl 
inn foi engagements.”

1 am a
1 was an aet-

Church for 
president oí

» term ofl 
addressed

Mrs. C. H. Horine writes: "Tire ever 
inflowing expression of love, sympathy 
and ministration from the realms of 
spirit life expressed through mediums 
are gleams of eternal light l0 our inner 
souls to harmonize, spiritualize and un
fold humanity to its true moral, intel- 
lectua! and spiritual spheres. Truly we 
are blessed in our pastoral medium, 
Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, in her de
fining of spiritual laws aud life and Ihe ra'i".:; 
manj messages and mimes at each ser- ■ ■' 
vice Among toe many last Sunday, 
October 8, was one in which tlie spirit 
addressed a gentleman in the audience 
as.?’,aln' snj’iug, ‘You know me. 1 am

.. f writes from
, ,, "itll IIS tile mist
"11 o?"t./V evenin”s‘ Dillian Na- J II. ot incollili, president of Ilie sntf, 
• I'll lilial Association, and it has seldom 
er'U'ture °'1 ÍÜ,,|’IUV ‘° a l)et'

1 lutine or more convincing test, 
than those which came through Un* me 
ilniinship of tliis lady. J|,.r tr-tiice 1er 
lure of the 9th ¡llsl‘ -Spirittial Guid 
•¡'“'V; I|H‘ Nations ’ \vaa
b "Ï 7- „'mL1'1'?'1 :,,ld "‘a8"‘Hj' imi miei 
>J nu „mde. 1 am travelling through 
,b|s «lul<‘. and 1 think Spiritualisn u 
growing rapidly here, being due. 1 firm?

i tr to the circulation of Vour es 
H unhle jiaper, which 1 lit....... .. f
saloon many of the news stands”

• -X. .uaguire writes: "Mr „n,] Mrg 
"‘orge Grntin have opened Sunday "?: 
ernoon meetings at 3 p. JU..

Ma bash1 avenue, where they are uernm-

— —■•**> Juu anow me. 1 am
Goodman. I was shot a thousand miles 
from here, and 1 bring with me your I ,. , - ....................... . -.re perma
son and daughter,’ ami the man was a । 1,’,'illt‘il: Though Mrs Grillin's
° . ..................... ’ ’ ■■ ’tiumpet manifestations are '.¡ven i..

,tha d^<’ me conditions ar" sm'h "s !“ 

«‘aye m reasonable doubt in uh. minds 
of liriestigators of their genuinitv and 
sirons of I"0' °Uly ,'V,,r " 1,1,1 de
Mio s of being pm nn,i,,r , j t 
eoudffions. When entranced, invest gal 
tors nr<* imrinifi,.,i .... . .

stranger a thousand miles from home. 
Another: ‘No one will expect me. 1 am 
Mother Murpby-a Catholic, 20 years in 
spirit-hfe, and this is the first' time I 
have manifested. My daughter, Mary 
Anu, and a priest come also, to that gen
tleman,’ jKjinting to the person. He 
had waited on her, Mary Ann, when 
young. Henry Martin came to his. • V * I IM K UIUV IV JJlo
brother, bringing a mother who had op
posed Spiritualism. Tliese, with inalivi
inni-A r..n.. ....--------- ... i .. . ♦’more, were fully recognized. Brother 
Hodge answered questions most satis
factorily in tlte afternoon. We shall 
miss our brother, as he leaves Chicago 
for the sunny dime of Califurnin. Our 
blessings go with him. Our pastor 
Mrs. Cooley, Is with us at 77 31st street 
for the coming months, aud we are re
joicing iu the coming work and suc
cess.” '

U.S ate Iiernntletl lo tom h the ball of 
hei eye with a finger, tin* lid being 
pushed back by tin* entrancing spirit 

I for the purpose, „.ppm JJ“ 
is not tlie slightest 11 inching. am) at the 
same time not the slight pulsation'a? 
J!“ wi'ist Is perceptible to ihe touch 
Ihe control speaks through Un* trumpet 
clearly and distinctly, returning spifits 
according to strength. Both Mr and 
Tire mm ,U ai''e ‘.“xt'‘‘)l,’,il ''‘st mediums. 
tl.o ,.,« , m2bl?’...'s5lv<''1 Pi'omlnence at

Dr. Wm. Cleveland writes from St. 
Patil, Minn.: “1 believe tire mission of 
bpiritualism is to reform tlie world, 
aud It is your-duty and my duty to do 
all in our power to help it along. I do 
honestly believe that the world is sad- .nuemeum 
J?’. ,,ne?,d of a new religion, aud if ihe put an organize 
bpir tualists of our glorious republic ul
xvould quit wrangling and talk less less was to r< 
about creeds and declarations, and 
gitc their time and energy towards ed
ucating our speakers and mediums, 
they would do more for the good of the 
cause. Who dare say tliat humanity is 
not imbued with religious sentiments 
and who dare say tliat these senth 
ments should not be cultivated up to 
the highest sense of love and truth. 
M hen we Spiritualists commence to 
teach a higher religious sentiment than 
the Christians do, then we will become 
the only true followers of Jesus. 'The 
Christians are not his followers. They 
have wilfully and maliciously tried to 
rob Jesus of his earthly father, and for 
tills reason, if for no other, they are not 
his followers.” •

B. R. Anderson writes: “Why should 
not all Bible believers get up a general 
declaration of principles called ‘Prin
ciples of Astronomy,’ ‘We believe the 
earth is flat or square.’ ‘We believe 
God bustled the thing up in just six 
days. etc. Those who would not back 
up these principles, to -be dubbed un
principled scoundrels.” ,

John Martin writes from Buffalo, N. 
Y.. One has to but look at organization 
of religious bodies the world over to 
see how it has domineered over and 
prevented free individual thought. It 
also has a tendency to disturb harmo
nious conditions and foster bigotry, as 
can be seen by the working of political 
parties. The mass of intelligent Spir
itualists want to do their own thinking 
without guidance from “boss” rule 
which is sure to creep in when they go 
to formulate a creed or make a declara
tion of principles. The Golden Rule is 
all the creed needed.”

Correspondent writes from Webster 
City, Iowa: “From time to time during 
recent years Spiritualism has had some 
public advocacy in this bright little 
city. Occasional lectures have been de
livered and readings given to Interest
ed audiences by visiting mediums. Un
til recently our meetings have been ac
commodated in the liberal church of 
the Place, or in the parlors of believers, 
tyithin a few months, however, some 
of the believers in the realltv of spirit 
communication have made it possible 
for this faith to have its own local hab
itation. - A neat hall on Seneca street
has been cozfly fitted and furnished 
and on Sunday, October 2, it was ap
propriately dedicated to the uses of the 
friends of Spiritualism, and Mr. Max 
Hoffman pf Chicago was present and

meetings

the following

Ihe officers of Texas 8
Association of Spiritualists are sending 
incular letters over the state, to liqub 
date indebtedness and create a fund to 
- „„ - ------ or in the field.

Ihe first action of tin* board of trus- 
'?■ "7." Ihe indorsement and

on illation of Dr. Louis Schlesinger 
■ 1 ins action was taken because of vio
lation of consideration for which such 
IHimwc XV...... ......... ................ “ rtlMU

State National

p.ipe s were granted.” They are de
termined to have true, pure men and 

■«omen to ornament the ranks of me-

The officers of the Texas Camp-moot- 
iff Association are already exerting 

themselves for a camp next year W 
Lenox Fox. Oak Cliff, secretary '

Mrs. Mary A. Wilson has in her capa
ble manner served the Spiritualist so
ciety of Houston, but will soon close 
Worth ’ ''etUrUillg 10 ller Fort

Mr. R. H. Kneeshaw. who Is serving 
the society in El Paso, has proven bis 
mention of making Texas his home bv 

bringing his family from Montreal, 
Canada. ’

Mr. John W. Ring Is doing satisfac
tory work in Galveston.

Mr Chas W. Newman continues to 
herald the state news and mauv in
structive articles In the clean little mag
azine, Dawning Light. . ’

Rev. Allen F. Brown will leave his 
charge in San Antonio long enough to 
attend the coming convention of the N 
S. A. ’

The broad field of Texas is whitened 
for harvest for a good test medium of 
most any phase, who brings a pure 
moral and fraternal practice with what 
they may teach or demonstrate

.Miss Ellen Thomas aud Mrs. Carrie 
M. Hinsdale are in the missionary 
work through the northern part of the 
state.

A LIBRARY.
Commence forming one now bv sub

scribing for The Progressive Thinker 
and securing Art Magic. The nanei 
on,e ^aLaHd Art Magle will cost vou 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when it was first issued. Then you 
could have had in your library at the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
it is better late than never. Commence 
now, if^you have not done so already to 
form a library by subscribing for The 
Progressive Thinker. A library In this 
fast age is absolutely essential. Aid us 
in carrying out the Divine Plan.

The Brotherhood of Man, and What 
Follows from It. Two lectures. Bv 
Mre. Marla M. King. Price reduced 
from 25 cent* to 20 cent*
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THBF>ROGRES^IVB'’THINKER

As Applied to “The Sool in Human Embodiments.”

ceptions.

A Criticism,Prof. W. M, Lockwood, of Chicago.

A LUNG TRANCE.

DOT. 22, 1898
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This department is under the management of 

HUDSON TUTTLE.
[Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

A Wyoming, III., Woman Awakes from a 
Nineteen Weeks’ Sleep.

T/+C, FftLLftGIES 
OF INVOLUTION

NOTICE.—No attention will be given anonymous let
ters. Full name and address must be given, or tlie letters 

'|will not bo read. If the request be made, the name will 
not be published. The correspondence of this depart
ment has become excessively large, especially letters of 
inquiry requesting private answers, and while I freely 
give whatever information I am able, the ordinary court
esy of correspondence is expected.

HUDSON TUTTLE.

P. M.: Q. The offspring of disreputable parents die 
before becoming aocouptable, and inherit their parents’ 
traits. Will the spirits of such be held in any way re
sponsible? If so, why? z _

A. Nature does not ask how any being came by. given 
tyaits, or organization. She holds every one accountable 
for that which they have. This correspondent is prepos
sessed of the old idea of “accountability,” and with that 
I have no concern. There is never a time when account
ability to the laws of our being begins or ends. From 
the moment the embryo starts into life it is strictly and 
absolutely held to the mandates of the laws of its organic 
being. The sphere of this accountability enlarges and 
becomes complicated with the individuality of conscious
ness and the will. If a child inherit bad Qualities, it will 
be obliged io reform by the same processes that affect all. 
Mercy and pity are unknown io Nature, except as they 
blossom in human character. The tenth generation may 
feel the effects of a law transgressed by an ancestor. This 
is consoling. All errors and results of errors may be out
grown.

is an innate tendency on the | no means. But a, formative principle 
pait of the human to eUng to the use of I contained in the structure we call “the 
words, terms and ideas, expressing sen- .................
timent rather than consistent thought 
In matters of religion, however misap
plied and inimical to truth these terms 
and ideas may be, A modern thinker 
and writer says: “The tenacity of an 
ingrained mental conception is often so 
powerful as to defy for centuries tlie 
assaults of the keenest logle, and the 
most plausible ana persuasive argu
ments.” .

Elisha I). Blakeman: Q. (1) What ijeed have we of 
■a better religion, than living out the requirements of the 
“Golden Rule,” given by Confucius the great Chinese 
law-giver, long before the birth of Jesus Christ? ■ 

• (2) Can any person rightly claim to be a true Christian 
who is a married man or woman, only as they live a pure 
celibate life, as Jesus did, and as the Shaker communities 
do, of our day and time?

(3) Our Christian writers and ministers claim we are 
a Christian nation. Can they make this claim true, un
less they obey the command of Jesus to come out from 
the world (of business and generating of the human spe
cies), and “be separate,” i. e., by living a pure celibate 
life, and following him, doing the wofks he did, through 
eelf-denial and the cross?

(4) According to your best judgment, which, among 
all the multifarious religions known to you, may be 
rightly termed the most reliable to save souls from sin 
and insure the greatest degree of happiness here and 
hereafter in the spirit world?

A. (1) The Golden Rule, in its various expressions by 
ancient sages is essentially founded on selfishnesg. You. 
are commanded to be just and do the right, because you 
would not have others do wrong to you. Accepting this, 

-the example of these sages is superior to this rule. Bud
dha proves himself Divine to his doubting disciple, who 
gave him a kick, by his solicitude as to the foot being 
hurt by the blow, forgetful of his own injury, and taking 
Jesus as an example, he is represented on the cross in the 
agonies of death, as praying that his enemies might be 
forgiven. The world’s heroes, saviors and gods are those 
who have given themselves for others. Hence the Spir
itual Rule which transcends all others, which is divine, I 
use the word for want of a better, is, “Do all for others.” 
Admitting the fundamental character of the Golden 
Bule, would its strictest observance make a religious 
man? Would such an one be accepted as a member of a 
single Christian church, from Catholic to the most insig- 
.Dificant Protestant branch? He might be excellent in 
morals, in uprightness, in everything , desirable for 
nobility of character, and at the same time at the antip
odes of the requirements for a church member.

Beligion, if the word has any meaning, is that system 
of dogmas, beliefs, customs and observances, gathered in 
past ages around some central personages, as Confucius, 
Christ, Buddha, or Mohammed. ‘

. This correspondent would have the answer in the nega
tive, yet we must affirm. He sees nature through the 
mist of the superstitions of the past, which makes the 
physical world full of sin and the spirit struggling 
through the probation of the flesh, purifying itself by 
its scorn of all that connects it with this existence. Such 
.views would surely never be entertained, had not the 
mind been clouded by the false ideas of the past. It is 
according to the mandate of nature that man and woman 
unite, and aside from the necessity of maintenance of the 
race, the highest, noblest and purest expression of life 
and character is the result of such union. The Shakers 
may have been devoted, and have lived up to their high
est light, but their lives were unnatural, and hence not 
to be imitated. For nature and not the Bible, or inter
pretations of that book, should be our guide. A celibate 
life is a selfish life. Into it can come no devotion to an
other; no helpfulness for offspring, nor can it know any
thing of the assistance which comes of the blending of 
two souls having a common purpose. •

The belief that love is impure; that the conjugal rela
tion is sinful, came into Christianity from the East, and 
the words of Paul have been a curse to mankind, in his 
sneers at woman, and laudation of man. ,

The coarse vulgarity with which he viewed the subject 
has been a potent means of degradation. Man never 
reaches his highest estate unless supported by the love of 
wife, nor woman her excellence without the support of a 
husband. Nature in her demand for the maintenance of 
the race has placed the highest reward in recompense, 
not only physical but the highest spiritual gain. If there 
is failure, it is because of a misunderstanding of her laws, 
or ignorance thereof.

By the way, our correspondent instances Jesus as an 
example of a celibate. By what right? True, it is not 
said that he was married, but he went up and down the 
country followed by a rabble, conspicuous among whom
were women, as Mary the magdalene,—magdalene mean
ing a public character. She was according to the story, 

. exceedingly dear to him. ‘Would not the narrative read 
better and be more satisfactory, had Jesus been represent
ed as having a good wife and being true to her? Instead 
he commanded men to forsake their wives and children, 

' and lead the lives of vagabonds for the religion he of
fered. And it is a sad and horrible chapter in the his
tory of the race, which shows how during centuries of 
darkness his advice and example was followed. .

(3) Christians have come out of the nightmare of the 
Dark Ages, forced to higher grounds by the awakened 
thought of science, which is a true knowledge of nature, 
with superstition and religion relegated to the back
ground, and to return to “the following of Jesus,” would ' 
be the most dreadful reversion the imagination, could . 
conceive. - - . . ,

(4) All religions are~efforts to restore lost souls, ancTas 
we are not lost from God, nor is it possible for us to be, < 
they are all equally false in the first number of the equa
tion. There is little cause for choice between them. .

The only true Savior of souls from sin, pain and mis- ■ 
ery, is knowledge. ? ;

SHE BELATES SOME QUEEREXPERIENCES— 
TRAVELS IN STRANGE LANDS—MET MANY 
STRANGE TRIBES.

■ A special to the Times-Herald, of recent date relates 
the following:

■ Mrs, Rosalie P. Havens cannot realize that she has been 
sleeping without a break for nineteen weeks. She has 
been told that while she slumbered Cervera’s fleet dashed 
out of the bottle at Santiago and was scattered all along 
the coast, that thé maps of the world have been changed, 
that the greatest Fourth of July in the history of the 
world has been celebrated, that Spain has sued for peace, 
but it seems like a dream to her, as she has been dream
ing of other things for almost five months.

When one has gathered up the threads of her rambling 
story it sounds like a journey with the lost tribes of Is
rael. While her body has been lying in the little cottage 
in Wyoming her spirit has journeyed through space. She 
has traveled with strange, prehistoric people.

TRAVELS IN STRANGE LANDS,
Led by a patriarch, she, in company with thousands of 

others, fled from an accursed land, traveling north from 
fertile plains until they reached the snow-clad mount
ains, then on through peaceful valleys and out into the 
limitless expanse of ice fields. .

But their leader urged them on. The dead, th? v who 
perished on the journey, Were carried along unfc-itents ■ 
were pitched for the night, when the remains were 
burned, in order that no trace of the fleeing tribes might 
bo left for pursuers. *

While the intense heat of the summer days beat in 
through the windows of the little cottage, bringing dis
comfort to the rigid body, the spirit of Mrs. Havens was 
hastening- across the ice fields of Greenland, down 
through Alaska, still further down through British Co
lumbia, until the gray-bearded leader hade the remnant 
of his people halt in the valleys surrounded by great 
ranges of mountains, and build up new homes. , 

But strange tribes came and destroyed their homes and 
drove them back into the mountains, and the spirit of 
Mrs. Havens hastened back to Wyoming and found lodg
ment in its former habitation. .

AWAKES FROM HER SLUMBER.
Last Sunday she became more restless than usual, and 

at 4 o’clock in the afternoon rubbed her eyes, sat up in 
bed and looked with astonishment at those around her.

“What time is it, and where have I been?” she asked.
When informed that it was afternoon she fell to won

dering what had caused her to sleep so late.
“I remember now that I was restless during the early 

part of the evening,” she said, “and I was troubled by 
strange dreams. That is probably the reason why I have 
overslept myself.”

Her attendants induced her to remain in bed. She in
sisted that she had gone to sleep the evening before, and 
even now, a week after her first awakening, she cannot 
realize that she has been dead to the world for such a 
long time. .

Mrs. Havens is 32 year’s of age, the wife of a laboring 
man and the mother of five children. Three years ago, 
while the family was visiting in Iowa, her first born, a 
bright and handsome boy, was kicked to death by a hoi'se. 
This produced a deplorable effect upon the mother, and 
for a long time she suffered mentally and physically from 
her bereavement.

Finally, in order to get her thoughts fixed on other 
things, her husband moved his family back to Illinois 
Other children came to brighten the household, and the 
mother recovered, in great measure, her health and 
spirits.

Two days prior to the beginning of her long sleep she 
suffered an especially hard attack of melancholia. She 
wandered away from home in the afternoon, and was 
found at night two miles away, lying unconscious under a 
brush heap on the Spoon River.

She was carried home and restored to consciousness. 
She explained that she felt herself losing consciousness, 
and, fearing that she would suffer from the cold before 
she was discovered, had crawled under the pile of brush. 
She complained of great weariness, and sank into tlie 
sleep which continued nineteen weeks.

For the first two weeks of her slumber tlie case attract
ed much attention among the people of the little village, 
Thep the story spread and every train brought from one 
to a dozen strangers. 1’hysicians from this and other 
states, mesmerists, faith healers, hypnotists and curiosity
seekers flocked to the town to seq the sleeping woman.

Some of the visiting physicians came with the belief 
that she was shamming, but she was put to cruel tests, 
which showed beyond any doubt that she was absolutely 
unconscious.

While she breathed regularly and the organs of her 
body .performed their functions regularly, she was abso
lutely insensible to physical pain. During all of the time 
her flesh was warm and blood would flew from the prick 
of a needle. « 1

A pinch on the arm would leave a discolored spot, but 
the sleeper never flinched under the most trying experi
ment. The only evidence she ever gave of physical dis
comfort was when her nose was tickled by a feather; then 
she would always sneeze. ’

Physicians forced open her eyes, but there was no in
telligence in them. For the first four weeks her jaws 
were firmly set, and liquid food was given her. During 
the latter weeks of her slumber, however, the jaws re
laxed, and the task of feeding lier was rendered easy.

NOT DISPOSED TO TALK.
Now that she is again awake and in better health 

physically and mentally, than ever before, she and her 
family are much opposed to saying anything about the 
case. They have forbidden the village photographer to 
dispose of any of her photographs, although he has or
ders enough to fill a waste basket.

Reporters who visit the town to interview her on her 
strange experiences are turned away from the cottage 
and given but cold greeting by the villagers, who seem to 
think enough has been said.

Mrs. Haven’s physicians say she was in a cataleptic 
sleep; that worry and hard work had reduced her to such 
a stage that nature stepped in and gave her a rest.

The belief was general that she would never waken 
but the doctor who had attended her from infancy insist
ed that she would be herself again when nature had built 
up the forces that had been tom down. •

“The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. A Menace to 
American Civilization.” By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lec
turer upon physical, physiological and psychic science. 
Demonstrator of the molecular or spiritual hypothesis of 
nature. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant Price 25 cents. 
For sale at this office. .

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the student of psychic 
phenomena, this pamphlet is intensely interesting. It 
gives detailed accounts of two cases of “double conscious
ness,” namely Maiy Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, DI., 
and Mary Reynolds, of Venango County, Pa. For sale at 
thisoffice. Price 15cents. ; - .

_ "Karezza.. Ethics of Marriage.” By Alice B. Stock- 
6am, M. D. Price, $1. For sale at this office. .

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to Old Records.” 
Told by Paul Cams. This book is heartily recommended 
to students of'the science of religions, and to all who 
would gain a fair Conception of Buddhism in its spirit and 
living principles. Spiritualist or Christian pan scarcely 
read it without spiritual profit. Price $1. For sale at 

“Nature Cure.” By Dœ. M. E. and Rosa O. Conger. 
Excellent for every family. Cloth. $1.50. For sale at 
thisoffice.

This is true; and this tendency being, 
founded upon error, and beyond tlie 
limit of proof, is a stumbling-block in 
the pathway of intellectual progress, 
and frequently is a menace to man’s 
moral and spiritual well-being. In this 
connection we desire to say that, per
haps no word or term, misapplied as it 
invariably is, has been the cause of 
graver mistakes iu reasoning upon cos
mic evolution, than the term “Involu
tion." It has been tlie accepted postu
late of the ecclesiastic lu all ages, and 
of every Oriental dreamer and mod
ern cultist.

Since tile time of Darwin it is a term 
unknown in the theory of “develop
ment," aud is never applied in tills con
nection by the schooled philosopher and 
thinker of modern systems of thought. 
It is a strange freak of human careless
ness apd credulity, that terms co-re
lated only in mathematical and algebra
ic formula, are continually placarded 
before the public mind, as terms relat
ing to nature’s evolutionary processes. 
That the reader may more fully under
stand the force of this criticism, by see
ing its relative application to mathe
matics, and the absurdity of its rela
tion to anÿ theory of “development,” 
we will trace each term and analyze it 
as applied to these departments of sci
ence. Evolution, from the Latin “evo- 
lutlo"—“evolvere.” “The act of uu-

embryo.” All of these factors co-re- 
la ted to the reactions of 'time as a 
chemical key-hoard, upon which evolu
tion plays her progressive rhythms. 
Hence we see that what was “in
volved” in thesense of the Involutionist, 
is never evolved. Since we trace a con
nective series of co-related elements 
and. forces, drawn from nature’s lab
oratory by spiritual modes of attractive 
motion, fructifying the germ, and 
evolving it through successive stagey of 
development, requiring time as an es
sential condition, no less than the ele
ments promoting the growth.

The astounding ignorance of those 
who are continually parading the soph
isms of involution, regarding facts of 
development, Is only paralleled by the 
sublime innocence of logical premise or 
sequence of thought, manifest by the 
same speaker’s and writers upon the 
sou! and its progressions, based upon 
the “Involution Theory," In reading 
these utopian definitions of God and the 
soul, one is carried back to the child
hood of the race, when consistency of 
thought was unknown and faith in the 
soothsayer and priest held in mental 
servitude the mind and opinions of the 
devotee, as thoroughly as the West
minster Confessions of Faith holds the 
saint and sinner of ecclesiasticism.

In a volume before me called “The 
Soul InHumanEinbodiments,"! find the 
following definitions of God and the 
soul, which will serve as an object les
son of the kind of reasoning employed 
throughout the treatise:

' WHAT GOD IS.
“The Supreme Consciousness of the 

universe is God.”—Page 10.
"God is the Infinite Being of eterni

ty.”—Page 10.
“The one Supreme Intelligence.”— 

Page 10.
“God is Infinite Being.”—Page 10.
“God is All in All.”-Page 10.
“God is Infinite Knowledge.”—Page 

12.
“The Infinite Entity."-Page 14.
“God alone Is the Infiniverse.”—Page 

10.

folding or unrolling; hence in the prog
ress of growth, development, as the 
evolution of a flower from a bud, or an 
animal from the egg." Arlth. and Al
gebra; The extraction of roots; the re
verse of “involution.”—Webster.
- Involution, from the Latin “involu- 
tlo.” “The act or process of involving 
or infolding." Math.: “The get or pro
cess of raising a quantity to any power 
assigned.”—Webster. Let us make 
this mathematical relation of these 
terms more plain, jvhen a number is 
multiplied by itself, ()ie product is 
called its square or second power. This 
is “involution.” Evolution is the re
verse process, that of the extraction of 
the square root. '

The term Involution lu its misapplied 
sense, had its inception in the myth 
that God formed mail of the dust of the 
ground, and lie breathed into his nos
trils the breath of life, and man became 
a living soul. Although cattle, beasts 
of the field and every . creeping thing, 
according to a previous text, had been 
created, no mention being made that 
God had breathed into them the breath
of life, it is inferred that man through 
the special mentV process, had in
volved in him a sdul, which other ani
mals aud creeping things did not pos
sess.

As science has again and again shown 
that all animals, including man, 
breathed the same kind of etheric 
fluid—oxygen, and has shown the rela
tion of respiration to assimilation aud 
digestion in animal life, it is a strange 
commentary upon cogent thought, that 
the public mind can be continuouslj' ca
joled Into the acceptance of a sophism 
so palpably Impossible, as that of Invo
lution applied to cosmic developments. 
The postulate of Involution as gener
ally stated in this, “That whatever Is 
evolved, must first be Involved." To 
show the utter impossibility of natural 
evolution based upon such a premiss, 
let us point out that what Is involved, is 
never evolved. In the evolution of 
water, oxygen and hydrogen are In
volved factors; but neither oxygen nor 
hydrogen are evolved. In the evolution 
of salt, chlorine and sodium are in
volved; but no chlorine per se, or so
dium per se Is evolved.' In the evo
lution of olefiant gas, carbon’and hy
drogen are Involved elements, but 
neither of these elements are evolved.

Science confirms these facts in one of 
the fundamental laws of chemical com
bination, which says, “that the central 
tendency of all elements is to combine 
in the formation of something entirely 
unlike themselves.” See Pynchon’s 
Chemical Physics. As this truth Is 
shown In the evolution of water, salt, 
olefiant gas and every other form 
known to chemical combination, the 
postulate and aphorism oflnvolutlon as 
a co-related truth of cosmic evolution 
falls, since its claim can never be veri
fied. “But,” says our opponent, “Is not 
corn Involved in its planting, before 
corn can be evolved in the ear? Is not 
wheat involved when It is sown, before 
wheat can be raised or evolved on Its 
stalk? Is not the' postulate of involu
tion true, in these instances?”

No, my friend, you are mistaken; 
first, in calling co-related factors “in
volved,” 'since the term co-relatlons 
may imply those of the coming to-mor
row and the to-morrow Itself as dura
tion, but these are not Involved, be
cause the to-morrow has not yet come. 
The processes of nature’are co-related 
to coming time, but 'not1 “Involved.”

You are mlstaken.1’second, in your 
conceptions of the process of cereal de
velopment, and third,- in calling these 
co-relations “involutions,!’ since none of 
the associated factors .are ever evolved. 
Let us briefly point'but these miscon-

■ “God is Uncreate.”—Page 11.
• “The Infiniverse that which relates to 
. the Infinite Being."—Page 7.
. “God is the realm of Infinity.”— 
; Page 7.

TO RECAPITULATE:
“The Supreme Consciousness of the 

Universe Is God." But “God alone is 
the Infiniverse.”

“God is the Infinite Entity.” Yet 
God Is Unereate." “God is an entity.” 
As an “entity” has limitations, so God 
must possess limitations.

"God is Infinite Being.” Yet, God Is 
only a realm of Infinity.

“God is All in All.” This Is as im
possible as for the “great fish” that 
swallowed Jonah, to have swallowed 
himself, since no essence or being, or 
existence can be “all in all.’.’ It Is a re
ligious aphorism, lacking common 
sense.

After giving all of these diverse defi
nitions as to what God Is, we are meek
ly told on page 13, that "Nothing can 
teach that there is a God.”

Then again, on pages 12 and 13, we 
are Informed that “there is no time nor 
space nor matter in the Infinite," and 
yet "God is an entity.” Matter Is sub
stance and substance is spirit, still God 
as an entity is neither of these, accord
ing to this authority. Matter is any
thing that occupies space. An entity 
must occupy space, but we are told that 
there Is “no space" where God Is. This 
is truly theological reasoning. It cer
tainly requires the Intelligence of an 
archangel to comprehend what God in, 
with all of these varying definitions.

But we are told on page 13, '“not to 
try to think, simply perceive.” How a 
person can perceive without thinking is 
a mental problem for Divine Wisdom 
to solve. That some are able to think 
without perceiving, will seem more ap
parent when the reader Is Informed 
that the word “Infiniverse,” 1b not 
found In any modern lexicon or diction
ary. It has no root or roots In the Lat
in language relevant to the definition 
given In the treatise alluded, to. It has 
no comparative word or term tn the 
Greek, and last though not least, as a 
compound word, It Is a term of impos
sible etymology.

The coining of new words is allow
able in scientific and philosophical dis
cussions; but such coining must be con
sistent with original roots, with the sci
ence of etymology, and the meaning 
the word is intended to convey. The 
word “Infiniverse” has none of these 
qualifications. If any of the gods of 
mortal mind or of immortal imagina
tion ever had a more uncertain exist
ence than the God portrayed by all of 
these conflicting definitions, and who 
alone is the “Infiniverse,” it is not re
corded in “Holy Writ.” That such 
conception of God requires the postu
late of “Involution,” Is as certain as 
that “Involution” requires a God. That 
God and Involution need a soul to in
volute, is readily seen; and that such a 
soul possessing all of the uncertainties 
of either God or Involution will be ap
parent, when the “Soul in Human Em
bodiments” is introduced.
“THE SOUL IN HUMAN EMBODI

MENTS.”
The Soul—What It is and “its relation 

to God.”
“We declare God and the Soul from 

eternity."—Page 10.
“Infinite Consciousness or Love, Is 

All-potent, Omniscient, Eternal, Omni
present, and is the prototype for the

“The Soul in Ils pure aud primal na
ture has no tiling to do with ilme, nor 
space, nor matter."—Page 13. ’

. “The Soul is finite.”—Page 11. “The 
Soul is the only entity excepting God.”

“You are to make your starling point 
from within the Soul, from the Deity.” 

. —Page 13.
We call attention to the incongruous, 

- inconsistent, contradictory and illogical 
statements made about the Soul, and 
we have not exhausted the data con
tained in the pages mentioned. How 
the soul “has its being in eternity,” 
without existence, affords a sample of 
the logic! involved, since being means 

; existence, and the term “universe” im- 
■ piles the infinitude of nature.

That a spirit claiming to b$ the pro
totype of wisdom can dictate such in
coherent thought is lamentable; and 
that any human mind can be cajoled 
into the acceptance of these impossible 
platitudes with thè ideal that such 
rambling uncertainties of careless 
statement are the basis of spiyltpal un- 
foldmeut and moral integrity, affords 
proof of “blind leaders of the blind.” 
If the postulate of “Involution” were 
true, it would be dead to the soul de
scribed, and the uncertain “God of the 
Infiniverse.” For Instance, if “the Soul 
in quality is like God,” as we are told 
on page 11, aud the Soul progresses 
through successive embodiments, then 
we have a logical right tè infer that the 
quality of God is capable of improve
ment, and might consistently progress 
also.

If the quality of the Soul is the same 
as the quality of God, and “the perfect
ness of God is the perfectness of the 
Soul”—page 12, and “the Soul is pure in 
its primal nature,” why should human 
sorrow and pain, and suffering, and an
guish, and prostitution, and beggary, 
and want, and starvation, and humilia
tion, and the death of the physical body 
through successive embodiments com
prise the ladder that a “pure loving 
soul like God,” takes to gain angel
hood? How far is this route of the 
Soul to “its celestial state," from the 
orthodox hell? and If “there Is never 
any change In the quality of the Soul,” 
as we are told on page 110, what are 
these progressions instituted for? 
Could any one but a demon incarnate 
institute human misery like this, partic
ularly when the demon did not im
prove in quality, while Inaugurating 
such appalling vicissitudes upon a suc
cession of human bodies?

The theosophists reincarnate for the 
glory of God, to reach God. There is 
no glory of God In this scheme, for the 
Soul is like God “in the beginning and 
Is Immortal.” But, if it could be 
proven that the Soul through success
ive embodiments progressed, we would 
insist that If we stripped from the Soul 
retrospectively, its growths and pro
gressions, that are the fruitage of time 
and experiences, that we reach a point 
of the Soul’s infancy, when it possessed 
a sentient principle only, but was not 
self-conscious.

Tracing back again this sentient prin
ciple through its changing structure as 
expressed in foetal development, we 
reach a point of embryotic character, 
when the fecundating factors of two 
magnetic spiritual spheres evolve in the 
laboratory of human development “a 
formative principle, invisible in an em
bryo of human type. In these co-related 
modes of spiritual motion, expressing 
the human embryo, the soul principle 
of man has its inception. In the rhythm 
of this Inception, we have the possibil
ities of future manhood and a giant in
tellect, or when the rhythm Is incom
plete, equal possibilities of physical de
formity and mental weakness.

If the germ In the kernel of corn is 
imperfect, or the. soil, moisture, or 
warmth be incomplete, the embryo for 
the future stalk Is dwarfed, and there 
Is a possibility of the fruitage of nub
bins only. If the human embryo lacks 
rhythmic structure, a human nubbin is 
equally as certain. Modern biological 
and physiological science, points out 
these truths of development with un
erring certainty, and human experience 
and investigation adds additional em
phasis to them. The assumption that 
the life principle of the kernel of corn 
in the plant Is re-embodied per.se in 
another kernel of com, and that the 
perfection of corn on the ear depends 
upon this kind of evolution, would be 
laughed at as an Idiotic idiosyncrasy of 
a mental nubbin of humanity? And 
yet, there is as much proof of it, as that 
the soul or conscious principle of man 
progresses through “human embodi
ments," as taught and indoctrinated by 
the advocates representing that cult.

We have only briefly pointed out the 
Impossible In the postulate of “Involu
tion,” as applied to r«-embodlments 
and all other religious propagandlsm. 
We have also shown the utter disregard 
for cogency of thought manifest, and 
lack of logical premise or Inference ob
taining in the dogmas of God and the 
Soul. That these schisms are complete
ly at variance with every department 
of cosmic and biological science, with 
the mathematics of co-related forces, 
and the conservation of energy will 
seem apparent to every scholar in nat
ural physics and evolution.

Let us say in conclusion, kindly but 
firmly, that these teachings have noth
ing in common with the spiritual phil
osophy, and eventually the human will 
learn that man’s spiritual nature can 
never be unfolded by entertaining pos
itive errors. Spirituality is not the off
spring of ignorance, nor unfoldment 
the fruitage of unthinkable dogmas.
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lion. Price, 75 cents.
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THE PSYCHOGR^PHi
—OR—

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

If we plant a kernel of corn—maize— 
a close inspection of thé structure re
veals that what we call ,com consists of 
a certain germ, enfolded by successive 
layers of cellulose. This ■cellulose is the 
name of a material ^ Comprising the 
walls of the cells In the. kernel, while 
the cells themselves are' filled with a 
substance known as “lignine,” which is 
found to contain carbon,, hydrogen and 
oxygen—three essential,, elements of 
of food, all of which are covered with 
an Integument called the “hull.” Now 
it takes all of these co-relations to com
prise what we call “com.” Not only are 
these factors necessary in their asso
ciated, parts in the evolution of com, 
but soil containing moisture and spe- 

-clal chemical combinations containing 
hydrogen compounds, oxygen com
pounds, and other elements of nature, 
together with a degree of warmth to 
arouse within the germ and the lignine 
a higher electro action, by which alone 
the germ attracts from the lignine, its 
first food or. support Now all of these 
elemental factors in rhythmic co-rela
tions are “involved,” (in the sense of 

■ uniting) in . this process. What is 
evolved? Is it the com as planted or 
the cellulose and Its cells, or the lignine 
or a germ? Are any of the compounds 
existing in the soil or atmosphere or 
the time required In the process? Bî

Soul, absolutely and perfectly." “The 
Soul is also Being.”—Page 10.

“The Soul is the only entity excepting 
God, and has its being in eternity, but 
has its existence and expression in the 
universe.”—Page 10.

“The supreme consciousness of man 
is the Soul.” “That which is without 
beginning or ending would Illustrate 
the Soul.”—Page 10.

’The Soul is finite and eternal.”— 
Page 10. ■

“The Soul is an eternal, immortal, 
finite entity.”—Page 11.

“The Soul has its being within the 
Infinite.”—Page IL .

’The Soul Is as uncreate as God is." 
—Page 11. •

“The Soul bears always the same re
lation to the Infinite, as it is immortal 
and In eternity, there is nb beginning 
to, nor can there be any cessation of Its 
being.”—Page 11.
. “But,the Soul is finite”—Page 11.

‘The Soul Is never nearer the Infi
nite."—Page 11. '

“The Soul in quality Is like unto 
God.”—Page IL ,

“The quality of the truth is the same 
in the Soul as in God."—Page 12.

“Tour must go to the Soul for the 
source of all intelligence.”—Page 13.

Ruling Against Mrs. Rogers.
Mrs. Harriet E. Beach Rogers, of 

New York, wife of Henry Richardson 
Rogers, the spiritualistic medium, was, 
October 3, adjudged Incompetent to 
manage her affairs.

Prior to her marriage to Rogers, the 
respondent was the widow of Alfred F. 
Beach, editor of the Scientific Ameri
can. The property left by him was said 
to amount to over a million dollars. 
His children were appointed adminis
trators of the estate and Mrs. Beach 
claimed her dower right in the prop
erty.

An application will now be made to 
the supreme court for the appointment
of a committee to manage the personal 
estate of Mrs. Rogers.

We ore glad that the suit has termi
nated as It has, and the lady in question 
pronounced incompetent to manage her 
estate. This notorious medium, Rog
ers, lived at one time In Chicago, and 
there are many here who think he 
.should not be allowed his freedom, but 
should be placed Behind the bars in the 
penitentiary. His reputation here Is 
very bad.

Tbit internment 1b aubsuntlally tho tame as that 
employed by Prof. Hare In his early investigations, 
in !U Improved form ft has been before tho public for 
more than seven years, and In the hands of thousands 
of persons has proved Its superiority over the Plan« 
cbette, and all other Instruments which have been 
brought out In Imitation, both in regard to certainty 
and correctness of the communications received by 
Its aid. and u a means or developing mediumship. 7

Do you wish to investigate Spiritualism?
Do you wish to develop SfediumsMp?
Do you desire to receive Communications?

Tha Psycbograph Is on Invaluable assistant. A 
pamphlet with foil directions for tho

Formation of Circles and Cultivation 
of Mediumship

with even Instrument. Many who were COt aware of 
their medlumlstlo gift, have, after a few tktlnga. 
bee® able to receive delightful massages, A volume 

u u commendatory letters. Many
began with it as an amusing tcy, found that tbo 

intelligence controlling It knew more than them
selves. and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y.. writes: “I had 
communlcadonB (by tbo Peychograph) from many, 
otner friends, even from old settleri whose grave» 
stoaeiare moss-grownln the old yard. They hare 
been blghly satisfactory, and proved to me that Splr- 
iraaunn Ib Indeed true, and the communications hare 
Brten my heart the greatest comfort in the eereresV 
“I?.1 of 60.^ daughter, and their mother."
."fl ????.“• CrovcU, v-boie writing, have made hl« 
ham« familiar to those Interested in psychic matters, 
writes as follows: "I am much pleased with the Psy» 
cnograph. it 1b very simple tn principle and construe» 
uen. and I am but« must be far more sensitive to spir» 
iraai power than tho one now in use. 1 believe It will 

supersede the latter when its superior 
merits become known." -

Securely pachedt and sent portage paid /rows 
mtnufactorer, for Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE, 
. Berlin Height», Ohio.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER<i 
BrHxrnxE. HVL-L. Thirty-eight of lira, HuR'g 

gweetest .one«, adapted to popular tnusle, for the u«e 
of congregnUona, clrclea and famiUea. Price 10 oentt 
or »7 per hundred. For tale at thia office.

PULPIT, PEW AND CUADLeT
By Helen H, Gardener. One of her brightest, wit 

Heat andilrtugMt lectures agatuBi the Bible. Ever, 
woman ihonld read It aud know her friend« nnd en. 
tales. Price 10 cents.

PAINE’S POLITICAL WOBKST
Common Seme, The Crltli, Right« ot Man. ete 

nimtratededition. Fo«Hro.,SSOpegw, Cloi£eij£: poet*te.Mccnt v^eiAgr,

Married.
On the 24th of September, 1S9S, Mr. 

Charles H. Shull and Miss Ada Went
worth were by me united In marriage, 
at my residence. Both are prominent 
Spiritualists. * Mr. Shull Uyes. in Allen 
county, Ind., and Miss Wentworth, of 
Hicksville, Ohio.
Cecil, Ohio. F. D. DTJNAKIN.

“The World Beautiful." By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought 
Series L 2» and 3, each complete in it
self. Price, cloth, 31 per volume. For 
sale at this office. .
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IMPORTANT!

. -TO

Those Who May Desire 
Io Consult

DR. 6. E. WftTKINS,
Please Keuiembei*

To Send All Letters to His New 
Office at

remarkable narrative.
(Continued from page 1.)

remember that she came to us without 
a change of clothing. Among all her 
effects there was not a sjngle lo|a of 
anything found-that would create sus
picion; there was no possibility of 
fraud. '

WASHINGTON’S VISION.
Mr. Utley’s Criticism Due 

to Lack of Information.

OCT. 22, 1898.

406 Mass. Av.,

Hotel Palmerston.

Those Who Are Sick and Dlscour 
aged, Write Us and Per

haps We Can Help
You.

DR. O. E. WATKINS, 
406 Mass. Av., Boston, Mass.

CANCERS CURED.

We desire to say that we have treat
ed a great many cancer leases during 
the past year, and with tlie exception 
of one case, all have been cured, and 
this one left our treatment and placed 
herself under the eare of others. We 
desire to inform all those who are suf
fering from cancer that we would like, 
to have them write us. We use no 
knlle, and tlie operation Is considered 
almost painless. We have a hospital, 
or rather, another sanitarium in Bos
ton, where we have the best of trained 
nurses. To kill and remove a cancer 
usually takes from two weeks’ to five 
weeks’ time only. We also treat at our 
Boston sanitarium, tumors of all kinds, 
such as encysted tumors of the labia 
and fibrous tumors of the ovaries, indo
lent ulcers, etc. We would be pleased 
to-have those suffering with sueh dis
ease to write us for further Informa-
tion. DR. C. E. WATKINS.

406 Mass. Avenue, Boston, Mass. 
_____ 465 tf.

The Cause at Grand Forks, 
N. Dak.

■ Milo R. Smith, in the Progressive 
Thinker of October 8, expresses his 
fcurprise that so manj' schemes are on 
foot to get money out of the pockets of 
Spiritualists. I do not know that Mr. 
Smith has been asked to assist the 
small handful of believers here in 
Grand Forks, but since reading Ills let
ter 1 feel compelled to explain our situ
ation to tlie renders of this paper, as 

. some of them have been asked to ren
der us a small favor. Out of tlie eight 
thousand inlnibitants of this city, I 
know of but four persons who will 
plainly state that they are Spiritualists, 
but there are hundreds of people here 
who are willing and anxious to investi
gate, 'many of them church members, 
and others who belong to uo church.

For five years my husband and I have 
been doing what we eould to interest 
others in this truth, but'as neither of 
us are well developed mediums, our 
progress has beeii slow. We have nev
er been able to obtain a speaker or test 
medium, because we had not tlie neces
sary funds to pay expenses, and we re
alize that mediums cannot work for 
nothing. Several so-called mediums
have visited our city from time to time, 
advertised in our daily papers, rented a 
small room In a down-town block, and 
given readings. People flocked in by 
the dozen, at one dollar per head, to be 
told that “a lull woman with black 
eyes, says do not be discouragefl; all 
will jet be right,” or “a short man 
stands behind you who says he used to 

.play with your father when he was a 
boy,” and very much more just as 
vague aud unsatisfactory.

One woman who came here adver
tised materialization. Her room was 
crowded. I attended, and witnessed a 
very bungling attempt to produce a 
spirit form by tlie aid of a black dress 
skirt and several yards of white 
drapery. Suflice it to say, I was obliged 
to take my leave in the middle of tlie 
performance to prevent my little In
dian guide, Kuselkio, from seizing the 
aforesaid black skirt ami tearing it to 
pieces. Kuselkio afterwards told me 
where the materials had been con
cealed. This same medium (?) coined 
forty dollars in one day by actual count 
of n reliable person who numbered her 
callers as they passed in.

Not one of tlie several mediums (?) 
who have been here could or would oc
cupy a hall or private residence and 
give, us a lecture. All tliat our people 
here know of Spiritualism is what has 
been doled out by tlie above mentioned 
parties and the general Impression Is, 
If this-is Spiritualism, and if such are 
mediums, defend us from another en
counter.

We want to hire a first-class medium' 
to come here and deliver a course of 
lectures and give tests to the hundreds 
of people who would grasp this truth if 
It were properly presented. For five 
years we have tried to bring others to 
the light. We have succeeded in get
ting tlie people Interested in our truth, 
«lad now the time is ripe for action.

MRS. KATE E. DENNIS.

. M. V. S. A., Clinton, la.
. Whereas, sufficient pledges have been 

seefcred from persons of known flnan- 
. clal responsibility to cover the $4.500 

mortgage indebtedness which has so 
long rested over the real estate of the 
Mississippi Y'alley Spiritualists’ Asso- 
cL <on, at Clinton, Iowa,

Be it resolved, by tbe members of 
said Association assembled in Mt. 
Pleasant Park auditorium. Sunday 
evening, August 28, 1898, for a jubilee 
of rejoicing, that we hereby acknowl
edge our obligations to Dr. O. G. W. 
Adams, of Dubuque, Iowa, for his 
timely initiation of the movement now 
so happily culminated, aud bear our 

• testimony that its success is largely due 
to .his persevering solicitations and 
generous personal donations, therefore, 
be it

Resolved, that we tender Brother 
Adams our fraternal gratitude and be

' speak for him many years of increas- 
■ ing usefulness in. the private and pro

fessional walks of daily life.
Resolved, that the secretary of the 

association be requested to forward a 
certified copy of thse resolutions to Dr. 
Adams, spread the same upon the rec
ords of the Association for the season 
of 1898, and forward a copy to the 
spiritual papers.

“Social Upbuilding, Including uo-op- 
era lave Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By B.: D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office.

“Natnre Cure. Boba O.'Conger.

On Christmas .morning a Mrs. Dr. 
Holland was present. Mrs. Teed had 
been all night apparently in an uncon
scious condition, in a complete stupor.' 
About 9 o’clock n the morning her 
brother John controlled her; lie had 
none of his tonuer humor or fun, but 
was very considerate and sedate. His 
speech to us was very pathetic and af
fecting, thanking us for tlie kindness 
shown his sister, and he said, ’This is 
the last time I will come, I am going to 
take her now.” Polly also thanked us 
lu effecting language, aud added, “My 
medium don’t want to die in the bed; 
she xyants to sit in a chair and look out 
of doors once more.” Mrs. Holland and 
my wife got her into a rocking chair, 
and placed her in a position to see out 
of doors, All the signs of death ap
peared and she soon passed away, with 
a very pleasant smile upon her counte
nance, ,

By way of conclusion, I want to say 
that I believe the reader of this article, 
who has read the account of Mollie 
Fancher, of Brooklyn, N. Y., will see a 
strong analogy (n thé matter, as this 
lady in the latter part of her life lived 
as much in one world as in another, and 
there is nothing strange in the fact that 
she should be clairvoyant or clairaudi- 
ent. The foregoing is but a small por
tion of the phenomena which occurred 
in tiie life of Mrs. Teed while at my 
house. Many remarkable occurrences 
remain untold. She seemed to have 
power to move around the neighborhood 
in spirit, and in several instances toid 
us of the death of individuals which we 
knew nothing about until I visited town 
aud heard tlie news. During her stay 
at our house there were constant dis
turbances, such as ponderous bodies be
ing moved around tlie room, and noises 
being heard at night, all of which 
ceased as soon as lier demise took place.

The account which 1 have written is 
but a synopsis of some of the leading 
events. I have endeavored to keep with
in bounds and embellish nothing, nor 
create an impression tliat 1 have imag
ined more than really occurred. The 
demise of Mrs. Teed ended the life of

In The Progressive Thinker of Oc
tober j, under t^e heading, “A Base 
Fraud,” I n?ad the following:

"The description of ‘The Vision of 
s. ri ashlngton,' related by Anthony Sher

man aud published in your issue of 
September 10, bears upon Its face evi
dence of its absolute untruthfulness. 
Anthony Sherman, who is still living, 
and claims to be only ninety years of 
age, says he ‘had. it from the~ general 
hiuiselt.’ General Washington died 
nearly ninety-nine years ago, and as a 
matter of fact, Anthony Sherman, by 
claiming to have ‘had it from the gen
eral himself,’ uttered a deliberate 
falsehood.”

Ihe fact is, Anthony Sherman was 
living at the time he gave that story to 
a reporter, but the story, as published 
In Ihe Progressive Thinker, has been 
going the rounds of the press fomeariy 
half a century, but its value is lost by 
«“P.“. PftPer that resurrects it publishing 
It as something just related, thus 
making it appear to be a fraud.

I found the article in a paper, without 
credit or remarks, in December 1887, 
and after considerable inquiry among 
reliable old Spiritualists, found one 
who had seen the story some thirty 
years before, with the statement that it 
was first published about twenty years 
before that, but he could not give me 
the names,of the periodicals, having 
forgotten them. I published the article

Ute Herald of Light, January 16, 
1896, with an Introductory note stating 
that it had been going the rounds of the 
press for fifty years, and although I 
had a circulation in every city in the 
United States, among all classes, tliat 
statement has not been challenged up 
to the present time.

If Mr, Utley has any proof that this 
vision Is a fraud, besides the evidence 
“upon its face,” will he kindly furnish 
it? ERNEST S. GREEN.

Sunday spiritualist Meetings in 
Uhlcago. >

People’s Chinch. Services Sunday at 
a p. in., in Hundel Building, room 518 
All Interested friends and Spiritualists 
invited. Mrs. M. E. fcratz, Pastor.

Indiana aveuue and Thirty-first street, 
at 3 and 8 p. m. Lecture aud tests by 
good mediums.

Drs

Vocal Music the One Thing 
Needful.

one of the most extraordinary mediums 
that 1 hate ever had the opportunity to 
associate with or to be acquainted with. 
After twenty five years of study and 
frequent conversations with my wife, 1 
have nothing to take back or retract. 
Despite all the exposures of fraud, this 
matter Holds us firm in the belief iu the 
continuity of life after what we eall 
death. 1 wns an investigator, and if 
there IS deception I have deceived my
self.

In all of Mrs. Teed’s revelations at my 
house, extending over a period of more 
than two months, she never made a 
mistaken statement while under con
trol. When she was unable to speak, 
because of the throat ailment, the inde
pendent voices that came from her cab
inet were loud and well individualized 
At one time Mrs. Twd said, concerning 
a Mr. Peterson, four miles from mj’ 
house, who had been sick a week, "He 
lias just stood here and looked at me, 
saying that he died an hour ago.” She 
also described Peterson accurately. 
Her statement proved to be correct, Pe
terson having died at the hour which 
she designated. She had never seeu 
him in earth-life.

Though Mrs. Teed passed away with 
throat consumption, after continued 
acute affliction, she was free of suffer
ing or violent stoppage of breath at the 
time of her going.

BEN’J. WINCHESTER.
Council Bluffs, Iowa.

Journal of Suggestive Ther
apeutics.

The second article on "How to Hyp
notize” is the opening paper by the ed
itor in the October number of Suggest
ive Therapeutics ( Psychic Publishing 
Company, 211-212 Times-Herald Build
ing, Chicago), in which tlie author seeks 
to demonstrate that there is no such 
thing as hypnotic control. A paper on 
"Healing During Natural Sleep,” by 
Albert H. Burr, M. D., shows tho. theo
retical principle of this method of 
treatment. Dr. H. L. True contributes 
his second article on the “Phenomena 
of Spiritualism," "The Relation of 
Hypnotism to Crime” is ablv treated by 
M. Jules Liegeois, of tlie Faculty of 
Nancy, France, In a paper first read be
fore the Congress at Moscow. This pa
per, which is now translated into Eng
lish for tlie first time, is important as 
presenting the views of the School of 
Nancy upon this subject. “The Cure of 
Anemia by Suggestive Therapeutics” is 
explained by Dr. H. A. Parkvn, and the 
editor gives in detail his method of 
treating and curing the tobacco habit 
expressing that method in two words- 
Suggestion and Peanuts! Editorial 
notes and answers to correspondents 
complete a very valuable number. One 
dollar per year. 211-212 Times-Herald 
Building, Chicago.

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be inserted free.)

Passed to spirit-life, September 18 
1898, J. H. Phillips, of Dallas, Texas’ 
Bodj- Interred Wednesday, 21st, last 
day of the camp-meeting. Services con
ducted by Mr. John W. Ring, assisted 
by Mr. R. H. Kneeshaw and Allen F 
Brown. ’

Passed 
ing, K.v„ 
ma. Mr.

to spirit-life, at Adams’ Land
Sept. 21, 1898, of cardiac asth-
B. B. Eby, late of the Louis

ville firm of Simmons, Eby & Hampton 
Mr. Eby was firm to his spiritual con
viction to the hour of his death, and 
talked to his spirit family, who had all 
preceded him, up to his death. His re
mains were brought to Louisville, Ky 
and buried near life wife and children 
by the Odd Fellows, of which body he 
was an honored member.

He was à consistent Spiritualist for 
thirty-five years, a true, conscientious 
man in all his dealkgs, and friendly 
and benevolent toward all his associa
tes. A. C. HAWKES.

Louisville, Ky.

Passed to the higher life. September 
1, 1898, at Equality Colony, Washing
ton. Lois Alta Troy, daughter of Mr 
and Mrs. David Troy, late of Utah 
She was an only child, 12 years and 6 
months old, which makes the parting 
more sad. §he was bright, amiable 
and loved by all. Granddaughter of 
Mrs. R. D. Troy. May the parents find 
consolation in the spiritual philosophy

MRS; R. D. TROY.

“After Her, Death. The Story of a 
Summer” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos-

By Drs. M. E. and phero of exalted spiritual truth. A 
- . - Excellent for ererr | book for .the higher life. For sale at
Jfcmily. Qtoth! {LOO, ttla office. Price, cloth, $1.

Under the above heading Brother 
Gould in Banner issue of October 1 re- 
matks and suggests. He says we now 
have too much variety, yet not enough 
of the right kind. To obviate tlie latter 
discrepancy, he proposes the issue of 
another volume by the N. S. A.; aud 
hat the coming convention is the time 

to inaugurate tlie movement. He says 
nothing now Issued meets the wants of 
our cause, and tliat our ranks have not 
produced anyone with both the ability 
and means to issue such a work. This 
statement of Brother Gould does not 
agree with that of some of our best 
writers and musicians, who elalin our 
needs are fully and thoroughly met in 
music, words, subjects and the neces
sary variety in all. It would be of in
terest to those who sing and to those 
who are deeply Interested In vocal 
effort as an essential In our public 
service, if Brother Gould would have 
specified the why and wherefore of his 
sweeping negative statement; as facts 
can very readily be brought forward to 
prove just the contrary.

To sny the least, it is quite unfortu
nate that this matter should take this 
shape. It seems to say that we (the 
N. S. A.) discourage individual effort 
and wish to control the music with ami 
for the Spiritualists of the United 
States.

if Brother Gould could not from hick 
of careful trial specify why efforts now 
made are not a success in all ways 
save in their general use, would not the 
suggestion have been a better one, to 
appoint a committee of competent 
thinkers, writers and musicians to care
fully give estimate on that already be
fore the public, especially if these 
claim from trial and use the very 
qualities which Brother Gould states 
are our present needs?

H. W. BOOZER.

A GRAND LETTER.

Hickory, S. C., Oct. 2, 1898. 
Dr. C.T3. Watkins, Ayer, Mass., 

My Dear Friend:—In reviewing the 
past two years I cannot help hut think 
of you in thankful memory of what you 
have done for me. I have since then 
constantly gained in strength and pow
er, and although not over my financial 
strain, I am in good hojies to overcome 
this also. It requires no effort of me 
now to resist using alcoholic stimulants 
and I would almost venture to say I 
have become positive against it; in my 
present condition it has no temptation 
for me, and I feel sorry for anyone us
ing it, knowing by experience tlite evil 
consequences, the terrible suffering 
that are in its wake. I thank mv pres
ent condition to you, for without your 
help I feel 1 could not have reclaimed 
myself. May God give you your re
wards. My general health Is go'od. My 
wife joins me In sending the best 
wishes to you and yours.

Yours truly, 
465 E. WARTH.

TO SPIRITUALISTS.

The writer, who is known as one of 
the very best mental and physical me
diums in the United States, desires to 
withdraw from the field of commercial 
mediumship and secure a position or 
employment that will place him above 
the necessity of exercising his medium
ship for money. Knowing there are 
thousands of Spiritualists, heads of 
businesses of various kinds who em
ploy men in different positions, I can
not but believe that some one of them 
will kindly favor one of their own be
lief. My work, I am sure, is deserving 
of this much recognition. I possess de
cided business ability, fine education 
and address, unimpeachable references 
and through my talents and medlum- 
istic endowments can adapt myself to 
and fill almost any responsible position 
I trust this notice will elicit the re
sponse and investigation my aspirations 
merit. For obvious reasons I withhold 
my name in this notice. Address Box 
27, Station B, Cleveland, O.

of

••Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual 
tern: or a Concordance of the Prlncinal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa 
ment Scriptures which prove or Imnlv 
Spiritualism; together with a brief bis 
tory of the origin of many of the 
Important books of the Bible” Bv 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
tbe results ol his many years’ studv 
of the Bible in Its relations to Spiritual 
ism. As its title denotes, it Is a Vert 
table encyclopedia of Infomation on thn 
subject Price. $1. For sale at thfe 
office. /

“The Molecular Hypothesis of n# 
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as One of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros 
trum. lathis little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
Of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For 
Ml« at this office» Price 25 cents.

West Side Spiritual Society meets at 
1 No. 46 South Ada street at 8 p. m.

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No..501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m„ conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

Spiritual Advancement Society, 274 
yaireii avenue, near Robey street, 
-o'd» ser'’I(;e ©very Sunday evening at 
7:45. Dr. Hasenclever lectures and 
gives spirit messages. ■

The Englewood Spiritual Society 
meets every Sunday in Hopkins’ hall, 
528 W. 63d street, at 2:30 and 7:30 p, m. 
_ Ihe First Spiritual Society of the 
South Side, No. 77 Thirty-first street, 
will hold meetings at 2:30 aud 7:30 p. 
le'Aoeati Suuday> beginning October 2, 
loJ8. Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
pastor. ’

'1’be Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Haji, 40 Randolph street. Services at 
7:30 p. m.

The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
O. F. Grumblne, permanent speaker, 
meets In their conference room, 810 
Masonic Temple Building, every Sun
day at 10:45 a. m., and 7:45 p. m.

Church of the Ministering Angels, 590 
South Ashland avenue, corner 13th 
street. Services every Sunday evening 
at 7:30. Mrs. M. Summers, pastor.

The Second Church of the Soul will 
hold meetings in Van Burn’s opera 
house, Madison street and California 
avenue, evtry Sunday afternoon at 3 
o’clock and 7:30 in the evening. Good 
speakers and mediums will be present.

The Church of the Soul will hold 
union services of Sunday school and 
church, each Sunday morning, in Room 
608 Handel Hall Building, No. 40 Ran
dolph street. Church services at 11:30.

The Christian Spiritual Society holds 
meetings in Hygela. Hall, Washington 
boulevard aud and Paulina street, at. 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m. Miss Sarah Thomas 
conducts the services.

The Lake A tew Spiritualist Union 
meets every Sunday evening at 7:45 in 
Wells’ Hall, 1629 Clark street, corner 
Fletcher street. Meetings conducted 
by Carl A. Wickland aud wife, assisted 
by other mediums and speakers. All 
friends and members are invited.

The Second Church of the Soul meets 
at Van Buren Opera House, corner of 
Madison street and California avenue, 
Sundays at 3 and 7:30 p. m. Good , 
speakers, assisted by Mrs. Andrews, 
Mrs. Goble, Mr. Wilks and Mr. Shaffer, 
test mediums.

Send in notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls.

NOTICE TC THE SICK.

Dr. Watkins will on October 15, move 
to his new Boston office, 400 Massachu
setts avenue, Hotel Palmerston. Seven 
rooms in this -beautiful hotel are* being 
prepared especially for Dr. Watkins’ 
offices. Kindly remember the street 
and number, 4(J(LMassachusetts aveuue. 
Please address all letters until October 
15 to Dr. C. E. Watkins, Ayer, Mass.

. TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 

—Your Melted Pebble Spectacles are 
all you claim for them, and even more. 
Your Magnetized Compound is a won
derful remedy, and acts like magic 
upon sore and weak eyes. I would not 
be without it. Very respectfully,

x MRS. J. A. PERKINS.
Easthampton, Mass.

For 30 days I will send a sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mail.

Clintop, Iowa. B. F. POOLE.

"THE LYCEUM.”
The Lyceum, devoted to the interests 

of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land,_ Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street. 
Only'fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to Its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special interest in It. It 
is published, weekly. Try It. 437tf

CANCERS CAN BE CURED.

Dr. C. E. Watkins-Dear Sir:—I wish 
to thank you for sending me to your 
cancer clinic for the cancer kill treat
ment. I am greatly relieved and re
joiced at the age of 68 to have my can
cer of 20 years' growth killed and en
tirely removed from the right breast In 
two weeks' time. The cancer home is 
airy, sunny, cozy, comfortable and 
homelike and the food, nursing and 
treatment so suited to each case, that 
one feels contented and happy there. 
All connected with the clinic are espe
cially fitted by training and experience 
for their respective duties,careful and 
considerate of the welfare and comfort 
of your patients, and honorable in busi
ness matters, and I can cordially rec
ommend sending cancer sufferers to the 
clinic, and I think the grateful patient 
should sound your merited praise far 
and wide. Your grateful patient, 

ELIZA'B. NYE.
Barre Plains, Mass.

BEAK hIN MIND.
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In sending remittances to this office, 
write your otdeis on a single sheet of 
paper, to file aavay for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside ofithat, do so on a separate 
sheet. It is apMafe to send money in 
a letter; if it.b «»nt that way, and lost 
in the course «transmission, you will 
be the loser. J Dp not send personal 
checks, as it posts 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send ipoptal or express order, 
or registered iletter or draft payable in 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss. .

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided. ‘

“Poemsy or Progress.” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It Is a book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially bv 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1.-

“The infidelity of Bccleslastlclsm 
A Menace to American . Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na- 
tjire.w Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

‘ Origin of Life, or Where Mau Comes 
From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows ” I 
By Michael. Faraday. Price 10 cents. I 
For sale at this office. I

Peebles &
Burrough

THE

Successful

'S

DR. J. A. BURROUGHS.

WHY WE SUCCEED.

Our entire time is given io our pa
tients. We do not consider it fair to ac
cept any case we cannot personally 
treat, and we find that our practice de
mands our best energies. Our medi
cines are manufactured for us; they are 
the purest that can be made, are mild 
and magnetized. Our psvehie treat
ment accomplishes wunders, and there 
has never been a firm of physicians who 
have been able to produce equal results. 
The voluntary statements of our pa
tients prove this. The

Public Demand
Facts and Proof,

tangible proof, of SUCCESS. A man 
may proclaim himself a great healer, a 
wonderful physician, but his claims will 
meet with derision unless supplemented 
by tangible proof, hence we submit tlie 
following

FACTS FROM OUR MAIL.
Dre. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich

Dear Doctors:—Wil) say that 1 am foellug as well 
as 1 ever felt aud will need no more medicine. Please 
receive my (banks and gratitude for yuur valuable 
advice. Respectfully, Hklkn G. Tiiatoiifk.

Oct. 1,1B98. Winnebago City, Mluu.
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.

Dear Doctors:—! feel better now than 1 have in 
twenty years. Many thunks to you, kind ductors 
you have been very kind to me. Respectfully.

OcL 1,1W8, Elizabeth. Wythe, Seville, O.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mleh. 
.v?_e,“r«.n?CWrB:-1 UU1 Perfectly well and do not 
think It is necessary to take any more treatment.

Jacob Coorxu.
Bept. ¿7, 1898. Hanover, 111.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctorsj-jnsteud of that tired, worn-out 

reeling, 1 now feel like a man able to do a day’s 
work. I consider my investment in a month’s treat
ment from you tho best I ever made. Sincerely, 

Az.9 1 1OOO SaKFOKD SteWaBI-.Oct. 1. 1893. Richmond, 111.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek. Mich, 
Dear Doctors:—I am well aud strong—have not had 

a return of my trouble since 1 commenced v’our 
treatment. I am gaining In flesh and I know that I 
am cured. With many thunks. I remain, respect- 
,uAly; « ' Mbs. C. Lee, 1

Oct. 1,1898. Curtisville, Ind.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek. Mich.
Dear Doctors:—! am improving all the time, and 

feel stronger every day. Your two months' treap 
meat has done me fifty dollars’ worth of good, and 
I cannot thank you enough. Yours truly, 

< ,rnn Uoba c, Lowell.
OcL 1,1698, ■ Wadena, Minn.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—My wife Is improving rapidly, is gain

ing in flesh and strength every day. A desire to ex
press my gratitude and appreciation of what you have 
done for us prompts me to address you. Gentlemen, 
allow me to thank you heartily for your cure of mv 
wife’s case. Very truly, t. S. Curtis,

Gleudeano/Ky.

Dra. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—1 am feeling splendid, so well and 

strong and have Improved wonderfully under vour 
treatment Very truly, J

Oct. 8,1898.
Mns. Emma Stiles, 

' Omaha, Nebr,

Our Key-Note to Success
IS 

Mlutclu. 
Gorrcct 

Diagnosis 
Dre. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich. 

Dear Sire:—Your diagnoele of my case is perfectly 
correct Waltbr B. Mahew,

Oct. 1,1898, Plymouth Ave,, Cincinnati, O, 
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.

Dear Sirs:—Your diagnosis of my case is correct in 
every particular. Respectfully,

Oct 1, 1898. W. G. Robxbts. 
National Home, Ind.

Dre. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—Tour diagnosis of my case Is ab

solutely correct Very truly, Mrb. Johnson, 
am R iror Allegheny City, Pa,Oct 8,1898. go str.

Dr«. Feeble» & Burrough«, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sir»:—I received the diagnosis and Itlacor- 

In «very way. Yours truly, E. A. Daoobtt 
Oct. 3, 1898, _____ Rutland, Vt.

Dre. Peebles * Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—I thank you tor your excellent and 

correct diagnosis of my friend’s case. Yours truly 
Oct. 1.1898 Adax Bbowk, Dixon, Ills!

I You Are SuHerlna
From Any

Chronic Lesion
Send Name, Age, Sex 
and a Leading Symp

tom and Receive an 
absolutely ••

' correct diagnosis, 
FREE.

REMEMBER THE NAME AND 

ADDRESS.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
. BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Consultation by Letter Free
Semi Postage Stamp for Reply.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.
No “Lock of Haii*” or “Leading 

Symptom” Required.

uro the sÄft Ä*Ä»

LESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE
s»» w

¡ÄoidOdE KUUA «UDEB. !W
—---------- ------------------------- 405

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR.
M you wish to know what ails 

}ou and what will euro you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State age and 
Bex and name in full. Address

J. G. BHTDORF, M. D.
GItAND ItAPIDS, MICH,

SPECIAL MENTAL TREATMENT FOR Sl’CCFKK 
mo “y Send ‘’.rud »‘■“‘hoUnu ol 'hrai.h uui w 
noiiy. bend btutnp for luirtlculurd tlhui i Bbob-n, Sheiiou, Bultulo Co., Nebraska? 4G5 J'

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,
“Bd Bu.lnos» Medium Thr.ui 5 1 trsunully, by lutici or phuiüirruDli il iki

.___________ Oiltl

DR. J. S. LOUCKS

?lïf Mr .'*,UOïe ttH bUlí‘3rílUOUb lient. Ulttu 
lief for murulug biekuens. Address

easy; 
safely anti

Dit. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D., 
85 Warren st., Stoneham. Muss. 4(15

testimonial

proliug"“^»^ u'St'liâd aü1"!,,'yuu„1."1“ «'»■
aud 1 feci assured tirai îvlrâ v “|H! fo1' " lü"B wen ag.ll„a““IUtrí  ̂“X tkl" 1 W,U be

Beer Park, Ont. Can., box lj’JuneTS.“1'“-

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
EnVTW 

DFplWON: 
psychopath 1ST, 

----------------  —-______________________472 

your palm read
For 10c In Sliver.

INSOMNIA AND NEURALGIA
Sick or Nervous Headaches ’

Absolutely Cured
OR

NO PAY FOR TREATMENT.
Particulars upon application.

YVINDSOR SANITARIUM.
CHATHAM, NEW YORK. 

Finest Sanitarium In America.

THE BLIND MEDIUM. H W River 
send a Life Reading with date. W1LL

lock of hair end one dollar. H w siNwe?inMal1 
M eat av., Jackaon, Mh-h ‘ CLAIR, 419
---- ------------------- 474

Clairvoyant and Occult Seer 
w.,t*, WM- MABUGG ' 
Win give Test Readings for a llmltracover postage od papeV'“' f°r 10c't0

Correctly Answered 
gS'^ee^t'E^eh^eS PX 

arcu'"XDg Si 
- —_______ __________ _ _______ 4 G 5

THE age of reason. 
andrFabuteJ»theology'1“! “iew'^d8?00” °f Tr'>« 
tion, from new plates^nnd new trne?ifta°?pIt!te edI* 
Bvo, Paper, 85Sen^ctotK eSu pa«eB“Po«t

HELEN HARLOW’S V0W:~~
Or Self-Justice.

By Lol. Walshroflker. Many have read thr. 
many have re read It, and many other» ontraL.d0^ 
}.‘JbJ read ,br man aod*woman 
land It »hows the falsities rampant £““ telr la 
matters of moral and social imnort «imI J. ** that flow therefrom to innoc??t%Sm?Lwr(>I1.g! 
ostraclBm. It contains a in,Hlkene« ¿Fraa..or?1*1 
Flue cloth, 280 page». Price «1.00 01 “® author>

JOTD READING AND BEYOND

“THE WATSEKA WONDER.”

JOAN’ THE medium.
B"”t .'"“W"! hltlory of Joai“ol Are 

one ot the most convincing arguments on Hntwre1 
Overwritten. No novel was terestlng; no history more trne SloetafeBl re 
cents; paper cover/» cents. For 40

ASTONISHING!
DOCTOR A, B, DOBSOH

StiH Heals the Sick Tffi’ough. 
tlie Mediumship of ... . ,

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker«.
If* you wish Good Health 

should apply to her.

As a Spiritual Healer She 
No Equal.

you

flM!

With her Magnetized Herbs all 
diseases that flesh is heir 

to are cured.

two’ce“t Stamps, age, sefJ 
with full8»» an<1 °56 *ea<B“8 symptom? 

ul* ua“e aBd plain address, and 
nn e°ny n<;ed of tbe wonders of spirit 
Power by having her H

BIAGH08E FOUR CASE FREE
Address all Mall to "

Mrs, Dr, Dobson-Barker.
Box 132, SAN JOSE, CAL, 

»^forces 
Sun Cure, Vila! MagieLm 'K'!®?’ 'unhiding^. 
•U<I a l,|glH.r .eleuce“of if.. *ur<?
baelc principle, developed wiilfih“, 0“1 “'UnlWuX 
plicaUouf, SiudeniK ii> fm,.. " , Uiuir Hiurveloui courfie. The SiJH/°Vr have tuken flS^
S»«e of I> XL DoX of lSrlCrt',l,“11,i uonfera Iha TOT 
printed «luratluim «tudente'eau1 ran ’,7 “ V 
receive the diplomat* hi their /,«. c°unie AmL

- , ______ 11 •iU- u- D., Dean.

DMWISFiELD?
homeopathic medic™.
AONOSIS and "“fe i“d“gofs)l,n|'to.lu ife®: 
Brest. N. s. A F w a.i ' Cun- «- B llirailT 
Muses HulniEcOMME^D181"’’’ L),lu“a G- Howe atjl. 

,,nvy- A- Mansfield, m. d 
JO Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Jhifte, 

better than gold
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Twd 

A“nroi'urX J
xeellng. Guaranteed to i" Ulat Ured. worn-oni wltli pure, rich blood BufflrE t0 ‘‘»3ft 
month sent loril.00, quantity for tu
ereX1poo?lyes,lgh[.MHa5ebee“ll °<>“1I’ouu<l for ut»1 
thousand» IB all pirtB' uf‘ “J b“"“<“1 “nd Praised?? 
or all three seat Po.tpa d fur n'mSenl.,or « oonte' Photo ami l^truutL.s'buw ioLra'Sye^ra Yar“«!

Melted Pebble Spectacles
ClrcutWi vim developed raii r,,,;):’"“ “f Spir it r,rm». 

mljmrt my Melted PebbreI'o,''er ln ,u°- l «¿1 
redeye, i„ your own boiie " Perfoctly^; 
Ofllce, UB (LoueaudB lt you ’vereliJSj
rt^^B.P.Poot.,. cintom’ioik. SL'nd ,tan>P 

-PSYCHE” 
guidance, nod l.<de“lg”e‘dl u>' d“c'il.“ra' "uder

by tu use, have ren.i?i e.lop •“«‘•ImnttiK’ 
I ons from spirit frte7,dI € ”J lon« cummunjnE 
y™- Brice, »1, aid ft) iaiS “P''’" Kre.t aatlW

YOUB, FUTUREAbtxologer, Room» 6 a 7 Ta|lur "'uironqi
Reuver, Colo. Charts from »1 s?u, 1 ’olls'' "'»I* 
Jara. ° IUUJ ©end stamp for cir(jJ}

I ’ ------- -------------------- ----------------
ThM.5,?- ?LLA M- DOLE.^ 

choinetrlc •nd'prepbedc'imlbi1'”“' cl"lrv<'.v»»t, pir. 
Kuril. Clark st. Chfciio i .‘’"»‘"Ked at No. 1JJ 

. by letter. “K“ku’ «--“KWmentB can be madJ 
--------------------- ------------------------------------------ -

6. WALTER LYNN,
PSYCHIC '

-AND- 

AUTOMATIC WRITER. 
Spiritual Communications by Letton, 

CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.
Life Readings and Business Advice.

$1.00 and Stamp
t>-iA>±“ "V?ulh F,rst 6>- s»" Jo«e.car 

wineTLraL“^^^
________J '___________ JOS- Rhbk» BVcIIa s t \

OPIUMSA never-falling, hirnile« . S ppt'd ,l,.onc8
DM ‘ h"“
Pf. J.C. Hollman, 445 laabella Bldg.. Chicago, Ilf. 

IZZF^TREADiNa ’• 
devolonment: alio a «'py’of 1“Ti1e''pn'hrUcllo,ls f<V 
Send ot birth aud^ cent, ufni? b 
In search of truth, lnd d„'r“ ,'51,■ If you aft , 
powers; if you would break Dip hr2io!d 1 lf 
aginary limitation, and excha v ' Pi l,c of 
for health and bapplnefis von HuriPwteaching the aoul’B IJeaL A^ “-.: ,Calfz{; ,n

URIEL BUCHANAN 7 
------------------------- WSNorthFark ave„ Chicago, ll)f 

M^rnSer &--------------------------------------- ’ SL«5
Chicago. Van Buren care or \ »vend!
Itobey. Ladle»’ Circle. Tin,redavB »1*““’ tr’"isr"/i

A LOCAL. 
CONSTITUTIONAL AND c 

SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT 
Over a quarter of a centen. 

before the public. Send tm 
"i*“’ T'™’V°fCatarrW 
mailed free.
• SURE CURE co., 8« W. Madison St., CHICAOO.,

Outside the Gates, and Other Talefl
and sketches. By a band of anirft ■
tbrougb the medium»hip of Mary Tbnn Bhelhamar 
An excellent work. Brice 11.25. "" Bueihamer.■

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWEB.

.An entertaining manual of hypooUmn. natfnl M 
etuaonte Of ttte anbjecu In the form of dialogue anj 
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National Spiritualists’ Association
Annual Report of the President, Harrison D. Barrett, for the Year End

Ladles and Gentlemen: .
It becomes my pleasant duty to sub

mit for your consideration my annual 
report as president of the National 
Spiritualists’ Association of the United 
States of America and Dominion of 
Canada, for the year ending October 
20, S. B. 51. I deem it a high privilege, 
inasmuch as this is the fifth time I 

‘have had the honor to present to the 
Annual Conventions of the National 
Association a report of this kind. I ap
proach the duty recognizing tlie grave
responsibility connected therewith, 
fully appreciating the gravity of 
situation to-day.

RETROSPECTIVE.

It is fitting at the outset that 
should glance iu retrospect over

and 
the

we 
the

year that has gone from us forever 
since we last met in convention. It has 

■ been a most eventful year, with suc
cesses and failures plentifully Inter
spersed iu its work. The nation at 
large has never had to contend with a 
greater stringency iu its monetary 
affairs In all its history than during the 
past twelve months. A great war has 
been fought to a successful finish dur
ing a portion of the year, aud while 
victory has crowned American ai’ms, it 
has not brought relief to the stagnated 
arteries of trade, nor has it enabled the 

• yeomanry of America to find a market 
for their labor at living wages. On the 
Whole, save where tbe Uniled States 
government has placed contracts for 
army and. navy supplies, times are 
harder than they were when 1 hist had 
the honor to address you. Tim strin- 

■ gency of the times has had much to do 
With the present unfavorable con
ditions found to-day in a majority of 
our Spiritualist societies. When busi
ness is at a standstill, labor without 
employment, and capital idle, It Is easy 
to see why our societies have suffered 
ns they have.

LIBERTY.
The past year has been one of strug

gle for liberty in many sections of the 
globe. England has fought a great bat
tle against compulsory vaccination, and 
the people have triumphed in the con
test. They are now no longer compelled 
to submit to the poisoning of their 
blood through the introduction of vac
cine virus into their veins, unless they 
choose to do so. It gives me great 

.. pleasure to lie able to report that the 
man who led in tills good work, Mr. 
■William Tebb, is one of the leading 
Spiritualists iu England. I recommend 
that this convention take steps toward 
placing’ our American States on the 
same 'broad basis now occupied by 
England.

In America attempts have been made 
to deprive the people of their liberties 
through stringent amendments to exist
ing medical monopoly Jaws. In some 
States the people lost, while in others 
they were signally successful In the 
struggle. In Massachusetts the battle 
was long and fierce. The cause of the 
people was championed by tbe Spirit
ualists and liberalists of all denomina
tions. and a Spiritualist led the battle 
before the State Legislature. He was 
able to call to his assistance such in
valuable aids as Rev. B. Fay Mills, 
Prof. William Janies, Judge Thomas E. 
Grover, and Hon. F. W. Kittredge, 
with whose aid a great victory was 
won for the people. Legislation was 
had in other States upon this same 
question. Iu some of them the Spirit
ualists made themselves felt through 
their organizations, while in others the 
enemies of liberty had their own way. 
The question of medical freedom is 
coming up during tlie present season 
before the Legislatures of many States, 
therefore I recommend that this con
vention take suitable action with re
gard to the matter.

RELIGION.

The year just closed has been a re
markable one in respect to religion. 
The advanced utterances of Rev. B. 
Fay Mills. Rev. Lyman Abbott, and 
Rev. R. Heber Newton have been taken 
up by the secular press, commented 
upon and sent broadcast over the land. 
The statements of these progressive, 
fearless mon have had a marked effect 
upon public opinion, and wrought a 
good work in tbe direction of liberal
ism. Many of the leading thinkers in 
the Presbyterian church have found 
their creed too narrow for them, and 
have forsaken the paths of orthodoxy 

■ to follow a broader highway of re
ligious thought. Professors Briggs and 
McGiffert have stirred the Pres
byterian body from centre to circum
ference by boldly proclaiming tbeir ac- 
captation of other forms of faith. Other 
scholars in that body have had occa
sion to question the historical and sci
entific accuracy of the Bible, the result 
of which has been or will be trials for 
heresy of many of the brightest schol
ars* in orthodoxy. This persecution of 
progressive men will surely result fa

. vorably to the cause of liberalism in re- 
llgion. In fact, this is already appar
ent, when such men as Rev Dr. De 
Costa of New York feel constrained to 
bewail the fact that the American peo- 

• pie are not as religious as they once 
-were, and that fifty millions and more 
now have no dhurch home. I hail all 
of these evidences as signs of promise 
In the sky of progress.
PROF. RICHARD HODGSON-SIR 

WILLIAM CROOKES.
One great sensation was caused a 

few months ago by the publication of 
the report of Prof. Richard Hodgson Of 
the English Psychical Research So
ciety, in which he frankly admits his I 

- conversion to Spiritualism. This state-1 
meat of Prof.,Hodgson was commented
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upon by the secular press all over the 
globe, and his declaration In favor of 
Spiritualism has had a marked effect 
for good upon the public mind. It has 
not only strengthened Spiritualism, but 
it has created a new interest in psy
chical research, and led both material
ists and Christians to take a deeper in
terest in psychic science. It is also in 
point here to state that Prof. William 
James of Harvard, instructor in psy
chology In that great university, de
votes one-third of his forty-live lectures 
upon psychology to spiritual phenom
ena. Some of the professors iu other 
universities in the United States have, 
during the past year, also taken up this 
subject and devoted from one-third to 
one-half of their time to spiritualistic 
phenomena in their relation to the sci
ence of psychology.

As Spiritualists, we should rejoice at 
these signs of promise, and extend a 
hearty welcome to Prof. Hodgson, who 
lias so bravely proclaimed his convic
tions to the world. Another notable 
event of the past year has been the ele
vation of Prof. Sir William Crookes to 
the presidency of the British Associa
tion of Sciences. Prof. Crookes' posi
tion witli regard to Spiritualism was 
well known, yet his opinions upon that 
subject did not prevent his unanimous 
election. He did not, after his election, 
keep silent with regard to his convie-
tions, but said, “1 elect to speak,” end 
boldly proclaimed liis adherence to his 
published opinions of four and twenty 
years ago. With a pronounced Spirit
ualist at tbe head of that great society1*, 
our cause throughout the world cannot 
fail to be benefilted thereby. Many 
other distinguished men, as well as 
some of the most eminent women in 
our land, have also come to the front, 
frankly admitting their conversion to 
the truths of Spiritualism. I congratu
late you upon these signs of promise, 
and recommend that your honorable 
body take steps toward an alignment 
with these eminent thinkers who are 
now championing our cause.

PEACE.

At tliis point 1 am constrained to call 
your attention to a matter iu which I 
believe every true Spiritualist is inter
ested. Spiritualism is the religion of 
peace, tlie science of civilization, and 
the philosophy of human brotherhood. 
Sueh being the ease, every Spiritualist 
is interested in securing aud maintain
ing peace among tbe nations of the 
earth. Great standing armies, large 
and expensive navies are menaces to 
the peace of the world. The Czar of 
Russia has asked the nations of Europe 
to take steps to reduce their national 
armaments in the interests of peace 
and civilization. 1 believe it is our 
duty to make some recognition of this 
act of the Czar, the more so lieeause 
our nation, tlie United States of Ameri
ca, is considering the question of main
taining n large and expensive standing 
army, as well as a navy of immense

Spiritualism, but it is not the sole cause 
of the trouble. The selfish attempt to 
make each speaker and medium pay 
the hall rent and music for the society, 
as well as his own salary, Is the chief 
cause of the difficulty. In the churches 
the clergymen are not expected to pay 
their way through a ten-cent door fee, 
nor through collections. They have 
subscription books, in which their 
members write their names, pledging 
so much money per month to the sup
port of their religion.

Spiritualists have sneered at this 
method in far too many cases, and have 
eagerly sought to make the outside 
public pay for their Spiritualism. They 
have placed a ten-cent fee at the door 
and thereby reduced their religion to 
the level of dime museum freaks, with 
the hope that they would not have to 
sacrifice one dollar for Spiritualism. It 
has been a virtual attempt to get some
thing for nothing on the part of many 
who profess to be Spiritualists. This 
evil ean be remedied by a change in the 
plan of work. Open subscription books 
and ask each Spiritualist in the city or 
town to pledge what he can afford for 
the support pf his religion. The charge 
that till Spiritualists are poor is false 
in every respect. Many of us are not 
rich, but there is not a professed Spirit
ualist iu this country to-day outside of 
the almshouse who Is not able to give 
from one to five dollars per year to the 
support of the cause. That they do not 
do it, Is due to the fact that they have 
depended upon others to do it for them.

SETTLEMENT OF SPEAKERS.

Another measure that will help to re
vive local societies is the settlement of 
speakers. I am pleased to be able to 
report progress in this direction during 
the past year. Washington, D. C., Co
lumbus, Ohio, St. Louis, Mo., Fort 
Worth, Texas, Brooklyn, N. Y„ Galves
ton, Houston and San Antonio, Texas, 
First Association, Philadelphia, Pa„ 
and a few societies in California have 
settled their speakers for a term of 
months or for a full year. By this 
method Spiritualism ean exert some in
fluence in each locality, whereas the 
itinerant system destroys every atom 
of good that is accomplished from 
month to month. I am glad to note the 
change in tlie Instances mentioned, and 
I respectfully recommend that this 
Association place Itself on record as fa
voring the adoption of this progressive 
policy, and urge all local societies to 
give it a trial.

Another cause for the degeneracy of 
our local societies can be found in' the 
indifference of the officers and mem
bers of tlie same as to the abilitv, char
acter and standing of those whom they 
employ as speakers and mediums. 
Those who could and would draw the 
largest crowds have been given cm-

• FRAUD AND CHICANERY.
The question of fraud and chicanery 

has been’constantly before the people 
during the past year, and their preva
lence has been so great as to haye 
caused feelings of despair to sweep 
over our ablest workers. It is most 
discouraging to realize that men and 
women of intelligence prefer the shad
ows of Spiritualism to its substance; 
yet their blind woirhip of all kinds of 
phenomena, even when such are proved 
to be spurious, is-disheartening. It is 
useless for me to enter into a detailed 
account of the humbuggery practiced 
in the name of Spiritualism. If I did, 
some of you would accuse me of falsi
fying, while others would become com
pletely disheartened with regard to 
their work for our cause. The fraud 
question is a crying evil, and can well 
be likened ta a gigantic octopus whose 
feelers reach into the very souls of our 
friends In every city on the continent, 
to drag forth their heart-secrets and 
sorrows to proclaim them t<Fthe world 
as tests of spirit-power. Many me
diums, speakers and laymen are in
volved in this unholy work. A secret 
brotherhood has been formed by the 
unscrupulous ones, who perhaps ac
tually possess some genuine medial 
powers, when put to the test, for the 
express purpose of filling their pockets 
with money wrung from their fellow
men through the profanation of their 
saered loves. I have not time to de
scribe to you in minutiae the modus 
operand! of this secret alliance, but its 
influence is too widespread for any one 
of you present to-day to be unaware of 
Its existence. Fellow-delegates, do not 
misunderstand me; I know there is 
such a thing as true mediumship,/and 
because there is, I feel it to be'our 
duty to protect, and defend it. The 
phenomena of Spiritualism are all 
founded in fact, and the counterfeiting 
of tlie same is to me positive proof that 
the genuine Ues behind them.

Tlie lack of systematic organization 
is the chief cause Of the prevalency of 
the counterfeit spiritual coin. Those 
"'ho present it usually have nothing to 
lose and everything to gain iu respect 
to character, hence do not mind a dozen
genuine exposes, for they are adver
tised ’ ’ ’
more 
With 
they, 
work

thereby, and are coddled even 
fondly by credulous Spiritualists, 
no organizations back of them, 

can go on with their nefarious
of deceiving the people, ad libi

tum, laughing iu derisive scorn at the
gullibility and soul. agonies of tl;eir 
dupes. Tlie faet.lsjhat tlie majority of 
Spiritualists have put a premium upon 
fraud through their desire to witness 
extraordinarily marvelous manifesta
tions. They have bought tlie counter
feit phenomena at a high price, and 
paid for them with their heart’s best 
blood. Hut it is of uo avail to dwell 
upon this subject at length. The line 
of demarkatiou between the genuine 
and spurious phenomena is a very deli
cate one, and I cannot draw it for you 
without a surer compass than that of 
fickle public opinion to guide me. If 
all Spiritualists would unite to do a 
thorough work in house-cleaning, ap
plying liberal quantities of the soap of 
common sense, well rubbed in by the 
muscles of honesty, the fraud question 
would soon be settled. Then the blue 
test books, materializing paraphernalia, 
bogus spirit-photographs, jugglery and 
other travesties upon genuine phenom
ena would soon disappear.

proportions. I iwommend
that this honorable body enter its earn
est protest against this policy, and 
earnestly plead for a peace footing for 
America. I also recommend this con
vention make some declaration with 
regard to the question of Imperialism, 
now threatening tbe peace and stability 
of our nation. America should lead iii 
tlie arts of peace, and Spiritualists be
lieving in the religion of peace should 
not hesitate to offer advice in regard to 
its maintenance. I therefore recom
mend that, a memorial be presented to 
President McKinley, requesting him to 
recommend in his forthcoming message 
to Congress that an International Peace 
Congress be called to consider ways 
and means by which all nations of the 
earth may lie placed iqxin a peace 
basis. Tliis may seem as if we were 
advising upon a great matter, but Spir
itualism is greater than any other, 
hence involves every question relating 
to human progress. Therefore it is not 
out of place to offer advice upon the 
best way to secure universal peace.

DISCOURAGING SIGNS.

I wish I could pass over the signs of 
discouragement that have floated into 
the sky of Spiritualism during the past 
year. They are not, on the whole, quite 
as numerous as are the signs of en- 
couragemei i. yet they are such as to 
demand y nr considerate attention. 
Tbe first of these is the sad condition 
of the vast majority of our local so
cieties. Very few of them paid ex
penses during the past year, and came 
out with money in the treasury’. Less 
than twenty can lie counted as having 
weathered the financial gale and 
storms of opposition, and sailed into 
the harbor of safety with a cash bal
ance on the right side. The condition 
of our local societies is deplorable. Tbe 
salaries of our speakers and mediums 
have been placed at the lowest possible 
figures, and no man wholly dependent 
upon the Spiritual platform for a live
lihood, can 'support himself., and a 
family upon the lncome therefrom.

During the past .year many local so
cieties have passed out of ’ existence. 
Some of them have died from wounds I 
inflicted by the members, who quar
reled among themselves, others from 
the loss of some favored leader, who 
paid all the bills, others from the lack 
of interest on the part of the members, 
others from the financial stringency oc
casioned by the war, and' destruction 
of business. A few new local societies 
have been formed, but .the number is 
much’ smaller than- if was during the ' 
preceding year. There - are causes for 
these conditions which I believe vou, as 
delegates to this convention, should de
termine, and find and apply proper 
remedies. The hard times has been a 
great factor in bringing the cloud over

ployment even If they did not possess 
the rudijijents of an education, or were 
wholly devoid of moral principle. If 
they could give phenomena, it did not 
matter whether those phenomena were 
genuine or spurious provided they 
brought out the pemile who were will
ing to pay ten ce’-; J at the door to see 
tlie show. Indeed, in some cases 1 
know where officers and members of 
certain local societies have offered to 
furnish tlie medium with a supply of 
startling tests In order that tbe people 
might be induced to edme out in large 
numbers and pay the expenses of the 
meeting. Under these conditions it is 
not surprising that such local societies 
have lost prestige and gone out of ex
istence. If we cannot have an honest 
Spiritualism, honestly supported and 
honestly presented to the world, we 
had better have none at all.

QUALITY AND QUANTITY.
I believe we should urge the people 

to-day to consider the quality as well as 
the quantity of phenomena of all kinds 
presented in tbe name of Spiritualism. 
As speakers we should have men and 
women capable of instructing the peo
ple. whose work should be such as to 
uplift humanity, and uot to gratifv the 
curiosity or flatter the vanity of a'few. 
To-day too ninny of our local societies 
pander to the idea that the people in 
attendance want amusement rather 
than instruction, and entertainment 
rather than spiritual illumination. With 
such a spirit in the ascendancy. It is not 
strange that tables upon the platforms 
of a large number of Spiritualist so
cieties resemble a pawnbroker’s shop, 
rather than an article for use and orna
mentation. With settled speakers this 
glaring fault can be overcome, and our 
Spiritualist meetings restored to their 
pristine dignity and power. Psychom- 
etry is a science, and deserves’ better 
treatment than it receives at the hands ’ 
of the average showman, who uses it 
as a means tn fill his pockets with cash 
at tbe expense of his victims.

Many local societies report losses in 
membership since oiir last annual meet
ing. Thoughtful people have, in manv 
instances, withdrawn from societary 
work because the platform talent em
ployed was not able to supply them 
with mental and spiritual food. Others 
have gone because of the degeneracy 
of the meetings to the level of a fifth
rate theatrical performance, and took 
this method to express tbeir dis
approval of the implied insult to Spirit
ualism. The Unitarian and other lib
eral churches have profited bv these 
withdrawals from bur ranks, and the 
money that should be devoted to the 
building up of a clean, wholesome, pro
gressive Spiritualism, is-paid into the 
coffers of organizations whose alms 
and objects are diametrically opposed 
to our cause. I urge you, as members 
of this convention, to find-Bome remedy 
for this ill, and seek to practically 
apply the same. ’

I 
out 
ant

AN IMPORTANT POINT, 
cannot dismiss this question witli-
touching briefly upon one Import
point connected with it. I believe 
ought to place such safeguards 

around our mediums fis will protect 
them from want and physical suffer-
lug, so that they will not lie tempted to 
resort to trickery In order to obtain 
money with which to buy bread. To
day, owing to our lack of organization, 
and our overweening desire to witness 
the marvelous, our genuine medium is 
plan'd at a fearful disadvantage. He 
sees tbe fakir drawing the patronage of 
the people, while he is in need of food. 
I do not wonder that he is tempted to 
follow tlie unholy example set him by 
the trickster, nor will any one do so 
who has ever felt the pangs of hunger. 
1 recommend, therefore, that this con
vention place itself on record as favor
ing tlie biking care of mediums. In
stead of going to them and buying a 
dollar’s worth of spiritual wares,'let us 
take care of them as the oracles of old 
were cared for by their friends, and 
make them to feel that they are in no 
danger of coming to want. Then, and 
not until then-, can we ever have an 
assurance that we shall receive the 
genuine proof of spirit return through 
very many of our mediums.

Directly allied with the fraud ques
tion, is oue the delicacy of which is so 
great as to give,me many misgivings 
as to the best methods of dealing with 
it, or even of discussing it. I believe 
that this convention should have a 
word to say upon the question as to 
who should occupy the platforms of 
Spiritualism. We cry out against fraud, 
and denounce counterfeiting most vig
orously, yet will placé before the public 
those whose moral characters are at 
least open to suspicion. I *do not be
lieve in denouncing fraudulent me
diums, unless we filjo denounce fraud 
among speakers. In Other words, I had 
rather deal with a downright trickster 
in mediumship, than pose as an apolo
gist for Oscar WIMe, H. B. Foulke, and 
their satellites; We should at least be 
consistent enough' to dejhand character 
in all andfor all of our workers, hence 
I feel that-thosê/who see fit to engage 
In all kinds.of cjimes ^gainst nature, 
should not. be Countenanced as ex
ponents ofr. Spiritual philosophy. The 
youth of,America'are otir wards, and I 
believe it to be our duty Ito denounce all 
crimes against-them in the interests of 
a higher morality. -

N. 8. A. WORK.
The officers of thé N.’S. A. have not" 

been idle during the past twelve 
months, although there has been less 
missionary -work done than in any pre
vious 'year. Several very successful 
mass-meetings have been held from 
which good returns have-been made to 
our treasury. Quite a number of so
cieties have chartered with the Na
tional body, but I regret to say the 
number is much smaller than it has

been in any year in the history of the 
. N. 8. A. I attribute this falling off to 
. the absence of missionary work in its 
. behalf, Speakers and platform workers 
. have called upon us for aid In securing 
। half-rates over the several lines of rail

road, all of whom, when found to be 
I entitled to the same, had no trouble In 
. having their claims allowed.
I SUPPRESSION OF FREE SPEECH.
, The suppression of Spiritualistic 

meetings- at the Soldiers’ Homes In
J Dayton, Ohio, and Marion, Ind., has re

peatedly come before our Association 
for action since our last convention. 1 

' wrote the Secretary of War, General 
Alger, for information on the subject.

, He referred the matter to the National 
Board of Managers of tlie Soldiers’ 
Homes, from whom I learned that the 

; meetings of the Spiritualist soldiers at 
' Day ton were suppressed because of a 

division among the members of the 
Spiritualist society there, which had 
ultimated In open quarrql between the 
two factions. In the interests of peace 
and harmony, the manager of .the 
Home had seen fit to suppress all Spir- 
itualistie meetings in the halls or upon 
the grounds connected with the Dayton 
Home. Free speech in ’-eligion can be 
suppressed with Impunity at Dayton 
simply because the Spiritualists are the 
only ones hurt by It. I ./rote the au
thorities, aiso, in'regard to the sup
pression of our meetings at Marion, 
Ind., and was informed that my letter 
of Inquiry had been received, and 
would be given due attention. That is 
the last I have heard from Marion.

In order to reach these eases we had 
recourse only to the National Board of 
Managers, several of whose meetings I 
have personally tried to attend, or have 
requested other members of our Board 
to do so. We tried, especially, to reach 
the meetings at Norfolk, Virginia, but 
owing to lack of funds In our treasury, 
we were unable to do this. We then 
tried to appear before the Board at its 
Washingion meeting, but our vice
president, Mrs. Richmond, was in
formed that site could not he heard, as 
it was a secret meeting, held behind 
closed doors. When tlie managers met 
in Boston, I expected to appear before 
them, but did not learn the exact date 
on which their meeting was to lie held 
until the next day after it had ad
journed. The meeting at Dayton, Ohio, 
was well advertised. 1 wrote Hon. L. 
V. Moulton, one of our trustees, asking 
him to represent the N. S. A. in the case 
at that meeting. He was unable to do 
so and the N. S. A. could not Incur the 
expense of a journey from Boston. Ou 
the day of the meeting I telegraphed 
Gen. Win. B. Franklin, president of tlie 
board of managers, asking him to re
open tlie case iu behalf of fair play. 
The message was received at tlie Day
ton Honif, but was not presented to the 
board, owing to the temporary absence 
of General Franklin at the time of its 
delivery.

Sueh is the history in brief qf this 
important ease down to date. I believe 
your honorable body of delegates 
should take action concerning it. You 
should do more than to pass resolu
tions, and instruct the incoming board 
of trustees to move in the matter. You 
should discuss tliis question at length, 
and so eudow tills Association finan
cially that it can do something in tbe 
premises. This is a case of the sup
pression of free speech in an institution 
belonging to the United States, which 
is supported by citizens of all shades of 
religious belief. I believe the Consti- 
tion of the United States Is violated by 
tliis action of the Governor of the 
Home. We shall be doing injustice not 
only to Spiritualism by tamely submit
ting to tills outrage, but also to tbe sa
cred rights of man. I earnestly recom
mend sharp decisive action upon this 
question by this convention.

THE JUBILEE.
Pursuant to the instructions of the 

two last annual conventions, each time 
by a unanimous vote, without the ut
terance of a single protesting word by 
any one, the semi-centennial anniver
sary of the advent of Modern Spiritual
ism was celebrated at Rochester, N. Y„ 
in the form of an International Jubilee. 
Tbe management of this great enter
prise had been committed, under in
structions of the board of trustees, to 
Mr. Frank Walker, of Hamburg, N. Y. 
His appointment seemed to give good 
satisfaction to the Spiritualists of 
America, and many expressions of ap
proval reached the members of the 
board of trustees, assuring them that 
they had done well to advise the ap
pointment of Mr. Walker.

The idea of a Jubilee celebration was 
first broached to me about two and a 
half years ago by our honored vice
president, at the home of a mutual 
friend of hers and mine in Chicago. 
Her suggestions met my full and en
thusiastic approval, and I took pains to 
embody them in an elaborated form, in 
my report for the year 1896. Soon after 
our first talk upon this subject, several 
writers in The Progressive Thinker, 
Banner of Light, and Light of Truth, 
among whom may be mentioned our 
friend and brother, George W. Kates, 
began to advocate the same thing. It 
Is therefore apparent that the Jubiiee 
idea was not a rainbow-colored fancy 
of one or two perStms, but was the earn
est, honest thought of many of the 
leading minds in our ranks.

At the time of its inception every
thing was auspicious for a grandly suc
cessful celebration. The presidential 
election was about over, the money 
question was to be rightly settled, and 
the nation was to enter upon an era of
prosperity unequalled in its history. 
Such was the roseate picture presented 
to tlie minds of the friends of the Jubi
lee. It was thought if such was the 
case, ten to twenty thousand Spiritual
ists would assemble at Rochester to 1 
celebrate-the birth of our great move- i 
mcnt- t11* Promises of 1896 were I 
not fulfilled; the election gave.the na
tion no financial relief, but rather in-1 
creased the burdens of the people In i 
that direction. Despite this fact, how-1 
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for the expenses of the same, and di
rected to appoint such assistance as he 
might see fit.

He pushed the work vigorously, and 
received encouragement from all sec
tions, wlioich led him to believe that 
thousands of Spiritualists would surely 
visit Rochester. Suddenly the Spanish 
war broke out, adding to the fluauclal 
stringency of the times, and completely 
demoralizing business iu many sec
tions of the country. It was then too 
late to call a halt upon tbe Jubilee ar
rangements, because many important 
contracts had already been signed, and 
too much had beeu expended in its be
half to make It possible to do so. In 
additiou to these facts came assurances 
and promises of attendance that led the 
gepetal manager to believe there would 
surely be several thousand people pres
ent when the Jubilee was opened. Ac
cordingly it was held, opening May 25, 
and closing June 1. It was at tills point 
possibly that a great mistake was 
made iu connection with tlie Jubilee. 
Owing to what seemed to be good aud 
sufficient reasons, tlie date was 
changed from June 1-8 to May 25-June 
1. This change undoubtedly kept many 
people away, and militated against its 
success. The change was made from 
tlie best of motives, in order to secure 
better accommodations for tbe meet
ings of the Jubilee. To what extent 
the altering of the original plau injured 
the celebration can never be deter
mined.

The results of (he Jubilee are known 
to you all. It was a financial failure, 
and threw a great burden upon the 
shoulders of the General Manager. In 
accepting his commission from the N. 
S. A., he had signed a contract binding 
himself to turn all surplus funds into 
the treasury of the National body, and 
to bear all losses himself in case of a 
deficit. Tliis shows his great faith in 
tlie success of the Jubilee, and proves 
ills devotion to Spiritualism. He did his 
best to make it a financial success, but 
the hard tiij'-s, the war, aud the fail
ure of mauL people who had promised 
to attend, bit did uot do so, proved too
much for him.

Spiritually and educationally the 
Rochester Jubilee'was one of the grand
est successes that ever came to Spirit
ualism. The speakers aud mediums in 
attendance never did better, and their 
utterances found their way into tlie col
umns of the secular press in Rochester, 
and through the American and United 
Press Associations into the columns of 
thousands of papers throughout the na
tion. In this way the Jubilee was a 
great educator and spiritual illumin
ator. The centering of the harmonious 
thoughts of tlie Spiritualists of the 
world upon Rochester 1 believe made a 
power for good- in tlie psychic realm 
that will in the near future redound to 
the good of our cause. I feel that Its 
concept In the Congress of the wisest 
spirits in tlie higher life was prompted 
by a desire to bring iu a feeling of good 
will and brotherly love among all the 
peoples of the earth.

The deficit, outside of tbe salary of 
the general manager, at the close of the 
Jubilee, was about three thousand dol
lars, one thousand of which has been 
paid to Mr. Walker through donations 
from Individual Spiritualists. Three 
hundred and twenty dollars of this sum 
passed through my hands, for which I 
hold Mr. Walker's receipts. Two thou
sand dollars iu round numbers remain 
unpaid. It is possible, perhaps, under 
Mr. Walker's contract, that this Asso
ciation is not legally responsible for 
tliis debt. Morally I believe it is, hence 
I feel that some action should Ik? taken 
by this body of delegates. I hope two 
hundred loyal men and women can be 
found who are able and willing to give 
ten dollars each to wipe out this indebt
edness. If they cannot lie found, then 
surely the N. S. A. should not allow its 
representative to bear tliis loss aloue.

be made a power for good to the N. S« ' j 
A., if they are properly conducted. . bl

I therefore recommend that a larges i 
number of them be held during the ’i 
coming year. In so doing, I venture to> ‘ I 
suggest a change in the plan of man- j 
agement of the same. 'I suggest, that I 
the local society, or societies, lie con- '1 
suited with regard to the feasibility oC } 
holding such a meeting, and that eaclf -J 
one be given a certain percentage of | 
the receipts after all expenses are paid. ] 
Ibis would prove the willingness of I 
the N. 8. A. to render substantial aid I 
to local societies, and show that it wag I 
not seeking to take away their support. 1 
I also venture to suggest that It would I 
not be out of place to hold a few spir- j 
Itual rallies in cities and towns where I 
the people have grown lukewarm in I 
their interest in Spiritualism, in orden ‘ I 
that the people may be induced to dot I 
sometljing for the cause. These meet- I 
Ings should be held wit bout regard to 1 
financial returns, save only the defray- " J 
Ing of the expenses of the speakers and 'I 
mediums employed. I

ll was decided at the last annual con« I 
vention that only one member of thet- | 
board should attend each of the masg I 
meetings held under the auspices of the '■! 
N. 8. A. This was voted in order that | 
more of such meetings could be held; I 
and heavy expenses avoided. Owing - J 
to some unhappy misuuderstauding of -‘I 
this order, it has not been carried out, ’ I 
tor fewer mass meetings have been ‘‘1 
held during the year, aud the talent 'J 
supplied by the N. S. A. has certainly) >1 
not been distributed. , -1

CAMP-MEETINGS. 1 J; I

Spiritualist camp-meetings have be, -I 
come prominent factors iu the propa.« ""I 
gandisni of our philosophy during thet -I 
past two decades. They lime been in- ’I 
strumental In bringing the light of spir- -I 
itual truth home to thousands of peo- I 
pie, aud have led some of them to taker —I 
an active interest In local society work ’I 
upon their return home. There are now! 
between fifty-live aud sixty of these -'’I 
canqis in tbe United States, all of 
whom can be made auxiliaries to the I 
N. S. A., if the right steps are taken. I 
1 recommended that special N. 8. A', 
days be secured upon the programs of ¿1 
the several canqis last year. It waa 
done to a limited extent, lint was not! ¡ll 
as general as it should have been. J -M 
visited ten camps personally, at each of ‘I 
which 1 spoke in the interests of organ- ' | 
ization and the N. 8. A. The financial 
returns were generous enough to con.- '1 
vinee me that there is no better way to- ’I 
reach the people tlian through special ■)I 
days at the camps. Outside of Lake ''I 
Pleasant, Mass., where the money was cl 
paid to Secretary Woodbury, who wag '■ 
present, I have, through my own lec- 1 
ture.s. special collections and appeals 'I 
for donations, received over four hun- I 
dred dollars in the name of the N. S.A'« .1 
Tbe expenses connected with this work, I 
covering a period of forty-five days, - 1 
was nearly one hundred and fifty dol- I 
lars. This shows what missionary ef- - I 
fort and devotion to tbe cause of or- 1 
gauization will do in a small way. - I 
Witli this policy extended to every] I 
camp, the N. S. A. would soon win for I 
itself a large share of tbe affections of 
tbe people. '■

Tlie camps visited by me wore Har- '■ 
wicli. Lake Pleasant and Onset, Mass., ■ I 
Queen City Park, Vt„ Niantic, Conn., 1 
Cassadaga. N. Y., Verona Park, Tempi« I 
Heights, Etna and Madison, Maine. I I 
am especially indebted for courtesies B 
received to Rev. 8. L. Beal. Hon. A. H. B 
Dailey, J. B. Hatch, Jr.. J. Q. A. Whit- B 
temore, Dr. George A. Fuller, Dr. E. A.- B 
Smith, 11. B. Emery, 11. Hunnewell, B
Robert Hayden. A. Riker, H.

I recommend this matter to your 
siderate attention.

THE BABE WILL.
. Last year I had occasion to say a 
words upon tliis important topic, 
will be remembered that this will

<•011-

few 
It 

was
being contested by distant relatives of 
Mrs. Babe at tbe time of our last an
imal convention. 1 advocated a vigor
ous defense of the will, and a fund of 
$704.05 had been raised to defray the 
expenses of the threatened sui'ts-at- 
law. It was found expedient, after 
several consultations with the trustee 
of the will, Mr. Theodore J. Mayer, to 
compromise the two suits that had 
been instituted against the will, giving 
each of the contestants one-third of the 
estate, the N. S. A. to pay the claim of 
Mrs. Emma A. Rice for services ren
dered the late Mrs. Ba lie. This propo
sition was accepted by a majority of 
the board of trustees, and the trustee 
of the will was directed to affect a set
tlement upon the terms named. As the 
estate consisted chiefly of real estate, 
its sale, under the existing financial de
pression will necessarily be somewhat 
delayed. In the end. however, the Na
tional Association will no doubt receive 
its share of the proceeds of tlie estate. 
The board of trustees voted to retain 
the defense fund of $704.05, or so much 
thereof as remained in the treasurer’s 
hands after defraying the legal ex
penses incurred up to the time tlie com
promise was affected, as a special de
fense fund for any contested will, or 
for the defense of the N. S. A., or the 
rights of speakers and mediums. I feel 
that this was a wise action, and recom
mend that it receive the approval of 
this convention.

MASS MEETINGS.
A few mass meetings only have been 

held under the auspices of the N. S. A. 
during the past year. The gatherings 
at Cleveland, O., Chicago, Hl., and At
lanta, Ga., were especially successful, 
anil yielded large financial returns to 
the treasury of the N. 8. A. Successful 
mass meetings were also held at Marl
boro, Mass., and Portsmouth, N. H., 
which resulted in great good to the 
cause of Spiritualism. Of the results

„ _ „ - . --------- , —„ - of the three first named, you will prob
ever, Mr. Walker secured some very I.ably hear at length from our vice-pres- 
flattenna nromises of nid fmm w«»i«i,. ¡dent and secretary, who were in at-flattering promises of aid from wealthy 
Spiritualists, as well as from the citi
zens of Rochester, (that encouraged him 
to advise the board of trustees to go' 
on with the work. They did so, and 
Mr. Walker was made sole manager of 
the affair, empowered to raise funds

ten'dance on each occasion. The Marl
boro meeting was planned by Dr. G. 0. 
B. Ewell, formerly of Colorado, while 
the Portsmouth meeting was under the 
management of your president. I sHIl 
believe that these mass meetings can

Blackingtou. B. M. Bradbury, A. F. 
Smith, Hon. A. Gaston and George H, ■ 
Brooks. The N. S. A. is also under ob-,' 
ligations to these gentlemen and to the 
officers of the camps named for the 
privilege of presenting its claims to the 
assembled people. 1 recommend reso- ' 
Jutions of acknowledgment, with diree- ' 
tions to tlie secretary to transmit the • 
same to the friends above mentioned. ' 
These acknowledgments should also bo 
extended to tlie many speakers and me
diums who gladly lent their aid to 
make the N. S. A. day a success at) ■' 
these camps. Onset Camp still main
tains the proud position as the most 
generous of the camps iu its donations 
to tills association. Including the sum 
paid me for my personal services there, ' 
Onset’s contribution in round numbers 
is two hundred dollars. I cannot re
frain from naming J. Q. A. and Charles 
Whittemore as two friends of our or
ganizations whose deeds always speak 
louder than words. '

A few other camps devoted some 
time to the cause of tlie N. S. A., but 
no return of theirwork has reached me. 
I presume their oflicers reported to the 
secretary of this Association, from 
whom you will no doubt receive the in- ’ 
formation desired. I am persuaded ' 
that camp work is of the utmost import
ance to this Association, hence most 
earnestly recommend that the incoming ' 
board of trustees bo instructed to open 
correspondence with the officers of ev- ’ 
ery camp in the United States for the 
purpose of securing sjiecial days upon 
their programs. I further recommend - 
that the Board be directed to have at 
least one direct representative, either 
of its own members, or of its special 
agents appointed for the purpose of 
looking out for its interests on those i 
days at every camp where the same are 
granted. In- this way the people can'■’ । 
be made acquainted with the real ob- "I 
jects of this Association, and large fl- I 
nancial returns secured. -

STATE ASSOCIATIONS. •
This important branch of our work ; 

has not been neglected during the past I 
year. The great mass meeting in Chi- ■ 
cago In February last brought the Spir
itualists of Illinois together, and led 1 
them to form a strong working state as- I 
sociation, with a live, progressive corps I 
of oflicers. I

Through the devoted efforts of Dr. '1 
J. N. and Mrs. Ella Gibson Magoon, I 
splendid organic work was done in Min- 1 
nesota, and a fine state association was -1 
Incorporated there. The two bodies I 
named have already demonstrated I 
their usefulness, and proved them- >1 
selves bulwarks of defense for our -’-J 
cause. The State of Washington has -J 
also swung into line, and records itself 4 
on the side of liberty and union. These Vsi 
three associations at once chartered <3
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appeal each month for aid for this 
social ion.

other causes over which I had 
control.

I explained my connection with the 
an- 
for

'Thus the ‘■declaration’' started 
by tackling tho "God” question, 
what was the result? Read:

to the presidency by a unanimous vote 
of the last convention with the distinct 
understanding that I was to remain 
with the Banner of Light as its editor. 
The last convention voted that the sal-

Banner of Light’in full In my last 
nual report, hence it is unnecessary__
me to repeat it here. I wns re-elected

the N. S. A„ and brought It no lit- 
support

riRie state associations previously pr- 
'“aulzed nearly all report progress in 

lelr work. Maine has more than 
... >ubled its membership, while Massa- 

and RJiode Island have largely 
. ¿Increased theirs. Vermont and Con- 

IJJ; weetlcut have done good work, as have 
■T~-!iew York, Michigan, Texas, California 

'-find Nebraska. They have defended 
_• persecuted mediums when occasion re

quired it, aud have rendered loyal serv- 
y ice to the cause of freedom through 
..(their opposition to medical monopoly, 
( capital punishment, and other unjust 
.pleasures. State associations are need

’ ed to protect the people from iniquitous 
:pnd partialistic legislation in every 
state in the Union. I believe that New 

.Hampshire, Wisconsin, Indiana, Penn
sylvania, Oregon, Kansas and Tennes
see are ripe for organization, and I 
.most earnestly recommend that your 
¡honorable body do something to assist 
the friends .in those States to aceom- 
plish the desired result,

■ ORDINATION.
Very little has been said upon this 

subject during the year. It has been 
¡dealt with by a few local societies aud 
one or two state associations to a lim
ited extent, but the appearance of the 
disease has been sporadic, aud not at 
all dangerous. I feel that the Spiritual- 
Isis of America should set the seal of 
Their disapproval upon this effete inher
itance from the superstitious past, as 
well as upon that other relic of priest- ■ 
craft called christening of children, I 
recommend that the committee on reso
lutions be instructed to express iu 
strong terms the sentiments of this 
convention upon the two points I have 
just mentioned.

HALF BATES.
This question has been ever present 

during tlie past year, and your presi
dent has been kept busy luvpsAlgating 
the applications received by telie rail
road authorities for this privilege. Un
der the rules adopted by thetpii£&nger 
associations, particularly the „Western . 
aud Central, any speaker or millenary 
who is solely depeudent upon his,.labor 
on the Spiritualist platform for iris llv- 
ing, provided lie gives no physical plie- ' 
homemil manifestations, is entitled to 
an annual permit. Both physical and 
mental'mediums, ns well as speakers, . 
have eagerly endeavored to obtain ,
these rates. Many have felt grieved at 
the National Association because of 
their failure to obtain the sanje, where
as it wns only their own statements 
that proved they did not come under 
the rules laid down by the railroad au
thorities that were at fault. It is to be 
regretted that so many Spiritualists 
have such a great yearning fur the lialf- 
irate privilege. 1 fail to see why any 
priest, nun, friar, or other religious 
teacher should travel upon half rates 
while the farmers, mechanics aud other 
laborers, earning only one dollar or 
less per day, are obliged to pay full 
fare. I most earnestly recommend this 
convention to take a decided stand 
upon this matter by requesting that the 
half rate system be abolished by all 
roads for the ministers of all denomi
nations, to the end that full fare shall 
l>e paid by them all. This position is 
the only logical one that can be taken 
by Spiritualists who believe in “equal 
rights for all and special privileges for 
none.” It gives me pleasure to state, 
however, that wherever our speakers 
have come within the rules of the pass
enger associations they have been 
shown every courtesy and granted 
every privilege extended to representa
tives of other denominations. This 
shows the respect paid to organization.

REFORM WORK.
During the past year this Association 

lias endeavored to range itself in line 
with all reforms for the benefit of the 
masses. It has spoken repeatedly upon 
the question of medical freedom, com
pulsory vaccination, capital punish
ment, unjust taxation, and all forms of 
class legislation. These issues are now 

- before the people; forty-two States 
.¿ have laws favoring medical monopoly 
■ upon their statute books; almost every 
... State has laws or regulations of some 
. kind favoring compulsory vaccination; 

o.ver forty .States endorse capital pun
ishment, while every State, save Cal
ifornia, exempts by law all church and 
sectarian school property from taxa
tion. Class legislation Is running 'mad 

■ in the halls of Congress and in the 
. State legislatures. Those are crying 
ills, and demand and should receive the 

'considerate attention of this conven
tion. I recommend that this honorable 

• body speak with no uncertain sound 
withrespecttoall these questions. I urge 

. that declarations In favor of a secular 
.government for State and Nation be 
made to the world in order that the 
position of the Spiritualists of America 

, may 'not be misunderstood. Let us 
unite our forces to keep an orthodox 

JGod out of the Constitution of the 
United States, and to secure the equal 

. and uniform taxation of nearly three 
.billions of dollars’ worth of church and 
.sectarian school property. I feel that 
this Association should not hesitate to 
speak upon all questions relating to 
human progress upon the side of right 
and justice.

, SCHOOLS.
- I called your attention to this import
ant subject last year, and urged that 
hearty encouragement be given to the 
Spiritualist Training School at Mantua, 
Ohio, under the management of Moses 
Hull and A. J. Weaver, as well as to 
the Belvidere Seminary at Belvidere, 
N. J., under the tuition of Miss Belle 
Bush. I respectfully repeat that recom
mendation at this point. I feel that the 
establishment and maintenance of 
schools should be one of the main ob
jects of the N. S. A. It is true there
are'many schools in this country, but 

Lthose that deal with the soul side of 
man's nature are conspicuous by their 
absence. Attempts have been made to 
establish schools of spiritual philosophy 

- in the past, and in some instances en
dowments of thousands of dollars were 
in sight to support them. Owing to the 
opposition of a few who were believers 
in extreme individualism, or who felt 
that the spirits would educate all of the 
denizens of earth, the progressive 
step tf'as not taken. I believe the time 
has now come to attempt to revive the 
Interest in that subject. I therefore 
heartily approve of the suggestion of 

• Pres. M. S. Norton of the California 
State Spiritualist Association, and 
earnestly recommend its adoption by 
your honorable body. Pres. Norton 
suggests the establishment of a psychic 
school by the N. S. A.,whose main ob
ject shall be to bring out the highest 
possible attainments in mediumship 
■for. the benefit of our race. If a move

Ament is made in this direction In a 
. business-like way, I believe it will lead 
sin the near future to the erection and 
; endowment of an institution of this 
•Jdnd. I urge this matter upon your at
tention nnd hope you will discuss it at 
length, then take such action as In your 
judgment seems proper.

I The Importance of having an nccu- 
I ¿rate history of Spiritualism has grown 
I ,«pon me during the past year. Our 
I {movement has now passed its half-cen- 

k4ury mark, and our pioneers are rapidly
I p,passing away from earth. It seems as 
1 Elf it would be wise to avail ourselves of 
jgthe testimony of these patriarchs, to 
jttheend that future ages may know the
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• truth with regard to Spiritualism’» 

eat ly history. I feel to rectuumend ac- 
■ tlon in tliia matter, and. respectfully 
1 suggest that it.Iio discussed at length 
। upon this floor. It may not be exnedl- 
: ent at this time to elect the historian

fot this work, but it Is our duty to lay 
■ such plans as will enable us to preserve 
' the true record of the greatest fevela- 

tlon of religious truth the world has 
ever known, hence we should set to 
work to make it possible for it to bo 
done. In this connection I believe it 
would be wise to secure the complete 
files of all journals ever published In 
this country in the interests of Spirit
ualism. The officers of the association 
have endeavored to carry out the 
wishes of previous conventions in this 
direction during tlie past year, but ow* 
Ing to the scarcity of funds, very little 
has been accomplished. I again rec
ommend that the incoming board lie 
instructed to appropriate any available 
funds that may come into their hands, 
under one hundred and;fifty dollars, for 
the completion and binding of the files 
of all tho Spiritualist journals past and 
present, in America.

PSYCHICAL RESEARCH.
The stand taken by Prof. RlchatM 

Hodgson with regard to Spiritualism 
has led many scientists to view the 
questions raised in the name of psychic 
science in a more favorable light. It is 
well known that the English Society 
for Psychical Research has been at 
work upon psychic problems for many 

■years. The published results of its in
vestigations have always leaned to the 
Spiritualistic hypothesis, because the 
preponderance of evidence was on that 
side. Some of its members have ar
rived at different conclusions, yet they 
have never been able to contravene the 
facts presented. The aim of this soci
ety is a most worthy one, viz., to reduce 
the mental and physical phenomena 
presented by Spiritualism to An orderly 
form, in order that a spiritual science 
may be deduced from the weli-authen- 
tica led facts. This the members have 
done to some extent. They have also 
established a branch of their society in 
America, of which such distinguished 
men as Prof. William James and Ilieh- , 
ard Hodgson are members. Tlie ex- , 
penses of this American branch are ( 
largely' borne by tlie parent society in j 
England. This Is not as it should be; j 
our English brethren should not be < 
asked to educate us in spiritual science, i 
but rather should be invited to co-oper
ate witli us in that work.

I feel they were in deed, as well as In 
■ word, parts of the Association they 
' represent. ‘
‘ . LYCEUMS. '

The orgaiiizatiou of a National Ly
ceum association was accomplished, at 

, the close of the last annual convention.
Reports of its work will be received 
during this convention, aud on. Friday 
of this week its first annual meeting 
will be held. From what I have heard 
of it, much good work has been done 
during the year, aud quile a number of 
local lyceums have been established. It 
now looks as if our children's lyceums 
were beginning to attract the attentive 
interest of all progressive Spiritualists. 
I am much encouraged at the outlook, 
aud take much pleasure in recommend
ing that the National Lyceum Associa
tion be given the hearty, support of and 
every possible aid from your honorable 
body. ; .

N. Y. P. 8. U. ■ .
The National Young People’s Spirit

ualists Union was formally organized 
at the Rochester Jubilee aud completed 
its work at Lily Dale, N. Y., August 10. 
It has a goodly number of names upon 
its roll of membership, and is designed 
to Interest young Spiritualists of adult 
age in thé philosophy and religion of 
Spiritualism. Its -officers.will present 
its claims for your consideration during 
tills convention. I bespeak for them 
your careful attention, and recommend 
that this new branch of Spiritualistic 
work be given the hearty moral support 
of the N. S.A.

MOVEABLE CONVENTIONS.
Your attention will be called to an 

amendment to the constitution of the 
N. S. A. making the unuutil conventions 
of this body moveable affairs. Tills 
step I believe is In the right direction, 
provided the headquarters of the Asso
ciation can be kept iu Washington. In 
order to make the proposed change, it 
may be necessary to amend the charter 
of incorporation, hence it will be neces
sary to make haste slowly in tills mat
ter. I am also requested to ask vou 
to consider the feasibility of making 
tlie term of office of the entire board 
of trustees three years in duration, 
one-third of which shall be chosen at 
each annual gathering. I submit these 
important questions without recom
mendation, feeling assured that the 
convention will in its wisdom settle 
them in the right way. ,

THE FINANCIAL QUESTION.
Of all matters that will come before I

and frpm the many’suggestions ollered 
upon this topic, ypu^UI be asked to se
lect something that - will express in 
plain terms the basid1 truths of Spirit
ualism. ' > . - -

I respectfully recommend the follow
ing for your consideration: Spiritual
ism stands (a) a Universal Principle of 
LJto; (b) Truth, thtf irevelator of that 
Life, and the gleam#- of wisdom; (c) 
Immortality, the divine inheritance of 
the race; (d) Eternab Progression, the 
sublime destiny of nnin; ((e) Spirit re
turn, a demonstrated"fact in nature; 
(f) Sympathy, the principle that uni
fies the race on edttlrj (g) Love, the 
lever by which men are lifted out of sin ■ 
and ignorance, aud higher aud holier 
conditions brought iu among men. This, 
is the declaration I once made In an im
portant case iu this city some years 
ago. It stood the test then, and 1 see 
no reason why it should not do so 
again.
THE CALIFORNIA STATE SPIRIT

UALIST ASSOCIATION.
This valuable ally of the N. S. A. last 

year asked for exclusive jurisdiction 
over the societies in that state. The 
matter was referred to the board-of 
trustees, with power to act. Inasmuch 
as the N. S. A. has no power to cancel 
or revoke charters, save for just cause, 
the transfer of all. ¡societies having 
charters from the N. S, A. was an ini- 
possibility, unless they themselves re
quested it, Some of tlie California so
cieties prefer to< eare.y charters from 
both State and National, and are will
ing to pay dues to botli. The California 
State Spiritualist Association uow asks 
for exclusive jurisdiction over that 
State, and will sever its connection 
with the N. S. A. on January 1, 181)!), 
unless the same be granted. Since tlie 
organization of that Association in 
189G, I am not aware that any charters 
have been granted by the N. S. A., 
save one iu Los Angeles itiat was re
called, pending action by this body 
upon the question at issue We cannot 
afford to lose California, and I urge 
calm deliberation upon this grave ques
tion. It may be possible to effect a 
eompromlbl» in this way: the N. S. A.
to grant exclusive jurisdiction to the 
California Association, holding only 
such societies ns desire to carry double 
charters, or do not wish to join tlie 
Stale Association. By adopting this 
method there can be no clash of ini cr
ests and reciprocity of relationship will 
be maintained.

THE LONDON JUBILEE.
From June 19 to 24, Inclusive, a 

grand International Jubilee was held 
lu London, England, under the'efficient

work for nothing. Be that as it mav 
I hgve not drawn one cent of salary 
from this Association during my entire 
year of service. I feel, however, that 
I am entitled to a fair equivalent for 
my labor. I do not ask nor do I expect 
the full salary of fifteen hundred dol
lars for my services. I am willing, 
however, to rebate slxty.five dollars 
per month on said salary, provided I 
am reimbursed for my- expenditures in 
postage, stationery, office supplies and 
railroad travel. I am willing to do more 
than this. I wish to have deducted 
from the amount due me the sums 
pledged by Mrs. Barrett and myself at 

■ the last convention, also a note given 
by me to tlie N. S. A. in the interest of 
the State Association of California two 
years ago. My office and incidental ex
penses have been, In round numbers, 
two hundred and fifty- dollars, an item
ized account, of which will be sub
mitted to the auditing committee. This 
sum, added to what I claim for serv
ices rendered, make the total amount 
due me nine hundred and seventy dol
lars. Against this must be charged the 
California note and the donation named 
above, three hundred ami seventy dol
lars iu all. This leaves a balance due 
me of six hundred aud seven dollars.

During the past year I have receipted 
for over seven hundred dollars in the 
name of the N, S. A. I hold tlie sec
retary’s receipts for nearly one-half 
that sum, and have the balance iu my 
possession, subject to tlie settlement 
of my accounts. 1 have been thus par
ticular with regard to my financial 
mutters in view of tlie fact that certain 
parties have sought to injure me In 
connection with this department of my 
atlalrs. But there is yet another side 
to this question. Last year 1 rebated 
nine months’ salary in full, .cliarging 
only per diem rates for services ren
dered, und turned in (lie amount of my 
earnings on Sundays during those nine, 
months to tlie N. 8. A. treasury. This 
year I have been asked to do the same 
thing; but I ask you, one and all, if you 
feel that I ought to do this In view of 
the taet that I am receiving less wages 
uow than 1 did then? If any one of 
you yielded an income of several hun
dred dollars, and had an opportunity 
to regain a portion of it by extra out
side labor, would you feel that you 
were in duty or honor bound to give it 
to your employer to help him out linan- 
elully? This is exactly what I have 
been asked to do, ami I feel as if I have

During the past year several of the 
truest friends of Spiritualism, aud loyal 
friends of the N. S. A., have taken then- 
departure to the higher life. On the 
27th of December, 1897, that noble vet
eran and true-hearted frieud of hu
manity, Mrs. A. II. Colby-Luther, took 
leave of earth and passed to her reward 
in spirit. Ou February 8, 1898, Hou. 
J. 0. Barrett, reformer and spiritual 
teacher, went home to spirit-laud. J. 
Henry Brown, Merrill Ryder aud Mrs. 
Sarah Durham have also completed 
their sojourn ou earth during the past 
twelve months. Each and all of these 
were time friends to the N. S. A., aud it 
is only fitting that their names should 
be spoken and memories honored iu a 
convention of this kind. I recommcud 
action upon this matter by you.

This convention will complete five 
years’ of service for me as your Presi
dent. I have fried to do my full duty 
by the Association, aud faithfully 
sought to repay trust with trust. That 

.1 have made many mistakes, I freely 
admit, but I have honestly endeavored 
to rectify tliein whenever I have dis
covered them. I come now to the close 
of my fifth term of office with the con
sciousness that I have been loyal to the 
cause of co-operatlou during the entire 
period I have served you. To tlie many 
friends I have made during that time, 
1 return my heartfelt thanks for their 
uniform kindness and hearty support. 
Their words of encouragement and 
good cheer remain with me no-w, and 
will continue to do so in the future, as 
compensa lions for the hardships I have 
met with in this work.

Words fail to express my gratitude 
to you for the honors you have heaped 
upon me during tlie past five years. 
Want, hunger and privation, as well as 
mental agony, have been mine during a 
portion of that time. But the law of 
compensation has brought me many re
turns for those ills, and the loyal 
friendships, the words of kindly en
couragement, and practical aid are 
cherished memories in the arcana of 
my memory. I feel again to thunk you 
for your courtesy aud good will, also 
for your kindly forbearance tn listening 
to my lengthy paper to-day.

All of which is respectfully sub
mitted. HARRISON 1). BARRETT, 
President National Spiritualists' Asso

ciation of the U. S. A. ami Dominion 
of Canada.
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1’rol. Janies has visited me twice 
with regard to this matter, and sug
gested that the time had come for Spir
itualists to join hands with the socie
ties for Psychical Research in order 
that the grand truths of Spiritualism 
may be given to the world. Prof. 
James also suggested that lie felt as If 
the Spiritualists should lead in tills 
work, as it is their religion in whose 
name these psychic phenomena are of
fered to the public. If the Spiritualists 
will give every possible facility for a 
thorough und comprehensive study of 
their phenomenal evidences, they will 
render the cause of truth a signal serv
ice. Prof. James has not yet accepted 
the Spiritualistic hypothesis, but be 
and many' other gifted scholars are 
anxious to know the. truth, hence 
should be assisted In their quest by ev
ery true Spiritualist in America.

Prof. James felt that the N. S. A. 
should lead In this enterprise. I heart
ily agree with him, and believe that 
our American Spiritualists could be in
duced to furnish capital with tyhieh to 

■push forward this Jmportant work. 1 
feel It to be our paramount duty to re
veal the scientific facts of Spiritualism 
to our fellow-men, but we cannot do it 
by continuing the desultory and chaotic 
methods hitherto followed. It will be 
said nt once that tlie Psychical Re
search brethren are only going over 
ground formerly occupied by Spiritual
ists. Not so; they are simply gathering 
up tlie facts our Spiritualists have so 
prodigally scattered over the land, 
without knowing their value, or seek
ing to apply them to the advancement 
of science. I know that lhe pioneers in 
Spiritualism did a great work, but they 
simply toiled that we might do better 
than they did. In this suggestion from 
our Psychical Research friends I see 
an opportunity to do a great work for 
Spiritualism. I therefore recommend 
that the incoming board of trustees be 
instructed to open correspondence witli 
Prof. James, in order that steps may be- 
immediately taken to effect a union of 
forces In this Important department of 
study. I also suggest that our trustees 
lie given power to act in the matter to 
tlie end that systematic work may at 
once begin.

you, this is the most vita, one, and will 
require your ripest, richest mid most 
consecrated thought. The treasury has 
been sadly depleted 'during the past 
year, and, in place of surplus funds In 
our treasurer's hands, I am forced to 
report a shortage of nearly or quite 
twelve hundred dollars. I have al
ready outlined the causes that have de
pleted our treasury in my references to 
the war, tlie hard times ami the sad 
condition of our local societies. The 
receipts from dues, collections and do
nations have fallen off largely during 
the past season, and some method by 
which the revenues can be increased 
must be devised. 1 feel that the auxil
iary societies would render greater re
turns, If they were kept In closer touch 
with the N. 8. A. They should receive 
occasional letters upon other subjects 
Hum dues, collections aud proxies for 
delegates, which fact would soon lend 
the members to see that the N. 8. A. 
was their institution, iu which they had 
a voice and vote.

I have repeatedly urged the appoint
ment of special financial agents to visit 
the Spiritualists of the country from 
house to house, soliciting donations for 
the N. S. A. This recommendation has 
been adopted by at least two conven
tions, but owing to some unhappy mis
chance, it 1ms never been carried into 
effect. It was tried for a few weeks 
only In a limited circle, and the re
turns therefrom were seventeen dol
lars. On a larger scale of operations 
the results would have been much bet
ter. There are men and women of 
character and standing, out of work, 
who could and would give ample bonds 
for the safe keeping and accounting for 
all moneys received by them, and who 
would gladly accept stewardships of 
this kind. 'I therefore again recom
mend that the Incoming board of trus
tees be Instructed to appoint a number 
of special financial agents, under bonds, 
to solicit funds for the N. S. A. iu the 
manner above described. I further 
recommend that all N. S. A. mission
aries be instructed to make at least one

management of Mr. E. Dawson Rogers. 
Leading Spiritualists from all quarters 
of the globe were invited to take part 
lu its proceedings, and to send papers 
to read at Its several sessions. It was 
deemed advisable tp send delegates 
from this country.,,^Wing credentials 
from the N. S. ^.'5/rs. Cora L. V. 
Riehmoud, our hoi)ort?<j vice-president, 
Miss Lilian Whltiitg, Dr. J. M. Peebles 
and Mrs. Jennie HB,.„ Hagan-Jackson 
were eoniinlsslonefj, as, representatives 
of tills body, wliilp Mrs. M. E. Cad- 
wallnder was ehogpn tu the Rochester 
Jubilee to represent' ibe gathering 
there, as well as t|)e First Association 
of Philadelphia and tliejNalional Young 
People's Union, jj, 1». probable that 
brief reports will be presented to you 
from your delegate, iu order that you 
may learn of the exalted character of 
tbe work performed by the loading 
minds of the world,,at jhe great London 
Congress. । ,

THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES.

Tlie Board of Trustees has performed 
Its work to the best of its ability. Ow
ing to tlie absence of a quorum no 
meeting was held iu July, but tlie work 
was done through correspondence and 
by eommiltocs. The report of your 
secretary will no doubt give vou a de
tailed account of the work’ done at 
headquarters, and of the general 
stewardship of tho board itself. I 
commend the business history con
tained In his report to your especial at
tention. 'The number of contributing 
members has largely increased this 
year, and an Itemized account of the 
same will be of Interest lo you all.

PRESIDENT'S WORK.

A PSYCHIC QUARTERLY.
It has been suggested to me by sev

eral of the most loyal friends of the N. 
S. A., among whom may be mentioned 
Dr. W. W. Hicks and Dr. Geoge A. Ful
ler, that an American quarterly maga
zine, devoted to psychic and occult sci
ence, is one of IX- great needs of the 
hour. It should cover a wider field of 
thought than that formerly traversed 
by W. T. Stead’s Borderland, and rep
resent the most advanced phases of 
spiritual and reformatory thought. The 
snsjiension of Borderland, recently fol
io wed by the great American magazine 
Arena, leaves this field open for a quar
terly of this kind. It should be of a 
high order, with no side issues to de
tract it from its purpose toenllghten the 
teachers and thinkers of the globe upon 
the important question of spiritual sci
ence. A magazine of this kind would 
require the backing of capital, and I 
believe It could be obtained, provided 
the right person was selected to move 
in the matter. I have studied this sug
gestion very carefully, and I believe it 
to be an eminently practical one, as 
well as a necessary adjunct to our 
cause. I therefore recommend that this 
convention consider this matter at 
length, and give such instructions to 
the incoming board as will lead to the 
accomplishment of the desired purpose.

MISSIONARIES.
The by-laws of this association di

rect the president to appoint a certain 
number of missionaries to present its 
claims to the people in various sections 
of the nation. I have designated twen
ty-five persons to act as N. S. A. mis
sionaries during the past year. Some 
of them have done excellent work, and 
made returns of the same to the asso
ciation. Others simply wanted our pa
pers as an endorsement, in order that 
they might secure paying engagements 
and obtain half-rates upon the rail
roads. In making these appointments, 
I have urged them all to do something 
for the N. S. A.; to talk its claims to the 
people, to solicit donations and be
quests, as well as to take collections 
for its treasury. They have all prom
ised to do-this, but many of them have' 
signally failed to keep good their word

The benefits derived from the labors 
of the few who were sincerely devoted 
to the cause of organization, lead me 
to again recommend the continuance of 
the missionary work. Due care should 
be exercised in the selection of candi
dates for this position, in order that 
those only may receive our papers who 
are willing to reciprocate for favors re
ceived. By corresponding with them 
at least every- month, the secretary 
would be able to learn the results of 
their work, and would be able, In most 
cases, to Induce them to do something 
for the N. S. A. Letters from head
quarters would lead their recipients to

penses of the association. “A dollar 
saved Is as good as a dollar earned,” 
Is a motto that well applies to the N. S. 
A. I believe that the office of president 
should be made a non-salaried one, tlie 
incumbent thereof to receive compensa
tion only for the time actually spent in 
the service of the N. S. A. ’l recom
mend that tliis change be made in the 
Interest of economy. I have already 
shown you thnt the mass-mcctlngs, spe
cial days at the camps, aud proper mis
sionary effort can be made sources of 
revenue for the N. S. A. The receipts 
from all sources will, of course, largely 
depend upon the energy, enterprise and 
devotion of the officers of the N. S. A., 
and upon you ns delegates.

It Is neither fair nor right to place 
the entire burden upon the shoulders of 
a few; a division of labor is the shar
ing of honor, hence it Is the duty of 
every officer nnd delegnte to this con-
vention to take home with them a spir
it of consecration that will lead them 
to interest their friends in the N. S. A. 
Convention enthusiasm is all very' well, 
but home enthusiasm is much better. 
There are thousands of Spiritualists 
who could be interested in the N. S. A. 
through the personal appeals of the del
egates here to-day. If ten thousand 
people will give one dollar each, year
ly, to this association, missionary work, 
reform measures and other important 
trusts could be met in the right way. I 
also believe in appealing to the philan
thropists in our ranks for aid. They 
will respond when they see a spirit of 
consecrated devotion manifested by 
those who claim to be Spiritualists. 
For myself, I will agree to be one of 
one hundred persons to give or raise 
fifty dollars for the support of the N. S. 
A. during the coming year. I recom
mend these several suggestions to your 
thoughtful attention.

A DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES.
The last annual convention referred 

the matter of a declaration of princi
ples to the board of trustees, with in
structions to ascertain the wishes of 
the Spiritualists of the nation through 
an extensive correspondence, to the end 
that a broadly comprehensive state
ment of the principles of Spiritualism 
might be published to the world;. This 
question was agitated to some extent, 
and action taken by the people at the 
Rochester Jubilee, from which you will 
hear latej. l am not informed as to the 
nature of the replies to the letters of 
inquiry sent out from headquarters, 
upon this point, but' I have personally 
reached a number of people, whose 
opinions I have published from week to 
week in the columns of the Banner of 
Light, while many others have spoken 
through the other Spiritualist papers 
upon the same subject. The consensus 
of opinion is that some form of a decla
ration of principles should be made

I Invite your closest scrutiny to Hits 
branch of my report. I hnve been crit
icised, praised and censured for what I 
hnve and have not done at great 
lengths, hence a succinct account of my 
work will place you In possession of the 
facts In tlie ease. I need not remind 
you nt the outset that missionary work 
is not the chief part of the duties of 
your President. I made it a leading 
feature-of my work during the first 
three and a half years of my incum
bency of my present office. I traveled 
far and near pleading for funds, solicit
ing charters and explaining the aims 
and objects of the N. S. A. to the best 
of iny ability. If I failed to do mv duty, 
it was not from any wilful neglect on 
my part, but was due to ill-henlth or 

no

ary of the President should be fifteen 
hundred dollars per year. Nothing was 
said in the convention about my re
linquishing any portion of that salary 
to the N. S. A., yet it was expected and 
tacitly understood that I would do so. 
After my re-election, I informed my 
friends that my purpose was to Charge 
only for such time as I devoted to the 
interests of the N. S. A. outside of my 
work on the Banner of Light. This I 
have done, hence j wish to denounce 
the statement that ,1 have drawn 
double pay during the past year as ab
solutely false and most unkind.

My salary as editor of the Banner of 
Light has been legs :than the salary 
voted the President, of the N. S. A., 
hence in relinquishing.the latter salary 
I did not gain one penny in a pecuniary 
sense. Whenever I have absented my
self from my office dn Boston upon 
N. S. A. work, I have been charged 
with lost time by my/employers, and 
have drawn no salary therefor from 
them. I refer jo their'books to verify 
my statement During ;tbe year I have 
lost many days’ tinje.'iq the service of 
the N. 8. A., including.my attendance 
upon the quarterly, board meetings. I 
believe I am entitled to compensation 
for that loss of time. In addition to 
this I have carried on n very Jarge cor
respondence and attended to many im
portant duties connected with my office 
I have written eight hundred and 
eighty letters on N. S.-A. business dur
ing the year. I have also edited the 
proceedings of the annual convention 
of last year; read and revised the proof
sheets, prepared ’statements of the 
standing of therN. S. A. for the New 
York World’s Almanac, written for the 
secular press several defenses of Spirit
ualism against the attacks of clergy
men, fought through to a successful 
finish a very bitter contest for medical 
freedom, written editorially in behalf 
of the N. S. A., and sent articles in its 
interests to other Spiritualist journals

It was my duty to do all these things 
and I ask all persons on this floor to
day if they feel th.-t T or^ht to do this

some rights in this case that should be 
respected. 1 ask your honorable body 
to direct the auditing committee, or 
some sjH'cial committee, to investigate 
this matter thoroughly and report upon 
it to this convention. If you deem my 
requests extravagant, if you feel that 
1 ask too much, I am perfectly willing 
io arbitrate the ease in the Interest of 
harmony and brotherly love.

I wisli to say this, that there has 
scarcely a day passed during the entire 
year in which I have not rendered the 
N. S. A. some service. 1 have loyally 
tried to advance Its interests, anil 
striven to place its claims before the 
people on every possible occasion. 
Even in my personal letters to my rela
tives and closest friends, I have had 
something to say concerning the Na
tional Association. While I have not 
sought to make the Banner of Light tlie 
official organ of the N. 8. A., I have en
deavored to make it a staunch sup
porter thereof, and I leave It to those 
who have followed that work to judge 
ot its efficacy and value. 1 ask for sim
ple justice, aud have no wish to make 
personal affairs too prominent in the 
case. It Is but fair to say, in conclud
ing this chapter of personal references, 
that all of my Sunday earnings at the 
camps, ns well as convention Sundays 
and occasional Sundays when I have 
chartered societies with the N. S. A., 
have been credited to tlie N. S. A. Up 
to this time I have paid for all postage 
and other incidental expenses out ot 
my own pocket. It Is worthy of men
tion. nt lenst, that many of tlie express 
packages received from headquarters, 
as well as an occasional telegram, were 
marked collect. I now ask your hon
orable body to consider these remarks 
with due care, and make n full, Im 
partial investigation of the case. I also 
haVe a bill of fifteen dollars left over 
Irani last year, on account of music, 
thnt I have not pushed because of lack 
of funds.

REVIEW OF THE FIELD.
During the past year some mistakes 

have been made In connection with the 
work of the N. S. A. The sales of the 
reports of the last convention have not 
been ns numerous ns was hoped, owing 
to the mistake of not pushing them 
upon the market. I reeommen’d that 
the incoming Secretary be Instructed to 
have the reports of all conventions on 
sale at all camp and local meetings, as 
well as nt State and quarterly conven
tions.

The Spiritualist press has stood by 
the N. ¿S. A. most loyally during the 
j)*ist year. Some journals have sub* 
jected it to severe criticism, but it has 
served a good purpose through the 
prominence it has given the N. S. A. bv 
keeping it constantly before the minds 
of the people. Every Spiritualist paper 
in America has generously devoted a 
large amount of space to this Associa- 
ilon, and I feel as if due recognition 
should be made by you to each and all 
of them. Personally I feel under 
special obligations to Thomas G. New
man, of tbo Philosophical Journal, Ed. 
D. Lunt of the Medium, Charles W 
Newnam of The Dawning Light, J. R. 
Francis of The Progressive Thinker 
and Willard J. Hull of The Light of 
Truth, and I take this opportunity to 
express my thanks to them for favors 
received.

’ In reviewing the work of the year it 
: is well to note the fact that the N. S. A. 
! has grown upon the attention of the 

people more than it has in any period 
of its history. The need of a strong 
central organization for business pur
poses, as well as a psychic centre, has 
become apparent to every truly pro
gressive Spiritualist. There has sprung 
up a laudable desire to remedy the de
fects now existing in the machinery of 
the N. S. A., as well as a determination 
to make it the servant of the people. 
As delegates, it is your duty to carry 
out the wishes of your constituents in 
these directions. It will be your duty 
to instruct your officials in plain terms, 
then hold them in a strict accounting 
at our next annual conclave.

It has been a grave mistake to hur
riedly pass over Important recom
mendations, or refer them to the “in
coming Board of Trustees with power 
to act,” on the part of former conven
tions. I most, respectfully ask you to 
refer nothing to tho Board of Trustees 
that you can settle here and now The 

rear can lie outlined in 
part, at least, by your honorable body, 
while emergency cases can be trusted 
to the judgment of the capable men 
and women whom you will call by your 
votes to fill the offices connected with 
this Association. I am constrained to' 
venture one further recommendation 
with regard to your work as delegates 
I believe it to be only right and just for 
you to make it possible for all nomina
tions for office to be made upon the 
floor of the convention, and not through 
the mediumship of a nominating, com
mittee. It will be Impossible to effect 
a change for this year, but you can 
place yourselves on record in favor of 
the principles of true democracy by 
adopting this plan for the government ■ 
of future conventions. .

Its Futility Exemplified by the 
N. S. A, Convention.

A striking example of the futility of 
any attempt at general agreement upon 
any formulated creed, declaration of 
principles, or what not, bv so in
dependent a class of thinkers as is 
afforded by the great body of Spirit
ualists, may bo found in tlie Report of 
the Proceedings of the Fifth Annual 
Convention of tlie N, S. A., when the 
"Statement of Principles” was under 
consideration. Tlie statement starts 
out by declaring that “we as Spiritual
ists do not believe in a creed,” etc., 
"but the following is a declaration of 
principles most commonly accepted 
by us:

"We believe the indwelling energy of 
the Universe, whether culled by the 
name of God or by any other name, is 
incomprehensible, indefinable, illimit
able and eternal.”
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"Mrs. Kilgore: 1 don’t like the con 
struetlon, ‘indwelling energy of tlie 
Universe.’ AVe all believe in God,” etc

"Mrs. Richmond: 1 think the objec
tion of the lady fs well taken." Etc

"Mrs. Root, of Michigan: I dislike 
that word 'indwelling energy.’ I think 
'all-present energy’ Is preferable.” Etc.

"Mrs. Sprague: 1 hope the word 
(God) will not be adopted.”

“Mrs. Twlng: Let us see that the 
God we have Is a decent God. 
(Laughter and loud applause.)”

“Mr. Hull: The-word God has been 
so misused. It signifies Ilie devil and 
half a dozen other things, In the estima
tion of the world. ,1 don’t like it. I 
like, those words 'Indwelling energy.’ I 
don t like tlie ‘all-present energy.’ ”

"Mr. Locke: The people who have 
been so anxious to keep God out of the 
Constitution do not desire it in their 
own declaration of principles.”

"Mr. Moulton: To undertake to de
fine the undefinable and to prove the 
unprovable will bring a grand dis
cussion always.” '

"Mrs. Cadwallader: I think thnt. 
after all thnt was brought before this 
last convention regarding nil the Sec
retary had done, nnd the agitation .li
the Spiritualists, Freethinkers and 
everyone else against putting 'God' hi 
the Constitution, we are simply in.tkiti - 
f°!Jls«0,f^"J!:selveR b-v Putli“g >’!>•■>' word 
Into OUR Constitution.”

In tbe final result ‘God’ was floored 
or shelved, and 'indwelling energy’ car
ried tlie day. But there was a beautiful 
scrap and lively .over the question.

After It was settled, every delegate 
thought just as he or she did before; 
there was no greater harmony in views 
than there would have been,’had there 
been not a word said about It nor anv 
attempt at formulation into a cut-and- 
dried “declaration.”

The little attempt at creed-making 
proved abortive at best; It had no hold 
even on those whose views prevailed 
And precisely so will result everv at
tempt to fashion and fix for Spiritual
ists’ use a set of articles of belief. It 
will be of no authority whatever, of no 
use to anybody, and lenst of all to anv 
Spiritualist. '

The N. S. A. has no more authority to 
make a “declaration of principles” or 
a statement of belief” or a creed for 
Spiritualists, than has the Legislature

or the Congress of the 
United States.

As a Spiritualist, not all the world 
combined, including all Spiritualists 
und the N. S. A., can have any power 
or authority to make a creed or “dec
laration” or “statement” for me. anv 
more than I have to make one for them I

Each creed-builder thinks all would 1 
be lovely if we all had a creed—but it 
s with the reserved' thought within. ■ 
that all shall cheerfully assent to the ' 
"principles" he himself shall formula to. 
But the trouble with the scheme is that 
each one's creed is in some respect 
variant from each other one, and the 
larger the number of points or articles 
in any “declaration,” tbe larger will be 
the number of objections and objectors, 
and the amount of cat-clawing over 
them.

What are we going to do about it?
Simply tills: Leave each and even

mind free to do Its own thinking, un
fettered and unhampered by cast-iron 
statement, declaration or creed.

JAS. C. UNDERHILL.
Hammond, Ind.
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yet been adopted as a text-book in the 
scientific departments of our colleges, 
nor do 1 remember seeing Prof.Loek- 
wood referred to as scientific authority 
by any of our current journals or re

"Who Are Tnese Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?’ A pamphlet of

beliefs; therefore.

wealthy Spiritualists!

PROF. LOCKWOOD, PRESENT-

which the Infinite pro
gression and evolution are carried for-

present time.
1 cannot seo the ennsisteney of any 

advice that may conn» from one or more

from the normal waking condition are 
necessarily morbid. n. The human race 
has reached no fixed or changeless 
ideal; In every dlrectJpn there is evolu
tion as well as disintegration.

“It would be hard to find instances of 
more rapid progress,, moral and phys
ical, than in certain, important cases 
of cure by suggestion—again to cite a 
few names out of many—by Liebeault, 
Bernheim,-the lute Auguste Voisin, Be- 
rillon (In France), Sehrenek-Notzing (in 
Germany), Forel (in, Switzerland), Van 
Eedeu ((in Holland), Wetteritrand (in 
Sweden), Milne-Bramiwell and Lloyd 
Tuckey (in England).) This is not the 
place for details, but ths vis medicatrix 
thus evoked, as it were, from the 
depths of the organism, is of good 
omen for the upward evolution of man
kind. A formidable range of phenom
ena must be scientifically sifted before 
we effectually grasp a faculty so 
strange, so bewildering, and for ages 
so inscrutable, as the direct action of 
mind on mind. This delicate task needs 
a rigorous employment of the method 
of exclusion—a constant setting aside 
of irrelevant phenomena that could be 
explained by known, causes, including 
those far too familiar causes, conscious 
and unconscious fraud. 'Tlie inquiry 
unites the difficulties inherent in all ex
perimentation connected with mind, 
with tangled human temperaments, 
and with observations dependent less 
on automatic record than on personal 
testimony. But difficulties are things 
to be overcome even in the elusory 
branch of research known as experi
mental psychology. It has been char
acteristic of the leaders among the 
group of inquirers constituting the So
ciety for Psychical Research to com
bine critical and negative work with 
work leading to positive discovery. To 
the peptratlon and scrupulous fair- 
mindedness of Professor Henry Sidg- 
wlck and of the late Edmund Gurney is 
largely due the establishment of canons 
of evidence in psychical research, 
which strengthen while they narrow 
the path of subsequent explorers. To 
the detective genius of Dr. Richard 
Hodgson we owe a convincing demon
stration of the narrow limits of human 

continuous observation. It has been 
said that ‘nothing worth the proving 
cau be proved, nor yet disproved.’ True 
though this may have been In the past, 
it is true no longer. The science of our 
century has forged weapons of obser
vation and analysis by which the veri
est tyro may profit. Science has 
trained and fashioned the average mind 
into habits of exactitude and discip
lined perception, and in so doing lias 
fortified itself for tasks higher, wider, 
and incomparably more wonderful than 
even the wisest among our ancestors 
imagined. Like the souls in Plato’s 
myth that follow the chariot of Zeus, 
it has ascended to a point of vision far 
above the earth. It is jienceforth open 
to science to transcend all we now 
think we know of matter, and to gain 
new glimpses of a prqfounder scheme 
of cosmic law. Ah eminent predeces
sor in this chair declared that ‘by an in
tellectual necessity he crossed the 
boundary of experimental evidence, 
and discerned in that lilatter, which we 
in our ignorance df its latent powers, 
and notwithstanding dtir professed rev
erence for its Urea tor, have hitherto 
covered with opprobrium, tlie potency 
and promise of all terrestrial life.’ I 
should prefer to reverse the apothegm, 
aud to say that in life 1 see the promise 
and potency of all forms of matter. In 
old Egyptian days a well known In
scription was carved over the portal of 
the temple of Isis: ‘I am whatever hath 
been, Is, or ever will be; and my veil 
no man hath yet lifted.’ Not thus do

was over he mentioned the strange oc
currence to his wife, as well as his be
lief in the message so received. She 
treated it as a dream, but could not, as 
Mr. M----- declared that he should soon
get word of his -brother’s death. That 
news came by telegram within a couple 
of hours. Ills brother evidently had 
passed away about the time of the 
vision. Accordingly Mr. M----- arranged
to leave almost immediately, and,'ar
rangements having been hade by tele
gram, he and his Toronto brother were 
to meet that evening at the station in 
Toronto and proceed to Ohio to attend 
the funeral. On meeting his brother at 
Toronto, and before acquainting him 
with the experience of tlie early morn
ing, his brother said to him: ‘I had a 
strange experience this morning before 
daybreak.’ ‘And what was that?’ in
quired Mr. M----- . ‘Why,’ said Ihe
brother, ‘I thought I was in your bed-
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nothing in the preceding ‘Declaration 
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the modification of experience and 
vestigation.”
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Air. ERVIN A. RICE REPLIES TO ing Will as much as the creation oi

It Purifies the Mental Atmosphere, and Leads 
to Clearer Perception of Truth.

ING HIS SIDE OF THE QUESTION . Compare the above utterances of our 
FOR' THE CONSIDERATION OF . st. }vl-iters and thinkers of ac- 

TIIE READERS OF THE PRO
GRESSIVE THINKER -DISCUS
SION THE GREAT PANACEA.

To the Editor:—In last week’s Pro
gressive Thinker Prof. W. M. Lock
wood presents a dogmatic criticism of 
those Spiritualists who hold to the idea 
of an immanent God in the universe, or 
who dare to regard the human soul as 
something higher, greater, grander 
than a mere automatic product of two 

, molecules of matter vibrating in rhyth- 
/ mie unison. He takes for his “Piece 

fle resistance” . the volume given 
through the guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, entitled “The Soul in 
Human Embodiments,” and sfiows the 
same lofty appreciation of its prop
ositions as the traditional bull in the

bands, and I shall neither attempt to 
explain it to the Professor, nor to point 
out his misconceptions, but will recom
mend a more careful study of the book 
ns affording the most complete answer 
io his questions aud criticisms. Read 
it again, Professor, with ah honest de
sire to learn just what Is taught and 
you will find it is neither Inconsistent 
with Spiritualism nor with the latest 
•Word of modern science.

By the way, Professor, while you are 
at it, suppose you read up a little on the 
most advanced positions taken by the 
best known and recognized philoso
phers in the scientific world. I am 
only a plain business man, but I find 
time to read modern scientific journals 
occasionally and I assure you that sci
ence 1ms made great strides in advance 
of Iter position twenty-five or thirty 
years ago, when the atomic theory aud 
the molecular hypothesis were young.

In the light of modern thought, your 
denial of an Infinite Omnipresent, In
telligent cause needs revision. Can
didly, Professor, it is your own un
progressive, dogmatic, intolerant at
titude which is ‘'Completely at variance 
with every department of cosmic and 
biological science, etc.” Tlie "Molecu
lar Hypothesis of Nature,” of which 
you ate ‘the author, contains much 
truth, but after summing it all up, you 
have only adduced arguments showing 

, that hypothesis to be simply a method 
of operation, nothing more. The same 
things have been said over tptd over 
again and tlie facts of molecular vibra
tion, attraction, affinity, rhythm and 
harmony are well known and ad-

Twenty-five years ago many writers 
upon Science and Philosophy took Hie 
same stand as Prof. Lockwood, but 
their materialistic attitude received a 
fatal shock when Spencer, the brainiest 
of them all. startled them with his final 
conclusion that bad; of the molecule 
aud bad; of the motion, he recognized 
an unknown force that demonstrated 
an intelligent purpose, and In his mag
nificent awe and honesty he named it 
the "Unknowable."

Let us see what some of our modern 
scientists are saying. Note tills from 
A. E. Dolbear. Ph. D., of Tufts College, 
a genuine "Professor" by right of 
recognized ability and degrees con
ferred. and known as a most practical, 
hnrd-headed student of physical sei- 
euce: "The idea is that the atom is a 
vortex ring of ether In the ether and Its 
properties as an atom are due to the 
character of the motion which is em
bodied in it.. If the atom be a ring of 
ether then ether must have existed 
before the ring which is made of it. 
The ether is f riel toilless and by itsdf 
can never transform energy, but no 
physical energy could possibly produce 
a vortex ring in n frietionless medium 
and one must postulate some different 
energy in the universe as the primal 
condition for organizing energy into n 
voytex ring. Choice as well as energy 
is exhibited hero whenever and 
•wherever it came about. Consciously 
directed, super-physical energy must lie 
assumed to give a rational account of 
the apparition of tlie first atom. Theism 
then receives from physical science, 
evidence which equals in cogency that 
which we have for tlie Nebula theory 
and the wave theory of light.”

Balfour. Stewart and Tait in "The 
Unseen Universe,” page 221. say: “Con
sider tho position into which Science 
has brought us. We are led by sci
entific logic to an unseen, aud liy sci
entific. analogy to the spirituality of 
tills unseen. In fine, our couclttsion is, 
that the visible universe lias been de
veloped by an intelligence resident in 
the Unseen.”

We note a few excerpts from “Tlie 
Ascent of Man,” by Henry Drummond. 
LLD.. F. R. S. E„ F. G. S.. also a real 
“Professor" and a most distinguished 
scientific authority, who has done more 
to make Ihe theory of Evolution uiider- 
st.nidable. explainable and acceptable 
than any writer since Darwin himself. 
“There is only one theory of the Method 
of Creation in tlie field and that is 
Evolution; but there is only one theory 
of origins in the field and that is Cre
ation. Instead of abolishing a creative 
hand, Evolution demands it. Instead 
of being opposed to Creation, all the
ories of Evolution begin by assuming 
it.”....“It is in those great immaterial 
orderings which science is but begin- 
ing to perceive, that the purposes of 
Creation are revealed.. ..Evolution 
has ushered a new hope into tbe world. 
Men begin to see an undeviating. ethi
cal purpose, in this material world, a 
tide that from eternity lias never 
turned, making for perfectness.” “An 
ascending energy is in the universe, 
and the whole moves on with one 
mighty idea and anticipation. Tlie as
piration in the human mind and heart 
is but the evolutionary tendency of the 
universe becoming conscious......... Sci
ence does not know indeed what forces 
are; it only classifies them. Here, as in 
every deep recess of physical Nature, 
•we are in the presence of that which is 
metaphysical, that which bars the way 
Imperiously at every turn to a 
materialistic interpretation of the

The Scientific Investigation 
of Psychic Phenomena.

knowleilgeil ability aud htandiug, with 
the statement of the sciolist who de
clares the human'soul Is but the i>ro- 
duct of chemical aetiou, aud the idea 
of Infinite Being but an exploded de
lusion born of ignorance and super
stition. But the "Professor,” inconsist
ently with his own hobby of an easy 
explanation of what has baffled the 
greatest minds of all ages, must needs 
postulate chemical hftinitles and poten
tialities, without a thought as to their 
cause, origin or purpose.
In. contrast with the quotations 

already given, read the following from 
page 33 of “The Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nimire,” by- Professor Lockwood! 
“That this formative energy and in
visible life is the real result of focalized 
chemical combination we shall affirm, 
first, because of its association to its 
environment by molecular methods 
only; and, second, because its growth 
into higher form, is promoted by chem
ical affinity obtaining throughout the 
entire structure, which in and of itself, 
demonstrates the reciprocal relation 
existing between the attractive force 
and the attracted elements; and, third, 
because tills reciprocal association 
m analogous processes of growth is 
found in every realm of life, from tlie 
simple order of crystalizatlon to the 
complex structure of man.” Wonderful 
if true, no doubt, but what does it 
mean? If tlie Professor means that 
the life principle is simply a result of 
chemical action why not say so and not 
attempt to befuddle the reader with a 
profusion of high sounding words tliat 
appear profound but mean absolutely 
nothing as used, except that chemical 
relations are reciprocal, and they are 
so because they are so, and therefore it 
is so, for the Professor says so.

Come, Professor, if you are to pose as 
a scientist and a critic of Science and 
Philosophy it behooves you to keep 
pace with modern thought and not 
humiliate yourself by denyiug what is 
now accepted as true, or at least prob
ably true, liy the ablest minds of the 
day in tlie domain of scientific research.

Tlie latest scientific thought es
tablishes the necessity of an intelli
gently directed force at tlie heart of 
tilings to render a rational account of 
things as they exist. Tills intelligent 
force some of us are pleased to term 
God. Not a God sitting outside of 
tilings aud molding tlie universe ns tlie 
potter molds his clay; liut God the life 
of all tilings, as tlie soul is the life of 
the body. Not a God of chemical 
atiinlty, of electricity or other material 
forces, but an Infinite, all pervading 
Spirit, of which these material forces

Sir Wiliam Crookes, F. II. S., presi
dent of the British Association for the 
Advancement of Science (Liverpool 
Daily Post, September 8), whose an
nual meeting took place this year at 
Bristol, concluded a remarkable ad- 
ditss as follows:

"Upon one other interest I have not 
yet touched—to me the weightiest aud 
tlie farthest reaching of all. No inci
dent iu my -scientific career is more 
widely known than the part I took 
many years ago in certain psychic re
searches.-Thirty years have passed 
since, I published an account of experi
ments tending to show that outside our 
scientific knowledge there exists a 
force exercised by Intelligence differing 
from the ordinary intelligence common 
to mortals. ■ This fact in my life is, of 
course, well understood by those who 
honored me with the invitation to be
come your president. Perhaps among 
my audience some may feel curious as 
to whether I'shall speak out or be si
lent, I elect to speak, although briefly. 
To enter at length on a still debatable 
subject would be unduly to Insist on a 
topic which—as Wallace,- Lodge and 
Barrett have already shown—though 
not unfitted for discussion at these 
■meetings, does not yet enlist the Inter
est of the majority of my scientific 
brethren. To ignore the subject would 
be an act of cowardice—an act of cow
ardice I feel no temptation to commit. 
To stop short in any research that blds 
fair to widen the gates of knowledge, 
to recoil from,fear of difficulty or of ad
verse criticism, is to bring reproach on 
science. There is nothing for the inves
tigator to do but to go straight on, “to 
explore up and down, inch by inch, 
with the taper of reason”; to follow the 
light wherever it may lead, and should 
it at times resemble a Will-o'-the-wisp. 
I have nothing to retract. I adhere to 
my already published statements. In
deed, I might add much thereto. I re
gret only a certain crudity in those 
early expositions, which, no doubt, just
ly militated against their acceptance by 
the scientific world.

My own knowledge at that time 
scarcely extended beyond the fact that 
certain phenomena new to science had 
assuredly occurred, and were attested 
by my own sober senses, and, better 
still, by automatic record. I was like 
some two-dimensional being who might

Dedicatory Services of the 
Spiritual Unity Con

gregation.

...OR...
FÜTÜBE HOMES AND DWELL« 

ING PLACES.

ward. Tins is tlie God of modern sci
ence, a magnificent conception of In
finite power and grandeur, without 
wlilcli and the philosophy of the human 
■soul, this wonderful life of ours is a 
meaningless riddle.

ERVIN A. RICE.

A Most Worthy Enterprise 
in Chicago.

I have Just read the article on the 
first page in n late issue of The Pro
gressive Thinker and find it very sad, 
but. alas! loo true. Many of our earn
est workers of the past, now aged, are 
compelled to live in Christian Homes 
and other places uncongenial to them
selves. because of the lack of com
fortable places under the auspices of 
Spiritualists. On tlie fourth page I also 
read a brief notice entitled “That 
Skeleton,” stating "there was not an 
endowed home for mediums in all this 
broad land,” in wliieh the writer pleads 
for assistance from some wealthy Spir
itualist to endow such a home. We all 
Join him in this earnest and Just de
mand. and pray that our hopes soon 
materialize.

A Utile over a year ago several faith
ful workers banded together at No. 77 
Thirty-first street, Cliieago, and formed 
n Ladies' Aid and Home Society, its 
object being to help the poor and'build 
a home for needy Spiritualists and me
diums. Faitlifully mid hard have tlie 
members tolled, and now they have a 
home In operation. They have rented 
a building in one of the most beautiful 
locations in Chicago. No. 3.31()i/. Rhodes 
avenue. Every room in the Homo is 
warm and airy and everything con
ducive to healtli and happiness. We 
hope in time to make it self-sustaining, 
if possible, but at present we wish to 
hear from all Spiritualists. Any dona
tion of money, furniture or household 
articles will he gratefully received. 
Those who cannot send us from one to 
ten dollars, can, perhaps, send smaller 
amounts, as all goes 'towards paying 
expenses, and ladies who have' no 
dimes, can sometimes spare a house
hold article, such as sheets, towels, 
mats, bedding, etc. All articles can be 
sent io the Home or corresponding sec
retary. Mrs. G. N. Kincaid, office, No. 
75 Thirty-first street, flat D, Cliieago, 
Ill., or to the writer’s address. No. 98 
Thirtieth street, flat 1. All donations 
will be thankfully received and due no
tice given to donor.

Come and join us in our efforts and let 
us have a monument of glory in our 
land. We want a Home owned by our
selves, so that our workers in their last 
days of earth life may feel their past 
labors for truth have been appreciated.

We desire to bold weekly beneficial 
seances at the Home, and kindly solicit 
the assistance of mediums in the city, 
and those who may be passing through 
who wish to aid us.

Come one. come nil, and join us in 
this noble and worthy cause. If every 
person who reads this notice would 
send us the small sum of ten cents a 
neat sum would be realized.

GEORGIA GLADYS COOLY, 
GEORGIA GLADYS COOLEY, 

Society.

“The World Beautiful.” By Lilian 
Whiting. Most excellent in their ]jlgh 
and elevating spirituality of thought. 
Series 1, 2, and 3, each complete in it
self. Price, cloth, $1 per volume. For 
sale at this office.

world.”... .“Positively, the Idea of an Vui
immanent God, which is the God of I PaBCS r'es‘tho wcl*' 
Evolution, is infinitely grander than । «>' ”r*oe cents. For
the occasional wonder-worker who is ,Bale ** 0 ■ c®'
the God of an old theology.” "As to I •’Arcana or Nature; or the History 
the facts, the daily miracle -of a and Laws of Creation." By Hudson 
flower, the courses of the stars, the up-1 Tuttle. A well-known and most pro
holding and sustaining day by day of founfl treatise. Cloth, fL For sale at 
this great palpitating world, need a liv- thia Office.

own. I think I see n little further now. 
I have glimpses of something like co
herence among the strange elusive phe
nomenn; of something like continuity 
between these unexplained forces and 
laws already known. This advance is 
largely due to the labors of another as
sociation of which I have also this year 
tlie honor to be president—the Society 
for Psychical Research. And wen* 1 
now introducing for the first time these 
inquiries to tlie world of science, I 
should choose a starting-point different 
from that of old. It would be well to 
begin with telepathy; with tlie funda
mental law, as I believe it to be, that 
thoughts and images may be trans
ferred from one mind to another with
out the agency of tho recognized or
gans of sense—that knowledge may en
ter the human mind without being 
communicated In any hitherto known 
or recognized ways. Although the in
quiry has elicited important facts with 
reference to tin* mind, it lias not yet 
reached the scientific stage of certainty 
which would entitle It to be usefully 
brought before one of our sections. I 
will therefore confine myself to point
ing out tlie direction in which scientific 
investigation can legitimately advance. 
If telepathy takes place, we have two 
physical facts—the physical change in 
the brain of A, the suggester, and the 
analgous physical change in the brain 
of B. the recipient of the suggestion. 
Between these two physical events 
there must exist a train of physical 
causes. Whenever the conueetlng se
quence of intermediate causes begins 
to be revealed the Inquiry will then 
come within the range of one of the 
sections of the British Association. 
Such a sequence ' can. only occur 
through an intervening medium. All 
the phenomena of the universe are pre
sumably in some way continuous, and 
it is unscientific to call In the aid of 
mysterious agencies when with every 
fresh advance in knowledge It is shown 
Hint ether vibrations have powers and 
attributes abundantly equal to any de
mand—even to tlie transmission of 
thought. It is supposed by some physi
ologists that the essential cells of 
nerves do not actually touch, but are 
separated by a narrow gap which 
widens in sleep, while it narrows al
most to extinction during mental activ
ity. This condition is so singularly 
like that of a Branly or Lodge coherer 
as to suggest a further analogy. The 
structure of brain and nerve being sim
ilar, it is conceivable there may be 
present masses of such nerve coherers 
in tlie brain whose special function it 
may be to receive impulses brought 
from without through tlie connecting 
sequence of ether waves of appropriate 
order of magnitude. Roentgen has fa
miliarized us with an order of vibra
tions of extreme minuteness compar<*d 
with tlie smallest waves with which 
we have hitherto been acquainted, and 
of dimensions comparable with the dis
tances between the centres of the 
atoms of which the material universe is 
built up; and there is no reason to sup
pose that we have here reached the 
limit of frequency.

“It is known that the action of 
thought is accompanied by; certain mo
lecular movements in the brain, and 
here we have physical vibrations capa
ble from their extreme minuteness of 
acting directly on individual molecules, 
while their rapidity approaches that of 
the internal and external movements of 
the atoms themselves. Confirmation of 
telepathic phenomena is afforded by 
many converging experiments, and by 
many spontaneous occurrences onlv 
thus intelligible. The most varied 
proofrtjerhaps, is drawn from analysis 
of tli^yubconscious workings of ‘the 
mind, when these, whether by accident 
or design, are brought into conscious 
survey. Eiidenee of a region below 
the threshold of consciousness has 
been presented, since its first inception, 
in the proceedings of tlie Society for 
Psychical Research; and its various as
pects are being interpreted and welded 
into «'comprehensive whole bv the per
tinacious genius of F. W. H. Mvers. 
Concurrently, our knowledge of' the 
facts in this obscure region has re
ceived valuable additions at the hands 
of laborers in other countries. To men- 
tifin a few names out of many, the ob
servations of Richet, Pierre Janet, and 
Binet (in France), of Breuer and Frend 
(in Austria), of William James (in 
America), have strikingly Illustrated 
the extent to which patient experiment
ation can probe subliminal processes, 
and can thus learn the lessons of alter
nating personalities and abnormal 
states. While It Is clear that our knowl- 
edege of subconscious mentation is 
still to be developed, we must beware 
of rashly assuming that all variations

Steadily, unflinchingly, wo strive to 
pierce the Inmost heart of Nature, from 
what she is to reconstruct what she 
has been, and to prophesy what she yet 
shall be. Veil after veil we have lifted, 
and her face grows more beautiful, au
gust, and wonderful with every barrier 
that is withdrawn.”

ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT, 
By and between the National Spiritual
ists’ Association, a corporation under 
the laws of the District of Columbia, 
of Washington, D. C„ party of the first 
part, and Frank Walker, of Hamburg, 
Erie county, state of New York, party 
of the second part, witnesseth:

The said Frank Walker is hereby ap
pointed as the special agent of'said 
first party: To be known as “General 
Manager,” to manage a semi-centennial 
Jubilee under the auspices of said Na
tional Spiritualists Association, said 
jubilee to be held in the city of Roch
ester, in tlie state of New York, during 
all of the first eight days of tlie month 
of June, A. D. 18)8.

And said second party is hereby em
powered to solicit and collect a special 
fund to defray the expenses of said Ju
bilee; to disburse the said fund; and to 
make nil contracts and arrangements 
for said Jubilee, provided, however, all 
such disbursements, contracts and ar
rangements shall be promptly reported 
to tlie board of trustees of said first 
party and subject to the approval of 
said board or a committee thereof, and, 
provided, further, that said first'party 
shall not be made responsible for any 
expense connected with said. Jubilee, 
beyond the said special fund.

It is further agreed that said second 
party shall be allowed his personal ex
penses from said fund while actually 
engaged In work under this contract, 
and in addition thereto' for his personal 
services in full thé sum of two thou
sand dollars. Said second party also 
agrees to keep just true and accurate- 
accounts open'at all times to the in
spection of said first patty or a commit
tee thereof, and to settle with and turn 
over to said first party all balances 
and surplus remaining on his hands at 
the close of said Jubilee.
THE NATIONAL SPIRITUALISTS

ASSOCIATION, bv '
HARRISON D. BARRETT, Pres. 
FRANCIS B. WOODBURY, Sec. 
FRANK WALKER;

Signed at Washington;1 D. C., this 22d 
day of October. A. D.11897.

“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought ean 
fall to Ite fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com- 
bluing advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth. $1.

“Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes.” A tasty, beautiful and ap
propriate wedding souvenir. Contains 
marriage ceremony, marriage certifi
cate, etc., with choice matter in poetry 
and prose. Specially designed for the 
use of the Spirltualist-and Liberal min
istry. Price ?1. For sale at this office.

Mediumship. A chapter of Experi
ences. By Mn. Maria M. King. Price 
10 cents.

The opening services of the new First 
Church of Spiritual Unity drew a large 
audience at Pastime Hall, Oil North 
Vandeventer avenue, Sunday night, 
Mrs. Jurgens leading in a brief address, 
says the St Louis Post-Dispatch. There 
was au address by Judge Portis, a 
violin solo by Miss Ella Hodges and 
solos by Mrs. Kirkpatrick and Mr. 
Davis. ■

The pastor, Mr. Peck, then explained 
the meaning of the name adopted for 
the organization. The use of the word 
church was necessary to give proper 
expression to the religious objects of 
the association. The popular idea of 
Spiritualism was that it meant no more 
than nippings and other phenomena. 
This popular error must be corrected. 
In organizing a church tho society re
nounced nothing of Spiritualism or its 
truths. There was no return to the 
flesh-pots of Egypt—no going back of 
the chicken into the shell.

Mr. Kershaw, superintendent of the 
Sunday-school organized yesterday, 
urged that especial attention be given 
to the children.

The ladles of the new church were 
eloquently praised by Judge Portis and 
the pastor for their untiring labor and 
great success in charity, work.

The benediction was pronounced by 
Judge Portis.

The members of the new organization 
are greatly eluted at its prospects and 
hope to accomplish a great deal this 
winter.

The following is the new church dec
laration of principles:

“God is the infinite and all-pervading 
intelligence, vitalizing energy or life 
principle, the sole and moving force of 
rhe universe, working by and through 
immutable ami eternal law to tlie ful
fillment of an infinite purpose in the 
perfection of man and the universe. 
The Infinite and divine spirit, in whom 
we live ami move and have our being; 
the universal all, father, unchangeable, 
the same-yesterday, to-day and forever.

“Man Is au immortal, intelligent 
entity; a soul emanating from the 
divine or universal soul. A child of 
God, clothed upon in this life with a 
fleshy covering or material body by 
and through which he coflies in contact 
with the things of earth; a spirit sur
viving tlie dissolution of tlie body and 
retaining a conscious existence in 
realms invisible to mortal eyes.

"The spirit world or future home of 
the soul is a real world, varying in 
its character and condition from the 
gross to ihe refined; from darkness to 
light, from states of degradation and 
misery to a sphere of harmony and 
bliss.

“At the death of the body tlie spirit 
gravitates to that sphere or condition 
to which It ,is fitted by its moral and 
spiritual development, and its status in 
the spirit world depends upon the char
acter of its life In this world.
"Eternal progression is the order of the 

spiritual world, as well as the material 
world; hence, condition and place of the 
spirit is not fixed permanently at death, 
but in the spirit world, as well as here, 
aspiration, prayer and endeavor will 
enable the soul to rise to higher planes 
of moral and spiritual being.

“Sin is transgression of natural law, 
whether physical or moral; all trans
gression is followed by a penalty. This 
lienalty Is Inherent and invariable. Man 
must reap as he sows; the debt must be 
paid, and he who sins must suffer.

"Reason is the highest authority upon 
questions of a debatable character; 
hence tlie fullest toleration and latitude 
of investigation Is necessary in order to 
arrive at tlie truth.

"The religion of 'Spiritualism’ incul
cates universal fraternal love as the 
basis or governing motive in our deal
ings with our fellow men, and seeks to 
unite the human race upon the broad 
platform of the 'Fatherhood of God' 
and the ‘brotherhood of man.’

"The specific aud peculiarly char
acteristic doctrine of Spiritualism is 
the phenomena of spirit communion. 
We maintain-that under favorable con
ditions the spirits of Hie departed can 
and do make their presence known to 
those still in tlie mortal form; that In
telligent communications are trans
mitted from them to us, and thus their 
continued existence Is proved beyond a 
doubt, and tho question of a future life 
becomes a matter of knowledge instead 
of faith.

FREEDOM OF THOUGHT.
“As all progress depends upon free

dom of thought and Investigation, no 
statement of principles or creed should 
be binding upon the conscience of men 
and women, but each should be free to 
accept any new truth, however much It 
may conflict with pre-conceived opln-

Two Brothers, Apart, Have 
aVision That Is Realized.

The following curious story is related 
by President Austin, of Alma College, 
Outarlo, In an article in the Arena:

“My fourth incident is given on the 
statement of a Mr. C------, of Nova
Scotia, a bank manager in an import
ant city, who was personally ac
quainted with tbe family concerned and 
had the statement from the lips of Mr. 
M----- , whose experience I am to relate,
who resided in Montreal, and who had 
a brother In Toronto and one in Urbana 
when tho strange occurrence took 
place. According to my informant, Mr. 
C-----, Mr. M------was long a very prom
inent figure in the business life of 
Montreal, having been a wholesale 
merchant there for years, and being 
well-known throughout Ontorio and 
Quebec, particularly among the Meth
odist people, of which body he was a 
leading member. ’

“One morning just before daybreak 
Mr. M----- awakened from sleep with a
most vivid impression upon his mind 
that his two ‘brothers, from Toronto 
and Urbana, were in the room with him 
and were conversing with him. He 
believes he was awake, because be was 
conscious of his surroundings; and 
after the remarkable experience about 
to be described be remained in a con
scious condition until he arose.

“After a brief salutation, his Ohio 
brother, calling him by name, said: ‘I 
am dying and want you to dispose of 
my property in this wav.’ Then fol
lowed a brief outline of directions as to 
the property of the younger brother. 
The vision soon passed away, and Mr. 
M------ was left to reflect upon his
strange experience. Tbe impression 
produced upon his mind was most 
vivid, so that he had not then nor has 
he had subsequently any doubt what
ever ns to the reality of the communica
tion made to him in this marvelous 
way. He fully believed that his brother 
was dead, and. as soon as breakfast

he said, “! am dying, and I want you 
to dispose of my property iu this 
way.” ’

‘‘Then followed the same directions 
which M------ believed himself to have
received in the morning vision. This, 
while confirmatory in one way of his 
own experience, was very perplexing 
indeed so far as any solution of the 
phenomena was concerned. 'They jour
neyed together to Urbana, and inter
viewed the family with which the de
ceased had been stopping at the time of 
his death. From them they learned all 
the circumstances of his Illness and 
death, and found that their experiences 
on that particular morning agreed witli 
the hour of death. They learned also 
the additional fact that for some mo
ments preceding his death he was in a 
semi-entranced condition, and perfectly 
oblivious to all about him, but appeared 
to be conversing with some one not 
visibly present; and they heard him 
speaking to his brothers about the 
division of some property.

"Here indeed is a strange case for the 
philosophers. A man dying iu Ohio at 
a certain hour is heard talking to Ills 
alisent brothers about his death and the 
division of his property. A brother of 
his in Montreal believes that at that 
hour lie saw him iu his own room, and 
heard the words spoken iu Ohio. 
Another brother in Toronto believes 
himself to have been present at this in
terview in Montreal at the same hour, 
and to have heard tho same words 
spoken in Ohio. Who will explain the 
many curious and complex problems 
involed in this Incident?”

AN' INVALUABLE WORK1
This admirable work contains what a hundNtt 

spirits, good and evil. Bay of their dwelling-placw. 
Give us details-detallB and accurate delineations ol 
life in. the Bplrit-worldl—is the constant appeal ol 
thoughtful minds. Death Is approaching. Whither-, 
oh. whither! Shull I know my friends beyond ths 
tomb? Will they know me? What is their present 
condition, and what their occupations? In this vol
ume tho spirits, differing as they may, are allowed to 
speak for themselves. No mnn is better qualified 
than Dr. Peebles to place a work of this kind before 
the people. He treats of tho Mysteries of Life; 
Doubts and Hopes; The Bridging of the River; Foro» 
gleams uf tho Future; Testimony of taints; The 
Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual Body; Is It 
the Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing In the Spirit
world; Our Little Ones in Heaven; The Personal Ex
periences uf Aaron Knight; Tho Red Man’s Testb 
mony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians in Spirit* 
Life; The Homes of Apostles and Divines; Tho 
Friends and Shakers in Spirit-Life; Spirit Homes ol 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit
Land. Many other matters are treated, too numer
ous to mention. Price 11 *•, postage, 12 cents. Fol 
sale at this office.

THE ELIMINATOR 
-OR- 

Skeleton Keys to Sacerdotal 
Secrets.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.
.. Pr.?f°9n.dly reverent, but thoroughly radical: expos
ing the fabulous claims ut ancient Judaism aud dog
matte Christlaulty, coutalnli'g many elartllng conclu* 
bIoub never before jiubllBhed. ahowlug clearly tha 
mythical character of most of the Old and New TeaUb 
meat stories, and pruvtag that Jesus was an Iniiaraon« 
atlou and not a person. A genuine sensation.
Price $1.50. For Sale at this Office.
Out of the Depths Into the Light.

By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. S Twine me. 
dlum This little book will be read with Intense tn- .ureal by tltousumls. Price 23 cents. “‘ft»« IU

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS?
lhe VJ^hways, By-ways and Hedge« 

ofLIfc. By^LmiE E. Hill, 'i'lilsisa marvelously 
S ?ukoi8ek‘‘'Uo,ib W,B nui18 best poemi- 
ifH riUj ^nys. ami cumulus a splendid portrait 
of the author, also u portrait of Moses Hull Price 
offiu? bUUUd 1U Eilg,16b clotb‘ 81- sale at tbS

GOSPEL OF NATURE?''
By M. L. Sherman aud Wm. F. Lyon. AbeaircntatA 

withSBlrltual truths. PDcesi.lXt

Old Worker’s Honest 
Opinions.

Tlie last two numbers (4<i4 and 465) 
are corkers; especially the former, for 
it contains an array of facts presented 
by actual workers In the field.

If those who are devoting their ent ire 
time and energies are not qualified to 
judge of tlie signs of the times, who 
are? It is about time that platform 
speakers and mediums having talents, 
gifts and sound common sense, had 
something to say as to how they are to 
la* kicked and cuffed about by a few 
all-wise people who do not need to de
pend upon their mediumship or an or
ganization f„r their mere existence. 
Aud therefore the collection of Ideas 
given by so many able repre.sen tat Ives 
are of Inestimable value.

It would be a great source of satisfac
tion to smne of us. if u few of these all-

experiences io pass through, when such 
advisor ridicules or abuses and poses as 
a calamity bowler on file subject of no 
organization, no system of protection, 
no imitation to any extent of the 
church forms, in name or practice, be
cause they fear the terrible result of 
liecoming religious or reverential, or 
law-abiding, consistent body of people.

Why call ourselves Spiritualists if we 
arc to have no head, no system of gov
ernment or intelligent declaration of 
principles? Are we to lie pulled back
ward into tlie state of rellgious’auarch- 
Ism that Spiritualism has been hope
fulling emerging from?

Let those who have farms .and 
profitable business with which to ob
tain sufficient sustenance keep their 
dissatisfaction to themselves and give 
their financial assistance as they can 
afford, and their good cheer and" wel
come to decent and intelligent workers 
whose motives are pure and whoso ex
periences have been such as to educate 
them sufficiently to propel tbe ship safe 
to its destination.

Differences of opinion are necessary 
for tho development of character anil 
power in any movement, as well as to 
individuals.

It sometimes seems to mo Hint it is 
"ulp and tuck” as to whether tlie dis
reputable fraud element that is so dis
gusting, or tlie chronic way-back growl
ers. who never assist in anything but 
to keep up a row. are the most to lie 
feared and shunned by earnest Spirit
ual reformers.

There is coming to tho front an army 
of those "dog in tho manger” people, 
and what to do with them is the ques
tion. They are to bo found at all of tho 
camp-meetings . “investigating." and 
have been for thirty years "investi
gating” every medium witli whom they 
come In contact. ‘

A genuine medium may starve on 
their doorstop this week, and the next 
week a “fakir” is banqueted and sent 
away with his pockets full of monev. 
and the "influential Spiritualist" tolls 
of “such wonderful tests" as this mar
velous medium gave while he was nt 
his house; and so it is repeated in every 
city in tlie country. ‘

I can stand opposition of opinion 
when the ideas come from an honest 
and qualified advisor.

And we find much frankuess in the 
large number of articles written upon 
the N. S. A. inthe number referred to. 
I sincerely hope that all the delegates 
have read, or will, that issue of The 
Progressive Thinker.

And it would be in place for some of 
the writers, as well as others, to men
tally beg tbe pardon of those who have 
been abused by them for the telling tbe 
truths to the now radical opposers of 
the frauds with reference to the 
“marvelous demonstrations" through 
many so-called mediums. “The mills 
of the Gods grind slow but exceedingly 
fine.” and we can wait a while longer.

All honor to an editor who has the 
backbone necessary for such a task as 
you have performed.

We have a cozy ball and comfortable 
cottage fitted up for the purpose of en
tertaining the seekers a'fter genuine 
Spiritual information, here in Du
buque, and expect to continue our life
work and spread the good news of 
eternal progress throughout the State 
of Iowa this season, and will consider 
propositions to organize, lecture and 
give communications in cities not too 
far away. .

Mr. Geo. Zelmer, an honest medium, 
Is here and desires work.

GEO. F. PERKINS.
Dubuquei, Iowa. .

bet. f.irtli the riilliisophy of Existence. with detailed 
n Lienee. It appeals to CbrisilHiis and bpIrituullBtS 
ftllke, a» It dvihuiHitrutei» the truth ol tbe spirit ffianb 
testations <«f JcFus Christ, upon which tbe Christian, 
religion 1« biued, a» well as tho aeiiiulity of modern 
spirit iuanitoatatluus. Its title pugo claims that tho 
book is

A SCIENTIFIC DEMONSTRATION 
of tho

Existence of the soul of man as his coil* 

scions individual it y independently 
of the physical oryanismj

of the ■

CONTINUITY OF LIFE

and the

ACTUALITY OF SPIRIT RETURN,

xbo first eleven chapters ore devoted entirely to 
manifestations of tbe soul Incarnate, with a clear ex
position of tbe psychic phllonoj-hv.

The succeeding four chapters b<-L forth the philoso
phy of the Infinite.

The lubl twenty chapters arc devoted to an exposi
tion of spiritual philosophy, with evidence in detail 
much of It being personal experiences of the author*

Tho price of tho book is For sale
at the office of Tho Froyrcsslvo Thinker,

EELIGION OF THE FUTURE.
BY 8. WEIL.

This ta a work of great value, written by one ofthe 
keenest, must powerful and most truly religious 
minds of the day. It h particularly a work which 
should be put Into the band? M those who have freed 
themselves from tlir dogma- of orthodoxy aud from 
the dogmas uf materialistic science, for it will 
strengthen the conviction ofthe free mind that mind 
ami senses arc not tbe whole of life.

The chapter« reveal a new metho.’! 1n psychic and 
spiritual research. They show vivid glimpses of a 
stupendous moral cosmos that will supersede moral 
confusion; that only verifiable tenets can survive, and 
the childhood period of faith and fancy will be super* 
*eo’;d by Injowlduce and facts. For mm« at this office.

THE GOSPEL OF BUDDHA,
According to Old Records.

The To-Momw of Death,
-■•0RTHE---

Future Life According to Science. ■

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

translated from the french
BY S. R. CROCKEE.

A VERY FASCINATING WORI
This fine volume might well hare been entitled ■ 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It 11 written ' 
In that peculiar Interesting style in which French 
writers excel when they would popularise sclentlfio 
subiecu In adaptation to tbe needs of the general 
reader. Tbe author Is not & Spiritualist—he even 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of & new super- 
stltlon,” etc., cton in which he manifesto the usual * :• 
animus of tho’•scientific class,” yet he says again: 
“There lea true and respectable Idea In Spiritualism,’’ 
and regards as proved “the fact of communication 
between superhumans and tbe Inhabitant« of Earth;’' • 
and he goes on to relate instances of fact in evidence. 
There Is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy in - 
the authors’® Ideas, but tbe well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of tbe 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. The autber holds th« 
theory of reincarnation. Price I1J0. For Bale al ■ 
this office. ,

Views of Our Heavenly Home.
By Andrew Jackson Darla. A MflNt -

Vo». Pri w 75 cento., Postage 5 u -
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" THE M’AY OUT.
It is apparent to every observant 

nilnd that tlie progress ot our cause has 
been marked with a process of change 
of gradual growth, which has been the 
result of the outworkmgs of an innate 
principle, not wisely held under the 
contiol of good judgment—namely. 

;liatuial curiosity delving into things 
marvelous and occult.

In foimei days, when Spiritualism 
was young, so to speak, the public me
dium, plying mediumship as a trade 

.for a living, was unknown. Instead 
the potent factor in spreading the ex- 
perlniental knowledge of our great 
truth, was the little private circle and 
■the manifestations through the me
diumship thus developed aud used

Inquiring minds met in friendly union 
at the home of some neighbor, or the 
Strictly exclusive family circle was 

. formed In the sacred privacy ol the 
home, aud from these little centres the 
light of the truth of demonstrated 
spirit commuily and return radiated to 
othei families and other neighborhoods 
until the «low of spiritual illumination 
covered the face of the wide laud.

But, with tins spread of knowledge 
came a stirriug-up of the faculty iu tbe 
mind tliat takes hold on the marvelous
occult and mysterious, and 
healthy development was
loading to an inordinate mid

an tin- 
induced

easlly-gullible craving for test
demaud tended to create the supply— 
and multitudinous "mediums" arose
leady to lurmsh marvelous tests of 
nlmost any quantity, quality 
phase —for the cash m hand
Taking fallible humanity as it is 

there can be no wonder that fraudulent
medium 
am i

There

have come forth in abund-

tuo wavs to remove tlie
curse and the stench arising therefrom 
One way is to <-ut off Ilie revenues of 
the Irauds. by exposing their meth
ods bi < nlighteinng tbe unwary in
vestigator ami sign-seeker.

■ Another way is to rehabilitate the 
family and private circle in their pris
tine purity and power.

Me di cm to impress upon the minds 
of Spiritualists ami investigators the 
importance and wisdom of re-establish- 
■ing thi.-e iliiles as a most desirable 
means of arriving at satisfactory re
sults in spirit manifestation, and of 
forestalllira the nefarious works of the 
fraud gang.

Let investigators ami (hose who 
■would k mi of the reality of spirit re
turn nid manifestât ton. form circles of 
theli own. and with proper methods 
and due patience and perseverance 
the ri tilts will amply repay them In 
the satisfaction re■ceived. in this way 
the direct nays of light from the spirit 
world may lie made to shine in many 
a home ami neighborhood now lacking 
convincing knowledge of the truth.

■ TIIE ELDER EXPLAINS.
. Rev. N. Sulzer, of Boscobel, M’ls., 

.lately dropped from tlie Madison Pres^ 

< bytery, for antagonizing tlie Presby- 
• terian creed, replying io a friend, says 
.—though greatly condensed:

■ T was lor many years a strong Cal
vinist. and am still so far as Calvinism 
accords witli truth, for truth is what I 
Want, and nothing else. Truth is su- 

’rprenie and unchangeable, and is worth 
more than riches. It is irrestislible aud 
will win the battle. ,

■ “I used to believe, as all Presbyteri
ans must, that future punishment will 
be endless, and for torment only. Now 
I believe it is like punishment’ in this 
life, of limited duration, and for tlie 
purpose of correction. For this offense 
only was I compelled to withdraw from 
the Presbyterian church and ministry. 
Because I was not in harmony with the 
qreed I had to leave the church.

“I still believe iu future punishment, 
but 1 differ witli the creed as to the 
purpose of punishment and its dura
tion. I respect creeds so far as they 
.are good, but reject them as chains to 
bind us to error.”

Rev. Sulzer, unfortunately for his 
church connection, began to think, and 
he landed where all honest thinkers do, 
outside the church. Thought and creed 
are incompatible, and must necessarily 
remain so. Once started on the road 
of progress Mr. S. will find there are 
other defects in the creed, and serious 
ones, which no interpretation can make 
harmonize with natural law, which we 
Itake it is the law of God. . .

SELF HYPNOTISM.
o The Medical Brief, responding to the 

Inquiry, “should physicians pray?” 
«'Says: “Prayer is a species of self hyp- 
f,-notism, helpful to those who are dimly 
• Peeling then way Io the truth, but nett 
i,’-for tlioce who can discern clearly the 
k 3Thy and wherefores of existence.”'

WEYLER IN A NEW ROLE
AU have been generous in abuse of 

Weyler, late governor general of Cuba: 
but however descrying of censure he 
has just shown another side of his 
character little expected. He lias writ
ten a long letter to the Queen Regent 
w herein he. has shown the cause of 
Spains great weakness is the Catholic 
chinch and its piiestliood. He does not

CHAUNCEY DEPEM 8 VISION
Ihe vision of Chauncey Depew, the 

noted political orator, the record of 
which it herewith given, is not hard to 
understand in our philosophy. In fact 
oui corps of philosophers have ex-

SPIRITUALISM^ AND IIS CULIS

It is well known1 
furious cults amou

lat there are multi-
Spiritualists.

tain occult questions have not 
definitely . settled :Iby those who

(zCP 
been 
com-

rest, however, in simp]. . announcing 
the fact, but he suggests the only pos
sible remedy, a separation from its vile
embrace. Ihe Christian Advocate St 

. Louis, gives au epitome of M’eyler’s 
: letter, from which we extract and con

deuce the following.
M ith a force of logic impossible to 

dusvvei Meyler tells the Oueen that 
Spain s lamentable condition is due to 
the clericals. In support of his propo- 
sitiou he cites facts hitherto almost uu- 
known outside of that unhappy king
dom, but familiar to Spaniards ac
quainted with their own social and po
litical condition. He declares, while 
»Spain is poor, the church is richer than 
any other country iu Europe: not even 
iu piiest-rldden Italy does the church 
possess so much wealth. ’Many of the 
richest corporations iu the kingdom be
long to the church, notably the Trans
atlantic Espanola, the leading steam
ship company. Ihe clerics also have 
laige landed estates, both in the penin
sula and in the colonies. Nearly all the 
land of any. value in the Philippines be
longs to the religious orders 'and is 
rented to the islanders by them.’

In leturn lor benefits conferred 
upon it by tjie state and people. Weyler 
asks what the church has done for the 
couutiy, and answers his own ques
tion by the statement that it has not 
only done nothing, but in crises like the 
present its Influence has always been 
against the court and government. And 
while the bishops have ostensibly fa
rmed the priests, whose power among 
the common people is unlimited, they 
hate imaiiably opposed tlie few’ meas
ures of reform the government has had 
the courage to suggest. This is the wav 
the ehurch has returned thanks for 
benefits conferred upon it. for the priv
ileges enjoyed by Its clergy, for the im
mense wealth it has wheedled and ca
joled from tlie government aud people 
of Spain.”

Ihe letter, continues the Christian 
Advocate, Methodist, "is a most fright
ful arraignment ever made of a relig
ious denomination, and is all the more 
remarkable coming from the man it 
does. Meyler states plainly that the 
cordial support of himself and his fol
lowers depends upon a change of atti
tude by the government toward the 
church."

If the war with Spain results in 
emancipating the people of that coun
try iroin the tyranny of tlie church and 
gives religious freedom to Cuba- Porto 
Rico and the Philippines, the United 
»States will be abundantly compensated 
for all tlie lives and treasure whlcli- 
have been wasted in the strife. As the 
contention between freedom aud 
slavery in Kansas led to the rebellion 
and the emancipation of slavery in 
America, and by reflex action gave 
irei-dom to the w orld, so it mav be pos
sible tills war with Spain will be tbe 
eutenng wedge to. the separation of 
church and state everywhere. This 
done and a new era will dawn upon the

plained ■ these - mental phenomena" 
oi ei and over again in the columns of 
Ihe Progressive Thinker, aud without 
attempting an explanation, that could 
only be a repetition of that which our 
leader» have alreaijly been taught, we 
quote from the Inter-Ocean of this city:

It happened that Mr. Depew was 
called upon to deliver three Important 
addresses in less than two weeks- He 
had been asked by Colonel Roosevelt 
to make the speech placing Roosevelt 
in nomination as candidate for Gov- 
einoi. He had been invited to speak 
for the State upon New York day at 
Omaha, and he had been cordially asked 
to speak before the Hamilton Club 
" hen he was in Chicago on his way 
back from Omaha. <

•It seemed to him that all three of 
these occasions ottered excellent oppor
tunity lor him to say those things 
which were uppermost in his mind re
specting the inevitable expansion of the 
Influence of the United States. Never
theless, it was diflicult even for so ex
perienced an orator to plan three 
speeches that were to be so near to
gether, whose central thought was to 
be the same, wlnoh should nevertheless 
differ in treatment and in phraseology 
This difficulty puzzled him somewhat

Ou the Saturday afternoon, before 
the Republican convention was to meet 
Sir. Depew went to the Country Club 
at Ardsley, on the Hudson. which is his 
temporary home, and after luncheon he 
went out upon the piazza, from which 
a beautiful view across the Hudson can 
be obtained. He sat there lazily, intent 
only upon the scenery, which was es
pecially agreeable to a man who had 
been for a week in the thick of most 
exciting business undertakings

By and by the vista seemed to pass 
away. He saw as vividly as though 
lh(. scone- were really the convention 
hall in Saratoga. He saw the delegates 
stioll in. He looked at the presiding 
officer, whose name he did not know 
as he called the convention to order 
He heaid that temporary chairman’s 
speech;Tie saw the various details of 
preliminary organization, and all of the 
work of the convention was as vivid 
and distinct a» though he were a part 
of it at tlie moment. ’Then he saw Mr 
Qui„g, make tlie motiop for the nomina
tion of candidates and heard the brief 
comment with whicli Mr. Quigg accom
panied that motion. He did not it is 
true, know that as a matter of fact Mr 
Quigg was to make that motion: never
theless he saw him do it. He said to 
himself:

Ioiii time Is come for your speech 
placing Roosevelt in nomination ’ He 
saw himself arise, address the ehair 
and heard himself deliver tlie speech 
and felt the glow of satisfaction at its 
reception, which is the highest reward 
of eloquence. Alter that, the conven
tion hall, the voices of the orators the 
faces of the delegates, faded away as 
In a dream, and Mr. Depew again saw 
tlie vista of tlie Hudson and the distant 
mountains across the stream.

He got up, went to his room, and
wrote out with his owu hand the

voi Id, blighter aud more glorious
consequences than sage or seer 
wildest dream ever anticipated.

GONE TO THE DOGS.
Chaplains in the army or navy, 

side attending to divine service to 
fluence God to favor our arms aud

in 
iu

be- 
iu- 

na-

speech, exactly as lie afterward, in 
laet, delivered It. Tho address which 
the delegates heard was ihe address 
"huh by that singular preoccupaiicy 
of the mind, Mr. Depew composed on 
that dreamy Saturday afternoon 
Afteinaid, at the convention, he was 
amazed to discover that the picture 
which he saw with his mind’s eye was 
perfectly reproduced to his physical eve 
and ear in the convention, even to tho 
woids of the chairman, and the manner

inuuicate with mgftals from the spirit 
side of life. Ihe philosopher, the care
ful thlukei, the one who weighs all 
statements in a painstaking, critical 
nurunei, deplores1 the great divergence 
of opinion that exists among spirits on 
questions, of special importance and 
siguifitance, and •. which seemingly 
could be easily fettled by all in one 
way only. Ihe molt perplexing ques
tion of all is one entitled "Reincarna-
Hon.- Prof.
Howe, E. W

Lockwood. Lyman C.
Mallis, Hudson Tuttle.

A. J. Davis, A. B. French. J. Clegg 
M light, and others, all acknowledged 
as profound thinkers and all iu com
munication with the spirit side of life 
assert positively that it is absolutely 
false. On the other side we have Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond. J. ML Colville- 
and others, brilliant lights in the in
tellectual firmament, and well and fa
vorably known on both continents, who 
afflim vehemently that Temearuation 
is true. .

Having the most profound respect for 
the parties on both sides of this ques
tion, yet we must candidly admit that 
the skeptic and investigator soon finds 
hiniself in an exceedingly deep muddle 
when he considers the perplexing 
problem, and his brain whirls terribly 
as he seeks for stable ground on which 
to stand, he looks up into the heavens 
in his imagination, and down deep into 
the cavernous earth, and thinks of 
these widely diverging views as they 
are promulgated from the rostrum 
and he arouses himself, wondering 
what next? Finally he settles down 
to th!» one glorious, grand fact, for 
which he is devoutly thankful, that his 
dear ones can communicate with him. 
and thereon he gains a sure foothold.

Me are led to these remarks bv the 
aitiele which appeared last week in 
ihe Progressive Thlnket’ from Prof 
Lockwood, touching certain problems 
in regard to which there is a wide 
divergence of opinion. Tlie Professor 
is widely known as a scientist. His 
lectures In the East have attracted 
notable audiences. Professors of col
leges; men learned in chemistry and 
physics; physicians seeking more light 
on the laws of atomic vibration nnd the 
connecting forces between spirit and 
mattei, have flocked In great numbers 
to hear him, and have been delighted 
at his piesentation. Io once hear him 
is to admire the man for his lofty elo
quence and new thoughts along sci
entific lines. He differs with Mrs. Cora 
L. A. Richmond on certain points to 
wlileh he alludes iu his article. Now 
Mrs. Richmond is certainly great, also 
in her especial field of work. She has 
appeared on both continents, to large 
and enthusiastic audiences. Her lec
tures at times are grandly eloquent, 
and her ImprovlHptiops interesting and 
Insti uctlve. A et bet when these two lead-

rioni her earliest rears she seemedGeorgia lias a six-year-old girl who 
composes Charming music, both vocal 
and instrumental. »Strange to sav. it is 
claimed she has never taken a music 
lesson in her life. Her name is Eula 
■Vaughan, and her parents. Mr. and 
Mrs. C. D. V aughan, are residents of 
Bowman, six miles from Elberton

When Eula was only 2V» years old 
she was known to play tlie organ while 
held in the lap ol a nurse. Owing io 
the laet that there is no piano in her 
home, as the sole instrument in-r pa
rents possess is an organ, her jilaving 
lias been confined almost entirely to 
that. Still, the youngster can play’ on 
Ihe piano well indeed, for It seems to 
be as natural to her to play on either 
organ or piano as it is to breath.'. Al 
the last commencement of John Gibson 
Institute she played an accompaniment 
on the piano for the orchestra without 
even practicing the pieces. Her father 
says she can repeat any piece she has 
ever heard played. .

to have an idea of harmony. Oue day 
her uncle. Professor J. B. ” ’Vaughan. 

He wrotehappened to hear her play _... _____
tho music down as he heard it. and so
clever was the composition that it has 
found a ready sale at the music stores.

Lula s touch is remarkably sympa
thetic. She is pretty anti small for her 
age. Her musical talent is not confined 
to either piano or organ, for she lias n
pleasing childish voice 
much promise for the

which gives
future Often

when Lula is playing over some music 
win- lias heard she adds variations of 
her own.

As Lula plays her face brightens, and 
it seems to those who hear her strange 
indeed that so much feeling and ex
plosion should be seen in Hie little' 
lace of so young a child. She is. as 
soon as her years warrant it. to be 
given a thorough musical education 
she is undoubtedly a most remarkable 
medium and like Blind Tom. will 
achieve a world-wide reputation.

tion, are also required to look after the 
morals of soldiers or seamen, and see 
that they do not depart from the path 
of rectitude.

Rev. Joseph McIntyre, chaplain of 
the battleship Oregon, has Just been 
subjected to court-martial, at Denver 
by order of the Secretary of the Navy 
chaigcd, first, with scandalous conduct 
tending to tlie destruction of~ good 
morals, with three specifications: sec
ond. conduct to the prejudice of good 
order and discipline, with four specifi
cations, third, conduct unbecoming an 
officer of the navy, three specifications 
All the specifications were found 
proved as alleged: the accused was de
clared guilty under the three charges 
and lie was sentenced to be dismissed 
fiom the United States naval service

Eveu .‘M-o a month and perquisites, 
will not keep Gods vicegerents in the
straight and narrow way. M’hat 
pi IV.

Prof, 
work,

A FACT AND A HOPE.
Edwin Johnson, in his

a

great
Ihe Rise ol Christendom" a

book of vast learning and historical re
search. with scarcely its peer in the 
nngnsn language, In tracing tbe origin 
of the popular religious faith, and 
pointing out the frauds and forgeries 
of tbe celibate monks which marked its 
every step, after a brief reference to 
Ilie terrible exposures he has made, 
euds with a hope which even the hon
est sectarian may desire to see fulfilled. 
We quote from page 4fM:

"The church was founded In a time 
of darkness, wrath, and dismay, and 
the sole apology for Hie misdeeds of 
her founders lies in the fact (hat It was 
a time when violence alone prevailed 
on the earth. In these gentler days It 
surely is not too much to hope that she 
may resolve to turn down her falsified 
and iniquitous pages, and begin tlie 
chronicle of a new era. inscribed with 
the records of her endeavors in the 
cause of knowledge, of truth, of human 
love—records at the same time of the 
admiration and gratitude of the world."

A FAIR QUESTION.
G. IV. Foote, of London, inquires:
"What has the Gospel of Peace 

brought us to? Europe has now more 
than ten times as many soldiers as 
sufiieed to preserve the peace and in
tegrity of the Roman Empire when it 
was surrounded by hostile and pre
datory barbarians. Europe is, in fact, 
an armed camp, not for the repulsion 
of barbarians, but for internecine war 
among Christian states. After eighteen 
centuries of the Gospel of Peace, 
Christendom is darkened by the 
shadow of the sword, and the highest 
honors are paid to successful generals 
who are skilled in the art of slaughter.”

THE COUSIN SAID IT.
Many is- the time during labor 

strikes, the preachers In the interest of 
capitalists, have given lengthy dis
coures from the text, “Be content with 
your wage^,” at the same time credit
ing this kind advice to “our dear 
Lord” There are times when the ad
vice may be good, but instead of being 
the words of Jesus, in Luke 3:14 they 
are credited to John the Baptist, and 
nowhere in the Bible to his cousin, 
“our Lord.”

and the motion of Mr. Quigg
Mr. Depew speaks of this as a 

strange mental phenomenon. He does 
not attempt to explain it. In other 
times he has composed speeches or the 
general outline of one in a single flash 
of Inspiration, but he never before saw’ 
and heard himself deliver tin address 
In tlie manner of the experience of that 
September Saturday afternoon.

After tlie Saratoga convention Mr 
Depew found himself puzzled as to the 
w»ij in which he should speak what 
was tn his mind at Omaha. The cen
tral thought, he knew, must be like that 
which he uttered at Saratoga. Sud
denly the whole treatment came to him 
although not the phraseology, as was 
the case with tlie Roosevelt speech. 
Again he went to his room and wrote 
out the Omaha address. Not In many 
years has Mr. Depew written with his 
own hand a speech that he was to de
liver. but he has recently' done it twice 
wltliin a week, ami Saratoga heard one 
and Omalia the other address.

Ihe Hamilton Club address was 
dictated late on the Saturday evening 
before he started for Omaha. A little 
while before dictation began Mr. De
pew had no idea of the manner In 
which he should treat the subject he 
had in mind. I wo hours before he met 
the stenographer the speech was out
lined. Like a good workman, be knew 
while Ins tools were and how to use 
them, for he speedily bad the few 
statistics that he needed at hand and 
then, pacing the floor, he dictated the 
speech precisely as the enthusiastic 
members of the Hamilton club heard it.

mg minds and tlje- doctrines they in
culcate, there is a wide divergence 
which cannot be.settled by debate, or 
brought thereby into one channel. 
Lum A. Rice, a yery able young num. 
takes up a line of thought to controvert 
Il of. Lockwood? but here tlie great 
Rouble comes in. He grows caustic 
sarcastic, and insinuating in a measure 
which detracts somewhat from the im
pressiveness of i a : friendly debate 
which should bo conducted always with 
Chesterfield politeness and friendli
ness. Ior that reason wo were com
pelled to drop, the. discussion going on 
with reference to the existence of 
Jesus. Accusations of ignorance, in
competency, want of knowledge, etc 
were bandied with the same freedom 
tliat. those in a bar-room row throw 
bottles at each other. Tills should not
be. Mlnle discussion should have the 
widest Latitude it should always be 
conducted with no other motive than to 
arrive at the truth, and the truth alone.

LINES ON DEftTrt

Parting with friends is temporary death, 
As all death is. Wo see no more their laces.7
Nor hear their voices save in memory. 
But messages of love give u.s assurance 
That we are not forgotten. Who shall say 
That from the world of spirit comes no greeting 
No message of remembrance? It may be 
The thougnt that visits us, we know not whence. 
Sudden as inspirations, are the whispers 
Of disembodied spirits, speaking to us, 
As friends who wait outside a prison wall

Ì

)

DIFFERENCE OF OPINION. .
Ihe Chicago Record, in a late issue, 

said. M itliout the thorough prepara
tion given by the naval school the brill
iant successes achieved by the A mor, 
lean navy would not have been possi
ble. The war, therefore, has demon
strated the value of schools and school 
methods In fitting for success "

That statement, is believed to be ac
curately correct. Now contrast it with 
the discourse of Rev. Francis E 
Smiley, a Iresbytenan clergyman in a 
M estein city, ol about the same date 
V e quote: .

Now that the black and thunderous 
clouds of battle have yielded to the 
golden-fleeced clouds of peace, let us 
not forget Him who was above the 
storm-center, the Lord God of Sabaoth 
the Lord of Hosts, the God of battles 
He has not only scattered our enemies 
but stood as a shield between us and 
them, so that our casualties have been 
reduced to a minimum.

Let us never forget in all our his
tory, to render unto God His due. Since 
God hath called us to set His “people 
fiec, and delivered their enemies into 
our hand, we are confronted with an
other question.

Bhat would God have us do with 
these millions ot freed people? B’hat 
is God s purpose.- M by has He thrown 
tiic I rail ol tlie Antilles around the 
neck of ( olumbiii, presented the rich 
port to Lncle bam, thrown those emer
alds of the Pacific- into the hip of our 
country? MTiat shall we do with the 
nil) legacy, God through tlie arbitra
ment of aims, has presenied America?"

liu. pi a,-I. after the inamier of
ludían medirme niait, exploiting

au
on the

fell atm-.-.-, m (fie .tmem ot ills tribe 
credits eieryilnng to his God's wou- 
dious power, and then goes on to tell 
what in- wants tn the premises as if 
lie was ins privy counsellor

Turn the dial of time liaek a few' 
thousand years, then if discoursing to 
the ignorant masses, ins pretense of
knowing all about God'... ------- --------- - purposes
would Have been welcomed but it is 
not appropriate to this age of scientific 
■knowledge.

OUR FALL AND 
WINTER CAMPAIGN.

Il will be especially brilliant A 
stoij by ( hai le„ Du kens, given through 
tl.e mediumship of the gified Carlvle 
Petelsilea, of Los Angeles. Cal., will 
piove instructive and Inurestlng It 
scintillates throughout with grand spir
itual tiu h.-. It u,11 i,t. commenced 
early in October.

Moses Hull will add Ills splendid 
eiudition to the attractiveness of the 
paper by giving a series of articles

Me have made arrangements to have
a senes of lectures reported, a
(hrougli the remarkably 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Rielnir 
prove a veritable feast, 
pear from lime to time

given
gil led speaker.
Hid. 1 hey will

I liey will ap-

Lveryoiie who subscribí 
I ingressive Hunker, will r

for The
•ive until

tUHllil Oldels (he follow <ng lectures 
combined iu one paper:

1. • ( biasima: 
by Moses Hull.
able. J 
mation

Clnist and tbe Cross. 
It Is exceedingly valli

it is a mine of instructive 
i. 1 lie facts presented are

to any thinker al least one dollar
-. Hie M orld s I'iirlmmeut of

ion." An address bv Mr 
Richmond, l ids address 
Ilgious Aspect" of our <•:
I lnlosophical Aspect." :i

Infor- 
wort h

. Oora 
Ives tlie

Ihltg 
L. V. 

e "Re-
ause; also tlie 
a nd the

nomenal Aspect." followed by a
suine 
uddre

CIVILIZING THE HEATHEN.
We find in tbe “New Unity” of this 

city, an account given by a Spanish of
ficer of what he saw in. the Philippines 
while stationed there some years ago. 
The article was copied from a German 
paper, and shows very forcefully the 
character of the Catholic priesthood in 
those islands. The writer states that 
he. with his detachment, was several 
hundred miles from Manila; that the 
monks know how to get on with the 
people and keep them respectful. 
Quoting him: ’

“Just as I arrived with my troop, the 
monks had gathered a group of these 
savages about them and were dis
coursing to them about the justice and 
wisdom of God. Wicked men are pun
ished and good men are rewarded', 
they said. ’You there, Jose and Juan’ 
—the padre addressed two of these yel
low chaps directly—‘see, here are two 
loaded cartridges. If I shoot at you, 
my ball cannot touch the good man, for 
Saint Francis protects him. Attention, 
Jose!’ There was a report and a flash, 
but Jose was uninjured and the crowd 
stood trembling and wondering. ‘And 
now for tlie other!’ Again the dis
charge was'heard and the fellow lay 
with a shattered skull, rolling in his 
blood at our feet. That was a rascal,’ 
said the padre, quietly; ‘a miracle, for 
our Lord has killed him!’ Tjie people 
believed and were afraid of the monks 
How did'it concern the Taglas that 
only one barre! was.loaded with ball!”

This scene, doubtless truthful, illus
trates the methods of .priestcraft to 
gain and perpetuate power over the ig
norant masses. And it explains why 
priests so violently oppose secular edu
cation and insist that Catholic children 
shall be educated in church schools 
Do we wonder the Filipinos hate the 
priests? .

‘‘Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E?and 
Rosa 0. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. .Cloth, ILW.

TENDEN0Y OF THE CHURCHES
. It is a matter of no small concern to 
the world of morals, as set forth in the 
Detroit (Mich.) Daily Free Press, to say 
nothing of religion, when a great re
ligious denomination has to aimounce 
that It is losing ground. Our social 
educational and political institutions 
are inspired and nourished by Chris
tianity, and when any body of Chris
tians fails to grow there is grave reason 
for questioning Hie cause.

Ihe synodical session of Michigan 
Presbyterians at Mt. Clemens seems to 
have revealed a condition of standstill 
if not of retrogression in that branch of 
the church militant in Michigan. The 
church has lost in membership and 
fallen short in benevolent contributions 
during the past year. True, the pres
bytery of Detroit with its forty-two 
churches has made a net gain of 
eighty-six members during the year, 
but, as one of the pastors expressed it,’ 
It took the “combined efforts of one 
hundred Christians, with all tlie mul
tiplied agency of church machinery” to 
secure the "conversion of one soul.” 
Further we l?arn that “there have been 
but few successful revival efforts dur
ing the year;" that prayer meeting 
services have not the “spiritual power 
which they once possessed;" that fam
ily worship is not performed as in 
years gone by; that baptism is becom
ing a formalism; aud that the so-called 
liberal churches are being recruited 
from the children of church people and 
not from the world.

Possibly this seeming decadence of a 
great denomination is only temporary, 
but there will not be wanting shrewd 
observers of the trend of religious sen
timent who will pfijnt out that this ces
sation of growth is caused by the too 
rigid adherence of tile church to the 
austere doctrines of two hundred and 
fifty years ago, to (which the world will 
no longer listen; and that-if the Pres
byterian chuycb is ¡to Continue to be the 
great religious forCe it has been in the 
past it will have fto readjust itself to 
modern conditions.

M’hether or not the church of Calvin 
and Knox ought to take this view of 
the situation; whetheKit ought to go on 
with the same admirable and consist
ent devotion to tlte rtfbust and austere 
teachings of its great founders as it has 
always shown inijth’e past, or modify 
and soften their requirements to meet 
the ethical and emotional spirit of the 
present age, are questions which Pres
byterians are entirely competent to an
swer for themselves.

Certain it is that other denominations 
whose orthodoxy has never been ques- 
tionql are adopting; broader standards 
for admission to’ membership. The 
Protestant Episcopal Church in tri
ennial convention, is earnestly discuss
ing plans for church unity by amend
ing its constitution so as to permit aiiy 
bishop to take under his spiritual guid
ance any- congregation accepting' cer
tain essential tenets of that church. In 
so conservative a denomination as the 
Protestant Episcopal this effort for 
unity is significant of the liberal trend 
of religious thought in these closing 
years of the century.

Still more noteworthy is the attitude 
of Plymouth Congregational Church qf

Uno’ the barred windows speak to those with 
-LONGFELLOW.

Chicago, whose pastor, tbe Rev. Frank 
W. Guusauliis. will agree to continue in 
charge only on condition that he be 
given a first-class assistant and that 
the church creed lie broadened. He 
says he would have "Plymouth Church
open a door large 
man as religiously 
Lincoln, however 
be theologically.”

enough to admit a 
great as Abraham
small 

Rev.
he might

A nemas
Haynes, who Is proposed as his ass 
ant. expressi1« his views as follows

J. 
1st

Me should have no further con
ditions of memliership. or fellowship, 
than those which Jesus established. 
Those conditions were religious rather 
than theological: ethical rather than 
metaphysical; moral rather Ilian dog
matic. Me should emphasize the same 
conditions to-dav. and no others I 
firmly believe this would lie the first 
step of a return to the simplicity and 
beautiful effectiveness of that early 
Christian fellowship.” ‘

This attitude Is widely variant from 
the stern, unyielding adherence to tlie- 
ologlcnl dogma which has thus far 
characterized old school Presbyterian
ism. M’hethcr it is a sign of deteriora
tion or advancement it is not the prov
ince of a secular observer to say. But 
it is certain that greater liberalism Is 
tne tendency of the age.

SETTLED AT LAST.
Rev. 1. Di’Mltt lalmage has settled 

tbe evolution question for all time, be 
declaring in a late sermon that:

■•Evolution. In tbe first place, is up- 
and-down. out-and-out infldelltv: In tbe 
second place. It Is contrary to the facts 
of science; aud. in tlie third place. It is 
brutalizing in Its tendency.’’

Sir Oracle having spoken, the rest of 
tlie world should remain silent. But 
one statement he made during that ad
dress should attract the attention of all 
thinkers. Me quote:

•I want you to understand that 
Ihomas Paine [Talmage is getting re
spectful. Heretofore he has always 
mentioned tbe "Author-Hero of tbe
Revolution. as loin I-nine] and Hume

3

of its Mork and Influence." This 
ss should be read and re-read by 
tliougbtlul Spiritmilist.

. ... Landmarks
of Roman ( .-itholicism in History” By 
A M. <jiilf<-n. No one on this earth to-
day Is lietter posted than Mr Griffen in 
iig.nd to the deep-seated corruption in 
Ilie I atliohc ehureb Uis views will 
not only interest you t.ir they will ap
pall you with their showing cruelty 
aud perfidy. This article alone is well
worth 
paper.

4

i a y vais subscription t. tlie 
.
A Ritual—Spiritual I-uneral Serv-
by Hudson ami Einiim Rood Tut- 
J his is whai its title Implies., direc

tions for conducting a funeral where it 
Is Impossible to secure a desirable per
son to officiate. The sentiments aro 
pathetic, philosophical and eloquent re
minders ol the beauty of the cluinge 
called death. It should be in every 
family, ready for any eniergenev

a. Evolution and Revolution

tie

address by that master mind
A. B. French. of (;lvde

EPISCOPAL# NOT CATHOLICS.
The triennial convention of the Epis

copal church, in session in the city of 
Washington ns we write, has just dis
posed of two proposed amendments to 
their constitution indorsed at its last 
preceding session. The first of these 
proposed to officially designate the 
Protestant Episcopal church as “ a por
tion of the Catholic -church.” Tlie 
amendment was defeated 108 nays to 
3 yeas. ’

This indicates that there is still a de
termination to maintain the Episcopal 
church as an independent organization, 
notwithstanding the attempts to bring 
it back into the parent fold.

and loltaire no more thoroughly disbe
lieved tlie Holy Scriptures than do all 
tlie leading scientists who believe in 
evolution.”

Talmage further on in his address 
names Herbert Spencer, John Stuart 
Mill, Darwin, Tyndall. Huxley, Profes
sor Haeckel, and oilier well-known ev
olutionists, and concludes: "11’1111001 
one exception the world over, they are 
infidels.” In this last statement we be
lieve Rev. Talmage told the truth. Had 
he named well-known characters who 
are not infidels, but who agree with 
him. that man was manufactured out
right in the Garden of Eden, perfect in 
all his parts at the very beginning, he 
would, doubtless, have first named the 
Rev. Mr. Jasper.

The reader will always keep in mind 
that unless a person believes Jesus was 
virgin-bora: that he was the natural 
son of God Almighty; was co-equal 
with the Father, yea. was that Father 
himself, he is an infidel in the eyes of 
an orthodox clergyman, ana a fit sub
ject for endless damnation, with no 
rights a Christian is bound to respect.

eloquent, thoughtful 
who is not excelled 
profound Hunker. It 
liable information.

Besides the above.

di
Ollie, 

a-otirs.
A

an 
Hon. 
most

by one
an orator and 
a mine of val-

valuable and instructive
other
. All

combined this is the most remarkable

food for reflection during Hie fall and 
winter months. It will be sent forth 
free to every yearly and trial sub
scriber. Not only will every yearly 
subscriber get tlie above paper when 
they send in their subscription, lint li.v 
sending 20 cents in addition (which 
pays for postage and mailingi they will 
get Art Magic, a most valuable book 
Il is elegantly bound, nicely printed 
and is an ornament to any center table 
M'hat we offer to every yearly sub
scriber to The Progressive Thinker 
who sends $1.20: Fifty-two numbers of 
the paper; one paper containing tbe 
above attractions, invaluable to every 
reflective mind, and Art Magie, n single 
copy of which has been sold for $25.

You who cannot send in one dollar for 
the paper, send 25 cents for a three 
months’ subscription. Keep In touch 
with tbe great Spiritual movement.

THE BIBLE IS 'ORTHODOX.
“The Bible does not favor any of the 

heretical sects,” claims a Presbyterian, 
“but it Is orthodox to the core. The or
thodox creed Is a natural outgrowth 
from the book.”

Spiritualists generally do not care 
whether the book teaches orthodoxy or 
heterodoxy. They view it as the pro- 

■duction of a Catholic priesthood, got
ten up at a time when the people be
gan to repulse the many false claims of 
the church. The book was still further 
filled with -Interpolations when Luther 
and his cd-reformers made war upon 
tho Pope for his vile method of selling 
indulgences to sin. for the purpose of 
raising money to build St. Peter’s. ■ If 
such hellish procedure was not ortho
dox it was because the monks lacked 
brains to express orthodox-views.

“Edith Bramley’s Vision.” Vivid de- 
°i. a. Jesult. BPirit conclave, 

together with ’nterestmg corroborative' 
testimony. Price IB cents. For sale at

A CHURCH DANCING-CLASS.
Those old £ogics who don’t believe 

the world moves will be shocked to 
read the following telegram from New 
York to the Chicago Record:

“The First Congregational church of 
Jersey City proposes to put the sanc
tion of the church on dancing, and to 
help its young people learn by provid
ing a competent instructor for them.

“This church, of which the Rev. John 
L. Scudder is pastor, Is one of the old
est congregations in Jersey City. But 
it is strictly up-to-date. It has two 
church buildings, an assembly hall and 
a big place called the People’s Palace, 
where the young people of the parish 
have a good time. Besides, it does 
much imcharlty.

On account of pressure on our col
umns. occasioned by tho discussion of 
important questions in connection with 
tbe N. S. A., tbe Message from Spirit 
Charles Dickens, and tho series of ar
ticles by Moses Hull will not appear un
til about the first of November.

AN ANTI-CLERIC.
The chairman of the Spanish Peace 

Commission, Senor Rios. Is said to be
the ablest member of that body, 
was educated for the priesthood, 
abandoned that profession for law

He 
but

. . ------------ -------- and
politics. He is tbe President of the
Spanlsh Senate; is very bitter against 
the clergy, still the Queen Regent and 
all parties but the clerics give him their 
confidence.

“Voltaire’s Romances." translated 
from the French. With numerous il
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, and invincible en
emy of the Catholic Church, are worthy 
of wide roading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price 81.50. For snlo 
at this office. *

■ “Cosmian Hymn Book.” A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
bum. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry, and music, embodying the 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all sectarianism. .Price, 50 cents. Foe 
sale at this office.

bypGbtun.ee


Tf+E, N. S. Ft. CONVENTION

As Viewed by a Special Correspondent, and “Our 
Moses,” in Attendance. .

To the Editor -The'N. S. A. is loses-. Upon rlslhg to address the audience,
Éiou. The delegates are lull of re-
pressed emotion. Rumors of all kinds' 
fill the air. Ominous signs can be in
terpreted by the initiated alone. In the 
Red Parlor of the Ebbitt House last 
evening, a reception was held of a most 
informal character. The New England 
delegation of fifty-two people are as 
usual the banner delegation. They ar
rived at 1:10 Monday afternoon, with 
banners waving, and flags Hying. The 
reception was a most brilliant affair. 
Daintily dressed women mingled with 
delegates of the sterner sex,. Every
body was radiant. Faces beamed with 
smiles of welcome for each other, as if 
every heart was filled to overflowing 
with love for each brother and sister 
delegate. Not a trace of antagonism 
was apparent, everyone was so sure of 
obtaining their way. Of course, some 
lobbying was done; but the Initiated 
weie not deceived by these outward 
appearances. It was like the calm

X W CALALlAvClO lilt? -¿I Hilft. XI vvj
Mr. Wallis received a most enthusiastic

SOMEWHAT SPICY.
As Reported by The Wash 

. ington Star.

MEMBERS AT ODDS—COMMITTEE 
Ob’ SPIRITUALISTS CRITICISE 
REPORT OP SECRETARY’—THAT 
OFFICIAL’S -ADVOCATES. REPLY.

ÎwislTlmetoMI REPORT OF COMMITTEE
On Delegates’Report, N. S. 

A. Convention.

■which precedes the storm which might 
burst at any moment. Ominous 
phrases, only known in the vocabulary 
of politicians, drop now aud anon upon 
the ear. “Dark horse;” “will spring it 
upon the convention;” “wire pulling;” 
“we can manage It through the prox
ies;” “how many votes can you hold?” 
These are some of the mutterings the 
delegate with ear alert to the exigen
cies of the hour can hear. Is it a Spir- 
ituiilist convention? Assuredly it is, 
but hardly a spiritual convention en- 
tlrely.

There seems to be more electioneer
ing this year than at any previous con
vention. Everybody realizes that there 
is something in the air. The

CRY IS CHANGE, CHANGE!
yet no one seems willing to risk the 
reaction which might come of publicly 
announcing the name of their favorite 
candidate at this -time. One would not 
think that there could possibly be 
found so many office seekers. Truly, 
there must be a wonderful fascination 
attached to it. The criticisms of the 
last two years do not seem to deter any 
one from'entering the lists.

Tlie committee on credentials refused 
to sanction the appointment of anyone 
as a proxy delegate unless they had the 
authority to do so from tlie officers of 
the society, or some one selected by the 
same. This has in a measure regu- 

• lilted the proxy quesHou, though it has 
in no sense eliminated the danger of 
the system. A well-known lawyer of 
Washington, D. C., said to-day that the 
entire proxy representation was illegal; 
.that if carried to a contest in court, it 
would be demonstrated that proxies are 
only legal for shares of stock in stock 
companies. However, the proxies are 
bore and seemingly to stay.

The N. S. A. edition of The I’rogress- 
- Ive Thinker Is here for distribution. To 

say that it is
READ WITH AVIDITY

is stating it mildly Y’our correspond
ent saw a delegate reading it this morn
ing and smiling to himself. Truly it 
has created a healthy reaction, and 
will have good results. Everyone feels 
that a crisis is at hand, aud that we are 
here, as one delegate expressed himself, 
“to attend a funeral or witness a resur
rection.” - ■

Retrenchment is the word of the 
hour. To have the president serve 
Without salary; the secretary serve 
With a small compensation; the trustees 
be business men of ability, with n few 
millionaires to back up the deficits, is 
the watchword of tlie hour. Apologies 
for Hie Jubilee deficit will also claim 
attention here. Mr. Frank Walker and 
sister are here to hold up their eud of 
the line.

The recommendation of President 
Barrett, Hurt Hie president's office be 
no longer a salaried one, called out. a 
round of applause. Hls resume of the 
work of the year and special recom
mendations lu regard to the epuduet for 
the future, met tlie approbation of an 
enthusiastic audience, who listened pa
tiently and with the deepest interest 
for two hours while Mr. W. J. Colville 
read the report of President Barrett.

Many wore indeed surprised when it 
announced that Hie finances of Hie N. 

r S. A. were $1,200 behind, not including 
..about $900 still ow'ug the president, 

■ with about a credi' $370, which in
cluded a-note whlcfi he gave to cover 
the expenses of his trip to the Califor
nia State Association, which he has 
had charged to him, though why lie 
should pay his own expenses when 

' traveling on the business of the N, S.
A„ was not made plain.

Everyone seems satisfied with the 
work of the committee on credentials. 
They have been very strict, and only 
allowed societies which ‘were entitled 
to representation to have it. There
was no criticism of their methods this 
year; everyone is on their good be- 

•ibavlor.
Rumor has it that Yloses Hull is out 

for president; also that Mr. J. L. Town
send, of Lima, Ohio is a “dark -horse.” 
Others name Judge Dailey, of Brook
lyn. N. Y’. President Barrett is a caudi- 
date for re-election. Mr. B. B. Hill, of 
Philadelphia, is also named as au aspi
rant for presidential honora. In this 
case rumor is absolutely wrong. Mr. 
Hill upon being questioned, said he had 
served his turn and under no circum
stances would he allow his name to be 
used.

Dame Rumor seems to lie sure that 
Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader can be induced 
to change her mind and allow herself 
-to ■ go Tbrward ns a candidate for 
either vice-president or some other 
office; but Mrs. C. says “not auy office 
for her.”

Mrs. M. T. Longley and Mr. Wood
bury seem to be the most prominent 
candidates for the secretary's place, 
though there are others coming. No 
one can tell the outcome.

Many call fora full change in the 
board. Others wish to retain Mr. Bar
rett. but at this writing there is not 
enough psychic power concentrated 
around all the delegates to enable any
one to foretell the outcome.

“The best laid schemes of mice and 
men aft gang aglee.” There Is no tell
ing what a lot of Spiritualistic dele
gates will do. They know what they 
want to do; but it is the doing of it that 
is the rub. Everyone is united on one 
point, that the winners this time will 
need our most earnest sympathy, and 
■with the-financial load they have to 
face it looks as if they will need it. A 
little of the “boodle” element at the 
present crisis would come in good.

Mr. E. W. Wallis was the first speak
er of the evening. President Barrett 
before intrbducing him, read the letters 
of greeting from the National Federa
tion of Spiritualists of England, of 
which Mr. Wallis was president during 
thejiast year. Mr. Wallis is the editor 
of the-Two Worlds, of Manchester, 
England, as well as a very eloquent 
speaker aud writer. .

Prtsident Barrett referred to the la
bors of Mr. Wallis for Spiritualism In 
England and America and welcomed 
him to our shores. .

round of applause, amounting to an 
ovation. He referred to ihe Interna
tional Congress of Spiritualists in Lou
don, dwelling upon the delegation from 
America, consisting of Dr. J. M. Pee
bles, Mrs. Richmond, Mrs. M. E. Cad
wallader and Mrs. J. H. Jackson. He 
gave a brief resume of the movement 
in Great Britain, the lycetun movement 
and the work of the National Associa
tion of Spiritualists which held its con
vention at Keighley, Yorkshire, in 
July, and where A-merlea was repre
sented by Dr, J. M. Peebles, Mrs. M. E, 
Cadwallader and Mrs. J. H. Jackson. 
He contrasted the work done at ’that 
time with that of the present conven
tion, to which he is a delegate from 
London, Ontario, Mr. Wallis is a most 
eloquent speaker, his words clean cut, 
and bearing with them the impress of 
his earnestness and loyally to the cause 
he represents. -

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.

A GENERAL LOOK.
The Convention as Seen by 

Moses Hull.

To the Editor:—I am ashamed to say 
' I wrote from 8 to 10 o’clock last night 

expressly for the readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker, and then went off 
and left all I had written iu the hail. 
The readers of The Progressive Think
er will never know what they have 
escaped.

Well, the convention has done its 
work and many of its members are on 
the way home. I think the eight pages 
published in a recent number of The 
Progressive Thinker served as

AN EYE-OPENER
to the members of the convention as 
well as to others. All seemed to be on 
the alert. All felt that something must 
bo done; that it was no child’s play to 
sav,e the National Spiritualists’ Asso
ciation. All, I think, tried to learn from 
the past mistakes, which I think were 
made by as honest and earnest men 
and. women as can be found anywhere.

I feel sure that while a few went 
there with axes to grind, tlie great ma
jority went there to correct mistakes 
and set the Association right before the 
world. Of course there were not

HALF OFFICES ENOUGH 
to go around among those who wanted 
them, and wanted them badly. I think 
even with those tpe motives were pure. 
I think they felt that they had plans 
the carrying out of which would make 
things move faster in tlie right direc
tion.

While I am perfectly satisfied with 
results, 1 wanted to see the whole 
board of officers, either remain- in to
gether, or go out together. It is prob
ably wiser as it is.

There is no doubt Hint all assemblies 
are liable to be more or less loaded 
down with friends or enemies of cer
tain movements or certain candidates; 
that it was so in-this case is probably 
in a measure true. But the tiling can 
hardly be done again. Several meas
ures were passed which will relegate 
lobbyists to smaller quarters in the 
future.

Each society hereafter must select its 
own delegate or proxy. All nominations 
shall be made by secret, Informal bal
lot. Other important measures were 
adopted, making tlie work of the Asso
cia Hon

MORE DEMOCRATIC.
I fully believe that all the Spiritualists 
generally want is to know what is 
right, and they are going to do IL

Another good move was to change 
our rules as to make our annual

ASSEMBLAGES MOVABLE, 
instead of confining them all to Wash
ington. Tills gives different cities an 
opportunity -to bid for tlie annual 
assemblage. The poor village of Chi
cago will have to endure the affliction 
in October, 1899.

Tlie late convention was not quite so 
large as former assemblages of the 
kind, but the qualify of those there and 
the work will compare favorably with 
any assemblage of Spiritualists ever 
held. 1 think no one need feel ashamed 
of tlie work done.

The committee on resolntions.hended 
by Hon. E. W. Bond, of Willoughby, 
Ohio, presented a string of as sensible 
resolutions as ever passed any conven
tion. They bore mainly on frauds and 
fakes, but noue too heavily. Their 
declaration of principles, 1 'was In
dividually sorry, did not pass; but as 
two other sets of declarations were 
presented before Hie convention, it was 
thought well to spread all of them upon 
Hie minutes and let the people study 
them a year. I am convinced that this 
was a wise move.

I wish I had ihe time and you the 
space so that I could talk on the per
sonnel of the convention. I can only 
give yon a few lines. J. W. Colville, as 
reading clerk, astonished everybody 
with his strength to liold out, and hl’s 
ability to decipher hieroglyphics.

Friend Wallis, of England, was equal 
to any task placed on his shoulders. He 
is Indeed an earnest man. England has 
sent no better or more worthy workers 
to our country. Many of us wish he 
was to remain longer.

Cora L. V. Richmond was always on 
hand with ‘

HER CRUISE OF OIL 
to pour on the troubled waters.

William Richmond is tlie best general 
utility man in our ranks;

HE FITS EVERYWHERE 
and works everywhere.

President Barrett.was never in better 
working order. No convention was

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19.
The Spiritualistic Convention met 

again this morning at Masonic Temple. 
There were several stormy scenes, but 
the one immediately following the 
reading of the report which criticised 
the annual report of the secretary was, 
perhaps the most violent.

It was evident they were all down on 
the secretary. He occupied a position 
near the stage with mi open trunk be
fore him, from which lie occasionally 
lifted a big book. But during the read
ing of the report which criticised him 
he sat with folded arms, rocking back 
and forth, -

Mrs. Pepper took the floor just'as the 
reading clerk finished the report. Mrs. 
Pepper was evidently mad. She said 
she was ashamed at the committee that 
would make such a report. There was 
eternal justice in every soul, she said, 
but the report she had just listened to 
was devoid of everything that smacked 
of justice. The report should be re
committed. Others thought so, and 
upon motion the report was sent back 
to the committee,
MRS. CADWALLADER’S EFFORTS.

When the convention opened this 
morning Mrs. Cadwallader of Phila
delphia, one of the leading Spiritualists 
Of the country, a ready talker and a 
woman well versed in parliamentary 
law, was possessed of numerous resolu
tions and suggestions looking to the 
betterment of the order. Thev/ill went 
through, too. She started the ball loll
ing by presenting an inquiry from a 
society iu Philadelphia asking why its 
charter had not been promptly re
ceived. Tlie society wanted to know 
why it had been subjected to such 
treatment. This inquiry brought out a 
deal of talk. Secretary Woodbury de 
nied any designed slight, and said it 
must be the fault of the mails. He had 
received several such complaints, and 
his inference was they had miscarried, 
since lie was certain they had been 
promptly mailed. He said iu conclu
sion that he could not conduct hls office 
as a Spiritualistic medium and trace 
these lost charters. -

Mrs. Cadwallader said something 
should be done to insure the safe de
livery of such important documents, 
and thought the Association was in 
duty bound to look carefully into the 
matter and trace these lost packages. 
She accordingly offered a resolution 
appointing a committee to visit the 
dead letter office and see if any trace of 
the missing documents could be dis
covered. Also that in future ail such 
documents be sent by registered mail. 
The Association voted down the first 
part of the resolution, but accepted the 
latter, and then, upon 'the lady’s mo
tion, directed the secretary to visit the 
dead letter office and search for the 
missing documents.

After the announcement of commit
tees the chair called attention to 
the fact that at this meeting new 
officers would be elected. Last year’he 
was criticised for the method of 
making nominations, and he now pro
posed a new plan. Each delegation was 
to hold a caucus and decide upon one 
person who should meet with like per
sons from other delegations and make 
the nominations.

This did not exactly suit Mr. Locke, 
who declared there should be nothing 
done on the floor of the convention un
less it was open and above board. He 
decried tlie nominating plan, and said 
if it were a political convention he 
could pack every meeting so as to have 
hls candidate nominated. Nor did he 
approve of proxies in the convention. 
They should all be thrown out. He was 
in favor of making all nominations on 
the floor in open session.

Mr. E. M. Wallis, the delegate from 
England, asked what protection a 
Canadian society, chartered under (lie 
National Association, received from a 
legal standpoint. This provoked a

ualist paper published to-day, it is enabled to 
keep its readers in touch with the Cause through
out the world, something that is utterly impossi
ble with a smaller paper. It has given them the 
thoughts of leading minds ; it has spread the Na
tional Spiritualists’ Association before them in 
its proper light (something never attempted be
fore), and by. qandid criticism advancecl it to a 
higher plane of action. It has given them a 
greater variety of miscellaneous matter than is 
possible with any two of the other dollar papers 
combined. Next week it will commence the pub
lication of a message from the great author,

a

Mr. President and fellow delegates:
Your committee reports that out of 

-14 societies chartered by the National 
Spiritualists Association, 50 have sent 
in a report.

Though many of these are sadly defi
cient in some of tlie items, there is a 
marked improvement over previous 
years. Y’our commitee recommends 
that tlie secretary be instructed to cttll 
for full statistics so that in future a 
more complete report of the strength of 
the Association can be given.

Besides the regular blanks this year 
many societies have sent letters con
cerning the condition of their affairs. 
These are very interesting but in most 
cases reports are very discouraging.

Your committee has carefully read all 
reports sent in by the societies, and all 
the letters accompanying the same, and 
from them have compiled the various 
recommendations presented lu this re
port. In some cases letters have been 
received but no financial statement. 
An interesting letter from Fall River, 
Mass., giving an account of the dona
tions of the members of the society to 
the National Relief Committee, we 
think worthy especial comment, and 
note with pleasure the donation of the

The above is the number of the pres
ent jssue of The Progressive Thinker, 
as printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds with the figures on your wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, aud you are requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right baud corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
tho tag of your wrapper.

KEEPINSTEP.
Keep up with the Free Thought pro- . 

cession! You cairdo so by sending to ■ 
this office $1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year aud Art ■ 
Magic. Art Magic is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for the 
postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
in step with our great movement, and • 
will necessarily lag in the rear. If you - 
are a Spiritualist, amj take no Spiritual- < 
1st paper, please tell us why you do not? • ' 
We would like to know. '

ever kept, in line better 
willingly than this one was. 

Mrs. Barrett is the right 
the right place.

The platform decorations 
exceptions were very fine.

nor more

woman in

with few

Tlie singing—well they were silly 
enough to make me Musical Director. *

We now launcli out for another year’s 
work. I think all go home as happy as 
if their pet schemes had been endorsed 
and their candidates elected. All will 
work. Spiritualism is solidifving.

Philadelphia, Oct. 21, 1898. *
“History of the Inquisition." Every 

citizen of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchly 
institution known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against all 
institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly.shown 
in these statements of veritable history. 
The devilishness- and murderous ma
lignity of the “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled in all the world’s 
records of inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office, arid will be mailed 
postpaid for 25 cents. -

great deal of talk without bringing out 
tlie desired reply. It was said in
cidentally Hint the National Association 
would help the Canadian society finan
cially if in trouble, but could not state 
exactly what its legal status was under 
tlie United States charter,

Then followed a cross-fire between a’ 
number of delegates over a suggestion 
of Mrs. Cadwallader that all reports 
should be published in advance of the 
regular meeting in order that the dele
gates be given an opportunity of ac
quainting themselves with them. Much 
time was lost, she said, in reading the 
reports, arid when they were read the 
delegates did not have a chance to 
properly understand them. If they 
were published in advance of tlie regu
lar meeting all would have an oppor
tunity of understanding them and. 
when seated in convention, would be 
ready to discuss them intelligently.

Mrs. Cadwallader was ably seconded 
in her endeavor to expedite business by 
Mrs. Barrett, who made a strong speech 
in its advocacy.

PLACE OF ANNUAL MEETING.
During the morning session tlie sub

ject of moving tlie place of annual 
meeting was discussed. It was rep
resented that, uuder the act of In
corporation, it would be impossible to 
change the meeting place without an 
act of Congress. Mr. Theodore J. 
Mayer said he had looked the matter 
up and consulted a prominent lawyer, 
who gave it as his opinion that as long 
as the Association kept its head
quarters here it could move the place 
of annual meeting whenever it elected.

The Association then seated Mr. 
Thomas J. Wheeler of the Third Spirit
ualistic Church of Baltimore as a dele
gate. His credentials had been lost.

After this came the reading of the 
report of the committee appointed to 
examine the secretary’s report, and the 
morning session ended when this inci
dent closed.

SESSION LAST EVENING.
The evening session of the Spiritual

ist Convention last night was not well 
attended, owing to the inclement 
weather. After the rendition of several 
hymns, Mr. E. W. Wallis, of Man
chester, England, spoke of the influ
ence of tho faith in England. Hls re
marks were intently listened to, and 
when be concluded he was rapturously 
applauded. Mrs. Rachel Walcott, of 
Baltimore, spoke of the development of 
Spiritualism, and declared she saw 
angel hands and heard angel voices 
urging her to redouble her efforts for 
the cause. Mr. George A. Bacon, of 
Washington, D. G., read a reply to the 
criticisms of the Association, and took 
occasion to defend the officers of the 
organization. Other addresses were 
made by Mrs. Clara Field Conant, Dr. 
W. A. Croffut, Dr. C. W. Hidden, Mrs. 
Tillie U. Reynolds arid Dr. J. M. Pee
bles. During the evening tests were 
performed by F. H. Roscoe and F. A. 
Wiggin, who delivered messages from 
departed souls to their surviving 
friends in the hall. '

Git/VRLES DIGKENS.
It was written through one of California’s best 
mediums, Carlyle Petersilea, and is entitled, 
“Juno, or the New Woman.” It will be refresh
ing to read it, for it is Spiritualistic, anti-Catholic, 
and sets high ideals. Now, Spiritualists every
where, we ask you to step to the front and sub
scribe for The Progressive Thinker, and thus 
keep in touch with our great movement. You 
need the paper; you need its premiums: you 
neéd its news' you need its sublime teachings. 
The Fall and Winter Campaign is now commenc
ing, and ask your neighbor to subscribe. Every 
Spiritualist should take a Spiritual paper of some 
kind. If they do not, they are in the background.

Besides the above attractions, Moses Hull, 
Prof. Lockwood, Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, Dr. 
Peebles, and many others will have something 
to say of special importance.

The Progressive Thinker is unique in its meth
ods. It is-independent; it is practical. Who 
ever projected a Divine Plan in tlie management 
of a Spiritualist paper before vre did ? Hundreds 
of dollars yere actually given to our subscribers 
last year, in a valuable premium book, and hun
dreds of dollars are being given away this year. 
We do this to benefit oùr subscribers spiritually 
and intellectually. While we are striving to do 
this, they in turn should try to extend our useful
ness by inducing others to subscribe for the 
paper. The Divine Plan should extend to your 
lives, and you in turn aid others by inciting them 
to join our ranks in the great progressive move
ment,' and read The Progressive Thinker.

Ft VOICE FROM ENGLAND

Tie Hiflh Addmiiou There lor fin Magio
It gives me great pleasure to obtain new 

subscribers, as I find The Progressive Thinker is 
filled jvith live matter on burning subjects and 
questions of great moment. I consider your list 
of able correspondents, headed by Mr. Moses 
Hull,' is second to none for dealing with vital 
questions of Spiritualism and- reformatory sub
jects ; and your system of premium volumes caps 
the climax. r

a i ¿0H-e y?ars ag0 1 was veiY anxious to read 
Art Magic; but the work was scarce and could 
not be got. A friend promised to loan me a 
copy on condition that'when mailing it back to 
him I would register its value at £5, and that 
was the price he registered at when mailing it to 
me I merely mention this to your readers so 
tliat they may see what value this excellent work 
has been field at in England, and you, Mr. Edi
ton are making your readers a present of it for 
a little over postage, just sufficient to pay cost 
toi packing and despatching. How you manage 
it is beyond my ken. I sincerely hope your- gen- 
®r0“J offe>' wiD win you thousands of subsergers 
for The Progressive Thinker, as I am trying to 
do here. Your well-wisher,

n.-r i « 0 Y^ED T' UTSON, Secy.

ThMnUorSZ « wis"XttcS0S! Messa«T “ °CCUit
her method of teaching the principle of i JX Florence Marryat The
ethics. She illustrates her subject with । V de ®xperie?ce in Spiritual-
many brief narratives and anccdotcs.! ,stu<y of^oecnlt science
which render the book more interesting i —>y.ei?rC mr?dllrrt0 Ujia romance, 
and more easily comprehended. It Is ■ ™U-_b^.found with gems 
especially adapted for usd in Children's up.in. courseref herrinresti- 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and aTm 6tudles' Cloth §1. For sale 
tairltiMi It m»v 1» mnj. ron, at this office. .teachers It may be made very useful 
Young, and old will be benefited by it. 
Cloth $L For sale at this office. .

"The Prophets of Israel.” By Prof 
C, H. Cornill, of the University of 
Koenigsberg. A scholarly and appreci
ative historical review of the prophets 
of Israel and their works. For sale 
at this office. Paper covers, 25c.

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is intensely interesting. It gives 

‘detailed accounts oftwocasesof “double 
' consciousness,” namely' Mary Lurnncy 
Vennum of Watseka, Ill., and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango County, pa w»

i sale at this office. Price 15c. "

Children's Progressive Lyceum to the 
Boys in Blue. .

Y’our committee recommends that all 
societies be requested to forward their 
report not later than ten days previous 
to the convention, in order that the 
statistics of said report may be com
piled as far as possible in advance of 
the assembling of the same.

Your committee finds it almost impos
sible to do this properly In the time of 
the convention.

Your committee recommends in order 
to expedite business that all reports of 
delegates or money coming in after the 
close of the fiscal year, be given as a 
supplementary report at the conven
tion, and Included in tlie report of the 
following year, it being deemed neces
sary to establish some system lu re
gard to these reports.

Your committee recommends that the 
reports of the delegates of each year be 
arranged systematically and filed sep
arately for the benefit of the Commit
tee on Delegates’ Reports. The reason 
for this recommendation is owing to 
the lack system of the arrangements of 
the reports this year, we find the work 
of this committee very much increased.

Your committee recommends that a 
complete list of the societies chartered 
by tie N. 8. A. be compiled and a copy 
of the same be sent to the spiritual 
press for publication, and that the sec
retary send a circular letter on matters 
of interest pertaining to tlie work of 
tlie N. S. A. at least once a month to 
the Secretary of each chartered society, 
with the request that it be read at tlie 
meetings. We think that this method 
of communication will keep the char
tered associations closely in touch with 
the Interests of the National Body, and 
do away with the criticisms that have 
been made by the officers of those so
cieties who claim that the N. S. A. 
never communicates with them except 
to plead for money.

The Ladies Independent Aid Society, 
through their delegate, asks for the 
date of the granting of jurisdiction over 
California local societies to the Califor
nia State Association by the N. S. A.

Your committee recommends that 
this information be sent them and that 
some action be taken in regard to all 
charters granted by the N. S. A,.before 
tlie formation of the California State 
Association.

Your committee recommends that no 
society shall be allowed representation 
In this convention unless it has con
tributed at least a collection toward 
the expenses of the N. S. A. It seems 
to your committee that where a so
ciety feels so little interest in the N. S. 
A., that it neglects to contribute to the 
expenses it certainly should be de
barred from participating in the busi
ness of the convention.

Your committee recommends that no 
society shall be represented unless it 
has applied for a charter at least thirty 
days before the convention.

Y’our committee desires to call atten
tion once more to the verj’ bad practice 
of voting by proxy. Proxies in other 
than stock companies where financial 
considerations enter into the matter, 
should be discouraged. They do more 
to disorganize associations than all 
other internal dissensions. It seems to 
your committee that where a society 
feels so little interest lu tlie annual 
convention, as not to send delegates, it 
should not be permitted to send in a 
proxy. Your committee stamps with 
its earnest disapproval the right of a 
delinquent society to cast a vote. Sure
ly if a society feels so little interest In 
the welfare of tlie National Association 
as not to pay ils dues, or at least send 
In an annual collection, it certainly 
should be debarred from participating 
in any way in tlie deliberations of the 
convention.

It is the opinion of your committee 
that the active earnest work of tlie as
sociation is done by the delegates pres
ent, and it is for them and not for those 
who stay away to transact the business 
of tlie the convention by proxy.

So we believe this associailo'n at lids 
time should place unqualified disap
proval upon proxies which renlly mean 
so little but which provoke such bad 
feeling.

Your committee recommends the re
voking of all- charters that have not 
contributed for two years to tlie funds 
of the association. Such societies exist 
in name only, as far as the N. S. A. is 
concerned, and should have no repre
sentation in the annual deliberations of 
this body.

Your committee recommends that an
other item be added to complete the , 
statistics that each societv bo required < 
to report how much it has contributed : j
to tho-N, S. A. the current year, and 
also that the word “incoming” be 
stricken from the present blank, as it 
is not possible to report who shall lie 
the Incoming officers.

Your committee recommends that a 
greater effort be made to secure repre
sentation direct from each society. 
Unless this Is done the societies cannot 
be held in touch with the National 
body, and cannot see the necessity of 
financially supporting the N. S. A. ‘

Respectfully submitted.
M. E. CADWALLADER.

.. Chairman.
B. M. BRADBURY.
C. P. LONGLEY.
CARRIE F. LORING.
FRANCES H. SPALDING.

. KEEP IN TOUGH.
Keep in touch with tlie great spiritual 

movement. You can do so by readind 
The Progressive Thinker each week. 
The paper one year and Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
than pays for the expense of mailing, 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, is el
egantly bound lu cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your lb 
brary. •

Ptemiiim Terms

REMEMBER that all or
ders must be accom
panied by their requi
site amounts, vizi

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker 
One Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year, 
$1.70.

TAKE NOTICE.
Bear In mimi timi tlie order 

premium book must always be 
paiiicd by a year's subscription 
Progressive Thinker. You will

for tho 
accani
to Tho 
not bo

allowed to order the paper, aud after
wards send for the premium. Tho two 
orders must come together. Each one
can get tlie premium at any time by 
tending hls .subscription one year, 
no other terms will the premium 
sent out.

GLUGS I CLUBS I

ex
On 
bo

In clubs of Ten .Subscribers, at Oue 
Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent one year, including that 
magnificent book. Art Magic, free*, aud 
tho paper and same book free to tho 
one who gets up the club. The names 
must all be sent at one time. Now is 
the time to act. .lust think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which is of Itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits of The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post
oflice in the United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every The- 
osophist. and everyone searching Into 
the occult or spiritual should have the 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, $10.

/V LIBRARY.
The Spiritualist who commences now 

to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressivo 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, la 
wise. If he reject this offer, his neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him,and 
be will sneak over to borrow what ho 
had not the enterprise to pay for. Wo
think, in view of what we are 
that The Progressive Thinker 
visit every Spiritualist family 
United States. Commence now, 
peat, to form a Spiritualist or

doing, 
should 
in ilio 
we re
Occult

library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

The Principles of Nature, as Discov
ered in the Development and Structure
of the Universe. Material and Spiritual 
Magnetic .Forces. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations and Mediumship. Splr- 

, itual Planes and Spheres. Given inspl- 
j rationally, by Mrs. Maria M. King. In 
, three volumes, 8vo. A remarkable

“Mediumship and Its Development, 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment." By W. Q, Bach.- Especially 
useful to learners who Beek to know and 
utilize the laws ’of mcflinnishlp and de
velopment, and avoid errors. Price, 
doth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.
office.

“Woman, Church and State.” By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of mere than common Intrinsic value. 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what tne church has 
and has not dene for woman. It is full 
of informationonthesubjectand should 
be read by every one. Price $2, post-

| work; among the greatest in the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price reduced 
from $1.75 to $1.25 per volume. Post
age 12 cents.

•■Progression, or How a Spirit Ad- - 
vances in Spirit-life.” “The Evolution 
of Man.” Two papers, given in the In
terest of spiritual science, by Michael 
Faraday. Price 15 cents. '

••Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A truly 
great work of a master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to ' 
honor. The result of years of deep 
thought and patient research Into Na- 
tnre’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medica.’ men especially, and 
scientists, general Adders and students 
of occult forces will find Instruction of 
great value and interest A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Prlc> nostpald, ? 
$5. It is a wonderful work ’and you 
will be delighted with It

“Religious ana Theological Works of 
Thorons Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the- - L 
«logical subjects. Cloth binding, 430 • . 
pages. Price $1. For sale at this office. •
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h-erç, IS OÜR
PREMIUM BOOK

Everyone has a right to know just what they 
are getting, even as a premium for a paper that 
is worth five times the price that is asked for it.

Jefferson and Monroe were planning 
for an Infant nation; we have out
grown that condition. To have lived a 
hermit nation for the first hundred 
years was wisdom, but now that we 
have grown to manhood we should put 
away a childish practice. We now have 
strength and to spare, and this creates 
a necessity for substituting territorial 
expansion for the Monroe doctrine. We 
have never acquired territory that it

-J
of Spiritualism going on here. Parties 
desiring my services this winter- in 
Arkansas or Southivestern Kansas can 
learn my terms by addressing me at 
General Delivery, Joplin, M<"

This is an 
ture of the 
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Blanche Rutherford writes from
troit, Mich.: “A most interesting
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WRITE PLAINLY
_ We would like to impress upon the 
' minds of our correspondents that The 
Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and it is essen
tial that all copy, to insure Insertion in 
the papeii, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side of the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, aud oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS:-Eacb contributor 
18 alone responsible for any assertions 
Cf statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth cau be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered in an article may bo 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why tliey should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those 
who differ fiom you.

A. C. Doane writes from Summer
land, Cal.: "1 am strongly impressed to 
say to my brothers and sisters to use 
the power that nature's god has given 
you,and tlien your life will be a natural 
one, and your own natural unfoldmeut 
will illuminate your pathway and you 
Will become convinced beyond a 
shadow of doubt, in regard to the im
mortality of your spirit, for it will be 
revealed to you by tlie light of your 
own unfoldmeut, which is the only true 
revelation you will ever experience, 
either in your material body or out. 
Then you will need no holy Bibles nor 
spirit guides to lean upon, therefore 
you will not be led astray, but climb 
the golden ladder by the same eternal 
law that all life is guided by. With 
such there is no masters and slaves, 
but the coming brotherhood and sister
hood of humanity, for nature’s god will 
guide all who obeys his will—and his 
will is the light of reason.”

A. B. Allen writes: “Did not the 
same God that gave yon life give Io the 
beast, and the little insect, too, its life? 
Then call not the works of God who 
gave you birth, Inferior. Nature pro
duces no inferior articles. All life is of 
God or nature; all life is the very same. 
You are no better than the rest. True 
you have reached a higher plane and 
to you has been added reasoning fac
ulties which the other creatures have 
not yet attained. But that should not 
make you conceited; it should make 
you wise. good, just and merciful; you 
now have the capacity for all these, 
and if you do not carry out what your 
capacity lias fitted you to do, you, Mr. 
Man, are the inferior of all.”

W. C. Marshall writes from Denver, 
Col.: “The old as well as the new Spirit
ualists of Colorado are actually starv
ing spiritually for the want of good me- 
dlums that can give us new spiritual 
thought, and at the same time help to 
build up the cause instead of tearing it 
down, as has been the case in Denver 
for the last two weeks. I have refer
ence to the strangling case of a woman 
of bad repute, who claimed to be a me
dium, and was strangled to death by 
some villain, and. of course, the news
papers have made the most of it. to 
give the cause a black eye, and they 
have succeeded very well so far; but 
they never can stamp out Spiritualism 
in Denver. Our cause must not be 
dragged down; it is too sacred to 
us all.”

Spiritualists are the most moral peo
ple on earth to-day as a class. It seems 
from the following clipping from the 
Associated Tress that the "sanctified” 
are not having very clear sailing at 
Decatur, Ind.: "Decatur is about to ex
perience one of the greatest sensations 
of the nineteenth century, so says 
Madam Rumor. And if all that Madam 
Rumor says be true, there will be weep
ing and wailing and gnashing of teeth 
and rattling of dry bones, and so forth, 
hereabouts, within the next few weeks. 
And all this among the F. F.’s of De
catur, who pose as society and religious 
leaders. And those 'horrid' saloon
keepers will not be to blame, but will 
simply not be 'in it.’ The aforesaid sen
sation promises to reach wonderful pro
portions, and may result seriously. It 
may demoralize the big society church, 
or the musical section thereof, at least. 
It would seem that while the masters 
were out watching the business men 
transact business on Sunday, their 
flocks have gone astray from the folds, 
notwithstanding the fact that Mary 
Ann Curious is talking ‘to men only.’ 
At ativ rate the scandal mongers are 
making It quite Interesting'for parties 
directly interested. Under such exist
ing circumsii. ।¿yes, it is no wonder the

preachers want business closed, iu or
der to get a congregation of good 
people.”

Mrs. S. E. Tripp, of Chicago, writes: 
"I have just returned from my old field 
of labor, Texas, where 1 attended the 
fourth annual camp-meeting held at 
Oak Cliff. Having attended tlie first 1 
am pleased to note'the great advance
ment made by our libera) and progress
ive cause. Several cities were visited 
aud enthusiastic, intelligent workers 
found iu all of them, beside a number 
of able missionaries, foremost among 
which is Mrs. Carrie M. Hinesdale, the 
pioneer lecturer of the State. It is only 
by leaving Chicago fora while that one 
can have a proper appreciation of tlie 
many opportunities here afforded for 
the fullest gratification of the highest 
aspirations of tlie soul. After a long 
rest 1 shall again lake up the work aud 
bold circles at my home, 73 East 
Thirty-first street, only a few doors 
from the hall where are held the soul
inspiring meetings of the First Spirit
ual Society of the South Side.”

Robert Ward writes from Denver, 
Col.: "It gives me pleasure at this time 
to record to you the advent of a new 
society in Denver, the Independent 
Liberal Thought Society, Mrs. Elise 
Braun, of Minneapolis, pastor. She is 
a lady of wonderful inspirational 
power as a platform lecturer and lest 
medium. Spiritualism has got to a 
very low degree In Denver, on account 
of so many rank fakers that have been 
here. Many of them are staying here 
because they find such a good field for 
their work. They have dragged Spirit
ualism down to the level of fortune
telling. They are giving sittings at 
twenty-live cents a head or anything 
they can get, and holding dark circles 
at ten cents a head, and calling them
selves Spiritualists. Mrs. Braun Is just 
the woman to lift Spiritualism up again 
to a higher standard. On Sunday Oc
tober 1(1, I called a meeting of all hon
est and true Spiritualists to meet at 
■Windsor Hall for the purpose of or
ganizing a society, and listen Io a lec
ture by Mrs. Braun. The meeting was 
called to order at. three o'clock p. nt„ 
R. Ward acting as chairman. Meeting 
ojx'ned- with a few preliminary re
marks by the chairman, stating the ob
ject of the meeting, which was to or
ganize a society to advance tlie Divine 
Truths in Spiritualism nnd to wipe out 
all false teachings and fakeism. The 
following officers were elected: Presi
dent, Mr. J. IV. Dupree; secretary. 
Robert Ward: treasurer. Mr. W. Moore. 
Mrs. Braun has been engaged as the 
regular speaker for the society, which 
will meet every Sunday at Windsor 
Hall, Champa street."

Our venerable brother, M. T. C. 
Flowers, of Minnesota, writes: “So it 
was, my good brother, that in the early 
days of tlie advent of modern Spiritual
ism. I most heartily embraced and ac
cepted as true, tlie phenomena and 
philosophy claimed to be from the 
millions who once inhabited earthly 
forms, and have as best 1 could, la
bored for tlie advancement of those 
great truths among men and women. 
Though in the enjoyment of quite ro
bust health, I find myself somewhat 
handieaped by the weight of years and 
struggles in physical life in my active 
work, but with a desire strongly im
pressed upon my spirit to continue my 
efforts to advance the cause as best I 
can. in accordance with a pledge (made 
to myself) on a former anniversary of 
my nativity, that on each recurring an
niversary would be a most fitting occa
sion upon which to renew my alle
giance to The Progressive Thinker 
(which comes, laden each week with 
the choicest spiritual food), and by thus 
circulating It among non-Spiritualists 
continue my work in the cause.”

A. Cramer, writing from Michigan, 
grows sarcastic as he sees a tendency 
among some Spiritualists to establish 
a creed. He says: “Would it not be 
well to establish a few feast days and 
now and then a fast day, for you know 
it would help to entice church people 
into our ranks? Doubtless it would 
please the church, too, If we were to 
have a communion service, and teach 
its dogma of transsubstantiation. Let 
some of our musicians compose a few 
masses, especially some that would be 
suitable to be chanted for the repose of 
souls. Have them chanted by a prop
erly bedizened revet^nd, with all the 
usual accessories of an altar covered 
with tawdry ornaments, smoking in
cense, etc., for it will dazzle the child
ish minded, and be so attractive to 
church people."

E. W. Baldwin writes: “The opinion 
of this humble individual is we should 
keep ‘Our Islands’ in trust, extend our 
higher political and public school civili
zation over them, and when they be
come ready, set them up in business. 
Fling the Monroe doctrine to the winds. 
It has served. Its time. Washington,

ance was held at the home of Wm. 
Mye Means, of Williamston, Mich., on 
the evening of October 11. The me
dium was placed in a large arm chair 
and covered with mosquito netting, 
which was securely tacked to the floor. 
After the doors and windows were 
locked, the members of the circle joined 
hands, the medium being in the center. 
On the table about four feet from his 
chair, was placed a piece of paper 
tacked to a board about 2 feet square, 
aud a couple of carbon pencils. After 
an hour and a half, spent in sjuging 
and conversation, the lights were 
turned on. The medium was found ex
actly as lie had been placed at the be
ginning of thè seance, covered by the 
netting tacked to the floor aud the 
doors and windows stil locked. On the 
stretcher on the table was a most re
markable emblematical picture repre
senting the perils of the Republic. The 
picture was about 18 x 18. Every par
ticle of the surface was covered with 
the most exquisite shading, the minu- 
tia so fine and accurate that it could 
not be surpassed by the work of the 
most expert engraver. Besides this 
marvelous picture, about a dozen writ
ten messages were received, besides a 
message on slates that had been pre
viously screwed together. Tlie people 
of Williamston should be congratu
lated upon having such an excellent 
and honest medium in their midst.”,

B. G. Sweet, president of the South
west Missouri Spirilualisi Camp Asso
ciation, writes in reply Io Mrs. Seovel, 
that no fraudulent mediums were con
nected with the eamp. Tlie trouble 
was, two physical mediums took rooms 
at a hotel outside the limits of tlie 
grounds that were under control of the 
cam]) association, and because the 
management would not drive said 
physical mediums from the hotel ((over 
which they had no control) and ex
clude them from the camp grounds, 
Mrs. Scovoli and the others (as spoken 
of in her letter) took great offense. 1 
must, not forget Io mention the good 
and true mediums who stood by us aud 
worked faithfully for our glorious 
cause of Spiritualism. Mrs. Isa Wilson 
Kayiler, the noted fire test medium was 
ever ready to step into the harness 
wherever needed. Her lire tesls were 
highly appreciated by all, as well as 
her lectures and platform tests. Then 
comes Brother Daniel W. Hull, the old 
war-horse in tho light against ortho
doxy. Ilie Bible being liis sword with 
which lie cuts right and left. His hear
ers never lire in listening to his pro
found lectures on Bible Spiritualism. 
Last (ami least in stature) is Mrs. Josie 
Folsom, but not least in enthusiasm 
she always creates in her audiences by 
her lectures, also by her wonderful 
blindfold tests. Many are tlie converts 
Io Spii'iluallsm she lias made, also 
many warm friends while at our camp.
Slie is a bright and grand little 
dlum.

A. B. Allen writes: “If animal 
must give up existence (conscious

me-

life 
ex-

isleuce) at what we term death, then 
man, too, must do tlie same. There is 
not a vestige of proof that man can sur
vive death that will not apply to every 
living creature, hence the matter 
should be candidly considered, for it 
certainly is worth all the trouble it can 
cost; but I notice some of your readers 
are inclined to ridicule the Idea. To 
such I will say, the very arguments 
you advance against tlie perpetuity of 
all life will apply to you as well, and 
only fosters infidelity. Man having 
reached the first stage, where reason is 
added to his being, looks around in as
tonishment to see so much he can not 
comprehend.”

II. II. Scoville writes: “Miss Thomas 
holds meetings in Hygeia Hall, every 
Sunday. Whatever tlie reason, wheth
er it is the color of the little lady, or the 
uniqueness with which she presents 
her interpretation of tlie subjects se
lected, the hall is filled to the last seat 
every Sunday night, aud by Intelligent 
white audiences, a fact that probably
do<>s not 
country, 
ject was 
shall he
from a

obtain anywhere else in this 
Last Sunday evening her sub- 
from Job 14:14, 'If a man die 
live again?’ She handled it 
strictly spiritual standpoint.

Miss Thomas showed her familiarity 
with the book of Job from A to Z, quot
ing him and his friends freely, and 
making many telling points for ids me
diumship. and drawing very apt com
parisons between bls priestly friends 
and the ministers of to-day, who are 
endeavoring to convince us that his Sa
tanic Majesty is nt the bottom of all 
spirit communication, and Hint they, 
like Joli’s advisers, are tlie ones that 
listen to tlie lying spirits. At the close 
of her lecture, which occupied an hour, 
the audience with one accord testified 
their appreciation by a clapping of 
bands. Dr. D. S. White followed for 
twenty minutes, taking for his theme 
the lecture given by Miss Thomas, com
menting very flatteringly on the man
ner in which she brought old Job back 
to us of the present day. After the 
Doctor, Miss Thomas again took the 
platform and gave some very fine tests, 
which, as one of the commenters on the 
N. S. A. says, is what Spiritualism 
needs more than schools for mediums. 
Tlie music which is congregational, is 
presided over by Mrs. Holton, a very 
fine pianist." ‘

A. C. Doane writes: “I wish to give 
an experience I had recently. I met a 
very intelligent young mam but a de
voted Christian. He bad become de
moralized by drinking. We had a visit 
together in which he told me how he 
seemed to be forced to drink. He told 
me of a certain time that he had spent 
several hundreds of dollars drinking, 
nnd was dead broke, and was mourn
ing over his condition, and a voice 
spoke to him in a sympathising way. 
sltylug: ‘You will soon get another job, 
and make plenty of money.’ I told him 
the person he heard speak was now by 
his side. He guides you to make money, 
and then helps you to spend it He 
don’t want me to tell you this for fear 
that you will find out he is the one that 
wills you to drink, so he can gratify 
himself by being in your atmosphere. 
He thanked me for my informing him 
of the cause of his drinking, and went 
on his way rejoicing.”

J. IL White writes from Joplin. Mo.: 
“Among the spiritual workers of this 
city, who have never sought notoriety, 
is Mrs. Laura Carmichael, of 1407 S. 
Pearl street. On Sunday, October 16, 
Mrs. S. C. Scovell christened eleven 
children in the Club theatre in this city. 
It was a very beautiful ceremony, each 
child being clad in white, and the stage 
beautifully decorated with potted 
plants. The theatre was filled with a 
very attentive audience. The spirit 
forces here are organizing a society for 
mutual aid and development, to be 
known as the ‘Asterian Order of Mys
tics.’ They are using Dr. O. S. Tisdale, 
of this city, as the organizer. There is. 
much quiet investigation into the truths

Will 0. Hodge .¡i located at 330»/2 
Spring- street, Winthrop House, Los An
geles, California. He will spend the 
winter on the coast and invites corre
spondence with societies needing the 
services of a first-class Inspirational 
speaker. . . '

An able-bodied single man, a farmer 
nnd a Spiritualist,- about 50 years of 
age, can find a permanent home in Cal
ifornia. Address'A. B. C., care of Phil
osophical Journal,' San Franelsco, Cal., 
1429 Market street.

Milo R. Smith writes: “The true Spir
itualist would, indeed, give all he had 
to bring the world to .understand the 
joys of this faith—or rather knowledge; 
but reason teaches no that it is indeed 
a great undertaking to reform the 
world, so that it seems to me that each 
should reform themselves, by building 
their moral and spiritual powers, so 
that others would see, and be the bet
ter. A good and noble man in any 
community is loved, and exercises a 
silent influence that cannot be told.”

Julia H. Johnson writes from Cali
fornia: "The good angels know the mo
tives by which 1 am moved, and that is 
enough. We are traveling to a world 
where we shall all be judged by mo
tive alone. I am ready for the change 
whenever my work shall have been 
well finished. I do not want to be 
doomed back to earth-life, to accom
plish any neglected task, nor to make 
my peace with any injured mortal left 
behind. 1 am following my own intu
ition as nearly as I know how, believ
ing it to be all the ‘voice of God’ I shall 
ever hear.” .

Mrs. C. II. Burdge writes from Port 
Royal. S.'C.: "My husband, and self be
ing partially developed in our inspira
tional and trance mediumsh'ip, and be
ing desirous, of spreading the truth, 
have formed a circle of earnest investi
gators for development (church mem
bers who are fearless in their semi
meats), and we are very desirous of se
curing the services of a trumpet speak
ing medium. We would like to corre
spond with a good trumpet speaker at 
once. All expenses paid. Climate and 
water excellent.”

E. V. J. writes: "I have something to 
say in regard to my life-work. For the 
first time I step out on the broad plat
form of spiritual religion, being raised 
a Methodist from childhood, but’ al
ways recognizing a great deal of spirit 
help in my Christian work. I was never 
taught to bellevp in spirit-return until 
two years ago this beautiful truth came 
to our home through our little eleven
year-old- daughter. At once it dawned 
on me as something I wanted to know 
more about, and 1 must say right here 
it lias brought nythijug but sunshine 
and happiness to me and our home, and 
that I am to-day.|’ea<Jy to step out be
fore lite world and jiroclalm it as a 
Bible truth. Last. May I was taken 
very sick and as file'doctors and all my 
friends stood by niy bedside watching 
for me to pass out intó tlie beyond, I 
had the perfect assurance that I was 
going to gel well and that my life work 
was not finished. Then and there I 
promised God and. the spirit-world that 
whatever material they found in me 
they could use .towards spreading the 
beautiful Bible truths of Spiritualism, 
that 1 was willing to put myself entire
ly lu their hands, and they have given 
me as my life-work inspirational speak
ing aud test mediumship. No doubt I 
will make many mistakes but I am 
fully given up to God and the dear spir
its Io be used in spreading this beauti
ful light of Lruih all over this glorious 
land of ours. Thank God for liberty.” 
If you have come out before the world, 
why do you conceal your full name and 
address?

Spiritualists can congratulate them
selves that their teachings are liberal
izing Ilie great mass of people. At the 
second session of the Detroit (Mieli.) 
M. E. Conference, at Mt. Clemens, Rev. 
Wm. Dawe, presiding elder of the Sag
inaw district, roundly scored fraternal 
societies, Sunday excursions and pro
fessional-revivalists. He said It is true 
that business and professional men, 
with rare exceptions, are not members, 
nor do they attend the services of 
churches. The increase of insurance, 
political, literary and fraternal organi
zations demanding the time and money 
of men and women, threaten the very 
existence of the church in many 
places. The Sabbath is fast being 
turned iuto a day of pleasure and ram- 
pant_sln. Every street car line has its 
Sunday parks, and railroad and steam
ship companies, with rare exceptions, 
run excursions all through the summer 
to these resorts to profane God’s holy 
day, while the churches are thinly at
tended.”

Etta Semple writes: “It is not often 
any liberal fights any decision rendered 
by those in authority, giving liberty to 
a class of progressive jieople, but In At
torney General Boyle's decision there is 
room for remarks, he'writes: The most 
we have said is as follows, that if a 
person representing himself or herself 
to Imi a. divine healer and treats the sick, 
aud in reality they are not—when they 
are but common fraud—and receive 
money from sick individuals under 
false pretenses that they possess these 
extraordinary powers when tliey do 
not, then such persons, in our judg
ment. would be liable to a criminal 
prosecution for receiving properly or 
money on account of said false and 
fraudulent representations. So far as 
the divine healer is concerned or the 
Christian scientist, if he possesses the 
power which he claims, we have no 
word or comment to make in reference 
to him.’ How is General Boyle or any
one else to determine whether these 
healers are frauds or not? The quack 
doctor law gives to M. Ds. who have 
run the medical college course of two 
years the right to practice, if they be of 
a moral characterdsave the mark) and 
kill, all or part, who do not overcome 
their medicine or the disease. Our 
cemeteries bear witness that something 
is wrong somewhere. , Christian science 
is comparatively new, yet our grave
yards are full and our M. Ds. have 
their offices hung, with ornamental di
plomas.” _ •

she would run as a candidate for the 
office if her resolution was adopted, she 
replied that she would, but not other
wise, The resolution is as follows: 
‘Resolved, That the constitution of 
Kuusas gives (1) each individual the 
right to mental and religious liberty, 
and strictly ordains that there shall be 
no control of conscience in these mat
ters. We therefore demand that all 
statute law conforms to the higher law 
of our constitution; and (2) resolved 
that as a party we believe in aud up
hold our tax system as laid down in our 
constitution regarding the use of public 
money for sectarian purposes.’ ”

Julia H. Johnson writes from Los 
Angeles, Cal.: “I have read Ghost Land 
twice, and found It just as interesting 
the second as at the first perusal. Now 
I want Art Magie, and will advance 
another year’s subscription to The 
Progressive Thinker, although my last 
will not expire, I think, until New 
Year’s week. I cannot conceive how 
you can afford to give away so many 
beautiful books, for the paper alone 
seems to me well worth what you 
charge for both.” t

A. D. Marble writes from Lawson, O. 
T.: “I enclose you a clipping from the 
Kansas City Star, stating that the wife 
of the Rev. John Lane, a traveling 
evangelist of Larned, was given a di
vorce in a Brooklyn court Thursday. 
She charged Lane with infidelity, 
drunkenness, cruel treatment and non
support. It should be remembered that 
this same Rev. Lane wrote to President 
McKinley a few months ago, asking 
permission to raise a regiment of sol
diers (professional murderers) com
posed exclusively of chureh members. 
Do you wonder at my asking the ques
tion of nearly every man I meet, why it 
is that the more religion (Christian re
ligion) a man has, the jnore he wants 
to kill some body? Is it not a fact that 
for over a thousand years a man’s re
ligious zeal and fervor could be meas
ured by tlie number of persons he 
wanted Rilled? Can evil exist where 
there is the power and will to remove 
it? I regard preachers as a class edu
cated to practice the confidence game.”

Mr. C. E. Winans, the materializing 
medium, can be addressed at Otranto 
Station, Iowa, until Nov. 7, 1898. for 
engagements; after that time he will lo
cate at Grand Rapids, Mich., for the 
winter.

Frank T. Ripley goes to Stevens’ 
Point, Wis., for the first Sunday of No-
vember.

A spiritual lecturer, 
reader and test medium

psychometric 
wishes to cor-

respond with places iu need of a mis
sionary. Can furnish the highest ref
erences iu regard Io character and abil
ity. Terms to suit. Marv E. McDon
ald, 111!) 10th street, N. W„ Washing
ton, D. O.

Lake Helen Camp-meeting, Florida. 
The first excursion to Florida to at
tend the camp-meeting or to visit other 
places in Florida, will leave New York 
City on Friday, Nov. 11, at 3 p. nt., by 
the Mallory Hue. Those who wish to 
join the excursion should at once write 
to me iu order to secure good state
room. get low price, etc. H. A. Bud- 
Ington, 91 Sherman street, Springfield,

Makes Kitchen 
Work Easy

When inventive genius gives woman her due, there 
will be more labor-saving devices like the Quaker 
Kitchen Cabinet. Two sizes—$5 and $0.50. Pay 
if you’re pleased after 30 days’ ti'ial; if not, return 
at our expense. With every Cabinet we send, free, 
a, quadruple silver-plated teapot, worth $5 and 
warranted 10 years. Send for descriptive circular 
No 14.

QUAKERVALLEY MPG. CO., 355 West Harrison St., Chicago.
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For,%liX^fFe““10 ' '
_ ' Address (tu eouMeuee)

Illi

A Correction.
To the Editor:—In my article on “In

spiration, Its Nature and Law of De
velopment,” in your issue of October 8, 
I find a serious typographical error. 
The word "to” should read "of,”- and 
should have been inserted before in
stead of after the word “either.” The 
error makes me to misrepresent "Art 
Magic” and state something which ev-

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE.!
IT IS A MOST EXCEL 

LENT WORK.
This work Is by DB. M. L. GHERMAN, «enisled ba 

PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It baabeeu sold for 
62, but the price now bee beeu reduced to «1. It Is a 
book that will Interest and Instruct. It coma Ine 480 

erv student of till, buinrv ,.ii '»liI1“«“'““111“ »f eugKeetho thought«. Dr. Sher-, biuueut Ol tue UlStOlJ or all lellg- luauwae a medium of rare qualities, aud hie work la« 
ions knows to be false. Corrected, the rejection from the ceteatlal epheree. It treat« of the 

... . ... ’ ntltll (if rtll tlt'K • 1 lit (■ I H1'1‘114'0 ill klllmtonno ■ A >.< .....1 T..

.

1

The Boston Investigator says: “The 
Socialistic Labor party of Kansas has 
met and nominated A state ticket for 
next fall’s election. This is not partic
ularly signiflcantTn itself, but an inci
dent of the convention deserves some 
notice. The chairman declared that 
the Socialists were the only political 
party that would elevate woman with 
man, and he extended the honor of 
making the first speech before the con
vention to Mrs. Etta Semple. Later in 
the proceedings Mrs. Semple was 
named for State superintendent of 
schools. Mrs. Semple is a Freethinker,. 
She Is president of the Freethinkers’ 
Association of Kansas, and is a woman 
of conviction and courage. She opposed 
having the Lord's prayer recited in the 
public schools, and had prepared a res
olution condemning the present super
intendent of schools for allowing this 
religious practice, but the committee 
on resolutions rejected it. When Mrs. 
Semple was placed in nomination be
fore the convention she declined to ac
cept because the convention had re-' 
jected her resolution. When asked if

Soul of Things; Intelligence iu Substance; Animal Iu-' 
kllecls; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good aud Evil; 
Uuuaturul Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inher
ent In Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Panlciesura 
Entities; Justice; Impregnation of tue Virgin; The 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; lunnuitalltyi 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Splrlfr 
Abodes; Matter aud Spirit; Sire and Distance; Sph’itu-f 
a Organisins; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Blugn*] 
J‘by; Goes tu Heaven; A Slave Master; etc., etc. * 
» ,ie, ttutiior says: »Each Individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or sjdriiual ailment fur him
self. Each one nmst digest their various kinds oi food 
for tlietnuelvee, and that is all they can possibly do 

- - ------- ----- whether they be priest or layuiau, teacher or puplL
Ihey simply foralizvd into a ' .‘y?1®*11 by virtue of that food and nour-

• • »smmnt of which 1 indl\hluully partake and digest.
1“MWIUI by Virtue of tlie soul eeaenca 

wimiii indh Iduallj gather and comprehend or digest.’/ 
For sale at this office.

seuteuce reads as follows:
“Yet there is not one rue or ceremo

nial in any of these religions but can lie 
traced back of either Moses, Buddha. 
Confucius or Jesus. A summarized 
proof of this can be found in the first 
few chapters of Art Magic.”

None of the great religious teachers 
mentioned in tlie above paragraph gave 
the world anything new but their char-
aciers.
system of their own tlie best thoughts 
and teachings of the ages preceding 
them. Theologians point to "tlie ser
mon on the mount” as I he most origi
nal of all the teachings of Jesus, yet 
every sentence of that sermon may lie 
found in the aphorisms of tlie Essenes 
as written 100 years before tlie birth of 
Jesus—a sect to which lie belonged. It 
will be noticed that alt hough Jesus con
demned all other sects of ids time, he 
never raised ids voice against the Es
senes, which confirms tlie assertion 
that lie belonged to their sect. How
ever, these snme aphorisms may be 
found in Hindu sacred writings thou
sands of years older, -

ERNEST S. GREEN.

The Other World and This.
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws, 

No. 1, New White Cross 
Literature.

“The Great Roman Anaconda.” By 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Ilortsmaun. 
It is good reading, aud should be widely ; 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways aud methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15c. 
For sale at this office.

BY AUGUSTA W. FLETCHER, M. D.
Id thia volume the author, Id the thinyulua 

chapters, dheuatte« a wide variety of aubjeci« per- 
talulng to Spiritualism, from a apirltuallstlc stand- 
Eolut. She evinces the powers :'f a tralocd thhiker, 

olb in matter of thought and flue ilivrary style, aud 
capability of thought expression. The subjects urô 
well-handled with conciseness aud yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rich addition to any Bplrlluulht’a 
library, and a must excellent buok for any oue seek
ing information concerning Spirituallsiu aud lin t ‘nch- 
lugs.
For Sale at this Office. Price, $1.50

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.

J

National Military ffoine, M/is

A New Eiiltlon, Profuseli/ Illustrated.

..I ‘I 8tor>' »bould be founded on probaid II), mid not iilwu). rcac.iible a ilreiun. I desinilo 
Hud uolhliig lu It trhlul or I'Xiruvagunt; and 1 .lealrd 
ubuve all, tbul uuder the uppvaruuce« of table there 
intty appear aome latent truth, ubvloiw to the dibccrn* 
ing eye, thuiigb ? escape the obbervatioir uf the 
VUlgar.”-VOLTAll<E. °

To the Editor-Find enclosed .$2. Please
for another ear The Progressi vesend to me for another year The Progressive 

Thinker; also Art Magic, Ghost Land and Crimes 
of Preachers. I am very much pleased with your 
paper. It inspires me ; it makes me feel happy, ' 
and I forget the sorrows of this life. I wish that ;
every Comrade would read your paper and learn 
before it is' too late. I am an old believer in
Spiritualism, but I am willing to learn more and 
more, and your paper is about the best teacher 
that I know, while 1 am reading other Spiritual
ist papers from different countries.

OSCAR RADESEY, 
Late Corporal Co. I, 8th Regt. N. Y. Vols., and

A MYSTERIOUS VISITOR
Result of an Amateur’s Snap 

Shot.

Albert Ward, the well-known roller 
at the old mill, and residing at No. 30 
Ellsworth avenue, to-day possesses the 
most wonderful work of art in Sharon. 
It is no less than what is known as a 
spirit photograph. Not that such things 
are an uncommon affair nowadays, 
when tricky photographers can get 
mostly what they want, and thereby 
see all the ghosts they may choose to
call from the vasty deep, as Shake
speare has it.

Mr. Ward is not a photographer in 
any sense of the word, only that lie 
occasionally amuses himself with a 
kodak, as is now the fad with thou
sands of amateurs. But to our story:

A few days ago he essayed to take 
the picture of a group of five persons, 
all well known here, and among them 
a niece perhaps fifteen years of age. 
They were seated on the lawn, and a 
touch of the button and the work was 
done in the twinkling of an eye and 
even less time. Mr. Ward did not go to 
a photographer to develop the pictures, 
but attended to all the details himself 
at his home. When this was done he 
was surprised to find, not only five fa
miliar faces, but on the right shoulder 
of the central figure a well-defined 
shadow of a sixth person who, while 
she may have been present as an in
visible accompaniment, was not re
vealed to any of them until afterwards 
in the proof. Now we are not dealing 
with occult matters, as related by the 
ancient mariners, but a circumstance 
less than a week old and involving only 
persons of our very best families, and 
who would scorn to lend their aid to 
fraud of any kind. On the contrary, it 
is not their wish to have any publica
tion of the facts, and only on promise 
of withholding the names of all con
cerned, except Mr. Ward, were we per
mitted to give the world what we know 
to have occurred without any duplicity 
or collusion whatever. There is no 
contorting the portrait to amplify 
imaginary features; it is there, a beau
tiful child’s face, as plain as daylight, 
requiring no assistance to bring it out 
as with a magnifying glass or spec
tacles. The picture is in the possession 
of Mr. Ward, who will be pleased to 
show it to any of his friends. The neg
ative has the same delineations and 
more pictures will be struck from it, 
so that at least this one case of spirit 
photography will be attested without a 
shadow of doubt. There is no possi
bility of the camera, having taken in its 
scope any other than.the five sitters, or

any picture held or worn by them, as il 
is so commingled with the clothes worn 
that such a thing could not have been 
without tlie knowledge of all tlie mem
bers, which represent several well- 
known and highly respectable Sharon 
families. It is a well-known fact in pho
tography that the camera reveals many 
details that would pass unnoticed be
fore the keenest eye, even though aided 
by artificial means. For example, the 
finest wire spokes of a wheel revolving 
at the rate of a thousand revolutions 
per minute would be readily separated 
by the decomposition under light of tlie 
extremely sensitive chemicals, where 
no mortal eye could see anything but 
tlie rim nnd hub. We will not under
take an explanation of that wbieli lias 
puzzled the greatest scientists of our 
age. We only recite tlie facts, and 
others cau judge for themselves. Noth
ing will be hidden or disguised, and if 
there is an explanation of the phenom
enon related we would be pleased to 
bear it. It is also proper to say that 
none of those concerned are Spiritual
ists or have nt any lime even tried to 
investigate any of the occult sciences, 
so-called, nor had any experience along
that line.

Sharon, Pa.
S. S. GILBERT.

Healing, Causes and Effects.
Dr. W. P. Pbelon’s latest book, is a 

presentation from the spirit side of life 
of the basic priciples of Mental Heal-

Contexts; "The While Hull " n Suilrlcal Homanee, 
Zadig or l aw. nu Urleulal lll.lory ; "Tbo Huge aid 

tlie Atheist; "1 he I'rinct'HS of Jiabylot,;" "The Man 
Crowns"The Huron, or Pupil of NHture;” 

.Mlcromcgas,” a Smlre on Mankind; "The World m 
H t'oes; »The Black and the White;" »Meintioij. the 
I btlusopUer; •'Andre Des Touches at Blain;" »Bab’ 
wtt co 16 Nature;" "A ConveisatlouJJItlta Chlnobc; ‘’I’Ihu.'b Dream;" "A Pleasure in 
ll&Hng no Pleasur» ;” »An Adventure in India.;** 
..iW’ /b <‘<<lhi:" '’Travel« of Scarmentado;’* 

r . ™ h’ahmln; ’ »The Two Comforters‘'.Ancient Faith and I'ni.ie’ 
ih<.!Lh,!h‘,!w<5’ ii',M H JS,) w1lh Portrait and M 
illJMiatlous. IkAtin vellum cloth, n.W; postage, to cents.

"Voluilro's Hatlre irae keen and line-poluied aa a 
.er; -Maguzlni. of Ain. HMory.
A delightful t eiiroductlvii, unique aud refre.-lilug * 

^-Buatoa Coniniuuwi iiltli.

The Myth of the Great Deluge.
By James M. Mci'inn. A complete and overwhelm 

fug refutiitlou of tbu Bible stury of the Deluge. i’tico 
15 cents.

THE SOUL,
Its Nature, Relations nnd EipressJon In Huma.. Em
bodiments. Given thruii«li Mis. Cora L. V. Klch- 
niond, by her Guides. A book tlmt every one ulio is 
interested lu re-lncuruaiiou should read. Price s i uo. 

PERFECT MOTHEliHUUllI
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.

T)Y LOIS WAISBKOOKER. THIS IS 
J-) ft novel written with n purpose, nnd that 
purpose is not merely to rnnbta an unthinking. ..de 
mind to while away the time In a btuteofidle blcsscd- 
uess, devoid of earnest thought or care for either 
aelf lniprovement or the good of humanity. It 1« a 
book designed especially, prlroflly, for mother', and 
those who are to be mothers; ajd secondly, through 
the mothers, to effect the wcll leing and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to vie w the 
result upon the c hild of proper surroundings influ
ences bearing upon the mother previous to rnah-rulty. 
Incidentally the author touches upon various tilings 
In modern social and bindnrss life, which un.iusL 

' and fix unequal burden; upon the Individuals tempo»- 
Ing society as a whole. The book Is trenchant, lustrnc-■ . . ■ .   . ... ... ■ ■ . . ... — — • ... • ..
Uve and very InurcMlng, even wben regarded hi 
is ft novel, and Ie ri’inmended to "w
everywhere,” to whom II Is dcdlcnted. It also 
oughly kiiowe up (be .^-Miitlcft]. Fplrft of the O' 
Chureh ; odvaiif•<•<! him rt latlng to the FplritU T 
trophy arc Introduced 1: contains a fine Hkc.?e
fb.- auilH.r H .muni neatly be

ly

ri.
■s . 1

THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL
I A COMPILATION OP TUP rpA COMPILATION OF THE LEC- 
sit icreflglreu by the Spirit Band through the mo- 
dlumBhlpoiMrs. MagdalcnaKllno. This volume con- •
elets of a ficrlee of lecture«, meumgea and poems, 
written end delivered In public through the menti.I or* 
ganlsmofMrs. Magdalena Kline, a trnnci», clahvoy- 
ant and inspirational medium. Their tone Is excellent 
and their spirit good; nnd even though one mat nnd 
Bome ideas that differ from those he hA? held, vet ho 

; will find much to please, benefit and frxruct. Th® 
reverence with which Jesus le mentioned will please 
mony, although the Ideas advanced coneemtn? Jctme 
and Christianity are not after the orthodox standard. 
The book contains 48« ’urge pages. and will be tent 
nostpalc for 11.50. For salt! at this office.

ffTur nmi n n

A FASCINATING ROMANCE OR 
two worlds. By Florence Huntley. Trice: 

papen50 centf cloth, u.OO. Books like "The 1 »icarn 
Child' spur butran’ty on to make more and more de

. . .................... - --------- I mandi of this nature, and win open up new hclghu
Ing and their relation to Vibration. ■ •DddeJ?.,i.f®Llp,ritu‘‘lkl,0WlcdKe-“Eiiawheelerwn- 
The Esoteric undercurrent of the pro- j "z™ir^Xc' 
rkfvoonc ill n n If nr. f i nr. 4-li nnl.'ni. tn 4 L 1 . ** TokaVo iZortne A 1 ♦ a., . i. , -  . ...cesses manifesting themselves in the
operation of healing, is clearly shown 
to be the silent power of invisible force. 

Under the head of “Causes and Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming.

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementáis, and man's

; Capital,**Topekft, Kansas. Although simple and un
varnished with any Inflammable description*, on- 
tnralls the mind tuthc exclusion of other thought«, 
until rrlurtuntly tlir reader closes t!;c lust paie — Minneapolis •'Sun'biy T-.. « 1

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL.

¿IFE IK THE STOKE AGE. THi
history of AtbaneL Chief Prlwt of a Band of Al 

Aryan». This pamphlet, containing 91 pages, was wHU 
Un through the medlamihlpof U. G. Flgley, and. la 1» 
tensely Interesting. Price 80 cents. For salo at tM 
office.

power over the unseen. The Helpers ■ ,r™-n PVADTYfi AND RFVnvr, 
and Hostiles of the Invisible World are : AJSD BEYOND.
described, and their abilities specified.1

Astral conditions, with the process of
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter.

The whole field of man’s relation to 
the forces bringing either the health 
which is harmony, or the discord which 
is disease is bandied by one who evi
dently understands his subject The 
booklet of 100 pages, is proving Its In
terest by its sales. Sent on receipt of 
fifty cents. For sale at this office.

. .455 tf.

A LIBRARY.
Continence forming one now by sub

scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
and securing Art Magic. The paper 
one year and Art Magic will cost you 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan bad been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when it was first Issued. Then you 
could have had in your library at the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
it is better late than never. Commence
now, if you bave not done so already, to 
fora a library by subscribing for The 

_____ ___ r__ ,,_______ _ ___... Progressive Thinker. A library In this 
Burr. Price 15 cents. For sale at this fast age is absolutely essential. Aldus 
office.____________________________ in carrying out the Divine Plait

"Thomas Faine: Was He Junius?*
An Interesting pamphlet by Wm. H.

¿jri
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N. 8. ft. CONVENTION

Our Special Report of the Daily Proceedings. 
By G. W. Kales.

The 
fused

delegates seem 
about- the city

to be more dif- 
than heretofore

tills 18th day of October. The rates at 
the hotel aie a little too steep for some 
Of us who hail from the Woolly West, 
and the diet is also too heavy for those 
who live principally upon spiritual 
food. As a Down-Easter has also co
incided with this view, In this wise: “If 
I have any' extra money, I desire to do
nate it to the Association, rather than 
spend it for style,” I can afford to 
print this conviction of mine own, that 
lessened, expensive local tariff will en
large the attendance. The hotel peo
ple seem to be willing to do all they' 
can for the delegates, but the hostelry 
does mot create any particular senti
ment for patronage. A clerk in the ho
tel office just noyv said to some ‘‘snobs” 
Who questioned as to who these people 
ere, “It is the National Spirits’ Associ
ation!”—all Intended jocularly and fol
lowed by derisive laughter from the 
aforesaid “snobs.”

Local Spiritualists might readily fill 
their residences with visitors at fair 
prices; and several have done so. As 
there is a spirit of economy abroad 
amongst tlie Spiritualists with refer- 
once to the annual meeting and the gen
eral administration, this is a good sug
gestion to begin the gathering, and no 
doubt will be appreciated by toiling 
helpers of the cause.

The New England delegation are 
here fifty-two strong, but we cannot yet 
say how many are delegates. There 
seems to be very few besides them and 
the outside boarders present this re
ception evening. But the sentiment is 

. that to-morrow will bring a large num- 
bor all "eager for the fray."

It is a growing feeling that the con
vention will be very radical in its la
bors and that official changes “are in 
the air.”

The reception is over, and was a 
plain function, whereat the delegates 
became acquainted with each other, 
and all were dressed in their best Sun
day clothes. The reception was held in 
tho Red Parlor of tlie Ebbitt House, 
and materialized about seventy-five 

' persons.
The trouble will commence to-mor

row in Masonle Hall. No wire-pulling 
is apparent, but the feeling Is promi
nent that the N. S. A. must become 
better attended from tlie West and 
South, or else be resolved Into a New 
England Association, -If the conven
tion is made movable, and Western 
workers -will open the doors of a live 
central city, there will be an outpour
ing of Spiritualists In 1899; but if the 
present officials are mainly retained, 
and the convention continued in Wash
ington, the N. S. A. should at once re
solve itself into an Eastern associa
tion. And mark my words, it will be 
forced to do so.

It is to be regretted that the West and 
South have not sent here strong dele
gations to make the N. S. A. more truly' 
national.

But three days more may possibly re
veal a power to create the best possible 
for our beloved cause, that shall unite 
all in harmony of purpose. Let us 
hope so. '

FIRST DAY-MORNING.
President Barrett called the conven

tion to order promptly at 10 a. m. Fif
ty-five persons—visitors and delegates 
—were present. Tlie president asked 
if a recess should be taken to await 
other arrivals, and upon motion by Mr. 
Walker, such was ordered.

Upon re-assembling, seventy-five per
sons were present. Moses Hull led the 
congregation in singing. Mrs. Rich
mond offered the invocation. The fol
lowing ode by Mattie E. I’^dl, was then 
sung by the assemblage: y

»

OPENING ODE—Air: Edinburg.
How cheering to meet friends from far 

and from near,
Who work for the cause that we all 

hold so dear;
; Let us rally around the bright standard 

we love,
Imploring the guidance of angels 

above.
Chorus:—
Happy greeting to all, happy greeting 

to all,
Happy greeting, happy greeting, happy 

greeting to all.
. May the counsels of Reason, of Justice 

and Right "
Be the guide that shall lead us to walk 

in the light;
Ever loyal to Truth, we would work 

hand in hand,
With the beautiful angels who visit 

. earth land.
Chorus:—Happy greeting, etc.
O, let us rejoice that the day star is 

near;
May it rise in its fullness this Jubilee 

'year, . •
Till from homes to the Nation its light 

may'descend
And strong grow the union between 

friend and friend.
Chorus:—Happy greeting, etc.

President Barrett then briefly wel- 
corned the convention. He said the Na
tional had made much progress during 
the year—but said there is now a crisis 
at hand for it.

. Another song was indulged in.
The formal address of welcome was 

delivered by Mrs. Richmond. She said 
the board of trustees of the N. S. A 
are a unit against the criticisms of 
those who are not affiliated with the as- 
soclation.'

Response was made by MOses Hull.
•The president then appointed the fol

lowing committees:
.On credentials—Messrs. Hatch, Dorn 
and Dewey.

. On rules—Messrs. Locke, Pruden and 
Bradbury.

■ Tlie convention then adjourned to 
. await report from the committee on 

credentials. An hour ’of talk might 
have'■been Indulged in, or the Presi
dent’s message been read, but perhaps 
-the time wns well employed by private 

■ converse and exchange of opinion.
' Thus ended the first session.

■ AFTERNOON SESSION.
About the same number of persons 

assembled at the afternoon session as 
were present in the morning. Forty- 
five answered to the call. Some dele-

• gates, however, are mot present.
-: The committee on credentials made a 

• partial report, showing only a few 
proxies. The committee on rules re
ported the rules of the previous con
vention.

The president’s report was then read 
by W. J. Colville. It will appear in full 
in The Progressive Thinker.

The report was lengthy—very lengthy 
—perhaps too much so. The president’s 
annual message Should be concise as 
possible, and arranged so as not to oc
cupy proper convention time. It might ! 
be cither printed in advance or ■ else 1 

' read at the evening session In place of 1

a set address, for the convention is al
ways hurried the last day, and does its 
work incompletely. All possible time 
should be given to business. . '

Messrs. Walker, Pruden,-Morris, and 
Mrs. Hatch and Mrs, Longley were 
made the committee on the president’s 
report. Mr. Walker asked to be ex
cused, owing to the Jubilee references 
in which he was personally interested. 
Mr. Wiggin was substituted.

The vice-president’s report was then 
read by Mr. Colville, and referred for 
action. The secretary then personally 
read his report. He dwelt upon the ill 
feature of political, methods in Spirit
ualism, and exhorted against it. "He 
read the iteins of expense and receipts 
for the year; also statement of bal
ances in various funds and moneys 
now . due and unpaid, amounting' to 
about $1,200, principally for salaries. 
The secretary says that he pays one- 
half of the rental of the headquarters 
which he inhabits as a residence; and 
also pays one-half of the gas bills and' 
water tax; and during his term of of
fice has been at much expense to enter
tain visitors. All these he pays from 
his salary, The secretary lias collected 
about $400 since the treasurer’s books 
were closed, and has that to add to the 
general fund.

' The treasurer’s report is as follows: 
Balance, on hand Oct. 1, 1897. .$1,124.61
Received during the year 2,797.34
Disbursed during the year.... 2,678.76 
Balance on hand Sept. 30, 1898, 1,243.19 

The balance on hand is not all avail
able for general expense, and is as fol
lows:
General fund.. 
Medium’s fund. 
Babe will fund

¥ 256.15
520.14
466.00

The president then appointed the fol
lowing committee on resolutions: 
Messrs. Bond, Weaver and Dewey, 
Mrs. Russegue and Mrs. Kurtz.

EVENING SESSION.
Quite a good sized audience of visit

ors assembled at the pay services of 
the evening. Opened by congregation
al singing. Mr. E. W. Wallis was the 
first speaker. Mrs. Rachel Walcott 
and George A. Bacon followed with 
short addresses.

Mr. Wallis spoke for a religious Spir
itualism. Mr. Bacon criticized the 
critics. He said that the claimed costs 
of the convention, made by the critics, 
Is extravagant; also that because New 
England sends a full quota of visitors, 
a sectional issue is raised. Why do 
not other sections show equal Interest? 
He thought that the convention would 
be illegal as a chartered body’ if made 
movable. He also spoke against open 
nominations as a means for creating 
better satisfaction. In fact all of the 
critics are very much disgruntled.

The critics have, however, so far, 
made a much more careful convention, 
and many suggestions have been gen
erally approved.

Miss Virginia Wooster, of Pittsburg, 
Pa., rendered an excellent vocal solo.

Rev. A. J. Weaver was then Intro
duced for a short address. He spoke of 
the character of a man’s religion as 
judged by the character of the man.

Mrs. Tillie U. Reynolds followed, and 
she criticized the critics, but in a very 
pleasant manner. She also spoke for a 
better Spiritualism than only that of 
phenomenalism. She said, refrain from 
unjust criticisms, lest it should revert 
back upon you. It is only by' our ig
norance that we will criticize and mis
judge. A joint Impromptu poem by 
Mr. Colville and Mrs. Richmond, was 
given on “Love, Hope and Something 
New.”

A vocal selection was rendered by 
Mr. Hughes of Washington.

The audience was much disappointed 
not to hear some tests.

Thus ended the first day.

. SECOND DAY—MORNING.
Opened with song.
Reports of financial agents were made, 

but were not of any particular interest. 
Delegate's reports were called for, but 
seemed to be very scarce.

The Woman’s Progressive 'Union, of 
Philadelphia. Pa., complained that 
their charter had not been sent them, 
although applied for a year ago. Sec
retary Woodbury stated the charter- 
had been sent by mail, and must have 
been lost In transit.

The secretary was ordered to send 
charters hereafter by registered mall, 
or by express. ■

The president appointed the following 
standing committees;

Ways and Means—Messrs. Hull, Wal
lis and Kimball, Mrs. Jackson and Mrs. 
Pepper.

Amendments—Messrs Walker, Dorn 
and Moulton, Miss Harlow and Mrs. 
Glading. .

Auditing—Mrs. Hatch, Mrs. Jacques, 
Messrs. Gui vera, Locke, and Kay.

Society Reports—Mrs. Cadwallader, 
Mrs. Spalding, Mrs. Loring, Mr. Brad
bury and Prof. Longley.

Letters from several cities were read, 
Inviting the convention of 1899 to meet 
in their respective locality. These were 
laid upon the table until proposed 
amendments were acted upon.

The following committee on corre
spondence was appointed: Dr. Kimball,
Mrs. Chapman and Mrs. Reynolds.

Mr. Wallis asked for information 
to the legal effect of local charters.

The president replied that the N.
as

S.
A. protects local societies legally as 
best it can. The charter carries no 
local legal rights, exceptas the N. S. A. 
may be able to help in case of need.

The secretary asked for instructions 
or amendments to hasten the granting 
of charters. The question was re
ferred. .

Mrs. Cadwallader moved to have the 
official messages and reports published 
one month in advance of the conven
tion.

Mr. Kates moved to have the mes
sages and reports of the president, 
vice-president, secretary and treasurer 
published in pamphlet form soon as 
practical before the annual convention, 
and furnished to each delegate at the 
opening of each convention, and said 
messages and reports, to be acted upon 
without being orally read. This was 
amended to have the publication made 
by the spiritual papers in time for the 
convention. i

There was considerable discussion of 
the amendments to make the conven
tion movable, and the nominations in 
open session, Instead of, by a commit-, 
tee. These seem to have the favorable 
opinion of a majority, and will be 
adopted by the convention if it Is found 
to be possible to hold the sessions else
where than Washington, under the ex
isting charter. ■ ....... .

The report of the committee on the 
secretary’s report was read, and the 
secretary was fulsomely,complimented, 
and although seriously intended by the 
committee, was indignantly deemed by

the convention as sarcastic and was re
tened back again.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
The president of the Y. P. S. U. was 

granted the floor and offered a paper 
in their Interests, and the same was re- 
lerred to a special committee.

The committee on ways and means 
offered a report, elaborately soliciting 
mediums, speakers and others to raise 
money for the N. S. A. 1

The report of the committee on presi
dent and vice-president's messages was 
read and acted upon, accepting most of 
the suggestions offered by these offi
cers. :

With regard io the Jubilee deficit, it 
was decided that the N. S. A. had no 
legal or moral right to pay it from their 
treasury, but thought that every N. 8. 
A. auxiliary should help Mr. Walker to 
pay the deficit.

Ordinations, christenings, iralf rates, 
and settled speakers, evoked much dis
cussion, but were finally settled about 
as the President suggested in his mes
sage, . ..

The .publication of a psychic quarter
ly was pot deemed possible for the N, 
S. A., biit was referred to the board of 
trustees to accomplish if possible.

The committee on the secretary’s re
port made,an. amended.report, which 
was approved. :

The committee on resolutions made 
their report, which was extensively dis
cussed and partly adopted. Whop com
pleted, will be included In this report.

Mrs. Richmond moved to thank Mr. 
J. R. Francis for eight full pages of ad
vertisement of the N. S. A. in The Pro
gressive Thinker.1 Her motion was not 
approved. - .

The convention has been so far one 
of good will and earnestness. The spir
it of economy is developing a general 
sentiment to reduce expense, and the 
candidates for offices seem to lead in 
the proposition. The office of president 
is sure to be without salary for the 
next fiscal year, and the secretary will 
be largely decimated financially, and 
these offices will be accepted only' by 
self-sacrificing workers.

The prospects are growing brighter 
for the N. S. A. to be truly a body to 
claim universal admiration and sup
port. May the morrow’s action cement 
and bind us all together. The critics 
have not criticized in vain.

' EVENING SESSION.
The audience nearly filled the hall 

this evening. Addresses were made bv 
W. J. Colville, W. A. Croffut, Mrs. M. 
T. Longley, Mrs. Augusta Armstrong, 
C. F. Pruden, Mrs. Jennie II. Jackson, 
Mrs. Sarah Byrnes, and Allen F. 
Brown. Tests were given by Mr. Ho
mer Altemus and Miss Margaret Gaule. 
The meeting was a very lengthy one, 
but interesting.

THIRD DAY-MORNING.
Opened with song.
The states reported the election of 

members of the nominating committee.
The report of tlie resolutions com

mittee was taken up and the resolu
tions part was adopted with only a few 
verbal alterations. The Declaration of 
Principles as reported, and the Jubilee 
Declarations, also California Declara
tion, with the suggestions of President 
Barrett, were laid on the table for ac
tion at the 1899 convention.

Report of committee on resolutions Is 
as follows:

We, as Spiritualists, do not believe in 
a creed to be used as a test of fellow
ship,but the following is a declaration 
of principles most commonly accepted 
by us:

Resolved, That Spiritualism rests on 
science, and has scientifically demon
strated the following facts:

1. That there is an objective spirit
world of varying grades, enveloping 
the earth, which is tangible and real to 
those living in that world, as the earth 
is to us.

2. That it is peopled with men, wo
men and children who previously were 
inhabitants of this world.

3. That there are laws In nature, 
which, when understood, enable those 
people to hold communion with those 
still in the flesh.

4. That so-called death marks no 
changer whatever upon Individual char
acter, but that one enters the spirit
world, in the spirit body, as absolutely 
the same person In all respects that he 
was here.

5. That the full and most important 
consequences of earth-life are not and 
cannot be experienced on earth; hence, 
without knowledge revealed from the 
future world, one knows not and can
not know fully, how he ought to live, 
nor the truths he ought to teach while 
here.

G. That in the spirit-world the way is 
0]>eu for each one to advance in the 
scale of life in proportion as he dlscov- 
ers and obeys the laws of soul growth.

7. Spirits uniformly testify that their 
future condition would have been great
ly improved, had they investigated and 
understood before leaving earth, the 
fact and principles of spirit return.

8. That on the question of who, what 
or where God is, Spiritualism gives us 
no absolute, final and demonstrated
knowledge but leaves it for each one to 
determine, by the light of his own un
derstanding. It is no part of Spiritual
ism to dogmatize or state theories, but 
singly to state demonstrated facts.

9. Resolved, That Spiritualism as a 
fact does not depend on organized so
cieties, ordained ministers or concert 
of action by its adherents; but is a fact 
in nature, and has been forced into rec
ognition by the unfolding of the human 
race, and we recognize organization as 
only the directing and adjusting of the 
force of spirit power along lines of hu
man development and usefulness.

10. Resolved that inasmuch as the 
spiritual philosophy covers all human 
action, therefore, we are in favor of ail 
reforms along either temporal or spir
itual lines, believing that a wrong 
done to one is an Injury to all.

11. Resolved, We are unqualifiedly 
opposed to the effort that has been 
made, all too successfully in some 
States, of enacting so-called medical 
laws at the dictation of the medical 
fraternity. .

Resolved, We will' resist to the ut
most all attempts of religious bigots, of 
whatever name, to engraft their God 
upon the Constitution of the United 
States.

Resolved, We are opposed to all Sun-. 
day laws that are based on the idea 
that it is God’s holy day. We are in 
favor of taxing church property.

Resolved, We extend our cordial sym
pathy and co-operation to the strug
gling masses of other countries as well 
as our own, in their efforts to achieve 
larger liberty, a better chance to earn 
an honest living, thereby to better their 
condition' socially, morally and phys
ically. . •

12. Resolved, That we earnestly rec
omend the yearly engagement of speak
ers. together with the construction of 
fitting temples or edifices, to be used 
exclusively in connection with and for 
the benefit of Spiritualism. -

13. Resolved, That we endorse the 
First Spiritualist Training School, in
corporated July 4,1897, under the laws 
of the State of Ohio, and all other 
efforts, wherever made, to encourage a 
higher, standard of . education in our 
ranks, and especially among our me
diums, writers and speakers.

14. Resolved, That we earnestly rec-’

emend the establishment of lyceums in 
all local societies. .,,r

15. Resolved, Thal we endorse the 
Veteran Spiritualist Union and all other 
similar and praiseivorthy efforts to 
assist the aged, slbk and worn-out 
workers who are nebdy.

16. Resolved, ■Thalt' we believe all 
Spiritualists throughout the country 
should organize into local societies; 
that all local societies should organize 
into state associations, and that all 
state associations ¿liquid join the Na
tional Association.

17. Resolved, -that; w.e discountenance 
the use of tobacco, (Opium, and ;ill sim
ilar articles which are deleterious to 
human welfare, and. especially do con
demn the use of strong drink as a bev
erage, and the saloon as a breeding
place of a swarm of evils, and that we 
support all feasible and practical move
ments for their suppression.

18. Whereas, tlie interests of Spirit
ualism are vitally connected with pri
vate family circles, and

Whereas, the value and safety' of 
such circles depend largely upon an in
telligent understanding of the laws and 
principles of spirit control and rnedium- 
istic development, therefore,

Resolved, That this National Associa
tion earnestly urge upon all Spiritual
ist families the organization of family 
circles in their own homes, .

19. Resolved that we believe in the 
equality of man and woman in all de
partments of life without exception
social, educational, financial, political 
and religious.

20.. Resolved, That we are in hearty' 
sympathy with tho objects and work 
of the 1’sycliical Research Society, and 
we rejoice that through its instrumen
tality Dr. Richard Hodgson has be
come convinced of spirit communion, 
and we recommend a committee be ap
pointed to consult with the president or

The preparation of a proper singing 
book was suggested by Mr. Locke.

Moses Hull moved that a committee 
of five musical persons be appointed to 
prepare such a book. The President 
will appoint tho committee' after 
proper consideration. . '

Mrs. Richmond moved to instruct the 
incoming Board to prepare the pro
gram of the next convention.

Moses Hull suggested that fewer per
sons, and of known talent, with ample 
time to say something of value be se
lected. .

The committee on delegates’ reports 
made their report. They said that only 
fifty chartered societies out of the two 
hundred and fourteen had sent reports.

Proxies were condemned by the com- 
ulttee and asked that they be entirely 
dispenses with. They also recom
mended that charters be revoked of 
any auxiliary two years in arrears of 
dues,

The California State Association 
jurisdiction was referred to the in
coming board.

The Constitution was amended to 
permit the annual convention to meet 
at any other .'time or place than as has 
been provided. This was passed unani
mously. Open nomination of officers 
was also adopted by a vote of 50 to -8.

Mr. Barrett read the following:
The President of . your Association 

has received an offer from a scientist 
who is at the head of a scientific in
stitution in this country, consisting of 
the following: That a laboratory com
prising several rooms and a set of in
struments, estimated at fifteen thou
sand dollars, will be put at the disposal 
of the Association at the same time 
with the services of a competent ex
perimenter, who is familiar with, lab
oratory work, physiology, biology and 
medicine, These services are offered 
free, as well as the laboratory. The

GET UP Pc 6LÜB
You Will Find It an Easy thing to Do.

To the Editor:—Enclosed you will find ten 
dollar order for your most valuable paper and 
premium book, Art Magic. I may be able to add 
more names to your subscription list during the 
coming months. MRS. A. M. MIX.

Hartford City, Ind.
There should be a club gotten up in every 

town, city and hamlet of the United States. Ten 
subscribers and ten Art Magics, $10, with a copy 
of the paperifjjfee, and also the book to the person 
who gets up> the club.
secretary of the research society, look
ing towards a closer union of the two 
bodies. <

Whereas, We hall "with joy the rising 
sentiment in favor of the spirit of peace 
and brotherhood bptween nations as 
well as between individuals, and wel
come every sign pointing in that direc
tion, therefore, ■ • .

Resolved, That our . secretary be in
structed to send the following to the 
Czar of all the Russias:
To His Mayesty Nicholas 11., the Czar 

of all the Russias:
The National Association of Spirit

ualists of the United States of America 
and Dominion of Canada, in convention 
assembled at Washington, D. C., U, 8. 
A., extend to your majesty their hearty 
gratitude and sympathy for proposing 
the gradual disarmament of the great 
military powers of the world.

May it be acceptable to the people of 
earth as it is acceptable to those in tlie 
higher spheres.

Resolved, We hold that mediumship 
Is the bedrock of our spiritual temple, 
and all attacks made upon our genuine 
mediums strike at the very foundation 
of our philosophy; at the same time, 
we denounce, In the strongest terms 
possible, all attempts to deceive tlie 
public by simulating the various forms 
of genuine spirit manifestation, either 
by those who have more or less of psy
chical power, or by those who are sim
ply fakirs, fortune-tellers, and persons 
lacking moral principle that should 
govern human actions—and we pledge 
ourselves to do all In our power to elim
inate the fraudulent and pretended me
diumship from our ranks.

Resolved, That the ordaining" of min
isters of the çospel of Spiritualism be 
left to State organizations where they 
exist, and elsewhere to chartered so
cieties of the N. S. A.; that extreme 
caution be used by such societies 
in granting ordination papers; and 
further, that on the proper proof that 
any persons who have already been 
ordained and registered in the N. S. A. 
headquarters, have by'their conduct 
disgraced their high calling, such per
sons’ ordination papers be revoked.

Resolved, That we extend our hearty 
thanks to the secular press of this city 
and the Nation, also the Spiritual press, 
which have so generously given their 
aid and encouragement in the work of 
organization, for reporting our meet
ings freely without prejudice or malice.

E. W. BOND, Chairman;
HELEN PALMER RUSSEGUE, 
A. J. WEAVER, 
ELIZABETH F. KURTH,
D. P. DEWEY. Committee.

The auditing committee reported that 
the accounts of the« Association have 
been carefully examined and found
correct. C

The report showed many financial 
sacrifices made by the president

The finance committee made a 
further report and recommended the 
appointment of special financial agents.

The President to havti no salary for 
the next fiscal year, tent to receive 
$5 per day, with expenses Incurred. 
The President reported that he had ac
cepted only $60 perJmontW last year, 
instead of $1,500 for the year.

The secretary for the pext fiscal year 
is to receive $900, and ,t<> pay all clerks' 
hire except at the copveijtion.

Printing expense tq beareduced.
Each local society Is apked to hold at 

least one social for tlie.N, S. A.
Much discussion of ways and means 

to raise money ensued, and wild plans 
were offered. Home circles were asked 
to have an N. S. A. contribution box, 
and local fairs were suggested, but did 
not pass. ,

■ Quite a number of eulogies of Mr.' 
Barrett for sacrifices made and labors 
performed, followed. ’ - , .

Frank Walker spoke of the opposition 
to President Barrett, by scurrilous 
scribblers in the yellow journals of- 
Spiritualism. ■... : ■

The slow sale of. the annual reports 
caused much discussion ' regarding 
further publication. .

' . AFTERNOON SESSION.
- Opened with song.

Upon motion of G. W. Kates, the 
whole matter of the Declaration of 
Principles be laid on the table for ac
tion at the next convention.

4.

VftlJJftBLE.TÎBRftRŸ
OF

SFlRITUflLlSTIG LITERATURE,
MANSILL’S ALMANAC, of Planetary Meteorology, for 1898. This is 

the thirty-third annual publication of this excellent Astronomical Alma
nac. Valuable for those on land and sea. By Richard Mansill. Price 25o 

MARGUERITE HUNTER, a narrative of life in the material and spin 
itual spheres, by a co-operative spirit band, combined with chosen media 

of earth, given through independent slate-writing. Price $1,00.

MEDIUMISTI0 EXPERIENCES OF JOHN BROWN, the Medium of the 
। Rockies, with an introduction by Prof. J. S. Loveland. This book 
should be in the hands of every one interested in Spiritualism. Pries 5C cts. 

MEDIUMSHIP AND ITS DEVELOPMENT, and How to Mesmerize to 
Assist Development. An everyday useful instructor in Psychic Science.

By W. II. Bach. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents.

MEMORIAL ORATION BY COLi INGERSOLL, on Roscoe Conkling, 
Delivered before the New. York Legislature, May 9, 1888. A word 

picture of an illustrious man. Price 4 cents. .

MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGE, a complete and overwhelming 
refutation of the Bible story of the Deluge. A very interesting pamphlet.

By James M. McCann. Price 15 cents. •

OBSESSION. How evil spirits influence mortals, and how to guard against 
the same. A very necessary and interesting study for sensitives. By 

M. Faraday. 23 pages. Price 10 cents.

ORMSBY'S GEO-HELIO EPHEMERIS ALMANAC. This is a lesson
book of Astrology, and business and weather guide, containing Horo

scopes for each month. By Prof. Ormsby. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50c. 
OUTSIDE THE GATES, and Other Tales and Sketches. Written by a band 

of spirit intelligences, through the mediumship of Mary Theresa Shell- 
hamer. A most excellent Spiritual work Price $1.00.

PEOPLE'S FACES, and How to read- them. Physiognomy Defined.' 
Teaches how to read character at a glance. If you wish to marry leant 

to choose, By John Nils Larson. Price 25 cents,( -

PERFCT MOTHERHOOD, or Mabel Raymoiid’s. Resolve. Dedicated to 
woman everywhere, that children may cease tq be born accursed. By 

Lois Waisbrooker. Price, cloth, $1.00. ' <•

purpose of this laboratory is to Investi
gate psychical phenomena and es
pecially phenomena produced by the 
mediums. The expenses of the board 
and room of the mediums or psychics 
during their sojourn at the institution 
will be borne by the donator. It re
mains with the Association to decide 
whether it will use the laboratory, 
which will practically lie Its own for 
the purpose of Investigating the me
diums to whom a certificate could be 
delivered after their medlumistlc quali
ties have been thoroughly Investigated 
and experimented with, and that report 
can be published in the psychic 
quarterly which the Association hopes 
to launch In case such a magazine does 
materialize. The donor does not wish 
to have his name announced in this 
convention unless it is particularly 
desired.

Chicago was unanimously selected 
as the next place of meeting, on the 
third Tuesday in Ocober, 1899.

Quite a large collection of money and 
subscriptions were obtained from the 
delegates, who feel that the N. 8. A. 
has come closer in touch with the Sjtii-- 
ituallsts of the country and has ob
tained new life.

It was a glorious convention! The 
work was harmonious and most excel
lent! Elghty-five delegates were en
rolled, a few of whom failed to attend. 
With the central place of meeting set
tled for 1899, a large multiple of this 
number will be.in attendance.

Mr. Wiggin, as chairman of the nom
inating committee, reported as follows:

H. D. Barrett, Boston, President; 
Judge A. H. Dalley, Brooklyn, Vice
President; Mrs. M. T. Longley, San 
Francisco, Secretary; Theodore J. 
Mayer, Washington, Treasurer. Allen
F. Brown. SAn Antonio, Texas; D. 
Dewey, Grand Blanc, Mich.: C. 
Pruden, Minneapolis, Minn; I. C. 
Evans, Washington, D. C.; Ervin 
Rice, Chicago, Ill., Trustees.

P.
D.
I.

A.

In two or three Instances other nom
inations were made by the convention, 
but the ticket as above was elected.

The convention then adjourned.
EVENING MEETING.

A large audience attended at night.
Addresses were made by Messrs. 

A. E. Tisdale, D. P. Dewey, F. A. 
Wiggin, Mrs. Helen Palmer Russegue, 
Mrs. Carrie F. Loring and Mrs. Cora 
L. V. Richmond. Tests were given by 
John Slater.

Most excellent vocal music has been 
rendered at the evening sessions by 
Miss Virginia E. Wopster, accompanied 
by Mr. Henry yj. Eichar, both of the 
Pittsburg, Pa., Spiritual Church choir.

Thus ends the convention of 1898— 
the most commendable of any yet held.

To-morrow the Rational Children's 
Lyceum holds its sessions.

•'The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire, 
by harmonizing their physical bodies 
and their physical bodies with 
universal nature and their souls with 
the higher intelligences, to come Into 
closer connection with the purer realms 
of the Spirit-World. It Is written in the 
sweet spiritual tone that characterizes 
all of Miss Judson's literary works 
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 75 cents. '

"Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment.” By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise.. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at this office.

"The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records.” Told by Paul Carus. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism in Its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read It without spiritual profit 
Price $L For sale at this office.

“From Night to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A 
Judson. Gives aiiaccount of’her experi
ence In passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written in a swee» 
spirit, and is well adapted to place In 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15 cent*

PETALS FROM WHITE ROSE, a neat litUs. pamphlet of poems— 
stated on the title page—“The first fruits of fti^piration from Casa Guidi 

in Summerland. By J. C. F. Grumbine. Price 25 cents.

PHILOSOPHY OF PHENOMENA Physical and Metaphysical. Matter 
phenomena and life phenomena. Objective and subjective phenomena. 

Hyperbole metaphysical. By Geo. M. Ramsey, M. D. Price, cloth, $1.00 
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTERCOURSE. Contains an account of 

the very wonderful spiritual developments at the house of Rev. Dr. Phelps, 
Stratford, Conn. By A. J. Davis. Price, cloth, $1.25; postage 10 cents. ■ 
POLITICAL WORKS OF THOMAS PAINE. Containing the three 

volumes—“Common Sense," the “Crisis" and “Rights of Man”—threq 
volumes in one. Just the book for patriotic Americans. Price, cloth, $1.00, 
PRACTICAL METHODS TO INSURE SUCCESS. A valuable little work.

full of practical instruction In matters pertaining to the physical, mental 
and spiritual health. Worth many times its cost. Price 10 cents.

PROPHETS OF ISRAEL. Comprises in the main popular sketches from 
Old Testament History. By Carl H. Cornill, Doctor of Theology and 

Professor of Old Testament History. Price 25 cents.

PRIMARY FACTORS OF ORGANIC EVOLUTION. By E. D. Cope,, 
Ph. D., Member of the U. S. N ational Academy of Science, Professor of' 

Zoology in the University of Pennsylvania. Price, cloth, $2.00.

PSYCHIC SCIENCE. Studies in the Outlying Fields—Spiritual Phenom
ena. How to investigate, form circles and develop mediumship. A test 

of genuine mediumship. By Hudson Tuttle. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

PSYCHOGRAPHY, Marvelous manifestations of Psychic Power, given 
through the mediumship of Fred. P. Evans. Beautifully bound in clot^, 

and gold, and profusely illustrated. Price $2.00, postpaid.

PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRIT HEALING. A book that every Healer, 
Physician and Spiritualist should read. By the spirit of Dr. Benjamin 

Rush, through the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. Price $1.50. 
PULPIT, PEW AND CRADLE. Second paragraph in book, last two 

lines, reads: <‘Christianity is one thing for grown men. It is quite anotheff 
thing for women and children.” By Helen 11. Gardner. Price 10 cents 
REAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. You will not become weary while 

reading this excellent book. Very interesting and instructive. Given 
inspirationally by Mrs. Maria M. King. Price 75 cents.

RELIGION OF THE STARS. Containing 19 full lectures delivered in tho 
Temple of the Magi, Chicago, upon occult subjects. Three upon “The 

Human Soul.” By O. II. Richmond. Price $1.25 postpaid.

Relation of the spiritual to the material universe, 
and the Law of Control. . New edition, enlarged and revised and greatly 

improved. Ry M. Faraday. Price 15 cents.

Religious and theological works of thomas paine 
Here is a book that should be in the library of every Spiritualist and 

Freethinker in the land. Price, cloth, $1.00.

RELIGION OF SCIENCE. Treats of Principles, Faith and Doctrines, 
Immortality, Mythology and Religion, Christ and the Christians, Cath

olicity of the Religious Spirit. By Dr. Paul Carus. Price, muslin, 50 cts. 
RIGHTS OF MAN. Parts I and II. Being an answer to Mr. Burke's 

attack upon the French Revolution. By Thomas Paine. Post 8vo. ¡279 
pages. Price, paper, 30 cents; cloth 50 cents.

RIGHT LIVING, This book gives an admirable course of study in ethics, 
and supplies a long-felt want of an ethical text-book adapted to the com

prehension of children. By Susan H. Wixon. Price, cloth, $1.00.

ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. Every patriot should read thia 
decidedly patriotic book. Of inestimable value to liberty-loving Ameri

cans. By Rev. J. Lansing, M. A. Price $1.00.

SCIENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN. By one of the scientific minds of The 
Progressive Thinker corps of contributors. Rich with profound thought.

By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 cents.

SEERS OF THE AGES. ■ Embracing Spiritualism, past and present.
Doctrines stated and moral tendencies defined. Nearly 400 pages of 

grand reading. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. Price, cloth, $2.00.

STANDUsG UP FOR JESUS, or what the editor of the Freethinker’s 
Magazine thinks of him on general principles. Profound, Biblical, sar

castic.' Price 4 cents; 25 copies for 50 cents. '

Talleyrand s letter to the pope. This work win be found 
especially interesting to all who would desire to make a study of Roman

ism and the Bible. Price 25 cents.

TEACHINGS OF JESUS, Not adapted to modern civilization. With the 
true character of Mary Magdalene. A book full of truth. By George 

W. Brown, M. D. Price 15 cents.

THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS, A book on Development 
of Mediumship by Terrestrial Magnetism, or the laws of harmonizing tho 

body with universal nature. By Abby A. Judson. Price $1.00.

THE CANDLE FROM UNDER THE BUSHEL, or Thirteen Hundred and 
Six Questions to the Clergy. Nuts that are hard for them to crack. An " 

interesting book. By Wm. Heart. Price 40 cents.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPIRIT'—After transition. The origin of re
ligions, and their influence upon the mental development of the human 

race. By the late M. Faraday. Price 10 cents.

THE DREAM CHILD. Reads like an inspiration. Treating clearly upon 
the laws of affinity, love and the attendant pain and sorrow invariably 

experienced therewith. By Florence Huntley. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

THE FAIRY LAND OF SCIENCE. This beautiful book fills a niche in 
the hearts of the young people. Lyceum library literature.

B. Buckley. Price $1.50.
By Arabella

THE FOUNTAIN OF LIFE, or Threefold Power of Sex. A work that 
should be studied by both maraud woman. It is one of ' ". . _ the author’g

most Useful and instructive books. By Lois Waisbrooker. Price 50 cents, 
THE GODS. This is one of the greatest lectures ever delivered bj' the 

world-famed infidel orator, Robert G. Ingersoll, and has, in pamphlet 
form, had a wide circulation. Price 20 cents.

THE GOD IDEA OF THE ANCIENTS, or Sex in Religion. A sensible, 
logical statement of opinion, but not of a revolutionary or sensational 

nature. A good book all through. By Eliza Burt Gamble. Price $2.25.

THE INFIDELITY OF ECCLEglASTIGISM. A Menace to American 
Civilization. A trenchant and masterly treatise. By Prof. W. M. Lock

wood. Price 25 cents.

THE MOLECULAR HYPOTHESIS OF NATURE. Demonstrates the 
continuity of life and our environment of Spiritual influences. Free from 

all theories of superstition. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood. Price 25 cents.

THE ORDER OF THE WHITE ROSE, or Spiritualism Integrating the 
Religions of the world. . Something of the intent, purpose and fellowship 

of the Order of the White Rose. By J,C. F. Grumbine.' Price 20 cents.

THE OTHER WORLD AND THIS. A compendium of spiritual laws. A- 
volume of thirty-nine chapters, and all replete with Spiritualistic thought 

By Augusta W. Fletcher, M. D. Price $1,50.
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Those Who Are Sick and Discour
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haps We Can Help
You,
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406 Mass. Av.,' Boston, Mass.

Can be Cured.
Write to 

DR. O. E. WATKINS, 
Hold Palmerston, 406 Mass. ave., Boston, Mass.
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STOMACH TROUBLES
Can be Cured. Consult at once 

DR. C. E. WATKINS.
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Dr.C.E. Watkins
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Dr.6.E. Watkins
406 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

CANCERS CURED

. We desire to say that we have treat
ed a great many cancer cases during 
the past year, and with the exception 
of one case, all have been cured, and 
this one left our treatment and placed 
¡herself under the care of others. We 
desire to inform all those who are suf
fering from cancer that we would like 
to have them write us. We use no 
knife, and the ojteratlon is considered 
almost painless. We have a hospital, 
or rather, another sanitarium in Bos
ton, where we have the best of trained 
nurses, 'i'o kill and remove a cancer 
Usually takes from two weeks' to five 
weeks’ time only. We also treat at our 
Boston sanitarium, tumors of all kinds, 
such as encysted tumors of the labia 
and fibrous tumors of the ovaries, indo
lent ulcers, etc. We would be pleased 
to have those suffering with such dls-

A Shaker Finds Himself |n 
a Dilemma.

Julia H. Johnson, in the number of 
October 1 of The Progressive Thinker, 
seems to press the matter of re
organization of the Shaker homes.

Having lived a Shaker life upwards 
of fifty years, because from evidence 
received I believed it to be a correct 
spiritual life, if I am to change, I must 
again from evidence received be con
vinced that the Shaker life is not a cor
rect spiritual life.

Julia recommends reorganization 
with the institution of marriage em
bodied in the new organization, for an 
amendment to fill our empty houses. 
True many of our houses are empty, 
and we would like to have them filled, 
but not with the element of division, 
which marriage certainly is. If Sister 
Julia will gather five or six good fam

’ Ilies into a community, and she govern 
them five or six years, she will be con
vinced of the fact, that the natural and 
spiritual relations will not work har
moniously to a heavenly life.

Have we not the history of the ex
perience of many communities who had 
the marriage institution embodied In 
their organizations, and where are they 
now? All have failed, and all will fall 
who will attempt in the heretofore un
successful experience in endeavoring to 
blend the natural and spiritual Into a 
harmonious community life.

The Shaker celibate community, how
ever, has existed over one hundred 
years. Good proof of a very good or
ganization, and should they be still 
further reduced to a much smaller 
number, they will yet hold the fort, 
until there Is a people prepared and 
desirous to live a pure spiritual life, 
who will forsake the natural to enjoy 
the spiritual, and who will come and fill 
our empty houses.

I am a Spiritualist, a spiritual.person 
dwelling in a natural and material 
body, which is necessary for my deal
ing with the natural things of this 
world, while living in it. But this nat
ural body cannot deprive me from liv
ing a spiritual life,if I so make choice.

When I came to the Shakers, with a 
wife and two children, the fruits of a 
natural life, to become a Shaker, I had 
to renounce the natural, to enjoy the 
full spiritual life which they enjoyed. 
First that which is natural, afterwards 
that which is spiritual; this is the true 
order of progression. Are we not per
fect natural beings when entering tills 
world? We remain such until taught 
spiritual things, when taught and we 
receive, then we grow in spirituality— 
this is progression. And when we pro
gress to a celibate lite, which is not 
naIiinil, but a spiritual life, if we re
turn to the natural, is not that retro
gression, reversing true progress, now 
having the spiritual first, afterwards 
the natural, beginning in the spirit and 
ending in the flesh.

Here is my dilemma; can .Sister Julia

[Obituaries to the extent ot ten Unes 
only will be Inserted free.]

L. J. Tlbbals, passed to splrlt-ljfe in 
Ravenna, Ohio,' October 26, -1898, aged 
68 years.. The cause of his death was 
apoplexy. He had been a life-long 
Spiritualist and a firm friend of The 
Progressive Thinker. ' O. C. H.

, Passed to the higher life, at her home 
in Amity, Oregon, October 6, 1898, of 
rheumatism of the heart, Mrs. Marion 
Wallace, wife of E. P. Wallace, aged 
57 years. She leaves a husband and 
two daughters and a host of friends to 
mourn her lose. Fueral services were 
held at their home, conducted by Dr. 
Flora A. Brown, of Portland, Oregon. 
T'lie family do not mourn as those with
out knowledge as she was a consistent 
Spiritualist, and exemplified in her 
daily life true spirituality.

MRS. D. A. WALLACE.

Mr. John Gridley, of Flint, Mich., 
passed to tthe higher life August 4, 
from dropsy of the heart. He had long 
been a: true believer in Spiritualism, 
which proved a comfort to him in his 
last days,. He was an. honored veteran 
and a member of the G. A. R. He 
leaves one. daughter and two sons, but 
they mourn him not as dead.' Dr. Scher
merhorn, of Battle Creek, officiated at 
the funeral. E, A. PARKER.

. Passed to spirit-life, at Denver, Colo., 
September 29, 1898, Mrs.' Elizabeth 
Bayley, wife of the late Robert 0. Bay
ley, of Philadelphia, Pa.

Almost 82 years of beautiful life had 
crowned this noble woman; because 
her sunny truthful nature was ever re
ceptive of the brightest scintillations of 
wisdom from augel guardian, or hu
man environment.

Her tender sympathy, sterling in teg- 
rity and love of truth, made her a pio
neer Spiritualist.

The morning of her transition, her 
daughter received a letter from a Phil
adelphia friend whose mother in spirit
life sent a loving message to Mrs. Bay
ley, saying: “I will bring her a spray of 
lovely white flowers.” This sweet mes
sage gave her great pleasure, amj the 
fragrance of those spirit flowers arose 
like Incense to consecrate her new 
birth.

When the evening shadows gathered, 
her spirit awoke to supernal Joys and 
was welcomed to the angels’ home by 
her own darling son Willie, whose 
name lingered upon her Ups as she 
passed away.

Gentle spirit, thou hast taught us the 
heavenly way of duty well performed.

Many friends in Philadelphia and 
this city, will extend sympathy to her 
three devoted daughters, who share 
their mother's reverence for all spirit
ual truth.

EMMA F. JAY BULLENE. 
Denver, Colo.

Jiunday SpirUtaalist Meetings in 
Chicago.

People’s Chutoh. Services Sunday at 
8 p. ju., in Hujtdel Building, room 518. 
AU interested Mends and Spiritualists 
invited. Mis. MI E. Kratz, pastor.

Indiana avenue1 and Thirty-first street, 
at 3 and 8 p. m.t Lecture and tests by 
good mediums.

West Side Spiritual Society meets at 
No. 46 South Ada1 street at 8 p. m.

Church of the (Star of Truth, Wickdr 
Park hall, No.EOl West North avenue. 
Services at 7:4ff: p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

Spiritual Advancement Society, 274 
Warren avenue, near Robey street, 
holds service every Sunday evening at 
7:45. Dr. Hasenclever lectures and 
gives spirit messages.

The Englewood -Spiritual Society 
meets every Sunday in Hopkins’ hall, 
528 W. 63d street, at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

The First Spiritual Society of the 
South Side, No. 77 Thirty-first street, 
will hold meetings at 2:80 and 7:30 p. 
m„ each Sunday, beginning October 2, 
1898. Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
pastor.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street Services at 
7:80 p. m.

The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
O. F, Grumblne, permanent speaker, 
meets in their conference room, 810 
Masonic Temple Building, every Sun
day at 10:45 a. m., and 7;45 p. m.

Church of the Ministering Angels, 500 
South Ashland avenue, corner 13th 
street. Services every Sunday evening 
at 7:80. Mrs. M. Summers, pastor.

The Second Church of the Soul will 
hold meetings in Van Buren’s opera 
house, Madison street and California 
avenue, every Sunday afternoon at 8 
o’clock and 7:30 in the evening. Good 
speakers and mediums will be present.

The Church of the Soul will hold 
union services of Sunday school and 
church, each Sunday morning, in Room 
608 Handel Hall Building, No. 40 Ran
dolph street. Church services at 11:30.

The Christian Spiritual Society holds 
meetings in Hygeia Hall, Washington 
boulevard and and Paulina street, at 
2:80 and 7:80 p. m. Miss Sarah Thomas 
conducts the services.

The Lake 1 iew Spiritualist Union 
meets every Sunday evening at 7:45 in 
Wells’ Hall, 1020 Clark street, cornel' 
Fletcher street. Meetings conducted 
by Carl A. Wlekland and wife, assisted 
by other mediums and speakers. All 
friends and members are invited.

The Second Church of the Soul meets 
at Van Buren Opera House, corner of 
Madison street and California avenue, 
Sundays at 8 and 7:80 p. m. Good 
speakers, assisted by Mrs. Andrews, 
Mrs. Goble, Mr. Wilks and Mr. Shaffer, 
test mediums.

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

TO SPIRITUALISTS

Send in notice, of meetings held on 
Sunday at public balls.

ease 
tien.
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to write us for further informa
DR. C. Ë. WATKINS.

Mass. Avenue, Boston, Mass.
465 if.

Prophecy Not Telepathy.
It seems to me that when so many 

theories are advanced to explain spirit 
return, when it is absolutely Impossible 
to deny the phenomena, that we Spirit
ualists who have had so many con
vincing proofs or its truth should be 
■Willing to record our experiences, 
especially those that preclude the pos
sibility of telepathy. However, this is 
not the case, for I do not believe one 
experience in a hundred thousand ever 
finds its way into print. I have had 
people, many of them members of or
thodox churches, teH me of wonderful 
tests, but were unwilling to have them 
published or repeated, chiefly on ac
count of their church relationship.

In a number of instances in my own 
experience I know that it would be 1m- 
itossible for telepathy to solve the prob- 
em. A number of years ago, through 

the mediumship of Mrs. Hamilton Gill, 
who now lives at 11 Bishop Court, this 
City, I was told that I would very 
shortly leave the Southern city of C----
for Chicago. I was out of a position at 
the time; but Chicago was the last 
place on earth that I thought of trying 
for one. I did not wish to come to Chi
cago, and told the spirits that I would 
not go, as I wished to go East if I 
could get a position in C----. But
■they said: “Your spirit friends do not 
want you to stay here any longer; but 
they do want you to go to Chicago, and 
you will get a good position there and 
go there inside of three weeks,” which 
was literally fulfilled, although up to 
the last half day before my departure 
I had not really consented to come here. 
Can anyone call that telepathy? or 
knowledge that had been spied out, 

( when I knew nothing of it?
A week or two ago I met a young 

lady at Mrs. Gill’s" who was en
thusiastic over a splendid test that she 
had received. Last year she attended 
one of Mrs. Gill's circles. She had 
never seen the medium before; and. in 
fact, it was the first Spiritualist meet- 

_ing she bad ever attended. She was 
worried about her brother, whom the 
family had not heard from for more 
than a year, and whom they supposed 
to be dead. One of the guides told her 
at once what was troubling her. But 

■ he said: “You need not worry. Your 
brother is alive, and you will shortly 
hear from him. And not only that, but 
he will eat Christmas dinner with you,” 
Which also was literally fulfilled.

Now the world is full of these ex
periences. They are of every-day oc
currence. No wonder Spiritualism does 
pot die out, although religious papers 
■nd many scientific books and maga
zines will publish only articles that 
claim it is all fraud or a work of the 
devil. Metaphorically, they dismiss it 
with a wave of the hand. But let us 
tell our experiences. Let us pile up 
well-attested testimony, until they are 
forced to consider it

Chicago, Ill. C. G. WALKER.

‘‘After Her Death. The Story of a 
Bummer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 

'tnind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth.' A, 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, §1.

“Origin and Antiquity , of Man.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. A masterly philosoph
ical work. English edition, nicely 
bound In cloth, |L For sale at this

assist me out of 
then perhaps I 
bringing about 
recommended.

Preston, Ohio.

this difficulty? If so,
could 

the
assist some in 

reorganization
H. B. BEAR.

A PLEASANT TIME.

October 18, at 8 p. m., at 406 Massa
chusetts avenue, Boston, Mass., Dr. 
Watkin's apartments were filled to 
overflowing by his many friends who 
took entire charge until midnight. 
Short speeches of welcome were made, 
bidding the Doctor and his family wel
come to our eity, after which, music 
and dancing, then refreshments. Time 
passed away swiftly, but before leav
ing, Dr. Watkins gave us all an exhibi
tion of his most wonderful gifts as a 
psychie, independent slate-writing, 
showing bow he diagnoses his most 
critical cases, and tests of spirit friends 
present, until all felt that there was no 
such thing as death.

All will long remember the evening 
of October 18. What wonderful gifts 
are the Doctor’s. No wonder his pa
tients love and respect him. We who 
have known him from boyhood and 
watched with interest his remarkable 
development from a poor struggling 
public medium to his present high po
sition as a most gifted and successful 
physician, rejoiced to see his perfect 
manhood, and as hestood among us a 
giant in strength and perfect health, 
his face shlulng with happiness, could 
not help but think how low and con
temptible must be those who speak ill 
of true, honest mediums like the Doc
tor. Yet there are those who never see 
any good resulting from mediumship, 
and many a poor medium has been 
driven out of Spiritualism because of 
unkind words. Poor Charlie Foster- 
how little he wns understood. We all 
remember him, one of the grandest me
diums who ever lived, and his sad 
death.

Dr. Watkins spoke with feeling for a 
few minutes on mediumship and Its re
sponsibility, and the dangerous path 
they have to follow, giving us a short 
history of bis own life, Foster's and 
Dr. W. A. Mansfield's experiences as 
mediums. When he finished there was 
not a dry eye present. Then taking 
slander as his subject, he spoke with 
great bitterness and with justice of 
those who try to injure others by slan
der. Then at our request, he gave us 
a full history of the great work accom
plished by the psychic doctors of to
day. claiming that the successful physl- 
cian of the day was he who could cor
rectly locate the cause of the disease, 
and who only assisted Nature to re
move the disease. After a pleasant 
and instructive evening, we withdrew

The writer, who is known as one of 
the very best mental and physical me
diums in the United States, desires to 
withdraw from the field of commercial 
mediumship and secure a position or 
employment that will place him above 
the necessity of exercising his medium
ship for money. Knowing there are 
thousands of Spiritualists, heads of 
businesses of various kinds who em
ploy men in different positions, I can
not but believe that some one of them 
will kindly faVbr one of their own be
lief. My work, I am sure, is deserving 
of this much recognition. • I possess de
cided business ability, fine educatiop 
and address, unimpeachable references, 
and through my talents and inedium- 
istic endowments can adapt myself to 
and fill almost any responsible position. 
I trust this notice will elicit the re
sponse and investigation my aspirations 
merit. For obvious reasons I withhold 
my name in this notice. Address Box 
27, Station B, Cleveland, O.

NOTICE TO THE SICK.

Dr. Watkins will on October 15, move 
to his new Boston office, 406 Massachu
setts avenue, Hotel Palmerston. Seven 
rooms in this beautiful hotel are being 
prepared especially for Dr. Watkins' 
offices. Kindly , remember the street 
and number, 406 Massachusetts avenue. 
Please address aUletters until October 
15 to Dr. C. E. Watkins, Ayer, Mass.

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Cliiiton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 

—Your Melted Pebble Spectacles are 
all you claim for them, and even more. 
Your Magnetized Compound is a won
derful remedy, and acts like magic 
upon sore and weak eyes. I would not 
be without it. Very f-espeotfully,

MRS. J. A. PERKINS.
Easthampton, Mass.

For 30 days I will send a' sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mail.

to 
to

our homes feeling that it was good 
have been there.

GEO. A. PEARSALL.

“Social Upbuilding, Including co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture
Cure. Paper cover, 16 cents. For
at thia office.

“The Unrrerse.” What Force

and 
sale

------ -------- Is.The Beginning of Creation. What Mat
ter Is. The Creation of the Earth 
The Beginning of Life. Immortality 
The Substance of Its Environments’ 
P<chlc Science. What the “Soul of 
Things” Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by. L. M. Rosé. Contains 71 pages of 
interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
sale at this office.

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctjine.” .By Edward Gibbons. This 
Is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
•»very detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price 
25 cents. For sale at this office. ’

■'Commentaries on Hebrew and Chris
tian Mythology." By Judge Parish B 
Ladd, LL.B., of the San Francisco Bar 
This book is of more than ordinary val
ue, giving the results of much patient1 
thought and research by a mind well 
qualified to sift evidence and arrange 
fleets. In compact form it gives just 
what Is needed on the subject. Paper 
75 cents. Cloth, §1.50. For sale at this 
Office.

"Encyclopedia of Biblical Spiritual
ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or imply 
Spiritualism; together with a brief big. 
tory of the origin of many of the 
Important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results ol bls many years’ study 
of the Bible In Its relations to Spiritual
ism. As its title denotes, It Is a veri
table encyclopedia of infomation on the 
subject Price $1. For sale at thia 
office.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood Is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For 
■ale at this office. Price 25 cento.

• Human culture and cure. part 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
eluding Methods and Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A very in- 
struetive and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as It well ful
fills the promise of its title. For sale 
at thia office. Price 75 cents.

"Atlantis: The Antediluvian World ” 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of It given by Plato as veritable history. 
It Is intensely Interesting. Price, $2. ’

“The Priest, the Woman, and the Con
fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Cbinlquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail $L For Bale at 
this office. '

“Bible and Church Degrade Woman ” 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises 
three brief essays, on The Effect of 
Woman Suffrage on Questions of Mor
als and Religion; The Degraded Status 
of Woman in the Bible; The Christian 
Church and Woman; written in Mrs. 
Stanton's usual trenchant style. For 
sale at this office. Price 10 cents.

“From Soul to Soul." By^Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought In poetic diction In this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment Price 
$1.00. For sale at this office. : ■

"Human Culture ana Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development and; Social Un
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D 
LL.D. A most excellent and very valti’ 
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Scl- 
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75c. 
For sale at this office, J

“Ancient India: its Language and 
Religions.” By Prof. H. Oldenberg. 
The subject is of unusual interest at 
the present time, and it is here treated 
In a way to interest and Instruct all 
readers. For sale at this office. Paper, 
price 25c.

"Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope" will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic' 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and practices 
should be read by all. Sold at this of- 
AM. Price 25 cento.

Clinton, Iowa. B. IT. POOLE.

"THE LYCEUM.”
The Lyceum, devoted to the interests 

of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to Its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special Interest In it. It 
Is published weekly. Try It. 437tf

CANCERS CAN BE CURED.

Dr. 0. B. Watkins—Dear Sir:—I wish 
to thank'you for sending me to your 
cancer clinic for the cancer kill treat
ment. I am greatly relieved «and re
joiced at the age of 68 to have my can
cer of 20 years’ growth killed and en
tirely removed from the right breast in 
two weeks’ time. The cancer home is 
airy, sunny, cozy, comfortable and 
homelike and the food, nursing and 
treatment so suited to each case, that 
one feels contented and happy there. 
All conneoted with the clinic are espe
cially fitted by training and experience 
for their respective duties,careful and 
considerate of the welfare and comfort 
of your patients, and honorable In busi
ness matters, and I can cordially rec
ommend sending cancer sufferers to the 
clinic, and I think the grateful patient 
should sound your merited praise far 
and wide. Your grateful patient, 

ELIZA B. NYE.
Barre Plains, Mass.

BEAR IN MIND.
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In sending remittances to this office, 
write your orders ron a single sheet of 
paper, to file away for future reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that,' do so on a separate 
sheet It Is notnsafe to send money in 
a letter; if it Istoent that way, and lost 
in the course ofstrinsmisslon, you will 
be the loser. Do J not send personal 
checks, as it.costs 45 cents to get them 
cashed. Sena {ffistAl or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable in 
Chicago or NW York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names "tend addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, «nd mistakes will be 
avoided.

"Poems or trogres».” By Lizzie 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, .from 
lively to severe." It is a book to be 
treasured and riohly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price Ji- '

“The Infidelity of Ecelesiastlclsm. 
A Menace tp .American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological' and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

“Origin of Lift;, or Where Man Come« 
From." “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from; Matter Through Organic Pro- 
cosbcb, or How the Splrit Body Grows ” 
By Michael Faraday, price 10 cento 
For sale at this office. . '
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DB. J. A. BURROUGHS.

WHY WE SUCCEED.

Our entire time is given to our pa
tients. We do not consider it fair to ac
cept any case we cannot personally 
treat, and we find that our practice de
mands our best energies. Our medi
cines are manufactured for us; they are 
the purest that can be made, ate mild 
and magnetized. Our psychle treat
ment accomplishes wonders, and there 
has never been a firm of physicians who 
have been able to produce equal results. 
The voluntary statements of our pa
tients prove this. The
Public Demand

Facts and Proof, 
tangible proof, of SUCCESS. A man 
may proclaim himself a great healer, a 
wonderful physician, but his claims will 
meet with derision unless supplemented 
by tangible proof, hence we submit the 
following
FACTS FROM OUR MAIL.
Dre. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.

Dear Doctors:—Will aay that I um feellug as well 
as I ever felt and will need no more medicine. Please 
receive my thank» and gratitude for your valuable 
advice. Respectfully, Helen G. Thatohek,

Oct. 1,1898. Winnebago Oily, Minn.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mioh.
Dear Doctoral—I feel better now than I have in 

twenty ybars. Many thanks to you, kind doctors, 
you have been very kind to me. Respectfully,

Oct, 1, 1898, Elieabhtu Wytue, Seville, 0.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, llattle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—I am perfectly well and do not 

think it Is necessary to take any more treatment.
Jacob Coopbh, 

Sept. 27,1898. Hanover, Ill.

Drs. Peebles* Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—Instead of that tired, worn-out 

feeling, I now feel like a man able to do a day's 
work. 1 consider my investment in a month’« treat
ment from you the best I ever made. Sincerely,

_ À . tnna Bakfoìip Stewart.
Oct. 1. 1898. Richmond, 111,

Drs. Peeblea & Burroughs, Battle Creek. Mich, 
Dear Doctora:—I ajn well and atrong—have not bad 

a return of my trouble alnce I commenced your 
treatment. I am gàtnlng in fletb and 1 know that 1 
am cured. With many thanks. I remain, respect
folly, Mbs- C. Lee,

Oct. 1,1898. CurtlBville, Ind.
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek. Mich.

Dear Doctorat—i am improving al) the time, and 
feel stronger every day. Your two ninths' treat
ment has done me fifty dollars’ worth of good, and 
I cannot thank you enough. Yours fruly, 

_ Doba 0. LOWELL,
Oct. 1,1888, Wadena, Minty

Drs.Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs!—My wife la Improving rapidly, is gain

ing in flesh and strength every day. A desire to ex
press mv gratitude and appreciation of what you have 
done fef ua prompts me to aâdréasyou. Gentlemen, 
aljow tpe to thank you heartily for your cure of my 
wife’s case. Very truly, T. s. Currie,

Gleudeane, Ky»
Drs. Peebles* Burroughs, Battle Creek. Mich.

DearDoçtorsi—I am feeling splendid, so well and 
strong and bare improved wonderfully under your 
treatment. Very truly,

Oct. 8,1898.
Mrb. Emma Stiles, 

Omaha, Nebr,

Our Key-Note to Success
IS 

ftbsoiuteiu 
Correct 

Diagnosis 
Drfl. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mlcb. 

Dear Sirs:—Your dlagnosle of mycaie to perfectly 
correct. waltsb B. Mahew,

Oct. 1, 1898. Plymouth Ave, Cincinnati, O, 

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—Your diagnosis of my case is correct In 

every particular. Respectfully,

Oct. 1, 1898.
W. Q. Roberts. 

National Home, Ind.
Drs. Peebles à Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.

Dear Doctors:—Your diagnosis of my cane Is ab- 
soluteiy Correct, Very truly, Mrs. Jobnbon.

Allegheny City, Pa, 
Oct. 8,1898. so Pork 8tr.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sire:—Ixrecelvcd the dlagnoala and It la cor

rect In every way, Youri truly, E. A. Daggett.
Oct. 3, 1898, Rutland, Vt.

Drs. Peeblea & Rurrougha, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—I thank you for your excellent and 

correct diagnosis of my friend’s case. Yours truly, 
Oct. 1. 1898. Adam Bbown, Dixon, Illa.
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DR. J. SWANSON,
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Bhd cure many c««e« whore medldue h«B failed Tes
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~ YOUR PALM READ
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JUNO, OR THE. NEW WOMftN
; INSPIRED BY CHARLES DICKENS.

. . WRITTEN BY, * < ' V

’ CARLVLE PETERSILBA,
... AUTHOR OF . . . ,

“The Discovered Country,” “Mary Anne Carew, Wife, Mother, Spirit, Angel,” “Philip Carlislie, a
Romance;” “Oceanldes,” a Psychic Novel, Etc.

CHAPTER I.

A Would-be New Woman.

“Is she coming on her wheel?”
This question was asked by one of the sweetest little 

girls in all the wide world of sweet girls—we really ought 
to say, young lady, for she was nearing her eighteenth 
year; yet when she asked the question she did not refer to 
the expected advent of the New Woman. It is doubtful 
if she had ever thought of the New Woman at all. No; 
she was simply expecting her dearest friend and bosom 
companion, a young lady very near her own age, and won
dering if she would come on her brand new bicycle.

“I don’ know, miss. She sed as how p’raps she might 
fur the missis is gone ridin’ in the kerrige along wid Miss 
Birdie an’ Master Davie. She telled me to give you this 
note, an’ to say as how she would come, sure.”

And the little foot page and errand boy of the Scorisses 
took his departure. Ethel watched with bright, laughing 
eyes as he wended his way across the street, with hands 
thrust into his pockets and whistling merrily.

“0, she is sure to come on her wheel.”
And Ethel pressed her bright face close to the plate

glass window, looking earnestly in the direction from 
whence she expected her friend to arrive.

“Mamma,” said Ethel, at last, turning away from the 
window, “you ought to see how beautifully Grace rides. 
All the young men turn to look after her as she speeds 
along, her great, dark eyes flashing, her cheeks flaming 
like two damask roses, her forehead as white as a stately 
calla lily. Oh, mother! It may be that I am envious of 
Gracie’s beauty and the admiration which she inspires.”

Mrs. Alstead heaved a gentle sigh as she east an affec
tionate glance at her own sweet little girl. “I am a little 
doubtful as to the propriety of a young lady riding a bi
cycle,” she said. “I am very sure that such a sight in my 
girlhood would have called forth the utmost indignation, 
disgust and ridicule instead of admiration and commenda
tion.”

“0, but, mamma dear, all that is changed now. Grace 
says the world is progressing. People are much wiser 
than they wore when you and Mrs. Scoriss were young 
ladies.”

“It may be so,” replied the gentle, exceedingly refined 
and ladylike Mrs. Alstead. “It may be so,” she repeated, 
hesitatingly. One thing is certain, women are asserting 
themselves in a manner unheard of in my youthful days. 
1 suppose, dear, that you wish me to purchase a bicycle, 
that you may keep Gracie company?”

“No, mamma. I think not. I tried to ride Grace’s 
wheel, out in her back yard, where no one could see. She 
said she would teach me to ride; but that wretched ’cycle 
fell, together with your unhappy little Ethel, a dozen 
times or more. I saw a groat many stars at those times 
when my head bumped the ground. My nose was 
scraped; my mouth was filled with sand; my dress and 
hands covered with mud. No; I decided never to try it 
again. The se’”ynts were all peeping from the windows, 
and tittering'’'oehind the curtains, and worst of 
all, Raphael Scoriss had been watching us from 
behind the blind, all the time; and at my last and 
worst fall, he shouted with laughter, then came out and 
asked my pardon—hoped I was not hurt, and so forth. 
‘Ah, Ethel,’ he exclaimed, ‘I plainly perceive that you are 
not the ‘New Woman.’ I was so blinded by dirt and 
tears commingled, that I rushed into the house without 
answering him. The housekeeper met me and, suppress
ing her laughter, led me to the bath-room and assisted in 
a cleansing process. No, dearest mama, I will forego the 
bicycle, even if I do not become the ‘New Woman.’ ”

And Ethel arose from the window and going to her 
mother, threw her arms about that gentle lady’s neck, her 
cheeks hot and flaming at the thought of her disastrous 
adventure. She kissed her mother fondly.

At that moment the drawing-room door was flung 
wide, and, with a hop, skip and jump, a figure entered, 
bringing with it a rush of fresh, cool air, and in a moment 
the whole room seemed crisp and fragrant.

“Ah!’Gracie, Gracie! You are here at last!” cried 
Ethel, holding out both hands as she welcomed her 
friend. “And—yes, yes, you came on your wheel, or you 
would not be dressed as you are. 0, really, Grace,” she 
continued, after that young lady had given a hand to Mrs. 
Alstead, “that is your new riding suit.” ■

And her soft cheeks tingled once more with blushes of 
—well, perhaps we ought not to say it, for fear of offend
ing the New Woman; still, we will venturer-blushes of 
offended modesty. '

“Well, now,” asked Miss Scoriss, swinging herself 
around on one foot, “how do you like it? Just the thing, 
isn’t it? Nothing can be finer or more convenient for the 
bike. Don’t you think so, little puss?”

“Yes—yes,” stammered Ethel. “It certainly must be 
convenient, but —but Gracie, you look very strange in 
such a costume. I should hardly know you.”

“Oh! it’s just lovely!” exclaimed Miss Scoriss, throwing 
one leg into the air, aping a ballet dancer as nearly as pos
sible. “Just see what freedom it gives to one’s limbs. No 

_ more long gowns for me, sweet Ethel. These leather, 
buttoned leggings, and divided skirt, together with this 
jaunty, tight-fitting coat, are just the tilings.”

And she pirouetted about the large room until her face 
glowed like a red, red rose between two monstrous, cream-, 
colored silk balloons, meant for sleeves to the tight-fitting 
cutaway coat. A collar, somewhere about two yards-in. 
length across the shoulders, and a half-yard in width 
down the back, flapped wildly up and down and about 
her ears as she danced around, and her little sailor hat 
fell to the floor. .

“Henny more borders, mum?” asked the serving-man, 
as he piesented himself at the floor of the room, wiping 
his perspiring face and breathing heavily.

‘No. All right, James. Just leave it there in the 
corner of the hall.”

“Yes, mum. It’s a ’orse as won’t run far wi’out a rider. 
Mighty heavy ,-weight, though,” he muttered, under his 
breath, “an’ them stone steps are long uns.”

“Now, is not that bike far better than the old-fash
ioned saddle-pony? It requires neither stable, hay nor 
grain. Oh! just the thing for the new woman!”

Ethel had sunk into a chair, breathless with the whirl 
of excitement which her friend had brought with her, her 
eyes expressing the struggle between envy and admiration 
which was flutteringly heaving her little bosom.

“Now,” cried Grace, “you must have a suit, just like 
mine.” '

“Oh, no,” said Ethel with a sigh. I cannot ride, and— 
and, really, I don’t think a divided skirt would be becom
ing to such a little dot as I am. I think I must cling to 
my lawns and laces; and, after all, Gracie, silken hose are 
more to my taste than leggings of stiff canvas or leather.”

“Well, that is as one thinks. But I am afraid, Ethel 
dear, if you cling ;to such superanuated ideas, you will be 
left far in the rear of the advancing girls of the period. 
Ah! there’s Raph.”

Then, clapping her hands over her saucy lips, she said, 
with laughing eyes:

“No, no. I mean Raphael, of course. He thinks he is 
becoming too old and dignified to be called Raph. It was 
very well while he was yet a lad. 0,1 fear I shall never 
bo able to say Raphael, without forgetting. Raph is for
ever on the end of my tongue.”

Soon, Mr. Raphael Scoriss was announced, and as he 
stands bowing to the ladies, we will take a look at him. 
A young man of twenty; six feet in height; strongly built, 
and well proportioned. He gave promise of becoming 
quite corpulent as he advanced in life. His lips were a 
little too full, loose, and highly colored. He possessed a 
pair of very dark,, penetrating', magnetic eyes, correspond
ingly dark hair, cropped close to his head; rather promi
nent cheek-bones, and large, square jaws; a neck with a 
vestige of bull-dog about it; at least one could not look at 
it without the thought of such a beast entering one’s 
mind; large bony hands, with the fingers so square and 
blunt at the tips, that one could imagine a carving-knife 
had been used to fashion them; hands so large and strong 
that their grip might be feared as one might the grip of a 
ferocious monster; and power—prodigious power—was 
written all over him. His forehead was more flat than 
full, the top of his head seemed to have been pressed 
downward; the back brain round and full, especially at 
the nape of the neck, where it bulged somewhat; but his 
birth and education had placed him among gentlemen, 
and his manners were those of a gentleman. Still it was 
curious to note the involuntarylook of*subdued fearwhich 
crept into Mrs. Alstead’s eyes as he took her extended 
hand.

CHAPTER II.

The Woman Who Was, Is, and Ever Shall Be.

“I hope you find yourself quite well to-day, madam?” 
The voice was deep, full and sonorous.

“Quite well, I thank you, Mr. Scoriss.”
“And, Miss Alstead? Ah! as sweet and beautiful as 

ever,” he said, in a very low voice, as he bent over her 
hand..

Ethel’s face paled and flushed alternately, and the little 
hand looked like a tremulous lily as it lay for a moment in 
his large palm.

, Grace Scoriss became a little more sedate. Her buoy
ant spirits which, prior to his entrance, had been over
flowing, now plashed more gently. As his glance wan
dered over his sister’s attire, his dark eyes expressed dis
approbation, but he said nothing. Mr. Scoriss proved to 
be a young man of few words, and conversation lagged. 
Presently James appeared. “Tommy has just brought 
the musical instruments,” he said.

“Very well, James. Leave them upon the hall table.” 
And James deposited upon the aforesaid table a violin 
and cornet.

Grace Scoriss and her brother Raphael had been in
vited to dine informally with the Alsteads, afterward a 
select party of young people were to spend the evening, 
and an impromptu concert was to be performed by Ethel, 
Grace and Raphael. It was now quite near the dinner 
hour.

“I hope Junie will not be late,” said Ethel glancing at 
her mother. “She really ought to be here now.”

“She will not be late, you may rest assured, unless she 
meets with an accident, or is taken suddenly ill,” replied 
Mrs. Alstead. .

"And her cousin?” asked Grace. "Will he accompany

“He was included in the invitation, but could not be 
sure whether it would be possible for him to come, or 
not.” ■ ...

“Come, Gracie,” said Ethel, “we must make a little 
change in our dress. You really, are not quite present
able in those leggings.” And she laughed gaily. '

The two girls hastened from the room. Grace paused 
in the hall, and going to the bicycle, she tofe from its re
ceptacle a pair of dainty kids, together witlran expensive 
collar of point lace. The girls ran, laughing, up the 
stairs to. Ethel’s room. Here Grace removed her leggings, 
and there appeared beneath them fine, black silk hose’ 
tied with gay tassels of red. She exchanged her enor- 
mo.us Sailor collar for the-one of dainty lace. She rear
ranged the frizzes and coquetish tendrils of her dark hair; 
but the divided skirt must still hold its place, and the 
bands which confined each portion just below the knees 
were decorated with silver buckles., ■ .

“Gracie!” exclaimed Ethel impulsively, “you are the 
handsomest and most dashing girl I ever saw.”

“Am I?” said Miss Scoriss, turning herself about before 
the large pier glass. “l am glad, for I mean to take the 
world by storm, sometime in the near future.”

“And I,” continued Ethel, as she sank into small sweet
ness, “shall never accomplish anything of much import
ance.” . .

“Why, you mean, to marry, don’t you?” asked Grace.
“I really don’t know,” answered Ethel, whilst a vivid 

blush overspread her delicate face. “Perhaps no one will 
ever ask me.” .

“Well,” said Grace, “if the man whom I shall love don’t 
think fit to ask me,I shall ask him, that is all.”

“0, Gracie! Gracie!” exclaimed Ethel, covering her face 
with her hands. “You ask a man to marry you?”

‘Well, I should like to know why not? Have not I the 
same right to ask a man to marry me, as a man has to ask 
me to marry him? I should like to know wherein Res 
the difference? If a man were to love me, he would have 
a right to ask me to marry him. If I were to love a man, 
why have not I the same right? I tell you, Ethel, the 
world is progressing, and women are asserting them
selves;”

Ethel looked absolutely frightened, as she donned a 
dress of softest silk, abounding in rich lace trimmings. 
Ah, a queen rose and a modest violet side by side, they 
looked as they deseepded the stairs.

Junie has come/’ said Ethel, as they approached the 
drawing-room. T i es, and her cousin is with her. Don’t 
you hear them talking?”

Grace and Ethel entered the room. A young lady and 
gentleman arose to ineet them.

“Ah! Junie, you are just in time,” said Ethel.
I am very glad not to have kept you waiting,” an

swered Junie, as she took the two little flushed cheeks be
tween her hands and kissed them. The action seemed to 
be somewhat like tliat of a mother who greets her darling 
child with kisses, after having been absent from it. And 
yet Juno was the youngest of the the three girls, hardly 
passed her seventeenth year. Mrs. Alstead was reminded 
of a stately calla.lily, bending downward to kiss the 
violet, and dropping, fragrant sweets from her chalice. 
Juno gave her hand to Grace, and her sweet eyes drooped 
beneath that young lady’s flashing glance, which said, as 
plainly as a glanqe could, “War! war to the death!” and 
she thought; “You are, to me, like a coming event cast
ing its shadow before. Your shadow is ever lying across 
my path.” But her crimson lips simply spoke the com
mon-place welcome used by polite society.

Was Juno handspme? Hardly. Not yet, at any rate. 
She was much jailer than the average woman. Her 
form was too slight and undeveloped. Her-head..too 
large; yet her every motion was a combination of grace 
and dignity pot 0 be described; and if the word “heaven” 
had been-written açross her broad, high brow, in letters 
of glowing liglii, it could not have impressed the beholder 
more deeply than djd that fair, white forehead itself.

The glance of her clear, dark blue eyes, was steady, 
yet not bold; and the long lashes had a trick of drooping 
over them, modestly.

Her companion was a young man of medium height, 
smooth and gentlemanly in manners, and as handsome as 
Apollo. Large, expressive, brown eyes; brown, curling 
hair; fresh complexion; extremely neat and fashionable in 
his attire, yet not a dude. He was a rising young actor, 
somewhere about twenty-three years of age, and his name 
was Arthur O’Donnell; a cousin on the mother’s side, of 
Juno. And while they are descending the stairs and 
taking their seatsrat,the table, we will look at Juno again.

Is she fashionably dressed? No; still, not entirely out 
of style. If one,did not take particular notice, her cos
tume would not .attract especial attention. One would 
not think about it at all But as we wish to describe her 
minutely, we wiRlobk closely at her dress. The gown is 
of soft cashmere, /pshioned in what we believe to be 
called the princes^ style—that is, sloped to fit the figure 
loosely; the sleeves,, of the same material, moderately 
large enough so as to give perfect freedom of motion and 
still not to be entirely out of the prevailing fashion. A 
simple lace collar, confined by a pearl brooch, encircles 
the fair throat; the same kind of lace at the wrists. No 
corsets confine the supple waist, which is graceful, but 
not small; instead, a silken sash, shot with pale green, is 
folded in a wide band about the figure, fastened by a pearl 
buckle, the fringed ends of the scarf falling nearly to the 
feet. The dress and sash are dove-eolorcd; no other color 
being visible except the dots of pale green in the sash. 
One pearl ring, together with a plain gold guard ring; 
some little drops of pearls in the small delicate ears. This 
jewelry, of course, proclaims her femininity.

There is a thoughtful paleness resting over the fair 
face, yet the cheeks are slightly flushed. Her hair is of 
a burnished brown, plainly coiled like a crown on the top 
of her head, a littje pearl comb crowning the coil. She 
wears neither bangs nor frizzes, but two or three dainty 
curls will fall down over the fully developed and rounded 
forehead. Her smile is rare but very sweet, showing 
white, even teeth, lighting up her face like glorious sun
shine. ■ ■

CHAPTER HI.

A Would-be President of the United States.

They were now seated at the table, and conversation be
came lively. ■

Raphael was ,at home from college vacation. His sis
ter was making preparations to enter the annex for ladies, 
at the next commencement, and was all eagerness and ex
citement on' the subject. -

“A college education for girls, was something un
heard-of in my day,” said Mrs. Alstead, with a sigh.

“0, Mrs. Alstobd,” cried Grace, with animation. “Do 
allow Ethel to gOl” ?

“I shall not. forbid it if she wishes to go. I shall allow 
her to'chops® foij.lierself in this matter. She can remain 
at home with'tutors, as we were accustomed to do in Eng
land, or go ¡with you, Glracie, just as she pleases.”

0! Ethel!- You will please to go with me, won’t'vou. 
dear?”' . ? * ■

“I. havea horror of college,” said Ethel. “Why should 
I study subjects tliat will never do me any good?”

“Why should they not do you good, puss?” asked' 
Grace. “You ought, to fit yourself to take some promi
nent position in the world.' If you were to lose your for
tune, as people are so likely to do here in America, and 
you were not fitted for something higher, you might be 
obliged, to become a serving-woman, governess, or even 
nurserymaid. . 0, it is perfectly dreadful to think of 1”

Tears started to Ethel’s sweet eyes.
“But we shall not lose our fortune,” she said. “Mamma 

says our money is too well invested for that.”

“Well, such things often occur. You had better take 
my advice and enter the annex.”

“But good tutors can teach me all that one could learn 
at college, could they not?”

“0, all that is musty and old-fashioned, now. 
Whether we lose our fortune or not, I shall, after leaving 
college, study law. I have my future all mapped out in 
my mind. I shall become a lawyer, and, by that time 
women will have the ballot; then I shall vote, and become 
a politician. When once women vote, they will soon be
come candidates for the presidency. Ah! I will stump 
the country for the presidency. Nothing short of that 
will satisfy my ambition. The very, very highest for me, 
or nothing.”

Miss Scoriss had become so excited by the thought of 
becoming president of the United States that she had for
gotten her table manners and was emphasizing what she 
said, by rapping the table smartly with the ends of the 
handles of her knife and fork. Her head was raised high 
:n the air, and thrust on one side; her dark eyes flashing, 
her cheeks aglow.

Ethel gasped for breath. Mrs. Alstead looked at the 
young gentlemen present, with a a frightened face and 
quaiiing eyes. Mr. O’Donnell laughed.

“When you run for president, Miss Scoriss,” he said, 
“you will be sure of one vote at least; that is, providing I 
am alive and of the same mind.”

Mr. Scoriss flushed as he glanced at his sister.
' “Grace has become incorrigible,” he said. “Who ever 

heard a young lady talk like that before? Is there a wo
man to-day fit to become president of the United States? 
The idea is too ridiculous and absurd for one even to 
think about!”

“Why ridiculous and absurd?” asked Grace. “Is not 
England ruled to-day by a woman? Did a better ruler 
ever exist? Have not nations and countries often been 
ruled by women ? Is the United States so vastly superior 
to other countries? No, Master Raph, your sister would 
try to rule this nation better than it has ever been ruled.”

Every person at the table laughed in concert at this 
speech.

“And you have the effrontery to say that a woman 
could take the place of a Washington, or a Lincoln?” said 
Raphael, with much displeasure.

“0, times will be changed,” she said, archly. “When 
I am president of these United States I shall not be called 
upon to liberate slaves, or become a general in the army. 
But I believe I could do both, if it were needful.”

Another laugh followed this assertion.
“It is bold and wicked for a girl of eighteen to talk in 

this style,” said Raphael, more, displeased than before.
“And why may I not talk thus?” she retorted. “Have 

I not heard you talk like this a thousand times? Really, 
you talk very little else.”

It was Raphael’s turn to quail and color slightly.
“A„man is supposed to.be privileged to think and talk 

thus,” he answered. “Our college professors encourage 
it—in fact, they tell us that any one of us may become 
president of the United States.”

And do the professors of the auncx tell the young 
ladies the same thing?” asked Grace.

“Of course not!” emphatically answered Raphael.
“I thought that colleges were open to women that they 

might stand an equal chance with men,” said Grace, with 
a pout; “but I see it is not so. We are still expected to be 
your slaves; but while I live I will work for the enfran
chisement of woman; moreover, I will be president of the 
United States, if I can.”

O’Donnell applauded and looked the admiration he felt 
for this beautiful and courageous young girl.

Raphael settled into silence. Ethel looked timid and 
browbeaten. Juno had become very pale, and her eyes 
were glowing like twin stars. Iler swaying figure had 
straightened itself until she seemed to tower above all the 
others in height; but as yet no word had escaped her lips.

“Juno, dear,” asked Ethel, “are you going to college?” 
“Mamma says I may go if I choose,” answered Juno. 

“I am not decided in my own mind whether I wish to go 
or not.”

“Much depends,” said Grace, on the kind of business 
or profession you wish to follow after leaving the annex. 
If you desire to become a lawyer, doctor, teacher of sci
ence—and there are many other callings—you must have 
a college education. Have you decided what you would 
like to become in the future?”

“I would like to become a grand and noble woman,” 
answered Juno; “one to help in bringing heaven and 
earth nearer together than they are at present. I would 
like to aid in elevating those of my own sex and”—there 
was a little catch in her breath—“if it were possible, while 
here on earth, to become a guardian angel to all who are 
down-trodden or treated unjustly.”

“All that sounds very fine,” $aid Grace; but this world 
is -made up of practicalities. In order to accomplish 
what you desire, you must enter some profession. Now 
you have as good a right to become a clergyman, or rath
er, a clergywoman, as any gentleman; but in order to be
come one of the clergy’ you must enter college and after
ward study theology.”

“I do not care to become a clergywpuian.”
O’Donnell laughed. “A clergywoman,” he repeated. 

“The idea is too ridiculous.”
“Well, you might do a great deal of good by becoming 

a doctor, or doctress,” said Grace, with a mock bow 
toward O’Donnell.

“Do you think,” asked Juno, “that clergymen have, as 
a rule, brought heaven and earth nearer together? All 
the preachers I have ever heard have represented heaven 
as being so far away that, according to astronomy, it 
would take an eternity’ to get there. I cannot under
stand how it is possible for theological students to agree 
.with those who are studying astronomy and the exact sci
ences. If I became a doctress, I might be able to cure 
physical ailmentsfbut could I cure the mind, the spirit, 
the soul? The trouble might all originate within the’ 
mind, soul or spirit. I think that nearly all diseases are 
the result of minds ill at ease; or, perhaps, through ignor
ance of natural laws; and as doctors are not supposed to 
cure the spirit, or the mind, I think I do not care to be
come a doctress.”

“Well, why don’t you study law, become a lawyer and 
at length a politician, and then run for the presidency— 

■my opposing candidate, you know.” . .
Juno looked thoughtful.' “Lawyers are expected to 

uphold their clients whether guilty or not guilty. I 
could never plead the cause of of a criminal—could not 
try to make, black white, or white black. If I could al
ways take the part of the innocent, it might do: but to 
stand up and try to convince a jury that my guilty client 
was as blameless as a new-born babe would be more than I 
could do; consequently, I .cannot become a lawyer.”

“But you might be a politician without becoming a

lawyer; and you certainly could not ot£< ■! 
Ject to being put up as a candidate iofl '• 
the presidency.” :.

“No, I think I would not object to be» < 
coming president if I were positively) - . 
sure that I was the person of all others ! 
In the world best fitted to take the ' 
reins of government in my hands; bui 
unless I did feel sure of this, I should! 
positively decline being nominated aa 
a candidate.” .

“Do you suppose that all men whir » 
have been president or candidates hava 
been those of all the world best fitted 
for such a position? All that is non
sense! I tell you, Juno, he or she wha ■ 
is smart enough to win carries the day. U 
and is smart enough to rule.” I

“I don’t understand,” staid JuniX 
“why one man should rule other men, 
or why one woman should rule other 
men and women; but allowing that thia 
is right, I think that the ruler of a na
tion should take the place of a wise 
parent—a father, or, if a woman, a 
mother—a kind and loving father or 
mother as the case might be—thinking 
of little else but tlip best welfare of hi« 
or her children—the nation; and before 
a man or woman is capable of being 
the father or mother of a nation, ne or 
she should first be capable of being & 
father or mother to his or her children, j 
within his or her household. If all ' 
fathers and mothers were wise enougil 
to rule and properly instruct their own 
children, the nation would scarcely) ■ 
need a president, and clergymen, law« '; 
yers and doctors would be supernume& -4 
aries." :

CHAPTER IV.

A Woman Asserts Herself.

All eyes were turned In astonlshmeil, 
upon J uno. ,

“Where, In heaven’s name, do you gel ' 
such strange ideas?” asked Grace. !

“I don’t know,” replied Juno, “unless 
they come to me naturally.” - ■

“According to the ideas you have ex- •: 
pressed,” said Mrs. Alstead, you think 
all women should marry.” .

“I think nature Intended that all WO ■ 
men should marry,” answered Juno.

Raphael's face flushed a little at this, 
“I understand, by this, Miss Galei’to, 

that you expect young ladies to accept 
the first gentlemen who offer, simply 
for the sake of getting married, be
cause as you contend, they ought.” 
Grace was becoming very severe. “Fol 
my part, I think that women should be
come entirely Independent of marriage; ■ . 
and wholly independent of the opposite 
sex. If they cannot become lawyer«, ■ 
doctors, ministers, or presidents, let 
them become merchants, mechanics, 
farmers, clerks, bankers; let them fill . 
any and every position which they are 
capable of filling; and 1 think they are 
as capable, or more so, than most men.” ■

“Then what will become of the home
makers?” asked Juno.

“0, people needn’t make such a fuss 
about homes!” answered Grace. “A ■ 
fine, first-class hotel would suit me very 
well.”

“But the world at large is not able to : 
pay the prices at a grand hotel; and at- ' 
ter all is said, such a life could never be 
a home life. Farmers certainly could 
not occupy them; and no hotel, be It 
ever so grand, is a fit place wherein to 
rear little children.” '

"Little qhildren!” sneered Grace. “The 
idea that women should be obliged to 
rear families of little children has long 
been exploded.” • v

O'Donnell laughed merrily., Raphael ‘ 
looked disgusted. Mrs. Alstead was • ■ 
pained. Ethel blushed furiously; but 
Juno's steady eyes never quailed. She 
paled a little, her head became more 
erect than before, her brow a shade 
more thoughtful. . ,

“If families of children are not 
reared,” she said, “where will be the " 
need of a president? I fear, Grace, un
der such a regime you would stand but 
little chance of becoming president of 
the United States.”

“0,” said Grace, “there .are always ■■ 
plenty of wretchedly poor, ignorant' ; 
people who invariably have large fani- 
¡lies of children; enough, at any rate, ' ■ 
to keep the nation well supplied. Our - 
best and most highly educated people 
rear but very few children, and thou-' 
sands of refined American ladles rear 
none at all.”

“According to that,” said Juno, "pov
erty and ignorance must win the day. 
The world must go backward instead 
of onward. The few must rise on the 
down fall of the many. Grace," con
tinued Juno, wliu great impressiveness, 
“your words have caused me to think •: 
more deeply than I ever thought be
fore; and has really caused my mind to - 
come to a decision, whether to enter - 
college or not. I will not enter college. 
I will not become a lawyer, doctor, 
clergyman, farmer, mechanic Or bank
er; but I will fit myself to become the 
worthy mother of a family of children, 
and the companion and faithful-wife of ' 
a good man whom I sometime in the 1 
future may love nnd revere above all 
others. But he must .be n good man: 
—the new man, if you will—otherwise ■ 
I shall remain single to the cud of my 
earthly life.” . . ■

“The new man! The new. man!” 
cried Grace. “¥es; we must have tho 
new man as well as the new woman.-” 
I agree with you there. Juno. But what 
shall the new man be like?” ■ / <

Raphael’s countenance fell. O'Donnell 
flushed slightly.

“Miss Alstead,” he said, “let us hear 
your opinion on this all-important sub-- ’ 
ject. What are your ideas concerning ■ 
the new man and new woman?”

(To be continued.) ,

The oldest university in the world la 
El Ayhar at Cairo. It is the great Mo- > 
hammedan university, having clear rec* ÿ 
ords dating back nearly 1,000 years.

There is only one way to wisdom, but 
a thousand ways to make a fool Of 
one’s self. It is not the desire for wis
dom that springs eternal in the human 
breast ' . ■

The chief ingredients in the compo
sition of those qualities that gain es
teem and praise are good nature, truth 
goocLsense and good breeding.

Mental power cannot be got item lit 
fed brains.—Herbert Spencer. ■■ •
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' which every Catholic under pain of sm must yield 
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As Exemplified and Illustrated in Cur
rent Events.

., ROMISH PATRIOTISM.
The detestable, brazen-faced hypocrisy of Romanism is 

luminously illustrated by the apparently intensely pat
riotic and American sentiments so grandiloquently ex
pressed by Archbishop Ireland during tlie recent jubilee 
performances in Chicago, when the same words are placed 
side-by-side with his utterances on another occasion, thus: 
“Tlie will of the Pope is the supreme law of all lands "

To illustrate further tlie nature of Romish patriotism, 
read the following excerpts:

“In case of conflicting laws between die two powers the 
laws of the church must prevail over the stnte"—fins 
IX., Syllabus 1864.

“We hold the state to be only an inferior court, receiv
ing its authority from’ the chureh and liable to have its 
.decrees reversed upon appeal."—Brownson's Essays, 
p: 282.

“We do not accept this government or hold it to be anv

enforced sale of most of the landed property now in the 
hands of the friars. While thia is freely admitted at 
Madrid, it la acknowledged that no Spanish government 
would dare undertake such & reform, for the very sim
ple reason that the dynasty is maintained in priest-ridden 
Spain practically by the grace and good will of the 
Pope-—who, it is said, is preparing to address the Spanish 
episcopacy a fresh encyclical in favor of the Queen Regent 
and her son—and the Pope dare not offend the powerful 
ordeis, since they are upheld by subsidized agents at 
Rome and contribute liberally to the finances of tlie 
Holy See."

That is impartial history, ihese monks in the Philip
pines are all priests, commissioned by the Pope. Ins agents 
in spiritual and temporal things, endowed with all the 
faculties and powers that the people imagine tlie priests 
of Rome, high and low, good and bad. possess, l iiey are 

■ absolving machines. Those monks in the Philippines 
aie members of the same religious orders that we have in 

। this country, and the most powerful, the most rapacious, 
the most con upt of them—the Augustinian—is the order 
to ulnch Martinelli, the papal delegate in this country, 
belongs. .

CRIMES BY PHILIPPINE MONKS.
\ An experienced writer and traveler. Mr. John Forman, 

who lived in. the Philippine Islands, says in the July Con
: temporary Review:

Ihe leal rulers of the islands are the four corporations 
of fnais—namely, the Austin. Dominican, Franciscan 
and Recoleto orders. Their influence lias beep, predomi
nant since the foundation of the colony. In times gone 
by there have been most fierce contests between the gov
ernor and the monastic orders, in which the former have 
almost invariably been the losers. One .Governor-General. 
Bustamente, was murdered m lus palace at tlie instigation 
of the, holy friars, who followed, up his dead body apd 
hooted as it was being dragged through the streets of 
Mumia, they caused Governor-General Solano to be 
poisoned. Only last year a certain Father Piernaviejn. 
who had committed two murders in the provinces and wns 
still pmiuited to say mass, was put to death by the rebels. 
Any Governor-General who displeases the monks is re
called. Ln recent times General Despujols had to leave 
in 1892, after eight months of office, because he ceased to 
be a persona grato to the priests. A native. Dr. Rizal, 
had written und published some facts about tiie monastic 
oiders, Di'ispujols refused to have this man put to death 
foi it. 1 ben, uguin. he ordered If search to be made in a 
convent of the Augustin friars, and there found a print
ing press and seditious leaflets being printed for the 
piieete, who intended, by distributing them, to attribute 
to the natives an attempted revolt. General Blanco (now 
in Havana) was recalled at the instigation of the friars, 
because he proved to be too humane for them when the

In tlie issue opseptember 24.1 notice Ilios. A. White 
takes exception to my statement of August 6 and attempts 
to disprove.my affumation that the guides of a medium 
or individual aré' óf no greater mental and spiritual cal
ibre than tlie individuals themselves. 1 ¡am glad to see 
Mi. White take uplins issue, as reasonable discussion re
veals the truth, 'and it is truth we want, no matter from 
where it comes.

I am veiy sony, however, that in the very beginning of 
hrs ai title friend White somewhat misrepresents me by 
quoting incorrectly. He claims that 1 made the state
ment that it is an undisputed fact Uiat a spirit cannot 
communicate greater knowledge or diviner truth through 
a medium than the medium can express oi him or her
self, u lule in reality my article, reads entirely different. 
If lie will lundly refer to it lie will see that I say "It is an 
undisputed fact that like attracts like." consequently an 
ignorant person is surrounded by ignorant guides. Now. 
can friend Minto deny that "like attracts like?" If he 
can dispute the authority of reason and the law of attrac
tion, I will give up and say no more. But I think he will 
admit that the law of attraction holds good in all things.

Fuend V Lite cites several instances of inspirational 
Speaking and other phenomena, m Jus endeavor to dis
prove my statements: but m each case he holds to the idea 
that know ledge of books and notes on the pages pf music, 
constitute soul education or intellectual unioldment.

It is not absolutely necessary that one acquire the rudi
ments of language or music to become in a measure in
telligent. Soul communion is by impulse, not by word or 
motion. Some of the greatest minds that ever stirred 
the uuild of thought, did not have the ordinary school 
training, ihe capacity and growth or unfoldment of t he 
brain, is a result of prenatal influence and environment: 
tins also applies to tlie whole being. Many children come 
into the world to-day with greater capacity for intelli- 
fji.-iicu than had most children, up m years, of a few cen
times ago. If a child is born of intelligent parents, and 
no defonmty or accident hinders the activity or natural 
iff velopment of its brain, and it be associated with intelh

it. also, whether u

mple in their muuners, have the greatest soul unfold
tent. Some have the high intellectu 
jssibihues as a result of prenatal inlluei 
uiuldment may be hindered by environr 
iciit may come very rapidly when the : 
ito tlie proper conditions.

i-.. i>y the rejection of the principles of the Reformation (that 
, I is, the government by the people), and the acceptance of 
¡.' the Catholic principle, which is the government of 
’ Pope.”—Catholic World, September. 1871.
‘“I acknowledge no civil power."—Cardinal Mann 
F1 speaking in the name of the Pope. S. R. S.. 1873.

. Catholic religion with all its rights, ought to be 
I clusivcly dominant, in such. sort, that every other w<

; I shall be banished and interdicted."—Pius LX., in Jus
allocution to a Consistory of Cardinals. September. 1851 

V " “No man has a right to choose ills religion."—Arch
bishop Hughes in Freeman’s Journal. January 29. 18.r>2

“If Catholics ever gain sufficient numerical majority in
' ’ ..................... t an end."—Catholic

13. 1851
is

this country, religious freedom is a 
Shepherd of tlie Valley, Novemb

“Protestantism, of every form, hi 
¡have, any right where Catholicity : 
.0. A, Brownson's Catholic Revi 
. “Religious liberty is merely endui 
aide can be carried into effect, withe 
olfc Church.”—Bishop O'Connor.

Romish patriotism is patriotic 
and the string is held by the Pope,

‘yield obedience to him, rather than to any other authority 
■.or government whatever. '

THE VIRGIN OF GUADALUPE.
. El Faro, of Mexico, in a recent issue, gives a graphic 
description of the sermon of a Roman Catholic Mexican 
priest in tlie great cathedral and shrine of Guadalupe, 
where a statue of the Virgin Mary is venerated, and 
which the Mexican priests ^ay is the most miraculous 
statue in the world.
. When a storm or tempest arises the people of Guada- 
Jupe say that the Miraculous Virgin stirred it up; when 
the tempest ceases then they say that the Miraculous Vir
gin by her word put an end to it; when an earthquake 
¿hakes the mountains they say that it is the Virgin that 
Is doing it, and when the earthquake stops they repeat 
that the Virgin gave the word and it stopped. Thus they 
(ittributc everything to the Virgin, and probably they also 

■ believe that life and death, good and evil, health and siek- 
■ Hess, depend on this great Virgin of theirs. The priest 
we mentioned above apparently goes even further, and 
thinks that this Virgin of Guadalupe is going to destroy 
all other virgins and saints, for in his sermon he said:

“Oh, IIoly Virgin, thou shalt yet show thy power to the 
.world; thou shalt overthrow all idols and graven things, 
for the glory of thy name.”

JESUITS IN FRANCE.
A recent telegram from Paris states:

- The letter of the Minister of Justice to the magistrates 
throughout France about the attack on the army is a 
warning of the coming struggle here between the Jesuits 
Who rule the army and the ultramontanes and Radicals 
who wish to reap political power.

:■ General Zurlinden left the Cabinet because he rep
resented the Jesuits and especially the Alsatian party. 
Indeed, it is noticeable how many names in the Dreyfus 
case are Alsatian and almost German.

If the Jesuits win the day and Dreyfus is not released 
it is quite on the cards General Zurlinden may turn out 
another Boulanger, and that France will have a military 

„dictatorship.
■ The Pope is aiding the Jesuits in the old historic strug
gle- for temporal power.

Paris is quiet, but uneasy underneath the surface, and 
¡ there may be an explosion any time.

CRUEL PROFLIGATE MONKS. .
■ As regards ihe Philippines, the New York Evening 

j£ost, which was opposed to the war with Spain and still 
objects to our acquisition of the Philippine Islands, in its 
'-issue of September 3, publishes a letter from its London 
^correspondent in which the rule of the monks in the 
^islands is thus characterized:
i “The exactions, the cruelty, the profligacy, and the 
‘„tyranny of the monks are admittedly even more responsi- 
iyble for the risings in the Philippines than the corrupt 
sgovernment of Spain. There exists nothing in the world 
bin the present day which comes so near the darkest epoch 
|?of monkish rule in the middle ages as the power which, 

■ With their enormous wealth, the religious confraternities 
p-icldcd in the Philippines. In many of the islands the 
I whole land is held by them, while the natives are reduced 
[to a condition little differing from slavery. It is now ex
! plained that on more than one occasion the Spanish Gov- 
[etnors of the Philippines asked to be authorized.to.cir-. 
!.,cumscribe the privileges of the religious orders; but the 
^¡influence which they exercise in Madrid and.in Rome 
'.made any interference with them quite impossible. 
I Nevertheless, the first condition for the pacification of the 
‘glands must be the limitation of those privileges and the,
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linn; they are themselves sheep who p 
lambs. He acts, however, as voluntary (and very 
government agent. He meddles m every public affair ol 
me lowusnip uy recognized ngnt. it ne cannot have 
tilings all his own way and influence every public act. 
from the election of native headman downwards, In 
singles out for revenge all those who have outvoted him 
And this is what generally happens, at one time or 
another, in half the parishes. If a young man who has 
been educated in Manila or Hong Kong, returns to liis 
native town with somewhat advanced ideas, or merely 
salutes the priest as a gentleman instead of kissing Ills 
hand as his spiritual father, he too is marked for social
ruin one day. The father of a family of attractive 
daughters has also to be careful lest the charms of his 
offspring bring about his own fall. In short, in one wav 
or another, the native who possesses anything worth hav
ing has either to yield to the avarice, lust or insolence of 
the Spanish priest or to risk losing his liberty and 
position in life. The parish priest has simply to address 
what is called an “ofieio” (official advice) to the governor 
of the province, who remits it to the Governor-General, 
stating that he has reason to believe that the individuals 
mentioned in the margin are persons of doubtful mo
rality, or conspirators, or disloyal, or whatever he may 
choose to dub them, and recommend their removal from 
his parish. In due course a couple of civil guards will 
suddenly appear at the door of each named individual. 
Without warrant or explanation of any kind further than 
T>y order of the governor,’ he is marched off to the capita] 
town and cast into prison.”

■What these Philippine monks have been, with their un
limited power, the priests of Rome would be in other 
countries if they had the same power. All are members 
of the same body, the Church of Rome, which, when left 
to itself, breeds corruption in doctrine and practice. All 
students of history know that tlie church was in a de- 
porable state in the middle ages, and long before and 
that every country that welcomed the Reformation of the 
sixteenth century received an impetus towards civilization 
and progress. Of those nations that opposed the Refor
mation, Spain was the most conspicuous, and the result is 
seen in her decline and fall. Those nations that, like 
Spain, did not permit the Reformation to enter their 
borders, but opposed it by the Inquisition and force of 
arms, are to-day in a backward state. Witness all Roman 
Catholic countries on both sides of the Atlantic.

X-RAY.

“The Infidelity of Ecclesiasticism. A Menace to 
American Civilization.” By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lec
turer upon physical, physiological and psychic science 
Demonstrator of the molecular or spiritual hypothesis of 
nature. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant Price 25 cents 
For sale at this office. ‘

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the student of psychic 
phenomena, this pamphlet is intensely interesting. It 
gives detailed accounts of two eases of “double conscious
ness,” namely Mary Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka, Hl 
and Mary Reynolds, of Venango Count}-, Pa. For sale at 
this office. Price 15 cents.

“The Priest, the Woman, and the Confessional.” This 
book, by the well-known Father Chiniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results of tlie Romish con
fessional, as proved by the sad experience of many 
wrecked lives. Price, by mail, $1. For sale at this office.

“Nature Cure.” By Drs. M. E. and Rosa C. Conger. 
Excellent for every family. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at 
this office. -

“From Soul to Soul,” . By Emma Rood Tuttle. Lov
ers of poetry will find gems of thought in poetic diction 
in this handsome volume, wherewith, to sweeten hours of 
leisure and enjoyment Price $1. For sale at this office.
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guides who may exercise a mesmeric influence over the 
medium, and quiet the brain, and permits the higher in
telligence or one which might be equal, to manifest, must 
be of superior wisdom to that of the medium. They need 
not know half as much as the medium, in order to exer
cise the quieting Influence; yet they may be equal to the 
medium’s higher self.

The phenomena of dreams prove to us that we have a 
super or soul consciousness far superior to that which we 
exercise or realize in our everyday life. The material 
conditions, the activity of the brain, the nervous excite
ment of everyday life, and the intensity of the conflict of 
the ele-ments of atmospheres and environments, make it 
ipipossible for the higher self to manifest until the quiet
ing and harmonizing influence, or mesmeric force, is 
brought to bear.

To borrow an illustration: “Our life is as a body of 
crystal water; when smooth and undisturbed, it reflects 
the beautiful scenic grandeur from the land beyond; but 
east a rock into its shining body and the scene is changed; 
all is confusion, and we only catch a glimpse of the beauty 
on the crest of a wave now and then.” So it is when the 
medium or individual is in the calm, harmonious state; 
at such times the higher self shines forth, but when dis
turbed and confused by the many conflicting conditions 
of life, they only show the beauty now and then. The 
spirit guides may consist of some or many on equality 
with the higher self; but none higher can enter the 
atmosphere of the individual The guide who manifests 
must be in accord with the degree of harmony attained 
to, or under which the medium is influenced. Should 
the medium be in a state of confusion or influenced by 
the coarser conditions, the guides who first control are 
likewise of the coarser nature. They manifest and bring 
a more quieting influence over the medium’s mentality 
and prepare the way for the higher guides to follow.

Mr. WTiite mentions the case of a blind boy in Vermont 
who had not learàed-' the alphabet before his sight was 
taken; but who ta ¡Controlled by an Indian and could 
see, and afterward became a wonderfully developed me
dium, through whom was transmitted great intelligence. 
The foregoing explanations are sufficient to lucidate this 
case; yet I will &y further that the spirit of man, the 
entity of every fippr qr muscle, is'a real existence. The 
destruction of the organ does not eradicate the entity: 
therefore when the épirit leaves the body the soul finds 
itself clothed with1 air exact counter-print of its material 
self. _ The fact tl^t ftko/s eyes had been destroyed did 
not signify that the spirits about him must necessarily be 
blind. The eyesIdpi,p.ot constitute one’s intelligence or 
spirituality, although I those who are blind unfold the 
spirituality more Rapidly than those who have sight; 
owing to the fact^th^; they are in a negative condition
always appealing or reaching out for help. They are, as 
it were, undisturbed by the busy world, and the “beauty 
of the higher sèlf shines through them.” Their ever 
aspiration, together with their environments, unfold the 
intellect. The spirits who manifested through the blind 
boy might have, related incidents of learning acquired 
while they were themselves in the body; yet I still affirm 
that such" learning could not have been greater, when 
weighed in the balance of profound reason, than the 
higher self, or super-consciousness of the boy could have 
given of its own self, had he been permitted to manifest 
it while under the mesmeric or quiescent influence,

This higher condition of one’s self is not realized or 
awakened in every .one. Perhaps friend White has not 
yet reached that point in his unfoldment. This soul
awakening may come in different ways, aril under pecu
liar circumstances. Our Christian friends call it the in-

floii mg of the spirit of Jesus Christ; they call it cou- 
icrsion, and m such cases it usually is the result of prayer, 
self hypnotism or the mesmeric influence of the evan
gelist Otheis receive the awakening as a result of long 
suftenng oi deep sorrow, or strains of sweet music, or 
conut^nt aspiration, ho matter what the cause may be. 
it is the iCoult we are considering, and where you fincl the 
.medium who has the higher self awakened, you do uot 
hud j^t higher grades manifesting, for they are not in tlie 
mcdiuia s atmosphere to manifest. In the case of such 
i..ediumo a0 mentioned by Brother White, where this 
higher self is not awakened or sinning through the in- 
diyid„al, it must have assistance—quieting assistance, ap
plied to tlie brain before it can manifest. Should the 
prenatal influence or environments have disturbed the 
eq.iann.ut} of the individual s materiality so that the 
i..oi.li s^lf Cannot constantly manifest, the person wjll of 
necessity appeal inferior when not under the higher in- 
lluence. °
.. regaid to the little child, as well as Blind Tom. men
tioned bj Mr. Mhite, let me say that one need not learn 
the rudimenta of music in order to become apt at finger
ing the key boaid, but once the hand and fingers learn 
the position of the keys, the soul within can express the 
music of iu i.atuie upon the instrument: and it can only 
express it inasmuch as the elements of music are inherent 
in the soul of the individual. No guide can manifest 
n.ore musically, though tlie selections may be of a diffier- 
ent vanety thuii those known by the medium

As to the credulity of many Spiritualists and investi
gators, Mi. White cannot deny tliat this very disposition 
is m a veiy gieat degree the cause of tlie discord and in- 
i.aimony existing among tlie Spiritualists to-day. Many 
mediums develop m a degree and, like most other in- 
aniduuis, come to the-conclusion that they have reached 
me acme of unioldment, and at that point they become 
pvoffive against greater possibilities. Many of the friends 
_nu inve„tigatora dunk in evei-y word uttered ns though 
.t eun.e from the lountuin-heai of divinity: never realiz
ing that progress is a law of lifi ” ’
frauds play their tricks upon the 
most of them do not know the real from the counterfeit 
Peihaps the counterfeit is the most attractive, and it i« 
sought after, while the honest medium is deserted and left 
-i anger ¿ud jealousy. Realizing that in order tn hold 
an infl..e„ce amo^g Spiutuulists at large, they must have 
equally or more wonderful manifestations, they too often 
e-ottoh d nt Ito day t is al t an i npo b htj 

d._t.ngu.„L tl.e real Lorn the iruudalent phenomena 
ediums before the public.
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SEEING THEJUMAN SOUL.
Weird Claim Set Up By a French Savant.

Now that we are hearing such wonderful things about 
very interesting to remember the curious assertion two or 
the photography of your bones “while you wait,” it is 
three years ago of a French savant, who claimed to be 
able by means of some remarkable instrument of his in-
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ventioh to see the human soul leave the dying body. An ■ OFSPIKITUAL INTERCOURSE 
account was printed in a French magazine devoted to sei- ’ fuT(hi’riZra7»“'i“^
entific discoveries, and I find that I have an extract or tw " '
translated into English, stored away in my referenci 
book, says the London correspondent of the Cleveland 
World:

“He arranged the apparatus, and when he had suc
ceeded in getting the most perfect adjustment as to light 
and magnifying power, he was called to the bedside of a 
dying person. He had been expecting the summons, and 
he remained beside the dying man until the approach of 
death became manifest.

“A sudden trembling, shaking the whole body, an
nounced that the supreme moment had come. With one 
of my friends who was assisting me, we placed our heads 
under the dark covering of the apparatus and kept our 
eyes steadfastly fixed on the object glass. The particles 
of dust in the air were magnified many thousand times, 
and for a moment their violent movement produced a’ 
cloud in front of the glass.

“Then a delicate column of violet vapor, condensed 
into a flocculent mass, was clearly seen above and around 
the body. Particles appeared to pursue one another as if 
obedient to some kind of central attraction. The cloud 
condensed more and more and took the vaporous form of 
a man, then rapidly became purified until it was as color
less as the most perfect crystal.

“At this time there was around us a feeling of terrible 
stillness, a calm that was almost agonizing. An inde
scribable sensation held ub to the instrument, while our 
hearts seemed to cease pulsating. -We kept our eyes fixed 
on the glass. Particle after particle grouped themselves 
together so as to reproduce the exact form of the man we 
knew so well. The form floated at about a foot above the 
body, to which it was distinctly united by a delicate cord. 
The face was undoubtedly the face of the man, but much 
finer and calmer. The eyes were closed and the astral 
shape seemed to be asleep. By a double impulse we both 
of us experienced the desire that the form should awake. 
At' that very moment the bond which joined it to the 
body broke. A slight trembling passed over this beauti
ful, perfectly modeled form; a violet flame shone where 
the heart should be. It stood up and gave a sorrowing 
look at the abandoned body, extended the right hand I 
with a gesture of adieu, then vanished, condensing into a 
small sphere, which disappeared in the dawn of the ever
lasting to-morrow.” ’ • -
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THrEOSOPrtY ArND

SPRIITÜ/VLISM
Prof. W. M. Lockwood, of Chicago, and Mr. F. E. Titus, 

of Toronto, Can., Discuss the Merits of 
Their Respective Cults.

Theosophy—The Genesis of the Cosmos—First Letter Contributed 
By Mi*. F. E. Titus.

Within that eternal Being which is 
the Cosmos there are continually going 
on two processes, opposing but not in
consistent. That Being looked upon 
from our point of view must be re
garded as impersonal, for within it we 
live and move and have our being. It 
Is not an extra-cosmic deity. It is the 
Cosmos itself. Within it all that bears 
relation to us is. All the attributes 
possessed by any of its manifestations 
are necessarily present in it as part of 
the very life and substance of its being. 
In another sense it may be looked upon 
as a personality, for it is an entity and 
not a mere principle.

'.the two processes above mentioned 
find their counterparts in two states of 
consciousness—the subjective and the 
objective. Consciousness is everywhere 
present In the universe, but varying in 
its degrees of expression therein, be
tween tlie extremes of objectivity and 
subjectivity. Subjectivity may be con
sidered as spirit; olUectivity finds its 
expression in matter. They are the two 
opposite poles of being. Between them 
Hie 5veb of the universe is spun. The 
two processes are

INVOLUTION AND EVOLUTION.
Involution is the tendency of the sub

jective—the spiritual, the essence of life 
and being—to rush outward, or down
ward, to the objective—the material, 
the form which clothes it and with 
which it seeks to identify itself. 
Through involution active powers tend 
to become latent possibilities. Through 
it the powers of the universe become 
wrapped up in the most inert and solid 
forms of matter. Was it not with the 
recognition of this tendency in his mind 
that Prof. Buchner, one of the most 
materialistic of our scientists, declared 
that “all yet future forms, including 
reasoning beings, potentially or in ca
pacity, must have existed in the primal 
world-mist out of which the solar sys
tem was gradually evolved?”

The two aspects of that Divine Being 
through which Hie human mind may 
approach its consideration are spirit 
and matter, or force and substance, or 
life and form, with consciousness 
running through all as the eternal 
reality.

The involutionary tendency finds its 
expression in the gradual denslfication 
bf matter and a corresponding lessen
ing of the activities of spirit. In 
the process of the making of our solar 
system, if we start at a stage when 
manifestation is about to take plaee, 
the Divine Being having assumed the 
dual aspect of spirit-matter, motion is 
apparently retarded in that it passes 
frbjm tlie active into Hie passive con
dition of energy. The consciousness 
which is wrapped up in the motion be
comes less and less active; matter be
comes less and less affected by it, until 
through stage after stage'of descending 
consciousness tlie final limit of ma-
teriallzatlon takes place, matter 
reached its most Inert condition, 
effect of the Impulsive life within 
comes the least noticeable. Yet 
higher aspect of this entity has

has 
the 
be
the 
not

the function, they operate upon sub
stance and thus build the structure. 
This is in accord with the statement 
made by a writer (David Starr Jordan, 
President of Leland Stanford Uni
versity) in tlie February, 1898, number 
of the Popular Science Monthly that 
“the recognized law in biology is that 
‘function precedes ’ structure;’ ” that 
“something of mental action came be
fore there was ever an organized 
brain.” Tlie mind before the brain; the 
soul preceding the body; primal chaotic 
world-mist before the organized phys
ical globe; involution before evolution, 
so far as our particular earth at its 
present stage of manifestation is con
cerned. Each centre was the primordial 
atom. That was the beginning point 
of differentiated consciousness. From 
thence began the career of the unit, 
which must evolve through all upward 
stages until it passes through mineral, 
vegetable, animal aud human on into 
the infinite beyond of never-ending and 
ever-widening consciousness.

EVOLUTION BEGINS.
Involution having readied its utter

most limit of materiality, the process of 
evolution begins. Potential energy is 
transformed into kinetic. The swing 
of the pendulum of eternity carries life 
up the ascending are of being. Wliat, 
then, is evolution? No better definition, 
to my mind, ean be given than Hie 
words of Mrs. Annie Besant in “The 
Ancient Wisdom:" "Latent potentiali
ties becoming active powers.” All the 
infinite possibilities of the universe are 
wrapped up in each molecule aud atom 
of matter. The contact of atom with 
atom wakes up tliose sleeping poten
tialities, and there arises the conscious
ness of the molecule. The cell is built 
from Hie Interplay of molecular activi
ties. More and more complex organ
isms spring into existence to meet the 
requirements of an ever-widening con
sciousness—an ever-brightening intelli
gence. The differentiation into the many 
provides the mechanism by which the 
latent consciousness in each is wakened 
into active powers. The contact of the 
external world, beating upon tlie wall 
of matter which encases tlie conscious
ness, finally induces by its Continuous 
repetition a state of activity of the life 
within whieh our scientists in one 
phase of its manifestation have termed 
"nervous excitability;” 1. e„ a response 
from the within to the without. Tlie 
exciting cause is the vibration pro
ceeding from the without to the within, 
while the inciting cause may be looked 
upon as the potential intelligence 
within. Thus sensation arises. In 
later stages, when the consciousness is 
sufficiently evolved to cognize the con
nection between the exciting cause and 
the sensation, percepts arlse-a recog
nition of tlie operation of Hie great law 
of cause and effect lias taken plaee.

The whole process of evolution is but

cegsed to be. In the words of Krishna 
“Having pervaded this whole universe 
with a portion of myself, I exist" 
(Bhagavad Gita). The downrushing 
tendency of involution is everywhere 
met by the uprushlng stream of evolu
tion. The two great tendencies of 
things ever serve to preserve the divine 
equilibrium.
THREE PLANES OF EXISTENCE.

The great trinity of consciousness, 
force and substance gathers itself to
gether and presents itself unified to our 
comprehension as Universal Mind, the 
Oversoul of Emerson, the Holy Ghost 
of Christian theology. Proceeding now 
into a more definite system of man
ifestation, it expresses itself in seven 
great subdivisions, including both 
spiritual and physical, and all that lies 
between. Each of these divisions is 
composed of the threefold conscious
ness, force and substance, each guided 
and controlled in its operations by in
telligent entitles; throughout all play
ing the one Divine Life. To the three 
lower of those divisions have been 
given respectively the names physical, 
astral and mental, and it is with those 
three only that the average human be
ing at his present stage of development 
is concerned, 19s consciousness oscil
lating from the plane of physical life to 
the mental (devarhanic) plane of de
carnate existence. With a portion of 
the physical plane at least the in
vestigations of physical science have 
made us familiar. Of the existence of 
the astral and other higher planes 
physicists do not seem io have yet even 
guessed. The astral plane ¡s/he state 
where sensation is born and- moulds 
into shape the substance in wiiich it 
plays. The matter of tills plane Is finer 
and more highly vitalized than that of 
the physical. Its forms -change with 
great rapidity, answering to tlie char
acter of tlie thoughts which mould 
them. In it is the purgatory of the 
Roman Catholics; the intermediate 
state of tlie Protestants.

On the mental plane mind operates 
directly upon that form of matter 
whose analogue upon the physical 
plane was so aptly named by Clifford 
“mind stuff.” On the mental plane 
mind answers to mind directly without 
the intervention of sense.

These three planes—physical, astral 
and mental—interpenetrate each other, 
being separated by difference of con- 
stitutiom not by distance in space. Be
ings of higher spheres are round about 
us, separated from our perceptions only 
by the fact that our consciousness is 
fixed in the phenomena of the lower 
physical plane.

Each of the seven major divisions are 
again subdivided into seven, the sub
divisions of the physical being solid, 
liquid, gas and four ethers—the ether 
of science being merely the lowest of 
the four. It will be noticed that phys
ical science is familiar only with the 
three lower levels of the physical plane; 
analogous to which the ordinary man 
In his states of consciousness, ante
mortem and post-mortem, touches only 
the three lower major divisions. ’ 

FUNCTION PRECEDES ORGANISM.

Up to a certain stage in the progress 
of things, substance remained homo
geneous, force had no divisions and con
sciousness was unified. The time came, 
however, when from the one the many 
should proceed. Innumerable centres 
of energy were formed in space, force 
whirling with Inconceivable rapidity, 
gathering around it the primordial sub
stance, each' center having necessarily 
linked with it the threefold character
istics of consciousness, force and sub
stance. Consciousness and force being

the traveling up on tlie one side of tlie 
circle of being, Involution having 
marked Hie descent on the other side. 
But mark the difference: while in
volution deals but with unitied con
sciousness, force and substance (in 
other words, witli universal entity, 
bringing it to a stage where tlie one 
finally differentiates into the mnnv), 
evolution starts in with that lowest 
stage of deilic development, and in its 
upward march carries all those differ
entiated units of consciousness through 
tlie various stages whieh universal 
consciousness traversed in its descent, 
retracing the steps; thus gradually lift
ing Hie separate unit up to Hie highest 
level of deific consciousness and power. 
God sleeps in the atom. Man is a 
potential deity.

LIFE IS EVERYWHERE.
But then it follows that the declara

tion of Madame Blavatsky in “The 
Secret Doctrine" is true: “Life Is every
where.” Life is but one form of man
ifestation of tlie divine energy. It is 
everywhere present in tlie universe. It 
is inseparable from every form of na
ture's manifestation. Even the most 
apparently inert of substances Is alive, 
though our not yet fully awakened 
senses may fail to perceive it. This 
statement of one of our great teachers 
was received with much shrugging of 
scientific shoulders when it was made, 
but a remarkable change lias since 
taken place. As instruments were per
fected. as man became able to detect 
the workings of the infinitesimally 
small, the operations of intelligent life 
were seen in many places where it had 
theretofore been declared non-existent, 
so that the old declaration of scientists 
that matter was dead may now be con
sidered as practically abandoned. In 
keeping with Lord Kelvin's definition 
of an atom as "a vortex, or electrical 
centre of force and motion.” there must 
be Hie recognition that all forms built 
up out of that atom must be also in 
motion. The very basis being alive the 
aggregations of the atom (for such mat
ter is merely) must also be alive. 
Already we are informed by up-to-date 
scientists that “agreeably to the ideas 
of evolution now accepted, a higher 
animal Is nothing more than a colony 
of protozoans” (The Psychic Life of 
Micro-organisms.—Binet, p. vii.); that 
“every micro-organism has a psychic 
life, the complexity of which 'tran
scends the limits of cellular irritability” 
(Ibid., p. 109). That “plants have souls 
and can see and feel in their own pe
culiar way quite as well, as far as their 
needs were concerned, as many cre
ations of a higher order” (Prof. C. W. 
Dodge, of Rochester, N. Y„ before the 
Rochester Academy of Science, Jan
uary 11, 1898). That “metals are in 
fact sensitive things, almost sentient in 
their organization, strangely life-like in 
their behavior” and “future generations 
will speak of the evolution of metals, as 
we now do of that of animals” (Prof. 
Roberts-Austen, the eminent English 
metallurgist). And in the November 
(1897) number of the Nineteenth Cen
tury, Prince Kropotkin, dealing with 
the researches of German scientists 
into the subject of the prevalence of 
bacteria among the roots of the Legu- 
mlnosae and of their essential necessity 
for the growth and well-being of the 
plants, says: “As to the scientific value 
of the discoveries of Winogeadskv. 
Helbriegel, Nobbe, and all other work 
ers in the same field, it is self-evident; 
they have opened a quite new field of 
research, and while we were beginning 
to look too much on the soil as upon an 
inert mineral mass, they have made us 
revert to the only true conception, that 
the soil maintains life because it is liv
ing matter itself.” A
TIME AND SPACE ON THE MEN

TAL PLANE.
Life everywhere. The one life ex-

Ipraulng Itself io ao infinite variety of 
forine, which become more complex as 
consciousness requires more highly de
veloped instruments through which to 
come in contact with higher expres
sions of the external world. The rate 
of vibrations of nature stretches from 
the infinitely low to the infinitely high. 
The more delicate the instrument the 
higher the vibration it will sense and 
register. Evolution proceeds by and 
causes the arrangement of matter into 
ever more complex forms, answering to 
ever higher rates of vibration.' Con
sciousness increasingly tends to respond 
to the finer forces of nature. The more 
refined the substance In which energy 
operates the wider the area sensibly 
affected by a given expenditure of 
force; lienee as evolution proceeds, con
scious action tends to widen its sphere 
of influence until when we reach the 
mental kingdom our physical limita
tions of time and space cease to have 
their overmastering influence, and tel
epathy and thought-transference be
come the phenomena of nature on her 
higher levels.
FORMS EXIST FOR THÈ EVOLU

TION OF SPIRIT.
One point usually strongly insisted 

upon by writers on Theosophy is that 
there are two phases of the operation 
of the law of evolution. Physical sci
ence lias’ dealt largely with the objec- 
tlve side, the evolution of the form. 
That long list of brilliant men of sci
ence, culminating in Charles Darwin, 
who insisted upon evolution as a fact 
in nature, have forced the acceptance 
of their view by tlie thought of this 
age. Yet only the half truth seems to 
have been fully caught. There is an 
evolution of ever more complex forms, 
a refining of the nervous organism 
from the simple speck of protoplasm 
through all grades to the developed 
human being with his specialized nerv
ous system. But why this evolution of 
form? It is not an end in itself. The 
evolution of form is only in order that 
the evolving life which animates the 
successive forms may have fuller 
means of expression, wider fields of 
activity, increased opportunities for 
coming in contact with the external 
world. The evolution of the conscious 
life is the great object of nature’s 
effort. The evolution of the forms suc
cessively occupied thereby is but the 
modification of tlie objective rendered 
necessary by the progress of its subjec
tive. Physical science, dealing too ex
clusively with tlie material, has been 
oblivious of the more important and 
basic spiritual, with a result that the 
philosophy of the one-sided evolution 
has, iu its expression “The survival of 
the fittest,” become the justification of 
the rule of might, of the oppression of 
Hie weak by tlie strong, of a forgetful
ness of the great unity of tlie human 
race. The evolution of tlie soul is the 
complement of the evolution of the 
form, and in Hie complete philosophy 
thus made possible a rational basis of 
ethics is provided.

THE UNITY OF LIFE.
Prof. Slialer, of the chair of Geology 

of Harvard University, is reported to 
have declared recently that the unity 
of life was Hie greatest discovery of 
the nineteenth century. Every being in 
the universe beiug a phase of the man
ifestation of the One Divine Being, the 
potential divinity of every being neces
sarily follows. All substance, from the 
densest form of matter up to that 
which serves as the envelope of the 
highest spiritual intelligence, being one 
In nature though infinite In gradation, 
the problem which battled our scientists 
is-solved. Prof. Huxley declared that 
the chasm between matter aud mind 
could not be bridged. Theosophie phil
osophy shows that it is no more im
possible to bridge that chasm than to 
trace Hie ascent of matter from solid 
to gas. Tlie same process underlies 
both phenomena. The immanence of 
the Deity in every form of matter, as 
well as in every manifestation of en
ergy and cousciousuess, links together 
the lowest and the highest in one com
mon bond which serves as the basis 
alike for the universal Brotherhood of 
Man aud the common fraternity of all 
that lives. i<\ e. TITUS.

Toronto, Canada.

POWER OF LOVE.
Evils Flowing trom Revenge 

and Hate.

“It has been said, an eye for an eye 
and a tooth for a tooth, but I say unto 
you that ye love one another.”

Who has ever gained anything by 
hatred or by the desire for revenge? 
Me all know that love conquers in 
every instance. The power of love is 
limitless; a loveable and harmonious 
state of mind attracts to Ils possessor 
friends, while the opposite condition re
pels. Whoever carries revenge in his 
heart becomes after a time so thorough
ly impregnated with the thought tliat 
it shows forth in every feature; the ex
pression of the features becomes set in 
that direction so plainly that the most 
casual acquaintance takes note of it 
and turns away, and the consequence is 
that such an one finds but few friends, 
for he repels instead of attracting them. 
We show forth from within. A cheer
ful, loving disposition can count many 
friends. We all love cheerful and hope
ful people., and we can make for our
selves a heaven or a hell by our 
thoughts and our conduct one towards 
another

We are all mind, each and every one 
in different degrees of intelligence, and 
as we think and believe, we so demon
strate ourselves to the world. If we 
think loving and charitable thoughts, 
we are filled with more love and attract 
to us the true, the good and the beau
tiful in life. If we think evil of others, 
cultivate suspicion, envy, fear, jealousy 
and hatred, we shall become a walking 
monument to every ill and those on the 
same plane will be our companions, for 
like attracts like. Every student of 
mentality knows this, and he also 
knows that harmony of thought pro
duces and preserves health; the reverse 
produces an unbalanced condition of 
the nerves, the blood, and in fact the 
whole body, and sickness is the result 
of such inharmony. Thought is potent 
and silent thought is most powerful for 
good or ill. In harboring revenge or 
hatred we injure ourselves more than 
the object hated, and we make for our
selves the punishment we deserve, for 
the law of compensation js rigid and 
unchangeable.

It is easy to be seen that heaven or 
hell is what we make it. It is not a 
location but a condition made by our- 
seiv^ji for our own habitation of 
thought. Knowing this, who would 
choose a hell when a heaven Is as easily 
obtained. Through ignorance we err lit 
this direction, as well as in every other. 
We are possessed of all power for 
drawing to us those whose companion
ship and association we most desire. 
Our own attitude towards ourselves 
must determine whether it shall be 
those on a higher plane of thought or 
those whose principles will drag us 
down. If we cultivate love and har
mony, we attract the good, unconscious
ly perhaps, to ourselves, but just as cer
tainly and without any apparent effort 
of our own. ■

Lore is the fulfilling of the law. Love

1» tl»é marnet that dr¿wálathe magnet that driwa all things and I 
holds all things to Itseff. Its power is I
boundless. We. camiqk «have too much 
of it, for by the strerLSfi of it we are 
held—for Love’s ways'are ways of 
pleasantness and all hei- paths are 
peaceful and full of joy, 
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LIKE AN APPLE TREE, u J -

“Every Tree Is Known by His 
Own Fruit.” J

' —~T' 11 ■ .
SOME SPIRITUAL ^THOUGHTS BY 

GEORGE H. HEPWORTH, IN THE 
NEW YORK HERALD.
The word tree occurs in the Bible 

many scores of times. It seems to lend 
itself with peculiar grace and force to 
any reference to the spiritual nature of 
man. The good are compared to trees 
on a river’s bank, where sustenance is 
plentiful, their roots striking deep into 
the rich soil and their branches bearing 
abundant fruit. The-' wicked are re
ferred to as trees in a barren soil whose 
roots are parched with thirst and whose 
branches bear nothing better than 
withered fruit. '

I remember one summer afternoon 
spent in an orchard under an apple tree 
which was greatly prized by the farmer. 
I was In that impressionable mood 
when one seems to be influenced by two 
worlds—the visible, which appeals to 
the senses, and the invisible, which ap
peals to the imagination. I was in God’s 
larger temple, and unseen acolytes 
were swinging a censer which filled the 
air with the perfume of new mown hay 
and fragrant blossoms. The tree that 
sheltered me was a type and symbol of 
a human life, and the lesson it taught 
I have never forgotten.

First, its roots sank deep in the soil 
and were hourly fed in the mysterious 
laboratory of nature, just as the soul’s 
roots go down into the productive faith 
which nourishes it. The soil of that 
orchard was apparently commonplace, 
and even offensive, and in like manner 
the experiences of life are apparently 
unworthy of notice and incapable of 
producing any worthy or noble or 
highly valued results.

In a way so strange that no man can 
follow it, that tree drew from the black 
loam tlie nutriment of its growth and 
strength and development. It was filled 
with the vigorous sap of life, and like 
a giant was able to resist the tempest 
and the storm. So can the soul draw 
the elements of sterling manhood and 
womanhood from tlie ordinary events 
of every day.*To look on the happen
ings which have fallen to your lot, you 
naturally conclude that your life is 
hardly worth the living. No greatness 
is possible under such circumstances. 
The longings within you cannot be sat
isfied, for you do not fit your surround
ings, and your surroundings do not fit 
you. Tlie tree would say the same of 
the soil if it were gifted with speech 
and intelligence, for nothing can seem 
farther away from a ripe apple than a 
spadeful of dirt. And yet, behold the 
tree engaged in its daily task. There 
are the green leaves, there are the blos
soms, with a tint not to be found on any 
painter’s palette, and in the frosty Oc
tober the ripe fruit will drop from the 
branches.

From your poor and ordiuarv life you 
can produce results which rival tliose 
of the tree when you learn the tree's 
secret. The tree does its best with what 
it has, and is satisfied. While doing its 
best the miracle takes place, and you 
find a leaf, a fragrant blossom, a ripe 
apple. You are surprised, for how could 
they come from such a soil? Still, there 
they are, and if you taste Hie apple you 
will see that it is real and ripe and 
luscious. So, from the commonplaces 
of life the soul, when Its roots are em
bedded in the rich soil of faith, can 
evolve a character very like an arch
angel’s. Common tears and common 
smiles and common struggles can, like 
a sculptor's dliisel, give us such a shape 
of symmetry that God will welcome us 
to heaven with a “Well done, good and 
faithful servant.”

Second, I thought of something else 
and something grander as I lay there 
on the grass, for I was tired and 
troubled, aud perhaps a bit dis
couraged. as we are all apt to be at 
times. The leaves, the blossoms, the 
fruit, and what then? Have I learned 
my lesson in full, or is there more to 
know? The nipping frost will come to 
the tree and to me, and after that the 
orchard will have its coverlet of snow 
and will fall asleep, as I shall also. No 
more leaves, no more blossoms, no more 
fruit? Has the whole story been told? 
Does the winter end all time as it ends 
the year? Not with the apple tree cer
tainly—then why with me? Shall I fall 
while the tree continues to flourish?

There is a spring, a glorious spring, 
ahead. The snows will melt, the frosts 
will be killed by sunshine, the sluggish 
ground will wake up, the warm rains 
will start the sap in that old trunk once 
more, there will be new leaves waving 
above the grave of the fallen, new blos
soms in place of those whieh have 
changed to apples, and new fruit in tlie 
new October.

And as for myself? If I have re
sembled the tree thus far, shall the re
semblance cease when the frost comes ?- 
Do I bear fruit but once? Then were it 
scarce worth my while to bear fruit at 
all. For me, too, there is a spring—the 
spring of immortality—and in that bet
ter clime I shall grow as here I cannot 
grow, and bear such fruit as I have 
never yet dreamed of. The grave is 
simply my winter. I shall sleep, but I 
shall be wakened. The snow will cover 
my body, but not my soul. The thought 
is a benediction and an inspiration. I 
seem like one who is ready to drop by 
the wayside through sheer weariness of 
strife, but who hears distant music, 
and, knowing that the Home is not fat- 
off, takes new heart and .courage.

Out of the comriionplaces of this 
earthly life, accepted In good faith as 
from Hie providence of God, and used 
with prayerful and, careful skill, is 
shaped that character which must have 
an Immortal life for its further develop
ment The man whd fates to-day with 
ealm resignation and keeps a high pur
pose in mind will find that heaven has- 
come to him before It is time for him 
to go to heaven. '

george h. Hepworth.

To the Editor:—In my last article, on 
Reorganization, about midway in the 
sentence on confession, it should have 
read, in the “line of order,” or "divine 
appointment."

As to confession, they are not ex
actly like the Catholic Church, for they 
each go to their own sex, and find a 
hearing without having to pay for the 
privilege—neither are they now as rigid 
in the requirement as was the case in 
my youth. Then, on the day of our an
nua] confession, we used to rise at four 
o'clock a. m., and at five enter our place 
of worship (halting at the door and 
making three low bows), gather Into 
our usual ranks, each sex on our own 
side qf the room, and kneel in silent 
prayer—no one speaking a word, after 
whiclj we filed back to our retiring 
rooms in the most solemn manner, to 
await the breakfast bell, which called 
us at six o’clock. On entering the 
dining-room we gathered in silence to 
our places and knelt in prayer, then 
partook in the most solemn and silent 
manner of bread and water only—this 
being all that was allowed throughout
the whole day—dinner at twelve, 
supper at six—pretty cold doings 
December.

The bread was of three kinds,

and 
for

the
best that could be made, and the water 
pure and cold—the aged and invalid 
drank it hot if they chose.

Our annual “fast-day" was generally 
the Sunday preceding Christmas, and 
the whole of it devoted to “confessing 
our sins,” having no kind of worship.

The morning following we also rose 
at four, and again entered our meeting
room, bowing low at the entrance 
(which was always our practice in 
those days), and offering up a song of 
praise, after which we partook of a 
rousing good breakfast and went about 
our usual duties.

We always used to kneel before and 
after eating, also before retiring to bed, 
and on rising in the morning, and very 
often in our seasons of worship, some
times (in order to make ourselves more 
humble) bowing down and resting our 
heads upon the floor for a brief space.

Many of their former usages are laid 
aside, but the confessing of one’s life 
is tlie first step to be taken on joining 
the society—the “door of hope,” as used 
to be sometimes quoted in conneetiou 
with it. And something else from the 
Bible, where Joshua says, “Confess to 
God, and tell to me, my son, what thou 
hast done.” One of our good elders 
used often to repeat this in justification 
of the requirement, but the fasting pro
cess has long since passed out of use 
among them.

In the days gone by they called them
selves “The Spiritual Israel,” and the 
dance we used to engage in was often 
explained to “spectators” from outside 
by quoting the great joy of that people
after crossing the 
victory over the 
Miriam went forth 
dances.”

Well, our victory

Red .Sea (at their 
Egyptians), where 
with "timbrels and

was of a spiritimi
kind, over the powers of darkness, and 
evil misdoings, and the great joy of 
relief therefrom was expressed by the 
religious dance, while in our times of 
worship. 1 think they have done with 
that form, but exercise more in the 
several graceful marches, which are 
really beautiful.

JULIA H. JOHNSON.
Los Angeles, Cal.

ONE MORE NEED.
As Discovered by a Delegate,

We learn that the Board of Trustees 
of the N. S. A. have appointed Mr. 
I. C. I. Evans, of Washington, D. C., to 
serve as a Trustee, in place of Mr. Ber
nard, of Washington, who declines to 
accept the position to which lie was 
elected by the convention. This opens 
a chance for an Important discussion.

Why should anyone be elected as an 
officer who has not been consulted? 
That results from the action of the 
nominating committee, In whom the 
convention reposes confidence for care
ful action. This committee was ap
pointed at the last convention, ns usual, 
because it was the order of business 
before action upon the amendments. 
When the committee reported the hour 
was late and no one questioned the 
ticket nominated, and were disposed to 
hurry action in order to adjourn in time 
for the evening session, to which the 
public were Invited.

The idea has been prevalent, that un
der the charter, Washington must have 
three resident members of the Board. 
Mr. Moulton, at the 1897 convention, 
explained that the first year such was 
necessary in order to have three resi
dent applicants for the charter; but is 
not now a legal necessity. The accepted 
precedent is to appoint only one mem
ber of the Board from each State. Why 
not also from the District of Columbia ? 
The States are as much parts of the 
United States as is the District. There 
is no excuse for this local preponder
ance upon the Board. The country de
mands an equal representation. Three 
members of the Board just elected 
were absent from the convention; per
haps neither one was ever a delegate 
to any of the conventions. Interested 
working delegates should be selected 
for positions, and their positive accept
ance should be secured by the conven
tion. The Board can fill vacancies, but 
they cannot fill so acceptably as can or 
should the convention. The position 
declined by Mr. Bernard is at once 
filled by a Washington resident, who 
has already a responsible public duty 
to perform, and may possibly be fully 
capable, but why should only Washing
ton be considered? Only, that three 
residents may be upon the Board; and 
it is publicly presumed such Is legally 
necessary.

When we meet in Chicago next year 
the nominations will be made from the 
convention floor. Due caution should 
be exercised to have the members prop
erly distributed, and Washington need 
not be represented at all, If the conven
tion may desire persons from else
where. There should be more than one 
nomination, and thus give the voters a 
choice. It would be well to make a 
canvas in advance and thus prevent 
hasty action. The Board elected at the 
late convention gives fair satisfaction, 
but is not the free result of full de 
liberation. The election of non-attend- 
ants who have given scarcely any help 
to the N. S. A. work is a bad precedent. 
Each officer should be an active worker 
for the Association, as well as for the 
cause of Spiritualism'at large. The 
people In convention should be brought 
into personal contact with the can
didates and thus form their Individual 
opinion. This reform convention has 
neglected to make one Important re
form, and as we desire the N. S. A. to 
be the complete representative of the 
people, we shall urge careful action in 
1899 along these lines. With a spirit of 
desire for prosperity and harmonv, I 
am, or was, A DELEGATE.

Alcoholism
Is Curable

Our treatment Is taken at home without the public 
"f ““ Institute, treatment. NO HY PODERMic INJECTIONS with their evil effects»« 

i >es; relieves. The expense is
mutnless than the institute treatments. It braces 

th« stomach and leaved the patient 
in good condition Consultation and correspondence 
nee and confidential. Write for our book o n Alcohol 
ism and narcotic diseases mailed free In plain envoi

». a«r.G 6ucccssfully treating hundreds of patients 
uy mall every month. Under our system of cones- 
P«^fec,e each PulIuQt receives individual cure and 
instruction.

be possible to get such endorsements 
us thofollpwlug did we not do all we claim;

Hon L. 6. Cuflln, President Railroad Temperance 
ABBociotion of America; The work of the BARTLETT 
»zin !? weH miraculous. It s lauds ip advance 
of all other cures for drunkenness.

£lear*. fonuer President of the Catholic 
boelet/ ot America; if the BART- 

LL11 CURE be properlyuken.it will cure ulcohil- 
known™ cffectUttl,y lbuu uuy otbcr remedy at present

Tlie Bartlett Gere Go.,
DR. D. 0. BARTLETT, 

Manager, 
Suite T, 155 Washiugton Street, 

CHICAGO, ILL.

RIGrtT LIVING 
- BY - 

SUSAN H. WIXON, 
Author of “Apples of Gold," “All in a Lifetime," 

“The Story Hour," 'Suunuer Bays at Onset," 
“Sunday Observance," etc., etc.

Living Is an art, a method or expressing great 
conceptions; tn fact, the highest method, the noblest 
of the arts.’ —Tuomas Stabs Kino.

This book gives an admirable course of study la 
ethic«, and supplies a loug-feit want of an ethical 

°°k ^PB^wly adapted tu tbe comprehension of 
children, u« well a« older persona whom it is wisely 
and appropriately designed to interest while teaching 
them valuable ethical lessuna.

The author shows a wise practicality In her method 
of teaching the principle of ethics. She IllunrolM 
her subject with many brief narratives and auec- 
aotee, which reader the book more Interesting and 
inore easily comprehended. It le especially adapted 
for use in children’s lyceuuis. In the hands of moth
erland teachers it may be made very useful. Young 
and old will be benefited by it. It la u most excellent 
book aud should be widely circulated.

CONTENTS:
Right Living. What Is Morality? What is Jgnor* 

mice? Knowledge the Great Treasure. Concerning 
Education. Conduct; or Right Doing. Virtue, the 
Illuminator of Lite. Prudence, an Ecunomy of Life, 
what Know Ye of Justice? Fortitude a Ruble Pos- 
«««»«Ion. Temperance aud Intemperance. Is the Use 
of lobucco Dangerous? Cultivation of Individuality. 
Character, a Jewel of Great price, idleness. An
other Larne for Loss. Industry, the Staff of Life, 
value of a 1 rade. Recreation a Necessity. Games of 
Chance. Truth and Falsehood. What laanOsfti?or 
tl‘0''orthof « Promise. Fraud a Crime. ThePolsun 
of blander. Mhat la Hypocrisy? Conscience, or 
Moral benae. Selfishneas, tbe Menace of Society. 
Gratitude, a F vagrant Flower of Life. Is Reverence 

/'■If l'ontrul. 6rK K0(pect. 
rs1.1!11 .r.lde f“11 Sl11? rejudlc«. Auger, the D|,. 
torter. ] he Angel of Forgiveness. Observatiun a 
Great Faculty. Peraeverauce. tbe Friend of Man. 
Buucuianiy, u 1‘roniulerof Success. The Dldlculdes

1, e,r. 1 fUH’tutloii, the Demon on tbe Highway. 
Habit, Second Nature. Power of Will. Courage, a 
Necessity tu Riglit Living, in Regard to Concealed 
vice. Beautiful Charity. Fidelity, the Giver of 
btretigthand Honor. Value ui Wealth. Avarice. Not 
a Menns to Life's Best End. Good Nature, Oue of 
Life s Best Blosrtums. Reason and F ree Inquiry. 
di1'?. sl>$ech* A Free J res«, lights of Animals. 
Kigtits of Childn-n. Human Rights; or the Equality 
of .Man Moral Cleanliness. Pullteness-'l he Gentle
man. Polltenet»-Continued - The Gentlewoman. 
Best boclety. Progress, or Enlightenment. Wisdom. 
Price, Cloth, $1. Sold at thi» Office.

ENCYCLOPEDIA ~
. . . OF . .,

BIBLICAL SPIRITUALISM
...OR...

A CONCORDANCE
To the principal passages of the Old and -Yew 

Testament Scriptures which prose '
or imply Spiritualism/ '■

Together with a brief history or the origin or 
the Important books ot the Bible.

many of

BY MOSES HULL.

Much that is in this book appeared In an abridged 
form in a series of nine full pages of Tub Frookess-

I These articles were prepared nt the
call of hundreds of Spiritualists who felt the need uf 
some kind of document fur ready reference They 
only teemed to whet Hie appetite for more; hence the publication of this work.

Theauthor. Mosca Hull, baa written many volumes 
on Splrltuallatlstic and other themes and each one Ie 
I '1 ,°,f ?»re,ful 'tody ou the subject choaeu. Mr. 
Hull, In his Introduction of this work says:

‘•Hoping that thia book will serve to lead the people 
outof the wRdcrncBa uf doubt and despair; and that 
when Spiritualism shall have wretsted the Bible iron, 
ns aanctlfled* enemies, it will not •spike’ it. but will 
use It to batter down the walls of Christian supersti
tion and ignorance. 1 send it out on Its errand of en 
ngbUamont with the humble prayer that It will prove 
a divine benediction to every reader."

EwCYCLOPiDlA OF BtHLtCAL SPIRITUALISM 
contains 885 Pages, beautifully printed on good paper, 
contain» a full-page portrait of the author and is 
handsomely bound in cloth. Every Spiritualist should 
bare this work.
PRICE SI. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

♦ «S’THE $

World’s Sixteen Saviors,
— OR —

CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

BY KERSEY CRAVES.

New and startling revelations in religious history 
which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doctrines, 
principles precepts and miracles of th« Christian New 
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many 
of its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the Bls 
tory uf Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. This won* 
derfuland exhaustive volume will, we are certain, 

i take high rank as a book of reference in the field 
, which the author has chosen for ic The amount of 
: mental labor necessary to collate and compile the 
I varied information contained in it must have been bo* 
; vere aid arduous Indeed, and now that It is in such 

convenient shape, the student of free thought will not 
willing y allow it to go out of print. But the book is 
bynoir.eansa mere collation of views or statistics;

, throughout its entire course the author—as will be 
। seen by his title-page and chapter-heads—follows a 
। definite line of research end argument to the close, 

and bls conclusions go, like sure arrows to the mark. 
Printed on fine white paper, 880 pages. New edition, 
revised, rod corrected, with portrait of BUttwr.
Fries ()J.GO. postage 10 coati, Fir Mie at 
_this ajlce.

The Influenceof the Zodiac
UPON HUMAN LIFE.

BY ELEANOR KIRK.

TWO IN ONE
A COMBINATION OF

“The Question Settled”, and “The 
Contrast” Into one Volume.

BY MOSES HULL.

lufitructlve uud luttreetlng work I, A 
lcu,lntc> Oue volume ot twoUff Mr. Hull’» 

S By wreugemcul the cost la meh 
ft' .reader |j enabled to aecure tlie two book» 

coiuJatma at the Jame price ne was formerly nakea VO1UIUO contalua 462pageJ 
and is hmsomoly bound in cloth, and contain* aa S 
cellent jwo-alt of the anthor. a °*

THE QUESTION SETTLED
I?.!!™*1’ xAoi »“»leal end Modern Spirit 
uallam. No book or the century baa made ao man» if,odt:ra Splrllunllam ea thia. The author! 
atm, faithfully to compare the Bible with modera

In?“.?“11 sy'f’opliy. baa been accomplished. ribtlonofSplrltuallam to the want« of iiumajt- 
ity;itemoral tendency; the Bible Doctrine of anndi 
mintstiv; the spiritual nature of man, and the objec- 
ifJhf J! ^oSplrituaHBin, are all considered in the 
light oi the Bible, mi lure, history, reason and common 
lense, md expressed clearly and forcibly.

THE CONTRAST
consist! of a critical comparison of Evangelicalism 
and Spiritualism. It is a moat nble production, and 

a Pitffect Btorehouce of facta for those who wish
U. defend Spiritualism, or Bud arguments against the 
IbBumfitlonfe of Orthodoxy. ■
PRICE SI.' FOR SAI I-' AT THIS OFFICE.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED?
The Most Importane Revelations 

Concerning the True Origin 
of Christianity.

d,?i', !“ Coyour uotluo "Antiquity Ua-
veiled, it is with the sincere hope that you are earn 
estly looking fur the truth, regardless of anyothef 
wnnuomV0»11’» ®fucli 16 tbV €ase’ advertise«!«»! 
Mllldecplj interest you, and after reading this brief 
description you will doubtless wish to give the work! 
careful perusal. Prlcesi.W. b UB

AN INTERESTING BOOK.
The Candle From Under the Bushel; or Thirteen 

“ tto 01ew-

THE RIGHTS OF MAN.
By Thoma« Paine. Part. I and II, Being an 

answer to Mr. Burke’a attack upon the French 
Revolution. Poll Bro., 279 page«. Paper. tIOcentat 
clutb, 50 cents, 9

Philosophy of Phenomena?
BY GEO. M. RAMSEY, M. D.,

Author of "Cosmology.” 
IN TWO PARTS.

I. METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
II. PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

CONTENTS.
PART I.—METAPHYSICAL PHENOMENA.

Chap. 1, Philosophy oi Phenomena; 2. Metaphysical 
Philosophy; 8, Heal; 4, Functional Phenomena; 9, 
Man; (>, Objective and Subjective Phenomena; ?! 

‘Who by searching cun find God?'1 s, Hyperbole Met> 
»physical; v, ”To the Unknown God, Whom ye Ignor
antly orhlp;” io. “The Father is greater than I.tf 
11. Irue and Spurious Gods; 12, “1 am the Resurrec
tion and the Life18, An Imaginary God and some 
of Ria Exploits ; 14, “He is Free whom the Truth 
hath made free;’ 15, All Animates Originate from 
tggBl 16, Trance Phenomenon; 17, Philosophy of 
Hiudlng; 18, Worshipof fully; Sense 1 Nonsense 
intermixed: 2u, Plurality and Tri unity or God-21, 
\ agarics; 22, Mhupprvheneioii; 28, Wbat is 8in?21 
Sun«, Planets a nd Batrlliius of the Universe; t3, Be*

1 KV‘L.,1‘» Ending; 23. Design or Accident, 
i \\ bichi’ 27, Chance v< i mis Law; 28, Summary.
I PART 11,-PHYSICAL PHENOMENA,

Chap. 29, Nebula*; 80, Air Pressure and Air MotlOJi 
1 as u Motur; 31, Air and Orbital Metlons; 32, Water 

Made to Run up Hill; 33 Philosophy of Canyons, When 
audHow I'urim'iJ; 31, Gluclal Phenomena; 35, Moons 
and their Motions; 36. Kthuulogivul J’benumena; 87, 
The Colored Mun.

APPENDIX.--Problems; Physical and Metaphys
ical Phenomena. «<1 intinhiiiu.

The topics ti'Ciited receive a bn mlllng that I a dis
tinctly terse, jet populiir. Tin- t-iylc of tlie author 
throughout fg epigrammatic—compact, with clear 
thought. The book is a r<-markable one In every ar 
pect. Being compact with iLuiigbi luclf, ll will not 
fall to compel thought in uilicn>.

With a at.,-j plait' portriiii uf the author. Cloth, 
12mu.pp.2us. !■-.■ $i.iv, iq.f .salehi ihisutlice.

MARGUERITEHUNTER?
A Narrative Descriptive of Life in 

the Material and Spiritual 
Spheres,

Transcribed by a Co-operative Spirit Band, combined 
! With cbuM'u inrdta ut earth. It was given through In* 
• dependent blute-wrltlng. The llluairatlmw were g ven 
: In oil paluting« on porcelain plate by Spirit artista it

1« not a Action, but a narrative uf real life, without a 
parallel In the literature of Spiritualism, being a clear 

. and Buceinct e» position uf the philoa<‘j»hy, religionaud
iI b’' b,K’k ‘■‘'Utah« 2W pages With »lx illustrât.on.* Id half-tone, and twelve natrea 

[n original hidrpendent writing. It |s beautifully 
bouud in bine silk cloth, stumped in silver. Price 

h ur bale at thia otiice '

A SEX REVOLUTIDIC
BY LOIS VVAISBKOOBJEK,

Author of “Helm Harlow's Vow," ‘‘The Occult 
Force« of Sex," ‘i’erlcct Motherhood," aud many 
atber works. Price -.**• -ns. Pur «ale ut ibis office.

STANDING UP FOR JESUS, ~
Or w’tPt the editor of the Freethinker’« Magazine 
thinks uf him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five copie« for 
50 ceuu.

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS?
WHY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST.

264 pages. Oue copy, tl; six copies, ,5.

FROM FIGHT TO MORS';
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church.

82 pages. One copy, 15 cents; ten copies, St.

; THE BRIDGE BETWEEN TWO WORLDS.
: 209 page«. Oue copy, bound tn cloth. »It paper, 3 
1 cents.
1 ------------
: For Sale at thisOffice.dO Loomis Street.

GLe INGS'
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.

Tb*b work Is one that every one Ahould read It 
beams throughout with rare geinf of thought, prto- 
tical as well as profound. There Is fluusblne and 
beauty In every sentence uttered. The work Is dedl- ' 
cated to the author's favorite sister, Barat French 
Farr, now passed ;o Spirit-life. Hudson Tuttle, of 
Berlin Heights,OUk. gives an interesting sketch of th* 
author’s life.

f

.'-f

“The Gospel of Butldhh, According to 
Old Records.” Told by Paul Carns. 
This book Is heartily.commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to 
all who would gain a fair conception of 
Buddhism In its spirit and living princi
ples. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read It without spiritual profit 
Price SI. For sale at this office. ’

“The Religion of tne Future.” By S. 
Weil. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by Its perusal. For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, 51.25; paper 
60 cents. ’

“Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment.” By Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood. A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at this office.

This is the only book which states the simple prin
ciples ef the Zodiac In simple terms, making the entire 
natter clear to the averge understanding.

This volume Indicates the location, characteristics 
and influence of each sign the Zodiac, giving the 
day« which each sign governs, and the gems and 
astral colors associated with each.

The diseases of the body, how to cure them, and the 
faults of character incidental to tbedlffirent domains.

The methods of growth for each human being.
The domains frem which companion«, husbands and 

wives be selected.
The characteristics of children born In different do* 

wd^ucatltbe C0adlti0IU t0 be obierved In their care
The personal ability and talent of the individual 

with reference to domestic, social and business sue« cess,
This work Is the result of profound research, and in

J (Tetr r&L T been 1<Lrffelr assisted by

Bound in Special Clothe - - Price, $1, 

For Sale at Thk Office.
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or Tour Life;" with Important aMIUoik I book of 110 we, ,n fOT £ conts »
i«“ and documentB, on tbe tendenX of 

twYfe“'“eroIT 030 6h0“ld “SS «

BIBLEM  ARVELW0RKERS,
THE WOKDROUS POWER

KX which helped or made them perform mighty I 
works ud utter Ineplred words, together with Borne 
Personal Traits and Charaetetittles of Prophet«. Ano». 
Ues. and Jesu«,orKewHeading, of “The MlnolM?

PtrTKxx. Price 25 outa. For «Mo at UM

P0EMSFR05I THE INNERL1FR
By Uule Doten. TMh MV •• ■■»«» near. Price »L00. j»-------—

CONTENTS:
: Dedication.

Sketch of the Life of A. B, EVttCSb. 
William Denton,

, Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and WflMOl Islam.
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FORGERIES AND THE FORGERS?
The learned have a wonderful ability 

to detect frauds In ancient authors, as 
well as in modern ones. Take the in
terpolation in Josephus' Antiquity of 
the Jews, book 18, chapter 3, section 3, 
wherein “our Lord” is introduced. 
Many believe the Jewish historian is a 
Middle Age production, and that the 
passage referred to, and also those re
lating to John the Baptist, and James 
the brother of Jesus, are still later in
terpolations, probably made by some 
monkish copyist, to supply desired evi
dence of the former existence of these 
characters. Christian writers before 
Eusebius make frequent mention of Jo
sephus, showing familiarity with that 
author, but not one of them quotes or 
makes reference to those passages. 
Not so Eusebius, for he cites those very 
paragraphs. This fact, with many oth
ers, has convinced even Christian schol
ars that these quotations were addi
tions to the text by an interested party, 
probably Eusebius himself.

But who was Eusebius? Professedly 
a contemporay of Constantine, and 
writing his Church History in A. D. 
325; but it was first made known to the 
modern world in 1474, appearing in 
Rome, pretendedly translated into Lat
in from the Greek by Ruflnus. The 
Greek edition d|d not appear until lB49r 
and showed on its face it was a trans
lation, very imperfectly rendered from 
tho Latin. The work appeared when it 
was badly wanted, and it is believed 
Ruflnus was the author as well as find
er of the Latin work, and it was prob
ably he who falsely assumed the name 
of Eusebius for his church history, and 
made the additions to Josephus; for 
Josephus seems to have been “dug up” 
during his period it first appearing at 
Basel in 1544.

What has been found true of Jose
phus and Eusebius, is probably true of 
all the “Fathers of the Church.” They

“GREAT 18 DIANA OF THE EPHE- J crowned « staugMe W was fought for 
I humanity, the mfaxtest fruits of which 

will be the spread of those ideas and 
institutions for' which Christianity 
stands. * * *z,j*

“The pipings of this feeble and irrev
erent wag are drowned in the tumult of 
popular praise and thanksgiving to the 
Ruler of Nations for all the blessings 
of peace, for t^.Q security that conies 
from law and o.rejer, for the benefits of 
institutions of mercy aud of learning- 
all fruits of a djfiylstlan civilization.”

• BIANS.
The Acts 19:24 -to 2% tell us that the 

silversmiths ojt Ephesus made sliver 
^brines for Diana (these shrines were 
sih er models of the temple at Ephesus, 
one of the wonders of the world, with a 
little image of the goddess in each—a 
visible representation of the invisible 
deity), and that their sale was product
ive of great wealth; that Paul appeared 
among the people, and denounced the 
“gods made with human hands.” Those 
Gods were substantially the same as 
Isis and her son, Juvinal stating that 
the principal occupation of silversmiths 
was the manufacture of statuettes of 
those characters. The craft was en
dangered by a change in worship, so 
Demetrius, one of them, convened his 
fellows in council. He made a vigor
ous appeal, and aroused their anger be
cause of the innovation. Then came 
the acclaim, “Great is Diana of thè 
Ephesians.”

Artemis was the" Greek name of this 
Universal Mother, while she was 
known in Rome as Diana, and in Egypt 
as Isis. It was a bread and butter is
sue that Paul raised, which was so 
quickly and vigorously repulsed, and 
the rally was in defense of their sub
sistence; for when the market for 
shrines was ended their means of pur-, 
chasing food were cut off, just as would 
be the case to-day with that class of 
silversmiths who make a specialty of 
tlie manufacture of crucifixes should 
demand for them suddenly cease.

FAMILY AND. PRIVATE CIRCLES.
One of the best things done at the’re

cent convention # the National Spirit
ualists Association was the action 
taken recommending the holding of 
family and private circles.

Hie fraud and fakir element has 
largely attained its huge proportions in 
consequence of the lapse of these old- 
fashioned circles, where the develop
ment of genuine mediumship, the mani
festation of spirit power and the actu
ality of spirit communion have been 
expel ienced without tlie shadowy ac
companiments of the methods and 
means of unprincipled pretenders and 
frauds, who are to-day the bane and the 
shame of Spiritualism.

We recur to this subject, because we 
desire to impress upon our thousands of 
readers tlie great importance of this 

“8 bT!“B U1,on tUe well-be
ing and successful spread of our great 
muniou. 6Plrit l'etUl'U and eom-

PROPAGATING CREEDS.
If Spiritualists had the same lucent- 

Ive to action as have churchmen, if 
spurred on to duty by howling demons, 
and purgatorial fires awaited them for 

. any neglect of the means of salvation, 
it. Is very probable they would make as 
great sacrifices for the promulgation of 
their faith as do their Christian 
brothers.

. We picked up in the street the other 
day a card on which was printed the 
following:
“OUR CHURCH DOLLAR SCHEME.

“I will be one of the ¿umber to in
vest, raise or save for the church by 
some odd or unique method $1 a month 

r for tlie next three months of this con
ference year; and wiR deposit at the 
next monthly social my $1 due, and 
Will be ready to tell how it was done.

“Name........................................
“Address................................... ”

A few days after finding this card we 
saw an account in an evening paper, 
.wherein each contributor, in a Method- 
1st meeting told how the dollar was ac
quired. One good sister set up a booth 
where slie blacked shoes for her gen
tleman friends; another manufactured 
and sold neckties; another took In 
clothes to wash; another repaired rag
ged linen; and so on to the end of the 
list No one reported the sale of kisses, 
or of the exhibition of her ankles, with 
privilege of her company to supper, as 
was largely In practice at church so- 
clals two and three years ago.

The object in reciting the methods 
employed in gaining money, was evi
dently to encourage others to engage in 
Similar tasks, and enable the church to 
pay the preacher for his very exhaust
ing Sunday labor. This was not objec
tionable in itself, and yet tlie laborer 
and each contributor to that fund vio
lated tlie ordinance prohibiting ail 
manner of labor on tlie Sabbath, pro
vided always that Sunday Is the Sab
bath as priests maintain.

It would be lamentable if Spiritual
ists had to resort to such practices to 
keep alive their faith, or extend their 
power. History reports that the second 
General Council of the Buddhists,about 
before our era 260 years, sent out 80,
000 missionaries to Babylonia, Syria, 
Palestine, Egypt and the then several 
kingdoms of Asia Minor, to propagate 
the teachings of Gautama, the Wise. 
Christianity has been a missionary re
ligion from its very Inception, and has 
expended a world of wealth In extend
ing and maintaining its creed; but to 
date we are not conscious that Spirit
ualists have wasted one dollar in this 
direction; yet the new faith permeates 
all tlie churches, is revolutionizing the 
religions of all countries,and can truth
fully boast of having accomplished in 
fifty years more than Christianity has 
accomplished in any one thousand 
years. Verily, Is not Spiritualism the 
stone cut out of the mountain without 
hands, which is to fill the whole earth 
With its glory?

were Middle Age writers, living during 
and after the Crusades. They were la
boring to supply omissions in church 
history, so their books were antedated 
to make their productions appear the 
more plausible.

The Vatican, persons connected with 
it, else in the employ of the Popes, 
seem to have been tlie principals in 
those forgeries. The manuscripts first 
made their appearance in the monas
teries, and were brought out from time 
to time when most needed, as is sL.l 
being done. The Reformation was 
making great progress. Kingdom af
ter kingdom threw off the papal yoke, 
and something yas needed to arrest 
the receding tide before all was lost.

Poggio Bracciollni was the person 
adapted to the emergency. Learned In 
Latin and pretendedly in Greek, for 
fifty years apostolic secretary, serving 
under eight different popes, he knew 
the needs of Catholicism, and had the 
.ability to supply its wants. Besides, 
he was largely endowed with those 
negative qualities so necessary to suc
cess—the lack of principle. Says tlie 
Encyclopedia Britannica, article Pog
gio:

“If a codex [manuscript or book] 
could not be obtained by fair means, he 
was ready to use fraud, as when he 
bribed a monk to abstract Livy and 
Animanlus from the convent library of 
Uersfeld.” And then, further down the

evening of October 10. An immense 
audience awaited him, and cheered his 
extreme utterances to the echo. Dur
ing his discourse he said:

“I do not thank God for the victory 
at Manila. I thank Dewey—the brav
est admiral that ever trod a deck. I 
thank the brave men and officers under 
him; I do not thank God. I do not 
thank God for the destruction of Cer- 
vera’s fleet. I thank the brave officers 
and men. I do not thank God for the 
capture of Santiago. I thank the he
roes, I thank the regulars, white and 
black; I thank the men in the trenches; 
the volunteers, the Rough Riders, the

. PERSECUTION.
The Progressive Thinker is grieved 

to learn that another dear brother in 
Christ, the Rev. George R. Paddock, is 
being persecuted by the menials of the 
law. The pious brother is charged with 
(forgery on the Sandwich Bank, at 
Sandwich, Illinois. The preacher was 
followed to Marshalltown, Iowa, where 
he is located, by a deputy sheriff. The 
officer listened to a very animated dis
course from the alleged forger at the 
Congregational church a Sunday or two 
ago, then meanly placed the man of 
God under arrest, to take him back to 
Hlinois for trial and perhaps punish
ment. Must such things be tolerated in 
t Christian country? Can’t our es- 
reined brothers, Revs. Covert, Becker 
It Co., keep the very elect from harm, 

, ar are they too much absorbed In crush- 
L' ’ dng Spiritualism to have any care for 
L saints of their own brood?

. A GOOD HIT.
A reformer down at St. Louis, has de

mised a new method for regenerating 
•the world. His name Is David J. 

’Smyth. It is not just that so wonderful 
a genius shall pass into oblivion with
out hat Ing his name spelt out in full.

page: “The men of that nation, and 
that epoch were bent on creating a new 
intellectual atmosphere for Europe by 
means of vital contact with antiquity.”

I’oggio made it ills pleasure to visit 
tlie old monasteries, from which lie pre
tended to bring forth the classics. 
Numberless volumes were unearthed, 
then copied by liis own hand, and com
municated to the learned. With these 
were some of the choicest productions 
of the Christian Fathers, among which 
were the alleged writings of Tertullian. 
It is believed these manuscripts were 
provided beforehand, and were then 
brought out as ancient writings to de
ceive the unwary. Doubtless Poggio 
had assistants; but these were kept in 
the background, while lie directed ami 
brought, out the productions. That he 
was versatile, with skill to ply his role 
there can be no question. We again 
quote from the Encyclopedia Britan
nica. After telling its readers of Pog
gio’s devotion to recovering tlie clas
sics, and of his disengagement from all 
but humanistic interests, then:

"In literature lie embraced the whole 
sphere of contemporary studies, and 
distinguished himself as nn orator, a 
writer of rhetorical treatises, a panegy
rist of the dead, a violent iinpugner of 
the living, a translator from the Greek, 
an epistolographer aud grave historian? 
and a facetious compiler of fabliaux in 
Latin.”

“A facetious compiler of fables." In 
that the whole story of Poggio’s charac
ter is told. The books he brought forth 
were little else than romances, as the 
educated well.know. The Annals of 
Tacitus are believed to be of this char
acter, though only six books were “pro
duced” during his life-time, the other 
six were bought out by his son, his 
successor as apostolic secretary, per- 

'haps delayed for the purpose of better 
deception.

Poggio was a native of Italy, was 
born about 1380, died at Florence, 1449 
In 141G he engaged in searching the 
ancient monasteries for manuscripts. 
With what success we quote from Hal
lam’s History of the Middle Ages p 
544: ° ’ r'

"Poggio discovered in the monastery 
of St Gall, amid dirt and rubbish, in a 
dungeon scarcely fit for condemned 
criminals, as he describes it, an entire 
copy of Valerius Flaccus.”

Hallam then mentions the names of 
numerous authors whose writings Pog
gio “found,” among which were those 
of Tertullian, Lucretius, etc. The au
thor adds:

“The whole lives of Italian scholars 
In the 15th century were devoted to the 
recovery of manuscripts, and the re
vival of philology.”

On the following page Hallam says- 
Boccaccio [born 1313, died 1375] posi

tively asserts that no scholar of Italy 
so much as understood the Greek char
acters.” This fact, probably, accounts 
for the originals of church and classic 
productions first appearing In Latin, 
then, near a century later, appearing in 
very corrupt Greek, the latter given out 
as “lately found originals.”

Colonel gave credit to those who toiled 
and suffered, bled and died to make the 
cause of their country victorious. He 
gave the priests and the president to 
understand that he awarded thanks 
where thanks were due aud would be 
appreciated, not to some imaginary be
ing beyond the clouds whom no one has 
ever seen, save Moses, who claimed 
“the Lord spoke unto him face to face, 
as a man speaketh unto his friend,” 
though later the Lord said, “There shall 
no man see me and live,” so the Lord 
hid him in a eleft of a rock, covered 
him with his hand, and Moses saw his 
back, parts, but not ills face. We are 
strongly suspicious Moses misrepre
sented to gain applause from his peo
ple, as Is the custom of demagogues.

It is well known that impecunious 
students at the Chicago University, 
who are fitting themselves for the min
istry literally work their way through 
college. Some serve as teachers in 
private families, or In evening schools 
when not required at the college. Some 
carry papers, and gain an honest penny 
by peddling these on the streets. Oth
ers serve as waiters at hotels and res
taurants. Whether any play the part 
of boot-blacks we don't know; but the 
position most frequently sought is that 
of local editor on some oue of the great 
dailies of the city. They attend the 
churches on Sundays, and report the 
sermons. They manage to make the 
editor appear ubiquitous everywhere at 
the same time. Now we commend 
these young men for their Industry, aud 
for their success in gaining an educa
tion, though a theological one we deem 
the least valuable.

Now it is very apparent the Tlmcs- 
Ilerald of Chicago has at least one of 
these theological students on its edito
rial staff, and he lets himself loose to 
take off Colonel Ingersoll; but we sus
picion there is more danger of his “tak
ing off” a large number of its Liberal 
supporters, and passing them over to 
less abusive papers. Several terms In 
the article betray a juvenile theologian, 
whose wing-feathers are now sprout
ing for subllmer heights in his profes
sion. He is distressed, angered, as 
were the silversmiths tit Ephesus when 
they saw their occupation was near
ing Its end. The “Christian civiliza
tion” of which he vaunts, was in spite 
of Christianity, not in consequence of 
it Look at the pathway of blood 
through all the ages which marked ev
ery step of Christian progress, and then 
boast that these peaceful times, inaug
rated by tlie opponents of Christianity, 
are the fruits of church dogmas. It is 
an insult to the intelligence of the age. 
But we keep the reader too long from 
the Times-Herald's spicy article:

If ever a cause was sacred, this is: if 
®t}?er® yas a cause and a great 
snottP^f1 Sh°"ld be kept pure un- 
kv fh01U tll0 defllements of rascal- 
AB nth» hH^°Crlsy’ U 13 Spiritualism.

°tltai .things pertaining to humanity 
pale Into insignificance beside the great 
deatShlLP1«lt.C!?ntln’llty after 'Ailed 
tinnrtn “d ?lrit return aud uianlfesta- 
tion, demonstrated by the facts and ex
periences of Spiritualism.
fektae n„5°f9th^r Bpecies of counter
feiting and fiaud are so vile and utter
ly damnable, from a moral point of 
view, as that of fraudulent practices 
under color of mediumship. The ner-

Hh°/or money W‘H sell honor and 
piaetice fraud in outrage upon the most dwdld ,:,°US?tS a“? fceli^g“ that can 
an (.11 in true human hearts—no 
language is strong enough to fitly char- 
reached tv” "T11 °f ^'adS 
reached by such pretenders. Their 
lack of moral sense is awful to con
template, and tiie road of recovery for 
such will be long and painful. TuX 
cannot escape the results of the right
eous law which will return to them ac- 
f“!?d Ug,n,° their deeds, what they have 
sown. Ihe money they may gain will 
thc>iraevllthem the ju3t r«wrd of 
f In 7ays and the “oral corrup
tion of their natures. Leaving them

A GENUINE M0S8-BA0K.
Our Brother Moody was late in this 

city. At the Avenue Church he told 
the good people who honored him with 
their ears, to stick to the old creed, and 
pay no attention to the new theology. 
He said:

“I am sick and tired of tills ethical 
discussion of theology, and the specu
lations of the analytics. The Bible 
needs no proplng up by divines; it can 
stand alone, if given a chance.”

So Brother Moody is “tired and sick” 
of discussing good morals, for that is 
what is meant by “ethics,” but he does 
want faith in the atoning blood of 
Jesus. In short "believe or be damned” 
is his creed, and lie wants no other. 
He takes large stock in Abraham. Said, 
“His name is greater now than ever 
before,” but the evangelist never said 
one word about Abraham passing off 
his wife as his sister down thej-e in 
Egypt, _ to Pharaoh, and receiving 
"sheep, and oxen, and he-asses, and 
men servants, and maid servants, and 
she-asses, and camels”—in compensa
tion for Sarai’s night’s sojourn in Pha
raoh’s house. See Gen. 12: 13 to 16. 
Neither did he tell how the old barba
rian played the same trick on Abime- 
lech, then blackmailed the king as he 
did Pharaoh, see Gen. 20, and raked in 
another large stock of “sheep, oxen, 
men servants and maid servants,” and 
got his young wife back again, whose 
name was changed to Sarah after her 
episode with the king of Egypt. No, 
no, he who is fulsome In his laudation 
of Abraham, has little respect for good 
morals, and has a right to be “sick and 
tired” when others discuss them. But 
Mr. Moody doesn’t want the creeds re-1 
vised. We quote:

“Some people will tell you that the 
gospel and creeds need revision and re
modeling to bring them up to date, as it 
were, but don’t believe them. The 
same old power that has evolved mill
ions of Christians from the labors of a 
mere handful of teachers is still fresh 
and strong—yes, is growing stronger all 
the time—as it was ages ago. What we 
want is more of that power, and that 
is all we want. I addressed the con
victs at Albany penitentiary a short 
time ago and saw evidences that many 
of the poor unfortunates were deeply 
affected. On being called upon to rise 
if any of them desired to become 
Christians, 300 of them almost sprung 
to tfieir feet. The same old power, still 
working as forcefully as ever. Let us 
get through speculating and discussing 
the theology of the Christian religion ” 

Convicts in the penitentiaries are just 
the fellows for Moody. Belief that 
Jesus blood will atone for their guilt 
made them criminals, and the lick of 
the same dog that made the bite will 
lurf,„^de wouud> so these culprits are 
justified in whooping up the faith cure 
as tlie unfailing remedy for all ills.

H-OM£ CIRCLE
Practical Exemplification of the Beneficial Results 

' Flowing Therefrom.

MR. COREY’S TYPICAL HOME CIR-1 
CLE-WONDERFUL POWER I" 
MANIFESTED — ENCOURAGE
MENT FOR THOSE SEEKING 
THE LIGHT. । :
To the Edltorîj-Aff an Incentive to en

courage investlgatjpg circles in the

to ' ín,=° others Present, twenty-one full 
IS! Joro» came out in good strength, gave 
” di*?1'. ui1 ,naiues nnd tests of in

disputable identity, conversed freelv 
and several took seats while talking 

a«5 brought into the room, the 
dooi being closed; small money and 
an1dgKnmnkeaHU? ln the 8treet: pencils

■ ■ ■ «a k. s ■ ffy;SSrtrwa *-s
sules, and a voice gives him directions 
n regard to how and when to take 

them A piece of lava the spirits said 
they brought from the volcano Popo- 
ca’apoti, in Mexico, Is a curiosity, as 
well as a stone weighing nearly half a 
pound, brought in the same banner 
Also a piece of bone from the cemeteiw 
the spirits tefimg to whom It belonged?

Ihe subject is endless nearly but I 
Mi-eco7ptv’?eSe 0U,tIlnes as taken from 
Mi. Coiey s owu statements, and jotted 
down on the spot, in that upper room 
that sacred place to them, where th“v 
have free Im^course with taXorS

home circle that iti now, and has been 
successfully operated for nearly four 
.years here in Fort Dodge, Iowa. Mr. 
Silas Corey, Sen., earnestly seeking for 
proof of the continuity of conscious ex
istence, after getting u little light in 
Chicago, built In a new brick residence 
a large, pleasant seance-room, with 
cabinet adjoining, it being a closed 
small room without window or door 
having only the curtained door Into thè 
seance-room. The larger room is fur
nished with everything conducive to 
aid in the studies to be pursued' a va
riety of musical instruments, among 
which are organ, music box, mandolin, 
trumpet, and recently a graphophonè ; i-.l oacreu piact 
by retjuest of a spirit daughter in an , have free Inter, 
audible voice, is added. Mr. Corey is a 1 intelligences

when instituted was taken control of 
by a spirit daughter and grandson, botli 
oT whom passed over when children, 
five nnd six years old respectively, and 
they cut the number down to four and 
so far have barred all others as a rule. 
The circle is composed of Mr. and Mrs 
Corey, clear-headed, vigorous people 
over seventy years of ago, and a Mr 
Rayne and wife. '

At about the third circle, demonstra
tions commenced, moving of slates on 
the table, raps, tips of table, twanging 
of mandolin, rattling the trumpet and 
whispered words followed each other 
in rapid succession. Then came audible 
voices, which have been a regular fea
ture of the circles ever since. Orations 
addresses, invocations and conversa
tions from visiting intelligences are a 
marked feature of the wonderful things 
given them. Occasionally materializa
tion is produced. On one occasion, with 
only Mr. and Mrs. Corey In the seance
room and Mr. Rayne In the cabinet,

swrior enntrok
. lloued him to sit In the ball at tho 
hOitah“nthAletar th° ,ChlId splrit and 

* gh, the tones of each he said wafa 
Stop“11?'’11'-. The tru“P<=t Is never 

Vta r CeS bcln» *ud°pendeut 
Mr. Corey uses money without stint

£

Hie miscellaneous erratic circle is not the most hopeful source of gXta. Ot
BARRINGTON Port Dodge, Iowa.

I "Smyth resides in the 4th ward and is 
i locally famous as a reformer of the 
L.. .virulent type. He proposes that Jan. 1 
|„ of every year, beginning with the ap
t . preaching New Year’s day, the worst 
L... man in each ward be hanged. In order 

that there may be no mistakes made, 
p ; proposes that the citizens of each 
[¿ (-.ward decide by vote just who their 
IJvorst citizen is. The man receiving the 
Ì highest number of votes shall then be 

banged at noon Jan. 1, by a hangman
. appointed by the mayor.”
i:-, The Progressive Thinker will wager 

» hundred to one that If Smyth'e propo
rr Bition was accepted he would bè the 
f\-,first victim In his own ward.

GENEROUSLY REMEMBERED.
Congratulations to the Truth Seeker 

and its worthy editor, for the relief an 
appreciative reader has brought that 
journal, In the shape of a contribution 
of $1,141, to aid In liquidating a debt 
hanging over the office. The gift was 
accompanied with a promise of further 
assistance. If needed. The last five or 
six years have been very trying on Lib
eral papers of all schools, but there has 
been no time when they were more 
needed than now to keep the people ac
quainted with the encroachment of the 
churches on natural rights, and to hold 
the enslavers In check. -

“The symmetry and beauty of the 
ideas underlying the peace jubilee can
not be marred by this ancient blas
phemer [Col. Ingersoll] who comes to 
Chicago once a year to rake in a few 
hundred dollars from those who are 
willing to be amused by his musty and 
waggish epigrams. His assaults upon 
the faith that brightens the lives and 
lightens the burdens of so many mill
ions of people grow more impotent as 
the years roll by.

“The principles of Christianity, 
stripped of theology and dogma, are so 
interwoven with the warp and woof of 
our civilization that Mr. Ingersoll’s at
tempt to pull out the golden threads 
and weaken the fabric excite pity rath
er than resentment No one is dis
posed, nowadays, to dignify the buf
foonery of the witty jester with a se
rious retort. There Is no answer to 
mere metaphorical drivel which is 
based on the.general denial of the testi
monies of history, of nature and of hu
man experience.

While Ingersoll was regaling an au
dience with a string of old jokes and 
ribald epigrams for the purpose of ridiculing that which a large1 portion of 
the human family holds dear and sa
cred ten thousand people were strug
gling for admission to the Auditorium 
to participate in a purely religious cere
mony, conducted by Christian people 
to commemorate the return of naw 
It true that the desire to see the pres
ident swelled the crowd to unusual pro
portions, but if the president had been 
in Washington the Auditorium would 
have been filled to overflowing. The 
central Idea of these services was a 
thanksgiving to God for the return of 
peace and for the victories that

If we will, to the retribution that will 
surely come to them, Spiritualists may 
well turn to safeguards, and methods 
whereby the nefarious frauds and fakirs 
may be avoided and their money-get
ting schemes brought1 to naught While 
much may be dohe by direct attack in 
courts and by exposures, the most ef
fectual way will । be to install the fam
ily and private circle In operation, as In 
former days, andtiet' the frauds perish 
In their own rottenmSks,

Friends, we caffiaot'fcay a better word 
to you than this: Rebuild the family 
circle. f ■ ii- J

HYPNOTISM RECOGNIZED IN LAW 
Muncie, Ind., 6ct? ¡27.—Finding that 

Mrs. Moses Mark,' a medium, had 
doubtless hypnotized and compelled 
Mrs. Colby Luther, ripw dead, to make 
over to her notes) for, $3,000, the court 
here to-day set a$ide the transfers and 
returned the notes to' the estate. Jas
per North, the administrator of the es
tate, made the charge. He also claims 
Mrs. Mark in the same manner got con
trol of real estate to the value of $3,000. 
Mrs. Luther died here last winter, and 
was called "the mother of Spiritual
ism” in Indiana.

The above Is, from a special dispatch 
to the Chicago Tribune. We are glad 
to know that justice , somewhat tardy, 
has at last been done. Spiritualists 
may remember that they were called 
upon to contribute to take care of Mrs. 
Colby in her last moments, and at that 
very time she had ample means, but 
ghouls it appears, were preying off of 
the same while she was dving bv 
Inches, Alas! what next? ' '

RELIGION AND CRIME
A Mrs. S L. Williams, of Morris, Mieh., a while ago, poisoned two S? 

dren and cut her own throat Says the 
press telegram: “The woman has lately 
been carried away by religious enthusi
asm."
erJtMj re'l$lon ü10*- insPlres murder and 
K nL°nt30d?.If 80 we want

i faulty and crime seem the natn outgrowths of the dominant relta- 
iw1' i TÎ? P001 woman had been tauelta 
Mark 10: 14, that little children were 
sure of heaven, and if grown up, there 
she8 lo^aef h°f Ir g01Dg to heU> 80 “8 she loved them better than her own 
onod « happiness hereafter, she pois
oned them to ensure their salvatiom 
We have no patience with such a creed?

Upbuilding, Including co-op. 
erative Systems and the Happiness^ 
Ennoblement of Humanity ” Bv m n Babbitt, LL D, M.D. Sis co^prim 
the last part of Human Culture a^d 
S&JK 15

??» 09 '«tniojai pepos paatroA 
areI?nÎOQ^f P're;S 0[rl mojJ Psssnasip 

°’ 9?n,uodmnuaj3jo suon-s?nb tp[qM pi tatnntoA sro ui parpoq 
'JOioojqsiBjj*1 7 iff „Tag jo saajo^i linwo aqj,, 

of SP^tual to the Material Uxurerse. The nf Rn^ Controh” By Michael Faraday, æ 
ia cents. ¿Tor sale at this office. 08

"Thomas Paine: Was He Juntas?^ 
An Interesting pamphlet by Wm n 
Burr. Price 15 cents. For sale at thta 
office. .

The Veteian Spiritualists Unioii^ in conven* 
tion assembled in Dwight Hah, desire hereby to 
expiess their thanks to J. R. Francis, editor oi 
Die Progressive Thinker for his hearty espousal 
ot the work of the Union in establishing a Home 
tor needy Spmtualists, by publishing in his val
uable paper, the golden roll of honor of our fi
nancial agent, Dr. 0. W. Hidden, also his recent 
appeal for money for the Waverly Home

We recognize in The Progressive Thinker a 
bpmtuahstic paper conducted on broad lines 
cosmopolitan m character, representing Spiritu
alists in its entirety. We are pleased to know 
that it is established on a solid financial basis 
having a large circulation. We commend it to 
the Spiritualists of the country as an honor to 
our cause aud a paper that should be read by all 
Spiritualists everywhere. 17

Resolution accepted and adopted unanimously 
Boston, Mass. F. D. EDWARDS, 

Clerk pro tern.

Everyone who is devoted to the grand truths 
oi Spiiituahsm, who is a believer in its phenom
ena and philosophy, should keep in touch with 
the great movement by reading a Spiritualist 
paper, there is no other way whereby he can 
do it. The Progressive Thinker, as is well' 
known, inaugurated the first Spiritualist paper 
combining cheapness and excellence. Spiritual
ists everywhere owe it a deep debt of gratitude 
or accomplishing that important object. If it 
lad not lead the way, Spiritualists would still be 
burdened with high-priced papers, and the cause 
iuvi Siea^ measure languish in consequence. 
While our subscribers are in touch with the great 
Cause throughout the world by reading The Pro- 
^essive Thinker, they should call the attention 
ot their Spiritualist friends who are lingeriii0’ in 
he rear of the great movement and induce them 
jO subsciibe for the paper. Life will be sweeter 
grander, more beautiful if they realize they are 
ontnbuting 2 cents weekly to sustain an organ 
ike The Progressive Thinker. Now that winter 

..s neai at hand, psychic forces will be stronger 
and more diffused, and each Spiritualist shofotl 
come in touch with the central magnet, The Pro
gressive Thinker; so induce all your negligent 
Spiritualist friends to join the procession by 
adding their names to our list of subscribers, 
and thus receive the valuable premium. The

To the Editor:—I enclose herein P. 0. order 
for $10 for the enclosed list of subscribers at $1 
each for The Progressive Thinker one year and 
each the book, Art Magic; also copy’ of paper 
and book free to getter up of club. 1 havc four 
more subscribers who had not the money for this 
sending. I shall add as many more as I can <>-et 
in the next two weeks. A. E. N. RICH?

Mr. Blair, of Nebraska, also sends a club. 
Ihey are coming in from all quarters—North, 
East, South and West.

of Ten Subscribers, at One Dollar 
Each,r The Progressive Thinker will be sent one 
year, including that magnificent book, Art Magic, 
free, and the paper and same book free to the 
one who gets up the club. The names must all 
be sent at one time. Now is the time to act. 
Just think of this offer, to each subscriber-a val
uable book which is oi itself, as prices go, worth 
’Jm?’ «y“1# D0thi^ fifty-two weekly visits 
of Ihe Progressive Thinker. A club can be got
tenup ateven- postoffice in the United States, 
with a little effort, as every Spiritualist, every 
Ineosophistj and everyone searching into the 
occult or spiritual should have the book and pa
per. 10 yearly subscribers, 10 Art Magics, $10.
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As Critically Viewed by One of Our Most Prominent 

Thinkers.

PREACHER ¿ND PULPIT. 
Some Interesting and Prac

tical Comments.

SURGING AHEAD. CHARITY AND LOVE. DR. A. J. SWARTS

Spiritualism in British Co 
I urn bi a.

Constitute a Faultless Creed 
for Spiritualists.

HE ANALYZES THE PRESENT I ship. Aud in the next column is printed 
STATUS OF SPIRITUALISM, AND l and graphically detailed by the “three 
PRESENTS COGENT THOUGHTS ■ seance Investigator,” the most astound-
FOR CONSIDERATION.
To the Editor:—I have read every 

one of the communications in the sym
posium anent the N. S. A. in The Pro
gressive Thinker of the 15th of Oc
tober, read them carefully, and I con
gratulate you ou their presentation as 
another evidence of enterprise and 
good journalism on the part of my fa- 
Vorlte newspaper.

'The real lesson taught by them Is the 
utter folly of attempting an authorita
tive creed or “declaration of principles” 
for Spiritualists. '

Like creation, Spiritualists have come 
out of chaos—the .religions of the 
world—and are agreed about one thing 
only, the desire to be freed from the 
bonds of creed, and to stay free. To 
the poor devil who has been trying his 
best for one or twenty years to get 
away from creeds It is asking too much 
to begin tlie building of another—a 
burned child fears all pokers may 
be hot. .

If anybody wants to get an Idea of 
■how harmony is to come from such an 
attempt let them regd the California 
“declaration” and J. Clegg Wright’s 
comment on it. Beuares aud Andover 
are uot farther apart geographically or 
ethically than are the Spiritualists on 
these questions.

But what do we want with creeds or 
declarations anyhow? Our people seem 
to be forgetting that Spiritualism

IS NOT SECTARIAN

ing manifestations, painted In all the 
colors of first Impressions and crude 
conceptions, as to the wonders of this 
same mediumship. Next, turning to 
tlie advertising columns we find them 
ffiled with professions and promises of 
the occult,” from the forecasts of the 
Gypsey to the astrologer. Aud then 
an article belaboring us as dupes if 
xte patronize them. Is tills picture over

I fear not. The manager of a 
.©pH itualist newspaper ought to have a 
waste basket with the appetite of a 
paper-mill to reduce to the original pulp 
pine-tenths of. these contributions-this, 
if It please you, with tlie rest.

Again we are told of the great con
spiracy of the Anti-Spiritualist league; 
or J, ol’ganization, money and ex- 
medlums, bought and banded to de
stroy us. Yet, when one of these 
States-evldeuce traitors prints a “con
fession” or starts a paper to blazon his 
own infamy, we are told that it is 
another evidence that “fraud” is ram
pant in our ranks—forgetting all about 
the warnings given out of the con
spiracy and boasts to do exactly this 
thing, let those who do these tilings— 
our people I mean—ask us to regard 
them as leaders, as balanced intellects, 
and insist w'e shall let them write 
creeds and embody principles for us. 
Not, at least,

UNTIL THE MOON IS FULL, 
is the answer.

To the Editor:—In the Sunday Chron
icle of October 2 I find an article with 
these headlines: “Pulpits are Difficult 
to Fill.” Then follows an article from 
which I have clipiied a few sentences, 
to show the trend of the paper. Has it 
a lesson for Spiritualists?

“According to a good authority in 
church matters (the average tenure of 
office of the Chicago pastor is three 
years. In other words, on jhe same 
authority, the field in Chicago is 'a hard 
one for the man of the cloth.”
*♦♦<*»■

“These are the qualifications de
manded of a minister in Chicago: 
Must not be too young, nor yet too old; 
Must censure the erring; must not be a 

scold; /
Must teach damnation; go light on the 

sinner;
Of abstemious life; enjoy a good 

dinner;
In society shine; frown down all 

frivolity;
Light pleasures abhor; be inclined to 

jollity.
All these must 
' teacher 
And win fair 

preacher.

possess If he’d be a

success as a - city

or a thing of doctrines at all. It came 
to- the nineteenth century as a fact, 
demonstrated by practical methods. I 
firmly believe—my creed so far—that 
had not the Morse alphabet, or mes

’ eages sent by sound, been familiar to 
the Fox children and the masses, mod
ern Spiritualism had not come to us in
telligently when it did. Intelligent com
munication by raps had been well 
known for four years to everybody 
who had ever been in a telegraph office 
or read a newspaper. And

“DO AS I DO,”
was born of that familiarity. And in
vestigation was practical through it. 
The magnetic telegraph was the fore
runner of spirit raps and made the fact 
ot spirit return possible of demonstra
tion.

The fact is one thing—the thing— 
what you or I may think as to what 
the fact teaches or means is our creed, 
evolved ‘by our own cogitations from 
the- fact, but it Is only that aud nothing 
more. It does'nt affect the fact for 
Somebody else’s creed. There is the 
demonstrated fact for all—and orgnn- 
izalion as it may affect the interpreta- 
tation for anyone is useless, a mistake.

Organization or association Is requi 
cite for any action by more than one 
person—Is necessary from the fact that 
man Is

. GREGARIOUS IN HABIT.
It is so In a seance, or circle, and a me
dium is an organism without which 
even the raps are impossible.

For myself I want no organization; 
still it is n need where anything looking 
to legal or civil procedure Is involved. 
To demand the protection of the sec
ular authority the civil forms must be 
observed and conformity shown. This 
requires ¡in organized or corporate 
body. All aggregations of individuals 
for a common purpose needs such or
ganization. Here it. ends.

Churches have these organizations, 
but they do not control the minds .of 
their members by the civil law, but 
from the power of creeds. But here is 
Where the objection to a creed In a 
legally organized body comes in: such 
an organization with a creed can eom- 

■ pel teaching of what it chooses, if a 
money consideration Is involved. You 
and 1. for example, could endow an in
stitution to teach Spiritualism, and pro- 

■ vlde that reincarnation, or some other 
theory, should be taught by its pro
fessors, and the law would so compel 
them. Tho Andover case is exactly in 
point: In 1807, Samuel Abbott, Moses

nu£ aU ‘Ms medley of
solicitude for the cause? Let us be 
frank about it. la it not because Spirit
ualism has spread so rapidly that it 
begins to afford revenue? To go for 
revenue is human nature, and to be ex
pected—only let us understand It. You 
can put your finger on scores of clergy
men -who are zealous at a prayer
meeting for their cause, who won’t 
open their mouths if their pay is ab
sent. And as we get numerous enough 
to pay salaries the like will appear 
among us. I see already that 
didates are announced for the 
positions in Spiritualism, like 
didates before a

can
pay 
can-

POLITICAL PRIMARY,
with a catalogue of claims for 
places. These things are not mere 
straws to show the drift of the current 
but whole rafts floating toward thé 
market It is the most practical argu
ment against such things In our house 
that I have seen from any source.

All these things emphasize the dec
larations quoted above. We want the 
mediums to give the facts of spirit re
turn. If the man or woman with mind 
enough to revolt against modern the
ology, earn get the fact of spirit return 
demonstrated they have intellect 
enough to assimilate that fact for them
selves. Time is not a quantity in 
ability to teach. The “forty-year" Spir
itualist has become a proverb.

You may talk to me

the

‘‘That about tells the story.” 
*♦»*».

. “What is expected in a minister in 
this city? One answer was given by 
J. S. Dickerson, editor of the Standard, 
the Baptist organ in this district Mr. 
Dickerson was-blunt to a degree. He 
rejoiced in the fact that the society is 
In a flourishing condition, but quietly 
remarked that congregations were anx
ious to obtain the services of a $3,(100 
man for a salary of $1,000. He was of 
the opinion that church societies want 
more than they are willing to give.

“Dr. W. C. Gray, of the Interior, was 
of the opinion that few men can preach 
to any Chicago church for more than 
ten years without becoming ‘stale.’ ”

* * » »
“He said that there was, to begin 

with, a notable falling off in the 
church-going element in Chicago and 
the nation, and that the desire for 
change was overpowering. His ex
planation was sufliclent to give a very 
clear idea of the situation.”

I saw an article in your ever-welcome 
paper of the 8th iust. from a brother iu 
Victoria, B. O. Please allow me to add 
a few words frouvNauaimo, a dty sev
enty-three miles from Victoria by rail. 
Each city has a Spiritual society. In 
this city we have a charter from the 
N. S. A. at Washington, D. O. Probably 
our reason for this is because we have 
seen so much aceofipllshed by organ
ization, we think ft -wisdom to join to
gether in one accord in perfecting and 
building up one great Spiritual temple, 
which must have the corner-stones well 
laid in the four corners of the earth. I 
am firmly convinced that Spiritualism 
is to be the religion of the future, but 
before any grand result can take place, 
we must be a united army to carry on 
the good work. In the city of Van
couver, which is three miles by steam
boat from Nanaimo, and has a popula
tion of about 25,000, there are a few 
Spiritualists -who are not organized. 
The result of this is that numbers of 
fakes resort there, to the great detri
ment of true Spiritualism. A report 
appeared lately in the Vancouver 
World of an exposure at a dark circle 
conducted by a Miss Addie Swain, and 
Raymond, the boy medium, when a 
child was grabbed by one of the au
dience, twanging a guitar. If there was 
an organized society there, fakes could 
be prevented from practicing their 
fraud upon the public, who are tired of 
this kind of tiling.

At a meeting of their City Council re
cently, the Vancouver World states 
that Aiderman McQueen gave notice to 
amend the trades license by-law “to 
prohibit practicing as a clairvoyant, 
fortune-telling, Spiritualistic medium, 
or professing to foretell the future by 
any occult means.” Good mediums 
visit this city and Victoria, but seem to 
sense the opposing forces from Van
couver, and refuse to go to that city, 
where I think a great work is to be 
done by organization, and good me
diums. There is a splendid field for a 
missionary from the National Associa
tion; and between the three cities 
already mentioned, and the city of New 
Westminster, on the banks of the Fra
zer river, where there are also a few 
unorganized Spiritualists, an honest 
medium would find plenty of work. I 
am looking forward to the time when

Brown, William Bartlett. John and 
Phoebe Phillips endowed the Andover 
Seminary to teach certain orthodox the
ology-hell. etc. In 181)0, certain pro
fessors failed and refused to

TEACH THESE DOGMAS 
and ou a hearing, the courts of Massa
chusetts held that they must teach 
(What. John, Phoebe and the rest gave 
their money to have taught, and so it 
is doue to-day.

Such examples show the danger of 
legal power behind the creeds, and 
demonstrate that the true function of 
organization is for external duties, to 
do things socially, legally and adminis
tratively, that people acting collectively 
must do. That is organization proper, 
but it should never touch the mind or 
seek to govern or direct its conclusions.

But, then, there is organization and 
there is association. It is the boast of 
tbe platform and press tliat Spiritual
ism has in fifty years made wider 
growth and has more followers than 
any movement in history. Is it not tbe 
truth to say that it is the work, so far 
as Spiritualists are concerned, of asso
ciation? I have said that for myself 
f want no organization, but I associate 
myself with all forms of activity that 
my neighbors sot afoot for the work. 
Association is the method of nature— 
among animals, birds, fishes, man and 
all else, even to plant life. Association 
Is spontaneous, without machinery

AND WITHOUT A “BOSS.”

Is it not good enough for public work -

TILL THE CRACK OF DOOM 
about the philosophy of Spiritualism, 
and all that. That comes after we are 
Spiritualists. The propaganda depends 
on phenomena, and will as long as 
church dogma holds the formative 
minds of the majority in its control. 
No argument or philosophy can break 
the shell of théologie creeds. It re
quires the hard hammer of a fact.

Notwithstanding the press of all 
kinds, Splrilualistle, religious, scientific 
and secular, have been doing, each Its 
share, to discredit phenomena through 
mediumship, yet Spiritualism has 
spread, is spreading, aud Spiritualists 
are increasing iu numbers as never be
fore in its history. And we are only 
recruiting for theosophy and Christian 
Science by the course pursued toward 
our own phenomena.

I have said that phenomena is neces
sary. Wily, ninety-nine in every hun
dred in the ranks of Iheosopliy aud 
Christian Science got there through

SPIRIT MEDIUMSHIP.
Talk of “credulity” among Spiritual
ists! Just listen to the tales of tbe 
Mahatmas, the messages by “precipita
tion,” seeing the Masters, and all that. 
The vaticinations of the three seauce 
expert are as nothing to the tales of 
Besant. Wachtnieister and others. And 
as to “Mother” Eddy, Mrs. Tingley and 
Blavatsky, herself, they

WERE AND ARE MEDIUMS, 
as well known as their names. Man— 
the modern man—is so constituted from 
hereditary teaching and supernatural 
conceptions as to all things outside of 
physiologic structure, tliat the average 
mind is utterly unable to grasp tlie con
cept of spirit except through phenom
ena addressed to his material senses 
aud capable of demonstration by his 
own methods of thinking and logic.

It is about time that Spiritualists 
made a change to real Spiritualism. To 
realize that the true mission of modern 
Spiritualism is to demonstrate the con
tinuous life of man. Tliat this cannot 
be done in this age. save by a medium 
that can give the facts of spirit return.

SAR’GIS.

“There has been a great falling off In 
the spirit in religious matters In the 
United States of late years. In Eng
land they have discovered this and the 
clergymen are getting near to the In
terests of the people. But here they 
are still behindhand and the churches 
suffer.

As Spiritualists, alive to all facts aud 
expressions that relate to our present 
humau embodiment, it seems to me 
that there Is a lesson for us In the 
above brief paragraphs. When $19,000 
pulpits are seeking $5,000 preachers, 
and $3,000 clergymen are wanted for 
$1,000, it proves that the great change 
that is on, and going on, is recognized 
by those who are supposed to be slow 
and conservative as compared with 
Spiritualists. I believe there Is an im
portant lesson for Spiritualists In this 
condition of the churches; they are 
compelled to make a change, compelled 
to cut down expenses; we can safely 
apply the lesson, we can and should do 
more, In my opinion. Wo ought to 
make a radical change all along tlie 
line. First, make our Spiritual press 
tho medium of all our missionary 
work; they can do it cheaper and better 
than tramping missionaries.

Second, let us abandon the old 
methods and adopt the new; wo are not 
able, and cannot afford the present ex
pensive methods of hall rents, and 
change of spiritual pastors every 
month, or even three months; we must 
learn to co-operate; we must form a 
trust; organize for department work, 
dispense with everything connected 
with our movement not an absolute 
necessity. We must be Socialistic, and 
Altruistic, as well as Spiritualistic; 
Spiritualism in its broad and time 
sense is all-inclusive; it must be 
aggressive and progressive. Equality 
for all, especial privileges to none, Is 
the demand of tbe coming change.

The Spiritual press should be free; it 
must receive more than double the 
present support before It can be.

Ninety per cent of the Spiritualists 
ought to become subscribers aud sup
porters of our papers, instead of

“After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer” . By Lilian Whiting. n0 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into tlie purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for the higher life. For sale at 
ttla office. Price, doth, $1.

"Human Culture and Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, and. Social Up- 

By B. D. Babbitt, M,

propaganda if you wish—considering
• what it has done? Our camps, our ~- 

lyceums, our societies, are all associa-! building. ■ l, _. — ---- ,
■ tlons. When we are together we act i LL.D. A most excellent and very valu- 

• — -• able work, by the Dean of the College
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75c, 
For »le at this office.

together. When we adjourn we are 
people, Individual people once more,

WITH NONE TO ORDER 
or make us—nervous. '

But to come back to your sym
posium: Without being invidious I

. want to allude to Clegg Wright’s sum
ming up, and I quote him because he 
can put more In a sentence than any 
one I ever read after. He puts the mis
sion of modern Spiritualism in these 
crystal sentences:

“Modem Spiritualism has to do with 
- the continuous life of man. * ♦ » it 

presents the fact of continuous, con- 
Acinus life on changing planes of na
ture.” And be sums up its need in this 
luminous and all-embracing declara
tion: “What the oause of modern Spir
itualism needs at this hour is a medium 
that can give, the facts of spirit return.” 
For, he adds; “Truth is self-evident 
find demonstrative.”

It is all that ever has been needed or

THAT HAS BEEN EFFECTIVE,
- and that it is true we need go no 
farther than tbe Spiritualist press. 
Week In and .week out is printed tho 
Unbaked Incubations about- “fraud,” 
filling tho minds of the publie and-’ new 
dlscipl« with the Idea that medium-

_Bhijr is suspicious because it is mcdlum-

■•Commentaries on Hebrew and Chris
tian Mythology.” By Judge Parish B. 
Ladd, LL.B., of the San Francisco Bar 
This book is of more than ordinary val
ue, giving the results of much patient 
thought and research by a mind well 
qualified to sift evidence and arrange 
facts. In compact form it gives just 
what is needed on the subject. Paper, 
75 cents. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at this 
office.

“Tbe Universe.” What Force la 
The Beginning of Creation. What Mat
ter Is. The Creation of the Earth 
The Beginning of Life; Immortality 
The Substance of. Its Environments’ 
Psychic Science. What the “Soul of 
Things" Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
sale at this office.

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrine;” By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded, to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
•»very detail as'to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price 
25 cents. For sale at this office. ’

twenty.
The present position of Spiritualism 

is negative to all leading, up-to-date re
forms; they occupy precisely the po
sition the great hypocritical Christian 
church does; they must change and 
lead all worthy reiorms, or go to the 
rear where they belong. Spiritualism 
is not here to build another ism, but to 
recognize the universal brotherhood of 
man, anything short of this is a half- 
and-half, soulless effort.

Only in a State or two have tlie Spir
itualists made a move for medical lib
erty; medical monopoly is to-day the 
most unscrupulous, brazen-faced ty
rant that humanity has to contend 
with. Where do we stand in the great 
Socialistic movement, where on the la
bor question, where politically? Are 
we only stupid paitlsans, blind as bats 
to our party's betrayals of the people’s 
rights? With a rapid Increase of crime, 
suicide, ignorance, poverty, and de
bauchery. for thirty years staring us in 
the face, is it not a common-sense prop
osition that we should examine our 
foundation principles? There must be 
a cause, or causes, men and women of 
sense understand; spiritual growth .is 
checked, inharmony is the rule; our 
present methods ore faulty, we have 
adopted and grown Into the old errors 
of our orthodox Christian friends, be
cause of the few grains of truth and 
sense there found; to be sure tlie spirit 
world has given ub a few inspired 
teachers, but that is no sign we should 
all turn preachers; preaching and 

. teaching as at present divided and ex
pressed are very different; we have 
been deluged with preaching, and wo- 
fully neglected in teaching; with tho 
large supply of pastors and preaching, 
there is still too much Ignorance and 
indifference regarding the foundation 
of the great and; far-reaching subject, 
the demonstration of continued life. It 
will be folly to multiply preachers, but 
good sense to enlist teachers and ex
tend the circulation of our great 
weekly papers; as said before, make 
our press free by giving them the sup
port they should' have;

DR. M. E. CONGER.

we will have an association in each of 
these cities, with a State or Provincial 
Association combining them together; 
then we shall be able to protect our me
diums, and stop this Ignorant legisla
tion against the cause of truth.

Here In Nanaimo we have had a visit 
from the Brockway family, who re
mained with us over four weeks, giving 
great satisfaction to all who had tlie 
pleasure of meeting them. Their public 
meetings were well attended, the peo
ple taking a great interest in the plat
form tests given by Mrs. Brockway and 
Charlie. The hitter gave many w'on- 
derful things. In one instance he read 
a letter (which he saw clairvoyantly) 
written from Alaska to a gentleman in 
the audience, who did not have the let
ter on his person at the time. The most 
remarkable thing about It, probably 
was the number of misspelled words, 
spelled just as thpy were written, as 1 
saw for myself next day when the 
owner produced It It bore also a 
written Une across one side after the 
letter had been concluded, just as 
Charlie had described It.

Their private readings were pro
nounced “marvelous,” "wonderful.” 
The first day Mrs. B. began work two 
of the old Spiritualists appeared before 
her with screw-nailed slates. She gave 
tlie sittings in perfect confidence, and 
sent the scientific Investigators away 
rejoicing. The slates contained mes
sages from spirit frleuds, pictures of 
roses, calla lilies, and a dove; also an 
open book bearing the words, "Be 
Good,” “Do Good,” “The True Bible ” 
One young lady who laid her purse on 
the table during a sittlug, wras sur
prised a few days later upou opening it 
to find a message from an aunt in spirit 
life, written on a small slip of paper 
which bad been contained therein A 
gentleman while taking a few leaves 
from bls notebook for his friend to 
write ills messages on, dropped a leaf 
at the feet of Mrs. B. A few hours 
after, he found on referring to Ids note
book a message from his grandfather 
on the loose leaf. Several who wrote 
their messages in foreign languages, re
ceived correct answers.

We shall be pleased to see this family 
when they visit our city again, as they 
propose doing next year.

GEORGE CAMPBELL.
Nanaimo, B. C.

■Among tho many forms of creeds 
that have been sent to The Progressive 
Thinker for Spiritualists to go by, may 
I suggest one? It consists of two 
words, Charity and Love. In First 
Corinthians, 13th chapter, is given the 
definition of charity. Among other 
things Paul says, “Charity suffereth 
long and is kind.” I take tliat to mean 
if anyone makes an unkind remark 
aboutcus, we are to search ourselves to 
see iffi we deserve It, and If we do de
serve 'It, try and rectify that fault, and 
if we do not deserve it, pass it by with
out a second thought. “Charity eu- 
vleth not. * ♦ * Doth not behave 
itself unseemly, seeketh not her own 
is not easily provoked, thlnketh no 
evil.” How prone we are to envy 
others, and we are so easily provoked, 
that one unkind remark is like a spark 
of fire in a powder magazine. As 
thought lies back of every word and 
action, if we think no evil, we will pro
duce no evlL “Rejoiceth not in Iniquity, 
but rejoiceth in the truth." I believe 
the majority of humanity have more of 
goodness in them than evil; but some
how we always hear more about peo
ple’s fallings' than we do of their good 
qualities.-1 hope you will read the 
whole chapter, as It is too long to quote 
here. Paul says, if we have not char
ity we become as sounding brass or a 
tinkling cymbal. It Is said there are 
several millions of Spiritualists in the 
world; how many of the millions are 
only as sounding brass and a tinkling 
cymbal?

We should have two kinds of love. 
First, we should love ourselves so well 
that we should make ourselves “fit 
temples for the indwelling of the holy 
spirit.” Secondly, we should have the 
father and mother love for all hu
manity, that parents have for their 
children. If we have a son or daughter 
that commits an act that is likely to 
disgrace them in the eyes of the pub
lie, how eager we are to cover It up, 
aud caution other members of the fam
ily not to mention It; but if one of our 
neighbors steps cut of the way, we 
almost burst with Impatience until we 
spread the news, and it goes like a 
prairie fire, faster than the swiftest 
horse can run, and we know not where 
it may end. We hear so many Spirit
ualists say, they are so sensitive they 
cannot endure this, that, aud the other. 
Let us set our will-power to work, aud 
be- sensible as well as sensitive. When 
we receive a wound, Instead of probing 
it aud producing inflammation that 
will reach the very vitals, let us cau
terize it with charity and love, and iu 
a few days we will not tiud the small
est scar to tell us where we were hurt. 
Remember, a friend never comes to us 
with tales that are being said about us. 
Only an enemy will wound our hearts 
with a poisoned arrow, and yet many 
times we will call that enemy our 
friend, and suffer them to break a 
friendship of nmuy years’ standing.

It is said tliat Spiritualists are tlie 
most inharmonious people on earth. 
To our shame be it said. True Spirit
ualism is all harmony,and if we will 
not live harmonious lives, we have no 
right to the name. Let us all toy for 
one whole year to say no word that

A PROMINENT WORKER IN THE 
CAUSE OF TRUTH AND REFORM 
PASSED TO SPIRIT LIFE.
Dr. A. J. Swarts, well-known in the 

ranks of Spiritualism aud Mental Sci
ence, who was the editor and publisher 
of the Mental Science Magazine, of Chi
cago, passed to the higher life October 
17, at the home of his sister, Mrs. E. 
Hiuks, in Centralia, Wash.

His death was the culmination of an 
accident occurring in Chicago some five 
years ago. Many of his friends will re-! 
call the event. Dr. Swarts was for 
eighteen years of his life a Methodist 
clergyman. Then the knowledge of 
spirit communion and Spiritualism 
came to him and he entered Into it with 
all the earnestness and zeal which 
characterized him through all his ca
reer.' He was eminently spiritual In 
the highest sense of the word, and sac
rificed and endured as such souls 
always must sacrifice and suffer, who 
choose to emulate and enunciate un
popular truths. In the study of Chris
tian Science it was he who first felt 
that Mental Science was the more ap
propriate term, and he started the Men
tal Science School and Mental Science 
Magazine, doing a most excellent work 
both as a teacher and a healer. The 
publication was suspended, but he car
ried on the work, giving the truth wher
ever he went After leaving Chicago he 
visited relatives in Lincoln, Neb., and 
from there he and his sister (Dr. Mary 
A. Janney) came to California, working 
together in the different cities through
out the State. He was ou a Northern 
lecture tour when taken down.

The Spiritual cause lias lost lu him 
an earnest worker and brave defender. 
I think all who knew him will justify 
me as his sister in speaking of him lu 
this manner. I know the veil is thin 
between us, and that he has entered 
luto a state of greater blessedness, but 
iu the mortal I have lost, not only a 
brother, but a sympathetic, loving 
counsellor and ever-faithful friend; but 
the other life will be more attractive 
and death itself easier and more pleas
ant with tbe knowledge that he awaits 
me ou the other shore.

„ M. A. JANNEY.
Sail Francisco, Cal.

OUR FALL AND 
WINTER CAMPAIGN,

IMPORTANT WORK.
National ■Spiritualist Lyceum 

Association,

can wound tlie 
do it if we try. 
watchfulness, 
selves we will 
our neighbors.

most sensitive. We can 
It will require constant 

and in watching our- 
have no time to watch
If

ourselves stepping 
hasten to react! ' 
quickly as possible,
what great progression 
make; our llvs would be 
more satisfactory, aud 
would no longer be called 

MARY A.
Watertowu, N. Y.

e occasionally find, 
.to the mud, let us 
,'o firm ground as 
In one year’s time

we might 
bi-ighter and 
Spiritualists 
cranks. 
INGALLS.

THE SPARTAN MOTHER.

‘Tease, mamma, pease, tiss me dood 
night!”

My blue-eyed love, with sunny curls, 
Stood pleading, ’tween her sobs and

I

tears.
1 said, “1 can't kiss naughty girls.”

led her to her snowy cot
"Pease, mamma, pease!” she sobbed 

again.
“I won't be naughty any more!” 

I left her, all her pleadings vain.

I had been reared in Spartan school 
And deemed it duty to control

With rigid rule nor never knew 
That love with love could sway 

soul.

I heard her sob. My mother heart 
With yearning filled to soothe : 

cheer,
Yet I refrained, and in her sleep 

My baby still lay sobbing there.

the

and
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The above Is tho number of the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 

at top of Pago, 
right hand corner. If this number co/ 
responds with the figures on your ■wrap
per, then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you are requested to renew 
y°ur subscription. This number at tho 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
tiie tag of your wrapper. -

KEEP IN STEP.
Keep up with the Free Thought pro

cession! You can do so by sending to 
this office $1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Ari 
Magic. Art Magic is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for tho 
postage or expressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you can not keep 
In step with our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag in the rear. If you 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why you do not? 
We would like to know.

KEEP IN TOUCH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement. You can do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week 
The paper one year and Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book Is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little moro 
than pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, Is el
egantly bound In cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, and will 
prove a valuable acquisition to your li
brary.

Premiüm Terms

“Principles of Light and COIor.” Bv 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A truly 
great work of m master mind, and one 
whom Spiritualists should delight to 
honor. The result cf years of deep 
thought and patient research- into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to the well-being of 
humanity. Medical men especially, and 
scientists, general - Mders and-students 
of occult forces will- And instruction of 
great value and Interest A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound, and con
taining beautiful- illustrative plates 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid’ 
$5. It is a- wonderful, work, and von 
will be delighted with It

I am happy to announce through the 
Spiritualistic press that the organiza
tion of a National Spiritualist Lyceum 
Association was effected In Washing
ton, D. C., October 21, 1898. The offi
cers for the incoming year are- Con
ductor, J. B. Hatch, Jr., Boston, Mass • 
Assistant Conductor, C. W. Stanglen 
Baltimore, Md.; Guardian, Mrs. Mary 
J. Stevens, Washington, D. C.; Assist
ant Guardian, Mrs. Tillie U. Reyn
olds, Troy, N. Y.; Secretary, Mattie 
E. Hull, Buffalo, N. Y.; Trustees, 
Capt. E, W. Gould, Washington, D. C., 
Dr. A. A. Kimball, Malden, Mass., Geo. 
W. Kates, Rochester, N. Y.

Two long sessions were hold in Ma
sonic Hall on the date herein named, 
during which a constitution and by
laws were adopted, wl)lch will be ready 
for distribution In the near future 
Charters will be grafted for two dol
lars; contributing membership, fifty 
cents. There Is to be np per capita tax; 

. but instead, in order;, for a chartered 
Lyceum to be represented in annual 
Lyceum Convention, .an annual con- 
trlbution of two dollars must be sent to 
the N. S. L. A. . . ............

. Many recommendations and sugges
tions were offered as ways and means 
by which funds might be raised In the 
Local Lyceums. Some'of them will be 
published in the futurd.

The plan of worlt ai? adopted in the 
resolutions prepared f>y a committee 

.will be given to the retfders of the Spir
itualist papers in due -lime.

The next annual meeting of the 
. N. S. L. A. will be held in Chicago, HL 
in October, 1899, on the day following 
the adjournment of the National Spirit
ualists’ Association.

The best of feeling was manifested 
from first to last in the business meet
ing of the N. S, L. A. A Board meeting 
was held immediately on the adjourn
ment of tlie N. S. L. A. Convention; all 
business of immediate importance was 
discussed and disposed of in such, a 
■nay that the work of the new organiza
tion can be taken up at once. At its 
conclusion, the officers pledged them
selves to stand by each other and to do 
all in their, power to make the work in 
band a: success.

'Twas midnight when I felt a touch.
A fever'd band lay on my brow.

My white-robed baby pleaded still:
■Tease, mamma, pease! I can't 

sleep now!”

All through that agonizing night 
Delirious she moaned in pain,

The little broken heart still plead 
For kisses that I gave In. vain.

At dawn the angels hovered near, 
She nestled close and smiled and said, 

“I won't be naughty any morel”
And in my arms my babe lay—dead.

And I am old. Tho passing years
Have brought no comfort in their 

flight
My heart still hears that sobbing cry, 

“Pease, mamma, pease, tiss me dood 
night!”

—Kate Marr In Forum.

WHAT DOES IT MATTER?

It matters little where I was born, 
Or if my parents were rich or poor;

Whether they shrink at the cold 
world's scorn,

Or walk in the pride of wealth se-
cure,

But whether I live an honest man, 
And hold my integrity firm in 

clutch,
I tell you, brothers, plain as I am, 

It matters much!

my

It matters little how long I stay 
In a world of sorrow, sin and care, 

Whether in youth I am called away, 
Or live till my bones and pate are 

bare, 
But whether I do the best I can

To soften the weight of adversity’s 
touch

On the faded cheek of my fellow man, 
It matters much!

It matters little where be my grave, 
Or on tlieHand or on the sea,

By purling brook, ’neath stormy wave 
It matters little or naught to me, 

But whether the Angel of Death eomes 
down

And- marks my brow with his loving 
touch, '

As one that shall wear. the victor’s 
crown, 

. It matters much!
-From the Swedish.

: MATTIE E. HULL, Sec’v.
1 Buffalo, N. Y. J

Party feeling is- like a river—the 
swifter it runs the more crooked.- it IS__
Ingersoll», . -

It will be especially brilliant. A 
story by Charles Dickens, given through 
the mediumship of the gifted Carlyle 
Petersllea, of Los Angeles, Cal., will 
prove instructive and Interesting. It 
scintillates throughout with grand spir
itual truths. It will be commenced 
early In October.

Moses Hull will add bls splendid 
erudition to the attractiveness of the 
paper by giving a series of articles.

We have made arrangements to have 
a Berles of lectures reported, as given 
through the remarkably gifted speaker, 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. They will 
prove a veritable feast. They will ap
pear from time to time.

Everyone who subscribes for The 
Progressive Thinker, will receive until 
further orders the following lectures 
combined In one paper:

1. "Christmas, Christ and the Cross,”
by Moses Hull. It is exceedingly valu
able. It is a mine of Instructive Infor
mation. The facts presented are worth 
to any thinker at least one dollar.

2. "The World’s Parliament of Relig
ion.” An address by Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond. This address gives the "Re
ligious Aspect” of our cause; also the 
"Philosophical Aspect,” and the “Phe
nomenal Aspect,” followed by a "Re
sume of its Work and Influence.” This 
address should be read and re-read by 
every thoughtful Spiritualist.

3. "Trail of the Serpent—Landmarks 
of Roman Catholicism In History.” By 
A M. Griffen. No one on this earth to
ds.« .s better posted than Mr. Griffen In 
regard to the deep-seated corruption In 
tiie Catholic church His views will 
uot only Interest you. but they will ap
pall you with their showing <Z cruelty 
and perfidy. This article a lorn, o well 
worth a year's subscription t« tbe 
paper.

4. “A Ritual—Spiritual Funeral Serv
ice,” by Hudson and Emma Rood Tut
tle. This is what its title Implies, direc
tions for conducting a funeral where It 
is Impossible to secure a desirable per
son to officiate. Tbe sentiments are 
pathetic, philosophical and eloquent re
minders of the benuty of the change 
called death. It should be in every 
family, ready for any emergency.

5. “Evolution and Revolution,” an 
address by tliat master mind, Hon 
A. B. French, of Clyde, Ohio. A most 
eloquent, thoughtful discourse, by one 
who Is not excelled as an orator and 
profound thinker. It is a mine of val
uable Information.

Besides the above, there are other 
valuable and instructive articles. All 
combined this is the most remarkable 
paper ever issued from the Spiritual
istic press. It will afford you mental 
food for reflection during the fall and 
winter months. It will be sent forth 
free to every yearly and trial sub
scriber. Not only will every yearly 
subscriber get the above paper when 
they send in their subscription, but by 
sending 20 cents in addition (which 
pays for postage and mailing) they will 
get Art Magic, a most valuable book. 
It is elegantly bound, nicely printed, 
and is an ornament to any center table. 
What we offer to every yearly sub
scriber to The Progressive Thinker 
who sends $1.20: Fifty-two numbers of 
the paper; one paper containing the 
above attractions, Invaluable to every 
reflective mind, and Art Magic, a single 
copy of which has been sold for $25.

You who cannot send In one dollar for 
the paper, send 25 cents for a three 
months’ subscription. Keep in touch 
with the great Spiritual movement

REMEMBER that all or
ders must he accom
panied by their requi
site amounts, vizi

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker 
One Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year, 
SUO.

TAKE NOTICE.
Bear in mind that tbe order 

premium book must always be 
p.-inied by a year's subscription 
Progressive Thinker. You will

for the 
aceom- 
to The 
not bo

allowed to order the paper, and aftei'- 
wards send for the premium. The two 
orders must come together. Each one
can get the premium at any time by 
tending his subscription one year, 
no other terms will the premium 
sent out.

CLUBS! CLUBS!

ex
On. 
be

in clubs of Ten Subscribers, at Ono 
Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent one year, including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
the paper and same book free to the 
one who gets up the club. The names 
must all be sent at one time. Now Is 
the time to act. Just think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which is of Itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits of The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post
office in the United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every The- 
osophlst, and everyone searching Into 
the occult or spiritual should have tho 
book and paper. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, $10.

/V LIBRA’RY
The Spiritualist who commences now. 

to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If he reject this offer, bis neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him, and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. We 
think, "in view of what we are doing, 
that The Progressive Thinker should 
visit every Spiritualist family In the 
United States. Commence now, we re
peat, to form a Spiritualist or Occult 
library by subscribing for The Pro
gressive Thinker.

On account of pressure on our col
umns, occasioned by the discussion of 
important questions in connection with 
the N. S. A., the Message from Spirit 
Charles Dickens, and the series of ar
ticles by Moses Hull will not appear un
til about the first of November.

It
THE DIVINE PLAN.
is carried out in The Progressive 

Thinker office, a portion of the profits 
returning to each subscriber in the 
form of a valuable book. The Progress
ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little 
more than pays for the expense of post
age, so the book Is practically a gift A 
book like Art Magic is invaluable for 
reference; and it should be in every li
brary. As we are aiding you, we ask
you in turn to aid us by extending the 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, 
thus in a measure becoming a part of 
the Divine Tian yourself.

THE HISTORICAL JESUS 
ÄÄ Bs'GEma “""L ”

The Progressive Thinker.
Every Spiritualist In this broad land 

can keep in touch with our cause by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er, and also obtain a valuable acquisi
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic costs $1.20. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays tbe post
age, so that the book Is almost an abso
lute gift, being paid for out of the reve
nue of the office, thus each subscriber 
sharing the profits of the paper. Sub
scribe at once and get your neighbor to 
join with you.

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW; ’
Or Sclf-Jnstlco.

Bf Lot« WaUbrooker. Manf hare read this book» 
nimy have ro-reud LU and many other» out to road It. 
Ilabould ba read by erery man and woman in the 
lead. It ebowi tho faisltlci rampant In soej^y m 
matter» of moral and social import, and the wronn 
that flow therefrom to innocent rintfma of eoclal 
ortraclwn. It contains n fine llkeneu of the author. 
Fine cloth. 280 paces. Price <1.00

The Development of the Spirit
AftevTatmUon; By tie late Theo*
Blii of rellglone, end their tnHaence upon the meatU. 
development of the human rwe. Traiocrilfcd at th. 
requeit at s tend of ovium oUkmtn FfloB 
»oentt, '
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Researches in Oriental History 
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Messrs. Phelou and Scanlan, two sol
diers of the late war, who chanced to 
be present in uniform; vocal and piano 
solo by Miss Eva Ihle, only nine years 
of age; encouraging charge to the sol
diers, iu honor of the Stars and 
Stripes, by Mrs. Summers;, and the 
grand finale, “America,” all with a 
rousing voice.

Mrs. West Roberts writes: “I received 
Ghost Laud, for which I thank you 
very much. Jt is a wonderful book. I 
don’t see how you can give so much for 
so little. This is tlie fifth year I have 
taken The Progressive Thinker, and I 
don’t see how I could keep house with
out it. I hope I shall be able to take it 
as long as I live. Many thanks for the 
book.”

Mrs. Augusta Metcalf writes: “I have 
read Ghost Laud witli great pleasure. I 
renew early that I may also have Art 
Magie. Spiritualism to me is the 
crowning .boon of my life, the truth of 
which could I have known thirty years 
ago, how much more good I could have 
done, and how much more happiness 
for myself and those around me. 
Thank you for your gifts to people.”

Burr Chaapel writes from Waverly, 
N. Y.: “All hail to The Progressive 
Thinker and the man at the helm—the 
greatest and most fearless paper of the 
age. When or where has there been 
anything in its line of liberal thought 
and educational foresight to equal it? 
It needs no fulsome praifee. All un
biased mjnds perceive its true worth. 
Hudson Tuttle's light shines at the 
head of the column, among the wisest 
and brightest of minds. All can learn 
from his terse and common-sense an
swers to questions. The unique advice 
of the ’California Philosopher,' if ac
cepted, comprehended and harmonious
ly acted upon, would advance the cause 
fifty years ahead in a day, in all its 
practical workings. He throws down 
the great load of creeds, declarations, 
dogmas, ete., and steps forward a free 
man, drawing the most wise and nat
ural conclusions with regard to here 
and the hereafter of the race, reaching 
the highest practical altitude in the 
realm of mind. J. Clegg Wright pleases 
the radical reader with his off-hand 
‘witty wisdom,' sweeping all (socalled)
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We would like to impress upon the 
minds of our correspondents that The 
Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, and it is essen
tial that all copy, to insure insertion in 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written witli ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side of the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your commuuicatious 
copied by some one who Is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

CONTRIBUTORS ¡-Each contributor 
in alone responsible for any assertions 
cr statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that tlie cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
sentiments uttered iu an article may be 
diametrically opposed .to his belief, yet 
that Is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
Should always be entertained for those 
Who differ from you.

Every item sent to us for publication, 
should contain the full name and ad
dress of the writer. We desire to know 
the source of every article or item that
nppenrs. 
heied to.

Prof. .1. 
tuter for
Lynn, Mass. Mrs. J. W. Kenyon lias 
engagements at Lynn. Haverhill, Low
ell, Fitchburg, Brocton. Worcester, 
Mass.; Manchester, N. H., etc. For 
open dates address Mrs. J. W. Kenyon, 
49 Baker street, Lynn, Mass.

Sarah Eastwood writes: "1 saw an 
article in 'Die I’rogresslve Thinker, 
stating that Abraham Lincoln was a 
great believer in the Bible. I can't say- 
how much be believed in the Bible, but 
he was a believer in spirit return, and 
had a medium in the White House, and 
consulted her control. He was warned 
of his death and many other things. I 
lived in Washington, D. C., and 1 know 
Whereof I speak. I have a communica
tion from him now in possession.”

Hattie Tiffany writes from Minerva, 
Ohio: “We are pleased to say that we 
have quite recently been fortunate in 
getting Mr. E. W. Sprague and his good 
wife to come to Minerva, also Sir. Will
iam Way, trance medium of Wheeling, 
West Ya. The lectures and tests by 
Mr. and Mrs. Sprague were held in 
the Yengllng Opera House, all of which 
were grand. While Mr. Sprague's in
spired lectures and improvised poetry 
were interesting in 1he extreme, and 
have done much good for the cause of 
Spiritualism here, the tests given by 
both Mr. and Mrs. Sprague were clinch
ers and readily recognized. Mr. Way 
has also done much good here, both in 
giving public and private sittings, and 
is an instrument of tlie spirit world of 
whom we feel proud. These worthy 
mediums are a credit to the cause they 
espouse nnd will receive a hearty wel
come whenever they return to Mi 
nerva.”

E. R. Kidd, of Canton. O.. writes: “I 
have so often observed that correspond
ents in large cities, when making men
tion of regular meetings held there by 
the Spiritualists, that they omit giving 
the street number and lime those meet
ings are held. Tills should not be over
looked, since many traveling men are 
Spiritualists and read our papers pub
lished in the cause of Spiritualism, 
whenever they can be obtained, and be
sides this class, there are many other 
liberal-minded and progressive people 
who visit our large cities over Sunday 
and would be glad to attend the meet
ings, if they only knew where to go. 
This important matter. In my opinion, 
applies to all large cities and should 
not be neglected by correspondents In 
the future.”

D. B. Jimerson. Indian physical medl- 
uni, would like to hear from societies 
on his way to Florida. He will start
within three weeks.
Columbus, Ohio.

Mrs. II. L. Bigelow 
Jose, Cal.: “We are 
along. Our meetings

t- '-we are striving to keep good, honest 
’ mediums on our platform as teachers 
- Of the spiritual philosophy. None other 
.are employed, aud this we believe is 

V-the only way to do away with fraudu- 
•r lent money seekers. It is high time 
. ' that impostors are sent on their way 
r . with a rebuke that will enable „them to 
< understand that honest spirits, bpth In 
■’ «nd out of the body, abhor such unholy 

money-making schemes. If a medium 
thinks he is suspected, let him demand 
test conditions and prove his genuine
ness. .We have had Mrs. Cowell, of

Oakland, with us tor some months, and 
she still has a good audience. She re
mains with us during October, and per
haps longer. Our eleven o’clock meet
ing (conference meeting) Is well attend
ed and quite interesting. The lyceum 
at 10 o’clock Is very interesting. The 
Ladies’ Aid society of the Hirst Spirit
ual Union meets on Thursday after
noons nt tile houses of members, and 
make themselves busy with needle
work. On Thursday evening a social 
meeting is held at the hall. The exer
cises are varied to suit the adults, 
young people and children. It gives me 
great pleasure to read the doings of dif
ferent societies in different places as 
given through The Progressive Think
er. Almost every one is wide-awake 
subscribers for the paper, and we keep 
copies enough in the hall to give to 
strangers so that through reading, they, 
too, may come to the light.”

.1. G. Reed, of Norwood, N. Y.: “We 
take The Progressive Thinker because 
we like it, and because it is profitable 
to us to read. We find the starting 
point for many new ideas in the paper. 
I like the ground it has taken in regard 
to the Jubilee. I have never read a 
word in the paper in regard to the mat
ter but what was true and dictated by 
common sense.”

Prank T. Ripley, speaker and plat
form test medium, will be at Stevens 
Point, Wis., the first two Sundays in 
November. He can be engaged any
where in Illinois, Michigan, and Wis
consin. Address all letters to him at 
Stevens Point, Wis.

Eva V. Jackson writes: “Thanking 
you for publishing the item under the 
title E. V. J., I will endeavor to correct 
my first mistake. Please do not think 
it was done to conceal ray full name 
and address as it was on the order for 
the subscription. I am only too glad to 
subscribe my name as a true witness 
to the wonderful manifestations I am 
receiving from the spirit world. My 
full name is Mrs. Eva Varnes Jackson. 
177 Winans street, Benton Harbor, 
Mich. Any person wishing to hear 
from me will please address as above.”

Constantine Champion, of Indianap
olis, Ind., writes: “I have just been 
reading in the columns of your journal 
the various opinions in regard to what 
should constitute the principles of a 
creed for the N. S. A. I readily see the 
almost impossibility of formulating a 
creed on which somebody would not 
become snagged. As one who has just 
recently entered the primary depart
ment of Spiritualism for the purpose of 
making at least a partial investigation 
of tlie science of man's conscious im
mortality, allow me to submit the fol
lowing: 1, That, according to the eter
nal fitness of things, men and women 
have each an Individual conscious ex
istence; 2, That the conscious body, 
(known as spirit) and the physical 
body of flesh are separable; 3, That the 
conscious state of the spiritual body 
continues beyond the stage called 
death; 4. That when rightly under
stood, spirits out of the physical body 
may and do hold intelligent commun
ion with those still in the flesh; 5, That 
growth in the knowkledgc of Truth is 
the highest conception of being, and 
to live in harmony with it, the acme of 
all its aspirations.”

The Unity Spiritual Society of Mil
waukee, Wis., which has been holding 
afternoon meetings in the Ethical Hall, 
have moved into the finest hall in the 
city, Walcott Post Hall, in the Acade
my of Music building on Milwaukee, 
street, where it now holds evening 
meetings. Mr. G. H. Brooks is still 
serving the society and endeavoring to 
build it up once more. He will re
spond to calls for funerals. Send let
ters and telegrams to 422 Grand ave
nue, Milwaukee, Wis.

Mr. C. D. Pruden, of Minneapolis. 
Minn., was in the city last week on his 
way home from Washington, D. C. He 
was a delegate to the National Spirit
ualist Convention. He is prominent as 
a worker in the West in connection 
with the State Association.

On Sunday evening, the 23d ult, at 
the hall of the Church of the Minister
ing Angels, 590 South Ashland avenue, 
Chicago, Jubilee services were con
ducted by Mrs. M. Summers. The hall 
was gorgeously decorated with flags, 
banners and flowers. The first special 
performance was the marching of 
thirty-three boys to the tune, Marching 
Through Georgia, finely played by a 
twelve-year-old lad with a fife. Then 
in order were ‘Columbia,'the Gem ol 
the Ocean,’ sung by all present; ‘The 
Battle Cry of Freedom,” also a grand 
chorus, when the thirty-three flags 
were waved by the boys at the stento
rian words, ‘The Union Forever;’ ‘The 
Star-Spangled Banner,’ sung by all; 
address by Mrs. Summers on ‘Peace 
and Liberty In the United States and 
Spain;’ relation of experiences by

says: ‘That facts will convince without 
organization.’ If all could or would 
unite and work upon the strength of 
this one basic truth we would have a 
spontaneous organization in fact, in
stead of form; do away with mercenary 
inclinations, egotistic vain glory, and 
thus give wise spirits opportunity to 
come with greater spiritual force upon 
the earth-plane, demonstrating the up
lifting power of true Spiritualism and 
its utility among mortals.”

The Southern California Spiritualists’ 
Midwinter Camp-meeting Association 
will hold a midwinter session in the 
beautiful city of San Diego, the com
ing winter, commencing Sunday, Jan
uary 29, 1898, and closing Sunday, Feb
ruary 19, 1899. Tlie beautiful grounds, 
with light, water and all necessary 
buildings, have been placed at the dis
posal of tlie association, free of charge, 
and a grand, good time is assured. A 
cordial Invitation is extended to all 
Spiritualists and Liberals, north, south, 
east and west, to unite with it and en
joy such a feast of reason and flow of 
soul as Is seldom experienced on tills 
material plane. For further informa
tion address, Geo. E. Rogers, corre
sponding secretary, San Diego, Cal.

G. F. Hodge writes: “I feel that It is 
like taking undue advantage of you to 
accept this generous offer of yours, but 
circumstances seem to warrant my do
ing so at this time, notwithstanding 
the fact that almost any number of the 
paper is worth tlie price you ask for 
all three. 1 have not seen Art Magic, 
but have seen Ghost Land. I had the 
pleasure of listening to one or two of 
the author’s lectures when she was 
known as Miss Emma Hardinge, in 
Chicago In the winter of ’00 and 61. 
and -have no doubt that Art Magic will 
prove acceptable reading.”

The Sturgis (Mich.) Times says: “Sun
day evening, October 9, 1898, a very 
pretty wedding occurred at the home of 
the bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed 
Murdock, on North Fourth street, when 
their only daughter, Miss Belle, was 
united in marriage with Harry Rawson 
of this city. The ceremony was per- 
perfofmed by Mrs. Marian Carpenter, 
of Detroit. The ceremony was clothed 
in beautiful language. The happy 
couple took their vows under an arch of 
green and gold. After the ceremony 
and congratulations, very nice refresh
ments were served by Mrs. Murdock."

Mrs. C. H. Mullins,of Chicago, writes: 
“How very glad I am when I can work 
In a new field. I lately held a seance In 
the parlor of the administration build
ing, at Glenwood, at the manual train
ing school for boys. Many of them had 
not seen anything of Spiritualism. All 
received some message. Some were 
very much moved, and thanked the 
dear guides with tears in their eyes. 
On Sunday I attended tlie Sunday
school at Clancy Hall, feeling the pres
ence of many spirit friends. I left 
Monday forenoon, feeling thankful in 
my heart that the guides had been able 
through me to give comforting words to 
some who were anxious to hear from 
their spirit friends. Every one I meet 
seems -to be hungry and ready to re
ceive the few crumbs I can give.”

Interesting Sunday evening meetings 
are reported at 46 S. Ada street They 
are opened by singing and invocation, 
when a distinct line of thought is made 
the subject of a brief address, followed 
by psychometric readings by Prof. 
Grupp. The last four talks were by 
Judge Maguire, who hopes in the near 
future to be instrumental, with others, 
in organizing an Eclectic Spiritual So
ciety.

Mrs. Clara Watson, prominent as a 
worker in the East, writes: “Long live 
The Progressive Thinker, through 
which thinking people can express 
their thoughts. The symposium on the 
N. S. A. was Intensely interesting.”

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley will hold 
meetings every other Tuesday, from 
Nov. 1. at Odd Fellows’ Hall, Evans
ton, Ill.; Genoa, Ill., first Thursday. 
Mrs. Cooley will be pleased to corre
spond with individuals or societies 
within short distance of Chicago in re
gard to holding weekly or monthly 
meetings during the winter months. 
Address Mrs. Georgia Gladys Coolev, 
Flat 1, 98 Thirtieth street, Chicago, HI.

J. C. Works writes from Winchester, 
Ind.: “I wish to say a word through the 
columns of your paper in regard to the 
spiritual feast the citizens of Winches
ter are having. They have selected for 
a month's work two of the finest me
diums in the state, Mr. W. C. Jessey, of 
Alexandria, a trumpet medium, and 
Alice Gehring, of Indianapolis, Ind., 
trumpet and slate-wrltlng. They are 
both well educated and pleasant talk
ers.”

E. R. Kidd writes from Canton. O.: 
“Last Thursday Mr. and Mrs. E. W. 
Sprague, state missionaries of James
town, N. Y.. Came to our city, and on 
Friday evening, Mr. Sprague delivered 
his first lecture to an appreciative audi
ence. On Sunday evening he delivered 
his third and last lecture, taking for his 
subject ‘The Unseen Forces.' This lec
ture, as well as the other two was de-

spirit as our world is to us. After each 
lecture he asked for three simple words 
from the audience from which his 
guides improvised Vlrrse after verse of 
beautiful poetry. This concluding Mr. 
Sprague’s part of the programme, Mrs. 
Sprague, the test medium, was then in
troduced and gave tests, delivered spir
it messages and desef/bed the forms of 
spirits that were r there with their 
friends of earth, hall iu which 
these meetings wprft held will seat 
1,600 people, and | am pleased to say 
that on Sunday evening every seat was 
taken. Mr. and Mrs. Sprague left Can
ton for Minervq, where they will hold 
three or four meetings in the Yengllng 
Opera House. It is our desire to have 
the Spragues return to Canton within 
the near future.”

Dr. J. M. Peebles is already engaged 
to speak at four camp-meetings the 
coming season. He has been elected 
president of one in California.

E. J. Bowtell speaks for the First 
Spiritualist Society, Auburn, N. Y., No
vember 6 and 13. For open dates ad
dress 3 Linn street, Ithaca, N. Y.

Thos. p. Kizer writes: “The Petti
bones are at Decatur, III., this October 
20, and are giving some of their phe- 
nominal seancesjn thé light at the res
idence of Volney Barber. The man
ifestations are simply wonderful (the 
mediums being in plain view), such as 
taking money out of the pockets of 
persons standing at the cabinet, and in 
a few moments returning the same into 
the hand of the owner; drawing pencil 
portraits on tablets (first being ex
amined by a reporter), tearing off each 
leaf and throwing it over the head of 
the medium on the floor, the spirit 
hands being in full view of those pres
ent. Every one gets a message on slate 
or tablet. The Pettibones go from here 
to St. Louis, possibly next week."

Moses Whisler writes: “The steady 
falling rain on October 16 fulled to stop 
the dedication services of the First 
Spiritual and Liberal Temple at Hayes
ville, Iowa. It is chair seated, free of 
debt, and 28x44 feet. At tlie appointed 
hour of 11 a. m. it was filled to the 
standing room, when Mr. John Richard
son, of Chicago, appeared on the beau
tifully decorated rostrum and held the 
audience spellbound for two hours with 
a lecture. I wish to state that this is 
the native home where were spent the 
years of maturity to manhood of our 
speaker. Near the rostrum we noticed 
his venerable father. At this time our 
beloved co-worker, Max Hoffman, of 
Chicago, also appeared on the rostrum. 
A short speech of his broken English 
was absorbed by the audience, and 
although the windows were streaming 
with water from the falling rain, he 
announced that he would be present to 
give tests at 7 p.t m., if the weather 
would permit. Tlie' . services closed, 
and the new (emple, dedicated to the 
advocacy of Spiritualism and free- 
thought, was vacated' promptly, with 
sixty-two dollars of free-will offering 
In the secretary’s hands, and we were 
soon seated at tlie sumptuous table of 
George Richardson, It fell to my lot to 
bo seated by the side.’ of our medium 
Hoffman, which afforded me a grand 
opportunity to see a manifestation of 
hygiene habits as I had understood 
were practiced by holed mediums, but 
in this matter I was disappointed. Mr. 
Hoffman, It seemed to pie, appropriated 
the various kinds and amount of food 
that would satisfy a . hungry hoosier 
woodchopper. Promptly at 7 p. m. Mr. 
Hoffman appeared before his audience, 
and with his usual convincing tests, re
ceived expressions of joy and grat
itude."

Mrs. Anna L. Robinson writes: “Next 
Sunday doses my month's engagement 
with the society of Pittsburg, Pa., and 
a most pleasant month it has been. We 
have had good audiences, and the 
speaker who visits here will always be 
pleased with the courtesy attending all 
meetings. With Mr. 0. Stevens, the 
genial president, at the head, assisted 
by an efficient board, and with Mrs. 
Aul as president of the Ladies’ Aid, the 
society cannot fail to be a flourishing 
one, and only pleasant memories of 
them will go with me to my Michigan 
home, where my work begins the first 
Sunday in November. 1 was rather 
surprised to see my name on the pro
gramme for the National meeting, as I 
had made no arrangements for any
thing of the kind, but am glad they had 
a successful session, and believe a 
move was made In the right direction. 
I congratulate Mr. Barrett, and trust 
the coming year will find for him and 
the cause only success.”

Mrs. Marian Carpenter writes from 
Sturgis, Mich.: “I am serving the Stur
gis Society for the month of October. 
The society here owns their own 
church (which is a nice brick), it being 
the oldest Spiritual church in the 
United States. The people are very 
congenial and harmonious, and have 
made my stay very pleasant I would 
speak especially of the untiring efforts 
of the President Thomas Collar, and 
Secretary C. Cressler, who are faithful 
workers. Mr. Carpenter and I will 
serve the Grand Rapids society for 
November. Our address will be 182 
Gold street. Our permanent address 58 
West Columbia street, Detroit”

Mrs. II. E. V. writes: “Mrs. Marion 
Carpenter, of Detroit, Mich., spoke and 
gave descriptions to the people of Plato 
and vicinity, Mich., the evenings of 
October 11 and 12—the first Spiritual 
lecture many of the people ever listened 
to. There was a good attendance both 
evenings. The lectures were right to 
the point, just what the people needed 
to set them to thinking. The descrip
tions were wonderful and all recog
nized, and her songs soul-inspiring. We 
thank the angel world for making it 
possible for her to stand on the rostrum 
of our free ball andrspeak for the cause 
of Spiritualism. May the good work 
go on and others. be guided to this 
place.” ..

Mrs. Carrie M. Hinsdale is to meet 
an orthodox brother tn debate on the 
subject of “Spiritualism,” Nov. 21, at 
Marshal, Texas. n

Mr. John W. Ring? of Galveston, 
Texas, has started' a ■ Ichain letter to 
raise a temple fund itnd desires this an
nouncement that those receiving them 
will know them to be tff legitimate ori
gin. 11 ’<

With the return' di cool weather, 
members of the Slate’, Psychic Class, 
Texas, are renewing their Interest and 
investigation of ihenfal and psychic 
forces. '

The Texas State Association is circu
lating a number of circulars by promi
nent authors, in answer to “What Is 
Spiritualism?”

Lyman C. Howe writes from Toronto, 
Ont, Canada: “After three weeks of 
suffering and struggle to keep above 
the ground, I am coming up. Am 100 
per cent better than I was two weeks 
ago. J have not missed a lecture, but 
it has been a painful effort and deter
mined struggle for life. Last Sunday 
evening St George’s Hall was packed; 
every foot of standing room occupied, 
and the platform; crowded so there was 
hardly room for the speaker and medi
um to stand, and several hundred 
turned away unable to get standing 
room, Maggie Waite gives many strik-

Ing tests, and the interest is intense. I 
go to Pittsburg, Pa., for November. If 
I continue tp gain I will answer calls 
for December. January, February, 
March and ^pril.”

Secretary writes: “Mr. and Mrs. J. W. 
Kenyon have tilled a very successful

; engagement for the First Spiritual So
ciety at Fitchburg, Mass., as lecturer 
and test medium, for October. Mrs. 
Kenyon is one of the best test mediums 
that has come before otir society. The 
large number of tests given were rec
ognized and has added largely to the 
good of the cause here and the comfort 
of those receiving them. Mr. Kenyon’s 
lectures are excellent, moving the peo
ple to a higher aspiration for good and 
truth. His psychometric readings of 
human nature are fine and accurate.”

Married at First Spiritualist Church, 
Sixth street, Pittsburg, Pa., October 3, 
Mr, Frederick Potter and Miss Anna 
Troutman. Ceremony performed by 
Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, of Port, Huron, 
Mich. ■ '

B. V. Springer writes from Clear 
Lake, Ind.: “The Progressive Thinker 
comes to me regularly each week laden 
with good things, peculiarly so to me as 
I am and have been for years investi
gating everything that comes within 
my reach that essays to solve the prob
lems of the past, present and future, 
relative to God and man. life and death,- 
etc. I know as yet little of Spiritual
ism; in fact about all the knowledge I 
have of it has been gleaned from the 
pages of The Progressive Thinker. I 
was a preacher of orthodoxy twenty
eight years, but through these years 
doubts would arise in my mind and like 
Banquo's ghost, would not down. Ten 
years ago I stepped down and out, and 
have since been engaged in searching 
for truth and am still so engaged. Some 
years ago I had a severe spell of sick
ness. I was confined to my bed 36 days 
and to my room 43 days. There was 
something strange and peculiar at
tached to my sickness. Much of the 
time I was unconscious to all things ex
ternal, but within myself a conscious
ness remained with me. My father and 
mother—long since dead—appeared to 
be my constant companions. Suffice it, 
that when I became convalescent, my 
former faith had vanished, and the old 
Bible stories faded away into mythol
ogy where they belonged. Then I be
gan to look about me, and commenced 
a deep, earnest and persistent study.”

J. W. Dennis writes from Buffalo. N. 
Y.: “On the evening of October 26, the 
First Church Society tendered to Mrs. 
E. W. Wallis, of Enirland. a reception 
and welcome, at the Temple hall of the 
society. A goodly audience attended. 
Moses Hull nnd his wife, Mattle E., 
had charee of the meeting, and right 
royally did they welcome this talented 
sister to this land of the free and home 
of a groat host of Spiritualists. Mr. 
Hull and wife sang a beautiful song of 
welcome, that Mrs. Hull had composed 
for the occasion. After a few remarks 
by both Moses and Mattie. Mrs. Wallis 
delivered an eloquent address upon 
spiritual matters nnd the benefits of 
Spiritualism to the human race. She 
also gave an account of the progress of 
Spiritualism in England. The Cross of 
St. George. England's emblem, was 
neatly draped across me platform be
tween the T’nited States flags, so that 
this English lady bad tlie inspiration 
that both banner^ would give her. ns 
well ns Inspiration from the spirit side 
of life, which she seemed to speak un
der. Taken all together the occasion 
was n very creditable one indeed, nnd 
did credit to the managers, Mr. and 
Mrs. Hull.”

Correspondent writes: “Mrs. Magda
lena Kline Is lecturing for the First 
Spiritualist Society of South Bend. 
Ind., during the present month. If 
Spiritualists everywhere would study 
and practice the truths of their philos
ophy as Mrs. Kline would linve them 
do, Spiritualists ns one great whole 
would awaken into a knowledge of 
their own selfhood and become indeed 
worthy their beautiful name by show
ing forth strength of mind, body nnd 
spirit, thus confessing before men the 
spirit of the truth within.”

M. Keim writes from Washington, D. 
C.: "Inasmuch as the National Spirit
ualist Convention has adjourned to as
semble again for action and delibera
tion in your city next fall, I take the 
liberty to make a few remarks com
menting on this subject. It appears 
that some of the most enthusiastic and 
sincere workers in ths cause did not 
make their appearance. I presume 
some passed over to the other side, 
some are too busy, etc. The annual 
electiou of officers resulting in chang
ing some of the personnel will evident
ly bring new blood, vigor and strength. 
I am exceedingly pleased that Mrs. 
Longley, although personally not known 
to me, only through the press and 
friends as a life-long co-worker for the 
cause, is elected secretary of the asso
ciation. Many improvements can be 
made under the new regime, and espe
cially if the organization wishes to ex
tend its usefulness and popularity and 
strength all over the world. I would 
suggest that more attention be not only- 
given to foreign correspondence relat
ing to statistics, mediumship, philoso
phy, healing, etc., but to the accumula-

Kenton. While we believe there is 
fraud perpetrated by unscrupulous so- 
called mediums, we feel like heartily 
reconi mending Mr. Caton to all who 
wish the services of a good honest me- 
dlum. Our people have gotten many 
tests through his mediumship that are 
couvinelug beyond a doubt. He will 
leave here iu a few days to answer 
calls at Lima and Findlay, O., but any 
communication addressed in iny care, 
will reach him promptly.”;

Mrs. McCloy writes from Seattle, 
Mash.: “I feel impressed to write you 
of the wonderful tests given through 
the mediumship of Mrs. Lilian Nagell 
They are mostly given by taking some 
article belonging to people, describing 
fre,eUds ln S1’irit life> sueh ns follows: 
there comes to me au old lady. She 

has on her, spectacles, and holds her 
knitting in her hands. She was a great 
knitter. She has come to see her boy 
and sing to him her favorite hymn,’ 
and the medium sang several lines of 
Mary to the Savior’s Tomb.’ The gen
tleman said It was perfectly correct. 
Another man, she told him'he had a 
paiu in . his stomach, and under the 
heart that was caused by a hurt while 
he was young, and he was iu the East 
breaking spirited horses, lie said it 
was trpe to the letter. Many more tests 
as good were given, every one being 
recognized. Sueh work as this eannot 
but do good to our cause.”

D. A. W. writes from Oil City, Pa • 
“We have with us for the mouth of 
October, Mrs. E. J. Demorest, of Pitts
burg, Pa., a noted progressive speaker 
and test medium, and one who cau be 
recommended wherever she may be as 
a fearless, honest medium. She is 
much sought after as au organizer To 
connect the broken links of life’s 
chain on the mortal aud immortal side 
is her beautiful mission. Address her 
at 105 East Front street, South Oil 
city, Pa.”

Dr. Arthur Houghton has returned to 
Chicago and is located at No. 3508 
Rhodes avenue. He Is of the opinion 
that healers aud mediums should not 
trust entirely to their spirit friends, but 
should do all iu their power to better 
their social, mental and moral condi
tion by educating themselves and giv
ing the spirit world the best condition 
possible for growth. He has passed 
university examinations In physics, 
chemistry, electricity, mathematics,, 
etc., and is a graduate in medicine and 
also has taken a course in bacteriology 
at Chicago University. Be is about to 
open a meeting In Chicago and will ap
ply for a charter from the Illinois State 
Spiritualist Association. His efforts 
Mill be largely devoted this winter to 
the interests of the Cosmopolitan Uni
versity and thinks that all Spiritualists 
witli true progress as their aim will 
give their moral support.

Esther 'Diomas, secretary, writes 
from Seattle, M'ash.: "Owing to delay 
of charter our convention for Septem
ber was postponed until November and 
we sincerely hope that the Spiritualists I 
of Washington will awake to the inter
est of their cause aud meet witli us in 
laeoma tlie 16th and 17tli of November, 
and help us to make this convention 
one of which our state may be proud. 
We are now a legally chartered body 
under the N. 8. A., nnd ns sueh hope to 
do much good work for the coining sci
ence and religion of tlie day. All sub
ordinate societies wishing to be repre
sented at this convention cun do so by 
applying to us for a charier before the 
coining •convention, aud any speakers 
intending to come this way would help 
the cause and bring themselves before 
the Spiritualistic people of M’aslilugtou 
by being with us at that time. Anv so 
intending will find n welcome and 
place upon program awaiting them if 
they will send in their names before
hand to me at 2003 Second avenue. Re 
member, ‘In union there is slrenglh.’ 
Iially around us, friends, and make tills 
a day long to be reiueuibered.”

Mrs. Alice Gehring writes: “I have al
most finished my work al M'lncliester, 
lnd„ and will be ut home in Indianapo
lis, Ind., a short lime ami then start to 
Chicago and Ouiaha. 1 wish to say 
that in the villages we need more teach
ers of the philosophy^ I have met 
who call themselves old Spiritualists 
who are ignorant of the philosojiliv and 
seeking after tests, and readv to' crit
icize their mediums If their spirit 
friends can not tell how deep the water 
is in the well at home, and the name of 
all the horses aud cattle fifiv yenrs 
back. Now think of such calling them
selves Spiritualists. I have given a 
great many slate-writings which were 
satisfactory. Brother Jessup, one of ! 
best mediums in this state, is here. M’o ; 
hold circles every night and have got : 
things started, nnd the people are anx- : 
ions to learn and be enlightened. A । 
speaker is needed here.” 1

GENERAL DIVISION.
, 1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTO&ti 

». RESEARCHES IX ZOROASTRIANISM^
• 8. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY. Ti 
I 4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN
I The whole comprise» tm etraeai but fruitless teuoK 
for a Historical Jesus.

In this volume the Jews are clearly shown not w 
have been the holy anil favored people they claim 
have been. The Messianic Idea Is traced to the Bit! 
trlan Philosopher,‘¿350 years B. c., aud Its history ul 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until It II 
fully developed Into Christianity, wllbamythleal her«/ 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soou after the commeucememl 
of the Christian era. ■

The book demonstrates that Christianity nnd Its cud 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system Is baXf 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and tiiiii 
its rites, ceremonials, dogmas aud superstitions aflt 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast HH 
search among the records of the past; Ils facta ani 
mostly gleaned from cbrlsttdu authority; aud no pasM 
son can read It without I istructlim and pront, wbcUtai 
he reaches the same conclusions with the author.S 
otherwise. Foraaie at thluoffice.

AN EXCELLENT WORfC
r\EATH AND' THE AFTER-LIES

1 he"Stellar Key” ft tLii ’)b!loioDhk*»i 
tel0?» t0 revelations contuintiMn tbft boo£ 
Some idea of tbft little volume may be gained from 
following tabic of cuuieutb: 1-Death and thu Aft*? 
Life; 2—bceneti In the Summer-Lund; 8—Society intlm 
Suminer-LaiidM- Social Centres in ibe Summer-Land: 
B-W uter Lau^aud Summer Land; G-LanguaEeTii 

Workers, 8- Ultimate« in the Summer-Laud- 9— Vnki from James Victor Wilson. This enlarge"I editionmv 
uIns more than double ih.- amount ormatter m

«ml Is enriched by a beautiful tfontf» piece, iliustratlug the formahou of the Bnlrftunl 
Msufflcei11 75CCale- POiUSe 6 «S? «8

THE RELATION
Of ’’ll! Jplrltu.l to tlie Material Universe- and uJ tó» “i «

Fifty Years in the Church of Roma
ÄK7Äc^'mx-prteM-A

Paine’s Theological Works.
Ageof Beason, Eiamluallonof the Prophecies «1«. 

imu. edition. Post pages. Cloth.ii uo '

Thumbscrew and Rack7~~
Twutre Implements employed In the xvth —»

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.
Xontxnis: The Beginnings; Fundamental Prine» 

Pies; »urination of Constellations, Systems BuS 
Planets and Satul'lt -». The Origin of Mas' uiTKln?d0lu’ Origin^oTMA,

U B Attributes aud Powers; Tbe Boul—HoWH 
liecelvee and Impaiig Knowledge; How the Soul wC ««Ivea l ai Highest. Impressions;Th.Hteowd BoSi » 
ibe Ikavenly Ltber; How to Çulttvate the Sixth 
Sense; Ibe Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and 52 
Ê?bhfÛTiD!mMliflU1j’n?p*rltull,1‘im Proved by S» Èuï' »UdÎbrlSt..i Tl‘° 8uimuary: -*WhU 
Must Tt e Jo to Bo Saved. ” for eale at tbft

Price, ClotMHJSfi. Paper, ÔOc.
The Evolution of the Devil?*

VmyN'i,Dry £™nk. the Independent preacher of Ne« 
The most learned, accurate acientffleM«? 

pb losuphlca analyaft of HU saUüioe’ici®n"vflc 
PiJh 3 P10 contains tiG pages, and isfeV“e;i.wltb ‘“MU pS£

LIKE OF THOMAS PAINE.
ByEdlt.u of the Nailon»! will. Preface aud Note, 

by Pelei Ivrkirr. lllu.ii-aied with views ot tu» »n 
Peine loineHm.l ami Monuillc„t „‘%?»
Um-helle, ,l.„, „urtrslls of Thoms. Clio Ilk-ltniiT 
Joe Uulow Mary M u htouerruf;, Madsme UolsnZ 
Coiit.oii et, prit»ol, and the musi ]m>inlii<’n* of friends lu hurope aud America. ClotU le’ceauJ1 **

]VIAfiO]VieT, "
His Birtli, Character and Doctrine,

BY EDWARD GIBBON.

TM. b No. r. of Ilm I.n.r, ry Liberal Classics. It 
’ b' .mH 'in-.'.y . .ere, t. and re, evuclaiñl

p. rieel in t vi-ry «letali us ta I prai-llcall; l„ yund th«
luiüilbriy

■rk will In* founi 
•11 t<i iLit ottice.

Woman, Church and State,
A Historical Accountofthe Status 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, with Reminis

cences of the Matri
archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE,

NOTICE.

tion of books, 
use.”

Investigator 
Neb.: “I wish

photos, etc., for library

writes from Omaha, 
to say a few words to

the readers of your valuable paper 
about a seance I attended a few even
ings ago in Patterson Hall. Mrs. E. E. 
Long gave a demonstration of her pow
ers as a physical medium, first under
going strict test conditions, the ladies 
disrobing her and robing her again, 
while the gentlemen examined the se
ance room. As Mrs. Long stepped into 
the circle of about twenty-five people, 
that grand Egyptian guide of hers, 
Claude, controlled, asking in his forci
ble yet kind way if the audience jvere 
satisfied with the conditions. Upon an 
affirmative reply he said: ‘Now I shall 
place you under test Conditions. I ask 
you to give the medium your best 
thoughts, your earnest wishes and you 
are sure of results. Then the light was 
extinguished but the room was light 
enough to see the medium and the sit
ters all the while. Almost immediately 
two lovely roses were laid into the me
dium’s hands as she was making 
passes In the air, and quickly following 
were wreaths of smllax enough to en
twine the whole circle, followed by 
more roses, etc. Then White Wing 
controlled, giving each one a chance to I 
ask for their favorite perfume. As' 
quickly as the name was called the 
odor of the different perfumes was 
plainly noticeable, and I am sure the 
seance from beginning to end was a 
perfect success, showing the culture of 
this lady and the superiority of her 
wonderful controls. I can cheerfully 
commend her to all those who are in 
search of true mediumship in its high
est forms.”

G. W. Crawford writes from Kenton, 
Ohio: “To the many readers of The 
.Progressive Thinker I wish to say that 
the cause of Spiritualism is still pro
gressing with us. We have had Mr. 
James A. Caton, of Columbus, O., the 
slate-writing and trumpet medium, 
with us for two weeks, and his medi
umship is certainly wonderful, both as 
a daylight slate-writing medium, and 
as a dark seance trumpet medium. His 
honesty is beyond doubt With us at

Contributing membership to the N. S. 
A. can be secured by Individual Spirit
ualists by sending one dollar to the sec
retary, which will entitle the sender to 
a certificate of contributing member
ship, and to one copy each of the an
nual reports of the conventions of the 
N. S. A. for 1897 and '98. Address

MARY T. LONGLEY. Secv.
600 Penna Ave.. 8. E., Washington,D.C.

Healing, Causes and Effects.
Dr. W. P. I’helou’s latest book, is a 

presentation from the spirit side of life 
of the basic prieiples of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of the pro
cesses manifesting themselves in the 
operation of healing, is clearly shown 
to be the silent power of invisible force.

Under the head of “Causes and Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion aud overcoming.

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers. It also has some
thing to say of elementals. and man's 
power over the unseen. The Helpers 
and Hostiles of the Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with tlie process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter.

The whole field of man’s relation to 
the forces bringing either the health 
which is harmony, or the discord which 
Is disease is handled by one who evi
dently understands his subject. The 
booklet of 100 pages, is proving its in
terest by its sales. Sent on receipt of, 
fifty cents. For sale at this office.

455 tf.

A LIBRARY.
Commence forming one now by sub

scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
and securing Art Magic. The paper 
one year and Art Magic will cost you 
only $1.20. Supposing the plan had been 
adopted by The Progressive Thinker
when It was first issued. Then you
could have had in your library at the I 
present time eight valuable books. But! 
it is better late than never. Commence

^the A:/crxr of valuaeie
J. foruintlon huc.’ltx ilv nnd dearly Htuteii In tbft 

volume of 554 pNgo ft niuiizlug The title, hs above 
ghru, lalla to cmivi y au Idea of the itilnesti and cum. 
plctcness with which the HilMecte «re treated. Tha 
Malrlarchale. •■r' Mot het -rub-, it» 1 b v thcire ot tboflrtt 
chapter, in which much lore, quaint. <|i'jcr and curt* 
ous. Is brought to x lew In flu« LUnit.it of the kubjecC. 
Tbft ft followed by chHpters on < y. Cihh.d Law» 
Marquette, Witchcraft. Wivee. ]J->ijgamy, WomanaM 
Work, The Church of To day, i’jiat. Fresenl, Euturet 
and there Is not a chapter In the liuoh that ft not 
handled in a master)) manner, and that for quantity 
»nd quulliy of InformnCim, ft not u unli the full price 
Of the volume. It ft packed with knowledge well- 
arranged. and IntenaclylntereMlnK from beginning to 
tmd. Ko one can possibly regn-t buvingh; Il ft a rak 
liable addition to the library of any free and trutb-lOT- 
Ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
Bfiice.

ROMANISM AND THE RE* 
PUBLIC.

A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER Of 
¿L Lie country should bare at band for consult»* 
tion. By Kev. Isaac J Lansing,)!. A. Thft lo a 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of the Purposes, 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work conuln*4tt 
may be considered a mine of valuaMe inftmnation Ml 
every patriot In tiic land- Price Fop ea)c at tibtj 
«ffioo*

HISTORY OF THE REQUISITION
Jnst the brink for those seeking information ooib 

eerning that inn«! damnable Institution known la 
birtCTV—the Roman Catholic tnquftftlon. Every 
American citizen should beror'c acquainted with the 
fccta $o puerinetly Mated In thin valuable record. It 
Shows the method* used by th? fwinfth Cbnrch totx- - 
terminate those who reftel Hr. beliefs and claims 
For ra-le at this ofllcc. Price 2.’> cents-

INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS
Before (ho New York Unitarian Club. The first tlm« 
In the history of the world that n chrfttian
ever Invited a noted liifldcl to lecture before them. 
The lecture If a grand <-00. nnd was received bvth$ 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to’end. 
The pamphlet contains ¡2 pages, beautifully'prated* 
Price G cents; tencopk«. *-• ••'■nts-.

' APOLLONIUS 0E TYANA. ~
Identified as the Christian Jestu*

A wonderful communication, explaining llCRt Id» 
life and taacblnga were utilized to fonndu* QtKMtr 
anity. Price 15 cent«. Foi aaleat tdaewOf .

THOMAS PAINE. ~
Was He Junius? .

SjWm. Henry Burr. Price 15 cents. _____ j

The Religion of Spiritualism, 
]t$ Phcnoni"nn him) PMlowmhy. By Ker. Rninuel 

Wafton. T* ¡r V • ’ 7 I'l’i’ l v • 'i <av|or.

THE TALMUD. .
Selections from the contents of that ancient bootL 

its commeutarlpR, teachings, poetry, and legend»« 
Also brief sketches of the men who made and com* 
mented upon ft. By H. Polang. £9 pp, Prltw 
Cloth« I LOO.

MKDIUMISUC EXPERIENCES
OF JOHN BROWN,

The Medium of the Rootles, t'i» Introduction h» 
J. S. Loveland. This Is the hlstoiy at one of th» 
most wonderful median» that ever lived. 167 ’urire 
pages. By Hobbs Hui*. E*rfcb, Mont», For «¡« 
■tthle office.

Uóocüái ON.
How evil spirits Influence mortal». By M. FanWlnm.P.23. Price lOcenu.i ' —

WHITE MAGIO ’
Taught tn “Three Seven»," a book of zn pages. It fa really a very interesting ana «uggesan wä. Brini 
»UB- For Bale at this ottica. "

how, If you have not done so already, to 
form a library by subscribing for The 
Progressive Thinker.. A library in this 
fast age Is absolutely essential. Aldus! _____ _
In carrying ont the Divine Plan. 18jCurieB.&Wag,medtau fdgiam

INMVimvo WITH SPIRITS,

LUnit.it


grave.

.S1JÍ
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Soul of Things; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries.

SPIRITUAL HARP.
A Collection of Vocal Muslo for tbe 

Choir, Congregation and. Social 
Circles.

The Devil and the Mvenfisfe 
. dn Adrenos! Attack on Spiritualität HMaaA 
„ riiEvu, Price. « cent», «m. o».?

Psychopathy, or Spirit Healing.
A#erfe*ofle*8on*on the.relation* of the *pirttu> 

ft* m organism, and the Interrelation or human 
beltK» wlthrsference to health. dlteats and healing 
By ths *pitlt of Dr. Benjamin Ruth, through tho me- 
dlnmablp«f Mra. CmaL. V. Richmond. Xbook u>»e.

DR. T. WILKINS.

MORE WONDERFUL THAN FICTION
Experience in Spirit Photography and Spirit 

Painting.

i • ■ : : liti - ~

THE FRAUBUESTION.
Truth or Death- One it Will 

Be in Due Time.

i' This department is under the management of , 

HUDSON TUTTLE,
(Address him at Beilin .Heights; Ohio.

KjOTICE.—No attention will be given anonymous let
ters. Full name and address must be given, or the letters 
will not be read. If the request be made, the name- will 
not be published. The correspondence of thisdepart
ment has become excessively large, especially letters of 
inquiry requesting private answers, and while I freely 
give whatever information I am able, the ordinary court? 
esyof correspondence ia expected..

HUDSON TUTTLE;

Frank DeGroff:’ Q. (1) What, was tiie origin, of the 
ancientmounds, stone structures, etc.,, which are found in 
South America?

(2) Were tire Mound Builders the forefathers, of the 
modern Indians? ’

(3) What was the age of the Mound Builders?
A; (1) Those who have studied the ruins in Bolivia 

arrive at the conclusion that tiiey antedate the wonderful 
antiquities of the Incas of Peru. The stone'blocks are 
cut with utmost care and precision and clamped together 
with bronze; The. remains indicate: a high civilization.' 
The origin of the builders as well as of the Incas, is abso
lutely unknown. .

The Mound Builders of North. America, left remains of 
colossal proportions, and some of their earth work rivals 
the pyramids in herculean labor.

Tiie character of all these remains is suggestive of a 
common, origin of tho peoples who produced them.

; They remind of Egypt, yet they are not Egyptian. If 
spirit intelligence was allowed to write the volume of the 
Instory of these pre-historic faces, it would refer'them to 
the same origin as the Egyptian, but thrown off before the 
latter had taken on the characteristics which are distinct 

their history; that is before the Egyptian people had 
entered Egypt and became Egyptian.

The struggles'of this new world civilization; the con
flict of races, especially with the Indian already in pos
session, would form strange and savage history.

The Mound Builders were not of the Indian race, and 
the age of their greatest works was at least 2,000 years 
ago. When they occupied this country, the mastodon 
was as plentiful in the marsh lands of Ohio, Indiana and 
Illinois, as the elephant now is in its native haunts.

E. A. Nash: Q. (1) What is Masonry?
(2) Why is the Catholic church opposed to it?
(3) Is the Catholic religion more closely allied to the 

Bible than the Protestant?
(4) Is a sensitive person more easily developed than 

one who is not?
A. (1) Masonry is of very ancient origin. Tradition 

nor history have anything to say with certainty of its be
ginning. The claim popularly entertained that it began 
with the el ection of Solomon^ Temple, has no founda
tion. That it descended from the “mysteries” has more 
support.

There is no doubt that it gives all that has descended to 
our time of thje wonderful ceremonies which formed the 
religion of the ancient world.

The present name and ceremonies are of recent date, 
.being no older than the beginning of the 18th century. It 
adopted the belief in liberty, equality and fraternity, 
which called out maledictions from the Pope. This doc
trine increased the animosity of the Roman church ever 
felt to all secret societies, which has increased, for the 
church can tolerate no power which may in any way con
flict with hers.

(2) The Catholic religion is more logically consistent 
ihan the Protestant. It says the Bible is an infinite, in
spired revelation from an infinite God; such a revelation 
cannot be understood by finite beings, and hence the ne
cessity of an inspired and anointed priesthood to stand 
between this infinite being and finite man, as interpreters. 
This is logical. The Protestants make the same claims 
for the Bible, but they say in the face of these claims, that 
finite man must interpret it, each for himself. This is 
illogical. The Catholic is assuredly the most consistent.

(4) Sensitiveness is the condition for mediumship, and 
when possessed is so much gained. Mediumship is 
simply its use. '

’ "Social Upbuilding, Including Co-operative Systems 
»nd the Happiness and Ennoblement of Humanity.” By 
E. D. Babbitt,, LL- D.^ M. D. This comprises the last 
part of Human Culture and Cure. ' Paper cover 15 cents. 
£' at this officer

Sirs. Alfred Bailey: Q. (1) The father of a friend 
promised to return and communicate with him, if possi
ble. That was years ago and yet the promise has not 
been fulfilled. Why not? 1

(2) Is it right for a medium to receive pay for seances? 
¡Do they not ask a price for that which costa them noth-

A. (1) Because he has never found conditions that 
would enable him to fulfill his promise. If this friend 
will form a circle and make it possible for his father to 
Communicate his wishes will be answered.

(21 It is a mistake to suppose mediumship “costs noth
ing.” It is the most costly faculty to vital force and ener
gy. As for the pay the medium should receive, in one 
view communication with the spirit-world is priceless, 
and there can be no fixed valuation. On the other, the 
time of the medium should be paid for. Personally I 
hare always been instructed, and have from the first held 

1 to the opinion that mediumship should not be sold like 
Corn in tbe market, and that it was too sacred for barter.

W. H. Richardson: Q. How do you explain the fact 
that sometimes, a person passing utters a short sentence, 
not a word of which I distinctly understand, but after a 
few minutes the meaning comes to me, word by word, or 
like a flash?

The experience of this correspondent is not peculiar or 
unique, and it is not necessary to go beyond the mind it
self for an explanation. All sounds striking the auditory 
nerves through, the ear produce impressions on the brain. 
The mind may be preoccupied at the time and not recog
nize. them, but they are nevertheless recorded and when 
the mind is no longer diverted, it takes cognition of them. 
It may do this, “word at a time,” or “like a flash,” accord
ing to the slowness or rapidity of its awakening.

Chas. Hollman: Q. Why do not the spirits of mur
dered persons inform us as to who their murderers are, es
pecially when the murderers can be easily found?

A. There are many and great difficulties in the way of 
such communications. Yet such have been given. How
ever, until a spirit’s testimony is accepted in courts of 
law, incriminating communications can not be safely re
ceived.

' J. G-. Leathers: Q. (1) What was the cause of the Ice 
GLge? .
■ (2) What is the meaning of telepathy? .
' A. (1) This question has been answered at length in 
a preceding number. .

(2) Mind- reading. It was coined or applied, by the 
London Psychic Research Society and voluminous ex
periments made and recorded. -

• Having traveled about the woijld considerably, I have 
seen many wonderful things, in this age of marvelous 
achievements, but not so wonderful as the facts related; in 
tins short narrative. I have for eighteen years been an. 

•amateur photographer. I take special interest in what
ever may pertain directly or remotely to this line of busi
ness. My natural disposition and training do not lead 
me to readily accept every new tiling that may be pre
sented, until I have demonstrated it to be a reality.

Desiring to try an experiment of impressing an image 
on a dry plate without the agency of light I bought a box 
containing a dozen 5x9 dry plates-just as-it came from the 
manufacturer, and in a dark room broke the seal and re-
moved one plate, placing it in an empty box. , 

: .Having heard of the Bangs Sisters, as spirit artists, I, 
■ with the oox in hand, called on them at their home, 654 
West Adams street, Chicago. I told them I desired to 
try an experiment and requested the use of a dark closet 
for a few minutes. In this dark room I took the plate 

, tween two slates,, wrapped these, also, in black paper so 
tween too. elates,, wrapped these, also, in black paper so 
as to exclude all light, and then, in a large, well-Jighted 
room, hung- the slates on the gas fixture. I kept my eye 
constantly on the slates. In about five minutes I heard 
raps on the frame. During this time a message was 
written on another slate by a. brother who had passed 
away in his youth. He said he had done the best he 
could with the plate, and told me to take it home and de
velop- it. I then placed- the plate> which had' not been 
touchecThy the medium, agajn in the box and left for my 
home in a distant city. I there developed the plate in 
the usual way. It had not been exposed to the light nor 
been in a camera or near a lens. The plate contained the 
following message from my brother:

“Dear----- -. Yes I have been with you much of late,
inspiring you to be good to our mother, and helping you 
to understand the spiritual lays. This is a new experi
ment to me and if these lines are a success, we will then 
ti'y to obtain a spirit likeness in the same manner.”

So much for a promise. On the 29th of November, 
1897, 1 again visited, the Bangs Sisters to see if my broth
er s promise would be fulfilled. I had with me two 
plates which I had placed in an ordinary plate-holder in 
my own dark room. I wrapped the plate-holder in a 
black shawl and laid it in my lap where it remained dur
ing my call. I had previously written to my spirit 
mends, one to my brother, after sealing them in an en
velop, I placed this between two slates on the top of the 
table in broad daylight. After sealing the slates I discov
ered that I had dropped one of these letters. This I 
placed on top of the slates and placed another slate over 
it. By placing my ear on the slates I could hear the 
scratch of a pen. In about ten minutes I was told by the 
medium that the writing was finished. I then opened 
tiie slates and found not only the too letters, but also the 
one I put on top of the slates all in the sealed letter.

The three letters were all answered in ink, five pages in 
all, of well-written, well-worded matter. Each of my 
letters had been fully answered. My brother in his letter 
stated that he had given me something on my plate 
which would surprise me and urged me to guard it against 
every ray of light, and also, from other forces until after 
it was developed, as it was very sensitive. I found on de
veloping the plate that my brother’s statement was true, 
as tiie picture finally developed, fairly flashing up when 
pouring on the developer. It proved to be not a negative 
as I had expected, but a positive, or transparency as it is 
usually called, and covered about one quarter of the plate 
in one corner. The subject was the head and bust of a 
beautiful young lady of intellectual face, illumined by 
the purity of a soul that looked out through eyes of a pe
culiar softness. The identity of the subject does not con
cern the public, but the facts regarding the method of ob
taining the picture does. How was this remarkable feat 
accomplished? The method of procedure which I have 
carefully related convinced me that I had not been duped, 
that no trick had been played, but that the picture had 
been produced by some laws not known to photography.

Nearly a year passed before the facts above narrated 
occurred. On the 13 th of September, 1898,1 again being 
in Chicago on business, visited the Bangs Sisters for fur
ther experiments in the new photography. My brother 
wrote that conditions were not favorable for successful
experiments with dry plates that day, but that he would 
givé me a full-sized portrait on canvas. I gladly accepted 
his offer, with the distinct understanding that the pic
ture was to be produced on top of the table, in the broad 
daylight and in my presence.

I -took two ordinary canvasses on stretchers 20 x 27 and 
placed them together on top of an ordinary plain table, 
and so arranged the table, having drawn down the win
dow curtain to the top of the stretcher, that most of the 
light entering the room passed through the white canvas 
stretcher which leaned against the blind, I sat at the edge 
of the table, the two Bangs Sisters sitting near me. With 
watch in hand I watched developments narrowly. My 
brother had previously told me that the transparency 
would be duplicated. This was at my home, no one in 
Chicago having ever seen it. In just forty seconds I 
could see tiie faint shadows forming around the eyes, and 
in two minutes the full outline and most of the details of 
the head and bust were visible and continually growing 
stronger. 1 now discovered an imperfection on the can
vas and asked permission to change it. Permission be
ing granted, I substituted a new stretcher for the imper
fect one. _ The picture was transferred to the new canvas 
in the twinkling of an eye. I now raised the curtain, 
threw open the blinds, and taking the two stretchers in 
my hands sat with my elbow on the table, watching the 
picture form and grow in detail before my own eyes, while 
the intense outside light streaming through the canvas 
rendered every line and detail distinctly visible. At the 
expiration of eight minuates I clearly recognized the fea
tures of the transparency I had at home, but I was critical 
and remarked that the face was somewhat narrower than 
the first picture. Instantly the work on the canvas disap
peared and in about ten seconds, reappeared with the face 
a little broader. In just eleven minutes’ time there was 
revealed a perfect lifesize copy of the transparency, but in 
colors of exquisite tints and shades and most admirable 
technique. The picture was artistic in a high degree, re
vealing the same intellectual and moral strength and soul
ful expression shown in the transparency. I placed the 
picture in a chair and we all noticed that the shadows- 
were being strengthend and minute details brought out 
while we were examining it. The flesh tints of the face 
and neck become more pronounced, in fact, the whole 
picture seemed to take on that finished and artistic look 
seen in the work of masters.

A gentleman unusually well qualified to judge pro
nouneed it a very fine piece of artistic work and thought 
it might have taken several days to produce it, he know
ing nothing of its origin.

Both of these pictures were represented, as the work of 
spirit forces, and, so far as I can see, the claim cannot be 
successfully disputed. . . ■

What lessons are taught by these hard facts? Simply 
that we are only on the threshold of knowledge, and that 
when we learn more about nature’s laws much hidden 
knowledge will be revealed to those who wills use it hon
estly. TRAVELER.

Chicago, Hl.

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to Old Records.* 
Told by Paul Garus. This book is heartily recommended 
to students of the science of religions, and to. all who 
would gain a &ir conception of Buddhism in. its spirit and: 
living principles. Spiritualist or Christian can scarcely 
read it without spiritual profit; Price. $1. Eon sale, at

“Whoever knew Truth put to the 
worse, in a free andtopen encounter.”— 
Milton. .. i

It is easy enough for those who 
haven’t a cent to* their name, those 
who never could jgtiln a surplus of 
money, to say just what they would do 
with it if they ever ¿ot a few thou
sands ahead, It is also easy for a poor 
person to find fault with a rich one, 
but would he do any different if he 
was In that rich man’s place? In 
ninety-nine cases in a hundred, no.

The act of money-getting, like the act 
of finding fault, is born in the person, 
whether as an inheritance or governed 
by the planet under which the person 
was born, is yet a matter of specula
tion; but true it is, and well-known to. 
all-who have made the matter a study 
to any extent.

This desire for money will lead hu
manity to almost'anything, and they 
need not be in desperate straits to in
spire that desire, it is simply the inborn 
desire gone to seed, a hereditary greed 
cultivated, ami with only a prejudice 
against the cause of Spiritualism, in 
many instances, and a grand opening 
to fake under the cloak of our 
“religion” and make money easy, no 
wonder there are. many and more be
ing taught.

Think of the preponderance of evi
dence against Spiritualism to-day, es
pecially the physical phenomena, were 
all fake, mediums to. "show their 
hands" and tell, and continue to tell 
wl-at they have been doing and how 
they have been doing it for. the past 
few years. It would, make your hair 
stand straight up on your head. You 
would not believe it. It would make 
jour heart come up in your throat.

I have not entered the ring; I never 
enlisted with the gang, but I have been 
placed where these things have been 
before me constantly, and I know what 
I am talking about.

Had I not been almost born a Spirit
ualist I would have doubts as to there 
being anything of truth in the whole 
thing. But mjr father was a medium, 
my sister was a good medium, I have 
"been closely associated with genuine 
mediums, and although never prac
ticing for monej', I have ever been a 
medium and can have no doubt regard
ing the return of our friends who have 
passed froifi mortal view, when fa
vorable opportunity is given them, pro
viding they, too, have sufficiently de
veloped to know how to manifest, and 
Illis, my knowledge of it, is what 
makes more damnable to me the 
fraudulent manifestations. The truth 
is sacred to iny soul, and to see It 
trampled in the mire rtnd slime of de
ception seems llkA an unpardonable 
outrage upon the sensitive ones whom 
we have missed from bur mortal side;
a dishonor and a wortje disgrace than 
the other part of the act, that of ob
taining money under false pretense. 
That is only a crime against man-made 
laws, to protect the. possessors of 
money aginst wily pehdmers; to protect 
whut the possessors often secured in a 
similar way; but to imitate those we 
love and have lost from earth; to place 
tiie foul lips of a faker to ours in 1m- 
i'ation of the sacred deid (or risen one) 
at a dollar a kiss, or free, is too low to 
admit of description. ,

I was a Spiritualist before the phys- 
'cal phenomena, aside from those raps, 
began, and therefore did not get my 
Spiritualism that way—am not depen
dent on that special phase for mj’ en
lightenment.

The physical phenomena docs not 
curtain all the fraud and deception 
there is In the ranks. There Is much 
upon the rostrum and in private, par
taking more cf the psychic, that is 
rank fraud. -

So many, upon reading such asser
tions as these, ask, “why does he not 
name them if lie knows?” For two ex
cellent reasons, and they may be made 
one in this manner: “You must be pre
pared to receive or you cannot under
stand and would resent it bitterly, to 
the secret amusement of every fakir in 
tho land." But the time must soon 
come for the mentioning of names in 
this connection, and with It will come 
bitter personal contests and many con
fessions, and when these come Spirit
ualism will totter like a reed shaken by 
cite wind, like old age on the brink of 
the grave, but so long as there is a 
truth within, «.round and about it, it 
will stand, and we must stand by that 
truth.

This is not fault-finding, it is only 
stating what all do know Is true. I 
care les« for how people act towards 
each other than I do for their criticisms 
of my own fallings, and that is de
cidedly inflntesimal, but I do care 
when the face of a man who has not 
shaved for three or four days Is 
pressed to mine in representation of 
my mother or my sister, and I know 
It is none other than that of the me
dium; but to grab and hold him at that 
time, with a house full of close ad
herents, worshippers, In fact, at pres
ent, is equivalent to a great big row 
with unequal chances against the 
grabber.

If there is any genuine physical man
ifestation, however, there is a way of 
finding It out without so much of these 
disgraceful seance-room brawls being 
enacted. It will cost something to do 
ihis sifting, not so much in dollars and 
& uts as In increasing the prejudice 
against tho cause. But however that 
may be, let us have the true and dis
card the false, even to the sacrifice of 
the half or ninety-nine one-hundredths 
of our boasted millions of Spiritualists. 
We had better have apfew and know 
them true than to > convert tho whole 
world through fraud iff fraud is all we 
have. The worjd In-a great measure 
lias been living' upon fraud for thou
sands of years and?wte promise them 
Truth; now let us (furnish it or cease 
promising. i- t-.<

Many of those converted by and 
through physical representations are 
ready to give up the whole of Spirit
ualism when they;,,learn that these 
things they nave “seenawlth their own 
eyes,” of such maryeleus(i) character, 
were only tricks of legerdemain. In 
their mad rush for physical manifesta
tions they have forgotten to look 
around them at t^e ¿psychic or soul 
side, where evidence oT a genuine na
ture is abundant and beautiful.

What we need, is cool, careful educa
tion regarding the various modes of 
imitation, so that the individual may 
be enabled to sift for himself and her
self whenever they are called upon to 
attend any of the various perform
ances.

In this the N. S. A. can do good work 
by and through Its organized: forces, In ■ 
the way of “spotting” and recording 
the names of all. They can do far 
more In this way than by tracing down 
Individual moral characters, to place 
Spiritualism upon a higher standard of 
truth before the world, and far more 
than by all the Jubilees that could be 
HAli/tained annually.

“Come, let us reason together,” and 
look, within for a time,, and make the 
best of a bad matter, even at the risk 
of being traduced and: maligned' before 
the world. Let the N; &. A-, under the

present or any other regime, take hold 
of the matter and push it along.

it is a deplorable fact that Spiritual
ists, in a measure, are to blame for 
much of the fraud we get along -the 
hue of our phenomena. That predom. 
Inant desire for something "marvel1 
ous,” a “test," has produced a. com
petition among the mediums. The 
price set upon the greatest variety of 
“tests” and the deepest ■‘marvels,” has 
encouraged the ambition to make man
ifestations, to produce more than their 
mediumship was capable of, to outdo 
someone else and make their seances 
the greatest attraction for the curious 
and gain their custom and praise, and 
through this means the custom of their' 
friends. -

The avarice and lack of scruples on 
oue hand, and pre-eminent thirst for 
the marvelous on the other, has made 
a splendid market for all kinds of phe
nomena and an easy manufacture of 
the facilities for producing the desired 
phases. .

Merchants and manufacturers of 
prestidigltarlau Implements have so 
systematically manipulated their busi
ness as to acquaint themselves with 
the wants and desires of our jnedia 
(fakirs) and make the equipments ac
cordingly, and they report that in cer
tain lines they have a good trade and. 
can get their own prices. They have 
the names of all the “mediums” 
(fakirs) that run shows by the use of 
their furnishings. These consist of 
trumpets, trick tables and rings, false 
faces, wigs, a very fine gauze, little 
capsules to produce etherialization, and 
many other devices, and they can ex
plain the use of them, and are free to 
talk about and explain them, but the 
names of their patrons are dead 
secrets.

Many medlums(?) who are swom-to 
by old Spiritualists as beyond sus
picion, are to-day among the best pa
trons of these institutions. To give the 
imines would be to have them arrested, 
the gang broken up and their excellent 
paying business ruined.

Here we have an “endless chain” of 
a different kind. It Is easy for them to 
go into court If they have to and joiu 
with their dupes in laudations of the 
“mediums;” this they seldom need to 
do, as the dupes are always In evidence 
when they tan become martyrs or 
heroes to the cause of the “persecuted 
mediums,”

Ninety-nine in a hundred of those 
who are fakiug for a living are not 
mediums, and in reality do not believe 
in Spiritualism. Those who have any 
medial power at all, and know from 
whence comes that power, and <■ who 
play these tricks, must expect to call 
down upon their heads the hand of 
justice sometime, either here or here
after, and be made to suffer for tills 
most damnable crime against right and 
truth and the sacred principle of spirit
communion.

'This rehearsal of facts Is now too 
glaring to be rebutted and too sublime 
to longer be neglected or slighted with 
a pooh-pooh! of insignificant disgust. 
This knowledge is at present going the 
rounds of tho Spiritual press and the 
honest leaders in this cause in a sub
dued whisper. It Is public property 
privately preserved, but It is about 
time to throw out a skirmish Une and 
pickets, and to get our forces in 
position to meet the enemy.

An enemj- in the ranks is more to be 
dreaded than those who meet ub face 
to face in battle, because of their 
knowledge of things; but if there is a 
truth behind it all, for the sake of that 
truth, for the sake of proving to the 
world that there Is such a truth, for 
the world’s sake, let us find that In our 
Immense rubbish-fieap and put it up 
somewhere—everywhere before the 
groplug, blinded, anxious world and 
protect It, and nurture It, and make of 
it just what our friends over the way 
have designed—a beacon light

Let this be the principal aim and ob
ject of every organization in the cause, 
from the N. 8. A. down to the remotest 
auxiliary. If we are to have any creed 
to bind us let it be but "Truth, Honesty 
and Charity,” and our watchwords 
“Eternal Progress.” Let us cease 
spending money foolishly toward flirta
tions with popular opinion and attend 
to the charity aide of Spiritualism. Let 
us teach the world to love us for our 
works of kindness and good to our 
fellow-men. Let us teach tho curious 
searchers after tho phenomena, the 
marvelous, that there Is something 
more required than the pacification of 
morbid appetites, that there is a,phil
osophy, that there Is a literature from 
which much can be learned, and that 
there Is a finer psychic force under
lying all these phases that is sweet to 
possess, and how to possess It

If we perish, something will rise up 
from our ashes and carry forward this 
truth that will stand eternally, though 
man the mortal prove false and fall by 
tho wayside, something will come and 
move on through all the ages of the fu
ture. If we lose all else and gain this 
one truth we have gained the best of 
life, for that we can take across with 
us through the silent pass of death be
tween the life immortal and the mor
tal All else must leave us at the
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self. Price, cloth, JI per volume. For 
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“Who Are Tneso Spiritualists and 
What Is Spiritualism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known author. Price 16 cents. For 
sale at this office.

•'Arcana or Nature; or the History 
and Laws of Creation.” By Hudaon 
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found treatise. Cloth, $L For sale at 
this office.
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"Alter Her Death. The Story of a 
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“Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl 
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propriate wedding souvenir. Contains 
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and prose. Specially designed for the 
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“From Night to Morn,, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By. Abby A. 
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Spiritualism; It is written in a sweet ! 
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Moses Hull Price $1.00.

WARFARE OF SCIENCE WITH THEOLOGY. Information not pro
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treatise on this popular subject By George Jacob Holyoake. Price, 

one copy, 10 cents; twelve for $1.00.

WOMAN, A lecture delivered to ladies only, by Mrs. Dr. Hulbert, on tho 
present status of Woman, physically, mentally, morally and spiritually, 

Marriage and Divorce. Price 10 cents.

WOMAN S-BIBLE. Part 1. The Pentateuch. A galaxy of scholarly 
comments by many of our brightest minds regarding much of the Old 

Testament, and the slight given the women. Price 50 cents.

WOMAN, CHURCH AND STATE. A historical account of tbe status of 
woman throughout the Christian ages, with reminiscences of the Mat

riarchate. By Matilda Joslyn Gage. Price $2.00.

WOMAN. Four Centuries of Progress. Showing her gradual rise from 
slavery and bondage of ancient times. By Susan 11. Wixom A lecture 

of great value. Price 10 cents.

WAYSIDE JOTTINGS. Composed of Essays. Sketches, Poems and 
Songs, gathered from the highways, by-ways and hedges of life, from 

the inspirational pen of Mattie E. Hull Price 75 cents.

WHO ARE THESE SPIRITUALISTS, and What Is Spiritualism? This 
is a pamphlet of much worth to Spiritualists, who often have plied to 

them these important questions. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Price 15 cents.

WORKS OF E. D. BABBITT, LL. D,, M. D. “Human Culture and Cure." 
Part First. The Philosophy of Cure. Price, board cover, 50 cents.

“Human Culture and Cure," Part Second, Marriage, Sexual Develop- 
menfrand Upbuilding. Price, cloth, 75 cents.

“Social Upbuilding,” including Co-operative Systemsand the Happiness 
and Ennobling of Humanity. Price, paper, 15 cents.

“Health and Power." A Handbook of Cure, Etc. Price, cloth, 25 cents} ■ 
leather, 35 cents.

“Religion.” Most thoughtful, spiritual and excellent Price, cloth, 
$1.00; paper; 50 cents. Postage 11 cents.

“Principles of Light and Color.” One of the greatest books of the age.
Price, $5.00; by mail, 32 cents extra

ZODIACAL IN FLUENCES. Know thyself. This little pamphlet teaches' 
how to use the powers derived at birth from the position and influence of 

the planets. By Charles H.Mackay. Price 25 cents.

THE SPIRITUAL BODY REAL. Valuable testimonies of modem clair
voyants who witnessed the spiritual and physical separation. By Giles

B. Stebbins. Price 10 cents.

VOICES. The Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty and force. 
Th^ are most excellent inspirations. Neatly printed and nicely bound.

By Warren Sumner Barlow. Price $1.00.

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES. A new edition, profusely illustrated. A 
delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing. 480 pages, with portrait 

and 82 illustrations. Price, cloth, $1.50; postage 15 cents. "

VIEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. This book is a word-picture by 
one of qut best artiste, Andrew Jackson Davis. A highly interesting - 

work. Price 75 cents; postage 5 cents. '

ny ¡ysr. and Elizabeth m. p/ 
U Denton. A marvelous work. Tbouch cghc1«a n*

reader will be amazed to tee tho curio ib facta 
_ combined tn support of th!* newly>dl8ooverr,d 
5*«of the bnm&nmind, which win resolve a thou 
Bud doubt* and difficulties, make Geology as Dlain a* 
«7 «nd throw light on all the grand subjects now ob* rented by time.
Soul or Things—VoL L 

Cloth... . ........... . ........................
Postage 10 cents»

ByJ. M. Feeble» and J. o. Bsrrctt: E, H. Bailey, 
edition. Culled from a wide 

geld of literature with tbe mon critical care, free 
from all toeoloKtcal blM, throbbing with the eou! of 
¿“Potion, embodying the principle* and virtuesof 
the ipirituar philosophy. *et to the mort cheerful and 
popular murio, (nearly all original), and adapted to nil 
?aCC“,o?*,t,, donbUcB*tbe naoit attractive work of 
luekfad ever nnbitebed. It* beautiful songs, duets 

PIaD0» organ or melodeon accbm« rosuure io centa.
pw^nient, vlapted both to public meeting* and ihe finnl nfThimrc Vnl i> »dal-clnde» Ctotb.«». Postal,^trSidr^STcToX®?..1^...

„ . . I'otlnso 10 oenti "
Soul of Tliing»-Vol. TTT.. 

I’l-r-rpl»" ' ' '-'nth. ..............



- God in the Constitution.
BrBobertG. IngenoB. Oneof the beat papera Cola, 

nel Ingersoll ever wrote. 1» paper oow, wilhinta BMOtsstbor. Frico, 10cesu¡ tTreírecírteefMUM

. IMMORTALITY.

Voice«. Price 60 rents. antnor of

, .THE KORAN. '
S«Je. Price, elotb. »1.00. For «tie at tKfflœT °

THE VUiGLo.
By Warren Sumner Barlow. The Voices contain 

poems of remarkable beauty and force. They are most excellent. Price «I.W. mey are

ASTONISHING!

THE FROSRESSIVEÏ.THINKBR.8

IMMUTABLE LAW. Drs.
IMPORT/VNT!

Peebles &
Burroughs

of spirit return. 470

CORBESPONDENCE INVITED.

DR. J, A. BURROUGHS.
■•Human culture auc Cure.

WHY WE SUCCEED

CANCERS CURED
o’clock. Tea and coffee

tes

all force and sub-

NOTICE TOJFHE SICK
tion. DR. C. E. WATKINS. Rood

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

Clinton, Iowa. B. F. POOLE.

iny

COR.ter.

Oct. 8,18S8.

CANCERS CAN BE CURED.

A. L. R.Smithton.

Oct 1, 1898.

Barre Plains. Mass. 468

BEAR IN MINO.
In

and Theological Works of"Religious
BY SYDNEY FLOWER.
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ducted by Mrs. Anna L. Robinson and 
Mr. J. Hough, at the Lutheran church,

Mrs. 
For

A lew Spiritualist Union 
Sunday-evening at 7:46 In

'Juallsts.
Anderson.

Passed to higher life, October 8, in 
Smithtown, Pa., Mrs. Paul Hough, aged 
68 years. Mrs. Hough leaves a hus
band and large family of children to

ing co-related with 
stance?

The same writer 
nomena result from

w. G. Roberts. 
National Home, Ind.

Spirit Picture in Oil.
Something over thirty years ago

phe- 
resl-

Mss. Emma Stilib, 
Ornatili, sehr,

Six sons acted as pall
ino! iter. Services eou-

FLORA HARDIN.
Ind. Secretary.

406 Mass. Avenue, Boston, Mass.
466 tf.

Stanton’s usual trenchant style, 
sale at this office. Price 10 cents.

For 30 days I will send a sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mall.

Dr*. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—Your diagnosis of my case Is ab* 

•olutely correct. Very truly, Mrs. Johnson, 
Allegheny City, Pa,

Oct. 8,1898. 80 Park Str.
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.

Dear Sin:—I received the diagnosis and it is cor* 
rect in every way. Tours truly, E. A. Daoortt, 

Oct» 3, 1898, Rutland, VL

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—! thank you for your excellent and 

correct diagnosis of myrfrlend's case. Tours truly, 
Oct. L 1898. Adam Brown, Dixon, Ills.

Send in notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls.

. 1629 Clark street, corner 
Fletcher street. Meetings conducted 
by Carl A. Wickland and wife, assisted

“THE LYCEUM.”

Consultation byLetterFree
Send Postage Stamp for Reply.

sending remittances to this office, 
write your orders on .a single sheet of

DR. J. 8. LOUCKS, M. D., 
85 Warren it., Stoneham. Mais.

TVAKTED—GIRL FOR HOUSEWORK IKMVm

BANGS SISTERS,
phenomenalmediums
«»»»
evening« at 8 o’clock. Spirit Portrait work » ,p"m.

THE ACE OF REASON.'
J11»,01?“ Be,n? an Investigation of True 

S.d E£?0UB Tieolo«y- A new and complete edi. 
tton, from new plates and new type: 186 nacea. noA 
tvo, Paper, 25centi; cloth, 50 cents. pa®efl’ P°8‘

Send age, name In full, and two 2-cent stamps aud 
leading symptom, and we will send you

A Diagnosis of Your Case Free, 
and we wilt try and make the price of treatment right 
to jou. i emember, please, that we do not wish to 
take your c se unless you arc dissatisfied with your 
Sresent treatment. Do notask OUR opinion of this 

ocior or that one, because we never express'an 
opinion, nor have we any uuc connected with ui that 
is allowed to speak ill of any one or even to express 
au opinion. We know some doctors do so, but we do 
Mt. The day of shot-gun prescription Is past; drastic 
drugs In largo dotes will not be given ten years from 
now. We believe in the certainty of medicine and lu 
specific medication, but specific medication requires

SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS.
Ho who understands the action of drugs, and who is 
gifted with the power of correctly diagnosing, is the 
successful physician to-day

Specific Medicine!
. No Drastic Drugs I

HOOD FOB THE MONTH OF NOVEMBEll'

Ad.
VRAYS OF PSYCHOMKTRr" AND CLAIRVOy' 
^'vk-eCC R^»dil>»el>!C' 1,“i’lne8s- social and medical 
ST OMFR BRlW«5’ ,‘n'1 ’"““I'8- RXV. Mj OhioOMLRBRIGgS' 513 Chestnut street, Cincinnati, 
____ :___________ ____________ co

Outside the Gates, and Other Tales
*,ban<i eplrit Intelligence«, through the mediumship of Mary Theresa Shelham»? 

An excellent work. Trice «1.25. nnewamea

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE

Dr«. Feeble« & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Doctors:—Will lay that I am feeling as well 

aa I ever felt and will need no more medicine. Please 
receive my thanks and gratitude for your valuable 
advice. Respectfully, Hblen G. Thatcher, 

OoL 1, 1898. Winnebago City, Minn.
Dre. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.

Dear Doctors:—I feel better uow than I have in 
twenty years. Many thanks to you, kind doctor*, 
you have been very kind to me. Respectfully.

Oct. 1, 1898, Euixbbth Wythb, Seville, O.
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.

Dear Doctors:—I am perfectly well and do not 
think it is necessary to take any more treatment 
Yours truly, JXCOb Coopxb.

Sept. 27,1898. Hanover, 111.
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.

Dear Doctors:—Instead of that tired, worn-out 
feeling, I now feel like a man able co do a day's 
work. I consider my investment In a month’s treat
ment from you the best 1 ever made. Sincerely, 

zx • . .«A» Sanfoed Stbwabt.
Oct. 1. 1898. Richmond, Ill.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich, 
Dear Doctors:—I am well aud strong—hevc not bad 

a return of my trouble since I commenced your 
treatment. I am gaining tn flesh and 1 know that I 
am cured. With many thanks, I remain, respect
fully, Mbs. C. Lxb,

Oct. 1,1898. Curtisville, lud.
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek. Mich.

Dear Doctors:—I am improving all the time, and 
feel stronger every day. Your two months’ treat
ment has done me fifty dollars’ worth of good, and 
I cannot thank you enough. Jours truly.

Doha C. Lowell,
Oct. 1, IS98, Wadena, Ming,

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—My wife Is improving rapidly, Is gain

ing In flesh and strength every day. A desire to ex
press my gratitude and appreciation of what you have 
done for us prompts me to address you. Gentlemen, 
allow me lotbank you heartily for your cure of my 
wife’s case. Very truly, T. S. Cubtis,

Gleudeane, Ky.
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek. Mich.

Dear Doctors:—I am feeling splendid, so well and 
strong and have Improved wonderfully under your 
treatment. Very truly,

states: “All 
cosmic forces

Our Key-Note to Success
IS

Rbsoiuteiu
Gorrsct

Diagnosis
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs, Battle Creek, Mich, 

Dear Sirs:—Your diagnosis of my cate is perfectly 
correct Waltbb B. Mahbw,

Oct. 1, 1898. Plymouth Arc.. Cincinnati, O,

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs. Battle Creek, Mich.
Dear Sirs:—Your diagnosis of my case is correct in 

every particular. Respectfully,

the B“
of Troth8*™™?”*1, l”,,:Mure t0 Quote from the Light SlaJ. fnCa u.1JC.‘“1‘tlou‘ oi California aud Cullfor- 
ure'tfie JÍMi’m.’J*'“8 wo r.c“d: ‘^“otewllhpleaa- 
Dr W M FÍmer“^“«f °i- ivlendaad brother, 
rnii?; •\ Foi.8ter» of ban Francisco, California StiiouS ni s-iec,ulne. noted for «• madfums; 2nd 
although Dr. Forster is not a native of the United 
States, the people of CailfbHila have learned to claim 
tJ>iOprlelar)'^t're‘t ln hl,n i’«t'«s If he were a 
natlye son. We hear good reporta of him from ail 

gives us much pleasure to add our endorsement to the many Accorded this lifted 
medium aud educated gentleman.” gined

ALOCKOFYÍTrÁIÍL

testimonial

Sud bem’w T V15g auch letter,i ““ you will

DR. O.E. WATKINS,
------- THE-------

FAMOUS 6HR0NIST,
OF BOSTON, MASS.

QulGK Cures!
Small Doses!

A Book on »‘Chronic Disease” 
Sent for 2-cent Stamp.

GE. WATKINS, M. D„
406 Maas. Ave., Boston, Mass.

. We desire to say that we have treat
ed a great many eancer cases during 
the past year, and with the exception 
of. one ease, all have been cured, and 
this one left our treatment and placed 
herself under the eare of others. We 
desire to inform all those who are suf
fering from eancer that we would like 
to' have them write us. We use no 
knife, and the operation is considered 
almost painless. We have a hospital, 
or rather, another sanitarium in Bos
ton, where we have the best of trained 
nurses. To kill and remove a cancer 
usually takes from two weeks’ to five 
weeks! tiinq only. We also treat at our 
Boston sanitarium, tumors of all kinds, 
such as encysted tumors of the labia 
and fibrous tumors of the ovaries, Indo
lent ulcers, etc. We would be pleased 
to have those suffering with such dis
ease to write us for further informa-

A Philosophical Disquisition 
On the Subject.

To the Editor:—It seems to me that 
some persons would sooner try to 
establish their opinions than to promul
gate the facts observed in nature. 
Whether they desire to possess that 
charm of pleasantness, rather than tiliat 
of truthfulness, or whether It be their 
inability to perceive and comprehend, 
we are not at 'liberty to decide. Pe
rusing a recent number of The Pro
gressive Thinker, there fell to my notice 
an article headed “Immutable Law’," 
and I can assure you it was exceeding
ly amusing, if not instructive.

The writer proceeds to give the defi
nition of the term “immutable,” as held 
by lexicographers, “which means un
changeable.” So far we agt;ee; but 
when he says that a thing must be un
changeable to be eternal I surely must 
dissent. And my reason for dissenting 
is based on the fact of the. indestructi
bility of force and matter. Matter can 
be attenuated, but never annihilated; 
force can be utilized, but it is ever 
conserved. Hence force and matter, 
which are inseparable, do constantly 
change their relations to other things 
in the universe; nevertheless, they ave 
eternal;

The greatest confusion arises from 
the lack of power to discriminate be
tween the thing itself and the action of 
that thing. Hence, some make prin
ciple and Law synonymous. Therefore 
I will give my definitions of these 
terms:

Principle is that force in nature that 
causes elements to become composite, 
and to assume form and variety.

Law is the uniform action of prin
ciple. As an illustration, I shall use 
water. Under certain conditions, 
H.2. O. always forms water, the con
dition that governs the operation is the 
law, and it is Immutable. Principle is 
the force that causes the union.

Axiom: Principle always acts the 
same when the conditions are equal.

In regard to the ‘"beneficent design 
and purpose emanating from intelli
gence,” I would say that all processes 
of nature tend in that direction. Prin
ciples working down through substance 
have ever remained the same, and have 
the appearance of being predetermined 
and possessing intelligence. And who 
will deny the wisdom displayed in all 
cosmical operations? .

Following the inferences made from 
geological formations: Do we find the 
pieces preceding the water, or the her
baceous animals the vegetables and 
shrubs? Did the solidified condition of 
rock structure precede the nebulous or 
gaseous condition? I shall admit that 
this inherent force is not omnipotent, 
but is held in limitation, by the con
dition in which it is expressing itself, 
unable to transcend this condition mild 
favorable circumstances or a formative 
condition has been evoked.

Our knowledge being only relative, 
why should we be so dogmatic as to 
deny consciousness and intelligence be-

INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS
Anyone who Is sick and failed to find 

relief, should send their name and ad
dress (with stamp for reply) to Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Calf., and I will 
(through spirit power) send you the 
cause and condition of your trouble; 
and after I give you a correct diagno
sis, If you wish help I will make my 
terms within your reach.

N. B —The above advertisement is for 
the benefit of suffering humanity, and 
if you know of any one who is sick, and 
is skeptical, show them the above ad. 
and I may convince them of the truth

L. H. FRIEDMAN.
Dr. Louis H. Freedman, the Austra

lian Healer, who is now in Chicago, Is 
doing a great work in curing the afflict
ed ill a wonderful manner. His address 
Is 3152 Forest Avenue. He gives pub
lic exhibitions every Sunday afternoon 
and evening in the Masonic Home Tem
ple, Forest avenue and 31st street.

"Encyclopedia, of Biblical Spiritual- 
lam; or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages qf the Old -and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or implv 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his‘- 
tory of the origin of many of the 
important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results ot his many years’ study 
of the Bible In its relations to Spiritual
ism. As its title denotes, Jt is a veri
table encyclopedia of infomation on the 
subject Price $L For sale at thia 
office.

“The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture.” By Prof. Wm. M. Lock wood. 
Prof. Lock wood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume he presents 
In succinct form the substance of his 
lectures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book Is commended to 
all who love to study and think. For 
■ale at this office, trice 25 centa
................. . ..........................■■ - fart 
First. The Philosophy of Cure. (In
cluding Methods and Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A very in- 
structlve and valuable work. It should 
have a wide circulation, as it well ful-
fills the promise of Its title. For sale 
at thia office. Price 76 cents.

"Atlantis: The Antediluvian World." 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of It given by Plato as veritable history. 
It is Intensely interesting. Price, $2. ’

•The Priest, the Woman, and the Con
fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chlnlquy, reveals the de
grading, Impure Influences and results 
of the Romish confessional, as proved 
by tne sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mall $L For sale at 
this office.

• Bible and Church Degrade Woman ” 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises 
three brief essays, on The Effect of 
Woman Suffrage on Questions of Mor
als and Religion; The Degraded Status 
of Woman in the Bible; The Christian 
Chureb and Woman; written In

NOV. 6, 1898.

{Obituaries to the extent ot ten lines 
jpnly will be inserted free.]

Edwin Carter, of Medina, Mich., 
passed to spirit-life, October 20, 1898, 
at 71 years of age. In 188G he was dan
gerously burned by an explosion of gas
oline; in 1888 he was stricken with'par
alysis, and despite the best medical 
skill he failed, until his spirit took Its 
flight to a brighter realm. The funeral 
was held at the family residence, and 
largely attended. Services by the 

, , wilt er, assisted by a minister of the vil
lage. MRS. B. G. H01G.

?• Morenci, Mich.

Passed to the higher life at his home, 
near Lawton, Midi., Oct. 22, 1898, Will
iam Warner, at the ripe old age of 84 
years. He embraced the truths of Spir
itualism eight years ago, which were 
a great comfort to him in bls last days. 
He saw and communed with those who 
had gone before. He leaves a wife and 
four children who are comforted with 
the knowledge there Is no death. Serv
ices conducted by Mrs. Marian Carpen-

George W.Parklnson, president of the 
Indiana Association of Spiritualists, 
passed to spirit-life, Saturday. October 
22. The deceased had been a Spiritual
ist for many years, was connected with 
the founding of the Chesterfield camp, 
and occupied the office of president 
since the death of Dr. Westerfield.

Mr. Parkinson was 75 years old, a 
wealthy farmer and upright citizen, 
which was attested by the large at
tendance at ills funeral. A procession 
of vehicles two miles in length fol
lowed bis remains to the grave where 
they were buried according to the rites 
of the Odd Fellows. Mrs. Pfuntner 
gave the funeral address at the house.

About three weeks before bls demise, 
Mr. Parkinson fractured an ankle, but 
had improved so rapidly, was able to 
be about He had been walking 
around the room, went to his bed. sat 
down on the side, threw up his hands 
and expired.

Mr. P. B. Millspaugh. Anderson, Ind., 
first vice-president, will act as presi
dent of the Indiana Association of Spir-

k
II
r

Thomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason," and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price $L For sale at this office.

“Ancient India: Ils Language and 
Religions.” By Prof. H. Oldenberg. 
The subject Is of unusual interest at 
the present time, and it is here treated 
in a way to Interest and instruct all 
readers.. For sale at this office. Paper, 
price 25c.

"The Infidelity of Ecclesiastlclsm. 
A Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, lecturer 

'upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 26 cents. For sale at this office.

“Voltaire’s Romances." translated 
from the French. With numerous II- 
lustrations. These lighter works of the 
brilliant Frenchman, and Invincible en
emy of the Catholic Church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price ?l,50. For sale 
at this office.

dent in insensate matter.” I know not 
whether he belongs to that school of 
savants who hold that ltfe-energy is the 
resultant of focalized' chemical com
binations, and that organization pre
ceded life. If he does, I should like to 
know why isomeric bodies manifest as 
they do? Do these cosmic forces, of 
which he has reference, differ in 
quality? If bo, cap he demonstrate it? 
If they are uniform, and upon analysis 
we learn that isomeric bodies are 
identical in composition, but differ In 
properties, I should still ask for a so
lution. Is it blind energy, or intelligent 
energy?

“Chaos oftlimes reigns in spots.” 
With this sentiment I perfectly agree, 
although it is not broad enough, and I 
would say: Chaos always reigns In 
spots, and those spots are the blots 
upon the brain.

Man aptly says, when he does not un
derstand, nature is blind and unintelli
gent, her forces are antagonistic, and 
chaos does reign. WM. R. FREAS.

Philadelphia, Pa.

"L> com Soul to Soul.” By Emma i;uuu 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment Price 
$1.00. For sale at this office.

“Nature Cure." By Drs. M. E. and 
Rosa U. Conger. Excellent for every 
family. Cloth, $1.50. '

■ jLunb Bramlti’s Vision." Vivid de
scription of a Jesuit spirit conclave 
together with Wresting corroborative 
testimony. Price 16 cents. For sale at 
this office.

“Cosmian Hymn Book." A collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral and ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry and music, embodying the 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all sectarianism. Price, 60 cents. For 
sale at this office.

“The Prophets of Israel.” By Prof. 
C. H. Cornill, of the University of 
Koenlgsberg. A scholarly and appreci
ative historical review of the prophets 
of Israel and their works. For sale 
at this office. Paper covers,’ 26c.

wife, Jennie Gee, passed into spirit life. 
There was only one photograph of her 
ever taken, and that was lost shortly 
after her death. I have tried on va
rious occasions to obtain a spirit picture 
of her, but did not succeed. Nearly 
twelve years ago she materialized 
through a medium aud promised me 
that 1 would obtain a painting of her 
through the mediumship of a young 
man. On the 12th of October of this 
year. Mr. George II. Brower, a young 
medium of tills city, called at my office, 
and to my surprise asked me If I 
wanted a spirit picture. 1 told him cer
tainly 1 did. In less than a week I was 
invited to his studio to see the painting. 
To my great joy the principal picture I 
recognized as my wife, Jennie Gee, and 
a correct likeness. There was also upon 
the canvas an accurate picture of my 
daughter Mollie, Dr. Spencer, my 
guide; Miss Hattie Rummage, who 
passed into spirit life from my house, 
and my Indian guide (Santagua), 
together with a representation of my 
own photograph, in the hand of my 
Egyptian guide. The artist above men
tioned has never taken a lesson in 
painting in his Ue—all of his work 
coming through spirit guidance. This 
painting is at my office for Inspection.

PROF. M. C. GEE. 
Los Angeles, Cal.

Tbe Principles of Nature, as Discov
ered In the Development and Structure 
of the Universe. Material and Spiritual 
Magnetic Forces. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations and Mediumship. Spir
itual Planes and Spheres. Given inspi
rationally, by Mrs. Marla M. King. In 
three volumes, 8vo. A remarkable 
work; among the greatest In the liter
ature of Spiritualism. Price reduced 
from $1.75 to $1.25 per volume. Post
age 12 cents.

“Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Spirit-life.” “The Evolution 
of Man.” Two papers, given In the in
terest of spiritual science, by Michael 
Faraday. Price 16 cents.

"History or the Inquisition.” Every 
citizeu of our country should read this 
concise history of that Romish churchy 
Institution known as the Inquisition. 
The animus of Romanism against all 
institutions, beliefs and parties not in 
conformity with the ruling powers of 
the Romish hierarchy is plainly shown 
in these statements of veritable history. 
The devilishness and murderous ma
lignity of the “Holy Inquisition” is 
scarcely paralleled in all the world’s 
records of/inhuman atrocities. It is for 
sale at this office, and will be. mailed 
postpaid for 25 cents.

“Talleyrand’s Letter to the Pope” will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and practices 
should be read by all Sold at this of- 
tea Frio* 25 cent». ,

"Woman, Church and State.” By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume, 
of more than common intrinsic valued 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what tue church has 
aud has not dcue for woman. It is full 
of luformatlononthesubject.and should 
bo read by every one. Price $2, post-

"The Dead Man’s Message,” an occult 
romance by Florence Marryat. The 
author’s wide experience in Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
have prepared berto write this romance 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up in the course of her investi
gation and studies. Cloth $1. For sale 
at this office.

“Right Living." By Susan H.Wixon. 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes 
which render the book more interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It Is 
especially adapted for use in Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers it may be made very useful 
Young and old will be benefited by it 
Cloth $1. For sale at this office.

“The Watseka Wonder.” To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is Intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts of two cases of “double 
consciousness,” namely Mary Lurnncy 
Vennum of Watseka, Ill., and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango County, Pa. For 
■ale at this office. Price 16c.

“Mediumship and Its Development 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment." By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mediumship and de
velopment and avoid errors. Price 
doth, 60 cents; paper, 26 cents. ’ 
office.

“Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows ” 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents 
For sale at this office. - ’

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds" 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire 
by harmonizing their physical bodies 
and their physical bodies with 
universal nature and their souls with 
the higher intelligences, to come Into 
closer connection with the purer realms 
of the Spirit-World. It is written in the 
sweet spiritual tone that characterizes 
all of Miss Judson’s literary work« 
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 75 cents.

“The Great Roman Anaconda” Bv 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D.. ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O. A sharp 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann. 
It is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and Its priesthood. Price 15c 
For sale at this office. ’

“Origin and Antiquity of Man.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. A masterly philosoph- 
leal work. English edition, nicely 
bound In cloth, fL Vw sale at tiUa

Sunday SpirititoUst Meetings in 
Chicago.

People’s Church. Services Sunday at 
8 p. m., in Handel IBulldlug, room 618. 
All interested friends and Spiritualists 
invited. Mrs. M. El Kratz, pastor.

West Side Spiritual Society meets at 
Up. 46 South Ada street at 8 p. m.

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No. 501. West North avenue. 
Services at 7:43 p., m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. William Lindsey.

Spiritual Advancement Society, 274 
Warren avenue, mear Robey street, 
holds service every Sunday evening at 
7:45. Dr. Hasendever lectures and 
gives spirit messages.

The Englewood Spiritual Society 
meets every Sunday in Hopkins’ hall, 
528 W. 63d street, at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

The First Spiritual Society of the 
South. Side, No. 77 Thirty-first street, 
will hold meetings at 2:30 and 7:30 p. 
m., each Sunday, beginning October 2, 
1898. Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
pastor.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, room 409 Handel 
Hill, 40 Randolph street. Services at 
7:30 p, m. >■

The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
C. F. Grumblne, permanent speaker, 
meets in their conference room, 810 
Masonic Temple Building, every Suu- 
day at 10:45 a. m., and 7:45 p. m.

Church of the Ministering Angels, 690 
South Ashland avenue, corner 13th 
street. Services every Sunday evening 
at 7:30. Mrs. M. Summers, pastor.

The Second Church of the Soul will 
hold meetings in Van Buren’s opera 
house, Madison street aud California 
avenue, evbry Sunday afternoon at 3 
o'clock and 7:30 in the evening. Good 
speakers and mediums will be present.

The Church of the Soul will hold 
union services of Sunday school and 
church, each Sunday morning, in Room 
608 Handel Hall Building, No. 40 Ran
dolph street. Church services at 11:30.

The Christian Spiritual Society holds 
meetings in Hygeia Hall, Washington 
boulevard and and Paulina street, at 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m. MissvSarah Thomas 
conducts the services.

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Saul, meets at Handel 
Hall Building, 40 Randolph street, ev
ery first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons nt three 
o’clock. The ladies bring lunches; sup-

DR. W. M. FORSTER, 
1059 MAEKET STREET, 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

per at six 
served.

The Lake 
meets every 
Wells’ Hall,

by other mediums and speakers. All 
friends and members are Invited.

The Second Church of the Soul meets 
at Van Buren Opera House, corner of 
Madison street and: California avenue, 
Sundays at 3 and ¡7:30 p. m. Good 
speakers, assisted by Mrs. Andrews, 
Mrs. Goble, Mr. Wilks and Mr. Shaffer, 
test mediums.

Dr. Watkins will on October 16, move 
to bls new Bostontiofflce, 406 Massachu
setts avenue, Hotel -Palmerston. Seven 
rooms-in this beautiful hotel are being 
prepared especially • for Dr. Watkins’ 
offices. Kindly »member the street 
nnd number,:406 Massachusetts avenue. 
Please address all letters until October 
15 to Dr. C. E. Watkins, Ayer, Mass.

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 

—Your Melted Pebble Spectacles are 
all you claim for them, and even more. 
Your Magnetized Compound Is a won
derful remedy, and acts like magic 
upon sore and weak eyes. I would not 
be without it. Very respectfully,

MRS. J. A. PERKINS.
Easthampton, Mass.

The Lyceum, devoted to the interests 
of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street. 
Only fifty cents per year. Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special Interest In It. It 
Is published weekly. Try It. 437tf

Dr. C. E. Watkins-Dear Sir:—I wish 
to thank you for sending me to your 
cancer cliuic for the cancer kill treat
ment. I am greatly relieved and re
joiced at the age of 68 to have my can
cer of 20 years’ growth killed and en
tirely removed from the right breast in 
two weeks’ time. The cancer home is 
airy, sunny, cozy, comfortable and 
homelike and the food, nursing and 
treatment so suited to eacli case, that 
one feels contented and happy there. 
All connected with the clinic are espe
cially fitted by training and experience 
for their respective duties,careful and 
considerate of the welfare and comfort 
of your patients, and honorable In busi
ness matters, and I can dordially rec
ommend sending cancer sufferers to the 
clinic, and I think the grateful patient 
should sound your merited praise far 
and wide. Your grateful patient,

ELIZA B. NYE.

paper, to file awaytforfuture reference, 
If you have anything to say to the ed
itor outside of that; do so on a separate 
sheet. It is not safe to send money in 
a letter; if it Is sent that way, and lost 
In the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Dta not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15-cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal rnr express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable In 
Chicago or New Soft, and there can 
be no loss. '

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print, and mistakes will be 
avoided. ■ '

“Poems or Progress.” By r.twio 
Doten. In this volume, this peerless 
poet of. Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe.” It Is rf book to be 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume Is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $1.

Mediumship. A chapter of Experi
ences. By Mrs. Maria M. King. Price 
10 cents.

CHURCH AND STATE7<
The Bible In tne public School«; the Kew “Am»’’ Party. By ."Jeijetion." third ediHon.rSe 

•mentation of the Church anA Btete an—firm mS 
Km appeared, me 10 cUteT IMWoa Uni

THE

Successful 
Specialists

Our entire time is given to our pa
tients. We do not consider It fair to ac
cept any case we cannot personally 
treat, and we find that our practice de
mands our best energies. Our medi
cines are manufactured for us; they are 
the purest that can be made, are mild 
and magnetized. Our psychic treat
ment accomplishes wonders, and there 
has never been a firm of physicians who 
have been able to produce equal results. 
The voluntary statements of our pa
tients prove this. The

Public Demand
Facts and Proof, 

tangible proof, of SUCCESS. A man 
may proclaim himself a great healer, a 
wonderful physician, but his claims will 
meet with derision unless supplemented 
by tangible proof, hence we submit the 
following

FACTS FROM OUR MAIL.

li You Are Sintering
From Any

Chronic Lesion
Send Name, Age, Sex 
and a Leading Symp

tom and Receive- an 
absolutely 

correct diagnosis, 
FREE. ,

REMEMBER THE NAME AND 
ADDRESS.

Drs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

No “Lock of Hair” or “Leading 
Symptom” Required.

If you wish to know what ails 
you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents in stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. G. BNTDORF, M. D.
GRAJSD BAPXDS, MICH,

CjPECIAL MENTAL TREATMENT FOR 8UOCFRR SoiybU8end’i^ “r6 Pru,1,0“un‘MSdb“ 
u»ony. send stamp for particulars. Rowlani» i Bbowk, Shelton, Buffalo Co., Nebraska. <65^ J'

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,
ate,.r“E!?We »“»UOM answeied by mall for

Addren 32ud uve., Chios™ Psycho patblc treslmeuu. ’

DR-irsTToUCKS 
h! 6““e»»rul Clairvoyant Physician
LnPiSSri; . ' ?ure" are »orvelous/ Successful In

iuickly remove .U superduou. flesh J „ a s’ufe re 
lief for mornlug «lokne««. Addreis

DR. J. SWANSON,
■^PSYCHOPATHIST, 
iuid'mem.ttB«'!.tre“l,“I‘ klnd• of <«•••»». pbyal-

Wa. ™ ««
your palnTread 

For 10c In Silver.

THE BLIND MEDIUM, H. w. S1NCLAIH wri r i“„?\L?8 R5"dIug' with <i«ti. aid X“’, 
¿uik of hair and one dollar. H w SIN’pi «<n Weat av„ Jackaon, Mich. blNCLAlB «19—• —-----t 4/4

YOUR LIFE REVEALED
BY THE STARS,

Send date of birth. Circular free. AdSew ’ 

FRED P. BRANDT, 
as Hastings at., Grand Rapids, Mich. 470

Chronic Diseases a Specialty
Send full name, age, sex and 2 stamps for 

FREE DIAGNOSIS. 
Many Wonderftt! Cares Being Made 

BY W. W. LATHROP, M. D., 
_______________ Dept. 1, Jackson. Mich. 4^

OIX PERSONAL OR BUSINESS QUESTIONS AN ^^^.Psycidc power, and aW tn regard 7o 
circles for spiritual development. 25 cents Addrea« 
Elalc, look box 265, National City. Call. 468o

HOW IO BECOME A MEDIUM IN YOUR OWN 
home. Will send a pamphlet giving Instructions 

ueiineate your phase of mediumship, and a spiritual 
BLÜ&ÄÄeÄ6 CCal‘' A‘“lr<',‘ MRS’ J;J 

LESSONS IN PSYCHIOSCIENCE 
Embracing Boni Culture, Clairvoyance. P.ychometrr 
and Laws of Unfoldraent, with free reading Fu?naZ HÄnIÄ8 EMMA RUDEB’ ™ <&tÄ, 

________'________________«70

“THE WATSEKA WONDER”

I—' *vSnÄB ÄKr’ÄÄ.
Ä*0 COaatr’ Pa’** *“•“ «Sä 

~ ALL ABOUT DEVILS, i

M*JiSBty and HIi Subordinates in the

JOAN, THE MEDIUM 
uiLSJÄ'SX' «oS’Ä8«“? 
ones tbe mo«t trathtnl hietory ot a Ser°iH^S“"lr!oaTlnclng «’PmenaS 

cent«; Paper corer^’S'e«

EDITH BRAMLEYS VISION.
A thrilling appeal to all who are interested in iaipk. faff how the great forces of the Roman rilSSKare seeking to control « mo?£artÄ 

Utalng to human progress that arp inmnSn

POEMS OF PROGRESS ’

_ BIBLE OF BIBLES. ~ HXincG'iTt',

DOCTOR A. 8. DOBSON
Still Heals the Sick Through 

the Mediumship of.............

Mrs. Dr, Dobson-Barker«
If you wish Good Health you 

should apply to her.

As a Spiritual Healer She Had 
No Equal. ,

With her Magnetized Herbs all 
diseases that flesh is heir 

to are cured.

t'vo’cent stamps, age, seA 
with Z,na r and one leadlu8 symptom! 
with full name and plain address; and 
be convinced of the wonders of splril 
power by having her

MM YOUR CASE FREE,
Address aU Mail to

Mrs, Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 133. SAN JOSE, CAL.

COLLEGEOFFINEFORCES

printed question« Mudents can'tS;. % * »1
receive the diplomas al their own
removed to & South StoaS«« Institution

JpflNSHELDr
homeopathic medicine«

Mo.u8HunnEboM?El!D<Ue’ i“‘“ C. Howe 

A- MANSFIELD, M. D.
176 Euclid Avenue, OleyeUndt Olllo.

BETTER THAN GOLD 
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two 
alsooonatlpatlomf A°.u?e cuiefor tbit tired’1" dl8e“«|

month seut foril.00 ou“i<-lent quantity for odi

thousand. In in p?rta of the wodd a A |,ralM« W 
or all throe sent Po.lpa d for ^<X)8eSfir S 0MSi 
pbotoaudluatructmnshow ° 11?»YarSJ*

Pe,,bIe «peotaclesu 
showing etylasa^d^rlG«« ■nd°rhIIlu,trat*d Clrcnlapf 
who developed thia Photo of Spirit Yarma,adjust my Melted p«hhfV0ZftQt P°wfip in me. I ci 
youreyai in vot e™ r peetaclea “ Perfectly 
bffice/ïï thouBïid^.h0?e<M lf Joo were la 
photo. B. F Fooii. Clîntni'i'ï’. ,tawP

.PSYCHE
tuldknw id°l°d T"0!''»1 medium, under aplrtt

& X use Oh.*?;dr VWP medlumthil’

Fer..,. .. ih*a’X?f p’^vX^

YOUB, FUTURE vAstrologer, Rooms fi & 7 T«hnr°n ^YalrohL 
Denver, Colo Charls H°u#e BlocElara, 18 fr0U2 8eud for CS
------------     «w

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE

BfSS'SSEKl
----------- —________________________________ cotf

G. WALTER LYNN
PSYCHIC

-AND-

AUTOMATIC WRITER.
Spiritual Communications by Letter, 

CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE.
Life Readings and Business Advice, 

$1.00 and Stamp,
Address ns South First st., San Jove. Cal

OPIUMS
ean Triall?111.11*' ,h;lrni,e6“ and peraunent1 horai

UhLC. Hollman, 445 Isabella Bldg.. Chicago, III,

ASTRAL READING

for health anti sickness and sorrow
teaching the «uni’s Meal *aI"™ rC*llze 1,1 thl*

URIEL BUCHANAN, 
_______________ 7<8 x°rth Park are,, Chicago, ni. 

M^ritSer aFnd ieWluK
Chicago. Van Buren clrl 'nr vll‘?chesh>r aTeQU?!Bober. Ladle.’ Circle. Thursdays « a™' lran”f“| «

A LOCAL, 
CONSTITUTIONAL AND 

SUCCESSFUL TREATMEN1 
Over a quarter of a centun 

<b®l£re Public. Bend ftfl

«?<RwVíE?.Sl,RDECU1!EC0- 
843 W. Madison St., CHICAGO.

Ap entertaining manual of hypsaa^m, useful to 
•Indents ot the subject In the form of dialogue and 
story, the author presents very enooMsfollv a con. 
densed account or hypnotism, its tbeoty and nraettaa 
up to date. Price, paper, 23 cis. Sold at thl« office.

WHAT WOULD FOLLOW ’
The EBacement .of Christianity? By George Jacob 
Holjoake. This Ie a most valuable contribution ta 
Freethought literature. Bound in paper with ffond 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve codIm forti. 00. wpdo«
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AN AUTUMN BASKET OF GH016E FRUIT
Adapted to Different Tastes and Mental Idiosyncrasies' 

By Dr. J, M. Peebles.

GOD AND IHE CONSTITUTION.
Out of some 70 000.000 of people, less 

than 20 000 000 of them, so reported 
statistics saj are church-members. 
Iheiefoie courage, brothers, there-s no 
danger of politically injecting any or
thodox Cod into the Constitution. Say
ing nothing of the reported nine or 
eleven millions of Spiritualists, with 
the Unltai Ians Unlversalists. Quakers. 
Sbakeis Swidcnborgians. with other 
lellglouists all of whom would oppose 
the God in the Constitution business, 
there is no danger of any such move
ment protinB successful. Bigots may 
plan and lellgious sectarlsts may plot, 
but in a land where thought, speech, 
picss and platform are free, churcli- 
lanlty can foigc no chains, construct no 
pillories noi successfully deal damna
tion lound the land. And church and 
state in Euiopean countries—every- 
wheie—must pale and fade away be
fore the rising sun of progress.

CHAMLI1 ON CATHOLICISM.
Some twentj years ago. when travel

ing among the old pre-historic mounds 
and pyramids of Mexico. Yucatan, and 
Nicaraugua I reached Frogresso. the 
port of cntij to Yucatan. It was about 
thirty flic mill to Merida, the capital, 
■there was no railroad there then, so I 
rode on a springless old wagon, drawn 
by two lean lop-eared mules. Merida 
numbered some 40.000. and there was 
no Protestant chureli. no Liberal 
League, no Odd bellows lodire in the 
city A little band of 1< ree-Masons 
were compelled to secretly meet up in 
the second story ot an old stone build
ing. away Irom the fury ot tlie Roman

ing, it is a school for mutual Instruc
tion. It says to all companions. -Obey 
the laws of the country, live honorably, 
practice Justice, love your neighbor and 
labor for the welfare of humanity, and 
yet, Roman Catholic Jesuits pronounce 
Masonry "Irreligious, immoral, athe
istic and devilish.” Now. then, soberly 
compare the principles of Freemasonry 
with the scheming, hypocrisies ot the 
Catholic Jesuits as described in a late 
■Harbinger of Light." This reliable 
journal says:

-Turn to the Secreta Monlta So- 
cletatis Jesu. of which Signor Athius 
publishes the original Latin on one 
page, and an Italian translation on the 
opposite one. and the impartial reader 
will be startled by the vulpine craft, 
the gross cupidity, the unscrupulous 
audacity, and the barefaced selfishness 
manifested In these subtle and secret 
instructions. One chapter is thus en
titled: -How to court the society of rich 
widows.’ And the next: -How to take 
care of widows and to dispose of the 
property they possess.’

■ -For the first of these purposes.’ we 
are told, the b athers selected should be 
ol a ripe age. a fresh complexion aud 
pleasant conversation.’ And then fol
low the most minute instructions how 
to wheedle widows out of all their 
money, jewelry and estates. -Thev 
should be often visited, it seems, ’and 
amused and enlivened with jocund dis
courses mid spiritual narratives, and 
even with facetious stories, according
to tlie humor 
Presently tie 
begin to ’talk

Catholic priests. These walked 
streets in their canonical robes, 
cocked-up three-cornered black

the 
with

queatli all she 
society, there

and inclination ot each.’
■se secret instructions
business’ In Ibis matter

To induce a widow to be-
poi ■s in lavor of our
should be set before her

upon their heads, and when people 
passed either them or the old cathedral, 
they were required to take off tlieir hats 
in reverence to Romanism. Roman
Catholicism in Yucatan, however, 
very unlike Roman Catholicism 
England or America. It is as stret 
as India rubber. It adapts itself

is 
in

■h y 
to

every color, class and clime. It is Hie 
religious Chameleon of the centuries.

During our recent war with Spain, a 
telegram from Madrid to London. May 
12. informed this city of cities that the 
proceeds of a great bundav afternoon 
bull-fight would be applied as helps to 
"the Spanish army to fight, of course. 
Cuban patriots, who lu turn were fight
ing and struggling for political freedom 
and self-government. This is Roman 
Catholic Christianity;

POVERTY OF THE POPES.
Saudi. Hie Persian poet, houseless and

homele died at an extreme old age
leaning against a tree that shaded a 
bubbling spring—but he lives on eartn 
immortal. Homer, blind Homer, in his 
old age. begged ills bread, and centuries 
after, nine cities claimed the honor of 
his birth. The greatest statesmen, phil
osophers. poets, and prophets of the 
world have—at least the majority of 
them—lived in poverty: while the Tope, 
professed Y icegerent of the "Man of 
borrows.” is revelling in the luxuries ot

tlie perfection ol tlie condition of holy 
men who. having abandoned the world 
and tlieir relations, and having re
nounced the whole of their property 
have served God with great resignation 
and much joyfulness of mind.- ”

Signor Athius suggests that Paul 
must have bad a prophetic eve on tlie 
Jesuits, and he might have added, en
thusiastic seetarists. when he wrote 
thus to Timothy: "For of Mils sort are 
they which creep into houses and lead 
captive silly women.” Equally appli
cable is Hie stern denunciation of one 
who was greater thau Paul "Woe unto 
you. scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! 
for ye devour widows houses, and lor a 
pretense make long prayers: therefore 
ye shall receive the greater damna
tion.”

LECTURING IN STURGIS.
Last Sunday I lectured again in the 

brick-church edifice of the Sturgis Spir
itualists that I dedicated over forty 
years ago. and stopping with one of Hie 
old Spiritualists. I chanced to see on
the stand 
Wliitlng. a 
some three 
brought to

the biography of A. B. 
neatly bound volume of 
hundred pages. This book 
mind thousands of happy

reminiscences: for during my seven 
years residence lu Battle Creek, lee-
turing to the first free church. com
posed of ¡spiritualists. Quakers. Uni
tarlans. and Freethinkers. tny nc in st

hoarded millions.
The New York Sun ays that Pope

Leo has accumulated more wealth dur
ing bls pontificate than any of Ills pre
decessors in the chair of St. Peter. Plus 
IX. collected $10.000.000. and that was
looked upon as a lame sum. Hut Leo
is said to have acquired twice as much 
for the Vatican. The greater part of the

lecture-nelghbor was the able and 
noble-souled A. B. YVliltlng. of Albion. 
Midi. YY e were often together. He 
was an excellent debater, quite a poet. 
a fine musician, and a trance speaker, 
excelling in improvisations. His early 
conversion to Spiritualism partook of 
what would be called Hie miraculous.
He was both at times clairaudient

money is
Bank 
rests 
It is 
from

of 
in v 
mid

said to be deposited iu the 
England, and the remainder 
arious other European banks, 
that the Holy bee is now free

debt, the few obligations remain-
Ing at the death of Plus IX. having 
been settled by Leo. The annual budget 
of the Vatican is said to show a yearly 
surplus.

How much of the money collected by 
Leo XIII. was given to him for ins per
sonal benefit and how much for the 
Holy See Is not known. I lie value of 
personal presents made to linn since lie 
came to the papal throne is said, how
ever. to exceed $10.000.000. and the ob
jects are so numerous as to constitute a 
collection worthy to be placed in a 
museum. Titis IX. received possibly as 
many, but lie is said to have given them 
awav as rapidly as lie received them.
and for that reai m he never ac
cumulated as many as are owned bv

clmrvovant. 
ization. his 
strength, and

OLD MAN
Mr. Wbitlni

Of a frail physical or 
spirit-guides gave 
often saved ids life.

and 
gan- 
hitn

OF THE MOUNTAIN.
I s entrancing and poetic

guide was an Italian named I<ariua: 
but another strange, yet marvelously 
brilliant spirit, eccentric and prophetic, 
used to accompany and control him on
grand occat 
of Hie "Old 
did not car 
name to tin

'ions. He went bv the name 
Man of the Mountain.' He 
e to emblazon his Egyptian 
> world. Spirits that do tins

are generally deceptive 
They like to furnish 
gullible.

Uns "Old Man was

diakka demons.
food for the

born in Egypt
educated in Persia iu the learning ot 
Hie Magi, and versed in the mysteries 
of spirit communion. He lived on earth

Leo XIII.. who has kept all his. | 
¡some idea of the value of them mav | 

be gathered from the .fact that I'resl-1 
dent Kruger gave him ?i diamond worth 
$4.000.000. Such gifts are of course

in the twelfth century. The church 
। pronounced him a magician, nnd he was 
1 once imprisoned in Rome for dealing In
magic. He spoke and wrote Persian. 
Arabic. Greek. Latin, and the old
French aud English rather Imperfectly, 
with a deep guttural accent. He lived 
to be IzO years old.

He once said to me: "I can read therare. But his collection contains z8|
tiaras of gold sit with all kinds of!past, nnd foresee much Of the futnye. 1 
precious stones, 319 crosses of gold , forecast the future much as vou would 
ornamented In the same way, and 1,2001 populate and solve a mathematical 

problem. I do not claim.” he said, 
-infallibility. An error may occur in 

the figures of the most practiced math-

chalices in gold and silver, engraved 
and ornamented with precious stones. 
Of the 81 valuable rings that he owns 
the Sultan gave hi tn one that- cost 
$100.000. He has 10 pastoral staffs of 
gold set with stones, and 884 ostensorll 
for the exposition of the sacrament 
Seven statues In gold and silver are 
part of his possessions. In addition to 
more than 1.000 other obiects of great 
and artistic value. The Kruger diamond 
is said to be the largest in the world.

Think of it! Leo XIII. worth his 
millions, and yet the scriptures snv it is 
easier for a camel to go through the eve 
of a needle than for a rich man to enter 
the 1 Ingdom of heaven.

IREEMASONRY AND ROMAN- 
CATHOLICISM.

This word-wide institution.« Free
masonry. proclaims that its corner
stone is the Great Architect of the uni
verse Being a Knight Templar myself. 
I positively affirm that it imposes no 
limits upon the free search for truth, 
nnd that it demands tolerance for all. 
Its doors are open to men of every 
creed race, and nationality. In Turkey 
I met with Masonic Sheiks. Masonry 
forbids In its meetings all political, re
ligious. provincial and party discus
sions. It combats bigotry and ignorance 
tn every form, and historically speak-

einatician: but I never sav anything 
of which I am not certain that it will 
transpire. His prophecies in mv own 
case several times proved perfectly cor
rect. iTophecy is simply the tracing of 
acting causes to their legitimate effects. 
It is natural with those who are versed 
In the laws of causation.

GOING OUT OF HIS BODY.
Occasionally Mr. YV lilting would 

into the unconscious trance state.
go 

be-
coming as rigid, almost, as a corpse: 
and then leaving his body, would 
traverse, accompanied bv his spirit 
friends, the spirit spaces of infinity. He 
used to say: T was then a spirit—an 
immortal being. 1 could see my body 
as It lay upon Hie bed. cold and seem
ingly lifeless. ” Upon one'of these oc
casions he said: "When in spirit life I 
thought of my mother and sister de
pendent upon me. and of their deep sor
row if they should bear of mv depart
ure. The spirits around me were con
versing together. Some said. 'Let him 
stay with us.- Others said. 'No—Let 
him go back to earth and fulfill his des
tiny.' Then my-guardian spirit said 
■He must return to earth.' I recognized 
among those around the tall Indian

chief, one of the first four spirits that 
ever appeared to me. and others whom 
I knew. But soon one approached 
whom I had never seen—a man of most 
venerable and majectlc aspect. He 
was attended by a numerous company 
of spirits, and eagerly greeted, as if ex
pected, with the request. 'Aid us to re
store to earth this wandering mortal. 
I saw a golden yellow light fall upon 
my dead body, and I knew no more 
until I awoke in the form. Though I 
had previously been ill. I arose and told 
the astonished friends that I was going 
home. They said I could not live to get 
there. The Old Man of the Mountain 
said he would attend to that, and I 
reached home safely.”

Many of the older Spiritualists of the 
New England States will remember Mr. 
Whitings lectures In the Melonaon 
Hall, Boston, and especially the ones 
that I-rof. Felton, of Harvard College, 
attended. Mr. Whitings improvisation 
upon -Belshazzars Feast.” a subject 
given him by the committee In
vestigating Spiritualism, astonished 
I-rof. Felton and others. The impro
visation occupied nearly a quarter of 
an hour. Quite a discussion followed 
between Dr. Gardner and Prof. Felton 
upon Spiritualism. Frot. Grimes, the
phreuo-geologist, whom I saw with
Moses Hull at Andersonville. Ind., last 
year, at the anti-Bplrltualist Conven
tion, was at tills time in Boston, and 
took u hand in the evening s discus
sions. He was. of course, then, as now. 
bitterly opposed to Spiritualism. Mr. 
Whiting lectured and Improvised all 
through the country, from Louisville In 
the bouth to Boston in the East, where 
he was eagerly sought for and highly 
appreciated by the more thought! til and

evil spirits, aud how to ¡expel them. For 
instance; Here was an Assyrian youth 
under the “spell of evil spirits.” He 
alternately laughed, wept, prophesied, 
and gave warnings. '¡And Merodach. 
one of the gods, seeing him. went to the 
god Ea, his spirit father, aud inquired 
how to cure him. Ea. :the god of YVis- 
dom, in auswer related; the ceremonies 
and incantations for effectlug his re
covery, • aud these are recorded ou the 
tablet for the benefit of the so-troubled 
in after times. Some of the advice, re
lating to gods, demons, aud sacred 
rooms, inscribed upon these tablets, 
would not be inappropriate to-day in 
the purification of consecrated build
ings—the burning of disinfecting in
eeuse, aud various other preparatory 
practices for a high order of medium
ship which was in the past, and is to
day, the open door between this and the 
invisible worlds of immensity.

DESTROYING PERSONALITIES.

Themselves being judges, boys know 
more at sixteen thau they ever do after
wards. Collegians, like bumblebees, 
are biggest when they first batch. 
Overburdened with sophomore lore and 
wisdom, their weighty presence is 
almost painful. It has become a fad 
with many Americans, aud some Spirit
ualists, to either deny, or to question 
the wisdom, the architecture, the 
poetry, the sculpture; and the lately- 
discovered manuscripts/of antiquity.

...............And still the wonder 
How such small heads could 

they knew.”
I have a letter from an old

grew 
carry all

acquaint

philosophical class of Spiritualists. He
was among the faithful pioneers ot the 
past.

A DISAGREEABLE FALL.
Mrs. B----- and others in Sturgis told

me ot an incident Hint happened a 
Sturgis Sunday meeting, some twenty 
years ago. that was more sad and gro
tesque than amusing. It was a Sunday 
evening. A husband and wife were 
upon the platform, the latter entranced 
and giving a lecture. YY’lille thus lu n 
seemingly unconscious trance, she 
stepped about hither and thither very 
near the edge of tlie platform. The 
audience became nervous. T he husband 
did not seem to notice her peril, boon 
she fell off • co-wliop. " measuring her 
whole length upon the floor. The ex
citement was. ot course, intense. The 
wife blamed Hie husband, the husband 
blamed the controlling spirits, and the 
audience was divided as to where the 
blame should rest: but all were united 
that the fact was an Intensely dis
agreeable one. The lesson was. and is. 
that mediums should not be put upon 
public platforms to give addresses until 
they are thoroughly developed, and 
until a class of Intelligent spirits have 
them so under psychic control that they 
can manifest good, solid common sense, 
witli ability to teach: and are endowed 
with a sufficiently high moral influence 
to educate nnd uplift their listeners.

Mrs. Carpenter, of Detroit, a most ex
cellent woman, occupies the Sturgis 
platform during this October. She 
speaks and sings in the trance state, 
and also gives remarkable tests. Stiirais
Ims superior mediums, such ns
Denslow, Mr. YYyhind and others. 
LECTURING WITH THE BACK 

THE AUDIENCE.

Dr

TO

In this same Sturgis, nearly thirty 
years ago. there came a youthful Spirit
ualist lecturer and medium. Mr. Dlnkel- 
splel, a dark-complexioned voting law
yer of Jewish birth, from Louisville, 
hy. ibis was then the home of Mrs 
Hollis, a very noted medium and an ex-
cellent woman.
audibly in Hie presence of

The spirits talked
Mr. Dinkel

and they also sang audibly
certainly had magnificent 
one of my lectures in Stur

afts.
. He 
After

as I invited
Mr. Dmkelspiel to come onto the plat
form and submit to entrancement for a
short addi-
trolling 
no noth 
walls, k 
around, 
until hi! 
dionee.

int

'lit

ss. He so did. and the con- 
.■ihgence, seemingly taking 
f time, or space, or brick 
on lecturing and turning

eloquently 
church wall.

or turning his medium around, 
i back was squarely to the nil
and be was. or seemimrlv. as

talking straight to the
Rising, I stepped forward

upon the platform and gently turned 
him around. Being magnetically wound 
up, my presence did not seem to disturb 
him in the least. He kept right on. and 
on, until the people were literally worn 
out, several leaving. 'The scene was in
finitely more trying than instructive 
Inquiring of tins entrancing spirit about 
this afterwards, he deliberately said 
that he was -conscious of no church 
walls. It was all spirit space to him:’’ 
and then there were hundreds of spirits 
out of the body present, lie said, to one 
in the body, and while the medium s 
back was to those in the body, and out 
of the body. too. his face, though seem
ingly turned to the wall, was facing 
thousands of spiritual beings, some of 
w hom were listening, some were com
menting upfln the address, and others 
were studying the laws of psychic con
trol. The wisest of us mav be as vet 
upon the threshold of Spiritualism. The 
word embraces everything that is true- 

ANCIENT LITERATURE AND EVIL 
SPIRITS.

In my opinion, two-thirds of the 
agnostics, materialists, and phenomena
hunting Spiritualists of America are 
not only behind In the results of psvchic 
research, but are utterly unacquainted 
with the last twenty-five years' dis
coveries in Egypt, Babylonia, Assyria, 
and- other Oriental lands: and so. they 
keep on threshing over the old straw
heaps collected by Dupuis. Higgins 
Robert Taylor, and several lesser lights 
Later writers upon these subjects are 
little more than plagiarists, and vet 
generally graceless enough to give no 
credit

The literature and Assyrian libraries 
of tablets are simply marvelous. One 
of the principal libraries for several 
dynasties was at ancient Ninevah- and 
the monarch who most cultivated lit
erature was Assurbani-pal. the Sar- 
donapolus of thé Greeks. The tablets 
that most Interested me in the British 
Museum last July, were those relating 
to charms, spells, atmospheric demons

ss A

and spiritists who believe in six or 
seven unidentified spirits, and dally 
want a new test to keep a thousand old 
tests alive. Coolly surveying the ma
terialistic field abounding in thistles 
and mental icebergs. I confess to a sort 
of dignified contempt for the pert, flip
pant and irreverent young-Amerlca 
spirit that substitutes falsehood for 
truth—sophistry for logic—myth for 
personality, and assertions for argu
ments—a spirit that mocks all religious 
convictions because -old.” and rudely 
tramples upon everything that an
tiquity holds sacred, ¡shame upon the 
Arab that ruthlessly smites the cylinder 
and the tablet records of Babylonia and 
ancient Assyria—shame upon the nine
teenth-century lad that spits into his 
aged mother s face—shame upon these 
mushroom juveniles that scoff at their 
fathers and at the wise and ethical 
teachings ot their venerable grand
sires—shame upon these university 
youngsters that sueerlngly pull the 
beards of Faul and Plotinus, and the 
Grecian Socrates—and shame upon 
these coarse, uneducated, ill-bred, athe
istic scoffers that delight to squirt 
American tobacco-juice upon the tombs 
of the old prophets aud the still older 
pyramids of Egypt, and all—all in the 
name of -Progress.” Josephus and 
Mohammed have been relegated into 
the myth-realm of non-existence: and 
now Joan of Are and Shakspeare are 
hanging on the filmy edge of annlhila-

SLATE-WRITING.
Some Extraordinary Mam 

testations.

STRANGE CONFESSION.

ance -a pioneer Spiritualist, who says 
squarely tliat "Shakspeare must go.” 
Lord Bacon wrote, so he insists, the 
Slmkspearean plays and sonnets. I am 
ratlier inclined to tins opinion mvselt. 
Still, am open to further evidences 
Corresponding witli a Harvard book
worm friend, sympathizing with the 
Baconian theory, lie informs me that 
there doubtless was a” man called
Sliakspur living in the fourteenth 

century, from which "the Shakspeareau 
myth was probably manufactured.” 
Robbed of those imperishable plays and 
sonnets, Shakspeare might just as well 
be pronounced a myth, and done with 
it. YY ho next Is to be snuffed out? And 
when will this ghoulish rbbbing of per
sonalities cease’? ■

REFUSED TO PRAY.
At the Lily Dale CnmpJiieeting. I had 

the pleasure of meeting hiy Old friend. 
Dr. O. J. Willard. MayVlIle. N. Y.. and 
the meeting revived among oUter remi- 
iniscences the fact of my lecturing in 
this town some twentv-ilve or more 
years ago, and being introduced in the 
afternoon by Dr. YVillat'd to the Baptist 
and Methodist preachers. Our con
versation upon the reforms of the age 
aud the progress of the times was in
teresting and inspiring, and thev prom
ised to attend my evening meeting and 
open Hie same with praver. It was a 
solemn promise, and yet they failed to 
put in an appearance. Think of it— 
preachers breaking their promises, 
preachers refusing to pray. It reminded 
me of tlie old hymn with these two 
lines:

Great God on wlint a slender thread 
Hang everlasting things."
If those prayers bad been prayed ac

cording to promise, some soul upon or
thodox grounds might have been saved. 
Hie prayers of war times alwavs amuse 
me. During our late war with Spain 
our chaplains prayed for their side, and 
the Spaniards prayed to God for vic
tories on tlieir side, and all their pray
ers did not amount to a "bill of beans." 
True prayer is aspiration, an uplifting 
and an outgoing of the soul s emotions 
towards the good, the beautiful and the 
tine. It is well and wise to prav to 
ministering spirits and angels and to 
lift our thoughts in gratitude to Hie in-

tion, ready 
thoughtless, 
surreetlonles 
next

LIFE
Life at be

to be dropped into 
speechless, hopeless. 

I realm ot myth-

RICH BLESSING, 
is a struggle, and

grand to struggle lor Ilie right 
velops genuine grit, and gm is 
Ing star that points to victory.

the

who

it is
It de

li guld- 
It is a

misfortune to be born of wealthy pa
rents or to inherit a fortune. Mv father, 
an honest, good-hearted man. captain of 
the militia in southern Y ermont. was in 
my earlier life an Inebriate. The old 
homestead was sold on a mortgage, 
l-overty stared the family in Hie face. 
Looking back, 1 consider it really for
tunate that 1 was born, cradled and 
grew up in poverty. YY'hlle not yet six
teen, I taught a district school, helping 
my parents financially. A little later 1 
worked in bay-fields and harvest-fields 
for finances to attend Oxford Aeademv. 
N. Y., which recently celebrated its cen
tennial. It was and is most blessed to 
work. True labor Is praver. I labored, 
stiuggled then and have continued to 
struggle—continued ever since the fight- 
nnd 1 enjoy fighting-fighting with 
thought, and pen. and tongue, for the 
right, lor the true nnd for every great 
social and moral reform. A street 
diuukaid I will lift up and support and 
save; but a newspaper blackguard I 
will not notice. There are men so slan-
derotii so vile and unprincipled that 
tlieir curses are vastly preferable to 
theli praise», llieir libelous vomit 
while selfishly relieving them ol in
ternal filth, harms none but themselves

finite life 
There are 
pray—and 
pigs who, 
never look 
they fell, 
it tide or ai

and light of the universe, 
men. I am told, who never 
I am certain that t here are
while 
up to

pirati

feasting upon acorns, 
the oak from whence 

‘i- thankfulness, grat

1 o let them alone, entirely alone, is even 
then, honoring them beyond tlieir de
sìi ts. As long as one is personally con
scious of right doing, let tattling 
tongues wag and pens spill their ink in 
iiltliicins. I journey on happy as an 
English lark.

In traveling the wide world around 
snual times, I have scented more 
roses than thistle-blossoms. I have seen 
a thousand smiles for a single tear and 
have heard ten thousand merry pe-iN 
of laughter for n single groan. Life 1« 
a pilgrimage. I he world is beautiful 
It Is grand to live, nnd life upon tlie 
whole Is a summer garden of flowers 
with just sufficient weeds to make tlie 
contrast the more prominent—life is a 
poem with just enough diversified 
punctuation points to improve’ the 
ihj Him—life is a magnificent picture 
with just enough shadows in the back
ground to make tlie artistic points 
lines and shadings, the more perfect 
Oh, it is grand to live! For life is a 
fadeless star—a ray from tlie infinite

■n
for dwellers in the 
creation.

MRS. E. W.
This lady, recently

sbollili be expected 
swine kingdom of

WALLIS.
from London, has

of late given several lectures upon Spir
itualism iu Battle Creek. Mich. This 
was my residence for seven years be
tween thirty and forty years ago. Then, 
under the name of the First Free 
( liuri’li. there was a large aud flourish
ing society of Spiritualists, with quite 
a smattering of Unitarians. Unlversal
ists, Quakers, aud Freethinkers. There 
was also a fine progressive lyceum. The 
lyceuin expired long ago. Spiritualists 
now have nominally two societies in 
this city, but no regular Sunday lec
tures. The causes are inharmonies. 
Jealousies, indifference, lack of en
thusiasm, want of finances, and more 
than all the need of a thorough-working 
organization of noble.- non-Jeklous. zeal
ous, self-sacrificing souls. The most of 
the old Spiritualists have passed on to 
the higher life. Their children usually 
attend the liberal Congregational 
church in this city. It is best that these 
facts be put on record. ‘ And yet, there 
were never so many ^¡ritualists in this 
Battle-Creek-City, of some 20.000. ■ as 
there are to-day. But thev need a mis
sionary-gatherer. a shepherd or a shep
herdess. In other --words, a regular 
speaker, a choir of fine snigers- a Iv- 
ceum, and-a.. living?” ••burning, enthu
siasm for the upbuilah^ of the truth.'

ANNIHILA^NISTS. ' -
Why, oh, ruthless 4&>{ioclast, do you 

sect to annihilate,' why thoughtlessly 
deny, why hate the aicient past? Do 
we lore the sunshiny Any ,less because 
it Illuminated Plato’« Villa, or shed its 
shimmering beams- iijfon the Grecian 
Critos rose-garden'? Are the crystal 
waters that quenched.the thirst of Rie 
Persian poet, Saadi, an£ the less cooling 
to-day than they were” some two thou
sand years ago? Is. 4t not true that 
truths like Nature s laws are unchange
able? They are never old—they are 
never new, only in our conception. Is 
it not wise then to retain the good and 
the true of the past while we reach out 
and upward for still. higher, grander 
truths that brighten the present? I 
sorrow for those materialistic agnostics

sun—a spark from the infinite fire—a 
drop from the infinite fountain of con- 

whatsciolism 
is more,

Battle

s 
it

love and wisdom: and. 
is immortal—Immortal!

J. M. PEEBLES. M.
Creek. Mich.

D.

AN AMERICAN SONG

YYTiat song shall America sinr- 
Young heir of the elder world

YY hose knees ne er bent to tyrant kirn 
YYTiose banner defeat ne'er furh><i

A song for the brave nnd the free 
No echo of antique rhyme

But a shout of hope for the dav to be 
Iff the light of the coming time

I rom the dark lowlands of the past 
Swelling loud o er the victims' crie 

The hero s shout sweeps up the blast 
YYhere wounded freedom dies

The drum s dull beat and the trumpet' 
blare

s

s

From the far-off rears are heard
But the paeau of kings is man’s de

spair
And the hope of the world deferred

Tis the song of the free we sing- 
Of the good time not vet born

Where each man of himself is king 
Of a day whose gladsome morn

Shall the earth see beneath our feet 
And a fair sky overhead:

When those who are saddest shall find 
life sweet,

And no one shall hunger for bread

Sing then our American song!
•Tis no boast of a triumph won 

At-the price of another man’s wrong
Or of foul deeds cruelly done 

We fight for the wide world’s right, 
i To enlarge llfe s scope and plan
To flood the earth over with hope and 

light,
To build up the kingdom of Mani
—M. J. Savage In New York Tribune'

Ornamentations external denote the 
degree of taste, but to the soul the good 
thoughts and motives are the bright 
sparkling gems of eternal light . 
, Excessive selfishness is a hateful 
principle, and perhaps It is better to be 
too generous or benevolent than too 
selfish or greedy. • ■ .

To understand the laws of spirit con
trol is to become proof against the low 
and the vicious from that realm-

A REPLY TO AN ATTACK IN THE 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.

To the Editor:—It seems very strange 
to me that the religious world, the skep
tic world and the so-called scientific 
world, as well as all ot the fanatics in 

all of those malm such desperate efforts 
to keep from believing the truth, ami 
also write and speak so many false
hoods to prevent others from in
vestigating to learn the truth of spirit 
return.

1 was amused as well as disgusted 
with the pusillanimous spirit exhibited 
in some articles published in the 
Scientific American of October 8. 16. zz 
«nd zl). 1808. The writer of those ar
ticles either maliciously lied or was too 
Ignorant of what he wrote to be worthy 
of credence. The writer, who signs his 
name as VV. E. Robinson. In each of 
said articles claims to tell how in
dependent slate-writing is produced.

First, he tells us It is produced bv a 
-fiiipp dropped on the slates witli 
writing on it." Then by a "silk cover
ing which is withdrawn.’’ Then by 
■putting a large-mouthed bottle which 

is run over the slates, which has the 
message protruding from its mouth.

Revealing the True Inward 
nese of Christian 

Sentiment. I

and by beat it writes.’ 
•small piece of pencil In 
the finger under the slat'
small 

under 
finger.’ 
inched

piece of pencil pr

Next by a 
a thimble on 

■ then by a 
itrudiug from

court-plaster on the medium s 
■ and lastly by "iron filings at
to a piece of chalk put between

the slates, which, when rolled around 
produces scratching.” which be claims 
is hariily recognizable as writing.

lie several other processes
equally as preposterous, which 1 will
not stop to mention, 
every Spiritualist that 
Seientilic American ol 
and read for themselve:

I would advise 
can to get the 
those numbers 

>. it for no other
purpose than to show the character of 
ihe stull that is printed in the columns
of this so-called ■lentille paper

Now this man Robinson lias evidently 
been visiting mid studying fakelsm for 
the purpose ot deceiving. He does not 
know enough, or is too dishonest to ad
mit that there ever was any genuine in
dependent spiritual slate-writ!ng. What 
would Mr. Robinson think to go to a 
medium be did not know, and who did
not 
bls 
pair 
ami 
and

know him. and he would prepare 
own slates, and would hang one 
upon a chandelier above his head, 
put another pair under their leet.
hold another pair in the Randi of

himself and the medium, with the pair 
under both their feet, and m just one 
minute ami a half one of each pair of 
slates was written on. a portrait on 
each, aud Hie one on the chandelier the 
picture was exceptionally line nnd life
like. and was a perlect picture of my 
then living wife s brother? The writing 
was in three or four different colors.
and the slates written over 
surface. I had equally as 
Mr. Cole, now of Detroit. 
1 lie slates were entirely new. 
my control all of the time.

the entire 
good with 
Michigan, 
and under 
and under

my feet, and in twenty minutes the two
slates were written all over
sides, each me witli

and on all 
different

colors nnd a picture of mv old mother 
a daughter tliat had passed over sonu
years ago, and my Indian guide
Thunder,

‘Big
and two portraits, one of my

wife s former husband and one of a son
that

colon 
noon.

bad passed on. Those messages 
in red. white, black and green 

>, all ou a beautiful October after-

I had the same experience with Dr 
YY. A. Mansfield. None of these me
diums knew me or mine, aud could not 
have drawn the writing or m.-ide the 
pictures if they had tried. Dr. Mans-
field’s messages were from mv old
father, who had been over more than 
thirty years, and was in all the colors 
of the rainbow, and In my father's own
handwriting: also one from 
daughter In her own handwriting, 
their names both signed in full 
Mansfield bnd never seen me bi
and did not know mv 
the work was done.

name until

mv 
and

efore 
after

Come, my religious, scientific- skep
tical and fanatical friend, let us be hon
est. Do not blacken your own spiritu-il 
exi.,fence to defame the medium or 
belie the phenomena of Spiritualism 
It will do you no good to kick against 
the pricks. It is too late to deny spirit
ual phenomena. Let us all join in 
eliminating fakers and frauds and ad
vancing the trutli of tills the onlv in
telligent road to future life. I have all 
of this phenomena nnd the slates lust 
as they were written, nnd Mr. Robin
son, of this so-called scientific paper 
can see them, or any one else that de
sires. Mr. Editor, I write this in the in
terest of truth and right.

J. M. KENNEDY. 
Marysville. Ohio.

AUTUMN

Autumn leaves are falling 
Around us. brown and sere

Moaning winds are calling
In tones most sad and drear

Bright Summer s death lamenting-
Its vanished light and shade-

Our spirits discontenting— 
So swift the roses fade.

In the woods there rests a stillness-
Lone and weird the silence seems:

Now and then within the dimness 
A flickering ray of sunshine gleams

Autumn days bring forth a sadness
YYhlcli by contrast greater seems- 

After Summer days of gladness.
Spent In idleness and dreams.

But the Autumn has its charms.
Though colder grows the sun's 

bright ravs.
Till winter clasps her in his arms.

And then farewell to Autumn days 
MRS. E. J. BUCHANAN.

The ethically sublime side of Spirit
ualism Is governed by the measure of 
success attending its grappling with 
the profundities of psychic nature.

In the year 1890 the General Confer
ence of the M. E. Church South was 
held in St Louis, with Bishop Keener- 
ot Louisiana, presiding, aud tour bun
dled ministers In attendance.

The devout bishop, bidding the as
sembly arise opened conference by giv
ing out that old-time hymn, two lines of 
which run as follows:

Krone to wander-Lord I feel it; i 
Prone to leave the God I love!”

And these lines were sung by the as
sembled delegates with great zeal and 
earnest pathos. This fact proved that 
tlie Loid they so tenderly loved was 
not a drawing card, and that they were 
anxious to cut his acquaintance It 
must be remembered that these four 
bundled pieacbers were under stupen
dous and stem obligations to lilm whom 
flu-y expiessed themselves so anxious 
to leave, through the sin ot Adam 
they weie ail innately vile, convicts 
already condemned and sentenced to 
hell, and their Lord had Interceded for 
them, secured a stay ol their sentence, 
cleansed them with his atoning blood, 
and yet Hie recipients of all these fa
vors confessed In concert that they 
vveie prone to give tlieir -ulvlne bene-
fdvtoi the G. B. Imagine the feelings 
ol the Lord when he
Hom ins great white 
ti.ese four hundred or 
in conierenee.

And liiere saw them

looked askance 
throne down on 
Inined preachers

arise ami freely

1

1 hat they were prone to wandi 
Devil knows where.

And turn tlieir fnces from Eden

T—the

1'or
above.

iikliig Hie Lord they professed so 
to love. .

YY e would think that such an open in
sult would be too much for even a long' 
suffeilna Je»us to tolerate without pro
test, but then Jesus—poor fellow—al
ways 
social 
in bis 
make 
iu Ins

was unlucky in choosing ids as- 
i-s. His twelve disciples enlisted 
service because lie promised to 
them fishers of mon ’ and that 
kingdom soon to be established

on earth they were to "sit on twelve 
thrones judging the twelve tribes of Is
rael; but when Hie tide of fortune 
turned against tlieir master and he was

Roni!
ill'll for aspiring b 
mi province, not i

twelve maintained alb 
but all proved tliems.

.<> kingship in a 
one out of the 
■glance to him.

wandei” mid forsake him
decent hast 
ids sad and 
as a set of

I ’ prone to 
nnd their in-

to desert and leave him to

J

noble in Hi,
the chief disciple 
trusted with the 1 
accused of being -

untoward fate, marks 
perlidous, unprinciple 
show tlieir true ilk an 
■d for all tliat is just 
• human clmrncter. I

who had bei
■vs of heaven.

on

knew man. am
cruel lie by mi oath:

1 lie history of Hu 
ancient or modern, j: 
to wander.’’ and th

n

them 
■d in
ni tit

olili 
et er.

i en-

■1V that lie

when 
nssocl- 
never

il confirmed this
swore to it! '

■ Christian clergy, 
roves them "prone 
it thev are also

• prone ” to indulge in unliolv dalliance 
with Hie wayward in Hie paths of sin:
but Hie above is the firs 
where they in conference ■ 
unanimously and publicly c< 

YVARRE.N

THOUGHT.
Did

I 
gre 
the 
tiir

it instance 
assembled, 
mfessed it. 
SMITH.

It Alone Do the Work?

new 
ough

brought

itartled on reading In T he Pro
Thinker of September z4. of

power of couc 
which the v 

of Chicago 
about peace

entrati 
a nous 
claim 
with

‘d thought, 
occult so
to have 

Spain. It
reminded me sharply of the well-known 
philosophic auswer of the darkey to the
qm ition. "How much faith 

elheacv of prayer.' •
he. "tliat depe 
of a Saturday
Lord to t 
I never 
after it. 
now and

Ils. If I sit 
night and

■nd me a chicken

have you in
YYill said
in my cabin 
pray to the 
for Sunday.

nets it: but 11 I pray and go 
I always eet one or two. and 
then a turkey. ”

Now. with great respect for the oc-
cultists 
and eh

ami freethinkers of Chicago 
'where, with many of whose

doctrines I am in perfect accord. I still 
Hunk Hint had not the magnificent 
bravery of our land forces driven the 
Spaniards to the wall, and the match
less service of our marines burnt and 
sunk their flotillas of warships, peace 
in spite of thought power would not yet 
be in sight, and some of our seaports 
experience the horrors of bombard
ment T hat tlie power of concentrated 
thought is great I do not doubt but It 
requires material forces to overcome 
material opposition. But granting to 
the occultists all thej’ claim for their 
thought power, is it unreasonable to ask 
them to train their occult batteries 
against some one of the many sore 
afflictions, far greater in degree than 
war with Spain, under winch poor hu
manity labors to-dav? Sav against the 
present distressing epidemic of personal 
and judicial murder, suicides included: 
against the Insane greed for enormous 
wealth, at the expense of Justice and 
brotherly consideration for the laboring 
classes especially: or against the wide
spread and bold-faced corruption In our 
political system: or against the almost 
universal lack of commercial integrity. 
In all these cases mind would encounter 
mind, aud if the occultists- battalions 
are the strongest, they would gain the 
victory and the justice of their claim 
would be established.

If they will appoint a day and hour 
for thought service, they will be 
assisted by the prayers (where is the 
difference in this case between thought 
and prayer) of tens of thousands of true 
and sincere men and women. YV-hat a 
broad field for noble endeavor. .

E. LINDNER, I >1
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CHAPTER IV—Continued.

“I think ihe world is all right, just as it is. God has 
provided a a ay m which all may become new, or renewed, 
thiough Christ; and if we are meek followers of the lowly 
Jesus we shall not care to leave the position in which we 
find ourselves."

“Ethel," said Grace, “we cannot follow Jesus if we 
would.” .

“I should like to know why not?” said Ethel.
‘ “Will any of us sell all that we have, and give to the 

poor? Bid”not Jesus strictly command that his followers 
should sell all that they possessed, give the proceeds to 
the poor and then follow him? And did he not also say 
that he had not where to lay his head? Suppose none of 
us here had where to lay our heads?- And didn’t he say 
that one should leave father and mother and cling to him? 
1 don’t think such ideas are practical, myself. I don’t 
understand how we all can become tramps and vaga
bonds.”

■ “Another reason why Juno would not like io become a 
clergvwoman, and study theology,” said O’Donnell. It 
seems to me that the teachings of Jesus do not require

8
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disinherit him, aud the young man had taken to the stage; 
but, more of him anon.

The ladies found themselves alone in the drawing
room. It would be an hour yet before the guests for the 
evening arrived. Grace went thrumming at the piano. 
“I never could learn to play the piano well,” said she; 
“but the cornet! Ah!”—and she rushed into the hall and 
brought in the cornet. “This is my darling!” she ex
claimed, sounding a blast or two. “On this I can play. 
Band instruments are the only kind I care anything 
about, and the louder a band plays, the better I like it. I 
would like a band large and powerful enough to drown 
out every other noise iji the world. 0, a fine band is just 
exciting, you know. Row, I shall use my influence to
ward having women play with the best brass bands in the 
world, and when they do I will play the cornet.”

“0, Grace—Grace!” said Ethel, “How can you talk so? 
I do not believe you mean half you say.”

“Therein you are greatly mistaken, little puss. I mean 
all that I say and much more. I would like to know why 
men arrogate to themselves all the great things in this 
world, while we poor women must take the least and crawl 
about as their servants, slaves, or playthings? Now, for 
instance, I could vote as intelligently as any man. Many 
women can lecture as well or even better than most men; 
they are capable of becoming lawyers, doctors, bankers, 
mechanics, farmers; they can keep books and clerk it, as 
well; in fact, they can do,almost anything as well or even 
better than most men; then, why shouldn’t they? That

very much studv.”
“You may be sure,” said Grace, "if I ever join a church, 

it will be that 1 may be mpre popular and stand a better 
chance of becoming president; for, to follow Jesus, in the 
strict sense of the word, I, for one, never can; and J will 
join whatever church is in the majority. I don’t think 1 is what 1 want to know.” ' '
shall trouble mvseli lo ask, whether it is m the right or -“'pilel) i i,„„ r ,
« I ».!! lu fe p«« a» »11 w, tl,inking in ik,,t
direction, and accept wliatever he preaches. J hats hi» “Not the lenst in th»
businebb, ton know. I shall have all 1 can attend to as a ug women a chance, TJ)at .g ^ace. ive

“What'wifi w Jo,” asked O’Donnell, “if you fail in Si^lmise "T “r W

becoming deiued?”
1 will not tail, aiibwered Grace, foi first of all I will 8eive8 to gUjuJ 6|lou]der to wi(11 thesterner

get us rich as a X underbill; then 1 shall be able to buy up more obtuse sexC sieinei, 
neaih all tlie votes of the country.” “Because,” said Juno, “nature herself has made a dis-

“\VellH win’ uoU tE^ “yi know Why tll^1?on ^tween the sexes; a marked distinction, that
Will, i hi not. Ihat b biz, you know. «1) nothing can overcome. We are the mothers of the world 

should» t 1 become a monopohst, as well as.lhc supposed Nutlu.e hag didijld]v marked ug the hm
stronger sex." . man beings. We cannot leave our children uucared for

“Grace san her brother, s ernly, “you are looming unkel )t untfl h) wholl j hant b 0
exceedingly vulgar, 'fry to retain a small vest.ge of wo- t]lat we inay gla^ (o
manhood. ture has made us smaller in stature than man. Our heads“Is it any worse for me to talk monopoly than for you seldotn rea(.h niuch aboyc t])eir ghonl(] U ~ 
and pupa.1 am sure I have npt heard much else since I daintily fashioned; our hands and feet much emaUer 
can remember 1 can t think of father except >n eonnec- Thc g|.ealcst disiin[,tiou of flll ig iu tura forms' 
ti°n Mdh 'tocks and bonds and big monopolies, he rise We bear with ug tbe fountaing of ]ife ,n nc™ Ŝn 
and fall ol produce, when o buy and when to sell—and babe drawg its nouri6huient from the very being of is 
don’t 1 understand very well just how it should be done? mother. Ah,. Grace! your own unusually ¿11 form Hves 
Give almost nothing when one buys, and sell at the very lbe ]ie lo your masculine ideas ” ?
highest price possible? That's just the right way, Raph. GraPe'8 8Weiling bosom lleaved witb indiffnation

am sure 1 agree; and don t you thnik 1 have sraiie am- “Yes.” she cried, “if it were not for just such’ pull- 
biHon as well as yourself, and wish to emulate you when baeks ag yourgelJ. wo)nen wou]d j
you desire little else than to become a successful candi- ]0)lg ag0. Just to hear guch 0I)eg (a]k ig h to 
dale for the presidential chan . one sitk. -\ve bave aq lbe privjiege8 now wbicb we want

Raphael cast an uneasy glance at J uno We would not go to the polls if we could. We prefer that
“lather and 1 are men he said. I hese things are the male portion of humanity should earn our Lead• and

perfectly proper for us M e are the bread -winners. But so forth, and so forth. Pah! It is too dis^istimr'” 
you are a woman, and such things are not within your “Yes, I think that natural law points directly toward 
proper sphere. . tho male as being the proper bread-winner. Of course

“Ihere you are agam, Raph! she retorted “Who is there are exceptions to all laws. A mother mav be left
to point out to us our proper sphere, I want to know! alone, with a little family of children, and for a time mav 
Our lords and masters, the men, while we poor, humble be obliged to win her own and their bread; but even under 
slaves, meekly obey? No sir! Women are asserting such circumstances, I think it a wrong, both to herself 
themselves. M e are bound to break our bonds or die. 1 and her children. The world should be -rood enomrh 
have attained my majority-past eighteen-and beyond generous enough to provide for such an unfortunate wid- 
the rule of any man on this earth, bather says he simply ow and her children until her sons at least are old enoimh 
holds my fortune now in trust and 1 can draw all the to win their own and her bread A mother thus left 
money 1 wish. 1 will make that money fly, be sure; at the alone has enough to do to perforin the duties of a mother 
same lime 1 intend it to fly in the right direction-to to her children and look carefully after their education” 
double—triple—and quadruple • itself. I will be my “But, if a woman has no education, how is site able to 
fathers daughter, most certainly. And you should be look carefully after the education of her children5” 
the last one to oppose me, Raphael. Doesn't father often “I did not say that a woman should not be educated ” 
say that you are a son after his own heart, filled with am- replied Juno. I simplv meant to sav that a-woman can 
bition, smart, sharp and shrewd where biz is concerned?” not overstep the bounds where natural law has placed her

“Grace, I beg of you not to say biz.” and take the place of a man; neither can a man take the
" b-vJ101.- .lou a!ld l’aPa ne,ver ca11 11 b-v au-v other Place of a "Oman. Neither man nor woman can change 

name. Doirt it sound smart and business like? ” their sex at will.” °
“Not precisely, from a young lady's lips.” “Then you think we should alwavs be slaves and sub-

\\ ell, 1 can t see the diflercnce; said Grace, with an- ordinates, and have no voice in making the laws bv which 
other pout of her scarlet lips. we must abide?” J

The ladies now left the table and repaired to the draw- “On the contrary,” answered Juno, “I think woman 
ing-room. The gentlemen, according to English cus- should have an equal voice in making laws. Nature does 
tom. remained to partake of wine, for Mrs. Alstcad was an llot sa.V that a mother shall not rule her household and 
English lady, and retained most of the manners and cus- construct wise and merciful laws which her children shall 

in oh0? ,. aud I believe that a nation should be ruled by one 
who is capable of being like a father, or mother, to it- 
thinking of nothing but the true welfare of every citizen 
within his or her jurisdiction. A nation should be like 
a very large family, wherein a father and mother should 
rule with equal sway. I believe that a man and woman 
should be at the head of every nation; not a man alone or 
a woman alone; that such man and woman should be hus- 

“Now,” said Grace, as the ladies found themselves an« wife goes without saying; that ihe position should 
alone, “why should it be considered proper for gentlemen uo^ . sou.gbt through ambition, or political intrigue, or 
to remain behind, drink wine and smoke cigars, while it Parflsaiiriiip; but because through many years they have 

„would be very improper for us to do so? Do they need ProTe<‘ themselves to be wiser and better qualified to take 
wine more than we do? But you may be sure they don’t P°s^ion than anyone else; and when once so proved 
get the belter of me, after all. I keep a nice little de- tbc- s'10l,W hold tliat position until old age disqualifies 
canter filled with wine, in my room, and while they are ’1 or °nc or *-be °*bcr were die. Exceedingly wise 

. drinking at tbc table 1 am doing the same up stairs. and beooheent laws should not be subject to change; 
What's sauce for the gander is sauce for the goose; that's “,,,a ’a'vs should be for the protection and bcnefit°of 
my motto. If wine is good for papa and Raph, it's good a ' . .
for me." "I"®1' my part,” said Grace, “I do not wish to share hon
. Juno gazed at the girl with clear, thoughtful eyes. 28s,wdb a,p’01?e- When I am president of the United 
Juno’s brain never worked so vigorously as when she was ^a’:cs' m.v husband, if I have one, cannot be president at 
brought in contact with Grace. *he same time. No president has ever allowed his wife

Mr. Scoriss was a millionaire. His daughter Grace po( rat* e1'^ 88tblle w^b himself. O, no!
‘was considered by some as incorrigible; but many looked cbancf -•> n ®Ivnl® leir vlves> or any other woman, a 

: upon her as one of the new women. Mrs. Scoriss was an ,, ., .
■ invalid, and very nearly a nonentity; although quite dash- ■■ ," e b . „ ',u„no> ‘I have no wish to become presi
. ing and beautiful when a girl; but her spirit had long , S la!’ con™e P’.Y ambition to becoming as wise a

since been broken, together with her health. Iler bus- and mother as it is possible for me to be; and I will
• band had been to her simply a tyrant and a master: al- .2 exceethngly careful that I do not-overstep tbe bounds

though now for many years he had scarcely looked inion " here nature has placed me. I am a woman. I want all 
her face. There were two other children, but they were !b,2 rights belonging to a woman. Natural right 

. still young, the girl being eight, the boy ten. ' !e s me, !!1a, ol’Sb| to be a wife and mother. As a wife
Grace had been left almost entirely to tutors, govern- iJf.¿ten 1TIV aiu-;PK rera*2’ andJ am *2 bound

esses, French maids, housekeepers and servants; as had bGCOme i bread winner st flit ren'cauP?^ do and 
the other children. Mr. Scoriss took great pride in his {„X, mG V?lle bus"
childrcn, indulging them and plaving the unreasoning nntn™i - -n , i 'nner’w,ns ^’e bread, I, as a 
x i n j i d m xi 1 r j \ natural woman, will look after mv household and nhutijant a iernately When they pleased lum money was dren. ]ie cannoi do tbjg flnd wi j b^d Hc canS 
showered by the thousands upon them; but when they bear the cbildren; he cannot gnck]e ib a ' 1 
displeased him almost the necessaries of life were denied b nalure to care for fhem tbro . „ ‘ nd
V i n ’""I i Pun'8bmei'‘'. ,. t n tender childhood; neither is he fitted bv nature ? take 

..Raphael had become almost a counterpart of his father, charge of budding daughters; and all’bovs and vounc 
: and Grace aped them both to the -best of her ability. ineii need the mother’s careful, guiding hand.” ‘ 6

‘Mr. Alstcad had been a banker, almost, if not quite as “But. suppose a woman doesn’t care to marry?
wealthy as Mr. Scoriss. He died some two years previous there hundreds and thousand^ of old maids?” ~ 

.•to the opening of. our story, leaving his widow and only “A woman who doesn’t care to marry must be a very 

.daughter alLtlie wealth they desired and well secured, unnatural creature. ■ Something must be wrong with her 
We will speak of Juno s antecedents later...' . . • That women do not always marry, I admit; and there may 

. .0 Donnell was a young Irishman of high degree; but be in many cases good and sufficient reasons why she 
just now in disgrace with his father, who threatened to should not; but that does not alter the fact of her being a

toms of her native land, although she had resided 
America quite a number of years.

CRAPTER V.

Juno Expresses an Opinion.

Aren’t

. » « —— ..... . . ..... . .. 11 - 1 ... .... ......
yom btich women should appoint themselves to care Iheuyou think that my sister Grace, and those of her of darkness against me, my answer- 
tor the motherless and orphans. They could serve natu- ilk, are not the new women?” would be the same. Although you were
ral laws in no belter way.” . “They certainly are not the new women I should like to tcav me irom Umb’ J’et wouia“Well, Juno, you eAn go on preaching until the day of to see.”' J ™ 1 BU°W SiZ”iXT "’Tn
doom; it won’t cliange my mind in the least. You may .3}^ let us return to my first question: Wherein do I matched for once by the superiority of«r 
take the place in life which you desire; and I will strive tail to please you? I think I.would willingly lay down a woman.”
for ihe position which I wish to occupy. Each ber own my life, if by doing so I could gain your approval and She arose from the table and re
way, say I; and when you see me the honored president of consent to become my wife.” i !Fe ¡drawing-rooni,
the United States, while you are the slave of a husband Juno’s clear, pure (eyes met his own, firmly. joined her. ShorUy afterwardthe i!a°
and large family of children, you will envy me and wish * K I were to tell you wherein you do not please me, broke up, and all returned to their 
that you had, fostered a laudable ambition. Gracious! you would immediately take offense.” respective homes. ।
Don’t men and boys think it the greatest thing on earth “r ~ ' - - --
to become president of the United States? And wouldn’t 
one man like fo rule the whole world, if he could? and 
wouldn’t I likb to be the honored Princess of all the 
world, if I coifid? Yes, indeed. And if I live long 
enough in this world, I will be something great, or 
break.” '

‘I swear to you that I will not,” he asseverated.
“Very well,” she said, “we will take the first count. 

You desire to become president of the United States, 
sometime in the far-olf future.”

“Can it he possible,” he interrupted with wide-open 
eyes of astonishment, “that you can object to such a laud
able and honorable ambition?” ' -

(To be Continued.)

AFTER HER DEATH.
THE STORY OF A SUMMER, 

BY LILIAN WHITING.
“It is the peculiar ambition to which I object, more 

than to the fact that you might, one day, be seated at the 
head of your nation.” . ---- ------------- „ lu„ uiuec

But ought not every man to be ambitious? Without THr* llfnni B nr 1 iitifiiT- 
ambition a man becomes worthless.” I Hr WilRI II RrnllTII-lII
t v1- Was tbe PecuUarity "f the ambilion, to which 111U ® “’JJf 111 U LlI objected.” bhfxlES ONE AND TWO.

“It is almost impossible to comprehend you,” he said, LILIAN WHITING.

_ “You desire to rise to guch a position through political » w«y
intrigue. You would leave nothing undone, no matter t'ursaiuat mi ooicv, r L“ul u1, Each 
what its nature, to accomplish pour purpose.”

Raphael s countenance fell. “Woman’s province is not 
in the political world,” he said, rather sullenly.

tta th. I,.«.„a to,™iu'l"i"i'rt-1
gtu™ herreht.,., p.rh.p. y.„ thinl as sl,e dols?- S.M »H> 4^“ 

even, such a position and fill it as she thinks it ought to mother ' 
be filled. To be president of the United .States would be ' 
nothing in comparison. Presidents are usually faulty 
beings, but her ideal husband must be above and beyond 
faults of any kind,” said ODonnell, with a light laugh.
“Heigh-ho!” he continued, with a sigh, “It is a pit}' that 
we men cannot be better than we are. I would to God 
that some of us might become as exalted, and worthy as 
she thinks all men ought to be.”

‘Tor my part,” said Grace, “I don’t want men to be too 
good—goody-good—namby pamby! I should consider 
such men quite worthless and devoid of all ambition. I 
find the gentlemen of the present day quite good enough 
for me.”

CHAPTER VI.

J uno’s Refusal.

The gentlemen now entered the room. O’Donnell had 
caught the last sentence, “great or break.” 
z “Miss Scoriss,’’ said he, “1 am broke because I would 

not be what, in general parlance, is called great. Most, in 
my country, think it great to be a lord, duke or earl; but 
you see I am content to be a simple actor; and being an 
alien I could not become president of the United States.”

“Juno would think it far better to become simply a 
married man, and the father of a large famly of children,

Grace.

The arrival of a number of guests put an end to the 
conversation, and soon the concert began.

Juno took her seat at the piano. Grace led with the 
cornet. Hapliael played the violin. Juno played won
derfully well for a young lady of her tender years. Ra
phael scraped the violin clumsily; but Grace—what sliall 
we say of her? The eclioing cornet resounded far and 
wide. Her playing was as full of spirit as a prancing, 
pawing war-horse smelling the battle afar off. Her eyes 
shone like stars, Iler flaming cheeks were puffed out 
with windj.wliiqh she deftly and rapidly forced into the 
cornet; her head thrown back, her small hands, with their 
fingers flashing with jewels as they played rapidly at the 
stops; her silken, balloon sleeves rising, flapping and fall
ing with tipmulous motion, like some huge bird’s wings— 
but she played—rO, how she played, as a cornet was never 
played before or since; that is, those who were present 
never heard one played in like manner. At the finale of 
each number rendered there was wild applause. Not for 
Juno’s exquisitejnterpretation on the piano; not for Ra
phael’s squeaking violin; but for that resounding cornet 
and its wilfl, spirited, bewildering player.

“Oui! Oui!” exclaimed a young Frenchman of the par
ty, “mademoiselle one wonderful woman!” To which re
mark all assented.

CÎ w.llh yure «nd beautiful spirituality ot 
liÏÏJÎb»htïa“trucaü.eau<i helPf“l to all wholovoaud 
PriIf.Uii Si811?®1“1 ?»“«■«>» o' aplrltuul experience. 
Price, »1.00. For sale at this office.
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Human Culture and Cure.

that your highest ideal of a woman was as a wife and Sociul Upbuilding,
.... . ” rn’oreu8**

\ ery true; and my highest ideal of a man is as a hus
band and father. Unless he can become perfect as a hus
band and father, he is not fit to become president of the 
United States.”

Oh, well,” said Raphael, “we will not disagree mate
rially on that point,” and he began to look more hope
ful. “Now, then, we come back to my first question. I 
desire to become your husband, aud the father of vour 
children.” J

“More than you do to become president?” she asked.
He hesitated. “Why cannot one desire both?”
“I do not wish to become second in the heart of my 

husband. 1 wish to stand pre-eminent—above all other 
wishes or desires.”

“Then you would have me cast my ambition away like 
a worthless rag?”

I did not say that. I said I desired to stand first in 
my husband’s mind; the ambition to be secondary.”

( And subject to your dictation?” he said, sarcastically.
“Subject to my dictation, if so you choose to think.”
It is not a woman’s place to dictate to her husband.” 

“You think it is his place to dictate to her?” 
Raphael's eyes blazed with anger.
’I never dreamed you were so strong-minded. I verily 

believe you wish to become one of the new women.”
Y ou see, at once, said she, “that we could never agree 

as man and wife. We quarrel about the verv first 
requisites.” "

\\ ell, if you desire a man io crawl at your feet, like a 
whipped cur, and humbly ask you what he may or may 
not do, why, then, 1 don’t know’what to think.”

“We will reverse the picture,” she said. “You would 
expect to dictate to me. You would expect to tell me 
what you thought was my proper place. You would not 
think I had a right to cast the ballot unless, indeed, you 
thought that men would have something to gain thereby; 
and if you allowed me to vote, you would expect me to 
vote as you thought best, regardless of right and wrong; 
and unless the lords of creation will it so to be, woman 
may not east the ballot. Are we not your humble slaves 
and whipped cure?”

Raphael ran his hand into liis hair and pulled at it, 
with clinched teeth.

Juno! he thundered, startling all the others around 
the tables. “In God’s name, stop! You’re the most 
rampant woman s rights woman I ever met, and I thought 
you the ideal woman, filled with modesty and womanly in
stincts. Why, Grace, with all her mannishness, cannot 
compare witli you. 1 know not what this world is com
ing to!”

Grace pqssessed the power of bringing all men, as well 
as women,। to her feet. The feelings which she inspired 
in others were a,curious medley: Intense admiration min
gled with slight disgust; envy, and yet glad that they were 
not like her; respect which, after all, did not amount to 
esteem; asking themselves if women, really, ought to be 
like her? It was the one great question of the day: What 
ought a woman's real position to be in the world? Should 
she become a sort of nondescript between a man and a 
woman—or between a man and what had formerly been 
thought a woman ought to be? Oh, the question was 
hard to solve; and no one felt entirely satisfied with those 
who were struggling to become the new women, of whom 
Grace was a fair sample.

But the pendulum swings back and forth and either ex
treme is not equipoise.

The concert was over at last, and the young people JU,„ ttuuULj ± ln
flocked to the dining-room, to partake of a dainty colla- been your obedient, humble slav 
tion, and soon tongues were let loose, and conversation come ours5” 
became general. The large dining-table had been re
moved and a dozen or more small tables were scattered

“To a better state of things, I hope,” said Juno.
“Where woman will rule,” he sneered.
“Where women will rule, if so you are pleased to term 

it,” she coolly replied. “Men have ruled about long 
enough. Turn about, I think, is fair play. We have

res; suppose you now be-
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about the room. O’Donnell conducted Grace to one of 
these tables. Juno and Raphael were seated at another. 
The young Frenchman before mentioned, had escorted 
Ethel to another, and soon all the tables had their com
plement of youth and beauty. Raphael looked rather un
easy and discontented. O’Donnell careless and free, as 
though he might at all times be able to shake all thoughts 
of a troublous nature off at his finger tips. Ethel was 
a little weary and dispirited, while the young Frenchman 
was all attention and politeness. There lingered around 
Juno a calm, grand, peaceful radiance; being slightly 
wearied, she was a little paler than usual, which gave to 
her forehead a prominence not at other times so notice
able. One looking at Raphael and Juno could not help 
being reminded of tho full moon, shining in all her sil
very radiance, with a heavy black cloud near her, threat
ening to engulf her within its black shadow. Raphael's 
eyes shifted uneasily beneath Juno's clear, cool, calm 
glance.

“Never!” he growled, “never!” .
“Well, you now see that I was right in refusing to be

come your wife, or slave; for if vou were the dominant 
party, that is the.position which I should be obliged to 
take. A ou do not wish to be my slave; I do not wish to 
be yours. I should not stand first in your heart, or es
teem; but must become subordinate to that which you 
would consider of more importance: your ambition.”

1 his world uould be a waste wilderness, but for man's 
ambition,” he said, gloomily.

“His ambition has made of it a wilderness of war, mur
der, rapine, bigotry, tyranny, intrigue, error and blood
shed. Uis ambitious love of power, and desire for horn
age has caused him io tread all that is beautiful and lov
able beneath his feet, lie has walked knee deep in blood: 
he has been deaf to all sighs, tears and groans of despair: 
it is time that unselfish love should rule the world and not 
personal ambition. And where shall we look for unself
ish love, unless within the heart of woman?"

“les, and when 1 ask you for your love, vou treat me 
witli cold disdain.” ‘ '

“Juno,” he said, “your words at dinner to-day have 
filled me with despair and foreboding. You are well 
aware that I desire to stand well in your esteem. You 
have long known that I seek you to be my wife. You are 
so very young, that I cannot expect to’ lead you to the 
altar for two or three years to come. My father, likewise, . . ..........   ..... .... ,,UU1U Ule nni( or none
is pot willing for me to marry before that length of time; Love cannot be equal or mu ual unless it is tlw same in 
but I desire your love. I desire your promise.' I long to both hearts. ” -- n i.me same in

“You asked me for conjugial. or mutual love; and as bv 
your own showing you cannot even understand it. anil 
certainly do not feel it yourself; why, then, should you ex
pect me to render it to you? You certainly would not 
think it right for me to hold you secondary in my heart. 
I am very sure you would require the first place, or none^
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place the engagément ring on your finger; and you are 
cool, calm b!nd indifferent. Yet you say it is your high
est ambition' to become a wife and mother; but if you al
low no man!to wifi you, how can that ever be?” "

“I did ndt say tìiat 1 could not be won,” she answered.
“No; but!',you s'Aid that unless a man were thoroughly 

jood, you vtould rtmain single all your life. What fault 
have you to find .with me? I love you to distraction. 
You are m/. ideal 'of what a true woman ought to be. I 
do not beliéte in the new woman, or any woman who tries 
to ape a mdri. I tvould rather take a viper to my breast 
than one who oversteps the bounds which nature herself 
has set up ibetween the sexes. You give me not the 
slightest hofce thatìl may be the one to win you; and I ask 
you again, what fault you have to find with me?”

“First of'all,” said Juno, do not love you.”
“You are rfoo young yet to know your own mind on 

that point. wMy ardent love for you must meet with a re
sponse in time.” rr '

You must stand first, of all things else, in 
nij soul. I must stand first of all other things iu your 
heart; and all else become subject thereunto to us both. 
You must be my king. I must be your queen. You 
must obey me in all things, as I must obey vou, the same. 
You must be entirely worthy to rule over’me, and 1 must 
be wholly worthy to rule over you; otherwise it is not love 
but merely a semblance of it. It may be admiration, pas
sion, a desire to conquer; no matter what it mav be, it is 
not love. I have interested you, no doubt. Your own 
ungoverned passion you have called by the sacred name of 
love. Your ambition and love of power desire to 
conquer me and make of me a humble instrument that 
may pander to your dominant wishes; but, pure, undefiled 
and beautiful love does not abide between us.”

Joys Beyond the Threshold
A SEQUEL TO

TBE T0-M0BB0W OF DEATB.

BY LOUIS FIGUIER.

“God grant that such may never be the ease,” said she.
“You are driving me mad!” he exclaimed. “But tell 

me, wherein do I lack?”
“Well, you scorn the new woman; but if I ever marry, 

it can be to no other than the new man. The present 
type of man is not to my taste. There mav be, I grant, a 
few exceptions to this general rule; and,’if so, I mav 
some time m the future meet one of them. As yet, Ï 
have not met one .who can be called thé new man.”

“But still, you don’t seem to care to become one of the 
new women? You are as far from that as possible?” '

“I beg of y ou not to be so sure of that Ifear I greatly 
desire to see the new woman; but, like the new man, I 
have not yet discovered her.”

“Enough! enough!” he exclaimed passionately. “But 
you shall yet feel my power. You shall yet admit man’s 
superiority. If you do not bceqme my wife I will grind 
you to the dust; I will leave no means untried to humble 
you.”

He shut his hands together until the nails cut into the 
flesh; his teeth fairly chattered in his rage.

“Power I will have. My ambition shall know no 
bounds. I will tread all things under my feet to gain 
that which I desire. Be my wife, and all shall be well. 
I will listen to you whenever your advice does not clash 
against that which I consider to be the especial province 
of a man; otherwise, you will live to rue the day you re
fused me.” "

Juno straightened herself, threw back her regal head, 
her eyes flashing forth the deep scorn which she felt;

. “I do refuse; and, once for all time. There is no power 
either on earth or in heaven that could .compel me to be
come your wife. Although you were to set all the fiends
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BIBLE PROPHETS AND PREDICTIONS

A BLOW ON THE HEAD MAKES HIM THE WON
DER OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, AS SET 
FORTH BY THE EXAMINER. OF SAN FRAN« 
CISCO, CAL. ,

Compared With Modern Mediums and 
Messages.

He Speaks a Mysterious Dialect None Can 
Understand.

u . NUMBER ONE.. -
1 As a motto for the fust of this series of papers I can 
think of nothing more apropos than the words of 
Isaiah.. In chapter 51:1, the prophet says: “Look to the 
rock whence ye are hewn, and to the hole of the pit 
whence ye are digged.” ’ '

If every traducer and slanderer could occasionally get 
a glimpse of himself as he is—if such could look over 
their past records and the records of the fountain whence 
they sprang, some of them would be tike the strutting 
peacock. It is said of that proud bird, that whenever he 
gels a sight of his ugly, black feet his feathers fall. I 
have met very few denouncers of Spiritualism, or very 
few among Spiritualists whose mission was to find fault 
with the lives of others, whose past records would bear 
close inspection. It is well for all to spend a tittle more 

' time in self-examination, and not so much in seeing that 
■ our neighbors walk perfectly circumspect. Let us, one 

and all, obey the injunction of this text.
. Tins language seems to me particularly appropriate 

when I remember that not a great while since a paper was 
sent to me containing a sermon against Spiritualism. A 
note on the margin of the paper asked me to please read 

■ and review. Tlie sermon contained a long series of 
charges against mediums and mediumship.

■ This sermon bore the somewhat euphoneous title of 
“God’s and the Devil’s Mediums.” Of course it asserted 
that Spiritualism was all the work of His Satanic 
Majesty—that mediums were all of them, without excep
tion the devil’s prophets; while the prophets of the Bible 

’ were mediums through which Almighty God, the maker 
of heaven and earth, communicated with earth’s children; 
that while the devil selected the worst people in the world 
for mediums, the prophets of the Bible were all of them 
paragons of perfection.

This man made specific charges against mediums, and 
‘ asserted over and over again that about all the mediums 

were guilty of each charge.
After attacking the character of all mediums, he 

asserted that an occasional prediction met a remarkable 
fulfillment—“nothing else would suit the devil,” said he. 
He and his prophets would very soon become unpopular, 
if he gave through them no true predictions. The object 
was not so much to deceive the people will: regard to 
tilings which are to occur in the immediate future, as it 
was to lead people on by predicting unimportant truths, 
and thus lead people to believe in his mediums, and, by 
this means seal souls for an eternal residence in his dark 
dominions.

He then enumerated and specified certain charges, 
which were about as follows:

1. The mediums are, most of them, indecent.
2. They are immoral.
3. They are frauds.
4. Though they tell many truths on unimportant mat

ters, they nearly always prophesy lies.
5. Money is behind it all. They work for money.
6. They are jealous of and quarrel with one another.
7. If one gives a tost which is not recognized, he gen- 

orally informs the sitter that he will remember it later. 
“It will come to you by and by,” is a common way of 
expressing the matter.

8. Very few, if any of them, are sure of their own me- 
■' diumship; if a thing proves to be a flagrant untruth, the 

medium will say, “Well, I got mixed up with other 
minds;” or, “my mind got mixed in this communication.” 
9. They generally demand conditions so subtle as to say, 

■ if the communication is not right, “the conditions were 
not right.”

He then went on to say that when God sent his me
diums out, there were no conditions; no failures; nothing 
to explain. God made no predictions through persons of 
doubtful character, nor did he ever make a prediction 
without arranging in advance against its failure.

As I read these charges against mediums, some of 
- which may be true of some real and pretended mediums, 

I said to myself, every charge here made against mediums 
applies will) all its force to the prophets of the Bible; and 
every good thing said about a prophet of the Bible is true 
of some of the mediums. I took iny-Bible and a few 
books on Spiritualism, and seemed to be guided to the 
right places in each. Within three hours I had noted 
down nearly all the proofs which will appear in this se
ries of papers.

In two discourses! delivered a reply to said discourse: 
first in Berkley hall, in Boston; then in the Spiritual 
Temple, in Buffalo. In both instances I was asked to 
?ublish the outlines of these discourses in pamphlet form.

have concluded that instead of doing that I will give 
them a much wider circulation through The Progressive 
Thinker. In these papers, in which I intend to reply to 
the points to which reference has been made, I intend to 
affirm:

1. That every charge that ever has been made or ever 
can be made against mediums has been brought by 
biblical prophets against each other. I will add, that 
from this distance it seems that the prophets had good 
grounds for their dirges.

2. Every truth told by a prophet can be matched hand 
in hand by a truth told by a medium.

3. That no prophecy of the Old Testament was fulfilled 
in the Jesus of the New Testament.

4. There is no proof that one prediction of the Old or 
New Testament ever met a fulfillment.

J hope no one will understand from what is written 
above that I intend to try to prove that the biblical 
prophets were all bad men, nor that the mediums are all 
good. I shall neither try to prove this or its reverse. In 
fact, I think that the prophets and mediums are very 
generally made of about the same materials as other folks, 
and are about as liable to err as mankind is in general.

Mediumship or the prophetic gift may render its 
possessor more negative, and consequently more receptive 
of good or evil influences than others. But that they are 
intrinsically better or worse than others I doubt. I think 

■ their temptations on the average are neither greater nor 
less than those liable to come on others.

The first charge this Rev. medium-hater brings against 
mediums is that

THEY ARE INDECENT.
That there are mediums who may be more or less liable 

to that charge there is little room to doubt. How was it 
with “God’s mediums?” If Uris man had turned to 
Isaiah 20:2-4, he would have found this prophet stagger- 

‘ ing under more indecency than the average medium to
’ dajr could carry. There he would have found this prophet 

of the Lord prophesying three years in a nude state. He 
said he did it as an illustration, to show the people that 
they had got to go naked. Verse 4 says: “So shall the 
king of Assyria lead away the Egyptians prisbners, and 

v the Ethiopians captives, young and old, naked and bare
foot, even with their .... uncovered, to the shame of 
Egypt” ,

Saul, of the tribe of Benjamin, king of Israel, was a 
pretty decent sort of fellow until he got to be a prophet; 
but when he became one of “God’s’mediums,” he for the 

. time being lost all sense of decency and prophesied all 
day and night in a nude condition. The Bible writer 
adds to this news item, “Wherefore they say, is Saul also 
among the prophets?” 1 Sam. 19:24. It seems that the 
fact that he went out and prophesied with his “beauty 
unadorned” convinced the people that he was a prophet.

David was also a prophet, at least Peter said he was. 
See Acts 2:30. This prophet got so highly elated over 
the return of his cabinet, which he called “the ark of the 

- Lord,” that he exposed his nakedness in the presence of 
■: the ladies. Under influence he danced a jig, in a nude 

state, before the ladies. The eldest of his numerous wives 
thought he overstepped the bounds of propriety, and told

ral

him to. “She despised him in her heart.” She said to 
him, “How glorious was the king of Israel to-day, who 
uncovered himself to-day in the eyes of the handmaids of 
his servants, as one of the vain fellows shamelessly un- 
covereth himself.” See 2 Sam. 6:14-23.

I ■ MOSES HULL.

WM. LARSEN.

William Larsen and his strange case have become the 
medical mystery of the hour.

A few weeks ago, while working on the Cunard Steam
ship Company’s dock in New York, a falling block shat
tered his skull. From the injury received he has for
gotten his own native Norwegian tongue, and when not 
speaking in better English than he ever used before, he 
talks softly in a mysterious language never before heard 
by man. And yet the injury to his skull was not of 
unusual severity. '

A section of the large lobe of the brain, some three 
inches across, was laid bare and that part of the substance 
known as the center of speech from which run all the 
nerves that control the talking apparatus of the human 
being was penetrated by several of the bone splinters.

In removing these splinters, about two ounces of the 
brain itself at that point were destroyed.

When Larsen recovered consciousness he could not 
speak. A few days later he began to articulate faintly 
at intervals. As his physical condition improved, it be
came possible for him to make known his wants in 
English. But the power to speak his native tongue was 
gone. It had perished with the lost brain substance.

And a still stranger phenomena marked the case. In 
the intervals of his English conversation the man began 
to talk in a tongue that no one had ever heard before. 
His own Scandinavian relatives at his bedside could not 
understand it. By the intonation and manner of de
livery they knew that it was some systematized language, 
but no one of them recognized it, nor had they ever heard 
him speak in it. When they addressed him in the Scan
dinavian tongue, the patient stared at them, puzzled in 
expression, and made no answer.

Physicians divide the material substance of the brain 
into areas and give a name to each. There is the area or 
center of thought; the center of hearing; the center of 
sight; of self; of speech, and the sensory motor area. 
I'rom the centers of sight, speech, hearing and the motor 
center radiate a set of nerves that run down and govern 
the muscles of the parts from which they are named.

'Thus the marvelous functions of the body are carried 
on by a mechanical action that forms the subject-matter 
of psychological investigation. Seldom, though, is it pos
sible to study this wonderful connection of volition and 
resultant action in a living, palpitating brain laid bare 
to the eye of the observer. This brain is being studied so. 
Scores of meu of science have gone to the ward of St. 
Vincent’s Hospital, where Larseji lies, to observe the phe
nomena of his case. '

The shattering of the bone of his skull had left Lar
sen’s thought and other centers practically intact, but 
berett him at first of the power of speech. Gradually, 
though, the tissue began, by the process of nature, to 
build up again. Then he began to utter words. As the 
brain tissue added to itself tlie man’s words grow more 
frequent. There was an ex'act proportion between the 
growth of the brain matter and the growth of the vocabu
lary. Where the mysterious language that no one had 
ever heard him speak before came from is the marvel of 
the case. Dr. Curtin, who performed the Operation and 
has charge of the patient, has no theory to explain it.

“1 have never heard of such a thing,’’he said. “There 
are several remarkable features in this case that make it 
appear unprecedented. A great area of the man’s brain 
was laid bare by the accident, and the membrane was torn 
to shreds. Bone fragments penetrated deep into the 
brain itself. Had the skull been injured just a trifle 
higher up, the motor tract would have suffered and the 
man’s right side would have been paralyzed. As it was, 
the speech center lost tissue during the operation, and 
when Larsen recovered consciousness lie could not speak 
any more than could a new-born child. But the cells of 
his brain repaired themselves with new tissue very rapidly 
and power over the muscles of his tongue returned.

He lost the knowledge of his native language, Norse, 
and began to talk in a curious form of words that no one 
understood. English, however, be has regained and is 
improving fast in his use of it.

V e shall not trephine his skull. The torn scalp has 
been returned to its place and a hard covering will grad
ually, in the course of months, form over the brain that 
will answer in place of the original bone. The patient is 
doing well and will undoubtedly recover.”

He was interviewed last week and raised himself in bed 
to extend liis hand to the reporter. His strong-featured 
Norse face wore a pleasant expression, but there was a 
straining, puzzled look in the eves. He did not appear 
to be in pain, though the effort of recollection taxed him.

“Are you Mr. Larseji ?” he was asked.
,c ^P,s, c^'es lit intelligently and he nodded and answered 
“yeS.

“Do you remember how you came to be hurt?”
He seemed to strain his attention to grasp the meaning 

of the words and hesitated a minute. His fingers plucked 
at the bedclothes and his eyes roved around the apart
ment. Then he began to reply softlv, in the strange 
language that has come to him since his'injury. He had 
understood the question and was doing his best to ex
plain, pointing at times to the bandage around his head.

“Do you understand Scandinavian?” he was asked. In
stantly he shook his head and smiling, said: “No I have 
forgotten.” ’

The power of thought seemed to come to him fitfully 
in waves. '

“How old are you?” Larsen hesitated, shook his head 
then seemed to be striving hard to grasp the import of 
the query. His hands worked nervously again and he 
began to mutter, as if to himself, “a hundred—hundred- 
hundred—no----- ”

“Forty!” was suggested. His expression brightened as 
he answered, quickly, “Yes forty—I’m forty.”

“How long have you been in the United'States?” He 
seemed to understand this at once, but answered it in 
unknown language, speaking for nearly a minute and 
giving a varying inflection to his words."

As the visitor turned to go Larsen reached out his hand 
to bid good-by and spoke at some length still in the 
incomprehensible tongue.

His wife comes to his bedside nearly every day and 
spends the time in conversation of this strange sort, re
ceiving answers to her questions in English or in the 
other speech apparently at random and indiscriminately.

Who can explain this? Can spirit control do it?
San Francisco, Cal. INVESTIGATOR.

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-operative Systems 
and the Happiness and Ennoblement of Humanity.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, LL. D., M. D. This comprises the last 
part of Human Culture and Cure. Paper cover 15 cents. 
For sale at this office.

“Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl Hughes.” A 
tasty, beautiful and appropriate wedding souvenir. Con
tains marriage ceremony, marriage certificate, etc., with 
choice matter jn poetry and prose. Specially designed 
for the use of the Spiritualist and Liberal ministry 
Price $1. For sale at this office.

THE DELUGE.
Something About the Legend of the Great 

, • Flood. i

A GLANCE AT THE N. S. A. MOSES HULL’S BOOKS
Being a Retrospective and Prospective 

View.

The legend of 'a .^eluge forming part of ancient cos
mogony is natjiraJJij wide-spread, but it is not.found 
among some of fh^.great nations of antiquity.: The He
brews, Babylonian^Greeks, the tribes of North, Central 
and South America anjl aborigines of Australia, have tra
ditions, but the Araos, the Egyptians, the northern and 
central Asia, are entirely ignorant of an event of the mag
nitude and calamitous nature such as is described in some 
of the records that have come down to us. On examining 
the flood stories themselves told by various nations, we 
find certain features in common. The most striking fea
tures with regard to them, however, is not their affinity, 
but the different versions which they give of the cat
aclysm.

The Babylonian account, which reaches us in a twofold 
form, deserves the first place as the oldest of the records. 
Before the discovery by Mr. George Smith of the eleventh 
tablet of the izdubar series, which was composed, at the 
very least, 2,000 years B. C., the story as given by Berosus 
was the only one known to us. In the Babylonian nar
rative the flood is described as inspired by divine justice— 
resulting in widespread ruin and devastation. “1 watched 
the sea making a noise, and the whole of mankind was 
turned to clay, like reeds the corpses floated. * * * 
I was grieved and sat down. I wept; over the fortress of 
my nostrils went my tears.” At last, the ship stopped on 
the Mount of Nizir. A dove and swallow sent forth re
turned, but a raven, let out on the seventh day, did not 
come back. The account concludes with a dispute among 
the gods. Bel was filled with anger against the other 
gods and the spirits of heaven, and ordered that no human 
being should be saved. “Let no one come out alive; never 
may a man live in the abyss.” But Hia, god of knowledge 
and of the waters, interceded.

The Rig-Veda contains no reference to the flood story, 
and it is therefore probably not an original Aryan myth, 
the legends embodying a deluge story are found in the 
Satapatha Brahmana,” the “Mahabharata,” and the 

“Bhagavala Paulana.”
An interesting point is the purifying effect ascribed to 

the deluge—a notion put forth in the first epistle of St. 
Peter, where the deluge is represented as symbolical of 
baptism. In the last mentioned of the Indian versions, 
Brahma is asleep. During his slumbers a demon steals 
the Vedas. 1 he flood is brought about in order to restore 
the genuine Vedas, and to prevent their falsification. 
I he guardians of the sacred lore are saved, also a number 
of plants and animals.

The Greek stories are more or less familiar; so it will be 
enough to call attention to some of their peculiar char- 
aeteristics. There are two jirineipal legends, the one con
nected with Ogyges; the other with Deucalion. In its 
latest form—neither Homer nor Hesiod mentions the del
uge story—the son of Prometheus and Pandora, and 
1 yrrha, liis wife, are represented as driven away from 
their home by a great flood. Taking refuge on a little 
ship they landed'on Mount Parnassus, whence they de
scended to found the first city and to call into being a new 
humanity. V illi veiled heads they take their stani and 
throw stones behind them, from which springs another 
generation, taking the place of the old one destroyed by 
the water. In coinniemoration of this recreation of the 
world the Athenians kbpt an annual festival.

The original legend mentions merely a local flood, but 
in the hands of Ovid and Apollodorus it assumes con
siderably larger dimensions. Lucian (1G0 A. D.) gives 
the story a deeidell 'Oriental coloring. Deucalion is 
credited with the foundation of a temple, in whose 
vicinity was a Iprge cleft which long ago formed a recep
tacle for the waters of the deluge. Deucalion was saved 
from the general destruction in a large box, which con
tained in addition to himselfffiis wife, pigs, horses, lions 
and serpents. The box is supposed to have reached Mount 
Lebanon, where Deucalion built a temple in honor of 
Hera.—Church Gazette.

THE “HOLY” SHROUD.
Merely a Relic of Superstition.

WINDING SHEET IN WHICH CHRIST 
BURIED EXHIBITED AT TURIN.

WAS

According to the Osservatorc Romano Turin, Italy, 
was last week the scene of a great pilgrimage to pay rev
erence to the holy winding sheet of our Lord, which is 
being presented to the veneration of the public for the 
first time in thirty years. The exposition will last for 
twelve days, and it is calculated that more than a million 
persons will visit it during this time.

For the first thirteen centuries of the Christian era this, 
the greatest of all relics, was venerated in the East, says 
the Freeman’s Journal. Toward the middle of the four
teenth century it was brought from Cyprus to the West 
by Godfrey, Count of Charny, in Bourgogne, who de
posited it in his castle of Sirey, near Troye, and founded 
a canonical chapter to guard it. At Sirey it remained 
until 1418, when Champagne being harassed by war and 
the precious relic in danger of profanation, the canons re
quested Humbert della Rocca, vassal of Amedes Vlll.. 
the first Duke of Savoy, to take it into his custody in his 
castle of Montfort, in Bourgogne, together with some 
other relics. "

Thirty-four years afterward Humbert’s widow be
stowed it on the house of Savoy. In 1532 the holy wind
ing sheet was miraculously saved from being burned in a 
conflagration which destroyed the church in which it was 
placed. ■

During this time it was t wice exposed for veneration at 
Pinoio (1478) and Vercelli (1-194), both cities of Pied
mont. In 1535 it was again carried to Vercelli iron. 
Chambery and remained there until 1578, when it was 
taken to Turin, where it has been ever since. During the 
present century t(he holy winding sheet has been publicly 
venerated five tiines—iij 1814, when Victor Emmanuel I. 
re-entered his states; in 1815, when Pius VII. was in 
Turin on his retirrn from exile; in 1822, at the inaugura
tion of the rcig^i of Cqrlo Felice of Savoy, and in 1842 
and 1868, at the marriages of Victor Emmanuel and his 
son, the present King Humbert.

The winding fheet in which our Lord’s body was en
veloped at his bi^rial ¡^mentioned by the four evangelists.

Among the Jewish rites for the dead it was customary, 
after closing the eyes hnd the mouth, to bind them with 
strips of qlolh, to comb the hair, wash the body, anoint 
it with unguents, and (wrap it in a sheet. This sheet does 
not correspond exactly.with what we call a winding sheet, 
being a rather narrow piece of linen which covered the 
body, back and front, with the extremities meeting at the 
feet, in such a manner that a double impression of the 
figure would be left if stained with blood or ointments.

This double impression of our Lord’s body is clearly 
visible in the precious relic now at Turin, with the 
•(rounds in the hands, feet, and side, the marks of the 
crown of thorns, and the outlines of the beard and hair of 
our Savior. The impression is a little over five feet eight 
and a half inches long, and every member of the body is 
in exact proportion.

The ceremonies at Turin on the 25th, when the ex
position of the holy winding sheet was inaugurated, were 
of the most imposing character.

Five archbishops and bishops assisted at the functions 
in the presence of the Prince and Princess of the house of 
Savoy, among these being the Princess Clotilda, who 
thirty years ago sewed it in the red damask cloth from 
which it was removed last Wednesday.

The National Convention of 1898' has passed into his
tory, having made its record in its own way and outlined 
the labor of the N. 8. A. for the fiscal year ending October 
1, 1899. It is fitting, at the outset, to glance at the 
N. 8. A. itself to see it as it is, and mark its steps up the 
hill of difficulty for the past few months.

It will be remembered that the convention of Ï897 
found the National Society with an apparent cash balance 
in its treasury. In reality several bills were outstanding, 
which, if they had been pushed, would have left an actual 
deficit of nearly or quite $700. During the past year the 
officers of the Association have labored under this burden, 
and have done their best to meet it and other claims 
against the Association when presented. The Spanish 
war came and completely paralyzed business in many sec
tions of the Nation. Parties who had made pledges at 
the convention of 1897 found themselves unable to re
deem them, owing to the stringency of tlie money market. 
The financial disaster of the Jubilee still further em
barrassed the N. S. A., and its revenues seemed to be cut 
off from nearly every quarter.

Despite these several disasters the N. S. A. held on its 
way, and came down to the convention of 1898 with a 
plain statement of the facts in the case to place before the 
delegates in attendance. Toward the close of the fiscal 
year, dues, collections and donations began to come in, so 
that when the books were balanced September 80, 1898, 
there was a cash balance of $25G in the treasury, with 
liabilities to the amount of $1,600. From October 1 to 
October 28 sufficient money was received to pay all out
standing bills, with the exception of about live hundred 
dollars in round numbers. In face of the heavy odds 
to which we have alluded, we believe the showing is far 
from being as bad as might have been expected. To be 
sure there was a rebate on the salary of the President that 
helped to lessen the amount of the deficit for this year, 
but the fact remains that the liabilities of the N. 8. A. 
November 1, 1898, are no greater than they were Novein- 
ber 1, 1897; in fact, a trifle less if anything. It will be 
seen from the above statement of facts that the N. 8. A. 
has done exceedingly well to weather the heavy financial 
storms of the year as it has.

It is now entering upon the sixth year of its existence 
and feels that it can appeal with confidence to the Spirit
ualists of America for support. Its officers present no 
false claims to the public, but merely state the trulli in all 
simplicity, asking that the N. 8. A. be given a trial in its 
new methods of work. Its friends realize that it is not 
perfect, but it is surely pointing the right way, and its 
iaulty machinery is being repaired from year to year. It 
now asks the Spiritualists of America to endow it with 
means to enable it to do its work. Rigid economy is to 
be practiced in all directions. The President serves with-1 
out salary, while the Secretary receives the small stipend 
of nine hundred dollars per year, with no provision for 
clerk hire. Expenses are to be reduced in printing, and 
less meetings of the Board of Trustees will be held during 
the year, in order to economize.

Including the deficit above staled, it will take nearly or 
quite three thousand dollars to take the Association 
through the coining year, and leave it on a sound financial 
basis. The items oi' ex use will include the deficit in 
secretary s salary, rent, printing, gas, waler, coal, postage, 
stationery, express, and the traveling expenses of tlie 
board of trustees. The expense in each of these items 
has been limited to the minimum figure, and no unneces
sary outlays will be made.

The board of trustees pledges itself to manage the 
affairs of the Association in a businesslike manner. Its 
members will endeavor to faithfully discharge the duties 
pertaining to their offices, and will honestly repay trust 
with trust. The present management makes no claim to 
perfection; mistakes are liable to occur in many ways, but 
the board will, as a unit, honestly and conscientiously 
endeavor to correct every error as soon as it is made 
known. It makes no complaint against the administra
tions of past years, but simply desires to carry forward the 
work that has been well begun.

The National Association is the servant of the people. 
Ils present management knows no clique, no faction, and 
no enemies in the discharge of its duty. It stands for 
Spiritualism, first, last, and all the time, and means to 
deal fairly and impartially with all classes of people. It 
aims to carry out the aims and objects for which the Asso
ciation was formed, and with tiiat end in view invites the 
Spiritualists of America to unite in the support of the 
N.^. A. Schools, homes for the indigent, hospitals, san- 
ilBBims, libraries, local Spiritualist societies, missionary 
work, etc., etc., are needed in every quarter of this nation. 
The N. S. A. asks the people of America to put the means 
into the hands of its officials to enable them to establish
these important reforms. Let us hear from those 
are disposed to assist in this good work at once.

who

Address all communications to the secretary, GOO 
Penna, avenue, S. E., Washington, D. C.

HARRISON D. BARRETT, Pres.
MARY T. LONGLEY, Sec'y.

Per Order Board of Trustees N. S. A.

Visitation by a Spirit.
The Italian population of White street, West Orange, 

N. J., is in a state of hysterics, says a New York dispatch' 
Men and women arc almost prostrated, and children sob 
and cry at a strange visitation.

The people believe it is the ghost of old Peter Chris
tiano, who was murdered on New Year’s eve, and so con
fident are they that the dead man is not at rest that they 
have determined to have mass said in the Church of St. 
Michael the Archangel for the repose of his soul.

Because of the disturbance, one family has moved out 
of the big rambling white frame tenement structure, 
which is owned by Mrs. Maria Hennesy of East Orange. 
It was in a back room of the house that the murder oc
curred. A New Year’s dance was in progress at the time, 
when Lorenzo Corbo, an old Grinder, and his son, who 
lived down stairs, complained of the noise to the land
lady, who was at the house to collect her rent.

She told the Christianos that the danccing must slop. 
A row ensued between them and the Corbos, and as a re
sult Christiano was stabbed. Old Larry Corbo escaped, 
but his son, Michael Corbo, was charged with murder, 
and arrested. About three months later the old man was 
found, and admitted having stabbed Christiano. He was 
sentenced to a long term in prison and his son released.

After the murder everything seemed to be all right in 
the old house until Monday night. Mary Petro, the four
teen- year-old daughter of Frank Petro, was going up
stairs with a lamp in her hand, when two sharp raps 
sounded on the boards of the partition at her side. Thor
oughly frightened, the girl went back to the first floor, 
where the family were eating their evening meal, in the 
rear of the store kept by Petro. The girl told of the raps, 
and the entire family consisting of father mother, and 
eight little Petros, of whom Mary is the eldest, went to in
vestigate. They all heard the raps.

Sometimes the noise came from the lower part of the 
stairway, again from the middle and top. The raps were 
generally in the partition, but occasionally they seemed to 
come from the stairs. '

As a last resort, the Italians went to the Rev. Father 
D’Aquila, pastor of the Church of St. Michael the Arch
angel, and had him bless the house. He went there and 
prayed and sprinkled holy water on the walls and floors. 
While he was in the house the Tappings were not heard, 
but he had scarcely been away ten minutes when the 
noises commenced again. . s

A List of His Noted Wotks.;

For Sale at the Office of The Pro» ?
gressive Thinker,

Waysidi JattliKjs, .
Gathered from the Highways, By-way» and Bedra ofldfe. By Mattie B. Hull. ThiBl» a matveloiSJ >' 

neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best noemf -
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid nortra'i >’ 
of the author, also a portrait of Moses Hull. ' neatly bound In English cloth, 91. rnce, ,
The Spiritual Alp, ;

and How We Ascend TkMt. -
Or a few thoughts on bow to reach that altitude :■ 

where spirit Is supremo and all things are subject to - 
-■ With portrait. By Moses Hull. Just the book ■ 
to reach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show you how to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price, bound in cloth, 40 ccnisj in paper cover, 90

Jiew Thought, . -
Volume L Nlcelybound in cloth, 579 large, beautl- ” 

fully printed pages. Portraits of several of the beat 
epeukers and mediums. The matter all original and 
presenting In an attractive form the highest Phase of ■' ■ 
the Spiritual Philosophy. Price, only 01.50. •
New Thought,

Volume II. 884 pages, beautifully printed and 
nicely bound. Original matter. Six portrnlto. Cloth ’ ■ 
bound, 75 cent«.
Joan, the Medium, ’

Or, the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism ■ 
as a Leader of Annies. By Moses Hull, This Is at 
once the most truthful history of Joan of Arc and : 
one of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism • 
overwritten. No novel was ever more thrllllngly in« 
terestlxig; no history more true. Price in cloth, 4(i ' 
cento; paper cover, 25 cents.
The Real Issue,

By M08K8 Hull. A compound of thO two pamph« 
lets, “The Irrepressible Cuuiilct,“ and «Your AnsweY 
or Your Life;” with Important additions, making a ' 
book of 160 pages all for 23 cents. This book contains ■ 
Statistics, facts aud documents, on the tendencies of ■; 
the times, that every one should have.
AU About Devils.

Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 
and other Great Reforms come from Hie Satanlo 
Majesty and His Subordinates lu the Kingdom of 
Darkness. GOpagcs. By Moses Hull. Price, 15 cents» ■ 
Jesus and the Mediums, ■ .

or Christ and Mediumship, 
Careful comparison of some of the Spiritualism ' 

and Mediumship of the Bible with that of to-day. By 1 
MosesHull. Au invincible argument provingthat 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to all the condl« 
tlons of modern mediumship. It also shows that all 
the manifestations throughout the Old and New Testa« 
ment were under tlie same conditions that mediums 
require to day; aud that the coining of Christ is the M« 
turn of L*'°*<um»hip-to the world. 48 pages. Price. - 
10 cents. * i
The Spiritual Birth, ;

or Death and Its To-Morrow, . .!
The Spiritual Idea of Death. Heaven and Hell, By ” ’ 

Moses Hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Splf* J 
ituallatic Interpretation of many things iu the Bible— 
interpretations never before given, explains the m 
heavens and hells believed iu by Spiritualists. Price/ 7; 
1U cents. .
The Quarantine Raised,

Or tbo Twenty Years Battle Agalust a Worker-e/ 
Ended. Prlee HI ceuto. : '.«j
SplritualQSoiigster,

By Mattie E. Hull. Thirty eight of Mrs. Hull’e J 
sweetest songs, adapted to iwpuler music, for the use 
of congregations, circles aud families, rrlce, 10 oil- 
or |6 per hundred. • ' ■
The Mediumlstic Experience : -1

of John Brown,
The Medium of the Rockies, with Introduction by < 

J. 8. Lovelaud. This is tbo history of one of the ’ 
most wonderful mediums that ever lived. 167 large* -, 
pages. Price, 50 cents. •'
The Deoil and the Adventists,

An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. Bf ' • 
JdOfiKa Hull. Price, 5 cents, .

" COMMON SENSE. ~ ,
By Thomas Paine. A Revolutionary pamphlet, ad.' 

dressed to the inhabitants of America lu 1776, with 
explanatory notice by au English author. Paper. 
16 cents. r ’ -
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WAS 

£ERAIW LINCOLN 
A SPIRITUALIST?

-on-
Curious Revelations from the Life 

of a Trance Medium. ■
— BV— -

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD 
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav- 
lugs and Frontispiece of Lin- 

coin, from Carpenter’s 
Portrait from Life.

This book will be fonnd peculiar, curlcai, startling! 
—more no than any work hbiied since Uncle Tonri-’vi’ 
Cabin. It breathe« forgotten whispers which the runt '«*' 
of time had almost covered, and which have been 
snatched from the very jaws of oblivion. It deal! \ 
with high otUclal private life during the most moment i<- 
ous period In American History, and Is a secret page > 
from the life of him whom time servos only to make • 
greater, more appreciated, aud more understood— -r 
•'Abkaium Lincoln.”

Cloth, lUtno, illustrated, pp, ¡¡64, $1,50}uv 
Paper, 75 cents. • • '

For Sale at this office. .

THEPRIESUHE WOMAN i
—AND— *

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

This la a most valuable book. It comes from an Hx* ’ ’ 
Priest, whose character la abova reproach, and who 
knows what be Is talking about. Everybody should ’ 
read It. Price, 61.00. It contains tbo following chap*

' CHAPTER T. -/<
The Struggle before (be Sun ruder of Womanly Self«

respect lu the Confessional. c
CHAPTER IT. ' >

Auricular Confeaalou a Beep PR of Perdition for the ‘
Priest. v

CHAPTER ITT. : f
The Confeaalona! h the Modern Sodom. ‘
„ t CHAPTER IV. . ■ V
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Prlsats la made taw 

by Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER V.

The highly eduented and relined Woman in the Con- 
fesslonal-What becomes okjier after uncondllion* ■ 
al surrender—Her irreparable Ruin. . >=

, CHAPTER VI. ' <
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Tlci OF-'

Marriage and Human Society.
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular ConfcBsluu bo tolerated among Civil* 
IzedNaUona?

t CHAPTER VHT.
Doea Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul? 

CHAPTER IX. .
Tbo Dogma of Auricular Coniesslon a Sacrllcgioui 

Imposture.
CHAPTER X.

God compels the Church of Rome to confess thfl 
Abominations of Auricular Confession.

, , CHAPTER XI.
Auricular Confession In Australia, America, and 

France.
t CHAPTER XII.
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Hus« 

bands and Fathers—Some of tbo matter« ou which 
the Priest of Rome must Question his Penitent.

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

jiiperstitiQii in all Ages
Or “Le Bon Sens,”

By JEAN MESLIER,
A Roman Catholic priest, who, after a pastoral service ‘ 
of tbirty.ycars In France, wholly abjured religious • 
dogmas, and asked God’s pardon for having taught the • '• 
Christian religion. He left this volume as Ids last: 
will and testament to bls parishioners and to the 
world. Translated from the French original by Mies 
Anna Knoop, .

Post Svo., 839 pages, with portrait Cloth, fl-OOl ; 
postage, 14 canto, ‘

“The work of the honest pastor Is the moat curious . 
and the most powerful thing of the kind that the last • 
century produced. . . . Paine and Voltaire had rb« 
serves, but dean Mealier had none. He keeps nothing ‘ 
back; and vet, after all. the wonder Is not that there 
lionld have been one nrtost wl;o left that testimony at ;• a.*, ,t ... ••_,7ntnPq pn..nn ,

THt MtüiüííitollG
Experiences of John Brown,

The Medium of the Rockies, with an tntroductionby •
PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.

This book should be In the hands of every one Inters' ’ 
Mtvd In Spiritualism. *

Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chaptet "' 
§The Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 8, Removal tt ’

allfornla; Return of His Guide. Chapter 4, Remark* ' 
able Testa. Chapters, His Work as a Healer Cha» 
ter 6, Leaves the Body. Chapter 7. Virit to the Spirit* ' ‘ 
Land. Chapter fl, Methods Used by Spirits to Comm» i'-- 
nleatc: How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9, Mlroal * 
laneoua Articles. Chapter 10. A Strange Experience < 
Vbapterlt, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Powd 
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illuptratlve ¿t-5. 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 13, The First Bresk IB 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chaptei 
14. Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14. Ola-podrlda. •

For sale at this office Heavy paper cover, price fit * 
canto.

Br A. B. Hudson. M D. Price. Bett*. ' «

POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFK
Br Uule Doten. SIMM MM M» M

IMir. Price 11«. r



SWEET VOICES.1 aui a

Good Baptist and Christian ns was success lias taught the great lesson that

York

SOMEWHAT OCCULT.

TO

It

It is our privilege to bring the unseen standard Bible and fixing the manner
single observation, more than a

Suppose that one-sixteenth of an inch

countries with but it Is

The Principles of Nature, as Discov-

time to go home and retire with the 
sulks in consequence of your defeat for 
some petty position; you have no time 
to go home and brng of your glorious

&

“There are entire districts in the 
state where it is difficult to find a single 
family with church-going habits............
Even services brought into the commu
nity within school houses art* some-

spondeuce, and give a partial and tem
porary release to the mind, when its 
higher motions blend with those of the

“THE SAME OLD STORY.”
Such is the heading in a secular paper

times strangely disregarded: the ^ab- nl“’ "herever duty rails. You have no

'•Nature Cure.” By Dre. M. E. and 
Rosa 0. Conger. Excellent for even 
family. Cloth, JL5O. .

AN EBBING TIDE.
A correspondent of the New

ALTER AND AMEND GOD’S 
WORD.

is marvelous with what ease the

Evangelist, F. Campbell, gives a lugu
brious account of the condition of the 
church In Hie rural portions of New 
York. He says:

spiritual worlds When tlie dominating
Spiritual Things Are Spirit- influence of Hie body is finally removed 

Iiollu by llpalh, Hie spirit is at once raised
Ually UloGcrnea. Into j|S normal relations with Hie spir-

--------  final universe, and spiritual things are

teenth of a square inch of said soul. Illiums, Milwaukee, 5Ms.
. . . G. H. BROOKS.

In the last Progressive Thinker, Nov. wu. Ix’iH’d and felt, as naturally as are 
5, 1 note an article purporting to repre- Physical things before death. But by 
sent Hie experiences of a French sa- 110 mechanical means of magnifying 

■ ‘ ’ -• ■ souls to many thousand diameters

Ilie Progressive Thinker,

3£pUrcd at Chicago Pootoffico aa secoud-olusa mutter.
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nal failure.''

He was a good Christian. 
Baptist.”

benighted heathen, 
published on the 

innocently tells the 
Bibles. We copy, as
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gestion will apply #u ail cases of renewal of Bubstrlp- 
-Huiis—solicit others to aid iu the good work. You will 
experience no dUilculty whatever m inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for The Progiikbsive Tuinker, 
for not one of them cau afford to ho without the valua
ble Information Imparted therein each wec&and at 
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material In this way is a
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A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents.
Do you want a more bountiful barveat than wo can 

give you for23 ceutsï dual pause aud think for u mo
ulent what an ktellectual feast that email investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price ot Tub Pbo- 
bubssive TuiXKBB tlilrtieu weeks Is ouly twenty-five 
'cents! For that summit you obtain one hundred and 
four payes of solid, substantial, soul-elcvatlng and 
mind-refreshing reading mutter, equivalent to a medl- 
bm-slaed bookl
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. island of Ceylon.
.' use made of those

FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
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’ GREAT IS HUMBUG.

Moslicitn, Hie learned autlior 
> “Ecclesiastical History.” in part 2 

■ the 4th century, chap. 3, Sec. 2, in

A'ldiHWrod ei'ery Saturday at 4U loomts Street
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PREACHER’S SQNS.
The inquiry is frequently heard, 

“■Why are preacher’s sons so generally 
vicious aud leaders of the iqob, very 
frequently engaged iu crime, and often 
eliding their days in Hie penitentiary, 
or on tlie gallows?” That the postulate 
is true is well understood, but tlie rea
son for it is not at lust apparent. The 
general understanding Is: “Because 
they are brought up so stnctlyiu youth, 
they exercise fullest freedom when be
yond parental control.”

Numberless cases might be cited iu 
confirmation of Hie fact that the prog
eny of the average pulpiteer falls 
greatly short of the normal standard so 
tar as relates to morals. The case of 
the well-known bandit, robber, mur
derer, assassin and earnest Christian, 
Jesse James, will suffice for our pur
pose. He lived and died a member of 
Hie Baptist church, his fntlier being a 
preacher of that denomination. The 
son liad no respect for the life or prop- 
erty-rlg'hts of others, it was he aud 
his brat her Frank who inaugurated the 
robbing of railroad trains, and right 
sueeesstully they practiced their vil
lainies. .. .

Jesse was a good Sunday-school schol
ar. Tlie Bible was a constant study 
with him, us is usually the case with 
the entire criminal class. He was 
tuught tliat Jesus died tor sinners, and 
that by Ins death he ransomed a sin- 
eursed world, saving from endless woe 
all who believe he was tlie expected 
Messiah; that like the penitent thief on 
the cross, lie could swing from Hie gal
lows to glory. His mother, a pious 
Christian still, in a late published inter
view, said, as reported in the Kansas 
City Star:

"1 am as thoroughly satisfied about 
Jesse’s salvation as 1 am about inyown. 
When I come to die I will be just us 
certain that I/wlll meet my boy Jesse 
in heaven as that I am going there my
self. Jesse was u Buptist. He joined 
Hie church during the war. He came 
home terribly wounded, shot twice 
through Hie lungs, and for months we 
nursed him while he my near death. 
When he got well he went to meeting at 
the Baptist church and was baptized.

¿¿. . I’SE OP BIBLES.
;>• The world has beard a great deal 
¿ about the large number of Bibles 

printed annually, and shipped to niis
, sionaries in India, to be distributed 

ij among the natives, whose souls t'hris- 
tlans are extremely anxious to save 

? from hell. The money to pay for these 
¿¿Bibles is raised by systematic beg- 
f glug, very largely from Sunday-school 
i children, whose sympathies are aroused

.. we find it in one of our secular ex
: Changes:
5“It seems that gold leaf for decorative 
¡’.. purposes is, us a regular mutter of busi- 
<. ness, packed in little books made up of 
¿¡the unbound packages of holy writ cut 
: to the requisite size for the purpose 
¿¿and stitched together. Ou inquiry it is 
’ learned the practice of packing tlie

" established one and that tlie Bible is 
? selected for this purpose because, as a 

rule, the type is more evenly set. and 
'. the printing generally finer and better 
/ executed. On the other hand, 1 hear 

from other sources that the use of the 
■ Bible is looked upon as a sort of guar

antee that the leaf is of the best pos- 
•;'.Bible quality. It appears that tlie book 

of common prayt'r is also employed for 
the same purpose.”

All the gold leaf of commerce and the 
’¿rarts come in little liooks ¡!>4 inches 
; square witli 25 leaves of gold of vary

ing thickness. From tlie large amount 
of gold leaf now in use, mostly by book

. binders, decorative painters nnd dent- 
■■..ists, much of it coming from Ceylon and 
: the East Indies, it is important the 
¿.shipment of Billies to be made into 
’¡ gold leaf books should be continued, so 

it is hoped geueioustChristians will not 
/- withhold their contributions, otherwise 
1 the price of gold leaf may be greatly 

advanced. .

Of 
of 

OX-

Jesse James, lie continued his crimes 
until a confederate killed him. But re
member, please, that bis case is only 
one of thousands, made criminal by fa
miliarity with the doings of tlie patri
archs and prominent Bible characters, 
nearly all of whom would be punished 
with death If now living and still prac
ticing their crimes, the same as credited 
to them In the Bible.

■ posing tlie superstitious of that era. and 
¿ tlie frauds practiced Dy Hie priesthood

on the people, says:
“The reins lining once let loose to 

¿ superstition, which knows no bounds, 
..absurd notions ami idle ceremonies 
.. multiplied every day. Quantities of 
'•••dust and etirtli brought from Palestine, 

.and other places remarkable for their 
¿ supposed sanctity, were banded about 

as the most powerful remedies agalust 
- the violence of wicked spirits, ami were 

¡ sold and bought everywhere at enor- 
j nlous prices.''

These facts of Mosheim were recalled 
¿■ while reading an account of a late im- 
¿'portation into Chinigo of one hundred 
¿ pounds of the scrapings of the earth iu 
'¿¡Jerusalem, shipped to .Jas. A. Hitch- 
¿¿cock. to be used by Hie Knights in their 
¿ burial ceremonies. A handful of this 
¿ dust is to be poured front an hour glass 
¿ and sprinkled on the coffin, before cov- 
.¿ering it with common earth. The report 
' adds: “A certificate will be given to the 
widow stilting that upon the coffin was 
placed this earth from the Garden of 
Gethsemane.”

.-"■Some thirty years ago a gentleman 
£-visited Jerusalem and gained access to 
[¿the caverns underlying that city, from 
¡ which It is claimed Hie stone were

quarried for building Hie temple. He 
r collected n'quantity of Hie rock, nnd

•brought it to Chicago. Tlie skill of the 
lapidary was called into service, who 

¿manufactured various emblems for Hie 
¡Masonic fraternity. From sales of these 
it is probable he was reimbursed for the 

¿expenses of his trip. With a railway 
from the Great Sea to Jerusalem there 

¿.is no good reason why the major part of 
the sacred city may not be removed to 

: .America, provided there are fools 
: enough to spend their money in that 
-direction.

. THE CONVENTION OVER.
Now that the great Convention of 

Spiritualists Is over and the contending 
forces have ceased to contend for the 
lucrative and honorary positions iu the 
N. S. A., it is to be hoped that some of 
the vital questions, some of the needs 
ot tlie hour mid the cause will receive 
more attention.

The result ot the election caused joy 
aud disappointment, smiles and terns, 
all of which seem necessary jo the un- 
foldment of the highest and best in 
man, aud out ot which lints evolved a 
change, or changes, that should prove 
mi advance step in Spiritualism.

The Progressive Thinker made no 
fight on the personnel of the N. S. A., 
but did exhort the Spiritualists who de
sired to make the institution a repre
sentative body, to make a thorough 
renovation, and this has been pretty 
thoroughly done, though not quite com
plete. However, it is not tlie Intent of 
this representative of the whole cause, 
to quibble over small matters. If the 
present reconstruction of affairs was 
the work of tiie majority mid not of a 
clique, all well and good.

Of the many changes made we have 
no criticisms to offer, iio fault to find: 
The plan of a movable convention is a 
good one; the abolition ot a nominating 
committee is very commendable; the 
economic changes were the most essen
tial, however, and will certainly re
dound to great good to the Association. 
Retrenchment is always in order, and 
where an office has no salary attached 
there is no incentive to scheming or 
making a dishonest pull for the po
sition. We do not believe there lias 
been such work in our ranks so far, but 
in view of Hie depleted treasury and to 
avoid the temptation to designing pol
iticians, Hie cut to $1100 In the salary of 
the secretary Is all right, as was that of 
making the office of president non
salaried.

Tlie Progressive Thinker waged the 
war for re-adjustment mid met with 
success in Its agitation, when it was 
supposed to be equal to suicide to 
attack" tills august body, and iu that

THE liriSOOPALSi ROMANIZING.
The Church of England is in. a fer

ment, which it Is said tlirfatens a divis
ion. The bishops are represented as 
Romanizing .tlie church iu all possible 
ways, while the laity are resisting the 
movement, The Literary Digest quotes 
from oue of the publications of the 
Holy Cross Soelejy the following, which 
might easily be mistaken for a Roman 
Catholic production:

“When you are sick, you go to the 
doctor to be cured; so when your soul 
is sick, do not hesitate to go to the 
priest, who is the doctor of your soul, 
and who cures it tn the name of God. 
'Those who will not1 confess will not be 
cured. Siu is a terrible evil aud casts 
souls i nto hell, You must tell the 
priest all your sms' that you remember 
to have committed; God absolutely re
quires tills. If through pride or shame 
you were so unhappy as to hide a sin 
on purpose, my poor child, you would 
commit a very- grave fault; you would 
make a bad confession; not ouly your 
sins would not be forgiven you, but you 
would be a hundred times more guilty 
than before. You had better not con
fess at all than make such a bad, sacri
legious confession.”

Tlie hair shirt, painful wristlets, and 
anklets, the five cords, each with live 
knots, are all used for purpose of pen
ance Hie same as among the Catholics. 
Really the distinguishing difference be
tween the two sects seems mainly to 
consist of the ritual of the English 
church being in English, a translation 
of the Latin as used in Roman 
churches, and the Queen is the head of 
the English church, while the Pope is 
supreme at Rome. No wonder both 
parties are trying to bring about a rec
onciliation witli a view of a return to 
tlie parent church.

A writer in the New York Observer, 
in discussing the present condition of 
the Church of England, says:

“The Roman practices which have 
Invaded the English church are creep
ing into some of the American

PROF, CROOKES AND THOUGHT 
TRANSFERENCE.

Casting aside all written theories re
garding the action of thought, snys the 
Boston Herald, Sir William Crookes, 
with characteristic independence, lias 
struck out on lines distinctly his own. 
It is tlie novelty aud originality of his 
scientific views on telepathy that have 
caused such a buzz -of excited comment 
here. “To stop short in any research 
that bids fair to widen the gates of 
knowledge, to recoil from fear of diffi
culty or adverse criticism, is to bring 
reproach on science^” says Sir William, 
in Hie beginning of his remarks. “I 
think I see a little farther now. I have 
glimpses of something like coherence 
among the strange elusive phenomena; 
of something like continuity between 
those unexplained forces and laws 
already known.”

All this has been said before. But 
now Sir William Crookes says it and 
tlie nation listens breathlessly and 
waits for more. Ho thinks it possible 
that thoughts can be transferred around 
the world at the will of the thinker. “It 
would be well to begin with telepathy,” 
lie says; "with the fundamental law, 
that thoughts aud images may be trmis- 
terred Irom one mind to another with
out the agency of tlie recognized organs 
of sense; that knowledge may enter the 
human mind without being communi
cated in any hitherto known or recog
nized ways. If telepathy lake place, we 
have two physical facts—the physical 
change in Hie brain of A, the suggester, 
and the analogous physical change in 
the brain of B, the recipient of the sug
gestion. Between these two physical 
events there must exist a train of phys
ical causes. Such a sequence can only 
occur through an intervening medium. 
All the phenomena of the universe are 
presumably in some way continuous, 
and it is unscientific to call iu tlie aid 
of mysterious agencies when with 
every fresh advance in knowledge it is 
shown that ether vibrations have 
powers and attributes abundantly

Mí E> \V. M/allis /Astonished

E. AV. Wallis, of England, one of the most 
prominent workers there, and editor of The Two 
Worlds, is now temporarily sojourning in this 
country. In a letter to his paper he says:

“I have been astonished to find how few,' com 
paratiyely, of those who call themselves Spiritu 
alists in the United States, who subscribe to or 
support the spiritual papers. There are three 
organs which are in front rank; they are all ex
cellent on their several lines, and yet they meet 
with but scant assistance from the old-line "Spirit
ualists.”

The above is true in all respects. Not one 
Spiritualist in a hundred takes a Spiritualist pa
per. This is a deplorable condition indeed, No 
doubt many of them would subscribe for The 
Progressive Thinker if their especial attention 
were called to it. See what

Spiritualism is still greater than its rep
resentative; that the whole cause be
longs to the whole people, and when 
the frailties of man lead these great or
ganizations into error there comes a 
time for correction. We have no ani
mosities towards those who disagreed 
with us, we have no envy for those who 
succeeded against our plea for a com
plete change, but we have this fatherly 
advice to give: Let everyone now settle 
down for another year and put In his 
and her best licks for Spiritualism; to 
ferret out the genuine phenomena and 
get it before the world; to circulate the 
most convincing and most interesting 
class of literature—circulate the pa
pers—and send the truth where the gos
pel cannot otherwise reach; to help sup
port our Institutions for the helpless; to 
sweep away class legislation; to organ
ize and support State and local associa
tions, and be ready' to light whenever

batli is desecrated by visiting, ball
playing. and unnecessary manual labor; 
in some farming communities infidelity 
is getting a strong hold; a tremendous 
crowd turned out for the funeral of a 
rural skeptic, when it was understood 
tlie speaker was to be Col. Ingersoll, 
and was much disappointed when tlie 
Baptist preacher appeared instead; a 
general spiritual deadness conies to 
rest upon the people accompanied by a 
degree of ignorance which is difficult to 
imagine."

The boyish cry of "Wolf! Wolf!” has 
lieen repeated so loud nnd so often by 
the orthodox churches the people have 
ceased to heed It. Hell has lost all Its 
horrors since the people have learned 
the true character of the place, and a 
Catholic purgatory from which a licen
tious priesthood is able to release its 
victims by prayer for a pecuniary con
sideration, Is losing its hold on the laity, 
not only in rural districts, but every
where.

It is said tlie church lins its periods of 
flood and ebb tides, and that the latter 
condition now prevails, notwithstand
ing Hie zealous efforts of the clergy to 
the contrary.

It was contended for a long time that 
Hie decadence of the church was limit
ed to tlie cities, and was ascribed to the 
push of business and of polities, which 
leit no time to look after the soul's wel
fare. Now it is claimed tlie falling 
away of interest in religion in country 
towns is caused liy the shifting of popu
lation from country villages to tlie 
great cities. Such logic is paralleled Dy 
the flipping copper: "Heads I win, tails 
you lose.” It is a losing game to the 
church, both in city and country. It 
makes no difference whether we go 
into tlie city or country tlie church is 
in a terrible decline, and the religion of 
humanity is Hie gainer. Instead of 
church dogmas, and bigotry of the 
creeds, every effort to better tlie race is 
gladly welcomed. In no previous age 
lias there been such earnest effort to 
care for Hie destitute, the sick, helpless 
and infirm as now. When the church 
voices tills prevailing sentiment it gains 
help aud applause; but in nil its move
ments to place Hie church with its ob
solete dogmas in front, it proves a sig-

DRUNK.
, The Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch of Oc

: tober 28, lins the following:
D. B. Jimmerson, an Indian doctor, 

| was arrested on High street lost night 
I while drunk. It is said that he was fol
I lowing a white woman and tried to 
i; grab her. Three and costs.

This man Jimmerson has been posing 
j as a physical medium, and traveling 
¿through Ohio. Whenever he visits your 

■ town, tell him to move on—he is not 
■wanted. .

THE PATRON OF LITERATURE.
_ “Pope Gregory IX. burned about 
twenty cart-loads of the Talmud; and 

¿■Paul IV. ordered twelve thousand 
Jiicopies to be destroyed.” So says the 
¡»Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge, 
Tgarticle Talmud. That is the way the 
iSgchurch has been the patron of lit- 
ST«rature.

Sweet Voices from the Spirit-land I hear, 
Now breathing soft and pure their holy lays, 

In heavenly tones awakening mem’ries dear
Of loved and long departed days.

They come, those voices, from the distant shore, 
Where joy illumes with golden rays, 

And softly in each sorrowing heart they pour 
Sweet meiiiorics of departed days.

victory; there is work for every 
worker—not much money in it, 'tis 
true—toward Hie advancement of our 
common cause, and that is greater than 
money, and yet needs monyy to push it 
along. Let us not neglect any part Of 
this great machinery of operation, lest 
it be Hie most important of nil and im
pede the progress of our truth. Let us 
lift ourselves above the stubbles and 
ruts of petty dissent Ions and jealous 
wrnnglings, aud go into this common 
bnttle heart to heart nml hand in hand, 
knowing that In union there is strength, 
holding in fellowship tlie organized and 
unorganized, recognizing those outside 
of the N. S. A. as good Spiritualists, in 
the higher sense of Hie words, as those 
who have added their names to Hie roll; 
recognizing Spiritualism as the leader 
in advance thought, science and re
ligion of humanity; the reformatory 
system of all reforms; something to 
unite us in bands of harmony, in schools 
of advancement, in bonds of sacred 
oneness for truth and justice. We all 
have a duty iiMtommou; let us do it and 
all will be we™

churches. We know members of tlie 
Episcopal church who resort regularly 
to the confessional, who believe in the 
change of tlie wafer, into the actual 
body of Christ;,who pay idolatrous wor
ship to the altar, mid practice all the 
genuflexions qnd invocations to the 
Virgin which u,, devpllt Rp;nanist would 
do, and who arq’training children to the 
same performances. Protestants need 
to be on their'guard, not only against 
Romanism, but against this Romaniz
ing tendency in the Episcopal church. 
It is a real danger, for those who know 
best the influence of the confessional, 
the doctrine of the mass, and the prac
tice of penance, assure us that the first 
is degrading and demoralizing, the sec
ond heathenish, and the last subversive 
of all manly piety aud humble faith.”

“Word of God” has been changed and 
adapted to the growing needs of the 
Church. When anything is found that 
becomes obnoxious it is declared an 
interpolation; but no one has authority 
to eliminate such unauthorized ad
dition to the sacred volume. It would 
require several pages of The Progress
ive Thinker to point out these admitted
forgeries, of which the “Believe or be

4\e love our cause and are proud of dalnned” an important one, as Is that 
Its noble workers and know their plie- , . .. . „ ... .' relating to the woman taken In 

adultery, with Jesus telling her, 
“neither do I condemn thee,” and so of 
all the passages which converts a 
virgin’s son into a God.

At the National Episcopal Convention, 
late in session in Washington, we noted 
a telegram of October 18, giving an ac
count of the proceedings of that body 
on that day, among which was the fol
lowing:

“At the business session of Hie dep
uties the standard Bible came up for 
discussion. The Rev. Dr. Fulton, of 
Philadelphia, had submitted a series of 
queries as to the existence of a stand
ard Bible, to which a committee re
ported that tlie church bad a standard— 
namely, that published in 1812 and 
adopted in general convention in 1823; 
that no alterations had been made since 
then, and that the exclusive use of the 
standard Bible was obligatory. In view 
of the report a resolution was adopted 
directing the preparation of a suitable 
constitutional provision establishing the

nomena and philosophy, their proof of 
the return of spirit friends and Irresist
ible logic, their seance room, private 
nnd platform tests and their forceful 
rostrum eloquence will eventually win 
the world to Spiritualism, whether or
ganized or unorganized. If organization 
rolls the wheels with more speed, let us 
maintain an organization; if it does not, 
it will die inadvertently and the great 
cause will go right along. Pause not to 
weep over disappointments, but weep 
as you work if you must weep; your 
services are worth just what you make 
them.

WISE AND OTHERWISE.
If for no other reason than that of af

fording Brother Barrett twelve months 
more in which to assist Mr. Walker In 
the liquidation of that Jubilee deficit, 
it may be a very prudent act on the” 
part of that band of wise(?) spirits to 
have chosen that official to succeed him
self. Since it has occurred, it is a hap
py and very consoling thought to con
sider that “it had to be or it would not 
be," but whether wise or otherwise to 
permit ownership of such an Institution 
by one person and attempt to popularly 
and properly make It represent the 
whole cause remains to be seen.

STILL STRIVING TO LIQUIDATE.
Now that those wise (?) spirits have 

seen fit to recognize the wisdom of their 
own wiseness in making an indebted

; ness to stand against the N. S. A.—’tis 
only a trifle, something over $1,200, and 

1 Mr. Walker’s salary, $2,000, for Jubilee 
services—it may be wise to retain the 

: same executive head until the debt is 
; paid, rather than saddle it on some in- 
■ nocent and disinterested man. At the 

present rate of liquidation it will take 
' about forty years to liquidate the debt, 
’ nnd in the meantime other important 

interests and essentials will suffer be
cause of the solicitation to liquidate.

“Social Upbuilding, Including Co-op
erative Systems and the Happiness and 
Ennoblement of Humanity.” By E. D. 
Babbitt, LL. D., M.D. This comprises 
the last part of Human Culture and 
Cure. Paper cover, 15 cents. For sale 
at this office. _

THE OPEN DOOR.
The two worlds, so-called, are inter

blended, interpenetrated. The space oc
cupied by the present world of mortal 
being is occupied also by the world of 
spirits. When our spirit vision is open 
wc may see the angels or spirit beings 
ascending and descending and moving 
about among us.

ones nearer to us in sensible relations, 
to have a realizing consciousness of 
their presence with us, and to enjoy 
communion with them as friend with 
friend in sweet social converse, day by 
dny.

This agreeable object may be attained 
by supplying the proper conditions. 
There needs the element of sincere de
sire for such communion, a desire of 
such strength that it is willing to take 
the pains to use the methods to secure 
the result sought.

Then with patience, perseverance, 
with the spirit of truth within, the glow 
of the heavenly visitants will shine 
upon the waiting ones, and their pres
ence will be made known in such way 
as they can best use the instruments at 
hand.

Herein is one of the Important ele
ments of spiritual good residing in the 
family circle. Sincerely and purely 
used, void of all gross and sordid in
fluences, conducted with high and pure 
design, in which fraud and faklrism-has 
no lot nor part, the family circle may 
become the gateway for pure and noble 
spirit intelligences to enter into our 
earthly homes and come into close up
lifting and spiritualizing union with our 
mental natures. .

The family circle, rightly conducted 
and used, will prove the open door 
through which the angels will visit our 
homes with messages, of love and 
spiritual helpfulness, to elevate and 
purify our thoughts, in adaptation to 
that higher life in the spiritual realms.

of its alteration.” ,
So “standard Bibles,” after the adop

tion of this proposed amendment to the 
Episcopal constitution, will not be sub
ject to alteration only in the manner 
pointed out by jjiat instrument.

Do, for heaypn's iffike, gentlemen, 
amend the chrqpology; of the old book 
so as to correct thp date of creation. 
For the love fit your reputation as 
scholars this must be \(one. Instead of 
telling that “ouF,Xord” was born in the 
year of the •'¡yprld, >J004, pray add 
another thousand years at least; for 
your own investigators;, in Egypt assert 
most positively that ¡they have un
questionable evidence that Egyptian 
civilization dateri baejf to 5,000 years 
before our era. The current opinion of 
the learned is that ¡¡¡he colonists of 
Egypt brought the civilization of older

equal to any demand—even to the 
transmission of thought.

"It is supposed by some physiologists 
that tlie essential cells of nerves do not 
actually touch, but are separated by a 
narrow gap, which widens in sleep 
while it narrows almost to extinction 
during mental activity. This condition 
is so singularly like that of a Brnuly or 
Lodge coherer as to suggest it further 
analogy. The structure of brain and 
nerves being similar, it is conceivable 
there may be present masses of such 
nerve coherers in tlie brain whose spe
cial function it may be to receive im
pulses brought from without through 
Hie connecting sequence of ether waves 
of appropriate order of magnitude. It 
is known that the action of thought is 
accompanied by certain molecular 
movements in tlie brain, and here we 
have physical vibrations capable from 
their extreme minuteness of acting 
direct on individual molecules, while 
their rapidity approaches that of tlie 
Internal and external movements of 
the atoms themselves.”

Coming from such a brilliant man ns 
Sir William Crookes, the outspoken 
utterances on psychic philosophy have 
compelled attention, and instead of the 
silence with which such statements 
would be received from a smaller man, 
there Is an earnest request for more. 
Sir William lias flooded with light the 
uncertain gloom of a forbidden region 
of thought and torn aside tlie veil that 
has hitherto separated scientists from 
a subject tabooed in tlie gatherings of 
tlie leading men of learning.

While admitting that tills new sci
entific subject has not yet come into tlie 
legitimate area of tlie modern philoso
pher, Sir William declares that it will 
bo found possible to discover a path by 
which telegraphing without wires, or 
transferring thoughts from mind to 
mind at the will of the thinkqr, can be 
found to harmonize.

He affirms that “confirmation of tele
pathic phenomena is already afforded 
by many converging experiments,” and 
asserts tliat “we must beware of rashly 
assuming that all variations from the 
.normal waking or sleeping conditions 
are necessarily morbid.” Perhaps the 
most daring sentence of nil is his an
nouncement that “it is henceforth open 
to science to transcend all we now 
think we know of matter, and to gain 
new glimpses of a profounder scheme 
of Cosmic Law.” He cites the famous 
dictum of a scientist, who saw in mat
ter, too long despised and abused, “the 
promise and potency of all terrestial 
life.” "I should prefer,” said Sir 
William, “to reverse the apothegm, and 
to say that in life I see the promise and 
potency of all forms of matter.”

probable the addltion^pf 6,000 years at 
one time is more than the laity will 
consent to, so begin with 1,000 years, 
and you can add the other 5,000 when 
you make the next “alteration."

You must make these alterations, 
good churchmen, else all who read the 
revelations of your agent In Egypt, 
Prof. Flinders Petrie, will declare you 
are humbugs. So hurry up .that amend
ment to your constitution.

TOO MUCH RELIGION.
'A Miss Nell Thompson died a few 

days ago at Los Angeles, Cal., from an 
overdose of religion. She wanted to be 
like Christ, so entered on a course of 
fasting. On the eighth day, like the 
boy’s calf, she “kinder gin out,” and all 
her acquired grace, passed to glory 
with her. ■.■;.-.„■■.■ •

WM, COWLEY, OF EDDYVILLE, IA., HAS DONE
He writes as follows: “Your warning note was 

timely and good. I was aware my time was 
drawing to a close, and was trying to keep in 
touch with the “Divine Plan,” by doing some 
missionary work, and I succeeded in getting 
three new subscribers. My only regret is I did 
not get more. May your endeavors be more than 
“bread cast upon the waters,” and that the light 
may shine in every house and hamlet in Ameri
ca. Fraternally yours, WM. COWLEY.

The above shows that anyone who desires can 
usually induce several others to subscribe for a 
Spiritualist paper. Let everyone follow Mr. 
Cowley’s example by sending in additional sub
scribers and when Mr. Wallis visits this country 
again he will be compelled to make a different 
report. It is an absolute fact that hundreds of 
dollars are actually given to our subscribers each 
year through the “Divine Plan,” which we alone 
have inaugurated, and Mr. Cowley, feeling that 
the Divine Plan should not be on one side alone 
sends us additional subscribers.

vant. It is apparently a modified re
production of a sensational article that 
was published some twelve to fifteen 
years ago, which 1 then reviewed In the 
Elmira Telegram. Many may be misled 
by it. Hence I deem it propel- to call it 
down. This claim seems to be based

above their normal proportions. As we 
cultivate tlie spiritual and come into 
correspondence with tlie higher life 
here, we may realize glimpses, and 
voices and touches, and the sweet 
warmth of heavenly love, and a blessed

upon the magnifying power of a strong companionship witli (he world unseen, 
glass; for It is said that the “particles whose tender benedictions soothe and 
of dust in Hie air were magnified many !<‘st lbe weary pilgrim, aud soften all 
thousands of times." If this magnify- sorrows of life.
ing power is the secret by which the bu- MAN C. HOWE,
man soul is discovered, there are some --------------——  ----------------
difficulties in Hie way which are likely u/;...___ :
to spoil the story. The power that mag- Spiritualists Of Wisconsin, 
nlfies the particles of dust many thou- I have been endeavoring to arouse an 
sand times, would magnify tlie spaces interest in the state in our work, and 
between them in the same proportion, to enthuse the people so that in time I 
and such a machine would only be able could help to organize a state society. I 
to cover Hie space of n hair’s breadth in have liecn to Sheboygan Falls, and held 
its field of observation. A piece of clay four meetings, also to Stevens Point, 
an ineli in diameter would appear like and held four meetings, and it is my de
a large house, and if it were porous—as sire to visit as many places as possible 
it must be— the spaces between the par- in the state, while I am in Milwaukee. 
Heles of day might be large enough to I therefore ask the people from all 
let a boy through with a wheel-barrow, parts of the state to write me. and let 
A magnifying power of such qualities us see if arrangements cannot be made 
could not be applied to any substance so that some meetings can be held dur- 
larger than a small pea al best. If it ‘“R the week, and an interest awak- 
magnitied the human soul in tlie same ened.
ratio-many thousand times—and the I found in Stevens Point a small so- 
soul, as we are taught, ami as is proven ciety witli a lyeenin that is preskied 
bv mauv evidences, corresponds in size over by Mrs. C. L. Stewart, who resides 
aiul shape to the body from which it is there. The society owes its existence 
evolved, such n soul, thus seen, would to her. for it is by her persistent ef- 
be from twenty to a hundred thousand forts that she not only has the society, 
feet tall, and from live to twenty thou- but lias educated the outside world t*> 
sand feet wide! respect our cause, and to feel that >Spir-

And though the soul-dust might be so ituallsm ns a movement, is worthy of 
compact in tills laxly tliat the normal respect. I would that Hie people might 
eye could see no open spaces between ““I better acquainted with Mrs. Stew- 
tiiem, yet, when thus magnified, there art throughout tlie country, for she is 
might appear highways bv the thou- indeed a worthy worker. It is my de
sand running through 1liis magnified sire to organize where there is a chance 
soul, wide enough to admit human pe- al'd 10 1,O1<1 meetings wherever I cau. 
destrlans to walk with ease. But the So' friends, let me hear from you. so 
insuperable difficulty would seem to be while 1 am in Milwaukee the work may 
that a glass that could magnify many ',e started. When writing please cn- 
thousand Hines, could not cover, at a dose a stamp for reply. Address all 

six- letters to 422 Grand avenue, care Mr. O.

THANKSGIVING AND PRAISE.
President McKinley lias designated 

November 24 as a day for thanksgiving 
and praise to Almighty God for the 
blessings of the year, the mildness of 
the seasons, the fruitfulness of the soil, 
the prosperity of the people, the valor 
of our countrymen, the glory of victory 
and hope of righteous peace.

Others will differ from us, but we 
cannot refrain from the inquiry: Is God 
so feeble that Jie delights in being 
praised, and so covetous of applause 
that he desires thanks for his favors? 
Our God is so infinitely great, good and 
wise that adulation and flattery cannot 
reach him, so beneficent and kind as to 
be deaf to expressions of gratitude 
from the time-server.

The founders of this Republic—every 
one of them when President, save 
Washington on a solitary occasion, de
clined to set apart a day for fasting or 
for prayer, urging It .was inconsistent 
with the duties of a purely secular gov
ernment It would have been well had 
their successors been equally faithful'to 
the Idea involved in. the separation of 
church and state. . •

“Human Culture ana Cure, Marriage, 
Sexual Development, andi Social Up« 
building.” By E. D. Babbitt, M. D., 
LLJJ. A most excellent and very valu
able work, by the Dean of the College 
of Fine Forces, and author of other im
portant volumes on Health, Social Sci
ence, Religion, etc. Price, cloth, 75c. 
For aale at this office.

of soul be magnified ten thousand 
times; we would have a piece of soul 
about 52 feet square! But a normal
soul 6 feet high by an average of one _ -------- ---------,.
foot wide (a rather narrow soul) would of ,lle failuie of the First National
contain within its square surface 13,824 Bank of Ohio a few days ago, tlie 
such squares! Multiply these by 52 cashier, who was very active in church 

oi onc s(l’’are) and we have wori;i simply sloped. “It is believed," 
718,848 square feet of soul. If the form .. disnatch “that investim- 
were only ( feet wide (quite a broad ____  •.. .... ’-ft«««« ,-• i f non 5M11 bn ng lus defalcation un to gauge soul) it would be 10-.G92 high. eiAHnnn*’ This is another ovomnlifip*! mi t______i i vlW.WU. J.U10 io uuvllivr LavLH|)11 ill.*1 ■This makes a soul seven feet wide by.... . .. . . . , J tion of the divine command, Make
about twenty miles high! . vou..selves fl.Iends of the uamnion

Evidently this French Savant is deal- f nnrlrf.tponsne« that when ve fall 
ing in some oecult speculations, or the- th ’ reccive vou int0 everlasting 
osophlcal assumptions that will not hab’it„tionS'• One hundred thousand 
bear the rigor of cold mathematics. wlll a lone wav ln 
That spirits can project themselves into go a long vaj m that
forms that the normal eye can see, is '_______ _ _________
well proven; and that spiritually un
folded faculties can sec and sense the
soul, which eludes our ordinary vision, ered In the Development and Structure 
is equally well established. But that of the Universe. Material and Spiritual
any magnifying lens can be made to 
cheat nature of her normal ways of 
reaching spiritual things does not ap
pear probable. Certainly not by mag
nifying a soul by ten thousand diame
ters. When our mental faculties are in 
correspondence with the higher vibra
tions of the spiritual universe, it is as 
natural to see spiritual forms and hear 
spiritual voices, as it Is to see and hear 
in this world. "Spiritual tilings are 
spiritually discerned.” While our men
tal vibrations are dominated by the 
lower scale of physical life they cannot 
respond io the spiritual, except as occa
sional modifications of soul and body 
relations allow slips of the close corre-

Magnetic Forces. Laws of Spiritual 
Manifestations and Mediumship. Spir
itual Blanes and Spheres, Given inspi
rationally, by Mrs. Maria M. King. In 
three volumes, 8vo. A remarkable 
wort; among the greatest in the liter
attire of Spiritualism. Price reduced 
from $1.75 to $L25per volume. Post
age 12 cents.

“The Infidelity of Ecclesiastlclsm. 
A. Menace to American Civilization.” 
By Prof- W. M. pock wood, lecturer 
upon physical, physiological and psy
chic science. Demonstrator of the mo
lecular or spiritual hypothesis of na
ture. Scholarly, masterly, trenchant 
Price 25 cents.. For sale at this office.
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AT OMAHA.
*4 YThe Liberal Congress of Re 

ligion.

T The sixth annual assembly of the Lib
I oral Congress of Religion terminated
j on the 22d of October in what may be
I . considered a success. Tlie difficulty at
I Nashville, the place of the fourth
I assembly, was the opposition of tlie
I orthodox clergy, and it was not until
I Rev. Isidor Lewlnthal, a Jewish rabbi
I of Nashville, opened his church to the
I Congress that tliey had a roof to cover
I their heads. Although Nashville prob-
r ably contains as many liberal minds
I proportio.uatcly as Omaha, the-Congress
I succeeded in calling forth a more fair
I sentiment upon this last occasion than
I on the one at tlie Tennessee city. Tlie
■ First Congregational Church opened its
I doors to them, and two orthodox min
I isters; Rev. John MeQuoid, M. E., and
I Rev. T. J. Mackay, Episcopal, were on
I the local committee to forward the iu
I terests of tlie movement. The denom
I bullions represented so fur as could be
I learned were Episcopal, Methodist,
I Presbyterian, Baptist, Judaist, Uni
I versalist, Unitarian and a number of

liberal societies.
I There was one phase of the Congress 
I that was clearly emphasized, namely,
I that tlie ministry represented there are

adapting their
• RELIGION TO THE TIMES,

> and not endeavoring to compel the ad- 
vaneement of this period to cramp its 

I broadened horizon down to the narrow 
p calibre of tne twelfth century. Dr. 
L E. G. Hirsch, of Chicago, u learned
1 rabbi, said in the course of an address:

"Tlie Fejee islander can only couipre- 
! hend the things which his environment 

lias prepared him for, aud lienee it is 
/ lliat Christian efforts to make mission 

ffiOi^work a success there have proven a 
failure. For the same reason would

1 Judaism fall, because tlie mind of tlie 
I savage cannot understand the theology 
[(> of his more advanced brother.”
1 Although the orthodox element pres
t ent could not lend their full sanction to
5 all that this learned “Infidel” (as Dr.

'•: Hirsch says liis people call him) said,
I yet Ills able address was frequently in-, 
‘ terrupted by hearty applause from all
* factions.

¡5 It seemed to be rather a recognition 
of the right of each individual to hold to 
an opinion of Ills own, that bound tlie 

: meipbers and delegates together in one 
common body. To hear an orthodox 
minister speak of Thomas Paine 
Without some

DEPRECIATING COMMENT 
might seem strange, and yet sueli a 
ease is on record of tlie Liberal Con
gress at Omaha. Rev. H. H. Peabody, 
Of Rome, N. Y„ would not speak of the 
great "author hero” as “Tom,” but pre
ferred the more proper name of Thomas. 
The mention of Paine's name called out 

: a round of applause. Each one ex
pressed his opinion with less ill-feeling 

■ Ilian one would suppose a fervent re
ligionist could sustain when referring 
to a teaching opposed to his own views.

' Rev. Dr. II. W. Thomas presided. 
Tlie stand taken by him is Hint of a 

. grand hero. Be has stood calmly in 
tlie face of much narrow criticism, Hie 

■ advocate of principles he believes to be 
true. As president of the Congress. Dr. 
Thomas is just Hie man to stand at the 

, head of a concern whose members are 
of all phases of belief. His presence on 
the outset gives one the impression of a 
man who has the interests of humanity 

. at heart, rather than the propaganda of 
a mere belief. His courage was shown 
when Hie letter of Jolin Henry Barrows 
was received, declining the office of 

■ trustee on the ground that lie could not 
be responsible for what would be said 

t'» at the Congress. Dr. Thomas calmly 
and In a dignified manner remarked:

' ' "Those who don't want us, we don’t 
- want them.”

;: The spirit of prejudice Is not entirely
wanting, nor is that of undue fear of 
the consequences which might follow 
entering tlie Congress, aud the 
“Liberal” element in some eases be
comes as illiberal as the orthodox. The 
principal inquiry among them was, if 
they were expected to subscribe to “Hie 
Infallibility of the Bible;” on the other 
hand, Christians feared that they would 
be tending to heterodox ideas if they 
took an active part in Hie movement, 
but after Hie usual preliminary can
vassing the representatives came to
gether in good spirit and throughout 
the proceedings preserved good feeling 
toward one another.

, The attitude of religion toward sci- 
(uee is steadily becoming more lenient, 
although we could have seen a pro
nounced antagonism to it one hundred 
years ago, in the days of Jefferson, or 
even in the later period of Theodore 
Parker. To-day we seo the clergy in 
¡he Liberal Congress leaning on Hie

terests of the movement, and $3,500 
more to pay current expenses.

The question of a name for the Con
gress was brought before the members 
at the lust session, and it was proposed 
to strike out the word “Liberal” aud 
make it read “A Congress of Religious 
Unity,” but the much simpler one of 
“Congress of Religion” met witli the 
most favor, aud was referred to the 
Board of Trustees for further delibera
tion, so that those connected with the 
Congress, but absent, could express 
themselves through correspondence. 
The reasons presented for the change 
were that it might be implied that some 
were not liberal, especially those of the 
orthodox tendency, whereas it was con
tended that some of the orthodox min
istry are as liberal, aud in some ways 
even more so, thau those sailing under 
the name of “Liberal,” such as the 
Unitarians, Universallsts, etc. All re
ligions are one, so it was argued, and 
it need not be labeled to designate it as. 
liberal; so the question was referred to 
the Executive Board. ,

The Congress adjourned, the meeting 
place to be settled upon later by the 
Board. The prospects seem to be that 
it will assemble iu the East the coming 
year, and tlie outlook is bright for great 
expansion and a liberalizing influence 
on the entire religious woild. In the 
face of much discouraging expression 
this great movement has gone ahead. 
In the language of Dr. H. W. Thomas: 
“This Congress is born to live; it draws 
its life from the Infinite aud cannot
die.”

South Omaha, Neb.
PAUL S. GILLETTE.

BEHIND A TREE
“One More Need,” Discov

ered by "A Delegate."

To the Editor:—In the last issue of 
your good paper I find an article with 
tlie above head lines, from one who is 
evidently afraid to honestly append his 
name to the same, since he cowardly 
shields himself behind the signature of 
"A Delegate.” The article referred to, 
is one of criticism of the recent action 
of the trustees of tlie N. 8. A. in filling 
a vacancy upon tlie board. “1 do not 
find fault with the expressed opinion of 
an honest critic, but when I find tlie 
animus of Hie critic to be a wilful in
tention to prejudice Hie public against 
a well-organized and useful institution, 
as tlie N. 8. A. has proved Itself to be, 
and to create an erroneous impression 
concerning the efforts and aims of the 
present board, 1 feel justified in taking 
exceptions to botli critic and criticism, 
especially when they are not open 
enough to show the world who and 
what they are.

In referring to Hie action of the newly 
elected board of trustees of the N. S. A. 
in appointing Mr. 1. C. 1. Evans, of 
Washington, to fill Hie vacancy occa
sioned by the unwillingness of Mr. 
Barnard to serve, "A Delegate” ob
serves: “This opens a chance for an im
portant discussion." Very well, 1 will 
avail myself of Hie eliance thus opened, 
and inform Hie public, that while Mr. 
Barnard did not absolutely decline to 
serve on the board, lie told me that as 
he is a very busy mini, lie had not in
formed himself as fully upon the ob
jects and work of the N. S. A. as lie felt 
he should have done, to be qualified to 
serve, and requested me to so inform 
Hie board, and to have another man 
from this city appointed in his place, 
who wits more conversant with the Asv 
sociatlon than himself. In following 
Hie instruction of Mr. Barnard, whom 
1 know to be a thorough business man, 
a Spiritualist and a gentleman, and 
whom I, myself had placed in nomina
tion in Hie nominating room at Hie con
vention, I suggested to Hie board that 
Mr. Evans be substituted, for that gen
tleman, Mr. Barnard, and the selection 
thus made was unanimously confirmed.

“A Delegate” goes on to say: "The 
idea has been prevalent that under the 
charter, Washington must have three

the convention. If any one of these In
dividuals see fit to decline to serve it 
is the business of the board to fill the 
vacancy according to the best judg
ment for the general good of the N. 
S.A. '

Let it be further understood that the 
treasurer and secretary should both be 
in Washington for the execution of 
business which must bring them into 
daily conference together, for unless 
this were so, the entire business of Hie 
Association would frequently come to 
a standstill for an unnecessary length 
of time.

“A Delegate” winds up bv announc- 
ing-wliat all lovers of the N. S. A. de
sire and endorse—that at the next con
vention in Chicago the nominations will 
be made from Hip floor. But he con
tinues, thus showing ills covert bitter
ness against the members who are resi
dents of the District of Columbia: “Due 
caution should be exercised to have the 
members properly distributed, and 
Washington need not be represented at 
all, if the convention may desire per
sons from elsewhere,” In view of the 
fact that it is legally necessary for the 
headquarters of the N. S. A. to be main
tained in Washington, we fall to see 
how it will be possible or feasible to Ig
nore the claims of tlie District of Co
lumbia to representation, or to fail to: 
place one or more of its resident Spirit
ualists upon tlie board.

But I have trespassed upon your 
space and courtesy sufficiently, Mr. Ed
itor. I do not like the work of dealing 
with anyone who hides himself behind 
a tree or who wields an anonymous pen. 
There is something wrong about sueh 
a coward, and one feels himself plmost 
belittled in Handling him. Were it not 
tliat “A Delegate”—be that writer man 
or woman—has attempted to mislead 
and prejudice the public upon import
ant matters, I would have taken no no
tice of the article bearing that signa
ture; but under Hie ' circumstances, I 
feel that in justice to the N. S. A. and 
its board of officers, I must ask tills 
hearing. Very respectfully.

THEODORE J. MAYER, 
Treasurer of the N. 8. A.

TRANSLATIONS.
Parisian Medical Chit-Chaf.

THE GRAVE OF LAENNEC-THE 
BEAUTIFUL OUTLOOK FROM 
HIS BURIAL PLACE—LAENNEC 
WOULD NOT ACCEPT AN OF
FICIAL FUNERAL—1VÜERE AND 
HOW THE IMMORTAL DIS
COVERER OF AUSCULTATION 
To the Editor:—The following from 
sleeps. ; .

the Paris correspondent) of the Cincin
nati Lancet-Clinic, one ¡of the leading 
medical journals of this country, is 
worthy of reproduction in your valuable 
paper, in my opinion. That said cor
respondent is a Spiritualist no one will 
doubt after reading his beautiful report 
of his visit to the grave of .Laennec, the 
discoverer of auscultation, and whose 
memory physicians everywhere revere.

H. V. SWERINGEN.

strong staff of science. Kev. S. R. Cal-
throp, of Syracuse. N. Y., boldly de
fiares that “religion
Bible,” because, as lie

ro-writes the
infers, science

f

ms opened new fields to the mind and 
corrected erroneous ideas which have 
frown out of a dearth of knowledge, 
de deplored that scientists should 

_ gnore conscience, as it is a fact in na- 
ure. "Science can, furthermore, prove 
hat religion goes through and per
meates all the things of the universe. 
* * * All things are the result of 
;ex—the rock, the tree, the man—pro
ceed from the same source, illustrating 
the great principle of Father nnd 
Mother God. » » » Love Is a mode 
of motion, if science is true. » * • 
Why not? Sound can be made to send 

. out waves without the direct use of 
. .. hands. Go with me into the laboratory 
L if the scientist He strikes a large 
I liming fork till it sends out a pure, 
’ dear tone. He grasps it with his hand, 
. «topping all vibration from the fork 

struck, but the sound continues clear as 
before. Another fork in the room is on 
the same key and has responded. Again 
the scientist strikes, but this time a dif- 
icrerit fork and another tone is given. 
He grasps the sounding tines, and no 
response—silence. In such a manner 
loes love act. Where two are not on 
he same key there can be no passing of 
ore. If they are the same, then a re
sponse will follow.”
If we are looking for “Liberal" sen

timent, what more convincing proof of 
¡hat sentiment can we find in Christen
dom than the fact of the Congress? 
Listen to the thought of Rev. Robert T. 
•Tones, of Ithaca. N. Y„ a Baptist min
ister: “The Bible is no longer Infalli- 
blc.” According to the Christian stand
ard it would seem that such words 
would be immediately stamped as 
aeretical. Or hear the pure ethical sen- 
dment of Rev. Lewlnthal, of Nashville, 
refill.: “Any country where justice. 
!ove,-peace,.etc., are, there God reigns,”

The freedom of reason expressed re
minds us that religion Is living less In 
the letter of creeds and more in the 
spirit of truth. Throughout the sessions 
tlie idea of creeds was depreciated or 
silence held on the subject Those who 
deemed the ground dangerous kept 
away from it; still others, free to speak, 
demonstrated the infinite character of 
superiority of morals over creed. Like 

i-.nll institutions, the Liberal Congress of 
| Religion has to raise money. Accord- 

■'•Inely the members appointed a com
mittee to get $50,000 to back up the in-

BUSY WORKERS.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague 

in Ohio.

We have been very busy since the 
camps dosed. We served the Lansing, 
Mich., society four Sundays, visiting 
near-by towns for week evenings, hold
ing meetings in Pottersville, Bellevue, 
Hastings, Dansville and Charlotte. At 
all these places much interest and en-
thusiasm were manifest.

From Lansing we went to Fenton,
Mich., where we held the first public
meeting ever held In that place. We

resident members of 
Moulton at the 1887 
plained that the lirst 
necessary in order to

the board, 
convention 
year sudi 
llave three

dent applicants for tlie charter, 
sudi is not now a legal necessity.

Mr.
ex- 

was 
rcsl- 
but 
The

accepted precedent is to appoint only 
one member of the board from each 
state. Why not also from the District 
of Columbia? The states are as much 
parts of the United States as is the Dis
trict.”

I refer my readers to Tlie Progressive 
Thinker of Nov. 5, for continuation of 
this paragraph from "A Delegate.”

Now, then, Mr. Editor, you will kind
ly allow me to explain that the N. S. A. 
neither claims nor desires the public to 
believe that it is legally necessary for 
three members of the board to be resi
dents of Washington. But, sir, from a 
business standpoint and on general 
principles it is very essential that three 
such members should residif in this city. 
Why? Because it frequently happens 
that the executive committee should 
meet to decide or pass upon important 
matters for the N. S. A. Sometimes 
this meeting must be held at very short 
notice. The executive committee is 
formed of five members of the board. 
Three members of this committee make 
a quorum. It would not be practicable, 
nor indeed possible, to bring one or two 
members from the states to meet with 
that committee at perhaps an hour's no
tice, nor would it be wise to expend the 
money necessary to get members from 
the states to the District of Columbia at 
every session of the executive commit
tee. Three members from that commit
tee must be present at each meeting in 
order to have any business transacted, 
hence it is proper that three of the 
board should be residents of Washing
ton, and understanding this, the Presi
dent has always appointed the resident 
members upon that committee.

“A Delegate” should inform himself 
upon these matters before he attempts 
to instruct the public: if he does know 
concerning these points then he is rep
rehensible in seeking to mislead his 
readers by wishing them to infer that 
tlie N. S. A. claims or insinuates that it 
is legally necessary for three members 
of the board to be residents of Wash
ington.

In paragraph two of this interesting 
letter in question. “A Delegate” asks: 
“Why should any one be elected an offi
cer who has not been consulted?” and 
further on he remarks. “Three mem
bers of the Board just elected were ab-
sent from the convention.” Allow me 
to reply that, the three persons referred 
to were placed in nomination by Indi
viduals on the nominaUng committee 
who were delegates from their respect
ive districts, and who seemed to know 
the parties they nominated for their fit
ness for the position. For instance, a 
lady from Chicago nominated Mr. Rice 
from that city, probably following the 
instructions of her constituents in do
ing so. It was not possible for the con- 
ventioflrto know whether Mr. Rice 
would ilbcept the nomination or not, 
and wlfen it came to the election that 
gentleman was unanimously accepted. 
I would like to know what fault “A 
Delegate has to find with that On the 
open floor he had the right to challenge 
the nomination, or to naine some other 
candidate if he wished; but whether he 
availed himself of that privilege or not 
the candidates elected to the N. S A 
were fairly and honorably elected by

renmlned a week-, organized a Spiritual
ist society and chartered them with the 
Michigan Stale Association.

From Fenton we went to Canton, O., 
where we held three meetings, arousing 
much enthusiasm. Mrs. Sprague's plat
form tests were exceptionally good 
here.

Our next engagement was at Minerva, 
Ohio. Your readers will remember an 
account which was published in your 
paper about one year ago, relative to 
Mrs. Tiffany, the trumpet medium, of 
Minerva. Tlie Rev. Mr. Harshman, 
Methodist, of that place becoming 
alarmed at the loss of so many of his 
•congregation, who were being convert
ed to Spiritualism through the medium
ship of Mrs. Tiffany, went to her quiet 
home, and in the presence of her hus
band, deliberately ordered her to leave 
town, giving her one week to make her 
exit. Mrs. T. asked him to give bls au
thority for this act of devotion to the 
Christian (?) cause. He replied: “My 
authority is the Antl-Spirltualist Socie
ty of tlie United Slates."

Mrs. Tiffany turned the would-be in
quisitor out, telling him that she would 
not leave the town; that she would be 
there after he was gone. He went away 
making threats, We are told he and 
his followers went to the gentleman 
who owned the house in which the Tlf- 
fanys lived, and told 1dm that he must 
turn them out of tlie house; that tho 
neighbors were complaining about 
them, and that they were a public ntti-

The other morning we climbed the 
rugged crags that lead from Douar- 
neney to the town of Florae. In passing 
by the cemetery situated lialf-way up 
the hill on tlie mountain side looking 
out over the sea, we suddenly remem
bered Hie dead and crossed over the 
grounds where repose generation after 
generation of sailors.

It is rarely Hie sand (Tackles under 
the feet of any save the very humble in 
this cemetery, so we wandered at will 
among Hie simple tombstones, whose 
only luxury consisted in a profusion of 
the highest colored Howers imaginable, 
that formed many a brilliant parterre, 
giving one tlie illusion tliat they had 
received the care of some skilled florist. 
Yet they grow wild in tliis country
beautiful, too—so that one experiences 
no sense of sadness in sueh a flower- 
adorned garden. Tlie sea air is so pure, 
and tlie breeze brings the penetrating 
perfume of all manner of blossoms, 
commingled with the bracing effect of 
the glorious salt air. In looking over 
these tombs and reading tlie various 
quaint and pious epitaphs—simple, too, 
as those whose humble memory is thus 
recalled on graven stone—we wonder of 
what use are these tablets. Why re
member Hie former existence of those 
now at rest, far away from the toils 
and cares of this life?

Among all these beautiful flowers 
that adorn Mother Earth, our attention 
is suddenly drawn by a massive and 
severe construction, covered by green 
moss intermingled with a hundred vari
ous lined flowers. It is ri solid piece of 
massive granite from Kersanton, harder 
than iron, a stone tliat will forever defy 
the ravages of time. Qpon tills tomb 
appears a long inscription, and we read:

■ Here reposes Hie body
Rene Theophile Hyacihte Liiennec, 

Physician to Her Highness the 
Duchess de BerryJ

Lecturer and Professor RoyaJ of Med
icine to tlie College bf France.

Professor of Clinical Medicine to the 
Faculty of Paris anil the Royal

sanee, etc. Their landlord visited the
neighbors, and received the assurance 
that they had never lived bv better 
neighbors; that they liked them verv 
much; that they had no word of fault 
to find whatever. The landlord then 
told this sicklsh doctor of a very sickly 
divinity, that he should not turn away 
these people as long as they paid their 
rent, for they were good citizens, and 
good neighbors, nnd paid their rent 
promptly, which was more than some 
of the "sanctified” had done.

It seems to me, Brother Francis, that 
the impudence of this insulting “minis
ter of God” could hardly Im? outdone by 
any house robber or burglar. The only 
offense committed by these noble work
ers in our cause was the teaching nnd 
demonstrating tho beautiful truths of 
Spiritualism and the converting of sev
eral leading supporters of the church 
to the knowledge of a life beyond the 
grave. ‘

Mrs. T. has converted many people in 
and about Minerva, enough so that they 
have organized and chartered a society 
there. Moses and Mattie Hull were 
called there and gave a course of lec
tures which did great good for the 
cause, and tliey engaged us and we 
went there aud held four meetings, 
three in the opera house, and one public 
seance in the Tiffany home. Mr. Yeng
llng. the owner of the opera house, one 
of Mrs. Tiffany's converts, gave them 
the use of the opera house free.

Our audiences increased with each 
meeting and we had the satisfaction of 
showing up this Inquisitorial movement' 
of the church, to a full house, and also 
of telling them something of the mean
ing of Modern Spiritualism. We gave 
them something of the philosophy, and 
of the demonstration of the truths of 
this blessed religion, and left a better 
impression of Spiritualism with those 
who had not Investigated it and whose 
knowledge of it was only from hearsay.

Rev. Mr. Harshman is in Minerva no 
more. After this manifestation of the 
“Christian spirit” he did not “draw,” so 
was called to other and more orthodox 
fields.

Mrs. T. is still giving sittings and 
holding seances at the old stand, and 
our cause is the topic of conversation 
and the subject of investigation in this 
little town.

We came here to Alliance for two 
Sundays, and have been engaged for 
two more. We go to Cleveland for the 
last two Sundays of November, and to 
Philadelphia, Pa., for January. We 
have December still open for engage
ment Our address is 745 High street 
Alliance,. Ohio. After November 15. 
and until December 1, address 142 
Greymont street, Cleveland. Ohio.

E. W. SPRAGUE.
"The Occult Forces of Sex.” By Lois 

Waisbrooker. . Three pamphlets are em
bodied in this volume, in which ques
tions of greatImportance to the race are 
discussed from the standpoint of an ad
vanced social reformer. Price 50 cent«.

‘Thomas Paine: Was He Junius?” 
An interesting pamphlet by Wm H. 
Burr. Price 15 cents. For sale at this 
office.

Academy of Medicine.
Knight of the Legion of Honor. 

Born at Quimper, February 17, 1781. 
Died at Kerlouarnec, August 13, 1826.

Pray for him I ..
This is whore Laennec sleeps, then: 

in this sequestered tomb, forgotten and 
lost, one tliat but few”ever'deign to 
honor with a visit, except sonie foreign 
medical tourists, whose'fiteuiory of the 
great, the good and true is loiigrir than 
our own. Under this mondihent lies 
the remains of the immortal Inventor 
of auscultation, the mrth whose fore
head will be crowned with the rays of 
eternal glory, for never will human 
fame burn more brightly, shine more 
brilliantly as time goes on, than for this 
man of genius in medical science. He 
rose above the sad vestiges of a thou
sand theories to great facts; he was all
powerful and still reigns, and, although 
his body rests in this obscure place, his 
memory Is kept sacred the world over, 
honored by the incense of medical 
worship. Tlie errors of yesterday be
came the truths of to-day in the doc
trine of Laennec, and those same doc
trines, after the lapse of three-quarters 
of a century, still shine resplendent 
with bls youth, as solid as the granite 
of his tomb, and years will not alter 
them.

The discoverer of auscultation was 
only one flowerlet in his crown of 
radiance.

Although cut down in the full ma
turity of hi$ talents by a pitiless dis
ease, that consumed him for many and 
many a long aud painful month, he had 
the honor of teaching his doctrines, and 
drew out of medical chaos our first pos
itive knowledge relative to the diseases 
of the heart and lungs. Be 'was the 
first to systematize their study, tlie one 
who laid down positive rules with so 
much scientific exactness that even at 
the present day they pass all medical 
tests without any need of revision. His 
creating gonitis attacked all the prob
lems of existence, and there is not a 
branch of medicine that lias not been 
adorned and made Itetter bv the touch 
of bls magic pen: the light’of his soul 
shone everywhere.

Aside from tlie powerful evocation of 
the savant. Ifow charming to disengage 
oneself from the shadows of a far-off 
past, and gaze on the energetic head, 
the profile of which is outlined on the 
bronze medallion—that soft and tender 
physiognomy, so full of pensiveness, the 
face of a man who feels the irrevocable 
loss of self. Yet he returned to rural 
scenes not in the delusive hope of ob
taining a cure, but only to go down to 
his tomb with his last glance of love, 
an ecstatic vision of tlfé adored spot 
where he had been born and where he 
was soon to die. ■

How he loved his natal pln^b in the 
beautiful country of Armor. Id1 tlie land 
of ancient traditions, nrfd Ills'generous 
heart clung to his sWéet lióme. He 
loved his native province HKe every 
true son of Brittany; he loved’Its poetry 
and magnificent landritape, ’ walking 
everywhere with humid'eves fn adora
tion. gazing out over trfri baVj'Svith its 
ever-changing color of'wntera under 
varied skies, making mrigleal inflection, 
an enchanting spectncle’rrom'frhlch he 
could not withdraw liis'evesMi sight 
too. that filled his soul with anguish’ 
for he knew, only too well'.1'that he 
would soon leave earth behind "him.

If Laennec gave himiblf up to such 
sad contemplations of ¿aturt, he also 
knew the duties his hlgh'statidW created 
in the country that hdld hif! heart’s 
affections. Some aged toen in Ploare 
still remember as children how good 
this great doctor was to'the poor, and 
how kind and simple he was in all his 
manners toward the people; they also 
relate how. pious he was.

You can now understand whv La
ennec preferred a simple and obscure 
burial to the State funeral to which he 
was entitled, and obsequies that would 
have been given hlSTcmains had he re
mained in Paris. Laennec disdained all 
honors of the tomb; he wished to sleep 
his last Bleep with the simple-hearted 
and honest people among whom he Was 
born, people whose lives are passed on 
the sea, whom death surprises without 
their utterance of one word of regret, 
Without a sign of revolt at the beauty 
of the sacrifice, without, theorizing on 
the mystery-good sea-faring folk who 
only crave baptism and t he right of life

to the last sacraments that open up the 
portals of the other world.

We felt under the impression, during 
the short instant of day-dreaming in 
this delightful corner of Brittany, that 
tlie spirit of the immortal Laennec 
might be present Who knows to the 
Contrary? And we wondered whether 
his spiritual gaze still lingered over tlie 
magnificent panorama viewed from his 
tomb. Below, the village, with its 
chiming church bells that lie so dearly 
loved to hear, and below that again the 
sparkling bay spread out in all Its 
splendor, with its surrounding hills 
rolled In the verdure of green fir trees, 
and the snow-white villas scattered 
here and there; While farther off, in the 
horizon, the edges of tlie sand dunes 
and the chalk cliffs, fading away into 
lines of blue. Over the bay, amid the 
lazy movement of the wavelets, a flood 
of golden l.ght streamed across the 
transplendent waters; mirror-like facets 
of bright foam-like jewel drops here 
and there and the gentle surf breaks 
upon the beach; a true orgie of 
will 'o the wisps, these spraylets of 
foam, that moved so- graciously when 
viewed in the vague distance, rising 
and falling, appearing and disappear
ing, in that joyful way that leads us to 
forget what’ the sad sea Is saying. Yet 
the eye does not remain dazzled by all 
the glorious display of lights, for it goes 
out farther and farther, looking toward 
tlie horizon—a most captivating view— 
to where the blue of a pale azure sky 
seems to whisper of heaven.

Across this perspective, as by im
palpable gaze, the rays of the setting 
sun float in diaphanous glory, com
mingling a thousand tinted dyes, rap
idly bordering witli purple and gold, 
and the mantle of ideal poetry comes to 
every soul whose eyes rest on such a 
dream of Paradise. A mirage, so mys
terious, where the blues and niauves 
commingle in lines of artistic beauty, 
and the violets and grays blend with 
each olner, and, fading, give Hie 
illusion of vapors decorated by fairy 
hands.

Oh! tills exquisite little cemetery in 
which Laennec reposes. He chose a 
good place for burial, truly, and Hie 
thousand echoes that come to bls grave, 
the chimes, the soft kisses of the waves 
to the beach, the roar of walers rum
bling on Hie outer ledges, must be de
lightful if the dead, ever hear.

So fades the sunset, and in Hie 
beautiful cloudless evening, when the 
myriads of stars twinkle brightly, light
ing up the coast line dimly, and when 
the cold clear morn rises above Hie 
far-off eastern cliffs and all the bay 
sparkles ’neatli its gleams like a silvery 
mirror. No sound is heard there but 
Hie chirping voice of Hie crickets and 
the sleepy and monotonous druip of the 
waves against the distant chalk cliffs. 
The sailors of Brittany, coining in be
lated from their fishing, assure you that 
at sueh moments tliey hear behind the 
cemetery walls low merry laughter and 
the conversation of ninny voices, that 
is prolonged late into tlie night, that 
only ceases at the first pale gleams of 
dawn.

We stood there and imagined the 
great shade of Laennec, rising from his 
granite tomb, and listening with delight 
to the old sailors' ghosts narrating their 
adventures on oceans far and near, 
those tales that had so delighted Ills 
early childhood. Ah! the harmony, with 
the exquisite sensibility and the charm
ing mysticism that surrounds all those 
dear ones who sleep that last sleep.

We were plunged into this reverie 
when, turning, we saw running towards 
us our daughter, a preUy little blonde 
angel aged three years. She has all the 
coquetry and airs of a woman. She 
held in her hands a bouquet of chrysan
themums. We called her and she laid 
tne flora! tribute on the sombre monu
ment of Laennec. She acquiesced In a 
most lady-like manner, although with a 
slight shade of regret, for she Had 
gathered tlie flowers for herself. Then 
she arranged them In a very serious 
fnshion over the inscription on the 
tomb.

At that moment we thought we saw 
the great man smile, smile from tne 
bottom of his grave, a mysterious 
smile, a smile of majestic serenity and 
recognition for tlie deed, for do human 
souls always float in infinite space, and 
do the faces of our dead always remain 
with the immobility of marble? Ah, 
no! we know better than this. We 
have seen nnd communed with friends 
who are said to be dead.

Wanted—A Song-Book,
A great amount of argument lias ap

peared in the columns of The Progress
ive Thinker, nnd I now ask space for 
my little say. We certainly have the 
talent—that is proven iu “Longley's 
Echoes,” which it seems to me cannot 
be excelled for choir purposes; but wc 
do need something suitable for congre
gation and genera, singing; not only 
suitable in words and music, but in 
price, for when a large number is 
bought, any abnormal price becomes a 
great burden. Sometime ago I wrote to 
Tho Progressive Thinker, Banner of 
Light and Light of Truth, asking for a 
list of suitable song books for congrega
tional singing, and all of them could 
recommend but three. "Inspiration's 
Voice.” by II. W. Boozer. We need not 
talk of "Old Black Joe." “John Brown," 
or “I Dreamt I Dwelt in Marble Halls," 
etc., being full of music and animation; 
no one doubts it, but put what worus 
you may to them, tliey are yet planta
tion nnd stage songs. It is not “cater
ing” to the public when we say we 
must sing words and music which will 
at least demand respect, if it doesn't 
meet the approbation of the public.

“The Spiritualists’ Hymnal No. 2,” 
by B. M. Lawrence, which has but 79 
pages all told, on very poor paper, many 
songs without music, and yet 25 cents 
for each copy.

“The Spiritual Wreath,” by S. W 
Tucker, with 64 pages of quite pretty 
music and beautiful words, on quite 
good paper, but paper-bound, and price 
20 cents. Now can’t our extensive tal
ent do more than this? Can't we have 
a song book of several hundred pages 
of selected music already in existence, 
or original, using some of our many in
spired poems, published at a nominal 
price? Then we can hand them to our 
congregations with pride and as a rep- 
resentaive work of our cause.

Galveston, Tex.
JOHN W. RING.

Sopranos and Soloists.
To the Editor:—I desire to ask 

through your widely-circulated paper 
the above vocalists, with a supreme in
terest in the truth of Spiritualism, and 
Who wish to bring those now in dark
ness into its light by their individual ef
fort through the agency of music, to 
write me personally. By a correspond
ence thus opened, I wish to present a 
method for the utilization of this divine 
art which has not been employed, one 
practicable, and if not profitable can be 
given trial without loss.' This notice 
has been naturally suggested by the 
fact that I am already in stteh ‘corre
spondence with singers, and I desire to 
reach others. This method belongs 
with those who sing-the interest of the 
general public being in the results of 
their efforts. ■

H. W. BOOZER.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

*

CURED HER RUPTURE.
Happy Bestoration From a Dan

gerous Malady.

The Rice Method Is a Wonderful and 
- Certain Cure.

Although S3 year« or ago and ruptured many year« 
Mrs. E. Draw, of Ipswich, So. Duk. would not give 
up the struggle to bo cured or her affliction. After 
repeated rullate she tiled tho well known treatment

Ihe above is the number of the pres
ent issue of The Progressive Thinker, 
M printed at the top of the first page, 
right hand corner. If this number cor
responds witli tlie figures on your wrap
per then the time you have paid for has 
expired, and you arc requested to renew 
your subscription. This number at the 
right hand corner of the first page is ad
vanced each week, showing the number 
of Progressive Thinkers Issued up to 
date. Keep watch of the number on 
the tag of your wrapper.

KEEP IN STEP.
Keep up with the Free Thought pro

cession! You can do so by sending to 
this office $1.20 and thus secure The 
Progressive Thinker one year and Art 
Magic. Art Magic is practically free to 
every yearly subscriber, the 20 cents 
only a little more than paying for Hie 
postage or eçpressage. If you take no 
Spiritualist paper then you ean not keep 
in step with our great movement, and 
will necessarily lag in the rear. If you 
are a Spiritualist, and take no Spiritual
ist paper, please tell us why you do not? 
We would like to know.

w

I

Í

MRS. E. DREW, Ipswich. So. Dak.
Invented by Dr. W. b. Rice of y;i D. Main st.. Adams, 
N. Y. and was perfectly restored to perinuucut phys
ical strength and the rupture completely healed, 

hen we consider the number of people who have 
been ruptured nearly all their Ilves, who have strug
gled through weary years of uncertainty, failure of 
trusses, constant feur of sudden death and ail the 
pain, misery, discomfort and loss of time and pleas
ure tn life H Is a wonderfully bracing thing to know 
that there really Is a cure fur the malady.

Write to Dr. Rice for his free book that fully ex
plains all about bis plan of trealmeut. Write to-day. 
Du not put oil the inclination, but go right at it and 
learn all about this new ami inurveluiib rupture cure 
that restores you tv permanent freedom I rum rupture.

it Is a home cure, sale, painless, wiihout operation 
or detention from work aud everyone should send fur 
Dr. Rice’s book aud mull It to auy one you kuuw to be 
ruptured. Stick un act of kindness will be remem
bered by those who sutler with the great aliliutlou of 
rupture,

. KEEP IN TOUCH.
Keep in touch with the great spiritual 

movement. You ean do so by reading 
The Progressive Thinker each week 
Tlie paper one year and Art Magic costs 
only $1.20. The book is almost wholly 
a gift, as the 20 cents only a little more 
thau pays for the expense of mailing. 
Art Magic is splendidly gotten up, Is el
egantly bound in cloth and nicely 
printed on fine book paper, aud will 
prove a valuable aequisitlon to your li
brary.

Preniiiim Ternis

RATHER DOUBTFUL.
But We Permit Him to Have 

His Say.

Moses Hull’s representation of "the 
word of God” leads us to a further con
sideration of the principle in regard to 
it, which lie laid down. The word of 
God he regards as inspirations and spir
it messages to mediums. The questions 
arise, did the apostles and prophets, 
whose writings compose the Bible, tell 
us the truth? .

Have the teachers of eeelesiastlclsm, 
from the time of Jesus until now, told 
us the truth in their expositions of the 
alleged inspired revelations which the 
Billie contains?

Are the alleged inspired mediums of 
the present day telling us the truth?

’ Is there no way for us to know the 
truth without having to take what the 
mediums are pleased to give us?

After escaping from the dutches of 
the priest, are tlie intelligent thinkers 
of this age going to be entangled by the 
yoke of medlumistlc bondage?

Is the alleged inspired word of a me
dium here aud there going to stand ns 
authority instead of trulli, the same as 
the words of the priest have done for so 
many years?

Has not the time come for the intelli
gent to know the truth just the same as 
the one who declares it?

Are we still to be tossed about like 
children by every mcdiumlstfc wind 
that blows?

Just ns long ns wo accept the supersti
tion that truth must come from another 
world, just so long shall we be in bond
age to those who profess to be the only 
mediums of communication.

The world can never be convinced of 
truth by proxy.

Every one must see and know for 
himself.

The question has been asked, how 
shall we get rid of the fraud and vice 
which is practised in the name of Spir
itualism?

REMEMBER that all or
ders must be accom
panied by their requi
site amounts, vizi

ART MAGIC and The 
Progressive Thinker
One Year, $1.20.

ART MAGIC, Ghost Land 
and The Progressive 
Thinker One Year,
$1.70.

TAKE NOTICE.
Bear In mind that the order 

premium book must always be 
pauied by a year's subscription 
Progressive Thinker. You will

for tho 
accoin
to The 
not be

allowed to order the paper, aud after
wards send for the premium. The two 
orders must come together. Each oue
can get the premium at any time by 
tending his subscription one year, 
no other terms will the premium 
scut out.

CLUBS! CLUBS!

ex
On 
be

I answer, 
ex-cathedra 
by starting 
truth which

by repudiating the whole 
medlumistlc principle, and 
out anew upon a basis of 
will lie open to all.

The thoughtful teacher will be de
fended by this method, because the 
scholar will see that the teacher proves 
all things and holds fast to that which 
is good.

1 respectfully take the ground that all 
which has been claimed to have come 
from another world by any of the 
world's teachers from the time of man's 
appearance on this earth until now, 
never came from anywhere but this 
world; and I am ready to array the 
truth of this world against any alleged 
truth said by mediums to have come 
from a spirit-world, and to show that 
man's relation to the universe is quite 
the reverse to that which we have been 
taught and are still being taught. Mr. 
Hull's idea of Inspiration is partially 
correct, but It will be shown that while 
men spoke as they were moved, or con
trolled. they did not have visions of 
truth; they had that which was best 
adapted to the needs of humanity, ac
cording to their moral and intellectual

In clubs of Ten Subscribers, at One 
Dollar each, The Progressive Thinker 
will be sent one year, Including that 
magnificent book, Art Magic, free, and 
the paper aud same book free to the 
one who gets up the club. The names 
must all be sent at one time. Now is 
tlie time to act. Just think of this of
fer, to each subscriber—a valuable book 
which is of itself, as prices go, worth 
$1.50, saying nothing of fifty-two week
ly visits of The Progressive Thinker. 
A club can be gotten up at every post- 
otiice iu the United States, with a little 
effort, as every Spiritualist, every The- 
osophist. and everyone searching into 
the occult or spiritual should have the 
book ami paper. Ten yearly subscrib
ers, ten Art Magics, $10.

Pc LIBR/VRY
The Spiritualist who commences now 

to form a Spiritualist or Occult library, 
by subscribing for The Progressive 
Thinker and obtaining Ghost Land, is 
wise. If he reject this offer, bis neigh
bor will soon advance ahead of him,and 
he will sneak over to borrow what he 
had not the enterprise to pay for. Wo
think, in view of what we are 
that The Progressive Thinker 
visit every Spiritualist family 
United States. Commence now, 
peat, to form a Spiritualist or

doing, 
should 
in tho 
we re
Occult

library by subscribing for Tlie Pro
gressive Thinker.

conditions. JOHN MADDOCK.

“Religious and Theological Works of 
Thomas Paine.” Contains his celebrated 
“Age of Reason,” and a number of let
ters and discourses on religious and the
ological subjects. Cloth binding, 430 
pages. Price $L For sale at this office.

“The Universe.” What Force la 
The Beginning of Creation. What Mat
ter Is. The Creation of the Earth 
The Beginning of Life. Immortality’ 
The Substance of Its Environments' 
Psychic Science. What the “Soul of 
Things” Is. Song of Psyche. A pamph
let by L. M. Rose. Contains 71 pages of 
interesting matter. Price 25 cents. For 
sale at this office.

“Commentaries on Hebrew and Chris
tian Mythology.” By fudge Parish B. 
Ladd, LL.B., of the San Francisco Bar 
This book is of more than ordinary val
ue, giving the results of much patient 
thought and research by a mind well 
qualified to sift evidence and arrange 
facts. In compact form it gives just 
what Is needed on the subject Paper 
75 cents. Cloth, $1.50. For sale at thia 
office.

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds.” 
By Abby A. Judson. This book is ded
icated to all earnest souls who desire 
by Jiarmonlzlng their physical bodies 
and their physical bodies with 
universal nature and their souls with 
the higher intelligences, to come Into 
closer connection with the purer realms 
of the Spirit-World. It is written in the 
sweet spiritual tone that characterizes 
all of Miss Judson’s literary works 
Price, cloth, $1; paper, 75 cents. '

The Progressive Thinker.
Every Spiritualist in this broad land 

can keep in touch with our cause by 
subscribing for The Progressive Think
er. and also obtain a valuable acquisi
tion to their library at the same time— 
Art Magic. The paper one year and 
Art Magic costs $1.20. The 20 cents 
only a little more than prepays the post
age, so that the book is almost an abso
lute gift, being paid for out of the reve
nue of the office, thus each subscriber 
sharing the profits of the paper. Sub
scribe at once and get your neighbor to 
join with you.

THE DIVINE PLAN.
It is carried out in The Progressive 

Thinker office, a portion «f the profits 
returning to each subscriber in the 
form of a valuable book. The Progress
ive Thinker one year and Art Magic 
costs $1.20. The 20 cents only a little 
more than pays for the expense of post? 
age. so the book is practically a gift. A 
book like Art Magic is invaluable for 
reference, and It should be in every li
brary. As we are aiding you, we ask 
you in turn to aid us by extending the 
circulation of The Progressive Thinker, 
thus in a measure becoming a part of 
the Divine Plan yourself.

“The Relation of the Spiritual to the 
Material Universe. The Low of Spirit 
Control." By Michael Faraday. Prie® 

L5 ceatB. ÿor mie at this office.__
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¡RELIGION OF MAN AND ETHICS OF SCI
ENCE.

“Voltaire’s Romances.’
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scribing for The Progressive Thinker, 
and securing Art Magic.

PAINE’S POLITICAL WORKS.
Common Sense, The Crists, tUnhts ot linn etc 

Illustrated edition. Port Svo., KO panos. Cloth, si.oo- 
jiosuce, 30 cents.

Sec’y. N. S. L. A.
359 Normal avenue, Buffalo, N. Y.

Securely packed, and sen t postage paid from 
manufacturer, for $1,00. Address:

HUDSON TUTTLE,
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

PULBIT. PEW AND CRADLE.
By Helen H. Gardener. One other brightest, wit

tiest and strongest lectures agalnit the Bible. Erorv 
woman should read It and know her friends tmj en
mica. Price 10 cents. -

A moat excellent and very valuable work hv Om Dean of the College of Flue Force?, and uitlir o? 
Health, Social sdence.
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FROM SOUL TO SOUL.
i im,ua 5°?d Tu,tle’ Thia volume contains the 
1 uJ i lb® author, and some of the most nopu-

ar Bongs with the music by eminent composers. The 
poems are admirably adapted for recitations. 
pates, beautifully bound. Price, ll.

_ THE LYCEUM GUIDE.

SPIRITUAL SONGSTER.
By Hattie E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Half! 

sweetest bodes, adapted to popular music, for the use 
of congregations, circles and families. Price 10 centa. 
ortf per hundred. For sale at this office.
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The Ri ghts of Man. '
Parts I and IL Being an answer to Mr. Burke's 

attack upon the French Revolution. Post 8vo., 2<‘9 
pages. Paper, 80 cents; cloth, 50 cents,
Palne’ii Complete

Theological Works.
Age of Reason. Examination of tbe Prophecies, etc. 

IBub. edition. Post Bvo., 482 pages. Cloth, ll.UU
Pained Political Work«.

Common Sense, The Crisis, Right« of Man. etc. 
IlluBlrateGedttlon. Post 8vo„ C50pagtk Cloth, 11.00» 
postage. 20 cents.
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LIFE IN TWO SPHERES,
,lle SU.UUCB an Intd on earth, aud In ths 

j»iilt-wurld presenting the spiritual philosophy and 
^be real life of spiritual beluga. All queationswhlcir- 
arise on that subject are uDawered. Price 50 cente.

ARCANA OF NATURE,
> The History and Laws of Creation. Revised and 
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT AND THE 
SPIRIT-WORLD.

English edition. Price, el.
THE ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF MAN.
ai.ii .1«i...........t. . _.... ' . stlgatlons and discoveries/and athuiough presentation of thia interesting sub! ■ 
Jeet. hugll.h edition. Price, ,1. “ k
THE SECRETS OF THE CONVENT OF

I THE SACRED HEART.
I This book was written for an object, mid has been ’ 

pronounced equal In Ha exposure of the diabolical 
iPn^aceuu““1““01"“ “ "L'ucl° Tom'“ <*»«•"

HERESY, OR LED TO THE LIGHT. ;
I . .'j Psychological story of evangelization 

i?M?r,ee|A?ug}iu 11 1?,i0 Protestantism what 'Th®
1 ls Convent is to Catholicism. Price, 80 । vents.

| WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?
to Investigate. Howta form circles, and de- 

inedlumsblp. Names ot eminent 
Sidrliuallsu. 1 heir testimony. Eight-page tract for- 
utlsslou work. Single copies, 5 cent«! ido for n 1.85. ,

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE. -Wb^^ciuGts

A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF
Basultt of recent scientific research regarding the 

origin, position and prospect* of mankind.
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Everyone lias a right to know just what they 
are getting, even as a premium for a paper that 
is worth five times the price that is asked for it. 
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Worth$2.00 
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be furnished to each yearly subscriber for 20 cts. 
when the order is accompanied by $1.00 for The 
Progressive Thinker. The 20 cents will but little 
more than pay the postage on the book.
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|| THE SPIRITUALISTIC FIELD—ITS WORKERS, g 
|| DOINGS, ETC.. THE WORLD OVER. ||

. WRITE PLAINLY.
We would like to impress upon the 

miuds of our correspondents that The 
Progressive Thinker is set up on a 
Linotype machine that must make 
speed equal to about four compositors. 
That means rapid work, aud it is essen
tial that all copy, to insure Insertion iu 
the paper, all other requirements being 
favorable, should be written with ink 
on white paper, or with a typewriter, 
and on only one side of the paper. If 
you are not a fairly good penman, 
please have your communications 
copied by some one who is, and oblige 
The Progressive Thinker.

have

CONTRIBUTORS:—Each contributor 
Ie alone responsible for any assertions 
cr statements he may make. The editor 
allows this freedom of expression, be
lieving that the cause of truth can be 
best subserved thereby. Many of the 
leutlnieiits uttered iu an article may be 
diametrically opposed to his belief, yet 
that is no reason why they should be 
suppressed. No one person has the 
whole truth, hence kindly feelings 
should always be entertained for those
who differ from you.

Every item sent to us for publication, 
should contain the full name and ad
dress of the writer. We desire to know 
the source of every article or item that 
appears. This rule will be strictly ad-

Wm. Beaumont writes from British 
Columbia: "I will relate an incident 
that occurred one night at the French 
Hotel in Victoria, about thirty years

I happened to be there in com
pany with Col. Houghton and a gentle
man by the name of Orr, then a mem
ber of our Legislature. They com
menced chaffing me about Spiritualism; 
we were standing at a table at the

I put my hand on it and asked 
questions and got answers, and 1 re
member well the Interest the Colonel 
took in it. I am glad to know that the 
Colonel found Jesus before he died, for 
I look upon Jesus not as a person, but 
ns representing truth, therefore having 
found tbe truth he had found Jesus. 
When our salvation friends ask me if I 
have found Jesus, I say Jesus has

Mrs. Alfred Bailey writes from Ya- 
'I was reading in our 

paper of Wm. Thompson and family 
holding circles at their home, and in
viting friends In to receive this grand 
truth, Spiritualism, without charge. 
They are the kind of people we need. 
My husband is a medium and has given 
some fine tests, and parties have offered 
him money and he would not accept of 
It. He says he thinks it is a sin to re
ceive money for anything pertaining to 
our future existence, and further states 
that he received it free and ought to 
give It free, and docs so. 1 would like 
so much to live near such a family as 
Mr. Thompson’s. We are holding fam
ily circles twice a week ourselves. Our 
circle is weak, as we only have three 
steady sitters, but we are always glad 
to have anyone come and join us that 
are honest, and we always welcome 
them without price.”

Mrs. Virginie Barrett wishes to en
gage with a test medium at once, or one 
who can take the chair. Each one to 
share in half of the expenses and half 
the profits. Address for the present, 
372 King street, West, Toronto, Ont., 
Canada

C. G. Brundige gives his views in con
demnation of the churches in their 
methods of getting converts. He closes 
with this thought: “Being good and do
ing good from true and honest motives, 
is much more honorable than being 
good from a fear of punishment.”

The Camp Progress Association held 
Its annual meeting for the election of 
officers for the ensuing year, Monday 
evening, October 24, at Mrs. Harriet S. 
Gardiner’s, 232 Bridge street, Salem, 
Mass., and the following result: Presi
dent, L. D. Milliken, Lynn; vice-presi
dent, Nathan A. Chase. Salem; treas
urer, Nathaniel B. PerHns, Salem; sec
retary, Mrs. «Harriet S. Gardiner, Sa
lem. Executive committee—Mrs. H. O. 
Merrill, Lynn; Mrs. E. F. Metzgar, 
Lynn; N. B. Perkins,.Salem; W. A. Pe
terson, Salem. Grove Committee—H. 
O. Merrill, N. H. Gardiner, Wm. A. Pe- 

Catering Committee—Mrs, H. 
O. Merrill, Mrs. E. F. Metzgar, Mr. N. 
H. Gardiner. ¿Musical Director, Nathan-
lei H. Ggrdiner, Salem. .

G. W. Johnson writes from Fresno, 
Cal.: “My first lesson given me by my 
spirit friends was In the year 1850. 
The natne Spiritualism' means some
thing to me when my spirit. friends 
come in my family to give counsel in 
times of trouble. They were my pa
rents in my childhood. They loved me 
then and since they passed to the spirit 
world they love me now, and they show

this to me iu various ways that are sat
isfying. I am never advised to do a 
wrong act. Spiritualism is good for me 
in my family circle.”

The First Spiritual Church of Du
buque, Iowa, holds meetings Sundays 
at 3 and 7:30 p. m.; also Tuesdays and 
Fridays at 7 :oi) p. m., and Wednesday 
afternoons at 3 o’clock, in the Facade 
Building, opposite post-office. Geo. F. 
and Mrs. Perkins, speakers and medi
ums. Private address, 49 Arlington 
street, Dubuque Iowa, where we can be 
addressed for engagements.

Mrs. Marguerite St Omer Briggs has 
removed from Hamilton to 513 Chest
nut street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

On Sunday last Lyman C. Howe com
menced an engagement at Pittsburg, 
Pa. He has just closed a successful en
gagement at Toronto.

J. M. White writes: “For a few days I 
have been doing some missionary work 
in Jasper, a village a few miles north 
of Carthage, Mo. 1 find the cause grow
ing and those Investigators who came 
to tlie circles then are still strong in the 
faith. On the 26th an incident occurred 
that showed how spirit forces control 
our affairs. It was my intention to 
have left on the afternoon train, but 
got delayed by a reading, and missed 
tlie train; something then said, ‘An
nounce a seance.’ At the circle that 
night were present several people who 
had never been in a circle and all re
ceived convincing tests, and as they 
were all of the best society of the vil
lage, Spiritualism is on a firmer footing 
than ever. I go to Eureka Springs, 
Ark., but letters addressed General De
livery, Joplin, Mo., will reach me.”

Eustis Lake writes: “I have just been 
reading with much Interest the sketch 
in Oct. 22, eutitled ‘The Infidel,' as once 
on a time 1, too, had a similar experi
ence. 1 was overtaken by misfortune 
hundreds of miles f rom home, with 
sickness and au empty pocket-book. 
Finally the time came when we did not 
know where the next food was to be ob
tained. 1 happened to have three 
stamped envelopes, so wrote to three of 
our friends whom I knew were well 
aide to send aid. They were also zeal
ous Christians. After a long time I re
ceived replies. One enclosed a post
office stamp with a closely-written 
sheet of religious cant, telling me to put 
my trust in Jesus, and he would see 
me safely through, for he always had 
her. The second living relative offered 
a suit of old clothes for my husband, if 
I would pay the express charges. The 
third letter said, that if I would believe 
in God and pray to Jesus, instead of to 
dead folks, who don't know nothing, 1 
would get along all right. Needless to 
say our help came from strangers who 
did not profess to be Christians. Now 
comes the amusing part of my narra
tive. Before me arc three letters from 
my religious relatives, saying that they 
are desirous to come and spend the 
winter with me in our lovely home, and 
as one naively expresses herself ‘to 
have all the oranges for once that she 
can eat’ Now this is to be my reply: 
‘My dear and loving relatives,' if you 
want to live in an orange grove this 
winter, pray to Jesus, and he will see 
that you have one, but mine is not at 
your disposal.’ ”

H. L. B. Jones writes from Salt Lake 
City, Utah: “The communication on 
first page of The Progressive Thinker, 
October 22, by Benj. Winchester, was 
of greater interest to me than anything 
in that line I have usually met with. 
An air of honesty and sincerity per
vades all the statements made of Mrs. 
E. M. Teed’s remarkable psychic gifts. 
Reference is made to a Mrs. Dr. Hol
land being present on Christmas morn
ing. Dr. and Mrs. Holland are residing 
near me. I called on them this morning 
for corroboration, so far as they were 
acquainted with the facts. Mrs. Hol-

after the body is laid aside, or that we 
do not die with the body. In the even
ing tlie evolution of religious thought 
was handled in a masterly way. For 
two hours the large audience was spell
bound by the flow of logic, history, phil
osophy and eloquence with which he 
proved every position taken. It must 
be heard to be appreciated. I want to 
say that Mrs. Sprague’s tests in the 
morning were ' every one recognized, 
and in the evening Mr. Sprague gave 
some very fine ones. I am glad to say 
that on next Sunday they will both oc
cupy the rostrum, he giving tests in tlie 
morning after his lecture, aud she in 
the evening, following the lecture. Also 
Wednesday evening lectures aud tests 
by both."

Tom Clifford, Cleveland, writes: 
“Carrie E. S. Twing has just terminated 
au engagement of five weeks with the 
Progressive Thought Society of tills 
city. She is a great favorite here as 
elsewhere, and large audiences greeted 
her on the afternoon and evening of 
each Sunday, ger work received un
usually special mention in the dally 
press, which ordinarily is not much 
given to laudation of lecturers on the 
Spiritualist platform. Mrs. Twing will 
be with us again the first two weeks in 
.December. The Temple Fund Associa
tion is the title of an organization hav
ing for its object the erection of a 
Spiritual temple In Cleveland. The 
officers are: President, Wm. Treat; sec
retary, Tom Clifford; treasurer, J. O, 
Hemmeter. Subscriptions are solicited 
from all Cleveland Spiritualists who 
may be interested 1 n the object the 
association has iu view. The address 
of the secretary is 61 Willowdale street, 
and he will be pleased to receive dona
tions to the fund, either small or large, 
It Is the purpose of the association, to 
have the temple ready for occupancy by 
October 1, 1899, and Mrs. Twing has 
been Invited to dedicate the edifice on 
that date to the cause of Spiritualism. 
Several hundred dollars have already 
been subscribed, and the members of 
the association are sanguine of success. 
Circulars containing full information 
concerning the project can be secured 
at the Sunday afternoon meetings of 
tlie Progressive Thought Society, at 
Welber Hall, corner of Jay and Pearl 
streets. ■

Thos. H. Hartley writes: “Prof. W. 
M. Lockwood, whose logic and scientific 
lectures have stirred the hearts of so 
many thinkers, discoursed on the sub
ject, ‘Not Faith, but Demonstrated 
Facts,’ at the First South Side Spiritual 
Church, Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley 
serving as pastor. A fine audience of 
tlie representative people of this city 
greeted the Professor, standing room 
being at a premium. The hall was vocal 
with praise for the words of wisdom 
which fell from the lips of the fearless 
and eloquent speaker. The co-relation 
of forces, the fourth dimension in space, 
molecular action,, and spirit mauifesia- 
tions were the leading divisions of the 
discourse. He leaves for a seven 
months’ engagement in Eastern cities. 
May success crown his masterly efforts. 
Mrs. Cooley followed the Professor's 
lecture with those wonderful spirit 
messages and names that never fall to 
bring sweet consolation and irrefutable 
proof to her audiences Sunday after 
Sunday, besides the inspiring spiritual 
lectures which precede the tests. Truly 
we are blest in having such grand in
struments voicing to us those higher 
spiritual truths.”

From The Two Worlds, 
Manchester, Eng.

RUSKIN ON RELIGION IN NATURE
There irf1 religion, says Ruskin, in ev

erything around us—a calm and holy 
religion iu the uubreathiug things of na
ture, which u man would do well to Im
itate. It is a meek and blessed influ
ence, stealing iu, as it were, unawares 
upon theiflueart; it comes quietly, and 
without excitement; it has no terror, no 
gloom in its •• approaches; it does not 
rouse up tliepassious; it is untrammelled 
by the creeds, and unshadowed by the 
superstitious of man; it is fresh from 
the hands of its author, glowing from 
the immediate presence of the Great 
Spirit which pervades and quickens it; 
it is written on the arched sky; it looks 
out from every star; it is on the sailing 
cloud and in tlie invisible wind; it is 
among the hills and valleys of the 
earth, where the shrubless mountain
top pierces the thin atmosphere of eter
nal winter, or where the mighty forest 
fluctuates, before the strong wind, with 
its dark waves of green foliage; it is 
spread out like a legible language, upon 
the broad face of the sleeping ocean; it 
is tlie poetry of nature; it is this which 
uplifts the spirit within us until It Is 
strong enough to overlook the shadows 
of our place of probation—which 
breaks, link after link, the chain that 
binds us to materiality; and which 
opens to our imagination a world of 
spiritual beauty and holiness.

materializations.
Upon visiting your office recently I 

was astonishingly rewarded when I In
spected the very perfect cast of the 
mold of the foot of the female spirit 
known as “Bertie,” the veins and the

land says she was with her almost ev
ery day of her stay with Mr. Winches
ter, and had met her before she was 
taken to his home. Mrs. Holland says: 
‘Every statentent made is true, and far 
more could have been said of her medi
umship than Mr. Winchester wrote. 
She passed away in Mrs. Holland's 
arms. Knowing the Hollands as 
worthy of credit, it Is a satisfaction to 
find such confirmation of Mrs. Teed’s 
grand gifts in her last days.’ ” :

E. W. Sprague is capable of doing a 
most excellent wórk as lecturer and 
platform test medium. He has lately 
been lecturing at Alliance, Ohio. The 
Review of that city says: “We never 
had better lectures, more earnest, en
thusiastic and competent workers- in 
our cause of progressive thought, than 
Rev. E. W. Sprague and'wife, of James
town, N. Y. Sunday morning at the In
dependent church the phenomena of 
Spiritualism, Or proofs of our continued 
life, were handled in a manner to show 
that now instead of faith we have 
knowledge that we shall Uve again

Clara L. Stewart writes from Stevens 
Point, Wis.: “Geo. H. Brooks spoke for 
the society In Stevens Point, Wis., four 
evenings last week. We consider him a 
fine speaker. He will work in this state 
for the present, with state organization 
in view, and I would recommend that 
Spiritualists correspond with him that 
we may co-operate intelligently. I have 
just received commission as state 
agent, under the N. S. A., and shall try 
to do all I can for the cause. I would 
also solicit correspondence.”

An old subscriber writes from Win
chester, Ind.: “Having just read Alice 
Gehring’s report of the Spiritualist 
cause in Winchester, I ask permission 
to answer and correct her statement I 
am personally acquainted with the lady 
Madame refers to as asking how deep 
the water was In the well. Madame 
says an old Spiritualist asked the ques
tion. I want the readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker to know that person 
is not a Spiritualist, never was one and 
never will be one if she isn’t allowed to 
ask a fair question. The well was deep 
and the water was always one depth. 
Her father had measured it many 
times, and talked of it often, and she 
knew her father could tell what she 
asked. W. C. Jessup was the medium, 
and we believe him an honest medium. 
He has spent two weeks in our home 
and held seances every- night, and we 
always found him honest."

E. R. Kidd writes from Canton, O.: 
Charles J. Barnes, trumpet medium, 
came to Canton a few days ago and fa
vored us with two phenomenal seances. 
Whenever Mr. Barnes can make it con
venient to return to Canton, he will re
ceive a cordial welcome.”

The Campbell Brothers write from 
Lily Dale, N. Y.: “We leave here next 
Monday for Bradford, where we hold 
meetings and give sittings for a week; 
from there we go to Titusville for a 
week. We then come back to Lily Dale 
for about a week, for we have engage
ments for four portraits which we must 
fill, and from Lily Dale, we' go to Pitts
burg, Pa., for the month of December.”

Married, November 4, Mr. Samuel 
Duncan, of Chicago, to Miss Hattie 
Barker, of Cincinnati, by Dr. Adah S. 
Horman, at her residence. The service 
was beautiful, the ring being used. The 
bride received many beautiful presents, 
among them a handsome diamond 
brooch from the mother of the groom. 
They will reside in Chicago.

Will C. Hodge writes from Los An
geles, Cal., a glowing description of 
that land of flowers and inspiration, 
mentioning the names of Mrs. Nettle 
Howell and Mrs. Kate Hoskins, former
ly of St. Paul, Minn. The Spiritualists 
have found him out and got him to lec
turing. He will entertain them In 
Music Hall during the month of Novem
ber, and perhaps longer.

The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
C. F. Grumbine, lecturer, held six very 
‘OS pan ss ‘9F-'PO ‘sSmwam .Cjojobishus 
In its conference hall, 810 Masonic Tem
ple building. Large audiences were 
present

cuticle marks being so human. That 
Spiritualism, properly understood, is a 
great and all-absorbing science is a 
matter too profound for the mere curi
osity-monger, and I can heartily en
dorse friend Oxley's opinion that Spir
itualists themselves may put aside all 
jealousies, suspicions, and all other de
basing

UNBROTHERLY FEELINGS 

when entering the sacred portals of our 
homes and halls of investigation. I am 
aware that thls department of the sub
ject will not go unscathed especially by 
the shafts of dogmatism from our the
ological friends, but let truthful and 
harmonious minds meet in trustful de
pendence upon him who seeth in secret, 
and be sure (providing the proper me
diums are present, and the aura sur
rounding them can be manipulated by 
the angel-world) will overwhelming 
proofs of spirit materializations occur, 
like the natural sun bursting forth in 
resplendent light out of the darkness 
preceding It. '

“But how do these materializations 
come forth?” I hear the inquirer ask. I 
will furnish this answer as well as I 
can in my own case. In the year 1874 
I lost my first-born son, eight years of 
age, by’death', the inevitable outcome 
being deep add harrowing, such as is 
only felt by those parents who have 
been in siuiilar circumstances. His 
mother

BECAME ¿'LL BUT DEMENTED, 

and used, to leave home on a Sabbath 
afternoon and>visit his grave. Fearing, 
by what she had previously stated, 
something, worse to come, I besought 
the Loi'd: in earnest prayer either to 
give me strength to bear this sudden 
bereavement or take the matter into his 
own bands, aud do what seemed to him 
best to heal and restore the mind of the 
sorrowing mother to calmness and 
usual health.

Hereupon I retired to rest, leaving all 
in his hands. I had not been in bed 
many minutes before I was put into a 
profound sleep. What took place at 
midnight In my own bedroom I will 
leave my wife to tell as she told It to 
me the following morning. Being born 
a natural clairvoyant, she perceived the 
bedroom lighted up with a

SUPERNATURAL LIGHT

Account of the Proceedings
- FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21.

Convention was opefied with the 
singing of “America.” J. B. Hatch, Jr., 
in the chair.

Invocation by W. J.' Colville. '
Mr. Hatch stated that the committee 

appointed at tlie last N. S. A. conven
tion to organize a National Lyceum, 
were ready to report, and then Mr. Col
ville was called upon to read tbe pro
posed constitution and by-laws,'which 
were promptly adopted.

The committee on resolutions made a 
practical report,

A silk banner was offered for a prize 
and thankfully received, and a second 
banner was also provided for, both of 
these to be offered to lyceums for the 
largest contributions to the N, S. L. A. 
during the fiscal year.

Lyceum charters were placed at $2 
each, with $2 per year as dues. Person
al membership certificates for contribu
tions were ordered to be issued to 
adults at fifty cents each, and to chil
dren at twenty-five cents each. Excel
lent remarks were made by Mr, Wig
gin and others. Several applications 
for charters were received, and also 
quite a large number of personal mem
bers.

Much enthusiasm was manifested in 
the work. The next convention will be 
held in Chicago, October 1899, the day 
after the N. S. A. convention; and each 
chartered lyceum will be entitled to del
egates. The National Lyceum is to be 
chartered as an auxiliary to the N. S. A.

The following were elected as officers 
for the fiscal year: J. B. Hatch, Jr., 
Boston, Mass., conductor; C. B. Stang- 
len, Baltimore, Md., assistant conduc
tor; Mrs. M. J. Stephens, Washington, 
D. C., guardian; Mrs. T. U. Reynolds, 
Troy, N. Y., assistant guardian; Mrs. 
Mattle E. Hull, Buffalo, N. Y„ secre
tary; W. H. Baeh, Lily Dale, N. Y„ 
treasurer. Trustees; G. W. Kates, 
Rochester, N. Y.; E. W. Gould, Wash
ington, D. C.; Dr. A. A. Kimball, Mal
den, Mass.

EVENING SESSION.

Opened with song by Mr. Hughes, of 
Washington.

Addresses were made by H. D. Bar
rett and Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond.

Violin solo was given by Chas. L. C. 
Hatch, a memuer of the Boston ly
ceum. ■

Most excellent tests were given blind
folded from folded slips of paper, each 
containing the name of the spirit rela
tive, by Mr. F. A. Wiggin as the medi
um. They were recognized in every in
stance.

Remarks were given by Miss Lizzie 
Harlow, Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader and 
E. W. Wallis. Song by W. J. Colville.

G. W. KATES.

? NO SUCH AND SUFFEHINC WOMNL?
Until I first relievo their suflvring. lou can order my Safe Home treaf^RBffi ^ 
and need not pay uie a cent until you are tsathlkd that it has done ynti gu/W ■ 
Acinciaticr, btna He Au Money with your order, and you need never fiend 
nionej unlew you are satisfied and desire to do bo. My treatment haaatooiip ei 
the ttbt for twenty years and lias absolutely Cured Thousands of cases 
noy,ii<.(.a Jncurahlo by bpeciulutLi nJ hahonal Jieputation- It will curejau^^ 
HnV Jkiv K.'.ni * ,,,. ■ ,1 ■ 15^!.>.. ..... i. . unless it cure«. Price,|Lo5
per box. bent, put»t-puid4in plain package. ’

PRINCIPLES
-OF — HUMAN CULTURE SCURE

LIGHT flNB COLOR. MARRIAGE, SEXUAL DEVER.

SX.8“?1 work Jo which Ute author exhibit, 
the results of years of research, of a mlud devoted 
HvaC|ln?u.htanilHt,riUtt1’ lll?l,lly rifted with keen I awl- 
SlBilK? P’J'nhlo faculty of clairvoyance,

10 dl.8?°ver and .eWdate facts and prl?
->iplC8 not observable to ordinary ken. The book la of 
very great interest and Importance, bringing to light 
many important points concerning lightand color in 
¿m physical effects and their practical

,n conservation of health and the 
e of disease aud sickness. Its medical value is be* joud estimation, and Its teachings should be known

finely Illustrated with cuts and colored plates, 
PRICE, $5.00. POSTAGE, Stic.

Por Sale at The Progressive Thinker Office.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRIT 
-AND- 

THE SPIRIT WORLD.

OPMENT, AND SOCIAL 
UPBUILDING.

HUDSON TUTTLE.'
----------- o----------

A LIBRARY OF SPIBITUAIi 
SCIENCE.

“Talleyrand's Letter to the Pope” will 
be found especially interesting to all 
who would desire to make a study of 
Romanism and the Bible. The historic 
facts he states, and his keen, scathing 
review of Romish ideas and practices 
Should be read by alt Sold at this of
fice, Price 25 cento.

“Mahomet, His Birth, Character and 
Doctrine.” By Edward Gibbons. This 
is No. 6 of the Library of Liberal Clas
sics. It is conceded to be historically 
correct, and so exact and perfect in 
•averv detail as to be practically beyond 
the reach of adverse criticism. Price, 
25 cents. For sale at this office.

lustrations. These lighter works of thé 
brilliant Frenchman, and Invincible en
emy of the Catholic Church, are worthy 
of wide reading. Wit, philosophy and 
romance are combined, with the skill of 
a master mind. Price $1.50. For sale 
at this office.

DB. LUDWIG BUCHNER, 
Author of “Force aud Valter,” Essays on Nature ant) 

Science,” ‘'Phybluioglcal Pictures," “Six Lee
lures on Darwin,” Etc.

'The great mystery of existence consists In neroetr 
uM and unfnterrumed change. Everything is immor
tal and indestructible—the smallest worm as well as 
the most enormous of tbe celestial bodies,-the sand 
grata or the water drop as well as the highest being In 
creation, man and Ids thoughts. Only tbe forms Iu 
which being manifostH Itself arc changing; but Being 
itself remains eternally the »ame and Imperishable 
U hen we die we do not lose ourselves, but onlv out 
personal conbcfousncbh. We live on fu nature, lu out 
race, In our children, in our deeds. In our thoughts— 
in short. In the entire material and physical eontrlbu* 
tmn which, during our short personal existence, we 
!<«>•■ furnished tothr MibsMenc.e of mankind and of

(mark you, this was the month of No
vember, the darkest time of the year). 
“Bless me!” she exclaimed, “wherever 
is this light coming from?” This caused 
her to turn over and look to see If I 
was out of bed. No; there I lay, to all 
appearances dead, never taking her eye 
off my countenance. She tried to waken 
me, but I seemed to retreat before her 
touch. Seeing a whitish mist envelop
ing my head and face, she watched me 
narrowly, and out of this mist a face, 
apparently out of my own face, began 
to form; then a well and perfectly de
veloped head, then neck, shoulders, and 
bust, myself being all the time visible.

Her anxiety for the time being thus 
drawn to myself, she naturally turned 
on her left side to look what had be
come of the other form, when she saw 
standing beside her a

SOLID MATERIALIZED SPIRIT, 
who thus spoke to her: “Out of the 
depths of compassion and mercy of God 
I am sent thus to conciliate the loss you 
have sustained, and to tell you not to 
grieve so unnecessarily about your boy.” 
He then presented to her mind the 
meaning of certain texts- of scripture 
bearing upon her case, that “The Lord 
lovcth those he thus chastened,” etc. 
He then admonished her to cultivate 
those gifts she possessed as to working 
out by the use of them her salvation, 
again assuring her of the safety and 
happiness of him who was the cause of 
her sorrow. By this time he had got to 
the right side of the bed, and gradu
ally began to disappear, as it were, into 
my side, and When the last tufts of his 
hair had passed in this way, I immedi
ately awoke, 'find, throwing back my 
arms, thoroughly wakened up. I ex
claimed'to myiwife, “Dear me! what a
deep sled}) I hdve had, to be sure.” She 
said, “Hush! What I have to explain I 
must not1 now;'but rest assured,” 
said, “I '¿hall ’never murmur or 
about pdor litfte Tom.” Nor has 
done so f<Jr neaY upon 25 years. 

t ■ ti
“Who ' 'Are Tnese Spiritualists and 

What Is'Spirittfalism?” A pamphlet of 
40 pages by Dr.‘ J. M. Peebles, the well- 
known diithor.'1 Price 15 cents. For 
sale at this office.

••Principles of Light and Color.” By 
E. D. Babbitt, %I. D„ LL. D. A truly 
great work of d master mind, and one 
whom SjMriturflists should delight to 
honor. Tbe result of years of deep 
thought 'find ‘ patient research into Na
ture’s finer forces are here garnered 
and made amenable to ths well-being of 
humanity. Medica? men especially, and 
scientists, general Vjidera and students 
of occult forces will find instruction of 
great value and interest. A large, four- 
pound book, strongly bound,' and con
taining beautiful Illustrative plates. 
For sale at this office. Price, postpaid, 
$5. It is a wonderful work and you 
will be delighted with It

'AAnclent India: Its Language and 
Religions.” By Prof. H. Oldenberg. 
The subject is of unusual interest at 
the present time, and it is here treated 
In a way to interest and instruct all 
readers. For sale at this office. Paper, 
price 25c.

“Progression, or How a Spirit Ad
vances in Spirit-life.”- ilThe Evolution

The Cause in Toronto, Can.
Toronto has never before been so 

thoroughly awakened on Spiritualism. 
The audiences at St. George’s Hall were 
immense, and hundreds turned away, 
unable to obtain standing room.

Though the meetings commenced 
Sunday evening nt half-past seven, the 
people began to till in before six, and by 
seven o’clock the hall was full. The in
terest was unabated when I left. The 
attention was phenomenally close and 
Intense from first to hist. The lectures 
occupied from 40 to 50 minutes each 
evening, and then music, and from 30 
to sixty minutes followed with tests by 
Maggie Waite, and not a sign of un
rest or a flagging of Interest from first 
to last. Maggie stays another month. 
Whether they will succeed in getting a 
speaker to co-operate or not, 1 do not 
know, They were trying when I left 
They were to move to a larger hall this 
month. St. George's Hall would only 
accommodate 600 or 800.

My last two weeks' stay I shared the 
hospitality of Brother George Oliver 
and wife, who made every effort to se
cure my comfort and cater to my needs. 
I was sick and prepared to appreciate 
with gratitude tlie comforts and care I 
received, and the good will and solicit
ous interest manifested towards me 
will remain a bright spot In memory 
through the years. Tlie scales show 
that I have lost 5 pounds.in the last 
four weeks; but It was not because I 
was not well fed. Mr. and Mrs. John 
Henderson were like father and mother 
to me. With them I stayed the first ten 
days of my sojourn in the good Queen's 
dominions.

J. D. Robins and daughter are Inter
ested iu spiritual things, and Mrs. Rob
ins now greets them from the spirit 
side of life. Her going leaves a void in 
the home, and touches some spiritual 
keys that awaken echoes from the 
morning land. Prof. Byfield is quiet, 
but a pillar of strength to the cause. 
He has a charming family.

Wilber Eddy is developing as a medi
um. He is a man of sterling qualities, 
and if he should become a special work
er, will be a credit and honor to the 
cause. If the present sensational en
thusiasm does not react and leave a 
state of depression and apathy, Toronto 
ought to move forward to permanent 
spiritual success and usefulness.

I note the Interchange between Dr. 
Titus and Prof. Lockwood is begun and 
I look for much of interest in the sifting 
of Theosophy through a scientific 
sieve. Assumptions will not stand be
fore Prof. Lockwood's scientific analy
sis. Vague generalizations must come 
down to facts and logic, or they will be 
likely to evaporate. But I am prepared 
to give each side a fair and, I trust, im
partial, hearing. Theosophlsts ought to 
subscribe for The Progressive Thinker, 
at least while this interchange con
tinues. We need not fear that scientific 
truth will suffer under Prof. Lock
wood's manipulations.

“Truth, crushed to earth, will rise

THOMAS PAINE I
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS.1

Life of Thomas Paine,
By Editor of the National with Preface and Notei 

by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with views of the old 
Paine Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of Thomas Clio Rickman. 
Joe Barlow. Mary Wollstonecraft, Madame Roland, 
Condorcet, Brlseot, and the most prominent of Paine’s 
friends hi Europe and America. Cloth, 75 cents.
The Age of Reason;

Being en Investigation of True and Fabulous The
ology. Anew and complete edition, from new plates 
andnew type; 186 pages, post 8vo, Paper, »eeula; 
cloth, 50 cents. v - -...------- --
Cnnnnnn Sptuia | o.,.r l\ie ^0,pe. the lyceum and societies. A manualcommon bense. of physical, Intellectual and spiritual culture. By

A Revo, utlonary pamphlet, addressed to the Inhab* Emmaltood 1 utile. A book by the aid of whLha 
Hants of America in 1776, with explanatory notice by ............ - ............  •>> . .
an English author. Paper, 15 cents.

ANGELL PRIZE CONTESTRECITATIONS, 
PHU.r,1|U".'an,e Education, wllh pl«n of the Angel

i Price ^^cents11 ^uutcst8, Emms Rood Tuttle

AU Books Sent Postpaid, Address 
, HUDSON TUTTLE, Publisher. 
I Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Contributing membership to the N. S. 
A. can be secured by individual Spirit
ualists by sending one dollar to the sec
retary, which will entitle the sender to 
a certificate of contributing member
ship, and to one copy each of the an
nual reports of the conventions of the 
N. S. A. for 1897 and ’98. Address

MARY T. LONGLEY, Sec’y. 
600 Penna Ave., S. E„ Washington,D.C.

Healing, Causes and Effects.
Dr. W. 1’. Phelon’s latest book, Is a 

presentation from the spirit side of life 
of the basic prlclples of Mental Heal
ing and their relation to Vibration. 
The Esoteric under-current of the pro
cesses manifesting themselves in the 
operation of healing, is clearly shown 
to be the silent power of invisible force.

Under the head of "Causes and Ef
fects” are made plain many hitherto 
unexplained phenomena, along the 
lines of spirit power, attraction, repul
sion and overcoming.

It treats of adepts, mediums, and 
their varied powers, it also has some
thing to say of elementáis, and man’s 
power over the unseen. Tbe Helpers 
and Hostiles of the Invisible World are 
described, and their abilities specified.

Astral conditions, with the process of 
going out on the astral currents are 
explained by one who knows. The sub
ject of Fear occupies one whole chap
ter.

The whole field of man’s relation to 
the forces bringing either the health 
which is harmony, or the discord which 
is disease is handled by one who evi
dently understands his subject. The 
booklet of 100 pages, is proving its in
terest by its sales. Sent on receipt of

-OR-

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
This Instrument Is substantially the same as that 

employed by Prof. Hare In bls early Investlgatfjns. 
In Its improved form it has been before tbe public for 
more than seven years, and In the hands of thousands 
of persons has proved Its superiority over the Plan* 
chette, and nil other instruments which have been 
brought out In Imitation, both In regard to certainty 
and correctness of the communications received by 
its aid. and as a means or developing mediumship

Do you wish to investigate tipiriticalisniy
Do you wish to develop Mediumship?
Do you desire to receive Communications?

Tbe Psychograph is an invaluable assistant. A, 
pamphlet with full directions for the

Formation of Circlesand Cultivation 
of Mediumship

A Special Request.
As secretary of the N. S. L. A., I de

sire to make a request of all who have 
paid fifty cents as a contributing mem
ber to the N. S. L. A., that they report 
to me at once If certificates have not 
been received. In a few instances I 
find a name with no address on the list 
of applicants, consequently I do not 
know where to send them. A few 
names were handed in written by those 
who wanted certificates, with simply 
the name of tlie town in which they re
side. It is absolutely necessary that 
the street and number should be given 
to- insure the delivery of their mail.

The certificates are numbered. I find 
on the list that several have foui; or five 
numbers against their names. With 
this, there has come no order how the 
extra certificates shall be written. If 
these lines fall under the eyes of any 
who are included among those men
tioned in this, I ask them to respond at

adopted by The Progressive Thinker 
when it was first Issued. Then you 
could have had In your library at the 
present time eight valuable books. But 
it is better late than never. Commence 
now, If you have not done so already, to 
form a library by subscribing for The 
Progressive Thinker. A library in this 
fast age is absolutely essential. Aid us 
tn carrying out the Divine Plan.

‘Historical, Logical and Philosophical 
Objections to the Dogmas of Reincar
nation and Re-Embodiment.” By Prof.' 
W. M. Lockwood, A keen and master
ly treatise. Paper, 25 cents. For sale 
at this office. -

“The Religion ot the Future.” By 8. 
Weil. This is a work of far more than 
ordinary power and value, by a bold, 
untrammeled thinker. Spiritualists who 
love deep, clear thought, reverent for 
truth alone, will be pleased with it, and 
well repaid by Its perusaL For sale at 
this office. Price, cloth, $1.25;- paper, 
50 cents.

“The Gospel of Buddha, According to 
Old Records.” Told by Paul Carns. 
This book is heartily commended to stu
dents of the science of religions, and to

with every Instrument. Many who were cot awarcof • 
their medlumlstlc gift, have, after s few r<Lttugs, 
been able to receive delightful messages a volume 
might be filled with commendatory letters. Many> 
who began with it as an amusing toy. found that the 
Intelligence controlling ft knew more than them* 
selves, and became converts to Spiritualism.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y.. writes: “I bad 
communications (by tbe Pfiycbograph) from many 
other friends, even from old settlers whose grave* 
Btones are moss-grown tn the old yard. Thev have • 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that 6plr- . 
ItuaUsm Is indeed true, and the communications have 
{riven my heart the greatest comfort in the severest

i have had of son, daughter, and their mother.'’
Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have madchla 

name familiar to those Interested In psychic matters, 
writes as follows: *T am much pleased with the Fay* / 
cnograph. It Is very simple In principle end construe*

all who would gain a fair conception of /ZEE IK THE, STONE AGE. THE 
Buddhism In its spirit and living princl- NrtoryotAtiiaraei,chierpriertot a Baade! At
pies. Spiritualist or Christian can 
scarcely read it without spiritual profit. mmyiMUMUiic. Frica io r»e
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RELIGIOUS THOUGHT. AM IMM/VNENT GOD
Its Trend Toward Higher Spiritualization 

of Life.
U/H7YT

btieh leasoning be not based upon a 
spiritual hypothesis, the order of data 
and sequences are wanting, by which 
the facts of our relation to intelligence 
beyond the grave are demonstrated-

Dr. E. 0. Babbitt’s Works.

li- {This department is under the management of

HUDSON TUTTLE.
Address him at Berlin Heights. Oluo.

In a recent number of tlie Boston Budget. Lilian 
M biting, who is spending the summer in Europe, writes 
as follows about the church of England: Tlierc is just now 
occurring u very serious crisis in the church of England, 
in tins wise: 1 lie church in that country is an established 

cd institution, while in America the Episcopal

A Reply to Ervin
u

j

A. Rice, by Prof. W. 
of Chicago.

M. Lock wood,

Now, Brother Klee, your quotation 
f»om Spfe-ucei- is u surprise to me: and 
I am too much of un admirer of Spen
cers literary genius, to allow your 
statement of his...................
challenged. Here 
him say:

• Twenty-five yet

thought to go un
is what you make

and endo
After carefully readiiig 

t u. or o i d zu 1 ti

hiOTICE.—Ho attention will be given anonymous let
ters. fi ull name and address must be given, or the letters 
will not be read. If the request be made, the name will 
not be published. The correspondence of this depart
ment has become excessively large, especially letters of 
inquiry requesting private answers, and while I freely 
give whatever information I am able, the ordinary court
esy of correspondence is expected.

. HUDSON TUTTLE.
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The Principles ot Iiiglit and Color« -
A large book, royal 8vo. with over 200 «hgravtasi 

and coloredpiaiu. Price «5.00or «5.82 wllh»o»t«S 
or eipre«»«ge. Price iu massive lialt-Bu8«la blndSE 
to cent« extra.

An imposing volume of nearly «00 page». Show» ■ 
great amount of research an tne part of theauthoa 
Ww piojqjt great acquisition to Bclonttfio Llbnu 
ne».-—N. Y. Herald.

.-it.teem» to me to be the foremoat »clentlflo wort 
of this or any otuar age.—Franklin Smith- Mau-irs ago, many writers 
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01: Q. Can consumption be cured: 
thstandmg the many advertised cures and 
at: at last a panacea has been discovered, it is 

lly ailnntted bv physicians who have studied tlie 
■atest attention, that when this disease

Anxious" 
.. N otw 
i tl

subject 
has real

ni
•lied that stage where it is recognizable, there is no 

hope oi its cure. Ii they diagnose a cuse as coiisiunptiuii 
and a cure is effected, they are ready to udnnt that the 

■ong. so certain do they reel that thisdiagnosis was wrc . o . . . .
dread disease has no remedy. When the germs of tuber
culosis lind full lodgment in the lungs, and the condi
tions conducive to their growth, any means inadequate 
to their destruction would destroy tlie dehcute tissues of 
the respiratory organs. There are palliatives, and life 
inav .be prolonged. Perhaps in the rapid strides being 
imide in knowledge of the character of microbes and 
agents for tlieir destruction a remedy may be found. .

Tlie toning up of the system by correct diet, clothing, 
exorcise and fresh air. will work wonderful cures of cases
thought to be consumption, and is the only thing possible 
to arrest that disease itself.

That it is infectious there can be no doubt, but its
germs must fall on soil prepared for their reception, or 
they will work no harm, ihe sanitary ineusurea iccom- 
inended. of special care for consumptives and eijr.e of 
«pnliim in public places, and quarantnuna patients, would 
not prevent the spread of the disease. . The germs car
ried into the dirt by sputum, or gathering on the walls of 
public or private houses, multiply whenever moisture is 
present, and when dry. as dust, lilt tlie air with germs. 
Probably not a day passes that we do not breathe many of 
these into the lungs. They are absorbed and pass into 
the blood, to be obliterated by the white corpuscles, which 
are like'soldiers on guard against the enemy. A state of 
health can be maintained, winch is proof uguim.1 ull such 
attacks. But when these germs find the blood full oi re
fuse matter and the vitality of the white corpuscles low, 
they at once begin to multiply. Like all other microbe», 
the bacillus of consumption not only disturbs by its pres- 

■Inehrace- but develops a specific ptomaine or poison „ 
through circulation of the blood iiupiurs ihe iunuuo. 
all other organs, and still farther lucilitutes the grun 
the bacilli. From the first the oxygenation of tlie blood 
is interfered with—the most vital function, and-the disni-

ns ot 
tl of

legration of lung tissue and obstruction of circulation m- 
creases more or less rapidlv according to the resistance ol- 
fered. In its early stages the disease miiy be Successfully 
treated, yet there is this to contend with; tlie symptoms 
are-often obscure, and when the case has become suffi
ciently pronounced as to make the diagnosis certain, it is 
too late. Microscopic examination of the matter expecto
rated will show the presence of bacilli from the begin
ning. and thus give timely warning.

• L-: Q- We have a dispute as to the healtlifulness of 
drinking water at meals. One claims that it is very in
jurious to drink any fluid at that tune, while another 
claims that it is best to do so. Which is right:

- A- Perhaps no question m hygiene has called forth 
mere bitter controversy than this, each party forgetting 
that hero as in most questions, the middle ground or 
‘■golden mean" of Confucius is the most correct.

:It has been proven by accurate experiments tliat m the 
healthy stomach food digests more quickly and perfectly 
when water is supplied. A certain amount is necessary, 
and too much is preferable to too little. Iced water, iced 
beverages- ice cream, etc., taken at the close of a.meal, 
are injurious, as digestion is arrested until they are 
brought up to the temperature of the stomach. But 
even here the reaction brings a stronger flow of blood to 
that organ and thus increases the digestive power. Un
less the practice is long continued, or the stomach weak
ened by disease, harm is thus guarded against.
" The practice of drinking large quantities of ice water 

is exceedingly injurious, and water at ordinary tempera
ture is far preferable. lea and coffee atone for any 
harmfulness bv their warmth! The appetite when nor
mal is a trustworthy guide. Animals prefer even stag-
nnnt water when warmed by the sun. to cold i 
the well. .

Many diseases create an insatiate thirst.
anse from an irritation of the nerves of the st'
not from a demand of the system, 
fevers, or drains on the blood, pure v 
the best of remedies. -

■Food is usually prepared with too r 
ates thirst, for if Lite quantity of sab

ater from

Hus roav 
nnach and

Aside from this, in 
liter taken slowly, is

uch salt, which cre
te matter is greater

than that of the blood, the aqueous portion of the latter 
is forced to flow through the walls of the. stomach until 
the contents are diluted to the same density by a process 
called endostnos. Thirst in this instance is a demand for 
water to meet tins necessity. .

Every organic function is performed and stimulated 
by water. It is the means of removal through the ex
cretory organs, of the waste and poisonous products of 
vital activity. Organic cleanliness cannot be maintained 
without a full supply, anv more than sewers can be kept 
clean without being flushed.

Fruits, being largely composed of water, furnish it ip a 
desirable form. An excellent tonic is a glass of water be
fore meals.

After a thorough revietf of all that has been said pro 
and con. the facts tend to show that the fear of water is 
without cause, and if one is thirsty it indicates that water 
is required in the economy of the system. w

THE INNER VOICE.

A motif dwells deep in the spirit s cell. _ 
Remote from all our carking. daily cares: 
Distant from pleasuring, far back of lovey 
Deeper than debt or duty. Tis a work 
Foreshadowed through dim distance from oil 
And fitted is for none on earth but thee.
Look. then, into thv spirit s holv place. 
View with clear eyes the potent ernbrvo; 
Watch for its beck as to a high priest s call.

high,

And then go forth to conquer. He who builds 
According to the dictates of his soul 
Builds for all time, and all etermtv- ■- ~ - ■ 
How rd Enn BESSIE JOHNSON BELLMAN

r “Karezza. Ethics of Marriage” By Alice B. Stock
ham. M. D. Price. $1. For sale at this office. :

-The trospei of-Buddha, According to Old Records.” 
Told by Paul Carus. This book: is heartily recommended 
to students of the science-of religious, and to all who 
would gain a fair conception of Buddhism in its stunt and 
living principles. Spiritualist or Christian can scarcely 
tetffl-it without spiritual profit. Pncc $1. For sale at

ization of lire. The 
hgion is of cereinonu
1 I lie Id 
result is that

on. cl:

co:
il worship in strict consonance iti
11 liberal element:, and the. nges Ui .

conflict is already initiated, which in ilio
end will transform thought and hit the people to higher 
and larger conceptions of life: to the realization that the 
quality ot hie af any given moment is that which is of 
importance: to-day is the judgment day: that the tine 
preparation for the life beyond is to live wisely, sweetly, 
generously, to-dav. Canon Wilberforce, at Westminster 
Abbey, is the most unportant and influential leader in tlie 
march of more spiritual thought. He is a man of. in
tellectual greatness and of intense spiritual fervor. Ihe 
archbishop of Canterbury, while he is not himself a man 
of breadth in view of spiritual fervor, is too desirous of 
pacification all around to express any hostility to what
ever of liberal and advanced thought the canon of West
minister may choose to proclaim: and so the situation is 
rather dramatically interesting. Ihe train of higher 
truth more or less proclaimed in America under various 
names, is duly administered at Westminister stamped 
with the sign and seal of the English church. Canon 
Wilberforce preaches sermons that would gladly be 
claimed by theosophists. spiritualists. Christian sci
entists—but all tJiese new ideas are expressed in the de
corous phrasing of the English service, and the crowds 
that thronir the abbey whenever Canon Wilberforce is an
nounced do not altogether analyze or realize what it is 
that so moves them in his discourses. Meantime there 
comes no remonstrance from ihe palace at Lambeth, and 
if the archbishop discerns anv heresies he preserves a dis-
creet silence. His most conspicuous mental effort see 
to be to appear at various dinners and semi-festive oei
«101 hen he is be:
impartially, upon the merits

red to speak, he discour 
if the clergy and the me

a

of the laity, and says ns liitlc in proportion to the n e
of words as the most devoted disciple of Talleyrand could
conceive.
of Ilie tn: 

ildernc

The preaching of Canon W ilberforce is a sigi: 
les. He is as the voice of one crying in tin 
. He is preaching the truth of the communion

of spirit with spirit across tlie gulf of cleat Ji: ol tlie higher 
unfolding oi spiritual powers while here in tlie bodv m 
the heretofore undreamed potencies that science is dis
covering: tlie truth ol thought transference: the physical 
and moral necessities ol cremation: the transformation of 
life by the closer union ol humanity with God. It is Hie
present privilege ot :h and all to live in the spiritual
world, among spiritual torces Iront motives of love, peace,

One may create his atmosphere ot 
these elements, and make his life, as Canon Wilberforce
joy and good will,

so truthfully says—the daily "coming forth from that 
Father and coming into the world." The most literal of 
facts is embodied in the assurance that God will keep in 
perfect peace those wljose mmd is stayed upon him.— 
bort Wayne Journal.

4

A LIVING FACT.

XV ho knows what lies beneath the sod, 
Unkissed by sun or morn or dew, 

Waiting a call to life in pod 
INow dormant, out of view?

In Nature's womb where start all things 
Upoh the little round of earth.

And life, no night, no day. but swings 
Hie pendulum oi birth.

And yet upon the sod unturned - 
Eternal grass mav grow

And die and fall and there be burned
'till ages come and go;

And there beneath, asleep, alone
Remains the virgin germ

Of weed or plant or vine unknown 
By man or beast or worm.

But once upturned to light of day 
And air and heat and ram.

It smiles and starts upon the way ■ 
Of evolution s plane.

And fills ns place among the things 
Bevond man s power io know.

Above the flight of angel wings.
And science here below.

An upturned sod. a bit of earth 
Lpheavcd where time unknown.

Has gathered seeds and held from birth 
Entombed, where winds have blown

O'er ancient lands to lodge and he 
In wait for touch of mate—

The light and air and rain. And by
The soil to germinate.

The germ was there; the life was there: 
Not dead, but sleeping through

The change that came to earth and air 
And sea when change was due.

It might have been a part of man 
Sometime, and clothed a soul

That sensed and thought and taught the plan 
Of evolution s roll.

It might have helped to rule the world 
When Rome was in her pnme:

It might have been from Caesar hurled 
When Brutus, steeped in enme.

Made wounds that filled with rage and woe 
An age of muscle, bram.

And pnde; an age that had to grow 
To find the spirit plane.

An upturned sod. a tmy germ.
A. living thing, a world

Within a world, as true and firm
In life, tho' sleeping, curled .

In patience all those busy years 
Of all the worlds intact.

Sleeping, growing, waiting its fears . 
Subdued, a living fact.

.> DR. T. WILKINS.
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induces me to treat, briefly and analyt
ically ms meinotis of argumentation, 
and to point out some or tne errors ob
taining therein. /

It is well sometimes in public deDate, 
to try and put one s self in tne position 
of an opponent, tnat. seeing so far as 
possible wltu ms mental vision, we can 
mane cnaritable allowance tor ms opin
ions prematurely penned, for Uis inor
dinate zeal frnen it is manifest, and for 
bombastic rnetorle. whicn witn many, 
pass for erudition and spiritual inspira
tion.

Following inis method, we are at once 
reminded tnat our brotner's religious 
bias induces linn to believe that his 
soul in ns present: embodiment, in char
acter nnd quality is like Goil-the "God 
of the Iniiniverse; • and judging by ins 
language and expressed ideality, he is 
entirely sincere in this opinion.

In verincauon of this fact, let me 
point out first, that tne subject matter 
of my former crlilcism was entitled. 
Tlie Fallacy of Involution, as Applied 

to the Soul in Humim Embouiments." 
In this criticism I pointed out some ten
or iwelve conilletlug and contrnilletorj' 
ilelliiuious of God and the Soul.
quotations were all of them taken 
baiim from the volqme entitled •

My 
ver- 
'The

Soul in Human Embodiments." Not a
word end I say about the belief s of Splr- 
irunllsis or their ideas of. God. But in 
contradistinction to,,tins.,il did «ay. in 
tuo last paragraph. "Let us say in con
clusion, kindly, but iirnily. that tli 
teachings nave nothing. 1:

Hl. the spiritual phllosophv
b n 
n r n
i ci

n

e or uni'tv years 
: llteory ami tue

ere
luce s si 
tel i

II c
•eze in afeesl 10 him to squi 

time and read tile past,
out humiliate himself

print by sajín

■, and so. we 
tins uoginii 

it sueu belie

o/iD pro

C0I111 
" Ko 
but a

e 
ion 
we

(f n b id 
qr from also li

spun return and spirit com 
. Now mark wnat Mr. Rii

eases me of saying, not a .word of 
is true:

IS uot 
di 

m 
■e ao
villen

Iu lusi Week s Progressive TUlUker. 
Prof. W. M. Lockwood presents a clog
inane criticism of those Splrltunliuls 
«vuo hold to ihe idea* of‘>an immanent 
God m> the universe.- or Who dare to re
gard the human ;soul as something 
higher, greater, grander »tiMin n mere 
automatic product of two molecules of 
matter vibrating in I’livthnilc unison.”

Let me say with- emphasis tliat I 
never have expressed in oral lecture or 

spubllshed thought, anything of the 
kind, and no one but a soul in mental
turmoil would willingly lend himself to 

I such careless statements. We win sng- 
| gest to Mr. Rice. Hint In oral debnto or

polemic discussion, it is in keeping 
parliamentary method and eon
sense, to talk or writ
ject matter

upon tue
under discussion.

i iti 
1111011 
sub
ii 1

•es.procedure, Mr. Rice entirely ignoi 
If the volume referred to needs no d

fense at ins hands, lie could 
have directed his progressive 
to the '-Fallacies or Invoiutioi

ui least 
intellect 
■ as ap-

plied, without making a special de
lense of tne treatise per so. If the p<>«- 
tulate of involution ns applied to evolu
tion is not a fnliacy. you should have 
pointed it out; for if involution cannot
be sustained ns n fuel, tlie tlieli
claim of those holding to soul 
menu falls to pieces: and with 
t orin of theistic ecclesiasticisn:
ont involution operative 11 
postulate, tneology and 
Save it if j-ou can. nnd nmn 
immortal.

it

is a 
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You cliuige me with being dogmatic 
and intolerant, is it dogmatic to point 
out the incongruous, inconsistent, con
tradictory and «mulcting definitions of 
God and the Soni found on four pages 
of The Soul in Human Embodiments ”
quoted verbatim? Am I Intolet 
when I call attention to the fact t 
the term uncreare” as applied to i 
in the volume on "The Soul.” is an 
solete term, anu means no god—fi

it

.od 
011- 

■oni
-nn. not, and create, to form some

thing from nothing, hence Go<l the “Un
create, ■ not being formed, is a nothing 
god? Is this dogmatic or intolerant?

I am accused of attacking "the be
liefs of Spiritualists who hold to the 
Idea of an immanent God in the unl-
verse." This Is not tr 
nothing about the bell 
Ists, nothing about an 
in fact, I never heard 

! and am surprised that

ue. since I said 
cfs of Spiritual
immanent i;od: 
of such a God.

. an "up-to-oate”
reader of scientific facts sbotild apply a 
term of tins kind to,a God. The Latin

young.- 
.■lentiuc ern
ia tue above 
ki lly blo 

. little more
aud men ne 

in public
timt the atomic theory

was young twenty-live or thirty years 
ago, M nhe many writers trace the 
atomic theory to Democritus wii<> was 
bull, 4iO years B. C.. otner writers 
t.,iue it to India, affirming mat it ex
isted at toe inception of the Pnrnnic 
period of Hindooism. in almost the 
suiue form as postulated by Dalton. 
Another writer claims to find traces of 
it m tne traditions of ancient Egypt' 
whose dynasties existed, it is affirmed
seventeen tnousand years before the 
-angel of the Lord appeared to Mary "

B. other Rice errs again in connecting 
lue Molc-vular Hypotnesis of Nature." 

will, the aioinle theory. Jiiey are two 
distinct systems of thought and philos
ophy. The atomic theory la a muleriiil- 
istic corpuscular theory, reqtilriug.from 
the plane of the ecclesiastic, the involu- 
iio,. theui^, and an omnipotent God to 
mold into being dead matter. From 
the plane of tne materialist, tlie claim 
IS Set up that all forms nnd types of ex
istence are tne result of the combined 
duthitieB of these corpuscular atonia. 
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mid force. Since ml of tue man-

iviev-ule, ami buck of tne motion, 
he recognized an unknown force tbnt 
dviuoiibiruted the Unknowable, nnd in 
ms magnificent awe and honesty, h 
mniied it intelligent purpose." Thus, b 
named the Tinknowabie.” '‘intelllgeu 
purpose. J ms is a good place for the 
leaders of The Progressive Tuiukei-to 
take time to smile.

Olotb.‘¿Sell.

ie 
ie
t

Religion, as Revealed by the Material 
and Spiritual Universe.

nnmratea, 878 pages; price, postpaid, cloth. *110« 
paper 00c.

No work upon the suino suojeci 
In InteresithlB book of almost lui
j. vVuuourn.M.

it has ever exceeded 
estimable value. P.

'I bave reati several works.

■ Cheerfulness is lonely adherence to'the right, is the en
dowment of elevated characters.—Emerson. .

■ To sit and brood over affairs of life calls to us the brood
ing hosts from that other realm and endangers ns to their 
obsessing influence. , . ;

Christianity surged up from below, from the dregs of 
the world; it arose among an obscure sect of local fanatic«, 
even in its own narrow provincial birthplace; and it 
brought with it. to cultivated Rome and Hellas, the com
mon ideas and practices of the less civilized medium in 
which it had its origin.—Grant Allen.

term, Immanens, means to remain in 
or near. The English .ipord “Imma
nent means remaining,jwitlun. hence 
limited in activity. ,agenpy. or effect to 
:he subject, or associated,acts: Internal 
ot subjective. See.'Webfjter. Just how 
this Immanent God,wltlr fits limited ac
tivity, agency or qffect.of>ver gets out 
from -tlie within -/»nougjj. to become 
an Infinite, Omnipresent being or to 
comprise -Tne Supjeme .Intelligence of 
the Lnlverse, is problem in meta
physics equal to how tlie nothlng-God- 
the Dncreate, creafes. lijmself a some
thing God. „ I(1

But because I cajnot updorstand tin 
Immanent God, or gin "Uncreato God ” 
I am urged to rea^up aJittle. This Is 
good advice to takq sonm}imes as well 
afi to give: but just let &e know who 
these -best known¡41 nd gecognized au
thorities- are. I ,,beg to state for 
Brother Rice s pacification. 1 bat I bare 
closely read all of the treatises he re
fers to, including .the - work of Dr 
Henry Drummond, and have also noted 
the paper and ink suffixes to his mental 
kite. Mr. Rice win nave occasion to

ifestntions of nature are those of co- 
relnted or associated causes, this sen rob 
for a special cause within the domain 
of nature must ever prove a failure If 
the time spent in search of un overrul
ing in-st cause had Deen employed in 
tracing the varying functions of the ele
mental forces of nature, as manifest iu 
tlie order of tlieir combination, our civ
ilization long ago would have found 
-the divine ■ and "the sublime.” in na
tures spiritual forces, and in their art 
Of combination, rather, than in n "first 
great cause. Hence the grand induc
tions of science would not be perjured 
by the liars and fakirs m the pulpit a« 
they are to-day by those who preach 
and teach the most abstird fallacies 
ami impossibilities, from the curse of 
Adam and the ground, to the saving 
grace of belief in the progenj’ of «n 
adulterous God.

bo I do not hesitate to sav to Brother 
Rice and all bls constituency, that 
when it can be shown how the Jew 
God or any pagan deity could make 
"Hine and -space” and "mathemat
ics, I will demonstrate bv unimpeach
able data, that all of these together 
with the spiritual elements of nature- 
are self-existent, as eternal principles 
of cosmos.

note« as. Jie comics m close coumet
many public men and
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omen, and he

susceptiliilitv to li an
and social emoluments, that frequenti: 
when brains are most wanting, pape’ 
wadding stereotyped with terms I). D
mid LL. I)., are constantly placarded 
before ino public mind and tins ei-lti-
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applies wiin equal force to pre- 
Bnt However rigntly or wruug- 

appned in my individual case- is
a inaner of no consequence here, since 
iuo mental knife win cut Just as koeniv 
■wiiiiout u as with it, and 1 will suggest

The Molecular Ilypotiiesis of Nature
men, predicated upon the spiritual 
forces of nature ami iiieir eternal cn- 
reiaiions, has never before been voiced- 
nor has any writer ever adduced from 
tne spiritual enameler of figure's ele
ments. the close mid natural relation
ship -
ear
■OU

the niunal bolds to u world or 
i of invisible intelligence. Wbe” 

that -tue same tilings bnve 
said over and over acaln. and the
a

loleeidftr vibration, nttrtctioifacts of
affinity, riiytiim and nnriuoiiv are wPji 
known nnd admitted." bused pre- 
snmnuiy upon a materialistic pocim 
late—Ute ntomic theory, roti fire ns f,n- 
off as you are In rotir Coticeptions «f 
the age of the atomic ttwv. For if

If n Can be shown that Spencer ever 
mad« such a senseless statement ns 
that accredited io aim by Mr. Rice we 
would sa*» to nun that. If he wn« in 
search of the unknown, he eonld find it 
iu oxjt’-Lf lov, Luing wnat science 
culls a chemical element, and Brother 
Rite and his compeers sneeringlv call 
"materialistic,” mere '“chemical 
tiou," yet it is the breath of nl! f<y 
of biO-plasmuilc hfe. It must be '■ 
humiliating for "a Soul iu quality . 
ci.ai.icter Ilk« Gou. to be snst»iu»d 
duih.g human embodiment, by breath
ing maieihiiisiic oxygen.” drinking ■> 
^i.e.nic.a eompuuhd composed of 

oxygvi. and hydrogen, and eating ernd« 
i.-aitui called bread, composed <>f <•»'■- 
boil, hydrogeu, oxygen, nitrogen, albu
minous substamics, starch, sugar s"lt 

mere
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pmagraph ils nJai submitted by M>- 
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oraed a

Pi-of. Dolbears vortex ring theory 
»as closely read by the writer of this 
shortly after its publication. We have 
also read Descartes "Prlncipla Philo- 
soj.ui.,,,, in i> mcii - ue attempts to 
prove tne rotation of the planets about 
the sun by the Hypothesis of vortices 
whirling about the central body." Many 
smh writers depend upon metaphysics 
rather man mathematics, ami their 
theories nave received fatnl blows 
from such minds as Stokes, and experi
mentalists like Helmholtz and SI
Thompson, formen:
Bnusi Association of

president of

Biolher Rice would read
well as

S i u ■e
■down

W. 
the 

If 
as

up, Dackwnru in tue Iilstoi-v 
of ilio pasi, ns weil as thè progressivi, 
inimls 01 ine day. anri above ali. bis dlc-
• ioUu.,>, ue Bouki not round me up with 
his Cniviiiisne spirit, bv insisting th-it I 
should use ms language and formnln of 

beg 
and 

• lie

ords, rarner ninn n. But. I
pardon: 1 forgot his religious bias 
belivi. I must have clinntv. sine«
um.» be unit bann, in his present em 
bodinient.

As bom Mr. Rico and the Professor
have Had their
■ Immanent God

sny in regard to nn 
etc., wo will let the

discussion end here for the present — 
Editor.

"Religion os Revealed by the Mate
rial and Spiritual Dmverse. By E D 
Babbitt, M. D-, LL.D.” A compact 
and comprehensive view of the sub
ject; philosophic, historic, analytical 
and critical; facts and dam needed by 
every student and especially by every 
Spiritualist. One of tlie very beat 
hooka on tne subject Price, reduced 
to $1, cloth; paper. 50 cents. For Bale 
at this office.

-Arcana of Nature: or the History 
and Laws of Creation." By Hudson 
Tuttle. A well-known and moat pro. 
fount treatise. Cloth. $L For sale at 
tMacOoft

"The World Beautiful." By Lillra 
Whiting. Most excellent in their high 
and elevating spirituality of thought 
Senes I, 2, and 3. each complete in it
self. Price, ciotti. Si per volume. For 
sale nt this office.

-From wight to Morn, or An Appeal 
to the Baptist Church.” By Abby A 
Judson. Gives anaccount of her experi
ence in passing from the old faith of her 
parents to the light and knowledge of 
Spiritualism. It is written ih a sweet 
spirit, and is well adapted to place in 
the hands of Christian people. Price 
15 centi. -

-Wedding Chimes. By Delpha Pearl 
Hughes? A tasty, beatmfui nnd ap
propriate Wedding souvenir. Contains 
marriage ceremony, marriage ceftiP- 
caie, etc., with choice matter m poetry 
and prose. Specially designed for the 
use of the Spiritualist and Liberal min
istry. Price $1. For sàie at this office.

"After Her Death. The Stoty of a 
Summer.” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mmd that loves spiritual thought can 
fail to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on tlie finer and 
cthéroni phàfeès or Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into tho purer atmos
phere of exalted spiritual truth. A 
book for thé hlghef life. Fof- sale fit 
this Office. Price. Cloth. 81.

RiinK2 by Carlyle Petersllea* 
UUU 1*0 Given Dy auiomano writing tliTongti

tue author'» mediumship.
The Discovered Country—$1-

A na( i au»c oi mo personal experience» in enirit-Hf a 
vf »,..0 Bufriio* b inmer, win had Been a natural patio»« 
opueranda material!«. ’ ’

Mary Anne Carew—Cloth. $1.
Experience» of the authors mother in »piriM<fe- 

Philip CarllsHe—Cloth. $1.
. A deep pbliOBophicai romance uy the band of guides 

.ho Buujw«, of Lhu uuo ueing aBcienuflc vouiigpbH« 
vsupucj-, who is a medium: nn chief opponent» 
a clergyman and a materialist. ’

Oceanians—Paper Clover. BO ots.
A .clentiflc novel based un cue philosophy of life, 

u seen from tne spirit Bide. Foraaiu at office of Tha 
Progressive Thinker. ’

“JESUS CHRfST A FICTION.
Founded upon tne life of Apollonius of Tyana. 

Tne 1-agan pneeii of uome originated Christianity. 
Low and Biariuug diBciusuree by ua founoors. and. 
fuu explanations oy aucieuc anima. Price, naper- 50c.

Healing, Causes and Effects.
By V. I. Piicion, M. D. Dean with the flaup 

menisi and epinmai force» at aopiied to healing. 
Price. 50c.

THE SPIRITUAL WREATH. ■'
grcMauon auu at

ion or words and muai
Uy 8.

for the choir, com 
»V. Tucker. Com*

gema of song. Price. 20c.

Aryan Sun Myths, the Origin of 
Religions. ■

By oarau E. Tueomu. Wiiu an introduction by 
Cbanes Moms, author of “The Aryan Race.0 PrlML 
cloth. |1. ' '

FROM DREAMLAND SENT.
A volume oi PoeinB. By Lilian Waiting. Clottn

MAXHAM’S~J1EL0D1M “
Songs Sacred and Seculai

Thiny iwo page» of 
amnor und compiici 
cinger aud composer. Prt<

r. By A. j. Maxbam. 
songs and music. The 

i known as a Spiritual 
25c. '

The Law ot Correspondence Ap
plied to Healing.

A course of seven practical leseous. By W- J- 
Colville. Limp cloth. 50c. ’ ’”

Zelma the Mystic, or White Magic 
Versus Black.

By Aiwyn M. Thurber, Occult plitlo.onhy clothed 
,n s,.,j to, >u, a,mi re give a be tier underuabdibg of 
magic, black auu White. 880 large huge.. Cloth. 51.15.

The Spiritual Body Real.
View« ot Pam

timóme« oi modern ci 
separation or tho spi
pbyaicai fono.

and oilier«. Valuable tel-
uyanu, Wnaeaaea of the 

— - ......mi body from the dyiar
by Giles B. ßccDuio«. price. 1OC-

FORTY-FOUR LECTURES.
By vol IL G. jugersou. Ciotu. |i.

■"MAN THE MICROCOSM.
Ilia Infini

Ligi
sod Diviue Relations.

Wnuin. By Olio. B. StoliMna. Intuì uon—Tb« 
Prie«, idc.

FAITH OR FACT.
Hiukrallng conflict between credulity and vitalized 

ihougut, etc. By Henry M. Taber. With a preface 
»y Coi, Buuen G, ingcrBou. Ciorh. si. A valuable 
Work.

Contrasts in Spirit Life; _
And Recent Experiences of Samuel Bowies In the 
First Five Spheres. Etc. Written through the hand 
of came E. b. Twing. Paper. 80c.

Studies in the Outlying Fields of 
Psychic Science.

To Wmcli if added Spiritual Phenomena: How to in- 
VvU«gai,o Uicm »'Brioue pba«u8: how to form circle® 
and dcwiop uwuiumKuip: an auBoiuce test of coBaine 
DcaiumMiip. By Hudfton Tattle.
. A >uOot .exurnent work. Every Spiritualist »Roald 
have il Price, cloth. 75c. ’

POEMS OF THE LIFE BEYOND 
AND WITHIN.

Voice« from many ¡and« and centurie«, laying. “Man, 
b-IjOu «haiv no.cr die..- .«.n excellent suicr-tion ed* 
lied and compiled by Gllci B. Stebbins. Cloth- |L

A Few Words About the Devil, 
And Other Essays.

ByCuanc« Bradiauah. With the »lory of hUHfa 
a« fold by uunscif, and ihe hurory of hie parllatneu* 
tery Eiruggic. with portrait. Paper. 50c.

Your Holing Planet Discovered 
by Astrology.

By Bro:. G. W. Cunningham. Devoted to the study 
af Astrology and its laws. Price. 25c.

THREE SEVENS.
A Story ot Ancient Initial on.. By the PhelOMi 
Liuitnung tie Hermetic Plmoiopby. Price, cloth.

WOMAN: FOUR CENTURIES OF 
PROGRESS.

A Lecture delivered at the Freethinker « Inter* 
naUonn Congreie. Chicago. III.. October. 1893. By 
Susan H. Whoo. Price. ]oc.

Woman: A Lecture Delivered to 
Ladies Only.

By Mr». Dr. Haitian. On the present statu« of 
'Woman, pUysicaiiy, meniaiiy. morally and »pirituaiiy. 
The divine <aw of iroe iiarmonui marriage, etc
Price. lOe. .

THE WOMAN’S BIBLE. PART II.
J adge«. King* Prophet» and Apostle». Comment» 

on ihe Old anu New Tetiamenta. from Joshua to Boy- 
ciation. The oommonts are keen, bright, spicy- fuq 
of t it, the work of radical thinkers, who are not 
ignorant of the higher criticism. There is not a dull 
page. Paper. 50c.

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE.
I-y I>r. Pan, Carns. Very luoughtfui and imere«tinz- 
1’aper. 25c,

INTERVIEWS WITH SPIRITS.
A real ri«tt with friend» on the other tide of life- 

“‘'w fsiniuar taik. By spirn Samuel Bowies: Car
ne E. s. Tiring, medium.

THE MISSINO LINK
N MODERN SPIRITUALISM,

Bl

by A. Lrah lindcthiil. of the Fox Family. 
lureresdnÈ ahí vaiueoicaa n history or tho begin- 
ing of Modern spirltnaiiBm. Ur one of the Fox 81s-

tor«. 1,81-nge«, 
ihe Fo* Fanini 
U related by ci 
tested tnatitrcs
oomeiy hound 
P b P 
paid to? 11.40.

iiiiustrauoDR. including poi 
Hiatoryof the Hfdci "

c-wltncsscfc: rcmarkai
rat ioni: ixpoinres.

-alts of
HOT&ppHJgS, 
ana wcii-at- 
etc. Hand*

cjoin, Bui few copies remaining. 
Ii.w. We win send the book pobl*

Old Testament Stones Comically 
Illustrated.

By Kataon Heaton. Price, boards, tl: cloth. »L5Ö. 
Heston is inimitable.

By
Bbl

THERE IS NO DEATH.
Florence Marrvat. An intercBting account ot tbs 
nur « apiritnai «ferientes. Taper. 60c: cloth. 11.

Bl
force And matter.

Ludwig Buechner. A celebrated book. Cloth »!.

MIND READING AND BEYONft 
6yWm. A, trover. iMlpegH, frith IlltstnuoMit the»ubjecwtreat«upon. Priee nJ5- -

5.
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I IMPORTANT !
>

OR. G. E. WATKINS,
• ------- THE——

' FAMOUS CHRONIST,
OF BOSTON, MASS.

Quick Cures I
Small Doses!

Send age, name In-full, and two 2-ceut stamps and 
leading symptom, and w.e will.send you

A Diagnosis of Your Case Free, 
and we will t ry and make the price of treatment right 
to you. Remember, please, that wo do not wish to 
take your cuw unless you are dhsatistied with your 

■present treatment. Do notask OUR opinion of this 
doctor or that one, because we never express an 
opinion, nor have we any one connected with us that 
hallowed to speak 111 of any one or even to express 
an opinion. We know some doctors do so, but we do 
■not. ihe day of shot-gun prescription is past; drastic 
drugs in large doses will not be given ten years from 
now. AV e believe iu the certainty of medicine and in 
specific medication, but specific medication requires

SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS.
He who understands the action of drugs, and who Is 
gifted with the power of correctly diagnosing, is the 
successful physician to-day

Specific Medicine I
No Drastic Drugs I

A Book on “Chronic Disease” 
Sent for 2-cent Stamp.

6. E. WATKINS, M. D.,
406 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.

- CANCERS CURED.
We desire to say that we have treat

ed a great many cancer cases during 
the past year, aud with the exception 
of one case, all have been cured, and 
this one left our treatment and placed 
herself under the care of others. We 
desire to inform all those who are suf
fering from cancer that we would like 
to have them write us. We use no 
knife, and the ojteration is considered 
almost painless. We have a hospital, 
or rather, another sanitarium lu Bos
ton, where we have the best of trained 
nurses. To kill aud remove a cancer 
usually takes from two weeks’ to five 
■weeks’ time only. We also treat at our 
Boston sanitarium, tumors of all kinds, 
such as encysted tumors of the labia 
and fibrous tumors of the ovaries, Indo
lent ulcers, etc. We would be pleased 
to have those suffering with such dis
ease to write us for further informa-
tlon. DR. C. E. WATKINS.

406 Mass. Avenue, Boston, Mass.
465 tf.

• Dr. Babbitt’s College of Fine 
Forces.

At the close of Dr. Babbitt’s new 
; ■ book, which includes Parts 3 and 4 of 
‘ Hiimnn Culture and Cure, is an account 

of the manner in which Chromopathy 
or the Light and Color Cure is spreading 
over India. Jwala Prasada, after test
ing different systems of cure, secured 
pne of Dr. Babbitt’s works, and imme- 
dintely commenced practicing on its 
plan. “After practicing this science for 

■ eleven years,” lie says, “I am now in a 
position to state that this treatment is 
to supersede all others. It is at once 

■ the cheapest, mildest and most effective 
of all treatments of diseases now in 
vogue.” Prasada has written a small 
work Illustrating the subject, which has 
rapidly passed through several editions 
and been translated into eight lan
guages and dialects. In this work it is 
stated tliat thousands of lives have 
been saved from the bubonic plague by 
Chromopathy; also that hydrophobia, 
insanity, leprosy, congestion of the 
brain, apoplexy, dyspepsia, constipa
tion, every ease of dysentery, and a 
great number of diseases of the eye, 
ears, mouth, kidneys, lungs, etc., have 
been cured lu the same way. Judging 
by these facts, and more or less spread 

. of the system In England, France, Ger
many, New Zealand and Australia, as 
Well as iu tlie different parts of this 
country, it looks as if it was destined to 
become an International method of hu
man upbuilding and cure.

. . But Di. Babbitt does not depend upon 
Chromopathy alone, but alms to in
dude the whole field of natural and 
sphitual forces. He considers pliysio- 
mentalism as the proper name for a 
brdad system of cure, including pliysi- 
cal and material forces on one hand, 

• and all refined mental and psychic 
forces on tlie other, such departments 
of cuie as electricity, massage, hydro
pathy, osteopathy, movement pro

. cesses, mental science, etc., being only 
partial methods If taken alone. Those 
wishing to receive his diploma confer
ring the degiee of D. M.. can study and 
acquire it at their homes. Send stamp 
for catalogue to E. D. Babbitt, M. D.. 
LL. D.. Denn, 253 So. Broadway, Los 
Angeles, Cal. ‘

PASSED TO SPIRIT-LIFE.

[Obituaries to the extent of ten lines 
only will be Inserted free.]

We. ns members of the Mahoning Val
ley Association of Spiritualists, do ten
der our heartfelt sympathy to the be
reft .wife and family of Elijah Hawley, 
a pioneer Spiritualist, who passed to 
the higher life from his home in Paris, 
Portage county, Ohio, September 17, in 
the 81th year of his age. In him we 
have lost n dear friend and brother 
from our society of which he was a true 
and energetic member, and we as a 
body of Spiritualists, feel that our loss 
is his gain.

MRS. EMMA THOMAS, Sec’y.

Dr. G. E. Bauer’s second daughter, 
Martha, aged-7 years, passed to spirit
life, November 2, at Atlanta, Ga.

“Origin and Antiquity of Man.” By 
Hudson Tuttle. A masterly philosoph
ical work. English edition, nicely 
bound Id cloth, $L For sale at this 
office.
■- Mediumship. A chapter of Experi
ences. By Mrs. Maria M. King. Price 
10 cent*. •

. “After Her Death. The Story of a 
Summer ” By Lilian Whiting. No 
mind that loves spiritual thought can 
fall to be fed and delighted with this 
book. Beautiful spiritual thought, com
bining advanced ideas on the finer and 
ethereal phases of Spiritualism, leading 
the mind onward into the purer atmos- 
Shere of exalted spiritual truth. A 

ook for the higher life. For sale at
|SJi office. Price, cloth, ?L

RUNNING GOMMENT.
Various Matters of Interest 

Elucidated.
To the Editor:—Several things in The 

: Progressive Thinker for October 8, 
tempt me to treat you to a running 
commentary, which you can use or ex-i 
tract; or discard, as seems best to you.

The paper on “The Roman Church,” 
translated by Mr. Green, first attracts 
my attention. If the writer had read 
“Two Babyions,” published in Edin
burgh many years ago, he would have 
found his concepts very fully elabo
rated. The Rev. Mr. Hyslop was the 
author. It was un effort to, trace, the 
Roman Christian rites and usages to 
the.previous Aslan and Assyrian wor
ships.

I am sorry that your translator did 
not write his names more plainly. He 
must have been trying to copy me. If 
I am not unduly officious, I will sug
gest some corrections. “Timothy of 
Lacres” should be Timalos of Lokris. 
I spell names like Gladstone and Max 
Muller.

I have never found the statement of 
Plato in regard to the three hypostases 
of Deity, but think it substantially cor
rect. In the Timalos Plato describes a 
God, the Demiurgos or Architect of the 
universe, and the junior gods who as
sist in creation, Thus he says: “To dis
cover the Creator and Father of this 
universe, as well as his work, is diffi
cult, and when discovered it is impossi
ble to reveal him to mankind at large.” 
It is certain, however, that the Neo-Pla- 
tonists of Alexandria and the Chaldean 
Oracles recognize a Monas or Absolute 
One inconceivable and sempersistent; 
also a Dyas or Twin, “a second whom 
the race of mortals call the first.” 
There is the Trias or third, the soul of 
the universe or universal soul. I find 
no personified Word or Logos in Pla
tonic writings, and am of opinion that 
the concept is Basllldan or Gnostic, and 
that it was engrafted on the Christian 
eultus from that stock.

The confessional is thoroughly han
dled in Mr. Hyslop’s “Two Babyions.” 
It was a feature of the Eleusinia, the 
Samothraklan rites, and others. I am 
disposed to think that the examination 
of the soul by the Forty-two Assessors, 
was really the confession in the Egypt
ian Arcane worship, a man was re
quired to be pure from crime—to “have 
clean hands and a pure heart."

In the Bacchic, Osirlan and Minor 
Eleusinlan Initiations or Perfective 
Rites, a hog was sacrificed. The animal 
that slew Adonis was thus commemo
rated. He was first washed, but would 
quick return to his wallow, showing 
that it was a superficial cleansing and 
not a thorough purifying.

If we read carefully "between the 
lines" the story of Elijah and the 
prophets of Baal, and of Jesus with the 
demoniac and the herd of swine, we 
may perceive a veiled allusion to the 
old Mystic Rites. The worshipers were 
purified in a grove, garden, park or par
adise set apart for the purpose, “before 
one—the ahad agates or ‘only one’ In 
the midst” (Isaiah lxvl:17). This “one” 
or Ahad was the hierophant or chief 
prophet in the Adonis-worship. Elijah 
called himself the “only one,” and the 
"mourning for the Only One” is re-
peatedly mentioned by the prophets. 
He was primarily “the Adonis or Lord 
that was slain aud annually mourned 
by women at the Annual Rites (Ezekiel 
vill:14). Maty the magdol-woman was 
doubtless such a woman; not a harlot, 
but one sacred—a kadesha.

Worshipers would lodge among the 
tombs (Isaiah lxv:4) in hope of obtain
ing revelations from spirits and de
mons. That they should be crazed, as 
though they were beset by a legion of 
them is no marvel. Mary the Magdalen 
seems to have had only seven that she 
contracted at the magdal or turret
shrine. Evidently there was a sekos or 
Cave of Initiation not very distant. 
Galilee was full of eaves; aud now-a- 
days, every sacred place In Palestine, 
whether birth-place at Bethlehem, sep
ulcher at Jerusalem or what not, is 
marked as a grotto. .

One more point about tlie scene with 
the man among the tombs. There was 
a herd of many swine feeding. Each 
worshiper brought a pig. It was In lieu 
of a child. But Lukianos or Lucian 
says that children also were brought. 
A favorite method of immolation was 
by driving over a precipice. Every tem
ple was near a stream or body of water, 
even to the shrine of the Wi’teh of “Eni 
Dor” or fountain and circle.

As It is no object in these stories to 
conceal fro mthe commonalty what the 
epoptae or seers can read, fthlnk that 
much as I may seem to have jumbled 
things up, I have really indicated a 
clear and definite under-meaning which 
“none of the wicked may understand, 
but the wise shall understand."

There exist many cogent reasons for 
supposing that the earlier Christianism 
or rather Cbrestinnism, was a secret 
rite like the Mithraic. Probably the 
Roman priesthood is a secret body. If 
any one doubts It, let him equip with 
robes, bands, tonsure and other para
phernalia, and attempt to make his 
way into a church without detection.

I do not fiiid any place where Plato 
described Purgatory, except it be the 
Hades set forth in the Pliaedo. In the 
Apologue of Er (Republic X), also, it Is 
said that the unjust will be punished, 
and that some are so polluted that they 
will not come forth, and enter upon a 
new term of existence. Most of these 
were tyrants and oppressors. Somirof 
these were thrust down and flayed, and 
then dragged to a road outside, being 
torn with thorns as thev went; and 
there they had to tell all who passed by 
why they were punished. The region 
of punishment was called Tartaros, also 
Acheion—probably the Aquerante of 
your writer spelled in another dialect

I know of no Platonic philosopher 
Fedon.” A book of the Dialogues is 

called in Greek Phaldon. In Spanish 
this may be spelled Fedon, not Improp
erly. r

In regard to the war and the acquir
ing of the Philippine Islands, I am not 
very clear. I was opposed to the war 
and believe that it was wholly unneces
sary. A little more time and Cuba 
would have been let go. Sagasta was 
only studying how to do it He had 
home questions nnd home politics to 
consider. •

Of Spain and the Spaniards I have 
little to say in admiration. I seem yet 
to hear the shrieks of torture in the 
Spanish Inquisition, and the screams of 
death agony on the pyres of the hideous 
autos da fe. I waive not a Une for the 
murders of Servetus, Bruno, the Bap
tists of Germany, and like cruelties in 
England. Our own people hanged 
“witches” in Massachusetts, and 
burned them in New York, New Jersey, 
arid more Southern states. But Spain 
has not got- beyond it. Her govern
ment in the Philippines was a hideous 
exhibition of a bizarre old hierarchy. .

Now, we have the war, whatever we 
think of the past, we are brought face 
to. face with present facts. To return 
the Philippines to Spanish rule would 
be cowardly and atrocious. To pass 
them to Some other European power 
would be the very excess of folly and 
bad statesmanship. We could not get 
over It in a century.

May be the Japanese might make a

good use of them. They need more ter
ritory and are more homogeneous to the 
»Millions of Filipinos. And I think they 
would not act meanly to them or to
ward us. It Is worth a thought.

We may perhaps take them ourselves. 
Better so than-let'them go back... But I 
fear that American religión, reinforced 
as it Is certain to be by American 
whisky, would be likely to work their 
extermination. I am humanitarian 
enough, altruist enough, to desire either 
that this war and our American influ
ence shall be a blessing to this unfortu
nate and oppressed people, or else that 
we shall place them In as good and 
even better situation than we found 
them. ALEXANDER WILDER.

Newark, N. J.

INTEREST TO SPIRITUALISTS
Anyone who is sick and failed to find 

relief, should send their name and ad
dress (with stamp for reply) to Dr. J. 
CRAIG, Sacramento, Cali., and I will 
(through spirit power) send you the 
cause and condition of your trouble; 
and after I give you. a correct diagno
sis, if you wish help I will make my 
terms within your reach,

N. B.—The above advertisement is for 
the benefit of suffering humanity, and 
if you know of any one who is sick, and 
is skeptical, show them the above ad. 
and I may convince them of the truth
of spirit return. 470

L. H. FRIEDMAN.
Dr. Louis H. Freedman, the Austra

lian Healer, who is now in Chicago, is 
doing a great work in curing the afflict
ed in a wonderful manner. His address 
is 3152 Forest Avenue. He gives pub
lic exhibitions every Sunday afternoon 
and evening in the Masonic Home Tem
ple, Forest avenue and 31st street.

“Encyciopeaia of Biblical Spiritual
Ism: or a Concordance of the Principal 
Passages of the Old and New Testa
ment Scriptures which prove or implv 
Spiritualism; together with a brief his
tory of the origin of many of the 
important books of the Bible.” By 
Moses Hull. The well-known talented 
and scholarly author has here embodied 
the results ol his many years’ study 
of tho Bible in its relations to Spiritual
ism. As its title denotes, It Is a veri
table encyclopedia of Infomation on the 
subject Price |L For sale at this 
office. '

"The Molecular Hypothesis of Na
ture." By Prof. Wm. M. Lockwood. 
Prof. Lockwood is recognized as one of 
the ablest lecturers on the spiritual ros
trum. In this little volume be presents 
in succinct form the substance of his 
ketures on the Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature; and presents his views as 
demonstrating a scientific basis of Spir
itualism. The book is commended to 
all who love to study nnd think. For 
gale at this office. Price 25 cents.

Sunday Spiritualist Meetings in 
Chicago.

^■People's Church. Services Sundayat 
8 p. m., in Handel Building, room 518. 
All Interested friends and Spiritualists 
invited. Mrs. M. E. Kratz, pastor.

West Side Spiritual Society meets at 
No. 46 South Ada street at 8 p. m.

Church of the Star of Truth, Wicker 
Park hall, No, 501 West North avenue. 
Services at 7:45 p. m., conducted by 
Mr. and Mrs. Wiilliam Lindsey.

Spiritual "Advancement Society, 274 
Warren avenue,, near Robey street, 
holds service" eveoy Sunday evening at 
7:45. Dr. Hasonclever lectures and 
gives spirit messages.
' The Englewood Spiritual Society 
meets every Sunday in Hopkins’ hall, 
528 W. 63d street, at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m.

The First Spiritual Society of the 
South Side, No. 77 Thirty-first street, 
will hold meetings at 2:30 and 7:30 p. 
m., each Sunday, beginning October 2, 
1898. Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley, 
pastor.

The Progressive Spiritual Church, G. 
V. Cordingley, pastor, rooni 409 Handel 
Hall, 40 Randolph street. Services at 
7:30 p. in. ’

The First Society of Rosicrucians, J. 
C. F. Grumbine, permanent speaker, 
meets in their conference room, 810 
Masonic Temple Building, every Sun
day at 10:45 a. in., and 7:45 p. m.

Church of the Ministering Angels, 590 
South Ashland avenue, corner 13th 
street. Services every Sunday- evening 
at 7:30. Mrs. M. Summers, pastor.

The Second Church of the Soul will 
hold meetings in Van Buren’s opera 
house, Madison street and California 
avenue, every Sunday afternoon at 3 
o’clock and 7:30 in the evening. Good 
speakers and mediums will be present.

The Church of the Soul will hold 
union services'of Sunday school and 
church, each Sunday morning, in Room 
608 Handel Hall Building, No. 40 Ran
dolph street. Church services at 11:30.

The Christian Spiritual Society holds 
meetings In Hygela Hall, Washington 
boulevard and and Paulina street, at 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m. Miss Sarah Thomas 
conducts the services: '

Band of Harmony, auxiliary to the 
Church of the Saul, meets at Handel 
Hall Building, 40 Randolph street, ev-
ery first and third Thursday of the 
month, beginning afternoons at three 
o’clock. The ladies bling lunches; sup
per at six ’ ’ ’ “
served.

The Lake 
meets every 
Wells’ Hall,

o’clock. Tea and coffee

A .ew Spiritualist Union 
Sunday evening at 7:45 in

, 1620 Clark street, corner 
Fletcher street. Meetings conducted 
by Carl A. Wicklaud and wife, assisted 
by other mediums and speakers. All

"Human Culture and cure.
First. The Philosophy of Cure. Part

- . ----- (In
cluding Methods nnd Instruments).” By 
E. D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL. D. A very ln. 
structlve and valuable work. It should 
bave a wide circulation, as it well ful
fills the promise of Its title. For sale 
at thb office. Price 75 cents.

‘•Atlantis: The Antediluvian World ” 
By Ignatius Donnelly. Sums up all in
formation relative to the lost continent 
of Atlantis. He regards the description 
of It given by Plato as veritable history. 
It is Intensely interesting, Price. $2. ’

“The Priest, tne Woman, and the Con
fessional.” This book, by the well 
known Father Chlniquy, reveals the de
grading, impure influences and results 
ot the Romish confessional, as proved 
by the sad experience of many wrecked 
lives. Price, by mail $1. For sale at 
this office.

"Bible and Church Degrade Woman ” 
By Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Comprises 
three brief essays, on The Effect of 
Woman Suffrage on Questions of Mor
als nnd Religion; The Degraded Status 
of Woman in the Bible; The Christian 
Church and Woman; written in Mrs 
Stanton’s usual trenchant style. For 
sale at this office. Price 10 cents. For

“h rom Soul to Soul." By Emma Rood 
Tuttle. Lovers of poetry will find gems 
of thought in poetic diction in this hand
some volume, wherewith to sweeten 
hours of leisure and enjoyment. Price 
(LOO. For sale at this office.

"Edith Bramley’s Vision." Vivid de
scription of a Jesuit spirit conclave 
together with ’nterestlng corroborative 
testimony. Price 15 cents. For sale at 
this office.

•coalman Hymn Book.” a collection 
of original and selected hymns, for lib
eral aud ethical societies, for schools 
and the home; compiled by L. K. Wash
burn. This volume meets a public 
want. It comprises 258 choice selections 
of poetry and music, embodying the 
highest moral sentiment, and free from 
all sectarlapism. Price. 50 cents. For 
sale at this office.

"The Prophets of Israel.” By Prof. 
C. H. Cornlll, of the University of 
Koenlgsberg. A scholarly and appreci
ative historical review of the prophets 
of Israel and their works. For sale 
at this office. Paper covers, 25c.

"Woman, Church and State.’’ By 
Matilda Joslyn Gage. A royal volume 
of more than common intrinsic value’ 
The subject is treated with masterly 
ability; showing what tne eburdb has 
and has not dene for woman. It is full 
of Informatlononthesubject.and should 
be read by every one. Price (2, post-

"The Dead Man’s Message," an occult 
romance by Florence Marryat The 
author’s wide experience in Spiritual
ism and her study of occult science 
have prepared her to write this romance, 
which will be found laden with gems 
picked up In the course of her Investi
gation and studies. Cloth $1. For sale 
at this office.

“Right Living.” By Susan H.Wixon 
The author shows a wise practicality in 
her method of teaching the principle of 
ethics. She Illustrates her subject with 
many brief narratives and anecdotes 
which render the book more Interesting 
and more easily comprehended. It Is 
especially adapted for use In Children’s 
Lyceum. In the hands of mothers and 
teachers It may be made very usefuL 
Young and old wUl be benefited by It 
Cloth $1. For sale at this office.

“The Watseka Wonder." To the stu
dent of psychic phenomena, this pam
phlet is Intensely interesting. It gives 
detailed accounts oftwocasesof “double 
consciousness,” namely Mary Liimncy 
Vennum of Watseka, I1L, and Mary 
Reynolds of Venango County, Pa. For 
•ale at this office. Price 15c. .

“Mediumship and Its Development 
and How to Mesmerize to Assist Devel
opment” By W. H. Bach. Especially 
useful to learners who seek to know and 
utilize the laws of mciliutDjhlp and de
velopment, and avoid errors. 'Price 
doth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. ’ 
office.

• Origin of Life, or Where Man Comes 
From.” “The Evolution of the Spirit 
from Matter Through Organic Pro
cesses, or How the Spirit Body Grows ” 
By Michael Faraday. Price 10 cents 
For sale at this office. ’

“The Great Roman Anaconda.” Bv 
Prof. Geo. P. Rudolph, Ph. D., ex-priest 
of the diocese of Cleveland, O.. A sham 
and pointed letter to Bishop Hortsmann 
It is good reading, and should be widely 
distributed, that people may be enlight
ened concerning the ways and methods 
of Rome and its priesthood. Price 15c For tale at this office. '

Ors
Peebles &

Burroughs
SliGGessfhl 
Specialists

DR. J. M. PEEBLES.

TUC D||D| IP’s most emphatic- IHL lUDLIU ically informed 
thb,t in these times of humbugs, imi
tations and cheap substitutes, the 
absolute standard of purity, as well 
as quality, is strictly maintained in 
everything that bears the name of or 
emanates from
Drs. Peebles & Burroughs' Offices

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1059 MARKET STREET,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Consultation by LetterFree
‘ Send Postage Stamp for Reply.

COBRESPONDENCE INVITED.
No “Lock of Hair” or “Leading 

Symptom” Required.

0,6 Sw Kr‘uclaM
of TrEa.®* U8 grea^ PteMure Quote from the Light 
nhinZUtTn ^°1m.melndattom oi California and Callfor- 
»¿%ftInaJate?8Uewe r<ad: *We note with pleaa- 
Dr W M tfeuBUCC/i8cof °^r irleud aDd l>rvther, 
rnifrJIni vFor.8ter’ of 6au F^nclsco, California! 
fiHinnS rf?notcd ior medium»; and 
although Dr. Forster Is not a native of the United

V1? pe0.P10 of California have learned to claim 
a proprietary interest In him Ju»t as if he were.a 
native son. We bear good reports of him from all 
Quarters, and it gives us much pleasure to add our 
endoracment to the many accorded this gifted 
medium and educated gentleman." K»tca

A LOCK OF YOUR HAIR
If you wish to know what ails 

you and what will cure you, send 
a lock of your hair and four 
cents In stamps. State age and 
sex and name in full. Address

J. 6. BflTDORF, M. D.
grand rapids, mi ch,

iA1:. theatment fob success moivb R .nH ’.tom th.c Prolnollon of health and bar- 
mouy. Bend »tamp for particulars. Bowland t BgQWK, Shelton. Buffalo Co., Nebraska. J‘ 

MBS. G. PARTRIDGE,
6 ?unBllnns answered by mall for ”ZUtr«.^w,,.li4K- 62nll“ie"

ASTONISHING!
DOCTOR A. R. DOBSON f

Still Heals the Sick Through * 
the Mediumship of .... .

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker.
If yon wish Good Health 

. should apply to her.

As a Spiritual Healer She 
No Equal

you

Has

With her Magnetized Herbs all 
diseases that flesh is heir 

to are cured. ;

i/vn<V£I’ee two‘cent stamps, age, sex, 
with and °?e I684*0« symptom, 

th fun name and plain address, and 
be convinced of the wonders of spirit 
power by having her '

Address aU MaU to >

Mrs. Dr. Dobson-Barker,
Box 132. SAN JOSE, CAL.

C0LLE6E0FHNEF0RCES
Sun Cure, Vital M»tnett»n?CElecmclt th4

are. ol D M., DoXr of “<>»««• the do-
printed Question» student» cin tat. ?? * By,loln of ■

Diplomas granted under emuf/ilT’0» ■^t'’1'1'C“l-

si

friends and members are invited.
The Second Church of the Soul meets 

at Van Buren Opera House, corner of 
Madison street and California avenue, 
Sundays at 3 and 7:30 p. m. Good 
speakers, assisted t by Mrs. Andrews, 
Mrs. Goble, Mt Wilks and Mr. Shaffer, 
test mediums.

Send in notice of meetings held on 
Sunday at public halls.

NOTICE (TO THE SICK.
Dr. Watkins will-on October 15, move 

to his new Boston office, 406 Massachu
setts avenue, Hotel Palmerston. Seven 
rooms in this beautiful hotel are being 
prepared especially for Dr. Watkins’ 
offices. Kindly remember the street 
and number, 4B6Massachusetts avenue. 
Please address, all letters until October 
15 to Dr. C. B. Watkins, Ayer, Mass.

TESTIMONIAL.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir: 
The result in my case from using your 

Elixirs Nos. One and Two has been 
wonderful. I have regained my appe
tite, digestion and strength, and weigh 
fifteen pounds more than when I began 
using your remedies four weeks ago. 
To any one suffering with stomach, 
liver and kidney trouble, I heartily rec
ommend them. Having suffered for 
eight years, and durlug that time tried 
many physicians and various medicines, 
I have derived better results from your 
treatment than all the others combined. 
. I am most gratefully,

MRS. A. P. BLANVALT.
Frenchburg, Ky.

For 30 days I will send a sample 
package of Magnetized Compound for 
the eyes, for 10 cents, by mall.

Clinton, Iowa. . B. F. POOLE.

"THE LYCEUM.”
The Lyceum, devoted to the interests 

of the young, and to lyceum work, is 
published by Tom Clifford, at Cleve
land, Ohio, No. 61 Willowdale street. 
Only fifty cents per year. ’ Every young 
person should have access to its col
umns. In fact, all classes will find 
something of special Interest In it. It 
Is published weekly. Try It. 437tf

CANCERS CAN BE CURED.

Dr. C. E. Watkins-Dear Sir:—I wish 
to thank you for sending me to your 
cancer clinic for the cancer kill treat
ment. I am greatly relieved and re
joiced at the age of 68 to have my can
cer of 20 years’ growth killed and en
tirely removed from the right breast in 
two weeks’ time. The cancer home is 
airy, sunny, cozy, comfortable and 
homelike and the food, nursing and 
treatment so suited to each case, that 
one feels contented and happy there. 
All connected with the clinic are espe
cially fitted by training and experience 
for their respective duties,careful and 
considerate of,the welfare and comfort 
of your patients, add honorable in busi
ness mattersUand I can cordially rec
ommend sending cancer sufferers to the 
clinic, and I think ¡the grateful patient 
should sound your merited praise far 
and wide. Ybur grateful patient,

ELIZA B. NYE.
Barre Plains Mass.

GEAR IN MIND,
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In sending remittances to this office, 
write your onders On a Single sheet of 
paper, to file alvay for future reference, 
If you have any thing to say to the ed
itor outside of .that,'do so on a separate 
sheet It is nbt safe to send money In 
a letter; If itte sent that way, and lost 
in the course of transmission, you will 
be the loser. Do not send personal 
checks, as it costs 15 cents to get them 
cashed. Send postal or express order, 
or registered letter or draft payable In 
Chicago or New York, and there can 
be no loss.

Write names and addresses as plain 
as ordinary print and mistakes will be 
avoided.

"Poems’ or Progress.** By Lizzie 
Doten. In this , volume, this peerless 
poet of Spiritualism may be read in her 
varied moods, “from grave to gay, from 
lively to severe?’ It is a book to b- 
treasured and richly enjoyed by all who 
love genuine poetry, and especially by 
Spiritualists. The volume is tastily 
printed and bound. Price $L

GHEftF TREATMENT
MEANS

Cheap Medicines; Cheap Dicompe- 
tent Clerks,

* u well as

CL exp Doctors, Poor Service, Etc.

DR. J. S. LOUCKS
I» the oldest, most successful Clairvoyant Phvslclan Ln'khi'dl'ïr >UI’ iure6,“re marvelous/ Successful“” 
J.!A î1'* 0< cllryulo and acute diseases. When other» 
andaTt'«Uli^'..Si:'ld bl;ï. name, lock of haïr 
and 6 et», iu atamps and he will send a clairvoyant 
a moni i°a °D"“r.^«««»ea and treat you for only ,2.00 

’ Noleudiug ayniptoin required. He Inn» 
®P®ciflc remedy for making child-birth safe and easy- 
Blso a spécifie remedy for obesity. U will safely anti

ÏZÏÏ0 “‘i' tUperfluou,! a ïuîeVe-
*laf for ino.nlng sickness. Address

DR. J. S. LOUCKS, M. D.
85 Warren st., Stoneham, Musa. 405

f'

DR. J. A. BURROUGHS.

TESTIMONIAL
Dr.L-oucks is curing chronic diseases of all kinds 

small róe Blates and Canada,tor a very
Ím? hitoL1 1 receiving such letters us vou will 

”Verj d“Y,’ írum I>‘Ueut». unasked tor' 
telling of the good work that Is being done. Send fo^ 
testimonials, tout free on application. Beller still— 
send tor an examination and curé.

I'0?0?,8-®,'." S‘rt-As I received so much 
help from fir«t Month a treutineut. 1 will send for an
other, and tell you bow 1 uln. 1 had lost the use of my 
right arm and hand since last Nsvcmber; my first 
Sí» weredr»wn uwiiy back und thumb drawn 
Sí pa!‘P of n,y huud- ^hen I begun your treau 
incut I could uot raise my arm from my lap. The doc
tors said it was paralyzed and 1 would never use k 
again and If you cured It. it would be a mlratl “ but 
»¡■m io,““.?!’",11’1' tt,uUcr8 »nd thumb, and raise my 
arm out straight, and they feel natural, blood clrcu- 
JatcsRood, and o.ily one month's treatment. I have 
advertised you far and near! perhaps yon have noticed 

have fleut t0 *ou from Necedah. Lacrosse
Necedah“wis ° " Uü81.Bratoí“'b 
jseceaan, wis. Aucuii Wbllb.

dr/Tswansofl
PSYCHOPATHIST.

!im many cases where medicine has failed. Tes
timonials from all parts of tho United States Send 
stamp for circulars and terms, etc. 1*128 Clinton avenue, Minneapolis. Minn. vimiou a\L

DR. MANSFIELD’S < 
homeopathic MEDICINES 
u»m^“^2nTierudTng'»i "V‘C" B«ml

Mo«ei Hull HECOMME1?D e ' Li“,u c- Uo'»e »nd

A* ManSFIELD, m. d. }170 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio/

BETTER THAN GOLD. „ 
Elixir of Life Nos. One and Two 
»Isocon.Unau’n0' A»ure enrefm tbit t|Wlliydl,eMei 
feeling, Guaranteed to a.8|»t J««Vint-oul 
with pure, rich blond el.i5?“ . V'lem to ¡health month »ent for,l.oo. s“®cleut quantity for on. 

ey« ebTe^°?,po"“'1 «» -or.
thousands In an parts of tlie world ° prill'od bX
or all three sent postoald to? 1, ,,.Sen! f.or 00 
PbotoandtoHructULw toll^’iS,^.

n,. Pebbl° Spectacles,
■bowùÌrty“^^ Ctrenlar.
who developed thia clairvoyant ‘°10Ot ?|llrlt Y“rma, 
adjust rny Melted Pebble Sn^ tiT" ln rae- 1 
l our eye» In your own ham. “ Per'««ly to 
office, u, thou,,“e “ f°n were In my Photo, B. F. Pootl ciintomtowk d 6l‘“aI’

PSYCHE 
guidance. and0Vdc8toued1Cto “»«ler spirit 
Many, by Its use“ imv,'^/°,d'’’e,10P mediumship, 
lions from spirit friendstanu C 'Od °“g uummunlca- 
Uon. Price, ,! and m l..?.. el|!ress, Kr«»l •allstao- 
For.a10 at

YOUB, FUTUBE accurately calculated by 

■_____ 484tf

Employ Only the Best 
when the health, the life even, of your 

dear ones are at stake.

IT IS CRIMINAL
------- TO-------

Employ Incompetent Doctors
Because They Are Cheap. -

Get the Best!
Hence Write To

Urs. Peebles & Burroughs
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

Sending Name, Age, Sex and a Lead
ing Symptom, and receive an absolute- 
y CORRECT DIAGNOSIS of your 

*ase FREE, 
c

Mrs. Georgia Gladys Cooley,
Reading» dally by mall from lock of hair and date 

of birth. *1.00 and »tamped envelope. S3 SOth at Chi
cago, 11L 4!0

YOUR PALM READ
For 10c in Silver.

Bend two one cent stamps for particulars and dlrec- 
’eliding impression of hand to F. A. B„ box 

880 Jonesville, Mich. Mention this paper. 466

THE BLIND MEDIUM, H. W. SINCLAIR WIL1 
i„f iit.fr oiszi ...... I, »; ...names. Mall ivCrt°v?jareksoU,.WcbUllar- U’ W'

YOUR LIFE REVEALED
BY THE STARS,

Horoscopes on character, health, disease business 
occupation, marriage, llnanee nnd the road to sueeess’ Full reading ,1; trial rending of one page“« cents’ 
Send date of birth. Circular tree. Address

FRED P. BRANDT, 
_______ 853 Hastings »t.. Grand Rapids, Mich. 470 

Chronic Diseases a Specialty 
Bend full name, age, sex and 2 »tamps for 

FREE DIAGNOSIS.
Many Wonderful Cures Being Made 

BY W. W. LATHROP, M. D.,
Dept. 1, Jackson, Mtcb. 466tf

GIN PERSONAL OR BUSINESS QUESTIONS AN
O swered by psychic power, and advice In regard to 

i^ni. t.P._ %▼ .. InpnicnL 25 ceuU. AddressElsie, lock box 265, National city, Cali. 403

H°7 T0 wiC0MB A medium in your own
I?0“6' W 1,1 ®c.Dd a pamphlet giving instructions 

uedneate your phase of mediumship, and a spiritual 
song-book. All for 25 cents. Addrees mrs i a BLISS, San Diego, Col. 8 MKS*

MRS. ELLA M. DOLE

by letter ’ ^ugagement» cun be made
•------ ------------------------------ --------------------- 450tf ;

G. WALTER LYNN,
Automatic Writer. •

Spiritual Communications by Letter.
CORRECT DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASE. : 

Life Readings and Business Advice, 
$1.00 and Stamp.

Address 223 We.t Sun Fernando st., San Jose, Cal,

________ _______________ «os. Rongs Buchanan.
Tne College of Psychical Sciences

■oclurer^to^^^^^-ilo^a

God in the Constitution,
By Robert G. Ingersoll. One ot tlie best naners Coto, 

nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover with inrJ 
»«•otauthor. Price, 10 cent»; tiel.JÄ“torlÄ 

HYPNOTISM UP TO DATE
BY SYDNEY FLOWER.

A LOCAL, 
CONSTITUTIONAL AND

SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT
Overa quarter of a Centura 

before tho public. Send for; 
‘ * True Theory of Catarrh” 
mailed free. •

DR. SYKES SURE CURE CO., 
643 W. Madison St., CHICAGO.

WESSONS IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE

HÄnÄ tMMA “UDEB’ ’°’ Ce“1™' h'’

‘-'J

ASTRAL READING
And your phase of Mediumship, with initructlona for 
development; also a copy of “The Path to Power ” 
Bend date of birth and 25 cent« (silver). If you are 
In search of truth, and desire to unfold the occult 
powers; If you would break the hypnotic spell of Im
aginary limitation, and exchange sickness and sorrow 
for health and hanpiness, you will realize in this 
teaching the soul’s ideal. Address

UKLEL BUCHANAN,
________________ 7<3 North Park are., Chicago, Ill.

OPIUM=H ■ IVI Stoppedatonce 
. A never-falling, harmless and permanent home 
cure. Trial treatment free on request. 
Dr. J. C. Hohman, 445 Isabella Bldg., Chicago, IU.

CAMPBELLBRÜS
“THE WATSEKA WONDEE.”

two cases of "double consolonmftgfL** Darnelv w>rv Lurancy Vennum, of Watseka. Ww n”
Bolds, of Venango County, Pa-Far aaiAiStZ ^5^ 
Frio» 15 cent»,

. IMMORTALITY^ "
i.Af^m^Te°reT^
Voices Price 60 cenu W’ B- BsrW' d

_THE KORAN.
Sale. Price, cloth. II.S? ForSi

THE VOICES. ~l
By Warren Sumner Barlow. -The Voice» cnni.r., ' 

poem» ot remarkable beauty and force. They” J™ mon excellent. Price »U». they arc ,

W ANTED—GIRL FOR HOUSEWORK IN MEDI
Um A ""U1'8 und help In developmentAddress G, care ProgrcBsIve Thinker. 1 457

noon FOR THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER 
V Send a »tamp to pay postage and I will send free 
one copy of 'Biggest Story In the Bible." It beat» 
Jonah and the whale. Don't mlsslt; send at once. Ad- 
dresi Dn. D. Wixsoabdbx, Pierce, Mobile Co., Ala.
VRAYS OF PSVCHOMETRY AND CLAIUVOY- 

business, social and medical 
advice. Readings by mall. ,1 and stamp» REV M 
ST. OMEB BRIGGS, 513 Chc»tnut »treeq ClncInnat! 
unio. 4;o •

BANGS SISTERS,
PHENOMENAL MEDIUMS

Independent Blate and Paper Writing dally. Se
ances in a well lighted room Sunday and Wednesdav 
evening» at 8 o’clock. Spirit Portrait work a special-

5 P Send stamp for
circular. 654 West Adams st., Chicago. 469.

HOW A LADY MADE $300.00.
A correspondent says:—I had no means of support

ing my family and began ten weeksago to sell Non 
Alcoholic Flavoring Extracts for the U.8.Frutt Co St 
Louis, Mo. I have cleared over 1300.00. The extracts 
are In powdered form and meet with universal de
mand. All housekeepers prefer them because they 
are perfectly pure and stronger than the llould ex
tracts. My brother lias taken up the work with me 
and 1» very successful. The V. S Fruit Co. vrfil start

3’our wby be Idle when yon can make 
S3M0 per week? I give my experience for the bene
fit of other poor people. cae

INSOMNIA AND NEURALGIA, 
Sick or Nervous Headaches

Absolutely Cured 
. OB

NO PAY FOR . TREATMENT.
ParUcnlars upon application.

WINDSOB SANITARIUM, 
CHATHAM, NEW YORK.

Finest Sanitarium In America. 476 -

An entertaining manual ol hypnoctan. useful M subJCCU In the »«SofOlsafg« »4 
aull?or, present» very euccewfully a con» 

in!S><lafC0,ut<Of PuoL,fim’ It« theory un<’ nractlco 
up to date. 1 rice, paper. 25 eta. Sold at this office.

Outside the Gates, and Other Tales 
and sketches. By a band ot spirit Intelligences, 
through tho mediumship of Mary Tbe.’eoa Sheihamer 
An excellent work. Price »1.25.

ALL ABOUT DEVILS. ’
Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiiitualiem 

end other Great Reforms come from His Satanln 
Majesty and His Subcndlnateo In the Kingdom of

U08IS HDU“ 15

JOAN, THE MEDIUM. ~
once the most truthlnl history ot Joan ot Arc. and 
one ot the most convincing argument« on Spiritualism evervrltten. No novel wae ever more tbrininslv 1S 
terestlng; no history more true. Price In aoth to 
cent»; paper cover, 25 cents. For »ale at Ulis office^

HELEN HARLOWS V0W-~
Or Self-Justice.

By Lol» Walsbrooker. Many bare read this boot 
many have re read it, and many other» out to read IL 
It should be read by every man and woman Ifi the 
land. It »hows the falsities rampant tn eocleiv in 
matters of moral and social Import, and the wronn that flow therefrom to Innocent victim» of soclS 
ortraclsm. It contains a flno likeness at the author? 
Fine cloth, 280 pages. Price 11.00

The Development of the Spirit 
After Traniltfon. By the late M. Firadiy. Tho art. Bln of religions, and their Influence upon the menial 
development of the human race. Traiscrtbai al th. 
request, nt e hand of ancient NiDowbIhm. Price

THE HISTORICAL JESUS 
toMSwceli'i ByGeraU “0^ 

"the age of reason?
P??“ %lne; investigation of True and Fabulous Theology. A new and complete edi»

POEMS OF PROGRESS?
LUd. Doun. They are retay

BIBLE OF BIBLES,
BlKereejGraves. Itwin well nay naratk

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS ’.. . — — . — — — —■ — . .

--

URL.8- independent slateM Writer and Test Medium, 241 Winchester avenu?

EDITH BRAMLEY'S VISION.
A thrilling appeal to aD who »ro Interested in lem. 

mg bow the great force, of the Bomia' Otbolio 
Church are «eeklng to control all marmata Ber- ......... . .. -----
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